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PREFACE.

rsrn recent times the smaller English School Dictionaries were

considered sufficient if they contained a tolerably full list of common

■sords, -with one or two definitions attached to each; and if, in addi

tion, the words were accented or marked so as to indicate in a loose

and general way their proper pronunciation, they were pronounced by

critics and reviewers to be worthy of high praise. And as the lessons

in school reading books were ordinarily extracts from the historians,

dirines, poets, and essayists of the last century, and chiefly of a narra

tive or didactic nature, they probably served their purpose fairly

fnough. But reading books now contain lessons from philosophical

and scientific works ; to specify one class only, the study of natural

science has introduced many new terms requiring explanation of their

meaning ; and the essayists of this age, not to speak of its poets, have

a nomenclature, partly of classic, partly of continental origin, quite

unknown to our fathers. Besides the schoolmaster of the present

day is not content with getting from his pupil a correct meaning for

i word ; he asks also its derivation, and if at all competent for his

▼ork, will ask for, or at least will give, some account of its history, in

the changes of form and signification which from time to time it may

have experienced. A fuller vocabulary, therefore, a definite etymohyy,

and a more copious and discriminating definition of words are required

even in our small dictionaries, to answer the requirements of modern

teaching or learning. The Globe Dictionary is specially intended

and adapted to satisfy these.

The Vocabulary has been considerably extended and enriched,

so tbat few words will be found wanting which the scholar or ordinary

reader may have to look for. Without pretending to give all the
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technical terms to be met with, in the higher scientific and philosophi

cal treatises, yet many, if not most, of these are contained in it; and

numerous additions have been made of terms colloquial and artistic

■which have latterly crept into our idiom.

The Definitions have been so framed as to give a full, clear, and

accurate exposition of all the senses in which a word has been at

different times employed. So far as possible, the historical develop

ment of the word has been designated, the disconnecting hyphens

noting the different changes and shades of meaning, while every effort

has been made to give precision and distinctiveness combined with

terseness.

The Etymology has been prepared with due consideration of tho

labours of former Lexicographers, and of the later philologists; and,

as the origin of many of our words is still matter of dispute, and the

space at our command is limited, it was deemed right to conoentrate

the attention upon one root-form, seemingly the best out of several

possible roots, to show how the word assumed its form, and acquired

its primary meaning.

The Pronunciation of the words is clearly and unmistakably

indicated by reprinting them in phonetic spelling, with distinct

syllabication, distributed accents, and marked vowel sounds.

Numerous Illustrations have been added of interesting objects in

natural history, of mechanical contrivances, of scientific and artistic

forms and productions, &c.

The form and character of the typography, the fulness of the

matter, the simplicity of its arrangement, and the price at which it is

offered, are such as cannot fail to make it generally acceptable, and

secure a large and increasing circulation among all who are prose

cuting the study of the English language.

London, April, 1873.
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L [ST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS WORK.

a stands

adv.

Amer.

A. .

Armor.

foradjective.

. adverb.

. American.

. Arabic.

. Amorican.

n. standsfornoun.

neui. . neuter.

Norm. P. Norman French.

Nor. . Norse.

A.-S. . Anglo-Saxon.
p. . • participle.

Braz. . Brazilian. p. a. participle adjective.

CataL . Catalan.

pass.

Per.

passive.

Persian.

Celt . Celtic. Portuguese.

£ :
. confer (compare).

. Chaldee. Pol.

. plural.

Polish.

Chin. . Chinese. PP. . participle past.'

comp.

conj.

. comparative.

. conjunction. W:.
participle present.

Provencal.

Copt. . Coptic.
prep. preposition.

pret. , , preterite.

D. . . Dutch.
priv. privative.

Dan. . Danish. pron. pronoun.

dim. . diminutive.

Eng. . English.

q.v. quod vide 'which see).

e.g. . . exempli gratia (for example).
R. . . Roman.

fern.

F. .

. feminine.

. French.

R.C. .

Rusb.

Boman Catholic

Russian.

Gael. . Gaelic. . S. . . Saxon.

Ger.

Go. .

. German.

. Gothic.

sc. .

Scot.

scilicet (being understood).

Scottish.

G. . . Greek. sing. singular.

Skr. Sanskirt.

H. . . Hebrew. Slav. Slavonic.

Hung. Hungarian. Sp. . . Spanish.

superl. . superlative.

IceL . Icelandic. Sw. . . Swedish.

*. c. . . id eat (that is),

imperfect.

Syr. Syriac.

imp.

interj.

It. .

interjeotion.

Irish.
Turk. . Turkish.

It. . Italian.
•v. . ■ .

verb.

L. . . Latin. v. i. . verb intransitive.

mate. masculine.

v.t.. verb transitive.

Malay . Malayan. W. . . Welsh.

KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION.

The consonants employed in the Phonetic spelling, with the exception of g, retain

their name sounds, and the vowels, unless marked, retain their short sounds. Tho

diphthong au or aw represents the sound of a, as heard in all ; ou or ow, that of oic,

as in now; and oo unmarked, as in book ; the short sound of Co as in mddn. The

sharp sound of th is indicated by common letters, as in thin ; the flat sound by

small capitals, as in -raen. The syllabic sound of blc, whether terminal or incidental,

is represented by bl, and the termination bly by ble. By referring to the following

key, it will be seen that the notation of long and peculiar vowel sounds is remark

ably simple :—

Fate, far; me, her; mine; note; tune; moon



DICTIONARY

Of

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

-♦-♦-

A, The first letter of the alphabet in most lan-

jaagee ;—the indefinite article, signifying one

tf oAf, placed before nouns of the singular num

ber denoting an individual object, before oollec-

tiTQ noons, and also before plural nouns when

the adjactjve fete or the phrase great many is

i^t^rpusad. It is a contraction of the Anglo-

eaxca as, or one, one, and is substituted for an

btijre all words beginning with a consonant

smnd, except words beginning with the sound

of h and hai> ing the accent on any other syllable

than the first ; as, a table, a woman, a year. A

*tarp (A 1 ), a musical tone between A aud B.

A fat (A 5 ), a tune between A and O.

aaraoie, (a-ronlk) a. Pertaining to Aaron or

to his priestly office.

Aback, (a-bak') adv. Backward, against the masts

—aid of the sails when pressed by the wind.

Assess, (ab'a-kus) n. [L.J The upper plate upon

the capital of a col-

can, supporting the

architrave ;—an in

urement for effect- \

Jag arithmetical cal

culations with slid'

Ofbails. Abacus.

Abaft, (a-baftf) prep. Towards the stern ; farther

aft.

laaii—o>, (a-bu'sans) n. Obeisance ; a bow.

jfaafagnate. (ab-il'yen-at) r. t. [L. abalicnare.]

Ta transfer the title of property to another.

aasadocu (a-ban'dun) v. t. [F. abandonner.] To

eve up finally, or with a view never to resume.

Asaadoaed, (a-ban'dund)p. a. Given up entirely,

uto a vice. [thing is abandoned.

abaadoaee, (vban'dun-e) n. One to whom a

aiaadcament. (a-ban'dun-ment)7i. Act of aban

doning : entire desertion or relinquishment.

Abase, (a-bjuO r, /. [P. abaiwer.] To bring low,

as to the ground : to cast down.

Ahaseatent, (a-bSs'ment) n. Act of bringing low.

Abash, (a bath/) r. (. [F. aJuiim1.] To destroy

the self-posi&ession of, as by suddenly exciting a

consciousness of guilt, inferiority, or the like.

Abate, (a-bat) v. t [P. abattri] Literally, to

beat down ; to reduce from a higher to a lower

•tata; to diminish: to lessen ;—v.i. To decrease;

to become lew in strength orviolence.

Aatiesaent, la-hlt'oient) n. Act of abating; de

crease; tpedjleaily, a remitting, as of a tax;

failure, as of a writ ; removal, as of a nuisance.

ABDUCTION

Abatis, (a-ba-tfiO «- TF] A row of sharpened

branches of trees turned outward for defence.

Abattoir, (a-bat-twar') n. [F.J A slaughterhouse.

Abb, (ab) n. Among weavers, yarn for the

warp.

Abba, (aVba) n. A Syriac word meaning father,

used to denote a religious superior.

Abbacy, (ab'ba-se) n. The condition or privileges

of an abbot.

Abbe, (at/a) n. [F.] Originally, an abbot; but

now an ecclesiastic devoted to teaching, Ac.

Abbess, (ab'bes) «. The governess of a nunnery.

Abbey, (at/be) n. A residence of monks or nuns;

—a church attached to a monastery.

Abbot, (abTiut) n. [L. abba. ] Head of a com

munity of monks : superior of an abbey.

Abbreviate, (ab-bre've-it) v. t. [L. ab and bre-

viare.] To bring within less space; to reduco by

contraction or omission.

Abbreviation, (ab-bre-ve-a'shun) n. The act of

abbreviating;—the form to which a word is

reduced by contraction, as Gen, for Genesut.

Abbreviator, (ab-bre've-a-ter) n. One who abbre

viates or reduces to a smaller compass.

Abbreviature, (ab-breVo-u-tGr) n. An abbrevia

tion ;—an abridgment or compend.

A, B, 0, The first three letters of the alphabet,

used for the whole alphabet.

Abdicant, (al/de-kant) n. One who abdicates.

Abdicate, (ab'de-kat) v. t. [L. abdicare.] To give

up right or claim to ; to withdraw from ;— i*. i.

To relinquish an office, right, power, trust.

Abdication, (ab-de-k-Vshun) n. The ahandon-

ment of a public office*or of a right or trust.

Abdicative, (ab'de-kil-tiv) a. Causing, or im

plying abdication.

Abtlicator, (ab-de-ki'ter) n. One who resigns.

Abdomen, (ab-diYmen) n. (L.) The belly, or

that part of the body which lies between the

thorax and the bottom of the pelvis.

Abdominal, (ab-dom'in-al) ». A kind of fish,

like salmon, &c., with

vent ml fins behind the

pectoral.

Abduce, (ab-dus') v. t.

[h. abdueere.] To draw

away; to draw to a

different part Abdominal.

Abduct, (ab-duktf) v. t [L. aoducfus.] To take

away bv stealth or by unlawful force.

Abduction, (ab-dukshuu) n. The act of carry
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ing uwftj, especially of a person, by fraud or

torn,

Abductor, (ab-duk'ter) n. A person guilty of ab

duction ;—a muscle which serves to draw a part

ont or from the median line of the body.

Abeam, (a-bOm') adv. On the beam ; at right

angles with the ship's keeL

Abecedarian, (a-be-se-da're-an) n. One who

teaches or who learns the letters of the alphabet.

Abed, (a-bedO adv. In bod ; on the bod.

Abelmosk, (a'bol-mosk) n. The Syrian mallow.

Abeltree, (a'bel-tre) n. The white poplar.

Aber, (.Vber) n. [Celtic] The mouth of a river.

Aberrance, (ab-er'ans) n. [L. abcrrare.] Devia

tion from rectitude.

Aberration, (ab-er-a'shun) n. Act of wandering;

deviation, especially from truth or moral recti

tude ;—alienation of mind ;—a small periodical

chango of position in a star or heavenly body.

Abet, (a- bet') i*. (. [Old F. abeter.] To encourage

or incite by aid or countenance;—to encour

age to commit a crime, or assist in a criminal

act [couraging: support.

Abetment, (a-bet'ment) ». Aot of abetting or en-

Abettor, (a-bet'er) n. One who abets, aids, or

encourages ; an instigator.

Abeyance, (a-ba'ans) n. [P. bayer.} A state of

suspension with the expectation of a revival.

Abhor, (ab-hoi/) v. t. [L. abhorrere.] To regard

with horror or detestation ;—to hate extremely.

Abhorrence, (ab-hor'rons) n. Detestation; hatred.

Abhorrent, (ab-horYent) a. Abhorring; detesting;

hating; struck with abhorrence;—repugnant.

Abib, (a'bib) n. The first month of the Jewish

year.

Abide, (a-bld*) v. i. To continue in a place ;—to

continue firm or stable, as to abide by a con

tract ;—v. t. To stand firm under ; to endure

without shrinking.

Ability, (a-bil'le-to) n. [L. habilitas.'] Quality,

statu, or condition of being able ; power to act,

whether bodily, moral, intellectual, conven

tional or legal.

Abintestate, (ab-in-tes'tat) a. Inheriting the

estate of one who died without a will.

Abirritation, (ab-ir-ro-ta'shun) n. Want of

strength ; debility.

Abject, (ab'jekt) a, [L. abject as.] Sunk to a

low condition ; despicable.

Abject, (ab'jekt) n. One in a miserable state.

Abjection, (ab-jek'shun) n. Meanness of spirit.

Abiectness, (ab'jekt-nea)n. State of being abject

Abjudicate, (ab-joo'de-kat) v.t. To give away in

judgment [Judicating.

Abjudication, (ab-j6o-de-ka'shuu) n. Actofab-

Abjuration, (ab-jo6r-a'sh«n) n. The act of re

nouncing under oath, or solemnly.

Abjure, (ab-joorO r. (. [L. abjarare.) To re

nounce under oath, or with great solemnity.

Ablactation, (ab-lak-ta'shun) n. [h. a&and lac.)

A weaning of a child;—a method of grafting.

Ablaqueate, (ab-lalcwS-at) r. t. To lay bare or

expose, as the roots of a tree.

Ablaqueation, (ab-LVkwO-a'ahun) n. [L. ablaquf-

atio.] The process of laying bare the roots of

trees.

Ablation, (ab-la'shun) n. A carrying away.

Ablative, (ab'la-tiv) a. [L. ablativus.) Taking

away or removing;—applied to the sixth case

of Latin nouns. [nouns.

Ablative, (ab'la-tiv) n. The sixth case of Latin

Ablaze, (a-blaz') adv. On fire ; in a blazo ;—in a

state of anient desire ; highly excited.

Able, (.Vbl) a. [L. habitit.) Having physical or

mental power for the accomplishment of some

object; having property, skill, or the like.

Able-bodied, (a'bl-bod-id) a. Having a sound,

strong body ; robust ; vigorous.

Ablegate, (able-gat) r. t. [L. ah and leaare.} To

send abroad. [sight ; blindnca*.

Ablepsy, (ab'lip-se) n. [O. ablepsia.] Want of

Abluent (ab'lii-ent) n. Sometlung reputed to

have the power of purifying the blood.

Ablution, (ab-lu'shun) n. [L. ablutio.] Act of

cleansing or washing ;—religious purification.

Ably, (able) adv. In an able manner ; with skill.

Abnegate, (ab'ne-g&t) *. U [L. abnegate,} To

reject [muiciatiou.

Abnegation, (ab-ne-ga'shun) n. Denial and ro-

Abnormal, (ab-norm'al) a. [L. ah and norma.]

Contrary to rule, law, or system ; irregular.

Abnormity, (ab-norm'e-te) n. State or quality of

being abnormal or irregular.

Aboard, (a-bord') adv. On board : in a vessel.

Abode, (a- bod') n. State or place of residence.

Abolish, (a-bol'ish) v.t. [h. aboletcert.] To do

away with utterly ; to put an end to; to annul.

Abolishment, (a-bol'ish-ment) n. Act of abol

ishing; abolition.

Abolition, (ab-6-liah'un) n. Act of abolishing, or

state of being abolished ; a doing away with

finally—applied particularly to slavery.

Abolitionist, (ab-o-lish'un-ist) n. One who favours

abolition, especially the abolition of slavery.

Abominable, (a-bom'in-a-bl) a. Worthy of, or

causing abhorrence; odious in the highest

degree. [able manner; detestably ; execrably.

Abominably, (a-bom'in-a-ble) adv. In an abotuin-

Abominate, (a-bom'in-at) v. t. [L. abommare.]

To hate in the highest degree.

Abomination, (a-bora-in-ii'shun) tu Act of a-

bominating ; loathing ;—an object of hatred and

disgust. [taut.

Aboriginal, (ab-o-rij'in-al) n. An original inhabi-

Aborigines, (ab-o-rij'in-ez) «. pt. [L. ab and

ori<w.] The original inhabitants of a country.

Abortion, (a-bor'shun) u. [L. abortio.] The act of

miscarrying;—anything which fails to come to

maturity. [effect.

Abortive, (a-bort'iv) a. Immature; failing in lis

Abound, (a-bound') v. i. [L. abundare.) Tube

in great plenty ;—to be copiously supplied.

About, (a-bouf) prep. [A.-H. o.butan.} On every

side of ; all over or around ;—near, in place, timo,

quantity, or the like.

Above, (a-buv7) prep. [A.-S. abufan.] Higher

in place than ;—more in number, quantity, or

degree than.

Above, (a-buyO adv. Overhead ;—before in order

of place;—liigher in rank or power.

Abracadabra, (ab-ra-ka-dab'ra) n. A oombina

tion of letters, in the fonn of an inverted cone.

Abrade, (ab-rid') v.t. [h. abraden.] To wear

off.

Abrasion, (ab-rVzhun) n. A rubbing or scrap

ing off;—Bubsttuice worn off by attrition.

Abreast, (a-bresf) adv. Side by side; on a lino

with.

Abridge, (a-brij*) v.t fF. abrfper.] To bring

within leas space ; to make shorter;—to deprive;

—to reduce to a more simple expression.

Abridgment, (a-brij'ment) n. A cutting off or

shortening ;—a work abridged or epitomized.

Abroach, (a-brOch') adv. Broached; letting out

liquor, or in a condition to do so.

Abroad, (a-brawd') adv. At largo ; without con
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fzieoent within narrow limit* ;—oat of % bouse

t ether inclosare ;—in foreign countries.

Abrogate, (ahro-gat) *. (. [L. abrogate.] To an

nul by in authoritative act; to abolish by

authority, [gating, annulling, or setting aside.

AkTogatiOB, (ab-ro-gi'shun) n. The act of abro-

Akrupt, (ab-ruptO a. [L. atrapjus.) Broken,

Keep, craggy ;—without notice to prepare for

the erect ; sadden ;—unconnected.

Akraptiaa, (ab-rup'shun) n. A sudden breaking

<M: a violent separation of bodies.

Akruptly, (sb-ruptle) adv. In an abrupt man-

aer; suddenly.

Airrptneaa, (ab-ruptfnes) n. State of being

abrupt ; steepness ; suddenness ; great haste.

Assets*, (ib**) ». [L. ab»ce»gu$.] A collec

tion of pus or purulent matter in an accidental

essmy of the body, [oft

Absciad, (ab-sand') r. L [L. abKindere.) To cut

Abscissa, (ab-sis'a) n, {L. ab*eiuu*.] One of the

eltmenta of re/eivnce by which

a point, as of a curre, is

referred to a system of fixed

rectilineal coordinate area.

Abscission, (ab-sizh'an) n, [L.

stixiscia j Act of cutting off;—

the state of being cut off;—a aaAbseissa.

fgare of speech when a speaker stops abruptly.

Abseead, (ab-skond") r.i. [I* absconder.] To

secret one'* self

Aksesee, (ab'sena) n, [L. absentia.] A state of be-

in; absent or withdrawn from a place or from

ecsupani&nahip :—inattention to tilings present.

Absent, (absent) a. Withdrawn from, or not

present in, a place;—inattentive to what is pass-

na; ; beedfess ;—r. U To take or withdraw to

mch a. distance as to prevent intercourse.

Absentee (ab-sen-t*') n. One who absents him

self from his country, office, post, or duty.

Absinth*, (ab-sinth'j n. [L. absinthium,] A

cordial of brandy tinctured with wormwood.

Absolut*, (ab'scVlut) a, [L. absolute.] Freed or

loosed from any limitation or condition ; un-

ccltrolled; unconditional;—complete; finished;

perfect: total;—positive; clear; certain; au-

ibv.-nLa.i2Te ;—self-existent ; self-sufficing.

Absolutely, (at/so-lut-le) adr. In an absolute

aar.s-r ; positively ; arbitrarily.

■banluliiiiii (ah so-hit-nes) n. Quality of being

absolute ; completeness ; arbitrary power.

Absolution, (ab-so-lu/ahun) n. An acquittal, or

sentence declaring an accused person innocent ;

—a rt-raissi<ju of sin prouounoed by the Roman

Catholic Church in favour of one who makes

ran ft —in n thereof [ment or its principles.

Absolutism, (ab'so-lu-tizni) *. Absolute govern-

Absolve, (ab-zolvO v.t. [L. abaolvere.] To set

free from, as from some obligation, debt, or

rsponsibtlity.

Absorb, (ab-sorbO v.t [L. abtorbtre.] To drink

is ; to suck up ; to imbibe as a sponge ;—to

et^rrj^ or engage wholly.

Absorbent, (ah-sorr/ent) n. A substance or a

bodily organ which absorbs.

Absorption, (ab-sorp'shun) n. Act or process of

bong absorbed and made to disappear by me

chanical means ;—process or act of being made

passively to disappear in some other substance,

through molecular or other invisible means;

entire engrossment or occupation of mind

ASoin, (ab-stinO r.i. [L. aJjtUnere.] To for-

baar, or refrain, voluntarily, and especially from

an indulgence of the psesious or appetites.

Abstemious, fab-ste'roe-us) o. [L. abttemiux.]

Sparing in diet; refraining from a free use of

food and strong drinks; temperate; abstinent;

—sparingly used, or used with temperance.

Abstemiously, (ab-ste'me-UB-le) adv. Temper

ately ; sparingly.

Abstemiousness, (ab-stc^me-us-nes) a. Quality of

being abstemious; a sparing use of food or

strong drink. [detergent.

Abstergent, (ab-sterj'ent) a. Serving to cleanse ;

Abstinenoe, (at/ste-nens) n. The act or practice

of abstaining; voluntary forbearance of any

action; moderation.

Abstinent, (ab'ste-nent) a. Refraining from in

dulgence, especially in £he use of food and drink.

Abstract, (ab-straktO r. t [L. abttractu*.] To

draw from or separate ;—to draw off, in respect

to interest or attention ;—to epitomize or re

duce ; to take secretly from the property of an

other.

Abstract, (ab'strakt) n. That which comprises in

itself the essential qualities of a larger thing,

or of several things ; an inventory or epitome.

Abstractedly, (ab-strakt'ed-le) adv. By itself;

in a separate state. [being abstracted

Abstractedness, (ab-strakt'ed-nes) n. The state of

Abstraction, (ab-strak'shun) n. Act of abstract

ing, or state of being separated ;—a recluse life ;

—absence of mind ; inattention to present

objects;—the taking surreptitiously the pro

perty of another.

Abstractive, (ab-strakt'iv) a. Having the power

of abstracting. (struct.

Abstractneae, (ab-strakt'nes) n. State of being ab-

Abstruse, (ab-stroos7) a. [L. abstrutvt.] Literally,

thrust away ; hidden ; difficult to be understood.

Abstrusely, (ab-strOOs'Ie) adv. Not plainly.

Abstruseness, (ab-stroos'uea) n. State or quality of

being abstruse.

Absurd, (ab-surd^fl. [L. abturdua.] Opposed to

manifest truth ; inconsistent with reason, or the

plain dictates of common sense ; contradictory.

Absurdity, (ab-surd'e-te) n. The quality of being

absurd, or inconsistent with obvious truth, rea

son, or sound judgment

Absurdnesfl, (ab-surd'nes) a. Inconsistency.

Abundance, (u-bund'ans) n. [L. abundantia,] An

overflowing fulness; ample sufficiency; plenty.

Abundant, (abundant) a. Fully sufficient.

Abundantly, (a-bund'ant-le) adv. Plentifully;

amply.

Abuse, (a-bur/) v. t. [L. abum*.] To make an

improper use of ; to use with bad motives ;—to

treat rudely; to revile;—to deceive or impose on.

Abuse, (a-buV) n. Ill usage ; improper treatment

or employment ; application to a wrong purpose;

—rude or reproachful language; contumely.

Abusive, (a-bus'iv) a. Practising abuse; offering

harsh words or 111 treatment.

Abusiveness, (a-bus'iv-nes) ». Quality of being

abusive ; ill usage.

Abut, (a-buf) v.t. [F. aboutir.] To terminate

or border ; to be contiguous ; to meet.

Abutment, (a-but'ment) n. That on which a thing

abuts ; the solid part of a pier or wall, which

receives the lateral pressure of an arch.

Abyss, (a-bis7) 11. [G. abuuos.] A bottomless

depth; a gulf; hence, any deep.

Acacia, (a-ki'she-a) n. [G. akakia,] A genus of

leguminous trees and shrubs with thorns.

Academic, (ak-a-dem'ik) «. Belonging to the

school or philosophy of Plato ;—belonging to an

academy or other institution of learning
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Academician, (ak-a-dc-mish'e-an) iu A member

of a society for promoting arts and sciences.

Academy, (a-kad'e-me) n. A garden or grove

near Athens, belonging originally to a person

named Academus, where Plato and his follow

ers held their philosophical conferences ;—a

school, or seminary, holding a rank between

a university and a common school ;—a society

of men united for the promotion of arts and.

sciences.

Acanthus, (a-kan'thus) n. [G, akanihos.] A genus

of herbaceous prickly plants;—an ornament

used in the capitals of the Corinthian and

Composite orders.

Acatalectie, (a-kat-a-lek'tik) n, [G. akataMtot.]

A verse which has the complete number of syl

lables without defect or superfluity.

Accede, (ak-sed/) v. i. [L. accedere.] To agree

or assent to terms proposed by another.

Accelerate, (ak-sel'er-at) v. (. [L. accelerate.] To

cause to move faster ;—to add to the natural or

ordinary progression of.

Acceleration, (ak-sel-er-a'shun) n. The act of

accelerating ; increase of motion or action.

Accent, (ok'sent) n. |L. accentvs.) A superior

force of voice upon some particular syllable of a

word ;—a mark used in, writing to regulate the

pronunciation ; — words, language, or expres

sions in general. [mark with accent.

Accent, (ak-sentO v. t To pronounce, utter, or

Accentual, (ak-sent'u-al) a. Relating to accent.

Accentuate, (ak-Bent'u-at) v. t. To mark or pro

nounce with an accent or accents.

Accentuation, (ak-sont-u-iVshun) n. Act of

placing accents in writing, or in pronouncing.

Accept, (ak-sopf) v. t. [L. acceptare.] To re

ceive with a consenting mind ;—to admit and

agree to ;—to receive as obligatory and promise

to pay.

Acceptable, (ak-sept'a-bl) a. Capable, worthy,

or sure of being accepted or received with

pleasure. [of being acceptable or agreeable,

Acceptablencss, (ak-sepva-bl-nes) n. The quality

Acceptably, (ak-sept'a-ble) adv. In an acceptable

manner.

Acceptance, (ak-sept'ons) n. The act of ac

cepting ; favourable reception ;—an engagement

on a bill of exchange, to pay it when due; the

bill itself when accepted.

Acceptation, (ak-sep-ta'shun) n. Rind reception.

Accepter, (ak-eept'er) n. A person who accepts ;

tpccijlcaltt/, who accepts a bill of exchange.

Access, (ak"-ses/, ak'ses) n. [h. accessus. ] A com

ing to, or near approach; admittance;—addi

tion.

Accessary, (akaes-ser-e) a. Additional ;—unit

ing in a crime. [being approachable.

Accessibility, (ak-sea-se-bil'e-te) n. Quality of

Accessible! (ak-ses'o-bl) a. Easy of approach.

Accession, (ak-saah'un) n. (L. «cce*sio.] Act of

acceding and becoming joined; — increase by

something added ;—act of arriving at a throne.

Accessorial, (ak-scs-so're-al) a. Pertaining to an

accessory. [some effect.

Accessory, (ak'ses-ser-e) a. Aiding in producing

Accessory, (ak'ses-ser-o) n. One guilty of a

felonious offence, though not presont at its per

petration.

Aocidenee, (ak'se-dens) n. A small book contain

ing the accidents or rudiments of grammar.

Aocident, (ak'se-dent) n. | L. ad and cado.] An

event which is not expected; casualty; con

tingency.

Accidental, (ak-so-dent'al) a. Happening unex

pectedly ; — non-essential ; not necessarily be

longing.

Accidental, (ak-se-dent'al) n. Any thing happen-

ing accidentally ; a casualty.

Accidentally, (ak-se-deut'al-lu) adv. By chance ;

unexpectedly.

Acclaim, (ak-klumO v. t. [L. acclamare.] To

honour or meet with applause ; —to Balute.

Acclaim, (ak-klam') n. A shout, expressive of

assent, choice, or approbation. [applause.

Acclamation, (ak-kla-ma'shun) n. A shout of

Acclimate, (ak-klfm.it) v. t. To habituate to a

climate not native.

Acclimation, (ak-kli-m&'shun) n. The process

of becoming, or the state of being, acclimated.

Acclimatize, (ak-kli'ma-tiz) v. t. To acclimate.

Acclimature, (ak-kli'ma-tui) n. Act of acclimat

ing.

IcclivitaAcclivity, (ak-khVe-te) n. [L. acctivita*.] A

slope or inclination of the earth ; rising ground;

ascent.

Accommodate, (ak-kom'mo-diit) v. t. [L. acctnn-

modare.] To render fit; to adapt;—to furnish

with something desired, or convenient; — to

bring into agreement

Accommodating, (ak-kom'mo-dat-ing) a. Afford

ing or disposed to afford accommodation ; oblig

ing.

Accommodation, (ak-kom-mo-d<Vshun) n. The

act of fitting, or the state of being fitted ; adap

tation ;—an adjustment of differences;—a loan

of money ;—a fictitious bill to raise money on.

Accompaniment, (ak-kum'pa-no-uient) n. That

which accompanies ; that attends as a circum

stance, or is added by way of ornament or for

symmetry; a part performed by instruments

accompanying voices.

Accompanist, (ok-kum'pa-nist) n. The per

former in music who takes an accompanying

part. [to keep company with.

Accompany, (ak-kum'pa-ne) v. t. To go with ;

Accomplice, (ok-kom'plis) n. A co-operator or

associate in general ; a partaker in guilt.

Accomplish, (ak-kom'plish) v. t. [F. accompli r. ]

To finish in time ; to complete ;—to bring to

pass;—to furnish with whatever may render

complete, Arc.

Accomplished, (ak-kom'plisht) p. a. Complete

and perfected, as the result of training.

Accomplishment, (ak-kom'plish-ment) n. Act of

accomplishing;—excellence of mind or manners.

Accord, (ak-konT) n. [From L. cor, cordis.}

Agreement; consent;—harmony of sounds.

Accord, (ak-kord') v. t. To moke to agree or

correspond ; to adjust ;—to concede ;—v. ». To

agree ;—to agree in pitch and tone.

Accordance, (ak-kord'ans) n. Agreement; con

formity, [sonant ; agreeable.

Accordant, (ak-kord'ant) a. Corresponding; con-

According, (ak-kord'uig) p. a. In harmony with ;

suitable. [with; consequently.

Accordingly, (ak-kord'ing-le) adv. In accordance

Accordion, (ak-kord'e-un) n. A small koyed

wind - instrument, whose

tones ore generated by

the play of wind upon

metallic reeds. f

Accost, (ak-koatf) v, t. [L.

ad and casta.} To address ;

to speak first to.

 

Accordion.

Accouchement, (ak-kdoah-mongO «. U*\J

livery in child-hirtu.

De-
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Aeecuchfur. (ik-kuosh-ur') a. [F.J A man who

aseiets wtKnea in child-birth ; a man-midwife.

Acccuat, (ak-kount/) ft- A reckoning ;—a written

nt remtad statement of pecuniary transactions ;

—* statement of reasons: a relation or de

scription;—an estimate;—importance; value.

Aacsnt, (ak-koantO v. t. [L. ad and computarc.]

To reckon ;—to estimate :—v. i. To render a re~

ittiGD q£ partjcnlars or reasons in a reckoning

or judgment.

Accountability, (ak-kount-a-bile-te) n. The

state of being accountable, or liable to pay for

injury dona. [called to account

AacountahU, (ak-konnt a-bl) a. Liable to be

Accountant, (ak-kuunt ant) n. One who keeps,

er is ■'■rilled in, accounts.

Account-book, (oJc-kount'bOok) a. A book used

fcr keeping accounts.

Acccutre, (aVkwt'er) *•<- &• aecoutrer.] To

furnish with dress or equipments, [trappings.

AscflSEfaroacsta. (ak-kou'ter-ments) n. pL Dress ;

Accredit, (ak-kxed'it) r. L [1*. aecr"iitus] Togho

trust to ; to credit ;—to send with credentials.

Accretion, (ak-krf'shun) n. [L. accretio.} An

intense by natural growth.

Accra*, (ak-krou') r. i. [F. accrue.) To increase ;

to be ^^—l, a* profit, or damage.

Arcubatieax, (ak-ku-bA'shun) n. A lying en a

outch. as practised by the ancients at meals.

Aaeambest, (ak-kum'bent) a. Leaning or re

clining.

AccrrnuiiU. (ak-ku'rnu-Ut) r. t. [J^accumvhttui'.]

To heap up in a mass; to collect;—v.i. To

grow to a great size, number, or quantity ;

to increase greatly.

AcceniaJstion, (ak-ku-mu-11'shun) n. Act of

accumulating, or that which is accumulated.

Accumulative, (ak-ku'mu-Ll~tiv) a. Causing ac

cumulation ; increasing greatly.

Accuracy, (akku-ri-se) «. State of being ac-

cuxxte : conformity to truth or rule ; exactness.

Accurate, (akku-rut) a. [L. accuratus.] In

confi>rniity to truth, or to a standard; free

from error, or defect. [manner.

Accurately, (alrku-rat-Ie) orfr. In an accurate

Aecurse, (ak-kurs/) r. L To imprecate evil or

misery upon.

Accursed, (ak-kunred) pp. or a. Doomed; de

testable ; execrable.

Accuaation, (ak-ku-za'shun) n. Act of accusing ;

—that of which one is accrued.

Accusative, (ak-kuzat-iv) a. Producing or con

taining accusations.

Accusative, (ak-kurativ) n. The fourth case of

Greek and Latin noons.

Accuse, (ak-kusO r. t. [I*. accwtare.] To charge

w*th a crime or fault ; in law, by public process.

Accuser, (ak-kuz'er) n. One who brings a charge.

Accustom, (ak-kuVtum) v. t. To make familiar

by use ; to habituate or inure. [ary.

Accastomary, (ak-kus'tum-a-re) a. Usual ; ordin-

Aee, (as) *. [L. at. ] A single point on a card

or die ; or the card so marked ;—a particle ; an

baosl

iuMins, (a-ml'da-ma) n. [C. khakel and

doja. ) A field purchased with the bribe which

Judas took for betraying his Master—the field

«/ bleod. [out a head.

Acephaloos, (a-sefal-us) a. [G. alepJtalot.] With-

Aserbity, (a-ee.r'be-te) n. Sourness, with a-

sthngency ;—bitterness) or severity.

Acesceat, (a-eeo'ent) a. [h. acexens.) Turning

sour ; readily becoming tart or acid.

Acetate, (as'so-tat) a. A salt formed by aoetio

acid united to a base.

Acetic, (a-set'ik) a, [L. aceticun.] Composed

of four parts each of carbon, hydrogen, and

oxygen ; relating to such an acid, as, acetic

ether.

Acetiflcation, (a-eet-e-fe-ka'shnn) n. The act of

making acetous or sour, or of making vinegar.

Acetify, (a-set'e-fi) v.t. or i. |L. aectuia and

faeere.] To turn into acid or vinegar.

Acetimeter, (as-e-tim'e-ter) n. [L. acetum and

metrum.) An instrument for ascertaining the

strength of adds.

Ache, (ak) v.i. [0. achot.) To suffer pain; to

have, or be in, pain ; to be distressed.

Ache, (ak) n. Continued pain, in opposition to

sudden twinges, or spasmodic pain.

Acheron, (ak'er-on) n. [G. achot and roas.] A

fabled river in the lower regions. [achieved.

Achievable, (a-cheVa-bl) a. Capable of being

Achieve, (a-chCv') v. t. [F. ercAercr.J To carry

to a final close; to bring into a perfected

state ; to accomplish.

Achievement, (a-chuVment) n. Act of per

forming ;—a heroic deed ;—an escutcheon.

Achromatic, (ak-ro-mat'ik) a. [G. achwi.vatot.]

Free from colour ; not showing colour.

Acicular, (a-sik'u-lar) a. [L. ucicula.} Needle-

shaped.

Acid, (as'id)a. Sour ; having the taste of vinegar.

Acid, (as'id) n. [L. acidxtt. ) A sour substance ;—

a substance combiningwith alkalies and alkaline

oxides, and reddening most blue vegetable col

ours, usually with a strong, sharp taste.

Acidifler, (a-sid'e-fi-er) n. A simple or com

pound principle necessary to produce acidity.

Acidify, (a-idd'e-fi) v. t. To make acid.

Acidity, (a-sid'e-te) n. Quality of being acid or

sour; sharpness: sourness. Tacid.

Acidulate, (a-sid'u-lat) v. t. To make slightly

Acidulous, (a-sid'u-lus) a, [L. aeidulvx.) Sourish.

Acknowledge, (ak-nol'ej) v. t. [Old E. at-

nmcledgc.] To avow, or confess a knowledge

of; to recognize as a truth :—to recognize in a

particular character ;—to own with gratitude.

Acknowledgment, (ak-nol'ej-meut) n. Act of

acknowledging;—something done in return for

a favour;—a declaration of one's act, to give it

validity. [highest point of a thing ; crisis.

Acme, (ak'm5) n. [G. al-me". ] The height, top, or

Acolyte, (ak'o-lit) n, [G. akolouthot.} A com

panion ; an associate ;—an attendant star.

Aconite, (ak'o-nit) n. W'oli's-bane, a poison.

Acorn, (tVkoni)n. [A-S. orcem.) The seed or

fruit of the oak.

Acotyledon, (a-ko-til-€'don) n.

[G. a priv. and kotulcddn.] •

A plant in which the seed-

lobes are not present. Aeorn.

Acoustic, (a-kous'tik) a. [0. akoiutiko*.) Per

taining to the ears, to the sense of hearing, or to

the science of sounds. [sounds.

Acoustic*, (a-kous'tik*) «. einp. The science of

Acquaint, (ak-kwanf) v. t. [Old F. accointa;

from L. adcopnitarc] To make fully or in

timately known.

Acquaintance, (ak-kwant'ans) n. A state of be

ing acquainted; familiar knowledge ;—a person

well known.

Acquiesce, (ak-kwB-es') v.i, [L. acoviewert.]

To rest satisfied;—to concur upon conviction.

Acquieacenoe, (ak-kwC-cs'eiis) n. A silent assent

or a submission with apparent compliance.
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Acquiescent, (ak-kwC-es'ent) «. Submitting;

disposed to submit. [acquired.

Acquirable, (ak-kwlr'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Acquire, (ak-kwlr/) v.t. [L. acquirert,] To gain,

usually by one's own labour or exertions.

Acquirement, (ak-kwn nmit) n. The act of ac

quiring, or that which is acquired.

Acquisition, (ak-kw&-zish'un) n. Act of acquir

ing ;—the thing gained. [acquisitions.

Acquisitive, (ak-k wiz it,-iv) a. Disposed to make

Acquisitiveness, (ak-kwiz'it-iv-nes) n. State or

quality of being acquisitive;—the organ which

is supposed to give rise to this desire.

Acquit, (ak-kwitf) v.t, [F. acquitter.] To set

free; to discharge from aa accusation or sus

picion ; to release from duty ;—to conduct one's

self.

Acquitment, (ak-kwit'ment) n. Act of acquitting.

Acquittal, (uk-kwit'al) n. Deliverance from the

charge of an offence.

Acquittance, (ak-kwit'ans) n. The act of dis

charging from debt, or obligation ;—a writing

in evidenoe of a discharge ; a receipt in full.

Acrase, (a-kr&z') v. t. To make crazy ; to impair.

Acre, (a/ker) n. [A.-S. acer, L. aijer.] A piece

of land containing 160 square rods or perches,

or 4840 square yards, or 48,500 square feet.

Acreage, (a'ker-aj) n. A sum total of acres.

Acrid, (aVrid) a. [h. acer.} Of a biting taste ;

sharp; pungent; harsh.

Acridiiess, (ak'rid-nes) n. A sharp, harsh quality.

Acrimonious, (ak-re-mo'ne-us) a. Abounding

with acrimony ;—sarcastic.

Acrimony, (ak're-mun-e) n. A quality which

corrodes, dissolves, or destroys;—sharpness of

language or temper.

Acritude, (ak're-tud)n, [L. acritudo.] Biting heat

Acrobat, (ak'ro-bat) n, [G. airos and bainein.]

One who practises high vaulting, A-c.

Acropolis, (a-krop'o-lis) n. A citadel, and

especially the citadel of Athena

Acrospire, (ak'ro-spir) n, [G. uItos and spcira.]

A sprout at the end of a seed.

Across, (a-kros') prep. From side to side, or in a

direction opposed to the length of.

Acrostic, (a-kros'tik) n. [G. akrostMnn,] A

composition in verse, the first or last letters of

the lines conjunctly form a name or sentence.

Act, (akt) v. i. [L. actus. ] To exert power ;—

to be in action or motion ;—to behave or con

duct ;—v. t. To perform on the stage ;—to as

sume the office or character of.

Act, (akt) n. That which is done or doing ; per

formance; deed;—the decision of a legislative

body, court, or magistrate ;—a record contain

ing laws and determinations ;—one of the princi

pal divisions of a piny.

Actinism, (ak'tin-izm) n. A property in the

solar rays which produces chemical changes, as

in photography.

Action, (aVshun) n. Exertion of power or force ;

motion produced;—an act or thing done; be

haviour;—gesture ;—a process in a court of jus

tice ;—an engagement between troops in war.

Actionable, (ak'shun-a-bl) a. Admitting a suit,

or the bringing of an action at law.

Active, (ak'tiv) a. Having the power or quality

of acting ; communicating action ;—energetic ;—

producing real effects—opposed to speculative;—

expressing the transition from agent to object,

as verbs.

Actively, (ak'ti v -le) adv. In an active manner.

Activity, (ak-tiv'e-te) n, Kimbleness.

Actor, (akt'er) «. One who acts ; especially, one

who represents characters on the stage.

Actual, (akt'u-al) a. [L. actuali*.] Existing in

act—opixwed to possible or theoretical;—exist

ing at the present time. [actual.

Actuality, (akt-u-al'e-te) n. The state of being

Actualize, (akt'u-al-iz) v. t. To make actual

Actually, (nkt'u-ol-le) adv. In act or fact ; really.

Actuary, (akt u-a-re) n. A registrar or clerk ;

—the manager of an insurance company.

Actuate, (akt'u-at) v. t. To put into action ; to

move or incite to notion.

Aculeate, (a-kuTe-ut) «. Having sharp points.

Acumen, (a-ku'men) n. [L. acuerr.] Quickness

of perception ; penetration ; nice discrimination.

Acuminate, (a-ku'niin-at) v. t. To render sharp or

keen ;—v. i. To end in, or come to, a sharp

point. [ing ; termination in a sharp point.

Acumination, (ii-ku-min-i'shun) n. A shar]>en-

Acupuncture, (ak-Q-pungk'tur) n. [L. acus, and

punetura.] The introduction of needles into tbts

living tissues for remedial purposes.

Acute, (.t kut ') a. Sharp at the end—opposed to

blunt; —shrewd—omiosed ■

to dull;—high, or shrill—

opposed to grave or low;—

attended with symptoms .

of severity, and coming Acute angle.

speedily to a crisis—opposed to chronic.

Acute-angled, (a-kut'aiig-gkl) a. Having sharp

angles. [keenly.

Acutely, (a-kutle) adv. Sharply; shrewdly ;

Acuteness, (a-kut'nes) n. Sharpness of intellect.

Adage, (ad'uj) n. [L. adagiuiii.] A saying which

has obtained credit by long use.

Adagio, (ad-a'je-6) n. [It.] A piece of music

in slow time.

Adamant, (ad'a-mant) n. [G. adama*.] A name

given to the diamond and other substances of

extreme hardness ;—loadstone.

Adamantine, (ad-a-mant'in) a. Made of, or hav

ing the qualities of, adamant.

Adamic, (ad'am-ik) a. Pertaining to Adam.

Adam's-apple, (ad'amz-ap'pl) n. A species of

citron. [or suitable.

Adapt, (a-daptf) r. (. [L. adaptare.] To make fit.

Adaptability, (a-dapt-a-bilc-te) n. Quality of

suitableness. [adapted.

Adaptable, (a-dapt'a-bl) a. Capable of being:

Adaptation, (a-dap-tu'shun) n. The act of fitting;

fitness.

Adapter, (a-dapt'er) n. One who adapts;—a

vessel with two necks between a retort and a

receiver.

Add, (ad) v. I. [L. addere.] To Join or unite on©

thing or sum to another, to form into one

aggregate. [added ; an appendix.

Addendum, (ad-den'dum) n, [L.J

Adder, (ad'er) n. [A.-S. a-tter.}

Berpent ; a viper.

Adder's-wort, (ad'erz-wfrt) (

n. Snakeweed, so named i

from its supposed virtue

in curing the bite of,.

serpents.

Addict, (ad-dikf) v.t. [h.}[

addictus.] To apply habit

ually ; to devote.

Addictedness, (ad-dikt'ed-nei) n. Devotednew

Addition, (ad-dish'un) n. The act of adding

two or more things together ;—any thing added ;

increase ;—the branch of arithmetic which treats

of adding numbers.

 

Adder.
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Additional, (id-diah'un-al) a. Added ; something

ZL-'-rn. [addition.

AddiuasiaEy, (ad-dish'un-al-le) adv. By way of

Addle, (arfdi) a. [A.-& adl.] Having lost the

power of development; corrupt ; barren.

Addle, (ad uJ) r. t. To make corrupt

Address. (ad-dreeO r. L [U directum} To direct

wards or discourse to ;—to direct in writing, as

a letter;—to court.

Address, (ad-dies') n. A formal application or

speech ;—manner of speaking ;—dexterity ;—

direction of a letter.

Adduce, (ad-dus") x. t. [L. addvcerc] To offer;

to firing forward by way of proof. [duced.

jjjjjaflfc, (ad-du'se-bl) a. Capable of being ad-

Adept, (a-dept") n. One well skilled in any art

Adept. (a-deptO at [L. adtptus.} Well versed

ct acquainted with. [to; fully sufficient

Adequate, (ad'e-kwit) a. fL. acUtquatu*.] Equal

Adequately, (ade-kwut-le) adv. In proportion ;

—ntciautly.

Adhere, (ad-her') v.i. [L. odAarro-*.] To stick

last; to become united ;—to be attached or de

voted, [adhering ;—steady attachment

Adherene*, (ad-beVeiis) a. Quality or state of

Adherent, (ad-heVent) a. United with or to.

Adherent, (ad-heYent) n. One who cleaves to,

or supports some person or cause. [manner.

Adherently, (ad-heYent-le) adv. In an adherent

Adhesion, (ad-he'zhun) a. The force with which

bodies adhere when brought into contact

Adhesive, (ad-he'siv) a. Sticky ; tenacious.

Adhesavely, (adhfi'siv-le) adv. In an adhesive

manner, [sticking or adhering.

Adhesiveness. (ad-hC'siv-nes) n. The quality of

Adhortatory, (ad-hor'ta-to-re> a. [L. aUhortari.)

Containing counsel or warning.

Ad.su. i i J!]') adv. [V. d Dieu, to God] Good-

by ; farewelL

Adieu, (a-du") n. A farewelL

Adipose, (ad'e-poz) a. [L. adiposv*.] Fatty.

Adit, (adit) n. [L. aditus.] A horizontal or

inclined entrance into a mine ; a drift ;—access.

Adjacency, (nd-ji'seu-ae) n. [L. adjacerc] State

of being contiguous.

Adjacent, (ad-ja'eent) a. Lying near, close.

Adjective, (ad'jek-tiv) n. [L. adjfctivum.] A

word used with a noun or substantive, to de

scribe it, or to denote some property of it

Adjectively, (ad'jek-tiv-le) atlv. In the manner

of an adjective.

Adjoin, (ad-joiir*) r. t [F. adjoindrt,] To join

or unite to ;—*. i. To be contiguous ; to oo in

contact

Adjourn, (ad-jam*) v. t. [F. ajourner.] To put

off to another day :—v. i. To suspend the sea-

Ron of a public body.

Adjournment (ad-jurn'ment) n. The putting off

to another day;—the interval during which a

1 ■; blie body defers business.

Adjudge, (ad-juj") v. t. [L. adjudicare.] To de

cree judicially;—to sentence; to condemn.

Adjudicate, (ad-jooMe-kit) r. t. To determine,

as a court [sentence; decision.

Adjudication, (ad-jod-de-ka'ahun) n. Judicial

Adjudicator, (ad-joVde-ka-ter) n. One who de

termines or adjudicates.

Adjunct (ad-jungktf)n. [L. adjunetus.] Some

thing joined to another ; an appendage.

Adjunct, (ad-jungkf) a. Added or united.

Adjunction, (ad-jungk'ahun) n. The act of

joining. [of joining.

Adjunctive, (ad-jnugk'tiv) a. Having the quality

 

Adjuration, (ad-joo-ra'shun) n. A solemn charg

ing on oath ;—the form of oath.

Adjure, (ad-joor') t. (. [L. adjarare.) To charge

or entreat under oath.

Adjust, (ad-just'} v. t. [L. adjuitare.] To make

exact ;—to reduce to order ;—to set right

Adjustable, (ad-just a- bl) a. Capable of being

adjusted. [adjusts.

Adjuster, (ad-just'er) n. One who, orthat which,

Adjustment, (ad-just'ment) n. Act of reducing

to order ; arrangement [jutint

Adjutancy, (ad'jod-tan-se) n. Tlie office of an ad-

Adjutant, (ad'j 06-tint) n. An officer who assists

the superior officers in the exe

cution of orders, conducting

correspondence, &c ;—a very

large species of stork, a native

of India*

Admeasure, (ad-mezh'ur) r. /

[L. ad and menmirart.] Totals

the dimensions of;—to appoi-

tion.

Admeasurement, (ad-mezh'ur-

ment) n. Act of ascertaining Adjutant.

the dimensions ;—the dimensions ascertained.

Admensuration, (ad-men-aur-a'shuu) n. Admeas

urement

Administer, (ad-niin'is-ter) v. (. [L. adminti-

trare.] To conduct, as affairs ;—to dispense, as

justice ; to tender, as an oath ;—to settle, as the

estate of one who dies without a will ;—r.i. To

bring aid.

Administration, (ad-min-ia-tra'shun) n. The

executive part of government ;—distribution ;—

management of the estate of an intestate.

Administrative, (ad-min'is-trtlt-iv) a. Adminis

tering; that by which a thing is administered.

Administrator, (ad-min-is-tr^t'er) n. One who

manages or dispenses laws and rights.

Administratorship, (ad-min-is-trat'fr-ship) n»

Office of administrator. [who administers.

Administratrix, (ad-min-is-trat'riks)^ A woman

Admirable, (ad'me-ra-bl) a. Worthy of admira

tion, [manner.

Admirably, (ad'me-ra-ble) adv. In an admirable

Admiral, (ad'me-ral) n. [A. amtr-al-bdJir.) A

naval officer of the highest rank.

Admiralahip, (ad'me-ral-ship) n. The office of

an admiral.

Admiralty, (ad'me-ral-te) n. The body of officers

appointed for the management of naval affairs;

—the building where they sit

Admiration, (ad-me-ra'shun) n. Wonder; won

der mingled with love or veneration.

Admire, (ad-mir/) v.t. [L. admirari.] To re

gard with wonder ;—to prize highly ;—v. i. To

wonder ; to marvel.

Admirer, (ad-mir^r) n. One who admires; a

lover. [ty of being admissible.

Admissibility, (ad-mis-se-bll'e-tc) ft The quali-

Admissible, (ad-mis'se-bl) a. Capable or worthy

of being admitted.

Admission, (ad-miah'nn) ft Act of admitting;

—power to enter;—the granting of a point in

argument

Admit, (ad-mif) v.t. fL. admittere.] To grant

entrance to;—to receive as true.

Admittance, (ad-mit'ans) v. Act of admitting;

—permission to enter;—act of giving possession.

Admix, (ad-miksQ v.t. To mingle with some

thing else. [mixed.

Admixture, (ad-TniksVur) n. A mixing ;—what is

Admonish, (ad-mon'ish) v. t. [L. admontre.)
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To reprove gently ;—to counsel against wrong ;

—to instruct.

Aumonisher, (ad-mon'i*h-er) n. A reprover.

Admonition, (ad-md-nish'uu) n. Gentle reproof;

friendly advice. (ista.es.

Admonitor, (ad-mon'e-ter) n. One who admon-

Adnosoent, (ad-nas'ent) a. [L. adnascem.) Grow

ing to or on something else. [trouble.

Ado, (a-doO7) n. [Prefix a, to do.] Bustle;

Adolescence, (ad-d-Ies'ens) n. Youth ; the period

between childhood and manhood.

Adolescent, (ad-6-les'ent) a. [L. adolescent.]

Growing; advancing to manhood.

Adopt, (a-dopf) v, t. [L. adopt'are.] To receive

the child of another and treat it as one's own ;

to choose or select.

Adopter, (a-dopt'er) n. One who adopts.

Adoption, (a-Uop^hun) n.. The act of adop

ting, or state of being adopted.

Adorable, (a-dor'a-bl) a. Worthy of adoration.

Adorableness, (a-dor'a-bl-nea) h. The quality of

being adorable. [worship.

Adorably, (a-durVble) adv. With adoration or

Adoration, (ad o-ra'shun) n. Worship paid to

the Divine Being ;—homage paid to one in high

esteem.

Adore, (a-diiiO v. t [L. adorare.] To worship

with reverence ;—to love in ttao highest degree.

Adorer, (a-dor'er) n. A worshipper ; a lover.

Adorn, (a-dorn') v. t. [L. adomare.} To render

beautiful ; to decorate.

Adornment, (a-dorn'ment) n. Ornament.

Adown, (a-doun') jrrep. Down ; toward the

ground. [dom ; at largo.

Adrift, (a-driff) a. or adv. Floating at ran-

Adroit, (a-droif) a. [V. & droit.) Possessing

skill or dexterity ; ready in invention.

Adroitly, (a-droit'le) adv. In an adroit manner.

Adroitness, (a-droit'nes) n. Dexterity; readi

ness of body or mind.

Adry, (a-dri') a. Thirsty ; in want of drink.

Adacititious, (ad-se-tish'us) a. [From L. ad-

sciscerc,] Taken as supplemental; additional.

Adulation, (ad-u-li'shun) n. [L. adulatio.]

Servile flattery ; sycophancy.

Adulatory, (ad'u-la-tO-re) a. Flatterinc; to excess.

Adult, (a-dult) a. [h. adultus.] Having ma

ture yeara, or full size and strength.

Adult, (a-dultf) n. A person grown to maturity.

Adulterant, (a-dul'ter-ant) n. A person or thing

that adulterates.

Adulterate, (a-dul'ter-at) v. t. fL. adulterare.]

To make Impure by admixture of baser materials.

Adulterate, (a-dul'ter-ilt) a. Tainted ; corrupted.

Adulteration, (a-dul-ter-a'shun) n. Act of a-

dulterating, or state of beins adulterated.

Adulterer, (a-dul Vi-rr) ?i. [ii adulter.] A man

who is guilty of adultery.

Adulteress, (a-dul'fc'r-es) n. A woman who has

committed adultery. [adultery.

Adulterine, (a-dul'tcr-in) n. A child born in

Adulterous, (a-dul'ter-us) o. Pertaining to, or

guilty of, adultery. [marriage vow.

Adultery, (a-dul'ter-o) n. A violation of the

Adultnccs, (a-dult'nes) ?i. The state of being an

adult. [shadow.

Adumbrant, (ad-um'brant) a. Giving a faint

Adumbrate, (ad-um'brrit) v.t. [L. adumbrare.]

To shadow faintly forth ; to typify.

Adumbration, (ad-um-bra'shun) n. The act of

Bhadowing forth ;—a faint resemblance.

Adust, (a-ilust') a. [L. adutlus.} Burnt or

scorched ; hot and fiery.

Advanoe, (ad-vans') v. f. [Old F. avancer.] To

bring forward ;—to raise to a higher rank ; —

to otfer ;—to supply beforehand ;—v. i To go

forward ;—to improve ;—to rise in rank.

Advance, (ad-vans') n. Act of moving forward ;

— improvement;—additional price or profit;—

a furnishing of something beforehand.

Advanoe, (ad-vans') a. Before in place, or in.

time.

Advancement, (ad-vans'ment) n. Act of advanc

ing or state of being advanced ; promotion.

Advancer, (ad-vans'er) n. One who advances.

Advantage, (ad-vant'uj) iu (F. axantagc] Bene

fit ; profit. [mote.

Advantage, (ad-vant'uj) v.t. To benefit; to pro-

Advantageous, (ad-van-taj'us) a. Being of ad

vantage ; furnishing opportunity to gain bene

fit ; profitable. [advantageous manner.

Advantageously, (ad-van-taj'us-le) adv. In an

Advent, (ad'vent) n. [L. adventv.s.] A com

ing ; specifically, the coming of Christ.

Adventitious, (ad-ven-tish'us) a. [L. adven-

tilius.] Added" extriusically; accidental;—out of

the proper place. [adventitious manner.

Adventitiously, (ad-ven-tish'us-le) adv. In an.

Adventual, (ad-vent'u-al) a. Pertaining to the

season of advent.

Adventure, (od-vent'ur) n. [L. adventurci.]

Entci-prise ; a bold undertaking.

Adventure, (ad-vent'ur) v. t. To put at hazard ;

to risk ;—v. i. To try the chances ; to dare.

Adventurer, (ad-vent'ur-cr) n. One who adven

tures; one who relies on his good fortune.

Adventurous, (ad-vent'ur-us) a. Inclined to ad

venture; daring; enterprising.

Adverb, (ad'verb) n. [L. adverbium.] A word

used to modify the sense of another.

Adverbial, (od-vgrb'e-al) a. lielating to or liko

an adverb. [An enemy.

Adversary, (ad'ver-sar-e) n. [L. advtrsariui.}

Adverse, (ad'vere) a. fL. adrersus.] Acting in

a contrary direction; conflicting;—calamitous.

Adversely, (ad've,rs-lfl) adv. With opposition;

unfortunately.

Adversity, (ad-v?rs/it-e) n. Adverse circum

stances ; severe trials or misfortunes.

Advert, (ad-verf) r.i. [L. adtertere.] To turn

the mind or attention.

Advertence, (ad-vgrt'ens) n. Attention ; regard.

Advertent, (ad-vert'ent) a. Attentivo; heedful.

Advertise, (ad-ver-tiz/) r. t. or i. [From L. ad-

vertcre.] To give notice to ; to inform ;-—to make

known through the press.

Advertisement, (ad-ver'tiz-mont) n. Informa

tion ;—public notice through the press.

Advertiser, (ad-ver-tlz/er) ». One who advertises.

Advice, (ad-vis') n. [F. avis.] An opinion

offered; counsel; suggestion;—intelligence.

Advisable, (ad-viz'a-bl) a. Fit to be done.

Advisableneas, (ad-viz'a-bl-nes) n. Fitness to be

done; propriety: expediency. [wisely.

Advisably, (ad-vlz'a-ble) adv. With advice ;

Advise, (ad-vlz/) v. t. [L. advisvre.] To give ad

vice to;—to give information to;—v.L To

deliberate. fledge.

Advisedly, (ad-vlz'ed-lc) adv. With fall knpvr-

Advisedness, (od-vlz'ed-nes) n. -Deliberation.

Advisement, (ad-viz'ment) n. Counsel

Adviser, (s/1-viz'cr) n. One who gives advice; a

counsellor. [vise.

Advisory, (ad-vi'zo-re) cu Having power to ad-

Advocacy, (ad'vd-ka-se) n. Act of pleading for

defence; intercession.
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Advocate, (ad ro-kAt) n. One who pleada

Advocate, (ad'vo-k&t) T.t. (L. adrocaU*.] To

ptead is favour of ; to maintain by argument.

Advocation, (ad-vd-ka'ahun) n. Act of pleading.

ArrcwssB, (ad-voa'run) n. The right of pre-

te&irnr. to a living in the church.

A4ac (adz) «. A carpenter's tool for chipping,

Sensed vnth a thin arching

hiade. and its edge at right

srrJca to the handle.

idiie, (^dil)n. [L- crdifw.]

Aa officer in ancient Rome

who had the care of public

beiiiings, &c Adze.

Xfaa, (*'jia) «. (G. algis.] A shield ;—any thing

tiat protect*.

iB»i:aa, (5~cVTe-an) a. Pertaining to the wind.

Aerate, (i'er-it) t. f. [L. aer, G. ae>, air.] To

Cfisnbine with carbonic acid:—to supply with air.

Aenfcca, (a-eT-S.'ahun) -m. Act of com Dining with

carbonic acid ;—the processa of respiration.

Aerial, (a-e're-al) a. Pertaining to tho air ;—hav-

m? a* place in the air : lofty.

Aerk, (fire) n. The neat of an eagle, or other

bird of prey. [or similarity to, air, as gas.

Amfatm, (i'er-e-fonn) a. Having the form of,

Aerify, (aer-e-ii) v.t. [L. aer and facere.] To

charge into an aeriform state.

Aerafctte, (i'er-6-lrt) n. [G. air and Uthos.] A

atone tailing from the air.

t^t'VgJ' (a-er-ol'o-je) n. [G. air and logo*.]

That acience which treats of the air.

AersTnaney. (i'er-6-man-ae) n. [G. air and r.ian-

t£*a. J Divination by means of the air.

Aeroaaetear, (S-er-om'e-ter) n. [G. aer and metron."]

An instrument for measuring the density of air

and gases, [taining the balk of air.

Aeresnetry. (1-fT-om'e-tre) n. The art of ascer-

Acnsanl, (i'er-6-nawt) n. [G. aer, air, and

wavtit. sailor. ) An aerial navigator; a balloonist

Aercaaatic, (a-er-o-nawt'ik) a. Pertaining to

acronantica.

Aereataottes, (a-er-o-nawt'iks) n. ting. The science

ar art of sailing in the air.

Aerostat, (a'tr-d-stat) n. [G. air and xtntos.]

A name given to air balloons. [navigation.

Aeraatatic. (i-er-o-atafik) a. Pertaining to aerial

Aerostatics, (i-er-CHrtat'iks) n. ring. The science

taat treat* of the equilibrium of elastic fluids,

«■ of ac-rial navigation.

Xr&finoiu, (e-ru'jin-us) a. [L. aruginotu*.]

Pertaining to copper-rust.

JEathetie, (ee-thet'ik) a. Pertaining to the per-

cev*toti of the beautiful.

•Esthetics, (e»-thetfika) n. ring. [G. authan-

aeXai} The science of the beautiful in nature

and art.

atticlogy, (e-te-ol'o-je) n. [G. aitiologia.] That

science which is concerned with the causes or

reasons of phenomena.

Afar, (a-far/) adv. At a great distance ; remote.

Afafeflity. (af-fa-baXe-te) n. The quality of being

affable; readiness to converse; ease of access.

HsMila. (affa-bl) a. [L. affabilu.} Beady to

onuverae.

Affably, (affa-ble) adv. In an affable manner.

Affair, (af-fir') n. fl*. ad and facere.] Business

cf any kind ; public business ;—an engagement

of troops.

Affect, (af-fekf) r. t. rjj. affectare.] To set upon ;

—to influence ;—to covet ;—to put on a pretence

of. [ance; pretence.

n, (af-fek-U'shun) n. Artiflcial appear-

Affected, (af-fekt'ed) a. Assuming or pretend

ing what is not natural or real. [manner.

Affectedly, (af-fekt'ed-le) adv. In an affected

Affectedness, (af-fekt'ed-nes) n. The quality of

being affected ; affectation.

Affecting, (af-fekt'ing) a. Having power to

excite the passions or move the affections.

Affectingly, (af-fekt'ing-le) adr. In an affecting

manner.

Affection, (af-fek'ehun) n. An attribute, quali ty,

or property;—a state of mind bent toward a

particular object;—attachment ;— disease ; as,

a pulmonary affection. [love.

Affectionate, (af-fek'shun-at) a. Having great

Affectionately, (af-fek'shun-at-le) adv. With

affection ; tenderly.

Affectioned, (ai-fek'shund)a. Inclined ; disposed

Affective, (af-fek'tiv) a. Affecting or exciting

emotion.

Affiance, (af-fl'ans) n. [Old P.] Plighted faith;

the marriage contract ;—confidence.

Affiance, (af-fi'ans) v. t. To betroth ; to pledge

one's faith in marriage;—to trust.

Affidavit, (af-fe-tLVvit) n. [L. ad and Jtdf*.] A

declaration made upon oath before a magistrate.

Affiliate, (af-nl'e-ut) v.t. [L. affihare.] To adopt

as a son ; to receive into fellowship ; to ally.

Affiliation, (af-fil-e-.Vshun) «. Adoption.

Affinity, (af-fin'e-te) n. [L. affinUas.} Relation

ship by marriage ;—agreement.

Affirm, (af-ferm') v. t. [L. ajjirmare.] To assert

positively ; — r.t. To make a solemn promise,

before a tribunal, to toll the truth. [affirmed.

Affirmable, (af-ferm'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Affirmance, (af-ferm'ans) «, Confirmation,

Affirmant, (af-ferm'aut) n. One who affirms or

awerta.

Affirmation, (af-fgrm-a'shun) n. Act of declar

ing ;—that which is averted ;—a dechuation.

Affirmative, (af-fgrm'a-tiv) a. Affirming ;—ratify

ing, [assent, as yea

Affirmative, (af-fcrm'a-tiv) n. A word expressing

Affirmatively, (af-ferm'a-tiv-le) adv. In an affirm

ative manner; positively. [declares.

Affirmer, (af-fcrm'gr) n. One who affirms or

Affix, (af-fiks') v.t. [L. oJfLttu.] To add at the

close ;—to connect ;—to fasten.

Affix, (af'ffks) n. A syllable or letter joined to

the end of a word.

Affixture, (af-fiks'tur) n. That which is affixed.

Ablation, (af-fl&'ahuu) n. [L. <^or«.] A blowing

or breathing on. [spiratiou.

Afflatus, (af-fla'tn>) n. A breath of wind;—in-

Afflict, (af-fliktO r. (. [L. qfllictarc.] To givo

pain ; to cause distress. (tressc*.

Afflicter, (af-flikt'er) n. One who afflicts or <lis-

Afflicting, (fif-flikt'ing) p. a. Causing pain ; griev

ous; distressing.

Affliction, (af-fljk'shun) v. Causo of pain of

body or mind, as sickness, losses, &c. ;—a state

of pain, distress, or grief.

Afflictive, (af-flikt'iv) a. Giving pain.

Afllictively, (af-fiikt'iv-le) adv. In a manner to

give pai n . Tance of any thi ng.

Affiucnce, (afflu-ens) n. [L. ajflucrt.] Abund-

Affluent, (afilii-ent ) a. Wealthy ; abundant.

Affluent, (afflu-cnt) n. A stream flowing into a

river or lake. [to;—that which flows to.

Affluxion, (af-fluk'ahun) n. The act of flowing

Afford, (af-fOrd') v. t. [F. offerer.] To yield or

produce ;—to give, or confer ;—to expend.

Affranchise, (af-fran'chlz) v. t. [F. affranchir.]

To make free ; to enfranchise.
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Affray, (af-fraO n. [F. ejfrayet.] The fighting

in a public place ;—a tumultuous assault.

Affreight, (al-fritf) v. t. [F. affrtter, to hire.]

To hire a ship, for the transportation of goods.

Affright, (af-frif) v.t. [A.-S. afyrktan.} To

impress with sudden fear.

Affright, (af-fritf) n. Sudden fear ; terror.

Affront, (af-frunt') n. A reproachful or con

temptuous act or word exciting resentment.

Affront, (af-franV) v.t. [From L. ad and /row,]

To offend by disrespect, as by crossing a person

or opposing his progress.

Affrontive, (af-inint'iv) a. Giving offence ;

abusive; insulting.

Affuse, (af-fuz/) r. t. [L. affundere.] To pour out.

AlFusion, (af-fu'zhun) u. Act of pouring upon;

sprinkling in baptism.

Afield, (a-feld') adv. To, in, or on, the field.

Afire, (it-fir') a. or adv. On fire.

Afloat, (a-fldf) adv. In a floating state;—at sea.

Afoot, (a-footf) adv. On foot; iu a condition

for action.

Afore, (a-f6r/) adv. or prep. Before.

Aforegoing, (a-fur/g6-ing) a. Going before;

previous.

Aforehand, (a-fGrTiand) ad». Beforehand ; before.

Aforementioned, (a-for'men-shund) adv. Spoken

of or named before.

Aforethought, (a-for/tlmwt) a. Premeditated.

Aforetime, (a-foVtim) adv. In time past; of old.

Afoul, (afoul") a. or adv. Not free ; entangled.

Afraid, (a-frid') a. Struck with fear or appre

hension.

Afresh, (a-fresh1) adp. Anew ; over again.

Afront, (a-fmnt) adv. In front.

Aft, (aft) adv. or a. Astern, or toward the

stern of a ship or boat.

After, (after) prep. [A.-8. after.] Behind in

place;—later in timo;—in pursuit of;—in

imitation of. [place.

After, (aft'er) adu. Subsequently in time or

After-ages, (aft<|r-uj-e7.)n.*Later periods of time.

After-birth, (aft'er-berth) n. The membrane

inclosing the lotus.

After-crop, (aft'jr-krop) n, A second crop.

Afternoon, (aft'er-noun) n. Timo from noon to

evening. [after a play.

Afterpiece, (aft'cr-pes) «. A piece performed

After-thought, (aft'er-tbawt) n. A later thought

or expedient. [subsequently.

Afterwards, (aft'er-werds) adv. In later time;

Again, (n-gcn') aUi\ (A.-H. 4g£n.] Another time;

once more;—in return; back.

Against, (a-gensf) prep. [A.-S. Agin.] Abreast

of;—in opposition to;—in preparation for.

Agape, (a-gSpO adv. [Prefix a and gape.] Gap

ing, having the mouth wide open.

Agaric, (agVrik) n. [G. aaariion.] A large

family of fungi ; touchwood. [atone.

Agate, (ag'at) n. [G. achat?*.] A precious

Agatine, (agVtin) u. Pertaining to, or re

sembling agate.

Agave, (a-g.Vve) it. [G. agaui.] The American

aloe, or century plant.

Age, (aj) n. (L. cetat.] Whole duration of a

being ;—the latter part of life ;—period when

a person is enabled uy law to act for himself;—

a period of timo in history;—the people who

live at that period.

Age, (0j) v. i. To grow old ; to become aged.

Aged, (i'jed) a. Advanced years;—having a

certain age.

Agedly, (a'jed-le) adv. Like an aged person.

Agency, (a'jen-se)n, [L. agent.] Quality of acting ;

instrumentality ;—office or duties of an agent.

Agent, (iVjent) n. A person who has the power

to act;—one intrusted with the business of

another ;—an active power or cause.

Agglomerate, (ag-glom'rr-ut) v. t. [L. ad and

glon\erare.] To wind into a ball;—v.i. To

collect into a mass.

Agglomeration, (ag-glom-er-a'shun) n. Act of

gathering into a mass.

Agglutinant, (ag-glo6'tin-ant) a. Uniting, as glno.

Agglutinate, (ag-gloo'tm-ut) r. t. (L. agglutin

ate.] To unite with glue or other viscous

substance.

Agglutination, (ag-gloo-tin-fi'shun) n. Act of

uniting, or state of being united.

Aggrandize, (ag'gran-diz) v. t. (L. ad and

grandix, large.] To enlarge ;—to make great.

Aggrandizement, (ag-gran-diz'ment) n. Tho

act or state of being made greater.

Aggravate, (ag'gra-vat) v. t. [L. ad and gra Pit,

heavy.) To make worse;—to givo on exag

gerated representation of;—to provoke.

Aggravation, (ag-gra-va'shun) n. Act of making

worse :—provocation.

Aggregate, (ag'grC-gat) v. t. [L. aggregate.] To

bring together ; to collect into a sum or mass.

Aggregate, (ag'gre-gut) a. Formed by a collection.

of particulars into a whole.

Aggregate, (ag'gre-gat) n. A sum, or assemblage

of particulars.

Aggregation, (ag-grC-ga'shun) *. Act of aggro-

gating, or state of being aggregated.

Aggression, (ag-gresh'un) v. [h. aggredi, to

approach.] First act leading to war or con

troversy.

Aggressive, (ag-gres'iv) a. Tending to attack ;

prop^ to encroachment.

Aggressiveness, (ag-gres'iv-nes) n. Quality or

state of being aggressive.

Aggressor, (ag-gres'cr) n. The one who first

makes an aggression,

Aggrievanoe, (ag-grev'ans) n. Injury ; grievance.

Aggrieve, (ag-greV) v. t. [h. ad and gravis,

heavy.] To give pain or sorrow to; to vex.

Aggroup, (ag-groop') v. t. To bring together; to

group, [nmnzement.

Aghast, (a-gasf) a. or adv. Struck with

Agile, (aj'il) a. [L. agere, to act] Qnick of

motion ; nimble.

Agility, (a-jil'e-te) n. Quality of being agilo ;

quickness of motion.

Agio, (i'je-o) n. [It agio.] Difference in

value between metallic and paper money ;—

premium.

Agitate, (aj 'it-fit) v. t. [L. afritare.) To move

with violent action ;—to distract :—to ditfctiss

with earnestness. [mind;—discussion.

Agitation, (aj-it-ii'shun) «. Perturbation of

Agitator, (aj'it-at-er) n. One who agitates; a

disturber. [nail ; a whitlow.

Agnail, (ag'nal) n. An inflammation round tho

Agnate, (aVniit) n. [L. agnatio.) A relation by

the father s side.

Agnate, (ag'nat) a. Related on the father's side.

Ago, (a-go') adv. or a, [Old E. agone.] Past ;

in time past.

Agog, (a-gogO o, or adv. [Corrupted from a-

going.] Highly excited by. eagerness aft-r an

object. [10 rxx

Agoing, (a-go'ing) ppr. In motion; ready

Agonist, (aa/6-nist) n. [G. agonittis.] One who

contends for the prize in publio games.
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ToAfTTi-ze. (ag'5-niz) r. i. [G. cjzdatxft'n.]

writhe with agony; to suffer anguish;—r. t.

To '.- r. i re [treme anguish.

Afsnixicfry, (ajj-o-nlrlng-le) a'/r. With ex-

Agasy, (ar'o-ne) n. [G. ac&nitt.) Pain that

oases writhing of the body ; extreme distress

of mind,

Agrarian, (a-gri're-art) a. [L. from ager, a

feid] R*fotJTig or tending to equal division of

(*-zrYre-in-izm) n. Equal diri-

aon of land or property, ot the principles

of those who favour such a division.

Acne, (a-gxtO r.i. [L. ad and f7ra(wjr.] To

■a—im in opinion, statement, or action ;—

to com* to terms ;—to correspond in gender,

tanner, crease. [agreeable.

Arreeability. (a-gre-a-nil'e-te) n. Quality of being

Agreeable, (a-gre'a-bl) a. Agreeing or suit

able ;—in conformity ;— pleasing.

Agreeahleaeas, (a-greVbl-nes) n. The quality of

being agreeable ; conformity.

Agreeably, (a-gre'a-ble) adv. In an agreeable

eajatier ;—conformably.

Agreement, (a-gr&'ment) it. A state of agree-

n*Z ;—concord of one word with another;—

anion in council or action ; a bargain.

Agricultural, (ag-rc-kultur-al) a. Relating to

agriculture.

Agriculture, (agre-kul-tur) n. ft*, onrr and

ttUvra.] The art or science of cultivating

tbe ground ; farming.

Agricuttnrist, (ag-re-kul'tur-Ut) n. One skilled

in agricuitare ; farmer.

Agrimony, (ag're-mun-e) n. [L. agrimonia.)

A genus of plants ; liverwort [stranded.

Aground, fa-ground') adv. On the ground ;

Ague, ( * 'gu) -. Chilliness :—an intermittent

fever, attended by cold and hot fits.

Aguish, (i'gu-iah) a. Having the symptoms

ef an ague.

Ah. (a) interj. An exclamation expressive of

suTpriae, pity, joy, &c

Aha, (*-hkr) interj. An exclamation express

ing triumph, contempt, or simple surprise.

Ahead, (a-bed ) adv. Farther forward ; farther

a front or in adrance : onward.

Aid. (id) v. t [L. ad and juvare. ] To support;

to relieve, [aids .

Aid. (id) x. Help ;—the person or thing that

Ait-de-camp, (Id'dvkang) n. [F.j An officer

selected to assist the General in his military

duties.

ssssssm (idles) a. Helpless ; unsupported.

Ail, (al) v. t JA.-S. rglaiL] To affect with pain;

to trouble;—r. t. To feel pain; to be troubled.

A3, (al) n. Disorder ; indisposition ; pain.

Aibaent, (al'ment) n. Morbid affection of the

body; disease.

Asa. (Am) v. i. fL. astimare.] To point with

a Beanie weapon; to endeavour after;—v. t.

fr, dxrect to a particular object.

Aim, (im) n. The direction to a particular

object; — the point to be hit, or object to be

affected;—purpose.

A-™u^t (imlcs) a. Without aim or purpose.

Air, (It) n. [G. air.) The fluid which we

bnatha;—a state of the atmosphere :—a light

arseae;—a tune;—peculiar look, or carriage of

a person ;—pL an affected manner. [late.

Air, (ir) r. (. To expose to the air; to venti-

Air-baih, (ix'bath) n. An arrangement for dry-

tag substances in air.

 

Air-pump.

Air-bed, (ar'bed) n. A case of India-rubber

cloth, air-tight, and inflated through tubes.

Air-bladder, (ar'blad-der) n. Au organ in fishes,

containing air.

Air-cells, (ar'selz) n. pt. Cells containing air.

Air-engine, (ar-en'jin) n. An engine put in

motion by heated air.

Air-gun, (ar*gun) n. A gun discharged by air.

Air-hole, (aj'hdl) n. An opening to admit or

discharge air.

Airily, (axe-le) odr. In an airy manner ; gayly.

Airiness, (are-nee) n. Openness to the air;—

gayety.

Airing, (axing) n. A short excursion.

Air-pipe, (ar'pip) n. A pipe for drawing off nir.

Air-plant, ( .1 1 ilanl ) «. A plant nourished by air.

Air-pump, (Arptimp) n. A machine for ex

hausting the air from a closed vesseL

Air-shaft, (ir'shaft) n. A

passage for air into amine.

Air-tight, (ir'tit) a. 80

tight as not to admit air.

Air-vessel, (ar'ves-sl) n. A

vessel in plants or animals

which contains air.

Airy, (ur'e) a. Having the

nature or properties of air ;

—exposed to the air;—

unsubstantial.

Aisle, (il) h. [It. ala, wing.] The wing of 1

building ;—a passage in a church.

Ajar, (a-jar/) adv. Partly open, as a door.

Akimbo, (a-kim'bO) a. With a crook ; bent.

Akin, (a-kinO a. Related by blood ;—allied by

nature ; partaking of the same properties.

Alabaster, (aTa-bas-ter) «. |G. ataltagtran.]

A variety of sulphate of lime, or gypsum.

Alack, (a-lak') inUrj. An exclamation expres

sive, of sorrow. (readiness.

Alacrity, (a-lak're-te) n. [L. alacrita*.] Cheerful

Alamode, (al-a-mod') adv. According to the

fashion.

Alarm, (a-lann') n. [It. allarmr.] A sum-

monstoarms;—information of approaching dan

ger;—a contrivance for awakiug persons from

sleep.

Alarm, (a-IarmO v. t. To call to arms; to disturb.

Alarm-bell, (a-larm'bel) n. A bell that gives

notice of danger.

Alarm-clock, (a-lurm/klok) n. A clock made

to ring loudly at a particular hour.

Alarmingly, (a-larm'ing-le) adv. 80 as to alarm.

Alarmist, (a-L'inn'ist) n. One who intentionally

excites alarm.

Alarm-watch, (a-larm'woch) n. A watch that

strikes at a particular hour.

Alas, (a-lasO interj. [From L. lames.] An ex

clamation expressive of sorrow, pity, A'c.

Alb, (alb) n. [L. albu*, white.] An ecclesi

astical vestment of white linen.

Albata, (aJ->i.Vtn) n. German silver.

Albatross, (al'ba-tros) n. [Corrupted from Sp.

& Pg. alcatmz.] Avery

large, web-footed m.-

bird, found chiefly En

the Southern Ocean.

Albeit, (awl-bG'it) conj. or ~=

adv. Although; be it so ;

notwithstand!ng.

Albigenses, (al-bo-jenV/) ,

n. pL A party of Re

formers who separated

from thechurch ofRome Albairoas.
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in the twelfth century—bo called from Albi, In

Languodoc.

Albino, (al-bi'no) n. [From L. albus, white.] A

person of a preternatural whiteness of the skin

and hair, and the eye of a peculiar pink colour.

Album, (aTbum) n, [L. albus.] A white tablet;—

a blank book in which to insert autographs, Arc.

Albumen, (al-bu'men) n. [h. albus.) A viscous

substance, as the white of an egg.

Alburnum, (al-burn'um) n. The softer part of

wood next the bark. [Judge.

Alcaide, (al-kad^n. In Spain, a magistrate or

Alchemist, (aTkem-ist) n. One skilled in alchemy.

Alchemy, (al'ke-rne) n. [A at-Hrnid.] Occult

chemistry ; a science which aimed to transmute

metals into gold.

Alcohol, (al'k5-hol) n. [A. al-kohl.'j Pure or

highly rectifiod spirits ; ardent spirits in general.

Alcoholic, (al-ku-hol'ik) a. Kelating to alcohoL

Alcove, (al'kdv) n. [A. al-gubba.] A recess.

Alder, (awl'der)»L [A -8. alcr.} A tree or shrub

of the Alnus genua.

Alderman, (awl'der-man) it. [A.-S. ealdor, older.]

A magistrate of a city next in rank to the

mayor.

Ale, (al) n. [A.-S. eale.] A liquor made from malt

by fermentation. [wind.

Alee, (a-hV) adv. On the side opposite to the

Ale-house, (iillious) n, A house or place where

alo is retailed or sold.

Alembic, (a-lomlrik) n. [A al-ambtq.] A chemi

cal vessel, used in distillation.

Alert, (a-lert') a, [From It. at I' crta.] Watchful;

upon the alert, guarding against surprise.

Alertly, (a-lcrtle) adv. Quickly; nimbly.

Alertness, (a-lert'nea) n. Watchful activity.

Ale-wife, (al'wif) n. A woman who keeps an ale-

bouse, [twelve syllables, or six Iambic feet.

Alexandrine, (al-egz-an'drin) n. A vei-so of

Algebra, (al'je-bra) n. (A gabara, to bind.]

The method of computing by means of letters

and symbols.

Algebraic, (al-je-bru'ik) o. Pertaining to algebra.

Algebraist, (al-je-bri'ist) n. One skilled in

algebra. [weed.

Algous, (al'gus) a. [L. alga.} Pertaining to sea-

Alias, (iVie-as) adv. [L. froin alius, another.]

Otherwise;—a term in law, as Smith, alias

Simpson.

Alibi, (ul'e-be)n, [L. alicubi, elsewhere.] When

a person on trial shows that he was in another

place at the time when the crime was com

mitted, ho is said to prove an alibi.

Alien, (al'yeu) a. [L. alicnus.] Not belonging

to the same country ;—different in nature.

Alien, (al'yen) n. A foreigner. [alienated.

Alienable, (ar*ycn-a-bl) a. Capable of being

Alienate, (al'yen-at) v. (. [L. alienate.] To con

vey to another;—to estrange.

Alienate, (al'yen-at) a. Estranged ; stranger to.

Alienation, (ai-yen-a'shun)n. A transfer of title,

or conveyance of property ;—estrangement.

Aliform, (arc-form) a. Having the shape of a

wing. [to dismount;—to fall upon.

Alight, (a-litQ v. i. [A-S. dlihtan.] To get down;

Align, Ia-Uu0 v. t. j'L. ad and linta, line.] To

adjust bya line;—v. i. To form in line, as troops ;

—to lay out a road.

Alignment, (a-lin'ment) n. The act of adjusting

to a line; the line of adjustment.

Alike, (a-lik') o. Having resemblance ; similar.

Alike, (a-lik') adv. lu the same manner, form,

or degree.

Aliment, (al'e-ment) n. [L. alimaitum.} That

which feeds or supports.

Alimentary, (al-e-ment'a-re) a. Pertaining to

food; nutritive;—Alimentary canal, the great

intestine by which aliments are conveyed through

the body. [gan of appetite for food or drink.

Alimentiveness, (al-e-ment'iv-nes) n. Theor-

Alimonious, (al-e-md'ne-uB) a. Affording food.

Alimony, (al'e-mun-e) n, [L. alimvnia,] A sep

arate allowance.

Aliped, (al'e-ped) a. [L. ala, a wing, and pet,

foot] Wing-footed.

Aliquant, (al'e-kwant) a. [L. aliquant us.] Not

dividing without a remainder.

Aliquot, (aTe-kwot) a. [L. aliquot.] Dividing

exactly, or without remainder.

Alive, (a-hV) a. Having life ; active ; susceptible.

Alkalescent, (al-ka-les'ent) a. Tending to the

properties of an alkali.

Alkali, (alTca-li) n. [A al-qali.) One of a class

of caustic bases, soda, potash, ammonia, and

lithia, neutralizing acids. [into an alkali .

Alkalify, (al-kaie-fi) v. t. To form or convert

Alkalimeter, (aJ-ka-lim'e-ter) n. An instrument

for ascertaining the strength of alkalies.

Alkaline, (al'ka-lin) a. Having the qualities

of alkali [ing in some vegetables.

Alkaloid, (alTca-loid) n. A salifiable base exist-

Alkoran, (aVko-ran) n. [A. al, the, and koran,

book.] The Mohammedan Bible.

All, (awl) a, [A-S. ealL] Every one; the whole

number, quantity, extent, or degree of.

All, (awl) adv. Wholly; completely.

All, (awl) n. The aggregate.

Allay, (aM,V)u./. [h. ailigarc] To make quiet;

to pacify ;—to mitigate.

Allayment, (al-Ia'ment) n. Act of allaying ;—

that which allays.

Allegation, (al-le-ga'shun) n. Positive affirma-

tion ;—that which is assorted,

Allego, (al-lej') v. t. [L. atlegate.) To bring for

ward with positiveness ;—to produce an argu

ment or excuse. [alleged.

Allegeable, (al-lej'a-bl) n. Capable of being;

Allegiance, (al-lej'ans) u. The obligation which

a subject owes; loyalty.

Allegorical, (al-le-goWk-al) a. In the maimer

of allegory; figurative.

Allegorise, (al'le-go-m) v, L To turn into alle

gory;—v. i. To use allegory.

Allegory, (alle-go-re) n. [G. aUigoria.) A figu

rative discourse in which the literal meauiug is

not the principal one; a parable.

Allegro, (al-le'gro) a. [It. J Quick; lively.

Allegro, (al-lc'gio) tu A sprightly strain or piece of

music

Alleluiah, (al-lo-l<*Vya) n. Praise to Jehovah.

Alleviate, (al-le've-at) v. t [L. alleviare.) To

make light ;—to remove in part ; to assuage.

Alleviation, (al-le-ve-a'shun) n. Act of making

more light ; lessening.

Alley, (alio) n. [b\ allee.] A walk in a garden ;

—a narrow passage.

All-fooln'-day, (awl-fuolz'da) n. The first of April,

when it is a custom to play tricks.

AU-fours, (awl-furs') n. A game at cards, with

four chances, for each of which a point is scored.

All-hail, (awl-haT) inter). All health.

All-hallowmas, (awl-hal'o-mas) n. [A.-S., halig,

holy, masse, feast.] All-Sainta'-day, the first

of November.

Alliance, (al-li'ans) n. [F. allier.] State of being

allied ; union by marriage or treaty.
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■ rigwt"i (alV-git) v.L [L. alligare.} To tie

together; to unite.

1 1g**T«t, (aHe-gi'ehun) n. A rule to find out

the quantities and values of ingredient* in a

caspoand.

AiLgatar, (aJ-Uvg&'tcr) n. fSp. el lagarto, L.

ieorfaxj A large cirnl- V "

votobs amphibioaa rep-\\V,

tut, of tile Saurian

lnur, Hu American

j (al-lixh'un) *.

■L ottssio.] A striking

 

A Mtrrannn, (al-lit-^r-a'-

sfcsm) b. [U. ad and

Htero.) In composition the use erf words be-

tf"*"fl with the tame letter.

locate, (ano-kat)r.t. To distribute; to set

A-xaticn, (M-15-ki'fhnn) n. [L. allocation

Act of patting one thing to another.

aBseatJon. (al-16-ku'shtin) n. [L, ad and loqui,

to speak. ) An address ; particularly of the pope

t» his clergy.

*''*4fal. (ai-16'.le-al) a. Pertaining to allodium ;

free of rent or service.

A"-wT-;ym( (al-16'de-um) n. [Old Ger. al, and

4d, property. ] Freehold estate.

A-bage, (al-lunj0 n. [F. allonger.] A pass or

urrcst in fencing.

i-cpathie, (al-lo-pathlk) a. Pertaining to allo-

hy. [medicine by allopathy.

" isfc, (al-lop'a-thist) n. One who practises

7, (al-lopfo-the) n. [G. allot, other, and

, suffering.) Employment of medicines to

andnoe effects different from those resulting

■M disease—opposed to homeopathy.

ajjt, {al-lot") r. t. [F. alloter.] To divide by

k*;—to distribute; to grant in general.

ALotzient. (ai-Iot'ment) n. Act of allotting;

—part allotted.

ACsw, (al-loaO *. t. To yield ;—to acknowledge ;

—to abate ;—to permit ;—r. i. To make deduc

tion, fproper to be allowed ; lawful.

Unrable, (al-lou'a-U) a. Capable of being, or

AUffwahly, ^al-km'a-ble) adv. In an allowable

ASewnc*, (aH-lou'ans) ■>■-. Act of granting ;—

permission ;—that which is allowed ; a stated

eaantity ;—a deduction.

Alloy, (al-loiO 1. 1. [F. aloi.] To reduce the

parity by mixing;—to corrupt.

AQey," (si-loi') «. Any compound of metals ;—a

osier metal mixed with a finer.

Aii-tamu'-day, (awl-sdntz'da) u. The first day

of 5oTember.

AA-*earching,(awI-9?rcb'ing)<'. Pervading every

fi&ng—apphed to the Divine Being.

A3*eois'*day, (awl-aolz'da) n. The second day

of Scrember.

Afi-sjdee, (awrspis) n. The berry of the pimento,

a tree of the nest Indies.

AQade. (al-tedO ft i f L. alludtre.} To refer to

•o&ething not directly mentioned; to hint by

saggBstion.

AHaasisar, (al-lirmin-or) n. [L. illuminare.]

Oae who paints upon japer or parchment ; a

BBI r.

Jacre, (al-luxO *. f. [F. leurrer.] To draw to ;

V- teuipt by the offer of good.

AS&remeat, (aMur'ment) n. That which entices.

v, (si-lux * r) ». One who tempts.

, fal-lu'zhun) n.

, (al-lirsiv) a.

Indirect reference.

Allusive, (al-lirsiv) a. Hinting at ; referring to

indirectly. [allusive.

Allusiveness, (al-lu'sir-nes) n. Quality of being

Alluvial, (al-lu've-al) a. [L. alluvio.) Pertain

ing to alluvium ;—washed down.

Alluvium, (al-lu've-um) n. Deposits of earth,

gravel, and other matter. [wisdom.

All-wise, (awl-wlr/) a. Possessed of infinite

Ally, (al-li') v. t. [L. alligare.) To form a con

nection by marriage or by treaty. [erato.

Ally, (al-li') n. One who is united; a coniwl-

Alma mater, (al'ma nii'ter) n. [L] A college

where one is educated.

Almanac, (awl'ma-nak) n. [A. maiut, measure.]

A yearly calendar of days, weeks, and months.

Almightiness, (awl-mit e-nee) n. A power to

do all things ; omnipotence.

Almighty, (awl-mi'te) a. [A.-S. af.all, and mihtig,

mighty.] All-powerful; omnipotent.

Almighty, (awl-mi'te) n. God ; the Supreme

Being.

Almond, (a'niuml) n. [F. amande.] The fruit

ofthe almond-tree ;—one ofthe tonsila [alius.

Almoner, (al'mun-er) n. One who distributes

Almonry, (al'mun-re) n. A place for distributing

alms, or where they are stored for distribution.

Almost, (awl'most) adv. Nearly ; well-nigh ; for

the greatest part.

Alms, (amz) n.pl, [A.-S. alme*.] Any thing

given to relieve the poor; a charitable dona

tion.

Alms-deed, (umz'ded) n. An act of charity.

Alms-house, (arnxnous)/!. A house appropriated

for the nse of the poor.

Aloe, (al'6) n. [L. aloe.] A genus of herbaceous

rjlants ;—the juice of aloe, used as a purgative.

Aloetic, (al-6-et'ik) a. Pertaiiung to, or partaking

of the qualities of, aloes.

Aloft, (a-loft') adv. On high ;—at the mast head.

Alone, (a-10n') a. Apart Irom others ;—solitary ;

oidy.

Alone, (a-IonO adv. By itself; separately.

Along, (a-long) adv. [A. -8. andlang.) In a line

with; lengthwise ;—onward ;—in company; to

gether. Iguuhedfrom acron*.

Along, (a-longO prep. By the length of, as distin-

Alongside, (a-long/sid) adv. By the side of, espe

cially of a ship.

Aloof, (a-loof) adv. {All off.] At a distance,

but within view ; apart.

Aloof, (a-loof) prep. At or to a distance from;

away from.

Aloud, (a-lomT) adv. "With a loud voice ; loudly.

Alp, (alp) «. [Of Celtic origin.] A very high

mountain ; pi. the mountains of Switzerland.

Alpaca, (al-pak'a) «. An animal of Peru, hav

ing long, fine, woolly

hair ; a species of the

llama ;—a thin kind uf "~~ m

cloth made of the w«xil

of the alpaca, mixed

with silk or cotton.

Alpha, (al'fa) n. The

first letter ofthe Greek

alphabet, used to de

note first. s

Alphabet, (al'fa-bet) n. -

[G. alpha, and beta,

the first two Groeklet- Ahyaes.

tera] Thelettersof alanguagearrangcil inorder.

Alphabetical, (al-ta-bet'lk-al) a. Pertaiiiiiig to,

or in the order of, the alphabet.
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Alphabetically, (al-fa-befik-al-le) adv. Accord

ing to, or in the order of, the alphabet.

Alpine, (al'pin) a. Pertaining to the Alps, very

lofty.

Already, (awl-red'e) adv. Before this time ; now.

Also, (awl'so) adv. or con;. In like manner;

likewise; further; in addition to.

Alt, (awlt) a. or n. [From L. alius, ,

high.] The higher part of the scale. ,- -. Tv

Altar, (awl'ter) a. [L. allure.]

A table on which gift-: and

sacrifices are offered.

Altar-pieoe, (awrtgr-pli)

n. A painting over tha

altar.

Alter, ( awl ' tcr ) t\ t.

[L. alterare.] Tomato

& change; — to Changs

materially ;—v. i. To bo

different ; to vary.

Alterable, (awl'tcr-a-bl) a.

Capable of being altered.

Alteration, (awl-tcr-ii'shun) ft. Act of altering

or state of being altered ;—the change made.

Alterative, (awl'tcr-at-iv) a. Having power to

alter. [induces a change.

Alterative, (awl'ter-at-iv) n. A medicine which

Altercate, (al'tcr-kat) r.i. [JL aUercari.) To

contend in words ; to wrangle.

Altercation, (al-trr-k;V*hun) n. Warm conten

tion in words; controversy.

Alternate, (al-tern'at) a. [L. allcrnatus,] Being

by turns ; reciprocal.

Alternate, (al-tern'ut) n. That which happens

by turns ; vicissitude.

Alternate, (al-tc,rn'at) v. t. To perform or change

by turns;—v. i. To happen by turns.

Alternately, (al-teni'at-le) adv. In reciprocal

succession; by turns.

Alternation, (al-tcnwVshun) n. Reciprocal suc

cession of things in time or place ;—interchange.

Alternative, (al-tcrn'at-iv) a. Offering a choice.

Alternative, (al-tern'aHv) n. A choice of two

things. [that; notwithstanding.

Although, (awl-TitcV) eotij. Grant all this; admit

Altiloquence, (al-tilo-kwens) n. Lofty speech.

Altimeter, (al-tim'e-tcr)n. [L. alius and iiutruui.]

An insti-ument for taking altitudes.

Altisonant, (al-tis'on-ant) a. High-sounding.

Altitude, (ai'te-tud) n. [L. allitudo.\ Space

extended upward ; height; the elevation of an

object above a given level. [soprano.

Alto,(al'to) n. The part between the tenor and

Altogether, (.iwl-too-geTH'er) adv. With united

action ; conjointly ;—completely.

Alum, (al'uin) ft, [L. alumni.} A double sul-

| pliato of alumina and potassa.

Alumina, (al-u'miu-a) n. One of the earths—two

parts of aluminum and three of oxygen.

Aluminous, (al-u'min-us) a. Pertaining to alum.

Aluminum, (al-u'min-uin) ft. |L.'| A light metal,

with a bluish tinge, not easily oxidized.

Alumnus, (a-lum'nus) «, A pupil.

Alveary, (al've-ar-e) «. [L. alitarium.] A bee

hive; —the hollow of the ear.

Alvine, (al'vin) a. [L. alvus, belly.] Pertain

ing to the intestines.

Always, (awl'waz) adv. Perpetually ; through

out all time;—invariably.

Am, (am) The first person singular of the verb

to be, indicative mood, present tense.

Amain, (a-rnan') adv. [Prolix u and main.)

Violently and suddenly.

Amalgam, (a-mal'gam) n. [G. malapma.] A

compound of mercury with another metal.

Amalgamate, (a-mal'gam-at) v. I. To compound

or mix metals.

Amalgamation, (a-mal-gam-a'shun) n. Act of

compounding; separating gold and silver ore

by mixing with mercury.

Amanuensis, (a-man-u-en'sis) n. [L. manvs. ]

One who writes what another dictates, or copies

what another has written.

Amaranth, (am'a-ranth) n. [G. maraineiny to

wither.] A genus of annuals with green, pur

plish, or crimson flowers in spiked clusters ;—a

tiower that never fades.

Amaranthine, (am-a-ran'thin) a. Unfading.

Amass, (tunas') v. t. [L. massa,] To collect

into a heap ; to gather a quantity of.

Amassment, (a-nias'mcnt) n. A heap ; accumu

lation.

Amateur, (am-a-turO n. [L. aviator.] Oue

who cultivates art from taste or attachment.

Amative, (am'a-tiv) a. Full of love ; amorous.

Amativeneaa, (am'a-tiv-ues) ft. Propensity to

love.

Amatory, (am'a-torc) a. Relating to love.

Amaze, (a-maz/) v. t. [A. -IS. uidse.] To confound

with surprise.

Amaze, (a-muz') n. Astonishment.

Amazement, (a-maVment) n. A feeling of sur

prise and perplexity.

Amazing, (a-maz'ing) a. Wonderful.

Amazon, (ara'a-znn) n. [G. muzos.] One of a

fabulous race of female warriors ; a masculine

woman.

Ambassador, (am-has'a-drr) n. [F. ambassadeur.]

An envoy of the highest rank sent to a foreign

government. [by friction.

Amber, (aniTjcr) n. A yellowish resin olectrio

Ambergris, (am'bor-grea) n, A fragrant substance

\ised in perfumery.

Ambidexter, (am-be-doks'ter) n. One who usee

both hands with equal facility ; a double-dealer.

Ambidexterity, (mn-bo-deks-ter/e-ie) n. The

power of using l*>th hands;—double-dealing.

Ambient, (am'bc-eut) a. Enconi]msiang.

Ambiguity, (am-be-gu'e-te) n. Quality of being

ambiguous; uncertainty of signification.

Ambiguous, (ain-bigu-us) a. [L. ambigerc]

Doubtful or uncertain ; equivocal.

Ambiguously, (aui-big'u-us-le) adv. In an am

biguous manner. [compass.

Ambit, (ani'bit) n. [L. ambitus.] Circuit or

Ambition, (am-bish'un) n. [L. ambitio.} An

inordinate desire of superiority or power.

Ambitious, (ani-bish'us) o. Possessing ambi

tion;—aspiring; eager for fame.

Amble, (am'bl) r.i. \h. ambulure.] Tomove.aa

a horse ;—to move aifectodly. [jiacer.

Ambler, (am'bltr) n. A horse which ambles; a

Ambrosia, (am-br&'zhe-a) n. [G. a priv. and

brotos.] The fabled food of the gods, which con

ferred eternal youth.

Ambulance, (am'bu-lans) n. [L. ambulare, to

walk.] A flying hos

pital, so organized

as to follow an army

in its movements,

and intended to suc

cour the wounded -

as soon as possible.

Ambulant, (am'bu-

lant) a. Walking

from place to place. Ambulance,
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Azfcbul aft rn , {laa-bu-lXshurQ n. The act of walk

ing about.

aiMatoy, farn'bd-la-tor-e) *. Any part of a

noildiDg intended for walking in, aa a cloister or

partuxx

Awifrsssearis, (azn'biis-kad) n. fit imboscar.) A

ljiar, Goscealed, for the purpose of attacking

an e&esy ;—a pltce in which troops lie hid.
Ax&seah. <amrbrV«h) n. Fid, Ambuscade.

flinliini[< . (a-mel'} er-at) r. £. [h. ad and nirti-

<rar«. J To maJte better ;—r. i. To grow better.

Aacoaratiea, (.a-mel-yer-a'shun) n. Act of

aa^lioraung, or etate of being ameliorated;

improvement.

Asses, (i-xaeii') n. [G.j An expreasioo used

at the end of prayers, meaning, So be it;—

at the end of a creed, Ho it is. \i hen it intro-

dseea a declaration, equivalent to truly, verily.

ABunahle, (a-m£o/a-bl) a. [F. cornier, j Liable

to be brought to account or punishment ; re-

fpocsible.
i—j (a-mendF) r. t. (L. rnundare.] To change

i*r the bet&er;—r. i. To grow better ; to improve

seorally. [amended.

Azasadabie, (a-mend'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Aaeade, (a-mongdO n. [F.J A pecuniary fine;

r-^&ra&um; retraction.

AaCe^dmest, (a-mend ment) n. A change for the

better; re&nuatiun of life.

AawTada, (a-coendzO n. imp. 4; pf. Compenaation

lur a htm or injury ; satisfaction.

AaMsity, (a-men'e-te) n. [L. amamui.] Quality

cf being pleasant or agreeable.

Axaerce, (a-m^nO r- '- [L. nuree$, wages.] To

punish by a pecuniary penalty ;—to punish in

(eceraL

Assezremeat, (a-m?rs/ment) n. A fine. [fines,

assercer. (a-m*;ra'er> a. One who amerces or

Asaericaa* ia-me.r'e-kan) a. Pertaining to

AE«erka, or to the United titates.

Aaaericagjam. (*-mer'e-kan-izm) n. A word or

idiom peculiar to America.

IwaririniTf, (a-me.r'e-kan-iz) r. t. To render

tiMriaw

Azirtiyat, (am'£-thist) n. [G. ame(/<tutoi.] A

Ereoott* stone of a bluish violet colour.

Mtahilrty, (i-me-a-bil'e-te) n. Aniiableness ;

teatkmess of disposition.

AacahLe, (a'me-a-bl) a. [L. amaoilis.] Worthy

«f love ; deserving of affection.

sjeiabLeneaa, (i'me-a-bl-nes) n. The quality of

deserving love ; agreeableness.

Aauably, (Vme-a-blejeu/v. Inanamlablemanner.

Aneeability, (am-e-ka-biTe-te) n. Quality of

being amicable ; friendliness.

Issuable, (am'e-karbl) a. [L. amare.] Friendly ;

peaceable : harmonious in intercourse.

askably, (am'e-ka-ble) adv. In an amicable

, (szn'ea) a, rL. amieire.] A loose garment

Kke a cioak ;—a piece of linen like a hood or

cape.

Aatrtships, (a-mid'shtps) adv. Halfway between

the stem and the stern.

amidst or Amid, (a-midst4) prep. In the middle ;

Rrronaded by ; among.

Aauss, fa-mis') a. [Prefix a and viitt.] Wrong ;

faulty; out of order.

Asssss, (a-misO adv. Wrongly : improperly.

Asacy, (azn'o-te) n. [L. amicus.] friendship

between individuals, societies, or nations.

J■■!■!■, (am-zmVne-a) n. A volatile alkali;

ajsiit of hartshorn.

Ammoniacal, (am-mo'ne-ak al) a. Fertaining to

ammonia.

Ammonite, (ara'mon-It) n, A fossil shell belong

ing to the tribe of Cephalojxxls.

Ammonium, (am-mo'ue-uni) n. The metallio

base of ammonia;—* combination of hydrogen

and nitrogen.

Ammunition, (am-mu-nish'un) n. [L. muniix.}

MiUtary stores or provisiona.

Amnesty, (am'nee-te) n. A jiardon of ofienoea

against government ; proclamation of pardon.

Among, (a-mung') prep. [X.-i>. auiantj.\ Allied

with ;—making part of.

Amorous, (arn'or-us) a. [L. amor.] Inclined to

love : having a propensity to sexual enjoy

ment.

Amorously, (am'or-ns-lc) adv. In an amorous

manner ; lovingly. [amorous.

Amorousness, (am'or-us-nes) n. Quality of being

Amorphous, (a-morTus) a. [G. morpUi.] Having

no determinate form ; irregular.

Amortization, (a-mor-tiz-a'&hun) n. Act or right

of alienating lands to a corporation.

Amortize, (o-mor'tiz) v. t. [L. mors.] To alien

ate in mortmain.

Amount, (a-mount*) v.i. [L. mrm*.] To rise to

by accumulation of sums or quantities; to c >m»

pose in the aggregate. [etfect or result.

Amount, (a-mounf) il The sum total ;—the

Amour, (a-m6or0 n. [F.] A love intrigue.

Amphibia, (am-fib'e-a) n. pi. (G. amphi, on

both sides, bios, life.] The class of reptiles

which includes the saurians, crocodiles, lizards,

serpents, frogs, turtles. [animal

Amphibian, (am-fib'e-an) n. An amphibious

Amphibious, (am-fib'e-us) a. Having tlie power

of living in air and water.

Amphibiousness, (am-fib'e-UH-nes) n. Quality of

being amphibious; ability to live in two ele

ments.

Amphibological, (am-fib-o-loj'ik-al)a. Of doubt

ful meaning ; ambiguous.

Amphibology, (ara-fe-l»oro-je) n. [G.] A phrase

or discourse susceptible vt two interpretations.

Amphibrach, (am'fe-brak) «. [G.] Afootofthreo

syllables, the middle one long, the first and last

short.

Amphictyons, (am-fik'te-onz) «. pi. [G. ] An as

sembly of deputies from the several states of

Greece,

Amphimacer, (am-fim'a-ser) n. [G.] A foot of

three syllables, the middle one short and the

others long.

Amphilogy, (am-fil'o-je) n. [G.] Double speaking.

Amphiscu, (am-fls'se-i) n. pi. [G. skin.) The

inhabitants between the tropics, whose sltadows

in one part of the year are cast north, and

in the other south.

Amphitheatre, (am-fe-the'a-ter) n. [G.] An

oval or circular edifice, having rows of seats

one above another, around an open space, used

for public sports.

Ample, (am pi) a. fT* amplus.] Of large dimen

sions ;—fully sufficient :—diffusive.

Amplification, (ara-pIo-fe-ka'Bhun) n. Act of

amplifying; enlargement;—diffuse narration.

Amplifier, (am'ple-fi-fir) n. One who amplifies.

Amplify, (am'ple-fi) v. t. [L. amplus and/cicriv-l

To render larger :—to treat copiously ;—v. i. To

become large ;—to dilate.

Amplitude, (am'ple-ttid) n. State of being

amplo ; largeness of dimensions ;—extent of

capacity, means, or resources.
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Amply, (am'ple) adv. Largely ; fully; sufficiently.

Amputate, (am'pu-tat) v. t. [L. putare.] To

cut off.

Amputation, (am-pu-ta'shun) n. Act or opera

tion of cutting off a limb.

Amulet, (am'u-Jot) n. [A. hamala.] Something

worn to prevent evil ; a talisman.

Amuse, (ii-iimz') v. i. [F. amuser.] To entortain

agreeably ; to occupy in a pleasant manner.

Amusement, (a- muz ' ment) n. That which

affords pleasure,

Amuser, (a-inuz'er) n. One who amuses.

Amygdalate, (a-rnigMal-ut) n. An emulsion

mode of almonds.

Amygdaloid, <a-mig'da-loid) n. [G. amng-

dalort anil eidos.] A trap-rook, with embedded

almond-shaped minerals.

An, (an) a. [A.-S. an.] This is an adjective, but

commonly called the indefinite article. It is

used before nouns of the singular number only,

and signifies one or any.

Ana, (u'na) A suffix to names of persons or

places, used to denote a collection of memorable

sayings ; a prefix to nouns of Greek origin.

Anabaptist, (au-a-bap'tist)n. [G. ana, and bap-

tizein.] One who denies the validity of infant

baptism.

Anachronism, (a-nak'rou-izm) n, [G. ana,

chronat.] An error in chronology, by which

events are misplaced. [the Boa family.

Anaconda, (an-a-kon'da) n. A large snake of

Anacreontic, (a-nak-re-on'tik) a. Pertaining to

the Greek poet Anacreon ; amatory : convivial.

Anacreontic, (a-nak-re-on'tik) n. A poem in

praise of love and wine.

Anadem, (an'a-dein) n. [G. anadein, to tie up.]

A garland or fillet; a chaplet or wreath.

Anesthetic, (au-Cs-thet'ik) n. Tluit which pro

duces insensibility, as chloroform, (tea-

Anaglyph, (an'a-glif) n. [G. yiuphein.] An em-

boated or chased ornament, worked in relief, as

a cameo. [mystical.

Anagogical, (an -a - goj ' ik - al) a. Mysterious ;

Anagram, (an'a-gram) n, [G. ana, and pramnut.]

A transposition of the letters of a word, by

which a new word is formed. Thus, astronomers

may be turned into moon-starers.

Anal, (a'nal) a. Belonging to or near tho anus.

Anakctic, (an-a-lck'tik) a. Collecting.

Analects, (an a-lekts) n.pl. [G. and, and Irgein,

to gathor.J A collection of literary fragments.

Anaiernma, (an-a-lem'ma) n. [G. anaUtmbanein.]

A projection of the sphere on tho plane of tho

meridian, orthograplucally mado by straight

lines, circles, and ellipses;—an instrument of

wood or brass, on which this projection is made.

Analeptic, (an-a-lep'tik)n. Restorative medicine.

Analogical, (au-a-loj'ik-al) a. According to, or

founded on, analogy. (analogy.

Analogically, (an-a-loj'ik-al-le) adv. By way of

Analogize, (an-al o-jiz) v. t. To explain by ana

logy.

Analogous, (a-nal'o-gus) a. Having analogy.

Analogy, (a-nal'o-je) n. An agreement or like

ness between tilings in some circumstances or

effects, when the things themselves aredifierent.

Analysis, (a-nal'e-sis) n, [G. ana and lucin.] A

resolution of a thing into its original element.*

—a syllabus, or table of the beads of a discourse;

—a methodical illustration of tho principles of

a science;—the tracing of thing* to their source,

and the resolving of knowledge into its ori

ginal principles.
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Analyst, (an'a-list) n. One who analyzes.

Analytic, (an-a-Ut'ik) a. Pertaining to analysis.

Analytically, (an-a-lit'ik-al-le) adv. By way of

analysis. [of analysis.

Analytics, (an-a-lit'iks) n. sing. The science

Analyze, (an'a-liz) v. t. To separate into tho

component parts; to resolve into first princi

ples or elements.

Anamorphosis, (an-a-roor'fo-sis) n. [G. anamor*

pkoun.) A distorted representation of au

imago on a plane or curved surface;—* mor

bid development of form.

Anapaest, (an'a-pest) n. [G. anapoiein.] In versi

fication, a foot of three syllables, the first two

short, the last long ; as, de~-l-tds.

Anarchical, (an-ark'ik-al) a. Being without

government; lawless; confused.

Anarchy, (an'ar-ke) n. [G. anarchot, without

head.] Want of government in society; law

lessness ;—confusion.

Anasarcous, (an-a-sark'us) a. Dropsical.

Anastasis, (an-a-sta'sis) n. [G. anialemi.} A re

covery ; resurrection.

Anathema, (a-nath'e-ma) n. [G. ana and

tithenai.] An offering to some deity hungup

in a temple ;—a curse pronounced by ecclesi

astical authority, and accompanied by excom

munication, [nounce with curses.

Anathematize, (a-nath'S-ma-tlz) v. t. To de-

Anatomical, (an-a-tom'ik-al) a. Belonging to

anatomy or dissection. [anatomy.

Anatomist, (a-nat'6-mist) n. One skilled m

Anatomization, (a-na-to-miz-a'shun) n. Tho

act of anatomizing.

Anatomize, (a-nat'o-miz) v. t. To dissect ;—

to lay open the interior structure of part*, for

the purpose of examining each by itself.

Anatomy, (a-nat'o-me) n. [G. temnein, to cut,]

Art of dissection ;—act of dividing a thing for

the purpose of examining its parts.

Ancestor, (an'ses-ter) it. One from whom a

person is descended, either by lather or mother.

Ancestral, (an-ses'tral) a. Relating to ancestors.

Ancestry, (an'ses-tre) n. A series of progenitor*;

—birth or honourable descent.

Anchor, (ang'ker) n. An iron instrument for

holding a vessel at rest;—any

contrivance to hold fast;—that

which gives stability.

Anchor, (ang'ker) v. t. [L. an-

chora, an anchor.] To place

at anchor;—to fasten; to fix

in a stable condition;—v. i.

To cast anchor ; to oome to an

chor ;—to fix or rest.

Anchorage, (ang'ker- Sj) n. A ''■

place where a ship can anchor; "

—a duty imposed for anchor- Anchor.

ing in a harbour.

Anchorite, (ang'ko-rit) n. [0. chGrein, to retire]

A hermit ; a recluse ; a monk.

Anchovy, (an-cho've) n. [Biae. anclma.] A small

sea-fish of the herring £unily.

Anchylosc, (ang'ke-luz) v. t. [G. aghuloun.] To

nnito or fix immovably ; to stiffen.

Ancient, (an'shont) o. [F. ancien.] Old; ad

vanced in years.

Anoients, (an'shentx) n. Those who lived in for-

meragos, opposed to moderns;—ting, the bearer

of a flag—now called au ensign.

Anciently, (an'shent-lc) adv. In old times.

Ancillary, (im'sil-ar-e) a. [L. ancittiu \ Sub

servient or subordinate, like a handmaid.
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A=A (ud) «v [A- -8. J A conjunction which

connect* words and sentences.

Asdante, (aa-daa'te) a. [It. andar*.] Rs>ther

Ccw : lew Hoc largo, more than allegro.

Asdinn. (lid Vara) n. A utensil forsupporting

»»d c a Sre-piaoe.

Aasrsfyaal. (an-drtg'in-al) a. [G.] Having the

tl*-^L characteristic* of both sexes.

Aaareid, (android) a. [G. smbV, ddo*.] A ma-

. ^ ;«f in the human form.

aaecdste. (an*ek-dAt) n. [G. eWofo*] A fact of

ij uteresting nature ; a biographical incident.

A^acsWbcaL, (an-ek-dotlk-al) a. Pertaining to

izeocWtea. [winds, or a treatise on the subject.

At—Uify. (an-e-mol'o-je)n. The doctrine of

/arpuoaetar, (an-e-motD/e-ter) n. An instru-

Lmt far measuring tbe force and Telocity of the

T-ad. [crowfoot family ; wind-flower.

Aoess—, (a-nern'o-ne) a. A genua of plants of the

Isen—tape, (a-nem'o-ak6p)n. [G. anemot, wind,

and afcsf***, to view.] A weather-cock ; a con

trivance for bringing down the indications of

i «md-vane to a dial below.

Aaereid, (ane-roid) n. [G. ntro* and eido$.}

A portable barometer, shaped like a watch, dis-

r---,«i.»,g with the ose of quicksilver.

Agrarian, (snfu-rizm) n. [G.J A soft tumour,

ir_smg from the dilatation or rupture of an

ixiery.

Aaew, (s-na) adr. Newly ; over again ; afresh.

Ajifractaaaa, (an-frak'tu-us) a. [L. frangcre.)

* .nding ; full of windings and turnings.

Asfei. (in jel) n. [O. aggelos.] A messenger ;—a

spirit employed by God to communicate his will

to suas ; a ministering spirit;—an evil spirit;

— an ancient coin, worth about ten shillings.

Angel, (in'jel) a. Resembling angels, or par-

•: "tiny of their nature or dignity.

Argelic (an jeKik) a. Belonging to angels.

Angelically, (an-jei'ik-al-le) adv. Like an angeL

Anger, (ang'g?r) a. [L. antjor.) A strong pas-

t*un or emotion of the mind excited by a real

or supposed injury. [rouse to resentment.

Azger, (ang'grr) r. r. To excite to anger ; to

Angiography, (an-je-og'ra-fe) n. [G. aggtion,

±*i grapLd.] A description of the vessels in

:h& human body.

'"Cietirwy, (an-je-ot'o-me) n. [G. aggeion,

t*mL] A dissection of the vessels of the body.

Angle, (artg'gl) n. [L. angulu*, G. agko*, a

-1*1] The point where two lines meet or inter-

•~.t : a corner ;—the difference of direction of

two Uses in the same plane that meet, or that

» .aid meet, if sufficiently extended ;—fishing

tackle ; a line, hook, and bait, with or without

a rod.

Arght, (ang'gi) *. i. To fish with line and hook ;

—v» use artifice ; to intrigue.

Angle-bar. (ang'gl-bar) n. A rolled bar of iron.

Angler. (anVgler) n. One who fishes;—a fish

called jCafe* ng-frog.

Anriican. (ang'gle-kan) a. [L. Angli] English.

Anglican, (anz/gle-kan) n. A member of the

(:I arch of England.

Aig^lieasuam, (am/gle-kan-izm) n. Attach

ment to English institutions;—the principles

rs* the church of England.

Aagliee. (aaggle-se) adv. [L.] In English.

Asglicisxs, (snVsle-*izin) n. An English idiom

or expression.

Angueixe, (mng'gJe-siz) r. t . To conform to Eng-

L«h or to English analogies.

A^zriiy, (anggre-le) adv. In an angry manner.

 

Angry, (ang'gre) a. Touched with anger;—

showing anger ; —roused. [of body or mind.

Anguish, (ang'gwish) n. Extreme pain, either

Angular, (ang'gu-ler) a. Having an angle or

forming an angle ;—sharp and stiff in character.

Angularity, (ang-gu-lar'e-te) n. The quality of

being angular ; sharpness.

Anhelation, (an-hp-l,Vshun) n. fL. anhtlarc]

Shortness of breath ; difficult respiration.

Anil, (an'il) n. [A an-nfl,from okr. nUa, dark

blue.) A shrub from whose leaves and stalks

indigo is made. fbecile.

Anile, (anil) a. [L. anus.) Old-womanish; im-

Anility, (a-nil'e-te) 7k Old age of a woman ;

dotage.

Animadversion, (an-e-mad-vfr'shun) n. Re

marks by way of criticism, censure, or reproof.

Animadvert, (an-e-mad-vert') v. i. [L. uniuiut,

advertere.) To turn the mind to;—to remark

by way of criticism or censure.

Animal, (an'e-mal) n. (L. anima, Skr. an.]

An organized living being endowed with sensa

tion and the power of voluntary motion.

Animal, (an'e-mal) a. Of, or relating to, animals;

—pertaining to the sentient part as distin

guished from the intellectual;—consisting of

flesh.

Animalcule, (an-e-mal'kul) n. fDiminutive of

animal.] A little animal that is in- ^ ;

visible, or nearly so, to the naked r '

eye. '

Animalculist, (an-e-mal'ku-list) n. ^^ -

One versed in the knowledge of C\ -

animalcules. ^v> -

Animal-flower, (au'e-mal-floVer) n. Am iiaicuios.

A name applied to several species of zoophytes.

Animalism, (an'e-mal-izm) n. The state of mere

animals; brutishness.

Animalize, (an'e-mal-iz) v. t. To give animal

life to ;—to convert into animal matter by

assimilation ;—to regard as merely animal

Animal-magnetizm, (an'e-mal-mag'net izm) n.

[L. animal, and magna, loadstone] An agent

of mysterious nature, which has a powerful effect

on the individual, when acted on by contact,

on the part of the operator.

Animate, (an'e-mut) v. L [L. anima.] To give

natural life to ;—to give powers to, or to heighten

the effect of;—to give spirit or vigour to.

Animate, (an'e-inat) a. Alive ; possessing animal

life.

Animated, (anVmat-ed) p. a. Endowed with

animal life ;—full of life ; spirited ; lively.

Animation, (an-e-ma'shun) n. Act of animat

ing, or state of being animated.

Animosity, (an-e-mos'e-te) n. [L.J Violent hatred;

active enmity. [purpose; spirit; temper.

Animus, (an'e-mus) n. (L. mind.] Intention;

Anise, (an'is) n. [G. anethon.] A plant bearing

aromatic seeds.

Anker, (ang'kcr) n. [P.] A Dutch liquid

measure, containing ten wine gallons.

Ankle, (angOd) n. (A.-S. anJct.) The joint

which connects the foot with the leg.

Annalist, (an'nal-ist) n. A writer of annals.

Annals, (an'nalz) n. pL [L. annus.] A history

of events, each being recorded under the vear

in which it happened ; the title of such a

history ;—an annual publication of discoveries,

ic. [year's profits of a spiritual preferment

Annate, (annate) n. pi. [K annus.] The first

Anneal, (an-neT) v.t. [A.-S. txlan, to kindle.]

To heat nearly to fluidity, and than cool slowly.

C
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for the purpose of rendering less brittle or to

fir colours.

Annex, tan-neks') v. t. [L. ad, to, and nectcre,

to tie.] To unite at the end ; to subjoin ;—to

add a smaller thing to a greater ;—to connect as

a consequence.

Annexation, (an-neks-a'shun) a. Act of uniting,

or connecting ; addition. [nexetL

Annexment, (an-neks'ruent) n. The thing an-

Annihilable, (an-ni'hil-a-bl) a. Capable of being

annihilated.

Annihilate, (an-nl'hil-at) r. t. [L. ad and

niitil, nothing.] To reduce to nothing; to

cause to cease to be ;—to destroy the form or

peculiar properties of.

Annihilation, (an-ni-hil-a'shun) n. Act of re

ducing or state of being reduced to nothing.

Anniversary, (an-ne-versVre) a. [L. annus,

versare,] Returning with the year, at a stated

time. [brated as it returns each year.

Anniversary, (an-ne-ve.rs'a-re) n. A day cele-

Annotate, (an'no-tut) v. i. [L. ad and notare.]

To make comments, or remarks.

Annotation, (an-no-ta'shun) n. A remark,

note, or comment on some passage of a book.

Annotator, (an'nd-tat-gr) w. A writer of notes ;

a commentator ; a scholiast.

Annotto, (an not'to) n. A species of red or yel

lowish-red dyeing material.

Announce, (ail-nouns') v. t. [L. ad and nuneiare.]

To give public notice, or first notice of; to mako

known. fnotice ; proclamation; declaration.

Announcement, (an-nomurment) n. Act of giving

Annoy, (an-noy*) v. t. [F. anoier, L.. noceo.J

To disturb by continued or repeated acta.

Annoyance, (an-noy'ans) n. Act of annoying,

or state of being annoyed;—that which annoys.

Annoyer, (an-noy'er) n. One who disturbs.

Annual, (an'nu-al) a. Returning or happening

every year ; yearly ;—lasting one year.

Annual, (an'nu-al) n. A thing happening or re

turning yearly ;—a work published onoe a year ;

—a plant that lives but one year.

Annually, (an'nu-alle) adv. Yearly.

Annuitant, (an-nu'it-ant) n. A person who

has an annuity.

Annuity, (an-nfl'e-te) n. [L. annus, year.] A

sum of monoy payable within the year.

Annul, (an-nul) v.t. [L. ad, and nullum.] To

make void or of no effect—used of laws, decisions,

usages, &c

Annular, (an'nu-ler) a. Pertaining to, or hav

ing the form of, a ring.

AnnuUtedf (an'nu-Ut-ed) a. Having rings or

belts.

Annulet, (an'nii-let) n. [ L. annutus.] A little

ring :—a small fillet fnulling.

Annulment, (an-nuTmont) n. The act of an-

Annulose, (an'nu-los) a. Furnished witli rings.

Annumerate, (an-nu'nier-at) v. t. [L. ad and

numerare, to number.] To add to a number.

Annumeration, (an-nu-nirr-a'shun) n. Addition

to a former number.

Annunciate, (an-nun'se-at) v.t. [L. annunciate.]

To announce ; to bring tidings.

Annunciation, (an-nun-se-a'shun) n. Act of an

nouncing ;—name of a festival in memory of the

angel's announcement to the Virgin Mary.

Anodyne, (an'o-din) n. Any medicine which

allays pain, as an opiate or narcotic.

Anodyne, (an'6-din) a. [G. a priv. and oduni,

pain.] Serving to assuage pain.

Anoint, (a-noinf) v. f. [L. in and ttngere, to

smear.] To pour oil upon ; to rub over with oil;

—to consecrate by unction.

Anointed, (a-noint'ed) n. The Messiah.

Anointment, (a-noint'ment) n. The act of anoint

ing; the state of being anointed. [rule.

Anomalism, (a-nom'al-izni) n. A deviation from

Anomalous, (a-nom'a-lus) a. [G. a priv. omos,

same.] Deviating from general rule, method,

or analogy ; abnormal

Anomalously, (a-nom'a-lus-le) adv. Irregularly.

Anomaly, (a-nom'a-le) n. Deviation from the

common rule or analogy ; irregularity.

Anon, (a-non') adv. [Old Eng.J Quickly;—at

another time ; again.

Anonymous, (a-uon'e-mus) a, [0. a priv. and

onoma.] Wanting a name; without the 1..1I

name :—frequently written Anon. [name.

Anonymously, (a-non'e-mus-le) adv. Without a

Another, (an-uTH'er) a. Not the same ; different ;

—one more ;—any one else. [handle.

Anaated, (an'sut-ed) a. [L. ansa.] Having a

Anserine, (an'scr-in) a. [L. anser.] Pertaining

to, or resembling, a goose, or its skin.

Answer, (an'ser) v.t. [A.-S. and, against, and

siruna n, to affirm ] To speak or write in return

to a call, question, argument, Sic. ;—to respond

satisfactorily; to refute ; to be opposite to ; to

face; to act in accommodation, relation, or pro

portion to ;—v. i. To make response ;—to make

a satisfactory response; to write in reply to ;—

to be accountable ;—to be or act by way of com

pliance, satisfaction, or opposition ; to suit

Answer, (an'ser) n. Something said or written

in return to a call, question, argument, or tha

like;—done in return for, or in consequence of;

the solution of a question.

Answerable, (an'ser-A-bl) & Capable of being

answered ;—obliged to answer ; liable to pay, or

make good;—conformable.

Answerablenesa, (an'ser-a-bl-nes)n. Quality of

being answerable. [agreeably.

Answerably, (an'ser-a-ble) ado. Suitably;

Answerer, (an'ser-cr) n. One who replies.

Ant, (ant) 71. An emmet; a pismire.

Antacid, (ant-as'id) n. [0. anti, L. acidut.] A

remedy for acidity of the stomach.

Antagonism, (an-tag'o-nizm) n. [G. anti, and

agon.] Opposition of action; contrariety of

principles. [tends with another in combat

Antagonist, (an-tag'o-nist) n. One who con-

Antagonistic, (an-tag-o-nisfik) a. Opposing;

acting in opposition.

Antalgic, (an-tal'jik) a. [0. anti, against, and

algos, pain.] Alleviating pain.

Antarchism, (an-tark'izni) n, [G. anti, arete.]

Opposition to regular government.

Antarctic, (ant-ark'tik) a. [Q. anti, arltos.]

Opposite to the north pole.

Ant-eater, (ant'et-er) n. An animal that feeds

upon ants.

Antecedence, (an-tS-

sed'ens) n. Act or

state of preceding in

time ; precedence.

Antecedent, (an-te-

*ed'ent)a. [L. ante,

before, and eedere,

to go.] Going before

in time.

Antecedent, (an-tC-

sed'ent) n. That Ant-eater,

which goes before in time;—the noun to which

a relative refers ;—the nrst part of an eniby-
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i-itaae-—opposed to cmMquent ;—pi,, the earlier

treats of one'» fifc. [time ; previously.

Aiteccdentfy, (an-te-aSd'ent-le) adv. Before in

Aztechanfco-, <an't£-cham-btr) n- A chamber

kadmj v. the chief apartmeat.

Ant*ehapeL (ia't*-cbap-el) n. The part of the

* i—7*J tiroagh which is the passage to the choir

or body, [time.

As'Wsfa, (antg-dat) n. A date before the true

£=u*Uit, (»&■ tfc-oU t) r. t To date before the

tew time ;—to anticipate,

i^ite&hman, (an-t£-dVlo6've-an) a, [L. <■/..'-,

.■:-.. as. j Before the deluge,

a^te&irriaa, (an-Ce-de-lOo'vo-an) n. One who

fo*d t-:f ;: the flood.

iztelape, (arr'te-lOp) *. [G. antaoiop*.] One of

i creep of ruminant

tdrapeda, interme

diate between the

deer and goat. The

SKMt beautiful specie^

or ■■ ariety is the gazelle.

tat—jpaj, (an-te-

; .'i't-.u) a. rL.

i -J/, and jt-i eritlU*,

MM.] Being before f>,

boos. ' *

ti-jeaetic, (ant-e-mef- Antelope.

-« j a. (G-] A medicine which check* vomiting.

I^tegnradane. (an-te-mun'dan) a. [L. an(e,

Yi-i, the world.] Being before the creation

be world.

kteaieeme, (an-te-n£'s£n) n. Creed or faith

brim the first council of Nice.

-j (an-ten'ne) x.pf. [L. anfe/ina, sail-

jvd.] Movable articulated —

'•spa of sensation at

tached to ebe heads of

^^t* and crustaoea.
I ■ v.Tittytial, (an - w- nup'ithe-

*Q ■; [I* aft?*, 71 uptia,

---^Tiagc] Being before

I rriage, a a( Antenna).

^'-epaathaJ, (an te-paa'kal) a. Being before

>r [but two of a word,
^•^peaalt, (an-te-pe-nuhV) n. The last syllable

- fc rier . (an-teVe-er) a. [ I ,. ] Before in time ;

i*ior; antecedent ;—before in place.

!- "■ nwa, (an'te-ruOm) n. A room forming the

>.«age to another.

L.'jjfinuatie, (an-thel-mint'ik) n. A medicine

*^ch destroys or expels worms; a vermifuge.

ttuum, (an'thexn) n. [G. unti, against, phuiii,

b^nd.J Formerly, a hymn sung in alternate

puts; church music adapted to passages from

"■Tiptore.

lither, (author) n. [G. anthot.] That part

'■* the stamen containing the pollen, or fer-

■ _zi.ag dust. [to anthology.

^"Hitgifil. (an-thc-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining

■"^Vilsgj, (an-thol'o-je) n. [G. antho* and

• ;'<*.) A discourse on flowers;—a collection

' ' Sowers ; a garland ;—a collection of beautiful

.wapi from authors.

t~>'JmK/i Pire, (an'ton-iz fir) n. The erysipelas.

■--^hranta, (au'thra-ait) «. [G. an*/iru.r.] A

;-<ri, compact variety of coal highly carbonic.

iiULropolftgieal, (an-thr6-po-loj'ik-al) a. Per-

Uuiing to anthropology; according to human

banner of speaking,

i -'-tropology, (an-thro-pol'o-je) n. [G.

«&i>.rdpcs and fcyoaj The natural history of the

i-^aan speoea,

 

Anthropomorphism, (an - thro - po - morf'izm) n.

[0. antkrdpo*, man, and morphi, form. J Re

presentation of the Deity as having a human

form or attributes.

Anthropopathy, (an-thro-pop'a-the) n. The

ascription of human feelings and emotions

to the Supreme Being.

Anthropophagi, (an-thro-pofa-ji) n.pl. [G.

anthrdpos and phagein.) Slan-eaters ; cannibals:

Antic, (an'tik) a. [F. antique.} Odd; fanciful;

fantastic ; ludicrously wild.

Antic, (an'tik) 11, A buffoon ;—odd device.

Antichrist, (an'te-krist) n. A great adveraay of

Christ ; the man of sin, deachbed 1 John it 13.

Antithristian. (an-te-krist'yau) «. An op-

poser of Christianity. [Christianity.

Antichristian, (an-te-krist'yan) a. Opposing

Antichronism, (au-tik'ro-nizm) n. [U. anti,

chronot.] Error in the order or account of time.

Anticipate, (an-tis'e-pat) v. t. [ L. ante, before,

and eapere, to take.] To take or do be.ore

another, so as to prevent htm;—to take up

beforehand, or before the proper time ;—to fore

taste or foresee.

Anticipation, (an-tla-ft-pa'shun) n. Act of anti

cipating ;—impression of what is to happen;—

preconceived opinion.

Anticlimax, (an-te-kli'maks) n. A sentence in

which the ideas become leas important at the

close—opposite of climax.

Anticlinal, (an-te-kli'nal) a. [G. anti, and

Jcluiein., to incline.] J&arking inclination in

opposite directions.

Anticlinal, (an-te-kli'nal) n. The crest-line from

which strata dip in opposite directions.

Anticontagioua, (an-tc-kon-ta'je-us) a. Opposing

contagion.

Anticoametio, (an-te-koz-met'ik) n. A prepara

tion to injure the skin or the complexion.

Antidotal, (an-te-du'tul) a. Efficacious against

poison or any thing noxious.

Antidote, (a i i'te-dot) n. [G. anti, didonai, to

give.] That which tends to counteract any

thing noxious.

Anti-episcopal, (an-te-e'-pift'ko-mal) a. Opposed

to the office and rule of bishops.

Anti-evangelical, (an'te-e-van-jel'ik-al) a. Con

trary to sound doctrine. [of abating fever.

Antifebrile, (an-te-feb'ril) a. That has the quality

Anti-galactic, (an-te-ga-lak'tik) a. Tending to

diminish the secretion of milk.

Antilogy, (an-til'o-je) n. [G. anti and logot,

s]>eech.] A contradiction in terms.

Antimonarchical, (an-te-mo-narkik-al) a. Op

posed to monarchy.

Antimonial. {.-.u \>:-iw,'ur.<il) n. A preparation

of antimony.

Antimony, (an'te-mun-o) n. [A. al-Hhmidun.]

A whitish brittle metal used in medicine and

the arts.

Antinomian, (an-te-iuVrae-an) iu One charged

with maintaining tliat the moral law is of no

obligation.

Antinomy, (an'te-no-me) n. [G. anti, noma,

law.] Opposition of one law or rule to another.

Antipapal, (an-te-pa'pal) a. Opposing the papacy

or popery.

Antiparalytic, (an-te-par-a-lit'ik)<t. [G. anti and

jxiraliwu.] Opposing, or good against, palsy.

Antipathy, (an-tip'a-the) n. [G. anti and

paschein, to suffer.] An aversion felt at a par

ticular object;—a contrariety in the properties

or affections of matter.
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Anti-pedobaptist, (an-te-pC-dO-bap'tist) n. One

opposed to infant baptism.

Antiphlogistic, (an-te-fio-jis'tik) n. A medicine

or diet which tends to check inflammation.

Ant'phony, (an-tifo-ne) n. [Q. anti, ph6nS,

sound.] An anthem sung alternately by a choir

divided into two parts ; a response.

Antiphrasis, (an-tifra-eis)w. IG. anti, pkrazein,

to speak.J Uso of words in a sense opposite to

their proper meaning.

Antipodal, (an-tip'od-al) a. Pertaining to the

antipodes ; diametrically opposed.

Antipodes, (an-tir/o-dez) n. pi. [G. anti, pout,

foot.] Those who live on opposite sides of the

globe, and whose feet are, of course, opposite ;

—the opposite side. [verse to prelacy.

Antiprelatical, (an-te-pre-lat'ik-al) a. Ad-

Antiquarian, (an-te-kw&Te-an) u. [L. antiqaus.]

Pertaining to antiquity.

Antiquarianism, (an-te-kwa're-an-izm) n. Love

of antiquity.

Antiquary, (an'te-kwa-re) n. One versed in anti

quities ;—a collector of ancient things.

Antiquate, (an'to-kwat) v, t. To make old.

Antiquated, (an'te-kwat-ed) p. a. Grown old, or

out of fashion ; obsolete.

Antique, (an-tek'J a. [L. ante.] Old ;—of old

fashion;—made in imitation of antiquity.

Antique, (an-tekO n. In general, any thing very

old ; in a limited sense, a remnant of antiquity ;

relic.

Antiquity, (an-tik'we-te) n. Ancient times;—

great age;—pi. the remains of ancient times.

Antisabbatarian, (an-te-sab-ba-ta're-an) n. One

opposed to a strict observance of the Sabbath.

Antiscii, (an-te'she-i) n. pi. [G. anti, ttiia,

shadow.] The inhabitants of the earth living

on different sides of the equator, whose shadows

at noon are cast in contrary directions.

Antiscorbutic, (an-te-skor-Bu'tik) a. (X. scor-

Outttn, scurvy.] Counteracting the scurvy.

Antiacriptural, (an-te-akrip'tur-al) a. Not ac

cordant with Scripture.

Antiseptic, (an-te-sep'tik) n. A substance which

resists or corrects putrefaction. [slavery.

Antislavery, (an-te-slav'$r-e) n. Opposition to

Antisocial, (an-to-so'she-al) a. Averse to society

or hostile to ite existence.

Antispasmodic, (an-te-Bpaz-mod'ik) a. Opposing

spasm.

Antistrophe, (an-tis'tro-fe) n. [G. anti, strophe,

a turning.] Repetition of words in an inverse

order ;—the turning of uti adversary's plea

against him;—a song or dance, performed by

turning from left to right, in opposition to

strophe.

Antitheiam, (an-te'the-izm) n. IG. anti, theos,

God.] Opposition to God, or belief in a God.

Antithesis, (an-tith'e-sis) it. |G. anti, thesis.]

An opposition of words or sentiments ; contrast ;

—reverse of synthesis.

Antithetical, (an-te-thet'ik-al) a. Pertaining

to, or containing, antithesis.

Antitrinitarian, (an-te-trin-e-taVe-an) a. Oppos

ing the doctrine of the Trinity.

Antitype, (an'te-tip) n. [G. anti, tupos.] That

wJiich is prefigured by the type; thus the

paschal lamb was a type of which Christ is the

antitype,

Antitypioal, (an-te-tip'ik-al) a. Relating to an

antitype ; explaining a type.

Antler, (ant'ler) n. IF. antoillier.) A start or

branch of a horn, as of the stag or moose.

 
Anvil, (an'vil)n. [A -8. anjllt.] An iron block,

with a steel face, upon

which metaJsarehammered

and shaped ;—to be on the

anvil, to be in a state of

preparation. hk,

Anxiety, (ang-zi'e-te) n. [L.] HPrT

Solicitude about some rWW* v

future or uncertain event. Anvil.

Anxious, (angk'shus) o. [L. anzius.] Greatly con

cerned respecting something future or un

known ;—accompanied with anxiety.

Anxiously, (angk'shus-le) adv. With anxiety

or solicitude. [tude ; anxiety.

Anxiousness, (angk'shus-nes) n. Great solici-

Any, (en'ne) a. [A-S. an and ig.] One out

of many;—some; an indefinite number - i

quantity.

Any, (en'ne) adv. To any extent ; at alL

Anywise, (en'ne-wiz) adv. In any manner ; at

any rate.

Aorist, (&'o~ri*t)n. [G. a priv. and eras, limit.]

A Greek tense which expresses an action com

pleted, but, in respect of time, indeterminate.

Aorta, (a-ort'a) n. [G. aeirein, to heave.] The

great artery from the heart.

Aortal, (a-ort'al) a. Pertaining to the aorta.

Apace, (a-pasO adv. Quickly ; nastily.

Apart, (a-partf) adv. Separately, in regard to

space or company; aside ;—asunder.

Apartment, (a-part'ment) n. [L. a and pars,

part] A room in a building or house.

Apathetic, (ap-a-thet'ik) a. Void of feeling.

Apathy, (ap'a-the) 11. [G. a priv. and pathos.]

Want, or a low degree, of feeling ; insensibility.

Ape, (ap) n. [A-S. apa, Skr. kapi. G. kipot,

kcipos.] A quadru-

numoua mammal hav

ing teeth of the same

number and form as in

man, and possessing

neither a tail nor

cheek pouches;—one

who imitates servilely.

Ape, (ap) v.t. To »

imitate servilely ; to

mimic.

Aperient, (a-pe/re-ent) a.

the quality of opening ; laxative.

Aperient, (a-pe're-ent) n. A laxative medicine.

Aperture, (ap'er-tur) n. An opening, either

natural or artificial ; a hole.

Apex, (a'peks) n. The top or summit of a ihinj*.

Apheresis, (a-fe/e-siB) n. [G. apo, airein.] The

taking of a letter or syllable from tho be

ginning of a word.

Aphelion, (a-ft le-un) n. [G. apo, from, and hflios,

sun.] That point of a planet's orbit most distant

lrom the sun, the opposite being called peri

helion.

Aphony, (afo-ne) n. [G. a priv. and phUnl,

voice. ] A loss of voice ; dumbness.

Aphorism, (afor-izm) «. [G. aphoritein.] A

principle expressed in few words ; a short sen

tence containing important truth.

Aphoristical, (af-or-ist'ik-al) a. Having the form

of an aphorism. fgoddess of love.

Aphrodite, (af-ro-di'te) n. [G.] Venus, the

Apiarist, (iVpo-a-rist) n. Onewho keeps an apian-.

Apiary, (a'pe-ar-e) n. [L. apis.] A place where

bctfs are kept; a bee-bouse.

Apiece, (a-peV) adv. To each ; to the share of

each.

 

Ape.

[L. aperire.] Having



APISH

Apish, (Splafc) a. Having the qualities of an

apt : *~^ifH to imitate in a servile manner.

Apoearypse, (a-pok'a-ljpa) n. [G. apokaluptein.]

hevehdiaQ ; the last book in the Bible.

Apocalyptical, (a-pok-a-lip'te-kal) a. Containing

ct periaioing to revelation.

Apocopate, (s-poko-pat) v. (. To cut off or drop

tin last letter or syllable of a word.

Apocrypha, (a-pok're-fa) n. pL [G. apo, truptein,

to hide.] Books whose authenticity, as inspired

writings, is not admitted.

A-ccryphal, (a-pok're-fal) a. Not canonical.

Apodietzsal, (ap-G-dik'tik-al) a. [G. apo, dei-

Kfflwi] Evident beyond contradiction; indis-

pvtabss,

ipogee, (ap'o-jS)n. [O. apo, gala.] That point

ia the orbit of the moon at the greatest distance

froaa the earth—opposed to perigee.

apoOa, (a-poflo) n. A Greek deity ;—the god of

tie son, moac, and poetry.

IpoSyem, (a-pofyon) n. [G.] The destroyer—

tiie angel of the bottomless pit.

IpeLofetxeaL (a-pol-o~jet'ik-a!) c. [G. «/<</, Jcffo*,

•>becfa.] Excusatory or defensive.

fijiiiliHiilin. (a-pol-^-Jefiks) n. sin*?. That which

cefecda the Scripture*, and sets forth the

t'ldenee of their authority.

Lpolosrirt, (a-poTd-jist) n. One who makes an

tpoJogy.

Lpeiespote, (a-pol'o-jia) v. i. . To make an apology.

ipelssrae, (ar/o-log) n. [G. apolop-oi.] A moral

Lviegy, (a-poro-je) n. [G. opo, from, and

•yw, speech.] Something said or written in

•i-rfeoce or justification ;—an acknowledgment

<£ some improper remark or act.

LpefJectie, (ap-o-plek'tik) a. [G. apo, plissein.]

I'rsdismosed to apoplexy.

Lpepk»jt (ar/o~plek-se) n. [G.] A disease caused

j pressure on the brain.

laoatiy, (a-pos'ta-se) 7k [G. apo, stt'no.i, to

LJ A departure from one's faith, principles,

.postafee, (a-pos'tat) n. One who has for-

-j-cen his faith, principles, or party.

i.po«tat*, (a-pos'tat) a. Falling from the faith.

Lptatatisa, (a-pos'ta-tiz) r. i. To abandon one's

•^-.h, party, church, or profession.

Lpossesne, (ap'oa-tem) n. [G. apostfmai.] An

- Lacesst ; a sore filled with purulent matter.

Lpostil, (a-pos'til) n. [F. apostate.] A marginal

---4e or reference; a postscript.

L-ostla, (a-pos'sl) n. [G. aposUltein.] A person

'imputed to execute business ; specifically, one of

the twelve sent to preach the gospel.

Lpasthsthin, (a-posfsl-ship) n. Tbe office of an

^octie.

i-***^^ (ap-oa-tol'ik) a. Pertaining to the

KpoeUea, their times, or spirit;—the Apostolic

m*, the jurisdiction of the rope.

IpoenrtnaW, (a-pce'tro-fe) n. [G. apo, strephrin.]

a change of the course ofa speech; a diversion;

—thecontraction of a word noted by a mark, as,

:z I'd lor called.

'. : 'fStxephize, (a-poe'tro-fiz) r. f. To address by

zptetrephe ;—to contract by omitting a letter.

-»theoary, (Sr-poth'e-kar-e) n. [G. apotMke.]

Or* who prepares and sells drugs for modi-

ana) purpose*.

ipothegxe, (ap' o - them) n. [G. apo and

,-UVwmo.] A short, pithy, and instructive

■aiing,

'r^isee. is. (ap-o-th^o-sis) n. [G. apo and TAtfot.]

21 APPEBTAIN

Act of elevating to the rank of the gods; deifi

cation.

Appal, (ap-pawr) v. t [F. appalir, L. ad and

y>a(/co.J To depress or discourage with fear.

Appanage, (ap'pan-aj) n. [It , L. ad and pants.]

The portion assigned by a prince for the subsist

ence of bis younger sons ;—sustenance.

Apparatus, (ap-pa-ra'tus) n. [L. ad and parare.]

Tilings provided as means to some end ; especi

ally, a collection of implements for performing

experiments or operations.

Apparel, (ap-par'el) n. [F. apparel', L. paro.]

Covering for the body.

Apparel, (ap-par'el) r. t. To dress ; to attire ; to

adorn; to embellish.

Apparent, (ap-parent) a, (L. apparere] Cap

able of being seen, or easily seen ;—beyond ques

tion or doubt;—appearing to the eye, but not

true or real

Apparently, (ap-p&r'ent-le) adv. Visibly;

evidently ; in appearance only.

Apparition, (ap-pa-rish'un) n. Appearance ;

—a visible object ; a ghost ; a spectre.

Apparitor, (ap-partt-er) n. A Roman officer;

—a messenger who serves the process of a

spiritual court ;—the beadle who carries the

mace.

Appeal, (ap-p&T) n. Removal of a suit from an

inferior to a superior court;—a summons to

answer :—a call for proof, or to grant a favour ;

—resort; recourse.

Appeal, (ap-per*) v. u [L.from ad and pellcre.] To

remove a cause from an inferior to a superior

court ;—to refer to another for decision : to call

on for aid;—v.t. To remove a cause from

an inferior to a superior court. [appealed.

Appealable, (ap-peTa-bl) a. Capable of being

Appealer, (ap-pof'er) n. One who appeals.

Appear, (ap-pfr') v. i. [L. ad and parere.]

To come in sight;—to stand in presence of;—

to be obvious ;—to seem , in opposition to reality.

Appearance, (ap-per'ans) n. Act of coming into

sight;—a phenomenon;—semblance;—personal

presence; outward show;—introduction in a

particular character ;—the act by which a party

places himself before the court.

Appearer, (ap-pcr'er) n. One who appears.

Appeasable, (ap-per*a-bl) a. Capable of being

api>eased or quieted.

Appease, (ap-p€r/) v. t [F. apatier, from L.

ad and pax, peace.} To make quiet.

Appeaser, (ap-percr) n. One who pacifies.

Appellant, (ap-pel'ant) n. A person who makes

an appeal.

Appellation, (ap-pel-a'shun) n. The name by

which a person or thing is called ; title ; address.

Appellative, (ap-pel'a-tiv) a. [L. appeltare.] Per

taining to a common name.

Appellative, (ap-pel'a-tiv) v. A common, as

distinguished from a proper name. [appeal.

Appellee, (ap-pel-e') n. The defendant in an

Appellor, (ap-pel'er) n. The person who in

stitutes an appeal, or prosecutes for a crime.

Append, (ap-pend') v. t, [L. ad and pendcre.] To

hang or attach ;—to add, as an accessory to the

principal thing ; to annex.

Appendage, (ap-pend'aj) n. Something added as

subordinate or incidental.

Appendant, (ap-pend'ant) a. Hanging ; annexed.

Appendix, (ap-peud'iks) n. Something appended ;

—specifically, matter added to a book ; a supple

ment.

Appertain, (ap'pfr-tan) v. i. [L. ad and per-
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tinere.] To belong by nature, right, or cus

tom.

Appetency, (ap'pe-ten-se) n. Strong natural

. desire ; aonsual appetite ;—the disposition of or

ganized bodies to such portions of matter as

nourish them.

Appetite, (ap'pe-tit) n. [L. appeterr.] Desire of

gratification;—specifically, a desire of food or

drink. [petite.

Appetize, (ap'pe-tiz) r. i. To create, or whet, an ap-

Applaud, (ap-plawd') v. t. or L [L. ad and plau-

dcre.] To praise by clapping -the hands; to

commend

Applause, (ap-plawzO n. Act of applauding ; ap

probation publicly expressed, commendation.

Applausive, (ap-plawz'iv) o. Applauding ; con

taining applause.

Apple, (ap pi) n. [A.-S. appel.] A well-known

tree and its fruit ;—the pupil of tho eye.

Appliance, (ap-pli'anB) n. Act of applying, or

thing applied ; instrument or means.

Applicability, (np-ple-ka-bil'e-te) n. Quality of

being applicable or suitable.

Applicable, (ap'ple-ka-bl) a. Capable of being,

or fit to be, applied ; suitable ; adapted.

Applicant, (ap'ple-kant) n. One who applies.

Applicate-ordinate, (ap'plo-kut-or'de-nut) n. A

right line applied at right

angles to the axis of any

conic section, and bounded

by the curve.

Application , (ap - pie - ka ' -

shun ) n. Act of applying;

—the thing applied;—act

of soliciting;—employment

of means;—act of fixing the

mind; intenseneas ofaaApplieate-ordinste.

thought.

Apply, (ap-plT) v.t [L. ad and plicaw.] To lay

or place ;—to employ for a purpose, or in a par

ticular case ;—to declare as suitable, or relative ;

—to employ diligently, or with attention;—v.i.

To suit or agree ;—to have recourse to.

Appoint, (ap-pointf) v.t. [h. ad and pvnetum,

a point.] To fix with jmwer or firmness; to

prescribe;—to allot, or set apart;—to provide

with ; to equip ;—1\ t. To determine ; to ordain.

Appointment, (ap-point'ment) v- Act of ap

pointing or state of being appointed ;—stipula

tion; arrangement;—a time fixed for meeting;

—an allowance or salary;—#*. accoutrements

or equipments.

Apportion, (ap-pcVshun) v. t. [L. ad and por-

tio.] To divido in just proportion ; to part out.

Apportioner, (ap-pGiPahun-er) n. One who ap

portions.

Apportionment, (ap-pcVshun-ment) n. Act of

apportioning.

Apposite, (ap'pd-zit) a. [L. ad and poncre.]

\ery applicable ; well adapted ; relovant.

Appositely, (ap'po-zit-le) adv. Properly; suitably.

Appositenets, (ap'po-zit-nes) n.' Fitness; suit

ableness.

Apposition, (ap-po-zish'nn) n. Act of adding;

accretion;—the state of two nouns in the samo

ease, without a connecting word.

Appraise, (ap-praV) v. L [L. ad and pretium.]

To set a value on ; to estimate the worth of.

Appraisement, (ap-praz'ment) n. Act of ap

praising.

Appraiser, (ap-prlz/cr) n. One who appraises ;

specifically, one appointed and sworn to fix the

value of goods and estates.

Appreciable, (ap-prC'she-a-bl) a. Capable of being

estimated or appreciated.

Appreciate, (ap - pre ' she - at) v. t. To set a prico

on; to estimate justly or truly ;—v. i. To rise .

in value. [mate.

Appreciation, (ap-prC-she-a'shun) n. A j ust esti-

Appreciative, (ap-pre'she-at-iv) a. Having or

implying appreciation.

Apprehend, (ap-pre-hend') v. t [L. ad and prt-

henderc] To seize or lay hold of;—to under

stand;—to entertain suspicion or fear of;—v. i.

To be of opinion ; to believe.

Apprehensible, (ap-prG-hen'se-bl) a. Capable of

being apprehended.

Apprehension, (ap-pre-hen'shun) n. Act of seiz

ing;—taking by legal process ;—grasping an idea

or argument ;—the faculty by which ideas are

conceivedj—distrust or fear at the prospect of.

Apprehensive, (ap-prC-hen siv) a. Fearful ; sus

picious ; perceptive.

Apprehensively, (ap-pnJ-hen'siv-le) adv. In an

apprehensive manner; suspiciously.

Apprehensiveness, (ap-prc-hen'siv-ues) n. The

quality of being apprehensive; fearfulness.

Apprentice, (ap-preu'tis) n. One bound to

another to learn a trade or art.

Apprentice, (ap-pren'tis) v. t. To bind out csj

an apprentice.

Apprenticeship, (ap-pren'tis-ship) n. The con

dition of an apprentice ; the time for which he

serves.

Apprise, (ap-prizO v. t. [F. appritc] To inform ;

to give notice, verbal or written ;—v. i. To set

a value on.

Approach, (ap-prochO v.i. [L. ad and propiare.]

To come or go near, in place or time ;—to ap

proximate ;—v. t. To cause to draw near.

Approach, (ap-prdch') n. The act of drawing

near :—access or opportunity;—a passage.

Approachable, (ap-prdch'a-bl) a. Capable of

being approached ; accessible.

Approbation, (ap-prO-ba'shun) n. The act of ap

proving; consent; approval.

Approbatory, (ap'pro-ba-tor-e) a. Approving;

containing approbation. •

Appropriable, ^ap-pro'pre-a-bl) a. Capable of

being appropriated.

Appropriate, (ap-pr6'pre-at) r. t. [L. ad and

proprius, one's own.] To set apart for a pur

pose, or for one's self; to assign.

Appropriate, (ap-pro'pre-at) a. Set apart for a

particular use or person ; hence, peculiar.

Appropriately, (ap-pro'pre-at-le) adv. In an ap

propriate manner.

Appropriateness, (ap-pro'pre-at-nes) n. Suitable

ness; fitness. (setting apart for a purpose.

Appropriation, (ap-pro-pre-u'bhun) n. Act of

Approvable, (ap-prvov'a-bl)o. Worthy of appro

bation, [approbation.

Approval, (ap-proov'al) »u Act of approving;

Approve, (ap-proov7) v. t. [L. ad and probare. j

To think well of;—to provo ;—to make or show

to be worthy ; to commend ;—to sanction.

Approver, (ap-proov'er) n. One who confesses a

crime, and reveals his accomplices.

Approximate, (ap-prok'se-mat) a. Near to;—

nearly approaching correctness.

Approximate, (ap-prok'se-mat) v. t. [L. ad and

proximare.] To carry near; to cause to ap

proach ;—v. «. To come near ; to approach.

Approximation, (ap-prok-se-ma'shuji) n. An ap

proach ; a coming near. [by a moving body,

Appulsion, (ap-pul'shun) n, A striking against
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Apyoxtensxtte, (ip-pur'ten-ans) n. That which

appertains; as appendage. [plum.

Apricot. (&'pre-kot) x. A fine fruit allied to the

April, (l*prl) a. [L- opevire, to open.] The

fourth month of the rear.

Aprea. (i'pura ara'pran) n. A cloth, or piece

c£ leather, worn on the fore part of the body,

to keep the clothes from injury.

Asrepea. (ar/ro-po) adv. \f.] To the purpose ;

pertinently ; seasonably.

Apsia. (ap'«) «. fG.] One of the two point* in

an elLptwal crbit at the greatest and least dis

tance from the centre ;—the domed part of a

church, when the altar is placed.

Apt. (apt) a. fL. ] Kit ; suitable ;—liable ;—dis

posed eustomarilv ;—ready; prompt.

Apteral, (aptrr-af) a. [G. a prir. and ptrron,

wing] Destitute of wings.

Apteryx. (ar/te-nks) n. [G.] A gentis of birds

trend in >ew Zealand, with only the rudiments

of wings, and without a tail.

Aptitude, (apte-tnd) a. Natural disposition or

tendency :—readiness; docility.

Aptly. (aptTe) odr. Properly; readily ; wittily.

Aptaeas, (apt'nes) a. Quality of readiness.

Afom, (liwi) a (L.,8kr. ap.] Water—a word

wueh. used in pharmacy and chemistry, in vari

ous significations, determined by the word or

words annexed.

arunmn, (a-kwS're-nm) v. [L.] An artificial

pt-Thi for rearing aquatic plants, or animals.

Aqaariaa, (a-kwVre-us) n.

[L aqna.] The Water*

•eairr, a sign in the Zo

diac, which the san enter)

about the 21st of January.

Asjmatic (a-kwat'ik) a. Per

taining to, inhabiting, or

frequenting water.

Aquatiata, (a-kwa-tin'ta) n.

[11] A method of etching on copper by aqua

BwJBsa

IsbmsiiiI, (alr/we-dukt) n,

cere.] An artificial

•OfMmrt for water.

Acaeooa, (a*kwC-us) n.

Partaking of the na-

tare of water ; watery.

Aquiline, (ak'we-lin) a. *j

fL cywila.] Belonging -

tc the eagle;—turuug ;

,- -.r: - 

Aquaria*.

[L. anna and du-

 

often intii- I " '( V?V} "1

tic from tl,. iWfef^v I

of folios ~'^ L < ■

Aqueduct.

Arab, (ar'ab) «. A natire of Arabia;—an Arabian

horse.

Ar&beaqu*, (ar/a-hesk) n. A species of orna

mentation after the Ara

bian manner, often

cate and fantastic

isKcrnungling

fraits, Ac

Arabesque, (ar'a-besk) a. In I

the tunnexofthe Arabian*. II '.-_-- ,'<

Arabian, (a ribe-ari)<t. Per- 1

taming to Arabia, or to

na inhabitants. -, f- *y.* ,
Arahie, (ar'ab-ik) *. The I "" >£<■

iaazuage af the Arabians. Arabesque.

, (ar'a-bOo- I1-*- ararc] Fit for tillage or

hing: ploughed.

■an, (ar-a-mVan) a. Pertaining to the

descendants of Aram; tptciflcally to their lan-

f*a?e—the Gyro-Chatdaic.

(ar'be-ter) ». [L] A person ap

pointed by parties in controversy, to decide their

differences.

Arbitrament, (ar-bit'ra-ment) n. [L.] Will ; de

cision ;—award of arbitrators. [absolutely.

Arbitrarily, (arlw-tra-re-le) adv. By will only ;

Arbitrary, (ar/be-tra-re) a, [L. arbitrari.] De

pending on will or discretion ;—despotic; abso

lute in power; bound by no law.

Arbitrate, ( , u 'I «-t i ■ . I ) r. ». To hear and decide,

as arbitrator;—to determino generally.

Arbitration, (ar-be-tra'ahun) n. The hearing and

determination of a cause between parties in

controversy.

Arbitrator, (ar-be-tra'ter) n. A person chosen by

parties to determine their differences;—umpire.

Arbour, (»r/ber) n. A bower ; a scat shaded by

trees ;—a spindle or axis.

Arborescent, (ar-bor-es'ent) a. [L. arbore$cere.]

Resembling a tree; becoming tree-like.

Arboret, (ar'bo-ret) a. A small tree; a shrub.

Arborization, (ar-bor-ix-a'shun) n. A tree-like

appearance, especially in minerals or fossils.

Arbute, (sir- but') n. [L. arbor,] The strawberry-

tree ; a shrub of the heath family.

Arc, (ark)n, [L. arevn.] Part of the circum

ference of a circle or curve.

Arcade, (ar-kadO n. [Sp. ar-

eada.] A series of arches ; i

—a walk arched above; a Are.

range of shops along an arched passage.

Arcadian, (ar-kod'e-an) a. Pertaining to Arcadia,

a district in Peloponnesus, in Greece.

Arcanum, (ar-ka'nura) n. [L.] A secret; gene

rally pi,, mysteries.

Arch, (arch) a. [Properly chief, viz., in art.]

Cunning or sly ; mischievous ; roguish.

Arch, (arch) a. [G. arekein.] Chief; of the first-

class; used as a prefix; as, arch-apo»tU, arcft-

buildrr, Ac.

Arch, (arch) n. A curve line or part of a circle;

—any work in that form,

or covered by an arch.

Arch, (arch) v.t. or i. To

form an arch.

Archaeological, (ar-ke-o-loj'-j

ik-at) a. Relating to i

rhieology.

Archasology,(ar-ke-oro-je) n,

|G. arckaiog and logos.] !

the science of antiquities, Early Eliza. Aroh.

ancient usages, customs, &c.

. rchaical, (:ir-k;Vik-al) a. Characterized by ob

soleteness; antiquated.

Archaism, (ar'ka-izm) n. [G. arche.] An obsolete

word, or idiom;—antiquity of style or use.

Archangel, (ark-un'jeJ) n. An angel of tho

highest order. [metropolitan.

Archbishop, (arch-bish'up) n. A chief bishop ; a

Archbiahopric, (arch- bish'up-rik) a. The juris

diction of an archbishop.

Archdeacon, (arch-de'kn) n. An ecclesiastical dig

nitary next in rank below a bishop.

Archduchy, (arch-duch'e) n. The territory or

jurisdiction of an archduke.

Archduke, (arch-dukO n. A grand duke ; a son

of the Emperor of Austria.

Archer, (arch'tr) ". One who shoots with a

bow ; a bowman.

Archery, (arch'er-e) n. Art of shooting with bow

and arrow.

Archetypal, (arWe-tip-al) a. Constituting, .or

pertaining to, a model ; original.

Archetype, (ark'e-tip) n, [G. archi and tupoi.]
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The original pattern or model from which a

tiling is made. [to an archbishop.

Archiepiscopal, (ar-ke-e-pis'kd-pal) a. Belonging

Archimedean, (ar-ke-mg-d&'an) a. Pertaining to

Archimedes. Arckime~

dts' screw, an instru- ^ti^\?

ment for raising water, ^JS *5

formed by winding a"

flexible tube round a

cylinder in the form of

a screw.

Archipelago, (ar-ke-pel'-

a-go) n. [G. arcki and

pelagos, sea.] A body Arohimedes' Screw,

of water interspersed with isles.

Architect, (arTte-tekt) n. [G. arcki and Ulton.]

One who plans and superintends the construc

tion of a building. [taining to, architecture.

Architectural, (ar-ke-tek'tur-al) a. Of, or per-

Architeoture, (ar-ke-tek'tur) n. The art or

science of building ;—frame or structure ; work

manship.

Architrave, (arTce-trav) n. [G. archx, L. trabs.]

The lower division of an entablature, which

rests on the column;—the moulding above a door

or window.

Archives, (arTcivz) n, pi. [G. arche.] Place in

which public records are kept ;—public papers.

Archly, (archie) adv. With sly humour ;

shrewdly. [nose; cunning.

Archness, (arch'nes) n. Sly humour; shrewd-

Archway, (arch'wa) n. A passage under an arch.

Azotic, (ark'tik) a. [G. arktot.) Pertainiug

to the constellation called the Bear; northern.

Ardency, (ar'den-Be) ft. Ardour ; eagerness ; zeaL

Ardent, (ar'dent) a. [L. ardcrc) Hot or burn

ing;—passionate; affectionate.

Ardently, (ar'dent-le) adv. With ardour.

Ardour, (ar'der) n. [h.] Heat, in a literal

sense ;—warmth of passion or affection ; eager

ness.

Arduous, (irMQ-us) a. [L. arduus.) High or

lofty ;—attended with great labour; difficult.

At duousness, (ar'du-us-nes) n. Great difficulty ;

laboriousness.

Are, (ar). [Probably from Sw. vara, to be.] Pre

sent indie. pL of the substantive verb.

Area, (a're-a) n, [L. ] Any plane surface, as the

floor of a room ;—the site on which a building

stands; a sunken space around a building;—

superficial contents. [act of drying ; dryness.

Arefaction,(ar-e-fak'ahun)u. [L. urejacere.) The

Arena, (a-re'na) n, [L.] Tho area in which

gladiators fought ;—any place of public contest

or exertion.

Arenaceous, (ar-e-na'sho-us) a. [L. on. an.] Hav

ing tin: properties of sand ; friable.

Areopagite, (ar-e-op'a-git) n. A member of the

Areopagus.

Areopagus, (ar-C-opVgus) n. [G.] A tribunal

at Athens, held on a hill named Arcs, or

Mars' hill, where Paul preached.

Argand Lamp, (ar'gand-lainp) n, A lamp in-

vented by Aimi Argand, in

which a hollow wick is Bur-

rounded by a glass chimney,

thus producing a strong and

clear light

Argent, (ar'jent) a, [h. ar-

gcatum.) Silvery; bright like

silver.

Argentine, (ar'jent-in) n. A

variety of carbonate of lime, Argand Lamp.

 

having a ailvery-white lustre ;—white metal

coated with silver.

Argil, (ar'jil) u. [G.l Clay or potter's earth.

Argillaceous, (ar-jil-la'she-us) a. Partaking of

the properties of clay.

Argive, (ar'Jiv) a. Pertaining to Argos in Greece,

or to the Greeks generally.

Argonaut, (ar'go-nawt) n. [G. Arp6 and nautia.)

One who sailed with Jason, in tho Argo, in quest

of the golden fleece.

Argosy, (ar'go-se) n. A large ship, a galleon.

Argue, (ar'gu) v. i. [h. argucre.] To reason;—

to contend in argument; to dispute;—v.L To

discuss ;—to prove or evince.

Arguer, (ar'gu-er) n. A dispnter ; reasoner.

Argument, (ar'gu-ment) n. [L. argumentvvt.) A

proof or means of proving ; a reason ;—process

of reasoning ;—the subject of a discourse.

Argumentation, (ar-gu-inent-a'shun) n. Process

or act of reasoning.

Argumentative, (ar-gu-ment'a-tiv) a. Containing

argument ;—addicted to argument.

Argus, (ar'gus) n. A fabulous being said to

have a hundred eyes; a watchful, vigilant

person.

Aria, (a're-a) n. [It.] A song or tune.

Arianiam, (a're-an-izni) n. The doctrines of the

Arians;—denial of the divinity of Christ

Arid, (arid) a, [h. arere.] Dry; parched up

with heat [dryness.

Aridneas, (arid-ncs) «. Absence of moisture;

Aries, (a're-ez) n. The Ram, a constellation of

fixed stars, the first of the

twelve signs in the Zodiac ; T ^&$

—the battering ram.

Aright, (a-rif) adv. In due m

order ; rightly ; without j

mistake.

Arise, (a-riz^ ft i- [A.-S.

aritan,] To get up to a Aries.

higher position ; to mount ;

—to come into being, or notice ;—to proceed ;

to issue.

Aristocracy, (ar-ls-tok'ra-ee) n. [G. arittos, and

kratcin.) A government in which the power

is vested in a privileged order;—the nobility or

chief persons in a state.

Aristocrat, (ar'is-to-krat) n. One who favours

aristocracy ;—a proud or haughty person.

Aristotelian, (ar-is-to-teTe-an) ;l A follower of

Aristotle, the Peripatetic.

Arithmetic, (a-rith'niet-ik) n. [G. arithmoe, and

ttchne.) The science of numbers; the art of

computation by figures.

Arithmetical, (a-rith'met-ik-al) a. According to

arithmetic.

Arithmetician, (a-rith-me*tish'e-an) n. One

skilled in arithmetic

Ark, (ark) n. [A.-S. erk.) A small close chest

which contained the tables of the oovenant

among the Jews ;—the vessel in which Noah.

and hu family were preserved.

Arm, (arm) n. [A.-S. arm, tarm.] The limb

which extends from the Bhoulder to the hand ;

—the branch of a tree ;—the end of a yard;—

part of an anchor;—an inlet of the sea;—a

branch of the military service ;—an instrument

of warfare.

Arm, (arm) v. £ To equip with weapons ;—to

furnish strength or efficiency;—v.i. To be pro-

vided with weapons, or means ; to take arms.

Armada, (ar-ouVda) n, [Sp.] A fleet of armed

ships; specifically, the Spanish fleet, a.i». 1&S8.
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[Sp. dim. of armado,

!*-SJ*

 

Armadillo.

ffl

-^e^v. v

J

armaflflbs, (ar-raa-dinu) r.

peculiar to South

A marina, aad having

the body encased in

reoaaposed oi

ribellpUt*

at)

L L J A body of land

cr aaval forces equipped for war.

fcawhrit (irm'chir) a. A chair with arms to
■ -i port the elbow*.

UnMiiii, (jr-meh'e-an) n. A native of Armenia,

or As language of the country. [hold.

Arafat (arm fool) w. Aa much aa the arma can

Armhate, (annhOI) n. The cavity under the

aio*iider ;—a hole for the arm in a garment

Araiger. Ur'me-jer) a, [L.J One entitled to

htm arms , aa esqaire.

AnaiHary. ( *rm11-la-re) a. [L. armitta, bracelet. ]

u>. or cotusurtj ng

'-rings. ArmUlarf *ph+re,

*Kiii eoruusl

several In laa ringa, all

i of the aame aph-tv,

'. to represent the

vhich belong}!' to

rt.fe! of Lb* Ct

^iinun, (ir-min'e-an) n.

A follower of Arminios,

who denied the doctrines

ef predestination, limited

i'-oaement, and persever

ance in grace.

Irruaianiam, (kr-min'e-an-izm) n. The tenets

brsupotent, (ar-mip'd-tent) a. [L. arma and

,-» ««a ] Powerful i n arma ; mighty in battle.

feracaUce, (ar'mia-tii) n. [L. arma and ttare.]

A temporary ceaaation of arms ; a truce.

A/met, (armlet) n. A small arm, as of the sea ;

—a kind of bracelet,

traaar, (arm'er) «. [0.

£cg. ejrswrcj Defensive

urns for the body ;—the

--! or iron, covering of

ehipa of war. Armlet.

Lmaarer, (arm'er-er) n. A maker oi urma.

aaaaaaaaaai (ar-mo're-al) a. Belonging to armour,

ot to the escutcheon of a family.

Lrztmarj, (armer-e) a. A place where irr-i.ru-

•-snta of war are manufactured or deposited.

L. - pit. (arm'pit) n. The hollow under the

Anmllary »i>here.

[of the Arminians.

 

Lraaa, (arma) n,pL [L. arma.] Instruments for

£ght£Ag ;—t he ensigns armorial of a family.

a-TEatrtmg Gun, (arm'strong-gun) n. A breech-

kakting, wrought-iron,

rated cannon, named

from its inventor.

Arary. (ar'me) n. A

body of men armed for

war, and organizeci

aztder proper othcera.

Arsaaa, (a-ro'ma) n. [G.]

The fragrant quality in plants or other sub-

 

(ar-o-mat'ik) a. Pertaining to, or

attaining, aroma ; fragrant ; spicy.

Areanaue, (ar-6-rnat'ik) n. A plant, or drug

having a fragrant smell, and pungent taste.

Araaaatrie, (a-ru ui*-tu) v.L To impregnate

Around, (a-round*) prep. On all aides of; about;

—from ono part to another of. [side.

Around, (a-round') adv. In a circle; on every

Arouse, (a-rouz') v. t. To awaken suddenly.

Arrack, (ar'ak) n. [A aroo.J A spirit obtained

>n the East Indies from rice or cocoa-nut, &c.

Arraign, (a-ran') v.t. [L. ad and ratio.] To

ict a prisoner at the bar ;—to call in question,

or accuse.

Arraignment, (a-ran'ment) n. The act of ar

raigning ; accusation; a calling in question.

Arrange, (a-ranj') «. t. [F. ad and ranger.]

To put, or dispose, in proper order;—to adjust

or settle.

Arrangement, (a-ranj'ment) n. Act of putting

in order ; the state of being arranged ;—regular

classification ;—adjustment;—adaptation.

Arrant, (arunt) a. [Prom Eng. errant, wan

dering.] Very bad; notorious.

ArranUy, (ar'ant-le) adv. Infamously ; disgrace

fully ; impudently.

Arras, (ar'aa) n. Tapestry, made first at Arras in

the French Netherlands.

Array, (a-raO a. [F. ami.] Order; disposi

tion in regular lines ; a posture lor fighting ;

—orderly collection;—raiment

Array, (artX) v. t. To place in order, as troops

for battle ;—to adorn with dress.

AjTears, (a-rerr/) n. pi. [F. arricrt.] That

which la behind in payment, or remains

unpaid, though due.

Arrest, (a-rest) *. t. [L. ad and reitare.] To

check or binder;—to take by authority of law;

—to seize on and fir-

Arrest, (a-rest') n. The taking of a person by law;

—stay of judgment after verdict ;—any seizure,

physical or nioraL

Arrival, (a-riv'al) n. Act of reaching a place by

water or land ;—attainment of an object by

eflort or study ;—the person or thing arriving.

Arrive, (a-riv') ».«. [L. ad and ripa.] Lit, to

come to the shore ; to come in progress by water,

or by land ;—to gain an object.

Arrogance, (ar'o-gans) n. [L. ad and rogare.]

Undue assumption of importance.

Arrogant, (arVgant) a. Assuming undue impor

tance or assumption. [proudly.

Arrogantly, (aro-gant-le) adv. Haughtily; very

Arrogate, (ar'o-gat) v.t To claim unduly; to

assume. [insolent pretensions.

Abrogation, (ar-o-ga'shun) n. The act of making

Arrondiasment, (ar-rong'dis-mong) n. [F.J A

circuit or division of country in France.

Arrow, (ar'6) n, [O. Eng. orice.] A pointed

weapon to be shot from a bow.

Arrow-headed, (ar'o-hed-ed) a. Shaped like the

head of an arrow. Arroic-keaded characters.

strokes resembling arrow-heads or wedges, and

abounding among the ruins of Nineveh and

Babylon.

Arrowroot, (ar'fl-root) n. A tropical plant ;—the

nutritious starch which it yields.

Arrowy, (ar'o-e) a. Consisting of arrows;—

formed like an arrow.

Arsenal, (ti^se-nal) n. [A. ddrcinah.] A public

establishment for the manufacture and storage

of arms for land or naval service.

Arsenic, (ar'sen-ik) n. [G. arteniion.] A metal

of a steel gray colour ;—a virulent poison.

Arsenical, (ar-scn'ik-al) a. Belonging to, com

posed of, or containing, arsenic.

Arson, (ar'sun) n. [L. antere.] Malicious burn

ing of buildings, ships, L<:
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Art, (art). [Sw. vara.] Second person, indie.

mood, pres. tense, of the verb to be.

Art. (;irt)n. [L. ars,Q. areitu] Employment of

knowledge, power, rules, or laws, to practical

purposes;—cunning; artifice.

Arterial, (ar-tf're-al) a. Pertaining to an artery.

Arterialize, (ar-te'ro-al-Iz) v.t. To communicate

the qualities of arterial blood to the system.

Artenotomy, (ar-te-re-ot'o-me) n. [G. arteria and

tomg.] The opening of an artery to let blood ;

that part of anatomy which treats of the arteries.

Artery, (ar'ter-e) n. [G. airein.] One of the

vessels which convey the blood from the heart;

—a continuous ramified channel.

Artesian, (ar-ti-'ze an) a. [P. Artois.] Artesian

veils, wells made by boring till the water from

internal pressure flows up.

Artful, (art'fool) a. Made with art or skill ;—

practising stratagem.

Artfully, (art'foolle) adv. With art; cunningly.

Artfulness, (art'fool-ncs) n. Art ; dexterity.

Artichoke, (ar'te-chok) n. [A. ardt tchauH.] An

esculent plant somewhat resembling a thiBtle.

Article, (arte-kl) «. [L. artus, a joint] A sub

stance or commodity ;—a writing, or portion of

a writing ;—a clause in a contract ;—a concise

statement;—one of the words, a, an, the, used

before nouns.

Article, (arte-kl) v. t. To set forth in particu

lars ;—to bind by covenant ;—v. i. To agree by

articles; to stipulate. [joints.

Articular, (ar-tik'u-lcr) a. Of or belonging to

Articulate, (ar-tik'u-lat) a. Formed with joints;

—distinctly uttered ; clear.

Articulate, (ar-tik'u-lat) r. *. [L. artieulare..] To

joint; to unite by means of a joint;—v.t. To

utter articulate sounds ; to enunciate.

Articulately, (ar-tik'G-lat-le) ade. Distinctly ;

clearly.

Articulation, (ar-tik-u-la'shun) n. Junction of

the bones of a skeleton, or parte of a plant ;—

utterance of language.

Artifice, (art'e-fis) n. [L. ars, and faccre.] Artful

contrivance; device. In a bad sense, trick or

fraud. [man ;—one who constructs.

Artificer, (ar-tif'e-ser) n. A skilful work-

Artificial, (art-c-flsh'e-al) a. Made by art;—

feigned ; fictitious.

Artifloiality, (art-o-nsh-e-al'e-te) n. The quality

of being artificial. [naturally.

Artificially, (art-o-fish'e-al-le) adv. By art; not

Artillery, (ar-til'^r-e) n. [F. arlillerk.] Offensive

weapons of war ;—the science of gunnery.

Artilleryman, (ar-til'?r-e-man) n. One who

manages a large gun ;—one of a regiment of

gunners.

Artisan, (art'e-zan) n. A person skilled in any

mechanical art; a handicraftsman.

Artist, (art'ist) u. One who professes and

practises one of the liberal or fine arts.

Artistic, (ar-tist'ik) a. Pertaining to, or made

in the manner of an artist.

Artless, (artles) a. Free from art, craft, or stra

tagem ; simple ; undesigned.

Artlessly, (art'les-le) ade. Without art ; natu

rally;—without guile. [artless.

Artlessness, (art'les-nes) n. The quality of being

Art-union, (art-un'yun) n. An association for

encouraging artists by the purchase of their

works.

Aruspicy, (a-rus'pe-se) n. Prognostication by in

spection of the entrails of beasts.

As, (ax) ade. [A.-S. cue J Like; similar to; for
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example ;—of the same kind with ; in the

manner in which;—while; during;—in the

nature or condition of.

As, (az) n. A Roman weight of 12 oz.

Asbestos, (as-bes'tos)n. [G. apriv. and sbenn umi.]

A mineral of a white-grey colour ; a fibrous

variety of hornblende and pyroxene.

Ascend, (as-semT) v. t. [L. ad and scandere.] To

move upward ; to mount ;—to rise, in a figura

tive sense;—v.t. To move upward upon; to

climb.

Ascendant, (as-send'ant) a. Above the horizon ;

—predominant ; surpassing.

Ascendant, (as-send'ant) «. Superiority or com

manding influence ;—the horoscope.

Ascendency, (as-send'en-ee) n. Superior or con

trolling influence.

Ascension, (as-sen'shun) n. The act of rising;

specifically, the visible going up of our Saviour

to heaven.

Ascension-day, (as-sen'shnn-da) n. The day on

which our Saviour s ascension is commemorated.

Ascent, (as-sent') n. The act of rising upward ;

—the way by which one ascends;—an emi

nence.

Ascertain, (as-ser-tan') v. t. fL. ad and cerium.]

To make oertain ; to establish ;—to find out by

examination or experiment.

Ascertainable, (as-sgr-tun'a-bl) a. Capable of

being ascertained.

Ascertainment, (as-str-tan'ment) n. A making

or gaining certainty.

Ascetic, (as-sot'ik)n. One who practises rigour

or self-denial in religious things.

Ascetic, (as-set ik) a. [G. ostein.] Unduly

rigid or self-denying in religious things.

Asceticism, (as-set'e-sizm) n. The practice of

ascetics. [ascribed.

Ascribable, (as-krib'a-bl) o. Capable of being

Ascribe, (as-krlb') r. t. [L. ad scribcrc.] To at

tribute to; to impute; to assign.

Ascription, (as-krip shun) n. The act of ascribing;

—the thing ascribed. ftrees.

Ash, (ash) n. (A.-S. ee*c] A genus of forest

Ashamed, (a-shamd') a. Affected by shame ;

confused by guilt, or consciousness of wrong.

Ashen, (ash'en) a. Made of a&h-wood ;—of tho

colour of ashes ; ashy.

Ashery, (ash'er-c) n. A place for putting ashes.

Ashes, (ash'ez) n. pi. [A.-S. aeea.] The par

ticles remaining after combustion ;—the rcmainst

of a dead body.

Ashlar, (ashler) «• Free-stones as they come)

from the quarry ;—hewn stones for facing.

Ashore, (a-sh6V) adr. On or to shore ; on land.

Ash-Wednesday, (ash-wcuzMa) a. The first day

of Lent.

Ashy, (ash'e) or. Ash-coloured; like ashes.

Aside, (a-sid') adv. On or to one side; out of

the way ; apart.

Asinine (aso-nin) a. \h. asinue.] Belonging

to, or having the qualities of, an ass.

Ask, (ask) r. t. [Q. Kng. aKhe.) To seek tn

obtain by words ; to petition ;—r. i. To request I

—to inquire.

Askance, (a-skans') adv. (T>. tchuin.] Ob

liquely ; toward one corner of the eye.

Askew, (a-skuO arfr. Sideways; askant; with a

wry or a contemptuous look.

Aslant, (aslant') adv. In a slanting manner;

obliquely.

Asleep, (a-sh'p') adv. In a state of sleep ;—dead.

Aslope, (a-slop') adv. With a slope or descent.
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Asp.

Asp. (a-p) *. [G. atpit.) A small poisonous

serpent of Erypt *"*d Libya,

whose bite a fetal

Asparagai, (ss-par a-gns) n. A

culinary garden plant.

Aspect (arpekt) a. [L. ad and

sjaartj Look of the face ;

■MB ;—sppeaxance ;— position ~~

crsrtsation. |

Aspen, (a-rpen) *. [A--S. o**;*. )

A species of poplar with trem-

vin*j leaves.

Aspea, (as-pen) a. Pertaining to the aspen.

sssjergiTliii. (as-per-jinus) n. The brush used

to fprinkl* holy water on the congregation.

Asperity, {aa-perVte) a. [L. asper.] Rongb-

ne* of surface, taste, or sound ;—harshness of

q-\r ; t and language.

Asperse, (ss-perO r.L [L. ad spargert. ] To be-

ipVtier wish foul reports ;—to slander : vilify.

Aspersion, (as-per'ahun) n A sprinkling;—tbe

tprtading of charges ; calumny.

Asphalt, (aa-falf) a. [G.] Jew's pitch, or com

pact native bitumen. [taining, asphalt.

As~*kaltis, (as -faltlk) a- Pertaining to, or con-

Asphodel, (as'fc-del) n. [Skr. sphut.] A peren-

ciil plant, as king's spear, &c.

Asphyxia, (as-flks'e-a) n. [G. a priv. and

SBascri*.] Apparent death, or suspended ani

mation, [desirous of rising.

Aspirant, (as-pir'ant) a. Aspiring ; ardently

Aspirant, (aavpir'ant) a. Oue who aspires or

seeks eagerly.

Aspirate, (as'pe-rat) v.t. [L. nd and spirore, to

breathe.] To pronounce with a full emission of

breath.

Asjirate, (asrpe-rat) n. A mark of aspiration 0)

ased in Greek ;—a sound produced by tbe breath

akm*. [rough breathing.

Aswrat*. (aVpe-rlt) a. Pronounced with a

Aspiration, (as-pe-rA'shun) ft. The pronuncia

tion of a letter with a full breatn ;—act of

ardently desiring [breathing.

Aspirstory, (aa-pirVtoT-e) n. Pertaining to

Aspire, (asvpir') r. i. To desire with eagerness;

trj pant ;—to ascend. [earnestly.

Aipzrer, (a*- pirVr) a. One who aspires or seeks

Aapiringiy, (at-pir'ing-lc) adr. In an aspiring

scanner. [eye; obliquely.

Asquint, (a-akwinf) adt. To the corner of the

Asa, (as) n. [A.-S. asm, L. asinus.] A quadru

ped of the horse family, patient, and Blow but

rare-footed ;—a stupid fellow.

Assail, (as-saiO ». L [U ad salire.] To fall on

nddfltuy, and with violence;—to ply with argu-

Eirats, motives, fcc

Assailable, (ae-sal'a-bl) a. Capable of being

assailed. [assaults.

Assailant, (as-aaTant) n. One who attacks or

Assassin, (as-sasrsin) n. [A. 'Jtashishin.] One

*ho kills or attempts to kill by secret assault.

Assamnate. (as-aas'sin-at) r. t. To murder by

s-xret assault or by sudden violence.

Assassination, (as-sas-Gin-a'Bhun) n. The act of

assassinating.

Assault, (as-sawn") n. A violent attack with

blows, weapons, ore. ;—an attack with arguments,

appeals, and the like.

Assault. (M-fflwIf) v. t. [P. assaulter.] To attack

with physical violence or moral means.

Astauiter, (as-sawlt'er) n. One who assaults or

MOCM,

Assay, (as-a?) n. [L. ez agtre.) Determination

of the quantity of a metal in an ore, or metallic

compound ;—a trial of weights and measures.

Assay, (as-sa') v. t. To subject an ore or alloy to

chemical examination ;—v. i. To attempt.

Assayer, (as-sl'er) n. One who tries metals.

Assaying, (os-Ba'ing) n. The chemical operation

of deterrnining the quantity of any metal in an

ore or mixture.

Assemblage, (as-sem'bluj) v. State of being as

sembled ;—a collection of individuals or things.

Assemble, (as-sem'bl) v. t. [L. ad timul.) To

bring or call together ;—r. i. To meet or come

together; to convene.

Assembly, (as-sem'ble) n. A company collected

in one place, and usually for some common

purpose. [agreeing to anything.

Assent, (as-sent') n. The act of admitting, or

Assent, (as-sent') v.i. | L ad aentire.] To admit

as true ; to express agreement or concession.

Assentation, (as-sent-ii'shun) a. Assent by way

of flattery or dissimulation.

Assert, (as-scrf) v. U [L. ad and serert. ] To

affirm positively;—to maintain by words or

measures ; to vindicate a claim.

Assertion, (as-sgr'shun) tu The act of asserting ;

affirmation ;—vindication.

Assess, (as-sesO v.t. [L. asstdVrc] To charge

a certain sum as a tax ;—to fix the value of

property or income, for the purpose of being

taxed;—to estimate. [or taxed.

Assessable, (as-ses'a-bl) a. Liable to be assessed

Assessment, (as-ses'ment) n. Act of assessing;

—valuation for tbe purpose of taxation;—the

sum charged ; fixing damages by a jury.

Assessor, (as-ses'e.r) n. One who sits by another,

as an adviser ;—one appointed to assess.

Assessorial, (as-ses-so're-al) a. Pertaining to

Assets, (as-setsO n. pi. [L. ad satis.] Property

in possession or due, as opposed to liabilities;

the effects of an insolvent.

Asseverate, (as-sevVr-at) v. t. [L. ad severusJ]

To affirm with solemnity ; to aver.

Asseveration, (as-sev-cr-a'shnn) n. Positive

affirmation ; solemn averment.

Assiduity, (as-se-du'e-te) n. Close application

or attention.

Assiduous, (as-sid'u-us) a. [L. ad and iedirc.)

Constant in application or attention.

Assiduously, (as-sid'u-us-le) adv. Diligently;

closely ; attentively.

Assign, (as-siu') v. t. [L. ad stgnum.] Toappoint ;

to apportion ;—to make over to another;—to

vest, for the benefit of creditors.

Assign, (as-sInO n. A person to whom property

or an interest is transferred. [assigned.

Assignable, (as sin'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Assignation, (as-sig-na'shun)n. Act of allotting;

—an appointment of time and place.

Assignee, (as-sin-e') n. One to whom something

is assigned.

Assigner, (as-aln'er) n. One who assigns.

Assignment, (as-sin'ment) n. An allotting to a

particular person or use ;—a transfer of title or

interest;—the writing by which property is

transferred.

Assimilate, (as-fdm'il-at) v.t. [L. ad, timilit.)

To cause to resemble;—to convert into a like

substance;—v,i, To become similar ; to be con*

verted into the substance of the body.

Assimilation, (as-sim-il-a'shun) n. Act of assimi

lating;—a state of resemblance;—conversion

of nutriment into the body.
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Assist* (.is-si.it') v. t. fL. ad sirtere.] To give

support to ;—to succour;—v. u To lend aid;—

to attend.

Assistance, (as-sist'ans) n. Help; aid; relief.

Assistant, (as-sist'ant) a. Helping; lending

aid or support [aid* ; an auxiliary.

Assistant, (as-sist'ant) n. One who assists or

Assize, (as-aTz') n, [L. ad sedSre. ] lit. , a sitting ;

—the periodical session of the superior courts in

England ;—time or place of holding the court

Assize, (as-siz) v. t. To fix the weight, measure,

or price of, by authority.

Associable, (as-so'she-a-bl) a. Capable of being

joiued ;—companionable.

Associate, (as-so'she-at) v.t. [L. ad and $ocius.]

To join as a friend or confederate ;—to unite

in the same mass ;—v. i. To unite in company ;

to keep company.

Associate, (as-so'she-at) a. Connected with, as

in interest, purpose, or office;—connected by

habit or sympathy.

Associate, fas-so'she-al) n. A companion ;—a

partner in interest, or in business.

Association, (as-sd-she-a'shun) n. Act of asso

ciating, or state of being associated; connection;

—union of persons for some particular purpose.
Assoil, (as-soilr) v. t [h. absolvo.] To release or

set free. Scot, assoilzie.

Assonance, (as'sd-nans) n. Resemblance of

sounds ;—a kind of imperfect rhyme.

Assonant, (as'sd-nant) a. [L. ad and sonare.]

Having a resemblance of sounds.

Assort, (as-sort') v.t. [L. ad and tors.] To sepa

rate and distribute into classes ;—to furnish with

all sorts.

Assortment, (aa-sort'ment) n. Act of selecting

and arranging ;—a number of things adapted to

various wants or purposes.

Assuage, (as-awajO v. t. [L. ad and suavis.] To

soften ; to allay, as pain or grief; to appease, as

passion or tumult [mitigation.

Assuagement, (as-swBj'ment) n. Abatement;

As&uaaive,(as-swa'siv)a. Mitigating; softening.

Assume, (as-sum') v.t. [L. ad sumcre.] To take,

or take upon one's self ;—to take for granted, or

without proof;—to suppose;—v.i. To be arro

gant; to claim unduly.

Assumption, fas-sum'ahun) «. Act of taking to

or upon one s self;—act of taking for granted ;—

the taking up into heaven ;—a festival in honour

of the Virgin.

Assurance, (ash-shoor'ans) n. Act of assuring ;

—the state of being assured ; freedom from

doubt ;—firmness of mind ;—boldness ;—a con

tract for the payment of a sum on a person's

death ;—legal evidence of the conveyance of

property.

Assure, (ash-shooTO v.t. [L. ad sccurus.] To make

sure or certain ; to render confident ;—to con

firm ;—to covenant to indemnify for loss.

Assuredly, (ash-shdor'ed-le) adv. Certainly;

without doubt [being assured ; certainty.

Assuredness, (ash-shoor'od-nes) n. State of

Assurer, (ash-shoor'er) n. One who assures.

Aster, (as'ter) n, [G. aster, star.] A plant with

radiated compound flowers ; star-wort.

Asterisk, (as/t§r-isk) n. [G. astir.] The mark

['*] in printing and writing.

Astern, (a-stern') adv. In, at, or toward the

hinder part of a ship ;—behind it, at a distance.

Asteroid, (as'ter-oid) n. [G. aster, tides.] One

of the small planets.

Asthma, (ast'ma) n, [G. aein.) A disorder of

respiration, attended with cough and difficulty

of breathing.

Astir, (a-stir5) a. Stirring ; active ; lively.

Astonish (as-ton'ish) v. t. [O. Eng. astonc]

To strike with sudden wonder; to amaze.

Astonishing, (as-ton'ish-ing) a. Amazing ; mar

vellous.

Astonishment, (as-ton'ish-ment) n. Confusion of

mind from fear or surprise ; amazement.

Astound, (as-tound') v. t. [0. Eng.] To strike

dumb with amazement

Astraddle, (a-strad'dl) adv. With the legs across

a thing, or on different sides of it

Astral, (astral) a. Belonging to the stars ; starry.

Astray, (a-stra/) adv. Out of, or from the right

way; wrong.

Astriotion, (as-trik'shun) n. The act of binding ;

the stopping of a flow of blood ;—constipation.

Astride, (a-strid') adv. With one leg on each side;

with the legs apart

Astringe, (as-trinj') v.t. [L. ad and strinaere.}

To bind fast ; to constrict ; to contract.

Astringency, (as-trinj'en-se) n. Quality of being

astringent

Astringent, (as trinj'ent) a. Binding ; strength

ening—opposed to laxative.

Astringent, (as-trinj'ent) a. A medicine causing

contraction in the organic textures.

Astrolabe, (as'tro-lab) n. [G. astron, lambanein.]

An instrument for taking

the altitude of the sun or

stars at sea.

Astrologer, (as-troro-jer) n.

[G. astron, logos. ] One

who pretends to foretell i

events by the aspects of 1

tbe stars.

Astrology, (as-trol'o je) n.

The science of predicting

events by the stars.

Astronomer, (as-tron'o-mer) Astrolabe,

n. [G. astron, nomas.] One versed in astro

nomy.

Astronomy, (as-tron'o-xae) n. The science of

the heavenly bodies.

Astute, (as-tutf) a. [L. astus.] Critically

discerning ; subtle ; crafty.

Astuteness, (as-tut'nes) n. Shrewdness ; cunning.

Asunder, (a-sun'der) adv. Apart; separately;

into two parts.

Asylum, (a-si'lum) n. [Q. a priv. and «uW.] A

place of refuge, where criminals and debtors

found shelter;—any place of retreat;—an insti

tution for the unfortunate

Asymmetry, (a-sim'me-tre) n. [G. tummetria.]

The want of proportion between the parts of

a thing.

At, (at) prep. [A.-S. <r(, L. ad.] Primarily, thi*

word expresses tbe relations of presence, nearness

in place or time, or direction toward. It denotes

the relation of outward situation or circum

stance;—of condition, action, degree, occasion,

or effect

Athanasian, (ath-a-na'se-an) a. Pertaining to

Athanasius, exponent of the doctrine of the

Trinity, and the supposed author of the creed.

Atheism, (a'the-izm) n. A disbelief in tho being

of God.

Atheist, (a'the-iit) n. [G. a priv. Theos.] One

who denies the existence of a Supreme Being.

Athinaeum, (ath-e-ne'um) n. [G.] A place where

philosophers and poets declaimed ;—an associa

tion of persons of literary or scientific tastes;-—
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a building where a library, and newspapers are

kept far public use

Athenian, (*-tb£n'e-an) a. Pertaining to Athena.

Athirst (a-therst') a. Thirsty ;—having a keen

de«ire f<s drink.

Athlete, (ath-lef) n. [G. athlos.] A contender

in wrestling or other g*»n*«

Athletic, (ath-lefik) a. Belonging to wrestling

and other exercises;—robust ; vigorous.

Athwart, (a-thwawrt') prep. Across ; from side

to side of ; teansverse.

Athwart, (a~thwawrt/) adv. Sidewise ;—in a

mann»r to cross and perplex.

Maatamm, (ax-lan-te'an) a. Pertaining to Atlas,

who was represented aa bearing the world on his

sbcf^ldera.

Atlanta*, (at-lan'tex) n.pL Figures or half-

figurea of men, need instead of

eoranuia to support an entab

lature.

Atlantic, (at-lan'tik) a. Per

taining to the ocean which lies

between Europe and Africa on

the east and America on the

west

Atiaa, (atlas) a. A collection

of maps in a volume ;—large

drawing paper.

Atssoepfaexe. (afmos-fer) n. [G. Atlsntes.

cfaoa, and rphaira,] The mass of aeriform fluid

surrounding the earth ;—pressure of the air;—

a pervading ;"ff"*"^* [the atmosphere.

Atmospherical, (at-mos-fer'ik-al) a. Relating to

Asa*, (at'urn) n. An ultimate or constituent

particle of matter ;—^ny thing extremely small.

Atomic, (a-tonrTk) a. Relating to, or con

sisting of, atoms.

Atone. (a-t6n'> r.i. [From at one.] To make re

paration ; to expiate ;—w. t To reconcile.

Atonement, (a-ton'ment) n. Reconciliation after

enmity ;—satisfaction or reparation ; specifically,

the expiation of sin by the obedience and suffer

ings of Christ.

Atonic, (a-ton'ik) n. A word that has no accent,

Atop, (a-top/) adv. At or on the top ; above.

Atrip, (a-trij/) adv. Said of the anchor, when

Lfted from the ground, but not catted.

Atrocious, (a-tro'she-us) o. [L. atrox.) Ex

tremely heinous ; enormous; flagitious.

Atrocity, (a-trosre-te) n. Extreme heinousness ;

enormity of guilt

Atrophy, (at ro-fe) n. [G. a priv. and irepkein.]

A wasting sway from lack of nourishment or

inability to assimilate food.

Attach, (at-tachO v.t. [F. attach*:] To fasten

or tie ;—to take by legal authority ;—to connect ;

to bind by moral influence. [attached.

*tt~haMf. (at-tach'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Artache, (at-ta-sha') n. [F.] One attached to the

■arte of an ambassador.

Attachment, (at-taeh'ment) n. Act of attaching,

or state of being attached ; any passion or affec

tion that binds ;—the thing attached ;—some

adjunct to an instrument, machine, or other

object ;—seizure by legal process.

Attack, (at-taJr/)?.'. [R attayun-.] To fall upon

with force ; to assault ;—to begin a controversy

with.

Attack, (at-tak/) n. A falling on with force.

Attain, (at-tanO '-'-*■ [L. ad and tangere,] To

s by motion or effort to a place or object ; to

b ;—9. t To accomplish, by effort ; to oora-

» ;—to reach in excellence ordegree ; to equal.

Attainable, (at-tan'a-bl) a. Capable of being

attained.

Attainder, (at-Un'der) n. [F. atteindre. ] The for

feiture, which follows on being condemned ;—the

act of attainting for treason.

Attainment, (at-tan'ment) n. Act ofarriving at,

or obtaining by effort ;—that which is obtained.

Attaint, (at-tantf) r. t. To disgrace;—to cor

rupt ;—to taint the credit of jurors.

Attaint (at-tantf) n. A spot, or taint ;—a writ

which lies after judgment, to inquire whether

a jury has given a false verdict. [attainted

Attaintment, (at-tant'ment) n. State of being

Attemper, (at- tern'per) v. t. [h. ad and teniperare. J

To reduce by mixture ;—to mollify ;—to mix in

just proportion ;—to adapt

Attempt, (at-temtf) r. t. [L. ad and ttntarr.] To

make an effort ; to make trial or experiment of;

—v.t. To make an effort or attack.

Attempt, (at-temtf) n. An essay, trial, or en

deavour ; an effort to gain a point

Attend, (at-tend') r. t. [L. ad and tendere.'] Togo

or stay with, as companion or servant ; to wait

on ; to serve ;—to be united or consequent to ;—

v. t To pay attention ; to heed ;—to bo in

waiting.

Attendance, (at-tend'ans) n. Act of being in

waiting ,—the persons attending ; a retinue.

Attendant, (at-tend'ant) a. Being present in

the retinue of a superior;-—accompanying as

consequent ; depending on.

Attendant, (at-tend'ant) n. One who, or that

which, attends or accompanies.

Attention, (at-ten'shun) n. Act of attending or

heeding ; act of civility. [garding with care.

Attentive, (at-tent'iv) a. Full of attention ; re-

Attentively, (at-tent'iv-le) adv. Cheerfully ;

needfully; diligently.

Attentiveness, (at-tent'iv-nes) n. The state of

being attentive ; attention ; carefulness.

Attenuate, (at-ten'u-at) v. t. [L. ad and tenuis.]

To make thin, or less dense;—to break into

finer parts;—to make slender;—to draw out in

length ;—v. L To become thin or fine ; to lessen.

Attenuation, (at-ten-u-a'ahun) n. Act of making

thin, as fluids ;—act of making fine or slender.

Atterate, (after-it) v.t. [L. ad and teres.] To

wear away ; to polish by friction.

Attest (at- test') v. t. [L. ad and testis.] To bear

witness to; to affirm ;—to give proof of;—to call

to witness ; to invoke.

Attestation, (at-test-a'shun) n. Testimony ;

especially, official testimony.

Attic, (at'tik) a, [O. uttil-os.) Pertaining to

Attica or Athens ; pure ; elegant ; graceful.

Attic, (at'tik) n. A story in the upper part of a

house ; the garret

Attire, (at-tirO v. t. [F. attirer.] To dress; to

adorn, especially with splendid garments.

Attire, (at-tir') n. Clothes; especially orna

mental dress ;—horns of a buck.

Attitude, (at'te-tud) n. [L. aptus.] Posture of

a person ;—position of things.

Attitudinize, (at-te-tud'in-iz) r. i. To assume

affected attitudes.

Attorney, (at-tufno) n. [L. ad and tornare.] One

legally appointed by another to transact business

for him. Paver of attorney, a legal document

by which a person authorizes another to act

for him.

Attorney-general, (at-tur'ne-jon'er-al) n. An

officer of the state, empowered to act in all cases

in which the state is a party.
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Attorneyship,Z (at-tuv'ne-ship) n. Office of an

attorney.

Attract, ^b-trakf) v. t. [L. ad and traliere, to

draw.] To draw toward; to cause to adhere or

combine. [being attractable.

Attractability, (at-trakt-a-bil'e-to) n. Quality of

Attractable, (at-trakt'a-bl) a. Capable of being

attracted

Attraction, (at-trak'shun) n. A power in nature

acting between bodies or ultimate particles,

tending to draw them together, or to produce

cohesion ;—act of attracting;—power of alluring.

Attractive, (at-trakt'iv) a. Having the power of

attracting ; enticing. [of attracting.

Attractively, (at-trakt'iv-le) adv. With the power

Attractiveness, (at-trakt'iv-nes) n. The quality

of being attractive. [attributed.

Attributable, (at-trib'u-ta-bl) a. Capable of being

Attribute, (at-tril/ut) v.t. [L. ad and tribueri]

To consider as belonging to ; to render as due ;

to ascribe to, as an effect to a cause.

Attribute, (at'tre-but) n. An inherent quality ;

characteristic disposition ; essential or necessary

property.

Attribution, (at-tre-bu'shun) n. The act of attri

buting ;—the quality attributed.

Attributive, (at-trib'u-tiv) a. filiating to an

attribute or quality.

Attrition, (at-trish'un) «. Act of wearing by

friction;—state of being worn;—forced grief or

penitence. [in tune ;—to make accordant.

Attune, (at-tun') v.t. [L. ad and tonus.] To put

Auburn, (itw'lmin) a. [L. alburnus.] Reddish

brown.

Auction, (awk'sbun) n. [L. avgere.] A public

sale of property to the highest bidder, by a

person licensed for the purpose ; a vendue.

Auotioneer, (awk-shun-er/) n. The person who

sells by auction.

Audacious, (aw-diVshe-na )a. [L. audere.] Bold;

daring;—bold in wickedness ;—effrontery or

contempt of law. [dently.

Audaciously,(aw-da'sho-us-le)aa!v. Boldly; impu-

Audaoity, (aw-das'e-te) n. Daring spirit ; ven-

turesomeness ;—contempt of law or moral

restraint. [being heard ; loud enough.

Audible, (awd'e-bl) a. [L. audire.) Capable of

Audibly, (awd'e-hle) adv. In a manner to be

heard. [ing ;—an assembly of hearers.

Audience, (awd'e-ens) n. Admittance to a h ear-

Audit, (awd'it) n. An examination of an

account, with hearing of parties, by proper

officers ; final account. [accounts.

Audit, (awd'it) v. t. To examine and adjust

Auditor, (awd'it-er) n. A hearer;—a person

authorized to examine accounts.

Auditory, (awd'it-er-e) «. Pertaining to the

sense of hearing. [era ; an audience.

Auditory, (awd'i t-er-e) n. An assembly of bear-

Auger, (aVger) n. ("A. -8. naj'a, and gar,] A car

penter's tool to bore holes ,.,

with;—an instrument for X

boring or perforating soils '^^ffijTET1—M|l '
or rocks. - - |r

Aught, (awt) n. [A, -3. t

auht.] Any thing; a jot Auger.

or tittle.

Augment, (awg-mentf) v.t. [L. augere.] To in

crease ; to make bigger ;—v. i. To grow larger.

Augment, (awg'inent) n. Enlargement by addi

tion ; a syllable prefixed to a word.

Augmentation, (awg-meut-a'shun) n. Act of

augmenting ;—tlie thing added,

Augur, (aw'ger) n. [L. avis; Celt gur.] An

officer who pretended to foretell future events

by birds ; a soothsayer.

Augur, (aw'ger) v. i. To prognosticate by signs

or omens ;—-w. t . To foretell

Augural, (aVgu-ral) a. Pertaining to augury.

Augury, (aw'gu-re) «. Art of foretelling events

by the actions of birds ;—an omen ; prediction.

August, (aw-gustf) a. [L. augere.] Creating

respect; imposing; majestic.

August, (aw'gust) n, [L. Augustus.] The

eighth month of the year.

Augustan, (aw-gust'an) a. Fertaining to Augus

tus or to his times. [royal court.

Aulic, (iiw'lik) a. [0. avle.] Pertaining to a

Aunt, (ant) «. [F. tante, L. amita.] A father's

or mother's sister. [gold.

Aurated, (aw'rat-ed)a. [L. aitratiis.] Resembling

Aureole, (aw*re-61) n. [JL aureus.] The circle of

rays, with which painters surround the head

of Christ, saints, 4c.

Auricle, (aw're-kl) «. [L. auris> ear.] The

external ear ;—one of two muscular sacs situated

at the base of the heart [rose ; liar's tar.

Auricula, (aw-rik'u-la) n. A species of prim-

Auricular, (aw-rik'u-lgr) a. Pertaining to the

ear ;—told in the ear.

Auriculate, (aw-rik'u-l&t) a. Shaped like an ear.

Auriferous, (aw-rifer-us) a, [L. aurum, fern.]

Yielding or producing gold

Auriform, (aw're-form) a. [L. auris, forma.]

Ear-shnped. [the ear.

Aurist, (aw'rist) n. One skilled in disorders of

Aurora, (aw-ro'ra) n. [L. aurta kora.] The

goddess of morning; the dawn of day. Aura'ra

borea'lis, a meteoric phenomenon ; twrUiem

lights or streamers.

Auscultation, (awa-kul-ta'sbun) n. Act of lis

tening ;—a method of distinguishing diseases,

particularly in the thorax, by a stethoscope.

Auspice, (aws'pis) n, [L. avis, and spieert, j The

omens of an undertaking, drawn from bird* ;

augury ;—protection ; patronage.

Auspicious, (aw-spish'us) a. Having omens of

success ;—prosperous ;—propitious.

Auspiciously, (aw-spish'us-le) adv. With favour-

able tokens ; prosperously.

Auspiciousness, (aw-spish'us-nes) «. A state of

good promise ; prosperity.

Austere, (aw-steV) a. [G. austZras.] Sour with

astringency ;—severe in judging, living, or

acting; harsh.

Austerely, faw-sterTe) adv. Severely ; sternly.

Austerity, (aw-ster'e-te) n. Severity of manners

or living ; strictness ; roughness.

Austral, (aws'tral) a. [L. ouster.] Of or tending

to the south ; southern.

Authentic, (aw-then'tik) a. [G. autJuntil-os.] Of

genuine origin ; reliable; genuiue.

Authentically, (aw-then'tik-al-le) adv. \Vj!t

marks of credibility.

Authenticate, (aw-then'te-kit) r. (. To establish

by proof ; to prove genuine. [authenticating.

Authentication, (aw-then-te-ka'shun) n. Act of

Authenticity, (aw-then-tis'e-te) n. Quality of

being authentic ; reliability ; genuineness.

Author, (aw'ther) n, [L. augere.] The begin

ner, or first mover ; creator ;—one who composes

a book ; a writer in general.

Authoritative, (aw-thor'it-at-iv) a. Having

authority ;—positive.

Authoritatively, (aw-thortt-at-iv-le) adv. TVith

authority; positively.
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Authority, (aw-thore-te) n. Legal or rightful

power; dominion;—influence of character, office,

station:—oiectal or moral *uperiority ;—official

declaration, opinion, or statement taken a* a

precedent ; a book of such, or it* author ;—pL

the executive powers.

Authorization, (aw-thor-e-ii'shun) n. Estab

lishment by authority.

Asthenic, (aVthor-iz) r. t To clothe with

authority, or legal power;—to give credit or

seaport to, [being an author.

Aataarinip, (aw-thfr'ship) *. The state of

Autobiographer, (aw-to-bi-og're-fer) n. One who

writes a life of himself.

Autobiography, (aw-t6-bi-og'ra-fe) n. [G. autos,

diet, pmpkan.] A memoir of a person written

by himself.

Autocracy , (aw-tok'ra-fle) n. Independent or self-

derived power;—unlimited authority.

Aatocrat, (aw'to-krat) n. [G. auto* and kratos.]

An absolute sovereign ; a title of the emperors

of Russia. [A person'* own handwriting.

Autograph, (aw'to-graf) n, [G. autos, ffraphein,]

Aatography, (aw-togTa-fe) w. A process in litho

graphy for transferring writing.

Automatical, (aw-to-mat'ik-al) a. Pertaining

to an automaton ; self-acting.

Automaton, (aw-tom'a-ton) n. [G. auto* and

vuuvn.] A machine moved by invisible works

which imitates the actions of men or animal*;

any self-moving machine.

Autonomy, (aw-ton'o-rne) n. [G. auto*, nonu>$.]

Power or right of self-government.

Aatspay, (aw'top-ee) a, [G. autos and opsis.]

Personal observation ;—post-mortem examina

tion, [season of the year.

Acrxna, (aw'tom) n. [L. augert.] Ihe third

Anramnal. (aw-tum'nal) a. Of or belonging to

utuxnn. [Helping; aiding; subsidiary.

Auxiliary, (awg-zil'e-ar-e) a. [L. auxilium.]

Auxiliary, (awg-zd'e-ar-e) n. A helper;—a verb

helping to form the tenses of other verbs, &c. ;

—pL. foreign troops in the service of a nation

at war.

Avail. (a-vaP) r.L [L ad&ndvalere.] To profit;

to assist : to promote ;—v. i. To be of use or

advantage ; to answer the purpose.

Avail, <a-TlT) a. Advantage ; use ; benefit.

Available, (a-vai'a-bl) a. Capable of advantage ;

profitable :—having efficacy for the object ; valid.

Araiiableaeas, (a-viTa-blnes) n. State of being

STailahle ; power of promoting the end in view.

Avalanche, (aVa-lansh) n. [P. lancer, to slide.]

Assow-idip; Tast body of ice sliding down a

mountain.

Avarice, (av'a-ris) n. [L. avert.] Excessive love

of money or gain ; greediness.

Avaricious, (av-a-rish'us) a. Actuated by

sTirioe : greedy after wealth or gain.

Avariciously, (av-a-rish'us-ie) ad p. Covetously.

Avast, (a-vaaf) inter}. [D. hand fait.] Cease ;

stop.

Avant, (a-vawnf) interj. [F. avant.] Begone.

Ave-Xary, (i've-mire) n. A prayer to the

Virgin Mary, beginning Ave Maria [Hail,

Mary.)
Avenge, (a-venjJ) r. /. [L. vindicarc] To take

satisfaction for injury; to inflict pain on the

wrong-doer. [takes vengeance.

Avenger, (a-venj'er) «. One who avenges or

Avenue, (avVnu) a. (L. advenire.] An en

trance to a place ; passage;—a walk in a park

or garden, usually planted with trees.

Aver, (a-vcrO v.t. [L. ad v*ri(.s.] To declare

positively ; to assert with confidence.

Average, (ar'er-aj) a. Medial; containing a

mean proportion.

Average, (av'e.r-uj) n. [P. avoir.] A contri

bution to a general loss ;—a mean proportion.

Average, (av'gr-aj) v.t. To reduce to a mean;

to proportion ;—v. i. To be or form a medial.

Averment, (a-verment) n. Affirmation ; positive

assertion ;—offer to justify or prove.

Averse, (a-vgrs') a. Turned away ;—having re

pugnance or opposition ; unwilling.

Averseness, (a-vfra'nes) n. Quality or state of

being averse.

Aversion, (a-vcr'shun) n. (L. aversio, hatred. J

Opposition or repugnance of mind: dislike;—

the cause of repugnance. [aside, or awav.

Avert, (a-vertf) v. L [L. ab vertcre.] To turn oil,

Aviary, (;V've-ar-e) n. [L. avis, a bird.] A

house or inclosure for keeping birds.

Avidity, (a-vid'e-te) n. [II avere.] An intense

desire ; strong appetite ; la^eme^s.

Avocation, (av-6-kashun) n. [L. ab, vocare,]

Act of calling ; diverting from employment ;—

the business that calls off.

Avoid, (a-void') v. t. [L. ez, out of, and vitare,

to avoid] To keep at a distance from;—to

evade, as a plea;— v. i. To become vacant, as a

benefice; to withdraw. [avoided.

Avoidable, (a-void'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Avoidance, (a-void'ans) n. The act of shunning ;

—the state of being vacant, as a benefice.

Avoirdupois, (av-er-du-poiz') n. or a. (P. avoir

du poids.] A weight for ordinary commoditiin,

in which a pound contains 10 ounces, or 7U00

Troy grains. [declare positively; to maintain.

Avouch, (a-vouch') v. t. [L. ad vocare.] To

Avow, (a-vow*) v. t. [L. vavere.] To declare

opeuly; to own;—to acknowledge and justify

an act done. [avowed or confessed.

AvowaMe, (a-vow'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Avowal, (a-vow'al) n. An open or frank declara

tion.

Avowedly, (a-vow'ed-le) adv. In an open manner.

Avulsion, (a-vul'shun) n. [L. ad relltre.] A

tearing asunder ;—a fragment torn off.

Avuncular, (a-vunk'u-liir) a. [L. avunculus.]

Of or pertaining to an uncle.

Await, (a-wuf) v. t. [P. guttler.] To wait for ;

—to be in store for ; to be ready for.

Awake, (a-wik') v.t. [A.-8. dwtccan.] To rouse

from sleep ;—to arouse from death or inaction ;

—v. i. To come out of sleep ; and out of a state

resembling sleep. [wakefulness or vigilance.

Awake, (a-wak') a. Not sleeping ; in a state of

Awaken, (a-wilr/n) v. t. tc i. [Awake, with its

A.-S. infinitive.] To rouse from sleep or torpor.

Award, (a-wawrd') v.t. [P. awarder.] To give by

judicial determination; to adjudge;—»• *• To

determine ; to make an awaid.

Award, (a-wawrd') n. A judgment or final de

cision ; specifically, the decision of arbitrators.

Aware, (a-wir') a. Watchful ; cognizant.

Away, (a-wa') adv. Absent ; at a distance ; as

an exclamation, depart!

Awe, (aw) «. [A. -8. aige.] Profound fear

mingled with reverence ;—dread ; veneration.

Awe, (aw) v. t. To strike with fear and rever

ence, [the wind—opposed to alee.

Aweather, (a-weni'er) adv. On the aide toward

Aweigh, (a-w.V) adv. Just drawn out of the

ground, and hanging perpendicularly—said of

the anchor.
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Awful, (awYool) a. Striking with awe ; filling

with fear and admiration.

Awfully, (aw'fool-le) adv. In an awful manner.

Awfulneis, (aw'fool-nefl) «, The quality of

striking with awe. [short time.

Awhile, (a-hwilO adv. A space of time ; for some

Awkward, (awk'werd) a. [O. Eng. awk. ]

Wanting dexterity ; bungling;—ungraceful; un

favourable, [graceful manner.

Awkwardly, (awkVerf-le) adv. In an un-

Awkwardness, (awk'we.rd-nes) n. The quality of

being awkward.

Awl, (awl) n. [A.-8. al] A pointed instrument

for making small holes. [proper respect.

Awlesa, (awOes) a. Wanting reverence or

Awn, (awn) n. [Go. akana, G. achni.] Tho

bristle or beard of barley, oats, grasses, Ac.

Awning, (awn'ing) n. [A. -3. hetan.] A cover

of canvas, to shelter from the sun's rays ;—the

poop-deck beyond the bulk-head of the cabin.

Awry, (a-riO a. or adv. Turned or twisted

toward one side; asquint ;—aside from the line

of truth, or right reason ; perverse.

Axe, (aks)n. [A-S. tax.] An instrument of

iron, with a steel edge, for hewing, chopping,

&c.

Axial, (aks'e-al) cu Pertaining to an axis.

Axiferous, (akB-ifer-us) a. [L. axis and /em.]

Plants consisting of an axis only without leaves.

Axifonn, (akVe-form) a. In the form of an axis.

Axil, (aks'il) n. [L. axilla.] The armpit;—the

angle between the upper side of a branch or

leaf, and the stem or branch. [pit.

Axillary, (oks'il-ler-e) a. Pertaining to the arm-

Axiom, (aks'e-um) n. [G. axioun.] A self-

evident truth or proposition;—an established

principle in art or science.

Axiomatical, (aka-e-um-at'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

an axiom.

Axis, (aks'ip) n, [L.] Tlie Btraight line on which

 

E.Axle.

a body may revolve ;—tho second vertebra of

the neck;—the central part of a plant;—a

medial line. Wheel and axis, one of the six

mechanical powers.

Axle, (aks'l) n. [A.-S. ax, ear.] A transverse

bar connecting the opposite (

wheels of a carriage.

Axle-tree, (aksl-tre) n. An

axle.

Ay, (i) adv. Yes ; yea—an

affirmative answer to a

question.

Ay, (I) n. An affirmative

vote;—a voter in the affir

mative :—pL Ayes.

Aye, (a) adv. [A.-S. aa,

G. aei.) Alwaye; ever;

continually.

Azalea, (a-zale-a) n. [G. azaUos, dry.] A genus

of flowering plants.

Azimuth, (az'e-muth) n. [A. as-samt.] An arc

of the horizon between the

meridian of the place and

a vertical circle passing

through the centre of any

object Azimuth compete,

a compass resembling the . _

mariner's, but with a more f-f \

accurate graduation and

vertical sights.

Azoic, (a-zo'ik)a. [G.] Des

titute of animal or organic

life. Azimuth.

Azote, (a-zotf) n. [G. a priv. and roV.J A gas

unfit for respiration ; nitrogen. [nitrogen.

Azotize, (az'o-tlz) v. t. To impregnate w i th

Azure, (a'zhur) a. [Per. Idjateard.] Of a sky-

blue; cerulean.

Azure, (a'zhur) n. The fine bine colour of the

sky ;—the blue vault above.

 

B.

B(be) Is the second letter, and the first con

sonant, in the English alphabet. It is

convertible with in, p, /, v, and v, letters having

a close organic affinity to its own. In music, B

is the nominal of the seventh tone in C major,

or of the second tone in A minor.

Baa, (ba) n. The cry or bleating of sheep.

Baa, (ba) v.i. To cry or bleat as sheep.

Baal, (ba'al) n. [II. ba'al] The supreme

divinity among the Phenicians ; image of the

sun.

Babble, (baVbl) v. i. [It. babbolare.] To utter

imperfectly ;—to make a murmuring noise, as a

stream over rocks ;—v. t. To prate ; to chatter.

Babble, (hab/bl) tl Idle talk ; senseless prate.

Babbler, (baVbler) n. An idle talker ; a tell

tale ;—a thrush-like bird, remarkable for chat

tering notes, [young child of either sex.

Babe, (bab) n. [W. baban.) An infant; a

Babel, (balwl) n. [H. Babel, or Mth-bcl. See

Gen. xi.] A confused combination of sounds;

disorder.

Baboon, (ba-boon') n. TO. Eng. babion.} A

monkey having a long face, high muzzle, cheek-

pouches, canine teeth, and callosities on the

buttocks.

Baby, (UVbe) n. An infant ; a babe ;—a doll.

Babyish, (ba'be-ish) a. Like a baby ; childiih.

Babylonish, (ba-be-ldn'ish) a. Pertaining to

Babylon ;—mixed ; confused.

Babylonian, (ba-be-l6n'e-an) n. An inhabitant

of Babylonia ;—an astrologer.

Baccate, (bak'kat) a. [L. bacca.] Having a

pulpy nature, like a berry,

bacchanal, (baVka-nal) n. A devotee of Bacchus;

one who indulges in drunken revels.

Bacchanalian, (bak-ka-mVle-an) a. Revelling,

portaining to intemperate drinking; riotous.

Bacchanalia, (bak-ka-nale-a) n. pi. Feasts in

honour of Bacchus; drunken feasts or revels.

Bacchus, (bak'kuh) n, [G.] The god of wine

and revelry. *

Bacciferous. (bak-aifVr-us) a. [L. bacca,ftrreJ}

Producing berries.

Baccivorous, (bak-eivVr-us) a. [L. bacca, vorart.)

Subsisting on berries.

Bachelor, (bach'el-er) n. [F. backelier, W. back.)

A man who has not been married ;—one who

has taken a degree in arU ;—a young knight

Back, (bak) n. [D. 60*. J A large tub into which

the wort, &c, is drawn for cooling, straining,

&c. ;—a broad, fiat boat.

Back, (bak) n. [A.-S. bare.} The upper or

binder part of an animal; the rear;—the out-
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ward or upper part is opposed to the inner or

lower .—the put oat of sight.

Back, (bak) c*r. To a former state, condition,

or time ;—.away from the front ;—in return.

Baek,(bakj rx To get upon the back of;—to

support;—to force backward ;—to endorse; to

bet ia &r«rr of;—». ». To move or go back.

Baek&te, (bak-nit) w.t To apeak evil of, or

rerije the absent, [or detractor.

Backscer, (baa/brt-er) n. A secret calumniator

Baftboae, (bak'bon) «. The spine ;—the aeat

cfstrength ;—firmness ; moral principle.

Batkgaazaan, (bak-gam'rnun) n. [Vf. bach,

eastsutra.] A game played by two persona with

box and dice.

Background, (bak'proond) n. Ground in the rear;

—aplaceofobacorityorsbade; a situation little

Mtaad. [a colt for the saddle.

Bating, (baking) n. The operation of breaking

Backside, (bak'aid) n. Back or hinder part of

»T thing ; the rear. [to apostatize.

BsckiUds. tbak-alicV) r. i. To fall back or off;

Backslider, (bak-slid'er) n. One who falls from

the faith and practice of religion.

luk-ttaya. (bak'staz) a. pi. Long ropes extend

ing from the top-mast heads to both sides of a

skin, to assist in supporting the mast.

Backward, (bak'werd) adv. [Back and icard.]

Hith the back in advance;—in past time;—

froea better to worse ;—in a reverse direction ;

ccntrarily.

Backward", <i (bak'werd) a. Unwilling;—dull of

apprebendion ;—late in time.

3*ekwardlyt (bak'werd-le) adc. In a reluctant

t-T unwilling manner.

Backwardness, (balr/wgrd-nes) n. State of being

backward ; aversion ; reluctance.

swob, (bakn) m. [O. D. oow.J Hog's fleah salted

«jd drad, usuaJl v in smoke.

Bsa\ (bad) a, [Per. bad.) Wanting good quali

ties, physical ox moral ; vicious.

wage, (tej) ^ [A--& beay.] A distinctive mark

<-r cgn worn on tbe person.

^P't (baj'er) n. [Connpted from L. blada.]

A burrowing quad

raped related to tb

bear.

Bidger, (bajVr) r.t To

Www up with great

tW; to pester or

'-.zrj.

**iisage, (bacVin-azb)

•^ lF.ioii»«r.] light

■•" piatful discourse.

^/w-*%*« 

Indian badger.

Badly, (badle) adv. In a bad manner ; not well.

Badaesa, (b&tfnes) n. State of being bod ; want

efjDod qualities, natural or moral.

•wit, (baf'&) *. i . [Prov. Ger. batfen.] To check

ty itirU and tarns ;—to elude by perplexing.

£<t>(b*3) a. [A.-a balff.) A sack or pouch.

***• ibag) tr. t. To put into a bag ;—to entrap ;—

■* To swell like a full bag.

Bsgatsila, (bag-a-tei') n. [h. baffue.] A trnle; a

t&ug of no importance;—a game played with

balk.

Banage, (bag'aj) n. [F. ?,<'?■' s'. J The tents and

other necessaries of an army ;—luggage.

^'<t^t, (baglng) ». The cloth or materials for

'*$*■ a

■■flit) (basnet) n. An interwoven net for

eatebingtaw.

Bignio, (ban'yo) n. [It. fapno, L. balneum.] A

taUaa^-nouae ; a brothel.

 

Bagpipe, (bag'plp) n. A musical instrument It

consists of a leathern

bag, which receives air

by a tube, which ia

stopped by a valve;

and pipes, into which

the air is pressed by

the performer.

Bail, (bal) v. (. [h. ba-

julare.) To aet free

from custody on un

dertaking for the ap

pearance of the person Bagpipe.

bailed ;—to deliver upon contract.

Bail, (bal) n. The persons who procure the

release of a prisoner, by becoming surety for his

appearance in court ;—the security given.

Bailable, (bal'a-bl) a. Capable of being admitted

to bail ;—admitting of baiL

Bailiff, (bal'if) iu A sheriff's deputy, appointed

to make arresta, collect fines, summon juries,

<fcc.

Bailiwick, (bal'e-wik) n. [P. baillie, A.-S.

vie.] The precinct* in which a bailiff hrjj

Jurisdiction.

Bairn, (bern) n. [A.-S. beam,] A child.

Bait, (bat) n. Any substance used to catch fish,

Ac, ;—any thiDg serving to allure; —refreshment

taken on a journey.

Bait, (bat) «. t. [A.-S. batan.] To put on a hook;

—to give food and drink to, upon the road ;

—to provoke and harass, as bulls by dogs.

Baize, (baz) n. A coarse woollen stuff.

Bake, (bak) v. t. [A.-S. bacan.] To heat,

dry, and harden; t}>eeijlcallyt to prepare food,

in a close place heated ;—o. t. To be baked.

Baker, (bak'erj n. One whose occupation ia to

bake bread, biscuit, dec.

Baking, (bik'ing) n. The quantity baked at once.

Balance, (bal'ans) n. [L. bis, twice, and lanx,

plate.] An apparatus

for weighing bodies ; a

beam with two oppo

site scales;—act ofconi-

piiring; estimate;— a

hut proportion.

luce, (bal'ans) v. t.

To weigh in a balance ;

—to render equal in

proportion, &c. ; — to Letter Balance.

estimate;—to adjust, as an account;—v. i. To

be in equipoise;—to fluctuate between opposite

motives; to hesitate.

Balcony, (bal-ko'ne) n. (O. n. Ger. balcho.] A

gallery on the outsido of a building.

Bald, (bawld) a. [tip. baldo.] Destitute of natu

ral covering, as of hair, foliage, ate; —un

adorned; mean.

Baldness, (bawld'nes) n. Stato of being bald ;

meanness or inelegance of style.

Baldric, (bawld'rik) h. [A.-S. belt.] A girdlo

worn pendent across the breast ; a richly orna

mented scarf.

Bale, (bal) n. [O. H. Ger. balla.] A bundle of

goods corded or hooped for transportation.

Bale, (bal) v. t. To make up in a bale ; to lavo

water out of a boat.

Bale, (bal) n. [A.-S. beat.] Misery: calamity.

Baleful, (baTfoul) «. Full of misery;—wolul.

Balk, (bawk)n. [A.-S. bale,] A great rafter;

a hindrance or disappointment;—an unploughed

atrip.

Balk, (bawk) v.t, To disappoint; to frustrate ;

D
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to leave untouched in ploughing ;—v. i. To

stop abruptly.

Ball, (bawl) n. [O. H. Gor. bulla.] Any round

body -—any part of the body that is round ; the

globe :—a familiar game. [for dancing.

Ball, (bawl) n. [F. bal] A social assembly

Ball (bawl) v. i. To form, as snow, into balls.

Ballad, (ballad) a, [It ballata.} A popular

song in homely verses; a simple air.

Ballast, (bal'laat) n. [W. balasarn.] Any heavy

substance, &c., placed in the hold of a vessel,

to steady it

Ballast, (bal'last) r. (. To load with ballast.

Ball-cartridge, (bawl'kar-trij) n. A cartridge

furnished with a ball.

Ballet, (ba-laO n. [F. bat] A theatrical ex

hibition with dancing, &c.

Balloon, (bal-166n/) n. [Augm. of F. balle, Sp.

bala.] A bag made of silk.

or other light material,

and filled with hydrogen

gas or heated air, bo as to

rise and float in the atmos

phere;—a ball on the top

of a pillar;—a spherical

glaw receiver.

Ballot, (ballot) n. [F. bal-

late.] Originally, a ball

used in voting ; a written

or printed voto;—act of t

voting ;—whole amount of

votes cast.

Ballot, (ballot) v. i. To Balloon,

decide by ballot

Balm, (bam) n. [G. baUamon.] An aromatic

plant ;—a fragrant ointment;—any thing which

mitigates pain. lassuage.

Balm, (bam) v. t. To anoint with balm ;—to

Balmy, (bam'e) a. Having the qualities of

balm ; aromatic ; soothing.

Balsam, (bal'sam) n. An aromatic resinous sub

stance ;—a popular annual plant

Balsamic, (bal-sam'ik) o. Having the qualities

of balsam ; unctuous ; mild.

Baluster, (bal'us-ter) n. [G. balau&tion.] A

small column used to support the rail of a stair

case, &c.

Balustrade, (bal'us-trad) n. A row of balusters.

Bamboo, (bam-boo') n, [Malay., bambti.} A

tropical plant of the reed kind ; a cane.

Ban, (ban)«v [F. ban.] A proclamation ;—publio

notice of marriage ; prohibition ;—a curse.

Ban, (ban) v. t. To curse ; to execrate.

Banana, (ba-ni'na) n, [Sp. banana.] A plan

tain-tree, and its fruit

Band, (band) n, [A.-S.

bindan, to bind] A cord,

tic, or fillet ;—a moulding ;

—means of union ; — a

company united in any

common design, especially

a body of armed men.

Band, (band) v. t To bind

or tie ;—to unite in a com

pany;—«.t. To confed

erate.

Bandage, (band'iij) n. A fillet or swath, used

in binding up wounds, &c. [bandage.

Bandage, (band'aj) v. L To bind with a

Bandbox, (baud'boks) n. A slight paper box for

bonnets, or other light articles.

Bandit, (ban'dit) n, [It bandirc] A lawless

fellow ; a rubber ; a brigand.

 

Bandlet, (bandlet) n, [Band and dim. let.}

Any little band or flat moulding.

Bandore, (ban'dor) n. [G. pandoura.] A

musical instrument similar to a guitar.

Bandy, (ban'de) n, [F. bander.] A club bent

at the lower part for striking a ball ;—the play

with such a club.

Bandy, (ban'de) t>. t To beat to and fro, as a

ball in playing ;—to toes about ; to agitato.

Bandy-legged, (ban'de-legd) a. Having crooked,

legs.

Bane, (ban) ». [A.-S. bana,] A deadly poison;—

ruin ; destruction.

Baneful, (biin'fool) a. Having poisonous quali

ties; noxious.

Bang, (bang) v.t. [IceL banga,] To beat, as

with a club ; to handle roughly.

Bang, (bang) n. A blow, as with a club; a

thump.

Banish, (banish) v.t. [L. bannire.] To con

demn to exile ;—to drive away ; to expel.

Banishment, (ban'ish-ment) n. Act of banishing-,

or state of being banished.

Banister, (ban'is-ter) n. A support to the rail

of a stair.

Banjo, (ban'jS) n. [Corruption of bandore.] A

stringed musical instrument

Bank, (baugk) n. [A-S. banc] A bench; a

ridge of earth ;—a shoal ;—the side of a river or

lake ;—place where money is deposited ;—a

banking company.

Bank, (bangk) v. t. To raise a mound about ;

to inclose ;—v. i. To deposit money in a bank.

Banker, (bangk'er) n. One who keeps a bank.

Banking, (bangklng) «. The business of a

banker.

Bank-note, (bangk'not) n. A promissory note

issued by a banking company, payable on

demand.

Bankrupt, (bangk'rupt) n. [It. banco rotto.] A

trader who breaks ; an insolvent ;—any indi

vidual unable to pay his debts.

Bankrupt, (bangk rupt) a. Unable to pay debts.

Bankruptcy, (bangk'rupt-se) n. State or aot of

becoming bankrupt : failure in trade.

Banner, (ban'ner) n. [F. bannitre.] A military

etiBign ; standard of a prince or state.

Banquet, (bang'kwet) w. [F. ] A feast ; a rich

entertainment.

Banquet, (bang'k wet) v. t. To treat with a rich

entertainment ; —v. i. To feast

Banstickle, (ban-stikl) «. A small fish; the

stickle-back.

Bantam, (ban'tam) v.. A very small fowl, with

feathered legs, from Bantam, in Java.

Banter, (ban't§r) v. t. [F. badiner.] To play

upon in words and in good humour.

Banter, (ban'ter) a. Humorous raillery; pleas-

inter : jest. [child ; an infant

antl'ing. (bantling) n. A young or small

Banyan, (ban'yan) n. A kind of fig-trea whoso

branchos drop shoots

to the ground, which .

take root and form

new stocks, till they f

cover a Bpace of many ■

hundred feet in cir

cumference.

Baobab, Jfba'6-bab) 71.

[Ethiopia] The

largest known tree, a ,

native of tropical

Africa. The truuk is Banyan Tree,
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 tram SO to 30 feet in

thick pom, while the

branches are often 70

feet long, sad form a

BMUspheridal head of

160 fcec ia dixmeter.

Baptisa, ( r.;, uan) a.

fa M>»l] Acs "*

of bspsaxina; ; the ap-

jfirstion of water by

which a person it in- Baobab Tree.

iuased into the visible church.

B*rti*jral-('Jii-t!ziiia.l)a. Pertaining to baptism.

Bspt^t, r.- *p -.-■') *. One who administers

bapCsm;—John, the forerunner of Christ;—

contraction of Anabaptist, one who rejects in

fant bapmm.

Beytiatuy, fbap-tLr'ter-e) n. A place where

baptism is administered.

Bapaxe, (bap-tiz') v. t. To administer the sacra

ment of taptigm to ; to christen.

Bar, (bar) s. .' F. barre, W. our, branch.] A long

piece of wood, metal, or other solid matter ;—

any obstacle : a barrier ;—a bank of matter at

the month of a river or harbour ;—the place

in coart wtuch counsel occupy, or where pris

oners are stationed ;—any tribunal ;—the in-

doted place of a tavern, where liquors are kept

fcr sale;—a horizontal mark across the es-

rr*i Inn■» ;—in «*axicf a line drawn perpendicu

larly across the staff.

Bar, (bar) r.t. To fasten with a bar;—to ob

struct ; to prerent ;—to cross with stripes.

Barb, (barb) a. [L. barbcu] Beard, or that

which resexobJea it;—the point that stands

backward in an arrow, fish-hook, dec. ;—a horse

or pigeon from Barbary.

Bars, (barb) r.t. To furnish with barbs, as an

arrow ;—to clothe a horse with armour.

Bsifcei ien. (bar-ba're-an) n. [G. barbar&s.] A

man in his rude state ,—a foreigner.

Barbarian, (bar-ba're-an) a. Pertaining to, or

resembling, savages; inhuman.

Barbarism, (bar'bar-izm) n. An uncivilized

oundition ;—ferociousneai ; impurity of speech.

Barbarity, (bar-bare-te) n. Conduct of a bar

barian ; aavageness ; cruelty ; inhumanity.

Barbarize, (baVbar-iz) v.i. To reduce to bar

barism ;—to adopt a foreign mode of speech.

Barbarous, (baTDdr-us) a. Uncivilized or savage';

—cmei ; ferocious. [barous manner.

xUrbaroaaly, (bar'bar-us-le) ads. In a bar-

Barbel, (barnal)fl. [U barOn*.] A small beard-

baa process ;—a large fresh-water fish.

Barber, (burlier) a. [L. barba.] One who shaves

and cuts and dresses the hair of others.

Barberry, (barter-re) n. [L. berbtrU.] A

shrubby plant, eommon in hedges.

Barbican. (bar'be-kan) n. [A barbakkun.] An

advanced work defending a castle;—an opening

ia the wall for guns.

Bard, (bard) n. [W. lardd] A poet and

minstrel ymimg the Celts ; a poet.

Bare, (bar) a. [A-S. bar, bar.} Without cov

ering: naked;—destitute; exposed.

Bare, (bar) r.t. To strip off the covering; to

make naked. [ered;—shameless.

Barefaced, (barTSst) a. With the face uucov-

Baxefoot. (bar foot) a. & adv. With the feet bare.

Barely, (b£r"le) adv. Only ; nakedly; poorly.

, (barnes) a. The state of being bare ;

(bar'giu) n. [L. barwu] An agree

 

ment between parties concerning the sale of

property ;— stipulation ; — a purchase, or the

thing purchased ;—a gainful transaction.

Bargain, (bargin) v.i. To make a contract ; to

agree.

Barge, (barj) n. fL. Korea.] An elegant pleasure-

boat;—alarKeboat for -

the conveyance of pas

sengers or goods ;—t

chief boat of a ma

of-war ship.

Barge-man, (biirj'man) I

n. The man who

manages a large. Barge.

Barilla, (ba-nl'la) n. [Sp. barrUlcu] Asea-shoro

plant from which soda is made;—the alkali

produced. [of malleable iron.

Bar-iron, (ber-i'urn) n. Iron wrought into bars

Barium, (ba're-um) v. [G. burn*, heavy.]

The metallic basis of baryta.

Bark, (bark) n. [IceL bbrhr.] The exterior

covering of a tree ; tbe rind.

Bark, (bark) v. t. [A-S, beorcan.] To strip the

bark from ; to peel ;—v. i. To make the noise of

dogs ;—to clamour.

Bark, (bark) ... The noise made by a dog.

Bark or Barque, (bark) n. [L. barca, boat ] A

three - masted vessel,

having her fore and

main mast* rigged

square, and her

mizzen, fore and aft. ?*/*

Barley, (bar'le) u. [A-

8. bert, Go. baris.] A

valuable grain, used £

chiefly for making

malt '

Barley-earn, (barle-korn) n. A grain of barley,

about the third part of an inch in length.

Barley-sugar, (bir-le-shoog'er) n. Sugar boiled

till brittle and candied

Barm, (barm) n. [A-S. beorma.] The foam

rising upon malt liquors, when fermenting, and

used as leaven in bread.

Barmy, (barm'e) a. Containing barm or yeast.

Barn, (birn) u. [A-S. btrt and era.] A building

for storing grain, liay, ic.

Barnacle, (bar'na-kl) n. [L. perna.] A shell

fish, adhering to rocks, vessels, &c. ;—a species

of goose.

Barometer, (ba-rom'e-ter) n,

metron. ] An instrument for

determining the weight or

pressure of the atmosphere,

and ascertaining the changes

of weather, or height of any

ascent

Barometrical, (bar-o-met'rik-

al) a. Pertaining to the

barometer.

Baron, (barnn) n. [Go. vair.]

In England the lowest title

of nobility—between a vis

count and baronet

Baronage,(bar/un-aj)n. The

whole body of barons;—

the dignity of a baron ;—

the land which gives title

to a baron.

Baronet, (bar'un - et) n.

[Dim. of baron. ] A degree

of honour below a baron

and above a knight.

and

 

Barometer.

 

Baron's Coronet
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Baronetoy.flwir'o-116*'-'*6) »• T^e rauk of a baronet.

Baronial, (ba-r6'ne-al) a. Pertaining to a baron.

Barony, (bar'o-ne) n. The honour or fee of a

baron.

Baroscope, (bar'o-skop) n. An instrument show

ing the changes in the weight of the atmosphere.

Barouche, (ba-roiish') n. [L. bis, twice, and

rota, wheeL] A four-wheeled carriage with a

falling top.

Barrack, (bar'ak) n. [Sp. barra, bar.] A build

ing set apart for soldiers; generally pi., the

whole range of buildings for officers and men.

Barrack-master, (bar'ak-mas'ter) n. The officer

who superintends the barracks of soldiers.

Barracoon, (bar/a-k66n) n. [Barrack.] An in-

closure where slaves are quartered; a fort

Barratry, (barVtre) n. [L. baratare.] Practice

of encouraging lawsuits;—a fraudulent breach

of duty on the part of a master of a ship.

Barrel, (bar'el) iu [GaeL barra, bar.] A round

bulgy cask made of staves and bound with

hoops ;—a hollow cylinder or tube.

Barrel, (bar'el) v. t. To put or pack in a barrel.

Barrel-bulk, (bar'el-bulk) n. A measure used in

estimating capacity.

Barrel-organ, (bar'el-or'gan) n. The hand-organ.

Barren, (bar'en) a. [N.F. barein.} Incapable of

producing offspring, whether animal or vegeta

ble;—producing nothing.

Barrenness, (bar'en-nes) n. Sterility.

Barricade, (bar'e-kfid) n, [Sp. barrica, cask.]

A defensive fortification made in haste;—any

obstruction or means of defence.

Barricade, (bar'e-kad) v.t. To fortify with any

slight work : to stop up a passage.

Barrier, (barVer) n. [F. barre.} A kind of fence

made to stop an enemy ;—any obstruction ;—a

limit or boundary.

Barrister, (barls-ter) n. [From6ar.] A counsellor

at Law, admitted to plead at the bar.

Barrow, (bar's) n, [A. -8. btoran, to bear.] A

light, small frame boarded on the bottom, for

carrying goods.

Barrow, (bar'o) il [A.-S. bcorg.] A mound of

earth, intended as a repository of the dead.

Bar-shot, (birshot) n. Shot consisting of a bar,

with a half ball or round

head at each end.

Barter, (bir'ter) v. i. [It. 6a-

rattare.] To traffic by ex

changing one commodity Bar-shot,

for another;—v.t To exchange or give in ex

change, [modities.

Barter, (bur'trr) n. Act of exchanging com-

Bartizan, (bar te-zan) n. A small turret, project

ing from a square tower or parapet

Barytone, (barVt&n) n. A male voice, the

compass of which lies between the bass and the

tenor. [baryta.

Barytum, (ba-ri'tum) n. A metal, the base of

Basal, (basal) a. Pertaiiung to, or constitut

ing, the base.

Basalt, (ba-zawlf) n. [!.. basaltc*,] A rock of

igneous origin, consist- l«W*|[1T|fi|J.'M, _

ing chiefly of augite ■ *^'l4

and feldspar. It is ; -i^fc__

usually of a greenish- h^Q

black colour ;—a kiivi | |

' of black porcelain.

Basaltic, (ba-zawlt'ik)

a. Poitaiuing to, or

containing, basalt.

Base, (baa) a, [P. bas,

L. oa«£u&] Of humble birth;—illegitimate;—

low in value or estimation ;—unworthy ; mean

in spirit ;—deep or grave in sound.

Base, (bas)n. [G. batit, step.] The bottom ; the

part of a thing on which it stands or rests;

—the part of a column between the top of the

pedestal and bottom of the shaft ;—the principal

element of a compound. [F. bas, low.] The

lowest part ; the gravest male voice.

Base, (bas) v. t. To put on a basis; to found.

Baseless, (basles) a. Having no foundation or

support

Base-line, (basTIn) n. A main line taken as a

base of operations.

Basely, (bas'le) adv. In a base manner.

Basement, (bas'ment) n. The lower story of a

building, whether above or below the ground.

Baseness, (bas'nes) n. The quality of being base.

Bashful, (bash'foul) a. Having a downcast look ;

modest. [manner.

Bashfully, (bash'fdol-le) adv. In a bashful

Bashfulness. (bash'fool-nes) n. [F. baisser.) The

quality of boing bashful ; diffidenoe ; timidity.

Basify, (bas'o-fi) i*. t [L. 6am and facere.]

To convert into a salifiable baso.

Basil, (baz'il) n. The angle 10 which the cutting

edge of a tool is ground.

Basil, (baz'il) n. [G. basili/so*.] A fragrant

aromatic plant, one species of which is much

used in cookery.

Basil, (baz'il) n. [L. basanium.) The skin of a

sheep tanned.

Basilic, (ba-zil'ik) «, [G. basilite.] Originalin

the palace of a king; a large hall or court of

justice ;—a church or cathedral.

Basilicon, (ba-zil'e-kun) n. An ointment

Basilisk, (baz'il-isk) it. [G. basilutkos.'] A

fabulous serpent ;—a genus of crested lizards ;

—a piece of ordnance.

Basin, (ba'sn) n. [F. 6a*rin, Ger. bechen.) A

vessel to hold water :—any hollow place contain

ing water ;—a valley drained by a river ; dock.

Basis, (ba'sis) n. [G. basis.] That on which a

thing rests ;—the principal ingredient; ground

work.

Bask, (bask)r.i. [Ger. bachern.] To lie in

warmth ;—v. t. To warm with genial heat.

Basket, (bas'ket) it. [W. basgatcd.] A vessel

made of twig* or rushes interwoven ; —- tho

contents.

Bass, (has) n. sing. & pi [A.-S. 6am.] A fish of

several species, esteemed for food.

Bass, (bas) n. I Bast. | Tho tiel-tree, or its bark,

which is used for mats, <Ve.

Bass, (bis) a. The lowest part in a musical

composition.

Bassinet, (bas'e-net) n, A cradle.

Bassoon, (bas-soun') n. [It 6a«o.] A wind in

strument

Bass-re lief, (b&'re'lef) n. Sculpture, whose figures

do not Btand out far hum the ground on which

they are formed.

Bast, (bast) n. [A. -3. bast.] Inner bark of the

lime-tree ; matting, cordage.

Bastard, (bas't^rd) n. [F.] An illegitimate

child ;—an inferior quality of soft sugar.

Bastard, (bas'tcrd) a. Illegitimate;—spurious;

adulterate ; counterfeit

Bastardy, (bas'ter-dc) n. illegitimacy.

Baste, (bast) v. t [IceL 6^«ia.J To beat; to

cudgel ;—to drip butter or fat on meat in

roasting ;-^.t. [0. H. Ger. 6«(an.J To sew

slightly, or with long stitches.
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i (bas-te-nii'do) 75. [F. bdton.) A pound J

beating, [on the soles of the feet. I

Baatanads. fbat-te-nad') r. t To beat, especially

>Mtfos\ (ba*ryun) n. [F. bastir,} A part of !

the main indoanre

which project* toward ■s*iff\^l'»

ths-exterior, ronaist ir _- -; A

of the j'aea and th<

BEAM

MliaOifc

 

A, DartIon.

 

f.(hat)a. 14.-8.1;*- I

L] A dab, used in gly^

piav :n ? cricket ; — a

sheet of cotton for quilting.

Sat, (bat) r. l To manage a bat or play with

Bat, (bat) a. [O. Enjt oo-efr.) One of a clan

of mammih having a

body resembling that

of a moose, and a kind

of wings made by a

membranous expan-

cod stretching from

the fare extremities to

toe fcsfl Bat.

Batch, (bach) a. [A.-S. frocan.] The quantity

of bread baked at one time.

Bate, (bit) v. U [P. battre, to beat.] To beat

•own; to Lessen ;—to deduct.

Bateau, (bat-60 a. [P.] A light boat, long in

proportion to its breadth.

Bath, (bath) n. [A.-3. 6oe(A.] A place to batbe

in;—act of exposing the body, &c, to water

or vapour ;—a Hebrew measure.

Bathe. (born) v. t. To wash by immereion ;—to

moisten;—r. i. To be, or lie, in a bath.

Bathos, (ba'thoe) n. [O. bathu$, deep.] A

descent from the elevated to the mean, in writ

ing or speech.

Batiet, (batlet) n. A small bat for beating linen

when taken out of the buck.

Baton, (ba-tongO n. [F. bdton.] A staff or

trancheotL .

TUralion, (bat-tai'yun) n. IT. oataiUon.] A

body of Infantry; in the British army about

'-:■.: hundred men, under the command of a

heutenant-coloneL

Batten, (bafn) r. t. To fatten;—to fertilize, as

land ;—v. i. To grow fat ; —v. t. To fasten with

/
Eattlo-aie.

(bat'n) n. [P. bdton.] A narrow piece

of board or scantling.

Batter, (bafter) v. t, [L. batutrt.] To beat re

peatedly and with violence; specifically, u»

attack with artillery ; —to wear or impair.

Batter, (bar*ter) n. A mixture of flour, eggs and

xulk in cookery ;—paste.

Battering-ram, (bat'ter-ing-ram)n. An engine

msed to beat down the

walls of besieged places;—-.

blacksmith'* hammer.

Battery, (bat'ter-e) a. rF.

oatCrcj Act of battering ;

—place where cannon are

mounted ;—a number of

cannon;—a number ofjar

charged with electric fluid;

—an apparatus for general- iiauennn-ratn.

in.' galvanic electricity ;—unlawful beating.

Bitting1, (batting) n. Cotton or wool in sheets ;

—asiii? the bat.

Battle, (oafi) n. [h. batuere.] A fight or en-

aouatex between opposing forces.

BatOa, (batl) t. i. To contend in fight

 

Battle-axe, (batl-aks) n. An axe fbrmorly used

as an offensive weapon.

Battle-door, (batl-ddr) n. [Sp. ba-

tallar.] A flat board, with a handle,

used to strike a shuttlecock.

Battlement, (bailment) n. [F. ba-

tir, to build.] An indented para

pet;—any wall with openings or

embrasures.

Battue, (bat'tu) n, [F. battre.] Act

of beating woods for game;—the

game beaten up.

Bauble, (baWbl) n. fit. bdbbola.)

A trifling piece of finery ; a gew-gaw.

Bawd, (bawd) n. [Go. balVm.] A person who

keeps a brothel and intrigues.

Bawdy, (bawd e) a. Obscene ; filthy ; lewd.

Bawl, (bawl) v. i, flceL baula.) To cry with

vehemence, in exultation, pain, or vexation

Bawl, (bawl) n. A loud prolonged cry.

Bay, (ba) a. [L. badius.) Bed or reddish; in

clining to chestnut.

Bay, (b.i) n. An inlet of the sea smaller than a

gull

Bay, (ba) n. [L. bacea.] The laurel-tree ; a crown

made of laurel ; — pL literary excellence.

Bay, (btl) n. A state of defence and defiance.

Bay, (ba) v. L [F. abayer.] To bark, as a dog

at his game ;—v. t. To set at bay.

Bayard, (ba'ard) n. Properly a bay horse, but

often any horse.

Bayonet, (ba'on-et) v. [Bavonne.] A short,

pointed instrument of

iron, fitted to a gun.

Bayonet, (ba'on-et) r. t

To stab with a bayo

net ;—to drive by the

bayonet. a. Sword layonet.

Bay-window, (ba'win- 6. Common bayonet.

do) n. A projecting window forming a recess

in a room.

Bazaar, (ba-zar^n. [Per. bdz&r, market ] In

the East a market-place j a suite of rooms for

the sale of goods ;—a ladies' sale for a bene

volent object.

Be, (be) v. i. and auxiliary. [A. -8. bean, Skr.

bk&.) To have a state or existence; to exist

in thought, in fact, or in some particular state

or relation ;—to become.

Beach, (bech) n. [D. & Sw. bnhht.] The

shore of sea or lake washed by the tide.

Beach, (bech) v. t. To run upon a beach.

Beacon, (be'kn) n. [A.-S. beaccn.] A signal

fire or light on a hill top ;—a mark or guide to

mariners j—a light-house. [beacon.

Beacon, (be'kn) v. t. To give light to, as a

Bead, (bed) n. [A.-S. bead, prayer, from oirf-

dan, to pray.] A little ball strung on a thread,

and worn for ornament—necklace; or to count

prayers by Bom&n Catholics — rosary;—any

;in;il I globular body ;—a round moulding.

Beadle, (be'dl) n. [A.-S. beodan, to bid] A mes

senger or crier of a court ;—a parish officer.

Bead-roll, (bed'rol) n, A catalogue of decea-icd

persons, for whom prayers are counted on a

chaplet.

Beagle, (bc'gl) n. [Ir. & Gael, btag, small] A

small hound used in hunting hares.

Beak, (bek) n. [Gael, bec, D. belt.) The bill or

nib of a bird, Ac. ;—any thing ending in a point.

Beaked, (b£kt)a. Having a beak; ending in a

point or process like a beak.

Beam, (bem) n. [A.-S. beam. ] A large piece of
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timber, long in proportion to its thickness ;—

ft main timber of a building, ship, or other

structure ;—the part of a balance from which

the scales hang;—the pole of a carriage;—a

ray from any luminous body.

Beam, (b€m) v. (. To send forth light;—v.i.

To shine. [resembling abeam ; mossy.

Beamy, (bem'e) a. Emitting light ; radiant ;—

Bean, (t>en)«, [A.-S. bean.) A leguminous plant,

and its seed, of many varieties.

Bear, (bar) v.t. [A.-S. beran, Go. bairan, L.

farre, Q. pkcrein.] To sustain;—to remove;

to have in mind;—to endure;—to sustain the

effect of, or be answerable for;—to exhibit;—

to admit or be capable of;—to behave ;—to bring

forth ; to give birth to;—v. i. To produce, as

fruit : to be fruitful ;—to endure :—to lean upon;

—to press ;—to take effect;—to be situated ;—to

n for to.

Bear, (bar) n. [A.-S. bera.] A wild quad

ruped of the genus Ursus. . -.

Among the species are the ^-^r&

bruwn bear of Europe, the

white polar bear, the \

i<risly bear of the Rocky . j

.Mountains, the black bear V

of North America. One of <

two northern constella

tions the Greater and

Lesser Bear. Black Bear.

Bearable, (barVbl) a. Capable of being borne ;

tolerable.

Beard, (berd) n. [A.-S. beard, L. barba.] The

hair that grows on the chin, and adjaoent parts;

—the long stiff hairs on a plant ; the awn.

Beard, (berd) v. t. To pluck or pull the beard

of ;—to set at defiance.

Bearded, (berd'ed) a. Having a beard ; priokly.

Bearer, (bargr) n. One who, or that which

sustains, or carries;—one who holds an order

for money ;—a figure by the side of a shield.

Bearing, (bSr'ing) n. The manner in which a

person bears himself ;—situation of an object,

with respect to another;—act of giving birth ;—

span of a beam;—emblem in an escutcheon.

Bearish, (barish) a. Partaking of the qualities

of a bear;—gruff; uncultivated.

Bear-skin, (bur'skin) n. The skin of a bear;—a

shaggy, woollen cloth.

Beast, (best) n. [F. Hit.] Any four-footed ani

mal, as opposed to man, an irrational animaL

Beastliness, (best'le-nes) n. The state of being

beastly ; brutality. [nature ; brutal ; filthy.

Beastly, (best'le) a. Like a beast in form and

Beat, (bet) v. t. [A.-S. bcatan.} To strike re

peatedly ; to punish;—to pulverize;—to hammer

into form;—to range over;—to overcome;—v. i.

To throb ;—to come or act with violence.

Beat, (bet) n. A stroke;—a recurring stroke;

a pulsation ;—the rise or fall of the hand or

foot, in regulating time;—a round or course

frequently gone over.

Beaten, (but 11) a. Made smooth, or worn by use.

Beatific, (be-a-tifik) a. Imparting or com

pleting blissful enjoyment. [manner.

Beatiflcally, (be-a-tifik-al-le) adv. In a happy

Beatification, (be-at-e-fe-ka'ahun) n. Act of de

claring a person beatified after death.

Beatify, (bc-at'e-C) v. t. [h. beatus and facerc]

To make happy ;—to bless with celestial enjoy

ment;—to declare that a person is received into

heaven-

Beating, (bct'ing) n. Act of giving blows;—
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pulsation ;—process of sailing against the wind

by tacks.

Beatitude, (be-at'e-tfid) n. [L.J Felicity of the

highest kind ; heavenly bliss ;—the declaration

of blessedness by our Saviour. [suitor.

Beau, (bo) n. [F.J A fine, gay man ; a lady's

Beau Ideal, (bd-I-de'al) n, [F.] A conception

of perfect beauty.

Beau-monde, (bo-mongd') n. [R] The fashion

able world ; people of rank and fashion.

Beauteous, (bu'te-us) a. [From beauty.] Very

fair or handsome; beautiful.

Beautiful, (bu'te-fool) a. Having the qualities

which constitute beauty ; lovely.

Beautifully, (bu'te-fuol-e) adv. In a beautiful

manner.

Beautify, (bu'te-fi) v. t. To make or render

beautiful ;—v.i. To become beautiful.

Beauty, (bu'te) n, [F. beauU.) An asscmblago

of graces or properties which please the eye or

the mind ;—a particular grace, feature, or excel

lence;—a beautiful woman.

Beaver, (be'verju. [A.-S. bcofer.] An amphibi

ous, rodent quad

ruped;— the fur of \\}//il///y^

the beaver ; — a hat

mado of the fur ; — a

cloth used for over

coats, &<_■.

Beaver, (bo'ver) n. [F.

baviere.] Part of a

helmet in front, so

constructed that the

wearer could raise or lower

it to eat and drink.

Beoalm, (be-kam') v. t [It.

catma.) To still; to ap

pease;—to keep from mo

tion by want of wind.

Because, (be-kawz') conj.

[O. Eng. from by and

cause.] By or for the

cause that; on thisaccon at ;

for the reason.

Beak, (bek) n, [A.-S. beaiian,] A significant

nod or motion of tho head or hand.

Beck, (bek) v. i. To nod, or make a sign ;—

v. t. To notify by a motion of the head or hand.

Beckon, (bek'n) v. i. To make a sign to with,

band or finger, &c. ;—v. t. To make a signifi

cant sign to ; to summon.

Become, (be-kum') v.i. [A.-S. becuman.] To

enter into some new state, or to pass from it to

another ;-—v. L To suit or be suitable to.

Becoming, (be-kum'ing) a. Appropriate or fit ;

graceful. [orgraceful manner.

Becomingly, (bC-kum'ing-le) adv. After a proper

Bed, (bed) n. [A.-H. btd, bedd, Go. badi.\ An

article of furniture to sleep or take rest on :—

bottom of a stream ;—a layer, seam, or stratum;

—place on which any thing rests.

Bed, (bed) v. (. To place in a bed ;—to plant

and cover ;—to put in ;—1\ i. To go to bed ; to

cohabit.

Bedaub, (bS-dawb') v. t. To soil ; to daub over.

Bedazzle, (be-daz'zl) 0. t. To make dim by too

Btrong light. [a bed.

Bed-chamber, fbed'eharn-b. r) n. A chamber for

Bedding, (bed'ing) n. Materials of a bed,

whether for man or beast ;—position of layers.

Bedeck, (be-dek) v. U To adorn.

Bedevil, (be-devT) v. t. To throw Into con

fusion, as if by evil spirits ;—to destroy.
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Bedew, (be-d*') « t To moisten as with dew.

Bedim, (be~dim) m t. To make dim ; to darken.

Bedlam, (bedlam) n. [Corrupted from Bdult-

ksm ) A mad-house ;—a place of uproar.

Bedlamite, foed'iaxn-it) n. A roadman,

Bedoum. (bsd'ob-in) n. [A. beddtci.] One of a

tribe of nomadic Arabs living in tents.

Bed-past, (bedpost) n. The post of a bedstead.

Bedreseh. ( b^-drensh ) v. (. To wet through ;

tosatttxste.

Wssfridrtm. (bed*rid-n) a. Confined to the bed by

age or infirmity. [bed.

Bedroom, (bad room) n. An apartment for a

Bedroa, (be-dror/) t1- t- To sprinkle with drops.

Bedstead, (bed'cted) a. A frame for supporting

abed. [bod.

Bed-time,, (bad'tlm) ». Usual hour of going to

Bee, (be) a. [A.-S- 6eo.] A well-known four-

winged insect of

many gnnera and c-

speoes;—figure, ti ?&•

|y, an industrious ^f flj

Beech, (Vch)

[A. -a, free*] A tree « ▼ *

of the genus Fo*/**i. c Queen See. 1* Working Bee.

Beeches, (beeb'n) a. Consisting of, or pert&in-

_ins to. the beech.

x, (ber'et-er) n, A bird that feeds on bees.

, (bet) n. [F. ooru/.] The flesh of an ox,

anil, or cow, or of

bovine animals gen-

sully.

Beef-eater, (beTct-er)

a. One who eata

beef; a well-fed per

son ; — one of the

yeomen of the guard,

in England.

Beefsteak, (befsttk)

a. A slice of beef a

broiled, or for broil -

lay l,neck; S, shaking-piece ; I,

Bee-hire, (beTiIv) n. ehpe; L nbs: o, clod; 6.

a --JhAr «m1 brisket;?, flank; S, loin, sir-

"? SLS , >°in; » nunp; 10, ruuud;
as a habitation, for rj,i«Vj 12, foot; 13, udder;

bee*. U, shin ; 13, cheek.

Bee-line, (be'llri) a. The shortest line from one

place to another.

Beer, (ber) a. [A.-S. btor, D. sndGer. birr.] A

fermented liquor made from malted grain,

with bopa.

Bees-wax, (bex'waks) n. The wax secreted

a? beea, of which their cells are constructed.

Beet, (b«t) a. [ A.-.S. bete.) A succulent root

used for food, and for making sugar.

Beetle, (be'tl) n. (A.-S. bytl.] A mallet or

wooden hammer ;—a coleopterous insect.

Beetle, (be tl) r. i. [A.-S. btoian. J To jut or ox-

tend out.

Belall. (bsVAswt) r. f. [Sax. befcellan.) To happen

to; to occur to ;—v. i. To come to pass.

Belt, (be fit) *. t To suit ; to become.

Befool, (be-foul) v. (. To fool : to deceive.

Before. (be-foV) prrp. [A.-8. 6e/orun.] In front

Of; preceding in space, time, Tank, right or

worth ;—in presence of.

Before, (be-fw) adv. On the front ;—in time

preceding; already.

Bcfareaaad, (be-forhand) adv. In a state ot

aatsapauon ;—by way of preparation.

leforetuae, (bc-for'tun) adv. Of old time;

losxaerij.

njrrr 1 vT1
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Befoul, (be-foul') r. t. To make foul [nance.

Befriend, (be-frend') v. t. To aid or counte-

Befrioge. (bS-frinj') v. t To furnish with a fringe.

Beg, (ba)a. [Turk, beg, which is pron. bay.]

The governor of a town or district in Turkey ; a

bey.

Beg, (beg) v. t. [A.-S. biddan.] To ask earnestly;

—to take for granted ; — v. u To practise

begging.

Beget, (bo-getf) v. t. [Be and A.-S. getan.] To

procreate; to produce.

Beggar, (begfesr) n. [From beg.] One who en

treats earnestly ; specifically, one who lives by

begging ; a mendicant

Beggar, (beg'ger) v. (. To impoverish ;—to make

destitute ; to exhaust.

Beggarliness, (beggcr-le-nes) n. State of being

beggarly. [mean.
Jeggarly, (begrg?r-le) a. Extremely indigent ;

Rsffsis, (beg'ger 0) n. A state of indigence.

-Pegging, (beg'ing) n. The act of asking, or tho

practice of hving on, alms.

egin, (be-gin') v. i. [A.-8. beginnan.] To have

origin or existence; to take rise;—to do the

first act ; to take the first step ;—v. t. To enter

on; to commence.

Beginning, (be-gin'ing) n. The first canso,

origin, source;—that which is first; commence

ment;—the rudiments, first ground, or mate

rials.

Begird, (be-genr*) r. f. To bind with a band.

; Bfgioom, (be-gluom') v. f. To wrap in dark-

< ness ; to cover with clouds.

Begnaw, (be-naw/) v. L To bite or gnaw.

1 Begone, (bc-gdnO inter}. Go away ; depart.

Begrime, (be-grim') v. t. To soil with dirt.

Begrudge, (bc-gruj') v.t. To envy tho posses

sion of.

Beguile, (be-giV) r. t. To delude by artifice ; to

impose on ;—to evade.

Beguilement, (be-gil'ment) n. Act of deceiving.

Behalf, (be-haf) n. [A. -8. bekefe.] Advantage;

interest; support; defence.

Behave, (be-hav') c t. [A.-S. bchabban.] To

carry; to conduct; to manage;—v. i. To bear

or carry one's self.

Behaviour, (be-hav'yer) n. Manner of behaving,

whether good or bad; bearing or carnage.

Behead, (be-hod') v. t. To sever tho head from

the body ; to decapitate.

Behemoth, (bc'he-moth) n. [II.] An animal

described in the book of Job, xl 15-24, sup

posed to be the hipppj>otamns.

Behest, (be-hest') n. [A.-S. behat.] That which

is willed or ordered ; mandate ; injunction.

Behind, (be-hlnd') prep. [A. -8. bthindaiu] On

the back of ; on the other side of ;—left after;

—left at a distance by, in progress of improve

ment.

Behind, (be-hlnd') adv. At the back part; in

tiu rear;—remaining;—backward in time or

order; past.

Behindhand, (be-hind'hand) a. In arrear;—in

a state of backwardness ; tardy ; dilatory.

Behold, (bc-hold') v. t. [A. -8. bealdan.] To fix

the eyes upon ; to look as; to see with atten

tion ;—v. i. To direct the eyes to ; to look.

Beholden, (be-h&ld'n) a. Obliged; indebted.

Behoof, (be-hoof) n. Need ; necessity; advant

age ; pruflt ; benefit.

Behoove, (be-boovO r. (. [A.-S. behojlan.] To

bo necessary for ; to bo fit or meet for.

Being, (being) n. Existence in fact or in
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thought ;—that which exists;—a living spirit;

an animal ; a creature.

Belabour, (be-la'ber) v. t. To work diligently

upon ;—to beat soundly.

Belated, (be-LH ed) a. Benighted.

Belay, (be-laO v.t. To block up;—to make fast,

as a rope, bytaking several turns round a pin.

Belch, (bel li) r, t. [A-S. bealcjan.] To throw

up from the stomach; to eruct;—v.i. To issue

with violence.

Beldam, (bel'dam) n. [V. belle-dame,] An old

woman in general ; an ugly old woman ; a hag.

Beleaguer, (bo-le'ger) v. t. [Oer. laycrn.] To

surround with an army; to blockade.

Bolfry, (bel'fre) u. [F. beffroy.] A movable

tower for attack and defence;—a bell-tower.

Belial, (bele-al) n. |U j An evil spirit; a

wicked unprincipled person.

Belie, (be-li') v. t. [A-S. tig.] Togive the lieto;

to show to be false ;—to give a false account of ;

—to slander.

Belief, (hc-lef) n. An assent of mind to the

truth ;—the thing believed ;—a creed ;—con

fidence; reliance. [being believed.

Believable, (be-leVa-bl) a. Capable or worthy of

Believe, (be-leV) v. t. [Prefix be and A.-S. Wan,

lyfan, to allow, permit.] To be persuaded of

the truth of; to regard as true ; to place confidence

in ;—v. i. To have a firm porsuasion ;—to think;

to suppose.

Believer, (be-leVcr) n. One who credits; espe

cially, a professor of Christian faith.

Bell, (bel) n, [A.-S. bellan.] A hollow metallic

vcssol which gives forth >*-k

a clear, ringing sound on //jT\

being struck;—any tiling '

in the form of a bell.

Belladonna, (bel-la-don'nn)

n. [It] Deadly night

shade.

Belle, (bel) n. [L. bellut.]

A young lady of beauty,

and much admired.

Belles-lettres, (bel -let 'tr)

n. pi. [F.J Polite or elegant

literature.

Bell-founder, (beTfotuul-er) n. One who casts

Belligerent, (bel-lij'er-ent) a, [L. bettum, ga-ti-e.]

Waging war ; disposed for war.

Belligerent, (bcl-uj'er-ent) n. A notion or state

carrying on war.

Bell-metaL (bel'met-al) n. An alloy of copper

and tin—used for making bells, &c.

Bellow, (bollo) v.i. [A.-S.'bellan*] To make a

hollow, loud noise, as a bull;—to clamour; to

roar.

Bellow, (bello) n. A loud outcry ; roar.

Bellows, (bel'loz) n. sing. & pL [A-S. b<elg.]

An instniment for propelling air through a

tube, for various purposes.

Bell-ringer, (bel ring-yr) n. One whose business

is to ring a bell.

Belly, (bello) ru [A-S. balg, bcelig.] That

part of tho body which contain the bowels ; the

abdomen;—any thing which resembles tho belly

in protuberance or cavity.

Belly, (bcl'le) v. t. To swell and be protuberant

Belly-band, (belle-band) n. A band that en

compasses the belly of a horse ; a girth.

Belong, (be-longO v. i. [Prefix be and 0. Eng.

long.] To be the property, concern, or proper

business of ;—to be a part or quality of;—to be

native to.
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Belonging, (be-long'ing) n. That which per

tains to one, as a quality or endowment

Beloved, (be-luvd') a. Greatly loved ; dear to tho

heart

Below, O.i r -16') prep. [Be and lore.] Under in.

place ; beneath ;—inferior to ;—unworthy of.

Below, ( '< i'" ■ 1 ■'- ) adv. In a lower place ; beneath z

—on the earth, as opposed to the heavens ;—in

hell, or the regions of the dead.

Belt, (belt) n. [A-S. belt, L. baltevs.] 'I hat

which engirdles a person or thing ; a band or

girdle, [encompa&aL

Belt, (belt) v. t. To encircle as with a belt ; to

Bemire, (be-mirO v. t. To drag, or soil, in the

mire. [for by moaning; to lament.

Bemoan, (be-mon') v. t. To express deep grief

Bench, (benBh)n. [A.-S. 6enc, W. bank.] A I • > t * 4_r

seat ;—a table at which mechanics work :

the seat where judges sit;—the judges; the court*

Bencher, (bensh'er) n. One of the senior mem

bers of the inns of court.

Bend, (bend) v. t. [A -8. bendan.] To croolc

by Btraining ;—to turn out of the direct courso ;

—to incline;—to subdue ;—to fasten;—v. i. To

be moved out of a straight lino ;—to be inclined

or directed;—to bow in prayer or in sub

mission.

Bond, (bend) n. A turn or deflection from &

straight line; a curve ;—a knot

Beneath, (bB-neth/) prep. [A.-S. beneodhan*]

Lower in place, rank, or excellence ; unworthy

of; unbecoming. [below.

Beneath, (be-neth/) adv. In a lower place ;—

Benediction, (ben-e-dik'shun) ti. [li bene,

dicere.] Act of blessing; act of giving praise

or thanks;—invocation of good wishes;—tho

words of blessing, specifically, at the close* of

worship.

Benefaction, (ben-e-fak'shun) n. [h. bene, facere, }

Act of conferring a benefit ;—a benefit con

ferred on. [a benefit.

Benefactor, (ben-e"-fak'ter)n. One who confers

Benefactress, (ben-e-fak'tres) n. A woman who

confors a benefit

Benefice, (ben'e-fis) n. Literally, a benefit or

kindness;—an ecclesiastical living.

Beneficed, (ben'e-fist) a. Possessed of a church

preferment

Beneficence, (bS-nefe-eens) n. The practice of

doing good ; active goodness, kindness, or

charity.

Beneficent, (be-nefe-sent) a. Doing good ; per

forming acts of kindness and charity; bountiful.

Beneficial, (ben-e-fish'e-al) a. Conferring bene

fits ; useful; profitable;—helpful; gainful.

Beneficially, (ben-e-fish'e-al-le) adv. In a bene

ficial or advantageous manner.

Beneficiary, (ben-e-fish'e-ar-e) n. One whoholdsi

a benefice;—one who is maintained by charity.

Benefit, (ben'6-fit) n. [I,., bene/actum.] An

act of kindness ; a favour conferred;—whatever

contributes to prosperity, happiness, orproperty ;

—a performance at a theatre.

Benefit, (bon'e-fit) v. I. To do good to ; to ad

vance in health or prosperity ; to he useful to ;

—v. i. To gain advantage ; to prosper.

Benevolence, (be-nev'd-lens) n. [L. benevolentiex.^

Imposition to do good ; chariUbleness ;—«n act

of kindness.

Benevolent, (bc-nev'o-lent) a. [L. bene, rolo.}

Having a disposition to do good ; charitable.

Benevolently, (be-nev'o-lent-le) adv. In a spirit

of good will ; charitably.
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Wsnigfat. (be-anT) r. L [A.-S. niht,] To involve

la night:—to involve in moral darkness or

ignorance.

Benign, (bc-sla1) a. [L. beniffnvf.] Of a kind

or gentle disposition,—manifesting gentleness,

tavear, Ac [favourable.

Beaigaant (bt-nig'nant) a. Kind ; gracious :

TtanXiimrlj . (oe-rua/nant-le) adv. With be-

zugBity; graeioaaly.

■aaijjiilj, (be-iiig'ne-te) n. Goodness of nature

or disposition; kindness of heart ; suavity.

B—ignly, (be-nin'le) ad>. Favourably; gra-

aooaly.

Seat. (bent) a. State of being inclined from a

straight line ;—leaning or bias ; propensity.

Bert-grasm, (beat'grae) n. fA-S. betmet.} A

gnaa of the genua Agrcmtit;—aitalk of coarse

, (b«-nnm') v.t [A. -8. benumm.) To

deprive of in—tInn ; to make torpid through

eo£d; to stupefy.

Benzoin, (heti-zoln) m. [Per. bandeab.] Gum

^r^jamin ; a fragrant reainoui substance, ob

tained from a tree of Java, [extravagantly.

Bepraise, (b£-prazO v.t. To praise greatly or

Becneaxh, (be-kweTHO v. t. [A-8. oeewdAa*.]

To give or leave by will—amid of penonal pro

perty;—to band down ; to transmit.

Bsaaeat. (bfi-kwestf) a. Something left by will,

appropriately personal property; a legacy.

Sen***, (beVrfeV) v. t [A.-S. oeretyten.] To

make destitute : to deprive ;—to take away from.

Bereavement, (ne-reVment) n. State of being

bereaved; deprivation.

Berg, (berg) a. [A-S. beorg, beork, hill] A

large xnaa* or mountain of ice.

Bergamot, (berg'a-mot) a. [From the town of

Bwyosso, in Italy.] A species of orange-tree,

n-stn which an essential oil is extracted;—the

perfume itself;—a pear.

Bcriia, (berlin) n. A four-wheeled carriage,

like a chariot.

Bernardino, (ber'nar-din) n. One of an order of

gwwik» named after St Bernard.

Bifisaaai, (bernuos) n. A loose flowing mantle.

Berry, 0>cr're) n. [A-S. beria.) A pulpy and

juicy fruit ;—one of the eggs of a fish.

Berry, (bgr're) v. i. To bear or produce berries.

Berth, (berth) a. [From the root of bear.] The

^•iaoe where a ehip lies at anchor, or at a wharf ;

—-a place in a ship to sleep in ;—official situation

or employment.

Berth, (Vnh) r. (. To give anchorage, or a place

to ha at ;—to allot berths to.

Beryl, (0^)1) n. [G. biruUot.) A green or

Usush-gxeen mineral of great hardness.

lisrrTfD, (be-eJtren') v.t. [Prefix be and

ttrm, ] To cover with a screen ; to conceal ; to

Basesta, fbe-acefa') v. t [Prefix be and tceL:]

xa ask with urgency ; entreat ; supplicate.

rtsseeehingiy, (be-aech'ing-le) adv. In an en-

tmeting or importunate manner.

Tss«n in. (be-sfmO v. L To be fit for, or worthy

at; to become: to befit. [coming manner.

W—riiwinglj . (be-sem'ing-le) adv. In a bo-

Beast, (beset/) v. t. [A-S. betettan.] To place

w, m, or around ;—to waylay ; to blockade;—to

i on all sides ; encircle. [ing ur pressing.

g, (be-setlng) a. Habitually attend-

e, (be-skf) prep. [Be and tide, by the side.]

At the aide of ;—out of the regular course or

wider ;—over and above ; distinct from.

Besides, (be-sieV) adr. More than that; orer

and above ; moreover ; in addition.

Besides, (be-sida/) prep. Over and above; sepa

rate from ; in addition to.

Besiege, (be-sej') v. L To lay siege to ;—to sur

round with armed forces for the purpose of

compelling to surrender.

Besieging, (be'sej-ing) a. Surrounding a city

or fortification in a hostile manner.

Besmear, (be-emerO v. t. To smear with any

viscous glutinous matter ; to bedaub.

Besom, (be'rum) n. [A-S. betma.) A brush of

twigs for sweeping ; a broom.

Besort, (be-eort') v. t. To sort out or arrange

in different classes or kinds ; hence, to suit, fit,

or become.

Besot, (be-sof) r. i. To make sottish by drink ;

hence, to make dull or stupid.

Bespangle, (be-spanggl) v. t. To adorn with

Bpangles;—tospruiklo with something glittering

or sparkling.

Bespatter, (be-spat'ter) v.t. To throw dirt and

water on ; to foul with slanders.

Bespeak, Qte-cpek') v. t. To order, or engage

beforehand, or for a future time ;—to speak

to ; to address ;—to betoken ; to show.

Bespeaking, (be-spek'ing) n. Speaking for, or

ordering beforehand.

Bespot, ibe-spof) r. (. To mark with spots.

Bespread, (be-spred') v.t. To spread or cover

orer. [to scatter over.

Besprinkle, (be-spring'kl) v. t. To sprinkle over ;

Best, (best) a. tuperl. [A-S. bttta,] Having

good qualities in the highest degree ;—most

advanced ; most correct or complete.

Best, (best) n. Utmost ; highest endeavour.

Best, (best) adv. In the highest degree; be

yond all other;—to the most advantage; with

the most success, profit, or propriety.

Bestead, (basted') r. t. To be in the stead or

place of ; to assist ; to serve

Bestial, (beste-al) a, [L. beetia, beast] Belong

ing to beasts ;—having the qualities of a beast ;

brutish.

Bestiality, (best-e-aTe-te) n. The quality of a

beast ;—unnatural connection with a beast

Bcstialize, (beete-al-iz) v. t. To make bestial.

Bestick, (be-atik') p. (. To stick over, as with

sharp points.

Bestow, (be-st60 v.t. [Prefix be and A-a

stov, a fixed mansion.] To lay up in store; to

deposit for safe keeping;—to apply;—to confer

or impart. [disposal.

Bestowal, (be-sto'al) n. Act of bestowing;

Bestraddle, (bG-etrad dl) *. (. To bestride.

Bestrew, (bc-strd/) v. t. To scatter over ; to be

sprinkle, [stand or sit across.

Bestride, (be-strid') v.t. To stride over; to

Bestud, (be-stud') v.t To set or adorn with

studs or bosses.

Bet, (bet) n. [A-S. bad, pledge.} A chance,

stake, or wager ;—that which is staked or

pledged in a contest.

Bet, (bet) v. t. To lay a bet ; to stake or pledge

npon the event of a contest ; to wager.

Betake, (be-tak*) v. t. To have recourse to ; to

apply; to resort.

Betecra, (b5-tem) v. i. To bring forth ; to shed;

to permit; to suffer. [palm.

Betel-nut, (be'tel-nut) n. The nut of the areca

Bethel, (bethel) n. [II. bith-elt house of God.]

A house of worship for seamen.

Bethink, (be-thingk') v. t. To call to mind ; to
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recall:—v.t. To have in remembrance; to

consider.

Bethlehem, (beth'le-hem) n. A Tillage of Jndea,

six miles from Jerusalem, the place of our

Saviour's birth ;—a hospital for lunatics :—cor

rupted to Bedlam.

Betide, (be-tid') v.t. [Be; A.-S. tidan.] To

happen to ; to befall ;—v. i. To come to pass ;

to happen.

Betimes, (be-timz') adv. In good time; season

ably ;—in a short time ; soon.

Betoken, (be-to'kn) v. t. To signify; to denote;

—to foreshow by signs ; to presage.

Betony, (bet'o-ne) n. [L. betonica.] A plant

usod to dye wool of a dark-yellow colour.

Betray, (be-tnV) v. t [From be and F. trakir.]

To give up treacherously or faithlessly;—to

violate confidence; to deceive by treachery;—

to disclose a secret;—to mislead.

Betrayal, (be-tr&'al) n. Act of betraying ; breach

of trust

Betrim, (be-trim*) v. t. To deck; to adorn.

Betroth, (be-troTir*) v. t. To contract in order

to marriage.

Betrothal, (bC-troTH'al) n. A mutual engape-

mentbetween two parties for a future marriage

between them.

Betrust, (bo-trustf) v. t To confide ; to entrust.

Better, (bet't^r) a,, eomp. of good. fA-S. bait,

good. ] Having good qualities in a greater degree

tlian another;—preferable in rank, value, use,

or other respect;—improved in health.

Better, (bet't$r) n. Advantage or superiority ;—

improvement; greater excellence;—pi. superiors;

those who have a precedence.

Better, (bet'ter) adv., cotnp. of welt In a more

excellent manner ;—more correctly;—in a higher

or greater degree ; more.

Better, (bet'tcr^ v.t. To increase the good

qualities of ;—improve.

Bettor, (bet'er) n. One who lays a wager.

Between, (bft-twen') prep. [From prefix be, and

twain, two.] In the space that separates two

portions or tilings; in an intermediate position;

shared by two ; having mutual relation to two

or more; noting the difference of one thing

from another.

Betwixt, (be-twikstf) prep. rProm be and ticyg.]

In the intermediate space; lwtwccn.

Bevel, (bev el) n. [F. beveait.] A slant of a sur

face at an anglo greater or

less than a right angle;—an

instrument of two limbs

Jointed by a pivot, for adjust

ing the surlacos of work to

tho same inclination.

Bevel, (bev'el)a. Having the form of a bevel;

slanting. [v. i To slant or incline off.

Bevel, (bov'el) v. t To cut to a bevel angle ;—

Bevel-gear, (bev'ol-gCr) n. A species of wheel-

work, in widen the axis,

or shaft of tho leader or

driver, forma an angle with

the axis, or shaft of the fol

lower, or wheel driven.

Beverage, (bev'rr-iy) n, [L.

bibere.} Liquor for drinking.

Bevy, (bov'o) n. [Arm. beva.)

A Hock, of birds, especially

quails ;—an assembly of ladies.

Bewail, (bc-wAl') v. t. To express deep sorrow

for, as by wailing ; to lament ;—v, i. To grieve

or sorrow.

 

rtevi-1.

 

BcTel-gear.

Beware, (be-warO v. i. [Be and wure.) To guard

one's self;—to take care ; to take heed.

Bewilder, (be-wil'der) v.t. [Be and wild.} To

lead into perplexity; to confound.

Bewilderment, (be-wil'der-ment) n. State of

being bewildered.

Bewitch, (be-wich') v.t [A.-& viglere.^ To

charm ;—to please to such a degree as to take

away the power of resistance;—to affect by

sorcery. [nating or enticing manner.

Bewitchingly, (b5-wich'ing-le) adv. In a fasci-

Bewitchment, (be-wich'ment) n. Power of

charming; fascination.

Bewray, fb&ra') v.t [A.-S. vregean.} To dis

close perfidiously ; to betray.

Bey, (ba) n. A governor in the Turkish do

minions :—the same as beg.

Beyond, (bc-yond') prep. [A.-S. be and geond.'}

On the further side of;—before, in place or

time;—out of reach of; past;—in a degree

exceeding or surpassing.

Beyond, (beyond') adv. At a distance ; yonder.

Bezel, (bed) n. [C. betal] The part of a ring

which encompasses and fastens the stone.

Bias, (bias) n. [F. biati.] A weight on the

side of a bowl which turns it from a straight

line ;—a leaning of the mind ; inclination ; pro

pensity.

Bias, (bras) r. (. To incline to one side; to

give a particular direction to ; to prejudice.

Bib, (bib) n. [L. bibere.] A small piece of cloth

worn by children over the breast.

Bibasio, (bi-bas'ik) a. Capable of combining

with two parts or equivalents of a base.

Bibber, (bit/ber) n. A man given to drinking.

Bible, (bi'bl) n. [G. bib(os.) The Book; the

volume that contains the Scriptures of the Old

and New Testaments.

Bible-society, (bi'bl-so-si'o-te) n. A society for

the distribution of the Bible throughout the

world. [or to the sacred writings.

Biblical, (bibTik-al) a. Pertaining to the Bible,

Bibliographer, (bib-le-og'ra-fer) n. [G. Melton,

graphein.) One who compiles the history of

books, Ac. ;—one versed in literary history.

Bibliography, (bib-le-og'ra-fe) n. A history or

description of books and manuscripts.

Bibliolatry, (bib-le-ol'a-tre) n. [G. biblion and

latreia.] Homage paid to books, especially to

the Bible.

Bibliomania, (bib-le-o-ma'ne-a) «. [G. biblion

and mania.] A rage for possessing rare and

curious books.

Bibliomaniac,(bib-le-o-mft'ne-ak)n. One who has

a rage for books, especially such as ore curious

and rare.

Bibliophilltt, (bib-le-oftl-ist) n. [G. biblion and

philein, to love.] One who loves books.

Bibliophobia, (bib-le-c-fo'be-a) n. [G. biblion

and phobeisthtti.] A dread of books.

Bibliopolist, (bib-le-op'ol-ist) n. [G. biblion and

pdlein,] A bookseller; one who deals in books.

Biblist, (biblist)^ One who makes the Scrip

tures the sole rule of faith ;—a biblical scholar;

one conversant with the Bible.

Bibulous, (bib'u-lus) a, [L. bibere.] Having

the quality of imbibing fluids or moisture;

spongy; porous.

Bicarbonate, (bi-kar'bon-at) n. Supercarbonate ;

—a carbonate .containing two equivalents of

carbonate to one of base.

Bice, (bis) n. (F. ex Pr. bis.) A pale blue colour,

prepared from blue carbonate of copper oramalt.
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Bicephalous, (bi-«efa-las) a. [L bis, G. kephali,

bead.] H»TiB£ two beads.

Bichromate, (brkrVmat) cl Having two part*

of chroEue sed to one of the base.

Bicipital (fei-srphVal) a. fL. ois and eapM*.]

Hsrisg two heads ;—-dividing into two part*.

Bicker, (buYer) r. t_ [W. biera.) To skirmish ;

—to awtffld in petulant altercation ;—to more

qoiduV : to be tremulous, like flame or water.

Bicka. ftti?<ej) n. A wooden bowl or dish.

KaM. (bf-kurerd) a. [L. frw, twice, and

t*s*r, odJout-] Of two colour*.

Baussat, (bvkcrn'as) o, [L. 6i* and eoniu.]

Having two borne ; crescent-bke.

B^wporaL (W-kor'po-rsJ) o. Having two bodies.

Biersrai, (bi-kny/ral) a. [L. 6u, twice, and

Ear. erwaZ] Having two legs.

Hi. (bd) r. t. [A.-S. bidden, to ask.] To ask or

r^q«at;—to order or direct ;—to invito ;—

>j «fler a price ;—to giTe greeting, farewell,

tfowst,4c

ail (but) a. An offer of a price at auctions.

Bisaatg, (biding) a. Invitation ; command;

<Hec

Bite, (bid) r.i. [A. -a friddn.] To dwell per-

aancBtlr; to inhabit;—v.t. To endure; to

r^5er ;—to wait for.

lAeat (bideot) n. fL. bis and dens, tooth.] An

"stnrment with two prongs.

Met (be-det) a. [Gael buLtatK) A amall bone:

* ;*ny for carrying baggage ;—an article of

^etrwm furniture.

BieasisJ, (bi-en'ne-al) a. [L. Wflininm.] Hap-

;eain*, or taking place, once in two years;

—costuming for two rears.

BasaiaL (ba-en'ne-al) n. A plant that lasts for

tvo years, and then perishes.

Bier, (her) s_ A frame of wood for conveying the

'■ ■-■I to the grave.

B<esaags. (beatings) n.pL [A.-S. oewt] The

lit sulk giren by a cow after calving :—also

Biuieaa, (bl-fa're-oa) «. [L. bis and /art]

Twofold; in two rows;—pointing two ways.

*^**att (bi'f*r-us) o. fL. bis, twice, and ftrre,

'•' *■**- ) Bearing fruit twice a year.

Bisrn, (briorm) a. IL. ou, /anna.] Having

1v> bodies or shapes.

S^oatea, (bi-fmnfed) a. [L. 6i», twice, and

f»V /roatni, j Having two fronts.

Msrestai (bi-fur'kitr^) a. [L. bis, /urea.]

' vfcsd ; divided Into two branches.

a^sr«tkm.(bi-fur-k-i'»hun) n. A forking or

vrmn into two branches.

"fr (bit) a. [W. 6a»cA, burden.] Bulky or huge

seas or magnitude;—great with young; preg-

B«t with something portentous: ready to pro-

^tot>-baTing greatness, importance, disten-

J^a. 4c , whether in a good or bad sense.

*f«anat (btgVinist) n. One who has corn

s',ttsd btejamy.

*<**»y, (bigVme) a. fL. bis, G. 0amo*.] The

^X of having two wires or husbands at one

**rjx. (biggin) a. rF. ce>utn.] A child's cap

• soot [O. Eng. biff.) A building;—asmall

**den vessel;—a strainer.

*W. (bit) n. [A. -8. fca^an, a bending.] A

^aiinthe sea-coast, forming an open bay;—

*—* dmbie part of a rope when folded ; a round

*C*7. (hkfle)' adv. In a swelling, blustering

Bigness, (big'nes) n. Bulk; size; largeness of

dimensions or capacity.

Bigot, (big'ut) n. [K.J One obstinately and

unreasonably wedded to a particular creed,

practice, or ritual. .

Bigoted, (big'ut-ed) a. Obstinately devoted to a

system ot party, and illiberal toward others.

Bigotry, (big'ut-re) n. Perverse attachment to

a particular creed;—the practice or tenets of a

bigot. [or trinket.

Bijou, (be-zhoo^n. [P.] A little box;—a jewel

Bijoutry, (be-ihoo'tre) «, Small articles of

vertu, jewelry, trinkets, &c.

Bilateral, (bi-lat'cr-al) a. fL. 6i#, twice, and

Eng. lateral.] Having two sides.

Bilberry, (birbcr-re) n, [Corrupted from 6/ue-

6erry.] A shrub of the whortleberry family.

Bilbo, (bil'bo) n. [From BilOoti, in Spain, where

they were fabricated. ] A rapier or sword.

Bile, (bil) n. [L. bills.) A yellow, greenish,

bitter, viscid fluid secreted bv the liver.

Bile-duct, (b'd'dukt) n. [Bite and L. ductus.)

A vesselto convey bile.

Bilge, (biij) a. [A different orthormphy of bulge.]

The protuberant part of a cask ;—the broadest

and flattest part of a ship's bottom.

Bilge, (bUj) v.t. To suffer a fracture in the

bilge.

Bilge-water, (bilj'waw-ter) n. "Water which

enters a ship, and lies upon her bottom.

Biliary, fbii'yar-e) a. Pertaining to the bile.

Bilingual, (bi-ling'gwal) a. [L. bis, twice, and

lingua, . tongue.] Having two tongues, or

speaking two languages.

Bdious, (bil'yus) a. [L. bitis.) Pertaining to

the bile ; disordered in respect of bile.

Biliteral, (bi-lit'?r-al) a. [L. bis, twice, and

litera, letter.] Consisting of two letters.

Bilk, (bilk)r. t. [Go. bitattan.) To disappoint,

deceive, or defraud, by non-fulfilment of en

gagement.

Bill, (bil) n. [A. -8. bit*.) The beak of a fowl

BilL (bil) n. [A. -3. bill, bil.) A hook-shaped

cutting instrument, fitted with a handle;—an

ancient battle-axe.

Bill, (bil) n, [L. bulla.) A note or written

document ;—a note of charges ;—a statement of

goods sold, work done, service rendered with

annexed prices ;—a public notice or advertise

ment ;—a measure projected, and proposed to

become law;—a written obligation to pay money,

under the hand, or seal of the granter.

Bill, (bil) r.i. [From bill, a beak.] To caress

in fondness.

Bill-book, (birbouk) n. A book in which a person

keeps an account of his notes, bills of exchange,

&c. [the discount of bills.

Bill-broker, (bil-brftk'er) n. One who negotiates

Billet, (bil'et) n. [F. billet) A small paper or

note in writing

Billet, (bil'et) v. t. To direct by a ticket or

note; to quarter soldien in private houses.

Billet-doux, (bil-le-doo/) n. [F. billet, note, and

dauz, sweet. J A love-note or letter.

Bill-hook, (biThuok) n. A small hatchet with

curved edge.

Billiards, (bU'yardz) n, pi rF. billard.) A game

played with ivory balls and cues or maces.

Billingsgate, (billingz-git) n. A fish market

in London, notorious for foul language; hence,

foul or profane language ; ribaldry.

Billion, (bil'yun) n. [L. bis, twice, and mille.)

According to the French method of numeration
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a thousand millions ; according to the English

method, a million of millions.

Billman, (bil'man) ft. One who uses a bilL

Billow, (bil'o) n. [Got. bulge.} A great ware

or surge of the sea.

Billow, (bil'o) v. i. To swell ; to roll in wares.

Billowy, (bil'd-e) a. Swelling into wares.

Bill-sticker, (bil'stik-er) n. One who posts up

bills or placards.

Bilobed, (bi'lobd) a. [L. bie, twice, and G.

loboB.] Divided into two lobes.

Bilocular, (bi-lok'u-lcr) a. [L. bis, twice, and

locu$, place.] Divided into two cells.

Bimana, (bi-ma'na) n. Applied to the highest

order of Mammalia.

Biniedial, (bi-mede-al) a. [L. bit, twice, and

Eng. medial.] When two lines commensur

able only in power are added together, and the

sum is incommensurable in respect to either,

the sum is called by Euclid a bimedial line.

Bin, (bin) n. [A.-S. bum, crib.] A box or in

closed place, used as a repository. [two.

Binary, (bi'na-re) a. [L bini,) Compounded of

Bind, (bind) v.t. [A.-S. bindan.) To tie to

gether or confine with a cord, ligature, chain,

die. ;—to confine or hold by physical force;—

to conetrain or oblige by promise;—to strengthen

by a baud or border ;—to sew or fasten together,

and inclose in a cover;—to place under legal

obligation to serve ;—v. i. To contract ; to grow

hard or stifl ;—to be obligatory.

Binder, (bind'er) ti. A person who binds; one

whose trade is to bind, as books or sheaves.

Binding, (binding) n. Act of fastening with a

band. [Convolvulus.

Bind-weed, (bind'wed) n. A plant of the genus

Binnacle, (bin'a-kl) n. [L. habitaculum.] A box

containing the compass of

a ship, and a light to show

it at night

Binocle, (bin'o-kl) n. [L.

bini, two and two, and ocu-

lus, eye.] A telescope fitted

with two tubes joining.

Binocular, (bi-nok'u-ler) a.

Having two eyes ;—adapted

to the use of both eyes.

Binomial, (bi-no meal) n. [I,.

bis, twice, and women, name. ] Binnacle.

An express.on consisting of two terms connected

by the sign plus or minus ; as, a + 6, or 7—8.

Biogiapher, (bi-og'ra-fer) n. One who writes

the lire of a particular person.

Biography, (bi-og'ra-fe) n, [G. bio*, life, and

ffraphein, to write.] The history of the life

and character of a particular person;—bio

graphical writings in general.

Biological, (bi-o-loj'ix-al) a. Pertaining to

biology.

Biology, (bi-ol'o-je) n. [G. bio*, life, and lojjos,

discourse.] Tlie science of life—analogous to

physiology ;—a theory that there is in the

human frame a life-force, magnetic and sym

pathetic, by the use of which one man can

more and control the mind and actions of

another.

Bipartieat (bi-narsh'ent) «- A number that

divides another into equal (vuta.

Bipartite, (bi-part it) a. [L. bit, twice, and

partxre, to divide.) Having two correspondent

part*, as a legal contract, one for each party.

Biped, (bi'ped) a. 1L. ou, twice, and pes, foot]

An »"**"«' having two feet, as man.

 

Bipedal, (bl-ped'al) a. Having two feet, or the)

length of two feet.

Bipennated, (bi-pea'at-ed) a. [L. 6t«f twice,

and Eng. pennute.) Haringtwo wings.

Bipetalous, (bi-pet'al-us) a. [h. bis, twice, and Eng.

petatous.) Having two flower-leaves or petals.

Bipinnate, (bi-pin'ut) a. [L. bis, twice, and

Eng. pinnate.) Twice pinnate, or haring leares

on each side of the petiole.

Biquadrate, (bi-kwod'rat) n. [L. bis, twice, and

Eng. quadrate.] The fourth power, arising from

the multiplication of a square number or

quantity by itself. [several species.

Birch, (berch) ft. [A-8. birce.] A tree of

Birch, (berch) v. t. To beat with birch rods ; to

pus

Bird.J, (berd)n. [A.-S. bird, young, Eng. breed.}

Properly, a chicken ; the young of a fowl.

Bird-catcher, (berd-kach'er) n. One whose trade

is to catch birds [used to catch birds.

Bird-lime, (berdlim) n. A viscous substance

Bird-of-paradise, (berd-oT-par/a-dis) n. A perch

ing bird of several species,

found in New Guinea.

Bird's-eye, (berdr'I)a. Seen

at a glance, or from a dis

tance ;—hence, general ; not y

entering into details.

Birds-nest, (be,ruz'nest)

The nest in which a bird lays I

eggs.

Birr, (bir) v. t. [A.-S. Urn.)

To make a whirring noise.

Birth, (berth) n. [A. - S. Bird-of-paradise.

beordh, beoran, to bear.] Act of coming into

life, or of being born ;—lineage ; extraction.

Birthday, (berth'da) n. The day in which any

person is bom. [person is born.

Birthplace, (berth'plas) n. The place where a

Birthright, (berth'rit) ft. Any right or privi

lege to which a person is entitled by birth.

Bis or Bi, (bis). [L.J A frequent prefix denoting

twofold or double ; in music, a repetition of the

 

iscuit, (bls'kit) n. [F. prefix bis and cvit,

from L. eoquere, to cook, j A kind of unfer-

mented bread baked hard.

Bisect, (bi-eektf) v. t [L. bit, twice, and secare,

to cut] To cut or divide into two^parta.

Bisection, (bi-eek'shnn)n. Division intotwo parts.

Bishop, (bish'up) n. [A.-S. biseop, G. epi,

over, and skopein, to view.] An oreraeer;

one who has a pastoral charge;—a superin

tendent ; one who oversees a number of charges.

Bishopric, fbiah'up-rik) a. A diocese ; the district

over which the jurisdiction of a bishop ex

tends ;—office of bishop

Bismuth, (bis'muth) n. [Ger. bismuth.] A metal

of a reddish-white colour, crystallizing in

rbombohedrona, which look nearly like cube*.

It is somewhat harder than lead, and rather

brittle. Specific gravity, &

Bison, (br«un) n. [G. b'isin.) A quadruped in

habiting the interior

of North America,

especially about the

Rocky alountaina.

Popularly called, but

slightly differing from,

the buffalo.

Bissextile, (bis-eeks'til) si r ^

«. [L. bissextila.) 5SHMrSft<sg^.

Leapyear; every fourth American Pison.
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?ear, in -which, a day is added to the month of

February.

lisulphaie, (bf-euTflt) n. (L. in* and Eng

ralp&at*.] A F^i'Ut* having two equivalent*

of mrphurie add to one of the base.

Bit. (bit) v {±-8. bate, from often, to bite.J

The iron mouth-piece of a bridle, to which

the rata* an fattened.

Bzt.O£t> s. [A.-& *»(*.] A mouthful; a mor

as! ;—a fftnaJl instrument for boring.

Biuh, (lien) a. [A. -3. fric«,J The female

of the canine fcymi

3ia, (bit) t. c. [ A.-S. diten.] To crush or seize

with the teeth ;—to eat into or corrode.

lite, (bit) a. Act of »»'»™g with the teeth;—

the wound made by the teeth ;—a morsel.

B&ag-tn, <bCtlng-in) n. The process of cor

roding metallic plate* by means of an acid.

B.-.taci*. (btirta-kl) n. The box for the com-

jam on busu-d a ship.

Sitter, (bitter) a. [A.-S. biter.] Having a pecu

liar, acrid, biting taste ;—causing pain to the

•suae of feeling ;—mournful ; distressing.

Bitter, (bit ter) a. A turn of the cable which is

round the bitts. [its fruit

H.~_?t-almond, (bifter-a-mund) n. A plant and

S^tier-earth, {bitter-*rth) n. Talc earth; calcined

magnesia.

Bittern, (bittern) r. fEng. bittor, F. bvtor.] A

wadiag-bird of Europe, re~ t //

laced to the heron family. I / f

1: makes a, singular noise, ' I .//'

"?=:-: L has been thought to

rt»pnibk) the lowing of a

b*JL

Bitten, (brftern) «. The

brine which remains in salt

works after the salt is con

creted.

Bitterness, (bitter-nee) n.

&ate or quality of being

Utter.

Bitter*, (bit'terz) «. pi. A liquor, generally

spirituous, in which bitter herbs or roots have

baen steeped.

Bitter-spar, (bit'ter-spar) n. A sparry mineral,

nrnsss'iiifct of carbonate of lime and carbonate of

 

Bittern.

Bitter-eureet, (bit'ter-Bwet) n. A slender, climb-

;t* peant, who-e root, when chewed, produces

irst a bitter, then a sweet taste,

Bttts, (bits) %. pi. [From the same root as

Use.] A frame of two strong pieces of timber

en which to fasten the cables, when the ship

nies at anchor.

Biszara. (be-tu men) n. [L.] Mineral pitch, a

substance having a pitch-like odour, and burn-

iasj readily with a bright flame, without any

for impregnate with, bitumen,

(be-tu'min-iz) v. t To form into,

(be-tu'min-us) a. Having the quali

ties of bitumen.

BSvah*, (ufvalv) n. [L. bit, twice, and valva,

**>*«.) A molluscous ani-

Mt, having a shell consisting

'A two parts or valves, which

c^en and shut;—a pericarp

■ i which the seed-case opens

■ t splits into two parts.

Btvahred, (bTvalvd) a. Hav

ing two valves, as the oyster,

o» which open at maturity, Bivalro.

u the seed-vessels of certain plants.

 

L_

Bivouac, (biv-wak) n. [P. from H. Ger. beit by,

vaehe, watch.] The guard or watch of a whole

army; — an encampment without tents or

covering.

Bivouac, (biv'wak) v. t. To watch or be on guard,

as a whole army; to encamp without tents or

covering. [every two weeks.

Bi-weekly, (bi-wSkle) a. Occurring once in

Bizarre, (be-zur') a. [F.J Odd in manner or

appearance; fantastical.

Blab, (blab) v. %. [Ger. blabbern.) To speak

without thought;—r. t. To reveal secrets with

out cause or motive.

Black, (blak) a. [A.-S. Mac] Dark; night

like ;—destitute of light.

Black, (blak) n. The darkest colour, or destitu

tion of colour ;—a negro.

Black, (blak) v. t To make black ; to blacken.

Black-art, (blak'irt) n. Conjuration; magic.

Blackamoor, (blak'a-moor) n. [Black and moor.]

A negro.

Blackball, (blak'hawl) n. A composition for black

ing shoes, boots, «£c ;—a ball of black colour,

used as a negative in voting.

Blackball, (blak'bawl) r.t. To reject by putting

blackballs into the ballot-box.

Black-beer, (blakber) n. A beer of a dark colour.

Blackberry, (blak'ber-re) n. The berry of the

bramble.

Blackbird, (blak'berd) n. In England, a species

of thrush, a singing-bird with

a fine note, but very loud.

In America, this name is

given to different birds, as

to the Quiscvlus vertieolor,

or crow blackbird, and to

the Argelaius phanictut, or

red-winged blackbird.

Blackboard, (blak'bord) n. A

board used to write or draw on with chalk.

Black-book, (blak book) ft. A book of sentence

and doom.

Blackcock, (blakTcok) n. A Urge bird, the

heathcock, called also Mack-grous* and black-

game.

Black-currant, (blak -kur' ant) n. A garden

fruit, used for jellies, jams, die.

Blacken, (blak'n) r. (. To make or render

black ;—to darken :—to sully, as reputation ;—

v. i. To grow black or dark.

Black-flah, (blak'fish) n. A fish of Now England.

Black-flag, (blak'ftag) A. The llag of a pirate.

Blackguard, (blak'gird) n. [N. blachard.) A

vile fellow ; one who uses foul language, or

commits base actions. [rihms language.

Blackguard, (blak'gard) v. f. To revile in suur-

Blackguardism, (blak'gard-izm) n. Conduct or

language of a blackguard.

Blacking1, (blak'ing) n. A preparation used for

shoes, boots, Aic, variously made.

Blackish, (blak'ish) u. Slightly black or dark.

Black-jack, (blak'jak) n. A mineral ore, zinc-

blende ;—a species of oak ;—a drinking cup of

leather.

Black-lead, (blakled) ft. A mineral composed of

carbon ; plumbago. [and cheat

Blackleg, (blak'leg) n. A notorious gambler

Black-letter, (blak'let-ter) n. The old Eng

lish or modern Gothic letter.

Blackly, (blak'Ie) adv. Darkly; gloomily;

atrociously.

Black-mail, (blak'mOl) n. A rata of money, or

produce, paid to secure protection from pillage.

 

Blackbird.
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Blackness, (blak'nes) n. The quality of being

black, in a literal or figurative sense.

Black-pigment, (blak'pig-ment) «. A very fine

lamp-black used in making printers' ink.

Black-rod, (Mak'rod) n. The usher belonging

to the order of the Garter;—the usher in par

liament.

Blackrust, (blak'rust) n. A disease of wheat

Blacksmith, (blak'smith) n. A smith who works

in iron, and makes iron utensils.

Black-snake, (hlak'snak) «. A serpent of a

black colour, sometimes venomous.

Blackthorn, (blak'thorn) n. A spiny plant bear

ing a small black fruit.

Black-vomit, (blak'vom-it) n. A vomiting of

dark-coloured matter, or the substance dis

charged.

Bladder, (blad'der) n. [A.-S. llawan.] A bag or

sack in animals, the receptacle of secreted fluid;

—a pustule filled with water or humour;—

a dried membrane inflated with air.

Blade, (blad) n. [A.-S. bUxd, G. platus, broad.]

Properly, the leaf, or flat part of the leaf, of

a plant;—the cutting part of an instrument ;—

- the broad part of an oar ;—a dashing fellow ; a

roke. [the shoulder.

Blade-bone, (blaoVbdn) n» The upper bone in

Blain, (blan) n. [A.-S. blegen.) An inflam

matory swelling or sore ; a pustule.

Blake, fblak) a. YeUow. [faulty.

Btamable, (blam'a-bl) a. Deserving of censure ;

Blamableness, (bUm a-bl-nea) n. State of being

blamable.

Blamably, (blam'a-ble) adv. Culpably.

Blame, (blam) v. t. [F. blame;:) To censure; to

find fault with.

Blame, (blam) n. Expression of disapprobation;

—hurt; offence. [less; guiltless.

Blameless, (blamles) a. Without fault ; stain-

Blamelessly, (blam'los-le) adv. Innocently.

Blamelessnesa, (blam'les-nes) ». Freedom from

fault or blame.

Blameworthy, (blamwur-THe) c Deserving

blame ; censurable ; culpable.

Blanch, (blansh) v. t. [F. blanchir.} To whiten ;

to take out the colour of; to Btrip off the peel;

—r. i. To become white ; to remain blank or

empty ; to evade or shift.

Bland, (bland) a. [L. blandusJ] Producing a

ploasing impression by soft or soothing qualities;

gentle ; courteous.

Blandiloquence, (bland-il o-kwens) n. Fair, flat

tering speech.

Blandish, (bland'ish) v. t. [L. blandiri.] To

natter by kind words or actions; to soften;—

v. t. To act or speak caressingly.

Blandishment, (bland'ish-ment) n. Words or

actions expressive of affection or kindness.

Blandness, (bland'nes) n. Mildness ; gentleness.

Blank, (blangk)a. [Ger. blinken.) Of a white

or pale colour;—dejected;—void;—pure; straight

forward.

Blank, (blangk) n. Any void space; a space

in a written or printed instrument ; a ticket

in a lottery on which no prize is indicated ;—

the point of a target at which aim is taken;

—a piece of metal prepared, but not stamped

or finished.

Blank, (blangk) v.t To make void; to damp

the spirits.

Blanket, (blangk'et) n. [F. blanchet.] A coarse,

loosely woven cover, to protect from cold ;—

woollencloth,to lay between the tympana;—pear.

Blanket, (blangk'et) v.t. To cover with ex

blanket ;—to toss in a blanket

Blanketing, (blangk et-ing) n. Cloth for blankets ;

—the punishment of tossing in a blanket

Blankly, (blangk'le) adv. In a blank manner.

Blankness, (blangk' nes) n. State of being void.

Blare, (blar) v. t. [Ger. blarrcn, L. ploro.] To

sound loudly ; to roar.

Blare, (blur) n. Noise ; loud Bound.

Blarney, (blar'ne) n. [Ir. biadaireacht] Smooth,

talk; flattery.

Blaspheme, (blas-fem') v. t [G. blaptein to

damage ; pAemt, I speak.] To speak reproach

fully or impiously of, as of God, Christ, cur

the Holy Spirit;—to utter abuse;—v.t. To

utter blasphemy. *

Blasphemous, (blaa'fe-mus) a. Containing blas

phemy ; impious : irreverent.

Blasphemy, (blas'fe-me) n. [G. bla*phimiaJ\

An indignity offered to God by reproachful,

contemptuous, or irreverent words or writing.

Blast, (blast) n. [A.-S. blamn.) A gust or sud

den puff of air ; a pernicious wind ;—a forcible

stream of air from an orifice; the blowing

necessary to smelt ore in a furnace ;—exhaust

steam from an engine ;—the sound of a wind in

strument;—an explosion of gunpowder, or of

inflammable air;—a Might.

Blast, (blast) v. t. To injure by a noxious wind ;

to blight;—to split by gunpowder.

Blasted, (blast'ed) a. Confounded ; accursed.

Blast-furnace, (blast ' fur-iias) n. A furnace far

smelting, in which the sup

ply of air is furnished by a

powerful bellows, or other

pneumatic apparatus.

Blasting, (blast'ing) n. A

blast;— explosion ; breaking

up of rocks by gunpowder

or other agency.

Blast-pipe, (blast'plp) n. The

exhaust pipe of a steain-

engine.

Blatant, (blat'ant) a. Bel

lowing; noisy.

Blue, (blOz) n. [A.-S. blase.] A flame: tho

stream of light and heat from a burniiig body ;

—a white spot on a horse or tree ;—diffusion ;

extensive publication.

Blaze, (blaz) v. i. To flame ;—to send forth a

bright light;—to be conspicuous;—v.t. To make

public;—to mark a tree oy chipping.

Blazon, (bla'zn) v. t. To display conspicuously ;

—to embellish.

Blazon, (bla'zn) n. [F. & 8p. blaton, from A.-S.

blase, torch.] Art of drawing or explaining

coats of arms ;—ostentatious display.

Bleaberry, (blc"bcr-re) »• A plant having small

leaves like those of box, and little purple berries.

Bleach, (blech) v. t. (A.-S. btacan.) To whiten;

to take out the colour of; to make white by

exposure to sun and air, or by chemical agency ;

—v. i. To grow white. [bleaching.

Bleachery, fb)ech'(r-e) n. An establishment for

Bleaching, (blOch'iug) n. Act or art of whitening,

especially by chemical agents, &o.

Bleak, (blex) a. [A.-& bl&t.) Without colour;

pale ;—desolate and exposed ;—ould ; cheerless.

Bleakly, (blekle) adv. Openly as to cold and

wind; desolately.

Bleakness, (blek'nee) n. State of being bleak.

Blear, (bUr) a. Dim or sore with rheum—ap

plied to the eyes ;—causing dimness of sight.
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Blew, (bier) »- ' l^w- 6ttra, to twinkle.] To

make m; to affect the eyes with watery

humour ; to nake <Jrmt as the sight.

Blear-eye, (bta-i) a. A chronio inflammation

of the ejedds. [sighted

Biear-eyet (bJeraf) a. Having Bore eyes ; dim

Bleat (t^et) r. i. [A-S. blotan.} To cry U a

sheep

Bleat fy*t) a. The erf or noise of a sheep.

Ska, fsJebj r. A email tumour or blister.

Bleat (blal) ri. [A -3. frfefo*.] To lose

Wood;—to die a violent death;—to loae sap,

ram. cr juice ;—to pay or loae money ;—r. t . To

tike Wood from ;—to extract aa juice, sap, or

?«a ;—to draw money from.

£--*iinr, (bieding) a. A running or issuing of

Wood ; — letting blood, or extracting sap,

Jt^os, be

smith, (blemish) *. t [F. Wrmir.] To mark

»;:h dsfarmity : to mar the body or mind ;—to

tarnish; todefixna.

I-crush. (blemish)*. Any mark of deformity,

■Aether physical or moraL

3^zek. (oleosa) v. i. [F. blaiuhir.) To shrink ;

to rtart back from lack of courage or resolution ;

to amen :—*. t. To baffle ; to hinder.

Heal, (blend) v. t, [A-S. blandan, Ger. blen-

so, to blind.] To mix together; to mingle;

V> confound;—v. i. To be mixed ; to be united.

&exs>, (blend)*. [G«r. blend**.} An ore of zinc,

roraotutg of zinc and sulphur.

Eeasy, (bkn'nc) n. [G. bUnna.} A Hah at

ffiullcxe—so called from the whining mucua

cuToring the akin.

&m, (bin) r. r. [A-a Westjon.] To make

fc*PPT ;—to invoke a bleaaing on ;—to praise or

■ '.'-rjf far benefit* ;—to aet ajiart or consecrate,

tatwd, (bWed) a. Happy; favoured with

f—'niLi ;—imparting peace or felicity;—hal-

~**i: soaveuly. [tnnato manner.

2-mefly, (blee'ed-le) adv. In a happy or for-

S^uedaeat, (bke'ed-iies) a. Happiness; divine

favour, heavenly joy.

£-*ati*g. (blesing) n. A means of happiness;

toat which promote* prorperity and welfare ; a

taedictioa.

Kaat, (blest) a. Made happy ;—making happy.

**. (hast) &. [P. ©kite] A decayed epot on

ftiit

*^fht (blit) a. Any thing nipping or blast-

•az. u mildew or frost ;—that which frustrates

oat's pUuu or withers ones hopes;—a plant-

*H*t, <bEt) v.t. [O. Ger. bUch, pale, A. -8.

t>en.j To affect with blight;—to stop the

jrawth of ;—to frustrate.

**a. (blind) a. [A-8. bliTtd.] Destitute of the

*■■* of seeing ;— unable to understand or

j^dfii ;—morally depraved ;—indiscernible ; out

'-' r;*w; bidden ;-—undiscerning ; undiscriiai-

LUiDg.

■*»*. (Mind) r. L To deprive of sight ; to

J-ykea or obscure ;—to deceive ;—to mystify.

*■< (bund) d. Something to hinder eight or

k*o oat light; a screen ;—a pretext.

"isetsal. (blindaol) ». A coal which bums

*.:boqt fiaine or smoke.

fiaofald, (Uind'fdld) a. Having the eyes

snersd, having the mental eye darkened,

•^aatte, (blind fold) v. t. To cover tlio eyea

J*! to kinder from seeing.

■aaar/, (biindle) adv. Without sight, examina-

**»i«judgmeut,

Blindness, (blind'nee) n. State of being blind ;

—want of discernment or appreciation.

Blind-side, (blind aid) n. Side on which one Is

most easily nmsilfrl

Blind-worm, (blind wurm) n. A reptile with

out feet—called also atow-ieontL

Blink, (blingk) v. i. [Ger. blirdcen.] To wink;

to see with the eyes half shut ;—to glimmer, aa

a lamp ;—v. t. To avoid, or purposely evade.

Blink, (blingk) n. A glimpse or glance;—

dazzling whiteness about the horizon by re

flection.

Blinker, (blingk>r) n. One who blinks;—

whatever obstructs sight;—pi. pieces of leather

shading a horse's eyea.

Bliss, (blis) n. [A.-S. bliu.} The highest de

gree of happiness.

Blissful. (bhVfool) a. Pull ofjoy and felicity.

Blissfully, (bUVfool-Ie) adv. In a blissful

manner.

Blissfulnesa, (buVfool-nes) n. Fulness ofjoy.

Blister, (blis'tcr) n. [Ger. blots.) A thin watery

bladder on the akin ;—a vesicatory ; a plastcr

to raise a blister.

Blister, (blis'ter) v. t. To raise blisters upon ;—

v. t. To rise in blisters.

Blister-fly, (blisVr-rli) n. The Spanish fly,

used in raising a blister.

Blithe, (bliTU)a. [A-S. blWtf.] Gay; joyous;

sprightly.

BUtheful, (bliTw/fodl) a. Gay ; jocund.

Blithely, (blixuie) adv. In a gay, joyful manner.

Blitheness, (bliTH'nes) n. Sprightliiiesa ; gaiety.

Blithesome, (bliTU'sum) a. Gay; merry; cheerfuL

Bloat, (bl&t) v.t. [Blow, to sweUL] To swell or

make turgid, as with water, air. Arc. ;—to puff

up ;—v. i. To grow turgid ; to dilate.

Bloater, (blotVr) n. A dried and smoked herring.

Block, (blok) n. (Ger. block; F. bloc.} A solid

mass of wood, stone. Arc. ;

—the wood on which crimi

nals are beheaded ; — the

mould on which bats, Ac,

are shaped ; — a mass of

buildings ;—a stupid fellow.

Block, (blok) v. t. To inclose

or shut up;—to obstruct;—

to secure. Blocks.

Blockade, (blok-nd') n. [It bloccata, F. 6/ocw.]

A state of siege ; guarding the approaches to a

town or garrison, or the mouth of rivers or

harbours, so aa to prevent the entrance or

landing of provisions, re-inforcements, Ax, , to

the besieged.

Blockade, (blok-ad1) v. L To shut up by troops or

ships; to beleaguer. [dolt.

Blockhead, (bluk'hed) n. A stupid fellow; a

Block-house, (bloklxoua) n. A place of defence

made of logs, and pierced for musketry.

Blockish, (blok'isb) a. Like a block; stupid;

dull.

Block ishneas, (bloklsh-nea) ru Stupidity.

Block-tin, fblok'tiu) n. Tin in blocks or ingots.

Blomary, (blom'ar-e) tu [A-S. bl6tan.\ The

first forge through which ron passea.

Blonde, (blond) ». [V. blotd.} A person with

fair complexion, light hair, and light blue eyea.

Blonde, (blond) a. Of a fair complexion.

Blond-lace, (blondlOs) n. [F.J A fine kind of

lace made of silk.

Blood, (blud) a. [A. -a ftfott] The fluid which

circulates through the arteries and veins of

men and animals;—relation; consanguinity;—
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Ulood-hound.

[shed.

lineage ;—temper of mind ;—excited feeling ;—

a man of fiery spirit ; a rake.

Blood, (blud) v. t To let blood from ;—to stain

with blood ;—to inure to blood.

Blood-puiltiness, (blud'gilt-e-nes) a. The crime

of shedding blood.

Blood-guilty, (blud'gilt-e) a. Guilty of murder.

Blood-beat, (bludlii it) n. Heat equal to the

temperature of blood.

Blood-horse, (blud'hors) n. A horse derived

from the purest stock.

Blood-hot, (bludliot) a. Aa warm as blood.

Blood-hound, (blud'hound) n, A ferocious dog

remarkable for its scent, and

employed to pursue men or

animals by tracing their

tracks.

Bloodiness, (blud'o-nes) n.

State of being bloody;—

disp<nit.ii ui to shed blood.

Bloodless, (bludles) a. With

out blood ; dead ;—without

shedding of blood ;—without

spirit.

Bloodlessly, (bludles-le) adv. Without blood

Blood-letting, (blud'let-ing) n. Act of letting

blood by opening a vein ; phlebotomy.

Blood-relation, (blud're-la-shun) n. One con

nected by blood or descent.

Bloodshed, (blud shed) ». The spilling of blood ;

slaughter; waste of h'fe.

Blood-shot, (blud'shot) a. Red and inflamed

by a turgid state of the blood-vessels.

Blood-stone, (blud'stdn) n. A green silicious

stone sprinkled with red jasper ; hematite.

Blood-sucker, (blud'auk-er) n. Any animal

that sucks blood ; the leech.

Blood-thirstiness, (blud'thers-te-nes) n. Thirst

for shedding blood ; a murderous disposition.

Blood-thirsty, (blud'thers-te) a. lJesiroua to

shod blood ; murderous.

Blood-vessel, (blud'ves-1) n. Any vessel in which

blood circulates; an artery or vein.

Blood-warm, (blud'wawrm) a. Warm as blood.

Bloody, (blud'e) u. Stained with or containing

blood ;—murderous ;—attended with bloodshed.

Bloody-minded, (blud'e-niind-ed) a. Having a

cruel disposition; inclined to shod blood.

Bloody-sweat, (blud'e-swet) n. A sweat accom

panied by a discharge of blood.

Bloom, (bloom) n, [A.-S. bldvan.] A blossom ;

—the opening of flowers ;—an opening to higher

perfection ;—the powdery coating upon certain

fruits. [A.-S. blbmu.] A mass of crude iron

undergoing the first hammering.

Bloom, (bloom) v.i. To produce blossoms; to

flower;—to be in a state of youth, vigour,

beauty, and freshness.

Bloomer, (bloom'er) n. A costume for ladies.

Blooming, (blooming) a. Flowering;—thriv

ing in beauty and vigour. [blooms.

Blooming, (blooming) n. The process of making

Bloomy, (blooni'e) a. Full of bloom ; flourishing.

Blossom, (bloa'uin) n. [A.-S. blteuta.] The flower

of a plant

Blossom, (blos'uin) v.i. To put forth blos

soms ; to flower;—to flourish and prosper.

Blossoming, (blos'um-ing) n. The flowering of

plants; forth-putting of tender promise.

Blossomy, (blos'unve) a. Full of blossoms ; rich

with bloom.

Blot, (blot) v. t. [Ice). bUtta.} To spot or be

spatter;—to disfigure ;—to obliterate.

Blot, (blot) n. A spot or stain, as of ink, on

paper ;—obliteration ; disgrace ; blemish.

Blotch, (bloch) n, [Blot. ) A pustule on the skin.

Blotch, (bloch) v.t. To mark with blots; to

blacken.

Blotter* (blot'er) n. One who, or that which,

blots ;—a waste-book.

Blotting-paper, (blot'ing-pa-per) n. A kind of

unsized paper serving to imbibe ink.

Blouse, (blouz)n. [F. blouse. \ A light, loose

over-garment.

Blow, (bio) n. [O. H. Oer. pluoht.] A blos

som ; a flower ;—a mass or bed of flowers.

Blow, (bib) n. [Go. bliffffvan.] Act of striking;

the stroke;—a sudden calamity;—an egg de

posited by a fly :—a violent wind; a gale.

Blow, (bl6) v. i, [A. -8. bldvan.) To flower; to

blossom ;—to cause to blossom ;—v. t. To throw

a current of air upon ;—to sound as a wind

instrument;—to spread by report;—to deposit,

as eggB by flies ;—to form, by inflation ;—to

put out of breath.

Blower, (bld'er) «. One who blows ; a smelter ;

—a contrivance for creating a current of air

in a chimney, <fre.

Blow-pipe, (blo'pip) v. An instrument by

which a current of air is pro

pelled through the flame

of a lamp, so as to con

centrate the heat on some

point.

Blowy, (blo'e) a. Windy ; Blow-pipe.

breezy. C

Blowzy, (blouse) a. Coarse and ruddy-faced.

Blubber, (blub'er) ft. The fat of whales and other

sea animals, fiom which oil is obtained ;—sea

nettle.

Blubber, (blub'er) v. t [Ir. plztb.] To weep

noisily;—v. t To swell the face with weeping.

Bludgeon, (blud'jun) ». [Go. blaggtoan.} A short

stick with one end loaded.

Blue, (blu) n. [A.-S. bleoh.] The colour of the

clear sky ; one of the seven primary colours ;

—-pi low spirits ; melancholy.

Blue, (blu) a. Of sky-coloured ; cerulean.

Blue, (blu) v. t. To dye of a blue colour.

Bluebell, (bluhel) n, A plant which bears blue

bell-shaped flowers.

Blueberry, (bl u'brr-re) n. A plant and its fruit.

Blue-book, (blu'book) 11. A parliamentary

publication, so called from its cover.

Blue-bottle, (blu'bot-1) n, A plant which grows

among corn ; a fly with a large blue belly.

Blue-devils, (blii'dev-lz) n. pL Lowness of

spirits. [Atlantic.

Blue-fish, (blu'fiah) n. A fish found in the

Blue-Light, (blu'lit) n. A composition burning

with a blue flame, used as a night signal iu

ships, Aic.

Blueness, (blu'nes) n. State of being blue.

Blue-peter, (blu'pe-ter) «. [Btue repeater.) A

blue flag with white in the centre ; a signal

that the vessel is to sail.

Blue-pill, (blu'pil) n. A pill of prepared mercury.

Blue-stocking, (blifttok-ing) n. A literary lady ;

a female pedant

Blue-vitriol, (blii'vit-re-ol) n. Sulphate of oop-

per :—often blue-stone.

Bluff, (bluf) a. [O. Eng. bloughty.\ Steep ;

bold ; rude or coarse in manner or appearance;

blustering -.—outspoken.

Bluff, (bluf) n. A steep or precipitous front ;—

a game of cards.
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Bluffneaa, (r.-i-Jr.-t i n. State of being bluff.

Bluing. CbAu'injE) fc- Act of rendering blue;—

m'.-methuig to pre * bluish tint, as indigo.

Bluiah, (bi a i-'L j a. Blue in a email degree.

Blonder, (blander) r. *. [Ger. blendtn.) To

mistake greatly ; to err through want of care

or deliberation.

Blunder, (bhw'der) ■'<- A groBB mistake.

E--jr.i-tji.su3, (hhmdtr-bus) a. [Ger. donner-

bsteUx) A short gun, with a large bore, dia-

tzhw-nj a number of balls with a wide range.

Blunderhead, (>lan'6Vr-hed) n. A stupid fellow.

Blast, (blunt) a. [G. ambtutio.) Having a thick

«dgc or point ; doll ;—abrupt.

Blast, (blunt) r. t. To dull the edge or point

«f — to weaken appetite, desire, or power.

(ttunfle) ■■'.-. In a plain or abrupt

uneeretnonion*]y.

(blunfnes) *. Want of edge or point;

trainees ;—abruptness of address.

Star, (hhxr) a. That which obscures without

effacing; a stain; — a stain or injury, as to

character, *x.

Star, (blnr) r. (. [Scot btwlder.] To obscure

without effacing ;—to dim ;—to blemi&h.

BJnrt, (blurt) v.L [Scot, bluiter.] To utter

suddenly or unadvisedly.

Biaah, (bluah) m. L [A.-S. blj/ta } To have a

red or rosy colour ;—to redden in the lace, as

from fih^ny, confusion, or modesty.

Bhub, (blast) *l A red or rosy tint:—red

mffaaingthe cheeks or the face;—sudden appear

ance; first glance or view.

B:aabing. (blushing) n. The act of turning red.

Bhaaaxngly, (bluah ing-le) adr. In a uiodcst

■HME

Bimter, (bluster-) r. i. [Allied to blntt,] To

bk»w fitfully as wind ;—to talk with noisy

TwAeoce : to swagger.

Braster, (biua'ter) «. Fitful noise and violence,

as of a storm ;—noisy and violent talk.

Bo. (bo) u. [From »o.J An exclamation to

frighten children.

Ben, (boa) «- [L. boa,} A genus of serpent*;

—a round for tippet.

Boa-eenatrictor, (b6'a-kon-strikt'?r) n. fTj. con-

tMsyjenL to draw together.] A

powerful serpent, sometunt

thirty or forty feet long,

found in the tropical parti

of America, which crush* -.->

■ft prey to death in its coils.

Boar, (bor) * [A. -8. bdr.]

The male of swine : the wild

■■'±-
Board, (bard) n. [A.-S. br?d.] Boa-constrictor.

A peace of timber sawed thin, and of conaidcr-

tJdelength and. breadth compared with the

;—a table to put food on ;—food

for pay ;—a court or council ;—the

of a public trust or work ;—paper

i*thick and stiff ;—the stage in a theatre.

Board, (hard) v. t. To cover with boards ;—to

so on board of ;—to furnish with food ;—r. i.

To obtain diet statedly for compensation.

Boarder, (bdrd'er) »- One who lives and dicta

ia another's house for a consideration;—one who

boards a ahrp in action.

Boarding-house, (hording-houa) n. A bouse

for boarders. t

Boarding;-school, (hord'ing-akoo]) n. A school in

which scholars receive board as well an in-

stnaVaaffa,

 

Board-wages, (bord'wa-jes) n. pL Wages allowed

to servants to keep themselves in victuals.

Boariah, (boYish) a. [From boar.) Swinish :

brutal.

Boast, (bust) v.i. [0. Eng. bost.] To vaunt

or extravagantly praise one's self;—r. (. To

speak of with pride.

Boast, (boat) n. Expression of pride or vanity;

—the cause or occaaion of boasting.

Boastful, (bOst'foul) «. Given to boasting.

Boastfully, (bost'f«>ul-le) ode. In a boastful

manner. [vaunting; bragging.

Boasting, (bost'ing) n. Ostentatious display;

Beat, (bOt) Ji. [A.-S. bdt.] A small open vessel.

moved by oars or a sail;—a vessel, with somo

epithet descriptive of its uso or mode of

propulsion. [To go in a boat.

Boat, (bot) r. /. To transport in a boat ;—v. i.

Boat-bill, (bot'bil) a, A )■■ ■■-. ie* of wading bird,

a native of South Ami-rica.

Boat-hook, (butnouk) n. An iron hook with' a

point fixed to a pole, to pull or push a boat.

Boat-house, (bot'hous) n, A Bhed to house boats.

Boatman, (bot'man) n. A man who manages a

boat.

Boatswain, (bot'swan, bo an) n. [A.-S. bdtsir&n.}

An officer who has charge of a ship's boats,

sails, Ax., and who summons the men to their

duties.

Bob, (bob) «. A short, jerking action ;—bait

used in angling;—the weight at the end of a

pendulum or plumb-line.

Bob, (bob) v. t. To move in a jerking man

ner;—to strike with a light blow;—v.i. To

jerk ;—to angle with a jerking motion of th»

bait.

Bobbin, (bor/bin) n. [L. bombvx.] A cylindrical

piece of wood on which thread ia wound.

Bobbinet, (bor/bln-et) -.*. A kind of lace.

Bobolink, (bob'O-lingk^ n. The rico-bird or reed-

bird ; an American singing bird.

Bobstaya, (bobatis) a, pi. Ropes or cliaina to

confine the bowsprit to the stem.

Bobtail, (bob'tal) v. A short tail ;—the rabble.

Bot king, (bok'ing) ». A kind of baize.

Bode, (bod) r. t. [A.-S. bod/tan.] To indicate

by signs, as future events; to portend;—v. C

To foreshow ; to presage.

Bodice, (bod'is) n. Stays ; a corset.

Bodied, (bod'id) a. 11a-. ing a body.

Bodiless, (bod'e-Iea) a. Having no material form;

incorporeal.

Bodily, (bodo-le) a. Having a body; corporeal;

—pertaining to the body.

Bodily, (bode-le) adv. Corporeally ;—completely.

I Boding, (bOaing) n. An omen ; presage.

j Bodkin, (hod'kin) n. [W. bidogyn.} A dagger;

—a pointed instrument for making holes, Ax. ;

—an instrument with an eye, for drawing

' through a loop;—a pin for dressing hair.

i Boole, (bodl) n. An old Scottish copper coin.

| Body, (bod'e) n. [A.-S. bodlff.] The frame of

an animal:—the central part aa distinguished

from the head or extremities ;—the material

I substance and structure as distinguished from

the vital force ;—a being ;—a number of persona

collectively ; a corporation ;—a number of things

grouped together ; a system ;—a solid substance;

—the bulk ;—reality ; consistency.

Body, (bod'e) v. t. To produce in definite

shape ; to embody.

Body-colour, (bod'e-kul-rr) a. Colour that has

consistence.
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Body-guard, (bod'e-gaxd) n. A guard to protect

the person ;—any personal defence.

Body-snatcher, (bod'e-snach-er) n. One who

robs graves of dead bodies.

Boeotian, (be-o'she-an) a. Pertaining to Bceotia,

or to its inhabitants ; thick : dull ; stupid.

Bog, (bog) n. [It. & Gael.] A quagmire ; a

marsh; a morass.

Bog, (bog) v. (. To plunge, as in mud and mire.

Boggle, (bog!) v.i. To exhibit hesitancy; to

start.

Boggy, (bog'e)a. Containing bogs; swampy.

Bogle, (bog"!) n. [W. bug.] A bugbear; a nursery

ghost.

Bog-ore, (bog or) n. An ore of iron found in

swampy land.

Bog-trotter, (bog'trot-cr) «• One who lives

in a boggy country;—applied to Irish peasants.

Bo-hea. (bo-he') n. [Chinese, lVu-L] An in

ferior kind of black tea.

Bohemian, (bo-he'me-an)o. Pertainingto Bohe

mia or its inhabitants;— pertaining to the

gypsies.

Boil, (boil) v. i. [L. bullire.] To be agitated

by heat or other cause ; to effervesce ;—to be

fervid or excited ;—v. t. To agitato by heat ;—

to cook by boiling;—to subject to heat in a

boiling liquid.

Boil, (boil) a. [A. -3. byU, bile, sore.] A hard,

inflamed tumour which commonly suppurates.

Boiler, (boil'fr) n. One who boils ;—a vessel in

which anything is boiled;—a strong metallic

vessel in which steam is generated.

Boiling, (boil'ing) n. Agitation by heat; ebulli

tion ;—act of subjecting to heat.

Boisterous, (bois't^r-us) a. [O. Eng. boistou*.]

Loud; roaring;—noisy; turbulent

Boisterously, (bois'ter-us-le) adv. In a noisy,

violent manner. [noise or turbulence.

Boisterousness, (bois'ter-us-nes) n. Disorderly

Bold, (bold) ft. [A.-S. bald.] Daring; ready to

meet danger ;—forward ; lacking modesty or

restraint ; rude :—taking liberties in composi

tion orexpression;—prominent; abrupt.

Boldly, (buld'le)ttrfi>. In a bold manner.

Boldness, (bold'nes) n. The quality of being

bold ; courage ; assurance.

Bole, (bol) n. [Sw. bdl, Ger. boll.] The body

or stem of a tree ;—a measure of corn.

Bole, (bdl) n. [G. bdlos.] A fine, compact clay.

Boll, (bol) 7t. The pod or capsule of a plant;

a pericarp ;—in Scotland, a measure in wheat

and beans equal to four Winchester bushels : of

oats, barley, and potatoes, to six;—a boll of

meal is 140 lbs. avoirdupois.

Boll, (bol) v. i. To form into a pericarp.'

Bolster, (boTstgr) n. [A.-S. bolster.] A long

cushion—generally laid undor the pillows ;—

a pad to hinder pressure ; a compress;—any bag

or support.

Bolster, (burster) v. t. To support with a bolster ;

—to maintain—usually a false case, or falling

cause.

Bolt, (bolt) n. [A.-S. bolt.] An arrow ; a dart :

—a strong pin, used to fasten or hold something

in place ;—a shackle ;—twenty-eight ells of

canvas.

Bolt, (bolt) i*. t. To secure with a bolt ;—to

restrain ;—to utter;—to swallow without chew

ing;—v. *. To start forth ; to move abruptly ;

—to spring aside ;—to desert, as a party ;—v. (.

[F. butter.] To sift ; to separate or purify.

Bolt, (bolt) adv. With sudden collision.

 

Bolter, (bolt'er) n. One who, or that which,

bolts ;—a sieve ; a net.

Bolt-head, (boifhed) n. Along glass vessel for

■ chemical distillations. [sifting meal.

Bolting-mill, (bdlt'ing-mil) n, A machine for

Bolt-rope, (bolt'rdp) n. A rope to which the

t edges of sails are sewod to strengthen them.

Bolus, (bo'lus) n. [L.] A rounded mass of any

thing medicinal; a large pilL

Bomb, (bum) n. [G. bombos.] A nollow ball

or shell of cast iron

filled with explosive

materials, to be dis

charged from a mortar.

Bombard, (bum -bard') I

v.t. To attack with

bombs.

Bombardier, (bum-bard- Bomb.

eV) tt, A person employed in throwing bombs ;

an artillery-man.

Bombardment, (bum-bard'ment) «. An attack

with bombs.

Bombast, (bum'bast)n. [L. bombamtm.] Cotton,

or any soft material, used as padding ;—high

sounding language ; fustian.

Bombast, (bum bast) a. Bombastic; high-

sounding; inflated.

Bombazine, (bum-ba-xPnO n, [L. bombyx.] A

twilled fabric, with a silk warp, and a worsted

weft:—Bombasin.

Bomb-vessel, (bum'ves-1) n. A strong Teasel,

carrying mortars to be used at sea.

Bomb-proof, (bum'pruof) a. Secure against the

force of bombs.

Bomb-shell, (bum'shel) n. A hollow globe of

iron filled with powder to be discharged from

a mortar.

Bombycinous, (hum-bis'in-us) a. (L. bovubyx.]

Silken; of the colour of the silk-worm.

Bona fide, (bo-na'f id-e) a. or adv. [L.] In good

faith ;—without fraud or deception ;—veritable.

Bonapartism, (l>6'na-part-iznj) n. The }>olicy ur

manners of Bonaparte ; adherence to his cause.

Bon-bon, (bong'bong) n. [F.J Sugar confec

tionery; a sugar-plum.

Bond, (bond) n. [A.-S. bond.] A band, tie. or

link;—means of connection or union; moral

force or obligation ;—a deed by which a person

engages to fulfil conditions or pay moneys ;—pL

chains; fetters; captivity. [tivity.

Bond, (bond) a. In a state of servitude or cap-

Bond, (bond) r. t. To give bond for ; to secure

payment of.

Bondage, (bond'ilj)n. State of being bound:—

obligation ;—villanage [under a bond.

Bond-debt, (bond'det) n. A debt contracted

Bonded - warehouse, (boud'ed-wfir'hous) «. A,

warehouse in which bonded goods are stored.

Bondsman, (bondz'man) n. A slave;—a surety;

one who gives security for another.

Bond-stone, (bond'ston) n. A stone running

through a wall from one face to another, to

bind it.

Bond-timber, (bond'tira-bgr) n. Timber worked

into a wall to strengthen it longitudinally.

Bone, (bon)n. [A.-S. 6dn, Go. bain.) A firm,

hard, whitish substance, composing the skeleton

in the higher orders of animals ;—an integral

portion of the skeleton ;—any thing made of

bone, as castanets. [to put whale-bone into.

Bone, (bou) v. t. To take out bones from;—

Bone-black, (bun'blak)w. A black carbonaceous

substance into which bones are converted.
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Bens-dost, (boo fast) a. Pulverized bones.

Bone-earth* (b^n'jrtb) a. The earthy residaum

after the cUdmuaa of bone.

Boneless, (bonlet) a. Without bones; without

formal stracan*.

Boneset. fbGzr'set) a. A plant; thoroughwort

Bone-MOer. fhon'set-er) ». One who sets broken

and dstlocased bones.

Boanre, (boa fir) a. [O. Eng.] A fire made

fa/ cxprasi public joy and exaltation, or for

Bouts, (bo-nTto) *. [Sp] A fish of the

Tonzry kind, growing to the length of 3 feet.

Bwof, (bctng-mu') »*. [F.J A witty repartee ;

aJssC

Bonaex, (bonnet) n. [R] A round flat cap

for the head ;—a head ornament worn by

women ;—part of a parapet elevated to screen

the terre-plein;—an addition to a sail ;—a dome-

shaped casing;—wire netting over a locomotive

chimney, [protected by a bonnet.

Bsaacted, (hon'net-ed) a. Wearing a bonnet ;—

Bosairy. (bon'ne-le) o<le. Prettily ; gayly.

Bsssy, (bon'ne) a. [F. ban, white.] Handsome;

—merry ; blithe ; — plump ; well - formed ;—

Bratea. (bon'ten) n. A narrow woollen fabric.

Baa Tea, (bong-tong) *. [F.J The height

of the fashion ; fashionable society.

Bssnrw, (bonus) a. [L. good.] An advantage ;

—a premium given for a privilege ;—an extra

dividend paid oat of accumulated profits.

Bea-vrrant, (bong-ve-vong/) n. [F.] A luxurious

liver ; a good fellow.

3—y. (bCrne) a. Consisting of bone ; full of

bones ;—having large or prominent bones.

Bene, (bon'ze) x. [Japan, basso.) A priest

of many different Oriental sects.

Bessy. (bo6*be) n. [F. boubie.) A waterfowl

aUted to the pelican, found among the Bahama

hues, be. :—the brown gannet ,—a dunce.

Beak, (book) n. (A-S. bdc.] A collection of

sheets blank;, written, or printed, bound to

gether ,—a literary composition;—a division of

a work;—a volume in which accounts are kept.

B»k, (book) r. t. To enter in a book.

Btek-aiadiag, (book'bind-ing) n. Art or prac

tice of binding books.

Bios-ease, (bookltas) n. A cose with shelves

Jor holding booka.

Boak-debl. (buok'det) n. A debt for goods sold

and charged in the seller's books.

Booking, (booking) «. Act of entering debts,

sales, or charges in a book.

So-akmg-office, (book'ing-of-fls) n. An office

where passengers or parcels are booked.

Issrish, (boOk'iah) o. Given to reading; fond of

study.

Beak-keeping, (boolr/kep-ing) n. The art of

recording mercantile transactions in asystematic

manner ; the art of keeping accounts.

Bssk-saker, (book'mak-er) n. One who writes

2nd publishes ;—a systematic better on horse

Beak-niaking, (book'mak-ing) n. The practice

vf writing and pubUahing books. <- .-

Bsttk-saark, (book'mark) n. Something placed

is a book to assist in finding a page or place.

Bookseller, (WA'sel-er) n. One who sells books.

Bock"Shelf, (book'»helf) »• A shelf to hold books.

Book-shop, (bookshop) n. A shop where books

an sold, [sale of books in the streets.

Book-stand, Cbook'stand) n. A place for the

L

Bookworm, (book'wurm) n. A worm or mite

that oats holes in books;—a student of books.

Boom, (boom) n, [S. beam, D. boom.) A long

spar used for extending the bottom of sails ;—

a hollow roar, as of waves or cannon ; the cry

of the bittern.

Boom, (boom) r. i. [W. birmp.] To make a

hollow sound, as waves or cannon ;—to cry, as

the bittern :—to scud, as a ship under sail.

Boomerang, (boom'er-ang) n. A missile weapon

used by the natives of Australia,

Boom-irons, (boom'i-unix) n, pi. Kings of iron

attached to the yard, through which the htudding

sail booms are projected.

Boon, (boon) n, [h. bonus.) Gift; grant; pre

sent [A-S, ben.) A prayer or petition.

Boon, (boon) a. [F. bon,) Gay ; merry; jovial ;

—kind ; bountiful

Boor, (boor) n. [A.-S. pebur.) A countryman;

a peasant; a rude and illiterate person.

Boorish, (boorish) a. Like a boor ; clownish ;

awkward.

Boorishness, (boor'ish-nes) n. Clownishnesc ;

rusticity.

Boot, (boot) v.t. [A.-S. b6t, fit] To profit; to

advantage;—to put boots on.

Boot, (boot) n. That which is given to make

an exchange equal ; profit ; gain.

Boot, (boot) n. [F. botie.) A covering for the

foot and leg ;—a rack for the leg;—an apron for

a carriage;—a box or receptacle in a coach.

Boot-crimp, (boot'krimp) n, A last for drawing

and shaping a boot

Booth, (booth) n. A shed of boards, or other

slight materials ; a tent at a fair.

Boot-jack, (boot'jak) a. An instrument for

drawing off boots.

Bootless, (booties) a. Unavailing ; unprofitable.

Boot-last, (boot'Iast) n. An instrument to

stretch and widen the leg of a boot.

Booty, (boot'e) n. [V. bv.tm.) Spoil taken in

war, or by violence; plunder; pillage.

Booze, (booz) v. i. [W. bozi.j To drink ex

cessively.

Bo-peep, (bo-pep') n. A play to amuse children.

Boracic, (bo-ras'ik) a. Boracous ; pertaining

to, or produced from, borax.

Borate, (bo'rit) n. A salt formed by the com

bination of boracic acid with a base.

Borax, (bo'raks) a. [A bUruq.) Biborato of

soda ; a salt of boracic acid with soda.

Border, (border) n. [A.-S. tore*.] The outer

part or edge of; the limit of a place, district or

country ; rim ; boundary.

Border, (bor'der) i\ i. To touch at the edge;

to be adjacent;—v. t. To adorn with a border.

Bore, (bor) v. t. [A.-S. borian.) To perforate

or penetrate;—to form a round hole in;—to

weary by iteration ordulness;— v. i. To pierce

or enter by boring;—to be penetrated.

Bore, (bor) n. The hole made by boring; the

cavity of a firearm;—one who, or that which,

wearies by repetition or dulness.

Bore, (b6r)jj. [O. H. Ger. por.] A tidal flood of

great height;—a sudden influx of the tide.

Boreal, (bo're-al) a. [L. i?oreo*-l Northern;

pertaining to the north wind.

Boreas, (b&'rC-as) «. A cold northerly wind ;

the north wind.

Borer, (borVr) n. One who bores; an instru

ment for boring ;—a genua of worms that pierce

wood.

Boring, (bdVins) n. The act of perforating;
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specifically the act of piercing the earth for

water or minerals;—a hole made by piercing.

Boron, (bo'ron) n. An elementary substance,

nearly related to carbon.

Borough, (bur'd) n. [Ger. burp.] An incor

porated town ; a town that sends members to

parliament.

Borrow, (bor1©) v.t. [A.-S. borgian.] To take

from another on trust or loan;—to take for

one's own use; to appropriate.

Bort, (bort) «. Minute fragments of diamonds

used for lapidary work.

Boscage, (bosk'aj)n. [Ger. bitsch.] Wood; under

wood ; a thicket.

Bosh, (bosh) h. [Ger. home.] Mere show ; empty

talk; nonsense.

Bosk, (bosk) n, A thicket or small forest.

Bosky, (hosk'e) a. Woody; bushy; covered

with thickets or underwoo.l.

Bosom, (bou'zum) n. [A.-S. b6sum.] The

breast of a human being ;—the scat of the

affections;—embrace ;—the part of the dress

worn upon the breast.

Bosom, (boo'zum) v. t. To inclose in the bo

som ; to keep with care ;—to hide from view.

Bosphorua, (bos'fo-rus) h. A narrow strait or

arm of tho sea.

Boss, (bos) n. [Ger. bv.tz.] A protuberant

ornament on any work; u stud, a knub;—

any protuberant part

Boss, (bos) v. t. To ornament with bosses; to

stud.

Bossy, (bos'se) a. Containing bosses; studded.

Botanic, (bd-tan'ik) a. Pertaining to plants,

or to their study and culture.

Botanically, (bo-tan'ik-al-le) adv. According

to a system of rearing or studying plants.

Botanist, (botanist) n. One skilled iu the

knowledge or culture of plants.

Botanize, (bot'an-iz) v. i. To study plants ;

specifically, to seek out and search for parti

cular species.

Botany, (bot'a-ne) n. [0. botanc] Tho science

which treats of the form structure, functions,

and distribution of plants, and classifies them

accordingly.

Botch, (boch) n. [It. bo:za.] A large ulcerous

affection ;—a patch of a garment;—work done

iu a bungling manner.

Botch, (boch) v. t. To mend or perform in a

bungling manner :—to mark with notches.

Bot-fiy, (bot'Ui) n. An insect of different species.

Both, (both) a. <fc proa. [A.-S. Ul.] The one and

the other ; the two.

Both, (both) cotij. As well as.

Bother, (boTH'ri) r. t. To tease or perplex.

Botheration, (boTH-er-a'shun) n. Annoyance ;

trouble. [servants.

Bothy, (both'e) 7i. A hut or kitchen lor farm

Bottle, (bot'l) n. [F. bouteiltc.\ A hollow

vessel with a narrow mouth for holding liquors ;

—the contents of a bottle ;—a bundle of hay.

Bottle, (bot'l) .-. t. To inclose in bottles.

Bottle-glass, (lxvt'1-glas) n. A coarse green glass.

Bottling, (bot'ling) n. The act of putting wine or

other liquid into bottles.

Bottom, (bot'um)n. [A.-S. botm.) The lowest

part of any thing :—that upon which a thing

is founded; foundation; base;—the keel of a

vessel, the vessel itself ;—power of endurance;

stamina ;—dregs or grounds.

Bottom, (bot'um) r. t. To found or build ;—r. i.

To be based ; to rest upon.

Bottom-glade, (bot'um-glad) n. A low glade ; a

valley ; a dale.

Bottom-land, (bot'urn-land) n. Low land formed

by alluvial deposit* along a river.

Bottomless, (bot'um-les) a. Without a bottom ;

hence, fathomless.

Bottomry, (bot'um-re) n. A contract by which

a ship is bound as security for money advanced

for its use. [room, usually a lady's1

Boudoir, (boo'dwar) «. |F. ] A small private

Bough, (bow) iu [A.-S. boga.\ An arm or

large braneh of a tree.

Bought, (bawt) n. A twist or knot ; abend.

Bougie, (boo'zhe) n. [F.J A long flexible

instrument that is introduced into the urethra,

&.c (vegetables

Bouilli, (bool'ye) n. [F.] Meat Btewed with

Boulevard, (bool'vur) «. [F.] A rampart;—a

Btreet or promenade planted with trees.

Bounce, (bonus) v.t. [IX bonzen.] To leap

or spring suddenly:—to beat or thump;—to

boast or bully ;—v. t. To drive against sudden ly

and violently; to jerk.

Bounce, (bouns) v. A sudden leap or bound ;

—a heavy, sudden, blow or thump.

Bouncing, (bouns'ing) a. btout; plump and

healthy ; lusty.

Bound, (bound) n. [Arm. bonn.] External

or limiting line of any object or space; confine;

extent.

Bound, (bound) n. A leap; a spring; a jump.

Bound, (bound) v.t. To limit; to terminate;

—to restrain; to circumscribe ;—v.i. To leap;

to jump :—to rebound, as a ball.

Bound, (bound) u. Destined ; going, or intend

ing to go, Ac.

Boundary, (bound'a-re) n. A border or limit;

—that which indicates or fixes a limit ; a

visible mark ; a march line.

Bounden, (bound'en) a. [From bind.} Made

obligatory; imposed as a duty; binding. *

Boundless, (bound 'lea) a. Without bounds or

confines; infinite.

Boundlessness, (boundles-nes) n. The state of

being limitless. [freely ; generoua.

Bounteous, (boun'te-ns) «. Disposed to give

Bounteously, (boun'te-us-le) adc. Liberally;

generously. [munificence.

Bounteousness, (boun'te-us-nes) «. Liberality-

Bountiful, (boun tc-fool) a. Free in giving;

munificent; generous. [manner.

Bountifully, (botmte-fool-le) adv. In a bountiful

Bounty, (boun 'te) n. [L. bonus.) Goodness;—

liberality ; munificence;—a premium offered ur

given to encourage some object.

Bouquet, (boo'kft)n, [F.J A nosegay: a bunch

ol'flowers ;—an agreeable pertuine or aromatic

odour.

Bourgeois, (bur'jois) «. A small kind of type,

in size between long primer and brevier.

(Bourgeois type,)

Bourgeoi«,(b66r'juo-wa)n. [F.] A master-trades

man ; a French citizen.

Bourgeon, (bur'jun) v. i. [F. bourrrranTier.] To

put forth butls ; to shoot forth, as a branch.

Bourn, (bom, boom) n. [F. borne.] A bound:

a limit;—a stream or rivulet; a burn;—figura

tively, death.

Bourse, (boors) a. [F.] The exchange.

Bout, (bout) n. A conflict; contest; trial ;--a*

much of an action as is performed at one time ,

a turn.
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Eonne, (bo'vin) a. (L. bos.] Pertaining to I

cattle of the ux lind.

B«w, (bow) rx (A.-8. tii^on.] To bend: to

make (rooked or curved ;—to incline the head

or boar —to tubdne or crash ;—v.i. To bend

or inchae thrtpogh deference or respect ;—to

jield to fcrce ;—to sink under pressure.

Bev, (bow' a. An inclination of the bead, or

body —th rounded part of ft ship forward.

Bsw, (bo) m. Any thing bent, or in form of a

carve —a weapon, by means of which aa arrow

a propelled ;—a fiddle-stick.

, lev-tkuen, (bo'ebas-erz) ». The guns pointed

/ran the bows of a ship of war.

Bow-eempassea, (bokum-pns-tz) w. pi. A pair

of cotepu^es, furnished with a bow-pen.

Bew-dnil, (bo'dnl) n. A drill worked by a bow

uid string.

Bswtl (boWd) k. [L. o^cHns.] One of the

istartUMs of an animal ; an entrail ;—the in-

tenor part .—pL the seat of pity ; companion,

level, (bow'el) r.i. To eviscerate.

Borer, (bow ex) ■,,. One who bows or tends ;—

an anchor carried at the bow.

Bewer, (bower) n. [A.-S. out.] A chamber —

scoTcred place in a garden ; an arl>our.

Bowery, (bew'er-e) a. Covering, as a bower ;

continual bowers.

Bowie-knife, (beVe-nlf) *. A peculiar kind of

knife, named from its inventor, Col. Boirie.

St*lug:, (bo'inz) «. Inclination ;—the art of

haarllios; the bow.

IssrL (bol) r. [A.-S. holla] A concave vessel

to bold liquors :—the hollow part of any thing;

—a. ball used for rolling kon a level surface in

pUv.

B«wi (bol) f, r. To roll, as ft bowl ;—r. i. To

plsj with bowls ;—to move rapidly like a ball.

Bswlder, (bol d$r) n A large roundish pebble ;

—s man of rock transported by natural agencies

frota its native bed ;—-also Boulder.

B» lifjasl. (bo'legd) a. Having crooked legs.

Bffwier, (borer) *. One who plays at bowls;—

ia cricket, one who delivers the balls at the

wieket.

Bswune, (boTin) n. A rope used to keep the

■eather edge of the sail tight forward.

Evwhag-alhry, (boling-al-le) n. A covered place

fcjplajing at bowls.

B^Wiiag-gTeen, (boring-gran) n. A level piece

Aground kept smooth lor bowling.

Bewsaaa, (boman) n. An arclier.

B«r-Bet, (bo'net) n. A contrivance for catching

lobsters and crawfish.

Jsw-ftaT, (bow/or) n. The oar used by the bow-

kio in a boat ;—oue who row* at the bow.

B*w-pen, (bti pen) >». A metallic ruling-pen,

t*»td out toward the middle.

Bew-ttw. (bo saw) p. A saw with a narrow blade

lissi for cutting curved forms from wood.

Bflwie, (bows) v. i. To pull with one accord.

•sw-waot. (bo shot) a. The space which an arrow

Jfty pass when shot from a bow.

Bswaprit, (bo sprit) v. A spar which projects

»-t.tr. the stem of a Teasel, to carry sail forward.

lowsuiay, (bo'string) n. The string of a bow ;

-"string used by the Turks for strangling.

Bcwitrinjf, (bo'rtring)r.r. To strangle.

BsV'WioJow, (bo'win-do) «. A window pro-

^^i»g in a curved or rounded form.

■**. (boks) n. |A.-8. box.] A small wooden

*[** or chest, used to pack or preserve goods,

«• r-the contents of the chest or case ;—an
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inclosed space with seats in a place of amuse

ment ;—the driver'a seat ;—a present.

Box, (boks) n. A shrub flourishing in different

parts of the globe.

Box, (boks) n. [G. pvx, fist.] A blow on the

head or ear with the hand.

Box, (boks) v.t. To inclose in a box ;—to fur

nish with boxes;—to strike with the hand or

fist ,—v.i. To fight with the fist.

Boxer, (boks'er) n. One who fights with Ids

fist ;—a pugilist.

Boxing-day, (l>oks'ing-da) «. ■ The day after

Christmas when gilts are given. [o«r.

Box-tree, (boks'tre) si. The tree variety of the

Box-wood, (bokirVcod) n. The wood of the

box-tree, very hard and smooth.

Boy, (boy) n. [Ger. but*.] A male child, from

birth to the age of puberty ; a lad.

Boyhood, (boyiiood) n. State or a boy.

Boyish, (boy'ish) a. Resembling a boy in

manners or opinions : childish; puerile.

Boyishly, (boy ieli-le) atlv. In a boyish manner.

Boyishness, (boy'ish-nes) n. planners or be

haviour of a boy.

Brace, (briis) n. [L. brachivra.] A prop or

support : that which holds any thing tightly

or firmly ;—a vertical curve line connecting

words or lines,—a i>air; a couple ;—a thick

strap;— a rope at the end of a yard, by which

it is turned;—jpl. straps that sustain pantaloons,

&C

Brace, (Virus) r.t. To furnish with braces;

to support ;—to tighten ;—to move round by

bracer* ;—to nerve one's self.

Bracelet, (bras'let) n. An ornament for the

wrist ;— a piece of defensive

armour for the arm.

Brach, (brak) n. [F oi-nouy.]

A bitch of the hound kind.

Brachial, (brak'e-al) a. [L.

brachiviit.] Belonging to the

nrm ;—of the nature of an

arm.

Bracing, (brfls'ing) u. Act of tightening ; state

Bracken, (brak'en) 7.. A coarse species of fern.

Bracket, (brak'et) n. [F. braque I.] A small

projecting support fastened to a nail or other

surface; one of two hocks f], used to inclose

a reference, explanation, note, ic.

Bracket (brak'et) v. t. To place within or con-

nect by brackets.

Bracketing, (brak'et-ing) n. A series of ribs or

brackets for supporting cornices, &c.

Brackish, (brak it-h) a. [Ger. brad:] Saltish, or

salt in a moderate degree, as water.

Brackishness, (brak'ish-ncs) 71. Quality of being

brackish.

Bract, (brakt) n. [L. bractea.] A rmall leaf,

from the axil of which a flower proceeds.

Bracteal, (brakt'e-al) a. Furnished with bractx.

Brad, (brad) n. [Dan. braad, prick.] A nail

without a head.

Bras;, (brag) r.t. [Ger. prachm.] To boast ; to

praise one's self in an ostentatious manner.

Brag, (brng) n. A boast or boasting ;—the

thing boasted of ;—a game at cards.

Braggart, (brag art) n, A boaster ; a vain

fellow.

Iraggart, (brag'art) a. Boastful ; ostentatious.

Brahma, (bra'nia) n. [Skr.] The first person

in the trinity of the Hindoos ; the creator.

Brahmin, (bra'min) n. A jierson of the upper or

sacerdotal caste among the Hindoos.
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Brahminism, (bra'min-izm) n. The religion or

doctrines of the Brahmins.

Braid, (brad) v. t. [A.-8. bredan.] To weave or

entwine together ; to plat

Braid, (brad) n. A cord, band, or tape, formed

by weaving together different strands.

Brail, (oral) n. [L. bracca,] A piece of leather

to bind up a hawk's wing ;—pi. ropes to haul

up sails, for the more ready furling of them.

Brail, (bral) v. t. To haul up by brails.

Brain, (bran) n. [A.-S. bragen.] The whitish

soft mass which occupies the upper cavity of

the skull ;—tho centre of sensation and per

ception ; — the understanding; — the anterior

ganglion In invertebrates.

Brain, (bran) v. t. To dash out the brains of.

Brain-fever, (bran'fe-vgr) n. An inflammation

of the brain.

Brainless, (brinies) a. Without understanding.

Brainsick, (brin'sik) a. Disordered in the

understanding.

Braird, (brard) n. The first sprouting of grain.

Brake, (brak) n. [L. Ger. brake.] A fern of

different genera ;—a place overgrown with

shrubs; a thicket.

Brake, (brak) n. [From the root of break.]

An instrument to break flax or hemp ;—the

handle by which a pump or fire-engine is

worked ;—an iuclosure for horses ;—a curricle

to train them ;—a harrow ;—the mechanism by

which an engine is made to turn or stop.

Braky, (brake) a. Full of brakes ; thorny.

Bramah press, (bra'ma-pres) «. A hydrostatic

machine for compressing goods and raising

weights.

Bramble, (bram'bl) n. [A.-S. brfmbel.] A

species of the genus Rubus; a rough prickly

shrub.

Brarably, (bram'ble) a. Full of brambles. .

Bran, (bran)n. [F. «fc Sp. brev.] Tho husk or

outer coat of the seed of wheat or other graiu ;

—refuse of flour or meal.

Branch, (bninsb) «. [F. branched A limb ; a

bough growing from a stem, or from another

bough ;—a ramification ;—a section or sub

division ;—a lino of descent.

Branch, (bran»h) r. i. To shoot or spread ; to

ramify ;—to divide into parts ;—to divergo ;—

v. (. To divide as into branches.

Branchial, (brangTce-al) a. [G. bragehion] Per

taining to, or performed by gills, as of fishes.

Branchiopodi, (brang'ke-o-pods) 71. pi. [G.

bragchion, paux.] An order of Crustacea,

generally very minute.

Branchless, (bransh'les) a. Without branches

or shoots ; without product or offspring.

Branchlet, (bransh'let) n. A little branch.

Branchy, (bransh'o) a. Full of branches.

Brand, (brand) n. [A.-S. brawl, beoman.] A

burning or partly burned piece of wood ;—a

sword ;—an iron used for burning a mark on,

as a cask, or a criminal;—quality; kind; stigma.

Brand, (brand) r. *. To impress with hot

iron ;—to fix a stamp or mark on ; to stigmatize.

Brand-goose, (brand'goos)n. A wild goose.

Brandied, (bran did) a. Flavoured with brandy.

Branding-iron, (brand'ing-i-uru) n. An irun

used to brand with.

Brandish, (brandish) r. t. [From brand.] To

wave, as a weapon ; to shake or flourish.

Brandish, (brandish) n. A flourish as with a

weapon, whip, Ac.

Brandling, (brandling) n. A small red worm.

Brand-new, (hrand'nfi) a. Quite new.

Brandrith, (bran'drith) n. [F. bivndir:] A

rail or fence around a well.

Brandy, (bran'de) n. (O. Eng. brandieine.]

An ardent spirit distilled from wine.

Brangle, (brang'gl) n. [Rum. bran.) A squabble.

Brangle, (brang'gl) v. i. To wrangle ; to dispu te.

Brank, (brangk) n. [Probably of Celtic origin.]

Buckwheat ;—a bridle for scolds.

Branlin, (bran'lin) n. A fish of the salmon

kind, called fingry, from several stripes on its

sides.

Brash, (brash) a. [Ger. barsch.] Hasty in

temper ;—brittle. [boughs of trees.

Brash, (brash) n. A rash or eruption ;—refuse

Brass, (bras) n, [A.-S. bras.] A yellow alloy of

copper and zinc ;—impudence ;—pi. articles

made of brass ;—brass effigies cut on tombs.

Braise, (bras) n. [A.-S. bears.] The pale spotted

perch. [piece.

Brasset, (bras'set) w. An iron or steel head-

Brass-foil, (bras'foil) n. Brass-leaf, formed by

beating out plates of brass to great thinness.

Brassy, (bras'e) a. Pertaining to brass; hard as

brass ; the colour of brass -—impudent.

Brat, (brat) n. [A.-S. bratt.] A child, so called

in contempt.

Bravado, (bra-vi'do) n. [Sp. bravadr>.] An

arrogant boast or brag ;—a boasting fellow.

Brave, (briiv) a. [F. brave.] Courageous ; dar

ing ;—uniting boldness with generosity nud

dignity ;—noble.

Brave, (brttv) n. A bravo person ; au Indian

warrior ;—a boast or defiance.

Brave, (brav) v.t. To encounter with fortitude ;

to set at defiance ; to dare.

Bravely, (bravle) adv. Courageously ; gallantly.

Bravery, (brav'er-e) n. Courage ; fearlessuess ;

undaunted spirit ;—ostentation ;—finery.

Bravo, (brj'i'vo) n. A daring villian ; au

assassin.

Bravo, (bravo) intcrj. Well done I expressive

of applause. [florid graces.

Bravura, (bra-vod'ra) n. [It] An air with.

Brawl, (brawl) v. i. [F. bruiller.} To quanel

noisily;—to roar, as water.

Brawl, (brawl) n. A noisy quarrel.

Brawn, (brawn) n. [O. H. Ger. brdto.] The

flesh of a boar ;—full strong muscles ; muscular

strength ;—pork salted and spiced.

Brawny, (brawn'*;) a. Having strong muscles.

Bray, (bra) v. t. [F. brayer.] To pound or

grind small ;—v. i. To utter a harsh cry, as au

ass. [any grating sound.

Bray, (bra) n. Tho harsh sound of an ass ;

Brayer, (bra'^r) n. An instrument for mining

or spreading ink.

Braze, (braz) 1. 1. \F. braser.] To solder or

cover with an alloy of brass and zinc.

Brazen, (bra'zn) a. Pertaining to or made of

brass ;—impudent. [defiant front*

Brazen, (bra'zn) r. i. To face out ; to put on a

Brazen-faced, (bru'zn-fa.st) a. Impudent ; aluuue-

Icss.

Brazier, (br.Vzhcr) «. An artificer in brass ;

—a pan to hold live coals ;—sometimes Brasier.

Brazil-nut, (bta-zil'nut) 11. The nut of a large

South American fruit-tree.

Brazilwood, (bra-zil'wood) n. [Pg. braza.] A

heavy tropical wood, used for dyeing red.

Breach, (brOcli) n. [F. breche.] Act of breaking,

or state of being broken; ruptures;—the gap

made by breaking; chasm ;—a violation of
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law or tie ; truupwion ;—difference ; disrup

tion, [walls by means of artillery.

Breaeb. (brech) r. t To make an opening in the

Bmd. (bred) a. fA.-& brtod.} Food made

of Hour or laesJ .—provisions in general ; sub

sistence : maintenance.

Bread-oara, (bred'koTn) «. Corn or grain of

which bread is made, as wheat, rye, Ac.

Bread-frail, (brcd'frut) n. The fruit of a tree

iovjA in the isles of the

Faafe. When baked it re-

■rabies bread, and is eaten as

food The name is also ap-

puedtotbe tree.

Breadth, (bredth) n. fA.-S.

brid.] Distance from side to:/

side; width. %

Break, (brifc) r.t. [A.-S. bri-l

km*.] To part, or rend by~j

fcroe,—to burst open by Tio- L

fence ; — to pierce as light Bread-fruit

through a cloud ;—to make a gap in, as a wall ;

—to subdue, as the spirit;—to impair, as the

strength ;—to train, as a horse ;—to crack the

skin .—to open, as an abscess ;—to violate, as

aa obligation ;—to disclose, as intelligence;—

to terminate, as friendship ;—to lessen the force

of. as a fall or blow ;—to cashier;—v.i. To

part;—to come to pieces;—to burst asunder ;—

to dawn ;—to fail in health, business, Ac. ;

—to Twne with violence ;—to fall out.

Break, (brik) u. [A.-S. brctc.) An opening

taade by force ;—a pause ;—a dash indicating a

suspension of the meaning;—the first appearing

of light in the morning;—a carriage, used for

training horses.

Breakage, (bralr/aj) h. A breaking ;—an allow

ance fur tiling* broken in transportation.

Break-down, (brak'down) 74. Act of breaking

down, as of a carnage ;—a riotous dance.

Breaker, (brak'er) n. One who or that which

breaks ;—a transgressor ;—a water cask used in

boats;—a nvjund which breaks the force of

the wares ; pt. wares breaking on the shore or

lankeo rocks. [day.

Bniifsit, (brek'fast) n. The first meal in the

Breakfast- (brek'fast) r. i. To break one's fast

in the morning;—v. t. To furnish with the

morning meal.

Break-neck, (brak'nek) a. Producing danger

of a broken neck ; hazardous.

Breakwater, (brak'waw-ter) n. Any structure

to break the force of waves.

Bream, (brem) «. {F. brime.] A fish inhabiting

iakes and deep water, little valued.

Breast, (brest) a. IA.-S. breost.) The fore part

rf the body, between the neck and the belly;

the bosom;—the corresponding part in an ani

mal ;—the protuberant glands in females, in

which milk is secreted ;—the seat of the affec

tions and passions.

Breast, (brest) ft '. To meet with the breast ;

manfully to oppose or struggle against.'

Breasvboae, (brestban) n. The bone to which

ths ribs are attached ; the sternum.

Breast-deep, (brest'de'p) «. As high as, or reach

ing ip to, the breast.

Breasting, (>ire*tjng)7i. The curved channel in

•bach a breast-wheel turns.

Breast-knot, (brest'not) n. A knot of ribbons

worn on the breast.

Brcaataio, (brest pin) n. A pin worn for a

tartciung, or ornament, on the breast.

Defensive armour
 

Breastplate, (brest'plut) n.

worn upon the breast :—

a strap across a hone's

breast ;—a part of the rent-

ment of the high prise*,

of the Jews, consisting

of a rich embroidei>• t

stuff set with twelve pre

cious stones, on whi> h

were engraved the nan

of the twelve tribes.

Breast-wheel, (brestfhwi 1

which receives the stream

of water at about lull tti

height.

Breastwork, (brest'wurk) n. y

A defensive earth -work "

breast-high ;—a railing on

a deck, balcony, or bridge.

Breath, (breth) n. [A.-H.

bradh.) Atr respired :—

power of breathing;—time Breast-wheel.

to breathe; respite;—a single respiration; an

instant;—a slight breeze

Breathe. (breTH) r. L To inhale and expel

from the mouth and lungs;—to infuse, ss life,

courage, ic. ;—to exhale, ;t-> odour, &c. ;—to

utter;—to sound, as a Hind instrument;—to

put out of breath, as by violent exercise ;—

r. i. To inhale and emit air ; to live ;—to take

breath ; to rest.

Breathing, (breTH'ing) n. Respiration :—air in

gentle motion ; — aspiration ;—utterance ;—re

spite;—a mark placed over a vowel, giving

it the force and sound of h.

Breathless, (breth'les) a. Out of breath;—dead.

Breathleisness, (breth'les-new) ft. Statu of

being breathless or exhausted.

Breech, (brech) n. The lower and hinder part

of the body ;—the hinder part of a fire-arm, be

llind the bore.

Breech, (brech) r. t. To put into breeches ;—to

whip ;—to fasten with breeching.

Breeches, (brich'ez) 11.pl. (A.-S. broe.] A gar

ment coveriug the hips and thighs.

Breeching, (brech'ing) n. The harness which

comes round the breech of a horse ;—a strong

rope fastened to a cannon, to prevent recoil ;—a

whipping.

Breech-loading, (brechlod-ing) «. Inserting

the charge at the breech instead of by tho

muzzle.

Breed, (bred) r.f. [A.-S. brtdan.] To beget ; to

hatch;—to nurse and foster;—to instruct;—v.i.

To bear and nourish young ;—to be produced.

Breed, (bred) n. A progeny from the same

stock ;—a race of men or animals which hare

qualities in common ;—offspring.

Breeder, (brCd'er) n. One wlio rears a particular

species of cattle, horses, fowls, &c.

Breeding, (bred'ing) n. The act of producing ;

—the rearing of live stock from one species, or

by crossing ;—nurture ; formation of manners ;

—good manners ; behaviour.

Breeze, (brez) n. [Bp. brita.] A light wind ;—

an excited state of feeling ; a quarrel.

Breeze-fly, (brez'ni) n. [A.-S. briom.] A fly of

various species ;—the gad-fly ; the bot-fly.

Breezeless, (brfz'lcs) a. Still ; calm.

Breezy, (brfcr/e) a. Fanned with gentle winds;

—exposed to frequent changes of air.

Brent, (brent) n. A brand-goose.

Brent, (brent) a, Burnt ;—high ; steep.
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Brest-summer, (brest'sum-mer) w. A beam

placed breast-wise to support a wall.

Brethren, (breTH'ren) v. pi. In solemn and

scriptural language used in the place of brother*.

Breve, (brev) n. [L. brevtt, short] A note

equivalent to two semibrevea, or four minims

C :—•' brief ;—a mark Lw] to indicate the short

quautity of a vowel.

Brevet, (fore-vet) n. [F.] A royal warrant;—

a commission which entitles to an honorary

rank, [upon.

Brevet, (bre-vet') r. t. To confer rank or title

Breviary, (bre've-ar-e) n. [L. brevis.] A coni-

pend ; or summary ;—a book containing the

daily service of the Roman Catholic and Greek

church.

Brevier, (bre-vOrO n. A printing type in size

between bourgeois and minion.

(Brevier type.)

Breviped, (brev'e-ped) a. [L. brtvts, pa.] Hav

ing short legs, as curtain birds.

Brevipennate, (brev'e-pen-at) a. [L. brevU,

penna.] Short-wingecf.

Brevity, (brevVte) n. [L. brevis.] Shortness of

duration ;—conciseness in words.

Brew, (brou) v.t. [A. -8. breovaru] To boil or

soothe;—to prepare a liquor from malt, hops,

or other materials, by steeping, boiling, and

fermentation ;—to contrive ; to plot ;—r. i. To

perform the business of brewing ;—to bo in a

state of preparation ; to be impending.

Brew,(bruo) it. Tho liquid compound made by

mingling and boiling.

Brewery, (bruo'jr-e) n. The building and ap

paratus for brewing.

Brewing, (broo'ing) n. The process of preparing

liquors from malt and hops, Ac.;—-tho quantity

brewed at once.

Briarean, (bri-a're-an) a. Pertaining to Briareus;

manv handed.

Bribe! (brib) «. [P. bribe] A gift, place, or

favour offered or bestowed, with a view to in

fluence the judgment and conduct; — allure

ment.

Bribe, (brib) r. t. To influence or corrupt by

gifts;—to gain over by favours.

Bribery, (brib'^r-o) n. Act of giving or receiving

favours corruptly or illegally.

Brick, (brik) h. [Armor, pri, clay.} Clay and

sand tempered with water, moulded into regu

lar forms, dried in tho sun, and burnt;—a

loaf shaped like a brick.

Brick, (brik) v. t. To lay or pave with bricks.

Brickbat, (brik'bat) n. A piece of a brick.

Brick-kiln, (brik'kil) n. A kiln in which bricks

aro baked or burnt. [with bricks.

Brick-layer, (brik'la-er) n. One who builds

Brick-work, (brik wurk) n. A structure of

bricks.

Brick-yard, (brik yard) n. A place where bricks

are made.

Bridal, (brid'al) a. [Prom bride.] Belonging

to a bride or to a wedding ; nuptial.

Bridal, (brid'al) n. The nuptial festival;

marriage.

Bride, (brid) t». [A. -8. bryd.] A woman re

cently married;—a woman contracted to be

married.

Bride-cake, (bridltak) n. Cake made for the

guests at a wedding.

Bride-chamber, (brid'eham-bgr) n. The nuptial

aj.aiUut.mt.

Bridegroom, (brid'groom) n. [A.-S. bryd and

gania.] A man newly married, or about to be

married.

Bndes-maid, (bridz'mad) n. A woman who

attends on a bride at hor wedding.

Bridewell, (brid'wel) n. A house of correction.

Bridge, (brij) n. [A.-S. bryeg.] A structure

erected over a water-course, ravine, railroad, or

tho like;—a support for tho strings of a violin;

tho bony p;irt of the nose, at.

Bridge, (brij) v. t. To build a bridge aver; to

connect; to lessen the distance between.

Bridging-joist, (brij'ing-joist) n. A joist sus

tained by transverse beams below—a binding'

JoiH,

Bridle, (bri'dl) n. [A.-S. bridel] An instru

ment with which a horse is governed; — a

curb; n check;—part of a gun-lock;—a short

cablo with a swivel

Bridle, (briMl) r. t. To put a bridle upon ;—to

guide or govern; to curb or control; — r. »*.

To hold up the head, and draw in the chin, as

in pride or resentment

Briaoon, (bri'doon) n. [F. bridon.] The snaiHe

and rein of a military bridle.

Brief, (brei) a. [L. previa] Short in dura

tion ;—short in expression ; concise.

Brief, (bref) n. A short writing; a statement

in few words ;—an abridgment of a client's case

for instruction of counsel;—a writ.

Briefless, (brefles)«. Having no brief; without

clients.

Briefly, (brefle) adr. Concisely ; in few words.

Briefness, (brefnes) n. Shortness ; conciseness

in discourse or writing.

Brier, (bri'e.r)n. [A.-S. br<n\] A prickly plant

or shrub:—tho sweet-brier and the wild-brier,

species of the rose :—also Briar.

Briery, (bri'gr-e) a. Full of briers ; thorny.

Brig, (brig) n. [Abbreviation of brigantine.] A

vessel with two masts,

square-rigged.

Brigade, (brig'ad) v. [P.

from brigve, quarrel.) A

division of troops com

manded by a general ^J3

oilicer, and consisting of

a number of regiments or

battalions.

Brigade, (brig'ad) i\ t. To form into a brigade.

Brigadier-general, (brig'a-der-jen'eT-al) «. Tbo

ofticer who commands a brigade, in rank next

boluw a major-general :—generally Brigadier.

Brigand, (biig'and) >i. [P. brigand.] A lawless

fellow who lives by plunder; a robber; a high

wayman.

Brigandage, (brig'and-Jlj) n. Theft; plunder.

Brigantine, (brigan-tin) n. [P.] A light, two-

nntsted vessel without a deck.

Bright, (brit) a. [A.-S. beorht.] Shining; spark

ling ;—transparent; clear; evident or manifest;

—illustrious;—having mental activity ; quick;

keen ;—cheerful ; radiant.

Brighten, (brit'n) v. t. To make bright or

brighter;—to illumine;—to make cheerful ;—

to make acute ;—r. i. To grow bright, or more-

bright ;—to clear up.

Brightly, (britle) adv. Splendidly : vividlv.

Brightness, (brit'nes) n. The quality of being

bnght ;—acuteness ; sharp or ready wit.

Brill, (bril) n. A fish like the Turcot, much

esteemed as food.

Brilliancy, (bril'yan-se) «. Great brightness.
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whether in a literal or tropical sense; splen

dour.

Brilliant, (briryant) a. [F. brilter.) Spark

ling with lustre : glittering;—splendid; shining.

Brilliant, fbnfyant) n. A diamond cub with

facets to refract the light fn a sparkling manner.

Brilhaatly, (briTyant-le) «dr. Splendidly ;

rarbaatly.

Brim, (ham) *. [A--S. orymm*.] Rim or border

or* say thing , edge or margin.

Brin fbrim) p. t. To be full to the brim.

BrimfuL (brim'fikd) a. Fall to the brim.

Brisuner, (brim'er) «. A cup fall to the brim.

£.-u&miaf, (brimlug) a. Full to the brim;

exuberant.

Tbrmstnnr (brim'ston) n. TA.-S. 6ry«<,] A

hard, brittle, inflammable substance, of a lemon

cqAgot; sulphur.

Brsaded. (brind'ed) a. [A.-S. oynuin.] Hav

ing different eolouri ; streaked; tabby.

3riadl*d, (brindTd) a. Spotted; variegated.

Brine, (brin) ». [A-S. bryne.] Water impreg

nated with salt ;—the ocean or sea ;—tears, so

called from their saltness.

Brine-pan or Brine-pit, (brin'pan) n. A pit

for forming salt by evaporation.

Bring, (bring) r. I. [A-8. bringan.) To carry;

to fetch; to convey from one person or place

ta another ;—to draw in ; to induce.

Brinish, (brin'ish) a. Like brine; saltish.

Brink, (bringk) m [Ban. ) Edge or margin of a

sbsep place, as of a precipice ; verge.

Brhrr, (brin'e) a. Pertaining to the sea ; salt.

Brisk, (brisk) a. [W. btyg.) FaU of liveUness

sad activity:—full ofspirit or life;—effervescing.

Basket, (brisket) a. [F. brieh<t.) The breast

<4 an animal, or that part that lies next to the

riba. (spirit.

Briskly, fhriskle) adr. Actively ; with life and

Briakaesa, (bnsk'nes) n. Liveliness; vivacity;

—s&rvescence of hqnors.

Bristl*. (bria'sl) n. [A. S. bristl.] A short, stiff,

coarse hair, as of swine ;—a species of pubes

cence on plant*.

Briatfe, (bris'sl) r. t. To erect the bristles of;

—to fix a bristle to ;—«,*. i. To rise or stand

rr*ct, like bristles;—to raise the head and

tret.

Brady, (brLVIe) a. Thick set with bristles, or

■itb rough hair ; fierce.

Brital haai-d, (bristol-bord) n. A pasteboard

with a smooth and sometimes glazed surface.

Briatal-hriek, (bristol-brik) n. A brick used

fer cleaning steeL

Bnatoi-atone, (bris'tol-ston) n. Rock crystal, or

crrrtaJa of quartz, found near BrUtol.

2.-^aania-metal, (bre-tan'ne-a-met'al) n. A

a^aliic compound or allov of tin.

Br^sasic. (bre-tan'ik) a. Pertaining to Britain,

ia its present use to Great Britain.

British, (bnfish) a. Pertaining to Great Britain

*r iu inhabitants. [Great Britain.

Brisah-hon, (brifish-li-un) n. The emblem of

Briton, (brifun) ». An inhabitant of Britain.

BrittSa, Orifl) «. [AS breolan.) Easily broken;

«ptto break ; fragile.

Bnttfene**, (britl-nes) n. Fragility.

Broach, (broth) n. [F. brtxht.\ A spit ;—a tool

rf steel for enlarging boles in metal ;—a brooch.

Breath, (brocfa) v. t. To piei ix, as with a spit ;—

to tap, as a cask ;—hence, to let out ;—to open,

ss *tores ;—to make public ; to give out

" (brawd) o. [A-8. brdd.) Wide: ex-
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tended from side to side ;—diffused ;—compre

hensive ; coarse ; gross.

Broad-axe, (brawd'aks) ». An axe with a broad

edge;—an ancient military weapon.

Broad-brim, (brawd'brim) n. A hat like those

worn by the Friends or Quakers ;—a Quaker.

Broadcast, (brawdltast) a. Dispersed with the

hand, as seed in sowing ;—widely spread or

diffused.

Broad Church, (brawd'church) w. An in

fluential portion of the Church of England hold

ing liberal views of doctrine and fellowship.

Broadcloth, (brawd'kloth) n. A fine woollen

cloth for men's garments.

Broaden, (brawd'n) v.i. To grow broad;—r.t.

To make broad or comprehensive.

Broad-guage, (brawd'guj) n. A wide distance

(usually 0 or 7 feet) between the mils cm a

railway. [ately broad.

Broadish, (brawd'ish) «. Rather broad: moder-

Broadly, (brawd'le)adv. Widely; generally.

Broadness, (brawd'nes) n. Extent from side to

side ; large width.

Broad-pennant, (brawd'pen-ant) n. A com

modores flag.

Broad-seal, (brawd'sel) n. The public seal

of a country or state.

Broadside, (brawd'sid) ti. The outer side of a

ship above the water;—a discharge of all the

guns on one aide of a ship at the same time ;

—a paper printed on one side only.

Broadsword, (brawd'sid) n. A sword with a

broad blade and a cutting edge :—Scot, clay

more.

Brocade, (bro-kiid') n. [It. oroccflrr.] Silk

stuffvariegated with gold, silver, or flowers, &c.

Brocaded, (bro-kad ed) a. Worked, as brocade ;—

dressed in brocade. [of cauliflower.

Broccoli, (brok'o-lc) n. [It. broccoto.] A variety

Brochure, (bru-shoor') n. [F. brocket.] 4

printed and stitched work ; a pamphlet.

Brock, (brok) n. [A.-S. broc.) A badger.

Brocket, (brok'et) it. A red deer two years old.

Brod. (brod) v.i. [IceL brodd.) To prick, to

probe ; to spur ; to incite.

Brogue, (brog)it. [Ir. & Gael, brag.} A stout,

coarse shoe;—a corrupt dialect or pronunciation.

Broider, (broid'er) v. I. [F. brotUr.] To adorn

with figured needle-work.

Broil, (broil) n. [Celtic origin.] A noisy quarrel ;

contention between individuals or in the state ;

tumult; altercation.

Broil, (broil) r. (. To dress or cook over coals

or on a gridiron ;—v. i. To be subjected to

heat; to perspire through heat

Broke, (brok) v. i. To transact business for

another.

Broken, (broltnj a. [From break.] Parted by

violence;—weak; infirm;—subdued; contrite.

Broken-hearted, (br6-kn'hort-ed) «- Crushed by

grief or despair. [rupted manner.

Brokenly, (broTtn-le) adv. In a broken, inter-

Broken-winded, (brolcn-wind-ed) a. Having

short or disordered respiration.

Broker, (broker) n. [O. Eng. broconr.] Ono

who transacts business for another.

Brokerage, (bro'kcr-lj) n. The business of a

broker;—the fee or commission for acting as

a broker.

Broma, (bro'ma) n. (G. brdma, food.] Aliment;

—a chocolate preparation from cocoa.

Bromide, (br&'mid) n. A compound of bromine

with a metallic or combustible base.
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Bromine, (bro'min) u. [G. bromon.] One of the

elements, related to chlorine anil iodine.

Bronchial, (brongTce-al) a. Belonging to a

bronchia or the windpipe.

Bronchitis, (brong-ki'tis) n. An inflammation

of the bronchi or tubes which convey air to the

lungs.

Bronchotomy, (brong-kot'o-me) n. [G. bronrrchos

and tonic.] An incision into the windpipe or

larynx, v

Bronze, (bronz) n. [It. bruno, brown.] An alloy

of copper with tin or zinc ;~a statue, medal,

or other work of art cast in bronze;—a brown

colour.

Bronze, (bronz) v.t. To givo the appearanco of

bronze; to make brown ;—to harden.

Brooch, (broch) n. An ornament in various

forms, with a pin or loop for attaching it to

a garment.

Brood, (brood) v. i. TA.-S. brdd.] To sit on and

cover eggs or young, as a fowl ;—to remain

in anxious thought; to muse;—v.t. To sit

over and cherish.

Brood, (brood) n. Offspring ; progeny ;—that

which is bred or produced.

Brook, (brook) n, [A.-S. br6c] A small natural

stream or current ; a rivulet.

Brook, (brook) v. t. (A.-S. biiicon.) To bear;

to endure ; to suffer insult or injury.

Brooklet, (brooklet) n- A small brook.

Brooky, (brook'e) a. Abounding with little

streams or rivulet*. ,

Broom, (broom) n. [A.-S. oi-dni.] A genus of

leguminous plants -—a besom or brush.

Broomstick, (broom'ttik) n. The handle of a

broom.

Broomy, (broom*) a. Full of broom.

Brose, (broz) n, A Scotch dish made by pouring

a hot liquid over oat meal or pease meal.

Broth, (broth) n. [A.-S. trotlli.} Water in which

nosh has been boiled with vegetables or herbs,

and barley or rice. [ill-fame.

Brothel, (broTH'el) n. [F. oornV.] A house of

Brother, (bruTH'er) n [A.-S. br6dhor, L. /rater.

The common plural U brother* ; iu solemn

speech brethren is used. 1 He who is born of

tiie same father nnd mother with another ;—

one united to another by tie or interest;—one

who resembles another in manner or character.

Brotherhood, (bruTH'er-bood) n. 8tate of being

a brother ;—an association : a fraternity ;—u

class of the same profession or occupation.

Brother-in-law, (bnmi ' er - in - law) n. The

brother of a husband or wife ; — a sister's

husband [brotherly.

Brotherliness, (bruTilVr-le-nes) ft. State of being

Brotherly, (bruTH' e,r-le) a. Pertaining to

brother! ; becoming brothers ; affectionate.

Brougham, (broom) n. A kind of two-wheeled

or four-wheeled carriago.

Brow, (brow) n. [A.-S.

bruv.] Tho ridge over the

eye, with the hair that

covers it;—the forehead;—

the edge of a steep place.

Browbeat, (brow'bet) r. (.

To bear down with stem Brougham.

looks or arrogant assertions ; to bully.

Browbeating, (brow-bCt'ing) n. Overbearing or

bullying with arrogant and violent language.

Brown, (brown) n. A dark colour 'inclining to

red or yellow ; the mixture of red, black, and

yellow.

 

Brown, (brown) a. [A.-S. beornan.] Of a dark

or dusky colour, of various shades.

Brown, (brown) *. t. To make brown ; to giro a

brown colour to.

Brown-bread, (brown'bred) n. A coarse wheaten

bread made of unbolted meal.

Brown-bill, (brown'bil) n. An ancient weapon

for foot soldiers.

Brown-coal. (brownTiol) n. Wood-coal or lignite.

Brownie, (brown'e) v. A fairy ; a spirit sup

posed to perform domestic services by night.

Browning, (brown ing) n. Process of imparting a

brown colour to gun barrels, &c. ;—a process in

cookery. [inclined to brown.

Brownish, (brown'ish) «. Somewhat brown ;

Brownness, (brown'nes) ». Quality of being

brown.

Brown-spar, (brown'spar) «• A magnesian car

bonate of lime, tinged by oxide of irou and

manganese.

Brown-stout, (brown'stout) -n. A superior kind

of porter. [tiou ; serious reverie.

Brown-study, (brown'stud-e) n. Mental ahstrac-

Browse, (brows) r. t. To eat or nibblo tdirubs.

,vi\ ;—v. i. To feed on the tender shoots of

shrubs or trees ; to graze.

Browse, (brows) n. [Armor, brov*.] The tender

branches of trees and shrubs, fit for the food

of cattle ; succulent pasture.

Bruin, (broo'in) n. [D. bruin t from his colour. ]

A liear.

Bruise, (brooz) *, & [A.-S. biysan.) To injure

or crush, as by collision of, or against, a solid

body ;—to injure a part of ; to contuse ; to re

duce to fragments;—to fight with tho fists;

to box.

Bruise, (brooz) n. A hurt or injury to the

flesh of animals, to plants, or other bodies; a

contusion.

Bruiser, (brooz'?r) *». A boxer. Proy.

Bruise-wort, (brooVwurt) ft. A plant: the ooni-

Bruising, (brooding) '•'■ The act of crushing ;—

the art of boxing.

Bruit, (broot) h. [F.] Report; rnmour ; fame.

Bruit, (broot) r. t. To report ; to noise abroad.

Brumal, (broo'mal) «. fL. bruma.] Belonging

to the winter.

Brunette, (broo-net') n. [F. hrun.] A woman

with a brown or dark complexion.

Brunt, (brunt) n, [A.-S. bront.) The heat, or

utmost violence, of an onset ;—the force of

a blow ; shock.

Brush, (brush) n. [O. H. Ger. bnrsta.] An

instrument of bristles, Ac, used for removing

dust, die. ;—brush-wood : a thicket of shrubs ;

—a skirmish ;—the bushy tail of the fox.

Brush, (brush) i\ /. To apply a brush to ;—to

remove, gather, or sweep away ;—v. u To

move nimbly ;—to skim over with slight con

tact.

Brushing, (brush'ing) a. Light ; brisk.

Brush-wneel, (bmsh'hwel) ». Awheel without

teeth, used m light machinery for polishing

metals, &c.

Brush-wood, (brosh'wood) n. A thicket of trees

and shi-ubs;—small branches cut from trees.

Brushy, (bnish'e) a Rough ; sliaggy.

Brusque, (brisk) a. (F.J Rude, abrupt in

manner?.

Brussels-sprouts, (bruVsolz-aprowts)ii. pi. Small

green heads sprouting from an upright stem ; &

species of cabbngo.

Brustle, (brus'l) v. i. [A.-S. bmt«*.] To
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crackle , to make a rustling noise ; to vapour,

u a bull/, '

Brutal, (brod'tal) a. Pertaining to or like a

brute; sa'.ag*; cruel; inhuman.

BrnuHty. (fc^o-tat'e-te) r„ Inhumanity; savage-

ne**; cruelty, [coarse, or cruel.

Brutaliae, fbrmntal-ix) r. t. To make brutal,

BrofiaQy. (br»>j'taJ-le) adv. In a brutal man

ner, cruelly.

Bntt, (orwC) c. [L- brntits.) Senseless ; uncon-

■sccs;—irrational ; savage; ferocious.

Mrmtm, (hrbot) &. A beast ; any animal destitute

cf reason :—e. low-bred unfeeling person.

Krsbfy. (bnJo''te-fi) t. r. |L. brutal and /ncrm]

To cuke a brute of;—to render stupid, seuse-

ie*s. or unreeling.

grntiih. (broot'ian) a. Pertaining to or resem

bling a brute ; ferocious ; sensual

Srauataseaa, (bro<>fu>h-nes) n. Stupidity; in*

•ensibilty ; savagenesa.

Kryasy, (hrfo-ne) n. [G. bruOni.) A genus of

cLmUng plants of different species.

Kettle. (babT) «. CD. bobbet, h. bulla.} A

snail vesicle of water or fluid inflated with

sir :—any thing that wants firmness or solidity;

a delusive scheme ; a dishonest speculation.

Babble, (bobl) r.i. To rise in bubbles ;—to run

•nth a gurgling noise ;—r. (. To cheat.

Babbler, (bubler) u. One who cheats ;—a kind

ef fi-h so called irom the lingular grunting noito

which it makes.

Ksao. (bn'bd) a. [G, bovbtia.) An inflammation

in the groin ;—the horned owl.

Xaccal (bufkaJ) a. [L. bucca.] Pertaining

to the cheek. [pirate ; a sea-robber.

Saeeaneer, Xbuk'a-net) n. [F. boucanicr.] A

BaceituX, (bukxin-al) a. [L. bveciua.] Tnun-

cet-febsped or sounding like a horn.

fiaeeuute, (buk sin-it) «. Fossil remains of

shell. ;—univalve shells, called trumpet shells.

B&eentaar, (ba-sen'tar) n. [G. bonx, ox, and

ki&truri)*! centaur.j A fabulous monster, half

ox and half man.

Kaeephsina, (bn-eefa-las) n. An animal of the

gazelle tribe ;—the horse of Alexander the

Great ; any noted steed.

Back, (buk) n, [L. Ger. bake.] Lye in which

doth is soaked in bleaching ; the liquor in

which clothes are washed ;—the cloth or clothes

-naked or washed.

Back, (r,uk) r. f. To steep In lye ; to wash in

■uds ;—to break up, as ores.

Back, (buk) a. [A.-3. bucca.} The male of the

iatlew deer, goat, sheep,

rabbit, and hare; — a

dandy ; a gay dashing

JOttLij feliow.

IvjfeaC, (tmk'et) n. [F.

topseC.] A vessel for

drawing or carrying water

or other liquids ; one of the

cavities on the rim of a

water-wheel ;—the float of a paddle-nheel.

-ati^Dg, (baking) ft. Soaking clothes in lye;

—the liquor in which clothes are bleached.

K^ekuk, (bak'idj) a. Pertaining to a buck ;

hnnMk

Wile, (bnk'kl) n. ft*, bttcca.] A metallic

Isnk, with a tongue or catch attached to a

bett, used for fastening things together.

Sickle, (bak'ki) r. f. To fasten with a bnckle;

—to prepaze for action ; to set stoutly to work ;

—M» Qvn&ne ;—r. i. To bend ;—to struggle.

 

Buck.

L

Buckler, (buk'lcr) n, A kind of shield.

Buck-mast, (buk'mast) n. [Scot, buck and

mast.] The mast or iruit of the beech-tree.

Buckra, (buk'ra) n. A white man ; master.

Buckram, (buk'ram) n. [F. bovgran.) m A coarse

hnen cloth stiffened with glue.

Buckram, (buk'ram), a. Made of buckram;

—stiff; precis*

Buckskin, (buk'skin) n. The skin of a buck;

a kind of leather ;—pi. breeches made of

buckskin. [many species.

Buckthorn, (buk'thorn) n. A genus of plants of

Buckwheat, (bukliwet) n. A plant and an

edible grain, the flour of which is much used for

eakes.

Bucolic, (bu-kol'ik)o. [G. boul-olot.] Relating

to the life and occupation of a shepherd ;

postoral; rustic.

Bucolic, (bu-kol'ik) n. A pastoral poem, repre

senting rural affairs.

Bud, (bud) 7t. il). bot, G. phuo,] A shoot or

outgrowth ;—an unexpanded branch or flower.

Bud, (bud) r. i. To put forth buds ;—to begin to

grow ; to issue from a stock, as a horn ;—v. t.

To insert the bud of a plant under the bark

of another tree ; to graft.

Buddhism, (bud'izm) n. The doctrine taught

by Buddha, and adopted as a religion by the

greater part of Asia and tho Indian Islands.

Budding, (bud'ding) r, The act of putting forth

buds ; the act of inserting a bud.

Buddie, (bnd'dl) n. A square frame of boards

used in washing mineral ore.

Bude-light, (bud lit) n. An intense white light.

Budge, (buj) v.t. [F. bougcr.) To 1110140 off ;

to stir ; to wag.

Budge, (buj) ». [L. bulpa.) Lambskin fur.

Budge, (buj) a. Lined with budge.

Budget, (buj'et) n. (F. bougette.] A bag or

sack;—a Btock or store;—the annual financial

statement made in the House of Commons.

Budlet, (bud'let) ft. A little bud or shoot.

Buff, (buf) n. [F. boeuf, beef.} A leather pre

pared from the skin of the buffalo and other

animals, dressed in oil ;—a military coat made

of leather;—a colour between light pink and

light yellow ;— a grayish viscid coat on dis

eased blood ;—the bare skin.

Buff, (buf) a. Made of buff leather ;—of tho

colour of buff leather.

Buffalo, (buffa-16) n. [G. boubalos.] A wild

ox found in most of

the warmer countries

of tho eastern contin -

ent;—applied to ani

mals of the boviiH:

genus, and frequently

to tho JiUoii.

Buffalo-robe, (buffa-lo

rob) ft. The skin o: 1

tho bison, prepared

with the hair on.

Buffer, (buffrr) n. A cushion, or apparatus

to deaden the concus

sion between a mov

ing body and one on

which it strikes, as at

the ends of a railway

carriage.

Buffet, (buffet) n. [F.

bvjjct. ] A cupboard, Buffer.

sideboard, or closet;—a refreshment bar or

table.
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Buffet, (buffet) it. [F. bvffe, It. bvffttto.} A

blow with thu hand ; a cuff;—force, oa of winds

and waves.

Buffet, (buffet) v.t. To beat; to cuff;—to

contend against ;—v. i. To play at boxing ;—to

make way by exertion or contention.

Buffeting1, (biiffet-ing) n. Striking t with the

hand; opposition; contention.

Buffo, (buffo) n. [It] An Italian comic singer.

Buffoon, (buf-foon') n. [It. bvffa,] A man

who amuses by tricks and antics ; a mimic.

Buffoonery, (buf-f60n'er-e) it. The arts and

practices of a buffoon ; jests ; vulgar tricks

and Dostures.

Buffy. (bufc) a. Resembling buff on the blood;

—of the colour of buff.

Bug, (bug) n. [\V. bicg.] A heraipterous insect

of th„ genus Ctmex, having a beaked or suck

ing mouth.

Bugbear, (bugT>Sr) n. [W. bag.) Something

frightful, as a spectre; any thing imaginary

that frightens.

Buggy, (bug'e) ». A light one-horso chaise.

Bugle, (bu'gl) n. [F. beugler.] A horn; a wind

instrument used in hunting or in a military

band ;—an elongated glass b«id.

Bugle, (bu'gl) n. [F.] A deciduous herbaceous

plant, used in medicine.

Bugloss, (bu'glos) n. [O. bout and gtossa.) A

plant used in dyeing and colouring.

Buhl, (bul) n. [Saute.] Figure work ;—nn-

bunrshed gold, brass, mother of pearl, A*c,

inlaid Into wood, tortoise shell, &c.

Bunr-stcne, (bur'ston) n. [O. Eng. our.] A

fliiity cuartz, valuable for mill-stones.

Bulid. (bild) v.t. \A.-Q. byldan.] To frame,

construct, and raise, as ail edifice or fabric

of any kind; to shape into a particular mould

or form ;—to raiso on a foundation ;—to strength

en; to establish :— v. i. To practise building.

Build, (bild) ft. Form or mode of coiistnictiou;

shape; figure.

Building, (bild'ing) n. Act of constructing,

erecting, or establishing ; — architecture ; —a

thing built, as a house, church, i:c.

Bulb, (bulb) n. [L. bulbil*,] A round or

spherical body, as the onion :—protuberance

on a stem, as the bulb of a thermometer; a

knob.

Bulbous, (bulb'ns) a. Having bulbs; protu

berant ; knobby. [Persians.

Bulbul, (bul'bul) n. The nightingale of the

Bulchin, (bwl'shiu) n. A young male calf.

Bulge, (bulj) n. [A.-S. btilg.] The protuberant

part of a cask;—the bilge of a vessel.

Bulge, (bulj) r. i. To swell or jut out; to

be protuberant;—to bilge, as a ship.

Bulk, (bulk) n. [IceL butka.] Magnitude of

material Biibatiiico; dimensions; mass ;— the

largest or principal portion ;—the cargo of a

ship.

Bulker, (bulkVr) />. A person employe*! to as

certain tho capacity of goods, so aa to fix the

freight or shore-dues.

Bulk-head, (bulklied) n, A partition in a ship,

made with boards, <kc., to form compartments.

Bulkinesa, (bulk'e-nes) n. Greatness in bulk,

size, or stature.

Bulky, (bulk'e) a. Of great dimennions; large.

Bull, (bool) «, [A.-S. btUltm.] The male or a

l>ovine quadruped ; the male of any large quad

ruped;—one of tho twelve signs of the zodiac

Bull, (bool) it. [U bulla.] The seal appended
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to the briefs of the Pope ;—an edict of the pope ;

—a verbal blunder or contradiction.

Bull-baiting, (bool'bat-ing) «. The practice of

exciting bulls with dogs.

Bull-beef, (1*6611)50 n. The flesh of a bulL

Bull-calf, (bOoXkaf) n. A male calf;—a stupid

fellow.

Bull-dog, (booTdog) n. A dog of remarkable

ferocity and courage—so

named from being em

ployed in baiting bulls, or

from the size of the head.

Bullet, (bcollet) ft. [F.

boule.] A small ball;

especially one of lead for

email fire-arms.

Bulletin, (b661'le-tin)w. [F. Bull-dog.

bulletin.] An official report; a military or

medical report ;—a brief statement issued by

authority ;—a public announcement.

Bull-fight, (boul'fit) h. A combat with a bull

—the favourite national pastime in Siiain.

Bull-finch, (bool'nnsh) iu A singing-bird allied

to the gross-beak, having

the breast, cheeks, and

throat of a crimson colour.

Bull-frog, (bool'frog) n. A

large species of frog, found

in North America.

Bull-head, (bwllied) n. A

fish of the genns Cottus;—a

stupid fellow:—a water insect.

Bullion, (bool'yun) n. [L. bulla.] Uncoined

gold or silver in the mass;—gold and silver coin.

Bullock, (boollok) «. [A.-S. bullvca,) A young

bull or male of the ox k.nd.

Bull's-eye. (boolzT) n. An oval wooden block

without sheaves ;—a thick piece of glass inserted

in a deck, roof, Are., to let in light ;—a police-

man's lantern ;—the centre of a target.

Bull-trout, (bool'trout) n. A trout larger than

the common kind, and ascending rivers periodi

cally to spawn.

Bully, (bool'e) n. (O. Eng.] A noisy blus

tering fellow ; a quarrelsome person.

Bully, (bool'e) v. t. To insult with noieo ami

menace ;—v. i. To be noisy and quarrelsome.

Bulrush, (boolrush) n. A rush growing in -wet

land or water.

Bulwark, (boul'werk) n. [0. H. Ger. pol6n,

and Ger. verb] An outwork for defence ; a

rampart ;—any means of defence ; a screen ;—

i>l. the sides of a ship above the npperdeck.

Bum, (bum) r. i. To make a noise like a bee.

Bumbailiff, (bum-bulif) n. An under bailiff".

Bumble-bee, (bum'bl-be) n. [O. Eng. bumble and

bee.] A large bee, called humble-bee.

Bumboat, (bum'bot) ft. A clumsy boat, used for

conveying provisions, fruit, Ac, to vessels.

Bumkin, (bum'kin) v, [From boom and Ha. }

A timber projecting from the bow of a ve*$W

to haul the forctack to ;—a Bmall outrigger.

Bump, (bump) n. A thump ; a heavy blow ;

—a swelling or protuberance ;—pi. the natural

swellings on the skull, supposed to indicate1

tho mental qualities and propensities of tl*e

individual.

Bump, (bump) v. t. [Ger. baniten.] To strike.

as with or against any thing large or solid : —

to thump ; to beat ;—v.i. To make a heavy, or

hollow noise.

Bumper, (bump'er) ft, A cup or glass filled to

tho brim.
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Bumpkin, (bumptin) a, [W. purmp o ddyn.]

An awkward rustic, or country lout.

Baa, ^maq) a. [Scot ks.] A small sweet-cake.

Baneh, (bmnsh) s. flcel bdnki.] A protuber

ance ; a hunch ; a knob or lump ;—a cluster or

tuft of things of the same kind, growing or

fljMBsjM■ together.

Baaca, (bossaa) r. £. To swell out; to gather

roand ; to become protuberant ;—v. t. To form

or la* in a banco,

(bonahe) a. Swelling out; growing

lortuita.

, (bandl)n. fA.-S. byndel.] A number

cf thiols bound together ; a package con-

v«n*;it tor handling or conveyance; a parcel;

aHal

Baaaie, (ban dl) r. .'. To tie pr bind in a roll;

to pat up together :—v. i. To set off in a hurry ;

to proceed confusedly.

3 mg. (bong) a. [O. H. Ger. pJtung, Go. pugg,

P. teadart.] The stopper of the orifice in a

[to clone up.

(bone) r. L To stop the orifice in a cask ;

.dew, (.bong'ga-16) n. [Bengalee bdngld.]

The eeontry hotn

of a Baropean iu

of a single

aad thatched,

of aUd il.---t

 

Bsa^-fcaia, (bons/hol)

a The hole in

cask throagh which

i*. is filled.

Baagfe (bong'gl) r.i. ~»^—

To act or work in a Bungalow.

ciam»y, awkward manner; to mismanage;—

r. t. To make or mend clumsily ; to botch.

Basgie, (biaggl) n. A clumsy performance; a

Partake ; a gross blunder.

Baagier, (bung'glrr) *. A clumsy, awkward

woraman ; a blunderer.

Boaguag, (buug'gliiig) a. Unskilful ; awk*

ward;—cliuxwiiy or unskilfully done.

Boak, (bungs;) n. (Sw. bankt.) A wooden caw

or box, which serves for a sea*, and for a bed ;

—a berth.

Baaker, (bnngk'er) n. A bin or receptacle.

rt"'* (bungkuni) n. Speech-making for

■nisjppw.

Bsaion, <bunyun) n. [0. Kng. bunny.] An

inflammation at tlie ball of the great toe.

Beat, (bant) a. [Ger. bund,] The middle part

or belly of a sail.

- tat (bunt) r. i. To swell out;—to push with

tie boras; to butt.

Saatias;, (banfing) n. [Ger. bunt.] A bird of

dJfcrint species, of the genus £iiiberiza;—d.

taia woolleu stun*, of which flags are made.

Baanine, (bont'hn) n. A rope fastened to

| At lout-rope of a sail, to haul it up.

Besy,(boy) a. [D. boey.] A floating mark to

faint out the position of

object* beneath the water,

or the proper direction for

■adiiig.

Ba«y, (boy) t.i. To keep

afloat;—to keep from sink-

\ i&c ;—to mark by buoys ;—

v. t To float ; to rise by specific lightneai.

***T*g»i (bojPaJ) a. Buoy , taken collectively ;

the providing of buoys.

Bwyaacy, (boyan-se) n. The quality of float-

 

Buor.

ing; specific lightness ;—lightness of spirit;

vivacity. [bearing up, as a fluid;—vivacious.

Buoyant, (boyant) a. Floating; light; elastic ;—

Burbot, (bur'bot) n. [F. barbote.] A fish of

the genus Gtulut, having beards on the nose and

chin.

Burdelais. (bur'de-U) ft. A coarse grape.

Burden, (bur'dn) n. [A. -8. byrdJtea.] That

which is borne or carried ;—any thing grievous

or oppressive;—load ; weight;—the capac.ty of

a ship to hold goods.

Burden, (bur'dn) a. [F. bourdon.] The verse

repeated in a song : refrain ;—the main topic

or theme.

Burden, (bur'dn) v. t. To lay a heavy load on';

—to oppress ; to surcharge.

Burdensome, (bur'dn-auru) a. Grievous to bo

borne ; oppressive ; fatiguing.

Burdock, (bur'dok) n. A geuus of weeds having

a rough, bristly leaf.

Bureau, (bu-ro) ft. [F.] A desk or writing

table with drawers;—an office for business;—

a department of the public service;—the body

of officers in such department.

Bureaucracy, (bu-ro'kra-se) n. [F. bureau and

G. htitein.] A system of government carried

on in departments, each under the control of a

chief.

Burg, (burg) n. [A.-S.J A fortified town.

Burgage, (burg'aj) »- [U burgagiuin.] A

tenure by which house.-* or lands are held at a

certain rent, or by service of " watch and

ward. "

Burgeon, (bur'jnn) v. i. [F. bourgeon.] To bud.

Burgess, (burjes) ft. [F. bourgeois.] A citizen

or treeman of a borough ;—a representative cf

a borough.

Burgher, (burg'er) n. A freeman of a borough :

—pt. the naiuu of a sect of seoedera from the

Church of Scotland.

Burglar, (burg'ler) a. [Burg and L. latro.] One

who breaks and enters a house with intent to

commit a felony.

Burglarious, (burglii-re-us) a. Pertaining to

housebreaking and robbery.

Burglary, (bnrg'la-re) a. • The breaking and

entering a house with intent to commit lelony.

Burgomaster, (burg'fi-iuaa-tcr) n. [D. burge-

meeeter.] A chief magistrate of a town in

Holland ;—an aquatic bird.

Burgonet, (burgVnet) n. [F. bourguignotte.) A

helmet, with a small visor.

Burgout, (bur-goo) n. A kind of gruel made

on Doard ship.

Burgundy, (bur'gun-de) n, A superior kind of

wine—so called from Burgundy.

Burial, (ber'e-al) a. Act of burying; funeral

solemnity ; interment.

Burial-place, (bgr'e-al-plas) n, A place appro

priated to the dead ; a grave-yard ;—the precise

spot where one i3 buried.

Burin, (burin) 7i. [0. H. Ger. bora.] An en

graver s tool ;—a graver.

Burke, (burk) r. (. To murder secretly and

without marks of violence, so as to sell tlio

corpse lor the purpose of dissection.

Burl, (bull) r. (. [F. bov.rrtlet.] To dress, as

cloth, by fulling;—to pick knots, threads, &c.,

from, in finishing cloth.

Burlap, (bur'lap) n. A coarse linen fabric.

Burlesque, (bur-lesk') a. [It. burU&co.\ Tend

ing to excite laughter by ludicrous images;

jocular; farcical
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Burlesque, (bur-leek') n. A ludicrous representa

tion ; a travestie; — a clever imitation or

caricature.

Burlesque, (bur-leak') V. (. To turn into ridicule ;

to make ludicrous ; to lampoon.

Burliness, (burle-nes) n. , Bulk ; gruffness ;

coarseness.

Burly, (burle) o. (O. Eng, booreti/.] Of great

bulk; stout; lusty;—coarse and rough.

Burn, (burn) r. (. [A.-S. bifrnan.) To consume

with fire ;—to subject to the action of fire ; to

harden; to bake;—to injure by fire; to scorch;

to wither ;—to inflame ;—to cauterize;—v. i.

To be on fire; to flame; to shine;—to be in

flamed.

Burn, (burn) n. A rivulet or brook.

Burn, (burn) n. A hurt or injury caused by fire;

—the operation of baking, as bricks.

Burner, (burner) n. One who burns or sets on

fire ;—an ap]«ndage to a lamp or gas-fixture.

Buming-glasI, (burn'ing-glas) ?u A convex

lens used for converging the sun's rays to a

focus.

Burnish, (burn'ish) v. t. [V. brunir.] To polish

by rubbing;—to render bright or resplendent;

—v. i. To grow bright, smooth, and glossy.

Burnish, (burn'ish) n. Gloss; lustre; polish.

Burnisher, (burn'ish-er) n. One who burnishes;

—a tool used in burnishing books.

Burnt-ear, (burnt'Cr) n. A disease in grain.

Burnt-offering, (burut'of-gr-ing) n. .Something

burnt on an altar, as an atonement for sin.

Burr, (bur) v. i. To pronounce with a burr.

Burr, (bur) /*. A rough jirickly covering of the

seeds of certain plants ;—the lobe of the ear ;—

a ring of iron ;—a triangular chisel ;—a guttural

pronunciation of the letter r:—also Bur.

Burrel-fly, (burel-fli) n. The ox-fly or breeze.

Burrow, (bur'o) «. [A.-S. bcorg.] A hole in

the ground mude by rabbits. &c., lor shelter and

habitation ; a heap of rubbish.

Burrow, (bur'o) v. i. To excavate a hole in the

earth ; to lodge in the earth, as conies or rab

bits;—to hide;—to mine.

Burry, (bur'e) a. Abounding in burrs.

Bursar, (burs'gr) n. [L. bursa.] A treasurer or

cash-keeper ;—a student to whom a stipend is

paid to aid him in his educational studies.

Bursary, (burs'are) n. The treasury of a college

or monastery ;—a charitable foundation in a

university.

Burse, (burs) n. [F. bourse.] A purse ;—a fund

for the maintenance of poor scholars ;—a college

or hall in a university;—an exchange:—also

written Bourse,

Burst, (burst) v. i. \\.-B. bjnrslan.] To fly or

break open with force ;—to make a sudden

change from restraint, invisibility or the like,

to a different state ; to escape by violent move

ment;—v. t. To break or rend by violence;

to open suddenly.

Burst, (burst) n. A snddon breaking forth ;

a disruption ; a violent rending ;—a spasmodic

effort.

Burt, (burt) n. A flat fish of the turbot kind.

Bury, (tore) v. t. (A. -8. byrigan.] To conceal

by covering ;—to cover out of sight, as in a

grave, a tomb, or the ocean ; to inter.

Burying-place, (bgrViug-plfu)) n. A grave-yard.

Bus, (bus) n. Au omnibus; a kiss.

Busby, (bus'be) n, A military cap of bear-skin.

Bush, (boosh) », 1 1 ». botch.] A place abound

ing in trees or shrubs;—a thick shrub;—a

branch of ivy hung out at vintners' doors; a

tavern sign ;—a lining of metal, let into an

orifice ;—the backwoods of Australia and Cape

Colony.

Bush, (boosh) v.i. To grow thick or bushy;

—r. t To set bushes ;—to line, as a hole, with

metal.

Bush-bean, (bwsh'ben) n. The garden-bean, ot

two varieties, kidney-bean and Fre>ich-bxan„

Bushel, (buosh'el) ». [Norman V. bussel.] A

dry measure containing four pecks or eight

gallons.

Bushelage, (b6osh'el-aj) n. A duty payable on

commodities by the bushel.

Bush-harrow, (boosh'har-6) n. A harrow made

of bushes for covering seeds.

Bushiness, (boosh'e-nes) u. State of being

bushy or overgrown with bushes.

Bushing, (boosh 'ing) n. A ring, tube, or lining

placed in a hole, acting as a journal-box.

Bushman, (boosh'man) n. [D. botchjes-man.] A

woodsman ;—a settler in the backwoods :—one

ofa tribe of savages near the Cape of Good Hope.

Bushy, (boosh c) a. Full of bushes.

Busily, (biz'ze-le) ado. In a busy manner. ' "*

Business, (biz'nes) n. That which busies one ;

—any occupation for a livelihood or gain ;—

traffic;—concern; right of action or interpo

sition ;—affair : transaction.

Busk, (busk) 7i. [F. busc.] A piece of metal,

whale-bone, or wood, worn in women's corsets.

Busk, (busk) v. t. or v. i. To dress or attire.

Busked, (buskt) «. Wearing a busk ; ready ;

adorned.

Buskin, (busk'in) n. [F. trouf^Hin,] A cover

ing for the foot and leg worn by hunters;—a

high-soled shoe worn by the ancient actors in

tragedy ;—hence, tragedy ;—a high and lofty

style.

Buskined, (busk'ind) a. Dressed in buskins;

—pertaining to tragedy: tragic

Buaky, (busk e) a. Bushy ; wooded ; shaded or

overgrown with trees or shrubs: — generally

written Bosky.

Buss, (bus) n. {h. basium.] A kiss; a Btolen

or playful kiss. II). bins.] A small two-masted

vessel, used in the herring fishery. fc

Buss, (bus) r. i. To kiss.

Bust, (bust) n. [Ger. bnist, breast, Go. orits**.]

The trunk of the body ; the

portion between the head

and waist ;—a piece of statu

ary, representing the upper

part of the human figure,

from head to waist inclu

sive.

Bustard, (bustard) n. [F.

bistanle.] A bird of tho

Ostrich family. Tho great

bustard is the largest land

bird in Europe.

Bustle, (bus si) v. i. [A.-S.

quickly ; to be very

active.

Bustle, (bua'sl)n. Great

Btir ; hurried activity ;

commotion.

Bustle, (bus's!) n. A

cushion worn by ladies

for the purpose of ex-

itauding tho skirts.

Busy, (bix'ze) «. (A-a

byng.) Active and earnest m work;—engaged
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in baxinees ; occupied ;— restless ; —officious;

meddling.

Ba*y, (biz'ae) rt To make or keep busy; to

employ ; to engage.

Busy-body, (btrze-bod-e) n. One who officiously

concerns biniseif with the affairs of others; a

meddling pexsoa.

But. (bat)srrp. tern*}, [A.-S. butanJ\ Except;

besides . anises ;—Bare that ; were it not that ;

—oaij; mereij ;—not longer ago than; nothing

more than ;—yet ; nevertheless ; moreover.

Butcher. (b*ih>r) *. [F. boueher.] One

*fe> daughters animals for the market, or sells

thsii Stsa ;—one given to slaughter.

Batcher, (bunco er) e, t. To kill, as animals,

for food or for market ;—to murder in a bloody

or barbarous manner,

Bataher-bird, (booch'er-berd) n. A binl of the

call*! Lanius ;—the king bird ; the

Batcaerty, (V>ich.Vr-le)a. Grossly cruel and bar-

harvis ; bloody : murderous.

Batcher-meat. (boOch'er-niet) n. The flesh of

animals slaughtered for the table.

Bi^i-ry, (hooch ex-e) n. Great slaughter ;

earaaieL

Bou-ead, (but'end) n. The large or blunt end.

Butier. (butler) n. [F. bouttiliier.] A servant

who takes charge of the liquors, plate, &c.

B^tienhip (butl?r*hip) n. The office of a

hatter, [buttress of an arch ; a support.

Bataeat, (but'meat) n. [F. aboutemenJ.i A

Bott. (bat) n. [P. bat, aim, Gael buta, mark.)

The larger end of a thing;—a mark to be shot

u,—one at whom ridicule, jests, or contempt

are directed ;—a posh or thrust given in fencing

«t by the head of an animal ;—a large cask :—

the thickest port of tanned oxhides;—a kind

<*f hia^s ;—a piece of land left unploughed ;—

the metal ring at the end of a hose.

Butt, (but) r. i. [F. fcowter.) To join nt the

tad; to be bounded; to thrust the head <or-

s"ard ;—r. t. To strike by thrusting the head,

ssa ram.

Boxer, (but'ter) 7i- [A.-S. buter.]. An unctuous

R-JsUnoe obtained from cream by churning;

—say substance resembling butter ;—soft, in-

usoating speech. [to flatter.

B-i^er, (batter) r. t. To spread with butter ;—

SaUer-eup, (but'ter-kup) n. A plant of the

8^>as RojtHHenlus, having brightyellow flowers.

BstterSy, (bat ter-fll) n. A lepidopterous insect

ctf tie family Papilio ;—an inconstant person.

Batten*, (butter-is) n. A steel instrument,

ued fiar paring the hoof of a horse.

3st»--t*iak, (butter-milk) it. The milk that

>aaB after churning.

Satter-tree, (but'ter-tTe) n. A tropical tree, the

BMda of which yield a substance resembling

totter.

Btttterwurt, (bnt'ter-wurt) n. A genus of her

baceous plants growing in bogs and marshes,

Bcttery, (butter-e) a. Having the qualities or

sppearaace of butter.

 

Buttery, (but'ter-e) n, A room in colleges

where refreshments are kept for the students ; a

larder ;—a cellar.

Buttock, (bufnk) n. [From&ttH.] The rump

or protuberant part of the body behind.

Button, (but'n) n. [F. bouton.] A small ball ;

a knob;—a catch used to fasten together tho

different parts of dress ;—a piece of wood or

metal turning on a nail or screw, to fasten

doors, &c.

Button, (but'n) v. t. To fasten with a button ;

—v. i. To be fastened by buttons.

Button-hole, (but'n-hol) u. The hole or loop in

which a button is fastened.

Button-hole, (but'n hoi) r. /. To hold by the

button; to detain in conversation ; to bore.

Buttress, (but'tres)n. [F. ooufer.j A project

ing support to the exterior of

a wall ; a prop ; a support.

Buttress, (but tres) v. t. To sup

port by a buttress ; to prop.

Butts, (but*) n. A place whero

archers meet to shoot at a

mark;— angular ridges in a

field ; — pieces of stout sole

leather.

Buxom, (buks'um) a. [A.-S.

bocsum.) Lively; brisk; frolic

some. Buttress.

Buxomly, (buks'um-le) adv. In a gay, lively

manner ; briskly.

Buy, (bi) v. I. (A. -8. byegan.] To purchase;

to acquire by paying a price for ; to procure for

a consideration ;—to bribe; to corrupt;—v.i.

To negotiate or treat about a purchase.

Buyer, (bier) n. One who buys ; a purchaser.

Buzz, (buz) v. i. To make a low, humming

sound, as bees ;—to speak with a low voice;—

t>. (. To make known by whispers ;—to spread

secretly.

Buzz, (buz) t\. A continuous, humming noise,

as of bees ;— a whisper; a report spread necretly.

Buzzard, (buz'rrd) n. [L. buteo, hawk.] A bird

of prey of the Falcon family ;—a dunce.

**y< (°i) prep. [A. -8. biff.] In the neighbour

hood of; near to; past;—through or with, de

noting the instrument, cause, way, and the like.

By, (bi) adv. Near ; beside.

By, (bi) «. Out of the common path ; aside.

Bye, (bi) n. An object by the way ; a dwelling ;

—in certain games, a station aside.

By-end, (bi'end) n. Private end or interest.

By-gone, (bi'gon) «. Past ; gone by.

By-law, (bi'law) n. *

law or regulation.

By-name, (bi'nam) n. A nickname.

By-path, (bi'path) n. A private path

[A.-S. bilafft.) A private

[way.

; an obscure

By-play, (bi'pla) n. A scene which is carried on

aside.

Byre, (bfr) n. A cow-house.

By-stander, (bi'stand-er) n. [By and slander.]

A looker-on ; a spectator.

By-word, (bi'wurd) n. A common saying ; a

proverb.

C.

C(se), the third letter In the English alphabet,

and the second consonant, has two sounds,

ooe dose, like K; the other a sibilant, pre

cisely like S. The digraph ch has three sounds,

Uli, as in church' ah, as in cJtai&e; t; as in

chontg. C after the clef is the mark of com

mon time. C is also the key note major, and

the third minor, of the natural scale.
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Cab, (kab) n. [Cabriolet.] A covered carriage,

drawn by one horse.

Cab, (kab) «. [H. gdbab.] A Hebrew dry mea-

sure, containing two and five-sixths pints.

Cabal, (ka-baT) ft, [11. g&bal.] A number

of persons united to promote their views by

intrigue ;—secret artifices.

Cabal, (ka-baF) v. i. To conspire.

Cabala, (kab'a-la) n. A mystical interpretation

of the Pentateuch, consisting in the meaning

attached to certain forma and combinations of

the letters of the law :—secret science.

Cabalistic, (kab-a-list'ik) a. Containing an

occult meaning.

Cabaret, (ka'b.vret) n. [P.] A tavern.

Cabbage, (kab'aj) ft. fO. Eng. cubbish.] A gar

den vegetable;—cloth purloined by one who

cuts out garments. Icutting out a garment.

Cabbage, (kab'aj) v. t. To purloin cloth in

Cabbage-rose, (kab'aj-roz) n. A rose of a thick

compacted form.

Cabin, (kab'in) ». [F. cabant.] A small room;

—a hut or small house ;—an apartment in a ship

for officers and passengers.

Cabin, (kab'in) v. i. To livo in a cabin ; to

lodge ;—v. t. To confine in a cabin.

Cabinet, (kab'in-et) it, [Cabin.] A small room ;

a closet ;—a private room in which consultations

are held ;—the ministry ;—a chest with drawers

and door ;—a safe place for valuables.

Cabinet-council, (kab'iu-et-koun'sil) ft Con

fidential council of a prince;—meeting of the

members of the ministry.

Cabinet-maker, (kab'in-et-mak-gr) ft, A man

who makes cabinets, and wooden furniture.

Cable, (ka'bl) n, (L. capulum.) A strong rope

or chain, used to retain a vessel at anchor, Arc.

Cable, (ka'bl) v. t. To fasten with a cable.

Cabman, (kab'man) n. The driver of a cab.

Caboose, (ka-boos') n. The kitchen of a ship;—

the gallty.

Cabriolet, (kab-re-o-lo/) ft, [F.] A one-horse

pleasure-carriage with a calash top.

Cacao, (ka-k.Vo) n. [ilex. cacauaK.] The cho

colate tree, found in South America.

Cachalot, (kacu'a-lot) «. [Ger. kaschalot] The

sperm whale.

Cachexy, (ka-keks'e) n. [G. kakos and fori*.]

A deranged condition of the system.

Cachinnation, (kak-in-a'shun) ft, (1.. cachin-

miy.] Loud or immoderate laughter.

Cackle, (kak'l) v.i. [Ger. kakeln.] To make

a noise like a goose or hen ;—to giggle ;—to

prattle. (idle talk ; silly prattle.

Cackle, (kak'l) n. The noise of a goose or hen ;—

Cacography, (ka-kog'ra-fe) n. [G. kakos, bad,

and graphe, writing.] Bad spelling or writing.

Cacophony, (ka-kofo-ne) tu [G. kako* and

pkoai.] A disagreeable sound of words;—a

combination of discords.

Caotus, (kak'tus) ft, [G. kaktos.] An American

plant, having thick fleshy

stems, generally without

leaves, and armed with

spines.

Cadaverous, (ka-dav'er-us)

a. [h. cadaver.] Having

the appearance of a corpse;

pulo ; ghastly.

Caddis, (kad'dis) n. [Ir.

cadus.] A kind, of worsted

lace ;—lint for dressing a

wound. Cactus.

CALAMINE

| [Cade.] A small box for

 

A barrel or cask ;

Caddy, (kad'de) ft.

keeping tea

Cade, (kftd)n. [G. kados.]

— a cade of herrings is 500.

Cadence or Cadency, (kadens) ft. [L. cadtre.]

A fall of the voice in reading or speaking:—

a modulation ;—a closing embellishment of an

air—in this sense written Cadenza.

Cadence, (ka'dens) V. t. To regulate by muaienj

measure.

Cadene, (ka-den') ft. A Turkish carpet.

Cadent, (ka'dent)«. [L. cadcre.] Falling gently.

Cadet, (ka-def) n. I F.J A gentleman who

carries arms as a private, to obtain a commis

sion ;—a young man in a military school.

Cadetship, (ka-det'ship) n. A commission given

to a young officer.

Cadger, (kaj'er) n. One who brings hotter,

eggs, and the like to market ; a huckster ; a

packman. [among the Turks.

Cadi, (ka'de) ft, Tlie judge of a town or village

Cadmium, (kad'mC-um) u. [L. cadmia.] A metal

related to zinc. fa herald s staff.

Caducous, (ka-du'se-us) ft. [L.] Mercury's rod ;—

Caducity, (ka-du'so-te) ft, Tendency to fall.

Caducous, (ka-du'kus) a. [L. cadere.] Falling

off quickly. [division in a verse.

Caesura, (se-zu'ra) n. [L. cadar,] A pause or

Cafe, (ka'fii) ft. [F. cafe.] A coffee-house.

Cag, (kag) ft, [Dan. kaggt.} A small cask or

barrel.

Cage, (kilj) ft. [L. cavea.) An inclosure for

confining birds or animals;—a place o* con

finement.

Cage, (kaj) *'■ '■ To confine;—to imprison.

Caique, (ka'ek)ii. [Turk. gAlq, boat.] A TurkUU

skiff or light boat. __ —_=_—_^^=s.

Caird, (kerd) v. A tinker;

a wandering beggar. ,-^vj^.

Cairn, (kgrn) ft, |Ir. ewn.)**^*"

A rounded or conical pile J

of Btones.

Cairngorm, (kern'gorm) ft, -^

A yellowish rock-crystal, Caique.

used for trinkets.

Caisson, (kaVson) ft, [F.] A chest containing

ammunition ; the waggon or

tumbril in which military

stores are conveyed ;—a chest

filled with explosive materials—

to be laid in the way of an

enemy.

Caitiff, (ka'tif) ft [L. eaptivu*.]

A captive;—a mean despicable

person.

Caitiff, (ka'tif) a. Base : despicable.

Cajole, (ka-jOF) v.t [F. enjoin:] To deceivo

or delude by flattery ; to wheedle.

Cajolery, (ka-jOI'er-e) n. A wheedling; flattery.

Cake, (kiik) ft, (L. coqucrc] A composition

of flour, butter, sugar, &c, baked;—a mass of

matter concreted.

Cake, (kuk) v. t. To form into a cake or mass ;

—r. i. To concrete into a hard mass.

Calabash, (kala-hash) n. The fruit of the cala-

liash-tree;—a \es30l made from tho gourd, or

the gourd itself.

Calabash-tree, (kal'a-bash-tr£) «. A tree pro

ducing a melon-like fruit, with a hard sheU.

Calambour, (kal'am-lxKir) ?i. A species of aloe*

wood, mottled In colour.

Calamine, (kala-unn) ft, [L. cpdhiia.] The

silicate of zinc.
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Calamitous, (ka-Iamlt-o*) <u Suffering cala

mity;—yrududngakmity; grievous; disastrous.

Calamitously, (ka-lain'it-us-le) adv. Distress

ingly.

Calamity, (ka-iamnVe) n. [L. ealamita*.] Any

great miafcrtace or cause of misery ; disaster.

Calamus, (kaiVmus) a. [L.] The Indian cane,

a plant of the palm family ;—a pipe or pen

made of reed.

Caliabt, fia-laah') «. [F. cattcAf.] A light

carriage with low wheels, having a top that can

be raised or lowered;—a hood or top ofa carriage.

Calcareous, (kal-kire-u*) u. Partaking of or

eoaiaining lime.

Calceolaria. (kal-se-o-lj're-a) n, A genus of her-

t-aeewi* plants producing beautiful yellow or

pcrple flowera, soinetiines intermixed.

Cakify, (kal'ee-fi) v. i. [L. calx, lime, and

jkttrt, to make.] To change into lime.

Csktaaiion, (kal-sin-a'shun) n. The operation

<A expelling from a body it* cementing principle,

aul rodtuaug it to powder.

Cakme, (kal-iiiiil ?. t. [U calx, lime.] To rc-

«iuce t»j powder by heat ;—to oxidize, as a metal;

—t- t To be convened into a powder or

fr-able Hibttaiicc.

Calcina. (kal'se-um) n. [h. caiz.) Tho metallic

*&£* of lime.

Cakagxapfay, (kal-kog'ra-fe) n. [G. challos, anil

prapawL] Art of drawing and engraving in

brass, [ascertained by calculation.

Calculable. (kaTku-li-bl) a. Capable of being

Caieolary, (kaTku-la-re) a. [L. calculus.] Ite-

iaiiag u> stone in the bladder.

Calculate, (kal au-Lit) r. t. To compute ; to

reckon ;—to determine by arithmetical or ma-

itrebatical processes:—to ascertain by reckon-

inj» peculiarities or circumstances of ;—to fit or

prepare by adaptation;—?. L To make a cal-

esdssjoa.

CakmlaxMai, (kal-ku-la'shun) n. Tho art, act, or

T-m^x of calculating ; computation.

Caiealoua, (kaJku-lu*) a. Like stone; gritty.

Cikalas. (kaTku-lus) n. [L.) A pebble used

in counting or voting;—a concretion in the ex

cretory canals ;—a branch of mathematics.

Cakfew. (fcawfdrun) a. [L. calidu*.] A largo

settle or boiler of copper or other metal,

deficient, (k&l-e-fa'she-ent) n. A substance

lhat excites warmth.

Cal*Cutart (kal-e-(ak t$r) n. A small stove.

Caiefy, (kal'e-fl) r. i. [L. caUfacert,] To grow

te^v «-r warm ;—c t. To make warm or hot.

CakftAar, (kaTen-dgr) n. [L. caltndarium, an

•Tcoont book. ] An orderly arrangement of the

-Turiot* of time, as days, weeks, montlis, kc ;

—an almanac ;—an enumeration of persons or

&&5> ;—a list of criminal cases.

Cafrmsar. (kal'en-der) v. t. To enter or write

in a calendar.

Csieaaer. (kal'en-d^r) n. A hot press used to

s&aks cloths, paper, &c, smooth and glossy, or

to g*v* them a wavy appearance :—a dervise.

Caleaser, (kal'en-d^r) r. U To press between

»Oers for the purpose of making glossy, and

wavy.

Csismda, (kal'endx) 7i. »/. [L. calenda.) Tho

5j« dav of each month among the Romans.

fslsntiu's, (kal'en-tor) n. [L. calerc.) A de-

firmni caused by the heat of the sun at sea.

Calf, (kaf) a. (A. -8. ccalf.] The young of the

sw :—a stupid person ;—the thick fleshy part

*/ tie leg behind.

 

Calf-skin, (kafskin) m. The hide or akin of tho

calf, used in binding books, &c

Calibre, (kal'e-ber) n. [L. qua libra.] Weight

of a bullet or other projectile ;—diameter, as of

a bullet or column ;—the quality or degree of

the intellect.

Calico, (kal'e-ko) n. [Calicut.] Plain white

cloth made from cotton.

Calioo Printing, (kale-ko printing) ». The

art of printing cotton fabrics with hgures and

colours.

Calid, (kal'id)a. [L. calUlus.] Hot; burning.

Caliginous, (kn-lij'in-us)«. [L. calujo] Affected

with darkness or dimness ; dark.

Caligraphy, (ka-lig'ra-fe) n. [G. Mo* and gra-

pluiii.} Fair or elegaiit penmanship.

Calipash, (kal'e-pash) n. [F. carapace.] The

upper shell of a turtle, containing a greenish

gelatinous substance.

Calipee, (kale-pi-) ». The lower sholl of a

turtle, containing a gelatinous substance uf a

light yellowish colour.

Calipers, (kalo-pcrz) n. pi. Compasses with

curved legs for measuring the

calibre or diameter of round bodies.

Caliph, (kalif) n. [A. Lhallfuh.]

Buccessor or vicar—a title given

to the successors of Mohammed :—

also Calif.

Caliphate, (Ical'lf-at) n. Ofllcy or

government of a caliph.

Calisthenics, (kal-is-then'iks) n. ring. Calipers.

[G. kaioi and sthehos.] Art or practice of

exercise, to promote strength and graceful

movement of the body. [of a flower.

Calix, (ka'liks) n. A cup ;—the outer covering

Calk, (kaw'k) r. t. [A. gala/a.] To drive oakum

into the Beams of a snip to prevent leaking ;

—to shoe with iron :—sometimes Caulk.

Calk, (kawk) n. [A.-S. calc, hoof.) A pointed

piece of iron on a shoe to prevent slipping on ice.

Calking-iron, (kawk'ing-i-um) n. An iuslru-

mentlike a chisel, used in calking ships.

Call, (kawl) r. t. [G. kalein.] To give a namo

to ;—to designate, as for office or employment ;

—to utter in a loud voice ;—to invite; to ua-

senible by order; to appeal to or invoko;—

r. i. To speak in a loud voice ; to cry out ;—to

make a brief visit.

Call, (kawl) n. A vocal address of summons or

invitation ;—a requisition ;—a divine summons;

—authorized command ;—employment;—a short

vigit;— a note blown on a horn ;—a whistle.

Callid, (kallid) a. \h. catlidus.] Crafty; cun

ning ; artful

Calling-, (kawTing) n. A summons or invita

tion ;—usual occupation or emplovmcnt.

Calliope, (kal-li'6-pe) u. \G.) The muse that

nresides over eloquence and heroic poetry*.

Callous, (kal'lns)«. [L, callosus.] Hardened;

indurated ;—unfeeling.

Callously, (kallus-le) adv. In a hardened or

unfeeling manner. [sibility to suffering.

Callousness, (kal'lua-nes) n. Hardness ;—inscn-

Cailow. (kallo) a. [L. calvu*.] Destitute of

feathers ; unfledged.

Calm, (kam) a. Still; quiet; at rest;—undis

turbed by passion ; serene ; placid.

Calm, (kam) n. [G. kauma.) Freedom from

motion or disturbance ; stillness; quiet; repose.

Calm, (kam) v. t. To render still or quiet,

as tho elements ;—to pacify and soothe, as the

mind ;—to allay agitation or excitement
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Calmly, (kimlo) adv. In a quiet manner : dis

passionately, (tranquillity ; peacefulness.

Calmness, (kam'nes) n, Quietness; stillness;

Calomel, (kal'6-mel) n. [G. tales ami metas.] A

mild chluride of mercury, used a medicine.

Caloric, (ka-lor'ik) n. [L. color, heat.] The

principle of heat or combustion.

Calorific, (kal-or-ifik) «. [L. calm- m&facirc.]

Producing heat.

Calorification, (kal-or-if-ik-a'shun) n. Hie pro

duction of heat, especially animal heat.

Calorimeter, (knl-o-riin'e-ter) n. [L. culm; and

G. metro*.] An apparatus for measuring the

amount of heat contained in bodies.

Calorimoter, (kal-o-riin'o-ter) ». A powerful gal

vanic batterv.

Oalotype, (kal'o-tip) n. [G. laloi and tvpoi.]

A photographio picture on paper.

Caltrop, (kal'trop) a. [A. -S. cultratppc] A plant

having a prickly fruit cumposed of five nuts

united in a whorl.

Calumet, (kal'u-met) n. [Ix tmfamm.] A pipo

used by the American Indians for a symbol of

peace.

Calumniate, (ka-lum'ne-iU) v. t. [L. ca.1 wnnian.]

To accuse falsely and knowingly : to defame.

Calumniation, (ka-luin-no-.Vsliun) n. False ac

cusation of a crime or offence ; slander.

Calumnious, (ka-lum'ne-us) a. Containing or

implying slanders ; defamatory. fpusly.

Galumniously, (ka-lum'ne-us-le) adv. Slander-

Calumny, (kal'uni-ue) n. VU caliniinia.] False

accusation of a crituo or offence ; slander ; libel.

Calvary, (kal'va-re) n. [L. caltui.] A place

of Bkulls; the place of Christ's Crucifixion.

Calve, (kav) >\ i. [Calf. ] To bring forth a calf.

.Calvinism, (kal'vin-izni) n. The tenets or doc

trines of Calvin and his followers.

Calvinist. (kal'vin-ist) ;j. One who embraces

the theological doctrines of Calvin.

Calx,(kalks)n. [L. calx, A.-S. cafe.] Limo or

chalk;—the earthy residuum which remains

after calcination.

Oalycle, (kal'e-kl) «. [h. calyx.] A row of small

leaflets at the base of the calyx ;—the covering

of a seed.

Calyx, (klliks) n. [G. htilH.] The outer cover

ing or leaf-like envelope of a

flower.

Cam, <kam) 11. [W. cam, bent.]

A projecting part of a wheel or

moving piece, so shaped as to

give an alternating or variable

motion to another wheel or piece

meeting it.

Camber, (kamljcr) n. [L. camera.]

An arch or convexity. Calyx.

Cambric, (kaui'brik) n, [Camorojf.] A fine, thin,

white fabric of flax or linen.

Camel, (kaui'el) a. [L. Canute*.] A large

ruminant quadruped

without horns. uBcd in

Asia and Africa for

carrying burdens and

for riding ; — a float

ing machine for lifting

■hips over shoals or

liars.

Camellia, (ka-md'o-n)

n. [Caiiislli.j A genus

of flowering, evergreen

shrubs — the variety Camel.

Japonica is niost cultivated.

10. itamelos

 

 

Camelopard, (kam-el'6-pard)

and partialis.] A ru

minant quadruped, in

habiting the tropical

regionB of Africa,

remarkable for its long

neck ; the giraffe. It

is the tallest of ani

mals, its head being

often eighteen feet

above the ground.

Camel'e-hair, (kam'eht-

hiir) n. The hair of

'the camel, employed

in the manufacture

of poncils for drawing

and painting. Camelopard.

Cameo, (kam'e-o) n. [L. gemma.] A precious

stone;—anv veined or indented stone;—a com

posite stone of which the under layer forms the

ground, and the upiier bears the mark or efhgy.

Camera Obscura, (kam'er-a ob-sku'ra) n. [L.]

An apparatus in which the images of external

objects, received through a double convex glass.

are thrown upon a white surface in a darkened

chamber. [Arching or vaulting.

Cameration, (kam-er-ashun) ft. [U cmwrrw]

Cameronians, (kain'er-o-ne-ara) n. pi. A body of

Presbyterian dissenters in (Scotland.

Camlet, (kamlet) 71. [Eng. camel.] A stuff

originally made of camel's hair, now of wool

and thread. _ ....

Camomile, (kam'o-niil) n. [G. thamatiuflo:,.)

A bitter plant of different species, used la

medicine. , _ _ ,.

Camp, (kamp) 11. [X. enmpm.] Open field or

plain ;—ground which an army occupies 111 war

fare-— the disposition of its quarters;— the

movable huts of a travelling party ; encamp

ment. , .,

Camp, (kamp) r. t. To rest or lodge, as an army

or travellers ;—v. (. To pitch tents, it ,

encamp. „ . « . ,
Campaign, (kam-pSn') n. [Tj. Campnnia. ] A

large open plain ;—the period during which an

army keeps the Hold. , (P»ign.

Campaign, (kani-pan') r. i. To serve in a cam-

Campaigner, (kam-paii'er) n. One who has served

in several campaigns; a veteran.

Campaniform, (kani-pan'c-form) a, [L. com-

puna and/oiina.] In the shape of a bell.

Campanile, (kam-pa-nela) n. [It] A bull or

clock-tower ;—a square tower

to crown the chief elevation

of a building.

Campanology, (kam-pa-nolo-je)

n. [U coi.i}»M".andG. too**]

Art of ringing bells, or a treatise 5

on tho art.

Campanula, (kam-pan'ii-la) n. j

The bell-flower. ;

Camp-bedstead, (kamp'bed-sted)

;l. A bedstead to fold up, Used

on a march, fee.

Camphene, (kam'fCn) n. Puro _

oil of turpentine. Campanile.

Camphor, (knm'fer) n. [Per. 1-d/rtl] A substance.

with a bitter taste and pungent smell, highly

volatile. Of use as a diaphoretic, stimulant.

or disinfectant. [acid of camphor with abase.

Camphorate, (kam'fer-at) 11. A compound of the

Camphor-oil, (kam'fer-oil) n. An essential oil

distilled from the camphor tree.
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Camphor-tree, (kara'frr-rre) u. The tree from

«hitu camphor i* obtained.

Cam-wheel, (kambwet) a. A wheel of irregular

outline, to pr&duee a variable motion in ma

chinery.

Cam-wood, (bin wood) a, A rod dye-wood.

Can, (kan) a. [A.-S. cflftwe.J A cup or vessel

for liquors made of metal.

Cu, (tan) a u IA.-S. racNxan.] To be able ; to

bare poirer, either physical or moral ;—an

auxiliary verb.

Casaiiaa. (ka-na'de-an) n. An inhabitant or

n*U re of Canada.

Casaiue, (ka-nal') *. [F.J The coarsest part of

istaJ ;—the rabble.

Canal, (ka-nal') u. [L. ornjia, reed.] An arti

ficial water-coone ;—a dact in the body of an

sanaai [lalea ;—a small singing-bird.

Canary. (ka-n,Vre) *. Wine made in the Canary

Caaaater, (fca-na* t--r) a. A rush basket iu which

tobacco u lacked in South America ;—a specie.*

*,f cat tobacco.

Ca&eai (kan «el) r. /. |"L. cancflli, lattice.] To

rr»« au-1 deface the lines of; to blot out;—

to suppress.

CaateL (tan sel) *. The suppression and reprint-

in; of a page or part of a work ;—the part

aJiered.

Caaeer. (kan'ser) n. [8. rancr*.] The crab;—

a ligu iu the zodiac de-

i*msi% the northern limit

of the «id'i course in

•snimer:—a li vid scirrhous

t amour, terminating in an

uiosr.

Caaeexahs. (kan'ser-at) v. i.

Tu grow into a cancer.

Cancerous. (kanVr-us) <u Cancer.

like, or consisting of, a cancer ; affected with

[L. candela,

yr

 

u

^aa

Caiadejabnntt, (kan-de-la Drum)

candlij A tall stand

tr cBj/[»TTt for a Limp ;

—* branched awl high

ly ornamented candJe-

stiefc ;—a chandelier.

Candid, (kan'did) a. [L.

emndittn*.} White;

fair ; open ;—free from

Wis*: unprejudiced,

wA^diaate, (kaii'de-tUt) Candelabrum.

a. One who seeks, or who is proposed for an

^ffies or place of trust ;—a competitor.

Cazaidatare, (kan'de-dat-ur) n. State or posi-

v-^a of being a candidate

Caaaidrr, (kan'did-le) adi*. Without trick or

-«ui«e; openly; u {nightly.

Ctafie, (kan'dl) a. [A-3. caMoW.] A cylindrical

r'3dyd tallow, wax, &c., inclosing a wick of

".ax or cotton threads, used forgiving light; a

iuasraHory.

Caa4ansauL (kan'dl-mas) n. (A.-S. ftf«d<7jwt¥#sf.]

A festival on tlie second day of February in

• of the purification of the Virgin Mary.

, (kan'our) m. [L. cundcre.} Oitennoas ;

'^enaotuneaa ; frankness.

CaWy, (kan'de) r. f. To conserve in sugar;—

t- i. To be covered with sugar.

Caasr7, (kan'de) n. (Per. land.) A conserve

ct confection of sugar ;—in Bombay a weight

tf »o lb*.

Candy-tuft, (kan'de-tuft) n. (From Candia.] An

annual plant cultivated in gardens,

 
Cane, (kan) n. [L. cattnu.] A plant of several

aitecies, as the btnuboo, rattan,

kc. ; the sugar-cane ;—a walk

ing-stick.

Cane, (kan) r. t. To beat with

a cane ;— to punish.

Canebrake, (kan'brok) n. A

thicket of canes.

Cane-mill, (kan'niit) n. A mill

for grinding sugar-cane.

Canicula, (ka-ink'u-Ia) n. [L. Sugar-cane.

cants.] The Dog-star or Siriu*.

Canine, (ka-niu') a. [h. canis.] Having the

propet ties or nature of a dog.

Caning, (kun'iug) n. A beating with a cane.

Canister, (kan'is-tcr) ?i. [0. kanastrou.) A

small basket of reeds or willow twigs, &c. ;—a

small case for holding tea, coffee, &c.

Canker, (kang'ker) w. [I* cancer.] An ulcer ;

—any thing which corrodes or destroys ;—a dis

ease in trees or in the feet of horses.

Canker, (kang'ker) v. t. To corrode ;—to in

fect ;—r. i. To rust : to grow corrupt ; to decay.

Cankered, (kang'kerd) a. Having a crabbed,

unkind, or malignant temper. [canker.

Cankerous, (kang'ker-us) a. CoiToding like a

Canker-worm, (kangker-wunn) n. A worm

destructive to trees and plants.

Cankery, (kang'ker-e) «. Crusty ; surly.

Canncl-coal, (kon'nel-kul) n. [Candle-coal.] A

hard black coal, burning with a clear name,

without smoke.

Cannibal, (kairne-bal) «. f^p. Caribales.] A

person who eats human flesh.

Cannibalism, (kan'uu-bal-izin) iu Act or prac

tice of eating human flesh by man.

Cannon, (kan'un) n. [L. canna.] A large hollow

metal cylinder closed

at one end, and vari

ously mounted, used

for throwing balls by

the force of gunpow

der:—a hollow cylin

drical piece through

which a revolving

fliaft passes. Cannon.

Cannonade, (kan-iin-.~uip «• An attack with

artillery ; a sustained lire of big guns.

Cannonade, (kan-un-ud) v.t. To attack with

heavy artillery ;—v. i. To discharge cannon.

Cannon-ball, (kan'un-bawl) n. A ball made of

cast iron, to be thrown from cannon.

Cannonier, (kan-un-neY) n. A man who man

ages cannon ; an artilleryman.

Cannon-shot, (kan'un-shot) u. A boll for can

non ;—the distance a cannon will throw balls.

Canny, (kan'ne) a. Cautious ; wary.

Canoe, (ka-noo') n. [F- cawot.] A* boat formed

of the trunk of a tree ex

cavated, or of bark or

skins.

Canon, (kan un) «. [L.] A j

law or rule in general;—uirjf

ecclesiastical rule of doe-Sj__

trine or discipline ;—the tanoe.

genuine books of the Scriptures;—a catalogue

of saints ;—a continued fugue ;—one who pos

sesses a prebend for the performance of divine

service in a cathedral ;—the largest size of

ty]». [canon ; according to rule.

Canonical, (kan-on'ik-al) a. Pertaining to a

Canonieally, (kau-ou'ik-al-le) ado lu a canonical

manner.
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Canonicals, (kan-on'ik-alz) n. pi. The full official

dross of the clergy.

Canonic ity, (kan-on-is'e-te) «. The authority

belonging to the Scriptures as genuine.

Canonist, (kan'un-ist) n. A professor of eccle

siastical law.

Canonization, (kan-on-iz-ii'shun) n. Ceremony or

act of placing in the catalogue of saints ;—the

state of being sainted. [catalogue of saints.

Canonize, (kan'uu-Iz) v. t. To place upon tho

Canonship or Canonry, (kan'un-ship) n. A

benefice in a cathedral or collegiate church.

Canopy, (kan'6-pe) ». [G. LonO^mioa.] A cover

ing over a throne or bed ;—an ornamental pro

jection, in tho Gothic style, over doors, arches,

&c. [canopy.

Canopy, (kan'6-pe) v. t. To cover with a

Canorous, (ka-no'rus) a. [L. eaaeve, to sing. J

Musical ; sounding , tuneful.

Cant, (kant) n, [\V. cant.] An angle;—an

inclination fi'om a horizontal line ;—a push or

jerk.

Cant, (kant) v. t. To place upon tho edge, as a

cask;—to give a suiidcn turn to;--v. i. [L.

canere, to sing.] To speak in a whining tone ;

—to make pretensions.

Cant, (kant) u. [L. canttts, chant.] An affected

mode of speaking ;—whining pretensions ;—the

jargon of gypsies and thieves.

Cant, (leant) a. Affected, inelegant, or vulgar.

Can't, (kant) A contraction for can not.

Cantaloupe, (kau'ta-luOp) n. A ribbed variety of

muskmelon.

Cantata, (kan-tii'ta) n. [It.] A poem set to

music ; a composition for one voice, with choral

accompaniments. [singer.

Cantatrice, (kan-ta-trech'e) n, [It.] A female

Canteen, (kau-tcn') n. [Sp. cuntina.] A vessel

used by soldiers for carrying drink ;—a barrack

tavern. [in a moderate gallop.

Canter, (kan'ter) r. i. To move, as a horse,

Canter., (kan'ter) a. A moderate gallop.

Canterbury, (kau'ter-bcr-e) :i. A wooden stand

with divisions to hold music, &c.

Cantharia, (kau'tha-ris) u. [L.J A coleopterous

insect used for blistering ; Spanish-fly.

Canticle, (kan'tc-kl) n. [L. cantrc.) A little

song ;—The Bong of Songs, or Song of Solomon.

Cantillate, (kan'til-at) r. t. [L. cantillart.) To

chant ; to recite with musical tones.

Cantle, (kan'tl) n. [Diminutive of cant.] A

corner or edge of any thing ;—the hind-bow of

a saddle.

Canto, (kan'to) n. [It.] A division or part of

a poem ; — the soprano part ; the leading

melody.

Canton, (kan'tun) «. [It. ccntone.] A small

district of territory having a separate govern

ment ;—a part of a shield or painting.

Canton, (kan'tun) r. (. To divide into dis

tricts, as territory ;—to quarter, as troops.

Cantonment, (kan'tun-ment) n. A part of a

town assigned to troops ;—separate quarters.

Canty, (kan'te) a. Lively ; cheerful ; merry.

Canvas, (kan'vas) n. [L. cannabis.] A coarse

cloth made of hemp or flax;—the Bails of a vessel.

Canvass, (kan'vas) v. t. To sift ; to examine

thoroughly ;—to discuss ;—r. i. To solicit votes

or interest.

Canvass, (kan'vas) n. Close inspection or sifting

of a subject ;—a seeking to obtain votes, Ac. *

Cany, (kan'o) a. Consisting of or abounding

with canes.

Canzonet, (kan-zo-nef) n. [It. canzonet to.] A

little or short song.

Caoutchouc, (koo'chook) «. India-rubber.

Cap, (kap) n. [A-S. cappc.] A covering for tho

head ;—the top or highest point.

Cap, (kap) v. t. To cover the top or end of;—to

complete ; to consummate ;—to solute.

Capability, (ka-pa-bil'e-te) n. Power, adapta

bility, or facility in any required direction.

Capable, (ka'pa-bl) a. [L. captre.] Possessing

ability, qualification, or sufficiency ; competent;

skilful.

Capacious, (ka-pa'ahe-us) a. [L. eapax.) Able

to take in, hold, or embrace much;—large ;

comprehensive.

Capaciously, ( ko-pa'ahe-us-le) adv. In a widely

receptive manner or degree.

Capacitate, (ka-pas'it-at) v. t. To render cap

able ; to qualify ; to enable.

Capacity, (ka-pas'e-te) n. [L. capric'ita*.] [Power

of receiving or containing ; extent of room ur

space ;—ability ;—aptitude or qualification ;—

solid contents. [foot.

Cap-a-pie, (kap'a-pf) adv. [V.] From head to

Caparison, (ka-par e-sun) n. [Sp. caparason.} A

covering laid over the Baddle of a horse ; trai*-

piugs ;—gay or rich clothing.

Caparison, (ka-porVsun) v. t. To cover with a

decorated cloth, as a horse.

Cape, (k"ip) i*. [L. caput.] A headland : a neck

of land extending into the sea; — a neck

garment. [in a sprightly maimer.

Caper, (ka'per) r. i. [L. captr.] To leap about

Caper, (ka'per) 11. A frolicsome leap or spring;

a skip.

Caper, (ka'per) u. [G. l-appavi*.] Tlie flower-

bud of a low shrub, used for pickling.

Capercailzie, (ka-per-kal'ze)u. The wood grouse.

Capillament, (ka-pil'la-ment) a. A nhuncut n

line hair-like thread or fibre.

Capillary, (kap'il-la-re) a. [L. capillut.] Re

sembling a hair ;—pertaining to capillary tubes

or vessels.

Capillary, (kap'il-la-re) v. A fine vessel con

necting the arteries and veins.

Capillary-tube, (kap'il-la-re-tiib) n. A tul»o

with a very small bore of winch the diameter is

only the half, the third, &c, of a hue.

Capilliform, (kap-il'le-form) a. [L. capillvs and

forma. ] In the shape of a hair.

Capital, (kap'it-al) a. [L. caput.] Pertaining

to the head;— involving, the forfeiture of life;

—principal; leading.

Capital, (kap'it-al) n. The uppermost part of

a column, pilaster, Ac.;—

the chief city or town in a

country;—a stock employ

ed in trade, manufactures,

&c. ;—ready money ;—tho

estimated value of a busi

ness, property, &c ; — a

largo printing type.

Capitalist, (kap'it-al-ist) n.

A man of large means ; ono

who has much ready

money or funded property.

Capitalize, (kap'it-al-iz) v. t.

capital ;—to print in capital letters.

Capitally, (kap'it-al-le) adv. Chiefly; lirinci-

pally ;—excellently; fitly; nobly.

Capitation, (kap-it-il'shun) iu [L. capitatio.]

A numbering of persons ; a poll-tax.

Capitol, (kap'it-oi) n. LL. cu^itoUi'm.] The
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temple of Jupiter in Rome ;—the edifice oc

cupied by thewy of the United .States

Capitular, (ka-pitB-ler) a. Belonging to a chap

ter :—growing in small heads, as the dandelion.

Capitulary, (aa-pitu-ler-e) n. [L. capitutum.]

An act passed in a chapter ;—a collection of

laws or statutes ;—the member of a chapter.

Capitulate, (ka-pifu-Lit) r. t. To surrender on

stipulated terms ;—to draw np under divisions.

Caai&dstura, (ka-pit-u-la'ahun) n. A reducing

to heads or articles ;—surrendering upon stipu

lated terms ;—the instrument of surrender.

Ctpa&. (ka'pu n) a. [ 1 _ capo.) A cock castrated

to ratten tia the table.

Capsniere, (fca-pon-eV) n. [F. enponniere.] A

eoversd way, with loop holes for musketry.

Capoueh, (ka-poocb') n. |L. capudu-nu] A

Donk a ! i ■ - ■ i ; the hood of a cloak.

Cap-paper, (kap'pi-prr) t>-. A coarse brown

paper ;—* k > r.-l of writing or printing paper.

Cspping-pUna. (kap'ing-plan) u. In joiner;/, a

\h.w for working the npper surface of rails.

Capreolaie, (kap're-ol-at) a. [L. capreohu.] Hav

ing tendrils or spiral claspera.

Caprice, (ka-pres') -h, fF.J Sudden change of

nund or humour ; fickleness ; whim.

faarieioajj. (ka-prish'e-ns) a. Governed by cap

rice : changeable ; fanciful.

Capriciously, (ka-prish'e-us-le) adv. In a cap-

riooa* manner.

Cspriciouanesa, (ka-prish'e-us-ne*) n. Unsteadi

ness of temper or purpose. .^

Caprioom, (kap're-kom) a. jG>

(U mptr and eornu.J The

tenth sign of the zodiac,

 

iato which the sun enters &■

about the 21stofDecember, vp?

Cap-«he*f,(kapabeO»- The \ ^

top sheafof a stack of grain. Capricorn

CapVrum, (kap'ae-kum) n. fL. copM.] A genus

ox tropical plants producing Cayenne pepper.

Capsixe, (kap-sir) v. t. To upset or overturn,

as a veanel ; to invert

Capsize. (kap-sir'J n. An upset or overturn

Capstan, (kap'stan) n. I i.. canistntui, halter, f A

vindlass ; a truncated cone,

pierced In the upper part for

bars or handspikes, by whicli

it im tamed, coiling a rope

or cable for weighing anchors

•r drawing up any great

waiptC

Capsular, (kaps'u-W) a.

awknr ; pertaining to a

 

, (kaps'Gl) n. [Lutttfci, Caprtaa.

J A seed pod or pericarp, &c. ;—a small

■■■tin ujiiuij sac;—a globular lozenge;—a metal-

Is? ssrvetr for a bottle.

, (kai/tun) ft, {li- caput.] Tho head or

•fficer ;—one who commands a company,

troop, or ship :—a tried leader.

Captaincy, (kap t.\n-se) ft. Rank, post, or com

mission of a captain.

Ciptainabip, (kai/tan-ship) n. Condition or

sathority of a captain;—skill in military affairs.

Captian, (kap'shun) «. [L. captio.] The act of

tebdiks; by authority ; arrest;—tho legal in

strument by which a person is taken.

Capboaa, (kap'sbe-us) a. Apt to find fault;;—

usydious;—fault-finding; censorious.

C*ptitfualy, (kap'she-ns-le) aoV. In an object-

nag or fault-rinding spirit.

 

Captivate, (kap'te-vat) ft (. To tako prisoner ;

—to charm with excellence or beauty.

Captivatioii, (kap-te-va'shun) ». Act of taking

a prisoner ; fascination.

Captive, (kap'tiv) n, [L. eapUmu.] One taken

and made prisoner in war ;—one charmed or

subdued by beauty. Arc.

Captive, (kap'tiv) a. Made prisoner, especially

in war; kept in confinement.

Captivity, (kap-tiv'e-te) «. State of being a

prisoner ;—bondage ; slavery.

Captor, (kap'ter) n. [L. expert.] Ono who takes

a prisoner or prize by sea or land.

Capture, (kap'tur) n. IL. capture] Act of

taking by force ; seizure ;—the thing taken.

Capture, (kap'tur) r. t. To take or seize by force,

surprise, or stratagem.

Capuchin, (ka-pu-ehen') v. [F. capvriv.] One

of the monks of the order of St. Francis;—a

cloak and hood.

Car, (kar) n. [L. currv.s.] Any wheeled vehicle

or carriage ;—in Ireland, a one-horse carriage ;

—a war or triumphal conveyance.

Caracole, (karVkol) «. A leap tideways, as of a

horse ;—a shifting movement of cavalry.

Carafe, (kar-af) n. A water bottle or decanter

for the dining or toilet table.

Caramel, (kara-mel) n. [ L.

cauno- and met.] Burnt sugar

used for colouring spirits.

Carat, (kar'at) n. [A. t^rrOt,

a bean.] A weight of four

grains, used in valuing dia

monds, pearls, &c. ;—the pro

portion of pure metal to alloy

in a compound.

Caravan, (kar'a-van) «. [Per. {/inrdi,, travel

ling.] A company of pilgrim*, or merobanta,

travelling together for gicatcr security;— a

huge, close carriage.

Caravansary, (kiir-a-VBii'^nr-e) v. [From cara

van, and mvili, iniL] An inn in the liant,

where caravans rest at night.

Caraway, (kar'a-wu) n, [A. larfiya.] A bi

ennial aromatic plant, and its Beed.

Carbine, (sarinn)». |F. carabine.] A short gnu.

Carbineer, (kir-bin-tV)?*. A soldier armed with

a carbine ; a light horseman.

Carbon, (kaxtmn) tt, [L. carbo.] An elementary

*ubstaiico, forming the base of cliarvoal, and.

entering largely into mineral coals and black-

lead, [to carbon.

Carbonaceous, (kir-bon-a'sho-us) a. Pertaining

Carbonate, (kar'bon-at) n. A salt formed by tho

union of carbonic acid with a base, [carbon.

Carbonic, <krtr-bon'ik) «. Of, or pertaining to,

Carboniferous, (kir-bon-ifer-us) a. [L. curOo,

and/mv.] Producing, or containing, carlxm.

Carbonization, (kar-bon-ir.-a'shun) n. The act or

process of producing carbon.

Carbonize, (kai-Txin-iz) v. t. T« convert into

carbon :—i>>tp. A; pp. carbonized; ppr, car

bonizing.

Carbuncle, (karHning-kl) n. [Ij- earbunetdv*.]

A gem of a deep rod colour ; garnet ; onyx ;

—a inalispiant boil of long continuance.

Carbuncled, (karTmng-kld) «. Set with carbun

cle ;—having boils or inflamed lumps.

Carbureted, (kar'bu-retred) a. Combined with

carbon.

Carcanet, (k;"irTia-nct) n. [Armor, karchen.] A

collar of jewels worn round the neck.

Carcass, (kio-'kas) n, [L. caro, fleab, nndcapea,
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box. J Tlio body ; tho dead body of man or ani- I

mal ;—ruins ; remain* ;—the iraino or main

parts of a tiling ;—a vessel filled with com

bustibles.

Card, (kard) n. [L. charta.] A piece of paste

board, as address can!, playing card, &c

Card, (kard) t». i. To game ;—v. t. To comb or

disentangle, as wool.

Card, (kard) n. [L. earduas.] An. instrument

for combing wool or flax.

Cardiac, (kar'de-ak) n. A medicine which excites

action in the stomach ; a cordial.

Cardinal, (kar'din-al) «. [L. mrtltaiUi*.] Fri-

mary;—fundamental or originating.

Cardinal, (kar'din-al) n. One of the seventy

ecclesiastical princes who oonstituto the pope's

council;—a Bhort cloak.

Cardinalship, (kar'din-al-ship) ,\. The office,

rank, or dignity of a cardinal.

Carding-machine, (kard'ing-ma-shCn) n. A ma

chine for combing wool or cotton.

Care, (kf.r) n, [A.-S. caru, L. cura.] Con

cern or anxiety of mind ;—charge or oversight ;

—attention or hoed ;—the object of attention or

anxiety ; solicitude ; management

Care, (kar) r. i. To l>e anxious, solicitous, con

cerned, inclined, or disposed.

Careen, (ka-ren') r. t. |0. Kng. carint.] To

heave on one side, as a ship, for calking, repair

ing, &c. ;—i*. i. To incline to one side.

Career, (ka-rer') n. [L. ciotka] A course ;—

rapidity of motion ; a race;—general course

of action; procedure ; time of service.

Career, (ka-rtr) r. i. To niovo or rim rapidly.

Careful, (kar'I'Oul) c. Full of care or solicitude ;

—attentive ; anxious ; provident.

Carefully, (kar'fuul-le) adv. With care, anxiety,

or solicitude.

Carefulness, (kfirTool-nes) «., Anxiety; soli

citude; cautious and vigilant conduct.

Careless, (karTea) c. Having no care ;—free

from anxiety;—thoughtless; regardless.

Carelessly, (karfles-le) udv. In an iudifferent

or heedless manner.

Carelessness, (kar'les-nes) n. Inattention ; negli

gence ; want of caution.

Caress, (ka-reV) r. t. [F. care**ei\] To treat

with affection or kindnuss ; tofondie.

Caress, (kares) u. An act of endearment;

embracing with affection.

Caressingly, (ka-res'ing-le) adc. In a loving

and fondling manner.

Caret, (ka'rot) u. [L. carert.] A mark [a]

which shows that sometluug omitted is in

serted in the margin, [freight oi" a ship.

Cargo, (kar go) it. [Sp. ctnv/ar.J The lading or

Caricature, (kar-e-ka-tui') ,(. [It. caricaturu.}

The exaggerated representation, pictorial or

verbal, oi tluit which is characteristic ;—a ridi

culous figure or description of a person, die.

Caricature, (kar-e-ka-tur') r. t. To make a cari

cature of ; to burlesque. [bone.

Caries, (kafre-ez) n. (L.] An ulceration of

Carious, (kare-u*) u. Ulcerated or decaved.

Carline, (karlin) n. (F. caW»t«n<e.] A'tuuljer,

ranging fore and aft, o\er the keel.

Carman, Ikar'man) J(. x man who drives a cart.

Carmelite, (kar'mel-it) n. A monk of an order

established on Mount Carmel.

Carminative, (kar-niin'at-iv) w. IL. can.n'/wrc]

A medicine to remedy colic and flatulency.

Carmine, (kar'min) n. [L. can/utinao.] A

pigment of a rich crimson coJ-our.

Carnage, (kar'nOj) «. [L. euro.] Tho CcaU of

slain animals ;—Slaughter ; massacre.

Carnal, (kar'nal) a. [L. corn.) Pertaining to

nosh ; fleshly ;—sensual ; uiiregenerate.

Carnality, (kar-nal'e-te) «. Sensuality ;—groaa-

nees of desire or appetite.

Carnalize, (kar'nal-iz) v. t. To make carnal.

Carnally, (kar'nal-e) adi: According to Hie flesh.

Carnation, (kar-nu'shun) n. [F.J Flesh-colour ;

—a species of clove-pink. [flesh.

Carneous, (kar'ne-us) «. [I*.] Consisting of

Carnival, (kar'ne-val) 11. [It. carnoiate.j A

festival in Human Catholic countries held Ijeforo

Lent ;—a time of revelry and frolic.

Carnivora, (kar-niv'o-ra) n. jj(, [L. e«ro and

vorare.] Animals which feed on flesh or de

vour others.

Carnivorous, (kar-uiv'o-rus) a. Feeding on flesh.

Carob, (kar'ob) n. [A. khan-\Lb.\ A leguminous

evergreen tree, a native of Spain, Italy, and tho

Levant, [for pleasure.

Caroche, (ka-rosh') iu [It. carozza.) A carringo

Carol, (kar'ol) n. [L. carota.] A song of joy

or mirth ;—a devotional song.

Carol, (kiVrol) v. t. To praise or celebrate in

song ;—c. i. To warble.

Carotid, (ka-rot'id) n. [G. lardti'h*.] A large ar

tery conveying the blood from the aorta to the

head.

Carousal, (ka-rouz'al) n. A jovial feast.

Carouse, (ka-rouz') r. i. [Get. f/ttraim.] To drink

abundantly ; to drink in a jovial maimer.

Carouse, (ka-rouz') n, A drinking match.

Carp, (karp) v. i. [L. carpere.) To cciisuj-u, or

find fault without reason, or petulautly.

Carp, (karp) n, [L. carpo.] A family of sofl-

finued, fresh-water fislies.

Carpenter, (kar'i)en-t<-i) u. [L.

carjKiUunt.] An artificer iu "

timber.

Carpentry, (kar'^n-tre) n.

Art of cutting, framing, and

joining timber.

Carpet, (kar'pet) n. [L. carpcrc'] A heavy wool-

leu fabric, used as covering for floors, stair?, ic.

Carpet, (kar'pet) v. t. To cover with carijet.

Carpet-bag, (,kar'i>et-bag) h. A travelling-bog.

Carpeting, (ki'u'pet-iug) it. ^Materials for can>et ;

carpets in general. [ing ; cavilling.

Carping, (karp'ing) ». Unreasonable faulvfiud-

Carpingly, (karping-le) adv. Oiptioualy.

Carriage, (kar'rij) )*. Act of wiirying ;—a vehicle

fur pleasure or for passengers; —dernoaiioui ;

behaviour.

Carrier, (kar're-cr) n. One who is employed to

carry goods ;—a species of pigeon.

Carrion, (kar're-un) v. [L. euro.] The dead

and putrefying flesh of animals.

Carrion, (kar're-un) v. lielatiug to dead and

putrefying carcasses;—feeding on carrion.

Carronade, (kar'uu-ad) n. A short cannon.

Carrot, (kar'ut) n. lit. caroai.J A plant hav

ing an esculent root of a reddish-yellow colour.

Carroty, (kar'ut-o) a. Like a cjurot in colour.

Carry, (kar're) r.t. [F. chorria:] To ounwy

or transport ;—to transfer, as from one i>ag»

to another ;—to effect;—to obtain by force ,—

to conduct or demean ;—r. i. To convey or pro

pel ; to bear.

Carse, (kars) a. Low fertile land traversed by a

river.

Cart, (kart) it. [L.tttmi*.] A two-wheeleil vehicle

used in husbandry, or fur carrying heavy good*.

 

Carp.
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Cut, (hart) r. t To carry or convey on a cai-t

Ctruge, (,karr*aj) a. Act of carrying in a cart ;

—the price paid fur carting.

Carte-blaaeke, (karrolaiwh) a. [F.] A blank

paper; — an luJiiaitcd offer; — discretionary

power.

Carte-de-TiBte, Ourt-de-Tix-if) n. [P.J A photo

graphic portrait on a via ting card.

Cartel, (kar'tel) a. [L. chart a.} An agreement

between etatoa at war as for the exchange of

pruooera.

Carter, (karfer) a. The man who drives a cart.

Cara^ge, (karte-Uj) n. [L. cartilago.} A

smooth whitish elastic substance ; gristle.

Caro-agiaoqa, (kar-te-laj'inus) a. Pertaining

to or like cartilage ; gristly.

Cartoon, (kar-tuon') a. [P. carton.) A design

drawn on strong paper to be painted in fresco ;

—• design for tapestry, Ac ;—a printed sketch

or illustration,

Cartoaeh, (kir-tooth1) n. [P. ] A tablet in the

form of a roll;—a charge fur a fire-arm ;—a

wooden bomb.

Cartridge, (kar'tTij) ft. [L. ehorta, paper.] A

case of paper containing a charge for a fire-arm.

Cartridge-paper, (kar'trij-pa-i^r) ft, Stout paper

m. which cartridges are made.

flsjtBjIaij, (kar td-ler-e) ft. A register or record,

** of a monastery.

Carre, (karv) r. t. [A.-& ceorfan.] To cnt in

an artistic or decorative manner ;—to shape ;—

to cat into slices :—to distribute ;—r. i. To

excrete the ttsulo of a carver ;—to cut up meat,

™'"g> (kirving) n. Act or art of cutting

wood, atone, tc ;—<ievico or figure carved.

Caryatid (ka-re-afid) n, [G. laruatide*.\ A

fanab figure supporting an en-

txolatan. «

Csacade.f.kaa'kad)*. [P. rfwr«d>.]

A waterfall, narrow and small ;

an artificial fall in a garden, te

Com, (kaa) n. [L. capm.} A

covering, bor, or iheath; the

quantity contained in a box ;—a

frame for holding type.

Coat, (k*#) a. [L. cam*.} An

*ypt or circumstance ; — that

which happens or befalls ;—state

or condition;—a question requir

ing solution;—a cause to be tried

a court;—aa inflection or terminal change in

a Sfjn n

Case-harden, ( klstiird-n ) v. t. To harden

tron, by converting the surface into steel.

Casemate. (kaVmit) s. [It, casanuitta.]

bornKproof chamber,

bi.wneh ixmnon may

"■ fir«d through em-

■ .- : ;-.

~- ~ fVu'nrtt

td)c Furnished with

• eawmate.

! Caatment (kas'ment)

A window frame,

in two parts,
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so as to ^rnAB,(«9etnate. AgnnatB

'«Uwardi or inwards. wouid fire throng the em-

^•••oaa, (kl'se-us) a. broaure in the wall : ngun

U* ea*ruf.) Pertain- at C would fire e« (larVM*,

hw tn nr lit* rhw«> or over the par&ptt. d, a

iff1?? JJS S5?- parapet ; E, scarp-wall, the
Case-shot, (kiashot) ft. £Iteffac« of which Is the

A collection of pro- aearp ; a 6, tcrre-plera.

jecUict in a ease to be discharged from cannon.

I Caah, (kash) «. [F. caiw.] Coin or specie ;

ready money; any paper convertible into money.

Caah, (kash) r. t. To exchange for money.

Caah-book, (kaahTjook) ». A book in which is

kept a register of money trausactiuna

Cashier, (kash-er') n. One who baa charge of

money in a bank, ic. ; a cash-keeper.

Cashier, (kash-crO v. U [L. casaare.} To djpaiot

from an office or place of trust.

Cashmere, (kash'mer) n. A rich and costly

kind of shawl ;—a fine woollen stuff

Casing, (kis'ing) n. Act of covering a body to

protect from injury ;—a covering.

Casino, (ka-se'np) ». [It.] A public saloon for

dancing or singing.

Cask, (kask) n. [P. caique. ] A vessel for con

taining liquors made of staves, headings, and

hoops ;—the quantity in a cask

Casket, (kask'et) n. [Co*t.J A small box for

jewels or other articles.

Casque, (kask) n. A helmet

Cassia, (kash'ya) n. [H. qeHdJi.] A genus of

leguminous plants ;—laurel ;—cinnamon.

Cassimere, (kas'se-mer) ft. [Sp. Caaimira.] A

thin twilled woollen cloth :—altno kersey-int re,

Caasino, (kas-si'no) ft, A game at cards.

Cassock, (kas'uk) n. [F. ccuaque.'] A close gar

ment worn by clergy under the surplice.

Cassowary, (kas's6-wa-re) ft. [Hindost. lasru-

varis.] A large bird

resembling the ostrich,

and, next to it, the

largest living bird.

Cast, (kaet) v.t. (Dan.

/"«*&] To send m

«h ire from by foriv

—to turn as the sight;

—to scatter as scud ; \

to throw as dice ; to

» ndemn by trial ;—

! i > shed ;—to reckon ;—

t" form by pouring liquid metal into a mould ;

—r. i. To turn or revolve in the mind ;—to

i ;eive form;—to warp, so as to bring a ship

to the wind.

Cast, (kast) n. The act of casting ; a throw;

— the thing thrown ;—the distance to which

a thing is thrown ;—a chance or venture ;—

net of casting in a mould ;—form or (shape;—a

turn of the eye.

Castanet, (kae'ta-net) n. Two small concave

shells of ivory or w<hx1, fastened to the thumb,

and beat with the middle finger.

Castaway, (kastVwa) iu An abandoned person;

a reprobate.

Castaway, (kast'a-wri) a. Rejected ; useless.

Caste, (kast) «, [F. caxte.] An order or class ;—

one of the four classes into which society in

iiniiais divided.

Castellated, (kas'tel-liit-ed) a. Adorned with

turrets and battlements, liko a castle.

Caster, (kast'er) n. A phial or cruet, used to

contain condiments at the table ;—a small wheel

on a swivel on winch furniture i& rolled:—

Castor.

Caitigftte, (kas'te-gat) v. t. fL. cantipare.] To

puniBh by stripes ; to correct ; to cliastisc.

Castigation, (kas-to-git'shun) n. Punishment by

whipping ; chastisement ; correction.

Catting, (kast'ing) ft. The act of casting or

founding ;—any thing formed in a mould ;—

the taking of impressions of busts, medals,

Ac.
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Cast-iron, (kast'i-ura) n. Iron which has been

cast iuto moulds.

Castle, (kas'sl) n. [L. castellvm.] A fortified re

sidence ; a fortress ;—a piece used in chess.

Castle-builder, (kas'sl-bild-cr) n. One who builds

castles in the air; a visionary.

Cast-ofF, (kast'of) a. Laid aside.

Castor, (kas'ter) n. [L. castar.] The beaver;—a

substance found in the beaver.

[A corruption of
 

Castor-oil Plant.

Castor-oil, (kas'ter-oil)

CaMus-oiL] The oil of

a plant found in the

West Indies. (PaJma

Christi.) It is a mild

cathartic.

Castrate, (kas'trat) * (.

[L. cugtrarc] To de

prive of the testicles ;

to emasculate;—to

purge or purify, as a

book.

Castrated, (kas-triit'cd) a. Purged ; purified.

Castration, (kas-tra'shun) n. Act of depriving

of the testicles.

Cast-steel, (kast'stel) n. Blistered steel smelted,

cast, and rolled out into ban.

Casual, (kazh'u-al) a. [h. cant*.] Happening

without design; accidental; fortuitous; occa

sional, [ally ; occasionally.

Casually, (kazh'u-al-]o)«r£i\ By chance ; accident-

Casualty, (kazh'u-al-tc) n. An accident;—an

accidental injury ; misfortune.

Casuist, (kazb'u-ist) n. Ono who studies and

resolves cases. [conscience.

Casuistic, (kazh-u-ist'ik) n. Relating to cases of

Casuistry, (kazh'u-ist-re) v. Science of deter

mining the right or wrong of acts and opinions,

or of cases of conscience.

Cat, (kat) u. [A.-S, cat.] A well-known domestic

animal ;—a strong tackle to draw an anchor up ;

—a whip.

Catacomb, (kat'a-kom) n. [G. lata and kumbi.]

A cave used fur the burial of the dead ;—a wino

vault.

Catalepsy, (kat'a-lop-se) n, [G. katalombancin.]

A sudden suspension of the souses and of voli

tion, the body and limbs preserving a fixed

posture.

Catalogue, (kat'a-log) n. [G. lata and leoein.)

A list of names, titles, or articles arranged

methodically.

Catalogue, (kafa-log) r. t. To make a list of.

Catamaran, (kat-a-mar-anO "■ (Ceylon, cathd-

indran.] A rait consisting of three pieces of

wood lashed together, and moved by a large sail.

Cataplasm, (kat'a-plazm)n. [G. kataplassein.] A

poultice.

Catapult, (kat'a-pult) n. [G. kata and balttin.]

An engine used by

the Greeks and Ro

mans for throwing,

stones, arrows, &c.

Cataract, (kat'a-rakt) B.

|G. kataregnunai.] A

torrent ;—the flow of

a large body of waterJ^

over a precipice ;—a

disorder m the eye by

which vision is marred.

Catarrh, (lea-tar') n. [G. katarrein, to flow down.]

An inflammatory affection of the external organs

of respiration.

Catastrophe, (ka-tas'tro-fe) ji. [G. kata and

 

.it U I '11 it.

BtrephfUt.1 Final event, usually of a disastrous

nature ;—denouement.

Catch, (kach) r. t. [A.-S. cmc, fetter.] Ta reize

with the hand ;—to take, as in a snare or net;

—to take by infection ;—to come upon unex

pectedly;—to overtake ;—v. i. To seize mid

keep hold, as a hook ; to grasp at ;—to spread

by infecting.

Catch, (kach) jj. Act of seizing ; seizure ;—that

which is taken ; sudden advantage ; gain ;—a

play upon words ;—a humorous round, in winch

the singers alternate the words ;—the last word

in a page reprinted at the top of the succeed

ing page.

Catchup, (kach'np) n, [Chin, kitjap.] A sauce

made from mushrooms, walnuts, &c

Catechetical, (kat-G-ket'ik-al) a. Relating to or

consisting in questions and answers.

Catechetically, (kat-e-ket'ik-al-le) adv. By ques

tion and answer.

Catechise, (kat'e-kiz) v. t [G. katechizein.] To

instruct by asking questions and correcting the

answers ;—to interrogate.

Catechism, (kat'e-kizm) n. An elementary book

containing a summary of facts or principles in

the form of questions and answers.

Catechist, (kat'e-kist) n. One who catechises.

Catechumen, (kat-e-ku'men) n. [G, kat€chria.}

One who is receiving rudimentary instruction

Ln the doctrines of Christianity.

Categorical, (kat-e-gor'ik-al) a. Pertaining to a

category ;—absolute ; positive.

Categorically, (kat-e-gor'ik-al-le) adv. Abso

lutely ; directly ; positively.

Category, (kat'e-goi-e) a. [G. kata, down, affo-

Vfvehi'i A class or order of ideas or concep

tions ;—affirmation of some quality or predi

cate ; condition. ■ [nect in a series of Jinks.

Catenate, (kat'en-ut) v. t. [L. catena.) To con-

Cater, (kiVter) i'. i, [L. capture, to take.] To

buy or procure provisions ; lo purvey.

Caterer, (ka'ter-cr) v. One who provides pro

vision ; a purveyor in general.

Caterpillar. (kat'er-pil-lrr) r<. • [0. Kng. cater-

pilla:] The larval state of a lepidopteroua in

sect ; a grub.

Caterwaul, (kat'cr-wawl) r. t. [From cat and

went!,] To cry as cats in rutting time ; to ytjlL

Cates, (kids) n.pl. [F. acat, buying.] Food,

especially luxurious food; delicacies; (hiinl ■■.

Catgut, (kat'gut) n. A string or cord made

from the intestines of animals, especially of

sheep ,

Cathartic, (kathar'tik) a, [G. katharos.} Cleans

ing the bowels ; purgative.

Cathartic, (ka-tbar'tik) n, A medicine that pro

motes alviue discharges ; a purgative.

Cathedral, (ka-the'dral) n. The princijial church

in a diocese.

Cathedral, (ka-tht-'dral) a. Pertaining 1o the

head church of a diocese ;—authoritative.

Catholic, (kath'ol-ik) a. [G. kata, and olon.)

Untvorsal or general ;—liberal ;—pertaining to

or affecting Roman Catholics.

Catholic, (kath'ol-ik) «. A member of the

Roman Catholic church.

Catholicism, (ka-thol'e-sizrn) n. The body of,

or agreement with, the genera] doctrine, prac

tice, and discipline of the church;—now the

faith and practice of the Romish Church. ;

papistry.

Catholicity, (ka-thol-is'it-e) »i. Liberality of

thougth and sentiment, especially in religion.
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Catholicon. (ka-thole-kon) », [G.] A remedy

for all disease*; a panacea.

Catling, (sitTing) *, A little cat :—a double-

edged, sharp-pointed dismembering knife.

Cat-o-aine-tatiiy {kat-o-nin'talz) n. A whip with

nine tashes, [by reflection.

Catoptrics! (xat-op'trik-aJ) a, Relating to vision

Catoptric*, (kat-op triks) «. riiiy. (G. iatoptron.]

That pan of optics which explains the proper

ties and phenomena of reflected light.

Cat's-paw, (kats'paw) «. A light air ;—a dupe ;

til* tool of another.

Cattle, (katl) . pi. (L. capitalif.] Domestic

quadrupeds collectively, especially those of the

boTioe genua.

Csttle-thow, (kat/I-sh.6) a. An exhibition of

domestic animAla for prizes, or the encourage

ment of agriculture.

fWasntn, (kaw-ka'she-an) n. An Indo-Euro-

pean ;—the race criminating near Mt. Caucasus.

Caaeaa. (kawkus) n. A meeting for political or

party objecta.

CaadaL (kaw'dal) a. [L. caudo, tail] Pcrtaiu-

mg to, or of th« nature of, a tail.

Caadle, (kaWdJ) *. [F. chaudtl.] A warm

drink for skk persona.

Caal, (kawl) *. [CokI.] A net for the head;

—a membrane covering the lower intestines;

the membrane enveloping the foetus.

Cmlifiower, (kaw'le- flow -er) ft. [L. cav.lis and

„fer*r.J A variety ofcabbage having a short stem

and a card-like head, which is edible.

Caaaai. (kawz'ai) a. [L*. evumlit.] Relatingto,

implying, or containing, a cause or causes.

Causality, (kawz-al'e-te) n. The agency of a

eaase ;— the faculty which discerns the rela

tion between causes and effects.

Cioiatian, (> v*z-V.-hu!i) ;l Act of rrui:-ing ;—

art or agent by which an effect is produced.

Casastive, (kawz'a-tiv)a. [L. eattiare, toeaxtsc.]

Expressing a reason ;—effecting.

Cone, (kawz) n, [L. t-awut.] That which pro

tracts or effecti a result;—a suit or action in

awrt ;—the side of a question espoused and

advocated.

Cause, (kawz) r. t. To produce ; to be the oo-

eaeon of;—to effect by agency, power, or in-

Saenee.

Careless, (kawzTes) a. Uncaused ; original in

itelf ;—without reason or motive.

Caaselessly, (kawzTea-le) adv. Without cause,

reason, or ground.

Caaaeway, (kawz'wa) n. [0. Eng. calsvj.] A

raised way ; the paved way on a street.

Caastjc, (kawB'tik) a. [G. kaiein.] Destructive

to the texture ; corrosive ;—severe ; satirical

Caaxtie, (kawVtik) ft. Any substance which cor

rode* or destroys the texture of animal sub

stances, [severe manner.

Caustically, (kaws'tik-aMe) adr. In a bitter or

Cstrter, (kaw'ter) n. [G. kairin.] A hot, searing

inn. [fire or a hot iron, as morbid flesh.

Cwtenze, (kaw'ter-iz) r. t To burn or sear with

Caotery, or Cauterization, (kawVr-e) r*. A burn

ing, as of morbid nosh, by a hot iron, or by caus

tic medicines.

Caanen, (kawshun) n. [L. carere.] Prudence

is regard to danger ; provident care; warning;

—security for ; bond.

Caatiau, (kaw'shun) v. t. To give notice of dan

ger to; to warn ; to advise.

Cautionary, (kaw'shun-ar-e) o. Containing cau-

I tkm ; given aa a pledge.

Cautious, (kaw'shus) a. Wary ; watchful : pru

dent ;—attentive ;—to avoid danger or misfor

tune, [warily ; prudently.

Cautiously, (kaw'she-ns-Ie) oar. With caution ;

Cautiousness, (kaw'she-us-nea) n. Thoughtful

vigilance ; watchfulness ; provident care.

Cavalcade, (kaVal-kad) ft. [L. caballu*.] A

procession of persons on horseback.

Cavalier, (kav-a-lerO n. [L. caUiUvg.] A horse

man ; a knight ;—one of the court party of King

Charles 1.

Cavalier, (kav-a-lC-r^rt. Gay; warlike ;—haughty.

Cavalierly, (kav-a-leVle) adv. In a supercilious

or haughty manner.

Cavalry, (kaval-re) n. Troops which serve on

horseback, as dragoons, light horse, &c.

Cave, (kav) n. [L. cava*,] A hollow place In

the earth ; a den.

Cave, (kiv) v. t. To make hollow j to scoop

out ;—r. i. To dwell in a cave.

Caveat, (ku've-at) n. [h. let him beware.] An

intimation of warning;—a legal notice to stop

proceedings.

Cavern, (kav'ern) ft, [L. earn*.] A deep, hollow-

place in the earth ; any dark receptacle.

Cavernous, (kavVrn-us) a. Full of caverns.

Cavil, (kav'il) v. i. [L. cavittari.] To raise cap

tious and frivolous objections ; to carp.

Cavil, (kav'il) «. A faUe or frivolous objection.

Cavilling, (kaVil-ing) ft. Disputation ; ground

less objection.

Cavity, (kav'e-te) n. [L. rnrp.] A hollow ; an

aperture in ;in inclosed space ;—hollownesa.

Caw, (kaw) v. *'. To crjr like a crow or raven.

Caw, (kaw) ft. Tlie sound made by the crow,

rook, or raven.

Cayenne Pepper, (k"t-en'pep-cr) r.. [From Cay

enne.] A very pungent pepper.

Cease, (sen) v. i. [L. ccteore.] To stop; to desist

from motion or action ; to fail;—v. t. To put a

stop to; to bring to an end.

Ceaseless, (sGs'ie«) a. Without cessation or end ;

incessant; perpetual. [aion ; continually.

Ceaselessly, fstsfles-le) adv. Without intermifl-

Cedar, (seder) n. [G. fccdros.] An evergreen tree

of different species; the .

ctdrv.a XUtathl iB the

scriptural cedar of Le-3

oanon.

Cede, (awl) i: t. [L.

dere.] Toyitld; togivo"*

up ; to relinquish as aj

right or title ; — <\ i.

To submit ; to give

way.

Ceil, (stil) r.t. [h. ee->..

tare. J To overlay or ..

cover the inner roof of

a room or building. Cedar.

Ceiling, (fiC-ring) ft. The roof of a room; espe

cially the lath and plaster work which cover it.

Celandine, (ael'an-din) /(. [G. chdtdon, the swal

low.] A plant of poppy family—sieatlow-irort.

Celebrate, (sel'C-briit) r. t. |L. celebrare.] To

praise highly ; to exu>l ;—to oliaerve with so

lemn rites ; to keep as a feast ; to commemorate.

Celebration. (^ l-.-t.r.V^hun) u. Honour Ijeatow-

ed ;—commemoration with appropriate ceruino-

niea ;—solemnization.

Celebrity, (se-leb'rc-te) n. Fame ; distinction ;—

a person "f mark.

Celerity, (se-lfi-'e-te) n. [L. celtr.] Rapidity of

raouon ; swiftness ; speed.
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Celery, (ael'er-c) ft. [G. aeltnon.] A plant of the

parsley family.

Celestial, (se-lest'yal) a. [L. ccelum.] Heavenly ;

—belonging to heaven; dwelling in heaven;—

supremely pure or blessed.

Celestial, (se-lest'yal) «. An inhabitant of

heaven ; an angel.

Celestially, (se-lest'yal-Ic) adv. In a heavenly

manner. [the belly or intestines.

Celiac, (sg'lC-ak) a, [Q, koilos.] Pertaining to

Celibacy, (sel'fl-bii-se) ft. [L. cwteos.] The state

of an unmarried man : single life.

Celibate, (sel'5-bat) n, Comlition or life of an

unmarried man;—a bachelor.

Cell, (sel) n. [L. etUa.] A small and close apart

ment ;—any small cavity ;—a minute sac filled

with fluid, fat, <fcc.

Cellar, (sel'ler) n. [L. eelfarivm.] A room un

der a btiilding used for storage.

Cellarage, (sel'ler-aj) n. The excavation for a cel

lar ; a series of cellars connected ;—charge for

storage in a cellar.

Cellular, (sel'u-ler) a, [L. celhda.] Consisting

of cells or containing cells.

Celt, (selt) n. [L. Celti.] The primitivo iukabi-

tanta of the west of Europe, as Gaul, Spain, and

Britain.

Celtic, (selt'ik) a. Pertaining to the Celts.

Celtic (selt'ik) w. The language of the Celts.

Cement, (sC-monf) n. [L. enwentum, F. cimmt.]

Any substance for making bodies adhere, as mor

tar, glue, &c. ;—bond of union.

Cement, («©-inent) v. (. To unite by the use of

cement;—to unite firmly;—ft, t. To cohere.

Cementation, (se-ment-a'shun) n. Act of cement

ing ;—cohesion.

Cemetery, (senve-ter-e) ft, [G. koimi'tenon.] A

grave-yard.; a church-yard.

Cenobite, (son'o-bit) n, "[G. koivoxand bios.] One

of a religious order dwelling in common.

Cenotaph, (sen'6-taf) 71. [G. Lettoa and taphos.]

A* monument erected to

one who is buried else

where.

Censer, (sena'er)ft. A ves

sel or pan in which ineensj

is burned.

Censor, (sons'fr) n. [L. cen-

serc] A Koman oiKcer

who numbered the citi

zens and supervised their

morals;—an overseer or co 1 -

rector in general ;—a critic.

Censorial, (sen-so're-al)«. Belonging to a censor.

Censorious, (sen-ao're-us) a. Addicted to cen

sure; fault-finding; captious; severe.

Censoriously, (sen-so're-us-le) adv. In a cen

sorious manner. [being censorious.

Censoriousness, (sen-so're-us-nos) n. Quality of

Censorship, (sen'ser-ship) n. Uiiieo or dignity

of a censor.

Censurable, (sen'shiWr-n-bl) a. Worthy of cen

sure ; blamable ; reprehensible.

Censurablenass, (sen shoor-a-bl-nes) n. State of

being censurable ; blamableness.

Censurably, (sen'shoor-a-ble) tide. In a blame

worthy manner.

Censure, (wm'shodr) ft. [L. muura.] Act of

finding fault or condemning ; reproof.

Censure, (sen'shodr) v. t. To find fault with and

condemn ; to reprove ; reprimand.

Census, (sen'sus) «. [L. from censerr.] A num

bering of the inhabitants taken by authority.

 

Cenotaph.

Cent, (sent) h. fL. emtwaj A hundred, as 10

per cent. ;—a coin of the United States.

Centage, (sent'aj) n. Rate by the hundred.

Centaur, (sen'tawr) 11. [G. kentauro*.] Afabu*

1 jus being supposed to a—

bo half man and half

horse.

Centenary, (sen ' ten -a-

re) «. Aggregate of a

hundred ; a century.

Centenary, (sen' ten- a-

re) a. Recurring once

in every hundred year.? :

—also Centcima

Centennial, (sen -ten 'e-

al) a, [L. centum and

 

ccutaur.

annus.] Belonging to the hundredth anniver

sary.

Centering, (son'trr-ing) n. The tem»»orary fram

ing on which any vaulted work is constructed.

Centesimal, (sen-tezVmal) a. [L. ccntetimuj.]

Hundredth; by the hundred.

Centesimal, (sen-tez'e-mal) n. A hundredth part.

Centigrade, (sen'te-grud) a. [L. centum and

ffradii*.] Consisting of, or gi-aduated into a

hundred parts.

Centipede, (scn'teped) n. [L. centum and rws.]

A species of laud articulates, many-jointed,

and having a great number of feet.

Central, (sen'tral) <t. [L. centrum.] Relating to

the centre ; placed in the centre.

Centralization, (sen-tral-iz-a'sliun) v. Redac

tion to a centre ; concentration.

Centralize, (sen'tral -vs.) v. t. To draw to a central

]K)int ; to bring to a centre.

Cento-ally, (seu'tral-le) ode. ln\ central manner.

Centre, (sen'tcr) n. [G. kenlron.] The exact

middle point or place of any thing :—the midst.

Centre, (sen'ter) v. i. To be placed in a centre :

—to be collected to a potnt ;—.'. t. To plaoe

on a centre ;—to collect to a point ; to concen

trate. Tor middle.

Centrical, (sen'trik-al) a. Placed in the centre

Centrically, (sen'trik-al-le) adc. In a central po

sition.

Centrifugal, (sen-triffl-gal) a. [L. centrum and

tuyere.] Tending from the centre.

Centripetal, (sen-trip'o-tal) a. [L, centrum and

/irtere.] Tending towanl the centre.

Ctmtuple, (sen'tu-pl) a. [L. centum and pUeare.]

Hundred-fold.

Centurion, (son-tur'e-un) ft, [X* enttarux] A

uiihtary officer who commanded a hundred men.

Century, (sen'tfi-re) w. [L. fen t tt m. ] A hun

dred ;—a period of a hundred veal's.

Cephalic, (stj-&rik) u. [G. kepUuli.) Pertaining

to the head.

Cerate, (se'rat) n. [L. cera.] A thick kind of

ointment, composed of wax, oil, kc.

Cere, (sex) v. t. To wax, or cover with wax.

Cereal, (s6 re-al) a. [L. Gertali*.] Pertaining to

edible grain, as wheat, ryt>, &c.

Cereal, (se'iv-al) ft. Any edible grain; — any

growing plant producing grain.

Cerebellum, (ser-o-bel'um) n. [h. cerebrum.] The

hinder and lower division of the brain.

Cerebral, (ser'c-bral) a. Pertaining to the brain.

Cerebrum, (serVbrum) jj. [L.] The superior

and larger division of the brain.

Oereoloth, (ser'kloth) n. [L. ctra and cloth,] A

cloth smeared with melted wax.

Cerement, (ser'ment) n. [¥.] A cloth dipped in

melted wax, used for cmhahniijg.
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Ceremaoial, (*er-e-Esri ne-al) a. Relating to cere*

mony, or extern*] rite ; ritu.iL

Cihimmill, <»er-^-ma,rte-ft]) n. An outward form

or observance .' — the prescribed mode of con*

ducting a raigioM or social rite.

Cercaaatally, (icr-e-mo'De-al-le) ««ii*. Accord*

ing to rites and ceremonies,

Cerrww-iiaoi. (jer-friuo ne-us) a. Consisting of

outward forms and rite* :—according to custom

aadtrm; precise; formal.

CffiSMsmiy, (ser-e-mo ue-us-le) adv. In a cere-

momoos and formal manner.

Ceraiasy,(aere--a«-ne)H. [L, eerimonia.] Form;

rite;—mod* of ishowing reverence, Am.

Certain, (s-r'tan) «. [L-. ccrtK*.] Sure; real;—

determinate ;—tome or more; regular ; constant.

Gsrtaialy, (s-;r' tin-ie) ode. Without doubt or

traestion; without failure.

Certainty, < -_- : t ■ n ■ t .- ) *. State of being certain ;

—a (act or truth established.

Cera*ea£«, (*-r-ttf e-k-it) n. A written testi

mony to the truth of a fact, or to the charac

ter and qualifications of a person.

Certification, (ser-te-fe-ka'siran) n. The act of

verifying ;—a written declaration.

Certify. \,-: r t-/ f I) •. *. To testify to in writing ;

—to grre certain information of or to.

C-T^tsde. (*-r te-tud) a. [L. cerfiw.] Freedom

from doubt ; assurance ; certainty.

Ceraieaau <»£-ruTe-ao) a. [L. ctrncfeiut.] Sky-

bine; light-blue. [deer.

Cervine, (arrriii) a, fJL. a?n*H*.] Pertnining to

Cesarean, <*e-xi r£-an) «, Pertaining to Caasar ;

—!»» applied to the operation of cutting out

the Aetna from the womb.

Ceaa, (*ee) a. A land tax in Scotland.

Cwsjif isn , (s—-eVatau>) m. [L. tt.«-u>-.-.] 8toppago

(-rending ;—di-scontinnance.

Cesueo. (a-sh'un) n. [L. cftUre.) A yielding or

sarrender, as of property or right*.

Ctacaool, (mi p-xil) *. A cavity sunk in the earth

to retain the sediment contained in drains,

Cestu. (stratus) j*. [G. kt*to*t girdle.] A girdle,

particularly the girdle of Venus ;—

—a marriage girdle ; — a loaded

leathern covering for the hands of

boxen.

Cetao-wua. (*e-tl'sbu*iu) a. Pertain

ing to the whale.

Chafe, (chif) r. *. ft*, cafc/accrt.) To

excite physical beat by friction ;—

to irritate ; — to wear ; — v.i. To

age; to fret; — to be worn by

rahbsti£.

Chafe. (chaf) ». Heat excited by friction.

Chafer, (chafer) n. [A.-S. etrtfor,} An insect :

—also called toch'fknfrr, at Maybttff.

Chaff, (etraf) h. [A.-S. ten/.) The husk of grains

u*d grasnea, £c. ;—worthless matter.

Chaff, (chaf) v. t. To quiz or jeer at ; to make

fuof.

Chaffer, (ehaffrr) r. i. [A.-S. c»«po«, to bny.] To

treat afaowt a purchase ; ti» bargain ; to haggle ;

—«. L To bur ; to exchange.

Chaffinch, (ehaffinsh) ». A bird of the finch

tsaaily, raid to delight in chaff.

Chaffy, (cbafe) a. Containing chaff;—light or

•orthle». a* chaff.

Chagrin, (sha-gK-n') w. [F.] Ill-humour or

vexation ; fretfulness ; spleen.

Chas-rin. (sha-gren') r. 1. Tu vex; to mortify.

ftoii. (chin) n. [h. tatejw,] A series of links or

Rasa connected aud fitted into otte another ;—a

 

fetter ;—a neck ornament ;—a range, as of moun

tains ;—a succession of events or ideas ;—d" line

for measuring land, being 100 links, equal to

66 feet

Chain, (chan) v. t. To fasten with a chain ;—to

enslave :—to unite closely and strongly.

Chain-bridge, (chan'brij) ». A bridge suspended

on chains ; a suspension bridge.

Chain-cable, (chan'ka-bl) n, A cable made of

iron links.

Chain-pump, (ehun'pump) n, A pump consist

ing of an endless chain, carrying buckets through

a wooden tube, and moving on two wheels.

Chain-shot, (chan'shot) n. Two balls, Arc, con

nected by a chain, and used to cut down

masts, kc.

Chair, (char) n, [L. cathedra.] A movable seat

with a back ;—an official seat, as of a judge,

professor, or president; the office itself; — a

sedan.

Chair, (char) r. t. To carry in triumph.

Chairman, (chaVman) ti. The presiding officer of

an assembly ;—one who carries a sedan.

Chairmanship, (chaVinan-ship) u. The office of a

chairman.

Chaise, (shZz)n. \¥.chair?.] A two-wheeled, one-

horse carriage, with a calash top.

Chalcedony, (kal-sed'6-ne) n. [r-rom Chalecdon,]

A variety of quartz ; white agate.

Chaldee, (kal'de) u. Language of the Chaldeans,

Chaldron, (chal'drun) n, [Caldron] A measure

for coals consisting of thirty-six bushel*.

Chalice, (clial'is) n. [L. Mfw.] A cup or bowl ;

a communion-cup.

Chalk, (chnwk)fi. TA.-S. cealc] A soft, opaque,

white, earthy substance.

Chalk, (chawk) r. I. To rub with chalk.

Chalkineu, (chawk'e-nes) n. Stjtto of being

chalky.

Chalky, (chawk'e) «• Consisting of, or resembling

chalk.

Challenge, (challenj) n. [Nor. etttenpe.) A de

mand ofany kind;—asummons to single combat.

Challenge, (challenj) r. t. To defy ;—to sum

mon to answer;—to claim;—to make objection

to, as to jurors.

Challengeable, (challenj-a-bl) a. That may be ar

raigned or called to account.

Chalybeate, (ka-lib'e-iit) a. [G. ehatvpt,] Im

pregnated with iron or steel.

Chalybeate, (ka-lib'e-at) n. Any water or liquor

into which iron enters.

Chamber, (chfim'ber) v. [L. camera.) A retired

room used for lodging, privacy, or study ;—a

compartment or hollow closed space ;—a place

where an assembly meets, and the assembly

itself.

Chamberlain, (charn'ofr-lan) n. [Ger. hammer

and ting.) An attendant who has chargeof the

chamberi;—a treasurer of public money.

Chameleon, (ka-melyun) n. [Q. chamailedn.]

A lizard-like reptile,

about seven inches in

length, with a tail

four or five inches Ion;.',

remarkablo for the

sudden changes of col

our which it assume.

Cham fret, (cham'fret)

n. A small gutter ; ■

groove ; — a slope or

bevel.

Chamois, (sham'waw)
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Chamois.

n. [Sp. t/nmvza.) A spe

cies of antelope living on

the mountain - ridges of

Europe ;—soft leather pre-

Sired from its skin,

amp, (champ) v. t, [G.

iaptd, to gnaw.] To bite

with repeated action of the

teeth ;—v. i. To bito fre

quently.

Champagne, (sham'pan) n.

A light wine from Champagne, in France.

Champaign, (sham'pan) v. A flat, open country.

Champaign, (aliam'pun) a. Flat or open, as a

country ; level.

Champion, (cham'pe-un) ft, [L. campus,] A com

batant ; a hero ;—one who fights for the cause

of another; — one ready to fight against all

comers ;—defender. [ing a champion.

Championship, (cham'pe-un-ship) n. .State of be

chance, (chans) «. [F. cheoir.) A fortuitous

event ; — accident ; — opportunity ; — fortune,

good or bad ;—the possibility of an occurrence.

Chance, (chaus) r. i. To happen or arrive with

out design qr expectation. [fortuitous.

Chance, (chans) n. Happening by chance ; casual ;

Chancel, (chan'sel) v. [L. cancclli.] That part

of a church where the altar is placed.

Chancellor, (chan'sol-ler) n. A chief notary;—

the highest officer, as in the state, university,

Av., entitled to atfix the official seal to laws,

decrees, 4rc.

Chancellorship, (chan'sol-lcr-ship) v. The office

of a chancellor.

Chance-medley, (chans'med-le) u. The kiUing

of another upon a sudden encounter, or by ac

cident.

Chancery, (chan'scr-e) «. [L. cancellarius.] A

court of equity ; proceedings inequity.

Chanore, (shangk'cr) n. [F. chancre.] An ulcer.

Chandelier. (slian-de-ler*) u. [L. candda.] A

frame with branches to bold lights.

Chandler, (chandler) ft. [F. chamlclUr.] A manu

facturer of, or dealer in, candles :—a dealer in

other commodities. [by a chandler.

Chandlery, (ehandier-e) ». The commodities sold

Change, (clmnj) V.t [F. changer.] To alter;

to substitute;—to quit a place or state for an

other ;—to give or receive an equivalent for,

as money ;—r. i. To be altered ; to undergo

variation in form, nature, &c.

Change, (chiiuj) n. Variation or alteration ;—

substitution ;—small pieces of money given for

larger pieces or notes ;—the balance of money

beyond the price paid ; — a public room for

mercantile transactions.

Changeable, (chanj a~bl) a. Capable of or liable

to change ;—variable ; fickle ; unsteady.

Changeableness or Changeability, (ehfuij'a-bl-

nea) n. Fickleness ; iiicoustaucy ; mutability.

Changeably, (chanj'a-ble) adv. Variably.

Changeful, (chauj'fool) a. Inconstant ; mutable :

variable. [ful manner.

Changefully, (chiinj ' f«'ml-le) odv. In a change-

Changefulnesa, (obJLnj 'f66l-nes) ft. Quality of

being changeful.

Changeless, (chtlnjles) a. Without change;

filed ; constant ; unwavering.

Changeling, (chanjTing) n. A child left or taken

in tho place of another ;—one apt to change.

Channel, (chan'nel) ft, [F. canal.] A water

course ;—the bed of a stream ;—a strait or nar

row Bea ;—means of communication ;—medium.

To form channels in ;Channel, (clian'nel) r. t.

to groove.

Chant, (chant) v.t. [L. Winter*.] To celebrate

in song ;—to intone ;—r. i. To sing.

Chant, (chant) n. Song ;—words recited to musi

cal tones ;—a piece of sacred music.

Chanter, (chanter) n. One who chants;—the

tenor or treble pipe in n bagpipe.

Chanticleer, (chant'e-kler) n. [CktuA and c/rav. J

A cock, so called from his crowing.

Chantry, (chant're) n. An endowed chapel where

masses for the souls of the donors are said.

Chaos, (ka'os) -n. [G. choot.] Empty, infinite

space ;—unorganized matter before the creation;

—a confused or disordered mass. [fused.

Chaotic, (kil-ot'ik) a. Resembling chaos ; con-

Chap, (chop) v.t. [D. Inmifli.] To cleave or

open longitudinally ; to split ;—r. i. To crack

or open in long slits.

Chap, (chop) ft, A longitudinal cleft or chink ;

—the jaw, either of man or beast ;—a youth.

Chapel, (chap'el) «.. [F. capelte.] A private

oratory ;—a district church.

Chaperon, (shap'e-rOn) n. (F.] A hood or cap

worn by knights of the Garter ;—one who at

tends or escorts a lady in public places.

Chaperon, (shap'e-ron) v. t. To attend in public

places as a guide and protector.

Chapiter, (chap'it-er) n. [L. caput, bead.] The

upper part of a pillar or column.

Chaplain, (chap'Ifui) ». [F, rAapffafo.1 An eccle

siastic who performs service in a chapel; — a

clergyman attached to a ship of war, army,

public institution, or family.

Chaplaincy or Chaplainahip, (chap'Iun-se) n. The

office or station of a chaplain.

Chaplet, (obapOot) n. [F. ckapetct.} A wreath

for the head ;—a string of beads.

Chapman, (chop'man) ?;. [A.-S. cectnaa.] One

who buys or sells ; a merchant.

Chapter, (chnp'ter) ft, [L. caput.] A division

of a book or treatise ;—a corporation in a cathe

dral or collegiate church;—an organized branch

of some society.

Chaptrel, (chap'trel) n. I From chapiter.] The

capital of a pier or pilaster wliicb.

receives an arch.

Char, (char) ft, [A.-S. cn-r.]

Work done by tho day ; a single

job.

Char, (char) n. A fish of tho same

family as tbe salmon or trout.

Char, (char) c. t. [It. Cflor.] To

reduce to charcoal ; to burn par

tially.

Character, (karak-ter) n. [G. char-

asxein.) A letter or sign ;—the re

presentation, or estimate of a person or thing

reputation;—personal qualities ;— the possessor

of individual qualities; an eccentric.

Characteristic, (kar-ak-ter-is'tik) a. Serving to

constitute the character ; peculiar; distinctive.

Characteristically, (kar-ak-ter-is'tik-al-Io) adv. I a

a manner showing individual character.

Characterize, (kar'ak-tcr-U) v.t. To mark

with a stamp or figure;—to express or depict

the peculiar nature and qualities of.

Charcoal, (obArlcM) n. The residue of animal,

vegetable, and mineral substances, when heated.

in close vessels.

Charge, (charj) n. [F. eharpe.] Care; trust;—

burden on projterty, any thing debited to one ;

—accusation or imuutation ;—a formal address.

 

Chaptrel.
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uof & judge or bishop;—the force to serve a

battery or fire-ana ;—an onset or attack;—the

signal for attack ;—emblem on aa escutcheon.

Coarse, (chirj) r. t [t\ elunytr.) To impose, as

a load, task, or trust ;—to exhort in an earnest

or authoritative manner ;—to place to the ac

count <ui debt :—to accuse of ;—to load as

arjiaw battery;— to rush upon;—w.i. To

make aa onset or attack.

Chirrsabi*, (ebirj'a-bl) a. Capable of being im-

PW"dcr imputed ;—serving to create expense.

Charjtr, (durjVr) «. One who, or that which,

cbargai :—a large dish ;—a horse used in battle.

Cfcariiy, (chare-le) ade. In a careful, wary man-

tw; cautiously. [or cautious.

QfrTTatsj. (ebArVnet) n. Quality of being chary

Ckarjst, (eharVut) ». [F. char.\ A war car;—

a four-wheeled plea-

lore or state carriage.

Gksritable, (chir'e-tA-

bl) p. Full of love

sad good will ;—lib

eral to the poor ;—dic

tated or kindness ; bet-

■sjisssH

ffMlIflHssnm, (chir'e-

ta-bl-nes) a. Quality

of being charitable,

ftaritahly, <ch*r*e-ta-ble) ad,

manner; generooaly.

Csarity, (chir'e-te) ». [L. caritas.) Love; good

will to men ;—liberality to the poor;—amis ;—

Kbtraiity in judging ;—a charitable institution.

Charlatan, (*hkr/la-tan) a. [It. ciartare, to prate. J

A quack ; an empiric ; an impostor.

Cud, (chirm) r. [L. carmen,] Something

possessing occult power ;—a spell ;—that which

pleases and attracts; fascination.

Ckirm, (chirm) r. t. To subdue by occult infiu-

«ce l—io attract ; to please greatly.

Ciarmer, (chirm'er) u. One who charms, de-

ngfct^f or enchant*.

C^i.-rrmy, (chinning) p. a. Pleasing in the

highest degree ; fascinating ; delightful.

Ckanaiagly. (charm ing-le) adv. In a charm

ing sad delightful manner.

Cksrsei, (char'nel) «. [L. enro.] Containing the

wuains of dead men or animals.

Ctaraei-hauae, (ehar'nel-hou*) a. A place under

«r near a church where the bones of the dead

*M deposited.

<!■*!, (chart) *. [L. chnrta, G. charten, a leaf of

PK.) A sheet containing information in tabu-

form ;—a map of a portion, of sea, and the

had which it surrounds.

Charter, (cnirfer) m. fL. charta, paper.] A

writing bestowing rights and privileges ; act of

atiun ;—the letting or hiring a vessel by

In a charitable

(chirfer) r. t To establish by charter :

—to lure or let by charter, as a ship.

Caartered-bank,(chArt'?rd-bangk)n. Abankpos-

seaainr. a charter of incorporation.

Charter-party, (chArt'er-par-te) n. fF. charm

p&rtit,] A conditional agreement respecting

the hire of a vessseL

Charnsaa. (chart'izm) n. TF. charte, charter.]

The principles of a political party expressed in
•"the five points of the People* charter."

Chartist, (chart'ist) n. A supporter or partisan

of chartism.

Chary, (chare) a. [A.-S. eearig.) Not inclined

to be liberal ; ctoee ; cautious.

Chose, (chls) r. (. [L. enptiare.) To pursue;

to hunt;—to drive;—r. t. [Enchant.) To en

grave, as plate, with decorative figures.

Chase, (chas) n. [F. chaue.] limiting as of an

enemy or game ; — that which is pursued or

hunted;—ground to wliich game resort*. [L.

cap*a.] An iron frame to confine type;—a wide

grieve, [the head or stern of a vessel.

Chaser, (chaVer) n. One who cliases ;—a gun at

Chasm, (kann) 11. [G. chasma.] A deep oijcuing ;

a cleft ;—a gap or break.

Chaste, (chast) a. [L. cast its.] Furo; virtuous;

modest;—simple in taste and style.

Chastely, (chast'ie) adc. In a chaste manner;

with purity.

Chasten, (chaVn) v.t. |L- caAtlonre.] To cor

rect by punishment; to pain for the purpose

of reclaiming ;—to purify.

Chasteness or Chastity, (chasfnes) v. Purity

from unlawful sexual intercourse; — freedom

from obscene or extravagant thoughts or ex

pressions.

Chastise, (chaa-llz') v. f. fL. caxtifinrc.) To in

flict i«iiii upon for punishment or reformation ;

—to free from faults or excesse-i.

Chastisement, (clias'tiz-ment) n. Pain inflicted

for punishment and correction.

Chasuble, (chas'u-bl) n. \L. cm.vh*.] A vest

ment worn by the priest in saying mats.

Chat, (chat) v. t. [A.-S. etctulau.) To talk in a

light and familiar manner.

Chat, (chat) n. Light, familiar talk ; prate.

Chateau, (sha-to') n. [F.J A castle ;—a country

teat. [cat'» eye.

Chatoyant, (sha-toi'ant) n. A chalcedony calied

Chattel, (chat'l) n. [F. chatnl.) Any kind of

Eroperty, movable or immovable, except free-

old.

Chatter, (chat'tcr) v. i. [D. l-oeteren.] To utter

rapid and indistinct sounds ; — to prate ; — to

sound by rapid collision, as the tooth from

cold, &c. [magpie; idle talk.

Chatter, (chat'ter) n. Sounds like those of a

Chatterer, (chat'ter-er) n, A prater;—a bird, so

called from its loud and monotonous note.

Chatty, (chafe) a. Talkative.

Chaud-medley, (shod'nied-Ie) n. [F. chaud and

meter.] Homicide in an affray.

Chaw, (chaw) v.t. [A.-8. cetnean.) To masti

cate, as food; to chew, as the cud;—to consider.

Cheap, (chCp) a. [A.-S. eeap.) Bearing a low

price ;—of small value ; common.

Cheapen, (chep'n) r. t. [A.-S. ccapan.] Tocliaffer

for ;—to beat down tlie price of.

Cheaply, (cheple) adv. At a small price ; at a

low rate.

Cheapness, (chep'nes) n. Lowness in prica

Cheat, (chet) v. t. To deceive and defraud in any

way ; to impose upon.

Cheat, (chet) n. [A.-8. ceat.] An act of decep

tion ; a fraud ;—a person who cheats.

Check, (chek) n. [F. tehee.) A restraint, physi

cal or moral ; a hindrance ;—a mark put against

items, 4c. , in going over a list;—an order for

money at a bank ;—any counter-register used

as security ;—in chess-playing a movement re

quiring the adversary to move or guard his king.

Check, (chek) v. t. To put a sudden or continued

restraint upon ;—to rebuke ;—to make a mark

against names, A*c, in going over a list;—to

compare with a counterpart ;—v. i. To make a

stop ; to pause ;—to clash or interfere.

Checker, (chek'er) v, t. To form into little squares;
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—to diversify with different qualities, scenes,

or events ;—also Chequer.

Checker, (chek'gr) n. Work varied alternately

as to ita colours or materials.

Checkers, (chek'erz) n. pi. A game, called also

draughts, played on a board of sixty -four

squares of alternate colours.

Checkmate, (chek'niit) n. [Per. shah mdt.] The

final movement in chess ; — complete defeat ;

overthrow.

Checkmate, (chek'mat) v. t. To put in check,

as the king of an adversary, so that it can

neither bo moved nor guarded;—to defeat.

Cheek, (chC-k) n. [A. -8. ceae.) Each side of the

face below the eyes ;—assumption.

Cheep, (chop) r, i. To chirp, as a small bird.

Cheer, (cher) n. [G. ka.ru, head.] The coun

tenance and its expression of joy ;—a stato of

gayety ;—provisions for n feast ; entertainment;

—applause : encouragement.

Cheer, (cher) r. (, To cause to rejoice; to ren

der cheerful ; — to infuse courage, hope, ire.,

into; —to urge or Biilute by cheers;—v. i. To

grow cheerful ; to become gladsome.

Cheerful, (oheYfool) a. Having good spirits;

calmly joyful ;—willing ; lively.

Cheerfully, (cht-r'fuol-le) adv. Heartily; readily.

Cheerfulness or Cheeriness, (cheVfuol-nes) it.

Good spirits ; moderate joy or gayety.

Cheerily, (clier'ede) adv. "With cheerfulness;

with spirit. [or comfort; gloomy; dreary.

Cheerless, (cheVles) a. Without joy, gladness,

Cheerlessness, (chcr'les-ues) n. Absence of hope,

comfort, or joy.

Cheery, (cher'e) a. In good spirits; lively;

hearty ;—promoting cheerfulness.

Cheese, (chOz) n. [A.-S. cese, L. castus.] Curd of

milk, separated from the whey and pressed.

Cheese-cake, (chez'kak) n, A cake made of soft

curds, sugar, and butter.

Cheese-monger, (ehez'mung-ger) n. One who

deals in cheese.

Cheese-press, (chez'pres) n. A press for expelling

whey from curd in the making of cheese.

Cheesy, (chuz'o) a. Having the nature, quali

ties, or form of cheese. (try.

Chemical, (kem'ik-al) a. Pertaining to chemis-

Chemically, (kem'ik-al- le) adv. According to

chemical principles ; by chemical process.

Chemise, (she-ineY) «, [F.] A sliift or under

garment worn by females.

Chemist, (kem'ist) n. A person versed iu chemis

try ;—a druggist.

Chemistry, (kem/ist-ro) n. [F. chimie.] The

science of matter in its elements, forms, and

combinations.

Cheque, (chek) n. An order for money.

Cherish, (cherish) v. t. [F. thirir.} To treat

tenderly and fondly ; to foster.

Cherry, (cher'e) n. [L. ceraxus.] The fruit of

a tree of which there are many varieties.

Cherry, (cher'e) a. lied ; ruddy ; like a cherry.

Chert, (chert) u. [Ir. eeirthe.] An impure, mas

sive, flint-like quartz or homstono.

Cherub, (cher'ub) n. [H. ker&b.] A celestial

spirit ; an augel ;—a beautiful child.

Cherubical, (che-r66'bik-al) «. 01' or pertaining

to cherubs ; angelic.

Chess, (dies) n. [Per. sfidlt.] A game played

by two persons on a board containing sixty-four

squares, with two different sets of pieces.

Chess-board, (cheVbord) n. The board used In

the game of chess.

Chess-man, (ches'man) n. A piece used in tho

game of chess.

Chest, (chost) n. [A.-S. cent] A box or coffer

of wood or other material ;—tho trunk of the

human body ;—the quantity a case contains.

Chestnut, (cnes'nut) «. [G. kotianon.] Tho nut

of a tree belonging to tho genus C'astunea;—the

tree itself, or its timber.

Chestnut, (chestnut) a. Of the colour of a chest

nut; reddish brown.

Cheval-de-frise, (she'val-de-frez) n. [F. chevul

and Frise.] A piece

of timber traversed

with wooden spikes,

pointed with iron,

used for defence : —

pf. Chevaux-<lc-irise. Chcval-de-frite.

Chevalier, (shev-a-lc-r^ n. [F.] A horseman ;—a

knight ;—a gallant young man.

Chew, (choO) v. t. [A.-S. ceowan.] To bite and

grind with tho teeth; to masticate ;— r. i. To

grind with the teeth ; to champ.

Chicane, (she'kOn) ». [F.] Artitiee or stratagem ;

—an artful subterfuge. [artifice.*.

Chicane, (she'kiin) r. i. To use shifts or mean

Chicanery, (she-kun'cr-e) n. Mean or unfair

or ti lice.

Chicory, (chik'o-rc) n. [L. cichorium.] A plant

used for adulterating coffee ; succory.

Chicken, (chik'n) n. [A.-K cicen.] The young cf

fowls, particularly of the hen ;—a young jiersou.

Chicken-hearted, (chik'n-hart-ed) a. Timid.

Chicken-pox, (chik'n-poks) «. A mild eruptive

disease, generally attacking children only.

Chick-weed, (chik'wed) n: A species of weeds

of different genera ; a common food of birds.

Chide, (chid) v.t. [A.-S. cidtin.] To rebuke : to re

proach ;—r. i. To find fault ;—to make a clam

orous noise.

Chief, (chef) a. [F. chtf.} Highest in office or

rauk ;—most eminent ; taking the lead ; most

important.

Chief, (chef) n. Head or leader;—principal per

son or thing ;—upper part.

Chiefly, (chcf'le) adr. In the first place; prin

cipally ; alwve all ;—for the most part ; mostly.

Chieftain, (cheftuii) n. [L. caput] Tho head

of a troop, army, or clan.

Chieftainship, (cheftun-ship) n. Hank, office, or

quality of a chieftain.

Chiffonier, (shif-fun-ey) n. An ornamental cup

board, (hand or foot produced by cold.

Chilblain, (cMTbliin) n. A blain or sore on tho

Child, (child) n. [A.-H. did.] A son or a daugh

ter; the progeny of human parents;—a joung

person of either sex \~~pl. descendants, however

remote. [ducing children.

Child-bearing, (erdlcVbur-ing) n. Act of j :

Childbed, (child'bed) n. Tho state of a woman iu

labour. [a child.

Childbirth, (cluld'bcrth) n. Act of bringing forth

Childhood, (child'hood) n. The state of a child ;

the period from birth to puberty.

Childish, (ehild'kh) ft. Of or pertaining to a.

child; puerile. [of a child.

Childishly, (child'ish-le) adv. In tho mauuier

Childishness, (eliild'ish-nes) n. State or quali

ties of a child ; simplicity ; frivolity.

Childless, (child'les) a. Destitute of children or

offspring. [submissive; dutiful; tlooilc

Child-like, (chndirk)a. Like or becoming a cKi i ( ■, -

Chiliad, (ke'le-ad) n. [G. ckiliat,) A thotuaanU *

especially a thousand years.
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dull, (ctnT) «. (A.-S. alt.] Cold; tending to

cause shiverinf ;—cool in manner ; distant ;—

ChilL (chil) «. A eoolnesa accompanied with

shiverin* ;—a check to warmth of feeling ; dia-

eourareinent

Chill (chil) 1. 1 T» cool ; to check circulation :

—to check warmth of feeling ; to discourage ;

—to harden by cooling.

r*illi»—, (ciuTe-nea) «. A sensation of cool-

r:-._. :rrr-: ..f ■ -.SJl.:--.

(teheu. (rtiU'iKs) ». Coldness ; a shivering.

OiBy. (eaiTe) a. CoWl : creating cold.

Pin-* (ehim) h. [L. eam^art.] Harmonious

sound of bells ;—a sat of bells tuned to the

sasiual scale;—correspondence of relation or

Ckiae. (ehim) r. t. To sound in harmonious

accord, as bells;— to correspond ; — r. (. To

strike in harmony, as bells.

Ckiners. (ke-mi'ra) n. [G. eAircmra.] A fabul

ous monster :—a Tain or foolish fancy.

Cs±n;ri=«L (ke-m*r ik-al) a. Merely imaginary ;

fjmjnil ; fantastic ; wild.

Caasmey. (ehini'ne) a. [Q. laminm.] The pass

age thromch which the smoke of a fire-place,

*c, a carried off ;—a tube placed above a lamp.

Chimpszutee. Miim-pan ze) )i. The orang-outang,

s speries of monkey which

aromacb.es most nearly

to man- It- is a native

of Africa, and when full

irown i« front three to

four fset kign.

Ctia.(chin)K- [A--8. einae.]

The lower extremity of the

ha

9aaa.(cb.rna)n. Fineearth-

rnware or porcelain—first

Bade in China.

csim-hill. (chin-chilli) n.

dent animal, of the

size of a large squir

rel, chiefly remarkable

fcr its fine fur, which

is very aoft and of a

pesriy-an-aj colour.

Ckraecusrh. (chin'koi) ».

(Sen*, tint.] Hoop-

iag-eoagli.

Ckine, (chin) a. [O. H.

Oar ettsn.] The back -hone or spuie or an

animal ;—a piece of the back-bone, with the

adimniriif parts for cooking.

Gkmk, (chingk) «. (A. -8. cine.] A small cleft,

rent, or fissure ; a gap or crack.

Caiak. (chingk) v.i. To crack ; to open;—v. t.

Tr. open : to form a (inure in.

Caiak, (chingk) «. The reverberation of metal

or eotn when struck:—the ring of coin.

Chiak. (chingk) x. t. To sound by collision, as

coin*, Ac :—a. i. To rattle ; to jingle, as small

coin. ,

Caiaky. (ehlngk'e) 0. Pull of fissures : gaping.

Chiatz, (chintz) n. (Hind. cltHntrui.) Cotton

doth printed with flowers and other devious,

ia different colours.

Carp, (chip) r. t. (H. Ger. lnpptn.] To cut into

small pieces;—to detach or cut off;—». i. To

break it fly off in small pieces.

Chip, (chip)n. A piece of wood, Ac., separated

from a larger body by an axe, to. ;—a frag

ment bi-keu off; a small piece.

Chimpanzee.

[So.] A small ro-

 

Chincliilla.

CHOKY

Chirograph, (ki'ro-graf) n. (G. chfir and frra-

phein.] A legal document written in duplicate.

Chirography, (ki-rogra-fc) ft. The art of writ

ing :—handwriting.

Chirology, (ki-rol'o-je) n. [G. cheir and logo,.]

Conversing by means of the bauds and fingers,

as by the deaf and dumb.

Chiropodist, (ki-rop'od-ist) n. [G. Anr and pom.]

One who removes corns and bunions from the

feet. (short, sharp sound, as a fowl or cricket.

Chirp, (cherp) r. i. [Ger. (MAirpcn.] To make a

Chirp, (ch?rp) n. A short, sharp note.

Chirrup, (cher'up) «. (. To quicken or animate

by chirping";—r. i. To chirp. .

Chirurgeon, (ki-rur'jun) n. |G. cntir and erpein.]

A surgeon.

Chirurgery, (ki-rur'jer-e) n. Surgery.

Chisel, (chiz'el) n. IF. ciitau.] An instrument

sharpened to a cutting edge, for paring, hew

ing, gouging, ic.

Chisel, (chizel) r. t. To cut, gouge, or engrave

with a chisel ;—to cut close, as in a bargain, Ac

Chit, (chit) n. [A.-S. tidk, shoot.] The first

shooting of a plant; a sprout; — a child ;—a

short note. [airy ; gallant ; heroic ; bravo.

Chivalrous, (shiv'al-rus) n. Pertaining to chiv-

Chivalrously, (shiv'al-nis-le);«uV. In a chivalrous

manner; boldly; gallantly.

Chivalry, (shi v'al-re) n. [F. chnahtr.] Knight

hood ;—gallantry ; licroism ; knight-errantry.

Chlorate, (klo'rit) n. A salt formed by the union

of chloric acid with a base.

Chloric, (klu'rik) a. Pertaining to chlorine, or

obtained from it.

Chloride, (klo'rid) n. A compound of chlorine

with another element.

Chlorine, (klo'rin) n. [Q. eAMros.] A heavy gas

of greenish colour, used in disinfecting and in

bleaching.

Chlorite, (kla'rit) ti- A mineral or a green

colour, soft and friable, used in bleaching.

Chloroform, (klo'ro-forru) n. (From cldor.ne and

formyl.) An oily volatile liquid consisting of

carbon, hydrogen, and chlorine. It is a power

ful anaesthetic agent.

Chlorosis, (klo'rdsis) n. [G.] The green sick

ness ;—a disease in plants.

Chock, (chok) «. t. To stop or fasten, as with a

wedge;—r. i. To fill up, us a cavity;—to en

counter.

Chock, (chok) n. A wedge or block.

Chocolate, (chok'5-lit) n. [Mexican cacna«.] A

paste of the roasted kernel of the Thtobroma

cacao,—the beverage made by dissolving choco-

late-paate in boiling water.

Choice, (chow) n. IF. chomr.] Act of choosing ;

—the power of choosing ; option ; preference ;

—the thing chosen.

Choice, (chois) n. Worthy of being chosen ;—Ue-

liberatelv chosen ;—precious; rare.

Choir, (kwir) n. [G. clwrot.) An organized com

pany of singers ;-that part of a church appro

priated to the singers -.—the chancel.

Choke, (chok) r. t. fA.-H. /Ueoym.] To stop

the breath ; to strangle :-to cheek respiration

in the windpipe ; to suffocate ;-to block up, as

a passage; — to suppress, as fire or action ;—

v.i. To have the windpipe stopped;— to be

checked ; to swell with rage.

Choke-damp, (chokdamp) ». Carbonic acid gas

accumulated in wells, mines, ic.

Choky, (chok'e) o. Suffocating ; close and damp .

confined and musty.
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Gholer, (kol'er) «. [G.ckolos.] The bile—fonnerly

supposed to be the scat of the passions ; auger ;

wrath.

Cholera, (kol'er-a) n. A bilious disease, exhib

ited in violent purging* and vomitings, grip

ing pain, and spasmodic action of the limbs.

Choleric, (kol'er-ik) a. Abounding with cuoler

or bile ;—irascible ;—passionate.

Choose, (cliouz) r. *. [A. -8. ceosan.) To make

choice of;—v. i. To make a selection; to pre

fer ;—lo have the power of choice.

Chop, (chop) v.t. [G. l-otapho».] To cut into

pieces ; to mince ;—to sever by blows ;—v. i. To

vary or shift suddenly, as wind.

Chop, (chop) v.t. [A.-S. ceapan.] To barter;

to exchange ;—v. i. To dispute. \

Chop, (chop) n. Act of chopping ; a stroke ;—

a piece chopped off; a slieo of meat;—a crack

or cleft

Chop-fallen, fchop'fawln) a. Dejected ; abashed.

Chop-house, (chop'hous) n. An eating-house.

Chopin, (chop'in) n. [Gcr. seho/tpen.) A high

patten ;—the Scotch quart in wine measure.

Chopper, (chop'yr) >i. An instrument for cleaving.

Chopping, (choplng) a. Stout or plump ; large ;

—shifting suddenly ; clashing.

Choral, (ko'ral) a. [G. choros.) Belonging to a

clioir; sung in chorus.

Choral, (kd'ral) n. A hymn-tune.

Chorally, (ko'ral-le) adv. In the manner of a

chorus.

Chord, (kord) n, [G. chord?.} String of a musi

cal instrument; —an harmo

nious combination of musical

tones;—a right line uniting

the extremities of the arc of a

circle.

Chord, (kord)r. (. To provide

with musical chords or strings.

Chorist, (ko'riat) n. A singer

in a choir.

Chorister, (kor'ist-er) n. One of Chord,

a choir ; a singer iu a concert. AC, AB, chords.

Chorography, (ko-rog'ra-fe) n. [G. ehoros and

trrnjihein.] Art of making a map of a country.

Choroid, (ko'roid) vi. [G. chorion, skin, and eidos,

form. ] The socond coat of the eye.

Chorus, (ko'rus) n. [G. ehoros.) A band of

singers and dancers ;—a company of singers ;

—what is sung by the chorus ;—the part of a

song in which the company join the singer.

Chough, (chuf) n. [D. fcauw.J A bird of the

crow family ; a jackdaw.

Chouse, (chous) v. t. [Turk, chiaous.) To cheat,

trick, defraud.

Chouse, (chous) u. One who is easily cheated;

a tool ; a gull ;—a trick ; sham ; imposition.

Chrestomathy, (krca-tom'a-tbe) n. [G. chre*tos,

useful, and mathein, to learn.] A selection of

passages, with notes, &c.t used in acquiring a

language.

Chrism, (krizm) n. [G. chriein.] Holy oil:—

oil used in baptism, ordination, and extreme

unction.

Chrismal, (kriz'mal) a. Pertaining to chrism.

Christ, (krist) n. [G. chriein, to anoint] The

Anointed ;—the Saviour ; the Messiah.

Christen, (kris'n) v. t. [A.-S. crUtnian.) To bap

tize ;-<-to give a name to.

Christendom, (kris'n-duiu) n. [A.-S. crisUndom.)

That portion of the world in which Christi

anity prevails ;—the whole body of Christians.

Christian, (krist'yan) u. [G. christianos.) A fol

 

lower of Christ ;—a believer ;—a professed ad

herent to the church of Christ; — one born

within the pale of the church.

Christian, (krist'yan) a. Pertaining to Christ

or his religion ;—professing Christ; — ecclesi

astical.

Christianity, (kris-te-an'e-te) n. The religion of

Christians ; the doctrines taught by Chri*t.

Christianize, (krist'yan-iz) v. t. To make Chris

tian ; to convert to Christianity.

Christies*, (kristles) a. Having no faith in

Christ ; without the spirit of Christ.

Christmas, (kris'mas) n. [Christ and mass.] The

festival of Clirist's nativity, observed annu

ally ou the 26th day of December ;—Christ

mas-day.

Christmas-box, (kris'maB-boks) n. A box in

which presents are put at Christinas ;—a Christ

mas gift.

Christology, (kvis-tol'o-je) n. [G. Christo* ami

logos.) A discourse or treatise concerning

Christ.

Chromate, (kro'miit) n. A salt formed by the

union of chromic acid with a base.

Chromatic, (kro-niat'ik) a. [G. chroma.] Relat

ing to colour; — proceeding by half-stepe or

semitones of the Bcale.

Chromatics, (kro-Tnat'iks) n. sing. Tlie science

of colours. [or obtained from it

Chromic, (krO'mik) a. I'ertaining to chronje,

Chromium, (ki-5'mc-um) n. (G. chrOma.) A hard

brittle metal of a grayish-white colour.

Chromo-lithography, (kro 'mo-lith-og'ra- fe ) v.

Lithography adapted to printing in oil colours.

Chronic, (kron'ik) a. [G. chronos.) Relating to

time ;—continuing for a time ; inveterate.

Chronicle, (krone-ki) «. [L. chronica.] A re

gister of events in the order of time ;—pi. Two

books of the Old Testament ;—annals.

Chronicle, (kron'e-kl) v. t. To record in history :

to register. [cles; an historian.

Chronicler, (kron'e-klcr) n, A writer of chroni-

Chronologer, (kro-nol'o-jer)n. One who arranges

past events, and dates, in systematic order.

Chronological, (kron-o-loj'ik-al) a. Relatiug to

chronology; according to the order of time.

Chronology, (kro-nolo-je) n. [G. chrano* and

logos.) The science of time;—recording event*

under their proper dates and epochs;—a table

of events and dates.

Chronometer, ( kro-nom'e-ter) n. [G. ch ran om

and metron.) A time-keeper : a portable watch

or clock of superior construction and accuracy.

Chronometrio&l, (kron-o-met'rik-al) a. Pertain

ing to or measured by a chronometer.

Chrysalid, (kris'a-lid) a. Pertaining to or re

sembling a chrysalis.

Chrysalis, (kris'a-lis) n. [G. chnisallti, from

chrusos, gold.) Tlie form or

pupa state which larva of

butterflies, moths, and other

insects assume before they

reach their perfect form.

Chrysolite, (kris'o-Ut) n. {G. Chrysalis.

chruso* and litkos.) A greenish mineral, com

posed of silica, magnesia, and iron.

Chrysoprase, (kris'o-pruz) n. [G. chruso* and

prason.) A kind of massive quartz, of a gray

ish colour.

Chub, (chub) n. [A.-S. eopp, head.] A fresh

water fish of the carp family.

Chubby, fchub'e) a. Like a chub ; plump, short,

and thick; fat and florid in the cheek*.
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(cb.uk) t. i. To cluck;—r. (. To call,

» & then her chkkeua ; — to teach under the

chin ;—to throw, with quick motion.

Chuck, (chuk) *. The call of a hen ;—a sudden

small noise ;—a slight blow under the chin.

Chuckle, (cbuk'l) r. c. [From chuck:] To call, as

a hen her chickens;—to fondle;—c. i. To laugh

is a nT]T[rn— il manner.

Ckatkl*. (ehakT) a. A abort, suppressed laugh

cttxnlotian or derision.

Caxkiiag. (chukling) n. Suppressed laughter;

inward triumph or exultation, luer.

CrasYly, (chufe-le) adv. In a rough, surly man-

Cksfy, (chafe) a. Fat or swelled out in the

dttis ;—curl; ; rude ; clownish.

Cam, (chum) ». [A.-S. «sia.J A chamber-

&Hcw, especially in a college or university.

Ckarch, (church) ». [A-S. circ, Ger. Hrtftc.] A

fcwiHing set apart for Christian worship ;—the

ronhippers in it ; — a denomination ; — the

whole bod? of Christiana, called catftolic or uni

versal church :—the clergy.

Garth, (church) v. t. To unite with in return-

ing thanbt in church, aa after childbirth.

Cflsrch-focr, (church'go-er) n. A regular at-

faajaaV at church.

Ca^rchman, (church'man) n. An Episcopalian.

Charch-rate, (ehorch'rit) h. A rate or tax for

the support of the Parish Church.

Caarch-warden, (cburch'wawr-den)". An officer

whose duties respect the pecuniary interests

of a ehnrch or parish.

Ckareh-jard, (church 'yard) «. The ground ad-

>jining to a church. In which the dead are

bVstoL

Chmrl, (churi) w- [A.-S. ceort.] A rustic;—a

■ariy, ill-bred man ;—a niggard.

Cisriiah, (churllah) a. Kude; illiberal; un

feeling; unyielding: unbending.

Ckadianry, (chiuTiah-le) adv. Rudely : roughly.

Caarusanes*, (ehurriah-nea) il Rudeness of

manners or temper.

Chara. (churn) a. A Teasel in which cream La

stirred ana agitated to produce butter.

Chsra, (churn) r. L [A-S. reman.] To agitate as

cream in order to make butter ;—to shake.

Charaing. (churning) n. The operation of raak-

i&C butter ;—the quantity made at one time.

Caste, (ahuut) ». [F. cJmte ] A rapid descent

in a rirer.

Chyle, (kil) n. \Q. ehulo*, juice.] A milky fluid

derived from chime, ami conveyed into the cir-

cuanon by the lacteal Teasels.

CbrlifactioB, (kil-e-fak'shun) n. [G. rhulo*, and

L faecrc.] The process by which chyle is

famed

Chyme, (kim) n. [G. ehumo*.] The pulp formed

by the food after it ha.-* been mixed with the

dutrk aecretiona.

Cicada, (se-ka'da) n, [L.] A hemipterous insect

Uring on trees and shrubs ;—the tree-hopper.

--..'jr.:*, :*',,■••:■■■) n. A scar, seam, or eleva

tion, on the akin after a wound is healed.

Cicatrize, (sik'a-triz) r. t. To heal and induce

the formation of skin, as in wounded or ulcer

ated Ceah ;—-v. i. To heal or be healed.

Cicerone, ( che-che-ro'ne ) n. (It] One who

•hows atrangetB the curiosities of a place; a

, (iis-er-o'ne-an) a. Resembling Cicero

in style or action.

Cider, («fder) n. [P. cidre.) A drink made from

th* jjuce of apples.

 

Cigar, (ae-gutO n. [Up. cigarro.] Tobacco leaf

rolled into tubular form fur smoking.

Ciliary, (siryar-e)a. Belonging to the eyelashes ;

pertaining to hair-like appendages in animals

or vegetables.

Cimeter, (sim'e-ter) n. [Per. nchimnchir.] A

short sword with a recurvated point

Cimmerian, (sira-mC re-an) a. Pertaining to the

Cimmerii, said to have dwelt in darkness;—in

tensely dark.

Cinchona, («in-ko'na) n. A tree producing a

medicinal bark known as Peruvian bark; ic. ;

—the bark itself.

Cincture, (singk'tur) n. [L. cingere, to gird.] A

belt, a girdle ;—inciosure.

Cinder, (ain'der) n. [A.-S. nindn; L. eini».] A

small particle of matter remaining after com

bustion ; a partially burnt coal ; an ember.

Cinerary, (siu'er-ar-e) «. Pertaining to ashes;

contaimng ashes.

Cinnabar, (sin'na-bar) «. [G. HnnabarU.] Red

sulphuret of mercury; vermilion.

Cinnamon, (sin'na-mun) It, [G. kinnaman.] The

inner hark of a tree

growing in Ceylon. It

is aromatic, of a mod

erately pungent taste.

Cinque, (singk) n. [L.

quinque.) The num

ber Ave upon dice or

cards.

Cipher, (si'fer) n. [A.

gifrun.] The cliarac-

ter [0] which, stand

ing by itself, expresses Cinnamon,

nothing, but when placed at the right hand

of a whole number, increases its value tenfold ;

—a person of no character;—a combination of

letters, as a monogram;—a private alphabet

for the transmission of secrets ; the key to it.

Cipher, (si'fer) r. i. To practise arithmetic; —

v.t. To write iu occult characters; — to re

present

Circle, (serlcl) n. [G. lirl-os.] A plane figure,

bounded' by a curve line, every part of which

is equally distant from the centre;—the lino

that bounds such a figure ; a circumference ;

—a round body ; an orb ; a ring ;—company

gathering round a person or place ;—a never

ending series.

Circle, (serTd) v. t. To move around ;—to sur

round ;—v. i. To move in a round or compass.

Circlet, (ser'klet) n. A little circle ;—an orb.

Circuit, (scr*kit) n. [L. circuitus.) The act of

moving around ;—the space inclosed within a

fixed limit ;—that which incloses as a ring or

crown ;—a periodical visitation at districts ■'»-■»

by judges, &c. ;—the district visited ;—a round

about mode of reasoning or speech.

Circuitoua, (ser-ku'it-us) a. Going round in a

circuit; indirect.

Circuitoualy, (ser-ku'it-us-le) adv. In a round

about or indirect way.

Circular, (ser'ku-ler) a. [L. circulari*.} In the

form of a circle ; round ;—inconclusive ;—end

ing in itself ;—addressed to persons having a

common interest.

Circular, (serTtu-ler) n. An intimation sent out

to friends, customers, or the public generally.

Circularity, (sgr-ku-lare-to) n. Ktate of being

circular. [manner.

Circularly, (Bc.r'ku-ler-le) adv. In a circular

Circulate, (nor'ku-lut) v.i. [L. circularc.} To

G
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move or pass round ;—to pass from place, per

son, or hand to ;—to flow in veins, as the blood ;

—v. t. To cause to pass from place or jwrson to.

Circulation, (scr-ku-UVshun) n. The act of circu

lating ; motion in a circlo ;—regular flow, as of

blood ; — currency of money, bills, &c. ;—dif

fusion ; dissemination.

Circulatory, (sc/ku-iii-tor-e) a. Circular;—cir

culating or going round.

Circumambient, (ser-kuui-ani'he-ent) a. ' [L.

circum and ambire.) Surrounding; inclosing;

encompassing.

Circumambulate, (sfr-kum-am'ou-lat) v.i. |L.

circum and ambulare.\ To walk round about.

Circumcise, (spr'kum-slz) r. t. [L. circum,

around, and ctnlere, to cut] To cut oft" the fore

skin ;~- to put away, as n sinful thought or

habit.

Circumoision,.(8er-kum-sizh'un) »» Act of cut

ting off the foreskin ;—rejection of tho sins of

the flesh ; spiritual purification.

Circumference, (ser-kum'fer-ens) n. [L. circum,

around, and ftrre, to bear.] The line that

goes round or encompasses a circular figure ;

external surface of a sphere or orb.

Circumferential, (ser-kum-fer-en'sbe-al) a. Per

taining to a circumference.

Circumferentor, (ser-kuiu'fer-en-ter) n. An in

strument used by sur

veyors for taking ho

rizontal angles and

bearings.

Circumflex, (ser'kum-

flelu) n. [L. circum,

around, and jlecttre,

te bend.] A wavo of

the voice; — a Greek

accent ["or «], de

noting a sound be

tween acute and grave;

in Latin marked [*].

Circumflex, (ser'kum-floks) v. t To mark or pro

nounce with a circumflex.

Circumfluent, (ser-kunTflu-eut) a. [L. circum

and flucM.] Flowing around; surrounding, as

a fluid.

Circumfuse, (scr-kiini-fur*) ?'■ t- [L- circum and

fundere,] To pour round ; to spread round.

Circumfusion, (ser-kum-fu'zhun) n. Act of pour

ing or spreading around.

Circumgyration, (srr-kum-je ril'shun) n. [L.

circum and gyrarc] Tho act of turning, rolling,

oi whirling round.

Circumjacent, (sgr-kum-ja'sont) o. [L. circum,

around, and jacire, to lie.] Lying around;

bordering on every side.

Circumlocution, (ser-kum-lo-ku'shun) n. [L.

from circum, around, and loqui, to speak.] A

circuit of words;—the use of indirect or round

about expressions.

Circumlocutory, (ser-kum-lok'u-tor-e) a. Pertain

ing to circumlocution ; periphrastic.

Circumnavigate, (ser-kum-nav'e-gut) r.t. [L, cir-

anil, around, and navigare, to navigate.] To

sail around ; to pass round by water.

Circumnavigation, (scr-kum-nav-o-ga'shun) n.

Act of sidling round—generally round the globe.

Circumpolar, (Ber-kura-poler) a. [L. circum,

around, and Eng. polar.} About the polo; sit

uated near tho pole.

Circumrotary or Circumrotatory, (ser-kum-ro'ta-

re) a. Turning, rolling, or whirling round.

Circumscribe, (se.r'kuni-skrib) v. (. [L. circum,

 

Ciroumferentor,

around, and scribcre, to write.] To inclose within

a certain limit; to hem in.

Circumscription, (ser-kum-Bkrir/shun) ». The

exterior line of a body ;—limitation ; bound.

Circumspect, (ser'kum-spekt) a. [L. circus and

$picere.] Attentive to aU the circumstances of

a case ; cautious ; prudent ; watchful.

Circumspection, (acr-kum-Bpek'shuu) n. Atten

tion to a case ;—caution ; watchfulness.

Circumspectly, (ser'kum-spekt-le) adv. Vigi

lantly ; warily ; cautiously.

Circumspectne'ss, (sgr'kum-spekt-nes) n. Caution;

vigilance on every side.

Circumstance, (se.r'kuru-etans) n. {L, circum

and stare.] A particular fact, event, or case;

incident; particular; adjunct; — $1. worldly

estate ; pecuniary resources.

Circumstantial, ( ser-kum-stan'she-al ) a. Acci

dental; not essential; — incidental; casual;—

inferred from particulars ; indirect.

Circumstantials, (ser-kum-stan'she-alz) n. pi.

Things incidental to the main subject.

Circumstantially, (ser-kum-stan'she-al-le) cult.

According to circumstances ;—in every partic

ular ;—exactly ; minutely.

Circumstantiate, (ser-kuni-stan'idie-ttt) r, f„ To

place in particular circum s-tanccs ; — to detail

minutely;—to prove by particulars.

Circumvallation, (ser-kum-val-UYshun) jl Act

of surrounding with a wall or rampart; — a

line of field works round a camp.

Circumvent, (ser-kum-vent') v. t [L. circum and

venire.] To get round ; to deceive : to delude.

Circumvention, ( ser-kum-ven'shun ) n. Decep

tion ; fraud ; imposture ; delusion.

Circumvolution, (scr-kum-vo-lu'shun) n. Act of

rolling, or state of being rolled round.

Circumvolve, (ser-kum-volv'J r. t. [L. c»rcwM

and volvere.} To roll round ; to cause to re

volve ;—v. i. To revolve ; to move in a circle.

Circus, (serluis) n. [G. l-irk-os.] A circular piece

of ground for sports and games ;—an amphi

theatre for feats of horsemanship aud dex

terity, [or tendril

Cirrous, (ser'us) «. [L. cirrus.] Having a. curl

Cirrus, (si/us) n. [U] A tendril ;—a thin fleecy

cloud spreading like a feather.

Cistern, (sis'tern) n. [L. data.] A reservoir or

receptacle for water or other liquids.

Citable, (sit'a-bl) o. That which may be cited

or quoted.

Citadel, (sit'a-del) v, [It. cittaddto.] A for

tress in a city, intended as a final point of

defence.

Citation, (si-ta'shun) n. [L. citarc] An official

call or notice to appear; tho paper containing

such notice ;—quotation ; the words quoted.

Cite, (sit)r. t, [L, citarc.] To summon officially;

— to quoto; — to call, in proof or confirma

tion of.

Citizen, (sit'e-zen) n. [F. citoym.\ An inruVhi-

tant in a city;—a freeman; a member of a state.

Citizenship, (eit'e-zen-ship) n. State of being &

citizen ; the freedom of a city.

Citrate, (sit'nit) n. [L. cifreum.] A salt formed

by the union of citric acid and a base.

Citric, (sit'rik) «. Of, or pertaining to, an acid

which exists in the lemon and allied fruita.

Citron, (sit'run) n. [L. cihtunu] The fruit ©C

the citron-tree, resembling a lemon.

City, (site) n. [L. civitas,] A larjre toxvrt ;

a corporate town, which has been the aesat/ol

a bishop.
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Gives. («tz) n- pi. [L. rrjio. J A species of garlic ,

"ravins in tafta,

Crrat, («▼>*) *. fG. zapttion.] A substance

of a strong, muskyod

our, used « & per-

faroe ; — a caraivor-

obi iftiiril. ranking

brtweea lie »eu*l

sad tat ta,

Grie, (sivik) *. {V. *""

tifii.} Relating to, or Civet.

CLASS

 

ttmred from, a city or citizen.

CW, (tirjj a. [ll cirt'fis.] Pertaining to a

I elr or state ;—pertaining to a citizen and hi«

ngnu •—lay, lawful, or intestine, as opposed to

—f-fiT*-"', criminal, or foreign :— peaceful,

Bsreaatile, Ac , as opposed to military ;—court-

sow; polite.

Ciniiaa, (se-Til'yan) n. One skilled in civil law ;

—one whose pursuit* are civil, not military or

derjeai. [ pi. Acts of politeness.

Civility, (se-viie-te) a. Courtesy of behaviour ;—

CirHizatum, (siv-il-iz-a'ahun) n. Act of civiliz

ing, or state of being civilized ; culture.

Civilize, (siv il-Iz) r. f. I'o reclaim from a ravage

state ; to instruct in the arts of regular lifts,

Civilised, (eivll-izd) a. Reclaimed from savage

life and manners ; refined : cultivated.

Civilly, ( uv'il-le ) adr. In a courteous man-

aer ; politely.

(lack, (sJak) r. i. To make a sudden, sharp

noise, as by striking ;—to talk rapidly and con

tinually.

Cask, (klak) k. (W. cUc] A sharp, abrupt sound

isada by striking ;—continual talk ;j»rattle.

Cam. (kiim) w.t [h eUmart,] To call for;

to challenge as a right ; to demand as due ;—

v. i. To be entitled to, as a right,

Casw, QtUm) n. A demand of a right or supposed

right ;—a title to possession ;—the thing claimed

or demanded, [claimed.

BMgssssssi (kUro'a-bl) a. Capable of being

C .aitcAnt. (kLixn'ant) ». One who demand*.

Clara. fkJam) n. [Clamp.] A bivalve shell-fl*li

<jfd^2*rrent-feneTa;—/d. Strong

jsacers for drawing nails.

Cam, (klam)r.t. [A.-3. tlctmi-

*aj To clog, as w ith viscous

Batter :—r. i. To be tuoi*t or

sticky.

Ifcsssssst. (klam'snt) a. Crying

earnestly; clamorously beseech

(klam'ber) r.t [L. Clam-shclL

Ger. k{e,Afr.ra.\ To climb with difficulty, or

*ith hands and feet.

CZnssixnetf, (klam'e-nes) n. State of being

choazoy or viscous ; ropiitess.

Caasasy. (klam'e) <r. Soft and sticky.

C-SEaroas, (klam'er-ns) a. Noisy; vociferous;

ksad; turbulent; importunate.

C-asaour, (klamor)-'. (L. rtmuttre.] Loud shout-

mg;—any load and continued noise; outcry.

Caaaotzr, (klain'or) r. i. To shout loudly; — to

nsake importunate demands.

Ciaarp, (klaznp) ft. [D. LUimp.] A piece of

timber or iron used to fasten work together ;—

a heavy footatep.

Ctaavp, (kdaxnp) r. (. To secure or render firm

^y a clamp:—r.i. To tread heavily. s

Ciaa. (ktan) n. [Ir. cfcnin.l A race or family ;--

* tribe united under a chieftain.

^■liUliiii, (klan-dea'tin) u, [L. clantletUmu.}

Hidden : secret ; kept from public view or 110-

t:cc—with un evil design.

Clandestinely, (klan-des'tin-lc) ode. In a secret

manner.

Clang, (klang) r. t. [L. tUmpert.] To strike to-

getlier with a ringing sound ;— r. i. To pro

duce a sharp, slirill sound.

Clang, (klang) i.. A sharp, ringing sound, like

that made by metallic tubstances struck to

gether, [unpleasant sound.

Clangorous, (klang'ger-us) a. Making a harsh

Clank, (klangk) u. The loud, ringiiig sound

made by a collision of sonorous bodies.

Clank, (klangk) r. t. To educe a sharp ringing

sound ; —v. i. To make a sharp, ringing noise,

as of pieces of metal ttruck together.

Clannish, (klan'ish) a. Closely united, like a

clan ;—aiding, as members of a party or cause.

Clannishly, (khuYnJi-le) adt: In a clannish or

united manner.

Clansman, (klanzniau) n. One belonging to a

particular clan.

Clap, (klap) r. t. [A.-S. clappan.] To ttrike

one object against another;—to striko quickly

and sharply ; to strike together, as the palms ;

to applaud ;— r. i. To come together suddenly

witli noise ;—to enter with alacrity and brisk

ness.

Clap, (klap) n. A loud noise :—a stroke ;—a sud

den explosion ; a striking of hands to express

approbation.

Clapper, (klap'^r) n. A person who claps ;— that

which strikes, as the tongue of a bell.

Clap-trap, (klsp'trap) n. A trick or device to

gain applause.

Clare-obscure, (klur'ob-Hkur) ft. i I - dona and

o/jfcuruH.] Light and shade in painting.

Claret, (khir'et) <<. [F. elairtt.] A red wine from

lkmleaux and the Garrone of several qualities.

Clarification, (klar-e-fe-ka'shuu) u. Act of clear

ing or fining.

Clarify, (UarVxT) v. t [L. clam* and facert.]

To clear ; to purify from feculent matter ; to

fine;—v. i. To become pure, as liquors;—to

grow clear or bright.

Clarion, (klarVun) ft. [L. clam*.] A kind of

trumpet, whose note is clear and shrill.

Clarionet, (klar'e-o-net) «. [L. ctaras.} A wind

instrument of the reed kind.

Clash, (klash) r.i [Ger. UaUchtn.) To dash

noisily togeUier;—to come in collision; to op

pose ;—v. t. To strike noisily against

Clash, (klash) n. A meeting uith violence : col

lision of bodies ; — contradiction, as between

contending interests, A.v.

Clashing, (klawh'ing) i>. Collision of bodies;—

oiipositiou, as of claims or interest*.

Clasp, (klasp) n, A catch for flattening or hold

ing the parts of any thing ;—a close embrace.

Clasp, (klasp) c. t. [O. Lug. clapte.] To shut

or fasten together with a clasp ;—to embrace;

to grasp. [clasps, as a tendril of the vine.

Claspc-r. (klasp'cr) n. One who, or that which.

Clasp-knife, (klasp'nlf) ». A knife, the blade of

which folds or shuts into the handle.

Class, (klos) a. [L. cIomU] An order or divi

sion of persons or things;—a division of stu

dents;—an order in natural history of beings

or substances having structure, qualities, or at

tributes in common.

Class, (klos) r. t. [F. etossfr.] To form into a

class ; to arrange in classes ; to rank ;—v. i. To

be grouped or classed.
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Classic, (klas'ik) n. A work of excellence and

authority; — one learned in the classics;—an

author of acknowledged worth.

Classical, (klas'ik-al) o. [L. clagsis.] Of the

first rank in literature or art ;—pure ; refined ;

—pertaining to an assembly, or to a Presby

terian assembly.

Classification, (klas-e-fe-ka'shuu) n. Act of form

ing into a class or classes.

Classify, (klas'e-fl) v.t. [L. ela**U and facere.]

To distribute into classes ; to systematize.

Clatter, (Wafer) r. i. [A.-S. datrun/j.) To make

rattling sounds ;—to prattle with the tongue ;

—v. t. To rattle ; to chatter.

Clatter, (klat'er) n. A repeated rattling noise.

Clause, (klawz) n. [L. claudar.] A member of

a sentence ;—a distinct portion of a document

containing spacifie injunctions or stipulations.

Claustral, (klaws'tral) a. [L. clauttram.} Relat

ing to a cloister, or religious house.

Clavicle. (kl.Vve-kl) n. The collar-bone.

Claw, (klaw) n. [A.-S. clavn, eld.] A sharp,

hooked nail; the foot of nn animal armed with

hooked claws ;—grasp ; clutch.

Claw, (klaw) v. t. To pull, tear, or scratch with

claws or nails ;—to grasp.

Clay, (khi) n. [A.-S. claef/,] Soft earth, consist

ing of alumina and silica, with water;—earth

in general ; the human body ;—a corpse.

Clay, (kla) r. t. To manure with clay ;—to pu

rify and whiten with clay, as sugar.

Clay-cold, (kl.Vkold) a. Cold as clay ; lifeless.

Clayey, (kla'e) «. Consisting of, or like clay.

Claymore, (klii'mor) it. [Gael.] A large two-

handed sword used formerly by tho Scottish

Highlanders.

Clean, (klen) a. [A.-S. dame.) Free from dirt or

filth;—without defect; — adroit; dexterous;—

free from restraint or limitation; complete;—

free from moral defilement ; (unless ; pure.

Clean, (klen) adv. Quite; perfectly; wholly; en

tirely ;—dexterously.

Glean, (kle.i) v. t. To free from dirt ; to pu

rify ; to cleanse.

Cleanliness, (klenle-nes) ». Freedom from dirt ;

—neatness of person or dress : purity.

Cleanly, (klen'Je) a. [From rleau.] Habitually

clean ; carefully avoiding defilement ;—adroit.

Cleanly, (kleu'le) adv. In a clean manner;

neatly. [ing clean.

Cleanness, (klCn'nea) n. State or quality of be-

Cleansable, (kleuz'a-bl) u. Capable of being

cleansed.

Cleanse, (klonz) p. t. [A.-S. clamsjan.'] To ren

der clean ;—to scour; to free from defilement,

bodily or spiritual.

Clear, (klcr)a. [L. clarus, clear.] Bright ; open :

free from cloud, uncertainty, guilt, aud the

like; — acute; easily heard; manifest; pure;

'}!ain : perspicuous

Clear, (klt?r) adv. In a clear manner ; plainly ;—

wholly ; quito : entirely.

Clear, (kler) r. t. To make bright ; to render

evident;—to free from obscurity, impediment,

and the like ;—to lean over or pass by without

touching;—to cleanse; to purify; to free from

suspicion or accusation ;—v. i. To become free

from clouds or fog ;—to be disengaged.

Clearance, (kler'ans) n. Tho act of clearing ;—a

certificate that a ship has been cleared at the

custom-house ; net profit.

Clearing, (klor'inp) n. A making clear ;—a tract

of laud cleared of wood for cultivation.

 

Cleat.

 

Clearly, (khVle) adv. In a clear manner ;—

manifestly: obviously ; distinctly.

Clearness, (kleVnes) n. The state of being clear ;

plainness ; openness ; purity.

Clear-sighted, (kler'sit-ed) a. Having acuteness

of sight. [discernment.

Clear-sightedness, (kler'sit-ed-nes) n. Acute

Cleat, (klut) ». [Ger. kieiden,] A piece of wood

in joinery nailed on to strengthen

or fasten ; — a piece of wood with

two projecting cuds, round which

ropes are belayed.

Cleavage, (klev'aj) n. Act of cleav

ing ;—quality of splitting or di

viding.

Cleave, (klfiv) r.i. [A.-S. clifan.]

To adhere closely; to stick; — to

bo united in interest or affection;—

to be adapted.

Cleave, (klev) v.t. [A.-S. cleo/au.] To part or

divide by force; to spbt or rive;—r.i. To

part; to open ; to crack.

Cleaver, (klev'er) n. One who cleaves, or that

which cleaves ;—a butcher's instrument for cut

ting up meat.

Clef, (kief) n. TL. davit, key, G. llais.] A char

acter in musical notation .

placed at the beginning

of the staff to determine

the position and pitch of

the scale.

Cleft, (kleft) n. An open- C clef. F Clef.

ing made by splitting ;—chasm : fissure : chink.

Cleg, (kleg) n. [Dan. klacg.) The horse-lly ; th«>

gad-fly.

Clematis, (klem-a'tis) n. - [G. liana.] A geuus

of climbing plants of many species.

Clemency, (klem'eu-se) n. [L. cltment.) Mild

ness ; gentleness ;—mercifulness.

Clement, (klem'ent) a. Mild in temper and *1im

position ; compassionate ; indulgent.

Clepsydra, (klepse-dra) n. [G. lUpstidr-a.] jl,

contrivauce for measuring time by the dxot>-

£iug of water.

srgy, (kler'jo) n. [G. itfrw, F. derp€.} 3tfco

ordained for the public service of God.

Clergyman, (kler'je-man) n. An ordained min

ister ; one of the clergy.

Clerical, (klerik-al) a. "Pertaining to the cler^v :

—pertaining to a clerk or copyist.

Clerk, (klark) n. [A.-S. clerr.) A scrirje ; a

scholar ; a clergyman ;—a lay officer who leiatU

the responses in the Episcopalian chnreii ser

vice ;—one who writes and kevjw accounts ;

the secretary at a public board or court.

Clerkship, (klark'ship) n. Condition, ofHco K,t-

business of a clerk.

Clever, (klev'er) a. [A.-S. ghair.) Talotit**l -

dexterous; skilful;—quick in planning, or titvi

in executing ;—shrewd ; witty.

Cleverly, (klev'er-le) adv. Skilfully ; fitJv

dexterously, [clev«T

Cleverness, (klev'er-ne3) n. Qualitv of Vj*: "

Clew, (klfi)M. [A.-S. ckow.] A hall of tJirvau"

—the corner of a sail

Clew, (klu) v. t. To draw up to tho ynxxl as .

sail ;—to direct, as by a thread.

Click, (klik) v. i. To make a small, sharp n0L-

as by a gentle striking ; to tick.

Click, {klik) ?i. A small sharp sound:—a, atr . •

piece of iron falling into a notched whe^tl

Client, (kli'ent) n. [L. cliois.] One xvl40 ^

himself under tho protection of a it*>ti\ax**?ui
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dependant ;—-ana who applies to a lawyer for

advice. [a precipice.

Cliff, (ltlif) a. [A-& dif.] A high, steep rock;

Ciiffy, (klife) **. Having cliffii ; craggy.

Climacteric ("kle-mak t£r-ik) o. [G. klimakteri-

faw.) Mm to a critical period of human

life.

Ctmaeterk. (kle-makr?r-ik) v. A period in

boson life, in which some great change hi sup-

to take place in the constitution ;—any

' period.

(klijnXt) n. \G. klintin.] A region or

me of the earth ;—condition of a place in re

lation to temperature, moisture. Arc

Qmric, (kli-mat'ik) a. Pertaiuiug to a cliin-

■ie ; thnrted by a climate.

Chastise, (klfwat-iz) v. t. To acclimate ;—r. i.

To become acclimated.

Qaaz. (klfmaks) n. [G. Kimax.] Ascent;

gradation ;—a figure of speech in winch a sen

tence progressively rises in importance, force,

sad dignity ;—the highest point ; acme.

Gink, (klixn) r. i. or t. [A-S. eUmban.] To

■end by hands and feet ; to mount laboriously.

Casse, (kHm) a. A climate ; a region.

Gas*, (khnah) r. t. To make, or hold fast ; to

map; to gripe.

CUaeh, (kiirwh) ». Act of holding fast, or that

which serves to hold fast ;—a kind of knot.

Cuacher, (klinah'er) n. A cramp of irou used to

bind or fasten ;— a smart and conclusive reply.

Chag, (kling) w. i. [A.-S. elingan.) To adhere

csasely: to hold fast ;—to stick to, as a viscous

;—to adhere firmly in interest or af-

—v. L To cause to adhere to.

. (klin'ik-al) a. [G. klini.] Pertaining

to the sick-bed.

Cask, (klingk) r. f. [O. H. Ger. Huston.] To

soke a sharp, ringing sound ; to jingle.

Cuak. (klingk) n. A sharp, ringing sound made

by the collision of small sonorous bodies.

Cmkcr. (klingk'er) n, A vitrified brick;—scoriic

w refuse of a furnace or volcano.

CBs, (it Li 6) n. [L.J The muse that presides

over history.

CSa, (klip) r. t [A-S. clyppnti.] To embrace;

—to cot off, as with a stroke ;—to curtail ;—

«, l To move swiftly.

Cba, (klip) a. An embrace;—a catting;—product

<sa shearing ;—a stroke with the hand.

Capper, (klip'er) n. One who clips ; especially

can ;—a sharp built, and fast sailing vessel.

CiiTpia*;, (kliplng) n. Act of embracing ;—act

«f anting off ;—that which is clipped off.

CUqae, (kick) n. [K.J A circle of persons ; a

coterie : an exclusive party.

Goak, (klok) a. [U ctoca, Gael, ckoc.] A loose,

wier garment ;—a disguise or pretext.

Ctaak, (klok) r. t. To cover with a cloak ; hence,

to h>i- or conceal ; to disguise.

CSsck, (klok) n. [A-S. eltUfff.] An instrument

for measuring time :—the vibrations of a pen-

«kxm which, by a series of wheels, corainuni-

cstc motion to the bands, that point out on a

t dial plate the divisions of time, as hours,

nuBQte»f Ac

Qstk-work, (klok'wurk) n. The machinery of

*tlock ;—regularity of movement

«•*. (klod) *_ (A. -S. clud.) A lump of earth,

t*rf, or clay ;— the ground ; the earth ; — the

kody of man ;—a dull, stupid fellow.

Qed, (klod) v. i. To collect into concretions ; to

«V* r~x. L To pelt with clods.

 

Cloister.

Clod-hopper or Clod poll, (klodTiop-er) n. A rude,

rustic fellow ; a bumpkin ; a ploughman.

Clog, (klog) v. t. [Scot clay.] To encumber ;—

to obstruct so as to hinder motion : to choke

up ;—c. i. To become loaded or encumbered ;—

to coalesce.

Clog, (klog) a. Encumbrance ; that which hin

ders motion ;—a wooden shoe.

Cloister, (klois'ter) «. [L. .-V -■ v.- . . ] A cover

ed arcade ; — a mon- .. __^_

astic establishment in

habited by monks and

nuns.

Cloister, (klois'ter) v. t.

To confine inn cloister;

to shut up from the

world

Cloistral, (kluis'tral) ".

Pertaining to, or con

fined to, a cloister.

Close, (kloz) r. t. To

bring together the parts of; to shut ;—to bring

to an end ; to conclude ;—to inclose ;—v. t. To

come together ; to unite ;—to end ; to terminate.

Close, (klos) n. Union of parts; junction;—

conclusion ; end ;—a grapple in wrestling ;—end

of a strain of music; cadence.

Close, (klfia) n. An inclosed place:— a narrow

passage leading from a street; a bliuu alley;

the confines of a cathedral.

Close, (klos) a. [L. elaudeve.] Shut fast : tight ;

—pent up; confined;—secretive: taciturn:—

niggardly; penurious; — adjoining; near;—in

timate ; familiar.

Close or Closely, (klG*) adv. In a close manner

or state. [very near.

Close-by, (kloVbl) adi*. Within short distance;

Close-fisted, (klds'fist-ed) a. Niggardly ; stingy.

Closeness, (klos'nes) n. The state of beiug close.

Closer, (kloz'er) n. One who, or that which

closes; a finisher.

Closet, (kloz'et) il [P.] A room for retirement

or privacy;— a small apartment, in the bide

of a room, for utensils. 4c.

Closet, (kloz'et) v. t. To shut up in a closet;—

to take into a private room for consultation.

Closure, (kldz'ur) v. [L. claudere.) Act of

shutting:—that which shuts or confines.

Clot, (ktot) n. A concretion, especially of a soft,

slimy character.

Clot, (klot) r. i. To concrete or coagulate ;—to be

formed into clots or clods.

Cloth, (kloth) n. [A.-S. clddh.) A stuff of a

fibrous material formed by weaving ;—a piece

of such fabric ;—a profession or the members

of it, especially the clerical profession.

Clothe, (kluTii) r. t. [A-S. ct&dJijan.) To put

garments upon; — to furnish with raiment;—

—r. i. To wear clothes.

Clethes, (kloriiz) B. Covering for the human

body ;—covering of a bed.

Clothier, (kloTii'ycr) «. One who makes, sells, or

fulls cloth ;—an outfitter.

Clothing, (kloTH'ing) n. Garments in general.

Clotty, (klot'e) a. Full of clots, or small, coagu

lated masses.

Cloud, (klond) n. rA.-S. cl(uL] A collection of

visible vapour suspended in the atmosphere;

—a mass or volume of smoke, or flying dust;—

a drtrk vein or spot, as in marble ;— that which

has a dark, lowering, or threatening aspect;—

a crowd or multitude ;—a state of obscurity or

impending trouble.
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Cloud, (klond) v. t. To overspread with clouds ;

— to render dark or obscure;—to sadden; to

defame ;—v.i. To prow cloudy or obscure.

Cloudily, (kloud'e-Jc) adc. With clouds ; darkly ;

obscurely. [cloudy.

Cloudiness, (kloud'o-nes) n. The state of twins

Cloudless, (kloud'les) a. Being without a cloud ;

unclouded.

Cloudy, (kloud'e) ft. Overcast or obscured with

clouds;—misty; hazy;—gloomy; sullen;—mark

ed with spots or veins, as marble.

Clough, (kluf) n. [A.-S. cleofan.] A narrow

valley between hills ;—a kind of sluice.

Clout, (klout) n. [A.-S. cttit.] A piece of cloth,

&c. , used for a patch ;—old cloth used for scour

ing, &.c. ;—the centre of the butt. [F. cloutt]

A smill nail ;• - a blow with the hand.

Clout, (klout) v. t. [A.-S. chltjau.] To patch;

—to join in a clumsy manner ;—to guard with

an iron plate ;—to strike.

Clove, (klav) il [L, clavus, nail.] A pungent

aromatic spice, the unexpanded flower-bud of

the clove-tree.

Clove-gillyflower or Clove-pink, (klor'jil-e-flow'cr)

n. A species of pink bearing a beautiful flower.

Cloven-hoofed or Cloven - footed, (klov'n-hooft,

klov'n-fuot-ed ) a. Having tlie foot or hoof

divided into two parts, as the ox.

Clover, (klo'ver) n, [A. -8. clor/ev.] A genus of

plants called trifolium or trefoil.

Clown, (klown) ». [L. colouun,] A husband

man ; a rustic ;—an ill-bred man ;—the fool or

buffoon in a play, circus, &c.

Clownish, (klown'ish) a. Coarse, like a clown;

vulgar; rough ; awkward ; rude.

Glownishly, (klowu'ish-le) adc. Rudely; awk

wardly.

Clownishness, (klown'ish-nes) n. Manners of a

clown; rusticity; incivility; awkwardness.

Cloy, (kloy) r.t. [F. clover, to nail.] To glut or

satisfy; to satiate ; to surfeit.

Club, (klub) a. [0. H. Ger. chlofdn.] A heavy

staff or piece of wood ;—one of the four suits of

cards, having a figure resembling the clover-

leaf. [A.-S. cleofan, to Bplit.] An asociation

for eocial converse, or for the promotion of some

common object ;—the share of expense in such.

Club, (klub) v. i. To combine for soino com

mon object ;—to pay a proiwrtion of a com

mon expense ;—c. t. To raise by a proportional

assessment. [or crooked feet.

Club-footed, (klub/f«x»t-cd) c Having deformed

Cluck, (kluk) v. i. [A- -3. cloccau.] To make the

noise of a brooding hen;—v. t. To call as a

hen does her chickens.

Clue, (klu) rt, A ball of thread ;—any thing serv

ing to guide or direct; — the lower comer of

a sail.

Clump, (klurop) n. [IceL llumpr.] A shapeless

mass of wood or other substance ;—a cluster of

trees or shrubs.

Clumsily, (klum'ze-le) adv. In a clumsy manner ;

awkwardly. [clumsy.

Clumsiness, (klum'ze-nes) n. Quality of being

Clumsy, (klnui'ze) «. [From chimp.] Short and

thick ;—ill-made ;—awkward ; ungainly.

Cluster, (klus'ter) n. [A.-S. clustt r.] A bnnch ;

a number of things growing together; a knot ;

—a collection of individuals or things; a .body;

a crowd.

Cluster, (klus'trr) r. i. To grow in clusters ; to

gather or unite in a bunch or mass;—v. U To

collect into a bunch or close Ixdv.

 

Clutch.

Clutch, (kluch) v. t. [O. H. Ger. chluppu.} To

seize, clasp, or gripe with the hand;—to close

tightly: to grasp.

Clutch, (kluch) iu A gripe; grasp;—a project

ing piece of machinery for

connecting shafts ; — the

cross-head of a piston-rod ;

—pi. the talons of a rajia-

cmus animal ;—the hands,

as instruments of cruelty

or greed.

Clutter, (klut'er) n. [TV.

clt'tffi; heap.] A confused

collection; disorder; fuss.

Clutter, (klut'er) <*. t. To crcwd together in dis

order; to nil with things in confusion;—v.i.

To make disorderly noise.

Clyster, (klis'ter) n. [G. ttuafeV.] A liquid in

jected into the lower intestines by means of a

syringe.

Coach, (k6ch) n. A large, close, four-wheeled

carriage, for purposes of state, for pleasure, and

for travelling.

Coach, (koch) r. t. To convey in a coach ;—to

prepare a student for examination trials.

Coach-box, (koch'boks) n. Scat on which the

driver of a coach sits.

Coach-hire, (kochTiir) n. Money for the tine of a

conch. [a coach.

Coachman, (kSch'man) n. The person who drives

Coaction, (koak'shun) n. [L. con, and aperc, to

drive] Force ; restraining or impelling ; united

force. [tsociate.

Coadjutor, (ko-ad-joo'ter) n. An assistant ; an as-

Coadjutrix, (kO-ad-joo'triks) iu A female assia-

tant. [concreted or congealed.

Coagulable, (kd-ag'u-la-bl) a. Capable of being

Coagulate, (ko-ag'u-lfit) <\ (. [L. cwujulare,] To

change into a curd-like state—said of liquids ;

—concrete.

Coagulation, (ko-ag-u-la'shun) it- Act of card*

liug ;—the mass of matter concreted.

Coal, (kol) n, [A.-S. cot.) A black, solid, com

bustible substance, consisting mainly of carbon,,

used for fuel.

Coal, (k6l) r. t. To burn to coal ; to char ;— to

supply with coal ;—r. i. To take in coal.

Coalesce, (ko-a-leV) v. i. [L. coale*cevt.\ To grow-

together; to unite into ouo body or mass ;—to

unite in society.

Coalescence, (ko-a-les'ens) -,k Act of growing oir

luiiting together; concretion ; union.

Coal-fleld, (kolfeld) n. A district where coal

abounds.

Coal-gas, (kfll'gas) n. Carburetted hydrogen gas

produced from coal

Coal-heaver or Coal-whipper, (kolliev-er) »_ Ou d

who discharges coal from ships.

Coalition. (ko-a-Jish'un) n. [L, coatitio.] TJnloa

in a body or mass ;—combination of pexaoxut,

parties, or states ; league ; combination.

Coal-mine or Coal-pit, (koTinin) n. A pit vrlierc

coal is dug.

Coal-tar, (kOl'Ur) «. A thick viscid KubstarKc

obtained by the distillation of bituminous ooaL.

Coaly, (kol'e) <r. Like coal ;—abounding in coa.L

Coarse, (kors) a. Thick; gross;—large lit bull;

or composed of large parts; — not refined <rr

nice;—rough: vulgar: indelicate

Coarsely, (kars'le)ntfr. Rudely; roughly; tneanVr

Coarseness, (kurs'nes) n. Largeness or tnieit-

nes*i, as of fabric; rudeness, ;is of speech.

Coast, (kost) n. [L. cotta, rib.] The border M
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i country ;—mar^ia of the Land next to the

r*: «ea-ahare;—the country near the shore.

Caast, (knot) 9. i. To sail along or near to the

ihore ; — to tail between porta in the came

country.

tauter, (kdsfer) a. A person or vessel that sails

ilong a awt trading from port to port.

Ceaatwise, (tmtwiz) aitr. By way of or along

the coast

Ceat, 0oBQ «. fP. rof te.) An upper garment of

ckrtfc worn by men;—an under garment for

fcaala, —a dress for young children;—dress

■hicfa diaigra,te» the office or status of a man ;

—the far oc akin of a beast ;—the ground on

v&icfa armoriai ensigns are portrayed.

Caat, (kdt) r. L To cover with a coat ; to over-

ipread.

C»tee. (fcdt-eO s. A coat with short flaps.

Csatiay. (kdt'ing) u. Any substance employed

» a cover or protection ;—cloth for conte.

Caai-^f-m^iL (t-tuf-ni.il) n. Body armour, in

the f -rm of a shirt, composed

of iron or steel rings or platen

closelv linked.

Coax, (koks) r. t [0. Eng.

i czla.} To gain orer by flat

tery ; to persuade by gentle in-

unoating speech and manner.

Caaxifig, (koksing) n. 11.

tering; wheedling.

Csk,(kob)B. [A. -S. cop,V?, coo.]

The top ox bead ;—a lump or

piece ; — a spider ; — a short ,

stoat hone; — the spike on

which the grains of make

 

Coat-ol-maiL

Cobalt, (ko'bawit) n. [M. n. Ger. lobolt.) A

Ett&U of a reddish-gray colour, brittle and dif

ficult of fusion.

Cabbie, (kob'l)r. t. [L. eopularc] To mend

coaraely, as shoes;—to make or do bnnglingly.

Cobbler, (kobTer) ». A mender of shoes ; — a

dostsy workman.

Cabi*, (kobT) n. [Ger. kobd.] A small open

boat ; a fishing boat.

C*bra-de-capello, (kob'ra-d«-ka-pel'lo) a. [Fg.J

The hooded snak .

a high!/ venomous

reptile inhabiting

the East Indies.

Cobweb, (kob'web) m.

I From cob and veh.]

A spider's net ; —

any snare or device.

OtVweb, (kob'web) a.

Thin; flimsy.

Carhiifal, (koch'e-

■elja. L. core,'}*.)

! A dye-stuff from the dried

\ bodies of insects, found on

several species of cactus.

i Coek, (kok) n. [A.-S. cor, F.

| e*j J The male of birds, j«vr-

hcutarly of domestic fowls;—

a, Tane in the shape of a cock ;

—an instrument to let out

Bbbot from a cask, Ac. ; a hj

i »w;—the lock of a fire-arm ; ^wfiT/^//^

—«t?le or gnomon of a dial;— Cochineal Cactus.

1 a snail conical pile of hay ;—a small boat.

Ceek, (kok) r.t. To set up: to tarn upwards;

| —to pile up hay in the fluid;—to set the ham-

. &er of -a gun ready to strike.

 

Cobra-tle-capcllw. 

Cockade, (kok-ud') u. [F. cocarde.) A knot of

ribbons;—a leathern rosette on the hat of foot

men , Arc.

[Malay, kaia t&a.] A

 

CtxVatoo,

Cockatoo, (kok'a-too) i

bird ofthe parrot kind ,

having the head or

namented with a tuft

of feathers or crest,

which can be raised or

depressed at pleasure.

Cockatrice, (kok'a-tris)

n. ,[F. cocatricc] The

basilisk ; a serpent,

imagined to be pro

duced from a cock's

egg-

Cock-chafer, (kok'chaf-

er)». An insect called

also may-bug or dor-

b&tte.

Cock-crow or Cock-

crowing, (kok'kro) v.

The time at which cocks crow ; early morning.

Cocker, (kok'er) v. t. [W. cocru.] To fondle ;

to indulge ; to pamper.

Cocket, (kok'et) n. A custom-house certificate.

Cock-horse, (kok'nore) a. A child's rocking-

horse.

Cockle, (kokl) n. [A.-S. coceel] A weed that

grows among corn. [G. Luyckc.) A bivulvu

shell-fish.

Cock-loft, (kok1oft)7i. The top-loft; the upper

most room.

Cock-match, (kok'mach) n. A match of cocks ;

a cock-fight.

Cockney, (kok'ne) n. [O. Eng. eol-cnay.) An

effeminate person;—a resident of the city of

London.

Cockneyism, (kok'ne-izm) n. The manners or

dialect of a cockney.

Cock-pit, (kok pit) n. An area where game-cocks

fight;—a room nnder the lower gun deck, in

which the wounded are dressed.

Cockroach, (kok'roch) n. An insect, liaving a

long, flattish body,

with large, thin wing-

cases, infesting houses

inid ships.

Cockscomb, (koksTtOm)

.i. The caruncle or

comb of a cock; —a

plant of different gen

era; — a fop or vain

lellow.

Cockswain, (kok'swan) n

a ship's boat, uud has charge of the boat and

its crew.

Cocoa, (krVko) n. [It eocco.] A palm-tree pro

ducing tho cocoa-nut. It grows

in nearly all tropical coun

tries, attaining a height of

sixty or eighty feet; — a bev

erage made from cocoa.

Cocoon, (k6-k66n') «. [F. cocon.] Jy

An oblong case in which the "J,

.4 Ik-worm lies in its chrysalis £

state.

Coction, (kok'shun) n. [L.

coctio.] Act of boiling.

Cod, (kod) n. [A.-S. codd.]

Any husk or envelope con

taining seeds ; a pod ; — the

scrotum.

 

Cockroaches.

The man who steers

 

i :

Cocoa-tree.
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Cod.

Cod, (kod)n. [Ger. paddc] A fish of the genua

Gad us, inhabiting the

northern seas, and es

pecially the Banks of

Newfoundland.

Coddle, (kod'l)v.r. [L.

coquere.] To parboil;

to keep warm ; — to

nurse ; to fondle.

Code, (kod) u. [L. eodtz.] An orderly collec

tion, system, or digest of laws.

Codex, (kod'oka) u. A collection or compila

tion of manuscripts. [will.

Codicil, {kod'e-sil) n. [L.] A supplement to a

Codification, (kod-o-fe-ka'shun) n. Act or pro

cess of reducing laws to a code or system.

Codify, (kod'e-fi) v. t. [L. codex and j'acere.] To

reduce to a code or digest, as laws.

Codling, (kod'ling) n. An immature apple; a

cooking apple ;—the young of the cod-fish.

Cod-liver Oil, (kod'liv-er-oil) n. Oil obtained

from the liver of the common cod.

Co-cflioiency, (ko-ef-fish'e-en-se) it. Co-operation;

joint efficiency.

Coefficient, (ko-ef-fiah'e-ent) a. Co-operating to

the same end.

Co-equal, (ko-eTtwal) a. Equal with another

person or thing ; of the same rank or power.

Co-equality, (ko-e-kwal'e-te) it. Equality in rank,

authority, or power.

Coerce, (ko-^rs) v.t. [L. coerccre.] To restrain

by force ; to constrain ; to repress.

Coercible, (ko-er'se-bl) a. Capable of being co

erced.

Coercion, (ko-er'shun) ft. Compulsory force ; re

straint ;—legal or authoritative power.

Coercive, (ko-?r'slv) «. Compelling or having

power to compel ; compulsory.

Co-essential, (ko-es-sen'she-al) a. Partaking of

the same essence.

Coetaneous, (ko-e-ta'ne-ui) a. [L. Cfxrtaneu*.]

Of tho same age ; beginning to exist at the

same time.

Coeval, (kd-G'val) a. [L. con and avum.] Of

the same a«e ; of equal age;—contemporary.

Coeval, (ko-e'val) n. One of the same age.

Co-executor, (ko-ogz-ek'u-tjr) ft. A joint exec

utor of a will.

Co-executrix, (ko-cgz-ok'G-triks) n. A joint

executrix of a will, [time.

Co-exist, (kd-«gz-ist') v. i. To exist at the same

Co-existent, (ko-egz-ist'ent) a. Existing at the

same time with another.

Co-extend, (k6-eks-tend) v. t. To extend through

the same time or space with another.

Co-extension, (ko-eks-ten'shun) n. Equal exten

sion, [sive : having equal extent.

Co-extensive, (ko-cks-tcn'siv) a. Equally exten-

Coffee, (koffe) n. [A rjakuah, F. citfe.] The

berries of a tree growing

in Arabia, Persia, Ac.

Each berry contains two

kernels of coffee ; — a

drink made from the

roasted berry by decoc

tion.

Coffee-house,(koffS-hous)

n. A house where cof

fee and refreshments aro - j

supplied ;—an inn.

Coffee-room, (kofft*-room) Conee-plant,

n. The public room in an inn; a public read

ing-room.

 

Coffer, (koffgr) n. [G. kophinos.) A chest; espe

cially one for money.

Coffer-dam, (koffcr-dam) n. A wooden incloenre

sunk in the bed of a river, &c, made water

tight, and then pumped dry. to lay the founda

tion of a pier, \<:.

Coffin, (koffin) n. [L. copJiinu*,] The case in

which a dead human body is inclosed for burial ;

—a hollow part.

Coffin, (koffin) r, (. To put into or inclose in a

coffin ;—to confine.

Cog, (kog) r. (. To wheedle; to deceive; —to

thrust in by deception;—v.i. To cheat; to

wheedle.

Cog, (kog) n. [W. c0*7. ] A tooth or projection

on a wheel by which it receives or imparts mo

tion, [with cogs.

Cog, (kog) v. t. To fix a cog upon ; to furnish

Cog, (kog) ft. [Gael, cotjgan,] A wooden bowl

ordish. [W. cicch.] A boat ; a fishing-boat.

Cogency, (ko'jen-se) ru Power of constraining

or impelling; urgency; force.

Cogent, (ko'jent) a. [L. cogcreA Having great

furee ;—pressing on the mind ; forcible ; nrgeut.

Cogently, (kcVjent-le) adr. With urgent force ;

forcibly.

Cogitate, (koj'it-at) v. i. [L. coffitarr.) To en

gage in continuous thought ; to reflect.

Cogitation, (koj-it-a'shun) ft. Act of thinking;

meditation; contemplation.

Cogitative, (koj'it-a-tiv) a. Possessing the power

of thinking ;—given to thought; contemplative.

Cognac, (kon yak) n. French brandy of the best

quality, so called from the town.

Cognate, (kog'nftt) a. [L. con and nre*ri.] Allied

by blood or birth ;—kindred in origin, &c.

Cognition, (kog-uish'un) n. [L.copnitio.] Know

ledge ; complete understanding or conviction ;—

an object known.

Cognizable, (kog'niz-a-bl) a. Capable of being

known or apprehended ;—fitted to be a subject

of judicial investigation.

Cognizance, ( kog'niz-ans) n. Knowledge ; per

ception;—judicial knowledge or jurisdiction:

—a badge worn by a retainer.

Cognizant, (kog'niz-ant) re. Having cogniz

ance or knowledge of. [A surname.

Cognomen, (kog-nd'rocn) n. [L. ton and notnrn.]

Cog-wheel, (kogOiwiil) ,1. A wheel with

or teeth.

Cohabit, (kS-hab'it) v.i.

[L. con and Jtabitarc.)

To dwell with; — to j

li\o together as hus

band and wife.

Cohabitation, (ko-hab-

e-ti'shun) n. A

dwelling together;— Cos-wheel.

the state of living together as man and wife.

Cohere, (ko-her') v.i. [h. con and ftcerrrv.] To

stick together;—to be connected; to follow re

gularly in the natural order.

Coherence, (ko-heVeus) n. A cleaving together:

—suitable connection ; consistency.

Coherent, (kd-heVent) a. Sticking together:—

connected by relation or agreement of form,

order, 4c. ; consistent.

Coherently, (ko-heVentde) adr. With due con

nection or agreement of parta

Cohesion, (ko-he'zhun) n. Act of sticking to-

gether ; the attraction by which the particles (if

omogenoouB bodies unite; — a state of con

nection
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Cohesive, (kd-hi'aiv) a. Having the power of

sticking or coberint-

CtthwivejiMS, (ki-h£«iv-ne*) n. Quality of be

ing cohesive.

Cohort, flwaorO & fL. eokors.) A body of

about five or sz bandied soldiers.

Coif, (keif) «. [O. EL Got. kvppn, mitre] A

eaveriae. for the head : a cap or cowl.

Coiffore. (kafar) *, [F.J A head-dress.

Cogae, (koa) «*. A corner or external angle;

—* ccraer-atone ;—a wedge.

Coil, fkou) * 1 (L catttyerc.] To wind in rings;

airapt

Cgfl. (iaii) a. The ring, or rings, into which a

nipt or (fiber like thing is wound ;—a noise ;

tssmlt

Coa, (kmn) a_ [L. ckikk*.] A corner or exter-

LMi angis; —a wedge; — a piece of metal on

*hko certain characters are stamped, making

rt lend money ; —that which serves for pay-

£*m\

Gair, (k'lin) r. f. To rtamp and convert into

money ; to mint ;—to make or fabricate.

Csussge, (koin *j) «- Art or art of coining ;—

the money coined :—coins of a particular stamp

er date ;—invention ; fabrication.

Coiaeisa, (ko-in-etbV) r. i. [L.ron, in and carter*:.]

J» fall together ; to meet at the same point ;

V» atrw in position ;—to correspond.

Cfarjcnce, (ko-iG'se-dezu) n. Act or condi

tion of tailing together ;—agreement of facts

cr ideas ; concarrence of e rents.

Cciariakat, ( ko-inae-dent ) a. Falling on the

latae point or line ;—corresponding in time.

Cciaer, Ounn'eT) a. One who makes coin ;—a

saker of base money ;—an inventor.

Certua. (ko-iah'un) n. [L. coire.] Sexual in-

■*Tsourse ; copulation.

Cstr. (kwir) r. Cordage or rope made from the

Sires of the cocoa-nut.

Cake, (kok) n. fL. Ger. tokt,) Mineral coal

^barred, or deprived by fire of volatile matter.

Cake, (kok) r. (. To convert into coke.

Cotaaaer. (kol'an-der) n. [L. col cm.] A sieve ;

i rsft*e] with a bottom

perforated with little

holes fur straining

hqaoca.

CsH. (kold) a. [A.-S.

«*«-! Institute of,

t-t d*a^«nt in warmth ,

 

Colander.

physical, moral, or intellectual; indifferent; re-

***** ; chaste.

Cala. (koKl)n. Absence of warmth;—tlio sensa-

'->-* produced by the escape of heat:—a catarrh.

StisValaoded, (kold'blud-ed) a. Having cold

'&*A;—without sensibility or feeling; hard-

baaned.

Sjfly. (Ttoldle) adv. In a cold manner; without

**naih; indifferently.

Wsawta, (kold'ne*) ru State of being cold, in a

>&yaieal or a moral sense ; frigidity ; unconcern.

«•*«, (kol) *. fL. eeiw, G. *<iufor, Btalk.J A

same lor plants of the cabbage family,

fslfsiptejum. (kol-c-op'tgr-us) «. [G. loleop-

*w«al Having wings covered with a case or

■fceatti.

c^»e, (koKik) n. \0. Icdliki.] An acute pain in

the abdomen or bowels.

Cnflihai ■tar, (kol-lab'o-rlt-er) rt. (L. con and

^Awart) An associate in labour, especially

ktarary or scientific ; an assistant.

fr'tsyaa, (koMapaO v. i. {L. con and labi.] To

fall together suddenly;—to shrink up; te be

come prostrate.

Collapse, (kol-laps/) «. A falling together;— a

sudden failing of the vital powers ; prostration ;

—failure of a project, &c

Collar, (kol1er)/i. [L. collvm.] Something worn

round the neck ;—a chain worn by officers of

state, and knights;—a ring or cincture.

Collar, (kol'ler) v. t. To seize by the collar ;--

to put a collar on.

Collar-bone, (koller-bon) w. The clavicle; a

bone shaped like the mark [ *** ].

Collate, (kol-latf) v. (. [L. couferre.] To compare

critically ; — to gather and place in order, as

sheets for binding ;—to institute in a benefice.

Collateral, (kol-lat'er-al) a. [L. con and tutu*.]

On the side of; subordinately connected :—de

scending from the same stock, but not direct,

as lineal.

Collaterally, (kol-bitVr-aMe) adc. Side by aide;

—indirectly ;—not lineally.

Collation, (kol-la'sliun) n. Act of bringing to

gether and comparing ;—tjresentation to a bene

fice ;—a lunch.

Collator, (kol-iat'er) n. One who compares manu

scripts or books;—one who presents to a benefice.

Colleague, (kol'Jeg) n. fL. colleaa.] An Jissociato

or partner in duty, office, or commission.

Colleague, (kol'leg) v. U or i. To unite with in

the same office.

Collect, (koldekf) v. t. [L. colligert.] To gather

into one body or place ; to assemble ;—to take

up, as money debts or contributions;—to put to

gether, as results of observation, &c. ; to deduce;

—-r. i. To accumulate ;—to infer.

Collect, (kol'lekt) n, A short comprehensive

prayer.

Collected, (kol-lekted) a. Not disconcerted;

self-possessed ; cool ; composed.

Collectedneas, (kol-lekted-nes) n. A cool or

self-possessed state of mind.

Collection, (kol-lek'ahun) n. Act of collecting ;—

that which is gathered ;—a contribution ;—com

pilation ; selection.

Collective, (kol-lekt'iv) a. Formed by gatliering

into a mass or body;—deducing consequences ;

—expressing a collection or aggregate.

Collectively, (koMekt'i v-le) udc. In a mass or

body; unitedly.

Collector, (kol-lekt'rr) n. One who collect* or

gathers customs, duties, taxes, or toll.

Collectorship, (kol-lektcr-ship) n. Otiice or juris

diction of a collector.

College, (kol'ej) n. A collection ;—a political or

ecclesiastical assembly, as of electors or car

dinals:—a body of scientific or professional men,

as of physicians, heralds, &c. ;—an institution

for teaching literature and science ;—the build

ing in which such instruction is given.

Collegian, (kol-le'je-an) n. A member of a col

lege ; a student.

Collegiate, (koMe'jo*ut) «. Tertaining to, or re

sembling, a college.

Collide, (koMId') v. i. [L. con and ladcre, to

strike.] To strike or dash together.

Collie, (kol'le) n. (Gael, cutic] A shepherd's dog.

Collier, (kol'yer) n. [From coal.] A digger of

coal; —a coal merchant;— a vessel employed

in the coal trade.

Colliery, (kol'yer-e) n. Tlace where coal is dug.

Colliquefaction, ( kol-Iik-we-fak'shun) n. [L.

con iiquirt and/<*ctrr] A reduction of different

bodies into one mass by fusion.
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Collision, (kol-lizh'un) )u [L. collisio.] Act of

striking together ;—u state of opposition ; con

flict

Collocate, (kol'lô-kât) r. t. [L. con and locare]

To set or place ; to station ; to arrange.

Collocation, (kol-lô-kâ'shun) n. The act of plac

ing; disposition.

Collodion, (kol-lí/de-on) я, [G. tolla.] A solu

tion of gun-cotton in other, used in surgery and

photography. [of meat

Collop, (kol'up) n. [G. tolaphos.) A small «lieu

Colloquial, (kol-ló'kwe-al) a. Vcrtaining to, or

employed in, common conversation.

Colloquialism, (kol-lu kwe-al-izm) i . Л colloquial

form of expression.

Colloquy, (kol'lô-kwfc) я, [L. con and loquL]

The mutual discourse of two or more ; confer

ence ; dialogue.

Collude, (kol-lud') r. i. [L. con and luden.] To

conspire in a fraud ; to act in concert.

Collusion, (koMu'zhuu) n. ¡Secret agreement and

co-operation for a fraudulent parpóte.

Collusive, (kol-lu'siv) a. Fraudulently concerted.

Collusively, (kol-lU siv-le) adv. By collusion ; by

secret compact

Colocynth, (kol'ö-einth) я. [L. со1ос>/пИал.] The

bitter apple uf the »hups ; a strong cathartic.

Colon, ( ko'lou) ». [G. Шои.] The largest of the

intestines;—a point [;] less than a period.

Colonel, (kurbel) п. [F.] The cliief officer of a

regiment.

Colonelcy, (kur'nel-se) и. Office, rank, or com

mission of a colonel.

Colonial, (kö-lö'ue-al) a. Pertaining toa colony.

Colonist, (kol'on-ist) *i. An inhabitant of aoolony.

Colonization, (kol-oii-e-z.Vahun) я. Tlie act of

colonizing, or the state of being colonized.

Colonize, (kol'ou-iz) v. t. To people a new or

remote territory subject to the jiarent state.

Colonnade, (kol-on-äd') п. [L. coÍiíjíuio.] A

range of columns placed at regular intervals.

Colony, (kolö-ne) к. [L. colonia.] A body of

people emigrating to a remote territory to cul

tivate and inhabit it ;—the country thus occu

pied.

Colophon, (kol'ö-fön) îi. [G. kolophön.] An in-

Htuiption on a book, containing the place or

year of publication, printer's name, &c.

Colossal, (kö-lüs'al) и. Of enormous size: gigantic.

Colossus, (kô-los'us) п. [G. Шомм.] A gigantic

statue ; especially that

at Rhodes, which stood

at the entrance of ttio

harbour.

Colour, (kul'çr) h. [L.]

A property in light

which gives to exter

nal objects different

hue* or shades ;—any

hue or tint as distin

guished from white;—

that which is used to -<~^

givocolour; paint; false

show;diaguise;—a flag.

Colour, (kul'çr) г. t.

To give colour to; to

dye; to paint;—to give

a specious appearanco Colossus.

to ; to excuse ;—r. i. To turn red ; to blush.

Coloura'ole, (kul'çr-a-bl) a. Designed to cover or

conceal : specious ; plausible.

Colourably, (kul'tr-a-ble) adp. With a fair ex

ternal appearance ; speciously ; plausibly.

 

 

Colour-blindness, (kul'çr -blind- nes) it. An iiu-

pcrfeot sensation or appreciation of colours.

Coloured, (kui'rrd) a. Having colour;—having

a «i>ecious or plausible ap]>carance.

Colouring, (kul'çr-ing) ». 1 ho art of laying on

colours, as in painting ;—a .*pociuus nppearaxioo

or representation.

Colourist (kul'çr-ist) и. A painter who excels

in giving colour to Ids designs.

Colourless, (kul'çr-les) a. Destitute of colour.

Colportage, (kol'por-tuj) я. Distribution of

lxKtks, tracts, ¿е., by coli>oiteurs.

Colporteur, (kol'jKir-tçr) п. [F. colporter.'] One

who carries religious tracts and books for sale.

Colt, (költ) n. ÍA.-8. cellnn.) The young of

the horse kind ;—a young foolish fellow.

Colter ur Coulter, (kôTtçr) я, [A. -8, culta; froiu

L. cutter.] The sharp fore iron of a

plough for cutting the bod or

earth.

Coltish, (kôTtish) a. Like a colt;

wanton ; frisky ; gay.

Columbine, (kolum-bin) и. [D. col

umba.] A genus of plants of

several species;— tlie heroine xu

pantomime i>erforinances.

Column, (kolum) iu {L. eoUtvuta."]

pillar ;—a cylindrical sup]>ort for a roof, ceiling.

&c ;—a body of troops or ships in

—a division of a page;—a lino uf ligures in

arithmetic.

Columnar, (kol-um'nçr) a. Farmed In column?;

having tlie form of column«.

Colure, (köl-ur') n. IG. kolo* and ottra.] One

of two great circles intersecting at right angle?.

in the poles of the equator.

Colza, (kol'za) n. [Op.] A variety of cabbage

whose seeds afford an oil used iu lamps.

Coma, (kû'ma) п. [G. koimdn.] A morbid pro

pensity to sleep ; lethargy ; —a dense nebulous.

covering round the nucleus of a comet

Comatose, (kô'nia-tôs) a. Drowsy ; lethargic

Comb, (кош) я, [A. -S. сош>>.] The structure o¿

hexagonal cells of wax in which bees store their

honey.

Comb, (körn) r. [A.-S. comb.] An instrument

with teeth fur cleansing, and adjusting hair,

wool, Ac. ;—tho crest on a cocks head;—the

top of a wave.

Comb, (кош) г. t To separate, cleanse, and

adjust with a comb;—v. i. To roll over, as the

top of a wave.

Combat (koiuTml) r. V. (F. combatir*.] To

struggle or contend with ;—<-. t. To oppose by

force ; to contend against .

Combat, (koni'bat) n. A struggle to resist or

conquer ;—an engagement ; contest

Combatant (kom'bat-aut) a. Contending; dw-

]K>sed to contend.

Combatant (koni'bat-ant) я. Ono engaged in

combat ; a fighter; a champion.

Combative, (koui'bat-iv)«. Disposed to combat

Combativeness, (kom'bat-iv-nes) n. Déposition

to contend ;—the organ in phrenology whick

indicates a disposition to quarrel, &c.

Combinable, (кош-bïn'a-bl) a. Capable of com

bining.

Combination, (kom-bin-a'shun) n. Union or con

nection ;—association of persons for a purpose;

—junction of particles; chemical union.

Combine, (кош-lñn') r. f. [L. сод and 6íní.] To

unite or join;— v. i. ,To form a union;—hi

unite by affinity or natural attraction.
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Combustible, (kan-but'ie-bl) a. [L. eouiburcrt.]

Capable of takiig fire and burning.

Combustible, (koas-boste-bl) a. A rabsUnca

itut will readily take fire and burn.

Combustim. (own-bust 'yun) h. The action of

fire on unammabJe rabwtances : — great fire;

 

Cane, (tea) r. i. [A. -8. cumin.] To move

hitbefward ; to draw near ; to approach :—to

arriri at sane state or oonditioti ; to occnr; to

happen. {in comedy ;—a writer of comedy.

r-fBirifiM (ko-m-i'de-an ) «. An actor or player

Ci—ry. (t-r.m t-dc) n. ri* coiuttc/m.] A dra-

aabc composition of a Light and amusing char

acter, [comely ; suitableness ; gracefulness.

Caaalmeaa, (kumle-nea) m. Quality of twins

Canary, (kum'Ie) a. [A.-S. eyntlic.} Handsome;

rraceral; agreeable ; becoming. [ful manner.

C^aely, (kumle) adt. In a becoming or gvace-

CoawtiaW (ko-niest'e-bla) A. pi. [L. con and

tfsrt, to eat] Eatables.

Canet (kom'et)n. {G. kom£.] A luminous and

neboioua member of the

system, moving in an

orbit, and con-

tirtuf of a nucleus, aa

envelope, and a tail.

Coeaetaty. (kom'et-ar-e) a.

Pertaining to, or rcsem-

bbmg a comet.

CaaJtrt. (kam'fert) r. t. [L.

<r*s and fitrtit, strong.] Comet-

To rebere under affliction ; to strengthen when

by sorrow ; cheer ; solace.

(knm'fert) p. Ktrength under afflic

tion ;—a sense of relief, as from pain or

anxiety;—whatever produces the feeling of ease

r* sarinfaction ; solace ;—a warm wrap or quilt

Cearfartable, ( kum'f?rt-a-bl ) a. Receiving com-

fcrt ; cheerful ;—affording comfort ; cheering ;—

a easy circumstances.

Ceatfartably, (kum'fert-a-ble) adc. In a man

ner to give comfort ;—satisfactorily; agreeably,

knm'fert-^r) n. One who comforts ;

Holy Spirit :—a woollen tippet or scarf,

(kam'fert-les) a. Without comfort ;

wretched.

Ceati* or Comical, (kora'ik) a. Relating to co-

samly ;—exciting mirth ; laughable.

CeaiioUly, (kom'ik-al-le) <•>.'. In a ludicrous or

fumy manner.

Csaaty, (kotne-te) >'. fL. comti.] Mildness or

*a*ity of manners ; civility.

Caaam, (kotn'ma) a. [G. t-opttin.] A char-

*e*ar (,} indicating the smallest grammatical

-vason of a sentence, and usually the shortest

paoaa in reading.

Co^anad, (kom-mand/) r. (. [L. con and mum-

■^•-1 To order;—to have within a sphere of

^faence, control, or vision ;—to exact or en-

fcena by moral influence ;—r. i. To exercise

WjWme authority ; to possess the chief power.

Coaiaaaad, (kom-niand) )•. An authorttativo

•■larv—exercise of authority ;—right or posses-

wo of authority;—a body of troops under a

JpBtftealar officer, [mantling officer.

t?*wm ml mt, (kom-mand'ant) u. [F.J A com-

(kom-mand'er) «. A leader ; the

of an army, or of a division ;—an

_. above a lieutenant in the navy;—a

■■Twoodem mallet.

;, (kom-mand'f/ig) a. Fitted to int

er control ; imperious ; haughty.

Commandingly, (kom-mand'ing-le) adv. In an

authoritative or imperative manner.

Commandment, (kom-mand'ment) n. An order

or injunction given by authority; charge ;

precept. [to be commemorated.

Commemorable, (kom-mem'or-a-bl) a. Worthy

Commemorate, (kom-meni'o-rat)r. t. \ I. comme-

viorar',) To call to remembrance by a solemn

act ; to celebrate with honour anil solemnity.

Commemoration, (kom-uiem-o-ra'shuu) n. Act

of honouring the memory of some person or

event; a public celebration.

Commemorative, (kom-mcra'o-rut-iv)a. Serving

to preserve the memory of.

Commence, (kom-mens') r. f. [7v. iron and ini-

Hart.] To begin; to originate ;—to take a

degree in a university or college;—r. i. To

enter upon; to begin;—to begin to be or to

appear.

Commencement, (kom-mena'ment) «. First exist

ence of any thing; origin ; beginning.

Commend, (kom-mend) v. t. [L. commctulare.] To

commit or intrust;—to present as worthy of con

fidence or regard ; to praise ; to recommend.

Commendable, (kom-mend'a-bl) a. Capable ur

worthy of being commended ; laudable.

Commendably, ( kom-mend'a-ble ) adv. In a

praiseworthy manner. <

Commendation, (kom-men-da'shuii) n. Act of

commending; declaration of esteem;—a message

of affection or respect.

Commendatory, (koin-menda-tor-e) a. Serving to

commend.

Commeniurability or Commensurableneas, (kom-

men-su-ra-bil'e-te) n. The capacity of being com

pared in measure, or of having a common

measure.

Commensurable, (kom-men'su-rn-bl) a. [L. con

and MBUIIWH.] Having a common measure.

Commensurably, (kom-meu'su-ra-ble) adc. In a

commensurable manner.

Commensurate, (kom-rnen'su-rat) a. Having a

common measure ;—equal in extent; adequate.

Commensurate, (kom-men'su-rat) r. t. To re

duce to a common measure.

Commenaurately, (kom-men'sQ-riit-le) ""' ■ In a

commensurate manner ;—with equal extent.

Commcnauration, (koni-men-su-ru'shun) n. Pro

portion in measure; — reduction to a common

standard.

Comment, (kom-menf) r. t. [I*. commentari.)

To annotate ; to explain by remarks or criti

cisms.

Comment, (kom'ment) n. An explanatory or

illustrative remark ; Annotation; observation.

Commentary, (kom'ment-ar-e) ». An exposition

of a book ; an explanation of difficult or obscure

passages;—a collection of such. [annotator.

Commentator, (kom'ment-at-rr) n. Expositor;

Commerce, (komWrs) n, [L. con and uterx.)

Exchange of merchandise between different

places or communities; trade or traffic;—

intercourse.

Commercial, (kom-mcr'she-al) fl. Pertaining to

or engaged in commerce ; mercantile.

Commercially, (kom-mcr'she-al-le) adv* In a

commercial manner or view,

Commination, (kom-me-nii'shttn) ». [L. con and

minori.) A threat; denunciation of punish

ment or vengeance ;—a service in the church of

England.

Commingle, (kom-ming'{;l) r. t. [L. eon and

Eng. ■i,ttt''jU.\ To mingle in one mass; to
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blend;—v. i. To unite together; to become

blended.

Comminute, (kom'me-nut) v. t. [L. con and

ininutre.] To reduce to minute particles; to

pulverize.

Comminution, (kom-nie-nu'shun) n. Act of re

ducing to small particles; pulverization;—at

tenuation.

Commiserate, (kom-miz'er-at) v. t. [L. con and

ntiicvari.] To feel sorrow for; to pity.

Commiseration. (kom-nnz-er-a shun) n. Concern

or tenderness for another's pain; compassion.

Commissarial . (kom - mis - sare - al) a. Pertain

ing to a commissary.

Commissariat, (kom-mis-sa're-at)n. That depart

ment of the public service charged with the

supply of provisions for an army.

Commissary, (kom ' mis - ser - e) n. [ L. con and

viiltert.] A deputy ; a commissioner ;—an officer

having charge of a department, especially that

of providiug subsistence. •

Commission, (kom-mish'un) n, [L. commissio.]

Act of intrusting;— act of perpetrating; —a

legal warrant to execute some office, trust, or

duty;—the power under such warrant;—the

document which contains it;—the thing to be

done as agent for another ;—brokerage or allow

ance made to a factor or agent.

Commission, (kom-mish'un) v. I. To give a

commission to; to delegate ; empower.

Commit, (kom-mit') v. t. [L. coui and mittcrc]

To give in trust ; to delegate ;—to perpetrate ;—

to pledge or bind; — to send for trial or con

finement.

Commitment, (kom-mit'mont) v. Act of com

mitting; particularly, committing to prison.

Committal, (koin-init'al) n. Act of committing ;

—a pledge, actual or implied.

Committee, Cvcmi-mitte) n. A select number

of persons ; -uinted to attend to any particular

business b) legislative body, court, society, &e.

Commix, (kom-raikfl') v. t. or i. [L. com and mis-

cere.) To mix or niinglo ; to blend together.

Commixture, (koiu-mikst'ur) n. Act of mixing, or

state of bei tiy mixed ;—compound.

Commode, (kom-mod') n. [L. con and modus.] A

head-dress formerly worn by ladies ;—a chest of

drawers, with shelves and other conveniences.

Commodious, (kom-moM *-ii*>) a. [L. comutodi-

o*i'„t.] Affording ease and convenience;—roomy;

comfortable; useful. [iently; comfortably.

Commodioualy, (kom-mo'de-us-le) adv. Conven-

Commodiousness, (koin-iuo'de-us-nes) », Adapta

tion or suitableness for its purpose; c* t veuience.

Commodity, (kom-mod'e-te) n. [L. commoditas.]

Convenience;—that which affords advantage ;

goods, wares, merchandise, &c.

Commodore, (kora'o-dor) n. fit. comnndotore.]

lu the Royal Navy, the commander of a squad

ron ; — the senior captain in a fleet of nier-

chautmen.

Common, (kom'un) a. [L. con and munus.)

Belonging equally to more than one ; public ;

general;—usual; frequent ;—not distinguished

by rank or character ; vulgar ; mean.

Common, (kom'un) n. * An uninclosed tract of

ground belonging to the public.

Common, (kom'un) v. i. To have a joint right in

ground ;—to eat at a table in common.

Commonable, (kom'un-a-bl) o. Held in com

mon ;—allowed to pasture on common land.

Commonage, (kom'un-aj) n. Right of pasturing

on a common ; joint right of using in common.

Commonly, (kom'un-le) adv. Usually; generally;

ordinarily ; for the most part.

Commonness, (kom'un-nes) «. Frequent occur

rence ; a state of being common or u • uaL

Commonplace, (kom'un-plas) a. Common ; or

dinary; trite ; hackneyed.

Commonplace, (kom'un-plas) n. A general

idea applicable to different subjects ;—a trite

remark.

Commons, (kom'unz) n.pL The mass of the

people ; the commonalty ;—the lower house of

Parliament ;—provisions ; fare at a common

table.

Commonwealth, (kom'un-welth) n. Popular gov

ernment; republic.

Commotion, (koni-mS'shuu) ft. [L. commotio.)

Disturbance;— violent action, as of the ele

ments; — mental disorder; —public disorder;

tumult.

Commune, (kom-mun') v. i. [L. contmunicare.]

To converse together familiarly ; to confer.

Communicability or Communicableneas, (kom-

mu-ne-ka-bil'e-te) n. Capability of being im

parted.

Communicable, (kom-mu'ne-ka-bl) a. Capable of

being communicated or imparted.

Communicant, (kom-mu'ne-kant) v. One who

partakes of the Lord's Supper; a church-member.

Communicate, (kom-mu'ne-kilt) v. ;. (L. com-

munis.] To impart for joint or common pew-

session; to bestow;—to reveal, or give, as

information ;—v. i. To share or participate ;—

to partake of the Lord's Supper.

Communication, (kom-mu-ne-ka'shun) n. The

act of communicating; intercourse by letters,

or messages ;—the means of passing from place

to place ;—intelligence ; news.

Communicative, ( korn-inu'ne-kilt-iv ) cu J n-

clined or ready to impart to others ;—unre

served, [parting knowledge.

Communicatory, (kora-mu'ne-kat-or-e) a. la-

Communion, (kom-muu'yun) n. Intercourse be

tween persons. :—union in religious faith ; —a

body of Christians having one common Jkith

and discipline ;—the celebration of the Lord'd

supper.

Communism, (kom'miin-izin) n. [F. commttn.]

The doctrine of a community ofproperty anun i_j

all the citizens of a stato or society ; socialism.

Communist, (kom'mun-ist) n. An advocate oj

communism.

Community, (kom-mu'ne-to)i(, [L. commitnita*.

Common possession or enjoyment; — poopli

having common rights; the public or people m

general. [of being eonuntitabk

Commutability. (kom-mu-ta-bil'e-te) v. Qualiti

Commutable, ( kom - mut a-bl ) tu Capable o

being exchanged or given for something elae.

Commutation, (kom-mu-tii'shun) n. Alteration

—exchange ; barter ;—substitution of ono puxi

alty for another ;—ransom.

Commutative, (kom-niut'at-iv) a. Relatione 1

exchange; interchangeable.

Commute, (kom-miit') r. t. [L. commit tare. J T

exchange ;—to put one thing in place of auo-thei

to give ono thing instead of another;—to mi\

stitute.

Compact, (kom-pakf) a. [L. compaclKs.] F*irxu

solid ;—brief: succinct,

Compact, (kom'pakt) n. An agreement; a covi

naut—either of individuals or nations.

Compact, (kom-pakf) v. t. To press closely- ti

gethor ; to consolidate ;—to connect firmly.
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Compactly or Ccmpactedly, (kom-pakt'le) adv.

With, dm union «f part* ; closely ; densely.

CompactTit w, (k£s»pakt nee) n. Close uuioa of

parte; density.

Companion,* (kam-pan'yun) n. (F. companion.]

An aasocate ; comrade ;—partner ; confederate.

CompszusesJie, (tam-pan'yun-a-bl) a. Agreeable

as a cosrsutiao ; fit for good fellowship ; so

ciable, [companionable manner.

Coapasmajiy, (kora-pan'yun-a-ble) tide. In a

Ces^aufisahxa, (kofn-oan'yun-ahip) n. Fellow

ship; iwriiTian

Captay, (kum'pa-ne) r. An assemblage of per-

ssbs;—a party for aocial entertainment ;—an

asocaaon for business ;—the partners in the

•no;—a su ■:.-•■ ■>, of a regiment under a

caraaia;—the crew of a ship.

Campauy, (knnr'pa-ne) r. t. To associate with ;

to frequent the company of.

f—tfsmalt, (kooa'par-a bl) a. Capable of being

mwpsnd ; worthy of comparison.

Casparabty, (kom'p4r-a-ble) adc. In a manner

*«thy to be compared.

Ccaaaratire, (koni-par'a-tiv) «. Estimated by

e&f&pariwn ; —expressing a greater or leas de

gree of than the positive.

Comparatively, (kom-jwr a-tiv-le) adc. In a com

parative manner, or by compaiiaon ; relatively.

Caspare, (kotn-pirO r. L [L. coiujxir, like.] To

examine the mutual relations of ;—to liken ;—to

inflect:—r. i. To hold comparison ; to vie.

Cfsattrisao, (kotn-par'e-aan) it. Act of corupar-

.:.- or considering the relations between ]>er-

s&gs or things ;—proportionate estimate: degree

*J resemblance:—the inflection of an adjective

«r adverb ;—a simile or illustration.

i (kom-part') r. t . | L. eon and partiri, to

] To divide ; to mark out into several

(viding into parts ;—part divided.

_, (korn-uur-tiah'un) it. Act of di-

Caffimartment, (kom-pirt'ment) ». One of the

•Urate porta into which any thing is divided ;

—* diviau>n or partition.

fWsm. (kum'pas) v. (L. con and -iXt**v.?A

Crrcurt; circumference;—

boundary ; —an * inclosed

■pees; area;—the extent

«** a voice or instrument in

the musical scale ; — ;m

i£*4ruiaent serving to iu-

^a*e the position or^

btariag of any body to

wards the horizon. It

«osairta of a magnetic

**«dte, which points north,

**|ht hae pointing to the horizon, and a cir-

■JsT card divided into thirty-two equal parts.

^hearserence between the sight point and the

**th point of the needle, gives the bearing.

(kum'pas) v. t. To go about or around;

1 inefose on all sides ; to besiege ; to plot.

.■asses, (kum'pas-ez) n.yt. Au instrument

• ' two pointed legs, moving on

* rivet, for describing circles,

Jwmug figures, arc.

rnnsaniua, (kom-pash'un) «.

IL. *«» and pati.\ A suffering

*ish another; fcorrow excited

*J the dtstreas or misfortune*

W another ; pity ; sympathy.

Cssipasaioaate, ( koni-pash'un-

**) a. Fail of compassion;

•fc^fcd to y.ty.

 

Compass,

 

Compasses.

Compassionate, (kom-pash'un-at) r. f. To have

compaseion for; to commiserate.

Compassionately, (kom-jtashun-at-le) ado. In

a compassionate manner ; meicifully.

Compatibility, (kom-pat-e-bii'e-te) u. Consist

ency; suitableness; qualityof suiting or agreeing.

Compatible, (kom-pat'e-bl) a. [L. compatibilu.\

Consistent ; suitable ; congruous.

Compatibly, (kom-pat'e-ble) adv. Fitly; suitably.

Compatriot, (kom-pa'tre-ut) n. One of the same

country. [equal ; a companion ; an associate.

Compeer, (kom-pe'r') n. (L. con and par.] Au

Compel, (kom-pel') v. t. [L. eamptuert.) To

drive or urge irresistibly : to necessitate.

Compellable, (kom-pera-bl) a. Capable of being

compelled.

Compellation, (kom-pcl-laVnun) n. [L. comptl-

lare.] Manner of address or salutation.

Compend, (korn'pend) n. [L. eon and pendtre.]

A brief compilation , a nummary.

Compendious, (kom-pend'e-us) a. Summary ;

concise; summed up witnin narrow limits.

Compendiously, (kom-peud'e-us-le) adc. Sum-

marily ; in brief.

Compendium, (kom-pend'e-um) w. An abridg

ment or epitome ; abstract.

Compensate, (kum'pens- fit) r. f. [L. comptn-

tare.] To recompense ; to requite; to give au

equal value to ; to give an equivalent for ;—v. i.

To make amends ; to supply an equivalent.

Compensation, (kom-pens-a'shun) n. Recom

pense ; remuneration ; giving an equivalent for,

as loss, service, &c.

Compensatory, (kom-pens'a-tor-e) a. Serving for

compensation ; making amends.

Compete, (kom-pC-f) v.i. [L. con and peterc.]

To contend, as rivals for a prize ; to strive

emulously.

Competence, (kom'pC-tens) n, [L. competentia.]

State of being competent ; ntnesa; adequacy;—

sufficiency

Competent, (kom'pC-tent) a. Suitable ; suffi

cient ;—having legal standing or capacity.

Competently, (kom'pe-tent-le) adr. Sufficiently ;

adequately ; suitably.

Competition, (kom-pC-tish'un) jj. Common strife

for the same object.; emulation ; rivalry.

Competitive, (kom-pet'it-iv) a. Kelating to com

petition; rival ; emulous.

Competitor, (koin-pet'it-e.r)?i. One who seeks and

endeavours to obtain what another claims ; a

rival.

Compilation, (kom-pil-a'ahun) n. Act or process

of compiling;—tliat which is compiled.

Compile, (kom-pil') v. t. [h. cmnpitare.] To

compose ; to put together materials from book*

or documents.

Compiler, (kom-pU'er) v. One who selects ma

terials from others, and combines them in a book.

Complacency (kom-pLYseu-se) n. Quiet pleasure;

—manifestation of pleasure; contentment.

Complacent, (kom-phVsent) a. [L. con and pla

ten.] Civil; gracious;— gratified; displaying

satisfaction. [and satisfied manner.

Complacently, (kom-plasent-lo) ad*. In an easy

Complain, (Kom-pluu') v. i. IL. con and planpa-c. J

To express distress, jiain, or censure ;— to bring

an accusation ; to make a charge.

Complainant, (kom-pliin'ant) n. One who makes

a complaint ;—a plaintiff ; a prosecutor.

Complaint, (kom-plant1) n. Expression of grief,

censure, or resentment ; —a malady ; a disease ;

a disorder ;—allegation of a designated offence.
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Complaisance, (kom'pla-zans) я. [F.] Civility ;

«et of pleating ; obliging compliance.

Complaisant, (kora'plá-zaiit)a. (F. complainant.]

Desirous to please ; kindly attentive.

Complaisantlу, (kom'plù-zant-le) v.dv. In a kind

and courteous manner ; with civility.

Complánate, (koin-piân'ût) r. t. [L. con and

planait.] To malte level or even.

Complement, (kom'plë-ment) п. [L. compte*

тмпЫт.] Fulness; the full number; — that

which supplies a deficiency ; quantity or num

ber required to complete.

Complementa!, (kom-plë-ment'al) a. Filling up ;

—supplying a deficiency ; subsidiary.

Complementary, (kom-plc-meut'ar-e) a. Serv

ing to complete.

Complete, (kom-plët1) a. Free from deficiency ;

perfect ;—finished : concluded.

Complete, (kom-plët') v. t. [h. comptcre.] To fill

up ; to perfect : to finish ; to end.

Completely, (kom-plët le) adv. Fully; en

tirely ; perfectly. [complete.

Completeness, (кош-plët'nes) п. Suite of being

Completion, (kom-plê'shtm) n. Act of complet

ing, or state of being complete ¡—fulfilment.

Complex, (kom'pleks) 0. [L. con and ptectere.]

Composed of two or more ]>arts ;—involving

many interests, ideas, Ac; intricate.

Complexion, (kom-plek'shun) n. [L. complexio.]

State of being complex ; texture ;— hue of the

skin, particularly of the face;—general apj>ear-

ance. [maimer.

Complexly, (koru-pleksle) adv. In a complex

Complexneas or Complexity, (kom'pleks-nes) ».

Intricacy ; manifold or compound condition.

Compliance, (kom-pli'ans) n. Concession; acqui

escence ;—a disposition to yield ; submission.

Compliant, (кош-pliant) a. liending ; — yield

ing to request or desire : obliging.

Compliantly, (kom-pli'ant-le)u(/r. In n yielding

manner. [complex or intricate.

Complicacy, (koro'ple-ka-se) n. State of being

Complicate, (kom'ple-kat) v. t. [L. complicare.]

To fold or twist together ; to interweave ; — to

involve ;—to entangle.

Complication, (kom-ple-ku'shun) n. Intricate or

confused blending of parts ; entanglement.

Complicity, (koni-pbYe-te) n. Condition of

being an accomplice.

Compliment, (kom'ple - ment) п. [L. comptar,]

An expression of civility, regard, or admiration;

—-л present or favour.

Compliment, (кош-pie-menV) v. t. To flatter or

gratify with praises;— to congratulate ;— v. i.

To use or pose compliments.

Complimentary, (kom-ple-ment'ar-e) a. Expres

sive of civility, regard, or praise.

Complot, (kom'plot) )u [b. complication A joint

plot ;— a conspiracy ; a cabal.

Complot, (кош-plot') r. t. & i. To plot together ;

to conspire ; to juin in a secret design.

Comply, (kom-pli) r, i. [L. compter*.] To yield

absent ; to accord, agree, or acquiesce.

Component, (koin-]K>n'ent) a. [L. componere..]

Serving or lielping to form ; composing ; cousti-

tirting.

Component, (kom-pôu'cnt) п. Л constituent

part ; an ingredient.

Comport, (кош-port) r.i. [Ъ. con and portare,]

To agree ; to accord; to suit ;—v. t. To behave ;

to conduct—with a reflexive pronoun.

Compose, (kom-pôz') v. t. [L. con and ponert.]

To form by uniting words, things, parta ;—to

Composing-stick,

 

originate; to become the author of;—to place

in order ;—to set at rest ;—to set up types lor

printing ;—to set words to music.

Composea, (kom-pözd) a. Calm ; quiet.

Composedly, (kom-pOze»l-le) (rdt\ ln'a composed

manner. [sédatenos* ; tranquillitv.

Composedness, (kom-pöVed-nee) «. Calmnetü :

Composer, (kom-pôr/çr) я. One who composes ;

ал author, especially of a piece of music.

Composing-stick, (kom-poz'mg-stik) n. An in

strument in which

types are arranged

into words and lines.

Composite, (kom'pöz-it) J

a. [L. соыромсге.] I

Made up of distinct

parts от elements

—belonging to the

fifth order of architec

ture

Composition, (kom-po-

zish'un) »i. Act of

composing ; — inven

tion or combination

of the parte of a liter

ary or artistic work;—

combination in due

proportion ;—arrange

ment of type in print

ing ;— state of being

composed ;— adj ust-

ment of a debt.

Compositor, (kom-pôY-

it-cr) ». One who sets Composite Order,

type and makes up pages and forms.

Compost, (kom'post) n. [L.cornpotitum.] A mix

ture for fertilizing land.

Composure, (кош-po'zhiir) 11. Act of compos

ing; a composition,—a settled state ; calmness.

Compote, (kom'pôt) «. [F.] Fruit preserved in

ьугир.

Compound, (kom-pound') t*. t. [L. con and

poutre.] To put togetnei, as elements, or

parte to form a whole, to combine or unite ;— to

adjust by agreement ,— v. 1. To settle by com

promise ;—to discharge a debt by paying part.

Compound, (kom pound) a. Computed of ele

ments, ingredients, or parts.

Compound, (kom'pound) 71. A masa com-

funded ; mixture of elements, ingrediente, or

parte.

Comprehend, (kom-prS-hendO v- '• (L. com and

preAenderi.J To hold within limits ; to include ;

to imply ;—to take into the mind ; to under

stand.

Comprehensible,(kom-prë-hens'e-bl) я. Са]вд.Ые

of being contained, included, or understood.

Comprehension, (кош-prë-hen shun) я. Act of

comprehending ;—perception.

Comprehensive, (kom - pré - hens'iv) «. Including

much within narrow limits ;—large : inclusive.

Comprehensively, (kom-prê-hens'iv-le) adv. With

great extent of embrace ; with large extent of

signification. [Quality of being comprehensive.

Comprehensiveness, (kom - pre - hens'iv -lies) я ,

Compress (kom-pres') v. t. [L. соь and preinert.]

To press together ;—to condense ; contract.

Compress, (kom'pres) n. A folded piece of linen,

contrived to make due pressure on any port.

Compressibility, (kom-pres-e-bil'e-te) и. The

quality of being compressible. 1

Compressible, (kom-pres'e-bl) a. Capable of

being forced into a narrower compase.
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Comprttaioiu Otom-freih'iiii) n. The act of coiu-

preaung, or the state of being compressed.

Compressive, (kcat-preslv) a. Having power to

eoinpnm [comprehending.

Compriiil (kazn-pr.z'sl) n. Act of comprising or

Comprise, (kam-priz') r. t. [L. eomprtktwltrt.]

To ocsnprshend ; to contain.

Comproause, (kom'pru-miz) m. [L. con and pro-

tnUm.] Adjustment of difference* by conces-

rods; nut"*1 agreement.

Cospmnua*. (kom/pro-niiz) r. C To tulju«t l»y

inacul coacessions ;— to commit one's self by

*«d or deed :—to engage the word or honour

Cscnwlaitary, (kom-puissv-tor-e) a. Constrain

ing :—operating by force ; compelling.

rnii[i ilnwi. (korn-pul'shnn) n. [L. coui-

y&taj Act of compelling ; — state of being

compelled. [compel; forcing: constraining.

C-^polsrre, (kom-pal air) a. Having power to

Ccspudsmly, (kom-pul siv-le) adv. By coin-

] lUiva ; by force.

C^spaisary, (kom-puTaoT-e) a. Compelling ;

oiostnuaing.

Caapaactioa, (kom-pnngk'shun) it. [L. compnn-

i.'-rc\ Poignant grief or remorse proceeding

' ... a con.*.iou*nea* of guilt.

fssuwisMliuns, (kom-pungk'she-us) «. Attended

* .tu compunction.

C-apargatton, (kom-pur-gi'shun) n. [L. corn

's uyart.] Act or practice of justifying a man

'■■': oath, (computed or numbered.

CanpotaMe, (kom-put a-bl) <u Capable of being

-stBTOlatsim, (kom-pu-ti'shun) n. Act or pro-

am of computing: calculation; estimate.

Coapwte, (kom-pfuV) r.(. (L. cor«*pi*(are.] To

canal ; to add up, as numbers or quantities ;

—to •fftrmntr ; to calculate. [lator.

Ceapater, (koni-put>r) h. A reckoner ; a calcu-

-a=r*ae. (kum'r^d) «. [L. eauwra.] A mate,

B <apanics, or associate.

Cea. (kon). A Latin prefix, with the various

.Jsctions of co, coy, col, com, cor, conveying

tt* idea of onion or opposition.

Coa, (kon) t. (. [A.-S. CKnnan] To know; to

stoop over ; to endeavour to fix on the mind.

Concatenate, (kon-kat'e-nat) v.t. fL. con and

■'-*=!.] To link together; to nnite in a series.

Concatenation, (kon-kat-c-nl'shun) n, A series

•A link* united ; a suecessivo series.

(cona-av) a. [L. con and eovKf.]

and carved or rounded—said of the

of any thing hemispherical or dome-

■ftapai.
C*aea»e, (kontiv) «. A hollow; an arched

Halt.

bnatrttj, (kon-kaVe-te) n.

HuUowneaa ; — the internal

•sriaee of a hollorr lounded

'■"if, or the space within

«*fcbody.

CntmL, (kon-seO r. f . [L. Concave Lens.

jW and eaten;] To keep clow or secret ;—to

Withhold from ntterance or declaration; dis-

puse; screen. [concealed,

"wnilnbit, (kon-sCla-bl) a. Capable of being

C '-eeaiment, (kon-scl'ment) w. Keeping close

al secret ; privacy ;—place of hiding ;—suppres-

k^oftbe truth.

"sifsslu. (kon-aed') v. 1 i fL. rcon and cedert.]

w yield or surrender :—to admit to be true;

—-*. i. To yield or make concession.

^•■ait, (kon-teV) ». [L. cmcci'CuJ.] Concep-

P

lion ; notion j—a quaint fancy ;—over estima

tion of one's self ; vanity.

Conceited, (kon-set'ed) a. Self opinionated ; vain ;

having a high opinion of one's self.

Conceitedly, (kou-sCt ed-le) tuli: In a conceited

manner. [being conceited.

Conceitedneis, (kon-set'ed-nea) n. The state of

Conceivable, (kon-sev a-bl) a. Capable of being

imagined or understood. (supposably.

Conceivably, (kou-seVa-ble) adv. Intelligibly;

Conceive, (koii-scV) v. t. [L. con and capere.)

To receive into the womb and breed ;—to form

an idea in the mind; to apprehend ;—to ima

gine ; to devise ; to project;—v.i. To become

pieguant ;—to think.

Concentre, (kon-sen'ter) v. i. [L. con and cni-

trum.] To come to a point; to meet in a centre.

Concentrate, (kon-sen'trili) v. t. To bring to a

common centre ; to gather into one place, as

stores, &c. ;—to bring to bear upon one point, as

troops. [ceutrating;—collection ; compression.

Concentration, (kon-sen-tra'shuu) n. Act of con-

Concentrative, (kun-aen'trut-iv) a. Serving to

concentrate. [centre.

Concentric, (kon-sen'trik) a. Having a common

Conception, (kon-sep'shun) n. Act of conceiv

ing;—the state of being conceived ;—formation

in the mind of an idea ; apprehension ;—image

or notion ; faculty of forming an idsa.

Concern, (kon-sern') r. (. [L. con and cerncrc]

To relate or belong to;—to interest;—to disturb ;

to make uneasy.

Concern, (kon-s?rn') fl. That wluch relates or

belongs to one ;—interest in, or care for, any

person or thing ;—a firm and its business.

Concernedly, (kon-sc,m'ed*le)atfi\ AVith interest,

care, or affection.

Concerning, (kon-s(rn'ing) jn'ep. Pertaining to ;

regarding ; having relation to ; with respect to.

Concernment, (kon-seni'ment) n. A thing in

which one is concerned ;—solicitude.

Concert, (kon-sert') r. (. [L. con and certarc.] To

plan together ; to design and settle, as proce

dure ; to devise ;—r. i. To act together.

Concert, (kon'sert) n. Agreement in a design or

plan ; harmony ;—musical accordance or har

mony ;—a public musical entertainment.

Concertina, (kon-sprt-e'na) n. A small musical

instrument of the accor

dion species.

Concerto, (kon-chfr'to) n.

[It.] A composition for a

solo instrument with or

chestral accompaniments.

Concession, (kon-scsh'uu)

n. [L. conctsxio.] Act of

granting or yielding ;—

the thing yielded; a grant;

a privilege ;—the granting

of a point in argument.

Concessive or Concessory, (kon-Bes'iv)a. Imply

ing concession ; yielding ; permissive.

Conch, (kongk) n. [G. koffckt.] A marine shell;

—the domed semicircular or

polygonal termination of the

choir or aisle of a church ;

ajisis.

Conchoid, (kongTtoid) n. [G.

louche, shell , and t idos form.]

A curve of the fourth order.

Conchologiat, (kong-kol'o-jiat) Jd

n. One versed in the natural

fefetory of sheila. Coach.

 

Concertina

*m/&ktS
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Conchotomy, (kong-kol'o-je) n. [G. kopche, and

lo'jos.\ Science" of shells and the animals that

inhabit them ; malacology.

Conciliate, (kon-sil'e-at) r. t. [L. conciliare.] To

win over ; to gain from a state of hoatility;—to

reconcile. [ciliating; reconciliation.

Conciliation, (kon-sil-e-ashun) n. Act of coa-

Conciliatory, (kon-sil'e-a-tor-e)a. Tending to con

ciliate; pacific. [short; laconic ; miccinct.

Concise, (kon-sis') a. [L. con and ctcdere.] Brief;

Concisely, (kon-sisle) axle. In few words ; com

prehensively, [tng or writing.

Conciseness, (kon-sis'nea) w. Brevity in speak*

Concision (kon-sizh'un) n. | L. concisio.] A cut

ting otf; a division; a sect ;—cii-cumcisiou.

Conclave, (kon'kliiv) n. [L. con and Claris,

key. J Apartment in which the cardinals meet

for the election of a pope ; the body of car

dinals.

Conclude, (kon-klud') v. t. [L. con and clamkre.]

To bring to an end; — to close, as an argu

ment, by interring ;—to determine:—v.i. To

corne to an end ; to terminate ; — to form a

final judgment.

Conclusion, (kon-klG'zhun) n. La -.t part of any

thing; final decision; determination;—conse

quence or deduction drawn from premises.

Conclusive, (kon-klu'siv) c. Belonging to a

close or termination. [definitively.

Conclusively, (kon-klu'siv-le) adc. Decisively;

Conclusiveness, (kou-klu'siv-ues) n. Quality of

being conclusive.

Concoct, (kou-kokt) v.t. [L. eon and coqittrc.)

To digest, as food ; — to coinpound, as a bever

age ;—to design, as a plan or plot.

Concoction, (kou-kok'shun) n. Solution and di

gestion of food ;—scheming ; contriving.

Concomitancy, (kou-kom'it-an-se) n. State of

accompanying; accompaniment.

Concomitant, (kon-koui'it-ant) a. [h, con and

comes.] Accompanying or conjoined with; at

tending.

Concomitant, (kon-kom'it-aut) n. A companion;

one who or that which accompanies.

Concomitantly, (kou-kouiit-ant-lo)uifr. In com

pany with others.

Concord, (kong'kord) n. [L. con and cor.] Agree

ment;—union between persons, as in opinions,

Arc;—union between things ; fitness;— the con

nection between parts of speech ; harmony.

Concordance, (kon-kordans) n. Agreement;—

an index to a book, in which the principal

words are set down, with references to the

pages in which they occur.

Conoordant, (kon-kord'aut) a. [L. concordare.]

Agreeing ; correspondent ; harmonious.

Concordantly, (kon-kordant-le) adv. In a con-

cordant or harmonious manner.

Concorporate, (kon-korpor-at) v. i. To unite in

one mass or body.

Concourse, (kong'kors) n. [L. concurreit.'] A

moving, flowing, or running together; — a

meeting; a crowd.

Concrete, (kou'kret) a. [L. con and cnscrt'C]

United formed by coalition of separate jtarticles

into one l>ody ;—existing in a subject; not ab

stract.

Concrete, (konTcrC-t) n. A compound :—a mass of

stone chipuings, pebbles, d:c, cemented.

Concrete, (kon-krt't) v.i. To unite or coalesce,

as separate [Hirticles into a mass hy cohesion or

other process ;—v. t. To form into a mass.

Concretion, (kon-kre'shun) n. Act of concret-

ing ;—the mass or solid matter formed by con

gelation, or other like process. [tiou.

Concretive, (kon-kret'iv) a. Promoting concie-

Concubinage, (kon-ku'bin-3j) n. The cohabiting

of a man and a womau not legally married.

Concubinal, (kon-ku'bin-al) a. Pertaining to a

concubine or to concubinage.

Concubine, (koug'ku-bin) n. [L. con and cubart.]

A woman who cohabits with a man without

being his lawful wife.

Concupiscence, (kon-kit'pis-ens) ». Unlawful or

irregular desire, especially of carnal pleasure.

Concupiscent, (kon-ku'pis-ent) a. [L*. con and

cupere.] Covetous;—desirous of unlawful plea

sure.

Concur, (kon-kur') v.i. [L. concurrat.] To

meet in the same point ;—to act jointly ;—to

unite in opinion ; to assent.

Concurrence, (kon-kur ens) n. A coming to

gether;— agreement in opinion; mutual con

sent;—combination of circumstances.

Concurrent, (kon-kurent) a. Acting in con

junction ; associate ;—joint in claim or light.

Concurrently, (kon-kur ent-le) adv. Witii con

currence ; unitedly.

Concussion, (kou-kush'un) n. (L. conevtat]

Act of shaking, especially by the impulse of

another body ; — the state of being shaken .

shock. (or quality of shaking or agitating.

Concussive, (kon-kus'iv) a. Having the power

Condemn, (kon-dem') v. t. [L. con and dohi-

narc] To fi-nd fault with; to censure;— to

denounce as guilty, heretical, &c. ;— to give

judicial sentence against ;— to declare until

for use or service.

Condemnable, (kou-deni'ua-bl) a. Worthy of con

demnation ; blameworthy; cul]>able.

Condemnation, (kon-dem-na'shun) it. Act ol

condemning; — state of Wing condemned; —

cause or reason of a sentence.

Condemnatory, (kon-dem'na-tor-e) a. Bearin:

condemnation or censure ; condemning.

Condensable, (koii-dens'a-bl) a. L'aiAblo at

being condensed.

Condensate, (kon-denVat) r. (. To compress inu

a closer form ;— v. i. To become more dense.

Condensation, ( kon-uens-u'shuu ) n. Act o

making more dense or compact ; consolidation.

Condensative, (kon-deus'at-iv) a. Having

power or tendency to condense.

Condense, (kou-dens') r. t. (L. con and tfrnrj**.

To make more compact or dense ; to unit

more closely, by attraction or meclisuiicj

power;—v.i. To become more compact; t

grow thick or dense.

Condescend, (kon -de-send*) v.i. [L. eon and «/

scendtrt. ) To let one's self down ; to relinquu

the privileges of suiwrior rank; — to cieigi

vouchsafe. [By way of oonde*cexv*ioi

Condescendingly, (kon - tie - send ' ing - lu) att

Condescension, (kon -de- sen 'shun) n. Voluu

tary descent from rank, dignity, or jn

claims ;—a kindly bearing towards inferior

deference.

Condign, (Icon din) a. [L. con and dipnni

Deserved ; merited ; suitable.

Condignly, (kon-din'le) adv. According to mexti

Condiment, (kou'de-meut) n. [L. co*t<ft*i

Something to give relish to food ; seasoning.

Condition, (kou-dish'un) n. [L. condor.]

state or mode of existence;—quality; proj.crt

means; estate;— rank ;—temper ; disuosutioii ;

the terms of a contract; stipulation.
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Condor.

1

Coaainoa, ^toa-disiriui) •- *. To make terms ; —

i.t. To contract ;—*a impose conditions on.

Ccadiuaaau, {kCD-dish'iin-al) u. Containing

ouaditiofis ; not absolute.

CoaditamiUy, (kon-dish'un-ai-le) adv. With

Limnauaa, ea particular terms ; not absolutely.

Cookie, (Loo-doT) r. i. [L. eon and dolti?.] To

eipree kktow or sympathy with, another in

his ttia or misfortune.

CfflsWec ikon-dot ens) n. Expression of grief

'jf nEiiathv f^r the sonuw of another.

Caist (koo-don') r. f . To pardon ; to forgive

*fl iMbsion of the marriage-vow.

Ceafcr, (iua'dor) a. fPeruv. cu)Wc.r.] A large

kriofihe Toitore family.

fcmd in lite most ele-

ntd fan* of the Andes.

Ctsiwe, (kon-doO * '-

i'L a* and dacere.} To

Itwihjte, answer, or fur-

taasiiasd: to tend.

Ceteible, (kon-das'e-bl)rt.

HiTiaj a tendency to pro-

aca« or forward.

Cssiaeive, (kou-duslv) *<.

luring a teadtney to pro-

n«fe, help, or forward.

C^iaareneis. (to:i-iu>iv-

m) a The quality of con-

■likiiij or tending to forward.

Csksrt, (koo'dukt) k. Act or method of

Sailing, guiding, or commanding; — skilful

nudaace;—wanner of carrying one's self; be-

tanoar.

Csatet, (kon-dukf) r. L To lead or guide ; to

aeati .—to direct ;—to manage ,—v. i. To be

am

CsiaaetihU, (kon-dultt'e-bl) a. Capable of being

^OCtcd.

Caiactioft, (kon-duk shun) a. Power of training

its! guiding; —transmission by a medium, as

■ : i: e Said, heat, &c.

..•.?, (kon-dukt'iv) a. Having the quality

or power of conducting.

Co^octar, (kou-dukt>r) '»• One who conducts ;

isadcr; a guide; a manager; —a substance

inning a medium for the tnuisniibsiuii of heat,

etertrteily, Lc.

'- tot, (kondit) w. IL. wndKCW*.] That

*fe*eh conducts a pipe, canal, or the like, for

covering water, or to drain off tilth.

Cw, (kon) a. [G. Loom.} A solid body taper-

i^C *> a point from a circular

bsae, fnsrrated by the revo-

kuou of a triangle about

mm of its side* ;—the coni-

al fruit of the- pine, fir,

tadar, ic.

Caltidate, (kon-fab'u-l.a)

f-C iL coa and fabvlar*. J

To talk tain 'burly together;

todut

r-^fUiilition. ( kon- fab-u-

li'shan),!. Familiar talk;

conversation.

(kon-fek'shun) n. (L. conjictn.] A

o of fruit, ice, with sugar,

sr, (kon-fek'sbuu-er) n. One who

or sells confections, candies, &c

C«sfeeUoaeryf (kon-fek'shun-cr-o) >i- Sweetmeats

•n general ;— a place where candies, sweetmeats,

fca. airs made or sold.

Ctafeieraey, (kon-fed'er-a-se) a. A league; union

 

Cone.

between two or more persons or slates;— iho

persons or states united by a league.

Confederate, (kon-fed'er-at) a. [L. eon and

yirt'ifjj.] United in a league ; bound by treaty.

Confederate, (kon-fed'er-at) «. A person or na

tion engaged in a confederacy ; an ally.

Confederate, (kon-fed'er-at) r. t. To unite in ■

league ; to ally ;—c. i. To l>e allied.

Confederation, (kon -fed-er-a'shun) n. Act of

confederating; an alliance;—parties to a league.

Confer, (kou-fer') r. t. IL. eon and /art] lo

bestow ; to award;—to bring together for com

parison;—v. i. To converse ; to compare views.

Conference, (kon'fer-em) n. Act of conversing

seriously; interchange of views;—a meeting

for consultation, discussion, or instruction.

Conrerrable, (kon-f^i-'a-bl) a. Capable of being

conferred.

Confess, (kon-fes') v.t. [L. eon and fa terL ] To

acknowledge as a crime, a fault, a debt ;—to ad

mit as true;—to make known ones sins tO a

priest ;—to hear such confession ;— r. i. To nuke

confession.

Confessedly, (kon-fes'ed-le)«dV. Avowedly; un

deniably ; indubitably.

Confession, (koii-fesh'un) ". Acknowledg

ment; avowal of a debtor crime;—act of

disclosing sins to a prieot ; — a formulary oi

religious faith ; a creed.

Confessional, (kon-fesh'un-al) it. The seat where

a priest siU to hear

confessions.

Confessor,(kon-fes'gr)

n. One who con

fesses;—a priestwho

hears confessions ;—

one who avowed his

allegiance to Christ

in times of persecu

tion.

Confidant or Con

fidante, (kon-fe-

danf) n. [F. con-

jtdenU.] A friend

inti-usted with pri

vate affairs, usually

love affairs.

Confide, (kon-fidO r. i Confessional.

[L. eon m&ftdere.] To put faith in; tobelieri .

to rely on ;—c t. To intrust ; to give in charge.

Confidence, (kon'fc-dens) n. Act of coufldlng ;

belief; trust;—self-reliance; boldness.

Confident, (kon'fe-deut) a. Having full belief;

trustful ;—exercising Belf-reliauce;—bold; posi

tive.

Confidential, (kou-fe-den'sha-al) a. Enjoying con

fidence ;—communicated in confidence.

Confidentially, (kon-fe-den'she-al-le)udr. In con-

fidenco lirust; anoredly; poeitlvely.

ConfidenUy, (kon'fe-dent-le) iud\ \\\\h firm

Configuration, (kon-ng-ur-a'shun) n. [L. cvn and

tiyv.ra.\ External form or figure ; — relate u

position or aspect of the planets.

Conflnable, (kon-fin'a-bl) «. Capable of being

confined. . _
Confine, (kon'fin) *. [h. con and /*««,] Common

boundary; border; limit; margin.

Confine, (kon-fin') r. (. To restrain within li

miU : to restrain by force from escaping

restrain by moral power ;—v. i. To border.

, Confinement, (kou-fin'nieiit) n. Restraint within

| limiU: imprisonment ;—detention by sickness

[ by child-birth.

 

tu
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Confirm, (kon-ferm') v. t. [L. con and Jtnnare.]

To make firm ; to give strength to ; to render

certain ;—to admit to the privileges of the

Episcopalian church.

Confirmation, (kon-iVrm-u'shnn) n. Act of con

firming ; — that which contimis ; convincing

proof ;—a rite in the Episcopal church.

Confirmatory, (kon-ferm'a-toi-e) «. Serving to

confirm ; corroborative.

Confiscable, (kon-fiska-bl) a. Capable of being

confiscated ; liable to forfeiture.

Confiscate, (kon-fis'krit) v. t. [L. ron and ,H$cvk]

To appropriate, as a penalty, to the public use.

Confiscate, (kon-fis'kfit) «. Appropriated, as a

penalty, to the public use.

Confiscation, (kon-fis-ka'shun) n. Tlie act of

appropriating, as a penalty, to the public use ;

condemning, as forfeited.

Confiscator, (kon'fis-kiit-er) iu One who confis

cates to the public use.

Confiscatory, (kon-fis'ka-tor-e) «. Consigning

to or promoting confiscation. [great scale.

Conflagration, (kun-fla-grushun) n. A firo on a

Conflict, (kon'flikt) n. Violent collision;—a striv

ing to oppose or overcome ;—struggle.

Conflict, (kon-flikf) r. i. [L. con and Jtigert.] To

strike or dash together;—to engage in strife;—

to differ or oppose.

Confluence, (kon'tlu-ens) «. The meeting or

junction of streams;—-concurrence ; a concourse.

Confluent, (kon'rlu-eut) a. [h. con and jlaere.]

Flowing together ;—meeting in a common cur

rent or basin ; united.

Conflux, (kon'fiuks) n, A flowing together; a

meeting of currents ;—a large assemblage ; a

crowd.

Conform, (kon-forni') v.t. [L. eon and for-

mare.J To shape in accordance with; to bring

into agreement with ;—v, i. To act in accord

ance ; to comply.

Conformable, ( kon-form'a-bl) a. Correspond'mgin

form, character, opinions, kc. ;—in proper form;

—disposed to compliance or obedience.

Conformably, (kou-fomi'a-ble) adv. With or in

conformity ; suitably ; agreeably.

Conformation, (kon-form-u'shun) n. Act of con

forming ; agreement ;—the structure of a body;

shape.

Conformist, (kon-form'ist) n. Ono who complies

with the doctrine and discipline of the estab

lished church of England.

Conformity, (kou-fonu'e-te) n. Likeness;—cor

respondence in character or manner;—compli

ance with.

Confound, (kon-fotum") v. t. [L. con and ,/Vn-

iUvc] To mingle and blend;—to throw into

disorder.

Confraternity, (kon-fra-ter'ne-te) n. [L. con and

fvatemitas.] A brotherhood ;—a body of men

united by some common bond, often religious.

Confront, (kon-frunf) v. t, [L. con and front, ]

To stand facing or in front of;—to oppose; to

bring together for comparison.

Confrontation, (koii-irunt-tVshun) 11. Act of

bringing persons or things face to face for

examination and elucidation of truth.

Confuse, (kon-fuz') v.t. [L. confuiuUre.] To

jumble together ; to render indistinct or ob

scure ;—to throw into disorder ; to derange; to

cause to loae self-possession. [manner.

Confusedly, (kon-fuzed-le) adv. In a confused

Confusion, (kon-ffi'zhun) v. Promiscuous mix

ture; disorder ;—distraction ;—overthrow ; ruin.

Confutable, (kon-fut'a-bl) a. Capable of being

confuted or disproved. [ing or disproving.

Confutation, (kon-fut-a'Bhun) n Act of oonfut-

Confute, ( kon-fut' ) v.t [L. con, future*} To

prove to be false or defective;—to convict of

error. [leave ; farewell.

Conge, (kong'j.;) n. [F. con;*?.] Act of taking

Conge, (kong'j?) v. i. To take leave witli the

customary civilities ; to bow or courtesy.

Congeal (kon-jeT) v. t. [L. con and oWit_] To

freeze ; to stiffen with cold ;—to change from a

fluid to a solid state ;—v. i. To grow liaxd or

stiff. [congealed.

Congcalable, (kon-jeTa-bl) a. Capable ot lx;iug

Congelation or Concealment, (kon-jel-a'sUun) '..

The process or act of congealing, or the &ta.t« of

being congealed ; concretion.

Congener, (kon'j6n-e,r) n. [L. con and «?e3ii>t.]

A thing of the same kind or nature.

Congenial, ( kon-je'ne-al ) a. ( L. con and

genialU.] Partaking of the same nature;

kindred; sympathetic;—naturally adapted or

suited.

Congeniality or Congenialncss, (kon-je^ne-»r*e-t#)

n. Participation of the same nature or dis

position ; natural affinity ; suitableness.

Congenital, (kon-jen'it-al) «. [L. con and gig-

nerc] Begotten together;—dating from birth.

Conger-eel, (kong'ger-cl) n. [L. conyer.} A

large s]>ecies of sea eel.

Congeries, (kon-jS're-ez) n. ting. & pi. ("L- cmi-

gerere.] A collection of particles or bodies into

one mass ; a heap; a combination.

Congest, (kon-jesf) v. t. [L. conyerert.] To col

lect into a mass ; to aggregate.

Congestion, (kon-jest'yun) n. An unnatural

accumulation of blood in any part of the body.

Congestive, (kon-jest'iv) o. Indicating or at

tended by an accumulation of blood in some

part of the body.

Conglobate, (kon-globat) a. [L. con and ftlobar*.]

Formed or gathered into a ball ; globular.

Conglobate, (kon-glob'at) v. t. To collect or form

into a ball, or hard, round substance.

Conglobation, (kon-glob-;Vshun) n. Act of form

ing into a ball ; a round body. (into a ball.

Conglobe, (kon-glob) r. t. To gather or form

Conglobulate, (kon-glob'u-lat) r. i. To form into

a little round mass or globule.

Conglomerate, (kon-glomVr-iit) rr. [Xj. cow and

glomus.] Gathered in a mass or clustered toge

ther ;—composed of stones or fragment* of

rocks, cemented together.

Conglomerate, (kon-glom'er-att v. t To gather or

fonn into a ball or round boay.

Conglomerate, (kon-gtom'er-at) n. Collection;

accumulation ;—pudding stono.

Conglomeration, (kon-glom-er-a ahun) ». A gath-

ering into a mass ; collection.

Conglutinant, (kou-gluotin-aut) c. Serving: to

unite closely ; healing.

Conglutinate, (kon-gluo tin-at) v. t. [L. con and

gluten.] To glue together;—v. i. To coalesce.

Conglutination, ( kon-gloo-tin-a'shuu ) u. Tlio

act of gluing together ; union.

Congou, (kong'gd) n. [Chin. Lttug-foo.} A ape.

cies of black tea.

Congratulate, (kon-grat'u-l&t) v. t. flj. con suit1

gratuluri.] To wh»h joy to on account of BXMaic

happy event,

Congratulation, (kon-grat-u-la'shun) »i. Act t-r

expi-essing pleasuie and good wishes ou tlie suc

cess of another.
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Congratulatory, (kon-grat'u-la-tor-e) a. Expres

sive ofjoy at the good fortune of another.

Congregate, (kong'gre-gut) r. i. [L. con aixdgrex.]

To collect into an assembly ;—v. i. To como

together ; to assemble.

Congregation, (kong-grë-gil'shun) п. Act of con

gregating;—an assembly of persona.

Congregational, (kong-grè-gashun-al) a. Per

taining to a congregation ;— Independent.

Congregationalism, (kong-gre-gu'shun-al-izni) ».

A sy*tem of church government which vesta

ecclesiastical power in the assembled brother

hood of each local church.

Congres», (kong'grea) я. [h. con and gradiu.]

A meeting ;—a formal assembly, as of deputies

or commissioners ;—the senators and represen

tative» of the United States.

Coagresaive, (koug-gres'iv) u. Encountering.

Congruence, (kong'grúó-ens) «. [L. conyruei-e.]

Suitableness ofone thing to another.

Congruent, (konggrùo-ent) a. ¡Suitable; agree

ing ; corresponding ; consistent.

CoBgruity, (kong-grúó'it-e) ». Quality of being

congruent ; fitness ; correspondence.

Congruous, (konggrôo-us)a. Accordant; suitable.

Congruously, (kouggróó-us-le) о tit*. Suitably ;

accordantly; pertinently.

Conic, (kon'ik) a. [G. Lönilo*.] Having the

form of, or resembling a cone ;—pertaining to a

cone.

Conies, (kon'iks) n. ting. That part of geometry

which treats of the cone and its curves.

Coniferous, (ko-nifer-us) a. [h. сопи» and ferre.]

Bearing cones, as the pino, fir, cypress, Ac.

Conjectural, (kon-jek'tur-al) u. Depending on

conjecture.

Conjecture, (kon-jeU'tur) ». A guess; forma

tion of an opinion on defective or presumptive

evidence ; surmise.

Conjecture, (kon-jek'tur) v. t. [L. con and jaccre.]

To infer from slight evidence;—v. i. To sur

mise ; to guess.

Conjoint (kon-join*) v.t. (L. con and jüngere.]

To join together ;—to associate or connect;—v. i.

To unite. [associated.

Conjoint, (kon-joint1) a. United; connected;

Conjointly, (kou-joint'le) adv. In a conjoint man

ner, (ing or appropriate to the marriage state.

GwmÏi»;»! (konjoo-g&l) a. [b. conjux.] Belong-

Conjugate, (konjôo-gàt) v.t. [L. con andjugum.]

To unite ; to inflect, as verbs.

Ccnjagation, (kou-jûo-gà'shun) n. Act of inflect

ing, as a verb ;—a class of verbs inllected.

Conjunct, ( kon'jungkt ) a. [L. conjungere.]

United ; conjokied; concurrent.

Conjunction, (kon-juugkshuu) a. Union; asso-

ciatiou ;—a word used to join words and sen

tences.

Conjunctive, (kon-jungk'tiv) a. Closely united ;

—serving to unite.

Conjunctly, (kon-jungkt'le) adv. In union; con

jointly; unitedly.

Conjuncture, (kou-jungk'tur) ». The act of join

ing, or the state of being joined ; combination ;

—an occasion or crisis.

Conjuration, (kon-jóór-a'fthun) п. An earnest

entreaty ;—invocation of divine power.

Conjure, (kon-jóúrO r. t. [L. со» and jurare.] To

call on or summon ; to imploro with solemnity ;

—v. i. To practise mágica! arts.

Conjurer, (kua jóór-cr) ». Uno who conjures, or

entreats ;—a practise!' of magic or legerdemain.

Coxmascence, (kon-nas'ene) n. [L. con and nasci.]

The birth of two or more at the same time Ï—act

of growing together. fsame time.

Connascent, (kon-nas'ent) a. Produced at the

Connate, (kon'nat) a. [L. eon and natu«.] Born

with another ;—united in origin.

Connatural, (kon -uat'iir-al) a. [L. con and Eng.

natural.] Connected by nature; inherent.

Connect, (kon-nekf) v. t. [L. со» and nectere.]

To knit or fasten together ;—v. i. To unite ; to

have close relation.

Connection, (kon-nek'shun)». [h. connerio.] The

act of uniting, or the state of being united ; --

the persona or things connected ;—one con

nected by family ;—a religious community.

Connective, (kon-nekt'iv) a. Having the power

of connecting.

Connective, (kon-nekt'iv) ». A particle that

connecta words or sentences; a conjunction.

Connivance, (kon-niv'ans) n. Winking at in

voluntary blindness to a fault or crime ; con

sent.

Connive, (kon-nïv') v. i. [L. con and niveit.]

To wink at ; to overlook, as a fault.

Connoiseeur, (kon'is-sur) ». [F.] Critical judge

or master of the fine arts, as painting and

sculpture. [taste of a connoisseur.

Connoisseurship, (kon'is-sur-ship) ». Skill or

Connote, (kou-nöf) v. t. [L. con and notare.] To

mark out as having common qualities, &c.

Connubial, (kon-nu be-al) «. [L. con and ini-

Urc] Pertaining to the marriage state, nuptial.

Conoid, (kon'oid) ». [ü. iônos, and cidos.] Any

thing that has the form of a cone ;

—a solid which is formed by the

revolution of a conic section about

its axis.

Conoid or Conoidie, (kon'oid) a. Per

taining to a conoid.

Conquer, ( koug ' ker ) v. t. [L. con

and quartre.} To reduce by force ; Conoid,

subdue ;—to gain by force;—to overcome by

argument ; to surmount;—v. i. To gain the vic

tory ; to prevail. [gained or overcome.

Conquerable, (kongTter-a-bl) a. Capable of bei ng

Conquest, (kong'kwest) n. Act of conquering, or

overcoming by force ;—that which is conquered.

Consanguineous, (kon-san-gwin'ë-us) a. [L con

and sanguin.] Of the same blood; related by

birth.

Consanguinity, (kon-san-gwin'e-tc) ». The re

lationship of persons by blood or birth.

Conscience, (kon'she-eus) ». [L. con and scire.]

Self-knowledge ;— the moral sense, the faculty

which determines and enforces right, and pro

hibits and condemns wrong.

Conscientious, (kon -she -en 'she -us) a. Gov

erned by the dictates of conscience.

Conscientiously, (kon-she-en'sho-us-le) adv. In

accordance with the dictates of conscience.

Conscientiousness, (koii-she-en'uhe-ufi-nes) n.

A scrupulous regard to conscience ;—integrity

of motives.

Conscious, (kon'shc-us) a. Knowing one's own

thoughts or actions;—having knowledge of;—

paid or done with knowledge of.

Consciousness, (kon'sht-us-nes) ». The know

ledge of what passes in one's own mind; —

innate sense of guilt or innocence ;—immediate

knowledge. [Enrolled; written ; registered.

Conscript, (kon'skript)«. [L. con and ecriOcre.]

Conscript, (kon'skript) ». One taken by lot.

Conscription, (kon-skrip'shun) ». A compulsory

enrolment for military or naval service.
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Consecrate, (kon'se-krut) t: t. [L. conxacrarc.]

To make or declare to bo sacred ; to dedicate ;

to canonize.

Consecration, (kon-se-ki u'shun) ft. Act of setting

apart to a sacred use ;—devotion to the service

of God ;—canonization.

Consecution, (kon-se-ku'shun) «. [I. con and

stqui.] A train of consequences;—chain of de

ductions.

Consecutive, (kon-eek'u-tiv) a. Following as a

consequence :—succeeding in the same order.

Consecutively, (kou-sek'u-tiv-le) adv. liy way

of succession ; in order, one after another.

Consent, (kon-scuf) ■». Act of yielding ; —

agreement in opinion or sentiment; — concur

rence.

Consent, (kon-senf) v. L [L. con and fruit re.]

To be of the same mind; to agree with;—to yield

to, as to force or argument, to admit; to allow.

Consentaneous, (kou-scnt-aiie-us)n. [L. con-iai-

tantun.] Consistent; agreeable or accordant;

Rui table.

Consentient, (kon-sen'shc-ent)«. [L. consentient]

Agreeing in mmd . accordant in opinion.

Consequence, (kon'se-kwens) n. Ktfect ;—a con

clusion from reason or argument ; inference ;

importance; moment.

Consequent, (kon'se-kwent) a. [ij. consequent.]

Following as a result or by inference.

Consequent, (kon'se-kwent) a. That wliich fol

lows a cause ; effect ;—a conclusion or inference.

Consequential, (kon-so-kwen she-al) «. Following

as a consequence or result ;—]>omi>ous.

Consequentially, (kon -so- kwensho-al-le) adv.

Willi assumed importance.

Consequently, (konse-kwent-le) ode. By conse

quence ; by logical sequence.

Coaservable, (kon-serv'u-bl) a. Capable of being

kept or preserved.

Conservation, (kon-serv-ii'shun) n. Act of pro-

serving or protecting . keeping safe and entire.

Conservatism, (kon-stMv'a-tizui) n. Disposition

to preserve what is established ; opposition to

change.

Conservative, (kon-scrv'at-iv) a. Having jiower

to preserve; — disposed to maintain existing

institutions.

Conservative, (kon-serv'at-iv) n. One who, or

that which, preserves ;—a Tory.

Conservatoire, (kon-seyva-twar) h. [F.] An ;ica-

demy fur teaching music.

Conservator, (kon-.-;jrv';1t-rr) v. One who pre

serves from injury or innovation ; a keeper.

Conservatory, (koii-serv'a-tor-o) n. A place for

preserving thing* :—a greenhouse.

Conserve, (kon-s';rv') ■•. /. [L. *'0i\ and su-rvare.]

To preserve ;—to prepare with sugar, Arc., for

preservation, as^fruits, etc.

Conserve (kon-scrv') n. A sweetmeat, fruit, &,c,

prepared with sugar.

Consider, (kon-sid'gr) r.t. [L. considcrarr.] To

think on with care ; to take into view or ac

count;—to estimate;— r.t. To think seriously

or carefully ; to deliberate-.

Considerable, (kon-sid'cr-a-bl) a. Worthy of re

gard or attention. [siderable degree.

Considerably, (kon-sid'fr-a-hle) udi\ In a eon-

Considerate, {kon-Kid'tr-fit) a. Given to con

sideration ; mindful of the rights and feelings of

others.

ConskiGrateness, (kon-sid'er-at-ncs) ft. The qual

ity of exercising consideration; prudence.

Consideration, (kon-bid-^r-a'slnui) n, The act of

considering ; deliberation ;—ground of opinion

or action;—compensation.

Consign, (kon-sin') v. t. (L. consign are.} To

transfer in a formal manner ;—to intrust;—tu

give into the hands of an agent for s:ile, ic.

Consignee, (kon-sin-e) n. [F. consign^.} One to

whom goods are delivered in trust.

Consignment, (kon-sin'ment) n. The act of con

signing ;— the thing consigned ; the goods sent

or delivered to an agent for sale.

Consist, (kon-sisf) v. i. [L. con and si.ttrrr.] Tu

stand together; to subsist ;—to be comprised in ;

—to be composed of ;—to agree.

Consistence or Consistency, (kon-sist ens) n. Con

dition of standing together, or being in union .

a degree of density :—agreement ; congrtxity.

Consistent, (kon-sJBt'ent) a. Fixed ; solid, ai op

posed to fluid ; congruous : comjsitible.

Consistently, (kon-sist'ent-le) vdv. In a con

sistent manner.

Consistory, (kon-sis'tor-e) n. [L. consistrr*,] A

council ;—the court of a diocesan bishop ;—tbo

college of cardinals.

Consociation, (kon-so-she-a'shun) n. Intimate

union ; alliance: association. [conteolatiwi.

Consolable, (kon-soTa-bl) a. Capable of receiving

Consolation, (kon-sd-la'shun) ». Comfort ;—act of

comforting, or the state of being comforted.

Consolatory, (kon-sol'a-tor-c) a. Tending togire

comfort.

Console, (kon-soT) v.'t. [L. con and tolari.} To

comfort ; to cheer in dis

tress or depression.

Console, (kon'sol) n. [L..

con and sotidua.] AH

bracket or a projecting ,

ornament on the key

stone of an arch.

Consolidate, (kon-sole-dat)

r. t. To make solid ; to

unite into one mass or

body ;—r. i. To grow firm

and hard ; to unite.

Consolidation, (kon-sol-e- Console.

da'shun) w. Act of making or becoming com

pact atul firm ; concretion ;—combination, as of

legal claims, moneyed interests, &c.

Consols, (kon'solz) n. pt. Consolidated annuities

bearing an annual interest of three per cent

Consonance, (kon'so-nans) n. A pleasing accord

of sounds; —agreement or congruity.

Consonant, (kon'so-nant) a. [L. con and sonar*.]

Having agreement; congruous.

Consonant, (kon'so-nant) n. An articulate sound

which in utterance is combined with a vowel ; a

letter representing such a sound. »

Consort, (kon'sort) n. (L. con and nor*.] A com

panion or partner ; a wife or husband ;—a com-

panion .-.hip.

Consort, (kon-sort') v. i. To unite or to keep com

pany; to associate. [partnership.

Consortship, (kon'sort-ship) %. Fellowship ;

Conspectus, (kon-sjwk'tus) n. [I..] A general

sketch or outline of a subject, a synopeu; tin

epitome.

Conspicuous, (kon-spiku-us) a. [L. con and

spictrc] Obvious to the eye; manifest ;—dis

tinguished; prominent. [eminently.

Conspicuously, (kon-spik'u-us-le) odr. Obviously ;

Conspicuousness or Conspicuity, (kon-*pik'u-ut

iles) «. State of being easily seen;— state *.4

beiiu? widely known ; eminence ; renown.

Conspiracy, (kou-spir'a-se)ft. A combination o<
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person* presumably for an evil purpose ;—a con

currence, as of causen or circumstances to one

event, [spires ; a plotter.

Conspirator, (kon-spir'a.t-er) n. One who con-

Conspire, ( kon - spir ) r.i. [L. con and ¿pirare.]

To plot together,—to coucur to one end. i

Constable, (knn'sta-bl) ». [F. connétable.] Ahigh

officer in the monarch ial establishments of the

middle ages :—an officer of the peace ; a public

officer executing the warrants of judges, magis

trates, ézc.

Constabulary, (kon-stab'u-lar-e) a. Pertaining to

constables ; consisting of constables.

Constancy, (kon'stan-se) ». Quality of being

steadfast ;—fixedness or firmness of mind.

Constant, (konstant) a. [L. con and stare.]

Kixed; steadfast;— invariable ; determined.

Constant, (kon staut) я. Tliat whicii is not sub

ject to change:—afixedquantity in the problem.

Constantly, (kon'stant-le) adv. With constancy ;

firmly : steadily ; continually.

Constellation, (kon-stel-la'shuu) ». [L. con and

HtiiaA Л cluster or group of fixed stars;—an

assemblage of splendour» or excellences.

Consternation, (kon-ster-iuVshun) ». [L. con and

eUrncre] Amazement or terror which con-

fotuids the faculties, and incapacitates for

thought or action.

Constipate, (kon ste-pät) г. í. [L. con and stiparc.]

To stop, as a passage ; to render costive.

Constipation, (kon-ste-pushun) п. Act of crowd

ing into less compass; —stoppage of the bowels.

Constituency, (kon-stitu-eu-se) ». The whole

body of constituents.

Constituent, (kon-stitu-ont)^. Serving to form :

component ; elemental; — having the power of

electing.

Constituent, (kon-stit'ü-ent)«. The person who

establishes or constructs:—a component part;

an element ;—one who appoints to an office or

employment ;—a voter for a member of Parlia

ment.

Constitute, (kon'ete-tût) r, t. [L. con and slat-

vert J To establish : to enact ;—to composa; to

form ;—to appoint or elect.

Constitution, (kon-ste-tiVshun) ». Act of con

stituting ; formation ;—the natural condition

of body or miud, in respect of health, vigour,

Jtc. ; — established form of government ; sys

tem or body of laws;—a particular law or usage.

Constitutional, (kon-ste-tu'shun-al) a. Belong

ing to, or inherent in, the constitution.

Constitutionalist, (kon-ste-tu'shun-al-ist) n. One

« ho adheres to the existing order of things in a

çovemment.

Constitutionally, (kon-ste-tüshun-al-le) ade. In

accordance with the constitution.

CoaatitntÍTe, (kon'ste-tü-tiv)«. Tending to con

stitute ¡—having power to enact or establish.

Constrain, (kon-stran') v. t. [h. con and stringcre.]

To strain or press; to compel; to force to action;

—to secure by bonds ;—to hold back by force.

Constrainable, (kon-stran'a-bl) a. Capablo of

being forced or repressed. fstraint.

Constrainedly, (kon-strun'ed-le) adr. By con-

Constraint, (kon-stranf) ». Compelling force;—

restraining force ; hindrance ; confinement.

Constrict, (kon-strikf) r. f. [L. constringert.] To

draw together ; to contract ; to cramp ; to bind.

Constriction, (kon-strik shun) n. A contraction or

drawing together.

Constrictor,(kon-strikt'er) n. That which draws

together or contracts ;—one of certain muscles \

which contract parts or organs of the body.

Boa constrictor, a serpent which winds its folds

round its prey, and crushes it.

Constringe, (kon-etrinj) r. (. [L. cmttringcre.)

To draw together ; to contract.

Constringent, (kon-strinj'ent) a. Having the

quality of contracting.

Construct, (kon-strukt) r. i. [L. con and struere.)

To form ; to build ; to put together the parts of;

—to devise and put in order.

Construction, (kon-struk'shun) и. Act of build

ing, or of devising; fabrication ; composition ;—

structure; conformation;—syntactical arrange

ment;—understanding; interpretation.

Constructive, (kon-strukt'iv) a. Having ability

to form ;—derived by interpretation ; inferred.

Constructively, (kon-strukt'xv-le) adv. In a con

structive manner; by interpretation or inference.

Construe, (kon'stróó) r.i. [L. conrtrvfre.] To

arrange words in proper order ; to explain the

connection of words in a clause or sentence ;—

hence, to interpret ; to translate.

Constuprate, (kon'etu-prut) v. t. [L. itvpritm.]

To violate the person of; to ravish.

Cor.stupration, ( kon -stu-pru shun)». The act of

violating or debauching.

Consubstantial, (kuu-sub-stan she-al) a. [L. con

and substantia lis,] Having the same substance

or essence ;—of the same nature.

Consubstantiate, (kon-»ul>-staiishe-ät) r.i. [L.

ro» and substantia.) To unite in one common

substance or nature.

Consubstantiation, (kon-sub-stan-she-ä'shim) n.

Identity or union of substance ;—the real pres

ence of the body of Christ in the bread and

wine of the Lord's supper.

Consul, (kon'sul) n. [L. rrmmîerc.) One of the

two chief magistrates of the Human republic;—

an officer appointed by government to protect

the commercial and other interesta of its citi

zens in a foreign country.

Consular, (kon'sû-lçr) a. Pertaining to a consul.

Consulate, (konsû-lât) ». Office and official resi

dence of a consul.

Consulship, (kon'sul-ship) ». The office of a

consul ;—the tenu of office of a consul.

Consult, (kon-sult) ». i. [U consulerr.] To take

counsel ; to deliberate ;—v. t. To aek advice of ;

to seek the opinion of;—to contrive.

Consultation, (kon-sult-a'shun) ». Act of de

liberating ;—a meeting of persons, especially of

lawyers or of physicians, to consult together.

Consumable,(kon-sum'a-bl) a. Capable of being

consumed.

Consume, (kon-süm') r. f. [L. from con and

sv.mcre.) To waste or destroy, as by decomposi

tion, use, or fire; —r.i. To waste away slowly.

Consummate, (kon-sum'Ut)i*. t. [L. consummare.]

To bring to completion ; to raise to the highest

point or degree ; to perfect.

Consummate, (kon-sum'at) a. Carried to the

utmost extent or degree ; complete ; perfect.

Consummation, (kon-suni-a'shun) ». Act of car

rying to the utmost extent or degree; comple

tion ; perfection ¡—final end of all things.

Consumption, (kon-sum'shun) n. [L. сопкитрИо.)

Act of oonenming: — a disease in the lungs,

attended with fever, cough, &c.

Consumptive, (kon-eum'tiv) n. Havingtho qual

ity of consuming or dissipating;—affected wiLh

or inclined to phthisis, or disease of the lungs.

Consumptivcness, (kon-sum'tiv-nes) n. Tend

ency to consumption.
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Contact, (kon'takt) n. [L. con and tangerc]

Touch ; a touching or meeting of bodies.

Contagion, (kon-tajun) n. [L. coutagio.] A

communication of disease by contact; — tliat

which tends to transmit disease ;—act or means

of spreading immoral and vicious influence.

Contagious, (kou-ta'je-us) a. Infectious; conv

muiiicable by contact; catching;—pestilential.

Contain, (kon-tan') r. t. [L. con and temre.] To

hold within fixed limits; to comprehend; to

comprise ;—to keep within bounds ; to restrain;

—t'. i. To live in continence or chastity.

Containable*, (kou-tun'a-bl) a. Capable of being

contained. [being contaminated.

Contaminable, (kon-tam'in-a-bl) a. Capabl* of

Contaminate, (kon-tam'in-at) v.t. [L. con and

taminare.) To soil, stain, or corrupt by defiling

contact.

Contamination, (kon-tam-in-iYshun) n. Act of

polluting; pollution; defilement; taint.

Contemn, (kon-tem') v, t. [L. con and temnere.] To

despise; to scorn;—to treat as unworthy of re

gard ; to reject with disdain..

Contemper, (kon-tem'per) v. t. [L. con and tan-

jierare.) To moderate; to reduce by mixture.

Contemplate, (kon - torn ' plat) v. t. |L. conton-

pturi.] To look at on all sides ; to regard with

deliberate care ; to meditate on ; to study ;—to

have in view ; to look forward to ;—v. i. To

think studiously ; to meditate.

Contemplation, (kon - tern -phVshun) n. Medi

tation ; — serious reflection ; a holy exercise of

mind.

Contemplative, (kon-tem phU-iv) a. Pertaining

to, or addicted to, contemplation ; thoughtful.

Contemporaneous, (kon-tem-po-ra'ne-us) a. [L.

con. and tempus.) living, acting, or happening

at the same time.

Contemporaneously, (kon-tem-po-rii'nc-us-lc) adv.

At the same time with somo other event.

Contemporary, (kon-tem'po-ra-re) ((. [L. cox and

tempus.] Living, acting, or happening at the

sumo time.

Contemporary, (kon-teiu'po-ra-re) u. Olio who

lives at the same time with another.

Contempt, (kon-temt) /(. [L.] Act of despising ;

disdain; scorn;—the state of being despised;

shame ; disgrace ;—disobedience of the rules of a

court.

Contemptible, (kon-tem'te-bl) a. 'Worthy of con

tempt; deserving scorn;—despicable; vile ; base.

Contemptuous, (kon-temt'u-us) a. Manifesting

or expressing contempt or disdain ;—scornful.

Contemptuously, ( kon-temt'u-us-le ) adv. in a

contemptuous manner; scornfully.

Contend, (kon-tend') v. i. [L. co» and tendere.]

To fight or struggle with ; to combat ;-—to fight

against ; to oppose ;—to strive or niako an effort

for.

Content, (kon-tenf) a. [L. con and tcnere.] Self-

contained ; satisfied in desire ; happy in condi

tion.

Content, (kon-tenf) v. t. To satisfy the mind

of ; to apt>ease ;—to please or gratify.

Content, (ton-tent) u. Rest or satisfaction of

the mind in one's present condition ;—pi. That

which is contained ; tlie things held in any given

space, as a box, book, room, &c

Contented, (kon-tent'ed) v. Content; easy in

mind ; satisfied.

Contentedly, ( kon-tcnt'ed-le ) adv. In a con

tented manner.

Contention, (kon-ten'shun) «. [L. contnitto.)

Strife;—a violent effort to obtain or to resist ;—

contest in words ; controversy.

ContentiouSj (kon-ten'she-us) a. Apt to contend ;

—relating to contention; wrangling; litigious.

Contenuously, (kon-ten'she-us-le) adc. In a quar

relsome or Litigious manner.

Conterminous, (kon-termin-ua) a. fL. con and

terminus.] Bordering upon; touching at the

borders or boundaries ; contiguous.

Contest, (kou-test) r. t. [L. con and Ustari.] To

make a subject of dispute;—to strive earnestly

to hold or maintain ;—to resist, rj a claim by

law;—v.i. To engage in dispute, strife, or emu

lation ; to contend.

Contest, (kon'test) n. Earnest struggle for supe

riority, defence, or the like ; Btrifo in anas ;—

earnest dispute ; strife in argument.

Contestable, (kon-tcst'a-bl) <t. Disputable.

Context, (kon'tekst) «. [L. contexts.] The

parts of a discourse which precede or follow a

sentence quoted ;—the passages of Scripture

which are near the text.

Contexture, (kon-tekst'ur) n. The weaving of

parts into one body; fabric;—constitution.

Contiguity, (kon-te-gu e-te) n. Touching of bodies;

contact ; nearness in situation or place.

Contiguous, (kon-tigi'i-us) a. (L. con and taa-

(/frc.J In contact; touching; adjacent.

Contiguously, (kou-tig'u-us-lc) adc. In a man

ner to touch; in close junction.

Contiguousness, (kon-tig ' u-us-ues) u. State of

contact ; close union.

Continence, (kon'te-nens) n. Restraint put on

desire and passion ; self-command ; chastity.

Continent, (kon'te-nent) a, [L. con aud Uuerc]

Exercising restraint of desire or passion; tem

perate ; chaste.

Continent, (kon'te-nent) w. One of the larger

bodies of land on the globe ;—the main land of

Europe, as distinguished from the Uritiah

Islands.

Continental, (kon-tc-nent'al) a. Pertaining to a

continent ;—pertaining to Europe.

Contingency, (kon-tin'jen-se) ?<. State of "being

casual ;—an event which may occur ; possibility.

Contingent, (kon-tin'jent) a. [L. ce>«(*i*,//rrr.]

Possible or liable, but not certain ;—accidental ;

casual ; conditional.

Contingent, (kon-tin'jent) n. A fortuitious

event ; proper share ; proportion.

Contingently, (kon-tin'jent-le) adv. Without

design or foresight; accidentally.

Continual, (kon-tin'u-al) u. Incessant ;—often

rei>eated ; constant ; unceasing.

Continually, (kon-tin'u-al-le) a. Without cessa

tion ; unceasingly ;—constiuitly ; perpetually.

Continuance, (kon-tin'u-ans) m. Lasting ; per

manence, as of condition, habits, <Lc. ; — auo-

cession ; renewal ; propagation.

Continuation, (koii-tin-u-a'shun) n. Act of* con

tinuing, or the state of being continued ; exten-

sion; prolongation; protraction.

Continuator, (kon-tin u-at-er) n. One who kjecps

up a series, succession, or work.

Continue, (kon-tin'ri) v.i. [L. cant lunar?.] To

remain in a given place or condition : u>

endure ; to last ;—v. t. To extend ; to protract.

Continuity, (kon-te-nG'e-te) n. State of being

continuous ; connection ; close union of psvrta.

Continuous, (kon-tin'u-us) a. [L. coudntrr.}

Conjoined or subsisting without break or inter

ruption, [tinuous manuvr

Continuously, (kou-tin'u-us-le) adv. In u. cx»n
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Coatort, (ken-tort} v. t . fL. con and torquere. ]

To twist tc*re\h*r : to writhe.

CoatorucaL^koa-UTshan) «. A twisting; a writh

ing: partial dislocation of a limb.

Contoor. (kua-tjor) «. [F. can and tour.}

Shape ; figure ; outline ; periphery.

Csatra, (koa tra) prep. [L. ] Against ; — a pre

fix to many words, giving the sense of oppusi-

tm or contrast.

Csatrtssad. (kon'tra-band) a. Prohibited by

h* « treaty ; forbidden .

Catnbaad, (kon tra-band) n. fL. contrabmi-

smJ Prohibited merchandise or traffic ;—the

Isgal from ration of traffic.

datrset. (kon-trakt) v.t. [L. con and fm-

| *ot] To draw together or nearer ;—to bargain

or aittnant for;—to betroth;—to unite into a

long vowel «r diphthong;—r. t. To bo drawn

together ; to shrink; to bargain.

Cvtrsct. (kon'trakt) n. A compact, agreement,

a covenant ;—a formal writing of the act or

ths deed of betrothal.

Cosrwte^L (kon-trakt'ed) p.a. Drawn together;

larKrK ; mean. [traction.

Cq=tactiWe, (kon-trakt'e-bl)«. Capable of con-

Cetrictaon, (kon -trak shun) n. Act of contract-

iag«r state of being contracted;—abbreviation;

-to* shortening of a word by the omission of a

vowel or syllable.

Caatnetar, "(kon-trakt'rjr))!. fL.] A party to a

bargain ;—one who undertakes to furnish goods,

'■r to execute work.

Contradict, (kon-tra-dikt 0 r .t. \L.cmitra, and

i<vjr„\ To oppose verbally; to deny;— to

Csntridictian* (kon-tra-dik'ahun)n. Verbal de

nial .—opposition or repugnancy ; contrariety.

Caatndietarily, (kon-tra-dik'tor-e-le) ode. In a

■xfitradictory manner.

CiztJidictarf, (kon-tra-dik'tor-e) a. Affirming

the contrary :—inconsistent ; contrary.

C<&*s*A\frj nrt?ffn , (kon - tra - dis - tingk 'shun) n.

Ifetinctjon by opposite qualities.

C^aadiatinctiTe, (kon-tra-dis-tingkt'iv) a. Dis-

Unginshing by contrast.

Cratrsjftstuigiiish, (kon- tra-dia- ting gwish) v.t.

Tu distinguish by contrast; — to designate by

'Opposite qualities,

Coitnlto, (kon-tral'to) n. fit. contra and alto.]

i&e part sung by the highest male or lowest

fesiaie voices;—the voice or singer performing

Una part.

C^Etrapoaitian, ( kon-lrrt-po-zish'un) n, A placing

'■ver sgaiust ; opposite position.

Cswnnety, (kon-tra-ri'e-te) <t. Opposition in

•sseace, quality, or principle ; inconsistency.

Ceatnriry, (kon'tra-re-ie) adc. In a contrary

isaaiaer ; in opposite ways.

CflCranwiie, (kon'tra-re-wiz) adv. On the con

sort ; on the other hand ;—conversely.

C«triry,(koii'tra-re)a. [L. contra.] Opposite;

f5*pafcng ; different ; contradictory.

Contrary, (kon'tra-re) n. A thing of opposite

Huaiitiw ;_a proposition contrary to another.

fismtrut, (kon-traaf) v.i. [L. contra and ttart.]

lb ht or stand in opposition ; to exhibit con-

**■*;—r.l. To set side by side, or in opposi-

**««», with a view to show the superiority or one

thuij otct another, or to make the one set off

the other.

Ceetast, (koir'trast) n. Exhibition of dissimi

larity; differential comparison ;—juxtaposition

<*t bwiia, figures, or qualities, to set off each

other, or to show their relative excellence ;—

the result of such comparison.

Contravene, (kon-tra-ven") v. t. fL. contra and

remre.] To come against;—to obstruct; to buillo.

Contravention, (kon-tra-ven shun) n. Opposition ;

obstruction.

Contributary, (kon-trib'ut-ar-e) a. Paying tri

bute to the same sovereign ; auxiliary. "

Contribute, (kun-trib'ut) r. t. [L. con and tri-

buere.] To give to a common stock or for a com

mon purpose ,—v. i. To give a part ; to furnish

a portion ; to lend assistance or aid.

Contribution, (kon-tre-bu'shun) n. Act of giving

money or lending aid ;—collection ;—imposition

levied on a conquered place.

Contributive, (kon-trib'ut-iv) a. Tending to

contribute ; lending aid or influence.

Contributor, (kon-trib'u-tcr) n. One who contri

butes ;—a writer in a periodical.

Contributory, (kon-trib'u-tor-e) a. Contributing

to the same stock or purpose ; promoting the

same end.

Contrite, (kon'trit) a. [L, con and ttrtrt.]

Uruisud ; worn ; — broken down with grief :

broken-hearted for sin, and especially for sin, as

against God. [ner ; penitently.

Contritely, (kon'trit-le) adv. In a contrite man-

Contrition, (kon - trish'uii) n. [L. coittritio.]

Grinding or rubbing down ;—the state of being

contrite ; deep sorrow for sin ; compunction.

Contrivable, (kon-triv'a-bl)a. Caioble of being

contrived.

Contrivance, (kon-trivans) n. Act of contriving;

—the thing contrived ;—device ; invention.

Contrive, (kon-triv) v.t. [F. con and trotu-er.]

To form by an exercise of ingenuity ; to devise ;

—v.i. To make devices; to plan.

Control, (kon-trol') n. (F. contre and rdte, roll.]

A register kept to check another;—that which

serves to restrain or hinder ;—power or author

ity to check ; restraining influence.

Control, (kon-trol) r. t . To check, as by a regis

ter;—to have under command, as mechanical

force;—to regulate, as passions;—to govern, as

troops.

Controllable, (kon-trol a-bl) a. Capable of being

controlled.

Controversial, (kon - tro - v^r'she - al) a. Relating

to disputes ; disputatious ; polemical.

Controversialist, (kon-tro-ver'she-al-ist) n. One

who carries on a controversy.

Controversially, (kon-tro-ver she-al-le) adc. In a

controversial manner.

Controversy, (kon'tro-ver-se) v. fL. controversial

Contest in argument; debate;—a difference in

opinion maintained by written discussion;—the

point argued.

Controvert, (kon'tro-vert) r. t. fL. eo>i*m and

rerfer<.J To oppose or dispute by argument ; to

contend against in words or writings; to delate;

to deny.

Controvertible, (kon-tro-vprt'e-bl) a. Capable of

being controverted ; disputable.

Controvertibly, (kon-tr6-vert'e-ble)«(ft\ In a con

trovertible manner.

Contumacious, (kon-tu-mashe-us) a. Swelling

against ; rebellious ;—contemning authority ;—

disobedient to the summons or orders of a court.

Contumaciously, (kon-tfl-ma'she-us-le) adc. In a

perverse, haughty, or rebellious manner.

Contumacy, (kon'tu-nuvse) n. [L. eon and r«»i-

ert.] Persistent obstinacy ; stubborn perverse-

ueas ;— contempt of lawful rules and orders.
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Recovering

[L. lUiitm con-

 

Contumelious, (kon-tu-mele-us) a. Exhibiting

contumely ; overbearingly contemptuous.

Contumely, ( kon'tu-me-le ) n. [L. contumclia.]

Insult ; indignity ; affront.

Contuse, (kon-tuz') v. t. [L. con- and tundere.]

To beat, pound, or bray together ;—to braise or

injure by beating.

Contusion, (kon-tu'zhun) v. Act of beating and

braising ;—state of being bruised ;—a hurt or

injury to a body by a blunt instrument or by a

fall.

Conundrum, (ko-nnn'drmn) n. [O. Eng. conne.]

A riddle in which some odd resemblance between

things quite unlike is proposed for discovery.

Convalesce, (kon-va-lcs) r. i. [lj. am and valeg-

crre.] To recover health and strength after

sickness.

Convalescence, (kon-va-lea'ens) n. Recovery of

Ilealth and strength after disease ; the state of a

body renewing its vigour alter sickness.

Convalescent, (kon-va-les'ent)

health and strength.

Convallaria, (kon-val-lu're-a) n.

vallium.] A genus of Uritisli

plants. The lily of the valley

is one of the most beautiful

and valued plant** in the Brit

ish flora.

Convene, (kon-ven') r. i. [L. con

and venire.] Tocutne together;

to meet in the same place;

—v. t. To call together; to

convoke ; — to summon judi

cially.

Convener, (kon-vC-n'er) ;*. One * Convallaria,

who convenes ;—the president of a court, com*

mittee, or club.

Convenience, (kon-ven'yens) «. State of being

convenient ;—suitableness ;—accommodation.

Convenient, (kon-v5n'yent) a. [L. conrcinre.]

Fit ; answering its object ; suitable;—handy ;—

affording ease or advantage ; roomy.

Conveniently (kon-ven'yent-le) adv. Fitly ; suit

ably ; commodiously ; easily.

Convent, (kon'vent) n. (L. conrtnU'.*.] A com

munity devoted to a religious life ;—a house

occupied by monks or nuns.

Conventicle ( kon-ven'te-k! ) v. An assembly for

worship ;—a dissenters' meeting house.

Convention, (kon-ven'shun) n. [L. crmventio.]

Act of coining together: coalition;—a formal

assembly of delegates or representatives ;—a

compact to suspend hostilities pending negotia

tions, &c.

Conventional, (kon-ven'shun-al) «. Formed by

agreement ; sanctioned by usage; customary.

Conventionalism, ( kon-ven'shun-al-izm ) n. That

which is established by common usage.

Conventionality, (kon-veu-shun-are-te) n. Con

ventional character or ride.

Converge, (kon-vgrj') *'. <'. [T>. con and vertjere.}

To tend to one point ; to incline.

Convergence, (kon-vfij'eus) v. Quality of con

verging; tendency to one point.

Convergent, (kon-vgrj'ent) a. Tending to one

IKiint; approaching.

Conversable, (kon-vcrs'a-bl) o. Qualified for con

versation ;—disposed to talk ; affable.

Conversant, (kon'vers-aut) v. Having frequent

intercourse ;—familiar witli by use or study.

Conversation ( kon - ver - su'shun ) n. Oeneral

conduct ; behaviour ;—intercourse ; close ac

quaintance ;—familiar discourse ; informal talk.

Conversational, (kmi-ver-su'shun-al) a. Pertain

ing to familiar talk; colloquial.

Conversazione, (kon-ver-sat-se-o'na) n. [It.] A

party for conversation, particularly on literary

or scientific subjects.

Converse, (kon-vers1) r. i. [L. con and rtrsctri.]

To keep company;—to talk familiarly ; to cliat.

Converse, (kon'vera) «. Familiarity ;—familiar

discourse ;—a proposition formed by inter

changing the subject and predicate.

Converse, (kon 'vers) a. Opposite; reversed in

order or relation ; reciprocal.

Conversely, (kon'vers-lo) adv. With change of

order; in an opposite order; reciprocally.

Conversion, (kon-ver shun) w. [L. tonreraio.]

A turning ;—a change from one side, party, or

religion to another ;—reduction of the form of a

proposition ;—a radical change of heart, charac

ter, and life.

Convert, (kon-verf) v.f. (Tj. con and r*-rfrrr.l

To change from one state to another ;—to alter

the form of a proposition ;—to turn the heart

and life from sin unto God ;—r. *. To be turned.

or changed.

Convert, (kon'vfrt) «. One who turns from the

power of sin to holiness.

Convertibility or Convertibleness, (kon-vrrt-e-

bil'e-te) n. Condition or quality of being*con

vertible.

Convertible, (kon-vgrt'e-bl) a. Capable of l>ciiig

exchanged or interchanged ; reciprocal.

Convex, (kon'veks) a. [L. coucexu*.] Ri&ing or

swelling on the exterior surface

into a spherical or rounded

form : gibbous.

Convexity or Convexness (kon-

veks'e-te)n. State of being con

vex ; — rounded or spherical Convex.

form.

Convexly, (kon'veks-le) adv. In a convex form.

Convey, (kon-vft') v.t. [F. convder.] To earn

from one place to another;—to transfer; to make

over by deed ;—to impart or communicate.

Conveyable, (kon-vu'a-bl) a. Capable of being

conveyed or transferred.

Conveyance, (kon-va'ans) n. Act of conveying :

transmission:—the means of transit;—the trans

ference of titles, estates, &c. ;—the legal docu

ment by wliich titles, &c., are transferred.

Conveyancer, (kon-vtVans-er) n. One who draw*

up conveyances of property, &c.

Conveyancing, (kon-va'ans-iiig) n. The act or

practice of drawing up conveyances of pro

perty, &c.

Convict, (kon-vikf) v.t. [h. con and rinterval

To prove or find guilty of an offence or crime

charged ;—to show by proof.

Convict, (kon'vikt) n. A person proved guilty ox*

a crime alleged against him.

Conviction, (kon-vik'shun) h. Act of proving or

adjudging guilty of an offence; — act of con

vincing of error; confutation;—state of b*.-.ijig

convinced of sin, or condemned by conscience ;

—strong belief; assurance of a truth.

Convince, (kon-vins") r. *. [L. from con and r-»«»-

ccre.] To Overcome by argument ; to satisfy V>\

proof ;—to subdue the opposition of the miiul ti>

truth. [viction.

Convincible, (kon-vins'e-bl) a. Capable of con-

Convivial, (kon-viv'e-al) n. Relating to a feast ;

—festive ; jovial ; social.

Conviviality, (kon-viv-e-al e-te) n . The good h tin i -

our or niirth indulged in upon festive occasion*.
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CoQTOlUie

A geuiu of

Convocation, (fcan-vd-ka'shun) n. Act of assem-

bung by kmiiEhcos ;—a meeting .—an assembly

of the clergy or of the heads in a university.

Convoke, (koa-vok') *. U [L. concoeare,] To call

together ; to convene ; to assemble.

CoaTatste or Ccsvolated. (kon'vo-lut) n. [L. eon-

wfrm.] Balled together, or

one put on another.

Coantataaa. (kon-vd-lushun) «.

-^rf rolling, or state of being

rolled &r wound together ;—«

***4b*j motion.

Csnsrw. (kon-voIvO r. f. ft.

«*aad vofooe.] To roll or

■ndtnetiter: to twist : to coil.

Lflsrahnjloa. (kon-volv'u-Ias)

P^ots with bell-shaped

&J»"en :—biadtctcd,

Cssrsy, (koxt-voy') r, /. [F.

r?awyrr_] To accompany

■'-■r protection by sea or

laad

Cwwy. rkmr'Toy) h. Act

sf tttending for protec

tion;— a protecting force

»£*inpanying tliijH or

property on their way;—

that which is convoyed. Convolvnlas.

Coevalae, (kon-vriis') r. £. [L. con and tdlcre.]

To agitate or disturb ;—to affect by irregular

BBSSsa*.

CosvalaisiL, (kon-vul'shun) n. A violent invol-

' ;>iary contraction of the muscles:—agitation.

Cccvalaive, (kon-vubr*iv) a. Producing, or at-

'■j-nded with, convnlsion ; spasmodic.

Csay, (kone) n. [L. ctfuicHdw.J A rabbit;—a

r,5idruped of the genus

ppu;—*l*o Coney. /bg^^ ^

Css, (kw) r. i. (From the- f ftijfAt&dffr;

nana.] To make a low

cry «■ sound, as pigeons

 

 

Cowl (tidk) r. (. ft* r«-

! S*ere.j To prepare, asfoodj

1 i-JT the table ;—to concoct ;

—to tamper with or alter.

Cssk, (kook) n. One who

prepares food. Cony.

Ceakery, (kooVer-e) jj. Art or practice of pre-

| P«iog food for the table.

J Ctoi (kool) o. [A.-a. co] Moderately cold ;—

, prodaring coolness; — free from excitement;

osftposed ;—manifesting dislike; chilling; re

pass re.

Coal, (kool) ;- . A moderate state of cold.

1 Coal, (kooi) r. t. To make cool or cold ;—to

1 Moderate excitement ; to allay passion ; to calm;

i —*. i. To become leas hot ; to lose heat.

, Caakr, (k66r*cr) n. That which abates heat or

I oateWnt ; — a vessel in which liquors are

<wfad. {porter or carrier.

Cats, (kuol'e) k. [Hind. lUlt] An Kast Indian

Ceifly. (koolie) ode. In a cool manner ; with

''''.'ill***.

fffliiMias, (kool'nee) ». .State of being cool:

fcodsrate cold ; — want of zeal or affection ;

SdiaVraice.

**•■. (kuom) n. [D, fauna, P. esmtottit.] Foul

"faa? matter, as that in the boxes of carriage-

Ja^amj it at the mouth of an oven.

•""p. (koop) n. [D. Htijp, L. evpa.] A barrel or

**fc ;—* grated box for keeping small anim.il*,

wpeoslly iwultry.

Coop, (koop) r. t. To confine in a coop ; hence,

to confine in narrow compass.

Cooper, (koop'er) n. One who makes barrels,

casks, tubs, and the like.

Cooper, (koop'ca) r.f. To do the work of a

cooper ; to mend or put in order.

Cooperage, (kodr/er-Oj) n. The- business of a

cooper ; — price paid for cooper's work ;—a place

where coojier's work is done.

Co-operate, (ko-op'cr-at) c. i. (L. con and opttg.]

To act jointly with others;— to concur in pro

ducing a result.

Co-operation, (ko-op-er-u-ihun) u. Act of co

operating ; concurrent effort ; joint operation.

Co-operatiYe,(ko-op'2r-a-tiv)«. Operatingjointly

to the same end.

Co-ordinate, (kd-or'din-at) a. \L. con and

ordinal*, to regulate.] Equal in rank or

order ; not subordinate.

Co-ordinate, (kd-or'din-at) v.t. To make co

ordinate, or equal in rank ; to harmonize.

Co-ordinate, (ko-or'din-at) n. A pereon or thing

of the same rank with another ;—pi. lines or

angles, by means of which tho position of a

curve is defined with respect to fixed lines, or

planes, called co-ordinate axes aDd co-oidinate

plane*.

Co-ordinately, (ko-or'din-at-le)arfy. In the some

order or rank.

Co-ordination, (ko-or'din-a-shun) n. State of

being co-ordinate, or of equal value.

Coot, (koot) ». (I>. loct,\f. acta, bobtailed.] A

■ water-fowl ofthe genus

Fnl tea which fre

quents Likes and other

still waters.

Copal, (kij'pal) n. [-1

f Mexican c&palti, ] y ;,"

A resinous Buljstanoo

derived from certain

trees— used in the

manufacture of var

nishes.

Copartner, (ko-]iaxt'ncr)

n. (From co and partntr.]

an associate ; a partaker.

Copartnership or Copartnery, (ko-part"n?r-ship) u.

Joint interest or concern in any matter.

Cope, (kop) n. (W. co6. A.-SJ. cappe.) A cover

ing for the Jn-.cl; — the vault of the sky;—a

sacerdotal vestment worn during divine service;

—the top part.

Cope, (kop) r. i. [O. Eng. coupe.] To strive ; to

contend, especially on equal terms or with suc

cess ; to match ;—v. t. To match one's self

agaiiiBt ; to encounter.

Copernican. (ko-per'ne-kan) ft. Pertaining to

Copernicus, or to the solar system, bearing his

name.

Copcstone, (kop ston) n. Head or top stone.

Copier, (kop'e-er) n. One who copies ; a tran

scriber ; an imitator.

Coping, (kop ing) n. The highest course of ma

sonry in a wall, wider tlian the wall, and with

sloping edges to carry off water.

Copious, (ko'pe-ns) «- [L. copia, abundance.]

Large in quantity or amount ; furnisliing full

supplies ;—abundant ; plentiful ; diffuse.

Copiously, (ko'pe-us-le) adv. Fully ; plentifully.

Copiousness, (ko'pe-us-nes) n. State or quality of

being copious ;—fulness ; exuberance.

Copper, (kop'er) u. [G. Kupros.) A metal of a

reddish colour, ductile, malleable, and tena-

 

CooL

A joint partner ;
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cious ;—a coin made of copper ;—a vessel made

of copper ; a large boiler. [sheets of copper.

Copper, (kop'er) r. (, To cover or sheathe with

Copperas, (kop'er-ats) n. [O. Ger. koper roost.)

Sulphate of iron or green vitriol.

Copper-plate, (kop'er-plut) n. An engraved

plate of higlily polished copper ;—a print or

impression taken iroin such a plate.

Coppice or Copse, (kou'U) n. [F. eouper.] A

wood of small growth, underwood, brushwood.

Copse, (kops) v. t. To trim or cut, as brushwood.

Copt, (kopt) n. A descendant of an ancient

Egyptian race. [lating to the Copts.

Coptic, (kop'tik) a. [A. l-ibtt.] Belonging or re-

Coptic, (kop'tik) n. The language of tlie Copts.

Copula, (kop'u-la) tt. [L. capers.] The word

which unites the subject and predicate ;—in

law, sexual intercourse. [in sexual embrace.

Copulate, (kop'u-lat) p.i [L, copula n.] To tuiito

Copulation, (kop-u-la'shun) u. Act of coupling;—

coition; union in general.

Copulative, (kop'u-lat-iv) a. Serving to couple,

or connect ;—uniting the sense as well as the

words.

Copulative, (kop'u-lat-iv) 71. A conjunction.

Copy, (kop'e) n. [P. copie.) A writing like an

other writing ; a book printed according to the

original;—an imitation of an original work;—

manuscript, &c, placed in the compositor's

hands ;—any thing to be imitated ; a model ;

pattern.

Copy, (kop'e) v.t. To write, print, or engrave

alter an original ;—to follow an example; to.

imitate ;— p. t. To do in imitation of.

Copy-hold, (kop'e-hold) n, A tenure of estate by

copy of court roll ;—kind held in copy-hold.

Copyist, (kopVist) n, A copier ; a transcriber ;

a plagiarist.

Copyright, (kop'e-rit) v. The right which, by

law, an author lias to publish, and vend Ids own

works, during a certain period of time.

Coquet, (ko-ket") t\ t. To attract notice, admira

tion, or love ;—r.i. To flirt; to trifle in love ;—to

court admiration by specious airs and graces.

Coquetry, (koket-re) n. Affectation of amorous

advances; trifling in love;—airy graces, ogling,

&.c, to attract admirers.

Coquette, (ko-keV) v. [F. coquette.] A vain,

trifling woman, who endeavours to attract ad

miration ;—a flirt.

Coquettish, (ko-ket'ish) n. Practising or cxlu-

biting coquetry ; befitting a coquet.

Coracle, (kor'a-kl) n. [W. coney.] A boiit used

in Wales by fishermen,

made by covering a wicker

frame with leather or oil

cloth.

Coral, (koral) n. [G. korol-

lioa.] A solid secretion

of zoophytes, or marine

polypes.

Coralline, (kor'al-in) o. Con

sisting of coral : like coral.

Coralline, (kor'al-in) n. A

submarine, calcareous

plant, resembling moss.

Corban, (kor'ban) n. [11.

lorUtn,] An alms -bas

ket;—an offering to God;

a vow by which a person

bound himself not to give

or t<» receive some par

ticular object.

 

Coracle.

 
Corbel. (korTxd) u. fF, corbeilie.] The repre

sentation of a basket,

sot on the heads of

caryatides ;—the vase

of the Corinthian co

lumn ;—a short piece

of timber, iron, &c., in

a wall, jutting out iu

the manner of a

shoulder - piece ; — a

niche for statues,

images, &e.

Corby or Corbie, (kor'be)

n, [L. corvat.) The

raven.

Cord, (kord) 71. [G. CorbeL

chorde.) A string or small rope;— a solid meas

ure for wood, Ac.

Cord, (kord) r. t. To bind with a cord or rope ;

—to pile up, as wood, for sale by the cord.

Cordage, (kord'fy) n. Hopes or cords—used col

lectively ; the ropes of a ship.

Cordelier, (kor-aVleV) n. [F. corde] One of a

religious order founded by St. Francis; a Gray

friar.

Cordial, (kor'de-al)rt. [L.cor.] Proceeding from

the heart ; Binccre ; heartfelt ; cheering ; re

storative.

Cordial, ( kor'do - al ) n. Any tiring that ehoers or

invigorates ;—aromatized and sweetened spirit

employed as a beverage.

Cordiality, (kor-de-al'e-tc) 11. Sincere affection

and kiudncss : warmth of regard ; heartiness.

Cordially, (korMe-al-le) adv. With real aifectioo ;

heartily ; sincerely.

Cordon, (kor-dong') n, fF. corde.] A ribbon

borne as a badge of honour; — the edge of a

stone on the outside of a building ;—a line or

series of military posts.

Corduroy, (kor-du-iW) «. [F. corde da roi.] A

tliick cotton stuff corded or ribbed.

Cordwain or Cordovan, (kord'win) »». fSp, cor-

dobav.) Spanish leather ; goat skin tanned and

dressed.

Core, (kor) n. [L. cor.) The lieart or inner

part of a thing.

Coriaceous, (kor-e-u'she-us) a, [L. corium.] Con

sisting of leather; leathery.

Coriander, (kor-e-an'dcr) a, [L. coriandrunt.] A

plant, the seals of which are strongly aromatic,

stomachic, and carminative.

Corinthian, (kor-in'the-an) a

Corinth;—pertaining to the

third order of Grecian

architecture, which is the

most delicate, graceful, and

richly ornamented.

Cork, (kork) v. [L. cortex.]

The bark of the cork-tree ;

—a stopper for a bottle

or cask cut out of cork.

Cork, (kork) r. t. To stop

with cork.

Cork-cutting, ( kork ' kut - Corinthian Order.

ing) n. The art or trade of cutting and shaping

corks.

Cork-jacket, (kork'jak -et) n. A jacket Itavinr

thin pieces of cork inclosed within canvas, usuu

to aid in swimming.

Cork-screw, (kork'skroo) n. A screw for drawing

corks from bottles.

Corky, (kork'e) a. Consisting of, or pertaining

to, cork ; tasting like cork.

Pertaining U>
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cormorant.

Csnnaraat, (tormo-rant) *. [F. cor.noran.] A

L-ti'is of web-footed sea-

birds, of the j*-lt^an family,

characterized by great Toni

city ;—■ glutton.

Ctra. (torn) a. [XS. cor/).]

A an^sgraia ;~the various

>'.-. rci] • .- farinaceous grains

•hi Li ,t...« m eon, awl are

used for food, used collec-

arch*: — tie plants which

pftdsoceern.

Cm, (kora) a, [L. corau.] A hard excrescence,

er indention of the akin on the foot.

Che, u ni) t. r. To core by salting ;—to form

into icaall grains ; to granulate.

Csxxsa, (Wn*-a) «.. [L. cor»».] The homy,

transparent membrane which forma the front

Fort of the ball of the eye.

Coael u . r ;.-]) a. A shrub ; the dogwood.

Ceaehaa, (sor-neTe-an) n, A precious stone; a

•'iriety of chalcedony of various colours.

C«BeomT(ki>r,ne-UB)a. {lj.corruu*.} Horn-like;

wMiiting of a horny substance.

Ctraw,(korner)a. [L. coinu.) The point where

t»o ocnverging lines meet ;—the space between

two ccaTerring lines or walls;—an inclosed or

r^irerl pUoe ; a nook ; a hit of; a part ;—an em-

■ '■ •-■ --i tuition.

Career-stone, (korner-stoh) «. The Btone which

Bsj at the corner of two wails, aud unites them ;

Ute chief stone.

C«aet, (kornet) n. [F. comet, L. cornu, horn.]

A epedes of trumpet ;—the officer who carries

tix standard in a cavalry troop.

Cmetcy, (kor'uet-se) n. The commission or rank

<<f a cornet.

Cwnee, (kor'nis) k. [G. fotronit.) A moulded

rejection whicli crowns the capital or column ;

sbj ornamental projection.

wraiia, (koru iah) a. The dialect or the people

«■ UrnwalL

Caaisn, (kornlah) a. Pertaining to Cornwall.

wraaoopia, (kor-uu-ko'pe-a) n. [L. coma, and

«/**•] The horn of plenty,

™ which fruits and

-"'"era proceed—an em-

ticoj rf abimdance.

c<*=«Jedf (kor-nut'ed) n.

Wtfttd with horns;

*rned ; hom-ahaped.

wJBy-lkorn'e)^ [Lwnju.l

J***, stuT, or hard like

k*n ; resembling horn.

CanT (korn'e) a. Producing com or grain;—

£*naSof malt.

g*flu», (ku-rola) n. [L. corolla, diminutive of

Ktv&x, crown.] The inner cover-

Ja«of a flower, composed of one or

gj5 lavM, called j*fa{«.

L«oiUrji (korol-la-re) *. {L. co-

JjUk] That which follows over

*w above a proposition demon-

«ated ; m iufereiice.

'•wtaa, (kur-o'na) s*. [L.] A Corolla.

"**MBBi iaargin of the top of a flower;—a

■?* wound a luminous body.

top*s1l tkor'e-nal) a. Pertaining to the crown

^^•"f the bead. (—the frontal bone.

J**M,(kfflro-nal) n. A crown; wreath; garland;

"***&«, (kor-d-ni'shun) n. Act, ceremony, or

J****""1? of crowning a sovereign.

| '"•ww, (korVner) n. A legal oflicer appointed

 

Cornucopia.

 

 

Coronet.

to hold inquest on cases of violent, sudden, or

suspicious death.

Coronet, (kor'6-net) u. [L. corona.] An in

ferior crown worn by

noblemen ;—an ornamen

tal head-dress.

Corporal, (kor'po-ral) n. [F.

cajtortil.) The lowest

non-commissioned officer

of a company or troop ;—

an officer under the master

at arms.

Corporal, (kor'po-ral) a. [L. corpu*.] Belonging

or relating to the body ;—material.

Corporality, (kor-po-ral'e-te) n. State of beinj

embodied ; materiality—opposed to spirituality.

Corporally, (kor'po-ral- le) adv. in or with the

body ; bodily. |tion or corporation.

Corporate, (kor'po-rfit) a. United in an associa-

Corporately, (kor'po-r.it-le) adt: In a corporate

capacity.

Corporation, (kor-po-ra shun) n. A municipal,

legal, mercantile, or professional association,

authorised to act, plead, or sue, as a single per

son, governed by its own bye-laws, and electing

its office-bearers from its own body.

Corporeal, (kor-po're-al) a, [L. corpus, body.]

Having a material body or substance.

Corporeality, (kor-po-re-ale-te) n. The state of

being corporeal. [form or manner.

Corporeally, (kor-porC-al-le) adv. In a bodily

Corps, (kor) n. ting. &,pl. [F.J A body of troops;

a division of an army.

Corpse, (korps) n. [L. corpus.] The dead body

of a human being ; corse ; carcass.

Corpulency, ( kor'pu-len-se)/!. Excessive fatness;

fleshiness ; obesity.

Corpulent, (kor'pu-lent) n. [L. corpus.] Fleshy;

fat;—stout; puny; obeta.

Corpuscle, (kor'pus-1) n. A minute particle or

physical atom ;—an animal cell.

Corpuscular, (kor-ptu ku-l^r) a. Pertaining to or

composed of corpuscles or small particle*.

Correct, (kor-rekf) «. Coiifonuablo to truth, or

to a juat standard ; free Irom error or fault ;

accurate ; exact

Correct, (kor-rekV) v. t. [L. con and rtgere.] To

make right ; to bring to the standard of truth,

justice, or propriety;—to leprove or punish ;—

to obviate or'remove ; to change ; to amend.

Correction, (kor-rek'shun) n. Act of correcting:

emendation of errors; amendment;—punish

ment; discipline ;—counteraction of what is in

convenient or hurtful.

Correctional, (kor-rek'shnn-al) a. Tending to, or

intended for, punishment or retomiation.

Corrective, (kor-rekt'iv) a. Having the power

to correct ; tending to obviate or rectify.

Correctly, (kor-rektle) adv. Accurately; exactly.

Correctness, (kor-rekt'nes) n, btate of being

correct ; exactness ; accuracy.

Correlation, (kor-re-la shun) 11. [L. con aud

relatio.) Reciprocal or mutual relation.

Correlative, (kor-rel'at-iv) n. One who, or that

which, stands in reciprocal relation—the ante

cedent of a pronoun.

Correspond, (kor-W.-spond') r. i. [L. con and re-

sjxinderc] To answer one to another;—to bo

adapted ;—to have intercourse or communica

tion, ttptciaUy by letter.

Correspondence, (kor-re-gjwnd'ens) n. Mutual

adaptation of one thing to another ; congruity ;

—friendly intercourse by letters.
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Correspondent, (kor-re-spond'eut) a. Suitable ;

congruous ; conformable ; aiiBwerable.

Correspondent, (kor-re-spond'ent) n. One with

whom intercourse is cariicd on by letters.

Correspondently, (kor-r£-spond'cnt-le) adv. Con

formably ; answerably ; suitably.

Corridor, (kor/re-dor) ». |F.] A gallery in a

building, Hanked by the doors of apartments.

Corrigible, (kor're-je-bl) «. [L. corrigtre,] Cap

able of being amended or reformed ;—worthy of

being chastised ; punishable.

Corrival, (ko-ri'val) n. A fellow-rival; a com

petitor.

Corroborant, (kor-rob'o-rant) a. Having the

power or quality of giving strength; confirming.

Corroborant, (kor - rob ' o - rant) n. A medicine

that strengthen* the body ; a tonic.

Corroborate, (kor-rob'6-rfit) r. t. [L. con and

roborart.] To make more strong; to strengthen;

—to make more certain ; to confirm by proof.

Corroboration, (kor-rob-6-ra'shun) n. The act of

strengthening;—conflrraation by proof or evi

dence ; additional testimony.

Corroborative, (kor-rob'o-riit-iv) a. Giving addi

tional strength or proof ; confirmatory.

Corrode, (kor-rod') r. f. [L. con and rvdcre.] To

eat away or consume by degrees.

Corrodible, (kor-rod'e-bl) a. Capable of being

corroded or eaten away.

Corrosion, (kor-ro'zhun) v. [L. corrnno.] Action

of eating or wearing away; — state of being

fretted or worn away.

Corrosive, (kor-ro'siv) a. Having the power of

wearing or impairing;—fretting or vexing.

Corrugate, (korV)6-gat) v. t. [h. con and ruga,]

To form into wrinkles or folds ; to purse up.

Corrugation, (kor-roO-gu'shun) n. A contraction

into wrinkles.

Corrugator, (kor'ruo-gut-fr) «. A muscle which

knits the forehead into wrinkles.

Corrupt, (kor-ruptf) v. t. [h. con and rumpere.]

To change from a sound to a putrid state ;—to

change lrona good to bad ;—to pervert; to vitiate;

to deprave ;—v. i. To become putrid or tainted;

—to becomo vitiated; to lose purity.

Corrupt, (kur-rupt')fl. Changed from a sound to

a putrid state ; tainted ;—changed to a worse

state; depraved; perverted.

Corrupter, (kor-rupt'er) jt. One who vitiates or

destroys.

Corruptibility, (kor-rupt-e-bil'e-te) v. Possibility

of being corrupted, vitiated, or bribed.

Corruptible, (kor-rupt'e-bl) v.. Capable of being

corrupted.

Corruptible, (kor-rupt'e-bl) m. That which may

decay and perish ; the human body.

Corruptiblcness, (koi-rupt'u-bl-nes) n. Suscep-

tibility of corruption.

Corruptibly, (kor-rupt'e-blo) adr. So as to be

corrupted, debased, or bribed.

Corruption, (kor-rup'shun) «. Act of corrupting,

or state of being corrupt ; —putrid matter;—

perversion of moral principles ; — bribery ; —

taint; defilement; impurity.

Corruptive, (kor-rupt iv) a. Having the quality

of corrupting. [ner.

Corruptly, (kor-ruptle) adv. Iu a corrupt man-

Corsage, (kor'suj)». [f.J The waist or bodico

of a lady's drees.

Corsair, (kor'sar) n. [F. corsaire.] A pirate;—

a piratical vessel.

Corse, (kora) n. A corpse ; the dead body of a

human being.

A kind of light

 

Corselet.

Glittering.

[L. coruscart.) T.i

Corselet, (korVlet) m. [F. corf.]

breastplate worn by pike-

men.

Corset, (kor'set) n. [F. cor*.]

An article of dress worn by

women to support the

figure ; stays ; bodice.

Cortege, (kor'tazh) k. [F.,

It. corteggio.] A train of

attendants.

Cortical, (kor'tik-al) a. [h.

cortex.] Belonging to or

resembling bark or rind ;

external

Coruacant, (ko-ruBTtant) a.

Coruscate, (kd-rusTtat) v. i.

glitter ;—to throw off vivid flashes of light.'

Coruscation, (ko-rus-ka'shun) n, A sudden flash

of light ;—a flash of intellectual brilliancy.

Corvette, (kor-vet') n. [F.J A ship of war, less

than a frigate, used to carry advices.

Corvine, (kor'vin)«. [L. corvun.] Pertaining te

the crow or raven.

Corybant, (kor'e-bant);!. [G. kontba.*.] AprieM

of Cybele ;—a frantic or frenzied person.

Corymb, (kor'im) n, [G. korumbos.] A species of

inflorescence, resembling clusters.'

Corypheus, (kor-e-f<Vus)». [G. kontphaio*.] The

conductor of tbo dramatic chorus; any chief or

leador.

Co-secant, (ko-seTcant)?)-. [L. complanenli Mean*. ]

The secant of the comple

ment of an arc or angle;—

in the figure, AD, which is

the secant of the are CK, is

the co-secant of the comple

ment of that arc, or BE.

Cosey, (ko'ze) a. Snug; com

fortable.

Co-sine, (ko'sin) n. [L. com-

pUmenti sinus.] The sine of

the complement of an arc or

angle : — in the figure, BF,

which is the sine of the arc CF,

is the co-sine of EFt the com

plement of that arc.

Cosmetic, (koz-met'ik) a. \G.

kosmctikos.] Improving the A a c

beauty of the skin or com

plexion. Co-sine.

Cosmetic, (koz-met'ik) u. Any external applica

tion to improve the complexion.

Cosmical, (koz'me-kal) a. [G. kosmikos.) Per

taining to the world; expressing the order in

creation ;—rising or setting with the sun.

Co/ mi rally, (koz'mik-al-le) adv. With the sun at

rising or setting.

Cosmogony, (koz-mog'on-e) *?. [G. kosinot am!

gigncsthai.] The origin and formation of the

world.

Cosmography, (koz-mogVa-fe) n. [G. kosmo* and

graphein.] A description of the world;—the

form or figure of the world, and the disposition

of its parts ;—the representation of such, on a

chart.

Cosmology, (koz-mol'o-je) «. [G. hmnot, the

world, and logos, discourse.] The science of tJbe

world ;—a treatise on the constituent parts of

the world, their structure and combination, the

laws of motion, and the general order aud

course of nature.

Cosmopolitan, (koz-mo-pol'e-tan) v. [G. Zwbkm

and polU.) A citizen of the world.

 

Co-secant
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(kt-z-mo-rl'ina) n. [G. Lomou and

anm-l An optical exhibition of drawings or

paintings of -J* world.

tiMll, (Wira) h. 10. lotmo*.] Theuniverse;

—the rrrfem of Jaw and order in creation.

Cossack. (ku«k) a. The name of a military

people, skilftd u horsemen, in the Ukraine.

Coat, u ■■> n. Amount paid, or engaged to be

paid, fui utj thing bought ; charge ; excuse ;—

Ion of tar Lad ; suffering ;—jd. Expenses in-

etmd in litigation.

Ctat, (ton) r. r. (L. con and $to re.] To require

to be preo or hud out for ;—to require to be

bon* ; to came to be suffered.

Cottai, (koafal) a. [L. co*ta, rib.] Pertaining

fctbe ade of the body or the ribs.

frstwaoager. { kosfcr-mung-gsr) /*. An itiner-

K.t iclfcr of fruit, *c

fcfiiw, (kos'tir) a. (L con and stipare.] Bound

ia the bowels ; constipated.

Cosawaesa, (kos'tiT-nes) «. Obstruction in the

boweh-—prolonged detention of fecal matter.

Cwthneas, (koatlene*) «. Great cost or expense.

Cody, (toft/Ie) a. Of great coat; of a high

J***'- dear ; expensive.

Cflsfmnc, (kos'tum) >«. [L. conruetvdo.] An estab-

hefced mode, or style, «*ptciaUy of dress; —

d/w peculiar or appropriate, as to a nation,

«Sce, or character.

«** (kot> s. [A.-H. cof#, IceL ftotf.] A small

■'-■•a*:; a hat; a shed or inclosure for beasts.

w-Uageat, (ko-tan'jeut) k, (L. co)«^«ie/u*i

f^a*] The tangent of the «

^apienient of an arc or angle.

—Ia the figure, DL, which is

t** tangent of the axe DB, is

^= » -tangent of 1JA, the

j^plemeut of that arc.

'--^ziporineous or Cotempor-

•ry. U'j - tem - p6 - ra'ne-us) a.

Linng or being at the same A

tuae. Co •tangent.

CgexaBerary, (ko-tem'po-ra-re) n. One who lives

u tae sune time with another,

wtoue, (ko'U-re) it. [F.| A set or circle of

l*nous; a friendly group ;—a select society.

CG-tisaL (ko-tid'ai) a. [Co and tidal] Marking

•* indicating an equality iu the tides.

«£km, (ko-tilyuu) a. [F. co*t7/o».J A briik

'hac* of eight persona ; a quadrille.

J«S.0£ot) a. [A.-S. co^.J A httle bod.

c**»ftt (iot'taj) «. [From cot.} A tmiall. neat

^■«iang house of one story, [inahutorcottage.

J°S»fW or Cotter, (kot'tij-er) n. One who Uvea

C*S«. (kofn) ». [A. oofon.] A soft substance,

fcsaabiing fine wool:—cloth made of cotton.

■^as-plant. (kofn-plant) n. A plant of several

JjMJM, growing in warm

'■_"TEate«, and producing

_*e cjtton of commerce.

C^Uo-wood, (koi'n-wdi'xl)

-• A tree of ttu* poplar

tied,

Csttsny, (kot'n-e) <».

C««td with hairs or

PtaKcace, hke cotton;

c*t7iedon, (kot-e-I^don) n. yp

W. k*Blr<l&*.) The seed- ''

W» which incloses and

the embryo

 

a-

 

(koncb) r.f. [F. Cotton-plant.

 

Ooachant

covchcr.) To lay down on a bed or resting-place;

—to compose to rest ;—to fix, as a spear ;—to

express ; to phrase;—to remove a cataract;—r. t.

To he down, as on n bod; to repose;—to he down

for concealment ; to hide ;—to bend the body.

Couch, (kouch) n. A bed ; a place fur rent and

sleep ;—the lair of a beast ;—u layer or stratum,

Couchant, (kouch'tuit) a. Lying down with the

head raised—said of a

lion or other beast

Coucher, (kouch'cr) vi.

One who couches a

cataract. IF. J Bed

time.

Cougar, fkoo'gar) ?i. A

carnivorous f e 1 i n o

quadruped: —called

also puma and pan-

titer.

Cough, (kof) ». [M. H. Gcr. itieh'n.} A violent

effort of the lungs, to thruw off irritating matter;

a violent sonorous expiration.

Cough, (kof) r. i. To throw .if irritating matter

from the throat or lungs ;—r. (. To expel trum

the lungs by a cough; to expectorate, as phlegm.

Could, (kood) imp. of can. Was able, capable,

or susceptible.

Coulter, (kol'ter) n. [L. culte,:] A plough

share : the cutting part of a plough.

Council, (koun'sil) n, ;l.. concilium.] An as

sembly summoned for consultation or advice :

—the body nominated to advise the sovereign

in matters of government;—the representatives

elected for the municipal government of a city;

an assembly of prelates and doctors, represent

ing the church; congress; convocation. loil.

Councillor, (kouu'fiil-er) v. A member of a conn-

Counsel, (koun'sel) n. [L. contulere.} Advice,

opinion, or instruction; — coiiBultation; inter

change of opinions ;—deliberate purpose ; de

sign ; scheme :—one who gives advice, especially

in legal matters ; advocate.

Counsel, (koun'sel) v. t. To advise, admonish,

or instruct ;—to recommend.

Counaellable, (koun sel-a-bl) a. Willing to receive

counsel ; disposed to follow advice.

Counsellor, ( koun'sel-er)n. One who counsels;

—a member of a council ;—one who gives advieo

in questions of law ; a barrister.

Count,(kount) v. t. [F., L. eemputare.] To num

ber ; to sum up or reckon ;—to place to account;

to regard;—to ascribe or charge to another; to

impute ;—w, i. To be counted ; hence, to swell

the number ; to add strength or iutlucnce ;—to

depend ; to rely.

Count, (kount) a. Act of numbering : reckoning;

—a statement of a plaintiffs citse in court;—

a charge in an indictment.

Count, (kount) «. [F. comtr.] One holding a

title of foreign nobility equivalent to that of an

English earl.

Countenance, (koun'ten-ans) «. [F. eontruance.)

Outline or external visage ; look : as(M.ct ;— the

face ; the features ;—approving aspect; favour ;

encouragement.

Countenance, (koun'ten-ans) r. (. To give Ixidily

presence and support ; to look on wi th approving

eye ; to aid by word and deed.

Counter, (kount';r) ". One who counts, or kee]»

an account ;—a piece of metal, wood, Ac, used

in reckoning;— a table on which money is

counted, and on which goods arc laid for exami

nation by purchasers,
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Counter, (kount'er) a. Contrary; opposite.

Counter, (kount'er) adv. [F- contre, L. contra.]

Contrary ; in an opposite direction.

Counteract, (koun-ter-akn v, t. To act in op

position ; to binder or frustrate by contrary

agency.

Counteraction, (koun-ter-ak'ahun) n. Action in

opposition ; contrary agency; liindrance.

Counter-attraction, (koun -ter-at-trak'shun) n.

Opposite attraction ;—allurement of a different

kind.

Counterbalance, (konn-ter-baTans) r. r. To oppose

with equal weight; to" act against with equal

power or eifect.

Counter-balance, (koun-tcr-barans) «. Equal

weight ; power or agency acting in opposition.

Counter-charge, (kuun'ter-chiirj) ?j. An opposite

cliarge.

Counter-charm, (koun't^r-cbarm) n. That which

has the power of dissolving or opposing the

effect of a charm. (to check.

Countercheck, (koun'-ter-chek')f\ f. Tooppose;

Counter-check, (kouu'ter-chek) u. Check; stop;

rebuke.

Counter-current, (koun'ter-kur-ent)rt. A current

running in an opposite direction from that of

the main current.

Counterfeit, ( koun't^r-fit) v. t. [F. eontrefaire.]

To put on a semblance of;— to copy without

right, and with a view to defraud ; to forge ;—

r. i. To dissemble ; to feign.

Counterfeit, ( koun'ter-fit ) a. Having a resem

blance to; —fabricated in imitation of;—spurious.

Counterfeit, (koun'ter-fit) ». An impostor; one

who personates another; — one who obtains

goods on false pretences ;—a forged imitation,

as of handwriting, bank-note, <L'c.

Counterfeiter, (koun'ter-fit-cr) n. One who coun

terfeits ; a forger.

Counter-irritation, (koun'ter-ir-rit-a'shun) v.

Irritation axcited in one part of the body with

the view of relieving irritation in auuther.

Countermand, (koun-ter-inand) v. /. [F. contre-

vtandtr.] To revoke a former command; —to

contradict the orders of another.

Countermand, (koun'ter-mand) n. Revocation

of a former command ; a contrary order.

Counter-march, (koun'ter-nmrch) n. A marching

back ;—a change of the wings or face of a bat

talion.

Counter-mark, (koun'ter-mark) n. An additional

mark on goods ;—the mark of the goldsmiths'

company placed over the mark of the maker.

Counter-mine, ( koun ter-uun ) »;. A gallery

under ground, constructed to meet and surprise

the mines of the enemy ;—any scheme to frus

trate the designs of an opponent.

Countermine, (koun-ter-min') r. i. To make a

counter-mine or counter-plot.

Counter-motion, (komi'tci-mo-shun) n. An op

posing motion. [bed.

Counterpane, (koun'ter-pLin) 11. A coverlet for a

Counterpart, ( koun'tcr-purt) n. The corre

sponding part ; the part that answers, or agrees

with another;—a duplicate ; a copy.

Counterplot, (koun-tcr-plot') i\ t. To oppose one

plot by another; to meet stratagem by stratagem.

Counterplot, (koun'ter-plot) n. A plot or arti

fice opposed to another.

Counterpoint, (koun'ter-point) 11. An opposite

point;—musical notation, exhibiting the rela

tions of the different parts or notes; hence, com

position of harmonious modulations ton melody.

Counterpoise, (koun-ter-pojy) r. t. To counter

balance ;—to act against with equal power ur

effect.

Counterpoise, (koun'ter-poiz) n. A weight suffi

cient to balance another;—equal power or force

acting in opposition. [slope.

Counterscarp, (koun'ter-skarp) ». The exten-t

Countersign, (koun-te.r-slu') r. t. To sign in

addition to the signature of a superior, to attest

the authenticity of a writing.

Countersign, (koun'ter-sin) ». The signature of a

secretary or subordinate to a writing signed by

the principal or superior, to attest its authenti

city ; a military watchword.

Countersink, (koun'tgr-singk) «. A cavity for

receiving the head of a screw or bolt;—a tool for

forming such.

Counter-tenor, (koun'ter-ten'or) «. One of the

middle parts between the tenor and the treble.

Countervail, (koun-ter-vaT) v t. [Covnter and

h. vakre ] To act against with equal force or

effect.

Countervail, (koun'ter-val) n. Equal weight,

strength, or value; compensation.

Counterweigh, (koun-ter-wa') v. t. To wchjh

against; to counterbalance.

Counterwork, (koun-tcr-wurk') v. t. To work 111

opposition to ; to counteract.

Countess, (kount'es) ». [F. comtesst.] The con

sort of an earl or count

Countless, ( kounties ) a. Innumerable ; num

berless; multitudinous.

Country, (kun'tre) -n. [F. eonfj-cr.] A district

in the vicinity of a city;—any large tract of

land; territory ; kingdom;—tho land of one's

birth or residence.

Country, (kun'tre) a. Pertaining to the territory

outside or distant from a city ; rural ; rustic.

Countryman, (kun'tre-man) ». An inhabitant or

native of a country ; one born in the saum

country;—one who dwells in the country; a

rustic.

County, (koun'tc) n. [F. crnnU, L. cor.iitaint,)

The lands of a Count or Earl ; a shire ; one of

tho large districts or territorial divisions of the

kingdomi

Couple, (knpl) n. p".,. copula.} Two things of

tho same- kind connected or taken together;

—a betrothed or married pair; brace.

Couple, (kup'l) v. t. To bnk or connect together:

to join ;—to unite as male and female;—v. 1.

To come together as male and female : to

embrace. [lines of verse which rhyme.

Couplet, (kuplet) n, [F.J Two verses; two

Coupling, (kup'ling) n. Actof bringing together.

connection; — that which

couples or connects ono

thing with another, as a

hoot;, chain, or other con

trivance.

Coupon, (kuu'pong) n. [F.

confer.] An interest cer

tificate attached to a trans

ferable bond.

Courage, (kur'aj) n. [F.]

Bravery; fearlessness ;

valour ; daring.

Courageous, (kur-a'jS-ns) a.

intrepid ; adventurous.

Courageously, (kur-a'je-us-le) oilv. Boldly ;

Courant. (koor-antf) n. [F. toiirir.] A piece *>[

music in triple timfc,- ;—a lively kind of dance ;—

a newspaper.

 

daring ;—

[bravely.
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Crarier, (Wre-tr) «. [F. tourir.] A uienen-

eer sent In haste with despatches, usually on

pttbuc bunaesj : an express.

CiwrK, ft6n) u. [F. tonne.] A moving for

ward, or pMOT,j from ooe ppjnt („ imoti,,,,. ._

journey ; toy*?,; career;—the line of progress;

route; duraon ;-the ground traversed ; path ;

way ; bod of > itram ; ground on which a race

» ran ;—tlw limner of progress ; series ; auc-

"J" ■ «ritan of lecturing or teaching ;—way

of afe , roodact ;—a service of dishes at a meal ;

—acontniiBd level range of stones in building :

—r>. lie laeustruai flux ;—the lower sails of a

wvnse, (icon) r. f. To run, hunt, or choso after ;

&- perms ;—to run through or over ;—r. i. To

m M in i race, or in hunting.

fesner, ( kurvjr) ». One who courses or hunts;

-» Rift tT jpiritecl horse.

Cam, (Wt) i. [A.-S. evrt.J An inclosed space;

i Tin! or area ;—the residence of a sovereign or

i'.aer dignitary;—persons composing the retinue

*-. i ^Tcrcign;—attention to a person in power:

O'tid&z daiimed to gain favour;—a legal tri-

waal , the jodges ;—the hall where justice is

Mmiaistersd.

Cj"t (ion) v. I. To endeavour to gain the

-"nor of; to strive to please :—to seek ; to woo.

Grcneoua. (kurfe-us) i. [From court.} Polite;

»e!i-bred ; of court-like or elegant manners ; ex-

jrasTe of courtesy; gentlemanly. [manner.

CMIWnli, (kurfe-us-Ie) adr. In a courteous

v?=<eMiaess, (kurt'S-us-nes) n. Quality of

c*iag eoarteflua ; civility ; obliging condescen-

i«i ; complaisance. (prostitute ; a harlot.

wrksna, (kurt'C-zan) a. (F. eovrtiwnt.] A

"Wesy, fturte-se) n. Elegance and politc-

-** of manners ;—an act of civility or respect ;

--*rour or indulgence : a gesture of respect or

^•itty by women—a alight inclination of the

My.

feitery, (kurt'si) r. i. To bow the body slightly,

,J an expression of civility or respect,

°«n-k»aie, (korthous) a. A house in which

«ibushed courts are held.

wwier, (kin'e-er) a. [From court.] One who

-r^wnta the courts of princes; —one who courts

« loueita favour.

wwuatsa, (kortle-ncs) n. Quality of being

-inbred; elegance; dignified deportment.

"fwly, (kort'le) a. Relating to a court; cuurt-

««•: hizh-bred.

<*rt-«urtial, (kort-m&r'shal) n. A court of

t ularj or naval officers, for the trial of otfencos

«iian military or naval laws.

'wt-plMter, (kort'plaa-ter) «. Sticking-plaster

,^*is of «ik. [—act of wooing to marriage.

^a»u>.(k6rt'»hip) ,i. Act of soliciting favour:

'"""t-Tard, (kort'vird) u. A court or iuclosure

f^pof to a house.

"^•a. (korn) ». [F. tovtin.] One collaterally

rr ■*t*l : the »on or 'laughter of an nncle or nnnt.

**«.<k4v)a. [A.-.S. co/a.] A small inlet, creek,

' '»! ; the arched part of a vault.

J"*, (tov) r. !. To arch over.

'f'OMt, (kuVen-ant) n. [F. fonrnuritf.] A

'-^ail agreement in writing and under seal ;—

anting containing the terms of agreement ;—

'untraet; ermiiiact.

wwaaat. (knv-en-ant) r. i. To enter into a

^™*1agreement ; to bind by contract ; bargain;

f- lo grant or promise by covenant.

~**Tr(kuv'en-ant-er) n. One who makes

a covenant : one who subscribed the Scottish

National Covenant in the reign of Charles I.

Cover, (kuv'er) v. t. [L. con and o;,<-;-,,r.] To

overspread the surface or body of ;—to brood or

sit on:—to hide fioni sight ;—to place under

shelter; to protect ;—to be sufficient for; to

include : —to dress.

Cover, (kuv'sr) n. Any thing which is set or

spread over another ; a lid ;—any thing » Inch

veils or conceals; screen; disguise ; — shelter,

defence ;—woods, underbrush, Ac, which con

ceal game. [F. couartc] Table furniture for

a meal.

Covering, (kuv'er-ing) n. Any thing laid over

another, whether for security or concealment.

Coverlet, (kuv'er-let) n. [F. eaucrir and lit.]

The upi>erniost cover of a bed ; quilt.

Covert, (kuv'crt) «. [F.) Covered over:—

sheltered; concealed ;—under protection, as a

married woman.

Covert, (kuvVrt) «. A place which covers and

protects; a shelter ; a defence ; a hiding place ;

a thicket. [private.

Covertly, (kuv 'ert-lej adc. Secretly; closely; in

Coverture, (kuvVrt-ur) n. Condition of a woman

under the protection of her husband.

Covet, (kuv'et) v. t. [V. nnroittr] To wish fi.r

with eagerness;—to wish for inordinately or un

lawfully; hanker after; lust after.

Covetable, (kuv'et-a-bl) a. Capable or worth v of

being desired.

Covetous, (kuv'et-us) a. Verj* desirous ;—inor

dinately desirous ; avaricious for gain.

Covetously, (kuv'et-us-le) mile. With a strong or

inordinate desire to possess ; avariciously.

Covttousncss, (ktiv'et-na-iiet) n. Strong or inor

dinate desire of obtaining some supposed tood,

especially riihes ; avarice; greed.

Covey, (kuve) n. [F. couctr.] An old bird with

her brood ; a small flock of birds.

Cow, (kow) n. [A.-S. cu, lcel. Ht.\ The female

of the bovine genus of animals.

Cow, (kow) r. (. [IceL kvga.] To dejires: with

fear ; to sink the spirits ; to intimidate.

Coward, (koWerd) n. (F. couurd.] One who

lacks courage to meet danger; poltruon; dastard.

Coward (kovv'erd) a. l)estitut« oi courage:

timid ; base.

Cowardice, (kowVrd-is) n. Want of counago to

face (Linger ; timidity; pusillanimity.

Cowardliness, (kow'jid-le-nes) ;i. Want of cour

age ; cowardice.

Cowardly, (kow'erd-le) a. Wanting courage :—

l>rocoodiug from fear of danger; dastardly;

mean ; base. [coward.

Cowardly, (kow'enl-le) mis. In the manner of a

Cower, (kower) r. i. [W. nrrion.] To sink by

bending the knees ; to crouch through fear.

Cowherd, (kovvh^nl) u. One who tends cows.

Cowhide, (kow 'hid) n. Leather made of the hido

of a cow;—a scourge or whip.

Cowhide, (kow lad) c. t. Tu beat or whip with a

cowhide.

Cowl, (kowl) n. [A.-S. cvhlc] A monk's hood

or habit ;—a cap for the top of cliiniucvH.

Cowled, (kowld) ". VYearing a cowl ; hnodod.

Cow-leecn, (kow'it^ch) n. One who j.rofesses to

heal the diseases of cows.

Cow-pox, (kuw'pok*) u. A pustular eni])lion of

the cow, wliicli jire-wrves from small pox.

Cowslip, (kuw'shp) h. A species of primrose

which appears early in the spring.

Coxcomb, (koks'kom) h. [CocL'k comb.] A fool's
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cap ;—a superficial pretender to knowledge or

accomplishments.

Coxcombry, (koks'kom-rc) n. The manners of a

coxcomb . foppishness.

Coy, (koy) a. [r. coy.] Reserved ; shy :—shrink

ing from familiarity; modest.

Coyish, (koy'ish) a. Somewhat coy or reserved.

Coyly, (Ico/le) adr. With reserve; shyly.

Coyness, (koy'nes) n. Reserve ; shynea.-* : t*aek- [

wardness ; appearance or affectation of modesty. |

Cozen, (kiiz'u) v.t. [Ger. fcofen.] To cheat; to j

defraud ; to Iwguile ; to deceive.

Cozenage, (kuz'n-aj) H. The art or practice of |

cheating; artifice; trick; fraud.

Cozily, (Loz'e-le) adv. Snugly ; comfortably.

Cozy, (koYe) a. [F. causer.] Snug ; comfortable ; j

easy :—also Cosey.

Crab, (krab) n. [A.-S. crabba.] A criibtaueoua j

animal having the

body covered with a

crust-like shell called

the carapax, It has

ten legs, the front pair

of which terminate In

claws. [W.] A wilil

apple, ;—a crane.

Crabbed, (krab'ed) a.

[From crab.) Harsh; contracted, as handwrit

ing ; sour ; testy ; cross ; cynical.

Crabbedly, (krab'od-le) adr. In acrubbed maimer.

Crack, (krak) e. t. [P. croc.] To break without

entire separation of parti ; to fissure ;—to dis

order, as the brain ;—to sound abruptly and

sharply ;—to otter smartly ;—v. i. To be frac

tured without separating ; to be mined or im

paired ;—to utter a sharp sudden sound.

Crack, (krak) n, A chink or fissure;—a sharp

noise ;—eraziness of intellect ; insanity.

Cracker, (krak'er) *• One who or that wliich

cracks;—a small firework;— a kind of hard

biscuit.

Crackle, (krakT) r. i. [Diminutive of cracL:] To

make small, abrupt, snapping noises.

Cracknel, (krak'nui) n. A hard brittle biscuit.

Cradle, (kra'dl) n. [A.-S. eradel, W. crytL] A

swinging or rocking bed for infants; iufaucy ;—

a framework to support a vessel on the stocks ;

—a case for a broken hone.

Cradle, (kra'dl) r. t. To lay in a cradle; to rock

in a cradle ;—to nurse in infancy ;—v. i. To lie

in a cradle.

Craft, (kraft) u. [A.-S. croft.] Art; ability;

dexterity ;—a trade ;—artifice ; guile ;—sailing

vessels of any kind.

Craftily, (kraft'e-lo) adv, With craft or guile.

Craftiness, (kraft e-nes) n. Cunning; artifice;

stratagem; wiliness.

Craftsman, (k rafts man) n. One skilled in a

manual occupation ; an artificer ; a mechanic.

Crafty, (kraft'e) a. Cunning; full of plots or

wiles; artful; subtle; shrewd.

Crag, (knig) n. [W. craig.] A steep, rugged

rock ;—a bed of graval mixed with shells ;—the

neck.

Craggcd, (krag'ed) p. Full of crags or broken

rocks.

Craggy, fkrag'e) a. Full of crags; abounding

with broken rocks.

Crake, (kruk) v. [IceL Iv&lvt, crow.] A species

of rail found among grass, corn, broom, or furze.

Cram, (kram) v. t. [A.-S. cra,u,,tiar,.] To Staff

in ; to crowd ; to fill to superfluity;—v. i. To

eat greedily or beyond satiety.

 

Cramp, (krarap) n. [D. & Sw. tramp, Dan.

Iranipc] A restriction or restraint ;—an iron

instrument serving to hold together timber,

stones, &c, ;—a spasmodic contraction . ■:" mus

cles of the body.

Cramp, (kramp) t. t. To hold tightly praaaad to

gether ; to restrain;—to afilict with cramp.

Cranberry, (krau'ber-e) n. A red, sour berry,

much used for preserves.

Crane, (kraii) n. [A.-S. croft.] A wading bird,

having a long straight bill,

and long legs and neck ;—

a machine for raising, low

ering, and moving heavy

weights ; — a aiphoi i, or

bent pipe, for drawing

liquors out of a cask.

Crane, (krun) v. t. To raise

by a crane; — to atrel

the neck, and look form

Iwforo taking a leap in

the hunting field.

Cranial, (krane-al) a. Be- J^^- N

longing to the cranium.

Ci-aniologist, (kra-ne-ol'o- Crane.

jist) 11. One versed in the science of craniology ;

a phrenologist.

Craniology, (kra-ne-ol'o-je) ii. [G. Iranian.)

The science of the skull, and iu relatUm u>

the faculties of the mind ;—a treatise on the

skull.

Cranium, (kra'neum) ft. [T..I Tiie skull of an

animal; the- bones which inclose the brain.

Crank, (kraugk) n. [Ger. iriui:] A bend or

turn;—the bent por

tion of an axis, used

to produce circular

motion, to change a

horizontal into a ver

tical motion, &c

Crank, (krangk) a. [D.

& Ger. Irani',j Liable

to careen or be over- Crank.

set, as a ship;—full of spirit; brisk; lively.

Crankle, (krangk'l) r.t To break into bend*

or angles ; to crinkle.

Crankle, (krangkT) n. A bend or turn.

Crannied, (kran'id) a. Full of crannies; having

rents, chinks, or fissures.

Cranny, (krau'e) n. [F. cran.) A fissure, crevice,

or chink ;—a secret place ; a hole.

Crape, (krftp) n. [F. eripe.] A thin, trans]-. i

ent stuff, made of raw silk gummed and twi»u*i,

used for mourning garments.

Crapulence, (krap'u-lens) h. Sickness occasioned

by intemperance.

Crash, (krash) v. t. [Go. frriuifaa.] To break fc

pieces violently;—v. i. To make a loud, ctat

tering sound.

Crash, (krash) ft Tlie loud, mingled sound *.i

many things falling and breaking at once.

Crasis, (kra'sis) it. [G. Irtuis.] The heaitLj

constitution of the blood in an animal body.

Crass, (kras) a. Thick ; gross ; dense j—dul

Craasamcnt, (kras'a-ment)?i. [L. craammtntw **.

The thick part of the blood ; a clot.

Crassitude, (krasVtiid) n. [L. crassitude] Grus*

ness; coarseness ; thickness.

Crate, (knit) n, [L. crttttM.] A hamper of wicJtei

work for the transportation of crockery, gLtM

and similar ware.

Crater, (krut'er) h. [L, 0. irate r.} The ; ljn :

tare or mouth of a volcano.
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C.ianch, (kxuub) r. t,

[l>. tckroHieu.) To

trash with the ttetb ;

to lLcw uaalj; to

crunch.

Cravst, (kr»-vit) ».

[F.«wrefc.J Aneck-

1 1- lit .' frma) i n of

(Aber cloth.

Craw,<fcriv)*f. f.V-S.

cr^*«.J fouk. with

e^iijd^ias, taomia-

■ko, at haaSity ;—to

kofir;—to require

 

Crater.

Crorsj, (krir'n) ». Owe who, 1-eing vanquished,

fiat trertd his Life of hi* antagonist ; a spirit-

Jaw,Mpt; coward ; dastard.

frwti, (krIVn) c Cowardly ; spiritless.

Caw, (kraw) m. (D. trnay.] The crop or first

£<*ntcn ef fowls.

C.*iw-4*h ec Cray-fish, (kraw'flsh) n. IF. e'rrc-

%at] A cruataoeous annual, resembling the

lurier.

Ciwi, Itawl) r. i. p. Irubbden.] To creep, as

a ■"iil; or on the hands :• n d knees, a* a human

^103;—to move in a slow manner.

CawL (krawl) n. The act or motion of crawl-

■€;—a it&ked net for catching fish.

&nrfer, (krawl'er) *«. One who or tl»at which

tnwh ;—a creeper ; a reptile.

C'?7^ (kri'en) a. 11* crrCa, cfaolk.] A piece of

• .■■! ut kad in the fovni of a cylinder, used in

■"■■~.iiz ;—a drawing made with crayon.

C-'iyca, \krioii) r. I. To sketch, as with a

rnjoa.

k«e, (krlz) r. f. [IceL Xrajtw.J To aruah;—

'■* uapsir;—to derange ; to render insane.

Crue it Cruiiieaa, (krix) «. State of cnuciuess;

. -rjitj j—a strong habitual desire or passion;

f-iiiadnatjon. [wanner.

Craz3y, (krir'e-Je) ad*. In a crazy, deranged

Crazy, (Vrli'e) a. [From cnue.] Cliaractcrized

J? vaknen; decrepit ;—deranged.

Crak, fkr«i) *.-, <. [A modification of crack. ] To

■ ■ '-JLr \ hiTsh, grat'ug sound, as by tlte friction

^ bard substances ;—v. (. To produce a creak-

is# (oand, (bound.

^**k or Creaking; (krek) w. A sharp, grating

C^aa, (krem) ». [L. cwwor.] The unctuous

;:i«iaik3e whkh forms a scum on the surface

•-i auk ;—the heat part of a thing.

CbsBt (kreui) r. t. To take off by skimming,

Certain ;—to take off the best part of ;—c. i.

T« (toame cc * ered with cream ; to fruth or

"*ij, (krem'e) a. Full of cream ;~resembling

J5*** ; unctuous,

C"**, (kra) ft. [II. Ger. lnrau«.\ A lino or

'-■•«. aiade by folding or doubling ; a huilow

"'•rsak; a groove.

Crcsse, (kr») r. t. To make a crease or mark in,

J* "J (aiding or doubling.

t:«e. • , . .'. ■ \i i r. (. [L. crcorf ] To form or

•-^J—to form out of nothiug ; to give eiist-

*xxU>,—to constitute;—to be the occasion of;

'■ jcwlace:—to give a new form, character, or

^*i—to reconstruct.

Crtatisa, (kre-a'tdiun) A. Act of creating; c*pe-

"^^y set of bringing the world into existence ;

-*J*e mode of creating ; constitution; —any

■ '■-; created; the workl; creatures ;— fabric :

Creative, (krC-at'iv) a. Having the power to

create ; productive.

Creator, (kre-at'er) a. One who creates; aptci-

jiealiy, tiie Supreme Being.

Creature, (kre'tur) n. (L. erratum.] Any tiling

created; any being created with life; :m animal;

a mau ;—a servile dependent.

Credence, (kre'den?) ». [L. credent ia.*l The act

of believing;—confidence; l>elief;—that which

:■ : i <.: • a claim to credit or acceptation.

Credential, (krC--don'«he~al) a. Giving a title to

credit or belief.

Credential, (krO-den'sho-al) n. Iliat which gives

credit or a title to confidence; — pi. Testimo

nial that a person is entitled to credit, or h:u a

commifision from a st^to or court.

Credibility or Crediblencss, (kred-e-bil'e-to) ».

The quality or the state of being credible.

Credible, (krcd'e-bl) a. [I,. credit/Hit.] Capable

of being Ijclievt-d ; probable.

Credit, (kred'it) n. [L. creditum.] Reliance on

the truth o^ scintthing said or done ; belief ;—

authority derived from character or reputation;

—trust given or received;—mercantile reputa

tion;—tbu side of an account on which arc en

tered all values received.

Credit, (kred'it) v. t. To confide in the truth of;

to believe ;—to enter upon the credit side of an

account;—to set to the credit of.

Creditable, (kred'it-a-bl) a. Deserving or pos

sessing reputation or esteem. [credit.

Creditably, (kred'it -a- bit*) adr. Reputably; with

Creditor, (kred'it-cj-) n. One who gives credit in

buriinesd ; one to whom money is due.

Credulity, (kre-du'le-tc) n. A disposition to be

lieve on slight evidence ;—liability to deception.

Credulous, (kred'u-lus) a. [U credul&A.] Apt

to believe on iiisulheiont evidence ; easily im

posed upon.

Credulously, (krod'u-lus-le) adr. With credulity.

Credulousness, (kred'u-lus-nesl n. Ueadinosa to

believe without sufficient evidence.

Creed, (kred) ». [L. credo, I believe.] A brief

summary of the articles of the Christian re

ligion ;—any solemn profession of opinions or

principles.

Creek, (krek) n. [A.-S. crecca.] A small inlet or

cove in the shore of the sea or a river.

Creel, (krel) n. (Scot.) An osier basket.

Creep, (krCp) v. i. [A.-S. creopon.] To move as

a worm or reptile ; to crawl ;—to move slowly or

hi a stealthy manner.

Creeper, (krep'er) n. Any creeping thing;—n

creeping plant;—a small bird, allied to the

wren ;—pi. An instrument with iron hooks

for dragging a harbour, river, &lc.

Cremona, (kre-mo'na) ).. A Biij>erior kind of

violin, made at Cremona, in Italy.

Crenated, (kre'nut-od) a. (L. crtna, notch]

Having the edge cut or notched.

Creole, (kre'dl) «. [Bp. criolio.] One Iwrn in

tropical Amex-ica, or the adjacent islands, of

Kuropean ancestors.

Creosote, (kie'0-sot) u. \G. krms and nozein.]

An antiEcptic oily liquid, ubt-iinoii from the

distillation of wood. [crackle ; to snap.

Crepitate, (krep'it-at) r. i. [L. erepitcre.] 'J'o

Crepitation, (krej)-it-k'shuu) n. The act of snap

ping or crackling.

Crepuscular, (kre-pns'kul-fr) a. Pertaining to

twilight; glimmering; imperfectly dear.

Crescendo, (kre-shen d<l) ». A gradual increaso

in strength and fnlnaw of tone.
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Cresset.

With lowered

Crescent, (kres'ent) n. The Inflitaring moon ;—

the new moon, borne in the Ti\rkish standard ;

—the Turkish power ;—a range* of buildings or

Btreot in tlw fomi of a crescent.

Cress, (kres) ;i. [A.-H. crtsse.] A plant of various

species used as a Balod.

Cresset, (kres'et) ft. [F. croisette.} Anopenlamn.

filled with combustible ma- i/'/SMMnMftk.

terial, placed on a beacon,

lighthouse, &c., or carried on ft

pole.

Crest, (krcat)n. [A.-S. craata,

h. crista.] A tuft, growiiigon

an animal's head ;—tho plume

on a helmet ;—the top of u

wave ;—the summit.

Crest, Ojrest) ''■ '• To furnish

or adorn with a crest ; to ■errfl

as a crest for.

Crest-fallen, (krcst'fawl-n) a.

front; dispirited; dejected; cowed.

Cretaceous, (kre-ta'Bho-us) a. [L. creta.] Having

the qualities of chalk ; abounding with chalk.

Cretin, (kre'tin) n. [F. cretiu.i A deiormed

idiot, afflicted with goitre.

Crevice, (krov'is) n. |F. crevasse.] A narrow

opening; a cleft; a fissure.

Crew, (krOO) ft, [O. Kug. erne.] A company of

people ; a gang ;—tho seamen belonging to a

vessel or boat.

Crib, (krib)n. [A.-S. cnjbb.] The manger;—

a stall for cattle ;—a small inclosed bedstead fur

a child ;—a bin for storing grain, too. ;—a hut or

small dwelling.

Crib, (krib) r. (. To'shut in a narrow habitation;

—to pilfer or purloin.

Cribbage, (kribVij) n. [Crib.] A game at cards.

Cribble, (kribT) /(. [L. eribrum.] A coarse sieve

or screen ;—coarso flour or meal.

Cribble, (krib'l) v. t. To cause to pass through a

sieve or riddle;to sift.

Criok, (krik) n. {A. -3. eric] A spasmodic

affection of the nock or back.

Cricket, (krik'et) 71. [W. criciad, cricket, cri-

cdlu, to chirp.) An or-

thopterous insect, of tho

genus Gryllus, charac

terized by a chirping

note.

Cricket, (krik'et) n. fA.-S.

cWcc.j A game in which

one player defends a Cricket.

wicket with a bat, against another who tries to

throw it down with a hall ;—a low sUjoL

Crier, (kri'gr) n. One who cries; one who makes

proclamation. 1

Crime, (krim) n, [L. crimen.] Any violation of

law, cither divine or human ; a gross offence ;

an outrage or great wrong.

Criminal, (krim'in-al) a. Guilty ;—relating to

crime; culpable; wicked.

Criminal, (krim'in-al) ft. A person who htxa com

mitted or is accused of crime ; culprit.

Criminality, (krim-in-al'e-to) n> [L. criminalie.}

Quality or state of being criminal ; guiltiness.

Criminally, (krim'in-al-le) adv. In violation of

law ; wickedly.

Criminate, (krim 'in -at) r. f. To accuse or

charge with a crime; to convict ofcrime or guilt.

Crimination, (krinvin-a'shun) n. Act of accus

ing; arraignment; charge.

Criminatory, (krim'iu-u-tor-e) a. Relating to

accusation; accusing; censorious.

 

Crimp, (krimp) «. [A.-S. gc-erympt.] Easily

crumbled ; friable ; brittle.

Crimp, (krimp) v.t. [Ger. trimmer)A To form

into ridges or plaits;—to pinch and hold;—to

decoy into the power of a recruiting officer, or of

a press-gang.

Crimson, (krim'zn) «. [A. qcrmtz.] A deep-

red colour tinged with blue ; red in general.

Crimson, (krim'zn) a. Of a deep-red colonr.

Crimson, (krim'zn) v. f. To dye with crimson, or

deep bluish red ;—v. i. To liecomo red ; to bttt*h

Cringe, (krinj) v. I. flee), krimg.] To contract ;

—v. i. To draw one's self together, as iu fear or

servility; to fawn.

Cringe, (krinj) n. Servile civility; a mean bow.

Cringingly, ( kiinj'ing-Ie) adv. In a whining,

servile, or obsequious manner.

Crinite, (krin'it) a. [L. criais.] Having the

appearance of a tuft of hair ; streaming.

Crinkle, (kriugk'l) v.t. [O. Irinfj.] To form with

sliort turns or wrinkles ;—v.i. To run iu and

out iu little or short bends or tarns.

Crinoline, (krin'o-lin) ». |F. crin.] A device for

expanding a lady's skirt by hoops, liair-cloth,

wire-frame, &c

Cripple, (kiip'l) n. [A.-S. ereopem, to creep.] A

lama person; one disabled in his limbs.

Cripple, (krip'l) v. f. To deprive of the use of the

limbs ;—to deprive of strength or capability for

service or use ; to disable

Crisis, (kri'sis) n. [G.] The decisive moment;

—the change of a disease which indicates re

covery or death ;—any unsettled or critical

state in individual life, or in public affairs.

Crisp, (krisp) a. [L. cri*pu*l Formed into stiff

curls or ringlets ;—brittle ; friable.

Crisp, (krisp) v.t. To curl, as the hair; to

wreathe or interweave ;—to wrinkle ;—r, i. To

form little curls or undulations on tho surface

or edges. _

Crispy, (krisp'e) a. ' Formed into ringlets: friz

zled ;—prepared so as to break short ; brittle-

Criterion, (kri-te're-un) ft, [G. irincin.] A rule

standard, measure, fact or principle, by com

parison with which things are estimated or

judged.

Critic, (krit'ik) 11. A judge in matters of taste

and beauty ;—in literature or art ;—a writer or

reviewer of such ;—one apt to censure or detect

faults ;—a caviller; carper.

Critical, (krit'ik-al) a. Judging; discerning;—

inclined to make nice distinctions ; exact ;—

inclined to find fault; captious ;—relating to

criticism; belonging to tho art of a critic;—|

indicating a crisis or turning point ; decisive ;

nice ; of doubtful issue. [ner.

Critically, (krit'ik-al-le) adr. In a critical man-

Criticise, (krit'e-siz) r. f. To examine and Jndgti

as a critic; to animadvert on ;—r. 1". To act jM

a critic; to pass literary or artistic judgment.

Criticism, (krit'e-sizm) n. The act or prop—1 oi

judging literature and the fine arts: pystenj

or principles on which literary or artistic juitc

ment is formed;—a critical judgment ; stric

ture ; —a written review.

Critique, (kre-tek') ft. [F. critique] Theartofcri-

ticism;—estimate of a work of literature or art,

Croak, (krok) v.i. [A.-S. cracftan.] To mat 1

a low, hoarse noise in the throat, as a frog t-i

crow ;—to forebode evil ; to grumble ;—r. t. T<

utter in a low, hoarse voice.

Croak, (krok) n. The low, harsh sound ntterr*!

by a frog or a raven ; any like sound.
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(krosai) n. [F.] A kind of netting

made by a nail hook from wonted, cotton,

or silk,

Orodt, (krok) *. fGaeL erog. ] A pot or pitcher.

Crockery, (tnA'fr-e) ;*. Earthenware ; vessel*

braid of cay, glued and baked ; pottery.

Creeoiik (tnk-<HUl> a. [Q. krokodcilo*.} A

m Mffttssvka  

Crocodile

._ Vj

tbs !■*«, of sir-

tMararkteeofert.

hanihia toe large

■': ■ it JdMss Md

isa, ud Ian iu

f?ji, resembling

tta» of a goose,

ia the and. to be

hrteted by the heat

of the on—it is

*UM to tba alligator.

fries* (krokus) *. [G. Zto/vm] a genus of

pinto valued /or their early flowering and bril-

■M) hhmmm

! &*, (kroft) a. [A.-S. mtff.] A close or in-

«■*! field ;—a small farm.

| (Mm*, (kromlek) n. I IV. crow and Ucc*.] A

■nfefaal structure

I mswhigcf a large

m tfaas ptesed ,:i

% ihghtly inclined

I portion apon other

I *»» set op onend,

udsspposed to be

tht nuuhu of dru-

ttolarUo.

i 0m+ (kron) «. fO.

(T^saJ An old Cromlech.

' [■*, [faniiJiar friend.

«<oy. (krin'e) n. An intimate companion ; a

w*k. (krook) ». [Iool Lr6kr.\ A bend or

^r«;—*n instrument bent at the end; a shep-

iwfiora bishop's staff;—a trick or artifice.

<*■*. (krouk) r. t. To turn from a straight

"**; to curve :—to turn from rectitude ; to per-

*«*;—f. i. To be bent or curved,

wwbi (kroolr/ed) p. a. Bent; oblique:—not

t**yfatfcrirard ; devious; perverse,

frwfrfdnta*. (krook ed-nes) n. Condition or

V»*kty of being bout ; curvity: deformity.

k»«s, (kroun) n. A low, continued moan ; a

J*4n, artless me!ody.

C-'J*. (krop) *. ( A.-S. ere/?.] The first stomach

*a fowl; tb* craw ;—that which is cropped or

Cwd ; fruit ; harvest

(krop) x.t. To cut off the ends of; to

k<fc;;—to nap the produce of a field ;—r. i.

 

_,, (sTop'ing) a. ihe act ofcutting off ;—

tjwrahiag of crops. [with balls and mallets.

!*■¥?**< (kro-kef) n. A game played on a lawn

^■w. (kro'aher) v. [L. cruciariujti, from

"to, ewes. J The official

*t»f of an archbishop,

•^ainating at tlie top

"> a cross; the pastoral

**>* of a bishop, which

tonsinates in au orna-

*«Ul curve.

ftw.(krce)«. fL. crux.]

A gibbet, consisting of

teo pieces of timber

J**d transversely, as

» T « | or x ;—the Crosiers.

 

Cross-bill.

death of Christ; the Christian doctrine;

Christendom; — any thing which thwarts or

tries one's patience: affliction;—an ornament

or monument in the form of a cross ; ■— the

mark used Instead of a signatnre by those who

cannot write; —a mixing of breeds or stock,

■ specially In cattle-breeding.

Cross, (kros) a. Lying or falling athwart ; trans-

verse ;—adverse; contrary ;—peevish or fretful.

Cross, (kros) i\ f. To put across or athwart ;—to

pass from one side to the other of;—to run

counter to ; to thwart ;—to make the sign of thb

cross upon; — to cancel : to erase;—to mix the

breed of ;—r. i. To lie or be athwart ;—to pass

from place to place.

Cross-bill, (kros'bil) n. A genus of bird, the

mandiblesofwhose bill

curve in opposite di- .

r.-ctions, and crosseach

"ther.

Cross-bow, (kros'bo) ft

A weapon used in dis-

■ barging arrows, form

ed by placing a bow

■ roaswiso on a stock.

Cross-breed, (kros'brfrl)

n. A breed produced

from parents of differ

ent breeds.

Cros£-3xamination, ( kros,egz-atn-in-~i'Hhun ) n.

The examination of a witness, called by one

party, by the opposite party or his counsel.

Crossiet, (kros'let) n. [Cross.] A small cro«a.

Crossly, (kros'lo) ade. Athwart ;—adversely ;—

l-eevishly; fretfully.

Crossness, (krWnes) n. Peevishness ; frctful-

ness; ill-humour.

Cross-purpose, (kros'pur-pos) n. A counter or

opposing purpose.

Cross-trees, (kros'trGz) v. pi. Pieces of timber at

the upper ends of the lower masts and topmasts

to extend the shrouds.

Cross-way or Cross-road, (kros'wii) n, A way that

' rosses another ; cross-road.

Cross-wind, (kros'wind) ft An unfavourable

Mind.

Crosswise, (kros'wlz) adv. In the form of a

i rosa ; across.

Crotchet, (kroch'et) n. [F. crochet.] A forked

piece of wood; a crotch;—

the third principal note,

t.:(pial in duration to half

;t minim;—a bracket;—

B perverse fancy ; a capri- "

i ious opinion ; a whim.

Crotchety, (kroch'et-e) «.

whimsical.

Croton-oil, (kro'ton-oil) w. A vegetable oil of a

brownish colour, and a powerful cathartic.

Crouch, (krouch) v. i. (From croak.] To bond

down ; to stoop or lie low ;—to bend servilely ;

to fawn ; to cringe.

Croup, (kroop) ft [F. crovpc] The rump of

a fowl or of a horce; the placo behind thu

saddle.

Croup, (kroop) n. [Go. Iropian.] An inflam

matory affection of the larynx accompanied

by a hoarse ringing cough and difficult respira

tion.

Croupier, (kroo'pT-r) 71. [F. frrovpt.) One who

watches the game and collecte the money at a

gaming-table; — an assistant chairman at a

public dinner party.

£
Crotchet.

Given to crotchets :
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A bird of the

 

Crow.

 

Crow, (kro) n, [A.-S. crmce.]

genua t'orvus, usually black,

having a conical curved beak,

with projecting plumes at its

base, and uttering a harsh

croaking note;—an iron lover

with a claw ;—the voice of

the cock.

Crow, (kro) v. i. To make the

shrill wand of a cock ;—to

brag ; to boast ;—to utter a

sound of joy, as an infant.

Crowd, (krowd) v. t. To press or drive together ;

—to fill by pressing together; to encumber;—

v. i. To swarm or bo numerous.

Crowd, (krowd) ». [A.-S. croda.] A number of

things pressed together ;—a number of persons;

throng ; multitude.

Crow-foot, (kru'foot) n. A genus of plants of

many species ;—a caltrop.

Crown, (krown) n, [L. corona.] A wreath or

garland encircling tho

head;—tho ornament worn

by sovereign prince* :—

prize or consummation ;

dignity or distinction ;—

tho sovereign ; — sove

reignty: royalty;—a piece

of money bearing the im

age of a crown ; — top of

tiie head ; topmost part ;—

the summit. Crown.

Crown, (krown) v. f. To invest with a crown, or

with royal dignity ;—to adorn ; to dignify ;—to

consummate; to perfect.

Crown-glass, (krown'glas) n. The finest sort of

window-glass, formed in large plates or disks.

Crown-imperial, (krown'im-pe-re-al) n. A plant

of the lily family, having drooping Sower* of

beautiful appearance.

Crown-law, (krown'Jaw) n. That part of the

common law which applies to criminal matters.

Crown-paper, (krown'pi-per) n. Paper of a par

ticular size, which laid the water-mark of a

crown.

Crown-saw, (krown'saw) n . A tubular saw ;—a

hollow cylinder with teeth on the edge.

Crown-wheel, (krown'hwt-1) a. A wheel with

cogs or teeth at right an

gles to its plane.

Crow-quill, (kro'kwil) «.

Quill of the crow, used in

sketching, <tc.

Crucial, (krooshe-al) a. [L.

crux, cross.] Having the

form of a cross ;—trying or

searching ; testing by ex

periment. Crown-wheel.

Cruoible, (kroo'so-bl) n. [F. crtaset.] A chemical

vessel or melting-pot cap

able of enduring great heat

without injury—used ill

melting ores or metals ;—a

hollow place at the bottom

of a furnace to receive the

melted metal.

Crucifix, (kroose-fiks) n.

(L. crux and Jlga*.) A

cross with the figure of

Christ upon it. Crucible.

Crucifixion, (kroo-so-fik'shun) u. Act of fasten

ing to a cross ;—death upon a crofts.

Cruciform, ( kroo'su - form ) a. [L. crux and

 

 

forma.] Consisting of four equal petals, dis

posed iu the form of a cross.

Crucify, (kroo'se-fi) v. t. [L. crux and.rtyav.j To

fasten to a cross ;—to torture ;—to destroy the

power of; to subdue.

Crude, (krobd) a. [L. erudiu.] In its natural

state; raw;—unripe; immature;—undigested;

—hasty and ill-considered ;—roughly or coarsely

done ; not accurately sltaded or coloured.

Crudely, (krood'le) adv. In a crude manner ;

without form or arrangement ; without due

preparation.

Crudity, (krood e-te) n. The condition of being

crude; rawness ;—that which is crude; an im

perfect conception ; immature plan.

Cruel, (kroo'el) a. [L. crudelis.] Disposed or

pleased to give pain to others ;—causing pain,

misery; barbarous; inhuman; pitiless: iuercUesa.

Cruelly, (kroo'el-e) adv. In a cruel manner.

Cruelty, (kroo'eJ-te) n. The attribute or charac

ter of being cruel ; inhumanity;—a barbarous

deed; inhuman treatment.

Cruet, (kroo'et) n. [F. cruche.] A small glass

bottle for vinegar, oil, or the like.

Cruise, (krooz) n. A small bottle.

Cruise, (krooz) v. i. |D. kruUt*.] To go to and

fro on tho ocean ; to sail in search of an enemy

or for pleasure.

Cruise, (krooz) n. A voyage made without :»

settled course ;—sailing to and fro.

Cruiser, (krooz'er) u. One who, or a drip that,

cruises; an armed ship for capturing the vessel*

of the enemy, or lor protecting commerce.

Crumb, (kruni) n. (A.-S. crume.] A small frag

ment or piece, especially Of bread or other food.

Crumble, (krum'bl) v. t. [Diminutive of nttwi |

To break into small pieces :—r. ». To faU or

break into small pieces ; to decay ; to perish.

Crummy, (krume) a. Foil of crumbs ;—soft.

Crumpet, (krnni'pet) u. A soft bread-cake.

Crumple, (kruin'pl) v. t. To press into wrinkle* or

folds ; to rumple ;—* i. To wrinkle.

Crunch, (krunsh) v.i. To chew with violence

and noise ; to crauncli.

Cnipper, (krupVr)n. [F, croupe.] Tho rump of

a horse ;—a strap of leather buckled to a saddle,

and passing under a horse's tail.

Crupper, (krup'er) v. f. To fit with a crupper ;

to place a crupper upon.

Crural, (kroo'ral) a. [L. cms.) Belonging to the

leg ;—shaped like a leg.

Crusade, (krod-siid') n. f.Sn. cntzada, ] A

rnediieval military expedition for the recovery

of the Holy Laud from the Mohammedans :—

any enterprise undertaken from religious mo

tives ; any effort against existing or supposed

evil. (a crusade.

Crusader, (kroo-sldVr) n. A person engaged in

Cruse, (krooz) n. [D. kroe*.] A small cup or

bottle.

Crush, (krush) v. t. [Icel. l-ras*a.) To press and

bruise between ;—to break into fragment*; to

squeeze out by pressure :— to overcome; to ruin;

—v. i. To bo pressed into sm.Uler compos* by

external weight or force.

Crush, (krush) n. A violent collision or com

pression ; a press or throng of persons ; -

crowd.

Crust, (knist) n. [h. crastn.] The hard external

coat or covering of any thing ;—the outer part

of bread; a piece of a loaf;—tho surface of the

earth.

Crust, (krust) v. t. To cover with a hard cue
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or crust ;—r, i. To gather or contract into a

crust at the surface.

Crustacea, ftru-ta she-a) n. pi. [L, crw*(a.j A

cla» of articulated

animal*, including

lobster*, shrimp*,

crabs, it—k, called

frosu the crust- like

toetl with which the

body anj legs are

ctrrerei

Crcgsaeusor Cruxta-

osa. (knuvta'she-us)

c. Hiving a cnurt-

aTt* ihell ;—belonging Crustacea,

to the cmstacea. (morosely.

CrastSy, (krust'e-Ie) ntlc. Peevishly; testily;

friutaeu, (truste-nes) n. Tlie quality of being

ererty;—shortness and sharpness of temper and

 

Crasty, (famst e) a. Having the nature of crust ;

hard;—bavins a harsh short, rough manner ;

peevish ; surly.

fewtca, flcroch) n. Tit. croetia.] A staff with a

cross-piece at the head, placed under the ana or

Ww to support the lame ;—any fixture or

ttpport.

Cry, (kri) r.i. [F. critr.) To call loudly; to

proclaim ;—to weepand sob; to bawl, as a child;

—to otter inarticulate sounds, as animals ;—to

call importunately ; to call for vengeance ;—v. t.

To atter loudly;—to advertise by outcry, as

things lost, ic.

Cry, (kri) ». A loud utterance ; the sound made

by an animal or child ; — outcry ; clamour;

expression of triumph, pain, or distress;—

fcdamation ;—call, aa in entreaty or prayer ;—

seise ; bruit ; proclamation ;—the noise made

1 y bounds on the scent ;—the shedding of tears.

Crypt, (kript) n. [G. bruptein.) A cell 01 cave;

—» subterranean chapel or oratory.

Cryptical. (krip tik-al) a. Hidden ; secret.

Cryptogam, (krir/to-gam) n. (G. krvpto* and

?**oi] A floweriesa plant, or ono which does

i«t fructify by the ordinary method.

Cryptoftraic, (krip-to-gam'ik) a. Pertaining to

"^Tptagamy; having the fructification concealed.

Cfyst»L (kris'tal) ». [G. brustatto*.) A mineral

body whkh, by the operation of affinity, has

fronted a regular geometrical form ;—a fine

uadof gbsa.

Crystal, (kris'tal) a. Consisting of, or like,

crystal; clear; transparent ; pellucid.

Crystalline, (kris'tal- in) a. Consisting of crystal;

—nserabting cryfetal; transparent; pellucid,

-rytttllitathm, (kris-tal-iz-a'slmn) n. Process by

• kich a substance in solidifying becomes crye-

^dlued ;—the body thus formed.

Crystallize, (knVTal-iz) v. t, [G. bntstollizein.')

T"> form crystals;—c. i. To be converted into

crystals.

Caa, (kab) n. [L. CK&are.] A young animal,

t*f*eiatli/ the young of the

bear or fox ; a whelp.

Cas.(kub) e.Uori. To bring

farth—said of animal-

Cibe, (kab) w. [G. bubo*.] }

A regular solid body with

*ii ec|oal square sides ;—

toe product of a number

toaluplied twice into it-

•elt as 4 X 4 = 16, and -—■«-

16 X 4 = 64, the cube of 4. Cube.

1 "5 •-=_—_!■

Cube, (kub) r. t. To raise to the third power,

by multiplying a number into itself twice.

Cubical, (kub'ik-al)o. Having the form or pro

perties of a cube; contained in a cube.

Cubiform, ( kub'e - form ) a. [h. cubitg and

forma.) Having the form of a cube.

Cubit, (kiibit) ft. [L. cuhitvui.} The fore-arm ;

—a measure of length, being the distance from

the elbow to the extremity of the middle finger.

Cuckold, (kuk'old)n. [L. cuatliti.) A man whoso

wife is false to his bed.

To mako a cuckold of.

[L. cuculua.] A well-
 

Cuckold, (kuk'old)

Cuctoo, (koo'koo) Ti.

known bird, of the ge

nus Cuculus, deriving

its name from ita note.

Cucumber, (kti'kum-

l*;r) 71. [L. cueum'

A well-known plant

and it* fruit, used as a

salad and for pickling.

Cud. (kud) n. f A.-S. Cuckoo.

eiot, from Cfdvaa.l Food brought by ruminat

ing animals from their first stomach, and chewed

a second time.

Cuddle, (kuddl)r. i. [W. cuddw.tr.] Tolieclo*o

or snug ; to squat ; to crouch ;— r, t. To mako

snug ; to fondle.

Cuddy, (kud'e) a. [D. l-ajuit.) A cabin under

the poop of a ship ;—a donkey.

Cudgel, (kud'jul) n. |W. cope/.] A short, thick

stick ; a club ; a bludgeon.

Cudgel, (kud'jel) r. t. To beat with a cudgel.1

Cue, (ku) v. (P. qvew.) A tail ; a twist of hair

worn at the back of the head ;—a bint or in

timation;—the part ono is to perform, or The

lino he is to adopt;—the rod used in playing

billiards.

Cuff, (kuf) n. A blow ; a stroke ; a buffet.

Cuff, (kuf) v. t. [riw. Ivjln.] To strike with tlio

hand, aa a man ; or with talons or wings, as a

fowl.

Cuff, (kuf) n. [A. l-avfi'.] The fold of a sleeve;

the part turned back from the hand.

Cuirass, (kwc'ras)n. [L. cerium.] A piece of

defensive plate or chain arm

our covering the body from

the neck to the girdle.

Cuirassier, (kwe-rfts-seV) n. A

soldier armed with a cuirass or

breast-plate.

Cuish, (kwis) ft, [F. tutor.]

Defensive armour for thu

thighs;—generally plural.

Cuisine, (kwe-sxn') v. [F.] Tho (

kitchen ;—manner or style of

cooking ; cookery. Cuirass.

Culinary, (kii'lin-av-e) a, [L. cvtino.] Relating

to the kitchen or to tho art of cookery.

Cull, (kul) v. t. [L. eoUigtrc] To separate, select,

or pick out.

Cullender, (knl'cn-dcr) ft, A strainer.

Culler, (kul'er) ft. One who chooses ; ttptciaUp%

ono who selects wares suitable foT market.

Cully, (kul'e) n. [V. bvlten.} A person easily

deceived : a mean dupe.

Cully, (kul'e) r. f. To trick or impose on.

Culm, (kulni) n. [L. culmng, stulk.J Th* stalk

or stem of corn and grasses.

Culmen, (kul men) n. [h.] Top; summit.

Culmiferous, (kul-mifer-us) a. [L. cvinutf

and ferrt.} Bearing culms, or producing

straw.
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Culminate, (kuTmin-at) v.i. [L. citlmen.] To

reach the highest altitude.

Culmination, (kid-min-aahnn) n. Attainment of

the highest point of altitude; passage across the

meridian; — arrival at the highest pitch of

glory, power, and the like ; top or crown.

Culpability, (kulp-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality or con

dition of being culpable; blameworthiness;

faultiness.

Culpable, (kulp'a-bl) a. [h. culparc] Deserving

censure ; worthy of blame.

Culpably, (kulp'a-ble) adv. In a culpable

manDer ; blamably.

Culprit, (kul'prit) n. [0. Eng. cutpit.} One

accused of a crime, as before a judge ;—one

convicted of crime ; a criminal.

Cultivable, (kul'te-va-bl) a. Capable of being

cultivated or tilled.

Cultivate, (knlte-vat) v. t. [L. coUre.] To till;

to improve land by drainage or manure ; to

fertilize ;—to foster a particular growth ;—to

improvo by care and study ; to train in a spe

cial direction or for a special end ; to refine ; to

civilize.

Cultivation, (kul-te-va'shun) n. Art of tilling

land and producing crops ; husbandry ;—im

proving by labour, 'training, Ac; fostering

care ;—the state of being cultivated ; mental or

uioval improvement; refinement, 6k.

Culture, (kul'tur) «. [L. cuttura.} Tillage;

means of making land productive ;—process of

effecting mental or moral growth; instruction;

training;—the result of such ; refinement, &c.

Culture, (kul'tur) v. t. To cultivate.

Culver, (kul'ver) n. [Sax. eulfcr.] A wood-

pigeon.

Culverin, (kul'ver-in) n. [L. cohibrinuf.] Apieco

of ordnance ornamented with castings of snakes.

Culvert, (kul'vert) n. [F. convert.} An arched

drain for the passage of water under a road or

canal, &c.

Cumber, (kuraVr) r. (. [F. encombrer.] To

hang or rest on as a weight ; to burden ; en

cumber; perplex; embarrass.

Cumbersome, (kurn'oer-sum) a. Burdensome or

hindering, as a weight or drug ;—unwieldy.

Cumbrance, (kuni'brans) n. Encumbrance.

Cumbrous, (kum'brus) a. Bulky; unwieldy;

oppressive- ; embarrassing ; troublesome.

Cumbroualy, (kum'brus-lc) adv. In a cumbrous

manner.

Cumin, (kum'in) n. [G. kumirtnn.] A dwarf

umbelliferous plant, cultivated for its aroinutic

seeds.

Cumulate, (kum'u-lut) v. t. [L. cumulus, a heap.]

To heap together ; to amass.

Cumulation, (kuin-u-U shun) it. The act of heap

ing together ; a heap.

Cumulative, (kum'u-liit-iv) a. Formed in amass;

—augmenting ; gaining or giving force by suc

cessive additions, as evidence or proof.

Cuneal or Cuneated, (ku'no-al) a. [L. cimeiM.]

Having the form or shape ofa wedge; cuneiform.

Cuneiform, (kune-form) a. Pertaining to the

wodge-shapod characters found in ancient Per

sian and Assyrian inscriptions.

Cunning, (kun'ing) a. [A.-S. cunnnn.] Well-

instructed ; knowing; — wrought with skill or

craft; ingenious;—artful; wily; shrewd.

Cunning, (kun'ing) «-. The faculty or act of using

stratagem to accomplish a purpose ; deceit ; art;

craft; artifice. [manner; artfully.

Cunningly, (kun'ing-le) adv. In a cunning

 

Cup, (kup) «. [A.-S. cupp.] A small vessel used

to drink out of ;—the contents of such a vessel ;

—portion; lot;—a cupping-glass ;—pl. Repeated

potations; revelry.

Cup, (kup) v. t. To supply with cups ;—to bleed

by means of scarification and a cupping-,;lass.

Cup-bearer, (kup'bar-er) n. An attendant at a

feast who conveys wine or other liquors to the

guests ; an officer of the king's household.

Cupboard, (kub'burd) n. A small closet with

shelves for cups, plates, &c.

Cupel, (ku'pel) n. [L. cupetla.] A small cup or

vessel used in refining precious metals.

Cupel, (ku'pel) v.t To separate oy means of a

cupel ; to refine, as the precious metals.

Cupid, (ku'pid) iu In mythology the god of love.

Cupidity, (kii-pid'e-te) n. [L. cuprrc] Eager

desire to possess, especially wealth; covetous-

ness.

Cupola, (kii'po-la) n. [It.] A spherical vault on

the top of an edifice; a

dome ;—the round top of a

furnace, or the furnace

itself.

Cupping, (kup'ing) n.

Operation of drawing

blood with a cupping-glass.

Cupping-glass, (kup'ing-

glas) n. A glass vessel like

a cup, applied to the skiu

to draw blood by exhaust

ing the air in the glass.

Cur, (kur) n. fGer. koter.] Cupola,

A worthless or mongrel dog; — a worthless,

snarling fellow. [remedied.

Curable, (kurVhl) a. Capable of being healed or

Curacy, (ku'ra-se) h. The office or employment

of a curate.

Curate, (ku'rut-)n. [L. evratun.] One who has

the cure of souls; an assistant to the rector or

vicar.

Curative, (ku'rat-iv) a. Relating to the cure of

diseases ; tending to cure disease.

Curator, (ku-rut'er) 7?. [L.rttrw.] A superintend

ent of a museum ;—a trustee ; a guardian.

Curb, (kurb) n. A check or hindrance ;—a

chain or strap attached to the bit of a bridle ;—

a wall designed to buttress a mass of worth.

Curb, (kurb) r. I. [F. courbcr.] To restrain ; to

confine ;—to furnish with a curb, as a well ; to

restrain by a curb.

Curd, (kimi) v. [Scot, crud.] The coagulated or

thickened part of milk, eaten as food.

Curdle, (kurdl) r. i. [From curd.) To be co

agulated ;—to be congealed ;—r. t. To change

into curd ;—to congeal.

Curdy, (kurd'e) «. Like curd ; full of curd.

Cure, (kur) n, [L. cura.] Actof healing ;—that

which heals ; remedy ;— restoration of health ;

charge of souls ; spiritual charge.

Cure, (kur) r. t. To heal ; to restore to health ;—

to remedy;—to preserve by drying, palling, Arc

Cureless, (kiir'les) a. Incapable of cure.

Curfew, (kur'fu) n. [F. cov.crc-feu.] The ringing

of a bell at nightfall, or eight o'clock.

Curiosity, (ku-re-os'e-tc) n. Exactness or accur

acy, as of mind ;—disposition to enquire and

search; inqnisftiveness;—a rarity; a novelty. Arc

Curious, (ku're-us)rt. [L.-cvriows.] Solicitous;

scrupulous;—desirous to pee the novel and die-

cover the unknown; inquisitive ; prying ;— nice;

fastidious;—wrought with skill and ait; rare;

fanciful ; singula!'.
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Caricasly,Or.ure-u*-le) ode. In a curious manner.

Carl, (kuxl) r. U [Icel. krultn.] To form into

ringlet*;—to twist into coils ; — to raise in

vara or n-sdolatioiis ;—r. t. To bend in ring

let*;— to more in canes, spirals, or uudnlatiuris.

Carl (kuil) «. A ringlet of hair ;—an undulat

ing or earring line in anv substance.

Carlew. (karTu) a. I?. eortifK.] An aquatic,

wjbbsm bird, with a Ion ■■

bill; Am cokmr is diversifi& i

with tab and black. Its

cry a well expressed in the

■He

Cerfy, (kurle) a. Having

cart; tending to curl.

Caraaagton, (kur-tnuj'un)

s. 10. flag, eornntvd/iin.)

Ad arancious, churlish fellow ; a miser ; a nig-

Carraat, (kur'ant) *. (From Corinth.] A small

<irwl grape, from the Levant;—the fruit of a

well-kijown ahrub of the genus Ribes.

Ctrretey. (kur'en-se) n. State of being current ;

drcnlatioTi;—eam.it value; general estimation;

—stonev ; coin.

Carta*, '(kur'ent) a. [L. evrrtre, to run.] Run-

mag or moving rapidly ;—now pawing in its

fijjiiw :— circulating ; generally received ;

 

Curlew.

Coral, (ktrr'ent) a. A flowing of water in a

jarticular direction ; a stream ;—general course;

ordinary procedure ; progressive and connected

movement.

Currently, (kur'ent-le) adv. In a current man

ner: commonW.

Carrielfi, (kurVkl) h. [L. currere.] A cliaise

izawn by two horses abreast.

Csrrieolum, (kur-rik'ii-lum) *. [L.] A race-

amrmt ;—a course of slndy, as in a university.

Carrier. Ocuye-er) n. [From entry.] One who

<lrt**4 and colours leather after it is tanned.

Csrrish. (kur'nih) «. Having the qualities of n

ear ; snarling ; quarrelsome ; brutal.

Carry, (kor'e) r. t. [L. Cortes*.] To dress leather;

—to comb, rub, or cleanse the skin of a horse;—

to a** with cum", as rice, &c

Gerry. <kur/e) *. [Per. ihiiitit.] A stew of fowl,

fob, arc , cooked with curry-powder.

Carry-comb, (kur'e-kOm) n. An instrument for

combing and cleaning horses.

Curyinf;, (kur're-ing) i*. Rubbingdown a horse;

—tbe art of dressing skins after they are tanned.

Carry-powder, (kur'e-pow-der)ii. An East India

condiment.

Cane. (kur») r. t. {A.-&. estwten.] To utter a

with of evil against; to execrate; — to bring

great evil upon ; to torment r—v. i. To use pro-

fine language ; to swear.

Cane, (knrs) a. Imprecation of evil ;—sentence

of divine justice on sinners :—severe affliction ;

tonneat. [serving a curse.

Ceraed. (karVcd) <i. Blasted by a curse;—de-

Cnstve, (kursiv) a. [L. eurrtrf.) Running;

ra|i']. [manner ; without attention.

Canorily, (kur'sor-e-le) ad*. In a cursory

Ceriery. (kursor-e) a. Characterized by haste;

superficially performed ; perfunctory.

'. Ontfkcrtjo. [I* arrtM*] Characterized by

brevity; short; concise ; abrupt.

Ceruil. (kur-t&K) *-. t. [F. curt and Utitlrr.] To

eat short : to abridge ; to diminish ; to retrench.

Certain, (knr'tiu) i*- EL- corfine.] A movable

I doth screen or covering intended to darken or

conceal ;—part of iho rampart between two

bastions.

Curtain, (kur'tin) r. t. To inclose as with

curtains ; to furnish with curtains ; to conceal.

Curtly, (kurt'le) ode, Briefly; abruptly.

Curtnesa, (kurt'nes) n. Shortness ; conciseness.

Curvated, (kurv'at-ed) a. [L. cunxirc] Bent in

a regular form ; curved.

Curvation, (kurv-a'shun) n. Act of bending or

crooking ;—a curved form.

Curvature, (kurv'a-ttir) n. The continual tend

ing of a lino or surface from a rectilinear direc

tion, [angles; crooked ; curved.

Curve, (knrv) a. [L. enrrwe.] Bent without

Curve, (kurv) n. A bending without angles;

that which is bent ; a flexure ;

—a lino of wlu'ch no three con

secutive i" lints are in the suine

direction. Curve.

Curve, (kurv) r. t. To bend; to crook; to turn

in a slanting direction.

Curvet, (kurv'et) it. [F. cnurbctte.] A leap of a

horse ;—a prank ; a frolic.

Curvet, (kurv-ef) r. i. To make a curvet ;—to

leap and frisk.

CurviUneal, (kurv-e-lin'C-al) a. [L. surra and

iinen.] Consisting of curved h'nes ; bounded by

curved lines, [dove or wood-pigeon.

Cushat, (kush'at) t». [A. -8. aueeott.) Tlie ring-

Cushion, (kiiosh'uii) ». [F. covssin.] A stuffed

bag used to sit or recline upon ;—any stuffed or

padded surface used as a rest or protector.

Cushion, (koosh'un) r. t. To seat on a cushion ;

to furnish with cushions.

Cuip. (kusp) a. [L. atspi*.] A projecting point

in the ornamentation of arches", panels, ic. ;—

the point at which two curves meet.

Custard, (kus'te.rd) n, [W. caws.] A dish of

milk and eggs Bweeteued, and baked or boiled.

Custard-apple, (ktiK'terd-ap-pl) it. A plant grow

ing in the "West Indies,

whoso fruit contains a yel

lowish eatable nulp.

Custodial, (kufrtP/do-al) n.

Relating to custody or

guardianship.

Custodian or Custodier,

(kus-ti/de-an) v. [L. cut-

to*. ) One who has care, as

of some public building; a

keeper or sujierintendent : a guardian.

Custody, (kus'to-de) n, A keeping or guarding ;

—confinement ; imprisonment.

Custom, (kus'tum) n. [F. eourwm*.] ' Way of

acting; habitual practice ;—business rapport;

patronage ;—long eatablished practice or usage.

Customable, (kuVtum-a-bl) c. Common : habi

tual ;—subject to the payment of custom duties.

Customarily, (kus'tum-ar-e-le) adv. Habitually;

commonly ; ordinarily.

Customary, ( kustuin-ar-e) a. According to

custom; ordinary; — conventional;— held by

custom. ,

Custom-duties, (kus'tum-du-tiz) n. Taxes laid

on imported or exported goods.

Customer, (kus'tum-er) n. One who frequenU

any placo for buying what he wants.

Custom-house, (kus'tum-Ikms) «. The building

where customs are paid, and where vessels are

entered or cleared.

Cut, (kut) r. t. [Norm. F. cotv, cut.] To make

an Incision in; to divide ; to sever;—to hew,

as wood;—to mow, as corn;—to dock ;—to carve;
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to how out ;—to decline iho acquaintance of;

to wound or hurt deeply;—to croae; to operate

in lithotomy;—r. i. To perform the operation

of dividing, severing, intersecting, and the like;

—to run rapidly ;—to divide a pack of cards.

Cut, (kut) n. An opening made with a «harp

instrument; a gash:—a stroke or blow;—a harsh

remark;—a channel made by cutting;—a portion

cut off ;—an engraved block ; the impression

from an engraving ;—the act of dividing a pack

of carde; — manner iu which a thing is cut;

shape ; style; fashion.

Cutaneous, (ku-ta'iie-us) fr. [L. mtis.] Belong

ing to the skin: existing on or affecting the skin.

Cuticle, (kute-kl) n. [L. cntia''a.} The outer

skin ; til« scarf-skin ;— the thin covering of the

hark of a plant.

Cuticular, (kû-tik'u-lçr) с. Pertaining to the

cutido or external coat of the skin.

Cutis, (ku'tis) n. [L.] Л dense resisting mem

brane, next below tne cuticle—the true Лч,1.

Cutlass, (kut'las) n. [L. culta;} A broad curv

ing «word, witli one edge ; a hanger.

Cutler, (kut')cr) ». [L. éviter, knife.] One who

makes or who deals in knives und edged tools.

Cutlery, (kut'Içr-e) )¡. The business of a cutler ;

—cutting instrumenta in general ;—hardware.

Cutlet, (kut'let) n. [F. cotr'ttte, L. cotta, a rib.]

Л piece of meat cut for broiling.

Cutter, (kut'çr) n. One who cuts or hews ;—an

instrument used for cut

ting ;—a small boat used -,

by ships of war ;—a vessel *■=

rigged nearly like a sloop, .

with one mast, and a '

straight running bowsprit.

Cut-throat, (kut'thrót) л. Л

murderer ; an assassin.

Cutting, (kut'ing) ». Act .--■

of one who cuts ; incision; Cutter.

division;—a twig cut for grafting; an excava-

tiou cut through a hill ;—removing stone from

the bladder.

Cuttle-fish, (kutl-fish) n. [Ger. /.W'Wffscft.] A

molluscous animal having ten

arm* furnished with cupules.

When pursued, it throws out a

blackish liquor which darkens

the water, and enables it to

escape.

Cwt, п. Лп abbreviation for

hundred-weight.

Cyanic, (sï-an'ik)a. [G.'luano:]

Pertaining to, or containing,

cyanogen.

Cycle, (si'kl) n. [G. kvUot, ring.]

An imaginary circle or orbit

in the heavens ;—a period of

timo in which a succession of events or pheno

mena is repeated in the same order.

Cyclic, (si'klik)«. Pertaining to a cycle; moving

in cycles.

Cycbid,(8iTcloid)n. [G.

ivklo*, circlo, and

eídos, form.] A curve

described by a point

in the circumference Cycloid.

of a circle revolveil on a straight line.

Cycloidal. (si-kloid'al) a. Pertaining or relating

to a cycloid.

Cyclometry, (sï-klom'o-tre) n. [G. luklos, and

mitron, mensuro.] The art of measuring circle*.

Cyclone, (sï'klôn)n. [G. кикto*, circle.] A

 

 

Cuttle-fish.

 

 

rotatory etonn or whirlwind of extensive

circuit.

Cyclopean, (sï-klÔ-pë'an) a. Pertaining to the

Cyclops ; huge ; gigantic ; vast and rough ;

massive.

Cyclopedia, (sï-klô-po'de-a) и. [G. luktos ami

2*aidtio.] The circle or compass of the arts and

sciences, or of human knowledge ;—a dictionary

of arts and sciences.

Cyclopedic, (si-kló-ped'ik) п. Belonging to the

eiirlo of the sciences, or to a cyclopedia.

Cyclops, (Kï'klops) >i.:,l [G. kubloj**.] A Tabul

ons rate of giants who had but one eye placed

in the midst of the forehead.

Cygnet, (sig' net) ». [F. cjtffiif, G.

hi.kiio.-i, swan.J A young swan.

Cylinder, (sil'in-der) и. [G. liilieí».}

A geometric form generated by the

rotation of a parallelogram round

one of its siik«; a body of roller-like

form, of which the longitudinal

section is oblong and the cross sec

tion is circular.

Cylindrical, (sil-in'drik-al) a. Hav

ing the form of a cylinder, or Cylinder.

partaking of it« properties.

Cylindroid, (sil'iu-droid) n. [G. kuliitdro*, und

artos, form.] A solid body resembling a right

cylinder, but having the Iwwes or ends* elliptical.

Cymar, (simar) il |F. л i ma it*. If. simlttk,

garment.] A blight covering ; a scarf.

Cymbal, (sim'bal) n. [G. kvmbatmt.] A musical

instrument consisting of two

hollow rounded pieces of brass

or other metal, producing,

when struck together, a sharp,

ringing sound.

Cynic, (sin'ik) n. One of the

school of Diogenes, who lived

in a tub, and tnnght contempt Cymbals,

of riches, pleasure?, and the arts of refined life ;

—a misanthrope.

Cynical, (nin'ik-al) a. [G. ki'ön, dog.] Having

the qualities of a surly dog ; snarling ; captious;

—belonging to the sect of cynics.

Cynically, (sin'ik-al-le) tule, lu a cynical or

morose maimer. fof a cynic.

Cynicism, (sin'e-sizm) ». Practice or principles

Cynosure, (sin'o-shôùr) ». [G. Itntotoura, dug's

tail, from kt'.On, dog, and опт, tail.] Tlie con

stellation of the Leaser Bear, to which, ¡is con

taining the ]ю1аг star, the eves of mariners and

travellers are often directed;—any thing to

which attention is strongly turned ;—a centre

of attraction ; a bright or dazzling object.

Cypress, (si'pree) ». [L. а*ргеляи*.) A coniferous

tree, having wood remarkable for its durabil

ity—an emblom of mourning.

Cyprian, (sip're-an) ((. Belonging to the island

oí Cyprus, or Venue;—pertaining to lewdness,

or tlioso who practise it.

Cyst, (eist) п. [G. kvstiê,] A pouch or sac con

taining morbid matter.

Cystic, (sist'ik) ft. Having the form of a cyst ;—

containing cysts.

Cystocele, (sist'ô-s.'l) ». [G. кияНл, bag, and

Irte, tumour.] Hernia of the urinary bladder.

Czar, (zar) ». [Rusa, tmrj, L. Carear.) A king ;

the emiHîivv of Russia :—written also Tsar.

Czarina, (zà-rê'na) u. [Rusa. Uaritta.) A title

of the empress of Russia.

Czarowita, (zár'o-vits) «. [RuesJ tmtfnUch.)

The title of the eldest son of the czar of Russia.
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D.

small lump of
 

D(de). in the English Alphabet, is the fourth

letter, and the third consonant OP articu

lation ;—as a nnmcral. it represents 500 ; and

witli a dean over it, ( u) 6000.

Sab, (dab) r. i. [Eng. dap, tap.] To strike

gently, as with the hand, or with some soft or

uioisi »иЫtancä.

Sab, (dab) ». A gentle blow

any tiling soft, ал bin-

Wr ;—Л '¡ù'ill flat Ü-!

of dark-brown colour,

allird to the flounder.

Dabble, (dab'bl) к. '.

[Diminutive of dab.]

To wet by little dip- ;

to splash ;—c. i. To

I 'bay in water with the bands;—to werk in a

■uperficial manner.

Dabchick.. (dab'ebik) n. [From dub and chick.]

A small water-fowl allied to the grebe.

Dace, (dis) a. [W*. liama] Л small river flab,

of A bright eilrery р*~-~швсг^ m^^ - ' '__;&*-

coïoar, like the roach. r ''"м"" " ~

Dactyl. («Uk'til) /t. (G. :

'Lxitttta*.} A poetical

foot of tliree syllable*, -

■ »ue long followed by

two abort, or one ac

cented followed by two unaccented, as tëgiuïaf,

..«rVi/it/. ling of dactyls.

Dactylic, (dak'til-ik) a. Pertaining to or consist-

Dactylology, (dak-til-ol'o-je) я. (G. daktulo*

and lr>ffOM.\ The art of conversing by spelling

words with the fingers.

Daddy, (dad'e) ». (Ir. dnid, W. tad.] Father—

* word osad bv little- children.

Daffodil, (dafö-dil) a. (G. OJDAodfio*] A plant

of the genus Narel**UA. It has a bulbous root,

and beautiful flowers, usually of yellow hue.

Daft, ('Lift) t(. (Scot.] Insano ; foolUh ; giddy.

Day, (da:;) п. [D. daggt. J A dagger or poniard ;

—a km- i of pistol formerly used.

Dagger, (dag'er))*, [F. dagu*.] A short sword ;

—» poniard ;—a mark of reference in the form

of a dagger [t].

Daggle, (dag'l) ». t. To trail so м to wet or he-

foul;—v. i. To be drawn or trailed.

Daguerreotyps, (dag-çro-tïp) п. [From Da-

ешттт, the discoverer.] A method of taking

pictures by photography 00. plates of eilvered

■ opper ;—the picture produced.

Daguerreotype, (dag-çro-tïp) », t. To represent

by the photographic art, м a picture ;—to Im

press with great distinctness.

Dahlie, (dâl'e-a) n. [From Dnid, a Swedish

botanist.] A gcuus of plants, of the order com-

positce. It produces & large and beaut i lui

flower, and has many varieties.

Daily, (dale) a. Happening or belonging to each

roecesAÍve day ; diurnal : quotidian.

Dairy, (dale) «Яг. Every day; day by day.

Daintily, (d.m'te-Ie) mir. Fastidiously; nicely.

Daintiness, (dln'te-nea) ». Statt or condition of

being daintv.

Dainty. (lUn'te) a. П?- drínÜaidd.] Deli

cious to the taste;—elegant in form or breeding;

ouiring dainties ;—fastidious.

Dainty, (don'te) ». That which Ь delicious,

delicate, or nice.

Dairy, (di're) ». 10. E. dfit.] The place where

milk is kept, set tor cream, or converted into

butter or cheese.

Dais, (da'is) n. [G. ditlot.] A raised floor at

the upper end of the duiiug-hall ;—the upper

table.

Daisy, (daze) it, [A.-S. daats-edfjf.] A well-

known plant of the genus llellis, of several

varieties.

Dale, (dal) п. [О. Sax. fc Go. dal.] A low placo

between hills ; a vale or \ alley.

Dalliance, (dal'le-ans) ». Act* of fondling; in

terchange of caresses ;—procrastination.

Dally, (dal'le) v.i. [A.-S. do/.] To waste time

in pleasure or trilles; to use fondling ; to »port ;

to frolic.

Daltonism, (dal'ton-izm) ». Inability to distin

guish colours ; colour-blindness.

Dam, (dam) ». A female parent—used of beasts;

—a human mother—in contempt.

Dam. (dam) ». [D. dm».] A mole, bank of

earth, wall, or frame of wood, to obstruct tho

flow of water.

Dam, (claiu) v. f. To obstruct or restrain the How

of by a dam ;—to shut up ; to confine.

Damage, (damaj)w. [F. irum h. damuum.] Any

injury or harm to person, property, or réputa

tion ;—a compensation for wrong or loss.

.Damage, (dam aj) r.t. To inflict injury upon ; to

harm; to hurt; to injure; to impair.

Damageable, (damTij-a-bl) a. Callable of being

dama'4'd or impaired.

Damask, (damask) ». A rich silk staff with

raided figures, woven in the loom;—linen woven

in imitation of damask »ilk.

Damask. (dam'a>k) r. t. To decorate, as silk with

raiiied flowers, ¿:c. , or steel with inlaid devices,

Dame. (dam)». [L. domina.] A lady of birth

orofacial station ;—a matron ;—the mistress of

a school.

Damn, (dam) v. t. [L, damnum.] To adjudge ;

to sentence;—to condemn to punishment in a

future world ;—to condemn as bad or displeas

ing, by hissing, Ac.

Damnable, (dam'na-Ы) a. Worthy of condemna

tion or reprobation ;—detestable.

Damnation, (dam-iuVshun) ». Condemnation to

punishment in a future state.

Damnatory, (dam'na-tor-e) a. Containing a sen

tence of condemnation ;—deserving judgment.

Damp, ((¡amp) с Moderately wet; moist; humid.

Damp, (damn) n. [Ger. damn/,] Moisture ;

humidity ; fog ;—depression ;—pl. Gaseous pro

ducts in coal-mines, ¿c, classed as choke-damp

and fire-damp.

Damp, (damp) v. t. To moisten ;—to chill ; to

denvM ; to discourage.

Dampen, (damp'n) e. t. or i. To make or become

damp or moist.

Damper, (dampVr) ». That which damps or

checks ; discouragement. [moisture.

Dampneas, (damp nes) ». Moderate humidity ;

Damsel, (dam'zel) ». [F. dtmoiêetlet It. deiN-

gtlla.) A young unmarried woman.

Damson, (dam'zn) ». A small black plum.
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Dance, (dans) r. i. [F. danger.] To move with

measured steps to niusic ; to caper;—r. t. To

cause to dance ; to dandle.

Dance, (dans) n. A lively motion, with pet

steps and postures of the body, in time with

measured music;—a figure in which two or more

move in concert.

Dancer, (daua'cr) n. One who dances.

Dandelion, (dan-de-li'un) n.. [F. dent d? Hon.]

A well-known plant, with yellow compound

flowers.

Dandle, (dan'dl) v.t. [Ger. tandt-In.] To move

up and down, as an infant ; t-o fondle.

Dandling1, (dandling) u. The act of fondling or

<lancing on tho knee, as an infant

Dandy, (dan'do) «. [F. danduu] Ono who

affects special finery in dress; a fop; a cox

comb, {dress of a dandy ; foppishness.

Dandyism, (dan'de-izm) ft. The manners and

Dangor, (dfin'jor) n. [L. damnum.] Exposure to

injury, loss, pain, or other evil ;—peril; hazard;

risk; jeopardy.

Dangerous, (dan'jer-us) a. [F. dannereux.]

Attended with danger; full of risk ; perilous.

Dangerously, (dan'jcr-us-le) adv. In a dangerous

manner.

Dangle, (dang'gl) v. i. [Dan.' diiiftle.] To hang

loosely, or with a swinging motion ; to hang

about er follow after ;—v. t. To swing.

Dangler, (dang'gler) «. One who hangs about or

follows others, especially women ; trifler.

Dank, (dangk) a. [Allied to datnp.] Damp;

moist; humid; wet; raw.

Dapper, (dapVr) a. [Ger. topfir.] Little and

active ; lively ; neat in dress or appearance ;

smart

Dapple, (dap!) a. [Ger. dippeln.] Marked with

spots of different colour; spotted; variegated.,

Dapple, (dapl) v. t. To variegate with Bpots.

Dare, (dar) r. i. [A.-S. dearr.] To liave sutlicient

courage; to lx) lx>ld enough; to venture;—v.t. I

To challenge ; to defy; to brave.

Daring*, (daring) 11. A bold act; a hazardous

attempt ; a rash venture.

Dark, (dark) <t. [A.-S. dearc, Gael. & Ir. dorch,]

Destitute of light : black;—obscure ; mysteri

ous; concealed; hidden;—destitute of know

ledge ; ignorant ;—foreboding evil ; gloomy ;

suspicious.

Dark, (dark) n. Alwcnco of light ; gloom ;—

condition of ignorance; secrecy; unknown state.

Darken, (dark'n) v. t. To make dark ; to cloud ;

—to render dim; to deprive of vision;—to

lender less clear or intelligible ;—to sully ;—v. i.

To grow dark or darker.

Darkish, (darkish) ". Somewhat dark; dusky.

Darkling, (darkling) a. In the dark or twiligiit.

Darkly, (darkle) ad-: With imperfect light;

obscurely; dimly; blindly; uncertainly.

Darknesi, (dark'nes) n. Absence of light ; ob

scurity;—want of clearness or perspicuity;—a

state of privacy; Bocrecy ;—a state of ignorance

or error: wickedness; impurity ;—a state of

distress ; calamity ; perplexity.

Darksome, (dark'sum) «. Somewhat dark*.

Darling1, (darling) n. [A.-S. deorlina.] One

dearly beloved ; a favourite.

Darling, (darling) «. Dearly beloved ; regarded

with especial kindness and tenderness ; favour

ite.

Darn, (darn) f. t. [W. & Arm. darn.] To mend

a rent or hole, in a garment, stacking, Arc,

with thread, worsted, <kc, of the same colour.

Darn, (darn) n. A garment mended by darning.

Darnel, (dar'nel) n. [Prov. Eng. drank:] A

plant of the genus Lohum; a species of grass.

Darning, (darning) ». Tho act of mending, as .1

hole in a garment ; patching ; — the piece

mended.

Dart, (dart) n. [IT. Ger. tart.] A Ttointed, mis-

sile weapon ;—any thing that pierces.

Dart, (dart) r. f. To throw witii a sudden effort:

to hurl or launch ; —to emit : to shoot, as rays :

—r. i. To start and run with velocity; to shoot

rapidly.

Darter, (dart'er) n. Ono who darts or who throws

a dart ;—a bird of the pelican family.

Dash, (dash) r. t. [Sw. A: Icel. dnska.] To throw

with violence or haste ;—to break by collision ;

to abash ;—to throw in or on in a rapid manner;

—to sketch carelessly ;—to eraso by a stroke ;

to blot out or obliterate ;—r. i. To rush with

violence through :—to strike violently again F-t.

Dash, (dash) n. Violent striking of two bodies ;

collision ;—a sudden check ;—an infusion, or

adulteration ; a partial overspreading;—a rapid

movement ; a sudden onset;—a show or parade;

—a mark [—], in writing or printing, denoting

a sudden break or transition 111 a sentence.

Dastard, (das'terd) ». [A.-S. adattrirmn.] One

who meanly shrinks from danger; a coward.

Dastard, (das'terd) a. Cowardly ; meanly shrink

ing from danger.

Dastardly, (das'terd-le) a. Cowardly ; meanly

timid ; base ; sneaking.

Date, (dat) n. [L. Aire.] Spociflcntion of the

time when a writing, coin, etc., was executed;

—precise period; epoch;—duration; continuance

Date, (dat) v. t. To note the time of writing or

executing;— to refer to as a starting point;—r.i.

To becin ; to reckon or count from.

Date, (dat) v. [G. daktulos, a finger.] The fruit

of the date-palm.

Date-palm or Date-tree, (diU'pAni) n. The genua

of palms which ljear dates.

Its stem shoots up in ono

cylindrical column to the

height of 50 or 60 feet, and

is crowned by luxuriant

foliage. Its fruit it. perhajw

the most nutritious of all

vegetable products.

Dative, (dat'iv) «. [L.

daticv.f.] The case of a _

noun to which any thing is

given, directed, or referred.

Dative, (dat'iv) o. Capable

of being disposed of at will Date-palm,

and pleasure ;—pertaining to the dative.

Datum, (dfi'tuui) v. [L.) Something given ol

admitted ; a ground of inference or deducti* ■

—chiefly plural, data.

Daub, (dawb) v. (. [Ir. dob.] To smear with «.f]

adhesive matter ;—to paint in a coarse iiuuuki

Daub, (dawb) n. A viscous sticky applicati'—

a picture coarsely executed.

Daughter, (daWtar) J*. [A.-S. dohtor.] A fi

child or descendant ;—a female jieiiitent.

Daughter-in-law, (daw'tcr-in-law) n. The wife

one s son.

Daughterly, (daw'ter-le)rr. Becoming n dnught<

Daunt, (daiit) v. f. [V. dnuiptn-.] To repress

subdue the courage of ; intimidate; fright<n.

Dauntless, (daiit'hs) a. Bold; fearlrss; intrrpii

undaunted. [fearless manml

Dauntlessly, (dantles-le) odr. In a heroic ant
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r-^, (diVfin or do-fang') n. [F. ] The eld

est ion of the kinj of France.

Dsrit, (davit) p. A mar used on board of ships

u a crane to hoot tbe

fink* ofthssnefaor;—

jt Puce* <f timber or

ma ^rmnhg over a

ship'i Biorrteri, hav

ing tackle to raise a

bcathr.

!*»,<&•-)*. A bird of

tbflcrowfunilr

ta«0MB}c.t [A. -a

<£m.I J* gpreod, as

ra?i ef l^ht ;—to grow Davits.

tewswU the light of morning;—to develop, as

~" &ope, Ac. ;—to come to the mind with a

_b*ro)a. The break of day; first appear-

of hght in the morning; rise, as of hope,

. . b, fce.

%W «- [A.-& o>.ff.] The period from

«arise to sunset ;—the period of the earth's re-

Tf-ittion on iti axis; —a specific time or period ;

ta» ef life ;—any particular day, as Christmas

%;-daj of battle ; victory.

y »**■% (dAlook) a. A book in which are

>jW the accounts of the day in their order,

"f-taask. (dVbrak) n. The first appearance of

J^ttia the morning : dawn of day.

fyfaui, (dA'drwn) a. A Tain faucy or specu-

*tj« ;-a castle in the air.

~M)> f'li'fli) «. One of a genus of insects

Jta*. lite only one day—called Spkmera,

wr-iabwr, (dila-ber) n. Labour hired or done

M t«« day- [ator.

l5S *dir'man) n- An umpire : a tnedi-

*7^Hf, (dVsririiig) ju Tbe beginning of the

M; tbe dawn:

«se.(4ii)r. (. {X-8. Await, stupid.] Toover-

:*«tr with, light ; hence, to confuse ; to be-

^r [brilliancy.

*uta, (*Jazl) r, f. To strike or surprise with

*■■■■* (deTm) ft. (O. rf«*£*<mw.] Originally

**sfp«nted to serve tables, or the care of the

J^W'r-in the Romish church, an assistant to

^prfast;—in the English church, ono licenced

to P»ch. but not to administer ordinances ;—

* "■byierian churches, one charged with the

^pst Church Property and Funds.

ff****»i (de ' kii - es) n. A female deacon.

""■ssim (dCkn-flhip) n. The office or iuinis-

y^t* oeaeon or deaconess.

■^Mfad) a. [A.-S. dead, Go. douth*.] De-

JP» °r destitute of life;—inanimate : inac-

^'■•HUHitodnctive; —producing death ;—cold;

J^alasi ;—gloomy ; still; spiritless; vapid.

*MW) ade. To a degree resembling death ;

/^•hwtuVgree; completely; wholly.

**f (4sd) a. The state of the dead;—the most

■■4 « death -like time ;—pi. Those who are

£J;fte departed.

■*■«. (ded'n) r. (. To ira-

Pwm force or sensibility ;

* tosmb:—to retard ;—to

2^» spiritlew ;—to deprive

**»« brilliancy.

****»wL: (dedlev-el) n.

^"•stfereL

«***ght. (dedlit) n. A

SB abutter for a cabin

r/*4w to prevent water

^a entering.

 

Dead-light.

Deadly, (dedle) a. Capable of causing death ;

mortal ; hostile.

Deadly, (dedle) adv. So as to resemble death ;

—mortally ;—in an implacable manner.

Deadly-nightshade, (ded'le-nit'shid) n. A pois-

onous plantof the genus Atrojxt ; belladonna.

Dead-march, (ded'march) h. A piece of solemn

music at a funeral.

Deadness, (dod'nes) n. The Btate of being dead ;

—dulness ; inertness; languor; indifference.

Dead-shot, (ded'shot) n. An exact marksman.

Dead-water, (ded'waw-wr) n. l*ho eddy water

that closes behind a ship.

Dead-weight, (ded'wat) n. A heavy or'oppres-

sive burden.

Deaf, (def)a. rA-S. deaf.] Wanting the sense

of hearing wholly or in part;—unwilling to

listen ;—indistinctly heard.

Deafen, (defn) r. t. To make deaf; to stun;—

to render impervious to sound, as a floor, wall,

&c. [and dumb.

Deaf-mute, (defmut) n. A person who is deaf

Deafness, (defnes) n. State of being deaf;—

want of hearing;—refusing to listen or attend to.

Deal, (del) v.t. [A.-S. due Ian.] To divide; to

distribute ;—v. i. To make distribution ;—to

traffic ; to trade ;—to act between ;—to have

transactions with ;—to distribute cards.

Deal, (dfifl n. [A.-S. dal.] A part or portion ;

an indefinite quantity, or extent;—distribu

tion of cards ; the portion distributed ;—a pine

or fir board.

Dealer, (ded'er) n. One who deals ; a trader.

Dealing, (del'ing) n. Intercourse in buying

and selling; traffic;—conduct in relation to

others.

Dean, (den)n. [L. dicanv.it.] A dignitary in

cathedral and collegiate churches;—the head of

a college ;—president in an ecclesiastical court.

Deanery, (dfin'er-e) n. Office, revenue, resi

dence, or jurisdiction of a dean.

Deanship, (dOn'ship) ". The office of a dean.

Dear, (dCr) ct, [A.-S. dew*.] Bearing a high price;

costly ; expensive ;—highly valued; beloved ;

precious.

Dear, (d-lr) adv. Dearly ; at a high rate.

Dear, (der) ». One dearly beloved ; a darling.

Dearly, (derle) adv. In a dear manner ; or at a

dear rate. » [being dear.

Deamess, (dGrhes) n. f?tato or condition of

Dearth, (djrth) n. That wliich makes dear ; de

ficiency; scarcity;—wan,*; destitution.

Death, (deth) n. [A.-fi. dendh.] Cessation or

extinction of bodily life ; decease ; dissolution ;

—mode or manner of dying ;—cause or instru

ment of loss of life ;—the btato of the dead ;—

the emblem of mortality ;—separation from tho

favour and fellowship of God.

Death-bed, (deth/bed) n. Tlio bed on which a

person dies ; tho closing hours of life.

Deathless, (dethles) a. Not subject to death ;

undying ; immortal, as the soul.

Death-rattle, (deth'rat-l) n. A rattling in tho

throat of a dying person.

Dcath's-door, (dothz'dor) n. Brink of tho grave ;

—the near approach of death.

Death's-head, (dethsTied) m, A figure represent

ing the head of a human skeleton ;—a spucies of

moth.

Death-warrant, (deth'wor-nnt) n. An order from

tho proper authority for the execution of a cri

minal.

Debar, (rlG-bar) r. (. [From de and bar.] To
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[F. tUbavchev.] To

principles ; to lead

Excess in eating or

Bhut out or exclude; to deny or refuse; to

hinder.

Debark, (de-bark') v. t. [F. ddbaroner.] To land

from a ship or boat; to disembark;—v. i. To

leave a ship or boat, ami i»asa to the land.

Debarkation, (dc-bark-ashun) n. The act of dis

embarking.

Debase, (de-has') r. t. [From dc and bate.] To

reduce from a higher to a lower state of worth,

purity, station, and the like; degrade; adul

terate; disgrace.

Debasement, (de-bls'raent) n, Tlio act of debas

ing, or the state of being debased ; degradation.

Debatable, (do-bat'a-bl) a. Liable to be debated ;

disputable.

Debate, (de-bat/) n. Contention in words or argu

ments ; dispute; controversy; discussion.

Debate, (dC-batf) v. t, [F. dtbattre.] To contend

f«>r in words or arguments ;— c. i. To engage in

strife ; to dispute ; argue.

Debater, (de-bat'er) n. Ono who debates ; a dis

putant.

Debauch, (de-bawch') v. t

corrupt in character or

astray ; to seduce.

Debauch, (de-bawch') n.

drinking; jntemiwrance ; lewdness.

Debauchee, (deb'o-ahe) n. A sensual or dissi

pated iwrson ; a rake ; a li1x-rtine.

Debauchery, (de-bawch'jr-e) u. Corruption : se

duction from duty or virtue;—excessive indul

gence ; intemperance ; lewdness.

Debenture, (de-bent'ur) n. [L. debar.] A writ

ing acknowledging a debt ;—a custom-house

certificate entitling an exporter of ini]>orted

goods to a drawback ;—bonds and securities for

money loans.

Debilitate, (dd-bil'it-ut) v.t, [L. debili*.] To

weaken; to impair;—to make feeble, faint, or

languid,

Debility, (de-bil'e-te) jj. The state of being feeble

or weak ; want of strength ; weakness.

Debit, (debit) n. (L. drbittnn, from debere, to

owe. J A recorded item of debt ; the debtor aide

of an account ; debt.

Debit, (debit) r. f. To charge with debt;—to

enter on the debtor side of a book.

Debonnair, (deb-d-naV) a. [F. dtbonttaire.]

Bearing himself well; of good air or mien ;—

courteous.

Debouch, (de-boosh/) v. i. [F. dfbovxher.] To

issue or march out of a confined place, or from

defiles.

Debouchure, (de-bjo-shur') n. [F.] The outward

opening, as of a valley, river, and the like.

Debris, (dii-bre) h. [F. briitr.} Fragments de

tached from a ruck or mountain; — rubbish;

ruin*.

Debt, (del) v. [F. dctte.] Tiling owed :—tliat

which is due from one person to another,

whether money, goods, or services; obligation;

liability ;—a fault ; a crime ; a trespass.

Debtor, (defer) n. [L, debitor, from debar, to

owe.] The person who owes another either

money, goods, or services ;—the iside of an ac

count on which debts are entered.

Debut, (diVbikY) ». [F. from but, aim.] A

beginning; first appearance of an actor or public

speaker, A*c.

Decade, (dek'ud) n. [G. </<*•«.] The numlwr or

aggregate of ton ; a period of ton years.

Decadence, (dO-ka'dem) n. [L. de and cadar, to

fall.] Decay; fall ; deterioration.

Decagon, (dek'a-gon) n. {O. dtka and gom*.

A plane figure of ten sides and ten angles.

Decahedron, (dek-a-he'dron) n. [G. deia a

ladi'a.) A solid figure or body having ten Md<

Decalogist, (dek-al'o-jist) n. One who explai

the decalogue.

Decalogue, (dek'a-log) n. [G. dtka, ten, aj

lo<jn.*, speech.] The ten commandment**.

Decamp, (de-kamp) r.i. [F. dicampcr.] '

move from a camping ground; to depart su

denly ; to run away with, as with money.

Decampment, (de-kainp'ineut) n. Depart!.

from a camp ; breaking up of a camp; march 1.

off. [ing to a dean or deauei

Decanal, (dek'an-al) a. [L. dee<inn*.] Pertai

Decandrous, (dek-an'drus) «. (G. (fdn, ten, ai

aiiir, a male.] Having ten stamens.

Decant, (de-kant/) r. (. (F. decanter.) To po

off gently, as liquor from its sediment ; poi

from one vessel into another.

Decanter, (de-kant'er) w. A vessel used

decant liquors :—a glass bottle for the tabic.

Decapitate, (de-kap'it-at) v. t. [L. dt and cvj-r

head.] To behead ; to decollate.

Decapitation, (de-kap-it-ashun) n. The act

beheading ;—state of being beheaded.

Decapod, (dek'a-pod) v. [G. dtka and pm"

A crustacean with ten feet or legs, as the era

lobster, Are.

Dccarbcnization, (de-kar-bon-e-zi'shun) a. Tl

action or process of depriving a substance <

carbon.

Decarbonize, (dO-karTxm-iz) r. t. [From de an

carbonize.] To deprive of carbon.

Decay, (dc-ku) r. i. [L. de and afdeir.] To joi

gradually from a sound, prosperous, or perfrt

state to one of imperfection, weakness, ordis.-<

hit ion ; to fail ; to decline ;—t*. t. To i mpair . 1

bring to a worse state.

Decay, (de-ka) n. Gradual failure of hcaltt

strength, soundness, prosperity, or any kitnl >

excellence or perfection; — decline; uYteniT.

tion ; rottenness.

Decease, (de-seV):H. [L. deredere.] Departun

tsjKciafttf dcimrturo from life ; death ; demise.

Decease, (dC-ees') v. i. To depiut from this UI<

to die.

Deceit, (dfl-Bef) n. ft*, drcipert.] An atu-rtjii

or disposition t^> deceive; fraud; impoeitiuu

guile ; wile ; trick.

Deceitful, (de-set'fool) a. Full of deceit ; fnud(

lent ; deceptive.

Deceitfully, (de-set'fool-le) adt\ lu a deceuf

manner.

Deceitfulneu, (dt-s-t'fool-nes) «. T>ispwit;>

to deceive ; —quality of being fraudulent.

Dccsivable, (<le-sev'a-bl)a. Subject to deceit (

imposition ; liable to be misled, or imposed ou

Dcceivably. (de-sdVa-ble) ade, lu a manner I

produce deception ; artfully: plausibly.

I Deceive, (dG-soV) v. (. (L. de and r«j>rr/.] Tl

lead into error; to impose upon; delude; U

I jniile ; mislead; cheat.

I Deceiver, (de-si* v'fr) n. One who deceives.

! December, (de-seni'bcr) n. The last month 1:

I tl ic year.

Decemvir, (dC-sem'vQr) n. [L- decern and nr,

One of ten magistrates who had absolute si

thority in ancient Rome from 449 to 447 B. C

Decemvirate, (di-sem'ver-fit) ». t)ffice of Ui

cemvirs ;—a body of ten men in authority.

Decency, (liC'sen-se) n. (L. decentia.] Btat* 4

quality of being decent ; propriety in iuW
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course, actions or (liseourse ; modesty ;—that

which is decent or becoming.

Decennary, (de een'ar-e) п. [L. decern, ten, and

nantus, a year.] A period of ten years.

Decennial, (dG-sen'eal) о. Consisting of or con

tinuing for ten years, or happening every ten

."■ ■■ ■
Decent, (deeent) a. [L. deceits.] Fitting or be

coming ;—free from immodesty;—graceful; well-

formed ;—moderate but competent ; sufficient ;

—comely ; seemly.

Decently, (dêsent-le) adv. In a decent or be

coming manner ; with propriety.

Deception, (dê-eep'shun) n. [L. deceptio.] Act

of deceiving or misleading ; — state of being

deceived or misled ;—that which deceives; arti

fice ; cheat ; fraud ; imposition:

Deceptive or Deceptions, (dë-sep'tiv) a. Tending

Ui deceive ; giving a false impression ; delusive.

Deceptively, (de-eep'tiT-le)adt'. In a manner to

mislead or deceive.

Decern, (dé-зегп) ¡\ i. fL. de and cerneré, to

judjfe.] To pass a decree or judgment.

D:cidable, (dê-sid'a-bl) a. Capable of being de

cided.

Decide, (dë-eîd') r.t [L. de and cadere,] To

determine the result of : to settle ; to conclude ;

—r. ¿. To determine ; to form a definite opin

ion ; to give decision.

Decided, (dê-sïd'ed) a. Free from ambiguity ;—

free from doubt ; determined ; resolute.

Decidedly, (dé-eïd'ed-lo) cute. In a decided man

ner ; clearly : resolutely.

Deciduous, (dê-sidû-us) a. [L. de, and cadere.]

Falling off or away ; liablo to fall.

IWimai, (des'e-mal) a. [L. decimus.] Pertain

ing to the unmber ten ; counted by tens.

Decimal, (des'e-mal) и. A number expressed in

the »cale of tens ; a tenth part.

Decimally.' (de* е-ша1-1е) adv. By means of deci

mals ; by ten*.

Doczmate, (desVmfli) r. t fL. decima re.] To take

tbe tenth jiart of;—to select by lyt and punish

with death every tenth man.

Decimation, (des-e-maahun) n, A selection of

every tenth by lot, a« for punishment, ¿¿c.

Decipher, (dê-eï'fer) v. t. [F. déchiffrer.) To find

the key to a cipher;—to translate from a cipher;

—to unravel ; to explain.

Decipherable, (de-aTfer-a-bl) a. Capable of being

deciphered.

Decision, (dë-eizh'nn) n. [L. dee'utio.] Act of

•titling or terminating, as a controversy, battle,

or event;—final opinion or judgment;—the

quality of being decided; determination; resolu

tion.

Decisive, (dë-sï'siv) a. Having the power or

quality of deciding; — resolute ; conclusive ;

positive.

Seasively, (dê-sïsiv-le) v.dv. Tn a manner to

end deliberation, doubt, or contest; conclusively.

Decisiveness, (dé-ai siv-nes) п. Quality of ending

oxrubt, controversy, ¿lc. ; conclusiveness.

Deck, (dek) r.t. [X.-H. decan.) To cover ;—to

dress ; to elotlie with elegance ; adorn ; —to fur

nish with a deck, as a vessel.

Deck, (dek) д. The floor-like covering or division

of a ship.

Decker, (dek'çr) п. One who, or that which

adorns ;—a vessel which lias a deck or decks.

Deckinjr, (defing) n. Aet of adorning ; that

«hieb, embellishes.

reclaim, (dè-kluiu') v.i. [L. dc and clamare]

To speak rhetorically; to make a formal oration;

to harangue ;—to speak pompously; to rant;—

v. t. To utter in public ; to deliver in a rhetori

cal manner.

Declamation, (dek-la-miVshun) n. , fL. decla-

matio.] Act or art of declaiming;—a set speech

or harangue;—pretentious rhetorical display.

Declamatory, (dë-klam'a-tor-o) a. Pertaining to

declamation ;—appealing to the feelings.

Declarable, (dë-klâr'a-bl) a. Capable of declara

tion or proof.

Declaration, (dek-la-ra'shun) ?(. Affirmation :—

explicit assertion;—the document by whiuh an

assertion is authoritatively verified.

Declarative or Declaratory, (dë-klàra-tiv) a.

Making declaration, proclamation, or publica

tion ; explanatory.

Declare, (de-klaY) r. t. fL. de and clarare.) To

make known publicly ; to proclaim ;—to assert ;

to affirm ;—to make full statement of ;— r. i. To

make a declaration ;—to decide in favour of.

Declension, (dë-klen'shuu) n. Declination ; de

scent; slope ;—a falling off from excellence or

perfection; deterioration ; decay ;—act of refus

ing; a declinature ;—inflection of a word accord

ing to grammatical forma.

Declinable, (dc-klin'a-bl) a. Admitting of de

clension or inflection ; callable of being declined.

Declination, (dek-lin-a shun) n. Act or state of

bending downward ; descent ; inclination ;—act

or state of falling off from excellence or perfec

tion ; decay ; obliquity; divergence ;—angular

distance of any object from the celestial equator;

—act of inflecting a word through its various

term i nations.

Declinature, (dC-klin'a-tur) n. Act of putting

away or refusing.

Decline, (dé-klin') ». i. [L. declinare.] To bend

over or hang down, as from weakness, weari

ness, Arc. ;—to tend or draw towards a close;

to fail ; to decay ;—to turn aside ; to deviate ;—

to diminish; to fall in value;— r.t. To bond

downward ; to depress ;—to refuse ; to reject

courteously ; to avoid ;—to change the termina

tions of a word in grammatical form ; to inflect.

Decline, (dC-klïn') n. A falling ofl'; tendency to a

worse state ; deterioration ;—a gradual sinking

and wasting away ; consumption ; phthisis.

Declivity, (dê-kliv'e-te) n. [L. fleet i, -¡я.} Devia

tion from a horizontal line ; inclination down

ward ;—a descending surface ; a slope.

Decoct, (dê-kokf) v. t. [L. tte and co/jucre.) To

prepare by boiling ; to make an infusion ci' ;—to

digest.

Decoction, (dë-kok'stmn) n. Act of preparing for

use by boiling;—an extract prepared by boiling

something in water.

Decoctivo, (de-kokt'iv) a. That may be easily

decocted or digested.

Decollate, (dë-kol'at) r. t. fL. decollare.) To

sever the neck of; to behead.

Decollation, (de-kol-à'shuii) п. Tlie act of be

heading.

Decolour, (dc-kul'er) r. t. [From de and colour.]

To deprive of colour ; to bleach.

Decolouration, (dé-kul-çr-â'shun) n. The re

moval or absence of colour.

Decomposable, (dë-kom-]>ôza-bl) a. Capable of

being decomjtosed.

Decompose, (d?-kom-poV) l"- r- [P- decomposer.]

To separate the constituent parts of; to set free

from chemical combination; to resolve into

original elements;—r.t. To liecome resolved
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from existing combinations ; to undergo disso

lution.

Decomposition, (de-kom-po-zish un) n. The re

solution, either spontaneously or artificially, of

.1 chemical body into its elements ;—dissolution.

Decompound, (do-kom -pound') v. t. [From 1'e

and compound.] To compound or mix with that

which is already compound.

Decompound, (do-kom-pound') a. Compound of

a compound ;—several times divided, as a leaf

or stein.

Decorate (dek-u-r&f) v. t. [L. dfcormr.] To deck

with that which, is becoming, ornamental, or

honorary ;—adorn : embellish.

Decoration, (dek-o-ra'shun) v. Act of decorat

ing ;—that which adonis or beautifies:—orna

ment, [adorning ; ornamental.

Decorative, (deko-rat-iv) n. Suited to embellish;

Decorous, (dO-ko'rus) a. [L. decus.] Suitable to

character or occasion ; becoming ; proper.

Decorously, (de-korua-le) adt>. In a decorous or

becoming manner.

Decorticate, (de-kor'te-kat) v. t. [L. de and cor

tex, bark.] To take off the bark ; to husk ; to

peel.

Decorum, (de-ko'rum) «. [Tj.] Propriety ofspeech,

manner, or conduct; decency;—gravity.

Decoy, (de-koy) v. t. [From de and coy. ] To en

tice into a snare ; to lead, into danger by artifice;

to entrap ;—allure.

Decoy, (de-koy) u. Anything intended to lead

into a snare ; trap ; bait ; allurement.

Decrease, (de-kreV) r. i. [L. de and cre&ccre.]

To become less ; to bo diminished gradually in

extent, quantity, amount, quality, value, men

tal or moral excellence; — c.t. To lessen; to

diminish gradually.

Decrease, (dS-kreV) ». A becoming less ; gradual

diminution ; decay ;—wane, as of the moon.

Decreasingly, (de-kreVing-le) adv. In a de

creasing manner.

Decree, (de-kre) n. [L. decernere, to decide.]

An order or decision made by a court or other

competent authority ; au established rule or

law ;—>»/. The predetermined purposes or plans

of the Almighty.

Decree, (de-kre ) v. I. To determine judicially ;

to order; to appoint: to establish by law ;—r. i.

To decide authoritatively; to determine deci

sively; to resolve.

Decrement, (dek're-ment) n. [L. decrtmentum.]

State of becoming gradually less ;—quantity

lost by diminution or waste.

Decrepit, (de-krep'it) a, [L. de and crtpere.]

Wasted or worn by the infirmities of old age ;

broken down ; infirm.

Decrepitate, (de-krep'it-at) r. t, [From de and cre

pitate.] To roast or calcine with continual

crackling of the substance ;—v. i. To crackle, as

salts when roasting.

Decrepitation, (de-krep-it-a'shun) n. Act of cal

cining salts or other minerals in a crucible;—

the noise prodncod in calcination.

Decrepitude, {de-krep'it-ud) n. The feeble or

infirm statu of the body produced by decay and

the infirmities of age ; stato of senility.

Decrescendo, (d*3-kreH-sen'd6)u. [H.] With de

creasing volume of sound—a

direction to performers, either

written upon the staff or indi

cated thus ;— Pecrewndo.

Decrescent, (dij-kres'ent) a. Becoming less by

gradual diminution ; decreasing.

Decretal, (de-kret'al) a. [L. deottuni.] G

taining or appertaining to a decree.

Decretal, (de-kret'al) n. An authoritative on

or decree ; especially, of the pope ;—a, collect

of the pope's decrees.

Decretive, (de-kret'iv)'cr. Having the force u

decree ; of the nature of a decree ; detcrmiiiii

Decretory, (dek're-tor-e) a. Establiahed tj

decree; judicial; definitive; serving to da

mine.

Decrial, (de-kri'al) a. A crying down ; a clai,:

oils censure ; condemnation by censure.

Decry, (de-kri') v. t. [P. dtcricr.] To crydow

to censure as faulty, mean, or worthless ; to r

or clamour against ; to bring into dhrepuj

disparage ; traduce.

Decumbency, (dv-kum'ben-sc) n. Act, postu!

or state of lying down.

Decumbent, (dC-kum'bent) a. [L. decutubc-

Bending or lying down ; prostrato.

Decumbently, (de-kumltcnt-le) adv. In a dccui

bent jwstnre.

Decuple, (dtk'u-pl) a . [G. dclrtplovf, from uVi

ten.] Tenfold ; multiplied by ten.

Decuple, (dek'u-pl) 71. A number ten times i

peated. [multiply by ta

Decuple, (dek'u-pl) v. t. To make tenfold;

Decurrent or Decursive, (dekur'ent) a. [h. \

and curroY.] Running down ; extending dw:

ward, as the base of a leaf.

Decussate, (de-kua'at) v. t. [L. decu&nrf.)

cross at an acute angle ; to intersect in the for

of an X.

Decussated, (de-kus'at-cd) a. Crossed: inW

sected ;—growing in pairs, at right angles.

Decussation, (de-kus-a'shun) n. Act of crossW

at an angle; an intersection in the form of an J

Dedicate, (ded'e-kat) v. t. [L. de and dicer-1, I

dechire.] To set apart and oonsecraU) for

sacred purpose ;—to devote or give earmst

Up to ;—to inscribe a book to a patron or frian

Dedication, (ded-e-kashun) ft. Act of settii

apart to the Divine Being, or to a sacred ua

solemn appropriation ;—an inscription of aw-"1

to a ]>atron or friend.

Dedicator, (ded'e-kut-er) v. One who dedicate

Dedicatory, (ded'e-ka-tor-e) a. CompMiHfe'

dedication ; complimentary : adulatory*

Dedition.(de-dish'un)a. [L. deditio.] TheacH

yielding or surrendering. -

Deduce, (de-dus') i-. t. [L. de and dueert.] *

draw from ; to collect ;—to derive by wgw

process ; to infer ; to gather from premiK*

Deducemcnt, (de-dus'ment) n. The act of deum

ing ; tliat which is deduced ; inference.

Deducible, (dO-dme-bl) «. Capable of i*»'

gathered or inferred. t
Deduct, (de-dukf) v. t. [L. deduce*.) Tota*

away, in calculating ; to subtract. J

Deduction, (de-duk'shnu) «. Act or rnctb-'i *

inferring, or concluding:—that which in

duced; an inference; a conclusion ;—»''

deducting or taking away ;—that which i* "-

; ducted ; abatement ; subtraction ; discoi"1*-.

Deductive, (de-dukt'iv) a. Capable of i*-Jl

deduced from premises ; deducible.

Deductively, (de-dukt'iv-le) adv. By proce* "

reasoning from tirernises : by inference. ■

Deed, (ded) n. [A.-S. dad.] Tliat *hu » "

done, acted, oreffected;—illustrious net ; exi** '

—a written contract or agi-oement j
Deedleas, (dedles) a. Inactive ; indolent; w

having performed deeds or exploits.
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Deem, (dem) r. t. [A.-S. fieman.] То believo on

consideration ; to think ; to judge;—!', i. To

be of opinion ; to suppose.

Deep, (dtp) я. [A.-ti. dtap.] Extending far

bek>w the surface ;—low in situation:—enter

ing far ; piercing a great way : extending far

back .-—hidden ; secret .—mysterious; intricate;

—penetrating; searching; profound;—insidious;

designing ;—abject ; depressed ;—very still or

calm ; solemn ;—thick : black; intense ;—of low

ti>ne ; grave ;—heartfelt ; affecting.

Deep, (dëp) ade. To a great depth ; far down ;

profoundly ; deeply.

Deep, (dëp) n. That which is deep ; the sea or

ocean ;—that which is profound or not easily

fathomed ;—the most quiet or profound part ;

the midst.

Deepen, (düp'n) r. t. To make deep or increase

the depth of ;—to make darker or more intense ;

more poignant or affecting ;—to make more

grave in tone :—v. i. To become moro deep.

Deeply, (dcp'le) adi: At or to a great depth ;—

profoundly ; thoroughly ¡—gravely.

Deepness, (díp'nes) м-. Statu or quality of being

deep; depth ; profundity.

Deer, (der) л. Miner, & pt. [Л. -S. dem:] A ru-

minant quadruped of

tarerai apecics, the maie»

of which have branched _

home, which tliey shed "

annually.

Deer-etaJJring, (dèYstawk- -

in») u, The shooting of

deer by lying in wait, or by ,

stealing upon them una-jM

wares.

Deface, (de-fas') r. f . [L. de

and facie».] To mar the Deer.

face or external appearance of ; to disfigure ;—

to obliterate ; to erase ; to dentroy.

Defacement, (dê-fàs'mcnt) n. Act of defacing, or

the condition of being defaced : erasure.

Dtfaser, (dê-fus'çr) п. One who or that which

deface*. [reality; substantially.

De fseto, (de-fak'tö) nitv. [L.J Actually; in

Defalcate, (de-faVkAt) v. t. [L. de and faix, a

tickle.] To cut off; to take away a part of—

ubod cliiefly of money, ¿c.

Defalcation, (dê-fal-kâ'shun) «. A cutting off; a

diminution ;—an abstraction of money, &c., by

an officer having it in charge; an embezzlement;

fraudaient deficiency.

Defamation, (def a-nwVshun) n. Act of bringing

infamy upon ;—slander ; detraction ; calumny.

Defamatory, (dê-fama-tor-e) a. Containing de-

taniation : injurious to reputation ; calumnious.

Defame, (défini') r.t. [L. de and fama, fame.]

To destroy the good fame or reputation of ; to

speak evil of ; slander ; calumniate.

Default, (dG-fawlf) n. [F. défaut.] Omission

of that which ought to be dono ;—fault; offence;

defect ; failure.

Default, (dê-fawlt') t\ i. To fail to appear in

coort ; to fail to perform ;—to omit by neglect.

Defaulter, (dë-fawlt'çr) )!, One who fails to

appear in court when called ;—one who fails to

account for money intrusted to his care; a

peculator.

Defeaaunce, (dê-fcYam) n. [P. tV/bire.) A

rendering null or void ;—an instrument which

ичЛШав the force or operation of.

Defeasible, (dë-fïjze-bl) a. Capable of being abrc-

£i.bvt1, annulled, or made void.

Defeat, (de-fëtf) п. [F. dé/aire.] An overthrow,

as of an army, <fcc. ; rout ;—frustration ; discom

fiture.

Defeat, (dc-fef) v. t. To render null and void ;—

to overcome, as an army ;—discomfit ; baffle ;

frustrate.

Defecate, (defe-kât) v.r. [L. de and/<cr, dregs.]

To clear from impurities, as lees, dregs, &t\ ;—

to free from oxtraneous matter ;—v. i. To void

excrement ; to become clear or pure.

Defecation, (def-ë-kû'shun) v. Act of separating

from impurities, as lees or dregs;—act of voiding

excrement from the body.

Defect, (de-fekf) «■ [L. deficere.] Want of some

thing necessary for completeness or perfection ;

—imperfection; failing; blemish; epot; taint

Defection, (de-fek'shun) n. [L. defect io.] A fall

ing away ; failure in duty;—act of abandoning

a person or cause ; apostasy ; revolt.

Defective, (de-fekt'iv) a. Wanting in sub

stance, quantity, or quality ; incomplete ; inade

quate ; imperfect.

Defectively, (dë-fekfiv-le) adг. In a defective

manner ; imperfectly.

Defence, (de-fens') n. [L. defenderé.) Act of

defending, or state of being defended ;—that

which protects ; guard ;—the art of defending ;

military skill ;—flanking works or bastions ;—

resistance; opposition;—vindication; justifica

tion ; plea.

Defenceless, (de-fenslcR) a. Destitute of de

fence or protection ; unprotected.

Defend, (dë-fend') v. t. [L. defender*.] To drive

from ;—to resiet ;—to proliibit ;—to protect ;—

to vindicate; to maintain; — to fortify;— to

deny, as a legal claim ; to contest, as a suit.

Defendant, (dë-fend'ant) n. One who makes

defence;—the party that opposes a complaint,

demand, or chargo, at law or in equity.

Defender, (du-fend'er) n. One who defends; a

champion ; an asscrtor ; a vindicator.

Defensible, (dè-fens'o-bl) a. Capable of being

defended.

Defensive, (dê-fens'iv) с. Serving to defend ;

Sroper for defence ;—in a state or ]tostuio to

ofend.

Defensive, (dê-fens'iv) n. That which defends :

a safeguard ;—state of defence or resistance.

Defer, (de-ferO v. t. [h. de and ferre.] To put

off; to postpone to a future time;—to lay

before ; to submit in a respectful manner ;—r. i.

To delay ; to wait ; —to yield to the wishes of

another.

Deference, (def'er-ens) n. Regard ;—a yielding to

the wishes or opinion of another ; submission.

Deferential, (def-cr-en'she-al) a. Expressing

deference ; accustomed to defer.

Defiance, (dC-fi ana) «. [F. defiance.] Act of defy

ing ; a challenge;—a state of opposition ; con

tempt of danger or opposition.

Defiant, (de-fiant) <t. Full of defiance ; bold.

Deficiency, (da-flsh'e-en-se) u. Defect; short

coming;—-state of being deficient; want ; failure.

Deficient, (dö-flsh'e-ent)n. [L. drficere.] Failing;

—wanting to make up complutencs-s ;—lacking

full or adequate supply ¡—imperfect ; insuffi-

cient.

Deficit, (defe-sit) п. \b. deficere.] Deficiency in

amonnt or quality ; balance on the wrong side.

Defile, (dé-ПГ) v. t. fA.-S. f>/tan.] To render

foul or dirty ;—to mako impure or turbid ;—to

soil or sully ; to tarnish, as reputation, ¿re. ;—to

vitiate ; to corrupt ;—to debauch ; to violate ;—
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r. i. [L. di.« and tiliun.] To march off file by

file ; to file off.

Defile, (de-fll') 11. A narrow way in which troops

can inarch only in a file, or with a narrow front;

any long narrow pass. ■ ^

Defilement, (de-fil'nieut) n. Act of defiling, or

state of being defiled, physically or morally.

Definable, (de-fin'a-bl) o. Capable of being de

fined, limited, or explained.

Define, (do-fin') r. t. [L. tie and./iui.y.l To ex

hibit the boundaries of: to mark the limits of;

—to determine with precision ; to mark out

with distinctness;— to fix the precipe meaning

of ; to explain.

Definite, (dof'in-it) a. Having certain limits;

determinate in extent or greatness ;—having

certain limits in signification ; precise ; fixed ;

exact ;—serving to define or restrict.

Definitely, def'iu-it~le)«di\ In a definite man

ner ; exactly ; precisely.

Dcfiniteness, (det 'in-it-nes))i. The state of being

definite ; certainty of meaning.

Definition, (def-e-nish'uii) w. A description of a

thing by it;i properties ; an explanation of the

meaning of a word or term ;—an ex;iot enuncia

tion of the constituents which make up the

essence of a l>eiug or substance.

Definitive, (dc-fin'it-iv) o. Limiting : determin

ing ;—determinate ; ixisitivo ; final : express.

Definitive, (do-fin'it-i v) u. That which define* ;

a word used to define or limit tho signification

if ;i common noun.

Definitively, (de-fin'it-iv-Ie) adv. In a definitive

manner ; finally ; positively ; expressly.

Deflagrate, (def'la-grut) v. i. [L. d< and flap-

raw.] To burn with a sudden and sparkling

combustion;— v. t. To cause to burn with sudden

mid sparkling combustion.

Deflagration, (del-la-gra'shun) >t. A sudden and

sparkling combustion ; consumption by fire

generally.

Dcflagrator, (dcHa-grat-rr) n. A form of the

voltaic batten' for producing rapid combustion.

Deflect, (do-fiekn r. <". [L. de and titctcre.} To

turn aside ; to deviate from a right course or

<lirection ;— <■. t. To cause to turn aside ; to divert

from a true course or right line.

Deflection, (de-Hekshun) ji. Act of turning aside

from a right lino or proper course ; deviation.

Defloration, (def-lo-ra shun) «. [L. dfjtoratio.]

Cutting of tho flower ;—act of ravishing.

Dcflour, (de-flour) v. t. [L. de and tins, flower.]

To deprive of flowers;— to rob of tho choicest

ornament ; - to deprive of virginity.

Defluxion, (de-fluk shun) it. [L. dejluere.) A dis

charge or flowing off of humours.

Deforce, (de-fore') r.t. [V. deforcer.] To keep

from the lawful }»ossessiou of the owner.

Deforcement, (de-iors'nient) n. A wrongful with

holding, as of lands or tenements, to which

another has a right.

Deform, (de-form ) v. t. [L. dr and/on»a«.l To

mar or alter in form; to disfigure;—to render

displeasing or ugly ; to dishonour.

Deform, (de-form) a. [L. dtforimg.] Disfigured;

having a distorted shajx* ; ugly.

Deformation, (de-fonn-a shun) «. Act of dndigur-

ing or defacing.

Delonnedness, (dO-form'ed-nes) «. Ugliness; a

distorted or ungainly form.

Deformity, (de-forni'e-te) n. State of being de

formed; want of symmetry: irre^ilarity of sliaiie

or features;—any thing Uiut destroys beauty.

grace, or propriety :—deviation from order ;—

disproportion ;—disfigurement ; blemish.

Defraud, (dc-frawd) . . t. [L. de and frartdart.]

To deprive of right by deception or artiliou ; to

withhold wrongfully; to injure by cmbexxle-

iuent ;—cheat ; pilfer.

Defray, (dC-fra/) t; t. [F. d£ and /mi's, expense.]

To meet the cost of; to bear or ikiv the exiKnso

of ; to discharge.

Defrayment, (de-fru'mcut) v. Pavment of charge*.

Deft, (deft) a. [A.-S. dejt, from dv/au, to be fit J

! Apt: fit; dexterous; neat; liandy.

I Deftly, (deftTe) adv. Aptly; dexterously; neatly.

j Deftness, (deftness) h. Handsomeness; neatness ,

I beauty ; skill or dexterity in work.

Defunct, (de-fungkt') «. |L. de and fu n*j*.]

Having finished the course of life ; ltaviug douc

duty ; dead ; deceased.

Defunct, (dc-fungkt) n. A dead iiereon ; one

deceased.

Defy, <de-fi ) r.t. IF. detiir.] To rcnounco faiUi

or obligation with; to reluse ;—to pro\oke to

combat or strife ; to challenge ; to brave.

Degamish, (de-gar'nish)(c. t. [V. t/f and j/cmir.]

To strip of, as of funiiture or upiiarutn* ;—to

deprive of a garrison or troo]» necessary for

defence.

Degeneracy, (de-jen'cr-a-se) n. Act of becoming

inferior; a growing worse;—state of having

become degenerate ; — decay ; deterioration :

meanness.

Degenerate, (dC-jcn'rr-at)r. i. [L. de and pmit*,

birth.] To be or grow worse tlian one's kxud ;—

to decay in good or valuable qualities ; to

deteriorate ;— to be inferior ; to l* degraded.

Degenerate, (de-jen'ei-fit) a. Having bevome

worse than one's kind; declined, in worth;

I deteriorated ; degraded ; mean ; base.

. Degenerately, (de-jen'cr-at-le) v.dv. In a de-

! generate manner ; unworthily.

Degeneration, (de-jeii-cr-.T'diuu) 11. Act of grow

ing worse, or the state of having Income worde :

—a decline from former virtue and worth, : a

gradual deterioration in plants and animals.

Degenerative, (de-jen'cr-ut-iv) u. Tending to de

generate.

Deglutition, (degduo-tish'un) n. [lj.de and frf.i-

tui.) Act of swallowing;—power uf swaUowixut.

Degradation, (deg-ra-da'shun) v. [F. from "1*

gradus.] Act of reducing in rank, character, or

reputation ; abasement : humiliation ;—state • .f

being reduced; disgrace;—a gradual wearing

down or wasting;—dejxwition; decline ; diiuiim ■

tiou.

Degrade, (de-gr'ul') r. t. To reduce from a liigher

to a lower rank or degree ; to deprive of f'ffic*- « r

dignity ;— to reduce in character, or reputation .

—to wear down, us hills and mountains ; lower ;

reduce.

Degraded, (de-griid'ed) p. a. Reduced in nvi:V.

cliaracter, intellect, or reputation; sunken; h*3«-'

Degree, (de-gre') «. (F. deyrd.} A step ; an fud-

vance in space or time ; a step upward or doxvn-

ward, in ([uality, rank, and the like;—poin't ti>

which a pensou lnis arrived ; position: stati^iji

extent ; -grade or rank to a ctdlego or uniwr-

sity ;—a UfiOth part of tho circumference of a

circle ;—a space, or interval, marked as, 00 *

thermometer or barometer.

Dehiscence, (dti-his'ens) n. [L. d<7ij«r#re.] Act %.(

gaping;— the opening of ixxls and of tiie ewdW

of anthers at maturity, for emitting seeds, j>ol-

len, Ajc
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IkMseeat, (dc-his/ent) a. Opening, as the cap-

cue of a plant.

Xkaertatory, (de-horfa-tor-e) a. Fitted or de-

signed to dissuade or warn against.

Doaie, (d^-e-flii) ». [L. deu* and cadere.] Act

of patting t* death a being possessing a divine

nature:—ad <>f patting Jesus Christ to death;

—one eoaeeroed in patting Christ to death.

Deiaeaticej. (de-if-ik-i'shan) n. Act of deifying ;

the act of earUlinx among the heathen deities.

Dafra. fie'e-forto) a. [L. aViw, a god, and for-

i^-J like a gdd ; of a godlike form.

beij, ( d^'e-fJ) r. r. [L. oVh* and facere, make.]

To &ske a god of;—to treat as an object of

^pro&e regard ; to render godlike,

kij* (din) r. t. [F. dai'jner.} To think

'GftDT ; to condescend ;— i*. (. To condescend

v. pre to : to give or bestow ; to allow.

kil, (Jil) *. The Scottish word for the devil.

Deim. (d* inn) t. (L. dens.] The being of God;

-belief in the existence of God;—belief that

Gad is not known otherwise than by the works

<f fiataxe ; nataral religion apart from revela

tion ;—belief in the unity of God.

Boat, (d^lst) s. One who believes in a God ; a

professor of deism.

fcasheal, (dsVtsfik-al) a. Pertaining to deism

•a to deists ; embracing or containing dewin.

Deity, (dc'it-e) a. [h. dtiu.] Godhead ; divinity;

-toe infinite, self-existing Spirit ;—the nature

fd essence of God;—the qualities or attributes

■f tiod:—a fabulous god or goddess;—their na

ture and functionj ;—the protection or help they

»3« supposed to give.

Inject, (de-jekf) *"- (. [L. tie and jacerc] To

<*« down, aa the countenance;—to cast down

tit spirits of;—dishearten ; sink.

BqtmBj, (de-jekfed-le) adr. In a dejected

sinner; sadly.

D*3«etian, (de-jek'shun) h. Lowness of spirits

tvc&cioaed by grief or misfortune ; melancholy.

^vjfsaer, (de-zbuo-na') n. [K. from L. ditjt-

J*a*»t.J A breakfast ;—an early luncheon.

Delaine, (de-lin1) m. A thin figured muslin for

ladies' dresses.

Sitae, (de-laps') r. i. [L. dt and labi. J To fall

e* tbde down ;—to pass down bv inheritance.

Delate, (dc-Uf) ft. [L. tUlatus.} To bear a

'-^arge against ; to accuse ; to inform against.

SteJsy, (de-ltf) t. r. To put off ; to defer;—to

i**sjn, or hinder, for a time : to retard the

**>m of;—r. i. To linger ; to tarry.

***y, (de-U') n. [F. dtlai.] A putting off or

•Unerring;—a lingering; detention; hindrance.

«fe»(dele) r. t. [h. dtUrt.) Erase; remove;—

* direction to cancel something which has been

P*i in type—3.

AittlB, (flele-bl) e. [L. deleMZi*.] Capable of

**iE* blotted out.

«*taMe, (de-lekfa-bl) n. {L. deUrta re. ]

8*&y pleasing; aflording great joy or pleasure.

3waMy, (d£-iekfa-ble) adv. In a delectable

"saafier; delightfully, (delight.

Mivtathn, (de-lek-ti'shnn) n. Creat pleasure ;

*««*ite, (del'C-gat) r. *. fL. dt and ffffare.]

To «bd as one's representative ; to depute;—to

L&tnat to the care or management of another.

Dtiegate, (deKe-git) «. One commissioned to

*ct for another;—deputy ; a representative ; a

feQmisrioner.

legated, (del' « - gat - ed) a. Deputed; sent

*-& a commission to act for another.

Delegation, (del-e-ga'shun) n. Act of delegating;

—commission: deputation.

Dslenda, (de-len'da) n.pt. [L. dtUre.] Tilings

to be erased or blotted out.

Delete, (de-Ief) v. t. [h. deltre.] To blot out ; to

erase; to destroy.

Deleterious, (del-e-tiJTe-ua) a. Ilaving the qual

ity of destroying;—destructive ; pernicious; in

jurious, [erasing.

Deletion, (dfi-leshun) n. Act of blotting out or

Delf, (delf) n. Karthenwore covered with white

glazing in imitation of chinawaru or porcelain ;

delft tcare.

Deliberate, (de-libVr-at) r. t. [L. dc and librare.]

To weigh in the mind ; to consider maturely ; to

reflect upon ; to ponder ;—v. i. To take counsel

with one's self; to weigh the arguments for and

against a proposed course of action;—uebatu ;

hesitate.

Deliberate, (d«"-libVr-Ht)a. Circumspect ; cau

tious ;—weighing f.icts and argument) with a

view to a choice or decision ; carefully con

sidering probable consequences ;—formed with

deliberation ; well advised or considered ; Blow.

Deliberately, (de-lib'er-at-le) adv. With careful

consideration ; slowly ; advisedly.

Deliberatenets, (de-lib'tr-ut-nes) n. Quality of

being deliberate.

Deliberation, (de-lib-er-a'uhun) n. Act of de?

liberating ; careful consideration ;—discussion ;

consultation ;—coolness ; prudence.

Deliberative, (de-llb'cr-at-iv) a. Pertaining to

deliberation ;—having power or right to di^usa

and determine.

Delicacy, (del'e-ka-se) n. [F.d<flicnte**e.] State

of being delicate ;—fineness of form, texture, or

constitution ; frailty or weakness ;—propriety of

manners or conduct; susceptibility or tenderness

of feeling ; effeminacy ;—refined perception and

discrimination ; critical niceness ;—Boinethjng

pleasant to the senses, especially to the sense

of taste ; a dainty.

Delicate, (del'e-kat)'«. [L. delicatus, from de-

lieiit] Full of pleasure ; pleasing to the senses;

djunty ; nice ;—lightly or softly tinted ;—fine or

Blender;—slight or smooth ; light and yielding;

—soft and fair;—refined; tender; requiring nice

handling ; — nicely discriminating ; — elegant ;

gentle ; effeminate ; fastidious.

Delicately, (del'e-kat-le) adv. In a delicate

manner; daintily; tenderly.

Delicateness, (dele-kat-nes) n. State of being

delicate.

Delicious, (dC-lish'e-us)rt. [Ij.delicifr.] Affonl-

ing exquisite plwisure : most sweet or grateful

to the senses, especially to the taste; charming.

Deliciously, (de-lish'e-us-le) adv. In a delicious

manner.

Deliciousness, (du-lish'e-us-nes) n. Quality of

being very tileasing to the taste or mind.

Delight, (de-lif) n. A high degree of pleasure or

happiness ;—that which affords delight.

Delight, (de-lif) r. (. [O. Eng. d'lite.] To

afford joy, great satisfaction, or Bupreme con

tent ;—v. i. To liave or take great pleasure.

DeUghted, (dfi-lifed) p. n. FuU of delight or

pleasure: charmed; gratified ; joyful.

Delightful, (de-lit'fool) a. Affonling great

pleasure and satisfaction ;—charming; enjoy

able, [delight; cliarmingly.

Delightfully, (de-Ht'fiVM-le) adv. In a manner to

Delightfulness, (de-liffmil-nes) n. Quality of

being delightful or yielding pleasure.
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Delightlcss. (dC-litles) o. Affording no pleasure.

Delineate, (de-lin'e-ut) v. t. [L. de and lineart.]

To designate by linear drawing ; to sketch ; to

make a draught of, as a plan or map ;—to draw

a likeness of ; to portray ;—to express by verbal

description; to exhibit, as character, &c.

Delineation, (de-lin-C-a'shun) n. [L. delineatio.]

Act of portraying, as by lines, diagrams,

sketches, &c. ;—representation by language;

verbal description. [ates.

Delineator, (dC-lin'S-ut-er) n. One who deline-

Dclinquency, (dfi-lin'kwen-se) n. Failure or

omission of duty ; fault ; offence ; crime.

Delinquent, (de-lin'kwent) «. Failing in duty ;

offeudiug by neglect of duty.

Delinquent, (de-lin'kwent) n. [L. de and linquere. ]

One who foils to perform his duty; one who

commits a fault or crime.

Delinquently, (de-liu'kwent-le) adv. In a faulty

or neglectful manner.

Deliquesce, (del-e-kwes') v. i. [L. de and liquere.]

To dissolve gradually and beconio liquid by

absorbing moisture from the air.

Deliquescence, (del-e-kwos'enB) n. Act or state

of being deliquescent.

Deliquescent, (del-o-kwes'ent) a. liquefying in

the air; melting from moisture.

Delirious, (de-lire-us) a. Having delirium ; wan

dering in mind ; lightheaded; insane.

Deliriously, (de-lir'e-ua-le) adv. In an insane or

delirious manner.

Deliriousness, (dS-lire-us-nes) n. State of being

delirious ; dolirium.

Delirium, (de-lir'e-uni) n. [L. de and lira,] A

fever of the brain ; a frenzied state of mind ;

wandering of the mind, characterized by wild

incoherent ideas, and strange or fearful visions.

Delitescence, (del-e-tes'ens) il [L. de latere.}

State of being concealed ; retirement ; ob

scurity.

Deliver, (dft-hVer) v. t. [F. dflivrer.] To free

from restraint ; to set at liberty ; to save from

evil ;—to give or transfer ;—to communicate ;—

to discharge ;—to relieve of a cliild in child

birth ;—pronounce ; utter.

Deliverance, (de-UVer-ana) n. [F. d&livravce.}

Act of freeing from restraint, peril, and tho like;

—state of being delivered ; freedom ; gift or

transfer ;—act of bringing forth children ;—act

of pronouncing ; utterance of opinion.

Deliverer, (d6-liv'cr-er^ ». One who delivers.

Delivery, (dG-livYr-o) n. Act of delivering:

rescue ; release ;—surrender;—utterance; pro

nunciation ; elocution ;—parturition ;—state of

being delivered ; freedom; preservation.

Dell, (del) n. [A.-S. dehte.] A small retired

valley between two hills ;—a hollow place.

Delphine, (del? in) a. [L. delphinus.] Per

taining to the dolphin, a genus of marine fishes.

Delta, (del'ta) n. The Greek letter A:—the space

between two mouths of a river, primarily

applied to the space at the mouth of the Nile.

Deltoid, (del'toid) a. [G. delta and eidos.] Re

sembling the Greek A (delta) ; triangular.

Deltoid, (del'toid) n. The muscle of the shoulder

which moves the arm.

Delude, (de-lud') v. t. [h. dc and ludere.] To

load from truth or into error ; to mislead the

mind or judgment of ; to disappoint ; to impose

on ; deceive ; beguile ; cheat.

Deluder, (de-liid'er) n. One who deceives.

Deluge, (del'uj) n. [F. dilugc.} An overflowing

of the land by water ; an inundation ; a flood ;

especially the great flood in the days of Noah ;

—any thing which overwhelms, as a gnat

calamity.

Deluge, (del'uj) r. t. To overflow, as with water ;

to inundate; to drown ;—to overwhelm or sink

under a general or spreading calamity.

Delusion, (d5-lu'zhun) n. [L. delusio.} The act

of deluding ; deception ; a misleading of the

mind ;—the state of being deluded ; false belief ;

erroneous conception ; vain fancy.

Delusive, (de-lu'siv) ". Fitted to delude ; tending

to mislead the mind ; deceptive ; beguiling.

Delusory, (de-lii'sor-e) a. Apt to delude; delusive;

fallacious.

Delve, (delv) r. t, [A.-S. del/an.] To dig ; to open

with a spade ;—to penetrate;—v. i. To labour

with the spade.

Delver, (delv'cr) n. One who digs with a spade.

Demagnetize,Vdc-mag'net-iz) v. t. [From </e and

viag?iet izc] To deprive of magnetic polarity ;—

to restore from a sleep-waking state.

Demagogue, (dem'a-gog) ii. [G. dr mon and agein.}

A leader of the people; a political orator who

sways or influences the commonalty, usually by

specious aiia and to bad ends.

Demand, (dC-mand') v.t. [L. de and mandarr.}

To ask or call for, as one who has a claim, right,

or power ; to make requisition of;—to enquire

earnestly or authoritatively ; to question ;—to

require as necessary or useful ; to be in need of.

Demand, (demand') n. Act of demanding ; re

quisition; exaction;—earnest inquiry; question ,

—rightful claim; due ; — tho asking of a priee

for goods ; or tho price asked ;—the desire to

purchase, as goods, or the degree in which they

are desired ; great request.

Demandable, (de-mauda-bl) a. Capable of being

demanded.

Demandant, (d5-mand'ant) n. One who demands;

a plaintiff in a legal action.

Demarcation, (de-mark-a'shun) n. [F. cftffiirrr-

quer.] Act of marking a limit ;—a limit or

bound ascertained and fixed.

Demean, (de-men^ v. t. [F. deniaitr, mcnrr.y

To manage ; to conduct : to treat ;—to behavo

one's self. [From de and mean.} To debase; to

lower.

Demeanour, (de-mCn'cr) n. Manner of behaving ;

conduct;—behaviour; deportment: bearing.

Dementia, (de-men'she-a) n. [L.] Insanity;—a

partial or incipient loss of reason : fatuity.

Demerit, (dC-me/it) n. [F. di and merite. ) That

which deserves blame; misconduct; fault;—ill-

desert.

Demersion, (de-mershun) tt. Act of plunging

into a fluid ; immersion.

Demesmerize, (de-mes'mer-Iz) v.t. [From de and

mesmerize,} To relievo from mesmeric influent-*.

Demesne, (de-men') n. [O. Eng. demayne.} A

manor house, and the lauds attached to it.

Demi, (dome) n. [F. from L. dimidium, half.}

A prefix, signifying half, used only in composi

tion.

Demi-god, (dem'e-god) n. A fabulous lierr*.

imagined to be produced by the cohabitation ,..f

a deity with a mortal. [frost.

Demi-lime, (dem'e-lun) n. A work conatrncte*! ia

Demisable, (do-mizVbl) a. Capable of beuj^

demised or leased.

Demise, (de-mis/) n. [F. dSvicttre.] TranKmi*-

sion by formal act or will to an heir or succewa*. t

—transfer of tho crown to a successor; henoe,

death of a king; death in general; decease.
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Demise, (dfi-miz') r. t. To transmit by succession

ox inheritance ; to bequeath.

Demuwaniipiavtr, (deai e-rein-e-kwa'rer) n, A

siwrt note, equal in

time to th* half of a

armiqTiaTCT. cr to the

thirty-second part of

a whole note.

Demittian, (d?-nii*h'- Dtmiiemiquaveri.

unj i. |L rJemiuio.} A letting down or low

ering : depression : degradation ; humiliation ;—

resignation of an office

Beoit, (de-miO c i. [L. rf« and mittere.] To let

£JJ; tu depress ; to lay down, as an office;—to

Juki or submit.

Deni-tint (dem'e-tint) n. A gradation of colour

between positive light and positive shade.

Bwwcraey, (dr-mok'ra-se) n. [G. demon and

bnUiu.] Republican government ; a form of

^•rarntaent in which the power resides in the

ouliactire body of the people;—the principles

held by one of the two chief parties in the

United State*.

Democrat, (dem'o-krat) n. One who is an ad

herent or promoter of democracy.

Denacratieal, (dem-6-krat'ik-al) a. Pertaining

to 'kmocraer; constructed upon the principle of

f«-^alir government ;—favouring popular rights.

DeaoeraaeaUy, (dem-6-krat'ik-ai-le) adc. In a

A mocratical manner.

Demahah, (de-mol'ian) v.t [L. from dt and

aoiin.1 To throw or pull down ; to pull to

jisow ; to ruin ;—dUmantle ; raze.

IwaoUrion. (de-mo liah'un) n. [L. demolition

Art cf pulling down, or destroying a pile or

itracture ; ruin ; destruction.

Seaan. (de^mon) a. [G. daimOn.] A spirit hold-

is? a Buddie place between men and the gods;—

i ■ieparted soul ;—on evil spirit ; a devil.

D-awniae, (de-rnu'ne-ak) a. [L. dcemoniacu*.]

iJ'-rtaiiiing to, or resembling, demons ;—infiu-

-\=al or produced by demons or evil spirits.

demuae. (de-mo'ne-ak) n. A human being

by a demon or evil spirit.

(de-mon-ol'a-tre) u. (G. dalmon,

ixaan, awl latrtia,] Worship of demons or

•1 evil spirits.

Deasoabfy, (de-mon-ol'o-je) n. .[G. dniraon and

'-?*.] A trtatise on demons or evil spirits, and

ttdx nature and agency.

BeaoBjtrahle, (de-mon'stra-bl) a. Capable of

U:iag demonstrated ; admitting of decisive

jwoL

i^asastrableaeia, (de-mon'stra- bines) n. The

Jpahtj of bang demonstrable.

**o*aitrahry, (de-mon'stra-ble) adv. In a nian-

a*r to prove or put beyond doubt.

kxGtjtnUe, (do-mon'strat) v. t, [L. de and mon-

'*r*r*J To point out; to indicate : to mani

fest ;—to prove or establish so as to exclude

•tj^bt or denial

^•■•ostntJion, (dem-on-stri'shnn) n. Act of

*^6*}agt or making clear ; exhibition of truth ;

proving by evidence ;—conclusivo proof;—exhi-

t»tksi and description of an anatomical sub-

)■**'.—display of the feelings ; pretence ;—an

oMbrtion of force, or movement of troops as

d to fcttack :—a public ceremony iu favour of

*euua or party.

"'■HiiusLne, ( dC- - mon 'strlt - i v ) a . Proving

h evidence; exhibiting with clearness ;—ex-

I-nswng or ineliucd W express one's feelings or

teithnents.

Demonstratively, (de-mon'strAt-iv-le) adr. In

a manner fitted to demonstrate; clearly; openly;

conclusively.

Demoralization, (d^mor-al-iz-a'shun) n. The

act of corrupting morals ; the act uf subverting

discipline, courage, &c.

Demoralize, (de-mor'al-iz) v.t. [F. dSmoralUrr.]

To destroy or undermine the morals of; to cor

rupt

Demotic, (dc-mot'ik) n. [G. demo*, the people.]

Pertaining to the people ; popular ; common.

Demulcent, (de-mul'sent) a. [L. demuleere.]

Softening ; soothing ; mollifying.

Demur, (de-mur) v. i. [F. demeurer.] To delay;

to pause; to suspend proceedings ;—to raise an

objection.

Demur, (de-mur*) "• Stop ; pause ; hesitation as

to proceeding; nus])cnso of decision or action.

Demure, (de-mur') a, [F. de vururt.) Of sober

or serious mien ;—modest in outward seeming;

making a show of gravity.

Demurely, (de-murle) adv. In a demure manner.

Demurenesi, (du-mur'nes) n. Gravity of coun

tenance; sol»crnes8 : modest manner.

Demurrage, (de-mur'aj) n. Detention of a vessel

by the freighter beyond the time allowed ;—

pajinont made for such detention.

Demurrer, (dO-mur'rr) m. One who demurs :— a

stop in an action;—an issue upon a point of law.

Demy, (de-mi') n. A size of paper between royal

and crown, which measures ll*_'j inches by id

inches.

Den, (den) n. [A. -8. den.] A cave or hollow

place in the earth ;—a place of resort ; a haunt ;

—the cave of a wild l>eaBt.

Denary, (den'ar-e) a. [L. denarius,] Containing

ten; tenfold.

Denary, (den'ar-e) n. The number ten.

Denationalize, (de-nash'un-nl-iz) r. f. [From de

and nationalize.} Todivust of national charac

ter or rights.

Denaturalize, (de-nat'ur-al-Iz) v. t. [From de and

naturnlize.] To render unnatural ; to alienauj

from nature.

Dendroid, (den'droid)a. [G. dtndron, and eidoi.]

Resembling a shrub or tree in form.

Dendrology, (den-droro-je) n. [G. dendron and

logos.] A treatise on trees; the natural history

of trees.

Deniable, (dC-ni'a-bl) a. Capable of being con

tradicted or refused.

Denial, (de-ni'al) n. Negation;—allegation of

untruth ; contradiction ;—refusal to grant;—

refusal to acknowledge : disowning of claims or

interests; rejection of the truth or faith.

Denier, (dfi-ni'cr) n. One who denies, contra

dicts, or refuses.

Denizen, (den'e-zn) n. [Norm. F. dnrutein.) A

naturalized citizen;—an alien ndrnitted to resi

dence and certain rights in a country;—an in

habitant, [to cnfrancliiso.

Denizen, ( den'o-zn ) v. t. To make a denizen ;

Denominate, (de-uom'in-at) r. c. [L. de and

nomm.] To give a name or epithet to; to

characterize; to designate.

Denomination, (du-nom-in-a'ahun) n. [L. denoini-

tiatio.] Act of naming;—that by which any

thing is denominated ; a name, e*fxcia(lyt a

general name indicating a class ;—a collection of

individuals called by the same name; a sect;

division or body.

Denominational, (dc-nom-in-iishnn-al) a. Re

lating to a distinctive body of the same class.
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Denominative, (d5-nom'in-at-iv) a. Conferring

a name or title;—possessing a distinct desig

nation.

Denominator, (de-nom'in-at-er) n. One who, or

tliat which, gives a name;—that number below,

the line in vulgar fractions, which shows into

many (arts the integer is divided.

Denotable, (de-not'a-bl) u. Capable of being

marked or signified.

Denote, (dti-uot) r. t. [L. de and notare.] To

indicate ; to point out ; to mark ;—to signify; to

betoken; to intend.

Denouement, (da-nod-mang") n. [F. dVand nouer.]

The development of a plot, as in a play or

novel ; — the final issue or result.

Denounce, (de-nouns') v. t. [L. de and nunciare.]

To give official notice of : to declare ;—to

inform against; to accuse publicly; to stigma

tize.

Denouncement, (de-nouns'ment)n. Notification

or announcement ; menace ; threat.

Dense, (dens) a. [L. densv.s.} Having the con

stituent parts closely united ; close ; compact ;

thick ; heavy ; opaque.

Densely, (dens le) adv. In a dense manner.

Density, (dens'e-te) n. Quality of being close or

thick; compactness ;—the proi>ortion in a body

or mass of its weight to its bulk or volume.

Dent, (dent) n. [K, L. dent, a tooUi.J The

mark made by a blow ; indentation.

Dent, (dent) v. t. To make a notch, hollow, or

depression in ; to indent.

Dental, (dent'al) a. [L. dam.] Pertaining to

the teeth ;—formed by the aid of the teeth.

Dental, (dent'al) n. An articulation or letter

sounded by the teeth and the tongue.

Dentated, (dent'at-ed) a, [L. dentatus, from

dens.] Toothed; sharply notched ; serrate.

Dented, (dented) a. Impressed with little hol

lows.

Denticle, (dont'e-kl) n, [L. denttculua, dim of

dots.) A small tooth or projecting point.

Domiciliation, (den-tik-u-la'shuu) n The state

of being set with Biuall notches or teeth, as a

saw. [ma.] Having the form of teeth.

Dentiform, (dent'e-forni) a. [L, dens and for-

Dentifrice, (dent'e-fris) n. [L. dens and /riceur.]

A powder used in cleaning the teetli.

Dentist, (dentist) a. [L. dens. | One who cleans,

extnicts, renairs, or fills natural teeth, and

inserts artificial ones.

Dentistry, (dent'ist-re) n. The art of a dentist.

Dentition, (den-tish'un) n. |L. dtntitio.) The

natural formation and development of the

teeth ; — the system Of teeth peculiar to an

animal.

Denudation, (de-nu-dii'shuu) n. Act of strip

ping off covering ; a making bare.

Delude, (de-niul) v. t. [L. de and nvdare.]

To divest of covering; to make bare or naked ;

to strip.

Denunciatc, (de-nun'bo- "it) v. t [L. denunriare.]

To denounce; to threaten; to condemn publicly.

Denunciation, (de-nun-se-a'shun) n. Act of de

nouncing ; solemn declaration ; formal accusa

tion.

Denunciator, (de-nun'se-at-cr) n. Ono who de

nounces, threatens, or accuses another.

Denunciatory, (de-nnn'se-a-tor-e) a. Containing

a denunciation ; minatory; accusing.

Deny, (de-ni') r. (. [V. dinitr.] To contradict ;

to gainsay; to declare not to be true ;—to refuse;

to reject ;—to withhold ;—to disown ; to abjure.

Deobstruent, (dft-ob'stroo-ent) n. A medicine

which removes obstructions and opens the

natural passages of the body.

Deodorization, (de-6-der-iz-a'shun) n. Act of

removing foul air, or process by which it is

neutralized. [odour or impurities.

Deodorize, (de-6'd$r-Iz) v. t. To depiive of

Deontology, (de-on-tol'o-je) n. [G. tUon, neces

sary, and logos, discourse.] The science of

positive duty or moral obligation.

Deoxidate, Deoxidize, or Deoxygenat*. (de-oks'-

id-at,) v. (. [From de and oxidate] To deprive

of oxygen or reduce from the state of an oxide,

Deoxidation, (de-oks-ida'shun) n. Act or pro

cess of reducing from the state of an oxide.

Depart, (de-part') v. i. [L. de and partiri.] To

go forth or away ; to sej«rate from a place or

person;—to quit this world; todie;—to deviate;

to vary.

Department, (dS-part'ment) n. [F. d/parlrment.]

A division ;—a part or portion ;—a distinct

course of life, action, study, or the like;—sub

division of business or official duty ;—territorial

division. [to a department.

Departmental, (de-part'ment-al) a. Pertaining

Departure, (de-part'ur) n. Act of going away ;

removal from a place ;—death ; decease ;—de

viation or abandonment.

Depasture, (de-pastur) v.t [L. de and pfiscL)

To eat up; to consume ;—v. i. To feed ; to graze.

Depend, (de-pend') r. i. [L. de and p*.ndtr*.\ To

hang ; to be sustained by something aboTe ;—to

be in suspense;—to rely for support; to stand

related to any thing, as an efficient cause or

condition, &c. ;—to rest with confidence ; to

confide ;—to be in a condition of service.

Dependence or Dependance, (de-pend eus) m, | i .

tUpcndentia.] The act or the state of depend

ing;—suspension from a support;—subjection

to the action of a cause or law ;—mutual con

nection;—subjection to anotiier; inability to

help or provide for one's self;—confidence ; reli

ance ; trust.

Dependency or Dependancy, (de-pend'en-se) a.

State of being dependent ; — a tonRequeue*!,

subordinate, satellite, or the like;—a colony.

Dependent, (de-pend ent) a. Hanging down ;—

relying on, or subject to ; subordinate.

Dependent, (depend'ent) n. One who is snt-

tained by, or who relies on another ; a retainer.

Dcpendently, (do-pend'eut-le) adv. In a d,.-

pendent manner.

Depict, (de-pikt) v.t. [Tj. d> and ptuoYr*.] To

form a painting or picture of ; to portray ;—1^

represent in words : to describe.

Depicture (de-pikt'ur) v.t. To represent 3»

colours or in words.

Depilatory, (de-pil'a-tor-e) fl. [L. drpilttrt.]

Having power to remove the hair and mal:c

bald or bare.

Depilatory, (de-pil'a-tor-e) n. An external app:&

cation for removing hair.

Deplete, (de-plef) v.t. [L. de and v1rrv.} l\i

empty the vessels by venesection ;—to exxxat „- 1

the strength of.

Depletion, (de-ple'shun) n. Act of depleting: ^

emptying ;—venesection ; blood-letting.

Depletory, (do-plotor-e) «. Calculated to depl*,; «

or retluce fulness of habit

Deplorable, (de-plorVbl) a. That which is t o a

deplored or lamented ;—that which cansn ^t^h

or unavailing regret; —grievous; —mistrnb] «

pitiable.
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Htplctbleness, (de-plor'a-bl-nee) n. Btate of

twing cleplor&ijle.

Deplorably, (de-pldra-ble) ait. In a manner to

bo deplored ; nimbi}-.

Dw|VsrMde-|*sr)t.l. [L. dt and plorart.] To

weep over ; to bewail ; to feel or express deep

and peipant grief for ; to regret the loaa of ;

lament.

Deploy, (de-ptoy) t. (. (F. diploytr. ) To extend

in » loog or narrow line, as troops ;—r. i. To

«p™ ; » mend in line.

"Ptasto, (dep-Iu-nia'shnn) ». The strip

ping or ndling off of plumes or feathers ;

DMsibOK.

Defame. (de-nlam1) r. (. [L. dt and pfuma,

latber.J To deprive of plumes or plumage ;—

"•kybsre; to expose,

*P"»mati<>a, (de-pol-er-u-a'shnn) n. Process

jyj'iKb any substance loses its polarity.

^I*"®. (de-poPer-ix) v. I. [From dt and pol-

«2*l To depriTe of polarity.

'"»»■■ Mf-pon) t. l. (L. <te and jxmn-e.] To

U> down, as a wager :—v. t. To testify upon

alb ; to depose ;—to make an assertion ; to gi ve

tSStOBOBT.

"^estnt, (dt-poo'ent) a, [L. oVpmifn'.] Hav-

'a? a passive form with an active meaning—

»»1 of certain Latin verbs.

"spsnnt. (de-pon'ent) n. One who gives testi-

**<J opoo oath:—a witness;—a deponent verb.

■fWUte, (de-por/u-lat) v. t. [L. depopulari.]

Y deprive of inhabitants, to lay waste inha-

**t«t countries ;—v. i. To become dispeopled.

wpopaiitan (de-pop-u-la'ehun) n. Act of de

fying mankind ; havoc: laying waste.

*?W. (de-porf) v. t. [L. dt and portare,]

"> transport; to carry away; to exile;—to

**« ; to conduct ; to behave.

Bsawtstira, (de-pArt-a'shun) n. Act of deport-

fforsute of being deported .

ii'iwtarat, (de-port'menl) w. [F. depor(«n«t(.]

^«dwet; management;—carriage; behaviour.

^rwaWs, (de-poVa-bl) a. Capable of being de-

J'**i- [vesting of office.

*I*ssl, (dtporal) n. Act of deposing, or di-

St?w», (di-poO v. t. (F. oMpoKr.) To lay

<-'m" ; to let fall ;—to degrade ; to divest of

'■&t ;-to bear written testimony to : to aver

?!<o osth ;—r.i. To bear witness ; to testify

>? deposition ; to attest.

fcjssit, (de-poz'it) v.t. [L. depone™.] To lay

*''VB ; to place :—to lay np or aside ; to store ;

~*° commit to the custody of another ; to place

'"" » bank, as a sum of money ;—to let fall, as a

raiment

kfwnt, (dS-poaTit) «, That which is laid or

r^wn down ; matter precipitated from a

^aid;—that which is intrusted to the care of

tvtker ;—money left with a banker ; a pledge

J'« in security : earnest ; pawn.

"fwtsry, (dtpoz'it-ar e) n. A person with

.'•» any thing is left in trust ; a guardian.

""Peahen, (d6-p6-rish'un) n. Act of depositing :

P"apitation ;—act of setting aside a public

tjfl«r. removal;—matter laid or thrown down:

sediment :—act of giving evidence ; testimony

•Meroath. (deposit.

ij'Witor, (de-porit-cr) n. One who makes a

S!P«Rt«ry, (de-pox'e-tor-e) ». A place where

"J tbinc is deposited for sale or safe keeping.

0rKW«-p6')«. |F oVpdt.) A place of deposit;

'"'•orerwuse ;—a military station where stores

"• aept, or where recruits are drilled ;—the

LI

headquarters of a regiment ;—a goods .station ;

headquarters for rolling stock.

Depravation, (dep-ra-v,Vshun) n. Act of cor

rupting ;—state of being depraved; corruption.

Deprave. (de-privO r. t. [L. de and jiroru*.]

To make bad or worse ;—vitiate ; contaminate ;

pollute.

Depravity, (de-prav'e-te) n, (L. dt and praritcf.)

The state of being depraved or corrupted; ex

treme wickedness ;—corruption ; vice.

Deprecate, (dep'rtSkiit) v. t. [L. dt and prttori.]

To pray against;—to seek to avert by prajer;

to pray for deliverance from ; to regret deeply ;

to implore mercy of.

Deprecation, (dep-re-ka'shun) n. Act of depre

cating; prayer that an evil may be removed ur

prevented ;—entreaty for pardon.

Deprecatory or Deprecative, (dep're-ka-tor-e) ".

Having the form of entreaty or prayer ;—tend

ing to remove or avert evil.

Depreciate, (de-pre'she-at) r. f. [L, dr and pre-

tiuttu] To put at a lower price; to lessen the

value of ;—to undervalue ;—r. i. To fall iu

value ; to become of less worth.

Depreciation, (de-prS-she-u/shun) n. Act of les

sening, price or value ;—running down of merit

or character ;—falling in value ; reduction of

worth.

Depreciative or Depreciatory, (do-pre'she-at-.iv) a.

Inclined to underrate; tending to depreciate.

Depredate, (dep're-dat) r. (. [L. dt and jtrmtari.]

ToBuhjectto plunder and pillage; to despoil;

to lay waste ; to devour.

Depredation, (dep-re-da'Bhnn) n. Tlie act of

plundering or laying waste ; the act of making

incursions or inroads on;—waste; spoil; con

sumption.

Depredatory, (dep'rC-dMor-c) a. Plundering;

spoiling ; roving to pillage.

Depress, (de-pres') v. t. [L, dt and prtmnrc]

To press down; to cause to sink;— to bring

down or humble ;—to cast a gloom upon ; to

dispirit;—to embarrass, as trade, Lc. ;—to lessen

the price of ; to cheapen.

Depression, (df*-prcsh'un) n. fL. depretsio.] Act

of pressing, or state of being pressed down ;— a

hollow or cavity ;—a falling in or sinking of the

surface ;—a low state of the mind or spirits ;

dejection ;— humiliation; abasement ; — a low

state of business or trade. [depiers.

Depressive, (de-pres'iv) a. Able or tending to

Deprivation, (dep-re-vjVshun) n. The act of

depriving ;—the state of being deprived ; 1os.j ;

bereavement ;—deposition ; degradation.

Deprive, (de-priv') r. (. [L. rfe and privmr.] To

take away ; to remove ;—to divest ;—lo dispos

sess of dignity , especially of ecclesiastical dignity.

Depth, (depth) n. [From dtt/>.) Deepness; the

distance or measure downwards ;—a deep place;

the sea ; the ocean ; abyss ; a dark gulf ;—pro

fundity ; unsearchablemw; mjstery :—extent of

penetration, as of understanding or knowledge ;

—the middle or inner part of a thing.

Deputation, (dep-u-ta'shmi) n. Act of deputing;

—the person or persons commissioned by an

other to act on his behalf.

Depute, (de-rriit') c 1. [L. drpvtart.) To send

with a special commission ;—to appoint as sub

stitute or agent ; to delegate.

Deputy, (dep'u-te) n. [F. dtput&] One ap

pointed as the substitute of another, and

empowered to act for him ;—representative ;

delegate ; envoy ; agent ; factor.
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Derange, (de-ranj') v.L [P. dtranger.] To put

out or place, order, or rank ; to throw into con

fusion, embarrassment, or disorder;—to disturb

in the action or function ;—to disorder the in

tellect ; to render insane.

Derangement, (de-ranj'ment) »i. Act of derang

ing, or state of being deranged; disorder;

especially, mental disorder ; confusion ; dis

turbance.

Derelict, (der/C-likt) a. [L. de and relinguere.]

Forsaken by the rightful owner; abandoned.

Derelict, (dgr/e-likt) n. A thing voluntarily

abandoned. ;—pL Goods found at sea.

Dereliction, (dcr-€-lik'tshun) n. Act of leaving

with an intention not to reclaim ; abandon

ment ;—state of being abandoned.

Deride, (de-rid') t. t. [L. de and nWre.] To

laugh at with contempt; to make sport of;

mock ; taunt. [sion or mockery.

Deridingly, (de-rid'ing-le) adv. By way of deri-

Derision, (de-rizh'un) n. [L. dertitio.) Act of

deriding, or state of being derided; mockery;

an object of contempt ; a laughing-stock.

Derisive, (de-ris'iv) a. Expressing, or charac

terized by, derision ; mocking; ridiculing.

Derivable, (de-riv'a-bl) a. Caj>able of being

derived ; transmissiblo ; communicable ; deduc-

ible.

Derivation, (der-e-viVshnn) n. The act of draw

ing or deducing from ;—act of tracing origin or

descent, as in grammar or genealogy ;—state or

method of being derived ; — that which is de

rived ; a derivative ; a deduction.

Derivative, (do-nVat-iv) a. Obtained by deriva

tion ; derived ; secondary.

Derivative, (de-riV&t-iv) n. That which is do-

rived, obtained, or deduced from ; a word

formed from another word by a prefix or suffix.

Derivatively, (de-riv'at-iv-le) adv. In a de

rivative manner ; by means of derivation.

Derive, (de-riv7) v. t. [L. deand viva*.] To draw

from ; to deduce ;—to receive, as from a source ;

to obtain by transmission ; to trace the origin,

descent, or derivation of; — v.i. To flow; to

proceed ; to be deduced ;—trace ; infer.

Doriver, (d5-rlv'er) n. One who derives, trans

mits, or deduces.

Derm, (denu) n. [0. derein.] The natural

tegument or covering of an animal;' the true

skin as distinguished from the epidermis or

scarf skin.

Dermal, (dermal) a. Pertaining to the ex

terior covering or skin of animals.

Dermatology, (dcrni-a-tol'o-jo) n. [G. derma

and logos.} The branch of physiology which

treats of the structure of the skin, and its dis

eases.

Dernier, (dpr/ne-Or)((, [P. drrribre.] Last; final;

ultimate, as a demur resort.

Derogate, (der'o-gat) r. t. [h. dc and rortare.]

To annul in part ; to restrict ;—to detract from ;

to disparage ; to depreciate ;—v. i. To lessen,

as reputation.

Derogation, (dsr-o-gil'shun) n. The act of jwrtly

repealing, or lessening in value ; disparage

ment; detraction; depreciation.

DefDgatorily, (de-rog'a-tor-e-le) adv. In a dero

gatory manner.

Derogatory, (de-rog'ii-tor-e) a. Tending to lessen

in valno : detracting ; disparaging ; injurious.

Derrick, (der'ik) n. [Gor. diet rich.] A mast or

spar supported at the top by stays or guys, with

suitable tackle for raising heavy weights.

Dervis, (dermis) n. [Per. dent-tech.] A Turkish

or Persian monk who professes extreme poverty,

and leads an austere life.

Descant, (deaTtant) n. [F. desckant] A tunc

composed in parts ; a variation of an air ;—a

discourse formed on a theme ; a comment or

series of comments.

Descant, (des-kauf) v, i. To sing a variation of

an air ;—to comment ; to discourse with fulness

and particularity ; to animadvert freely.

Descend, (de-send") v. i. [L. descender*", from de

and seundcre, to climb.] To pass from a higher

to a lower place ; to go down in any way, Ac ;

to plunge ; to fall ;—to make an attack or incur

sion ;—to pass from the general or important

to the particular or trivial ;—to be derived ; to

proceed by generation or by transmission :—to

fall in musical tone;—r. t. To go down upon or

along ; to pass from the top.to the bottom of.

Descendant, (de-send ant)*. One who descends,

as offspring, however remotely.

Descendant, (de-send'ent) a. Descending ; pro

ceeding from an ancestor.

Descendible, (d6-sende-bl) a. Admitting de

scent ;—capable of being transmitted by inherit

ance.

Dcscension, (dC-sen'ahun)n. [L.rfw?H#io.] Act of

going downward ; falling or sinking; declension.

Descensional, (de^-sen'shun-al) a. Pertaining to

desoension or descent ;—tending downward.

Descent, (de-senf) n, [F. detcente.) Act of de

scending ; inclination; declivity;—incursion;

midden attack ;—progress downward, as in sta

tion, virtue, or the like, from the more to the

less important, from a higher to a lower tone,

&o.;—derivation, as fiom an ancestor ; lineage ;

—offspring ; issue ;—a generation ; degree.

Describable, (de-skrib'a-bl) a. Capable of being

described.

Describe, (dG-skriT/) v. t. (It. de and tcribert.]

To represent by lines, to trace out ; to sketch :

—to exhibit as a hue, circle, or curve by n body

in motion ;—to mark out by character or pro

perties ; to define ;—to set forth or sketch in

oral or written language.

Description, (de-skrip'shun) n. Actof represent

ing by a plan ; the figure delineated ;—act of

exhibiting in words ; definition : account; word-

painting ;—the qualities which belong to a cer

tain class or order; the persons or tilings having

these qualities ;—sort ; kind.

Descriptive, (de-skrip'tiv)a. Tending todescribe:

representing ; containing description.

Descriptively, (de-ekrip'tiv-le) adv. In a de

scriptive manner ; by description.

Descry, (dO-skri') v. t. [Norm. F. rf«er*Vr_] To

discover by the eye, as objects at a distance ;

to detect ;—espy ; discern.

Desecrate, (des'e-krat) v. t. [L. detecrare.) 'To

divest of a sacred character or office ; to divert

from a sacred use ; to treat in a sacrilegious

manner.

Desecration, (des-e-kra'shun) «. Act 'of dese

crating ; act of treating sacrilegiously.

Desert, (de-zertf) v, t. [h. de and *rrerr.3 To

part from; to quit; to abandon ;—to leave with

out permission ; to forsake in violation of duty :

—v. i. To quit a service without permission ;

to run away.

Desert, (dez'ert) a, "Wild; waste; solitary: with

out life or cultivation;—unproductive; desolsvto.

Desert, (dez'ert) n. An unproductive region, ;

a vast sandy plain ; a wilderness ; a solitude.
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Deaert, (<U-2?rf) a. [F. dexrU.) That which u

deserved— usually in a good sense; —worth;

excellence; due.

Biwtii (de-zrjt'ed) c Entirely forsaken ;

wholly abandoned ; left alone.

Deserter, (d£-x;rt'er) s. One who forsake* his

duty, party, or friend ; especially a soldier or

ramm who quits the service without permis

sion.

(dc-sfr than) >l Act of deserting ;—

state of bang forsaken ; spiritual despondency.

Dsasrre, (d£-z1rv') r. t. [ L. de and serai re,) To

earn by service ; to he entitled to ;—to merit by

an cni act ;—r. t. To be worthy of recompense.

Tlftei nary. (de-zsrv'edle) ode. Awarding: to

dssert, whether good or evil ; justly.

Destrviagly, (de-zsrr'ing-le) ode. Meritoriously;

with just dessert.

Daha&Ua, (des-a-bil) n. [F. diskabiller.] An

aadresa; a loose morning dress; a careless toilet.

freiiyrut, (d6-#ik.'ant) u. Drying or tending to

dry.

Diskcaat, <*d3-sik'ant) n, A medicine or appli

cation that dries a sore.

Desiccate, (de-sik'at) v. t. [h. de and siccarc]

to exhaust of moisture : to dry.

Utsjccatioa, (des-ik-a'shun) i». The act of making

dry, or the state of being dried.

Desiecatrre. (de-sik'at-iv) n. An application

which tends to dry up morbid or ulcerous secre

tions.

Dtsiderate, (d3-eid'er-at) v.t. [L. detiderare.]

To desire earnestly: to feel the want of; to miss

rrestiy ; to long for : to regret,

Desideratum, (de-sid-er-a turn) n. [L. detid-

awn.} A requirement ; that which is desired

«r a desirable ; a want felt and acknowledged.

Dssiga, (d?-sia'j v, t. [L. de and sij/nare.] To

•law the outline of ; to sketch ;—to exhibit ; to

appoint to a particular end or use;—to contrive;

—e. i. To have a purpose ; to intend.

Deagm, (de-sin") k. (F. deueiiu] A sketch or re

presentation ; a delineation; a plan;—a pre

liminary conception; idea intended to be worked

•at or expressed; aim ; intent;—contrivance;

adaptation of means to end ;—scheme ; plot;—

emblematic or decorative figures, as of a medal,

embroidery, dec.

Dtatgnaale, (de-sin'a-bl) a. Capable of being

deatxnsd or distinctly marked out.

Besigutt, (des'ig-nat) v. t [h. ttesignare.] To

asrk out and make known ; to call by a dis

tinctive title ;—to specify ;—to set apart for a

particular use, purpose, or duty.

D:ugaation, (dee-ig-na'shun ) n. Act of pointing

cot; indication ;—appointment for a purpose ;—

distinctive title ; appellation ;—signification.

Dtsagaedly, (de-sin'ed-le) adv. By design ; pur-

' if ; intentionally.

fcr, (de-am'er) n. One who designs, or fur-

deaagua, as for prints;— a plotter; a

Smyrna-.

D«gBing, (dA-sin'ing) n. The art of drawing

'if*izai( patterns, or illustrations.

Desirable, (de-zirVbl) a. Worthy of desire or

Jogging ; pleasing ; agreeable.

Miinkiuusa, (de-zirVbl-nes) n. .Quality of

****** desirable. [manner.

Deiiaoly, (dS-zirVble) adv. In a desirable

Dssm, (de-xir) r. (. [F. ddsirer.) To long for

the enjoymeut or possession of ; to wish for;—

Jo express a wish for ; to entreat ; to request.

Dssfet, (de-zir') n. Natural eagerness to obtain

any object from wliich pleasure, sensual, intel

lectual, or spiritual, is expected ;—good desired;

object of longing; —an expressed wish; a re

quest; petition;—craving; inclination.

Desirous, (de-zir'us) a. |F. ddsircux.} Full of

desire ; longing after ; wishing for ; solicitous ;

covetous ; eager to obtain.

Desist, (de-sist) v.i. [L. de and sUtrrc] To

stand aside ; to cease to proceed or act ; to for

bear; to stop; to discontinue.

Desk, (desk) n. [Sax, & IceL 41k.] A table with

a sloping top for reading or writing;—a portable

writing case of wood or leather;—part ofa pulpit.

Desolate, (des'o-lat) v. t. [L. de and solart.) To

deprive of inhabitants ; to make desert ;—to lay

waste ; to ruin ; to ravage.

Desolate, (des'6-lat) a. Destitute or deprived of

inhabitants; — laid waste; iu a ruinous con

dition; — left alone; without a companion;

afflicted ;—lonely ; waste ; solitary.

Desolately, (des'6-lat-le) «uV. In a desolate

manner.

Desolateness, (des'6-lat-nes) n. State of being

lonely and afflicted ; friendlessness.

Desolation, (des-o-iu'shun) a. Aet of desolating ;

state of being desolated ;—a desolate place or

country ;—havoc ; devastation; ravage; sadness;

destitution; melancholy.

Despair, (de-spar*) v.i. [F. ddse*p4rer.] To be

without hope ; to give up all hope or expecta

tion ; to despond.

Despair, (dfl-spfir') n. Loss of hope; the giving

up of expectation;—that which is despaired of;

-—desperation ; despondency ; hopelessness.

Despairingly, (dfi-spar'ing-lo) adc. In a despair

ing manner.

Despatch, (de-spadr*) v.t. [F. depeeher.] To

send off or away ; to send in liaste, or on a spe

cial errand ;—to send out of the way; to kill ;—

to perform speedily, as business ; to execute :—

also Dispatch. _i

Despatch, (di'-spach') n. Act of sending away;

especially of sending a letter or messenger ;—

haste; expedition;—speedy performance; dili

gent execution ;—the letter or message sent ;

government or official letter.

Despatchful, (de-spach'f661) n. Bent on haste;

indicating haste :—Dispatchful.

Desperado, (des-per-a'do) «. [Sp. desperar.] A

desperate fellow ; a person urged by furious

passions, regardless of law and personal safety.

Desperate, (des'per-at) a. Beyond hojje ; despaired

of; past cure;—proceeding from despair; vio

lent ; headlong ; precipitate ; furious ; frantic.

Desperately, (des'pcr-at-le) adv. In a desperate

manner.

Desperation, (des-pcr-a'shun) n. Act of despair

ing ; a giving up of hope;—state of despair or

hopelessness ; abandonment of hope.

Despicable, (des'pik-a-bl) a. [L. dtupicari.] Fit

or deserving to bo despised; —contemptible;

mean; paltry; sordid; base; degrading.

Despicably, (deVpik-a-blo) ade. In a despicable

or mean manner. [mean ; unworthy.

Despisable, (de~splz a-bl) a. Contemptible; low;

Despise, (de-spiz) v. t. [L. dttpictrt.} To look

down upon with contempt ; to have a low

opinion of ;—contemn; scorn; disdain.

Despiser, (de-spiz'er) n. One who despises; a

contemner ; a soorner.

Despite, (de-spit') n. [L. de&peciuM.] Extreme

malice ; malignity ; angry hatred ; — an act

prompted by malice or hatred ; act of defiance.
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Despite, (dfi-epif) prep. In spite of: notwith

standing, [cious ; malignant.

Despiteful, (d5-spit'fool) a. Full of despite; mali-

Despitefully, (de-spnYfool-le) ade. In a despite

ful manner.

Despoil, (de-spoil') v. t. [h. de and tpoliart.]

To take from by force ; to deprive ; to strip or

divest, as of clothing or arms.

Despond, (do-spond') v. i. [L. de and *j>on-

dSre.] To sink under by loss of hope; to be

cast down by failure ; to be dispirited ; to give

over or give up, as effort ; to fail in spirit or

resolution.

Despondency, (de-spon-d'en-se) n. State of de-

B|K>nding ; abandonment of hope; permanent

dejection arising from discouragement or want

of hope.

Despondent, (de-spond'ent) a. [L. detpondens.]

Sinking in spirit or losing courage ; depressed.

Despond ingly, (de-spond'ing-le) ade. In a de

sponding manner.

Despot, (des'pot) n. [O. despots*.] One who

possesses absolute powor; an autocrat; a tyrant;

an oppressor.

Despotic, (des-jlofik) a. Having the character of,

or pertaining to, a despot ; absolute in power ;

tyrannical ; arbitrary. [manner.

Despotically, (des-pot'"ik -al-le) adr. In a despotic

Despotism, (des'pot-izm) n. Absolute power;

the spirit or principles of a despot; tyranny.

Despumate, (d&Vpu-ruat) v. i. [h.deATidnpumare.]

To throw off impurities ; to form scum.

Despumation, (des-pu-ma' shun) n. Separation of

the scum on the surface of liquor ; clarification.

Desquamation, (des-kwaw -mashun) it. [L. des-

qnamare.] Separation of tlie cuticle in flakes

or scales.

Dessert, (doz-zprf) n. [F. from desservir.] A

service of pastry, fruits, or sweetmeats.

Destinate, (des'tin-iit) v. t. To design ; to fix tlie

end or purpose of.

Destination, (des-tin-a'shun) re. Act of destin

ing or appointing;—prede termined end, object,

or use ;—place or point aimed at ; end of a

journey.

Destine, (des'tin) v.t [L. dentinare.] To set

apart by design or intenti on;—to fix, as by an

authoritative decree; to establish irrevocably;

—ordain. [a fatalist.

Destinist, fdos'tin-ist) n. A believer in destiny ;

Destiny, (des'tin-e) n. State or condition ap

pointed ; fate ; doom ;—the power conceived of

as determining tlie future ; divine decree ; in

vincible necessity ; fatality

Destitute, (des'te-tiit) a. [Tj. de, and statitere.]

In want; deficient ; lacking ; needy ; poor ; indi

gent.

Destitution, (des-te-tu'shun) re. State of being

needy, or without resources ; deficiency ;

poverty.

Destroy, (de-stroyO v. t. [L. de and xtruere.] To

pull down ; to break up the structure and

organic existence of;—to bring to naught; to

kill ; to extiqwite ; to lay waste ;—to eat and

devour ;—to mar the beauty or form of ;—to re

solve a body into its primitive elements.

Destroyer, (de-stroy'er) n. One who destroys.

Destructibility, (de-struk-te-bil'e-te) n. The

quality of being capable of destruction.

Destructible, (dti-struk'te-bl)n. Liable to destruc

tion ; capable of being destroyed.

Destruction, (de-struk'shun) n. Act of destroy

ing or demolishing ; ruin by any means ;—state

of being destroyed ;—destroying agency; cause

of ruin or devastation; final ruin of the wicked.

Destructive, (d5-strukfiv) a. [L. dertrvetiws.)

Causing destruction ;—taking pleasure in de

struction ;—mortal ; deadly ; fatal ; ruinoua.

Destructive, (dg-strukt'iv) iu One who destroys;

—an epithet applied to political reformers.

Destructively, (de-strukt'iv-le) adv. In a de

structive manner ; ruinously; mischievously.

Destructiveness, (do - strukt ' iv - nes) n. The

quality of destroying;—the phrenological faculty

which impels to acts of destruction.

Desudation, (des-u-da'shun)n. [L. de andswoTo- re.)

A profuse perspiration, followed by an eruption

o£ pimples.

Desuetude, (des'we-tiid) n. IL. drmescrre.] Ces

sation of practice, custom, or fashion ; disuse.

Desulphurate, (de-sul'fu-rat) r. t. [De and sul

phur.] To deprive of sulphur.

DesultorinesB, (des'ul-tor-e-nes) re. Quality of

being desultory ; absence of order and method

Desultory, (des'ul-tor-e) a. [L. de and aatirt.]

Leaping from one thing or subject to another;

without order or logical sequence ; unmethod

ical : cursory.

Detach, (detacher, f. [F. detacher.] To part ;

to disunite; — to separate for a special object

or use ;—to select men or ships from a fleet, for

special service.

Detachment, (dfi-tacli'ment) re. Act of detach

ing or separating;—Btate of being detached ;—

detached ; a body of troops or part of a fleet

detailed for special service.

Detail, (dc-tal') v. t. |F. de and taillrr.] To

relate minutely ; to particularize ;—to appoint

for a particular service, usually naval or military.

Detail, (dC-tal7) w. A minute portion ; item : a

particular—used chiefly in the plural ;—selection

for a particular sen-ice ; the person or company

selected.

Detailed, (dC-tald') a. Related in particulars;

minutely gone over in all its bearings.

Detain, (de-tan') r. (. [L. eft and fenn*r.] To keep

back or from ; to withhold ; to arrest ; to re

strain.

Detainer, (de-tan'er) re. One who detains ;—de

tention of what is another's.

Detainment, (dc-tan'ment) n. The act of de

taining; detention.

Detect, (de-tekf) v. t. [L. rfeand fojeiv, to cover.)

To uncover ; to find out ; to bring to light ; to

discover ; to expose.

Detectable, (de-tekt'a-bl) a. That may be de

tected, (brings to light.

Detector, (de-tekl'er) re. One who detects or

Detection, (de-tek'shmi) n. Act of detecting ;

the discovery of what was concealed or hidden ;

discovery of a fault, fraud, or crime.

Detective, (de-tekt'iv) a. Fitted, skilled, or em

ployed in detecting.

Detention, (dC-ten'shun) n. Act of keeping

back ; a withholding ;—state of being detained;

confinement; restraint; delay.

Deter, (deter) v. t. [L, de and terrrrt.) To

frighten from ;—to stop or prevent by considera

tions of danger, difficulty, iic. ;—to debar from

action by prohibition or threat.

Deterge, (de-terj ) v. t. [h. de and terycre.] To

cleanse ; to purge away.

Detergent, (de-terj'ent) ct. Cleansing ; purging.

Detergent, (de-terj'ent) n. A medicine that

cleanses the vessels or the skin from offenaive

matter.
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Deteriantt, (d^-t^re-o-rit) r. t. fL. deterior.]

To make worse : to impair ; to reduce by mix-

in?, aa inferior ingredient* or breed ;—v. i. To

grow wane ; to be impaired in quality ; to de-

generate.

Deterieratieft, fde-W-re-d-rrshun) n. State of

growing or of baring grown worse.

Determent, (determent) n. Act of deterring;—

that flbieh deters.

Deteramubie, (de-termIn-a-bl) a. Capable of

being ended or decided with certainty.

DrtenEina^, (de-term'iti-in) a. [L detrrmina-

ttu.} Baring denned limit* ; fixed ;—decisive;

powtire.

Brtermiaately, (de-termln-at-Je) adv. Defi-

luteiy ; distinctly; with fixed resolve.

D^teraiaation, (de-term-in-a'shun) n. Act of

deddieg or state of being decided ; — termina

tion ;—judicial decision ;—fixed purpose; resolu

tion ;—direction or tendency.

Determinative, (de-te.rm'in-at-iv) a. Having

power to determine ; directing ; conclusive.

Determine, (d^-term'in) r. t. [L. de and ter~

«*i-a] To fix the boundaries of;—to set

bounds to ; to bring to an end ;—to fix the form

fr character of; to effect ;—to fix the course of;

v> direct ■—to assign to its true place in a sys

tem ;—to settle by authoritative or judicial

■entente :—to resolve ou ;—to ascertain the

'i-nantity or amount of ;—r. t. To come to a

deciakin ; to resolve.

D*fcrmra«*xy, (de-te,rm'ind-le) adv. In a deter

mined manner.

Detensan, (de-teYshun) a. The act of cleansing,

a a sore.

Detersive, (de-t^r'siv) n. A medicine to cleanse

»jt<x or afcers.

Detest, (de-test*) v.t. fL de and tettnri.] To

Kase or dislike extremely ; to abhor ;—loathe.

Dwetfaale. (de-leefa-bl) a. Worthy of being de

tested; extremely hateful; odious; execrable.

Brtestably, (de-leet'a-ble) adv. Very hatefully ;

g.>Kninaoly.

Ii^ertatioa, (de-teat-1'shun) n. Act of detesting ;

'itreiae hatred or dislike ; abhorrence ; loath-

-■

DttaroBe, (de-thronO v.t. fF. dttrdner.) To

drive from a throne ; to depose ;—to divest of

r<ral authority and dignity.

^tareaement, (de-thrdn'mettt) n. Removal from

i throne ; deposition.

&rtoaat»t (deto-nat) r. i. [L. de and tonart.] To

explode with a sudden report like thunder;—

JJ- To cause to explode.

-•location, (det-6-na'shun) n. An explosion

^ade bv certain combustible bodies, as gun-

swier, Ac.

Detart, (dS-torf) r. t. fL. de and torqvere.] To

t-wn from the original or plain meaning; to

J^TTcrt ; to wrest.

Jttwr, (de-Uwr') n. fF.] A circuitous route.

Detract, (de-trakf) v. t. fL. de and fruAere.) To

remove apart ; to subtract;—to take credit or

reputation from ;—disparage; depreciate ; tra-

<Hee.

Detraction, (de-trak'shnn) «. Act of taking

i«a» from reputation or worth ; act of depro-

^"ingfrom envy or malice;—slander.

Drtaetor, (de-trakt'er) n. One who attempts to

k*jen the character or good name of another.

Detriment, (det're-ment) n. fL. detrimentum.]

That which injures or causes damage; loss; hurt;

r:^ehief ; harm.

Detrimental, (det-re-mental) o. Causing loss or

damage; hurtful or prejudicial; injurious;

mischievous.

Detrition, (de-trish'un) n. fL. deterere.] A

wearing off or away.

Detritus, (de-trtt'us) n. Disintegrated parts or

particles of rocks carried down by flood or river

Detrude, (de-trood') r. t. [L. ds. and trvdere]

To thrust down ; to push down with force into

a lower place.

Detruncate, (de-trungk'at) r. t. [L. de and tritn-

eare.) To shorten by cutting; to cut off; to lop.

Detruncation, (de-tningk-ft'shun) n. Act of cut

ting ofl ;—loss of a limb;—abridgment of a book.

Detrusion, (de-troo'shun) n. [L. dttrutio.) Act

of thrusting or driving down.

Deuce, (dGs) n. [F. deux.] Two; a card or a

die with two spots.

Deuce, (du*)n. [Armor, tr&z.) An evil spirit;

a demon.

Deuterogamiat, (dQ-t^r-og'a-mist) n. One who

marries the second time.

Deuterogamy, (du-ter-oga-me) n. [Q, deutemn

and gamos.] A second marriage, after tho

death of the fir*t husband or wife.

Deuteronomy, (du-ter-ono-me) n. fO. devUros

and nonww.] The fifth book of the Fentateucb,

containing the second giving of the law by

Moses.

Devastate, (deVas-tat) r. t. fL. de and rastorr.]

To lay waste ; to desolate ;—ravage ; pillage.

Devastation, (dev-as-ta'shun) n. Act of devas

tating, or state of being devastated ;—desola

tion ; ravage ; havoc ; destruction.

Develop, (de-vel'up) r. t. [F. derHoper.] To dis

close or make known; to unfold gradually; to

lay open by degrees;—r. i. To go through a

process of successive changes from a less jwrfect

to a more jierfect or finished state ;—to becumo

visible gradually ;—to expand to view.

Development, (de-vel'up-ment) n. Act. of disclos

ing; process by which any thing secret or un

known is revealed ;—unravelling of a plot —

tho organic change in animal or vegetable bodies

from an embryo to a perfect state ; — full dis

closure or exhibition.

Deviate, (do've-at) v. i. fL. de and via.] To go

out of the common way; to turn aside from tho

right course ; to diverge ; to stray from the path

of duty ;—swerve ; wander ; digress ; deflect.

Deviation, (de-ve-a'shun) n. Going or turning

from tho way; aberration ;—turning from tne

right course; wandering from the path of duty;

obliquity of conduct; want of conformity to

the laws of God ;—variation from tho ordinary

form, or from common analogy.

Device, (de-vis') n. [L. dividere.] That which is

formed by design ; a contrivance; au expedient;

a stratagem ;—an emblem or ensign borne on

shields ; a motto.

Devil, (deVil) n. [A.-S. diafol.] An evil spirit ;

a fallen angel ; Satan, the tempter and

accuser of men ; the father of lies ; the spirit ;

or principle of evil ;—a demon ; a false god ;—a

wicked person ; a passionate temper or disposi

tion ;—a piece of flesh highly spiced and broiled.

Devilish, (dev'il-ish) a. Resembling, or pertain

ing to, the devil ;—infernal ; aatanic ; fiendish.

Devious, (de've-us) a. fL. de and via.] Out of a

straight line; erring; going aside from rectitude

or the divine precepts.

Deviously, (de ve-ua-le) adv. In a devious

manner.
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Deviousness, (deve-us-nes) n. Departure from a

straight course ; tendency to wander from the

path of duty.

Devisable, (de-vizVbl) a. Capable of being con

trived ;—capable of being bequeathed.

Devise, (d6-vlz') v. t. To invent or contrive ; to

striko out by thought ;—to plan or scheme ;—

project ;—to give by will ;—r. i. To form a

scheme ; to lay a plan ; to contrive.

Devise, (de-vfzO 11. Act of disposing of real

estate by a will ;—a will or tostament ;—pro

perty given by will.

Deviser, (dS-viz'gr) n. One who devises; an in

ventor.

Devisor, (de-viz'er) n. One who devises or gives

real estate by will ; a testator.

Devoid, (de-void') a. Void ; empty ; vacant ;—

destitute ; not in possession.

Devoir, (dev-waw1) «. [F.] Duty; service owed ;

act of civility; due respect.

Devolution, (de-vo-lu'shun) n. [L. devolulio.)

Act of rolling down.

Devolve, (de-voW) v. f. [h. de and rolvcre.] To

roll downward;—to transfer from one person to

another ; to hand down to a successor ;—r. i.

To pass by transmission or succession ; to come

upon as a duty, privilege, Ac.

Devote, (de-v&f) v. t, [L. de and vorert.) To

give by vow; to set ajmrt by solemn act; to

dedicate ;—to give as time or attention to a

subject ; to attach, as to a cause or party ;—to

consign, as to the flames ; to doom, as to de

struction ;—to give over to the Bpirit of evil ; to

execrate.

Devotedness, (da-vot'ed-nes) n. Attachment to a

cause, principle, or party ;—quality of being

addicted.

Devotee, (dev-o-te') n. fF. dcvot.] Ono devoted

to some form of religious faith or duty.

Devotion, (de-vo'shun) n. State of being set

apart or dedicated, especially to the worship

or service of God;— yielding of the heart to

God; solemn and reverent spirit; piety;—ardent

attachment to any cause or principle ; volun

tary addiction to and effort for ;—earnestness.

Devotional, (de-vo'shun-al) a. Pertaining to,

used in, or suited to worship or service.

Devour, (de-vour') v. t, [L. de and vara re.] To

cat up with greediness ; to consume ravenously;

—to enjoy with avidity ;—to destroy with ra

pidity, as fire ; to consume ; to ruin.

Devout, (de-vonf) a, [L. devottt*.] Solemn and

earnest in religious feelings and exercises ;

pious ; reverent ;—warmly devoted ; hearty.

Devoutly, (do-vout'le) adv. In a devout manner;

sincerely ; solemnly ; earnestly.

Dew, (dfi) n. [A.-S. deatc.) Aqueous vapour

condensed on the surface of bodies colder than

the lower strata of the atmosphere.

Dew, (du) v. t. To wet with dew ; to bedew.

Dew-drop, (du'drop) n. A drop of dow.

Dewiness, (d&'e-nes) n. State of being dewy.

Dewlap, (du'lap)n. [From dew and tap.) The

flesh hanging from the throats of oxen, which

laps or licks the dew in grazing.

Dew-point, (du'noint) n. The point of the ther

mometer at which dew begins to form.

Dew-worm, (du'wurm) n. A worm of the genus

Lutnbricm; earthworm.

Dewy, (dfi'e) a. Covered with dew ;—pertaining

to dew ;—falling gently, like the dew.

Dexter, (deks'ter) a. [U] Pertaining to, or

situated on the right hand side.

Dexterity, ( deks-teye-te ) n. [L. dextcrittu.)

Readiness and grace in physical activity ;—ac

tivity and expertness of the mind; adroitness;

tact; cleverness : facility ; aptitude.

Dexterous, (deks'ter-us) a. [L. dtxtcr.) Ready

and expert ;—skilful in contrivance; quick at

inventing expedients ;—done with dexterity;—

adroit ; clever ; handy :—Dextrous,

Dexterously, (deks'tgr-us-Ie) adv. In a dexterous

manner. [adroitness.

Dexterousness, (deks'ter-ns-nes) «, Dexterity ;

Dey, (da) n, [Turk, ddi.) The title given to the

former governors of Algiers.

Di, (di) [G. dis, or dicha.) A prefix to many

words, signifying difference, diversity, negation,

twofold or manifold state.

Dia, (dl'a) [G.] A prefix to words taken from

the Greek, signifying thoroughness, intensity,

division, or diversity.

Diabetes, (di-a-be tez) n. sing. & pL [G.J An

excessive discharge of urine.

Diabetica!, (di-a-bet'ik-al) a. Pertaining to dia

betes ; afflicted with diabetes.

Diablery, fdi-ab'ler-e) n. [F. Diablerie.] Sor

cery ; diabolical deed ; mischief.

Diabolical, (di-a-bol'ik-al) a. [G. dia&o/n*.] Per

taining or appropriate to the devil;—devilish;

infernal ; impious ; atrocious ; nefarious.

Diabolically, (di-a-bol'ik-al-le) adv. In a diaboli

cal manner. [taining to a deacon.

Diaconal, (di-ak'on-al) it, [L. diaconalit.) Per-

Diaconate, (di-ak'on-at) n. [L. diaconatu*.)

The office of a deacon ; deaconship.

Diacoustics, (di-a-kous'tiks)??. sinff. [G. dia and

akouein.) That branch of natural philosophy

which treats of the properties of sound refracted

by passing through different mediums.

Diadem, (di'a-dem) >t. [G. diadema.) An orna

mental fillet ; a crown;—royalty ; sovereignty ;

dignity.

Diaeresis, (di-e're-sis) «. [G. dia and ntrvra.]

The separation of one syllable into two ;—a

mark [• ■] placed over two vowels to denote that

they are to be pronounced as distinct letters, as

aerial (5-er'e-al).

Diagnosis, (di-ag-no'sis) n- [G. dia and jrijrao-

ftirtiu.] Discriminating knowledge ;—the art of

distinguishing ono disease from another.

Diagnostic, (di-ag-nos'tik) n. The mark or

symptom by which a disease is known;—pi.

The study of symptoms in disease.

Diagonal, (di-ag'on-al) ». A right line drawn

from^one angle to another not™.

adjacent, of a figure of four or

mom sides.

Diagonal, (di-ag'on-al) rt. [G.

dia and gonia.) Joining two Diagonal.

not adjacent angles of a quadrilateral or multi

lateral figure, and dividing it,

Diagonally, (di-ag'on-al-le) adv. In a diagonal

direction.

Diagram, (di'a-gram) ti. [0. diapramma.] A

figure or drawing made to illustrate a statement,

or facilitate a demonstration. n

Diagxaph, (di'a-graf) n. [G. diaprapheiiK] An

instrument used in perspective drawing.

Dial, (di'al) «. [L. diali*.] An instruuient tVv

showing the time of day from the shadow osT &

stile on a graduated surface ;—the graduate*!

face of a timepiece on which the time of djvy is

shown by pointers or hands.

Dialect, (di a-lekt) n. [G. dm and Ufitin.] Mod**

of expressing thoughts ; language ;—variety or
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rabdivioon of a language ;—local form ; provin-

cialiam ; patois.

Dialectis, (di-a-tek'tik) a. Pertaining to a form

of & language ;—pertaining to dialectics; logical.

Dialectician, (di-a-lek-Wshe-an) n. One versed

in dialactka ; & logician ; a reasooer.

DialecUcs, (di-a-lek'tiks) n. ring. Science of

reasoning ,- that which teaches the forms and

rules ofailment.

Diahst, (dfaJist) a. A constructor of dials.

DiaQxag, (dTal-ing) n. The science of measuring

tine by dial* ; the art of constructing dials,

Diaisfist (di-al'o-jia*) n. A speaker in a dia

logue ;—% writer of dialogues.

Daisy?*, Mfadog) n. [O. diatogos.] A conver

sation between two or more ; a formal conver

sation in theatrical performances, or in echo-

Issue exercises ;—a written conversation.

Dialysis, (.U-ale-sia) «. [G. dialtuu.) A dije-

raw;—debility;—a volution of continuity.

Diainagnetie, (dj-a-mag-net'ik) n. [G. din and

wi$**tiK*\ Any substance, wltjch in a field of

raagnetic force is differently affected from ordi

nary magnetic bodies .

Dusieter. (di-am'et^r) n. [Q dia and metron. j

A right hne through the centre of

a figure, as a circle, sphere, cube,

<tc, and terminated by the opposite

boundaries;—length of a straight

line through the centre of au ob

ject from aide to aide.

Diametrical or Diametral, (di-a-mef- Diameter.

rJt-al) a. Pertaining to a diameter ;—in the

line or direction of a diameter ; direct ; straight

 

 
BaowtricaJJy, ( df-a-met ' rik al-le )

*i*. In a diametrical direction ;

dxnotiy.

PJanwod, (di'a-mrmd) «, [G. adVx-

-**i4.\ A mineral and gem remark-

*Mst for ite hardnen, as it scratches Diamond

fcU other mineral*; crystallized car- (BrUXUnUi

'*"«;—a playing card, stamped with the figure

<*f a diamond ;—the smallest kind of type.

Dsaaa, (di-ana) r, [L.] In mythology, the

j^ddesa of hunting, of the moon, and of chas-

£z
i»iapa«oa, (dl-a-pa zon) n. [G.J The octave or

Jaterrai which includes all the tones ;—concord,

m of notes an octave apart;—one of the stops in

^tiia organ.

D»«f*r, (dTa-p^r) n. [P. diapn, dispersed.]

figured hnen cloth used for towels, napkins,

£&. ;—a towel or napkin.

*«per, (dia-per) r. t. To variegate or diversify

*"i*h figures or flowers, to cloth,

fitaatasaotu, (di aTan-ua) a. [G. dia and phai-

■>-'j*..\ Having power to transmit rays of light,

« glass ; pellucid ; transparent.

PrsyHnnif*. (di-ftfan'iks) «. tiny. [G. dia and

P^ti**.] The doctrine of refracted sound ; dia-

r*»stioa.

fii**4«reai«, (dl-a-fo-re'eia) n. [O. diaphorrin.}

Augmentation of the insensible perspiration, or

>'» elimination of the humours of the body

^kro'sgh the pores of the akin.

Dtafhartsac, (di-a-fo-ret'ik) n. A medicine wliich

prusnotes insensible perspiration ; sudorific,

^■yhiau.m, (di'a-fiam) n. [G. dtap/trayma.]

A dividing membrane or thin partition ;—the

midriff.

Zncait, (dTa-riat) k. One who keeps a diary.

Diarrhoea, (di-a-re'a) «. [G. diti and rein.] A

morbidly frequent evacuation of the intestines.

Diary, (di'a-re) n. [L. diarium.] A register of

daily occurrences; a journal: a blank-book

dated for the record of daily memoranda.

Diatonio, (di-a-ton'ik) a. [G. dia and tcinein.]

Pertaining to the natural musical scale of eight

tones.

Diatribe, (di'a-trib) n. [G. dia and tribein.] A

continued discourse or disputation ;—an invec

tive harangue ; a strain of reviling.

Dibble, (dibl) «. A pointed hand instrument

used to make holes for planting seeds, A*c

Dibble, (dil/1) r. t To plant with a dibble ;—

t>. i. To dip, as in augling ; to make holes.

Dice, (dis) n. pi. of dit. A game.

Dice, (dis) v, i. To play with dice.

Dichotomy, (di-koto-me) u. [0. dichn and rVni-

nein.] A cutting in two; — distribution of

genera into two species ;—growth by pain.

Dichromatic, (di-krd-mat'ik) a. [G. dot and

chroma.] Having or producing two colours.

Dicker, (dik'cr) n. [L. decuria.] The number

or quantity often.

Dickey, (dike) n. A seat behind a carriage for

servants, die. ;—a sham front of a shirt.

Dicotyledon, (di-kot-e-le'don) «. [ii. dig and

kotwtcdon.] A plant whose seeds divide into

two lobes.

Dicotyledonous, (di-kot-e-UVdo-nua) a. Having

two seed-lobes or cotyledons.

DicUte, (diktat) v.t. [L. dietary] To speak

with authority ;—to deliver as an onter or di

rection ;—to instruct what is to be written; to

prescribe;—to urge or enforce, as by conscience

or sonse of duty ;—v. i. To deliver or commu

nicate commands.

Dictate, (dik'tat) n. An order delivered ; com

mand ;—a rule, principle, or maxim.

Dictation, (dik-tashun) n. Act of prescribing;

arViitrary power or habit of ordering or admon

ishing ;—a school exercise.

Dictator, (dik-tat'er) n. One who dictates ;—ono

who lays down rules and maxims for the guid

ance of others ;—one invested with supreme

authority.

Dictatorial (dik-ta-to're-al) a. Pertaining to a

dictator;—absolute; imperious; overbearing.

Dictatorship, (dik-tat'er-suip) n. The office of a

dictator ; the term of a dictator's office.

Diction, (dik'shun) n. [L. dictio.] Choice of

words ; manner of expression ;—stylo ; plirasc-

ology.

Dictionary, (dik'shun-ar-e) n. [F. dictimmnirt.)

A book in which words are alphabetically ar-

rangerl and explained ; a lexicon; a vocabulary ;

a word-book.

Dictum, (dik'tum) n. (Tj. diczrf, to say] An

anthoritativesayingor assertion;—an apothegm.

Did, (did) imp, of do.

Didactic, (de-dak'tik) a. [0. didatleitt.] Fitted

or inclined to teach ; suitable for instruction.

Didactics, (de-dak'tiks) «. tiny. The act or sci

ence of teaching.

Didactylous, (di-dak'til-us) a. [G. dig and dak-

tnto».] Having two toes.

Didapper, (di'dap-per) n. [From dih.] A bird of

the genu* Columbus ttiat dives ; dab-chick

Didst, (didst). Sfcotui prr*<m imperfect of do.

Die, (di) v. i. |1<»1. dtya.] To cease to live ;

to expire ; to become extinct ;—to fade away;

to decay; — to recede, as light or sound; —

to wither as a plant ; — to beoomo vapid, as
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liquors ;—to become indifferent to ;—to perish

eternally.

Die, (di) ,i. [F, dtl.} A small cube, marked on

its laoes with spots, from one to six, used in

gaming ; hazard ; chance ;—any small cubical

body ;—the piece of metal on which is cut a

device to be impressed by stamping, as on a

coin, medal, paper, card, «fcc.

Diet, (di'et) n, [G. diaita.] Habitual food:

victuals ;—course of food selected with reference

to health ;—allowance of provision.

Diet, (di'et) v. t. To feed ; to furnish provision ;

to board; to cause to eat and drink sparingly or

by prescribed rules;—v.i. To eat; to eat ac

cording to prescribed rules.

Diet, (di'et) n. [L. dttta, from L. die*, day.] A

legislative or administrative assembly meeting

from day to day; — in Scotland, the days in

which parties in a process are cited; assembly

for public worship. [rules of diet.

Dietary, (di'et-ar-o) a. Pertaining to diet, or the

Dietary, (di'et-ar-e) n. Rule of diet; allowance

of food; esjtecially in almshouses, &c.

Dietetic or Dietetical, (di-ct-et'ik) a. Pertain

ing to diet, or to the rules for regulating the

kind and quantity of food to bo eaten.

Dietetics, (di-et-et'iks) it, *mg. That part of the

medical or hygienic art which i-elates to diet or

food ; the science of determining what is most

nutritive and wholesome in articles of food.

Differ, (dif 'gr) r. i. (L. di* and /erre. J To be or

stand apart ; to be unlike;—to disagree ;—to

quarrel ; to be at variance.

Difference, (difer-ens) n. Act of differing ; state

of being discordant, or unlike;—disagreement;

dissension ; point in dispute; occasion of quar

rel;—that by which one thing differs from

another ; characteristic quality ; —remainder

after subtraction.

Different, (dif'er-eut) a. Distinct; separate;

not the same ;—unlike ; dissimilar.

Differential, (dif-er-en'she-al) a. Creating a dif

ference ; discriminating ; special.

Differential, (dif-er-en'she-al) n. An increment,

usually indefinitely small, given to a variable

quantity.

Differential thermometer, (dif-fcr-en she-al ther-

mom'et-er) «. A thermometer for measuring

minute differences of the temperature.

Differently, (dif'er-ent-le) adv. In a different

manner ; variously.

Difficult, (dif'o-kult) a. [L. difficilx*.} Not easy

to do or perform ; hard to be executed ; acconi*

plished with pains and effort ;—hard to please ;

not easily managed : not yielding readily.

Difficultly, (dif 'e-kult-le) adv. With difficulty.

Difficulty, (dif'e-kul-te) n. [F. difficult*.} State

or quality of requiring labour to make, perform,

or deal with; — a thing hard to accomplish ;

olwtacle; hindrance ; — toilsonieness, as of

ascent; perplexity, as of mind; objection, as

to belief ;—embarrassment, as in business ; en

tanglement, as in conduct of affairs ; difference,

as between i>arties ;—impediment, as in utter-

auce.

Diffidence, (dif 'e-dens) n. Distrust ;—want of

confidence; lack of self-reliance: modest reserve;

—bashfulness ; modesty : timidity.

Diffident, (dif 'e-dent) a. [L. diffident.] Wanting

confidence in others; — wanting confidence in

ones self ;—timid ; modest; bashful. •

Ditfonnity, (dif-for'rae-te) n. Diversity of

form ; irregularity ; dissimilitude.

Diffuse, (dif-fuz') v. t. [h. di* and fundertA To

pour out and spread, as a fluid ; to send out in

all directions ;—circulate ; disperse; publish ;

scatter.

Diffuse, (dif-fus') a. Poured out ; widely spread:

copious ; verbose ; prolix.

Diifusedly, (dif-fuzed-le) adv. In a diffused,

manner ; with wide dispersion.

Diffusedness, (dif-fur'ed-nes) n. State of being

widely spread. [verbosely.

Diffusely, (dif-fusle) adv. In a diffuse manner ;

Diffuseness, (dif-fus'nes) n. Quality of being

diffuse ; lack of conciseness ; verbosity.

Diffusible, (dif-fuz'e-bl) a. Capable of being dif

fused ; that may flow or spread in all directions.

Diffusion, (dif-fu'zhun) n. The flowing-, as of a

liquid ; the expansion, as of light or air ; the

spreading abroad, as of truth ; circulation ;

spread ; propagation.

Diffusive, (dif-fus'iv) a. Having the quality of

flowing or expanding;—having power to "cir

culate.

Diffusiveness, (dif-fus'iv-nes) n. Quality or state

of being diffusive or diffuse.

Dig, (dig) v.t. [A.-S. dician.) To turn sued

throw up, as the earth ; to loosen or remove

with a spade or other instrument ; to delve ;—

' to excavate ;—to pierce ; to thnu-t in ;—r. i. To

work with a spade or other like instrument ;

to delve.

Dig, (dig) n. A thrust; a poke.

Digest, (de-jest') r. t. [L. di and gertre, to bear,

carry.] To distribute into classes, or under

heads:—to think over; to reflect upon;—to

bear with patience:—to dissolve in the stomach,

aB food;—to prepare by heat for chemical

change ;—v. i. To undergo digestion ;—to be

prepared by heat.

Digest, (dl'jest) w. That which is classified and

arranged ;—a collection of laws arranged under

proper titles;— any compilation of literary or

legal materials ;—summary ; abridgment.

Digested, (de-jest'ed) a. Arranged in proper

order ; concocted in the stomach.

Digestibility, (dc-jest-e-bil e-to) n. Quality of

being digestible. [digested.

Digestible, (de-jest'e-bl) a. Capable of being

Digestion, (de-jest'yun) n. [L. digtstio.) Act

ot digesting; classification;—conversion of food

into chyme ;—preparation by heat and moisture.

Digestive, (de-jestiv) a. Causing digestion ; per

taining to digestion.

Digger, (dig'er) n. One who digs ; a delvenr.

Digging, (digging) n. Act or place of digging ;—

jd(. Places where ore, especially gold, is dog.

Digit, (dij'it) n. [L. digitus, a finger, the 10th

part of a Roman foot.] A finger;—a finger's

breadth, or three fourths of an inch;— integer

tinder ten ;—a 12th part of the diameter of the

sun or moon. [or to digits.

Digital, (dij'it-al) a. Pertaining to the fingers

Digitalis, (dij-it-alls) n. [L. digit**.) A genu*

of plants used medicinally as sedative, diuretic,

and narcotic : the fox-glove.

Digitation, (dij-it-a'shun) it. A division into

finger-like processes.

Digitigrade, (dij'it-e-grad) n. An animal that

walks or steps on its toes, as the lion, wolf, «tec

Dignify, (dig'ne-fi) v.t. [h. dignvx and /aerrr.]

To invest with dignity ; to give distinction to ;

to exalt; to honour; elevate : ennoble.

Dignitary, (dig'ue-tar-e) n. One who posse

exalted rank, especially ecclesiastical rank.
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Digaity, (aitfue-te) *. [L. diguitax.] State of

being worthy or honourable ; noble character

or bUsposUksi ; moral excellence ; high tone

of f«Ung : grave and stately mien or deport*

menv. high rank or official station ;—a dignitarv.

Digress, (ic-greO v.i. [L. di and gradi.) To

tarn aside ;—to tarn from the main subject or

course of argument ;—to torn from 4he right

path.

Stgreuua, (de-gresh'un) n. Act of digress

ing; t part of a discourse deviating from the

tenor or •abject.

Digreuiaml, (de-greah'un-al) a. Pertaining to,

or coastting in digression.

Digressive, (de-grea'iv) a. Departing from the

nuin subject ; expatiating.

Dike, (dik) a. (A.-& die.) A channel for water

and* by digging;—a mound thrown up to pre

terit low lands from being inundated ;—a wall-

liie mass of mineral matter, filling up fissures

io itratined rock*.

Kka, (dfli) «. t. To surround or protect with a

dike or bank ;—to drain by a dike or dikes.

Duaeerate. (de-las'er-at) v. t. [U d* and locerart.]

To read asunder ; to tear ; to separate by force.

DJaceratica, (de-laa-e.i-a'shun) n. Act of rend-

ia? asunder.

Dilapidate, (de-lapVdat) v. t. [L. dis and lapi*.]

To mifer to fall into decay; — to diminish by

"arte and abuse; to squander ;— v. i. Toget out

of repair; to become decayed ; to go to ruin.

Dilapidation, (de-lap-e-da shun) iu Act of dilapi

dating, or state of being dilapidated;—decay of

church property. [being dilatable.

Duatahiuty, ( de-lat-a-bile-te ) n. Quality of

Dilatable, (de-l£.t'a-bl) u. Capable of expan

sion or extension ; expansive ; elastic.

Dilatation. (dJ-a-tushun) n. [L. ditntatio.]

Act of dilating ; expansion ; the state of being

expanded.

Dilate. (de-Uf) r. t. [L. di and latus.] To enlarge

or extend; to relate at largo ;—r. i. To expand;

to swell or extend in all directions ;—to speak

largely and copiously ; to expatiate.

Dilator, (de-lat'er) n. That which widens or

expands ; a muscle that dilates any part.

DUsieruy, ( diia-tor-e-le ) adv. With delay;

tardily. [of being dilatory.

Dilatorineaa, (dil ' a - tor - e • nes) n. The quality

Dilatory, (dtfa-tor-e) a. [L. dilator.) Tardy;

&ff petting ; intended to make delay ;—inactive ;

katering.

Dikaaa, (de-lem'a)n. [G. di and lemma.] An

argaaent which presents an antagonist with

two alternatives, but is equally conclusive

against him, whichever he chooses;—a perplex-

teg Klate or alternative ; a difficult or doubtful

cases.

Aflettaate, (de-le-tant'e)fl. [It.] An admirer of

the fine arte ;—an amateur ;—one who dabbles

in an or science from caprice or for amusement.

Dauftace, (dil'e-jens) n. Willing and earnest

s&rt ; steady application ;—industry; assiduity;

—stienLon ; constancy .

JHireat (dil'e-jent) a. [L. dilifftnt.] Constant

in work; laborious; persevering;—assiduous;

-7-stdoious ; industrious.

Bihgeatly, (dil'e-jent-le) adr. In a diligent

■armer ; with industry or assiduity.

Kl, (dil) a. [A. -8. dil, diU. ) An annual plant,

the seed* of which are pungent and aromatic.

Diluent, (dil'u-ent) a. [L. diUere.) Diluting;

foiling thinner or weaker by admixture.

Diluent, (dil'u-ent) «, That which dilutee,

thins, or weakens any thing by mixture.

Dilute, (de-lfitf) x.t. [L. dlluere.) To make

thinner or more liquid by admixture ;—to di

minish the strength, flavour, colour, &c. of; to

reduce ;—v. i. To become attenuated or thin.

Dilution, (de-lu'shun) n. Act of diluting or state

of lieing diluted.

Diluvial or Diluvian, (de-lu've-al) a. [L. dilu

vium.) Pertaining to or produced by a deluge,

more especially by the deluge in Noah's days.

Diluvialist, (de-lu've-al-ist) n. One who explains

geological i)benomena as resulting from the

deluge.

Diluvium, (de-lu've-um) n. [L.] A deposit of

superficial loam, sand, gravel, pebble*, &c,

caused by former action of the sea or other

water.

Dim, (dim) a. [A. -8. dim.] Not bright or dis

tinct; of obscure lustre or sound; — dusky;

mysterious; tarnished.

Dim, (dim) r. t. To cloud ; to render obscure; to

darken ;—to dull ; te sully ; to tarnish.

Dimension, (de-men'shun) a. [L. dimtliri.) Hie

extent of a body;—measurement in a single

direction, as length, breadth, height, or thick

ness ;— definite extent or bulk;— reach; im

portance.

Dimidiate, (de-mide-iit) a. Divided into two

equal parts ;—appearing as if halved.

Diminish, (de-ruin'ish) e. t. [L. diminuerc] To

make smaller; to lessen the extent, strength,

value, or authority of; to weaken ; to reduce ;

to impair ;—r. i. To become or appear leas or

smaller ; to shrink; to contract.

Diminiahable, (de-min'ish-a-bl) a. Capable of

being diminished.

Diminuendo, (dim-in-u-en'do) adv. [It.] In a

gradually diminishing manner;—a direction to

decrease the volume of sound.

Diminution, (dim -e-nu shun) n. [L. dlminutio.)

Act of diminishing, or state of being dimin

ished ; reduction in bum, quantity, degree, or

value. [minute ; little

Diminutive, (de-min'fi-tiv) a. Of small size ;

Diminutive, (de-mtn'u-tiv) n. Something of very

small size or value ;—a derivative from a noun,

denoting a small thing of the same kind, qual

ity, or nature.

Diminutively, (de-min'u-tiv-le) cult. In a dimi

nutive manner.

DiminutiveneM, (de-min'ii-tiv-nes) n. Smallncss;

littleness ; minuteness ; want of bulk or im

portance.

Dimissory, (dim'is-or-e) a. [h. dimitUrc] Send

ing away ; dismissing to another jurisdiction.

Dimity, (dira'e-te) n. [G. dimitox.] A kind of

stout, white, cotton cloth, ribbed or figured.

Dimly, fdini'le) adr, Inadim orobsenre manner.

Dimmish, (dim'ish) a. Somewhat dim ; indis

tinct ; rather obscure, or of weak sight

Dimness, (dim 'nes) n. State of being dim :

dulness of sight or of apprehension ; indistinct

ness.

Dimorphism, (di-mor'fizm) n. [G. di and mdr-

pke.} The property of crystallizing in different

forms.

Dimorphous, (di-mor'fus) a. Occurring under

two forms ;—crystallizing under two forms.

Dimple, (dim'pl) n. A slight natural depression

or cavity on the cheek or chin.

Dimple, (dim'pl) v. i. To form dimples;—1\ t.

To mark with dimples.
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Pinotherium.

Din, (din) n. [A.-S. dynt.] Loud, stunning

noiso ; racket ; clamour.

Sin, (din) v. t. To strike with continued or

confused sound ; to stun with noise.

Dine, (din) i\ i. (F. dtntr, L. dis and jejunarf,

to fimt.] To partake of the principal meal of

the day; to take dinner;—v. t. To give a din-

nor to ; to entertain.

Sing, (ding) v. ?". [A. -8. dingan.] To talk with

yehemence ; to bluster ;—to sound, as a bell ; to

ring ;—(\ (. To drive ; to beat ; to overcome.

Ding, (ding) n. A thump or stroke.

Ding-dong, (ding-dong) n. The sound of bells ;

hence, a monotonous sound.

Dingey, (din'jS) n. [Bengalee.] A kind of boat

used in the East Indies;—a ship's smallest boat,

rowed by two men.

DingineBS, (din'je-nes) n. State of being dingy.

Dingle, (ding'gl) n. A narrow dale or valley

between hills.

Dingy, (din'je) a. [Allied to dim and dim.]

Soiled ; sullied ; of a dark or dusky colour ; dun.

Dinner, (din'er) n. The principal meal of the

day;—an entertainment ; a feast.

Dinotherium, (di-no-ton're-uui) w. [G. deinos and

thfrion.) A genus of

extinct herbivorous

mammifers, found In

strata of the tertiary

formation.

Dint, (dint) n, A blow;

a stroke ; force or

power exerted ; tin*

mark made by a blow.

Dint, (dint) v. t. To

make a mark or small

cavity on, by a blow or by pressure.

Diocesan, (di-os'es-au) a. Pertaining to a diocese.

Diocesan, (di-os'es-an) n. A bishop ; one holding

a diocese ;—one related or subject to it.

Diocese, (dio-ses) n. [G. dioikein.] The dis

trict in which a bishop exercises his ecclesiasti

cal authority.

Dioptrical, (di-op'trik-al) a. [G. din and aptfin.]

Assisting vision by means of the refraction of

light;—relating to dioptrics.

Dioptrics, (di-op'triks) n. ting. That part of

optics which treats of the refraction of light in

passing through different media.

Diorama, (di-o-r.Vma) n. [G. dia, through, and

oran, to sec.] A scenic representation, in which

a painting is Been from a distance through a

large opening, with direct and reflected lights

and coloured blinds;—4 building for such an

exhibition. [rama.

Dioramic, (di-o-rnm'ik) a. Pertaining to a dio-

Dip, (dip) v. t. [A.-S. dippan.] To plunge or

immerse in a liquid ; to put in and withdraw;

—to engage or tako concern in ;—to baptize by

immersion ;—v. i. To sink; to bathe;—to enter

into ; to look into, as a book ;—to engage in ;—

to incline downwards.

Dip, (dip) n. Action of dipping ;—inclination

downward ; depression below the horizontal line;

—a dipped candle.

Dipetalous, (di-pet'a-lus) a. \G. dig, double,

and pftalon, a leaf,] Having two flower leaves

or petals.

Diphtheria, (dif-thCre-n) n. TO. diphthem.] An

epidemic disease in which the air passages and

the throat become coated with a false mem

brane.

Diphthong, (difthong, dip'thong) n. [G. eft* and

 

lopping n'»-«Mt

pkthoftpo*.] A union of two tuwd suuiiua pro

nounced in one syllable.

Diphthongal, (dif-thong'gnl, dip-thong'gal) a.

Belonging to a diphthong.

Diploma, (dc-plo'ma) n. [O. dipt6ma.) A writ

ing or instrument conferring some authority,

privilege, or honour.

Diplomacy, (de-plo'ma-se) n. [From diploma!

The art of conducting relations with foreign

states ; process or forms of negotiation ;—-dex

terity and skill in negotiating ; tact.

Diplomats or Diplomatist, (dip'lo-nitit) ». Oi*

who is skilled in diplomacy.

Diplomatics, (dip-15-mat'iks)». sinff. The scicno

of diplomas, or of reading ancient writings,

literary and public documents, &c ; paleo

graphy.

Dipper, (dip'cr) n. One who or tliat which dips;

—a ladle ;—the water ousel.

Dipping, (dip'ing) n. Act of plunging or irmnczi

ing in water ;—inclination downward.

Dipping-needle, (dip'ing-ne-dl) n. A mnmcii

neeille suspended so as to

move freely in a vertical

plane, and indicating on a

graduated circle the mag

netic dip.

Dipsomania, (dip-so-m.Vno-

a)a. [G. dipm and vionia J]

An except ve desire for

drink; confirmed drunken-

ii< ■■■.

Dipterous or Dipteral, (dip'-

tcr-us) a. Having two

wings, as among insects,

or wing-like processes, as in some plants

Dire, (dir) a. [L. dim*.) Evil in a great uc-gra .

dreadful ; horrible ; tcrriblo.

Direct, (do-rektf) a. [L. rfirwtiw.] Straight ;

leailing to a point or end ;—straightforward j

Bincero;—immediate; unambiguous; plain; ex

press; absolute ;—in the lino of descent; not

collateral.

Direct, (de-rekf) r. t. [L. dirigfre.) To point r»,

aim at ;—to show the right road ; to guide ;—to

prescribe a course ;—to regulate ; to govern ;—

to order ; to instruct ;—to put a direction ear

address upon;—to superscribe ;—v.i. To giT*

direction ; to act as guide.

Direction, (de-rekshun) ". Act of aiiumjr, rctrn

lating, guiding, or ordering;—instruction ; pre

scription;—superscription ; address ;—line or

point of tendency ;—a board of directors r*r

managers.

Direotive, (de-rekt'iv) a. Having power iu *«

Directly, (de-rckt'Ie) odr. In a straight lmr- ;

straightforwardly ; expressly ; — straightway ;

immediately;—as soon as.

Directness, (de-rekt'nes) ». State or quality <ff

being direct.

Director, (de-rekt'er) n. One who, or that wbic1 1

directs ; superintendent ; overseer ; one of peer*

sons appointed to conduct the affairs of n com

mercial company or corporation;—instructor ;

counsellor; — ono consulted in cases nf cop-

science; father confessor;—that which dirtscta

role ; ordinance.

Directorate, (do-rek'ter-At) n. The body of

tors, or the office of director.

Directorship, (de-rek'tcr-ship) n. Ollico of «. «v,

rector.

Directory, (de-rok'tor-e) a. Containing

tions ; instructing ; commanding

(
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, (de-rek tor-e) n. A guide or rule ;—

k rale for the conduct of worship ;—a book con

taining the names and residences of the inha

bitant* of a plsee :—a board of directors.

Directrix, (de-rekt riks) n. A woman who govern*

or directs;—in geometry, the line or plane

along which another line c

or plane if supposed to move "

in the generation of a plane

or solid figure;—a straight

line ugjtti&ted with respect

to * conic section that the

distance oi any point of the

com from ii has a constant

ratio to the distance of the Directrix,

same point from the focus ;—a line C D, drawn

at right angles to the axis A D, when produced

to a distance D from the vertex E, equal to the

dtsUDce of the vertex E frum the focus A.

Direful, (dirTooi) a. Dire ; dreadful ; terrible.

DuefoUy, (du/fuoMe) adv. Dreadfully ; terribly;

w^rfnlly.

Dirge, (derj) n. A piece of music of a mournful

character ; a foneral chant.

Dark, (d?rk) n. [Scot, dark.] A kind of dagger

Spaniard.

Dirt, (dert) a. fleet <*ritj Any fonl or filthy

■abstance, as excrement, earth, mud, diwt, Ac

ttrtOy, (dert'e-le) ode. Filthily; sordidly;

meanly; basely.

Dirtiness, (oVrfe-nes) n. State of being dirty ;

Guinea* ; baseness ; sordidness.

fcrty, (dfrfe) a. Foul or filthy; defiled;

daddy ; n>iry ;—base ; grovelling ; mean ; low.

Dirty, (den e) v. t. To foul ; to soil ;—to tar-

aish ; to ally.

DiashOiry, (dU-a-bil'e-te) n. [From disable.]

*"u>t of power or ability ,—want of intellec

tual fecultj ;—want of legal standing or quali

fication ; incompetency.

Cathie, (dis-l'bl) r. t. To render unable or in

capable ; to deprive of physical or intellectual

power; to make unfit for service;—to deprive

<£ legal qualification.

Sribmse. (dis-a-buzQ r. f. fF. desafitter.] To free

ftoni mistake ; to undeceive; to set right,

^oadvaatage, (dis-ad-van'tuj) n. [F. desavan-

'•*$*.] Deprivation of advantage ;—that which

against or hinders success;—injury;

Dassvsatage, (dis-ad-van't3j) r. t. To injure

^a interest of any kind; to prejudice.

mm*t i antageeu, (dis-ad-van-taj'e-UB) a. At-

v-tled with disadvantage;— unfavourable to

**&*am or prosperity ; inconvenient.

Hja^rantageoasly, (dis-ad-van-taj'o-us-le) adv.

i la * disadvantageous manner.

! Darfhet, (dis-af-fekf) v. t. [L. din and ajffeere.]

To alienate the affection of ; to fill with discon-

teo* ;—to dislike.

Di*aflBeted,(di»-af-fck'ted) a. Alienated ; discon-

tefitad—said of the enemies of tho government.

DiMtectisn, (dis-af-fek'shun) n. State of being

'b-wftcted or unfriendly; want of good-will;—

duhr/alty; aostiUty.

•"■■■im. (dis-af-fcrm') v. t. [L. di* and affirmo.]

1 o affirm the contrary of ; contradict.

3-agree, (dis-a-greO r. t. [F. afjrter, L. di* and

a7r*.\ To fail to accord or agree; to be at vari-

*fK* ;—to differ in opinion ;—to be unsuited.

P's^greeablc, (dis-a-grea-bl) a. Not agreeable ;

"J^nsing to the mind or senses ;—unpleasant;

Disagreeableness, (dis-a-gre'a-bl-nes) n. Un-

snitableness ;—offenaiveness to the senses ; un

pleasantness to the mind.

Disagreeably, (dis-a-gre'a-ble) adv. In & disa

greeable manner.

Disagreement, (dis-a-grCment) n. Act qf disa

greeing, or state of being disagreed ;—difference

of opinion ; — unsuitableness ;— variance ; dis

sension; dispute.

Disallow, (dis-al-Iow') r. t. [L. di* and F.

alloutr]. To refuse to permit, authorize, or

sanction ; to disown and reject :—r. i. To refuse

permission. (not to be suffered,

Disaliowable, (dis-al-low'a-bl) a. Not allowable ;

Disallowance, (dis-al-low'ans) n. Act of disal

lowing ; — prohibition ; condemnation ; rejec

tion, [void: to nullify.

Disannul, (dis-an-nul') t\ t To annul ; to render

Disappear, (dis-ap-per') v. i. [L. di* and appa-

rere.] To vanish from the sight ; to withdraw

from observation :—to cease to be.

Disappearance, (dis-ap-per'ans) n. Act of dis

appearing.

Disappoint, (dis-ap-pointf) r. t. [L. din and ap

point.] To defeat of expectation or hope ;—to

hinder of result;—frustrate : balk.

Disappointment, (dis-ap-point'ment) n. Act of

disappointing, or state of being disappointed ;

failure of expectation or hope ;—miscarriage ;

frustration.

Disapprobation, (dis-ap-pro-ba'shun) n. [L. di*

and approbare.] Act of disapproving: mental

condemnation of what is judged wrong or in

expedient ; expression of blame or censure.

Disappropriation, (dis-ap-pro'pre-a-shun) n. Act

of alienating church projxjrty.

Disapproval, (dis ap-proov'al) n. Disapproba

tion ; act of finding fault or objecting to.

Disapprove, (dis-ap-proov') v. t. To pass unfa

vourable judgment upon; to censure; — to

refuse official sanction ; to disallow ; to reject.

Disapprovingly, (dia-ap-preov'ing-le) adv. In a

disapproving manner.

Disarm, (dis-arm') v. t. [L. dis and arma.] To

deprive of arms or of the meauB of attack or

defence ;—to render harmless.

Disarmament, (dis-ann'a-ment) n. The act of

disarming.

Disarrange, (dis-a-ranj") v. t. fL. dis and F.

ai-rangei:] To unsettle or disturb the older or

due arrangement of.

Disarrangement, (dis-a-ranj 'ment) n. Act of

diHarranging ; confusion ; disorder.

Disarray, (dis-a-raZ) v. t. [L.rfisand Nor. araie.]

To throw into disorder :—to undress; to unrobe.

Disarray, (diB-a-ra') n. Want of array; disorder;

confusion ;—undress : dishabille.

Disassociate, (dis-as-sd'she-at) v. t. [L. dis and

socins.) To disunite ; to disconnect.

Disaster, (diz-as'ter)n. [F. ddsastre.] An unfor

tunate event ; a sudden misfortune ;—cala

mity ; mishap ; mischance.

Disastrous, (diz-as'trus) a. Unlucky; ill-starred ;

unpropitious ;—unfortunate ; cahunitous.

Disastrously, (diz-as'trus-le) adv. In a disas

trous manner.

Disavouch, (dis-a-vouch') r. t. [L. di* and

Nor. voucher.] To disavow ; to disdain know

ledge of.

Disavow, (dis-a-vowO r. /. [L. dis and F. avover.]

To refuse to own or acknowledge, to deny

responsibility, approbation, and the like*;—

disown; disallow.
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Disavowal, (die-a-vow'al) a. Act of disavowing.

Disband, (ilis-band') r. t. [L. dis and äw. band,

Sax. banda.) To disperse ; U> break up military

organization; to dismiss from service in general;

—v. i. To be broken up or scattered; to quit

military service. [banding.

Disbandment, (dis-band'ment) n. The act of dis-

Disbelief, (dis-bc-lef0 jl [L. dit and Sax. ytltaft

pthafan, to believe.] Refusai of credit ; denial

of belief ;—scepricism ; doubt; unbelief.

Disbelieve, (dis-bë-lêV) r. f. Not to believe ; to

liuld not to be true or actual; to refuse credit to.

Disbeliever, (dis-bë-lëVçr) «. One who dis

trusts or refuses to believe ; a sceptic.

Disburden, (dis-btuMn) r. t. I !.. dis and Sax.

bilden, a burden.) To remove a burden from;

to discharge of a weight or incumbrance ;—to

relieve, as the mind ;—v. i. To empty or dis

charge; to be relieved.

Disburse, (die-burs') r. i. [L. die and F. bonne.]

To pay out ; to expend.

Disbursement, (dia-bure'ment) ». Act of disburs-

itig or paying out ;—tliat which is paid oat.

Disburtnen, (dis-bui-'THen) v. t. To disburden.

Diso, (disk) n. A flat circular plato or surface :

the visible projection of a celestial body ;—

' tho width of the aperture of a telescope.

Discard, (dis-kard') v. t. To throw out of the

liand as useless cards;—to dismiss as no longer

of service '.—-discharge; cashier.

Discern, (dis-seru') v. t. [L. dis and ctnif-re.)

To behold as separate ; to note the distinctive

character of;— to perceive and recognize;—to

perceive with the mind ; to apprehend ;—p. i.

To make distinction ; to discriminate.

Discerner, (dis-sçrn'cr) n. Une who or that which

discerns.

Discernible, (dis-eçrn'e-ЬГ) a. Capable of being

discerned;—perceptible: manifest.

Discernibleness, (dis-scrn'o-bl-nes) ». Quality of

being discernible.

Discernibly, (dis-sern'o-ble) adv. In a manner

to be discerned.

Discerning, (dis-sern'ing) я. Having power to

discern; discriminating; jieaetrating ; acute.

Discernment, (dis-sçrn'nient) п. Act of discern

ing ¡—judgment; penetration ; sagacity.

Discharge, (dis-chárjO r. í. [F. décharger.) To

unload a ship; to disembark cargo;—to fire off

a gnu ; to let fly a missile; to utter, as abusive

language;—to pay a debt; to receipt an account;

to give acquittance to a bankrupt ;—to absolve

from an obligation ;—to dismiss from service; —

to clear from an accusation ;—to set free : to

release ;-r-to execute, as a commission, trust, or

function :—to emit matter from a sore ;—r. i.

To throw off or deliveraload, charge, or burden.

Discharge, (dis-charj') », Act of discharging ;—

release ; performance ; execution ; acquittance.

Disciple, (dis-si'pl) r. i. To train; to bring up;—

to convert ; to make followers or adherents.

Disciple, (dis-si'pl) ». [I*, diitcere.) One who re

ceive« instruction from another;—scholar; pupil;

follower; adherent; partisan; supporter.

Discipleship, (dis-si'pl -ship)». The state of being

я disciple or follower.

Disciplinable, (dis'se-plin-a-U) a. Capablo of

being disciplined ;—deserving to 1» disciplined.

Disciplinarian, (dis-se-pIin-.Vro-an) if. One who

tenches or rules with great, strictness ; a mar

tinet.

Disciplinary, (dis'se-plin-ar-e) a. Tertaining to

discipline ; instruction or government.

Discipline, (dis'se-pUn) n. [L. disciplina.} Ed-

cation ; training of the mind ; formation of man -

ners;—subject matter of instruction; course of

study;—method of training ; rule; government ;

penal infliction ; correction ; chastisement ;—

military law or command ;—infliction of church

censure ;—self-inflicted punishment ; mortifica

tion of the flesh.

Discipline, (disse-plin) r. t. To educate; to de

velop by instruction and exercise;—to bring

under control ; to drill;—to improve by correc

tive and penal methods.

Disclaim, (die-klu.ni') v. t. [L. dis and clamare. J

To reject all claim to ; to deny ownership of, or

responsibility for ; to disown ; to disavow.

Disclaimer, (dis-klam'er) n. One who disowns,

or renounces; — a renunciation; disavowal;

deniaL

Disclose, fdie-klox") r. Í. [L. dis and F. clot.) To

bring to light ;—to make known, as a secret ; to

reveal in words ; to impart ;—divulge.

Disclosure, (dis-klèVur) п. Act of disclosing ;

—that which is disclosed or revealed.

Discolour, (dis-kul'çr) v. t. [h. discolor.) To

alter the hue or colour of; to stain ; to tinge ;

—to alter the appearance of.

Discolouration, (die-kul-tr-ä'»bun) п. Act of

discolouring ;—discoloured spot ; stain.

Discomfit, (dis-kum'fit) v. t. [L. rfúaud confiare.]

To scatter in fight ;—to break up and frustrate

the plans of ;—disconcert; defeat; vanquish.

Discomfiture, (dis-kum'fit-ur) n. Act of dis

comfiting; rout; defeat; overthrow; frustration.

Discomfort, (dis-kum'fert) n. [L. dis and com

fort.) Want of comfort; uneasiness; disturbance

of peace ; inquietude.

Discomfort, (dis-kum'fçrt) r. t. To disturb tho

peace, or happiness of ; to sadden; to deject.

Discommend, (dis-kom-meud') v. t. [L. dis and

eommtndare.] To mention with disapprobation;

to blame ; to censure. [Blame ; censuro.

Discommendation, ( dis-kom-mend-ä'shun ) ».

Discommon, (dis-koro'un) v. t. To deprive of the

right of common: to appropriate common land.

Discompose, (dis-kom-pöz') r. Í. [L. dis and co,,t-

pose.) To disarrange ; to throw' into disorder;

to destroy the equanimity of;—disconcert; agi

tato ; ruffle ; vex.

Discomposed, (dis-kom-pözd^a. Unsettled; dis

ordered; agitated ; disturbed.

Discomposure, (dts-koni-po'zhür) г.. Stato of

being discomposed ; disorder ; agitation ; per

turbation.

Disconcert, (dis-kon-ecrf) r, t. [Ъ. dis and con

cert.) To break up tlio harmonious progrese of ;

to throw into disorder ;—to unsettle tho mind ,

—confuse ; disturb; frustrate.

Disconnect, (dis-kon-nekf) ». f. [L. dit and co„-

nectere.) To dissolve connection; to separate;

to sever.

Disconnection, (dis-kon-nek'shnn) n. Act of sepa

rating or state of being eepaiated; disunion.

Disconsolate, (die - kon ' so - lut) a. [h. dis and

consolari.] Destitute of comfort; deeply de

jected ; melancholy :—saddening ; cheerless.

Disconsolately, (dis-kon'sö-lät-le) adr. Lu a dis

consolate manner.

Discontent, (dis-kon-tenf) n. Want of content ;

uneasiness and inquietude of mind ; di&sui&fac-

tion.

Discontent, (diskon-tcnf) v, f. (L. dis and con

tent.) To deprive of content ; to make uneasy ;

to dissatisfy.
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Discontented, (dis-kon-tent'ed) a. Uneasy; dis-

«attsfied. ; unhappy ; miserable.

Discontentedly, (dis-kon-tent'ed-le) ode. In а

«liscon touted maimer or mood.

Discontentment, (dis-kon-tentinent) n. The etato

of b-ring discontented ; uneasiness ; inquietude.

Discontinuance, (dis-kou-tùiu-ans) m. [L. did and

сояИяиил.] Act of discontinuing, or tin,- state

o/ being discontinued;—cessation ; interruption;

separation ; disunion,

Dacontinuation, (dis-kori-tin u-aahun) n. Breach

or interruption of continuity ; intermission.

Discontinue, (dh-kon-tiiiu) c. t. [L. die and

emaiimnoirc.] To intenuit, as a practico or

habit : to put ait end to , ■ -to break the con

tinuity of; to disunite ;—v. i. To lose continu

ity or cohesion of parts ; —to bo separated ; to

paxt

Discontinaity, (dis-kon-tin-u'e-te) п. Viant of

continuity or cohesion ; disunion of parts.

Discontinuous, (dia-kon-tin'u-us) a. Not con

tinuous; interrupted; broken up ; disrupted.

Discord, (ouVkord) л. [U. di» and cor.) VAant of

concord or agreement ; Tariauco leading to con-

t -ntiou and strife ;—combination of discordant

noto«: disaonancü.

Discordance, (dis-kord'ans) и. State of being dis

cordant ; disagreement ; inconsistency.

Discordant, (dis-kordant) n. Being at variance ;

clashing : opposing ;—not in harmony or musi

cal concord ;—dissonant ; harsh ; jarring.

Discordantly, (dis-kord'aut-le) ode. lu a dis

cordant manner.

Discount, (dis'kouut) ». fTrefix dli and count.]

A sum refunded in making a purchase or pay

ment ; a trade allowance on settlement of ac

counts ; — a deductiou iuadu for interest in

adranting money upon a bill not due.

Discount, (dis-kount ) r. t. [Prefix dig and count.]

To ádranos money on a bill or other security,

deducting the term interest at я certain rate per

cent. ;—v. i. To lend, or make a practise of

leading money, abating the discount.

Bimwfiihln. (dis-kouut'a-bl) a. Capable of

being discounted.

Ifiscountenance, (dÍ3-koun'ten-ans) v. t. [L. dU

sud соипХ^ла-ice.) To put out of countenance ;

to abash ;—to refuse support or approval to ; to

hsoorage.

Discountenance, (din-koim'ten-апз) л. Unfa

vourable aspuct; cold treatment; disapproba

tion.

Diseoonter, (dis-kount'çr) н. One «lio dis

counts or odrauces money on bills, notes, ¿гс

Discourage, (dis-kurïtj) г. t. [L. die and F.

merfíof. j To deprive of confidence ;—to deter

from; to dishearten with respect to;—discoun

tenance.

Discouragement, (dis-kiir'»j-ment) п. Act of

discouraging, or state of being discouraged.

Discourse, (dis-kôrs/) n. [L. discursu*.] JIentai

power of reasoning from premises ¡—oral treat-

se^ot or exposition of a subject ; conversation ;

—a formal dissertation or treatise ; a sermon.

Discourse, (dis-körs) r. t. To exercise reason ;

—to tilk in a continuous or formal manner;—

to treat of in writing ;—v. t. To utter or give

forth. {destitute of good manners.

IKsccarteous, (dis-kurt'e-us) u. Uncivil; rude;

Discourteously, ( dis-kurt'e-us-le ) adv. In a dis-

itjtjr*Ä»ai manner.

BfailiTf IJ. (dis-kurt e-se) n. Want of courtesy;

mdeneaa of behaviour or language ; incivility.

Discover, (dis-kuv'çr) r. t . [L. die and F. cou rrir.

To expose to view ;—to make known ;—to hav<

the first sight of; to espy ;—to obtain the fire

knowledge of; to find out ; to detect.

Discoverable, (dis-kuv'er-a-U) a. Capable о

being discovered.

Discovery, (dis-kuv'çr-e) n. Act of discovering

disclosure; — révélation; — that which is dis

covered.

Discredit, (dis-kred'it) n. Want of credit or re

putation ; some degree of dishonour or dis

esteem ;—distrust.

Discredit, (dis-kred'it) r. t. [F. drcreditcr.] Ti

disbelieve;—to deprive of credibility;—to de

prive of good repute ; to bring reproach щюп

to disgrace.

Discreditable, (die-kred'it-a-bl) a. Tending t»

injure credit; injurious to reputation ; disrc

putable. [creditable manner

Discreditably, (dis-kred'it-a-ble) adr. In a die

Discreet, (dis-krot')n. [L. discrttus.} Poesessee

of discernment or discretion ; wise in avoiding

error or evil, and in the adaptation of means

to ends ;—sagacious ; wary.

Discreetly, (dis-krêtle) adv. In a discreet man

ner ; prudently.

Discrepancy, (dis-krep an-se) n. Difference; con

trariety; disagreement; variance ; inconsistency.

Discretion, (dis-kresh'un) n. [L. discretion

Prudence ; wise management ; power of order

ing wisely one's conduct or affairs ;—liberty tc

act according to one's judgment.

Discretionally, (dis-kresh'un-al-le) ode. At dis

cretion ; according to discretion.

Discretionary, (dis-kresh'uii-ar-e)a. Left to dis

cretion ; unrestrained except by discretion 01

judgment. [ing.

Discretivc, (dis-krêt'iv) я. Disjunctive; separat-

Discriminate, (dis-krini'in-iit) r. t. (L. dix-

criminare.] Toseparate;—to mark as different,

to distinguish by a note or sign ;—v. i. To make

a difference or distinction ; to distinguish.

Discriminate, (dis-krim'in-at) a. Distinguished;

having the difference marked.

Discriminatory, (dis-krini'in-ilt-le) adv. Dis

tinctly ; minutely ; particularly.

Discrimination, (dis-krim-in-ushun) n. Act ol

discriminating ;—state of being discriminated.

Discriminative, (dîe-krim'in-àt-iv) a. Marking л

difference ; distinctive ;—observing distinctions.

Discriminstively, ( dis - krim'iu - at - iv-le ) «dr.

With discrimination or observance of due dis

tinction.

Discursion, (dis-kur'shun) n. [L. di$ and currere.]

Expatiation ; desultory talk ;—act of reasoning.

Discursive, (dis-kurs i v) a. Kational ; proceeding

by process of argument, or from premises to

conclusions ;—desultory ; rambling.

Discursively, (dis-kurs'iv-Ie) adv. In a discur

sivo manner.

Discus, (dis'kus) n. A quoit;—a disk.

Discuss, (dis-km?) v. t. IL. die and quattre.] To

break up ; to disperse ;—to examine and debate

a subject ; to sift ; to ventilate ;—to partake of,

as viands, ¿c.

Discussion, (dis-kush'un) n. Act or process of

discussing ; examination by argument ; debate.

Discuticnt. (dis-ku'she-ent) a. [L. diecutiens.]

Serving to disperse morbid matter.

Disdain, (dis-dfm') v.t. [L. dû and dignari,]

To consider unworthy of notice or regard, Arc;

to look on with contemptuous indifference; to

scorn—said of others ;—to regard as unworthy

L
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of one's own character, &c. ;—r. i. To be filled

with contemptuous auger.

Disdain, (die-dun') ». A feeling of contempt anil

aversion ;—scorn : contempt ; arrogance.

Disdainful, (dis-dun'f6ol) a. Full of disdain ;

expressing disdain ; scornful ; contemptuous.

Disdainfully, (disHián'fóól-le) ade. In a dis

dainful maimer.

Disdainfulness, (dis-dan'fóól-nes) и. State of

being disdainful.

Disease, (diz-ëz') п. [Prefix dis and ease.] Lack

of ease; uneasiness ;—a morbid or unhealthy

condition of body ; sickness—applied figura

tively to the- mind, to institutions, &c. ; dis

order; malady.

Disease, (riiz-ez) r. t. To afflict with a malady

or sickness ; to disorder ; to derange ; to infect

Disembark, (dis-eni-bàrk') v. t. [F. desembarquer.]

To put on shore; to land ;—v, i. To go on land;

to debark

Disembarkation or Disenibarkment, (dis-еш-

bârk-u'shnn) ». Act of disembarking.

Disembarrass, (dis-em-bar as) v. t. [L. die and

embarrase.J To free from doubt or perplexity.

Disembarrassment, (dis-em-bar'as-meut) n. Act

of disembarrassing.

Disembellish, (dis-em-beriah) v. t. To deprive

of embellishment.

Disembitter, (dis-em-bit'ter) v. t. To free from

bitterness or acrimony.

Disembodied, (dis-em-bod'id) a. Divested of the

body; separatüd, as the soul from the hotly.

Disembody, (dis-em-bode) v. t. To divest of the

body;—to discharge from military organization.

Disembogue, (die-em-bög') r, t. To discharge at

the mouth, as a stream ; to vent ;—i*, i. To get

a vent or escape from.

Disembowel, (dis-eni-bow'el) r. t. To take out

the bowels or entrails of ; to gut.

Disembroil, (dis-em-broil') г1. £. To free from

perplexity or confusion ; to disentangle.

Disenchant, (dis-en-chanf) v.t. To free from

enchantment or spells ;—to undeceive.

Disenchantment, (dis-en-chant'ment) n. Act of

disenchanting, or state of being disenchanted.

Disencumber, (dis-en-kuin'bçr) v. t. To free from

encumbrance, cloge, or impediments.

Disencumbranoe, (dis-eu-kum'brans) n. Deliver

ance from any thing burdensomo or trouble

some.

Disengage, (dis-en-gaj') v. t. To separate ; to

disentangle ; to clear from impediments, diffi

culties, and the like;—to withdraw, as the mind

or affections from ; to wean ;—to lelease from a

promise or obligation ;—с Í. To withdraw

one's affections; to become free from engagement

or obligation.

Disengaged, (dis'en-gajd) a. Free from business

or occupation; vacant; at leisure.

Disengagement, (dis-en-gaj'ment) ». Act of dis

engaging; extrication;—state of being disen

gaged ;—freedom from engrossing occupation :

leisure.

Disennoble, (dis-cn-nñbl) r. f. To deprive of

that which ennobles ; to degrade.

Disentangle, (dis-en-tang'gl) v. t. To unravel ;

—to separate things interwoven or commingled;

—to extricate ; to free from perplexity.

Disentanglement, (dis-on-tang'gl-meut) n. Act

of disentangling.

Disenthxone, (die-en-thron') r. t. To dethrone.
"*■ ntitle. (dis-eu-ti'tl) v. t. To deprive of title

Disentomb, (dis-en-tóóin') r. t. To take out of a

tomb. [a trance.

Disentrance, (dis-en-trans') v. t. To awaken from

Disestablish, (dis-es-tablish) v. t. [IHs and

establish.] To deprive of the position and privi

leges of an Establishment.

Disesteem, (dis-es-tëm') ». [L. di» and estimare.]

Want of esteem ; dislike; disfavour.

Disesteem, (dis-es-tem) v. t. To feel an absence

of esteem for; to regard with disapproval ; to

slight.

Disestimation, (dis-cs-tim - u'ehun) n. Die-

esteem; disfavour; bad repute.

Disfavour, (dis-fu'ver) «. Want of favour : dis

esteem; disregard;—an unkindness; a disoblig

ing act.

Disfavour, (ilis-fâ'vçr) г*, t. To withdraw favour

from ; to disesteem ; to discountenance.

Disfigure, (dis-fig'ur) v. t. To mar the figure or

appearance of; to deface ; deform.

Disfigurement or Disfiguration, (dis-fig'ur-ment)

■». Act of disfiguring, or state of being dis

figured.

Disfranchise, (dis-fran'chiz) r.f. [L. dis and F.

franchise,] To deprive of a frauchise or char

tered right ; to dispossess of the rights of a

citizen.

Disfranchisement, (die-fran'chiz-ment) n. Act of

disfranchising or state of being disfranchised.

Disgorge, (dis-gorj') r.f. fF. defioratr, the

throat.] To eject from the throat or month ;

to vomit;—to pour forth with violence, as from

the mouth of a stream or volcano ;—to give up ;

to make restitution.

Disgorgement, (dis-gorj'ment) я. Act of dis

gorging; that which is disgorged.

Disgrace, (dis-gras') ». [I,, di« and rpntûi,]

Lack or loss of favour ;—that which brings dis

honour; cause of shame ;—-reproach ; discredit.

Disgrace, (dis-gras') r. t. To deprive of favour ;

—to bring reproach or shame upon ; to dis

honour.

Disgraceful, (die-graVfóol) a. Bringing disgrace

or dishonour ; causing shame ; infamous.

Disgracefully, (dis-grus'foôl-le) ade. In a dis

graceful manner. [ness ; ignominy.

Disgracefulness, fdis-grasTool-nes) n. Shameful-

Disguise, (dis-giz) v. t. To change the appear

ance of; to conceal by an unusual dress;—dis

semble ; mask ; counterfeit.

Disguise, (dis-giz') n. A dress or exterior put on

to conceal or deceive;—false appearance ; mask.

Disgust, (dis-gust1) n. [L. dísona fftistu*,] Dis

relish; aversion to what is unpleasant to the

organs of sense ; loathing ; dislike ; repugnance.

Disgust, (die-gust') v.t, [h. dis and f/iustnrt.]

To provoke disgust in; to offend the taste of ; to

excite aversion. [to disgmt.

Disgustingly, (dis-gusfing-le) adv. In a manner

Dish, (dish) n. [A.-S. disc, dir.] Л vessel used

for serving up food at the table; victuals served.

in a dish ; any particular kind of food.

Dish, (dish) v.t. To put in a dish, ready for

serving at table; — to make like a dish; — x*j

frustrate or disappoint. '

Dishabille, (dis-a-ЪГ) it. [F.] An undress; loo-wj

dress; deshabille.

Dishearten, (die-hart'n) v. t. [L. dis and heart. ]

To deprive of heart, courage, or hope;—dispirit ;

discourage ; deject.

Dishevel, (de-shev'el) r. t. [F. dêclievelerA To

suffer to hang in a loose manner, as the hair ;

to raveL
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Dishonest» (dia-on'est) a . [L. d is and F.

колеи.] Wanting in honesty ; fraudulent ; dis

posed to deceive or cheat ;—unchaste.

Dishonestly, (dis-onest-Ie) adv. lu a dishonest

maimer.

Dishonesty, (dis-on'est-e) n. Want of honesty,

probity, or integrity ;—dishonour ; unchastity.

Dishonour, (dis-on'çr) a. Disgrace ; want of

honour;—shame; reproach; opprobrium.

Dishonour, (dis-on'çr) v.t. [L. UU and hoimr.]

Tu deprive uf honour ; to bring shame on ;—to

treat with indignity ;—to violate the chastity

of ¡—to refuse to accept or pay—said of a dralt

or acceptance.

Dishonourable, (dis-on'er-a-bl)n. Bringing dis

honour ; shameful ; — wanting in honour ;

shameless. [ourable manner.

Dishonourably, (dis-on'çr-a-ble)adt'. lnadishon-

Disinclination, (dis-in-klin-ü'shun) n. State of

being disinclined ; want of propensity, desire,

or affection ¡—unwillingness ; dislike ; aversion.

Disincline, («lii-in-klnY) v. t. To excite dislike or

aversion ; to make averse.

Disincorporate, (dis-in-kor'por-ät) v. t. [L. dis

and corfnts.) To deprive of corporate powers ;

to disunite a corporate or established, society.

Disincorporation, (dis-iu-kor-por-u'ahun) ;>. De

privation of the privileges of a corporation.

Disinfect, (dis-in-fekf) v. t. To cleanse from in

fection;—to purify from contagious matter.

Disinfectant, (dis-m-fekt'ant) n. That which

di-änfects ;—agent used to disinfect, as chlorine.

Disingenuous, (dis-in-jen'u-us) a. Not noble or

high-toned ;—wanting in candour or frankness.

Disinherit, (dis-in-hçr'it) v. t. [L. dis and

hare*.] To deprive of an inheritance.

Disinheritance, (dis-iu-her'it-aua) n. Act of dis

inheriting.

Disinbegrable, (dis-in'tê-gra-bl) a. Capable of

separation into parts.

Disintegrate, (dis-in'të-grÂt) v. t. [L. din and

inttfrrtirt'] To separate into integrant parts;—

to destroy the entirety or unity of.

Dismtesjnttion, (dis-in-tö-gru'shun) n. Act of

disintegrating, or state of being disintegrated.

Disinter, (dis-in-ter') v. t. To take out of the

«rave ;—to bring out to view; to resuscitate.

Disinterested, (dis-m'ter-est-Ы) a. [L. die and

P. i&ttrtt*er.] Not influenced by regard to

personal advantage ;—unbiassed ; impartial.

Disinterestedly, (dis-in'ter-est-ed-le) adv. In a

Uninterested manner.

Disintereatedness, (dis-in'tçr-est-ed-nes)n. Free-

díjnj from bias, prejudice, or personal feeling ;

impartiality ;—disregard of personal advantage

or profit. [terring.

Duanterment. (dis-in-tçrment) n. Act of disin-

Disiathraü, (die-in-thrawl') v. t. To release from

bondage, physical or mental ; to einancijKite.

KñthraJment, (dis-in-thrawl'ment) u. Eman

cipation ; liberation from constraint of any kind.

D-jjoin, (dis-join') v. t. To part ; to disunite ; to

¿&nd**r ;— r. i. To be separated ; to part.

Disjoint, (die-joint') v. t. To sever a joint ;—to

aparate at junctures ; to break in pieces;—to

break tbe natural order and relations of ;—v. i.

To fall ит break in piece«.

Disjointed, (di*-joint'ed) a. Separated at the

joints; put out. of joint;—incoherent ;, uncon

nected,

Durjointedness, (dis-joint'ed-nes) n. Stato of

«euaration or incoherence.

Disjonction, (dia-jungk'ahun) n. [L. dis and

junrja-e.] Act of disjoining ; disunion ; sepa

ration.

Disjunctive, (dis-jungk'tiv) a. Tending to dis

join ; separating ; disjoining.

Disjunctive, (dis-jungk'tiv) a, A disjunctive

conjunction ;—a disjunctive proposition.

Disjunctively, (dis-jungk'tiv-le) adv. lu a dis

junctive manner.

Disk, (disk) n. [G. dUl-оя.] A flat circular plate;

—a quoit ;—the face of a celestial body ;—the

whole surface of a leaf ;—the central part of a

radiate compound flower.

Dislike, (dis-lik') n. Want of liking or inclina

tion ; aversion ¡—disrelish; distaste ; antipathy.

Dislike, (dis-lik') v.4. To regard with aversion;

to disapprove ;—to disrelish.

Dislocate, (dis'lo-kut) v.t. [h. dis and locare,]

To displace ; to disjoint ; to put out of joint.

Dislocation, (dis-lo-ka shun) n. Act of displacing;

—a disjointing ; luxatiou ;—a bone or joint dis

placed.

Dislodge, (dis-loj^ r. t. To drive from a place of

rest, luding, or.uefence; to remove, as troops, to

other quarters ;—V. i. To go from a place of

rest.

Dislodgment, (dis-loj'ment) n. The act of dis

lodging, or the state of being dislodged.

Disloyal, (dis-loy'al) a. [Día and loyal.] Failing

in allegiance to the crown ;—false in love ;—

unfaithful to the marriage vow ;—perfidious ¡

treacherous.

Disloyally, (dis-lo/al-le) adv. In a disloyal man

ner; treacherously.

Disloyalty, fdis-loy'al-te) ». Want of loyalty;

lack of fidelity ;—unfaithfulness in love.

Dismal, (diz'mal) a. Gloomy; sorrowful ;—dark;

horrid; direful ; calamitous ; melancholy.

Dismally, (diz'mal -le) ade. In a dismal manner;

gloomily; sorrowfully.

Dismantle, (dis-man'tl) v.t. [Dim and mantle.]

To deprive of dress; to strip;—to throw off, as a

cloak;—to deprive of apparatus, furniture,

equipments, defences, fortifications, rigging, ¿£c.

Dismask, (die-mask') ¿-. /. To unmask.

Dismast, (dis-masf) v. t. To take out the masts

from a ship; to break or carry away the masta.

Dismay, (die-ma/) v. t. [Sip. desruayar.] To de

prive of strength or courage ;—to fill with fear

or apprehension ; to affright ; to appal.

Dismay, (dis-inü') и. Loss of courage; sinking

of the spirit;—a fear ; terror felt ;—state of

alarm and consternation.

Dismember, (dis-inem'bçr) r. t. To divide limb

from limb ;—to strip of its essential parts.

Dismemberment, (dU-mem'bçr-ment) n. Act of

dismembering, or state of being dismembered.

Dismiss, (dis-mis) r. t. [L. dis and mittt re.] To

send away; to permit to go;—to remove from

office or employment; to discharge;—to despatch ;

—to discontinue ;—to reject.

Dismissal, (dis-mis'al) n. Dismission; discharge.

Dismission, (dis-mish'un) n. Act of dismissing;

—rentoval from office ; discharge.

Dismount, (dis -mount') r. i. To como down:—to

alight from a horse;— г*, t. To bring down from

an elevation; — to throw from a horse; — to

throw or removo cannon from carriages.

Disobedience, (dis-ô-bô'do-eus) п. [L. dis and

obedientia.] Neglect or refusal to obey.

Disobedient, (dis-ô-bëde-ent) a. Neglecting or

refusing to obey.

Disobediently, (dis-o-bC-'de-ent-le) adv. rIn a dis

obedient manner.
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Disobey, (dis-o-bl') v. t. To neglect or refuse to

obey; to break or transgress the commands of.

Disoblige, (dis-o-blij') v. t. [L. dU and obligation]

To offend by an act of unkindness or incivility;

to be unaccommodating to.

Disobligingly, (dis-6-bly'ing-le) adv. In a dis

obliging manner.

Disorder, (disorder) n. [L. dis and ordo.]

Want of order: irregularity; confusion ; — dis

turbance of the bodily functions ; indisposition ;

—disturbance of the mental functions ; discom

posure ; mental derangement; — violation of

public rule and law ; unsettled state ; tumult.

Disorder, (dis-or\U;r) v. t. To disturb the order

of; to throw into confusion;—to make sick.

Disorderly, (dis-or'der-le) o. Confused; irregu

lar;—lawless;—vicious; loose.

Disorganization, (dia-or-gau-e-za'->]mn ) «. De

struction of organic fonn or structure; subver

sion of order or system.

Disorganize, (dis-or'gan-iz) v. t. [L. din and F.

organiser,] To break the organic structure or

system of; to throw into disorder.

Disown, (dis-oiO v. t. To refuse to own or ac

knowledge ; to renounce ;—disavow ; disclaim.

Disparage, (dis-paruj) r. (. [Norm. P. dttpa~

ragev.] To unite unequally; to lower in rank

or estimation ; to undervalue ;—decry ; depre

ciate.

Disparagement, (dis-par'aj-ment) ». Unequal

alliance ;—unjust comparison; unfair represen

tation ;—depreciation ; detraction.

Disparity, (dis-par'e-te) ;i. [L. dispar.] Inequal

ity in form, character, or degree ;—difference in

age, rank, or excellence.

Dispark, (dis-park') v. t. To throw open, as a

park ;—to set at large.

Dispart, (dis-parf) r. t. [L. dis and F. pttrtir.]

To part asunder ; to divide ; to split;—v. i. To

separate; to open ; to cleave.

Dispassionate, (dis-pash'un-iU) a. Free from

passion; unmoved by feelings;—impartial;—

cool ; composed ; serene ; unruffled.

Dispassionately, (dis-pash'un-at-le) adv. With

out passion ; calmly; coolly.

Dispatch, 8ee Despatch.

Dispel, (dis-pel') v. t. [L. din and peUere.] To

drive away ; to scatter ; to dissipate ; to banish ;

— v. i. To fly different ways ; to be dispersed, as

dust or clouds.

Dispensable, (dis-pens'a-bl) a. Capable of being

dispensed or disi>enscd with.

Dispensary, (dis-jwns'nr-e) n. An institution for

supplying the poor with medical and surgical

advice, and with medicines gratuitously; — the

shop or place in which medicines are prepared.

Dispensation, (dis-pens-a'shun) n. Distribution ;

act of giving or dealing out ;—the dealings of

Cod with his creatures ; general distribution of

good or evil in the divine economy ;- -the par

ticular mode or fonn of 0 oil's dealings, em*

bodied in laws, rites, and promises ; the Mosaic

dispensation; the Christian dispensation;—in

the Romish church, a licence to do what is

forbidden, 01 omit what is commanded; ex

emption.

Dispensatory, (dis-pensa-tor-e) «. A book of di

rections for compounding medicines ; a phar

macopoeia.

Dispense, (dH-pens') r. t. [L. dis and pendert.]

To deal or divide out in parts ;-—to apply, as

laws to particular cases ;—to make up a medi

cine;—v.i. To excuse from; \*> grant a dis

pensation, as from duty, obligation, or vow;—to

do without.

Dispenser, (dis-pons'er) n. One who distributes

or administers ; a compounder of medicines.

Dispeople, (dis-pfi'pl) r. t. To empty of inhabi

tants by war, pestilence, or expulsion.

Disperse, (dis-p$rs') r. t. [L. dis and tpargtrt.]

To scatter here and there; to distribute; to

spread, as knowledge, light, ic. ;—r. i. To

separate ; to go in different directions.

Dispersion, (dis-per'ahun) n. Act of scattering

or dissipating ;—state of being scattered.

Dispersive, (dis-pers'iv) a. Tending to separate

and scatter ; capable of dispersion.

Dispirifr, (dis-pirit) v. t. To depress the spirits

of ;—dishearten; discourage; deject; damp.

Displace, (dis-plaV) -*. t, [F. deplactr.] To change

the place of; to remove ; to put out of place ;—

to disorder ;—-derange ; dismiss; discard.

Displacement, (dis-plas'ment) n. Act of displac

ing, or state of being displaced ; removal: dis

charge:—quantity of water displaced by a float

ing body, as by a ship.

Displant. (dis-planf) v. t. To root up a plant;—

to remove from the natural or usual place.

Display, (dis-pla') r.t. [F. dtployn-.] To un

fold ; to spread wide ;—to exhibit to the eyes or

to the mind ; to manifest ;—to set in view

ostentatiously ;-— r. i. To make a show, espe

cially in talk.

Display, (dis-pla') n. An unfolding; exhibi

tion ; manifestation ; — ostentatious show ; pa

rade.

Displease, (dis-plez') r. t. [Tj. dis aud plow?. }

To offend; to excite disapprobation or dislike;

to make angry ;—to disgust, as the taste.

Displeasing, (dis-plez'ing) a. Disagreeable aud

offensive to the mind or the senses.

Displeasure, (dis-plezh'ur) n. The feeling of one

who is disjueased ; irritation ;—that which dis

pleases : offence ; —disapprobation ; dislike.

Displume, (dis-plum') r. t. To strip of plum

age ;—to divest of badges of honour.

Disport, (dis-port) ■«. Play ; sport ; pastime.

Disport, (dis-porf) r. i. [F. dctporter.] To play .

to move lightly aud gayly ;—r. t. To divert or

amuse.

Disposable, (dis-pozVbl) a. Subject to disposal ;

disengaged ; free to be bought or employed.

Disposal, (dis-pOz'al) ». Act of disposing ; orderly

distribution ;—power or right of bestowing ;—

dispensation ; arrangement.

Dispose, (dis-poz1) v. t. |L. dis and ponntJ] To

set in order; to arrange ; to adjust:-— to asi-i-jpi

to a service, object, or purpose; to atiapt ; t»_.

incline the mind of.

Disposed, (dis-pozd')a. Inclined; minded: ar

ranged; set in order.

Disposition, (dis-po-ziBh'un) «. Tlie act of «Iis

posing; regulation;—tlie state or inaimer «..;

being disposed ; arrangement ; tendency ; \*-r\>

Jtensity ;—inherent or acquired frame of luirul

nclination ; — distribution, as of eetaten >.•

goods; deed of gift.

Dispossess, (dis-poz-zes') r. I. To put out of \tcv

session ; to eject.

Dispossession, (dis-poz-zeah'un) n. Act ofpiitt ix.

out of possession : the state of being disrx*-«-c*=-o>~ v

Dispraise, (dis-priiz') n. [Dis and prrx*<*

Blame ; censure ; reproach ; dishonour z *ii:

paragement.

Dispraise, (dis-praz7) v. t. To withdraw p^y

from ; to censure ; to blame.
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Disproof, (disproof) n. [L. dis and Sax. ]>ro-

JUui.] A pr&viiig to be false or erroneous ; con

futation.

laipropcruoa. (dis-pro-por'shun) ;i. Want of

pn«j«rtif>n or of symmetry ;—want of suitable

ness or adequacy ; disparity ; inequality.

Disprjpttrtu«,('^»-pTi>-i>dr'8nnn)r. t. [L. rfi.* and

yrvporti-}} To make unsuitable ; to join mifitly.

Diipropcrtifloa!, (dw-pro-porshun-al) a, Not

haviag d^ proportion ; unsuitable in form or

quantity; unequal ; inadequate.

PinssjwiliaiiUy, (dis-pro-por'ahun-al-le) adv.

I'wHJiabfr ; inadequately.

Aqnpartuoate, (dis-pro-por'shun-at) rt. Not

proportioned ; unsymmetrical ; unsuitable.

*h*poportionately, (da-pro-poVshun-ut-le) adv.

la a diiproportiunate degree : unsuitably.

BiipTBTaL (dis-proov'al) n. Act of disproving.

"apron, fdia-prwv') c. (. fL. rfi', /jrooar*.] To

pJOTe to bo false or erroneous ; to confute ; to

rrfatr

Dupctable, (Jisput-a-bl) a. Capable of being

dnpoted ; liable to be called in question ; cou-

trotertiUe.

Disputant, (dw'put-ant) n. One who disputes;

* controversialist.

"Upststien, (dis-piit-a'shun) n. Act of disput

ing; controversy in words;—a college exercise

is argument and discussion.

DispsliUiiU, (dis-piit-ashe-us) a. Inclined to

dwpate ; apt to cavil or controvert.

Dispute, (du-putf) v. i. [L. dii and putare.] To

coofcod in argument ; to argue a question for

»nd against; to discuss; to debate;—to strive

ia opposition to a competitor ;—v. t. To strive

to maintain;—to oppose by argument; to call in

kspste, (dis-putO n- Verbal discussion ; contest

**oni* awl arguments.

^jyalification, (dis-kwol-e-fe-ka'sbun) n. Act

<< diaqoalifyiug or state of being disqualified ;

jjaalality ; e^pt-ci^ttH. legal disability.

Daqoaiify, (ilii-kwol'e-f I) r. t. To render unfit ;

to incapacitate;—to deprive of legal capacity or

fi^ht

Jkspiet, ((us-kwl'et) n. Want of quiet or tran-

'iOiUity; une-isiness ; anxiety.

Jafoirt, (dis-kwiet) r. t. [L. din and quietvn.]

To render unquiet ; to make uneasy ; to dis-

tab; to harass ; to vex ; to fret,

^jqaictude, (dis-kwi'et-ud) ?t. Want of peace or

taia^uiJlity; uneasiness; anxiety.

KtnuitiM, (dis-kwe-xish'un) n. (L. disquirttio.]

1 formal or systematic inquiry into, or discus-

/»oof, any subject ; a written treatise.

Regard, (dis-re-gard') r. f. (L. din and F. re-

fipitr, to look to.J To take no notice of; to

wsnVjok; to pay no heed to; to neglect; to

"**fwd, fdis-re-ganl') n. The act of disregard-

"•?; omiwion to notice; indifference.

weUsfa, (.lis- relish) n. Want of relish: dis-

tu*e; dislike ; antipathy;—bad tajte; nauseous-

Dareuaa, (da-relish) r. (. To dislike the taste

^f; to feel some disgust at.

*"°*P»u-, (dis're-p-lr) n. State of being out of

^Pair, or in bad condition.

SarepaUble, (dia-rep'ut-a-bl) a. [L. din ami «-

>*&*«.) Not reputable ; tending to disesteem

'* discredit.

^-•reputably, (dis-rep'St-a-uk:) adv. In a disre

putable manner.

Disreputation or Disrepute, (dis-rep-iit-u'shun) n.

Loss or want of reputation ;—discredit.

Disrespect, ( dis - re - epekt ' ) u. Want of re

spect or reverence ; disesteem ; incivility; rude

ness.
Disrespect, (di»-re-spektr) r. f. [L. dU and re-

•*pi.et.\ To show disrespect to.

Disrespectful, (dis-re-ppekiTuol) a. Wanting in

respect; uncivil; unceremonious: rude.

Disrespectfully, (dis-re-spekt'fool-le) cdc. In a

disrespectful manner.

Disrobe, (dis-roV) v. t. fL. du and F. robe.] To

divest of a robe, or of that which dresses or

decorates.

Disroot, (dis-roOf) r. t. To tear up the roots of,

or by the roots ; to extirpate : to undermine.

Disruption, (dis-rup'shun) /*. The act of rending

asunder; dilaceration; rent; breach.

Dissatisfaction, (dis-sat-is-fnk'ahuii) n. State of

being dissGitisfied ; discontentment ; dislike.

Dissatisfactory, (dis-sat-is-fak'tor-e) a. Causing

dissatisfaction ; giving discontent ; displeasing.

Dissatisfy, (dis-sat'is-f i) r. f. [L. dis and sarut-

facere.] To render unsatisfied or discontented;

—to disappoint ; todiBpkaw.

Dissect, (dis-sekt) r. (. [L. dis and sccare.]

To cut up ; to cut in pieces ; to Beparate the

parts of organized bodies in bucIi a manner as

to display their structure: to anatomize;—to

analyze into its constituent parts for the pur

pose of examination, as in science or criticism.

Dissectdble, (dis-sekt'e-bl) a. Capable of being

dissected.

Dissection, (dis-sek'hhun) n. Act of dissecting;

anatomy;—act of separating into constituent

nartsfor the purpose of critical examination.

Dissector, (dis-sekt'er) «. One who directs.

Disseize, (dis-sezO v. t. [L. din and F. saisir.]

To deprive of actual seizin or possession ; to

dispossess wrongfully.

Dissemble, (dis-sem'bi) v. t. [F. dissembler.] To

hide under a false appearance; to disguise; to

mask ;—to make pretence of ; to feign ;— t. i. To

asstime a false appearance ; to conceal the real

fact or sentiments under some prttence.

Disseminate, (dis-sem'iii-ftt) v. t. (L. dis and

seminare.] To sow, as seeil ; to scatter for

growth and projmgation ;—to diffuse ; circulate.

Dissemination, (dis-sem-in-ashun) n. Act of dis

seminating ; proimgatioir; diffusion ; dispersion.

Dissension, (dis-sen'shun) «. [L. diwMfio.] Vio

lent disagreement in opinion : breach of friend

ship and union; strife; quarrel.

Dissent, (dis-sent) v. i. (L. dis and scntirc] To

differ in opinion ; to disagree;—to differ from

the established church ;—to Ije of a contrary

nature.

Dissent, (dia-senf) n. Act of dissenting; dif

ference of opinion ; disagreement ;—declaration

of difference ;—separation from an established

church.

Dissenter, (dia-scnt'er) «. One who differs in

opinion, and declares his difference ;—one who

withdraws from the established church.

Dissentient, (dis-sen'she-ent) a. Disagreeing;

declaring dissent.

Dissentient, (dis-sen'shc-ent) n. One who dissents.

Dissertation, (dis-ser-tu'shunjw. [L. ^i*ser(«(io.]

A formal or elabfjrate discourse ; a disquisition ;

an essay ; a written treatise.

Disserve, (dis-serv') v. t. To injure; to hurt; to

harm. [chief.

Disservice, (dis-Sfirv'ls) n. Injury; harm; mis-
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Dissever, (dis-sev'er) i\ t. [L. tiis and tccer.) To

part in two ; to divide asunder ; to disunite.

Disseverance or Disseveration, (dis-sever-ans) n.

.Vet of dissevering; sejKiration.

Dissident, (dis'e-deiit) a, [L. ditsidere.] Not

agreeing ; dissenting.

Dissident, (dis'o-dent) v. One who separates

from the established religion ; a dissenter.

Disailience, (dis-sil e-ens) a. Act of leaping or

starting asunder.

Dissilient, (dis-sil'e-ent) a. [Xj. di* and uttlirc.]

Starting asunder ; bursting with elastic force.

Dissimilar, (dis-sim'o-lar) a. [L, di* and mtul'is.]

Unlike; heterogeneous; having no resemblance.

Dissimilarity, (dis-sim-e-lar'e-to) n. Want of re

semblance ; unlikeuess ; dissimilitude.

Dissimilitude, (dis-sim-H'e-tad) ,<. Want of re

semblance ; uidikeness ;—a comparison by con

trast.

Dissimulation, (dis-sim-u-lii'shun))). [L. dissimu-

lutio.] Act of dissembling or feigning; false

pretension ; hypocrisy.

Dissipate, (dis'W-p.U) v.t. [L. distiporr.] To

scatter ; to spread on all Bides ;—to spend, as

money: to squander;—to divide, as tho atten

tion ; to waste the mental powers ;—v. i. To

separate ; to waste away ; to vanish ;—to be ex

travagant or dissolute.

Dissipation, (dis-se-pashun) n. Act of dissipat

ing; a state of dispersion;—a dissolute course

«>f life ;—that which distnicts the mind.

Dissociate, (d is -so'she-at) v. t, [L. dis and rocii't.]

To separate ; to disunite ; to j>art.

Dissociation, (dis-so-shc-a'shun) n. Act of disso

ciating ; a state of separation ; disunion.

Dissolubility, (dis-sol-u-btl'o-te) «.. Capacity of

being converted into a fluid by heat "and

moisture.

Dissoluble, (dissol-u-bl) a. [L. dh*o!t'Mili*.]

Capable of being dissolved or liquefied;—cap

able of being disunited.

Dissolute, (dis'ol-ut) a. [L. disfoh'tan.] Loose

in moral1* and conduct ;—vicious ; licentious ;

rakish ; debauched.

Dissolutely, (dis'ol-ut-le) adv. In a loose or dis

solute manner.

Dissoluteness, (dia'ol-ut-ncs) n. State or quality

of being dissolute ; debauchery; dissipation

Dissolution, (dis-ol-u'shun) a. Act of dissolving;

separating into comttonent parts ; — state of

being dissolved;—change from a solid to a fluid

state ; — decomposition ; — dispersion of an as

sembly; the breaking up of a partnership;—

extinction of life; death.

Dissolvable, (diz-zolv'a-bl) a. Capable of being

dissolved.

Dissolve, (diz-zolv') v. t. [L. dit and tnlrrre.)

To separate into component parts ;—to discon

nect ;—to melt ;—to waste away ; to consume ;

—to terminate ;— to annul ;—r. i. To waste;—to

be melted ;—to bo decomposed ;—to break up:

to be dismissed. [melt.

Dissolvent, (diz-zolv'ent) a. Having power to

Dissolvent, (diz-zolv'ent) a. That which has tho

power of dissolving; a solvent.

Dissonance, (dis so-nans) «. A mingling of dis

cordant sounds ; jargon ;—want of agreement.

Dissonant, (disso-nant) a. [L. din and Mtutre.]

Discordant ; iinhArmonioas ;—incongruous.

Dissuade, (dis-swiid') v.t. [L. c/w and tiutdtre.]

To advise or exhort against.

Dissuasion, (dis-swu'zhun) n. Act of dissuad

ing ; exhortation against a thing.

Dissuasive, (dis-swa'siv) r. Tending to dissuade.

Dissuasive, (dis-swusi v) n. An argument or

counsel employed to deter from a measure or

purpose.

DiBSuaaively, (dis-swa'siv-Ie) adv. In a way to

dissuade or induce to refrain from.

Dissyllabic (dis-sil-hib'ik) a. Consisting of two

syllables only.

Diasyllable, (dis-silla-hl) n. [0. dis and tidtaU-.}

A word consisting of two syllables.

Distaff, (dis'taO u. [A.-S. distaff.] The staff for

holding the flax, tow, or wool, in spinning.

Distoin, (dis-tan') 'v. t. [F. din and triad*.) To

stain ; to discolour ; to sully ; to tarnish.

Distance, (dis'taus) n. [L. dintarr.] The spaco

between two bodies ; the linear extent from uue

place to another ;—a measure of division ;—part

of a race course ;—a certain period of time ; —

remoteness in succession or relation ;—reserve ;

coldness.

Distance, (dis'tans) i*. t. To place at a distance ;

—to loavo behind in a race; to suri>ass or excel.

Distant, (dis'tant) a. Separate ; having a spaco

or interval between ;— remote in place, time,

relation, or succession ;—indirect ; indistinct ;—

cold in manner ; reserved.

Distantly, (dis'tant-le) a.dc. At a distance ; re

motely; with reserve, i

Distaste, (dis-tast) n. [Din and tarte .] Aversion

of tho taste ; dislike of food or drink.

Distaste, (dis-tast') r. i. To dislike the taste of;

to disrelish ; to loathe.

Distasteful, (dis-tast'fool) a. Unpleasant to tlie

taste ;—displeasing to the foeliugs ;—offensive.

Distastefully, (dis-tust'fuul-le) adv. In a dis

tasteful.maimer.

Distaetefulness, (dis tust'fool-nes) «. Dislike ;

disagi*ecablenes3 ; offensiveness.

Distemper, (dis-tem'i>er) n. [L. i/utand tttnptr-

arr.) Disproportionate mixture of parts;- -

predominance of some bad humour ; disease,

especially in dogs ;—ill humour ; bad temper.

Distemper, (dia-tenVper) v. t. To disorder ; to

derange the functions of;—to disturb; to ruffle..

Distenvperature, (dis-tem'per-a-tur) «. Bad tem

perature;—violent disturbance; outrageousuea*;

mental uneasiness ;—indisposition.

Distend, (dis-tend') c. /. [L. dm and trndrrr.] To

lengthen out ;—to stretch in all directions;—U>

spread apart ; to divaricate ;—v. i. To become

expanded or inflated.

Distensible, (dis-ten'se-bl) v. Capable uf Ixin^

distended.

Distention, (dis-ten'shuu) a. Act of distending ;

state of being distended ;—divarication.

Distich, (distik) ft. [G. t/i and sttcltos.) A conrw

let ; an epigram of two lines or verses.

Distich, (distik) «. Having two rows, or dis

posed in two rows ; two-ranked.

Distil, (dis-til) r. i. [L. dr. and stillare.) To fall

in drops;—to flow gently;— to use a still ; —r. /.

To let fall in drops;—to extract spirit from ; Ut

rectify.

Distillation, (dis-til-ii'shun) n. Act of falling Sn

drojis ;—the operation of extracting spirit by

evaporation and condensation : rectification .—

the substance extracted by thstilling.

Distiller, (dis-til 'gr) n. One who distils.

Distillery, (dis-til'er-e) n. Tlie building aii*l

works where distilling is carried on.

Distinct, (dis-tingkf) a. [L. diatinrtu*.] Having

the dillereiice marked ; distinguiahud l>y \isdbit:

signs ;—clear ; manifest;—definite; precise.
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Distinction, (dis-tingk'shim) n. [L. distinctio.]

Marking off by visible signs ; separation :—dis

tinguishing quality ;—-estimation of difference ;

—conspicuous btation ; elevation in rank or

character;—honorary mark or badge.

Distinctive. (dU-tingkt'iv) a. Marking or ex

pressing distinction or difference.

Distinctly, (die-tingkfle) at/ 1\ With distinctness;

clearly ; plainly.

Distinctness, (dis-tingkt'nes) n. The quality or

•täte of being distinct ; clearness ; precision.

Distinguish, (dis-ting'gwish) r. t. [L. dis and

titapit ere,] To not« the difference between ; to

specify ; to characterize ;—to discern critically ;

to judge ;—to separate by mark of preferenco or

honour ; to make eminent ; to exalt ;—v. t. To

make distinctions ; to show the difference be

tween, [of being distinguished.

Distinguishable, (dia-ting'gwiah-a-bl) a. Capable

Distort, (distort/) ¡\ t. [L. dix and tor*/uere.) To

twist out of natural or regular shape ;—to wrest

from the true meaning.

Distortion, (dis-torshun) tu The act of twisting

out of sliape ;—the state of being twisted out of

shape ; deformity ;—perversion.

Distract, (dis-traktf) v. t. [L. dis and trahcre.]

To draw apart ;—to divert ;—to draw toward

different objects ;—to perplex ; to confuse ;—to

renfler insane ; to craze—used in the past par

ticiple.

Distraction, (dis-trak'ahun) n, (Ъ. dittractio.]

Drawing apart; separation ¡—confusion of mind;

state in which the attention is disturbed by

variety of objects or motives ; madness.

Distrain, (dis-trlii') c. f. [L. distrtiipot.] To

seize for debt.

Distrainor, (dis-tran'çr) п. One who distrains or

teizee goods for debt or service.

Distress, (dis-tres') «. [F. détresse.] Extremo

pain or suffering of body or mind;—that which

occasions suffering ;—a state of danger or neces

sity :—calamity ; misfortune ;—the act of dis

training.

Distress, (dis-tres') r. f. To causo pain or anguish

to ;—to afflict greatly ;—to seize for debt.

Distressed, (dis-trest')*'- ¡Severely afflicted; euf*

fcruig misfortune or calamity.

Distressful, (dis-tresTôol) a. Inflicting, indicat

ing, or proceeding from distress; calamitous.

Distributable, (dis-trir/ut-a-bl) a. Capable of

being distributed.

Distribute, (dis-trib'üt) tf. t. [L. dm and tribuere.]

To give in parts or portions ;—to divide among

several ;—to administer, as justice;—to separate,

as into classes, orders, ¿c. ; to give in charity;—

<-. i. To make distribution.

Distribution, (dis-tre-bu'shun) «, Act of distri-

buting or dispensing ¡—almsgiving;—separation

into parts or classes ; arrangement.

Distributive, (dis-trib'ût-iv) a. Tending to dis

tribute; dealing to each his proper share ;—ex-

pTiwing separation or Шvision.

Distributive, (dis-trib'ut-iv) n. A word that

divides or distributes a collective number, as

"tíA, every, either.

District, (dis'trikt) 71. [L. dlttriclv*.] A limited

extent of country; circuit ; province ;—a divi

sion or quarter of a city.

Distrust, (dis-trustf) v. t. [L. rf?>and Dan. brist.]

To doubt or suspect ; not to confide in or rely

upon.

Distrust, (die-trust') n. Doubt of reality or sin

cerity;—suspicion of evil designs; want of faith.

Distrustful, (dis-trust'fool) (f. Apt to distrust ;

suspicious;—not confident; diflident.

Distrustfully, (dis-trust fóól-le) adv. In a die-

trustful manner ; with doubt or suspicion.

Distrustfulness, (dis-trust'fóól-nes) ». State of

being doubtful or suspicious.

Disturb, (dia-turr/) v. t. [L. dis and turbare.]

To stir : to discompose ;—interrupt ; interfere

with ;—to throw into confusion; to disorder ;—

to affect the mind ; to excite uneasiness ; to dis

quiet.

Disturbance, (dis-tnrh'ans) ». Derangement of

the regular course of tilings;—confusion of the

mind ¡—public commotion ¡—tumult ; brawl ;

disorder.

Disunion, (dis-fin'j-im) it. Disjunction : separa

tion ; state of division ; want of Agreement.

Disunite, (dis-u-nît) r.f. [L. dis and It vnire.]

To destroy continuity or union ¡—to break the

concord of;—v, i. To part; to fall asunder;—

disjoin.

Disusage, (dis-uzMj) n. Gradual cessation of use,

custom, exercise, or practice.

Disuse, (dis us) n. Cessation of use, practice, or

exercise ;—desuetude.

Disuse, (dis-uz') г*, t. [L. di* and F. user.] To

cease to use or practise; to desist from employing.

Ditch, (dich) v. [Л. -S. die] A trench in the

earth, particularly for draining, &c. ;—a moat

surrounding a fortress.

Ditch, (dich) v. t. To dig a ditch; to surround

with ditches ;—r. i. To dig or make a ditch or

ditches.

Ditcher, (dich'er) :>. One who digs ditches.

Dithyrambus, (dith-e-rani'bus) 11. [G. ditfiuram-

bos.] An ode in honour of Bacchus or in praise

of wine;—a wild, enthusiastic strain.

Ditto, (difô) 11. [It. ditto, contracted into do.]

That which has been said ; the aforesaid thing ;

the same tiling.

Ditto, (dit'ô) adi: As before ; in the same man

ner ; also.

Ditty, (dite) « . [A.-S. cfr'AfjL. dictum.] Л song;

a lay ; a little poem to be sung.

Diuretic, (di-u-ret'ik) a. Exciting the secretion

and discharge of urine.

Diurnal, (di-urual) a. [L. diurnvs,] Daily;

recurring every day ; performed in a day.

Diurnal, (di-nm'al) u. A day-book;—л book con

taining the Roman Catholic breviary.

Diurnally, (di-urn'al-le) adv. Daily ; every day.

Divan, (de-van') w. [Per. ditrun, A. rfni «■<?». 1 A

Turkish council of state ;—the council chainl>er ;

—a kind of cushioned seat ;—a public coffee

house for tobacco smokers.

Divaricate, (de-varVkut) v. i. [L. dis and rnri-

Cffrc.J To part into two branches; to open; to

fork ;—v. t. To divide into two branches.

Divarication, (de-var-e-kushun) n. A parting ; a

forking;—a wide divergence;—intersection of

fibres at different angles.

Dive, (div) v. i. [A.-S. d-ûfanJ] To descend or

plunge into water ;—to go deep into a subject,

business, or condition, so as to be thoroughly

engaged in it.

Diver, (dïv'çr) «. One who dives ;—one who goes

deeply into a study or business ;—a bird of the

genus Colynibidœ, remarkable for their habit

of diving.

Diverge, (de-vçrj') r. t. (T,. di and гггртте.] To

proceed from a point and extend ; to spread or

shoot as rays ;—to deviate from a given course,

or from the truth.
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Divergence, (de-veij'ens) u. A receding from

each other in radiating lines ;—a going further

apart.

Divergent, (de-verj'ent) a. Deviating from a

given point or direction ; receding.

Divers, (di'verz) o. [L. direraus.] Several;

sundry; more than one ; various.

Diverse, (di'vers) a. [h, diversu$,] Different in

kind ; unlike ; dissimilar.

Diversely, (di-verale) adv. In different ways ;

variously ;—in different directions.

Diversification, (de-vers-e-fe-ku'shuu) n. Act of

changing forms or qualities ;—state of being

altered.

Diversified, (de-vgrs'e-fId) p. a. Distinguished by

various forms, or by a variety of aspects.

Diversify, (do-vers'e-f i) v. t. [L. divertun, and

facen.] To make various in form or qualities ;

—to exhibit in different lights.

Diversion, (de-vt_*r'shun) n. Act of turning aside;

—that which diverts; play; pastime;—act of

drawing the attention and force of an enemy

from the point the attack 13 to be made ; alarm

or feint.

Diversity, (de-vers'e-te) n. A state of difference;

uulikeness ; dissimilitude;—variety.

Divert, (de-verf) v. t. [h. dl and vrrtere.] To

turn aside ; to draw off, as the forces of an

enemy ;—to turn from business or study ; to

amuse ;—v. i. To depart from the main branch

or design of an argument or subject.

Divest, (de-vest1) r. t. [It. divestric] To strip,

as of clothes, arms, or equipage ;—to deprive.

Divide, (de-vld') v. t. [L. divitUre.) To separate ;

—to cut into pieces ; to cleave ;—to keep apart,

as by a partition ; to soparate, as by conflicting

opinions or interests ;—to distribute, as profits,

&c. :—to distinguish or classify ;—to talte the

votes of a meeting or legislative assembly;—v. i.

To be separated ; to part ; to open ;—to vote.

Dividend, (divVdoud) u. A thing divided ;

share ;—interest on bank shares, public funds,

or other stock, paid half-yearly ;—profit from

business or trade divided annually among the

]Kirtnors ;—proportionata sum paid to a creditor

out of the effects of a bankrupt ;—a sum that is

to be divided.

Divination, (div-in-a'shun) 11. Act or art of fore

telling future events; augury; prediction.

Divine, (de-vin1) a. [L. divinus.] Belonging to

God ; godlike ;—proceeding from God ;—appro

priated to God, or celebrating his praise ;—

superhuman ; heavenly ; holy.

Divine, (de-vin') n. A priest ; a clergyman ;—a

man skilled in divinity ; a theologian.

Divine, (de-vin') r. t. [L. divinare.} To foresee

or foreknow ;—to conjec

ture ; to guess ;—v. i. To

practise divination.

Divinely, (do-vin'le) adp.

In a divine manner ; —by

the agency of God ;—su

premely ; excellently.

Diviner, (de-viu'er) **. One

who divines.

Diving-bell, (div'ing-bel) n.

A hollow vessel, some

times bell-shaped, so con

trived as to enable persons

to descend into deep water,

and while under water uiviag-bell.

furnished with fresh air by means of a flexible

pipe.

 

Divinity, (de-vin'e-te) n, State of being divine ;

Godhead ; —the Deity ; God ;—a false god ;—

science of divine things ; theology.

Divisibility, (de-viz-e-bil'e-te) n. The quality of

being divisible. [vided.

Divisible, (de-vizVbl) a. Capable of being di-

Division, (de-vizh'un) «. (L. divisio.) Art of

dividing ;—state of being divided ;— that which

divides; dividing of a mass ;—difference in

opinion or condition ;—separation of the mem -

bers of a deliberative body to ascertain the

vote;—process of finding how many time* one

number is contained in another;—pt. Part* of

a discourse ; heads.

Divisional, (de-vizh'un-al) a. Marking or making

division ;—belonging to a district.

Divisive, (de-viriv) a. Forming division or dis

tribution ;—creating division or discord.

Divisor, (de-viz'or) n. [L.] The number by

which the dividend is divided.

Divorce, (de-vors) n. [L. dis and verier*.] A

legal dissolution of the marriage contract ;—the

decree by which marriage is dissolved.

Divorce, (de-vdnV) r. f. To sejiarate by divorce ;

—to disunite; to minder; to put away.

Divorcement, (de-vors'meut) n. Act of dissolving

the marriage tie.

Divulge, (de-vulj') v. t. [L. di and vulgat*. j T*<

make public; to reveal; to disclose.

Divulsion, (de-vul'idiun) n. [L. dintUio.] Act

of pulling awny ; a rending asunder.

Dizziness, (dizVues) n. Giddiness ; vertigo.

Dizzy, (diz'e) a. [A.-H, df/tip,] Having n sensa

tion of vertigo ; giddy ; confused ; indistinct ;—

heedless; thoughtless. [giddy; to confute

Dizzy, (diz'e) v. t. To whirl round ; to make

Do, (do) «. A syllable attached to the first

tone of the major diatonic scale for the purpose

of solmization.

Do, (doo) n, A feat; what one can perform;—a

cheat; a trick ;—contraction of ditto.

Do, (doo) v.t. or auxiliary. [A.-S. tt&n. Go.

tuiiffitn.) To perform ; to execute ; to make ;—

to effect;—to finish ; to accomplish ;—to cook

completely;—to translate;—to deceive; to play

a trick upon ;—r. i. To act or behave;—to tare;

to be in a state with regard to health ; — to

manage ; to answer an end.

Docile or Docible, (d6'sil)«. [L docitis.) Teach

able ; ready to learn ; tractable.

Docility, (do-ail'ote) v. Teacliableneas ; readi

ness to learn ; aptness ; submissiveness.

Dock, (dok) v. [A.-S. docct.] A common weed.

having a long tap root and large broad leave*.

Dock, (dok) r. t. To cut off, as the end of a thing;

to curtail; to clip:—to deduct from;—to defeat ;

to bar ;—to place in dock, as a chip.

Dock, (dok) v. [Ioel. doctr.] The stump of &

tail, or the part left after cutting or clipping.

Dock, (dok) n. [G. dorh&.\ An iuclosure artifi

cially constructed on the side of a harbour or

bank of a river, and closed by gates, for the

reception of ship) ;—the place where a criminal

or accused person stands in court.

Dockage, (dok'fy) 71. A cliarge for the esc of a

dock.

Docket, (dok'et) n. (From dort:] A paper con

taining the heads of a written document ;—a

summary or digest ;—a label ;—a list of causes

ready for hearing or trial.

Docket, (dok'et) r. t . To make an abstract of th«

heads of;—to mark the contents on the Lack cf

papers ;—to initial.
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Dock-yard, (dok'yardl «, A yard or magazine

car a barboar &r all kinds of naval stores and

timber.

Doctor, (cJok'to) a. fL. tramdneen.] A teacher

or expounder :—one who has received an honor

ary decree in any of the learned professions ; a

man of admce, erudition, or professional ac-

quiraaeaii ;—& physician.

Doctor, (-lokirr) t, t' To attend or treat as a phy-

tkkc;—to make a doctor ;—e. i. To practise

phyEc.

Dectaral, (dak'tjr-al) a. Relating to the degree

or praaia of a doctor.

Doetertte, fdok'teT-at) «. The degree, rank, or

rosditioii of a doctor.

Dsetrmal, fdoVtrin-al) n. Pertaining to, or con-

tataing, drjetrine ; pertaining to teaching.

Bsctriaally, (dok'trin-al-le) adv. In a doctrinal

natmeror form.

Doetriat (dok'trin) n. rL. rfoc/Wnfl.] Act of

teaching; instruction ;—a principle, or the body

af principles, in any branch of knowledge ;

'iccma; tenet;—the truth.-* of the gospel ; in

fraction in gospel truth; — learning; know-

lsdre.

Decaaeat, (dok'u-merjt) n. fL. doeummtum,]

rroeept ; — written instruction ; — an official

104*1 containing instruction, conveying infor

mation, or establishing the allegation of facta ;

memorial; certificate; affidavit ; deed ; record.

^Baeatary, (dok-u-ment'ar-e) «. Pertaining to

*rmen evidence ; consisting in documents.

Wseagoa, (do-dek'a-gon) ». [G. dddela and

P****.] A regular figure or polygon bounded

t* twelve equal sides, and containing twelve

•VBlaflgJea.

fcceeaawfron, (d5-dek-a-hedron) n, [G. dddeka,

tverre, and ktdra, seat]

1 regular solid contained

Qzufcr twelve equal and

^Stuar pentagons; a solid

bring twelve equal bases.

Wfa, (doj) t. I [Prob-

«y * modification of

^•1 To start suddenly

- '■* .— t'.' play fast and Dodecahedrons.

!*■» ; to quibble ;—r. t To evade by a sud-

4*3 ihift of place.

**"gt. (doj) m. Act of evading by skilful move-

saart; a dexterous device or trick.

*•*•. (dado) ft. [Pg. doudo.) A bird of large

Bstwtla* genus Volvmbidtei now extinct.

■H (4M s. (A. -S. dd. ] A she-deer ; the female

'"' tie fallow-deer. [coifae o/do.

5**.(4azX Tkirri per*on nin^ular promt iitdi-

"^•kta. (dd'skin) k. The skin of the doe;—a

*Bp*et twilled woollen cloth

es, (dot) r. t IFrom do and ofT.] To put off,

w few ; to divest ;—to rid one's self of.

"*!• (fog) n. [IceL doyffr, P. dogut.) A quad-

^psd of the genus

ftaoi—then are more

ttan thirty varieties;

^*3>eau worthless*fel-

kw;—a constellation

oUad £iriic« or Cbiti-

fW«.—«& andiron;—a

jsafpluw *«•-

H (dog) r.f. To

Ufa* maidaonaly or

a defiwigably ; to

*orry with Unportun-

$^

 

Dog-brier, (dog'bri-er) u. The dog-rose.

Bog-cart, (dog'kart) ft. A one-horse vehicle for

sportsmen ;—a light jaunting vehicle.

Dog-cheap, (dog'chep) a. Cheap as dog's meat or

offal ; very cheap.

Dog-day, (dog'du) n. One of the days when

Sirius or the Dog-star rises and sets with the

sun.

Doge, (doj) v, fit. from L. dux,] The chief

magistrate in the republics of Venice and

Genoa.

Dogfish, (dog'fi>h) r. A species of shark.

Dogged, (dogged) a. [From dog.) Surlily ob

stinate ; sullen : morose.

Doggedly, (doged-le) ad*. In a dogged manner;

sullenly; obstinately. [ncss.

Doggedhesa, (doged-nes) ft. Sulknness; morose-

Dogger, (dog'sr) «. (D.J A two-masted fishing

vessel, used especially by the Dutch.

Doggerel, (dog'cr-el) «. [From dog.] Low in

style and irregular in measure.

Doggerel, (dog'er-el) n. Mean, undignified, and

irregular verse.

Doggish, (dog/ish) a. Like a dog ; churlish :

snappish.

Dog-head, (doglied)?). Part ofagunlock.

Dog-kenncl, (dog-ken'nel) ft. An inclosed yard

or kennel where dogs are kept.

Dog-Latin, (dog'Lat-in) n, Uai barons Latin.

Dogma, (dog'ma) iu [G. from dotein.] Form in

which truth is apprehended ; opinion ; belief ;

—formula; canon ;—estabbshed principle or

tenet;—authoritative expression of truth.

Dogmatical, (dog-mat'ik-al) a. Pertaining to a

dogma;—magisterial ;—positive ; authoritative.

Dogmatically, (dog-mat'ik-al-le) adv. Posi

tively ; arrogantly.

Dogmatism, (dog'tuat-izm) n. Positive assertion;

—positiveness in opinion or in disputation.

Dogmatist, (dog'mat-ist) n. One who dogmatizes.

Dogmatize, (dog'mat-iz) r. j. To assert j>osi-

tively ; to teach with bold and undue confidence;

to advance with assumption of authority.

Dog-rose, (dog'ruz) ». A species of wild rose

which bears the hip.

Dog's-ear, (dogz'er) n. Tho corner of a leaf in

a book turned down like the ear of a dog.

Dog-star, (dog'star) v. Sirins, a star of the first

magnitude, whose rising and setting with the

sun gave name to the dog-days.

Dog-tooth, (dog'tooth) )(. A sharp-pointed human

tooth, resembling a dog's tooth—eve-tooth.

Dog-watch, (dogVoch) n. One of two watches

on board ship of two hours each, the first being

from 4 to 6, the second from 6 to 8 o'clock p.m.

Doily, (doil'e) n. A species of woollen stuff';— a

small napkin, set on the table with fruit and

wine.

Doit, (doit) ft. rD. duit.] A small Dutch coin,

worth about half a farthing.

Dolce, (dol'cha) adv. [It. J Softly; sweetly.

Dole, (dol)-i. [A. -3. d&t,daL] Actof dividing

and distributing ;—alms ; charity ;—blows dealt

out;—grief; sorrow. [to distribute.

Dole, (dol) ft. *. To deal out in small portions ;

Doleful, (dol fool) a. Sorrowful ; querulous ;—

melancholy ;—rueful ; woful. [sadly.

Doleiuiiy , (dol'fool-le) adv. In a doleful manner;

Dolefulness, (dol'fool-nes) n. Sorrow; gloomi

ness; dismalncss ; melancholy.

Dole-some, (dol'sum) a. Doleful ; sorrowful.

Doll, (dol) n. [G. eidolon.) A puppet or babyfor

a child.
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Dollar, (dollar) v. A silver coin of the United

States, Mexico, Spain, «tc.—from As. m2'>. to As.

lOd. (of lime.

Dolomite, (dol'6-niit) n. A magnesian carbonate

Dolorous, (do'lcr-us) a. Full of grief ;—ocuasion-

ing pain ; sorrowful ; distressing.

Dolorously, (ilo'ler-us-le) ude. In a dolorous

manner.

Dolour, (doler) n. [L. ctolerc] Pain; grief;

distress ; anguish.

Dolphin, (dol'tin) w. [L. iMphin, dclphinus.] A

cetaceous mammal;—a fish

of about 5 feet in length, -^-*i^

celebrated for its surpris

ing changes of colour when

dying.

Dolt, (dolt) n. [A.-S. dro/.] Dolphin. .

A heavy, stupid fellow;—blockhead; dunce;

himpieton.

Doltish, (ddlt'ish) ft. Dull in intellect; stupid.

Doltishness, (dolt'ish-nes) n. Duluess; stupidity.

Dom. (dum). A termination signifying right,

property or quality, jurisdiction.

Domain, (dd-nian') n. [h. dominium.] Do

rainion ;—landed property ; estate; especially.

the land about the mansion-house of a lord, and

in his immediate occupancy.

Dome, (dom) v. [L. damns.] A building;—a

noble edifice;—a structure raised above the roof

of an edifice, usually hemispherical ; a cupola.

Domestic, ( do-mes'tik ) tu [L. down.*.] Be

longing to the house or home ; pertaining to

one's place of residence, and family;—pertain

ing to a nation considered as a family ; intes

tine;—remaining much at home; devoted to

home;—living in or near the habitations of

man ; tame ;—made in one's own house, nation,

or country.

Domestic, (do-mes'tik) «. One who lives in the

family; a servant or hired attendant residing

in the house ;—pi. Newspaper paragraphs re

lating to local matters.

Domestically, (do-mes'tik-al-e) v.<h-. In a do

mestic manner ; privately.

Domesticate, (do-nies'tik-at) r. t. To make do

mestic; to treat as one of the family ;—to remain

much at home ;—to tame.

Domestication, (do-mes-tik-a'shuu) n. Tho act

of domesticating.

Domicile, (dom'e-sil) n. {T*. domicUhnn.] An

abode or mansion; place ofpermanent residence.

Domicile ox Domiciliate, (dom'e-sil) v. t. To

establish in a fixed residence.

Domiciliary, (dom-e-sil'e-ar-e) a. Pertaining to

the residencoof a person or family;—intruding

into a house for purposes of searcluug.

Domiciliation, (dom-e-sil-c-a'ahuu)*<. Permanent

residence. [ity ; rule.

Dominance, (dom'in-ans) «. Ascendancy; author-

Dominant, (dom'in-ant) a. [L. dominari.] Rul

ing ; prevailing; governing; ascendant.

Dominant, (dom'in-ant) n. The fifth tone of the

scale.

Dominate, (dom'in-at) r. t. [L. dominari.] To

predominate over; to rule; to govern.

Domination, (dom-in-a'shuu) n. Exercise of

power in ruling ; government ; authority ;

tyranny.

Domineer, (doni-in-eV) v. i. [F. domincr.] To rule

with insolence or arbitrary sway ; to bluster.

Domineering:, (dom-iu-er'ing) a. Ruling with in

solence ; arbitrary; overbearing; tyrannical.

Dominical, (do-inin'ik-al)a.

Indicating Lord's day or Sunday ;—relating to,

or given by, our Lord.

Dominican, (do-min'ik-an) n. One of the order

of monks founded by Dominic de Guaaan :—

called also predicants, preaching-]',-inn, /!«■

bins, and bltn'k-friars.

Dominie, (doru'in*e) it. [L. dominus, master,

from domus, house. J A schoolmaster;—spfcnwi).

I Dominion, (do-miu'yun) n. [h. dominium.)

Sovereign authority ; — predominance ; — tbe

right to govern ; sovereignty ;—that which is

governed ; territory; state; kingdom ; princi jed

ity; subjects;—possessions ; personal property

—pi. An order of angels.

Domino, (doni'in-6) u. [It. and Sp., fromL th-

minus, master.] A cape worn by priesto ;—a

mourning veil worn by women ;—a long, loose

cloak, with a hood, used as a disguise ;—a I**

son wearing a domino ;—pi. A ganio pbj«t

with pieces of ivory.

Don, (don)n. [Sp., Pg. dom.] Sir; Mr.:SignK*

—a title of courtesy in Spain;—a grand ]*r-

sonage, or one making pretension to coiim-

quonce. [on; to invest one's wlfwitk

Don, (don) r. f . (To do on.] To dress; to pM

Donation, (do-uashun) ». Act of giving ;- >

gift ; a grant of money to a charitable parpen

—gratuity ; largess.

Donative, (don'a-tiv) n. [L. donare.] A gift; :

gratuity ; a present ;—a Iwnofice conferral '■':

the founder or patron, without presentation m

induction by tlie ordinary. Idxmation

Donative, fdou'a-tiv) «. Vested or vesting b|

Done, (dun) pp. of do. Performed ; execute'

finished;—given out; issued; made public ;-

word used in accepting an offer, wager, or W\

Donee, (do-ne/) w. [F. donni.] One to whoi

a gift or donation is made.

Donjon, (don'jon) v. A massive tower i

ancient castles, regard

ed as thestrongest pjtrt

of the fortifications, .r^

and usually in the -

innermost court or

ballium :—tho beep.

Donkey, (doug'kc) n.

[Perhaps from dun

and fan.] An ass or

mule;—a stupid or ob

stinate and wrong-

headed fellow.

Donna, (don'jia) 11. fit. ^2

donna, L. dontina,

wistress. ] A lady ;

madam ; mistress.

Donor, (do'ner) **. [F. donncur.] One who gi

or bestows gratuitously ; a benefactor.

Doom, (doom) v. t. To pronounce jnd^rment <

to condemn;—to onlaiu as penalty;—to dewt.

to fix irrevocably the fete of.

Doom, (doom) n. [A.-S. dom.] Judgment :

dicial sentence ; penal decree :—penalty ; ti

destrnctiou ; final condemnation ; rain.

Doomsday, (doomz'da) tu A day of scntenc

the day of the final judgment.

Door, (dor) n. [A.-S. dom.] An opening in

walls of a iionse for going in anil out at :-

frame of boards by which an opening into <

a house is closed ;—means of approach or no

Door-way, (doYwfi) u. The passage by n don

Dor, (dor)j(. [A.-S. dora, drone.] Th» bl

beetle or the hedge-chafer.

Dorado, (do-ra'do) u. [Sp. dorado, gilt J

 

Donjon.
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**tbern <auHdlitkta containing sii «tars ;—a

Urje fish, a qcoa of dolphin.

«ree, (do-rii a. An acanthoirtervgious fish

wtowmd a Uafe fcheacy, So/ot i5«wy.

Derie, (dorlk) e. Pertaining to Doris, or the

iKjriaa nae, in ueknt

;to

_ the

wowser of archi

tecture ; — rebhng ;

-t* rf tbt indent

/.fasriuaiwc)

NMaftaiafdor-

Doric Order.

JF. p//r. of doi

quiescent ; —

1

in a

PW'IIHHII)

at* in action;

«35lpatore.

Praaat, (dormant) a. Tlie largo beam Iving

■**« * rwim ; a jowt :—a */«jw.

Ssrec-wiflflnr, (dorWr-wiudo) ». [F. rfor-

**•] A window placed vertically on the u>

a<«aBtthBM of the roof of a house.

°»»*w,(dor*me-tiv)>i. [L. dorntir<; to Bleep.]

A safcaos to promote sleep ; an opiate ; a nar-

J/** \* toponfic.

i^uitire, (dor'me-tiv) a. Causing sleep.

'tomj, (dorW-tor-e) ;l [U donair.] A

jja, (ait* of rooms, or building, used to sloop

a^abed-nwin.

*«*tie. (dor'moas) n. (Prov. Eng. dorm, to

«fi«d««Mf.] A email

mmt mammal which

*■ on trees like the

Itind, and feeds on

Jgqa, auto, kc.

■■Hfdor'ttl)^ rL. <iu,-

"jw, nam dorti',**, tlio

|«etj Pertaining to the

. c-

**■* (dor-sum) ». [L.]

jT^ekofthebotly.

"**<«*»)». [G. dosit.1 Quantity of medicine

Wl prescribed at one time; any thing

' • that one is obliged to take ; jwtiou ;

)*. £ To form intosnitable doses;—to

eto;—to give auy thing nauseous to.

ai). Stcoud jtergon prettut of do.

[A.-3. ■■'■"■'■. I A small point or

—> with a pen or other pointed instru-

J*;*»peciL

■* («*) r. t To mark with dots or specks ;—

; 'STfttify with ismall detached objects ;—v. i.

^=a*e dots or specks.

' ■•*'■■ .'-'■■■■}) .-. [Kri'in "'"''-] Childishness;

^wiity of nuuJ uj uni ug0 ; senility ;—exces-

WjW) fl. fL. dotalU, from do*, dowry.]

 

Ifonnous*.

The ridge of a hill;

 

Im. .""f to a dowry or marriage settlement.

■■■i (duffrd) h. A man whoso intellect is

ffl™ by age;—a foolishly fond fellow.

JJJJ (do-U'ahao) *. [L. tfofnre.] Act of

***ing 4 marriage portion on a woman ;—

J*****0*: establishmoDt of funds for sup-

^■«'»a hospital.

",.'■ '.r-'- P* tfoA"!!.] To have the intel-

-'"• :atpaired by age ;—to be excessively or fool-

QvlBat

HMffJW * One who dotes.

ZrA™^ **W perw» j^wnl of do.

le) a//t>. With extreme affec-' ?-7.

vely.

Dotted, (dot'ed) a. Marked with dots or small

spots; diversified with small, detached objects.

Dottrel, (dot'rel) v. [From dote.] A wading

bird of the genus Grallut, a congener of the

plovers.

Double, (duty!) a. [F. from L. duo.] Noting

two things of the same kind;— twofold; — of

two kinds ; acting two parti ; serving two pur

poses ; vacillating; deceitful.

Double, (dub'l) n</r. Twice ; twofold.

Double, (dub'l) r. t. To multiply by two; to make

twice as great ;—to fold one part upon another

part of;— to contain or be worth twice as much

as ;—to pass around or by ;—r. i. To increase

or grow to twice aa much; — to return upon

one's track ;—to use shifts or artifices.

Double, (dubl) v. Twice as much ;—a plait;

a fold ;—a turn in running to escajio pursuers ;

a trick ; a shift ; an artifice ;—a counterpart.

Double-base, (dub'1-bas) n. The largest and

lowest-toned instrument in the violin form.

Double-dealer, (dub'l-del 'er) n. One who acts

two different parte. [plicity.

Double-dealing, (dubl-deTing) n. Artifice ; du-

Double-entry, (dub'l-en'tre) n. A mode of book

keeping in which every item or sum is entered

to tlio debit of one account, and the credit of

another, so that the ledger should always

balance.

Doubleneu, (dubl-nes) n. State of being double

or doubled ; duplicity.

Doubler, (dub'lcr) u. One who, or that which,

doubles.

Double-star, (duVl-star) n. Two stars so near

to each other as to be seen separate by means

of a telescope only.

Doublet,* (dul/let) «, [F.] Two; a pair; a

couple ;—the inner garment of a man.

Double-tongued, (dub'l-tnngd) a. Bpeaking dif

ferently ;i.if >ut a thing at difierent times ; de

ceitful.

Doubling', (dnbling) n. Reduplication; turning

or winding to escajw purauit; shift; quirk; sail

ing round, as a cape.

Doubloon, (dub-loon') n. [Sp. doUoii.] A 8poji-

isli and Poilugueso coin, double the value of

the pistols.

Doubly, (duble) adv. In twice the quantity ;

to twice the degree.

Doubt, (dout) r, i. [F. douter.] To be uncer

tain ; to question ;— to be undetermined; to

hesitate;—to be apprehensive; to suspect;—c. t.

To question or bold questionable;—to fear ; to

suspect; to distrust; to.withhold confidence

from.

Doubt, (dout) n. Uncertainty of mind ; fear; ap

prehension ;—distrust; suspicion ; difficulty ex

pressed or urged for solution; — unbelief;

sceptical objection.

Doubter, (dout'er) n. One who doubts.

Doubtful, (dout fool) a. Dubious ; undeU r-

mined ;—ambiguous; equivocal; questionable,;

—of uncertain issue; undecided ;—suspicious.

Doubtfully, (dout'fool-le) adp. In a doubtful

manner.

DoubtfulnesB, (dout'fool-nes) n. A state of being

doubtful; dubiousness; ambiguity: uncertainty.

Doubtingly. (dout'ing-le) adv. Without perfect

confidence; suspiciously; warily; dubiously.

Loubtlew, (doutTea) adv. "Without doubt or

question ; unquestionably.

Douce, (doos) a. [F. dov.x, L. dulch, sweet.]

Quiet; sober; sedate.
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Douceur, (dóó-всг') a. [F. from doi'x, sweet.] Л

present or gift; a bribe.

Doucho, (dúúah) n. [F.] A jet or current of

■«¡iter or vapour directed «|юп ваше diseased

part of the body, to benefit it medicinally.

Dough, (dû) я. [Л.-S. daft.] A mass of flour or

meal moistened and kneaded, but nut jet

baked.

Doughtily, (dow'tc-Ie) adv. In a doughty man

ner ; bravely: valorously.

Doughtiness, ( dow'te-nes ) «. The quality of

being doughty; valour: bravery.

Doughty, (dow-te') a. [A.-S. doktip.) Charac

terized by bravery ; valiant; redoubtable.

Doughy, (dö'e) a. Like dough ; soft; yielding to

pressure ; pliable ; pale ; weakly.

Douse, (ilous) c, t. [G. dnein, to plungo into.] To

plunge into water ; to dip ;—to strike, a« a sail ;

— to extinguish, as a light.

Dove, (duv) и. [Л.-S. dura.] A bird of the

pigoou family ; — a word of endearment.

Dovclet, (duv'Ict) n. A young or little dove.

Dovetail, (duv tâl) ». A joint or tenon made by-

letting one piece, in the

form ofadove'e tail spread,

into a corresponding cav

ity in another, во tliat it

can not be drawn out.

Dovetail, (duv'tal) v. t. To

unite by a tenon;—to fit

ingeniously. Dovetail.

Dowager, (dow'ajçr) ». [F. douairière.] A

widow endowed, or having a jointure.

Dowdy, (dow'de) a. [Scot, dafdie.] Awkward ;

illKlrcssod ; vulgar-looking ; slovenly.

Dowdy, (dow'de) ». An awkward, ill-dressed,

inelegant woman.

Dowel, (dow'el) r. t. To fasten by dowels.

Dowel, (dow'el) n. A wooden or iron pin or

tonon used in connecting two pieces of wood,

as boards or felloes.

Dower, (dow'çr) ». [F. donaire.] Endowment ;

gift ; — the property with which a woman is

endowed ;—that which a woman brings to her

husband in marriage.

Dowcrless, (dow'çr-les) a. Destitute of dower ;

portionless.

Dowlas, (dowlas) ». [Probably from DoitUem.]

A kind of coarse linen cloth.

Down, (down) ». [Icol, dfin.) Tim fine soft

feathers of birds ;—the pubescence of plants ;

the pappus or fine hairy growth by which seeds

are conveyed, as in the thistle.

Down, (down) ». [A.-S. dû.,.] A bank of sand

thrown up by the eea;—a tract of ячш!у and

barren land ;—a largo open plain on elevated

land ; -pi. A road for shipping in the English

Channel.

Down, (down) prep. [Л.-S. adûn.) Along a

descent; towards a lower place, station, or

position ;—toward the month of a river.

Down, (down) adv. In a descending direction ;

tending from a higher to a lower place ¡—below

the horizon ;—in a low position or condition ;

nn the ground ;—in humilitv, disgrace, and tho

like.

Down, (down) a. Powneavt ; dejected :—abso

lute ; positive ¡—proceeding from tho chief, ter

minus, [rected to the ground.

Downcast, (downTcast) a. Cast downward ; di-

DownfalL (down'fawl) ». A sudden descent

from rank, reputation, or tho like ; destruction ;

ruin.

Downfallen, (down'fawm) a. Fallen ; ruined.

Downhearted, (downhurt-ed) a. Dejected in

spirits.

Downhill, (downTiil) a. Declivous; descending.

Downright, (down'rit) adv. Straight down ;

perpendicularly;—in plain terms ; absolutely.

Downright, (down'rit) a. Plain; unceremoni

ous ; blunt ¡—undisguised ; absolute.

Down-stairs, (down'starz) adv. Down tho stairs ;

to a lower floor.

Down-train, (down'tran) n. A railway train de

parting from the chief terminus.

Downtrodden, (down'trud-n) «. Trodden down ;

trampled under foot.

Downward, (down'wçnl) a. Declivous;—moving

from a higher to a lower place : tending toward

the earth or its centre;—descending from a head

or source;—tending to a lower condition.

Downwards, (down'wçrdz) adv. [From ffoK-n

and icurd.] From a higher to a lower placo; in

a descending course ;—from a remote time.

Downy, (down'e) a. Covered with down;—made

of or resembling down ; hence, soft; soothing.

Dowry, (dow're) ». A gift;—the estate which a

woman brings to her husband in marriage;—the

portion given with a wife ; dower.

Doxological, (doks-6-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

doxology; giving praise to God.

Doxology, (doks-ol'o-je) «. [0. doxa and lejrrin.)

Act or form of giving glory to God ; enpeciaUp,

a short hymn expressing praise and honour to

God.

Doze, (doz) r. i. [Dan. döse.) To slumber ; to

sleep lightly; to be drowsy or half asleep ;—t. t.

To pass or spend time in drowsiness.

Doze, (döz) п. A light sleep ; a slumber; a nap.

Dozen, (duz'n) ,i. (F. douzaine] A collection

of twelve ; a set of twelve.

Doziness, (döz'e-nes) ». Drowsiness; heaviness.

Dozy, (doze) a. Drowsy ; heavy ; sleepy.

Drab, (drab) n. [A.-S. drabbe.) A slut; a strum

pet ; a prostitute.

Drab, (drab) n. [F. drop, cloth.] A thick,

woollen cloth of a dun or gray colour.

Drab, (drab) a. Of a dun colour, like the cloth

so called. [to wet and befoul.

Drabble, (drabT) v. t. [Л.-S drabbe.) To draggle:

Drachma, (drak'iua) ». [G. drach-me.) Ancient

Greek silver coin of the average value of «>Jd. ;

—an ancient Greek weight about 2 dwt 7 gr*

Troy.

Draff, (draf) n. TA.-S. drabbe, dregs.] Refuse ;

wash given to swine ; refuse of malt.

Draffy, (dmf'e) n. Dreggy: waste ; worthless.

Draft, (draft) n. [Originally draught.] Act of

drawing ;—a selection of men from a militarv

company;—an order directing the payment of

money ;—a deduction made from the groen vceight

of goods;—a figure described ; sketch ; outline ;

—depth of water necessary to float a ship ;—a

current of air ;—first or rough copy of a oom-

poüitiou ;—я. pi. Game played on a checkered

board.

Draft (draft) r. t To draw the outline of; to

delineate ;—to compose and write :—to detach.

Draftsman, (drafts'man) n. One who draws

designs or plans of buildings, &c.

Drag, (drag) r. t. [A.-S. dragan.) To draw along

by main force ; to haul ;—to pass through wiQi

a drag or net, as a stream or harbour-bed ;—to

pull roughly or ignominiously;—to pass, as a

weary time or condition;—v.i. To be drawn

along, as a rope or dress, on the ground ;—to
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more heavily, laboriously, or slowly onward ;—

to fish with & drag.

Drag, (drag) и. Л draw-net used in deep sen

fishery :—a net or hook used to bring up sunken

bodies from the bottom of a river or harbour ;

—a low cart or car : a kind of carriage ; a heavy

harrow ;—а с1о# : instrument for stopping the

wheels of a vehicle :—that which is drawn or

towed ;—any hindrance to succese or prosperity.

Draggle, (dragl) r. i. [Dim. of drag.] To wet

ana dirty by drawing on the ground or mud or

on wet grass ;—v. i. To become wet or dirty.

Drag-net, (diag'net) п. A net to bo drawn along

the bottom for taking ii-li.

Dragoman, (drag'o-iuan) n. [It. draoonianno.]

An interpreter attached to the European con

sulates and embassies in the Levant.

Dragon, (ilruiun) «. [G. draiön.] A fabulous

winged serpent or i [/.ml,

with crested head and enor

mous claws, regarded as

very powerful and feroci

ous :—Satan or the devil :

—* tierce, violent person ;

—a northern constellation ;

—a genus of reptiles in the

East Indies.

Draronet, (drag'un-ot) n.

A little dragon ;—a genu* Dragon,

of ¿-.lies belonging to the Goby family.

Dragon-fly, (dragun-fli) «. The popular name

of a genus of swift and powerful insects.

Dragon's-blood, (drag'unz-blud) п. Л resinous

substance obtained from several tropical trees.

Dragoon, (dra-góüu') ». [L. draco, dragon.] A

soldier trained to serve on horseback or on foot
Dragoon. (dra-góónr) r. t. To give a town or

country over to martial law;—to compel sub

mission by violent measures ; to discipline by

force.

Dragoonade, (dra-góón'Üd) и. The abandoning

of a place to the fury and rage of soldiers.

Dragoon-bird, (dra-goön'berd) и. Л Brazilian

bird, having a large, um

brella-like crest of feather«

above the bilL

Drain, (drun) v.t. [A.-S.

dnAnigean.] To filter;-

to draw off by degrees ; to

exhaust ; to empty of

wealth, resources, or tli

nke ;—v. i. To flow off

gradually;—to be emptied.

Dram, (drfln) п. Л water

course ; a sewer ; a ditch : Dragoon-bird.

ft sink ;—a gradual or steady withdrawal, as of

men. resources, «fcc. [drained.

Draioable, (drän'a-bl) п. Capable of being

Drainage, (dran'äj) п. A draining ;—mode in

which the waters of a country pans off by its

streams and rivers ;—system of drains by which

sewage is removed from towns, ¿¿с.

Drainer, (dran'er) я. One who, or that which,

drains ;—a stream from a lake or morass ;—a

perforated plate, used in the kitchen.

Drake, (drak)n. [Ger. draie.] The male of the

dock kind ;—the drake-fly. [L. draco.] A

small piece of artillery.

Dram, (dram) n. [Contracted from drachma.] A

weight of the eighth part of ал ounce, or sixty

grains ;—the sixteenth part, of an ounce ;—as

much spirituous liquor as is drunk at once;—a

glass of spirits,

 

Drama, (drama dnVma) я. [G. drama.] A com-*

position designed to be acted on the stage, repre

senting various phases of human life, grave or

humorous;—•figuratively, a real series of events

invested with dramatic unity and interest.

Dramatic, (dram-at'ik) a. Pertaining to the

drama ;—represented by action ; theatrical ;—

unreal.

Dramatically, (dram-at'ik-al-le) adv. By repre

sentation ; in the manner of the drama.

Dramatist, (dramatist) Я, Hie author of a

dramatic composition ; a writer of playa.

Dramatize, (dram'at-iz) i\ f, To compose m the

form of the drama ; to adapt for the stage.

Drape, (drap) v.t [F. draper.] To cover or

adorn with drapery ; to clothe.

Draper, (dràp'çr) я. One who sells cloths; a

dealer in cloths.

Drapery, (dräp'er-e) п. Occupation of a draper ;

—cloth or woollen stuffs in general ;—hangings ;

curtains; tapestry ;—the clothing of the humau

figure in sculpture and jointing.

Drastic, (dras'tik) o. [ü. drastiios.) Acting

with strength or violence ; powerful.

Drastic, (dras'tik) n. A t \< ■ dy and effective

purgative—generally used iu the plural.

Draught, (draft) n. [A.-S. droht.) Act of mov

ing loads by drawing ;—act of drawing a net ;—

act of drinking ;—act of drawing men from a

military company; detachment ;—that which if

taken with a net;—quantity drawn in at once

in drinking ;—a sketch, outline, or representa

tion ;—an order for the payment of money ;—a

current of air ;—a eink or drain ;—a mild vesi

catory;—the depth to which a ship sinks in

water ;—allowance on weighable goods to insure

full weight ;—pi. A game played ou a checkered

board ; checkers.

Draught, (draft) a. Used for drawing ;—drawn

directly from the barrel or other receptacle.

Draught (draft) ». t. To draw out; to call forth ;

—to select; to detach.

Draw, (draw) v. t. [A.-S. & O. S. dragan.] To

poll along; to haul; to drag ;— to pull up;—to

attract, asa magnet; to allure, as beauty:—to

pull from a sheathe, as a weapon ;—to extract ;

to let ont, as blood ;—to deduce from premises ;

to derive ;—to take from a place of deposit ;—to

receive from a lottery; to remove the content!

of, as a cask ;—to extract the bowels of, as a

fowl ;—to inhale, as breath ;—to produce, as a

line, figure, or picture ;—to delineate ; to de

scribe ;—to write in due forrn ;—to require a

depth of water for floating;—to close or unclose,

as curtains ;—to wrest or distort, as the words

or meaning of a passage ; — ». i. To exert

strength, as iu drawing ;—to act, as a drag ;—tu

be contracted ; to shrink ;—to move towards ;—

to act, as a blister ;—to give vent to, as a chim

ney ; — to unsheathe, ш a sword ; — to be in

flated, as a sail ;—to sketch ;—to write a cheque

or bill for acceptance on.

Draw, (draw) v. Aot of drawing ; draught;—a

lot or chance drawn.

Drawback, (draw'bak) n. Amount or sum paid

back ;—sum of duties remitted on exportation

of goods;—discouragement; hindrance.

Draw-bridge, (draw'brij) и. A bridge made to bo

raised up, let down, or drawn aside, to admit or

hinder communication.

Drawer, (draw'er) n. One who, or that which,

draws ;—a sliding box or receptacle in a case;—

yl. A close under garment for the lower limba.
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Drawing, (drawing) ». Act of pulling, hauling,

or attracting ; — representation by lines and

shades, of the appearance of objects;—allocation

of prizes and blanks in a lottery.

Drawing-master, (drawlng-ruas-ter) n. One who

teaches the art of drawing.

Drawing-room, (draw'ing-rodm) n. A room to

which company withdraws from the dining-

room ;—a reception of company in it;—a formal

reception by the sovereign on stated occasions.

Drawl, (drawl) v. t, [L>. draeleii.] To utter in a

«low, lengthened tone;— v. i. To speak with

slow and lingering utterance.

Drawl, (drawl) n. A lengthened utterance.

Draw-well, (draVwel) n. A deep well from

which water is drawn by a windlass and bucUot.

Dray, (dra) n. [A.-S. drape.] A low cart on

wheels, used for heavy burdens.

Dread, (dred) n. Overwhelming terror;—reve

rential respectful fear; awe;—object of fear.

Dread, (dred) a. Exciting great fear or appre

hension; awful; appalling.

Dread, (dred) v. t. To fear in a great degree ;—

v. i. To be in great fear.

Dreadful, (dred'fool) a. Inspiring dread ; fearful ;

—inspiring awe or reverence ; venerable.

Dreadfully, (dred'fool-le) adc. In a dreadful

manner; awfully. [being dreadful.

Dreadfulness, (dred'fool-nes) n. The quality of

Dream, (drum) n. [O. Sax. dr&m.] A thought,

or series of thoughts, of a person in sleep; a

sleeping vision;—an idle fancy; a reverie ; a

vagary.

Dream, (drSm) v. i. To have ideas or images in

the mind in the state of slumber;—to think

idly;—9. t. To imagine, or see as in a dream.

Dreamer, (drem'er) ''• One wno dreams or in

dulges in rrtverie; a visionary.

Dreamy, (drem'e) or. Full of dreams ; appro

priate to dreams ; misty ; fanciful ; shadowy ;

unreal.

Drear, (drer) a. Dismal ; gloomy.

Drearily, (drer'e-le) adc. Gloomily; dismally.

Dreariness, (dreVe-nes) n. Disinalness.

Dreary, (dreVe) a. [A. -3. dreorig.] Exciting

cheerless sensations, fadings, or associations ;

comfortless; dismal; gloomy.

Dredge, (drej) n. [A.-S. drtrgc] Any instru

ment to gather or take by dragging; (specialty.

a machine for taking up mud, <£c, from the bed

of a stream or harbour ;—.a drag-net for taking

oysters.

Dredge, (drej) v. t To catch or deepen with a

dredge ;—to sprinkle flour on, as in culinary

preparations. [dredge.

Dredger, (drej'er) n. One who fishes with n

Dredging-box, (drej'ing-boks) n. A box with

holes in the cover for sprinkling flour.

Dredging-machine, ( drej'iug-nia-sheri ) n. An

engine to take up mud from the bottom of

docks, &c.

Dregs, (dregs) n. pi. [Tcel. dregg, G. trux. Ices.]

Corrupt matter in a liquid ; Ices ; grounds ;

sediment ;—the vilest of any thing.

Dreggy, (dreg'ge) a. Containing dregs or lees;

consisting of dregs ; foul ; feculent.

Drench, (drenah(v. t. [A.-S. drenenn.] To cause

to drink ; to put a potion down the throat of a

horse ;—to wot thoroughly; to saturate.

Drench, (drensh) n. A drink; a draught; a

potiun of medicine poured down the throat.

Dress, (dros)v.f. [V. dresser.] To make straight:

—to adjust ; to trim ;—to treat, as a sore ;—to

prepare, as victuals ; to smooth or finish work ;

—to put clothes niton; to attiro ;—r. i. To

arrange in a line ; to put on one's garments.

! Dress, (dres) n. Clothes ; garments ; habit ;

apparel ;—a lady's gown ;—attention to apparel.

Dresser, (dres'er) it. One who dresses. [V.

drtxsoiv.] A table, on which meat and other

things arc prepared for use ;—a cupboard.

Dressing, (dreeing) «, Dress; attire;—an appli

cation to a sore or wound;—manure spread onr

laud ;—stuffing ;—an ornamental moulding.

Dressing-gown, (dres'ing-gown) it. A light gown

used by a person while dressing : a study gown,

Dressing-room, (dres'ing-room) n. An apart-

mont appropriated for dressing the person.

Dress-maker, (dres'mak-er) n. A maker o'

gowns, or similar garments ; a mant\ia-maker.

Dressy, (dres'e) a. Showy in dress; attentive U*

dress; fond of dress.

Dribble, (drib'l) r. i. [Drip.) To fall in drops.

or in a quick succession of drops;—to slaver;—

v. t. To throw down in drops.

Driblet, (driblet) n. [From dribble.} A small

piece or part ; a small sum.

Drier, (dri'gr) «, [From dry.] One who, or

that which, dries; a desiccative.

Drift, (drift) v. [From drive.] Tliat which is

driven, forced, or urged along; a masa of mat

ter driven together ; heap;—a storm or shower.

as of rain or snow ;—a drove or flock ;—course or

direction;—tendency ofan act, argument-, or the

like; object aimed at or intended; import oC

words ;—direction of a current.

Drift, (drift) v. i. To float or be driven along l<y

a current of water :—to accumulate in heaps ; —

v. t. To drive into heaps.

Drifty, (driffe) a. Full of drifts; tending to

form drifts, as snow and the like.

Drill, (dril) v.t. [D. & Ger. drillen. A.-& fW-

lian.] To pierce or bore with a drill :—to *ow,

as seeds, in rows ;—to train in tho military art ;

—V. i. To muster for military or other exer

cise ;—to flow gently or slowly.

Drill, (dril) n. A pointed steel instrument.

used for boring holes, par

ticularly in me t;ils and .^g^BST-pnggr"^^

other liaixl substances ;—a

furrow made in sowing ;— Drill.

act or exercise of training soldiers.

Drilling, (driling) n. Act of piercing «rtth a

drill, or of using a drill in sowing. [Ger. rfrii-

lick.] A coarse cottou cloth, used for trow^er-

&c.

Drill-sergeant, (dril sar-jent) n. A non-comtni*

atoned officer who instructs soldiers, and txmin.-

them to militai-y evolutions.

Drink, (dringk) v.i. [A.-S. driaean.] To small

low, as a liquid ;—to partake of wine or othcj

stimulants ;—r. t. To swallow; to imbibe--.—

to inhale ;—to suck up. as moisture ; to ab#*orl»

—to take in by any inlet. fswsllowo i

Drink, (dringk) n. liquor of any kind *o Vi

Drinkable, (dringk'a-bl) a. Capable of beam

drunk ; fit or suitable for drink.

Drinker, (dringk'cr) n. One who drinks, p*u

ticularly one who uses spirituous liquor* t

Drink-offering, (dringk'of-fer-ing) n. An offer

ing of wine, &c., in the Jewish temple eeix ie-e»L

Drip, (drip) v.i. [A.-S. dripan.] To JaOi ;

drops ;—r. t. To let fall in drops.

Drip, (drip) n. A falling in drops : that ^wlsi*

drips or falls in drops;—the edge of a root
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Dripping, (dripuig) a. That which fails iii

drops, m Ux from meat in roasting.

Drive, (dm) r. t. [A_-8. «/r*7«ii.] To move by

hindward pwuiii ; to force along ; to imiR-1 ;—

to fore* down, as a uail;—to urge forwird, as

cattle on the road;—to chase; to hunt;—to

direct or pide, as a vehicle;—to hurry;—to

clear out and tend away:—to urge by threat or

TicLeace:—to any on, as business; to prosecute;

—r. L To rash and press with violence ;—to

raie in ac&rriage ;—to aim or strike at with fury ;

—to te*J to, as to a purpose or design.

Drift (driv1 ^. An excursion in a carriage;—a

r>*d jfftjarwl for driving ; carriage road.

Drivet (dnv1) r. *. [From drip.] To alaver ;—

to be weak or foolish; to dote.

Dnvil, (iirirl) «. Slaver : saliva flowing from

Ae Booth ;—unmeaning utterance : noiweuae.

Dnvtuer. (drivT-er) w. .Vn idiot; a fool.

Driitr, (driv'^r) n. One who drives a herd; one

vho rnide* and direct* a vehicle ;—the after-sail

iasthip.

Snarie, (driz j) r. i. [A.-8. ditoian.) To rain

fwUy; to fail in very small drops;— «\ t. To

sMm minute drops or particles.

jjJttkr (drir*l) *». Fine rain or mist.

War/, (drirle) a. Shedding small rain.

Dwi. (dro!) v. [F. dr6U.} Fitted to provoke

Jwjfcitf; queer; fanny; comical.

Dnfl, (drol) a. One who raises mirth by odd

ttkfa; jester; buffoon: antic;—a farce.

fcsfl, fdrST) * '- To banter ; to ridicule;—to

^•fcol; to cheat ;—r. i. Tojest: to play the fool.

WBtay, (droTer-e) «. Quality of being droll ;

^•tttye tricks ; funny manners or gestures.

', (drum'eHlar-e) n. [F, drouudaifp,

running.] A

Tcamd having

•to baneh or protub-

cnaes on the back, in

^taction from the -—■

Jsdria* Cmn*t, which

■ta tow bunches.

kmt, (drou) i*. [A, -a

*»».) The male of

fh» hoary-bee ; — a

■ay, idle fellow ;—a Dromedary.

or Low sound ; the largest tube of tl

 

\ (dron) r. i. To live in idleness ;—to emit

•low, heavy, dull sound.

TVsaj Jr, (dron'fli) «. A two-winged insect

r^ac>^iijg the drone-bee.

Dtwiii, (dron'bdj) a. Like a

jj11*** ; idle ; sluggish ; lazy.

«•»?, (droop) r.L (A.-S.

^fWB.] To sink or hang

down, from weakness: to grow

J"**kor faint: to be dispirited.

*tofafT (droop'ing) a. Hang- Drone-Bee.

iz-S or bending down ;—declining; languishing.

"••fosgjy, Olroop'ing-le) <ulc. In a declining

^* aiiyadiing manner.

Drtp,(.irap» t,. [A.-S. </ro/w, Ger. tro/yVn.] The

<pantity of fluid which falls in one small sphe-

riol mass ; a globule about to fall : a sip; a

,M*« ,—a door or platform opening downward ;

pt of a gallows;—a machine for lowering

■"•ry weights;—a curtain in front of the stage

«f» theatre. Lc.; —pi. Medicine measured by

"**% (drop) r. t To pour or let fall in drops ;

—toksfaji;—to let go; to dismiss ; to set aside;

 

—to lower, as a curtain ;—to cover with dro]« ;

to speckle ;—v. i. To distil ; to fall in globules

or drops ;—to let drops fall ;—to descend sud

denly, abruptly, or sf>ontaneously;—to come in

unexj>ectedjy ;—to cease ; to fall down ; to die

suddenly ;—to be depressed.

Droplet, (droplet) it. A little drop.

Dropsical, (Jdrop'sc-kal) a. Diseased with dropsy;

—resembling or tending to dropsy.

Dropsy, (drop'se) n. [G. hudrtip*.] An unnatnral

collection of serousfluid in any part of the body;

—a disease of succulent plants occasioned by au

excess of water.

Drosky. (droslce) n. [Russ. drozhli] A low

four-wheeled carriage, without a top.

Dross, (dros) n. (A.-S. droit,] The scum of metals

thrown off in smelting ;—crust of metals;—

v> aste matter ; refuse ; dregs.

Drossiness, (drosVnes) n. Qnality or state of

being drossy ;—foulness; rust ; impurity.

Drossy, (dros'e) a. Composed of, or pertaining

to dross ; impure; worthless.

Drought, (drout) ft. [A.-S. drvf/ddh.] Dryness

of the weather;—want of rain or moisture ;

thirstiness.

Droughtiness, (drout'e-nes) n. A state of dryness

of the weather ; want of rain.

Droughty, (drout'e) a. Sultry ; wanting rain ;

dry ; arid ;—thirsty.

Drouth, (drowth) ;*. Dryness ; want of rain or

moisture ;—thirstiness ; want of drink.

Drove, (dr6v) n. [A.-S. dittf.) A herd or

flock driven to or from market ;—any body of

animals driven or in motion;—a moving crowd;

—a road for driving cattle.

Drover, (drOv'^r) n. One who drives cattle or

sheep to market ;—one who buys cattle at one

place to sell at another.

Drown, (drown)r. t. [A.-S. adrencan,.] Toovcr-

whelm in water; to submerge :—to overflow ; to

deluge ;—to suffocate by water ;—to sink or

plunge into sensual pleasure ;—V. i. To bo suf

focated in water or other fluid.

Drowse, (drowz) v.i. [A.-S. dreotan.] To sleep

imperfectly or unsoundly ; to doze ;—p. t. To

make heavy with sleepiness.

Drowsily, (drowz'e-le) ad*. In a drowsy manner;

sleepily; lazily; sluggishly.

Drowsiness, (drowz'e-nes) n. State of being

drowsy ; sleepiness.

Drowsy, (drowz'e) a. Inclined to drowse or doze ;

—disposing to sleep ; lethargic ;—dull ; stupid.

Drub, (drub) r.t. [Icel, drabfya.} To beat with

a stick . cudgel ; thump ; bang.

Drub, (drub) ft. A blow with a stick or cudgel .

a thump. [beating.

Drubbing, (drub'ing) n. Cudgelling ; a sound

Drudge, (druj) r. i. [Provincial Eug. di-ur/pt.] To

work hard ; to labour in mean onices with toil

and fatigue ; to slave.

Drudge, (druj) n. One who drudges; one who

labours with toil and fatigue.

Drudgery, (druj'er-e) n. Servilo occupation ;

mean or ignoble labour ; toilsome work.

Drudgingly, (druj ingle) adv. With hard and

laborious effort ; in a servile manner.

Drug, (drug) n. [D. droop.] Any substance

used in medicine, dyeing, or chemical opera

tions ;—a commodity that lies on hand or is not

saleable.

DrufeT, (drug) r. t. To affect or season with

dniys ;—to tincture with something offensive or

injurious ;—to dose to excess,
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Drugget, (drug'et) «. [F. drotiurt.] A coarse,

woollen clotli, stamped on one side with figures,

and generally used over carpets.

Druggist, (dnig'ist) n. One who deals in drugB ;

primarily, one who sella drugs without com-

pouuding or preparation; now apothecary or

chemist.

Druid, (droo'id) v. [G. dm.*, oak.] A priest or

minister of religion among the ancient Celtic

nations. ,

Druidess, (droo'id-es) n, A female druid.

Druidical, (droo-id'ik-al) a. Pertaining to the

Druids or their manners, customs, and rites.

Druidism, (droo'id-izm) 11. The system of re

ligion, philosophy, and instruction received and

taught by the Druids.

Drum, (drum) )*. [O. Sax. droin.] An instru

ment of military music;—a small cylindrical

box in which figs, <fcc. are packed;—the tym

panum or barrel of the ear :—a short cylinder

revolving on an axis for the transmission of

motion ;—an evening assembly ; a rout.

Drum, (drum) r. i. To beat a drum ;—to Ijeat

with the fingers ; to beat, as the heart ; to

throb ;—v. t. To execute on a drnui ; to expel

with lxjat of drum; to assemble by beat of drum.

Drum-head, (druiulicd) ». The upper part of a

drum;—the top of a camtan.

Drumly, (drum'le) a. Turbid ; muddy.

Drum-major, (drum-nia'jer) it. The chief drum

mer of a regiment

Drunk, (druiigk) e. [From drunken.] Overcome

by drinking ; intoxicated; inebriated.

Drunkard, (drungk'ard) n. One given to excess

in the use of stimulants ; one who is frequently

or habitually drunk.

Drunken, (drungk'n) a. Given toexcessive drink

ing ; intoxicated ; inebriated;—pertaining to, or

proceeding from, intoxication.

Drunkenness, (drungk'n-nes) n. Intoxication ;

state of being overcome by spirituous liquors ;

habit of being intoxicated ;—a frenzied disorder.

Drupaceous, (droop-a'she-us) «. Producing, or

pertaining to drupes ; resembling a drupe.

Drupe, (droop) ». [L. drupa.] A pulpy fruit,

containing a nut or stone with a kernel.

Dry, (dri) a. [A.-S. dryrj.] Free from moisture;

avid ;—free from rain or mist ;—free from juices

or sap;—without tears;—thirsty; craving drink;

—barren ; plain ;—frigid ; cold ;—uninteresting;

—sarcastic ;—hard ; harsh.

Dry, (dri) v. t. To free from water or from mois

ture ; to wipe away ; to parch ; to drain ; to ex

haust ;—v. i. To grow dry ; to lose moisture ;—

to evaporate wholly; to bo exhaled.

Dryad, (dri'ad) «. [L. dryas.] A female deity or

nymph of the woods.

Dryly, (drHe) adi: In a dry manner.

Dryness, (drfnes) n. The state of being dry.

Dry-nurse, (dri'nurs) n. A nurse who attends

and feeds a child by hand.

Dry-rot, (dri'rot) n. A rapid decay of timber, by

which its substance is converted into a dry

powder.

Drysalter, (dri'sawlt-er) >i. A dealer in salted or I

cured meats, pickles, sauces, &c.

Drysaltery, (dri'sawlt-er-e) n. Tho articles kept

by a drysalter ;—the business of a drysalter.

Duad, (du'ad) ». [G. dttas, from duo, two.]

Union of two ; duality.

Dual, (dual) a. [L. duo.] Expressing, or con

sisting of, two ; belonging to two.

Dualism, (du'al-izm) n. The dividing into two ;

two-fold state; a beliof in the existence of two

dissimilar primitive principles in nature, or in

the constitution of man.

Duality, (du-al'e-te) n. That which expresses tiro

in number ;—division ; separation ,—the etuCe

or quality of being two.

Dub, (dull) r. t. [A.-S. duhtotn.] To strike with

a sword and make a knight ;—to invest with

any dignity ; to entitle.

Dubious, (du'be-us) o.. [L. dubiu*.\ Doubtful ;

not settled in opinion;—occasioning doul>t;—of

uncertain event or issue; uudetennined ; am

biguous; equivocal; uncertain; precarious.

Dubiously, (du'be-us-le) ads. In a dubious man

ner; doubtfully; uncertainly.

Dubiousness, (du'be-us-nes) n. The state of being

dubious ; doubtfulness ; uncertainty.

Ducal, (du'kal)a. (.L. dux, leader.] Pertaining'

to a duke.

Ducat, (duk'at) «. [F. ducat.] A coin current

in several countries of Europe—the silver ducat

is worth about &*. bti : the gold is twice that

value.

Duchess, (duch'es) n. [F. duchase.'] The con

sort or widow of a duke; a lady who has a

duchy in her own right. [duke; dukedom.

Duchy, (dueh'e) n. Territory or dominions of a

Duck, (duk) v. [O. Sax. dok.] A species of

coarse cloth or light canvas, used for small foils,

sacking of bods, <Sie.

Duck, (duk) n. [From tho verb to deck.] A

well-known water-fowl, of the geuns An'i*:—

an incliuatiou of the head;—a term of cndeoi-

nient.

Duck, (duk) r. t. [D.duiktn.] To dip or plunge

in water;—to nod, as the head; to stoop or bend,

as the body;—v.i. To plunge into water; to

dip ;—to bow; to nod ; to stoop ; to cringe.

Duckling', (dukTing) n. A young duck.

Duckweed, (duk'wdd) ». A plant of the genus

Lemna, of several species.

Duct, (dukt) n. [L. duct a*.] Any tube or cana!

by which a fluid or other substance is conducted

or conveyed.

Ductile, (duk'til) a. [h. dacfilU] Easily led or

drawn out; tractable; flexible; pliable; com

pliant ; obsequious.

Ductility, (duk-tii'u-te) ». Quality of being duc

tile ; flexibility ; phableness; tho property

wheh metals have of being beaten out, as in

slieets, or drawn out, as in wire, without

fracture.

Dudgeon, (duj'un) n. [Ger. degeti.] A small

dagger ; the hilt of a dagger.

Dudgeon, (duj'un) n. [W. dygen.] Anger; resent

ment; malice; ill-will; discord.

Due, (du) -*. |F. dH.) Owed ; proper to be paid

or done to another;—suitable; becoming; ap

propriate;—appointed; exact;—owing to; occa

sioned by.

Due, (du)(i<fV. Directly ; exactly : dulr.

Due, (dti) n. That which is owed ; tiiat whichi

custom, station, or law requires to be paid . -

right ; just title or claim.

Duel, (du'el) n. [Iv. duettum.] A premeditated

fight between two persons ;—any contention or

contest.

Duel, (duel) v. i. To fight in single combat ; Ij

fight a duel ;—r. t To attack or ngbt singly.

Duenna, (du-en'a) i\. [Sp. duetto.) The chiel

lady in waiting on the queen of Spain;—ar

elderly lady in a Spanish family kept to guard 3

younger ;—a governess.
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Dugoag.

sovereign

Diet, (da'et)a. [t. duo, two.] A musical mm-

position for cro performers, vocal or instru-

MBWL

D«t, (dug) a. Or. dat&a.] A teat, or nipple,

•peaaUyofa cow or other beast.

Battel-, (dafoag/) *. [Malay. duydng, Javan.

deyasj.j aerimming —.-^.— ,. .v. ,. ^--^

mammal of the East "flpi

Indianaw atring the

aqutic hitca of the

»i»K bat aerUrcT-

«u> aod rafrrred to a

A Jatfer; a chief;—

«w of the highest

ada* of nobility in England ;

pnoee in iotae European countries.

Ihittts, (duk'dum) «. Seigniory or possessions

of s dake :—title or quality of a duke.

Wax, fidOTMt) a. (L. tfitiAf.] Sweet to the

*»■*«; kueioas ;—sweet to the ear; melodious;

■araooioua.

Daksaer, (doTse-mer) n. fL. dulci* ami O.

Mi*.) Ancient musical instrument:—a musi

cal instrument played by striking brass wires

~-'i ■tick*.

fcifl,(dal)a. [A. -3. dot.] Stupid; slow in under-

taadJag ;—listless : sluggish ;—Mow in hearing

* Kein? ; unready ; awkward ;—sleepy ; drowsy ;

—out pleating or lively ; dim ; cloudy; overcast;

—Want; obtuse;—grave in tone;—gross; heavy;

-iasenaWe.

«H- (dni) r. 1. To make dull or sluggish ; to

<Bpsfy;—to blunt ;—to obscure:—to tarnish ;—

Jj- To become blunt ; to become stupid,

ward, (dtti'ard) a. A stupid i>ereuu ; a dolt ;

i donee.

JaBjt (dalle) adr. In a dull manner.

2*ae»s, (duTnes) n. State of being dull ; slow-

&•■; stupidity; heaviness; drowsiness; blunt*

*-<-■ ; ubtuseneas ; dimness.

Wy. (dale) adv. [From due.] In a fit, or be-

_>aiaf manner ; properly ; at the proper time.

Dns. (dam) a. [A.-& dumb.] Destitute of

fc power of speech ;—mute ; silent; speechless.

^-■WieUs, (dum'belz) n. Two spheres of iron or

1 4fev heavy material con-

*«*sd by a abort bar for a

ja*dla~ used for swinging

b rrmnastic exercise.

™*7. (dumTe) adv. In

mutely ; without Dumb-bells.

Milium, (dum'nes) n. The quality or state of

teagdmnb; muteness ; silence.

-fcab-shaw, (dum'shd) n. Gesture without

*■*&* ; pantomime.

&arfaander, (dam-found'er) v. t. To strike

^fflb ; to confuse ; to stupefy ; to stun.

D^ory. (dam e) ». One who is dumb ;—a sham

P**kaje in a shop ;—the fourth or exposed liaud

J*k*n three persons play at whiht

wap, (damp) n, [D. damp.] A dull gloomy

*>-t« of the mind; sadness ; melancholy; sorrow.

--"P-ifa. (domp'ish) a. Dull ; stupid ; sad ;

j£fc.piaz; melancholy.

Jh-a-MshTiess, ( dumylsh-nes ) u. A state of

j*&% dumpish.

*™«iiaf. (dumpling) «. rEng. tfi-mpy.] A kind

of podding or mass of boiled paste, with or

T-thont fruit in it. [thick.

"**P7i (dump'e) c [IceL domp.] Short and

Dun, (dun) a. [A.-S. dunn.] Of a colour par

taking of a brown and black ; swarthy ;—dark ;

gloomy; obscure.

Bun, (dun) v. t. [A.-S. di/nian.] To beset or ask

with importunity, as a debtor for payment.

Bun, (dun) n. One who duns ;—an urgent re

quest or demand of payment ;—an eminence ;

mound; lull—frequently used in composition.

Bunce, (duns) n. [Ger. duns, from Dun* Sootus.}

A person of weak iutellect ; a dolt ; a simpleton.

Bune, (dun) n. [F. dune.] A luw hill of sand

accumulated on a sea-coast ; down.

Bung, (dung) iu [A.-S. dung.] The excrement

of an animal,

Bung, (dung) v. t. To manure with dung ;—to

immerse in a bath of cowdung diffused in hot

water ;—r. i. To void excrement.

Bungeon, (dun'jun) n, [F. doi\ion.] A close or

secure prison ; t*ptcially, a dark, subterranean

place of confinement.

Dunghill, (duugliil) «. A heap of dung;—any

mean situation or condition ; a vile abode.

Dunlop, (dun-lop7) n. A sweet, rich kind of cheese

made in Ayrshire, Scotland.

Dunnage, (duniVj) «. [Dttn.] Fagots or loose

materials of any kind laid on the bottom of a

ship, or between parts of the cargo.

Bunner, (dun'er) n. [From dun.] One employed

in soliciting the payment of debts.

Bunnish, (dun'ish) a. Inclined to a dun colour.

Buo. (du'6)n. [L. two.] A duet.

Duodecimal, (du-6-des'e-mal) a. [L. dv.fxlfeim,

twelve.] Proceeding in computation by twelves.

Duodecimals, (du-o-des'e-mals) n, pi. A multi

plication by twelves, as of feot and inches.

Buodecimo, (dit-o-des'e-mu) «. [L. dvotleehu.]

Formed of sheets folded so as to make twelve

leaves.

Buodecimo, ( du-o-des'e-mo ) n. A hook in

which a sheet is folded into twelve leaves:—

l'irao or 12*.

Buodenum, (du-o*den'uro) n. The part of the

intestinal canal next to the stomach.

Dupe, (dup) n. [F.] One who is easily duped or

misled ; a'gulL

Dupe, (duii) r- '• To deceive ; to trick ; to mis

lead by imposing on one's credulity.

Duple, (du'pl) a. [L. dupiun.] Double.

Duplicate, (du'ple-kiit) a. [L. duplicatug, pp. of

duplieart, to double.] Double ; twofold.

Duplicate. (du'ple-ku,t) n. That which exactly

resembles something else ; a copy; a transcript.

Duplicate, ( duple-kilt ) v. t. To double ; to fold ;

to make a copy or transcript of ;—to divide into

two by natural growth.

Buplication, (du-plo-ku'shun) n. The act of

doubling; multiplication by two;—act of fold

ing.

Buplicity, (du-phVe-te)n. [L. duplex.] The state

of being double;—doublenc* of heart, speech,

or conduct;—the act of concealing one's real

opinions with a viev/ to mislead ;—double-deal

ing; deceit. [being durable.

Burability, (dur-a-bil'e-te) n. State or quality of

Durable, (dur'a-bl) a. [L. durare,] Able to

endure or continue in a particular condition ;

not perishable or changeable; abiding; per

manent ; stAble.

Durableness, (dur'a-bl-nes) ft. Power of lasting;

continuance.

Durably, (dur'a-ble) adv. In a lasting manner.

Durance, (dur'ans) n. Continuance; duration;—

imprisonment; custody; restrain t.

SI
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Duration, (dur-il'shun) n. Continuance in time;

—power of continuance; permanency.

Duress, (dur'es) n. [L. durun.] Hardship; con

straint ; imprisonment ;—restraint of liberty.

During, (during) ppr. of dure.] Continuing;

lasting; in the time of; as long as tbo action or

existence of—commonly used as a preposition.

Durion, (du're-ou) n. [Malay, duru.] The fruit

of a large and lofty tret,*, Zhtrto,

growing in the Malayan Archi

pelago. It is of the rin of ■

melon, is inclosed in ■ prickly

husk, and is the favourite food

of tlie natives.

Durst, (durst) imp. of dare.

Dusk, (dusk) a. [Cor, duster.]

Tending to darkness or black

ness ; darkish.

Dusk, (dusk) u. Incipient ob

scurity ; state between light and Duriou.

darkness; twilight ;—a colour partially black or

dark. [darkly; dimly.

Duskily, (dusk'e-le) adv. In n dusky manner;

Duskiness, (dusk'e-nes) ». The state of being

dusky; dimness.

Duskiah, (dusk'ish) a. Moderately dusky; par

tially obscure.

Dusky, (dusk'o) a. Partially dark or obscure;—

tending to black;—gloomy; sad.

Dust, (dust) ft. [A.-S. du-tt.] Very fine, dry par

ticles of earth or other matter ; fine land ;—the

earth as the resting-place of the dead ; the

grave ;—a low condition ;—gold dust; hence,

money ; cash ;—the pollen of the anther.

Dust, (dust) v. t. To free from dust;—to sprinkle

with dust ;—to reduce to powder ; to levigate.

Duster, (dust'fir) n. One who dusts; a utensil for

dusting;—a dredger. [dusty.

Dustiness, (dust'encs) r. The state of being

Dusty, (dust'e) n. Filled, covered, or sprinklod

with dust;—like dust; of the colour of dust.

Dutch, (duch) a. [U duiUch.] Pertaining to

Holland, to its inhabitants, or their language.

Duteous, (du'tO-us)a. [From duty.] Performing

that which is due ; — obedient ; obsequious ;

dutiful. [uer.

Duteously, (du'tC-us-le) adv. In a duteous man-

Dutiful, (du'te-fuol) a. Performing the duties or

obligations required ;—proceeding from a sense

of duty ; obouiont ; reverential ; submissive ;

respectful.

Dutifully, (du'te-fodl-le) adv. In a dutiful man

ner; obediently; respectfully.

Dutifulnets, (du'te-fool-nes) n. State of being

dutiful ; obedience, especially to parents.

Duty, (du'te) n. [From due.] That which is

proper, or enjoined ; obedience ; submission ;

reverence; obligation;—military guard or \atch ; I

—tax ; toll ; customs;—work; business; service;

employment.

Dwarf, (dwawrf) n. rA.-8. diceorp.} An ani

mal or plant much below the ordinary size ; a

diminutive man ; mannikiu.

Dwarf, (dwawrf) v. t To hinder from growing

to the natural size ; to stunt.

Dwarfish, (dwawrf'ish) a. Like a dwarf ; below

the common stature or size; low ; potty.

Dwarfiahitess, (dwawrf'iah-ues) n, buinllness of

stature; diniinutiveness.

Dwell, (dwel) r. t. II eel. drtl.] To abide in; to

inhabit for a time ; to be attentive ; to t . -.;. on

with fondueas :— to continue long; to expatiate

Dweller, (dwelVr) jj. An inhabitant; a rv&ideut.

Dwelling, (dweliug) n. Habitation; abode;

domicile.

Dwindle, (dwin'dl) r, i. [A.-S. frr-num.) To

diminish; to waste away ;—r. t. To make Ivan

to bring low;—to break; to disperse.

Dwt., (dwt.) u. An abbreviation of pennyweight

Dye, (di) r. t. [A.-S. deaaan.] To tain ; to

colour ; to give a new and permanent colour to.

Dye, (di) u. A colouring liquor ; stain ; tinge.

Dyeing, (di'ing) ft. The ait or practice of giving

new and permanent colour to.

Dyer, (di'cr) n. One whose occupation u to dye

cloth, Arc.

Dying, (di'ing) a. Destined to death ; mortal ;

—pertaining to death ; manifested in the hour

of death.

Dynamic, (di-nam'ik) a, [G. dunamis,] Per

taining to strength or power, or to dynamic*.

Dynamics, (di-imm'iks) ft, ximj. Doctrino of

forces and powers; science of matter in motion,

as opposed to statics ;—that part of mechanic*

which treats of forces in action, as opimaed tu

forces in equilibrium.

Dynastic, (dl-nast'ik) a. Relating to a dynasty

or line of kings.

Dynasty, (di'nas-te) ft, [G. chtftOftaai.] Sove

reignty; government ;—rule in tho same line or

order;—a race or family of rulers or kings in a

country ;—the epoch or period of their reign.

Dyaenterical, (dis-en-tcr'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

dysentery ;—afflicted with dysentery.

Dysentery, (dis'en-tgr-e) ft. [G. dvtenteria,]

inflammation of the rectum or colon, attended

with griping pains, and discharge of mucus and

blood,

Dyspepiy, (ilis-pep'sc) v. [G. dus and peplcl*,]

1 1 mi i ::>.- ■ t i> 'ii ; chronic difficulty of digestiou.

Dyspeptic, (dis-pep'tik) a. Afflicted with, ox cob-!

sisting in, <1\ -)"'!>-> or had digestion.

Dyspeptic, (dis-pep'tik) n. A person afflicted

with dyflgnpay.

Dyiury, (dis'ur-e) n. [G. dun and ov.ron,] DUE

culty in discharging the urine.

E.

E(e). Tlie secona vowel and tho fifth letter

of the English alphabet It has a long

sound, as in me , here; a short sonnd, as in men,

vitt; and a sound liko a, as in Mtere, prey. As

a prefix, it has a privative meaning, noting from

or out of;—as u numeral, it stands for aoO;—it

is the third tone of the model diatonic scale ;

K K S" flat) *■ a toae intermediate between D

and 1..

Each, (Boh) a. [A.-R. alic] Every one of Um

two or more individuals composing a whul^,

considered separately from the rest.

Eager, (u'ger) a, [F. aiare.) Ardent; Tebamrti

impetuous;—inflamed by desire; strongly

tous to pursue, obtain, or perform ; -

keen ; biting.

Eagerly, (e'grr-Ie) adv. With great ardour of «

sire; earnestly; impetuously;—keenly;!'
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{i'-gfT-oets ) r. Quality or state of
l«nag eager ; vehemence ; fervour ; aridity.

Zagle, ''--ii a. IL. aqaila,] A rapacious bird

of the Nmfctmiiy, remarkable for its strength,

fciae, graceful fijure. and extraordinary flight ;—

* gold coin of lie United States, of the value or

forty-two iflifliB^L [eagle ; discerning.

E*fh>«ysi (fgJ-id) a. Sharp-sighted, as an

Eaglet f-,-V, a >i,un£ eagle,

«W «. [A, -& «ire.] The organ of hearing;

■e of hearing ;—the power of distin-

i ■".'.■I--, musical taste:—a favourable

;ittention ; heed. [X-JS. tar. Go. «As.]

of a plant of corn or other grain.

') ft i. To funn ears, as corn ; to plough.

(eVak) a. Acnte pain from inflam-

. iii or about the ear. (ear.

Zsr-faon, (erurum) h. The tympanum of the

2u*»g, («"ing) a. Ploughing;—growing into

*b;—a rope attached to the cringle of a sail.

W. (Sri) ». [A. -3. tori.] A Brituh title of no-

bdJt/rmkiag between a marquis and a viscount,

atridea, (frl'dam) h. tieiguiury, jurisdiction, or

■ hnn *.;« of aa earL

Ittt-eariluL (sri'mar-shal) *. The eighth

cfieK cf state in England who superintended

sillily ceremonies or court solemnities

atrfatk, (Srlok) ». A curl of hair near the

ssr; a lore-lock.

fcrff, (?rl*) a. [\.&. arlice.} Prior in time ;

fcrinni; in advance ; timely : opportune.

asrh;, (;r1=) ndc. Soon , in good season ; betimes.

fcr-aark, (C-r'mirk) r. t. To mark, as sheep, by

Kpn* or sUtting the ear.

Mr-Bark, (rr'tuark) a. A mark on the car by

*skh a aheep is known.

**■, fern) r.f. [A.-S. earnian.] To merit or

*"«rre ;—to acquire by scrv ice or performance.

*>i»*s^ (trn'est) a. [A-S. eornmt,} Ardent in

«« pqnait of an object; zealous;—intent;—

■saw*; eager; fervent.

**»fst, £rn'eft) a. Seriousness ; reality j—a

F^Kjfc of what is to come ; sum paid In hiring

**«ing.

«a«atry, (em'est-le) adv. In an earnest man-

•w; warmly ; eagerly ; intensely.

**a«tness, * (ejiu'est-ues) n. State of bciDg

•wrt; zeai

*■*■■*. (*m'ing) n. That which Is earned ;

;,--"*; stipend; reward; — mostly plural,

or Ear-drop, (erring) n. An ornament

ad from the car by a ring passing

the lobe : a pendant.

(Srehot) n. Reach of the ear ; dia-

I at which words may be heard.

j forth) n. [A-S. eoiilhe.] The globe we

ai*iffl ; the world ;- the dry land ;—soil of all

kakk, including gravel, clay, loam, iie. ;—a

KP» ; a country ;—the people on the globe ;—

|£M>s»ttBj ground.

**&, (?rth) r. (. To hide, or cause to hide, in

•* earth ;—to cover with earth or mould ;—p. i.

J^wire under ground; to burrow.

**rtk-board, (erthbord) n. The board ofa plough,

*ajflh turns over the earth; mould-board.

**nb-sora, (trth'born) a. Born of the earth ;

j^J", frail ; mortal ;—meanly born ; vulgar.

fW, (grth'n) a. Made of earth; made of clay.

****aeaware, (grth'u-warj u. Household utensils

*■*'.< <rf clay ; crockery; potterv.

"^m. (frth'e-iMa) n. Quality of being

 

Earthliness, (frthle-nes) n. The state of being

attached to earthly thijigs ; worldliuess ; carnal

ity; sensuousuess.

Earthly, (erth'le) a. Pertaining to the earth;

material ; sensual ;—carnal ; corporeal ; mean ;

base ; grovelling.

Earthly-minded, (erthle-mlnd-ed) a. Having a

mind devoted to earthly things; worldly-miuded.

Earth-nut, (erth'nut) it. The root of an umbel

liferous plant, which is farinaceous, sweet, and

nourishing ; pig-nut.

Earthquake, (erth'kwak) n. A shaking, trem

bling, or convulsion of the earth.

Earth-work, (erth'wurk) n. The removal of large

masses of earth in the construction of railways,

and the like ;—any fortification made by throw

ing up embankments of earth.

Earth-worm, (rrth'wurm) n. The common worm

found in the soil ;—a mean, sordid person.

Earthy, (crth'e) a. Consisting of, or relating to,

earth; terrestrial;—gross; unrefined. (

Ear-trumpet, (eYtrump-et) n. An instrument

applied to the ear to aid in hearing.

Ear-wax, (cr'waki) n. The cerumen ; a thick,

viscous substance, secreted by the glands of the

ear.

Earwig, (eVwig) n. [A.-S. tar-irigga.} An in

sect with very short wing-cases, which eats fruit

and flower leaves—so called because supposed to

croon into the human brain through the ear.

Earwig, (Gr/wig) v. (. To whisper in the ear ; to

influence by covert statements oi insinuations.

Ear-witness, (Cr'wit-nes) A, One who gives the

testimony of hearing as to any matter.

Ease, (ez) n. [F. aUe.] Rest; quiet;—freedom

from l)odily effort or labour; relaxation ;—free

dom from anxiety or other mental disquietude;

—freedom from stiffness or constraint in man

ner;—facility in speech or literary composition.

Ease, (3s) r. (. To quiet ; to calm ; to free from

any thing that pains, disquiets, or oppresses;—

to reliove;—to release from pressure or restraint;

to shift a little.

Easel, (eVel) n. [Ger. eul, t

with movable pegs or

a sliding rack, on

which a painter places

his canvas.

Easement, (ez'ment) n.

That which gives ease; ,

convenience ; accom- j

modation.

Easily, (er/e-le) adv.

With ease ; without

difficulty ; readily;

gently ; smoothly.

Easiness, (ez'e-ne.s) n.

being easy ;—act of moving with ease.

East, (est) n. [A.-S. emf.J One of the four car

dinal points ;—the point in the heavens whore

the sun is seen to rise at the equinox ;—the

eastern part of a country ; the parts of Asia east

of Europe and the Mediterranean.

East, (est) a. Toward the rising sun.

Easter, (es'ter) n. [A. -8. edtter, etUtran.1 A

festival commemorating Christ's resurrection,

occurring on Sunday, the second day after Good

Friday.

Easterly, (Gstfer-le) a. Coming from the east;—

situated, looking, or moving toward the east.

Easterly, (eat'er-le) adv. On, or in the direction

of, the east.

Eastern, (6st'$rn) a. Si tuated or dwelling in the

] A wooden frame
 

Easel

State or condition of
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—going to or iii the direction ofeast; oriental

east

Eastward, (ëst'wçrd) adv. Toward the east.

Easy, (ëz'e) a. At ease; free from pain, anxiety,

or constraint ;—affording rest ;—not difficult ;—

causing ease ;—not straitened as to money mat

ters ; tranquil ; secure ; calm ; yielding ; com-

¿»liant; ready,

it, (et) v. t. [A. -S. ¿fan.] To chew and swallow,

as food ;—to corrode by rust: to consume gradu

ally, as a cancer; to waste or wear away;—v. i.

To take food ; to feed ; to taste or reUsh ; to

penetrate.

Eatable, (Ct'a-bl) a. Capable of being eaten ; fit

to be eaten ; proper for food ; esculent ; edible.

Eatable, (ct'a-bl) ». Any thing that may bo

eaten. (corrodée.

Eater, (St'çr) n. One who, or that which, eats or

Eaves, (ëvz) n. pi. [A.-S. е/ея?.] The loweredges

of the roof of a building which overhang the

walls.

Eavesdrop, (ëvz'drop) v. i. To stand under the

eaves of a house, to learn what is said within

doors ; to watch for opportunities of hearing the

private conversation of others.

Eavesdropper, (i-vz'drop-cr) j¡. One who skulks

about to hear the private conversation of

others.

Ebb, (eb) n, [A.-S. ebbe ] The reflux of the tide;

the return of tide-water toward the sea;—a

foiling from a better to a worse state; decline;

decay.

Ebb, (eb) г\ г. To flow back; to return, as the

water of a tide toward the ocean :—to fall from

a better to a worse state ; to decline.

Eblis, (eblis) n. An evil spirit or demon.

Ebon, (eb'on) a. Consisting of ebony; like

ebony ;—black as ebony.

Ebony, (eb'ou-e) ». [II. hobnt] A hard, heavy,

and durable wood, which admits of afino polish

or gloss—the most frequent colour is black.

Ebriety, (ë-bri'e-te) n. [h. ebrius.) Intoxication;

drunkenness.

Ebullience, (è-bul'yens) n. A boiling over.

Ebullient, (ö-bul'yent) a. [L. ebullirt.] Boiling

over, аз a liquor; hence, exuberant; over

excited.

Ebullition, (e-bul-lish'un) n. The operation of

boiling ;—effervescence from fermentation ;—

outburst of oxcited feelings.

Ecarte, (ek-ar'të) п. [V.] A game at cards.

Ecce-homo, (tk'se-hö'mo) n. (L. behold the man.]

A picture which represents the Saviour given up

to the people by Püate, and wearing a crown of

thorns.

Eccentric, (ek-eeu'trik) eu [L. centrum.] Depart

ing from the centre ; — not having che samo

centre;—departing from the usual course ; de

viating from stated forms, methods, or laws ;

anomalous ; singular ; odd ; strange ; whimsical.

Eccentric, (ek-sen'trik) n. A circle not having

the samecentre as another;

—one who or that which

deviates from regularity ;—

a wheel or disk having its

axis of revolution out of its

centre of figure.

Eccentrically, ( ok-sen'trik-

al-le) adv. In an eccentric manner.

Eccentricity, (ek-een-tris'e-te) v. Deviation from

a centre ;—state of having} a centre different

from that of another circle ¡—distance of tho

centre of a planet's orbit from the centre of the

 

Eccentric.

sun ; — deviation from custom or established

method ; irregularity; singularity; oddity.

Ecclesiastical, (ek-klo-ze-as'tik-al) a. [G. екШ-

sia. ] Pertaining to the church or to its organi

zation or government.

Ecclesiastic, (ck-kle-ze-as'tik) n. A person in

orders; a clergyman : a priest.

Ecclesiastically, (ek-klo-ze-as'tik-al -le) adv. In

on ecclesiastical manner; according to ecclesias

tical rules.

Eccleaiasticus, (ek-kle'-ze-as'tik-ue) n. A book of

the Apocrypha.

Echinus, (ë'kin-ия) п. [L.,G. «chinos.] A hedge

hog ;—a sea-urchin ;—a prickly head or top of a

plant ;—a form of moulding.

Echo, (fk'<i) n. [(.:. echo, same as icM, sound.]

A sound reflected or reverberated from a solid

body; repercussion of sound.

Echo, (ek Ö) t». r. To reverberate or send back ;

to return ; — to repeat with assent ; to adopt ;

—r. ¿. To be echoed or reverberated.

Eclaircissement, (ek-lur'sie-mong) n. [F.] Tho

clearing up of any thing obscure or not easily

understood.

Eclat. (ë-khV) п. [F.] Splendour; show ; lustre;

—renown ; approbation of success ; applause.

Eclectic, (ek-lek'tik) a. [G. tklejcin.] Selecting;

choosing at will.

Eclectie, (ek-lek'tik) n. A selector : one who

forms a system by selecting from the principles,

opinions, or systems of others;—a sect of ancient

philosophers : a class of ancient physicians ; a

sect in the Christian church who combined the

teaching of Plato with the doctrines ofScripture.

Eclecticaily, (ek-lek'tik-al-le) adv. In an eclectic

manner.

Eclecticism, (ek-lek'te-sizm) n. The doctrine or

practice of an eclectic ; an eclectic system.

Eclipse, (¿-klips') и. [G. tllripsis.] An inter

ception or obscuration of

the light of the sun or

moon, or other luminous ДШ^Сг ."; s ;

body, as eclipse of tho вип

by the intervention of the

moon between it and the Eclipse.

earth, or eclipse of the moon by the interposition

of the earth between it and the sun;—obscura

tion.

Eclipse, (ê-klips') г-, t. To darken or hide—said

of a heavenly body;—to obscure ; to throw into

the shade.

Ecliptic, (ë-klip'tik) v. An imaginary great

circle of the sphere, which is the apparent path

of the sun, or the real path of the earth as seen

from the вип ;—a great circle on the terrestrial

globe, answering to the celestial ecliptic.

Ecliptic, (ë-klip'tik) a. [G. elleijitUo*.) Per

taining to, or described by, the ecliptic;—per

taining to an eclipse or to eclipses.

Eclogue, (ek'log) n. [G. «kloy?, selection.] A

pastoral composition ; a bucolic ; an idyl.

Economical, (ë-kon-om'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

the household; domestic;—saving; prudent in

expenditure ;—managed with frugality.

Economically, (ë-kon-om'ik-al-le) arfr. With

economy; frugally. w

Economics, (ë-kon-om'iks) п. sing. The science

of domestic management.

Economist, (ë-kon'om-ist) п. One who manages

with frugality ;—one who is conversant with

political economy.

Economize, (ë-kon'om-îz) v. t. To nee with pm-

dence;—to expend with frugality;—v. i. To
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manage pecuniary concents with frugality; to

make & prudent use, at of money, time,

labour, &c

Economy, (e-kon'o-me) a. [G. oiko$ and Moot ]

Management of the honae ; prudence and fru

gality in the me of money and means; arrange

ment or dnpotition ; system, rules, or regula

tions Iff which things are disposed, as in nature,

the pnmdenee of God. &c. ;—political govern

ment, e»pecklly with reference to national

wealth ied resources ; frugality ; thrift.

«*aiy. (ei'rta-ae) n. (G. ekttasi*.] A fixed

■mto; a trance j—excessive joy ; rapture ;—en-

~ 8 : excessive elevation of the mind.

(ek-stafik) a. Arresting the mind;

;—transporting ; rapturous.

_v (ek-u-rnen'ik-al) a. (G. oibo*.]

Belauug to the whole world ;—general ; uni-

mml

laawty, (f-dase-te) a. Tendency to or habit of

atuig bMbJs, glnttonv: greediness.

«4y. (ed'e) a. [A.-S. ed and m.) A current of

air or water running back or in a circular direc-

tios : a whirlpool.

Wiy, (tit) t. t. To more in a circular direc

tion, u a whirlpool or current.

"an, (e-'den) s. [H.J The garden where Adam

and £re first dw*dt ; a paradise.

restate, (e-dent'at) n. [L. e and den*.] An

«aal of the sloth

and armadillo tribes,

*Mmng fore teeth

lot thin cutting side'

<f Ifce blade of an in-

fcink; margin ; sharp Edentate.

• narrow aide ;—that which cuts or wounds ;

faint ;—keenness :—intensity; sharpness; acri-

■o»y.

(ej) v. t. To furnish with an edge ; to

-to fringe or border ;—to provoke ; to

^asperate ;—to move by little and little;—r. i.

To nore sideways ; to move gradually ;—to sail

dose to the wind.

fifties*, (ejles) a. Wanting edge ; blunt ; ob-

tase ; unfit to cut or pierce ; pointless.

**ft-t»l, (sj'tool) a. An instrument having a

jfcarpedge, used in carpenter or joiner work.

(ej'wlz) adv. In the direction of the

(ej'ing) n. Tliat which forms an edge or

; fringe ; trimming.

(ed'e-bl) n. [L. tdtre, to eat ] Fit to bo

«mm as food ; esculent ; eatable.

Wat, (?dikt) n. [U e, ex, and dicer*.] Tliat

*mnn ii proclaimed by authority, as a rule of

action ; a special command or prohibition ;

*£■*•; decree; ordinance : manifesto.

wacatieiL, (ed-e-fe-ka'ahun) n. The act of edi-

fyuy or building up, especially in a moral and

relspous sense ; instruction ; improvement.

Ussse. (edVns) ». [L. mUfiean.] A building;

» atnetnre ; a fabric—chiefly applied to large

rtnrturw.

Mfe, (ed'e-fT) r.t, fL. ade* and facere.) To

badd ;—to instruct and improve in knowledge

feaerallr, particnlarly in moral and religious

CfwinteB.

ItiU. <£'da) r. [I* aditit.] A Roninn magis-

trate who had the care of buildings, highways,

 

Edileship, (e'dil-ship) >i. The office of edile.

Edit, (ed'it) t'. t. [L. cdtre.] To superintend the

publication of; to revise and correct; to prepare

for publication.

Edition, (e-dish'un) n. [L. editio.] The publi

cation of a literary work ;—republication, often

with corrections or additions;—impression ; the

number of copies printed at one publication.

Editor, (ed'it-er) it. A publisher of books ;—one

who prepares, revises, and corrects a book,

newspaper, or tho like, for publication.

Editorial, (ed-e-to re-al) a. Pertaining to, or

written by, an editor.

Editorially, (ed-e-to re-aMe) adv. In the manner

or character of an editor.

Editorship, (ed'it-jr-ship) n. Business or office

of an editor.

Educate, (ed'u-kSt) v. t. rL. edveare.] To bring

np, as a child ; to cultivate and discipline the

various jrowcra of the mind; instruct; teach;

train; rear; indoctrinate.

Education, (ed-u-ka'shun) n. Act or process of

educating; bringing up; training; formation of

character or manners; cultivation; tuition;

nurture; admonition.

Educational, (ed-u-ka'shun-al) «. Pertaining to

education.

Educationist, (ed-u-kushun-ist) it. One who is

versed in, or who promotes, education.

Educe, (e-dus') r, t. [L. e and ditcere.] To draw

forth, as if from concealment; elicit; extract.

Eduction, (e-duk'shuu) ft. Act of drawing out or

bringing into view.

Eel, (61) «. [A.-S. al, Cer. dl.] A sitecies of

soft-finned, snake-like fishes.

Eel-pout, (eTpout) u. The burbot, a fresh water

fish somewhat resembling the eel.

E'en, (fn). A contraction for even.

E'er, (fir). A contraction for e Per.

Efface, (ef-nW) v. (. |F. ejjfacer.] To erase or

Bcratch out; to rub off;—to remove from the

mind, as an impression ; to wear away.

Effacement, (ef-fus'nient) n. The act of effacing

or expunging.

Effect, (ef-fekf) n. [L. effieere.] That which is

produced by an agent or cause; result; conse

quence; event; impression;—purpose; general

intention ;—profit; advantage;—force; validity:

efficiency ;— reality; actual fact ;—p(. Goods;

movables; personal estate.

Effect, (ef-fekf) 9. t. [L. ex and facere.] To pro

duce, as a cause or agent ; to cause to be ;—to

bring to pass; to accomplish; to perform;

achieve ; complete ; execute.

Effective, (ef-fekfiv) a. Suited or tending to

produce effects: efficacious; effectual; operative;

powerful ; energetic.

Effectively, (ef-fekfiv-le) adv. With effect ;

powerfully. [being effective.

Effectivene"ss, (ef-fekt'iv-«ea) n. The quality of

Effectual, (ef-fekfu-al) a. Producing, or having

power to produce, an intended effect; adequate.

Effectually, (ef-fekt'u-al-le) adv. Efficaciously ;

thoroughly; completely.

Effectuate, (ef-fekt'u-at) v.t. To bring to

pass; to achieve; to accomplish; to fulfil.

Effeminacy, (ef-fem'in-a-se) n. Unmanly deli

cacy ; softness or weakness ; voluptuousness.

Effeminate, (ef-fem'in-ut) a. [1*. efferrtinare.]

Soft or delicate to an unmanly degree; weak ;—

tender;—voluptuous.

Effeminate, (ef-fem'in-ut) r. (. To make woman

ish ; to unman ; to weaken. f
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Etfeminately, (ef-fem'in-iit-le) adv. In a woman

ish manner; weakly; softly; delicately.

Effendi, (ef-fen'de)n. [Turk.] Honorary title of a

Turkish state official and man of learning.

Effervesce, (ef fer-vea') v. i. [L. ex and fervescere.]

To grow hot ; to escape as air or gas, with a

bubbling and hissing sound;— to boil over;

! hence, to be in a state of commotion, and un

controllable impulse.

Effervescence, (ef-fer-vesens) n. State of effer

vescing.

Effervescent, (ef- fer - ves'ent) a. Gently boiling

or bubbling by the disengagement of gas.

Effete, (ef-fetf) a. [L. ex and fatv*.] No longer

cai»ablo of producing young; barren;—worn out

with age or excessive indulgence.

Efficacious, (ef-fe-ka'she-us)<r. fL. ejficax.] Pro

ductive; producing the effectintended; effectual.

Efficaciously, (ef-fe-ka'she-us-le)«rft\ Effectually;

in such a manner as to produce the effect desired.

Efficaciousness, (ef-fe-ki'she-us-nes) n. Quality

of being efficacious.

Efficacy, (effe-ka-se)». Power to produce effects;

production of the effect intended; force; energy.

Efficiency, (ef-fish'e-en-se) n. The act of causing

or producing ; effectual agency ;—power of caus-

ing or producing; competent power.

Efficient (ef-fish'e-ent) a. [L. efficient.] Causing;

producing; actively operative; competent; able;

capable.

Efficient, (ef-fish'e-ent) n. The agent or cause

which produces. [effectively.

Efficiently, (ef-fish'e-ent-le) adv. With effect;

Effigy, (effe-je) n. [L. effigies.] Image or repre

sentation in sculpture, painting, bas-relief, or

drawing.

Effloresce, (ef-flo-res') v. i. [L. ex and florescere.]

To form a mealy powder on the surface ;—to be

covered with the crust of evaporated suite.

Efflorescence, (ef-flo-res'ens) n. Time of flower

ing;—eruption, as in rash, measles, Ac. :—tlie

formation of whitish powder on the surface of

bodies, as salts, &c

Efflorescent, ( ef flo-res'ent ) o. Showing, as

flowers;—branching out in threads or whito

dust.

Effluence, (ef'flu-ens) n, A flowing out ;—that

whicli issues from any body; issue; emanation.

Effluent, (ef'flu-ent) a, fL. ex nndjtuere.) Flow

ing out, as a stream from a lake.

Effluvium, (ef-flu've-ura) n. Subtle omanation

or exhalation; esjvcialhj, noxious exhalation

from diseased bodies or putrefying animal or

vegetable substances; miasma.

Efflux or Effluxion. (ef'Huks) n, [L. revere]

Act or state of flowing out; effusion ;—that

which flows out ; emanation.

Effort, (effort) «. [L. forth.] An exertion of

strength or power, whether physical or mental ;

struggle ; attempt ; trial ; essay.

Effrontery, ( ef-fruntfer-e ) n. [L. effironx.]

Kxcossivo assurance ; shamelessness ; audacity ;

impudence.

Effulgence, (of-ful'Jens) n. The state of being

effulgent; extreme brilliancy; great lustre or

brightness; splendour.

Effulgent, (ef-niijent)rt. [L. effiulnn-e.] Diffus

ing a flood of light; bright; splendid; luminous.

Effuse, (ef-fiiz') r. (. [L. t^ft under?. ] To pour

out, as a fluid ; to spill ; to shod ;—r. i. To

emanate ; to issuo.

Effuse, (ef-xuz') a. Spreading loosolv, dissipated.

Effusion, (ef-fu'zhun) n. IL. tg'uiio.] Act of

pouring out, as a liquid ;—act of shedding, as

blood ; — lavish use of words ; expatiation ; —

bestowal of divine grace or influence.

Effusive, (ef-fus'iv) a. Pouring out; pouring

forth largely; diflfwrsing.

Effusively, (ef-fus'iv -le) adv. In an efftadro

manner.

Eft, (eft) n. TA.-S. e/ete.] A newt

Egeria, (5-je're-a) «. An asteroid between the

orbits of Mars and Jupiter ;—a goddess wor

shipped by the ancient Romans.

Egg,(eg)n. [A.-S. «//, L. ovum, G.oon.] A sphe

roidal body formed in the ovary, containing the

germ of a new individual of the srjecies within a

shell or viscous membrane ;—any tiling like an

egg in form.

Egg, (eg) v. t. To urge on ; to instigate ; to pro

voke to action.

Eglantine, (eg'lan-tin) n. [P. Eglantine, L. atu*.]

A species of rose ; the sweet-brier.

Egoism, (e'go-izm) n. (L. ego, I.] Subjective

idealism:—a philosophical system, which bold*

that the only thing knowable and certain is the

Ego (I, me, the person thinking), his existence,

and the ideas and operations of his mind ?—an

excessive love of self ; egotism.

Egotism, (e'gotrixm) n. The practice of too fre

quently using the word /.- self-praise; self-im-

portaaoe.

Egotist, (e'got-ist) n. One who repeat* the word

/very frequently in conversation or writing.

Egotistical, (o-got-ist'ik-al)ff. Addicted to egot

ism ; vain ; self-important ; opinionated.

Egotize, (c-got-uV) v. i. To talk or write much

of one's self.

Egregious, (e-gre'je-us) o. [L. egregiv*.] Emi

nent ; remarkable ; extraordinary ;—enormous ;

monstrous.

Egregiously, (e-grc'je-us-le) adr. Greatly; re

markably: enormously.

Egress, (e'gres)w. [U egrei*tt*.] Act of leaning

or proceeding from ;—net of going out from or

leaving a place—usually n confined or besiegtd

place ; departure ;—right or liberty to detmrt.

Egret, (C'gret) n. The lesser white heron : an

elegant fowl of tho genus Ardea, with a white

body and a creston the head ;—a heron's feather;

—the feathery crown of seeds.

Egrette, (e-gretf) n. [F. aigrette] A tuft at

feathers, diamonds, Arc.

Egyptian, (e-jip'shan) «. Pertaining to f:rvH

in Africa. hjril*y.

Egyptian, (e-jip'shan) n. A native of Egypt;—

En,i(;1) interj. An expression of inquiry, doutj

or slight surprise.

Eider-duck, (i'der-duk) n. [Sw, ejiter, Dan. r./'i

/(','/', Oer. vidcrpun*.] A specitw of wa-du

about twice the size of the domestic duck, frl

quenting rocky shores and islands, and fount)

in Orkney, the Shetlands, and especially in the

Arctic regions. Its down has a bigh inarlceta)|l

value from its great lightness, elasticity, ^J

warmth.

Eidograph, (I'do-graf) n, [O. nrfnsand trmphei^j

An instrument for copying drawings ordenagii-c

Eight, (at) n. [A.-S. ahta.] A symbol repre

senting eight units, as 8 or viiL

Eighteen, (at'en) h. A symbol represent!^

eighteen units, as IS or xviii.

Eighteeamo, (at'eii-mo) a. A book is said to W

in 18mo when the sheet is folded into eight. ^g

leavua

Eighteenth, (iit'Gnth) a. Consisting of 000 0
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eighteen ensil parts into which as; thing is

divided.

Eighth, (Stta) a. Consisting of one of eight

equil porta into which any thing is divided.

Eighth, (i:to) «. Ona of eight equal ports; an

eighth put ;—the interval of an octavo.

Eightieth. (it'e-eth) a. Consisting of one of

eighty «nul parts into which any thing is

diTidel

Eighty, (It'*) s. A symbol representing eighty

■nito, m SO or Ixxx.

Sttw; (freer, i'THer)n. ornron. [A.-S. ajrrfAer,

6a >skr.] One or the other—properly of two

tsags, tut sometimes of more ;—each of two ;

the ens and the other.

fifcsr, (frBer). Either is a distributive con-

jvaeffan o»d to indicate the first of two or

■use shematrres, and is answered by or, which

precedes the second or subsequent alternatives.

IjKalsto, (e-jak/u-lat) r. t (L. e and jacvlari.]

To unror out, a* an exclamation;—v.i. To utter

Jssshrtuua.

Ejscmlatioo, (&jak-u>bVshun) n. Uttering of a

wrteicLunation or prayer; the prayer uttered.

Ejscslstory, (e-jak a-la-tor-e) a. Cutting or throw-

ag oct ;—ottered in short sentences.

Jjw* Ojekf) r. t. [h. Kjieert.] To throw ont ;

-to discharge, as excrement;—to dismiss with

disgrace ; to banish;—to dispossess of land or

«tate.

£;ibbsb, (e-jefshnn) n. The act of casting out;

erpakkm ;—dismission from office ;—disposses-

*wn of land, Ac. :—discharge of excrement.

ijeetatat, (e-jekt'rnent) n. Expulsion; djspoe-

«*ino ;—a specie? of mixed action which lies for

th* recovery of possession of real property.

8k*, (ek) r. f. [A. -8. eacnn.] To increase;—to

»d at supply what is deficient or scanty; to

if***
***. (Si) c.dr. [Thrived' from the preceding

Jerh.] Id addition: also; likewise.

^orats, ((Mat/or-at) r. t. [L. « and laborare.]

fc> produce with labour;—to perfect with pains-

t**iBg ; to improve and heighten by successive

fewesea.

WwaatL, (5-lab'oT-at) a. Wrought with labour;

ooenled with exactness ; highly finished,

i^wrttely, (e-lab'or-at-le) adv. With great

U»w or study.

* fhwjfitiun, (e-lab-or-a'shun) n. Act or process

tf producing with labour;—the natural process

if formation or assimilation performed by the

ftrfsg organs in animals and vegetables.

•has, (e-Li'in) n. [O. elaia, olive tree, elaion,

J*fre-oil] The liquid principle of oils and fats.

oni, (eTand) «. A species of clumsy antelope

iaAfriea-

Sspse, (e-lap*Oft. [L. <*, out, and InbL] To

■JSt, *bp, or glide by ; to pass away silently, as

toss.

£**tie, (e-lait'ik) a. [G. etounrin.] Springing

^ck; having the property of recovering its for

mer figure or condition after being depressed or

"Waxed.

Histisity, (eMas-tisVte) n. QuaUty of being

^■"be; springiness; rebound;—power of re-

*-*tane* to, or recovery from, depression or

werwork.

«**t, (e-laf) a. lifted up; elevated by success;

flsshed or exalted with confidence.

Cste, (e-laf) v. t. [L. ejTerre, elatum.] To raise;

"heighten;—to exalt the spirit of; to elevate

er Sash with success ; to pun up.

Elation,' (e-hYshun) n. Inflation or elevation of

mind ; vanity or pride resulting from success.

Elbow, (eio6)7i. [A.- 8. <ibo<ja.} The joint con

necting the arm and forearm;—any flexure or

angle, especially if obtuse, as of a wall, and the

like.

Elbow, (ettxi) r. t. To push with the elbow ;—

*. i. To jut into an angle; to project;—to push

rudely along ; to jostle.

Elbow-room, ( el'bo - room ) «. Room to extend

the elbows on each side ; room for motion or

action.

Eld, (eld)*. fA.-S. aid, eald.] Old age;—old

times; antiquity.

Elder, (eld'er)«. [A. -8. taldor.] Older; more

advanced in age; senior; prior, as in origin.

Elder, (eld'er) u. One who is older ; a senior ;—

an ancestor ;—one who is appointed to office on

account of his age and presumable experience

and wisdom;—presbyter;—a layman associated

with the minister in the government and dis

cipline of the church.

Elder, (elder) «. [A.-S. rllarn.) A genus of

plants having broad umbels of white flowers

and dark-red berries.

Elderly, (eld'jr-le) a. Somewhat old ; bordering

on old age.

Eldership, (eld'er-ship) n. State of being older;

—office of an elder ; order or body of elders.

Eldest, (eldest) a. [A.-H. ealdest.) Oldest;

most advanced in age.

Elect, (e-lekf) v.t. [L. elipfre.) To pick ont;

to choose from ;—to appoint to office by vote ;—

to make choice of, as the subjects of divine grace;

—to decide in favour of; to prefer ; to select.

Elect, (e-lekf) a. Chosen ; taken by preference ;

—Bet apart for eternal life ;—chosen, but not

invested with office.

Elect, (e-lekf) n. One chosen or set apart;—pi.

Those who are chosen or separated for salvation.

Election, (e-lekshun) n. [L. eleetio.) Act of

choosing ; choice ;—the act of choosing to office

or employment;—power of selecting; preference:

—discriminating choice ;—divine choice; pre

determination of God with regard to the sub

jects of his grace ; — those who are chosen ; —

public choice of representatives ;—time or day

of electing.

Electioneer, (5-lek-sbnn-tT') v. i. To make inter

est, or use arts for the election of a candidate.

Electioneering, (e-lek-shun-eVing) n. The nrta

used for securing1.be choice of a person to office.

Elective, (e-lekt'iv) a. Exerting tho power of

choice ;—dependent on choice.

Elector, (e-lekt'f r) n. One who elects or has the

right to vote in favour of a candidate for office.

Electoral, (e-lekt'er-al) a. Pertaining to electors

oi election. [tricity.

Electric, (e-Iek'trik) n. A non-conductor of elec-

Electrical, (e-lek'trik-al) a. Pertaining to elec

tricity;—occasioned by, or derived from, elec

tricity;—containing electricity.

Electrically, (C-Jek'trik-al-le) nd>. In the man

ner of electricity, or by means of it.

Electrician, (e-lek-trisb'e-an) n. One versed in

the science of electricity.

Electricity, (e-lek-tris'e-te) w. [0. ehl'tron.] A

subtle agent or power in nature, evolved in any

disturbance of molecular equilibrium, whether

from a chemical, physical, or mechanical cause,

and exhibiting itself in a variety of ways ;—the

science which unfolds the phenomena and laws

of the electric fluid.
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Elcctrifiable, (S-lok'tre-fi-a-bi)a. Capable of re

ceiving electricity, or of being charged with it

Electrify, (e-lek'tre-f 1) v. t. [L. etectrum and

faeere,] To charge with electricity ;—to give an

electric shock to ;—to excite suddenly ; to give a

sudden shock, as of surprise, admiration, de

light, .Vv.

Electro-biology, ( eMek'trd-bi-oro-jo ) t». [G.

electron, amber, and Eng. biology.] That phase

of mesmerism in which the actions, feelings, &,c,

of a mesmerized person are supposed to be con

trolled by the will of the operator ;—the science

of the electrical currents developed in living

organisms.

Electro-chemistry, (e-lek'tro-kem'ia-tre) n.

That science which treats of the agency of elec

tricity in effecting chemical changes.

Electro-gilding, (e-lek'tro-gild'ing) n. The pro

cess of gilding copper, &c, by voltaic electricity.

Electrology, (S-lek-trol'o-je) n, [G. electron and

logo»,] That science which treat* of the pheno

mena of electricity and its properties.

Electrolysis, (6-lek-trol'c-sis) n. [G. elektron and

IttsU.] The actor process of chemical decom

position by electricity.

Electro-magnetism, ( c-lek'tro-mag/net-izm ) n.

That science which treats of the development of

magnetism by voltaic electricity.

Eleotrometer, (8-lek-trom'e-ter) n. [G. elektron

and mWron.] An instrument for measuring the

quantity or intensity of eloctricity.

Electromotor, (u-lek-trom'o-tor) w. An instru

ment for generating a current of electricity.

Electro-plating, (c-lek'tro-plat'ing) n. The pro

cess of silvering, as plate, spoons, &c. , by voltaic

electricity.

Electrotype, (C-lek'tro-tip) n. [O. electron and

tupos.] A copy or stereotype taken by electro

typy.

Electrotype, (e-lek'trfi-tip) v. t. To stereotype or

take copies of by electrotypy.

Electrotypy, (e-lek'tro-tlp-e) n. Tho process of

copying medals, engravings, &a , by electric de

position.

Electuary, (e-lek^fl-ar-e) n. [Q. el-leichein.] A

medicine composed of powders made up into a

confection.

Eleemosynary, (el-e-mos'in-ar-e) a. [G. eleo*.]

Relating to charity ;—given in or founded by

charity ;—supported by charity.

Eleemosynary, (ul-c-mos'iu-ar-e) n. One who

subsists on charity.

Elegance, (el'e-gans) n. State or quality of being

elegant ; beauty characterized by grace, pro

priety, delicacy, and refinement.

Elegant, (el'e-gant) a. [h. eliyere.] Polished ;

refined ;—graceful, as manners ;—neat ; pure, as

style;—uttered with ease, and grace, as speech;

—shapely; symmetrical, as a structure;—nice;

delicate, as taste ;—costly and decorated, as fur

niture ;—beautiful ; handsome.

Elegantly, (el'e-gant-le) adv. In an elegant man

ner ; with elegance.

Elegiac, (el-e'Je-ak) a. Belonging to elegy or

written in elegiacs ;—used in elegies.

Elegiao, (el-e'je-ak) v. Elegiac verse.

Elegy, (el'G-je) n, [G. elenos.) A mournful or

plaintive poem ; a funereal song.

Element, (el'e-ment) n. (L. eltmtntvm.) The

first or constituent part of ;—the minutest part

of : an atom : an ingredient ;—the matter or

imbalance which composes the world ;—sphere ;

suitable position ;—moving cause or principle ;

—a part of a system ;—a point to be taken into

account ; an important part in a case ;—a sum

or item in a calculation ;—pl. The simplest or

fundamental principles in philosophy, science,

or art; rudiments;—the bread and wine used

in the eucharint

Elemental, (el-e-ment'al) a. Pertaining to first

principles ; rudimentary.

Elementally, (el-S-ment'al-le) ade. According to

elements ; literally.

Elementary, (el-e-ment'ar-c) a. Primary; simple:

—having only one constituent part;—treating of

first principles ; rudimentary ; introductory.

Elephant, (el'e-fant) n. [L. ekphantut, G. tie-

phot.] A quadruped of the tribe of pachyderms,

of two living species, characterized by a pro

boscis and two large ivory tusks They are the

largest quadrupeds existing ;—the tusk of the

elephant ; ivory.

Elephantine, (el-t-fan'tin) a. Pertaining to, or

resembling the elephant ; huge ; unwieldy.

Elevate, (ere-vat) v. i. [L. elcrare.] To lift up ;

to set on a higher level ;—to raise to a higher

rank or Btation ;—to animate or cheer ;—to

refine or purify ;—to elate ;—to increase the

volume.

Elevation, (el-e-va'shun)n. Act of raising from

a lower place to a higher ;—condition of being

lifted or elevated ;—an elevated place ; rising

ground ; hill ;—an elevated station ; dignitv ;

pre-eminence ;—altitude of a heavenly body.

Elevator, (el'C-vitt-cr) n. One who, or that which,

elevates ;—a mechanical contrivance for lifting

grain, At., to an upper floor;—a muscle; part

of the body.

Eleven, (e-lev'n) n. [Go. aintif.] Ten and odo

added ;—a symbol representing eleven units, a*

11 orxi.

Eleventh, (e-lev'nth) a. Constituting one of

eleven porta into which a thing is divided.

Elf, (elf)n. [A.-8. et/.\ A wandering spirit ; a

hobgoblin ; a diminutive fairy.

Elfin, (elfin) n. A little elf or urchin.

Elfish, (elfish) a. Elf-like ; mischievous.

Elicit, (e-lis'it) r. f. [L. elicere.) To draw out;

to bring to light ; to deduce ;—to extort.

Elide, (e-Uo") r. (. [L. elidtrt.] To cut off or

suppress, as a syllable

Eligibility, (el-e-je-bil'e-te))u Capability ofbeing,

elected ; legal qualification ;—worthiness or fit

ness to bo chosen.

Eligible, (el'e-je-bl) a. Legally qualified to I

chosen ;—worthy to be chosen ; desirable ; pr

ferablo.

Eligibly, (el e-je-blc) adv. In an eligible manual

suitably.

Eliminate, (5-lim'in-at) r. ^ [L. eliminate.)

put out of doors ;—to set aside as unimportant^

to leave out of consideration;—to obtain f"'

separating ; to deduce ; to infer.

Elimination, (f'-lim-in-a'shun) n. The act of ell

pelling or throwing off ;—deduction.

Elision, (e-lizh'un) n. [L. elUio.) The ratlin

off of a vowol or syllable, especially at the ru

of a word.

Elite, (e-lcf) n. [F.] A choice or select boij

tho best in society.

Elixir, (G-liks'cr) n. fA. el-ilrtr, the phiksi

pher's stone.] A compound tincture ;—rt£n«

spirit or quintessence ;—any cordial or tub

stance which invigorates,

Elizabethan, (e-JizVbeth-an) a. Pertaining •

Queen Elizabeth or her times.
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Dk, (elk)*. TA.-S. tUh.) A quadruped of the

stag kind, with very

Urge, spreading,

branched or palmate

hrn- •*

El, (el) a. [A.-S. rf», .

L aJao.] A measure

of different Irafths in

different countries,

used chirfT for clotb.

The Earhsa ell is 45

inches. "

I ffl9* (ti-KpaO *. fG.

1 «fe»aiuj An oval ' Elk.

*pre prodaeed from the aection of a cone by a

plane intersecting it obliquely,

«r in a line not parallel to the

h—»:—the path which a planet

describes in ita revolutions

roend toe ran.

ESaaia. (ellipsis) n. [L. G.

ewaasu.) Omission; a figure of syntax by

*tueh one or more words are omitted.

ElipacaL (el-bp'tik-al) a. [G. elleiptiko*.] Per

taining to or baring the form of an ellipse ;—

ianar. a part omitted ; defective.

EfcatieaUy, (el-lir/tik-al-Ie) adc. According to

tie form of an ellipse ;—with a part omitted.

Sbancrty, (el-lip-tia'e-te) n. Deviation from the

5aia of a circle or sphere.

mb. (eta) n. (A.-S. tint, I*. rtsMH,] A tree of

la* jeans UJmus, of which nineteen species are

eeaaibed, of which six are native. It is a hardy

1 rapidly growing tree, and is prized for its

i and the varied usefulness of its

GB
XI] i pur.

. (el-d-kushun) n. fL. eloqui.] Pro-

j aaaoation ;—proper or elegant utterance or de-

i^'ery of spoken or written words.

Eorauenaxy, (el-o-ku'ahun-ar-e) a. Pertaining

to elocution.

Eantieaist, (el-o-ku'shun-ist) n. One who is

" in elocution ; a teacher of elocution,

(e-long'gat) a. Drawn out at length,

(©-long git) v.t. [L. tlongare.) To

_ : to extend ; to stretch ont ;—v. i. To

***jert from ; to recede.

EaagatieB. (^-long-gu'shun) n. Act of lenglh-

ffii»r or the state of being lengthened out ; pro

traction ; extension ; continuation ; — angular

Ctaace of a planet from the sun.

"P*. (e-ldpO v. i. [A.-S. hitdpan, to leap.] To

^aaway or escape privately.

**«?eaMBt, (e-Ior/ment) n. Private or unlicensed

fyarUm, as a wife from her husband, or a

jayater with her lover.

****aeaee, (eKo-kwena) n. Power of speech ; ora-

^tj. as effective argument ; persuasive state-

**at; elegance and propriety of diction; im-

i"*«oned invective or declamation ; fluency

*ftd animation of delivery ; vivid expression of

"T2WOOO, tc

-xaent, (ero-kwent) a. [L. eloqui,} Having

ta« power of expressing thoughts and emotions

■n elevated, impassioned, and effective man-

r -:,—»Ue to apeak with elegance, fluency, and

Ejqaently, (el'd-kwent-le) adc. In an eloquent

assBssK

Eat, (els) a. & pron. [A.-9. dUtt otherwise.]

Other : one or something besides.

**, (efa) ffdr. £ conj. lieside** ; except that ;—

«harwiie ; if the facts were different.

Elsewhere, (eUVhwar) adc. In any other place,—

in other places indefinitely.

Elucidate, (e-lu'sid-at) v.t. [L. elucuiare.) To

make clear or manifest ; to explain ; to illus

trate.

Elucidation, (5-lu-Bid-a'shun) n. Act of throwing

light on, or bringing qnt the meaning of.

Elucidative or Elucidatory, (e-lu'sid-at-iv) a.

Making clear, or tending to make clear.

Elude, (e-lud') v. t. [L. t and ludere.] To evade

or avoid by artifice or dexterity; to escape sight

or discovery ;— to remain unexplained or undis

covered.

Eludible, (e-lud'e-bl) a. Capable of being eluded.

Elusion, (S-lu'zhun) n. [L. elutio.) An escape

by artifice or deception; evasion.

Elusory or Elusive, (C-lu'sor-e) o. Tending to

elude or deceive: evasive; fraudulent ; deceitful.

Elysian, (fl-lizh'e-an) a. Pertaining to Elysium

or the abode of the blessed after death; blissful.

Elysium, (e-lizh'e-um) n. [L. Elysium.] In

ancient mythology, a dwelling place assigned

to happy souls after death; any delightful place.

Emaciate, (6-mi'she-at) v.i. | L. einaciart.] To

lose flesh gradually ; to waste away in flesh ;—

v. I. To cause to lose flesh gradually.

Emaciation, (e-ma-she-a'shun) u. Condition of

becoming lean; the state of being emaciated.

Emanate, (eni'a-nat) v. *. [h. tmanvre.] To

issue forth from a source ;—to proceed ; to toko

origin.

Emanation, (ero-a-niv'shun) v. Act of flowing

forth from a fountain head or origin ;—that

which issues, flows, or proceeds from any source

or body.

Emancipate, (e-man'se-pat) r. (. [L. emancipart.]

To set free from servitude ; to liberate ;—to free

from undue or evil influence.

Emancipation, (G-man-so-pa'shun) n. Act of

setting free from slavery or subjection ; libera

tion ; release ; freedom.

Emancipationist, (e-mau-se-pa'ahun-ist) n. One

who advocates the emancipation of slaves.

Emasculate, (g-ruasku-lat) v.t. [L. t and wan.]

To castrate ;—to render effeminate ; to take tho

vigour or spirit from.

Emasculation, ( 0-nias-ku-bVslnin ) ,i. Act of

emasculating or the state of being emasculated ;

castration.

Embalm, (em-bam') v.t [F. embnumer.] To

preserve a dead body by aromatic oils or sptccu ;

—to perpetuate in grateful remem brance.

Embank, (eni-bangk') v. t. [Kit and bank,] To

inclose with a bank ; to defend with mounds or

ditches.

Embankment, (em-bangk'ment) n. Act of «ur-

hrounding or defending with a bank ;—a mound

or bank.

Embargo, (em-birgo) n. [Sp. embargar.] A

prohibition of departure from a port ; hunce,

any hindrance or restraint.

Embargo, (em-bargo) v. t. To hinder or prevent

from sailing out of or into port, by law or edict;

—to hinder from going forward.

Embark, (em-bark') v. t. [A'.t and b'trque.] To

put on board a vessel or boat ;—to engage or

implicate a person in ;—v. i. To go on board

of a vessel ;—to engage in any business ; to

undertake.

Embarkation, (em-biirk-iVflhun)*«. Act of put

ting or going on board of a vessel; that which is

embarked.

Embarrass, (c^n-bu^'a,!) V. t. [F. cmban-iwo:} To
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liinder ; to render intricate ;—to encumber with

debt ; entangle ; disconcert.

Embarrassment, (em-bar'as-meiit) n. A state of

pei i>!exity, entanglement, or confusion;—men

tal doubt or difficulty.

Embassy, (en/bas-e) n, [F. ambaisade.] The

public function of an ambassador ;—the person

or persons sent as ambassadors ;—the dwelling

or office of an ambassador.

Embattle, (em-bat'l) v. t. To arrange in order of

battle ; to arm for battle ; to furnish with bat

tlements.

Embattlement, (em-batl-ment) ft. An indented

parapet, used in decorativo architecture.

Embay, (em-baT) v. t. To inclose in a bay or inlet;

to laudlock.

Embed, (cm-bed') r. t. To lay, as in a bed ; to

bed in the soil.

Embedment, (em-bed'ment) «. The act of em

bedding: state of being embedded.

Embellish, (em-bel'ish) r. t. [F. embcltir.] To

make beautiful or elegant by ornaments ; dec

orate ; enrich ; grace ; illustrate..

Embellishment, (em-berish-ment) n. The act of

embellishing ; that which adds beauty or ele

gance; ornament ; decoration.

Ember, (em'ber) n. [A.-S. timyrie.] A lighted

coal smouldering amid ashes—used chiefly in

the plural to signify mingled coals and ashes ;

cinders. Emba--dayx, certain days set apart for

fasting and prayer in each of the four seasons of

the year.

Embezzle, (em-bozl) v.t [Norm. F. tmbemilrr.]

To appropriate fraudulently, as that intrusted

to oue*H care.

Embezzlement, (em-bezl-ment) n. Fraudulent

appropriation of what is intrusted to one's care.

Emblazon, (eiu-bla'zn) v. t. To dock in glaring

colours; ;—to adorn with figures of herniary.

Emblazonry, (em-bl;Vzu-re) n. Heraldic or orna

mental decoration.

Emblem, (em'blem) n, [0. embltma.] An object

or the figure of au object, symbolizing and

suggesting some other object, quality, or the

like; type ; sign; symbol.

Emblematical, (em-b'lem-at'ik-al) rt. Pertaining

to, or comprising, an emblem ; ii-sing emblems.

Emblematically, (em-blem-at'ik-al-le) adv. By

way or means of emblems.

Embodiment, (cm-bod'e-ment) tu Act of em

bodying; Btate of being embodied:— a com

plete system ; full expression of an idea or plan.

Embody, (em-bod'e) v. t. To form into a body ;

to make corporeal ;—to collect into a whole ; to

concentrate.

Embogue, (em-bog*) r. i. To discharge, as a

river, its waters into the Boa or into another

river.

Embolden, (em-bold'n) v. t. To give boldness or

courage to ; to encourage.

Embonpoint, (ong'bong-pwang) v. [F.' en bon

point.] Plumpness of person ; a degree of stout

ness, [border.

Emborder, (em-borMer) v. t. To adorn with a

Emboss, (em-bos') v. t. To cover with bosses or

protuberances ; to ornament in relief.

Embossment, (em-bos'ment) n. Act of embossing,

or state of being embossed ; raised work.

Embouchure, (ong-bod-shoor') n. [F.J A month

or opening, as of a river, cannon, and the like.

Embowel, (em-bow'el) v.t To remove the

bowels of ; to eviscerate ;—to hide in the inward

parts.

Embower, ( em-bow'cr ) t>. t. To cover with a

bower ; to shelter with trees.

Embrace, ( em-braV) r. t, [F. embrtuaer.] To

clasp or inclose in the arms; to press to the

bosom ;—to cherish with affection ;—to surround :

—to include ;—to seize eagerly ; to welcome ;—

to have sexual intercourse ;—r. i. To join in

an embrace.

Embrace, (em-braV) n. Close encircling with the

arms ; pressure to tbe bosom ; clasp ; hug.

Embrasure, (om-bra'zhur) n. [F. from embra&r]

An opening in a wall or parapet through which

cannon are pointed and discharged.

Embrocate, (em'brd-kat) v.t. [G. tmbneJtein.)

To moisten and rub, as a diseased part, with a

liquid, as spirit, oil, «fcc.

Embrocation, (em-brd-ka'shnn) n. Act of moist

ening and rubbing a diseased part ;—the lotion

with wliich an affected part is rubbed or washed.

Embroider, (em-broid'er) v. t. To border or cover

with ornamental needle-work or figures.

Embroidcry, (em-broid'er-e) w. Variegated

needle-work ;—ornamental decoration of any

kind, •

EmbroiL (em-broil') v. t [¥. embronilltr.] T«>

throw into perplexity, contention, or trouble ;

entangle ; distract ; disorder.

Embroilment, (em-broil'ment) «, A state of con

tention, perplexity, or confusion ; disturbance.

Embryo, (einbre-o) n. [Q, em and 6mri*.] The

first rudiments of an organized animal or plant;

—an incipient or undeveloped state.

Embryo, (era/bre-d) a. Pertaining to any thin?

in its first rudiments or undeveloped state.

Emendation, (e-mend-ft shun) n. [L. enttndatia}

Act of altering for the better ; correction.

Emendator, (e-mend'at-er) n. One who amend*

by removing faults or errors,

Emendatory, (B-mend a-tor-c) a. Pertaining to

emendation.

Emerald, (em'er-ald) n. [F. (fnwmuoVO A Vi

cious stone of a rich green colour ;—a type in

size between minion and nonpareil.

(Emerald type.)

Emerge, (e-m§rj[) v.i. {h. e and mfrjreir.] To

rise out of a fluid : to spring up ;—to come forth

from obscurity; to reappear ;—to proceed from ;

to issue.

Emergency, (5-merj en-se) n. Act of rising out

of a fluid; sudden uprisa! or appearance s—a

sudden occasion ;—pressing necessity ; exigency.

Emergent (*»-merjent) o. Rising out of a flnwl

or any thing that covers or conceals : issuing ;—

calling for prompt action : urgent; pressing.

Emeroids, (em'cr-oids) «. p(. [Corrupted frorn

hemoi-rhoid*.) Hemorrhoids; piles.

Emersion, (C-mfr'sliun) n. [L. emcrgere.) Act ct

rising out of or coming forth from any envelop

ing or over shadowing substance or body.

Emery, (em'^r-e) n. [Q. smiri*.] Corundum

blended witli oxide of iron, used in the arts for

grinding and polishing metals, hard stones, and

glass. [to vomit.) Inducing voniit.

Emetic, (G-met'ik) o. [G. eutttiko$, from fiarin.

Emetic, (e-met'ik) n. A medicine which catusus

vomiting.

Emeute, (fr-mutf) n. [F. from I* emovtrt, to stir

up.] A seditious commotion or mob: a riot

Emigrant, (em'e-grant) a. Pertaining to an emi

grant ;—removing from one country to another.

Emigrant, (em'e-grant) n. One who quite oc*

country or region to settle in another.
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I»igratt, (emVgritt) r. i, [L. e and mtprare.]

To remove from one country or state to another

for the purpose of residence.

Eaujr&tten, (aa-e-gri shun) n. Removal of inha

bitants from one country or state to another for

the parpuse of rendence.

TiiTfwart. (-ane-nens) n. Elevation ; height;—a

rising grou&i ; highest part ; summit ;—an ele

vated station among men ; rank ; official dignity ;

tsme ; ceHvitv ;—« title given to cardinals.

Tlwaafc (eote-nent) a. [L. eminent.] High ;

! lofty; to«wi3g;--cialted in rank; distinguished;

naosrfcsiie; conspicuous.

Ik«rtly. (em'e-nent-le) arfr. In an eminent

i «rWhdagree.

«», (e*mir) «, (A. emir, amir.) An Arabian

prince ; a title given in Turkey to the descen-

jsBhof Mohammed. (agent ; a spy.

Eaiasuy.ftfarlvsar-e)*.. fL. emittere.] A secret

£»a»ry, (nawir-e) o. Exploring ; spying.

■Mfci (e-nush*qn) h. Act ofsending or throw-

n* eat ; iame ;—that which is sent out, or put

a drcruation at one time.

J««ive. ff-rmViv) «. Bending out; emitting.

*«, (e-nutf) F- 1 [I*. emitter*, to send out, from

t, eat, and «i(trrr, to send.] To send forth ;—

**Jst fly ; to discharge ;—to issue forth, as an

«te or decree ; to send into circulation, as

J"**- fant or pismire.

2saet (em'et) s." fA.-S. mne(, Ger. ameiw.] An

Mfitlr, (5-raol'e-it ) r. t. [L. MsoUfrfc] To

*(vien ; to render effeminate.

EMQient, (e-moTe-ent) o. Softening; making

(8-mo!'e-ent) n. An external applica-

;- ~n to allay irritation, soreness, swelling, and

t, f^-moKd-ment) v. [L. emolumen

ts*.] Profit arising from office or employ-

*^t ;—^siii in general ; profit ; advantage.

s«stk*, (e-mo'shuri) n. [L. t and movere, to

■'- A moving: of the mind or soul; a stato

«f euted feeling ; agitation ; trepidation ; tre-

■v; passion.

rwttinmL (e-m5'shun-al) & Pertaining to emo-

**■>• ; indicating some affection of the mind.

apale, (em-p&T) v. t, [F. 'mpaler.] To fence

*a« stakes; to shut in ;—to put to death by

teagon a stake.

fapafcneat, (em-pil'ment) n. A fencing or

adbstag with stakes ;—a putting to death by

fewting a stoke into the body.

■J«r, (em'per-er) n. fP. empereur.] The

•veeign of an empire ; the highest title given

i"»nwoarcb.

•■jkwa, (em'fa-Ris) ». [G. emphatic) Stress

•f stteranoe or of voice given to words or parts

•f I Hbh rse ; force or meaning given by the

■naanciation ;—«tgnificance of a particn Lor ex-

JMiskju; — weight or value of a thought in a

connection,

(em'fa-siz) v. t. To ntter or pro*

with a particular stress of voice.

(em-fat'ik) a. Uttered with empha-

• : forcible ; momentous ;—striking ; decided ;

kapRsatve; energetic.

Eayhitimlly, (em-fat'ik-al-le) ado. Strongly;

jfaniMy ;—positively ; decidedly.

Z-tpirc, (em'pir) it, [h. imperium.] Imperial

jw*er; dominion ; sovereign command ;—coun

try over which dominion ia extended ; king-

*?m;itate,

Jojiric, (ean-pir'ik) n. An experimenter ;—one

who relies upon experiment and observation ;

—a quack doctor ; a charlatan.

Empiric, (eru-pirik) a. [G. empeiril-o*.) Per

taining to, or founded upon, experiment or ex

perience ;—in a bad sense, depending upon per

sonal experience or observation alone.

Empirically, (em-pirlk-aMe) adv. By experi

ment or experience ;—in the manner of quacks.

Empiricism, (em-pir'e-sizm) n. Method or prac

tice of an empiric ;—charlatanry ; quackery.

Employ, (em-ploy1) v.t. [F. employer.] To keep

in service ; to use ; to exercise ;—to use as an

instrument means or materials ;—to use as an

agent, servant, or representative ; to engage ;

to hire ;—to occupy ; to devote to.

Employ, (em-ploy) «. Employment ; business;

occupation ;—public office : agency ; service.

Employe, (ong-ploy'u) >i. [F. pp. of employer.]

One who is employed. [engages another.

Employer, (em-ploy'eri n. One who employs or

Employment, (em-ploymen t) ti. The act of em

ploying or using; the state of being employed;

—that which engages; service; agency; occupa

tion.

Empoison, (em-poi'zn) v. t [F empoisonner.] To

administer poison ; to taint with venom ; to

embitter ; to destroy.

Emporium, (em-po're-um) n, [G. emporion.] A

place of extensive commerce or trade ; a mart.

Empower, (em-pow'^r) r. (. To give legal or

moral power ; to authorize ;—to enable.

Empress, (em'pree) «. [Empcrese.) The con

sort of an emperor ; — a woman who governs

an empire.

Emptiness, (erop'to-nes) n. State of being

empty; void spaco or vacuum;— want of so

lidity or substance ; vacuity;—want of know

ledge or pense.

Empty, (emp'to) a. [A.-S. fmttf,] Containing

nothing; void; — unfurnished, as a room;—

wanting force or meaning, as words ;—unsub

stantial; unreal, as dreams;—hollow; unsatis

factory, as worldly pleasure ;—waste ; desolate,

as a country; — hungry; — ignorant; lacking

ideas, said of the head; — without cargo; in

ballast, as a ship.

Empty, (emp'te) v. t. To exhaust ; to deprive of

the contents ; to waste ; to desolate ;—v. i. To

pour or flow out; to discharge itself;—to be

come empty.

Emptying, (emp'te-ing) ».* Act of making empty;

—pi. Emptyings, the lees of beer, cider, Ac.

Empurple, (eni-pur'pl) r. t . To tinge or dye of a

purple colour.

Empyreal or Empyrean, (em-pir/e-al) a. Formed

of pure fire or light ; refined beyond aerial sub

stance ; heavenly ; ethereal.

Empyrean, (em-pe-rfi'an) it. [L., O. empuron.\

The highest heaven, where the pure element of

fire was supposed by the ancients to subsist.

Emu, (e'mu) n. A bird of very laige size, found

in Australia, related

to the cassowary and

the ostrich.

Emulate, (em'u-Iat) t\f.

[h.tnnutv».] Tostrive.

to equal or excel in

qualities or actions; tol

vie with ; to rival.

Emulation, (cm-u-la'--'^iiKa

shun) 11. Rivalry; M*

desire' of superiority, "^ -*^

attended with effort Emu.
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to attain it ;—competition ; contention ; con

test ; strife.

Emulative, (em'u-lat-iv) a. Inclined to emula

tion ; disposed to competition ; rivalling.

Emulous, (em'u-lus) «. Ambitiously desirous of

like excellence with another ;—engaged in com

petition ; rivalling ;—factious ; contentious.

Emulously, (em'u-lus-le) adv. With desire of

equalling or excelling another.

Emulsion, (S-mul'shun) n. [L. emulffce.] A soft,

liquid remedy, resembling milk, prepared from

oily substances, as almonds.

Emulsive, (e-mulsiv) a. Softening ;—producing

a milk-like substance.

Enable, (en-ftbl) v. t. [En and able.'] To give

strength or ability to ;—to supply with suffi

cient power, physical, moral, or legal ; to em

power.

Enact, (en-akf) r. f. To decree ; to mako into a

law ;—to perform ; to act the part of ; to play.

Enactive, (eu-akt'iv) a. Having power to enact

as a law.

Enactment, (eu-akt'ment) n. The passing of a

bill into a law ;—a decree : a law.

Euallage, (en-al'la-je) n. [G. enallaoS.] A sub

stitution of one gender, number, case, tense,

or voice, for another.

Enamel, (on-am'el) n. [F. email.] A substance

of the nature of glass, but more fusible and

nearly opaque;—that which is enamelled;—the

smooth, hard substance which covers a tooth.

Enamel, (en-am'ei) v. t. To inlay colours, as in

gold or silver;—to paint in enamel ;—to form

a glossy surface like enamel upon ;—v. t. To

practise the art of enamelling.

Enamour, (on-am'er) v.t. [F. en and amour.]

To inflame with love ; to charm ; to captivate.

Encage, (en-kaj') r. t To Bhut up in a cage.

Encamp, (en-kamp') v. V. To pitch tents as an

army; to occupy as a temporary resting place ;

—to pitch tents for a siege; to besiege ;—r. I.

To form into a camp.

Encampment, (en-kamp'ment) it. Act of pitch

ing tents or forming huts for temporary lodg

ing or rest ;—the place where an army or com

pany is encamped ; a camp.

Encaustic, (en-kaws'tik) a. [G. enkaiein.] Per

taining to the art of burning in colours—ap-

{iliod to a species of painting in wax liquefied

ty heat; also, to painting on glass, porcelain,

earthenware, or any other style where colours

are fixed by heat.

Encaustic, (en-kaws'tik) n. The method of paint

ing in heated wax or in any way where heat is

used to fix the colours.

Enceinte, (ling-sanf) «. [F. pp. of encdndre,]

Pregnant ; with child.

Enchain, (en-chan') v. t. To chain ; to fasten

with a chain; —to restrain; — to connect; to

link together.

Enchainment, (en-chan'ment) n. Act of enchain

ing, or state of being enchained.

Enchant, (en-chanf) v.t. [L. ineantart.] To

charm by sorcery;—to delight in a high de

gree ; to fascinate ; to bewitch.

Enchanter, (en-chant'er) n. One who enchants ;

a sorcerer or magician.

Enchantment, (en-chant'ment) n. Act of en

chanting ; n«e of magic arts or charms ; — ir

resistible influence or delight ; fascination ;

witchery.

Enchantress, (en-chant'res) n. A woman who en

chants, as by magic spoils, beauty, and the like.

Enchaae, (en-chas1) r. t. [F. enWutwr.] To in

case in a border 01 rim ;—to adorn with em

bossed or engraved work.

Encircle, (en-ser'kl) t\ (. To form a circle about ;

to embrace ; to go round ; inclose.

Enclitic, (en-klit'ik) a. [G. epLlitiitu.] Sub

joined ; throwing the accent back on the fore

going syllable.

Enclitic, (en-klit'ik) n. A word subjoined to

another; a suffix ;—a particle which throw* the

accent or emphasis on the previous syllable.

Enclose, (en-kids') v. t. To inclose.

Enclosure, (en-kloz'ur) h. Inclosure.

Encomiast, (en-ko'me-ast) n, [Q. epiHuwisUt.]

One addicted to praise ; a panegyrist ; a eulo

gist.

Encomiastic, (en-ko-nie-ast'ik) a. Bestowing

praise ; praising ; eulogistic ; laudatory.

Encomium, (eo-ko'me-um) n. [G. efft&mioii.]

Formal praise; commendation; eulogy; pane

gyric.

Encompass, (en-kum'pas) r. t. To describe a

circle about ; to surround ; inclose ; invest.

Encompassment, (en-knra'pas-ment) n. Tr

act of surrounding, or the state of being sur

rounded.

Encore, (ang-korO adr. [F.] Once more ;—a

call for a repetition of a particular part of a

play, sic.

Encore, (ang-kSr') v. t. To call for a repetition •£

Encounter, (en-kouu't$r) n. [F. eneonlre.] A

meeting ; an unexpected meeting ;—accosting ;

casual address ;—meeting of hostile troops ; en

gagement; conflict;—animated discussion; tri.il

of wits.

Encounter, (en-koun'ter) v. t. To meet face to

face; to meet unexpectedly ;—to meet in a hos

tile manner ; to rush against in conflict;—to

meet in debate or controversy;—to meet with

opposition or difficulties ; to oppose ; to op

pugn ;—v. i. To confront ; to conflict ; to fight

with ; to engage.

Encourage, (en-kur'ftj) v.t. [En and courage.)

To give courage to ; to inspire with spirit or

hope ; animate ; cheer ; stimulate ; countenance.

Encouragement, (en-kur'ftj-ment) n. The act of

giving courage or confidence; incentive ;—that

which serves to support, promote, or advance.

Encouraging, (en-kur'Oj-iug) a. Furnishing

ground to nope for success; favouring.

Encouragingly, (en-kur'aj-ing-lc) adr. In a man

ner to give courage or hope of success.

Encrimson, (en-krim'zn) v. t. To give a crimen

colour or hue.

Encrinite, (en'krin-Tt) n. [O. en and i-rinon.] A

fosssil animal of the star-fish family.

Encroach, (en-krdeb/) v. i. [F. tuxrocher.) Te

pass the bounds; to trespass:—to invade the

rights and possessions of another ; infringe.

Encroachment, (en-kroch'ment) n. Act of en

tering gradually on the rights or possession*

of another;—thatwhich is taken by encroaching

Encumber, (en-kum'ber) r. t. [F. etieombrer.) To

load; to burden;—to impede the motion or ac

tion of, as with a burden ;—to load with drbu

or other legal claims.

Encumbrance, (en-kum'brans) n. A burden . *

load ;—clog; impediment ;—that which encum

bers an estate, as a debt or legal claim.

Encyclical, (en-siklik-al) a. [G. <n and l-wl-foi.]

Sent to many persons or places ; circular.

Encyclopedia, (en-si-klo-pe'de-a) n. [G. eptttt-

lie*.} A general system of learning or know*
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a which the various branches of

science or art xro discussed separately, and. usu

ally in alphabetical order.

Eaeyclopeoie, m-ti-klo-pwl'ik) a. Pertaining

dia ; universal in knowledge.

Eacydopeiji (ea-u-klo-p&fist) n. The com-

',-..■"■ dopedia.

Eaeysted. (so-Mst/ed) a. [Prefix en and cyrt.J

Inclosed in a cyst, bag, bladder, or vesicle.

Eat, (eadj «. JA.-& rad>.] The extremity of a

line, iteud, or other body extended length-

wise;—the fact part in general ; termination of

■ ■■ ' slosion of a book or chapter ;—

r - lion ; issue of debate or deli ber-

lifu; death; fate :—cessation in

time; period ; — consequence ; issue ; result ; —

t&iag iimtrf at ; intention ; design ;— fragment;

MBsflfc

sW,(ead)r. t. To bring to an end or conclu-

i;—to destroy; to put to death ;—r, i. To

to flushed ; to come to a close; to cease ; to

_ a, (en-dancer) v. t. To put to hazard ;

or injury ; to peril,

"■"ear, (en-deY) *. t. To make dear or more

JMsmait, (rn-deVment) n. That which ex

its tender affection ;—state of being loved;

fad regard.

Eadssvour, (en-dev'er) ». [P. en devoir.) An

■OMptoT trial ; effort ; exertion ; essay.

rMsavum, (en-deVer) v. i. To exert physical

i-tagUi or intellectual power for the accom-

""Ament of an object;—v. t. To attempt to

b; to try; strive; struggle; essay; aim.

agon, (en-deVa-gon) n. [G. en, tUia, and

Lj A plane figure of eleven sides and

[ (en-dem'ik) a. [G. en. In, and demos,

■ people.] Peculiar to a people or nation.

■"if, (ending) n. Termination ; result ; con-

terminating syllable or letter of

■ (en'dlv) n. [P. I A species of the genus

*j* <a or succory—used as a salad.

, (endles) a. Without end ; having no

ion ; — perpetually recurring ; everlast-

; incessant; uninterrupted; continual.

i (endles-le) adv. In an endless man-

■*;—incessantly ; continually: perpetually.

i (endles-ries) a. The state of being

( en'dft-jen ) n.

in size by internal

and elongation at

iSBSunit, inst«ad of ex-

" . as the ratan, tho

the cornstalk.

(en-doj'en-us)

*■ (G. endow, and gig-

.*****«.] Increasing by in-

**sal growth and elonga-

Jfcn at the summit.

&, (en-dors') r. t. To

A plant which in-

 

£nda,;cn.

■■W, (en-dowO i'. (. (Norm. F. endouer.] To

yfa* pecuniary provision for ; to furnish with

**»*r ; t*» settle on, as an hospital, Ac. :—to

•rich with any gift, quality, or facility ; to

■ins (ennlow'ment) n. The act of setti

ng a fond or permanent provision for the sup

plies* ;—property, fund, or revenue perman

ently appropriated to any object ; — gift of

nature ; talents ; natural capacity.

Endurable, (en-dur'a-bl) «. Capable of being

endured or borne ; tolerable.

Endurableneai, (en-dur'a-bl-nes) n. State of be-

ing endurable ; tolerablencss.

Endurably, (en-dur'a-ble) adv. In an endurable

manner.

Endurance, (en-dur'ans) a. A state of lasting or

duration ; continuance ;—act of bearing pain or

distress without sinking; patience; fortitude.

Endure, (en-dur') v.t. [L. in and durare,] To

remain firm under; to sustain ; to brook ; to

undergo;—to bear with patience; to bear up

under ;—v. i. To continue in the same state ;

to abide; to last;—to remain firm under trial ;

to sustain suffering with self-command.

Enduringly, (en-durlng-le) adc. Lastingly; un

alterably.

Endwise, (end'wiz) adv. On the end ; erectly ;

—with the end forward.

Enema, (y-ne'ma) n. (G. eniimi.) An injec

tion or clyster thrown into the rectum.

Enemy, (en'e-me) n. (F. ennemi.] A foe ; an

adversary ; one who hates or dislikes ;—the op

posing army ;—Satan.

Energetic, (en-er-jet'ik) a. Exerting force : oper

ative; active; — exhibiting energy: powerful ;

vigorous ; effective. tergetic manner.

Energetically, (en-er-jet'ik-al-le) MP. In an en-

Energize, (en'er-jiz) v, i. To act with force or

vigour ;—v. t. To give strength or force to.

Energy, (en'gr-je) n. [G. en and ergon.) Inter

nal or inherent iiower;—power exerted: effec

tual operation; efficacy;—strength of expression ;

emphasis ;—capacity for performing work; vig

our ; strength ; spirit ; efficiency.

Enervate, (C-ner'vat) a. Weakened; without

strength or force.

Enervate, (e-ner'vat) v. t . [h. niervare.] To

deprive of nerve, strength, or courage;—to en

feeble ; debilitate.

Enervation, (en-er-vii'shun) n. Act of weaken

ing ;—state of being weakened ; effeminacy.

Enfeeble, (en ie'bl) r. t. To render feeble ; to de

prive of strength ; to reduce the force of.

Enfeeblement, (en-fe'bl-ineut) n. Enervation ;

weakness.

Enfeoff, (en-fef) v.t. [L. infeotfare.] To give

a feud to; to invest with a fee.

Enfeoffment, (en-fefment) n. The a*-t of giving

the fee-simple of an estate ;—the deed which

conveys the fee.

Enfilade, (eu-fe-lad') «. [P., h. flluvu) A lino

or straight passage ;—narrow line, as of troops

in marching.

Enfilade, (en-fe-ladO v. t. [From the noun.] To

rake with shot through the whole length of,

as a work or line of troops.

Enforce, (en-fore^ v. t. [En and fore?,] To give

strength to ; to invigorate ; — to instigate ; to

animate;—to compel; to constrain ;—to put in

force; to give effect to, as laws;—to impress

on the mind ; to evince.

Enforcement, (on-forement) n. Act of enforcm«;

compulsion ; restraint ; —■ sanction ; — putting

into execution, as laws or penalties.

Enfranchise, (en-fran'chiz) v.t. [F. en and

franch e.] To set free ;—to make free of a city,

corporation, or state.

Enfranchisement, (en-fran'chiz-ment) n. Act of

releasing from slavery or custody;—admission

to the freedom of a corporation or state.
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Engage, (en-gaj) v. t. [F. en and page,] To

make liable for a debt; to pledge;— to win

over, aa adherents ; to attach ;—to lix, aa the

attention ;—to bespeak the service of;—to em

bark in an affair;—to bind by contract or pro

mise ;—to meet in contest ; to encounter ;—v. i.

To become bound ; to warran t ;—to embark ;

to take a part ;—to enter,into conflict.

Engaged, (on-gujd') a. Pledged; promised in

marriage ; betrothed ;—interested ; attached.

Engagement, (en-gfy'ment) iu Act of engag

ing;—state of being engaged;—obligation by

contract ;—adherence to a cause or party;—em

ployment of one's time; occupation; — fight;

kittle ;—agreement to marry.

Engagingly, (en-gaj'ing-le) adv. In a manner

to win or attract.

Engender, (en-jen'dcr) r.t. [F. enpendrer.] To

form in embryo; to procreate;—to produce;

to bow the seeds of;— v.i. To bo caused or pro

duced.

Engine, (en'jin) n. [L. ingenium.] An instrn-

ment or tool in general ;—any mechanical con

trivance for producing and conveying motive

ttower ;—specifically, the mechanical apparatus

>y which steam power is concentrated and con

veyed ;—a military missile machine ;—an instru

ment of torture ; tho rack ;—a species of pump

to play water upon a fire;—any means used to

etleot or compass an object ;—an agent for an

other.

Engineer, (en-jin-eY) n. A constructor of en

gines;—one who manages a steam engine;—a

person skilled in the principles and practice of

engineering, either civil or military.

Engineering, (en-jin-er'mg) n. The business

of an engineer ; — the art of constructing ma

chines and other mechanical contrivances; espa-

ei;dly, tho art of constructing defensive and

offensive works— called inilitaiy engineering ;

or of constructing roads, bridges, canals, drain

age, Ac, civil engineering, [to encompass.

Engird, (en-ggrd') v. t. To encircle; to surround ;

English, (ing^gUsh) «. [From Jingle.] Belong

ing to England, or to its iidiabitants, or to the

language spoken by them.

English, (ing'glisli) n. The people of England;

—tho language of England.

Engrain, (en-grun') v. t. To dye in grain, or in

the raw material ;—to dye deep.

Engrave, (en-grav') r. t. To carve figures, let

ters, or devices upon ;—to form or represent

by means of incisions upon wood, stone, metal,

or the like ;—to impress deeply; to infix.

Engraver, (en-gruVer) a. One who engraves.

Engraving, (on-graVing) n. Act or art of cutting

metals, wood, &c, and representing thereon

figures, characters, and devices;—an engraved

plate ;—an impression from an engraved plate ,

a print.

Engross, (en-gr6V) v.t. To enlarge;—to copy

in a large, fair hand; — to occupy wholly ; to

absorb ;—to take in undue quantity or degree.

Engrossing, (en-gros'ing) n. The copying of a

writing in round legible characters.

Engrossment, (en-groa'ment) n. Act of engross

ing ;—that which lias been engrossed.

Engulf, (en-gulf) v. t. To absorb or swallow up,

nam a gulf.

Enhance, (en-bans') v.t. (Norm. F. enhaun-

cer.) To raise to a higher point ; to advance

in value or worth ;—to increase ; to aggravate ;

_ —v, *. To be raised up ; to grow larger.

Enhancement, (en-hans'ment) n. Act of increas

ing or state of being increased ; aggravation.

Enigma, (f-nig'ma) n. [L. (Enigma.] An ob

scure question or saying ; a puzzle ; a riddle :—

an action which can not be satisfactorily ex-

plai ned.

Enigmatical, (e-nig-mat'ik-al) a. Relating to,

or resembling an enigma ; obscure; ambiguous.

Enigmatically, (e-nig-mat ik-ol-le) adv. In an

obscure manner.

Enigmatist. (e-mg'niat-ist) n. .One who makes

or talks in enigmas.

Enjoin, (en-join) v. t. [F. enjoindre.] To put

an injunction on ; to direct with authority ; to

order.

Enjoy, (en-joyO v.t. [F. en and joie.] To fieri

or perceive with pleasure ;—to have, possess, and

use with satisfaction ;—to obtain possession of.

Enjoyable, (en-joyVbl) a. Capable of being en

joyed.

Enjoymijoyment, (en-joy'ment) «. Condition of en

joying; pleasure ; — cause of joy or gratifica

tion ; fruition ; happiness ; pleasure.

Enkindle, (en-kin'dl) r. t. To set on fire ; to in

flame ;—to excite ; to rouse into action.

Enlarge, (en-larj') v.t. [b\ enlurper.] To make

larger;—to increase ; to dilate;—to expand ; to

amplify ;—to set free ; to release ; — #. »". To

grow huge or larger ; to expand ; — to be dif

fuse ; to expatiate.

Enlargement, (en-larj'ment) n. Act of increas

ing in size or bulk ; statu of being increased ;

—expansion or extension ; — release from con

finement, &c. ; — diffusiveness of speech or

writing.

Enlighten, (en-lit'n) r.t [A.-S. fnliktax.} To

Bupply with light ; to illuminate ; — to make

clear to the intellect or conscience; to instruct.

Enlightenment, (en-lit'n-ment) 11. Act of en

lightening, or the state of being enlightened.

Enlist, (en-lisf) v. t. To enter on a list ; to en

rol ;—to engage in public service, as soldier* :

—to unite firmly to a cause ;—r. i. To engage

in public service by enrolling one's name ;—to

enter heartily into a cause.

Enlistment, (on-list'ment) n. Act of enlisting

or state of being enlisted ; — the writing by

which a soldier is bound.

Enliven, (en-liv'u) v. t. To give spirit or viva

city to ; to exhilarate ; inspirit ; invigorate.

Enmity, (en'me-te) n. [F. iiuimitie.] The qual

ity of being an enemy; hostile or unfriendly

disposition ; — a state of opposition;—hatred';

animosity.

Ennoble, (en-noTJ) r. (. To make noble; to dig

nify;—to give titular rank to; exalt; elevate.

Ennoblement, (en-no bl-ment) n. The act of en

nobling;—exaltation ; elevation ; dignity.

Ennui, (ong-we') n. [F. from li in odio.] A

feeling of weariness and disgust; listleasness ;

tedium.

Enormity, (e-nor'mc-te) n. State or quality of

being immoderate, monstious, or outrageous ;

—atrocious crime ; flagitious villainy.

Enormous, (e-nor'inus) a. [L. e and norma.) De

viating from, or exceeding, the usual rule o*

measure;— excessive;—exceedingly wicked: av-

trocious. [ure: exc**sirely\

Enormously, (e-nor'mns-le) adv. Devond nieaV

Enough, (S-nuf) a. [A.-S. ge»6h, genCg.] Satis

fying desire ; adequate ; sufficient.

Enough, (6-nuf) adv. Sufficiently ; — fully ;

quite;—in a tolerable degree.
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(£-mf) k. A sufficiency : a quantity

which satisfies desire ;—that which is equal to

one's power* or wishes.

Zarage. (en-r^) r. t. To fill with rage ; to pro

voke ; incense ; inflame ; exasperate.

Enrapture, (ea-npuir) r. t. To transport with

pie»sirt ; to etbght excessively.

Earaviia, (wwTatiJ v. t. To transport with

delight ; ta enchant ; to throw into ecstasy.

Enrich, (en-rii h > ». f . To make rich with any

kind of w«sJtk ; to adorn ; to fertilize;—to store

witb tnewiciige • to instruct. |

Etrieiaeat, (eu-nch'iuent) n. Act of making

rich, or liit which enriches ; einbellinhnien t.

fcwi (ea-nM) r. t. To write in a roll ; to re-

erad ; to enlist ;—to envelop ; to enwrap.

Eniwiaect (en-rol'ment) n. Act of enrolling;

—* rts^utr ; a record.

Tinapk, (£n-tanipT) a. An example; pattern.

Easa&gua^ (en-aanggwin) i*. t. To stain with

■m£

Mnaee, fen-alum*') v. t. To cover, as with a

•Boeee or fort ; to protect ; to hide securely.

iie, (ang-aixu'bi) n. fF. from L-, ift and

■ J The whole , all the parts taken to-

atkau.

ilingtiishoa a coin-

y, or vesael ; a mark E^SyTri

tion ; emblem ; — a W#±£-

oed officer who car- I

| of a regiment.

. (en -sarin') v.t To inclose in

■ferine or cheat ; hence, to cherish.

***^n, (eniln) a. [F. e,iaeiyuc] The flag

■hid; fxi_-:iij£uislH. -t

pwy, army, o

w* datinetion

s6Bciis)uon«d

tim tne nag of a regiment

"tgacy, (en'sin-se) n. Tlie •

■ or office of an ensign ; Enu^a.

.uuor Leatenantship.

"*i«ve. (en-shYr*) t. (. To reduce to slavery;—

■eject, as to habits or evil passions.

ksiavemeat (en-sl3v'ment) n. Act of reducing

taerjr; bondage; servitude.

kfttap, (en-stamp ) v. t. To impress as with a

Utp; to impress deeply.

•■a, (en-su') v. t. [Norm. P. entver.] To fol-

; to panne ; — v.i. To follow or coma

hfthhtw, (en-tabTa-tur) n. flL in and ta-

i-'q.) That part of an

■» which w over the

Rims, including the ar-

dntnTe, frieze, and cor-

«*t, (fa-til') n. [P. m

M tmkkr. J An estate or

■ cawded ;—the rule by

'&3i the descent is fixed

1

=a4 (en-Ul') »./. To

Us the descent of an Entablature.

*•, so that it cannot be sold or bequeathed

wbs<que7it possessor; — to bestow in-

nf on a person and his heirs or sue-

;—to transmit or devolve c.\ il.

it, (en-tul'inent) n. The act of entail -

;—the condition of being entailed.

(en-tanggl) v. t. To twist or inter-

in such a manner as not to bo easily

to involve; — to perplex; to em-

at. (en-tang'gl-ment) ft. The state of

I entangled ; intricacy ; perplexity.

; (enter) v, t. [P. entrer.] To come or go

tato; to penetrate;—to engage in;—to attain;

 

 

to reach ;—to insert ;—to inscribe ; to record ;—

to take actual possession of;—r. i. To go or

come in ; to engage in;—to get within ;—to form

or constitute a part;—to penetrate deeply.

Enterprise, (en'ter-priz) a, [F. cntre, prtndrt.}

That which is undertaken ; a bold attempt ;

an adventure.

Enterprise, (en'ter-priz) v. t. To undertake ; to

venture upon.

Enterprising, (en'ter-prlz-iug) a. Bold or for

ward to undertake.

Entertain, (eu-t^r-tunO v. t. [T- entretmii:] To

maintain ; to support ;—to show hospitality to;

to receive as host: — to engage agreeably tho

attention of; to divert;—to receive and take

into consideration ;—to harbour ; to cherish ;—

v. i. To receive guests.

Entertaining, (en-tcr-tan'ing) a. Affording en

tertainment ; pleasing; amusing; diverting.

Entertainment, (en-ter-tiui'ment) «. Act of re

ceiving as host, or of amusing, admitting, or

cherishing; a hospitable repast; a feast; diver

sion ; recreation ; pastime.

Enthrone, (en-tlirou) v. t. To place on a throne;

to invest with sovereign authority;—to induct

or install, as a bishop.

Enthronement, (en-thron'ment) «. The act of

enthroning or the state of being enthroned.

Enthronization, (en-thron-is-a'shun) n. The

placing of a bishop in his throne, in lus

cathedral.

Enthusiasm, (en-thu'ze-azm) n. [G. aUhousiat-

mot.] Belief in a special personal revelation

from God ;—heated imagination : — passionate

excitement in pursuit of an object: ardent zeal.

Enthusiast, (en-thu'ze-ast) ». [G. enthotuitutfy.]

One who is actuated by enthusiasm ;—one de

votedly attached to a cause or object ;—a ]»er-

son of ardent feelings and warm imagination ;

—one who is excessively earnest and zealous.

Enthusiastic, (cn-thu-^e-au'tik) a. Filled with

enthusiasm ; zealous ; vehemently attached.

Entice, (en-tis') v. I. [Norm. F. entictr.] To

draw on or instigate by exciting hope or de

sire ; to lead astray ; to tempt ; seduce.

Enticeable, (en-tis'a-bl) a. Capable of being en

ticed or led away.

Enticement, (en-tis'ment) n. Act or practice of

enticing ;—alluring object ; attraction.

Entire, (en-tlrO". [F. tntier.) Complete in all

parts ;—whole ; single ;—full ; comprising all in

itself; complete; — without mixture; pure;—

without irregularity or defect ; perfect.

Entirely, (en-tir'le) adV. In an entire manner;

wholly ; completely : fully.

Entireness, (en-^r'nes) n. State or condition of

being entire ; completeness ; fulness ; totality.

Entitle, (en-ti'tl) v.t. [Norm. F. cntitkr.} To

give a title to; hence, to dignify by an hon

orary designation;—to denominate ; to call ;—

to give a claim to ; to qualify ; designate ;

characterize.

Entity, (en'te-te) ft. [L. entitas, from ens, cutis,

thing.] A real being; essence; existence.

Entomb, (en-tooruO v. t. To deposit in a tomb ;

to bury ; to inter; to inhume.

Entomological, (en-tom-o-loj'ik-al) fl. Pertain

ing to the science of entomology.

Entomologist, (cn-tom-oro-JUt) n. One versed

in tho science of entomology.

Entomology, (en-torn-oFo-je) n. [G. aitomon and

logotA Tim science which treats of tho struc

ture, habits, and distribution of iiiflecte.
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Entomostomata, (en-tom-d-Btom'a-ta) n. [G.

entoatos and stoma.] In

zoology, a family of Mol

luscs, mostly marine.

Entozoon, (en-to-20'on) «.

fG. entos, and toon.] An

intestinal worm.

Entrails, ( en ' tralz ) n. pL

[F. aitraiUex.] The bowels;

—the internal im-ts, as of

the earth.

Entrance, (on'trans) n. Act

of going into ; the act of Entomostomata.

talcing possession ; — i>ermission or power to

enter; access; —the door or passage; —act of

beginning ; commencement.

Entrance, (en-trans') v.t. [En and trance.] To

put into a trance ;—to ravish with delight or

wonder.

Entranccment, ( en- trans 'nient) tu Act of en

trancing ; state of trance or ecstasy.

Entrap, (en-trap') v. t. To catch as in a trap;

toinaiiaro; to involvo in difficulties; to entangle.

Entreat, (en-tretf) v. t. To treat ; to deal with ;

to manage ;—to ask earnestly ; to supplicate ;

to importune; to prevail with by solicitation.

Entreaty, (en-trOt'e) n. The act of beseeching;

request ; supplication ; petition.

Entree, (oug-tnV) v. [F. from entrer.] Entry;

permission or right to enter;—a course of dishes.

Entremets, (ong-tr-mi') n. [F. nitre and met.?.]

Hmall or dainty dishes Bet on between the

principal dishes at table.

Entry, (en'tre) n. [F. entrSe.] Act of entering;

ingress; beginning or first attempt; — act of

entering a record;—that by wliich entrance is

made ; a passage ;—the actual taking possession

of lands or tenements,

Entwine, {en-twin') i*. (. To twist together.

Eatwist, (en-twist') v. t. To twist or wreathe

around.

Enumerate, (S-nu'mcr-ilt) v. t. [L. t and numc-

rare.] To count ; to number ; to recount ; to

recapitulate.

Enumeration, (e-nu-mcr-il'shnn) n. Act of enu

merating ;—a detailed account ; statement of

particulars ;—recapitulation.

Enumerative, (e-nu'mer-at-iv) n. Counting, or

reckoning up, one by one.

Enunciate, (6-nun'Be-at) v. t. [I>. enunciare.] To

announce ; to proclaim ;—to make distinctly

audible; to pronounce.

Enunciation, (e-nun-se-a'ahun) w. Act of an

nouncing ; — mode of utterance or pronuncia

tion;—declaration; public proclamation.

Enunciatory, (C-nun'se-a-tor-e) a. Pertaining to

enunciation or utterance.

Envelop, (en-vel'up) v. t. [F. cnvelopper.} To

cover by folding or wrapping; to enwrap ;—to

cover on all sides ; to conceal.

Envelope, (ang'vel-op) n. A cover ; a wrapper ;

an integument ;—paper or paper-cloth cover.

Envelopment, (eu-vel'up-mcnt) «.. Act of enve

loping; an inclosing or covering on all sides.

Envenom, (en-ven'um) v.t. To impregnate with

venom or any substance noxious to life ; to

lioison :—to taint with bitterness or malice.

Enviable, (en've-a-bl) «. Kitted to excite envy ;

desirable.

Envious, (on've-us) a. [F. envieux.] Feeling or

harbouring envy ; exhibiting envy ; directed by

envy ; repining or pained by the excellence,

prosperity, or happiness of another.

Enviously, (en've-us-le) adv. In an envious '

manner.

Enviousness, (en've-us-nes) n. The quality or

state of being envious.

Environ, (en-vi'rnn) v. t. [F. environ.] To sur

round ; to encircle ;—to invest ; to besiege.

Environment, (en-vl'run-ment) n. Act of envi

roning ; state of being surrounded.

Environs, (en-vi'runz) n, pi. Places which sur

round another place or lie in its neighbourhood.

Envoy, (en'voy) n. [F. envoyer.] One despatched

upon an errand or mission ; especially, a persoa

deputed to transact special business with a

foreign prince or government.

Envoyship, (en'voy-ahip) n. The office or rank

of an envoy.

Envy, (en've) v. t. To feel uneasiness, mortifi

cation, or discontent by the sight of another's

superiority ;—to grieve or repine with covetous-

ness ;—to withhold maliciously ; to grudge ;—

v. i. To be filled with envious feelings

Envy, (on've) n. [F. envie.] Pain or discontent

excited by the sight of another's superiority

or success ; — emulation ; rivalry ; — malice ;

malignity,—object of desire.

Envying;, (en've-ing) n. Mortification at tlw

happiness and prosperity of another; ill-feeling

to others on account of supposed superiority.

Eolian, (e-dle-an) a. Pertaining to j£ohu, the

god of the winds ; and hence to the wind.

Eolian-harp,(C-6'le-an-harp)n. A musical stringed

instrument, the chords of which vibrate under

the simple action of the wind, swelling or sub

dued according to the strength of the breeze.

Ep, cpi, (op, ep'e). [G. cpi.] A prefix -whkli

signifies addition ; something applied to ; on ;

upon ; to ; over; near.

Epact, (e'pakt) «. fG. epi and agein..] The ex

cess of the solar year or month beyond tin

lunar.

Epaulet, (ep'awl-et) n. fF. ipauhtte.] A Iwdg

worn on the shoulder by military and nmvj

officers.

Epergne, (e-penv) n. [F. epargne.] An ci

namental stand with branches for the centre i

a table.

Ephah, (Cfa)H. [H. iph&h.] A Hebrew meuui

equal to one bushel and four-ninths.

Ephemera, (ef-em'er-a) n. [G. ephemera*.}

fever of one day's continuance ;— the dtvy-j

or May-fly; Btrictly, a fly that lives one'd

only ; but the word is applied also to inM

that are very short-lived.

Ephemeral, (ef-fem'er-al) a. Beginning ai

ending in a day; diurnal ; — short-liTed ; tra

sitory.

Ephemeria, (ef-em'er-is) n. [G. epfiimero*.']

journal : a diary ;—an astronomical aJman .

Ephod, (efod) n> fll. dphad.] A girdle w<

by the Jewish priests. There were two so]

one of plain linen, the other embroidered

the high, priest. On the front two preci

stones were set, engraved with the names v&

twelve tribes, and a kind of breast-plat*

attached to it.

Epie, (ep'ik) a. [G. epos.] Containing narnl

-—designating a heroic poem.

Epie, (ep'ik) u. An epic or heroic poem.

Epicene, (ep'e-sfin) a, or n. [G. epi &ml k-vt\

Common to both sexes—applied to scucb. n<

as have but one form and gender for *botli sai

Epicure, (ep'e-kur) n. A follower of Epicuxi

Greek philosopher who assumed pleasure t
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the highest good : hence, one addicted to sensual

enjoyment! ; voluptuary ; sensualist.

Epicureaa, (ep-e-ku-re'aji) a. Pertaining to Epi

curus, or luUoving his philosophy;—given to

luxury.

Epicycle, (ep'e-ii-kl) n. [G. epi, and kullo*,

ardt] Adrdewhose centre moves round in

the rircaaj&rtaoe of a greater circle called the

[G. epikuklo*, and

 

Epicrciad, (ep-Mfkloid)

«<to*rfbnn.] A curve

pQaMed by a point

is thi rirramference

*4 a moTible circle,

■iixn ratia en the

' inside or outride of

Jsearanafetsnce of a

find circle, as bj the

point a in the circhs

4.

Zpsaua, (ep-e-dem'ik)

«• [G. </>i^6i0i.] Com- Epicycloid,

■a to or afleeting a whole people or community;

Jj»*»lly prevailing

fy-iait, (cp-e-detn'ik) n. An infections disease

*^ich iflceto numbers of persons at the same

boa *^

Tirana, (ep-e-der*miB) n. [O. epi and derma.]

Tat cotkle or scarf-akin of animals ;—the ex-

fcrnal layer of the bark of a plant.

*K»ttis, (ep-e-glot'is) n. [G. tpi and gldlta.]

A leaf-thapod cartilage to prevent food or drink

*«oi entering the larynx and obstructing the

'flata while eating.

■WP**. (ep'e-gram) n. [G. epi and grapfiein.]

A ihftrt poem or sentence descriptive of one

IP^non or subject, or containing one thought or

no, ending with an Ingenious point or witty

i Wiaaufae, fep-e-gram-mat'ik) a. "Writing

Vsrams ; — belonging to epigrams ; concise ;

t.

(ep-e-graro-mat'lk-aMe) adv.

epigram ; in an epigrammatic

, fp*- [composes epigrams.

; fflntanpatist, (ep-e-gram'rnat-ist) n. One who

I ■r'I'iiiiiiiLiu, (ep-e-gram'mat-iz) r. t. To write

* «pijraia on ; — to describe pointedly and

****"& (ep'e-graf) n. fG. epigraphi.] An

i m**fybx* on a building, &c. ;—a motto.

f*r*T>, Cep'e-lep-se) n. [G. epU£t*ia.] The

*"**? stcknen—characterised by clonic spasms,

^*JBBt moscular agitation, and loss of sensation

•aoeoaaciouaness.

^"fog. {ep-e-iep'tik) a. Pertaining to, or

J***8"! with, epilepsy; consisting of epilepsy.

t"*Cd*» (ep'e-log) n. [G. epilogos.] A speech

* wort poem addressed to the spectators by

^■•f the actors, at the conclusion of a play ;

^ycksMttg part of a discourse ; peroration.

^**y. (e-pifa-ne) n. [G. epiphanria.] A

^aaifatation;—the glorious appearingof Christ;

j*uWch festival celebrated on the sixth day

*» January, m commemoration of the appear-

«ftoj of our Saviour to the wise men.

■mpacy, (S-pu'ka-pas-e) n. [G. epi and

*'i^(R-J Government of the church by bishops ;

^°*»Wi»hed religion in Eneland.

^"•BP*l.(e-pis/ka-paI) a. Governed by bishops ;

^KUpp^iug to, or vested in, bishops.

■PHsydtija, (fi-pis-ko-pale-an) o. Pertaining

- fjwcopacy ; episcopaJ.

n<e**uis . — oeioni

J*aW ; poignant

^fnuamatically, ■

hi the way of ep;

Episcopalian, (e-pia-k5-p.Vle-an) n. One who

adheres tu the episcopal form of church govern

ment. [ Episcopacy.

Episcopalianjam, ( e-pis - kd - pa ' le - an - izm ) » .

Episcopate, (C-pisTtd-uat) n. A bishopric ; the

office and dignity of a bishop;—the collective

body of bishops.

Episode, (ep'e-sod) n. [G. epi and eitotlo*.] An

incidental narrative, or digression, naturally

arising from the main subject.

Episodical, (ep-e-sod'ik-al) a. Pertaining to, or

contained in, an episode.

Epistle, (e-pis'I)jj. [G. epUtolf.] A writing

directed or sent to a person ; a letter.

Epistolary, (e-pis'to-lar-o) a. Pertaining to

letters ; suitable to or contained in letters.

Epitaph, (ep'e-taf) ?i. [G. epi and tapUo*.] An

inscription on a monument in honour or in

memory of the dead.

Epithalamium, (ep-e-thal-a'me-um) n. [[-.. G.

epi and thalamos.] A nuptial song or poem in

praise of the bride and bridegroom.

Epithet, (ep'e-thet) n. [G. epitheto*.] A title;

designation ;—an adjective expressing a quality,

attribute, or characteristic, appropriate to the

persou 6r thing described.

Epitome, (fi-pit'6-tue) n. [G. epitomi.] A brief

summary; compendium; abstract.

Epitomiat, (C-pit'O-mist) n. Ouo who makes an

epitome or abridgment.

Epitomize, (e-i)it'6-miz) r. t. To abridge as a

writing or discourse ;—to abstract ; to condense.

Epitomizer, fe-pit'6-miz-er) n. One who abridges.

Epoch, (e'pok) n. [G. 'epoch?.] A fixed point

of time from which succeeding years are num

bered ; a remarkable period ; era ; date.

Epode, (5'pod) n. [G. ejtodo".] The third or last

part of the ode ;—a lyric poem in which a long

verse is followed by a short.

Epopee, (ep-o-p£) v. [G. epo* and poiein.] An

epic poem ;—the action or fable which makes

toe subject of an epic poem.

Epsom Salt, (ep'sum-sawlt) n. Sulphate of mag

nesia having cathartic qualities— from Epsuni,

England.

Equability, (e-kwa-bil'e-te) n. Quality or con

dition of being equable ; evenness or uniformity

of mind and temper.

Equable, (eTcwa-bl) a. [h. (equus.] Equal at

different times;—uniform in action or intensity;

even ; smooth ;—unruffled.

Equableness, (e'kwa-M-ues) n. The state of being

equable. [evenly.

Equably, (eTtwa-ble) adv. In an equahlo manner;

Equal, (C'kwal) a. [L. 0*71*1**.] Having the

same magnitude, dimensions, value, degree, or

the like ;—having competent jxiwer, abilities,

or means ; lit ; adequate ; — equable ; — fair ;

impartial.

Equal, (e'kwal)n. One not inferior or fmperior

to another ; one of the same age, rank, talents,

Ac.

Equal, (eTcwal) r. t. To be or become equal to ; to

be commensurate with ;—to rocom]>eiiHu fully ;

—to make equal ; to compore or regard as equals ;

to rival.

Equality, (5-kwal'e-te) n. Condition or quality of

being equal; — exact agreement between two

with respect to quantity or value.

Equalization, (6-kwal-e-z"i'shnti) «. The act of

equalizing, or the state of being equalized.

Equalize, (eTiwal-iz) v. t. To make equal ;—to

prorxounoe equal ; to compare as equal,

N
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Equally, ((Hcwal-Ie) adv. In the «¡une degree

with another ; alike :— in equal proportions;—

with equal justice; impartially ;—evenly ; uni

formly.

Equalnesa, (ëTcwal-nes) n. Equality.

Equanimity, (ë-kwa-nim'o-te) ». [L. aiqmt» and

animiw.] Evenness of mind ; composure ; calm

ness. t [equal ; to reduce to an average.

Equate, (ë-kwaf) et. [Ц tvquare.] To make

Equation, (ê-kwâ'shun) n. A making equal, or

an equal division : — an expression of the

condition of equality between two algebraic

quantities ;—the difference between apparent

and meau time.

Equator, (ë-kwu'ter) ». Л great circlo on the

earth's surface, every where equally distant

from the two poles ; the line, [equator.

Equatorial, (ê-kwa-tô're-al) a. Pertaining to the

Equerry, (ek'we-re) íl [F. écurie] A largo atable

for horses ; — an officer of nobles or princes

charged with the care of their horses.

Equestrian, (ë-kwcs'tre-an) a. [L. equt*.] Per

taining to horses; — riding on horseback; —

representing a person on horseback.

Equestrian, (ë-kwes'tre-an) ». A horseman ; a

rider. [or having equal angles.

Equiangular, (G-kwe-ang'gu-lar) «. Consisting of

Equidifferent, (ê-kw'e-differ-ent) a. [L. ifqnus

and iiljTiiïiu.] Having equal differences; arith

metically proportional.

Equidistant, (ë-kwe-dis'tant) a. [L. o~qu iix and

distan*.] Being at an equal distance from the

наше point or thing.

Equilateral, (б-kwo-lat'çr-al) a [L. aquus and

latus.] Having all the sides

equal, as an equilateral tri

angle.

Equilibrate, (e-kwß-in>rat) v. t.

[L. (c/iííw and librare.] To

balance equally two scales.

Bides, or ends ; to keep in

equipoise.

Equilibrium,(c-kwc-lib're-uni) n. Equilateral

[L. ffÇHKAand libra.] Equality triable.

of weight or force ;—a just \x>iao or balance in

respect to an object, so tliat it remains firm ;

—equal balancing of the mind between motives

or reasons ;—state of indecision or doubt.

Equimultiple, (e-kwe-mul'tu-pt) a. 1 1., a-qttva

and -multiplex.] Multiplied by tho ваше num

ber or quantity.

Equinal, (ë-kwïn'al) a. [L. equut.] Pertaining:

to or resembling a horse.

Equinoctial, (ë-kwe-nok'she-al) (/. Pertaining to

the equinoxes, to tho equinoctial line, or to

the time when the sun enters tho equinoctial

pointe.

Equinoctial, (ë-kwe-nok'she-al) ». The celestial

equator—so called. Ьесаине when the nun is on

it tho nights and days are of equal length.

Equinox, (eTcwe-noks) ». [L. a-qnu* and nor.]

The preciso time when the sun en tevs one of the

equinoctial points.

Equip, (èkwip') v. t. [F. équiper.] To fit a ship

for аса ;—to furnish with arms or munitions of

war ; to próvido for service of any kind ; to

accoutre ; to array.

Equipage, (ek'we-p3j) n. Furniture ; tho fur

niture and supplies of a vessel, army, a body

of troops, horseman, or single soldier, including

whatever is necessary for efficient service ;—

accoutrements ; habiliments ;—carriage of state;

—attendance ; retinue.

 

Equipment, (fi-kwip'ment) v. Act of equipping

or state of being equipped ;—any thing used in

equipping; furniture;—apparatus; necessaries.

Equipoiae, (eTcwe-poiz) n, [L. aquí;*, equal, an»!

Eng. poise.] Equality of weight or force ;

equilibrium ;—a state in which the two end»

or sides of a tlüng are Imlanced.

Equipollence, (ë-kwe-роПеш) ». Equality of

power, force, or application ;—equivalence.

Equipollent, (e-kwe-pollent) o. [L. trqvv« and.

pollen*.] Having equal force ;—having equiva

lent signification and reach.

Equiponderan«, (ë-kwe-pon'der-ans) ». Equality

of weight ; equipoise.

Equiponderant, (ë-kwe-pon'der-ant) a. Having

the aame weight.

Equiponderate, (e-kwe-pon'dçr-ât) r. 1. flL t*qvv*

and ponderare,] To be equal in weight ;— t*«

counterbalance.

Equitable, (ek'we-ta-U) a. Possessing or exhihit-

ing equity ; giving each his due ;—fail- ; reason

able; right; honest; impartial.

Equitableneaa, (ek'we-ta-bl-ues) ». Quality of

being equitable. [manner.

Equitably, (ek'we-ta-Ые) mir. In an equitable

Equity, (ek'we-te) ». [L. arqt'.u*.] Evennc*« ;

uniformity;—equal adjustment or distribution ;

—system of jurisprudence differing from justice,

as not being based on positive statute :—a law

court to decide cases by regard to moral, ам

distinguished from legal, right or claim ; impar

tiality; fairness ; uprightness.

Equivalence, (ë-kwiv'a-lens) п. Equal worth or

value;—equal power or force.

Equivalent, (C-kwiv'a-lent) д. [L. rrqitvs and

rulere.) Equal in value, worth, force, power,

effect, import, and the like.

Equivalent, ( c-kwiv'a-lent ) ». That which is

equal in value, weight, dignity, or force.

Equivocal, (ë-kwiv'ô-kal) «. [L. n-çiriM and тт.]

Having different significations equally appro

priate or plausible ; ambiguous ; uncertain ;—

capable of being ascribed to different motive*.

Equivocally, (ö-kwiv'Ö-kal-le) adv. In an equi

vocal manner.

Equivocate, (e-kwiv'ö-kät) r. t. [L. fquieocv*.]

To use words of ambiguous or doubtful signifi

cation with a view to mislead ; ¡uwaricate ■

shuffle.

Equivocation, (e-kwiv-S-kä'nhun) it Ambiguity

of si>eech ; shuffling ; evasion ; quibbling.

Er, (çr). The termination of many English

words, and the Teutonic form of the Latin or,-

it is indiscriminately applied to men or things,

as a /armer, yrtitir; at the end of names o/

places, it signifies a person belonging to the

place, as a Londoner.

Era, (e'ra) n. [L. «m, F. ére.\ A fixed point

of time from which a series of years is reckoned ;

—epoch ; «late ; period ; age.

Eradicate, (è-rad e-kftt) v. t. [L. r and radix.)

To pull up by the roots; to extirpate; to

destroy ; to exterminate.

Eradication, (ë-rad-e-kîi'shun) íí. Act of plucking

up by the roots ; extirpation.

Erasable, (С-râs'a-bl) a. Capable of being erased.

Erase, (e-ru¡0 v. t. [L. eradn-e.] To nib or sera]

out ; to efface ;—

mind or memory.

out; to efface ;—to obliterate, as ideas ini tho

Erased, (e-rusf) a. Rubbed out; defaced;— in

Jiero.ldri/, torn off, jagged, and uneven.

Erosement, (ê-râs'ment) ». Act of erasing;

obliteration; destruction.
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One who, or that which,

instrument used to erase

! Xmer, (e-rltfer) s

■M : a sharp

writings, tc

Irasti&a, (Snafe-an) ?i. A follower of Thomas

Erastas, who maintained that the church ia

subject to the state in all matters of doctrine

and discipline, ai well a* in its civil right*.

Erssare, (e-ri'jhcr) s. Act of erasing ; part or

word oft writing that has been erased.

Ert, (ir) &i>. [A-S. <er, Ger. ir$ Icei <Lr, Go.

, */.] &&n;ioonerthan.

I *«, (3r) >»v. Before in respect to time.

*W«t(t-rekf) b. [L. ertetu*.] Upright, or in

! s ferpeadicalar posture ;—raised ; uplifted ;—

finafr MUbusheu ; bold; intellectually active;

ialeat

tatt, (^-rektO r. t [L. rngert.\ To set upright;

-to nue, u a building ;—to give loftiness or

kit tone to ; — to cheer ; to animate ; — to

«tohii«h ; found.

««i>, (e-rektH) a. Capable ot being erected.

««tiss, (S-rek'shun) k. Act of erecting;—

*«e of being erected ;—any thing erected ; a

wiMing ; formation ; establishment ;—eleva-

tjoa; enttatkm ;—distension or extension.

"•efly, (e-rektle) ode. In an erect manner or

patore.

«■-•»?. f Irlong) tufa. Soon ; before long.

«*site, (ere-mit) ». One who lives in a wilder-

see, or in retirement; a hermit ; an anchoret.

-rear, (ir'now) «rfff. Before this time.

fcjo, (ergo) n</c. [I. J Therefore ; consequently,

j™. (t rin) a. Ireland.

*raiae, (?r,min) «. [h\ kermint.l An animal

«f tot genoj Mntt(Uit allied to the weasel. In

^^ater, the fur is white, but the tip of the

UJ a bbek throughout the year ;—the fur of

Rename ;—the dignity of judges and magis-

t!*:*B. whose state robes, lined with ermine,

-** emblematic of purity.

*««, (a-rid*) r.«. [L. * and rodti*.] To eat

• "J" sway ; to corrode.

*"■**, (e-ro'zhun) n. [ L. emtio. ] Act of eating

"it ;—the state of being eaten away ; canker.

"**» (5-rot'ik) a. [G. <ro>.J Pertaining to or

J^-flapied by love ; amatory ; prurient.

L"?«fiiegy, ($r-pS-toI'o-je) m. That part of

mtaral history which treats of reptiles.

"MfrjM'. [L. errare.] To wander from the

•ir^tway; to go astray;—to do wrong;—to fail

'^ judgment or opinion ; to mistake.

««4. (e/and) ». [A.-S. ccr-nde.\ A special

t*aitt*» intrusted to a messenger ; a message ;

i«Bnnittion.

^■Mfl'ant) <r. [TJr errart.) Devoting from

J» wpwnted course ; wandering; roving; raiu-

^'T-wUd.

^■try, (er'ant-re) n. A wandering or

'jaHing about ; the employment of a kru'ght-

'^t, (sr-at/ik) a. [L. mwdew.] Roving

*'**t : eccentric ;— not fixed or stationary ; —

-[^fabl*; irregular. [irregularly.

jmauUy, (*r-at'ik-al-le) adr. Without rule ;

"*•*»», fcr-i'tuni) n. [L. errore.] An error or

^sagsksin writing or printing.

**■•■■. (sr-ro/ne-us) a, Deviating from a

f'*Rt coarse ; not conformed to truth or justice ;

—staining error : liable to mislead ; false ;

fcuuken. [not rightly ; falsely.

^■Taiieetttry, (?r-ru'nc-us-le) adv. By mistake ;

~™?' (?r>r) w. [L. error.] A wandering or

**at*m uvm the right course or standard ;—

want of truth ; inaccuracy ;—violation of law

or duty ; — blunder ; mistake ; transgression ;

iniquity; fault.

Erse, (era) n. [O. Eng. Irithe.] The language

of the descendants of the Gaels or Celts in the

Highlands of Scotland.

Brat, (erat) adv. [A.-S. atrttt.} First: at first;

—once ; formerly ; long ago ;—hitherto.

Erubescence, (er-u-bea'eos) «. Act of becoming

red ; redness ; a blushing.

Erubescent, (er-u-bes'ent) a. [L. trvbe$cni*,

from ruber, red.] Red or reddish ; blushing.

Eruct, (e-rukf) v. t. [L. e and ruetare.] To

eject, as wind from the Btomach ; to belch.

Eructation, (er-uk-ta'shun) n. Act of belching

wind from the stomach ;—a violent ejection,

as of wind or other matter from the earth.

Erudite, ((Vu-dit) «. [L. e and rudw.J Charac

terized by extensive reading or knowledge ;

learned. [learning.

Eruditely, (eVu-dit-le) adv. With erudition or

Erudition, ( er- u -dish'un ) «. State of being

learned ; knowledge gained by extensive reading

or study ;—intimate acquaintance with litera

ture as distinct from the sciences ; scholarship ;

learning.

Eruginous, (e-ru'jin-ua) a. [L. ceruao.) Par

taking of copper or the rust of copper; resem

bling rust.

Eruption, (e-rup'shun) h. [L. eruptio.] Act of

breaking or bursting forth ; that which bursts

forth ;—the breaking out of a cutaneous disease.

Eruptive, (6-rup'tiv) a. Breaking or bursting

forth ;—produced by eruption.

Erysipelas, (e.r-e-sip'el-as) n. [Q. e.tithra* and

ptlla.} St Anthony's fire: the rose;—inflam

mation of the skin, especially that on the face.

ErysipelouB, (gr-e-sip'cl-us) «. Resembling ery

sipelas, or partaking of its nature.

Escalade, (es-ka-h1dr) 7i. [F.,It. ncalnta, 1j. scala.]

An attack by troops on a fortified place, in

which ladders are used to mount a rampart.

Escalade, (es-ka-bid') v. t. To scale ; to mount

and enter by ladders.

Escalop, (es-kal'up) «. [D. nehv.lp.] A bivalvo

shell, marked with ribs;—a regular curvijig

indenture in the margin of any thing.

Escaloped, (es-kal'upt) a. Cut or marked in the

form of an escalop.

Escapade, (es-ka-pud') n. [F., Sp. tnrapadft.}

Fling or kick of a horse;—an impropriety of

speech or behaviour of which one is uncon

scious;—a wild freak ; an inconsiderate adven

ture.

Escape, (es-kapO v. t [F. e'ehapper.] To flee from:

to shun ;—to avoid the notice of ; to evade :—

v. i. To hasten away; to avoid danger or injury ;

—to he ]>assed without harm.

Escape, (es-k apO »• Act of getting out of danger ;

flight ;—state of being passed by

without injury ;—evasion ; sub

terfuge ; — freedom from legal

restraint or custody.

Escapement, (es-kap'ment) v.

Act of escaping; — the contri

vance in a time-piece which con

nects the wheel-work with tiie

pendulum or the balance, giving

to the latter the impulse by

which they are kept in vibration.

Escarp, (es-kan>') it. (F. etcarpt,]

The exterior slope of a fortified Escapement,

work ;—the side of the ditch next the parapet

 

Clock
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Escarp, (ea-kârp/) v. t. [F. escarpcr.] To make

into, or furnish with, a steep slope.

Escarpment, (ea-karp'nient) п. A stoop descent

or declivity.

Eschalot (esh'a-lot) «. [F. échalotte.] A species

of small onion иг garlic.

Eschar, (esTtar) ». [G. tachara.] A dry slough,

crust, or scab, produced by burns or caustics.

Escheat, (ea-chèV) n. [Ü. Eng. esdate, L. cadere.]

The reverting of lands to the lord of the fee

or to the state by failure of persons legally

entitled to hold the same ;—a reversion.

Escheat, (es-chéf) ». t. To revert, as land, to the

lord of the manor by failure of the tenant's

right;—to fall to the state by forfeiture or lack

of heirs.

Eschew, (es-choô') r. f. [O. Eng. eschew, Ger.

scheuen.] To flee from ; to shun ; to seek to

avoid.

Escort, (eVkort) ». [F. escort?.] A guard ; a

convoy ;—a body of armed men sent along with, |

as protection or defence ;—a train or retinue ; I

—»ct of protecting on the road.

Escort, (es-kort') r. I. To attend with a view to

guard and protect ; to convoy.

Escritoire, (es-kre-twor') n, [V. from écrire.] A

writing-desk, either portable or fixed.

Esculapian, (es-ku-hVpe-au ) a. Pertaining to

iËsculapius, the god of the healing art ; hence,

medicinal ; curative.

Esculent, (esTtu-lont) a. [Ij. esculcntus.] Suit

able to be used by man for food ; eatable.

Esculent, (es'ku-lont) ». Any thing that is

edible and proper for food.

Escutcheon, (es-kuch'uu) n. [F. écusso».] The

field or ground ou which a coat

of arms is represented ; also,

the shield of a family. The

two sides of an escutcheon are

designated a? dexter and sinis

ter, as in the cut, and the

different points by the follow

ing names: A, dexter chief '""ч^^*"*'

point ; B, middle chief ; 0,

sinister chief; D, honour or Escutcheon [Пег.)

collar ; E, fesse or heart ; F, nombril or navel ;

G, dexter base ; Ы, middle base ; 1, sinister base.

Eeophagus, (G-sof'a-gua) n. [G. oisophugos.] The

passage through which food and drink pasa to

the stomach ; the gullet :—also (Esophagus.

Esoteric, (es-ô-tçr'ik) a. [G. <:<uUras.] Sucret ;

private; designed for, and understood by the

initiated alone.

Esoterics, (es -Ô -ter'iks) ». pi. Secret and

mysterious knowledge ; — doctrine taught by

ancient philosophers to their disciple«, but

concealed from the public generally.

Espalier, (es-pal'yer) n. (F. épaule.] A row

of trees trained up to a lattice ;—a lattice-work

to train fruit-trees and ornamental shrubs on.

Especial, (es-pesh'e-al) «. [L. specie.] Distin

guished among others of the same class or kind ;

particular ; priuciiKiL

Especially, (es-pesh'e-al- lo) ode. Principally ;

chiefly; uncommonly.

Espial, (es-pi'al) ». Act of espying; notice;

observation ; discovery ; a spy.

Espionage, (es'pe-on-HJ) ». {F. esplonnaoe.] Prac

tice or employment of spies; secret watchin?.

Esplanade, (es'pla-nad) ». [F., L. planus.] The

glacis; — a clear space between a citadel and

the first houses of the town ;—any clear space

used for public walks or drives.

Espousal, (es-pouz'al) ». |F. épousailles.] Act

of espousing or betrothing; especially, in the

plural, betrothal or marriage ceremony; —

adoption ; protection.

Espouse, (es-pouz') v. t. [F. ероимт.] To giro

as spouse ; to affiance ;—to take as spouse ; to

wed ;—to take up the cause of ; to adopt.

Esprit, (ee-pru) «. IF., L. spiritus.) Spirit;

animation. Esprit de corps, the spirit of the

body, class, or society to wluch one belongs ;

attachment and fellow feeling iu a particular

pursuit or profession.

Espy, (es-piO i*. I. IF. epitr.] To catch sight

of ; to see at a distance ;—to inspect ; to keep

watch upon ;—p. i. To look narrowly; to look

about ; to watch.

Esquimau, (esTïe-mô) n. An Indian of any of

the tribes inhabiting the north western parts

of arctio America ; — a rough and hardy dug

found iu arctic America and Greenland, Ac,

used for drawing sledges and other works of

traction.

Esquire, (ев-kwîr1) ». [F. еяси, now écv, shield.]

A shield-bearer ; an attendant on a knight ;

hence a title of dignity next in degree below a

knight; — common form of superscription or

address by way of compliment, used in place

of Mr. ¡—Squire.

Esquire, (es-kwir') v. t. To wait on ; to attend.

Essay, (os-sä') v. t. To try ; to attempt ; to en

deavour;—to make experiment or trial of; to

assay.

Essay, (ез'ёа) v. [Norm. F. essai.] A trial ;

attempt ; endeavour ;—a literary composition

shorter and less methodical than a treatise;—

experiment.

Essayist, (es'sa-iet) «. A writer of essays.

Essence, (es'sens) ». [h. essentia.] Existence ;

subsistence ;—formal cause of being ; substance ;

— constituent part ; necessary element ; — a

being; an existent person ;—chief or predomin

ant quality in any substance ; volatile oil ex

tracted from a substance;—perfume; odour;

scent.

Essence, (es'sens) г*, t. To perfume ; to scent.

Essene, (es-scu')ft. [G. esseuni.] One of a Jewish

sect remarkable for strictness and abstinence.

Essential, (es-sen'she-al) rr. Belonging fc» the

essence ; necessary to the being or constitution

of ¡—important in the highest degree ; vital;—

rectified ; pure.

Essential, (es-sen'she-al) ». First or constituent

principle ; that wlüch is most important

Essentiality or Essentialness, (es-seii-she-al'e-te)

». State or quality of being inherent ш or

necessary to the existence of. •

Essentially, (es-sen'shc-al-le) aelc. Really; in

the nature of; by constitution ;—песеквагиу.

Establish, (establish) v.t. [F. établir.} To

make stable or firm; to settle;— to enact by

authority; to ordain;— to uphold;—to found;

to institute ; to fulfil ; to make good ;—to act

up in business.

Establishment, (es -tab' liai» -ment) ». Act of

establishing; — state of being established; —

settlement; fixed state; — confirmation; rati-

fuAtion ; — ordinance ; regulation ; — militar?

force or garrison;—commercial agency : place v»f

business; depot ;—elated income; fixed allow

ance; stylo of living;—in England, the Epi»-

copalian form of religion; — in Scotland, the

Presbyterian church sanctioned by the state.

Estate, (e&'Ut) ». [V. état.] Fixed condition
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of any tiring or person : rank ; state ; position :

quality; means; circumstances; fortnno ;—pro

perty in land; also, property of all kinds to be

divided at death ;—one of the rnnks or clauses

of men constituting the state ;—political body ;

I commonwealth.

TstMiL (et-teaV) r. r. |Tj. agtimnrt.) To net

a value oa ; to estimate ;—to set a high value

j on : to regard with respect or affection ; to

prizt ;—tfj bo-Id in opinion ; to think ; to repute.

Estem, («-t£m') n. High value or regard;

fxrocnbk opinion.

Ssthftici, (es-thet'ikjj) w. sing. Tlie science of

th* beaiuial, or the thenry OI* tiwt* :—<**th*tic*.

Eitnashie, (ea'tim-a-bl) «. [h. a-xtimabiti*.]

Capable of being valned :—worthy of esteem or

Papect : honourable ; praiseworthy, [manner.

r-crnably, (ea'tim-a-ble) ndv. In an estimable

Jaoaate, (es'tim-at) r.t. [L. a**ttmart.) To

1 rate : to value ;—to form an opinion of the value

at without actually measuring or weighing; to

compute.

Eetcaata, (es'tim-at) n. Valuation ; judgment

fssed of the quantity, extent, worth, ex|>ense,

*c ; computation ; calculation : value ; — jd.

OSrial ttatenienta of the probabla expense in

iay governmental department;—offers of a con

tractor to execute work, or furnish goods, tfcc,

i far a fixed sum, or at a specified rate.

aatOMtham. (ea-tim-a'ahun) n. Act of estiinat-

ia?;—favourable opinion; esteem;—calculation;

computation : appraisement.

zstsa, (ea-topO r. L [P. ttoujxr.] To impede

« bar ; to stop the progress of.

1 bhsjie, (es-trad') n. [F.J A teacher's bench

In a school-room.

fctrsage, (ea-tranjO r.t. [P. etranger.] To

difert from its original aw or possessor ; to

i&eaite;—to withdraw the affections or con

fidence of; to withhold.

^raagement, ( es - tranj ' ment ) n. Act of

*<ranging : alienation ; removal ; voluntary

abstraction.

Estaary. (est'u-ar-e) n. [L. <p»tvare.] A narrow

J*»age, aa the month of a river or lake, where

&* tide meets the current ; an arm of the sea ;

1 ittith.

kerjeat, (5-suVe-ent) a. fL. mtritn*, from r*ifrtt

tjeatJ Inclined to eat : appetized ; hungry.

IV.., w etcetera, (et-set'er-a) v. [L.J The rest;

'-■then of the same kind ; and so on ; so forth.

Bek, (cch) v. t. [Oer. dtztn.] To produce, as

Szir*» or designs, by drawing lines with a

2*«h> through a coat of varnish spread on the

^-rface of a steel or copier plate, and deepening

t-Vra with aquafortis ;—to sketch or delineate

*rta pen and ink ;—r. i. To practise etching

fcchiag, (ech'ing) n. Act, art, or practice of

tsciring ;—the impression taken from an etched

J-*te :—* pen and ink sketch.

BentA, (e-tern'al) n, [F. eUrnel, L. rrtertiK*.]

fitbont beginning or end of existence ;—ever-

ating ; immortal ; — perpetual ; ceaseless ; —

iBtEUlt&ble.

fcaaaL (e-tem'al) n. That which is without

pairing or end ; the Deity ; God.

Anally, (a -tfm'al- le) adv. In an eternal

manner; without beginning or end; perpetually;

oaehangeably; at all times.

I'-*mity, (t-tern'e-te) n. [L. tetemitag.] Con-

cUnon or quality of being eternal ; duration

"Tthout beginning or end ;—future state ; con-

•htion or time after death.

Eternixe, (C-tern'Iz) r. (. To make eternal or

endless ; to perpetuate ;—to immortalize.

Ether, (e'ther) u. (G. aitl.gr,] A subtle fluid

sup]>osed to pervade all space, and to be the

medium of transmission of light and heat;—a

volatile and inflammable fluid, produced by

the distillation of alcohol with acid.

Ethereal, (e-the're-al) a. Pertaining to the

ether ; celestial ;—consisting of ether ; light or

airy ; tenuous; volatile.

Ethereal ire, (e-the're-al-iz) v. t. To convert into

ether ;—to render ethereal or spirit-like.

Ethereally, (e-thCre-al-le) adv. In an ethereal,

celestial, or heavenly manner.

Ethical, (eth'ik-al) a. [O. ethos.] Relating to

manners or morals ; treating of the moral

feelings or duties.

Ethically, (eth'ik-aMe) adv. According to ethics.

Ethics, (eth'ikfl) n. siinj. Doctrine of morality ;

that philosophy whicli treats of human duties,

their grounds and obligations ; — system of

morality.

Ethiopian, (e-the-op'e-an) n. A native or inha

bitant of Ethiopia.

Ethiopic, (6-the-op'ik) a. Belonging, or relating,

to Ethiopia.

Ethiopic, ( o- the- op'ik ) n. The language of

Ethiopia.

Ethnical, (eth'nik-nl) o. [G. etknilo*.] Belong

ing to races ; based on distinctions of race ;—

heathen ; pagan.

Ethnography, (eth-nog'ra-fe) v. fO. rthnos and

grcphtiju] A description of the different races

of men, with their characteristics, manners, Ac.

Ethnological, (eth-no-luj'ik-al) a. rertaiuing to

ethnology.

Ethnology, (eth-nol'o-je) n. [G. efAnoaand logon.]

Tlie science which treats of the division of man

into races, their origin, relations, and differences.

Ethology, (efh-ol'o-je) «. (G. ithot and logon.}

That branch of ethics which treats of character

as influenced or moulded by position, circum

stances, Ac.

Etiolate, (ete-o-lat) v.i. [F. ttiotrr.] To bo

blanched by excluding the light of the sun, as

plant* ;—to become pale through disease or

absence of light ;— 1\ t. To whiten.

Etiolation, ( 0 -te-o-la'shuii ) n. Operation of

blanching so as to render plants white, crisp,

and tender.

Etiology, (G-te-ol'o-jc) n. [G. aitia and Toons. }

That branch of medical scieuce which treats of

the causes of disease.

Etiquette, (et-e-kef) n. [¥.] System of artificial

rules and observances for behaviour in society ;

conventional decorum ; studied ceremony.

Etui, (a-twCO n. [F. ttui.) A lady's reticule or

work-box : a case for small instruments.

Etymological, (et-e-mG-loj'ik-al) «. Pertaining

to etymology.

EtymologicaJJy, (ct-e-mo-loj'ik-al-le) odv. Ac

cording to, or by means of, etymology.

Etymologist, (et-e-mol'o-jist) h. One veraed in

etymology.

Etymology. ( ete-mol'o-je ) n. [G. etum&n and

Ingot.} That part of philology which explains

the origin and derivation of words ;—that part

of grammar which relates to the changes in the

forms of words in a language.

Etymon, (et'e-mon) n. [G. <fteuton.] An original

form ; primitive word ; root.

En. A prefix from the Greek, signifying well ;

easy; advantageous; entire; and the like.
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Eucharist, (uTcar-ist) n. [G. cticharhtia.] The

sacrament ofthe Lord's supper : the communion.

Euoharistie, (u-kar-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to the

Lord's supper ;—expressing thanks or thanks

giving.

Euchology, (u-kol'o-jo) n. [G. tuchologioiL] A

formulary of prayers; a liturgy.

Euchre, (nicer) n. A game at cards.

Eudiometer, (u-de-om'et-er) n. [G. cudios and

mttron.] An instrument for ascer

taining the purity of the air, or its

quantity of oxygen.

Eulogist, (u'lo-jiat) n. One who

eulogizes.

Eulogium, (u-16'je-um) «. [L. from

G. eutogia.] A formal eulogy.

Eulogize, (ulo-jiz) r. t. To speak

or write in commendatiou of an

other ; to praise ; to extol.

Eulogy, (ulo-je) n. [G. eulogia.]

A speech or writing in commenda-

tion of the character or services

of a person; encomium ; panegyric ;

praise. Eudiometer.

Eunuch, (u'nuk) n. [G. rune and rcttfin.] A

male of the human species castrated, often em

ployed as a chamberlain. [eunuch.

Eunuchism, (u'nuk-izm) u. Tho state of being a

Eupathy, (u'path-e) n. [G. a', and pathos.]

Rjght feeling ;—good or kindly feeling.

Eupepsy, (u-pep'se) n. [G. ea and ptptuu.}

Good digestion—opposed to dyitpep*!/.

Eupeptic, (u-pep'tik) a. Having good digestion,

or being easy of digestion.

Euphemism, (u'fem-izm) ». [G. eu and plicmi.]

A delicate word or expression used for one that

is harsh or indelicate.

Euphonism, (tt'fon-izm) n. An agreeable sound

or combination of sounds ; euphony.

Euphony, (u'fo-ne) n. [G. tu and pltdni.] An

agreeable sound ; an easy, smooth enunciation

of sounds.

Euphuism, (u'fu-izm) n. [G. fttphue-*.] Affecta

tion of excessive elegance and refinement of

language.

Euphuist, (Q'fu-ist) n. One who affects excessive

refinement and elegance of language.

Euroclydon, ( u-rok'le-don ) n. [G. euro* and

kluddn.) A tempestuous easterly wind in tho

Mediterranean ; a levantcr.

Europe, (u'rop) n. One of the four quarters of

the world, lying between the Atlantic and Asia.

European, (u-ro-pO'an) u. rcrtaining to Europe,

or to its inhabitants. [hi taut of Europe,

European, (u-ro-pC'an) ». A native or an iidia-

Eurythmy, (u'ritu-nie) n. [G. eu and ruthmo*.]

Just or harmonious proportion or movement.

Euterpe, (u-terpS) n. In mytholo'j;', the muse

who presided over wind instruments and music ;

—an asteroid between the orbits of Mars aUd

Jupiter.

Euthanasia, (u-than-a'ahe-a) n. [G. ru and than-

cttos.] An easy death ; a mode of dying to be

desired.

Eutychian, (u-tik'o-an) n. A follower of

Eutychius, who held that the divine and human

natures of Christ formed but one ; a mono-

physite. [catliartic.

Evacuant, (S-vak'fl-ant) n. A purgative or

Evacuate, (e-v&k'u-at) v. t. [L. « and vacuux.]

To make empty ;—to remove ; to eject ; to dis

charge;—to withdraw from, as a fort and the

like ;—to make void.

Evacuation, (c-vak-u-a'shun) 11. Act of evacuat

ing, emptying, or clearing;—withdrawal, as of

a garrison" from a place ;—a discharge by stool

or other natural means.

Evade, (5-vad') r. t. [L. e and vadcrt.] To avoid

by dexterity ; to escape by artifice or stratagem ;

to elude ;—r. »*. To slip away from or by ; to

use pleas or quibbles in order to elude or deceive.

Evanesce, (e-van-esO v. i. [L. e and raiuaeert.)

To vanish ; to become dissipated and disappvar

like vapour.

Evanescence, (ev-an-es'ens) a. Act of vanishing ;

state of vanishing or of being vanished ; disap

pearance.

Evanescent, (ev-an-es'ent)f . [L. rand vanacerr.]

Vanishing ; fleeting;—imperceptible.

Evanescently, (ev-an-es'eut-le) cuit*. In a fleeting

and vanishing manner.

Evangel, (e-van'jel) n. [G. eitafffftfion.] Good

news ; glad tidings ; the gospel

Evangelical, (6-van-jel'ik-al) «. [G. euappelijLtts.}

Contained in or relating to the four Gospels;

—consonant with or contained in the gospel ;—

earnest for the truth taught in the gospel ;

sound ; orthodox.

Evangelically, (e-van-jel'ik-al-le) adc. In an

evangelical manner ; according to tho gc*p*l.

Evangelicism, (6-vau-jel'e-sunu) n. Evan

gelical principles.

Evangelist, (u-van'jel-ist) n. One of the writers

of the gospel history;—a preacher of the gospel ;

a missionary; an itinerant preacher.

Evangelistic, (e-van-jel-istik) «. Designed or

fitted to evangelize: evangelical

Evangelize, (6-van'jel-iz) r. t. To convert to a

belief of the gospel ;—v. «. To preach the gospel

Evanish, (e-van'ish) v. i. To disappear ; to vanish.

Evanishment, (e-van'ish-ment) n. A vanishing ,

a disappearance.

Evaporable, (e-vap'er-a-bl) a. Capable of being

dissipated by evaporation.

Evaporate, (e-vap'er-at) v. i. [L. t and vcporart.)

To pass off in vapour, as a fluid ;—to be dissi

pated ; to be wasted;—v.t. To dissipate in

vapour or fumes.

Evaporate, (e-vap'er-at) n. Dispersed in vapours.

Evaporation, (C-vap-cr-a'shun) n. Act or process

of turning into or passing off in vapour.

Evasion, (e-va'zhun) n. Act of avoiding or

escaping from an argument, charge, interro

gation, &c; sluft ; subterfuge; equivocation.

Evasive, (o-va'siv) a. Tending to evade or marked

by evasion ; elusive : slippery; sophistical.

Evasively, (e-vil'siv-le) adv. By evasion.

Eve, (ev) n. Latter part or close of the day :

evening ;—the evening preceding some parti

cular day; tho period preceding some important

event.

Eve, (ev) «. Tho wife of Adam and mother of

the human race.

Even, (e'vn) a, [A.-S. fftn.] Level ; smooth .

equal in surface; uniform iu motion or action :

—calm ; not easily ruffled ;—equally rsdanced ;

adj listed ; fair ; equ itable ;—capable of di vUiva

by 2—said of numbers.

Even, (e'vn) v. t To make oven : to level ; to

smooth ;—to equalize ;—to balance accounts.

Even, (O'vn) adv. In an equal manner ; likewise :

exactly ; equally ;—at the very time ;—so mnch

as ;—indeed ; verily. (ttsl.

Even-handed, (c'vn-hand-ed) a. Fair or impai -

Evening, (e'vn-ing) w. The latter part ami do*

of the day, and the beginning of darkness or
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night ;—the latter portion, u of life ; the de

clining period

Evenly, (e v&4e) adc. With a level or smooth

*arf*ce ;—eqaahy ; uniformly;—impartially.

Evenness, (^r^-ues) n. State of being even,

leveL, or undisturbed ; smoothness ; equanimity.

Event, (4-*ent) >-.. (L. « and vaure.] That which

happens; occurrence ; incident good or bad;—

con*>iaeoee; i*sae ; result.

Eventrii (e-rsnt'foal) c. Full of, or distinguished

by ereati or incidents ;—producing numerous

«i2if«nant changes or results. (evening.

Evn-ase, (enj-tid) ■**. Evening; the time of

Evefltgsl, (e-vetit u-al) o. Happening as a con-

leqseaoc c,r result ; consequential ;—ultimate.

EfeataaUy, (e-ventu-ai-le) nde. In au eventual

aaaaer; finally; nitiuiately.

*W. (ever) adr. [A.-S. lifer.] At any time,

past or future ;—at all timed ; always ; continu

ally .—in any degree.

Evwtreen, (ev'er-gren) c. Always green ; verdant

taroo^uoat the year.

Evergreen, (ev'er-gren) n. A plant that retains

iU verdure throughout all the seasons.

I«ria«tiag, (ev-jr-last'ing) v. Lasting or endur-

122 for ever ; immortal ; eternal ;—perpetual ;

eadkss , unceasing.

Ewriiifiis., (eY-ejrdast'ing) n. Eternal duration,

P»*t and future ; eternity ;—theeverhving God ;

—a plant whoso flowers dry without losing their

fcrnj <tt colour.

Irenaatiagly, (eT-er-last'ing-1©) adv. Eternally ;

J*rpituaUy ; continually.

Zrmnore, (ev-'er-iuox) cdc. During eternity ;

always ; eternally; — for an indefinite future

jeried.

Eray. (ev'er-o) v. [A.-S. afee and die] Each

*e; toe individual* which constitute a whole,

Raided one by one.

Irery-day, (ev'e.r-e-di) a. Used or fit for every

jisy ; a-mmon ; usual ; customary.

iTErywhere, (ev'cr-e-hwar) adv. In every place ;

in all j places.

Wet, (e-vikt/) v. t. [L. e and vinecre.] To dia-

joMess by a judicial process ;—to take away.

Suction, (e-vik'ahun) n. Dispossession or de

privation by judicial sentence,

Znieaee, (eve-dens) n. State of being evident ;

dearaess ; testimony derived from our own

peroaptions, from the witness of others, or from

inference and deduction ;—one who can testify

t» a fact ; a witness ;—any instrument or writing

•Uich conveys proof

Inience, (ere-dena) p. t To render evident or

&au ; to prove ; to evince ; to manifest.

Indeat, (eve-dent) a. [L. e and tidere.] Clear

to the vision ; — open ; plain ; clear to the

anderrtanding; manifest; obvious; apparent.

Evidential, (ev-e-den'she-al) a. Relating to or

fUTtiihing evidence ; clearly proving.

Er^rntiauy, (ev-e-den'sho-al-lo) ode. In a clear

and convincing manner.

Evidently, («v'c-dent-le) adv. Clearly; ob

viously ; plainly ;—so as to evince ; certainly ;

onraUy.

Evu,(evU)a. [A.-S. efel] Having bad natural

qa&Uties; mischievous; hurtful;—having bad

a'sal qualities; corrupt; wicked ; — unfortu

nate ; disastrous.

EtiL (evil) %. Ill; wrong; sin;—that which

causes pain, suffering, or other distress ; mis

fortune ; mischief ; — wickedness ; depravity ;

oxiful disposition.

 

Evil, (evil) adv. In an evil manner ; unjustly ;

injuriously ; ilL

Evil-eye, (C'vil-i) u. A supposed power of

bewitching, or injuring by the eyes.

Evil-one, (e'vil-wun) •«. "The great enemy of

man : Satan.

Evil-speaking, (e'vil-spek'ing) n. Slander; de

famation ; calumny ; censoriousnesa.

Evince, (u-viuV) v. t. [L. e and vinecre.] To

prove beyond any reasonable doubt ; to make

evident.

Evincible, (e-vins'e-bl) a. Capable of being

proved ; demonstrable.

Evincibly, (e-vius'e-ble) adr. In a manner to

force conviction.

Eviscerate, (C-vis ser-ut) r. t. [L. cruccrom] To

take out the entrails of; to gut. (cerating.

Evisceration, (u-via-ser-a'shun) n. Act of evw-

Evoke, (C-vok) r. t. [L. e and vocare.] To call

out ; to summon forth;—to call away.

Evolute, (ev'o-lut) n, [L. e and volrerc] A

curve from which another

curve, called the involute or

evolvent, is described by the

end of a thread gradually

wound upon the former or tj.

unwound from it

Evolution, (ev-6-UVshun) n.

Act of unfolding or unroll

ing ; hence the process of ABC, Erolute.

growth ; development;—the extraction of arith

metical or algebraic roots;—series of movements

in attack or defence of a body of troopj, or of a

vessel or fleet.

Evolutionary, (ev-o-lu'shun-ar-e) a. Pertaining

to evolution.

Evolve, (e-volvq v.t [L. entirere.] To unfold

or unroll ; to develop ;—to throw out ; to emit ;

—v. i. To become open, disclosed, or developed.

Evulsion, (e-vul'ehiiu) «. [L. evulsio.] Act of

plucking or pulling out by force.

Ewe, (u) n. [A.-S. (oku, L. oris, G. oi», Gael.

ai.j A female sheep.

Ewer, (fVer) it. [O. Eng\ cuvc] A pitcher with

a wide spout ;—a stoneware jug used in the bed

room.

Ex (eks)t A Latin preposition or prefix, Greek

ex or tit', signifying out of, out, proceeding liuin,

of frequeut use in composition.

Exacerbate, (egz-as'cr-bat) v.t. [L. ex and

acerbu*.] To render more violent or bitter; to

irritate ; to exasperate ; to increase the violence

of a disease.

Exacerbation, (egz-as-er-ba'shun) n. Act of

rendering more violent or bitter ;—a jwriodical

increase of violence in a disease.

Exact, (egz-akf) o. [L. exact us.] Precisely

agreeing with a standard, a fact, ur the truth ;

—formal; methodical; punctual;—strict; cor

rect ; precise.

Exact, (egz-akf) r. (. To demand authoritatively

j or of right ; to enforce ;—v. i. To practise ex-

i tortion.

; Exaction, (egz-akshun) '». Authoritative de

mand ; extortion ;—tribute ; unjust demand.

Exactly, (egx-akt'le) odr. In au exact maimer;

precisely ; accurately ; strictly.

Exactness, (egz-akt'ues) n. Quality of heing

exact ; accuracy ; nicety; regularity; punctuality.

Exaggerate, (egz-aj'er-at) v.t. (L. ex and

agpernre.) To increase or amplify ; to rcjiresent

as greater than truth or justice will warrant;

—to heighten in colouring or design.
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Exaggeration, (egz-aj-er-a'ahun) n. Amplifica

tion ; — a representation beyond the truth ;

hy]>erbole.

Exalt, (egz-awlf) r. t. [L. ex and attus.] To raise

high ;—to elevate in rank, power, or the like;

—to magnify ; to extol ;—Uj lift up with joy,

prldo, or success ; to elate ;—to elevate the tone

of:—to render pure or refined.

Exaltation, (egz-awit-a'shun) n. Act of exalting

or raising high; elevation;—refinement or sub-

tilizatiou of bodies.

Examinable, (egz-am'ina- bl ) a. Capable of

investigation or judicial inquiry.

Examination, (egz-am-in-a'shunj n. The act of

examining, or the state of being examined; a

careful search, investigation, or inquiry ;—a

process for testing qualification ;—trial by a law

or standard ; judicial inquiry ; interrogation of

witnesses.

Examine, (egz-am'in) r.f. [L. exnminarr.] To

try and assay by the appropriate methods or

tests;—to inquire into and determine; to in

vestigate the fact, reasons, or claims of: to

consider the arguments for or the merits of ;—

to try, as an offender; to test the attainments

of, as a scholar; to question, as a witness.

Example, (egz-am'pl) n. [L. exemption.] A

jmrtion taken to show the character of the

whole ; a sample ;—a pattern or copy ; a model ;

—a warning; a caution;—a precedent;— an

instance.

Exasperate, (egz-as'per-ut ) v.t. [L. ex and

atpemrt.] To irritate in a high degree; to

enrage ;—to embitter.

Exasperation, (egz-as-per-a'shnn) v. Act of

exasperating, or state of being exasperated ;

irritation; provocation; violent passion ; rage.

Excandescence, (eks-kan-des'sens) n. A white

or glowing heat ; heat of passion ; violent anger.

Excavate, (eks'ka-viit) v. (. [L. ex, out, and

ram re. ] To hollow out ; to form a cavity or

hole in.

Excavation, (eks-ka-va'shun) n. Act of excavat

ing :—a hollow formed by removing the interior.

Exeeed, (ek-sed') v. t. [L. ex and eetlere.] To

]KUu or go beyond ;—to surpass ; to excel ;—r. i.

To go too far ; to pass the proper bounds ;—to

tw more or larger.

Exceeding or Exceedingly, (ek-sed'ing) adv. In

a very great degree ; unusually ; surpassingly.

Excel, (ok-sel1) v.t. [h. exceKerc] To exceed;

to surpass, especially in good qualities or laud

able deeds ;—v. i. To have good qualities in an

unusual degree; to surpass others.

Excellence, (ek'sel-lens) n. [L. excellentia.] State

or quality of being excellent ; superiority ;

worth : goodness : purity ; greatness:—an excel

lent or valuable quality ;—a title of honour.

Excellency, (ek'sel-Ien-se) n. Valuable quality;

excellence ;—a title of honour given to the

highest dignitaries of a court or state.

Excellent, (ek'sel-lent) a. Excelling or surpass

ing others in virtue, worth, dignity, attain

ments, or the like ; of great value or use ;

remarkable; distinguished for superior attain

ments ;—consummate ; complete.

Excellently, (ek'sel-lent-le) adv. In an excellent

maimer : exceedingly ; transcendently.

Exoept, (ek-septf) r. t. [L. ex and capere.) To

leave ont of any number specified ; to exclude;

—v. i. To take exception to ; to object.

Exoept, (ek-sepf) prep. With exclusion of;

leaving out; excepting; all but.

Except, (ek-sepf) eonj. Unless ; without that ;

if it be not so that ; but that.

Excepting', (ek-sept'ing) prep., but properly a

•participle. With exception of ; excluding ;

omitting.

Exception, (ek-sep'ahun) n. Act of leaving out

from a specified number or class ; exclusion

from the terms of a general rule or position ;

—an objection ; cavil ;—offence taken ; resent

ment ;—a stop or bar to legal action.

Exceptionable, (ek-sep'shun-a-bl) a. Liable to

objection ; objectionable.

Exceptional, ( ek-sep'shun-ol ) a. Forming an

exception : giving a case or instance of exeni)>-

tion ; single; solitary.

Exceptive, (ek-aept'iv) a. Including an excep

tion; making or being an exception: exceptional.

Excerpt, (ek-sgrpf) v. t. {L. ex and carper*.)

To make extracts from ; to select ; to extract ;

to cite or cite from.

Excerpt, (ek-serpt') n. An extract ; a passage

selected from an author.

Exceas, (ek-ses') h. [L. excedcrc.] State of

surpassing or going beyond ; superfluity ; super-

nbundanue ;—transgression of due limits: in

dulgence of passion or aj>petite ; violence ;

intemperance; dissipation ;—degree or amount

by which one thiug or number exceeds another ;

remainder after subtraction.

Excesaive, (ek-ses'iv) a. Marked with, or ex

hibiting, excess;—extreme; extravagant

Excessively, (ek-ses'iv-le) adv. In an extreme

degree.

Exchange, (eks-chanj') r. f. [F. eehanptr,] To

give or take in return for ; to barter ;—to part

with for a substitute ;—to interchange ; to rive

and receive reciprocally ;—v. i. To bo changed

or received in exchange for.

Exchange, (eks-chanj') n. Act of giving or taking

as an equivalent ; barter ; the act of giving and

receiving reciprocally ;—the tiling given or re

ceived in return ; — the process of settling

accounts or debts by drafts, called hiVt oj

exchange:—a rule in arithmetic to determine

the proportional value of money in different

countries;— the place where the merchants,

brokers, and bankers of a city meet to transact

business at certain hours.

Exchangeability, (eks-cliunj-a-bU'e-te) «. The

quality or state of being exchangeable.
Exchangeable, ( eks-chanj ra-bl) a. Capable of

being exchanged ; fit or proper to be exchanged

Exchequer, (eks-chek'er)«. (Norm. K. eKheiprier.\

One of the superior courts of law—eo called

from a checkered cloth which formerly covend

the table ;—the public treasury.

Exchequer, (eks-chek'er) r. r. To institute a

process against a person in the Court of Ex

chequer, [excise.

Excisable, (ek-siz'a-bl) a. Liable, or subject, to

Excise, (ek-siz) n. [L. ex and cntcrc] An in

land duty on articles produced And consumed

in a country ;—a tax on licenses to pursue cer

tain trades.

Excise, (ek-sizO v. t. To lay an excise tipon.

Exciseman, (ek-s!x'man) n. An officer who at

charged with collecting the excise ; a ganger.

Excision, (ek-sizh'un) n. Act of cutting off;

extirpation ; destruction;—excommunication.

Excitability, ( ek-sit-a-bil'e-te ) n. Quality of

being readily excited ;—irritability.

Excitable, (ek-sit'a-bl) a. Capable of being

excited or rouses! into action.
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Irritant, (ek-shVant) a. A stimulant.

Ixctotion, (ek-e-tishun) a. Act of rousing or

awakening ;—act of producing excitement.

liciUtiTe, (ek-trt'at-iv) «. Having power to

ercite; ttndiar or soring to excite.

IxCTbe, (ek-sH') nt. To rouse; to call into

action;—to KimaLrt**, as the vital organs;—to

animate, &t the spirits ; — to inflame, as the

, umboo*.

; £idtffat (ik-mfmeat) «. The act of exciting,

or the state of being excited ; agitation ;—that

winch naia or rouses.

Eiatnir-, (ex-tiring) a. Calling or rousing into

actiaa , pswdadog excitement ; stimulating.

Eiriniyiy, (ek-sitlng-le) adr. la an exciting

susaer.

Exdara. (tks-klinO p. «". [!*■ « an<i daman:.]

To oj «t fn>tD earnestness or passion ; to voci-

feMt : to declare loudly.

Ixdtsuos*, (eks-klam-a'shun) n. Act of ex-

cisiotiog or making an outcry; —an uttered

tr\BvmaQ of surprise, joy, and the like ;—an

*2tajoction ;—a mirk by which emphatical

^iTtwiaa ii marked, thus [ ! J.

Iilatsatary. (eks-kbun'a-tor-e) «. Containing,

^XTRsan^, ar mrin^ exclamation.

Suase, (eks-klud') r. i. [L. ex and cfa tutor-.]

To thnut oat or eject ;—to hinder from entrance

R sdaaanon : to debar from participation or

•tiloynient ;—to except, *

Si:pnaat (eks-klu'zhuu) n. Act of excluding

f rf thrusting out.

ii-Jawmist, ( eks - klu'xhun - ist) »L One who

*'"sdd exclude another from some privilege.

sxasawe, (eks-klu'stv) n. Having the power

^forbidding entrance; denying admission ;—

^sning from participation ; — possessed or

•s/wsd, as a privilege denied to others ;—

•SdCt; fiutidiouA.

&=a«r?e, (eks-klu'siv) n. One of a coterie who

eBtaaB others ; an exclusiouist.

Zttauiieli, (eks-klusivde) axle. In' a manner

'*■> -acinar. Iquality of being exclusive,

ti&srn&ess, (eks -klti'siv -nes*) n. State or

■sssfsktte, (eks-koj'it-at) v. t. [L. ex and coyi-

*t? To think out ; to discover by thinking;

toantrrve ; to invent.

^oputian, (eks-koj-it-3'shun) n. Act of de-

J^K in the thoughts; contrivance; discovery.

IsasEaanieate, (eks-kom-mu'ne-kat) v. t. [L-

<-' «sd cmiawmectrY.] To expel from the com-

s-'^ucm of the church by an ecclesiastical

■QJeaes ; to deprive of spiritual privileges.

it^onanaicate, (eks-kom-mu'ne-kat) a. Cut off

*■*» coramunion witn the church,

"^assjanicaticn, (eks-kom-mfl-ne-kS'ahnn) n.

** of exclusion from the fellowship of the

^Satfe;—ecclesiastical interdict of two kinds —

*"w excommunication, debarring from the

tftsksrist ; precUer, total excision from the

tticth; anathema.

U'-erjcte, (eks-ko're-at) p. f. [L. « and eoncm.]

To tfrip or wear off the skin of ; to abrade ; to

&& : to flay.

wsrnrtim, < cks-ko-re-a'shan ) n. The act o

Carlag ; the state of being stripped of the skin.

2i!T«aeat, (ek*'krC-ment)K. [L. ex and remer*.]

An OBtgrowtb from the surface of the body, as

l** hair and nails ; — matter excreted and

9ettad ; alvrne discharges.

«=rcoieatai, (eks-kre-ment'al) a. Pertaining

to or of the nature of excrement ; ejected from

th« body aa useless.

Excrementitious, (eks-kr*i-men-tish'e-UH) «. Per

taining to or containing excrement.

Excrescence, (eks-kres'ens) n. An outgrowth ;—

a protuberance growing on any part of the

body, as a wart ;—an unnatural enlargement

of a plant ;—any preternatural production ;—a

superfluous and troublesome part.

Excrescent, (eks-kres'ent) a, [L. ex and c***#r«*<\]

Growing out in a preternatural ur morbid

manner.

Excrete, (eks-kret') v. t. To discharge from the

body as useless ; to eject.

Excretion, (eks-kreshun) n. The act of throwing

off effete matter from tho animal system ;—

that which is excreted ; excrement.

Excretive or Excretory, (eks-kret iv) a. Having

the quality of excreting or throwing off excre

mentitious matter.

Excretory, (eks'kie-tor-e) n. A duct or vessel tliat

serves to receive secreted matter and eject it.

Excruciate, (eks-krOO'she-at) v. t. [h. ex and

cruciare.] To inflict most severe pain upon ;

to torture : to torment. "

Excruciation, (eks-kroo-she-asliun) n. Act of

inflicting extreme pain ; torture ; torment.

Exculpate, (eks-kul'pat) v. t. [L. t.r. and chI/hi,]

To clear from the charge or imjuitation of fault

or guilt ; exonerate; absolve; justify.

Exculpation, (cks-kul-pil'shuii) n. The act of

excufijating.

Exculpatory, (eks-kul'pa-tor-e)a. Able to clear

from the charge of fault or guilt ; excusing.

Excursion, (eka-kur'suun) u. [L. exeumio.] A

setting out from some point ; an expedition ;—

a trip for pleasure or health ;—a wauderiug

from a Nithject ; digression.

Excursionist, (eks-kursbuu-ist) n. One who

goes on an excursion.

Excursive, (eks-kur'siv ) n. rrone to make

excursions; wandering; rambling; exploring.

Excursively, (eka-kur'siv-le)«di.\ lu an excursive

manner ; at random.

Excursivcness, (eks-knr'siv-nes) n. A disposi

tion to wander or pass the usual limits.

Excusable, (eks-kiiza-bl) o. Cajablo of being

excused ; pardonable ;—admitting of justifica

tion, (manner ; pardonably.

Excusably, (eks-kus'a-ble) adv. In an excusable

Excusatory, (eks-kiiYa-tor-e) a. Making excuse :

containing or admitting excuse or ai»logy.

Excuse, (ekn-kuz') v. t. [L. ex and cauAari.] To

free from accusation, fault, or blame ; to j'tardon,

as a fault; — to regard with indulgence; to

overlook ; — to free from obligation or duty ;

to remit;—to ask pardon or indulgence for ;—

to vindicate. "

Excuse, (eks-kuV) n. Act of excusing, apolo

gizing, releasing, and the like ;—a plea offered

in extenuation of a fault ; apology.

Execrable, (eks'G-kra-bl) a. Deserving to be

execrated ; very hateful ; detestable ; abomin

able, (detestably ; abominably.

Execrably, (eks'e-kra-ble) adv. Cursedly;

Execrate, (ekse-krat) v, t. [L. ex and saccr.} To

denounce evil against ; to imprecate evil upon ,

—to abhor ; to abominate.

Execration, (eka-e-kra'ehmi) n. Act of cursing ;

a curse pronounced ; imprecation of evil.

Execute, (eks'e-kut) v. t. [L. ex and *eqvi.] To

follow through to the end ; to carry into effect ;

to finish;—to complete a deed;—to give effect

to ;—to inflict capital jmuishnient on ;—to per

form, aa a piece of music ;—v. i. To perform an
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office or duty ; to produce au effect ;—to play

un a musical instrument.

Execution» ( eke - û - ku ' shun ) «. The act of

executing ; performance ; accomplishment ;—act

of carrying out the sentence of a court ; legal

distraint for debt, arc. ;—death inflicted by

law;—act of signing and sealing a legal instru

ment;—legal warrant;—destruction ; slaughter;

—style of performance in music and other works

of art.

Executioner, (eks-e-kii'slmu-er) n. One who

executes; etpcciatfyt one who carrioa into effect

n sentence of death..

Executive, (egz-ekut-iv) ». Having power b)

execute or perform ; active;—putting the laws

in force ; carrying into execution.

Executive, (egz-ek ut-iv) n. The officer, whether

king, president, or other magistrate, who

superintends the execution of tho laws ;—the

ministry.

Executor, (egz-ek'iit-çr) и. [L.] One who exe

cute« or performs ;—the person apjxtinted by a

testator to execute his will ur to see it carried

into effect after his deccasj.

Executorship, (egz-ek lit-er-ship) ¡i. The office of

an executor.

Executory, ( cgz - ek ' й - tor - e ) o. Performing

official duties; — designed to be carried into

effect.

Executrix, (ogz-ek'u-triks) п. A female appointed

hy a testator to execute his will.

Exegesis, (eks-e-jr-'sis) n. [G. from ezeffeitthtti.]

Exposition ; explanation ; interpretation, cs-

jin-iatl'f, of tho Holy ¡Scriptures.

Exegetioal, (eks-C-jet'ik-al) ". rertaining to

exegesis ; explanatory ; expository.

Exemplar, (egz-eni'plar) u. [L.] A model,

original, or pattern, to lw copied or imitated.

Exeraplarily, (egz-eni'pla-re-le) adv. By way

of example.

Exemplary, (ogz-em'pla-re) a. [L. exemnla;:]

Acting as an exemplar ; serving as a pattern or

model ; commendable ; conspicuous.

Exemplification, ( egz - em - pie - fe - ka ' shun) ».

Act of exemplifying ;—a copy; a transcript;—an

instance ; a case in point.

Exemplify, (egz-em'ple-fi) v. t. fL. exemplum

and /net re.] To show or illustrate by example;

—to copy.

Exempt, (egz-emt1) v. f. [L. txiuure.] To take

out or from ; to release ; to grant immunity

from ; to privilege.

Exempt, (egz-emt') a. Taken out ; not included;

clear;—free from; not subject to; privileged-

Exemption, (egz-em'shun) n. Act of exempting ;

stiit« of being exempt.

Exequy, (eks e-kwâ) n. [h. e.rxrqui.} A funeral

rite ; the ceremonies of burial ¡—generally ¡A.

Exequies.

Exercise, (oks'çr-sîz) it, [L, ex, and arccrc] Act

of exorcising ; labour ; work ; activity ;—con-

tiuuod exertion ; employment ; application ;

use ;—habitual exertion ; performance; prac

tice;—bodily exertion for the sake of health ;

—trial ; training ; discipline ;—mental applica

tion.; task ; lesson ;—discharge of official trust

or duty ; employment of official power ;—public

or private act of divine worein p.

Exercise, (eks'çr-sïz) v. t. To put in motion ; to

exert ; to engage ; to use or employ, as power or

authority ; — to practise : to discipline ; — to

occupy ; to task ;—to vex ; to afflict ;—v. i. To

take exercise ; to use action or exertion.

Exert, (egz-çrf) r. t. [L. ex and ¡wrere.] To put

forth, as strength or ability ; to bring into active

o])eration ;—to strain ; to strive.

Exertion, (egz-çr'shun) ». Act of exerting ; effort;

struggle.

Exfoliate, (екв-fô'le-at) r. i. [L. ex and foliunu]

To separate and come off in scales , to become

converted into scales at the surface, as mineraК

Exfoliation, (eks-fö-le-ä'shun) ». The scaling off

of a bone, a rock, or a mineral.

Exhalation, (eks-hal-a'shun) w. The act or pro

cess of exhaling; evaporation ;—that which ii

exhaled; fume or steam; effluvium;—meteoric

vapour.

Exhale, (egz-hal') v. *. {1*. er. and halare.) To

emit, as vapour ; to eend out, as an odour ;—

to evaporate;—v. i. To riso or be given off, as

vapour.

Exhaust, (egz-hamtf) r. t. fL. cr and haurirt.]

To draw out completely ;—to empty by drawing

out ;—to use, employ, or. expend entirely ; to

consume; to wear out; to weary.

Exhaust, (egz-hausf) a. Drained ; exhausted ;

having expended or lost its energy.

Exhaustible, (egz-haust'o-bl) «. Capable of

being exliausted.

Exhaustion, (egz-hauHt'ynn) n. Tho act of draw

ing off or emptying : creation of a vacuum :—

the state of being drained or emptied ;—lassi

tude«; weariness.

Exhaustive, (egz-haustlv* a. Serving or tend

ing to exhaust. [hausted ; inexhaustible.

Exhaustless, (egz-haust'les) ». Not to be ex -

Exhibit, (egz-hib'it) v. t. [L. ex and habt-iv.] To

hold forth or present to view ; to show ; to dis

play ;—to present in a public or official man

ner ;—to administer as a remedy.

Exhibit, (egz-hib'it) n. Any paper produced or

presented as a voucher, or in proof of facts.

Exhibition, (eks-he-bisli'un) n. Act of exhibit

ing ; manifestation ;—production of titles or

other legal documents in evidence ;—any public

display, as of works of art, ¿re. ; show of feats

or dexterity ;—benefaction for the maintenance

of scholars at a university ;—the act of ad

ministering a remedy.

Exhibitioner, (eks-he-bish'un-er) я. In English

universities one who has a pension or allowance.

Exhibitory, (egz-hib'e-tor-e) o. Showing ; dis

playing ; setting out to view.

Exhilarate, (egz-hiГаг- fit) r. t. [h. rx and Ai/ori«.]

To make cheerful or merry : to enliven : to in

spire ; to animate ;—r. t. To become cheerful

or joyous.

Exhilaration, (egz-hil-ar-a'shun) n. Act of

enlivening the spirits or of making glad or

cheerful ;—joyfulness ; gladness ; cheerfulin^s ;

gavety.

Exhort, (egz-horf) r. t. [L. ex and hortari.) To

incite by words or advice ; to advise, warn, i»r

caution ;—г*, г. To deliver exhortation.

Exhortation, (eks-hort-ä'sliun) «. Act or prac

tice of exhorting; incitement ;— language in

tended to incite and encourage; advice: counsel.

i Exhortative or Exhortatory, (egz-hort at-iv) u.

Containing, or serving for, exhortation ; horta

tory.

Exhumation, (eks-hü-ma'shun) n. Act of ex

huming ; the disinterment of a corpse.

Exhume, (eks-hum') r. f. [L. ex and Avmtu.i

To dig up, as from a grave ; to disinter ; to

unbury.

Exigence or Exigency, (eks'e-jens) n. State ut
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tdag exigent ; urgent want ; preying necessity;

radden cecarioa ; distress ; emergency.

Exigent, (eks'e-jent) o. [L. ex and O0ffc] Be

gging. immedaM aid or action ; pressing.

Exiguity, (eks-ig-a'e-te) 7*, State of being

uasll : EkoderosH ; tenuity.

Exne, (eti'a) s. [L] Banishment; forced

wpenuoa from one"* native country ; volun

tary iwptri&jrj from one'* land ;—the person

bmiabsi croptfldd from his country.

Exua, (a^B) r. (. jo banish or exiwi from

ooeiowD 0*007; to drive away ; to transport.

■■* (ac-fl) a. fL, txiltt, contracted from

u&u, bm exioert.) Small ; slender ; thin ;

uwasifant, (ek*-in-an-iah'un) m. ("L « »nd

J*?**-] Emptying; deprivation ; destitution.

>f< (ta-isQ --. i. [L. « and awtor. ] To be ;

■ *«* actoal being material or spiritual :—to

irre.io hate hie;—to continue in being; to

retnin ; to eudure-

Etttaee, (ezz-at'ens) »- Being ; entity;—state

■■JN form and hfe : substance ;—reality ;

^^*f ooauTance j—a living being ; a creature.

*^^t ( egz - ist ' ent ) «. Having being or

&t fekrit) ». [L. «: and ire.) A going out ;

fcfwtttre ; — departure of a player from the

<^;—act of quitting the stage of action or

«iifc; death; decease ;—way of departure;

P«*3= out of a place.

«*■. (ekt'd^lus) n. [U, G. txodim.] De-

^tors from a place ; particularly the departure

■ *te Israelite* from Egypt ; — second book

*tfw Old Testament.

^apa. (eka'6-jen) n. [G. ex6 and genctthai.]

A juai baring distinct

***, bark, and pith, the

*M forming a layer be-

*«ra the other two, and

2J*^? by the annual

■™am of a new layer to

1 oatade next to the

 

(eks-oj'en-us) a.

*™ria« by successive ad-

• ***&> the outride Exogen.

T*?*' (egz-on'er-at) r. t. fL. ex and onvx.]

• aabarthen ; — to relievo of, as a charge,

^jptwa, or blame resting on one ; to discharge

pliability or responsibility.

T**a*Wtt* (egz-on-er-a'shun) n. Act of freeing

rj> a charge or imputation ;—the state of

T"-'^i ^burdened or freed from a charge.

"^Wative, (eja-on'er-at-iT) a. Freeing from

1 -Trien or obligation ; tending to exonerate.

7s™. (ezz'or-a-bl) a. [L. ex and orare.]

»2™j* of being moved by entreaty.

*«frace or Exorbitancy, (egz-or'bit-ans) it. , A

Shejond the usual limit ; hence, enormity ;

•gance ; deviation from rule or right,

•at, (egz-or/bit-ant) a. [L. exorbitant,

1 u and orbi*.] Departing from an orbit ;

*. deviating from the usual course ; exces-

^•Wravagant ;—anomalous ; irregular.

b*™y,(egz-or'bit-ant-le)a<2i?. Excessively;

*?**»*, (eWor-siz) r. t. [L. exoreizetre, O. orlo*. ]

'o drive away, as an evil spirit; to adjure by

*** aoly name ;—to deliver from the influence

^jaeril »pirit.

*pJMs, <eksfor-gizm) «. Act of exorcising ;

**> prayer or incantation used for tliis end.

Exorcist, (eks'or-eist) r. One who pretends to

expel evil spirits.

Exordium, (egz-orUe-nm) n. [L. rx and ontiri.]

Beginning of any thing ; especially, tho intro

ductory part of a discourse ; formal preface.

Exoteric, (eks-o-ter'ik) a. [Q. exoteriko*.] Public;

not secret ; hence, capable of being Imparted to

and comprehended by the public ; external-

opposed to exoteric.

Exotic, (egz-ot'ik) a. [G. atWUym.] Introduced

from a foreign country ; not native ; foreign.

Exotic, (egz-ot'ik) n. Any thing uf foreign

origin, as a plant, a word, a custom, &c.

Expand, (eks-pand") r. (. [L. ex and pandere.]

To lay open ; to si»-ead ;—to make larger ; to

dilate ; to distend ; to extend ; to diffuse ;—r. i.

To become opened, distended, or enlarged.

Expanae, (eks-pans') u. That which is expanded ;

a wide extent of space or body ; the firmament.

Expansibility, (ekB-pans-e-btl'e-te) m. Capacity of

being expanded. [expaxtded.

Expansible, (eks-pans'e-bl) a. Capable of being

Expansion, (eks-jxin'shun) n. Act of expanding

or condition of being expanded ; dilatation ;

enlargement :—expanse ;—extent ; space; room.

Expansive, (eks-pana'ir) o. Serving to expand,

as heat, &c. : having the capacity of being ex

panded, as air, &c. ;—widely extended; diffusive.

ExpanaiveneiB, (eks-pans'iv-nes) u. Qmdity of

being expansive.

Expatiate, (eks-pa'shc-5t) r.i. [Tj. ct and

gpatium.] To move atjargo; to wander without

restraint;—to enlarge in discourse or writing;

to descant. [expatiating.

Expatiation, (eks-pa-she-a'shun ) n. Act of

Expatriate, (eks-pii'tre-at) r. t. [L. ex and j>alria

(sc. terra).] To banish; retlexively, to remove

from one's native country.

Expatriation, (eks-pa-tre-ii'shun) n, Tlie act of

banishing, or the state of banishment ; tho act

of forsaking one's own country.

Expect, (eks-pekf) v. t. [L. ex and tpectart.) To

wait for ; to await ;—to look forward to, as

something about to happen or come ; to antici

pate;—to require; to demand.

Expectancy, (cks-pckt'an-so) n. Act or state of

expecting ;—that which is expected ; object of

expectation; hope; anticipation of pleasure.

Expectant, (eks-pekt'ant)ff. Having an attitude

of expectation ; waiting; looking for ;—in medi

cine, waiting for the efforts of nature.

Expectant, (eks-pekt'ant) n. One who waits in

expectation.

Expectation, (eks-pek-ta'shun) n. Act or state

of expecting ;—that which is expected :—object

of expectation ; the Messiah ;—groiuid of expect

ing ; reason fur anticipating future benefits or

excellence; — value of any prize or property

depending upon the happening of some uncer-

: tain event.

j Expectorant, (eks-pekfto-rant) a. Tending to

I promote discharges from the lungs or throat.

Expectorant, (eks-pek'to-rant) 11. A medicine

I which promotes expectoration.

Expectorate, (cks-pelr*to-rut) e. t. [h. ex and

pectun.] To eject mucus or phlegm from tho

throat or lungs ; to cough up, and spit out ;—

v. i. To discharge matter from tho lungs or

throat ; to spit.

Expectoration, (eks-pek-to-ril'shnti) n. The act

of expectorating ;—that which is expectorated.

Expectorative, (eks-pek to-riit-iv) a. Having the

quality of promoting expectoration.
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Expediency, (eks-pë'de-en-se) n. State or quality

of being expedient ;—fitness or suitableness ;—

propriety ill the particular circumstances ;—

urgency ; haste.

Expedient, (eks-pS'de-ent) *. [L. expediré.]

Huatentug forward ; tending to further a pro

posed object ; suitable ; proper under the cir

cumstances ; profitable ; useful.

Expedient, (eks-pê'de-ent) n, Suitable means to

accomplish an end;—means devised or employed

in an exigency ; contrivance; resource; device.

Expediently, (eks-pe de-ent-le) tide. With ex-

¿wdience ; suitably.

xpedite, (eks'pê-dït) v. t. |Ъ. expediré.] To

freo from hindrance or obstacle ; to quicken ;—

to send forth with haste ; to push or hurry on,

as an official messenger or warlike expedition.

Expedition, (eks-pe-dish'uu) к. Efficient prompt

ness ; haste ; speed ;—an enterprise or under

taking;—the despatch of an array or fleet with

hostile intent ;—the despatch of a body of men

with needful aids for exploration, scientific

discovery, &c. ; the vessels or men sent forth for

such purposes.

Expeditious, (eks-pë-dish'e-us) a. Speedy; hasty;

quickly doue ;—nimble; active; ready; alert.

Expeditiously, (oks-pé-dishe-ua-le) ade. With

celerity or despatch.

Expel, (eks-pel) v.t. [L. ex and pellert.] To

drive out ; to eject ;—to banish ;—to keep out;

to exclude.

Expend, (eks-pend') v. t. [L. ex and penderé.)

To lay out; to disburse; to consume; to dissipate.

Expenditure, (eks-pend'e-tilr) w. Act of expend

ing: disbursement;—that which is expended;

expense; cost; outlay.

Expense, (eks-репяО »- Act of expending; dis

bursement; outlay;—that which is expended;

cost ; charge.

Expensive, (eks-pens'iv) a. Occasioning ex

pense ; costly ; dear ;—given to expense ; very

liberal ; lavish ; extravagant.

Expensively, (eks-peusïv-le) adi\ With great

expense. (being expensive.

Expcneiveness, (eka-peus'iv-nee) n. Quality of

Experience, (eks-pe're-eus)7i. [U exptrivi.) Act

of proving ; frequent experiment ; — personal

proof or trial ;—knowledge gained by trial or

practice;—personal suffering of ; endurance.

Experience, (eks-pê're-ens) v.t. To try; to

prove ;—to know by personal trial ;—to suffer.

Experienced, (eks-pè're-eust) «. Taught by expe

rience, or by practice or repeated observations.

Experiment, (eks-per'e-ment) и, [L. erperi-

mentían.] A trial deliberatofy instituted; prac

tical test ; proof.

Experiment, (eks-jwr e-ment) v. i. To make trial

of ;—to test ; to prove by trial or test.

Experimental, (eks-pçr-e-ment'al) a. Pertaining

lo experiment ; founded, derived from, or

affording experiment;—taught by experience; —

known by personal trial.

Experimentalist, (oks-per-e-ment'al ist) n. One

who makes experiments.

Experimentally, (eks-pei-e-raent'al-le) adv. By

experiment ;—by experience ; by personal trial.

Expert, (eks-pçrt) a. [L. expertas.] Taught by

use, practice, or experience ; having a facility

from practice ; adroit ; dexterous ; skilful.

Expert, (eka-pçrt') n. A skilful or practical

person ; a scientific or professional witness.

Expertly, (eks-pçrt'le) udv. In a skilful manner;

adroitly.

Expertneis, (eks-pçrt'nes) п. Skill derived from

¿lattice; readiness; dexterity; adroitness; skill.

:piable, (eks'pe-a-bl) a. Capable of being

expiated or atoned for.

Expiate, (eks'pe-ät) г. f. [L. ex and pitut.) То

make satisfaction or reparation for ; to atone

for.

Expiation, (eks-pe-uahmi) n. Act of expiating;

atonement ; satisfaction ; — means by which

atonement for crimes is made.

Expiatory, (oke'pe-a-tor-e) a. Having the power

to make atonement or reparation.

Expirable, feks-pîr'a-bl) a. Liable to expire ;

capable of being brought to an end.

Expiration, (eks-pe-nVshun) a. Act of breathing;

emission of air from the lungs;—last breath

issued ; death ; — close ; conclusion in time ;—

evaporation ;—exhalation.

Expiratory, (eks-pïr'iï-tor-e) a. Pertaining to the

emission of breath from the lungs. *

Expire, (eks-pir) v. t. [L. ex and »pirare, у To

breathe out from the lungs ;—to emit in minute

particles ;—r. ». To emit the breath, especially.

to emit the last breath ; to die;—to come to an

end ; to terminate.

Expiring, (eks-piYing) a. Breathing out air from

the lungs; emitting volatile matter; breathing

the last breath ; dying ;—uttered in the hour of

death. [a lease.

Expiry, (eks'pir-c) «. End ; termination, as of

Expiscatè, (eks-pis'kut) v.t. [L. expiscori.) To

ascertain by artful means or by investigation;

to search out.

Explain, (eks-plänO v.t. [L. ex and planus.)

To make plain, manifest, or intelligible; to

illustrate in notes or by commente ;—expound;

interpret;—1\ t. To give explanation.

Explanation, (eks-pla-iitVshuu) n. Act of ex

pounding or interpieting ;—that which make»

clear ;—meaning attributed to any thing by

one who explains it;—a mutual exposition of

meaning or motives, with a view to adjust a

misunderstanding ; hence, reconciliation ; good

understanding ; — exposition ; interpretation ;

illustration ; account.

Explanatory, (eka-phui'a-tor-e)a. Serving to

explain ; containing explanation.

Expletive, (eks'plCt-iv) u. [L. erplere.) Filling

up; added by way of ornament; superfluous.

Expletive, (eks'plot-iv) ». A word or syllable

inserted to fill a vacancy or for ornament.

Expietory, (eks'plë-tor-e) «. Serving to fill up ;

expletive; superfluous.

Explicable, (ekVple-kä-bl) п. Capable of being

explained or made intelligible ; that may be

accounted for.

Explicate, (eke'ple-kut) t\ t. \L. ex and piteare ]

To open, as leaves ;—to unfold the meaning of.

U> explain ; to interpret.

Explication, (eks-ple-ka'shun) и. Act of unfold

ing;—explanation ; exposition ; interpretation ;

—the sense given by an expositor.

Explicative, (eks'ple-kät-iv) a. Serving to un

fold or explain ; explanatory.

Explicit, (eks-plis'it) a. [L. txpUenrt.] Distinctly

stated ; clear ; definite ; precise ; — express :

unreserved; unequivocal.

Explicitly, (eks-plis'it-le) adv. Plainly; ex

pressly ; without disguise or reservation.

Explicitness, (eks-plis'it-nes) n. Quality of being

explicit.

Explode, (eks-plôdO r. i. [L. tx and plavdere.]

To utter a burst of sound ;—to burst with a
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load report : to detonate :—v. t. To drive out

with violence and noise, as by powder ;—to

reject with loud disapprobation, аз a play;

hence, to condemn ; to decry.

Exploit, (eks-ploif) ». [F. from L. explicare.)

A deed or act ; e»pecially, an heroic act ; a great

achievement ; a feat

Exploration, (eks-plö-rtTahun) ». Act of ex

ploring : search ; examination.

Explore, (eke-plôV) v. t. [L. ex and plorare.) To

search thxoagh : to look into all parte of ; to

examine thoroughly.

Explosion« (eks-plö'zhun) п. A bursting with

noise ;—sadden expansion of an elastic substance

with loud report ; — discharge of a piece of

ordnance; — eruption of a volcano; — violent

manifestation of excited feeling or passion.

Explosive, (eks-plô'siv) a. Causing explosion ;

banting wilh violence. [manner.

Explosively, (eks-plö'siv-le) adv. In an explosive

Exponent, (eks-pcVnent) ». (L. exponere.] An

index ; — a representative : an exhibitor ; — an

algebraic number or letter written on the

right hand of and above a quantity, and

¿¿Doting how many times the latter is repeated

as a factor to produce the power indicated.

Exponential, (eks-po-nen'she-al) a. Pertaining

to exponents ; involving variable exponents.

Export, (екд-pört') v. t. [L. ex and jtortare.) To

carry out ; to convey or transport, as goods in

commerce, to other nations.

Expert, (ekVport) n. Act of exporting;—that

which is exported—used chiefly in the plural.

Exportable, (eks-pörtVbl) a. Capable of being

exported. [exporting.

Exportation, (eks- port -a 'shun) n. Act of

Expose, (eks-pOr/) v. t. [L. ex and ;x»ieir.] To

lay open ; to set in view ; to disclose ;—to

aacover ;—to remove from shelter ; to put in

danger ; to subject ; — to offer for inspection ;

to exhibit, as goods for sale ;—to divulge, as the

acts or character of another ; to put to shame.

Expose, (eks-pO-zu') п. [F.] A formal statement ;

—luoally in a bad sense, exposure of deceitful

er immoral character or conduct.

Exposed, (eks-pôzd)a. Offered to view ; laid out

tor sale ;—unprotected ; open to attack.

Exposition, ( eks-pö-zish'un ) и, [L. exponere.]

act of laying out or exhibiting ; hone*» a public

exhibition or show ;—the act of expounding the

sense or meaning of ;—a work containing ex-

pknaüoELs or interpretations; the sense put

upon a passage by an interpreter.

Expositor, (eks-poz'it-er) ». One who, or that

■hkh, expounds or explains ; an interpreter.

Expository, (eks-pozlt-or-e) a. Belonging to an

expositor, or to exposition ; explanatory ; illus

trative ; exegeticaf.

Expostulate, ( eks - post'u - lut ) v. I. [L. ex and

paatuLart. ] To discuss ; to examino ;—f. i. To

remonstrate with ;—to reason in a kindly and

earnest manner with ; to urge motives and

inducements for a change of conduct.

Expostulation, (eks-рое-tu-luehun) п. Act of

expostulating: remoustrance.

Expostulatory, (eks-pos'tu-lu-tor-o) a. Contain

ing expostulation or remonstrance.

Exposure, (eks-pô'zhur) n. Act of exposing;—

«ate of being exposed ;—position in regard to

point« of compass, or to influences of climate,

Light, air, &c.

Expound, (eks-poundO v. t. [L. erponerc.] To

explain ; to clear of obscurity ; to interpret.

Expounder, (екв-pound'er) «. One who inter

prets or explains the meaning of.

Express, (eks-pres') v, t. [L. ex and pre»*™.]

To press or squeeze out; — to represent by

pictorial art;—to show; to exhibit by look,

gesture, or language ;—to make known one's

opinions or feelings — used reflexively ; — to

send by express messenger;—to elicit; to extort.

Expresa, (eks -près') и. Closely resembling;

exactly copied ;—directly stated ; clear; plain;—

despatched with epecial speed or directness.

Express, (eks-pres') ». A messenger sent on a

special errand ; hence, a regular ami quick

conveyance for packages, &c. ;—a message sent.

Expressed, (eks-prest')«. Pressed out ;—declared ;

put down in writing ; uttered in words.

Expression, (eks-presh'un) n. Act of forcing out

by pressure ;—act of representing ; declaration ;

utterance;— lively or vivid representation of

meaning, sentiment, or feeling, &c.,as in musical

or pictorial art; — look or appearance of the

countenance ;—a mode of speech ; a phrase.

Expressionless, (eks-presh'undes) a, destitute

of expression ; dull ; stolid.

Expressive, (eks-pres'iv) a. Serving to expresa,

utter, or represent ; — full of expression ; oiu-

phaticaL

Expressively, (eks-prea'iv-le) adv. In an expres

sive maimer.

Expressiveness, (eks-pree'iv-nes) n. Quality of

being expressive; impressive significance; vivid

ness.

Expressly, (eks-presle) adv. In an express or

'pointed manner ; in direct terms; plainly.

Expropriate, (eks-prö'pre-at) v. t. [L. ex and

propriu*.] To put out of one's possession ; to

give up a claim to exclusive property.

Expugn, (eks-pun') v.t. [L. ex and pugnare.]

To conquer ; to take by assault.

Expulsion, (eks-pul'shuii) «. [L. rxpuhio.) Act

of expelling ; a driving away by violence ;—state

of being expelled.

Expulsive, (eks-puls'iv) n. Tlaviug the power of

driving away ; serving to expel.

Expunge, (eks-punj') v. t. [L. ex and pungere.)

To blot out, as with a pen ;—to etrike out : to

wipe out or destroy ;—efface ; erase ; obliterate.

Expurgate, (eks-pur'gat) v. t. [L. ex and purgare.]

To purify from any thing noxious, offensive, or

erroneous; to cleanse; to purge.

Expurgation, (eks-pur-gu'shun) n. Act of ex

purgating; purification.

Expurgatory, (eks-pur'giVtor-c) a. Serving to

¿urify from any thing noxious or erroneous.

iquisite, (eks'kwe-zit) a. [L. ex and <juareve,]

Carefully selected; hence, of surpassing excel

lence;—exceeding; accurate; perfect, as work

manship ; — nice ; delicate, as taste ; — keen :

susceptible, as the feelings; — discriminating;

fastidious.

Exquisite, (eksTcwe-zit) n. One who is over-nice

in dress or ornament ; a fop; a dandy.

Exquisitely, (eks'kwe-zit-le) ml v. In an exquisite

manner; — with keen sensation ur with nice

perception.

Exsanguious, (eks-sang'gwe-ne) n. [L. ex and

sanguin.) Destitute of blood, as an insect.

Exscind, (eks-eindO v. t. [L. ex and ecindere.]

To cut off ; to roinove from fellowsliip.

Exsiocant, (ek-sik'ant) a. Having the quality of

drying up ; drying.

Exsiccate, (ek-sik'ät) v.t. [L. ex and êiccv*.]

To exhaust or evaporate moisture from ; to drj .
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Extancy, (eks-tan'se) n. State of being ;—state of

rising above otlier forms of being ; prominence.

Extant, (eks'tant) «. [L. L-oni tx and **<»¥.]

Standing out or above the surface ;—continuing

to exist ; in being ; now subsisting.

Extemporaneous, (eks-tem-pö-ru'ne-us) a. [L. ex

tem/юге. ] Proceeding from the impulse of the

moment ; called forth by the occasion ; unpre

meditated ; off-liand.

Extemporaneously, (eks-tem-pö-ra'ne-us-le) adv.

Without previous study ; unpremeditatedly.

Extempore, (eks-tem'po-rc) adv. [L. from ex and

tfiupuA.] Without previous study or meditation ;

without preparation ; suddenly.

Extempore, (екя-tem'po-rê) a. Without previout

study or preparation ; externporaneous.

Extemporize, (cks-tem'po-riz) v. ¡. To speak

without previous study or preparation ; to make

nn off-hand address ;—v. t. To do in a hasty,

off-hand, or unpremeditated manner.

Extend, (eks-tend1) r. t. [L. ex and tendere.]

To prolong in a single direction, as a line ; to

lengthen ;—to dilate, as a volume ; to expand ;

—to continue, as time ; to protract ;—to hold

out or reach forth ;—to bestow on ;—to impart ;

to communicate ; — v. i. To be continued in

length or breadth ; to stretch ; to reach.

Extensibility, (eks-tons-e-bil'e-te) n. Capacity of

being extended or of suffering extension.

Extensible or Extensile, (eks-tene'e-bl) a. Capable

of being extended, whether in length or breadth.

Extension, (eks-tcn'shun) ïî. [L. txtenaio.] Act

of extending; a stretching ;—state of being ex

tended ;—that property of a Ixxly by which it

occupies a portion of elwice ;—allowing a debtor

further time to pay a debt.

Extensive, (cks-tens'iv) «. Having wide extent ;

expanded ; large ; broad ; wide.

Extensively, (eka-tens'iv-le) ml v. To a groat

extent ; widely.

Extensivenees,"(eks-tens'iv-nes) n. Extent;

widenoss ; largeness : diffusiveness.

Extensor, (eks-teus'çr) п. [I,. ] Л muscle which

servos to extend or straighten, as an arm, Arc.

Extent, (eks-tentO n. Space or degree to which

a thing is extended ; superficies ; bulk ; length ;

compass; volume.

Extenuate, (eks-tcn u-iit) r. í. [L. ex and tenui*.]

To draw out, as the line of an army ; to make

lean or slender;—to lessen; to palliate, as a

crime ;—v. i. To become thin or slender ; to be

drawn out.

Extenuatingly, (eks-ten'u-ât-ing-lc) ctdr. In an

extenuating manner.

Extenuation, ( eke - ten - û - a 'shun ) v. Act of

extenuating; losing of flesh; maceration;—

palliation, as of a crime ¡—mitigation, as of

¿mnlihment.

xterior, (eks-të're-er) п. [L. comparative of

exter.) Outward ; outside of, said of a body ;—

external; extrinsic, said of a person or quality;

—foreign.

Exterior, (eke-te're-er) n. That which is external;

surface ; outside ;—outward appearance or de

portment; —pi. Visible acts, forms, or cere

monies

Exterminate, (eks-tor'mm-at) v. t. [L. ex and

ter,,i¡,m¿.] To drive from within the limits or

borders of ; to drive away ;—to extirpate ; to

destroy >—to cause to disapj>ear ; to eliminate.

Extermination, (cks-tcr-niiu-u'shun) ». Act of

exterminating ; eradication ; extirpation ; ex

cision ;—elimination.

Exterminatory, (eto-te^min-u-tor-e) a. Serving

or tending to exterminate.

External, (eks-tern'al) a. [L. extern**.] Having

relation to space ; outward ; exterior ;—visible ;

apparent; not inherent;—accidental; irrele

vant;—foreign. [manner; outwardly.

Externally, (eks-tçrn'al-le) ade. In on external

Externals, (eks-tern'alz) n. pi. Whatever things

are external ; outward forms or ceremonies.

Extinct, (eks-tingkf) a. [L. exitingitere.] Put

out ; quenched ;—ended ; terminated ; closed ;

dead.

Extinction, (eks-tingk'shun) n. Act of extin

guishing ;—state of being extinguished.

Extinguish, (eka-ting'gwish) v.i. fL» ex and

gtiiiffvere.] To smother ; to quench ;—to put

an end to ; to destroy ;—to obscure by superior

splendour.

Extinguishable, (eks-ting'gwish-a-bl) a. Cajeble

of being extinguished.

Extinguisher, (eks-ting'gwish-or) n. One who,

or that which, extinguishes ; a hollow, conical

utensil to be put on a caudle or lamp to extin

guish it.

Extinguishment, (eks-ting'gwish-raent) n. Act

of extinguishing ; extinction ; suppression ;

destruction ; nullification ; abolition.

Extirpate, (eks-tçrp'ât) r. í. [L. ex and Mtirp*.]

To pull or pluck up by the roots ; to destroy

totally ;—to cut out ; to remove.

Extirpation, (eks-tcrp-iVshun) it. Act of extir-

¿tatiug; eradication; excision; total destruction.

ïtol, (eks-töl ) v. t. IL. ex and tolUre.) To

elevate by praise ; to eulogize ; to magnify ;

celebrate ; laud ; glorify.

Extorsive, (eks-tore'iv) a. Serving to extort.

Extorsively, (eks-tors'iv-le) mlс In on extorsive

manner ; by extortion.

Extort, (eks-toif) v. i. [L. ex and tem¡\tere.) To

wrest or wring from by physical or othc-i

means ; to gain by force ; to exact ;—r. i. To

practise extortion.

Extorted, (eks-tort'ed) a. Drawn or taken from

by compulsion ; forced, as an admission or con

fession.

Extortion, (eks-tor shun) n. Act of extorting;

illegal exaction ; compulsion ; — oppression ;

rapacity.

Extortionate or Extortionary, (eke-torahnii-"it)o.

Practising extortion ; exacting ;—over-charged ;

exorbitant;—rapacious; greedy.

Extortioner or Extortionist, (eks-tor'shun-çr) «.

One who exacts or over-cliarges ; a usurer.

Extra, (eks'trai A Latin preposition signifying

i beyond ; on the other or outside of;—л prefix

' to many words denoting beyond, without, more

■ than, further than, or generally, excess.

Extract, (eks-tnikt ) r. í. [L. ex and fraAnv. ]

; To draw out ;—to remove forcibly from a fixed

]ювШоп ;—to express, as juice or essence by

chemical process ;—to select, as passages from

a book.

Extract, (eks'trakt) я. That which is extracted

or drawn out;—a passage from a book or writing ;

a quotation;—any thing drawn from a substance

by chemical process.

Extraction, (eks-trak'shnn) v. Act of extract»:? ;

the drawing out, as of a tooth;—descent; lineage;

—chemical operation of evolving the substance;

essence ; tincture ; — arithmetical process of

finding the root of a number.

Extractive, (eks-trakt'iv) a. Capable of being

extracted ;—tending or serving tô extract.
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Extradition, ( da - tra - dish ' an ) n. [L. ex and

trgdtrt.] Delivery by one nation or state to

another, equally of fugitives* from justice, in

pmsnanoe if a treaty.

FrtiMiiihiiT. (tka-tra-joo-dish'e-al) a. [L. extra

zed txt%.jidic*eL) Out of the proper court or

the orduisrr'cDane of legal procedure.

Extramaadsie, (efct-tra-mun'dan) a. [L. rr/rr?

and s«Wm, ] Beyond the limit of the material

vorid, or nliuog to that which is so.

Extnaand, fdu-tra-mGr al) a. [L. extra and

«*na.J Vdboot or beyond the walls.

Eitnwmi, (<ck*-tr<i'ne-us) a. [L. tfdiiwwi.]

.Vot l^longiag to or dependent on a thing ;

tfreimnt; not essential: not intrinsic; foreign.

ErAmmty, (ekj-trl'ue-us-le) ode. In an

rrtraacoaa manner.

Iitaardiaaruy, (eks-tra-or'din-ar-e-le) adv. In

_» isasner oat of the ordinary or usual method.

^-crisrsiiaary. (eks-tranjr'din-ar-e) a. [h. extra

*ad «n^i.J Beyond or out of the common order

rr oetlhd ;—exceeding the common degree or

taanire ; remarkable ; rare ; special ; particular;

-«jpiojed or sent for a special object.

Icnordtairy, (eks-trav-or'din-ar-e) n. That

'tea k extraordinary or unuxual ; an uncom-

a* rirenmstance or quality.

IitrmjaaM, (eks-travVgaiis) ». The act of

•Todering beyond proper limits ; irregularity ;

*3d&» ;—exces* of passion or appetite ;—lavish

expenditure of means or substance ; vain or

njernaoa* expense ;—exuberance in thought

ordktkia; prodigality; profusion; waste ; (lis-

.■JMson.

i^iragiat, (eks-trav'a-gant) a. [L. extra and

*yu.) Wandering beyond bounds; excessive ;

ftsnaaooahle; irregular;—wild; unrestrained ;

~profuse in expense ; prodigal.

"^vagantly, (aks-traVa-gant-le) adv. In an

en»Tsgaat manner.

-JSmsate, {eks-trav'a-sat) r. /. [L. extra and

J*0 To let oat of the proper vessels, as blood.

febvmsmtuB, (ekB-trav-a-sa'ihon) n. Act of

|«d« kt out of the proper vessels or ducts, as

ktotae, (eks-trcm') a. [L. tztrrmv*.] At the

a:ant point, edge, or border ; outermost ;

f-ftiest;—Urt; final; conclusive;—utmost; the

•wt or best; most urgent; greatest; highest.

^■■e, (ek*-trem') w. The utmost point or

t?*3e oi a thing ;—utmost limit or degree ;

JJ**, great noce^tty—often in the j>l.

tpesKly. (eka-trvxa le) adc. In the utmost

^■JSe; V> toe utmost point; very greatly;

Wssetly.

"*»ail|f (elM-trem'e-te) n. The utmost nr

ooa d&unt point or side, as of a place ;—the

<iQ1*nnost parts, aa of an animal ;— the highest

■"fc or condition ; — the greatest degree of

|j*fcuty, danger, or distress ; — tbo utmost

/-"-or violence;—exigency ; urgency.

"aittUe, (eks'tre-ka-bl) a. Oipable of being

™ette, (des'tre-kat) r. t. [L. tx and fWor.]

■ fin-Ti tangle ; to free from difficulties or per-

J^nties;—to emit or evolve.

™onoa. (eks-tre-ka'shun) n. Act of extri-

J*atg or disentangling ;—act of evolving.

***ri»jae, ( eks - trius ' ik ) a, [L. extriiuwitu,]

Not contained in or belonging to a body;

tiisrnal ; outward ; unessential.

InrUsuaBy, (eks-trins'ik-al-le) adr. In an

airinsie manner; externally; from without.

Extrude, (eks-trood') i\ /. [L. ex and trudert,]

I To thrust, urge, or press out ; to expel.

Extrusion, (eks-troo'zhun) n. Act of thrusting

I out ; expulsion.

Exuberance, (eks-tu'ber-ans) v. A swelling or

rising of any part of the body ; a protuberance.

Exuberance or Exuberancy, (eks-u'ber-ans) n.

State of being exuberant; suiterfluoiis abund

ance ; luxuriance ; excess ; superfluity ; over

flow.

Exuberant, (eks-u'bcr-ant)n. [L.] Characterized

by abundance ; overflowing ; over-abundant ;

superfluous.

Exuberantly, (ekB-iYber-ant-le)f«Yr. Abundantly;

in great plenty ; to a superfluous degree.

Exuberate, (eka-iTber-ut) v.i. To abound ; to be

in great abundance or plenty.

Exudation, (eks-u-diVshun) n. Act of exuding ;

a discharge of humours or moisture ;—the sub

stance exuded.

Exude, (eks-ud') r. (. [L. ex and tvrtarf.] To

discharge through the jwres, as moisture : to

discharge its sap by incision, as a tree;— r. ,'.

To flow from a body, as juice or moisture.

Exulccration, (egz-ul-ser-a'shun) v. [L. ex and

itfcu&J Act of causing ulcers on a body; pro-

cesa of becoming ulcerous ; — exacerbation .

corrosion.

Exulccrate, (egz-ul'ser-at) »\ t. To produce an ulcer

in ;—to conode ;—e. i. To l>ecoii)e ulcerous.

Exult, (egz-ulf) r. i. [L. ex and mlhv.] To leap

for joy ; to rejoice in triumph.

Exultation, (egz-ult-fi'shun) n. Act of exulting;

rapturous delight ; triumph. [manner.

Exultingly. (egz-ult'ing-le) iulr. In an exulting

Exuvia, (egz-u've-e) n.pt, [h. exttere.] Cant

skins, shells, or coverings of animals;—fossil

shells and other animal remains in the strata

of tlie earth.

Eyas, (i'as) «. [F. niais.] A young hawk just

taken from the nest.

Eye, (i) v. [A.-.S. wj/e.] The orgnn of vision ;—

sight: view; iterception ; — face: jiresence ;—

look ; counteimnce ;—act of Beeing; observation;

inspection ; notice ;—j>ow"er of seeing ; range in

delicacy of vLsion ; — mental view ; estimate;

judgment;—the small hole in the end of a

needle ;—a catch for a hook ;—the centre of a

target ;—a part of a loop or stay.

Eye, (i) v. t. To fix the eye on ; to view; to

observe or watch narrowly, or with fixed atten

tion, [eye.

Eyeball, (Thawl) v. The globe or apple of the

Eyebeam, (i'bem) vi. A glance of the eye.

Eyebolt, (rwilt) n. A bar of iron or bolt, with nn

eye at one end, for hooking tackles to.

Eycbright, (Tbrit) n. A plant formerly much

used as a remedy for diseases of the eye.

Eyebrow, (Throw) u. The liairy arch above

the eye.

Eyeflap, (I'flap) n. A blinder on a horse's bridle.

Eyeglass, (i'glas) -n. A glass to assist the

sight:—the eye-piece of a telescojw and like

instruments. [the eyelid.

Eyelash, (i'lash) n. The lino of hairs that edges

Eyeless, (i'les) a. Wanting eyes or sight ; blind.

Eyelet, (ilet) n. [F. (Htlrt.] A snudl hole or

perforation for a lace or small rope or cord.

Eyelid, (Hid) n. Tlie cover of the eye.

Eye-piece, (i']>ea) '". The lens, or combination of

lenses, at trio eye-end of a telescope or other

optical instrument.

Eye-solve, (i'salv) n. Ointment for the eye.
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Eye-service, (i'ser-vis) *. Service performed

only under the eve or inspection of an employer.

Eyesight, (i'sit) n. Sight of the eye : view ; ob

servation ;—power or relative capacity of seeing.

Eye-sore, (i'sor) ,<. Something offensive to the

eye or sight

Eye-string, (I'string) n. The tendon by which

the eye is moved.

Eye-tooth, (i'tooth) n. The pointed tooth in the

upper jaw next to the Grinders—called also

canine tooth and cuspidate tooth.

Eye-water, (i'waw-ter) «. A medicated water or

lotion for the eyes. Itkuig done.

Eye-witness, (i'wit-nes) n. One who seat a

Eyre, (flr) «. [Norm. F. cm. ] A journey or

circuit ;—a court of itinerant justices.

Eyrie, (ft're) n. The place where birds of urty

construct their ueats and hatch their young.

F.

F(cf), the sixth letter of the English alphabet, !

is a labial articulation formed by the passage ;

of breath between the lower lip and the upper j

incisive teeth. The figure of the letter F is the

same as that of the Kolic digamma [FJ. to j

which it is also closely related in power. As a j

contraction it stands for fellow : as a numeral |

it denotes 40, and with a dash over it (p),

40,000. In music F is the fourth tone of the

model scale. F sliarp (FJ) is a tone between

F and G.

Fa, (fa). A syllable applied to the fourth tone

of the gamut or model scale for eolmization.

Fable, (fa'bl) «. [L. fabala.] A fictitious story

or tale intended to enforce some useful truth

or precept ; an apologue ;—the plot of an epic

or dramatic poem ;—fiction ; falsehood.

Fable, (fa'bl) v. i. To feign ; to write or speak

fiction;—v.t. To feign; to invent; to tell of

falsely.

Fabric, (fab'rik) «. [L. faber.] Structure of

any thing ; workmanship ; texture ; make ;—

that which is fabricated ;—frame-work ; edifice ;

building ;—manufactured cloth.

Tabrieant, (fab're-kant) ii. [F.] A manufacturer;

—an artificer ; a working tradesman.

Fabricate, (fab're-kiH) v.t. [L. fabricate,] To

frame ; to construct ; to build ;—to form by art

and labour ; to manufacture ;—to forgo ; to

devise falsely.

Fabrication, (fab-re-ka'shun) n. Act of devising,

framing, or constructing ; construction ; — a

building or structure ;—a falsehood ; invention ;

forgery. writes fables.

Fabulist, (fab'u-list) n. One who invents or

Fabulize, (fab'u-ltz) v. t. To invent, compose, or

relate fables.

Fabulous, (fab'u-lua) a. [L. fori.] Feigned, as a

story or fable ; related to fable ; not real ;

fictitious. [ manner.

Fabulously, (fab'u-lus-le) adv. In a fabulous

Facade, (fa -sad') v. [F. fa&ide, from /ace.]

Front ; front view or elevation of an edifice.

Face, (fas) m. [L. /ucUa.] The exterior form

or appearance of any thing ;—ono of the bound

ing planes of a solid ;—the surface of a plate

or disk;—visage; countenance;—cast of features;

look ; air ; — boldness ; effrontery ; — presence ;

night ; front;—mode of regard, whether favour

able or unfavourable ;—state or condition of

affairs ;—pi. Distortion of the features.

Face, (fis) v.t. To meet in front; to oppose

with firmness;—to turn the front toward ; to

confront;—to cover in front;—to make flat or

smooth the surface of;—to trim a garment with

something of a different texture or colour;—

v. i. To turn the face ; to carry a false appear

ance ; to brave ; to brazen out.

Facet, (fiuret) n. [F. fatette.] A little face; a

small surface ;—a sujierflcies cut with several

angles, as in diamonds and other precious stoma.

Faoetun, (fa-se'she-e) n.pL [L. fucctut.} Witty

or humorous writings or sayings ; witticism*.

Facetious, (fa-seshe-us) a. Given to wit and

good humour ; merry ; sportive ; jocular.

Facetiously, (fa-eeshe-usde) adv. In a facetiuas

manner.

Facetiousness, (fa-se'she-us-nes) n. State of

being facetious ; pleasantry. [the fa*

Facial, (fashe-al) a. [L./«c(>*.] Pertaining t.»

Facile, ( fas'il ) a. [L. facitis.] Easy to be done

or performed ;—easy of access or convene —

easily persuaded ; pliant ; flexible ;—ready in

performing ; dexterous.

Facilitate, (fa-sil'it-at) r. (. [L. facilitai.] Tu

make easy ;—to expedite ; to help forward

Facility, (fa-sU'e-te) n. Quality of being easily

performed; ease;— readiness proceeding from

skill or use ; dexterity ; expertuew ;—eaiine* t"

be persuaded; — pliancy;— easiness of ace**;

complaisance ; affability ;—pi. Facilities, suit

able or convenient means ; opportunities ; fcl*

vantages. t

Facing, (fas'ing) n. A covering in front to

ornament or defence ; — movement of soku«*

to the right or left ;—collar or lappet of ret'-

mental uniform ;—the front of an architectural

structure ;—any superficial layer or coating

Fac-simile, (fak-sim'e-le) n. [L. facere and *'••-■'■

Hi.) An exact copy or likeness, as of b

writing.

Fact, (fakt) «, [L. faditm.] Any thing done «

tlint which comes to pass ; an act ; an event ; <

reality; truth;—performance ; incident . cctji1

rence ; circumstance.

Faction, (fak'shun) u, [L. factio.] A party actiitj

against a government or established order o

things;—dissension; tumult; cabal; comLin-

tion ; clique ; junto.

Factious, (fak'she-us) a . Given to faction ; itch

to clamour against public measures or men ;-

pertaining to, or proceeding from, faction.

Faetiously, (fak'she-us-le) adv. luafarti- i

manner. [factiiwtf

Factiousness, (fak'she-us-nes) n. State of ben

Factitious, (fhk-tish'e-us) a. [L. fact dim*.) Mmi

by art, in distinction from what is prodo*'*1

by nature ; artificial ; conventional : artful.

Factor, (fak'ter) n. A mercantile agent »h

buys, sells, and transacts business on oonui'j

sion ;—oue of the numbers or quantities wlu'-'

when multiphed together, form a product

Factorage, (fak'ter-Sj) «. Allowance given w

factor by his employee for his services.

Factorial, (fak-to're-al) a. Pertaining to

factory;—in mathematics, relating to fecton.
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Factorship, (fak'ter-ship) n. The office of a factor.

Factory, (fak'tor-e) n. [L. /actor.] A house or

place where factors reside to transact business

for their employers ;—the body of factors in

any place;—a manufactory.

Factotum, (fak-to'turn) n. [L. do every thing.]

A person employed to do all kinds of work.

Faculty, (fak'ul-te) n. [L. facultas.] Ability to

act or perform : mental power or capacity ;

intellectual endowment or gift ¡—privilege or

permission ; license;—a body of men to whom

any specific right or privilege is granted ; the

graduates in philosophy, law, medicine, or

theology' ;—the professors and tutors in a college.

Fade, (fad) v. i. [0. Eng. rade.] To perish

gradually ; to wither, as a plant ;—to lose fresh

ness, colour, or brightness ;—to sink away ; to

grow dim ;—v. t. To cause to wither.

Faded, (fad'ed) o. Declined; withered ; decayed;

losing colour and becoming less vivid.

Fadeless, (fidles) a. Not liable to fade; unfading.

Fading, (fading) n. Loss of colour, freshness,

or vigour ; decay ; weakness.

Fadinyly, (fad'ing-le) adv. In a fading manner.

Fadge, (faj) v. i. [A.-S. fegan.] To come close,

as the ports of things united ; to fit.

Faeces, (fe'sCz) n. pi. [L. fax.] Excrement;

ordure ; settlings, sediment.

Tac, (fag) n. A laborious drudge ; a school-boy

who does menial services for another boy.

F**T. (&*) v. i. [A. -8. fo?ge.] To act as a fag;

to drudge ;—to become weary ; to tire ;—v. t.

To treat as a fag ; to compel to drudge.

Fag-end. (fag'end) «. [Fag and end.] An end

of poorer quality or in a spoiled condition, as

of a web of cloth, <fcc.;—the refuse or meaner

peat.

Fagot,Fagot, (fag'ut) n. [F., L. fax.] A bundle of

«ticks used for fuel, for raising batteries or other

purposes in fortification ; also, a singlo stick ;—

a bundle of pieces of iron or of steel in bars ;—

a person hired to take the place of another at

the muster of a company.

Fagot, (fag'ut) v. t. To make a fagot of; to tie

or bundle together ; to bind in a bundle.

Fahrenheit, (fah'ren-hit) a. [Ger.J Pertaining

to a thermometer, having the zero of its scale

marked at 32 degrees below the freezing-point

of water, and the boiling-point at 212 degrees

above—so called from the inventor of the scale.

Гай, (Ш) r.i. [F. faillir.) To be wanting:—

to come short ;—to decline ; to decay ;—to fall

off in respect to vigour, resources, or the like ;—

to perish; to die, ;—to miss;—to be disappointed

of access or attainment ; to be baffled or frus

trated ;—to become bankrupt or insolvent ;—

v. t. To be wanting to : to disappoint.

Fail, (tal) л. Failure ; deficiency ; want.

Failing, (ful'ing) n. The act of one who fails ;

deficiency ; imperfection ; weakness ; miscar

riage ; misfortune.

Failure, (fal'tlr) n, [From fail] Cessation of

supply, or total defect; deficiency:—omission;

non-performance ; decay, or defect from decay ;

—bankruptcy ; suspension of payment.

Fain (fan) a. [A.-H. fngen.) Well-pleased : glad;

disposed; inclined; specially, content to accept.

Fain, (fin) adv. With joy or pleasure ; gladly.

Faint, (flnt) a. [F. faint.] Lacking strength;

weak; languid; — wanting in courage, spirit,

or energy ; dejected ; depressed ;—hardly per-

t«ptible ; indistinct ;—done in a weak or feeble

manner.

Faint, (fint) v. i. To become weak or feeble ; to

languish ; to swoon ;—to lose courage or spirit ;

to sink ; to succumb ;—to fade away: to vanish.

Faint-hearted, (fant'hart-ed) a. Wanting in

courage ; cowardly ; timorous ; dejected.

Fainting, (fant'ing) n. A swoon ; a temporary

loss of strength, breath, and colour.

Faintish. (fänt'ish) a. Slightly faint.

Faintishness, (fuut'iah-nes) n. A slight degree of

faintness.

Faintly, (flnt'le) adv. In a feeble or languid

manner ;—with a feeble light;—in a low tone;

—imperfectly;—weakly; timorously.

Faintness, (fant'nes) n. Loss of strength, colour,

and respiration, as in a fit ;—imperfection, as of

light or representation ;—mental weakness.

Fair, (fur) a. [A.-S. fäyer.] White: pure;

free from spot or blemish ; free from a dark

hue ; beautiful ; handsome ;—clear, as water ;—

not cloudy or overcast, as the вку, »fee. ;—blowing

in tho right direction, as wind ; favourable;—

open ; direct, as a passage ;—undefended, as a

mark ;—frank ; candid, as a statement ;—just ;

equitable, as a bargain ; — plain ; legible, as

handwriting ;—spotless, as reputation ;—mode

rate ; middling, as means or livelihood.

Fair, (fur) adv. Clearly; openly; frankly; civilly;

honestly ; favourably.

Fair, (fur) n. A fair woman ; a handsome female.

Fair, (far) я. [F. foire.] Originally a market

held at stated times in a town or district;—

now an annual holiday gathering for sports and

games. [at a fair.

Fairing, (faVing) n. A present given or purchased

Fairlies, (faYles) n.pl. [Scot.] Any thing new

or novel ; wonders.

Fairly, (fârle) adv. In a fair manner; clearly;

openly; distinctly; frankly; honestly.

Fairness, (faVnes) n. The state of being fair ;

freedom from spots or stains ; whiteness ; agree-

ableness ; clearness ; honesty ; candour ; dis

tinctness.

Fairy, (fâ're) п. [F. fée.] A supernatural being,

supposed to assume a human form, and to meddle

in the affairs of mankind. [fairies.

Fairy, ifa're) a. Belonging to fairies ¡—given by

Faith, (filth) n. [L. fldes.] Belief; reliance on

testimony ; dependence on the authority or

veracity of another ; conviction from observa

tion or exj>erienoe ; confidence ; assurance ;—

belief in the Bible ;—belief in the person and

work of Christ; — personal reliance on Christ

with surrender of the heart and will to his

service for salvation ;—the ground of Christian

belief; tho faithfulness of God ;—the object of

Christian belief ; doctrine believed ; creed ;—

profession of belief in gospel truth ; — strict

adherence to duty; fidelity;—sincerity; honesty.

Faithful, (fath'fóól) a. Full of faith : disjKieed.

to believe, especially in God;—keeping faith;

firm in adherence to promises or other engage

ments ;—loyal ; honest ;—conformable to truth ;

exact ; veracious ;—true ; worthy of belief.

Faithfully, (fath'fóól -le) adv. In a faithful

manner.

Faithfulnesi, fíath'fóol-nes) n. Quality of being

faithful; fidelity; truth; loyalty; constancy. .

Faithless, (ffithles) a. Doubting: distrusting:

—not believing in God or irr the Christian

religion ;—not true to allegiance, duty, or vows;

—false ; perfidious ; treacherous ;—serving to

deceive ; deluding.

Faithlessness, (fathles-nes) «. Want of faith ;

О
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unbelief ал to revealed religion ; perfidy ;

treachery; disloyalty ; inconstancy.

Fakir, (й-кСУ) л. An Oriental religion« ascetic

or begging monk.

Falcated« (falTcut-ed) a. [L. /alx.) Hooked or

bent like a sickle or ecythe.

Falchion, (fawl'shnn) n. [V./auchon.] A ehort

broad sword with a »lightly curved point ; a

scimitar.

Falcon, (fawTtn) n, [L% /aleo.) One of a family

of raptorial bmU, characterized by a ehort,

hooked beak, ix>werful claw«, and great destruc

tivo tiowor ; t*/Kciattif, ono trained to the

punmit of game.

Falconer, (faw'kn-er) и. A person who breeds

and trains hawks ; une who fullows the sport of

fowling with hawks. [cannon.

Falconet, (fafkon-et) ït. [F. falconet b\ ) A small

Falconry, (£а'кп-го) и. The art of training

hawk* ;—the practico of taking wild fowls by

hawks.

Faldstool, (fawldstóól) п. [A-S. /aid and stool.]

Л portable «eat mado to fold up in the manner

of a cami>-htool ;—a small desk at which the

litany in said.

Fall, (fawl) v. i. [\.-B./eallan.] To descend from

a higher position to a lower; to drop down;—

to become prostrate ;—to empty; to disembogue ;

—to perish ; to vanish ;—to bo brought forth ;—

to decline in power, glory, value, or the like:

—to sink into vice, error, or sin ;—to become

embarrassed ; — to pass into a new state ; to

become ;—to happen ; to como to pass ;—to light

on : to come by chanco :—to rush on ; to assail ;

—to become the property of by lot, inheri tance,

or otherwise ;—to bo dropped or uttered care

lessly, ne words; — to revolt; to apostatize;—

v. t. To sink ; to depress ; to diminish ; to

depreciate.

Fall, ífawl) ti. Act of descending from a higher

to a lower place ; descent ;—death ; destruction;

overthrow; ruin ;—declension in rank, office,

or virtue;—downfall; degradation; the apostasy

of our first parents ;—diminution of price or

value ; depreciation ; — a sinking of tone ;

cadeneo ¡—declivity ; a slope ¡—descent of water ;

a cascade ; a cataract ; — extent of descent ;

downfall, as of rain or enow ;—a lady's veil;—

the loose end of a tackle.

Fallacious, (faldä'ehe-us) a. Deceitful ; wearing

,ч false appearance ; misleading ; sophietical ;—

false; ill-founded; dolusivo; disappointing.

Fallaciously, (fal-lU'sho-us-le)n<li'. In a fallacious

manner. [being fallacious.

Fallaciousness, (fal-la'shc-iu-nca) n. The stato of

Fallacy, (fal la-se) n. [L. /atlax.] Deceptive or

false appearance ; doeeitfulnoes ; deception : mis

take ; — an argumout which professes to be

decisivo, while in reality it is not ; sophistry.

Fallen, (fawln) a. Dropped; descended; de

graded ; decreased ; ruineu.

Fallibility, (fal-e-biro-te) n. Stato of being

fallible ; liableness to deceive or to be deceived.

Fallible, (ful'e-bl) a. [L. /ollar.] Liable to fail

or mistake ; liable to deceive or be deceived.

Fallibly, (fal'e-blo) adr. In a fallible manner.

Falling-sickness, ( fawl ' ing - eik - nes ) u. Tho

epilepsy; a disease in which the patient suddenly

loses his senses and falls down.

Falling-stone, (fawl'iug-stôii) »i. A stone falling

from tho atmosphere ; an aerolite.

Fallow, (fal'Iü) a. [A. -8. /«in.) Left unsowed

after having been ploughed ;—pale yellow.

Fallow, (fal'lô) n. Land that has lain a year or

more untilled or unsown.

Fallow, (fallo) v. t To plough, harrow, and

break up, as land, without seeding.

Fallow-deer, (falld-der) n. So called from its

colour—a species of deer, smaller than the stag,

and in England domesticated in the parks.

Fallowing, (fal'lô-ing) л. The ploughing and

harrowing of land without sowing it.

False, (fawls) a. [L. /aim*.] Untrue ; not con

formable to fact ; erroneous : ill-founded, as a

claim ; unj ust;—deficient, as a weight or measure ;

dishonest ; — counterfeit, as coin ; forged, as

paper ¡—unsound, as a foundation ; deceptive ;

—ill -construed, as a verse or quantity; im

proper ;—unfaithful ; treacherous ; perfidious ;

—feigned ; hypocritical, as tears or grief ;—sub

stituted for another, as an heir ; supposititious.

False, (fawls) ode. Not truly ; not honestly ;

falsely.

Falsehood, ¿fawls 'hood) v. [FaUe and hoed.]

Want of truth or veracity; an untrue asser

tion;—want of honesty; deceitfulness ; perfidy;

—imposture.

Falsely, (fawls'le) adv. In a false manner ;

untruly ;—treacherously ; perfidiously.

Falseness, (fawhrncs) ». State of being false ;

want of integrity or uprightness ;—duplicity ;

perfidy. [falsified.

lalsiflable, (fawls'e-fï-a-bl) a. Capable of being

Falsification, (fawls-e-fe-ka'shun) «. Act of

making false; a counterfeiting;— wilful mis

statement or misrepresentation.

Falsifier, (fawls'e-fi-er) «. One who falsifies, or

gives to a thing a false appearance ; a liar.

Falsify, (fawls'e-fi) v. t. [L. /alsu» and /iteert.]

To represent falsely ; to counterfeit ; to forge ;

—to prove to be false ;—to break by falsehood ;

—to show that an item of charge in an account

is wrong;—r. ('. To tell lies; to violate the

truth.

Falsity, (fawls'c-te) n. Quality of being false ;

contrariety to truth ;—a false assertion ; lie.

Falter, (fawl'ter)r. i. [O. Eng./auficr, h. /allere.]

To hesitate; to stammor;—to tremble; to totter:

—to fail in exercise—said of the mind or of

thought.

Faltering, (f.iwl tçr-ing) ». Feebleness; deficiency.

Falteringly, {fawl'ter-uig-le) adv. "With broken

accents ;—with hesitation or feebleness.

Fame, (film) n. [L. /ama.] Public report or

rumour; — favourable report;—renown; noto

riety ; celebrity.

Fame, (fain) r. t. To report ; to make famous.

Familiar, (fa-mil'e-çr) a. [L. /amilia.] Pertain

ing to a family ; domestio ¡—closely acquainted

or intimate, as a friend ; well versed in, as any

subject of study ;—easy ; unconstrained ;—well

known ; well understood.

Familiar, (fa-mil'e-çr) п. An intimate; a close

companion ;—a demon or evil spirit.

Familiarity, (fa-mil-e-ar'e-te) n. State of being

familiar ; intimate converse ; unconstrained in

tercourse; freedom from ceremony ; fellowship.

Familiarize, (fa-mil'e-cr-iz) v. t. To make familiar

or intimate ; to habituate ; to accustom ;—to

make easy by practice or study.

Familiarly, (fa-miTe-er-le) adr. . In a familiar

manner; without formality; frequently.

Family, (fam'e-le) n. [L. /amilia.] The persons

who live in one house, and under one head ; a

household ;—a tribe or race ; kindred ;—genea

logy ; lineage;—honourable descent,—a group
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rf kindred individuals, more comprehensive

than a genua, &nd founded on more indefinite

resemblance*.

Jasuae, (km'ia) *_ fL. fama.] Scarcity of

food: dearth. <i«utution ; want; hunger.

Imiih. (fiisisa) r. t. To starve; to destroy

with huEer,—to exhaust the strength of by

hunger;—w till by deprivation or denial;—

v. i. To 4k of banger , to starve ;—to suffer

extraoa banes* or thirst ;—to suffer extremity

from fcjmntion. [hunger or thirst.

FiEabsert (Cud i*h-ment) n. Pain of extreme

Faaoo,(£kiBiu)a. Celebrated in fame or public

Kjwt; renowned; distinguished in story; ro-

ffiarboJe; in a bail sense, notorious.

FiarcsJy, (fi'mTw-le) e<'-\ With great renown

_ ~ Uzx : admirably ; splendidly.

«a. (&w) h. (A. -a. j'ann.] Any instrument

wed for producing currents of air, by the

wiring motion of a brood surface ; a.-* a lady's

&&, made of paper, feathers, Arc, and agitated

1 -? ih* hand to eool the face ; — a farmer's

wp^nisat to winnow grain;—an instrument

^i in iron works to raise the fire or flame ;—

' st.J3.ble part of a window to circulate air

ad rmtuauoa;—any thing spread out like a

"■• (bo) -. t. To move, as with a flm ; — to

J*tifati;—to winnow ;—to excite.

?osae, (fa-nat'ik) a. A person affected by ex-

~-=6*e enthusiasm ; wild visionary; devotee.

'isfiiesJ. (fa-iiac'ik-al)'o. [L. fanntieuM.] Struck

V3h frenzy; wild and extravagant ; excessively

^"•i-'ruhstic; superstitious; bigoted.

iiaicdiy, (fa-natlk-al-lo) o.dr. In a fanatical

filter,

-aanVifm, (fa-nat'e -sizm) n. Excessive en-

*^5JiaHn ; religious frenzy ; superstition.

hfiafal, (fan'se-fjol) a. Full of fancy; guided

'? fancy, said of persons ;—dictated by fancy ;

'.Vv-uaiiDg in images, as a book ; — unreal ;

T^o*irj; capricious : whimsical.

ftaafuQy, ( fan ' se- fool -le) <uli\ In a fanciful

sacaer; wildly.

•>*ty. (fan'se) ». [G. pkainein.] Imagination ;

^eptiTe faculty;—power by which the mind

fc*ai to itself images or representations of

^**rd tilings, persons, or scenes; — mental

j"*ff opf recalling and reproducing images or

-''a* ;—faculty of expressing such in literary or

t-tittic form ; taste ; — notion ; inclination ;

lifcfij ;—whim : caprice; humour ;—a vain or

^« idaa;—something that pleases or entertains

villain real value.

"*?. (fansc) r. i. To figure to one's self; to

^agins ; to suppose :—v. t. To form a concep-

v<o nf ;_to have a liking for; to bo pleased

*i4; to desire. for taste.

*iacy, (fkrr'se) a. Adapted to please the fancy

'"cdujo, (fan-dart'gu) n. fSp.] A lively dance

Jleased in Spain and Spanish America.

'*■*. (fin) n. fL. faniim.] A temple ; a place

^ftsscrated to religion ; a church.

"afaw, (fan-fir") n. [Y.] A flourish of trumpets;

—» fively hunting tune.

*«f»roa, (an'fa-ron) n. [F.,8p. /ohfarron.] A

'^7; a swaggerer ; an empty boaster.

?wfxnnuule, (fan-fa-ron-ad') n. Vain boasting ;

'■Natation; bluster.

*«*. (fang) *. [A.-S. fang.} The tusk of a

*■** w other animal ; a long pointed tooth ;—

* daw or talon ; — that which is seized and

•wried off; booty ; stolen goods.

Fang, (fang) r. (. To catch ; to seize ; to lay

hold of ; to gripe; to clutch ; to snatch ; to grasp.

Fanged, ( fangd ) a. Having teeth, claws, or

other prehensile weapons.

Fanner, (fan'er) n. One who fans ;—a ventilator ;

—p(. An agricultural implement for separating

the grain from the chaff.

Fan-tail, (fan'tal)ji. A variety of the domestic

pigeon ;—a form of gas-burner.

Fantasia, (fan-ta'zhe-a) n. [It ] A musical com-

jxtsition of various airs and movements accord

ing to the author's or performer's fancy.

Fantastic, (fan-taa'tik) «. Fanciful ; existing

only in imagination ;—having the nature of a

phantom ;—irregular ; wild ; capricious.

Fantastically, (fan-tas'tik-al-le) mic. In a fan

tastic manner.

Far, (far) a. [A.-8. feorr.] Distant in any

direction ; remote ; — contrary to design or

wishes; — at enmity with; alienated; — more

distant of the two.

Far, (far) tide. To a great extent of space ;—to

a great distance in time; remotely ;— in great

part ;—in a great proportion; by many degrees;

very much ;—to a certain point.

Farce, (furs) n, [L. fuixire.] Stuffing, like that

used in dressing a fowl ; force-meat ;—a low

stylo of comedy in which qualities and actions

are exaggerated for the purpose of exciting

laughter;—ridiculous or empty show.

Farcical, (fars'ik-al) a. Belonging to a farce;

appropriated to farce ; ludicrous ;—illusorv.

Fardel, (fur'del) n. [It. firdello, Sp. fordtl] A

little pack, load, or burden.

Fare, (far) r. i. [A.-S. & Go. faran.] To go ; to

journey ;—to be in any state, good or bad ;—

to bo entertained at table ; to feed ;—to happen

well or ill.

Fare, (far) n. Price of passage by land or water;

—food ; provisions for the table.

Farewell, (farVel) interj. [Fare and mil.] Go

well ; good-by ; adieu.

Farewell, (taVwel) n. A wish of happiness or

welfare at parting ; adieu ;—leave-taking.

Farewell, (farVel) «. Parting; valedictory.

Far-fetched, (far'fecht) a. Brought from far ;—

not naturally deduced ;—forced : strained.

Farina, (fa-ri'na) n. [L. far.] The flour of any

species of corn or starchy root.

Farinaceous, (far-in-i'she-us) a. Consisting or

made of meal or flour ;—like meal ; mealy.

Farle, (farl) n. [A.-S. ftorih duel, fourth or

quarter cake.] A small cake or biscuit

Farm, (farm) n. [0. Kng. ferme. ] A tract of land

inclosed or set apart for cultivation by a tenant;

—an extended piece of ground devoted by its

owner to agriculture ; a landed estate.

Farm, (farm) v. I. To lease or let, as land for a

rent;—to give up to another, as an estate, a

business, revenue, &c, on condition of receiving

a percentage of what it yields ;—to take at a

certain rent or rate;—to cultivate, as land;—

v. i. To till the soil ; to Labour as an agricul

turist.

Farm-bailiff, (fiirm'bii-lif) n. An overseer ap

pointed to superintend the fanning operations ;

land steward.

Farmer, (farm'er) n. One who farms;—ono who

takes taxes or other duties to collect for a

certain rate per cent.; — an agriculturist; a

husbandman.

Farmery, (farm'er-e) n. The building and yards

necessary for the business of a farm.
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Farm-house, (fârmlious) п. A bouse attached

to a farm ; the residence of the farmer.

Farming, (fàrm'ing) ». The business of culti

vating laud.

Faro, (fa'rô) n. A game at carde.

Farrago, (far-ra'gö) и. [Ь. /иг.} A man of талона

materials confusedly mixed ; a medley.

Farrier, (fàr/re-er) *t. [L. ftrrum.] Л smith who

shoes horses ;—a veterinary Burgeon.

Farriery, (fár're-er-o) ». Art of shoeing horses ;

—art of curing the diseases of horses and cattle ;

veterinary art.

Farrow, (fàv'rë) n. [A.-S. fearh, Ger. ftrkel.} A

litter of pig«.

Farrow, (fa-Pro) v. t. & i. To bring forth, as pigs.

Farther, (fàr'THçr) а, сотр. offar. More remote;

—tending to a greater distance ; longer ;—addi

tional; further.

Farther, (fài-'тнсг) adv. At or to a greater

distance ; beyond ; — moreover ; in addition ;

further.

Farthest, (fâr'Tiieet) a. xuperl. of far. Most

distant or remote; furthest. [distance.

Farthest, (far'THest) лdr. At or to the greatest

Farthing', (fár'Tiiing) ». [A.-S. feordlia.] The

fourth of a penny ; hence, very small pnce or

value.

Farthingale, (fâr'Tning-gal) u. [O. Eng. fanlin-

gale, F. vertugadin.] A hoop petticoat.

Fasces, (fas'suz) n.j>t. [L. fasci*.} An axe tied

up with a bundle of rods and borne

before the Iloman magistrates as a

badge of their authority.

Fascet, (fas'set) n. An iron instrument

used in making glass bottles.

Fasciated, (fasse-at-od) a. [L. fa$cia.]

Bound with a Allot, sash, or bandage ;

—flattened in form by growth.

Fascicle, (fas'se-kl) n. [L. fatcieitlu*.]

A close cluster or cyme, with the Fasces.

flowers much crowded together, as in the sweet-

william.

Fasciculus, (fas-sik'u-lus) n. [L.] A little bundle;

-a division of a book ;—a bouquet ; a nosegay.

Fascinate, (fas'se-nat) v.t. [L. fascinan.] To

bewitch; to enchant; — to excite and allure

powerfully ; to charm ; to captivate.

Fascination, (fas-se-uâ'shun) n. The act of fas

cinating, bewitching, or enchanting: enchant

ment; unseen, inexplicable influence;—a charm;

a spell.

Fascine, (fas'sCn) n. [L. /я«-«.] A fagot ; a

bundle of rods or email sticks used in raising

batteries, &c.

Fashion, (fash'nn) n. [L. faceré.] Tlio make

or form of any thing; pattern ; model; work

manship; — tho prevailing mode or style,

especially of dress; shape; cut;—mode of action;

manner ; custom ;—good society ; genteel air.

Fashion, (fash'un) v.t. To form ; to give shape

or figure to; to mould ;—to counterfeit.

Fashionable, ( fash'un-a-bl ) a. Conforming to

the established mode;—current; prevailing at

a particular time ;—observant of the customary

mode ; modish : stylish.

Fashionable, (fash'un-a-bl) it, A person of fashion

—used chiefly in the plural.

Fashionably, (fash'un-a-ble) adv. In a manner

according to fashion, or prevailing practice.

Fast, (fast) a. [A.-S. fö*t, Ger. fest.] Fixed;

close; tight: immovable; -firm against nttack;

fortified ; — strong in attachment ; stedfast ;

faithful ; — deep ; sound, as sleep ; — moving

rapidly ; speedy ; swift ;—permanent, as colour ;

— rash ; gay ; dissipated.

Fast, (fast) adv. Firmly ; immovably ;—swiftly ;

rapidly ¡—closely ;—frequently.

Fast, (fast) v. i. [A.-S. fiiataiu] To abstain

from food; to go hungry;—to practise abstinence

as a religious exercise or duty.

Fast, (fast) n. Abstinence from food ;—voluntary

abstinence, as a religious mortification;—a time

of fasting, whether a day, week, or longer period-

Fasten, (Wn) r. f. [A.-S. /nWmi.] To fix firmly;

to make fast ; to secure ;—to hold together ; to

cause to cleave together by any means ;—to im

press or fix ;—r. i. To fix one's self; to clinch. ;

to seize and hold fast.

Fastening, (fas'n-iug) ». Any thing that binds

and makes fast, as a lock, catch, bolt, bar, &c.

Fastidious, (fas-tid'e-us)«. [L. /atlas,] Difficult

to please ; delicate to a fault ; squeamish ;

critical ; over-nice ; puuctilious. [manner.

Fastidiously, (fae-tid'e-ue-le) cic/¿*. In a fastidious

Fastidiousness, (fas-tid'e-us-ues) ». State or

quality of being fastidious ; squeamishness.

Fasting, (fast'ing) n. The act of attaining from

food ; religious mortification.

Fastness, (fast 'nos) n. State of being fast;

fixedness ; security ;—a stronghold ; a fortress

or fort.

Fat, (fat) a. [A.-S. fat, Ger. fitt.] Fleshy;

plump ; corpulent ;—oily ; greasy ; unctuous ;—

coarse ; heavy; gross; dull ; stupid ¡—yielding a

rich or abundant supply ; productive ; fertile.

Fat, (fat) n. An oily, concrete substance, de

posited in various parte of animal b<Hlies; tallow;

lard ;—tho richest production ; the best part.

Fat, (fat) v.t. To make fat; to fatten;—r.i.

To grow fat, plump, and fleshy.

Fat, (fat) «, [A.-S. fat.] A large tub, cistern,

or vessel ; a vat ;—an old measure of capacity.

Fatal, (fat'al) a. \h. fatum.] Proceeding froin,

or appointed by, fate ; necessary ; — deadly ;

mortal ; destructive ; calamitous.

Fatalism, (fàt'al-izm) ». The doctrine of fate or

inevitable necessity.

Fatalist, (fät'al-iet) ». One who maintains that

all things happen by inevitable necessity.

Fatality, (fiH-al e-to) ». State of Iwing fatal, or

proceeding from destiny; necessity;—tendency

to destruction or danger ; mortality.

Fatally, (fat'al-le) adr. In a fatal manner.

Fate, (fiit) 11. [L. fatum.] A decree pronounced

by God ; hence, inevitable necessity ;—appointed

lot; especially, final lot; death; destruction.

Fated, (fated) n. Decreed or regulated by finte ;

doomed ; destined.

Fateful, (fat'fúól) «. Bearing fiital power ; pro-

ducing fatal events. [fateful manner.

FatefuUy, (fät'föol-le) adv. In a disastrous and

Fates, (fate) n. pi. In ancient mythology, the

Destinies or Рагсаз, Сlotho, Lachc&is, and

Átropos—tho first is represented as holding

the distaff, the second as spinning, and the

third as cutting the thread of human life.

Father, (fa/тнсг) » . [A. -S. fader. ] Male parent ;

—a male ancestor more remote tlian a parent ;

a progenitor ;—ho who is to be venerated for

age, kindness, wisdom, ¿*c. ;—a senator of ancient

Koine ; — n dignitary of the Roman Catholic

church, a superior of a couvent, a confessor, or

a priest ;—one of the chief ecclesiastical authori

ties of the first centuries after Christ;— a pro

ducer, author, or contriver : — the Supreme

Being ; the first person in the Trinity.
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father. (&'th$t> t. e. To procreate : to beget ;—

to take a* ou'i child ; to adopt ; hence, to

acknowledge coe'i self author of ;—to ascribe or

charge to another, u his offspring or work.

latlveraooi {faTH^-hood) «. btate of being a

father ; paternity.

Tather-ia-law, (& TH*r-in-law) n. The father of

one's hoaban-i or wife.

rtthtr-laad. (fareer-land) w. The native land

of one's (ui.cn or ancestors.

ritherita, (&THer-les) a. Destitute of a living

"**** :—wiitoat a known author.

Fathcixam, ( faTner-le-ne* ) n. The qualities

J**feiir; [iirental care and tenderness*.

**n*ny. (&'rs;r-le) a. Like a father in affection

wd are ; paternal ; tender ; protecting.

«*&»&, (fimfam) m. [A.-H. tetfuau.) A measure

"f Jeogth containing six feet ; the space to

vbidi a njiu can extend his arms ;—reach ;

J*«tration ; depth of contrivance ; compass of

fittwB, (uTHom) v, t. To measure with the

ana extended :—to measure with a line ; to

*«*rtain the depth of ; to sound ; — hence, to

P* to the bottom of ; to penetrate ; to com-

J^hend. [fathomed,

feawaafclt, flaTHnm-a-bl) a. Capable of being

ttiwnlna, (taTtruru-les) o. Incapable of being

attorned; hottomhaH.

Wpi, it&~t*%) r. Weariness from bodily or

Stfatsl exertion ;—cause of weariness ; toil ;—

t&s labours of military men, distinct from the

»5 of arms.

*"ape, (fivteV) r. t {L. fatipare.) To weary

*uh bodily or mental exertion ; to exhaust the

^re&sth of: to tire ;—to importune ; to harass.

'■**■*» (Catling) >t. A lamb, kid, or other

/■*ar animal fattened for slaughter; a fat

[«h\ (fatle) adv. Grossly ; greasily.

™§a, (tat'nea) n. [From /at.] Quality of

r«i-!s? fat ; corpulency ; fulness of flesh ;—hence,

richnsai : fertility ;—that which is fat or greasy;

thai nhich makes fat or fertile.

'"Sea, (fat'n) t.t. To make fat; to feed for

t-iasiduer ;—to make fertile ; to enrich ;—r. i.

'•>irow tat or corpulent. [grossness.

« (fate-ne») n. The state of being fatty;

**3v. (tafe) a. Containing fat, or having its

vaittjes; greasy; unctuous; oleaginous.

fitnrr, (fa-^uVte) n. Weakness or imbecility of

J2»d; feebleness of intellect ; foolishness.

'stasis, (fafu-us) a. [L. fatuv*.] Fceblo in

Bad; weak; silly; idiotic ;—impotent.

"aWj. (fo-boorg") n. [F. faux and homy.] A

wwubin French cities.

'••w*. (faVkal) a. [Jj. fautat, throat] Per-

taottag to the fauces or opening of the throat.

'■we*, (fawaez) n. pi. [L.] The posterior part

f- the mouth, terminated by the pliarvnx and

Urrnx.

'•sot. (fcVwrt) n. rL. fnuee*.} A fixture for

J*""ring liquor from a cask or vessel.

'•ffc. (faw) inUrj. Exclamation of contempt

w ihtJorreTice.

*«&. (tawlt) n. [T. ffutc] A failing; an

•"w ; a mistake ; a blunder ;—a want ; defect ;

*°w»ee ;_imperfection ; neglect of duty ; im-

Jfrwpriety ;—a difficulty; a puzzle.

uw, (tawlt) v. t. To charge with a fault ; to

*«*»« ;—v. t. To fail ; to lack ; to be deficient

'* wrong. fblamably.

'atdtily, (tawlt'e-le) adv. In a faulty manner ;

Faultiness, (fawlt e-nes) n. State of being faulty,

defective, or erroneous ; defect.

Faultless, (fawlt'les) a. Without fault ; free from

blemish ; spotless ; stainless ; perfect.

Faultlessly, (fawlt'les-le) adv. In a faultless

manner. [faults or defects.

Faultlessness, (fawltles-nes) -n. Freedom from

Faulty, (fawlt'e) a. Containing blemishes or

defects; defective; imperfect ;—guilty of a fault ;

hlamable ; censurable ;—wrong ; erroneous.

Faun, (fawn) n. [L. Favnv*.) A demigod sup

posed to inhabit the woods—usually represented

as half goat and half mail.

Fauna, (fawn'a) n. [L. Fauni] The animals

of any given area or epoch.

Fauteuil, (fd-tul') n. [v.] An arm-chair, usually

highly ornamented ; hence, a seat or memUr-

ship in the French Academy.

Faux pas, (fo'pu) n. A false step; a mistake.

Favose, (fa-vos') a. [h. facum,] Honeycombed ;

like the section of a honeycomb; having pits,

depressions, or cells.

Favour, (fa'ver) n. [L. favere.] Kind regard;

propitious aspect;—friendly disposition ; coun

tenance;—inclination to support;— a kind act

or office ; grace; good will ;—partiality ; bias ;—

advantage ; opportunity ;—a gift or present ; a

lady's token of regard ;—a letter.

Favour, (fa'ver) r. (. To regard with kindness;

to support; to befriend;—to ease; to spare ;—

to resemble in feature.

Favourable, (fa'ver-a-bl) o. Manifesting or in

dicating partiality ; propitious ; friendly ; —

advantageous; conducive; beneficial; suitable;

fit.

Favourableness, (fa'ver-a-bl-nes) n. Condition

or quality of being favourable; kindness.

Favourably, (fa'vgr-a-ble) adv. In a favourable

manner ; kindly.

Favourite, (fa'vjr-H) ??. A person or tiling re

garded with peculiar favour ; a darling ; a

minion.

Favourite, (fa'ver -it) a. Regarded with par

ticular affection, esteem, or preference.

Favouritism, (fa'vfr-it-izni) n. The disposition

to promote the interest of a favourite ; par

tiality ;—exercise ofpower by favourites.

Fawn, (fawn) n. [F. faon.] A young tallow

deer ; a buck or doe of the first year.

Fawn, (fawn) v.i. [A.-S. fahnian.) To court

favour by low cringing, and the like ;—to flatter

meanly.

Fawn-coloured, ( fawn ' kul - ?rd ) a. Having a

colour resembling that of a young deer.

Fawningly, (fawu'ing-le) adv. In a cringing,

servile manner ; obsoquionsly.

Fay, (fa) n. A fairy : an elf.

Fay, (fa) v. t. [Contracted from fad'jf.] To fit ;

to suit ; to unite closely with.

Fealty, (fe'al-te) «. [L. Jidelitng.) Fidelity to

one's lord ; fidelity to a superior power, or to a

government ; homage ; loyalty.

Fear, (fer) n. [A-S. far.] A paiuful emotion

excited by an expectation of evil, or the appre

hension of danger ; anxiety ; Bolicitudo ; dread ;

terror;—holy awe and reverence of God ;—the

worship of God ;—the law and word of God ;—

proper respect; due regard ;—the object of ap

prehension or dread.

Fear, (fer) v. t. To feel a painful apprehension

of ; to be afraid of ;—to venerate ;—to affright ;

to terrify ;—r. i. To be in apprehension of evil;

to be afraid.
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Fearful, (ferTool) a. Full of fear; afraid; fright

ened ; — inclinod to fear ; easily frightened ;

timid; timorous ; — inspiring apprehension or

terror ; terrible ;—awful.

Fearfully, (foVfodl-le) adv. In a fearful manner.

Fearfulness, (feVfool-nes) n. State of being

fearful ; apprehension.

Fearless, (furies) «. Free from fear or apprehen

sion; daring; courageous; intrepid; undaunted.

Fearlessly, (ferTes-le) adc. In a fearless manner ;

intrepidly.

Fearlessness, (feVles-nes) n. State or quality of

being fearless ; courage ; boldness ; intrepidity.

Feasibility or Feasibleness, (fez-e-bil'e-te) it-

Quality of being feasible ; practicability.

Feasible, (fez'e-bl) a. [F. fainible.] Capable of

being done, executed, or eiTected ; practicable.

Feasibly, (fez'e-ble) adv. Practicably.

Feast, (fust) n. [L. ftUwnu] A holiday; a

solemn or a joyous anniversary ;—a rich repast ;

a bauquet ; ■— something delicious or highly

agreeable; a treat;— revel; festival.

Feast, (fest) v. i. To eat sumptuously ;—to be

highly gratified or delighted;—v.t. To enter

tain with sumptuous provisions; — to gratify

luxuriously.

Feasting, (fOst'ing) n. Tlie net of eating luxuri

ously ; a feast ; a rich entertainment.

Feat, (fGt) n. [L. factum.] An act; a deed;

an exploit;—a striking act of strength, skill, or

cunning ; a trick.

Feather, (feTii'er) n. [A.-S. father.} O::o of the

growths, gonerally formed of a central quill and

a vane on each side of it, which make up tho

covering of a bird ; a plume ;—an ornament ;

an empty title ;—species; kind; nature.

Feather, (feru'er) r. t. To furnish with a feather,

as an arrow or a cap;—to adorn ; to deck;—to

tread, as a cock ;—to feather an oar, to turn the

blade horizontally in lifting from the water.

Feather-bed, (feru'er- tied) n. A l>ed stuffed with

feathers ; a soft bed. [fitted with feathers.

Feathered, (feTii'crd) a. Clothed, covered, or

Feathery, (fem'cr-e)a. Pertaining to, resembling,

or covered with feathers.

Featly, (fet'le) adc. [From feat.] Neatly; dex

terously; adroitly.

Feature, (fet'Or) n. [F. faiturr.] Make or form

of the body ;—the cast or appearance of the

face, and especially of any Btngle part of the

face; a lineament—often used in tho plural

for the face, the countenance :—any marked

peculiarity ; outline ; prominent part : charac

teristic, [features.

Featureless, (fet'ur-les) a.. Having no distinct

Featurely, (fet ur-le) a. Having features allowing

marked peculiarities.

Febrifuge, (feb're-fQj) w. [L. frlmn and fvfjarf.}

A nicdicine serving to mitigate or remove fover.

Febrifuge, (feb're-fuj) n. Ilaving the quality of

mitigating or subduing fover; antifebrile.

Febrile, (n/bril) a. [L. ftbri*.] Pertaining to

fever ; indicating fever or derived from it.

February, (feb'ruo-ar-e) ». [L. Fcbriut.) The

second mouth in the year. In common years

this mouth contains 2S days; in the bissextile

or leap year, 20 days.

Fecal, (fe'kal) a. "[h. fax.] Pertaining to or

containing dregs or feces.

Feck, (fek)n. [Scot.] Quantify or number; the

most part of ; the greatest number of.

Feckless, (fek'les) a. [Scut.] Spiritless; weak ;

feeble; worthless.

Feculence, (fek'u-lens) n. State of being feculent ;

inuddiness ; foulness;—sediment; lees; dregs.

Feculent, (fek'u-lent) a. [L. fax.] Foul with

extraneous or impure substances ; dreggy ;

muddy; turbid.

Fecundate, (fu/kund-at) v. t. [L. fccv.ndorc) To

make fruitful or prolific ;—to impregnate.

Fecundation, (fe-kund-a'shun) n. The act of

making fruitful ; impregnation.

Fecundity, (fe-kuud'e-to) n. Quality or power of

producing fruit or young in great numbers;

fruitfulness ;—fertility ; ricluiess of invention.

Federal, (fed'er-al) a. [L. fudu*.] Pertaining

to a league or treaty. [Federalists.

Federalism, (fod'er-al-izni) n, Tlie principle** i-f

Federalist, (fed'er-al-ist) h. An advocate of union

in America—term applied to those who seek to

strengthen the authority of the Federal govern

ment, in opposition to the Confederalists, who

seek to strengthen the authority of the separate

states.

Federate, (fed'er-at) a. [U feihratu*.} United

by compact ; leagued ; confederate.

Federation, (fed-er-a'shun) it. The act of uniting

in a leaguo ;—a league ; a confederacy.

Fee, (fe) w. [A.-S. ftoft.] Possession of land;

property in general ;—reward for services ; re

muneration ; especially, reward for professional

services ;—charge ; claim ; official due ;—land

or tenement held on condition ;7-*ervioe to be

performed or rent to he paid ; the land so held :

a fief.

Fee, (fi?) v. t. To reward for services performed

or to be i>erformed : to hire ; to bribe.

Feeble, (fe'bl)«. [F.faibU.] Weak; infirm;—

not loud; faint, as the voice; — not bright or

strong ; imperfect, as light or colour ;—wanting

vigour ; languid, as efforts ;—slow, as motion ;

—imbecile, as the mind.

Feeble-minded, (febl-mind-od) o. Weak in mind ;

irresolute ; inconstant.

Feebleness, (fe'bl-nes) n. Quality or condition of

being feeble ; weakness of body or mind : infirm

ity, (weakly; without strength

Feebly, (fe'ble) adc. In a feeble manner;

Feed, (fed) c. t. [A.-S. fedan.) To give frxxi u> :

—to satisfy ; to nourish ; to cherish ;—to graxe;

—to supply with materials ;—r. t. To take food .

to oat ;—to subsist by eating; to prey;—to pss-

ture ; to graze.

Feed, (fed) n. That which is oaten by beasts ;

provender ; fodder ; — a grazing or petstcrs

ground;—allowance of provender to n horse,

cow, &c.

Feeder, (fed'er) n. One who gives food ;—one

who, or that which feeds a printing-press or

other machine ;—one who eats or subsists ;—

one who fattens cattle for slaughter ; —a fountain

that supplies a main canal with water ; — a

branch railroad.

Feeding, (fed'ing) n. Tlie act of eating ;—that

which is eaten ; nourishment ; victuals ; —

l mature.

Feel, (fel) v. L [A-S. fclan.] To perceive by the

touch; — to examine by touching; hence, to

make trial of; to test;—to suffer or enjoy; to

rxperienco ; to bo affected by; — to hare aa

inward persuasion of; to know intuitively >-

v.i. To have perception by tlie touch;— i*

have tho sensibilities moved ;—to perwuve om »

nelf to be—followed by an adjective oVst-ril-i; s

the inward state, &c. ;—to know with feeling .

hence, to know certainly.
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Feel, (fêl) n. Sense of feeling ; perception ;—a

sensation communicated by touching.

Feeler, (fël'er) u. One who, or that which,

feels:—one of the organs with which certain

animals are furnished for trying objects by the

touch ; a pulp ;—a proposal, observation, or the

like, put forth to ascertain the views of others.

Feeling, (fel'ing) a. Possessing great sensibility ;

sensitive ; — expressive of great sensibility ;

affecting ; interesting ; exciting.

Feeling, (fS'ing) «. One of the five senses ;

sense of touch ;—an act or state of perception

by the senses ; consciousness ;—capacity of the

soul for emotional states ; sensibility ; — any

mental state.

Feelingly, (fêl'ing-le) adv. In a feeling manner ;

sjfectmgly ; tenderly ; sympathetically.

Feign, (fan) f. f. [F. feindre.] To imagine ; to

invent;—to make a show of; to pretend; to

counterfeit ; to dissemble ; to relate falsely.

Ftignedly, (fän'ed-le) adv. In an assumed or

fictitious manner; in pretence.

Feigning, (fin'ing) n. A hypocritical appearance;

an artful contrivance ; deception.

Feint, (tant) n. That which is feigned ; a pre

tence;—a seeming aim at one part when another

is intended to be struck ; a mock attack ; false

«how.

Feldspar, (feld'spar) n. [Ger. feldspath.} A

crystalline mineral.consisting of silica, alumina,

and potash :—also Felspar ; feldspath.

Felieitate, (fe-lie'it-at) v.t. [L. /dix.] To make

very happy; to delight; — to express joy or

pleasure to ; to congratulate.

Felicitation, (fC-lia-it-a'shun) n. Act of felicitat

ing : congratulation.

Felicitous, (fë-lis'it-us) a. [L. felix.] Happy;

delightful ; well applied or expressed ; appro

priate, [manner.

Felicitously, ^fe-hVit-us-le) adv. In a felicitous

Felicity, (fe-hVe-te) n. State of being happy ;

blessedness ; — prosperity ; enjoyment ; bliss ;

beatitude. [Pertaining to a cat.

Feline, (f6un) a. (L. felínu-я, from feilt, cat.]

Feus, (filis) н. A genus of carnivorous quadru-

peds, including the lion, tiger, panther, cat, <fcc.

Feü, (fel) a. [A.-S. /elf.] Cruel; barbarous;

inhuman ; fierce ; savage ; ravenous ; bloody.

Fell, (fel) n. [A.-S.] A skin or hide of a beast

FeU, (fel) r. f. [A.-S. /rilan.] To cause to fall;

to prostrate ; to knock down ;—to cut or hew

down.

Fell, (fel) n. [Ger. /els.} A barren hill ; a rocky

mountain ; a tract of high unarable laud.

Fellah, (fel'lá) я. A peasant or cultivator of the

soil among the Egyptians, Syrians, Ac.

Feller, (fel 'сг) п. One who fells, hews, or

knocks down.

Fellow, (fellö) я, [О. Eng. /rio ire.] One who

follows; an adherent; a companion; a comrade;

an associate ;—a man without good breeding or

worth ;—an equal in power, rank, character,

or the like ;—one of a pair; a mate ;—a person;

an individual ;—a member of a literary or

mñentífic society or corporation ;—one of the

trustees of a college.

Fellow-feeling, {fello-feTing) n. Sympathy ; a

like feeling ; joint interest.

Fellowship, ( fel ' lö - ship ) n. Companionship;

society : — association ; combination ;— partner

ship; joint interest;—company: frequency of

intercourse ; social familiarity ; fondness of and

fitness for festivity; — a foundation for the

maintenance, on certain conditions, of a re

sident scholar ;—the rulo for dividing profit and

loss among partners.

Felly, (fel'o)n. [A.S. feig, felf/e.] The exterior

rim, or apart of the rim of awheel :—also Felloe.

Felly, (feile) adv. Cruelly ; savagely; inhumanely.

Felon, (fel'un)». [F.] Л person who has com

mitted felony ;—a person guilty or capable of

heinous crime ;—a wlütlow.

Felon, (fel'un) «. Malignant ; fierce ; malicious;

—traitorous ; disloyal.

Felonious, (fe-lô'ne-us) a. Having the quality of

felony ; malicious ; villainous ; perfidious.

Feloniously, (fë-lo'iie-us-le) adv. In a felonious

manner ; with deliberate intention to commit

crime.

Felony, (fel'un-e) n. [L. felonía.] An offence

which occasions forfeiture of lands or goods ;—a

heinous crime ; a crime punishably by death or

imprisonment.

Felt, (felt) n, [A.-S. felt.} Cloth or stuff of

wool, or wool and fur wrought into a compact

substance by rolling and pressure with lees

or size. [substance;—to cover with felt.

Felt, (felt) v. L To make into felt, or a felt-like

Felting, (felt'ing) ». The material of which

felt is made ; also, felt-cloth.

Felucca, (fö-lukOta) n. [It. full; a ship.] A

boat or vessel with oars and lateen sails used

in the Mediterranean.

Felwort, (fel'wurt) ». [Probably a corruption of

ßcldteort.] A plant, a species of gentian.

Female, (fe'mal) n. [L. fauella, diminutivo of

/entina, woman.] One of the sex that bears

young;—a plant which bears the pistil, and is

impregnated by the pollen of the male flowers,

and produces fruit.

Female, (fë'mril) a. Belonging to tho sex which

conceives and gives birth to young ¡—belonging

to the female sex ; characteristic of the sex ;

feminine; — having pistils and no stamens;

pistillate.

Feminine, (fem'in-in) a. [L. /enuntnue.] Per

taining to a woman, or to women ; womanish ;

womanly ; soft ; tender ; delicate ¡—effeminate.

Femoral, (fenro-ral) a. [L. fémur.] Belonging

to the thigh- [third joint of an insect's leg.

Femur, (fe'mur) n. [L.] Tho thigh bone;—tho

Fen, (fen) n. [A.-S. fen, marsh, mud, lcel.

fen.] Boggy land ; moor ; marsh.

fence, (feus) n. That which fends off attack or

danger; a defenco ;—a wall, hedge, or other

inclosing structure ;—self-defenco by the uso of

the sword ; fencing.

Fence, (fens) r. t. To fend off danger from ; to

protect ; to guard ;—to inclose with a fence or

other protection ;—v. i. To make a fence ; to

defend one's self by the sword.

Fencibles, (fena'e-bls) n. pt. Soldiers enlisted for

the defence of the country, but not liable to bo

sent abroad.

Fencing, (fem'ing) n. The art or practice of self-

defence with the sword ;—the materials of fences

for farms ;—a svstem of fences.

Fend, (fend) i\ t. [Root of defend.] To keep off;

to shut out ; to ward off ;—to parry.

Fender, (fend'er) it. A metallic frame to hinder

coals of fire from rolling forward to the floor ;—

a piece of timber, bnndle of old ropes, <ir other

thing hung over the side of a vessel to prevent

it striking against a wharf or vessel.

Fenianism, (fOn'yan-izni) n. A secret organiza

tion to overthrow British rule in Ireland.
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Fennel, (fen'el) n. [A. -8. fenol] A plaut culti

vated in gardens for tho agreeablu aromatic

flavour of its seeds.

Fenny, (fen'e) a. Pertaining to, or inhabiting,

a fen ; abounding in fens ; swampy ; boggy.

Feod, (fiid) n. A foud.

Feodal, (fud'al) «. Feudal.

Feoff, (fef) v. t. [F. fioffer, from ^-3 To invest

with a foe or feud ; to enfeoff.

Feoff, (fef) n. A fiof. [fee.

Feoffor, (fef 'er) n. One who enfeoffs or grants a

Feoffment, (fef'ment) n. Grant of a feud or fee

in trust.

Feretory, (fgr'e-tor-e) ». [G. pherttron.] A port

able bier for containing relics of saints.

Ferial, (fe're-al) a. [L. fcria, holiday.] Per

taining to holidays. [savage.

Ferine, (fe'rin) a. [L. ferns.] Wild; untamed;

Ferment, (fer'ment) n, [L. fcrmentum.} That

which causes fermentation ; — heat ; tumult ;

agitation.

Ferment, (fer'ment) v. t. To cause fermentation

in; — to set in motion; to heat;—v. i. To

undergo fermentation ; to work ; to effervesce.

Fermentability, (f§r-ment-a-bil'e-te)n. Capability

of being fermented. [mentation.

Fermentable, (fgr-ment'a-bl) a. Capable of fer-

Fermentation, (fgr-ment-a'shun) n. That change

of organic substances by which their Btarch,

gluten, Ac., under the influonce of water, air,

and warmth, are decomposed, and rocombined ;

—the active state of the intellect or the feelings.

Fermentative, ( fer-meut-a'tiv ) a. Causing or

consisting in fermentation.

Fern, (fern) n. [A.-S./ear/i.] An order of crypto-

gamous plants, of tho family

Fiiiccs, which have their fructi- ^j|

ficatiou on the back of the leaves,

or borne on foot-stalks which

overtop the leaves. There are <^S

about 1500 known Bpecics.

Fernery, (fern'cr-e) n. A place

w'here fenis are raised artificially.

Ferny, (fern'e) a. Abounding in

fern ; overgrown with fern.

Ferocious, (fe-rdsho-us) a. [L.

j'tfox.] Indicating cruelty; wild ;—ravenous ;—

savage ; barbarous. [savage cruelty.

Ferociously, (fu-ro'she-us-le) adv. Fiercely; with

Ferocity, (fc-ros'o-to) n. The state of being

ferocious ; savage wildness ; cruelty ; barbarity.

Ferrara, (fgr-ra'ra) tu A sword of superior temper

made at Ferrara, in Italy.

Ferreous, (ferVe-uB) a. [L. fcrreu.*.] Partaking

of, made of, or pertaining to, iron ; like iron.

Ferret, (fer'ot) n. [F. furet] An animal of the

weasel kind, about 14 ,-^

inches in length, of a

pale yellow or white

colour, with red eyes ;—

a narrow tape usually

mode of woollen.

Ferret, ( fer'et ) r. r. To

drive or hunt out, U a

ferret does the conv or

rat.

Ferruginous, (fer-ru'jin-

us)a. [L. ferrugo.] Par- Ferret.

taking of iron ; containing particles of iron ;—

resembling iron-rust. *

Ferrule, (fgr'rool) n. [L. ferrum.] A ring of

metal put round a cane, tool-handle, or other

tiling to strengthen it or prevent splitting.
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Ferry, (fer'e) v. t. To carry or transport over a

river, strait, or other water in a boat;—r. i. To

pass over water in a boat.

Ferry, (fer'e) n, [A.-S. fcrjan.] A vessel in

which passengers and goods are conveyed over

narrow waters ; a wherry ; — a plAce where

persons or things are carried across water in

ferry-boats ; — the right of carrying across a

river in boats for hire.

Fertile, (fgr'til) a. [L. fertili*.] Producing in

abundance ; prolific ; productive ; rich ;—having

abundant resources; inventive; fruitful.

Fertilely, (fer'til-le) ait*. In a fertile or fruitful

manner.

Fertility, (fgr-tilVte) n. State of being fertile

or fruitful ; fruitfulness.

Fertilization, ( fer-til-iz-a'shun ) n. Tim act or

process of rendering fertile.

Fertilize, (fer'til-Tz) v. t . To make fertile, fruitful,

or productive ; to enrich.

Fertilizer, (fer'til-iz-gr) ?i. Manure ; any rub-

stance, animal or vegetable, used to enrich the

soil [umbelliferoUB plants.

Ferula, (lVi-'u l.i) n. Giant fennel, a species of

Ferule, (fgi-'ool) ?i. [L. ferula.) A flat piece of

wood, used for striking children in punishment :

—also a cone.

Ferule, (fgr'ool) v. t. To punish with a ferule.

Fervency, (fer'ven-se) n. State of being fervent ;

heat of mind ; ardour; warmth of devotion.

Fervent, (feyvent) a. [L. fervcre.] Hot ; boiling ;

—warm in feeling ; ardent in temperament ;

earnest ; animated.

Fervently, (fgr'vent-le) adv. With great heat ;—

eagerly;—with pious ardour ; with holy zeal

Fervid, (fgr'vid) a. [L. fervidut.] Very hot ;

burning; boiling;—ardent; vehement; zealous.

Fervidly, (fgr'vid-le) adv. In a fervid manner.

Fervidness, (for'vid-nes) ft. Glowing heat;

ardour of mind ; great zeal.

Fervour, (fgr'ver) n. [L. ftrror. ] Heat ; excessive:

warmth ;—intensity of feeling; glowing ardour,

animated zeal.

Fescue, (fesku) n. [O. Eng. festve] A str»wn

wire, stick, or the like, used chiefly to point

out letters to children when learning to read,

Fesse, (fes) a. [L. fascia.] A band drawn

horizontally across the centre of an escutcheon

Festal, (fest'al)tf. [L, fest um.] Pertaining to a

holiday or feast ;—joyous ; gay ; mirthful.

Festally, (fest'al-le) adt\ In a joyous or festal

manner.

Fester, (fes'ter) v.i. [A modification of /c*fr-.'

To grow virulent; to corrupt; to rankle;—U

l>ecome malignant.

Fester, (fes'tgr) n. A sore which rankles and did

charges corrupt matter ; a pustule.

Festival, (fes'tiv-al) «, [L. fettnnt.] Pextainini

or appropriate to a feast ; jovial ; joy©a*

mirthful.

Festival, (fes'tiv-al) n. A time of feastin jr «i

celebration; an anniversary day of joy, civ|

or reUgions ; banquet ; carousal.

Festive, (feB'tiv) a. Pertaiuiug to. or Y**coru . ,

a feast ; festal ; joyous ; gay ; rnirthfuL

Festivity, (fes-tiv'e-to) n. Condition of r*e»zq

festive; joyfulness; gayety ;—a festive aid n

tion.

Festoon, ffes-toonO «. [L. festuni.] A gswrl&n

or wreath hanging in a depending curra ; »\n

thing arranged in this way.

Festoon, (fee-toon') r. (. To form in fertootL

or to adorn with festoons.
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Fetal, (fë'tal) a. [From /eí ka] Pertaining to a

fetus.

Fetation, (fê-ta'shun) и. The formation of a

fetos in the womb ; pregnancy.

Fetch, (fech) r. t. [A.-S. fetmn.] To go and

bring ;—to draw from a source : to derive ;—

to obtain, as price or equivalent ; to sell for ;

—to recall from a swoon ;—to bring to accom

plishment ; to make ; to do ; — to reach ; to

arrive at ; to attain ;—v. i. To move ; to turn ;

—to arrive.

Fetch, (fech) n. A stratagem ; a trick; an artifice;

—the apparition of a living person.

Fete, (fut) n. [F.] A festival, holiday, celebra

tion, or festivity.
•Fett, (ßt) r.i. To feast; to honour with a

festive entertainment.

Fetiefa, (fetish) n. fPg. feitiço.] A material

thing, living or dead, worshipped among certain

African tribes.

Fetid, (fetid, fe'tid) a. [L. fœtiditg.] Having

so offensive smell; stinking.

Fetlock, (fetflok)Ti. [From feet and tocl.] The

part of the leg where the tuft of hair grows

behind the pastern joint in horses ;—the tuft

itself. [smell ; stench.

Fetor, (fe'tor) п. [L. fœtor.] A strong offensive

Fetter, (fet'çr) и, [A.-S. fetor. Chiefly used in

the pioral.] A chain for the feet ;—any thing

that confines or restrains from motion.

Fetter, (fut er) v.t. To put fetters on; to

shackle ; to bind ; — to impose restraints on ;

to confine. [unrestrained ; at liberty.

Fetterless, (fet'er-les) a. Free from fetters;

Fettle, (fet'tl) n. Act of putting in order ¡—state

of readiness or fitness for work ; activity.

Fêtas, (fE'tus) n. [L. /alus.] The young of

viviparous animals in the womb, and of ovi

parous animals in the egg.

Feo, (fû) ». [Scot.] A fief; land held of a

«uperior on payment of an annual rent.

Fea, (fu) r. t. To give in feu ; to grant a right

to heritable property for some annual consider

ation or rent.

Feud, (fud) n. [A. -9. fäbdh.] Quarrel ; con

trition ; mortal strife ;—an inveterate strife

between families, clans, or parties in a state;

deadly hatred ; affray.

Feud, (fûd) n. [Norm. F. feude.} A stipendiary

estât« in land held of a superior by service ;

a fief ; a fee.

Feudal, (fiid'al) a. Pertaining to feuds, fiefs, or

feee ;—embracing tenures by military services.

Feudalism, (fud'at-izm) 7г. The feudal system ;

the principles and constitution of lands held on

condition of service to the superior.

Feudality, (fud-al'e-te) iu The state or quality of

being feudal ; feudal form or constitution.

Feudatory, (fud'a-tor-e) «. Held from another

on some conditional tenure.

Feudatory, (fud'a-tor-e) п. A tenant who held

Hi* lands of a superior on condition of feudal

aervice.

Fea-de-joie, (fû-dê-zhwà) ». [F.] A bonfire or a

firing of guns ia token of joy.

Fertr, (fô'vçr) п. [A. -S. f'ftr.] A diseased state

of the system, marked by increased heat, accel

eration of the pulse, and a general derangement

of the functions ;—strong excitement of any

kind ; violent action or impulse ; frenzy.

Ferer, (fë'vçr) v. i. To be seized with fever.

Fereriah. (f^ver-ish) a. Affected by, pertaining

to, indicating, or resembling fever.

Feverishly, ( fë'ver-ish-le ) ade. In a feverish

manner.

Feverishness, (fe ver-ish-nes) n. The state of

being feverish ; a slight febrile affection.

Pew, (fil) o. [A. -S. /etí, Go. /aw.] Not many ;

small in number.

Fewness, (fu'nes) n. The state of being few ;

smallness of number ; paucity.

Fiara, (fe arz) n. pi. The price of grain as fixed

in the counties of Scotland by the respective

sheriffs and a jury.

Fiasco, (f i-as'ko) ». fit.] A failure in a musical

performance ;—a failure of any kind.

Fiat, (f ï'at) h. [L. let it be done.] A command

to do something ; a decree.

Fib, (fib) n. A lie or falsehood.

Fib, (fib) r. ¿. To lie ; to speak falsely.

Fibre, (fiber) ». [F. fibre.] A delicate, thread

like portion of the tissue of plants and animals;

—any fine, slender thread ; one of the slender

rootlets of a plant.

Fibreless, (ПЪеЫся) a. Destitute of fibres.

Fibril, (fibril) n. A small fibre ; the branch of a

fibre ; a very slender thread.

Fibrillooe, (fi-briTus) a. Pertaining to fibres.

Fibrine, (fibrin) ¡и [L. fibra,] A peculiar organic

compound found in animals and vegetables of

the same nature as albumen. [fibres.

Fibrous, (ПЪгив) a. Containing or consisting of

Fibula, (flb'ii-la) n. [L.] A clasp or buckle;—

the outer and smaller bone of the leg.

Fickle, (flk'l) a. [A-S.ficol.] Wavering; incon

stant; capricious;—not fixed or firm ; variable ;

unsettled. [instability; inconstancy.

Fickleness, (fikl-nes) n. State of being fickle ;

Fictile, (fik'til) a. (L. fictilU] Moulded into

form by art ; manufactured by the potter.

Fiction, (fik shun) n. [h.fictio.] Act of feigning,

inventing, or imagining; — that which is in

vented or imagined ; a fictitious story; fabrica

tion ; falsehood.

Fictitious, (fik-tish'e-us) a. Feigned ; imaginary ;

counterfeit ; false ; not genuine.

Fictitiously, (flk-tish'e-us-le) adv. In a fictitious

manner ; by fiction ; falsely ; counterfeitly.

Fid, (fid) n. A square bar of wood or iron used

to support the top-mast ;—a pin of hard wood

tapering to a point, used in splicing.

Fiddle, (fid'l) ». [L. fide«, a stringed instrument.]

A stringed instrument of music ; a violin.

Fiddle, (fid'l) v. i. To play ou a fiddle or violin ;

—to tweedle ; to trifle.

Fiddle-head, (fidl-hed) я. An ornament on a

ship's bow curved like the head of a fiddle.

Fiddle-etick, (fid'1-stik) n. The bow and string

with which a fiddler plays on a violin.

Fiddle-wood, (fid'l-wóód) я. The wood of a tree

which grows in the West Indies, and belongs

to a genus of ornamental timber trees.

Fidelity, (fe-del'e-te) n. [L. fides.] Faithfulness;

adherence toa personor party; loyalty;—adher

ence to one's promise or pledge ; honesty ;—

veracity ; integrity ; fealty.

Fidget, (fij'et) r. i. [D. fige.] To move uneasily

one way and the other. [restlessness.

Fidget, (fij'et) ». Irregular motion ; uneasiness ;

Fidgety, (flj'et-e) a. Restless ; uneasy.

Fiducial, (fe-du'she-al) a. [L. fidueia.] Having

faith; confident;—having the nature of a trust;

fiduciary.

Fiduciary, (fe-du'she-ar-e) a. [L.fiducia.] Con

fident ; undonbting ; unwavering ; firm ¡—hold

ing or founded in trust.
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Fiduciary, (fe-dû'ahe-аг-е) 7i. One who hold« a

thing in trust for another ; a trustee ;—one who

dopende for salvation on faith without works.

Fie, (fi) inttrj. An exclamation denoting con

tempt or dielike.

Fief.(fef)"- [F-^/l An estate held of a superior

on condition of military mervice ; a fee ; a feud.

Field, (fèld) u. IA.-S., &, Ger. fdd.] Cleared

land ;—any part uf a farra inclosed for tillage

or pasture ;—ground not inclosed ; the country:

—a plain where a battle is fought ; the battle

itself;—a wide extent; an expanse;—the surface

of the shield; blank ground on which figures

are drawn. [urenients taken in the field

Field-book, (feld'boük) n. A note-book of nieas-

Field-day, (fëld'da) u. A day when troops are

drawn out for instruction in field exercises.

Field-fare, (fêld'far) n. [Field and A.-S. /aran.]

A migratory bird of the thrush tribe.

Field-gun, (fêld'gun) n, A small cannon used on

the battle-field ; a field-piece.

Field-marshal, ( fëld ' mar - shal ) v. A military

officer of the highest rank in England.

Field-mouse, (fild'mous) it. A mouse that bur

rows in banks, and makes her house with com

partments.

Field-officer, (feldof-fe-sçr) n. A military ofiîeer,

as a major, lieutenant-colonel, or colonel.

Field-preacher, (fëld - prech'er) n. One who

preaches in the open air.

Field-work, (fêld'wurk) n. Out-door work;—

p!. Earthen works thrown up by troops in tho

field ; trenches.

Fiend, (fCnd) «. [A.-S. feônd.] An implacable

or malicious foe ; tho devil ; an infernal being.

Fiendish, (fènd'ish) a. Like a fiond ; malicious.

Fiendishness, (fënd'ish-nes) n, Tim state of being

fiendish ; maliciousness.

Fierce, (fera) a. [F. fier, L. fern».] Violent;

furious ;—savage ; wild ;—ferocious;—excessi very

eager or keen.

Fiercely, (ftra'lc) adv. In a fierce manner, or

with a fierce expression or aspect.

Fierceness, (fers'nes) n. Ferocity ; savageness,

as of a beast;—fury; impetuosity, as of a storm ;

—outrageous passion ; violence, as of temper ;—

keenness of anger or resentment ; vehemence.

Fierily, (fï'çr-e-le) adv. In a hot or fiery manner.

Fierineas, (ft çr-e-nes) п. The quality of being

fiery ; heat ; acrimony ; irritability.

Fiery, (fï'çr-e) a. [Fire.] Consisting of, or re

sembling, fire ¡—vehement ; impetuous;—pas

sionate ; irritable ;—glaring.

Fife, (fif) w. [F. fifre, О. Ger. pfifa, L. pipa,

pipe.] A smallj>ipe uaad as a wind-instrument.

Fife, (fif) v. i. To play on a fife.

Fifteen, ffiftCn) tu [A.S.jyiyne.] Five and ten.

Fifteen, (fiften) >u Tho sum of five and ten ;—a

symbol representing this number, as 15 or xv.

Fifteenth, (fiftenth) я. Being one of fifteen equal

p-irts into which a whole ia divided.

Fifteenth, (ftftenth) n. One of fifteen equal

liarte of a unit or whole.

Fifth, (fifth) ft. [A.-S. Jlfta.] Being one of five

equal izarte into which a whole is divided.

Fifth, (fifth) ». The quotient of a unit divided

bv five ;—one of five equal parts.

Fifthly, (fifthle) adv. In the fifth placo.

Fiftieth, (fifto-eth) п. \\.-H.f{ftipMha.] Beintr

one of fifty oqual liarte into which a whole is

divided.

Fiftieth, (flf'te-etli) ». One of fifty equal parts ;

the quotient of a number divided by fifty.

Fifty, (fif'te) a. [A.-S. fifty-] Five time« ten.

Fifty, (fif'te) n. Five tens ;—a symbol repre

senting fifty units, as SO or L.

Fig, (fig)n. [A.-S../ÍC.] A fruit-tree of the genus

Fiefя, growing in warm climates ;—the fruit of

the fig-tree ;—a worthless thing.

Figary, (fe-ga're) n. A frolic ; a vagary; a whim.

Fig-cake, (fig'kak) n. A round cake made of

dried figs and almonds.

Fight, (fit) r. i. [A.-S. fiohtan.] To strive for

victory in battle or in single combat; to contend

in arms ;—to make resistance ; to oppose ;—to

act as a soldier ;—r. t. To carry on or wage,

as a conflict or battle ;—to contend with in

battle ; to war against ;—to cause to fight; to

manoeuvre in a fight.

Fight, (fit) n. A battle; nn engagement; combat;

encounter ; duel ; action.

Fighting, (fifing)». Contention; strife; quarrel.

Figment, (fig 'ment) я. [L. figmentuvu] An

invention ; a fiction ; something imagined ;

fabrication.

Figurable, (fig'ûr-a-bl) <r, [I* figura.] Capable

of being brought to, or of retaining, a certain

fixed form or shape.

Figúrate, (figurât) a. Of a certain determinate

form or figure ;—in music, relating to discords

and concords.

Figuration, (fig - ür -u- 'shun) n. Act of giving

figure or determinate form ;—mixture of cou,-

cords and discords in music

Figurative, (fig'ur-ât-iv) a. Representing by a

figure or by resemblance ; typical ; representa

tivo ;—used in tropical sense, as a metaphor :—

abounding in figures of speech ; flowery; florid.

Figuratively, (fig'ur-ât-iv-le) tide, lu a figurative

manner.

Figure, (fig'ur)n. (Ъ. figura,] Form of any

thing; shape; outline;—distinguished appear

ance ; eminence ;—the representation of any

form by drawing, painting, ¿x.; an image; a

statue; a drawing;—a pattern copied in cloth,

l>aper, or other manufactured article ; — ajv-

pearance or impression made by the conduct or

career of a j>erson ;—a character standing for,

or representing, a number ; a numeral ; a digit,

as 1, 2, 3, Arc. ;—value as expressed in numbers :

price ;—a typo or representative ;—metaphor :

trojie ;—the form of a syllogism.

Figure, (fig'ur) ». t. To form or mould into any

determinate shape ; — to draw; to depict; to

engrave ; to sculpture ;—to adorn with designs ;

to cover with forma or patterns ; to cipher ;

hence, to calculate ;—to signify ; to eyuibolize ;

—to prefigure ; to foreshow ;—r, i. To make a

figure ; to be distinguished.

Figure-head, (fig'ur-hed) n. The statue or bust

on the projecting part of the head of a ship.

Figuring, (fig'ur-ing) tu Act of making figures.

Filament, (fll'a-ment)«. [U filttm.] A thread :

a fibre ; a thread-like object or appendage.

Filamentous, (fil-a-ment'us) a. Resembling а

thread ; consisting of fine filaments : — Fila

mentary.

Filature, (ftl'a-tur) и. [L. filare.] A reel for

drawing off silk from cocooua, or an cstahlñdi-

ment for reeling.

Filbert, (filbert) «. The nut or fruit of the

cultivated hazel.

Filch, (filah) r. /. [A.-S. ñlhatu] To steal or lake

privily — applied to that which is of litLie

value ; to pilfer.

Filohcr, (filsh'er) n. One who filches ; a thief.
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FHe,(f3)B. [L/fsw, thread. J Aline; a row of

x4*hers ranged behind one another ;—an orderly

collection of papers for preservation and re

ference ; also, the line, wire, or other contrivance

U which paper* ire put and kept in order.

Fue, (fU) v. u To place on file ; to insert in its

proper place ia &a arranged body of jiapers ;—

to bring before a court by presenting proj>er

papers in a refuJar way ;—to put upon the

records rf a court ; — to smooth or cut away

wiihafilr—vxlclile; tospoil;— c.t. To march

in a file or lice, as soldiers, one after another.

File, (ffi) *. [A.-S, ftol, Ger. fUa.) A steel

inttraasat with sharp-edged furrows, used for

itesdai^ or eaoothing other ku ostances.

xJaast, (Si'e-mot) r. [P. ftuillt morle, dead

k*f J Brown or veUow-brown colour.

Filial (file-al) e, [P., L. jfliuj.] Pertaining to

i urn or daughter ; becoming a child in relation

to his parentJi :—bearing the relation of a child.

Fualrj, (firVal-le) odv. In a filial manner ; be-

jsbg a son or daughter.

F2ji^ (fife-it) v. L To adopt as Bon or daughter.

Fiisate, (fil-e-aahon) a. The relation of a child

to a father ;—the filing of a bastard cliild on

*ae ooe as its father ; affiliation.

raaastar, (filVbua-ter) n. [Sp. fiibuxttro.] A

li»bss military adventurer ; a freebooter ; a

-faster, (nTe-bas-ter) r. i. To act as a filibuster.

Filifam, (file-form) a. [L. fitum and forma.]

Earmg; tbe form of a thread or filament

^jret, (fif'e-gre) n. [L. filvni and tjranvm.]

S«-work containing beads ; hence, ornamental

*wk aerated in fine gold or silver wire, plaited

»ad formed into delicate arabesques and flowers :

~&o Filigrane. (of, work in filigree.

£^F«, (flr'e-gre) o. Relating to, or composed

™j»i (filings) u. pi. Fragments or particles

nihtod off bv the act of filing.

"I (51) f. t. TA.-S. fjtlan.] To make full ; to

fS or press into: to supply: to replenish;—

to tttsfy ;—to surfeit ;—to distend, as a sail ;—

to nuke plum]) :—to pour into, as a glass ;—to

Wd, as an official position ; to perform the

&ttea til,—to take up room; to occupy ;—to

^nplete; to accomplish;—to supply, as a vacant

K^axkra with a new appointment ;—r. i. To

Woo* foil ; to have an abundant supply ; to

1» «atiat«d ;—to fill a cup or glass for drinking ;

*> p*e to drink.

*£. (fil) n. A full supply ; as much as gives

K«pfete satisfaction ; — a tliill or shaft of a

JKnage.

«krf (fil'cr) a. One who, or that which, fills ;

* tube or funnel for conveying liquids into

******, C&tlLS, £c.

**«. (fil'et) w. [F. jf??(.] A little band or

J*at. *,*j#dntlyt to tie about the head;—the

**"*«7 part of the thigh ;—meat rolled together

^*d bed round ;—a little square moulding ;—

_j£* ridge between the fluting* of a column.

"Set, (fil'et) r. t. To bind, furnish, or adorn

J£* a fillet.

"Staff, (file-beg) n. fGaeL fiUta<lhb<OQ.] A

*& or dress reaching nearly to tho knees, worn

i* the Highlands of .Scotland.

*«%, (filing) h. That which fills up; the

J*wf in weaving.

«£». (fil'ij.) r. f. To strike with the nail of the

fi*S£r, oret placed against the ball of the thumb,

*-i forced from that j>osition with a sudden

•jdag.

Fillip, (fil'ip) n. A jerk of the finger forced

suddenly from the thumb.

Filly, (file) ». [IceL fyl] A young mare: a

female colt ;—a wanton girl; a ilirt ;—a young

girL

Film, (film) n. [A.-S. film.] A thin skin ; a mem

branous covering causing opacity, as on the eye.

Film, (film) v. t. To cover with a thin skin or

pellicle.

FdinincM, (film'o-nes) ,i. State of being filmy.

Filmy, (film'e) a. Composed of film ; mem

branous; cobweb-like.

Filter, (filter) n. [F. Jtltre.] A strainer ; a

percolator ;—a piece of cloth, pa]>er, or other

substance, through which liquors are strained.

Filter, (filter) v. t. To purify, as liquor, by

causing it to pass through a filter;— i*. :. To

pass through a filter ; to percolate.

Filth, (filth) u. [A.-8. fyldh.] Foul matter ;

dirt; nastineas;—any thing that sullies or defiles

the moral cliaractcr ; corruption ; pollution.

Filthily, (filth'edo) udv. In a filthy manner ;

foully ; grossly.

Filthinesi, (ftlth'e-nes) n. Tho state of being

filthy ;—that which is filthy, or makes filthy.

Filthy, (filth e) a. Defiled with filth ; foul ;

dirty ; squalid ; unclean ; gross ; impure.

Filtrate, (fil'trat) v.t. To filter; to defecaU

liquor by straining or i>ercolation.

Filtration, (fil-triahun) a. Act or process of

filtering.

Fimbriate, (fim'bre-at) a. [L. fimbria.] Boidered

by filiform processes thicker tlian hairs ; orna

mented as an ordinary, with a Iwrdor of another

tincture.

Fin, (fin) >u A native of Finland.

Fin, (fin) «. [A.-S-, L. pinna.] An organ of a

fish, consisting of a membrane supported by

rays, and nerving to balance and propel it in

the water. [or penalty.

Finable, (fin'a-bl) a. Liable or subject to a fine

Final, (final) a. [L. finis.] Pertaining to tho

end or concl usion ; last ;—ultimate ; conclusive ;

—decisive ; mortal.

Finale, (fo-nala) n. fit.) The last note or end

of a piece of music;—the closing scene of an

opera ; the latt piece at a conceit ;—close ; ter

mination.

Finality, (fi-nal'e-te) n. Final state; a final or

conclusive arrangement ; a settlement.

Finally, (fTnal-e) ad>. At the end or conclusion;

ultimately; lastly;—completely ; beyond hope.

Finance, (fe-nans^ n. [L. finis.] The income^

of a ruler or of a state ; revenue ;—the income

of an individual; profit;— plural, funds; general

revenue of tho kingdom.

Financial, (fe-nan'she-al) a. Pertaining to financo

or public revenue.

Financially, (fe-nan'she-al-le) arfr. I In a financial

maimer ; in relation to public revenue.

Financier, (fe-nan'ser) ». An officer who

administers the public revenue ;—one skilled in

financial operations.

Finch, (flush) n. [A.-S. fine, Ger. fini.] A small

singing bird.

Find, (find) v.t. [A.-S. findnn.] To eoroo to;

to meet with ; to light upon ;—to obtain by

search; to discover ; to obtain ;—to reach to;

to attain ;—to detect ; to catch in ;—to observe;

to perceive ; — to exjierience ; to enjoy ; — to

supply ;—to give a verdict, as a jury ;—v. i. To

determine an issue of fact, and to declare such

a determinatiou to a court.
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find, (find) u, A discovery ; a thing found ; a

collection of coin • found in any particular place.

Finding, (finding) n. The act of discovering ;

discovery ;—a verdict.

Fine, (fin) a. [F.Jin, L. jtaitiut.] Thin; slender;

minute ;—-motile ;—keen ; sharp, as a cutting

edge- ; — delicate, as a fabric ; — clear ; pure ;

refined ;—nice ; critical, as tasto ;—handsome ;

elegant, as figure; — beautiful; lovely, as the

countenance ;—polished, as manners ;—showy ;

splendid ;—subtle ; artful ; dexterous ; sly.

Fine, (fin) t. t. To refine; to purify;—to impose

a pecuniary penalty upon ; to mulct.

Fine, (fin) n, (L. finis, end.) End ; conclusion ;

—a sum paid for liberty to alienate or transfer

land ;—a pecuniary penalty : a mulct.

Fine-draw, (fin'draw) v. t. To sew up, as a rent,

so that the seam is not perceived ; to renter.

Finely, (fin1e)adv. In a fine or finished manner;

—delicately;—to a fine state; into minute parts;

to a sharp edge or point ; nicely ;—wretchedly ;

1>oorly.

fineness, (fin'nes) ». Thinness ; slendemess ;—

clearness; purity;—nicencss ; delicacy ;—keen

ness ; sharpness ;—elegance ; beauty ; — show ;

splendour ;—aubtilty ; ingenuity ;—emoothness.

Finery, (fin'er-e) n. Ornament; decoration;

especially, showy or excessive decoration; — a

refinery ; a furnace for making iron malleable.

Fine-spoken, (fln-spok'n) a. Using fine phrases.

Fine-spun, (fin spun) a. Drawn to a fine thread ;

minute; subtle;—ingenious; artful.

Finesse, (fo-nos') n [r\J Subtilty of contrivance

to gain a point ; artifice ; stratagem.

Finesse, (fo-nes') v, i. To use artifice or stratagem.

Finger, (finger) n. [A.-S., I eel. fingr.] One of

the five terminating members of the hand; a

digit ;—the breadth of a finger;—skill in the use

of the fingers, as in music.

Finger, (niig'ger)i*. /. To touch with the fingers;

to handle ;—to i>erforui on, or with, the fingers ;

—to touch lightly;—to pilfer ;—r. i. To use the

fingers in playing on an instrument. .

Fingering, (fiug';;er-ing) n. The act of touching

or handling lightly with the fingers; tho manner

of using the fingers in playing music; delicate

work made with the fingers.

Finial, (fin'e-al) ». [L. jinirf, to finish, end.]

The bunch of foliage, or flower, that forms the

upper extremities of pinnacles in Gothic archi

tecture.

Finioal, (fin'ik-al) a. [From fine.] Affectedly

fine; unduly particular ; fastidious; foppish.

Finically, (fln'ik-al-le) adv. In a finical manner ;

foppishly. [metal1* are refined.

Fining-pot, (fin'ing-pot) n. A vessel in wliich

Finis, (fi'nis) n. [L.J An end ; conclusion.

Finish, (finish) r.t. [L. Jinin.] To bring to

an end : to put an end to ; to terminate ;—to

l>olish; to perfect, [initiates, or perfects.

inlsh, (fln'ish) n. That which finishes, tor-

Finisher, (fln'ish-er) n. One who finishes, con

cludes, completes, or perfects.

Finite, (fi'nit)rt. [L.jinire.] Limited in quantity,

degree, or capacity ; l>ounded.

Finitely, (fi'nit-lo) adv. Within limits; to a

certain degree only.

Finless, (Hn'Ios) a. [Fin,] Destitute of An*.

Finny, (fine) a. Furnished with fins ; pertaining

to fins or fish.

Fiord, (fr-'erd) v. [T>. and Norw. Jforrf.] A long,

narrow inlet, lxmnded by high banks or rooks,

as on the coast of Norway.

f',

Fir, (fer) n. [A.-S. farh, W. pyr.] A resinous

tree allied to the pines, and valued for its

timber. It is highly combustible, and used for

fuel — one species in .Scotland being called

candle fir.

Fire, (fir) u. [A. -S. fyr, G. ;»i» r. } Tho evolution

of light and heat in the combustion of bodies ;

state of ignition ;—fuel in combustion, as on a

hearth or in a furnace; a conflagration;—the

discharge of fire-arms;—lustre; splendour;—

torture by burning ;—tho future state of the

impenitent; — ardour, as of zeal or love ; —

intellectual force ; vigour of fancy ; energy of

thought or diction; animation in delivery;—

rage ; contention ;—trouble ; affliction.

Fire, (fir) v. t. To set on fire ; to kindle ;—to

inflame ; to irritate ;—to give life or spirit to :—

to cause to explode ; to discharge ;—in farriery,

to cauterize ; — r, i. To take fire ; to be

kindled; — to be inflamed with passion;—to

discharge artillery or fire-arms.

Fire-arm, (firorm) m. A weapon which acts l-y

the force of gunpowder.

Fire-ball, (fIr'bawl) n. A greuade ; a boil filled

with powder or other combustibles.

Fire-board, (firTxird) u. A chimney-board used

to close a fire-place in summer.

Fire-brand, (fir 'brand) «. A piece of wood

kindled or on fire ;—one who causes contention

and mischief; an incendiary.

Fire-brigade, ( fir'brig-ad ) n. A body of m*n

trained and organized to extinguish fires.

Fire-brush, (f Irbrush) n. Small brush used to

sweep tho hearth.

Fire-clay, (fir'kla) tt. A kind of day, chiefly

{>ure silicate of alumina, used in making nre-

iricks.

Fire-damp, (fir'damp) v. The explosive oar-

buretted hydrogen of coal-mine?.

Fire-engine, (fir'en-jin) n. An hydraulic cc

forcing pump for throwing water to extinguish

fires.

Fire-escape, (fires-kap) n. A machine for escaping

from the up] *r part of a building when an tire.

Firefly, (firfli) n. A winged insect which, emits

a brilliant light from the thorax.

Fire-irons, (firT-urnz) n, pi. Utensils for a fire

place or grate, as tongs, jwker, and shovel.

Fireman, (fir'man) n. A man whose basioev

is to extinguish fires in towns:—a man it ha

tends the fires, as of a steam-engine.

Fire-new, (flr'nul a. Fresh from the forge.

Fire-pan, (fir'ivui)». A pan for holding or convey*

ing fire; the receptacle for the priming in a gun-

Fire-place, (f ir'plas) «. The part of the «ttinur-.->

appropriated to the fire ; a hearth.

Fire-plug, (fIr'plug) n. A plug for drawing wuto)

from a pipe to extinguish fire.

Fire-proof, (fir'proof) a. Proof against fir*

incombustible.

Fire-ship, (firship) vi. A vessel filled with com

bustiblcs, and furnished with Rmppling-uroua

to hook and set fire to an enemy s sntpa.

Fireside, (firsid) ?u A place near the fir* o

hearth ;—home ; domestic life or retireraettt.

Fire-wood, (f ir'wood) n. Wood for fuel.

Firework, (firwurk) «. Preparations of gnt

powder and other inflammable niat*=rial4 fci

making explosions in the air ;—usually plural

pyrotechnics.

Fire-worship, (flrVur-ship)*. The worship of fij

which prevailed in Persia among the follow* r*<

Zoroaster, and among the Parseoa of IndjjL.

—
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Firtom, (f?rkln) a. (A.-S. /cover and *in.] A

measure of capacity equal to seven and a half

imperial plkn* ;—a sinall cask of indeterminate

eae—used for butter, herring, Ac.

Firlot, (frr'ks) *. A dry measure used in Scot-

UM, the fcairtii part of a boll, or four pecks.

Rim, (ftrra) a, [L Jim**. J Strong; fired;

compact; lurd, as opposed to soft; solid, at*

opposed U> flsid ,—cousiant ; resolute ;—stable ;

-to splice, as rails,

*ti it, mrfer which a company transact business

» nsmotile partnership or house.

Tina, (bm) r.t. To fix ; to settle ; to confirm ;

—to direct with firmness.

T^suaexx, (f;rmVment) n. [L. firni<r,ne/ituM,]

The ft^Kro of the air ; the sky or heavens.

RmsaentaL (frrm-a-mental) «. Pertaining to

ta* annimetit ; celestial.

Kraan, (fer'rnan) «. [Pen forriidn.] A decree

** the Turkish or other Oriental government,

u a fwsport, license, tc.

'^J* (frrm'le) ode. In a firm manner;

* hdly ; <.k>*elv ; constantly ; steadily.

raxaesm, {fenu'nes) ». The state of being firm ;

ZiMbtm; compactness; hardness; solidity;—

•trtajth ; stability ;—steadfastness ; constancy.

first, («;rs:) o, [A.-&, Ger. .fitrd.J Preceding

ill «bers of a series or kind;—foremost;—

i^st eminent or exalted ; most excellent ;—

jaaitive; highest; chief.

First, (frrst)«</i\ Before any thing else in time,

*$**, rank, kc. — used in composition with

irony adjectives and participles.

rait, (fcr<t) ». The npper part of a duet, trio,

*'-, either v«al or instrumental.

Tirst-born, (ferefbom) a. The ehlest child ; the

tr& in the onler of birth ;—the most excellent

••' exalted ; Jesus Christ.

«*-e*n. (fe.ntfboru) «. First brought forth;

tn* in the order of nativity ; eldest.

TvttAoor, (fereffior) a. The floor or tier of

ipsxtosmts next above the grouud-floor.

fnKMt. (ferstfrout) n. [Usually ;>/.) The

frffltt earliest gathered ; tlie earliest results or

prcifc* of any action or position.

stfbnf, (firstling) u. Tho first produce or

'-Spring—laid of domestic animals.

i-nzlj, (ferstle) adc. In the first place.

«n*>rate, (Jferet'r&t) n. Of thebighestexcellencc;

j^-eroment in qnality, size, or estimation.

"nsVrate, (ferst'rit) n. A ship of war of the

lugtst size and armament. [a frith.

"rta, (ferth) n. [Scot.! An arm of the sea;

«K.(ftsk)». [F. from L. /Ltcus.} The treasury

4 a prince or state.

fecal, (fis'kal) a. Pertaining to the public

feswiry or revenue.

'Heal, (fiVkal) n. Exchequer; revenue; — a

treasurer;—in Scotland, the public prosecutor

"* criminal cases—procurator-fiscal.

nsk, (ftih) «. [A.-S. /tie L. puci*.] An ovi-

JWotts, vertebrate animal, breathing by gills,

ias bring in the water ; — the flesh of fish,

Jiaedasfcod.

«*■. (ash) n. [F. JfW.r] A counter at cards ;—

a piece of timber used to strengthen a mast or

Jpw when sprung.

*«, (fish) r. i. To Attempt to catch fish :—to

**k to obtain by artifice ;—to hoist the flukes

tf the anchor to tlie bow of the ship ;—v. t. To

sdeh ; to draw out or up ;—to search by raking

* sweeping ;—to strengthen, as a mast or yard,

t.

with a piece of timber;

with a fish-joint.

Fish-basket, ( fisb/bas-ket ) n. Angler's basket

slung over the shoulder for carrying his fish.

Fish-carver, (fish'karv-er) n. A silver or plated

knife for helping fish at table.

Fisher, (flsh'cr) u. One who is employed in

catching fish ;—a quadruped of the weasel kind.

Fisherman, (fishVr-man) a. One whose occupa

tion is to catch fish ; — a ship employed in

taking fish.

Fishery, (fish'er-e) h. Business or practice of

catching fish ;—a place for catching fish.

Fish-glue, (fish'gluo) h. Isinglass,

Fishhook, (fish hook) n. A hook for catching fish.

Fishing, (fiah'iiiR) n. The art or practice of

catching fish ; a fisher}-. [a roil for angling.

Fishing-line, (flsh'ing-lin) u. Line attached to

Fish-kettle, (fishltet-tl) «. An oblong kitchen

pot or pan for boiling fish whole.

Fish-market, (fish'mur-ket) n. Place where fish

are exposed for sale.

Fish-monger, (fish mung-gcr) a. A seller of fish.

Fish-pot, (fish'pot) a. A wicker >«asket sujik w ith

a cork float for catching crabs, lobsters, Ac.

Fiah-aUoe, (fislislis) ». A broad knife for dividing

fish at table ; a fish-troweL

Fish-spear, (fish'spCr) n. An instrument for

striking or stabbing fish;—a harpoon;—a leister.

Fish-weir, (fish'wer) «. A <lom in a river for

stopping the ascent of salmon.

Fish-woman, (nsh'w66in-aii) n. A woman who

sells fish ; a fish-wife.

Fishy, (fish'e) a. Consisting offish; fish-like;

having the qualities or taste of fish ; filled with

fish.

Fissile, (fis'sil) a. [L. fistitu.) Capable of being

cleft or divided in the direction of the grain or

of natural joints.

Fission, (flsh'un) «. A cleaving, splitting, or

breaking up into parts;—a subdividing into two

parte from the progress of natural growth.

Fissure, (flsh'ur) n. [L. Juiura.] A cleft ; a

longitudinal opening.

Fist, (fist) n. [A.-S. j)/*t.] Tlio hand with tho

fingers doubled into the palm.

Fist, (fist) v. t. To strike with the fist.

Fistic,i (flst'ik) a. [From jts(.] Pertaining to

boxing or to encounters with the fist*; pugilistic.

Fisticuffs, (flst'e-kufs) n. pi. [F'ut and cuj).)

Blows with the fists; a boxing mutch.

Fistula, (flst'u-la) n. [L.] A reed; hence, a

pipe ;—a deep, narrow, chronic abscess.

FiBtular, (flst'ii-lar) a. IIallow and cylindrical,

like a pipe or reed.

Fistulous, (fist'u-lus) a. Having tho form or

nature of a fistula ;—hollow, like a pipe or reed.

Fit, (fit) a. [A.-S. feat.) Adapted to an end :

or design ; qualified by nature or by culture ;— .

suitable to a standard of duty or taste ; proper ;

becoming ; convenient ; competent ; adequate.

Fit, (fit) t». (. To make fit or suitable ; to adapt ;

to qualify;—to bring into a required form ;—

to furnish duly ;—to be suitable to ; to answer i

the requirements of;—r. i. To be proper or

becoming ;—to be adjusted ; to suit.

Fit, (fit) it. A sudden and violent disorder; a

convulsion; a paroxysm; —an attack of any

thing which masters or possesses ono for a time;

—a passing humour ; an impulsive and irre

gular action.

Fitch, (ftch) 7i. A chick-pea. [Contraction of

fitchet.) The fur of the pole-cat.
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Fitchet, (ftch'et) n. fO. F. Ji**au.] A pole-cat.

Jitful, (fiffool) a. Full of fits : irregularly vari

able ; spasmodic ; impulsive and unstable.

Fitfully, (flffuoHe) adv. In a fitful maimer ;

by fits.

Fitly, (Bfle) adv. In a fit manner ; suitably ;

properly; corumodiously ; conveniently.

Fitness, (fifties) n. State or quality of being fit;

propriety ; nieetncss ; reasonableness ; — con

venience ;—qualification.

Fitting, (fifing) n. Any thing used in fitting

up; eApeciitUi/, plural, necessary fixtures or ap

paratus.

Fitting, (fifing) «. Fit ; suitable ; proper.

Fittingly, (flfing-le) adv. In a fitting manner;

suitably ; appropriately.

Five, (fiv) n. [A.-S. &. O. Sax. fif, h. eirfnow.

G. pent*.) The sum of four and one ;—a symbol

representing this number, as 5 or V.

Five, (fiv) a. Four and one added ; one more

than four.

Fivefold, (flv'fuld)ff. tz adv. In fives; five times

repeated ; quintuple.

Fives, (fivz) n. [F. orirrs.] A disease of the

glands under the car hi horses ; the vives.

Fives, (fivz) n. pi. A kind of play with a ball,

lYsombling tennis.

Fix, (fiks) n. A position of difficulty or embar

rassment ; predicament ; dilemma ; quandary.

Fix, (rtks) v. (. [F.^jnrr.] To make firm, stable,

or fast; —■ to secure; to establish; — to hold

steadily, as the eye on an object, the attention

on a speaker, and the like ;—to implant ; to

pierce ;—to set or placo in the manner desired

or most suitable;—to deprive of volatility;—

v. t. To settle or remain permanently ; — to

become firm ; to become hard and mallcaole.

Fixation, (flks-a'shun) n. Act of fixing or estab

lishing ; — state of being fixed ; steadiness ;

constancy ;—a state of resistance to evaporation

or volatilization by heat.

Fixed, (flkst) a. Settled; established ; firm ;—

determined ; resolute.

Fixedly, (flks'ed-le) ode. In a fixed or firm

manner; firmly; steadfastly.

Fixedness, (ttks'ed-nos)n. A statoof beingflxed;

stability ; firmness ; steadfastness ; solidity :

coherence of parts—opposite of volatility.

Fixture, (flfcs'tur) n. That which is fixed ;—

firmness; stability;—any thing of an accessory

character annexed to houses and lauds.

Fizgig, (flz'gig) it. A flshgig;—a gadding, flirting

girl ; — a firework which makes "a fizzing or

hissing noise when it explodes.

Fizz, (flz) v. I. [Icel. Jim.] To make a hissing

sound ;—to fail of success in an undertaking;

to bungle.

Fizzle, (flzT) n. A failure or abortive effort

Flabbiness, (flabVnes) «. State of being flabby

or soft.

Flabby, (flab'e) a. [W. llbin.] Soft; yielding

to the touch, and easily moved or shaken.

Flaccid, (flak'sid) n. (L. JUtccvt.] Yielding to

pressure for want of firmness and stiffness ; soft

and weak ; limber ; lax ; flabby.

Flaecidity or Flaccidncss, (flak-flid'ote) n, Tho

state of being flaccid ; want of firmness or stifl-

ne-.vt.

Flag, (flag) v. i. [Icel. Jtaha, to droop.] To hang

without Btiflnoss; to bo loose and yielding;—

to grow spiritless or dejected ;—to lose vigour;

to become languid or dull :—r. t. To let fall

into feebleness; to droop;—tolaywithflatstones.

Flag, (flag) n. [Ger. Jtach.] A flat stone used

for paving. [form leave*

Flag, (flag) n. An aquatic plant with long ensi-

Flag, (flag) it. [Ger. ftugyc, IccL pnn.) An

ensign or colours ; a banner : a standard ; a

Bignal ;—in the army, a banner by which on«

regiment is distinguished from another.

Flag-bearer, (flag our-er) ji. One who lyars a flaj.

Flagellant, (ilaj'el-ant) it. One of a fanatical

toot which arose A.D. 1200, who maintaiin-J

that flagellation was of equal virtui! with

baptism and tho sacrament.

Flagellate, (tlaj'ellut) e.t. [h. JlngtUaTc] Tu

whip; to scourge.

Flagellation. (flaj-el-Ifl'shun) n. A whipping, s.

flogging ; discipline of the scourge.

Flageolet, (flaj'el-et) n. [F.] A small wind-

instrument having a mouthpiece at ouo end,

and six principal holes. [fla?!?.

Flagginess, (flag'e-iies) n. Tlie condition of Kin;:

Flagging, (flag'ing) n. A pavement or sidewat*

of nag-stones;—flag-stones spoken of coll-eetivclv

Flaggy, (flag'e) o. Weak; flexible; limber ;-

inyipul ;— abounding with the plant called /c*

Flagitious, (rla-jish'c-us) a. [L. rtttrritim*.] Di'-

gnicefnlly or shamefully criminal ;—guilty of

enormous crimes; atrocioua; heinous; aban

doned, (manner.

Flagitiously, (fla-jish'e-us-le)rttfr. In a flagitiona

Flagitiousncss, (na-^ish'e-us-nes) n. The condi

tion or quality ot being flagitious ; extreme

wickedness ; villainy.

Flagon, (flag'un)n. |R Jtpcon.] A vessel with a

narrow mouth for holding and conveying Uqnu;

Flograncy, (rlft'gran-se) a. Condition or qnalitj

of oeing flagrant ; heinousness ; enormity.

Flagrant, (flu'grant) a. [L. flortrur?. ] Flaming :

glowing ; burning ; raging ;—notorious ; glarnc .

enormous.

Flagrantly, (flii'grant-lc) adv. In a flagrant

manner; ardently.

Flag-ship, (flag'ship) n. The ship which bean

the commanding officer of a squadron, and c*

which his flag is displayed.

Flag-staff, (flag'staf) n. A pole or staff on v/hiA

a nag is hung.

Flag-stone, (flag'ston) n. A flat stone for pave-

liK-nt ;—any sandstone which splits up iutotW*.

Flail, (flal) n. [O. F.jlaet.] An instrument £*

thrashing or beating grain from the ear.

Flake, (fiakj v . [A.-S. jfac, L. jtocciu.] A fflm :

flock: lamina; layer ;*scale ;—a small particlij

snow falling from tho air or clouds.

Flake, (nWk) v. t. To form into flakes :— r. i. To

semrato in layers ; to peel or scale off.

Flakiness, (fluk'o-nes)?i. The state of beingflakj-

Flaky, (fl"ik'o) a. Consisting of flakes or locks.

Flam, (flam) n. [A.-8. firdm.) A freak or whim;

also, a falsehood ; an illusory pretext

Flambeau, (flam'bO)H. [F. fromL. «a»usa,flamf-J

A flaming torch used in the streets at night, at

illuminations, and in processions.

Flame, (flam) n. [L. Jtumma.] A stream ei

burning vapour or gas : a blaze : flro in g^nrra! ;

—burning zeal or iiassion ; fervency; past-i-iUiW

excitement or strife ;—warmth of affection;-1

sweotheart.

Flame, (flam) r. i. To burn with rising or n>nj

ing fire ; to blaze ;—to break out in violence 4

passion ;—)'. (. To excite ; to animate.

Flameless, (flumles) a. Destitute of flame.

Flaming, (flaming) a. Bright; red; gUrlnjj-

viulent; vehement;—exaggerated ;—gaudy.
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Flamingo.

:ottago, fSa-Bmigd) b. fL. fiamma, flame, on

toxmnt of hi ml colour. J

.Hird of tb* order Cra'taj

olive of Afiia and South

ern America, rf i bright

red cokigr, baring long

legs and reds, and i beak

bent don u if broken.

""V. (Jaaj) a. [Prov.

^*0£,to project out.)

A PujMlnj edge, rib, or

neysefacaiwav carriage

*W to k*p it on the

rail.

^•tflWkK [F. «<,»,.]

iKfak/jartof thenida

Lu.X™'11' brtween th0 nb" and the hip ;

-tw&ie of an army, or of anv division of an

■5- «e extreme right or left ;—the side of

orboilduig.

ftak. Uaaji) ,.. ,. To eUad at the Bide of .

"«oa upon ;—to command the Hank of ; to

»»» lie fhak of;—*, t Tu bonier ; to touch ;

J-JJKpostedontheiide.

Miker, (daogkV) "• I. [F. tamjuer. ] To defend

_:• Weil fortifications :—to attack sideways.

Mad. (Jar/el) „ [F. JJantJfe.] A soft, nappy,

-""*» doth of loose texture.

sSir*?*- [D-J*0***-] Any thing broad and

"B«r that hangs loose ;—the motion of any

"a* broad and loose, or a stroke with it.

«■& (%) v. t. To beat with a flap; to strike ;

"*■». To move as wings, or as something

"W « loon ;—to fall and bang liko a flat).

"*J loir) r. i. [Ger. fluckmi. Norm. F. jfo iV. ]

io earn with a glaring and waving flame ;—to

'-^.le oct.

•"Ji (lir) a. An unsteady, offensive light.

-War. (faring) „ Shining with a wavy light ;

J™oiag;--showy ; opening wide.

'J"> P«k) ». [F. fieclu ardtnU.] A sudden

to of light; a blizo ;—a momentary bright-

"■ « show ;—an instant ; a very brief period.

rr- 183''1) »■ The slang language of thieves,

Jfi™. and the like.

7~- (J*") ». i. To break forth, as a sudden

PJ * ugki ; to gleam ;—v. t. To send out in

7*™ ■' *> convey by a flame, or by a quick or

•rj™8 motion.

J™* (flashVie) n«V. In a flashy manner ;

» Vf«s *>lidity of wit or intellect.

fif1*; S"Mh "J ?' - ■ A ra<Men burst of light.

^7. (tWi'e) «, Dazzling for a moment;

Ik* ,S,bri«bt;-«howy: gay; gandy.

r»Ji> v'"- IA.-8. jfoae.] A narrow-necked

IV* °o!,,in8 fluids ;—a powder-hom.
•~«t. (Basket) n. A vesael in which viands

C"JJ" "p; a long, shallow basket

«_•."• U°el. .fair, Ger. piatt.) Having an

-•surface: level ; — lying at fuU length:

EJ, ; nence, fallen; laid low;—wanting

; f . Rionotonon, ; _ stale ; insipid ; — inani-

!*"*■ ,«Pd;—depreaaed ; dnll ;—clear; abso-

^jnowaright:—below the true piteh ; hence,

2**< w lo»er by a half-stop ;—vocal ; sonant

jT~'"* certain consonants.

W- *■ A ,evel aurface ;—a shoal ; a shal-

-^- * rtrand;—the flat part or side of any

^j^.—a ilull fellow; asimpleton;—acharacter

«r* a note, Indicating a tone which is a half-

p> or Moiiione lower.

it '• To malt0 "•*: to flatten; to level;

'->■*. To become flat or flattened.

Flatly, (flane) adi: In a flat manner ; evenly;

without spirit: peremptorily: positively: plainly.

Flatness, (flat/nes) n. Evenness; levelne&s ;—

insipidity ;—lowness of spirits ;—<lulness ; want

of point;—gravity of tone.

Flatten, (flat u) r. (. [From flat.] To level ; to

make flat; — to depress: to deject: — to make

vapid or insipid ;—to lower the pitch of;—v.i.

To become flat, oven, dejected, dull, or depressed

below pitch.

Flatter, (flatVr) v. (. [F. /after.] To gratify tho

self-love, vanity, and pride of; to please by art

ful and interested commendation ;—to praise

falsely ; to compliment.

Flatterer, (flat'er-er) n. One who flatters.

Flatteringly, (flatVr-lng-le) adi: In a flattering

manner ; in a manner to favour; with partiality.

Flattery, (llatVr-e) ». Act of flattering, or

praising in a way to gratify vanity or gain

favour; adulation: compliment; wheedling.

Flattish, (flat'ish) a. Somewhat flat ; approach

ing to flatness.

Flatulence, (flat'ii-Iens) «. Tho state or condition

of being flatulent

Flatulent, (flat'ii-Ient) a. (L. flare.] AHVcted

with gases in the alimentary canal : windy ;—

generating, or tending to generate, wind in

tho stomach.

Flatulcntly, (flat'u-lent-le) adv. In a flatulent

manner ; windily.

Flatwise, (flat'wiz) a. or adv. With the flat side

downward ; not edgewiso.

Flaunt, (flawnt) v. i. [Go. fiavtan.) To throw

or spread out ; to move ostentatiously ;—v. t.

To display ostentatiously; to wear a bold or

sancy look.

Flaunt, (flawnt) n. Any thing looso and airy ;—

a brag ; ostentatious display ;—a taunt ; a jibo.

Flautist, (flaw'tist) n. [It- flauto, a flute.] A

player on the flute ; a flutist.

Flavour, (fla'ver) n. [O. Eng. flnyrr, L. fraffrart. ]

Odour; fragrance;—relish; savour;—that which

imparts to any thing a peculiar odour or taste.

Flavour, (fla'ver) r. t. To give flavour to ; to

season, as a dish, with a spice, essence, or other

condiment ;—to perfume.

Flavorous, (fla'ver-us) a. Imparting flavour;—

pleasant to the tosto or smell : sapid.

Flavourless, (fla'ver-les) a. Without flavour;

tasteless.

Flaw, (flaw) n. [A.-S. fldli.J A bursting or

cracking ; a breach ; a gap or fissure ;—a sudden

gust oi blast of;—quarrel; a fault; ngpot; im

perfection ; speck.

Flaw, (flaw) r. r. To break ; to crack.

Flawless, (flav/les) a. Without faults ; without i

defect ; without cracks : free from flaws.

Flawy, (flaw'e) a. Full of flaws or cracks ;—

subject to sudden gusts of wintl.

Flax, (fl.ika) ii. [A.-S.JT«eur.] A plant having a

single, slender stalk, about a foot and a half

high, with blue flowers. The fibre of the bark

is used for making thread and cloth, called linen,

cambric, Imcn, lace, &c.

Flax-dresser, (flaks'dres-er) n. One who breaks

and swingles flax, or prepares it for the spinner.

Flaxen, (flaks'n) a. Made of flax :—resembling

flax ;—loose, flowing, and golden, as hair.

Flaxseed, (flaks'sed) «. Tho eecd of the flax-

plant ; Unseed.

Flaxy, (flaks'e) «. I-ike flax ; of a light colour.

Flay, (fla) r. t. [A. -3. .ton.] To skin ; to strip

off the skin of.
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Flea, (fie) п. [A.-S. fitd.] An insect of the

genus Pulrx, remarkable for its agility and

troublesome bite.

Flea-bane, ( flë'buu ) n. Une of various plante

supposed to have efficacy in driving away fleas.

Flea-bite, (flêbït) п. The bit« of a flea, or the

red spot caused by the bite ;—a trifling wound

or pain.

Fleak, (flêk) a. A lock ; a small thread or twist.

Fleam, (flCm) u. [W. jiaim.] A eharp instru

ment used fur opening veins for letting blood ;

a Lancet.

Fleck, (Auk) ». A spot ; a streak ; a speckle.

Fleck, (flok) v. t, [Gor. ßccL; spot, Ь.Лек;] To

spot; to streak or stripe; to variegate; to dapple.

Flection, (flek'shun) ». Act of bending, or state

of being bent ; inflection.

Fledge, (flej) с f. To supply with the feathers

necessary fur flight;—to furnbh with any soft

covering. [fledged.

Fledgeling, (flej'ling) п. A young bird just

Flee, (flö) v.i. [A.-S. ßeou.] To run with

rapidity ; to attempt to escape ; to hasten away

from (langer or expected evil ;—to dejwirt ; to

leave ;—r. (. To keep at a distance from ; to

shun ; to avoid.

Fleeoe, (fli-s) ». [A. -S. flys.] The coat of wool

that covers or that is shorn from a sheep at

one time ;—any soft woolly covering.

Fleece, (flea) v. t. To shear off a coat or growth

of wool;—to strip of money or property; to

rob :— to spread over, as with wool ; to whiten.

Fleeced, (flest) a. Kurnishod with a fleece;—

Rtripped ; robbed ; cheated.

Fleecy, (ftes'e) a. Woolly ; covered with wool ;—

resembling wool; soft ;—complicated.

Fleer, (fier) r. i. [Soot flei/er.] To make a wry

face in contempt ; to deride ; to sneer ; to gibe ;

—v. t. To mock ; to flout at.

Fleer, (flor) ». Derision or mockery expressed

by words or looks.

Fleet, (flOt) ». [A.-S. flota.] A navy or squadron

of ships; especial l г/, a number of ships of war.

Fleet, (flöt) a. [Icel. fliôtr.] Swift in motion ;

nimble :—superficial ; light.

Fleet, (fl¡H) p.í. To fly swiftly; to hasten;—

to flit or fly off ; to bo transient.

Fleeting, (flêt'iug) a. Not durable ; transient ;

transitory; evanescent. [shadowy manner.

Fleetingly, (flct'ing-lo) adv. In a transitory or

Fleetneis, (flët'nes) n. Swiftness; rapidity;

velocity ; celerity ; speed.

Fleming, (flem'ing) n, A native of Flanders.

Flense, (flens) v. t. [Dan. flaw.] To cut up and

obtain the blubber of—said of a whale.

Fleth, (flesh) ». [X.-8.JUÙC, Gor. jfUixh.] The

muscles, fat, &c., covering the bones in ani

mals ;—animal food, as distinguished from vege

table ;—the flesh of beasts and fowls, as distin

guished from fish ;—animal nature ; animals of

all kinds ;—the body ;—human nature ¡—man

kind;—fleslily appetites or tendencies; carnality;

—natural or unrenewed state;—corrupt nature

or frame of the body;—kindred : stock ; race ;—

that part of a root, fruit, &c, which is flt to be

eaten.

Flesh, (flesh) r. t. To feed with flesh, as hawks,

dogs, ¿c. ; to initiate in hawking or sporting;—

to plunge into flesh, as a hostile weapon.

Flesh-brush, (flush'brush)». A brush for exciting

action in the skin by friction.

Flesh-coloured, (floeh'kul-çrd) a. Tinted with

the colour of flesh ; carnation-coloured.

 

Flesh-fly, (fleeh'flï) n. A fly which feeds and

deposits its eggs in flesh, and taints it.

Fleshiness, (nesh'e-nes) n. [From .ЛмЛу.] Tho

state of being fleshy; plumpness; corpulence.

Fleshing, (tleeh'iiig) ». Dress worn by actors of

the colour of the natural skin. [gaunt.

Fleshless, (flesh'les) a. Destitute of flesh ; lean ;

Fleshliness, (flesh'le-nes) ». The state of being

fleshly; carnal passions and appetites.

Fleshly, (flesh'le) a. Pertaining to the flesh ;

corporeal ¡—animal ;—carnal ; lascivious.

Flesh-meat, (tleeh'mêt) ». Animal food.

Flesh-monger, (flesh'mung-ger) ». A dealer in

animal food ; a butcher.

Flesh-pot, (flesh'pot) n. A vessel in which flesh

is cooked ; hence pi. , plenty of provisions.

Flesh-wound, (flesh'wöond) n. A wound not

reacliiug beyond the flush, or one not deep.

Fleshy, (flesh'e) a. Pertaining to the flesh ; cor

poreal ;—full of flesh ; plump ; corpulent ; gross ;

—composed of firm pulp, as fruit ; succulent.

Fletch, (flech) r. t. [F. ßecht.] To feather an

arrow.

Fleur-de-lis, (flurMe-lê) n. [F. flower of the lily,]

The royal insignia of France—

whether originally representing a

lily or the .head of a javelin is

disputed.

Flew, (flu) n. (D.flabbi.] The large

chaps of a deep-mouthed hound.

Flew, (flu) n. The fibrous or cottony

dust found in spinneries and lint

manufactories :—also Fluff,

Flexibility, (fleks-e-uil'o-te) n.

bending or of being bent;—pliability¡-ductility;

—facility of mind, temper, or disposition ; easi

ness to be persuaded ; pliancy.

Flexible, (fleke'e-bl) a. [L. jcxibUis.] Capable

of being bent ; pliable ; supple ; ductile ; —

tractable ¡—manageable ; obsequious.

Flexibleness, (fleks'e-bl-nes) n. Condition or

quality of being flexible ; flexibility; pliablencas.

Flexibly, (fleks'e-ble) adv. In a flexible manner.

Flexile, (flelurTl) a. [L. flexilU.] Pliant: pliable;

yielding to power, impulse, or moral force.

Flexion, (flek'shun) n. Act of bending;—a part

, bent ; a fold ; a turn or cast, as of the eye ;—

inflection.

Flexor, (fleks'çr) ». [L. flectere.] A muscle which

contracts tho joints in beuding or etooping.

Flexuous or Flexuose, (flcks'u-ue) a. [b.jttctert.]

Having turns, windings, or flexures ; tortuous ;

—variable.

Flexure, (fleks'ur)n. Act of bending; flexion ;—

a turn; a* bend; a fold ;—the bending of the

body.

Flicker, (flik'çr) v.i. [A.-S. ti>/ccerian.] To

flutter ; to flap the wings without flying ; to

waver or fluctuate, like a flame in a current

of air.

Flicker, (flik'er) n. Fluctuation : sudden and

brief increase of brightness ;—act of wavering,

as the dying flame of a lamp.

Flickering, (flik'çr-ing) n. A fluttering ;—short,

irregular movomenta.

Flier, (flï'çr) ti. One who flies or flees ; a fugi

tive :—a fly-whoeL

Flight, (flit) я. [A.-S. Itiht.] Act of fleeing ;

escape ;— the act or stylo of flying ;—a number

of beings or things passing through Jhe air

together: a flock of birds;—я discharge or volley;

—lofty elevation, as of imagination :—extrava

gant range, as of folly ;—dieplay, as of temper ;
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- periodical migration 0/ birds ; — the birds

liTwiuced id uoe season ;—a reach of steps or

jaaint from one landing to another.

r^jh&ncia, (fthVaea) n. State of being flighty;

<aprice ; eeeeotricty ; giddiness.

Eighty, (flit'e) c. Flwting ;— indulging in wild

sallies of imariaation, hamoiir, caprice, Lc. ;

volatile ; gkUj.

Funnily, (iaze-le) arfr. In a flimsy manner.

Fuxsiaesj. Oua'a-Dea) n. State or quality of

J^"4ffLa*r; weak texture ; weakness.

Fumjy. {in'x) 0. [W. Ih/moi.) Weak; feeble;

frligbt; tiiu; of loose and unsubstantial struc-

tafe; withoot reason or plausibility ;—buikt-

SasJ; shallow.

Rati, (flask) p. i. [fltou-A ] To Bhrink ; to

^oe*;-to withdraw from; to fail.

Feather, (flinshVr) a. One who shrinks, with-

_j»-arj, or uilj in any matter.

Fjthzf. (flinali'ing) n. Act of shrinking or

1 'Wrawiaj from duty, suffering, &c. ; shirking.

Ear. (fling) r. f. [IceL ff*«y»a, U rti^Y.] To

t« or throw from the band ; to hurl ; to dart ;

-twooit; to scatter;—to prostrate; to baffle;

-».i To wince; to flounce; to kick, as a horse;

-to east in the teeth ;—to throw one's self in

JJJjaat or hasty manner.

Eag. (fliag) n. a cant from the hand ; a throw;

~* gibe . a eoeer ; a sarcasm :—a kind of dance.

Eat (flint) m. [A.-S. flint.] A very hard

'irietT <.f quartz—it strike* fire with steel, and

-• aa inrjsiient in glass ;—a piece of flinty stone

J*«i in fire-arms to strike fire.

'—t-rjan, (flint'gias) m. A pure and beautiful

fc&lofpaw, originally made of pulverized flint*,

•-mam, (flint'e-nee) »• State or quality of

*5 flinty.

**••*. (flintlok) ;*. A musket lock with a

«* ixed hi the hammer for striking on the

*£& the pan.

*«*y. (flinte) a. Consisting of or resembling

*-6t;— Tery hard ; uniinpresaible ; inexorable.

E*ft (*!') n. A mixture of beer and spirit

^^*tarf and heated by a hot iron.

**9*b*7, (flipan-*e) n. State or quality of

•^aj flippant ; amootlineas and rapidity of

'- (flip'ant) ft. [Provincial Eng. ff ip.] Of

«toAa, fluent, and rapid speech ; voluble; talk-

*-|'*;—pgn: ijetulant.

^Eafly, ( flip'ant -le) adv. In a flippant

-*****; fluently. [the broad fin of a fish.

Sy*r- (flip'er) «. The paddle of*a sea-turtle ;

,*t.(a?n) v.t. [k-.&. fitunL] To throw with

**ri( or quick effort;—to move playfully to

■a* to;—to jeer at ; to abu>e ;—v. i. To act

■*-ii r>Mines#, or from a desire to attract

-?~*^ ; u> play the coqnetto.

'at fltrt) «. A midden jerk; a darting motion;

j^^j »h« flirt* ; a coquette ; a pert girl.

■a^af. (flirting) a. Darting about ; jerking;

**&?; giddy ; coquettish.

•a^tao. (nVrt-a'shun) n. A quick, sprightly

*w>a ;—playing at courtship ; coquetry.

■• (**) *.£ (Dan. fatter.) To flutter; to

*'»e ou the wing;—to pass rapidly from one

^** to anotlter ;—to be unstable ; to be easily

"» "ftM moved ;—in Scotland, to remove from

g'.aa— to another.

**&» (flich) n, [A,-9. fiica, Provincial Eng.

J"*-] The side of a hog salted and cured.

"at w Flrte, (flit) r. i. [A.-S. /Win*.] To scold

Flitting1, (flit'ing) «. A fleeing; a fluttering;

a removal from one dwelling to another [Scot.].

Float, (Hot) n. [A.-S. .rffo'/.J Any thing which

float* or rests on the surface of a fluid ; a raft ;

—the cork on an angling line.

Float, (flot) r. i. [A.-S. fieotan.] To rest on the

surface of any fluid ; to be buoyed up;—to move

gently and easily through the air ;—to j>a.-w or

move by ;—v. t. To rest or move on the surface

of a fluid ;—to A(xk1 ;—to set or keep up, iw a

commercial scheme or company. [the water.

Floatage, (flot'itj) 11. Any thing that floats un

Float-board, (llot'bord) n. One of the boards

on the rim of an undershot water-wheel, or

of a steamer's paddle wheels.

Floating, (fl&t'ing) ». Spreading of plaster or

stucco on walls ;—the stjcoud of three coats in

house-painting. [surface; light.

Floaty, (flot'e) a. Buoyant; swimming on the

Floe c illation, (flok-sil-la'shun) ". [L. fiocev.it.]

A delirious picking of bed-clothes by a sick

person, as if to pick off locks of wool, Arc. —an

alarming Bymptom in acute diseases.

Flocculence, (tlok'u-leus) n. The stiite of being

flooculent.

Flocculent, (flok'u-lent)a. [L.jloccus.] Coalescing

and adhering in flocks or flakes.

Flock, (flok) n. [A.-S. jlvcc, L.jloccus.] A com

pany or collection of living creaturcB—especially

applied to sheep and birds;—a Christian con

gregation ; — a lock of wool or hair ; — finely

powdered wool or cloth, used when coloured

for making flock-paper;—pi. The refuse of

cotton and wool, or the shearing of woollen

goods. [crowds.

Flock, (flok) v.i. To gather in companies or

Floe, (flo)n. [Dan.jf«<7, Sw. _/&<</«.] An exten

sive surface of ice floating in the ocean.

Flog, (flog) v.t. &GQ/t.fitg,h.fini;r,tui.) To Vat

or strike with a rod or whip ; to whip ; to lash.

Flogging, (flog'ging) n. Act of one who flogs;—

a whipping for punishment.

Flood, (flud) tt. [A. -a. JUkl.) A body of moving

water ; a body of water overflowing land ; an

inundation :—*}xcifictilly, the Noachian de!ugo ;

—the flowing in of the tide—opposed to ebb;—

abundance; superabundance ;—a great Iwdy or

stream, as of light, &c. ;—menstrual discharge.

Flood, (flud) v. t. To overflow ; to inundate ;

to deluge.

Flood-gate, (flud'gat) n. A gate to stop or to

let out water ; hence, any opening or passage ;

also an obstruction or restraint.

Flooding, (flud'ing) n. Flow of blood ; especially

discharge of blood from the uterus.

Flood-mark, (flud'mark) n. The mark or lino to

which the tide rises ; hi^h-water mark.

Floor, (nor) «. [A.-S. fiOr.) The level portion

on which one walks in any building ;— a suite

of rooms on a level in a house ; a story ;—any

platform or flooring ;—that part of the bottom

of a vessel wliich is most nearly horizontal.

Floor, (flor) v. t. To cover with a floor;—to strike

down ; to put to silence by sonio decisive argu

ment or retort.

Flooring, (flawing) n. A platform ; the bottom

of a room or building ;—materials for floors ;—

act of laying a floor.

Flop, (flop) r. t. [Flap.] To clap or strike, as a

bird ita wings, ic. ; to rise and fall.

Flora, (flo'ra) -)- [L. fio*.) The goddess of

flowers ;—the vegetable species native in a given

locality or period ; a 1M or description of such.
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Floral, (flo'ral) a. Pertaining to Flora or to

flowers ;—containing or belonging to tha flower.

Florentine, (flor'en-tin) n. A native of Florence ;

—a spocies of silk cloth ;—a custard ;—a mosaic

of marbles or rare stones.

Florescence, (fld-res'sens) n. [L. foreseen*, from

fios.] A hunting into flower ; a blossoming.

Floret, (hVret) «. [F. fleui-ette.] A little flower;

the partial or separate little flower of an aggre

gate flower ,—a fencing sword ; a foil.

Floriculture, ( flor'e-kul- tur ) n. [L. fios and

cttltura.] The cultivation of flowering plants.

Floriculturist, (flor'e-kul-tur-ist) n. One who is

interested in the cultivation of flowers; a florist.

Florid, (flor'id) a. [L. fioridus.] Covered with

flowers ; flowery ;—bright in colour ; of a lively

red colour;—embellished with flowers ofrhetoric;

excessively ornate.

Floridity or Floridness, (flor-id'e-te) n. Fresh-

uesa of colour or complexion ;—vigour ; spirit ;

—embellishment ; ambitious elegance ; orna

mentation, [posing manner.

Floridly, (flor'id-lo) adv. In a showy, gay, or im-

Floriferoua, (flor-if'er-us) a. [L. fios ana fern.]

Producing flowers.

Floriform, (florVform) a. [L. fios and forma.)

Having the form of a flower.

Florin, (flor'in) n. [It. flore.] A coin of gold or

silver, of different values in different countries ;

—a two shilling piece.

Florist, (flor'ist) n. A cultivator of flowers ;—

ono who writes a flora or an account of plants.

Floscule, (nWkul)«. [L.floscutwt a little flower.]

A floret of an aggregate flower.

Floss, (flos) n. [L. flo*.] A downy or silken

substance in the husks of maize, &c. ; — un

twisted filaments of silk.

Floss-yarn, (ftWyarn) n. Yarn from floss-silk.

Flotation, (flot-ishun) n. The act of floating ; —

the science of floating bodies.

Flotilla, (flo-til'la) n. [3-p. fiota,] A little fleet,

or a fleet of small vessels.

Flotson, (flot'Bon) n. [F. fiottcr.] Goods lost by

shipwreck and floating on the sea:—also Flotsam,

Flounce, (flouns) v. i. [Sw. fiunta.] To Bpring,

turn, or twist with sudden effort or violence ;

to flounder ;—v. t. To deck with a flounce or

flounces.

Flounce, (nouns) n. A sudden, jerking motion

of the body ;—an ornamental strip gathered

and sowed by its upper edge around the skirt

of a lady's dress.

Flounder, (Houn'dcr) n. [Gcr. fiunda:] A flat

fish, allied to the halibut—found on the sea-

coast and near the mouths of large rivers.

Flounder, (floun'der) v. i. [Allied to fiouiice.] To

fling the limbs and body, as in making efforts

to move; to roll, toss, and tumble ; to flounce.

Flour, (flour) n. [Icel. fiftr.) The finely ground

meal of wheat or any other grain ; the fine and

soft powder of any other substance.

Flour, (flour) -«-. t. {From the noun.] To grind

and bolt;—to sprinkle with flour.

Flourish, (flur'ish) v.i. [O. Eng. fiorisJie.] To

grow luxuriantly ; to thrive ;—to be prosperous ;

— to use florid language ;—to make ornamental

strokes with the pen ;—to execute an irregular

or fanciful Btrain of music :—to boast ; to brag ;

—v. t. To ornament with any thing showy ; to

embellish ;—to set off with the flowers of dic

tion ;— to move in bold or irregular figures ;—to

brandish.

Flourish, (flur'ish) «, Decoration; ornament;

showy splendour ; —show or parade of figuri

or graces;— a fanciful stroke of ihu pen i

graver;— the waving of a weapon or utli

thing ; a brandishing ; — a shake, a pegyi.

cadenza, or other musical grace.

Flourishingly, (flur'ish-ing-le) air. Ortfnt

tiously ; increasingly ; thrivingly.

Flour-mill, (flour'mil) it. A mill for griudi!

and sifting flour.

Floury, (flour'e) «. Of or resembling flour.

Flout, (flout) v. (. [Go. fiaaUtn.] To mock

insult; to treat with contempt ; — r.i.

practise mocking; to sneer.

Flout, (flout) n. A mock ; an insult.

Flow, (flo) r. i. [A. -8. fioiun.) To change pli

or circulate, as a liquid;—to become liquid :

melt ;—to glide smoothly or without trktii

to issue forth ;—to abound ; to be oopiora ;-

hang loose and waving;—to rise, as the tidi

opposed to ebb;—to circulate, as blood;— r

To cover with water ; to inundate ; to flood.

Flow, (flo) n. A stream of water or other flu:

a current :—any gentle, gradual movement

thought, diction, music, &c. ;—free expre&^l

volubility ;—abundance ; copiousness.

Flower, (flow'er) n. [L. fios.] A circle of l«i

on a plant, usually of some other colour til

green ; a bloom or blossom ;—that part ci

plant destined to produce seed, and includ

the sexual organs ;—the fairest, fresheet, a

choicest part of any thing;—the best; the in

distinguished of a class or company ; — '

prime; the essence;—a figure of speech;

ornament of style.

Flower, (flow'gr) r. i. To blossom ; to pro-Ji

flowers;—to be in the prime; toflourUh;

cream ; to froth ; to mantle ;—c. t. To cbiUU

with flowera.

Floweret, (ilow'er-et) n. A small flower

floret.

Flowerineas, (flow'gr-e-nes) n. The state of U

flowery ; floridness of speech.

Flowering, (flow'gr-ing) n. The season *i

plants bloom ; the act of adorning with flow

Flower-stalk, (flow'gr-stawk) n. The peduucli

a plant, or the stem supporting the flo«<3

fructification.

Flowery, (flow'gr-e) a. Full of flowers ;—hi^

embellished with figurative language ; flor*1

Flowing, (flo'ing) n. Act of moving or is*

as a fluid : overflowing.

Flowing, (flo'ing) «. Issuing; proceeding -

undating;—fluent; smooth and easy, as st;l

diction.

Fluctuate, (fluk'tu-at) r.i. [L. flaetttart.]

move, as a wave ; to roll hither and thitfcd

to be unsettled in state or condition;—m

irresolute or undetermined ;—to rise and U

Fluctuation, (fluk-tu-ii'shun) n. Act of nV>

ing ; a sudden rise or fall ; undulation.

Flue, (flu) «. [0. F. fine.] An air-passage : <

daily one for conveying smoke and flame (

a fire ;—a passage in a wall to convey heated

through a building.

Flue, (flu) n. [Ger. fiau/nu] Light down, t

as rises from beds, cotton, Ac. ; far or hair.

Fluency, (flu'en-se) n. Quality of being fttti

smoothness ; facility ; volubility.

Fluent, (flu'eut) a. [h. flvnv.) Fk»wi:i.

capable of flowing ; liquid ; current ;—read]

the use of words ; volume ; copious.

Fluently, (fluent-le) adv. Volubly: in a fll

manner; with ready flow; without hesiuu
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Tiatj. tflti'e) a. Having a resemblance to, or

containing loose for or soft down.

PbnT, (Suf) *. Xsp or down ; flue.

Fhttfy, (flaft)a. Pertaining to, or resembling,

fluff or nip : mft and downy.

Ibai,(flirli)& [L/tndiu, trotajtaere.} Capa

ble of flcsnaj; ; liquid or gaseous.

Fatal, (flirjd) a. Any substance, the particles or

i coraponem puti of which flow or move in any

clinxu<a without separation—opposed to solid ;

g^neraCr ned in tne plui-al to signify water

or actor liquid bodies, and gases or aeriform

i t-*iisL

AanryorFhidiieaa, (fiti-id'e-te) n. The quality

^teaj3ail; a liquid, aeriform, or gaseous

■tstt

Ifcfc%()Ki)n. [A.-S. .rfoc.] A flatfish bearing

» raenhlance to the flounder.

™. (flak) a. [Oer. jtiiai;.] Tlie part of an

i&eaor which flwtens in the ground ; one of the

>*b£i of a whale's tail.

flaky, (flake) a. Formed like, or having a fluke.

•Wi (flam) iu [A.-S. jrfu*B.J A stream; e*pe-

f^<'?. a passage for the water tliat drives a

^U-i-bset [abounding in rivers.

^■M, (a^min-ns) a. Pertaining to rivers ;

ftaaery. (flaraer-e) n, [W. llyairg.] A light

has1 of food, formerly made of flour or meal ;—

JR4*7 compliment ; flattery ; nonsense.

"My, (flungk'e) n. [F. flanquitr.] A livery

wnat;—one who is obsequious or cringing.

i.arritm, ( flungk ' e - izm ) ». Character or

'■ttiitr of a flunky.

fex. (Wat) n. [U fitter*.] A fluid state;—

fawide of calcium, called also Jluor-npar ; a

Buaeal of beautiful colours, and much used

J^fwaamental vesaehi:—Derb>f*hir<-»par.

*^oric, (fla'or-ik) a. Pertaining to, or obtained

tea, fluor-spar.

lory, (florre) a. A sudden and brief blast or

cart;—TwLent agitation; commotion; bustle;

«afasion. (alarm.

™*T, (flurre) r. t. To agitate ; to excite or

«ak, (flush) r. i. [Ger. fiuux.} To flow and

ssnsd suddenly : to become suffused, as the

■"■is: to hltuh ;—to glow ;—r. (. To nut to

tk« bhah ;—to redden ;—to animate with joy ;

*»«!«•:—to start, as a bird.

*«k, (flash) adv. In a manner to be even or

jnt\ with the surface adjoining,

rash, (flash) 7i. A sudden flowing ; impulse or

etstaneat ;—a rush of blood to the face ; a

ttaa; bloom ; abundance;—a flock of birds

"•rtal [F. & Sp. jfitx.] A run of cards of

"*e suae suit.

•«, (flash) a. Full of vigour ; fresh ; glowing ;

-*flbent; liberal ; prodigal ;—forming a cou-

tfcwu sarfaoe.

«***, (fluiVr) r. i . [Ger. Jtdttern. J To make

fc* aad rosy;" to confuse ;—r. i. To be in a heat

J^Mtle. [confusion ; disorder.

*)**», (ftas'ter) n. Heat or glow : agitation ;

«. (flut) «. * [F. jOtie, L. Aire.] A cylindrical

»4b1 instrument, with holes along its length,

•^Tpfld by the fingers or by keys opened by the

J^J*™ ;—a channel in a pillar or in muslin.

*afi*, (flut) r. (. To play or sing in a clear soft

w**. like that of a flute :—to form channels in,

** ■« a column or in a ruffle.

"ted, (flfited) a. Thin ; fine; flute-like ; —

Jj^aed with flutes ;—grooved ; channelled.

■**»!, (fluting) n. A channel or furrow iu a

o4iam, or in the muslin of a lady's ruffle.

Flutist, (flutist) u, A performer on the flute.

Flutter, (flut'er) r. i. [Ger. jUtttern. j To flap the

wings rapidly without flying; to hover; — to

move with quick vibrations or undulations;—

to fluctuate ;—v. t. To agitato ; to disorder ; to

throw into confusion.

Flutter, (flutfer) n. Act of fluttering ; quick and

irregular motion :—hurry ; confusion.

Fluttering, (flut'ter-ing) n. The act of flapping

the wings without flight; a wavering; agitation.

Fluvial, (flu've-al)a. [L.Jluiiatix, from Jluere.}

Belonging to rivers ; growing or living in

streams or ponds.

Flux, (fluks) ??. [L. Jlnzui, from jlvere.] Act of

flowing: quick succession ;—the tide setting iu

toward the shore ;—state of being liquid;—dis

charge of a fluid from the bowels or other part ;

dysentery ;— the matter thus discharged.

Flux, (fluks) a. Flowing ; maintained by a con

stant succession of parts;—inconstant; variable.

Flux, (fluks) v. t. To fuse ; to melt ;—to waste

by melting.

Fluxible, (fluks'e-bl) a. Capable of being melted

or fused, as a mineral.

Fluxion, (fluk'sbuu) -n. Act of flowing; — the

matter that Aowb ; fusion of metals ;—pi. A

method of analysis of small variable quantities,

based on the conception of all magnitudes as

generated by motion—differential cutculu*.

Fluxional, (fluk'shun-al) a. Pertaining to, or

solved by fluxions ; variable :—also Fluxionary.

Fly, (fli) v.i. [A.-SL Jledyan.} To move in the

air with wings ;— to float in the air, as the

clouds, &c, ;—to move rapidly in any manner ;

—to hasten away: to de]>art ;—to pass swiftly

by, as time ;—to vibrate or flutter, as a flag in

the wind ;—to run away ; to attempt to escape ;

—to part with violence; to burst;—to spring

with elastic force ;—v. t. To shun ; to avoid ;—

to quit by flight ;—to set floating, as a kite.

Fly, (AT) n. A winged insect of various species,

(specially, the house fly ;—a hook dressed with

silk, A-c, used for fishing;— a kind of light

carriage; — a contrivance to equalize motion

or accumulate power in a machine.

Fly-blow, (ttfblo) n. The egg of a fly.

Fly-blown, (nTbldn) a. Tainted ; maggoty, as

flesh from the deposit of flies.

Flyboat, (fli'bot) n. [D. vlifboot.] A long, narrow

boat used on canals ;—a Dutch coasting vessel.

Flyer, (fli'er) ». One who, or that which, flies or

flees ;—the fly of a jack.

Fly-flah, (fli'fish) v. i. To angle with flies for bait.

Fly-fishing, (rli fish-ing) n. The art of angling

with hooks baited with artificial flics.

Flying, (tiling) u. The act of moving in the air

with wings ; flight.

Flying-buttreaa, (fli ing-but-res)». A contrivance

for strengthening a part of a building which

rises considerably above the rest, cotiKisting of a

curved brace or half arch between it aud the

. opposite face of some lower jtart

I Flying-Dutchman, (i!i'-

ing-duch-man) n. Ax;^

phantom ship winch

mariners aver they

have encoxintcred in

storms off the Cape of

Good Hopo.

Flying-fiah, (fli'ing-flsh)

7). A flsh of the genus

Ezoctetv*, which haa

the power of sustain- Flying-fish.
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ing itself in the air for a short time by means of

itd long, pectoral fins.

Flying-jib, (flTing-jib) n. A sail extended outside

of the standing-jib.

Flymg-squirrel, (fli'ing-skwir-el) n. A squirrel

having an expansive skin on each side, reaching

from the fore to the hind legs, by which it is

borne up in leaping.

Fly-leaf, (fli'Ief) it. A blank leaf at the begin

ning or end of a book.

Fly-rail, (fli'ral) n. That part of a table which

turns out to support the loaf.

Fly-wheel, (fliTiwel) n. A wheel in machinery

that equalizes its movements or accumulates

power for a variable or intermitting resistance.

Foal, (fol)«. [A-S. fola, G. polos, L. pultus, a

young animal.] A colt or filly.

Foal, (fol) v. t. To bring forth, as a colt or filly ;

—v. i. To bring forth young, as an animal of

the horse kind-

Foam, (fom) n. [A.-S. fdm, L. spuma.] Bubbles

on the surface of liquors ; froth ; spume.

Foam, (fom) v. i. To froth ; to gather foam ;—

to fume ; to be agitated with rage or passion ;—

v. t. To throw out with rage or violence ;—to

cause to foam.

Foamy, (fom'e) a. Covered with foam ; frothy.

Fob, (fob) n. [tier, fuppe.] A little pocket for

a watch.

Fob, (fob) c. t. [Ger. foppen.] To cheat ; to trick ;

to impose on.

Focal, (fo'kal) a. Belonging to a focus.

Focus, (fo'kus) n. [L. focus. ] A point in which

the rays of fight meet after being reflected or

refracted;—a central point; a point of concen

tration.

Fodder, (fod'er) n, [A-S. fidan.] Tliat which

is laid out to cattle, horses, and sheep, as hay,

straw, and various vegetables;—a miner's weight

of 2400 lbs.

Fodder, (fod'gr) v. t To feed, as cattle, with dry

food or cut grass, &-o.

Foe, (fo) n. I A.-S. fd.] An enemy; a national

enemy; a hostile army;—an opponent; anta

gonist; adversary.

Foelike, (fo'lik) a. Like an enemy.

Foeman, (fo'man) n. An enemy in war; an.

antagonist.

Fog, (fog) «. [Icel. fol; ful\] Thick mist;

watery vapour precipitated in the lower ]>art of

the atmosphere or rising from the earth ;—a

cloud of dust or of smoke.

Fog, (fog) n. [Scot.] After-grass ;—long grass

tliat remains in pastures till winter.

Fog, (fog; v. t. To envelop, as with fog ; to befog ;

to render dark or obscure,

Foggage, (fogXJ) it. Rank or coarse grass not

mowed or eaton down in summer or autumn.

Foggineas, (fogVnes) n. State of being foggy ; a

wtate of the air filled with watery exhalations.

Foggy, (fog'e) a, [From fog.] Filled with fog

or watery exhalations; cloudy; misty;—dark

ened ; dull ; obscure.

Fogy, (fog'e) n. [Dan. fjog.] A dull old fellow ;

a iKu-son behind the times:—also Fogie, Fogey,

and Fogrum.

Foh, (fil) inttrj. An exclamation of abhorrence

or contempt ; poh : fy.

Foible, (foi'bl) n, [Foible.] Weak side; a failing;

a weak point ; a frailty ; infirmity.

Foil, (foil) v. t. [F. fouler.] To render vain or

nugatory ; to frustrate ; to defeat ; —to blunt ;

to dull ;—to interrupt.

fe&

Foil, (foil) h. Failure of success when on thu

point of being secured ;

defeat ; miscarriage ; — a

blunt sword, or one that /

has a button at the end-

used in fencing.

Foil, (foil) n. [L. folium.] Foils (Arch.)

A leaf or thin plate of metal ;—a thin leaf of

metal placed under precious stones to increase

their brilliancy or colour ; hence, any thing uf

different qualities, which serves to adorn, or act

off another. [or frustrated.

Foilable, (foil'a-bl) a. Capable of being foiled

Foin, (foin) v.t. [F. poindre, L. $iungere.] To

push in fencing ;—to prick ; to sting.

Foin, (foin) iu A push ; a thrust.

Foist, (foist) v. (. [F. fausser.) To insert sur

reptitiously, wrongfully, or without warrant ;

to interpolate.

Fold, (fold) «. [A.-S. fald.] A doubling of any

flexible substance; a plait; complication,

times or repetitions—used with numerals in

composition to denote multiplication or increase-;

—that which infolds ; embrace ;—a sheep-pen ;

—a flock of sheep ;—hence, the church.

Fold, (fold) v. t. To lap or lay in plaits; U

doublo ;—to lay together, as the arms ;—to in

close within folds; to infold ;—to confine in u

fold, as sheep ;—r. >. To l» plaited or doubled j

—to join with or claw over, as doors, <fce.

Folder, (fold'gr) n. One who, or that which,

folds ; especially, a flat instrument for folding

paper.

Folding, (folding) h. Bending ; a fold ;—act ot

doubling one part over another, as sheet* oJ

printed matter;—the jwnning of sheep or cattle.

Foliaceous, (fo-le-a'she-us) a. [L. folium.] IU<

longing to a leaf ;—consisting of leaves or Urn

lamina ; having the form of a leaf or plate.

Foliage, (fd'le-aj) ». [L. folium.] Leave* ii

general ; a cluster of leaves or flowers.

Foliate, (fole-ftt) r. r. To spread over with

thin coat of tin and quicksilver;—to beat iut

a thin leaf, plate, or lamina.

Foliated, (fo'le-at-ed) a. Having leaves or lea

like projections ; — consisting of thin plaice

laminated.

Foliation, (fo-le-a'ahun) ft. Act of funning it>i

leaves; — act of beating a metal into

plate, leaf, or lamina.

Folio, (fo'le-o) n. [Ablative of L. foli\

Bheet of paper once folded ;—a book maulc

sheets of ]taper each folded once ;—a page in

day-book or ledger; sometimes two upi».*>

pages bearing the same serial number.

Folio, (fo'le-d) a. Formed of sheets fokieVi

as to make two leaves ; noting a book or prix*1

page of the largest size.

Foliole, (fole-ol) n. [F., L. folium.] One of t

single leaves which together constitute **■ cxj

pound leaf ; a leaflet.

Folk, (fok)«. [A.-S. folc] Feople in gtx^j

or a certain class of people—generally pltxraLl,

Follicle, (fol'e-kl) n. [I*, folds.} A ainipie |

opening down tho inner suture;—a little 1j*u

animal bodies ; a gland.

Follow, (fol'o) v. t. [A.-S. folgian.] Togo *j

or behind ;—to pursue, as a coarse : to cli,^-^

game; — to accompany; to attend; — U» <-^

after in time ; to succeed ;—to result from ;-.

imitate ; t-o copy ;—to adopt; to erobnwot! *.

observe; to obey, as precepts ;—to strive f^

tain; to endeavour after;—to use; to pra.gr* . _,

ming vv

to a th.

■livut.]
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t. adhere to; to side with :—to pursue with

u* eye ;—to understand or catch the meaning;

—r, i. To come after ;—to pursue ; to attend ;

to be ft remit ;-*o be posterior to in time.

immtt,{U^t)k- One who follows;—copier;

"naple; retains- ;-the cover of a piston;—a

mod.

Fallowing, (fcl'o-ing) a. Being next after;

"owdiiir owing.

foUowag, (Wo-iay ) „. Vocation ; business ;

aJiioj:-fttoae; band of followers.

'Wi IF./oiw, from /of, /at*.] Stato

?J**°f ■ fa>I; want of sense; weakness or

*JJBjBn«t °f raifld ;—a foolish act ; weak or

-*afrai»Jed conduct ; act of levity ; absurdity.

™*(fi-ment') r. (. [L. /omentum.] To

lfla w heat ; to apply warm lotions to ;—to

flrtwtta??; to abet

(I&-n»ent-ishun)n. Act ofapplying

^tttiunj or poultices ;—the lotion applied

1r*l*"<,e6' part;—instigation; encouragement.

'«. (food) a. (O. Eng. /onne.] Foolish;

^P*; «Uly;—foohshJy tender ; doting ; indul-

Mii-loiiiig ardently; delighted with; highly

t2iu* lBitn tenderness; to caress.

}™ w'dl) r. f. [From /tmd.J To treat

T*T§' (fond 'ling) a. A person or thing

Jj*jW or earwaed.

2?* (fondle) «'*'■ In a fond manner;

l2*2: *eakly; imprudently.

*■■•■, (fondues) »*. Foolishness ; weakness ;

~"™*j,h tenderness ; doting ;—warm affection ;

{**** appetite or relish for.

«*(font)n. [L/oitJi.] A fountain: a spring;

~n Episcopal churches a stone erection, usually

?J? «**?onaI form and highly decorated, for

JJjjf the baptismal water ; — in Romish

*»dw it U used also for holy water.

■^jM™*) «. (F. /on(«.J A complete assort-

£1 F™,tin& trP° °f one size and style.

"*• (wnt'al) a. Pertaining to a fount, foun-

*Moorcef or origin.

™J (font'a-nel) n. fF. /organelle.] An

** for the discharge of humours from the

™*7;—4 space in an infant's skull occupied

Cartilaginous membrane,

*"M66d)w. [A.-3./o*7a.] What is fed upon ;

[j*5: prorisions ;—any thing that sustains,

"^nsu«f aod augments ; alixaent; sustenance ;

JJn«wit; meat

T-JJH)**. If- ff, foi'A One who is deati-

*«f reason - an idiot ; a natural ;—a person

JJ?»t in intellect ; a simpleton ; a dunce :—a

jP*u person ;—a profesnional jester or buffoon.

""• (fool) f. i To act like a fool ; to trifle ; to

.•£*■'• To make a fool of; to impose on ;—

***** :—to spend or waste, as time or money.

**j*T. (Kol'er-e) n. Practice of folly ; absurd-

KjC* "^ °f f«Uy or weakness.

^fcariiaeai, ( fool' hard - e - nes ) n. Courage

Fit*'iJ,*Veo8e or judgment; mad rashness.

t™7, (f'^'hinl-e) c. Daring without

j "jramt ; rash ; venturesome ; headlong.

Tjffc (fool'ing) n. Act of playing the fool ;

J~*JI ,—act of imposing on or making a fool of.

«■ If*1""11) «• Marked with, or exhibiting

*»?; void of understanding: weak in intellect ;

■*?■•; imprudent;—sinful; wicked,

"wohly, (fi-oi'uhde) a</r. 1 n a foolish manner ;

T"*1***. (fiVdlsh-nes) n. The quality or

*J*tt«J of being foolish ; folly ; — a foolish

****** ;—deviation from right ; wickedness.

Foolscap, (fwuVkap) v. [So called from the

water-mark used by old paper-makers. ] A folio

writing paper about 1UJ by 1(>J inches.

Tool's errand, (foolz'er-iuid) n. A fruitless mis

sion; vain search ; hopeless endeavour.

Foot, (foot) n. [A. -8. J'dt, pi. jet.] The part of

the Umb below the ancle ; that part on which

we stand ;—the lower part ; the base;—the end ;

the bottom ;—infantry ; foot soldiers ;—condi

tion; state;—plan of construction ; fundamental

principle ; — in poetry, a certain number of

syllables, forming part of a verse ;—step ; pace ;

—the part of a stocking or shoe on wluch the

foot rests ;—a measure of length consisting of

twelve inches.

Foot, (foot) r. i. To tread to measure or music ;

to dance ;—to walk ;—r. t. To strike with the

foot ; to kick ;—to spurn ;—to sum up, as the

numbers in a column;—to add a foot to; to

put a foot on.

Foot-ball, (foofbawl) h. An inflated ball cased in

leather, to be kicked about in sport; — the

sport itself.

Foot-boy, (foofboy) n. An attendant in livery.

Foot-breadth, (foOfbredth) n. Space which a foot

will cover. [foot-passengers.

Foot-bridge, (fuot'brij) n. A narrow bridge for

Foot-cloth, (foot'kloth) n. Sumpter cloth;

housings for a horse. [stumble.

Footfall, (foot'fawl) n. A footstep ;—a trip or

Foot-guards, (f6dt'gardz)/t. pi. Guards of infantry

attached to the court.

Footing, (footing) n. Ground for the foot ; foun

dation ; support ; root ; place ; stable position ;

—tread ; step ; walk ;—-dance to measure ;—act

of adding up a column of figures.

Foot-light. (fOot'Ht) n. One of a row of lights at

the front of the stage in a theatre, &c.

Footman, (foot'man) n. A servant who attends

the door, carriage, table, &c.

Foot-note, (foot'not) u. A note of reference at

the foot of a page.

Foot-soldier, ( foot ' sol -jer) n. A Boldier who

serves on foot.

Foot-stalk, (foot'stawk) n. Tho stalk of a leaf or

of a flower ; a petiole, or pedancle.

Footstep, (fooi'step) «. The mark or impression

of the foot ; a track ; visible sign of a course

pursued; token; mark;—example.

Footstool, (footstool) u. A stool for the feet.

Foot-warmer, (foot'wawrm-er) n. A tin vessel

into which hot water is put for warming the

feet. [fellow ; a coxcomb ; a dandy.

■ Fop, (fop) n. [Ger. /oppen,] A gay, trifling

J Fopling, (fupling) «. A petty fop.

Foppery, (fop'er-e)n. The behaviour, manners,

I dress, or the like, of a fop; coxcombry; folly.

Foppish, (fop'ish) a. Fop-like; vain of dress;

I affected in manners ; spruce ; dandyish ; trilling.

Foppishly, (fop'ish-le) adv. In a foppish manner.

i Foppishness, (fop'ish-nes)n. Condition or quality

of being foppish.

j For, (for) prep. [A.-S. /or.] In tho place of;

i instead of; because of; by reason of; with

I respect to ; concerning ; in the direction of ;

j toward ; during ; as being, &c.

; For, (for) conj. Because: on this account that ;—

j a term introducing the cause, motive, explana

tion, or the like, of an action related or a state

ment mode.

Forage, (forTij)w. [F. fovrrogt,] Food of any

J kind for horses and cattle ;—act of providing

j food for an army; act of ravaging or pillaging.
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Forage, (for'¡y ) r. i. То wander in search of food ;

to ravage ;—г*, t. To strip of provisions ; to

supply with forage.

Foramen, (fö-ra'men) ». [L. from /orare, to

bore.] A little opening: a perforation.

Foraminous, (for-am'in-us) «. Perforated ; having

little holes ; porous :—also Foraminate,

Forasmuch, (for'az-inuch) conj. In consideration

of ; because that.

Foray, (fö'ru) v. A sudden or irregular incur

sion in a border war ; a raid.

Foray, (fö'ra) v. i. To ravage ; to pillage ; to

make an incursion and return with booty.

Forbear, (for-bar') v. i. [A.-S. forbëmn.] To

refrain from proceeding ; to pause ; to delay ;—

to abstain; to be patient;—ta refuse; to decline;

—v.t. To avoid; to alwtain from;—to treat

with consideration or patience ;—to withhold.

Forbearance, (for-haVane) п. Act of restraining

or abstaining from; — restraint of temper; —

exercise of patience ; long-suffering.

Forbearingly, (for-bär rng-le) adc. In a forbear

ing manner.

Forbid, (for-bidO r. t. [A.-S. forbeodan.] To

command against; to prohibit ; to intertlict ;—

to hinder from approaching or entering; to

oppose ; to obstruct.

Forbiddance, (for-bid'ans) л. Act of forbidding,

or condition of being forbidden.

Forbidding, (for-bid'ing) a. Repelling approach;

repulsive ; disagreeable ; offensive ; odious.

Force, (fors) п. [F., from L. /ortie.] Strength;

active power ; vigour ; — virtue ; validity ; —

coercion ; compulsion ;—impulse ; momentum ;

—body of troops ;—destiny ; necessity:-—in law,

unlawful violence to person or property.

Force, (förs) r. t. To constrain to do, or to for

bear;—to compel; to drive;—to urge by strength

of evidence ; to enforce ;—to do violence to ; to

ravish ;—to obtain or win by strength ; to cap

ture by assault;—to exert to the utmost; hence,

to strain ; to distort ;—to urge the growth of

plants by artificial means;— to provide with

forces; to garrison.

Forceful, (förs'fool) a. Full of force or might ;

driven with force ; acting with power; mighty.

Force-meat, (fdra'mSt) ». [F. farce.} Meat

chopped fine and highly seasoned, used as a

stuinug.

Forceps, (for'sep«) n. ¡h.] A pair of pincers or

tongs; (Mpecin U¡it one for delicate operations,

as those of watchmakers, dentist«, surgeons, &c.

Forcer, (förs'er) n. One who, or that which,

forces or drives ; ëpceijicuUy, the solid piston of

a pump.

Forcible, (förs'c-bl) о. Possessing force ; power

ful; impetuous :—done by force ; violent; com

pulsory ; — having force : cogent ; weighty ;

impressive :—binding ; obligatory.

Forcibly, (fôrs'e-ble) adv. In a forcible manner ;

powerfully: by violence; by constraint.

Forcing, (fôrs'ing) v. The art of raising plants,

flowers, and fruit, by artificial heat.

Forcing-house, (fùrs'ing-hons) ». A hot-house

for plant«, fruits, and flowers.

Ford, (förd) ». [A.-8., Ger. fart. G. poro*.] A

place in a river or other water where it may be

passed on foot by wading. [to wade through.

Ford, (ford) г\ t. To pass through by wading;

Fordable, (förd'a-Ы) «. Capable of being forded.

Fore, (for) a. [A.-8. for*.] Advanced in place

or position ; toward the front ; forward ; —

antecedent ;—prior.

Fore, (for) adv. [A.-S. fora, /are, from faran, to

go.] In advance ; at the front ; in the part that

precedes or goes first ;—of frequent use as a

prefix, with the sense of priority in time, order,

or importance.

Fore-arm, (fôr-àrm') r. t. To arm or prepare for

attack or resistance before the time of need.

Fore-arm, (fôYàrni) ». That part of the arm

between the elbow and the wrist.

Fore-bears, (förbärs) n . pi. [A. -S. fon and beran,

to bear. ] Ancestors ; forefathers.

Forebode, (for-böd1) v. t. To foretell : to prognos

ticate;—to have an inward conviction of, as of

a calamity which is to happen ; to presage.

Foreby, (foVbi) adv. Near ¡hard by, [Scot.] Be

sides ; moreover.

Forecast, (för-kasf) v. t. To contrive before

hand; to project;—to foresee; to provide against;

—v. i. To contrive beforehand.

Forecast, (forTtast) ». Previous contrivance ;—

foresight of consequences and provision against

tiicm.

Forecastle, (fcVkas-1) ». The upper deck of a

vessel forward of the foremast ;—the forward

part of the vessel, under the deck, where the

sailors live.

Foreclose, (för-klör') v. t. To shut up or out ; to

m-eclude; to stop; to prevent; to exclude.

Foreclosure, (för-klo'zhur) п. The act or process

of foreclosing ; deprivation of the right of re

deeming a mortgaged estate.

Foredeck, (for'dek) и. The forward part of the

deck ; the forepart of a ship.

Foredoom, (fôr-dôôm') v. t. To doom beforehand;

to predestinate.

Forefather, (fôr'fa-Tiiçr) ». One who precedes

another in the line of genoalogv ; an ancestor.

Forefend, (for-fendO r. t. To feud off; to avert ;

to forbid or prohibit ;—to defend ; to guard.

Forefinger, (fôYflng-gçr) ». The finger next to

the thumb ; the index

Forefoot, (forTúút) ». One of the anterior feet

of an animal. - [place.

Forefront, (iôVfrunt) jî. The foremost part or

Forego, (för-go') r. i. To leave ; to relinquish

the enjoyment or advantage of; to renounce ;—

to go before : to precede.

Foregoing, (for'gö-ing) a. Previous ; antecedent.

Foregone, (for-gon*) a. Predetermined ; settled

before ;—given up or relinquished.

Foreground, (for"ground) ». That part of the

field of a picture which seems to lie nearest the

spectator or before the figures. [nier.

Forehammer, (fôrliam-mçr) ». The sledge ham-

Forehand, (forTiaiid) г». All that part of a hors«

which is before the rider ;—the most important

part ;—prudence ; advantage.

Forehanded, (fôVhand-ed) a. Early; seasonable.

Forehead, (foVhed) ». That part of the face

which extends from the hair on the top of the

bead to the eyes; the brow;—assurance; im

pudence, [of a ship.

Forehold, (feVhold) n. The front part of the hold

Foreign, (form) a. [A.-S. faran, L. forh, F.

horn.) Not native; extraneous; alien ;—remote:

not pertinent ; not appropriate ;—coming from

another country ; exotic.

Foreigner, (forln-çr) n. A person belonging to a

foreign country ; an alien ; a stranger.

Forejudge, (for-juj') v. t. To judge before hearing

the facts and proof; to prejudge.

Foreknow, (för-nöO v. t. To have previous know

ledge of; to know beforehand.
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Foreknowledge, (fôr-nol'ej) v. Knowledge of a

thing before it happens; prescience,

lorel, (for'el) я. A kind of parchment for the

cover of books ;—sheepskin, dressed on one sido

fitly. [head-land.

Foreland, (íoVlandí п. A promontory or cape ; a

Forelock, (for'lok) u. The lock of hair that

crows from tho forepart of the head-

Foreman, (for'nian) it. The first man ;—the chief

wan of a jury, who acta as their speaker ;—tho

chief hand in a shop ; an overseer.

Foremast, (foYmast) n. The forward mast of а

vowel,

lorementioned, (for-men'shund) a. Mentioned

before ; recited in a former part of the discourse.

Foremost, (foYmost) я. First in place or time;

chief in rank or dignity. before.

Forenamed, (fÖr'numd) a. Named or mentioned

Forenoon, (fùVnoùn) л. The former part of the

daj\ from morning to meridian or noon.

Forensic, (fo-ren'BÍk) a. [L. forum.] Belonging

to courts of judicature; used in legal proceed

ings, or in public discussions ; argumentative.

Ftre-ordain, (för-or-dän') r. t. To ordain or

appoint beforehand ; to predestinate.

F:te-ordinatioa, (för-or-dm-a'shun) п. Previous

appointment; predetermination; predestination.

Forepart, (for'part) n. Tho part most advanced,

or firrt in time or in place ; the beginning.

Ferenak, (Grrangk) п. The first rank; the

froiiL

ïirereteh, (for-rèch') r. t. To advance upon or

Con in sailing ; hence, to get the better of.

-ШЦ (for-run') r. t. To run before ; to pre

cie ;—to como before aa an earnest of some

thing to follow.

Forerunner, (for'run-çr) п. A messenger sent

Wore; a harbinger; a sign foreshowing some

thing to follow; a prognostic ;—an ancestor.

fsrtjaid, (for'sed) a. Mentioned before.

Forwaü, (fôrbâl) п. A sail extended on the

ícrejard ;—the first triangular sail of a cutter.

Foresee, (íor-sé7) v. t. To seo beforehand ; to see

fr blow before occurrence ; to foreknow.

Ftrtabadow, ( för-shad'ö ) v. t. To shadow or

typify beforehand ; to prefigure.

-<£shadowing, (for-shad'6-iiig) n. The act of

¿adowing beforehand ; anticipation.

/oreahip, (fôVship) n. The anterior part of a

'e&seL

foreshore, (lÖYehör) n. The sloping section of a

tbre between high and low water-marks.

"reshorten, (for-short'n) v. t. To shorten by

^presenting in an oblique position; to represent

к seen obliquely.

FewsbinHening, (för-sbort'n-ing) п. Tho repre

sentation or appearance of objects when viewed

'>r»Uanely.

'¡¡Ц fför-ehö') v. t. To show or exhibit

befimehand ; to prognosticate ; to foretell.

«reside, (fôr'sïd) n. The front side.

'«tiight, (fôrsït) n. Prescience; foreknowledge;

-wise forethought ; provident care of futurity.

'•weighted, (foYait-ed) a. Prudent in guaiding

Viumt evil ; provident for the future.

^weskin, (för'skin) n. The prepuce.

i «retkiit, (for'akirt) n. Tho loose lianging part

°i a. coat in front.

[»rwpeak, (fôr-qrëk') r.t. To predict.

iirwpeaking, (för-epek'ing) 71. Prediction ;—a

1 freface.

1 {îrespent, (fôrVpent) о. Exhimeted : tired.

'°nm, (for'est) it. [P. forêt.] An extensive

wood ; an uncultivated tract of ground covered

with trees ;—royal hunting-ground.

Forest, ( for ' est ) a. Relating to the woods ;

sylvan ; rustic [wood.

Forest, (for'est) r. t. To cover with trees or

Forestall, (fôr-stawl') r. t. [A.-S. forestcallan^

To take beforehand ; to anticipate ;—to exclude

or prevent by prior measures ;—to obstruct or

stop up, as a way ;—to intercept on the road

and buy up ; to monopolize ; to engross.

Forester, (for'est-çr) п. One who lias charge of a

forest ;—an inhabitant of a forest.

Forest-tree, (for'est-tri) n. A tree of tho forest

Foretaste, (für' tust) п. A taste beforehand;

anticipation.

Foretaste, (for-tastO r. t. To taste before full pos

session; to anticipate ;—to taste before another.

Foretell, (för-telO v. t. To tell before occurrence ;

to foreshow ; — v. i. To utter prediction or

prophecy.

Forethought, (foYthawt) n. Anticipation ; pre

science ; premeditation ;—provident care ; fore

cast.

Fore-tooth, (foVtóóth) п. One of the teeth in the

forepart of the mouth ; an incisor.

Foretop, (fôVtop) ïî. The platform at the head

of the foremast.

Forever, (for-ev-'er) adv. To eternity; eternally;

—at all timos ; continually ; perpetually.

Forewarn, (for-wawrn*) r. t. To warn before

hand ; to caution in advance ; to inform pre

viously, [caution, or admonition.

Forewarning, (fôr-wawrn'ing) п. Previous notice,

Forfeit, (fur 'lit) a. Lost or alienated for an

offence or crime ; liable to penal seizure.

Forfeit, (for'fit) ». (P. forfait.] A thing lost or

alienated by a crime, neglect of duty, or breach

of contract; a fine; a penalty.

Forfeit, (for'fit) v. i. [From the noun.] To lose,

or lose the right to, by some fault, offence, or

crime. [subject to forfeiture.

Forfeitable, (for'fit-a-bl) a. Liable to bo forfeited ;

Forfeiture, (fur'fit-ur) u. Act of forfeiting ;■—

that which is forfeited ; fine ; mulct ; penalty.

Forge, (forj) п. [P.] Л place where iron is

wrought by heating and hammering ; a smithy ;

—a workshop ; a place where any thing is pro

duced, ehaped, or devised.

Forge, (fOrj) v. t. To form by heating and ham

mering ;—to form or shape out in any way ;—

to make falsely ; to counterfeit ; — r. i. To

commit forgery ;—to move slowly, as a elup

after the sails are furled.

Forger, (fôrj'çr) и. One who makes or forma ; a

fabricator ; e»ptcially% one guilty of forgery.

Forgery, (förj'er-e) п. The act of counterfeiting,

as a signature, or issuing, as false notes or coin ;

—that which is forged.

Forging, (forj'ing) 71. Tho act of beating into

shape ;—the act of counterfeiting.

Forget, (forget) r. t. [A.-S. for and {/(tan.] To

lose the remembrance of ;—to treat with inat

tention ; to slight ; to neglect.

Forgetful, (for-get'fúól) п. Apt to forget ¡—heed

less ; careless ; neglectful.

Forgetfully, (for-get'fóol-le) adv. In an oblivious

or forgetful manner.

Forgetrttlness, (for-get'fôôl-nes) n. Quality of

being forgetful;—loss of remembrance;—careless

omission ; heedlessness. [forgiven.

Forgivable, (for-giv'a-bl) ft. Capable of being

Forgive, (for-giV) t\ t. [A. -H. for and pi/an.] To

cease to impute ; to overlook ; to pardon ; to
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cease to feel resentment against; to remit or

relinquish, aa a debt or claim.

Forgiveness, (for-givnes) «. Act of forgiving;

pardon or remission of an ofl'ence, crime, debt,

or penalty ;—disposition to pardon ; willingness

to forgive.

Forgiving, (for-giv'ing) a. Disposed to forgive ;

mild; merciful; compassionate.

Fork, (fork) n. [A. -8. /ore, L. /uvea."] An

instrument with two or more prougs or tines ;

—any thing like a fork in shape.

Fork, (fork) v. i. To shoot into blades, as corn ;

—to divide into two branches;—v. t. To raise

with a fork, as hay ; to dig with a fork ;—to

form into a fork-like shape ; to bifurcate.

Forkedness, ( fork ' ed - nes ) n. The quality of

being forked.

Forky, (fork'e) a. Opening into two or more

parts, shoots, or points ; forked ; furcated.

Forlorn, (for-lorn') a. [A.-S. forioren.] Deserted;

abandoned; solitary; friendless; miserable.

Form, (form) it. [L. forma.] Tlie shape and

structure of any thing; figure ; franio ; external

appearance ; likeness ;—constitution ; construc

tion ;—manner; system;—-formality; ceremony;

—shapeliness: comeliness; beauty;—a shape ; a

phantom ;—mould ; pattern ; model ;—a long

bench or seat ; hence, a class in a school ;—the

bed of a hare ;—printed matter imposed and

locked up in a chase.

Form, (form) r. (. To make out of matter; to

fashion ;—to plan ;—to arrange ;—to mould ; to

train ;—to constitute; to establish;—to be a part

or element of;—to compile ;—to enact ;—to pro

vide with a lair, as a hare ;—v. i. To assume

position ;—to be arranged.

Formal, (form'al) a. Belonging to the form,

appearance, or organization;—essential; express;

—proper ; regular ; methodical ;—having the

form without the substance ; external ;—con

ventional ; ceremonious.

Formalism, (form'al-izm) n. Quality of being

formal, especially in matters of religion ; for

mality.

Formalist, (form's! -ist) n. One who observes

forms or outward ceremonies of religion without

the power or spirit of it.

Formality, (for-mal'e-te) re. Condition or quality

of being formal, regular, precise, &c, ;—cere

mony ; conventionality ; — customary order ;

decorum. [essentially; regularly; precisely.

Formally, (form'al-le) adv. In a formal manner ;

Formation, (form-a'shun) w. Act of giving form

or being to; — structure; construction; — the

series of rocks belonging to an age, period, or

epoch ;—arrangement of troops, as in a square,

column, &e.

Formative, (formTit-iv) a. Giving form; plastic ;

—serving to form ; derivative.

Formative, (form'at-iv) «. That which serves

merely to give form, and is no part of the

radical.

Former, (form'er) a. comp. [A.-S. forma.] Pre

ceding in time; hence, ancient; long past;—

first-mentioned ; preceding ; foregoing.

Formerly, (form'er-le) adv. In time past; of

old ; heretofore.

Formidable, (for'mid-a-ol) a. [L. form id o.] Ex

citing fear or apprehension ; feaiful ; terrible ;

frightful. [manner.

Formidably, (for'mid-a-ble) adv. In a formidable

Formless, (formles) «. [From form.} Shapeless;

without a determinate form.

Formula, (fonn'u-la) «. [L. forma.] A prescribed

or set form ; an established rule ;—a written

confession of faith ;—a rule or principle expressed

in algebraic language;—a prescription or recipe;

—an expression, by means of symbols and let

ters, of the constituents of a compound.

Formulary, (form'u-lar-e) n. A book containing

stated and prescribed forms.'

Fornicate, (tWiie-kat) v.i. [L. fornicari.} To

have unlawful sexual intercourse.

Fornicated, (for'ne-kat-ed) a. [L. fornix, arch,

vault ] Vaulted ; arched.

Fornication, (for-iie-ka'sliun)n. The incontinence

or lewdness of mi unmarried person; also, crimi

nal conversation ; adultery ; — idolatry ; — an

arching ; the forming of a vault.

Forray, (for-ra) r. t. To ravage.

Forray, (for'ra) re. The act of ravaging; a

predatory excursion.

Forsake, ffor-sak') v. t. [A.-S. forsocatt.] To

quit or leave entirely ; to abandon ; desert .

renounce ; reject.

Forsaking, (for-suk'ing) n. The act of deserting ;

dereliction.

Forsooth, (for-soothO adr. [A.-S. for and soVA]

In truth ; in fact; certainly; very well—often

used ironically.

Forswear, (for-swar") v. t. [A.-S. foitirrrian.} To

renounce earnestly or with protestations;—to

deny upon oath;—v. t. To swear ialscly ; to

commit perjury.

Forswearer, (fbr-swaVer) n. One who swears a

false oath ; a perjurer.

Fort, (fort) re. [F„ h.fortU.] A fortified place .

usually, a small fortified place ; a fortress.

Forte, (fort) n. [It. forte, F. fori.) The strong

point ; that in which one excels.

Forth, (forth) adv. [A.-S. fordft.] Forward;

onward in time or in place;—beyond the boun

dary; away; abroad ;—out and out

Forthcoming, (furth'kum-ing) a. Heady to coo*

forth or appear ; making appearance.

Forthgoing, (forth-gO'ing) ». A going forth »;r

utterance ; a proceeding from.

Forthright, (forth'rit) adv. Straightforward . in

a straight direction.

Forthwith, ( forth- with ') adr. Immediately

without delay ; directly.

Fortieth, (forte-eth) a. Constituting one of fortj

parte into which any thing is divided.

Fortieth, (forte-eth) n. One of forty equal parts

into which one whole is divided.

Fortification, (for-te-fe-ka'shun) re. Act of forti

fying;— the work* erected to defend again**

attack ; a fortified place ; citadel ; bulwark.

Fortify, (for'te-fi)r. t. [L./?rfi* and/accr*.] To

add strength to ;—to strengthen and secure by

forts, batteries, and other works of art ;—to

establish in resolution ; to confirm.

Fortilage, (for'to-luj) re. A block house ; a fort.

Fortissimo, (for-tease-mo) adv. [It.] Very loud;

with the utmost strength of tone or voioe.

Fortitude, (for'te-tud)n. [L. fortitude} rUn&ptii

of mind ;—power to confront trial or adversjtT;

strength to endure pain or suffering;—reac

tion ; firmness : unshaken confidence.

Fortnight, (fort'nit) re. [Contracted from .Amrf#r*

nights.} The space of fourteen days; two weefca.

Fortnightly, (fort'nit-le) adr. Once in a furtni?M-

Fortress, (fort'res) n. [F. forttngse.} A forti

fied place; a stronghold ;—place of resort ia

danger ; security ; defence.

Fortress, (fort'res) r. t. To guard ; to fortifv.
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Ftrtaitous, (fcr*tult-ua) a. [L. fortuitiu.) Hap

pens by cbanot; accidental; casual; incidental.

Fsrtoitauily, (for-tait-us-le) o«/i'. Accidentally;

carnal]j ; by donee.

fortunate, (for tn-nat) a, [L. /oWh/wzikji.] [

G>niiiiz by p»d lack ;—successful ; prosperous ;

lucky;—betokening success ; auspicious.

Pertaaatelj, (Wtu-nat-le) nrfr. In a fortunate

maaiiCT ; luekiij ; successfully ; happily.

lortaa*. ffer'tBa) 7(> rj^ /ortuna.] Chance ;

Ianadail ; JKk ;—faU ; destiny :—that which

Irfilii riM , joai or ill ;—estate ; possessions ;

J9**tt?, large estate ; great wealth.

'■■* (fcr'tdn) ,-. i. To happen.

Hfttseiaattof, (for'tun-hunt-tug) a. The seek-

1 Jftftf a fi«une by marriage.

i9Xsatku,(i.jftiw-l<x)a. Luckless; destitute

«wtoi«(ir portion.

ivtozc-teUcr, (for'tun-tel-er) "■ One who pre-

fcau to reveal the future events of one's life.

*•». (tir'ie) a. [A.-S. /ftfrfw and 6y.J Four

tuna ten,—an indefinite number.

. '*ty, (flirt*) a. Tlie sum of forty units ; — a

*ja»bel fipressing furty units, as 40 or xl.

i? ^™™) fl- rf*-J A market-place ;—a

puwc place in Rome where causes were judi-

i eatl? trie*], and political orations delivered;—

t tnbooil ; a court ;—jurisdiction.

«rwant (forVerd) adv. [A. -8. ftmrfanl.] To-

***& a part or place before or in front; onward;

a advance; progressively.

lutttJ, (forwerd) a. Near or at the forepart ;

—ready; prompt; willing;—quick: impulsive;

iapodent ;—advanced beyond the usual degree ;

J-inyin Mason.

fanned, (forward) r. r. To help onward; to

afaaoe '■ to promote ; — to send forward ; to

transmit

"'■■"Jar, (for'wfnl-^r) n. One who promotes

^"JTancea ;—one who transmits goods,

lirwarfffig, (forVgrd-ing) n. Act or employ-

fcsit of transmitting merchandise or other

jyyrty- [quickly.

ywtfly, (for'wfrd-Ie) adc. Eagerly ; hastily ;

1 "TTuiaeta, (for'werd-nes) n. Cheerful readi-

* '. promptness ; — eagerness ; — boldness ;

state of advance beyond the season;

ty. [progressively; onward; forward,

-is. ( forVerdji: ) fidr. Straight before;

"■Mfos));. [L. fo**a.] A ditch or moat;—a

**-*rtknlar depression in a bone.

"■*. (fcw'sll) a. [L. fomtU.] Dag out of the

*tii;—pertaining to or resembling fossils;

drifted.

"■■% uVrin n, A petrified form of a plant or

•^isal in the strata composing the surface of

Sfccori

—, (fos-sil-if^r-us) a. [L. fomlix and

J'37'*] Containing ftmail or organic remains.

'**«, (fotfail-ixt) n. One who studies the

T*tt?L*a^ Prr,i"irtie* °* fossils; a paleontologist.

'"■"M*. (fiarsil iz) r. f. To convert into a fossil

** J*trifaction ;—e. L To become changed into

•kasll ;—to become antiquated or fixed beyond

««es or program.

* *■*£*!- (fns-sore-al) a. Adapted for digging

*»hBrrowing in the earth, as moles.

*«*, (foe'ter) r.t. [A.-8. ffatrinn.] To feed :

to nourish ; to rear up ;—to promote the growth

J* ;—to encourage ; to stimulate.

'•"ter-brvthsT, (fos'ter-bruTH'er) n. A male

^rwd at the same breast, or fed by the same

iine, but not the offspring of the same parents.

Foster-child, (fotr'ter-child) «. A cliild nursed

by a woman not the mother, or bred by a man

not the father.

Foster-daughter, (fos'ter-daw/t?r) n. A female

brought up as a daughter, though not so by birth.

Foster-earth, (fos'te.r-erth) «. Earth by which a

plant is nourished, though not its native soil.

Foster-father, (fos'tgr-fa'THer) n. One who takes

the place of a father in bringing up and edu

cating a child.

Fosterling, (fos'ter-ling) n. A foster-child.

Foster-mother, (fos'ter-muTH'cr) n. One who

takes the place of a mother in the care of a child.

Foster-sister, (fus'bjr-sis't^r) n. A female nursed

at the same breast, or reared by the same nurse,

but not the offspring of the same parents.

Foster-son, (foster-sun) n. One fed and educated

like a son, though not a son by birth.

Foul, (foul) «. [A.-S. jut, sordid.] Tliick ;

muddy ;—impure ; filthy; profane ; obscene:—

detestable; abominable, as deeds;—ugly; loath

some, as appearance ;—coarse ; gross ;—cloudy

and stormy, as weather ;—unfair, as a stroke in

a game ;—entangled, as a rope ;—covered with

barnacles, as a ship's bottom ;—full of weeds,

as a garden.

Foul, (foul) v. t. [A. -8, fulan.) To make filthy;

to defile ; to soil ;—to bring into collision with

something that impedes motion ;—v. t. To be

come entangled or clogged.

Foulard, (foo-lard') n, [F.] A thin fabric of silk

or silk -cotton.

Foully, (foulle) adv. In a foul manner; filthily;

shamefully; unfairly; dishonestly.

Foul-mouthed, (foul'mouthd) a. Habituated, to

the use of abusive terms and epithets.

Foulness, (foul'nes) a. The quality of being foul ;

filthiness; pollution ; impurity ;—ugliness; de

formity;—hatefulness;—unfairness; dishonesty.

Foumart, (foo'uuirt) n. [A.-S. f&l and vmrten.]

The pole-cat ; the fitchew ; a small carnivorous

quadruped, secreting in its glands a fetid liquor.

Found, (found) r. t. [F. jbiuia:] To lay the

basis of ; to fix firmly ;—to build ; to raise ;—to

constitute ; to establish ;—to originate ; endow.

Found, (found) r. t. [F. /ond/v.j To form by

melting a metal, and jtouring it into a mould ;

to cast.

Foundation, (foun-da shun) n. The act of found

ing or establishing ; — groundwork ; basis ; —

original; rise;—establishment; settlement;—an

endowment;—an endowed institution or charity.

Foundationer, (foun-da'ahun-fr) h. One who de

rives support from the funds or foundation of a

college or great school.

Founder, (fuund'er) n. One who lays a founda

tion ; one who begins or originates or endows ;—

one who casts metals in various forms.

Founder, (found'gr) r. i. (F. fmdre.] To fill or

be filled with water and sink, as a ship;— to

trip; to fall; to stumble and go lame, as a

horse ;—r. t. To cause inflammation and sore

ness in the feet of a horso.

Foundery or Foundry, (found'^r-e) n. The art of

founding or casting metals; — the house and

works occupied for casting metals.

Founding, (found'ing) n. The act of forming

from smelted metal any articles from given

designs or patterns.

Foundling, (foundling) «. [Fovnd.] A child

found without a parent or owner; child de

serted or exposed.

Fount, (fount) n. A font of type.
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Fountain, (fount'an) n. [L. font,) A sprint

natural source of wator; — an

artificial jet or stream of water;

also the structure or works In

which such a jet or stream rises

or flows ;—origin ; first cau e ;

source.

Fountain-head, (fount'an-hcd) w.

Primary source ; original ; first

principle.

Four, (for) a. [X.-H. fc6iccr, L.

tjuatuor.} Twice two. Fountain.

Four, (for) ft. The sum of four units ;—a symbol

representing four unite, as 4 or iv.

Fourfold, (fuVfdld) «. Four double; quadruple ;

four times told.

Fourfold, (forTold) ft Four times as much.

Fourfootea, (forToot-ed) «. Having four feet ;

quadruped. [eighty.

Fourscore, (for'skor) a. Four times twenty;

Fourscore, (for'skor) ?t. Eighty units; twenty

taken four times.

Foursquare, (foYskwiir) a. Having four sides

and four equal angles ; quadrangular.

Fourteen, (for'ten) ft, [A.-S. fitter, tt/nc, tyii.]

Tho sum of ten and four ;—a symbol represent

ing this number, as 14 or xiv.

Fourteen, (for'ten) a. Four and ten more.

Fourteenth, (for'tenth) a. Making one of four

teen parts into which any thing is divided.

Fourteenth, (for'tenth) n. One of fourteen equal

parts into which one whole is divided ;—the

octave of tho seventh.

Fourth, (forth) a. Forming one of four parts

into which any tiling is divided.

Fourth, (forth) ft. One of four equal parte into

which one whole is divided.

Fourthly, (forth'le) adv. In the fourth place.

Fowl, (fowl) n, [A.-S. fttjiot.} A bird ;—a barn

door fowl ; a cock or hen j—birds collectively.

Fowl, (fowl) v. i. To ratch or kill wild fowL

Fowler, (fowlVr) n. A sportsman who pursues

wild fowl or takes or kills them for food.

Fowling;, (fowling) n. Tho practice of shooting

or catching fow Is ; falconry.

Fowling-piece, (fowl'ing-pca) n. A light gun for

shooting fowl or birds.

Fox, (foks) n, [A.-8.1 An animal of the genus

Cani*, with a straight

bushy tail, erect earn,

and straw - coloured

hair — it burrows in

tho earth, preys on

lambs, ]x>ultry, birds,

Arc, and is remarkublo

for its cunning ; — a

sly, cunning fellow.

Fox-brush, (foks'brush) n

Fox-chase, (foks'chas) ft,

witli hounds.

Foxed, (fokst) a. Discoloured or stained—said of

timber and also of tho paper in

tainted books.

Fox-glove, (foks'gluv) v. A

handsome biennial plant of the

genua Digitalis, with purple or

white flowers. Its leaves are

used extensively in medicine

—externally for ulcers or

tumours, and internally as a

sedative and diuretic.

Fox-hound, (fokeTiound) ft, A va

riety of hou ud for chasing foxes. Fox-glove.

Fox.

The tail of a fox.

The pursuit of a fox

 

 

Fox-hunt, (foksliunt) n . The chase or hunting

of a fox.

Foxy, (foks'e) a. Pertaining to foxes; wily;—

of a roddish-brown colour ;—sour ; not properly

fermented.

Fracas, (fra-ki') ft [F.] An uproar; a noisy

quarrel ; a disturbance.

Fraction, (frak'shun) n. [L. fractio.] A portion ;

a fragment;—a division ur aliquot part of a

unit or whole number.

Fractional, (frak'shun-al) a. Fertaining to frac

tions;—comprising or expressing a part or parts

into which an integer or whole body is divided.

Fractionary, (frak'shun-ar-c) a. Fractional

Fractious, (frak'she-us) a. [Probably from /met;

fox-ward, eager.] Apt to break out into a

passion ; quarrelsome ; cross ; irritable.

Fractiously, (frak-she-us-le) arfr. Passionately;

snappishly. [snappish temper.

Fractxousness, (frak'she-us-nes) ft, A cross or

Fracture, (frak'tur) n, [L. fraeturo, from /W»h-

gere, to break.] Act of breaking or snapping

asunder ; rupture ; breach ;—tho breaking of a

bone ; — the ap]>earance of a freshly-broken

mineral ; or the mode in which it breaks, by

which its texture is displayed.

Fracture, (frak'tur) r. t. To break ; to crack; to

separate continuity ; to burst asunder.

Fragile, (fraj'il) «. [L. fingitit.) Brittle; easily

broken or destroyed ;—liablo to fail ; infirm ;

weak ; frail.

Fragility, (fra-jil'e-te) ft. Condition or quality of

being fragile ;—brittleuess ;—weakness; frailty.

Fragment, (fragment) n. [L. JVnmpere.J A part

broken oft"; a small detached portion; an inv

pexfect part ; a bit ; a scrap.

Fragmental, (frag-nicnt'al) a. Pertaining to or

composed of fragments ; fragmentary.

Fragmentary, (fragmeut-ar-e) a. Composed of

fragments ; broken up ; not complete or entire.

Fragrance, (fra'grans) n. Quality of beins fra

grant ; sweetness of smell ; grateful odour.

Fragrant, (frii'grant) tu [L. frnffraiit.} Sweet-

i smelling; odorous; odoriferous ; balmy; aromatic

i Fragrantly, (fra'grant-le) adv. With sweet scent

I Frail, (fral)*(. [f./riU] Easily broken; fragile;

I liablo to fail ; infirm ;—weak in resolution,

i Frail, (fral) n, [Norm. F. frail*.} A ba*ke*

made of rushes ;—a rush for weaving baskets.

Frailness, (frfd'ncs) ft. Weakness ; infirmity.

Frailty, (fral'tc) ». Condition or quality of bdwj

frail; bodily infirmity ;—sin of infirmity; im

perfection; failing; foible.

Frame, (friim) r.t (A.-S. fremman.} To wre

struct ; to adjust and put together ; to compose;

—to originate ; to devise ; in a bad sttnse, to

fabricate ;—to provide with a frame.

Frame, (frilm) n. Any thing com]>osed of partt

fitted and united together ; a fabric ; a structure;

—any kind of case or structure for admitiitit

inclosing, or supporting things, as a window,

door, picture, or looking-glass ;—a loom ;—ths

bodily structure ; tho ekelotou ;—form ; system;

—particular state, as of the mind ; humour.

Framer, (fram/cr) ». One who frames ; a maker.

Frame-work, (fram'wurk) ft. That which sup

ports or incloses any thing else ; a framing ,w

fabric made in a loom.

Framing, (fram'ing) ft. The manner or style of

putting together ; a frame or frame-work.

Franc, (frangk) n. [F.] A silver coin of France,

equal to about tenpence.

Franchise, (fran'chiz) n. [F. franc, franclt.) A
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, particular privilege conferred by grant, and

rested in an asylum or sanctuary ;—the right of

i voting far members of parliament.

I Franchise, (íran'chiz) r. t. To make free.

Franchisement, (fran'chiz-ment) n. Release ; de

liverance ; freedom.

Franciscan, (fran-siskan) п. Л monk of the order

of St. Francis, founded in 1209.

F ran gi tility, (fran-je-bil'e-te) п. State or quality

of being frangible.

Frangible, (frau'je-bl) a. [L. /rangcre, to break. }

Capable of being broken ; brittle ; fragile.

Fraagipanni. (fran-je-pan'nc) п. A perfume do-

rived from or imitating the odour of a flower

produced by a Weat India tree.

Frank, (frangk) a. [F./ranc.) Open ; ingenuous ;

i candid ; free in uttering sentiments ; undis

guised ; — liberal; generous ; — free ; without

payment ; unconditioned.

Frank, (fruii gk) r. i. To send froo of expense ;—

to exempt from charge for postage.

Frank, (frangk) л. A letter free of postage ; also,

that which made a letter free, as the signature

of a member of parliament.

Frank, (frangk) и. One of the German tribes

inhabiting Franconia ;—the people of Western

Europe. [feed hogs in ; a ety.

Frank, (frangk) tu [Norm. F. /nine.] A place to

Frankfort-black, (frangk forUblak) n. A very

roperior black pigment, applied successfully in

copperplate printing.

Frankincense, (fraugk'in-eens)ji. A dry, resinous

fubstanee, produced from various tices, and

rued as a perfume.

Frankly, (frangk'le) я fit*. In a frank manner ;

openly ; plainly ; freely ; liberally.

Frankness, (frangk'nes) n. Plainness of speech ;

candour ; openness ; ingenuousness ; fairness.

Frank-tenement, ( frangk ' ten-o - ment ) n. An

«state of freehold ; tho possession of the soil by

a freeman.

Frantic, (fran'tik) a. [G. phrenrtil-оя.) Maf1 ;

raring : furious ; outrageous ;—characterized by

violence, fury, and disorder.

Frsnticly, (fran'tik-le) adc. Madly; distractedly;

outrageously.

Fraternal, (fra-tçr'nal) a. [h. fraternv*.]

Pertaining to brethren ; becoming brothers ;

brotherly. [manner.

Fraternsjiy, (fra-tçr'nal-le) П(?с. In a fraternal

Fraternity, (fra-tc.'r'ne-te) a. Brotherhood; —a

body of men associated for their common

interest, business, or pleasure ; — a religious

community. [fraternizing.

Fraternization, (fra-tçr-niz-â'shun) п. The act of

Fraternize, (frat'çr-niz) r. i. To associate or hold

fellowship as brothers, or as men of like occu

pation or character. [involving, fratricide. ]

Fratricida1, (frat're-sïd-al) «. Pertaining to, or '

Fratricide, (fratre-eid) n. [L. /rater and cader?,]

The crime of murdering a brother ;—one who ■

kills a/orother.

Fraud, (frawd) v. [L. /raus.] Deception de

liberately practised to gain an advantage ;—

guile ; craft ; wile ; circumvention ; imposition ; [

cheat. ferons; trickish. |

Fraudfnl, (frawd'fóol) a. Full of fraud ; trench- i

FrandfuUy, (frawd'fóól-le) afir. In a fraudful

manner ; treacherously.

Fraudiez*, (frawd 'lee) a. Free from fraud; ¡

\ destitute of cunning or guile.

Fraudulenee, (frawd'u-lem) v. Quality of being j

i fraudulent ; deceitfuluess ; trickishnew.

Fraudulent, (frawd'ü-lent) a. [L. fraudnient us.]

Using fraud;—dishonest; designing;—performed

by artifice ; deceitful ; treacherous ¡—cheating ;

knavish. [lent manner.

Fraudulently, (frawd'ü-lent-le) adv. In a fraudu-

Fraught, (frawt) a. Freighted ; laden ;—filled ;

stored.

Fraxinus, (fraks'in-ue) n. A genus of arborescent

plants of several species, including the common

ash.

Fray, (frä)u. [F./гаеая.] Affray; broil: contest;—

a fret or chafe in cloth ; a place inj ured by friction .

Fray, (frii) v. t. To frighten ; to terrify.

Fray, (frà) v.t. [F. frayer.] To rub; to wear

off by rubbing ; to fret, as cloth ;— ¿*. ¿. To

wear out easily by rubbing ; to ravel.

Freak, (frëk)ît. [A.-S./rec,lceI./reia.J A sudden,

causeless change or turn of the mind ; capricious

prank; humour;—whim ; fancy; caprice.

Freak, (frßk) v. t. [Prov. Eng. frektn, sjwt, Ger.

fltel:] To variegate ; to ckecker.

Freakish, (frêk'ish) ч. Apt to chango tho mind

suddenly; whimsical; capricious.

Freakishly, (frêk'ish-le) adr. In a freakish

manner ; capriciously.

Freakishnesi, (frêk'ish-nes) n. The quality of

being freakish ; oapriciotumess ; whimsicalness.

Freckle, (frek'l) îî. [From frtol;) A spot of a

yellowish colour on the akin ;—any email spot

or discolouration.

Freckle, (frek'l) r. t. To colour with freckles or

small discoloured «pots ; to s]x>t.

Freckly, (frekle) a. Full of freckles; sprinkled

with spots.

Free, (tro) a. [Icol, frî, Ger. frei.] Being at

liberty ; unrestrained ; unconfined ;—liberated ;

set at large ;—open ; unobstructed;—permitted;

allowed;— candid ; frank ; ingenuous;—rude;

familiar ;— liberal ; — gratuitous ; unbought ;—

guiltless ; innocent ;—exempt from ;—unencum

bered;—invested with the franchise; enjoying

immunities, as a citizen ; — not arbitrary or

despotic—disunited, said of ]>arte of ¡liants.

Free, (frê) v. t. To make free ; to release ;—to

disengage; to disentangle ; to clear;—to manu

mit ; to givo a slave hie freedom ;—to absolve

from duty or obligation ; to exempt ;—to clear

from water, as a leaky ship.

Freebooter, (frè'bùôt-çr) /<. [Ger. freihevter.]

One who wanders about for plunder ; a robber.

Freedman, (fred'man) w. A man who has been a

slave, and is manumitted.

Freedom, (frë'dum) w. [A. -S. /г*о*сГош.] State of

being freo ; liberty ; franchise ; immunity ;—

exemption from constraint or necessity ;—ease ;

facility of address ; — frankness ; boldness ;—

license; improper familiarity.

Free-hearted, (frë'hart-ed) a. Open; frank;

liberal ; generous.

Freehold, (frë'hôld) и. An estate in real property

of inheritance or for life, or the tenure by

which it is heM. [freehold.

Freeholder, (frCliûld-çr) v. One who owns a

Freely, (frö'le) adv. Without restraint or com

pulsion ; voluntarily; willingly; readily; liber

ally; generously; largely; plentifully.

Freeman, (frë'mau) a. One who enjoys liberty ;

one not a slave or vassal ;—ono who enjoy* or is

entitled to a peculiar privilege or franchise.

Freemason, (fre nia-en) w . One of a secret associa

tion, at first composed of masons, but now of

persons united for social enjoyment and mutual

assistance.
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Freemasonry, (frenia-sn-re) ». The institutions

or the practices of freenuifcous.

Freencss, (fre'nes) n, Tlie state or quality of

being free ; freedom ; liberty;—openness ; frank

ness ;—liberality; generosity;—gratuitousness.

Freestone, (fre'ston) ii. A stone composed of sand

or grit—so called because easily cut or wrought.

Freethinker, (frethiugk-er) it. One who forms

his opinions independently of authority; a deist;

one who denies the truths of revelation ; an

unbeliever; a sceptic.

Freethinking, (fre'thingk-ing) n. Practice or

system of freethinkers; deism; scepticism.

Free-trade, (fre'trid) n. Trade or commerce free

from all restrictions or prohibitory duties.

Free-will, (fre'wil) n. The power of choosing or

willing without the restraints of natural or

physical necessity.

Free-will, (fre'wil) a. Spontaneous; voluntary.

Freeze, (fivz) v. t. [A.-S. frymti.) To become

congealed by cold ; to be hardened into ice ;—

to l)ecotne chilled with cold ;—v. t. To congeal ;

to harden into ice ;—to chill.

Freight, (frat) n. [Gar. fracht.] The cargo of a

ship ; lading ; any jwt of tlie cargo ;—trans

portation of goods ;—money charge for convey

ing goods.

Freight, (fr.it) r. t. To lo.nl with goods, as a ship

or vehicle of any kind ;— to burden.

Freightage, (frat'uj) n. Charge for transporta

tion ;—freight; cargo; lading.

Freighter, (Irat'er) n. One who loads a ship ;—

one for whom freight is transported.

French, (frensh) «. Pertaining to Trance or its

inhabitants.

French, (frensh) v. The language spoken by the

ijcople of France ; tlie people of France.

French-bean, (freush'ben) *u The dwarf bean ;

scarlet runnor.

French-chalk, (frensh'chawk) u. A variety of

tale, of a pearly-white or grayish colour.

French-horn, (frensh'horn) )(. A brans wind-

instrument of music.

Frenchify, (fronsh'e-fi) v.t. [From French, and

L. fume.] To make French ; to Gallicize.

Fronchman, (frenchman) n. A native or natural

ized inhabitant of France.

French-polish, (frensh-polish) n. A varnish for

furniture composed of shell-lac, gum-copal, and

gum-arabic dissolved in spirits of wine.

Frenzy, (fren'ze) n. [F. frtniste.} Any violent

agitation of the mind approacliing to distraction;

madness ; delirium.

Frequency, (fre'kwen-so) n. Condition of re

turning frequently; occurrenco often repeated.

Frequent, (fre'kwent)c. [L. frcyvat*,] Happen

ing at short intervals ;—often seen or done;

often repeated or occurring.

Frequent, (frO-kwenf) r. (. fL. frrqutntare.) To

visit often ; to resort to habitually.

Frequentation, (fre-kwent-u'shun) n. The habit

of frequenting.

Frequentative, (fre-kwent'at-iv) a. Serving to

express the frequent repetition of an action.

Frequentative, (fre-kwent'at-iv) n. A wonl which

expresses the frequent repetition of an action.

Frequently, (freTcwcnt-le) adv. At frequent or

short intervals ; many times ; often ; commonly.

Fresco, (fres'ko) n. fit] Coolness; shade ;—a

method of painting on walls on a freshly laid

Btucco-ground of lime or gypsum.

Fresco, (fres'ko) r. t. To paint in fresco, as walls.

Fresh, (fresh) a. [A.-S. fresc] Brisk; strong,

as a breeze ;—pure and cool, as water ;—recent ;

just arrived, as news or goods come to hand;

—-sweet : not stale, as butter;—newly cut, as

vegetable products ; — florid ; ruddy," as com

plexion ; — unfaded ; unimpaired, as recollec

tion ;—repaired; invigorated, as strength;—raw;

unpractised ;—unsalted ; uncured ; untainted ;

—unj. (watet.

Fresh, (fresh) n. A pool or spring of frt#h

Freshen, (iresh'n) r. t. To make fresh ; to take

salmess from any thing ;—to refresh ; to revive ;

—r. i. To glow fresh; to lose soilness;—to

grow brisk or strong.

Freshly, (frosh'le) adv. In a fresh manner :

newly.

Freshman, (fresh'nian) n. A novice: a student

during Ids first year's residence at a university.

Freshness, (hesh'nes) a. State of being fresh ;

newness; vigour; briskness; liveliness; rawness.

Fret, (fret) r. *. \A.-8. fretan.) To eat away; to

corrode; to chafe;—to agitate or disturb ;—to

irritate ; to vex. [A.-S. j'riitrjan.) To ornament

with raised work ;—to variegate ; to diversify;—

v. i. To be worn away ; to be corroded ; to

chafe ;—to be agitated ;—to be vexed ; to be

irritated ; to utter peevish expressions.

Fret, (fret) n. Agitation of the surface of a flnid

by fcimentot-iuu or other cause;—agitation of

mind; irritation; — a superstitious notion or

practice;—in architecture, small fillets intersect

ing each other at right angles ;—a short piece

of wire fixed on the finger-board of a guitar.

Fretful, (fret'fool) a. Disposed to fret; ill-

humoured ; irritable; peevish; uneasy; waspish:

cross. [peeriihlj.

Fretfully, (fret'fool -le) adv. In a fretful manner ,

Fretfulneu, (fret'fool-nes) n. btate of teini;

fretful ; peevish 11 ess.

Fretted, (fret'ed) «. Rubbed or worn away;

variegated ; ornamented with fretwork.

Fretty, (fret'e) a. Adorned with fretwork.

Fretwork, (fret'wurk) n. Work adorned with

frets.

Friable, (fri'a-bl)a. [L./nnbifi*.] Easily cnunUed

or pulverized ; easily reduced to jwwder.

Friablenesa or Friability, (fri a-blues) u. Stata

or quality of being friable.

Friar, (frier) iu [F. frerc.) A brother or mem

ber of any religious order ;—one of the Rotuna

secular clergy ; a monk.

Fribble, (frib'l) a. [F. JHtoU, I*. /Wro/wtJ

Frivolous : trifling ; silly.

Fribble, (fril/lj n. A frivolous fellow ; a fop.

Fribble, (frib'l) r. t. To trifle ;—to totter.

Fricassee, (frik-as-se) n. [F.] A dish of fi»l>

or small animals cut into pieces and ste*cd

with a rich sauce.

Friction, (frik'shun) n. [T... frictio.] Act of

rubbing the surface of one body against th.it d

another; attrition; — the resistance whith »

moving body meets with from the surface un

which it moves; — medicinal nibbing of tl*

body with a flesh brush or with unguents.

Friday, ffri'da) n, [A-S. Jnytday.] The sixta

day of the week.

Friend, (frend) n. [A.-S. firond.) One who »

attached to another by esteem, respect, and

affection ; a well-wisher ; an intimate associate :

—a favourer ; a promoter ;—a kindly or fiuniiitf

term of salutation ; — one of the" sect cuiW^

QunLrrg. [forkuT'

Friendleii, (frend'les) a. Destitute of friend* \

Friendliness, ( frend ' le - nes ) n. Condition of
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Frigate.

quality of being friendly : a disposition to

favour or befriend ; good-wilL

Friendly, (fradle) a. Having the temper and

| disposition of a friend ; — kind ; favourable ;—

s*aucable;—coodlifltory; social; neighbourly.

Friendship, (fread'abjp) n. An attachment to a

person proceading from intimate acquaintance,

or from a frnjarable opinion of the estimable

qualities of Ms mind ;—a mutual relation or

inticiier;-&r.,ar; personal kindness;—friendly

i*d, otSee, or kindness.

"KW- (bit) a. [F. flim,} A coarse woollen

»*A with a nap on one side ;—the entablature

cfacpJaam between the architrave and cornice,

=*atyrariebed with sculptured figures.

root, {fih) f, t. To make a nap on, as on cloth.

«W (nigra) n. [h. fabricata.) A ship of

*v hirer than a corvette

« «kwp of war, and less

mm * ship of the line—

fonsalj with two decks

«>d mounting from 50 to

1 ^>pns.

tofto, (frft) n. [A.-R

/Mrs.] A sndden and

v**m tor. alarm; dread;

-an b^j or frightful object.

*>ifAt (lt Frighten, (frit) .■. t. To alarm suddenly

*ith danger ; to shock suddenly with the ap-

pnach of evil ; terrify ; Bcare ; dismay ; in-

■wMft

Fhjhtfttl (frit'fool) a. Full of terror ;—exciting

jjffj ; terrible ; horrible ; shocking.

Fnffcfully, ( frit' fool -le) adv. In a frightful

^aaaacr; dreadfully ; horribly;—shockingly.

'•"■fhtnuneas, (frit'fool-nes) a. Quality of being

fa?btfnl ; power of impressing terror.

"ipi (frij'id) a. (L. friffidtu.] Cold ; of low

^perature ; — nnfeeling ; passionless; — stiff;

**fflal : forbidding ;—dull ; lifeless ; spiritless ;

-inrnytent.

'ngttity, (frij-id'e-te) n. Condition or quality ;

'■*■ bang frigid ; coldness ;—want of warmth, |

sfcetion, vivacity, virility, or the like,

fnpfiy, (frijid-le)a^f. Coldly; dully; without

•fiction. (Causing cold, i

*n*eriac, (frig-o-rifik) a. [L. frigvt and faetrt. J

'fifl, (ftil) ». An edging of linen, lace, or other

material ;—* ruffle.

*nQ, (fril> 1. 1. To decorate with frills ;—v. i.

To ifcaie or shiver, as with cold.

"iff*, (frinj) n. [F. /range.] A kind of trim- I

■ ..; consisting of loose threads ;—something

f-*embling fringe ; a border ; a confine,

koje, (frinj) r. L To adorn or border with

■njipt or edging.

""-ppery, (frip'er-e) n. [F.JWpcrie.] Old clothes;

e**s dresses ; trumpery; — a place where old

cUiware sold ;—the traffic in old clothes.

*n*k, (frisk) r. i. [Ger. friech, Icel. /Wafer.] To

^»p, skip, dance, or gambol in frolic and gayety.

*OMk, (fn*k) a. A frolic; a fit of wanton gayety.

«*«, (frisk'et) n. [F. frtiqvette.) The light
frvae in a band press which keeps the sheet of

Muc boob the tyropan, and raises it fmra the

'm:a when printed, [being frisky.

FrjkuMta, (friak'e-nes) n. State or quality of

'ngky, (frisk'*) a. Jumping with gayety; frolic-

**■"» gay. (of the hair.

*r-*B». (frii'ur) n. [F.] A crispation or curling

WA, (frith) n. [Dan. & Norw. /for*/.] A narrow

*-ti of the sea ; an estuary.

trah, (frith) a. [W. frith gr /rt:, ] A forest ; a

woody place : a small field taken out of a

common.

Fritter, (frit'pr) n. [L. JHfftrt.] A pancake; a

piece of meat fried ;—a fragment ; a shred ; a

Binall piece.

Fritter, (frit'er) r. t. To cut, w meat, into small

pieces for frying ;—to break into fragments ;—to

diminish ; to spend in trifling.

Frivolity, (fre-vol'e-to)n. The condition or quality

of being frivolous ; acts or habits of trifling.

Frivolous, (friv'ol-us) a. [L. frivolut.) Blight ;

trivial ;—of little worth or importance ;—vain ;

foolish ; petty ; silly.

Frivolously, (friv'ol-us-le) aclr. In a frivolotis or

trifling manner. [frivolous.

Frivolouaneas, (friv'ol-us- nes) h. Quality of being

Friz, (friz) r. '. [F. friter.) To form into small

curls, as hair ; to crisp ;—to form into little buxx

or knobs, as the nap of cloth :—also Frizz.

Friz, (friz) «. That which is frizzed ; any thing

crisped or curled.

Frizzle, (frizl) r, t. [Diminutive of fr'c] To

curl or crisp, as hair ; to friz.

Frizzle, (friz 1) n. A curl ; a lock of hair crisped.

Fro, (fro) adv. [A.-S. fra, Scot /roe.] From ;

away ; back or backward.

Frock, (fink) n. [F. froc.) An outer garment;

a loose garment worn by men over their other

clothes ; or a gown, open behind, woni by

women and children.

Frock-coat, (frok'kot) n. A body-coat with broad

skirts, cut like a surtout, but shorter and lighter.

Frog, (frog) n, [A.-H. frofjaa.] An amphibious

animal, with a naked body, and without a tail

—it swims rapidly in water, moves on land by

long leaps, and is torpid in winter;—a tender,

horny substance in the middle of a horse's

foot ;—an ornamental fastening or loop to a

professional or official gown ; a tag or tassel.

Frogged, (frogd) a. Ornamented with tassels.

Frog-hopper, (frogTio]>-cr) n. A small insect

living on plants, and remarkable for its powers

of leaping.

Frolic, (frol'ik) a. [Ger. fr6 and lich.} Full of

levity; full of pranks; gay; merry.

Frolic, (frol'ik) n. A wild prank; a flight of

levity and fun ;—a scene of gayety and mirth ;

a merry-making.

Frolic, (frol'ik) r. i. To play wild pranks; to play

tricks of levity, mirth, and gayety; to sport

Frolicsome, (frol'ik-sum) it. Full of gayety and

mirth ; sportive. [being frolicsome.

Fi-olicsomeness, (frol'ik-sum-nes) n. Quality of

From, (from) prep. [A.-S. frttm.] Away ; at a

distance in time or space ; out of, as an effect

from a cause ; in relation or reference to ; con

sequently, as an inference ; in opposition or

contrariety to; by aid of—expressing generally

the idea of distance or remoteness from a source

or origin, or of departure and procession.

Fromward, (from'wgrd) aula. [A.-H. from and

weard.] Away from ; in a contrary direction.

Frond, (frond) n. [L. frtnu.] A leafy branch or

bough ;—the union of the leaf and the branch,

as in the ferns. [ing into leaf.

Frondescence, (frond-es'sens) n. The act of burat-

FrondiferouB, (frond-ifer-ua) a. iL. front and

fern. ] Producing fronds.

Frons, (fronz) >>. [L.] The region of the cranium

between the orbits and the vertex ; the forehead.

Front, (frunt) ft. [U front.] The forehead or

brow ; the whole face, as expressive of character,

temper, or disposition ; boldness ; impudence ;—
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the furepart, as of a house ; — the van of an

army ;—the moat conspicuous portion or parti

cular ;—a front-piece of hair worn by ladle*

Front, (front) v. t. To oppose face to face ; to

meet ; — to adorn in front;—v. i. To stand

foremost;—to have the face or front toward any

point.

Front, (frunt) a. Of, or relating to, the forward

part ; having a position i:i front ; foremost.

Frontage, (frunt aj) n. The front part of an

edifice or lot. [or front part.

Frontal, (front'al) o. Belonging to the forehead

Frontal, (front'al) n. [L. /ran tale.] A front

piece ; something worn on the forehead or face ;

—a little pediment over a door or window.

Fronted, (frunt'ed) a. Formed with a front.

Frontier, (frontYr) u. [L. from.] That i>art of

a country which fronts or faces another country;

the marches ; the bolder.

Frontior, (front'er) a. Lying on the exterior

part ; Iwrdering ; conterminous.

Frontispiece, ( front ' is - pes ) n. [L. frons and

spicere.] The princii>al face of a building ;—an

ornamental figure or engraving fronting tho

title page of a book.

Frontless, (fruntles) <t. Shameless; impudent.

Frontlet, (frunt'Iet) «. [Eng. front and termina

tion Itt.] An ornament worn on the forehead :

—a fillet used by the Jews consisting of four

pieces of vellum with a text inscribed on each ;

—a medical brow-band or bandage.

Front-view, (frunt'vu) n. In perspective, a re

presentation of tho front part of a building or

other object.

Frost, (frost) n. [A.-S. font] Tho act of freez

ing ; congelation of fluids ; — severe cold or

freezing weather;—frozen dew—called also hoar

frost or white-front ;—decorative work in imita

tion of frost. [serabling hoar-frost.

Frost, (frost) r. f . To cover with any tiling re-

Frost-bitten, (fxost'bit-n) a. Nipped or affected

by frost [cold ; coldly ; ungraciously.

Frostily, (frost'o-le) adv. With frost or excessive

Frostiness, (frost'e-nes) «. State or quality of

being frosty.

Frosting, (frost'ing) n. Tho composition resem

bling hoar-frost, used to cover cake, &c.

Frosty, (frost'e) u. Producing frost ; containing

frost ;—without warmth of affection ; chilling

in mannor ; cold ; cutting ; — appearing as if

covered with hoar-frost ; white ; gray-haired.

Froth, (froth) v. [A.-S. freodhan.] A collection

ot bubbles in liquors ; spume ; foam ;—an empty

show of wit or eloquence ;—light, unsubstantial

matter.

Froth, (froth) r. t. To cause to foam ;—to cover

with froth ;—v. i. To throw up foam.

Frothily, (froth'e-le) ndV. In a frothy mannor ;

with foam.

Frothy, ( froth 'o) a. Full of foam or froth;

spumous ;—soft ;—vain ; empty ; unsubstantial.

Trounce, (frouns) v. t [F. frwieer.] To curl or

frizzle about the face or head, as the hair.

Frounce, (frouns) n. A wrinkle, plait, or curl ;

—an ornament of dress ; a flounce.

Frow, (frow) n. (Gor. frau.) A woman.

Froward, (frd'wgrd) a. [A.-S. framirmrd.] Per

verse ; obstinate ; wayward ; ungovernable ; re

fractory ; petulant; peevish. [ner.

Frowaxaly, (fro'werd-le) adv. In a froward man-

Frowardness, (fro'werd-nes) n. Perverseness ;

waywardness: obstinacy; sullen resistance.

Frown, (frown) r. t. [P. rtfrogner.] To contract

the brow ; to scowl ; to put on a stern or surlj

look ;—to look threatening; to lower ;—r. t TV

rebuke with a look ; to repel haughtily.

Frown, (frown) n, A wrinkling of the brow it

displeasure, rebuke, sternness, &c. ; a scowl ;—

any expression of displeasure.

Frowning, (frown'ing) a. Knitting of the bro-i

in anger ; threatening ; lowering.

Frowningly, (frown'ing-le) odr. Sternly; with ;

severe or displeased aspect.

Frozen, (froz'n) a. Subject to frost, or to Ion

and severe frost ; chilly; ice-cold.

Fructification, (fruk-tif-o-ka'shnn) n, [L. frv.eti

eatio.] Act of forming or producing fruit :-

those parts of a plant, taken collectively, whi> i

compose tho flower and fruit ;—the process )■

which these parts develop so as to produce tU

fruit.

Fructify, (fruk'te-fi) v. t. [L. fruettt* and/acn-f.

To make fruitful; to render productive:— t.

fertilize;—r. ?'. To bear fruit.

Frugal, (froo'gal) a. [L. fruffalia.] Sparing

saving ; economical in the use of money, tin*

means, or resources ; thrifty.

Frugality, (frod-galVto) n. Quality of bein

frugal ; prudent economy ; good husbandry u

housewifery ; thrift.

Frugally, (froo'gal-le) adv. With eoonomy; witi

good management : sparingly; thriftily.

Frugiferou*, (froo-jifer-ns) a. [L.frvx andfern.

Producing fruit ; fruitful.

FrugivorouB, (froo-jiv'er-us) a. [L*. from* a^

voro.] Feeding on fruits, seeds, or corn, as bud-

Fruit, (froot) h. fL. fructut.] Tho produce o.

the earth ; the produce of a tree or plant;—tit

seed of a plant, or the part which contains tin

seed; especially the jiart which is eaten f<

food ;—offspring of the womb; young of air

animal ;—effect or consequence of an action :-

advantage; profit ; good derived ;—dessert afw

meat

Fruit, (froot) v. i. To yield or bear fruit

Fruitage, (frootnj) n. Fruit collectively.

Fruiterer, (fruot'er-er) n. One who deals in frail

a seller of fruits.

Fruitery, (froot'er-e) «. Fruit collectively takeii

—a repository for fruit : fruit-loft.

Fruitful, (frout'fool) a. Full of fruit : produnn

fruit abundantly ;—Iwaring children ; proliD;--

Fruitfully, ( froot' fool -le) adv. Plenteouii.i

abundantly.

Fruitfulness, (froot'fodl-nes) n. State or qualil

of being fruitful; exuberant abundance :-t t

quality of being prolific ; fecundity ;—prone

tiveuess of the intellect.

Fruition, (froo-ish'uu) k. [F. fruition.) Plea*-:;

derived from possession or use ; gratifiest>i

enjoyment

Fruitless, (frootles) a. Tracking or not hear.'

fiiiit ;—barren ; unprofitable ; abortive ; ineS:

tual ; vain. [manner; idly; ^siiJ

Fruitlessly, (frdot'les-le) adv. In a fruits

Fruitlessuess, (froot'les-nes) n. The quality

being fruitless. [tion of fm:

Fruit-loft, (fnx>t'loft)ii. A place for the presm

Fruit-tree, (froot'tn") ». A tree cultivated f<c i

fruit. (of fm<

Fruity, (froot'e) a. Resembling fruit or the ta

Frump, (frump) ». A stiff, formal, old womsl

Frush, (frush) v. t [F. froiurr,] To brui*

dash violently to pieces.

Frush, (frush) a. Broken or crushed.

Fruih, (frush) n. [Ger. frotch, frog. J A tarf
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subetance in the middle of the sole of a horse ;

the frog ;—also called Thrush.

Frustrate, (frustrât) r. t. [L. jYuttra.] To bring

to no thing; to prevent а purpose ;—to make

null or of no effect ;—to disappoint.

Frustrate, (frus'trit) a. Vain ; ineffectual ; use

less ; null ; void.

Frustration, (frus-tra'shun) и. The act of frus

trating ; disappointment : defeat.

Frusta! en t, ( fru в ' tu - lent ) a. [1,. _;*,-,- .'.-,. J

Abounding in fragmente.

[L. piece, bit.] The

 

Frustums.

Frustum, (fnis'tum)

part of a solid next

the base, formed by

cutting off the top by

s plane parallel to the

base ;—a crum ; a frag

ment.

Frutescent, (frùù-tes*-

eut) a. [L. jYuUx.]

Becoming shrubby, or

having the appearance

of a shrub.

Fry, (fri) v. t. [P. frire, L. frigere.} To dress

food in a flat pan laid with butter or lard, and

placed over the fire ;—v. i. To suffer the action

of fire :—to bubble and hiss, as meat heated in

hud ;—to be in a state of excitement.

Fry, (fri) ». [F. /raL ] Swarm of little fish just

spawned :—any swarm of animals ;—a dish of

any thing fried.

Frying-pan, (fri'ing-pan) ». A pan with a long

handle, used for frying meat and vegetables.

Fuchsia, ( fu 'she - a ) ». A genus of beautiful

flowering plants, named in honour of Fudis, a

German botanist.

Fucus, (fuTtus) п. fL.] A paint; dye: false

- ¡i- л ;—a cryptogamic plant ; sea-wrack, &a

Fuddle, (fudl) v.t. [Perhaps a diminutive of

/all. ] To make foolish or disordered by drink ;

—r. i. To drink to excess.

Fudge, (fudj) n. [From fudge.] A made-up

story ; stuff ; nonsense ; — an exclamation of

contempt.

Fuel, (fû'el)n. .[F.ftw, L.focu*.] Any combustible

matter, as wood, coal, peat, &.c. ;—any thing

that serves to feed name, heat, or excitement.

Fugacious, (fu-ga'she-ue) a. [L. fugtur.) Flying

or disposed to fly ; volatile.

Fugacity, (fu-goeVte) ». The quality of being

fugacious; volatility;—uncertainty; instability.

Fug'h, (fu) n. An exclamation of disgust or

abhorrence :—also fob. ; phew.

Fugitive, (fü'jit-iv) a. [L. fugitivui.] Apt to

flee away ;—easily blown away or absorbed :—

escaping from duty, service, danger, and the like;

—fleeting ; wandering ; volatile ; evanescent.

Fugitive, (fu'jit-iv) ». One who flees from his

station or duty ; a deserter ; one who flees from

danger or from punishment.

Fugleman, (fu'gl-nian) v. [Ger. Jtiigtlmann.]

One who stands in front of soldiers at drill as

an example or model ; a file-leader.

Fugue, (fug) "- (F. from L. /«¡7a, flight.] A

musical composition in which a passage or

phrase is delivered by one part of the chorus

and repeated by the other parts at alternating

intervals. Ä

Fuguist, (fûg'ist) n. A

musician who composes

and performs fugues.

Fulcrum, (ful'krum) ».

[L., from fattire.) A Д. Fulcrum.

prop or support :—the point upon or by which

a lever rests or is sustained, or the point about

which it moves.

Fulfil, (fuól-пТ) v. /. [Full and fit] To fid up ;

to make complete ;—to accomplish or carry into

effect ; to bring to ]*ass ; to effectuate ;—to exe

cute as a design, promise, prophecy, law, ¿ic. ;

to perform.

Fulfilment, (fóól-fil'ment) -11. Accomplishment;

completion ¡—execution ; performance.

Fulgeney, (ful'jen-se) ». Brightness; splendour.

Fulgent, (ful'jent) a. [L. fulgere.] Exquisitely

bright ; shiuing ; dazzling.

Fulguration, (ful-gur-i'shun) n. [L. fulguratio.]

The act of flashing;—gleam ; coruscation.

Fuliginous, (fu-lij'in-ue) a. [L. fuligo.) Pertain

ing to soot; dark; dusky;—pertaining to smoke;

sniokv.

Full, (fool) о. [Л.-3. full] Filled up ; replete ;

ample ; rich ;—plump ; fat, as the body ;—well-

stored, as the mind ;—largo ; satisfying, as a

meal ;—strong ; loud ; clear ; distinct, as sound

or voice ;—mature ; ripe, said of years ;—ade

quate ; sufficient, as compensation;—complete;

entire ; expressing much, as a statement or

account ¡—abundant ; plenteous, as supply ;—

final, as a stop;—exhibited in all its dimensions,

as a view or representation ; showing its whole

surface, as the moon.

Full, (fool) n. Complete measure; utmostextent:

highest state or degree ;—whole ; total ; state of

being satiated or satisfied;—time when the moon

presents its whole orbit to the earth.

Full, (fool) adv. Quite ; completely ; exactly ;

entirely ; directly.

Full, (foul) v.l. [A..S. fi'llian.} To cleanse,

scour, and thicken in a mill, as cloth ; to mill.

Full-blown, (fóól'blon) a. Fully expanded, as a

blossom.

Fuller's-earth, (fùùTerz-çrth) n. A variety of clay,

marly and friable, useful in scouring and

cleansing cloth, as it imbibes grease and oil.

Fullery, (foóTer-e) m. The place or the works

where the fulling of cloth is carried on.

Full-grown, (föorgron) a. Grown to full size ;

having reached its proper dimensions.

Fulling, (foôl'ing) ». The art of thickening cloth

in a mill, and making it firm and compact.

Full-length, ( fool ' length ) a. Embracing tho

whole person, as a portrait.

Full-pay, (foóí'pa) ». A retiring allowance, or

liberty to retire on an allowance, equivalent to

the pay when in active service.

Fully, (fóol'le) adv. In a full manner or degree ;

completely: entirely: plentifully; amply; suffi

ciently ; clearly ; distinctly ; perfectly.

Fulminate, (ful'min-at) v. i, [L, fulmen.] To

thunder ; to explode ;—to issue denunciation or

censure ;—v. t. To cause to explode :—to utter

or send out, as a denunciation or censure.

Fulminate, (ful'min-at) ». A compound which

explodes by percussion, friction, or heat.

Fulmination, (ful-min-a'shun) n. Act of ful

minating ; detonation ¡—menace or censure.

Fuhninie, (ful-min'ik) a. Pertaining to, or

capable of, detonation.

Fuhiesi, (fúóTnos) ». The state of being full or

filled ; repletion ; completeness ; abundance ;

sufficiency ; affluence ; perfection.

Fulsome, (ful sum) a. [A. -S. fût and some.] Of

fending or disgusting by excess or groasuess ;—

nauseous ; rank.

Fulsomeness, (ful'sum-nes) ». The quality of
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being fulsome : nauseousnesa ; offensive gross-

ness ; rankness.

Fulvous, (ful'vus) a. [L. fulvus.] Tawny ; dull

yellow, with a mixture of gray and brown.

Fumble, (fum'bl) v. i. [Prov. Eng. fimble, to do

imperfectly, O. Eng. fambles, hands.] To feel

or grope about;—to seek awkwardly;—to handle

much ; to turn over and over;—v. t. To manage

awkwardly.

Fume, (fûm) n. \h. fumas.] Vapour from com

bustion or exhalation ; smoke ; reek ;—rage ;

heat of mind.

Fume, (fûm) v. i. To smoke; to throw off vapour

or exhalations ;—to pass off in vapours ;—to bo

in a rage ;—v. t. To smoke ; to dry in smoke ;—

to throw off in vapour, or in the form of

vapour ; to perfume.

Fumigate, (fume-gat) v. t. [L. fumigare.] To

apply smoke to ; to expose to smoke or gas, as

in cleansing infected apartments, clotliing, die.;

—to perfume.

Fumigation, (fii-me-ga'shun) n. Act of fumigat

ing or applying gas or smoke to purify from

infection ¡—vapour ; scent raised by fire.

Fumy, (fum'e) a. [L. fumas.] Producing fume ;

full of vapour ; vaporous.

Fun, (fun) ». [A.-Ö. feaiu] Sport; merriment;

frolicsome amusement.

Funambulist, (fii-nam'bu-list) ». A rope-dancer.

Function, (fungk'ehun) ». [L. fanctio.) Act of

executing ; performance ; discharge ; — duty ;

office ; employment ; especially the duty proper

to a particular character, relation, or official

station;—trade ; business ;—the organic action

of a part or member in an animal or vegetable

body ; — in mathematics, the relation of one

quantity to another as being dependent on and

subordinate to its mutations.

Functional, (fuugk'shun-al) a. Pertaining to

functions ; performed by or involved in the

appropriate action.

Functionary, (fungk'ehun -ar-e) n. One charged

with the performance of a function;—one who

holds an office or trust ; an official.

Fund, (fund) ». [L. fandtts.] A stock or capital ;

an invested sum whose income is devoted toa

specific object :—a store laid up from which one

may draw at pleasure ; a supply; hence, abundV

anee ; ample stock or store ;—p!. The stock of

a national debt ; public securities.

Fund, (fund) v. t. To provide and appropriate

a fund for payment of the interest of; — to

j)lace in a fund.

Fundament, (fun'da-nient) ». [L. futulamenfum.]

The seat ; the lower part of the body on which

one »its ; the anus.

Fundamental, (fnn-da-ment'al) a. Pertaining to

the foundation or basis ; hence, essential, as an

element, principle, or law; elementary; primary.

Fundamentally, (fun-da-ment'al-le)iirfr. Prima

rily; originally; essentially; at the foundation.

Funebrial, (fu-neb're-al)a. Pertaining to funerals;

—solemn ; melancholy ; doleful :—also Funebrious.

Funeral, (fu'ner-al) ». The ceremony of burying

a dead human body; obsequies; burial;— the

procession of persons attending the burial of

the dead.

Funeral, (fû'nçr-al) a. [L. /«nit«.] Pertaining

to burial ; used at the interment of the dead.

Funereal, (fü-ne're-al) a. [L. futiere vs.] Suiting

a funeral ; dismal ; dark ; mournful.

Fungia, (fun'je-a) ». A genus of corals resem

bling a mushroom in their form.

Fungona, (fung'gus) a. [L. fttngomis,] Like

fungus or a mushroom ; excrescent ¡—growing

suddenly, but not substantial or durable.

Fungus, (fung'gus) n, [L. fungia*.] A large

natural order of cryptogamic plants, compre

hending mushrooms, toadstools, the plants which

form mould, mildew, &c. ;—a spongy morbid

granulation in animal bodies ; proud-flesh.

Funicle, (fiVne-kl) ». [L. funiculus.] A small

cord or ligature ; a fibre.

Funicular, (fu-nik'u-lçr) a. Consisting of a small

cordor fibre;—dependent on the tension ofa cord.

Funk, (fungk) v. i. To emit an offensive smell ;

—to be in great fear and shrink back.

Funnel, (fun'el) ». [L. infundibulum.] A kind

of inverted hollow cone with a pipe, used in

filling vessels or bottles with narrow mouths ;

a tunnel; — the shaft through which smoke

ascends ; a stove-pi pe.

Funny, (fiin'e) a. [From fun.] Droll : comical.

Fur, (fur)». [L., F. fourrure, fur. J The short,

fine, soft hair of certain animals;—the skins of

certain wild animals ;—dress made or skirted

with fur;—a coat of morbid matter collected

on the tongue in fever.

Fur, (fur) ». t. To line, face, or cover with fur :

—to cover with morbid matter, as the tongue.

Furbelow, (fur'bë-lè) п. [F., It. falbala.] A

flounce ; an ornamental border to a gown.

Furbish, (furbish) v. f. [F. fourbir.] To rub or

■cour to brightness ; to burnish—usually that

which has been disused or neglected.

Furcated, (fur'kat-ed) a. [L. força.] Forked ;

branching like the prongs of a fork.

Furcation, (fur-ka'shun) ». A branching like

the tines of a fork ; divarication.

Furfur, (fur'fur) ». [L.] Scurf ; dandruff.

Furfuraceous, (fur-fu-ra'she-us) a. [L. furfura*

cens.] Made of bran ; like bran ; scurfy.

Furious, (fü're-us) a. [L. furionua.) Rushing

with violence; raging; transported with passion;

—frenzied ; impetuous ; frantic.

Furiously, (fu're-us-le) adv. In a furious manner;

violently ; vehemently ; madly.

Furiousness, (fu re-us-nes) ». The state of being

furious ; violent agitation ; madness ; frenzv.

Furl, (furl) v.t. [F. ferler.] To draw up; to

contract ;—to wrap or roll, as a sail, close to the

yard, etay, or mast.

Furlong, (furlong) n. [A.-S. furlang, from f*rt

furrow, and lang, long.] The eighth part of a

mile.

Furlough, (furlo) n. [Sw.fbrlaf.] Leave given

to an officer or soldier to be absent from service

for a certain time.

Furlough, (furto) r. f. To grant leave of absence

to an officer or soldier.

Furnace, (fur'n as) n. [L. furnax.] An inclosed

place where a hot fire is maintained for smelting

ores, for warming a house, for baking bread, or

other purposes ;— fire-place ; oven ; stove ; — a

place of trial or affliction ;—a place of torment ;

hell.

Furnish, (furnish) v. t. [F. fournir.] To supply

with any thing necessary ; to provide ;—to offer

for use ;—to fit up ; to supply with the proper

goods, domestic articles and utensils, or orna

mental appendages ;—to store ; to stock.

Furnished, (fur'nisht) a. Supplied; provided

with ; well stored or stocked.

Furniture, (fur'ne-tur) n. [F. fourniture.] Sup

ply or provision;—movables; chattels; whatever'

is put into a house or apartment for use or
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cnament ; domestic articles or utengilfs ; de-

orauooa ; appendages ;—materials fur work ;

ipparata* for a machine, a carriage, ice. ; ini-

Dlement* : toob ;—trappings for a horse.

TsxrUr, (for'e-^rj a. A dealer in furs ; one who

QJMMflm.

Farriery, (fare-fr-e) n. Furs in general;— the

boaae*! <ii farrier ; trade in furs.

Tamr*. (fa/rC) n. [A, -8. /ur.] A trench in the

earth code fc* i plough ;—any channel or groo ve ;

sniaUsos the face.

Purew, (fu'to) 1. 1. To cut a furrow in ; to

t&Agb;— w mark with channels or with

imaiK [grooves or channels.

Timvtd. (farad) n. Marked with, or cut into

"say. (kit) n. (kjvered with fur ; dressed in

: to -~<tmxtUiz of fur.

"rtkr. (for'THer) a . ro.up. [A. -S. forth .] More

Ktavte; awre ia advance ; farther ;—additional.

Farther, (for'THer) adc. To a greater distance ;

Eorwrcr.

Father, (for'THer) r. t. [A.-S. fyrthrian.] To

^pfcrward; to promote; to advance; to assist.

isrtktacce, (far'TH?r-ans) n. Act of furthering ;

£tip ; promotion ; advancement,

rttftssrswrt, (fur'TH»;r-niur ) adr. Moreover;

•M<lta; ia addition to wlwt has been said,

••"-rtienawt, (furTHe,r-rn6st) u. Most remote ;

farthest.

j fariheit, (far'Tnest) a. tuprrl. Most remote ;—

! J10** (linant in time or space. [tance.

firtaat (far'TH«t) adc. At tLe greatest dis-

! 'outs, (fur'tiv) a. [L. fit rim*.) Stolen; ob-

1 J*J*»i by fiteakh ; secret; clandestine.

{Srtively, (fur'tiv-le) adc. By stealth ; secretly.

1 «rr. (fa're) ». ("L. fi-ror.] A violent rushing;

issprtijoaii motion, as of wind or storm ;—rage ;

F*i«0Q of anger ; tumult or the mind approach

es to frenzy;—in mythology, a goddess of veu-

! Jz*&x :—hence, a violent woman; a termagant.

; 'sne, (fnrz) n. [A.-S./y*v.] A thorny evergroen

*tnb *ith beautiful yellow flowers—also oorac

udri;*.

***/. (firz'e) a. Overgrown with furze.

'"ces, (fus'kus) o. {L. fuse**.) Of a dark

"war; brown or grayish-black.

«", (fin) r. f. [L. fundtre] To liquefy by

h<*t; to dissolve; to melt;—«\ i. To be melted".

«**, (faz) *, a tube rilled with combustible

Li*ter, used in blasting or in discharging a

'■«. (fuze") «. fF. fttteau.] The conical wheel

«» watch or clock round which the chain is

••rad, designed to equalize the power of the

=^E-*pring.

"■*, (fa-zS') H. \V.fu*£e.] A small, light

fca*k«i ; a fmij ;_a fllw ;_the track of a buck.

' u&hty, (fuz-e-bil'e-te) n. The quality of being

"a:Ue. [ble of being melted or liqueGed.

JaiMe, (fuz'e-bl) «. [F. from Tj.fnndere.] Capa-

Jjw, (fcVril) *. IF.] Alight musket or firelock.

*»2*er, (fu-zil-£r/) w. [R/«««i*r.] Formerly

a Kildier armed with a fusil, but in modern

6 G

times an infantry soldier distinguished by wear

ing a bear-skin cap like that of a grenadier.

Fusillade, (fu'zil-ad) n. A simultaneous discharge

of fire-arms in a military exercise.

Fusillade, (fu'zil-ad) v. t. To shoot by a simul

taneous discharge of fire-arms.

Fusion, (fu'zhun) n. [L. fuxio.] Act or opera

tion of melting without the aid of a solvent;—

state of being melted ;—union or blending of

things into one. [tumult; a bustle; ado; stir.

Fuse, (fus) h. [A.-S. fux, ready, quick.] A

Fuss, (fus) v. i. To make a bustle or ado.

Fussiness, (fus'e-nes) n. Bustling activity ;—in

a bad sense, making much ado about nothing.

Fussy, (fua'e) a. Making a fuss ; disjjosed to

make an unnecessary' ado about trifles.

Fusted, (fust'ed) a. Mouldy ; ill-smelling.

Fustian, (fust'yan) n. [F. futdine.] A kind of

coarse twilled cotton stuff, including corduroy,

velveteen, dec. ;—an inflated style of writing;

bombast.

Fustian, (fust'yan) a. Made of fustian :—swell

ing ; too pompous; turgid ; inflated ; bombastic.

Fustic, (fus'tik) n. [I., font it.] The wood of a

tree growing in the \\"est Indies, used in dyeing

yellow.

Fustigate, (fust'e-giit) v. t. [L. fasti*, stick, and

ageiv, u> do, use.] To beat with a stick ; to

cudgeL fmouldiness.

Fustiness, (fus'te-nes)n. A fusty state or quality;

Fusty, (fus'te) a. Mouldv; mustv; rank; rancid.

Futile, (fu'til) a. [L. futihs.] Trifling; of no

weight or importance ; answering no purpose ;

failing of effect ; inconsequential.

Futilcly, (fu'til-le) air. In a futile manner ;

vainly ; to no purpose ; without effect.

Futility, (fu-til^j-te) n. Want of importance or

effect; triflingness; uselessness;—want of weight

or solidity, as in arguments :—quality of pro

ducing no good effect or of coming to nothing.

Futtock, (fut'tok) «. [Corrupted either from

foot-lock or txoxxx font-hook.] One of tho middle

timbers between the floor and the upjier timlssrs.

Future, (fu'tur) a. [h. futuriu.] About to be ;

liable to be or come hereafter.

Future, (fu'tur) ». Time to come ; time subse

quent to the present ;—in f/rumutar, a tense

expressing the future act or condition conveyed

by the verb.

Futurity, (fu-tur'e-te) «. The state of being yet

to come;—future time; the future;—a future

event.

Fuze, (fuz) n. A tube filled with combustible

matter, used both in blasting and di&cliarging

a shell.

Fuzz, (fuz) r. i. To fly off in minute particles.

Fuzz, (fuz) n. [Oer. fa**, fibre, fasjny, liyht,

fibrous.] Fine, light lurticlea ; loose, volatile

matter.

Fuzz-ball, (fuzTrnwl) ii. A fungus, which, when

pressed, bursts and scatters a fine dust.

Fy, (f i) inter). [F. fy, O. jikev.] A won! which

expresses dislike, disapprobation, or contempt.

G.

{J Of), the seventh letter and the fifth con-

*4 *oaant of »the English alphabet, has two

■*tnds—one simple (called hard) as in pare, tjo,

tw; the other compound (called toft) being

nearly equivalent to drA, as in aem% pin, pyre,

dinttif. As a numeral it denotes 400, and with

a dash (t; ) 40,000. G is the name of the fifth

tone of the natural or model scale — called

Q
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also sol. G tt (G sharp) ia a tono inter

mediate between G and A.

Gab, (gab) n. [Dan. gab, Ir. gob.] The

mouth ; hence, idle prate ; loquacity.

Gab, (gab) v. i. [A.-S. gabban.] To talk

idly ; to prate ;—to lie. */

Gabardine, (gabar-den) n. [Sp. gabar- G Clef.

ilina, It. gavardina.) A kind of coarse frock or

loose upper garment.

Gabble, (gab'l) v. i. [D. pabbemi.] To talk noisily

or without meaning ; to prate ;—to utter inar

ticulate sound* with rapidity ; to cackle.

Gabble, (gab'l) n. Loud or rapid talk without

meaning*—inarticulate sounds rapidly uttered,

as of fowls.

Gabbling, (gahling) n. Indistinct and rapid

utterance ; chattering ; prating.

Gaberlunzie, (gab'cr-lun-e) n. A beggar.

Gabion, (gaYbe-un) n, [F.] A hollow wicker

cylinder filled with earth, used in constructing

parapets to shelter from the enemy's flro.

Gable, (guT)!) )*. [Ger. giebet.) The end of a

house, as opposed to the side ;—the vertical

triangular end of a building, from the eaves

to the top.

Gad, (gad) «. [A.-S. gtbl.] The point of a spear,

or an arrow-head ;—a style ; a graver ;—a goad ;

—a wedge of iron or steel.

Gad, (gad) r.i. [Ir. gad, Gael, gold.] To rove

or ramble idly. [about idly.

Gadder, (gadVr) n. A rambler; one who roves

Gadfly, (gad'fii) n. [A.-S. gad and./ty] An insect

of the genus Qz'ttruM, which stings cattle, and

deposits its eggs in their skin: — also called

brteze-iiy.

Gadwall, (gad'wawl) n. [From gad, to walk

about, and welt.] A bird of the genus Amis,

with long ]>ointed wings and a sliarp, loud

voice, frequenting marshes and aquatic herbage.

Gael, (giil) ». A Scotch Highlander of Celtic

origin—often used collectively for the Celtic race.

Gaelic, (gOl'ik)o. Belonging to the Gael tribes

of Celtic origin inhabiting the Highlands of

Scotland. [landers of Scotland.

Gaelic, (gal'ik) n. The language of the High-

Gaff, (gaf) n. [F. gajt'e.] A boom or yard,

extending the upper edge of a fore-and-aft sail

Gaffer, (gafcr) m. [A.-S. gcjiidti:} An old man ;

a respectable old man ;—a gossip ;—tho foreman

or overseer in a workshop or manufactory.

Ottfc". (S»g)'**- '■ TA.-S. c&ppian, to lock, shut, W.

C'ljiatr, to choke.] To Btop the mouth of by

thrusting in something, so as to hinder speak

ing ; hence, to silence.

Gag, (gag) n. Something thrust into tho mouth

or throat to hinder speaking.

Gage, fe«j) »■ [*'■] A pledge or pawn : security;

—a challenge to combat: a glove, a gauntlet, or

the like, cast on the ground by the challenger,

and taken up by the accepter of the challenge.

Gage, (gaj) ><■ A measure or standard.

Gage, (guj) v. t. To bind by pledge, caution, or

security ; to engage.

Gaily, (g.Vle) adi\ Finely ; in a showy or osten

tatious manner ;—merrily ; joyfully.

Gain, (gan) r. f. [F. yapntr.] To attain to ; to

arrive at ; to reach, as tho Biimmit ;—to get

profit or advantage;—to earn, as livelihood;—

to win by superiority, as a battle, or by skill,

as a prize or cause ;—to procure, as favour ;—

to achieve; to acquire;—to receive;—to woo

successfully, as a suitor ;—to draw to one's side ;

—to obtain strength or influence ; to increase;

—v. i. To have advantage or profit ; to grow

rich ; to advance in interest or happiness ;—to

encroach ;—to make up with ; to overtake, as in

a pursuit or chase :—to prevail against ;—to

obtain influence with.

Gain, (gan) n. That which is gained; profit:

advantage ; benefit ; winning ;—acquisition.

Gain, (gan) a. [A.-S. yean, gegtn, against.]

Straight ; direct ; forward ; ready ; dexterous.

Gainer, (gan'er)'n. One who gains or obtains.

Gainful, (gan'fool) a. Producing profit or advan

tage; profitable; advantageous;—lucrative.

Gainfully, (gan'fool-le) adv. In a gainful man

ner ; profitably.

Gainfuiness, (gun'fool-nes) n. The quality of

being gainful ; profit ; ndvantage.

Gainings, (gan'ingB) n.pl. Wealth acquired by

labour or enterprise ; winnings,

Gainless, (gau'les) a. Not producing gain ; un

profitable.

Gainlessness, (ganles-nes) n. Unprofitableness ,

want of advantage ; uselessuess.

Gainly, (gun'le) adv. [From gcin.] Handily;

readily ; dexterously.

Gainsay, (gilu'sit) r. t, [A.-S, t/rdn and *»*.] To

contradict ; to oppose in worths ; to controvert ,

to dispute.

Gainaayer, (g3n'sa-er) «. One who gaiiwy*,

contradicts, or denies ; mi opposer.

Gait, (gat) n. Walk ; march ; way ;—manner if

walking or stepping.

Gaiter, (gat'er) m. [F. puttir.] A covering of

cloth for the ankle, fitting down upon the si"*

Gaiter, (giU'er) v. L To dress or furnuh _with

gaiters. [show, or festivity.

Gala, (gala) n. [F. gala, It. gala, finery.] Vamy,

Galactometer, (gal-ak-toro'et-fr) n. [G. ff«'« w«

vutron.] An instrument for ascertaining ths

quality of milk by its specific gravity.

Galantine, (gnl'an-tin) a. A dish of veal •'■

poultry, witli a border of jelly.

Galaxy, (gal'ak-*e) n. [G. gataxiat.] The MIttJ

Way;—an assemblage of splendid perscw «-t

things.

Galbanum, (gaMxin-um) n. Gum-resin, wiin ■>

fetid odour, imported from the Levant w>»

India. [breeze and a storm.

Gale, (gal) n. [Ir. gal.] A wind between a sua

Galea, (giVie-a) n. A genus of sea hedgehop i*

echini, found only in the fossil state.

Galeated,fgrtle-at-ed)a. [L.gateatM.] CoveM

as with a helmet;—having a flower like a heli*^-

Galena, (ga-le'na) n. [U] Sulnhuretof lead. tfci

principal ore from which lead is extracted.

Galipot, (gal'e-pot) «. [F.] A white resino*

juice which flows from piue or fir treea

Gall, (gawl) n. [A.-S. gtalta.] The bitter. .ilka-

liuo, viscid liquor found in the gall-bladdti **

ii eath the liver :—bitterness ; spite ; malign i'.'

Gall, (gawl) it, [L. gatla.] A vegetable exin»

oence produced by an insect in the bark <-<i •

plant, as the oak-apple, io.

Gall, (gawl) v.t. [F. yah::] To fret and va

away by friction; to excoriate: to chafe;—*

vex ; to chqgrin.

Gall, (gawl) n. A wound in the skin by rubbing

Gallant, (gal'lant) a. [F.galant.] Showy : sptavi"

—noble in bearing or Bpirit ; heroic;—conrass

ous ; bravo ;—courteous ; courtly ;—polite *i«

attentive to ladies.

Gallant, (gal'lant) «. A gay or sprightly in.nt -

a courtly or fashionable man :—one who it pohl

and attentive tg ladies ;«-a wooer; a suitor.
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1 ""ff—* (gal-lanf) r. t. To attend or wait on,

| at a. lady :—to handle with grace, as a' fan.

Gallantly, (galTant-le) adv. In a gallant manner ;

' nobly; bravely—in a polite or courtly manner ;

like a gallant or wooer.

Gallantry, ( gal ' lant - re ) n. [F. galanterie.]

Showy appearance;—nobleness ;—bravery; hero

ism ;—civility or polite attentions to ladies;

honourable courtship ;—lewdness ; debauchery.

Galleon, (galle-un) и. [Sp. paleo».] A large ship

with three or four decks, formerly used by the

Spaniards.

Gallery, (gaTer-e) n. [P. galerie.] A long cor

ridor or connecting passage-way ; — any apart

ment whose length exceeds its breadth, or a

succession of auch for the exhibition of works of

art ; hence, also, a collection of paintings, Sculp

tores, £c ;—a platform attached to one or more

1 odea of the interior of a building, and supported

by brackets or columns ;—a long portico with

eolumns on one side ;—the upper floor of a

theatre, church, hall, ¿c ; the acate in rach.

Galley, (gal'e) n. [F. galtre.] A low, flat-built

, vessel, with one deck, and navigated with sails

and oars; —a light open boat,—the cooking

room of a ship of war.

Galley-alaTe, (gale-eläv) п. A person condemned

for a crime to work at tito oar on board of a

galley.

GxBiard, (gal'y&rd) n. A brisk young fellow ;—a

lively measure or dance.

Gallic, (gal lk) a. Pertaining to Gaul or France ;

Gallican.

Gallicism, (gal'e-sizm) n. A mode of speech

peculiar to the French nation ;—use of French

idioma in English writing or speech.

Galligaskins, ( gal-le-gas'kinz) ».pi. [Gallic

fateons.) LArge open hose or leather guards.

Gallimaufry, (gal-le-mawfre) n. [F. galimafrée.]

A hash of various kinds of meats ; a ragout ;—

any inconsistentor ridiculous medley;—awoman.

Gallinaceous, (gal-in-ashe-us) a. [L. gallina.]

beionging to an order of birds including the

common domestic fowls.

Gallipot, (galle-pot) n. fD. gleye and pot.) A

■mall glazed earthen pot, used by apothecaries

for containing medicines.

OaPnji, (¡iil'un) n [Norm. F. jalon.] A measure

of capacity, usually for liquids, and containing

Íjot quarts.

Galloon, (gal-loon') n. [¥. galon. ] Gold and silver

law used in embroidery; -a tape-like tissue of

cotton, silk, &C. , used for binding hats, shoes, iic

Gallop, (gal'np) v. i. [F. galoper.] To movo or

ran with leaps or bounds, as a horse ; to movo

тегу rapidly;—hence, to run or pass over without

notice.

Gallop, (gal'np) n. The springing or leaping

movement of a quadruped ;—the pace of a horse,

lifting alternately his fora feet and bis hind feet

simultaneously with a forward spring or bound

—« dance.

Gallopade, (gallnp-ad) n. [F ) A kind of danoo,

and a kind of music appropriate to the dance.

Galloway, (gollö-wa) ». A horse, or a species of

horses, of a small size, first bred in Galloway,

characterized by great spirit, endurance, and

easiness of gait.

Gallows, (gal'us)n. [A.-S. gealga.] An instru

ment of punishment consisting of two posts

I and a cross-beam on the top, to which a criminal

и suspended by a rope fastened round his neck ;

' —pf. Л pair of suspenders or braces.

Galls, (gawlz) n. pi. Wounds ou a horse induced

by the friction of the harneas.

Gaily or Galley, (galle) n. [Pg. gale, F. galet.)

A printer's frame, lodged on three sides into

which composed matter is put, and from which

proofs are taken for correction.

Galoche, (galosh) n. [F., Йр. galocha, a clog.]

An overshoe ;—a gaiter to cover the leg and

upper part of the foot.

Galvanic, (gal-van'ik) a. Pertaining to galvan

ism ; containing or exhibiting galvanism. Gal-

runic battin/, any apparatus for generating

electricity by chemical action.

Galvanism, (gal'van-izm) n, [From Ga Irani, the

discoverer.] Electricity developed by chemical

action between différent substances without the

aid of friction. turn.

Galvanist, (gal'van-ist) n. One versed in galvan -

Galvanize, (gaTvaii-iz) r. t. To affect with gal

vanism ; — to plate or coat with metal by

galvanism ; — to restore to consciousness by

galvanic action.

Galvanometer, (gal-van-om'et-er) я. [From gal-

ranixni and G. vietron, measure.] An instru

ment for measuring the force of minute quan

tities of galvanic electricity.

Gambit, (gani'bit) n. [F.] A mode of opening

the game in chess playing.

Gamble, (gamlíl) r. i. [Diminutive of game.] To

play or game for money or other stoke ;—v. t.

To lose or squander by gaming.

Gambler, (gam'bler) w. One who gambles.

Gambling, (gara'bbng) n. The act or practice of

playing for money.

Gamboge, (gam-bôj') n. A concrete vegetable

juice or gum-resin of a beautiful reddish-yellow

colour, used as a pigment and a cathartic.

Gambol, (gam'bol) r. i. To dance and skip about

in sport ; to frisk ;—to jump for joy ; to frolic.

Gambol, (gam'bol) n. [F. gambade.] A skipping

or leaping about in frolic ; a ekip ; a hop.

Gambrel, (gam'brel) n. [F. jambe.] The hind

leg of a horse;—a stick crooked like a horse's

leg, used by butchers.

Gambroon, (gam-bróón') п. Л kind of twilled

linen cloth for lining.

Game, (gam) n. [A.-S. gamen.) Sport of any

kind; jest; frolic;—mockery; derision;—hence,

object of ridicule ; butt ;—an exercise or play

for amusement or for stakes; trial of strength,

skill, or hazard ;—a single match at play ¡—ad

vantage in playing;—a scheme pursued; measure

planned ;—field sport; chase; falconry, A*c. ;—

animals pursued or shot at, as deer, hares,

grouse, 4c. ;—pi. Public contests or diversions

for the gratification of the people.

Game, (gilm) a. Ready to fight to the last;

brave; plucky;—pertaiuing to animals hunted

for game.

Game, (g3m) r. i. To play at any sport or diver

sion ;—to play for a stake or prize ;—to gamble.

Gameful, (gumTool) a. Full of game ; sportive ;

frolicsome.

Gamekeeper, (gamTtep-er) n. One who has the

care of game, especially in a park or preserve.

Gamely, (garnie) adr. lu a game or courageous

manner; pluckily.

Gamesome, (gäm'euro) a. Gay ; sportive.

Gamester, (gam'ster) n. [Eng. game, and A.-8.

Bteora.] One addicted to gaming for money or

other stakes ; a gambler ;—partner in a game.

Gamin, (gamin) x. [F.] A neglected and unruly

child in the etreets ; a city arab.
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Gaming, (gäm'ing) n. Act of contesting a game

for a prize or stake ¡—practice of playing cards,

dice, &c, for money ; gambling. [wife.

Gommer, (gaxn'mçr) п. [Л. -S. gamedcr.] Au old

Gammon, (garn'uu) п. [Sp. jamón.) The thigh

of a hog pickled and smoked or dried ¡—back

gammon ;—an imposition or hoax ; humbug.

Gammon, (gam'un) v. t. To make bacon of ;—

v. t. To beat in the game of backgammon ;—to

impose on by improbable stories ; to humbiig.

Gammoning, (gam'un-ing) n. lushing ; seizing;

—especially the lashing of the bowsprit.

Gamut, (gam'nt) ». [G. gamma and vt.] The

scale—so called from the first tone of the model

scale of Guido, which was represented by gamma.

Gamy, (game) a. Having the flavour of dead

game when kept uncooked until tainted ;—

showing an unyielding spirit to the last

Gander, (gan'dçr) п. [Л. -S. ganara, Ger. дата,

L. аилег.] The male of the goose.

Gang, (gang) п. [A. -S.J A going ;—a number

going in company ; a crew ; a band ; a troop ;—

portion of a ship's crew detailed for special ser-

yioe ;_in mining, a course or vein ;—the sub

stance which contains the ore ; a gangue.

Gang, (pang) "• »- To go ; to walk. [Scot.]

Gang-board, (gangbord) «. A board or plank,

with cleats for steps, used for walking into or

out of a vessel.

Ganglion, (gang'gle-on) n. [G. gaggliotu] A col

lection of nerve cells from which nerve fibres

are given off* in one or more directions ;—a

tumour, situated on a tendon, generally about

tho wrist. [ganglion.

Ganglionic, (gang-gle-on'ik) a. Pertaining to a

Gangrene, (gang'grën) п. [F. grainein, to gnaw,

eat. ] The first stage of mortification of living

flesh.

Gangrene, (gang'grën) r. f. To mortify ;—v. i.

To become mortified or putrescent : to lose

vitality. [fied—said of living flesh.

Gangrenous, (gang'grên-us) a. Mortified : putri-

Gangue, (gang) n, [Ger. gang.] The mineral

substance wldch incloses any metallic ore in

the vein.

Gangway, (gangVa) n. A thoroughfare or narrow

passage of any kind;—a strip of planking from

the quarter-deck to the forecastleKleck ; — the

!>art of a ship's side by which one enters or

eaves it ; also the ladder or stents attached

thereto.

Gannet, (gan'et) ft. [Л.-S. ganet.] The Solan

goose, a sea-fowl of the genus Рексалия, nearly

Ihrue feet in length, with a long, straight bill,

and palniated feet.

Gantlet, (gant'let) и. fp. gant and loopen.] Л

military or naval punishment in which the

offender is made to run between two files of

men facing one another, who strike him as he

passes :—also Gantlope.

Gaol, (jal) п. A place of confinement for crimi

nals and debtors.

Gap. (g*P) «■ flcel. gnp.) An opening in any

thing made by breaking or parting ; a passago ;

a breach ; a flaw ; a chasm.

Gape, (gup) v. í. (A.-S. geapan.) To open tho

mouth for food ; to crave ; to look and long for ;

to desire earnestly ;—to stretch from weariness ;

to yawn ;—to gaze with wonder or surprise ; to

stare;—to utter with open mouth ;—to divide

or separate with fissures or crevices ;—to have a

hiatus, as between vowels, or a break in the

words.

Gape, (gäp) n. The act of gaping :—the width of

the mouth when opened, as of birds, fishes, 4c.

Gar, (gar) n. [A.-S. gar, dart.] A fish of the

pike family, having a long, pointed head.

Gar, (gar) v. t. [Go. poem.] To force ; to compel.

Garb, (garb) п. [Norm. F. garb».] Clothing,

especially, official or appropriate dress;—fashion

or mode of dress ; external appearance ; look».

Garbage, (garb'Oj) ft. [O. Eng. garbask, F.

parber, to make tine.] Refuse parte of flesh ;

offal ; the refuse matter from a kitchen ;—groa«

or immoral language or writing.

Garble, (gar*bl) r. t. [F. garbeler.] To sift or

bolt ;—to pick out such jiarte of as may serve

a purpose ; to mutilate ; to corrupt.

Garboard, (gar'börd) п. The first plank fastened

on the keel on the outside.

Garden, (gar'dn) «. [A. -S. geanl.] A piece of

ground for the cultivation of fruits, flowers, or

vegetables;—a rich, well-cultivated spot or tract

of country.

Garden, (gar'dn) v. i. To lay out or to cultivate

a garden ; to labour in a garden. [a garden.

Garden, (gar'dn) a. Belonging to or produced iu

Gardener, (gàr'dn-er) п. One who makes and

tends a garden ; a horticulturist

Gardening, (gar'dn-ing) n. The art of laying out

and cultivating gardene.

Gar-fish, (garfish) n. A long and slender marine

fish, with a sharp, pointed snout.

Gargariam, (gâr'gar-izm) n. A liquid preparation

to gargle the throat

Gargle, (gar'gl) v. t. [Ger. gurgel.) To wash or

rinse, as the mouth or throat

Gargle, (gar'gl) ft. A liquid preparation for

washing the mouth and throat.

Gargoyle, (gar'goil) n. (F. gargouille.] A pro

jecting water-spout in ancient buildings, carve»!

grotesquely.

Garish« (garish) a. [A.-S. gar.] Gaudy: ahowy :

fine;—glaring; glittering;—extravagantly gay;

flighty.

Garishly, (gur'ieh-le) adv. Gaudily ; showily.

Garishness, (gaVish-nes) n. Finery ; gaudiness :

ostentation in dress or manner.

Garland, (garland) n. [F. guirlande..] A wreath

or chaplet made of branches, flowers, feathers,

&c. ; a coronal ;—a collectiou of little printed

pieces ; an anthology. [a garland.

Garland, (gur'land) r. f. To crown or dock with

Garlic, (garlik) п. [A.-& gthledc. ] A plant of

the genus Allium, having a bulbous root, a very

etrong smell, and an acrid, pungent taste.

Garment, (gar'ment) n. [F. garnir.] Any article

of clothing, as a coat, a gown, &c ;—pi. Clothing

in general ; dress.

Garner, (gàr'nçr) п. [F. grenier.) A granary; a

building or place where grain is stored.

Gamer, (gâr'uçr) r. t. То etore iu a granary.

Garnet, (gar'net) и. [F. grenat.) A mineral of

a deep -retí colour, occurring in symmetrical

twelve-sided crystals ;—a tackle fixed to the

main-stay, and used to hoist the cargo.

Garnish, (gàrriish) r. t. [F. garnir.) To adorn ;

to embellish ; — to ornament, as a dish with

something laid about it.

Garnish, (gar'nish) n. Decoration ; ornament .-—

something set round a dish as an embellishment

Garniture, (gâr'nc-tiiï)«. That which garnishee;

embellishmont ;—furniture ;—dress.

Garret, (gäret) n. [Sp. garita.) That part of a

house wldch is on the upper floor, immediately

under the roof ; an attic.
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Garreteer, (sw'et-eT) n. An inhabitant of a

juret , a poor author; a literary hack.

Garrison, (gir'e-sn) n. [F. gomison.] A bedy

of troops in i fort or fortified town; to defend it

against in corny, or to keep the inhabitants in

(abjection ;—i ftrong place in which troops are

quartered ;—the itato of being placed iu a fort

writs defeat

fanaoa, feire-sn) r. <. To place troops in, as

in % frrtn* for its defence ;—to secure or defend

irj fortrwei manned with troops.

I>{jir-r'0».. [Sp.] A Spanish mode of

Swfcf rtrangnlation, with an iron collar

affiaJ to a port and tightened by a screw until

**kra«a» extinct.

famte. (^r-rdO r. (. To strangle with the

gr«e; hence, to seize by the throat from

tetand with a view to choke and rob.

wroter. (gir-rofgr) /*. One wko seizes a person

if the throat from behind with a view to choke

sad rub him.

°wality, (gar-oTe-te) u. Quality of being gar-

nkua; talkativeness; loquacity.

waaka, (gar'u-lus) a. [L. guTTulv*.] Talka

tive; knuacioua ; chattering.

wreiffoiiy, (gar's -lus-le) «de. In a garrulous

^jalkatiTB manner.

water, (zar'ter) a. [F. jarrttitre.] A string or

wad used to tie a stocking to the leg;—the

^ffs of the highest order of knighthood in

'■reat Britain, instituted by Edward 111. ;—the

wow itself ;—the herald attached to the order

-Garter king-at-arms.

twter, (garter) r. t. To bind with a garter;—

lo inrest with the order of the Garter.

wra, (garth) a. [W. gardd.] A yard; a

■ft; a garden ;—a dam or wear for catching

ash.

&a. (cu) n. [F. gaz; perhaps from Ger. grist,

■jjjnt] Anyaeriform elastic fluid;—carhuretted

=?drogen, commonly obtained from coal, and

B«dI for illuminating purposes.

2*«r, (gas'a-ler) n, A chandelier to burn gas.

***•■* (gaston) a. A native of Gascony, in

J*3*** '• » boaster :—also Gajconader.

1 "J*5**«i (gas'kon-ad) n. [F,] A boast or

^•ning : a vaunt ; a bravado.

Guewade, (gas'kon-ad) v. i. To boast ; to brag ;

to »aunt ; to bluster.

"■••■is, (g£'ze-us) a. In the form of gas or an

•wifonn fluid ;~lackiug substance or solidity;

tenuous.

Gf-itter, (gas'fit-tr) n. One who puts up and

•JWU pipes, brackets, Ac., for gas-lights.

«*, (ewh) r. t. [F. AncAe. j To make a gash or

tat, .Jeep incision in, particularly in flesh.

«»i (gash) n. [From the verb.] A deep and

^**eat, particularly in flesh.

"■fcttMo, (gas-if-e-ka'shun) n. The act or

i™«st of converting into gas.

***">. (gatfe-fi) *.(. [Eng. pa* and L.facere.]

io convert into gas, as by the application of

J**t, ot by chemicalprocesses.

«wt, (grwTcet) n. [F. garcette.) A flat, plaited

wd, wed to furl the sail, or tie it to the yard

*hen farled.

J^cn*. (gisTtins) n. pi. Wide, open hose,

"•■aster, (gss/met-^r) n. An instrument for

'■assuring the quantity of gas consumed at a

Jwtieular pUee.

^•nwter, (gas-om'et-er) n. A reservoir for coal

*m ;—chemical instrument for holding, testing,

<* auxing

Gasp, (gasp) v.i. [Sw. gcupa, Dan. gispt, to

Scape, yawn.] To open the mouth In panting

or breath ;— to respire convulsively;—to pant

with eagerness ;—to long for ;—v. t. To emit

breath with open mouth and spasmodic action

of the lungs.

Gasp, (gasp) n. A laboured respiration ; a pain

ful catching of the breath, especially in the

agonies of death.

Gasping, (gasp'ing) n. Catching breath by opening

the mouth wide ;—a passionate wish or desire.

Gastric, (gas'trik) a. [G. gtuter.] Belonging to

the stomach. [mation of the stomach.

Gastritis, (gas-tri'tis) n. [G. gaster.] Inflam-

Gastrology, (gas-trol'6-je) n. [G. grutir and logos.]

A treatise on the stomach.

Gastronomer, (gas-tron o-mer) n. [O. gmlir and

■howok.] One who is fond of good living; an

epicure ; a glutton.

Gastronomy, (gas-tron'o-nie) ji. The art or science

of good eating ; epicurism.

Gate, (gat) «. [A. -8. gcut.] A passage-way iu

the wall of a city, a grand edifice, and the like ;

also, the frame of timber, die, which closes the

passage ;—a frame stopping the passage of water

through a dam or lock.

Gate-house, (git/hous) n. A structure forming

an entrance to a park, public building, or man

sion ; a lodge.

Gate-way, (giit'wa) n. A passage through a fence

or wall ; a gate ; also a frame, arch, or the

like, in which a gate is hung.

Gather, (gaTH'er) v. t. [A.-S. gaderian.] To

bring together ; to assemble ; to congregate ;—to

harvest ; to cull ; to pick ;—to gain ; to acquire ;

—to unite in one body or interest ; to consoli

date ; to draw together, as a piece of cloth, by

a thread ; to pucker ; to plait;—to derive, as an

inference; to infer; to conclude;—v. i. To come

together; to collect;—to increase;—to come to

a head, as a sore ;—to draw an inference.

Gather, (gaTH'er) n. A plait or fold in cloth ;

a pucker. [collects.

Gatherer, (gaTH'er-er) n. One who gathers or

Gathering;, ( gam ' er - ing ) n. Tliat which is

gathered or brought together; — a crowd; an

assembly;—a tumour suppurated or maturated ;

' an abscess. [worthless finery; a trinket.

Gaud, (gawd) n. [L. gaudium.] A piece of

Gaudily, (gawd'e-le) adv. In a gaudy manner ;

ostentatiously. [showiness; finery.

Gaudineas, (gawd'e-nes) n. Quality of being gaudy;

Gaudy, (gawd'e) «. Ostentatiously fine ; showy ;

—gay; merry; festal.

Gauge, (giij) v. t. [F. javger.] To measure or to

ascertain the contents of, as of a pipe, puncheon,

hogshead, or the like;—to measure the capacity

or ability of; to estimate ; to ascertain by tost

or trial.

Gauge, (g.lj) n. An instrument to determine

dimensions or capacity ; a standard of any kind;

—estimate ;—the depth to which a vessel sinks

in the water:—the distance between the rails of

a railway ;—the calibre of a gun ; the sizu of

metallic wire or rods.

Gauger, (gij'rr) n. One who gauges or measures

the contents of casks, barrels, die;—an excise

officer who measures the quantity and tests the

quality of casks of excisable liquor.

Gauging, (glj'ing) n. The art of measuring the

contents or capacities of vessels.

Gaul, (gawl) n. A native or inhabitant of Gaul

orof ancient France.
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Gaunt, (gant)a. [A.-S. geieaned.] Lean; meagre;

pinched and grim.

Gauntlet, (gantlet) n. [F. pant.] A large glove

with plates of metal on the

back, worn as part of the de

fensive armour in ancicut

times ;—a long glove cover

ing the wrist.

Gauze, (gawz) n. [F. gaze,]

A very thin, alight, trans

parent stuff of silk or linen.

Gauzy, (gawz'e) a. Portaining to or resembling

gauze ; thin as gauzo.

Gavot, (ga-vof) n. [P. gavotte, It garotta.] A

lively dance performed after the minuet.

Gawk, (gawk) n. [A.-S. geiic.) A cuckoo ;—a

simpleton; a booby ;—Scot., gowk.

Gawky, (gawk'e) a. Foolish and awkward;

clumsy ; clownish.

Gay, (ga) a. [F. gat.) Airy ; merry ; cheerful ;

—showy ; bright ; gaudy ;—addicted to sensual

pleasure ; loose ; dissipated.

Gayety, (ga'e-te) h. Cheerfulness; mirth;

merriment : acts or entertainments prompted

by or inspiring merry delight—often plural.

G*yly"i (gsV'Vj adv. With mirth and frolic;

merrily ;—splendidly ; showily.

Gaze, (gaz) r. i. [Go. geisan.] To fix the eyes in

a steady and earnest look ; to gape ; to stare ;—

v. t. To behold with earnest attention ; to view

steadfastly.

Gaze, (gaz) n. A fixed look ; a look of eagerness,

wonder, or admiration ;—the object gazed on.

Gazelle, (ga-zel') >l [F.] A small, swift, ele

gantly formed species of

antelope, celebrated for

the lustre and soft ex

pression of its eyes.

Gazer, (gaz'er) n. One who

gazes or looks steadfastly.

Gazette, (ga-zet') n. (F.]

A newspaper ; especially

an official newspaper or

journal.

Gazette, (ga-zotf) v. t. To

insert or publish in a

gazette ; to announce

officially. Gazelle-

Gazetteer, (gaz'et-tc'r) n. A writer of news, or

an officer appointed to publish news by author

ity ;—the title of a newspaper ; a gazette ;—a

geographical dictionary ; a book of topography ;

—a descriptive work in alphabetical form on

subjects of general or useful knowledge.

Gazing-itoek, (gaz'ing-stok) n. A person gazed

at with curiosity—usually as an object of loath

ing or contempt

Gean, (gen) n. [F. guignt.] The wild cherry.

Gear, (g6r) n. [A.-S. geara.) Apparatus ; fur

niture ; dress ; ornaments ;—harness for horses

or oxen; draught traces or tackle; — riches;

possessions;—a toothed wheel, or toothed wheels

collectively.

Gear, (gfir) v. t. To dress ; to harness.

Gearing. (geYing) n. Harness ; a train of toothed

wheels for transmitting and varying motion in

machinery.

Geat,(jet) n. [D. gat.] The hole through which

metal runs into a mould in casting.

Geek, (irek) v.i. To jest at; to flout ; to sneer at.

Gee, (je) v.i. [A.-S. gegan.] To turn to the

off-side or from the driver—said of cattlo or a

Warn—used in the imperative.
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Gehenna, (gS-hen'na) ft, [G. Qeenna.] Theralley

of Hinnom, near Jerusalem, a receptacle for oil

the refuse of the city, perpetual fires being kept

up in order to prevent pestilential effluvia ;—

in the New Testament, hell.

Gelatinate, (je-lat'iu-at) v. t. To convert into

gelatine or into a substance resembling jelly ;—

r. i. To be converted into gelatine : — also

Gelatinize.

Gelatination, (je-lat-in-a'shun) n. Act or process

of converting or being turned into gelatine.

Gelatine, (jel'a-tin) n. [F. gilaline.] An animal

substance or organic tissue, soluble in hot water,

and congealing into a tremulous jelly.

Gelatinous, ( jel-at'in-us) a. Of the nature and

consistence of gelatine ; resembling jelly ; m-

cous :—also Gelatine.

Geld, (geld) c. t. [Ger. gelUu.] To castrate: to

emasculate ;—to deprive of any thing essential ;

—to expurgate.

Gelding, (gelding) n. Act of castrating ; — a

castrated animal ; especially, a horse.

Gelid, (jel'id) o. [L. gelidus, from gdv, frost,

cold.] Cold as ioe ; very cold.

Gem, (jem) n. [L. gemma.] A bud;—a precioca

stone of any kind ; a jewel.

Gem, (Jem) r. t. To adorn with gems or precious

stones ;—to embellish ; to stud ;—v. i. To bud ;

to germinate.

Geminate, (jem'in-at) a. Doubled ; formed or

existing in pain :—also Geminous.

Gemini, (jem'o-ni) n. pi. [L., pi of gemiatt*.]

A constellation of the

zodiac, containing the

t wo bright stars, Castor

and iWux;—the third

Hgn of the zodiac,

which tlio sun enters

about the 25th of May.

Gemmate, (jcm'milt) a.

(L. gemma.] Having

buds ; reproducing by

bade.

Gemmation, (jem-mi'shun) n. Budding;—the

arrangement of buds on the stalk ;—the period

of the expansion of buds.

Gemmeous, (jem'e-us) o. [L. gemmeus.) Per

taining to or resembling gems.

Gemmy, (jem'e) a. Full of gems: bright;—

sparkling like a gem ; neat ; smart ; spruce.

Gendarme, (zhang-darra') n. [F. orns rf*arw«,

men at arms.] An armed policeman in France.

Gender, (jen'dcr) ». [F. genre.) Sex, male or

female ;—in grammar, a difference in words to

express distinction of sex ;—kind ; sort

Gender, (jen'der) v. t. To beget; to engender;—

v. i. To copulate.

Genealogical, ( jeu-e-a-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining or

exhibiting the descent of a person or family

from an ancestor.

Genealogist, (jeu-c-al'd-Jist) n. One who traces

the descent of porsutis or families.

Genealogy, (jen-e-al'6-je) n. [G. genea and logo* ]

An account or history of the descent of a person

or family from an ancestor; a pedigree:—hneage.

Genera, (jeu'er-a) n., pi. of genus.

Generable, ( jen'er-a-bl) a. [L. penerabilU, peme-

rare.] Capable of being generated or produced.

General, (jeu'cr-al) a. [F. from L. orates.) Re

lating to a genus or kind ; pertaining to a wbcle

class or ordor ;—comprehending many specie*

or individuals ;—lax in signification ; not j r ■ -

or particular; abstract; not specific; universal,---
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public ; vulgar ; — widely spread ;

extensive ; prevalent ; usual.

General, (jen'çr-al) n. The whole ; the total ;—

the main or chief part;—the public; the vulgar;

—the chief or head of a body or community ;—

the commander of au army;—a military officer

commanding a brigade or division of an army.

Generalissimo, (jen-cr-al-is'o-mÖ) n, [It.] The

thief commander of au array or military force.

Geaexality, (jeu-çr-al'e-te) n. The state of being

¿meral; a general or vague statement or phrase;

—the main body ; the bulk ; the greatest part.

Generalization, (jen-çr-al-e-zu'shun) n. Act of

triugiiig individuals or particulars under genera

or classes.

Generalize, (jen'çr-al-ïz) v. t. To bring under a

senus or genera ;—to make universal in applica

tion, as a formula or rulo ;—to derive, as a

genus, or as a general conception, or principle ;

—r. i. To take general or comprehensive views.

Generally, (jen'çr-al-le) adv. In general ; com

monly; extensively, though not universally ;—

in the main ; without detail ; upon the whole.

Generalship, (jen'er-al-ship) п. Office of a gene

ral;—skill and conduct of a general officer.

Générant, (jen'çr-aiit) ». [Ь. peneruns.] That

which generates ; productive principle or force.

Generate, (jen'çr-Ut) v.t. [U generare.] To

■ beget ; to procreate ;—to propagate ;—to origin-

' ite by chemical process ; to produce ; to cause.

Generation, (jen-çr-ashuii) ». Act of begetting;

procreation;—production; formation;—progeny;

I oaspring ;—race ; breed ; kind ; stock ;—jjeriod

pf generation ; the whole number of human

beings living within a certain timo ; an age,

usually calculated at 33 years ; each successive

period and race of men ;—family; genealogy.

Generative, (jen'er-iU-iv) a. Having the power

of generating от producing ; prolific.

: Generator, (jcn'g--at-çr) u. One who or that

which generates;—a vessel in which steam is

Sïtierated ; — tht principal musical sound or

sounds by which ethers are produced.

Generic, (j5-nçr'ik)<r. Pertainiug to a genus or

i tind ;—very comprehensive—opposed to specific.

Gtaerically, (je-nçrik-al-le) adv. With regard

to a genus or an ex «naive class.

Generosity, (jen-çr-<8'e-te) n. [L. generositas.]

Magnanimity ; nobbnass of heart and feeling ;

—liberality ш givinj; muuificence ; bouutifuJ-

BBK

Generous, (Jen'cr-us) к [L. депегояил.] ХоЫе ;

i honourable ;— magnaiinious ; high-spirited;—

liberal ; bountiful ;—nil of spirit, as wine ;—

abundant, as hospitally ;—sprightly, as a steed.

I Generously, (jen'çr-u-'-lo) adv. Honourably;

nobly ; freely ; liberal? ; handsomely.

Genesis, (jen'e-sis) a. [\.] Act of giving birth

fr origin ; production formation; — the firtt

book of the Old Testamnt.

Genet, (jen'et) n. [Sp.1 A small-sized, well-

proportioned, Spanish torse. [F. peuttte.] A

carnivorous animal, aLed to the civet, of a

gray colour.

Genetic or Genética!, (jenot'ik) a. Pertaining to

the creation or mode of poduction of any thing.

Geneva, (jê-në'va) п. [l ptnièrrc] A spirit

distilled from grain and iivoured with jumper-

berries.

Genial, (jtYne-al) a. [I*, gtiali*.] Contributing

to or concerned in propngtiou or production ;—

<ympathetically cheerful ad cheering;—festive;

enlivening; cordiaL

Geniality, (jë-ne-al'e-te) я. Quality of being

genial; gayety; sympathetic cheerfulness.

Genially, (jë'ne-al-le) adv. By genius or nature ;

naturally ; cheerfully.

Geniculation, (je-nik-u-hVshun) и. State of

being bent abruptly at an angle ; knottiuess.

Genii, (je'utM) 11. One of a fabulous class of

beings, created of fire, and capable of assuming

any form, or of becoming invisible at pleasure.

Genital, (jen'it-al) a. [L. ytnitalt*, from gigncre,

to beget. J Pertaining to generation.

Genitals, (jen'it-alz) u. ¡>l. [h, genitalia, sc.

numbт.} Tlie sexual organs.

Genitive, (jen'e-tiv) n. [L. genitivus.] A case

in the declension of nouns expressing such rela

tions as aro expressed in English by of or

belonging to; possessive case.

Genitive, (jen'e-tiv) «. Pertaining to or indicat

ing source, origin, possesion, and the like.

Genitor, (jeuit-gr) п. One who procreates ; a

sire ; a father.

Genius, (jê'no-us) «. fL., from pignere.] A

tutelary deity supposed by the ancients to

preside over a man's life and fortune ;—the

animating spirit of a people or generation ;—

peculiar structure of mind ; individual talent or

faculty ; disposition ; inclination or aptitude for

any kind of intellectual labour ;—a si>ccial gift

or strength of mind ; uncommon intellectual

powers; gift of imagination; power of invention ;

intuitive perception ;—a man endowed with the

highest mental gifts ; a thinker or writer of tho

highest order ; — prevailing character ; spirit ;

tendency.

Gent, (jent) ». Abbreviation for gentleman.

Genteel, (jen-teT) a- [F. & Sp. gentil.] Possess

ing or exhibiting the qualities belonging to high

birth and breeding ; well-bred ;—elegant ; grace

ful ;—polite ; refined ; polished.

Genteelly, (jcn-têTle) adv. In a genteel manner.

Gentcelness, (jen-teTnea) n, Quality of being

genteel ; elegance ; politeness.

Gentian, (jen'she-an) n. [F. gentiane.} A genus

of plants of several species. The root is used as

a tonic, stomachic, anti-optic, and febrifuge.

Gentile, (jen'tîl) >i. [L. gentiti«,]' One of a

gentile or non-Jewish nation ; a worshipper of

false gods ; a heathen ; a pagan.

Gentile, (jen'tîl) a. Belonging to the nations at

large as distinguished from the Jem; of pagan

or heathen people ;—denoting a race or country.

Gentilism, (jen'til-izm) ». Heathenism.

Gentility, (jen-til'e-te) л. [L. gent Hitas.] Polite

ness of manner ; graceful and easy mien or

behaviour ; state or quality of being genteel.

Gentle, (jen'tl) ft. [L. gent His.) Well-born; of

good family ; — soft and refined in manners;

bland ; mild ; — quiet and docile ; — soothing ;

treating with mildness.

Gentlefolk, (jen'tl-fök) n. pi. [Gentle and folk.)

Persons of good breeding and family.

Gentleman, (jen'tl-man) n, A man w-ho is well

born ; one of gentle or refined manners ;—one

who bears arms but has no title ;—the attendant

of a man of rank.

Gentlemanly, (jen'tl-man-le) a. Pertaining to

or becoming a gentleman; polite; complaisant.

Gentlemanliness, ( jen'tl-man-le-nes) v. The act

of being gentlemanly ; well-bred behaviour.

Gentleness, (jen'tl-nes) н. StAte of being well

born or well-bred ; — gentility ; sweetness of

disposition ; mildness ; tenderness ¡—considerate

treatment.
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Gentlewoman, (jen'tl-woom-an) n. A woman of

good family or of good breeding ;—a woman

who waits about the person of one of high rank.

Gently, (jen'tle) adv. Meekly; mildly; tenderly;

—softly; slowly;—without roughness or violence.

Gentry, (jen'tre) n. [For gentlery.] People of

birth and good breeding ; the class of people

between the nobility ami the vulgar.

Genuflection, (je-nu-flek'sliun) n. [L. genu and

Jfectere.] Act of bending the knee, particularly

in worship.

Genuine, ( jeii'ii-in) o. [L. aenninv.*.} Belonging

to the original stock; native; natural; real ;

true; unadulterated :—authentic ; pure.

Genuinely, (jen'u-in-le) adr. In a genuine man

ner ; naturally ; sincerely.

Genuineness, (jen'u-in-nes) n. State or quality

of being genuine ; purity: reality; sincerity.

Genus, (jCnus) n. [L.,G. (tenon.] A race; a

class ; a kind ;—in logic, a class embracing

several particulars ; a universal predicable of

different subjects or qualities ; — in natural

science, an assemblage of species possessing

certain characters in common: a tribe of animal,

mineral, or vegetable bodies, larger than a

species, but subordinate to an order or family ;

- -in mafic, the general name for any Bcale.

Geocentric, (je-6-sent'rik) o. [O. ge, earth, and

1-entron, centre.] Having reference to the earth

as centre ; seen from the earth, in contradistinc

tion to heliocentric, as seen from the sun.

Geode, (je'od) n. [G. pi and eidoa.} A rounded

ihkIuIo of atone, containing a Bmall cavity,

usually lined with crystals.

Geodesy, (je-od'e-se) )i. [G. g>? and doirin.]

Mathematical survey and measurement of the

earth's surface.

Gcognostic, (je-og-nos'tik) a. Pertaining to a

knowledge of the structure of the earth ; geo

logical.

Geognosy, (je-og'no-se) ». [O. g? o.m\ gign6*krin.]

Science or study of the structure of the earth.

Geogony, (jC-og'd-ne) n. [G. ge and {tone.] The

doctrine of the formation of the earth.

Geographer, (je-og'ra-fe.r) n. One who is versed

in geography. [geography.

Geographical, (je-o-grafik-al) a. Pertaining to

Geographically, (jO-6-grafik-al-lc) ath: In a

geographical manner.

Geography, 0^-og'ra-fe) n. (0. ge and graph?.]

A general description of the earth, its physical

divisions into seas, rivers, mountains, plains,

A*- .and the minerals, plants, and animals in

each ; its political divisions into countries,

kingdoms, states, cities, &c. ;—a work or lxx>k

containing such, pogy.

Geological, (je-6-loj'ik-al)f. Pertaining to geo-

Oeologist, (jO-ol'o-jist) n. One versed in geology.

Geologize, (jB-ol'o-jiz) r. i. To study geology ; to

make geological investigations.

Geology, (je-ol'o-je) n. [G. ge and logo*.] The

science which treats of the structure and mineral

constitution of the globe, the different strata of

which it is composed, the changes that have

taken place in its organic and inorganic matter,

the causes that have produced these, the effect

they havo had in altering its outward configura

tion, the duration of each geological era or

epoch, and the antiquity of the globe.

Geomaney, (je'd-mau-se) u. [G. ge and man tela.]

A kind of divination by means of figures or lines.

Geometrical, (je-6-metrik-al) o. Pertaining to,

or determined by geometry.

I Geometrically, (je-6-met'rik-al-le) adr. Accord-

j ing to the rules or laws of geometry.

Geometrician, (je-om-e-trish'e-an) n. One skilled

in geometry ; a geometer.

Geometry, (jC-om'e-tre) ». [G. gf and wrtrria.]

The science of extension, magnitude, or quantity ;

—that branch of mathematics wh icb investigat e*

the relations, properties, and measurement of

solids, surfaces, lines, and angles.

Geoponical, (je'-d-pon'ik-al) a. [G. g€ and pono*.]

Pertaining to agriculture.

Geoponics, (jfi-o-pon'iks) rusinp. (G. ta gt6po*-

il-a.] The art or science of cultivating the earth.

Georama, (je-o-ra'ma) n. [G. gi and orauw.) An

invention for exhibiting, on a hollow sphere, a

general view of the earth's surface.

Georgian, (jorj'e-an) o. Pertaining to the reigns

of the four Georges in Great Britain.

Georgic, (j°rj'ik) n. [G. ge and ergon.} A rural

poem ; a poetical composition on husbandry.

Gerah, (ge'ra) jj. [Fl. geratt.] A small coin

among the ancient Jews—nearly three halfpence

Geranium, (je-ra'ne-um) n. [L.] A genus of

plants having a beak-like torus or receptacle.

Most of the species have showy dowers and a

pungent odour—popularly called crane'.* bid.

Germ, (jerm) n. [L. germen.] That which is 1o

develop an embryo ; an ovary ; a bud ;—that

from which any thing sprii^s : origin ; first

principle. [relited ; near of kin.

German, (jrr'man) a. [L. germanu*.] Closely

German, (jfr'man) a. Belonjing to Germany.

German, (jrr'man) n. [I* G<rmanw*.] A native

or inhabitant of Germany;—tho German lan

guage.

Germane, (jer-man')0,. [It.fFrmatwM.] literally,

near akin; closely allied; appropriate; relevant

Germanic, G?1*'111*11'^) a. Pertaining to Ger

many. [Cterman language,

Germanism, (joyman-izm) «. An idiom of the

German-silver, (jer'maii-sil-vej) n. An alloy irf

copj>er, zinc, and nickel.

Germinal, (jerm'in-al) et. L. gcrnutt.} Ter-

taining to a germ or secd-btrl.

Gcrminant, (jenn'in -ant)«. [I*, penranam.}

Sprouting ; sending forth gjrms or bud*.

Germinate, fjerm'in-at) r. i. [L. gemtiHare.) To

sprout ; to bud ; to shoot.

Germination, (JCrm-l|l*a'Bntfl) n- Act of sprout

ing:—the time in which weds vegetate.

Gerund, (jrYund) «. [L. petre] A kind of verbal

neuter noun, governing ases like a participle.

Gestation, (jes-tfl'shun) ■ • [L. pestatio.] The

act of carrying young in he womb ; pregnancy;

—exercise in which one i borne or carried about

Gestatory, (jes'ta-tor-e) a Capable of being car

ried or worn ;—pcrtainig to pregnancy.

Gestic, (jes'tik) a. [L. pestua.] Pertaining to

feats of arms ;—relatin/to bodily motion.

Gesticulate, (jes-tik'u-l3) r. i, [L. getticKti-*.]

To make gestures or jotions, as in sjtcaking;

to posture ;—r. t. To epresent by gesture.

Gesticulation, (jes-tik-'la'shun) ». Act of ges

ticulating ;—a gesture—antic tricks or mot***.

Gcsticulator, (jos-tik' - hit - er) u. One who

gesticulates.

Gesticulatory, (jes-tiW-hVtor-e) a. Represent

ing by or belonging t gestures.

Gesture, (jes'tur) ». L. perert ] A motion of

the body or limbs cpressive of sentiment ■*•

jiaiwion ;—carriage ; raceful movement of the

body.

Get, (get) v.t. [A.-l ptttm.] To procure ; to
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obtain possession of; to acquire ; to win, by

almost any means ;—to have; to possess;—to

beget ; to procreate ;—to learn ; to commit to

memory;—to prevail on; to induce;—to betake;

to remove ; to go—in a reflexive use ;—v. ». To

arrive at any place, state, or posture ; to со ; to

repair ;—to put one's self in any condition or

relation . [or procreates.

Getter, (get'er) п. One who obtains, acquires,

Gi-tting. (gating) ». Act of one who gets; obtain

ing ; acquiring ; acquisition ;—thing got ; gain.

Gcwgm.w, (gu'gaw) n. [Ü. Eng. gv.gawt, F. joujou.]

A fchowy trifle ; a toy ; a bauble.

Geyser, Cgï'zer) n. [Ice!, géym.] A fountain in

Iceland, which spouts forth boiling water.

Ghastliness, ( gast ' le - nés ) ». State of Ixñng

ghastly; a death-like look.

Ghastly, (gastle)rt. [A. -8. gOsiltc.] Ghost-like;

death-like ;—horrible ; shocking.

Ghastly, (gastle) adv. In a ghastly manner.

Ghaut, (gawt) ». [Hind, phât.] A pass through

a mountain ;—a range of mountains in India.

Gherkin, (gerTdn) ». [Ger. gurkc] A small

species of cucumber used fur pickling.

Ghost, (söst) ». [A.-S. £7fîsi.] The spirit ; the

w»ul of man ;—the soul of a deceased person ;

an apparition. Holy Ghost, the Iloly Spirit;

the thinl person in the Trinity.

Ghostly, (gôstle) a. Relating to the soul ; spirit

ual ;—pertaining to apparitions.

Ghoul, (gööl) n, [Per. ghól.] An imaginary evil

being among Eastern nations, supposed to prey

apon human bodies.

Giant, (jî'ant) », [A.-S. gigant.] A man of

extraonUnary bulk and stature ;—a person of

extraordinary strength or j>owers, bodily or

intellectual.

Giantess, (jï'nnt-ек) jj. A female giant

Giant-killer, ( jï'ant-kil-çr) п. Destroyer of giants

—term in nursery literature.

Giants-cause-way, (jî'ants-kawz-wa) ti. A vast

collection of basaltic columns in the county of

Antrim, Ireland.

Giaour, (joor) n. [Turk, giaour, Per. parr.]

An infidel—a term applied by the Turks to dis

believers in the religion of Mahomet, and espe

cially to Christians.

Gib, (jib) и. A piece or slip, in a machine or

structare, to hold other parts together.

Gibber, (gib'çr) v. i. [Allied to jabber and gabble.]

To speak rapidly and inarticulately.

Gibberish, (gib'er-iah) зи [From gibber.) Rapid

and inarticulate talk ; unmeaning wonts.

Gibberish, (gib'çr-ish) «т. Unmeaning, as words.

Gibbet, (jib'et) n. [F. gibet.] A kind of gallows ;

an upright post with an arm projecting from

the top on which malefactors were hanged ;—

any transverso beam ;—the projecting beam of

a crane.

Gibbet, ( jiVet) v. f. To hang on a gallows, as an

infamous punishment ;—to expose to infamy.

Gibbon, (gir/bon) ». A kind of ape remarkable

for the length of its arms.

Gibbosity, (gib-os'e-te) 77. State of being gibbous ;

protuberance; convexity. («welling.

Gibbous, (gir/us) a. [L.] Protuberant; convex;

Gibe, (jib) v.i. [A.-S. gnbban.] To rail; to

utter taunting, sarcastic words ; to flout ; to

pneer ;—v. t. To deride ; to scoff at ; to taunt.

Gibe, (jib) я. An expression of censure mingled

with contempt ; a scoff; a sneer ; a taunt.

Giber, (jïb'çr) ». One who derides or makes cut

ting, sarcastic, or sneering reflections ; a scoffer.

Gibingly, (jib'ing-le) adv. In a taunting or

sneering manner ; scornfully ; sarcastically.

Giblets, (jib'lets) n. pi. [F. giblet.) Those parts

of a fowl which are removed before cooking, as

the heart, liver, gizzard, «fcc

Giddily, (gid'e-le) adv. In a giddy manner.

Giddiness, (gid'e-nes) ». A swimming in the

head ; vertigo ; a sensation of reeling or whirl

ing round ;—inconstancy ;—levity.

Giddy, (gid'e) а. [А.Я. ¿tdig.] Having in the

head a sensation of whirling or reeling about ;

light-headed ; dizzy ; — whirling;— inconstant ;

changeable .—thoughtless.

Giddy-headed, (gid'e-hed-ed) a. Heedless ; vola

tile; unsteady; thoughtless:—also giddy-brained.

Gier-eagle, (jëre-gl) ». [Ger. g<: ¡erad'ter.] A

binl of the eagle kind mentioned in Leviticus

xi. 18.

Gift, (gift) ». [A.-S. ¡rifan.] A present; any

thing given or bestowed ;—act of bestowing or

conferring ;—poweror right to give ;—a religious

offering; oblation;—a reward; a bribe;—faculty;

endowment ; power given to man by God.

Gift, (gift) v. t. To endow with some power or

faculty. [able ; capable.

Gifted, (gift'ed) a. Endowed by nature; tálente«! ;

Gig, (gig) îi. [F. gigue.] A top or whirligig ;—a

light carriage with one pair of wheels ;—a long,

light boat ;—a playful or wanton person ;—a

rotatory cylinder, with wire teeth, for teazling

woollen cloth ;—a dart or harpoon.

Gigantic, (ji-gant'ik) a. [L. pigo*,) Of extra

ordinary size ; huge ; enormous ; colossal.

Giggle, (gigl) ». A kind of laugh with short

catches of the voice or breath.

Giggle, (gigl) r. i. [D. gigchden.] To laugh

with short catches of the breath ; to titter.

Giggler, (giglçr) п. One who giggles or titters.

Giglot, (gig Mot) ». [A.-S. geagl.] A wanton

girl ; a romping, flirting girl.

Giglot, (giglot) a. Giddy; light; wanton.

Gild, (gild) r. t. [A.-S. gildan.] To overlay with

a thin covering of gold-leaf or dust; to cover

with a gold-like colour ;—to illuminate ;—to

give a fair and agreeable external appearance to.

Gilder, (gilder) ». Ono who gilds or overlays

with gold-leaf or dust ;—a Dutch coin of '20

stivers, equal to \я. Od, sterling:—also Guilder,

Gilding, (gilding) n. .Art or practice of over

laying with gold-leaf ;—a thin surface of gold

covering some other Biibstancc.

Gill, (gil) я. [A. -8. gedgt.] A ciliated organ of

respiration in Ashes and other water animals ;—

the flap below the beak of a bird.

Gill, (jil) ». [L. pillo,] Д measure of capacity

containing the fourth part of a pint.

Gill, (jil) n. The ground-ivy ; — malt liquor

medicated with ground-ivy.

GUlie, (gil'le) n. A running footman ; a menial

attending in sporting or doer-stalking.

Gilly-flower, (jil'e-fiow-tr) n. [F. pirofêt.) A

native flowering plant blooming in July.

Gilt, (gilt) n. Gold laid on the surface of a

tiling; gilding.

Gimbal, (gim'bal) v. [L.

gemellus, double. ] Two

brass rings or hoops, mov

ing each perpendicularly

to i te plane about two

axes, which are at right

angles to each other—used

for suspending the sliip's

compass. GimbaL
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Gim-crack, (jimlcrak) n. [O. Eng. jim and cinck:]

A trivial mechanism ; a device ; a toy ; a pretty

thing.

Gimlet, (gimlet) v. [F. pttimbelct.] A email

instrument with a screw point for boring holes

in wood.

Gimmer, (gim'er) n. [Go. gumma,] A two-year-

old owe ;—movement ; machinery.

Gimp, (gimp) n, [F. ffuiper.] A kind of silk,

cotton twLst, or edging, used as trimming.

Gin, (jin) u. [Contracted from Geneva.] A dis

tilled spirit or alcoholic liquor, flavoured with

juniper homes.

Gin, (jin) n. [A contraction of engine,] A

machine or instrument for raising or moving

heavy weights, Arc, or diiving piles ;—a machine

for separating the seeds from cotton ;—a snare :

a trap.

Gin, (jin) v, t. To cloar of seeds by a machine.

Ginger, (jin'jer) n. [L. zingiber.} A plant found

in both the East and West Indies, the hot and

spicy root of which is extensively used in

cookery and in medicine.

Gingerbeer, (jin'jgr-ber) n. An effervescing

beverage made by fermenting ginger, cream of

tartar, and sugar, &c.

Gingerbread, (jin'jrr-bred) n. A kind of plain

sweet cake flavoured with ginger.

Gingerly, (jin'jer-le) adr. [Frov. Eng. ginger,]

Nicely; cautiously; fastidiously; daintily.

Gingerwine, (jin'jer-wln) «, Wine made from,

ginger by fermentation with other ingredients.

Gingham, (gingtiam) n, [F. gaingan.] A kind

of cotton cloth, tho yam of which is dyed

before it is woven.

Gipsyt (jip'se) «• [Corrupted from Egyptian.]

One of a nomadic tribe of Indian origin, coming

by way of Egypt into Europe in the fourteenth

century ; in this country they live by tinkering,

fortune-tolling, and stealing; — a reproachful

name for a person of dark complexion ;—playful

name for a woman, suggesting artifice or wile.

Gipiyism, (jip'se-izm) n. The arts and practices

of gipsies ; deception ; cheating ; flattery.

Giraffe, (zhe-raf, jo-rat") n. [A. zird/ah.] An

African quadruped ; tho canielopard.

Gird, (gcrd) ». (A -S. gi rd. ] The stroke of a rod ;

hence, a severe twitch or pang ;—a cut ; a sar

castic remark ; a gibe ;—in Scotland, a hoop.

Gird, (gcrd) r. f. [A.-S. g>rrd«>i, Ger. giirten.]

To encircle with any flexible band ; to make

fast by binding ;—to surround ; to inclose ;—r. .'.

To gibe ; to sneer.

Girder, (gcrd'er) n. One who girds;—the prin

cipal piece of timber or iron in a floor, girding

or binding the others together.

Girdle, (gerd'l) n. [A.-S. gf/rdcl.) That which

girds or encircles ; especially, a band which en

circles the body;—inclosure ;—a fillet round the

shaft of a column.

Girdle, (gcrd'1) v. t. To bind with a belt or sash ;

—to inclose ; to environ.

Girl, (gerl) n. [A.-S. ccorl.] A female child or

young woman. [being a girl.

Girlhood, (gerlTiood) v. The state or time of

Girlish, (gerl'iah) a. Like or befitting a girl ;—

pertaining to the youth of a woman.

Girlishneas, (gerl'isu-nes) n. The quality of being

girlish ; the character or maimers of a girl.

Girn, (gem) r.i. To grin ;—to guash the teeth ;

to frot.

Girt, (g?rt) v. t. To gird ; to surround.

Girt or Girth, (gert) n. [A.-S. gynl.} A band or

strap ; especially, one by which a saddle is

faeteDed upon the back of a horse ; — the

measure round the waist ; tho circuuifercnce of

any tiling.

Gut, (jist) ». [F. gitte.] The main point of a

question ; the point on which an actiou rests;

the pith.

Give, (giv) v. f. [A.-S. gifan.] To bestow; to

impart ;—to transmit ; to deliver;—to utter;—

to communicate ;—to pay the value of ;— to

lend, as attention :—to yield to: to expose;—

to allow ; to permit ;—to afford ; to supply ;—to

pronounce ;—to produce or show, as a result ;—

to emit ; to send forth ;—to apply ; to devote;

—to pledge, as one's word; to offer, as one's

hand ;—to allow or admit ;—r. i. To yield u>

pressure ;—to move : to recede—used iu many

of tho senses of the transitive verb with a pro

position following.

Giver, (giv'er) «. One who gives ; a donor.

Giving, (giv'ing) n. Act of bestowing ; contribu

tion ;—false assertion or allegation ; pretence.

Gizzard, (gij/crd) n. [F. geaier.] Au enlaced

part of the alimentary canal in birds.

Glabrous, (gla'brus) «. [L. glabtr.] Smooth -,

having a surface without luurs or any uueven-

ness.

Glacial, (gla'shc-al) a. [L. glades.] Fertainins

to ice or its action ; pertaining to glaciers.

Glacier, (gla'shc-er) if. [F. from L. glacici.] An

immense mass of ice formed in the region «

perpetual snow, and moving down mountain

slopes or valleys.

Glacis, (gla'sis) h. fF., Ger. nfcUM An ea$y,

insensible slope ; '..■<i>tciatl}f, a sloping ban*

serving as a parapet to the covered way.

Glad, (glad) a. [A. -S. ] Happy ;—well contented ;

joyous ; pleased ;—wearing a bright appearand

cheerful ;—pleasing ; exhilarating ;—animated ;

rndiant ; joyful.

Glad, (glad) v. 1. To make glad ; to affect with

pleasure ; to cheer ; to gladden.

Gladden, (glad'n) r. t. [A.-S. gladian.] Tomakf

glad ; to cheer; to please ; to exhilarate ;—■-»-

To be or become glad ; to rejoice

Glade, (glad) n. [W. goleu, clear.] An open

passage through a wood ; a cleared space in »

forest. [sword-player ; a prize-fighus.

Gladiator, (glad'e-at-cr) n. [L. gtadivt.] A

Gladly, (glad'le) atfr. With pleasure ; joyfully.

Gladness, (t'lad'nes) 11. State or quality of bewf

glad ; joy ; cheerfulness.

Gladsome, (glad'sum) a. Pleased ; joyful : cheer

ful;-—causing pleasure or cheerfulness; pK'Axw?

Gladsomeness, (glad'sum -nes) n. The state »■*

being gladsome ; pleasure of mind.

Glair, (glar) n, [A.-S. glare.] The white of an

egg;—any similar viscous, transparent substan*

Glair, (glar) r. t. To smear with tlie white of »*

egg ; to varnish.

Glairy, (glar'e) a. Like glair.

Glance, (glans) «. [Oer. gttn.:.] A midden th#*

of light or splendour ;—a sudden look ; aqw*

turn of the eye ;—momentary view ; a glimp*

Glance, (glans) v. i. To shoot or dart a ray «

light or splendour ;—to fly off iu an obbqn*

direction;—to snatch a momentary or hi**-?

view ;—to make an incidental or pa&sins na

tion ; to allude ;—to twinkle ;—r. t. To ahovt

or dart suddenly or obliquely.

Glanoingly, (glansing-le) acfr. By glancing ;-

obliquely ;—transiently-.

Gland, (gland) n. [L. giant, acorn.] A cell cr
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<xlkction o! cells, taring the power of secreting

wme peculiar substance from the blood or

i tnirail fluids,

GUnioi. l$lan'derz) n. [Prom gland.) A con-

t»g»Qi disease of the mucous membrane in the

wetrili of hones,

finds!*, (glaiid'u-ler) a. Containing or sup-

perojiggbudi; consisting of glands,

i wiaAUanoa, (gland-u-hVrfiun) n. The situation

*ad rtrttrtnre of the secretory vessels in plants.

wfMfli, (gfand'oi) «. ry. giandult.] A small

Jf^ waiting vessel.

Ww.fcttr)a. [Dan. ptor.J A bright dazzling

*£*<'--■ une, piercing look.

"JffcfrJr.i. To shine with a bright, dazzling

op* .-to look with flerce, piercing eyes ;—to be

•xtetxauomly Bplendid ;—r. t. To shoot out or

«m, 4* a dazzlmg light.

Ehtti=«- feUrln-) «. clear ; brilliant ; notori

al : open aad bold ; barefaced.

I WlliW.(glar'ing-le)(idr. In a glaring manner;

opmjj : clearly ; notoriously.

™, (eUs) b. [A. -a. o/(M.] A hard, brittle,

^nsjareat rabstance formed by fusing sand

*oo fixed alkalies ;—a lcoking-glaas ; a mirror ;

-a glut filled with running sand for measuring

us*; bence, measure of time ; destined period

« life ;—a drinking glass ; a tumbler ; wine

-J* -the quantity contained therein; draught;

-tdewope ; »ny gfaaa ; opera glass, ic ;—baro-

crter;_p(. Spectacles.

«JJ (gi«) r. f. To see, as in a glass ;—to re

ject, u in a mirror ;—to glaze.

Gaa-biewer, fglas bld-?r) it. One whose business

a v, b)vjw Md fashion glass.

C'iivblowiag, (glas'blo-ing) n. Act or process

xskiig ghaa Teasels by inflation.

'«!. teWfool) n. The contents of a glass.

™»*nuee, (glaa'fur-nas) n. A furnace in

*tiien the materials of glass are melted.

J-*«*-smise, (glas dou») n. A house where glass

* sade ; a manufactory of glass.

utotaeaa, (glas'e-nes) n. Quality of being glassy

^ssjonth.

Jtj-Tort, (glas'wurk) n. Manufacture of

tim'"~^' "*° place where glass is made.

■^*7. Cfhrfe) a. Made of glass; vitreous ;—

""jaUmg jrU^ in in proi>crtie*.

***nt. Ulaw-ses'ent) o. (G. gtaukoi, blue-

PV-j Hating something of a bluish -hoary

i panace

**•«», felawTcns) a. (h. glaucv*.] Of a sea-

f7** colour ;—covered with, a fine bloom, as

ipfcua.

^yvMar) n. fP- glaive.] A broadsword ;—a

^ed cutting weapon used by infantry in re-

™.{rl«) r (. [O. Eng. (7?a#f.] To furnish

■k* cum, as a window ;—to cover or overlay

1;tt> a thin surface, as earthenware ;—to make

"awth and glossy, as cloth.

•an, (riii) a. The vitreous coating of pottery

^ porcelain ; glazing.

""" (flaz'cr) n. A workman who glazes

.ice.

. (glazher) n. [From jhw* or glas*.] A

"«*in glass;—one who sets glass, especially,

•ladow gSass/

™JJJt» (glaz'tag) «. The act or art of setting

iadow giasg ; the art of crusting with a vitre-

,3» substance, or of polishing, smoothing, or

| String glossy;—tho glass-like substance with

*iuch any surface is incruated or overlaid.

<Ssri(ji

Gleam, (glem) «. [A.-S. gleam.] A shoot of

light ; a beam ; a ray ;—brightness ; splendour.

Gleam, (glem) v. i. To shoot or dart, as rajs of

light ;—to shine ; to cast light ;—to flash.

Gleaming, (glem'ing) n. A shoot or shooting of

light ; a sudden flash. [flashing.

Gleamy, (glem'e) a. Darting beams of light;

Glean, (glen) v. t. [F. gtaner, to glean, W. plan,

clean.] To gather after a reaper, as grain;—to

collect with patient and minute labour; to cull

the best or fairest portion of ;—r. ». To gather

stalks or ears of grain left by reapers.

Glean, (glen) n. A collection made by gathering

here and there.

Gleaner, (glen'er) «. One who gathers after

reapers ; one who collects, as parts or numbers.

Gleaning, (glen'ing) n. Collecting what is left by

reapers; gathering in small parcels; — that

which iB collected or gathered.

Glebe, (gleM n. [F. glebe.] Turf; soil; ground :

—the land belonging to a parish church or

ecclesiastical benefice.

Gleby, (gleb'e) a. Pertaining to the glebe.

Glede, (gled) «. [A.-S. glida.] The common

kite of Europe, a rapacious bird.

Glee, (glG) n. [A.-S. glto.] Joy ; merriment ;

mirth ;—a composition for three or mure voices;

a part song; a catch ; a round.

Gleeful, (gle'fuol) ri. Merry; gay; joyous.

Glen, (glen) «. [A.-S. glen.] A secluded and

narrow valley ; a dale.

Glenlivet, (glen-liv'et) n. A superior Scotch

whisky, named from the district in which it is

made. [—voluble; fluent; flippant.

Glib, (glib) n. [D. glibhertn.] Smooth ; slippery;

Glibly, (glib'le) adv. In a glib manner.

Glibness, (glib'nes) n. Smoothness ; slipperi-

ness ;—volubility of the tongue.

Glide, (glid) v.i, [A. -8. gtidan.] To more

gently or smoothly ; to flow gently.

GUdingly, (glid'ing-le) adv. In a smooth, flowing

manner.

Glimmer, (glim'er) v.i. [Ger. plinihimi.] To

give feeble or scattered rays of light ; to shine

faintly and unsteadily.

Glimmer, (glim'er) n. A faint light; feeble,

scattered rays of light ;—mica ; glist.

Glimmering, (glim'er-ing) «. A faint gleam of

light ; a faint view ; a notion or faint idea.

Glimpse, (glimps) ». [D. glim/wi.] A flash or

gleam of light ; transient brightness ;—a brief

passing view ;—a faint resemblance ; an inkling.

Glint, (glint) r. i. To glance ; to peep fortuVas a

flower from the bud.

Glist, (glist) v. 31ica : glimmer.

Glisten, (glis'n) r. ?'. [A.-S. glUian.] To sparkle

or shine ; e*pfciall;tt to shine with a mild, sub

dued, and fitful lustre.

Glister, (gbVter) n. Glitter; lustre ; splendour.

Glister, (gbVter) v. i. [Ger. pliMem.] To bo

bright ; to sparkle ; to shine ; to glisten.

Glitter, (gtit'er) v.i. [A.-S. glitenian.] To

sparkle with light ;—to be showy, specious, or

striking, and hence attract! ve.

Glitter, (glit'gr) «. A bright, sparkling light ;

brilliancy ; splendour ; lustre ; sparkling show.

Gloaming, (gldm'ing) «. [A.-S. gtamwig.] The

fall of the evening ; dusk ; twilight

Gloat, (slot) v. i. [Sw. glutta.] To look covertly

or with side glances ; to gaze with eagerness,

desire, or lust.

Gloating, (glot'ing) a. Looking with earnestness ;

gazing greedily, lustfully, or malignantly.
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Globated, (gl6b'at-ed) a. [L. globait.] Having

the form of a globe ; spherical ; spheroidal. t

Globe, (glob) n. [L. globus.) A rouud or spheri

cal body ; an orb ; a ball ; a

sphere;—theearth;—pi. Two

spheres of metal, paper, or

other matter, on whose con

vex surfaces are drawn a

map or figure of the earth or

of the heavens.

Globose, (glob'os) n. Round ;

Rpherical ; globular. Globe.

Globular, (glob'u-ler) a. Globe-shaped ; spheri

cal, or nearly so. [globular ; sphericity.

Globularity, (glob-u-lar'o-te) n. State of being

Globule, (glob'ul) n. [L. globulus.] A little globe ;

a small particle of matter of a spherical form—

term applied to small red particles which swim

in a thin liquor, called scrum, and constitute

the blood.

Glomerate, (glom'er-at) v. t. [L. glomernrr.] To

gather or wind into a ball or rounded mass.

Glomerate, (glom'er-at) a. Gathered into a head

or heap ;—formed of a congeries or number.

Glomeration, (gloni-rr-jVshun) n. The act of

forming into a ball or spherical body.

Gloom, (gloom) n. [A.-S. gl6nu] Obscurity;

thick shade ; partial darkness ;—cloudiness or

heaviness of mind ; melancholy ; sadness ; sul-

lenuess.

Gloom, (gloom) r. i. To shine obscurely;—to ap

pear dark, dismal, or gloomy ; to be dejected or

sullen. [dismallj-.

Gloomily, (gloom'c-le) orJv. Obscurely ; dimly ;

Gloominess, (glooin'e-nes) n. State of being

gloomy ; obscurity.

Gloomy, (gloom'e) a. Dark : imperfectly illumi

nated ; dim ; dusky ; — dejected ; downcast ;

heavy at heart.

Glorification, (glo-rc-fe-kii'shuu) n. Act of giving

glory;—state of being glorified.

GloriJEy, (glo're-fi) v. t. [L. gloria and focere.]

To mako glorious : to exalt ;--to praise in words ;

to laud ;—to praise, magnify, or extol in wor

ship ; to give all the glory to, as God ;—to raise

to a heavenly state ; to make eternally blessed.

Glorious, (glo're-us) a. [F. glorieux.] Possessing

divine attributes; all perfect; entitled to highest

adoration, as God;—noble; excellent; renowned;

—proud; haughty ;—grand ; splendid; magni

ficent, [ner.

Gloriously, (glo're-us-le) adv. In a glorious man-

Glory, (glo're) n. [L. gloria.] Brightness;

splendour ; magnificence ; — honour ; praise ;

fame ; renown ; — the divine presence ; — the

divine iwrfeetions ;—adoration due to God ;—

heavenly state ; the happiness of the redeemed ;

—circle of rays round a head or figure in

painting ;—cause or ground of excellence or of

honourable pride ;—boastfulness ; arrogance.

Glory, (gld're) v.i. To exult with joy; to re

joice ;—to boast ; to bo proud of.

Glorying;, (glo're-ing) n. The act of boasting;

exultation ; manifestation of pride.

Gloss, (glos) «. [Ger. glosne.] Brightness or

lustre from a smooth surface ; polish ;—a spe

cious appearance or representation;—interpreta

tion ; comment ; explanation.

Gloss, (glos) v. t. To make smooth and shining ;

—to render specious ami plausible ;—to illus

trate ; to explain ; — v.i. To comment : to

make explanatory remarks. [tion.

Glossarial, (glos-sa're-al) a. Containing explana-

Glossarist, (glos'ar-ist) n. A writer of glosses or

of a glossary.

Glossary, (glos'ar-e) ru [F. glouaire.] A voca

bulary of words requiring special elucidation ;—

a dictionary of obscure or antiquated terms.

Glossiness, (glos'e-nes) n. Condition or quality of

being glossy.

Glossologist, (glos-ol'o-jist) n. One who defines

and explains terms.

Glossology, (glos-ol'o-je) n. [G. gldtm and logo*.)

Definition and explanation of terms ;—science

of language ; comparative philology.

Glossy, (glos'e) a. Smooth and shining.

Glottis, (glot'is) n. [G. glotta, plotsa,] The

narrow opening at the upper part of the larynx,

between the vocal cords.

Glove, (gluv) n. [A.-S. gl6f.] A cover for the

hand with a separate sheath for each finger.

Glove, (gluv) v. t. To cover with a glove.

Glover, (gluv'er) n. One who makes or sells

"loves.

Glow, (glo) v.i. [A.-S. gl6tran.] To shine with

an intense or white heat ;—to be bright or red ;

—to feel the heat of passion ; to bum ; to rage.

Glow, (gl6) n. Shining heat or white heat:—

brightness of colour ; redness ;—intense excite

ment or earnestness ; vehemence ; ardour.

Glower, (glour) v. i. [Scot.] To stare ; to gaze

in wonder at.

Glow-worm, (glS'wurm) m. A coleopterous in

sect ;—the female emits, in the night-time, a

shining green light.

Gloze, (gloz) r. i. [A.-S. glfsan.] To flatter: to

wheedle ;—to talk smoothly ;—to smooth over ;

to palliate or extenuate.

Gloze, (gloz) n. Flattery; adulation.

Glozer, (gloVer) n. A flatterer ; a fawner.

Glue, (glod) Ti. [L. glv.tai.] A hard, brittle,

brownish gelatine, obtained by boiling; the akin*,

hoofs, Ac., of animals.

Glue, (gloo) v. t. To join with glue ;—to hold

together; to unite.

Gluey, (gldo'e) a. Viscous ; glutinous.

Glum, (glum) a. Sullen ; moody : silent.

Glume, (gloom) n. [L. gluma.] The floral cover

ing of grain or grasses.

Glump, (glump) v. i. [From glum.']

To exhibit suilenncss ; to be out of ■

humour. l\\ /

Glut, (glut) v.t. [Ti. glvtin] To

swallow greedily ; to gorge ; — to

satiate ; to sate.

Glut, (glut) n. That which is swal

lowed down; — full supply; super

abundance ;—any thing that fills up Glum*.

or obstructs a passage.

Gluten, (gloo'ten) n. [L.] The viscid, tenacity

substance found in grain which gives avdh**ivr-

ness to dough ;—the cohesive element In blo^«l

Glutinate, (gldd'tin-at) v. t. [L. gtutinart.) To

unite with glue ; to cement.

Glutinative, (glod'tin-at-iv) a. Tenacious; tw-

cons ; glutinous.

Glutinous, (ghxVtin-us) a. [L. pltttinoxif *.} JV

sembling glue ; viscous ; viscid ; tensciou*.

Glutinousness, (gloo tin-us-nes) «. The qu»Ht<r

of glue ; tenacity.

Glutton, (glut'n) n. [L. glvtto.] One who eat

voraciously; hence, one eager for any thing u

excess ;—a carnivorous mammal, at one tixx*e it

garded as inordinately voracious ; the wroWeriT*

Gluttonize, (glut'n-iz) v. i. To eat vor»eiou$Jr

to indulge the appetite to excess; to gox-xxsaukdir*
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Gluttonous, (glut'n-us) a. Belonging to gluttony ;

pven to excessive eating.

Giattaaouily, (glufn-os-le) adv. In a gluttonous

or Toracioas manner ; excessively.

fflottany, (glutfn-e) n. Act or practice of a

jdutiAD; excess in eating ; Toracity.

! WTStrias, (ght'fr-in) «. [G. glul-uM.] A sweet

Tiscid liqoid formed from fatty substances.

®ypk*F*pby, (glif-og'ra-fe) ». [G. gluphein and

spvp**.] A process of etching by means of

I »ohaic ekrtrkaty.

Glypu, frlip'tik) a. Figured.

, **jjph*i. (xUp'tika) ». «r^. The art of engraving

Jpf oa precious stones.

1 "w*»Tnpliy, (glip-togra-fe) n. [G. gluptot and

oraswui.] A description of the ait of engrav

ing go precious stones.

™*n\ (airl) r, i. [A,-ft, jyn.vrraH.] To growl ;

tomarmar; to snarl:—also Guar.

Gairl (nirl) b. A knot iu wood :—also Gnar.

fe»rfed. (airld) a. Knotty ; faU of knots.

Oasis, (aiah) T. r. [O. Eng. fpiarte.] To strike

together, as in anger or pain ;—p. i. To grind

« itrike together the teeth.

"Nuking, (nashlng) n. Grinding or collision of

ths teeth iii rage or pain.

«**. (aaO a. [A. -3. ffntdan.} A delicate blood

Ruiing fly of the genus Cuttx.

wiw. (naw) r. t. (A.-S. snuipnn.] To bite or

*ar sway by scraping with the teeth ; to pick

*rth the teeth, as a dog a bone ;—to bite in

P*hi or rage ;—to fret ; to corrode ;—v. i. To

m the teeth in biting.

ysoss, (n») n. [Ger. jraeis or gweUz.] A crystal-

«a* rock, consisting of quartz, feldspar, and

BBS,

"M«, (nam) v. [G. ffndmdn.] An imaginary

«iag, rapposed to be the guardian of mines,

qiuni«, &«. :_% dwarf ; a goblin.

Bafwm, (nd'mon) n. [G.J The pin of a sun-dial,

nich shows by its shadow the hour of the day ;

-the index of the hour-circle of a globe.

c"Moaoiea, (no-raon'iks) n. sing. The art or

***** of dialling.

*k*shc, (nog'tik) n. [G. f/nogtil-on, from gigno*-

■Bt to know.] One of a sect in the first ages

•j Christianity—their system was a combination

^oriental theology and Greek philosophy with

Uinstiauity.

Gjt, (do) ». [Hottentot frnu or njn.] A South

'Wan antelope hav-

l*t the neck, body,

f&4 tail like those of a

■***, sod single, re-

cured horns.

■j («o) r.i. fA.-a

S*6, ] To move or

P** from one place,

**°*\ or condition

to another ;—to pro-

t**d ; to advance ;—to

t»Tel; to journey ;~to conduce : to contribute:

—to be applicable or apply to;—to haTe recourse

toj—to circulate ; to spread ;—to be rated or

tuned; to be worth ;—to be in motion; to flow;

—to reach ; to extend ;—to be in a good or ill

 

Ghm

•***• : to fare :—to be in a state of
X>regnancy ;

.-to be loosed;—to he spent;—to depart; to die.

<*•< Uod) r. [A.-8. g&d.] A pointed instru-

°wnt to urge on a beast ; hence, any thing that

■tunaJates.

*•**» (g«l) v. t. To prick ; to drive with a goad :

«•*», to urge forward ; to stimulate.

Goal, (gol) n. [F. gatile.] The point set to bound

a race ; the mark; the starting post ;—the end

or filial purpose.

Goat, (got) n. [A.-S. gdt.] A mammiferous

quadruped allied to the sheep.

Goat-herd, (got'herd) ft. One who tends goats.

Goatish, (got'ish) a. Resembling a goat in any

quality, especially in smell or lustfulness.

Goatskin, (gdtBkin) ». Skin of a goat ;—dressed

leather from the skin of the goat.

Goat-sucker, (got'suk-er) n. A nocturnal bird,

something like the owl—so called from thu

notion that it sucks goats.

Gobbet, (gob'et) n. A small piece ; a lump.

Gobble, (gob'l) v. t. To swallow hastily;—r* i. To

make a noise in the throat, as a turkey.

Gobbler, (gob'ler) n, A greedy eater.

Gobelin, (go'be-liii) n. A rich French tapestrv.

Goblet, (goblet) n. [F. gobelet.] A drinking

vessel without a handle.

Goblin, (gob'lin) n. [F. goblin.] An evil spirit ;

a frightful phantom ; an elf ; a spirit

Go-by, (g6T>i) it. Evasion ; escape by artifice.

God, (god) n. [A. -S. god, Ger. gott. ] The Supreme

Being ; Jehovah ;—an idol ;—a ruler;—an angel ;

—any person idolized sinfully ; — any object

esteemed as the chief good.

Godchild, (god child) n. One for whom a person

becomes sponsor at baptism.

Goddaughter, (god'dawt-er) ft. A girl for whom

one becomes sponsor at baptism.

Goddess, (god'es) ft. A female deity or idol.

Godfather, (god'fa-THgr) n. [A.-S. god/dder.] A

man who becomes sponsor for a child at baptism.

Godhead, (god'hed) n. [Eng. ;.■■■■' and hwd.]

Deity; divinity; divine nature or essence ;—God.

Godless, (god'les) a. Having or acknowledging

no God , atheistical ;—impious ;—ungodly.

Godlessly, (god'les-le) adv. In a godless manner.

Godlessness, (god'les-nes) n. The 6tate of being

godless or irreligious ; impiety.

Godlike, (godlik) a. Resembling God ; divine ;

superior in excellence, purity, or goodness.

Godliness, (god'le-nos) n. Piety; belief in God;

reverence ;—devout frame or spirit ;—revelation

of God ; truth manifested in Christ.

Godly; (god'le) «. Reverencing God, his character

and laws ;—pious; holy; devout; religious.

Godly, (godle) adv. Piously; devoutly; holily.

Godmother, (god'muTU-cr) n. [A-S. godutddor.]

A woman who becomes sjwnsor for a child in

baptism.

Gods, (godz) n. pi. False deities ; idols ;—the

audience iu the gallery of a theatre.

Godsend, (godsend) n. Something sent by God ;

an unexpected acquisition or piece of gootl

fortune. [been sponsor at the font.

Godson, (god'sun) n. One for whom another has

Godipeedj (god sped) u. Success; prusperous

Journey.

Godward, (god'werd) rtdr. Toward Gotl.

Goffer, (gofer) r. t. To plait or flute, as lace, &c.

GoEfe"16' (gog'O »• '■ [Scot, goggc] To strain or

roll the eyes,

toggle, (gogl) n. A strained or affected rolling

of the eye ;— pi. A kind of spectacles.

Going, (go'ing) n. Act of moving in any manner ;

—departure ;—course of life ;—procedure ;—~pl.

Divine acts or providential dealings.

Goitre, (goi'ter) n. [F. goitre.] Bronchocele ; an

enlargement of the thyroid gland.

Gold, (gold) it. [A.- S.J A precious metal of

a reddish-yellow colour, remarkable for its
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-ruoney ; riches ;ductility and malleability

yellow colour.

Gold, (gold) u. Made of gold ; golden.

Gold-beater, (gdld'het-er) n. One who beats or

foliates gold for gilding. [tides.

Gold-dust, (goid'dust) n. Gold in very fine par-

Golden, (gold'n) a. Mado of gold ;—yellow;—

precious ; excellent ; favourable.

Goldfinch, (gold'nnsh) n. A beautiful singing-

bird—so named from tho colour of its wings.

Gold-fish, (gold'fish) ». A small nsh so muned

from it« colour. It is a native of China.

Gold-leaf, (guld'lGf) n. Cold beaten into a thin

leaf.

Goldsmith, (gold'smith) n. One who manu

factures vessels and ornaments of gold.

Goldylooka, (gold'e-loks) it. ting. A plant of the

gonus Chrytocoma, having tufts of yellow fiowers.

Golf, (golf) n. [D. k-olf.] A game played with

a small ball and a club.

Gondola, (gon'd-Vla) n, [It.] A flat-bottomed

boat u -.■: i at Venice on the canals.

Gondolier, (gon'do-lOr) n. A man who manages

a gondola. [of percussion.

Gonz, (gong) n. A Chinese musical instrument

Goniometer, (go-ne-om'et-er) ft. [G. g&nia and

metro*.] An instrument

for measuring angles.

Goniometry,(go-ne-om'et-re)

n. Tho art of measuring

solid angles.

Good, (good) a. [A.-S. fjoil,

Ger. gut, G. agaihoi, ]

Worthy of approbation ;

virtuous ; honest ; just ;

true ; pious ; — complete ;

tierfect, as means ;—suita-

)le;—valid;—sound; effoc- Goniometer.

tive ;—undamaged ; untainted ; wholesome, as

food;—salutary;—useful; valuable;—favourable;

convenient ; safe ;—qualified ; able ; skilful, as

a leader ;—kind ; affectionate ;—faithful;—fair;

unblemished ;—pleasant ; agreeable ;—comely ;

pretty ;—mild ; calm ;—full, as weight ;—clever ;

skilful, followed by at.

Good, (good) h. That which possesses desirable

qualities, promotes success, welfare, or happi

ness, is fit, excellent, kind, or the like;—welfare;

prosperity ; advantage ; benefit ;—pi. Wares,

effects, and merchandise.

Good, (good) intc-j. Well ; right; so be it.

Good-breeding', (good'bred-ing) n. Polite man

ners or education.

Good-bye, (goud-bf) n. or inter). [God be with ye.)

Farewell—a form of address used at parting.

Good-day, (good-da') n. or inter). Farewell—a

term of salutation at meeting or parting.

Good-friday, (good-fri'd;T) n. A fast in memory

of our Saviour's sufferings, kept on the Friday

of Passion-week. [fui „tate of mind.

Good-humour, (g66d'um-ur) n. A happy or cheer-

Good-humoured, (gGod-iim'urd) a. Having a

cheerful spirit and demeanour ; good-natured.

Goodlinesa, (goodle-nes) n. Beauty of form ; grace.

Goodly, (goOd' la) a. Pleasant; agreeable;—

comely; graceful ;—Urge ; swelling.

Goodman, (good-man') n. A familiar appellation

of civility ;—master of a house or family.

Good-manners, (gdod-man'nerz) u. Propriety of

conduct or behaviour ;—decorum ; politeness.

Good-morning, (good-mom'ing) n. or inter). A

form of salutation or expression of good wish in

the morning ;—also Good-morrow.

 

Good-nature, (good-nat'ur) n. Natural kindness

of disposition ; good temper; kindly forbearance.

Goodness, (good'nes) n. Tho quality of being

good in auy of its various senses ; excellence .

virtue ; kindness ; benevolence.

Good-night, (good'nit) n. or inter). A form of

salutation in parting for tho night.

Good-Templar, (good-tera'plur) n. A member

of a lodge pledged to abstinence from intoxi

cating liquors, and recognition of all members

as brothers.

Good-wife, (good-wif') n. The mistress oT a

household.

Good-will, (good-wu") n. Benevolence;—the

custom of any trade or business.

Goose, (goos) n. [A.-S. .0(5/.] A well-known

aquatic fowl of the genus Anai ; — a tailor's

smoothing iron ;—a simpleton.

Gooseberry, (gooVbcr-e) n. [Gorseberrif.] The fruit

of a certain thorny shrub, and the shrub itself.

Goose-quill, (guosTcwil) n. The large feather or

quill of a goose, or a pen made from it.

Gopher, (gO'fer) n. [H. g6pher.] A species of

wood used in the construction of Noah's ark.

Gor-cock, (gor'kok) n. A gallinaceous bird—the

moor-cock, red-grouse, or red-game.

Gordian, (gor'de-an) a. Pertaining to Gordios;

intricate ; complicated ; difficult.

Gore, (gor) n. [A-S. gar, gore. J Bluod ; thick

or clotted blood.

Gore, (gor) n. [A.-S. g&i\ leeh geir.] A wedge-

shaped piece of cloth sewed into a garment.

fcc, to give greater width at a particular part.

Gore, (gor) r. t. [A-S. g&r, spear.] To pierce

with the point of a spear ;—to pierce with the

horns, as a bull ;—to cut in a triangular form.

Gorge, (gorj) n. \h. pitryts.) The throat ; th*

gullet ;—a narrow passage between mountains ;

—the entrance into a bastion ;—that which is

swallowed.

Gorge, (gorj) v. t. To swallow with greediness;—

to glut ; to satiate ;—r. *. To feed greedily.

Gorgeous, (gor'je-us) a. [F. gorgiai.] Showy.

splendid ; glittering with gay colours ; magni

ficent, [manner: with showy magnificence

Gorgeously, (gor'je-us-le) adv. In a gorgeous

Gorgeousneas, (gorje-us-nes) n. Quality of be

gorgeous : splendour of dress or appear .

show of ornament ; magnificence.

Gorget, (gorjet) n. [F. gorgttte.] A piece of

armour for defending the throat or neck.

Gorgon, (gor'gon) ri. [G. gorgtQL] A fabnloui

monster of terrific aspect ;—hence, any thins

uglv or horrid.

Gorilla, (gor-il'a) n. A large monkey inhabiting

the western shores of

Africa, remarkable for

its strength and fero

city.

Gorman tl, (gor*mand) n.

[F. gourmand.) A -

greedy or voracious

eater ; a glutton ;—an

epicure; abon-vivant.

Gormandize, (gor'mand-

is) v.i. or t. [F. goar-

manditc. ) To oat

greedily; to feed raven

ously.

Gorse, (gors) n. [A.-S. pant,] A thick, pricklr

shrub, bearing yellow flowers ; furae ; whin.

Gory, (gor'e) a. Corerod with gore ,-—blood; :

murderous,

 

OorilU.
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Goshawk, (gos'hawk)». iA.-8.gosh<tfuc] Ashort-

winged »lender bird of the gemu Falco, formerly

used in falconry.

Gosling, (gos'ling) n. [A.-3. f/<3*, a goose, and

termination ling.) A young goose.

Gospel, (gos'pel) ». [A.-S. gods¡кlt.] Glad tid

ings; **p€cialhf, the good news concerning

Christ and his solvation ;—one of the historical

narratives of tlie life and sayings of Jesus

Christ;—the word of God in general;—doctrino;

divinity ;—any general system or form of truth.

Gospel, (gos'pel) v. t. To instruct in the gospel.

Gospeller, (gos'pel-çr) h. Au evangelist;—a priest

«ho reads the gospel at the altar.

Gossamer, (goaa-roçr) ». [О. Eng. доамтег.] А

fiLny substance, like cobwebs, floating in the air,

or stretched from blade to blade along the grass.

Gossip, (gtH'ip) "■ [A.-S. go<ldbb.] A sponsor;

—«. fi^end or comrade ;—ou idle tattler ;—talk

or tattle ; idle rumour.

Gossip, (gos'ip) r.i. To prate; to talk much;

—to run about and tattle.

Gssaiping, (gos'ip-ing) ». Going about to collect

and report idle stories.

Goth, (goth) ». (Go. guthnn», L. yothi.] One

of an ancient tribe of Scandinavian origin, who

overran the Roman empire ;—a barbarian ;—

one destitute of taste.

Gothic, (goth'ik) a. Pertaining to the Goths;

—pertaining to a stylo of archi

tecture with high and sharply -

poirit«! arches.clustered columns,

¿c. ;—rude ; barbarous.

Gothic, (goth'ik) ». The language

of the Goths.

Gothicism, (goth'e-sizm) п. A

Gothic idiom ;—conformity to the

Gothic Btyle of building ;—rude

ness of manners ; barbarousuess.

Gouda, (gou'da) ». Awell-known

kind or cheese, from Gouda« iu

Holland. Cothio-window.

Gouge, (gowj, góój) ». {F. gorge.] A chisel

with a semi-cyUndrical blade.

Gonge, (göwj, goùj) v. t. To scoop out with a

gouge ;—to force out, ля the eye of a person.

Gourd, (gourd, görd) д. [L. cucúrbita.] A fleshy,

one-celled, many-seeded fruit.

Gourmand, (góor'iuangd) ». [F.] A greedy or

ravenous eater ; a glutton.

Gout, (gout) n. [F. goutte, L. gutta, drop.] A

painful constitutional disease ; inflammation of

toe joints, particularly of the great toe.

Gout, (go*)) n. [F., L. gust vs.] Taste; relish.

Gouty, (gout'e) a. Diseased with, or eubjoct to,

the gout ;—pertaining to the gout.

Gorern, (guv'ern) v. t. [F. gouverner.] To regu

late by authority ;—to direct ; to manage ; to

keep in subjection ; to restrain ;—to «teer, as

a ship :—v. i. To exercise authority ; to admin

ister the laws.

Governable, (guv'çm-a-bl) a. Capable of being

governed ; controllable ; manageable.

Governance, (guv'cr-nans) ». Direction ; con

trol ; management ;—hence, behaviour ; deport

ment.

Governante, (guv'çrn-ant) п. (F. gouvernante.]

A lady who has the care and management of

young women ; a governess.

Governess, (guv'çr-ues) ». A female invested

with authority to control and direct ; an in

structress ; preceptress ; tutoress.

Government, ( guv 'çrn- nient) ». Act of gov

 

erning ;

straint ;

direction; regulation ¡—control; re-

-systeni of polity in a etate or com

munity ;—territory over which rule is exercised:

—administrative council or body; the executive;

the ministry;—the relation of one wonl as

depending or construed by another.

Governmental, (guv-çrn-nient'al) a. Pertaining

to government ; made by government.

Governor, (guvVrn-çr) п. tje who has all power

and authority;—one invested with supreme

authority iu a state; ruler; magistrate ;—a

father ; a guardian ; a tutor ;—a pilot ;—head

manager or director;—a contrivance in mills

or machinery for maintaining a uniform velocity

with a variablo resistance.

Gowan, (gowan) ». The daisy.

Gown, (gown) ». [W. gtr,i.] A loose flowing

upper gannent ; the ordinary outer dress of a

woman ;—the offlcial robe of professional men

and scholars ; a peaceful dress.

Gownpiece, (gown'pes)3j. Material for a gown.

Gownsman, (gownz'man) ». One whose profes

sional habit is a gown.

Grab, (grab) r. t. <fc ?. [fier, grabben.] To gripe

suddenly ; to seize ; to clutch.

Grace, (gras) »t. [F., L. gratia.] Favour ; kind

ness ; good-will ;—mercy ; pardon ; the free gift

of God ; salvation ; the gospel ;—state of recon

ciliation to God ;—effect of God's spirit ; sancti

fication ; faith, love, humility, and other works

of the spirit; — natural excellence; beauty;

ornament ; elegance in form, mien, or language;

charm ;—a short prayer before or after meat ;—

the title of a duke, archbishop, ¿;o. ;—orna

mental musical trill or sliako.

Grace, (grfis) v. t. To adorn ; to decorate ;—to

dignify ; to honour.

Graceful, (grfls'foöl) a. Displaying grace or

beauty in form or action : elegant ; easy.

Gracefully, ( gras ' fool - le ) í'tír. In a graceful

manner ; elegantly.

Gracefulness, (gras'fóúl-nee) ». Tho quality or

state of being graceful ; elegance of manner or

deportment.

Graceless, (grâsles) a. Wanting in grace or ex

cellence ; depraved ; degenerate ; corrupt.

Gracelessly, (grua'les-le) adv. In a graceless

manner. [graceless ; profligacy.

Gracelesiness. (grilsles-nes) >>. The state of being

Gracious, (gnVslie-us) a. Favourable ; kind ;—

merciful ¡—acceptable ;—virtuous ; proceeding

from divine grace ;—condescending ; pleasing.

Graciously, (grä'she-us-le) ud<: In a gracions

manner.

Graciousness, (gru'she-us-ncs) n. Tho quality of

being gracious ; kindness ; condescension.

Gradation, (gra-dVshun) ». [i,, gradatio.) Act

of progressing by regular stei« ; the etate of

being arranged in ranks;—any degree in an

order or series.

Grade, (grfld) ». [L. gradv*.] A step or degree

in any series, rank, or order ;—the rate of ascent

or descent ;—a gradiont.

Grade, (grüd) v. t. To reduce to a level, or to an

evenly progressive ascent, as a canal or road.

Gradient, (griVde-ent) a. [L. gradient.] Rising

or descending by regular degrees of inclination.

Gradient, (grl'de-ent) ». Hate of ascent or de

scent in a road, &c. ;—a grade.

Gradual, (grad'ti-al) a. Proceeding by steps or

degrees; progressive; slow.

Gradual, (grad'ñ-al) ». An order of steps;—

an auoifiiit book of hymns and prayers.
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Gradually, (grad'u-al-le) adv. In a gradual

manner ; stop by step; progressively ; slowly.

Graduate, (grad'fi-at) v. t. [L. gradan.] To mark

with degrees; to divide into steps or intervals;

—to form nice shades or distinctions ;—to pre

pare gradually; to temper; to admit to an aca

demical degree ;—v. i. To receive an academical

degree;—to pass by degrees ; tocliange gradually.

Graduate, (grad'u-ut) n. One who lias been ad

mitted to an academical degree.

Graduateship, (grad'u-iit-ship) u. State or rank

of a graduate in a university.

Graduation, (grad-u-a'shun) n. Act of conferring

or receiving an academical degree ;—art of di

viding into degrees or other definite part.*.

Graft, (graft) u. A small shoot or scion of a tree

in sorted in another tree.

Graft, (graft) v. t. To insert, as a cutting from

one tree in a branch or stem of another; to

pro]Ktgate by shoots or cuttings :—to implant or

incorporate;—v. i. To iusort scions from one

troo into another.

Grain, (gran) ». [F., L. granum.] A kernel ;

especially of corn, wheat, fcc. :—corn, wheat,

rye, oats, barley, aud the like—used collectively;

—any small, hard partiele; a small portion;—

the 20th part of a scruple iu u]K>thecaries'

weight, and tlie 24th of a pennyweight troy ;—

a tint or hue;—arrangement of the jNirticles of

a body ; direction of the veins or fibres;—

natural temper, disposition, or inclination ;—

'jil. The husks of malt or grain after distillation;

any residuum.

Grain, (gran) v. t. To paint in imitation of the

grain of wood ;—to form into grains, as powder.

Grained, (grand) a. Divided into small partii.-K.-s

or grains ;—dyed in grain ; ingrained.

Grain-mill, (grau'inil) w. A milljfur'grinding

the different species of grain ; a grist mill.

Grains, (granz) n. pi. A kind of harjioou with

sevoral barbed points—used for striking dol

phins, Are.

Graip, (griip) n. A spade with forks or prongs

—used for digging potatoes and lifting dung.

Graminivorous, (gra-inin-iver-ua)a. [U grtitueii,

and vorure.] Feeding on grass and the like

food.

Grammar, (gram'ar) n. [F. gramma ire] The

science of lauguage ;—the art of using words in

correct and proper connection;—a system of

general principles or deduced rules for speaking

and writing according to the forms and usage

of a language ;—an elementary catechism on

any science or art.

Grammarian, ( gram -m*' re -an1) n. [F. gram-

uuxire.] A philologist : — one who teaches

grammar.

Grammatical, (grara-mat'ik-al) o. Belonging to

grammar ;—according to tlie rules of grammar.

Grammatically, (gnun-mat'ik-al-le) adr. Ac

cording to the principles and rules of grammar.

Gramme, (gram) n. [F.] Tho French unit of

weight, equivalent to 10.433 grains troy or avoir

dupois.

Grampus, (gram'pus) il A fish of tlie cetaceous

order, allied to the Dolphin, breathing by a

spout-hole on the top of tho head.

Granary, (gran'ar-e) n. [L. granum.] A store

house for grain after it is thrashed.

Grand, (grand) a. [U nmudii.) Great ; illus

trious; — splendid; m:igniflcent; — principal;

chief ;—sublime; lofty;—majestic ; stately.

Grandam, (gran'dam) h. A grandmother.

Grandchild, (grand'chUd) n. A sou or daughter'*

child. [of a son or daughter.

Granddaughter, (grand'daw-t^r) n. The daughter

Grand-duke, (graiid'duk)fi. Anarch-duke; aduke

presently reigning;—the great horned owL

Grandee, (grannie') n. [Sp. grande.] A loan of

rank ;—in Spain, a nobleman of the first rank.

Grandeur, (graud'ur) n. [F.] The quality of being

grand; splendour of appearance; elevation of

thought or expression, or of mien or deport

ment ; majesty ; loftiness ; magnificence.

Grandfather, (grand fa-THgr) n. A father or

mother's father.

Grandiloquence, (grand-il'6-kwens) it. Lofty words

orplirases; bombast; pomposity of speech.

Grandiloquent, (grand-il 6-kwent) a. [L. pranth;

grand,and lotjui,tospeak.] Pomjxms; bombastic.

Grandly, (grand'le) adv. In a grand or lofty

! manner ; splendidly ;—sublimely.

Grandmother, (grand'niuTH-e,r) n. Tlie mother of

one's father or mother. [ajice&tor.

Grandsire, (grand'sir) n, A grandfather; any

Grandson, (giand'sun) «. The sou of a son or

daughter.

Grange, (griinj) n. [F.] A granary; a bam;

also, a farm, with its stables, kc.

Granite, (gran'it)vi. [It. granite.] A crystalline,

unstratified rock, consisting of quartz, feldspar,

and mica.

Granitic, (gran-it'ik) a. Like granite in compo

sition, colour, &.c ;—consisting of granite.

Granivorous, (grau-iv'6-nia) «. [L. granum, and

vorare.] Eating grain or seeds.

Granny, (grau'e) if. A grandmother.

Grant, (grant) p. t. [Norm. F. grauter.] To

allow ; to yield ; to concede;—to bestow or confer

in answer to prayer or request ;—to make con

veyance of; to give the possession or title of.

Grant, (grant) n. Act of granting ; a bestowing

or conferring ; admission of something as true:

concession ;—a gift ; a boon ;—a transfer of

property by deed or writing. (made.

Grantee, (grant-e') «. One to whom a grant i>

[ Grantor, (grant'or) n. The person by wht_.ni a

I grant or conveyance is made.

Granular, (gran'u-ler) a. Consisting of or re-

I seinhling grains or granules.

] Granulate, (gran'u-lat) v. t. To form into grain*

i or small masses ;—to make rough on the sur

face ;— v. i. To be formed into grains,

j Granulated, (granu-lat-ed) a. Consisting of «r

resembling grains.

Granulation, (gran-u-lashun) h. Act of fonninj

into grains ; development of small grain-like

cells in a 84>re, servuig to fill up the cavity aud.

unite the sides.

Granule. (gran'Cd) «. A little grain ; a iwxticlo.

Grape, (grap)n. [F. grappe.] The fruit of ttu»

vine, growing in clusters ; a single berry uf tlu-

vine ;—grape-shot. Ivation of graphs-

Grapery, (grap'er-e) n. A building for the culti

Grape-shot, (griip'&hot) v. A number of irtMii

balls put together by means of circular irwai

plates at top and bottom, with two rings andl

a central connecting pin and nut.

Grape-stone, (grup'stou) n. Tlie stone or seed <c4'

the grape.

Grape-vine, (grQp'vin) i:. A vine having smaXL

green flowers, lobed leaves, and fruit, calk- I

grapes, growing in clusters.

Graphic, (grafik) a. [G. graph Ho*.] Truly d*-

senptivo ; forcible; telling ; — pertaining tv

writing ;—written ; inscribed
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In a graphic Graphically, (grafik-al-le) ad

or picturesque manner.

Grapnel, (grapnel) n. [F. ffrappiu.]

sstbor with four or

five Sokes or claws,

awl Ui hold boats or

taaUTosels.

Grapple, (gsjil) r. r.

[DiaLhiatrn of grab.]

I Toiete; w iar fa^t —r~—

k»W on, dtber with *^3

J ti» buds or with Grapnel.

boob;—r. i. To contend in clows light.

GrapJ&. tempi) ». A seizing ; close hug in con-

tat ,—i close or hand-to-hand fight ;—an iron

ioot \q «luch one ship may fasten on another.

Grass, Ur«p)r. /, [Ger. ^raW**.] To seize and

»W ; to catch : to take possession of ;—v. i. To

zudi at ;_to straggle;—to encroach.

"up, (?nwp) a. Gripe of the hand ;—the power

'/lazing and holding:—possession ;—reach of

'Jteirmi; extent of power ;—mental power or

opacity.

G^ttpiar. (gmp'iDg) «. Seizing; avaricious;

nwijofgain ; exacting.

<■*■>, fens) a. [A.-S. ffrds.] Herbage; the

pauw which constitute the food of cattle and

'4kr beasts. [turf.

Jfrasi, (gras) r. f. To cover with grass or with

'-'^Mtopper, ( grasliop-cr ) n. A well-known

Jumping; orthopterous in-

«ct, *hkh feeds on grass ---.-■-*?**„.

« leave*, allied to the

kcn*t family.

Grasanttt, (graaVnes) n.

ttate of abounding with

«*■; a grassy state.

™J»f"fc (gns'plot) >'. A

j«ot or ipace covered with

J&* ; a lawn.

^fj, (gras'e) a. Covered or abounding with

i^,—resembling grass : green.

Sl»tt. (grit) ». (L.) A kind of lattice work,

<*& m is used in the windows of prisons mid

■-*£s\en ;—a frame of iron bars for holding coals

5«d ^ faeL

?***i ferit) *. f. To furnish with grates.

w***. (grit) r. r. [F. greater.] To rub ;—to

*ar away in small particles, by rubbing with

^T thing rough; — to fret; to irritate ;—e. i.

I -rab bard, so as to offend :—to make a harsh

L'yjri by the friction of rough bodies.

GratefoL (gr&t'foul) «. [L. «/rc*(Ms.] Having a

to sense of benefits; thankful ; — agreeable ;

>^I<taMe ;—pleasing ; delicious.

&TatrfuUTt (grat/fool-Ie) adv. In a grateful

fcaaner.

^•fithieia, {grat'fodl-nes) n. The quality of

*"Jg grateful ; gratitude ; agreeableness to the

'''Uhl or to the taste.

^J*°» (grat'er) n. An instrument for rubbing

Uf small particles of a body.

■nuication, (grat-e-fe-ki'shun) n. Act of grati-

ir-ag-. — Uiat which affords pleasure : satisfac-

tfce ; delight ;—recompense ; reward.

L?hfy. (grat'e-f I) r. (. [L. rrmfi'* anil /«*».]

To plcMe by satisfying some wish;—indulge ;

--"iroour; requite; recompense.

tratiag, (grating) n. A harsh sound of rub-

^ag:—» partition of parallel or cross-bars;

„* Uttioe-work resembling a grate.

™og. (grlt'ing) «. Harsh ; disagreeable ; irri-

W»g; vexing ; jarring.

 

Grasshopper.

Gratingly, (grat'ing-le) adv. Harshly; offen

sively ; in a manner to irritate.

Gratis, (gra'tis) adv. [L.J Fur nothing; freely;

gratuitous!v.

Gratitude, (grat'e-tQd) n. [L. gratvu.] State of

being grateful or thankful ; thankfulness.

Gratuitous, (gra-tu'it-us)<t. [L. gratuitiut.] Free;

spontaneous; granted without claim or merit ;

—assumed without cause or proof.

Gratuitously, (gra-tu'it-us-le) adc. In a gratuit

ous manner; without claim; without proof;

freely.

Grataity, (gra-tu'e-te) iu A free gift; a pres

ent; a donation; a reward or acknowledgment

of service.

Gratulate, (grat'u-lat) v.t. [L. prat atari.] To

salute with declarations of joy; to congratu

late.

Gratulation, (grat-G la'shun) n. The act of grat-

ulating or felicitating ; congratulation.

Grave, (grilv) v. t. [F. graver.] To carve or cut:

to engrave ;—to cut with a chisel ;—to clean,

as a ship's bottom, and cover it with pitch;—

v. i. To practise engraving.

Grave, (griv) n. f.V.-S. ffrUf.] An excavation

in the earth as a place of burial ; tomb; sepul

chre;—anyplace of great mortality or slaughter;

death.

Grave, (gr&v) a. [L. gravi*, heavy.} Weighty:

important ; momentous ; — solemn ; serious ;—

plain ;—severe : stern; slow; low in tone ; deep.

Grave-clothes, (gruv/kl6THz) u. -pi. The clotlius

or dress in which the dead are interred.

Grave-digger, ( grav'dig-er ) a. One who digs

graves ; sexton :—also arave-maltr.

Gravel, (grav'el) n. (R gravelte.] Hard sand ;

—small stones or fragments of stone;—a dis

ease produced by smaLl calculous concretions in

the kidneys and bladder.

Gravel, (grav'el) v. t. To cover with gravel ; to

stick in the sand; hence, to puzzle ; to embar

rass ;—to hurt, as the foot of a horse, by gravel.

Gravelly, (grav'el-le) a. Abounding with or con

sisting of gravel.

Gravely, (griivTe) adV. In a grave, solemn man

ner; soberly; seriously; plainly.

Graveness, (grav'nes) n. Seriousness; solem

nity; sobriety of speech or beliaviour.

Graver, (grav'cr) a. One who carves or engraves ;

a sculptor;—an engraving tool : a burin.

Grave-stone, (gravston) v. A stone set u]>on

or near a grave, as a memorial.

Grave-yard, (graVyard) n. A yard for the in

terment of the dead ; a cemetery : a necropolis.

Graving, (graving) «. Act of one who graves;

—engraving ; print : carved work ;—the act of

cleaning a ship's Ixittom.

Gravitate, (grav e-tat) v. i. To obey the law of

gravitation : to tend toward the centre.

Gravitation, (grav-e-fcVshun) w. Act of tending

toward the centre ;—the law or force by which

bodies are drawn together or by which they

tend toward the centre of the earth.

Gravity, (gravVte) v. [L. gracila*.] Weight;

heaviness;—seriousness ; solemnity:—enormity;

atrocity : — lowness of tone or sound; — ten

dency of a mass of matter toward a centre of

attraction.

Gravy, (gnVve) n. [A.-S. area/a, pot, W. rrttv,

blood.] The juices obtained from meat in

cooking.

Gray, (gra) ". FA.-S. grag.] Hoary ; whlto

mixed with black ;—ashy ;—old ; mature.

K
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Gray, (gru) n. Any mixture of white and block;

—ail animal of gray colour.

Gray-beard, (gra'berd) n. An old man.

Grayish, (gra'ish) «. Somewhat gray.

Grayling, (grilling) n. A native fish of the

genus Salnio, of a sil

ver gray colour on the

back and sides.

Grayness, (gra'nes) n.

The quality of being

gray. Grayling.

Graywacke, (gra'wak-e) ». [Ger. f/rauand Kaclc]

A conglomerate rock of rounded pebbles and

sand firmly united together.

Graze, (gras) v. t. [A.-S. prasian.] To rubor

touch lightly in passing ;—to feed or supply, as

cattle, with grass ;—to tend grazing cattle;—

v. i. To eat grass or herbage ;—to supply grass.

Grazier, (gra'zhgr) n. One who -pastures cattle

and rears them for market.

Grazing, (grazing) «. Act of feeding on grass ;

—a pasture ;—a light touch in passing.

Grease, (gres) n. (F. gmiute.] Fat; tallow;

lard ;—animal fat in a soft state ;—an inflam

mation of the heels of a horse.

Grease, (gres) v. t. To smear or anoint with

grease ;—to bribe.

Greasily, (gxeYe-le) adv. With greaso or an ap

pearance of it '.—grossly; indelicately.

Greasiness, (grez'e-nes) n. Stateof being greasy;

oilinoss.

Greasy, (grCz*e)«. Oily: fat; unctuous;—smeared

with grease ;—like grease ; smooth.

Great, (grit) n. [A.-S., L. pvandit.] Large in

bidk or dimensions; of wide extent; big; ex

panded;—numerous ; — long in time or dura

tion;—superior; admirable ; — strong ; power

ful ; eminent;— weighty; important; — gener

ous; magnanimous;—rich; sumptuous;—proud;

pompous ;—hard; difficult ;—pregnant ;—denot

ing consanguinity either in the ascending or

descending line.

Great, (grit) a. The whole ; gross ;—tho lump.

The great, people of rank or distinction.

Great-coat, (grafkot) «. An over-coat.

Great-hearted, (grat'hart-ed) a, Undejected ;

high-spirited ; noble.

Greatly, (grilt'le) ado. In a great degree ; much ;

—nobly ; illustriously ; generously ; bravely.

Greatness, (grilt'nes) ». largeness of bulk,

number, quantity, or the like ; Large extent/ or

degree;—high rank or station; power ; rule;—

elevation of soul or sentiment; strength of

intellect;—force; intensity ;—pomp ; grandeur.

Greaves, (grevz) n. pL [F. f/revet.] Ancient

armour for the logs ;—the sediment of molted

til low.

Grebe, (griib) «. [W. crio.J A marine bird

having a straight, sharp beak, and very short

wings, and expert at diving.

Grecian, (greshau) a. Pertaining to Greece.

Grecian, (gre'shan) n, A native of Greece; a

Greek ;—one well versed in the Greek language,

literature, or history.

Grecism, (gres'izm) n. A Greek idiom.

Greedily, (gred'e-le) adv. In a greedy manner ; '

eagerly ; voraciously ; ravenously.

Greediness, (gred'e-ues) n. The quality of being

greedy.

Greedy, (gred'e) a, [A.-S. oradig.] Having

a keen appetite for food or drink ; ravenous ;

voracious ;—having a keen desire of any thing ;

eager to obtain.

Greek, (grek) a. Pertaining to Greece.

Greek, (gr£k) u. A native or inhabitant of

Greece ;—the language of Greece.

Green, (grim) «. [A.-S. grene.] Having the

colour of grass when fresh and growing ; ver

dant; emerald ;—full of life and vigour: flourish

ing;—new; recent;—immature; young; raw:

awkward;— not seasoned; not dry;—pole;

sickly; wan.

Green, (gren) n. The colour of growing plants;

—a grassy plain or plat ',—pl. Fresh leaves or

branches ; wreaths ;—leaves and sterna of young

plants dressed for food.

Green, (gren) v. t. To make green.

Greenfinch, (gren'flnah) m. A native bird :—called

also aroMhtal: [plum of a greenish hue.

Green-gage, (gren'gaj) n. A choice variety of

Green-grocer, (gren'gro-se.r) «. A retailer of vegt -

tables or fruits in their fresh or green state.

Greenhouse, (grenlious) «. A house for pre

serving tender plants during winter or coid

weather.

Greenish, (grCnlsh) a. Somewhatgreen .

Greenishness, (greu'ish-nes) «. The quality cf

being greenish.

Greenness, (gren'nes) n. Quality of being

green; viridity;—freshness; vigour; newness;

—r.- iv. i less ; unripeness ;—inexperience.

Greenroom, (gren'room) «. The retiring room of

actors in a theatre. [lower chalk formatic-il

Greensand, (gren'sand) n. A stratum in the

Greenstone, (greu'ston) «. A rock of the trap

formation, consisting of hornblende and feldspar.

Greensward, (gren'sward) n. Turf green with

grass. [used as a raustie.

Green-vitriol, (gren'vit-re-ol) ». Sulphate of iron.

Greenwood, (gruii'wddd) n. Trees in spring 01

summer ;—wood when green or undrieo.

Greenwood, (grCn'wood) a. Pertaining to green

wood.

Greet (gret) v.t. (A.-S. pritan.] To bail: to

address; to accost ;—v. i. To give salutations.

Greet, (grOt) r.i. [Go, grtittm.) To weep; to

grieve. [Scot.]

Greeting, (gritting) n. Salutation at meeting .

compliment addressed from one absent.

Gregarious, (gre-gu're-ua)«. (L. pit*.] Having

the habit of living in a flock or herd; nut solitary

Gregariously, (gre-gu're-us-le) adv. In a srre-

garious manner.

Gregorian, (gre-go're-an) a. Belonging to, or

established by, PopeGregory, as the calendar,Av.

Grenade, (gre-nad1) «. [F. grtnude.) A hollo*

ball or shell filled with powder, and fired ly

means of a fuse ; a bomb shell.

Grenadier, (gren-a-dEr') n. Formerly, a eollif-

who threw grenades : now, one of a company ,.r

tall, stout soldiers, who take past on tho rigLi

of a battalion.

Grey, (gril) n. Colour

of white mingled with

black ;—a horse of this

colour;—usually Gray.

Greyhound, (graliound)

n. [A.-S. grip, and

hund.] A slender,

graceful dog, remarka

ble for its keen sight

and swiftness in the

chase, of several vari

eties :—Grayhound.

Griddle, (grid'l) n. [W. pivhUU.) A pan, brossd

and shallow, for baking cakes.
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Gridiron, (gridi-um) n. [W, ffreidUw.] A

grated utensil for broiling flesh and fish over

the lire.

Grief, (grêf) ». [F. Д- D.] Sorrow : twin;

regret ¡—distress of mind caused by affliction,

loe of friends, &ti. ; sadness ;—disquietude

arising from sin or misconduct ; anguish ; re

penting pain ;—cause of sorrow or distress ;

niévanos.

Grievance, (grêVans) ». A cause of grief or uii-

fA#ine*» ;—ground of complaint ; — affliction ;

injury; injustice.

Grieve, (grev) v. /. To occasion grief to; to

inflict mental pain upon ; to wound or hurt,

ss the feelings ;—to ver : to offend ;—v. i. To

feel grief; to sorrow : to mourn.

Grievous, (greVu*) u. Causing grief ; painful ;

heaty ; oppressive ; distressing ;—great ; atro

cious ;—hurtful. [manner; painfully.

Grievously. (grèVns-le) adv. In a grievou*

Grierousness, (grêv'us-nes) ». Quality or condi

tion of being grievous; atrocity; enormity.

Griinn. (griffin) «, [F. ffriffon.] А fabled

animal with the body and paws of a lion, and

the head and wings of an eagle.

Grig, (grig) я. ("Sw. i-racln.) A small eel ; the

sand eel :—a merry little body.

Grill, (gril) v. t. [F. irrillci:] To broil on a grate

or gridiron ;--to torment as if by broiling.

Grillade, ígril-lad') ,¿. [F.j Broiled meat; a dish

cooked by broiling.

Grilse, (grils) п. Л young salmon on its first re

turn to fresh water.

Grisa, (grim) а. [A.-S. (fl-itu.] Stem ; severe ;

forbidding ; fierce: grisly; sullen ; surly.

Grimace, (gre-miis) ». [F. from A.-S. irrtт.] A

distortion of the countenance to express con

tempt, disapprobation, or the like; a smirk; a

made-up face.

Grimalkin, (gre-mal'kin) n. [Corrupted from

i¡r?¡? and inall-iu,} An old cat.

Grime, (grim) я. [Л -S hri/nif, soot.] Foul

matter ; dirt ; sullying blackness, deeply in

grained.

Grime, (grim) r. r. To sully or soil deeply.

Grimly, (grira'le) ado. In a grim manner ;

fiercely ; sullenly. [noss.

O.-imneis, (grin t 'nes) ». Fierceness of look ; stern-

Ôrimy, (grîm'e) a. Full of grime : dirty ; foul.

Grin, (grin) i'. i. [A.-S. i/finniitii.] To open the

ntonth anil sliow the teeth, as in laughter, scorn, <

or i*ain ;—r. /. To express by grinning.

Grin, (grin) n. The act of closing the teeth and

showing them.

Grind, (¿rind) v. f. [A.-S. flmuían.) To reduce

to powder by friction;—to polish or sbar{)en ;— |

to prei»are for examination ;—to oppress ; to ¡

harass;—r. í. To perfurui the ojwration of ;

grin* ling :—to drudge.

Grinder, (grinder) ». One who, or tHat which, (

grinds ;—one of the doubla teeth ; a molar ;—pi. !

The teeth.

Grinding, (grinding) n. Tlio act of pulverizing, i

polishing, or sharpening ¡—oppression.

Grindstone, (grind stôii) ». A fiat circular sand

stone used for grinding or sharpening tools.

Grip, (grip) л. [Ger. j/riff, Dan. <jrtl>.} A grasp i

or pressure of the hand ;—bite of pincera or

other tool; hold; clutch.

Grip, (grip) г. Г. To grasp and squeeze ; to nip,

hite, ami hold fast.

Gripe, (grin) r.t. [A.-S. </vi,xtn.] To catch

with the hand; to clutch;—to seize and hold

| fast;—to squeeze; — to pain the bowels;—to

i pinch ; to distress ;—v. i. To hold or pinch, as

with a gripe ; to get money by hard bargains

or exactions;—to suffer grilling pains.

Gripe» (grip) n. Grasp; seizure; clutch;—

oppression ; exaction ; spasmodic paiu in the

intestines—chiefly plural.

1 Griping, (griping) ». A pain in the bowels.

Gris, (gré) ». [F.j A kind of fur, gray in colour.

Grisette, (gie-zef) ». [F.J Wife or daughter of

j a tradesman ;—iu Paris, a flower girl, milliner,

; or shop girl, whoUivac, but is not kept, as a

! mistress—chiefly with clerks and students.

Grisly, (grizie) «. [A.-S. ffrUltc.] Frightful;

horrible; terrible.

Grist, (grist) », [А.-Я. frri*t.] That which is

¡ ground at one time ;—supply; provision; hence,

: profit ; gain.

Gristle, (grisi) ii. [A.-S. prutl,] A smooth

elastic substance in animal bodies ; cartilage.

Gristliness, (grisio-ues) ». Stato or condition of

being gristly.

Gristly, (grisie) a. Consisting of gristle; like

gristle; cartilaginous.

1 Grit, (grit) ». [Л.-S. fTtytt.] The coarse part

of meal ;—oats or wheat coarsely ground :—sand

i or gravel;—a coarse-grained siliciotia sandstone;

—spirit; resolution.

I Grit, (grit) v. i. To give forth a sound as of

I saud under the feet;—v. t. To grind ; to grate.

Grittmess, (grit'e-nes) ». Quality or state of

being gritty.

Gritty, (grit'e) o. Containing or consisting of

sand or grit;—spirited and resolute.

Grizzle, (grizi) ». [F.ftviê.] Иглу, agraycolour.

Grizzled, (grizld) «. Gray; of a mixed white aud

black.

Grizzly, (grizie) a. Somewliat gray.

Groan, (gron) r. i. [A.-S. ffitinmti.) To give

forth a low, moaning sound, as in pain or

sorrow ;—to sigh under affliction; to labour

under exactions or heavy burdens.

Groan, (grün) ». A low, moaning sound—

usually uttered in ]шп, sometimes iu derision.

Groaning, (griming) ». The act of groaning ;

complaint ; a sound expressive of sorrow or

pain.

Groat, (grawt) ». [D. ffroot.] An old English

coin equal to fourpeiice ;— any small num.

Groats, (grawts) ». ,>t. [A-H. milt.] Oata or

wheat deprived of the hulls or outer coating.

Grocer, (grô'sçr) ». [Оголит.] A trader who

deals iu tea, sugar, spices, coffee, liquors,

fruits, are.

Grocery, (gnVsrr-o) ». pi. The commodities sold

by grocers ; — a grocer's store.

Grog, (grog) a. A mixture of spirit and cold

water, usually not sweetened.

Groggy, (ginge) «. Overcome with grog ;

tipsy ;—weakened in a fight so as to stagger;—

moving in an uneasy, hobbling manner, owing

to a tenderness about the feet—said of a horse.

Grogram, (grogram) ». [F. агол-tmun ] A

kind of coarse stuff made of silk and mohair;

also, a kind of strong, coarse silk.

Groin, (groin) ». [Icel. prein,] The depressed

part of the body lietweon the belly and the

thigh ;—the angular curve made by the inter

section of two arches.

Groin, (groin) r. t. To fashion into groins ; to

adorn with groins.

Groined, (groind) a. Having an angular curve

made by the intersection of two arches.
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Groined roof, (groind'rdof) ;i. Ail arched roof or

ceiling formed by tho

junction of two opposite

seta of intersecting or

groined vaults. In the

figure, marked by ribs or

bunds leading up to tho

apex.

Groom, (groom) R. [D.

grom, A.-S. f/uhia,] . A

man or boy who has the

charge of horses; —one

of several officers of tlio

Knglkh royal household;

—a man recently mar

ried, or aljout to be

married; a bridegroom. Ciroiued roof.

Groom, (groom) v. t. To tend, as a horse.

Groomsman, (groomz'man) n. An attendant of a

bridegroom at his wedding.

Groove, (groov) «. [A. -S. ffrdf.] A furrow,

channel, or long hollow cut by a tool ;—n shaft

in mines. [in ; to furrow.

Groove, (groov) v. t. To cut a groove or channel

Grope, (grop) r. i. [A.-S. ffropian.] To attempt

to find something in the dark, or us a blind

person ; to feel ono'a way;— w, t. To search by

feeling in the dark.

Gross, (gros) <t. [P. grot.] Thick ; bulky;—fat ;

corpulent;—vulgar*; indelicate;—coarse;—plain;

—dense; close;—shameful;—stupid ; dull;—

whole ; entire ; total.

Gross, (gros) n. The main body; the bulk ; the

mass ;—tho number of twelve dozen.

Grossbeak. (gros'bek) ft, A singing bird of the

genus Loxia, allied to tho finch and linnet.

Grossly, (gros"le) uUr. In a gross manner.

Grossuess, (gvos'nes) ft. State or quality of being

gross ; thickness ; corpulence ; coarseness ; enor

mity.

Grot! (grot) "- A grotto.

Grotesque, (gro-tesk') <t. [F. irrfttto.] Wildly

formed ; whimsical ; extravagant ;—ludicrous :

antic. [ludicrous imago ; caricature.

Grotesque, (gro-tesk') ft. Wlumsical figure;

Grotesquely, (gro-tesk'le) ad*. In a grotesque

manner. [grotesque.

Groteaqueness, (grG-tesk'nes) ft. State of being

Grotto, (grot' to) n. [F. ffrottt,] A natural cave

in the earth ;—an artificial structure in gardens

for coolness and refreshment.

Ground, (ground) n. (A.-S. &, Ger. grund.] Tho

surface of the earth : dry hind ;—land ; estate ;

■—floor; pavement;—basis ; foundation; hence,

reason ; origin ;—tho surface on which an object

or figure is represented ;—the primary colour

on which others are wrought ;—a tune on which

variations are made ;—a field of action ;—advan

tage ;—pi. Sediment ; dregs. •

Ground, (ground) r.t. To Lay or set on tho

ground;—to fix or set, n-» on a foundation;—

to instruct in element*) or first principles;—e. i.

To run aground ; to strike anil remain fixed.

Ground-bait, (ground'bat) n. Bait dropped to the

bottom of the water to collect together the fish.

Ground-floor, (ground'flor) ft. The floor of a house

on a level, or nearly so, with the exterior ground.

Groundless, (ground'les)rt. Having no foundation;

wanting cause or reason ; false ; unauthorized.

Groundlessly, ( ground ' les - le) adt. Without

cause or reason ; without authority.

Groundlessness, (ground'le«-nes) it. Want of just

reason, cause, or authority.

Groundling, (groundling) «• A fish that keep*

at the bottom of the water ;—a spectator in the

pit of the theatre ; hence, a low, mean person.

Ground-nut, (ground'nut) u. The pea-nut;—a

plant, having an edible root of a globular shape,

and sweet, aromatic taste.

Ground-plan, (ground'plan) v. The surface re

presentation of the divisions of a building.

Ground-plot, (grouud'plot) a. The ground on

which a building is placed.

Ground-rent, (ground'reut) n. Rent paid for tbe

privilege of building on another man's land.

Ground-ael, (ground'sel) w. [A.-S. tn'muUteituif.)

A native plant of the genus eVnarf*, the iced*

of which ire a common food for small birds.

Ground-swell, (ground swel) ft. A broad, deep

swell of the ocean, cin-ul by a long continued

gale.

Ground-work, ( ground 'wurk) «. Foundation;

but* ;—the essential part : original reason.

Group, (groop) ft, [F. orottpf,] A cluster, crowd.

or throng, either of persona or things; — an

assemblage -of figures or object* in a certain

order or relation in painting or sculpture.

Group, (groop) v.t. (F. grouper.] To form j

group ;—to arrange in a group or order.

Grouping, (grouping) ft. The arrangement rf

figures or objects in drawing, painting, and

sculpture.

Grouse, (grow) ft, [(low.] A native gallinaceous

bird, having feathered feet, a sliort bill, and u

red band over the eyes—esteemed as the >■ i

game :—alBO called moor/otel.

Grout, (grout) n, [A.-S. yrut, Ioel. prttntr.]

Coarse meal ; pollard;—a thin, coarse mortar;

also, a finer material used in finishing the bt »t

ceilings. [joints between gtonem

Grout, (grout) v. t. To fill up with grout, as th«

Grove, (grov) ft, [A.-S. prii/.] A cluster of tm>*

eluding an avenue or walk ; a gnmp of tmi

smaller tlian a forest ; a temple in the wood*.

Grovel, (grov'el) r.t. [loeL irr»>fti.] To creep

on the earth, or with the face to thu ground ; la

act in a prostrate posture ;—to be low or mean

Groveller, (grov'el-er) n, One who grovels; ea

abject wretch.

Grovelling, (grov'el-ing) a. Abject; mean.

Grow, (gro) v. t. (A.-S. prowrft, Icei. pitta.] T;

enlarge in bulk or stature;—to be produced ■-''

augmented by vegetation ;—to be cluuiged ftou

one state to another ;—to extend ; to prugre**

—to thrive ; to flourish ;—to swell ;—to prowv

from ; to spring ;—to become attached or fixed

to adhere ;—•v. t. To cause to grow; to cultivate

to produce ; to raise.

Grower, (grO'cr) ft. One who grows or produce

Growl, (growl) r.t. [D. grolltu.] To mumm

or snarl, us a dog; to utter an angry, gruxuhiiL

Bound ;—v, f. To express by growling.

Growl, (growl) n. Tho murmur of a cross dec.

Growling, (growling) ft. The act of auariio.

as an ill-natured cur.

Growth, (groth) n. Process of growing ; grcdrj

! increase of animal and vegetable bodies ; pn

J duct ;—advancement ; effect result.

I Grub, (grub) v.i. [do. jrraban.] To dig in *

j under tho ground ; to lx> occupied in diggicg .

■ to bog food ;—v. t. To dig up ; to eradicate.

Grub, (grub) v. A fleshy, dingy-coloured Urn

i a lane of a beetle or weevil ;—food ; victuals-

Grubber, (grar/gr) ft. One who gvube ; — i

instrument for uprooting trees, shrubs, £c.

| Grudge, (gruj) v. f. [0. grudtciu.} .To env
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to tíow with discontent ;—to giro or take reluc

tantly :—r. ¡. To murmur ; to repine ; to com

plain ;—to be covetous or envious; to be unwill

ing or reluctant.

Grudge, (gruj) ». Uneasiness at the ]x>ssession of

something by- another ; ill will ; secret enmity ;

dislike ; spit«.

Grudging*, (gnij'ing) n. Act of envying the

jjro»»i»erity of another; reluctancy.

Grudgingly, (gruj'ing-le) ado. in a grudging

manner.

Cruel (grôô'el) n. [A.-S. grùt.] A light, liquid

food, made by boiling meal in water.

Gruff, (gruí) o. [D. grnf.] Hough or stern in

manner, voice, or countenance ; rugged ; harsh.

Gruffly, (grufle) adc. Koughly; harshly; sternly.

Grufrnee*, (gruf'nes) u. The quality or etat« of

being gruff.

Grumble, (grumT^l) r. í. [D. ftrommrn.] To

murmur with discontent ; — to snarl ; — to

rumble; to roar. [murmuiH.

Grumbler, (grum'blrr) н. One who grumbles or

Grumbling, (grum'bling) n. A munuuring through

discontent ;—a rumbling sound.

Grumblingly, (grum'bling-le) adv. In a com

plaining, discontented manner. [blood.

Grume, (groom) n. [L. дпппия.] A clot, as of

Grumoua. (grùo'mus) a. Thick ; clotted.

Grant, (grunt) v. i. [A.-Ö. grvtutu.] To mako a

deep guttural noise, like a hog.

Grant, (grunt) »f. A deep, guttural sound, as

of a hog. [kind ;—a pig.

Cranter, (gmnt'çr) -п. Л fish of the gurnard

Grunting, (grunting) n. The guttural sound

made by hogs or other animals.

Guano, (gwâ'nô) ». [Ир.] The excrement of cer

tain sea-fowls—used as a manure.

Guarantee, (gàr'an-tè) п. Л promise to answer

for the payment of some debt or the performance

cf ¡юте duty in case of the failure of another

1<егк>п who is primarily liable ; one who binde

himself to see the promises or stipulations of

another fulfilled :—also written Guaranty.

Guarantee, (gàr'an-tè) v. t. [F. garantir,] To

warrant : to make sure ; to secure the perform

ance of ;—to contract or engage for the payment

oía debtor the performance of a duty, promise,

or stipulation made by another ;—to save harm

less ; to in demnify in case of loss.

Guarantor, (gáran-tor) ,*. A surety; a warranter;

4 cautioner.

Guard, (gárd) v. t. [F. garder,] To protect

from danger ; to secure against surprise, attack,

or injury; to accompany fur protection; — to

bind ;—r. ». To watch by way of caution or

defence ; to be in a state of defence or safety.

Guard, (gárd) ». That which guard« or secures ;

protection ; security ; defence ; — vigilance ; —

care: caution ; a watch ; a sentinel ; —a con

ductor ;—part of a eword hilt ;—ornamental lace

or hero ;— a chain or cord for a timepiece;—a

posture of defence in fencing. [guarded.

Guardable, (gárd'a-Ы) a. Capable of l>emg

Guarded, (gârd'ed) a. Cautious ; wary; circum

spect ;—framed with caution ;—reserved.

Guardedly, (gard'ed-le) ada. In a guarded or

cautious manner. [being guarded.

Guardedneu, (párd'ed-nes) n. State or quality of

Guardian, (gárd'e-an) ¡i. [F. aardicti.] One who

guards, préservée, or secures ; a warden ;—one

who has the custody of the person or property

of an infant, a minor, Ac.

Guardian, (gârde-an) v. Guarding; protecting.

The office of a

 

(¡ud^con.

. yvadon.] A reward;

fSp.] An irregular

Guardianship, (gñrd'o-an-ahip) n.

guardian.

Guava, (gwà'va) п. (Sp. ptiayub«.] Л tropical

tree or its fruit, which makes a delicious jelly.

Gudgeon, (guj'un) ». [F. goujon, from G. A-ootoe.]

A small fresh-water fish

of the genus Ct/j/riuti«,

allied to the carp ;—a

bait ; allurement.

Gueber, (gweber) и. A

fire-wurshipper.

Guerdon, (gçrdun) п. [F.

requital ; recompense.

Guerrilla, (gçr-ril'la)

mode of carrying on war by the constant attacks

of independent bands.

Guess, (ges) r. t. [1>. pinten.] To conjecture ; to

I judge at random; to form an opinion on what

' is likely or probable;— to suppose ; to think;—

¿p to conjecture rigltfly;—to hit upon by accident ;

—r. ». To make a random judgment : to con

jecture.

Guess, (ges) н. Judgment without sufficient or

decisive evidence or grounds ; conjecture.

Guess-work, (geaViirk) w, Work performed at

hazard ; result obtained by conjecture.

Guest, (gest) n. [A.-S. prut. Go. pott», L. hoetis,

stranger.] A visitor entertained for a short

time ; a lodger at a hotel, lodging, or boarding-

house.

Guffaw, (guf-faw') )'. A loud burst of laughter.

Guidance, (gUl'aus) ». Act of guiding; direction;

government; mode of conducting.

Guide, (gid) v. t. [F. guider.) To lead or direct;

to conduct by counsel ;—to order or manage, as

one's own affair» ;—to regulate ; to superintend,

as the actions of others.

Guide, (gid) ». One who leads another in his

way; a conductor;—one who directs or regulates.

" Guide-book, (gidlxxik) it. A descriptive hand-

í book of localities for the use of travellers.

Guide-post, (gîd'pôst) n. A post at the junction

of two or more roads to direct travellers in

the way.

Guild, (gild) к. [A.-S. gild.] A corporation ; a

society of merchant* or tradesmen united for

the protection of their class and trade :—in

Scotland, a corporation of freemen of the city.

Guildhall, (gildliaw 1) n. The hall where a guild

or corporation usually assemble ; the town hall.

Guile, (gil) ". [A.-S. telle.] Craft; cunning;

artifice; duplicity; deceit. •

Guileful, (gíl'fóól) a. Full of guile; character]zed

by cunniug, deceit, or treachery.

Guilefully, (gil'fööl-e) ode. Artfully; insidiously.

Guilefulness, ( gil' fool -nes) n. Deceit; secret

treachery ; habit or dis]>oBition to deceive.

Guileless, (gilíes) a. Free froui guile or deceit ;

artless ; honest ; frankly sincere.

Guilelessness, (gïl'lus-nes) ». State or quality of

being guileless: freedom from deceit; simplicity.

Guillemot, (gillö-niot) n . j F. , W. eh mla rg. ] A

marine diving bird, allied to the penguins,

auks, and divers.

Guillotine, (gilTö-tün) J». (F.) Л machino for

beheading a person by the descending stroke of

a heavy axe or cutting knife.

Guillotine, (gil-lô-tën') г. í. To behead with the

guillotine.

Guilt, (gilt) «. [A.-S. fjttlt.] Criminality and

consequent liability to punishment; — wilful

violation of law, or neglect of known duty;

crime ; offence ; — condition of being charged
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with, or convicted of, crime ; — iu civil law,

exposure to forfeiture or fine, &c.

Guiltily, (gilt'o-le) adv. In a guilty manner.

Guiltiness, (gilt'e-nes) n. State of being guilty ;

criminality.

Ouiltless, (gilt'Ies) a. Free from guilt: innocent.

Guiltlessness, (giltles-nes) n. Innocence; freedom

from crime or guilt.

Guilty, (gilt'e) a. Criminal; having done, or

proved to have done wrong ;—sinful ; wicked :

evil.

Guinea, (gin'E) n. [From Shtinee, in Africa.] An

old gold coin current for twenty-one unfiling*.

Guinea-fowl, (gin'e-fowl) n. A gallinaceous bird

of a dark -grey colour spotted with white,

originally from Africa.

Guinea-pig, (gin'e-pig) n. l&Hiana-ptff.] A small

Brazilian rodent, white, with 8]>ots of orange

and black.

Guise, (giz) n. [F. ffvhr.] External nppearancc;

garb; behaviour; mien;—custom : mode.

Guiser, (giz'er) n. A person in disguise ; a mum

mer or masker at Christmas.

Guitar, (ge-tar') n. [G. kitkttrtlA A stringe<l

instrument of music resembling the violin, but

larger, and having six strings, with seventeen

frets, played upon wi^h the fingers.

Gules, (gulz) v. [F. puei'Us.) A red colour; red

iu heraldic sliields.

Gulf, (gulf) n. [F. polff,] A large bay: a sea

extending widely into the land beyond the

coast-line ;—an abyss ; n deep chasm in the

earth ;—a whirlpool :—any thing insatiable.

Gulfy, (gulf c) a. Full of whirlpools or gulfs.

Gull, (gul) p. t [D. fcvllm.) To deceive; to

cheat ; to trick ; to defraud.

Gull, (gul) n. A trick ; fraud ;—a dupe.

Gull, (gul) n. [W. (ririthui.) A web-footed sea-

fowl, with long, narrow

wings, a straight beak

hooked at the tip, and

miniated feet with a small

hind toe.

Gullet, (gul'et) «. [ F.

goutft] The throat; the

passage in the animal neck

through which food enters

into the stomach.

Gullible, (gul'e-bl) «. Easily gulled or imposed

on : credulous.

Golly, (gul'e) n. A channel worn in the earth

by a current of water ; a ditch ; a gutter ;—also,

in Scotland, a large, broad knifo.

Gulp, (gulp) r.t. [D. ffHlpen.) To swallow

eagerly ;—to gulp up, to disgorge.

Gulp, (gulp) it, A swallow or as much as is

Rw:i71o\ved at once;—a disgorging.

Gum, (gam) A. [A. -8. p6ma.] The hard, fleshy !

substance covering the jaws and .investing the

teeth.

Gam, (gum) n. [A.-S. ffdma.) A concrete muci

lage which exudes from the bark of several

trees—used largely for stiffening »nd adhesive

porpoae*. for st-JTen by gum.

Gum, (gum) r. t. To smear with gum : to unite I

Gum-arabic, (gum-ar'a-bik) n. A jrtim obtained

from various species of the acacia, the best kind |

coming from Arabia. (on the gum. ,

Gum-boil, (guin'boil) n. A boil or small abscess

Gummiferous, (gum-ifer-us) «. [L. gtimnti and '

ferre.\ Producing gum.

Gumminew, (gunre-nes) n. State or qnality of '

being gummy; viscouanows.

 

Gummy, (gum'e) a. Consisting of gum; viscous;

adhesive ;—productive of gum;—covered with

gum.

Gumption, (gum'shun) n. [0. Eng. pnmm, ffoam.}

CaiKioity ; shrewdness; address.

Gum resin. (gum'rCz-in) n. An inspissated sap

or juice drawn from various plants by incision

—composed of resin with some other vegetable

comi>ound.

Gun, (gun) ". f Etymology uncertain ; perbarn

from the root of (mjint, or from L. carina, a

tube.] A tube or barrel, usually of iron, for

discharging balls or other missiles, by the ex

plosion of gunpowder ; a fire-arm in general.

Gun-boat, (gnn'bot) «. A host or small Teste) of

light draught, fitted to carry one or more gmis.

Gun-carriage, (gtinTcar-aj) n. A heavy wooden

frame resting on. wheels, on which cannon are

placed.

Gun-cotton, (gunltot-n) n. A highly explosive

substance obtained by soaking cotton, Ac, in

nitric and sulphuric acids.

Gun-metal, (gnn'met-al) iu An alloy of nine

parts of copper and one part of tin, nxit for

cannon, kc.

Gunner, (gun'cr) ». One who works a gnn ; ar*\

a warrant-officer hnving charge of the ordnance.

Gunnery, (gun'gr-e) it. The art and science »f

firing guns.

Gunny, (guu'e) v. [Hind. & Bengal, rrrni.) A

strong, coarse kind of sacking.

Gunpowder, (gun'pow-der) ft. A mixtnre of

•altpette, sulphur, and cliarcoal rmlveriaed,

granulated, and dried;—a fine kind of green tea.

Gunshot, (gun'shot) n. Tlie distance of the pnhit-

blank range of a cannon-shot. (gun.

Gunshot, (gun'shot) n. Made by the shot of a

Gunsmith, (gun'smlth) a. A inakerof small arm*.

Gunstock, (gun'stok) n. The stock or wood in

which the barrel of a gun is fixed.

Gunwale, (gun'wal) v. [From gm and wWJ

The upper edge of a ship's side :—also Gum?!

Gurgle, (gur'gl) r.i, [Ger. gnrgtln.} To rnn ox

flow in a broken, irregular, noisy current.

Gurgle, (gur'gl) ft. A gush or flow of liquid1.

Gurgling, (gurgling) v. A running with a

broken and noisy current.

Gurnet, (gurnet) n. [Ir. ptCifWtOtL] A i*ea-n*>>i.

of tho genus Trttila, having a large and spiny

head, with mailed cheeks:—also rr*rnar*f.

Gush, (gush) r.t. [A. -9. protau.] To flow

copiously; to rush forth, as a fluid from confine

ment ;—to act with a sudden and rapid iro)mI«*

Gush, (gush) n, A sudden and violent iamie of a

fluid from an inclosed place ; the fluid thns

emitted. [violence, ae a fluid.

Gushing, (gush'ing) a. Bustling forth with

Gushingly, ( gnsh'ing-le ) adr. In a fruahinf

manner.

Gusset, (gns'et)n. [F. www/.] Apiece of cMb

Inserted in a garment for the purpote of

strengthening or enlarging some part-.

Gust, (gust) n, [L. pitttm.] The sense or plea

sure of tasting ; relish ;—gratification of any

kind ;—intellectual appreciation ; critical taet*.

Gust, (gust) n. [Ieol. gusty.) A sudden M *»

of wind ;—a sudden, violent burst of p.i -*... •

Gustatory, (gnst'a-tor-e) a. Pertaining to ta*te.

Gusto, (gust'6) n. [It A Sp.J Nice appreciK-

tion or enjoyment ; relish ; taste ; !;'-. I ■ : ...

Gusty, (gnst'e) «. Mubjeot to sudden Mast- at

storms ; windy : stormy : tempeatnou*.

Gut, (gut) n. [Ger. kuttel] The intestinal cam]
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of an animal :—the stomach ;—a narrow passage

between rocks or lulls;—pi. The whole mass

"f intestines.

Gut. (gut) r. Í. To take out the bowele from ;—

to destroy the interior of ; to remore the con

tents of.

Gutta-percha, (gut'a-pçrch'a) «. An inspissated

asp obtained from Tarions trees In the Malayan

archipelago—it resembles caoutchouc.

Gutter, (giit'çr) n. [F. gouttière.] Any pansage

for water ;—a pipe for conveying rain from the

roof or eaves of я building;—a hollow or channel

in the earth fur conveying water—usually ou

I the aide of a road or street.

Gutter, (gut'er) r. t. To form into small, longi-

tndinal hollows or channels;—r. Í. To become

hollowed or channelled.

Guttural, (gut'ur-al) a. [L. guttvv.] Pertaining

to tile throat ; formed in the throat.

Guttural, (gut'ur-al) /u A letter pronounced in

the throat, aa the Greek %t or ck in the Scottish

word loch, [manner.

Gutturally, ( gutfür-al-le ) adv. In a guttural

Guy, (gi) п. [Яр. guia.] A ropo used to steady

or confine other parte of a ship's tackle.

Guzzle, (goz'I) r, i. [A modification of fTî'Î.Î To

■wallow greedily ; to drink frequently ;—1\ Í.

To eat or drink inordinately.

Gymnasium, (jim-nare-um) n, fL.] A place

where athletic exercises are performed ; — a

school for the higher branches of literature and

•deuce. [athletic exercises of the body.

Gymnastic*!, (jim-nas'tik-al) «. Pertaining to

Gymnastics, (jim-nas'tiks) 11. xing. The art of

performing athletic or disciplinary exercises.

Gymnosophist, (jim-noso-fist) п. [G. pumnos,

naked, and tophintfs, philosopher.] One of a

feet of East Indian philosophers and religious

teacher», who went almost naked.

Gymnote, (jim'nöt) n. [O. pumnos and notos.]

A genua of fresh-water fishes, having no dorsal

fin, including the electric eel.

Gynarchy, (jin'ar-ko) ». [G. gune and arvhein.]

Government by a female.

Gyneocracy, ( jin-C-ok'ra-se) ». [G, punt, ccnitivo

gttnaiko*, woman, and ¿та reí«, to rule.] Govern

ment administered by a woman.

Gypseous, (jip'sé-us) «. [L. gr/pscus.] Resem

bling or containing gypsum.

Gypsum, (jip'sum) it. [L.] A mineral consisting

of sulphate of lime—planter of Pari*.

Gyrate, (jï'rîlt) v. i. [h. gyrare.] To revolve

round a central ]>oint ; to move spirally.

Gyration, (ji-ra'shun) n. Act of tiírning or

whirling around a fixed centre ; rotation.

Gyratory, (jí'ra-tor-e) a. Moving in a circle.

Gyre, (jïr) л. [L. ffyriie.] A circular motion, or

a circle described by a moving body; a turn ; a

wheel. [fall;] The peregrine falcon.

Gyrfalcon, (jerTa-kn) п. [F. gp.rfav.lt, Ger. geier-

Gyroscope, (jirVsköp) «. [G. puros and tkoprin.]

A rotating wheel mounted in a ring or rings

for illustrating the dynamics of rotating bodies,

the composition of rotations, &c.

Gyre, (jiv) n. [W. fjffjfn,] A shackle, especially

one to confine the legs ; a fetter.

Gyve, (jiv) r. t. To fetter; to shackle; to chain.

H.

H (âch), the eighth letter of the English

alphabet, and usually classed as the sixth

coniümant. Sometimes before Vowels it is

mure, as in Itonent, and al*o when allied with g,

as in bright, light ; when preceded by w it is

pronounced before the w, as in what, irhn-e.

3a, (hi) interj. An exclamation denoting sur

prise, joy, or grief. H>t, ha, ha, laughter ;—

bf-hum, expression of doubt.

Habeas-corpus, ( ha'bê-as-kor'pus ) п. [L.J A

writ to bring a party before a court or judge ;

especial/y, one to inquire into the cause of a

person's imprisonment or detention by another,

with the view to protect personal liberty.

Haberdasher, (hahçr-dasb-çr) п. [A. -S. hahr Hr

Нам.] Retailer of stuff*, as silks, muslins, linen,

lace, Ac., or of small Wares, such as tapes, pins,

needles, thread., *c. [by a haberdasher.

Haberdashery, (hab'çr-dasu-çr-e) n. Goods sold

Habergeon, ( hvbçr'je-un ) ñ. [F. havlrrgeon.]

Defensive armour descending from the* neck

to the middle, and formed of Uttle iron rings or

meshes.

Habiliment, (ha-rrtTe-raent) n. [F. habillement.]

A garment ; clothing ; — usually pi. Dress ;

garments.

Habit, (hat/it) it. [L. habitu*.] Dress; garment:

clothes in general ;—an upper coat or cloak

worn by ladies ;—custom ; practice : nsage ;—

bodily temperament ; — mental condition ac

quired by custom or practice ;—mode ; manner;

wav ; style.

Habit, (liaVit) v. t. To dress ; to clothe.

Habitable, (hab'it-a-bl) a . [L habitan, to dwell.]

Capable of being inhabited or dwelt in ; fit for

occupation or residence.

Habitably, (hab'it-a-ble) adv. In a manner to

be occupied or inhabited.

Habitat, (hab'o-tat) n. The natural abode or

locality of a planter animal;—place of residence.

Habitation, (hab-it-a'shun) n. Act of inhabiting;

—place of abode ; a dwelling ; a residence.

Habitual, (lia-bitTi-al) «. Formed or acquired

by habit ; customary ;—rendered permanent by

frequent use or practice ; accustomed ; usual ;

common.

Habitually, (ha-bit'fl-аМе) a<i>: In an habitual

manner; customarily; usually; commonly.

Habituate, (ha-bit u-at) v. t. To accustom U> a

¿)ractice or usage ; to familiarize.

abitude, (hab'e-tud) n. [L. habitvdo.] Ex

ternal form or condition of a body ; customary

mode ; confirmed practice.

Hack, (hak) v.r. [Л. -S. haccan.] To cut irre

gularly and awkwardly ; to notch ; to manple ;

—to speak with hesitation ;—to hire, as a hack ;

—r. i. To be exposed for hire ;—to hawk ; to

cough.

Hack, (hak) п. A notch; a cut;—hesitating or

faltering speech.

Hack, (hak) п. [F. hoque.] A horse or carriage

let out for common hire ; also, a horse used in

all kinds of work ;—a large pick for working

stone ;—a rack for feeding cattle ;—a frame for

drying fish or cheese;—a place where bricks

are dried before burning.
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Hack, (link) «. Hired ; mercenary ;—worn out

by sen- ice.

Hackle, (hokT) r. f. fD. helrlen.] To separate,

jik the coarse part of Hax or hemp from the fine,

by drawing it through the teeth of a hackle or

liatcliel ; —to tear rudely asunder ;—to question

sharply and minutely, as a candidate for office :

—also^Heokle.

Hackle," (hak'l) «, \T>. hel-tl.] An instrument

with teeth for sefiaratiug the coarse part of flax

or hemp from the fine;—any flimsy substance

unspuu, as raw silk ;—a fly for angling.

Hackly, (liak'lo) cu Rough or broken, as if

1 lacked.

Hackney, (liak'ne) n. [V. hoqutnde.] A horso

for riding or driving;—a horse or a horse anil

carriage kept for hire ;—a hack ; a hireling; a

prostitute.

Hackney, (hak'nc) rr. Let out for hire ;—prosti

tute ;—much used ; common ; trite.

Hackney, (hak'ne) v. t. To use much ; to accus

tom ; to make trite or commonplace ;—to carry

in a hired coacIl.

Hackneyed, (hak'ned) a. Used much; practised;

accustomed; worn out ; commonplace.

Haddock, (had'uk) n. [W. hodttg.] A sea-fish

of the genus Gadn*t abundant in the northern

seas, and a common article of food.

Hades, (ha'dez) n, [G.J The habitation of the

dead ;—the state of departed souls of men.

Haffit, (haf it) «. [Half-head.] The side of the

head ;—generally pi. The temples.

Haft, (haft) ». "[A.-S. haft.] A handle, as of a

knife, sword, or dagger ; hilt. [handle.

Haft, (haft) ''• '• To furnish with or set in a

Hag, (hng) «■ f A.-S. hagt*.] An ugly old woman;

a fury ;—a witch ; a sorceress.

Haggard, (hag'ard) a. [F. tinganl.] Wild or

intractable; — lean and ghastly ; having the

expression of one wasted by want or suffering.

Haggard, (li'ig^rd) «■ A species of hawk;—any

thing wild and intractable. [ner.

Haggardly, (hajrard-le) ailr. In a haggard mati-

Haggish, (hag'ish) a. Like a liag ; deformed ;

ugly.

Haggle, (liagl) v. f. [Hag. } To cut into small

pieces ; to notch ;—to tease : to worry ;—v. i.

l'n be dilheult in bargaining; to chaffer; to

higgle.

Haggling, (hagling) n. Hacking ; mangling ;—

chaffering ; to beat down the price.

Hagiography, (ha-je-og'ra-fo) n. pi. fG. hagtoi

and ijr« i thrin.] That part of the Old Testament

not embraced by the Law and the Prophets ;—

the lives of the saints.

Hagiology, (hft-jo-oTo-je) ti. \G. Jmrnrnt and logos.]

A narrative of the lives of the saints.

Hah, (hii) inter). An exclamation expressing

surprise or effort ; ha.

Ha-ha, (ha-ha') n. [//" it.] A fence or bank sunk

in a slope, not visible until one is close upon it.

Hail, (hill) w. [A.-S. hmjo.l, hii\n\.\ Frozen rain

or lumps of ice precipitated from the clouds.

Hail, (hat) r. I. To pour down masses of ice or

frozen vapour ;— r. t. To pour down, as hail.

Hail, (h.11) inter). An exclamation usually of re

spectful, and sometimes of reverent, salutation.

Hail, (hal) 11. [A.-S. kill, safety.] A wish of

health ; a salutation.

Hail, (hal) v.t [Got. hal6», G. lalehi.] To

call after loudly; to salute;—to name;—r. i.

To report one's self, as when hailed from

another ship at sea.

 

Hailstone, (halaton) n. A frozen rain-drop.

Haily, (hal'e) a. Full of hail; consisting of hail.

Hair, (hur) «. [A.-S. ha,:] A small filament

growing from a bulbous root in the skin of an

animal ;—a collection or mass of such serving

as a covering to the skin : hair of the head ;

fur ; down ; bristles ;—a species of pubescence

on plants ;—any thing small or fine ; exact value

or distance ;—course; grain.

; Hair-breadth, (h&r'»rodth) «. The diameter or

breadth of a hair ; a very small distance.

Haiz^breadth>(liar/bredth)n. Having the breadth

of a hair ; very narrow.

Hairiness, (haVe-ncs) n. The state of aboum]iii£,

or being covered, with hair.

Hair-splitting, (hlr'split-ing) v. The practice

■ of making nice and minute distinctions in

, reasoning.

, Hairy, (hur'e) n. Covered or abounding wiui

hair ;—made of hair ;—resembling hair.

I Hake, (hak) n. [Ger. hec/u.] A sea-D«h of the

cod family, having only two dorsal fins.

Halberd, (haTbcnl) m. [F. hatlebardt.) An an

cient military weapon for cutting

and thrusting ; a long shaft having

a steel pointed head, and a steel

cross-piece, with a cutting edge.

Halberdier, ( hal-be,rd-£r') «. One

who is arined with a halberd.

Halcyon, (hal'se-un) iu [L„] Tho

king-fisher.

Halcyon, (halse-un) a. Pertaining

to, or resembling, the halcyon,which

was said to lay her eggs near the

sea during the calm weather; hence,

calm ; quiet ; peaceful ; happy.

Hale, (hal)"- (A.-S. MI.] Bound;

entire : healthy ; robust.

Hale, (hal) r. /. To drag ; to haul.

Haleness, (hal'nes) n. .Soundness ; heal thin^

Half, (haf) «. [A.-S. heat/.] One of two wpul

parts of a tiling.

Half, (haf) u. Consisting of a moiety or half.

Half, (haf) adv. In. part, or in an equal i<-rt

or degree.

Half-binding, flulTbind-ing) n. A style of V*

binding in which the hacks and comers aici'i

leather, and the sides in paper or cloth.

Half-blood, (haf bind) n. Relation oft***

persons born of the same father or of Uw «»k*

mother, but not of both.

Half-bred, ( haf' bred) a. Mixed; mongrel .-

hence, mean ; vulgar.

Half-cock, (hafkok) )(. The position of the cock

of a gun when retained by the first notch.

Half-moon, (luifnioon) n. The moon when hill

its disk appears illuminated ;—an outwork cam-

posed of two faces, forming a salient angle.

Half-pay, (hafpa) n. Half tho amount of «>£*

or salary; diminished or reduced pay.

Half-penny, (h*'pen-*0 »• A copper coin of u*

value of half a penny.

Half-pennyworth, (ha'pen-c-wurth) n. Valet «

a haif-iienny, or what it will purchase.

Half-title, (haf'tid) ». The time or sUte of the

tide equally distant from ebb and flood.

Half-way, (haf'wa) adv. In the middle ; at !**

the distance ; imperfectly ; partially.

Half-way, (hid'wa) a. Equally distant from t w

extremes. [silly; fuoh*.

Half-witted* (haf'wlt-ed) a. Weak in intelM :

Half-yearly, (haf ver-le) o. Occurring, pai-lct

payable twice in the year ; semi-annual.

Halberd.
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Half-yearly, (hâfyër-le) adv. Twice in the vear.

Halibut, (hal'e-but) n. [D. helbut.] A native

toa-fish allied to the turbot and flounder.

Hall, (lian 1) л. [A.-S. hcall.] A covered edifice

or a room, usually of stately dimensions ;—a

passage-way ât the entrance of a house or suit«

of chambers; — a manor-house i — a court of

justice ;—a place of public assembly ;—a college

in a university.

Hallelujah, (haVle-hxi'ya) п. & iiitcrj, [II. halal

1 and Jah.\ Praise ye Jehovah.

Hall-mark, (hawl'márk) ». The official stamp of

the goldsmith's company and other assay offices.

Halloo. (bal-löiV) l'- •• l*'- haler.] To cry out;

to call to by name or by the word tutlloo ;—r. t.

To encourage with shouts;— to chase with shouts.

Halloo, (hal-hio') ». A shout ; a call.

Halloo, (hal-loo) inter}. Ho, there! ho!—an ex-

, damation to call attention or to encourage one.

Hallow, (hal'ô) v. t. [A.-S. hulig.\ To make

holy ; to consecrate ; to treat as sacred ; to

reverence. [All Sainte, or All Hallows.

, Hallowmas, (halo-mas) ». The feast of All Souls,

Hallucination, (hal-hi-sm-it'shmi) v. [L. kallu-

ciaari.} Error; delusion; mistake;—an error

or Шиыоп occasioned by bodily or organic

disorder.

Halo, (hilo) п. [F. halo, G. haló*.] A luminous

circle round the sun or moon ;—in paintinjr,

I the golden circle or glory round the head of

Christ or the Saints ; a gloriole.

Hale, (halo) v. t. or i. To form or surround

with a halo. [throat.

Habe, (hals) н. [A.-S. hats.] The neck or

Halser, (haw'ser) ». [Ger. halte, a collar of

bound*, from halt, neck. J A liawser.

Halt, (hawlt) v. i. (A.-S. healtitm.] To stop in

walking or marching ;—to limp ;—to hesitate ;

to falter ;—to make an irregular rhythm ;—v. t.

I To cause to tease inarching ; to etop.

Halt, (hawlt) a. Halting iu walking ; lame.

Halt, (hawlt) ». A stop in marching ; — lame

ness ;—hesitation in speech ; stammer.

Halter, (hawlt'çr) п. [A.-S. halfter.] A strong

strap or cord ;—a strap and head-stall fur leading

a horse ;—a rope for hanging malefactors.

Halter, (hawlt'çr) v. t. To put a halter on ; to

bind with a ro¡K) or cord, and hold fast.

Halting1, (hawlt'ing) ». The act of stopping or

faltering in gait or speech.

Salve, (hav) c- '• [From half.] To divide into

two equal ]>arts.

Halves, Qtiivz) «., pi. of half. Two equal parts

or divisions of a thing. To cry halves, to cbini

an equal share ; to yo halves, to have ¡m equal

share or risk in.

Halyard, (h&l'yárd) ». [From hah or haul, and

I yard.'] A rojw or tackle for hoisting or lowering

yards or sails :—also Halliard.

Наш, (ham) ». [A.-S. ham.] The innerer hind

part of the knee ;—the thigh of any animal ;

I tMjHeiollf/, the thigh of a hog cured by salting

and smoking.

Haines, (ham?) n. [Celt, cam.] Tho curved

pieces of wootl or metal by wliich the traces and

body-harness of a horse are attached to the

collar, [his descendants.

Hamitio, (ham-it'ik) a. Pertaining to Ham or

Hamlet, (ham 'let) ». [A.-S. hâta.] A small

village ; a little cluster of houses in the country.

Hammer, (ham'çr) ». [A.-S. harner.] An instru

ment for driving nails, beating metals, and

the like.

Hammer, (ham'çr) v. t. To beat with a hammer ;

—to form or forge with a hammer;—to contrive

by intellectual labour, with out;—v.i. To be

busy :—to be working or in agitation.

Hammer-beam, (ham'çr-bem) n. A beam acting

as a tie at the feet of a pair of principal rafters.

Hammer-cloth, (hani'er-kloth) ». The cloth which

соvera a coach-box.

Hammer-harden, (ham'er-hárd'n) v. t. To harden,

as a metal, by hammering in the cold state.

Hammerman, (ham'çr-man) ». One who treats or

works in metal with a hammer ; a hammerer.

Hammock, (ham'uk) v. [Sp. hamaca.] A kind

of hanging bed, consisting of a piece of canvas

about six feet long and tlirec wide, gathered at

the ends, and suspended by cords from hook«

fixed in the beams of a vessel. In camping, tho

hammock is hung between two trees or \юви.

Hamper, (ham 'per) и. [Hanoi»- г.] A large

Ijasket for conveying things to market, A:c

Hamper, (ham'pçr) v. t. To put in a hamper;—

to fetter; to embarrass; to encumber.

Ham-shackle, (ham'shak-1) r. t. [Eng. ham and

»hackle.] To fasten by a rope binding the head

to one of the fore legs; hence, to bind or restrain.

Hamstring, (ham'string) ». One of the tendons

of the 1mm.

Hamstring, (hamstring) r. t. To lame or disable

by cutting the tendons of the ham.

Hanaper, (han'a-per) ». [A. -H: hnitp.] A kind

of baeket usually of wicker-work ;—a bag In the

English chancery, used to receive fees ; hence,

exchequer.

Hand, (hand) n. [A.-S. howl, Iccl. hand, Go.

handut.] The outer extremity of the human

arm, consisting of tho palm and fingers ; — a

limb of certain animals ;—an index or pointer

of a dial;—a measure of tho hand's breadth;

a palm ;—aide; part; direction ;—act; deed ;—

influence ; agency;—skill ; dexterity;—transmis

sion ; conveyance ;—reach ; state of nearness ;—

¡wssession ; property ; — ministry ; service ;—

form or cast of writing ; style in artistic work ;

—an agent ; a workman ; a sailor ;—prepared

statu; readiness;—catch or take;—rate; price;

—check.

Hand, (hand) v. t. To give with tho hand;—to

guide by the hand ; to conduct ;—to lay hold

on ; to seize ;—to trim or furl, as a sail ;—to

transmit ;—tojoin hands ;—v. i. To go hand-in -

hand ; to co-operate.

Hand-ЪШ, (hand'bil) гг. A looso printed f-hret

circulated or stuck up for some public an

nouncement.

Hand-book, (hand'bóók) п. Л small book of

reference ; a manual ; a guide-book.

Hand-breadth, (hand'bredth) h. A space equal

to the breadth of the hand ; a palm.

Handcuff, (hand'kuf) «. A fastening for the

hands of prisoners or criminals ; a manacle.

Handcuff, (hand'kuf) v. t. To put handcuffs on ;

to manacle.

Handful, (hand'fùôl) v. As much as the hand

will grasp or contain;—a small quantity or

number. [gallop.

Hand-gallop, (hand'gal-up) n. A slow and easy

Hand-gear, (hand'gër) п. The contrivances in a

steam-engine for working the valves by hand.

Hand-glass, (hand'glas) ». A small glazed frame

used for protecting and forcing plants.

Handicap, (liand'e-kap) 7J. A race in which the

horste are weighted, according to their age and

character for »peed, kc.
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Handicraft, (hand'e-kraft) n. Manual occupa

tion ; work i»erformed by the hand.

Handicraftsman, (hand'e-krafts-man) ». A man

employed or skilled in manual occupation.

Handily, (hand'e-le) adv. In a handy manner;

dexterously ; adroitly ;—easily ; conveniently.

Handiness, (hand'e-nes) n. Quality or state of

being handy -.—dexterity ;—readiness.

Handiwork, (hand'e-wnrk)ii. [Haiidirorl:] Work

done by the hands ; any work or product.

Handkerchief, (liand'kcr-chif) u. [From Jtand

and kerrhief.) A piece of silk or linen carried

about the person for wiping the mouth, nose,

&c. ;—a piece of silk, cambric, or cotton, worn

round the neck.

Handle, (hand'l) v.t. [A.-S. havdlUm,] To

use or hold with the hand ;—to wield : to man

age skilfully ;—to deal with ;—to practise on :—

to treat well or ill ;—to discourse on ; to discuss.

Handle, (hand'l) n. That part of a vessel or in

strument which is held in the hand when used ;

—instrument or means for effecting a pnrpose.

Hand-lead, (haud'led) n. A small lead for sound

ing in rivers, harbours, and shallow water.

Handlesa, (handTes) a. Without a hand ; incap

able ; awkward.

Handling, (handling) ji. A touching by the

hand ; mode of using the pencil or of treating

a tonic.

Handmaid, (hand'mild) n. A maid that waits at

hand ; a female servant or attendant.

Hand-mill, (hand'mil) ji. Mill turned by the

hand, as in grinding coffee, Ac.

Hand-rail, (hand'ril) n. A rail, usually supported

by balusters, as in staircases.

Handsel, (handsel) n, [A. -3. ttand*rtlnn.] A

first instalment ; an earnest ; tho first act of

using any new thing. [for the first time.

Handsel, (hand'sel) v. t. To use or do any thing

Handsome, (hand'.-um) a. [D. hutndzaam.] Hav

ing a pleasing expression; comely; good-looking;

—becoming ; appropriate ;—liberal ; generous ;—

moderately large.

Handsomely, (hand'snm-le) «Vr. Skilfully ; dex

terously ;—neatly ; elegantly ;—liberally.

Handsomeness,(haud'sum-ne*)n. Beauty in form;

richness in dress ; gracefulness ;—liberality.

Handspike, (hund'apik) >'. A bar of wood, nsed

with the hand as a lever for various purposes.

Hand-stroke, (hand'strOk) ». Stroke or blow

with tho hand;—act of putting tho hand to

work :—also hand'x-tttrn.

Handwriting, (hand'rit-hig) ». Tho form of

writing peculiar to each hand or person.

Handy, (hand'e) a. Skilful in using the hand;

dexterous ; adroit ;—ready to tho hand ; near.

Hung, (hang) v. t, [A.-S. hnvjni'A To suspend ;

—to fix from above and leave free below ;—to

kill by suspending from a ropo round tho neck ;

—to show aloft; — to display; — to ornament

vrith curtains, pictures, jfrc., fastened to the

wall ;—to set on hinges, as a door ;—r.i. To be

suspended;—to droop;—to swing in the air ;—to

hover;—to bo dependent on: to ding to;—to

be fixed on, as look ;—to be delayed ; to linger :

—to bo displayed ;—to be suspended by a halter.

Hanger, (hang'-?'") n. One who or that whioh i

hangs;—a short, broad sword, inenrvnted to

wards the point ;—that by which a thing is sus

pended ; pot-hook.

Hanger-on, (hnng'er-on) n. One who sticks to a

person or place in soliciting favours ; a de

pendent

Hanging, (hang'ing) n. Death by suspension ;—

linings or drapery for a room—used chiefly in

the plural.

Hangman, (hang/man) n. A public executioner.

Hank, (bangk) n. [Dan., led. hdnJti.] A parcel

of skeins of yarn or thread tied together ; also,

a single skein. [sire vehementlT.

Hanker, (hangk'er) r.i. \T). Jtv.nl-errn.) To de-

Hankering, (hangk'er-ing) m. Anient longing

for ; restless and uneasy desire.

Hap, (hap) w. [Icel. happ.) That which come*

suddenly or unexpectedly ; chance ; fortune ;

fate ; lot.

Hap, (hap) r. t. To happen ; to befall.

Hapless, (hap'les) a. Luckless ; unfortunate ;

unjucky; unhappy.

Haply, (hap'le) adv. By hap or chance : perhaps

Happen, (hap'n) r.i. [Eng. hap.] To come J^y

chance;—to tako place; to occur;—to meet with;

to light upon.

Happily, (hap'o-le) adv. By good fortune;

luckily; successfully; dexterously; gracefully.

Happiness, (hap'e-nes) n. Felicity; pleasure";—

gratification of appetite or desire : possession

and enjoyment of any good ;—anticipation of

future blisB ;—good luck ; good fortune ;—for

tuitous gift of thought or grace in •expression.

Happy, (hap'e) a. [Eng. hap,] Favoured bv

fortune; lucky ; successful ;—delighted; sati*rk«l:

—prosperous ; — propitious; favourable ; —dex

terous ; ready ;—easy ; agreeable ;—blessed in the

favour of God.

Harangue, (ha-rang') 11. [F. hnranrrrrj A

speech addressed to a large assembly ; a popular

oration ; declamation.

Harangue, (ha-rang') r. i. To make an address

or speech to a large assembly;—r. (. To address

by oration or formal speech.

Harass, (haras) r. t. [V. /wfiYF**rr.] To fatigue

to excess ; to tire ; to vex with importunitv or

perplexity ;—to annoy by repeated attacks' as

an onemy. [burdensome; oppre**ive

Harassing, fhar'as-ing) n. Tiring: fatiguing : —

Harbinger, (harTrin-jcr) n. [Ger. htrhtrfm: ) An

officer of the English royal household who jn-e-

cedes the court when traveiling to provide

lodgings, Ac. ;—a forerunner; a precursor ;—a

note, warning, or omen of the future.

Harbour, (harrier) «. [A.-S. iirrrfrr>r«.] A pbve

of security and comfort ;—a refuge for ships ; a

port or haven : security from storms and danger.

Harbour, (har'ber) r. t. To entertain, as a gnest ;

to shelter ;—to protect, as a ship from Ftorms ;

—r. t. To lodge or abide for a time ; to tak*

shelter. {ment

Harbourage, (har'ber-uj) n. Shelter; entertain-

Harbourer, (har'ber-er) n. One who entertains

or shelters.

Harbourless, (har'bpr-les) a. Without a liarhonr.

Hard, (hard) a. [A.-S. htttrtt] Finn; wild ;

compact;—impenetrable; indivisible ;—difficult

to understand ; puzzling;—arduous; laborious ;

—oppressive; exacting; burdensome;—harsh ;

stern ; — unjust ; unreasonable ; — pinching ;

bitter;—meagre; scanty;—unfeeling; insensible;

—keen at a bargain ; griping ;—rough or haran

to the taste ;—stiff; constrained;—drv and coM_

Hard, (hard) adv. 'With pressure; with urgeno ;

hence, diligently; earnestly;—with difficulty ; —

closely ; nearly ; rapidly ; nimbly ;—forcibly t

violently.

Harden, (hard'n) r. (. [A-S. A«rnfi«H.] To

make hard or more hard ; to indurate ; — to
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*irengtlien: to inure; to confirm in wickedness,

obstinacy, &C ;—r. i. To become hard or more

bard ; to acquire solidity ;—to be confirmed ; to

be irrared ;—to become insensible.

Hardened, (hard'nd) a. Made compact and firm ;

—confirmed in error or vice ; obdurate ; un

feeling.

Hardening, (hárd'n-ing) n. Act or process of

makiug bodies more compact and impervious.

Hard-fisted, ( hard ' fist - ed ) n. Having hard

or strong hands, as a labourer ; — covetous ;

niggardly.

Hard-fought, (hárd'fawt) я. Vigorously contested.

Hard-got, (hird'got) a. Obtained with labour

and pains ; liard-gotten.

Hard-headed, (Mrd'bed-ed) о. Strong in intel

lect ; shrewd ; intelligent. [unfeeling.

Hard-hearted, (hárdltart-ed) a. Cruel ; pitiless ;

Hardihood, (hard'e-hood) it. [Eng. hardi/ and

the termination howl.] Daring courage ; bold

ness ; intrepidity;—bodily strength acquired by

exercise ; robustness ;—assurance ; efTrontery.

Hardily, (bard e-Ie) adv. In a hardy manner ;

boldly; stoutly.

Hardiness, (hárd'e-nes) ». The quality or state of

being hardy;—boldness; firmness; assurance.

Hardiahf (hard ish) a. ¡Somewhat hard.

Hardly, (hardie) adv. With difficulty ¡—barely;

scarcely ; — painfully ; severely ; — harshly ;

roughly.

Hard-mouthed, (hard'mouTnd) a. Not sensible

to the bit ; not easily governed;—coarse ; harsh.

Hardness, (hárd'nes) ». The quality or state of

being hard in any sense of the word.

Hardship, (hardship) п. A hard state or condi

tion ; severe labour ; want ; injury ; grievance.

Hard-visaged, (hárd'viz-ijd) a. Having coarse

features ; of a harsh countenance.

Hardware, (hàrd'wiir) u. Ware raado of metal,

as cutlery, kitchen furniture, and the like.

Hardy, (hani'e) а. [Л.-3. heanlian.] Bold;

•tout ; intrepid; — strong; firm ; — inured to

tstigne ;—able to bear exposure ; stubborn ;

impudent.

Hare, (bar) и. [А. -Я. /mm.] A swift, timid

rodent, having long hind lugs, a short tail, and

a divided npper lip.

Hare-bell, (har'bel) v. A plant having bell-

shaped flowers ;—the blue bell of Scotland.

Hare-brained, (haYbrand) a. Wild ; giddy.

Hare-lip, (hurlip) и. A lip, commonly the upper

one, having a division like that of a hare.

Harem, (hu'rem) л. [A. karam.] The apart

ment« allotted to females in the East ;—the

wives and concubines belonging to one man.

Haricot, (hàre-kot) n. [F. haricot.] The kidney -

bean of France.

Hark, (hark) v. i. [From hmrlcn.] To listen—

used only in the imperative.

Harlequin, (harTo-kwiu) «- [F., etymology un-

certain—said to be from a player.] A buffoon

dresvcd in party-coloured clothes ; a merry -

andrcw. [of harlequins,

Harlequinade, (hàrle-kwin-âVl) и. Exhibitions

Harlot, (harlot) п. [From horelet, A.-S. httrrian.)

A pTOntitnto ; a common woman : a strumpet.

Harlotry, (harlot-re) n. The trade or practice óf

prostitution.

Harm, (harm) n. ГА.-Я. Лглгт.1 Injttry; rrart ;

damage; detriment ; misfortune; evil ; loss.

Harm, ( harm ) r. f. To hurt ; to injure ; to

damage.

Harmful, (harmTool) ft*. Full of harm : injurious.

Harmfully, ( hârm'fôôl-e ) adv. Hurtfully; in

juriously; noxiously.

Harmfulness, (hárra'fóol-nea) п. Hurtfulness;

ouality or power of injuring.

Harmless, (harmOes) a. Free from harm ; un

hurt ;—free from jioffer or disposition to harm ;

inoffensive;—free from crime or guilt; innocent.

Harmlessly, (hàrm'les-Ie) adv. In a harmless

manner. [harmless; innocence.

Harmlessncss, (harmles-iies) n. State of being

Harmonioal, (hàr-mon'ik-al) «. Relating to har

mony or music ; harmonious ;—musical ¡—con

cordant ; consonant.

Harmonically, (hâr-mon'ik-al-lc) ode. In an-har-

monical manner ;— in respect to harmony.

Harmonics, (hár-mon'iks) ». «mo. & pi. Har

monious sounds ; consonances ;—the doctrine or

science of musical sounds.

Harmonious, (hÄr-mÖ'ne-ne) a. Adapted to each

other; parts proportioned; symmetrical: —

vocally or musically concordant; symphonious ;

agreeing in action or feeling; corresponding;

living in peace and friendship.

Harmoniously, (har-niö'ne-us-le) «dr. In an har

monious manner or relation.

Harmonist, (hàr'mon-ist) «. One who shows the

agreement of corresponding passages of different

authors, as of the four evangelists ;—a musical

composer ; one who sets or arranges pieces to

different keys, or with variations.

Harmonium, (bar -mô 'ne -um) п. A keyed-

instrument of music, in which the tones ¡ire

produced by the vibration of metallic reeds.

Harmonize, (hàVmou-ïz) r. i. To agree in action,

adaptation, or effect ;—to be in peace and friend

ship ;—to agree in vocal or musical effect ;—r. t.

To adjust in fit pro]K)i'tJoiis ; to cause to agree ;

—to reconcile ; to set an air to music ; to ar

range into parts for the voice, or with, instru

mental accompaniments.

Harmony, (har'mo-ne) n. [O. harmonía. ] Just

adaptation of parts to each other ;—concord or

agreement in fiicte, opinions, ¿ic. ;—correspon

dence: good understanding;—a literary work

which brings together parallel passages respect

ing the same events, and shows their agreement:

—musical concord ; a combination of different

musical tones, according to the laws of modula

tion.

Harness, (hàr*nes) v. [W. harnain.] The iron

dress which a soldier formerly wore ; also the

armour of a horse ; — the equipments of a

draught horse.

Harneas, (linViies) r. t. To dress in armour :—to

equip for defence ;—to make ready for draught.

Harp, (hârp) v. [A.-S. henrpe.] A stringed

instrument of music, of a triangular- figure,

usually played with the fingers.

Harp, (harp) r. t. To play on the harp ;—to

dwell tediously or monotonously on.

Harper, (harp'çr) ¡>. A player on the harp.

Harping, (harp'ing) ». A continual dwelling on

ana reiteration of a subject.

Harpist, (harp'ist) w. A player on the harp.

Harpoon, (har-poon') u. [F. harpon.) A spear

or javelin used to strike and kill large fish, as

whales ?—gun-harpoon.

Harpoon, fJoAr-poon') r. i. To strike, catch, or

kill with a harpoon. [harpoon.

Harpooner, (har-poftn'çr) п. One who throws the

Harpsichord, ( harp'se-kord ) n. A harp-shaped

instrument of music, superseded by the piano

forte.
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Harpy. (har'pe) "• tG. harpazein.] A fabulous

winged, monster, ravenous and filthy;— au ex

tortioner; a plunderer;—any ravenous creature.

Harrico, (hare-ko) n. [F. haricot.] A dish of

meat stewed with carrots or other vegetables.

Harridan, (hur'e-dau) n. [F. karittelU.] A

decayed strumpet.

Harrier, (har'e-er) n. [From hnre.] A kind of

liound for hunting hares;—a beagle;—[F.J A

kind of hawk allied to the buzzard.

Harrow, (har'o) v. [A.-S. lurrice.] An iron-

toothed instrument drawn over ploughed land

to level it, break the clods, and cover seed

when sown.

Harrow, (liar o) r. f. [A, -P. hprtriati,] To draw

a harrow over for breaking clods and levelling

the surface, or for covering seed sown; — to

lacerate; to torment.

Haixowingly, (har'o-ing-le) adv. In a tormenting

manner ; torturingly.

Harry, (har'e) v.t. [A.-S. herian.] To strip;

to pillage ;—to worry ; to agitate ; to harass ;

—v. i. To make incursions for plunder.

Harsh, (harsh) a. [Ger. harsch, X>. haersch,

hoarse.] Hough to the touch; rugged;—grating;

jarring ;—sour ; bitter ; severe ; austere ;—rude ;

abusive.

Harshly, (hurshlo) adv. In a harsh manner.

Harshness, (harsh 'nes) ti. Quality of being harsh;

roughness ; sternness ; as]>erity.

Hart, (hart) n. [A.-S. heort.) A stag ; the male

of the red deer.

Hartshorn, (hartsliorn) n. Hie horn of the hart

or male deer. Spirit of hartshorn, au impure

solution of carbonate of ammonia.

Haruspice, (ha-rui'pis) n. [L. Jtaruspcx.] A

diviner; a soothsayer.

Harvest, (har'vest) n. [A.-S. larfiM,] The season

of gathering a crop of any kind ;—that which

is reaped ;—the product of any labour ; gain.

Harvest, (har'vest) v. t. To reap or gather, as

corn and other fruits, for the use of man and

beast.

Harvester, (har'vest-er) „ QnQ wj10 harvests.

Harvest-home, (har'vest-hGm) n. The song sung

by reapers at the feast made at the gathering of

corn, or the feast itself;—the time of harvest.

Harvest-moon, (hirVest-mooii) n. The moon near

the full at the time of harvest in England, or

about the autumnal equinox, when it rises

nearly at the same hour for several days.

Hash, (hash) v. t. [F. hacher, Eng. hack.] To

chop into small pieces ; to mince and mix.

Hash, (hash) n. That which is hashed or chopped

up ; minced meat, or meat and vegetables

minced ;—hence, a mess; confused or bungled

state ;—a repetition or second exhibition.

Hasp, (hasp) v. [A.-S. haspe,} A clasp, espe

cially, one that passes over a staple to be

fastened by a padlock; — a spindle to wind

thread or silk on.

Hasp, (hasp) v. t. To fasten with a hasp.

Hassock, (has'uk) h. [W. hesg.) A tliick mat

or bass for kneeling on in church.

Haste, (hast) «. [Ger. hast.] Celerity of motion ;

—speed ; swiftness ; despatch ;—vehemence ;—

state of being pressed by business; urgency.

Hasten, (has'n^ v. t. To drive or urge forward ;

to push on ; accelerate ; to precipitate ; to ex

pedite; to hurry;—v. i. To move with celerity;

to be rapid in motion ; to be speedy or quick.

Hastily, (hOst'e-Ie) adv. In haste; speedily;

nimbly;—precipitately: rashly;—i>assionately.

Hastiness, (hast'e-nes) n. The quality or state

of being hasty ; precipitation ; rashness ; irrita

bility ; warmth of temper.

Hasty, (hiisfe) «. Quick; speedy; expeditious;—

eager; rash;—irritable ; passionate ;—forward ;

early ripe.

Hat, (hat) n. [A.-S. hut.] A covering for the

head worn by men or womeu ;—the cap worn

bv a cardinal : "hence, the dignity of a cardinal.

Hatable, (hat'a-bl) «. Capable of being or de

serving to be hated ; odious.

Hatch, (bach) r.f. [Ger. hcelen.] To produce

from eggs by incubation, or by artificial heat;—

to contrive or plot ;—v. i. To produce voting:

to bring the young to maturity. IF. hacher.]

To cross with lines in a peculiar manner in

drawing and engraving :—to chase.

Hatch, (liach) n. As many chickens as are pro

duced at once ; a brood ;-Alisclosure.

Hatch, (bach) *. [A.-S. haca.] A half door;

a door with an opening over it;—the frame of

cross -bars laid over the opening hi a ship*

deck ;—the hatchway.

Hatchel, (hach'el) n. [Ger. hechel.] An instru

ment with long iron teeth set in a board for

cleansing flax or hemp.

Hatchel, (hach'el) Vt ,. jo draw through the

teeth of a hatchel, as flax or hemp.

Hatchet, (hach'et) n. [F. hachute.] A small axe

with a short handle, used with one hand.

Hatching, (liach'iug) n. Act or process of pro

ducing young from eggs ;—act of contriving it

plotting ;—a kind of drawing or engraving—

usually written etching.

Hatchment, (hach'ment) n. [Achievement.] A

frame bearing the escutcheon of a dead person,

placed in front of the house, on a heaiM at

funerals, or in a church.

Hatchway, (hach'wa) n. An opening in a deck

or floor, affording a passage from one deck ot

story to another.

Hate, (hat) v.t. [A.-S. Aafinn.] To have ft

great aversion to ; to dislike ;—abhor ; detest,;

loathe. [aversion : batmi.

Hate, (hat) «. Strong or extreme dislike «r

Hateful, (hut'fool) a. Full of hate; detesting:

malevolent ;—odious ; detestable ;—abhorrent.

Hatefully, (hat'fool-e) adv. Odiously; abomina

bly ;—maliciously. [being hateful.

Hatefulness. (hat'foul -nes) «. State or quality el

Hater, (hat'er) n. One who hates.

Hatred, (hat'red) n. (From hate.) Very great

dislike or aversion ;—ill-will; enmity; rancour:

detestation; loathing; abhorrence.

Hatter, (hat'er) it. One who makes or sell* bat*

Hauberk, (haw/berk)». [Norm. F. hanberc.] A

shirt of mail formed of small steel rings iuttr-

woven.

Haugh, (haw) n. [Ger. hagc] A piece of low-

lying flat ground in the vicinity of a river.

Haughtily, (hawt'e-le) adv. In a haughty man

ner ; proudly ; arrogantly.

Haughtiness, (hawt'e-nes) «■ Quality of bang

haughty;—arrogance; disdain; aup«rcilioii*nt*-<

Haughty, (bawtfy a. [F. haitt, L. attv.i.) High

lofty ;—proud ;—arrogant ;—imperious ; snptr-

cilious.

Haul, (hawl) r. f. [F. halo-.] To pull or draw

with force ; to drag ;—to Bteer a vessel close V>

the wind.

Haul, (hawl) ;i. A pulling with force : a vioJsnt

pull ;—a draught of a net ;—that which is tektn

at once, as by hauling a net and the like
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Hanbo, (hawm) n. fA.-S. & Ger. Aadu.) The

item or stalk of grain of all kinds; also stubble;

raaw in general.

Hautea, (hamuli) n. (F. hanehe.] The hip ;

put of in animal between the last rib and the

thigh : the hjoderpart of any thing;—the span-

aril of an nth, or the part between the crown

and the ipringing.

Haunt, dawat) r.t. [F. hanttr.) To frequent;

to resort to frequently;—to visit, as a ghost or

r'*»■;—r.i. To loiter about a place ;—to

or be found in a place. [resorts.

HintfcrnDn. A place to which one frequently

Hawser, (hoooy) n. [F. hav.tbois.) A wind

iastrmaait of music, similar in shape and tone

to thtf clarionet, only thinner; — a sort of

rtnwberrr.

Htatenr. (br/tur) *. [F.J Haughty manner or

•bint : haughtiness ; pride : insolence.

Hut gout, (ho-goo') n. [F.) High tasto or relish;

eigh sesMiiiug.

Havt, Out) r.f. [A.-S. habban.] To own ; to

hotd in possesion ;—to take ; to obtain ;—to

wept, at a husband or wife ;—to esteem ; to

ftgard :—to maintain ; to keep :—to procure ;

to purchase ;—to bring forth ; to produce ;—to

embrace ; to contain ;—to be under necessity or

tWigation.

Havsa, (hiT n) n. [A.S. hafen.) A harbonr ; a

port ;-« bay or inlet of the sea affording safe

snebarage ;—any place of shelter or security.

wrack, (hav^r-wak) n. [Ger. habertaei:) A

tag or case in which a soldier carries his rations

ma march.

Hsva. (hiv'ak) n. [W. hafog.] Wide and general

dertroction ; devastation ; waste.

Hafoc, fhsv'uk) v. t. To destroy ; to lay waste.

Havoc, (bav'uk) inUrj. A cry originally used in

sauting, but afterward in war as a call to

•laughter,

law. (haw) n. [A.-& hdg.} A hedge; an in-

c**d garden or yard ;—the berry and seed of

Jhe hawthorn.

Haw, (haw) n. A hesitation of speech.

*»w, (haw) r.i. To stop, in speaking, with a

6aw, or to sneak with hesitation.

Hawlaeh. (haw'fiu*h) it. A email bird ; the

ptabeak.

H*»k, (hawk) «. [A.-3. hafoc.] A rapacious

krt of the genus Fnlco, of several species—was

*'*merjy trained and used in falconry;—a quad-

n*jralar board with a handle underneath, ou

*tich plasterers carry their mortar.

*»*k,(hawk) v.i. To catch birds by means of

£"** trained for the purpose : to practise

kiorary ;—to soar or strike like a hawk.

«*k, (haws) r.i. (W. AoeAt.] To cough ; to

frrce up phlegm with noise.

H*wk. (hawk) 7i. An effort to force up phlegm

ton the throat accompanied with noise.

«wk, (hawk) r. t. [Out. kSten.] To Hell by

£i\ay ; to carry about wares for sale.

WW, (hawk'cr) n. One who hawks; a

jKS. :~a faIconer-
niTk-eyed, (hawkld) a. Having a keen eye.

***k»uj. (hawking) n. The sport of taking

Wl«binls by hawk* trained for the purpose ;—

Pprttee of selling in the street by outcry ;—act

^T coughing up phlegm.

«»a, (hawz) n. (Norm. F. hauber, A.-S. hat*,

■"••1 The situation of the cables before a

ixTm iUrta* Wne» moored with two anchors ;

«** uutanoe ahead to which tho cables extend.

Htwser, (hawz'er) n. A small cable, or a large

rope in size between a cable and a tow-line.

Hawthorn, (liaw'thorn) n. [A.-S. kagthorn,] A

native shrub or tree of several xarieties— the

common hawthorn, extensively used as a hedgo

plant, produces beautiful ami fragrant blossoms.

Hay, (ha) «. [A.-S. Ug.} Grass cut and dried

for fodder.

Hay, (ha) v. i. To dry grass for preservation.

Hay-maker, (ha'inuk-£r) u. One who cuts and

dries hay.

Hay-making, (luYmiik-ing) n. Tiie business of

cutting grass and curing it for fodder.

Hazard, (hazVrd) n. [F. hamnl.\ Chance;

accident; casualty ;—danger ; peril ; risk; a

game of dice.

Hazard, (haz'erd) v. t. To expose to chanco ; to

put in danger of loss or injury ; to venture ; to

risk ; to imperil ;—v. i. To encounter risk or

danger ; to run a risk ; to stand a chance.

Hazardous, (haz'erd-us) a. Dangerous ; perilous ;

—daring ; adventurous ; precarious ; uncertain.

Haze, (haz) n. [Armor. «ez.] A dry kind of

vapour or mist floating in the air, anil obscur

ing or veiling any luminous.body ; dimness;

obscurity.

Hazel, (ha'zl) n. fA.-8. )ui»tl*\ A shrub or

plant bearing a nut containing a kernel of a

mild, farinaceous taste ; the filbert.

Hazel, (ha'zl) a. Of a light brown colour, liko

the hazel-nut.

Haziness, (haz'e-nes) n. The state of being hazy.

Hazy, (haze) ft. Thick with vapour ; misty ;

cloudy ;—hence, obscure ; vague ; uncertain.

He, (he) pron. [A.-S. he, fern. Ii€<S.) The man

or male person named before ;—man ; any male.

Head, (hed) n. |A.-S. h.d/ud.] Tho top: the

highest part ; the summit ;—the highest part of

the human body ; the foremost part of animals ;

—the seat of the perceptive and sensitive

faculties ; brain ; understanding ; intellectual

capacity ;—face ; front ;—presence ; counten

ance ;—a chief ; a leader ;—the first place ; scat

of honour or command ;—opjiosition to ; resist

ance ;—source ; spring ; origin ;—topic of dis

course ; theme of discussion :—pitch ; height ;

crisis ;—force ; strength ;—liberty ; freedom to

go ;—an individual ;—a rounded mass of foam

on beer, tc. :—tho top of corn or other gmin ;

—the point of maturation, as in a pimple or

boil ;—the hair of the head.

Head, (hed) e. Chief; principal : first.

Head, (hed) r. t. To act at tho head of : to

lead ; to direct ;—to fit or furnish with a head ;

—to get into the front of, so as to stop ; to lop

off ;—to decapitate or behead ;—v. t. To origin

ate ; to spring from ;—to go or tend to ;—to

form a head.

Headache, (hed'ftk) n. Tain in the head.

Hrad-band, (hed'band) ». A fillet ; a band for

the head ;—the band at each end of a book.

Head-dreaa, (hed'dres) «. A dress or ornamental

covering worn on tho head.

Headily. (hed'e le) e.dY. Hastily ; rashly.

.Headiness, (hed'e-nea) n. Rashness ; precipita

tion ;— stubbornness ; obstinacy.

Heading, (hud'ins) n. Act of providing with a

head :—that which stand.'* at the head ; title.

Headland, (hcd'land)w. \ c,ipo ; a promontory ;—

a htrip of un ploughed land at tho ends nf furrows.

Headless, (hed'les) a. Having no head ; be

headed ;—destituto of a chief or leader ;—want

ing souse or prudence ; rash ; obstinate.
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Headlong, (hed'Iong) adv. With the head fore

most ;—rashly ;—hastily ; without delay.

Headlong, (hedlong) a. Steep ; precipitous ;—

rash ; thoughtless ; precipitate ; reckless.

Headmost, (hed'most) a. Host advanced ; first

in a line or order of progression.

Head-piece, (hed'pes) n. Armour for the head ; a

helmet ; a morion ; — understanding ; mental

capacity; intellectual force.

Head-quarters, (hed'kwar-t^rz) n. pi. The quar

ters or residence of any chief ofiicer ; hence, the

centre of authority or order. (chief place.

Headship, (hed'ship) n. Authority or dignity ;

Headsman, (hedz'man) n. An executioner.

Head-stone, (hed'ston) n. The corner-stone ;—

the stone placed at the head of a grave.

Headstrong, (hed'strong) a. Violent ; resolute ;

—obstinate ; stubborn..

Headway, (hed'wa) n. Progress mode by a ship in

motion ; hence, progress or success of any kind.

Head-wind, (hed'wind) ». A wind that blows

in a direction opposite to the ship's course.

Head-work, (hed'wurk) ». Mental labour ; exer

tion of the intellect.

Heady, (hade) a. Wilful: rash; hasty;—apt to

affect the head ; intoxicating.

Heal, (hel) v. t. [A.-S. halan.] To make sound

or whole : to cure ;—to cicatrize, as cut flesh ;—

to restore purity to ; hence, to forgive ;—to re

move differences; to reconcile;—to cover, as a

roof;— v. i. To grow sound; to return to a

sound Btate.

Healds, (belilz) n. pi The harness for guiding

the warp-threads in a loom.

Healer, (heTer) n. One who, or that which,

cures or restores to soundness.

Healing, (hel'ing) <f. Tending to cure; mild;

mollifying ; geutlo ; assuasive ; medical.

Healing, (heTing) it. Act or process by which a

bodily cure is effected.

Health, (helth) n. [A.-S. hiildh.] State of boing

sound or whole ;—freedom from pain or disease ;

—welfare of mind;—moral well-being; state of

salvation ;—divine grace or favour ;—a wish of

health and happiness.

Healthful, (helth'fool) a. Free from illness or

disease ; healthy ; — wholesome ; salubrious ;

salutary ;—indicating health : prosperous.

Healthfully, ( helth ' fool - le ) adv. In health;

wholesomely.

Healthfulness, (helth 'foil -nes) n. A state of

being healthy or healthful ; whalesomeness.

Healthily, (helth'e-le) adv. In a healthy manner.

Healthiness, (helth'e-nes) n. State of being

healthy; soundness ; freedom from disease.

Healthless, (helth'les) a. Sickly; infirm ; weak.

Healthlessness, (helthles-ues) ». State of being

without health.

Healthy, (helth'o) a. Boing in a state of health :

—hale ; sound ;—vigorous ; active ;—promoting

health; wholesome; salubrious.

Heap, (hep) n. [A.-S. hedp, Ger. lutvfe.] A pile

or mass ;—a crowd ; a throng.

Heap, (hep) v. I. To throw or lay in a heap ;—

to pile ;—to amass ; to accumulate ; to add to.

Hear, (her) v.t. [A.-S. Mran, Icel. htjo'a, Ger.

hdren.] To perceive by the ear ;—to listen to ;

to lieod ; to attend to for the purpose of judging

a cause ;—to listen to favourably ; to regard :—

to entertain ; to embrace ; — to wait on the

ministry of [Scot.];—v.t. To perceive or ap

prehend by the car ; to listen ;—to be told ; to

receive by report.

Hearer, (heVer) n. One who hears ; an auditor.

Hearing, (heVing) n. Act of perceiving sound,

the sense by which sound is perceived ;—atten ;

tion ; audience ;—public trial, with a view to-

adjudication ;—extent within which sound may

be heard ; reach of the ear.

Hearken, (hark'n) v.i. [A.-S. hfircniftn, Ger.

horai.] To listen ; to give ear with eagerness

or curiosity;—to obey;— to comply with; to

grant.

Hearsay, (heVaa) n. Report ; rumour; fame.

Hearse, (hers) u. [Ger. ninth.] A carriage for

conveying the dead to the grave.

Hearse, (hers) v. t. To lay or inclose in a hears*.

Heart, (hart) n. [A.-S. heortt, Icel. hiarta. Ger.

ftera, allied to L. eor, eordit, G. L-ardia ] A

hollow, muscular organ, contracting rhythmt-

cally, and serving to keep up the circulation of

the blood ;—the vital part ; the seat of life ;—

the inner part ; the centre ; kernel ; pith ; mar

row ;—the seat of the affections ana passions ;

the seat of love : hence, warmth of affection ;

geniality ; cordiality ;—the seat of the will ;

secret purpose ;—strength ; courage ; spirit :—a

roundish or oval figure like a heart in shape ;—

a playing-card distinguished by that figure.

Heart-ache, ( hart'ak ) it. Sorrow ; anguish of

mind ; mental pang. [or grieved.

Heart-broken, (hart'brok-n) a. Deeply affected

Heart-burn, (hut burn) n. An uneasy, banting

sensation in the stomach. [secret enmity.

Heart-burning, (harfburn-ing) «. Discontent;

Hearten, (hArt'n) v. t. [A.-S. hitrtan.] To en

courage ; to incite or stimulate ; to embolden.

Heart-felt, (hart'felt) a. Deeply felt ; intense.

Hearth, (harth) n. [A.-S. ht«rdh% Ger. herd,

ground, altar.) Pavement of Btono or brick in

a house on which the fire or the 'fire-grate u

laid ;—the house itself, as the abode of comfort

and hospitality. [hearth ; fira-si.de.

Hearth-stone, (harth'ston) n. Stone forming the

Heartily, (hart'e-le) adv. From the heart ; sin

cerely;—earnestly; vigorously;—freely; largely.

Heartiness, (harte-nes) n. The state of being

hearty; sincerity; zeal ; earnestness ; keenness,

as of appetite ;—warmth ; cordiality in speech

or beltaviour.

Heartlesa, (hurtles) n. Without a heart ; un

feeling : cold ; insensible ;—spiritless ; weavk.

Heartlessly, (hart 'les-la) adv. In a heartless

manner ; without courage or affection.

Heartlessness, (hart'les-nes) 7k The state of

being heartless.

Heart-rending, (hart'rend-ing) a. Breaking the

heart ;—intensely wounding or afflicting.

Heart-searching, (hart'agrch-ing) a. Knowing

the secret thoughts and intents of the heart.

Hearts-ease, (harts'ez) h. Peace or tranojullit}

of feeling ;—a species of violet—jHtnsy.

Heart-sick, (hart'sik) a. Sick at heart ; depressed.

Heart-whole, (hart'hol) a. Sound; unimpaired.

—having the affections free or disengaged.

Hearty, (hart'e) a. Sincere ; irue ;—warm : cor

dial ;—earnest ; vigorous ;—sound ; healthy ;—

having a keen appetite ; nourishing, as food.

Heat, (het) w. [A.-S. hate, Icel. hitar Ger. Aids,

L. cestui.] Caloric;—the sensation caused by

calorie when present in excess ; high tempera

ture ;—redness ; high colour ; flush ;—the state

of being once heated or hot ;—a single effort, as

in a race ; a course ;—rage ; vehemence ;—ani

mation in thought or discourse; ardour,—

fermentation.
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Heat, (bet) 9. t. To make liot ; to communicate

heat to ; to agitato ; to inflame ; to excite;—v. i.

To grow u .um or bot. [heats.

Heater, (hët'çr) н. One who, or that which,

Heath, (hêth) п. [A.-S. Ш] A native plant

of the genus ¿Vice/, bearing beautiful flowers ;—

a place overgrown with heath ; a desert tract of

country.

Heath-cock, (hëthTcok) п. A large bird which

fréquenta iir.it h.-; ; the black grouse.

Heathen, <Ьб'тнн) к. [Д. -8. had/«*.] A pagan ;

en idolater ; a rude and barbarous i>erson.

Heathen, (ЫУтнп) a. Gentile ; pagan.

Heathendom, (he'Tiiu-dum) n. That part of the

world where heathenism prevail*.

Heathen iah, (li.Vinn-i.sii) a. lielonging to the

heathen ;—rude : savage ; cruel ; inhuman.

Heathenism, (hö'THn-izin) я, The religious
-■,.-. i or rites of a heathen uation ; idolatry ;

paaanism ;—rudeness ; barbarism ; ignorance of

the trae God. (or heathenish.

Heathenize, (he тнп-iz) v. t. To render heathen

Hïather, (Ьетн'сг) п. Heath. [heather.

Heathery. (Ьетн'сг-е) a. Ileathv; abounding in

Heathy, (hëtlt e) «. Full of heath.

Heating, (hët'ing) a. Tending to impart heat ;

promoting warmth or heat ; exciting ; stimu

lating.

Heave, (liGv) v. t. fA.-S. he/an.] To move

upward : to lift ;—to throw ; to cast ;—to force

from the breast, as a sigh ;—to puff; to elate ;—

t. i. To be throwu up ; to be raided ;—to riso

and fill with alternate motions; to swell; to

dilat« ; hence, to labour ; to pant ;—to make an

-::'.ii to vomit ; to retch.

Heave. (hCv) a. An upward motion ; swell or

distension, as of the breast, of tlm waves, and

the like ;—an effort to raise up something.

Heaven, (hev'n) ». [A.-Ö. kto/ал.} The arch

which overhangs the earth ; the sky; the atmos

phere;—the dwelling-place or immediate pres

ence of God ; the home of the blessed :—the

sovereign of heaven ; God ¡—supreme happiness ;

jpreat felicity; bliss ¡—elevation ; sublimity.

Heaven-born, (hev'n-born) д. Boni from heaven :

divinely create*! or inspired. [lenee.

HeavenUaese, (hev'u-le-nes) u. Supreme excel-

Heavanly, (hev'u-le) a. Pertaining to or inhabit

ing heaven ; celestial ¡—appropriate to heaveu

in character or happiness ; perfect ; pure ;

supremely blessed ; divine; godlike.

Heavenly, (hev'n-le) <idi\ In a manner resem

bling that of heaven ;—by the agency of heaven.

Heavenly-minded, (hev'n-le-miud-ed) a. Having

the thoughts and affections placed on heaven

and spiritual or eternal realities. [heaven.

Heavenwrard, (hev'n-werd) a. 6 ad«, Toward

Hea-ve-offering, (hëv'of-fçr-iug) п. Ab offering

ы oblation made to God—so called because it

«a« to be heaved or elevated.

Heaver, (hëv'çr) н. One who heaves or lifts.

Heavily, (hevVle) ad*. [From heavj/.) With

■Teat weight ¡—grievously;—laboriously.

Heaviness, (hev'e-nes) /¡. Weight: gravity:—

depression ;—dulness of spirit;— burden: op

pression ;—thickness ; dampness, as of the air.

Heavy, (hev'e) о. [A.-& iejw, häjig, from he/an,

kttAan, to lift, heave. J Weighty; ponderous ;—

sorrowful ; dejected ; — grievous ; oppressive ;

afflictive ; — dull ; aloiv ; —stupid ; foolish; —

wearisome ; tedious ¡—loaded ; encumbered ;—

indigestible ; lying on the stomach ¡—difficult ;

laborious ; — inattentive, as ears ; — large in

amount, as a debt ;—swelling, as the веа ;

dense ; black, as a cloud ¡—violent, as a gale :—

abundant; copious, as rain, 6ic. ¡—close; clammy;

—stiff ; clayey, as land ¡—having body or strength

—said of malt liquors ¡—low ; deep, as a vocal

sound.

Heavy, (liev'c) adv. With great weight.

Heavy-laden, ( hev'e-hld-n ) u. Laden with a

heavy burden ¡—sorrowful ; depressed.

Hebdomadal, (heb-doni'ad-al) a. [G. lepia.]

Weekly; consisting of or occurring every seven

<lays.

Hebetude, pieb'ë-tfld) п. Dohnen: obtuseneas ■

hluii tuees ¡—torpidity of the intellect.

Hebraic, (hë-braik) a. Pertaining to the He

brews; designating the language of the Hébreu я.

Hebraicolly, ( hé-bnVik-al-lo ) adv. After the

manner of the Hebrew language ; from right

to left.

Hebraism, (helirä-izm) и. A Hebrew idiom.

Hebraist, ( he 'bra -ist ) п. One retejed in the

Hebrew language and learning.

Hebrew, (hë'brèo) ». [H. Шшг.] One of the

ancient inhabitants of Palestine ; an Israelite ;

a Jew ;—the Hebrew language.

Hebrew, (hë'broo) a. Pertaining to the Hebrews.

Hebridean, (he-bride-au) v. A native or in

habitant of the Hebrides or Western Islands of

Scotland.

Hecatomb, (hek'a-toùm)ii. [G. Aetata) and bout.]

A sacrifice of я hundred oxen or beasts of the

same kind : any large number of victims.

Hectic, (hek'tik) <r. [G. ftetíiáe*.] Pertaining

to hectic ; habitual ; constant ¡—affected with

hectic fever.

Hectic, (hek'tik) «. The fever of irritation and

debility, as in pulmonary consumption.

Hector, (hek'ter) n. [From Jkctov, a Trojan

warrior. | A bully ; a blustering fellow.

Hector, (hek'tçr) т. t. To bully; to irritate; to

vex ;—v. i. To play the bully ; to bluster.

Heddle, (hed'l) ¿j. One of the sets of parallel

doubled threads which compose the harness

employed to guide the warp threads to the

lathe or batten.

Hedge, ( hej ) w. [A.-S. fagtf.] A thickot of

bushes, usually thorn-bushes ; especially, such

a thicket planted as a fence.

Hedge, (hej) r.t. To inclose with a hedge; to

fence ;—to separate by a hedge ¡—to set up a

hedge against ; to obstruct ¡—to surround ; to

hem in ;—r. i. To hide, as in a hedge ; to

skulk ;—to bet on both sides.

Hedge-ЪШ, (hej'bil) u. A cutting hook used in

dressing hedges.

Hedge-born, (hej'bom) a. Meanly born ; of un

certain parentage ; obscure.

Hedgehog, (hej'hog) n. A small quadruped of

the genus £rintictv,a, ,

about nine inches lonu.

and covered on the upper ÍL

part of its body with

prickles or spines, ami

endowed with power of

rolling itself into a ball.

Hedger, (hej'er) n. One

who makes hedges.

Hedge-row, (hej'rö) ¡i. A row of ihrnbe or trees,

planted for iuclosure, or separation of fields.

Heed, (bed) v.t. [A.-S. hadan.) To mind: to

regard with care ; to observe ;—v. i. To consider.

Heed, (hud) ». Attention; notice: observation;

regard;—care; caution; circumspection.

 

Hedgi-hog.
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Heedful, (bed' fool) <t. Attentive; observing;

watchful ; — cautious ; circumspect ; carefnl ;

wary. [ner.

Heedfully, (hed'fool-le) adv. In a heedful man*

Hcedfulne8S,(hed'f661-neB)H. Attention ; caution;

care in avoiding danger, or in discharging duty.

Heedless, (hed'les) a. Inattentive; negligent;

careless; thoughtless;—regardless: unobserving.

Heedlessly, (hed'les-le) adv. In a heedless

manner; carelessly.

Heedlessness, (hGd'les-nes) n. The state of being

heedless ; inattention ; carelessness ; thought

lessness.

Heel, (hel) v. [A.-S. Ml.} The hinder part of

the foot in man ;—the foot of an animal ;—the

hinder part of a shoe, boot, or stocking ;—the

latter or remaining part of any thing ;—a pro-

tulKirance ;—a spur.

Heel, (hCl) r- '■ '1° use the heels in, as in dancing,

running, and the like;—to add a heel to;—to

put a spur on, as a cock ;—r. i. To incline ;

to lean, as a ship.

Heel-tap, (hel'tap) n. A small piece of leather

for the heel of a shoe ;—a small portion of liquor

at the bottom of a glass after drinking.

Heexe, (hez) v. t. [A. -8. heah.] To lift ; to hoist ;

—v. i. To swing ; to rock.

Heft, (heft) n. [From Eng. ktave.] Act of

heaving ; effort to lift ;—handle ; haft.

Heft, (heft) v. t. To heave up ; to lift ;—to prove

or try the weight of bv raising.

Hegira, (he-ji'ra) n. [A. hidjrat] Tlio flight of

Mohammed from Mecca, July 10, A. 1>. 022,

from which date time is reckoned by the Moham

medans ; hence, any flight or exodus. [cow.

Heifer, (hefer) n. [A.-S. hedkjbrt.] A young

Heigh-ho, (hi'ho) inter). An exclamation ex

pressing uneasiness or weariness.

Height, (hit) n. [A.-S. htdhdJio.] Condition

of being high ; elevated position ; — altitude ;

highest point ; top ; summit ; — an eminence ;

a hill or mountain ;—elevation in excellence,

power, arts, rank, ttc ; — utmost degree in

extent ;-*utmost exertion of force ;—progress

upwards; advance.

Heighten, (hit'n) v.t. To raise higher; to ele

vate ;—to advance : to improve ;—to augment

in violence or evil; to aggravate ; — to add

colour or force to in artistic work ;—to set off

by contrast. [improvement; aggravation.

Heightening, (hlt'n-ing) it. Elevation ; increase ;

Heinous, (huu'us) a. [F. httineux.] Hateful;

odious;—monstrous: flagrant; atrocious.

Heinously, (han'us-le) adv. In a heinous manner;

hatefully.

Heinousness, (hiin'us-nes) n. State of being

heinous; odjousnesa ; enormity.

Heir, (fir) ». [L. /or re.*.] One who inherits or

i>* entitled to succeed to property after the death

of its owner : —one who receives any endowment

from an ancestor or relation.

Heir, (it) v. t. To inherit ; to take possession of

a property after the death of the testator or

ancestor.

Heir-apparent ( ur-ap-pa'rent ) n. The person

who, during the life of the present possessor, is

first in the line of succession to an estate,

crown, <fec.

Heir-at-law, (ar-at-law') n. The legal heir: the

nearest of kin entitled to succeed to an intestate

estate, <Lc. ;—also, one entitled to claim the

residuo or surplus after the provisions of the

will have been executed.

Heirdom, (ar'dum) n. Succession by inheritance ;

state or possessions of an heir.

Heiress, (ar'es) n. A female heir.

Heirloom, (Or'loom) n. [Eng. heir, and A.-S.

Ionia.] Any piece of personal property which

descends to"the heir along with the inheritance.

Heir-presumptive, (ar-pre-sump'tiv) «. The per

son who is next in succession to the present

occupant, but whose claim to inheritance may

be set aside, as by the birth of a child, or uth.tr

contingency.

Heirship, (ar'ship) u. The state, character, or

privileges of an heir ; right of inheriting.

Heliacal, (he-li'ak-ai) a. [G. helio*.] Emerging

from the lustre of the sun, or falling into it.

Helical, (he'lik-al)«. Of or pertaining to a helix;

having a spiral form ; spiral ; coiled.

Helicon, (hel'e-kon) ». A mountain in Bcectia,

the residence of Apollo and the Muses.

Heliolatry, ( he-le-ol'a-tre ) «. [G. hillotand

tatreia.] The worship of the sun.

Heliotrope, (bO'le-o-trop) »?. [G. kflia* and

trepein.] A very fragrant plant, called also

turnsole :—a variety of cllaleedony, of a deep-

green colour, variegated with blood - rod c*r

yellowish spots.

Helix, (he'liks) v. [G. Jielir, twisted, spiral,

from hetiMein, to turn round.] A spiral bin-,

as of wire in a coil ;—a volute under the flower*

of the Corinthian capital;—the circuit of the

external border of the ear ;—the snail-shell.

Hell, (hel) n. [A.-&] The place of the dead ;

the grave ;—the state of the wicked after death ;

—the fear of death ; death pangs ;—the infernal

powers: Satan and his augela;—a dungeon;—

a gambling-house.

Hellebore, (hel'le-bor) n. [G. M/roore*.] An

exogenus plant of the genus JZrtHi'.«ri*t«c*e «.-f

sevei-al species—formerly used in medicine a*

a cathartic, but in large doses poisonous.

Hellenic, (hel-len'ik) a. Pertaining to the Hel

lenes, or inhabitants of Greece; Greek ; Grecian.

Hellenism, (hel'Jen-izm) «. A Greek phrase,

idiom, or construction.

Hellenist, (hel'len-ist) ». A Jewish Greek ;—one

skilled in the Greek language : a Grecian.

Hellenistic, (hel-leu-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to the

Hellenists.

Hellespont, (hel'les-pont) n. A narrow strait

between Europe and Asia, now called th

Dardanelles.

Hellish, (hel'ish) a. Pertaining to hell ; tit iW

hell : infernal ; malignant ; wicked ; detestable

Hellishly, (la-1 i.-h-le) adv. In a hellish manner :

infernally.

Hellishness, (hel'ish-nos) n. Tlie qualities of bell.

or of its inhabitants ; extreme wickedness.

malignity, or impiety.

Helm, (helm) n. [A.-S. htlma.'] Tlie instrnu»eii*

by which a ship is steered;— the place if

direction or management.

Helm, (helm) v. t. To cover

with a helmet ;—to steer ;

hence, to guide ; to con

duct.

Helmet, (helm'et) «. fA.-S.

helm.] Defensive armour

for the head ; a headpiece ;

a morion:—the upper part

of a retort; — the hood-

formed upper sepal ofsome

flowers.

Hclmlcss, ( helm ' les ) a. He'.met.
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Without a lie 1met ; unguarded ; — without a

helm ; rudderless ; ungovernable.

Helminthic, (hel-min'thik) a. [G. helmhis.] Re

lating to worm» ; expelling worms.

Helminthic, (hel-min thik) п. Л medicine for

expelling worms ; a vermifuge.

Helminthology, (hel-min-thol'o-je) n. [Q. hehnins

and logo*.] The science or natural history of

worms. [helm.

Helmsman, (helmsman) », The man at the

Helot, (hè'lot) я. [G. Heilôtês.) A slave in

ancient Sparta ; hence, a slave.

Helotism, (hê'lot-izm) п. The condition of the

Helots, slaves in Sparta ; slavery.

Help, (help) r. t [A.-S. Aetna«.] To aid ; to

anist ;—to relieve ; to remedy;—to promoto ; to

forward :—to prevent ; to hinder ;—to forbear;

to avoid :—r. i. To lend aid or assistance ; to

contribute : to eke out.

Help, ( help ) n. Aid ; assistance ; — remedy ;

relief ;—in America, a domestic servant

Helper, (help'çr) п. One who helps, aids, or

newts ; an assistant ; an auxiliary.

Helpful, (help'fool) a. Furnishing help ; useful.

Helpfulness, (help'fóól-nes) », State of being

helpful ; assistance ; usefulness.

Helpless, (help'les) a. Destitute of strength ;

feeble ; weak ;—beyond help ; irremediable ;—

bringing no help ; useless.

Helplessly, (help'les-le) adv. Ina helpless manner ;

irremediably;—inactively; idly; without effort.

Helplessness, (heir/lee-nes) п. The state of being

helpless. [pan ion ; a consort ; a wife.

Help-mate, (help'mat) п. An assistant ; a com-

Hebre. (helv) n. [A. -8. Aei/.J The handle of an

axe or hatchet ; sometimes the head of the axe.

Helve, ( helv ) v. t. To furnish with a helve,

ы an ax«.

Hem. (hem) n. [A.-S.] The border of a garment,

doubled and sewed, to strengthen it; tuck.

Hem, (hem) ». t. To fold and sew down the edge

of;—to conone ; to inclose;—г', ¿. To utter an

inarticulate sound ; to hesitate in the utterance.

Hem, (hem) inter}. An inarticulate vocal utter

ance—when loud, it denotes dissent or objec

tion; when subdued, uncertainty or indifference.

Hematite, (hema-tït) n. [O. haimatitc.*,] An

important ore of iron, the sesqui-oxide, во

called because of the red colour of the powder.

Hematology, (hem-a-tol'ô-je) «. [G. haima and

logo*.] That branch of medical science which

pertains to the blood.

Hemisphere, (hem'is-fér) п. [G. hêmi and

rpkaira. ] A half sphere ;—half of the globe, or

a projection of the same in a map or picture.

Hemispherical, (hem-is-fçr'ik-al) a. Containing

or pertaining to a hemisphere.

Hemistich, (hem'is-tik) n. [G. hêmi and $tiehoa.]

Half a poetic verse, or a verse not completed.

Hemlock, ( hem ' lok ) n, [A.-S. heniltac.] An

umbelliferous plant;—an infusion or decoction

of the plant ; poison.

Hemorrhage, (hem'or-uj) n. [G. haima and

regnunai.] Any discharge of blood from the

blood-véasela

Hemorrhoids, (hem'or-oids) n. pi. [G. haima and

rerirt.J Tubercles around the anus, from which

blood or mucus is discharged ; piles.

Hemp, (hemp) n. [A.-S. honten.) A plant whose

fibrous skin or bark is used for cloth and

cordage ;—the akin or rind of tho plant pre

pared for spinning. , t,

Hempen, (hemp'n) a. liado of hemp.

Hemp-seed, (hempsêd) n. The seed of hemp-

used as food for domestic birds, and yielding a

useful oil.

Hen, (hen) n. [A. -8.] The female of any kind

of bird ; especially, the female of the domestic

fowl.

Henbane, (henTian) n. [Eng. hen and bane.] À

plant which is poisonous to domestic fowls—

highly narcotic, and used in medicine as a sub

stitute for opium.

Hence, (hens) adv. [O. Eng. hennes, A.-S. heond.]

From this place ;—from this time ;—from this

cause or reason ;—from this source, origin, or

power. . [forward: henceforward.

Henceforth, fhons'förth) adv. From this time

Henceforward, (liens-for'wçrd) adv. From this

time forward ; henceforth

Henchman, (henshraan) n. [For haunchman.]

A page or squire to a knight ; a servant.

Hen-coop, (hen'kóop) n. A coop or cage for fowls.

Hendecagon, (hen-dek'a-gon) n. [G. hendeka

and gönia.] A plane figure of eleven sides and

angles. [or kite :—also hen-driver.

Hen-harrier, (hcnlior-e-er) n. A species of falcon

Henna, (hen'na) n. [A. hinnd-a.] A thorny

tree or shrub of the genus Lawsonia—used by

the Asiatics for dyeing their nails, &c.

Hen-pecked, (hen'pekt) a. Governed by one's

wife. [rest at night.

Hen-roost, (hen roost) ». A place where poultry

Hepatical, (hë-pat'ik-al) a. [G. hepar.] Pertain

ing to the liver;—having the colour of the liver.

Heptaglot, (hep'ta-glot) u. [G. hrpta and alotta.]

A book, especially an edition of the Scriptures,

in seven languages.

Heptagon, (hep'ta-gon) n. [G. hepta and gönia.]

A plane figure consisting of seven

eides and as many angles.

Heptagonal, ( hep - tag'onal ) a.

Having seven angles or sides.

Heptangular, (hep-tang/gu-ler) a.

[G. hepta and Eng. angular. ]

Having seven angles.

Heptandria, (hop-tan'dre-a) n. Heptagon.

[G. hepta, seven, and anêr, male.] A class of

plants having seven stamens.

Heptarchy, (hep'tar-ke) n. [G. hepta and arche. J

A government by seven persons, or the country

governed by seven persons ; specifically the

Saxon dynasty in England, consisting of seven

independent provinces and princes.

Her, (her) pron. & a. [O. Eng. hir, A.-S. hire.]

The objective case of the personal pronoun the;

—belonging to a female ;—being the possessive

case of the personal pronoun ehe, hem.

Herald, (herald) ». [F. héraut.] An officer

whose business was to proclaim war or peace,

and to bear messages from the commander of

an army;—an officer whose business is to regu

late royal cavalcades and other public cere

monies ; also, to record and blazon the arms of

the nobility and gentry;— a proclaimer ;—a

forerunner ; a harbinger.

Herald, (herald) r. t. Tointroduceorgivetidings

of, as by a herald ; to proclaim ; to Uhher in.

Heraldic, (her-ald ik) a. Pertaining to herald*

or heraldry

Heraldry, (her'ald-ro) n. The art or office of a

herald ; the art or practice of recording genea

logies, and blazoning anna

Herb, (çrb, hçib) ». [L. herba.] A plant having

a soft or succulent stalk or stem, that dies to the

root every year;—an edible or nourishing plant.

a
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Herbaceous, (rrb-a'she-us) a. Pertaining to herbs;

having the nature of an herb.

Herbage, (erl/aj) n. Herbs collectively ; grass ;

pasture ;—right of pasture.

Herbal, (erb'ai) n. A book containing names and

descriptions of plants ;—a collection of dried

plants.

Herbalist, (crb'al-ist) n. A person skilled in

plants ; one who makes collections of plants.

Herbarium, (erb'ar-e-um) n. [L. hcrba.] A col

lection of dried plants ;—a book for preserving

plants. [shrub.

Herbelet, (erb'e-lot) n. A small herb ; a dwarf

Herbesoent, (erb-es'ent) o. Growing into herbs.

Herbivorous, (erb-iv'er-us) a. [L. htrba and vo-

rare.] Eating herbs ; feeding on vegetables.

Herborization, (erb-or-iz-a'shun) n. Act of seek

ing plants in the field.

Herborixe, (erb'or-iz) v. i. To search for plants,

or to seek new species of plants.

Herculean, (her-ku'le-an) a. [h. Ilcrculeu*.] Very

great, difficult, or dangerous ;—having extra

ordinary strength ;—massive ; powerful.

Hercules, (hcr^u-les) h. A hero in Greek my

thology, noted for achieving twelve laborious

feats supposed to be impossible ; the emblem

of active vigour.

Herd, (herd) n. [A.-S. hcord.] A drove of cattle

going to market ; a number of beasts grazing in

the field ;—a crowd ; a rabblo ;—one who tends

cattle.

Herd, (herd) v.i. To go togother; to graze

together, as beasts;—to congregate; to associate;

—v. f. To form or put into a herd.

Herdsman, (herdz'man) n. The owner or keeper

of herds.

Here, (her) adv. [A.-S., IceL Mr.} In this

place—opposed to there .—in the present life or

state;—used also interjectionally, as in drinking

a health or making a proffer.

Hereabouts, (her'a-bouts) adv. About this place ;

in this vicinity or neighbourhood ; hereabout.

Hereafter, (her-aft'er) adv. In time to come ;

in some future state. [state.

Hereafter, (her-aft'er) n. A future existence or

Hereat, (her-atf) adv. At, or by reason of, this.

Hereby, (her-bi'j adv. By means of this ; by this.

Hereditament, (her-e-dit'a-ment) «. Any species

of property that may be inherited. [ance.

Hereditarily, (he-red'e-Ur-e-le) adv. By inherit-

Hereditary, rtie-red'e-tar-e) a. [F. hertditaire.]

Descended by inheritance ; — transmitted, or

capable of being transmitted, from a parent to

a child.

Herein, (her-in/) adv. In this.

Hereinto, (her-in-tooO adv. Into tliis.

Hereof, (her-of) adv. Of this ; from this.

Hereon, (her-on') adv. On this: hereupon.

Hereout, (heVout) adv. Out of this; from tliis.

Heresiarch, (he-re'ze-ark) n. [G. hoirens and

archos.] A leader in heresy ; chief heretic.

Heresy, (her'e-se) n. [G. hairesis.] An opinion

opposed to the established or usually received

doctrine, especially, a lack of orthodox or sound

belief ;—any unsound or untenable opinion or

position in literature, politics, science, &c.

Heretic, (herVtik) n. One who holds and pro

mulgates an opinion contrary to the established

or orthodox faith ;—among papists, a proteatant ;

—in popular language, one who holds or pro

claims any new opinion or idea.

Heretical, (he-ret'ik-al) a. Containing, or per

taining to, heresy.

Heretioally, (he-ret'jk-al-le) adv. In a heretical

manner.

Hereto, (heVtoo) adv. To this.

Heretofore, (hei--t66-for/) adv. In times before

the present ; formerly. [time; hereto.

Hereunto, (her-un-tik/) adv. Unto this, or this

Hereupon, (her'uj>-on) adv. On this ; hereon.

Herewith, (her-with') adr. With this.

Heriot, (heVe-ot) n. [A.-S. hertgtata.] A pay

ment of arms or military accoutrements; or, a

tribute of goods or chattels to the lord of tho

fee, made on the decease of a tenant.

Heritable, (hf/it-a-bl) a. Capable of being in

herited ; inheritable ;—attached to the property

or house, as opposed to movable.

Heritage, (hgrit-aj) iu That which is inherited ,

inheritance ;—the saints or people of God.

Hermaphrodite, (h$r-mafrd-dit) n. [L. >7irrma-

phroditus.] An animal having both male and

female organs ;—a human being whose sexual

organs are imperfect and equivocal ;—a flower

that coutaius both the stamen and the pistil

within the same calyx.

Hermaphroditic, (hcr-maf-ro-dit'ik) c. Partak

ing of both sexes.

Hermencutic, (hcr-nic-nii'tik) «. [G. hrmtfn+v-

tikos.] Pertaining to interpretation; exegetiepJ.

Hermeneutics, (her-mO-nu'tiks) n. nna. fceienev

of interpretation ; exegesis—especially the inter

pretation of the Scriptures.

Hermes, (hgr/mCz) n. In Greek mytholorn, Mer

cury;—in aixttaoloffi/, a stone or pillar haTing

the head of Hermes sculptured on the top,

placed by the Greeks iu front of building?,

and used by the Romans as a boundary or

landmark.

Hermetic, ^her-met'ik) a. Pertaining to chemistry;

—pertaining to a philosophy which pretends to

explain all the phenomena of nature from tho

three principles, salt, sulphur, and mercury ;—

perfectly close, so that no air, gas, or spirit can

escape.

Hermetically, (her-niet'ik-al-Ie) adr. In an bar-

metical manner ; chemically ;—closely ; imper

viously.

Hermit, (hermit) n. [G. m*i»os.] A *olitar>

one who retires from the world ; a recluse ; in

anchoret ;—a beadsman.

Hermitage, (lier'mit-aj) ». The habitation of •

hermit ;—an artificial structure in imitation «.n

a hermit's cell ;—a French wine of two kind*,

white and red.

Hernia, (hgr'ne-a) v. [L.] An external turuoer

formed by the protrusion of any internal pnirt

through the inclosing membrane ; a rujitnre.

Hernial, (h^r'ne-al) «. Pertaining to hernia.

Hero, (he'ro)w. [L. hero*, G. hero*.] A man .c'

distinguished valour or enterprise ;—the prin

cipal personage iu a poem, story, and Um hke:

—an illustrious man, after his death plat* I

among tho gods.

Heroic, (he-ro'ik) a. Pertaining to or becoxoir.-

a hero; bold; courageous: gallant;—luasman^-

mous ; noble ;—productive of heroes;—namnnt

tho exploits of heroes, as a poem ;—noting tra

verse or measure in such poems.

Heroically, (he-rc/ik-al-le) adr. In the nmnrw-:

of a hero ; with valour ; bravely ; courageous.' v

Heroi-comic, (he'rd-i-kom'ik) a. ConAistULg -.>f

the heroic and the ludicrous.

Heroine, (hc/d-in) n. A female herot '

Heroism, (heVo-izm) it. The qualities or chanctc-

of a hero ; courage ; valour ; gallantry.



 
Keren, (heron) m. fF. J A large, native, wading

bird, rf the genu* CirtUa,

with long, slender legs, and

great leogth both of neck

andbilL

Henory, (hgrnn-re) n. A

place »here herons breed,

flero-T^ihip, (he'rd-wur- \{

*bip)a Regard or homage

pud to herow;—inordinate

aod lavish admiration of

*p2t&eh*ncter.

H7rtai»l7. (her-pe-tol'o- |

W *■ [G. kerpeUm and

^■] The riatnral history **_

o' reptile* Heron,

feftf. (berlng) n. [A.-& JWrinff.] A small

«i of the genus Clupea. Herrings move in

TO dwak, coming from high northern latitudes

I ffl the spring, to the shores of Europe and

i Ansria, where they are taken and salted in

jrrear .j nantities.

Bonagbooe, (herfng-bon) a. Resembling the

J"■ bone-frame of a herring.

£°*> (h;n) proa. Belonging to her : of her.

aerttaei, (her'ahel) n. A planet discovered by

i I*r- ffrncKei, in 1781—now called Uranus.

*«e, (hers) a. {F. ] A lattice or portcullis in

| J**?™ °» a harrow.

EaieJf, (her-eelf) mi, An emphasized form of

fa third person feminine pronoun the;—in her

"dinar?, true, or real character ; in her right

mind ; time.

3«iney. (heze-tan-se) n. The act of hesitating

*«sobtmg;—-dubiousness ; suspense;— inde-

■BBt.
HwiWe, (herVtat) t?. i. fL. hatitare.) To stop

3 pMue respecting decision or action ; to be in

•awrtainty ;—to stop in speaking ; to stammer.

*Mssth>, (hez-e-ti'shuD) M. Act of pausing in

faggot or action : suspense ; uncertainty; inde-

J®00 J—« stopping in speech ; stammering.

"■?«*; (hes'per) «. The evening star; Hesperus.

^■P^naa, (hes-p&'re-an) a. Western ; occidental

*•*» (best) n. (A.-8. ftiw.J Command; precept;

^junction; order.

a«»»eute,(het'5r-o-klit) 7i. [G. heterot and

hoc**.] A word which is irregular in declen-

**oa;—any- thing or person deviating from

ftaaoon forms.

"temlitieaj, (bet - er -o- klit ' ik - al) a. Deviat-

*S from ordinary forms or rules ; irregular ;

'■' BBsldM

ENsrwlox, (het'er-6-doks) «. [G. heterot and

Jfc] Contrary to the doctrine of scripture,

fa creed of a church, and the like ; heretical.

***»doxy, (het'er-6-doks-e) n. Heresy: an

•ptawn or doctrine contrary to some established

f*od*rd of faith, as the Scriptures, creed, con-

feason, Ac.

^tfogeiieotti, (Tiet-er-o-jen'e-us) a. fG. Itcteron

**d pt%o*.] Differing in kind; having unlike

jaalities; dissimilar.

8ete»r*neotunea*, (bet-er-tf-jgn'e-us-nes) n. Op-

pwuVm of nature ; contrariety ;— difference in

fcador quality ; dissimilarity :—heterogeneity.

Bstsrwcian, (het-ex-6'she-an) n. [G. heteron and

*&t.j One whose shadow at noon falls one way,

&* an inhabitant of the regions between the

'ropic* and the polar circles.

2«taaa, (btt'man) ft, [Pol. hitman, Ger. Itaupt-

^***J A Cosuack commander-in-chief.

**w, (ho) v. t. f.V-S. htdlican | To cut with

 

an axe ; to cleave ;—to cut in pieces ;—to shape

or form ;—to produce laboriously.

Hewer, (hu'er) ft. One who hews wood or stone.

Hexagon, (heks'a-gon) n. [G. hex and gOnia.] A

plane figure of six sides and six

angles.

Hexagonal, ( heks-ag'on-nl) a.

Having six sides and six angles.

Hexameter, (heks-am'et-er) n. [G.

hex and metron.] A verse of six

feet, either dactyls or spondees

for the first four, but the fifth Hexagon,

must be a dactyl, and the sixth a spondee.

Hexameter, ( heks - am ' et - cr ) a. Having six

metrical feet.

Hexangular, (heks-ang'gii-ler) a. [G. hex and L.

angvUi.) Having six angles or corners.

Hexapla, (heks'a-pla) n. [G. hex and apleein.]

A collection of the Holy Scriptures in six lan

guages, [joy or mutual exhortation.

Hey, (h.O inter). An exclamation expressive of

Heyday, (ha'dft) intery. [Ger. heida.] An ex

pression of frolic and exultation, and of wonder.

Hiatus, (hi-a'tus) n. [L.] An opening; a gap;

a chasm ;—a blank space in a manuscript, where

some part is lost or effaced.

Hibernal, (hi-be.r'nal) a. [L. hibernus.] Belong

ing to winter ; wintry.

Hibernate, (hi-bfr'nat) v. i. To winter ; to pass

the winter in seclusion, as birds or beasts.

Hibernation, (hi-ber-na'shun) ft, The act of

wintering in close places, as an animal.

Hibernian, (hi - ber'ne-an ) a. Pertaining to

Hibernia, now Ireland; Milesian.

Hibernian, (hi-beVne-an) v. A native or an

inhabitant of Ireland; a Milesian.

Hiccough, (hik'up)w. [Ger. hick up.] A spasmodic

inspiration, accompanied with a closure of the

glottis, producing a sudden sound ; also, the

sound itself.

Hiccough, (hik'np) r.i. To have a convulsivo

catch of some of the respiratory muscles, causing

a sudden and peculiar sound.

Hickory, (hik'6-re) «. An American tree.

Hidalgo, (he-dal'go) «. [Sp. hijo de algoti.e.,

son of somebody.] A man of noble birth.

Hidden, (hid'n) tt. Secret ; concealed ; unseen ;

unknown ; covert : mysterious.

Hide, fhid) v.t. [A.-S. hydan,] To withhold

or withdraw from sight ;—to conceal : to keep

secret ;—to defend ;—to beat ;—v, i. To lie con

cealed ; to abscond.

Hide, (hid) n. [A.-S. hyd.] A house or dwelling ;

—the skin of a beast, either raw or dressed ;—

the human skin—so called in contempt

Hide-bound, (hid 'bound) a. Having the skin

stuck closely to the ribs and back ;—having the

bark so close or firm that it impedes the growth.

Hideous, (hid'e-us) a. [F. hidtux.] Frightful or

shocking to the eye ; ugly ;—distressing to the

ear ; discordant ; — hateful ; abominable ; —

horrid ; dreadful ; terrible.

Hideously, (hid'e-us-le) adv. In a hideous

manner; dreadfully; frightfully; shockingly.

Hideousneu, (hid'e-us-nes) n. The state of being

hideous. (holding from sight

Hiding, (htd'ing) n. Concealment ; act of with-

Hie, (hi) v. t. [A.-S. hiegian.] To hasten ; to

go in haste ;—to betake one's self : to repair.

Hiemal, (hl-e'mal) a. Belonging to winter.

Hierarch, (hi'er-ork) ft. [G. hicro* and archo*.]

One who rules in sacred things ; the chief of a

sacred order ;—the chief of an order of angels.
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Hierarchical, (hi-er-ark'ik-al) a. Pertaining to a

sacred order;—pertaining to church government.

Hierarchy, (hl'er-ark-e) n. Dominion in sacred

things ;—the body of persons having ecclesias

tical authority ;—government administered by

the priesthood.

Hieratic, (hi-er-at'ik) a. [G. hieros.] Consecrated

to sacred uses; sacerdotal; pertaining to priests.

Hieroglyphic, (hl-er-d-glifik) n. An emblem or

symbol ofsome material ob- - ^ _^ * .

ject expressing a spiritual Mf [/ ~^T J

thought or idea ; — any * ^

character or figure of myB- '^■ps Y ^. ^

terious significance;—^*. I .—, ]fck JX

Egyptian characters or * u I JC\ %

symbols used in place of fm C\J%Jm I f p\J

letters or words. I SB * "" | Jl

Hieroglyphical, (hi-er-o- ^» ■■' "*

glif'ik'-al) a. [G. hicro- Hieroglyphics.

gluphikon (sc. gramma).} Emblematic; — ob-

. scure ; enigmatical.

Hieroglyphically, (hI-er-6-glifik-al-le) adv. In a

hieroglyphic manner.

Hicrographic, (hi-er-d-graTik) a. [G. hieros and

gropkein.] Pertaining to sacred writing.

Hierophant, (hi'er-6-faut) n. [G. hkros and

phainein.] A priest ; one who teaches the mys

teries of religion.

Higgle, fliig'l) v. i. fDan. hyhter, to wheedle,

Ger. hoke> holer, a retail trader.] To cbaiFer;

to dispute in making a bargain ;—to carry pro

visions about for sale

Higgler, (higl-er) n. One who carries about pro

visions for sale ;—one who is nice in bargaining.

High, (hi) a. [A.-S. hettli, Ger. hoeh, Go. havht.)

Elevated ; tall ; towering ;—exalted in nature ;

lofty ; sublime ; — eminent ; distinguished ; —

magnanimous; dignified ;—proud ; arrogant;—

loud ; angry ;—severe ; oppressive, as measures ;

— noble ; honourable, as birth ; — powerful ;

mighty ; — violent ; stormy ; — inflamed ; tur

bulent ; — rich; luxurious, as living;— vivid;

strongly marked, as colour;—dear ; costly;—

extreme ; intense ;—acute ; sharp, as voice ;—

remote in time ;—for advanced in acquirement ;

—tainted, as flesh ;—remoto from the equator,

as altitude or latitude ;—raised above the sur

face ; done in relief;—solemn; saci-od.

High, (hi) adv. In a high manner; to a great

altitude ; eminently ; profoundly ; powerfully ;

greatly.

High, (hi) n. An elevated place ; superior region.

High-admiral, (hi'nd-me-ral) ». A chief admiral.

High-altar, (hrawl-ter) n. The altar where high

mass iB celebrated in tho Roman Catholic

Church. [extraction.

High-born, (bloom) n. Being of noble birth or

High-bred, (Inbred) a. Bred in high life.

High-church, (hi'church) a. Inclined to magnify

a particular form of church government or eccle

siastical rites and ceremonies ;—more usually

the episcopal office and the apostolic succession.

High-churchman, (hi'church-inan) 71. One who

holds high-church principles.

High-coloured, (hiTcul-erd) a. Having a strong,

deep, or glaring colour ; vivid ; forcible.

High-dutch, (hi'duch) u. The Germans or their

language.

High-fed, (ht'fed) a. Fed luxuriously; pampered.

High-flier, (hifli-er) n, Ono who is extravagant

in pretensions, manners, or opinions.

High-flown, (hi'flou)

turgid.

Elevated ; proud ;

High-handed, (hiliand-ed) a- Overbearing ; op

pressive ; violent ; arbitrary.

Highland, (hi land) n. Elevated land ; a moun

tainous region.

Highlander, (hi land-cr) n. An iubabitantof high

lands ; especially of the Highland* of Scotland.

Highly, (hi'le) adv. lu a high manner, or to

a Yiign degree.

High-mettled, (hl'met-ld) a. Having high spirit ;

ardent ; full of fire.

High-minded, (hi'mind-ed) a. Proud; arrogant;

—of elevated principles and feelings ; mag

nanimous.

Highness, (bines) n. Altitude ; height ; eleva

tion in rank, character, or power ; excellence ;

value; amount; intensity;—a title of honour.

High-principled, (hi-prin'se-pld) a. Acting from

high motives ; strict in principle.

High-road, (hi'rod) «. A highway : a much fre

quented or travelled road.

High-seas, (hi'sez) 11. pi. The open ocean.

High-seasoned, (hi'se-znd) a. Enriched with

spices or other seasoning.

High-sounding, (hi'sound-ing) a. Pompous.

High-spirited, (hi'spir-it-ed) a. Full of spirit or

natural fire; easily irritated; irascible;—bold:

daring.

High-water, (hi'waw-ter) n. The highest flow of

the tide;—the time when the tide is at its height-

Highway, (hi'wa) n. A public road.

High-wrought, (hl'rawt) a. Wrought with ex

quisite art or skill ;—inflamed to a high degree.

Hilarious, (he-lar'e-us) a. [G. hilaro*.) Mirth

ful; merry ; jovial- jolly.

Hilarity, (he-lar'e-te) 1U Merriment ; gsyety.

Hill, (hil) n. [A.-S. hill.] A natural elevation

of land ; an eminence.

Hilliness, (hire-lies) n. The state of being hilly.

Hillock, (hil'uk) «. A small hill.

Hilly, (hil e) a. Abounding with hills.

Hilt, (hilt) n. [A.-a hilt.] The handle of any

thing, especially of a cutting instrument.

Him,(him)i>roH. [A.-S.] The objective case of Ar

Himalayan, (lrim-a-la'an) a. Relating to Use

Himalaya, a range of lofty mountains in India.

Himself, (him-self) pron. An empliaaized forxu

of the third person masculine pronoun he.-—

alone;—in his right mind; in lus true character

Hin, (bin) n. [II. kin.} A Hebrew measure of

liquids containing about ten pints Kngliah

measure.

Hind, (hind) n. [A.-S. hind, Ger. hind*.} XW

female of the red deer or stag.

Hind, (hin*l) n. [A.-S. line.] A peasant ; *

farm servant; a ploughman; a bondager; a. beirdu

Hind, (hind) o. [A.-S. hind, Aincftm.after, back-}

Placed in the rear, and not in front.

Hinder, (lund'er) a. [Comparative of hind,}

or belonging to tlie rear ; posterior.

Hinder, (hinder) v.t. [A.-S. hiudrian.}

prevent from moving forward:— to atop; %•>

obstruct;—to retard ; to delay;—to prevent ; to»

debar;—t. i. To interpose or cause obstacles* or

impediments.

Hinderanoe, (hJn'd£r-ans) n. Act of impeding cr

restraiuing motion ;—tliat which stops pruerw

or advance; obstruction :— written also Ria-

drance. •

Hindmost, (hind'most) a. [The superlative* oj

hind.] The last; tho roar; noting the m«:

backward or laziest jwirt :—also Hindermost*.

Hindoo. (hin'd06)n. [liinu-J A native inhabtt*j- •

of Hindostan.

T-.
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. (hiii'd66-izm) n . The doctrines, rites,

« rehpotm principles* of the Hindoos.

ffiiiasrtsiigs, (hin-dud-etan'e) u. Of or pertain

ing to the Hindoos or their language.

«V.0nnj)B. (Ger. anfftl.] The hook or joint

on which i door, gate, or lid, &.c. , turns ;—tliat

« *hicfa uy thing depend* or turns ; a govern-

Jftprinapfe, role, or point.

«He, (hay) p. r. To furnish with hinges ;—v. i.

^BMd. depend, or turn, as on a hinge.

™y. Otn'ae) «. [L. Ainnu*.] The produce of

»«silno and a she-ass; a mule.

««. float) r. t. (A.-S. hentan.] To bring to

final fcr i slight mention »r remote allusion ;

»iflodeto;—r. i. To make an indirect refer-

J** "Wrtion, or allusion.

«* (hint) a. A distant allusion ; Blight men"

***: intimation : insinuation; a suggestion.

aatariy. (hint'ing-le) ode. In a hinting

"a&cer; laggestively ; allusively.

■ft ftip) t [A.-8. Ayjw. ] The lateral parts of

the pelvis and the thigh-joint, with the flesh

Bering them ; the haunch.

*ft (hip) «. [A. -81 hiop. J Tlie fruit of the dog-

«« or meet-briar.

*y—ilMr, (hip-po-sen'tawr) n. [L. , O. h ippot

Unttntaurnt.) A fabulous monster, half man

«* half hone.

■W^uuit, (hip'po-drtm) n. [G. hippo* and

**■*) A circa* or place in which horse-

*"»nd chariot-races are performed.

'■WfuT. (hip^po-grif) »}. [G. hippo* &nd amp*.]

^•^dtmi animal, lialf horse and half griffin.

l<7> fliip-pofa-je) n. [Q. hippo* and

j The act or practice of feeding on

"■popotimtu, (hip-po-pot'a-mu*) n. [G. hippo*

«w DOteMM.) A

HcliTdermatous

"gpial of Africa,

JW to the hog,

■whig & Terr large

fink, thick and

*«Tj body, short

*s\*nd skin with-

•Whxir. Hippopotamus

■p(hir) r.t. [A.-S. hyrion.) To procure

^>a another person, and for temporary use,

■f * compensation ;—to engage in service for

•stipulated sum ;—to bribe;—to let ; to lease—

™*» (hir) n. Price, reward, or compensation

"the temporary use of any thing;—recompense

fcrper*paal service ; salary ; pay :—a bribe.

*"*ng, (hlrling) n. One who is hired ; a mer-

*»7; a prostitute. [mercenary.

freiiajr, (hirling) a. Serving for wages ; venal ;

™*w. OuYrr) n. One who hires.

mite, (hir-suf) a. [L. kirrutug.) Rough with

J&ir ; shaggy ;—coarse in manner ; rude.

".(hiz)/rron. [A.-S. At* or hv*.] Of him ; the

J*Kssive of ht—formerly used as the possessive

■ffcftw it*,-—belonging or pertaining to a male.

*v*yii, (bU'pid) a. [L. hUpidv*.) Rough with

*pwl*s or minute spines ; bristly.

■s«,(bii)r.i. [A. -a. hyxian.] To make a sound

■to that of the letter *, especially in contempt

« disapprobation ;—to make a sound, as a goose

• serpent, or as water thrown on hot metal, or

*«m escaping through a narrow orifice ;—to

dfcfc with a whizzing noise ; — v.t. To con-

JBm by hissing ;—to disgrace.

lbs, (hw) n. The sound made in pronouncing

 

the letter *, especially as a mark of disapproba

tion or contempt ;—the noise made by a serjient,

goose, &c.

Hissing, (his'ing) n. A hiss :—an expression of

dislike or contempt ;—object of scorn.

Hist, (hist) inter). Hush ; be silent.

Histology, (his-tol'6-je) u. [G. hittos and lo<jo».]

The science which treats of the minute structure

of the tissues of plants, animals, Ac.

Historian, (his-td re-an) tu [F. hixtocitn.) A

writer or compiler of history ; a chronicler ; an

annalist.

Historical, (his-tor'ik-al) o. Containing history;

—pertaining to history;—exhibited in history;

—deduced from history;—representing history.

Historically, (his-tor'ik-aMe) adv. In the manner

of or according to history; by way of narration.

Historiette, (bis-tore-et) ji. [F.] A short history;

a sketch. %>

Historiographer, (his - to - re - og ' ra - fer) n. [Q.

hintoria and oraphein.] A writer of history;

an officer employed to write the history of a

prince or state.

History, (his'to-re) n. [L. hUtoria.] A relation

or account ;—a written record or narration of

facts and events in the life of a nation, state,

institution, or epoch, with disquisitions on

their causes and effects ;—a veibal narrative ; a

story ;—an account of the life and actions of an

individual—biography ;—a description of ani

mals, plants, minerals, &c, existing on the

earth, called natural liistory.

Histrionic, (hls-tre-on'ik) a. [L. histvio.] Ter-

taining to stage-playing ; theatrical. [cally.

Histrionically, (his-tre-on'ik-al-le) adr. Theatri-

Histrionios, (his-tre-on'iks) n.siny. Tl»o art of

theatrical representation ; dramatic art ; acting.

Hit, (hit) v. f. lloel. hitto.) To strike ; to touch ;

especially, to reach or touch an object aimed at;

—to accord with ; to suit ;—r. i. To come in

contact ; to strike ; to fall upon by accident ; to

succeed ;—to reach the mark.

Hit, (hit) n. A collision; stroke or blow; a

casual event ; a lucky chance ; a successful

stroke in business or speculation;—a neat or

pointed turn of thought or expression.

Hitch, (hich) r. i. [Scot, hiiek.] To become

entangled or caught by a hook ,-- to move by

jerks ;—to fidget ; to hop ;—v. t. To hook ; to

catch as by a hook ;—to make a rope fast ;—to

raise ; to hoist.

Hitch, (hich) n. A catch ; a hook ;—act of catch

ing, as on a hook, &c. ;—a sudden halt in

walking or moving;—a defect causing a break

or failure in a scheme or in a performance :—a

knot or noose in a rope for fastening it to a

ring or other object.

Hitching, (Inching) ». A fastening in a harnesa;

—a coil; a bent knot.

Hither, (hiTii'er) adr. [A.-S.] To this place.

Hither, (hiTH'er) a. Ueing on the side or direction

toward the person speaking ; nearer.

Hitherto, (hiTH'er-too) adv. To this place;—up

to this time ; as yet ; until now.

Hitherward, (hiTH'er-wc.rd) adr. This way;

toward this place ; hither.

Hive, (hiv) v. [A.-S. kv/r.] A box or chest for

the reception of a swarm of honey-bees ; — a

swarm of bees ;—a company.

Hire, (hiv) v. t. To collect into a hive ; to cause

to enter a hive ;—to lay up in store ;—v. i. To

take shelter together ; to reside in company.

Ho, (h<3) inttrj. [L. the] Halloo! oho! oh!—
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a call to excite attention, or to give notice of

approach. [Corrupted from hold] Stop! stand

still I hold.

Hoar, (hor) a. [A.-S. Mr.] White or grayish-

white ;—gray or white with age ; hoary.

Hoard, (hord) n. [A.-S. hord.] A store or large

quantity of any thing laid up ; a hidden stock.

Hoard, (hord) v. t. To collect and lay up ; to

store secretly;—v. i. To collect and form a

hoard ; to lay up a store.

Hoar-frost, (horfrost) ». The white particles

formed by congelation of dew.

Hoarhound, (horhound) n. [A.-S. ftdrahune.]

A plant which has a bitter taste, and is a

weak tonic :—also written Horehound.

Hoariness, (hoVe-nes) n. State of being hoary,

whitish, or gray.

Hoarse, (hors) a. [G. heiach, A.-S. has.] Having

a harsh, grating voice, as when affected with a

cold ;—rough ; discordant [sound.

Hoarsely, (hors'le) adv. With a rough, harsh

Hoarseness, (horsnes) n. Harshness or rough

ness of voice or sound.

Hoary, (hoYe) a. White or gray with age;—

covered with short, dense, grayish-white hairs.

Hoax, (hoks) n. [A.-S. hues.] A practical joke ;

imposition ; deception.

Hoax, fh&ks) v. *. To play a trick upon for sport,

or without malice ; to impose on ; to deceive.

Hob, (hob) ju [W. hob.) The nave of a wheel ;—

tho flat part of a grate where things are placed

to be kept warm.

Hobble, (hob'l) v. i. [Diminutive of hop.] To

walk lamely, bearing chiefly on one leg ; to

limp ;—to move irregularly ;—v. t. To hopple ;

to clog. [difficulty; perplexity.

Hobble, (hobT) n. An unequal, halting gait;—

Hobbledehoy, (hor/1-de-hoy) n. A stripling.

Hobby, (hob'e) n. [Dan. hoppe.] A strong, active

horse, of a middle -size ; a nag ;—a favourite

theme of discourse, thought, or effort.

Hobgoblin, (hob-goblin) n. A fairy ; a frightful

apparition ; an imp.

Hobnail, (hob'nal) n. [Ger. hufnaget] A thick

headed nail for shoes ;—a clownish person.

Hobnob, (hob'nob) adv. [A.-S. Imbban.] Take

or not take—a ffliniH^r invitation to reciprocal

drinking.

Hock, (hok) v. i. To hamstring ; to hough.

Hook, (hok) n. [From Hochheim,] A light-

yellowish Rhenish wine, sparkling or still.

Hook, (hok) n. The joint of an animal between

the knee and the fetlock.

Hockey, (hok'e) n. A game at ball played with a

club curved at the bottom.

Hocus, (lio'kus) v.t. To cheat ; to adulterate.

Hocus-pocus, (ho'kus-po'kus) n, [D. hokus bohus.]

A juggler ; a juggler's trick.

Hod, (hod) n. [F., Ger. hotte.] A kind of tray

for carrying mortar and brick ;-—a coal-scuttle.

Hodden-gray, (hod'n-gra) n. Cloth made of wool

in its natural state without being dyed. [&of.]

Hodge-podge, (hoj'poj) n. [F. hocher and pot.)

A mixed mass ; a medley of ingredients.

Hodman, (hod'man) n. A man who carries a hod ;

a mason's tender.

Hoe, (ho) n. [Ger. have.] An instrument for

cutting np weeds and loosening the earth.

Hoe, (ho) v. t. To dig or clean with a hoe ; to

clear from weeds ;—r. i. To use a hoe.

Hoeing, (ho'ing) n. The act of stirring the soil,

of weeding or earthing up plants with a hoe.

Hog, (hog) n, [W. Awe/*.] A well-known domes

ticated animal, kept fbr the fat and meat, called

lard and pork, which it furnishes ; swine ;

porker ;—a castrated boar ;—a castrated ram of

a year old ;— a filthy fellow.

Hog, (hog) v. t. To cut short the hair of;—to

scrape a ship's bottom ; — v. i. To be bent

upward in the middle.

Hogget, (hog'et) «. A two year old sheep ;—a

boar of the second year ;—a young colt.

Hoggish, (hogish) a. Having the qualities of a

hog: brutish; gluttonous; filthy; mean; selfish.

Hoggishly, (hog'ish-le) adv. In a hoggish, glut

tonous, or filthy manner.

Hogshead, (hogVhed) «. [D. oh$hoofd.] An

English measure of capacity containing 63 wine

gallons, or about 52} imperial gallons ;—a large

cask of indefinite capacity.

Hogskin, (hog'skin) n. Leather tanned from the

skin of swine.

Hog's-lard, (hogz'lard) n. The fat of swine, used

extensively for ointments, &c.

Hog-wash, (hog'woah) n. The refuse matters of

a kitchen or brewery ; swill.

Hoiden, (hoi'dn) n. [0. Eng., W. hoedm.} A

rude, bold girl ; a romp. [rustic.

Hoiden, (hoi'dn) a. Hude ; bold ; inelegant ;

Hoidenish, (hoi'dn-ish) a. Having tho manner*

of a hoiden; romping; bold.

Hoist, (hoist) v. t. [F. hauaer.] To raise ; t*»

lift, especially by means of tackle.

Hoist, (hoist) n. That by which any thing is

hoiBted ;—pulleys and tackle for hoisting:—a

contrivance for raising or lowering goods, <frc-„

from one floor or story to another;—the per

pendicular height of a flag or sail.

Hoity-toity, (hoi'te-toi'te) a. Thoughtless ; giddy ;

flighty—used also as an exclamation, denoting

surprise or disapprobation ; Scot, hoot-tool.

Hold, (hold) v.t. [A.-S. kealdati.] To grasp I

with the hand ; gripe ;—to stop ; to detain ;—to 1

connect ; to join ;— to contain ; to keep from

running or flowing out ;—to maintain ; to de

fend ;—to possess ; to derive by title ;—to con

tinue; to prosecute;—to celebrate; to solemnize;

—to sustain ; to support ;—to bind ; to oblige ;

—to consider ; to regard ;—p. i. To keep one'*

self in a given position or condition ; to be fa&t

or firm ;—to halt ; to stop—mostly in the im

perative ;—to last ; to endure ;—to be valid ; t*>

continue on being tested ;—to cleave ; to adhere .

—to derive right or title.

Hold, (hold) u. Act of holding ; grasp ; clasp ;—

authority or ground to take or keep ; claim, ;—

binding power and influence ;—something which

may be seized for support;—a prison ; custody;

—a fortified place : a fort; the interior cav-ity

of a vessel in which the cargo, &c . is stowed ;—

a character [thus •"T** ] placed over or under a

note or rest, and indicating that it is to \»

prolonged.

Holder, (hold'er) ». One who holds or gm*p»

with the hand ;—an occupier ; a tenant ;■—poe-

sessor ; owner ;—that by which any thins; z»

held ; clip ; clasp.

Holding, (hold'ing) n. A tenure ; a farm x*«2*i

of a superior ;—hold ; influence ; power.

Hole, (hoi) «. [A.-S. hoi.] A hollow pl*o* ; a

pit ; a deu ;—a perforation ; an aperture ;— ^

subterfuge ;—a low or mean lodging.

Hole, (hoi) i?, i. To go into a hole :—v. t, Xv>

make a hole or holes in ; to drive into the pockf

in billiards; to drive the ball in, in golf.

Holiday, (hol'e-da) n. [Holy and day.) A
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•tented day; a religion* anniversary ;—a day

of exemption from labour;—a public festival.

Hatiday, (haj-'e-di) a. Pertaining to a festiTal.

Hsuly. (ho'Ie-le) adv. In a holy manner;

jwulj ; with sanctity.

Hobaeav (adTe-nes) n. State or quality of being

nor;;—piety; sanctity;— state of being dedi

cated loGod; devotion ;—an essential attribute

of God ; moral perfection and purity ;—a title

J"«a to the Pope.

Hsusai (Wand) *. A kind of linen tint

tnsaanrtarai in Holland.

BsUs, (aor&ztdz) ». Gin made in Holland.

B^k (W'Jfi) iatef?. A n, (P. Ao/d.] Ho;

Wflri.bcre. [halloo.

Hstfa, (holTo) c. ». To call out or exclaim ; to

Mw, (hoto) a. [A.-S. A©/.] Containing an

nnpty space within a solid substance ; deep ;

rank in the orbit ;—low ; muttered ;—faithless ;

;wino-re.

Hsflsw, (hoi o) *. A cavity, natural or artificial ;

» h*rfe ; a caTern ; a groove ; a channel ; a canaL

«"•», (hol'd) r. (. To make hollow ; to exca-

Tite ;_| i. x0 thoat ; to hollow.

Hsflsw, (hoi o) o</c So as to make hollow, or

empty of resources, strength, and the like ;

completely.

^■ghatited, (hol'5-hart'ed) a. Insincere;

'WitfuJ ; false ; not sound and true.

""»««, (holo-nes) ft. The state of being

lto>liow; carity;—insincerity ; deceitfulness.

HoCy, (hole) n. [A-S. kolen.) An evergreen

*«e or throb having glossy green leaves, and

4«aing red berries.

Haflybsek, (hol'e-hok) n. [A -8. AotiAdc.] A

$u& bearing flowers of various colours—rote-

3"J«.(hdin) a. [A -8. holm.) A river isle ;—a

**vflat tract of rich laud on the banks of a

ffg ■—the evergreen oak.

a**t*a»t. (hoi 6-kawst) n. [G. holot and kausto*. ]

A burnt offering the whole of which was con-

smsd.

**Kwph,(hol/o-gTaf)Tl- fG. AofosandorapAetn.]

A fater, deed, will, Ac. , wholly in tne handwrit-

ffl?<**the one frotn whom it proceeds.

*■«*, (horsier) n. [IceL Piutstr.] A leathern

_**tor » pistol, carried by a horseman.

*«, (holt) n. [A-S. Aoft] A wood or ptece

**)»oodland ; especially, a woody hilL

*7. (hole) tf. [A.-S.*AA/i?.J Pure; immacu-

^* : morally perfect ; good ; pious ;—set apart

*-° the sen-ice or worship of God ; hallowed ;

^7*1 ;—free from sinful affections ; irreproach-

*"* ; ruiltlesa.

■g Ghost, (h6'k>g6st) n. [A-S. haliaznd ga*t,]

A* third person of the Trinity ; the Spirit ;

^Comforter, [the Inquisition.

frJHfiw, (hoTe-of-fis) iu A name applied to

^"T-eat, (hMe-wun) n. An appellation of the

'^a* Being;—a name applied to our Saviour.

**7-crdera, (hoTe-or-d^re) n. pi. The Bervice by

•aidi i perwm is set apart to the duties of a

flyman ; the state or office of a clergyman.

*jy-rood, (hyie-rdod) n. The cross placed in

™*a*n Catholic churches at the entrance to the

^han«L

^I-stooe, (V/le-*tdn) ti. A stone used by sea-

£« for cleaning the decks of ships.

*wiy Thursday, (hole-tburz'da) n. The day on

*nich the Ascension of our Saviour is com-

5«owated, ten days before Whitsuntide.

""T-water, (ho'le-waw'ter) n. , Water conse

crated by the priest for sprinkling persons and

things used for holy purposes.

Holy-writ, (hole-fit) n. The Scriptures.

Homage, (hom'aj) n. [F. hommage.] An acknow-

ledgiuent made by a tenant to his lord, on

receiving investiture of fee, that he was his man

or vassal ; — fealty ; — obeisance ; — reverential

worship ; devout affection.

Home, (horn) «. [A-S. Ada*.] The house in

which one resides ; residence ; — the place or

country in which ono dwells ;—the present state

of existence ;—the grave : the future state.

Home, (horn) a. Pertaining to one's dwelling,

country, or family ; domestic ;—close ; severe ;

poignant.

Home, (bom) adv. To one's home or country ;—

close ; closely ; to the point ; fully.

Home-bred, (hom'bred) a. Bred at home; native;

domestic ;—rude ; plain ; artless. u ,

Homeless, (hdmles) a. Destitute of a home.

Homeliness, ( hom ' le - nes ) n. Plainness of

features; want of beauty ;—rudeness ; coarseness.

Homely, (hdmle) a. [From home.] Belonging to

home ; domestic ; familiar ;—plain ; rude ; un

polished, [ing to homeopathy.

Homeopathic, (ho-me-o-path'ik) a. Of or pertain-

Homeopathist, (ho-me-op'a-thist) n. A believer

in or practitioner of homeopathy. «

Homeopathy, ( ho-me-op'a-the ) n. [G. homo-

patheia.] The theory that disease is cured by

remedies which produce on a healthy person

effects similar to the symptoms of the complaint

under wliich tlie patient suffers, the remedies

being usually administered in minute doses.

Homeric, (ho-meyik) o. Pertaining to Homer,

the great poet of Greece, or to his poetry.

Homesick, (hom'sik) a. Depressed in spirits, or

grieved at a separation from home.

Homespun, (hom'spun) a. Spun or wrought at

home ; coarse ;—plain in manner or style ; rude.

Homestead, (humsted)». The inclosure or ground

immediately connected with a mansion ;—the

home or seat of a family.

Homeward, (hom'w§rd) adv. Toward home.

Homicidal, (hom-e-sid'al) a. Pertaining to homi

cide ; murderous.

Homicide, (hom'e-sid) n. [L. homicidium.J Man

slaughter ; — a person who kills another ; a

manslayer.

Homiletic,(hom-e-let'ik)a. [G. homilitikos.] So

cial; companionable ;—pertaining to homiletics.

Homiletics, (hom-e-Jet'iks) n. sing. The art of

preparing and delivering homilies or sermons.

Homily, (hom'e-le) n. [G. homilia.] A lecture

or sermon ; a plain and homely discourse upon

some religious commonplace.

Homocentric, (ho-mo-sent'rik) a. [G. Aomos and

kentron.] Having the same centre.

Homogeneous, (h6-mo-je'ne-us) a. [G. homo* and

genos.] Of the same kind or nature ; consisting

of elements of like nature.

Homogeneousness, (h6-m0-je/ne-us-nes)n. Same

ness of kind or nature.

Homologate, (h6-mol'6-gat) v. t. To approve ; to

confirm by assent.

Homologous, (ho-moro^us) a. [G. Aomos and

logon.] Having the same relative position, pro

portion, value, or structure ; corresponding.

Homonymous, (h6-mon'im-us) a. [G. homo* and

onoTito.] Having different significations; equi

vocal ; ambiguous.

Homonymy,(bo-raon'im-e)». Sameness in sound

or form in words which differ in signification.
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Homophonout, (ho-mofon-us) a. [G. homos and

phdni.] Of the name pitch ; unisonous—said of

tones ;—having the same sound, but different

in orthography.

Homophony, (ho-mofon-e) ft. Sameness of sound;

—singing in unison.

Hone, (hdn) n. [A.-S. hanan.) A stone of a fine

grit, for sharpening instruments.

Hone, (hdn) v. t. To sharpen on a hone.

Honest, (on'eat) a. [L. honestus.) Upright;

just ; true ; sincere ; faithful ; — frank ; unre

served, as a confession :—unimpeached, as char

acter; —decent; honourable;—gained by fair

means, as livelihood ;—chaste ; virtuous..

Honestly, (on'est-le) adv. In an honest manner;

—justly; fairly; uprightly; sincerely; frankly.

Honesty, (on'est-e) n. Upright disposition or

conduct ; — integrity ; faithfulness ; fairness ;

candour ; plain dealing ; veracity.

Honey, (hun'e) n. [A.-S. huniij.] A sweet, thick

fluid collected by bees from flowers ;—that which

is sweet or pleasant ;—sweet one ; darling

Honey, (hun'e) v. i. To use endearments ; to

fawn ;—v. t. To make luscious ; to sweeten.

Honey-bag, (huu'e-bag) n. The receptacle for

honey In a bee.

Honey-comb, (hun'e-kom) n, A mass of cells

formed by bees, and

used as repositories for _ \ ■. y <;■ •■ 7

their honey;—any sub- "^^■^ M^M^f^f'

stance perforated with B )■ M i>M, \

cells like those of a v^h^JT"

honey-comb. /JSii&Sb&bJQ'

Honey-dew, (hun'e-du) "tf^

n. A sweet saccharino "^^^^jC^f^1". ;

substance found on ^ \m .'.psu.-1! '

plants in small drops

like dew;—a kind of Honey-comb.

tobacco moistened with molasses.

Honeymoon, (hune-moon) n. The first month

after marriage.

Honeysuckle, (hun'e-suk-1) ft. One of several

species of flowering plants, much admired for

their beauty, and some for their fragrance ;

woodbine.

Honiton, (hon'e-ton) ft, A superior kind of lace.

Honorary, (on'gr-ar-e) n. [L. honorarivi.] A

fee offered to medical or other professional

gentlemen.

Honorary, (on'cr-ar-e) a. Conferring honour ;—

possessing a title or place without service or

reward.

Honour, (on'er) n. [L. honor.] Esteem due or

paid to worth;—reverence; veneration;— re

putation ; famo ;—high rank ; distinction ;—a

title given tojudges in chancery;—true nobleness

of mind; rectitude; high principle; scorn of

what is base and mean; bravery in man; chastity

in woman ; — ornament ; decoration ; — glory ;

boast;—pi. Public marks of respect;—privileges

of rank or birth ;—a mode of drinking healths;

—academic or university prizes or distinctions;

—the four liighest cards.

Honour, (on'gr) v. t. To regard or treat with

honour, esteem, or respect; to revere; — to

adore;—to elevate in rank or station;—to accept

and pay when due.

Honourable, (on'er-a-bl) <i. Worthy of honour ;

illustrious ; estimable ;—actuated by principles

of honour or noble motives ;—proceeding from

an upright and laudable cause ; — ennobling;

conferring honour ;—performed or accomi>anied

with marks of honour;—an epithet of respect

or distinction ; — becoming men of rank and

character. [being honourable.

Honourableness, (on'er-a-bl-nos) n. The state of

Honourably, (on'er-a-ble) adv. In a manner con

ferring or consistent with honour.

Honourless, (on'cr-les) a. Destitute of honour ;

unhonoured.

Hood, (hood) n. [A.-S. h6d,] A covering for the

head, or for the head and shoulders ;—a monk's

cowl ;—a coloured fold in a graduate's gown :—

tho top of a carriage. [blind.

Hood, (hood) r. t. To cover with a hood ;—to

Hoodwink, (hood'wingk) v. (. [From hood and

wink.] To blind by covering the eyes; — to

cover ; to hide ;—to impose on.

Hoof, (hoof) n. [A.-S. hdf.] Tho horny substance

that terminates the feet of certain animals, u

horses, oxen, &c ;—an animal ; a beast.

Hook, (hook) n. [A.-S. h6c. ) Some hard material

bent into a curve for catching, holding, anil

sustaining any thing ;—a scythe or sickle.

Hook, (hook) r. t. To catch with a hook ; to

seize or draw, as with a hook :—to obtain by

artifice; to insnare;—v. i. To bend; to be curved.

Hooked, (hookt) a. Having tho form of a hook ;

curvated ; aquiline.

Hooker, (hook'er) ft. A small vessel or smack.

Hook-nosed, (hook'nozd) ct. Having a currated

or aquiline nose.

Hooks, (hooks) n. pi. Hooks and <vcj», bent

metallic clips and catches, for fastening the

dresses of ladies.

Hoop, (hoop) ft, [A.-S. hdp.] A ring of wood or

metal for holding together the staves ofcask*,4c ;

—something resembling a hoop ;—a farthingale.

Hoop, (hoop) v. t. To bind or fasten with hoops :

—to clasp ; to encircle.

Hoop, (huop) v. i. [A.-S. hcajian.] To about to.

by way of call or pursuit ;— r. t. To drive with

a shout or outcry. [tubs ; a cooper.

Hooper, (hoop'gr) n. One who hoops casks or

Hooping-cough, (houp'ing-kof) ft, A cough in

wluch the patient hoops or whoops, with a oWp

inspiration of breath :—written also whooping-

cough.

Hoot, (hoot) v. i. [F. huer.] To cry out or shoot

in contempt ;—to cry as an owl j—r. t. To utter

contemptuous cries or shouts at.

Hoot, (hoot) n. A cry or shout in contempt.

Hop, (hop) v.i, [A.-S. /'■ ",.'.'■<'<•■ ! To leap

lump on one leg ; also, to skip, as birds da

Hop, (hop) ;t. A leap on one leg; a skip: a

Jump : a spring ;—a dance.

Hop, (nop) ft. (Ger. hop/en.] A well-kno»i>

climbing, bitter plant used in brewing and in

medicine. [hope ;—r. t. To gather hop*.

Hop, (hop) r. t. To impregnate or season with

Hop-bind, (hoplnnd) ft. The stalk or vine <. i<

which hops glow.

Hope, (h6p) ft, [A.-S. hope,] A desire of sotb*

good, accompanied with expectation of obtaining

it, or a belief that it is obtainable :—that which

gives hope or ground of expectation, — that

which is hoped for ;—confidence ; expectation .

anticipation.

Hope, (nop) v. i. To entertain or indulge hope ;

—to place confidence ;—v. t. To desire with

expectation, or with belief in the possibility is-

the prospect of obtaining.

Hopeful, (hop'fool) ct. Full of hope :—having

qualities which excite hope ; promising.

Hopefully, (hop fool -le) adv. In a manner t-i

excite or encourage hope ; with ho]>e,
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Hspefuiaess, (hcpTuol-nes) n. State or quality

« being hopeful.

Hopeless, (hoples) a. Destitute of hope ; de

spairing;—giving no ground of hope; desperate;

—nnhcped for ; unexpected.

Bepdeady, (hdples-le) crfr. Without hope.

Hapelesiaem, (hoples-nee) n. A state of being

hopeteu; despair.

Hopper, (hop-Vr) b. One who bops ;—a wooden

troagh thrwgh which grain passes into a mill;—

» T«»d ja which seed-corn is carried for sowing;

—* amial revel Ailed with sand and water,

*»d aapBded over a glass-cutter's wheel ;—an

iroa «esm barge into which the useless matter

J**d *7 ths dredging machine is put.

2<WB{, (hoping) vi. The act of leaping on one

N: ; making, or dancing ;—a gathering of hops.

JUffle, (hopi) f. (. To tie the feet loosely to-

Jsukt, to prevent running or leaping.

Sappfe, (hop'I) a. A fetter for horses or other

Viinah, when turned out to graze.

«rary, (bor'ar-e) a. [L. horn.) Pertaining to

«j hoar ;—continuing an hour ; hourly.

*«**. (hord) r. (Turk. orrfJi.] A wandering

tT"30P °r gang ; a nomadic people possessing no

&«d habitations.

Sank, (hord) e. i. To herd together ; to dwell in

J«», »• migratory tribes.

Hcriicn, (hd-rizun) n. [G. horizein.] The ap

parent junction of the earth and sky ;—a plane

i««ig through the eye of the spectator and at

nrbt ingles to the vertical at a given place—

^dled the tentibU horizon ;—a plane parallel to

ti* sensible horizon of a place, and passing

tsjngfa the earth's centre—called the rational

^ttliaiai horizon.

Eanaatal, (hor-e-zon'tal) a. Pertaining to, or

^ar, the horizon ; — parallel to the horizon ;

fCTd.

"rasnttlhjr, (hor-e-zon'tal-le) adv. In a hori-

R*ttl direction or position ; on a level.

*wa, (horn) n. [A.-S.) A hard and usually

Plated organ, growing from the heads of certain

*&i»ili ;—the antenna of an insect ; the feeler

v i nuil ;—an extremity of the moon when

•uing or waning ; — a wind instrument of

*"** ;—a drinking-cnp ;—a utensil for holding

J**der;—tbe material of which horns are com-

J**d ;—a ijmbol of strength.

aaraWeade, (horn'blend) n. [Ger. horn and

*'**&] A common mineral occurring massive,

* "• prismatic crystals, and of various colours.

h waaiiU of silica, with magnesia, lime, or iron.

■^■toak, (horn'book) n. A primer—so called

jwaase formerly covered with horn to protect it.

*«A. fltorad) a. Furnished with horns ;—

*Vd like a horn.

*^«t, (horn'et) u. [A.-S. hymet] A large,

»'«Ojj wasp of a dark brown and yellow colour.

*8rHrwl, (hom'owl) n. A species of owl, so

JUslfrom two tufts of feathers on its head.

***P9*< (horn'pip) n. [W. pib-gorn.] An in-

"kiuiwnt of music ;—a lively air or tune of

»*spouiKl triple time ;—a sailor's dance ; a reel.

^^a-ttone, (hom'ston) n. A silicious stone

n*-*^ resembling flint.

^•ravork, (horn'wurk) n. An outwork com-

Jy° °* two demi-bastions joined by a curtain.

***7t (horn'e) a. Composed of horn, or of a

"ibstanoe like horn ;—hard ; callous.

^■wtrafhy, ( hor-og'ra-fe ) «. [Q. hare and

Wpktin.} An account of the hours ;—art of

^attracting dials ; dialling.

Horologe, (hor'o-loj) n. [G. h&ra and leoein.] A

time-piece of any kind.

Horology, (hor-ol'o-je) b. The science of measur

ing time by mechanical apparatus.

Horometry, (hor-om'et-re) n. [G. hora and

r.tetron. ] The art or method of measuring time

by hours and subordinate divisions.

Horoscope, (hor'os-kop) ». [G. h6ra and nlopoi.]

An observation of the heavens at the moment

of a person's birth, by which the astrologer

claimed to foretell the events of his life ;—the

scheme of twelve houses or signs of the zodiac,

into which the whole circuit of the heavens was

divided for this purpose.

Horoscopy, (hor-osTtop-e) n. Art or practice of

predicting future events by the disposition of the

stars and planets at the time of birth.

Horrent, (nor'ent) a. [L. horrens.] Standing

erect, as bristles ; bristled.

Horrible, (horire-bl) a. [L. horribilU.] Exciting

horror ;—dreadful ; frightful ; awful ; terrific ;

shocking ; hideous ; horrid.

Horribleness, (horire-bl-nes) it. State or quality

of being horrible.

Horribly, fhor're-ble) adv. In a manner to excite

horror ; dreadfully ; terribly.

Horrid, (horrid) a. Rough ; ragged ; bristling ;

prickly ; — fitted to excite horror ; frightful ;

hideous ; very offensive ;—shocking ; dreadful ;

terrible ; horrible.

Horridly, (hor'rid-le) adv. In a manner to excite

horror ; dreadfully ; shockingly.

Horridnen, (hor'rid-nea) u. Quality or state of

being horrid ; hideoUBness.

Horrific, (hor-rifik) <*■ (L- horror and facere.}

Causing horror ; frightful.

Horrify, (hor're-fi) v. t. To make horrible ; to

Btrike with horror ; to shock.

Horror, (hor'rer) n, [L. J A shivering or shudder

ing, as in the cold fit which precedes a fever ;—

a painful emotion of fear, dread, and abhor

rence ;—that which excites horror.

Horse, (hors) n. [A.-S. hon.] A well-known

hoofed quadruped UBed for draught or the

saddle ;—tbe male of the horse in distinction

from the female ;—mounted soldiery; cavalry;—

a frame with legs used for supporting something.

Horse, (hors) v. t. To mount a horse ;—to carry

on the back ;—to ride or sit astride ;—to furnish

with a horse ;—to cover a mare ;—v. i. To get

on horseback.

Horseback, (hors'bak) n. The back of a horse :—

state of being mounted on a horse ; riding

posture. [for cavalry.
Horse-barracks, (horsrbar-aks) n. pi. Barracks

Horse-bean, (hors'btn) n. A kind of small field

bean usually given to horses.

Horse-block, (hors'blok) n. A block on which

one steps in mounting a horse.

Horse-box, (hors/boks) n. A stall for the use of

horses ; a van for conveying horses on railways,

steamers, &c. (ployment is to break horses.

Horse-breaker, (horarbrak-er) n. One whose em-

Horse-chestnut, (hors'ches-nut) n. A large nut,

the fruit of a tree brought from Constantinople

in the beginning of the 10th century.

Horse-dealer, (hors'del-er) «. One who buys and

sells horses.

Horse-fly, (hors'fll) n. A large fly that stingH

horses and sucks their blood.

Horse-guards, (hors'gardz) n.pl. A body of

cavalry usually attached to the court and

government offices in London.
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Hone-hair, (hors'har) n. The hair of horses,

especially that of the mane and tail.

Horse-laugh, (horsTaf) ■n. A loud, coarse laugh.

Horse-leech, (hors'leeh) n. A large leech.

Horae-load, (horelod) n. Load such as a horse

can carry or draw.

Horseman, (hors'man) n. A rider on horseback ;

a skilled rider ;—a mounted soldier.

Horsemanship, (hore'mau-ship) n. The act or

art of riding, and of training horses ; manege.

Horse-power, (hors'pow-er) n. The power which

a horse is capable of exerting;—a standard by

which the capabilities of steam-engines and

other prime-movers are measured, estimated as

32,000 pounds raised one foot in a minute.

Horse-race, (hors'ras) n. A race by horses; a

match of horses in running.

Horse-racer, (hoitfraa-gr) n. A horse that runs

races ;—a person who runs horses in races.

Horse-radish, (hors'rad-ish) n. A species of scurry

grass, having a root of a pungent taste.

Horse-road, (hors'rod) n. A way or road in which

horses may travel ; bridle path.

Horseshoe, (hors'shoo) n. An iron shoe for horses, -

in shape somewhat like the letter U;—anything

shaped like a horseshoe.

Horseshoeing, (hore ahuo-ing) n. The act or trade

of shoeing horses.

Horse-tail, (hors'tal) w. A leafless plant with

hollow rush-like stems ;—a Turkish standard.

Horse-tamer, (honr'tam-cr) n. One who breaks

young horses ; a person who tames wild horses.

Horsewhip, (hors'hwip) n. A whip for driving

or striking horses. [horsewhip.

Horsewhip, (hors'hwip) v. t. To strike with a

Hortation. (hor-ta'shun) n. [L. hortatio.] The

act of exhorting or giving advice. [tion.

Hortative, (hort'a-tiv) n. A precept ; exhorta-

Hortatory or Hortative, (hort'a-tor-e) a. Giving

exhortation or advice.

Horticultural, (hor-te-kul'tur-al) a. Pertaining

to horticulture, or the culture of gardens.

Horticulture, (hor'te-kul-tur) n, [L. liortus and

cuttura.] The art of cultivating gardens.

Horticulturist, (hor-te-kul'tur-ist) n. One who

practises the art of cultivating gardens.

HortuB Sicous, (hor'tus-sik'kus) ». [L. a dry

garden.] A collection of specimens of plants

carefully dried and preserved ; a herbarium.

Hosanna, (ho-zan'na) n. [H. hfahidknytfl.] An

exclamation of praise to God.

Hose,(hoz)u. [A. -S.Ao.se.] Close-fitting breeches,

as formerly worn, reaching to the knee ;—

stockings ;—a flexible pipe attached to a pump

or hydraulic engine for conveying water to any

required point.

Hosier, (ho'zhe-er) n, Ono who deals in hose,

or in goods knit or woven like hose.

Hosiery, (ho'zhe-gr-e) n. The business of a hosier;

—stockings in general ; a manufactory for

weaving or knitting stockings and similar wares.

Hospice, (hos'pis) n, [F.J A place of refuge or

entertainment for travellers among the Alps.

Hospitable, (hoe'pit-a-bl)a. |L. hotpes.] Receiv

ing and entertaining strangers without reward ;

kind to strangers and guest* ;—indicating kind

ness to guests ;—generous; abundant; inviting.

Hospitableness, (hos'pit-a-bl-nes) n. Kindness

to strangers ; — disposition to welcome and

entertain. [manner.

Hospitably, (hos'pi^a-ble) adv. In a hospitable

HoBpitaL. (oirpit-al) n, [L. honpitalis.) A build

ing in which the sick or infirm are received and
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treated ;—a house for disabled seamen or soldiers,

Arc, maintained at the public cost:—a house

for the insane, foundlings, infected persons, &c. ,

maintained by private charity.

Hospitality, (hoh-pitral'e-te) n. The act or prac

tice of one who is hospitable ;—friendly welcome

and generous entertainment of guests.

Hospitaller, (hos'pit-al-^r) h. One residing in a

hospital for the purpose of receiving the poor

and strangers.

Host, (host) n. [L- hospes.] One from whom

another receives food, lodging, or entertainment ;

a landlord ;—an innkeeper.

Host, (host) n. [L. hostu.) An army;—any great

number or multitude.

Host, (host) n. [L. hoxtia.] The consecrated

wafer, which in mass is offered as a sacrifice i u

the Roman Catholic Church.

Hostage, (host'aj) n. [F. otage.] A person given

as a pledge or security for the performance of

conditions.

Hostess, (hosVes) n. A female innkeeper.

Hostile, (hos'til) a. [L. hostMl] Belonging to

an enemy ; — warlike : unfriendly ; contrary .

repugnant

HostUely, (hos'til-le) adv. In a hostile manner.

Hostility, (hos-tU'e-te) n. State of being hostile ;

—an act of an open enemy; especially, in th«

plural, acta of warfare ;—animosity ; enmity :

opposition.

Hostler, (osier) a, [F. hotelier.] Onewho has the

care of horses at an inn ;—a stable-boy; a groom.

Hot, (hot) a, [A.-S. hat.) Having much sensible

heat; very warm; burning;—ardent; vehement;

quick ; — violent ; furious ; — brisk ; keen ; —

lustful ; lewd ;—biting ; pungent.

Hot-bed, (botfbed) n. A bed of earth manured

and covered with glass for raising early plants ;

—a place which favoars rapid development.

Hot-blast, (hofblast) n. A stream of heated air

thrown into a furnace by a blowing machine.

Hot-blooded, (bofblnd-ed) a. Having hot blcoi ;

high spirited ; irritable : lustful

Hotch, (lioch) v. i. [D. heutsen.] To move the

body with sudden jerks.

Hotchpotch, (hoch'poch) n. [F. hoeher.] A om>

fused mixture of ingredients ;—a Scottish dish

of mutton, peas, carrots, turnips, dta, chopped

into small pieces.

Hotel, (ho-telO «. [F. K6UL] An inn or public

house ; especially, one of some style.

Hot-headed, (hotned-ed) a. Vehement ; violent .

passionate; rash.

Hot-house, (hot'houB) n. A house kept warm to

shelter tender plants and shrubs from the

cold air.

Hotly, (hotle) adv. In a hot manner ; ardent N ;

vehemently ; violently ;—lustfully.

Hotness, (hot'nea) n. Condition or quality of

being hot ;—violence ; vehemence ; fury.

Hot-press, (hot'pres) v. t. To press between hot

plates, for giving a smooth and glossy surface.

Hot-spur, (hotspur) «. [Hot and tjmr.] A mas

violent, passionate, rash, or precipitate.

Hottentot, (hot'n-tot) n. A native of !3outh*rr

Africa; a cruel, savage, brutal man.

Hough, (hok) n. [A.-S. Ada.] The lower Tort a

the thigh ; the ham.

Hough, (hok) v. t. To disable by cutting th*

sinews of the ham ; to hamstring.

Hound, (hound) n. [A-S. hnnd.) A desr u*sd

for hunting ; properly, one which hunts by the

scent.
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Hound, (hound) v. t. To incite, ae a hound, to

porro.it ;—to hunt ; to chase ;—to urge on.

Hour, (oar) n. [I* hora.] The twenty-fourth

part of the natural day: sixty minutes ; the time

of the day, as indicated by a timepiece ;—fixed

or appointed time ; conjuncture ;—pL Stated

tune* for devotion in the Romish Church.

Ho-ir-glasm, (our'glae) n. An instrument for

measuring the interval of an hour, by the

running of sand out of one glass vessel into

another.

Houri, (ou're) ». [Per. hurt.] A nymph of para

dise—so called by the Mohammedans.

Hourly, (ourle) a. Happening or done every

hour : frequent ; often repeated.

Hourly, (ourle) adv. Every hour; frequently.

Hoar-plate, (our'plAt) n. The dial of a timepiece.

House, (nous) n. [A.-3., Go. Лив.] A building

used as a habitation or shelter for animals of

any kind ; etpeeiatlij, one for the habitation of

man; a dwelling; mansion;—a temple; a church;

—a college ; a monastery :—style or manner of

living ;—household ; family ;—a race ; a noble

ümily;—a legislative body;—the quorum neces

sary to form a legal session ;—a firm or com

mercial company;—the body or habitation of

the soul ;—the grave ;—an inn ; lodging.

House, ( houz ) v. t. To shelter ; to protect by

covering ; to harbour ;—to deposit and cover :—

to drive to a shelter; — v. i. To take shelter

or lodgings ; to abide ; to dwell.

House-breaker, ( houe ' bruk - çr ) n. One who

feloniously breaks into a house.

House-breaking, (hous'brak-ing) «. The act of

feloniously breaking into a house.

Household, ( nous ' hold ) n. Those who dwell

under the same roof, and compose a family.

Household, (housTiôld) a. Belonging to the

bouse and family ; domestic.

Householder, (housuôld-çr) п. The master of a

timilv; the occupier of a house.

Housekeeper, fhousTcep-er) n. One who occupies

a house with his family ;—a female servant who

has the chief care of the family.

Housekeeping, (hoiuVkep-ing) a. Care of domestic

toncems ;—hospitality.

Houseless, (housles) a. Destitute of a house or

habitation ; without shelter.

Housemaid, (hous'mud) ». A female servant.

House-room, (hous'roôm) n. Room or place in a

house.

House-surgeon, (hous-sur'jun) n. The resident

medical officer in an hospital or infirmary.

House-warming, (hous wawrm-iug) n. A merry-

aiaking at the time a family entent a new house.

Housewife, (hous'wif) ». The mistress ofafamily;

—«, little case for materials used in sewing, &c.

Housewifery, (homfwif-re) n. The business of

the mistress of a family.

Housing, (housing) n. [Prom hou*e.] A saddle

cloth ; a horse-cloth ;—the act of putting under

shelter ;— the number or extent of inhabited

dwellings in a locality.

Hovel. (huVel) ». [A.-S. ho/.] An open shed

for sheltering cattle, protecting produce, &c,

from the weather ;—a small, mean houee.

Hovel, (have!) v. t. To put in a hovel ; to shelter.

Hoven, (hôv'n) a. Swelled or puffed out.

Hover, (huVer) v. i. [W. hofinn.) To hang flut

tering in the air, or upon the wing ;—to move

to and fro in the neighbourhood of ; to be in a

ntate of suspense or expectation.

How, (how) adv. [A. -8. Aft] In what manner;

by what means ;—to what extent ;—for what

reason ;—in what state ;—for what price.

Howbeit, (how-bé'it) con). [Compounded of how,

be, and it.] Be it as it may; nevertheless ; not

withstanding ; yet ; but : however.

Howdah, (how'dáh) n. [Hind, /uiudaJt.] A seat

on the back of an elephant or camel.

Howdy, (how'de) a. [Gael, cudigham.] A mid

wife :—also Howdie.

Howe, (how) n. [Go. hoiI.] Any hollow placo;

—a plain or flat ground between hills.

However, (how-eVer) adv. In whatever manner

or degree ;—at aH events ;—nevertheless.

Howitzer, (how/its-çr)n. [Ger. haubitze.] A short,

light cannon intended to throw large projectiles

with small charges.

Howk, (howk) v. t. [Go. holka.) To dig.

Howl, (howl) v. i. [D. hitilen.) To cry as a dog

or wolf; to utter a loud and mournful sound ;—

to wail :—to roar, as a tempest;—v. t. To utter

or speak with outcry.

Howl, (howl) n. The cry of a dog or wolf; a

loud, piercing cry of distress; a yell.

Howlet, (howi'et) n. An owl ; an owlet.

Howling, (howling) n. The yell of a wolf or

dog;—the cry of оно in distress;—any loud or

horrid sound ;—the roaring of the wind in a

tempest.

Howling, (howl'ing) a. Filled with howls or

beasts bowling ; dreary ; wild ; roaring.

Howsoever, (how-so-ev'er) adi: In what manner

soever; however; although.

Hoy, (hoy) n. [D. леи.} A small coasting vessel

usually rigged as a sloop.

Hub, (hub) >i. The nave of a wheel ;—the hut of

a weapon ;—a mark at which quoits, &c, are

cast ;—a projection on a wheel for a pin.

Hubbub, (liub'hub) /t. A great noise of many

confused voices ; a tumult ; uproar ; riot.

Huckaback, (huk'a-bak) n. A kind of linen with

raised figures, used for table-cloths and towels.

Huckle-backed, (huk'1-bakt) a. [Ger. hocLrr,

hump, and Eng. bach.] Having round shoulders.

Hucklebone, (huk'1-bön) n. The hip-bone.

Huckster, (huk'stçr) n. [Ger. hockcr.] One that

carries his wares on his back ;—a retailer of

small articles ; a peddler ;—a mean, triekish

fellow. [articles, or in petty bargains.

Huckster, (huk'stcr) v. i. To deal in small

Huddle, (hud!) r. i. [Ger. hvdeln.] To press or

hurry in disorder; to crowd;—r. t. To throw

together;—to put on untidily, as clothes;—to

bundle up and put out of sight ;—to perform

carelessly.

Huddle, (hudl) n. A crowd : tumult ; confusion.

Hudibrastio, (hu-de-bras'tik) a. Similar in шип-

пег to Hudibras, the hero of a burlesque poem ;

hence, in the style of doggerel poetry.

Hue, (hfl)n. [A.-S. hiw, hiowfGo. hivi.) Colour;

tint; dye.

Hue,(hu)n. [Norm.F.] A shouting:—alegalpur-

suit of a criminal—usually written Aue and cry.

Hueless, (hules) a. Destitute of colour; shadowy.

Huff, (h ni') 7i. A fit of petulance, ill temper, or

anger ;—a boaster.

Huff, (huf) «■ '• Ю- Eng. hoove.] To swell; to

puff up ;—to treat with insolence ; to bully ;—

v. i. To dilate; to swell up;—to bluster; to

storm.

Huffinets, (hufe-nes) n. State of being puffed

up ¡—petulance ; ill humour ; sulky indignation.

Huffish, (hufish) a. Disposed to put on swelling,

petulant, or sullen airs; arrogant ; sulky.
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Huffishness, (hufish-nes) n. Arrogance; bluster ;

petulance.

Huffy, (hufe) a. Puffed up ; swelled :—charac

terized by arrogance or petulance ; sulky.

Hug, (hug) v. t. [A.-S. heyan.] To press close

in an embrace; to clasp;—to hold fast;—to treat

with fondness ;—to gripe in wrestling ;—to keep

close to the wind or the land, as a ship.

Hug, (hug) n. A close embrace; a clasp or gripe;

—a particular kind of catch or gripe in wrestling.

Huge, (hOj) a. [Ger. hock, I). hooy.] Very large

or great ; immense ;—extended ; carried to a

high degree -.—enormous ; gigantic ; prodigious.

Hugely, (liuj'le) adv. Very greatly; enormously;

immensely. [ness.

Hugeness, (huj'nes) n. Enormous bulk ; large-

Huggery, (hug'er-e) n. Flattery ; fawning.

Huguenot, (hu'ge-not)n. [F.] A French Protes

tant or Calvinist in the sixteenth century.

Hulk, (hulk) «. [Q.holtat.] The body of a ship ;

especially, the body of an old ship laid by as

unfit for service ;—any thing bulky or unwieldy;

—pi. Old government vessels formerly used

as prisons.

Hull, (hul) n. [A.-S. hule.] The outer covering

of any thing, particularly of a nut or of grain ;

the husk ;—the frame or body of a vesaeL

Hull, (hul) v. t. To strip off or separate the hull

or hulls of :—to pierce the hull of, as of a ship.

Hum, (hum) v.i. [Ger. humnien.] To make a

dull, prolonged sound, like a bee ; to drone ;

to buzz : to mumble ;—to pause in speaking,

and omit a loud audible breath ;—v. t. To sing

with shut mouth); to murmur without articula

tion ;—to impose upon ; to humbug.

Hum, (hum) n. The noise of bees in flight, of a

whirling wheel, or the like ;—any inarticulate

and buzzing sound ; low, confused noise, as of a

crowd ;—an imposition or hoax.

Hum, (hum) inter). Ahem ; hem ; a sound with

a pause implying doubt or deliberation .

Human, (hu man) a. [L. kitmanu*.} Belonging

to man or mankind ; having the qualities or

attributes of man ;—not divine or sacred.

Humane, (hu-manO a. [L. humamui.] Pertain

ing to man ; human ;—having the feelings and

dispositions proper to man ;—kind; benevolent;

compassionate ; tender ; merciful.

Humanely, (hu-man'le) adv. In a humane

manner ; kindly.

Humanist, (human-ist) n. One who pursues the

study of the kmnamtiex or polite literature ;—

one versed in the knowledge of human nature.

Humanitarian, (hu-man-e-tar'e-an) n. Ono who

holds that Jesus Christ was merely a man.

Humanity, (hu-man'e-te) n. Quality of being

human ; the nature of man ;—the human race ;

mankind; — kindness; benevolence; — mental

cultivation ; liberal education ;—in Scotland,

study of Latin ;—pi The branches of polite or

elegant learning ; belles-lettres.

Humanize, (hu'man-iz) v. t. To render human

or humane ; to soften or subdue ; to make

susceptible of kindly feelings ;—r. i. To become

more humane ; to become civilized.

Humankind, (hu'man-klnd) n. The whole race of

man ; the human species ; mankind.

Humanly, (hu'man-le) adv. In a human manner;

after the manner of men.

Humble, (hum'bl) a. [L. humilis.] Low; insig

nificant; mean ;—thinking lowly of one'B self;

modest, lowly ; meek ; submissive.

Humble, (hum'bl) v. t. To bring low; to reduce;

to abase ;—to break ; to subdue ;—to mortify;—

to make bumble or lowly in mind ; to produce

meekness and submission to the divine will ;—

to evince condescension ;—to deflower.

Humblebee, (hum'bl-be) «. [Probably from hum.)

A large, hairy bee, of a black colour, with bandi

of yellow or orange ; a bumblebee.

Humbleness, (hum'bl-nes) n. State of being or

feeling humble : humility ; meekness.

Humbling, (hum'bling) n. Lowering of pride ;

humiliation. [manner.

Humblingly,(hum'bling-le)ftdi\ In a humiliating

Humbly, (hum'ble) adv. In a humble manner ;

with humility.

Humbug, (humTrag) n. [Hum and bug.] A piece

of trickery ; a hoax;—trickiahness ;—one who

deceives or hoaxes.

Humbug, (humlnig) v. t. To deceive ; to impose

on ; to cajole ; to hoax.

Humdrum, (hum'drum) a. [Probably from Avw

and drum, for drone.] Dull ; stupid ; common

place, [to the shoulder.

Humeral, (hu'mcr-al) a. [L. kvmertu.) Belonging

Humid, (hu'mid) a. [L. humidui.] Containing

sensible moisture ; damp ; moist; watery.

Humidity, (hu-mid'e-te) n. Moisture ; dampness.

Humiliate, (hu-mil'e-at) r. t. [L. kumiUare.] To

reduce to a lower position ; to humble ; to

depress ; to abase ; to mortify.

Humiliation, (hu-mil-e-a'shun) n. Act of hum

bling ; abasement of pride ; mortification ;—

state of being humiliated ; descent from great

ness "—indignity ; affront.

Humility, (hu-mil'e-te) n. State or quahty of

being humble ; lowliness of mind ; modest

estimate of one's worth ;—sense of unworthi-

nees ; penitence for sin ; Belf-abasement ;—an

act of submission.

Humming, (hum'ing) n. Sound made by bees or

flies ;—any low murmuring or unmeaning noise.

Humming-bird, (huni'ing-b£rd) n. A very small

tropical bin!, remarkable

for themetallic brilliancy

of its plumage, and for

the swift motion and

noise of its wings in

flight.

Humoral, (u'mur-al) a.

Pertaining to, or pro

ceeding from, the hu

mours.

Humorist, (u'mur-ist) n.

strong peculiarity of character ; an eccentric or

crochety person ;—one who has a playful fancy

or genius ; a wag.

Humorless, (u'mur-les) a. Destitute of humour.

Humorous, (u'mur-ns) a. Full of humour

capricious ; whimsical ; jocose ; jocular ; witty ;

merry. [manner : capriciously ; jocosely

Humorously, (u'mur-us-le) adv. In a humor™..*

Humorsome, (u'mur-BUiu) a. Influenced r»jr

humour ; peevish ; petulant ; — odd ; funny ;

jocular.

Humour, (u'mur) «. [F. humevr.] Moisturv ;

especially, the moisture or fluids of anim^',

bodies ;—a vitiated or morbid animal fluid, stieij

ns often causes an eruption on the skin ;—**a\\*|

of mind ; temper ;—freak ; whim ; caprioe ; —

present disposition ; mood;—petulance; peeviaJa-

ness ;— jocularity ; merriment ; pleasantry ; —

that quality of the imagination which grres \4

ideas a ludicrous turn, and evokes laughter

Humour, (fi'ruur) v.t. To comply with *Jhw

 

numming-bird.

Ono who has some
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humour of ; to indulge ¡—yield to ; favour ; fall

in with.

Hump, (hump) n. [L. umbo.] A protuberance ;

ttfxcùxlty, the protuberance formed by a crooked

back. {humpbacked person.

Humpback, (humpЪак) п. A^rooked back ;—a

Humpbacked, (hump'bakt) a. Having a crooked

back.

Hun,(hun)*!. JA.-S.hune.] One of the Scythians

who conquered Pannonia, and gave its present

name to Hungary.

Hundt, (hunsh) n. [Ger. huele.] A hump;—a

thick piece ; a hunk ;--a push or jerk with the

fiat or elbow.

Hauch, (huneh) v. t. To pnsh with the elbow or

with a sudden jerk ;—to crook, as the back.

Hunchback, (hunsh'bak) n. A humpback.

Hundred, (hun'dred) n. [A. -8. hund.] The

number of ten times ten, expressed by 100 or С :

—a division or part of a county in England,

supposed to contain a hundred families or free

men.

Hundred, (hun'dred) a. Ten times ten.

Honored-fold, (hundred-fold) n. A hundred

times аз much.

Hundredth, (hun'dredth) a. Forming one of a

hundred parte into which any thing is divided.

Hundredth,, (hun'dredth) ft. One of a hundred

equal perte into which one whole is or may be

divided.

Hundred-weight, (hun'dred-wit) n. An avoirdu

pois weight of 112 pounds—usually written ewt.

Hungarian, ( hung - gâr 'e- an) л. A native or

naturalised inhabitant of Hungary.

Hunger, (hung'ger) n, [A -8. hungur.] A craving

от deaire for food ¡—any strong or eager desire.

Hunger, (hung'ger) v. i. To crave food ;—to long

for ;—r. t. To make hungry; to famish.

Hungrily, (hung'gre-le) adv. In a hungry man

ner ; voraciously.

Hongry, (hung'gre) a. Peeling hunger; having

л keen appetite; —covetous; greedy ;— lean ;

emaciated, as looks ¡—poor ; barren, as land.

Hunk.(himgk)ii. A large lump or piece; a hunch.

Huak-s. (hmigks) n. A covetous, sordid man.

Hont, (hunt) v. t. [A.-S. huntian.] To follow

after, a« game ; to chase ;—to search diligently

after ; to pursue ;—to keep or manage hounds

in the chase ;—v. i. To follow the chase ;—to

seek by close pursuit : to search.

Hunt, (hunt) я. A chase of wild animals for

catching them; hence, pursuit; search; — an

association of huntsmen ;—a pack of hounds.

Hunter, (hunt'er) я. One who pursues wild

animals ; a huntsman ;—a dog employed in the

chase ;—a horse used in the chase.

Hunting, (hunt'ing) v. Act or practice of pur

suing wild animals; search or pursuit in general.

Huntress, (hunt'res) n. A female who hunts or

follows the chase ; — Diana, the goddess of

hunting.

Huntsman, (huntsman) ». One who hunts or

who manages the hounds in the chase.

Hurdle, (hurol) n. [A.-S. hyrdel] A texture

of twig*, osiers, or sticks ; a crate ;—a movable

fence on a farm.

Hurdy-gurdy, (hur'de-gur'de) n. A stringed

instrument of music whose sounds are produced

by the friction of a wheel, and regulated by the

Hurl, (hurl) v.t. [Whirl.] To send whirling or

whizzing through the air ; to throw with

violence ;—to utter with vehemence.

9 HUT

Hurl, (hurl) n. Act of hurling; a cast; a fling;—

commotion ; tumult ; riot.

Hurling, (hurl'ing) n. The act of throwing with

force ;—a certain game of ball.

Hurly-burly, (hurle-burle) n. [Eng. hurl and

burly.] Tumult; bustle; confusion.

Hurra, (Ьдог-гйО interj. Huzza I a shout of joy,

exultation, or applause.

Hurricane, (hur're-kan) n. [Originally a Carib

word] A violent storm characterized by the

extreme fury of the wind and its sudden changes.

Hurry, (hur're) v t. [A. -8. hreraiu] To hasten ;

to urge onward ;—to impel to violent or thought'

less action ;—v. i. To move or act with haste

or precipitation.

Hurry, (hui're) n. The act of driving or pressing

forward in haste ;—speed ; dispatch ; urgency ;

¿trecipitation ; bustle ; commotion,

urt, (hurt) v. t. [A-S. hurt.] To wound or

bruise ; to pain by some bodily harm ; — to

damage ; to impair ;—to wound the feelings of ;

to annoy ; to grieve.

Hurt, (hurt) n. A wound ; a bruise ;—harm ;

mischief ¡—injury ; wrong ;—damage ; loss.

Hurtful, (hurt7 fóól) (t. Tending to impair or

destroy ¡—pernicious ; harmful; injurious.

HurtfuUy, (hnrt'foól-le) adv. Injuriously.

Hurtlesa, (hurtles) a. Doing no injury; harmless.

Husband, (liuzband) n. [A.-S. hûs and bonda*]

A married man ; — the male of animals ; — a

manager ; an economist—with a qualifying ad

jective.

Husband, (huxband) v. t. To direct and manage

with frugality ;—to cultivate, as land ; to tilL

Husbanding, (huzband-ing) n. The practice of

economizing ; frugal management of time,

means, &c.

Husbandman, (huz'band-man) n. A farmer ; a

cultivator or tiller of the ground..

Husbandry, (huz'band-ге) n. The business of a

husbandman or farmer ; agriculture ;—domestic

economy; frugality; thrift.

Hush, (hush) a. [An onomatopoetic word.]

Silent ; still ; quiet.

Hush, ( hush ) v. t. To still ; to silence ;—to

appease ; to suppress ; to conceal;—v. i. To be

still ; to be silent—used in the imperative, as

an exclamation. [silence.

Hush-money, (hush'mun-e) n. A bribe to secure

Husk, (husk) ¡i. [D. hutscke.) The external

covering of certain fruits or seeds of plants.

Husk, (husk ) v. t. To strip off the external

covering of.

Huskily, (husk e-le) adv. In a husky manner.

Huskiness. (husk'e-пея) n. State of being husky ;

—roughness of sound ; harshness; hoarseness,

Husky, (husk'e) a. Abounding with or resem

bling husks ;—rough in tone ; hoarse ; raucous.

Hussar, (hóóz'zar) п. [Hung, huszdr.) Originally

one of the national cavalry of Hungary ; now

one of the light cavalry of European armies.

Hussy, (huz'e) я. [Hutunfc] An ill-behaved

woman or girl ; a jade.

Hustings, (hus'tingz) n.pl. [A.-S.] The prin

cipal court of the city of London ¡—the place

where the election of a member of Parliament

is held ; the platform on which candidates stand.

Hustle, (hus'l) v.t. [D. hutteп.] To shake to

gether in confusion ; to handle roughly.

Huswife, (huz'wîf) n. [From housewife.] A

female economist or house keeper ;—a case for

sewing materials.

Hut, (hut) n. [Ger. hv.tu.] A email house, hovel,
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Hyacinth.

or cabin ; a temporary building for bousing

soldiers. [v. i. To lodge or encamp in huts.

Hut, (hut) v. t. To place in huts, as troops ;—

Hutch, (hiii. li) n. [A.-S. hwecca.) A chest or

box ; a corn-bin ;—a rat-trap ;—a box for hold

ing rabbits.

Hutch, (huch) v. t. To lay up ; to hoard.

Huzza, (hooz-zaO n. [F. hou$a-] A shout ofjoy.

Huzza, (hoo-za') v. i. To utter a loud shout of

joy, or an exclamation in joy or praise.

Hyacinth, (hi'a-sinth) n. [h. hyacinthus, G.

kuakinthos.] A bulbous plant

bearing beautiful spikes of

fragrant flowers ; — an ever

green, one variety of which

produces white, and another

blue flowers ;—a red variety of

zircon, Bometimes used as a

gom.

Hyacinthine, ( hi-a-sinthtn ) a.

Made of, or resembling hya

cinth.

Hyades, (hi'a-dez) n. pi. [G..]

A cluster of five stars in the

constellation Taurus, supposed

by the ancients to indicate rainy weather, when

they rose with the sun.

Hyaline, (hi'a-lin) a. Glassy ; transparent.

Hybrid, (hfbrid) -n. [G. hubris.} An animal or

plant produced from the mixture of two si)ecies ;

a mongrel : a mule.

Hybrid, (hi'brid) a. Produced from the mixture

of two species; mongrel; bastard.

Hydra, (lii'dra) ft, [L., G.] In mythology, a

water-serpent having many heads, one of which,

being cut off, was immediately succeeded by

another ;—the name of a genus of zoophytes ;—

any evil principle or system, ramified and prolific.

Hydrant, (hi'drant) n. [G. hudrainein.} A pipe

or spout at which water may be drawn from

the mains of an aqueduct.

Hydrargyrum, (hi-drar'je-rum) ■« [L. hydrar-

gyrwt, G. hud&r, water, and arguros, silver.]

Quicksilver; mercury.

Hydraulic, (hi-drawl'ik) a. [G. hiul&r and aulos.]

Conveying water through pipes ;—pertaining to

hydraulics, or science of fluids in motion.

Hydraulics, (lu-drawl'iks) n. sing. The science

which treats of the motive power of fluids

when in motion, as opposed to hydrostatics,

which treats of their power when in equilibrium;

—science or art of utilizing the properties and

powers of a fluid in motion, as in the construc

tion of water-works, artificial fountains, &o.

Hydro-carbonate, (hi'dro-kar-bo-nat) ft. A com

pound of hydrogen and carbon ; fire-damp in

coal mines.

Hydrocephalus, (hi-dro-seral-us) n. [G. hv.dor

and lephali.} Dropsy of the brain.

Hydro-dynamic, (hi-dro-di-nam'ik) a. Pertaining

to, or derived from, the force or pressure of water.

Hydrodynamics, (hi-dro-di-nam'iks) n. sing. (G.

kud&r and dynami*.] That branch of general

mechanics which treats of the motive power

of fluids.

Hydrogen, (hi'dro-jen) n. TG. hudor and geneiiu]

An inflammable colourless gas of extreme light

ness, which constitutes one of the elements of

water, and of all organized bodies.

Hydrogenize, (bi'dro-jen-iz) v. t . To combine

with hydrogen ; to hydrogenate.

Hydrogenous, (hi-droj'en-us) «. Pertaining to

hydrogen ; containing hydrogen.

Hydrographer, (hi-drog'ra-fcr) n. One who draws

maps of the sea, lakes, or other waters.

Hydrography, (hi-drog'ra-fe) n. [G. hudor and

praphtin.] Art of measuring and describing

the sea, lakes, rivers, and other waters, or of

forming charts *f the same.

Hydrology, (hi-drol'd-je) n. [G. hudor and logos.]

The science of water, its properties and laws,

its distribution in lakes, Ax., over the earth's

surface.

Hydrometer, (hi-drora'etnjr) n. [G. hudor and

vutron.] An instrument for determining the

specific gravities, and thence the strength of

liquids ; — an instrument for measuring the

velocity or discharge of water, as in rivers, from

reservoirs, &c.

Hydro-metrical, (hi-drO-met'rik-al) a. Pertaining

to an hydrometer ; — made by means of an

hydrometer.

Hydropathics!, (hl-dro-path'ik-al) a. Pertaining

to hydropathy or the water-cure.

Hydropatniat, (hi -drop 'a- thist) ». One who

practises hydropathy ; a water-cure doctor

Hydropathy, (hi-drop'a-the) n. [G. AurfoV nud

patttos.] The water-cure, a mode of treat iiiu

diseases by the use of pure water, both internally

and externally.

Hydrophobia, (hl-dro-ff/be-a) ». [G. hudir and

phobos.] A preternatural dread of water ; a

symptom of canine madness ; the disease enns \

by inoculation with the saliva of a rabid dog.

Hydrophobic, (hi-dro-fob'ik) a. Pertaining to a

dread of water or canine madness.

Hydropical, (hi-drorVik-al) a. [L. hydropicus.]

Dropsical ;—resembling dropsy.

Hydro-scope, (hi'dro-skop) n. [G. knd&r and

skopos.} An instrument to measure the mois

ture in the air or gaseous body.

Hydrostatics!, (hi-dro-stat'ik-al) a. [G. Uvular

and statikos.] Relating to hydrostatics.

Hydrostatics, (hi - drd - stat'ika ) n. sing. That

branch of science which relates to the pressure

and equilibrium of non-elastic fluids, as water,

mercury, &c.

Hyena, (hi-e'na) n. [G. kuaina.] A carnivtHtms

mammal of Asia and Africa, allied to tho dog

Its habits aro nocturnal, and it generally feeds

upon carrion.

Hygeian, (ht-je'an) a. [G. hugieinos.} Relating

to health or its preservation.

Hygeia, (hi-je'a) n. The Grecian goddess of

health ;—the figure of a maid holding at rap

out of which a serpent eats.

Hygiene, (hi'je-en) n. That department of

medical science which treats of the preservation

of health.

Hygienic, (hl-je-en'ik) a. Pertaining to health.

Hygrology, (hi-grol'6-jfc) n. [Q. hvgros ami /oy*

Doctrine of the phenomena and causes of mois

ture in the atmosphere.

Hygrometer, (hi-grom'et-er) v. [G. hiurros and

metron.] An instrument for measuring xhv

moisture of the atmosphere

Hygrometrical, (hl-gro-met'rik-al)a. Pertaining

to, made by, or according to, the hygrometer.

Hygroscope, (hi'gro-sk&p) n. [G* assjiea and

skopos.] An instrument whicli shows wtwthei

there is more or less moisture in tho atmosphere,

without indicating its amount.

Hygroscopic, (hi-gro-skop'ik) a. Pertaining la

the hygroscope; readily imbibing moistnre.

Hymen, (hi'ruen) n. [L., G. Humen.] The god of

marriage and nuptial solemnities ;—the virginal
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nwnhran* ;—the fine pellicle which incloses a

fcmer in the bntL

Hymeneal, (bl-men-e'al) o. Pertaining to mar

riage or a wedding ; nuptial.

Hymeneal, (hi-men-e/al) a. A marriage song.

, Hymn, (him) ». [G. Aumwu.] An ode or song of

m»t ; especially, a religioua ode ; a sacred lyric.

Hymn, (imn) *. (. To praise in song : to cele

brate ;—to worship with singing ;—v. i. To sing

in praise or adoration.

Hymnal, (him'nal) n. A sacred lyric ; a hymn.

Hysak, (him'nik) a. Relating to hymna

Ajsaalnfy, (him-nold-je) «. [G. humnos and

"P*! A collection of hymns;—a treatise on

bymns :_kymnody.

W. (bJ'per) [0. kuper.] A prefix used in

wmpotition to denote excess.

Hyperbola, (hi-peybo-la) n. [G. kuper and bal-

«*■] A curve formed by a section

* a cone, when the cutting-plane

^xm a greater anglewith the base

^iui the side of the cone makes.

^Tperbcle, (hi-perbo-lc) n. A figure

^•pateh which expresses more or

m than the truth ; exaggeration.

WWieal, (hi-per-boFik-al) a.

Wonting to the hyperbola ;—con

taining hyperbole.

afftrWically, (hi-per-bol'ik-al-le) Hyperbola.

,;«*. In the form of a hyperbola ;—with exag*

f-ration.

~T>«rbcreaii,(bJ-per-bcVreV-an)a. fL. Ayperfroreai.]

- ^nhern ; hence Tory cold ; frigid.

aJ?erborean, (bJ-per-bo're-an) ft. An inhabitant

' tiie moat northern region of the earth.

AJJ*tntic, (hi-per-krit'ik) n. [G. huper and

lTUt&w.] One who is critical beyond measure ;

B^tioua censor.

an*rmtical, (hi-per-krit'ik-al) a. Over critical;

■"ntical beyond use or reason ;—excessively nice

*aact

-"*rioo, fhi-pe're-on) n. Apollo, the god of

^1. *ho was distinguished for his beauty.

*Wtt,(hifen)n. [G. huphtn.] Amark thus [-],

,-*i to connect KyUablei or compound words.

ypMaaodria, (nip-6-kon'dre-a) n. A mental

+"jn*er' *° wn^CD- oue *• tormented by melan-

t*'ly and gloomy views, particularly about his

*Q health.

-^otaondaae, (hip-^-kon'dre-ak) a. Pertaining

» hypochondria ; — producing melancholy or

"■spirita. (affected with hypochondria.

i j^yfwfcdriac, (hip-d-kon'dre-ak) n. A person

j ^■"ooarhtm, (bip-5-kon'dre-nm) n. [G. hupo-

"*4rvit.\ That part of the cavity of the

•Jdomen which, on either side, is beneath the

*rtUages of the false ribs.

a7Poerun/, (be-pok're-se) n. (L. hypocritu, G.

'"pacrwij, acting a part.] Simulation ; pre-

kttt ; feigning to be what one is not ;—dia-

**»»aon ; deceitful appearance ; especially,

T 0, tha ninth letter and the third vowel of

the English alphabet, has two principal

*Tndn: the long sound, as in ptM,/itte ; and

jflort """"^ M m P***, J%*. It has the

**"« of i in some words derived from French,

■ taachine (ma-ahen'). intrigue (in-trigO- As

the assuming of a false appearance of virtue or

religion. [virtue or piety;—a dissembler.

Hypocrite, (hip'6-krit) n. A false pretender to

Hypocritical, (hip-d-krifik-al) a. Simulating ;

a&iuming a false character ;—dissembling ; con

cealing the real character or motives;—professing

religion without the power of it;—exhibiting

the look or manner of a hypocrite.

Hypocritically, (hip-d-kritlk-al-le) adv. In a

hypocritical manner.

Hypostasis, (hi-pos'ta-sis) n. [G. hupostasit,]

State of being ; existence ;—that in the being,

ewj«nce, or substance of each person in the Holy

Trinity, which constitutes his individuality.

Hypotenuse, (hi-pot'e-nus) n. [G. kupoteinein,

to subtend ; from hupo, under,

and teincin, to stretch.] The

longest side of a right-angled

triangle, or the line that sub

tends the right angle.

Hypothec, (hi-poth'ik) n. [L. hy-

potheca.] A legal security over

the effects of a debtor granted to

his creditors ;—the claim which

a landlord has to the crop, stock, Hypotenuse.

Ac , of his tenant, for the rent ;—the claim of

seamen over the freight of a ahip, or the ship

itself, in security of their wagea

Hypothecate, ( bi-poth'o-kat ) v.t. fL- hypothe

cate.] To pledge;—to grant to a creditor a bond

or security over property, goods or effects.

Hypothecation, (ni-poth^e-ka'ahun) n. The act

or contract by which property is pledged in

security.

Hypothesis, (hi-poth'e-sis) n. [G. hupothetix,

kupotithenai, to place under.] A supposition ;

something assumed for the purpose ofargument ;

—a theory assumed to account for known facts

or phenomena

Hypothetic, (hi-po-thet'ik) a. Characterized by

an hypothesis ; conditional ; assumed without

proof for the purpose of reasoning ; — also

hypothetical

Hypothetically, (hi-po-thet'ik-al-le) adv. In an

hypothetical manner ; conditionally.

Hyson, (hi 'sun) n. [Chinese hi-Uhun, i.e.,

literally, first crop, or blooming spring.] A

fragrant species of green tea.

Hyssop, (his'up) «. [G. hu**6pot.] A plant, the

leaves of which have an aromatic smell, and a

warm, pungent taste.

Hysteria, (hia-te're-a) n. [L.] A species of ner

vous affection, with alternate fits of laughing

and crying, and a sensation of strangulation :—

also written Hysterics.

Hysterical, (his-teVik-al) a. Of or pertaining

to hysterics ; convulsive ; fitful

Hysteron-proteron, (his'ter-on-prot'er-on) n. [G.]

A figure in which the conclusion is put before

the premuee, or the thing proved before the

evidence.

a numeral, / stands for 1 ; among the Roman*,

for 500.

X, (i) pron. fA.-S. ict L. epo.] The pronoun of

the first person ;—the word by which a speaker

or writer denotes himself. [to iambics.

Iambic, (i-am'bik) a. Consisting of or pertaining
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Iambic or Iambus, (I-am'bik) n. [L. iambus.] A

foot consisting of two syllables, the first short

and the second long, or the first unaccented and

the second Accented ; — a verse composed of

such feet.

Ibex, (i'beks) ». [L.] A species of goat found

in the Alps and other mountainous parts of

Europo.

Ibis, (i'bis) n. [L.,G.] A genus of grallatory birds,

one species of which was regarded in ancient

Egypt with respect bordering on adoration.

Icarian, (i-ka're-an) a, [From Icarus.] Adven

turous in flight ; soaring too high for safety.

Ice, (is) n. [A -8. ts, Ger. tis.] Water in a con

gealed or solid stats ;—concreted sugar.

Ice, (is) v. t. To cover with ice ; to convert into

ice ;—to cover with concreted sugar ; to frost.

Iceberg, (ia'be,rg) n. [Ger. eis and berg.] A hill

or mountain of ice floating on the ocean.

Ice-blink, (is'blingk) n. A bright appearance

occasioned by the reflection of light from ice.

Ice-bound, (is 'bound) a. Totally surrounded

with ice, so as to be incapable of advancing or

retreating.

Ice-cream, (islcrem) n. Cream or milk sweetened,

flavoured, and congealed by a freezing mixture.

Ice-field, (is'feld) n. A vast expanse of sea either

frozen or covered with floating masses of ice.

Ice-house, (is'hous) ». A repository for the pre

servation of ice during warm weather.

Icelander, (island-cr) n. A native of Iceland.

Icelandic, tis-land'ik) 71. The language of the

inhabitants of Iceland.

Iceland-moss, (island-mos) n. A kind of lichen

found in the mountainous districts of Europe.

Ice-plant, (is'plant) n. A plant sprinkled with

glittering, watery vesicles, which make it appear

as if covered with ice.

Ice-water, (ts'waw-tcr) n. Water from melted ice.

Ichneumon, (ik-nu'mun) n. [G. ichneuein.] A

carnivorous animal which inhabits Egypt, and

is very destructive to the eggs of the crocodile

and of poultry ;—a genus of hymenopterous in

sects whose larves are parasitic in other insects.

Ichor, (i km) a. [L., G.J All ethereal fluid that

supplied the place of blood in the veins of the

gods ;—colourless matter flowing from an uloer ;

thin watory matter like serum.

Ichorous, (t'kor-us) a. Composed of or resembling

ichor ; thin ; watery.

Ichthyology, (ik-the-olo-ie) n. [G. iekthut and

lottos.] The science or classification of fishes.

Ichthyophagous, (ik-tho-ofa-gns) a. [G. ichthus

and pliagtin.] Eating or subsisting on fish.

Icicle, (is'e-kl) n. [A.-S. isfficel.] A pendent

conical mass of ice.

Iciness, (is'e-nes) n. State of being icy, or very

cold ; the state of freezing or forming ice.

Icing, (is'ing) u. A covering of concreted sugar.

Icon, (Tkon) n. [G. eikdm.) An image ; figure.

Iconoclasm, (ikon'6-klazm) n. The act of break

ing or destroying itnagos.

Iconoclast, ( i - kon'o-klast) n. [G. (ikon and

klastis.] A breaker of images or idols ;—one

who exposes or destroys impositions or shams of

any kind.

Iconolater, (I-kon-ol'a-ter) ??. [G. eikdn and

latrtia.] A worshipper of {magus—termformerly

applied in controversy to Papists.

Icosandria, (T-kos-an'dre-a) n. [G. eikosi and

aner.] A class of plants, having twenty or

more stamens inserted in the calyx.

Icy, (is'e) o. [From ice.} Pertaining to, com

posed of, or resembling ioe ; cold; frosty;—

chilling ; frigid ; destitute of affection.

Idea, (i-<le'a) n. [G. idea,] The image or picture

formed by the mind of any thing external,

whether sensible or spiritual ;—a notion, con

ception, or thought:— a belief, doctrine, or

opinion ;—the complete conception of an object

in its necessary elements, constituents, and

relations.

Ideal, (i-de'al) n. A high standard proposed by

the mind for imitation or attainment ; an

imaginary model" of perfection.

Ideal, (i-de'al) a. Existing in thought; mental ;

—proposed for imitation or attainment ; —

existing in fancy ; visionary ; unreal.

Idealism, (i-de'al-izm) it. The metaphysical

theory that matter is merely a phenomenon of

the mind. [trine of idealism.

Idealist, (I-dfial-ist) n. One who holds the doc-

Ideality, (t-de-al'e-te) n. A phrenological organ

producing the sense of beauty and perfection ;

the faculty which elevates and refines ; Hie

poetical faculty.

Idealise, (i-deal-iz) v. t. To give an ideal form or

value to ; to spiritualize ;—v. i. To form ideas.

Identical, (i-den'tik-al) o. [L. idem.] The same;

not different;—uttering sameness or the same

truth. [manner or form ; exactly.

Identically, (I-den'tik-al-le) adv. In the same

Identification, (i-den-tif-e-ka'shun) n. The act of

identifying or proving the same.

Identify, (i-den'te-fi) v.t. [b. idem, and faeert.)

To make the same ; to treat as being one ;—to

ascertain or prove to be the same ; to recognize :

—v. i. To become the same ; to coalesce in

interest, purpose, Ac.

Identity, (i-den'te-te) *u State of having the

same nature or character with ; absolute same

ness, as opposed to similarity ; — personal or

individual character.

Ideography, (i-de-og'ra-fe) n. The art of writing

words on an ideal system of sounds ; phonetic

art ; short-hand writing.

Ideology, (i-d&-ol'6-je) n. [G. idea and logo*.]

The science of ideas ; a psychological system

which derives all ideas from certain origins!

sensations, and their modifications.

Ides, (idz) ri.pt. [I* idns.] The fifteenth day

of March, May, July, and October, and the

thirteenth day of tho other months in the

Roman calendar.

Idiocy, (id'e-o-ao) ». The absence or deficiency

of sense and intelligence.

Idiom, (id'e-um) iu [G. idiOnw.] A peculiar

mode of expression ; a phrase ; phraseology ;—

the genius or peculiar oast of a language .--

dialect ; local form or variety of language-

Idiomatic, (id-e-um-at'ik) a. Peculiar to a lan

guage or the genius of a language.

Idiopathy, (id-e-op'o-the) n. [G. irfiosand path** )

A morbid state or condition not preceded It

any other disease ;—any peculiar affection.

Idiosyncrasy, (id-e-o-sinara-se) n. (G. Idtee an i

svgkrasis.] A peculiarity of constitution an!

susceptibility of bodily affection ;—peculiar di im

position or temper of mind and character.

Idiot, (id'e-ut) n. [G. idiotft.] An ignorant t r

foolish person ;—a natural fool ; a simpletor ;

an innocent. [idiot ; foolish ; aotttal l

Idiotic, (id-e-ot'ik) a. Pertaining to, or like a a

Idiotism, (id'e-ut-izm) n. [G. idiotim**.] A%,

idiom ;—folly ; natural imbecility.

Idle, (i'dl) a. [A. -«. IdeL] Empty ; vain :—i l-
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active ; unemployed;—lazy; slothful ;—vacant ;

affording leisure;—useless; ineffectual;—unfruit

ful; unproductive;—trifling; unimportant; silly.

Idle, (i'dl) >'. t. To spend in idleness ; to waste ;

to consume unprofitably;—v. i. To be inactive ;

to lounge ; to loiter.

TfflmssM, (i'dl-nes) n. Laziness; sloth ;—state of

being unemployed ; inaction;— unimportance;

—inefficacy; uselessness ;—foolishness.

Idler, (I'dler) n. One who idles ; a lazy person.

Idly, (I'dle) adv. In an idle manner.

Idol, (i'dul) h. [0. <id6lon.] An imago or repre

sentation of any thing ;—an object of worship :—

a person loved or honoured extremely ; — a

deceitful image.

Idolater, (l-dolat-er) n. [G. eidolon and lalrt*.}

A worshipper of idols ; a pagan ;—an adorer ; a

great admirer. [of idols.

Idolarre**, (i-dol'a-tres) n. A female worshipper

Idolatrous, (i-dola-trus) a. Pertaining to idolatry;

—an excessive attachment or reverence.

Idolatry, (i-dol'a-tre) ft. The worship of idols or

false gods ;—excessive attachment or veneration

for any thing.

Idolize, (I'dul-iz) r. t. To make an idol of; to pay

worship to;—to love or reverence to adoration.

Idji, (1'dil) n. [h. idylliurn.] A short pastoral

poem ; also a narrative or descriptive poem

written in an elevated style.

If, (if) eonj. [A. -3. gif.) In case that : granting,

allowing, or supposing that ;—whether or not.

Ig. (igX A prefix—one of the forms of in.

Igneous, (igne-us) a. [L. igneu*.] Pertaining

to fire; containing fire; resembling flro ; —

resulting from the action of fire.

Iguescent,(ig-nes/ent)n. [L. ignegcen*.] Emitting

sparks of fire when struck with stecL

Ignis-fatuus, {ig'nis-fat'u-us) n. [L.] A light

that appears in the night over marshy grounds,

occasioned by the decomposition of animal or

vegwtable substances:— Will of the vi*p; Jack

tf Uwttrn.

Ignite, (ig'nit) r. I. To kindle or set on fire;—

v. i. To take fire : to begin to burn.

Ignitible, (ig-nit'e-bl) a. Capable of being ignited.

Tg«ntwi, (ig-nish'un) n. The act of setting on

fire :—state of burning so as to be red and

luminous.

Ignoble, (ig-no'bl) a. [L. in and nobili*.] Of low

birth or family ;—mean ; worthless ;—base ;—

dishonourable.

Ignobleness, (ig-nft'bl-nes) n. The condition or

quality of being ignoble ; want of dignity ;

Ignobly, (ig-nc/ble) adv. Of low birth :—meanly;

dishonourably:—basely; disgracefully.

T|_n—liiiuwis (ig-no-min'e-us) a. Marked with

ignominy; incurring public disgrace; infamous;

shameful ;—despicable.

Ignominiously, (ig-no-min'e-ua-le) adv. Meanly;

disgracefully ; shamefully.

Ignominy. ( ig'no - min -e) n. [L. ignominia.]

Public disgrace or dishonour; — opprobrium ;

dishonour ; shame ; contempt.

Ignoramus, (ig-no-ra'mus) n. [L.] The word

endorsed by a grand jury on a bill of indict

ment which they throw out ; — an ignorant

person ; a vain pretender to knowledge.

Ignorance, (ig'no-rans) n. [L. ignorantia.) The

condition of being ignorant ; want of know ledge.

Ignorant, (ig/n6-rant)T. Destitute of knowledge ;

nnirwtructed or uninformed ;—unacquainted ;

unaware ;—illiterate ; unenlightened.

Ignorantly, (IgVio-rant-le) adv. Without know

ledge ; unconsciously ; unskilfully ; inexpertly.

Ignore, (ig-nor') v.t. [L. ignorarc] To bo

ignorant of ;—to throw out as false or ungrounded

—said of a bill ;—hence, to refuse to take notice

of; to leave out of account or consideration.

D, (ilX A prefix—one of the forms of in.

Hex, (ilelu) n. [L. ) A genus of evergreen trees

and shrubs, including the holly.

niacal, (il-i'ak-a]) a. [L. iliaciu.] Pertaining to

the flank-bone ; — pertaining to the lower in

testine.

Iliad, (ire-ad) n. An epic poem composed by

Homer on tho destruction of Ilium, the ancient

Troy. [every.

Ilk, (ilk) a. [Scot.] The same ; also ; each ;

111, (il) a [A.-S. yret, 8w. ilia.] Bad or evil in

any respect;—sick; indisposed;—wicked; wrong;

iniquitous :—disastrous ; unfortunate ;—cross ;

surly;—harsh; discordant;—ugly; unprepossess

ing;—unfavourable; doubtful; rude; unpolished;

—improper; unsuitable ;—irregular, as a gram

matical construction.

Ill, (il) u. Evil of any kind; misfortune; disease;

pain ;—wickedness ; depravity ; iniquity.

TIL (il) adv. With pain or difficulty; not easily;

—not rightly cr perfectly ; not well ; badly.

niapse, (il-lapO n. [L. illaprus.] A sliding in ;

sudden entrance;—a falling on; a sudden attack.

Illation, ( il -la'shun ) n. [L. ittatio.] Act of

inferring from premises or reasons ;—inference ;

deduction.

Illative, (il-lfi'tiv) a. Relating to illation ; in

ferential ;—denoting an inference or conclusion.

El-blood, (irblud)w. Enmity; unfriendly feelings.

Ill-bred, (il'bred) a. Not well-bred ; rude.

El-breeding, (il'bred-ing) n. Impoliteness ; want

of good-breeding ; incivility ; rudeness.

Illegal, (il-le'gal) a. [L. in and Ugatix.] Con

trary to law ; unlawful ; illicit.

Illegality, (il-le-gal'e-te) n. Quality or condition

of being illegal ; unlawfulness.

Illegalize, (il-lo'gal-iz) r. (. To render unlawful.

Illegally, (il-le'gal-le) adv. In an illegal manner ;

unlawfully. [being illegible.

Illegibility, (il-lej-0-bil'e-te) n. The quality of

Illegible, (il-lej'e-bl) a. [L. in and Icgibilia.]

Incapable of being read ; obscure ; defaced.

Illegibly, (il-lej'e-ble) adv. In a manner not to

be read.

Illegitimacy, (il-Ie-jit'e-nia-se) n. State of being

born out of marriage ; — state of being not

genuine.

Illegitimate, (il-lu-jit'o-mat) a. Not regular;

unlawful ;—born out of wedlock ;—illogical ;—

not authorised by good usage.

Illegitimate, (il-le-jit'e-mat) v.t. To render

il legitimate ;— to prove bastardy against a person.

IUegitimately,(il-le-jit'e-mflt-le)fi(h'. Unlawfully;

unauthorisedly ;—in the state of bastardy.

El-favoured, (il'fa-verd) a. Ill-looking; de

formed ; ugly.

Illiberal, (il-lib'er-al) ft. [L. illiberaUx.) Not

liberal ; not free or ponerous ; closo ; niggardly;

mean ;—uncharitable in judging.

Eliberality, (il-lib-er-al'e-te) n. Narrowness of

mind ; want of catholicity ;—parsimony ; nig

gardliness.

Illiberally, (il-lib'er-al-le) adv. In an illiberal

manner ; ungenerously ; uncharitably ; parsi

moniously.

Illicit, (il-lis'it) a, [h. illicittut.] Not permitted

or allowed ; prohibited ; unlawful.
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Illimitable, (il-lim'it-a-bl) a. Incapable of being

limited;—unbounded; infinite; immense,

inimitably, (il-lim'it-a-ble) adv. Without pos

sibility of being bounded; without limits.

Illiteracy, ( il-lit'cr-a-se ) n. [From iLliterale.)

State of being untaught or unlearned ; ignorance.

Illiterate, (U-lit'er-at) o. [L. iUiteratu*.]

Ignorant of letters or books ; unlearned ; uniu-

Btructed in science ;—devoid of literary grace

and culture ; rude ; coarse or vulgar.

Illiterately, (il-lit'er-at-le) adv. In an illiterate

manner. [crossness ;—malevolence.

Hi-nature, (il'nii-tur) n. Habitual bad temper;

Ill-natured, (U-iuVturd) a. Of habitual bad

temper ; peevish ; cross ; surly ; — indicating

ill-nature.

Illness, (il'nes) n. [From ill.] Disease; indisposi

tion ; malady; sickness ;—wickedness; iniquity.

Illogical, (il-loj'ik-al) a. Ignorantor negligent of

the rules of logic ;—contrary to the rules of logic.

niogically, (il-loj'ik-al-le) adv. In an illogical

manner. [failure ; unpropitious.

Ill-omened, (il'o-mend) a. Foreboding disaster or

Ill-starred, (il'stard) a. [From il and star.] Fated

to be unfortunate ; unlucky.

Ill-tempered, (il'tem-perd) «. Of bad temper;

morose ; crabbed ; sour : peevish ; fretful.

Ill-turn, (il'tnrn) n. An injurious or ungenerous

act done to another ;—an attack of illness.

Illume, (il-lum') v. t. To make light or bright ;

to illuminate ; to brighten ; to adorn.

Illuminate, (il-lum'in-at) v. t. [L. illuminare.}

To enlighten ;—to light up, as a building, in

token of rejoicing;—to adorn, as a book or page,

with coloured decorations or illustrations.

Illuminating, (il-lum'in-at-ing) n. The art or

practice of adorning books or manuscripts with

paintings and ornamental letters.

Illumination, (il-lum-in-a'shun) n. Act of illu

minating ; — festive decoration of houses or

buildings with lights ; — adornment of books

and manuscripts with coloured illustrations;—

brightness; splendour;—infusion of intellectual

light or knowledge; communication of divine

light : inspiration.

Illuminator, (il-lum'in-at-gr) n. [L.] One who

illuminates manuscripts and hooka

Illumine, (il-lnm'in) u. (. To illume ; to adorn.

Illusion, (il-lu'zhun) ?». [L. illvrio.] An unreal

image presented to the bodily or mental vision ;

deceptive appearance ;—fallacy ; hallucination.

Illusive, (il-Iusiv) a. Deceiving by false show.

Illusively, (il-lu'si v-le) adv. In an illusive manner.

niusiveneas, (il-lu'aiv-nes) n. The quality of being

illusive.

Illusory, (il-lu'sor-e) a. Deceiving or tending to

deceive by false appearances; fallacious.

Illustrate, (il-lus'trat) v. t, [L. illustrarc] To

make clear or bright ;—to exhibit distinctly :—

to exemplify by figures, comparisons, examples,

and the like;—to ornament with pictures or

figures.

Illustration,(il-lu8-tra'shun)n. Actof illustrating:

explanation ; elucidation ;—state of being illus

trated ;—an illustrative engraving, pictnre, &c.

Illustrative, (il-lus'trat -iv) a. Tending or in

tended to illustrate ; exemplifying; explaining.

Illustrious, (il-lus'tre-us) a. [L.illustris.] Bright;

brilliant; glorious, as a display; —conferring

honour; renowned ; — eminent ; noble; dis

tinguished, [trious manner.

Dlustrioualy, (il-luVtre-us-le) adv. In an illus-

Ul-wiU, (il'wil) 71. Enmity ; malevolence.

I'm (im). Contracted from I am.

Im (im). A prefix—a form of in.

Image, (im'aj) n. [L. imago.) A representation

of a person or object formed of material sub

stance ; a statue ; an effigy ;—-picture ; portrait ;

—a resemblance in bodily form or features ;

likeness of a child to its parent ;—object set up

for worship ; idol ;—mental idea ; conception ;

notion;—hence a lively description ; rhetorical

figure ; illustrative example ;—the figure of any

object formed at the focus of a lens or mirror

by rays of light.

Image, (ini'ftj) v. t. To form an image of ;—to

represent to the mental vision ; to fancy.

Imagery, (im'uj-er-e) h. Images in general ;

material representations ; pictures ; statues :

figures of speech ; similes ; metaphors ;— false

ideas; phantasms. [imagined.

Imaginable, (im-aj'in-a-bl) a. Capable of being

Imaginary, (im-aj'in-ar-e) a. Existing only in

imagination or fancy;—ideal; fanciful ; visionary.

Imagination, (im-aj-in-a'shnn) n. The mental

faculty which apprehends and forms ideas of

external objects;—the faculty of recalling to the

mind such ideas, and the feelings or impressions

which attended them ;—the power of reproducing

these mental sensations, and of combining them,

so as to exhibit them vividly in expressed

thought, figures, pictures, &c. ; the poetical

faculty; inventive powers;—a conception ;—a

fanciful or vain idea ; a conceit ;—a scheme : a

contrivance ;—the first notion or purpose in

the mind.

Imaginative, (im-aj'in-at-iv) a. Proceeding from

the imagination ;—full of images, fancies, Ac.

Imaginativeness, (im-aj'in-3t-iv-nes) «. Posses

sion of the oonceptive faculties ; high degree of

fancy or invention.

Imagine, (im-aj'in) v. t. To form in the mind a

notion or idea of ;—to contrive in purpose ;—to

represent to one's self ;—v. i. To think ; to

suppose.

Imago, (im-a'go) )(. [L.] The last and perfected

state of insect life, when the pupa ease is

dropped, and the inclosed being comes forth.

Imbecile, (im'be-sel) a. [h. imbedMs.] Destitute

of strength, either of body or of mind ;—feeble ;

impotent. [either of body or mind.

Imbecile, (im'be-sei)ji. One destitute of strength.

Imbecility, (im-hG-si l'e-te) rt. Quality of being

imbecile ; feebleness of body or of mind ;—

impotence. [of sand or earth.

Imbed, (im-bed') v. t. To sink or lay, as in a bed

Imbibe, (im-bib') v.t. [L. in and" bibrre.] To

drink in; to absorb;—to admit into the mind

and retain. [absorbing.

Imbibing, (im-bib'ing) n. The act of drinking in :

Imbitter, (im-bit'gr) v. t. To make hitter : hence,

to make unhappy or grievous ;—to render more

F violent ; to exasperate.

Imbosom, (im-boOz'um) r. t. To hold in the bosom ;

to caress ; to admit to the heart or affection .—

to surround ; to inclose ; to cover.

Imbosomed, (im-boor'umd) a. Preserved in the

bosom, or pressed to the breast; protecting;

inclosing.

Imbricated, (im'bre-kat-ed) n. (h. imbricate*.}

Bent and hollowed like a roof or gutt*r-tile ;—

lying over each other in regular order, like uK*.

Imbrication, (im-bre-ka'shun) n. An overlapping

of the odgen, like that of tiles or shingles.

Imbroglio, (im-brolyo) v. [It.] An intricate.

complicated plot;—a complicated state of things-
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Imbrowrn. (tm-brown') r. t. To make brown ; to

darken the colour of; to tan.

Imbrue, (im-bruo) p. t, [Im for in, and O. Eng.

bnte.] To soak ; to drench in a fluid, an in

blood.

Imbrute, (iin-bnxif) r. t. To degrade to the state

of a brute;—v. i. To sink to the state of a brute.

Imbue, (im-bo') v.t. [L. imbuere.] To tinge

deeply ; t» dye ;—to instil ; to instruct with.

Imitable, (im'it-a-bi) a. Capable of being imi

tated ;—worthy of imitation.

batata, (im'e-tat) r. (. [L. imitari. ] To follow,

as a pattern, model, or example ;—to copy ;—to

produce a likeness of in form, colour, qualities,

cnodnct, manners, and the like ; to counterfeit.

Imitation, (ini-e-ta'snun) n. Act of imitating ;—

a copy ; likeness ; resemblance ;—counterfeit ;

false or forged resemblance.

XmiXatrre, (im'e-tat-iv) a. Inclined to imitate ;

exiubiting an imitation of a pattern or model ;—

fanned after a model, pattern, or original.

Imitatrveness, (iin'e-t&t-iv-ne*) «. Quality of

being imitative, [copies, or follows.

Imitator, (im'e-tut-er) n. One who imitates.

Immaculate, (im-mak'u-lat)<T. (L. irmnaculatns.}

Spotless ; without blemish ; undeflled ; pure ;—

limpid. [less purity.

Immaculately, ^im-mak'iidat-le) adv. With spot-

Immaaent, (ima-nent) a. [L. imma.timx.] Re

maining within ; inherent; internal or subjec

tive; intrinsic.

I-maanity. (im-man'e-te) n. [L. iminanitas.]

Monstrosity ; atrocity ; barbarity.

Immannel, (ira-man'u-el) «. [II., from im, with,

«•«£, us, and <*/, God.) God with us—an appel

lation of the Saviour.

Immaterial, (iro-mn-te re-al) a. Not consisting of

natter ; incorporeal ; spiritual ;—of no essential

•x-nsequence ; unimportant ;—trifling : insigni

ficant.

Immaterialism, (im-ma-WJ're-al-izm) n. The doc

trine of the non-existence of matter ; idealism.

Immaterial!it, (im-ma-te're-al-ist) n. One who

believes in or professes immaterialism.

Immateriality, (im-nia-te-re-al'e-te) n. Quality

*f being immaterial, or not coitsisting of matter.

Immaterially, (im-ma-te're-al-e) tide. In an im

material form ; to an unimportant degree.

Immature, (irn-raa-tfirO a, Not mature or ripe ;

onripe ; crude ;—too early ; premature.

Immatorely, (im-ma-tur'le) ndv. I n an immature

manner; unripely; crudely; unseasonably.

lamararity, (im-ma-tur'e-te) n, State of being

cmperfect or incomplete ; unripeness ; crudity.

Immeasurable, (im-rnezh ur-a-bl) a. Incapable

of being measured ; immense ; indefinitely

extensive.

ImmeaaurableneM, (im-mczh'ur-a-bl-nes) v , The

■tate of being incapable of measurement.

Immeasurably, (im-roezh'ur-a-ble) adv. To an

extent not to be measured ; immensely.

TilBullish, (im-me'de-at) a. [h. immediatu*.]

Xot separated in respect to place by any thing

intervening: proximate; close;— not deferred by

in i&terval of time; present; instant ;—producing

its effect by direct agency ; acting directly.

Immediately, (im-mede-at-le) ndv. Closely ; at

band ;—without interval ;—directly ; instantly.

Iscmediateness, (im-mflde-iit-nes) n. Quality of

being immediate ; exemption from intervening

eaaasa.

Immemorial, (im -me- mo'ro-al) a. Beyond

memory ; out of mind.

Immemorially, (im-me-mo're-al-le) adv. Beyond

memory.

Immense, (im-mens') a. [h. immenw.x.] Un

limited ; unbounded ; very great ; huge ;—vast ;

prodigious ; enormous.

Immensely, (im-niensTe) adv. Without limits or

measure; vastly; very greatly.

Immensity, (im-niensVte) n. Unlimited exten

sion ; infinity;—vastness in extent or bulk;

greatness.

Immeasurability, (im-nien-sur-a-bil'e-te) m.

Quality of being immeasurable.

Immensurable, (im-men'sur-a-bl) a. [L. in and

menxurubttu.) Not to be measured ; immeasur

able.

Immerge, (im-nierj') v. (. To plunge into, under,

or within any thing, tsjK-eially a fluid ; to

immerse.

Immerse, (im-mgnT) r. t. [L. immerfferf.] To

plunge into any tiling that surrounds or covers,

cxpfcially into a fluid ; — to engage deeply ; to

involve.

Immersion, (im-mer'shun) n. Act of immersing ;

—state of being overwhelmed or deeply engaged ;

—disappearance of a celestial body by passing

behind another, or into its shadow ;—mode of

baptizing among Baptists ; dipping of the whole

body, as opposed to sprinkling.

Immethodical, (im-mo-thodik-al) a. Not me

thodical ; without systematic arrangement;—

disorderly.

Immethodically, (im-me-thod'ik-al-lo)rt(/p. With

out order or regularity ; irregularly.

Immigrant, (im'e-grant) n. One who removes

into a country for the purpose of permanent

residence.

Immigrate, (im'e-griit) v. i. [h. in and mif/rarc]

! To remove into a country for the purpose of

: permanent residence. [grating.

' Immigration, (im-e-grashun) n. Act of immi-

Imminence, (im'e-nens) n. Quality of being

imminent ;—impending evil or danger.

Imminent, (im'e-nent) a. [L. immiiunt.] Threat

ening to fall or occur ; impending.

Imminently, (im'c-nent-le) adv. In a threatening

manner ; dangerously.

Immingle, (im-mingl) v. t. [fa and mingle] To

unite ; to mix ; to compound.

Immission, (im-niish'un) n. Act of sending or

thrusting in ; injection.

Immit, (im-mitf) r. t. [L. immitiert.] To send

in ; to inject ; to infuse.

Immobility, (im-md-bil'e-le) n. [L. for in, and

mobili*.] Incapabilityof beingmoved: resistance

to motion ; fixedness of state or condition.

Immoderate, (im-mod'er-iit) a. Exceeding just

bounds;—excessive; extravagant; intemperate.

Immoderately, (im-mod'er-at-le) adv. In or to

an undue degree ; excessively; unreasonably.

Immodest, (immodest) a. Not limited to due

bounds ; immoderate ; exorbitant ;—wanting in

modesty or delicacv ; impure ; unchaste.

Immodestly, (im-mod'est-le) adv. Without duo

reserve or restraint ; indecently ; unchastely.

Immodesty, (im-mod'es-te) n. Want of modesty;

indecency ; unchastity ;—want of delicacy.

Immolate, (im'6-lat) v.t. [L. immnlavc] To

kill, as a victim ;—to offer in sacrifice.

Immolation, (im-o-lii'shun) ti. Act of sacrificing or

killing a victim in sacrifice ;—a sacrifice offered.

Immoral, (ira-moral) a. Uninfluenced by moral

principle ; contrary to the divine law ; wicked :

unjust; dishonest; vicious; dissolute; depraved.
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Immorality, (im-md-raTe-te) n. Quality of being

immoral ;—an immoral act or practice.

Immorally, (im-mor'al-le) adv. In violation of

moral law or obligation ; sinfully ; viciously.

Immortal, (ini-mor'tal) a. [L. immortatit.] Not

mortal ; exempt from liability to die ;—eternal ;

never-ending ; everlasting ; perpetual ; — im

perishable, as fame ; destined to live in all ages

of this world.

Immortal, (ini-mor'tal) n. One exempt from

death ;—a divine being ;—an angel ;—a god or

goddess.

Immortality, (im-mor-tal'e-te) w. Quality of

being immortal ; unending existence ;—exemp

tion from oblivion ;—perpetuity.

Immortalize, (im-mor'tal-iz) v. t. To render im

mortal ; — to exempt from oblivion; to per

petuate.

Immortally, (im-mor'tal-le) adv. In an immortal

manner ; with exemption from death.

Immovability, (im-mdov-a-bil'e-te) n. Condition

or quality of being immovable.

Immovable, (im-moov'a-bl) «. Incapable of being

moved ; firmly fixed ;—steadfast ; resolute ;—

permanent in place or tenure ; not removable.

Immovably, (im-m66v'a-ble) adv. In an im

movable manner; unalterably; unchangeably.

Immunity, (ini-mu'ne-te) w. [L. immunitc.t.]

Exemption from any charge, duty, tax, or

imposition : a particular privilege ; prerogative ;

—preservation from, as error, &c.

Immure, (im-murQ v. t. To inclose within walls ;

to confine ; to imprison.

Immutability, (im-mu-ta-biTe-te) n. Quality of

being unchangeable ; invariableness.

Immutable, (im-mut'a-bl) a. [h. itnmutabilis.]

Not mutable; not susceptible of change ; in

variable; unalterable. [invariably.

Immutably, (im-mut'a-ble) adv. Unchangeably ;

Imp, (imp) n. [A.-S. impan.] A graff ; a scion ;

—offspring; progeny;—a young or inferior devil.

Imp, (imp) v.t. [A.-S. impan.] To mend by a

graft or insertion;— in falconry, to repair a

hawk's wing by inserting feathers ; to plume.

Impact, (im-pakf) v.t. [L. impinaerc] To

drive close ; to press or drive firmly together.

Impact, (im'pakt) n. Collision ; impress ;—force

communicated;—the single instantaneous blow

of a body in motion against another in motion

or at rest.

Impages, (im-pa'jes) n. pi. Those parts of the

frame-work of a door which are horizontal.

Impair, (im-parO v. t. [F. empirer.) To make

worse; to diminish in quantity, value, excellence,

or strength;—v. i. To be lessened or worn out ;

to grow worse. [impairs.

Impairer, (ini-parVr) «. One who or that winch

Impairment, (im-pir'ment) n. The state of being

impaired ; diminution ; decrease.

Impale, (im-paT) v. t. [L. in and pains.] To fix

on a stake ; to put to death by fixing on an

upright, sharp stake ;—to inclose, as with stakes,

posts, or palisades ;—to join, as two coats of

arms, pale-wise.

Impalement, (im-piU'ment) n. Act of impaling ;

—a Bpace inclosed by stakes and tho like.

Impalpability, (im-pal-pa-bil'e-te) n. Quality of

not being palpable or perceptible by the touch.

Impalpable, (im-pal'pa-bl) a. Not to be felt or

perceived by touch ;—not obviously or readily

apprehended by the mind ; not coarse or gross.

Impalpably, (im-pal'pa-ble) adv. In a manner

not readily felt or apprehended.

Impannel, (im-pan'el) v. t. To write or enter, as

the names of a jury, in a list

Imparity, (ini-parVte) n. Inequality; diipropor-

tion ;—indivisibility into equal parts; oddness.

Impark, (im-purk') v. t. To inclose for a park ;

hence, to inclose or shut up.

Impart, (im-purt') r. (. [h. impart ire.} To bestow

a share or portion of ; to allow another to par

take in ;—to grant ; to confer;—to show by

words or tokens ; to disclose;—v. i. To give a

part or share.

Impartial, (im-par'sbe-al) a. Not partial ; unpre

judiced ; disinterested ; equitable ; just

Impartiality, (im-par-she-al'e-te) a. Freedom

from bias; disinterestedness; equitanleness.

Impartially, (ini-par'she-al-le) adv. Without bias

or prejudice ; fairly ; justly ; equitably.

ImparbbiUty, (im-part-e-bU'e-te) n. Quality of

being impartible; indivisibility; — quality of

being imparted or communicated.

Impartible, (im-part'e-bl) a. [Im and jmrtiblf.]

Not partible ; iiult visible. [From impart, j

Capable of being imparted or communicated.

Impairment, (im-part'ment) n. Disclosure;—

distribution ; conveyance ; allotment.

Impassable, (im-pas'a-bl) o. Incapable of being

passed;—Impervious; impenetrable; pathless.

Impassably, (im-paa'a-ble) adv. So as to hinder

passage or restrain the power of passing.

Impassibility, (ira-pas-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality or

condition of being impassible.

Impassible, (im-pas'e-bl) a. [F. from L. in and

patiri.] Incapable of suffering ; without sen

sation.

Impassioned, (im-pash'und) a. .Actuated by

passion ; animated ; excited ; expressing strong

feeling or emotion.

Impassive, (im-pas'iv) a. Not susceptible of pain

or suffering ; insensible ; impassible.

Impassively, (im-pas'iv-le) adv. Without sensi

bility to pain or suffering.

Impassiveness, (im-pas'iv-nes) n. State of being

insusceptible of pain or feeling : — also •»-

pawirity.

Impatience, (im-pa'she-em) w. Uneasiness under

pain or suffering; intolerance of opposition; rest

lessness under delay ;—fretfulnese ; irritability.,

Impatient (im-pa'she-ent) a. Uneasy or fretful

under trial or suffering ; unable to bear with

composure;—quick; hasty;—eager for; ardently

desirous to get ;—intolerant.

Impatiently, (im-pa'she-ent-le) adr. In an im

patient manner.

Impawn, (im-pawn') r. t. To pawn ; to pledge.

Impeach, (im-pech) r. f. [F. empichtr.) Til

charge with a crime or misdemeanour ; to call

to account ;—to call in question ; to challenge.

Impeachable, (iro-pech'a-bl) a. Liable to im

peachment ;—liable to be called in question.

Impeachment (ira-pech'meut) n. Act of im

peaching; arraignment of a public officer for

lual-administration ;—a calling in question, an

purity of motives, or rectitude of conduct, &c

Iinpearl, (ira-peri') r. (. To decorate with pearls,

or with things resembling pearls.

Impeccability, (iin-pek-a-bil e-te) n. The quality

of being not liable to sin ;—the moral gram

which prevents the possibility of sin—properly

applicable to the human nature of Christ

Impeccable, (im-pekVbl) a, (L. impecc«biUs.\

Not liable to sin ; exempt from the possibility

of doing wrong.

Impeccanoy, (im-pek'an-ae) n. Freedom from
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actual Bin ;—etate of being made not liable to

an, nor subject to its power—said of the

regenerate.

Impede, (im-ped')r- '■ fl* impedire,] To hinder;

to obstruct ; to retard ; to hamper.

Impediment, (im-ped'e-ment) n. That which

hinders progress or motion ; obstruction ; ob

stacle. Impediment in tpttch, a defect which

prevent* distinct utterance.

lapel, (im-pel*) v. L (L. impellent.] To drive or

urge forward ; to incite to action ;—instigate ;

influence.

Iapellent, (im-pel'ent) n. A power or force that

drives forward. [narrow place.

lapen, (im-pen') v. t. To pen ; to inclose in a

Iapend, (im-pend/) v. i. [h. imjtendert.} To hang

over ; to he suspended above ; to be imminent.

Impendence, (im-pend'ens) n. The state of im

pending ; near approach : a menacing attitude.

Impending', (impending) a. Lowering; threat

ening ; lianging over ; imminent ; menacing.

Ian»enetrability,(im-pen-e-tra-bire-te)rt. Quality

d being impenetrable;—that property of matter

U which it excludes aH other matter from the

■pace it occupies; — obtuseness ; stupidity;—

rant of sympathy.

nspeoetraole, (ira-pen'e-tra-bl) a. Incapable of

being penetrated ; impervious ; — shrouded in

mist or obscurity ; undiacernible ;—incapable of

being moved or affected.

Impenetrably, (im-pen'e-tra-ble) adv. In au im-

i penetrable manner.

Izpenitence, (im-pen'e-tena) n. Want of contri-

Vsm or sorrow for siu ;—obduracy ; confirmed

hardness of heart ;—total and final disregard of

Cod's threatenings or mercy.

Isrpenitent, (ixn-pen'e-tent) «. [L. iht/xxniten*.]

Sot repenting of sin ; not contrite ; obdurate.

Impenitent, (im-pen'e-tent) n. One who does nut

repent ; a hardened sinner.

Ispenitently, (im-pen'e-tent-le) adv. Without

repentance ; obdurately.

IspcnnoaSt (im-pen'us) a. Having no wings ;

wingless :—also iinpennate.

Imperative, (irc-per'iit-iv) a. [L. imperare*] Ex-

presaiveofcommand; authoritative;—obligatory;

nuvbng.

Imperative, (im-pcr'at-iv) n. The mood of a verb

which enjoins, orders, or exhorts.

Imperatively, (im-pcVat-iv-le) adv. In an im

perative manner ; authoritatively.

Xapereeptibility, (im-per-sep-te-bilVte) n. The

ttate or quality of being imperceptible,

laperceptible, (im-per-sep'te-bl) a. Not percept-

ibte .—not discernible by the senses ;—miuute ;

line ; shadowy ;—slow in motion or growth ;

indistinct.

Zaspereepubly, (im-per-sep'te-ble) adv. In a

manner not to be perceived.

Imperfect, (im-perTekt) a. Unfinished ; incom

plete ;—defective ;—impaired ;—failing in moral

duty; weak ;—tailing in discernment; erroneous.

Imperfection, (im-per-fek'ahun) n. Quality or

ooodiu&n of being imperfect ;—defect ; want ;—

fault; failure;—incompleteness; insufficiency.

Iaperfectly, (im-pe/fekt-le)adr. In an imperfect

laanuer or degree.

Imperforate, (im-perfor-at) a. [L. in and per-

jm-utag.} Not pierced ;—having no opening or

laroerforarforaticn, (iro-per-for-a'ahun) n. State of

being imperforated, or without aperture.

Imperial, (ira-pe're-al) a. [h. imperiv.m.] Per

taining to an empire, or to an emperor ;—

belonging to supreme authority ;—royal ; sove

reign ;—noting a large size of paper, 30 by 22

inches ;—noting a standard measure.

Imperial, (im-pe're-al) ». A kind of dome in

Moorish buildings ;—a tuft of hair on a man's

lower lip ;—an outside seat on a diligence.

Imperialism, (im-|.ere-al-izin) n. The state or

system of an imperial government ;—the spirit

of empire or arbitrary power.

Imperialist, (im-pe're-al-iat) n. A subject or

soldier of an emperor.

Imperiality, (im-pe-re-al'e-te) n. Imperial power ;

—an imperial light or privilege.

Imperil, (im-per'il) r. t. To bring into peri!

Imperious, (im -pC're - us) <i. Commanding;

authoritative ; — overbearing ; arrogant ; dic

tatorial ;—urgent ; imperative. (manner.

Imperiously, (im-pe're-us-le) adv. In an imperious

Imperishable, (im-per'iah-a-bl) a [F. ituperU-

mbU.] Not liable to decay or ruin ; indestruct

ible ; enduring.

Imperishablcness, (ini-per'ish-ft-bl-nes) n. The

quality of being immortal or imperishable.

Imperiahably, (im-per'ish-a-ble) adv. In an im

perishable manner.

Impermeability, (iin-per-rne-a-biTe-te) n. The

quality of being impermeable; impermeableness.

Impermeable, (im-pgr'me-a-bl) a. [L. in and

j)eriiier.tre.] Not permitting passage, as of a

fluid, through its substance ; impervious.

Impersonal, (im-per'sun-al) a. [P. impertonnel.)

Wanting personality;—individual;—denoting a

verb which is employed only in the third case,

with it for the nominative.

Impersonality, (im-per-sun-aTe-te) n. Want ofper

sonality or individuality; anonymous cliaractcr.

Impersonate, (im-per'sun-ut) v. t. To give a real

body or character to ; to embody ;—to represent

in cliaracter or form ; to personate.

Impersonation, (im-per-sun-a'shun) n. Act of

impersonating ; personification.

Impertinence, (im-per'te-nens) n. Condition or

quality of being out of place ; irrelevance ;—

unbecoming conduct;—act of thoughtless levity

or improper familiarity.

Impertinent, (im-per'te-nent) a. [L. in and

ptrtinens.] Not pertinent ; having no bearing

on the subject; irrelevant ;—contrary to the

rules of good-breeding;—trifling ; frivolous.

Impertinently, (im-per'te-nent-le) adv. In an

impertinent manner ; rudely ; intrusively.

Imperturbability, (ini-per-turb-a-bil'e-tc) n. State

of being imperturbable ; self-possession ; cool

ness.

Imperturbable, (im-per-turbVbl) a. [L. in and

perturbare,] Incapable of being disturbed or

agitated.

Impervious, (im-per/ve-us) a. Not pervious ; not

admitting of entrance or passage through.

Imperviously, (ini-pfr've-ua-le) tide. In an im

pervious manner : impenetrably.

Impervioutness, (im-perVe-us-nes) n. State of

being impervious.

Impetuosity, (im-pet-u-os'e-te) n. Condition or

quality of being impetuous; — vehemence of

temper.

Impetuous, (im-pet'u-us) a. [L. impetuosut.]

Rushing with force and violence ; rapid; fierce ;

furious; raging;—hasty; quick; ardent; violent;

passionate. .

Impetuously, (im-pet'u-ns-Ie) adv. In an im

petuous manner.
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Impetuouanesa, (im-pet'u-us-nes) n. Quality of

being impetuous.

Impetus, (im'pe-tns) n. [L. in and pctere.] The

force with which any body is driven or im

pelled ;—the force with which a moving body

strikes another;—tendency or violent inclination

to a point.

Impiety, (im-pi'e-te) n. [L. impiut.] Quality of

being impious ; irreverence toward the Supreme

Being;—ungodliness; profanity;—want of filial

affection or obedience ;—any act of wickedness.

Impinge, (im-pinj') v. i. [L. in and panaere.] To

fall or dash against ; to strike :—to infringe.

Impious, (im'pe-us) a. [I*. in and pitts.] Not

pious ; irreligious ; profane ; — manifesting a

want of reverence for the Supremo Being ;—

scoffing ; mocking, [manner; profanely.

Impiously, (im'pe-ns-le) ode. In an impious

Impiousness, (iin'pe-us-nes) a. Impiety.

Impish, (imp'ish) a. Having the qualities of an

imp. [wrath ; irreconcilable enmity.

Implacability,(im-pla-ka-bire-to)7i. Unappeasable

Implacable, (im-plii'ka-bl) a, [L. hapUicainlvi.)

Inexorable; relentless; vindictive.

Implacably, (hn-pluka-ble) adv. In an impla-

cablo manner ; with unappeasable enmity.

Implant, (im-planf) i*. t. [L. in and plantare.]

To sow seed ; to plant shoots ; to graft scions ;—

especially, to instil or settle in the young mind

or heart, as principles of knowledge and virtue.

Implantation, (im-plant-a'ahun) n. Act of im

planting, setting, or infixing in the mind or

heart.

Implead, (im-pled*) v. t. To institute and prose

cute a suit against a person in court ; to sue at

law. [another ;—an accuser.

Impleader, (im-plwl'er) n. One who prosecutes

Implement, (im'plo-merit) n. [L. implere.] Some

thing that tills up a vacancy or supplies a want ;

tool ; utensil ; vessel ; instrument ;—generally

pi. Tools of a trade ; kitchon vessels, &c.

Implement, (ini-plc-menf) v. t. To fulfil an

engagement or contract that has been entered

into. [Scot.]

Implex, (im'pleks) a. [L. impltxvs.] Infolded ;

intricate ; entangled ; complicated.

Implicate, (im'ple-kat) v. t. [L. in and plicare.]

To infold ;—to bring into connection with ; to

show to be connected or concerned.

Implication, (im-plo-kit'shun) ». Act of implicat

ing; involution; entanglement;—that which is

implied : meaning or inference understood, but

not expressed. [cation.

Implicatively, (im'ple-kat- iv-]e) adv. By impli-

Implicit, (im-plis'it) a. [L. implicitly.] Fairly

to 1» understood, though not expressed; implied ;

—trusting to the word or authority of another

without doubting or reserve ;—entire ; absolute.

Implicitly, (im-plis'it-le) «'h\ By inference ;

virtually :—unreservedly; assuredly.

Implicitness, (im-plis'it-nes) n. State of trusting

without reserve.

Implore, (im-ploY) v. t. [L. in and plorarej] To

call upon or for, in supplication ; to pray

earnestly ;—entreat ; solicit.

Imploringly, (im-pldVing-Ie) adv. In an implor

ing manner : with earnest entreaty.

Imply, <im-pli/) r. *. To contain by implication ;

to include virtually;—involve; import; signify.

Impolicy, (im-pol'e-se) u. Quality of being im-

politic ; inexpedience ; bad policy; indiscretion.

Impolite, (im-po-litf) a. Not of polished manners

unpolite ; uncivil ; rude ; unmannerly.

Impolitely, (im-po-litle) adv. In an impolite

manner; uncivilly.

Impoliteness, (im-po-llt'nes) v. The quality of

being impolite; incivility; want ofgood manners.

Impolitic, (im-pol'it-ik) a. Not politic ; unwise ;

incautious ; imprudent ; inexpedient.

Impoliticly, (ini-polit-ik-le) adv. In an impolitic

manner. [quality of being imponderable.

Imponderability, (im-pou-der-a-biro-to) ». The

Imponderable, (im-pou'der-a-bl) a. Not ponder

able ; without sensible weight.

Import, (ini-porf) v.t. [L. in and porto.r*.] To

bring in from abroad, as wares or merchandise

from another state or country ;—to imply ; to

signify ;—to be of importance to ; to affect the

interest of.

Import, (iiu'port) n. That which is brought in

from abroad ;—purport; meaning; consequence.

Importable, (im-pdrt'a-bl) ft. Capable of bein^

imported.

Importance, (im-port'ans) n. Weight; conse

quence ; moment ;—bearing or influence of any

kind upon questions of public interest ;—relative

rank or i>osition in the scale of being, or in the

social, political, or religious world :—personal

estimate of one's position ; self-importance.

Important, (iin-port'ant) a. Carrying or pos

sessing weight; significant; momentous ; —

assuming an air of gravity : consequential.

Importantly, (im-port'ant-le) adv. In an im

portant manner ; forcibly; weightily.

Importation, (im-pdrt-a'shun) «. Act or practice

of bringing from another country or state;—

goods introduced into a country from abroad.

Importer, (im-port'er) n, Ono* who import* or

brings goods from another country or state.

Importunate, (im-port'u-nat) o. [h. iwportunv*.}

Urgent in entreaty or demand ; — pressing ;

exacting;—inciting to indulgence; clamorous,

as desire or appetite.

Importunately, (iin-port'u-nat-le) adv. In nn

importunate manner.

Importune, (im-por-tun') v. t. [L. iniportumxre.]

To request with urgency ; to press with solicit'i-

tion ; to dun.

Importunity, (im-por-tun'e-t<>) «j. Quality of

being importunate ; pressing solicitation ; urxtnt

request.

Impose, (im-poz') v. t. [L. in and ponr>v.] To

lay as a charge, burden, tax ; to levy;—to enjoin,

as a duty, obligation, or the like ;—to pass off ;

to jmlni ;—to lay, as the hands in coiilirmatiovL

or ordination.

Imposing, (im-poz'ing) a. Adapted to impivm

forcibly; impressive; commanding.

Imposingly, (im-poz'ing-le) ade. In an imposiu;;

manner.

Imposition, (im-po-zish'un) n. Act of laying on,

affixing, enjoining, inflicting, obtruding. *c. :

—charge ; burden ; injunction; levy; tax;—u

trick or deception ;—act of laying on the hand k

in ordination and the like

Impossibility, (im-pos-e-bil'e-te) ». Incapability

of existing or appearing in the state a**erted

supposed ;—incapability of being made ur exe

cuted ; impracticability;—any thing inconceiv

able in thought, inconsistent with natural u"

moral laws, unfeasible, or impracticalMe.

Impossible, (im-pos'e-bl) a. [L. in and /»***«'&*&*. I

Not possible ;—inconsistent with the law* «r

course of nature, as a miracle ;—imx>nfii^*'*t

with individual existence; incongruous l— in

consistent with the laws of thought; ineancsn*1
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aM« ;—in popular language, highly unlikely or

improbable ;—unfeasible ; impracticable.

Impost, (impost) n. rU imponere.] A tax,

tribute, or duty;—that part of a pillar in vaults

and arches on which the weight of the building

rest*.

Imposthumate, (im-pos'turn-at) v. i. To form an

abscess ; to gather ;—r. (. To affect with an

imposthume or abscess.

Impoithumation, (ini-pos-tum-a'ahun) n. The

formation of an abscess ;—an abscess.

Imposthume, (im-pos'tum) n. [A corrnption of

apotUmt. } A collection of pus or purulent

matter ; an abscess.

Impostor, (im-poster) n. [L. imponere.] One

who imposes upon others;—deceiver; pretender.

Imposture, (im-pos'tuT) n. Act or conduct of an

impostor; deception ; fraud ; trick: imposition.

Impotence, (im'pd-tens) «t. Want of strength or

power, whether animal or intellectual ; feeble-

new : imbecility; — inability;—specifically the

want of procreative power.

Impotent, (im'po-tent) «. [L- *» and potent.]

Weak; feeble;—wanting natural strength or

functional activity;—wanting power or means ;

—wanting restraint ;—wanting the power of

propagation. flessly:—without self-control.

Impotently, (im'po-tent-le) ode. Weakly ; help-

Impound, (im-poundO v. I, To confine in a pound

or close pen ; to restrain within limits.

Impoundage, (im-ponnd'aj) n. The act of im

pounding cattle, as for trespass, &c.

Impoverish, (im-pov'er-iBh) v. t. {Prefix ihi, not,

and P. povere, patter*.] To reduce to poverty;—

to exhaust the strength, richness, or fertility of.

Impoverishment, (ini-pov/er-ish-ment) n. Act of

impoverishing ; drain of richness or fertility.

Impracticability, (im-prak-te-ka-bil'e-te)n. Btato

oe quality of being impracticable; unmanageable

state ; stubbornness.

Impracticable, (im-prak'te-ka-bl) a. Not prac-

Tieable ;—untractable ; stubborn ;— unmanage

able; unreasonable;—incapable of being passed.

Impracticably, (iin-prak'te-ka-ble) adv. In an

impracticable manner.

Imprecate, (im'pre-kat) v. t. [L. im and precari,]

To call down by prayer, as something hurtful

or calamitous ; to invoke, as evil.

Imprecation, (im-i>re-ka'shun) n. The act of im

precating, or invoking evil ;—curse ; execration.

Imprecatory, (ira'prc-ka-tor-e) a. Invoking evil ;

curbing ; maledictory.

Iar?r»gnability, (im-prc^-na-bil'e-te) n. State of

beimr impregnable, or of being unattainable.

Impregnable, (im-pre^'na-bl) a. Not to bo

•termed, or taken by assault;—not to be moved,

impressed, or shaken : invincible.

Lspregnably, (im-preg'na-ble) ojIv. In an im-

jwegnable manner.

Impregnate, ( iro-preg'nfit) v.t. [L. in and

/•n»*n*«a*.] To make pregnant ; to get with

child;—torenderfrnitful in anyway; to fertilize;

—to infase particles of another substance into.

Impregnate, (invpreg'nat) a. Rendered prolific

"r fruit fal : impregnated.

Impregnation, (im-preg-nashun) tj. Act of im

pregnating; fecundation ; — state of beinR im

pregnated ; conception ; — intimate mixture of

parts or particles ; infusion ; saturation.

Impress, (im-pres') v.t [L. in and pjvmtrf.] '

To press or stamp in or upon, to make a mark '

crngureupon;—to fix in the mind ; to incul- I

eato ;—to take by force for public service.

Impress, (im'pres) ju A mark made by pressure ;

imprint ; stamp ;—device ; motto ; seal ;—in

fluence wrought on the mind ; — the act of

impressing for the public service.

Impressible, (im-pres'e-bl) a. Capable of being

impressed ; susceptive ; susceptible,

Impressibly, (im-pres'e-ble) adv. In a manner

to make or leave an Impression.

Impression, (im-presh'un) n. Act of impressing ;

—a stamp made by pressure ; mark ; seal ;—

sensible effect made by external force, as by a

blow, discharge of cannon, or other warlike

attack ;—effect which external objects produce

' on the mind ;—faint notion ; vague idea ; indis

tinct remembrance ;—conviction ;—a copy taken

by pressure from type, from an engraved plate,

or the like ; an edition.

Impressionable, (im-presh'un-a-bl) a. Susceptible

of impression ; capable of being moulded.

Impressive, (im-pres'iv) a. Making an impres

sion ; affecting; exciting; forcible.

Impressively, (im-pres'iv-le) adv. Forcibly ; in

a manner to tuacli the feelings ; affectingly.

Impressiveness, ( im-presiv-nes ) n. Quality of

being impressive.

Impressment, (im-pres'ment) >i. Act of seizing far

public use, or of impressing into public service.

Impreuure, (im-presh'ur) n. [L. imprts*ura.}

The mark made by pressure ; indentation ; dent
Imprint, (im'print> ». WTbatever is printed ou

the title-page of a book ; the name of the

printer or publisher, with the time and place

of publication.

Imprint, (im-print*) v. t. To mark by pressure ;

to stamp, as a character or device, in wax, or

cloth, &c. ;—to stamp, as letters or pa]>er, by

means of types ;—to fix indelibly, as on the

mind ; to impress.

Imprison, (im-priz'n) v. t. [F. tmprisonner.] To

put into a prison ; to confine in a prison or jail ;

—to hinder or restrain.

Imprisonment, (im-priz'n-roent) n. Act of im-

grisoning; restraint of liberty;—custody; con-

nement.

Improbability, (im-prob-a-bile-te) n. Quality of

being improbable ; unlikelihood.

Improbable, (im-prob'a-bl) a. Not probable ;

unlikely to be true. [probable manner.

Improbably, (im-prob'n-ble) adv. In an im-

Improbity, (im-probe-te) n. [L. irny/robUa*.]

Want of integrity or rectitude of principle;

dishonesty.

Impromptu, (im-promp'tti) adv. or a. fL. in

prompt u.] Off-hand; without previous study.

Impromptu, (im-promp'tu) n. An off-hand or

extemporaneous composition.

Improper, (im-prop'er) «. Unsuitable ; — un

qualified ; unfit ; — unbecoming ; indecent ;—

inaccurate ; nngrammatical.

Improperly, (im-prop'er-le)(w/tf. In an improper

manner; unsuitably; inaccurately.

Impropriate, (im-pro'pre-St) v. t. [h. in and pro-

priare.] To appropriate to private use ;— to

place the profits ot" in the hands of a layman.

Impropriation, (ini-pro-pre-a'shun) n. Act of

putting an ecclesiastical benefice in the hands of

a layman or lay corporation.

Impropriety, (im-pro-prio-to) n. Unfitness or

unsuitableness to character, time, place, or cir

cumstances ; — inaccuracy of speech ; — any

unbecoming act.

Improvable, (im-pr66v'a-bl) a. Capable of boing

improved ;—availablo ;—capablo of cultivation.
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Improvableness. (im-pruov'a-bl-nes) n. Suscep

tibility of improvement.

Improvably, (Uu-proOv'a-ble) adv. In a manner

that admits of improvement.

Improve, (ini-proor) v. t, [Prefix in and L. pro-

bare.] To make bettor ; to advance in value ;—

to use to good purpose ; to turn to account ;—to

increase in a bad sense ;—to handle a subject, so

as to derive a lesson from it ;—». i. To grow

better ; to advance in goodness, knowledge, or

other excellence ;—to become more prosperous ;

—to look better ;—to increase in value ; to rise

in the market.

Improvement, (im-prooVment) «. Act of im

proving ; advancement in moral worth, know

ledge, or other excellence ;—cultivation of laud ;

—culture ; instruction ;—edification ; practical

application ;—act of turning to account.

Improvidence, (im-provVdens) n. Quality of

being improvident ; want of foresight.

Improvident, (iiu-provVdent) a. Not provident ;

neglecting to provide for the future ;— negligent;

careless ; heedless. [foresight or forecast.

Improvidently, (im-prov'e-deut-le) adv. Without

Improving, (lm-prOov'ing) a. Making better ;

turning to account ;—growing better ; advancing

in excellence of any kind.

Improvingly, (ira-pr6ov'ing-le) adv. In an im

proving manner. a

Improvisation, (im-prov-e-si'shun) n. Act or art

of making i>oetry, or ]>erforaiing music extem

poraneously;—that which is improvised.

Improvise, (im-pro-vCz') r. (. [L. iu Mid provisua.]

To compose and speak extemporaneously ;—to

get up off-hand, or without previous preparation;

to extemporise ;—v. i. To utter compositions

without previous preparation.

Imprudence, (im-prOO'deus) n. Want of prudence ;

incaution ; indiscretion ; rashness.

Imprudent, (im-prod'dent) a. [L. in and prudens.]

Wanting prudence ; — indiscreet ; incautious ;

heedless ; rash.

Imprudently, (ira-proo'dent-le) adv. In an im

prudent manner ; indiscreetly.

Impuberty, (ira-pu'ber-te) n. [In and puberty.] }

State of being under the age in which marriage <

can be legally contracted ; immaturity.

Impudence, (irn pu-deiiB) ?». Quality of being:

impudent ; want of modesty ; — effrontery : '

audacity ; pertness.

Impudent, (iin'pu-dent) a. [L. in and pudens.]

Shameless; wanting modesty;—forward; saucy; i

impertinent; insolent.

Impudently, (inipii-deut-le) adv. In an impudent

manner; with indecent assurance; shamelessly.

Impugn, (im-puu) v.t. [L. impugnarc] To

attack by words or arguments ; to contradict ;

to call in questiou. [impugned.

Impugnable, (im-pun'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Impulse, (im'puls) n. [L. impuUus.) A sudden

force communicated by a body in motion to a

body at rest ;—the motion or effect produced by

a sudden force ;—influence on the mind ; motive ;

—impression ;—inclination ; bias.

Impulsion, (im-pul'shun) n. Act of impelling or

driving ouwani;—influence acting on the mind.

Impulsive, (im-puls'iv) a. Having the power of

driving or impelling; — quick and forcible;

rash ; hasty. [impulse.

Impulsively, (fm-puls'iv-le) adv. With force ; by

Impulsiveness, (ini-puls'iv-nes) n. The quality

of being impulsive.

Impunity, (im-pu'ue-te) n. [L. imjntnitas.]

Exemption from punishment or penalty;—

exemption from injury or loss; security.

Impure, (im-puV) a. [L. impurua.] Not pore;

mixed ; adulterated ;—defiled by sin ; tainted ;

corrupt ; — unhallowed ; unholy ; — unchaste ;

lewd ;—ceremonially unclean.

Impurely, (im-pur'lo) adv. In an impure manner;

with impurity.

Impurity, (im-pur'e-te) n. Want of purity; state

of being mixed with some foreign or baser sub

stance;—any inferior or foul ingredient;—hence,

in morals, defilement; pollution ;—lewdness ;

obscenity;—any filthy thought, act, or word ;—

also an ungrammatical form of speech.

Iinputability, (im-put-a-bil'e-te) n. The quality

of being imputable ; imputabienesc.

Imputable, (im-put'a-bl) a. Capable of being

imputed or charged ; chargeable ; ascribable ;

attributable.

Imputation, (im-pu-tu'shun) n. Act of imputing ;

—censure ; reproach ;—hint ; intimation ;—the

attribution of the sin and guilt of mankind to

Christ ; the attribution of Christ's righteousness

to those who believe in his name.

Imputative, (im-put'n-ti v) a. Coming by imputa

tion ; imputed. [tion.

Imputatively, (im-put'a-tiv-le) adv. By imputa-

Impute, (im-put) v. t. [L. in and putart.] To

ascribe ; to attribute ;—to charge to one as the

author or occasion of ;—to reckon to one what

is not properly his. (the account of.

Imputed, (ini-put'ed) a. Ascribed ; charged to

In, (in) prep. [A.-S., L. in, G. en.) Within;

inside of; indicating a present relation to time,

space, or condition ;—on behalf of ; by; through;

because; aiiice.

In, (in) adv. Not out; within; inside;—with

privilege or possession ; closely ; immediately.

In, (in) n. A person who is in office—the oppo

site of out;—a nook or corner, generally plural.

In, (in). [L. in.] A frequent prefix, with the

sense of negation or privation, and of intensity

or addition.

Inability, ^in-a-bil'e-te) n. Want of physical

strength ; impotence ;—want of sufficient means :

deficiency;—want of moral power; incompetence.

Inaccessible, (in-ak-sese-bl) a. Not accessible,

unapproachable ; unattainable.

Inacces&ibleness, (in-ak-seae-bl-ues) n. Quality

or state of being inaccessible.

Inaccessibly, (iu-ak-ses'e-ble) adv. In an inac

cessible manner ; unapproachably.

Inaccuracy, (in-ak'ku-ra-se) n. Want of accuracy

or exactness ;—mistake ; fault ; defect

Inaccurate, (iii-ak'ku-rat) <i. Not accurate; in

exact ; incorrect ; erroneous.

Inaccurately, (in-ak'ku-rat-le) adv. In an inac

curate manner ; incorrectly ; erroneously.

Inaction, (in -ok 'shun) «. Want of action:

idleness ; rest.

Inactive, (in-ak'tiv) a. Not active ; inert ;—

idle ;—sluggish ; indolent ; lazy.

Inactively, (in-ak'tiv-le) adv. In an inactive

manner ; idly ; sluggishly.

Inactivity, (in-ak-tiv'e-te) n. Quality of being

inactive ; inertness ;—idleness ; sluggishness-

Inadequacy, (in-ad e-kwa-se) n. Quality of being

inadequate ;—insufficiency

Inadequate, (iii-ade-kwot) n. Not adequate ;

insufficient to effect the object ;— partial ; in

complete ;—incompetent ; incapable.

Inadequately, (m-ad'e-kwat-le) adv. Not fully

or sufficiently ; incompletely.
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Inadmissibility, (in-ad-mis-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality

of being inadmissible.

Inadmissible, (in-ad-mis'e-bl) a. Not admissible ;

not proper to be admitted, allowed, or received.

Inadvertency, (in-ad-vet-fen-se) n. Act or habit

of not turning the mind to ; want of thought or

attention ;—an oversight, mistake, or fault pro

ceeding from negligence or want of thought :—

abo inadvertence.

Inadvertent, (in-ad-vert'ent) a. Not turning the

mind to a matter ; heedless ; careless ; negligent.

Inadvertently, (in-ad-vert'ent-le) ade. From

want of attention ; inconsiderately; carelessly.

Inalienable, (in-al'yen-a-bl) a. Incapable of being

alienated, or transferred to another.

Inalienably, (in-ftl'yen-a-ble) adv. In a manner j

forbidding alienation.

Inane, (in-an1) a. [L, inanit] Destitute of con

tents ; empty ; void of sense or intelligence.

Inanimate, (in-an'e-mat) a. Not animate ; desti

tute of life or spirit ;—inert ; soulless ; spiritless.

v—;»i— (in-a-nish'un) n. Emptiness ; want of

folneas ;—want of nutrition ; exhaustion.

Inanity, (in-an'e-te) n. Vacuity ; void space ;

emptiness ;—vanity ;—frivolity.

Inapplicability, (in-ap-ple-ka-bil'e-te) h. The

qualitv of being inapplicable ; unfitness.

Inapplicable, (in-ap'ple-ka-bl) a. Not applicable ;

not suitable to the purpose ;—inappropriate.

Inapplication, (in-ap-ple-ka'shun) n. Want of

application or attention ; negligence ; indolence.

laapposite, (in-ap'po-sit) a. Not apposite ; not

fit or suitable ; not pertinent.

Inappreciable, (in-ap-pre'she-a-bl) a. Not appre

ciable ; incapable of being duly valued or

estimated.

Inappropriate, (in-ap-propre-at) a. Unbecoming;

t^raitable ;—not belonging to ; impersonal.

Inapt, (in-apt') a. [L. in and aptus.] Unfit ;

^suitable, [unsuitableness.

Iaaptxtode, (in-ap'te-tud) n. Want of fitness;

Inaptly, (in-aptle) adv. Unfitly ; unsuitably.

Iaarable, (in-ai-'a-bl)a. Not arable; not capable

of being ploughed or tilled.

Inarticulate, (in-ar-tik'u-lat) a. Not distinct, or

with distinction of syllables ;—not jointed or

articulated.

Inarticulately, (in-ar-tik'G-lat-le) ade. Not with

distinct syllables ; indistinctly.

Inartificial, (in-ar-te-flsh'e-al) a. Not made or

performed by art ;—artless; simple.

Iaartifieially, (in-ar-te-fish'e-al-le) ade. Without

art; in an artless manner.

Inasmuch, (in-az-rauch') adv. Seeing that; con

sidering that ; since—followed byas.

Inattention, (in-at-ten'shun) n. Want of atten

tion or consideration ;—heedlessness ; neglect.

Inattentive, ( in -at-tent'iv) a. Not fixing the mind

on an object ;—careless ; heedless ; regardless.

Inattentively, {in -at-tent'iv- le) adv. Without

attention ; carelessly.

Inaudible, (in-awd'e-bl) a. Not audible; incapable

of being heard ;—making no sound ; noiseless,

laaadibly, (in-awd'e-ble) adv. In a manner not

to be heard.

Inaugural, (in-aw'gu-ral) a. Pertaining to, per

formed or pronounced at, an inauguration.

Inaugural, ( in - aw ' gu - ral ) n. An Inaugural

Inaugurate, (in-aw'gu-rat) r. t. [L. inauawrart.]

To induct into an office in a formal manner;—

to make a public exhibition of for the first time.

Inauguration, (inraw-gu-rft'shun) n. Act of in

ducting into office with appropriate ceremonies ;

—formal beginning of any movement, public

exhibition, and the like.

Inauspicious, (i ti-aw-spish'e-us) a. Not auspicious;

ill-omened ; unfortunate ; unlucky ; evil

Inauspiaously, (in-aw-spish'e-us-lo) adr. With

ill omens ; unfortunately ; unfavourably.

Inborn, (intwrn) a. Born in or with ; innate.

Inbreathe, (in-breTH/) v. t. To infuse by breatliing.

Inbred, (inured) a. Bred within ; innate.

Incage, (in-kaj0 r. t. To confine ; to inclose.

Incagement, (in-kaj'raent) n. Confinement

Incalculable, {in-kaTkii-la-bl) a. Not capable of

being calculated.

Incalculably, (in-kaTku-Ia-ble) adv. Beyond cal

culation or reckoning ; inconceivably.

Incalescent, (in-ka-les'ent) a. [L. iuealeteens.]

Growing warm ; increasing in heat.

Incandescence, (in-kan-des'ens) n. A white heat,

or the glowing whiteness caused by intense heat

Incandescent.(Tn-kan-des/ent)a. [L. incandetecre.]

White or glowing with heat.

Incantation, (in-kan-tu'shun) n. [L. incantare.}

Act of enchanting ;—a charm for raising spirits,

&c., by singing or chanting mystic words.

Incapability, (in-ka-pa-bile-te) n. Incapacity ;

want of power ;—want of legal qualifications.

Incapable, (in-ka'pa-bl) a. [L. in and captre.]

Wanting size or apace to hold or contain ;—

incompetent; insufficient;—unqualified or dis

qualified.

Incapacious, (in-ka-pa'she-us) a. Not large or

spacious ; narrow ; of small extent

Incapacitate, {in-ka-pasVtut) r. t. To deprive of

power ;—to disable ; to weaken ;—to disqualify.

Incapacity, (in-ka-pas'e-te) n. [F. incapacite.]

Want of capacity; defectof intellectual power;—

disqualification ; disability ; — incompetency ;

unfitness.

Incarcerate, (in-kar'ser-ut) v. t. [h. in and car-

centre.] To imprison ;—to shut up or inclose.

Incarceration, (in-kar-ser-a'shun) n. Act of im

prisoning or confining; imprisonment

Incarnate, (in-kar'nat) v. t. [L. in and can).]

To clothe with flesh ; to embody in flesh.

Incarnate, (in-kar'nat) a. Invested with flesh :

embodied in a fleshy nature and form ; flesh-

coloured.

Incarnation, (iu-kar-na'shun) n. Act of clothing

with flesh ;—process of healing and filling up a

cut or wound by the growth of new Mesh ;—

especially act of assuming human body and the

nature of man, as Jesus Christ.

Incaraative, (in-kar'na-tiv) n. A medicine that

tends to promote the growth of new flesh and

cicatrize wounds.

Incase, (in-kaa1) v. t. To inclose in a case ; to

surround with something solid.

Incasement, (in-kas'ment) n. Act or process of

inclosing;—any inclosing substance.

Incautious, (in-kaw'she-ua) a. Not cautions ;—

imprudent ; careless ; heedless ; thoughtless.

Incautiously, (in-kaw'she-us-le) adv. In an in

cautious manner. [caution ; uiiwariness.

Incautiousness, (in-kawshe-us-nes) n. Want of

Incavation, (in-ka-vft'shun) n. [L. ineavare.]

The act of making hollow ;—an excavation.

Incendiarism, (in-sende-ar-izm) n. The act or

practice of maliciously setting fire to buildings.

Incendiary, (in-sen'de-ar-e) n. One who mali

ciously sets fire to another's dwelling-house or

other building ;—a person who excites factions ;

an agitator.
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Incendiary, (in-sen'de-ar-e) «. [L. incendium.]

Pertaining to the malicious burning of a dwell

ing;—inflammatory ; seditious ; factious.

Incense, (in-sens') v. t. [L. iuccrtgarc] To per

fume with incense, [L. iitetmitre] To inflame

to violent anger;—exasperate; provoke; irritate.

Incense, (in'sens) ». Odours of spices and gums

burned in religious rites;—a mixture of fragrant

gums, spices, and the like, for producing a

perfume ;—hence, acceptable offerings, prayers,

or praises. [ing; encouraging or moving.

Incentive, (in-sen'tiv) a. [L. incentivus,] Incit-

Incentive, (iu-scn'tiv)?i. Motive; spur; stimulus;

incitement ; encouragement.

Inceptive, (in-sep'tiv) a. Beginning;—noting a

verb which expresses the beginning of an action

or course of conduct.

Inceptor, (in-sep'ter) n. A beginner ; one who is

on the point of taking the degree of master of

arts at an English university.

Inceasancy, (in-ses'an-se) n, Quality of being

incessant; unintermitted continuance.

Incessant, (in-ses'aut) a. [L. in and ce-snare.]

Continuing without interruption ; — ceaseless ;

continual; constant; perpetual.

Incessantly, (in-ses'ant-le) adv. Without ceasing.

Incest, (iivsest) )i. [L. incatum.) The crime of

cohabitation or sexual oonnection between per

sons within the degrees wherein marriage is

prohibited.

Incestuous, (in-sest'u-us) a. Guilty of incest ;

involving the crime of incest.

Inceatuoualy, (in-sest'u-us-lc) adv. In a manner

to involve the crime of incest.

Inch, (insh) n. [A.-S. ince.] The twelfth part

of a foot ;—a small distance, degree or quantity;

—a point of time.

Inch, (insh) v. L To drive by small degrees or

by inches ; to deal out or give sparingly.

Inch-meal, (insh'mel) 71. A piece an inch long.

Inch-meal, (insh'mel) adv. By small degrees;

little by little.

Incidence, (in se-dens) «, An accident or casualty.

Angleofincid(nct,t\\Qtin%\& A

which a ray of light or

body, falling onany surface,

makes with a perpendicu

lar to that surface.

Incident, (in'se-dent) a. [L.

in and eadere.] Pulling

upon, as a ray of light ^

upon a reflecting surface;-^, A ^ Iucldeil^

casual ; fortuitous ;—liable citF. Au*ie 01 inflection,

to happen ; occasional.

Incident, (in'se-dent) iu That which falls out or

take* place; event; casualty ;—that which hap

pens aside of the main design ; an episode or

subordinate action ;—circumstance ; fact ; ad

venture ; accident

Incidental, (iu-se-dental) a. Happening, as an

occasional event; casual;—accidental; fortuitous;

contingent.

Incidental, (in-ae-dent'al) tt. An incident.

Incidentally, (in-se-dent'al-le) nrfi\ Without in

tention ; accidentally; casually;— beside the

main design. [ginning; commencing.

Incipient, (in-sip'e-cnt) a. [L. incipinu.) Be-

Inciniently, (in-sip'e-ent-le) adc. In au incipient

mannor.

Incise, (in-siz^ r. t. [L. from i» and coder*.] To

cut in ; to carve ; to engrave.

Incision, (in-sizh'un) n. Act of cutting into a

substance ;—a cut ; a gash.

Incisive, (in-si'siv) a.. Having the quality of

cutting or penetrating ; acute ; sarcastic ; biting ;

trenchant

Incisor, (iu-alz'er) n. A cutter ; a foretooth wlucli

cuts, bites, or separates. [cutting.

Incisory, (in-siz'cr-e) a. Having the quality of

Incitation. (in-se-tu'shun) 71. Act of inciting ;

incitement;—motive; incentive; impulse.

Incite, (in-sif) v. t. [L. in and citart.] To move

to action ; to stir up ; to stimulate ;—to ani

mate ; to encourage.

Incitement, (in-sit'ment) n. Act of inciting ;—

motive ; incentive ; stimulus ; encouragement

Incitingly, (in-sit iug-le) adi: So as to excite to

action ; in a way to stimulate or rouse up.

Incivil, (in-sivT) a. [/»audct«.*j7.] Rude; uncivil.

Incivility, ( in-se-vil'e-te ) -n. Want of courtesy ;

rudeness ; impoliteness ;—any act of ill-breeding.

Inclemency, (in-klem'en-se)jL Waut of clemency ;

harshness ; severity ; cruelty ;—boisterouauess ;

storminess.

Inclement, (in-klem'cnt) a. Not clement ; un

merciful ; severe ; harsh ; — rainy ; stormy ;

boisterous.

Inclinable, (in-klin'a-bl) a. Leaning ; tending

to ;—capable of being influenced or biased.

Inclinabieneu, (in-kiin'a-bl-nes) «. State of

being inclinable ; inclination.

Inclination, (in-klin-aVshun) n. Act of inclining;

leaning ; tendency ;—bent of the mind or will ;

propensity;—favour fur one thing more than

another ;—love for; regard; desire;—the meeting

of two lines or planes, or the angle of their

incidence.

Incline, (in-klhY) v. i. [L. inelinare.] To deviate

from a line, direction, or course ; to bend ; to

slope ; to lean ;—to favour an opinion, a oouxw

of conduct, or a person; to be disposed;—v. t.

To cause to deviate ;—to give a tendency to ; to

dispose ;—to bend or bow.

Incline, (iu-klin') n. An ascent or descent, as in

a road or railway ; a grade : a slope.

Inclined, (in-klind') a. Having a leaning or

tendency ; disposed. In- j>

dined plane, a plane that

makes an oblique angle | "

with the plane of the

horizon. It is one of the

mechanical powersfounded

on the principle that the BL

power necessary to sustain AD, Inclined Phuw.

or raise a body, C, on the plane AD, i-s to the

weight of C, as the height of the plane DB U to

its base, AB.

Inclose, (in-kloz/) r. t. [F. enclos.] To shut in :

to confine on all sides; to encompass :—to put

within a case, envelope, or the like ; to cove*.

Inclosure, (in-klo'zhur) 71. Act of inclosing ;

stato of being inclosed ;—a space separated and

fenced up ; letter or paper put under the nine

cover ;—a barrier or fence.

Include, (in-klud) v. f. [L. in and eUtvdfre.} To

confine within ; to shut up ;—to comprehend :

to embrace ; to comprise.

Inclusion, (in-klu'zhun) n. Act of including.

Inclusive, (in-kju'siv) «. Inclosing; — coiuprv-

hending the stated Limit, number, or extreme

Inclusively, (in-klu'siv-le)m/r. In an inclusive

manner ; so as to include.

Incog, (in-kog') adr. [Contracted from incognito.]

In concealment ; in disguise ; in a manner not

to be known.

Incognito, (in-kog'ne-to) o. or adv. [It , Sp, , £ F j
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Unknown ; in a disguise ; in an assumed

character and under an assumed title.

Incognito, (in-kog'ne-to) n. The state of being

in disguise.

Incognizable, (in-kog-niz'a-bl) a, fL. in and cog-

wutetre.] Not to bo recognized : undiscerniblo.

Iaooherenee, (in-ko-beVena) n. Want of cohesion

or adherence ;—incongruity ; inconsistency.

Incoherent, (in-ko-her'ent) o. Not coherent ;

loose; unconnected;—incongruous; inconsistent.

Incoherently. (in-ko-her'ent-le) udc. In on inco

herent maniter ; inconsistently.

Inestnbustibility, (in-kom-bust-e-bU'e-te) ft,

Qaniity of being incombustible.

Incombustible, (in-kom- bust'e- bl) «. Not capable

of being burned,decomposed,or consumed by fire.

Income, (inlratn) n. That gain which proceeds

from labour, business, or property of any kind ;

revenue; receipts; rents; profits; interest, Arc.

IaMDe-tax, (in'kum-taks) n. An annual assess-

meat on all incomes, &c. , above a given amount.

Ineoming, (inTtum-ing) a. Coming in; accruing;

-coming in as occutwnt or possessor.

Incommensurability, (in-kom-men-sur-a-bU'e-te)

a. Quality or state of being incommensurable.

Incsmmsnsurable, (in-kom-men'sur-a-bl) a. [L.

'■a, eon, and menntra.} Not commensurable ;

baring no common measure or standard of

comparison.

Ineommensurably, (in-kom-raen'sur-a-ble) adv.

So as not to admit of mensuration.

Ineommonsurate, (in-kom-meu'sur-iit) a. Not

admitting of a common measure ;—unequal ;

inadequate ; insufficient.

Inconunensurately, (in-kom-raen'suT-at-le) adv.

Not in equal or duo proportion or measure.

Incommode, (in-kom -mod) v. t. [L. »n and com-

fe«d«*. J To give trouble to ;—annoy ; disturb ;

embarrass.

Iacomniodious, (in-kom-mo'do-ns) a. Incon

venient ; not affording ease or advantage ;

Siting trouble.

Incommodiously, (in-kom-mo'de-us-lo) adv. In

>a incommodious manner ; inconveniently.

Incommunicability, (in-kom-mu-ne-ka-bil'e-te) n.

Quality of being incommunicable.

Incommunicable. ( in-kom-mu'ne-ka-bl) a. In

capable of being communicated or shared ;

inalienable ; not transferable ; — incapable of

being imparted or told to others; inexpressible ;

aji*peakahle.

Iacommunicably, (in-kom-mu'ne-ka-ble) adv. In

a manner not to be imparted or communicated.

Incommunicative, (in-kom-mu'ne-kat-iv) a. [L.

>» and communis.] Not communicative; un

social ; reserved : reticent.

Incommutable, (in-kom-mut'a-bl) a. Not com

putable ; not capable of being exchanged with

wwther.

Incomparable, (in-kom'par-a-bl) o. [L. in and

toteparabili*.] Not admitting of com]wiri*oii

*ith others; peerless; matchless; transcendent,

Incomparableneas, (in-kom'par-a-bl-nes) u.

Quality of being incomparable.

"comparably, <in-kom par-n-ble) adv. Beyond

comparison ; without competition.

Inccmpatiblity, (in-kom-pat-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality

*>f being incompatible ; inconsistency.

Incompatible, (in-kom-pat'e-bl) a. [F.] Not

''onipatible ; incapable of co-existence ;—incon

sistent; incongruous; contradictory.

Incompatibly, (in-kom-pat'e-ble) adv. Incon-

«tatentl) ; incongruously.

.

Incompetence, (iu-koni'i>e-tens) «■. [In and torn.-

■jtetence.] Want of sufficient power ; inability;—

want of means or opportunities ; insufficiency ;

—want of legal chum or qualification*.

Incompetent, { in-koni'pe-tent) a. Not competent ;

wanting in adequate strength, means, qualifica

tions, or the like ;—inadequate ; insufficient;

improper.

Incompetently, (in-kom'p€-tent-le) adv. Insuffi

ciently ; inadequately ; not suitably.

Incomplete, (in-kom-plef) a. [P. incmnplet.]

Not complete; unfinished; imperfect; defective.

Incompletely, (ia-kom-plct'le) adv. In an incom

plete manner ; imperfectly.

Incompleteness, (in-kom-plet'nes) ». An un

finished state ; imperfectness ; defectiveness.

Incompliance, (in-kom-pli'ans) n. Want of com

pliance; unyielding temper or constitution.

Incomprehensibility, (in-kom-pre-hens-e-bU'e-tc)

n. Quality of being incomprehensible.

Incomprehensible, (in-kom-pre-hens'e-bl) a. [F.,

from L. prehendn-c.} Incapable of being com

prehended or understood ; inconceivable ; unin

telligible.

Incomprehensibly, (in-kom-pre-hens'e-ble) adr.

In an incomprehensible manner.

Incompressibility, (in-kom-pres-e-bil'e-tc) ».

Quality of being incompressible, 01- of resisting

compression.

Incompressible, (m-kom-pres'e-bl) a. [L. in and

]>riititre. ] Not compressible ; resisting com

pression.

Incomputable, (in-kom-puta-bl) a. [L. in, con,

and /)ur«7Y.J Jncajiable of being computed ;

incalculable.

Inconceivable, (in-kon-aevVbl) a. [L. in, and

concipcre.} Not conceivable ; incomprehensible.

Inconceivableness, (in-kon-seVa-bl-nes) n. The

quality of being inconceivable ; incoiuprelu-n-

nbility.

Inconceivably, (in-kon-sOVa-ble) adv. In a man

ner beyond comprehension.

Inconclusive, (in-kon-klus'iv) a. [Jx in and tm>-

cludrre.] Not conclusive ; not settling a point

in debate, or a doubtful question.

Inconclusively, (in-kon-klu'siv-le) adv. In an

inconclusive manner.

Inconcluaiveness, (in-kon-klu'siv-nes) ». Quality

of being inconclusive. [condensation.

Incondensable, (in-kon-dens'a-bl) a. Incapable of

Incongruent, (in-kong'grdo-eiit) a. Not con

gruent ; unsuitable ; inconsistent.

Incongruity, (in-kong-groo'e-te) n. Want of con-

gruitv; unsuitable!)ess of one tiling to another ;

incoiiBistency; impropriety.

Incongruous, (in-konggio6-u») 0. [L. in and coy

i/rtta-e.) Not reciprocally agreeing;—incouaiist-

ent ; unsuitable; unfit; improper.

Incongruously, (in-kong/gi'66-us-le) adv. Unsuit

ably ; unfitly.

Inconsequence, (in-kon'se-kwens) n. Quality of

being inconsequent ; iiieonchiKiveness.

Inconsequent, (in-kon'so-kwent) a. [L. in and

con*equi.] Not following from the premise* ;

invalid ; illogical.

Inconsequential, (in-kon-se-kwen'she-al) a. Not

of consequence; of little moment; unimportant.

Inconsiderable, (in-kon-sid'er-a-bl) a. [L. in nnd

coiuiiii'rrure.] Unworthy of consideration ; un

important; triviaL

Inconsiderableness, (in-kon-sid'er-a-bl-nes) v.

Quality of being inconsiderable ; small im

portance.
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Inconsiderably, (in-kon-sid'er-a-ble) adv. In a

small degree; to a small amount ; very little.

Inconsiderate, (in-kon-sid'er-at) a. Not attend

ing to the circumstances which regard safety or

propriety ; — heedless ; rash ; — negligent ; im

prudent; incautious.

Inconsiderately, (in-kon-sid'er-it-le) adv. In on

inconsiderate manner.

Inoonaiderateness, (i n-kon-sid'cr-ut-iics) ». Want

of due regard to consequences ;—imprudence.

Inconsistence, (in-kon-sist'ens) n. Want of con

sistence ;—such contrariety between things as

prevents connection or subsistence ; incongruity;

incompatibility ; — discrepancy between one

statement or argument and another ;—variance

from one opinion or system to another;—un

steadiness ; changeable!)ess :—also inconsistency.

Inconsistent, (in-kon-siat'ent) a. [L. in and con-

sistere.] Incompatible ; incongruous ;—contra

dictory;—inconstant ; variable.

Inconsistently, (in-kon-sist'ent-le) adv. In an

inconsistent manner ; without steadiness or

uniformity.

Inconsolable, (in-kon-soTa-bl) a. (L. in and con-

solari.] Not consolable; not to be comforted.

Inconsolably, (in-kon-soTa-ble) adv. In amanner

or degree that does not admit of consolation.

Inconspicuous, (in-kon-spik'u-us) a. Not con

spicuous ; hardly discernible.

Inconstancy, (in-kon'stan-se) «. [L. in and con-

stare.] Want of constancy; mutability; fickle

ness ;—want of uniformity.

Inconstant, (in-kon'stant) a. Not constant;

subject to change of opinion or purpose ;—

fickle ; capricious. [stant manner.

Inconstantly, (in-kon'stant-le) adv. In an incon-

Incontestable, (in-kou-test'a-bl) n . [From in and

contestable.] Not to be disputed;—undeniable;

unquestionable ; indubitable.

Incontestably, (in-kon-test'a-ble) adv. Indisput

ably ; iucontrovertibly.

Incontinence, (in-kon'te-nens) n. Quality of being

incontinent ; want of restraint of the passions

or appetites ; lewdness.

Incontinent, (in-kon'te-nent) a. [L. in and con-

tinerc] Not restraining the passions or appe

tites, particularly the sexual appetite; unchaste;

lewd.

Incontinently, (in-kon'te-nent-le) adv. Without

due restraint of the passions ; unchastely.

Incontrovertible, (in-kon-tro-vert'e-bl) «. [L. in

contra, and vertere.] Not controvertible; too

clear or certain to admit ofdispute; indisputable.

Incontrovertibly, (in-kon-tro-vert'e-ble) adv.

Beyond dispute ; undeniably.

Inconvenience, (in-kon-ve'ne-enB) u. Want of

convenience ; — that which gives trouble or

uneasiness ;—annoyance ; molestation ; trouble.

Inconvenience, (in-kon-ve^ne-ens) v. t. To put

to inconvenience ; to trouble.

Inconvenient, (in-kon-ve'ne-ent) a. [h. in and

conrenire.] Not becoming or suitable ; inex

pedient ;—giving trouble or uneasiness ; inop

portune ; unseasonable ; annoying.

Inconveniently, (in-kon-vg'ne-ent-le) adv. In an

inconvenientmanner; unsuitably; unseasonably.

Inconvertibility, (in-kon-vert-e-bil'e-te) n. The

quality of being not changeable or convertible.

Inconvertible, (in-kon-vert'e-bl) a. [L. in and

eonvertere,] Not convertible ; not capable of

being changed into something else.

Incorporate, (in-kor'po-rat) a. Not having a

material body ; unembodied ; — worked into

another mobs ; mixed ;—united in one body ;

associated.

Incorporate, (in-kor'pd-rat) v. t. [L. in and cor-

joiw. ] To combine, as different ingredients, into

one body or mass ;—to give a material form to ;

to embody ;—to form into a legal body or body

politic ; to constitute into a corporation :—v. i.

To unite so as to make a part of another body ;

to be mixed or blended.

Incorporation, (in-kor-po-ra'shun) n. Act of in

corporating ;—union of different ingredients in

one mass ;—combination into a structure or

organization ;—the formation of a legal, mer

cantile, or political body by the union of

individuals, interests, trades, &c.

Incorporeal, (iii-kor-pd re-al) a. Not corporeal ;

—unembodied ;—immaterial ; spiritual.

Incorporeally, (in-kor-pd're-ol-le) adv. Without

body; immaterially.

Incorrect, (in-kor-rekt') a. [L. in and correct km.)

Not correct ;—faulty ; inaccurate ;—erroneous ;

—illegal ; immoral.

Incorrectly, (in-kor-rektfle) adv. In ou incorrect

manner ; inaccurately ; not exactly.

Incorrectness, (in-kor-rekt'nes) n. Want of con

formity to truth or to a standard ; inaccu racy.

Incorrigibility, (in-kor-re-je-bil'e-te) n. Quality

of being incorrigible ; hopeless depravity.

Incorrigible, (in-korre-je-bl) a. >ot corrigible ;

incapable of being corrected or amended ; irre

claimable.

Incorrigibly, (in-kor*re-je-ble)<(cfo In a manner

or to a degree beyond amendment or correction.

Incorrodible, (in-kor-rod'e-bl) a. [h. in and cor-

rodere.] That can not be corroded or worn away.

Incorrupt. (in-kor-rupt/) a. [L. in and corrvptv*.]

Unbroken ; unimpaired ; free from decay ;—

morally pure ; untainted ; undeflled ;—not to

be bribed. [capability of corruption.

Incorruptibility, (in-kor-rupt-e-bil'e-te) a. In-

Incorruptiblc, (in-kor-rupt'e-bl) a. Incapable of

corruption, decay, or dissolution ; — inflexibly

just and upright ; not to be seduced or bribed.

Incorruption. (ln-kur-rup'shun) u. Absence of, or

exemption from, corruption.

Incorruptness, (in-kor-rupt'nes) n. Exemption

from decay or corruption ;—purity of mind or

manners ; probity : integrity ; honesty.

Incrassate, (in-kras'ttt) v. t. [L. incrarsare.] To

thicken ;—to make thick ;—v, L To become

thick or thicker.

Incrassation. (in-kras-a'shnn) n. Act of thicken

ing or becoming thick ;—inspissation.

Increase, (in-kreV) r. *. [L. in and crescert,] To

become greater in bulk, number, value, author

ity, &c. ; to grow ; to advance ;—to multiply by

the production of young ;—s. t. To augment or

make greater : to improve in quality ; to extend ;

to lengthen ; to spread ;—to aggravate.

Increase, (in-kree') 11. A growing larger in size,

extent, quantity, number, intensity, value, fcc. ;

—produce; profit; interest;—issue; offspriug ;—

enlargement ; extension; addition ; accession-

Increasingly, (in-kres'ing-le) adv. In a growing

manner or degree ; progressively.

Incredibility, (in-kred-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of

being Incredible or surpassing belie!

Incredible, (in-kred'e-bl) a. Not credible ; im

possible to be believed ; highly improbable.

Incredibly, (in-kred'e-ble) adv. In a manner to

preclude belief.

Incredulity, (in-kre-<lu'le-te) n. Quality of being

incredulous; indisposition to believe; soepticiam
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Iaeredulous, (in-kred'u-lus) a. Not credulous;

iolispowd to believe; sceptical; doubting.

Incredulously, (in-kred'u-lus-le) adv. With un

belief; doubtingly; suspiciously.

Iaerenient, (mlu-e-meut) n. [L. incrementum.]

Iocrease ; augmentation ;—matter added ; pro

duce ;—the increase of a variable quantity or

ftactioa

Incriminate, (in-krim'in-at) v. t. To accuse.

Iaerost, (in-krustf) v. t. To cover with a crust,

or with a hard coat ; to deposit on the surface.

Iscrostation, (in-krust-a'shun) n. Act of incrust-

iog, or state of being incnisted ;—a crust or coat

of any thing on the surface of a body.

iKabate, (m'ku-bat) v. ». [L. in and citbare.]

To sit, as on eggs for hatching ; to brood.

wubauon, (in-ku-ba'shun) n. Act of sitting on

*&" ; brooding ;— hence cogitation.

ucobni, (inTiu-bus) u, [L.] The nightmare ;—

*n imaginary demon or fairy;—hence, a dead

weight; any depressing influence; encumbrance.

Inculcate, (in-kul'kat) v. t. [L. in and calcair.]

To press or urge forcibly : to impress by admoni

tion ; to infuse ; to instil.

iKttkation, (in-kul-kashnn) n. The action of

improving by repeated admonitions.

Ijralpable, (in-kul'pa-bl) a. Without fault;

Nameless. [uublamably.

Jteulpably, (in-kul'pa-ble) adv. Without blame ;

I"«tlpate, (in-kul'pat) r. (. [L. inculpart.] To

Wtae :—to accuse of crime ; to impute guilt to.

uttulpation, (in-kul-p&'shun) n. Blame; censure;

enmiaatioiL

kewnbency, (in-kum'ben-se) n. State of leaning

or lying upon ;—state of holding a benefice or

office.

kennbent, (in-kum'bent) a. [L. incumbent.]

Lying or resting upon :—supported ; buoyed up;

-lying or resting, as duty or obligation ; indis

pensable.

"•nnbent, (in-kum'bent) n. The person who is

ii" present possession of a benefice or office.

*■*■*, (in-kur') r. t. [L. in and cvrrere.) To run

^inst ; to meet ; to become liable ;—to enter

™*o, as an obligation ;—to bring on ; to induce.

kenrability, (in-kur-a-bil'e-te) ». State of being

incurable.

**srabl*, (in-kur'a-bl) a. Incapable of being

P"*l ;—not admitting remedy or correction ;

hopekatlr bad ; remediless ; irretrievable.

kanable, (in-kur'a-bl) n. A person diseased

tejond the reach of cure.

doubly, (in-kur'a-ble) adv. Bo as to be

parable.

uc&inmi, (in-kur'shun) n. [L. inevrsio.] Enter

ing into a territory with hostile intention ; a

predatory or harassing inroad ; — irruption ;

raid ; foray. t [incursion.

*anmiM, (in-knr'siv) a. Making an attack or

*«Brvate, (in-kurv'it) r. t. [L. incurvare, from

ia and curciu, bent] To bend ; to crook.

IJ*Jf»*twnf (in-kurv-4'shun) n. The act of

tending or of being curved ;—curvature.

«wt (in-darf) r. t. To dart or strike in.

^fctei (in-det'ed) a. [h. in and debitus.]

P*°odindebt; being under obligation;—obliged

•T wmething received, for which restitution or

rratiturle is due. [indebted.

Indebtedness, (in-det'ed-nes) n. State of being

decency, (in-desen-se) n. Want of decency;

j«k of modesty ;—an indecent word, act, or the

l«e ;—indelicacy ; Impurity.

1*«crat,(in-dcsent)a. [L. im and (keens.) Un-

becoming; unfit to be seen or heaid;—indelicate;

immodest; impure ; unchaste; filthy.

Indecently, (in-de'sent-le) adv. In a manner to

offend delicacy or modesty.

Indecision, (iii-dr-sizh'un) n. Want of decision ;

wavering of mind ; irresolution.

Indecisive, (in-de-sis'iv) a. [la and decisive.]

Not decisive ; not bringing to a final close ;—

prone to indecision ; wavering; vacillating.

Iiidecisiveness, (in-de-sis'iv-nes) re. State of

being indecisive or undecided ; indecision.

Indeclinable, (in-de-klin'a-bl) o. Not declinable ;

not varied by terminations.

Indeclinably, (in-de-klin'a-ble) adv. Without

variation of termination.

Indecomposable, (in-de-kom-pfiz'a-bl) a. Incapa

ble of decomposition, or resolution into its first

elements.

Indecorous, (in-de-ko'rus) a. [L. in and decus.]

Unbecoming ; contrary to good manners ;—

unseemly; rude; uncivil.

Indecorously, (in-dd-ko'rus-le) adv. In an unbe

coming manner.

Indecorousness, (in-de-ko'rus-nes) n. Violation

of propriety in conduct or speech.

Indecorum, (in-de-ko'runi) n. Impropriety ; un

becoming conduct;—any act or word contrary

to the established rules of social intercourse ;

rudeness ; incivility ; noisy or boisterous be

haviour.

Indeed, (in-deu") adv. In reality ; in truth ; in

fact ;—used interjectionally as an expression of

surprise.

Indefatigable, (in-de-fat'e-ga-bl) a. [h. indefati-

gabilia/\ Incapable of being fatigued; — un

wearied ; untiring; persevering ; assiduous.

Indefatigably, (iu-de-fat'e-ga-ble) adv. Without

weariness ; without yielding to fatigue.

Indefeasibility, (in-de-fez-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality

of being indefeasible.

Indefeasible, (in-de-fezVbl) a. [F. from defaire.]

Not to be defeated ; incapable of being made

void.

Indefeasibly, (in-de-fcVe-ble) adv. In a manner

not to be defeated or made void.

Indefectible, (in-de-fekt'e-bl) a. [Prefix in and

defect.] Not liable to defect, failure, or decay.

Indefensible, (in-do-fens'e-bl^a. Untenable; not

capable of being maintained, vindicated, or

justified. (defined.

Indefinable, (in-dC-fina-bl) a. Incapable of being

Indefinite, (in-defin-it) a. [L. de and finite.]

Unlimited ; undefined ; — having no known

limits ; infinite. [manner ; not precisely.

Indefinitely, (in-defin-it-le) adv. In an indefinite

Indeflniteness, (in-defin-it-nes) n. The quality of

being unlimited, or not precise and certain.

Indeliberate, (in-de-lib'er-at) «. [F. indiUMr/.]

Doneor performed withoutdeliberation; sudden.

Indelibility, (in-del-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

indelible :—also indelibleneat.

Indelible, (in-dele-bl) o. [L. in and dekbilh.]

Not to be blotted out; incapable of being effaced,

lost, or forgotten. [be effaced.

Indelibly, (in-del'e-ble) adv. In a manner not to

Indelicacy, (in-del'e-ka-se) n. Want of delicacy ;

coarseness of manners or language.

Indelicate, (in-dere-k.lt) k. [L. in and delicatH*.]

Not delicate; offensive to good manners, or to

purity of mind ;—coarse ; gross ; indecent.

Indelicately, (in-del'e-kat-le) adv. In an indeli

cate manner ; indecently ; coarsely ; grossly.

Indemnification, (in-dem-ne-fe-ka'shun) n. Act
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of indemnifying;reimbursement of loss, damage,

or penalty.

Indemnify, (in-dem'ne-fi) v. t. [L. in, damnum,

and faeere. J To secure against future loss or

damage ;—to make up for that which is past; to

reimburse.

Indemnity, (in-dem'ne-te) n. [L. indemnitns.]

Security given to save harmless ;—compensation

or remuneration for loss, damage, or injury sus

tained.

Indemonstrable, (in-de-mon'stra-bl) a. Incapa

ble of being demonstrated ; not susceptible of

proof.

Indent, (in-dentf) v. t. [L. in and dene.) To cut

into points like a row of teeth ;—to bind out by

indenture ;—to begin further in from the mar-

gin than the rest of a paragraph ;—v. i. To be

cut or notched ;—to crook or turn.

Indent, (in-denf) n. A cut or notch in the mar

gin of any thing ; mark, as of a tooth.

Indentation, (in-dent-a'shun) ■». A notch ; a cut

in the margin of paper or other things ;—a recess

or depression in any border.

Indented, (in-dent'ed) a. Jagged ; notched ;—

bound by written contract.

Indenting, (in-dent'ing) n. An impression like

that made by a tooth or a seal.

Indenture, (in-dent'ur) n. Act of indenting or

state of being indented ;—a mutual agreement

in writing between two or more parties; — in

Scotland, tho contract between a master and an

apprentice to his trade. tures.

Indenture, (in-dent'ur) v. t. To bind by inden-

Independence, (in-dc-pcnd'ens)ri. State or qual

ity of being independent ; exemption from con

trol by them ; freedom in action or opinion ;

self-reliance.

Independent, (in-de-pend'ent) a. Not subject to

the control of others ;—affording a comfortable

livelihood ;—not subject to bias or influence ;

self-directing ; free ; easy ; bold ; —exclusive ;

unconnected ;—pertaining to the independents

or congregationalists.

Independent, (in-de-pend'ent) n. One who be

lieves that an organized Christian congregation

is complete in itself, and independent of a supe

rior ecclesiastical authority.

Independently, (in-de-pend'ent-le) adv. With-

ont control. being described.

Indescribable, (in-du-skrib'a-bl) a. Incapable of

Indestructibiliry,(in-du-Btrukt-e-bil'e-te)ji. Qual

ity of being incapable of destruction,

Indestructible,(inHle-strukt'e-bl) a. Not destruct

ible ; incapable of decomposition.

Indeterminable, (in-de-term'in-a-bl) a. Impos

sible to be determined, ascertained, or fixed ;—

endless.

Indeterminate, (in-dC'-te.rm'in-at) o. Not deter

minate; not settled or fixed; uncertain; indefin

ite.

Indeterminately, (in-de-tc.rm'in-at-le) adv. Not

in any settled manner ; indefinitely.

Indetermination, (in-de-te.rm-in-a'shun) n. Want

of determination; an unsettled orwaveringstate.

Index, (in'deks) n. (L.J That which points out;

a hand that directs to any thing, as the hour of

the day, the road to a place, and the like ;—a

table for facilitating reference to topics, names,

and the like, in a book ;—the fore-finger ;—the

figure or letter which shows the power or root of

a quantity; the exponent.

Index, (in'deks) v. t. To provide with an index

or table of references.

Indexterity, (in-deks-terVte) n. Want of dex

terity; awkwardness; clumsiness; want of skill.

India, (in'de-a) n. A country in Asia, so named

from the river Indus.

Indianaan, (in'de-a-man) n. A large ship em

ployed in the India trade. '

Indian, (in'de-an)t/. [From Indue.] Of or per

taining to either of the Indies, East or West, or

to the aborigines of America.

Indian, (in'de-an) n. A native or inhabitant of

the Indies;—one of the aboriginal inhabitants

of America.

Indicate, (in'de-kat) r. t [h. indicare.) To point

out ; to discover ; to show ;—to point to as the

proper remedies.

Indication, (in-de-kii'shun) n. Act of pointing

out or indicating;—mark ; token ; sign ; symp

tom ;—note ; explanation.

Indicative, (in-dik'&t-iv) a. Pointing out;—

meaning; signifying;—designating that mood of

the verb which positively affirms, denies, or

interrogates. [ner to indicate.

Indicatively, (in -dik'at-iv- le) a.de. In a man -

Indicator, (in ' de - kst - er) n. One who, or that

which points out;—the extensor muscle of the

fore-finger;—an instrument attached to a steam-

engine, which shows the amount of the steam

pressure.

Indict, (in-dTtl v. t. [L. indictre..] To charge.

with a crime in due form of law, by the finding

of a grand jury; to arraign; to summon for trial.

Indictable, (in-dit'a-bl) a. Capable of being, or

liable to be, indicted ; subject to indictment

Infliction, (in-dik'shun) n. Declaration;—a cyclo

of fifteen years, instituted by Constantine the

Great.

Indictment, (in-difment) n. Act of indicting;—

a written accusation preferred to a court by a

grand jury under oath ; in Scots' law, the form

of process by which an accused party is charged

at the instance of the Lord-Advocate or public

prosecutor;—the paper on which the accusation

is written.

Indifference, (in-dif'er-ens) n. Quality of being

indifferent ; — passableness ; mediocrity ;—im

partiality; freedom from prejudice or bias ;—

unconcern; apathy.

Indifferent, (in-difcr-ent) rt. Not making a dif-

erence;—neither particularly good, nor very bad;

passable;—neutral; impartial;—feeling no in

terest or care respecting.

Indifferently, (in-dif'er-ent-Ie) adv. In an indif

ferent manner; impartially; tolerably; passably.

Indigence, (in'de-jens) n. Want of estate or means

of comfortable subsistence ;—poverty; penury.

Indigenous, (in-dij'en-us) a. [L. in and friffnere.]

Native ;—produced naturally in a country or

climate ; not exotic.

Indigent, (in'de-jent) a. [L. indipen.*.] Destitute

of property or means of subsistence ; needy ;

poor.

Indigested, (in-de-jest'ed) a. Not concocted in

the stomach, as food;—not disposed or arranged

in form ;—crude ; unmethodical, as a scheme :—

not brought to suppuration, as an abscess ;—not

sublimed or purified by heat.

Indigestible, (in-de-jesfe-bl) a. Not digestible :

not easily converted into chyme ;—not to bo re

ceived or patiently endured.

Indigestion, ( in-de-jest'yun ) n. Want of du»

digestion ; a failure of the natural change*

which food undergoes in the alimentary canal ,

dyspepsia.
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Indignant, (in-dig'nant) a. [L. indignant.]

' Aflected with indignation ; feeling VrTath and

■ Morn or contempt.

I Indignantly, (in-dig'nant-lc) adv. Inanindignant

', manner.

i Indignation, (in-dig-na'shun) «, A high-toned

feeling of resentment, mingled with acorn, caused

hr a sense of injur)' or injustice ; contemptuous

1 hatred of what is mean or base;—the wrath of

God against sin ;—the effects of God's anger ;

j punitive judgments; — holy displeasure with

one's self for sin.

ladignity, (in - dig ' ne - te) v. Unmerited con

temptuous treatment ; — affront ; contumely ;

! ityury accompanied with insult.

! Iwigo, (in'de-go) «i [L. indicum.] A blue colour-

i inj matter obtained from woad and other plants.

Indirect, (in-de-rekf) a. Not direct ; oblique ;—

M tending to an aim or result by the plain and

'^Tioua course;—not straightforward or upright;

Mfair; dishonest.

kdimtly, (in-de-rektle) adv. Jn an indirect

fflinner; obliquely;—unfairly;—inferentially.

^directness, fin-de-rekt'nes) iu Obliquity;—un-

&iro«* ; dishonesty ; fraudulent practice.

discernible, (in-dia-8?rn'e-bl) a. Incapable of

Wag discerned ; not discoverable.

ladisereet, (in-dia-kref) a. (L. in and dixretv.*.']

S<* discreet ;—imprudent; injudicious; incon-

•*derate. (inconsiderately.

^discreetly, (m-dis-kret'le) adv. Not discreetly;

♦^discretion, (in-4ia-kresh'un) n. Want of dis

cretion; imprudence; — an indiscreet act or

k&a*ioar.

^discriminate, (in-dis-krim'in-at) a. [L. indis-

"tmiaatiM, ] Wanting discrimination, ; not

r siting any distinction.

-iacnminately, (in-dis-krim'in-at-le) adv. In

vi indiscriminate manner ; without distinction.

"titpmiibU, (in-dis-pens'a-bl) a. [L. in, dis,

vi penmrre.) Not dispensable; impossible to

f* omitted or spared ; absolutely necessary.

^dispensableness, (in-dis-iwns'a-bl-nes) n. The

Rate or quality of being absolutely necessary.

kiup?oiably, (iu-dbvpena'a-ble) adv. In an in-

'Jyptfwable manner ; necessarily.

Isdupote. (in-dis-poV) r. f. [P. indispose,; from

t+pnert.] To render unfit or unmiited ;—to

duerder; to make somewhat ill ;—to render

**a*e, unfavourable, or disinclined—with to-

•wtf.

k***pQaition, (in-dis-po-zish'un) n. Disinclina-

•Joo: unwillingness; dislike ;—slight disorder

* the bodily functions ; Bickness ;—want of

'-finny or tendency to combine—said of material

nf«tanoea.

•disputable, (in-dis'pfit-a-bl) a. {In and rfis-

P&abU.] Not disputable ; — unquestionable ;

tmain ; positive.

WbpBUbly, (in-dis'put-a-ble) adv. Without

<ii*pute ; unquestionably.

kdissehiriUity, (in-dis-sol-u-bil'e-te) n. Quality

'-■f being indissoluble;—perpetuity of union,

obligation, or binding force.

ladissoluble, (in-dia'sol-u-bl) a. [F. from L. in,

*»•, and solvere.] Not capable of being dissolved

or liquefied;—perpetually binding or obligatory.

■ntkiahibly, (in-dis'sol-ti-ble) adr. In a manner

^"rting separation ; inseparably ; firmly.

Indistinct, (in-dis-tingkf) a. [L. in and dU~

'twetu.] Not distinct ;—obscure ; confused ;—

** presenting clear and well-defined images;

imperfect ; faint ; vague ; uncertain.

Indistinctly, (in-dis-tingktle) ao!r. In an in

distinct manner ; not clearly ; 'confusedly ;

obscurely.

Indistinctness, (in-dis-tiiigkt'nea) v. Want of

distinctness ; confusion ; uncertainty ;—obscur

ity ; faintness.

Indistinguishable, (in-diB-ting'gwish-a-bl) a. Not

distinguishable; unable to bo distinguished or

separated.

Indite, (in-dhV)t\ t. [L. indicere.] To direct or

dictate what is to be uttered or written; — to

compose ; to write ; to bo author of.

Incitement, (m-dit'ment) ■». The act of inditing.

Individual, fin-de-vid'u-al) a. [L. in, and dicid-

err.] Not divided, or not to lw divided; single;

one; — pertaining to one only; characteristic;

distinctive; personal.

Individual, (in-de-vid'u-al) ?l A single person,

animal, or thing ; etpcc'wUy, a human being.

Individualism, (in-de-vid'ii-al-izra) n. Quality of

being individual;—personal interest;—a poli

tical system which regards the rights and inter

ests of individuals in a community—opposed to

socialism.

Individuality, (in-de-vid-ii-al'e-te) n. Condition

or quality of being individual ; separate or dis

tinct existence ;—distinctive character.

Individualize, (in-de-vid'u-al Iz) r. t. To select or

mark as an individual ; to distinguish the per

sonal or peculiar properties of.

Individually, (in-de-vid'u-al -le) adv. In an indi

vidual manner or relation ; separately ;—in

separably; incommunicahlr.

Indivisibility, (in-de-viz-e-bil'e-te) n. Mate or

property of being indivisible ; inseparableiiess.

Indivisible, (in-de-viz'e bl) a. [In and divisible.]

Not divisible; not separable into parts ;—not

capable of exact division ; incommensurable.

Indivisible, (in-de-viz'e- bl)w. One of the elements

or principles, supposed to be infinitely puiall,

into which a body or figure may be resolved ;

an infinitesimal.

Indivisible, (in-de-vizVblo) adv. Ho as not to

be callable of division.

Indocile, (in-dos'il) a. [F. from L. docere.] Not

easily instructed ; dull ; intractable.

Indocility, (in-d'Vsil'e-te) n. Dulness of intellect ;

unteachableiiess ; intractableiicss.

Indoctrinate, (iii-dok'trin-at) r. t. [L. in and

doctrina.) To instruct in the rudiments or

principles of learning, or of a branch of learn

ing; to instil into ; to imbue with.

Indoctrination, (in-dok-trin-a'shun) n. Act of

indoctrinating; information; — instruction iu

any branch of knowledge or iu the principles vt

a system.

Indolence, (in'do-lens) w. [L. in and dofrrf.]

Habitual idleness ; indisjusitiuii to labour ; lazi

ness ; sluggishness.

Indolent, (in'd6-lent) a. Indulging in ease;

avoiding labour and exertion ; habitually idlo ;

inactive ;—free from pain.

Indolently, (in'd6-lent-le) adv. In an indolent

manner ; lazily.

Indomitable, (iu-dom'it-a-bl) a. [L- t» and do-

mare.] Not to be subdued ; untamable ; in

vincible.

In-door, (in'dor) a. Being within doors.

Indorsable, (bwlors'a-bl) a. Capable of being

indorsed, assigned, and made payable to order.

Indorsation, (in-dors-ushun) v. The act of in

dorsing or writing on the back of a note, bill,

or other written instrument.
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Indorse, (in-dors') v. t. [L. in and dorsum.] To

write one's.name upon the back of, as a paper,

for the purpose of transferring it, or to secure

tho payment of, as a note, draft, <fcc ;—hence, to

give one's name or support to ; to sanction.

Indorsee, (in dors-G') n. The person to whom a

note or bill is assigned by indorsement.

Indorsement, (in-dors'nient) n. Act of writing

on the back of a note, bill, or other written

instrument ;—a writing usually upon the back

of a negotiable instrument, by which the pro

perty therein is assigned and transferred ;—

sanction or support given.

Indorser, (iu-dors'er) n. One who indorses ; the

party by whom a bill, note, or check is indorsed.

Indubitable, (in-dub'it-a-bl) a. [F. from L.

dubiua.] Unquestioned ; undoubted ;—evident ;

incontestable ; undeniable.

Indubitably, (in-dub'it-a-ble) adc. Undoubtedly;

unquestionably.

Induce, (in-dus) v. t. [h, in and ditcere.] To

bring in or upon ; to produce ; to cause ;—to

bring into view; to introduce; — to lead by

persuasion or argument ; to prevail on ; to

influence ; to actuate.

Inducement, (in-dus'nient)n. That which induces;

a fact, reason, or consideration that leads or

persuades to action ;—motive ; influence.

Indue iary, (in-du'she-ar-e) a. fL. inducite.] Per

taining to a truce or treaty.

Inducible, (in-dus'e-bl) a. Capable of being in

duced or effected ;—capable of being proved by

induction.

Induct, (in-dukt') r. t. [L. indueere.] To bring

in ;—to introduce, as to a benefice ; to install or

put formally into possession of.

Inductile, (in-duk'til) a. Not ductile ; incapable

of being drawn into threads, as a metal.

Induction, (in-duk'shun) n. Act of bringing in ;

introduction ;—prelude ; preface ;—act of infer

ring or drawing a conclusion from premises ;— i

act or process of reasoning from a l»art to a |

whole, or from particulars to generals ;—intro

duction of a clergyman into a benefice, or of a

person into an office by the usual forms and

ceremonies.

Inductional, (in-dnk'shun-al) a. Pertaining to,

or proceeding by, induction ; inductive.

Inductive, (in-duk'tiv) a. Leading or drawing ;—

inferring; drawing conclusions from premises;

—proceeding not by demonstration, but by

induction.

Inductively, ( in-duk'tiv-le ) adv. By induction

or inference.

Indue, (in-duO v. t. fL. induerc] To put on, as

clothes ; to draw on ;—to clothe ; to invest ;

hence, to endow; to furnish.

Indulge, (in-dulj') r. f. [h. indtttgere.] To suffer

to be ; to permit ;—to give freedom or scope to ;

to gratify;—to grant ; to favour ; to humour ;—

i\ ?. To be favourable ; to yield ;—to give one's

self to the habit or practice of ; to continue in

the enjoyment of.

Indulgence, (in-dulj'ens) n. The quality of being

indulgent; forbearance of restraint or control ;—

favour granted ; gratification ;—fondness ; kind

ness ;—remission of punishment due to sins,

granted by tho pope.

Indulgent, (in-dulj'ent) a. Prone to indulge or

humour ;—yielding to the wishes of an inferior ;

—kind ; liberal ; favouring.

Indulgently, (tn-dulj'cnt-le) adc. In an indulgent

manner ; mildly ; favourably ; not severely.

Indurate, (in'du-rat) v. i. [L. i ndurare. ] To grow

hard ; to harden ;—v. t. To deprive of sensi

bility; to render obdurate.

Induration, (in-du-ra'shun) n. Act of hardening ;

—stiffness ;—hardness of heart ; obduracy.

Indusium, (in-du'se-um) n. [L. induere.] A.

collection of hairs united so as to form a sort of

cup, and inclosing the stigma of a flower ; the

scale covering the fruit spot of a fern.

Industrial, (in-dus'tre-al) a. Consisting in in

dustry ; pertaining to the arts of industry.

Industrious, (in-dus'tre-us) a. Diligent in busi

ness or study ; laborious ; assiduous ; steady ;

attentive ;—diligent in a particular pursuit, or

to a particular end.

Industriously, (iu-dus'tre-us-le) adv. In an indus

trious manner ; diligently; assiduously.

Industry, (in'dua-tre) n. [L. industrial Habitual

diligence in any employment, either bodily or

mental ; steady attention ;—assiduity.

Indwelling, (in'dwel-ing) n. Residence within,

or in the heart or soul ; interior abode.

Indwelling, (in'dwel-ing) a. Abiding in tile heart

after renewal, as sin.

Inebriate, (in-Cbre-at) v.t. [L. m and eormj.]

To make drunk ; to intoxicate ;—to stupefy, or

to make furious or frantic ; r. i. To be or

become intoxicated.

Inebriety, (in-G-bri'e-te) n. Drunkenness.

Inedited, (in-ed'it-ed) a. Not edited : unpublished.

Ineffable, (in-efa-bl) a. [L. in and fjfuri.] In

capable of being expressed in words ; unspeak

able ; unutterable.

Ineffably, (in-efa-ble) adv. In a manner not to be

expressed in words; unspeakably; unutterably.

Ineffaceable, (in-ef-fas'a-bl) «. Incapable of being

effaced.

Ineffaceably, (in-ef-fas a-ble) adr. Indelibly.

Ineffective, (in-ef-fekt'iv) a. [In and rjtectirt.]

Incapable of producing any effect, or the effect

intended;—useless: inefficient; fruitless; weak.

Ineffectual, (in-ef-fekt'u-al) n. [In and f/Jert»«fJ

Not producing the proper effect ; inefficient ;

weak.

Ineffectually, (in-ef-fekt'u-al-]e) adv. Without

effect ; in vain.

Inefficacious, (in-ef-fe-ka'she-us) a. fL. tneffieax.}

Not efficacious ; not having power to produce

the effect desired.

Inefficaey, (in-ef'fe-ka-se) #t. Want of power to

produce the desired or proper effect ; inefficiency.

Inefficiency, (in-ef-fish'e-en-se)fl- Want of power

or exertion to produce the effect ; inefficaey.

Inefficient, (in-ef-fish'e-ent) a. [L. in and zffieif**, ]

Not efficient ; not producing the effect ; ineffi

cacious ;—remiss ; incompetent.

Inelastic, (iu-e-las'tik) a. Wanting elasticity.

Inelasticity, (in-e-las-tis'e-te) n. The absence of

elasticity; the want of elastic power.

Inelegance, (in-elre-gans) n. Quality of being

inelegant ; want of elegance.

Inelegant, (in-el'e-gant) a. fL. in and eUpanx}

Not elegant ; unrefined ; unpolished ; awkward ;

—wanting form or beauty ;—wanting grace or

ornament; unclassical ; vulgar; coarse.

Inelegantly, (in-el'e-gant-le) adv. In an inelegant

or unbecoming manner ; coarsely ; roughly.

Ineligible, (in-el'e-je-bl) a. [In and Wipn6Je.J In

capable of being elected to an office;—not

worthy to be chosen or preferred.

Inept, (in-epf) a. [h. in and apt its.] Not apt

or fit ; unsuitable ; improper ;—foolish ; silly .

nonsensical.
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Ineptitude, (in-eptVtud) n . The quality of being

inept ; unfitness ; unsuitableness ;—foolishness.

Ineptly, (in-eptle) adv. Unfitly ; unsuitably.

Inequality, (in-e-kwal'e-te) n. [L. in&xidequali*.}

Quality of being unequal ; lack of uniformity ;

diversity;—unevenneas ;—disproportion to any

office or purpose ; inadequacy; incompetency;—

difference in rank, condition, or fortune.

Inequitable, (in-ek'wit-a-bl) a. Not equitable;

not just.

Ineradicable, ( in-^-rad'ik-a-bl ) a. [L. in and

nadir. } 1 ncapable of being rooted out or

removed.

Inert, (in-ert') 0. [L. inert.] Destitute of the

power of moving itself, or of active resistance

to motion impressed ;—indisposed to more or

act ;—inactive ; sluggish ; slothful.

Inertia, (in-eVshe-a) «. That property of matter

by which it tends when at rest to remain so,

utd when in motion to continue in motion ;—

inactivity; sluggishness. [gisbly.

Inertly, (in-ertTe) udr. Without activity ; slug-

Inertness, (in-ert'nes) n. Want of activity or

exertion ; sluggishness.

Inestimable, (in-es'tiin-a-br)a. Incapable of being

estimated; invaluable; priceless.

Inestimably, (in-es'tim-a-ble) adv. In a manner

not to be estimated.

Inevitable, (in-ev'it-a-bl) a. Incapable of evasion

unavoidable. (certainly,

ly, (in-ev'it-a-ble) adv. Unavoidably ;

(in-egz-akt) «. Not exact ; not precisely

correct or true. [inaccuracy.

Inexactness, (in-cgz-*kt'nes)«. Wantof precision;

laexcuaable, (in-eks-kuz'a-bl) a. Not admitting

excuse or justification.

Iaexcusableness, (in-eks-kuz'a-bl- nes) n. Quality

<tf not being excusable. [to be excusable.

Iseaeuaably, (in-eks-kuz'a-ble) adv. bo as not

Inexhausted, (in-egz-hanst'ed) a. Not exhausted ;

not emptied ; not spent.

Inexhaustible, (in-egz-hanstVbl) a. Incapable of

being exhausted or emptied.

InexhaiistibLeneas, fin-egx-hausfe-bl-nes) n. The

state of being inexhaustible.

Inexorable, (in-eks'or-a-bl)a. Not to be persuaded

or moved by entreaty; unyielding ; unrelenting.

Inexorably, (in-eks'or-a-ble) adv. 80 as to be im

movable by entreaty.

Iaexpedienee, (in-eks-pede-ens) h. Quality of

being inexpedient ; want of fitness ; unsuit-

Iaexp*«iient,(uveks-pe'de-ent)a. Not expedient ;

not tending to a good end; hence, unfit ; improper.

Inexpediently, (in-eks-pe'de-ent-le) adv. Unfitly;

not expediently ; unsuitably.

Inexpensive, (in-eks-pens'iv) a. Not expensive.

Inexperience, (in-eks-pe're-eus) ». Absence or

want of experience.

Inexperienced, (in-eks-pe're-erat) a. Not having

experience ; unskilled.

Tmexpert. (in-eks-pert/) a. Not expert ; without

knowledge or dexterity derived from practice.

Isaxptable, (in-ekn'pe-a-b]) a. Admitting of no

atonement or satisfaction.

I*expg**rr, (in-eks'pe-a-ble) adv. To a degree

that admits of no atonement.

Inexplicable, (In-eksple-kn-bl) a. Incapable of

being explained, interpreted, or accounted for.

Inexplicably, (in-eka'ple-ka-ble) adv. In an in

explicable manner.

Inexplicit, (in-eka-plis'it) «. Not explicit ; not

dearly stated.

Inexpressible, (in-eks-pres'e-bl) a. Not capable

of expression ; unspeakable ; indescribable.

Inexpressibly, (in-eka-preeVble) adv. In an in

expressible manner or degree ; unspeakably.

Inexpressive, (in-eks-pres'iv) a. Not expressing;

vacant; unmeaning, as look;—deficient in in

terest or point, as a work of art.

Inexpressiveneta, (in-eks-pres'iv-nes) v. The

state of being inexpressive ; want of proper ex

pression.

Inextinguishable, (in-eks-tinggwish-a-bl) a. [L.

in and extingutre.] Not capable of being extin

guished ; unquenchable.

Inextricable, (in-eks'tre-ka-bl) a. [F. from L.

extricare.] Not to be disentangled or untied,

as a coil or knot ;—incapable of being cleared

up or explained. [tri cable manner.

Inextricably, (in-ekVtre-ka-ble) adv. In an inex-

Infallibility, (in-fal-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

infallible, or exempt from error.

Infallible, (in-fiU'e-bl) a. [F. infaiUible.] Incapa

ble of error ; exempt from liability to mistake ;

sound ;—certain. [ingly.

Infallibly, (iu-faTe-ble) adr. Certainly: unfail-

Infamous, (in'fa-mus) a. [L. in and fama. ) Of

ill report ; base ; scandalous ; notoriously vile ;

—odious ; detestable.

Infamously, (in'fa-mus-le) adv. In an infamous

manner; disgracefully; shamefully.

Infamy, (in'fa-me) n. Total loss of reputation ;

public disgrace ;—extreme baseness or vileness.

Infancy, (in'fan-se) n. The first part of life,

extending from birth to childhood ;— state of

one under age ; nonage ; minority ;—the first

stage of any thing ; beginning.

Infant, (in'fant) n. [L. infant.] A young babe;

sometimes a child several years of age;—a

person not of full age ; a minor.

Infant, (in'fant) «. Pertaining to infancy;—

intended for young children.

Infanticidal, (in-fnn-te-sid'al) a. Pertaining to or

guilty of child-murder.

Infanticide, (in-fant'e-sid) n. [L. infant and

emltre. ] The murder of a newly-born child ;—

the slaughter of infanta by Herod ;—a slayer

of infants.

Infantine or Infantile, (in'fant-in) a. Pertaining

to, or characteristic of, infants ; young ; tender ;

immature ; — fitted 01- intended for young

children.

Infantry, (infant-re) n. [Sp. & It. infanteria.]

Foot-soldiers, in distinction from cavalry;—

children, or a family of children.

Infatuate, (in-fat'u-at) v.t. [L. in nnd fa tvu$.)

To make foolish ;—to weaken the intellectual

powers of ;—to inspire with an extravagant or

foolish passion.

Infatuation, (in-fat-u-a'shun) n. Act of affecting

with folly ; state of mind in which the desires

and will are bent or inclined to some object

Contrary to reason, prudence, or common sense.

Infect, (infektf) v.t. [L. in and facere.) To

taint with disease ;—to affect with morbid o»

noxious matter ;—to corrupt ; to contaminate.

Infected, (in-fekt'ed) o. Tainted with virulent

matter, or noxious exhalations ; corrupted by

evil.

Infection, (in-fek'shun) n. Act or procesi of

infecting; contagion ; communication of disease

by contact ; — that which taints, poisons, or

corrupts.

Infectious, (in-fek'she-us) a. Having qualities

that may infect ; pestilential ;—corrupting, or
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tending to corrupt or contaminate ; vitiating ;—

capable of being easily diffused or spread.

Infectiously , (in-fek'she-us-le) adv. By infection.

Infectiousness, (in-fek'she-us-nes) v.. Quality of

being infectious.

Infecundity, (in -fC-kund'e- te) n. Want of

fecundity ; iinfruitfulness ; barrenness.

Infelicitous, (in-fe-lis'it-us) a. Not felicitous;

unhaopy; unfortunate.

Infelicity, (in-fe-lis'e-te) n. [L. in and felix.]

Unhappiness ; misery ; misfortune ;—unfavour-

ableness.

Infer, (in-fgrO v. t. [L. in and/errc] To draw

or derive, as a fact or consequence ; to deduce ;

to gather.

Inferable, ( in-fgr'a-bl ) a. Capable of being in

ferred or deduced from premises.

Inference, (in'fgr-ens) n. Act of inferring ;—a

truth or conclusion from premises ; deduction ;

consequence.

Inferential, (In-fer-en'she-al) a. Deduced or de-

ducible by inference. (of inference.

Inferentially, (in-fer-en'she-al-le) adv. By way

Inferior, (in-fe're-e.r) a. [b. inferos.] Lower in

place, social rank, or excellence ; subordinate ;

—secondary ; subsidiary.

Inferior, (in-fe're-er) n. A person who is younger,

or of a lower station or rank in society.

Inferiority. (in-fe-re-orVte) n. State of being

inferior ; a lower state or condition.

Infernal, (in-fgr'nal) a, [L. infemus.] Pertain

ing to the lower regions, or regions of the dead ;

—pertaining to hell ; hellish ; diabolical ;—

satanic ; fiendish.

Infernal, (in-fgr'nal) n. An inhabitant of hell,

or of the lower regions. [manner.

Infernally, (in-fgr'nal-le) adv. In an infernal

Infertile, (in-fer*til) a. [L. m and fa-tilis.] Not

fertile or productive ; barren.

Infertility, (in-fer-til'e-te) n. Unproductiveness;

barrenness ; unfruitfulness.

Infest, (in-fesf) r. (. [L. infextw.] To trouble

greatly; to disturb; to annoy ; to harass.

Infidel, (in'fe-del) a. [L. in and fldtlig.] Faith

less ; unbelieving ; disbelieving the inspiration

of the Scriptures, or the divine institution of

Christianity.

Infidel, (in'fe-dol) n. Ono who is without faith ;

unbeliever ; sceptic ; a freethinker ; a heathen.

Infidelity, (in-fe-deTe-to) n. Want of faith or

belief ; — disbelief of the divine origin of

Christianity; unbelief;—unfaithfulness to the

marriage contract ;—treachery.

Infiltrate, (in-fil'trat) v. i. To enter by penetrat

ing the pores or interstices of a substance.

Infiltration, (m-fil-tra'shun) ?*, Act or process

of infiltrating ; — the substance which has

entered the pores or cavities of a body.

Infinite, (in'fin-it) a. [L. in. and jlnitus.] Un-

, limited or boundless in time, space, power,

or .moral excellence ;—indefinitely large or ex

tensive.

Infinite, (in'fin-it) n. Infinite space or extent. ;—

infinite time or duration ; eternity ;—infinite

quantity, or number ;—also, the Almighty.

Infinitely, (in'fin-it-lo) adv. Without bounds or

limits ; immensely ; greatly.

Infinitesimal, (in-fln-it-oz'e-mnl) «. Infinitely

small ; less than any assignable quantity.

Infinitesimal, (in-fin-it-oz'e-mal) iu An infinitely

small quantity.

Infinitive, (in-fin'it-iv) n. Unlimited; unre

stricted ;—designating the mood of a verb which

expresses action without limitation of person

or number.

Infinitude, (in-fin'e-tud) n. Quality of being in

finite ; endlessness in time or duration;—im

mensity;—boundless number.

Infinity, (in-fin'e-te) n. [L. in and /nw.] Un

limited extent of time, space, or quantity ;

immensity ;—unlimited capacity or excellence ;

—endless or indefinite number.

Infirm, (in-ferm') a. [L. in and Jirmus.] Not

firm or sound ; feeble ;—weak of mind ; irreso

lute ;—not solid or stable.

Infirmary, (in-fenn'ar-e) n. An hospital whei«

the infirm or sick are lodged and nursed.

Infirmity, (in-fcrm'e-te) n. State of being infirm ;

—weakness; feebleness; — disease: malady;—

failing ; foible ;—want of will ; irresolution ;—

defect ; imperfection.

Inflx,(in-flkV)v.t. [L. vnjlgere.] To fix by piercing

or thrusting in ;—to implant as principles.

Inflame, (in-flam') v. t. [L. in and A/.oniMre.')

To set on fire ; to kindle ;—to heat the blood ;—

to provoke, as appetite ;—to arouse, as passion ;

to irritate ; to exasperate ;—to aggravate ;—v. i.

To grow hot, angry, and painful.

Inflammability, (in-flam-a-bil'e-te) n. Suscepti

bility of readily taking fire.

Inflammable, (in-flam'a-bl) a. Capable of being

set on fire ; easily enkindled ; susceptible of

combustion.

Inflammation, (in-flam-a'shun) n. Act of Betting

on fire ;—state of being in flame ;—a redness and

swelling of any part of an animal body, attended

with heat, pain, and febrile symptoms;—violent

excitement ; animosity.

Inflammatory, (in-flain'a-tor-e) a. Inflaming :

tending to excite heat or inflammation ;—tend

ing to excite anger or sedition.

Inflate, (in-flatf) v.t. [L. in and .fare. J To swell

or distend with air ; to blow into ;—to puff up ;

to elate.

Inflate, (in-flaf) o . Filled with air ; blown up ;

distended ;—puffed up ; turgid ; bombastic

Inflatingly, (in-flat'ing-le) adv. By way of in

flation ; in a manner tending to inflate.

Inflation, (in-fla'shun) n. Act of inflating ;—the

state of being distended with air ;—vanity.

Inflect, (in-flekf) v.t. [I*. in and fectrri] T<>

bend ; to turn from a direct line or course :—

to vary, as a noun or a verb, in its terminations;

—to modulate, as the voice.

Inflection, (in-flek'shun) n. Act of inflecting ;—

a bend; a fold;—modulation of the voice in

speaking ;—the variation of nouns, &tx, by de

clension, and verbs by conjugation.

Inflective, (in-flekt'iv) a. Having the power of

bending ;—capable of declension or conjugation.

Index, (in-flekV) t\ (. To bend ; to curve ; to

make crooked.

Inflexed, (in-fleksf) a. Turned in ; bent inward.

Inflexibility, (iu-neks-c-bil'e-tc) n. Quality nf

being inflexible ;—obstinacy of will or temper ;

unbeuding pertinacity.

Inflexible, (in-fleks'e-bi) o. [F. from L. in and

Hecterr.] Incapable of being bent ;—unyielding

to influence or entreaty ; inexorable ;—unalter

able, manner : firmly.

Inflexibly, (in-flekse-ble) adr. In an inflexible

Inflict, (in-flikf) v. t. [h. in and Jligerv.) To

lay or send, as a punishment, tfce. : to impose.

Infliction, (in-flikshun) «. Act of inflicting or

imposing ;—that which is imposed, as a punish

ment.
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Inflictive, (in-flikfir) a. Tending or able to

inflict.

Inflorescence, (in-flor-es'ens) w, [L. in and ftoree-

ctre,] A flowering; the unfolding of hlowMius;

—mode of flowering, or general dispo&mou of

tbd flowers.

Iafluence, (in'flu-ena) a. [L. in and jluerf.] A

flowing in or upon;—the operation ofan in visible

power ; — in phytic*, the effect produced on

lortteTial bodies by the secret forces in nature.

=s of light, heat, »fcc. ;— in morals, the effect of

truth on the mind ; motive ; consideration ;

reasonable inducement ; force acting on the

heart or affection* ; constraining pow er of love

or »yinpatby ;—effect produced by individual

character, social rank, wealth, 4c. ; sway ;

wthority ; control ;—spiritual or divine power

scting on the heart or life.

Influence, fin'flu-enq) v. t. To effect by natural

or physical law;—to act on the mind, by motives

of any kind ; to induce ; to persuade;— in a bad

■erne, to move, as the passions ;—to pervert, as

the judgment.

Ifliraentiil, (ia-flu-en'she-al)a. Exerting influence

or p^wer. [move or direct.

laflnentudly, (in-flu-en'sho-al-le) «d>. So as to

Influenza, (in-flu-en'za)n. [It.] A violent form

of catarrh, occurring in the manner of an

epidemic.

laflsx. (in'fluka) n. [L. injfvxu*.] Act of flowing

in ;—infusion ;—importation in abundance.

lafeld. (in-fold*) r. i. To wrap up or inwrap ; to

inclose ;—to embrace.
Worsa, (in-formr) r. (. [L. in and formare.] To

form ; to fashion ; to animate ;—to make known

to ; to advise, ; to instruct ;—to communicate a

knowledge of facts to, by way of accusation ;—

t. '. To give intelligence or information.

Informal, (in-form'al) a. Not in the regular,

vnal, or established form ; irregular.

formality, (in-form-alVte) ;*. Want of regular

x customary form ; any breach of rule or order.

Informally, (in-form'al-le) ad p. Without the

".sail forms ; irregularly.

Informant, (informant) n. One who informs or

^iTe*s intelligence.

Information, (in-form-aahun) n. Act of com-

aranicating knowledge ; — intelligence ; news ;

aotiee or advice Bent or received by message or

writing ;—knowledge derived by perception, or

by reading, instruction, &c. ;— a charge or

-oT^sation exhibited before a court.

le/armer, (in-form'e.r) n. One who informs or

aji : nvxta ; — one who lodges a charge against

nother for the violation of some law;—one who

njrikes a business of informing against others.

lafractian, ( in - frak'shun) n. [L. iiifractio.]

llr&vzh ; violation ; infringement.

Isfrangible, (in-franj'o-bl) a. Not capable of

being broken or separated ;—not to bo violated.

tafxequence, (in-fre'kweus) n. State of rarely

oecurrnig; uncommonnew* ; rareness.

Infrequent, (in-frekwent) a. fL. in/.tqvent.] Sel

dom happening; unfrequent; rare; uncommon.

Infrinye, (in-frinH v. t. [L. in and frangere.]

To break;—to violate; to transgress ; to neglect

to fulfil or obey;—v. i. To encroach ; to trespass.

Iafringement,(iu-frinj'meiit)/i. Act of violating;

violation ; non-fulfilment ;—encroachment.

Infuriate, (in-fu're-at) a. Enraged; mad; raging;

furiously angry.

InfaTiate, (in-fu're-ilt) v. t. [L. i,i and furiare.]

To render furious or mad ; to enrage.

Infuse, (in-fmr*) r. t. [L. in and /under*.] To

pour in ;—to instil, as principles or qualities ;—

to inspirit or animate ; — to steep in liquor

without boiling, for the purpose of extracting

medicinal qualities.

Infusible, (in-fuYe-bl) a. [From in and fusible.]

Not fusible ; incapable of fusion.

Infusion, (in-fu'zhun) 71. Act of infusing ; instil

lation ; inspiration ; suggestion ; — process of

steeping any insoluble substance in water in

order to extract its virtues ;—the liquid obtained

by this process.

Infusoria, (in-fu-so're-a) n. pi. [L. in/undere.]

Microscopic animalcules found in water and

other fluids. [containing Infusoria.

Infusorial, (in-fu-so're-al) a. Pertaining to or

Ingathering, (in'gaTii-er-ing) n. Act of collecting

and securing the fruits of the earth ; Iwrvest.

Ingenious, (in-je'ne-us) a. [L. inptnivm.} Pos

sessed of genius ; skilful or prompt to invent ;—

proceeding from ingenuity ; curious in design

or structure ; skilfully contrived ; well adapted;

—witty ; clever ; smart. [manner.

Ingeniously, (in-je ne-us-le) adv. In an ingenious

Ingenuity, (in-je-nu o-to) it. Quality or power of

ready invention; skill; inventiveness ;—curious-

ness in design or construction ; clever adapta

tion or combination, as of mechanism ;—open-

j ness ; fairness ; candour.

Ingenuous, (in-jen'u-us) r*. [Ij, ingmuu*.] Of

honourable extraction ; — noble; generous:—

frank ; unreserved ; artless ; sincere ; candid ;

fair. (candidly.

Ingenuously, (in-jen'u-us-le) adv. Openly; fairly;

Ingenuousness, (in-jen'u-us-nes) n. State or

quality of being ingenuous ; frankness.

Inglorious, (in-gliVre-us) a. [L. in and gloria.]

Not bringing honour or glory ;—shameful;

disgraceful.

Ingloriously, (in-glo're-us-le) adv. Dishonour

ably ; shamefully ; ilisRTucefully.

Ingloriousnesa, (iu-gl&'re-us-nes) n. Want of

fame or celebrity ; disgraeefulneas ; meanne&s.

Ingoing, (in'go-ing) a. Entering in or upon.

Ingot, (in got) n. [F. lingot.] A mass or wedge

of gold, silver, or other metal cast in a mould ;

a mass of nnwrought metal.

Ingraft, (in-graff) v. t. To insert, as a scion of

one tree or plant into another for propagation ;

—to set or fix deeply and firmly.

Ingraftment, (in-graft'ment) n. Act of ingraft

ing ;—the thing ingrafted ; a scion.

Ingrain, (in-gran*) v. I. To dye in the grain or

before manufacture ;—to work into the natural

texture, as colour.

Ingratiate, (in-gra'she-at) v. t. [L. in and gratia.]

To introduce or commend to the favour of

another.

Ingratitude, (in-grat'e-tud) n. Want of gratitude;

insensibility to favours ; unthankful!less ;—Re

turn of evil for good-

Ingredient, (in-grO'.le-ent) n. [L. ingredient.]

Th.-rt which Is a component part of any com

pound or mixture ; an element.

Ingress, (in'gres) n. Entrance ;—power, liberty,

or means of entrance or access.

Inguinal, (in'gwin-al) a. [L. inguen.) Pertain

ing to the groin.

Ingulf, (in-gulf) v. t. To swallow up in a vast

deep, gulf, or whirlpool ;—to cast into a gulf

to overwhelm.

Ingulfment, (in-gulfmeat) n, A swallowing up

in a gulf or abyss.
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Ingurgitate, ( in - gur 'je - tat ) v.t. [L. in and

gurgts. ] To swallow greedily, or in great

quantity ;—to swallow up, as in a gulf ; to

ingulf ;—v. t. To drink largely.

regurgitation, (in-gurj-it-a'shun) n. The act of

swallowing greedily, or in great quantity.

Inhabit, (in-hab'it) v. t. [L. in and hubitart.]

To live or dwell in ; to occupy, as a place of

abode ;—r. i. ' To have residence ; to abide.

Inhabitable, (in-hab'it-a-bl) <*• Capable of being

inhabited ; habitable.

Inhabitanoe, (in-hab'it-ans) n. Condition of an

inhabitant ; legal residence ; domiciliation.

Inhabitant, (in-nab'it-ant) n. One who resides

permanently in a place ;—one who has a legal

settlement in a town, city, or parish ; a resident

Inhalation, (in-hal-a'shun) 71. Act of inhaling ;—

act of drawing in with the breath vapour or

other gaseous matter for medicinal purposes.

Inhale, (in-haT) v.t. [L. inlialare.] To draw

into the lungs ; to inspire.

Inharmonious, (in-har-mo'ne-us) a. Not harmoni

ous ; discordant ;—incongruous ; disagreeable.

Inharmoniously, (in-har-mo'ne-us-le) adv. With

out harmony ; discordantly.

Inhere, (in-her*) v. i. [L. in and Jicerere.] To

exist in ; to be a part or component of ; to be

essential to ;—to be fixed or permanently em

bodied in. [existence in something.

Inherence, (in-heVena) n. State of inhering ;

Inherent, (in-heVent) a. Existing in something,

so as to be inseparable from it;—innate; inborn;

natural. [inseparably.

Inherently, (in-her'ent-le) adv. By inherence;

Inherit, (in-berft) v. t. [L. hares.] To receive by

descent from an ancestor ;—to receive or take

by birth ;—to become possessed of; to own;—

*. i. To have possession or property.

Inheritable, (in-heVit-a-bl) a. Capable of being

inherited.

Inheritable, (in-heVit-a-ble) adv. By inheritance.

Inheritance, (in-htVit-aiw) n. An estate which

a man has by descent as heir to another, or

which he may transmit to another as his heir ;

—a permanent or valuable possession or blessing;

—right or title to a succession of property.

Inheritor, (in-hgr'it-er) n. One who inherits or

may inherit; an heir.

Inhibit, (inhibit) v. t. [L. inhibere.] To check ;

to repress ; to restrain ;—to forbid ; to interdict.

Inhibition, (in-he-bish'un) n. Hinderance ; re

straint;—prohibition; embargo; writ of interdict.

Inhospitable, (in-hos'pit-a-bl)a. [L. in audAo*;**.]

Not hospitable ; not disposed to entertain

strangers ; unfriendly—said of persons ;—afford

ing no shelter or means of subsistence, as a

desert, &c.

Inhospitableness, (in-hos'pit-a-bl-nes) n. Want, of

hospitality or kindness to strangers.

Irthospitably, (in-hos'pit-a-ble) adv. In an in

hospitable manner.

Inhuman, (in-hu'man) a. [L. in and humanus.]

Destitute of human kindness ;—unfeeling ; piti

less ;—savage ; merciless ; barbarous.

Inhumanity, (in-hu-man'e-te) n. Want of human

feelings; coldness of heart ;—cruelty ; barbarity.

Inhumanly, (in-hu'man-le) adv. Cruelly : bar

barously, [interment ; sepulture.

Inhumation, (in-hfi-ma'shun) n. Act of burying;

Inhume, (in-hum') r. f. [L. tn and kumare.) To

bury ; to inter ;—to digest a chemical substance

in a vessel covered with warm earth:—also

inhumate.

Inimical, (in-im'ik-al) a. [L. in and amicus]

Having the disposition or temper of an enemy ;

hostile ;—repugnant ; adverse.

Inimicality, (in-ini-ik-ol'e-te) n. The state of

being inimical or hostile.

Inimitable, (in-im'it-a-bl) a. [L. tn and imitari ]

Not capable of being imitated or copied.

Inimitably, (in-im'tt-a-ble) adv. In an inimitable

manner.

Iniquitous, (in-ik'wit-us) a. Characterized by in

iquity;—wicked; unjust; unrighteous; criminal.

Iniquitously, (in-ik'wit-us-le) adv. Unjustly ;

wickedly.

Iniquity, (in-ik'we-to) «. [L, '» and arrfi<vs.]

Injustice : unrighteousness ; want of rectitude or

moral principle ;—a particular act of injustice ;

crime ; wickedness ;—wont of original righteous

ness ; depravity.

Initial, (in-ish'e-al) a. [L. imfiinit.] Of or per

taining to the beginning ;—placed at the head,

as of a list or series. [or name.

Initial, (in-ish'e-al) n. The first letter of a word

Initiate, (in-ish'e-St) r. r. To begin ;—to instruct

iu the rudiment* or principles ;—to introduce

into a society, club, or sect, by acquaintance

with its rules and ceremonies ;—r. i. To do the

first port ; to perform the first rite.

Initiate, (in ish'e-al ) a. Begun ; commenced :

introduced to a knowledge of.

Initiation, (in-ish-e-a'shun) n. Act of initiating,

or ceremony by which a person is introduced

into any society; introduction into the principles

of any thing unknown or mysterious.

Initiative, (in-ish'e-ut-iv) a. Serving to initiate.

Initiative, (in-ishe-flt-iv) «. An introductory

step or movement ;—right or power to introduce

anew measure or law.

Initiatory, (iu-ish'e-a-tor-e) a. Suitable for mi

introduction or beginning ; introductory.

Iniect, (in-jekf) r. t. [L. in and jaeetr.J To

throw in ; to dart in.

Injection, (in-jek'shun) n. Act of injecting;

the forcible throwing iu of a liquid or aeriform

body by means of a syringe, pump, Ac. ;—a

liquid medicine injected into a cavity of the

body; clyster; enema.

Injudicial, (in-joo-dish'e-al) a. [L. in and

judicium.) Not according to the forms of law.

Injudicious, (in-joo-dish'e-us) a. Not judicious ;

void of judgment ;—indiscreet; imprudent.

Injudiciously, (in-joo-diBh'e-us-le) adv. In an

injudicious manner.

Injudiciousness, (in-joo-dish'e-us-nes) n. Want of

judgment; indiscretion ; imprudence.

Injunction, (in-Juugk'shun) «. [L. tnjintefu*.]

Act of enjoining ;—an order ; a command ; :i

precept ; urgent advice or exhortation ;—a writ,

granted by a court of equity, whereby a party i*

required to refrain from doing certain acts.

Injure, (in'joor) v. t. [L. injuria.] To do harm

to ; to inflict evil or loss on ;—to hurt or womnl,

as the person ; to impair soundness, as of health ;

—to damage or lessen the value of, as goods cor

estate ;—to annoy, as the feelings ;—to violate,

as rights ;—to weaken, as a good cause :—w<

make bad, as roads ;—to tarnish, as character.

Injurious, (in-jotVe-us') a. Unjust ; wrongful ;

prejudicial to the rights of another; — per

nicious ; mischievous ;—tarnishing reputation .

detractory. [hurtfully .

Injuriously, (in-jdore-UR-le) adv. Wrongfully ;

Injuriousness, (in-joorVus-nes) n. The quality

of being injurious or hurtful ; injury.
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Injury, (in'joor-e) n. [L. injuria.] That which

injures; mischief; detriment; damage; injustice.

Injustice, (m-jus'tis) n. Want of justice and

equity ; violation of indiTidual rights ; wrong ;

a withholding of due praise ; improper ascrip

tion of blame.

Iak, (ingk) n. [D. inkt, F. encrt.] A coloured

fluid used in writing, printing, and the like.

Iak, (tngk) r. t. To black or daub with ink.

Ink-bottle, (ingk'bot-l) it. Glass vessel or recep

tacle for holding ink.

Ink-horn, (Lngfc'horn) n. An inkstand—so called

as formerly wade of horn. [inky.

Inkinesa, (ingk e-nes) n. State or quality of being

Inldmg, (mgk'liug) n. [Contracted from in-

diking,} Inclination ;—a hint or whisper ; an

intimation. [ink and writing materials.

Ink-stand, (inkstand) n. A vessel for holding

laky, (ingk'e) a. Consisting of ink ; resembling

ink ; black ; tarnished or blackened with ink.

Tilted . (inland) a. Within the land; remote from

the sea. ; interior ; —carried on within a country ;

domestic ; — drawn and payable in the same

country.

ksJaad , (inland) n. The interior of a country.

Inlander, (in'land-er) n. One who lives in the

interior of a country.

laky, (in-La7) r. t. To insert, as pieces of pearl,

ivory, or the like, in a ground-work of other

BateriaX

lalay, (in 'la) n. Pieces of wood, ivory, Ac,

inlaid, or prepared for inlaying.

Inlaying, (in-la'ing) n. The process of variegating

tad ornamenting with ivory, i:c. , on the surface

of a coarser material.

fcdat, (inlet) n. A passage or opening by which

an inclosed place may be entered ;—a recess in

the shoi-e of the sea, a lake or river, &c.

Inly, (inle) a. Internal ; interior ; secret.

hriy. (in le) adv. Internally ; in the heart.

Inmate, (in'mit) n. [Eng. inn and mate.] One

vbo lives in the same house with another :—a

person under public or private care, as in an

asylum, poorhouse, &c.

Iaswst, (in'mdst) a. Deepest or furthest within.

Iaa, (io) n. [A.-S. inne.] A house fur the lodg

ing and entertainment of travellers ; a tavern ;

a hotel ;—a, corporate association of Lawyers and

students of law.

Iaa, (in) v. t. To afford lodging and entertain

ment to;—to reclaim, as land.

Innate , (in'nit) a. [L. in and natua.) Inborn;

native ; natural ; inherent.

Innately, (m'nlt-le) adv. Naturally.

Iaaateneas, (in'nut-nes) n. Quality of being in

nate or inborn. [being navigated.

Innavigable, (in-navVga-M) a. Incapable of

laser, (in'er) a. Further in ; interior; internal;

—not obvious or easily discovered ; obscure.

Ia--ermoit, (in'er -most) a. Furthest inward;

saost remote from the outward part.

Innholder, (inhold-er) n. A person who keeps

an inn or house for the entertainment of travel

s', (in'ing) n. [Eng. in.] Ingathering of

grain ; — time or torn for using the bat ;—pi.

Lands recovered from the sea. [an inn.

Innkeeper, (in'kep-er) n. A person who keeps

Innocence, (in'no-tteus) n. State of being inno

cent; harmlessness ;—purity; integrity ;—free

dom from a particular charge; blamuleaaness;—

^simplicity.

", (in ' nG • sent) a. [U in and nocent.]

Innocuous; harmless;— inoffensive; gentle;

pure ; blameless; — not guilty of crime ; legally

absolved from charge or accusation ;—lawful.

Innocent, (in'no-sent) n. One free from guilt or

harm ;—an ignorant person ; a simpleton.

Innocently, (in'no-sent-le) adv. In an innocent

manner; without guilt; harmlessly.

Innocuous, (in-nok'u-us) a. [h. innocuut.) Harm

less ; safe ; producing no ill effect.

Innocuously, (in-nok u-ua-le) adv. Without in

jurious effects.

Innovate, (in no-vat) v. t [h. in and novate. ]

To change by introducing something new ;—v. i.

To introduce novelties.

Innovation, (in-nd-va/shun) n. Act of innovat

ing ,—a change in established law, custom, or

practice.

Innovator, (in'no-vat>er) n. One who innovates.

Innoxious, (in-nok'the-us) a. Free from mis

chievous qualities; harmless;—free from crime;

guiltless.

Innoxiously, (in-nok'she-us-Je) adv. Harmlessly.

Innuendo, (in-nu-endo) n. [L. in and nuere.]

An oblique hint; a remote allusion; insinuation.

Innumerability, (in-nu-mer-a-biTe-te) n. State of

being innumerable.

Innumerable, (in-nu'mer-a-bl) a. Not capable of

being numbered for multitude ;—countless.

Innumerably, (in-numer-a-ble) adv. Without

number.

Innutrition, (in-nu-triah'un) 11. Want of nu-

trition ; failure of nourishment.

Innutritioua, (in-nu-trish'e-us) a. Not nutri

tious or nourishing ; innutritive.

Inobservance, (in-ob-zerv'ans) n. Want of ob-

servanoe ; heedlessness; negligence; disregard.

Inobservant, (iu-ob-ze.rv'ant) a. Not taking no

tice; heedless.

Inoculate, (in-ok'ti-Lat) v. t. [L. inoculare.] To

insert, as the bud of a tree or plant in another

tree or plant for the purpose of propagation ;

—to communicate, as a disease to a person by

inserting infectious matter in his skin ; hence,

to instil into the mind; to imbue with;—v. i.

To graft by inserting buds;—to communicate

disease by inserting infectious matter.

Inoculation, (in-ok-u-lu'shun) n. Act or practice

of inoculating.

Inodorous, (in-o'der-us) a. [L. inodorut.] Want

ing scent ; having no smell.

Inoffensive, (in-of-fens'iv)a. [L. in and offendert.]

Giving no offence, provocation, or disturbance ;

—harmless ; doing no injury or mischief.

Inoffensively, (in-of-fens'iv-le) adv. Without

giving offence ; harmlessly.

Inoffensivenesa, (ui-of-fens'iv-nes) n. Quality of

being inoffensive.

Inofficial, (in-of-flsh'e-al) a. Not official ; not

done in the usual forms or by the proper officer.

Inomcialiy, (in-of-nsh'e-al-le) adv. Without the

usual forms, or not in the official character.

Inoperative, (in -op'er-at-iv) a. [L. in and

operare. ] Not operative ; producing no effect.

Inopportune, (in-op'por-tun) a. [L. in and oppor-

tunas.] Not opportune; unseasonable; incon

venient.

Inopportunely, (in-or/por-tun-le) adv. Unseason

ably ; at an inconvenient time.

Inordinate, (in-ordin-at) a. [L. tnordinatu*.]

Not limited to rules prescribed, or to usual

bounds : irregular ; excessive ; immoderate.

Inordinately, (in-ordin-at-le) adv. Irregularly ;

immoderately; excessively.
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Inordinateness, (in-or'din-at-nes) n. Quality of

being inordinate ; want of moderation.

Inorganic, (in-or-gan'ik) a. Not organic; devoid

of an organized structure ;—pertaining to the

department of unorganized substances.

Inorganized, (in -or'gau-izd) a. Not having

organic structure.

Inosculate, <in-os'ku-lat) if. i, or r. t. [L. *nand

oscularl.] To unite by apposition or contact,

as two vessels in an airimal body.

Inquest, (iu'kwest) n. [h. inquirer*.] Act of

inquiring ; —judicial inquiry; official examina

tion ; — a coroner's jury for investigating the

cause of a sudden death.

Inquietude, (iii-kwi'et-ud) n. [L. in and quia.]

Disturbed state ; uneasiness either of body or

mind.

Inquire, (in-kwirO v. t. [L. in and queerer*.] To

ask a question or questions ;—to make investi

gation ;—v. t. To ask about; to make examina

tion or inquiry respecting.

Inquirer, (in-kwir'er) ». One who asks a question;

one who seeks for knowledge or information ;

one who seeks the way to salvation of the soul.

Inquiry, (in-kwire) n. Act of inquiring;—search

for truth or knowledge ;—a questiou ; a query;

—investigation ; research.

Inquisition, (in-kwe-zish'un) u. Act of inquir

ing; examination; investigation;—judicial in

quiry;—a tribunal for the punishment of here

tics in the Roman Catholic Churcli.

Inquisitional, (in-kwe-zish'un-al) a. Relating to

inquiry; pertaining to the Inquisition.

Inquisitive, (in-kwiz'it-iv) o. Apt to ask ques

tions ; given to research ;—curious ; prying.

Inquisitively, (in-kwiz'it-iv-le) v.dv. With curi

osity to find out or obtain information.

Inquisitiveness, (in-kwiz'it-iv-nes) n. Quality of

being inquisitive ; curiosity.

Inquisitor, (in-kwuVit-er) n. One who inquires ;

etpeciaXlyt a member of the Court of Inquisition.

Inquisitorial, (in-kwiz-it-o're-al) a. Pertaining to

the Iuquisitiou, or resembling its practices.

Inroad, (in rod) 71. [In and road.] A sudden or

desultory incursion or invasion ; irruption.

Insalivation, (in-sal-iv-a'shun) n. The mingling

of saliva with food in the act of mastication.

Insalubrious, (in-da-lu'bre-us) a. [L. in*al ubrU.]

Unhealthy; unwholesome: prejudicial to health.

Insalubrity, (in-sa-lu'bre-te) n. Unhealthfulness;

unwholesomeneas.

Insane, (in-san') a. [L. in and sanut.] Unsound

in mind ; deranged ; lunatic ;—used by, or ap

propriated to, insane persons.

Insanely, (in-san'le) adv. Without reason; madly.

Insanity, (in-sau'e-te) n. The state of being

insane; unsoundness of mind ; derangement of

intellect;—lunacy ; madness; mania.

Insatiable, (in-sashe-a-bl) a. [L. inmtiabilis.]

Incapable of being satisfied; inordinately greedy;

—unqnenchablo.

Insatiableness, (in-sli'she-ft-bl-nes) n. Greediness

of appetite that can not be satisfied or appeased:

—also intatiabiUtt/.

Insatiably, (in-sa'she-a-ble) adv. With greedi

ness not to be satisfied.

Insatiate, (in-Ba'she-at) a. Not to be satisfied ;

insatiable.

Inscribe, (in-BkriV) r. t. [L. in and scribrrr.]

To write or engrave; to mark with letters, char

acters, or words ;—to commend by a Bhort dedi

cation ; — to imprint deeply ; to impress ;—to

draw, as one figure within another. ,

Inscription, (in-skrip'shun) n. The act of in

scribing ;—any tiling written or engraved on a

solid substance for duration;—a title; an ad

dress ; a dedication of a literary or artistic work.

Inscriptive, (in-skript'iv) a. Bearing inscription.

Inscrutability, (m-skroo-ta-bil'e-te) n. Quality of

being inscrutable ; inscrutablene^a.

Inscrutable, (in-skruo'ta-bl) a. [h. in and srra'-

tari.] Incapable of being searched into and

understood by inquiry or by human reason.

Inscrutably, {in-skroc/ta-ble) adv. Bo as not to

be found out or understood.

Insect, (in'sekt) n. [L. inttctum,] An articu

late animal that, as a fly or wasp, has three dis

tinct parts, the head, the thorax, and the abdo

men, six legs, never more than four wings, and

that breathes by spiracles ;—any thing unall or

contemptible.

Insect, (in'sekt) a, Pertaining to insects or in

sect life ;—small ; mean. (insects.

Insectile, (in-sektll) o. Having the nature of

Insection, (in - sek'shun) n. A cutting in;

incisure ; incision.

Insectivorous, (in-sek-tiv'6-rus) a. fL. insfc-

lion and vorare.] Feeding or subsisting on

insects.

Insecure, (in-se-kurO a. [L. in andwruncsj Un

guarded ; not safe ;—exposed to danger or loss.

Insecurely, (in-se-kurTe) adv. Without security

or safety.

Insecurity, (in-se-kurVte) n. Want of safety ;

exposure; risk; hazard;—want of security; dan

ger; apprehensive or timid state.

Insensate, (in-sons'at) a. [F. insenst.] Destitute

of sense; stupid; foolish.

Insensibility, (in-sens-e-bi] e-te)n. Want of sensi

bility or the power of feeling ;—want of tender

ness or susceptibility of emotion and passion;

—<lulnees ; stupidity; apathy; indifference.

Insensible, (in-sens'e-bl) a. [F, from L». tun rut.]

Imperceptible ; not perceived by the. senses ;

—progressing by imperceptible degrees; gradual:

—wanting bodily sensation ; hard ; callous ;—

not susceptible of emotion or passion ; void of

feeling;—void of intelligence; dull; stupid;—

void of sense ; unmeaning.

Insensibly, (in-sense-ble) adr. Imperceptibly ;

by slow degrees.

Insentient, (ln-sen'sbc-cnt) a. Not having per

ception, or the power of perception.

Inseparability, (in-sep-ar-a-bU'e-te) n. Quality of

being inseparable; inseparableness.

Inseparable, (in-sep'ar-a-bl) «. [L. is and tepara-

bilis.] Not capable of being separated or dis

joined ; always united or in company.

Inseparably, (in-eep'ar-a-ble) adv. bo as to yr<-~

vent separation ; indissolubly.

Insert, (in -sort') 1*. (. [L. in and germ.) To bring

into ; to introduce ; to place in or among.

Insertion, (in-scr'shun) n. Act of setting or

placing in or among other things ;—the mode*

place, or the like, of inserting ;—breadth added

to a lady's dress;—interpolation in a writing.

advertisement in n newspaper,

Insessores, (in-scs-so'rez) n.pl. fL.] An order vf

birds whose feet are formed forperching.

Insessorial, (in-scs-sd're-al)a. Having feet suit-

able for perching.

Insheathe, (in-shcTH1)*'. '. To hide or ouvtr in a

sheath; to sheathe. [shore.

Inshore, (in'shor) adv. Near by or along the

Inside, . fjn'sld) prep, or <idv. Within the aides

of; in the interior.
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e, (in'sid) a. Being within ; interior.

(in'sid) n. The part within ; interior

portioTi ;—pt. The inward part*.

Insidious, (in-sid'e-us) a. [L. visidia.] Lying in

wait ;—crafty ; artful; designing; treacherous.

Insidiously, (in-sid e-us-le) adv. In an insidious

manner.

Ianidiousness, (in-sid'e-us-nes) n. A watching

for an opportunity to insnare ; treachery.

Luight, (in'sit) n. Sight or view of the interior

of any thing ; thorough knowledge ;—power of

acute observation and deduction.

Insignia^ (in-aig'ne-a) n.pl. [h. in andsif/num.)

Badges of office or honour ;—marks or signs by

which any thing is known.

Insignificance, (in-sig-nife-kans) n. Want of

meaning;—want of force or effect ; unimport

ance ;—meanness.

Insignificant, (in-*ig-nife-kant) a. Not signifi

cant ; destitute of meaning ; — unimportant ;

Trivial ;—mean ; contemptible.

Insignificantly, (m-eig-nii*e-kant-le)adV. WHh-

wit meaning ;—without importance or effect.

Iasmeere, (in-sin-seT1) a. [L. in and siueerus.]

X'rt being in truth what one appears to be;—

deceitful; hypocritical; false;—unfaithful; un

sound.

Iasincerely, (in-sin-efeYle) adv. Without sincerity.

Insincerity, (in-sin-sfr'e-te) n. Want of sincerity;

dissimulation ; hypocrisy.

Inatauate, (in-sin'u-at) e'.t. [L. inxinuare.) To

wind m ;—to introduce artfully ; to instil ;—to

hint ; to suggest by remote allusion ;—to push

er work one's self into favour ;—r. i. To creep,

wind, or flow in ;—to ingratiate one's self; to

gain on the affections artfully.

Insinuation, (in-siu-u-iYKhun) n, Act of creep

ing or win<hng in ;—act of gaining favour by

gentle or artful means ;—a hint ; a suggestion

by distant allusion.

Xaspid, (in-sap'id) a. [L. in and tapidux.] Des

titute of taste ;—wanting spirit, life, or anima

tion.—dull: spiritless.

Xearaidity, (in-se-pid e-te) n. Quality of being

msipid ;—want of interest, life, or spirit.

Insipidly, (in-sip'id-le) adv. In an insipid man

ner;—without life, spirit, or enjoyment.

Insist, (in-sist') r. i. [L. in and nstere.] To

rert ordwelluponasamatterof special moment; '

to be persistent, urgent, or pressing.

lassare, (in-snir^r. t. [in and mare.) To catch

la a mare ; to entrap ;—to seduce by artifice ;—

to entangle. (intemperance, i

Issobriety, (in-so-bri'e-te) n. Want of sobriety; ;

Issotiable, (in-so'she-a-bl) a. [L. in and tortus.] I

Not sociable ; not given to conversation ; taci-

torn.

Iasoleoce, (in'so-lens) n. Pride manifested in con- i

temptuous and overbearing treatment of others ;

—impudence ; rudeness.

Issolcat, (in'so-ient) a. [L. insofen*.] Frond

and haughty; overbearing; — contemptuous;

insulting.

Insolently, (in'so-lent-le) adv. In an insolent

manner; haughtily; rudely ; saucily.

Insolidity, (in-so-hd'e-te) n. Want of solidity.

Insolubility, (in-sol-u-bil'e-te) n. Quality of not

bring soluble or dissolvable, particularly in a

fluid.

Insoluble, (in-noVa-hl) a. fL. in and *olvbili*.] l

Not soluble ; incapable of being dissolved, par

ticularly by a liquid ; — not to be solved or

tTfltafiMli

Insolvable, (in-solvVbl) a. Not solvable; not

capable of solution or explication.

Insolvency, (in-solv'en-se) n. The condition of

one who is unable to jiay his debts;—insuffici

ency to discharge all debts of the owner.

Insolvent, (in-solv'ent) a. [L. in and Molvcnx.]

Not having sufficient.means to pay one's debts;

bankrupt—said of persons;—insufficient to meet

the debts or obligations on it, as an estate ;—

denoting the laws which affect bankrupts.

Insolvent, (in-solvent) i>. One who is unable

to pay his debts ; a bankrupt.

Insomuch, (in-so-much') adv. So that ; to such

a degree ; in such wise that.

Inspect, (in-flpekf) v. t. [L. inspicert.) To look

at ; — to examine officially, as troops, arms, or

goods offered for sale, &c. ;—to superintend; to

oversee.

Inspection* (tn-spek'shun) n. Act of inspecting;

cluse or careful survey ; official view or examina

tion ;—act of overseeing; superintendence.

Inspector, (in-spekt'gr) n. One who inspects,

views, or oversees ; a superintendent ; an over

seer, [an inspector.

Inspectorship, (in-spekt'er-ship) n. The office of

Inspirable, (in-spir'a-blj a. Capable of being

inspired.

Inspiration, (in-spe-ra'shun) n. Act of drawing

air into the lungs; inhalation;—act of breathing

into ; infusion ; — communication of ideas or

conceptions from a supernatural source; afflatus;

rapture; enthusiasm ; — the influence of tho

Spirit of God on tho mind and soul of man ;

the divine influence exerted on the writers of

Scripture, by which they were enabled infal

libly to express the truth or doctrine of God.

Inspiratory, (in-spir'a-tor-e) a. Pertaining to or

aiding inspiration.

Inspire, (in-spir') r. i. [L. in and tpirare.] To

draw in breath ; to inhale air into tho lungs ;—

to breathe gently ;—r. t. To breathe into ;—to

infuse by breathing ;—to infuse into the mind ;

—to affect, as with a supernatural influence ;—

to inhale. ~^»

Inspired, (in-BpmT) «. Breathed in ; inhaled ;—

communicated or given by divine inspiration ;

having divine authority ; hence, sacred ; holy.

Inspirer, (in-splr'er) n. One who inspires.

Inspirit, (in-spir'it) v. I. To excite Bpirit in ; to

give new life to ;—invigorate ; animate.

Inspissate, (in-spis'at) v. t. [L. in and spiuart.]

To thicken, as fluids, by evaporation.

Inspissate, (in-spis'fit) a. Thick ; inspissated.

Inspissation, (in-spis-a'shun) n. Act of rendering

a fluid substance thicker by evaporation.

Inst, (inst). [Contracted from instant.} Present

or current, as the month.

Instability, (in-sta-bil'e-te) n. ' [L. instabilitas.)

Want of firmness in purpose ;—inconstancy ;

fickleness ; changeableness.

Install, (in-stawl') v. t. [h. in and *taU.] To set

in a seat ;—to instate in an office, rank, or order

with the usual ceremonies.

Installation, (in-stawl-ashun) n. Act of install

ing or giving possession of an office, rank, or

order, with the customary ceremonies.

Instalment, (in-stawl'ment) u. Act of installing ;

—a j»art of a sum of money paid or to be paid

at a particular period.

Instance, (in'stans) n. Quality or act of being

instant or pressing ;—ix-currence ; occasion ;—

something cited in proof or exemplification ; a

case occurring ;—example.
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Instance, (in'stans) v. (. To mention as an ex

ample or case.

Instant, (in'stant) a. [L. instant.) Pressing;

urgent ; earnest ;—closely impending in time ;

immediate;—making no delay; quick;—present;

current.

Instant, (in'stant) n. A point in duration ; a

moment : — a particular time ; — a day of the

current month.

Instantaneous, (in-stant-a'ne-us) a. Done in an

instant;—acting or occurring without per

ceptible interval or succession; done with the

utmost speed.

Instantaneously, (in-stant-a'ne-us-lo) adv. In an

instant ; in a moment.

Instantly, ( in'stant -le) adv. Without delay;

directly; immediately;—earnestly ; urgently.

Instate, (in-stat') v. t. [In and state.] To set or

place, as in a rank or condition ; to install.

Instead, (iu-sted') adv. [In and stead,] In the

stead, place, or room.

Instep, (in'step) n. [Prefix in and step.] The

projection on the upper side of the human foot,

near its junction with the leg ;—the hind leg of

a horse from the ham to the pastern-joint.

Instigate, (in'ste-gat) v. t. [L. instigure.] To

goad or urge forward ; to set on ;—stimulate ;

Impel.

Instigation, (iu-ste-ga'ahun) n. Act of instigating;

incitement to evil or wickedness ; temptation.

Instigator, (in'ste-gat-er) n. One who instigates ;

a tempter.

Instil, (in-stil') r. .'. (' !'.. in and stillare.] To pour

in by drops ;—to infuse slowly or by degrees.

Instillation, (in-stil-ii'shun) n. Act of instilling

by drops or small quantities ;—act of infusing

slowly into the mind ;—that which is instilled

or infused.

Instinct, (in'stingkt) a. [L. instinctus.] Urged

from within ; moved ; animated ; excited.

Instinct, (in'stingkt) n. Impulse;—a natural

desire or aversion arising in the mind without

forethought or deliberation ; dictate or prompt

ing of natural feeling;—especially the power

which determines the will and action of animals;

natural perception of, and appetency for that

which will preserve the individual, or propagate

the species.

Instinctive, (in-stingkt'iv) a. Prompted by in

stinct ; caused by natural propensity ; spon

taneous ; involuntary. [instinct.

Instinctively, (in-stiugkt'iv-Ie) adv. By force of

Institute, (m'ste-tut) v. I. [L. in and statueiv.]

To set up;—to appoint; to ordain;—to originate;

to found;—to begin; to commence;—to educate;

to instruct;—to invest with the spiritual part

of a benefice, or the care of souls.

Institute, (in'ate-tut) n. Any thing instituted ;

established law ; settled order;—precept; maxim;

principlo ;—an institution ; a literary or philo

sophical society; — elements or principles; a

treatise ; a commentary — applied to certain

Btandard works in theology, medicine, and juris

prudence.

Institution, (in-ste-tu'shun) n. Act of institut

ing;—establishment ; foundation ;—instruction ;

education ;—act or ceremony of investing a

clergyman with a benefice ;—enactment ; ordin

ance ;—an established or organized society.

Institutional, (in-ste-tu'shun-al) a. Instituted by

authority;—elementary; rudimentaL

Institutive, (in'ste-tut-iv) a. Tending to establish ;

—-depending ou institution.

Institutively, (in'ste-tut-iv-le) adv. In conformity

with an institution.

Instruct, (in-struktf) r.t. (L. in and strvere.]

To furnish ; to make ready ; — to inform the

mind ; to enlighten ;—to lead in the right way ;

to guide ; to direct ;—to command; to enjoin;"-—

to give notice of ; to advise;—to form ; to model.

Instruction, (in-struk'shun) n. Act of instructing

or teaching;—precept; information;—direction ;

order.

Instructive, (in-strukt'iv) a. Conveying know

ledge ; serving to inform or teach.

Instructively, (in-stmkt'iv-le) ode. In an in

structive manner.

Instructiveness, (iu-strukt'iv-nes) n. Quality of

being instructive; power or capacity ofteaching*.

Instructor, (in-strnkt'er) n. One who instrneta.

Instructress, (in - strukt ' res) n. A female in

structor.

Instrument, (in'6trod-roent) n. [L. instmmm-

turn.] That by which work is performed: a

tool; a utensil; an implement:—a contrivance

by which musical sounds are produced;— a

legal writing expressive of some contract or

proceeding ;—one who or that which is made a

means or serves a purpose .

Instrumental, (in-stroo-ment'al) a. Acting as an

instrument ; contributing aid ; conducive ;—

pertaining to musical instruments.

Instrumentalist, (in-Btrod-ment'al-ist) u. One

who plays upon an instrument of music.

Instrumentality, (in-stroo-ment-ale-te) n. Qual

ity or condition of being Instrumental;—agency.

Instrumental!y, (in-stroo-ment'al-le) adv. In the

nature of an instrument, as means to an end ;

—with instruments of music.

Instrumentation, (in-strod-ment-a'shun) n. Act

of using, as an instrument ; means ; agency ;

—instrumental composition ; — act or manner

of playing upon musical instruments.

Insubjection, (in-sub-jek'shun) )i. Want of sub

jection ; disobedience.

Insubordinate, (in-sub-or'de-nat) a. [L. int «6,

and ordo.) Not submissive ; mutinous.

Insubordination, (in-sub-or-de-na'shnn) n. Want

of obedience to lawful authority ; disorder.

Insufferable, (in-auffer-a-bl) o. Incapable of

being Buffered ; insupportable ; intolerable ;—

disgusting beyond endurance ; detestable.

Insufferably, (in-suffer-a-ble) adv. To a degree

beyond endurance.

Insufficiency, ( in -»nf-fish'e-en-se)«. Wantofraffi-

ciency ; inadequateness ; — want of power or

skill ; inability; incapacity;—want of force co-

value ; defect.

Insufficient, (in-suf-fish'e-ent) a, [L. in and m*f-

fleiens.] Not adequate to any need, use, or pur

pose ;—wanting in strength, power, ability, or

skill;—incompetent; unfit; incapable.

Insufficiently, (in-suf-fish'e-ent-le) adr. With

want of sufficiency ; inadequately ; defectively-

Insular, (in'su-ler) a. [L. insula. J Belonging

to an isle ; surrounded by water.

Insularity, (in-BU-lar'e-te) «. State of being in

sular.

Insulate, (in'su-lilt) v. t. [Tj. insular/.] To place

in a detached situation: to isolate :—to prevent

the transfer of electricity or heat by the Inter

position of non-conductors.

Insulated, (inVi-l.U-wl) a. Standing by itself :

detached ;—separated, as a body, from othera,

by means of non-conductors of electricity or of

heat.
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ft, (in-eu-LVshun) a. Act of insulating ;

. b of separation ; isolation.

_, (in'sult) «. [L. intuitu*.) A grow abuse

tAral to another by words or actions;—affront;

indignity ; outrage ; contumely.

lasult. ( m-sult/) v. t. To treat with abuse, in-

soisnee, or contempt, by words or actions \—

».u Tu> behave with insolent triumph,

lasnlungly, (in-sult'ing-le) adv. With insolent

contempt ; with contemptuous triumph.

Iaauuaiable, (in-su'pfr-a-bl) a. [L. in and #u-

prrrfbili*. } Insurmountable ; unconquerable ;

isTUkcxble. [be overcome.

TftHuuiililj. (in-su'per-a-ble) adv. 80 as not to

laaaspuitable. (in-snp-pOrt'a-bl) a. [F. } Incapa-

able of being borne or endured; intolerable,

lasapportably. (in-sup-port'a-ble) axle. In a

under or degree that can not be supported or

s, (in-sup-pres'e-bl) a. Not to be;— not to be put down ; irrepressible.

Ti— fthln. (in-shoora-bl) a. Capable of being

iiauiml against loas or damage.

lasurance, (in-shoor'ans) a. Act of insuring ; a

contract whereby, for a stipulated consideration,

caOed & premium, one party or company under

takes) to indemnify another againBt loss by cer

tain risks ;— premium paid for insuring pro

perty or life.

Xssvre, (Ln-shoor') r. t. To contract to indera-

aify tor damage or loss done to person or pro-

psrty fay such risks as fire, peril of travel by

land or sea, tc, for a stipulated sum, or at a

certain rato per cent on the declared value of

what is insured ; — to secure indemnity for

damage or loas to person or property by payment

«f the sum or premium ;—v. i. To underwrite ;

to practise making insurance.

owner, (in-ahoor'cr) n. One who secures against

rwks : — one who undertakes risks ; an under-

(in-sur'jent) u. fL. insurgent.] Ris

ing io opposition to lawful authority; rebellious.

nssmrnat, (in-surjent) n. A person who rises in

revolt or opposition to authority ; a rebel.

Iasnrmountable, (in-sur-mount'a-bl) a. [F. in-

mummUabU.] Incapable of being surmounted

overcome ; insuperable ; incapable of being

(in-sur-mounfa-bl-nee) ».

The state of being insurmountable.

lasurrection, (in-sur-rek'shun) u. [L. in*ur-

ttttio.] A rising against civil or political autho

rity ; a seditious or rebellious movement.

r—iniilMWisij (in-sur-rek'shun-ar-e) a. Per

taining to insurrection ; rel*dlious; seditious.

lasusceptuuity, (in-sua-sep-te-bil'e-te) «. Want

of susceptibility.

lMBmt«*tibl«f (in-sns-sep'te-bl) a . [L. in and #ws-

tiptrt.) Not capable of being moved, affected,

or impressed ; incapble of receiving or ad-

atiting.
TnsMiiinHiif. (in-sns-sep'tiv) a. Not susceptive ;

incable of admitting or receiving.

Iataet, (in-takf) a. fL. intact us.} Untouched;

uninjured; undisturbed.

laUglio, (in-taTyd) *». [It.] A figure cut into a

material, as a seal, matrix, or the like.

Intangibility, (in-tan-je-blTe-te) n. The quality

of being intangible:—also intanffibleness.

Ir-tingible, (in-tan'je-bl) a. Not perceptible to

the touch ;—incapable of being handled or dealt

with.

Integer, (in'te-jer) n. [I,.] A whole number, in

contradistinction to a fraction or a mixed num

ber ;—the whole of any thing.

Integral, (in'te'-gral) a. Complete; whole; en

tire ;—denoting a whole number or quantity.

Integral, (in'te'-gral) n. A whole; an entire

thing ; a whole number. (pletely.

Integrally, (in' te-gral-le) adr. Wholly; corn-

Integrant, (iu'te-grant) a. Making part of a

whole; necessary to constitute an entire thing.

Integrate, (in'WS-grat) r. (. To make entire; to

restore;—to give the sum or total.

Integration, (in-te-gra'shun) n. Act of making

entire.

Integrity, (in-teg're-te)n. [L. integritat.} State

of being entire;— moral soundness; honesty;

uprightness;—purity; rectitude.

Integument, (in-teg'u-meiit) n. [L. inteaumen-

turn.) That which naturally invests or covers

another thing; apecijicatly, a covering which

invests the body, as the skin.

Integumentary, (in-teg-u-ment'ar-e) a. Belong

ing to or composed of teguments.

Intellect, (in'tel-lekt) n. (L. intelleetut.) The

faculty of the human soul which knows, as dis

tinguished from the power to feel and to will ;

the power to perceive, comprehend, and judge;

the thinking or reasoning faculty.

Intellective, (in-tel-lekt'iv) a. Having power to

understand;—produced by the understanding.

Intellectual, (in-tel-lekt'u-al) a. Belonging to or

performed by the mind ; mental ; ideal ; — hav

ing understanding ; intelligent ; rational.

Intellectually, (in-tel-lekt'u-al-le) adv. By means

of the understanding.

Intelligence, (in-telle-jens) n. [L. intelligtntia.]

Understanding; mental power ;—notice ; infor

mation ;—terms of intercourse ; mutual under

standing ;—an intelligent being or spirit.

Intelligent, (in-tel'le-jeut) a. Endowed with un

derstanding or reason ;—endowed with a good

intellect; knowing ; sensible ; skilful.

Intelligently, (in-tel'ie-Jent-le) adv. In an intelli

gent manner.

Intelligibility, (in-tel-le-je-bil'e-te) n. Quality

or state of being intelligible.

Intelligible, (in-telle-je-bl) a. Capable of being

understood or comprehended; — perspicuous;

clear. [to be understood ; plainly.

Intelligibly, (in-telle-je-ble) adv. In a manner

Intemperance, (in-tem'per-ans) n. Want of mo

deration ; excess in any kind of action or in

dulgence; — habitual indulgence in spirituous

liquors.

Intemperate, (in-tem'per-at) a. Indulging to

excess any appetite or passion ;—excessive ; in

ordinate ; — addicted to an excessive use of

spirituous liquors.

Internperately, (in-tem'per-at-le) adv. In an

intemperate manner ; immoderately ; exces

sively, [being intemperate.

Intemperateness, (in-tem'per-at-neti) n. State of

Intend, (intend') v. i. [L. in and Undere.) To

fix the mind upon ; — to mean ; to signify ;—to

design ; to purpose.

Intendanoy, (in-tend'an-se) n. Office or employ

ment of an intendant.

Intendant, (in-tend ant) n. A superintendent.

Intended, (in-tend'ed) n. One who is betrothed ;

an affianced lover.

Intense, (in-tene') a, [L. intenws.] Strained ;

stretched ;—extreme in degree ;—keen; biting ;

—vehement ; earnest ;—severe ; violent.
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Intensely, (in-tens'Ie) adv. To an extreme de

gree ; vehemently ;—attentively ; earnestly.

Intensify, (in -tens'e-fi) v.t. [L. inteivtu* and

faccre.] To render intense;—v.t. To become

intense.

Intensity, (in - tens ' e - te) n. State of being

stretched or strained; — high pitch; extreme

force or violonce ; closeness or earnestnes of

application.

Intensive, (in-tens'iv) a. Stretched or admit

ting of intension ;—assiduous; intense;—serv

ing to give force or emphasis. [give force.

Intensively, (in-tens'iv-le) adv. In a manner to

Intensiveneas, (in-tens'iv-nes) ft, The state or

quality of being intensive.

Intent, (in-tentf) a. Having the mind strained

or bent on an object ; eager in pursuit of.

Intent, (in-tenf) n. Act of turning the mind

toward an object ; a design ; a purpose ;—end ;

aim.

Intention, (in-ten'shun) n. A bending of the

mind toward an object ; application ; bent of

the mind in a particular direction ; determi

nation;—purpose ; design;—end; aim;—mean

ing.

Intentional, (in-ten'shun-al) a. Done by inten

tion or design ; inteuded ,' designed.

Intentionally, (in-ten'sliun-al-le) adv. "With in

tention ; by design.

Intently, (in-tent'le) adv. In an intent manner;

—earnestly ; attentively ; eagerly.

Inter, (in-terO v, t. [L. & It. interrare. from L.

in and tara, the earth.] To deposit and cover

in the earth ; to bury ; to inhume.

Inter, (in'ter). fL.] A prefix used to signify

among or between, mutuality, and sometimes

intensity.

Interact, (in'ter-akt) n. An interlude between

the acts of a play.

Intorcalar, (in-ter'kal-er) a. Inserted or intro

duced in tho midst of others ; applied to the

odd day (Feb. 29th) in leap-year.

Intercalate, (in-ter'kal-at) v. t. [L. intercalare.]

To insert, as a day or other portion of time, in a

calendar ;—to insert, as a bed or stratum, be

tween rocks.

Intercede, (in-tcr-sed) r. i. [L. intcrcedere.] To

act between parties with a view to reconcile to

interpose ; to mediate ;—to make intercession ;

to plead in favour of one.

Intercept, (in-ter-septf) v. t [L. inUr and capere.]

To stop on its passage ; to take or seize by the

way ;—to cut off, as a course ; to preclude ;—to

cut short, a* Rpeech ; to check ;—to includo or

comprehend between.

Interception, (in-ter-sep'shun) n. Act of inter

cepting or stopping ; hinderanoe.

Interceptive, (in-ter-sep'tiv) a. Serving to inter

cept or obstruct.

Intercession, (in-ter-sesh'un) n. Act of inter

ceding; mediation between parties at variance ;

—solicitation to one party in favour of another.

Intercessor, (in-tor-ses'er) n. One who inter

cedes; a mediator ;—one who pleads for another;

an advocate. [intercession ; interceding.

Intercessory, (in-ter-ses'or-e) a. Containing

Interchange, (in-tej-chaiij') v. t. To put each in

the place of the other ; to exchange ; to reci

procate ;—to alternate;— v. i. To succeed alter

nately.

Interchange, (in'ter-chSnj) n. Mutual change;

permutation of commodities ; barter ; — alter

nate succession;—a mutual giving and receiving.
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Interchangeable, (in-ter-chanj'a-bl) a. Admit

ting of exchange ;—following in alternate suc

cession.

■ Interchangeably, (in-ter-chiinj'a-ble) adv. In an

' interchangeable manner ; alternately ; recipro-

1 cally.

! Interclude, (in-ter-klild') v. t. [L. info* and cio.it-

dere.) To shut off or out from a place or course

by something intervening ; to intercept ; to in

terrupt.

Interclusion, (in-ter-klG'shun) n. Interception.

Intercolonial, (in-tgr-kd-lo'ne-al) a. Pertaining

to the mutual relations between, different

colonies.

Intercommune, (in-ter-kom-mun') v. i. To have

association or intercourse with; — to prohibit

from communion. [Scot.]

Intereommunicable, (in-ter-kom-munVka-bl) a.

Capable of being mutually communicated.

Intercommunicate, (in-ter-kom-munVkat) r. i.

To communicate mutually ; to hold mutual

communication.

Intercommunication, (in-ter-kom-mun-e-ka'shun)

n. Reciprocal communication or intercourse.

Intercommunion, (in-ter-kom-mun'yun) n. Mu

tual communion.

Intercourse, (in'ter-kors) n. Communication or

converse between individuals, communities, or

nations;—commerce;—correspondence by letter;

—exchange of civilities ;—communion ; fellow

ship.

Intercurrent, (in-ter-kur'ent) a. fL. intercur-

rens.) Running between ; occurring ; inter

vening.

Interdict, (in-trr-dikt') v. t. [L. interdicere] To

forbid by orderor charge; to prohibit or inhibit;

—to cut off from communion with a church.

Interdict, (in'ter-dikt) n. A decree or order for

bidding or prohibiting ;—a papal ordinance by

which the clergy are restrained from perform

ing, or laymeu from attending, divine service;

—in Scots' law, an order of the Court, prohibit

ing any act challenged as illegal or as infringing

on patent or other right.

Interdictive, (in-ter-dikfiv) «. Having the de

sign, power, or effect to prohibit:—alaomf«;-

dietory.

Interest, (in'tcr-est) v. t. To excite emotion or

passion in ;—to concern ; to affect ;—to give a

share in ; to engage ; reflexively, to take part in ;

to be concerned.

Interest, (iu'ter-est) n. [h. interest.) Special

attention to some object ; concern : regard ;—

advantage; good; benefit;—share; portion;—

regard to personal profit or advantage ;—pre

mium paid for the use of money;—any surplus

advantage or benefit ; return of good or evil

with increase.

Interested, (in'ter-est-ed) a. Having a share < r

interest in ;—affected ; moved ;—having regani

to personal interest ; biased ; predisposed.

Interesting, (in'ter -est- ing) «. Engaging tl«3

attention or curiosity ; exciting emotion ; en

gaging the affections in favour of.

Interfere, (iii-ter-fer*) v. L [h. inttr and ffrirt. ]

To interpose ; to intermeddle ; to enter into or

take part in the concerns of others ;—to conn-

in collision ; to clash.

Interference, (in-ter-feVerts) v. Act or state of

interfering; interposition;—collision: clashing.

Interfluent, (in-tcr'nu-ent) o. [L. ittfer-fw-^.,

from iuterjluen, to flow between.] Flowing

between.

~^^
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Interim, (in'ter-im) n. [L.] The mean time ;

time intervening.

Interior, (in-t£'re-er) a. [L. internua.] Being

within any limits, incloeure, or substance ; in

ternal; inner;—remote from the limits, frontier,

I or shore ; inland.

Interior, (in-tCre-er) n. Internal part of a thing;

the inside ;—the inland part of a country.

i Interiorly, (Ln-tt-'re-cr-le) adv. Internally; in

wardly.

Interjacent, (in-ter-ja'sent) a. [L. interjacent.)

Lying or being between : intervening.

Interject, (in-ter-jekf) v. L [L. inter and jacere.]

To tbrow in between ; to insert ;—to interpose.

Interjection, (in-ter-jek'shun) n. Act of throw

ing between ;—a word thrown in between words

connected in construction, to express aome

emotion or passion.

Interjection*!, (in-ter-jek'shun-al) a. Thrown in

between other words or phrases.

Interlace, (in-ter-lasO v.t. [F. cntrelacer.] To

unite, as by lacing together, or one thing with

another ; to intermix.

Interlard, (in-ter-lard') v. t. To mix in, as fat

with lean; todiversify by mixture; to interpose.

Interlay, (in-tcr-LV) v. t. To lay or place among

w between.

Interleave, (in-ter-lEv') v, t. To insert, as a blank

leaf or leaves in a book, between other leaves.

Interline, (in-ter-lin') v. t. To write in alternate

bias ;—to write between lines already written

or printed, for the purpose of adding to or cor

recting what is written.

Interline*!, (in-ter-lin'e-al) a. Written or in

serted between other lines.

Interlineation, (in-ter-hn-e-a'shun) n. Act of

interlining ;—a passage, word, or line inserted

between lines before written or printed.

Interlink, (in-ter-lingk')*'. t. To connect byunit-

ing links.

Interlock, (in-ter-lok') v. i. To unite, embrace,

communicate with, or flow into one another ;—

%L To unite by locking together.

Interlocution, (in-ter-lc-ku'shun) n. [L. inter-

lofttfio.] Dialogue; conference;—an interme

diate act or decree before final decision ;—inter

mediate argument or discussion.

Interlocutor, (iu-ter-lok'u-tcr) n. One who

speaks in dialogue ; a dialogist ;—in Scots' law,

» preliminary finding or judgment.

Interlocutory, (in-ter-lok'u-tor-e) a. Consisting

of dialogue ; — intermediate ; not final or de

finitive.

Interlope, (in-ter-lop') v.i. (L- inter, and D.

hope*.] To traffic without a proper license; to

forestall ; to prevent right.

Interloper, (in-tcr-lop'er) n. One who interlopes

or runs into business to which he has no right.

Interlude, (in'tfr-lud^ ». [L. inter and Ludux.}

' A theatrical entertauiment between the acts of

a play or between the play and the after-piece;

—a short piece of instrumental music played

between the parts of a song or hymn.

Ist*rlunar,(in-ter-lu'n4r)a. [L. uitfrand luna.)

Belonging to the time when the moon, at or

near its conjunction with the sun, is invisible.

Intermarriage, (in-tcr-mar'ij) n. Marriage be

tween two families, where each takes one and

rifes another.

Intermarry, (in-ter-mare) v. i. To become con

nected by a marriage between two of their

members.

Intermeddle, (in-ter-medl) v, i. To meddle in
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the affairs of others ; to meddle officiously ;—in

terpose ; interfere.

Intermeddler, (in-ter-med1er)n. One who inter

meddles or intrudes into business which does

not concern him.

Intermediate, (in-ter-me'de-at) a. [L. inter and

iMdiu*.} Lying or being in the middle place

between two extremes; intervening; interposed;

central. [of intervention.

Intermediately, (in-ter-me'de-itt-le) auV. By way

Intermedium, (in-ter-me'de-um)n. Intermediate

space ; an intervening agent or instrument.

Interment, (in-ter'ment) n. Act of depositing

a dead body in the earth ; burial ; sepulture.

Interminable, (in- ter'miu -a- bl) a. Boundless ;

endless:—limitless; unbounded; unlimited.

Interminableness, (in-tcrtnin-a-bl-nes) n. The

state of being endless.

Interminably, (in-ter'min-a-ble) adv. Without

end or limit

Interminate, (in-ter'min-atj a. [L. in and termi-

natux.) Unbounded; unlimited; endless.

Intermingle, (in-ter-ming'gl) v. t. To mingle or

mix together;—v.i. Tobemixedorincorporated.

Intermission, (in-ter-mish'un) n. [L. inter-

mimo.) Cessation for a time ;—the temporary

subsidence of a fever;—interval ; pause ; stop.

Intermit, (in-ter-mif) v. t. (L. inter and mit-

tere.] To give up or forbear for a time ; to inter

rupt; to suspend ;—v. i. To cease for a time ;

to go off at intervals, as a fever.

Intermittent, (in-ter-mit'ent) a. Ceasing at in

tervals ;—coming by fits or after temporary ces

sations.

Intermittent, (in-ter-mit'ent) n. A disease which

subsides or ceases at certain intervals.

Intermittingly, (in-ter-rnit'ing-le) adv. With in

termission ; at intervals.

Intermix, (in-t^r-miks') v. t. To mix together ;

to intermingle ;—v. i. To bo mixed together.

Intermixture, (in-tcr-miks'tur) n. A muss formed

by mixture;—admixture; something additional.

Intermundane, (in-ter-mun'd&n)«. [L. inter said

jnundus.] Between worlds or between orb and

orb.

Intcrmural, (in-ter-mur'al) a. (L. inter and

mum*.] Lying between walls.

Internal, (in-te.r'nal) a. [L. intermu.) Inward;

interior; not external;—domestic, as opposed

to foreign ;—intrinsic ; real ;—pertaining to the

heart.

Internally, (in-tcYnal-le) adv. Inwardly ; be

neath the surface ; —within the body; —hence,

mentally ; spiritually.

International, (in-ter-nash'un-al) a. Pertaining

to the relations of two or more nations ; regu

lating the intercourse between different nations.

Internationally, (in-ter-nash'un-al-le) adv. In a

manner atlecting the mutual relations of nations.

Internecine, (in- ter- ne' sin) «. [L. inter and

necare.) Mutually destructive ; deadly ; fatal.

Intemode, (in'ter-nod) n. The space between

two points of the stem from which the leaves

arise.

Internuncio, (in-ter-nun'she-o) «. [L. inter and

nvneiv.*.) A messenger between two parties ;—

the pone's representative at republics and small

courts.

Interpellation, (in-ter-pol-la'shun) n. fL. inter-

2*lU>re.} An interruption; a question put or

raiscd in the course of a debate.

Interpolate, (in-ter'po-Iat) v.t. [L. interpolare.)

To insert, as a spurious word or passage iu a

rf;y
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manuscript or book; to foist in ;—to fill up in

termediate terms of, as of a series, according to

the law of the series.

Interpolation, (in-ter-po-la'shun) n. Act of foist

ing a word or passage into a manuscript or book;

—a spurious word or passage in the genuine

writings of an author. [polates.

Interpolator, (in-t§r'po-lat-*r) n. One who inter-

Interposal, (in-ter-poz'al) n. Aot of interposing;

interposition ; interference ;—intervention.

Interpose, (in-ter-poz') v. t. [L. inter and ponere.]

To place between ;—to intrude, as an obstruc

tion, interruption, or inconvenience ;—to offer,

as aid or services ; — v.i. To step in between

parties at variance ; to mediate ;—to put in by

way of interruption.

Interposition, (in-ter-po-zish'un) n. A being,

placing, or coming between ; intervention ;—

mediation ; agency between parties ;—any thing

interposed.

Interpret, (in - tgr ' pret) v.t. [L. inlerpretari,]

To explain the meaning of; to expound ;—to

translate, as a foreign speech or writing ; —to

decipher, as hieroglyphics ;—to tell the meaning

of, as dreams or visions ; to put a construction

on, as looks, signs, conduct ;—to define.

Interpretable, (in - ter ' pret - a - bl) a. Capable of

being interpreted or explained.

Interpretation, (in-ter-pret-a'shun) n. The act of

interpreting; translation; version; — the sense

given by an interpreter ; exposition or expla

nation rendered ;—the power of explaining.

Interpretative, (in-teVpret-at-iv) a. Designed to

explain; expository; — collected by interpre

tation.

Interpreter, (in-te.r'pret-gr) n. One who explains

or expounds; an expositor;—a translator; one

who renden the words of one language in words

of corresponding significance in another.

Interregnum, (in-ter-reg'uum)n. \L. inter and

rrcrnuuL,] The time a throne is vacant between

the death of a king and the accession of his suc

cessor ; -any period during which the executive

government is suspended or interrupted.

Interrogate, (in- ter' ro- git) v.t. [h. inter and

rogare.] To question formally ; to examine by

asking questions ;—r. i. To put questions ; to

inquire ; to ask.

Interrogation, (in-ter-ro-gSshun) n. Act of ques

tioning ;—a question put ; an iuquiry ;—a mark

thus [ ? ], indicating that the sentence preceding

it is a question.

Interrogative, (in-ter-rog'at-iv) a. Denoting a

question ; expressed in the form of a question.

Interrogative, (in-ter-rog'at-iv) n. A word used

in asking questions. [form of a question.

Interrogatively, (in-ter-rog'at-iv-le) adv. In the

Interrogatory, (in-ter-rog'tt-tor-e) ». A question

or inquiry. [or expressing a question.

Interrogatory, (in-ter-rog'a-tor-e) a. Containing

Interrupt, (in-ter-rupf) v. t. [L. inter and ruin-

pere.] To stop or hinder the current, motion,

or progress of ;—to divide ;—to destroy the con

tinuity or succession of.

Interruption, (in-ter-rup'shun) n. Act of break

ing in upon ;—hinderance ; cessation ; break.

Interrupbve, (in-ter-rup'tiv) o. Tending to in

terrupt ; interrupting.

Intersect, (in-ter-sektf) v. t. [L. inter and tecare.']

To cut into or between ; to divide into parts;

to cut or cross mutually ;—r. ». To meet and

cross each other.

Intersection, (in-ter-sekshun) n. Act or state of

intersecting ;—the point or line in which two

lines or two planes cut each other.

Intersperse, (in-ter-spers') v. t. [L. inter and

tpargere.] To scatter or set here and there.

Interspersion, (in-ter-sper'shun) n. Act of inter

spersing.

Interstellar, (in-ter-stellar) a. Situated among

the stars—applied to bodies beyond our solar

system.

Interstice, (in-ter'stis) n. [L. inter and tisttrc]

A small or narrow space between two bodies, or

between the parts of a body.

Interstitial, (ln-ter-stish'e-al) a. Pertaining to

or containing interstices.

Interstratifled, (in-ter-strat'e -fid) a. Stratified

among or between other bodies.

Intertropical, (in-ter-trop'ik-al) a. Situated be

tween the tropics.

Intertwine, (in-ter-twln) v. t. To unite by twin

ing one with another ;—v. i. To be twisted to

gether, [another.

Intertwist, (in-ter-twistf) v. t. To twist one with

Interval, (in'ter-val) n. [L. inttrvallum,] A

space between things ;—space of time between

two events or between two paroxysms of disease :

—difference in pitch between any two tones.

Intervene, (in-tcr-veiO v. i. [L. inter and venirt. }

To come or be between persons or things ;—to

occur between points of time or events ; — to

happen in away to disturb, cross, or interrupt.

Intervention, (in-ter-ven'shun) n. Act of inter

vening ; interposition ; — agency between per

sons ; mediation ;—interference.

Interview, (in'ter-vu) n. A mutual sight or view ;

—a meeting for conference or mutual commu

nication of thoughts, views, Ac. ; — a formal

meeting.

Interweave, (m-t?r-weV)r. t. To weave together;

to unite in texture or construction ;—to inter

mix ;—to connect closely.

Intestacy, (in-test'a-se) n. The state of one dy

ing without having made a valid will.

Intestate, (in -test 'at) a. [L. in and testari.)

Dying without having made a valid will ;—not

devised or disposed of by will.

Intestate, (in-test'at)n. A person who dies with

out making a valid will.

Intestinal, (in-test'in-al) a. Pertaining to the

intestines of an animal body.

Intestine, (in-test'in) a. [I. intus.] Internal ;

inward ;—domestic, not foreign.

Intestine, (in-test'in) n. The canal or tube that

extends from the right orifice of the stomach

to the anus.

Inthral, (i n-t brawl*) v. t. To reduce to bondage

or servitude ; to enslave.

Inthralment, (in - thrawl ' ment) n. Act of in-

thralling ; servitude ; slavery ; bondage.

Intimacy, (in'te-ma-se) n. State of being inti

mate ; close familiarity or fellowship.

Intimate, (in'te-miit) a. [L. intimus.] Inner

most; inward; internal ;—-close in friendship or

acquaintance ; familiar. [associate.

Intimate, (in'te-mat) n. A familiar friend or

Intimate, (in'te-miit) v. (. [L. intimare.] To sug

gest obscurely, indirectly, or not very plainly ;

to give slight notice of ; to hint.

Intimately, (in'te-mat-le) adv. Closely;—nearly;

familiarly;—particularly; thoroughly.

Intimation, (in - te-mft'snun) n. A hint; an

nouncement of purpose or intention ;—notice ;

information ; warning.

Intimidate, (in-tini'id-at) v. t. [L. in and rtiai-
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dw.J To make timid or fearful ; to inspire

with fear; deter: frighten.

Iitimidafaon. (in-tim-id-&'shun) n. Act of influ

encing by fears; a process of threatening; state

of being frightened ; subjection to threats and

feara

lata, (in'tou) prep. [In and to. ] Noting entrance

*ith respect to place ; penetration from the

outside to the inside; insertion of one thing into

another ; mixture ; inclusion . transition from

one state or condition to another, &te.

Iatolerable, (in-tol'er-a-bl) a. [L. in and tote-

T*rt.] Kot capable of being borne or endured ;

insufferable. [being not tolerable.

Iitolerableneaa, (in-tol'(r-a-bl-nea)n. Quality of

Intolerably, (in-tol'er-a-ble) adv. To a degree

beyond endurance ; insufferably.

Intolerance, (m-tol'er-ans) n. State of being in

tolerant: illiberality ; bigotry.

Istolerant. (in-tor*er-ant) a. Not enduring differ-

1 ewe of opinion or sentiment, especially in

religion.

Iatoieraii(m,(in-tol-<T-a'shun)n. Want of tolera

tion ; intolerance ; — refusal to grant to others

the full enjoyment of their opinions, rights, or

»orthip. [to bury.

Iatamb, (in-toonO r. t. To deposit in a tomb :

Istoaate, (in-tdn'at) r. i. [L. in and tonarc] To

awnd the tones of the musical scale ;—to read,

« in liturgical services, in a musical manner.

Intonation, (in-ton-a'shun) n. Act of sounding

It* tones of the musical scale ;—a singing true

or false ;—in speaking, the expressive modula

tion of the voice ; — the act of leading, as a

liturgical service, with a musical accentuation

wl tone.

Ittme, (in-tonO r. i. To give forth a deep, pro

tracted sound ;—v. t. To utter with a musical

w prolonged note or tone ; to chant.

1 I*toriion.(in-tor'fdjmi) u. A bending, wiuding,

l wtwitting in any particular direction.

, Iitoxicate. (in-tokVe-kat) v. t. [G. toxiton.] To

make drunk ; to inebriate;—to excite to a kind

i «* delirium.

Intoxication, (in-toks-e-ku'shun) n. State of

, beiAg intoxicated ; the act of making drunk ;—

I dation which rises to enthusiasm, frenzy, or

badness.

iTftrricator, (in - toks'e - kat-er) n. Tliat which

1 inebriates or intoxicates :—also intoxicant.

ktra, (in'tra). [L.] A prefix signifying in;

•itiun.

Intractability, (in-trakt-a-bil'e-te) n. [L. in and

trnctoTC.] Quality of being ungovernable ; ob-

rtinacy ; perverseness.

Intractable, (in-trakt a-bl) a. Stubborn ; refrac-

toT;— violent ; untamable;—obstinate; un

manageable ; ungovernable.

Iatnctably, (in-trakt'a-ble) adv. In an intract

able manner. [as of a city.

ufetaxonl, (in-tra-muVal) a. Within the walla,

Intransitive, (in-trans'it-i v) a. Not passing or

transferring ; — denoting such verbs as express

«o action or state that is limited to the agent

"transitively, (in-trans'it-iv-le) adr. Without

*n object following ; as an intransitive verb.

^traasmiaaibli, (in-trans-miaVbl) a. Not capa

ble of being transmitted.

^tracimutable, (in-trans-mat'a-bl) a. Not capa

ble of being transmuted or changed.

*ot*ant, (in'trant) a. [L. intrant.] Entering;

Jwnetrating.

fitwaeh, (m-trensb/) r. (. [In and F. trancktr.]

To dig or cut a trench round a place, as in fortiti* j

cation; to fortify with a ditch and parapet;—v.i.

To invade ; to encroach.

Intrenchment, (in-trensh'ment) n. Act of in

trenching ; — a trench or ditch dug out for a

defence ;—any defence or protection ;—any en

croachment on the rights of another.

Intrepid, (in-trep'id) a. [L. intrepidtu,] Fearless;

bold; brave; undaunted.

Intrepidity, (in-tre-pid'e-te) n. Fearless bravery.

Intrepidly, (in-trep'id-le ) adr. In an intrepid

manner ; fearlessly

Intricacy, (in'tre-ka-se) n. State of being intri

cate or entangled ;—perplexity ; complication.

Intricate, (in'tre-kat) a. [il intricare.] En

tangled ; perplexed ; complicated ; obscure.

Intricately, (in'tre-kat-le) adr. In an intricate

manner.

Intrigue, (in-treg7) n. [F. ] A complicated plot

or scheme intended to effect some purpose by

secret artifices ;—the plot of a play or romance ;

-.-secret commerce of forbidden love; amour.

Intrigue, (in-treg7) v. i. [F. intriguer.] To form

a plot or scheme ;—to carry on a commerce of

forbidden love.

Intriguer, (in-treg'er) n. One who intrigues.

Intrinsic, (in-tiin'aik) a. [L. intra and mm*.]

Inward ; internal ; genuine ; real ; essential ;

inherent.

Intrinsically, (in-trin'sik-al-le) adv. Internally;

in its nature ; really ; truly.

Intro, (in 'i ru). [L.] A prefix signifying into.

Introduce, (in-tro-duV) v. t. [L. intro and ducere.]

To lead or bring in ; conduct or usher in ;—to

bring to be acquainted ;—to import, as foreign

goods ; to bring into practice, as a new fashion,

<fcc. ;—to open to notice ;—to bring before the

public.

Introduction, (in-tro-duk'shun) n. Act of intro

ducing ;—the act of making persons known to

each other ;—act of importing into a country;—

act of bringing into use or practice ; — the pre

liminary part of a speech or discourse ; — the

preface to a book.

Introductive, (in-tro-duk'tiv) a. Serving to in

troduce ; introductory.

Introductorily, (in - tro -duk'tor-e-le) adv. By

way of introduction.

Introductory, (in-tro-duk'tor-e) a. Serving to in

troduce ; previous ; preliminary ; prefatory.

Intromission, (in-tro-mish'uu) n. The act of

sending in ; — in Scots* law, the act of dealing

with or managing the effects or property of

another.

Intromit, (in-tro-mif) v. t. [L. intro and m Itlere. ]

To send in ; to let in ; to admit ;— to allow to

enter. [the inBide or interior.

Introspection, (in-tro-spek'shun) ft. A view of

Introspective, (in-tro-spekt'iv) a. Inspecting

within ; seeing inwardly.

Introvert, (in-tru-verf) v. t. [L. intro and ver-

tere.] To turn inward.

Intrude, (in-trood) v. i. [L. in and trvdere.] To

thrust one's self in ; to enter, unwelcome or un

invited, into company ; — to trespass ; to en

croach—r. (. To thrust in ;—to force into.

Intruder, (in-trood'er) n. One who intrudes.

Intrusion, (in-troo'zhun) n. Act of intruding;

entrance without right or welcome ; encroach

ment or trespass on the property or possessions

of another.

Intrusive, (in-troo'siv)a. Apt to intrude; enter

ing without right or welcome ;—forward.
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Intrusively, (in-trod'siv-le) adv. Without invita

tion or welcome ; forwadly.

Intrusiveness, (in-troO'siv-nes) n. The act of

entering without permission or invitation ;—

forward or impertinent spirit.

Intrust, (in-trustf) v. t. To deliver in trust ; to

confide to the care of ; to commit ; to consign.

Intuition, (in-tu-ish'un) n. [L. intveri.] Act

of looking into ; the faculty of at once discern

ing or apprehending the true nature of an ob

ject, person, motive, &c.—direct understanding

without the process of reasoning or inference ;—

a simple idea or conception.

Intuitive, (in-tu'it-iv) a. Having an immediate

knowledge or perception of ;—acquired by intui

tion without reasoning; formod in the mind

naturally or unconsciously.

Intuitively, (in-tu'it-iv-le) adv. In an intuitive

manner;—by immediate perception ; naturally.

Intwine, (in-twin7) t'. (. To twine or twist into

or together ; to wreathe. [twining.

Intwinement, (in-twin'ment) n. The act of in-

Intwist, (in -twist) v. t. To twist together.

Inumbrate, (in-um'brat) v. t. [L. in and v.mbra.]

To shade.

Inundate, (in-un'dftt) v. t. [L. in and undo.] To

overflow ; to deluge ; to flood ;— to fill with an

overflowing abundance.

Inundation, (in-un-dfl'shun) «. Act of inundat

ing : a flood ; — au overflowing or superfluous

abundance.

Inure, (in-urO v. t. [Prefix in and if re, L. vsura.]

To expose in use or practice ; to harden ; to ha

bituate ; to accustom ; — v.i. To be applied ;

to serve to the use or benefit of. [habit.

Inurement, (in-ur'meut) n. Use; practice;

Inurn, (in-urnO v. t. To bury ; to intomb.

Inutility, (in-u-til'e-te) n. Usolessness.

Invade, (in-vad')v. t [L. in and vadere.] To

enter with hostile intentions; to assault;—to

infringe ; to violate.

Invader, (in-vad'er) w. One who invades; an

assailant; an encroacher.

Invalid, (in-val'id) a. [L. tit and validits.] Of

no weight ; — having no force ; void ; null ;—

feeble ; infirm ; sick.

Invalid, (in'val-ed) n. A person who is weak and

infirm ; a person Bickly or indisposed.

Invalid, (in-val-cdO v. t. To enrol on the list of

invalids in the military or naval service.

Invalidate, (in-val'id -at) v. t. To destroy the

validity or efficacy of; to make null and void,

as a deed or contract ;—to show the weakness

or futility of, as an argument.

Invalidity, (in-va-lid'e-te) n. Want of bodily

strength ; —want of legal force or obligation ;—

want of argumentative weight or relevancy.

Invaluable, (in - val u-a-bl)o. [Prefix in and

valuable.'] Incapable of being valued; inestima

ble; priceless.

Invaluably, (in-val'u-a-ble) adv. Inestimably.

Invariable, (in-va're-a-bl) a. [L. in and varius.]

Constant ; immutable ; unalterable ; uniform.

Invariableness, (in-va're-a-bl-nes) n. Constancy

of state, condition, or quality ; unchangeable-

nosfl.

Invariably, (in-vii're-a-ble) adv. Without altera

tion or change ; constantly; unchangeably.

Invasion, (in-v&'zhun) n. Act of encroaching

upon the rights of another; violation; infringe

ment ;—a warlike or hostile entrance into the

possessions or domains of another ;—incursion.

Invective, (in-vekt'iv) n. A severe or violent

utterance of censure or reproach ; sarcasm ;

satire.

Invective, (in-vekt'iv) a. [L. invectivut, from

invehere.] Satirical; abusive; railing.

Inveigh, (in-vaO v. i. [L. in andwftere.] To ex

claim or rail against ; to express reproach.

Inveigle, (in-vfi'gl) v.t. [Norm. F. enveogler.]

To persuade to evil by arts or flattery; to entice ;

to seduce ; to wheedle.

Inveiglement, (in-ve'gl-ment) n. Act of inveigl

ing ; enticement ; seduction.

Invent, (in -vent') v.t. [L. in and venire.] To

discover, commonly by study or inquiry; to con

trive or produce something new ; to devise ;—

to frame by the imagination ; to construct, as

plot, incidents, or characters ; — to forge ; to

fabricate.

Invention, (in-ven'shun) it. Act of finding out ;

power of designing or contriving ;—discovery of

a new power in nature, contrivance of a median -

ism, formation of a design, and the application

of such to the industrial arts ; — fabrication ;

forgery ; — the artistic power of selecting and

adapting materials to the proposedend ordesign.

Inventive, (in-vent'iv) a. Able to invent ; quick

at contrivance.

Inventiveness, (in-vent'iv-nes) n. The faculty

of inventing.

Inventor, (in-vent'er) n. One who finds out

something new ; a contriver.

Inventory, (in'ven-tor-e) rt. \L. inrentarium.] A

list of the property of which a person or estate

is found to be possessed ; — any catalogue of

movables, goods, wares, and the like.

Inventory, (in'ven-tor-e) t?. t. To make a list,

catalogue, or schedule of.

Inverse, (in-vers1) a. [L. invenu*.] Opposite in

order or relation ; reciprocal ;—inverted.

Inversely, (iu-versle) adv. In an inverted order

or manner.

Inversion, (in-ver'shun) n. Act of inverting ;—

change of order or time ; — change of place,

operation, arrangement, or position.

Invert, (in-vertf)*.'-. [L. in. &ud vertere.} To txtro

over; to put upside down ; to place in a con

trary order ; to give a contrary direction to.

Invertebrate, (in-ver'te-brat) ju An »nimal

having no vertebral column.

Invertebrate, (in-ver'te-brat) a. Destitute of a

backbone ; having no vertebrae ; invertebroX

Invertedly, (in-vgrt'ed-le) adv. In a contrary or

reversed order.

Invest, (iii-vest') v. t. [h. in and restive.] To

put garments on ; to dress : — to endow ;— to

clothe, as with office or authority ;—to grace ;

to bedeck ; — to surround; to lay siege to :— to

place or lay out, as money in the funds or pro

perty ;—v. i. jTo make an investment.

Investigable, (in-vcs'tc-ga-bl) a. Admitting of

being investigated or searched out-.

Investigate, (in-ves'te-gilt) r. t. [h. in and reiti-

f/ivm.] To follow up; to search into; to inquire

into ; to examine.

Investigation, (in-ves-te-gu'shun) i*. Act of in

vestigating; research; study; inquiry; exami

nation.

Investigator, (in-ves'te-gitt-er) «. One> who

searches diligently into a subject.

Investiture, (in-vest'e-tOr) n. The action of, or

the right of giving possession of any mamr,

office, or benefice.

Investment, (iu-vest'ment) n. Action of invest

ing ;—act of besieging by an armed force ;
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hying out of money in some species of projwrty,

asoally of a permanent nature.

Icnteracy, (in-vet'er-a-se) n. Long continuance,

or the firmness or deep-rooted obstinacy of any

Qa&u'ty or state acquired by time.

Inveterate, (in-vet'er-at) a. [L. in and rein*.]

Firmly established by long continuance ; obsti

nate ; deep-rooted ;—confirmed ; habitual.

IsTeteratelv, (in-vefer-at-le) adv. With obeti-

1 nacy; Tiofently.

laridimu, (in-vid'e-us) a. [h. inridumw.] En

able ; desirable ;—likely to incur ill-will or to

proroke envy ; hateful ;—envious ; malignant.

^ridiouily, (in-vid'e-ua-le) adv. In a manner to

proroke envy or hatred ; — malignantly ; envi-

.<s?Jy- [of provoking envv or hatred.

gJUflWnew, (in-vid'e-ua-nes) n. The quality

knrorate. (in-vig/or-at) v. t. [L. in and vigor.]

To pre vigour to ; to strengthen ; to animate.

uttgwi£on, (in-vig-or-a'shun) n. Act of invigo

rating, or state of being invigorated.

mobility, (in-vin-se-bil'e-te) n. Quality of

«ia? invincible ; invindbleness.

IaTineible, (in-viu'se-bl) a. [F. from L. rincere.]

Jmapable of being conquered or overcome.

iiriacibly, (in-vin'ae-ble) adv. Unoonquerablv.

»atMlabiuty, <in-vl-d-hvbil'e-te) n. Quality of

«m? inviolable : inviolableness.

-vioUile, (in-vi'o-la-bl) a. Not to be profaned

* poilated ; sacred ;—not to be broken : obli-

ptorj :—not susceptible of wound or hurt.

muUbiy, (in-vi'6-la-ble) adv. Without pro-

aoation ; without breach or failure ; sacredly ;

•trictjjr.

•"islate, (in-vi'o-lat) a. [L. m and riolore.]

Cnhort ; tin profaned ; unpolluted ; unbroken.

-viability, (in-viz-e-hil'e-te) n. State of being

lorieibie.

kriiOue, (in-viz'e-bl) a. [F., L. in and vinere,

1 /*?**-) Incapable of being seen; imperceptible.

^uiiWy, (in-viz'e-ble) adv. In a manner to

•"ape the sight.

lCTJi»a<m. (in-ve-ta'shun) n. Act of inviting ;

felicitation ; personal request.

i «**«, (in-vit) v. t. [L. inritare.] To ask ; to

^qtwrt ; uptcially, to ask to an entertainment

| °r viait ;—to allure ; to induce by hope or pro-

mae;—p. i. To ask or call to any thing pleasing.

J3*?*, fin-vit'gr) n. One who invites.

i£Tftittgly, (in-vit'ing-le) adv. In a manner to

write or allure ; temptingly.

*swctte, (in'vo-kit) v. t. [L. in and vocart.]

To ad on in supplication ; to address in prayer.

iaw«non, (in-v6-k2'sbun)n. Act of addressing

m prayer ;—act of calling for the assistance or

pwsenceof any divinity;—judicial call, demand,

, m order.

"jjjfiJin'vois) n. [F. envoyer.) A written ac-

I ^amt of the particulars of merchandise shipped

**_ "ent to a purchaser, consignee, factor, fiO.,

*tto the value or prices and charges annexed.

«▼«€«, (in-voia');v. t. To make a written account

f;f, m goods ; to insert in a priced list.

"▼we, <ua-v6k0 v. t. To invite earnestly or

*>«mnly ; — to address in prayer ; to beg for

,a*istance.

^voluntarily, (in-vol'un-tar-e-le) adv. Not by

.**■ : not spontaneously; against one's wilL

involuntary, (in-vol'un-tir-e) a. [L. in and vol-

*JttoM.} Unwilling; not proceeding from choice;

^'Urtrained :—not affecting the will or choice ;

'"dependent : spontaneous.

iMahite, (uYvc-lut) n. A curve traced by the

end of a string wound upon another curve, or

unwound from it.

Involute, (in'vd-lut) a. [L. involutu*, pp. of in-

rolrerf.) Rolled inward from the edges.

Involution, (in- vo-lu'shun) n. [L. involutio.]

Action of involving ;—state of being involved ;

complication; — the act or process of raising a

quantity to any power assigned.

Involve, (in-volv') v. t. [L. in and volvere.]

To envelop;— to inwrap;—to comprise; to im

ply;—to intwist; hence, to complicate : to en

tangle;—to bring into difficulties or debt; to

embarrass ;—to multiply a number or quantity

any number of tiroes by itself.

Invulnerability, (in-vul-ner-a-biTe-te) n. Quality

or state of being invulnerable.

Invulnerable, (in-vul'ner-a-bl) a. Incapable of

being wounded, or of receiving injury.

Inward, (in'werd) a. [A.S. iniceard.) Internal ;

—intimate; familiar ;—seated in the mind or

souL

Inward, (in'werd) n. That which is inward or

within ; tijKcially, in the plural, the viscera.

Inward, (in'werd) adv. Toward the inside;—

into the mind or thought*) :—also Inwards.

Inwardly, (in'werd le) adv. In the inner parts ;

—in the heart ; privately ; secretly.

Inweave, (in-wev *) v. t. To weave together ; to

intermix or intertwine by weaving.

Inwrap, (in-rapO r. t. To cover by wrapping ; to

infold ;—to involve in difficulty or perplexity.

Inwreatho, (in-reTH') v. 1. To surround, as with

a wreath. [or among other things.

Inwrought, (in-rawf) n . Wrought or worked in

Iodine, (i'6-din) n. [G. ion and eido*. ] A gray

ish or bluish-black solid, of a metallic lustre,

obtained from the ashes of sea-weed. It is used

in medicine as a counter-irritant, as in glandu

lar affections, or for blistering, Ac.

Ionic, (i-on'ik) «. Pertaining to Ionia, in Greece;

—pertaining to the dialect,

music, or philosophy of j

Ionia;—especially denoting ^

the second of the Grecian j

orders of architecture, dis

tinguished by the plain

concave moulding of the

shaft, and the volute of

the capital, which was

probably suggested by the

incurvation of an animal's

horn. •

Iota.(I-6'ta)«. [G.] Atittle;

a very small quantity or

degree ; a jot Tonic.

Ipecacuanha. (ip-iVkak-u-uii u) n. [Braz.]..An

emetic substance, nauseous and bitter, obtained

from the loots of several South American

plants.

It, (ir). A prefix—a form of in.

Irascibility, (I-ras-e-biTe-te) n. Quality of being

irascible; irritability of temper.

Irascible, (I-ras'e-bl) a. [L. irateibili*.] Sus

ceptible of anger ; easily provoked ; irritable.

Irascibly, (I-rase-ble) adv. In an irascible man

ner, [sentment.

Ire, (ir) n. [L. ira.) Anger ; wrath ; keen re-

Ireful, (ir'fool) a. Full of ire; angry ; wroth.

Iridescence, (i-re-des'ens) n. Exhibition of col

ours like those of the rainbow.

Iridescent, (i-re-deVent) a, [L. iri*.] Having

oolours like the rainbow.

Iris, (i'ris) «, [L., G irit.] The rainbow; —en
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appearance resembling the rainbow ; — a col

oured membrane at the anterior part of the eye,

and perforated by the pupil ;—a genua of tuber

ous rooted plants.

Irish, (Irish) a. Pertaining to Ireland.

Irish, (Irish) n. A native or inhabitant of Ire-

laud ;—the language of tiic Irish.

Irk, (erk) v. t. [A-S. carg, Ger. <trg,] To weary;

to give pain to—used impersonally.

Irksome, (erk'sum) a. Wearisome ; tiresome ;

giving uneasiness ; tedious ; troublesome ; an

noying, [manner.

Irksomely, (erk'suni-le) adv. In a wearisome

Irksomeneu, (erk ' sum - nes) n . Tediousness ;

wearisomeness.

Iron, (furn) n, [A.-S. ircn.) One of the metallic

elements. It is hard, and very malleable when

hot, and oxidizes under moisture. It is very

widely diffused, and the most useful of all the

metals;—an instrument or utensil madeof iron;

—pi. Fetters ; chains ; manacles ; hand-cuffs.

Iron, (Turn) a. Made of iron ;—resembling iron

in colour ;—like iron in hardness, strength, &C.;

hence, robust ; vigorous ;—stern ; severe.

Iron, (Mini) v. t. To smooth with a heated flat-

iron ;—to fetter or hand-cuff;—to arm with iron.

Iron-bound, (i'urn-bound) a. Bound with iron;

—faced or surrounded with rocks.

Iron-clad, (i'urn-klad) n. A vessel prepared for

naval warfare by having the parts above water

plated with iron.

lion-foundry, (Turn- found 're) n. Place where

iron is smelted, puddled, or cast.

Ironical, (i-ron'ik-al) a. Pertaining to irony ;—

expressing one thing and meaning the opposite.

Ironically, (i-ron'ik-al-le) attv. By way of irony.

Iron-monger, (i'urn-muug-ger) n. A dealer in

iron wares or hardware.

Iron-mould, (i' urn-mold) n. A spot on linen or

other like fabric by contact of rusty iron with

the cloth when moist or damp :—also iron rust.

Iron-smith, (lurii-smith) n, A worker in iron;

—blacksmith ; locksmith, ore.

Iron-work, (I'urn-wurk) n. Any thing made of

iron ;—pi. A furnace where iron is smelted, or

a forge, rolliog-mill, or foundry.

Irony, (i'tirn-e) a. Made or consisting of iron;

partaking of iron ;—resembling iron ; hard.

Irony, (i'run-e) n. [L. ironia. ] A kind of ridicule

which exposes the errors or faults of others by

seeming to adopt, approve, or defend them.

Irradianoe, (ir-rii'de-ans) n. Emission of rays of

light ;—effulgence ;—lustre ; dazzling light.

Irradiate, (ir-nVdo-at) v.t. [L. irradiare.) To

cast a bright light upon ; to brighten ;—to en

lighten intellectually ; to illuminate ; — to ani

mate by light or heat ;—to decorate with glit

tering ornaments;— v.i. To emit rays; to

shine upon.

Irradiate, (ir-ra'de-at) a. Adorned with bright

ness or glittering ornaments.

Irradiation, (ir-ra-de-a'sbun) n. Act of emitting

beams of light ; —illumination ; brightness ;—

intellectual light.

Irrational, (ir-rash'un-al) a. [L. in and ratio.]

Not rational ; void of understanding ;—absurd.

Irrationality, (ir-rash-un-al'e-te) n. Want of

reason or the powers of understanding.

Irrationally, (ir-rash'un-al-le) adv. Without rea

son; in a manner contrary to reason; absurdly.

Irreclaimable, (ir-re-klara'a-bl) a. [In and re-

ctahnable.] Incapable of being reclaimed ; lost

beyond recovery ;—incorrigible.

In an iIrreclaimably, (ir-re-klam'a-ble) adv.

claimable manner.

Irreconcilable, (ir-rek-on-su'a-bl) a. Incapable of

being appeased; implacable;—incapable of being

made to agree ; incompatible ; inconsistent.

Irreconcilably, (ir-rek-on-sil'a-ble) adv. la a

manner that precludes reconciliation.

Irrecoverable, (ir-re-kuv'er-a-bl) o. Not capable

of being recovered, remedied, or regained ;—

irreparable ; irretrievable ; irremediable. _ z

Irrecoverably, (ir-rC-kuv'cr-a-ble) adr. In an

irrecoverable manner ; beyond recovery.

Irredeemable, (ir-re-dem'a-bl) a. Not redeem

able ; — not subject to be paid at the nominal

value. [be redeemable.

Irredeemably, (ir-re-dera'a-ble) adv. So as not to

Irreducible, (ir-rt-dus'e-bl) a. Incapable of being

brought into a different state or furm.

Irrefragable, (ir-ref 'ra-ga-bl) o. Incapable of

being refuted ; undeniable ;—unanswerable.

Irrefragably, (ir-ref'ra-ga-ble) adv. With cer

tainty beyond refutation ; incontrovertibly.

Irrefutable, (i r-re-fu t'a-bl) a. 1 ucapable of being

refuted or disproved.

Irregular, (ir-reg'u-ler) a. [L. in and reg^la.]

Not regular ; unsystematic ; immethodical ;—

not according to established customs ; anoma

lous ; not conformable to nature ; abnormal ;—

not straight, as a line ; eccentric ; — contrary to

the rules of art ; extravagant ;—deviating from

moral law or principle ; vicious ; — changeable ;

—deviating from the ordinary inflectional ter

minations ;—disorderly ; wild.

Irregular, (ir-reg'u-ler) n. A soldier who is not

in the regular service or army.

Irregularity, (ir-reg-u-lar'e-te) n. State of being

irregular; deviation from, established form, cus

tom, or rule ;—deviation from rectitude: au act

of vioe. [method, or order.

Irregularly, (ir-regfu-ler-le) adv. Without rule.

Irrelevancy, (ir-rel'e-van-se) h. Quality of not

being applicable, or of not serving to support.

Irrelevant, (ir-rel'e-vant) a. Not relevant ; not

applicable or pertinent.

Irrelevantly, (ir-rel'6-vant-le) adv. In an irrele

vant manner.

Irreligion, (ir-re-ly'un) n. Want of religion or

contempt of it ;—ungodliness ; impiety.

Irreligious, (ir-re-lij 'e-us) a. Destitute of re

ligion ; impious ; ungodly ;—profane ; wicked.

Irreligiously, (ir-re-iy'e-us-le) adv. With im

piety ; wickedly.

Irremediable, (ir-re-me'de-a-bl) a. Not to be re-

mediod, cured, corrected, or redressed.

Irremediably, (ir-re-me'de-a-ble) adv. In a man

ner or degree that precludes remedy or cor

rection.

Irremiaaible, (ir-re-mis'e-bl) a. That can not be

passed by or forgiven ; unpardonable.

Irremovable, (ir-re-moov'a-bl) o. That can not

be moved ; fixed ; unalterable ;—indeposnM*

Immovably, (ir-re-moov'a-ble) adr. So as not

to admit of removal.

Irreparability, (ir-rep-ar-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality or

state of being irreparable.

Irreparable, (ir-rep ar-a-bl) a. Incurable; irre

trievable ; irrecoverable.

Irreparably, (ir-rep ar-a-ble) adr. In an irrepara

ble manner; beyond cure or recovery.

Irrepealable, (ir-re-peTa-bl) a. Not capable of

being repealed.

Irreprehensible, (ir-rep-re-hens'e-bl) a. Not re-

preliensible ; not to be blamed or censured.
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Irrepressible, (ir-re-presVbl) a. Not capable of

wing repressed.

Irrepresaibly, (jr-re-presVble) adv. In a man-

«fw *iegre« that can not be repressed.

Iwpro«hAbIe, ( ir-re-proch'a-bl ) a. Incapable

of being justly reproached; free from blanie.

wreproftchably, (ir - re - proch ' a - ble) adv. In a

^manner not to deserve reproach ; blamelessly.

Irreprovable, (ir-re-proov'a-bl) a. Incapable of

bang justly reproved ; blameless ; upright

irresistibility, (ir-re-zistre-bil'e-te) n. Quality of

»ng irresistible. [successfully resisted.

unostible, (ir-re-zist'e-bl)fr. Incapable of being

llT**i*tibly, (ir-re-zist'e-ble) adv. In a manner

Owtobt successfally resisted or opposed.

•^resolute, (ir-rez'o-lut) a. Infirm or inconstant

* purpose ; undecided ; undetermined.

-™olutely, (ir-rez'd-lut-le) adv. Without firm-

«• of mind ; without decision.

^resolution. (ir-rez-6-lu'shun) n. Want of deter-

oniation or decision;—vacillation.

™iTtble,(a-.re.zolv'a-bl)o. Incapable of

^ngresoJTed. fspect or regard.

irrespective, (ir-re-apekt'iv) a. Not having re- j

^■respectively, (ir-re-spekfiv-le) adv. Without

i ^prf ; not taking circumstances into con-

oatnuon. [tion,

^"■PWble, (ir-r5-spirVbl)a. Unfit for respira- !

^^oniibility, (ir-re-spons-e-bil'e-te) n. Want l

« rwpoiwibility.

«w»?on*iMe, (ir-re-spons'e-bl) a. Not responsi- |

"* ; not liable or able to answer for conse-

■twncea.

^responsibly, fir-re-spons'e-hle) adv. Ho as not

to be responsible or accountable.

^■mnevable, (ir-rG-trev'a-bl) a. Incapable of

rworery or repair ;—irreparable ; irrecoverable, i

"TrtrievaWy, (ir-rfi-trevVble) adv. Irreparably. |

-Ttrerence, (ir-rev^er-ens) n. Want of due re- I

ani or veneration toward the being, name, and

ji*1-** ^*otl -~a ^^^teU) impious, scoffing state

"rtTereat,(ir-rev/er-«nt) a. Not entertaining or

G-wifesting duo regard to the Supreme Being;

—•anting in respect ; — expressive of irrever-

?!**?• [irreverent manner.

■^*Jtteatlyt (ir-rev'er-ent-le) adv. In an

i™*ttsible, (ir-re-ve.rsVbl) a. Incapable of

.^^greversed. ;—irrevocable ; unchangeable.

^WitriiMy, (ir-re-vfrs'e-ble) adv. In a manner

*bich precludes reversal or repeal.

T^wable, (ir-rev'6-ka-bl) a. Incapable of

!*«og recalled or revoked.

lfr«*otably, (ir-rev'6-ka-ble) adv. Beyond re-

**fl; in a manner precluding recall or reversion.

Jnftt«,(ir-re-gILt') «*• (• fL. irri'jarc] To water,

a land, by causing a stream to flow over it

j^^Cstion, (ir-re-g&'shun) n. Act of watering,

imtability, (ir-rit-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

T***iiT irritated.

™*U, (ir'rit-a-bl) a. Capable of being irri

tated;—easily exasperated, as temper;—suscep-

$Ue of heat or action, as animal organism.

^ubly, (ir'rit-a-blc) ad p. In an irritable man

ner.

*rr&aat, (ir'rit-ant) a. [L. irritant.] Irritating,

^.tant (ir'rit-ant) n. That which irritates ;

»»*i which in any way causes pain, heat, or

t*naion.

Ifntate, (irVit-at) r. t. [L. ii-ritare.] To excite

he»t and redness in, as the skin or flesh ; — to

1 recreate toe action or violence of;—to exasper-

*** ; to provoke.

Irritation, (ir-rit-a'shun) n. Act of irritating;

rTrovocation ; exasperation ;—the act of exciting

heat, redness, action in the skin or flesh by fric

tion or external stimulus.

Irritatory, (irrit-a-tor-e) a. Exciting.

Irruption, (ir-rup'shun) n. [L. irruptio.] A

breaking or violent rushing into a place;—a sud

den invasion.

Is, (iz) v.i. [A.-S. is, L. est.} The third person

singular of the substantive verb in the indicative

mood, present tense.

Isinglass, (i'zing-glas) n. [Icing and ptass.] A

semi-transparent.wliitishformofgelatinejchiefly

prepared from the air-bladders of various species

of sturgeons.

Islamism, (is'lam-izm)*. The faith or creed of

the Mohammedans ; Mahometanism.

Island, (i'land) n. [A.-S. ealond.] A tract of

land surrounded by water ;—a large, floating

mass resembling an island.

Islander, (Hand-er) n. An inhabitant of an island.

Isle, (II) 7i. [F. Ult, L. insula.] An island.

Islet, (i'let) n. [Diminutive of Ult.] A little isle.

Iso, (i'so). [G.] A prefix signifying equality or

co-ordination.

Isochromatic, (i-«»-kr6-mat'ik) a. [G. isos and

chroma.] Having the same colour.

Isochronal, (i-so'kron-al) a. [G. iron and chronos.]

Uniform in time ; performed in equal times:—

also Isochronous.

Isochronism, - (I-uVkron-izm) a. The quality of

being uniform in time, or perforated in equal

times.

Isolate, (is'6-lat) v. t. [It isolarc.] To place in a

detached situation ; to insulate ;—to separate

from other substances; to obtain in a pure state.

Isolation, (is-o-la'shun) n. State of being isolated.

Isomeric, (i-sd-nier'ik) a. [G. isos and mcros.]

Consisting of the same elements, and in the

same proportions, but with different properties.

Isometric, (i-so-met'rik) o. [G. isos and metrow.]

Pertaining to, or characterized by, equality of

measure.

Isomorphism, (I-fo-mor'fizm) n. [G. isos and

nwrphe.] A similarity of crystalline form with

difference of composition or atomic proportion.

Isosceles, (i-Bos'se-lez) a. [G. i*os and slelos.]

Having two legs or sides that are

equal— said of a triangle.

Isothermal, (i-sd-thenu'al) a. [G.

i*os and therms.] Having equal

heat or uniform temperature.

Israelite, (iz'ra-el-it) n. A descen

dant of Israel or Jacob ; a Jew.

Israelitish, (iz-rii-el-it'ish) a. ■

Pertaining to Israel ; Jewish ; Isoscelta

Hebrew. [of being issued.

Issuable, (ish'66-a-bl) a. [From issue.] Capable

Issue, (iah'60) n. [F. issir.] Act of passing or

flowing out ; egress ; exit ;—means of passage ;

outlet;—act ofsending out ; delivery ;—the whole

number sent out at one time ; edition :—event ;

consequence ;—result ; end ; termination ; con

clusion ;—progeny ; offspring ;—flux of blood ;

flow of pus ;—-a fontanel ;—in lair, the specific

point in a suit between two parties needing to

be determined.

Issue, (ish'oo) v.i. To pass or flow out;— to

proceed, as from a source ;—to spring out of, as

progeny; — to be produced, as an effect; to

result ;—to grow from ; to accrue ;—to come to a

point in fact or law ;—to close ; to end ;—v. t.

fo send out; to put into circulation, aa notes;—

 

X
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to deliver for use, as provisions from a store :—

to set forth with authority, as an order or writ.

Isthmian, (ist'me-an) a. Pertaining to an isthmus.

Isthmus, (ist'mus) a, (L.. O. isthmos.] A narrow

atrip of land by which two continents are con

nected, or by a peninsula united to the main

land.

It(it) pron. [A.-S. hit, h. id, Skr.it.] An im

personal pronoun, the neuter of he, and applied

to objects without sex, to things, or to persons

treated as things ;—a substitute for any word of

the neuter gender ;—a substitute for the state

or condition of a person or affair ;—the nomi

native case to an impersonal verb.

Italian, (it-tal'yan) a. Of or pertaining to Italy,

its inhabitants, or their language.

Italian, (it-tal'yan) n. A native or naturalized

inhabitant of Italy ; — the language used in

Italy or by the Italians.

Italianize, (it-tal'yau-iz) v. i. To play the Italian ;

to speak Italian.

Italic, (it-tal'ik) a. Relating to Italy.

Italics, (it-tal'iks) n. Italic letters or characters,

as the letters in which this clause it printed.

Italicize, (it-taTe-siz) v. t. To write or print in

Italic characters.

Itch, (ich) n. fA.-S. gictha.] A cutaneous dis

ease forming small watery pustules with a sense

of irritation ;—the sensation occasioned by the

disease ; a constant irritating desire for novelty.

Itch, (ich) v. i. To feel a particular uneasiness

in the skin, which inclines the person to scratch

the part ;—to have a constant or teasing incli

nation ; to covet ; to desire, as bribe or gift.

Itchiness, (ich'e-nes) n, State of being itchy.

Itchy, (ich'e) a. Infected with the itch.

Item, (i'tem) adv. [L.J Also ; at the same time.

Item, (i'tem) n. ,v Au article ; a particular.

Item, (i'tem) v. t. To make a note or memoran

dum of. [a second time ; to repeat.

Iterate, (ifer-at) v. t. [L. iterare. ] To utter or do

Iteration, (it-er-a'shun) n, Recital or perform

ance a second time ; repetition.

Iterative, (it'er-at-iv) a. Repeating.

Itinerancy, (i-tin'er-an-se) vi. A passing from

place to place.

Itinerant, (i-tin'er-ant) a. [L. iter.] Passing or

travelling about a country ; wandering.

Itinerant, (i-tin'er-ant) ft. One who travels from

place to place, particularly a preacher.

Itinerantly, (i-tin'er-ant-le) adv. In an un

settled or wandering manner.

Itinerary, (I-tiu'er-ar-e) lb An account of travels,

or of places and distances aB a guide to travellers.

Itinerary, (i-tin'er-ar-e) a. Travelling; passing

from place to place, or done on a journey.

Itself, (it-self) pron. The neuter reciprocal pro

noun, or substitute applied to things.

Ivory, (i'vo-re) n. [h. ebur.] The hard, fine

grained substance constituting the tusks of the

elephant;—any white organic structure resem

bling ivory;—the teeth.

Ivory, (i'v6-re) a. Hade of ivory ; — hard and

smooth, like ivory.

Ivory-black, (i'v6-ro-blak) n. A kind of charcoal

in jwwder, made by charring ivory or bones.

I*yt 0've) *■ [A. -8. ifig. ] An epiphytic climbing

plant, common in Europe. Itsleavesare dark,

smooth, shining, and five-pointed ; the flowers

yellowish and small; the berries black or yellow .

Ivy-mantled, (Tve-man-tld) a. Overgrown with

ivy ; covered with ivy.

Izard, (ia/ard) ft. The wild goat of tlie Pyrenaon

mountains.

Izzard, (iz'zard) ft. [Probably a corruption of s

hard.] The letter z—formerly so called.

Jfjfy the tenth letter and seventh articula

tion or consonant of the English alphabet,

has been added in modern days, the letter i

being written formerly in words where j is now

used. The sound is the same as that of g soft,

as in genius.

Jabber, (jab'er) v. i. [D. gabbern, F. jaboler, Eng.

gab, gibe.] To chatter; to prate; to talk rapidly

or indistinctly ;—v. (. To utter rapidly or in

distinctly ; to blurt out confusedly or inco

herently, [utterance of words.

Jabber, (jab'er) n. Rapid talk, with indistinct

Jack, (jak) n. [F. Jacques, James.] A nickname

or diminutive of John ;—a

saucy or paltry fellow ; an

upstart ; — a playing card

marked with the figure of

a servant;—a Bailor; a tar;

—a menial; a lad;—an in

strument to pull off boots:

—a portable machine for

raising heavy weights to a

small height:—a small en- Union Jack,

gine for turning a kitchen spit ;—the male of

certain animals ; — a leathern cup or drinking

horn :—a small bowl thrown out as a mark to

the bowlers. [Norm. F. jacque.] A buff coat

worn over armour ; — an ensign, pennon, or

flag. Union Jack, the British naval colours,

 

composed of a field of blue, bearing St George's

cross and St. Andrew's, both of which are red,

with a margin of white.

Jackal, (jak'awl) n. [Per. thagdl^ Skr. tripAfa.)

A carnivorous animal of India and Persia,

allied to the wolf. It is gregarious and noc

turnal in its habits, and remarkable for its

piercing wail.

Jackanapes, ( ink 'a n a] *) n. [Eng. jack and cpr. ]

A monkey;—a coxcomb ; an impertinent fellow.

Jackass, (jak'as) n. The male of the ass;—a dolt ;

a blockhead.

Jack-boots, (jfck'boote) ft. pi. Large boots reach

ing above the knee, and serving to protect the

leg.

Jackdaw, (jak daw) n. A native bird of the

genus Corrus, thievish and mischievous.

Jacket, (jak'et)n. [F. jaqttette.] A short, dece

garment, extending downward to the hips.

Jack-plane, (jak 'plan) ft, A plane of about

eigbtecn inches long, used by joiners for coarse

work.

Jack-towel, (jak/tow-el) ft. A long, endless

towel placed upon a roller.

Jacobine, (jak'6-bin) «. A Dominican friar ;—a

pigeon with a high tuft.

acobite, (jak'6-bit) n. [L. Jacobus, James.] A

partisan or adherent of James the Second, after

he abdicated the throne, and of his rtwosnriantt

ja.
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Jacobite, tjak'ô-bït) a. Pertaining to the parti

sans of James the Second of England : — also

Jacobitie,

Jaconet, (jak'ö-net) n. [F. jaeonat.] A thin

muslin fabric fur dressée, neck cloths, and the

like.

Jacquard, (jakltârd) п. ¡So named from the in

ventor, Jacquard.] An appendage to a weaver's

loom for producing figured goods both in silk

and cotton, and also for the weaving of carpets.

Jade, (jad) it. [Of Orientalorigin.] A stone of a

dark-green colour, used for ornamental pur

poses.

Jade, (jud) л. [Provincial Eng. yaud.] A mean

or poor horse ;—a mean woman ; a wench.

Jade, (jad) r. t. To tire out ;—to exhaust by ex

cessive labour of any kind ;—v. i. To become

weary ; to sink ; to lose spirit.

Jidish, (jad'iah) a. Vicious ; bod ; like a jade.

Jas;, (jag) n. [W., Ir., & Gael, gag.) A notch ;

a ragged protuberance ;— in botany, a cleft or

division. [those of a saw ; to notch.

Jag, (jag) r. t. To cut into notches or teeth like

Jagged, (j&g'ed) a. Having notches or teeth ;

cleft ; uneven :—also jaggy.

Jaggedлess, (jag'ed-nes) n. Stateof beingjagged;

uneven iicss.

Jaguar, (jag^wàr) n. [Braz. jagodra.] A car

nivorousanimal of the genus Felis, marked with

large dark circular spots, and resembling the

ou nee or panther.

Jah, (jili) n. [H.] The Living One : Jehovah.

Jail. (j,\l)n, [F. geole.] A prison; aplace for

the confinement of persons arrested for debt or

for crime :—also gaol.

Jailer, (jäl'er) п. The keeper of a jail or prison.

Jalap, (jal'ap) n. [ Jalapa.] The root of a plant

found in Mexico. It is much used in powder

as a cathartic. [blind :—also jalousie.

Jalousy, (jalóos-?) n. [F.j A Venetian window

Jam, (jam) n. A mass of people crowded to

gether ; also, the pressure from a crowd ; — a

conserve of fruit boiled with sugar;—a kind of

muslin dress worn in India.

Jam, (jam) r. i. [Sans, yam.] To press; to crowd;

tu squeeze tight ; to wodge in.

Jamb, (jam) n. [F. jambe.] A supporter or

prop ;—the side-piece of a door, a fire-place, or

other aperturo in a building.

Jangle, (jaug'sl) v. i, [D. jangeltn.] To sound

harshly or discordantly, as bells out of tune ;—

to wrangle ;—г*, i. To causo to sound harshly.

Jamrle, (jang'gl) ». Discordant sound ; con

tention ; prate ; babble.

Jangler, (jang'glçr) » A wrangling, noisy fellow.

Janitor, (jan 'e- tor) n. [L. janua.) A door

keeper ; a porter.

Janizary, (jan'e-zár-e) ». [Turk. yenît&kéri.] A

soldier of the Turkish infantry.

Jansenism, (jan'sen-izni) ». Tho doctrine of

Jansen in regard to free will and grace, opposed

to that of the Jesuita.

January, (jan'u-ar-e) n. [L. Januarivu, from

Jaai'.s.] The first month of the year.

Japan, (ja-pan') ». [From the country so called.]

Work varnished and figured in the manner prac

tised by the natives of Japan ; — the peculiar

varnish or lacquer used in japanning metallic

or other articles.

Japan, (ja-pan') r. t. To cover with a thick coat

of hard, brilliant vnrnish ;—to black and gloss.

Japanese, (ja-pau-ez") a. Of or pertaining to

Japan.

Japanese, (ja-pan-èV) n. A native or inhabitant

of Japan ;—the language of Japan.

Japanner, (ja-pau'er) n. One who varnishes in

the manner of the Japanese.

Jar, (jar) v. í. [Ger. ierran, L. gaiTire.) To

vibrate harshly or discordantly ;—to clash ; to

interfere ; — to be inconsistent with ; to dis

agree ;— r. t. To cause to tremble ; to shake.

Jar, (jar) n. A rattling vibration of sound ; a

harsh noise: angry strife; — clash of interest

or opinions; discord;—stateof a door half open.

Jar, (jar) n. [Per. & A. jarrah.] A vessel, as of

earth or glass, with a large belly and narrow

mouth;—the measure contained in ajar.

Jargon, fjur'gun)«. [F.] Confused, unintelligible

talk or language ; gabble : gibberish ; — cant ;

slang. [which ripens early.

Jargonelle, (jàr'gnn-el) n. [F.] A variety of pear

Jarringly, (jar'ing-le) adv. In a jarring manner.

Jasmine, (jas'niin) n. [A. & Per. jâtaman.] A

climbing plant, bearing flowers of a peculiarly

fragrant odour:—also written jtMaminc.

Jasper, (jasper) ». [L., G. iaspis.] An opaque

variety of quartz, of red, yellow, and other col

ours, easily polished, and manufactured into

vases, seals, ¿c.

Jaundice, (j an 'die) n. [F. jaunis?*.] A disease

characterized by yellowness of the eyes, skin,

and urine, and supposed to be caused by a suf

fusion of the biliary secretions.

Jaundiced, (jan'dist) a. Affected with tho jaun

dice ; — prejudiced ; seeing with discoloured

organs.

Jaunt, ( jtint ) v. г. [F. jancer.] To ramble here

and there ; to make an excursion ; to stroll.

Jaunt, (jant) ». An excursion ; a ramble ; a

short journey for pleasure.

Jauntily, (jan'te-le) adv. In a jaunty manner.

Jauntineee, (jàn 'te -nee) п. Quality of being

jaunty ; showiness ; airiness.

Jaunty, (jan 'te) a. Airy; showy; flnicaL

Javelin, (javlin) n. [F. javeline.] A sort of

spear about five feet and a half long, anciently

used by horse or foot.

Jaw, (JHw) ». [F. joue. ] The bone of the mouth

in which the teeth are fixed ; hence, in the plu

ral, the mouth ¡—scolding ; abusive clamour ;—

any thing resembling the jaw of an animal in

form or action. [containing the teeth.

Jaw-bone, (jawTxin) it. The bone of the jaw

Jaw-fall, (jaw'fawl) n. Depression of the jaw;

hence, depression of spirits.

Jay, (J1"1) «■ (F. gtui.] A showy bird of the

genus Qamdu*, of red-brown colour above, and

a faint yellow below, and having a low, erectile

crest

Jealous, (Jel'us) a. [T. jaloux.] Suepicious ; ap

prehensive of rivalship ;—uneasy undei the fear

that another may or has engaged the affections

of one we love ;—eager for one's rights;—solicit

ous for the name or character of.

Jealously, (jel'iis-le) adv. With jealousy 01 sus

picion ; emulously.

Jealousy, (jel'ua-e-) ». Suspicious fear or appre

hension of rivalship in cases affecting one's Imp-

Îlineas ; hence, vigilance ; watchful care ;—so*

icitude for the honour or good name of ;—holy

indignation or displeasure with sin.

Jean, (,1'in) л. Л twilled cotton cloth.

Jeer, (jër) v. г. [Gor. tcherz.] To make a mock

of ;—v. t. To treat with derision;—deride; flout.

Jeer, (jfr) ». A railing remark or reflection; a

scoff ; taunt ; biting jest ; flout ; gibe ; meek.
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Jehovah, (jc-hova) n. [H.] The Living One ;

the " I am that I am."

Jehu, (jeTiii) n. | II. | One of the kings of Israel,

noted for hid furious driving;— a daring rider

or driver ;—a coachman.

Jejune, (je-j66n') a. [L. jtjanus.] Hungry;—

empty; vacant ;—barren ; dry ; uninteresting.

Jejuneness, (jC-joon'nes) n. Poverty ; peuury ;

—want of interesting matter in literary compo

sition ; baldness or dryness of style.

Jellied, fjel'lid) a. Brought to the consistence of

Jelly.

Jelly, (jel'e) n. [F. geUe.] A stiffened solution

of gelatine, gum, or the like ;—the inspissated

juice of fruits boiled with sugar; — a trans

parent gelatinous decoction of calves' feet, sea

soned with wine, lemon, &c, for the table.

Jelly-fish, (jel'e-fisli) n. One marine Bpecies of

radiate animals which have a jelly-like appear

ance.

Jennet, (jen'net) n. A small Spanish horse.

Jenny, (jcn'ne) n. (Corruption of pin, a contrac

tion of engine.] A machine for spinning.

Jeopard, (jep'ard) v. t. To put in danger ; to ex

pose to loss or injury ;—risk ; peril; endanger.

JeopardouB. (jep'urd-us) a. Exposed to danger ;

perilous ; hazardous.

Jeopardy, (jep-ard'e) n. [F. jeu partie.] Ex

posure to death, loss, or injury ;—danger; peril ;

risk.

Jereed, (Jo-red') u. A blunt javelin used by the

Turks, especially in their mock fights;—also

jerid.

Jeremiad, (jer-e-im'ad) n. [From Jeremiah.] A

tale of grief or complaint ; a lamentation.

Jerk, (Jerk) v. t. [O. Eng. girt; ' loel. jarki.] To

throw with a quick and suddenly arrested mo

tion ; to give a sudden pull, twitch, thrust, or

push ;—to cut into thin dices or strips, and dry

in the sun;— v. i. To move by starts:—also yerk.

Jerk, (jerk) n. A short, sudden thrust, push, or

twitcli ; a motion suddenly arrested ;—a spring.

Jerkin, (jerk'in) «. [D. jurk.] A jacket; a kind

of short coat or close waistcoat

Jerky, (j?rk'e) a. Fitful ; moving by starts.

Jersey, (jc,r'«) n. [From the island so called.]

The finest wool ; also, fine yarn of wool ;—a kind

of jacket of coarse woollen cloth.

Jesa,(jes)n. [L. jacttts.) A short Btrap of leather

or silk tied round the legs of a liawk, to fasten

it to the wrist.

Jessamine, (jes'a-min) n. Jasmine.

Jest, 0««t) n. [O. Eng. jut and gest.] A joke ;

something done or said in order to amuse ;—the

object of laughter or sport ; a laughing-stock.

Jest, (jest) t\ i. To make merriment by words

or actions; to joke;—to utter in sport;—to play

a part

Jester, (jeat'er) n. One given to jesting, sportive

talk, and merry pranks ;—a buffoon.

Jesting, (jest'ing) n. Joking; sportive wit.

Jestingly, (jest'ing-le) ativ. In fun ; sportively.

Jesuit, (jez'u-it) «. Oneofareligiousoruer found

ed by Loyola, in 1534, under the title of The

Society of Jesus;—a crafty person; an intriguer

—an opprobrious use of the word.

Jesuitic, (jez-G-it'ik) a. Pertaining to tho Jesu

its ; — designing ; cunning ; — prevaricating ;—

also Jesuitical.

JesuitiesJly, ( jez-u-it'ik-al-le) adv. In a Jesuiti

cal manner; craftily; cunningly.

Jesuitism, (jez'u-it-izra) n. The principles and

practices of the Jesuits ;—cunning : deceit.

Jet, (jet) n. [F. jayet.] A variety of lignite, of

a very compact texture, and velvet-black colour,

and often wrought into toys, buttons, jewellery,

&C

Jet,(jet)n. [L. jaclus.] A rush, as of water from

a pipe, or of flame from an orifice ; — a gua

bracket or burner.

Jet, (jet) v. i. To shoot forward ; to project : to

jut;—i*. (. To spout forth; to emit in a stream.

Jet-black, (jet'blak) a. Of the deepest black.

Jetty, (jet'e) n. [F. jette'e.] A part of a building

that projects beyond the rest ;—a kind of pier,

mostly constructed of timber, with open spaces

for the sea to play in.

Jetty, (jet'e) a. Made ofjet, or black as jet.

Jew, (juo)n. [L.Judaa.] A Hebrew or Israelite.

Jew, (joo) r. I. To cheat or defraud.

I Jewel, (joo'el) n. F. joyau.] An ornament of

dress ;—a precious stone ; a gem ;—any object

very highly valued ;—a name expressive ol

fondness. [jewols ;—to fit with a jewel.

Jewel, (joo'el) r. (. To dress or adorn with

Jeweller, (j66'el-er) «. One who makes or

deals in jewels and other ornaments.

Jewelry, (joo'el-re) n. Jewels in general ; tho

art or trade of a jeweller.

Jewess, (joo'es) n. A Hebrew woman.

Jewish, (joo'ish) a. Pertaining to the Jews.

Jewry, (jiio're) it. Judea ; a district inhabited

by Jews, and henco the name of a street in

London.

Jib, (jib) n. [Prov. Eng. jibs, tatters.] A large,

triangular stay-sail extended from the jib-boom

to fore topmast.

Jib-boom, (jtb'boom) n. A spar ran out from

the extremity of the bow-sprit,

JisT« 0*ff) »■ [F. gigue.) A light, brisk, musical

movement;— a frolicsome, quick dance; — a

piece of sport ; a trick.

J**- (J'g)r-(- To sort or separate by shakimr,

as ore ;—to trick or cheat ;—r.i. To d.iuce.

Jigger, (jigVr) u. [Eng. jig.] A miner who

sorts or cleans ore by passing it through a woe

sieve ;—a small tacfcle, consisting of a double

and single block and tho fall.

Jigot U'o'ot) «. [F. gigot.] A leg of mutton.

Jilt, (Hit) n, [Scot, gillet.] A woman who

capriciuusiy deceives her lover ; a coquette ; a

flirt

Jilt, (jM) *'■'• To encourage and then frus

trate the hopes of, as a lover ;—v.i. To play the

jilt

Jimp, (jimP) a- Neat ; handsome ; elegant of

shape ;—also, short in measure ; scant [Sx»t ]

Jingle, (jiug'gl) v. i. To sound with a fine

sharp rattle; to clink; — r.i. To cause iu

sound, as a little bell, or as pieces of metal.

Jingle, ding'gl) n. A rattling or clinking sound,

as of little bells or pieces of metal ;—corres

pondence of Bound in rhymes.

Job, (j°D) n- [&■ modification of chop.] A

pieco of work ;—labour undertakeu at a stated

price, or paid for by the hour or day ;—a

lucrative business or transaction ;—any public

work, contract, Ac, turned to personal or

private advantage ,—a selfish, mean, or dirty

transaction ;—a stab or prick with a pointed

instrument.

Job, (jo«) v-f. To hire by the job or period of

use and service ; to buy and sell as a broker ;

—to strike or stab with a sharp instrument ;

—v.i. To perform pioces of work ; to work bj

the job.
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Jobber, (jor/er) n. A worker by the job;—one

who purchases good* from importers, and sells

to retailers ;—one who turns official actions to

private advantage.

Jockey, (jok'e) n. (Diminutive of John.] A

man who rides horses in a race ;—a dealer in

bones ;—one who cheats in trade.

Jockey, (jok'e) ». t. To ride a horse in a race ;—to

jostle against in riding;—hence, to manoeuvre ;

—to cheat out of ;—v. i. To play or act the

jockey.

Jockeys!Jockeyship, (jok'e-ahip) n. The art or practice

of riding horses in a race ;—skilful ruling;—

bene*, artful practice ; manoeuvre; dodge; trick.

Jocose, (jo-koV) a. [L. jocux.] Given to jokes;

—containing a joke ;—facetious; sportive.

Jocosely, Qc-koale) adv. In jest ; for sport or

Jocular, (jok'u-lar) a. [L. jocularis.) Given

to jesting ; containing jokes ; sportive.

Jocularity, (jok-u-lar'e-te) ft, Merriment;

jotting, [or mirth.

Jocularly, (jok'u-lir-le) adv. In jest ; for sport

Jocund, (jocund) a. [L. jv.cuitdu$.] Merry;

fiay; airy; lively ; sportive.

Jocundity, (jfc-kund'e-te) n. State of being

oerry ; gayety.

Jocundly, (' "--*♦ (jok'und-le) adv. Merrily; gayly.

*H'(}Of) v.t. [Ger. sehocken.] To push or

•bake with the elbow or hand; to urge gently

« repeatedly ;—v. i. To move by jogs like

those of a slow trot;—to travel heavily or

llowly.

**!*• (jog) «. A alight shake or push to awaken

Attention ;—an irregularity of motion ; obstruc

tion; stop ;—a notch.

'*fpng> (jog'ing) 71. A slight push or shake.

'We, ()ogrl)v.t. [Diminutive of Jog.] To

"bake slightly ; to jostle;—to join by jogs or

notches, so as to prevent sliding apart ;—r. i.

To tiioke or totter.

'•Rbs, (jog!) 7i. A joint between two bodies so

constructed by means

H

S

** jogs or notches, aa

to prevent their slid

ing past each other—a

■uular joint held in

Place by meaiui of

pieces of stone or metal

introduced into it

Jeha,(jon)n. A proper Joggles.

name ;—a familiar appellation ;—a footman.

Jobs Dory, (jon-dore) n. [F. jaunt dorte.] A

malt golden-coloured sea-fish.

J*Mjom)t. t. [F. joindre.] To bring together;

—to connect; to combine;—to unite in marriage;

to couple;—to attach one's self to;—to bring

together or dash against, as hostile forces ;—v. i.

To be in contact ; to grow to ; to adhere ;—to

<**sh ; to collide ;—to unite in marriage, part-

Btnbip.

JebMt, (join'er) n. One who joins;—a mechanic

who does the wood-work in the covering and

Pushing of buildings, or compacts pieces of

wood into utensils or articles of furniture.

-,j (join'er-e) u. Art of a joiner,

••hit, (joint) n. The place or part in which two

things are joined ;—the joining of bones in ani-

■nal bodies ; articulation ;—the commissure of

parts of a plant ; internode ;—a hinge in wood

work, to admit of motion ;—the limb of an ani

ls*!, or part of it cut by the butcher for the

table ;—a seam transverse to the stratification.

Joint, (joint) a. Joined ; combined ; concerted ;

—sharing with others ;—held in common.

Joint, (joint) v. (. To unite ; to fit together ;—

to articulate ;—to separate the joints of ; to cut

up, as meat;—v. i. To fit perfectly; to coalesce

as joints do.

Jointer, (joint'er) n. ' The longest plane used by a

joiner;—a bent piece of iron used to secure the

joints of a wall in order to strengthen it.

Jointly, (jointfle) adv. In a joint manner; to

gether ; unitedly ; in concert.

Jointress, (joint res) n. A woman who has a

jointure. tpany.

Joint-stock, (joint'stok) a. Stock held in com-

Joint- stool, (joint'stool) n. A stool consisting of

parts inserted in each other.

Jointure, (joint'ur) n. [h. junctura.] An

estate settled on a wife, and which she is to

enjoy alter her husband's decease for her own

life. [upon.

Jointure, (joint'ur) v. t. To settle a jointure

Joist, (joist) n. [F. gtair, L. jacert.] A beam or

plank resting on the walls or girders, to which

the boards of a floor or the laths of ceiling are

nailed.

Joist, (joist) v. t. To fit or furnish with joists.

Joke, (jok) n. [L. joeus.] Something said for the

sake of exciting a laugh ; a jest ; a witticism.

Joke, (jok) v. t. To make merry with ; to rally ;

to banter ;—v. i. To make sport ; to jest.

Joker, Qok'gr) n. A jester ; a merry fellow.

Jokingly, (jok'ing-le) adv. In a jesting and

mirthful way ; in fun. [of a fish.

Jole, (jol) n. [A.-S. ceole.] The cheek;—the head

Jollily, (jolle-le) adv. With noisy mirth.

Jolliness, (jol'le-nes) n Noisy mirth ; gayety ;

merriment ; feativitv ; hilarity ; joviality.

Jolly, 0°11e) a, [F. joli,] Full of life and mirth ;

jovial ; joyous; merry;—handsome ; plump.

Jolt, (jolt) v.i. [Eng. jole, Ger. sekollern, to roll

down, to bowl.] To shake, as a carriage moving

on rough ground ;—v. t. To shake with sudden

jerks.

Jolt, (jolt) n . A shock or sudden jerk.

Joltingly, (jolting -le) adv. In a jolting manner.

Jonquil, (jon'kwil) n. [F. jonquilU.] A bulbous

plant of the genus Narcitnus, allied to the

daffodil It has long lily-like leaves, and spikes

of yellow or white fragrant flowers.

Jostle, (Jos'!) v. t. [F. joutter, jouter.] To run or

strike against ; to encounter ; to clash ;—v. i.

To push ; to drive ; to force by running against.

Jostle, O08^) *■ A pushing or driving against ;

encounter; clash ;—bustle ; confusion.

Jot, (jot) n. [G. i6ta.] An iota; a point; a

tittle ; the least quantity assignable.

Jot, (jot) r. t. To set down; to make a memo

randum of.

Jotting, (jot'ing) »• A memorandum ; a written

note, calculation, or extract, in or from a book.

Journal, (jur'nal) n, [F.] A diary;—a book in

which every particular article or charge is fairly

entered under the date of each day;—a daily

register of the ship's course and distance, Ac. ;—

a paper published daily; a periodical publication

of the proceedings and memoirs of societies, &c

Journalism, (jur'nal-izm) n. The keeping of a

journal;—the profession of editing or writing

for journals.

Journalist, (jur'nal-ist) n. The writer of a diary;

—the conductor of, or contributor to, a public

journal. [journals or journalism.

Journalistic, (jur-nal-lst'ik) a. rertainiug to
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Journey, Oux'ne) "• tF- journie.] Travel from

on* place to another ; passage ; voyage.

Journey, Qur'no) v. i. To travel from place to

place.

Journeyman, (jar/ne-man) n. A man hired to

work ny the day ; hence, any mechanic hired

to work for another, whether by the month,

year, or other term.

Jouat, Qodst) n. [F. jouste. It. giostra.] A

mock encounter on horseback ; a tilt

Jouat, (joost) v. t. To engage in a mock fight on

horseback ; to tilt. [Romans ; Jupiter.

Jove, (jov) n- T"6 cluef divinity of the ancient

Jovial, (j&'ve-al) a. |L. Jovialw.] Under the

influence of Jupiter ;—gay; merry; airy: jolly.

Joviality, (jove-al'e-te) n. Quality of being

jovial ; jovialness.

Jovially, (jd've-al-le) adv. Merrily ; gayly.

Jovialneaa, 0o'Te-al-nes) n. Noisy mirth ; gayety.

Jowl, (jol) ft. [F. ffvtule, L. guta.] The cheek.

Jowler, (jol'er)"* |Eng. jowl.] A hunting-dog.

Joyt (joy) n. [F. joie.] The emotion excited by

the acquisition or expectation of good; gladness;

exultation ; exhilaration of spirits ;—gayety ;

mirth ;—the prospect of eternal blessedness ;—

the cause or source of happiness or rejoicing;—a

term of fondness.

Joy, (joy) v. i. To rejoice ; to be glad ; to exult ;

— r. a. To gladden ;—to congratulate.

Joyance, (joy^ana) n. Gayety ; festivity.

Joyful, (joy'fool) a. Full of joy ; exulting ; joyous.

Joyfully, (joy'fOol-le) adv. With joy ; gladly.

Joyfulneas, (joy'fool-nes) n. Great gladness : joy.

Joyless, (joyies) a. Destitute of joy;—giving no

Joy or pleasure ; unenjoyable.

Joyous, (J0/118) rt- F"11 °* J°y '• joyful; glad;

blithe; gleeful; gay; mirthful; blissful ; charming.

Joyously, (joy'us-le) adv. With joy or gladness.

Joyousneis, (joy'us-nes) n. The state of being

joyous.

jubilant, (joo'be-lant)n. (L.jubilaw.] Uttering

songs of triumph ; rejoicing ; shouting with joy.

Jubilation, (j66-be-hVshun) n. Act of declaring

triumph.

Jubilee, Ooolje-le) n. [H. y6Ml] Every fiftieth

year, at which time slaves wero liberated, and

lands reverted to their former owners; — a

church solemnity at Rome ;—a season of great

public festivity and joy.

Judaical, (joo-da'ik-al) a. Pertaining to the Jews.

Judaism, (joo'dft-izm) n. The religious doctrines

and rites of the Jews;—conformity to the Jewish

rftes and ceremonies.

Judaize, (jou'di-iz) r. i. To conform to the doc

trines and rites of the Jews;—to reason and

Interpret like a Jew.

Judaizer, (j66'd&-iz-er) n. One who conforms to

the religion of the Jews.

Judoizing, (joo'da-iz-ing) a. Agreeing or con

forming to tbo doctrines of the Jews and their

ritual.

Judean, (joo-d^an) »■ A native of Juden.

Judge, (j"j) n- [L- judex.] A civil officer invested

with authority to hear and dctenuino causes

civil or criminal ;—one to whom a question is

referred; umpire; referee; a connoisseur; an

expert :—the Supreme Being;—/W. The title

of the seventh book of the Old Testament

Judge, (juj) v. i. [L. jitdicore.] To hear and de

termine, as in causes on trial ; to pass sentence ;

—to compare, as facts, statements, or reasons ;

to weigh in the mind ;—to distinguish ;—to con

clude ; to decide ;—v. t. To hear and determine,

as a case ;—to try, as an accused person ; to pa**

sentence on ; to condemn ; — to censure ;— to

govern ;—to punish ; to afflict ;—to reckon ; to

regard.

Judgeship, (juj'ship) n. Tho office of a judge.

Judgment, (juj went) n. Act or process by which

the mind forms an opinion or comes to a decision :

—faculty of comparing ideas or propositions to

ascertain truth ; discernment; discrimination;

—wisdom : sagacity ;—legal acumen ;—critical

skill ; taste ;—a decision of the court ; decree ;

order;—sentence: doom;—the final trial and

doom of the world ;—also pi. The decrees, the

statutes, and the truths and doctrines of God.

Judicable, (joo'de-ka-bl) u. Capable of being

tried and decided upon.

Judicatory, (joo'de-ku-tor-e)o. Dispensingjustice.

Judicatory, (j<*>'de-kS-tor-e) n. Acourtof justice;

a tribunal ;—distribution of justice.

Judicature, (joo'de-ka-tur) n, [F.J Power of dis

tributing justice by legal trial ;—a court of

justice ;— extent of jurisdiction.

Judicial, (joo-diah'e-al) a. [L. judiciulit.] Per

taining to justice, or to a judge;—practised in

the administration ofjustice ;—proceeding from

a court of justice ;—inflicted, as a penalty or in

judgment.

Judicially, (j6o-dish'e-al-le) adv. In the forms of

legal justice ;—by way of penalty or judgment.

Judiciary, (joo-dish'e-ar-e) a. Passing judgment :

—pertaining to the courts of judicature.

Judiciary, (joo-diah'e-ar-e) n. The judges.

Judicious, (juo-dish'e-us) a. According to sound

judgment ;—prudent ; discerning ; sagacious.

Judiciously, (jeo-disb'e-us-le) adv. In a judiciou-t

manner; with good judgment; prudently.

Judiciousness, (joc-dish'e-ufl-ues) n. Quality of

being judicious.

Jug, (j»g) "• [A.-S. ctac] A vessel with a swell

ing belly and narrow mouth ; a large earthen or

stone bottle ;—a pitcher ; a ewer.

Jug, (juf>) r- '■ To boil or stew, as in a jug;—

v. t. To utter a note or call, as the nightingale.

Juggle, 0"g/I) v. i. [Norm. F. jongler.] To play

tricks by sleight of hand ; to conjure :— to prac

tise artifice or imposture ;—r. t. To deceive by

trick or artifice. [imposture ; a deception.

Juggle, (jngfl) »• A trick by legerdemain;—an

Juggler, (Ju8'lCr) n- (E. jongUvr.] One who

practises or exhibits tricks by sleight of hand .

a cheat ; a deceiver.

Jugglery, (jug'ler-e) n. Art or act of a juggler.

Jugular, (joogu-ler) o. [L. jugiduui.] "Pertain

ing to the neck or throat.

Juice, Qvw) n. [F. <fc L. jus.] The sap of vege

tables, especially of fruiU;—the fluid part c{

animal substances.

Juiceless, 0c<*'les) <*■ Destitute of juice; dry.

Juiciness, (joos'e-nes) «. State of being juicy.

Juicy, (j66e'e) a. Abounding with juico.

Jujube, (joo'joob) n. [F. from L. rizvyhuw.] The

fruit of a plant, decocted and used as an expec

torant ;—a lozenge made from or flavoured with

this fruit ;—any kind of mucilaginous fruity

lozenge.

Julep, (jouIcd) n. [A. & Per. juldb.] A swe«t

liquid, in which repulsive medictues arc taken :

—a beverage composed of spirituous liquor, with

sugar, pounded ice, and sprigs of mint.

Julian, fooo'le-nn) a. Belonging to the calendar

:.-i adjusted by Julius Caesar, iu which the year

was made to consist of S66 days, 6 hours, instead

of S65 days.
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/sly, (joiflT) n. The seventh month of the year.

Jumble, (junVbl) t. f. [F. combler. ] To mix in a

confused Qua ; to throw together without order ;

—r. i. To mix or unite in a confused manner.

Jamble. (jum'ol) n. Confuaed mixture.

/amp, (jump) r. i. [D. pitrnprn.] To lift the

feet wholly from the ground and alight again

npon them ; to spring ; to bound ;—to agree

with ; to coincide ;—v. t. To pass by a leap ; to

pan oyer hactily ;—to risk.

Jump, (jump) n. Act ofjumping ; a spring ; a

bound ;—the space or distance leaped over.

Jurper, (jumper) n. One who jumps ;—a long

iron chisel or borer.

Junction, (jungk'shun) n. (L. ju actio.] Act of

joining ; union ; combination ;—point of union ;

I iptajteallt?, the place where two lines of rail

way meet.

Juncture, (jun^k'tiir)rt. [L. jurutura.] The line

iff point at which two bodies are joined ; a joint

or articulation ;—a point of time ; an exigency ;

u emergency. [sixth month of the year.

Jam, (joon) n. [Etymology uncertain.] The

Jangle, (jung'gl) n. [Hind. jangaL] Land

covered with brushwood, <fec, or coarse, reedy

vegetation ; a rack and noxious swamp.

Js&fly, (junVftde) a. Consisting of or abounding

*ith jungles.

Jtaiar, (joo ne-er) a. [Ljurtnu.] Less; younger.

Jmnar, (joo'ne-er) n. A young person ; — the

Toonrer of two ;—a minor ; —one of a lower

luatling or position, [under age; juniority.

Janiorahip, ( joi/ne-tr-ship) n. The state of being

Juniper, (j66'ne-per) n. [L. juniperus.} An

evergreen coniferous shrub or tree.

Joak, (jungk) n. [L. juncu*.] Pieces of old

cable or old cordage ;—hard and dry salted beef

—the name given by sailors to the mess beef ;—

a fiat-bottomed Chinese Teasel, with three masts,

and a short bowsprit running from the star

board bow.

Jaaket, (jungk'et) ». [It. piuncata.] A sweet

meat ;—a stolen entertainment.

Jaaket (jungk'et) v, i. To make a private enter

tainment ;—to banquet;—v. t. To feast.

Joaxeung, (jungk'et-ing) n. A private feast

or entertainment ; — pi. Rich and luxurious

feastings.

Jose, (j66/no) n. In nttjtJiolooy, the wife of

Jupiter, and queen of heaven :—an asteroid

between the orbits of Mare and Jupiter.

Junta, (jun'ta) n. [Sp] A grand council of state

ia Spain or her possessions.

Jsnto, (jun'td) ». [Sp. junta.] A select council

or assembly ; a faction ; a cabal.

Jopitsx, (jdop'e-ter) n. [L. ] The supreme deity

among the Greeks and Romans;—one of the

planets, the largest, and, next to Venn*, the

brightest.

Jaridic, (jod-rid'ik) a. [L. juridicu*.] Pertain-

mg to a judge ; acting in the distribution of

Justice ;—used in courts of law :—also juridical.

Juridically, (jod-rid'ik-al-le) adv. According to

forrns of law.

Jansdiction, (jod-ris-dik'shun) n. (L. jurisdiction

Th« legal power or authority of hearing and de

termining causes ;—power of governing or legis

lating ;—the limit within which power may be

sxereised.

Jurisprudence, (joo-ris-proo'dens) n. [L. jus and

pradetuia.] The science of law; the knowledge

of the laws, customs, and righto of men in a

•tate or community.

Jurist, (joo'rist) n. [F. juriste.] One versed in

the Law ; especially, in the civil law ;—a writer

on the theory or practice of law.

Juror, (joo'rer) n. [L. jurare.) One who serves

on a jury ;—one of a committee chosen to ad

judge prizes at a public exhibition.

Jury, (juore) n. A body of men selected and

sworn to inquire into and try any matter of fact,

and to declare the truth on the evidence given

them in the case ;—a committee for adjudging

, prizes at a public exhibition.

Juryman, (joo're-mau)H. Onewhoisimpannclled

1 on a jury, or who serves as a juror.

I Jury-mast, (joo're-mast) n. A temporary mast

I erected in a ship, to Bupply the place of one

carried away in a tempest or an engagement, &c.

j Just, (just) a. [L. Justus.] Straight ; exact ;—

full ; complete ; — true ; correct ; — upright ;

honest ;—righteous ; good ;—innocent ; blame

less ;—sound ; accurate ; —equitable ; fair ;—

impartial;—founded on truth or tact;—rightful.

Just, (just) adv. Closely ; near at hand ;—near

in time ; almost ;—nicely ; exactly ;—merely ;

barely.

Justice, (jus'tis) n. [L. justitia.] Quality of

being just ; the rendering to every one his due,

right, or desert ; — conformity to truth and

reality; fair representation; impartiality;—just

treatment ; merited reward or punishment ;—

equity; justness. [L. justieiariu*.] A person

duly commissioned to try and decide contro-

vereies and administer justice. [of a justice.

Justiceship, (jns'tis-ship) n. The office or dignity

Justiciar or Justiciary, (jus-tish'e-ar) n, A judge

or justice ;—a lord chief justice.

Justifiable, (jus'te-fi-a-bl) a. Capable of being

proved to be just ; defensible ; excusable.

Justifiably, (jus'te-fl-a-ble) adv. In a manner

that admits of vindication or justification.

Justification, (jus-te-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of justi

fying ; vindication ; defence :—an act of Ood's

free grace, by which a sinner is forgiven, through

the faith of Christ. [defensory.

Justificatory, (jus-tif'e-lUt-or-e) a. Vindicatory ;

Justifler, (juVte-fi-er) n. One who justifies ;—

one who pardons and absolves from guilt and

punishment

Justify, (jus'te-fi) v.t. [L. justificare, from

justu*. Just, and jacere, to make.] To prove or

show to be just ; to vindicate as right ; to main

tain ;—to acquit ; to absolve ; to regard and

treat as righteous through the faith of Christ ;

—to excuse ; to jwUliate ;—to form even linos of,

as type by proper spacing.

Justle, (jusT) h. An encounter :—also jostle.

Justly, (just'ie)rtdr. In a just manner; byright;

—fairly ; honestly ;—exactly ; accurately.

Justnesi, (just'nes) n. Quality of being just;

equity; uprightness; fairness; fitness; propriety.

Jut (jut) i*. i. [A different spelling of jet.] To

shoot forward; to project beyond the main body.

Jut (jut) 7i. A shooting forward ; a projection.

Jute, (joot) n. A substance resembling hemp,

used in the manufacture of mats, coarse carpets,

and the like ; also, the plant which produce* it

Juvenile, (joo've-nil) «. [L. jv.renis.] Young;

youthful ;—pertaining or suited to youth.

Juvenile, (Joo've-nil) n. A young person or

youth:—aiaojuvenal;—a book for young people.

Juvenility, (jod-ve-nil'e-te) «. Youthfulness :

youthful age;—the manners or customs of youth.

Juxtaposition, ( juks-ta-po-rish'un) n. A placing

or being placed in nearness or contiguity.
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K.

 

K(ka), the eleventh letter and eighth con

sonant of the English alphabet, cornea

directly from the Greek kappa, H. kaph. Its

»ound is invariably like that of c hard, as in

call, keel, ken.

Kabob, (ku'bob) n. [Per. kibaub.] A dish of

meat stowed with savoury herbs.

Kail, (kil) si. [Scot] Any green vegetable;

cabbage : greens ; — broth made of meat and

vegetables.

Kale, (kill) ?i. [A.-S. cawl.] Colewort ; cabbage ;

greens ;—a maritime plant, cmmbe.

Kaleidoscope, (ka-li'dos-kop) n, [G. kalon, eidos,

and xloprin.] An optical instrument, which, by

mains of small mirrors in the end of a cylinder,

multiplies an object into an endless variety of

beautiful colours and symmetrical forms.

Kali, (ka'le) n. [A. qali.) A species of glasswort,

the ashes of which are used in making glass.

Kangaroo, (kangfea-roo) n. A ruminating, mar

supial animal, found

in Australia. The fore

legs are very short,

useless in walking, but

used for digging or

bringing food to the

mouth. It sits and *

moves upon its hind

legB, which are very

long, and is enabled

to bound or leap a

considerable distance

from the spring of its

long powerful tail. It

is gregarious, and feeds principally on grass and

roots. [fourth part of a grain.

Karob. (ka'rob) n. With goldsmiths, the twenty-

Kayle, ( kal ) n. [Ger. kegit.] A nine-pin ; a

kettle-pin. [stomach: to retch:—also keckle.

Keck, (kok) v. i. [Ger. kockcn,] To heave the

Keck, (kek) n. A reaching of the stomach.

Kecksy, (kek'se) n. [P. eigne.] The dry stalk of

the hemlock and other umbelliferous plants.

Kedge, (kej) it. A small anchor used to keep a

ship steady when riding in a harbour or river,

ami also used to move a ship from one place

to another in shallow water.

Kedge, (kej) r. t. [Scot, cadge,] To warp, as a ship,

by means of a kodgo, as in n river or liarbour.

Keek, (kek) v. i. [Scot.] To peep.

Keel, (kel) a. [A.-S. ceol.] The principal timber

Hi a ship, extending from stem to stem at the

bottom, and supporting the whole frame ; hence,

a ship ;—a low, flat-bottomed collier ;—a vessel

used for cooling liquids.

Keel, (kel) v. i. [A.-S. cilan.] To plough with a

' keel ; to navigate ;—to turn up the keel.

Keeler, (kel'er) n. A shallow tub for holding

materials for calking shijw or for other uses.

Keelhaul, (kGl nawl) p. /. To haul under the keel

of a ship, as a punishment, by ropes attached to

the yard-arms on each side.

Keelson, (keTsun) n. [From keel] A timber in

a ship binding the floor timbers to the keeL

Keen, (kCn) a. [A.-S. ce'ne.] Eager; vehement ;

—sharp ; having a fine, cutting edge ;—piercing;

penetrating ; severe ; bitter ;—acute ; shrewd ;

deep or faj-seeing.

t

Keenly, (kenle) adv. In a keen manner ; sharply ;

eagerly; vehemently; severely; bitterly.

Keenness, (kCn'nes) n. Quality of being keen;

eagerness ; vehemence ; sharpness ; acutenesa.

Keep, (kep) r. t. [A.-S. cepav.] To hold in pos

session ; to retain ;—to confine ;—to detain ;—to

hold in safety; to preserve ;—hence, to support;

—to watch, as a military post;— to tend, as

flocks ;—to board, as lodgers ;—to liave in ser

vice ; to employ, as an assistant, &c. ;—to con

tinue in any state; to maintain; — to use

habitually; to practise ;—to obey; to observe ;—

to hold or adhere to ; to fulfil ;—to celebrate :—

to remain in; to frequent;—to conceal, as a secret,

&c;~~v. t. To remain in any position or state ;

—to last ; to endure ;—to dwell ; to adhere to.

Keep, (kep) "• Care ; guardianship ;—custody ;

confinement ;—maintenance of persons ; board ;

also charge or cost of boarding ;—food or fodder

fur cattle ;—a stronghold ; a castle ; the donjon.

Keeper, (kep'er) »■ One who keeps j—defender ;

preserver;—guardian ; tutor ;—jailor ; governor :

—superintendent of a museum, park, or other

public trust ;—that which keeps another thing

in its place ; a ring or guard.

Keepership, (kfp'er-ship)ji. The office of akeeper.

Keeping, (kep'ing) ?i. A holding; custody;—

maintenance ; support ;—-just proportion ; con

formity.

Keepsake, (kep'sak) n. Any thing kept, or given

to be kept, for the sake of the giver.

Keevc, (kev) n. (A.-S. cuf.] A large vessel for

fermenting liquors.

Keg, (keg) n. [P. ca/jve.] A small cask or barrel.

Kelp, (kelp) n. [O. Eng. kilpe.) The calcined

ashes of sea-weed, ueed in the manufacture of

glass;—the sea-weedfrom which kelp is prodneed.

Kemp, (kemp) n. Coarse, rough hair in wool,

injuring its quality.

Ken, (ken) v. (. [A.-S. cunnan.] To know ; to

understand ;—to recognize ; to descry.

Ken, (ken) n. Cognizance; view; especially,

reach of sight or knowledge.

Kcndal-green, (kend'al-gren) 71. A species of

green cloth made at KeudaL

Kennel, (ken'el) v. [F. cheiiil.] A house or cot

for dogs ;—a pack of hounds ;—the hole of a fox

or other beast.

Kennel, (ken'el) v. i. To lie ; to dwell, aa a dog

or a fox ;—r. (. To keep or confine in a kennel.

Kentledge, (kentlej)n. [D. hint and ledge.] Pig*

of iron for ballast laid on the floor of a ship.

Kerchief, (kgr'chif) v. [F. com-rir and chef.] a

square of fine linen used by women to cover t I 1

head ; hence, any cloth used in dress, especially

on the head.

Kerchiefed, (keychift) a. Covered with a keir-

chief ; hooded.

Kern, (kern) «. [Gael, it Ir. ctarn.) An Iriah

foot-Boldier of the lowest rank :—a boor.

Kern, (kern) n. [A.-S. cmor*.] A hand-mill .

a quern ;—a churn ; kirn. [Scot.]

Kernel, (kernel) n. [A.-S. eyrnel] A little grain ;

any tiling included in a shell, husk, or inu-iru

ment ;—the seed of pulpy fruit, as the apple ;—

the edible )>art of a nut;—a small mass around

which other matter is concreted ; a inaJ-.-u.- ;

the central part of auy thing.
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land, (kgrn'el) r. i. To harden or ripen into

kernels, as the seeds of plants.

Xoiey, (kerze) n. [D. karsai.] A species of

wouUen cloth, usually ribbed, woTen from long

wool

ameymere, (keyze-mer) n. A thin woollen

doth, generally woven from the finest wool ;

esasimere.

Xeibtl, (kes'trel) n. [F. ercucrelle.] A small,

■lender hawk, of a reddish fawn colour.

Istea, (keen) n. [Etymology uncertain.] A

Ttswl with two masts, supposed to have been a

yacht ; probably a pri rateer ; —afterwards a kind

of Hosting battiry—boinb-ktteh.

letehap, (kech'up) k. A sauce.

Xettle, (ket1) n, (A.-S. cttet.] A metallic vessel

with a wide mouth, used for heating and boiling

vater or other liquor.

aettfedram, (ket'1-drum) n. A drum made of a

wpper vessel like a kettle, covered with parch-

oent or skin ;—an evening entertainment in

fashionable life.

fcy. (k£) n. [A.-S. dig, tag*.] An instrument

which serves to shut or open a lock ;—an instru

ment by which any thing is screwed and turned,

** » watch-iry, bed-toy, Ac. ;—a piece of wood

Irt into another across the grain to prevent

warping ;—the highest central stone of an arch ;

u* key-stone ;—a lever of wood, or ivory, or

metal, in an organ, pianoforte, Ac., struck or

prwsuJ by the fingers in playing the instrument ;

-the fundamental tone of a movement ; key

note;— the index or letters interpreting a

cTpber;—that which serves to explain any thing

difficult ; solution ;—a book of answers to ques

tions in arithmetical or other school books;—

» translation.

«y, (kf) r. (. To fasten with keys or wedge-

shaped pieces of wood or iron.

ley-board. (keYbOrd) n . The whole range of the

keys at an organ or pianoforte.

*Vy»d, (ked) a. Furnished with keys.

a*y-hola, (k&nol) n. A hole in a door or lock

for receiving a key.

«y-»ote, (ke'notj'jt. The first tone of the scale

ia which a piece or passage is written.

**T-stOttt( (ke'ston) n . The wedge-shaped stone

on the middle of an arch which binds the work.

Xbaa, (kin) n. [Tart. A Turk.] A prince; a

Jung ; a chief ;—an Eastern inn or caravansary-

*&Mkib)n. [W.ri6»*(.] An ulcerated chilblain,

** in the heels ;—a chap or crack in the skin.

***• (kik) r. t. fW. eieia*.] To strike, thrust,

or bit violently with the foot ;—r. i. To thrust

«rt the foot or feet with violence; to manifest

^position ;—to recoil—said of a musket.

•*«, (kik) n. A blow with the foot or feet ;—

the recoil of a fire-arm when discharged.

***k*h*w, (kik'shaw) «. [K. i/velyue c/<o*'.]

Hotoething fantaatical ;—a fanciful dressed dish ;

* light ragout.

Iii, (kid) n, [IceL hulk.} A young goat;—a

enall wooden tub ;—a glove of kid leather.

Ksi (kid) v. t. To bring forth, as young;—to

bundle or tie in a bundle.

*J*Aernuniter, (kid'er-min-ster) n. A species of

'HL^rior carpets made at Kidderminster.

ajaling, (kid ling) n. A young kid.

Kianap, (kld'nap) r. f. [Kng. kid and nap.] To

•teal and carry away or secrete, as a human being.

Edaapper, (kid'nap-er) n. One who Bteals or for

cibly carries away a human bei ng : a man-stealer.

Xsmppinff (kid'nap-ing) n. The act of stealing

or forcibly carrying off a human being from

his native country.

Kidney, (kid'ne) ». [A.-S. cyane and ntah.) One

of two oblong, flattened glands, situated at each

Bide of the lumbar vertebrae, and they consti

tuting the secretory organs of the urine ;—

sort; kind.

Kidney-bean, (kid'ne-ben) a. A sort of bean—so

named from its resemblance in shape to the

kidnev.

Kilderkin, (kil'der-kin) n. [D. lindekm.] A

small barrel ; a liquid measure containing

eighteen gallons.

Xiu, (kil) r. t. [A.-S. ctcetian.] To deprive of

life, animal or vegetable, in any manner or by

any means ; to put to death ; to Blay ;—to

slaughter for food ;—to calm ; to still.

Kiln, (kil) n. [A.-S. cyln.] A large stove or oven

heated for the purpose of hardening, burning,

or drying ;—a pile of brick constructed for

burning or hardening.

Kiln-dry, (kil'dri) v. t. To dry in a kiln.

Kilt, (kilt) n. [Gael. &, Ir. cealt.) A kind of

Bbort petticoat worn by men in the Highlands

of Scotland. [kilt.

Kilted, (kilt'ed) a. Dressed with or wearing a

Kimbo, (kim'bo) a. [Celt, cam.) Crooked; bent.

Kin, (kin) n. [A.-S. cyn.) Relationship;—re

latives ; kindred ; a relative; a relation ;—the

same generic class: a thing related.

Kin, (kin) a. Of the same nature ; kindred.

Kind, (kind) n, [A.-S. ei/ntf.] Race ; particular

nature ; quality ; character ;—natural produce

or commodity, as opposed to money ;—way ;

manner ;—sort ; variety.

Kind, (kind) a. [A.-S. cynde.] Having feelings

befitting a common nature; showing tenderness

or goodness ; benevolent;—sympathetic ; indul

gent ; humane ; compassionate ; affectionate.

Kindle, (kin'dl) r. t. [IceL iinda.] To set on

fire; to light;—to inflame, as the passions ; to

provoke ;—r. i. To take fire ;—to grow warm

or animated.

Kindless, (kindles) a. Unnatural ; destitute of

human affection or sympathy.

Kindlinesa, (kindle-nes) n. Quality of being

kindly ; benevolence ; geutleness ; affection.

Kindly, (kindle) a. Belonging to the kind or

species ; natural ; kindred ;—congenial ;—bene

volent ;—favourable ; mild ; gentle.

Kindly, (kindle) adv. In a kind manner ; with

good will ; benevolently : favourably.

Kindness, fkind'nes) n. [From kind, adjective.]

Quality of being kind ; good will ; benovolence ;

—tenderness ; compassionatenees ;—any good or

kindly act ; beneficence ; charity ; hospitality ;

favour ; attention ; sympathy.

Kindred, (kin'dred) n. [A.-S. cynn.] Relation by

birth; consanguinity ;—relation by marriage;

affinity;—relatives by blood or marriage ; (spe

cially, relations from a common ancestor or stock.

Kindred, (kin'dred) u. Related; congenial;

cognate.

Kine, (kin) n. [Plnral of cow.] Cows.

King, (king) «. [A.-S. cyng, Ger. konig.] A

sovereign ; a monarch ;—a playing card having

the picture of a king ;—the chief piece in the

game of chess ;—pl. The title of two books in

the Old Testament.

Kingcraft, (kingTcraft) n. The craft of kings;

art of governing—commonly in a bad sense.

Kingdom, (king'dum) n, [Kng. king and dom.}

Royal authority ; monarchy ;—the territory or
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country subject to a king:—sway; rule; ad

ministration ;—in Scripture, the reign of the

Messiah ; the gospel state ;—state of grace ;—

state of glory ;—in natural history, an extensivo

scientific division distinguished by leading or

ruling characteristics.

Kingfisher, (king'fish-cr) n. A bird of the genus

Alcedo. It has a gay plumage, and lives on fifth,

Kingliness, (king'le-nes) n. State of being kingly.

Kingly, (kingTe) a. Monarchical ; royal ; be

coming a king ;—noble ; august.

Kingly, (king'le) adv. With au air of royalty ;

in a king-like manner.

King's-cvil, (kingz'e-vl) n, A scrofulous disease,

formerly supposed to be healed by the touch of

a king.

Kink, (kingk) n. [D. kink.] A twist of a rope

or thread spontaneously formed ;—a crotchet ;

a whim. [persons of the same family.

Kinsfolk, (kinz'fok) n. Relations; kindred;

Kinsman, (kinz'man) n. A man of the same race

or family ; one related by blood.

Kinswoman, (kinzVoom-an)*;. A female relation.

Kipper, (kip'er) v. t. To cure, as fish, by salting

and smoking or drying.

Kipper, (kip'er) n. A salmon that lias recently

■pawned;—a salmou split, salted, and dried or

omoked.

Kirk, (k§rk) «. [A.-S. circt.] A place of worship;

a church. [Scot. J One of the religious bodies

in Scotland, as Established, Free, United Pres

byterian, &c.

Kirtle, (kgr'tl) n. [A.-S. cyrtcl,] An upper gar

ment; a jacket;—a petticoat;—a mantle; a cloak.

Kiss, (kis) v. t. [A.-S. cys*an.] To salute with

the lips ; to caress ;—to touch gently ;—v. t. To

salate with the lips.

Kiss, (kis) n, A salute made by touching with

the lips ;—a small piece of confectionery.

Kit, (kit)w. [D. kit.] A vessel, tub, or pail;—

that which contains or comprises a complete out

fit, as of tools, necessaries, &c., as of a workman,

a soldier, and the like ;—a small violin or fiddle.

Kitchen, (kich'en) n. [A.-S.c,y«7tf.] The room of

a house appropriated to cookery ;—a utensil for

roasting meat;— in Scotland, any thing eaten

along with bread ; a relish.

Kitchen-garden, (kieb'en-gur-dn) n. A garden

appropriated to raising vegetables for the table.

Kitchen-maid, (kich'en-mail) n. A woman em

ployed in the kitchen.

Kitchen-range, (kich'en-ranj) n. A long grate

with apparatus for roasting, baking, and boiling,

&c. , all heated by a small central fire.

Kite, (kit) n. [A.-S. cita.] A rapacious bird of

the genus Falco;—one who is rapacious;—a light

frame of wood covered with paper for flying

in the air;—fictitious commercial paper; accom

modation bill ;—the stomach. [Scot. ]

Kith, (kith) n. [A.-S. cydJt.] An acquaintance.

Kith and kin, ail one's acquaintances and

relations. [cat or the young of the cat.

Kitten, (kit'n) n. [Diminutive of cat.] A young

Kitten, (kit'n) v. i. Tobringforth young, as a cat.

Kleptomania, (klep-to-miVne-a)n. [G. klepten and

mania.] A morbid impulse or desire to steal.

Kick, (klik) v. i. To click.

Knack, (nak) iu [Ger. bnackm.] A petty con

trivance ; a toy ;—a trick or feat requiring neat

performance ;—dexterity ; adroitness.

Knag, (nag) n. [Sw. knagg.] A knot in wood ;

—a peg for hanging things on ;—a shoot of deer's

horn ;—a knoll ; lullock.

Knaggy, (nag'e) a. Knotty; full of knots ; rough

with knots ; hence, rough in temper.

Knap, (nap) v. t. [D. kixapptn.] To bite;—to

strike with a loud noise ;—v. i. To snap ;—also

knapplt.

Knapsack, (nap'sak)?i, [D. knapzak.] A frame

of leather for containing necessaries of food and

clothing, borne on the back by soldiers, travel

lers, &c [also knar, gnat.

Knorl, (narl) n. [D. knorre.) A knot in wood :—

Knarled, (narld) a. Knotted :—also gnarled.

Knave, (nav) n. [A.-S. cnapa.] A dishonest

person ; a rascal ; a villain ;—a set card marked

with the figure of a servant or soldier.

Knavery, (naVer-e) n. Dishonesty; petty vil

lainy ;—miscliievous tricks or practices.

Knavish, (nav'ish) a. Like a knave ; fraudulent ;

villainous ;—dishonest ;—mischievous ; waggish.

Knavishly, (nav'ish-le) adv. In a knavish

manner.

Knead, (nCd) v. t. [A.-S. cnetlan, Ger. kneten.]

To work into a well-mixed mass, aa the material**

of bread, cake, or paste.

Kneading, (ned'ing) n. The act of mixing and

working into a nia#s.

Kneading-trough, (uC*d'ing-trof) n. A large shal

low vessel, usually of wood, in which the mate

rials for bread or pastry are mixed and worked.

Knee, (ne) ». [A.-S. kne6.] The joint connecting

the two principal parts of the leg ;—a piece of

timber or metal with an angle somewhat in the

shape of the human knee when bent.

Kneel, (nel) v.i. [D. inicten.] To bead the

knee ; to fall on the knees.

Knee-pan, (ne'pan) n. The patella, a flattened,

round bone on the front of the knee-joint :—

knee-cap.

Knell, (nel) ft. [A.-S. enyll.) The stroke of ■

bell rung at a funeral ; heuce, a death-signal.

Knell, (nel) v.i. To toll, as a funeral bell:

hence, to sound as a warning or evil omen.

Knickerbockers, (uik'er-hok erz) "• r1- [D-] Loose

trowsers gathered in at the knee.

Knickknack, (nik'nak) ft, A trifle or toy.

Knife, (nif) n. [A.-S. cntf.] A cutting instru

ment, consisting of a thin sharp-edged blade of

steel sunk in a handle, of various forms—pocket

or pen-knife ; table or carving knife ; pajwr

knife ; guillotine, Ac. ;—a dagger ; a reward.

Knight, (nit) n. [A.-S. cnikt.] A young man

admitted to the privilege of bearing arms ;— one

admitted, in feudal times, to a certain military

rank, with appropriate ceremonies ; — one on

whom knighthood is conferred by the sovereign.

entitling liim to be addressed as Sir;—a piwo

used in the game of chess.

Knight, (nit) p. t. To dub or create a knight.

Knight-baronet, (nit-bur'6-net) ». A hereditary

knight ; a baronet.

Knight-errant, (nit-er ant) n. A knight who tra

velled in search of adventures for the purpose of

exhibiting military skill,prowess, and generosity

Knight-errantry, (uit-eyant-re) n. The practice

of wandering in quest of adventures.

Knighthood, (nitfhood) ». Character, dignity, or

condition of a knight; — the whole body of

knights at a particular time.

Knightly, (nit'le) a. Pertaining to a knight ;

becoming a knight. [knight.

Knightly, (nitle) adv. In a manner becoming \

Knit, (nit) v. t. (A. -S. cnyttan.] To form by I ■ -

interlooping of yam or thread in a serus of

connected knots by means of needles ;—to join ;
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to cause to grow together, as a fractured bone ;

—to contract, as the brows ;—to unite closely :

to bind, ai hearts in love or friendship ;—v. i.

To weave by making knots;—to l>e united closely.

Kaitter, (niter) n. One who knits.

laitting, (nit'ing) n. The work of a knitter;-

the net-work formed by knitting.

fab, (nob)n. [A.-S. enrrp.) A hard protuber

ance ; a bunch ; a round ball at the end of any

thing.

Knob, (nob) r. i. To grow into knobs ; to bunch.

fabbiness, (nob'e-nea) n. Quality of having

knoht or protuberances.

Snobby, (rwb'e) a. Full of knobs or hard pro

tuberances ; hence, hard.

fack, (nok) r. i. [A.-S. enncian.] To strike or

bat with something hard or heavy ;—to strike

igamrt ; to clash ;—r. (. To strike ; to drive

against ;—to strike for admittance ; to rap upon

*» a dwor.

fack, (nok) ». A stroke with something thick

« heavy ;—a stroke on a door ; a rap.

faeker, (nok'er) «. One who or that which

knocks; a kind of hammer fastened to a door

to be used in seeking for admittance.

KaoU,(n61) n. [A.-S. ciiolL] The top or crown

of & hill ; a little round hill or mount.

fas, (nop) a. (A, -8. mcep.] A knob ;—a round

bunch of flowers or leaves.

fat, (not) n. [A.-S. caof.] A complication of

threads, cords, or ropes formed by tying, knit

ting, or entangling; a tie;—a collection; a

duster; a group;—a joint in the stem of a

piant; a knob;—an epaulet;—pad for supporting

burdens on the head ;—something not easily

wived ; a difficulty.

fat, (not) r. (. To unite closely ;—to entangle ;

to perplex ;—r. i. To form knots or joints ;—

to knit knots for fringe.

fat-graaa, (not'gras) n. A weed-like plant—so

Ailed from the joints of its stem.

fatlesa, (not lea) a. Free from knots.

fattiness, (not'e-nes) n. Quality of being

knotty ;-^iifnculty of solution ; intricacy.

fatty, (not'e) a. Having many knots ; hard ;

raided ;—difficult ; intricate ; perplexed.

Knout, (nout) n. [Rubs, knut.] An instrument

of punishmsnt in Russia.

Know, (no) v. t. [A.-S. cn&wan.] To perceivo

or apprehend clearly ; to learn ; to ascertain ;—

to have knowledge or experience of ; to recog

nize ; to distinguish ;—to have assurance of;—

to be acquainted or familiar with ;—to have

sexual intercourse with ;—v. i. To have know

ledge ; to possess information ; to be persuaded

or assured of ;—to take cognizance of.

Knowable, (no'a-bl) a. Capable of being known,

ascertained, or understood.

Knowing, (no'ing) a. Skilful ; well informed ;

intelligent ;—self-conscious ;—shrewd ; cunning.

Knowingly, (no'ing-le) adv. With knowledge;

intelligently ; deliberately.

Knowledge, (nol'ej) n. [Eng. know and Udg<.\

Act of knowing ; direct perception : apprehen

sion ;—comprehension ; understanding :—learn

ing; erudition ;—acquaintance with; cognizance;

familiarity acquired by experience ; hence,

practical skill ;—in a general Bense, notice ;

information.

Knuckle, (nukl) n. [A.-S. envd.] The joint of

a finger, particularly when made protnberant

by the closing of the fingers ;—the knee-joint,

especially of a calf.

Knuckle, (nufl) v. i. To submit in contest to an

antagonist ; to yield ;—v. t. To beat or strike

with the knuckles. [also knur.

Knurl, (nurl) n. A knot; a hard substance;—

Knurly, (nurle) a. Full of knots ; hard.

Koran, (ko'ran) n. The sacred writings of the

Mohammedans—the Alcoran.

Kraal, (kriU) n. [D. graal.] A -village ; a collec

tion of huts ; sometimes a single hut.

Krakcn, (kra'ken) n. [Sw. krakc] A fabled sea

animal of enormous size.

Kremlin, (krem'lin) n. The citadel of a town or

city ; especially the citadel of Moscow.

Kyanize, (ki'an-iz) v. t, [From Kyan, the inventor

of the process.] To render proof against decay,

as wood, by subjecting it to a solution of

corrosive sublimate.

Kye, (ki) n. pi. Kine ; cows. [Scot] .

Xyloea, (ki'lOz) n. pi. Highland cattle.

L.

L(el), the twelfth letter of the English alpha

bet, is denominated a liquid aiticalation,

■ad baa only one sound, as in like, canal. In

»orus terminating in le, the t is silent, and 1

forms a syllable by itself, as in abU, <agle, pro

nounced abl, C'/l. As a numeral, L stands for

'A sad with a ilash over it, [I] 50,000.

I*. (U). A syllable applied to the sixth tone of

toe Kale in music for the purpose of sol-

taiatioQ.

I«.(law)in{«v.. [A.-S. Id.] Look: see; behold!

1*0*1, (U'hel) m. [L. labrum.) A narrow slip of

Paper, parchment, Ac., affixed to any thing,

aeooting its contents, ownership, &c. ;—a paper

annexed to a will, aa a codicil ;-ifl heraldry, a

filet with pendant* or point? ;—a moulding over

doorways, windows, die. ; dripstone, .

I'M, (u'hel) v. t. To affix a label to.

labial, (la'be-al) o. [F. from L. labium.] Per

taining to the lips ;—uttered with the lips, as

1*, », and p.

Labial, (la'be-al) ». A letter representing a

sound formed chiefly with the lips.

Labiated, (kVbc-at-ed) «. [L. labium.] Having

the limb of a tubular corolla or calyx divided

into two unoqual parts, one projecting over the

other like the lips of a mouth.

Labiodental, (lS-be-o-dent'al) a. [L. labium and

dens. ] Formed by the lips and teeth, as/and v.

Laboratory, (lab'or-a-tor-e) n. (L. faoor.l A place

for operations and experiments in chemistry,

pharmacy, lie ;—a place whero any thing ia

prepared for use.

Laborious. (la-bo're-u«) a. Requiring or employ

ing labour ; tiresome ;—diligent ; industrious;

assiduous. _ [difficulty.

Laboriously, (la-bore-us-le) adr. With labour or

Laboriouaneaa, (la-bo'reus-nes) n. Quality of

being laborious ; toilaomeneas ; — diligence ;

assiduity.

Labour, (laber) n. [L.] Physical toil ;—mental

effort ;—work ; undertaking ; especially hard or
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difficult work ;—tho paim of childbirth ;—the

action of a ship in a heavy sea ;—pi. Heroic

achievement* ;—the trials and sufferings of life.

Labour, (la'ber) v. i. To exert muscular strength ;

to work ; to toil ;—to take pains ; to strive ;—to

he oppressed ; to be burdened ;— to be in travail ;

—to pitch and roll heavily, as a ship ;—r. (. To

work at ; hence, to attain by labour ;—to form

or fabricate with exertion or care ;—to till ; to

cultivate ;—to beat ; to belabour.

Laboured, (la'bcrd) a. Cultivated ; formed with

labour;—hard or constrained in style.

Labourer, (hVber-e.r) n. One who labours in a

toilsome occupation, or on work that requires

little skill, as distinguished from an artisan.

Labouriome, (kYber-sum) «. Made with toil.

Laburnum, (la-bur'num) n. [L.] A tree of the

genus Ci/tisus, bearing pendulous yellow flowers.

Labyrinth, (lab'e-riuth) tu [G. laburinthon.] An

edifice or place full of intricacies or formed with

winding passages:—a complicated part in the

cavity of the ear ;— figuratively, entanglement ;

complication ; inexplicable difficulty.

Labyrinthine, (lab-e-rinth'in) «. Pertaining to

or like a labyrinth ; intricate.

Lac, (lak) ?i. [Per. lak.] A resinons substance

produced by an insect mainly upon the banyan

tree.

Lac, (lak) n. [Hind.] One hundred thousand.

Lace, (la8) '*■ (L. laqutu*.] A Btring or cord ;—

a fabric of fine threads interwoven in a net ;—a

tissue of silver or gilt thread :—a plaited string

with which women fasten their stays ; stay-lace ;

—also their boots : boot-lace.

Lace, (las) v. t. To fasten with a lace or string ;

—to adorn or deck with lace ; to lash.

Lacerable, (las'cr-a-bl) «. Capable of being

lacerated.

Lacerate, (las'er-ttt) v. t. [L. lacerare.] To tear;

to rend ; hence, to injure or afflict.

Laceration, (las-er-a'shuu) n. Act of tearing or

rending;—the breach made by rending.

Lacerative, (las'cr-at-iv) a. Tending to lacerate.

Lachrymal, (lak'rim-al) «. Generating, secreting,

or conveying tears:—also lathryntartj.

Lachrymatory, (lak'rim-a-tor-e) ft. [L, laeryma-

torium.] A vessel found in sepulchres of the

ancients, in which the tears of a deceased person's

friends were collected and preserved.

Lachrymose, (lak'riin - 6z) o. Generating or

shedding tears.

Lacing, (las'ing) n. A fastening with a string

through eyelet-holes;—a cord used in fastening.

Lack, (lak) v. t. [Sw. lacka.) To be destitute of;

to be in need of ; to want ;—r. i. To bo in want ;

—to be wanting.

Lack, (lak) ft. Want ; destitution ; need ; failure.

Lackadaisical, (lak-a-daz'ik-al) a. Affectedly

pensive ; sentimental.

Lackey, (lak'e) ». [F. lacquau.] An attending

servant ; a footman. [to wait upon.

Lackey, (lak'e) v. t. or r. i. To attend as a lackey;

Laconic, (la-kon'ik) a. Pertaining to Laoede-

inonia, or to tbe Lacones, its inhabitants ;—

brief; concise; sententious; pithy; pointed.

Laconically, (la-kon'ik -al-le) adv. Briefly.

Laconism, (lak'on-izm) n. A concise expression;

—a brief, sententious phrase:—luconicinn.

Lacquer, (lak'er)'n. [F. laque.] A yellowish

varnish, consisting of a solution of shell-lac in

alcohol, coloured by gamboge, saffron, and the

like :—also lacker.

Lacquer, (lak'jr) v. t. To varnish with lacquer.

Lacquerer, (lak'er-er) 71. A person who varnishes

with lacquer.

Lacquering, (lak'er-ing) n. Act of patting on

lacquer ;—the covering of lacquer or varnish

put on.

Lacteal, (lak'te-al) a. Pertaining to or resembling

milk ; milky ;—conveying chyle.

Lacteal, (lak'te-al) n. An absorbent vessel of lb

mesentery, for conveying chyle from the intes

tines to the thoracic duct.

Lactescence, (lak-tcs'eus) n. Tendency to milk ;

inilkiuess or milky colour.

Lactescent, (lak-tes'ent) a. {h. Uxetacat.) Pro

ducing milk or white juice.

Lactic, (lak'tik) a. [L. lac] Pertaining to milk,

or procured from sour milk or whey.

Lactiferous, (lak-tif'cr-us) a. [L. lac and /rrrr.]

Bearing or conveying milk or white juice ; pro

ducing a thick, coloured juice, as a plant.

Lacustral, (la-kua'tral) a. [L. lacug, lake.) Per

taining to lakes or swamps :—also tociutWnc

Lad, (lad) n. [A.-S. Uod, W. Hated.] A young

man or bov ; a stripling.

Ladanum, (lad'a-nuui) n. [L. ladanum.] A gum-

resin of a dark colour and pungent odour,

exuded from a species of Cistu*, which grows

in Syria and the isle of Candia.

Ladder, (lad'er) w. [A.-S. hlcedder.] A frame of

wood, rope, &c, consisting of two side-pieces

connected by rounds, thus forming steps by

which persons may ascend a building, «c. ;—

that which resembles a ladder in form or use ;

hence, that by means of which one attains to

eminence ;—gradual rise or elevation.

Lade. (Lid) v. t. [A.-S. hladan, to load.] To load :

to put on or in, as a burden or freight ;—to

throw in or out, as a fluid, with a ladle ; to dip.

Lading, (lftd'ing) ft. That which laden or con

stitutes a load or cargo ; freight ; burden.

Ladle, (ladl) n. [A.-S. hladle.] A cup with a

long handle, used in laving or dipping ;—\kt

float of a mill-wheel. [drawing out.

Ladle, (Lull) 1-. t. To use a ladle for dipping us

ladkful, (la'dl-fuol) ft. The quantity contained

in a ladle.

Lady, (la'de) n. [A.-S. hlafdige.] A gentle or

noble woman ;—the feminine corresponding to

tortl ;—a woman of gentle or refined manners ;

—the mistress of a household ;—the owner at a

manor or estate.

Lady-bird, (la'de-l>$rd) n. A small beetle of

various brilliant colours, feeding on plant-lice.

Lady-chapel, (lA'do-chap-cl) «. A chajiel dedicate

to the Virgin Mary.

Lady-day, (li'de-da) n. The day of the annun

ciation of the Virgin Mary, March 25.

Ladylike, (hYdo-lik) a. Becoming a lady ; deli

cate ;—elegant ; refined :—effeminate ; affected.

Lady-love, (la'de-luv) 11. A sweetheart or raisin*.*.

Ladyship, (la'de-ship) ft. The rank or position

of a lady—given as a title.

W. (lag) a. [Gael. & lr. lag, W. Hap.] Slow ;

tardy ;—last ; long-delayed.

Lag, (lag) )). One who lags ; that which come* in

last ;—the fag-end ; the rump ; the lowest chws

Lag, (lag) v. i. To walk or move slowly ; to sU.t

behind ; linger ; delay. (ward

Laggard, (lag'ard) «. [Eng. lag.] Slow; back-

Laggard, (lagurd) a. One who lags: a loiterer.

Lagoon, (la-goon') 11. [It. iSp. lagttna.] A march,

shallow pond, or lake, especially one into which

the sea flows :—also iagutie.

Laic, (la'ik) a. [L. laieu$.] Belonging to a lay-
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ïjian or the laity, as distinguished from the

clergy :—also laical.

Laic, (lfl'ik) п. Л layman.

Lair, (lar) n. [Ger. lacer.] The place where an

animal lies down and reetg ; the bed of a boar or

wild beast ;—a covered shed for cattle ;—soiue-

timee the ground ; especially burying ground ;—

a, family burying-place.

Lajty. (hVe-te) n. The people, as distinguished

from the clergy.

Lake, (Uk) n. 1 1., locus.) A large sheet or body

of water contained in a cavity or hollow of the

earth, as between hills—inland.

Lake, (läk) n. A deep-red colouring matter,

consisting of aluminous earth and cochineal or

other red substance.

Lamb, (lam) n. [A.-S.] The young of the sheep

kind ;—any person who is innocent and gentle

as a lamb, iamb of God, the Saviour Jesus

Christ. [as eheep ; to yean.

Lamb, (lam) v. i. To bring forth a lamb or lambs,

Lambkin, (lamltin) ». A small lamb.

Lamb-like, (lamlik) a. Meek ; gentle ; mild.

Lame, (lam) a. [A-S. lam.] Crippled or dis

abled in a limb ;—imperfect ; not satisfactory,

as an excuse ;—hobbling ; not smooth, as verse

or rhythm.

Lame, (läm) v. t. To make lame ; to cripple ; to

reader imperfect and unsound ; to disable.

Lamellar, (lam'el-ar) a. |L. lamella, lamina.]

Composed of or disposed in thin plates, layers,

or scales.

Lamely, (Jamie) adc. In a crippled, disabled,

or imperfect manner ¡—weakly ; feebly.

Lameness, (lam'nes) n. The condition of being

lame ; disability ; weakness ;—imperfection.

Lament, (la-ment') r. i. [h. lamentari.) To weep

or wail ; to mourn ;—to feel deep regret;—v. t.

To mourn for ; to bemoan ; to deplore ; to bewail.

Lament, (la-raent) ». [L. lament им.) Grief or

aorrow expressed in complaints or cries ; lamen

tation ;—an elegy or mournful ballad.

Lamentable, (lam'ent-a-bl) a. Mourning; ex

pressing grief ;—pitiable ;—miserable ; pitiful.

Lamentably, (lam'ent-a-ble) adv. In a manner to

саоле or express sorrow ;—pitifully ; despicably.

Lamentation, (lam-ent-à'shun) я. Act of bewail

ing : expression of sorrow.

Lamina, (lam'in-a) ». i L | A thin plate or scale

lying over another ;—the blade of a leaf.

Laminar, (lam'in-ar) a. Consisting of thin plates

or layers :—also laminarif.

Lamination, (lam-m-ii'ehun) ». Lamellar struc

ture ; arrangement in thin plates or layers.

Lamiah, (liim'ish) a. Somewhat lame.

Lammas, (lani'nias) ». [A. -H. hlAfimrme, from klâf,

loaf, and ¡мои**, feast.J The first day of August.

Lamp, (hmp) n. {G. lampas.) A contrivance

for producing artificial light f—a

torch;—a lantern ;—a vessel con-

timing combustible oil to be burned

by a wick, or inflammable gas from

a jet ;—chandelier ; gasalier, &c ;—

spiritual light; direction;—a gui<b ;

—a beacon. Safety-lamp, a con.

tri vanee ofSir H. Davy'sfor lighting

mines safely. The vessel holding

the oil and wick is inclosed in a

cylinder of wire gauze, which ]кг-

mita the transmission of the light,

but prevents the access of the fire- hafetj-iamp,

damp to the flame until it has been reduced

below tbe point at which it explodes.

Lamp-black, (1ашрЪ1ак) п. A fine soot formed

by the smoke of burning resinous substances.

Lampoon, (lam'póón) n. [F. lampón.] A bitter

personal satire, usually printed, and in verse ;—

any abusive or scurrilous publication.

Lampoon, (lam-póon') V, t. To abuse in written

satire;—libel; defame; calumniate; satirize.

Lampooner, (lam-poou'çr) ». The writer of a

lampoon.

Lamprey, (lam'pru) n. [L. lampetra.) An eel

like fish, having a round, sucking mouth, set

with numerous minute.teeth.

Lanated, (lun'at-ed) a. [L. lanatvt.) "Woolly.

Lance, (lane) ft, [F.] A weapon of war, consist

ing of a long shaft or handle and metal point ;

a spear ;—a eoldier armed with a spear.

Lance, (lane) v. t. To pierce with a lance ;—to

open with a lancet ; to cut into ;—to throw ;

to dart

Laaceolated, ( lans'e-o-liit-ed ) a. [L. lanceola. ¡

Oblong and tapering toward the outer extremity.

Lancer, (lausçr) n. One who lances ; one who

carries a lance.

Lancet, (lans'et) ». [F. lancette.] A surgical

instrument, sharp-pointed and two-edged, used

in venesection, and in opening tumours, ab

scesses, A*«'.

Lance-wood, (lans'wóód) п. The wood of n tree

which grows in the West Indies, possessing great

toughness and elasticity.

Land, (land) ». [A.-S., Go., & Iceb land, W.

Нал.] Earth, or the solid matter which con

stitutes the fixed part of the surface of the

globe ;—any portion of the solid surface of the

globe; — ground; soil;—the inhabitants of a

country or region;—the main land;—real estate.

Land, (land) v. t. To set on shore ; to debark ;—

v. 1 To go on shore ; to disembark.

Landau, (lan'daw) ». A kind of coach or carriage

whose top may be opened and thrown back.

Land-breeze, (laud'brcz) n. A current of air from

the land towards the sea.

Landed, (landed) a. Having an estate in land ;

—consisting in real estate or land.

Land-flood, (land'rlud) n. An overflowing of land

by water ; a freshet.

Land-force, (land'föra) n. A military force, army,

or body of troops serving on bind.

Landgrave, (land'gräv) ». [Ger. load and graf.)

A German nobleman corresponding to an earl

in England and a count in r ranee.

Land gi aviate, (land-gruv'e-ât) ». The territory

held by a landgrave.

Land-holder, (landTiold-cr) n. A holder, owner,

or proprietor of land.

Landing, (land'ing) n. Act of going or setting

on shore ;—a place for going or setting on chore ;

—the level part of a staircase, connecting one

flight with another.

Landlady, (land 'la -de) ». A woman who has

tenants holding from her ; — the mistress of

an inn.

Landlock, (landlok) v. t. To iuclose by land.

Landlord, (landlord)». [A.-S. land-hláford.) The

lord of a manor ; the owner of land or houses

who lias tenants under him ;—the master of an

inn ; the giver of an entertainment or feast.

Landmark, (landmark) ». A mark to designate

the boundary of land ;—any elevated object on

land that serves as a guide to seamen ; hence,

any fixed mark, point, or station.

Land-meaaure, (land'mezh-iu) n. A line or chain

applied to the survey and measurement of lands ;
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an arithmetical table to facilitate calculations

in land-surveying.

Land-measuring-, (land'mezh-ur-ing) n. The act

or art of measuring and computing the super

ficial contents of portions of land, as of fields,

farms, &c. [or proprietor of laud.

Land-owner, (laud on-er) n. The owner, possessor,

Land-i ail, (land'rul) n. A native bird of the genus

Rallida ; corn-crake.

Landscape, (land'skap) n. \ A.-S. landxipt.] A

portion of land or territory which the eye can

comprehend in a single view ;—a picture exhi

biting some real or fancied scene in nature.

Land-slip, (land'slip) n. Tho sliding down of a

considerable tract of land from a mountain ;—

the land which slips down.

Landsman, (landVman) ?t. One who lives on the

land—opposed to seaman.

Land-surveying, (land'sur-va-iug) n. The busi

ness of fixing the boundaries and superficial

extent of portions of land.

Land-waiter, (land'wat-er) «. A custom-house

officer ivlui superintends the landing of goods.

Landward, (land'wgrd) adv. Toward tho land.

Lane, (Ian) n. [D. hum, laen.] A narrow way

between hedges ;—a narrow street ; an alley ;—

a passage between lines of men standing on

each side.

Language, (lang'gwaj) n. [L. lingua.] Speech ;

tongue ; expression of ideas by words or wri tten

characters ;—mode of speech peculiar to a nation ;

dialect;—mode peculiar to an individual; dic

tion ; style;—inarticulate expression of feeling,

as of the eye ; or of irrational animals ;—a nation,

as distinguished by its speech.

Languid, (lang^gwid) o. [L. languidu*.] Feeble ;

weak ; drooping or flagging from exhaustion ;

indisposed to exertion ;—dull ; inanimate ; list

less;—weary; heartless.

Languidly, (lang'gwid-le) adv. Weakly; feebly.

Languidnesi, (lang'gwid-nes) n. Weakness from

exhaustion of strength ;—heaviness.

Languish, (lang'gwish) v.i. [¥. lanauir.) To

become languid or weak ;—fade ; droop ; faint ;

—to look with softness or tenderness.

Languishing, (lang'gwish-ing) n. Act of becoming

weak ; pining ; drooping.

Languishing, (lang'gwish-ing) a. Drooping ;

fainting j—beaming softly; melting, as the eye.

Languishingly, (lang'gwish-ing-le) aav. Weakly;

feebly -—slowly ; faintly ;—softly ; tenderly.

Languishment, (lang'gwish-mont) v. State of

languishing ; softness of look or mien.

Languor, (lauggwer) u. [L.] State of being

languid ;—foebleness; enervation;—listlessness;

—softness.

Lank, (langk) a. [A.-S. hlane.] Loose or lax ;—

thin ; meagre ;—drooping ; dishevelled.

Lankucss, (langk'nes) n. Flabbiness: slenderness.

Lanky, (langk'e) a. Somewhat lank ; slender.

Lantern, (lant'ern) ft, [L. lantema. ] Something

inclosing a light, and protecting it from wind,

rain, &c.—sometimes portable, and sometimes

fixed ;—a little dome over the roof of a building

to give light ; a square turret placed over the

junction of the cross in a cathedral.

Lanyard, (lan'yard) n. [F. lantire.) A short piece

of rope or line for fastening something in ships.

Laodicean, (Uv-o-de-se'aii) a. IJke Christians of

Laodicea ; lukewarm in religion.

L»P* (lap) n. [A.-S. lappa, Ger. lappen.] The

loewe part of a ooat ;—the part of the clothing

tb*t lies on the knees when one site down ;

that part of the body thus covered ;—an edge ;

a border or hem.

Lap, (lap) v. t. To fold ; to bend and by OTer or

on;—to wrap round;—to infold ;—r. i. To be

spread or laid on or over ; to bo turned over

or upon.

Lap, (lap) v. i. [A.-S. /apian.] To take tip food

or drink by licking ;—to make a sound like that

produced by taking up drink with the tongue ;

—v. t. To lick up. flap.

Lap-dog, (lap'dog) n. A small dog fondled in the

Lapel, (la-pel') n. [Eng. lop.] That part of a

coat which laps over the facing. [contain.

Lapful, (lap'fool) n. As much as the lap can

Lapidary, (lap'e-dar-e)n. [L. lapis.) An artificer

who cuts, polishes, and engraves precious stones :

—a dealer in precious stones ;—a virtuoso skilled

in gems or precious stones.

Lapidary, (lap'e-dar-e) a. Pertaining to the art

of cutting stones.

Lapidescence, (lap-e-des'ens) n. A hardening into

a stony substance ;—a stony concretion.

Lapideacent, (lap-e-des'ent) a. [L. lapidtscere.]

Growing or turning to stone.

Lapidescent. (lap-e-dee'ent) n. Any substance

which has the quality of petrifying.

Lapidify, (la-piue-f!) v. (. To form into stone ;

to petrify ;—v. i. To become stone or stony.

Lapidist, (lape-dist) n. A dealer in precious

stones or gems.

Lapper, (lap'gr) «. One who wraps or folds ;—

one who takes up with his tongue.

Lappet, (lap'et) k. [Diminutive of lap. | A part

of a garraeut or dress that hangs loose.

Lapse, (tap*) "• I '- '«-»«**■] A flowing : a

slipping ;—a smooth course or descent ;—a sup ;

an error ;—a failing in duty ; a deviation from

truth and rectitude.

Lapse, (laps) v. i. To pass slowly, silently, or by

degree* ;—to deviate from rectitude ; to commit

a fault by inadvertence or mistake ;—to fall

or pass from one proprietor to another by

negligence ;—to become void.

Lapwing, (lap'wing) u. [A. -8. lepeteixc.) A

native grallatorial bird

of the genus Vunti . ,

with loud, flapping

wings:—called alsoa>'eo.-.

plover, peeicit.

Larboard, ( l.'u ' bord )

[ lur, contracted from

loieer. ] The left-hand

side of a ship when one

stands with his fac ' ■

the head; port. Lapwing.

Larcenous, (lar'sen-us) a. Thieving ; robbing.

Larceny, (lar'son-e) n. (L. tatrocinium-) Un

lawful taking and carrying away of personal

property with intent to deprive the right owner

of the same; theft.

Larch, (larch) n. [L. larix.} A coniferous tree

having deciduous leaves in whorls.

Lard, (lard) n. [L. lardum.) The fat of swim

after being melted and separated from the flesh-

Lard, (lard) v.t. [F. larder.) To smear wiib

lard;—to fatten ;—to mix with something bj

way of improvement ; to interlard.

Larder, (lard'er) n . A room where meat and othec

articles of food are kept before they arc cooked.

Large, (larj)a. [L. larrjug.) Being of great nse ;—

wide; extensive ; broad :—abundant ; plentiful:

numerous; populous;—bulky; huge;—diffuse;

full;—liberal; comprehensive",—^eneroui, aofck.
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Lark.

An liiaccb iu the

large-hearted, (lirj liirt-ed) a. Haviug a liberal

disposition, broad sympathies, generous feelings,

largely, (larjle) ndr. Widely ; extensively ;—

fally ; — copiously ; diffusely ; — liberally ; —

aboiidantly.

Iarjsaete, (Urines) «. Bigness ; bulk ;—wide-

nee; breadth;—greatness; vastness;—liberality;

pWtty.

largest, (lanes) %, [F. laraetae.) A present ; a

pft or donation.

lark, (lark) n, [O. Eng. IcverocL) A singing

bud characterized by

hiring a long, straight,

bind claw, and a rather

IfbUL Itisgenerally

rated;—a frolic ; a jolly

time.

I*rk,(Urk)r.i. To catch

**** ;—to make sport ;

tofmlic.

Ww. (lar-um) ». [Ab-

oreriation of alarum.)

Any thing used for giv

ing an alarm or notice.

I«ra, (Ut-ts) n. [L. nui.k.j ,

Kit stage after leaving the egg ; a caterpillar,

grub, or maggot.

iKTnx, (Ur'ingks) n. [Q. larugx.) The upper

Psrt of the trachea or windpipe ; a cartilaginous

OTity serving to modulate the sound of the

Take,

**■«, (laa'kar) n. {Per. & Hind. Ioshkar.] A

native sailor employed in European vessels.

latcivious, (las-si vVus) a. [L. (ascivut.) Loose;

WMton; lewd; lustful ;—Insurious.

^enviously, (lae-eiv'e-us-le) tidv. In a lascivious

manner ;—loosely ; lewdly; wantonly.

J**cmousnes«, (las-siv'e-us-nes) n. State or

Quality of being lascivious ; wantonness ; lust-

I**h, (huh) n. [Ger. lasehe.) The thong of a

•nip;— a stroke with a whip or any thing

amilar ;—a stroke of satire or sarcasm ; a cut.

**«*, (lash) r. /. To strike with a lash ; to

•^rgs;—to dash against, as waves;—to tie or

bind with a rope or cord ;—to satirize ; to

^acre with severity;—v.i. To ply the whip ;

to strike at ;—to break out ; to become unruly

*r extravagant.

I*sUr, (laah/fr) n. One who lashes ;—a piece of

tips for landing or making fast ;—a lashing.

*•"», (las) n. A young woman ; a girL

^Mitode, (las'e-tud) n. (L. lassitvdo.) Languor

of body or mind ; dulneas ; heaviness.

***, (hWeo) n. [Sp. tazo] A rope with a

noose, used for catching wild horses, &c.

«*, (last) a. [Latest.) Final; closing; hind-

*>«* ;~next before the present ;—utmost ;—

n**t unlikely ;—lowest ; meanest.

***t, Oast) adv. The last time ; the time before

we present ;—in conclusion ; finally.

««*, (last) r. i. [A. -8. lastan.) To continue in

time ; to endure ; to keep fresh, as fruits ; to

'•tain colour, as fabrics ; to hold out, as a stock

w store ; to serve for the required time or

parpose.

**»t,0art) n. TA-8. hlast.] A weight, generally

*tjmated at 4000 lbs., but varying in different

Urt, (last) t». [A. -8. last] A mould of the

root, made of wood, on which shoes are formed.

}**&&$, Oast'ing) a. Continuing ; enduring.

**«"* , (lasting) n. A durable woollen stuff.

Lastingly, (last'ing-le) ode. Durably.

Lastly, (last/le) adv. In the last place ; in con

clusion ;—finally.

Latch, (lach) n. A small piece of iron or wood

used to fasten a door ; a catch. [a latch.

Latch, (lach) r. f . To catch or fasten by means of

Latchet. (lach'et) n. [Diminutive of latch, F.

laect.] The string that fastens a shoe.

Late, (lat) a. [A.-8. Id!.) Coming after others,

or after the time ; slow ; tardy ;—far advanced

towards the end or close ;—existing not long

ago ;—recent ;—last in any place, office, or cha

racter ;—coming after thejisual season.

Late, (lfit) adv After the usual time or the

time appointed ;—not long ago ; lately ;—far in

the night, day, week, or other period.

Lately, (latle) adr. Not long ago ; recently.

Lateness, (lat'nes) it. State of being late.

Latent, (la'tent) «. [L. latere.] Not visible or

apparent : hid ; concealed ; secret.

Latently, (la'tent-le) ""'■ . In a latent manner ;

Recretly.

Later, (later) eu [Comparative of tote.] Posterior;

subsequent.

Lateral, (lat'er-al) a. [L. lateralis.] Relating to

the side ; proceeding from the side ;—directed

to the side.

Laterally. (l;it''jr-;il ■].-)'"'•■■ By the side; sidewise.

Latest, (latent) a, [Superlative of late.) Longest

after the usual time ; tardiest.

Lath, (lath) n. [A. -8. lattv.) A thin, narrow

board or slip of wood to snpport the plastering.

Lath, (lath) v. t. To cover or line with laths.

Lathe, (Uth) ». [Allied to lath.] A machine-tool

for turning or shaping articles of wood, metal, &c.

Lather, (LiTH'er) v. «. To form a foam with water

and soap ;—v. t. To spread over with lather.

Lather, (lamer) n, [A.-S. leadhor.) Foam or

froth made by soap moistened with water ;—

froth from profuse sweat, as of a horse.

Lathing, (lathing) n. A covering of laths on a

wall ; also the act or process of covering with

laths. [slender.

Lathy, (lath'e) a. Thin as a lath ; long and

Latin, (lat'in) a. Pertaining to the people of

Latinni, in Italy; Roman.

Latin, (lat'in) ft. A native or inhabitant of

Latium ;—the language of the ancient Romans.

Latinism, (latin-izm) n. A Latin idiom.

Latinity. (hv-tin'e-te) w. The Latin tongue ; speci

fically, purity of the Latin style or idiom.

Latinize, (lat'in-iz) v. t. To give Latin termina

tions or forniH to, as foreign words.

Latish, (lut'ish) a. [Eng. late.] Somewhat late.

Latitude, (lat'e-tud) «. [L. latitvdo.] Extent

from side to side : breadth ; width ;—space ;—

breadth of signification, application, tfcc. ; —

amplitude ; scope ;—the distance of a heavenly

body from the ecliptic ;—the distance north or

south of the equator.

Latitudinal, (lat-e-tud'in-al) a. Pertaining to

latitude ; in the direction of latitude.

Latitudinarian, (lat-o-tud-in-a're-an) a. Free ;

unrestrained in religious principles or views.

Latitudinarian, (latr«-tud-in-a're-an) n. One who

exercises freedom in thinking:—one who departe

in opinion from the strict principles oforthodoxy .

Latituiiinarianism, ( lat-e-tud-in-a're-an-izm ) n.

Freedom of opinion in matters pertaining to

religious belief; hence, indifference to religion.

Latten, (lat'en) n. [It latta.) A kind of brass or

bronze;—sheet-tin: iron-plate, covered with tin.

Latter, (later) a. [Ab irregular comparative of
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late.] More late or recent ;—the last of two ;—

lately done or past ; modern.

Latterly, (lat'er-le) adr. Of late.

Lattice, (lat'ia) n. [F. tattit.] Any work made

by crossing laths, rods, or bars, and forming a

net-work ;—a window or window-blind.

Lattice, (lat'is) a. Consisting of cross pieces or

net-work ;—furnished with a lattice.

Laud, (lawd) n. [L. lavs.] A eulogy; praise;—

music or singing in honour of any one.

Laud, (lawd) v. t. To praise in words alone, or

with words and singing ; to extol ; to celebrate.

Laudable, (lawd'a-bl) a. Worthy of being lauded ;

praiseworthy ; commendable.

Laudableness, (lawd'a-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

laudable ; praise-worthiness. [ing praise.

Laudably, (lawd'a-ble) adv. In a manner deserv-

Laudanum, (lawd'a-uum) «. |1, ladanum.] A

preparation of opium in spirit of wine ; tincture

of opium. [expressing praise.

Laudatory, (lawd'a-tor-e) a. Containing praise ;

Laugh, (laf) v.i. [A.-S. hleahhan.] To give

expression to pleasure, mirth, or sense of the

ludicrous by a twinkling of the eyes, contortion

of the features, catching of the breath, and

shaking of the Bides ;—to smile or grin ;—to

chuckle ; to titter ;—v. t. To ridicule or deride ;

—to scorn.

Laugh, (laf) n. An expression of mirth peculiar

to the human species ; laughter.

Laughable, (laf'a-bl) a. Fitted to excite laughter ;

—droll ; ludicrous ; comical. [laughter.

Laughably, (lafa-ble) adv. In a manner to excite

Laughing-stock, (laf'ing-stok) n. An object of

ridicule ; a butt

Laughter, (laf'ter) ». An involuntary movement

of the muscles of the face, or a peculiar expression

of the eyes, indicating merriment or satisfaction.

Launch, (lansh) v. t. [F. Imicer.] To throw as a

spear ; to ilart ;—to send forth ; to despatch ;—

to push into the water, as a boat ;—to slide

flown the water-ways, as a ship :—r. L To go

into the water ;—to push from the land or out

to sea ;—to expatiate, as in talk ;—to plunge

into, as expense.

Launch, (lansh) »». The sliding of a ship into the

water ;—the largest boat belonging to a ship.

Laundress, (lanUres) n. A female whose employ

ment is to wash clothes : a washerwoman.

Laundry, (lan'dre) n. [O. Eng. lavendry, F. lava:]

A washing;—the place where clothes are washed,

dried, mangled, and ironed.

Laureate, (law'rfi-at) v. t. To confer a University

degree on, formerly by crowning with laurel.

Laureate, (law're-at) n. A poet attached to the

royal household, and composing verses for state

or festive occasions—the office now is honorary.

Laureateship, (law're-at-ahip) n. Office of the

laureate.

Laurel, flaw'rol) ft. [L. la urns.) An evergreen

shrub, having aromatic leaves of a lanceolate

shape, with clusters of yellow-white flowers.

Lava, (la'va, lava) n. [It.] The melted rock

ejected by a volcano ; also, the scorite when cooled.

Lavatory, (lavVtor-e) n. [h. lavare.] A place

for washing ;—a wash or lotion for a diseased

part;—a place)where gold is obtained by washing.

Lave, (lav) v. t. [L. lavare.] To wash ; to bathe ;

—v. i. To bathe ; to wash one's Bolf.

Lavender, (laven-de.r) n. [L. lavandula.] An

aromatic plant yielding an essential oil, used in

medicine and perfumery.

Laver, (LVver) n. [L. lavare.] A vessel for

washing :—a basin in the court of the Jewish

tabernacle, where the priests washed their hands

and feet, and the entrails of victims.

Laverock, (l&Vrok) n. A lark.

Lavish, (lavish) a. [Eng. lave, L. IrvareJ] Pro

digal ; wasteful ; extravagant ;—profuse ; exces

sive ;—wild ; unrestrained.

Lavish, (lavish) v. t. To expend or bestow with

profusion ;—to squander. [wastefully.

Lavishly, (lavlsh-le) adv. With profuse expense:

Law, (law) n. [A.-S. lah.) A rule of order or

conduct established by authority;—the appointed

rules of a community or state for the control of

its inhabitants, &c. ;—any force, tendency, pro-

pension, or instinct, whether natural or acquired;

—the will of God, as the supreme moral ruler ;

—established usage ; a rule, principle, or maxim

of science or art ;—the Jewish or Mosaic code,

in distinction from the gospel;—judicial process;

litigation ;—legal science ; jurisprudence.

Lawful, (law'fool) a. Conformable to law ; legal ;

—allowed bylaw; competent;—rightful.

Lawfully, (law'fdol-le^ adv. In accordance with

law ; without violating law ; legally.

Lawfulness, (law'fool-nes) n. Quality of being

conformable to law ; legality.

Lawgiver, (law'giv-er) h. One who makes or

enacts a law ; a legislator.

Lawless, (lawles) a. Contrary to law ; illegal ;—

regardless of moral or social restraints ; reckless.

Lawlessly, (law'les-le) adv. In a lawless manner.

Lawlessness, (lnwles-nes) n. Quality or state of

being lawless.

Lawn, (lawn) n. [W. llan.] An open space

between woods ; a space of ground covered with

grass, generally in front of or around a mansion.

Lawn, (lawn) n. [F. linon.] A sort of fine linen

or cambric, used for parts of the official robes of

a bishop, and hence, the official dress itself.

Lawsuit, (laVsut) n. A process in law instituted

for the recovery of a supposed right.

Lawyer, (law'yer) n. [Laic-trer.] One versed in

the laws, or a practitioner of law.

Lax, (laks) a. [L. laxua.] Loose ; wide ;—flabby;

soft ;—loose in texture;—vague; inexact :—loo&e

in morals; licentious ;—unrestrained ;—having

too frequent alvine discharges.

Lax, (laks) n. A looseness; diarrhoea.

Laxation, (laks-iVshun) v. [L. loxare.) Act of

loosening, or the state of being looee or slackened.

Laxative, (laks'at-iv) a. Having the power of

opening. [the bowels ; a gentle purgative.

Laxative, (laks'At-iv) n. A medicine that relaxes

Laxity, (laks'e-te) «. [L. taxitas.] Quality of

being lax or loose ; slackness, as of a cord ;—

looseness, as of a texture ;—want of exactness or

precision ; — licentiousness ; — openness of Uie

bowels;—also lajcnts*.

Lay, (la) r. t. [A.-S. Ucgaiu] To put or place ;

to set down or upon;— to place along;— to

dispose ;—to beat down, as corn ;—to settle, a*

dust by rain ;—to fix, as stones in building ;—

to still, as wind ;—to appease, as passion ;—to

exorcise, as an evil spirit;—to spread on a sur

face, as colour ;—to prepare, as the table ;—to

impose, as a tax ;—to impute, as blame ;—to

inflict, as punishment ;—to enjoin, as duty ;—

to exhibit, at an indictment ;—to wager or

stake, as a bet;—to bring forth and drop, as

eggs ;—to station, as an ambush ;—to form, as a

plot ;—v. i. To bring or produce eggs.

Lay, (la) ft. [Ger. lage.] A row ; a stratum ; a

layer ;—a wager ; a bet ;—an undertaking.
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Uy,(li) n. [A. -8. ley, Ger. lied.] A song :—a

■pedes of narrative poetry among the ancient

wiKntitih.

Lay, (U) a. Pertaining to the laity or people,

layer, (la'er) n. One who or that which lays ;—

a stratum : a bed ;—a course, as of bricks, and

the like ;—a twig of a plant, not detached from

the itock, laid under ground for growth.

laying, (li'ing) n. The act or period of laying

egp ; the eggs laid.

layman, (la man) n. [Eng. lay and man.] One

of tbe people, in distinction from the clergy.

law, (lazar) n. [From Lazarus,] A person

infect*! with a foul and pestilential disease.

Uaratto. (laz-a-refto) n. A public hospital or

pert-house for the reception of diseased persons.

uxily, (13'ze-le) adv. Sluggishly ;—idly.

Ittaesa, (M'ze-nes) n. Indolence : sluggishness ;

hahitUAl Moth ;—slowness ; tardiness.

«y. (la'ze) a. [Got. la**. ] Disinclined to action

or exertion: slothful; indolent;—moving appa

rently with labour ; sluggish.

**! (it) iu [A.-S. Uan, hah.] A meadow or

ward Und ;—land under grass or clorer.

I*ad,(fed)n. [A.-H.ltad.] A well-known metal

ff a doll white colour with a cast of blue ;—a

phfflunet, used in sounding at sea ;—a thin plate

'■'type-metal, used to separate lines in printing.

kad, (fed) r. t. To cover with lead ; to fit with

k>d; — in printing, to widen, as the space

between lines, by inserting a lead or leads.

I***, (led) r. t. [A.-S. ladan.) To conduct ;—

to guide by the hand ;—to direct, as a chief or

flwmander ;—to introduce by going first ; to

J««de ;—to entice ; to allure; to influence;—

to pus ; to spend ;—v. i. To go before and show

^* w*y ;—to conduct, as a chief ;—to tend to ;

to draw towards ; — to exercise influence or

authority.

!*•*. fled") n. Precedence ; guidance,

wadeo, (led'ed) a. Fitted with lead ; set in lead ;

-separated by leads, as the li nes of a page.

L*adea, (led'n) a. Made of lead ;—heavy ; indis

posed to action ; dull.

«ader, (iSd'er) n. A guide ; a conductor ;—a

duef ; a commander ;—the chief of a party ;—a

Performer who leads a band or choir in music;

-the editorial article in a newspaper.

^•^erihip, (IWer-ahip) n. The state or oflioe

U leader.

'•finj, (led'ing) a. Chief; principal ; most im

portant or influential ;—showing the way by

-"^nt first.

|***hig. (Led'ing) n. Guidance; direction,

^^aag-strinija, (led'ing-strings) n. pi. Strings

*7*njch children are supported when beginning

to walk ; hence, a state of dependence.

***A (IftT) n. [A.-S.J A deciduous shoot from

Jht stem or branch of a plant or tree, greenish

i* colour, thiu and palmated in shape, and

•"eticalated in texture for the elaboration of

ti* iap;—part of a book containing two pages ;—

*^e or division, as of a double door, shutter,

**N*, 6c ;—a thinly beaten plate, as of gold,

*ilrer, Ac.

kaf. (l*f) r. i. To shoot out leaves.

^age, (leT9j) n. Leaves collectively ; foliage.

***■»«**, (l*fe-nes) n. A state of being full of

«*«a.

^*4*as, defies) a. Destitute of leaves.

kaflet flefkt) n, A little leaf,

wttalk, (lefstawk) u. The petiole or stalk

%«ch supporta a leal

Leafy, (lefe) a. Full of leaves.

League, (leg) n. [F. ligue.] A combination of

two or more parties for their mutual interest ;—

a national contract or compact ;—confederacy ;

coalition. [federacy.

League, (leg) v. i. To unite in a league or conT

League, (leg) n. [W. Uech.] Originally a kind

of mile-stone ;—a measure of distance, equal, in

England, to three geographical miles—used

chiefly at sea.

Leaguer, (letf^t) n. [Ger. Inner.] A camp;—

investment of a town or fort ; siege.

Leak, (lek) n. [A.-S. hkee] A crack or bole in

a vessel, that admits water, or permits a fluid

to escape ;—the oozing or passing of water or

liquor, through a crack or aperture iu a vessel,

either into it or out of it.

Leak, (16k) v. i. [Icel. Uka.] To let water or

liquor into or out of a vessel through a hole,

crevice, or other defect.

Leakage, (lek'aj) n. The quantity of a liquor

that enters or issues by leaking ;—an allowance

of a certain rate per cent for the leaking of casks.

Leakiness, (lek'e-nes) n. The state of being leaky.

Leaky, (lck'e) a. Admitting water or other

liquor to leak in or out.

Lean, (len) v. i. [A.-S. hlinian.] To deviate

from a perpendicular line; to bend ; to incline ;

—to rest upon; to depend on;—to tend towards;

to have a propensity in favour of ;—v. t. To

cause to lean ; to support or rest.

Lean, (len) a. [A.-S. tame.] Wanting in flesh;

—slender ; spare ; thin ; meagre.

Lean, (len) n. That rart of flesh which consists

of muscle without the fat

Leanness, (len'nes) n. Thinness ; want of flesh ;

meagreness ;—in Scripture, want of spiritual

grace and joy.

Leap, (lep) v. i. [A.-S. hhapan.] To springfrom

the ground ; to vault ;—to bound ; to skip ;—

to spring upon with sudden violence ;—to dance

for joy ;—r. (. To pass over by leaping ; to cover.

Leap, (lop) n. A jump ; a bound ;—space passed

by leaping ;—a hazardous act ;—copulation.

Leap-frog, (lep'frog) n. A play among boys, in

which one stoops down and another leaps

over him.

Leap-year, (ler/yer) n. A year containing 366

days ; every fourth year, which leaps over a

day. giving to February twenty-nine days.

Learn, (lsrn) v. t. [A.-S. leornian.] To acquire

new knowledge or ideas from or concerning;—

to acquire skill in any thing;—v. i. To receive

information or intelligence ;—to acquire know

ledge; to tako pattern or example from.

Learned, (lern'ed) a. Versed in literature or

science ;—knowing ; skilful ;—containing or ex

hibiting learning. [erudition.

Learnedly, (lem'ed-le) adv. With learning or

Learner, (lern'er) n. One who learns ; scholar ;.

disciple ; pupil ; student.

Learning, (lern'iug) n. The knowledgo received

by instruction or study;—practical acquaintance

with or skill in ;—the matter or subject* of

instruction.

Lease, (lGs) n. A letting of lands or tenements

for a rent or compensation ;—the contract for

such letting ;—the time for which such a tenure

holds good.

Lease, (1?b) v. t. [F. laisser.] To grant the tem

porary possession of lands or tenements for a

rent reserved ; to let.

Leasehold, (10s h61d) a. Held by lease.
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Leasehold, (lesTiold) n. A tenure held by lease.

Leash, (leeh) n. [F. lai*$t.] A thong of leather

by which a falooner holds his hawk, or a courser

bis dog ;—a brace and a half ; three.

Leash, (lesh) v. I. To bind ; to hold by a string.

Least, (lost) a. [A -S. leUt.] Smallest in size,

strength, &c. ;—feeblest ; faintest ;—moat insig

nificant.

Least, (lest) adv. In the smallest or lowest degree.

Leather, (leTH'er) ru [A-S. ledher.] The skin

of an animal dressed and prepared for use ;—

dressed hides collectively.

Leather, (leTH'er) a. Made of leather ; leathern-

Leathery, (leTB'er-e) a. Resembling leather ;

tongh.

Leave, (lev) n. [A-S. Uaf.] Liberty granted;

permission ;—a formal parting of friends ; fare

well

Leave, (lev) v.t. [A-S. latfan.] To quit;—to

forsake ; to abandon ;—to suffer to remain ;—to

i bequeath ;—to commit to ; to intrust ;— to per

mit or allow;—to refer;—v.i. To cease; to

desist ; to depart from ; to withdraw.

Leave, (lev) v. i. [Eng. lea/.] To send out leaves.

Leaved, (15vd) a. Furnished with foliage ; made

with leaves or folds, aa a table, gate, &c.

Leaven, (lev'n)n. [F. Uvain.) A mass of sour

dough, which, mixed with a larger quantity,

{troduces fermentation in it, and renders it

ight ;— any thing which makes a general,

especially a corrupting, change in the mass.

Leaven, (lev'n) r. t. To raise and make light,

as dough ;—to taint; to imbue.

Leavening, (lev'n-ing) «. Act of making light by

} means of leaven ;—that which leavens or makes

light.

Leaves, (IS") n. pL of leaf. The foliage of trees ;

—the pages of a book ;—the teeth of a pinion.

Leavings, ( lev'ings ) w. pi. Things left ; rem

nant ; relics ;—refuse ; offal. [lewdness.

Lecher, (lech'er) n. [It. tccco.] A man given to

Leoher, (lech'er) v. i. To practise lewdness.

Lecherous, (lech er-us) a. Addicted to lewdness ;

lewd;—provoking lust ; lascivious; lustful.

Lecherously, (lech'er-us-le) adv. Lustfully.

Lechery, (lech'?r-e) n. Free indulgence ofsensual

desire; lewdness; lust.

Lection, (lek'shun) n. [L. Uctid.] A difference

in copies of a manuscript or book ; a reading;—

a portion of Scripture read in divine service.

Lecture, (lek'tur) n. [L. lectvra.] A discourse

on any subject; especially, a formal or me

thodical discourse intended for instruction ;—a

reprimand ; a formal reproof.

Lecture, (lek'tur) v. t. To instruct by discourses;

—to instruct authoritatively ; to reprove;—v.i.

To road or deliver a formal discourse.

Lecturer, (lek'tur-er) Ji. One who roads or pro

nounces lectures ;—a preacher in a church.

Lectureship, (lek'tur-ship) n. The office of a

lecturer.

Ledge, (lej) n. [A.-S. leper.'] A layer or stratum ;

—a prominent or projecting part ; a shelf ;—a

ridge of rocks near the surface of the sea ;—a

small moulding. *

Ledger, (lej'er) n. [A.-S. leper.] A book lying

open for record or inspection ;—the principal

account book among merchants, into which

entries from the journal, cash-book, etc., are

transferred in brief form.

L", (IS) n. [A-S. hle6.] A place defended from

the wind ; that part of the hemisphere toward

which the wind blows.

!2 LEGIBLE

Lee, (le) a. Of, or pertaining to, the part or side

opposite to that against which the wind blows.

Leech, (lech) »u [A-S. Icece.] A physician;—an

aquatic sucking worm, used for the abstraction

of blood. [of a sail at the sidea.

Leech, (lech) n. [L. lieiwa.) The border or edge

Leek, (lek) n. [A-S. Udc.\ A garden plant

allied to the onion—the national emblem of the

Welsh.

Leer, (ier) v. i. To look obliquely, in contempt,

defiance, or with sly allurement.

Leer, (ler) n. [A.-8. hUor.] An oblique view ;

—an affected cast of countenance.

Lees, (lex) n. pL [F. lie.] The coarser parts of

a liquor which settle at its bottom; sediment;

dregs.

Lee-shore, (le'shor) n. The shore under the leo

of a ship, or that to which the wind blows.

Lee-tide, (le'sid) n. Side of a vessel opposite to

the direction of the wind.

Lett, (let) n. [A.-S. hlttt.] A list of candidates

nominated for election to office.

Leeward, (le'werd) a. Pertaining to, or in tho

direction of, the part toward which the wind

blows.

Left, (left) o- [L- l(rvu».] In the direction, or

on the side opposed to the right of the body.

Left, (left) n. The side opposite to the right.

Left-handed, (left'liand-ed) a. Having the left

hand or arm more strong and dexterous than

the right.

Leg, (leg) n. [IceL leppr.] The limb of an animal

used in supporting the body ; especially, tliat

part from the knee to the foot ;—any long and

Blender support on which any object rests.

Legacy, (leg'a-se) n. [L. tegare. } A gift by will

of personal property ; a bequest.

Legal, (le'gal) a. [L. lepalU.] According to law;

—lawful ;—according to the law of works, as

distinguished from free grace ;—constitutional ;

legitimate.

Legality,'(le-gal'e-te) n. State of being legal ;—an

outward conformity to law without the inward

principle.

Legalize, (le'gal-Iz) v. f. To make lawful ; to

authorize ;—to sanction after being done.

Legally, (liKgal-le) adv. Lawfully.

Legate, (leg^t) n. [L. Upatus.) An envoy ;—the

pope's ambassador to a foreign prince or state.

Legatee, (leg-a-te') it. One to whom a legacy

is bequeathed.

Legateship, (leg'at-ship) n. The office of a legate.

Lcgatine. (legVtin) a. Pertaining to a legate.

Legation, (lc-ga shun) n. The commissioning one

person to act for another;—a legate or envoy,

and the persons associated with him in has

mission ;—the official residence of a diplomatic

minister.

Legend, (lej'end) v. [L. lepere.] A chronicle of

the lives of saints, formerly read at matins ;—

any marvellous story ; — unauthentic fahle ;

family tradition ;—an inscription or motto, a*

on a shield, medal, coin, dec.

Legendary, ( lej 'end-ar-e) a. Consisting of

legends ; strange ; fabulous.

Legerdemain, flej-cr-de-man') ji. [F.] A trick

performed with adroitness ; sleight of hand.

Legged, (legd) a. [From /<{;.) Having legs—uaed

in composition, as a Vto-Ugyed animal.

Leggin, (leg in) n. [From kpj A cover for tho

leg, like a long gaiter. [being legible.

Legibility, (lej-e-bil'e-te) «, Quality or state of

Legible, (lej'e-bl) a. [L, UffibUU.) Capable of
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being read or understood by apparent marks or

indications.

bfibleaeu, (lej'e-bines) n Quality or state of

being legible ; legibility. [may be read.

~'?'^y- (lejVble) adv. In such a manner as

Legion. (K-'jiui) n. [L. tegUh] A body of infantry,

wnsirtnig of from three to five thousand men ;

—* great number ; a multitude.

L*|ionary, (l^jun-ar-e) n. Relating to, or con-

rating of, legion* ;—containing a great number.

"filiate, (lcfiB-lat) v.i. [L. torand/trre.J To

Make or enact a law or laws.

legislation, (l-i-i- 1 V-hiui) n. The act of legis

lating or enacting laws.

Legiilative, (lej'is-lilt-iv) a. Making or giving

k<wi ; having power to enact ; — enacted by

Mthority ; prescribed ; constitutional ; legal.

Legislator, (lej'is-lat-cr) «. A lawgiver; one who

oakw lawn for a state or community.

Legislature, (lejisIat-Gr) n. The body of men

in a rtate or kingdom invested with power to

fluke and repeal laws.

kgirt, (13 jint) m. One skilled in the laws.

legitimacy, (le-jit'e-ma-se) n. Acconlance with

kw;~- lawfulness of birth; — genuineness or

reality;—logical sequence or validity.

Legitimate, (le-jit'e-mat) a. Accordant with law;

—lawfully begotten ;—genuine; real;—following

by natural sequence.

Legitimate, (te-jit'e-mat) r. t. [L. lefiitimut.] To

make lawful ; to legalize ;—to communicate the

rights of a legitimate child to one that is

illegitimate.

**t&autely, (15-jit'e-mat-le) adv. In a legitimate

Banner ; lawfully ; genuinely.

Legitimation, (le-jit-e-ma'shun) ft. The act of

inverting with the rights and privileges of

frwfal birth.

LtfttmMlegum) n. [h- Itgtimen.] A pod dehis

cent into two valves, and having the seed

attached at one suture, as the pea ;—pl. The

ftuit of leguminous plants ; pulse : beans, Ac. J

**fnmiaoua, (leg-u'min-us) a Pertaining to '

J"nlse ;—bearing legumes, as seed-vessels.

Lsisnre. (18'zhur) n. [P. loisir.) Freedom from |

trm\AtUm or business ; spare or unemployed i

tan* I — convenience ; ease — frequently used

adjcctively. .

«w»rely, Oe'zhfir-Ie) a. Exhibiting or employ-

i^let-'ire; deliberate; slow.

****rely, (le'zhur-le) adv. In a deliberate

manner ; slowly.

««*», (lem'a) n. [G..] An assumption or pre-

ik* taken for granted ;—a proration assumed

tr proved to aid in the working out of a problem.

Leasiing, Owning) «. [Dan., Norw.] A bur-

■**iag animal of the rat

toatly found in the north of

farope, and remarkable for

^ periodic migrations in

JWtt swarms southward.

Lfiast, (lem'un) n. [A. lai-

*■**.! An oval fruit rest-in

Wing the orange, and con-

tuning an intensely acid pulp ;—the tree that

J-Ttthjces lemons.

J**MOade, (letn'un-ud) », A beverage consisting

rf lemon-juice mixed with water and sweetened.

Lssna, (le'mur) X. [L.J One of a family of noc

turnal mammals allied to the monkeys, but of

snail cize, and having a sharp, fox-like muzzle.

«**, (tend) v. t. [A.-S. toman.] To grant the

temporary use of on condition of return, or of

 

Lemming.

receiving an equivalent in money or kind ;—to

afford or supply, as aid ;—to permit the use of,

as one's name to a bill.

Lender, (lend'er) n. One who lends.

Length, (length) «. [A.-S. lenpdh.} The extent

of a body from end to end ; extension ; longi

tude ;—a certain portion or extent of space ;—

intervening distances ; — measure; — space of

time ; duration ;—reach.

Lengthen, (length'n) r. (. To extend in length ;

to elongate ;—to extend in time ; to protract ;—

to expand ; r. i. To grow longer ; to extend

in length.

LengthimeBS, (length'e-nes) «. 8tate of being

lengthy ; tendency to spin out, as a speech ;

prolixity. [of the length.

Lengthwise, (kngth'wiz) adv. In the direction

Lengthy, (length'e) a. Having length ; prolix.

Leniency, (le'ne-en-se) n. Lenity ; mildness.

Lenient, (le'ne-ent) a. [L. lenirc.] Acting with

out rigour or severity; mild ; clement ; merciful.

Leniently, ( li 'i- ■■< nl le) . •- \ . . In a lenient manner.

Lenitive, (len'it-iv) a. Softening or mitigating,

as pain or acrimony ; emollient ; aseuasive.

Lenitive, (len'it-iv) u\. A medicine or application

that lias the quality of easing pain.

Lenity, (len'e-t«) it. [L. latitat.) Mildness of

temper :—tenderness ; softness ; clemency.

Lens, (lenz) n. [L. lens.] A piece of glass or

other transparent substance, ground with two

opposite regular surfaces, either both curved, or

one curved and the other plane, used in optical

instruments, for changing the direction of rays

of light, magnifying objects, or otherwise modi

fying vision.

Lent, (lent) ». [A.-S. leiicten.] A fast of forty-

days, beginning with Ash Wednesday and con

tinuing till Easter, commemorative of the fast

of our Saviour.

Lenten, rtent'en) v. Pertaining to Lent ; used in

Lent; hence, spare ; plain.

Lenticular, (len-tik'u-lar) a. [L. tent teutons.)

Resembling a lentil in size or form ;—double

convex. [plant allied to the bean.

Lentil, (tau'til) n. W lentillc.) A leguminous

Leo, (led) n. [L] The

lion ; the fifth sign of

the zodiac.

Leonine, (US'5-nin) a.

[L. ■'.<..'.■-■'■. | Belong

ing to or resembling a

lion.

Leopard, (Iep'ard) n. [G.

Udn and pardos.) A L*a

carnivorous digitigrade mammal of the genus

Felix, of a yellow or fawn colour, with black

spot* along the back and sides.

Leper, (lej/er) n, [G. lepra.} A person affected

with leprosy.

Lepidopterous, (lep-id-op'ter-us) a. Scale-winged;

—having fine powdery wings, as the moth, &o.

Leprosy, (lep'rO-se) ?i. A cutaneous disease cha

racterized by scaly spots, usually white, but

sometimes gray or black. [leprosy.

Leprous. (lep'rus)cr. [F. hprevx.) Infected with

Lepus. (Ie'pos) «. [I-] A genus of rodent

animals, including the hare and the rabbit.

Lesion, (ICzhnn) «. [L. /frtio.] A hurt; an

injury ;—loss from failure to fulfil a bargain or

contract.

Less.()es)a. [A.-S. Uttw.} Reducetl or diminished;

—smaller in size or bulk ;—lower in height,

rank, &c. ; inferior.
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Leu, (les) adv. Not so much ; in a smaller or

lower degree

Less, (let*) n. A smaller portion ;—the younger.

Lessee, (lea-o) n. One to whom a lease is given.

Lessen, (lesti) v. t. To make leas or smaller ; to

reduce;—to diminish ;—r. i. To become less;

to contract ; to be diminished in degree* quality,

or intensity ; to decrease.

Lesser, (les'er) a. [A.-S. Itista,] Less; smaller.

Lesson, (lean) n. (F. Iwon.] A reading or re

citation ;—a piece of instruction ;—the particular

portion, as of a text-book, gone over at one

time ;—the portion of Scripture for the day ;—

instruction gained by experience; — reproof;

rebuke.

Lessor, (les'ser) n . One who leases or gives a lease.

Lest, (lest) conj. [A.-S. last.] That not ; for

fear that .

Let, (let) t\ t. [A.-S. totan.] To give leave or

power ; to permit ; to allow; to suffer ;—to grant

possession and use for a compensation ; to lease ;

—r. i. To be let or leased.

Let, (let) v.t. (A. -8. lettan.] To retard; to

hinder ; to impede.

Let, (let) >i. A hiuderanco ; impediment

Lethal, (le'thal) a. [L. hlhalis. ] Deadly;

mortal ; fatal.

Lethaxgio, (ie-thar'jik) o. Given to lethargy;

preternaturally inclined to sleep ; drowsy.

Lethargy, (leth'ar-je) v. [G. IStki and crr/nw.]

Preternatural sleepiness; morbid drowsiness;—

duluess ; inaction : inattention.

Lethe, (le'the) n. [G. Uthi.] One of tlie rivers of

hell, feigned to cause forgetfulness to those who

drank of its waters ;—a draught of oblivion.

Letter, 0et'er) n- [Kng. let.] One who lets or

permits ;—one who retards or hinders.

Letter, (let'c.r) n. [L. Utera.) A mark or cha

racter used as the representative of an articulate

elementary sound ;—a written or printed mes

sage ; an epistle ;—mere verbal expression ; the

literal statement ;—a character formed of metal

or wood, usod in printing; type;—pi. Learning;

erudition.

Letter, (let'er) r. t. To impress or form letters

on ;—to stamp in gilt, as the title of a book on

the back or side of the binding.

Letter-box, (let'er-boks) n. A oox for receiving

letters; a post-office box.

Letter-carrier, (let'e r-kiir-c-er) w. A postman.

Lettered, (let'erd) a. Literate ; educated ; versed

in literature or science ;—doquetod ;—stamped

with name or title, as a book.

Letter-founder, (let'e r-fonnd-c,r) ». One who casts

letters; a tyj>e-founder.

Lettering, (Iet'er-ing) n. The act of impressing

letters;—the letters impressed.

Letterpress, (lot'sr-pres) v. Print ; the reading

matter of a work in distinction from plates or

engravings.

Lettuce, (Tet'us) n. [L. lactvea.] A common

garden plant, cultivated as a salad.

Levant, (le-vanf) a. Eastern.

Levant, (lc-vantf) n. [F.J The countries washed

by the eastern part of the Mediterranean.

Levanter, (le-vant'e.r) n, A strong easterly wind

in the Mediterranean. [Levant.

Levantine, (lG-vanfin) a. Pertaining to the

Levantine, (le-vantln) «. A nativo or inhabitant

of the Levant ;—a particular kind of silk cloth.

Levator, (lo-va'ter)n. (L.] A muscle which moves

or raises any part, as the eye-lid, lips, &c. ;—a

surgical instrument used in trepanning, &c.

Levee, (lev'g) n. (F., from Itver.) The time of

rising ;—concourse of persons who visit a prince

or great man in the morning ;—public reception

by the sovereign of the distinguished or privi

leged classes.

Level, (lev'el) «. Not having one part higher

than another ; oven ; flat ;—horizontal ,-—of the

same height ;—equal in rank or degree.

Level, (lev'el) v.t To make horizontal; — to

reduce to an even surface or plane ;—to reduce

to equality of condition, state, or degree ;—to

point in taking aim ;—to direct ; to utter ;—*

to adapt to the capacity of; to proportion.

Level, (lev'el) n. [A.-S. Icefrl.] A line or plane

which is every where parallel to the horizon ;—

equal elevation ;—degree of energy, intensity,

or attainment; rate; standard;—fixed condition;

a position of rest ;—Hue of direction in which

a missile weapon is aimed;—an instrument to

find or draw a true horizontal line, and thence

to determine and adjust the relative heights or

positions of adjacent surfaces or bodies.

Leveller, (lev'el-er) n. One who makes even ;—

one who destroys or attempts to destroy dis

tinctions.

Levelling, (lev'el-ing) n. The reduction of uneven

surfaces to a level or plane ;—the art or operation

of ascertaining the different elevations of the

earth's surface in a survey.

Levelness. (lev'el-uee) n. Condition of being

level ; equality.

Lever, (le'vcr) n. [F. hvitr.] A bar of metal,

wood, or other sub

stance, used to exert a

pressure or sustain i

weight at one point of.,

its length by receiving

a force or power at a-

second, and turning at*

a third on a fixed point Levee

called & fulcrum.

Leverage, (le'vcr-fij) n. The action of a lever;—

mechanical advantage gained by the lever.

Leveret, (lev'^r-et) ». [t'. luvrr.] A liare in the

first year of its age.

Leviable, (IevVa-bl) a. Fit to be levied ; capable

of being assessed and collected.

Leviathan, (le-vi'a-than) n. [H. KrjHlfAitfi.] An

aquatic animal described in the book of Job, xti.

—a great whale.

Levigate, (lev'e-giit) r. t. [L, leviparc.] To rub

or grind to a fine, impalpable powder.

Levigation, (lev-e-ga'shuii) «. Act of levigating.

Levite, (lc'vlt) n. One of the tribe of Levi ;—an

official employed in manual service connected

with the tabernacle or the temple ,—a player or

singer in the temple service.

Levitical, (15-vit'ik-al) a. Uelonging or relating

to the Levites ; hence, sacerdotal ; priestly.

Leviticus, (16-vit'ik-us) n. The third book of the

Old Testament.

Levity, (lev'e-te) n. [h. Itvita*.] Want of weight .

lightness; — inconstancy; fickleness;— want of

seriousness ; frivolity ;—act of thoughtlessness :

vanity ; freak.

Levy, (lev'e)r.r. [F. hcrr.] To raise troops : to

fonn into an army hy enrolment, conscription.

&c- ;—to raise or collect by assessment ;—to take

or seize on execution.

Levy, (lev'e) n. The act of taking by authority

or force for public service, as troops, taxes, o-c ;

—that which is levied or taken by authority,

as on army, tribute, Ac, _
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Lewd, (lud) п. [A, -S. teewexl.] Given to unlawful

indulgence; incontinent; unchaste;—profligate;

disaolutu ;—lascivious. [lustfully.

Lewdly, (hldle) adv. With unlawful indulgence;

Lewdness, (lud'nes) n. The unlawful indulgence

of lust : unchastity ; debauchery ; lechery.

Lewis, (luis) 7i. Au iron clamp dove-tailed into

a large stone to lift it by:—also UtoUaon;—a

kind of shears used in cropping woollen cloth.

Lexicographer, (leks-e-kog'ra-fçr) n. [G. lexilon

and araphe in.] The author or compiler of a

lexicon or dictionary.

Lexicographical, (leks-e-kö-graf'ik-al) a. Per

taining to the writing or compilation of a

dictionary.

Lexicography, (leks-e-kogra-fe) ». Act of writing

or the art of composing dictionaries.

Lexicology, (leks-e-kol'ö-je) ». [O. lexilos and

logos. ) The science of the derivation and signi

fication of words.

Lexicon, (lekeVkon) ». [G.] A vocabulary or

book containing an alphabetical arrangement

of the words in a language, with the definition

of each ; a dictionary, «specially, a Greek or

Hebrew dictionary.

Liability, (li-a-bil'e-te) >i. State of being bound

or obliged in law or justice ; responsibility;—

tendency ; a state of being subject or exposed

to ;—pi. That which one is under obligation

to pay ; debts.

Liable, (ü'a-bl) a. [L. lujan.] Obliged in law or

equity; anewerable ; accountable; responsible;

—subject ; exposed—used with reference to evils.

Liaison, (lè'a-zong) v. [F.] A secret, illicit

intimacy between a man and a woman.

Liar, (li'ar) n. (Eng. lie.] A person who know

ingly utters falsehood ; one who lies.

Lime, (U'as) n. An argillaceous lime-stone.

Libation, (li'bu-shun) n. [L. libatio.] Act of

pouring a liquor, usually wine, either on the

ground or on a victim, in sacrifice, in honour

of some deity ;—the wine or liquor poured out.

Libel, (irbel) n, [I* libetlvs.] A defamatory

writing ; a lampoon ; a satire ;—a written state

ment by the plaintiff of hie cause of action,

and of the relief he seeks ;—the crime of pub

lishing a defamatory writing.

libel, (libel) v. t. To defame by a writing,

picture, and the like ;—to satirize ; to lampoon ,

—to proceed against by filing a libel, particularly

against a ship or goods ; to exhibit the ground

of charge.

Libeller, (lîoel-er) ». One who libels or defames.

Libellous, (IrWl-us) a. Defamatory.

Liber, (liber) ». [I,.] The inner bark of plants ;

—л book or division of a book.

liberal, (liVer-al) a. [L. liberali*.] Free by

birth; refined;—bountiful; generous;—enlarged;

catholic ; not bigoted ¡—unselfish ; not mean or

miserly ; open ; candid ¡—general ; extensive ;—

ample; large; profuse: excessive;—unrestricted;

hence, licentious ;—denoting or evincing the

spirit of freedom in political or religious

philosophy.

Liberal, (lib'çr-al) n. One who advocates freedom

of thought or action in political or religious

matters.

Liberalism, (llb'çr-al-izm) ». Liberal principios ;

freedom from narrowness or bigotry—especially

in matters of religion or politics.

Liberality, (lib-çr-al'c-te)n. Munificence; bounty;

—»donation; a gratuity ¡—largeness of mind;

Catholicism; candour; impartiality.

Liberalize, (Kb'çr-aMz) v. t. To render catholic ;

to free from narrow views or prejudices.

Liberally, (lib'çr-al-le) adi». In a liberal manner ;

bountifully ¡ — freely ; copiously ¡ — magnanim

ously ; unselfishly ¡—not literally.

Liberate, (lihVr-út)r. t. [h. liberare.] To release

from restraint or bondage ; to set at liberty.

Liberation, (lib-çr-a'shun) n. Act of delivering,

or state of being delivered from restraint.

Liberator, (lib'er-at-er) ». One who liberates.

Libertine, (lib'çr-tin) п. [Ь. libertina».] A freed -

mail ;—one free from Restraint :—one who leads

a dissolute, licentious life ; a rake ; a debauchee.

Libertine, (lib'çr-tïn) a. Freo from restraint ;

uncontrolled ;—dissolute ; licentious.

Libertinism, (lib'çr-tiiwzm) и. The conduct of a

libertine ; lewdness ;—licentiousness.

Liberty, (lib'er-te) ». [L. liberta».] Freedom

from restraint; state of being nnconfined, as

the body, or uncontrolled, as the mind ;—jwwer

to act according to one's inclination, subject

only to the laws of nature— called natural

liberty;—the same power abridged by civil law

—called civil liberty ;—right to worship God, in

Erivate or in public, subject to the law of civil

berty—called reliaient* liberty;—permission ;

leave;—privilege; immunity; exemption;—the

place or limit within which any particular privi

lege is allowed ;—freedom of act or speech unduly

taken in social in tercourse ;—the power of choice.

Libidinous, (le-bid'in-us) a. [L. libido.] Lewd;

lustful; lascivious

Libidinously, (le-bid'in-UB-le) «dr. With lewd

desire; lustfully.

Libidinousnesa, ¿le-bid'in-us-nes) ». The state or

quality of being lustful ; lasciviousness.

Libra, (lrbrâ) л. [L.] The Balance; the seventh

sign in the zodiac.

Librarian, (li-bnVre-an)

». One who has the

care of a library or col

lection of books.

Librarianship, (li-brY-

re-an-ship) ». The t

office of a librarian.

Library, (1ГЬга-ге) n.

[L. liorarium.] A col

lection ofbooks belong

ing to a private person or to a public institution

or a company ;—an edifice or au apartment for

holding a collection of books.

Líbrate, (lí'brftt) v. t. [L. librare.] To balance ;

to hold in equipoise;—r.i. Tomoveasabalance;

to oscillate ; to be poised.

Libration, (H-br&shun) ». Act of swaying or

oscillating, as a balance before coming to rest ;—

state of being balanced ; equipoise.

License, (U'sens) ». [L. ticentia.] Authority or

liberty given to do or forbear any act .—leave ;

permission ; especially the lawful warrant to

practise, as in medicine, surgery, Ac, to preach

the gospel, or to deal in intoxicating liquors ;—

certificate; permit ¡—excess of liberty.

License, (li'sens) v. t. To permit by authority ;

to authorise in a particular character; — to

tolerate ; to permit

Licensee, (lï-seus-ë') n. One to whom a license is

given. [sion.

Licenser, (li'sens-çr) », One who grants permis-

Licentiate, (lï-sen'she-ât) ». [L. lieentia.] One

who has a license to exercise a profession, as in

medicine or theology.

Licentious, (U-son'she-us) a. Using freedom;

 

Libra.
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loose ; dissolute :—exceeding the limits of law,

morality, or propriety ; profligate ; lascivious ;

immoral.

Licentiously, (ll-sen'she-ns-le) adv. I u a licentious

manner ; loosely ; dissolutely.

Lioentiousness, (li-sen'she-us-nes) n. State of

being licentious; excess of liberty ; dissoluteness.

Lichen, (lrken) n. [L, G. kichen.) One of an

order of cellular, flowerless plants, usually of

scaly, expanded, frond- like forms ;—a cutaneous

eruption.

Lick, (lik) i\ t. [A.-S. Uctian.] To pass or draw

the tongue over ;—to lap.

Lickerish, (lik'er-ish) a. [Eng. ticker.) Nice in

tho choice of food ; dainty ; — tempting the

appetite.

Licking, (lik'ing) n. A lapping with the tongue;

—a flogging or castigation.

Licorice, (lik'G-ris) n. [It. liqv.irizia.] A plant

the root of which abounds with a sweet juice,

much used as a remedy for coughs or colds.

Lictor, (lik'ter) n. [L.J An officer attending the

Roman Magistrate, who bore an axe and fasces

or rods, as ensigns of his office.

Lid, (lid) )i. [A.-S. htid,] A cover of a vessel

or box ;—the cover of the eye ; the eyelid.

Lie, (li) ft. A criminal falsehood ; mi intentional

violation of truth;—untruth; falsehood; Action.

Lie, (H) r. i. [A.-S. koyan.) To utter an untrue

statement knowingly; to speak falsely or decep

tively;— to misrepresent; to give an unjust

idea of.

Lie, (It) v. i. [A.-S. liegan.] To be low; to rest

extended on the ground, or on a bed or couch ;

—to lean ; to press on ;—to be placed with re

spect to situation or direction ;—to be at rest ;

to remain ;—to lodge ; to sleep ;—to consist in ;

—to be sustained, as an action at law,

Lief, (lef)\ adv. [A.-S. leaf.) Gladly ; willingly.

Liege, (lej) a. [L. tigart.] Bound by a feudal

tenure; subject;—enforcingallegiance; sovereign.

Liege, (Jej) «. One who owes allegiance to his

lord or superior;—a lord or superior; a sovereign.

Lien, (lien) n. [L. liganun.] A legal charge

upon property for the satisfaction of debt or duty.

Lieu, (In) n. [F. ] Place ; room ; stead.

Lieutenancy, (lef-ten'an-se) ». The office or com

mission ofa lieutenant;—the body of lieutenants.

Lieutenant, (lef-ten'ant) n. [F. Iteu aud tenant]

An officer, who supplies the place of a superior

in his absence;—a commissioned officer in the

army next below a captain ;—in tho navy, next

below commander.

Life, (lif) n. [A.-8. ty, Icel. li/.] State of

being; existence;—animation; vitality;—con

dition of organized bodies, in which they exer

cise functional, active, and reproductive powers ;

—in man, the union of a living soul with the

body ;—the time from birth to death ; period of

living;—manner of living; conduct;—condition;

—blood, as the supposed source of animation ;—

animal being;—the living form; exact resem

blance ;—general state of man or of society ;—

spirit; vivacity; — resolution; — a quickening

fmnciple or power ;—narrative of a person's

listory; biography;—state of the blessed ; eter

nal felicity ;—Christ, the author and giver of

life ;—darling;—pi. Liven, men ; human beings.

Life-belt, (lifbelt) «. A light, thin belt, inflated

with air, used to support one in the water.

Life-blood, (liTblad) >u The blood necessary to

life; vital blood ;—that which gives strength

and energy.

 

Life-boat, (lifbot) n. A boat bo constructed aa

to have great strength

and buoyancy for pre

serving lives in cases

of shipwreck or other

casualty at sea.

Life-guard, (lifgard) n.

A guard that attends

the person of a prince

or other high-officer. Life-boat

Lifeless, (lifles) a. Dead ; deprived of life, as a

body ;—destitute of life ; inanimate, as matter ;

—inactive ; sluggish ;—wanting spirit ; listless;

—insipid ; vapid.

Lifelessly, (llTles-le) adv. In a lifeless manner ;

without vigour or spirit ; coldly.

Lifelessneas, (lifles-nes) n. Destitution of life,

vigour, and spirit; inactivity.

Life-preserver, (lifpru-zjrv-gr) n. Any apparatus

for preserving life, as in Bhipwreck, fire, &c.

Life-time, (llftini) il The time that life con

tinues; duration of life.

Lift, (lift) v.t. (A.-S. hliiion.] To raise; to

elevate ;—to exalt; to improve in estimation or

rank ;—to cause to swell, as with pride ; to

elate ;—to remove by stealing ;—v. i. To try to

raise ;—to rise ; to be raised ; to seem to rise.

Lift, (lift) n. Act of raising ; — assistance in

general;—a lifter;—a rise; a degree of elevation.

Lifter, (lift'gr) n. One who or that which lifts

or raises ; a hoist ;—a latch-key. [Scot. )

Ligament, (ligVment) n. [L. UgatHttUu i>k] Any

thing tliat ties or unites; a bond;—a strong,

compact substance, serving to bind one bone to

another.

Ligaments!, (lig-a-mcnt'al) a. Composing a liga

ment ; of the nature of a ligament.

Ligature, (ligVtur) n. [L. ligare.] Any thing

that binds; a band or bandage ;—a double cha

racter, or type of two letters united ;—a string

for tying the blood-vessels topreveutbemon hage

Light, (lit) n. [A.-S. lykt] That which shines

and makes objects perceptible ;—an impondera

ble ethereal fluid diffused through space, as op

posed to darkness;—the diffusion of luminous

rays from the sun ; dsy ; dawn ;—any thing

that gives light ; candle ; lamp, &c ;—glass-

pane ; window ;—explanation ; illustration :—

instruction ; information ;—open view ; a visible

state or condition;—a time of prosperity and

happiness ; life ; — the source of spiritual ur

saving knowledge ;—a spiritual teacher, guide,

or example.

Light, (lit) a. Not dark or obscure; bright; clear;

—white or whitish ; not intense or marked.

Light, (lit) 0. [A.-S. Wtt.\ Having little weight ;

not heavy ;—easy to be lifted or carried ;—easy

to be suffered or performed;—oasy to be digested .

—clear of impediments ; active ; nimble ;—not

deeply laden ;—slight ; trifling, as error ;—no*

dense ; not gross ; inconsiderable ; not oopimu :

—not strong ; moderate ;—unsteady; unsettled :

volatile ;—trifling ; airv:—wanton ; unchaste ;—

not of legal weight ; clipped, as a coin ;—loots ;

sandy, as soil.

Light, (lit) v.t. To set fire to ; to kindle :—to

give light to ; to illuminate ;—to attend with a

light; — v.i. [A.-S. liktan.) To come to by

chance ; to liappen to find ;—to stoop from

flight ; to settle.

Lighten, (lit n) v.i. [A.-S. tottten.] To burst

forth or dart, as lightning ; to flash ;—to grow

lighter ; — v. f. To make light or clear; w
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enlighten ;— to illuminate with knowledge ;—to

free from trouble and fill with joy.

lighten, (lit'n) ft t. [A.-S. ithtan.] To make

lighter; to reduce in weight: — to make leas

burdensome or afflictive ; to alleviate ;—to cheer.

lighter, (lit'gr) ji. One who light*;— a large

boat or barge, used in loading or unloading ships,

lighterage, (IhVer-Sj) «. The price paid for un

loading ships by lighters ; also, the act of

unloading into lighters.

Light-headed, (lit'hed-ed) a. Disordered in the

head ; dizzy ;—thoughtless ; heedless.

Iight-hearUd, (lit^hart-ed) a. Free from grief or

anxiety ; cheerful ; merry.

Light-house, (litTious) n. A tower with* jtower

nil light at top, erected at w__

toe entrance of a port, or at $~p~'

»oine important point on a !*|&

ccest, to serve as a guide to j jjjj

mariners at night—diitin- 1

goishahle from the number,

W position, or colour of tba

lights, or from the periods of

tune in which a revolving

light becomes risible or ob-

•cored.

light-infantry, (lit'in-fant-n )

*■ A body of armed men,

tnuned for rapid evolutions.

Lightly, (]itle) adv. With little weight ;—cheer

ftUJy ;—easily ; readily ;—without reason, or for

reasons of little weight ;—wantonly ;—nimbly ;

*ith agility ;—without heed or care.

Light-nuaded, (lifmind-ed) a. Unsettled; un-

rteady.

Lightness, (lit'nes) n. Want of weight ; incon

stancy ;—levity ;—agility ; nimbleness.

Lightning, (lit'ning) n. [For lightening.] A dis

charge of atmospheric electricity, accompanied

by a vivid flash of light;—abatement; alleviation.

Lightning-rod, (litfning-rod) n. A metallic rod

on the top of a chimney or mast-head of a ship,

•erring by a connected wire to carry the electric

current into the earth or water.

Lights, (lits) ». pi. The lungs.

Lightsome, (lit'sum) a. Luminous ; gay ; airy ;

cheering; exhilarating.

Lightsomeneas, (lit'stun-nes) n.1 Luminousness ;

merriment ; cheerfulness.

Ligneous, (lig'ne-us) a. [L. Ugruvs.} Made of

wood ; woody : yielding wood.

Ligaify, (ligWfi) v. t. [L. lignum and facere.]

m convert or change into wood;—v.*. To

become wood.

Lignite, Qig'nit) n. [L. lignum,] Mineral coal

retaining the texture of wood.

Like, (Ilk) a. {A. -8. lie.] Equal in quantity,

IQatity, or degree; — similar; — probable; —

credible.

I*w> (lik) n. An equal ;—a counterpart ; an

exact resemblance ; a copy.

Lfts, (lik) n. A liking ; fancy or inclination.

Like, (lik) adv. In the same manner :— in a

becoTuing manner ; properly ;—probably.

Ltts, (lik) v.t. (A.-S. Itcian.] To be pleased

»ith ; W enjoy ; to prefer ; to approve ;—v. i.

To be pleased ; to choose.

Likelihood, (UkTe-hood) n. Appearance of truth

or reality; probability; yerisimilitude.

Likeliaess, (lik-le-nea) n. Probability.

Likely, (luVle) a. [That is lite-lile.} Worthy of

belief ; probahle ; credible ; — suitable ; oon-

Tenient ; seemingly adapted.

 

Likely, (inVle) adv. Probably ; reasonably.

Liken, (lik'n) v. t. To represent as like or similar ;

to compare.

Likeness, ( ! i k'ne ■■ ) n. State of being like : resem

blance ;—external appearance ; form ;—a copy ;

a counterpart ;—a picture or statue of a pei-son

or object. [moreover ; too.

Likewise, (lik'wlz) conj. In like manner ; also ;

Liking, (lik'iog) n. Inclination; pleasure ;—a

feeling of satisfaction in some object.

Lilac, (lilak) n, [Turk. UilAk. ] A shrub of the

genus Syringa, yielding fragrant flowers, either

purple or white.

Liliaceous, (lil-e-a'she-ns) a. Pertaining to lilies.

Lilied, (Wid) a. Embellished with lilies.

Liliputian, (lil-e-pu'sho-an) a. Of or pertaining

to the imaginary island of Liliput described by

Swift;—diminutive; dwarfed.

Lilt, (lilt) n. [Go. lulla, to sing.] A light or

lively tune ;—a song ; a homely ballad.

Lily, (Ul'e) n. [L. liliuni.] An endogenous

bulbous plant, having a regular

perianth of six coloured pieces, six

ritaroens, and a superior three-celled

ovary. The flowers are generally

very showy and fragrant.

Limb, (lim) n. [A.-S. lim, IceL Urn,

L. limbu*.] Edge or border ; ex

tremity ; — an extremity of tho

human body, as the arm or leg ; a

member;—the branch of a tree.

Limb, (lim) v. t. To supply with limbs ;—to dis

member ; to tear off the limbs of.

Limbed, (limd) a. Having limbs.

Limber, (lim^bsr) a. [Eng. limp.] Easily bent ;

flexible; pliant.

Limber,(lim'ber)r. t. To attach to a gun-carriage;

—to cause to become limber ; to supple.

Limber, (lim'ber) n. The forward part of a gun-

carriage to which the horses are attached.

LimberncM, (lim'ber-nes) n. Quality of being

limber ; flexibleness ; pliancy.

Limbo, (lim'bo) %. \h. limbut.] An imaginary

region into which the souls of unbaptized cliil-

dren, heathens, idiots, &c, pass at death ;—

hence, a place of restraint or confinement.

Lime, (lim) n. [A.-S. Urn.] A viscous substance

laid on twigs for catching birds;—the white,

caustic substance obtained from limestone,

shells, &c., by heat ;—the linden-tree.

Lime, (lim)n. [Per. limit, llm&n.] A fruit allied

to the lemon—produced by the

Citrut limetta.

Lime, (lira) v. t. To smear with

a viscous substance ;— to en

tangle; to insnare;—to manure

with lime :—to cement.

Limekiln, (limltil) n. A kiln in

which limestone or shells are

burnt to lime.

Limestone, (lim'ston)n. A stone (

consisting largely of carbonate [

of lime. Lime\

Lime-twig, (Hm'twig) n. A twig smeared over

with bird-lime for catching birds.

Limit, (lim'it) n. [L. limes.] That which ter

minates or confines ; border or edge ; boundary.

Limit, (lim'it) *■ '■ To co"6"6 within certain

bounds ;—to restrict the signification of.

Limitable, (lim'it-a-bl) a. Capable of being

limited, restricted, or restrained.

Limitation, (lim-it-a'shun) n. Act of bounding

or circumscribing ;— restriction ; restraint;—
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confinement of sense or import ; implied con

dition or quality:

Limited, (liin'it-ed) «. Narrow ; restricted.

Limitless, (lim'it-les) a. Having no limita ; un

bounded ; boundless.

Limmer, (lim'er) n. [Norm. F. liamcn.] A kind

of mongrel hound ;—a coarse or loose woman.

[Scot]

Limn, (lim) v. t. [F. enluminer.] To draw or

paint ; especially, in water colours ; to illumine,

as books or parchments.

Limner, (lim'ner) n. One who limns or decorates

books with initial pictures;— a portrait or

miniature painter.

Limning', (lim'ning) n. Drawing; painting;

painting in water colours. [to walk lamely.

Limp, (limp) v. i. [A.-S. limp-healt.} To halt ;

Limp, (limp) n. A halt ; act of limping.

Limp, (limp) a. Lacking stiffness; flexible: pliant.

Limpet, (lim'pet) n. [L. Upas.] A univalve shell

of the genus Patella, found adhering to rocks.

Limpid, (lim'pid) a. [L. limpidus.] Gear; trans

parent ; pellucid ; pure ; crystal.

Limpidness, (lim'pid-nes) n. Limpidity ; clear

ness ; pnrity. [manner; lamely.

Limpingly, (limp/ing-le) adv. In a lame or lialting

Limy, (lim'e)a. Covered with lime; viscous;—

containing lime ;—resembling lime.

Linchpin, (linsh'pin) n. [A.-S. lynis.] A pin

used to prevent the wheel of a carriage from

sliding off the axle-tree.

Linden, (lin ' den) h. [A.-S. Unci.] A handsome

tree, haying pauicles of light yellow flowers,

and large cordate leaves.

line, (lin) n. [L. Ixnea.] A linen thread; a

■lender cord ;—that which has length, but not

breadth or thickness;— contour; outline;— a

mark upon the face or hand ; lineament ;—a

straight row ; a continued rank ;—a short letter ;

a note ;—a verse ;—course of conduct, thought,

occupation, or policy, directed toward an end ;

department ;—a succession of progeny from a

common progenitor ; — a connected series of

public conveyances ;—the equator ;—boundary ;

—the regular infantry;-~a trench or rampart ;—

the twelfth of an inch.

line, (lin) v.t. To mark out with lines ;—to

cover the inside of;—to place along the side of

for security or defence ;—to read or repeat lino

by line ;—to impregnate.

Lineage, (liu'e-aj) K. [L. tinea.] Race ; progeny :

descendants in a line from a common progenitor.

Lineal, (lin'6-al) a. Composed of lines ; descend

ing in a direct line from an ancestor ;—in the

direction of a line.

Lineally, (lin'C-al-le) adv. In a direct line.

lineament, (lin's-a-ment) n. [F.] Feature : form ;

make ; the outline or exterior of a body or figure,

particularly of the face.

Linear, (lin'c-ar) a. [L. linearis.] Pertaining to

a line; consisting of lines ; straight.

Linen, (lin'en) n. [A.-S. Un.] Tliread or cloth

made of flax or hemp ;—the under part of dress,

as made of linen.

Linen, (lin'en) ct. Madeof linen; resembling linen.

Liner, (lin'cr) n. A vessel belonging to a regular

line of packets.

Ling, (ling) n. [A.-S.

lang] A marine fish,

someth ing like the

cod, but more Blender,

found in Northern

seas. Ling.

Linger, (ling'ger) v.i. [A.-S. lenyra.] To de

lay ; to loiter ;—to be in suspense ; to hesitate ;

to remain long in any state. [ness.

Lingering, (ling'ger-ing) n. A delaying; tardi-

Lingua-dental, (Uug-gwa-dent'al) a. [L. lingua

and dens.] Formed or uttered by the joint use

of the tongue and teeth.

Lingua-dental, (ling-gwa-deut'al) n. An articula

tion pronounced by the tongue and teeth.

Lingual, (ling'gwal) a. [L. tingva.] Pertaining

to the tongue. [the tongue, as /.

Lingual, (ling'gwal) n. A letter pronounced with

Linguist, (ling'gwist) n. One skilled in language*.

Linguistio, (ling-gwist'ik) a . Relating to linguis

tics, or to the affinities of languages.

Linguistics, (ling-gwist'iks) n. sing. The science

oflanguages, or of words.

Liniment, (lin'e-ment) n. [L. tinimeiitvm.] A

species of soft ointment;—an embrocation.

Lining, (lining) n. The covering of the inner

surface of any thing.

Link, (lingk) n. [Ger. pelcnl.] A single ring or

division of a chain ;—any thing doubled and

closed like a link ;—any thing connecting ; hence,

a part of a connected series.

Link, (lingk) «. [G. lucknos,] A torch made of

tow and pitch.

Link, (lingk) v. t. To complicate ;—to unite or

connect by means of something intervening ;—

v. i. To be connected.

Linnet, (lin'et) n. [F. linot.) A small bird uf

the genus Frinpitla,

allied to the finches,

noted for its sweet and «

cheerful song.

Linseed, (lin fled) w. [A.-S.j

linsasd.] Flaxseed — it

yields an oil extensively

used in the arts, and in Lintex.

the preparation of liniments.

Linsey-woolsey, (lins'c-w 66l-se) a. Made of linen

and wool ; of unsuitable parts ; vile : mean.

Linsey-woolsey, (linse-wuOl-se) n. Stuff made of

linen and wool mixed.

Lint, (lint) n. [A.-S. Hnet.] Flax ;—linen scraped

into a soft substance, and used for dreaming

wounds.

Lintel, (lin'tel) n. [L. Ihnm.] A horizontal piece

of timber or stone placed over a door, window ,

or other opening.

Lion, (li'uii) n. [L. leo.] A carnivorous mammal

of the genus Fttis,

noted for its great size

and strength, and its

terrific roar ;—a sign

in the zodiac ; Leo ;—

an object of interest

and curiosity.

Lioness, (li'un-es) n.

Tho female of the lion

kind.

Lion-hearted, ( li ' un -

hart-cd) a. Having a

lion's heart or courage.

Lionize, (li'un-iz) r. t. To treat as a lion or object

Lip, (lip) iu [A.-S. lip-pa.] One of the two

fleshy parts composing the exterior of ths

mouth ;—the edge of anytliing : border ; brim.

Lip, (lip) v. 1. To touch with the lips ; to kiss.

Lip-salve, (lir/salv)?i. An unctuous application

to chapped hps ; cold cream ; glycerine, A'c.

Liquation, (lik-wa'shun) n. Act or operation uf

melting ;—capacity of being melted.

 

 

Lion.

[of interest
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liquefaction, (lik-we-iak'ahun) n. Act of melting

or dissolving, dtc ;—the state of being melted,

liquefy, (lik'we-fi) r. t. [L. liquere and faccre.]

To melt ; to dissolve; technically, to melt by

caloric ;—r. r. To become liquid.

Liquefier, (likVe-f i-er) n. That which melta or

dissolves ; a solvent.

Iaquesceocy, (le-kwes'en-se) n. State of being

liquescent ; aptness to melt.

Liquescent, (le-kwes'ent) a. [L. liqut$cere.]

Tending to become liquid ; inclined to melt.

Liquid, (Iik'wid) a. [L. liquidu*.} Fluid ; not

fixed or solid ; — flowing smoothly or easily ;

sounding agreeably to the ear.

Liquid, (Iik'wid) n. A substance whose parte

change their relative position on the slightest

pressure, and, therefore, retain no definite form ;

s fluid that is not aeriform ;—a letter which has

a smooth, flowing sound ; one of the letters

lf u, n, t.

Liquidate, (lik'wid-at) r. t. [L. liqiiidare.] To

smooth ; to soften ; — to bring, as debts or

obligations, under one head ; to adjust ; — to

reduce the amount of ;—to discharge ; to satisfy.

Liquidation, (lik-wid*a'shun) n. Act of settling

ttd adjusting debts.

Liquidator, (Iik'wid -at-e,r) n. One who adjusts

and settles ;—a professional man, appointed to

*ind up the affairs of a company.

Liquidity, (lik-wid'e-te) n. State or condition of

being liquid ; fluidity. [state.

Liquidize, (lik'wid-iz) v. t. To reduce to the liquid

Liqaar, (luVjr) n. [h. liquert.) Any liquid or

Mid substance ;—especially, alcoholic or spir

ituous fluid.

Lisp, (Usp) r. i. [A.-S. wlixp, stammering, lisping,

jw. lupin, to lisp. ] To give a the sound of th

in thiu, and z that of th in tkU;—to speak im

perfectly ;—t. t. To pronounce with a lisp.

Lttp, (lisp) ji. Habit or act of lisping, as in

uttering th for * and :.

Luper, (Usp'er) n. One who lisps.

List, (list) «. [A.-S. Int.] The outer edge or

stlvage of cloth ; — a border ; — a little square

moulding: a liatel ;—roll ; catalogue; register.

List (list) u. [Norm. P. lice,] A line inclosing

a field of combat ; the field inclosed.

Lat, (list) v.t. [From list, a roll.] To sew

together, as strips of cloth, ro as to form a

w*uer;—to mark, as if with list,—to inclose

fa combat; —to enrol; to enlist;—v.i. To

eatage in public service by enrolling one's

ttame ; to enlist.

List, (list) v.i. [A.-S. lyittan.] To lean or in-

chi» ; hence, to pleas* ;—to hearken ; to listen.

***. (list) n. An inclination to one side.

Lutea, (hVn) v. i. [A.-S. hly$tan.] To attend

tksrfy; to hearken;— to yield to advice; to obey,

{■"ttter, (lis'n-er) n. One who listens.

I**iess, (lintles) a. Not attending ; indifferent ;

'^r»le«; uninterested ; languid.

«*l**aly, (list'les-le) adv. Without attention ;

heedlessly.

Ij*tkatneas, (Ji*t'le*-nes) n. The state of being

_™jj-j*w ; indifference ; inattention ; heedlessness.

™**"y, (lit'a-ne) n. [G. titaiteitu) A solemn

*°na of supplications for mercy and deliverance,

wed iu public worship.

LUeraL (Jit'er-al) a. [L. litem.] According to

the letter ; real ; not figurative or metaphorical ;

j'T'XM:^ '• Tendered word for word.

1Jt*raLism,(lit'sr-al-izm)<i. A mode of interpret-

>H literally;— narrow or formal interpretation.

Literally, (lit'er-al-Io) adv. According to the

primary and natural import of words ;— not

figuratively; without exaggeration ; actually.

Literary, (lifer-ar-e) o. [L. literaiiut.) Per

taining to letters or literature; — versed in

literature ;—consisting in letters or written or

printed compositions.

Literate, (lifer-at) a. [L. literatus.] Instructed

in learning and science : learned ; lettered.

Literati, (lit-er-ii'ti) v. pi. Men of learning or

erudition ; learned men.

Literature, (lifer-a-ttir)w. [L. literatura.] Learn

ing ; acquaintance with letters or books ; skill,

art, or grace in composition ;—the body of

literary productions in a country, or in a par

ticular age ;— especially, such literary conii*>si-

tions as depend for their effect largely on style

and diction ; belles lettres.

Litharge, (lith'arj) n. [G. lithos and arf/urot.]

Protoxide of lead.

Lithe, (Hth) a. [A.-S. lUUir.) Capable of being

easily bent ; pliant; flexible; limber. *

Litheness, (lirn'nes) v. State of being lithe ;

flexibility ; limbernes*.

Lithesome, (liTH'sura) «. Pliant; limber; nimble.

Lithograph, (lith'6-giuf ) r. t. [G. lithot and ;rra-

phein.] To trace on stone, and transfer to paper

by printing.

Lithograph, (lith'o-graf) n. A print from a

drawing on stone. [lithography.

Lithographer, (lith-og'ra-fer) n. One who practises

Lithographic, (lith-o-graf'ik) a. Pertaining to

lithography ; engraved upon or printed from

stone.

Lithography, (lith-og'ra-fe) n. The art by which

impressions or prints are obtained from stone.

Lithotomist, (le-thot o-niist) n . One who performs

the operation of cutting for the stone.

Lithotomy, (le-thot'd-me) ?*. [G. [itho* ami

temnrin.) The operation, art, or practice of

cutting for the stone in the bladder.

Litigant, (lit'e-gaut) a. [L. litif/ans.] Disposed

to litigate ; engaged in a lawsuit.

Litigant, (lit'e-gant) n. A person engaged in a

lawsuit.

Litigate, (lit'e-giit) r. (. [L. lit and atttre.] To

contest in law ; to prosecute or defend by legal

process ;—v. i. To carry on a suit by judicial

Process ; to dispute.

Litigation, (lit-e-gii'shiin) n. Act or process of

litigating : a suit at law ; a judicial contest.

Litigious, (le-tij'e-us) v. [L. titiaionu.] Inclined

to judicial contest; quarrelsome; contentious;

—disputable ; controvertible-. [manner.

Litigiously, (le-tij'e-us-le) adv. In a litigious

Litigiousness, (le-tij'e-us-nes) v. Disposition to

engage in lawsuits ;—a wrangling or quarrelsome

dis[Kwition.

Litter, (lifer) h. [F. litiere.] A bed so furnished

with sup]x>rts that it may be easily carried

about with a person in it ;—a l>ed of straw for

animals to rest upon ;—rubbish ;—a condition

of disorder or confusion ;—the number of pigs

born at once.

Litter, (lifer) r. (. To bring forth young, as

■wine ;—to scatter about, as shreds, fragments,

&c. ;—to cover with straw ; to make a bed for,

as horses or cattle.

Little, (litT)«. [A.-S. lyte!.] Small ; diminutive;

—brief ;—Hinall in quantity or amount ;—insig

nificant:—weak; slight; inconsiderable;—mean.

Little, (lift) 11. A Bmall quantity, amount, space,

and the like ;—small degree or scale ; miniature.
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Little, (lit/1) adv. In a suiall quantity or degree ;

not much ; slightly.

Littleness, (lit'1-nes) n. The state or quality of

being little ; smallness of size or bulk ; want of

dignity; meanness;—insignificance; penuricus-

ness.

Littoral, (lit'or-al) a. [L. Uttoralis.) Belonging

to tho interval on a sea-coast, between high and

low water mark.

Liturgical, (le-tur'jik-al) a. Pertaining to a

liturgy, or to public prayer and worship.

Liturgist, (lit'ur-jiat) n. One who favours or

adheres strictly to a liturgy.

Liturgy, (lit'ur-je) n. [G. Uitourgia.] The

ritual for public worship in churches which use

prescribed forms.

Live, (liv) v.i. [A.-S. Ubban, leo/an.} To have

being ; to exist ;—to be in a particular form or

state of being ; to subsist ;—to continue ; to

endure ;—to dwell in ; to reside ;—to feed on ;—

to be supported or maintained by, Ac. ;—to

float, as a Bhip in a storm ;—to appear real ;—

in Scripture, to be inwardly quickened, anil

actuated by faith ;—v. t. To spend, as one's life ;

to lead ; to pass ; to continue ;—to act habitually

in conformity to.

Live, (liv) (i. Having life; quick ;—ignited : not

extinguished;—active; earnest;—-vivid; glowing.

Lived, (livd) a. Existing ; having life—used in

comi>osition with a qualifying adjective.

Livelihood, (ltvle-huod)n. [A.-S. l\ttddv.] Means

of maintaining existence; support; maintenance.

Liveliness, (liv'le-nes) n. Quality or state of being

lively; spirit; vivacity; sprightliuess ;—appear

ance of life ; brightness of delineation or expres

sion ;—briskness ; effervescence.

Livelong, (livlong) a. Long in passing ; tedious.

Lively, (liv'le) «. Living ; active ;-^gay ; airy ;—

forcible ; — spirited; vivid; glowing;— brisk;

effervescent.

Lively, (liv'le) adv. With strong resemblance of

life ; briskly ; vigorously. [dweller.

Liver, (liv'er) n. One who lives ;—a resident ; a

Liver, (liv'er) n. [A. -8. lifer.] The largest

gland of the body situated immediately beneath

the diaphragm. It secretes the bile.

Liveried, (liv'er-id) a- Wearing a livery.

Livery, (liv'cr^e) n. [F. livrte.] Act of delivering

possession of lands or tenements ;—the writ by

which possession is obtained;—the peculiar dress

of the servants of a nobleman or gentleman ;—

the garb appropriated by any association or

body of persons to their own use ;—an allowance

of food statedly given out, as to servants, to

horses, Ac.;—the body of liverymen in London.

Livery, (liv'er-e) v. I. To clothe in livery.

Liveryman, (hVer-e-man) n. One who wears a

livery ;—a freeman of the city, in London.

Livery-stable, (hVer-e-sta-bJ) n. A stable where

horses are kept for hire, and where stabling is

provided.

Live-stock, (liv'stok) n. Horses, cattle, and other

domestic animals stocking a farm.

Livid, (livid) (i. [L. lividu*.] Black and bluo;

discoloured, as flesh, by contusion.

Lividness, (hVid-nes) n. A dark or black and

blue colour, like that of bruised flesh.

Living, (living) «. Having life ; active ; lively:

—issuing continually from the earth ; flowing ;—

quickening; life-giving.

Living, (living) n. Means of subsistence ; liveli

hood ;—the benefice of a clergyman ;—one who

is alive, or those who are alive.

 

Liurd.

Lizard, (hVard) si. [L. lacerta.] A four-footed

reptile having an elon- •iii„

gate, round body, a very ,1'^ '

long round tail, a head 1

covered with polygonal ,

plates, anda tongue more

or less divided at the

end.

Llama, (laina) n. [Peruv.] An ungulate ruminat

ing mammal of the camel kind, about four feet

high, and five feet long, when at full growth—

a native of South America.

Lo, (Id) interj. [A.-S. Id.] Look ; see ; behold.

Loach, (I6eh)«. [F. hcte.] A fish, allied to the

minnow, inhabiting small, clear streams ; a

groundling.

Load, (16d) si. A burden ; — the amount or

quantity conveyed at one time, as by a porter,

horse, cart, van, truck, Ac. ;—a measure for

articles, conveyed in carts, trucks, 4c. :—any

depending or heavy weight ; pressure ; encum

brance ; weight, as of debts, difficulties, crimes,

Ac. ;—the cliarge of a fire-arm.

Load, (1ml) v. t. [A.-S. htadaw.} To put upon,

for carriage or conveyance, as on a cart, Ac. ;—

to put on board of, as cargo ; to freight ;—to

charge, as a gun, with powder, ball, Ac. ;—to

burden unfairly or oppressively ; to encumber ;

—to give additional weight or force to.

Loadstar, (lod'star) n. [A.-S. Utdan.] The star

that leads ; the polestar.

Loadstone, (lod'Bton) n. A piece of magnetic iron

ore possessing polarity like a magnetic needle.

Loaf, (lof) n. [A.-S. hid/.] Any thick lump;

<*peciaUy, a largo regularly shaped mass, as of

bread, sugar, or cake ;—pi. Loaves.

Loaf, (lof) v. i. To lounge ; to loiter.

Loam, (16m) h. [A.-S. Idm.] A rich friable soil

composed of siheious sand, clay, oxide of iron,

and carbonate of lime.

Loam, (lorn) v. t. To cover with loam.

Loamy, (lom'e) a. Consisting of loam, or resem

bling it ; clayey and marly.

Loan, (Ion) n. [A.-S, Icen.] Act of lending ;—

any thing lent on condition that it shall be

returned, or its equivalent in kind ;—4 permis

sion to use ; grant of the use.

Loan, (Ion) n. [Scot] A narrow inclosed way,

usually between hedges ;—a lane :—also loa7iin>/.

Loan, (Ion) v. ). [A.-S. Icenan.] To lend.

Loath, (loth) a. [A.-S. Mdh.] Filled with aver

sion ; unwilling ; backward ; reluctant.

Loathe, (16th) v. t. To have an extreme aversion

to ;—to detest ; abominate.

Loathful, (loth 'fool) «. Full of loathing;—

awakening or exciting loathing or iliagust ;

disgusting.

Loathing, (lomlng) n. Extreme dlFgUBt ; abhor

rence ; detestation.

Loathsome, (loTH'sum) a. Causing to loathe ;

exciting disgust ;—detestable ; odious.

Loathsomeness, (loTH'sum-nes) ». The quality of

exciting extreme disgust or abhorrence.

Lobby, (lob'e) si. [Ger. lavbt.] A narrow passage

or vestibulo, forming the principal entrance Into

a building, with doors leading to the chief apart

ments : an ante-chamber ; a waiting-room.

Lobe, (16b) «. [G. toba*.] A projection or divirion

of a somewhat rounded form ; the thick, soft

termination of the human ear;—a port of tho

lungs or liver ;—the division of a simple leaf ,■—

the cotyledon of a seed.

Lobed, (lobd) a. Having lobes ; lobatc.
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Lobster, (lob'stfr) n. [A.-S. loppestre.] A large,

long - tailed crustacean

tued for food.

Local. (lo'kal) «. [L.

ioeafw.J Pertaining to

i place ;—limited or con

fined to a spot or definite

district

Localism, (loTcal-izm) n.

State of being local :—* lobster,

local idiom, phrase, or custom.

Locality. (16-kal'e-te) n. Existence in a place,

or in a certain portion of space;— position;

situation, (fixing in a spot or position.

Localization, (lo-kal-iz-a'ahun) ft. The act of

Loealin, (loicol-iz) v. t. To fix in or assign to a

definite place. [place.

Locally, (lolcal-le) adv. With respect to place; in

Locate, PoTtat) r. t. [L. locare.] To place ; to

set in a particular spot or position.

Location, (ld-k&'ahun) n. Act of placing, or of

designating a place ;—rituation ; geographical

position.

Lock, (loch, Iok)n. [Gael. &, Ir. loch, L. lacus.]

A lake ; a bay or arm of the sea. [Scot. J

Lock, (lok) n. [A.-S. Ice.) A fastening, as for a

door, a trunk, and the like, in which a movable

bolt is projected or withdrawn by the action of

i key.-—a fastening together; a state of being

fixed ;—a grappling or wrestling ;—the barrier

w works which confine the water of a stream

or canal ;—an incloeure in a canal with gates at

oich end, used in raising or lowering boats as

taey pass from one level to another ;—that part

«f a fire-arm by which fire is produced for the

•usehsrge of the piece ;—a ringlet of hair.

Lock, (lok) r. *. To fasten with a lock and key ;

—to ihot up or confine ;—P. i. To become fast ;

—to unite closely by mutual insertlou.

Lockage, (lok'aj) n. Materials for locks in a

c&nal ;—toll paid for passing the locks.

Locker, (lo^'fT) *■ A close place, as a drawer or

*n apartment in a sliip that may be closed with

Locket, (lok'et) n. [F. loquet.] A catch or spring

to fatten a necklace or other ornament ;—alittle

gold case worn as an ornament, otten containing

■ lock of hair or a miniature.

Lock-jaw, (lok'jaw) n. A violent contraction of

ftemnacles of the jaw j a variety of tetanus.

Lockram, (lok'ram) n. A fabric of coarse linen.

Lock-smith, (lok'smith) n. An artificer whose

occupation U to make or mend locks.

Lock-op, (lok'up) ft. A place where bailiffs tem

porarily confine persons under arrest ; a watch-

home.

kcomotion, (hVko-mo'shun) n. [L. locus and

swtio.J Act or power of moving from place to

yPjoco- (able to change place.

^coawtiTe, (16-ko-mo'tiv) p. Changing place, or

"*omotive, (lo-ko-mo'tiv) n. A wheel-carriage

wPporting and driven by a steam-engine, and

tt*ed to draw railway carriages.

*****t, (locust) v. [L. Iffcwoic.] A jumping,

*»rtbopt*:roua insect, closely

"wmblingthe grasshopper

"they fly in vast clouds,

and are destructive to vege

tation.

™. 0&d) ft. [A.-S. ld<L]

A metallic vein, or any

«*"« vein, whether me-

Wheornot.

 

Lodge, (loj) v. /. (F. loger. ] To lay or deposit for

keeping or preservation ;—to fix in the heart,

mind, or memory;—to furnish with a temporary

habitation ; hence, to cover ;—to tliruw down ;

to lay flat ;—w. i. To settle in or upon ;—to

dwell in ; to reside ;—to be laid flat.

Lodge, (loj) n. [Ger. lattbe, arbour, laub, foliage.]

A place in which one may lodge or find shelter ;

—a small house in a park or forest ;—the house

of the gate-keeper on a gentleman's estate;—a

secret association, aa of the Freemasons, &«. ;

also, the place in which they assemble.

Lodger, (loj'er) n. One who lives at board, or in

a hired room ;—one who resides in any place

for a time.

Lodging, (loj'ing) n. A place of rest for a night,

or of residence for a time ;—harbour ;—generally

plural—rooms let or hired for the night, week,

or longer period.

Lodgment, (loj'ment) n. Act of lodging or state

of being lodged :—accumulation of something

deposited or remaining at rest;—occupation of a

position by a besieging party, and the formation

of an entrenchment thereon to maintain it.

Loft, (loft)H. [Icel. lopt, height, A.-S. h,ft, air,

cloud, allied to lij'L] That which is lifted up :

an upper room or fiat ;—the top room ; the space

under the roof :—the gallery in a church or hall.

Loftily, (loft'e-le) adv. On high ; in an elevated

attitude ;—proudly ; haughtily ;—nobly ; sub

limely.

Loftiness, (loft'e-nes) n. Condition of being lofty ;

height ;—grandeur ; sublimity ;—haughtiness.

Lofty, (loft'e)«. (A.-S. loften.] Lifted high up;

towering ;—elevated in character, rank, or style ;

noble: exalted;—stately; dignified;— proud;

haughty.

Log, (log) ft. [D. log,] A bulky piece of wood or

timber;—an apparatus for measuring the rate

of a ship's motion through the water.

Logarithm, (logarithm) ft. [G. logos and orith-

inos.) One of a class of auxiliary numbers,

designed to abridge arithmetical calculations.

Logarithmic, (log-a-rith'mik) «. Pertaining to

logarithms ; consisting of logarithms.

Log-book, (log'book) n, A book in which is entered

the daily progress of a ship at sea.

Loggerhead, (log'er-hed) n. [From log and head.]

A blockhead ; a dunce.

Log-house, (log'hous) n. A house or hut whose

walls are composed of logs laid on one another.

Logic, (loj'ik) n. [G. logibi.\ The science of pure

and formal thought, or of the laws according

to which the process of pure tliinking should be

conducted.

Logical, (loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to logic ;—ac

cording to the rules of logic ;—skilled in logic.

Logically, (loj'ik-al-le) adv. In a logical manner.

Logician, (lo-jiah'e-an) ft. One skilled in logic.

Log-line, (log'lin) n. A hue about a hundred

and fifty fathomH in length, u- & I for ascertaining

the speed of a vessel.

Logography, (lo-gogra-fe) ». [G. logon and gra-

phfin.) A method of printing in which whole

words, cast in a single type, are used instead

of Bingle letters.

Logomachist, (16-gom'a-kist) 7*. One who con

tend* about words.

Logomachy, (16-gom'a-ke) n. [G. logos and machS. ]

Contention in words merely ; a war of words.

Logotype, (lop/6-tip) n. (G. logos and tupos.] A

type containing two or more letters, a» ce,Jt,

and the like.
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Log-reel, (log rOl) ft, A reel carried near the stem

ota ship, on which the log-line is wound.

Logwood, (log*wood) v. A South American tree,

of a deep red colour internally;—the heart-wood

of this tree, used extensively in dyeing.

Loin, (loin) ft. [A.-S. leml.] That part of an

animal just above the hip-bone, on either side

of the Bpinal column, extending upward to the

false ribs ;—the ribs of a sheep or lamb cat by

the butcher for the table ;—pi. A corresponding

part of the human body :—the rein*.

Loiter, (loi'ter) v. i. [D. buteren.] To bo slow

in moving • to linger ; delay ; tarry.

Loiterer, (loi'ter-er) n . One who loiters ; an idler.

Loll, (lol) p. i. [Icel. lolla.] To act lazily or in

dolently ; to lie at ease ;—to hang from the

mouth, as the tongue of an ox or a dog ;—v. t.

To thrust out, as the tongue.

Lollard, (lolgrd) >i. [Etymology uncertain.] One

of a sect of early reformers in Germany ;—one

of the followers of Wycliflo in England.

Lone, (lon)o. [Abbreviated from akme.] Having

no company; solitary; retired; unfrequented;

—single or in widowhood.

Loneliness, (lon'le-nes) ft. Condition of being

lonely ; — love of retirement ; disposition to

solitude.

Lonely, (lon'Ie) a. Sequestered; alone; solitary;

retired; unfrequented. [solitary.

Lonesome, (lon'sum) «. Secluded from society ;

Lonesomeness, (lOn'suru-nes) n. State of being

solitary ; solitude.

Long, (long) a. [A.-S., L. lonpii*.] Drawn out

In a line ; protracted; extended in time;—far

away; distant ;—slow in coming ; dilatory ;—

continued to a great length ; —tedious; — far-

reaching ; extensive.

Long, (long) adv. To a great extent in space or

time ;—at a point far distant, either prior or

posterior ;—through the whole extent or dura

tion.

Long, (long) v.i. [A.-S. layigian.] To desire

earnestly or eagerly;—to have a preternatural

craving.

Long-boat, (Lons/bM)n. The largest and strongest

boat belonging to a ship.

Longe, (lunj) n. [F. allongt.] A thrust.

Longevity, (lou-jev'e-te) ft, Length of life;

ttpecially, uncommonly long duration of life.

Longevous, (lon-jC'vus) a. [I* loitgus and OtwmJ]

Living a long time ; of great age.

Longing, (long'ing) ». An eager desire ; a preter

natural appetite; an earnest wish ; an aspiration.

Longingly, (long'ing-le) adv. With intense desire.

Longirostral, (lon-je-ros'tral) a. Having a long

bill.

Longish, (long'giah) a. Somewhat long.

Longitude, (Ion'je-tud)«. [L. tongitndo.] Length;

distance east or west of one place from another ;

—tho arc of the equator intercepted between

any place and the meridian of Greenwich.

Longitudinal, (lon-je-tud'in-al) a. Pertaining to

longitude or length ;—running lengthwise.

Longitudinally, (lon-jc-tud'in-al-le) adv. In tho

direction of length.

Long-lived, (longTivd) a. Living long ; lasting.

Long-run, (long'run) n. The whole course of

tilings taken together ; hence, the final result.

Long-sighted, (long's! t-ed) a. Able to see at a

great distance ; hence, sagacious.

Longsome, (fam^RUn) a. Tedious ; tiresome :—

also loua-$pvn. [easily provoked.

Long-suffering, (long/suf-er-ing)«\ Patient; not

Long-suffering, (long'suf-er-ing) ft. Long endur

ance ; patience of offence.

Long-winded. (Iong'wind-ed) a. Long-breathed ;

hence, tedious in speaking, argument, or nar

ration.

Loo, (loo) n, [V. lot] A game at cards.

Loof, (loof) n. [Ger. h>f, A.-S. lyfiA The after

part of a ship's bow;—the hand. [Scot.]

Look, (166k) V.i, [A.-S. Ifcian.] To direct the

eye toward an object so as to see it;—to direct

the attention to ; to consider ;—to be circum

spect ; to watch ;—to observe narrowly; to exa

mine ;—to seem; to appear;—to face; to front ;

—i*. (. To influence by looks or presence ;—to

express by a look.

Look, (look) n, Cast of countenance ; air of the

face ; aspect ;—act of looking or seeing ;—view ;

watcli.

Looker, (looker) n. One who looks.

Looking-glass, (look'ing-glas) «. A glass which

reflects the form of the person who looks ou it ;

a mirror.

Lookout, (look'ont) 11. A careful looking for any

object or event;—the place from which such

observation is made; — a person engaged in

watching.

Loom, (loom) n. [A.-S. I6ma.] A frame or ma

chine of wood or other material in which a

weaver forms cloth out of thread ;—utensil ;

hence, heir-loom , a personal chattel that descends

with the inheritance.

Loom, (loom) t>. i. [A.-S. hdmian.) To appear

above the surface either of sea or land, or U>

appear larger than the real dimensions;—to rise

and to be eminent.

Looming, (looming) n. The indistinct and mag

nified appearance of objects seen in particular

states of the atmosphere ; mirage. [rogue.

Loon, (loon) ft, fA.-S. Ixtn.} A sorry fellow; a

Loon, (loon) ft. [O. Kng. loom, Dan. lumme, IoeL

IttntU.] A swimming

and diving bird, allied

to the grebe, but hav

ing toes fully webbed.

Loop, (loop) w. [Ir. <fc

Gael. Ivb, luba.} A .

doubling of a string -.

through which a lace ,

or cord may be run for

fastening ; — a small,

narrow opening ; a loop-hole.

Loop, (loop) r. t. To fasten, secure, or ornament,

by means of a loop or of loops.

Loop-hole, (loor/hol) ft. A small opening in tl . ■

walls of a fortification, or in the bulkhead of a

ship, through which small arms are diachargrd

at an enemy;—a hole or aperture that givea tf*i

means of escape.

Loose, (loos) *. t [A.-S. tlJBft.] To untie oi

unbind ; to relievo ;—to absolve ;—to relax j—

v. i. To set sail.

Loose, (loos) a. [Icel. & Go. Una, allied to 7o**.'

Free ; at liberty ;—unbound ;—not close or tight ;

flowing, as a garment ; — diffuse, as style;—

vague ;—not strict ; careless ;—lax of body ;—

licentious.

Loose, (loos) ». Liberty: freedom from restraint.

Loosely, (locale) adv. Not fast ; not firmly ;—

without order or connection ;—wantonly; heed

lessly.

Loosen, (loos'n) r. (. [A.-S. Utson, lyamt.) To

make loose ; to free from tightness, firmness, or

liv'.lucs-;—to render less dense;— to reinore

 

Loon.
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costiveness from ;—v. i. To beoome loose ; to

become leas tight, firm, or compact.

Looseness), (loos'nes) n. Want of tension, com

pactness, fixedness; — levity or irregularity of

conduct or life ;—laxity of principles or morals ;

—uiichastity;—alvine flux.

Loot, (loot) ii. [Hind.] Act of plundering in a

conquered city ; booty.

loot, (loot) v. t. or i. To carry off as plunder or

prize lawfully obtained by war.

Lop, (lop) r. *. [D. lubOat.) To cut off, as the

top or extreme part of any thing ;—to cut partly

off and bend down.

Lop, (lop) ft. That which is cut off, as from trees;

—that which lops or falls over.

Lopping, (loping) a, A cutting off, as of branches;

ihat which is cut off ; leavings.

loquacious, (15-kwa'she-ua) a. [L. loqvax.\ Given

to continual talking ;—noisy ;—babbling.

Loquacity, (lo-kwas'e-te) n. The habit or practice

of talking continually or excessively.

Lord, (lord) n. [A.-S. hU'/ord,,} A master; a

superior ;—a husband ;—a ruler ; governor ;—

an oppressive ruler ; a tyrant ;—a proprietor of

a manor ;—any peer of the realm ; a baron ; a

bishop ;—by courtesy the son of a duke or mar-

quia, and the eldest son of an earl ;—the holder

of certain high governmental, judicial, and

municipal offices;—the Supreme Being; Jehovah.

Lord, flord) v. i. To play the lord ; to domineer.

Lordliness, (lord'le-ues) >u Dignity ; high station ;

—pride ; haughtiness. [lord.

Lordling, (lord 'ling) ft- A little or diminutive

Lordly, (lord'le)". [From lord and l<j.} Becoming

a lord ;—haughty ; imperious.

Lord's Day, (lurdz'da) n. The first day of the

week ; the Cliristiau Sablmth.

Lordship, (lordship) n. State or quality of being

a lord ; a title applied to a lord ; also to judges

on the bench ;—territory of a lord ; a manor ;—

dominion; authority. [holy communion.

Lords-supper, (lordz'sup-cr) n. The eucharist or

Lore, (lor) h. [A.-S. Ueran.] Erudition; know

ledge gained from reading or study.

Lorgnette, (lor-net') n. [F.J An opera-glass.

Loricate, (lorVkat) v. t. [L. loricarc] To plate

over;—to cover with a coating or crust, as a

chemical vessel.

Loricstion, (lor-e-k£ shun) n. Act of loricating ;

—a surface covered with plates like mail.

Lorn, (lorn) a. [A.-S. torru.] Lost ; lonely.

Lose, (looz) r. /. [A.-S. U<f»an, fortedaan.) To

mislay ;—to part with ; to be deprived of ;—to

throw away ; to waste ;—to wander from ; to

miss ;—to bewilder; — to ruin ; to destroy;—

to cease to view ;—to fail to obtain ;—r. i. To

forfeit any thing in contest;—to suffer loss by

comparison ; to fail.

Loser, (l'Ktz'er) ,i. One who loses or is deprived

of any thing by defeat, forfeiture, or the like.

Loss, (los) ». [A.-S. to*.] Act of losing ; priva

tion;—harm; damage;—min;—waste by escape;

—useless expenditure, as of time, &c. ;—defeat,

as in battle.

Lest, (lout) «. [From low.] Mislaid; let go or

parted from onr hold or view ; that can not be

found; missing; — forfeited ; — thrown away;

wasted : —bewildered ; perplexed ; — ruined or

destroyed, either physically or morally ;—not

visible.

Lot, (lot) n. [A. -3. htot.] That which happens

without human design or forethought ; chance ;

fortune ;—a contrivance to determine a question

 

Lotus.

Making a great

clamorous;

by chance ;—the part or fate which falls to one

by chance ; a distinct parcel ; a separate part ;—

a large number or quantity.

Lot, (lot) v. t. To allot ; to assign ;—to separate

into lots or parcels ; to assort.

Loth, (16th) a. Hating ; detesting ;—unwilling ;

reluctant :—also Loath.

Lotion, (loshun) n. [L. lotto.] A washing;—a

liquid preparation for washing some part of the

body ;—a healing application in a fluid form,

applied externally.

Lottery, (lot'er-e) n. [F. loUric] A distribution

of prizes by lot or cliance.

Lotus, (16'tus) n. fL. lotut, G. l6to§.} A native

plant of the order Lepu'

iuiitOKe, akin to trefoil -.

and clover plants ;— j_

an aquatic plant some- ."'

thing like the water- "

lily ;—an ornament in \

the form of the Egyp

tian water-lily.

Loud, (loud) a. [A.-S. hhld.)

sound; high in tone or pitch; noisy ;-

boisterous ;—emphatical.

Loud, (loud) adc With loudness ; loudly.

Loudly, (loud'lo) adv. In a loud manner ; clamor

ously ; noisily;—with vehement importunity.

Loudness, (taud'nes) n. Great sound or noise ;—

clamour ; turbulence ; uproar.

Lough, (lok) h. [Celt loch.] A loch.

Lounge, (lounj) v. i. [F. longu, from L. lowgt.}

To spend time lazily ; to move idly about ;— to

recline at ease ; to loll.

Lounge, (lounj) n. An idle gait or stroll ;—act

of reclining at ease ;—a place for lounging.

Lounger, (lounj'cr) n. An idler.

Lounging, (lounj'ing) a. Idle ; loitering nVmt ;

—made fur reclining or rolling on, as a chair. .

Louse, (loos) n. [A.-S. Ml*.] A wingless, hemip-

teroiis insect having a sucking mouth. It is

found parasitic upon mammals:—pi. Lice.

Lousiness, (louz'e-ues) n. The state of abounding

with lice.

Lousy, (louz'o) a. Swarming with lice; infested

with lice ;—mean ; low ; contemptible.

Lout, (lout) ii. [A.-S. lUtan.] A mean, awkward

fellow ; a bumpkin.

Loutish, (loutish) a. Clownish ; rude ; awkward.

Loutishness, (lout'ish-nes) n. Clownishness.

Louvre, (lou'vr) it. [Y. Concert.) An owning In

tho roof of ancient buildings for the escape of

smoke or for ventilation, often in the form of a

turret or small lantern.

Lovable, (luv'a-bl) «. 'Worthy of lovo ; amiable.

Love, (luv) n. [A. -8. Ivft, luf] Affection;

strong liking ; warm admiration and regard for ;

ardent attachment to a person, object, or pur

suit ; — benevolence; charity;—a marked pre

ference for and devoted attachment to one of

the opposite sex ; passion ; courtship ;—patriot

ism ;—an object loved ; sweet-heart ; mistress ;—

a term of endearment ;—Cupid, the god of love.

Lore, (luv) v. t. [A.-S. lvJlan,Skr. lubk, to desire.)

To be pleased with ; to be fond of ; to like ;~

to have benevolence or good will toward :—to

regard with pre-eminent or exclusive affection ;

to be enamoured of ;—r. i. To delight ; to take

pleasure ; to be in love.

Love-bird, (luv'berd) v. A bird of beautiful

plumage, belonging to the genus Psittacula.

Love-knot, (luv'not) n. An intricate kind of

knot—used as a token of love.
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Loveless, (Invies) a. Void of love.

Loveliness, (luvle-nes) n. State of being lovely ;

qualities that may excite love ; beauty ;

amiableness.

Love-look, (luvlok) n. A curl or lock of liair

plaited and tied with ribbon, and hanging at

the ear.

Lovely, (luvle) a • Fitted to excite, or worthy of,

love ;—beautiful ; charming ; delightful ; en

chanting.

Lover, (luv'gr) n. One who loves ; a friend ;—

especially, one who is in love with a person of

the opposite sex ;—one who likes or is pleased.

Loving, (luVing) a. Kind ; affectionate ; fond-

said of persons;—expressing love or kindness,

as words.

Loving-kindness, (lu^ing-klnd-nes) n. Tender

regard ; mercy ; favour. [and kindness.

Lovingly, (luViug-le) adv. Fondly ; with affection

Low, (Id) a. [D. laag.] Near to the ground ; not

high ;—small ;—sunken ;—at or near the level

of the ocean, as the tide ;—not deep ; shallow,

as a stream ;—near the equator ;—not loud ;

subdued ;—grave ;—dejected ;—humble; mean :

—base ; dishonourable ;—feeble ; weak ;—cheap ;

—moderate ; reasonable ;—poor ; impoverished ;

—plain ; simple, as diet ;—late in clironology ;—

vulgar ; commonplace ;—submissive ; chastened.

Low, (1<>) <•'!>•. in a low position ;—cheaply;—

near the ground ;—humbly ; meanly;—in time

approaching our own ;—with a depressed voice ;

—in a state of subjection, poverty, or disgrace.

Low, (lo) t\ i. [A.-S. hldwan.] To bellow as an

ox or oow. [&c.

Low, (lo) n. The noise made by a bull, ox, cow,

Lower, (loe,r) v. t. [Eng. low.] To cause to de

scend ; to let down ;—to bring down ; to humble;

—to reduce in value, amount, «fcc.;—v.i. To

fall ; to grow leas ; to diminish.

Lower, (low'er) v. i. [Ger. lattern.] To be clouded;

to threaten a storm ;—to frown ; to look sullen.

Lowermost, (hVer-most) a. [Irregular superlative

of low.] Lowest.

Lowery, (low'er-e) a. Cloudy ; gloomy.

Lowing, (16'ing) u. The bellowing of cattle.

Lowland, (loland) n. A low or level country;—

pi. Thesouthemdivisionof Scotland, as distinct

from the Highlands.

Lowliness, flo'le-nes) «. State of being lowly ;

humility ; humbleness of mind.

Lowly, (lole) a. [Eng. low and like.) Humble ;

having a low estimate of one's self ;— meek; I

modest ;—low-born ; moan ; servile.

Lowly, (lole) adv. In a low maimer ; humbly ; '

meekly ; modestly ;—in a low condition ; meanly. j

Lowness, (ld'nes) n. Meanness of condition, '

mind, or character;—modesty; humility;—de

jection ; — poverty ; — depression in strength,

intensity, cost, or worth ;—graveness of sound;

—gentleness of utterance.

Low-spirited, (lo'spir-it-ed) a. Not having ani

mation and courage; dejected; depressed;—dull.

Low-water, (ld'waw-ter) n. State of the tidal

water when at full ebb;—the lowest point to

which the tide recedes or ebbs.

Loyal, (loyal) tti [L. UyalU] Faithful to the

lawful government, to the sovereign, to a lover

or friend, especially under trying circumstances.

Loyalist, (loy'al-iat) u. One who adheres to his

sovereign, or to the constitutional authority,

especially in times of revolution.

Loyally, (loyal-Ie) adv. In a loyal manner.

Loyalty, (loy'al-te) n. State or quality of being

O

loyal ; fidelity to the sovereign ; to law , duty,

marriage vow, &c.

Lozenge, (loz'enj) n. [Q. toro* and L. angvtv.t.]

A figure with four equal sides,

having two acute and two obtuse

angles ; a rhomb ;—a small cake of *

sugar, Ac, often medicated.

Lubber, (lut/fr) n. A heavy, clumpy IiOtenge.

fellow.

Lubberly, (lub'er-le) a. Like a lubber ; clumsy.

Lubberly, (lub'er-le) adv. Clumsily; awkwardly.

Lubricate, (luTare-kat) v.t. [L. lubricarr.] To

make smooth or slippery.

Lubrication, (Iu-bi-e-ka'uliun) n. Act of lubricat

ing or making slippery.

Lubricity, (lu-bris'e-te) n. Smoothness of surface ;

hence, slipperiuess ; uncertainty; instability;—

lewdness; incontinency.

Lucent, (lu'sent) a. [L. lucere.] Shining; bright.

Lucid, (lu'sid) a. [L. lucidus. ] Shining ; bright ;

—clear ; transparent ;—easily understood ; dis

tinct ;—bright with intellect ; luminous.

Lucidity,(lu-sid'it-e)M. Brightness: transparency;

—clearness of statement or exposition.

Lucidly, (lu'sid-le) adp. Clearly ; brightly.

Lucifer, (lu'se-fer) n. [L., from lux and/crrr.]

Venus, as the morning star ;—Satan ;—a sliver

of wood tipped with a combustible substance,

and ignited by friction.

Luck, (Ink) n. [D. ltd:] Fortune; fate; that

which one gets in life, good or evil ;—chance ;

hap;—good fortune; success, [good fortune.

Luckily, (luk'e-le) adv. In a lucky manner : by

Luckiness, (luk'e-nos) n. State or quality of being

fortunate ;—good fortune.

Luckless, (luk'les) a. Without luck; unfortunate.

Lucky, (1 uk V) a. Favoured by luck ; fortnnat* :

—prosperous ; — gainful ; happy, as a hit;—

propitious : favourable ;—auspicious.

Lucrative, OGIcra-tiv) «. [L. htemvi.] Yielding

lucre ; gainful ; profitable.

Lucre, (lu'kcr) n. [L. lucrum.] Gain in money

or goods; profit; pecuniary advantage.

Lucubrate, (luliuo-brat) r. i. [L. lv.enbmr€.] To

study by candle-light or a lamp.

Lucubration, (lu-koo-bnYshnn) n. Act of study

ing by candle-light ; nocturnal study ;—product

of quiet meditation ; a thoughtful essay or

treatise. [clear; luminous; evident,

Luculent. (lu'ku-lent) a. [L. lucvteHtu*.] Lucid ;

Ludicrous, (lu'de-krus)". [L li'ihcmt.] Adapts

to raise laughter without scorn or contempt ;

sportive ; comic ; droll ; ridiculous.

Ludicrously, (lu'de-krus-le) adr. In a ludicrous

manner. [of being ludicrous.

Ludicrousness, (lii'de-krus-nes)n. Quality or state

Luff, (luf) r. i [D. loeren.] To turn the head of

a ship toward the wind ; to sail nearer the wind.

Luff, (luf) «. The side of a ship toward the wind :

—act of sailing clu-o to the wind ;—the roundeM

part of a ship's bow;- the weather leech of a sail.

Lug, (log) »• '• [A.-S. h/ccan.] To pull with

force ; to haul ; to drag;— to carry or convey

with labour.

Lug, (lug) tu [Sw. luga.] The ear, especially iti

lobe ;—the handle of a pitcher ; a pmjectiiu;

piece in machinery to communicate motion. Ac.

Luggage, (lug'ilj) n. [From lug.] Tliat which is

lugged or carried with difficulty; crjMciallji, a

traveller's trunks, baggage, Ac..

Lugger, Gug'?r) »• [From Eng. lug.] A small

vessel carrying three masts, with a running

bowsprit and lug-sails.
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Lug-sail, (lug'-sal) n. A square sail bent upon a

yard that hangs obliquely to the must.

Lugubrious, (loo-god'ore-us) a. [L. Ivgufjris.]

Mournful ; indicating sorrow.

Lakewarm, (luk'*awrzn) a. [A.-8. v?ar.] Mode

rately warm ; neither cold nor hot ;—indifferent.

Lukewarmly, (luk'wawrmde) adv. In a luke

warm manner ; indifferently.

Lokewarmness, (luk ' wawrm - nes) n. State of

being lukewarm ;—moderate in heat ;—want of

seal ;—religious indifference.

Lail, (lul) r. f. (Dan. littler.) To cause to rest

by soothing influences ; to quiet; to compose ;—

*. i. To become gradually calm ; to subside.

Lull, (lul) n. Power or quality of soothing ;—a

season of temporary quiet after storm or con-

fissfaa.

Lullaby, (lnl'a-be) n. [From lull.) A song to

quiet babies; that which quiets.

Lumbago, (lum-ba'go) n. [L. from tumbu*.] A

rheumatic pain in the loins and smallof the back.

Lumbar, (lum'bir) a. [L. Iambus.) Pertaining

to or near the loins.

Lumber, (lum oer) n. [A-S. Uorna.] Any thing

useless and cumbrous, or things bulky and

thrown aside as of no use.

Lumber, (lum'ber) v. t. To heap together in dis

order ;—v. i. To move heavily ;—to rumble.

Luminary, (lu'min-ar-e) n. [F. litmumin.] Any

body that gives light ; especially, one of the

heavenly bodies ; — one that illustrates any

subject, or enlightens mankind.

LuBuaous,Ou'min-us)a. [U luminotus.] Shining;

emitting light ; resplendent;—brilliant; vivid;

—clear ; obvious ;—throwing light on ; illus

trating, [manner.

Luminously, (lu'min-us-Ie) adv. In a luminous

Luminousness, (lu'min-us-nes) n. Quality of

having, or of emitting, or of imparting light.

Lamp, (lump) a. [Ger. klump.) A small mass

of matter of no definite shape ;—a mas* of things

Uxrown together without order or distinction ;—

the whole bulk or mass ; the gross.

Lamp, (lump) v. t. To throw into a mass ;—to

take in the gross ; to speak of collectively.

Lumpish, (lumpish) a. Like a lump ; bulky ;

gross ;—-dull ; inactive ; stupid.

Lumpiahness, ( lumr/ish-nes ) n. The state of

being Lumpish.

Lumpy, (lanjPe) a- Pull of lumps.

Lunacy, (luna-se) n. A species of insanity or

madness, formerly supposed to be influenced

by the changes of the moon ; derangement ;

eraanesa ; mania.

Lunar, (lunar) a. [L. lunarls.) Pertaining to

the moon;—resembling the moon; orbed;—

measured by the revolutions of the moon.

Lonated, (lu'nat-ed) a. [I* lunatus.) Having a

form resembling that of the half-moon ; crescent*

shaped.

Lunatic, (lu'na-tik) o. [L. lunnlicus.) Affected

by lunaey ; insane ; mad ;—exhibiting lunacy.

Lunatic, (lu'na-tik) n. A person affected by lunacy;

a madman ; a person of unsound mind.

Loach, (lunsh) n. [W. Ihcnc.] A slight repast

between breakfast and dinner ; luncheon.

Lunch, (lunsh) v. i. To take a lunch.

Luncheon, (lunsh'un) n. A jwrtion of food taken

at any time except at a regular meal.

Lane, (lun) «. [L. luua, moon.] Any thing in

the shape of a half moon ;—a fit of frenzy ; a

Lunette, (hl-netf) n. [P.] A detached bastion ;—

a half horse-shoe ;—a watch-crystal more than

ordinarily flattened in the centre; a convexo-

concave lens for spectacles.

Lung, (lung) n, [A. -8. lunge.) One of the two

organs of respiration in an air-breathing animal.

Lunge, (luni) n. [F. attonger.) A sudden push or

thrust;—the attitude or posture in fencing.

Lunged, (Inngd) a. Having lungs ;—drawing or

emitting air by the lungs.

Lupine, (lu'pin) n. [L. lupinvt.) A leguminous

plant having showy racemes of flowers.

Lurch, (lurch) n. [W. llerch or lleix.) A sudden

roll of a ship to one side.

Lurch, (lurch) v. i. To lurk ;—to dodge ; to play

tricks ;—to roll or pass suddenly to one side, as a

ship in a heavy sea.

Lurcher, (lurch'er) », One that lurches or lies

in wait ;—especially, a dog that lies in wait

for game.

Lure, (lur) v. [F. levrre.) An object, not unlike

a fowl, held out by the falconer to call a hawk ;

—any enticement; a decoy.

Lure, (lur) v. t. To draw to the lure ;—hence, to

entice ; to attract.

Lurid, (lurid) a. [L. luridtu.) Ghastly pale ;

gloomy; dismaL

Lurk, (lurk) v. i. [W. lltrcim.) To lie hid ; to

lie in wait ;—to keep out of Bight.

Lurker, (lurk'er) n. One who lurks.

Luscious, (lush'e-us) ft. [From Eng. tush.) Sweet;

delicious ;—rich so as to cloy ; hence, fulsome.

Lusciously, ( lush'e-us-le ) adv. In a luscious

manner.

Luseununess, ( lush'e-us-nes ) ». Immoderate

richness or sweetness that cloys or offends.

Lust, (lust) n. [A-S. lust.) Longing desire;

eagerness to possess or enjoy ;—evil propensity ;

sinful concupiscence ;—covetousness ;—sensual

ity ; lasciviousnesB.

Lust, (lust) v. i. To desire eagerly; to long ;—to

desire eagerly the gratification of carnal appetite.

Lustful, (lust'fool) a. Sensual ; lewd ; libidinous ;

—lascivious ; provoking animal appetite ; licen

tious.

Lustfully, (lust'fool -le) adv. In a lustful manner.

Lustfulnesa, (lust'fool-nes) n. The state of being

lustful.

Lustily, (lust'e-le) adv. In a vigorous manner.

Lustiness, (lnst'e-nes) n. Strength or stoutness

of body; robustness; hardihood:—atsoZu«tt/(0'w'.

Lusting, (lust'ing) n. Inordinate desire; hanker

ing or craving for ;—desire of carnal indulgence.

Lustral, (lus'tral) a. [L. lustratis.) Used in

purification ;—pertaining to purification.

Lustration, (1 us-trashuu) n. Act of purifying.

Lustre, (lus'ter)n. [F. lustre.) Clearness; glit

ter ; brilliancy ; — renown ; distinction ; — a

candlestick ornamented with drops or pendants

of cut glass. [of glossy silk cloth.

Lustring, (lus'tring) n. [Eng. lustre.] A species

Lustrous, (lus/trus)(T. Bright; shining: luminous.

Lustrum, (lustrum) n. [L.J The space of fire

years.

Lusty, (lust'e){/. [Ger. luttifl.) Strong in body;

vigorous ; — robust ; — corpulent ; — hearty ;

Jocund. [resembling a guitar.

Lute, (lut) n. [F. luth.) A stringed instrument

Lute,(lut)n, [L. Ivtum, mud, clay.] A composi

tion of clay or other tenacious substance, used

for making joints air-tight.

Lute, (lut) *• '■ To close or coat with lute.

Lute-string, (lut'string) n. The string of a lute.

Lutheran, (lu'ther-an) a. Pertaining to Luther.
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Lutheraniam, (liYtlicr-aii-iztn) u. The doctrines

of religion aa taught by Luther.

Luxate, (luks'at) r. t. [L. luxart.] To put out of

joint ; to dislocate.

Luxation, (luks-a'shun) «. Act of putting out of

joint :—that which is luxated.

Luxuriance, (luks-u're-ans) n. Statu of being

luxuriant; rank, vigorous growth ; exuberance.

Luxuriant, (luks-u're-ant) a. Exuberant in

, growth ;—in great abundance.

Luxuriantly, (luks-u're-ant-le) adv. In a luxi.i-

. riant manner; very abundantly; exuberantly.

Luxuriate, (luks-u're-iit) v.i. [L. luxuriare.] To

grow exuberantly ;—to feed or live luxuriously;

. —to indulge in freely ; to expatiate on.

Luxurious, (luks-u're-us) a. Voluptuous; sen

sual ; self-indulgent in appetite, love of dress,

display, &c. ;—administering to luxury ;—fur

nished with dainties or costly viands ;—softening

or enervating. [rious manner.

Luxuriously, (luks-u're-us-le) adv. In a luxu-

Luxuriousness, (lnks-u're-us-nes) n. The state

or condition of being luxurious.

Luxury, (luks'u-re) n. [h. luxuria.] A free or

extravagant indulgence in the pleasures which

wealth can procure ;—gratification of desire ;

any thing delightful ;—dainty; delicacy;—indul

gence in costly dress or equipage, &c.

Lyceum, (li-se'um) n. [L.] A place in Greece

where Aristotle taught ;—a house appropriated

to instruction by lectures ;—an association for

literary improvement.

Lydian, (lid'e-an) a. Pertaining to Lydia or to

its inhabitants ; soft ; effeminate.

ly*i(li)». [A.-8. hah.] Water impregnated with

alkaline salt imbibed from the ashes of wood.

Lying-in, (li'ing-in) n. Act or state of being

confined or of bearing a child.

Lymph, (limf) n. [L. lympAa,'] A colourless

fluid in animal bodies.

Lymphatic, (lim-fat'ik) a. Pertaining to, con

taining, or conveying lymph.

Lymphatic, (lim-fat'ik) n. A vein-like, valved

vessel in Tertebrate animals, that contains a

transparent fluid.

Lynch, (Hush) r. t. To inflict pain or punishment

upon without the formB of law, as by a mob.

Lynx, (lingks) n. (L. lynx.) A carnivorous

quadruped of the genus Felis, resembling the

common cat.

Lynx-eyed, (lingksTd) a. Having acute sight.

Lyra, (Ii'ra) n. [L.] A northern constellation,

situated in front of Ursa Major.

Lyrated, (H'rut-ed) a. In botany,

lyre-shaped.

Lyre, (lir) n. [L. lyra,] A stringed

instrument of music ; a kind of

harp much used by the ancients.

Lyric, (lir'ik) a. Pertaining to a

lyre or harp ;—fitted to be sung to Lyre.

the lyre ; hence also, appropriate for song.

Lyric, (lir'ik) n. A lyric poem ; a song.

Lyrist, (lir'ist) n. A musician who plays on the

harp or lyre.

 

M.

M(em), the thirteenth letter of the English

alphabet, is an articulation formed by a

compression of the lips. It is scarcely over

silent, and its sound is always the Bame, as in

man, gum, rim. As a numeral it stands for

1000 ; with a dash over it (jjf) for a million.

Ha, (ma) n. Mother ; an abbreviation of mamma.

Mtt'am,(mani)ft, Madam—acontraction ofmadam.

Mab, (mali) n. [W. mab,] In the northern

mythology, the queen of the fairies.

Macaroni, (mak-a-roue) n. [It. macchtroni, from

G. makanos, blessed, happy.] A paste chiefly

of wheat flonr made into long, slender tubes ;—

a medley ; something extravagant to please an

idle fancy ;—a fop ; a beau.

Macaronic, (mak-a-ron'ik) a. Portaining to a

macaroni ; empty; affected ;—noting a composi

tion, usually in verse, in wliich there is a ludi

crous jumble of two different languages.

Macaroon, (niak'a-roon) n. [P. macaronJ] A

■tin II, sweet cake, chiefly of almonds and sugar.

Macassar-oil, (ma-kas'ar-oil) v. An oil used for

promoting the growth of the hair

Macaw, (nia-kaw') n. A

large and very showy bird,

of the genus Psittacni,

allied to the parrots,

Maccabees, (mak'ka-be'z) n.

pi. Two apocryphal books

of the old Testament.

Maccaboy, (mak'a-boy) n.

(So called after a district

in Martinique, where it is

made. ) Rose - flavoured

Bnuff:—also Macouba. Macaw

 

Mace, (mas) n. [It. maxsa,] A heavy staff or

club of metal ;—a staff, usually copper or silver

gilt, with a round head or knob, surmounted

by a crown, globe, cross, &c, and used as a

symbol of authority; — a heavy cue used in

billiard-playing.

Mace, (mas) n, [L. maeis,] The second coat

which covers the nutmeg. [a court.

Maoer, (mae'er) n. A mace-bearer ; an officer of

Macerate, (nias'er-at) v.t. [h. macrmrc] To

make lean ; to wear away;—to mortify the flesh

by penance ;—to soften and separate the part*

of by steeping.

Maceration, (mas-er-a'shun) n. Act of making

thin or lean;—mortification of the flesh by

penance ; — the act of softening and almost

dissolving by steeping.

MachiaveliBJi,(mak-e-a-veTyan)a. Pertaining to

Machiavcl, or to his supposed principles ; poli

tically cunning ; crafty.

Machinate, (mak'in-at) v.t. [L. maehinari,} To

plan ; to form, as a plot or a scheme ; to contrive.

Machination, (mak-m-a'ahun) n. Act of scheming

or plotting ;—a deliberate, artful, and secret

scheme or plot.

Machine, (ma shun') n. [L. machine] An instru

ment or engine to produce force or motion, or

serving to regulate and direct a motive powrr

or force ;—one of the six mechanical powers in

their simplest forms ; — any structural con -

trivance in which two or more of these powers

are combined to produce a conjoint motion or

force ;—handle ; tool ; willing or unconscious

agent.

Machinery, (ma-shen'er-e) n. Machines in genen I

—w-
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or collectively ;—the working parts of a machine ;

the supernatural means by which the action of

a poetic or fictitious work is carried on.

Kachiniat, (nia-ahen'ist) n. A constructor of ma

chines and engines.

Mackerel, (mak ?r-el) n. [D. maclred.] A marine

fi*h of the genus Scom-

{■rr. spotted with blue,

and largely used for

food.

Mackintosh, (mak'in-

taah) n. A water-proof Mackerel.

outer garment—so called from the inventor.

Macrocosm, (mak'rd-kozzn) n. [G. uvakros and

httrwa.] The great world ; the universe.

Maculate, (uiak'ii-lit) v. t. [L. maculare.) To

root ; to stain ; to blur.

uculation. (raak-u-li'shun) n. The act of spot

ting ; a spot ; a blemish ; a stain.

East, (mad) a. [A.-S. geitiad,] Disordered in

intellect ; crazy; insane ;—frenzied ; delirious ;—

inflamed with excessive desire ; infatuated ;—

ig from folly ;—enraged ; furious,

(mad) r. t. To make mad or angry.

(madam) n. [F. madame.] My lady—

complimentary address, especially to married

and elderly ladies.

Madcap. (madTtap) n. A person of wild behaviour;

s riofent, rash, hot-headed person.

Ms/H*", (mad'u) v. t. To make mad ; to drive to

madness ; to enrage ;—v. i. To become mad.

ladder, (mad'er) n. [A.S. mattdre.] A plant of

the genua Rubia, cultivated for the dye which

lis roots yield. [Hie of Madeira.

Madeira, (ma-dera) n. A rich wine made on the

Mademoiselle, (mad-mwa-zer*) «. [F.] Young

woman ; miss ; girl.

Madhouse, (mad'hous) n. A house where insane

person* axe confined for cure or for restraint ;

bedlam.

Madly, (madTe) adv. In a mad manner ; rashly;

wQdJy;—with extreme folly.

Mastman, (mad'uian) n. A man who is mad ; a

lunatic ; a crazy person.

Masbaeae, (mad'nes) n. Condition of being mad ;

disorder of intellect ;—insanity ; derangement ;

delirium ; frenzy ; franticneas ; rage ; fury.

Madonna, (ma don'a) n. [It. J My lady; madam;

—also the Virgin Mary; specifically, a pictorial

representation of the Virgin.

Madrepore, (madrE-por) n. [F.] A genus of

corals which have the surface covered with small

prominences, each containing a cell.

Madrigal, (mad're-gal) n, [L. mandra.] A little

amorous poem, sometimes a pastoral poem.

Maelstrom* (mal'strum) n. A celebrated whirl

pool on the coast of Norway.

Magazine, (mag-a-zen*) «. [F. magasin.] A ware-

bosM ; a ito-rehouse for military stores ;—the

^miidms or room in which powder is kept in a

Kagian, (mft'Je-an) a. Pertaining to the Magi.

Magic, (maj'ik) n. [G. magiki (sc. tekni).] Th*

science or practice of evoking and emp!oyiu|

supernatural or diabolic agency, or of raiding

departed spirits of men ; witchcraft ; sorcery ;

necromancy ; — the secret operations of the

powers and forces of nature.

Magic, (maj'ik) a. Relating to or proceeding

from occult and superhuman agencies ; done by

enchantment or sorcery ; hence, imposing or

startling in performance.

Magically, (maj'ik-al-le)fTdp. By the arts ofmagic

Magician, (ma-jish'e-an) a. One skilled in magic ;

an enchanter; a sorcerer or sorceress.

Magisterial, (maj-ia-Wre-al) a. [L. mogUttr.]

Pertaining to a master ; authoritative ; im

perious; haughty; domineering: arrogant

Magisterially, (raaj-is-tere-al-le) adv. With the

air of a master.

Magistracy, (maj'is-tra-se)n. The office or dignity

of a magistrate ;—the body of magistrates.

Magistrate, (maj'is-trat) n. [L. magistrate*.] A

person clothed with power as a public civil officer.

Magna Charts, (magWkar ta). [L.] The great

charter, so called, obtained by the English

barons from Ring John, a. d. 1215.

Magnanimity, (niag-na-nim'e-te) n. Greatness of

mind ; elevation or dignity of soul ;—generosity.

Magnanimous, (mag-nan e-mus) a. [L. viagnv.

and animus. ] Great of mind ; generous ;—noble ;

liberal and honourable ; disinterested.

Magnanimously, (mag-nan'e-mus-le) adv. In a

magnanimous manner.

Magnate, (mag'nat) n. [L. magnvji.] A noble or

grandee ; a person of note or distinction.

Magnesia, (mag-neshe-a) n. [F. Magnetic.] A

primitive earth, white and tasteless, used as a

cathartic and remedy for acidity.

Magnesias, ( msg-no'ahe-an ) a. Pertaining to

magnesia or partaking of its qualities; containing

magnesia.

Magnet, (mag'net) n. [L. magnet.] The load

stone ; a species of iron ore which has the pro

perty of attracting iron, and, when freely

suspended, of pointing to the poles ;—a bar of

steel or iron to which the properties of the load

stone have been imparted.

Magnetic (mag-net'ik) a. Pertaining to the

magnet ; possessing the properties of the magnet;

—attractive.

Magnetically, (mag-net'ik-al-le) adv. By means

of magnetism ; by the power of attraction.

Magnetism, (mag'net-izm) n. The science whioh

treats of the magnet, and the phenomena of

attraction and polarity ;—thepower ofattraction .

Magnetize, (magTiet-iz) r. (. To communicate

magnetic properties to ;—to attract as if by a

magnet ;— 1\ i. To become magnetic.

Kagnetizer, (mag'net-iz-er) n. One who, or that

which, imparts magnetism.

fortification or ehip;—a pamphlet periodically I Magneto-electricity, (mag-net-o-e-lek-tris'e-te) n.

published, containing miscellaneous composi

uorja.

Magdalen, (raagda-Ion) n. [From Marv Magda-

'■*•€, Luke vii. M.] A refonued prostitute.

Maggot, (mag'ut) n. [Allied to A.-S. vtadJia,

Vwt ma « k. ] Tlie larval form of a fly ; a grub ;

* worm ;—an odd fancy ; a whim ; a crotchet.

Maggoty. (maVut-e) a. Full of maggots; infested

*nh maggots ;—full of whims ; capricious.

fcsgi, (miji) n. pi. [L. pi. of magus.] Holy

sen or sages of the East ; in Persia, worshippers

rffire.

Electricity evolved by tbo action of magnets.

Magnifio, (mag-nifik) a. [L. magnvs and faetre.]

Grand ; splendid ; illustrious ; magnificent.

Magnificence, (mag-nife-sens) ii. Condition of

being magnificent ; grandeur of appearance ;

pomp.

Magnificent, (mag-nifesent) a. Grand in appear

ance ; splendid ;—exhibiting grandeur ; snowy ;

—brilliant ; imposing.

Magnificently, (inag-nife-sent-le) adv. In a mag

nificent manner.

Magniflco, (mag-nife-ko) n. Agrandee of Venice.
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Magnifier, (mag'ne-f I-er) n. One who magnifies ;

—an optical instrument which increases the

apparent magnitude of bodies.

Magnify, (mag'ne-fi) v. t, [L. magnut andfacere.]

To make great ; to increase the apparent dimen

sions of ;—to exalt ; to elevate ;—to make great

in representation ; to exaggerate ;—to extol

Magniloquence, (mag-nil' o-kwens) n. Quality

of being magniloquent ; loftiness of speech ;

pompous language.

Magniloquent, (mag-nil'o-kwent) a. [L. mat/nut

and loqui.] Speaking loftily or pompously ;

bombastic.

Magnitude, (mag'ue-tud) n. [L. magnitude.']

Extent of dimensions or parts : bulk ; size ;—

that which has one or more of the three dimen

sions, length, breadth, and thickness ; exten

sion ;—greatness ; grandeur :—importance.

Magnolia, (mag-nole-a) n. [Named after Pierre

Magnol] An exotic tree or shrub, cultivated

for the beauty of the foliage and flowers.

Magpie, (mag'pi) n. [From Mag and pie.] A

bird Allied to the crow, but smaller, and snowy

white below.

Mahogany, (ma-hogVne) n. .] A large tree found

in tropical Amorica ; also, the wood of the tree,

which is of a reddish-brown colour, very hard,

and susceptible of a fine polish.

Mahomet or Mohammed, (ma-hom'et or mo-ham'-

ed) n. The founder of the Mahometan religion.

Mahometan, (ma-hom'et-an) n. A follower of Ma

homet ; a Mussulman :—also Mohammedan.

Mahometan, (ma-hom'et-an) a. Belonging to

Mahomet, his religion or government ; Turkish.

Mahometanism, (ma-hom'et-an-izm) n. The re

ligion, institutions, or customs founded by

Mahomet.

Mai4, (mad) n. [A.-S. ma>den. Go. magtut.] An

unmarried woman ; a virgin ;—a female servant.

Maiden, (mad'u) n. A maid:—an instrument

resembling the guillotine, formerly used in Scot

land for beheading criminals.

Maiden, (mad'u) a. Pertaining to a young un

married woman or virgin ;—consist i n z of virgins;

—fresh ; new ; pure ; unused ; unpolluted.

Maiden-hair, (mad'n-har) n. A species of fern of

the genus Adiantum.

Maidenhood, (mad'n-hood) n. State of being a

virgin; virginity;—newness: freshness.

Maidenlineas, (mad'n-le-nee) n. Modest mien or

carriage ; gentleness ; modesty.

Maidenly, (mad'n-le) a. Becoming a maid;

gentlo; modest; reserved :—also maiden-like.

Maid-servant, ( mad ' eerv - ant ) n. A female

servant.

Mail, (mal) n. [F. maillc] Defensive armour

composed of steel rings or

plates ;—hence, generally, ar

mour ; defensive covering.

Mail, (mal) n. [Ir. & Gael.

mala.] A bag for the convey

ance of letters and papers ;—

the contents of such a hag,

tVc. ; — the person or carriage

by which the mail is conveyed.

Mail, (mal) v. t To prepare for Mail

transmission by the mail ; to post ;—to arm or

coat for defence.

Mailed, (maid) a. Defended with a coat of mail

or with armour ; protected by an external coat

of scales or hard substances ; spotted ; Bpeckled.

Maim, (mam) v. I. [Norm. F. mahain.] To de

prive of the use of a limb ;— to cripple ; disable.

 

Maim, (main) n. Privation of the use of a limb

or member of the body ;—mutilation ; injury.

Maimedness, (mam'ed-nee) n. A state of being

maimed.

Main, (man) n. [A.-S. magen.] Strength; might:

—the ohief or principal part ; the bulk ; the

gross ;—the great sea, as distinguished from an

arm, bay, &c ; the ocean ;—the continent, as

distinguished from an island ;—a principal duct

or pipe.

Main, (man) a. Mighty; powerful ;—first in size,

rank, &c. ;—chief ; leading ; cardinal ; capital

Main, (man) n. [F. from L. inanus, hand.] A

throw at dice ;—a match in cockfighting.

Main-boom, (man'boom) n. The spar on which a

fore and aft main-sail is extended.

Main-land, (man/land) n. The principal land—

opposed to intern*.

Mainly, (maii'le) adv. Chiefly ; principally ;—

greatly: mightily.

Mainmast, (man'raast) n. The principal mast in

a ship or other vessel

Mainsail, (in iln'sTd)}*. Theprincipalsailin aship.

Main-sheet, (man'shet)n. A rope attached to one

of the lower corners of the main-sail, by which

it is hauled down to the lee side of the ship.

Mainspring, (man'spring) n. The chief source or

fountain ;—the moving spring of a watch or

clock ; hence, the chief or most powerful motive

Main-stay, (man'sta) n. The stay extending from

the foot of the foremast to the maintop ;—main

support ; principal dependence.

Maintain, (men-tan') v.t. (F. mainlenir.] To

hold or keep in any particular state;—to sustain

to preserve ;—to retain ; to defend :—to keep up

to continue ;—to uphold by payment or subsidy

—to support by assertion or argument ;—r. i.

To affirm a position ; to assert

Maintainable, (men-tan'a-bl) a. Capable of being

maintained.

Maintenance, (man'ten-ans) n. Act of maintain

ing ; sustenance ; support ;—means of living ;

allowance ;—vindication ; justification ;—asser

tion ; allegation ; continuance.

Maintop, (roun'top) n. A wooden platform placed

over the head of the mainmast serving to

extend the rigging, and give standing room to

the top-men. [mainsail is extended.

Mainyard, (man'yurd) n. The yard on which the

Maize, (maz) «. [From viahit or mahit, in the

language of the Island of Hayti.) A plant and

its fruit, indigenous to America ; Indian corn.

Majestic, (ma-jes'tik) «. Possessing or exhibiting

majesty; of imposing grandeur ; sublime ; mag

nificent ; lofty ; dignified.

Majestically, (ma-jes'tik-al-le)(irfi*. With majesty;

with dignity or grandeur.

Majesty, (maj'es-te) «. [L. mnjesfa*,] Greatness

of appearance ; grandeur; dignity;—noble air

and carriage ; sublimity ;—the title of a king

or queen.

Majolica, (ma-jol'e-ka) n. A kind of fine pottery

or earthen ware with painted figures.

Major, (ma'je,r) a. [L. major. ] Greater in number,

quantity, extent, or dignity ; more important

Major, (ina'jgr) n. An officer next in rank above

a captain and below a lieutenant-colonel ;—a

person of fall age; by statute law one of 21

years complete ; — the first proposition of a

regular syllogism.

Major-domo, (roa'jer-do-mo) n. [L. raajor and

domiis. } One who acts for the master of the

house ; a steward ; a chief minister.
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Major-general, (mâ'jçr-jen'çr-al) п. A military

officer who commande a division ; the next in

rank to a lieutenant-general.

Majority, {ma-jorVte) n. [L. majoritas.] Quality

or condition of being greater ; the greater num

ber; more than half; plurality;—full age; legal

tenu of 21 years ;—the rank or commission of

major in the army :—also majorship.

Make, (raäk) v. t. [A-S. macian.] Tu cause to

be or to do ;—to compel ; to constrain ;—to form

out of nothing ; to create ;—to form of materials;

to construct ;—to frame ; to fashion ;—to pro

duce; to effect ;—to constitute ;—to appoint;—

to acquire, as gain ;—to incur, as loss ;—to pur

pose ; to design ;—to discover ; to reach, as land

by a sliip ; to gain by advance or progress, as

way;—to provide, as a feast ;—to put in order,

as a bed ;—to put between, as difference or dis

tinction ;—to turn, as to use ;—to represent ;

to esteem ;—to compose ;—to dry and cure, as

nay;—to write, as verse;—to find the sum or

total by calculation ;—v. ¿. To tend ; to move ;

—hence, to contribute ; to have effect ; — to

appear ; to seem ;—to rise ; to flow toward laud.

Hake, (infik) ». Structure ; texture ; constitu

tion of parts ; constrnctien ; shape ; form.

Maker, (mak'çr) n. One who forms, shapes, or

moulds ; a manufacturer ; a poet ;—the Creator.

Making, (mak'ing) n. The act of forming, causi og,

or constituting ;—workmanship ;—structure.

Malachite, (mal'a-kit) n. [G. maladie. \ Native

carbonate of copper. [wrong adjustment.

Maladjustment, (mal-ad-juat'ment) ». An evil or

Maladministration, (mal-ad-miu-is-trAAJiun) ».

Faulty administration ; bad management of

business.

Maladroit, (mal-o-drwa') a. [F.] Of a quality

opposed to adroitness ; clumsy ; awkward ; un-

skilful.

Malady, (mal'a-de) n, (F. maladie.] Any sick

ness or disease of the human body ; especially,

a deep-seated disorder ;—a moral defect.

Malapert, (mala-pert) a. [Mai and F. apert.]

Inappropriate through pertness ; saucy ; bold ;

forward.

Malapert, (mal'a-pçrt) ». A pert, saucy person.

Malapertnesi, (mal'a-pert-nes) v. Sauciness;

impudent forwardness ; liveliness of reply.

Malapropos, (rnal-ap-rö-po) adv. [F. mat and

à propos.] Unseasonably; unsuitably.

Malaria, (ma-hVre-a) ». [It. mala aria.] Air

tainted by animal or vegetable matter ;—the

exhalation from marshy districts which gene

rates fever.

Malconformation, (mal-kon-form-u'shun) ». Im

perfect or disproportionate formation ; ill form.

Malcontent, (niaiaon-tent) u. One who is dis

contented ; especially, a discontented subject of

government.

Male, (mal) a. [F. mâle.] Pertaining to the sex

that begets or procreates young, as distinguished

from the female ; masculine ;—having fecundat

ing organs, but not fruit-bearing.

Male, (mal) п. An animal of the male sex ;—a

plant which bears only staminate flowers.

Malediction, (mal-e-dik'shun) ». Evil speaking ;

—-denunciation of evil ;—curse ; imprecation.

Malefactor, (mal'e-fak-ter) n. (L. male and

faceré, ] One who commits a crime ;—evil-doer ;

criminal ; felon.

Malevolence, (ma-lev'ô-lens) ». Ill-will; evil

diepoeition toward another ; personal hatred ;

malignity.

Malevolent, (ma-lev'ô-lent) «. [L. male and

roten*.] Wishing evil ; ill-disposed, or disposed

to injure others ; — evil - minded ; spiteful;

malicious.

Malevolently, (ma-lev'ö-lent-le) adv. With ill-

wUl ; with disposition to injure.

Malformation, (mal-form-U'ehun) n. Irregular or

anomalous formation or structure of parte.

Malice, (mal'is) it. [L. malus.] A disposition to

injure others without cause ; malignity ;—Ш-

wili ; grudge ; pique : bitterness ; rancour.

Malicious, (ma-hsh'e-us) a. Harbouring enmity:

indulging ill-will ; malignant;—proceeding from

hatred ;—evil-minded ; spiteful ; rancorous.

Maliciously, (ma-lish'e-us-le) adv. With enmity

or ill-will ; with deliberate intention to injure.*

Maliciousness, (ma-lish'e-us-ues) ». Quality of

being malicious ; malignity.

Malign, (ma-linO a. [L. malignus.] Having a

very evil disposition toward others ; malignant ;

malicious ¡—unfavourable ; pernicious.

Malign, (ma-lin') v. t. To regard with envy or

malice ;—to speak great evil of ; to traduce ;

to vilify.

Malignancy, (nia-lig'nan-se) ». Quality of being

malignant ; — virulence ; tendency to a fatal

issue.

Malignant, (ma-lig'nant) a, [L. таИпланя.]

Malicious ;—bitterly hostile ;—virulent ; —dan

gerous ;—heinous; enormous.

Malignant, (ma-lig'nant) n. A man of extreme

enmity or evil intentions ;—one of the adherents

of the house of Stuart ; a cavalier.

Malignantly, (ma-lig'nant-lo) adv. With extreme

malevolence ;—with pernicious influence.

Malignity, (ma-lig'ne-te) n. Extreme malevo-

lonco ; virulent enmity; deadly quality ; destruc

tive tendency;—extreme sinfulness; heinousuese

or enormity.

Mall, (mal) n. [L. malleus.] A large, heavy,

wooden beetle ; a maul. [maul.

Mall, (mal, mawl) v. t. To beat with a mall ; to

Mall, (mal, mawl) ». [Originally a walk where

they played with malls and balls.] A level,

shaded public walk. [malleable.

Malleability, (mal-5-a-bil'e-te) u. Quality of being

Malleable, (mal'è-a-bl) a. [L. шл I tea re. ] Capable

of being drawn out and extended by beating.

Malleate, (mal'e-ut) v. t. [L. malleare.] To

hammer ; to draw into a plate or leaf by beating.

Mallet, (mal'et) ». [F. maillet.] A wooden

hammer ; particularly used for driving the chisel

by carpenters, stone-cutters, &c.

Maliowa, (mal'ôz) ». [A. -S. mealwe.] A plant

of the genus Malva—so called from its emollient

qualities.

Malmsey, (mam'ze) n. [F. malvoisie] A sort of

grape ; also, a kind of strong and sweet wine.

Malpractice, (roal-prak'tis) ». Evil practice:

illegal or immoral conduct.

Malt, (mawlt) n. [A-S. mealt.] Barley or other

grain steeped in water till it germinates, and

then dried in a kiln—it is used in brewing.

Malt, (mawlt) ». t. To make into malt ;—v. i.

To become malt.

Maltese, (mal-têz7) ». pt. Natives of Malta.

Malthusian, (mal-thuYo-an) a . Noting anyscheme

for checking or providing for the overgrowth of

population—from Maithus, who held that the

population was increasing more rapidly than

the moans of subsistence.

Maltman, (mawlt'man) ». A man whose occupa

tion is to make malt :—also maltster.
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Maltreat, (mal-tret') v. t. To treat ill ; to abuse ;

to treat roughly or with unkindness.

Maltreatment, (maj-tret'ment) n. Ill treatment ;

ill usage ; abuse.

Malversation, (nial-ver-aa'shun) n. fL. mate and

versari.] Evil conduct ; corruption or extortion

in office ; fraudulent, tricks.

Mamaluke, (mam'a-Iuk)n. [A. mamlfiL-.malaka,

to possess.] One of the former mounted soldiery

of Egypt, formed of Circassian slaves.

Mamma, (mam-ma'j n. [L., (J. viamma.]^Mother,

used chiefly by young children :—alao Mama.

Mammal, (niani'mal) n. [L. mamma tin.) An

animal that suckles its young by nipples or dugs.

Mammalia, (mam-mii'le-a) n. pi. [L. mammali*.]

The highest order of the aninuU kingdom ; vivi

parous vertebrates. [the mammalia.

Mammalian, (m&ni-male-an) a. Pertaining to

MammUcrouH,(mani-mif>r-us)rt. Having breasts,

and nourishing the young by them.

Mammillary, (mam'mil-ar-e) a. [L. mammilla.]

Pertaining to the paps ; resembling a pap.

Mammon, (mam'un) n. [H. matmdn.] Riches;

wealth : also, tlie god of riches.

Mammonist, (mam'un-ist) n. A person devoted

to the acquisition of wealth ; a worldling.

Mammoth, (mam'uth) n. [Rum. mdmont.] An

extinct elephant, of which there are several

species.

Mammoth, (mam'uth) a. Resembling the mam

moth in size ; very large ; gigantic.

Man, (man) ■«. f.V-S., Go. man.] A human

Iwing;—an adult male person ;—mankind; male,

as distinguished from female ;—a male atten

dant ;—a husband ;- a familiar form of address ;

—a piece with which a game is played.

Man, (man) v.t. To supply with men;— to

furnish with strength for action ; to fortify.

Manacle, (man'a-kl) n. [L. manicula.] An iron

handcuff" ; shackle.

Manacle, (man'a-kl) v. (. To put handcuff* or

other fastening upon the hands : to shackle.

Manage, (man'aj) v. t. [F. manager.] To direct ;

to conduct ;—to govern, as a horse in riding ; to

train ;—to control ;—to have in liand and use;

to wield ;—to make subservient ;—to employ or

expend with care and frugality;—to treat with

skill; to effect with address or tact;—v. i. To

conduct affairs; to carry on a business; to act for.

Manageable, (man'aj-a-bl) a. Capable of being

managed ; admitting or suffering management;

—easily made subservient to one's views or

designs.

Manageableness, (mnn'&j-a-bl-nes) ft. Quality of

being manageable.

Management, (uianaj-ment) n. Conduct : .;<!•

ministration ; — direction;—skilful treatment ;

—modulation ; variation ; — governing body ;

board of directors.

Manager, (man'aj-cr) n. One who manages; a

conductor or director ;—a good economist.

Mandarin, (man-da-renO n. [Pg. mandarinu] A

Chinese civil or military official.

Mandatary, (man'da-tar-e) n, [L. mandate.] On©

to whom a command or charge is given.

Mandate, (man'dat) v. An official or authori

tative command ;—injunction ; commission.

Mandatory, (man'da-tor-e) «. Containing a oom-

mand ; preceptive ; directory.

Mandible, (man'de-hl) n. [h. mamtibitla,] The

lower jaw of vertebrates—also applied to de

signate both jaws of birds, and the upper jaw

in invertebrates.

Mandibular, (nian-dib'u-Ur) a. Belonging to or

resembling the jaw or mandible.

Mandrake, (mandrak) tu [A. S. & L. mandra-

gora.] A narcotic plant, having a fleshy root,

often forked, and supposed to resemble a man.

Mandrel, (man'drel) n. [G. mandra.] A bar of

metal inserted in the work to form it, or to

hold it as in a lathe.

Mandrill, (man'dril) n. [F. mandrille.] A short-

tailed and fierce baboon.

Mane, (man) n. [Icel. won.} The long hair on the

neck ofeoniequadrupeds.as the horse,the lion, Ac.

Manege, (nia-nezh') ». [F. mania*.] The art of

horsemansliip;—a school for teaching horseman

ship, and for training horses.

Manes, (ma nez) n. pi. [L.] The infernal deities ;

souls of the departed ;—the ashes of the dead.

Manful, (man'fool) a. (Showing manliness, or

manly spirit ; brave ; courageous ; noble.

Manfully, (man'fool-le) rrrfe. In a manful manner:

boldly ; courageously ;—honourably ; nobly

Manfulness, (man'fool-nes) n. Quality of being

manful : boldness.

Manganese, (mang-ga-nez') n. [L. magnet,] A

metal of a dusky whit« or whitish-gray colour,

very hard and difficult to fuse.

Mange, (manj) n. [F. manger.] The scab or

itch in cattle, dogs, and other beasts.

Mangel-wurzel, (iuanggl-wur-zl) n. [Ger. jmbm-

gold-icurzcl.] A variety of the ordinary beet.

Manger, (mfin'i?r)n. [F. ma-rtffeoire.] A trough in

which fodder is laid for cattle in a barn or stable.

Manginess, (mon'Je-nes) n. Quality or condition

of being mangy ; scabbiness.

Mangle, (manggl) v. t. [L. maneux,] To cut in

a bungling manner, as flesh ; to hack :—to our-

tail ; to take by piecemeal ;—to smooth with a

mangle, as linen.

Mangle, (maug'gl) n. [P. mangle.] A rolling

press or calender for smoothing linen.

Mangling, (mang'gling) n. The act of tearing or

lacerating;— the work of smoothing with a

mangle.

Mango, (mang'g6)n. [Malay, mavapa.] Tbe

fruit of the mango-tree of the East Indies;—

a green musk-melon pickled.

Mangrove, (man grov) n. [Malay, manggitaangoi. ]

A tree of the genus Riiizophoraeete, found in the

East and TVest Indies. The wood is dark-red,

hard and durable ; and the bark is used in tan

ning ;—a species of tropical fish.

Mangy, (m&n'je) a. [From mange.] Infected

with the mange ; scabby.

Manhood, (inanTinod) n, (Eng. man and hood.]

State of being man ; human nature ;—virility ;

—full age ; —courage : bravery ; resolution.

Mania, (mft'ne-a) n. [L., G.] Madness ; lunacy:

—any violent derangement oftlie mental power*;

delirium :—any unreasonable or inordinate de

sire or propensity.

Maniac, (m&'ne-ak) a. Raving with madness ;

raging with disordered intellect ; mad.

Maniac, (ma'ne-ak) n. A madman.

Manifest, (man'e-fest) a. [h. manifest!'*.] Clearly

visible to the eye; obvious to the understanding ;

apparent ; evident ; conspicuous.

Manifest, (man'e-fest) ». [L. manifestoit.) A

list or invoice of a ship's cargo.

Manifest, (man'e-fest) r. t. To disclose to the eye

or to the understanding ; to show plainly ; de

clare ; evince ;—to exhibit the invoices of.

Manifestation, {inan-e-fest-a'shun) n. Act of dis

closing ; exhibition ; display ; revelation.
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Manifestly, (mane-feet-le) adv. In a manifest

manner ; clearly ; evidently ; plainly.

WiiwifffftA, (man-e-fost'6) «. A public declara

tion of a prince or sovereign, showing his inten

tions, or proclaiming his opinions and motives.

Manifold, (mane-fold) a. [Eng. many and fold,]

Various in kind or quality ; numerous ;—multi

plied ; complicated.

manikin, (man'e-kiu) n. A little man.

Manioc, (mit'ne-ok) «. [Pg. mandioca.] The plant

from which cassava and tapioca are prepared.

Manipulate, (ma-nir/u-lat) v. t. (It. manipolare.)

To treat, work, or operate with the hands:—v. i.

To use the hands ; Hpeeiflcally, to manage

apparatus in the experiments of physics and

chemistry.

Manipulation, (ma-nip-uda'shun) n. Act of mani

pulating ; use of the hands in science or art ;

hence, skilful handling or treatment.

Mankind, (man-kind') n. The human race ; man

collectively;—men as distinguished from women.

Manliness, (manle-nes) n. The quality of being

manly, or of possessing boldness and courage.

Manly, (manle)a. Having qualities becoming a

man ; firm ; brave ; undaunted ; dignified ;

noble ; stately :—also manful, manlike.

Manna, (man 'a) ». [H. mdn.] A substance

miraculously furnished an food for the Israelites

in their journey through the wilderness ;—a

sweetish secretion from many trees, as the ash,

larch, Ac.

Manner, (rnaii'er)n. [F.maniere.] Form; method;

way of performing or executing ; — custom ;

habitual practice ;—sort ; kind, with of;—mien ;

east of look ;—peculiar way or carriage ; charac

teristic mode ; habit ; — the style or diction

peculiar to an author ;—the arrangement or dis

position of light, Bbade, colour, Ac., peculiar to

a painter ;—the general or leading features in

any school of artists.

Mannerism, (man'er-izm) n. Adherence to a

peculiar style or manner ; a characteristic mode

of action, or treatment carried to excess.

Mannerist, (man'er-ist) n. An artist who works

in one unvaried manner, either original to him

self, or copied from another.

Mannerliness, (man er-le-nes) n. The quality of

being civil and respectful in behaviour.

Mannerly, (man'cr-le) a. Showing good manners ;

civil ; respectful ; complaisant.

Mannerly, (man'er-Ie) adv. Civilly; respectfully.

Mannish, (man'ish) a. Having the nature or

qualities of a man ; masculine; bold.

Manoeuvre, (man-Wvr) n. [F. main and crvvre.]

Management with address; dexterous movement

in military or naval tactics ; stratagem.

Manoeuvre, (inau-66'vr) r. t. To move or change

the positions of, as troops or ships ;—r.i. To

manage with address ; to scheme artfully.

Man-of-war, (man'of-wawr) 11. A government

vessel employed for the purposes of war.

Manor, (manor) u. [F. manoir.} The land be

longing to a lord or nobleman ;—the district

over which a feudal chief or lord exercised

jurisdiction.

Manor-house, (man'or-hous) n. The bouse of the

lord of a manor ;—mansion attached to a manor.

Manorial, (ma-no're-al) a. Pertaining to a manor.

Manse, (mans) n. [L. mantic] A house or

habitation; especially,* parsonage-house.

Man-servant, (man'a$rv-ant) n. A male servant ;

a body servant.

" sion, (man'shun) n. [L. maruio.] A house ;

an abode ; etpecia lh/t one of some size or preten

sion ;—the bouse of the lord of a manor.

Manslaughter, (man'slaw-ter) v. The slaying of

a man ; murder ;—destruction of human life on

a large scale, as in war, Ac. ;—sjwcifically, the

unlawful killing of a man without malice,

express or implied.

Mantel, (man'tl) n. The work over a fire-place

in front of the chimney, especially a narrow

shelf above the fire-place.

Mantelet, (man'tel-et) n. [F.] A small cloak

worn by women.

Msntills, (man-tilla) n. [Sp.] A lady's cloak

of silk or velvet;—a kind of veil covering the

, head and falling down upon the shoulders.

Mantle, (man'tl) n. [A. -8. mentel.] A loose gar-

j ment to be worn over other garments ; a cloak :

( hence, a coveriqg or concealing envelope ;—the

outer soft membrane of the body of a mollusc.

Mantle, (man'tl) .■■. /. To cover or envelop; to

I cloak ; to disguise ;—r. i. To rise and spread :

to expand ;—to become covered, as a liquid, on

! the surface ; to cream ; to froth ;—to rush to the

face and suffuse it ; to flush.

Mantle-piece, (man'tl-pes) n. A mantel; the

narrow shelf above the fire-place.

Mantle-tree, (man'tl-tre) n. The timber or stone

resting on the jambs over the fire-place.

Man-trap, (rnan'trap) ». A machine for catching

1 trespassers.

Mantua, (man'tu-a) 11. [It. manto, or Mantua.]

1 A woman's gown or dress.

Mantua-maker, (man'tu-a-mak-er) n. A ladies'

I dressmaker; oue who makes women's clothes.

Manual, (man'u-al) a. [L. manuali*.] Fertain-

I ing to the hand ;—used or made by hand.

Manual, (man'u-al) u. A small book, such as

I may be carried in the hand ; a bond-book ;—

j specifically, the service-book of the Roman

Catholic Church ;—the key-board of an organ

j or harmonium.

Manually, (man'u-al -le) adv. By hand.

Manufactory, (man-u-fakt'or-e) n. A house or

place where any thing is manufactured ; a

I factory.

Manufacture, (man-u-fakt'ur) n. [L. maun* and

facere.] The operation of making wares of any

kind by the hands, by art, or machinery;—any

thing made from raw materials by the hand, by

I machinery, or by art.

Manufacture, (man-u-fakt'ur) r. t. To make from

■ raw materials by the hand, by art, or machinery;

—to work, as raw materials, into suitable forms

I for use.

Manufacturer, (man-u-fakt'ur-er) tj. One who

I works raw materials into wares suitable for use ;

I —the owner of a factory, or employer of hands

i and machinery in manufacturing.

Manumission, (man-u-mish'un) n. Act of manu

mitting, or of liberating a slave from bondage.

Manumit, (man-u-mif) v. t. [L. manus and miU

teve.] To release from slavery ; to free, as a slave.

Manurable, (roa-nu'ra-bl) a. Capable of being

manured, or of being cultivated.

Manure, (ma-nur') v.t. (F. man&uvrtr.] To

enrich, as hind, by the application of a fertiliz

ing substance.

Manure, (ma-nuV) n. Any matter which makes

land productive;—a fertilizing substance; dung;

compost, Ac.

Manuring, (ma-miring) n. A dressing or spread

of manure sn land ; the art or practice of apply

ing various kinds of manure to land.
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Manuscript, (man'u-skript) a. Written with the

hand.

Manuscript, (man'u-skript) n. [L. manvs and

scribere.] A book or paper written with the hand.

Many, (men'e) a. [A. -a. maniy.] Comprising, or

consisting of, a great number of individuals;

numerous: multiplied; frequent; various; divers.

Many, (men'e) n. A numerous company; a mul

titude ; a great number ; a crowd.

Map, (map) n. [L. mapp<i,] A representation

of the surface of the earth, or of any part of it,

drawn on paper or other material ; a chart—

applied also to representations of the celestial

sphere.

Map, (map) v. t. To draw or delineate, as the

figure of any portion of land; hence, figuratively,

to delineate or describe well.

Maple-sugar, (nia'pl-ahoog-ar) n. Sugar obtained

from the juice of the rock maple-tree.

Maple-tree, (ma'pl-tre) n. [A.-&. mapcl-trio.] A

tree of the genus Acer, of several species ; the

rock-maple is cultivated for its saccharine juice ;

the wood of the sycamore is largely used for

articles of furniture and machinery ; and the

common maple in its knotted parts forms the

bird's eye wood of the cabinet makers.

Mar, (mar) v. t. [A.-S. merran.] To injure by

cutting off a part, or by wounding; to damage ;

to harm ; to spoil ;—to disfigure.

Mar, (mar) n. A mark or blemish ; an injury.

Maranatha, (niar-a-mVtha))i. [Syriac.] The Lord

comes, or has come—a word used by the apostle

Paul in expressing a curse.

Maraschino, (ma-ras-kC'nO) n. [It. from viarasca,

a sour cherry. J A delicate spirit distilled from

cherries.

Maraud, (ma-rawd1) v. i, [P. marauder.] To rove

in quest of plunder ; to plunder.

Marauder, (rua-rawd'er) n. A rover in quest of

booty or plunder ; a plunderer.

Marble, (mar'bl) n. (L. marmor.] A calcareous

stone or mineral, of a compact texture, and of a

beautiful appearance, susceptible of a good pol

ish ;—a work of art, statue, or bust executed in

marble ;—a sculptured stone ; a grave-stone with

inscriptions ;—a little ball used as a plaything

by children ; — pi. A collection of antique

works of art in marble.

Marble, (mar'bl) v. t. To stain or vein like

marble ; to variegate in colour.

Marble-hearted, ( niar'bl-hart'ed ) «. Having a

heart stony as marble ; insensible; pitiless; cruel.

Marbling, (mar'bling) n. Art or practice of varie

gating in colour aud spots like marble.

Marccscent, (mnr-ses'ent) a. [L. marcftceir.]

Withering; fading; decaying.

March, (march) n, \L. Martins.} The third

month of the year.

March, (march) v. i. [F. marcher.] To move

by stops and in order, as soldiers ;—to walk in a

grave, deliberate, or stately maimer;—v. t. To

move in military array, aB troops.

March, (march) ». Military progress ; advance

of troops ; a particular beat of drum ;—a tune

or air regulating the pace of the troops ;—a grave

and solemn walk ;—a deliberate or laborious

advance ; steady progress, as of tho seasons,

events, &c. ;—the distance passed over.

March, (march) n. [A.-8.] A frontier of a terri

tory ; a border ;—pi. The boundaries between

England and Scotland.

Marching, (march'ing) n. Military movement :

passage or advance of troops.

Marchioness, (mar'shun-cs) n. Tho wife or widow

of a marquis.

Mare, (mar) jj. [A.-S. mere.] The female of the

horse. [A.-S. mora.] Incubus ; night-mare.

Mare's nest, a discovery of imaginary or exagge

rated importance.

Mareschal, (mar'shal) n. [F. marcchaL] A

military officer of very high rank ; a marshal

Margin, (mar'jin) v. [L. margn.] A border:

edge ; brink : verge ;—the part of a page at the

edge left uncovered in writing or printing in

difference between the price of purchase and sale

of an article, which leaves room for profit :—

difference between the expense or amount esti

mated, and that which is incurred.

Margin, (mar'jin) v. t. To furnish with a margin ;

to border ;—to enter in the margin of a page.

Marginal, (mar'jin-al) a. Pertaining to a margin ;

—written or printed in the margin.

Margrave, (mar'grav) n. [Ger. markgraf.] Origi

nally, a lord of the marches in Germany ;—a

nobleman of a rank equivalent to that of an

English earl. [margrave.

Margravine, (mar'gra/-vin) n. The wife of a

Mangold, (marVgold) n. [From Mary aud gold. }

A plant bearing a yellow flower.

Marine, (ma-ren') a. [L. marinus,] Pertaining

to tin: sea ; naval ; nautical ;—formed by the

action of the sea.

Marine, (ma-re'u') w. A soldier serving on ship

board ;—the naval force of a country ;—naval

affairs.

Mariner, (mar e-ner) n. A seaman or sailor.

Mariolatry, (lnft-re-ora-tre) n. [G., L. Maria

and latrcia.] The worship of the Virgin Mary.

Marital, Qnar'e-tal) a. [L. maritatu.] Pertain

ing to a husband.

Maritime, (mar'e-tlm) a. [L. maritimvi.] Re

lating to the sea ;—situated near the sea ;—

performed on the sea ; naval ;—having a navy

or commerce by sea.

Marjoram, (mar'jo-rani) n. [F. vutrjolaine.] A

plant of the genus Origanum, aromatic, and

much used in cookery.

Mark, (mark) n. [A.-S. mearc.] A visible sign,

as a line, point, trace, or the like ;—a groove or

depression ; sterop ; incision ;—visible effect ;

proof ;—a note or sign ; token ; rank : state ;—

landmark;—target;—goal; standard of attain

ment ;—a character made, instead of signature,

by one who can not write ;—a merchant a atarr. p

or brand.

Mark, (mark) v. t. To make a visible sign upon .

to stamp ; to brand ;—to notice ; to remark ; to

regard ; denote ; characterize ; — r. t. To take

particular notice ; to note.

Marker, (mark'cr) n. One who marks, affrxe* a

sign, or takes notice ;—a counter used in card-

pinving.

Market, (mirTtet) «. [L. viereatu*.] A public

place where provisions or cattle are exposed to

sale ;—a building where wares are bought «ad

sold ;—a town, region, country, &c.t where there

is a demand for an article. [bargain*.

Market, (raar'ket) v. i. To buy or sell ; to make

Marketable, (marTcet-a-bl) a. Fit to be oflferrd

for sale ; saleable ;—current in the markets

Market-cross, (raar'ket-kros) n. A cross set up

where a market is held.

Market-price, (mar'ket-pria) ». The current

price in the market

Market-town, (luarTcet-town) n. A town that

has a stated public market
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Marking'-ink, (mark'ing-ingk) n. An indelible

ink used for marking linen, &c.

Harksman, (marks'inan) n. One who is skilful

to hit a mark ; one who shoots well.

Marl, (marl) m. [W. mart.) A mixed earthy

substance, consisting of carbonate of lime, clay,

and silicious sand.

Karl, (marl) r. (. To manure with marl.

Marlaceous, (marl-a'she-us) «. Resembling marl.

Marline, (martin) n. [F., Bp. merlin) A small

line composed of two strands a little twisted,

used for winding round ropes and cables, to

prevent their being fretted by the blocks, &c.

Marline-spike, (martin-spik) n. An iron tool

taperi ng to a point, used to separate

the strands of a rope in splicing.

Marly. (marl'e) a. Consisting or

partaking of marl ; resembling

marL

Marmalade, (mar'ma-lad) n. [0.

melimfUm,] A preserre made of

the quince, orange, apricot, Arc,

boiled with sugar.

Marmoset, (martno-zet) n. [F. WW*

SAouMt.\ A small monkey having

soft for, hooked claws, a long, thick

tail, and resembling a squirrel.

Marmot, (mar/mot) «. [F. viarmotie.] A rodent

quadruped of the genus Arctonny$t which inha

bits the Alps and Pyrenees.

Maroon, (ma-roon') u. [Bp.] A fugitive slave in

the West Indies. [solate isle, as a sailor.

Maroon, (ma-roonO v. t. To put ashore on a de-

Maroon, (ma-roon') a. [F. marron.] Brownish-

eriroaon ; of a claret colour.

Maroon, (ma-roon') ft. A brownish-crimson or

claret colour.

Marque, (mark) i>. [F. marque,.) A license to

pass the limits of a jurisdiction, or a ship com

missioned for making reprisals.

Marquee, (mar-ke') n. [F. marquise.] A large

field-tent :—written also Markee.

Marquetry, (marTtet-re) n. [F. viarqv.tter.) In

laid work ; work inlaid with pieces of coloured

wood, shells, kc.

Marquis, (mar'kwis) n. [F., It. marehejte.} A

nobleman in England, France, and Italy, of a

rank next below that of duke.

Marquiaate, (niarkwis-at) m. The dignity or

lordship of a marquis.

Marriage, (mar'rij) ft, [F. mariage.] Act of

oniting a man and woman for life ; legal union ;

—hence, bond or tie;—in Scripture, the union of

Christ and the Church ;—also, a marriage feast.

Marriageable, (mar'rij -a-bl) a. Of an age suitable

for marriage.

Marrow, (marto) n. [A. -8. rnearg.] A soft,

oleaginous substance contained in the cavities

of animal bones ;—the essence ; the best part ;—

a fellow ; mate. [Soot.]

Marrow-bone, (mai'n>bdn)ft. A bone containing

marrow;—pi. The bone of the knee ; the knees.

Marrowless, (mar'rd-lee) a. Destitute of marrow

or pith. [pith ; pithy.

Marrowy, (mar'ro-e)«. Abounding in marrow or

Marry, (mar're)v. t. [L. maritare.] To unite in

wedlock ; to perform the rite of marriage ;—td

five away as wife ;—to take for husband or wife ;

—henoe, to unite in the closest connection ;—v. u

To enter into the conjugal state ; to unite.

Mart, (marz) «. [L.] The god of war ;—one of

t he planets, the next beyond the earth.

Marsh, (marsh) n. [A.43. r/iersc.J A tract of

low land, occasionally covered with water; a fen;

a swamp ; a morass.

Marshal, (mar'shal) «. [F. mareehal.] A com

mander-in-chief or military officer of the highest

grade j—formerly the chief officer of arms, who

regulated combats in the lists or tournaments ;

—a herald or pursuivant.

Marshal, (mar'shal) v. t. To dispose in order ; to

arrange in a suitable manner;—to lead as a

harbinger. [marshal.

Marshalahip, (marshal-ship) ft. The office of a

Marshy, (marsh'e) a. Resembling a marsh;

wet ; boggy ; fenny;—produced in marshes.

Marsupial, ( u i:ir- r-M ']>: -;.il) a. II'.. marntpiwm.]

Having a pouch for carrying the immature

young.

Marsupial, (mar-su'pe-al) n. One of a class of

mammal quadrupeds, in which the undeveloped

fetus passes from the uterus into a bag or pouch

attached to the belly, and is nourished by the

nipple till full grown, as the opossum and

-kangaroo.

Marsupiate, (mar-sii'pe-ilt) a. Related to the

marsupial animals ; furnished with a pouch for

the young.

Mart, (mart) n. [Contracted from market.] A

place of sale or traffic ; a market ;—purchase or

sale ; bargain.

Martello-tower, (mar-tello-tow-fr) ft. [From a

fort in Corsica.] A small round fort, common

on the sea-board of Kent and Jersey, and erected

to defend the coast.

Marten, (marten) n. [A. -3. meartUu] A carni

vorous animal of the genus Mvttela. Its fur,

which is dense, long, and of a dull brown colour,

is used for making hats, muffs, Arc.

Martial, (mar'shal) a. [L. Mar*.] Pertaining to

war; military; brave;—warlike; belonging to

an army and navy.

Martin, (martin) iu [F. martintt.] A bird of the

swallow kind, which

forms its nest about

buildings.

Martinet,(marte-net) n .

A strict disciplinarian.

Martingale, (raar'tin-

gal) ft, [F.] A "trap

fastened to a horse's

girth to prevent rear

ing;—a short perpen

dicular spar under the

bowsprit end.

Martinmas, (martin-mas) n. The feast of St.

Martin, the eleventh of November.

Martyr, (marter) n. [G. martur.] One who, by

his death, bears witness to the truth.

Martyr, (mar'ter) v. t. To put to death for ad

hering to the truth ; to sacrifice on account of

faith or profession ;—to persecute ; to torment ;

to torture.

Martyrdom, (mar'ter-dum) ». The condition of

a martyr ; the death of a martyr.

Martyrologist, (mar-ter-olo-jist) ft. A historian

of martyrs.

Martyrology, (mar-ter-ol'd-je) n. [G. martur and

logo*.] A history or account of martyrs with

their sufferings.

Marvel, (mar'vel) «. [F. merveille.] Anything

astonishing or strange ; wonder ; prodigy ;—

admiration ; astonishment.

Marvel, (mar'vel)if. i. To be struck with surprise,

astonishment, or admiration ; to wonder.

Marvellous, (mar'vel-us) n. Exciting wonder ;

 

II rutin.
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strange; astonishing:—improbable; incredible;

—preternatural ; miraculous ;—sometimes used

as an adverb with the sense of exceedingly.

Marvellously, (mar'vel-us-le) adv. Wonderfully ;

strangely; in a manner to excite admiration.

Marvellousness, (marVel-us-nee) n. Quality of

being marvellous.

Masculine, (maa'ku-lin) a. [F. masculin.] Male ;

virile ; not female ;—strong ; powerful ;—bold ;

brave ;—coarse ; marked ;—-denoting the gender

in words appropriated to males, as distinguished

from feminine and neuter.

Masculineness, (mas'ku-lin-nes) n. The quality

or state of being masculine.

Mash, (mash) v. t. [Oer. metichen,] To bruise ;

to beat or work into a soft pulpy mass ;—to mix

malt and water together in brewing.

Mash, (mash) n. A soft or pulpy mass ;—a mix

ture of bran and water for horses ; or of boiled

turnips, Arc, for cattle ;—a mixture of ground

malt and warm water.

Hashing, (mash'ing) n. A crushing into a mass ;

the process of mingling ground-malt in heated

water. [bruising.

Mashy, (mash'e) a. Produced by crushing or

Mask, (mask)n. [P. masque.] A cover for the

face, with apertures for the eyes and mouth ;

a visor ;—hence, that which disguises ; a pretext

or subterfuge ; — a festive entertainment in

which the company wear masks ; a masquerade ;

a revel ; a piece of mummery.

Mask, (mask) v. (. To conceal with a mask or

visor ;—to disguise ; to infuse, as tea [Scot.] ;—

v. i. To revel ;—to be disguised in any way.

Masker, (niaak'er) n. One who wears a mask.

Mason, (ma'sn) 71. [F. mason.] A builder in

stone; a hewer or cutter of stone;—a Freemason.

Masonic, (ma-sou'ik) a. Pertaining to the craft

or mysteries of Freemasons.

Masonry, (ma'sn-re) ;t. Art or occupation of a

mason ;—work of a mason ;—the craft of Free

masons.

Masque, (mask) 11. A kind of play or interlude,

founded on a classical story, with songs or

chants.

Masquerade, (nras-ker-ad') n. An assembly of

persons wearing masks ;—intentional or elabo

rate disguise.

Masquerade, (mas-ker-iidO v. i. To assemble in

masics ;—to go in disguise.

Hasquerader, (raae-ker-ud'er) n. One who

masquerades ; a person wearing a mask ; one

disguised.

Mass, (mas) n. [L. masmA A body of matter;

a lump ; a quantity collected ; a heap ; an

assemblage;—bulk; magnitude; size;—principal

part; main body;—the quantity of matter which

a bodv contains ;~4>l. The people ; the lower

classeu.

Mass, (mas)n. [A.-S. r.uiste.} The communion

service, or the consecration and oblation of the

nest, in Human Catholic churches.

Mass, (mas) r. t. To form into a mass; to assemble.

Massacre, (mas'a-ker) n. [Ger. mettger.] The

killing of human beings by indiscriminate

slaughter ; cold-blooded destruction of life.

Massacre, (mas'a-ker) v. t. To murder with cir

cumstances of cruelty; to butcher ; to slaughter.

Massive, (mas'iv) a. Forming or consisting of a

mass ; compacted ; weighty ; neavy ; bulky.

Massiveness, (mas'iv-nes) n. State or quality of

being massive.

Mast, (mast) «. [A.-S. mist, IceL viattr, F. mat.]

A pole set upright in a boat or vessel to sustain

the sails, yards, rigging &c.

Mast, (mast) n. [A.-S. mast.) The fruit of the

oak and beech or other forest trees : nuts; acorns.

Hast, (mast) v. t. To furnish with a mast or

masts.

Masted, (mast'ed) a. Furnished with a mast or

masts—chiefly used in composition.

Master, (master) n. [L. mttphter.] A superior ;

one who has servants under him, or who directs

or manages men or business;—owner; proprietor-.

—chief ; principal ;—director ; head ;—teacher ;

instructor ;—the commander of a merchant

ship;—one highly skilled in art, science, or

accomplishments ; adept ;—a title of respect,

written Mr.—an appellation given to lads.

Master, (mas'ter) v. t. To become the master of ;

to subdue ;—to execute with power or skill,

Hasterdom, (mas'ter-duna) «. Dominion ; rule.

Master-key, (mas'tgr-ke) ». The key that opens

many locks ; hence, a clew out of difficulties.

Masteries*, (mas'ter-les) a. Destitute of a master

or owner ; ungoverned ; unsubdued.

Masterly, (mas'ter-le) c Indicating thorough

knowledge or superior skill ; most excellent.

Master-passion, (inas'tcr-pash'un) n. A ruling or

predominant passion.

Masterpieoe, (mas'tcr-pes) n. A capital perform

ance ; a chef-d'ceuvre.

Mastership, (mas'ter-ship) ». The state or office

of a master ;—headship ; rule ;—superiority.

Master-spring, (mas'ter-spring) n. The spring

which sets in motion or regulates the whole workl

Master-stroke, (mas'ter-strok) «. Capital per

formance; a masterly action.

Mastery, (mas'ter-e) n. Act of mastering ;—posi

tion or authority of a master ;—pre-eminence ;—

victory in war ;—eminent skill.

Mastic, (mas'tik) n . [G. mastiche, from r,iam*tha «',

to chew.] A resin used as an ingredient in var

nishes ;—a kind of cement.

Hasticate, (mas te-kfit) v. t. [L. maiticair,} To

grind with the teeth and prepare for swallowing

and digestion ; to chew.

Hastication, (mas-te-ka'shun) n. Act of chewing.

Mastiff, (mas tif) ». [It. »uu(i»o.] A large varietv

of dog, remarkable for strength and courage.

Mat, (mat) n. [A.-S. watte.] A texture of

sedge, rushes, straw, or other material, laid on

the floor ;—a web of roi>e-yarn used to protect

the rigging.

Mat, (mat) r.t. To cover or lay with mats;—

to twist together ; to interweave like a mat ;—

v. i. To become interwoven ; to grow thickly

together.

Matadore, (mat'a-dor)fl. [8p. matador.] The man

appointed to kill the bull in Spanish bullfight*.

Hatch, (mach) n. [F. weche.] Any combustible

substance, as tow, wick, chip of wood. &c.,dippiu

in melted sulphur, and used for domestic pur

poses, and for firing artillery, mines, &c

Hatch, (mach) m. [A.-S. tnaca.] A person or

thing equal to another in quality ; a mate : n

companion;— union in marriage;—a trial *r

skill, force, ice. ; contest on equal terms ;—the

arrangement of such contest.

Hatch, (mach) r. f. To rival successfully ; — 1 o

bring a match, or equal, against ; to set in com

petition ;—to make equal ;—to marry ; to give

in marriage:—v. i. To be united in marriage:—

to be of equal size or quality ; to tally.

Hatchless, (macules) a. Having no equal; un

equalled ; unrivalled.
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Matchlessly, (machles-le) adv. In a manner or

degree not to be equalled.

Matchlock, (mach'lok) n. The lock of a musket

containing a match for firing it; hence, a musket

fired by means of a match.

Mate, (mat) n. [IceL mati, equal J One who

customarily associates with another ; a com

panion ,—a husband or wife;—a subordinate

officer ; an assistant ;—one who eats at the same

table.

Mate, ( mat ) v. t. To match ; to marry ;— to

match one's-self against ; to compete with.

Mateless, (matlen) a. Having no companion.

Materia, (ma-te're-a) n, [L.] Matter; substance.

Materia mediea, all substances used as curative

agents in medicine.

Material, (ma-tere-al) a. [L. materia.] Consist

ing of matter ; corporeal ; bodily ;—important ;

more or leas necessary ; essential ; substantial

Material, (ma-te're-al) n. Any thing composed

of matter ;—the substance from which any thing

is made. [materialists.

Materialism, (ma-te re-al-izm) n. The doctrine of

Materialist, (ma-toYe-al-ist) n. One who denies

the existence of spiritual substances, and main

tains that the soul is a particular organization

of matter in the body.

Materialistic, (ma-te-re-al-ist'ik) a. Pertaining

to materialism or materialists.

Materially, (ma-te're-al-le) adv. In the state of

"*nt**- ;—in its essence ; substantially ;—essen

tially.

Maternal, (ma-ter'nal) a. [L. matemu*.] Per-

taining to a mother ; becoming a mother.

Maternally, (ma-ter'ual-le) adv. In a motherly

manner. [relation of a mother.

Maternity, (ma-ter'ne-te) n. State, character, or

Mathematical, (niath-e-niat'ik-al) a. [L. mathe-

jfLaticv*.] Pertaining to mathematics ;—accord

ing to the principles of mathematics ; theoreti

cally precise ; exact ; demonstrable.

Mathematically, (math-e-mat'ik-al-le) adv. Ac

cording to mathematical laws or principles ;

demonstrably ; with mathematical certainty.

Mathematician, (math-c-ma-ti&h'e-an) 71. One

versed in mathematics.

Mathematics, (math-S-mat'iks) n. tinp. [G.

mathimatUr (sc. epiiteme).] The science wliich

investigates the relations between different

numbers, quantities, or magnitudes, and pre

scribes the methods by which unknown quan

tities are deducible from known or assumed

quantities. [used in the morning.

Matin, (mat'in) a. Pertaining to the morning :

Matinee, (mat iri-i)w. [F.J A reception or musical

entertainment in the early part of the day.

Matins, (matinz) n. [F. matin.] Morning wor

ship, prayers, or songs; — time of morning

service in the Roman Catholic Church.

Matrass, (mat'ras) ». [F. matra*.] A chemical

Tease), with a tapering neck open at the top, serv

ing the purposes of digestion, evaporation, &c.

Matricidal, (mat-re-sid'al) a. Pertaining to

matricide.

Matricide, (mafre-eid) n. [L. matr? and catdere.]

The killing of a mother ;—the murderer of his

mother. f

Matriculate, (ma-trik'u-kU) r. t. [L. matricula.]

To enter or adroit to membership in a society,

especially in a university, by enrolling the name

in a register.

Matriculation, (ma-trik-u-la'shnn) n. Act of re

gistering a name and admitting to membership.

Matrimonii?!, (mat-re-mo'ne-al) a. Pertaining to

marriage ;—derived from marriage ; conjugal.

Matrimonially, (mat-re-md'ne-al-le)odr. Accord

ing to the manner or laws of marriage.

Matrimony, (mat're-mun-e) u. [L.matnmonium.]

Union of man and woman as husband and wife ;

the nuptial state ; marriage ; wedlock.

Matrix, (m&'triks) n. (L.j The womb ;—hence,

a mould;—the earthy substance in which metallic

ores or crystalline minerals are found.

Matron, (ma'trun) n. [L. matrona. | An elderly

married woman ; the female head of a house

hold ;— ;i nurse in a hospital.

Matronage, (ma'trun-oj) n. The state of a

matron ;—the collective body of matrons.

Matronal, (ma'trun-al) a. Pertaining or suitable

to a matron ; grave ; motherly.

Matronhood, (ma'trun-hood) n. State of a matron.

Matronize, (rcu'trun-iz) v. t. To make grave,

sedate, or matron-like ;—to cha]>erone.

Matronly, (mi'trun-le) a. Advanced in years;

elderly ;—like or befitting a matron.

Matter, (mat'er) n. [L. materia.] Body ; sub

stance ; visible or tangible form ;—elementary

substance of which the earth and all living

bodies are composed;—subject:—affair; con

cern ; business;—event; incident;— importance:

significance; moment ;—the inducing cause of

disturbance, difficulty, disease, &c. ;—a short

space of time;—a small portion of distance ;—

the subject of complaint ; suit; demand;—pus;

purulent discharge from an abscess.

Matter, (mat'er) r. i. To be of importance ; to

import ; to signify ;—to form pus ; to maturate.

Mattery, (mat'er-e) a. Generating pus ; purulent.

Matting, (mating) ». Mats ; mat-work ;—mate

rials for mats ; a coarse texture made of straw,

rushes, grass, &c. , used in packing.

Mattock, (mat'nk) n. [A.-S. mot toe.] A kind of

pick-axe having the iron ends broad instead of

pointed.

Mattress, (mat'-res) n. [Ger. matraise.'] A bed

stuffed with hair, muss, or other soft material,

and quilted.

Maturate, (mat'u-rat) r. t. [L. waturare.] To

promote suppuration ; — r\ *'. To suppurate

perfectly.

Maturation, (mat-ii-ril'shun) n. Suppuration.

Mature, (ma-turO <'■ [L. maturu*.] Brought by

natural process to complete growth or develop

ment;—completely worked out; fully digested;—

come to suppuration ; perfect ; ready.

Mature, (ma-tur) r. t. To bring to perfection or

maturity ; to ripen ;—to make fit for a special

use ;—r. i. To become ripe or perfect ;—to lie-

come due, as a note.

Maturely, (ma-tiir'Ie) adi: In a mature manner;

with ripeness; completely.

Maturity, (ma-tur'e-te) n. State of being mature ;

ripeness ; full growth.

Matutinal, (ma-tu-tin'al) a. [h. mane.] Pertain

ing to the morning ; early.

Maudlin, (raawdlin) a. [Corrupted from Mop-

dalen.] Drnnk ; fuddled : stupid or silly, as if

half drunk ; sickly sentimental.

Maugre, (maw'ger) prep. [F.mafpr*'.] In spite

of; notwithstanding. [hammer.

Maul, (mawl) n. [L. malleus.) A heavy wooden

Maul, (mawl) r.t. To beat and bruise with a

heavy stick or cudgel.

Maul-stick, (mawl'stik) n. [Ger. malerstoek.]

The stick used by painters to keep the hand

steady in working.
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Maunder, (mawn der) v.i. [P. windier.) To

mutter ; to murmur ;—to talk incoherently or

idly.

Maundy-Thursday. (mawn'da-therz'dtt) n. [Eng.

maund.] The Thursday in Passion-week, or

next before Good Friday.

Mausokan, (maw-so-le'an) a. Pertaining to a

mausoleum; monumental.

Mausoleum, (maw-so-le'um) h. [L.] A magnifi

cent tomb, or stately sepulchral monument.

Mauve, (mawv) n. [Y. from L. malva.} A

beautiful purple colour obtained from aniline

and benzole.

Mavis, (ma'via) *. [F. mauvis,] The throstle

or song-thrush.

Maw, (maw) n. [A.-S.

■maga.] A stomach of

one of the lower ani

mals ; in birds, the

craw.

Mawkish, (mawk'isb)a.

Apt to cause loathing ;

nauseous.

Maxillar, (maks-il'lir)

a. [Ll maxilla,] Per

taining to the upper

jaw.

Maxim, (maks'im) n. [L. maxima.] An estab

lished principle : a condensed proposition of

important practical truth ;—aphorism ; adage ;

proverb.

Maximum, (maks'e-mum) n. [L.] The greatest

quantity or number ; the highest rate of speed

or working power ; the highest price or value.

May, (mil) v. [A.-S. magan.] An auxiliary verb

qualifying another by expressing ability; —

liberty ;—contingency ;— desire or wish '.-—imp.

might.

May, (mil) n. [A.-S. ntfkf,] The early part of

life ;—the flowers of the hawthorn. [year.

May, (ma) n. [F. mat.] The fifth month of the

May, (ma) v. i. To gather flowers on May morning.

May-day, (m&'dl) n. Tho first day of May.

May-dew, (ma'dQ) n. Dew on May morning,

with which young people wash their faces ;—

May-mom, vigour; freshness.

May-flower, (m;Vflow-er) n, A flower that tppesn

in May ; the hawthorn. [appears in May.

May-fly, (m&'fli) u. A nenroptcrous insect that

Mayor, (ma'er) n, [F. ma ire.] The chief magis

trate of a city or borough.

Mayoralty, (mil'er-al-te) n. The office of a mayor ;

—the period of his service.

Mayoress, (mii'cr-es) ». The wife of a mayor.

May-queen, (ma'kwen) «. A young woman

crowned as queen at the celebration of May-day.

Mazard, (maz'urd) n. The head or skull. [F.

merise.] A small, black cherry. '

Maze, (maz) n. [A.-S. mdse.] A labyrinth; a

place full of windings and turnings ;—intricacy;

—perplexity; confusion of thought.

Maze, (mix) v. (. To confound with intricacy: to

amaze ; to bewilder. [ity.

Maziness, (mazVnes) n. Astonishment; perplex-

Mazy, (maz'e) a. Perplexed with turns and

windings; intricate; confusing.

Me, (me) pro*, pern. [A.-S., L. me, G. & Sans.]

Myself ; objective case of /.

Mead, (mod) n. [A. -8. medn.) A drink ma<le of

honey and water.

Meadow, (med'6) n. [A.-S. mad.] A tract of low

or level grass land j — pasture or grass land

annually mown for hay.

Meadowy, (med'6-e) a. Pertaining to, resem

bling, or consisting of meadow.

Meagre, (mfTger) a. [L. macer.] Having little

flesh ;* thin : lean ; — destitute of richness,

strength, or the like ; scanty;—poor ; barren ;—

wanting diction or imagery.

Meagrely, (me'ger-le) adv. Poorly; thinly.

Meagreness, (me'ger-nes) n. Quality of being

meagre ; leanness ;—poorness ;—scantiness.

Meal, (in el) n. (A.-S. mail.] A portion of food

taken at one time ; a repast ;—a part

Meal, (mel) n. [A.-S. melu.] Flour, especially

of a coarser kind, as of oats, barley, pease, &c.

Meal, (m£l) v. t. To sprinkle with meal ;—to

break into fragments and mingle. [Scot ]

Mealiness, (inele-nes) n. The quality of being

mealy.

Mealy, (nieTc) a. Having the qualities of meal ;

soft;—overspread with something that resembles

meal.

Mealy-mouthed, (mel'e-mouTBd) a. Having a

soft mouth ; unwilling to tell the truth in plain

language.

Mean, (men) a. [A.-S. mcene.] "Wanting dignity ;

low in birth or station ;—humble ; poor ;—base ;

—dishonourable; disgraceful ; paltry; niggardly.

Mean, (men) a. [F. moycA.] Occupying a middle

position; intervening;—average.

Mean, (men) n. Middle point, place, rate, or

degree ; medium; — interval; interim; — the

average;—agency or instrument;—pi. Resources;

property, revenue, or the like.

Mean, (men) v. t. [A.-S. maman.] To have in

view ; to intend ; to design ;—to signify ; to

denote ;—v. i. To have a sense or meaning.

Meander, (mC-nn'dcr) n. [L. Af&ander.] A wind

ing course ;—a maze ; a labyrinth ;—a fret.

Meander, (me-an'der) v. t. To wind round ; to

make flexuous or spiral ;—v. i. To wind or turn

in a course or passage ;—to wander in or about.

Meaning, (men'ing) u. That which is meant or

intended; purpose; aim; object;—signification:

sense; import. [ing; devoid of sense.

Meaningless, (men'ing-les) a. Having no mean-

Meaningly, (men'ing-le) adv. Significantly ;

intendedly ; with set purpose.

Meanly, (men'le) adv. In a mean manner ;—in a,

low position ;—dishonourably and unworthily.

Meanness, (men'nes)n. Quality of being mean ;

want of birth or rank ; poorness of condition or

circumstances;—baseness; sordidness; niggard

liness.

Meantime, (men tim) adv. In the intervening

time ; during the interval :—also meanwhile.

Meaaled, (me'zld) a. Infected with measles.

Measles, (me'zlz) n.pl. [D. maulen.] A con

tagious febrile disorder, marked by an eruption

of red circular si>ots. [ernptiona.

Measly, (mez'le) a. Infected with measles or

Measurable, (mezh'iir-a-bl) a. Capable of <--■■■

measured ; — moderate; in small quantity or

extent.

Measurably, (mezh'ur-a-ble)arfv. In a measurable

manner ; to a limited extent ; moderately.

Measure, (mezh'ur) n. [F. metmrt.] Dimensions

of any thing reckoned according to come stan

dard ;"—limit; allotted share;—moderation ;—a

rule by which any thing is adjusted ;—a vessel

by which quantity is measured ;—extent ; de

gree ;—a grave dance :—division of the time in

music ;—metre ; rhythm ;—an act, step, or pro

ceeding designed for the accomplishment of xn

object i—pl. Beds or strata.
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Measure, (mezh'ur) v. t. To take the dimensions

of ; to estimate ; to value ;—to adjust ; to pro

portion ;—to allot by measure :—v. i. To have

a certain length, breadth, or thickness.

Measureless, (meznur-les) «. Without measure ;

limitless , unbounded ; immense.

Measurement, (mezh'ur-ment) ft, Act of mea

suring ; mensuration.

Measurer, (mezh ur-er) n. One who measures.

Meat, (mflt) ». [A.-S. mate.) Food in general ;

—the flesh of animals used as food ; spiritual

nourishment

Meat-offenng. (met'of-er-ing) ft. In the Mosaic

dispensation, an offering of meat or food.

Mechanic, (me-kan'ik) ft, One who works witli

machines or instruments ; a skilled workman ;

sxtizan ; craftsman ; an artificer.

Mechanical, (me-kan'ik-al) o. [G. mgchonilo*,)

Pertaining to machines or to the art of con

structing machines :—depending on mechanism

or machinery;—acting by physical force ;—acting

without thought or design ; unconscious :—bred

to machine or liand work ; artizan ;—clever at

expedients ; inventive.

Mechanically, (me-kan'ik-al-le) adv. In a me

chanical manner ; by physical force ;—by the

laws of motion :—by workmanship;— by the

force of habit : unconsciously.

Mechanical-powers, (mS-kau'ik-al-pow-erz) n. pi.

The lever, wheel and axle, pulley, inclined

plane, wedge, and screw ; the six elementary

instruments or modes of generating and directing

motive power, from which singly or in combina

tion all machines are constructed.

Mechanician, (mek-a-nish'e-an) ». One skilled in

mechanics ; a machinist.

Mechanics, (ni£-kan'ik*) ft. Hnff. [G. mtchoniko.*.]

That science which treats of the laws of motion,

and the action of forces or bodies on one another.

Mechanism, (molr/an-izm) n. The construction of

a machine ; the parts of a machine ;—the action

of a machine according to mecliariical laws.

Mechanist, (mek'an-ist)w. A maker of machines ;

one skilled in mechanics.

Mechlin, (meklin) ft. A beautiful kind of lace-

made at Mechlin, in Belgium.

Medal, (med'al)n. [L. idttallum.] A coin struck

with a device as a memento of any event or

person.

Medallist, (med'al-ist) ft. One skilled or curious

in medals ;— one who has gained a medaL

Medallion, (me-daTynn) n. A large antique medal

or coin ; — any thing

resembling in form

such a coin ;—an oval

tablet bearing figure*,

heads, &c., in relief

Meddle, (medT)r.i. [D.

iniddelen.] To have to ■

do "with ; to take part «

in ; — to act in the

affairs of others offici

ously or intrusively:—

imp. it pp. meddled | Medallion.

wf/r. meddhng.

Meddler, (raedler) n. Ono who meddles.

Meddlesome, (modi-sum) a. Given to meddling ;

officiously intrusive.

Meddling-, (medling) n. Impertinent interposi

tion ; officious interference.

Medial, (mede-al) «. [L. medht*.} Pertaining

to a mean or average.
(nnVde-at) a. [L. .. ediatu ■. | Being

 

between the two extremes; middle; intervening;

—acting by means.

Mediate, (meMe-at) v. i. \ I .. mediate.) To inter

pose between parties as the equal friend of

each ; to arbitrate ; to intercede ;—v. t. To effect

by mediation.

Mediately, (m6'de-ftt-le) adv. In a mediate

manner ; by a secondary cause.

Mediation, (ni6-de-a'shuu) n. Act of mediating ;

—agency between parties at variance, with a

view to reconcile them ; entreaty for another ;

intercession.

Mediator, (imVde-at-er) ft. One who interposes

between parties at variance for the purpose of

reconciling them ;—intercessor ; advocate.

Mediatorial, (me-de-a-td're-al) a. Belonging to a

mediator, or to his agency or office.

Mediatormbip, (meMe-at-er-ship) «. The office of

a mediator.

Medicable, (nied'ik-a-bl) a. (L. medicabilti.)

Capable of being cured, or healed.

Medical, (med'ik-al) a. [I., medicut.] Pertain

ing to medicine ;—tending to cure ; medicinal ;

—adapted to teach medical science.

Medically, (med'ik-al-le) adv. In a medical man

ner; in relation to the healing art; medicinally.

Medicament, (med'e-ka-ment) ft. [I.. inedicavicii-

tvm.) Any thing used for healing diseases or

wounds; a medicine.

Medicate, (med'e-kat) v. t. [L. medicare. ) To

tincture or impregnate with any thing medi

cinal:—to heal; to cure.

Medication, (med-e-ka'shun) n. Act or process of

medicating;—use or application of medicine.

Medicinal, (me-disin-al) a. Having the property

of healing or of mitigating disease.

Medicinally, (me-dis'in-al-Ie) adv. In a medicinal

manner; with medicinal qualities.

Medicine, (nied'e-sin) ft, [L. medicina.] Any-

sulistance administered in the treatment of

disease; remedy; physic";—that science which

relates to the prevention, cure, or alleviation of

disease.

Medieval, (me-de-e'val) a. [h. mediu*, and

cecum.) Relating to the middle ages.

Mediocre, (me-de-oTtrr) «. (L. mediocrin.) Of a

middle quality; indifferent; ordinary; common

place.

Mediocrity, (me-de-ok're-te) n. The quality of

being mediocre : a moderate degree or rate.

Meditate, (raed'e-tat) v. i. [L. vteditari.] To

dwell on any tiling in thought; to turn or re

volve any subject in the mind ; to contemplate ;

—r. (. To plan ; to contrive ; to intend.

Meditation, (med -e- ta'shun) n. Act of medi

tating; close or continued thought; contem

plation.

Meditative, (med'e-tat-iv) a. Addicted to medi

tation;—expressing meditation or design.

Mediterranean, (med -e-ter-ra'nS-an) a. [L.

««#«*, and terra.] Inclosed, or nearly inclosed,

with land, as a sea;—inlaud ; remote from the

sea, as mountains.

Medium, (me'de-um) n. [L.J That which lies in

the middle; intervening body or quantity;

middle place or degree; mean;—an intervening

or pervading substance ; instrument or means

by which any thing is effected.

Medlar, (medlar) n, [A.-S. ,„„■!} A tree and

its fruit, which is eaten when in a state of

decay.

Medley, (med1e)«. [F. mt.lfc, to mix.] A mix

ture; a jumble: a hodge-podge.
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Medusa.

Medullar, (raed'ul-ar) a. [L. medidlarix, from

medv.Ua, marrow. J Per

taining to marrow ;—filled

with spongy pith.

Medusa, (me-du'sa) n. [G.

Medousa,.] In mythology,

the chief of the Gorgona,

who was fabled to possess

the power of turning all

who looked upon her into

stone.

Meed, (mod) n. [A.-S.juW.]

That which is bestowed in

consideration of merit ; reward; recompense.

Meek, (mek) a. [IceL wiukr,] Not easily pro

voked;—submissive to the divine will ;—gentle.

Meekly, (mgk'le) adv. In a meek manner;

mildly; gently.

Meekness, (mek'nes) n. Mildness ; gentleness;

—forbearance;—humility; resignation.

Meerschaum, (iner'sbawm) n. [Ger.] A fine

white clay manufactured into tobacco-pipes.

Meet, (met) v. t. [A. -8. mftan, luel. viata.] To

come together ;—to come in contact ; to join ;—

to encounter ;—to light on ; to find ; to receive ;

—v. i. To come together ; to approach ; to en

counter ; to converge ;—to assemble ; to con

gregate ;—to agree.

Meet, (met) a. [A.-S. mttmu] Adapted, as to

a use or purpose ; fit ; suitable ; proper.

Meet, (met) n. A gathering or meeting, espe

cially of huntsmen or hounds.

Meeting;, (meting) n, A coming together ; an

interview;—a congregation;—a religious assem

bly;—conflux, as of streams;—junction, as of

lines. [place of worship for dissenters.

Meeting-house, (met'ing-hous) v. A church; a

Meetly, (met'le) adv. Fitly; suitably.

Meetness, (mCt'nes) ». Fitness : suitableness.

Megalosaurus, (ineg-a-lo-sawr'us) n. [G. viegas

and muros.\ A gigantic saurian or lizard, found

in the oolite formations.

Megatherium, (meg-a-thO're-um) n. [G. mega*

and therioii.] An extinct and gigantic quad-

inped allied to the ant-eaters and sloths.

Megrim, (me'grim) ». [F. migraine.] A vehement

pain confined to one side of the head ;—a whim ;

a freak ; a humour.

Melancholic, (inel'an-kol-ik) a. Given to melan

choly ; depressed in spirits; hypochondriac ;—

mournful.

Melancholy, (inel'an-kol-e) n. fG. melas and

cholos.] A gloomy state of mind, that is of

some continuance ; depression or dejection of

spirits.

Melancholy, (mel'an-kol-e) a. Depressed ; de

jected;—gloomy; dismal;—calamitous; distress

ing, [a medley.

Melange, (ma-langBh')n. [F. m&Ur.} A mixture:

Melee, (mtt-hY) n. [F. mtler.) A hand-to-hand

conflict

Meliorate, (mii'le-or-ut) v.t. [L. meUorare.] To

make better; to improve;—v. i. To grow better.

Melioration, (me-le-or-a'shun) n. Act or opera

tion of making better ; improvement.

Melliferous, (mel-ifgr-us) a. [U mtllifer.] Pro

ducing honey.

Mellifluence, (mel-iflu-ens) n. A flow of Bweet-

ness, or a sweet, smooth flow.

Mellifluous, (mel-iflu-us) a. [h. VUl and Jfuere.]

Flowing, as with honey; smooth; sweetly flowing.

Mellow, (mel'6) a. [A.-S. vielewe, L. mollis.]

Soft with ripeness ; ripe ;—soft ; rich ; delicate

—said of sound, colour, flavour, and the like ;—

genial ;—slightly intoxicated.

Mellow, (mel'o) t*. (. To ripen ; to soften by ripe

ness or age;—v.t. To become soft; to bo

ripened, or brought to perfection.

Mellowness, (mero-nes) a. Ripeness, as of fruit;

—maturity ; smoothness from age, as of wine;

—Boftness of tone or voice.

Melodious, (mfi-lo'de-us) a. Containing molody;

agreeable to the ear by a sweet succession of

sounds. [dious manner ; musically.

Melodiously, (me-lo'de-us-le) adv. In a melo-

Melodiousness, (me-Io'de-ua-nes) ft. Quality of

being melodious. [melodies.

Melodist, (mel'o-dist) n. A composer or singer of

Melodrama, (mel-o-dra'ma) ft, (G. mtloa and

drama.] A dramatic performance iu which songs

ore intermixed, and effect is sought by startling

or unnatural sentiment or situation.

Melodramatic, (mel-d-dra-mat'ik) a. Pertaining

to melodrama; done for effect merely; over

strained, [or adapter of melodramas.

Melodramatist, (mel-o-dram'at-ist) n. A writer

Melody, (melo-de) n. [G. melwlia,] A rhyth

mical succession of single tones, so related to

gether as to form a musical whole;—the air or

tune of a musical piece.

Melon, (mel'un) n. [F. from L. melo.] The fruit

of a cucurbitaccous plant, -

prized for its juicy, cool, and-". .

often dolicate flavour. V a>

Melt, (melt) v. I. [A.-S. meltan.] =£

To reduce from a solid to a

liquid state by heat; — to

liquefy; to dissolve;—to soften j

to love or tenderness ;—to dis- "

sipate; to waste;—-r. i. To be

come liquid; to dissolve;— to Melon.

be softened to love, pity, or the like ;—to bo

dissipated ;— to be disheartened ; to faint.

Melting, (melt'ing)c. Softening; subduing.

Melting, (melt'ing) n. Act of dissolving ;—that

which is melted ;—quantity melted at one time.

Member, (mem'bsr) n. [L. membrum.] A part

of an animal body ; a vital organ ; a limb ; —a

part of a whole ; a constituent of a body ; a j ■ . i

of a sentence ; a clause ;—one of the i ■■ > ■ m .

composing a society, community, or the like ;

—pi. Bodily appetites or desires.

Membership, (mem'ber-ship) n. State of being a

member ;—the body of members ; community.

Membrane, (moni'brjin) ft, [L. mnnbrana,] A

thin, exteuded, soft, transparent tissue, serving

to cover Borne part of the body.

Membranous, (mem'bran-uB) a. Pertaining to,

consisting of, or resembling membranes; luctu-

braneous.

Memento, (m£-meut<t) n. [L.] A hint or sug

gestion to awaken memory ; a memorial notice ;

—a gift or token by way of remembrance ; a

souvenir.

Memoir, (mem'wor)n. [L. memoria.] A record

or history written from personal observation and

recollection ;— generally plural, narrative of

one's own life ;—narrative of a life fuuuded on

letteis, diaries, and other personal memorials;

biography ;—journals and other records of the

proceedings of a society.

Memorable, (mem'or-a-bl) a. [L. memorabilia,

vim-are.] Worthy to be remembered; — illus

trious ; celebrated ; famous.

Memorably, (mem'or-a-bly) adv. In a manner

worthy to be remembered ; remarkably.
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Memorandum, (mem-or-an'duru ) n. [L.] A

note or scroll to help the memory ;—* brief re

cord of a transaction.

Memorial, (me - mo ' re - al) a. Preservative of

memory:—retained in memory.

Memorial, (me-mo re-al) n. Any thing intended

to preserve the memory of a person, an occur

rence, or the like; — monument; — a written

representation of facts made to a legislative or

other body ;—address ; petition.

Memorialist, (me-mo'ie-al-ist) n. One who writes

or presents a memorial.

Memorialize, (roe-mo'ro-al-Iz) r. t. To present a

memorial to ; to petition by memorial.

Memory, (raem'5-re) ji. [L. vtemoria.) The faculty

of the mind by which it retains the knowledge

of previous thoughts or events ; remembrance ;

recollection ;—the time within which past events

can be remembered;—exemption from oblivion:

—monumental record; reminiscence; reflection,

attention.

Menace, (men'as) r. t. To threaten ; to exhibit

an appearance of evil or danger.

Menace, (men'as) n. [L. minajc.] The bIiow of

a disposition or intention to inflict an evil ; a

threat or threatening.

Menacing, (men'as-ing) a. Showing or exhibiting

the probability of evil or danger ; threatening.

Menagerie, (men-azh'a-re) n. (F. minagerie.} A

place where animals are kept and trained :—

ftperifltv, a collectien of wild animal* kept for

exhibition.

Mead, (mend) r. f . [L. mentta.] To repair;—to

set right ; to correct ; to restore ;—to advance ;

to further;—to hasten ;—to quicken ;— v. i. To

grow better ; to become improved.

Mendacious, (mm -da' she -us) a. [L. memlax.]

Given to deception ; lying ; false.

Mendacity, (men-daVe-te) n. Disposition to de

ceive ; a habit of lying ;—untruth ; deception.

Mendicancy, (men'Je-kan-se) n. Act or j>ractioc

of begging;—beggary; poverty.

Mendicant, (mcu'do-kant) a. [L. mendicant.}

ttevging; poor ;—practising beggary.

Mendicant, (men'de-kant) u. A beggar : one of

the begging fraternity of the Roman Catholic

Church. [life of a beggar.

Mendicity, (men-dis'e-te) n. State of begging;

Mending, (mend'ing) n. Act of repairing, as gar

ments, [from sickness.

Mending, (mend'ing) a. Convalescent; recovering

Menial, (me'ne-al) a. (Norm. F. ineignee, mesne.]

Prrtaining to servants or domestic service ; low;

mean ;—performing servile office.

Menial, (me'ne-al) n. A domestic servant ;—a

person of a servile character or disposition.

Meniscus, (me-nis'kus) n. [G. ntinisto*.] A

Lens convex on one side and concave

on the other, having the concavity

lens than the convexity, and shaped

like the new moon.

Menses, (men'sez) n. pi. [L. men*is.]

The catamenial or menstrual dis

charges.

Menstrual, (men'stroo-al) a. Recur

ring once a month ; monthly ;—\mr-

tainiug to a menstruum ;—in a*tro~

nainy, making a complete cycle of

changes in a month. Meniscus.

Menatruous, (men'struo-us) a. [L. mentirvit*.]

Having the monthly flow or discharge;—cata-

meni&L

n, (men'stroo-um) n. [L.] Any fluid

or subtilized substance which dissolves a solid

body ; a solvent. [being mensurable.

Mensurability, (mens-ur-a-bU'e-te) n. Quality of

Mensurable, (mens'ur-a-bl) a. [L. mensvrabitu.]

Capable of being measured ; measurable.

Mensuration, (mens-ur-a'shun) n. Act, process,

or art of measuring :—that branch of applied

geometry which gives rules for finding thedimen

sion of objects from certain simple data of lines

and angles.

Mental, (mental) a. [F. from L. nun*.] Per

taining to the mind ; intellectual.

Mentally, (ment'al-le) tidr. In the mind; intellec

tually; in idea.

Mention, (men'shun) n. [L. mentio.) A brief

notice or remark ; hint ; suggestion ; cursory or

incidental allusion.

Mention, (men'shun) r. I. To speak of; to allude

to;—to Btate, as a particular fact ; to utter inci

dentally; to name; to notice casually.

Mentionahle, (men ahun-a-bl) a. Capable of being

| mentioned.

1 Mentor, (men'tor) n. [From Mentor, the coun-

I sellor of Telemachus.] A wise and faithful coun-

. sellor or monitor.

■ Mercantile, (mjr'kan-tll) a. [F. from L. aierea ri.]

Pertaining to merchants or merchandise ; coin*

I mercial ; trailing ;—carrying on commerce.

Mercator's-chart, (mer- ka'terz- chart ) n. A

cliart or map of the earth's surface upon a plane

I projection, in which the meridians and parallels

I of longitude and latitude are represented by

straight lines.

Mercenary, (meVs£-nar-e) a. (L. titerce*.] Acting

for reward; serving for pay;—hireling; venal;

sordid ;—covetous ; grasping.

Mercenary, (merse-nar-e) n. One who is hired;

I a hireling; a soldier hired into foreign service.

Mercer, (m?r'ser) n. [L. tnerx.] One who deids

in silks and woollen cloths.

Mercery, (mcrser-e) n. The trade of mercers;

the goods in which a mercer deals.

Merchandise, (mer'chan-dis) vi. Act or business

of trading ; trade ; traffic ; commerce ;—wares ;

goods ; commodities.

Merchant, (merchant) n. [L. vierccns.] One

who carries on trade, especially on a large scale;

a trafficker ; a trader.

Merchant, (merchant) «. Pertaining to, or em

ployed in, trade or merchandise.

Merchantable, (m(r/chant-a-bl) a. Fit for mar

ket ; saleable ; marketable. [vessel.

Merchantman, (merchant-man) n. A trading

Merciful, (in(r/se-fool) a. Full of mercy; having

or exercising mercy;—unwilling to punish ; dis

posed to pity and forgive ;—compassionate ; ten

der ; humane ; kind. [manner ; tenderly.

Mercifully, (mer'se-fool-le) atle. In a merciful

Mercifulness, (mer'se-fool-nes) n. The quality of

being merciful; tenderness; readiness to forgive.

Merciless, (mer'se-lcs) a. Destitute of mercy ;

—unsparing; relentless ; pitiless.

Mercilessly, (merse-les-le) adv. In a merciless

manner; cruelly. [or pity.

Mercilesaness, (nier se-les-nes) n. Want of mercy

Mercurial, (mrr-ku're-al) a. Formed under the

influence of Mercury ; active ; sprightly ; full of

fire or vigour;—pertaining to, or consisting of,

quicksilver.

Mercurialize, (mer-ku're-al-iz) r. t. To affect with

mercury ;—to expose to the vapour of mercury.

Mercury, (me/ku-re) n. [L. vwrturin*, the god of

eloquence and of commerce.] A metal, white
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like silver, liquid at common temperatures ;

quicksilver ;—a salt or preparation of mercury,

as calomel, blue-pill, &.c, ;—the planet nearest

the sun;—a news-boy; a messenger; anewsiiaper.

Mercy, (mer'se) n. [F. vierci.] Willingness to

save ; clemency ;—pity ; compassion ;—any act

of kindness ;—discretion ; power of dealing with

at pleasure.

Mercy-seat, (mgr'se-Bct) n. The place of mercy

or forgiveness ; the covering of the ark.

Mere, (mer)a. [L. menu.] Unmixed; pure;

entire ; absolute ;—simple ; bare.

Mere, (mcr) n. [A. -8. mere.) A pool or lake

Merely, (merle) adi>. Purely; absolutely; utterly;

—simply; barely; solely.

Meretricious, (mer-e-trish'e-us) a. [L..] Pertain

ing to prostitutes ;—resembling the arts of a

harlot ; gaudily and deceitfully ornamental ;

tawdry ; showy.

Meretnciousness, (mer-e-trishe-us-nes) n. The

art of a prostitute ; deceitful allurement.

Merganser, (mer-gaii'ser) n. [Sp. merf/dtuar.) A

duck having a straight, nar-

row, and slender bill, Vldf

at the base and hooked ;it

the tip:—Goosander,

Merge, (merj) r. (. fL. hier-

am,] To cause to be sum]

lowed up; to sink;— p.i,

To be sunk, swallowed up,

or lost.

Meridian, (me-rid'o-an) it.

[F. meriditn.] Midday; noon :—the highest

point of success, or the like ; culmination ; —a

great circle of the sphere passing through the

poles of the heavens and the zenith of the

spectator ;—an imaginary great circle on the

surface of the earth, passing through the poles

and any given place.

Meridian, (me-rid'o-an) a. [L. meridian-it*.] Per

taining to the meridian or to midday ;—pertain

ing to the highest point or culmination.

Meridional, (me-rid'e-un-al) a. [L. mcridionali*.]

Pertaining to the meridian ;—having a southern

aspect ; southern.

Meridionality, (me-rid-e-un-al'e-te) ». State of

being in tWe meridian;—aspect toward the south.

Merino, (mB-re'nO) a. [Sp. u^erino.] Of, or per

taining to sheep, na

tives of Spain, but

now largely reared in

Australia, prized for

the superior fineness

of its wool ;—made of

the wool of the merino

stoop,

Merino, (me-rS'no)n. A

thin fabric of merino

wool for ladies' wear.

Merit, (merit) n. (L. vicritum.] Desert ; good

ness; worth; claim; right; title;—value; ex

cellence;—reward; recompense;—prize, or badge

of distinction.

Merit, (mer'it) v.t. To earn by service; to be

entitled to ; to deserve ; sometimes, to deserve,

in a bad sense ; to incur.

Meritorious, (m§r-o-t6're-UH) a. Possessing merit

or desert ; deserving of reward or honour.

Meritoriously, (mrr-o-tO'ro-us-le) adv. In a meri

torious manner.

Meritoriousness, (mer-e-to're-us-nee)M. The

state or quality of being meritorious, or ofdeserv

ing reward.

 

Mcrfurt.

 

Merops.

Merle, (merl) n. fL. merit ta.] A blackbird.

Merlin, (merlin) n, A species of small haw k,

formerly much used in falconry.

Merlon, (merlon) n. [F.] That part of a

parapet which lies between two embrasures.

Mermaid, (mer/mad)tk (F. ma\ and Eng. maid.]

A fabled marine animal having the npper part

like that of a woman, aiM the lower like a fish.

Merops, (mC'rops) n. (G.

meirein, and op*.] A genus

of fissi rostral passerine

birds, called also bee-eattr*. \

Merrily, (merVlo) adv. In .

a merry manner ; with \

mirth; jovially.

Merriment, (inerVment) w\

Gayety with laughter or

noise;—hilarity ; glee; jol

lity.

Merriness, (mer'e-nes) n.

Quality of being merry .

merriment : mirth.

Merry, (mcr'e) a. [A.-S. itttri^:] Brisk ; lively ;

—cheerful ; jovial ; mirthful ; jocund ; sportive.

Merry-andrew, (m?re-an-dr6o) n. A buifoon ;

especially, one who attends a quack doctor.

Merry-making, (me,rVmfik-ing) n. A festival; a

meeting for mirth :—sjao in"-.-:/-.,t<rthip.

Merry-thought, (mgr'e-thawt)*!. Tlie forked bone

of a fowl's breast, which i« broken in sport by

two persons; a wish-bone.

Mesentery, (mes'en -ter-e) n, [G. mettnttron,

hums, and euleton.] A inembrane in the cavity

of the abdomen which retains the intestine*

in a proper position.

Mesh, (mesh) n. (A.-S. mate.) The space in

closed by the threads of a net between knot

and knot; net-work. [un

Mesh, (mesh) v.t. To catch in a mesh ; to in-

Meshy, (mesh'e) a. Formed like net-work.

Mesmeric, (mez-mer'ik) a. Pertaining to mes

merism, or being under its influence.

Mesmerism, (mez'nier-izm) «. iKiuin AIt*uirr.]

Animal magnetism ; — the art of inducing nu

abnormal state of the nervous system . in which

the actor claims to control the actions of the

recipient, usually in a trance or sleep.

Mesmerist, (mez'racr-ist) n. One who practises

or believes in mesmerism.

Mesmerize, (raez'mcr-iz) v. I. To bring into a

>*tate of mesmeric sleep.

Mess, (mes) n. [A.-S. vtese.] A dish or a quan

tity of food prepared or set on a table at one

time ;—a number of person* who eat together,

and for whom food is prepared in common;—

a medley ; a mixed mass ;—a situation of diffi

culty or perplexity.

Mess, (mes) v. t. To feed ;—to eat in company;—

to contribute to the common ex)>en*e of the

table or mess ;—r. t . To supply with a mess.

Message, (mes'aj) n. [¥.] Any notice, word, or

communication, written or verbal, sent from one

person to another.

Messenger, (mes'en-jcr) n. (F. tatemptr. ] QJM

who bears a message ;—a harbinger ; a courier :

—an official who carries despatches ; — a legal

officer who executes summonses, Ac

Messiah, (mes- si ' a) n. [H. vutthiak,] Christ,

the anointed ; the Saviour.

Messiahship. (mes-sia-ship) 11. Character, state,

or office of the Saviour.

Messianic, (mes-si-an'ik) a. Relating to the

Messiah.
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Messmate, (mes'mat) n. One who eats ordinarily

at the ume table.

M^sauage, (mwj'waj) n. [Norm. F. mensonge.] A

dwelling-house, with the adjacent buildings, and

adjoining land*.

Ketachronism, (met-ak'ron-ian) it. [G. meta,

and chronos.) An error committed iu chro

nology by placing an event after it* real time.

Metage, (met'iij) n. [Prom mtt<.] Measurement

of coal ;—charge for, or price of, measuring.

Metal, (met'al) n. [G. metallon.) A substance

having a peculiar lustre, insoluble in water, a

good conductor of heat and electricity, and solid

at ordinary temperatures; — tho materials of

which glass, pottery, type, Ac., are made; —

small or broken stones used in macadamising

roads.

Metallic, (me-tal'ik) a. Pertaining to a metal or

metals; consisting of, or resembling, rnetaL

Metalline, (met'al-in) o. Pertaining to a metal;

consisting of metal ;—impregnated with metal.

Metallist, (met'al-ist) n. A worker in metals,

or one skilled in metals.

Metallization, (met-al-iz-a'shun) n. The act or

process of forming into a metal.

Metallize, (met'al iz) r. t. To form into metal; to

give its proper metallic properties to.

Metalloid, (met' al - oid) n. [G. metallon, metal,

and eidos, form, shape.) An inflammable, non-

metallic body, as sulphur, Ac. ;—the metallic

base of a fixed alkali.

Metalloid, (met'al-oid) a. Like metal ; pertain

ing to the metalloids.

Metallurgic, (met-al -ur'jik) a. Pertaining to

metallurgy, or the art of working metals.

MetaUuxgy, (met'al-ur-je) n. [O. metallon, and

trijein.] The art of working metals; the opera

tion of obtaining metals from their ores.

Mctamorphic, (met-a-mor'flk) a. Subject to

change ;—pertaining to changes which minerals

or rocks may have undergone since their original

deposition.

Metamorphose, (raet-a-mor'ioz) r. f. To change

into a different form ; to transform ; to trans

mute.

MetajnorphacU, (met-a-roor'f5-sis) n. [G. meta,

and morphe*.} Change of form or shape ; trans

formation ;—a change in the form or function of

a living body by a normal process of growth, as

in lepidopterous insects.

Metaphor, (met'a-fer) n. [0. metaphora, from

wrta, beyond, and pherein, to carry.) A com

parison or similitude iu a condensed form ; a

figure of speech in which mental or moral quali

ties are expressed by natural or physical attri

butes.

Metaphorical, (met-a-for'ik-al) a. Pertaining to or

«iiiiprising a metaphor ; figurative;— not literal.

Metaphorically, (met-a-for"ik-al-le) udr. In a

metaphorical manner ; not literal.

Metaphrase, (met'a-fr&z) n. [G. meta, beyond,

over, and pkranti, a speaking.) A literal or

verbal translation, opposed to paraphrase.

Metaphysical, (met-a-nVik-al) a. Pertaining to

nieUphyiics ;—abstract; general;— existing only

in thought; ideal

Metaphysically, (mct-a-flz'ik-al-le) adv. Iu the

manner of metaphysical science.

Metaphysician, (met-a-flz-ish'an) n. One who is

▼ersed in the science of metaphysics.

Metaphyiics, (inet-a-flz'iks)».«no\ [G. metata

jwiuiia.) Ontology; the science which investi-

g&tea the origin, principles, and causes of living

existence;—the science of mind, as opposed to

matter ;—psychology.

Mete, (met) r. *. [A.-8. meian.) To ascertain

the quantity, dimensions, or capacity of, by any

rule or standard ; to measure.

Mete, (met) n. Measure; limit; boundary— used

chiefly in the plural

Metempsychoal*, (me-tem-se-ko'sia) n. \G.

mete inftuchd&is.] The passing of the sou! of a

man after death into some other animal body ;

transmigration.

Meteor, (mevte-er)«. [G. mefa,and airein.] Any

phenomenon or appearance in the atmosphere;

—tptcifically,* transient fiery body seen in the

atmosphere.

Meteoric, (me-W-or'ik) a. Pertaining to, or con

sisting of, meteors ;—proceeding from a meteor.

Meteorolite, (me-te-or'6-lit) n. [G. metturon, and

lithox.] A meteoric stone.

Meteorological, (me-te-or-o-loj'ik-al) a. Pertain

ing to the atmosphere and its phenomena.

Meteorologist, (me-te-or-ol'd-Jist) n. A jwrson

skilled in meteorology.

Meteorology, (me-te-or-ol'd-je) v. [G. metedra,

and logo*.) The science which treats of the atmos

phere and its phenomena, particularly in its rela

tion to heat and moisture.

Meter. (met'er) n. [Eng. mete.] One who,

measures; sincijlcally, an instrument for measur

ing the consumption of gas or of water.

Mete-yard, (met/yard) n. A yard, staff, or rod

used as a measure ;—also mete-icand.

Methinks, (me-thingks') r. imptrt. It seems to

me; it appears to me; I think.

Method, (meth'ud) n. [G. meta, and hodos.)

Plan ; order; system ;—suitable or convenient

arrangement ; — regular or ordinary mode of

transacting business; course of procedure ; way;

manner ;—classification.

Methodic, (me-thod'ik) a. Arranged in con

venient order : systematic ; orderly ;—finical ;

precise :—also methodical.

Methodically, (me-thod'ik-al- le) adv. In a

methodical manner.

Methodism, (meth'ud - izm) n. The doctrines

and worship of the Methodists.

Methodist, (meth'nd-ist) n. One of an ancient

school of physicians ;—one of a sect of Christians,

founded by John Wesley; one who lives in the

exact observance of religious duties.

Methodistic, (meth - ud - 1st ' ik) a. Resembling

the Methodists ; partaking of the strictness of

Methodist*.

Methodize, (meth'nd-iz) r. r. To reduce to method ;

to arrange in a convenient mauncr.

Metonymy, (met - on '0- me) it. [G. vict" and

onoTiia, name. J A trope in which one word is put

for another.

Metre, (met'er) n. [G. metroa.) Rhythmical

arrangement of syllables into verses, stanzas,

strophes, Ac; rhythm; measure; verse.

Metrical, (met'rik-al) a. [G. metrittu.] Pertain

ing to measure, or due arrangement of long and

short syllables;—consisting of verses;—employed,

in or obtained by measurement.

Metrically, (met'rik-al-le) adv. In a metrical

manner.

Metronome, (met'ro-ndm) w. [G. vietron, and

nomo*.] An instrument to measure the length

or time of a musical note or bar.

Metropolis, (me-trop'6-lis) n. fG. mitlr, and

potis.] The mother city ; the chief city or capital

of a kingdom, state, or country.
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Metropolitan, (metrro-pol'it-au) a. Belonging

to a metropolis ; residing in the chief city ;—

belonging to the mother-church.

Metropolitan, (met-rd-pol'it-an) it. A bishop of

the mother-church ;—the chief bishop in a state

or province.

Mettle, (metfl) n, [Usually derived from metal]

Spirit ; courage ; constitutional ardour ; excit

able temperament.

Mettled, (met7 Id) a. Having mettle; high-

spirited ; full of fire.

Mettlesome, (mefl-sum) a. Pull of spirit ; pos

sessing constitutional ardour ; easily excited ;

fiery. (fowl of the genus Larun; a gull.

Mew, (mu) n. [A.-S. vicert, Ger. mew.] A sea-

Hew, (mu) v. t. [F. ntuer,] To shed or cast ; to

moult, as a bird its feathers ;—v. i. To cast the

feathers ; to moult.

Mew, (mu) r.i. [W*. mctnan.] To cry as a cat

Middle, (miil'J) n, The point or part equally

distant from the extremities ; midst; centre';

waist.

Middle-aged, (midl-ajd) a. Being about the

middle of the ordinary age of man.

Middle-ground, (midl-ground) *. The central

part of a picture. [two parties ; a broker.

Middle-man, (midl-man) n. An agent between

Middlemost, (midl-most) a. In the middle, or

nearest the middle ; midmost.

Middling, (mid'ling)tt. [A.-S. midlttu] Of middle

rank, state, size, or quality; moderate; medium;

ordinary ;—also used adverbially.

Midge, (mij) n. [A.-S. mypge.] A very delicate

fly having a short proboscis and long legs.

Mid-heaven, (midliev-n) n. The midst or middle

part of heaven or the sky.

Midland, (midland) a. Being in the interior;—

surrounded by the land.

v. t. To shut up ; to confine, as in a cage or other j Midmost, (mid'most) a. Middle ; central.

in closure.

Mew, (mu) n. A cage for hawks while mewing;

hence, a place of confinement; — a place for

horses ; a stable :—generally pi. Mews, a range

of stabling.

Mew, (mii) «. The cry of a cat.

Mew], (mill) v. i. [F. miauler.] To cry from un

easiness, as a child ; to squall. .

Mezzo, (mot'so) a. [It.] Middle ; mean.

Miasma, (mi-az'ina) n. [G.] Infection floating

in the air ; deadly exhalation ; noxious effluvia.

Miasmal, (mi-az'mal) a. Containing miasma.

Miasmatic, (mi-az-mat'ik) a. Pertaining to or

partaking of the qualities of miasma.

Mica, (mi'ka) n. [L. mica.] A mineral capable

of being cleaved into elastic plates of extreme

thinness. It is generally transparent, and is

used like glass.

Micaceous, (mi-ka'she-us) a. Pertaining to or con

taining mica; splitting into lamina like mica.

Michaelmas, (mik'el-mas) n. [.Ifichael and vaxs.] Midway, (rnid'wa) a,

The feast of St. Michael, a festival of the Roman ! the way or distance.

Catholic Church, celebrated September 29th.

Microcosm, (mi'krd-kozm) n. [G. mitrot and

komnon.] A little world ; a miniature society or

institution ;—hence, man, supposed to be an

epitome of the universe.

Midnight, (mid'nit) n. The middle of the night ;

twelve o'clock at night.

Midnight, (mid'nit) a. Being in the middle of

the night ; hence, very dark.

Midrib, ( mid ' rib ) n. A continuation of the

petiole, extending from the base to

the apex of the lamina} of a leaf.

Midriff, (mid'rif) n. [A.-S. midhrif.]

The diaphragm or respiratory muscle

which separates the thorax and ab

domen.

Midshipman, ( mid 'ship- man ) n. A

kind of naval cadet in a ship of war.

Midst, (midst) n, [Contracted from

middemt.] The interior or ceutral Midrib.

part ; the middle.

Midst, (midst) adv. In the middle.

Midsummer, (mid'sum-er) n. The middle of

summer ; the Bummer solstice. [distance,

Midway, (mid'wa) n. The middle of the way or

Being in the middle of

[distance ; half way.

Midway, (mid'wa) adv. In the middle of the

Midwife, (mid'wif) n. [A. -8. mid and trf/.J A

woman that assists women in childbirth.

Midwifery, (mid'wif-re) n. The art or practice of

assisting women in childbirth ; obstetrics.

Microcosmio, (mi-kro-koz'mik) a. Pertaining to Midwinter, (nud'win-ter) n. The middle of

the microcosm or little world.

Micrography, (mi -krog'ra-fe) n. [G. mlL-ros

and ffrajthtin.] Tho description of microscopic

objects.

Micrometer, (mI-krom'et-?r) n. [G. viHtos and

inetron.) An instrument for measuring very

small distances or angles.

Microscope, (nn'kro-skdp) v. [G. milros and

winter, or the winter solstice.

Mien, (men) n. [F. mine,] External appearance ;

air ; look ; carriage ; bearing ; demeanour.

Might, (mit) n. [A.-S. meaftt, miht.] Force or

power of any kind, whether of body or miud ;

strength ; ability ; capacity ; energy.

Mightily, (mit'e-le) adv. Powerfully ; forcibly ;

greatly ;—loudly ;—effectively.

lopein.] A magnifying optical instrument, in Mightiness, (mit'e -ties) n. Quality of being

the form of a tube, with two or more lennca and

a speculum, and a movable slide on which the

objects are laid and adjusted to the focus.

Microscopic, (nri-kro-skop'ik) a. Made by tho

aid of a microscope ;—capable of seeing very

minute objects.

Microscopically, (mi-kro-skop'ik-al-le) adv. By

the microscope ; with minute inspection.

mighty; power; greatness;—highness— a title

of dignity.

Mighty, (mit'e) a. Strong ; powerful ; vigorous :

—valiant; bold; bulky; — vast: extensive;—

violent; vehement ; — wonderful ; —forcible ;—

populous ;—severe ; — important ; momentous ;

—eminent : distinguished.

Mighty, (mit'e) adv. In a great degree : very.

Mid, (mid) a. [A.-S. midd,] Situated between Mignonnette, (niin-yo-nef) n. [F.] An annual

extremes ; middle ; intervening.

Midday, (mid'dft) a. Pertaining to noon.

Midday, (mid'da) n. Tho middle of the day.

Midden (mid'den) n. A dunghill. [Scot.]

Middle, (mid'l) a. [A.-S. middei] Equally dis

tant from the extremes ; mean ; medial ; mid ;

—intermediate; intervening.

flowering plant of the genus Reseda, having a

I delicate and agreeable fragrance.

Migrate, (rai'grat) v. t. [L. miprart.] To change

| one's place of residence ; to pass from a colder

] to a warmer climate in the autumn, returning

again in the spring—said of birds,

i Migration, (mi-gru'shun) n. Act of migrating.
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Migratory, (nil'grl-tor-e) a. Rumoring from one

state or country to another ;—regularly or occa

sionally removing : roving; wandering.

Milch, (milsh) a. [A. -3. vulc] Giving or fur

nishing milk—applied only to beasts.

Eld. (mild) a. [A.-8. bufcf.] Tender and gentle

iii temper or disposition ;—kind ; merciful ;—

•oft; gentle;—placid; calm ;—sweet;—moderate;

—operating gently.

Mildew, (mil'du) n. [A.-S. mil-lcd*c] A thin, |

whitish, powdery coating, fungi, found on

diseased or decaying substances.

Mildew, (mil'du) v. t. To taint with mildew ;— |

r. i. To become tainted with mildew.

Mildly, (mildle) ailv. In a mild manner ; softly; j

Retitly ; tenderly ; moderately.

Mudnsss, (mild'nes) n. Quality of being mild; i

tenderness ; — softness ; gentleness ; moderate, |

*x>thing, or pleasing state or action.

Mile, (mil) n. [A.-S mil.) A certain measure of

distance, oeingequivalentto3:J0rodsor5280feet. i

Milesian, (mil-e'zhan) it. A native or inhabitant j

of Ireland.

Kile-itooe, (mil'ston) n. A post or Btone set to

mark the distance or space of a mile.

Milfoil, (mil'foil) n. [L. milte and folium.] An

herb-naillecl also >/n rrove.

Militant, (mil'e-tant) a. [L. militant.) Fighting;

combating; serving as a soldier. Chnreh-miti-

font, the Church on earth, as distinguished

from the Church-trivui phnnt in heaven.

Military, (mi re-tar-e)ff. [L. mititaris.] Pertain

ing to soldiers, to arms, or to war ;—warlike ;

becoming a soldier.

Military, (milVtar-e) ». The whole body of

soldiers ; soldiery ; the army.

Militate, (mil'e-tat) r. i. [L. military.] To stand

opposed to ; to be inconsistent with ; to right

against.

Militia, (mil-iah'e-a) n. [L. from viiU*, mititis,

soldier.] The standing army or force of a king

dom ;—a body ofcitizens enrolled and disciplined,

but not permanently serving in time of peace,

and not liable to serve out of the country even

in time of war. [longs to the militia.

Militia-man, (mil-ish'e-a*man) n. One who be-

Milk, (milk) «. [A.-H. mile] A white fluid

secreted by female mammals for the nourish

ment of their young ;—the white juice of cer

tain planto ;—emulsion made by bruiaiug seeds.

Milk, (milk) r. r. [A.-S. mtlcan.) To draw milk

from by the mouth ; to suck ;—to draw with the

hand from the udder, as of a cow, &c. ;—to

supply with milk. [who gives milk.

Milker, (milk'sr) n. One who milks ; also, one

Milkiness, (tuilk'e-nes) n. Qualities like those of

milk ; softness.

Milkmaid, (milk'mad) n. A woman that milks

or is employed in the dairy.

Milkman, (milk'man) n. One who sells milk or

carries it to market. [cows.

Milk-pail, (mihVpal) n. Tin vessel used in milking

Milksop, (milk'sop) «. A piece of bread sopped

in railk :—a soft, effeminate, feeble-minded man.

Milk-white, (inihVhwit) «. White as milk ; hence,

pure ; spotless.

Milky, (milk'e)rt. Relating to milk;—resembling

milk ; — yielding milk ; — soft; gentle. Milky

ray, a broad, luminous zone in the heavens,

supposed to be the blended light of innumerable

stars.

Mm, (mil) tu [A.-S. myten,] An engine or

machine for grinding any substance, as grain,

Ac ;—the building with its machinery, where

grinding or manufacturing is carried on.

Mill, (mil) r. t. To reduce to fine particles ; to

grind ;—to shape or finish by passing through

a machine ;—to make a raised border or impres

sion around the edges of ; to stamp in a coining

press ; to coin ;—to full, as cloth.

still-dam, (mil'dam) n. A dam to obstruct a

water-course and raise the water to a height

sufficient to turn a mill-wheel.

Milled, (mild) a. Fulled, as cloth ;—stamped or

LTained on the edge, as a coin.

Millenarian, (mil-ie-nar'e-an) a. Consisting of a

thousand years;—i>ertaining to the millennium.

Millenarian, (mil-lu-nur'e-an) n. One who be

lieves that Christ will personally reign on earth

a thousand years.

Millennial, (mil-len'e-al) a. Pertaining to the

millennium, or to a thousand years.

Millennium, (mil-len'e-um) n. [L. viitte and

annus.] A word used to denote the thousand

vears mentioned in Revelation xx.

Miller, (niil';r) n. One who grinds; the owner or

worker of a grist mill ; — a moth or winged

insect.

Millesimal, (mil-les'im-al) a. [I,, milles'tinus.]

Thousandth ; consisting of a thousand parts.

Millet, (mil'et) n. [L. milium.] An endogenous

plant and its grain. It is a nativo

of the East Indies, where it is ,

largely used for food.

Mill-horse, (milhors) n. A horse

that turns a mill.

Milliner, (mil'in-f.r) n. [Milnner,

from Milan.] A jwrkon, usually a

woman, who makes and sells head

dresses, hats or bonnets, &c, for

women.

Millinery, (mil'in-er-e) «. The

articles made or sold by milliners,

as head-dresses, hats, laces, &c.

Milling, (mil'ing) n. The act of grinding ; the pro

cess of fulling cloth ; the act of indenting coin.

Million, (mil'yun) n. [F.J The number of ten

hundred thousand, written 1,000,000;—an inde

finitely large number.

Millionaire, (mil-yun-or') n. [F.] One whose

wealth is counted by millions; a very rich person.

Millionth, (mil'yunth) a. Being the last one of a

million units ; constituting one of a million.

Mill-pond, (mii'pond) n. A reservoir of water

for the purpose of driving a mill-wheel.

Millstone, (mil'ston) n. A stone used for grinding

(Train.

Milt, (milt) 7t. [A.-S. milte, Icel. milti.] The

spleen ;—the sperm of the male fish.

Milt, (milt) v.t. To impregnate, as the roe or

spawn of the female fish.

Mimetic, (mi-met'ik) a. Apt to imitate ; given

to aping or mimicry ; imitative.

Mimic, (mim'ik) a. [G. mimikos.] Inclined to

imitate or to ape ; imitative ;—consisting of or

formed in imitation.

Mimic, (mim'ik) n. One who imitates or mimics ;

—a mean or servile imitator.

Mimic, (mim'ik) r. t. To imitate for sport ; to

ridicule by imitation ; mock.

Mimicry, (mim'ik-rv) ". Act or practice of one

who mimics.

Mina, (min'a) u. [L., G. mna.) A money weight

of sixty shekels, in Ezekiel written maneh.

Minaret, (min'a-ret) n. [A. jnandyat.] A slender,

lofty turret on Mohammedan mosques.

 

Millet
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Mince, (rains) v.t. [A. -8. minriait.) To cut into

very small pieces ; to hash ;—to clip, as words or

expressions;—to suppress or retrench ;—v.i. To

walk with short steps ; to walk with affected

nicety ;—to speak softly or with affected nicety.

Mince-pie, (rains'])!) «. A pie made with mince

meat and other ingredients.

Mincingly, ( mins ' ing - le ) adv. In a mincing

manner ; not fully ; with affected delicacy.

Hind, (mind) n. [A.-S. taynd.] The intellectual

or rational faculty in man ; the understanding ;

also, the soul ;—opinion ; sentiment ; judgment;

—choice; inclination; intent; purpose;—spirit;

—memory.

Mind, ( mind ) v. t. To attend to ; to fix the

thoughts on; to regard with submission ; —to

intend; to mean;— v.i. To be Inclined, or

disposed.

Minded, (mind'ed) a. Disposed ; inclined.

Mindful, (mind'fool) a. Attentive ; heedful ; ob

servant ; bearing in mind. [fully.

Mindfully, (mmd'f661-le) adv. Attentively ; heod-

Mindfulness, (mind'fool-nes) n. Attention ; ro-

gard ; heedfulness.

Mindless, (tuind'les) a. Not indued with mind or

intellectual powers; stupid; negligent; careless.

Mine, (min) a. or pr. [A.-S. min.] My; belong

ing to me.

Mine, (min) n. [F., It. miaa.] A pit or excava

tion in the earth from which mineral substances

are dug ;—a cavity filled with powder formed

under a fortification or other work, so as to

destroy it when fired ;—a rich source of wealth

or other good.

Mine, (min) v. i. To dig a mine or pit in the

earth ;—to form a burrow or lodge in the earth;

—i'. t. To dig away the foundation of : to lay a

mine under : to sap ; to undermine ; to destroy

by slow degrees or secret means.

Miner, (min'§r) «, A digger of mines.

Mineral, (iuiu'cr-al)n. [L. uiinera.} Any inorganic

species having a definite chemical composition.

Mineral, (niin'er-al) a. Pertaining to, or consist

ing of, minerals :—impregnated with minerals.

Mineralize, (min'er-al-iz) v. t. To reduce to a

mineral form ; to communicate the properties

of a mineral to;—v. i. To go on an excursion

for observing and collecting minerals.

Mineral-kingdom, (min'er-al-king-dum) n. The

third great division of the kingdom of natui-e,

including all inorganic substances, as distin

guished from animal and vegetable.

Mineraiogical, (rnin-cr-al-oj'ik-al) a. Pertaining

to mineralogy.

Mineralogist, (min-er-aTo-jist) n. One who is

versed iu the science of minerals.

Mineralogy, (min-er-al'6-je) n. [Prom mineral

and G. logos. ] The science which treats of the

properties of minerals or inorganic substances,

and classifies them according to their forms and

apparent properties.

Mineral-waters, (min ' §r - al - waw - terz) n. pi.

Springs impregnated with mineral substances.

Mingle, (ming'gi) v. t. [A.-S. jnengan,) To unite

in one body, mass, or compound ; to blend ; to

mix ;—to join in intercourse or society; to asso

ciate with;—v.i. To be mixed; to be united .

with. [mixing ;—union ; junction. J

Mingling, (ming'gling) n. Act of blending or I

Miniature, (niin'e-a-tur) n. [L. miniare.] A )

painting in colours ; a likeness done on ivory ; |

—a painting or other representation ou a .

reduced

Drawn or executed

Mil

Miniature, (niin'e-a-tur) «.

on a small scale.

Minim, (min'im) n. [L. uiiniiuits, the least,

smallest. J Any tiling very - -

minute;—a single drop;—a-

half note equal in time to two *

quarter notes or crotchets.

Minimum, (min'e-mum) n. [L.

minimus.] The least quantity :

—the lowest price or rate ;—a trifle.

Minion, (min'yun)n. [F. mitpion.] A favourite ;

a darling ; one who gains favours by flattery ;—

a small kind of printing type.

Minister, (min'is-ter) n, [h.] A servant ; a sub

ordinate assistant ;—one to whom a king or

prince intrusts the direction of affairs of state ;

executive magistrate ; — the representative of

government at a foreign court ;—one who serves

at the altar; the pastor of a oaurch;—a mes

senger of God.

Minister, (min'is-ter) v. t. To furnish ; to afford ;

to supply;— r. i. To act as a servant, attendant,

or agent ;—to afford supplies ; to give things

needful.

Ministerial, (min-is-te're-al) a. Pertaining to

service ;—pertaining to the office of a minister ;

executive, ambassadorial, or sacerdotal ;—per

taining to the government.

Ministerialist, (min-is-tere-al-ist) n. A supporter

of the government.

Ministerially, (inin-is-te're-al-le) adv. In a

ministerial manner or character.

Ministration, (miu-is-tra'shuu) n. Aet of per

forming service ; ministry ; agency ;—office of a

minister; ecclesiastical function.

Ministry, (min'is-tre) n. [L. lainuterimn.] Act

of ministering ; agency ; instrumentality ;—the

office or functions of a minister ;—the body of

ministers ; the clergy ; the

ministers of state.

Miniver, (min'iv-er) «. An j

animal of the genua Mua- j

tela ; the ermine ;—a white *

fur with spotB of black.

Mink, (mingk) n. A carnivor

ous quadruped of the weasel ■

tribe.

Minnow, (min'no) n. [F. menu.]

fresh-water fish, of several

species.

Minor, (minor) a. [I*] In- .

ferjor in bulk, degree, ini-<

portance,&c. ; less; smaller;

—lower by a semitone.

Minor, (mi'nor) n. A person Minnow.

of either sex under age;—the second or particular

proposition in a syllogism, which forms th«r

subject of the conclusion.

Minority, (mi-nor'e-te) n. State of being under

age;—the smaller number;—in public assem

blies, the party beaten in a vote.

Minotaur, (miuo-tawr) i). [G. uti,to« and tat'tOA.)

A fabled monster, half man and half bull

Minster, (min'ster) n. [A. -S.J The chunhof a

monastery, or one to which a monastery has

been attached ; sometimes, a cathedral cluuvh.

Minstrel, (min'strel) «. [F. maurtrier,) One of

an order in the middle ages, who sung to the

liarp ; a bard ; a singer and harper.

Minstrelsy, (min'strel-se) n. Tho arts and occu

pation of minstrels ;—a collective bodv of song!)

or ballads.

Mint, (mint) n. [A.-& iH&iiet.] The place where
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money it coined ;—a place of invention, fabrica

tion, or production ; a source of unlimited

supply.

Mint, (mint) v.t. To make by stamping, as

money ; to coin ; — to invent ; to forge ; to

fabricate.

Mint, (mint) n. [A.-S. tninte.) An aromatic

plant of various species producing a pungent

essential oil.

Mintage, (mint'aj) ». That which is minted or

coined ;—the duty paid for coining.

Minuend, (min'u-end) n. (L. minuendum.] The

number from which another number is to be

subtracted.

Minuet, (min'u-et) n. [P. menutt.] A alow,

graceful dance ;—a tune or air to regulate the

movement* in the dance.

Minus, (mi'nus) a. [L] Less; requiring to be

subtracted; negative—indicated by the sign (—).

Minute, (mi-nut) a. [L. minutu*.) Very small,

little, or slender ; slight ;—attentive to small

things; — particular; critical; exact; circum

stantial.

Minute, (min'it) n. The sixtieth part of an hour ;

sixty seconds ;—the sixtieth part of a degree ;—

a note in writing to preserve the memory of

any thing. [down.

Minute, (min'it) v. t. To make a note of ; to jot

Minute-book, (min'it-book) n. A book of short

hints or notes.

Kinute-glass, (min'it-glas) n. A glass the sand of

which measures a minute in running.

Minute-gun, (min'it-gun) n. A gun discharged

every minute as a signal of distress or mourning.

Minute-hand, (rain'it-hand) n. The hand that

point* to the minutes on a clock or watch.

Minutely, (mf-nutle) adv. Exactly ; nicely ; to

the least point or degree.

Minuteness, (mi-nut'nes) n. Extreme smallneas

or fineness -.—exactness ;—closeness and nicety.

Minutiae, (me-nushe-ft) n. pL [U] Trifles ; things

of no moment ;—particulars or precise details.

Minx, (mingks) n. A pert, wanton girl.

Miocene, (nii'6-sen) a. [G. nttidn and lainot.]

Less recent—applied to the middle division of

the tertiary strata.

Miracle, (mir'a-kl)n. [L. miracuhtm.] Anything

extraordinary or supernatural; — a work, or

occurrence happening out of the ordinary course

of Providence, or effected by suspension of

natural or physical laws ; a divine interposition

in attestation of the mission of a messenger

from God, and in confirmation of the truth of

his doctrine.

Miraculous, (mir-ak u-lus) a. Of the nature

of a miracle ; supernatural ;—extraordinary ;

wonderful.

Miraculously, (mir-ak'u-lus-le) adv. In a mir

aculous manner ; Bupernaturally ; — by extra

ordinary means.

Mirage, (me-razh') n. [P.] An optical illusion,

causing remote objects to be seen double, as if

reflected in a mirror.

Mire, (mir) a. flcel. myri.] Earth so wet and

eoft as to yield to pressure ; deep mud.

Mire, (mir) r. <. To plunge ami fix in mire;—

to soil or daub with mud. [miry.

Miriness, (mire-nee) a. State or quality of being

Mirk, (merk) a. [A.-S. mitv.] Dark ; murky.

Mirror, (mir'er) n. [P. viiroir.] A looking-

■^lam ;—that in which a true image may be

seen ; a pattern; an exemplar.

Mirror, (mir'er) v. t. To reflect, as in a mirror.

Mirth, (merth) n. [A.-S. mirdh.] High excite

ment of pleasurable feelings in company ; noisy

gayeto; merriment; frolic; hilarity; festivity.

Mirthful, (merth'fool) a. Merry; jovial ; festive.

Mirthfully, (inerth'fool-le) adv. In a mirthful

manner.

Mirthfulness, (merth'fool-nee) n. State or quality

of being mirthful.

Miry, (mir'e) a. Abounding with deep mud;

full of mire ;—consisting of mire.

Misadventure, (mis-ad-ven'tur) n. Unlucky acci

dent ; misfortune : mischance. [directed.

Misadvised, (mis-ad- vizd') a. Ill-advised; ill-

Misalliance, (mis-al-li'ans) n. Improper associa

tion ; marriage with a person of inferior station.

Misanthrope, (mis'an-tnrop) n. [G. viistin and

onthrdpos.] A hater of mankind.

Misanthropy, (mis-an'thrd-pe) n. Hatred or dis

like to mankind. [application.

Misapplication, (mis-ap-ple-k&'shun) n. A wrong

Misapply, (mis-ap-pli') v. t. To apply wrongly or

to a wrong purpose.

Misapprehend, (mis-ap-pro-hend') v. t. To take

in a wrong sense ; to misunderstand.

Misapprehension, (mis-ap-pre-hen'&hun) n. Mis

understanding regarding a fact or subject ;—

misconception of the meaning, motives, or

actions of another.

Misappropriate, (mis-ap-pro'pre-at) r. t. To assign

to the wrong person, or for an improper purpose.

Misappropriation, (mia-ap-pro-pre-a'shun) w.

Application to a wrong person or purpose.

Miaarrange, (mis-a-ranj') v. t. To place in a

wrong order or manner.

Misarraagement, (mis-a-r&nj'ment) n. Wrong

arrangement ;—confused or disorderly state.

Misbecoming, (mis-be-kum'ing) a. Unseemly ;

unsuitable ; indecorous.

Misbegotten, (mis-be-got'n) a. UnlawfuUy or

irregularly begotten.

Misbehave, (mis-be-hav') v. i. To behave ill ; to

conduct one's self improperly.

Misbehaviour, (mis-be-hav'yer) n. Improper,

rude, or uncivil behaviour; ill-conduct.

Misbelief, (mis-be-lef) a. Erroneous belief ; false

religion.

Misbelieve, (mis-be-levO v. t To believe errone

ously ; to doubt the testimony of another.

Miscalculate, (niis-kal'ku-lat) v. t. To compute

or reckon wrongly.

Miscalculation, (mis-kal-ku-nYshun)n. Erroneous

computation or reckoning.

Miscall, (mis-kawl') v.t. To call by a wrong

name ; to name improperly ; to abuse.

Miscarriage, (mis-kuVij) n. Unfortunate event

of an undertaking ; failure ;—premature birth.

Miscarry, (mis-kara) v. i. To fail of the intended

effect;—to fail to reach its destination ;—to bring

forth young before the proper time.

Miscegenation, (mis-BC-je-na'shun) n. [L. miacert

and t/ifftiere.) Amalgamation of races.

Miscellaneous, (mia-sel-hVne-us) a. [L. mitctl-

lanetu.] Mixed; mingled ; consisting of several

kinds.

Miscellaneously, (mis-eel-la'ne-us-le) adv. With

mixture or variety ; hence, incongruously.

MisceUaneousness,(niis-sel-la'ue-us-nes)». State

of being miscellaneous ; composition of various

kinds.

Miscellany, (mis'el-an-e) n. A mixture of various

kinds;—a coUectiou of compositions on various

subjects; — a book of extracts;— a series of

volumes on different subjects.
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Mischance, (mis-Chans') n. Ill luck; ill fortune;

misfortune ; mishap ; disaster.

Mischief, (mis'chif) n. [Norm. F. me* and chef.]

Evil wrongfully or injuriously done ; harm ;

hurt ;—intentional evil ;—the cause of trouble

or vexation.

Mischievous, (mis'chuv-us) a. Making mischief ;

hurtful; injurious; — noxious; destructive;—

iuclined to mischief; spiteful ; malicious.

Mischievously, (miB chev-us-le) adv. With injury,

hurt, or damage;—maliciously.

Mischievousness, (mis'chev-us-nes) v. Quality of

being mischievous. [mixed.

Miscible, (iuis'e-bl) a. [F.] Capable of being

Misconceive, (niis-kon-sev') v. (. or i. To have a

false or erroneous notion or opinion of; to put

an unjust interpretation on.

Misconception, (wis-kon-sep'shun) n. Erroneous

conception ; false opinion ; misunderstanding.

Misconduct, (mis-kon'dukt) n. Wrong conduct ;

mismanagement ; delinquency ; offence.

Misconduct, (mis-kon-dukf) v.t. To conduct

amiss ; to mismanage ; reflexively, to behave ill.

Misconjecture, (mis-kon-jekt'ur) v. t. or t. To

guess wrongly.

Misconstruction, (mis-kon-struk'shun) n. Errone

ous construction of motives, actions, or words.

Misconstrue, (mis-kon'stroo) v.t. To construe

wrongly ; to interpret erroneously.

Miscount, (mis-kounf) v. t. To mistake in count

ing ;—v. i. To make a wrong reckoning.

Miscount, (mis-kounf) n. An erroneous counting

or numbering.

Miscreant, (nuVkre-ant) n. [F. viecreant.) An

infidel ; a misbeliever ;—a vile wretch ; an un

principled fellow.

Misdate, (mis'dat) n. A wrong date.

Misdate, (mis-datO v. t. To date erroneously.

Misdeed, (rais-decf) v. An evil deed ; a wicked

action; fault; offence; trespass ; transgression.

Misdemeanour, (mis-de-ni6n'cr) «, 111 behaviour ;

evil conduct;—any indictible offence less atro-

cions or heinous than felony or crime.

Misdirect, (mis-de-rekf) v. t. To lead or conduct

amiss ;—to address to a wrong person or place.

Misdirection, (mis-de-rek'shun) n. Act of directing

wrongly;—error of a judge in charging the jury.

Misdo, (mis-dooO r. r. To do wrongly ;—to com

mit a fault or crime.

ffiisdoer, (mis-doo'gr) n. One who commits a

fault or crime ; evil-doer.

Misdoubt, (inis-doui/) v. t. To suspect ; to ques

tion ;—to be suspicious or apprehensive of.

Misemploy, (mis-em-ploy') v. t. To employ to no

purpose, or to a bad purpose : to use amiss.

Misemployment, (mis-em-ploy'ment) n. Improper

application, as of time or talents.

Miser, (mi'zer) v. [L. mtier.] An extremely

covetous person ; a niggard ; a low wretch.

Miserable, (miz'er-a-bl) a. [U miwabili*.] Very

unhappy ; wretched ;—causing distress ;—very

poor ; mean ;—worthless ; despicable.

Miserably, (muVer-a-ble) «di\ Unhappily; calami

tously ;—very poorly or meanly ; wretchedly.

Miserly, (mi'zer-le) <*. Very oovetous ; avaricious ;

niggardly ; penurious ; stingy.

Misery, (miz'er-e) n. [L. miseria.] Great un-

happinoss ; extreme pain of body or mind ;—

calamity; misfortune; anguish; distress.

Misfit, (niis-fltf) n. A bad fit [shape.

Misform, (mis-fornv*) v. t. To put into an ill

Misfortune, (mis-for'tun) n. Ill fortune ; ill luck ;

ait evil accident ; mishap ; harm ; disaster.

Misgive, (mls-giv') v. t To fill with doubt and

apprehension ; to deprive of confidence ; to faiL

Misgiving, (mis-giv'ing) ». A failing of confi

dence ; distrust ; doubt.

Misgovern, (uiis-guv'ern) v. t. To govern ill ; to

administer unfaitlifully.

Misgovernment, (niis-guv'e.rn-iuent) n. Ill ad-

minstration of public or private affairs ;—irre

gularity; disorder:—also written mupovernaitce.

Misguide, (mis-gld') r. t. To direct ill ; to lead

into error.

Mishap, (mis-hap') «. Ill chance; accident;

misfortune ; mischance; disaster.

Mishna,(mish'na)n. [H.muhndh.] A collection of

Jewish traditions and explanations of Scripture.

Misimprove, (mis-im-proov') v. t. To use for a

bad purpose ; to abuse. [or employment

Misimprovement, (mis-ira-proov'nicnt) n. 111 use

Misinform, (mis-irj-form') r. (. To give erroneous

information to.

Misinterpret, (mis-in-t^r'pret) v. t. To interpret

erroneously; to understand or to explain amiss.

Misinterpretation/ (mis-in-ter-pre-ta'shun) n. A

mistaken interpretation.

Misjudge, (mis-juj') v.t. To judge ill of;—r. i.

To err in judgment; to form false opinions or

notions.

Mislay, (mis-hV) v. t. To lay in a wrong place ;—

to lay in a place not recollected ; to lose.

Mislead, (mis-led') v. t. To lead into a wrong

way or path ; to lead astray : to deceive.

Mislike, (mis-Ilk') v. t. or i. To dislike ; to have

aversion to.

Mismanage, (mis-man'aj) v. i. To behave ill ;—

v. (. To manage ill ; to administer improperly.

Mismanagement (mis-man'aj-ment)n. Improper

management; ill conduct of affairs.

Misname, (mis-mini') v. t. To call by the wrong

name.

Misnomer, (niis-no'mer) n. [F. met and nommer.]

The mistaking of the true name of a person ; a

misnaming ;—a wrong name or title.

Misogamist, (nil-sog'a-mist) it, [G. misein and

gamoe.] A hater of maniage.

Misogamy, (mi-sog'a-me) «. Hatred of marriage.

Misogynist, (mi-sog/in-ist) n. [G. misein and

mine.} A woman-hater. \zcx.

Misogyny, (uii-sog'in-e) n. Hatred of the female

Misplace, (mis-plas') r. t. To put in a wrong

place ; to mislay ;—to place upon an improper

object.

Misplacement, (mis-plas'nient) n. The act of

putting in the wrong place ; the state of being

misplaced. [nig; to print wron^.

Misprint, (nils-print*) v. t. To mistake in print-

Misprint, (mis-printO n. A mistake in printing.

Misprision, (mis-prizh'uu) »i. [F. m4pris.) A

neglect or run tempt ; act of treason or felony.

Misprize, (mis-priz') v. t. [Y. meprendre.] To

misapprehend ;—to slight ; to despise.

Mispronounce, (mis-pro-nouns') v.t. To pronounce

erroneously ;—v. i. To pronounce incorrectly.

Mispronunciation, (mis-pro-nun -se-a'slmu) n.

Wrong or improper pronunciation.

Misquotation, (mis-kwo-ta'shun) n. An erroneous

quotation ; act of citing incorrectly.

Misquote, (niis-kwof) v.t. To cite or adduce

incorrectly.

Misreckon, (mis-rek'n) v. t. To reckon wrongly.

Misreckoning, (mis-rek'n-ing) «. An erroneous

computation.

Misrclate, (mis-re-laf) r. t. To relate falsely or

inaccurately.
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Misrepresent, (mis-rep-re-zent') v. t. To represent

incorrectly ;—r. i. To make an incorrect repre

sentation.

Misrepresentation, ( mis-rep-re-zent-ft'shun ) n.

Act of giving a false or erroneous representation.

Misrule, (niis-rool') n. Disorder: confusion; in

subordination ;—unjust domination.

Kiss, (mi=) n. [From mistress. 1 Young woman

or girl—a title of address to an unmarried

woman.

Hiss, (mis) r. t. [A.-S. raiwian.] To fail of

hitting, reaching, attaining, or finding ;—to do

without ; to forego ;—to omit ; to pass by ;—

to feel the want of;—v. i. To fail to hit :—to

fly wide ; to miscarry;—to fail to obtain, learn,

or find ;—to mistake.

Hiss, (mis) n. Loss; want ;—mistake ; error.

Missal, (mis'al) n. [L, muea.) The Roman

Catholic mass-book.

Missal, (nuYal) a. Of or pertaining to the

Roman Catholic mass-book. [disguise.

Misseeming, (mis-semrmg)n. False appearance ;

Misserve, (mis-scrv') r. (. To serve unfaithfully.

Mi—hape, (rnis-shap') v. t. To shape ill ; to de

form.

Missile, (mi^il) a. [L. miitirili*.} Capable of

being thrown ;—thrown by the hand ; discharged

from a military engine or gun.

Missile, fmia'il) n. A weapon thrown or intended

to be thrown, as a lance, arrow, or bullet.

Missing, (mis'ing) a. Lost ; absent ; wanting,

Mission, (mish'un) n. [L. missio.) Act of send

ing; commission;—errand; duty;—a delegation;

an embassy;—a station or organization uf mis

sionaries.

Missionary, (mish'un-ar-e) n. One who is sent

upon a mission; especially, one sent to propa

gate religion. [sions.

Missionary, (mish'un-ar-e) a. Pertaining to mis-

Missive, (mis'iv) a, [L. mittere.) Intended to

be sent ;—intended to be thrown ; missile.

Missive, (mis'iv) n. That which is sent ; a mes

sage ;—pi. In Scots' law, letters respecting a

bargain or lease, interchanged between two

parties.

Misspell, (mis-spel') v.t. To spell wrong; to

write or utter with wrong letters.

Misspelling, (mis-spel'ing) n. A wrong spelling.

Misspend, (mis-spend') v. t. To spend amiss ; to

squander.

Misstate, (mia-ataf) v. t. To state wrongly; to

give an erroneous account of; to misrepresent.

Misstatement, (mis-stat'ment) n. An incorrect

statement. [tempt.

Missy, (mis'e) a. hike a miss ; girlish—in con-

Mist, (mist) n. [A.-9. »iiit] Visible watery

vapour at or near the Burface of the earth ;

small, thin, rain ;—that which darkens or Inter

cepts clear vision.

Mist, (mist) v. t. To cloud ; to cover with mist ;

—v. i. To rain in very fine drops. [taken.

Mistakable, (mis-tak'a-bl) a. Liable to be mis-

Mistake, (mis-takO v. t. To misunderstand or

misapprehend ;—to take one person or thing for j

another ;—v. i. To err in opinion or judgment. |

Mistake, (mis-takO «. An error in judgment ;

misconception ;—an error in a matter of fact or

reckoning; miscalculation ■'—an error in con

duct ; fault ; slip.

WiifsWm, (mis-t&k'n) a. Guilty of a mistake ;

—erroneous ; incorrect.

Mistakenly, (mis-tak'n-le) adv. By mistake.

Mistily, (mist'e-le)adi-. Darkly; obscurely.

MOAN

i, (mis-tlmO v. t. To time wrongly ; to

neglect the proper time.

Mistiness, (miste-nes) n. A state of being misty.

Mistletoe, (nuYl-to) n. [A. -8. mitteltd.] A para

sitic evergreen plant of the genus Viteum,

bearing small yellow green flowers, and white

glutinous berries. [erroneously.

Mistranslate, (mis-trans-laf) v. t. To translate

Mistranslation, ( mis - trans - lft ' shun ) n. An

erroneous translation ; incorrect version.

Mistress, (mis'tres) n. [L. magistra.) A woman

who exercises authority ; the female head of a

family, a school, lie. ;—a sovereign ;—a woman

well skilled in any thing :—a sweetheart;—a

concubine ;—madam—a term of address, pro

nounced Mijus, and written Mr*.

Mistrust, (mis-trusf) «. Want of confidence or

trust ; suspicion.

Mistrust, (mis-trustf) r. t. To regard with jealousy

or suspicion ; to suspect ; to doubt.

Misty, (mist'e) a. Overspread with mist;—

obscured as if by mist; cloudy; dim.

Misunderstand, (mis-un-de,r-standO r. t. To mis

conceive ; to mistake ; to take in a wrong sense.

Misunderstanding, (mis-un-der-stand'ing) n.

Mistake of meaning; error; misconception;—

disagreement ; difference ; slight quarrel.

Misuse. (mis-uzO i: t. To use improperly ;—to

treat ill ; to abuse ; misemploy ; misapply.

Misuse, (mis-US') u. Improper use ; employment

to a bad purpose ; abuse, as of time or talents.

Mite, (mit) «. [A.-S. mite, L. mita.] Any thing

very small ;—a very small coin.

Mitigate, (mit'e-gat) v. t. [L. mitigare..] To

alleviate ;—to soften in severity ; to temper ;—

to render more tolerable;—to reduce in amount;

allay ; calm ; appease.

Mitigation, (mit-e-gftshun) n. Act of mitigating;

alleviation ; abatement ; relief.

Mitre, (roi'ter) n. [L. mitra.) An ornamental

cap cleft at the top, worn by bishops, cardinals,

Ac ; hence, the dignity of a bishop, abbot, &c. ;

—the joint formed by the ends of two pieces,
as of moulding, at an angle of 45s.

Mitre, (mi'ter) v. t. To adorn with a mitre ;—to

unite at an angle of 45*.

Mitten, (mit'n) n. [Ir. &Gael. mutan.) A winter

glove : a cover for the hand without divisions

for the fingers ;—a worsted covering for the

wrist ;—also mitt.

Mity , (roit'e) a. Having or abounding with mites.

Mix, (miks) v.t. [A.-S. miscan.] To unite; to

blend in a mass ;—to mingle ; to associate ;—v. i.

To be united or blended;—to be joined; to

associate.

Mixed, (mikst) a. United : various; not pure.

Mixture, (niiks'tiir) n. [L. mixture.] Art of

mixing, or state of being mixed ;—that which is

mixed or mingled.

Mizzen, (miz'ii) n. The hindmost of the fore and

aft sails of a vessel ; the spanker sail.

Mizzen-mast, (miz'n-mast) n. The aftermost mast

in a three-masted vessel.

Mizzle, (miz'l) r. i. [Eng. mitt.] To rain small

or in very fine drops;—to vanish, as rising mist-

—hence, to steal away:—also written mistle and

mult.

Mizzle, (mizl) n. Mist ; fine rain.

Mnemonic, (n6-mon'ik) «. [G. nmAnsnifro*.] As

sisting the memory.

Mnemonics, (ne-mon'iks) n. sing. A system of

precepts and rules intended to assist the memory.

Moan, (mon) v.t. [A.-S. mcenan.) To bewail;
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to lament ;—r. i. To make a low, dull sound

of grief or pain ; to make lamentation.

Moan, (mon) n. A low, faint, wailing sound ;

a low groan of pain, Buffering, or grief.

Moat, (mot) n. [F. motte.] A deep trench round

a castle or other fortified plaoe ; a ditch.

Moat, (mot) v. t. To surround with a ditch for

defence.

Mob, (mob) n. [L. mobile vnlgus.] A crowd or

throng;—a gathering of people—often disorderly

or riotous ;—the populace ; rabble.

Mob, (mob) v. t. To attack in a disorderly crowd ;

to hustle or jostle ; to follow with a crowd

Mobile, (niiVl.il) ". [L. viobilU] Capable of being

moved, aroused, or excited.

Mobility, (mo-bU'e-te) h. Quality of beingmobile;

susceptibility of being moved, excited, &c.

Mobilise, (mob'il-Iz) v. t. To call into active ser

vice—applied to troops.

Moccasin, (niok'a-sin) ft. [An Indian word.] A

shoe or cover for the foot made of deer-skin, or

other soft leather, without a sole.

Mock, (mok) v.t. [F. vioqucr.] To deride: to

ridicule ;—to mimic ;—to disappoint ;—to tan

talize; to fool;—v. i. To make sport; to speak

jestingly.

Mock, (mok) n. Ridicule ; derision ; mockery.

Moek, (mok) a. - Imitating reality, but not real ;

false; counterfeit; assumed. [a scoffer.

Mocker, (mok'er) n. One who mocks ; a scorner ;

Mockery, (mok'er-e) ft. Act of deriding;—ridi

cule;—contemptuous treatment, especially of

sacred persons or things;—a subject of laughter;

—a false show of effort ; counterfeit action or

profession.

Mocking-bird, (mok'ing-bcrd) n. A singing-bird

of North America remark

able for its exact imitations

of the notes of other lur.U

Modal, (mod'al) a, Relat

ing to the mode or farm ;

formal; consisting in flbna

only.

Mode, (mod) ft, [F., 1 <»-

dux.] Manner of exintin- ;

form ;—condition; stnto ; -

method; plan; — fashum :

Btyle;—gradation ; degree ;

mood. ^wi

Model, (mod'el) n. [h. mo- Mocking-bird.

tlulux.] A small pattern :—a representation on

a reduced scale of a machine, ship, Ac. ;—a

mould ; a form to give shape to castings ;—a

copy, as of a statuo ;—an example ; a high em

bodiment of worth or excellence.

Model, (mod'el) v. t. To plan or form after a

pattern ; to form iu model ;—v. i. To make a

pattern from which some work is to be executed.

Modelling, (mod'eling) n. The act of making a

model from which awork of art is to be executed.

Moderate, (mod'er-ut)a, [L. moderatus,] Limited;

kept within due bounds;—temperate;—frugal ;

—holding a mean or middle place ;—equable :—

reasonable ;—not violent or excessive ;—average ;

mediocre.

Moderate, (raod'er-at) r. (. [L- •modcrarr.] To

restrain; to keep within bounds; to allay; to

temper ; to qualify;—r. i. To become less violent

or intense.

Moderately, (mod'er-ut-lo) adv. In a moderate

manner; temperately; mildly;— in a middle

degree, [of being moderate.

Moderateness, (mod'er-at-nca) n, State or quality

 

Moderation, (mod-er-a'shtm) n. State or quality

of being moderate ; freedom from excess; re

straint of passion or appetite; — frugality in

expenditure.

Moderator, (mod'er-at-er) n. One who presides

over a meeting to preserve order and guide the

course of debate ;—an instrument for regulating

the action of a machine, lamp, &c.

Moderatorship, (niod-er-at'er-ship) n. The office

of a moderator.

Modern, (modern) a. [F. motlerne.} Pertaining

to the present time or time not long past ; late ;

not ancient ; recent ; novel.

Modern, (mod'ern) n. A person of modern times ;

—generally plural, people living in modern

times, distinguished from ancients, or people

living in Greek and Roman times.

Modernism, (mod'em-izm) n. Modern practice.

Modernist, (mooTcrn-ist) n. One who admire*

the moderns.

Modernize, (mod'grn-Tz) v. t. To conform to re

cent or present usage or taste.

Modest, (mod'08**) <*• 1 1 • modestus.] Restrained

within due limits of propriety or decency;—

not forward ; bashful ; not boastful ;—decent ;

chaste ;—moderate.

Modestly, (mod'est-le) adv. In a modest manner.

Modesty, (mod'est-e) ft. Qnality of being modest ;

absence of self-confidence and presumption ;—

absence of unwomanly or indecent bearing ;

purity. [a small quantity.

Modicum, (mod'e-knm) n. [ L. modv*.] A little ;

Modification, (mod-e-fe-ka'Bhun) n. Act of modi

fying;—particular form or manner.

Modify, (mod'e-fi) r. t. [L. modus and/u«w.] To

change the form of ; to vary ;—to moderate ; to

qualify ; to reduce in extent or degree.

Modish, (mod'ish) a. According to the mode ;

conformed to the extreme fashion ; fashionable.

Modishness. (mod'ish-nes) ft, State or quality of

being modish ;—affectation of the fashion.

'■Todiste, (mod-Osf) „. [F.] A milliner ; a maker

or seller of articles of fashionable dress.

Modulate, (mod'u-lat) v. t. [L. modvlari.] To

form, as sound, to a certain key ;— to vary or

inflect in a natural or musical manner ;—v. i.

To pass from one key into another.

Modulation, (mod-u-la'ahun) n. The art of form

ing any thing to a certain proportion :—the art

of inflecting the voice ;—a rising or falling of thp

voice in reading or speaking :—the art of com

posing melody or harmony in a particular mode

or koy; the art of changing the key or of passing

from one key to another.

Module, (mod'ul) n. [L. modulv*.] A model;—

in architecture, the size of some one part, as the

diameter of a Bhaft, taken as a measure by which

tn.' proportions of other parts are regulated.

Mogul, (mo-guO n. A person of Mongolian race.

Great Mogul, the emperor of Delhi.

Mohair, (mc/hftr) n, [Probably of Oriental origin 1

The long, Bilky hair or wool of the Angora goat

of Asia Minor; afabric made from this material.

Moiety, (moi'e-te) «. [F. tnoitii.] One of two

equal porta ; the half ;—a portion ; share.

Moil, (moil) v.t. [F. mouiller.) To daub; to

make dirty ; to soil ;—r. t. [L, mofiri.] To

work with painful effort ; to toil ; to drudge.

Moire, (mwai) n. [F.] A fine kind of watered

silk for ladies' dresses ; — a woollen fabric ;

mohair.

Moist, (moist) o. [F. nurite.] Moderately wet ;

damp j humid.
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n, (mourn) v.t. To make damp; to wet

slightly ;— to soften.

Moistnesa, (moist 'nes) n. State or quality of

being moist ; dampness ; humidity.

Moisture, (moist'ur) n. A moderate degree of

wetness;—that which moistens; quantity of

liquid matter contained in the body, the atmos

phere, foe. [tooth.

Molar, (molar) n. A grinding tooth ; a double

Volar, (molar) a. [L. molu.) Having power to

grind ; grinding.

Molasses, (mo-laa'ez) n. ting. [LwUstttt] The

syrup which drains from sugar in the process of

manufacture ; golden syrup and treacle.

Hole, (nidi) it. [A.-S. nut/.] A spot, mark, or

small permanent protuberance on the body.

Mole, (rani) ». [L. moU$.] A massive work

formed of large stones at the mouth of a port to

defend it from the violence of the waves ; also,

the harbour itself.

Vole, (mol) n. [D. mol.] A small, insect-eating

mammal with minute eyes and very soft fur.

From its burrowing habits it U called a mould-

tevrp or moutdturner.

Hole, (mol) v. t. To form holes in, as a male ; to

burrow; to excavate.

Molecular, (mo-lek'u-ler) a. Belonging to, or con

sisting of, molecules.

Molecule, (m&l'e-kul) n. (I.. molt*.] A very

minute particle of matter;—a small part or por

tion of a mass or body.

Kole-hill, (mol nil) n. A little elevation of earth

thrown up by moles ; hence, an insignificant

obstacle or difficulty.

Moleskin, (mol'skin) h, A kind of cotton fabric

or fustian with a smooth surface ;—a kind of

cloth.

Molest, (mS-lestf) v. f. [F. motetter.) To trouble;

to render nneasy ; annoy ; vex.

Molestation, (rad-Iest-a'shun) n. Act of molest

ing ; disturbance ; annoyance ; uneasiness given.

Mollient, (raol'yent) a. [h. mollire.] Serving to

soften ; assuaging ; emollient.

Mollification, (raol-e-fe-ka'shun) a. Act of molli

fying ; mitigation.

Mollify, (mol'e-fi) r. f. [L. molli* and faeere.)

To make soft or tender ;—to assuage ;—to ap

pease ; to pacify.

Mollusc, (mollnsk) n. [L mollvicu*, soft.] An

invertebrate animal,

having a soft, fleshy

body, which is inarti

culate, and not radiate

internally.

Moiluscan, (mol- lus' -

kan) a. Pertaining to

the molluscs, or par

taking of their properties.

Moloch, (m&lok) n. [H. mnteeh.) The deity of

the Ammonites, to whom human sacrifices were

offered in the valley of Tophet. fmetal.

Molten, (rodltn) p. a. Melted; made Of melted

Moment, (rud'ment) u. [L. momentum.] A minute

portion of time ; an instant ;—force ; impulsive

power ; momentum ;—importance ; weight.

Momentarily, (md'ment-ar-e-le) adr. Every mo

ment; from moment to moment.

MomentarineM, (mo'ment-ar-e-nes) v. State of

being momentary.

Momentary, (mcr*raent-ar-e) a. Done in a mo

ment ; continuing only a moment.

Momently, (mo'raent-le) odv. For a moment ;—

in a moment; every moment.

 

Momentous, (m5-ment'us) a. Of conaeqnence ;

important; weighty.

Momentousness, (mo-ment'ua-nes) ft. State of

being of great importance.

Momentum, (mo-ment'um) n. [L.] Mating force ;

impetus ;— power of moving or of communicat

ing motion, which is always proportioned to the

quantity of matter multiplied into the velocity.

Monachal, (mon'ak-al) a, [L. monachut.] Per

taining to monks or a monastic life.

Monachiam, (inon'ak-izm) n The system and in

fluences of a monastic life.

Monad, (mon'ad) n. [G. mono*] An atom ; tax

ultimate jiarticlo of matter; — an infusorial

j animalcule.

, Monadio, (mon-ad'ik) a. Relating to monads :

having the nature of a monad.

Monarch, (mon'ark) ft, [Q. motto* and archo*.]

| A sole ruler; an autocrat; a sovereign ;— one

| superior to all others of the same kind.

Monarchal, (mon-ark'al) a. Pertaining to, or

; suiting a monarch ; sovereign; regal; imperial.

Monarchic, (raon-ark'ik) a. Vested in a single

i ruler;—pertaining to monarchy or a monarch.

' Monarchist, ( iuon'ark-ist ) n. An advocate of

' monarchy.

Monarchy, (mon'ark-e) n. A government in

| which the supreme ]>ower is lodged in the hands

| of a single person ;—a kingdom ; an empire.

Monastery, (mon'as-ter-e) n. [G. mandate*.] A

house of religious retirement ; cloister ; convent.

' Monastic, (mon-as'tik) n. A monk.

Monastic, (mon-as'tik) a. Pertaining to raonas-

I teries, or to monks and nuns ;—recluse.

Monasticism, (mon-aa'te-sizm) n. The institution

of monkish life.

Monday, (mun'da) n. [A.-S. mdnandog.] The

feoond day of the week.

Monde, (mongd) n. [F.] The world ; chiefly in

the phrase l>eau mondr, fashionable world,

Monetary, (niun'e-tar-e)". Pertaining to or con

sisting in money ; pecuniary.

Money, (mun'e) 71. [F. monnaie.) Coin ; stamped

metal used as the medium of commerce ; pstpar

currency; bank notes; bills, foe; — wealth;

riches.

Moneyed, (raun'Sd) a. Rich in money ; having

money ;—consisting in money.

Moneyless, (mun'e-les) o. Destitute of money.

Money-making, (raun'e-mok-ing) 0. Gaining

money or wealth ; profitable ; lucrative.

Money's-worth, (mun'ez-wurth ) ft. Value or

worth in money ;—full value.

Monger, (mung'ger) ft. [A.-S. manger*.] A trader:

a dealer—used chiefly in comjKMition.

Mongrel, (munggrel) a. [A.-S. mtitgan.] Of a

mixed breed ; hybrid. (breed.

Mongrel, (mung'grel) n. An animal of a mixed

Monition, (rno-nish'un) w. [L. monitio.] Admoni

tion ; warning ;—information ; notice.

Monitor, (mon'e-ter) n. fL.] One who admon-

jnhea ;—a faithful counsellor ;—an older scholar

commissioned by the master to keep up the

discipline of the class in his absence.

Monitor, (mon'e-ter) n. An iron-clad war-vessel,

with one or more turrets.

Monitorial, (mon-e-Wre-al) a. Pertaining to a

monitor :—conducted or taught by monitors.

Monitorially. (mon-e-Wre-al-le) adv. In a moni

torial manner.

Monitory, (mon'e-tor-e) a. Giving admonition.

Monitreas, (mon'e-tres) n. A female monitor.

Monk, (luungk) n. [A.-S. moruc.) One of a
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religions community inhabiting a monastery,

and bound by vows to a life of celibacy and

[It. monicchio.) A four-

 

religious exercises.

Monkey, (inungkV) ».

footed mammal,

having abort legs

with hand - shaped

feet , long arms with

clasping hands, and

a prehensile tail;— ~,

a name of contempt ■ ' /'

or Of alight kind- Monkeys Hauls.

riess. J« Cebidip. 2. hemnriilm.

Monkey-jacket, (mungk'e-jak-et) n. A long, close-

fitting jacket worn by youths and seanion.

Monkey-wrench, (mungk'e-renah) n. A wrench

or spanner having a movable jaw.

Monkish, (nmugk'jsh) a. Like a monk, or per

taining to monks; monastic.

Monk's-hood, (lnungks'huod) n. A herbaceous

plant of the genus Aconilum, and extremely

poisonous.

Mono, (mo'no). [G. mono*.] A prefix to words

from the Greek, signifying alone.

Monochord, (mon'o-kord) n. [G. monochordos.]

An instrument consisting of one string for ex

perimenting upon musical sounds.

Monochromatic, (inond-krO-mat'ik)**. Consisting

of one colour, or presenting rays of one colour.

Monochrome, (mon'6-kroin) n. [G. mono* and

chroma.) A painting witli a single colour.

Monocular, (mon-ok'u-ler) a. Having one eye

only ;—adapted to be used with one eye.

Monodist, (mon'otl-ist) «. One who writes a

monody.

Monody, (mon'0-de) a. [G. mono* and ddS.] A

mournful poem in which a single mourner

expresses lamentation.

Monogamist, (mon-og'a-mist) n. One who dis

allows second marriages.

Monogamy, ( mon-og'a-me ) n, [G. mono* and

amuo*.] A marriage to one wife only, or the

state of such as are restricted to a single wife.

Monogram, (mon'6-gram) m, [G. mono* and

firawmtt.] A character or cipher composed of

one, two, or more letters interwoven ; — an

artist's mark ;—a picture drawn in lines without

colour.

Monograph, (mon'o-graf) n. [G. mono* and

graph*1.] A written description of a single thing

or class of things.

Monographic, (mon-o-grafik) <* , Prawn in linos

without colours ;—pertaining to a monograph.

Monography, (mou-og'm-fe) n. A representation

by lines only; an outline drawing; a mere sketch.

Monolith, (mon'6-lith) n. [Q.monot and litho*.] A

column or the like, consisting of a single stone.

Monologue, (mon'o-log) ». [G. mono* and lot/os.]

A speech uttered by a person alone ; soliloquy ;— |

a poem or scene composed for a single performer. {

Monomania, (inon-o-miVne-a) 71. [G. mono* and |

mania.) Derangement of the mind with regard ,

to a particular subject only.

Monomaniac, (mon-o-nia'ne-ak) 11. A person

affected by monomania.

Monomaniac, (mon-d-ma'ne-ak) a. Affected with

monomania :—also monomaniaca L

Monomial, (mon-6'me-al) n, [G. mono* and

onoma.) An algebraic quantity or function

expressed by one term only : — also written

monomt.

Monomorphous, (raon-o-morrus) 0. [G. mono*

anil morphv.) Having bnt a single form.

 

Monopetalous, ( mon-d-pet'al-us ) a. [G. mono*

and petalon.) Having only one

petal, or composed of petals

cohering so as to form a corolla.

Monopolist, (mon-op'ol-ist) ».

One who monopolizes.

Monopolise, (mon-op'ol-iz) v.t.

To obtain possession of the

whole of ; to engross ; to exer

cise an exclusive right :—to use

or employ to the exclusion of Aloncpetaloiu

others.

Monopoly, (mon-op'6-le) ,1. [G. mono* and jmifin.]

The sole permission and power of dealing in any

species of goods or of dealing with a country or

market.

Honosepalous, (mon-6-se'pal-us) a. [G. mono*

and sepal,] In botany, having one sepal, or

having the sepals united by their edges in the

calyx.

Monosyllabic, (uion-6-sil-lab'ik) a. Consisting of

one syllable;—consisting of words ofone syllable.

Monosyllable, (mon-o-sil'la-bl) n. [G. mono* and

f-ulhibe.) A word of one syllable.

Monotheism, (mon'o-the-izm) 11. [G. mono* and

tkeo*.] Tlie doctrine or belief tliat there is but

one God.

Monotheist, (mon o-the-ist) a. One who believes

tliat there is but one God.

Monotone, (mon '6-ton) n. A single unvaried tone

or Bound ;—the utterance of successive syllables

on one unvaried key or line of piteh.

Monotonous, (mon-ot'on-us) a. [G, mono* and

tono*.] Uttered in one tone or key;—unvaried ;

uniform ;—hence, dull ; tiresome.

Monotonously, (mon-oton-us-le) adv. With one

uniform tone.

Monotony, (mon-ot'o-ne) n. Uniformity of tone or

Bound;—want of variety; sameness; uniformity;

—hence, dull, wearisome quality or influence.

Monsoon, (mon'soon) n. [Malay, inlinm.] A wind

in the Indian Ocean blowing half the year in one

direction, and the other half in the opposite.

Monster, (mon'ster) n. [L. mon*trum.] Something

of unnatural size, shape, or quality;—ugly or

horrible object ;— a person of unnatural wicked

ness, cruelty, and the like.

Monster, (monster) a. Great or inordinate in

size or numbers, as a meeting, &c.

Monstrosity, (mon-stros'e-te) n. State of being

monstrous ;—an unnatural production.

Monstrous, (mon'strus) a. Having the qualities

of a monster; abnormal ; — enormous ; extra

ordinary ;—shocking to the senses ; horrible ;

dreadful. [much.

Monstrous, (mon'strus) adv. Exceedingly; very

Monstrously, (mon'stius-le)«dt*. In a monstrous

manner ; terribly ; horribly ;—enormously.

Monstrousncss, (nion'strus-neB) h. StaU; of being

monstrous; enormity.

Montant, (mon'tant) n. [¥.] A thrust or pass

in fencing ;—an upright piece or stanchion.

Month, (munth) ». [A.-S. moaddh.] One of the

twelve portions into which the year is divided.

Monthly, (muntli'le) 0. Continued a month, or

peiformed in a month ;—done or luippeniug

once a month, or every month.

Monthly, (munth'le) n, A publication which

appears regularly once a month.

Monthly, (munth'le) adv. Once a month ; in

every' month.

Monument, (mon'u-ment) n. [L. ;nonwnentvni.)

Any thing intended to remind or give notice ;—
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a building, pillar, stone, or the like, erected to

preserve the remembrance of a person, event,

action, <fcc. ;—mausoleum ; tomb ; cenotaph.

Monumental, (mon-ii-ment'al) a. Of, pertaining

to, inscribed upon, or suitable for a monument ;

—serving as a monument ; memorial.

Mood, (mood) n. [L. modus.] State or condition ;

form:—method; style or manner;—in music,

the key on which a melody is composed, or har

monies are arranged. [A. -8. mod.] Frame of

mind ; temporary state of feeling or passion ;

humour. [moody manner.

Moodily, (mood'e-le) adv. [From woody.] In a

Moodiness, (mood'e-nea) ft. The quality of being

moody ; peevishness ; Aullenness.

Moody, (mood'e) a. [A.-S. modift.] Sullen;

peevish ; fretful ;—sad ; pensive :—furious.

Moon, (moon) n. 'A.-S. mdntu] The satellite

which revolves round the earth ;—hence, any

secondary planet or satellite;—a month ;—a

crescent-formed outwork.

Moonbeam, (moonbeni) n. A ray of light from

the moon.

Moonless, (moonles) a. Wanting, or not illumined

by, the moon. (the moon.

Moonlight, (moonlit) n. The light afforded by

Moonlight, (moonlit) «. Illumined by the moon;

occurring during or by moonlight.

Moonshine, ( moon' shin) u. The light of the

moon ;—show without substance or reality.

Moon-stone, (moon'ston) ft, A nearly pellucid

variety of feldspar.

Moonstruck, (moon'stnik) a. Affected by the in

fluence of the moon; lunatic.

Moony, (moon'e) a. Pertaining to or resembling

the moon ;—bearing a crescent ; lunatod.

Moor, (moor) n. (A.-S. m6r.) An extensive

waste covered with heath, and having a poor,

light soil, but abounding in peat ; a fen.

Moor, (moor) ft, [L. Maurus.] A native of the

northern coast of Africa.

Moor, (moor) v.t. [A.-S.

werran.] To secure,

as a ship, by cables and

anchors ;—to fix firmly; -

». i. To be confined by

cables or chains.

Moorage, (moor'flj) n. A

place for mooring.

Moor-cock, (moor'kok) ft.

The red grouse or gor-cock :~:;i so moor/oicl.

Moor-hen, (moorhen) n. A native grallatorisj

bird of the genus Gallin-

ula ; the water-hen.

Mooring, (mooting) n. Act

of berthing a ship, as try

cables and anchors in mi

-■'- 1 • - 1 1 1 1 , or by ropes 1 1 r

chains attached to a wharf

or dock ;—the place whm

a vessel lies at anchor ;—

suitable anchorage.

Moorish, (moorish) a. Marshy : fenny ; watery;

—pertaining to Morocco or the Moors.

Moorland, (moorland) n. A low, watery land,

foul, cold, and full of bogs.

Moory, (rnoor'e) a. Of, pertaining to, or resem

bling moors ; marshy ; fenny ; boggy.

Moose, (moos) A, [A native Indian name.] An

animal of the deer kind—it is the elk of Europe.

Moot, (moot) r. f. [A.-S. niotian.) To debate ;—

to propound and discuss ;—r. i. To argue or

plead on a supposed cause.

 

Moor-cock.

vl///'/* \Ul.

- i 1-7 'L 

Moot, (moot) a. Subject to argument or dis

cussion ; undecided ; debatable.

Moot-case, (moofkas) ft. A point or question to

be debated; a disputable case:—also moot-point.

Mop, (mop) ft, i U . .<■>'] A piece of cloth, or a

collection of thrums, fastened to a handle—used

fur washing floors.

Mop, (mop) v.t. To rub or wipe with a mop ;—

I r. i. To make wry mouths ; to grin or grimace.

Mope, (mop) v.i. [D. mopptn.] To be dull or

listless ; — to sulk ; to gloom ;—v, t. To make

spiritless or stupid.

Mope, (mop) ft. A dull, stupid person : a drone.

Mopingly, (icop'ing-le) adv. In a spiritless, tiat-

[ less, or dreamy manner.

Mopish, (mopish) a. Dull ; spiritless.

Moppet, (mop'et) ft. [Eng. mop.] A puppet or

< doll made of rags ;—hence, a fondling.

Mopus, ( n, .'.'pit ■ ) u. A mope ; a drone ; a had

com ; a piece of money in general.

Moral, (mor'al) a. [L. moralist.] Relating to the

manners, conduct, or duties of men towards

each other ; socially good or right ;—relating to

the law of God ; virtuous; holy; pure ;—capable

of doing right or wrong ; responsible ;—done in

conformity with law, or from sense of duty, as

an act ;—regular ; strict ;—founded on common

experience ; highly probable.

Moral, (mor'al) v. The doctrine or practice of the

duties of life ; conduct ; behaviour—usually pi..-

- -the meaning or significance of a narrative,

occurrence, experience, &c.

Morale, (mo-ral)n. [F.] The moral condition,

as of a body of men, an army, and the like.

Moralist, (mor'al - ist) ». One who teaches on

moral or ethical subjects;—one who practices

moral duties , a Btrict observer of social or

religious forms.

Morality, (mor-al'e-te) n. Doctrine or system of

moral duties ; ethics ;—practice of the moral

and social duties ; virtue ;—the quality of an

action which renders it right or wrong.

Moralize, (mor'al-iz) r. f. To apply to a moral

purpose ; to explain in a moral sense ;—to render

moral or virtuous ;— v. i. To make moral reflec

tions ; to write on moral subjects.

Moralizer, (mor'al-iz-? r) ft. One who moralizes.

Morally, (mor'al-le) adv. In a moral or ethical

sense ;—according to moral rules ; virtuously ;

- according to the rules of the divine lawf—

according to the common course of events, and

the ordinary judgment of mankind ; probably :

certainly.

Morass, (mo-rasO ft, [Ger. mora*:, Sw. moras.]

A tract of soft, wet ground ; a marsh ; a fen.

Moravian, (mo-rfi've-an) n. One of a religious

sect called the United Brethren.

Morbid, (mor'bid) a. [L. marbidtu.] Not health

ful ; diseased ; sickly ; producing disease.

Morbidly, (nior'bid-le) adv. In a morbid or dis

eased manner. [diseased or sickly.

Morbidneaa, (mor'bid-nes) ft. A state of being

Morbific, (mor-bifik) «. [L. »ort*ci and facere. J

Causing disease.

Morceau, (mor-so') ». [F] A bit ; a morsel.

Mordacioua, (mor-da'she-us) o. [L. wordax.]

Biting ; given to biting ; — sarcastic ; severe ;

scathing.

Mordacity, (mor-das'e-te) ft. Quality of being

mordacions; biting or sarcastic quality.

Mordant, (mor'dant) a. [F.J Biting ; caustic ;

sarcastic ;—serving to fix colours, as alum.

Mordant, (mor'dant) a. Any substance which
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serves to givo fixity to dyes ;—any sticky matter

by which the gold leaf is made to adhere.

Hore, (mor) a. Greater quantity, amount, or

number :—something other and further.

More, (m6r) «., comp. [A.-S. nulra.] Greater in

amount, degree, quality, number, or the like;

increased ; additional.

More, (mdr) adv. In a greater quantity, extent,

or degree;—in addition; further; besides; again.

Moreen, (m6-ren') n. A stout woollen stuff",

used for curtains, &c.

Moreover, (nior-o'ver) adv. Beyond what has

been said; further; also; likewise; besides.

Moresque, (md-resk') a. [F., from It. utoresro.]

Done after the manner of the Moors ;—ara

besque.

Moresque, (mo-reek7) n. A species of ornamenta

tion used by the Moors, either painted, inlaid in

mosaic, or carved in low relief; arabesque.

Moribund, (mor'e-bund) a . [L. moriuundu*.] At

the point of death : dying.

Moril, (mor'il)H. [F. morille.] A mushroom of

the size of a walnut, abounding with little holes.

Morion, (mo're-un) n. [F., Sp. morrion.] An open

helmet, without visor or beaver ;—a casque.

Morisco, (m6-ris'ko) n. [Sp. J A thing of Moorish

origin, as the Moorish language ;—a Moorish

dance.

Mormon, (mor'mon) n. One of a sect in the

United States, followers of one Joseph Smith,

who claimed to work miracles, and to liavo found

an addition to the Bible, called the Book- of

Mormon. [the Mormons.

Mormonism. (mortnon-izm) n. The doctrine of

Morn, (morn) it. [A.-S. nioryen,] The first part

of the day ; the morning ;—morrow.

Morning, (morn'ing) n. The early part of the

day, variously understood as the earliest hours

of light, the time from midnight to noon, from

rising till dinner, &c.;—the first or early part.

Morning, (morn'ing) a. Pertaining to, or being

in, the first part or early part of the day.

Morning-star, (morn'ing -star) «. The planet

Venus when it precedes the sun in rising, and

shines in the morning.

Morocco, (mo-rok'o) n. A fine kind of leather,

prepared commonly from goat-skin, and tanned

with sumach—first prepared by the Moors.

Morose, (inu-ros) a. [L. morom*.] Of a sour

temper ; sullen ; austere ; crabbed ; surly.

Morosely, (md-roVle) adr. Sourly ; with sullen

austerity. [sullenness.

Moroseneis, (mo-ros'nes) n. Sourness of temper ;

Morphia, (mor'fe-a) iu [F. morphine.] A vege

table alkaloid extracted from opium. Its salt*

are much used in medicine as an anodyne.

Morris, (morris) )(. [F. morexqn?.] A dance in

imitation of the Moors, performed with cas-

tanets ;—a dance formerly common in England,

with the May-day pageants and procession e.

Morrow, (mor'ro) n. [A.-S. margen,] Morning, i

as good morrow;—the next following day;—the

day following the present.

Morse, (mors) n. [Ruse, morj, Lapp, mor*l:] The

sea-horse or walrus.

Morsel, (mor'sel) ». [Norm. F. moreft.] A bite ; i

a mouthful ;—a little piece ; a fragment

Mort, (mort) n. [F. from L. mors.] A note of a

horn sounded at the death or capture of the

jame.

Mortal, (mortal) a. [L. morialix.] Subject to I

death ;—destined to die ;—causing death ; de- I

■tractive; faUl ; — implacable ; inveterate ;— |

 

Mortar

bringing or deserving condemnation ; not venial ;

—human ; belonging to man. [man.

Mortal, (mortal) it. A being subject to death ;

Mortality, (mor-tale-te) n. Condition or quality

of being mortal ; — death ; destruction ; — fre

quency of death ;—death-rate ; number dying in

a place or community within a given time.

Mortally, (mortal-le) adv. In a mortal manner;

fatally;—in the highest possible degree.

Mortar, (mortar) n. [L. wortaviitvi.) A wide-

mouthed vessel in

which substances are

pounded with a pestle;

—a short piece of ord

nance with a large bore

for throwing bombs,

shells, Ac. ;—a mixture

of lime and sand with

water,usedasacement

for uniting stones and

bricks in walls.

Mortgage, (mor'gaj) n. [F. mort and yage.] A

conveyance of an estate, granted in security of

money borrowed, but redeemable on condition

of repayment within a certain time;—the state

of being under pledge.

Mortgage, (mor'gaj) v. t. To convey, as property,

for the security of a debt ;—to pledge ; to givo

in security of. [gage is made or given.

Mortgagee, (mor-ga-jtT) «. One to whom a mort-

Mortgager, (mor/gaj-er) n. The person who con

veys property as security for debt.

Mortification, (mor-te-fe-ka'sbun) n. Act of

mortifying or the condition of being mortified ;

—the death of one part of an auimal body ;—

gangrene : — subjection of the passions and

appetites by painful severities inflicted on the

body;—humiliation ; vc^atic^.

Mortify, (mor'te-fi) r. (. [h. mor:. taxd faeere.] To

destroy the organic texture and vital functions

of ;—to subdue by discipline, as the bodily ap

petites;—to affect with vexation or humiliation ;

—v. i. To lose vitality, as flesh ;—to practice

severities from religious motives.

Mortifying, (mor'te-fi-ing) a. Humiliating ; an

noying; vexatious.

Mortise, (mortis) n. [F. mortaite.] A cavity cut

into a piece of timber or other material, to re

ceive the end of another piece, called a tenon.

Mortise, (mor 'tis) v.t. To cut or make a

mortise in.

Mortmain, (mort'man) n. (F. mort and main.]

Possession of lands or tenements in dead band.*,

or hands that can not alienate.

Mortuary, (mor'tu-ar-e) n. A customary gift

claimed by, and due to, tho minister of a parish

on tho death of a parishioner ;—a burial-jdace.

Mortuary, (mor'tu-ar-e) a. [L. mortvaritt*.} Be

longing to the burial of the dead.

Mosaic, (md-za'ik) «. [F. motaiqvf,] lnbtrd

work, in which the

effect of painting is

produced by the use

of pieces of coloured

stone or other hard

substance.

Mosaic, (niS-za'ik) a.

Pertaining to the style

of work called mosaic;

teeselated.

Mosaic, (mo-za'ik) a.

Pertaining to Moses,

the leader of the Israelites.
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Moselle, (moz-eV) v [F.J A light wine made

from the grapes growing near the river so called.

Moslem, (moriem) n. (A. mortem, ..< u lim. | A

Mussulman ; an orthodox Mahometan.

Moslem, (inozlem) a. Pertaining to the Ma

hometans.

Mosque, (moak) n. I A. matjid. | A Mohammedan

place of worship.

Mosquito, (mos-kCto) w. [Pg.] A small insect,

having a sharp-pointed proboscis, by which it

punctures the skins of animals and sucks their

Wood.

Moss, (raos) n. [A.-S. meds.} An acrogenous

cryptogamoiu plant of a cellular structure, witli

leaves and a distinct root. [Ger. mo*.] A bog ;

a place where peat is found.

Moss, (mos) r. t. To cover with moss.

Moss-grown, (moa'gron) a. Covered or over

grown with moss:—also mou clad.

Mossiness, (nioeVnes) ». State of being over

grown with moss.

Moss-rose, (mos'roz) n. A variety of rose having

a moss-like pubescence on the calyx.

Mossy, ( mos ' e ) a. Overgrown with moss ;

abounding with moss ;—bordered with moss.

Most, (most) «. [A.-S. maxt.\ Consisting of the

greatest number or quantity ; greatest.

Most, (most) adi: In the greatest or highest

degree. [chiefly ; in the main.

Mostly, (mostle) adv. For the greatest part;

Mot, (m6) n. [F.J A pithy saying; a witticism.

Mote, (mot) u. | A.-S. mot.] A small particle; a

spot ; a speck.

Moth, (moth) «. [A. -8. mohth.] A lopidopterous

insect, having antenna?

that taper regularly to a

point ;—that which gradu

ally and silently eats, con

sumes, or wastes any thing.

Mother, (muTH'er)*. [A.-S. ■

mddor.] A female parent :

etpetially, a female parent

of the human race ;—that

which has produced any

thing ; source of birth or

origin;—a familiar term of address to elderly

women ; also, to a wuman who exorcises

parental care and influence over a person,

undertaking, &c

Mother, (muTH'er) a. Received by birth or from

ancestors ; natural;—native ; vernacular.

Mother, (muTH'er) v. t. To adopt, as a son or

daughter.

Mother-church, (muTnVr-chnrch) n. The church,

as a good and wise teacher and guide ;—the

church of one's adoption: — in England, the

Episcopal church ; among Papist*, the Roman

Catholic Church—so called by their adherents.

Motherhood, (muTH'er-hood) n. The state of

being a mother.

Mother-in-law, (muTH'er-in-law) ft. The mother

of one's husband or wife. [mother.

Motherless, (muTH'er-les) a. Destitute of a

Motherly, (iDUTH'er-le) a. Pertaining to a mother;

—becoming a mother ; tender. [mother.

Motherly, (muTH'er-le) ndv. In the manner of a

Mother-of-pearl, (muTH'er-of-perl) ft, The inter

nal layer of several kinds of shells, particularly

oysters.

Mothy, (moth'e) o. fFrom moth.] Full of moths.

Motion, (mo'Bhun) n. [L. motio.) Act or process

of changing place ; movement, as opposed to

rest ; — animal life and action ; — manner of

 

Sloth.

moving the body ; gait ; air ;—military march ;

advance or retreat :—agitation, as of the sea ;—

internal action ; excitement, as of the breast ;

tumult ; stir ;—impetus ;—direction ;—evacua

tion of the bowel* ;—proposal mode in a de

liberative assembly or public meeting.

Motion, (mo'&lmn) v.i. To make a significant

movement or gesture.

Motionless, (mo'shun-les) a. Wanting motion.

Motive, (m6'tiv) a. |L. moveit.] Causing motion;

i having power to move, or tending to move.

i Motive, (nitKtiv) n. That which incites to action;

I any thing moving the will ; — reason ; cause ;

1 cmiBtraining influence.

Motley, (mot'le) n. [W. mudaw and IHw.] Varie

gated in colour ; dappled ;—made up of various

JMirts; diversified,

otor, ( mo ' ter ) n. [L.] Ono who or that

which imparts motion ; a source of mechanical

power, Ac.

Mottled, (motld) a. Spotted; variegated; marked

with spots or blotches; speckled.

Motto, (mot'5) n. [It. motto.) A sentence or

phrase prefixed to an essay, chapter, and the

like, or added to a shield or other armorial

bearing.

Mould, (mold) n. [A.-S. mokte.] Fine, soft earth,

or earth easily pulverized ;—a substance like

down, which forms on bodies that lie long in

warm and damp air_

Mould, (mold) n. [F. moule.] The matrix in

which any tiling is cast;—form ; shape; character.

Mould, (mold) r. t. To cover with mould or soil ;

—v. i. To become mouldy.

Mould, (mold) v. t. To form into a particular

shane ; to model ; to fashion.

Mouldable, (mold'a-bl) a. Capable of being

moulded or formed.

Moulder, (mold'er) n. One who or that which

mouldB or forms into shape.

Moulder, (mold'er) v. i. [Eng. mould.] To turn

to dust by natural decay ; to crumble; to perish ;

—to waste away gradually ;—r. t. To turn to

dust ; to waste.

Mouldiness, (mold'e-nes) n. The state of being

mouldy, or covered with mould.

Moulding, (mSld'ing) n. Any thing cast in a

mould ;—a projection beyond the wall, column,

wainscot, &c.

Mouldy, (mold'e) a. Overgrown with mould.

Moult, (molt) v. i. [F. miiti-.) To shed or cast

the hair, feathers, skin, horns, as an animal.

Mound, (mound) n. [A.-8. caumL] Ah artificial

hill of earth : a raised bank : a bulwark ; a

rampart; also, a natural hillock or knoll.

Mound, (mound) r. t. To fortify with a mound.

Mount, (mount) n. [A.-S. moiit.} A mass of

earth, or earth and rock, rising considerably

above the surface of the surrounding land ;—a

mound ; a bulwark .

Mount, (mount) v. i. To rise on high ; to go up ;

to asccne ;—to get on horse-back ; to leap upon

any thing ;—to count up ; to rise :n value;—r. (.

To raise up ; to ascend : to climb ;—to get upon,

as a horse ;—to furnish with horses, as a troop ;

—to carry, as a ship mounting guns ;—to put

upon a carriage, as n gun ;—to paste upon paper

or cloth, as a map ;—to set in an ornamental

case, as jewels, a sword, &c.

Mountain, (mount' an) w. [L. monn.'] A large

mass of earth and rock rising above the common

level of the adjacent land ;—something very

large.
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Mountain, (moimfan) a. Pertaining to a moun

tain ; found ou mountains ;—of mountain size;

vast. [of a mountain.

Mountaineer, (mount-Hn-crO «. An inhabitant

Mountainous, (mount'an-us) a. Full of moun

tains ;—large as a mountain ; huge.

Mountebank, (niount'e-bangk) jl [It. montare

and banco.] A quack doctor who vends bis

lustrums from a bench in some public place ;—

a boastful pretender ; a charlatan.

Mounting, (mount'iug) n. Act of raising and

fitting for use; act of setting off or embellishing.

Mourn, (morn) v. i. [A.-S. murium.] To express

sorrow ; to grieve ; to lament ;—to wear the

customary habit of sorrow ;—v. t. To grieve for ;

—to utter in a sorrowful manner.

Mourner, (morn'gr) n. One who mourns ;—one

who follows a funeral in the habit of mourning.

Mournful, (morn 'fool) a. Full of sorrow ; ex

pressing sorrow; — causing sorrow ; grievous;

feeling sorrow; sail; sorrowful.

Mournfully, (morn'fool-le) adv. In a manner

expressive of sorrow.

Moumfulnesa, (morn'fodl-nes) n. Sorrow; grief;

—appearance or expression of grief.

Mourning, (morn'ing) n. Act of sorrowing;

lamentation ; — the customary habit worn by

mourners.

Mouse, (inous) n. [A.-S. mils.] A small rodent

quadruped which infests houses and fields.

Mouse, (moiu) v. i. To watch for and catch mice ;

—to watch for or pursue in a sly manner.

Mouser, (mouz'er) n. A cat tliat catches mice.

Mouth, (mouth) n. [A.-S. mUdk.] The aperture

between the lips, containing the jaw, teeth, and

tongue;—an opening of a vessel by which it is

filled or emptied, or a cave, well, or den ;—a

principal speaker ;—speech ; utterance ;—boast

ing ;—a wry face; a grimace.

Mouth, fun in i 11) v. (. To chew ; to devour ;—to

utter with a voice affectedly big or swelling ;—

v. i. To speak with a full or loud, affected voice ;

to rant. [with a mouth.

Mouthed, (mouTHd) a. Having or furnished

Mouther, (mouTFfcr) n. One who speaks with

forced or affected emphasis ;—a bombastic de

claimed

Mouthful, (mouth'fool) n. As much as the mouth

contains at once ;—hence, a small quantity.

Mouthing, (mouTH ing)«. Speaking with forced or

affected emphasis ; a slow, bombastic utterance.

Mouth-piece, (mouth'pes) n. The piece of a wind

instrument to which the mouth is applied ;—one

who delivers the opinions of othere ; spokesman.

Movable, (mooVa-bl) a. Capable of being moved ;

—changing from one time to another.

Movable, (moov'a-bl) n. An article of wares or

goods; generally, in the plural, goods; furniture.

Move, (mdov) v.t. [L. morere.] To cause to

change place or posture in any manner ; to set

in motion ;—to carry ; to convoy ;—to excite to

action ; to arouse ;—to influence ;—to awaken

pity or tenderness in ; to affect, as the heart ;—

to shake ;—to irritate ;—to propose ; to offer for

consideration in a public assembly ;—v. i. To

change place ; to go in any manner from one

place to another ; — to walk ; to march ; — to

change residence :—to bring forward a motion

in an organized assembly ; to make a proposal. 1

Move, (mdov) 7). A movement ; — the act of

moving one of the pieces in chess.

Movement, (moov'ment) n. A "t of moving; I

change of place or position ;—excitement ; agita- j

tion ;—in mun'c, one of the parts of a sonata or

other instrumental composition ;—advance or

retreat of troops ;—the wheel-work of a time

piece.

Moving, (moov'ing) a. Changing place or posture ;

causing motion or action ;—exciting the passions

or affections ; touching ; pathetic ; affecting.

Mow, (mo) ti. [A.-S. niuica,] A heap or pile of

hay or sheaves of grain in a barn.

Mow, (mo) v. t. To pile and stow away in a barn,

as hay or sheaves of grain.

Mow, (mo) v. t. [A.-S. vi&ican.] To cut down

with a scythe, as grass ;—to cut down in great

numbers or quantity ;—v. i. To cut grass.

Mower, (ni6'$r) n. One who mows.

Mowing, (mo'ing) n. The act of cutting with a

scythe ; land from which the grass is cut.

Much, (much) a. [A.-S.muceL] Great in quan

tity or amount ; abundant ; plenteous.

Much, ( much ) n. A great quantity ; a great

deal ;—a heavy service ;—something strange.

Much, (much) adv. To a great degree or extent ;

greatly ; abundantly ;—often or long ;—almost

Mucilage, (mu'se-laj) «, [L. viucmk ] One of the

proximate elements of vegetables ;—au aqueous

solution of gum.

Mucilaginous, (niu-se-laj'in-us) a. Partaking of

the nature of mucilage ; slimy ;—pertaining to

or secreting mucilage.

Muck, (muk) n. [A.-S. mwr] Dung in a moist

state ;—a mass of decaying vegetable matter ;—

something mean, vile, or filthy.

Muok, (muk) v. t. To manure with muck.

Mucous, (uiu'ku*) a. [L. thucm*.] Pertaining to

mucus ; slimy;—secreting a slimy substance.

Mucus, (niu'kus) n. [L.] A viscid fluid secreted

by the mucous membrane, which it servos to

moisten and defend ;—animal fluid of a viscid

quality.

Mud, (mud) n. [D. wioduVr.) Earth wet, soft,

moist, and adhesive with water.

Mud, (mud) v. t. To make turbid or foul with

dirt ; to muddy ; to bury in slime.

Muddily, (mud'e-le) adv. In a muddy manner :

turbidly.

Muddineas, (mud'e-nes) n. Condition of being

muddy; turbidness ; foulness;—dulness.

Muddle, (iinul'l) n. A state of being turbid or

confused ; hence, intellectual cloudiness or dul-

ness.

Muddle, (mud'1) r\ (. [From mud.] To make

turbid or muddy, as water;—to cloud or stupefy.

Muddy, (mud'e) «. [From mud. J Be*meart*l

with mud ;—consisting of mud or earth ; gross ;

impure :—cloudy in mind ; stupid.

Muff, (mux) n. [Ger. mvff.) A warm cover for

receiving the hands, usually made of dressed

skins or fur.

Muffin, (mufin) n. A light, spongy cake.

Muffle, (muf'1) r. t. [Ger. mtrf'.] Tn wrap up, as

the face or neck, in thick and disguising folds ;

—to wrap with something that renders sound

inaudible ; to deaden the sound of ; figuratively,

to conceal.

Muffler, (muflfr) ». A cover for the face; a

wrapper enveloping the head or neck.

Mug, (mug) ti. [Ir. mv.aan.] A kind of earthen

or metal cup : generally a drinking-cup.

Muggy, (mnj'e) o. [I eel imtgga.] Thick ; close,

as air ;—damp;*mouldy, as straw.

Mulatto, (mu-lat'6) n. [Sp] The offspring of a

negrese by a white man, or of a white woman

by a negro.
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Mulberry, (mul'ber-e) k. [A. -8. murberie.] The

berry or fruit of a tree of the genus Mom* .- also

the tree itself.

Mulct, (mulkt) n. [h. mulcta.] A fine; a

pecuniary punishment or penalty.

Mulct, (mulkt) r. t. To punish by imposing a

pecuniary fine t—to withhold from by way of

punishment or discipline.

Mulctuary, (mulkt u-ar-e) a. Punishing with

fine or forfeiture.

Kale, (mill) n. [L. mulut.] A quadruped usually

generated between an ass and a mare, some

times between a horse and a she-ass;—a hybrid;

—[Ger. muhle.] A machine used in spinning

cotton. [drives mules.

Muleteer, (mul'et-er) «, [P. muletier.] One who

Muliebrity, (mu-le-elj're-te) n. [I* .mulUbrita*.)

State of being a woman ; womanhood ;—effemi

nacy ; softness. [born.

Iftiliah, (mulish) a. Like a mule ; sullen ; stub-

Mull, (mul) v. t. [Ik moUirt.] To heat, sweeten,

and enrich with spices ;—to dispirit or deaden.

Mull, (mul) «. [IceL mull] A cape ; headland

or promontory [Scot. ] ;—a snuff-box made of

the small end of a horn. [Soot.]

Mullet, (mul'et) n, [P. mulet.) A fish which fre

quents the shore, and roots in the sand like

a hog.

Mulligatawny, (mul-e-ga-taw'ne) n. A soup made

of fowls and curry powder.

Mullion, (mul'yun) n. [P. mouler.] A slender bar

or pier which forms the division between the

lights of windows, screens, &a

■uJLlion, (mul'yun) v. *. To shape into divisions

by mullions.

Multangular, (mult-ang'gu-lar) a. [L. vmltus

and angvlu*.] Having many angles; polygonal.

Multangulaily, (mult-ang'gu-lar-le) adv. With

many angles or corners.

Multifarious, (mul-te-f arVus) a. [L. multua and

mriux.] Having multiplicity; of various kinds;

divereined.

Multifariously, (mul-te-far'e-us-le) adv. With

great multiplicity and diversity.

Multiform, (mul 'te- form) a. [L. multu* and

forma.] Having many forms, shapes, or ap

pearand

MultifomMultiformity, (inul-te-form'e-te) n. Diversity of

forms; variety of appearances in the same thing.

Multilateral, (mul-te-later-al) a. [L. vtultus and

latiu.] Having many sides.

Multilineal, (mul-te-lin'e-al) a. [L. mult** and

linta.] Having many lines.

Kultiloquence. (mul-tU'6-kwens) u. [L. multus

and loqiti.) Use of many words ; talkativeness.

Multiped, (mul'te-ped) n. [L. multua and pes,

ptdi*.] An insect having many feet.

Multiple, (mul'te-pl) a, [L. multiplex.] Contain

ing more than once, or more than one; manifold.

Multiple, (mul'te-pl) n. A quantity containing

another a certain number of times without a

remainder. [multiplied.

Mnltipliable, (murte-pli-a-bl)c Capable of being

Multiplicand, (mul-te-ple-kand') n. [L. multipli-

eaudus.] The number to be multiplied by

another, called the multiplier.

Multiplication, (mul-te-ple-ka'shun) n. Act of

multiplying, or of increasing number ;—a rule

or operation by which any given number or

quantity may be added to itself any number of

times proposed.

MultiphcatoT, (inul'te-ple-kat-jrj n. The number

by which another number is multiplied.

Multiplicity, (mul-te-plis'e-te) n. A state of being

manifold or various ; — a collection of many

objects.

Multiplier, (mul'te-pli-er) ». One who or that

which multiplies ;—the number in arithmetic

by which another is multiplied.

Multiply, (mul'te-pli) v. t. [L. multua and

piicare.] To increase in number ; to make

more numerous ; to add quantity to ;—to repeat

any given number or quantity as many times

as there are units in another number ;—v, i. To

grow in number ; to increase.

Multipotent, (mul-tip'6-tent) a. Possessing mani

fold power ; able to do many different things.

Multitude, (mul'te-tud) n. [L. multitude.] The

•tote of being many ;—a great number of indi

viduals ;—crowd ; populace ; vulgar.

Multitudinous, (mul-te-tud'in-us) a. Consisting

of or having the appearance of a multitude.

Multivalve, (niul'te-valv) n. A mollusc which

lias a shell of many valves.

Mum, (mum) a. Silent ; not speaking.

Mum, (mum) inter). Be silent ; hush.

Mumble, (munVnl) r. i. [D. mommelen.] To

speak with the lips or other organs partly

closed; to mutter;—to eat with the lips close;

—v. t To utter with a low, inarticulate voice ;

—to eat with a muttering sound.

Humbler, (mum'bler) n. One who mumbles.

Mumm, (mum) v. t. [Ger. mummeln.] To sport

or make diversion in disguise ; to mask.

Mummer, (mum'er) n. A masker ; a buffoon.

Mummery, (muni er-e) n. Masking ; diversion.

Mummify, (muni e-fi) v. t. [Eng. mummy and L.

face re.] To embalm and dry, as a mummy.

Mummy, (mum'e) n. [Per. mllmivd,] A dead

body embalmed and dried after the manner of

the ancient Egyptians.

Mump, (mump) v.t. [Icel. mumpa.] To chew

quickly; to nibble;—to utter in a low quick

tone ;—to act the beggar ;—to cheat ;—v. t. To

move the lips with the mouth cloned; to mumble.

Mumper, (mump'er) n. A beggar.

Mumpish, (mumr/ish) a. Dull ; heavy ; sullen.

Mumps, (mumps) n. pi. [Eng. mump.] *A peculiar

unsuppurative inflammation of the parotid

glands ;—sullenness ; fit of ill-humour.

Munch, (munsh) v. t. [F. manger.] To nibble;

to chew without opening the mouth ;—v. i. To

chew with closed hps.

Muncher, (niunsh'er) n. One who munches.

Mundane, (ruuii'dan) a. [L. mundanu*.] Belong

ing to the world ; earthly ; terrestrial.

Modification, (mun-de-fe-kfi'ahun) n. [L. mv.n-

diw and /««rc] Tlie act of cleansing any body

from extraneous matter.

Municipal, (mu-nis'c-pal) v. [L. mvnicipium.]

Pertaining to a corporation or city;—pertaining

to a state or nation. [district.

Municipality, (niu-nis-e-pal'e-tc) ?j. A municipal

Munificence, (mu-nife-sens) «. Liberality or

generosity in giving ; beneficence ; bounty ;

bounteousness.

Munificent, (mu-nife-sent) a. [L. mv.nv.tt and

facere.] Very liberal in giving or bestowing ;—

bountiful ; generous. [generously.

Munificently, (mu-iuTe-sent-le) odr. Liberally ;

Muniment, (mu'ne-ment) n. [L. munimeitlvm.]

Act of supporting or defending ; —a stronghold ;

a place or means of defence ;—a record ; title

deeds and papers.

Munition, (niu-nish'un)n. [L. munitio.) What

ever materials are used in war for defence or
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for annoying an enemy; military or naval stores

of all kinds.

Mural, (mu'ral) a. [L. muralis.] Pertaining to

a wall ;—resembling a wall ; perpendicular or

steep.

Murder, (murMer) «. [A.-S. mordhttr.] The act

of killing a human being with malice prepense

or aforethought ;—also, an outcry or alarm when

life is in danger.

Murder, (mur'der) v. t. To kill with premeditated

malice ;—to destroy ; to put an end to.

Murderer, (murMer-er) n. One guilty of murder ;

—assassin ; manslayer. Iniite murder.

Murderess, (mur'd§r-es) n. A woman who com-

Hurderous, (murMcr-us) a. Guilty of murder ;—

consisting in murder ;—bloody ; sanguinary ;—

intending murder. [ous manner.

Murderously, (inur'der-us-Ie) adv. In a murder-

Mure, (mur) v. t. To iucloseln walls.

Muriate, (niu're-at) n. [L. nutria.] A compound

formed by the union of muriatic acid with a base.

Muriatic, (mii-re-at'ik) a. Pertaining to or ob

tained from sea-salt. Muriatic acid, an acid

consisting of one equivalent of hydrogen and

one of chlorine.

Murine, (mu'rin) a, [L. murium.] Pertaining

to a mouse or to mice ; mouse-coloured.

Murky, (murk'e) o, [A.-S. rayix.} Dark ; ob

scure ; gloomy.

Murmur, (mur'mur) tu [L] A low, indistinct

sound like that of running water ; — a half-

Buppressed complaint.

Murmur, (mur'mur) r. ». To make a low, con

tinued noise, like the hum of bees, rolling

waves, or the wind in a forest ;—to utter com

plaints in a low voice ; to grumble.

Murmurer, (mur'mur-cr) ji. One who murmurs.

Murmuring, (mur'mnr-ing) n. Utterance of a low

sound ;—act of complaining ; grumbhng.

Murrain, (mur'r'in) n. [Norm. F. marine.] An

infectious and fatal disease among cattle.

Muacadel, (ruus'ka-del) n. [It. motcado.] A rich,

spicy grape ; also, the wine made from it;— a

fragrant and delicious pear :—also muncatel and

viiufcadinc.

Muscle, (musl) n. [L. mttsculus.] An organ of

motion in animal bodies, consisting of fibres

inclosed in their cellular membrane, and ad

mitting of contraction and relaxation ;—a bi-

valvular shoU-fish of the genus Mytilue—also

written mussel.

Muscular, (mus'ku-lar) a. Pertaining to a muscle,

or to a system of muscles ;—performed by the

muscles;—well furnished w ith muscles; brawny;

powerful.

Muscularity, (mus-ku-lar'e-te) n. The state of

being muscular.

Muse, (muz) v. i. [F. muter.] To think earnestly;

to consider abstractly ;—to meditate in an absent

or incoherent manner ;—to gaze at ; to wonder.

Muse, (muz) 11. Deep thought ; meditation ;—

absence of mind ;—vacant gaze.

Muse, (muz) u. [L. miua.] One of the nine

fabled goddosses who preside over literary,

artistic, and scientific matters and labours.

Muset, (mu'zet) n. [Norm. F. muaetU.] A gap

in a hedge, fence, or thicket.

Museum, (mu-ze'um) n. [L.] A collection of

natural, scientific, or literary curiosities, or of

workH of art.

Mushroom, (mush'rooni) «. [F. motustron.] One

of a large class of cryptogamic plants of the

natural order of Fungi;—an upstart.

Mushroom, (mush'ruom) a. Pertaining to mush

rooms ; short-lived ; ephemeral.

Music, (mu'zik) n. [L. nmsica.] Melody or

harmony; a succession of sounds so modulated

as to please the ear ;—science of biirmonical

sounds ;—art of combining rounds in a manner

to please the ear ;—order in the revolutions of

the heavenly bodies*, called music of the spheres.

Musical, (mu'zik-jil) a. Belonging to music ;—

producing music ;—melodious ; harmonious.

Musically, (mu'zik -al-le) adv. In a melodious or

harmonious manner.

Music-book, (mu'zik-bdok) n. A book of songs or

tunes for the voice or instruments.

Musician, (rau-zish'an) it. One skilled in the art

or science of music.

Musing, (muz'ing) ».. Meditation ; contemplation.

Musingly, (muzing-le) adv. Thoughtfully: in a

contemplative manner or mood.

Musk, (musk)rt. [L. murcm.] A substance ob

tained from a bag behind tbe navel of the male

musk-deer;—the grape hyacinth or grape-flower.

Musk-deer, (musk'der) *t. A hornless deer found

in Thibet and Ne

pauL The male pro

duces the substance J.Ml'.

known as musk. */y,

Musket, (musTtet) a. \kj

[ F. motttguet. ] A L

fire-arm used in war- /J

fare, first fired by a I

match - lock, after- j

wards by a percus

sion-lock. (L. mnu- \i

cfietm.] A kind ot J

small hawk.

Musketeer, (raus-ket-

erO n. A soldier arm

ed with a musket. Musk-deer.

Musketoon, (mus-ket-oun') ft. A short musket ;

—one who is armed with such a musket.

Musketry, (muaTtet-re) H. Muskets in general

or collectively ;—fire or discharge of muskets.

Muakinesi, (muske-nes) n. Quality of being

musky.

Musk-melon, (musk'niel-un)n. A delicious species

of melon—so called from its musky fragrance.

Musk-ox, (musk'oks) n. A bovine ruminant

which inhabits the country about Hudson's Bay.

Musk-rat, (inusk'rat) w. A rodent animal, allied

to the beaver—a native of North America.

Musky, (musk's) o. Having the odour of musk.

Muslin, (muzTin) n. [From Mottoul] A thin

cotton cloth of any kind—sometimes restricted

to a kind of cotton gauze.

Musrole, (muz'rdl) ft. [F museroifc] The nose

band of a horse's bridle.

Mussel, (mus'el) v.. [Ger. wtuehA] A marine

bivalve shell-fish, used for fish-sauce for the

table, and for bait in deep sea fishing.

Mussulman, (mus'ul-man) n. (A. mvslivi.] A

Mahometan : a follower of Mahotuet ; a Moslem :

—pi. Mussulmans.

Must, (must) v.i. or auxiliary. (O. 8ax. vi6sU.]

To be obliged—expressing both physical and

moral necessity.

Must, (must) n. [L. »«**««.] Wine i»naa»ea

from the grape but not fermented.

Mustache, (moos-tush') n. [G. wiulox.J That

part of the beard wliich grows on the upper lip.

Mustang, (moos'tang) >>. The wild horse of the

prairies in Mexico, California, Ac.

Mustard, (mus'tenl) n. [L. iimaMaJ A plant
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of the genus Slnajn.% and its pungent Reeds,

which, ground into powder, form a well-known

condiment, and are used for blistering, &c.

■aster, (mtuVter) v. t. [L. inomtrarc] To as

semble, as troops for parade, inspection, exer

cise, or the like ; to gather ; to get together ;—

v. i. To assemble.

Muster, (mus'ter) n. An assembling of ttoops

for review and inspection, for parade, oic ;—

assemblage ; — gathering ; — register of forces

mastered. [or sour.

Masanest, (must'e-nes) n. Quality of being mustj

Musty, (must'e) a. Mouldy; sour; foul and

fetid;—«j Killed by age ; stale ;—dull ; heavy.

Mutability, (mu-ta-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

subject to change ; inconstancy; instability.

Mutable, (mu'ta-bl) a. [L. mvtabilis.] Capable

of alteration; subject to change;—inconstant;

variable ; fickle.

Mutably, (mu'ta-ble) adv. ChAiigeably.

Mutation, (mu-tashun) n. Act or process of

changing ; — change ; alteration, in form or

qualities.

Mate, (mut) a. [L. mutus.] Dumb; incapable

of utterance ; wanting the organs or powers of

spt^ch ;—restraining speech; silent; quiet;—

speechless ; inexpressible by words, as grief.

Mute, (mut) n. One who is silent or speechless ;

—one unable to use articulate language, or re

fusing to speak or answer ;—& person employed

to stand before the door of a house, or before

the coffin at a funeral ;—a dumb attendant of

a seraglio ;—a letter which represents no sound ;

a silent letter.

Kate, (mut) v.i. [F.mutir.) To eject the contents

of the bowels, as birds;—v. t. To shed; to moult.

Mote, (mut) n. The dung of fowls.

Mutely, (mut'le) adv. Silently.

Mutilate, (niu'te-Ut) v. I. [L. mutiiart,} To cut

off a limb or essential part of; to maim ; to

cripple.

Mutilation, (mu-te-hYshun) «, Deprivation of a

limb or other part ; castration ;—act of disfigur

ing a statue, building, or literary work by

excision, altenJtion, or suppression.

Mutineer, (rnu-te-nCr) n. One guilty of mutiny.

Mutinous, (mute-nun) a. Disposed to mutiny;

turbulent ; insubordinate ; seditious.

Mutinously, (mu'te-nus-le) adv. In a mutinous

 

Mutiny, (mu'te-ne) n. [F. mutin] Insurrection

against military or naval authority ;—insubor

dination; sedition;—violent commotion; tumult. .

Mutiny, (mu'te-ne) r. t. To rise against lawful

authority, especially in military and naval

service.

Matter, (mnt'er) v.i. [L. muttire.] To utter j

words with a low voice with sullenness or in i

complaint . to murmur ;—to sound with a low, I

rambling noise;—v.t. To utter with a low,

murmuring voice. [ance; murmur.

Mutter, (mut'er) n. Repressed or obscure utter-

Mutterer, (mut'rr-er) n. One who mutters.

Mutton, (rnutfn) it. [¥. mcrutoH.] The flesh of

sheep raw or dressed for food.

Mutton-chop, (mut'n-chop) n. A rib of mutton

for broiling.

Mutual, (mu'tu-al) a. [U. mulvv*.] Reciprocally

acting or related ; reciprocally given and re

ceived, (ner.

Mutually, (mu'tu-al-le) adv. In a mutual man-

Maxzle, (muzl) n. [P. muMau] The projecting

mouth and nose of an animal ;—the mouth of

a thing:— a fastening for the mouth which

hiuders biting.

Muzzle, (muzT) v. t. To bind the mouth of so as

to prevent biting or eating.

My, (mi) a. Belonging to me. [ness.

Myopy, (mi'd-pe) «■ 10. mudpia.] Short-sighted-

Myriad, (mire-ad) n. (G. muriog.] The number

of ten thousand ;—an immense number ; an in -

definitely large number.

Myrrh, (mer) n. [L. tayrrka.] A transparent

gum -resin, usually of an

amber colour, of an aro

matic odour, and a bitter,

slightly pungent tatste.

Myrtle, (mer'tl) s. [L. myr-

tu.M.] A plant with a shrub

by upright stem, eight or

ten feet nigh. The ancient*

considered it sacred to

Venus.

Myself, (mi -self') prou.

(From 9«y and «(/.) I—by

way of emphasis; —me—

my own person.

Mysterious, (mis-tS're-us) a.

Profoundly secret; awfully Mjrrb.

obscure ; involving darkness, uncertainty, and

wonder;—incomprehensible, as the ways of God ;

—inexplicable; purposely obscure ; intricate;—

done by invisible agency ; occult ;—puzzling ;

enigmatical. [tenons manner.

Mysteriously, (mis-tc're-ua-le) adc. In a mys-

Mystery, (muVter-e) n. [G. mvjtttnon.] A pro

found secret ; object of curiosity or wonder ;—a

religious truth or doctrine not discernible by

human reason, until made known by revelation

of the Spirit of God ;—also, a divino truth not

revealed ; secret counsel or purpose of God ;—

an enigma ; a perplexing or intricate subject or

question.

Mystic, (mirt'tik) n. One who holds to mysticism.

Mystical, (mis'tik-al) (/. [G. hiustikoe.] Obscure;

hidden ;—sacredly secret or obscure ;—involving

some secret meaning ; allegorical ; emblematicaL

Mystically, (mis'tik-al-le) adv. In a manner or

by an act implying a secret meaning.

Mysticism, (mist'e-sizm) n. Obscurity of doctrine ;

—the doctrine of the S>fy*tie*, who maintain

that they have direct intercourse with the divine

Spirit, and acquire a knowledge of spiritual

things unattainable by the natural intellect.

Mystification, (mis-te-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of in-

volving in mystery ; something designed to

mystify.

Mystify, (mis'te-fi) v. t. To involve in mystery

so as to mislead ; to perplex purposely.

Myth, (mith) n. [G. mutfto*.] A fabulous state

ment or narrative conveying an important

truth, generally of a moral or religious nature.

Mythical, (mitii'ik-al) «. Relating to myths;

described in a myth ; of the nature of a myth ;

—fabulous.

Mythically, (mith'ik-al-le) adv. In a mythical

way or manner.

Mythological, (mith-o-loj'ik-al) a. Relating to

mythology ; fabulous.

Mythologist, (mith-ol'o-jist) v. One versed in

mythology ; one who writes on mythology.

Mythology, (mith-ol'o-je) «. (G. unit/ion and

logon.] The science trailing of mytlis ; a treatise

on myths;—sjwci.flcalit/, the system of fables

or fabulous doctrines respecting the gods and

heroes of ancient Greece aud Rome.
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N.

N(en), the fourteenth letter of the English

alphabet, and the eleventh consonant, is

called an imperfect mute or semi-vowel ; has

only one sound, and is often silent after m, as

in hymn (him). As a numeral, it stands for 900,

and with a dash over it (X) for 9,000 ; as an

abbreviation for North, New, Notary, &c.

Nab, (nab) v. t. [D. & Ger. knappen.] To catch

suddenly.

Nabob, (na'bob) n. [A. nuiciedb.] A deputy or

viceroy in India ;—one who returns to Europe

from tho East with immense wealth ; a very

rich man.

Naore, (ua'kr) 7*. [F.] Mother-of-pearl ; — the

inner part of shells of the genus Pentaditur.

Nadir, (na'dir) n. [A. nadir, nxutr.] That point

of the heavens directly opposite to the zenith ;—

hence, the lowest point.

Hftffi (nag) n. [A.-S. hncegan.] A small horse;

a pony ; hence, any horse.

Nag*, (nag) v. i. To be contentious ;—to cavil.
Nagging, (nagging) n. Act or practice of teasing

and provoking by sharp words ; carping.

Naiad, (nft'yad) n. [O. wains.] A female deity

fabled to preside over rivers and springs.

Nail, (nftl) n. [A.-S. nagel.] The horny scale

growing at the end of the human fingers and

toes ;—the claw or talon of a bird or other

animal ;—a small pointed piece of metal, usually

with a head, used to fasten boards, timbers, Ac.

together ; spike ; brad ;—a stud or boss ;—a mea

sure of length, being two inches and a quarter.

Nail, (nil) v. t. To fasten with a nail or nails ;—

to fix ; to catch ; to trap.

Nailer, (naTcr) n. One whose occupation is to

make nails. fare made.

Nailery, (naTer-e) n. A manufactory where nails

Naive, (ua'Cv) a. [F. naif.] Having native or

unaffected simplicity; ingenuous; frank; simple.

Naively, (na-ev le) adv. Simply ; unaffectedly.

Naivete, (mVev-ta) n. [F.] Native simplicity;

unaffected ingenuousness.

Naked, (n&'ked) a. [A.-S. nacod, naced.] Bare ;

nude ; having no clothes ;—uncovered ; wilfully

exposed ;—unprotected ;—open to view ; mani

fest ;—undisguised ; plain ; simple ;—destitute ;

impoverished; — unassisted by glasses, as the

eye ;—without pubescence, as leaves ;—without

a case or pod, as seeds ;—without a shell, as

molluscs.

Nakedly, (na/ked-le) adv. Barely; without cover

ing or disguise ; simply ; evidently.

Nakedness, (nftlted-nea) n. Nudity ; want of

covering;—want of defence ; unprotected or un

provided state ; poverty ;—plainness ; openness.

Name, (nam) n. fA.-S. nama.] The title by

which any person or thing is known or spoken

of ;—character ; reputation ;—renown ;—remem

brance ; — appearance ; profession ; — behalf ;

authority ;—a race ; family.

Name, (nam) v. t. To give an appellation to ;—

to designate ;—to mention by name : to specify ;

—to utter the name of ; to call ;—to nominate

or appoint to office or use :—to entitle.

Nameless, (namles) a. Without a name ; un

distinguished; unknown by name; anonymous.

Namely, (n.mi'le) adv. To wit ; that is to say ;

to particularize.

Namesake, (nam'sak) ». One that lias the same

name as another ; one named out of regard to

another.

Nankeen, (nan-ken') n. [Nankin.] A yellowish

cotton cloth of a firm texture, originally from

China.

Nap, (nap) ft. A short sleep ; forty winks.

Nap, (nap) t\i [A.-S. hnappian.] To have a

short sleep ; to be drowsy ; to doze.

Nap, (nap) n. (A.-S. Anomw.] Woolly or villous

surface, as of felt, of cloth, and the like.

Nape, (nap) n. [A.-S. amp.] The back part of

the neck.

Napery, (nap'er-e) n. [F. nappe.] Linen for tho

table ; table-cloths, napkins, sheets, towels, &c.

Naphtha, (nap'tha, naftlia) n, [G. naphtha.) A

volatile bituminous liquid, a compound ofcarbon

and hydrogen, and very inflammable ; rock-oil.

Napkin, (napTcin) n. [F. nappe.] A little towel :

a cloth used for wiping the mouth, especially at

the table ; a handkerchief.

Napless, (nar/les) a. Without nap ; threadbare.

Nappineaa, (nap'e-nea) n. The state of being

sleepy ;—abundance of nap, as on cloth.

Nappy, (nap'e) a. Inclined to sleep ; sleepy;—

tending to canse sleep ; heady:—downy; shaggy.

Narcissus, (nar-sis'sus)«. [G. narkissos. \ Agenus

of flowering plants of several species, comprising

the daffodils, jonquils, and the like.

Narcotic, (nnr-kot'ik) a. [G. narkotikos.] Re

lieving pain and producing sleep ;—producing

stupor, coma, and convulsions.

Narcotic, (nar-kot'ik) n A medicine which re

lieves pain and produces sleep; but which, in

poisonous doses, produces stupor, coma, con

vulsions, and death.

Nard, (nard) n. [G. nardas.) An odorous or

aromatic plant, usually called spikenard,—*n

unguent prepared from tho plant.

Nardine, (nardlii) «. Pertaining to nard.

Narrate, (na-ratf) r. ft. [L. narrarc] To tell,

rehearse, or recite, as a story ; to give an

account of.

Narration, (na-ril'shun) n. Act of relating the

particulars of an event ; rehearsal ; recital ;—

relation ; story ; history.

Narrative, (nar'a-tiv) a. 'Pertaining to narration ;

giving a particular or continued account;—

inclined to relate stories or events.

Narrative, (nar'a-tiv)». Atale; astory; adetailed

account of particular event* or transactions.

Narrow, (ntir'o) «. [A.-S. neurit, nearo.] 9

little breadth ; not wide or broad ;—«uall in

extent: confined; limited;—illiberal; bigoted j

—covetous : niggardly ;—near ; within a small

distance ;—close ; barely sufficient ;—minut* ;

accurate.
Narrow, (nar'o) v. t. To lessen the breadth of;

to contract: — to make less liberal or taoT&

selfisli ; to limit ; to confine ;—r. i. To become

less broad ;—to become contracted in breadth or

extent ; to bo gradually reduced ; to taper.

Narrowly, (nar'd-le) adv. With little breadth :--

without much extent; contracted!* ; — wlt|J

minute scrutiny; closely; carefully ;—-by » »niaU

distance ; barely : merely ;—sparingly. . ,
Narrow-minded, (nar'd-mind-ed) «. Illiberal,

mean•spirited.
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Narrowness, (nar'o-nes) n. Condition or quality

of being narrow ; contractednes* ; poverty ;

t»enuriousness ; Uliberality.

Narrows, (iiar'dz) n. pi. A narrow passage be

tween mountains, or a narrow channel of water

between one sea or lake and another ; a strait ;

a »ound.

Narwhal, ( Dir ' hwal )

cetaceous mammal

found in the nor

thern seaa ; sea-uni-

corn.

Nasal, (naVal) a. [L.

natuJi.] Pertaining Narwhal.

Jbo the nose ;—spoken tlirongh the nose.

Nasal, (nax'al) n. An elementary sound uttered

through the nose, or through both the nose and

mouth simultaneously.

Nascent, (uas'ent) a. [L. nascent.) Beginning

to exist or to grow.

Hastily, (nas'te-le) adv. In a noaty manner.

Nastiness, (nas'te-nes) n. The quality of being

nasty: extreme filthineaa ; dirtiness; obscenity.

Nasturtium, (nas-tur she-urn) n. {) .\ A geuus

o! cruciferous plants, including several species

ot cress.

Hasty, (nas'te) <t. [Ger. boss.] Offensive; filthy;

very dirty;—indecent ; gross ; rile.

Natal, (na'tal) a. [L. natali*.] Pertaining to

birth : accompanying or dating from one's birth.

Xathless, (n&TH'les) adv. [&&x. nat/ielem.] Never

theless; not the leas ; notwithstanding.

Nation, (na'shun) n. [L. natio.] A body of

people united under the same government, and

generally of the same origin and language ;—a

great number ; a multitude ;—people ; race ;

stock.

National, (nash'un-al) a. Pertaining to a nation ;

public; general;—attached to one"a own country.

Nationalism, (nash'un-al-izm) n. The state of

being national : national attachment.

Nationality, (nash-un-al'e-te) N. Quality of being

strongly attached to one's own nation;—national

character ;—a race or people, as determined by

common language and character.

Nationalize, (nash'un-al-iz) v. t. To make national.

Nationally, (nash'un-al-le) adv. In a national

manner or way ; as a whole nation.

Native, (mVtiv)a. [L. nativus.] Pertaining to

one's birth ; natal ;—conferred by birth ; born

with one ; indigenous ;—produced by nature ;

not wrought by art; natural ;—original ; con

genial, [a denizen by birth.

Native, (na'tiv) n. One born in a place or country ;

Natively, (na'tiv-le)«</i?. Naturally; originally.

Nativity, (na-tiv'e-te) ». Birth ;—time, place,

or circumstances of birth ;—a horoscope. The

Nativity, the birth of our Saviour.

Natural, (natural) a. (L. wtfuraLU.] Pertain

ing to the constitution of a thing ; essential ;

characteristic ;—conformed to the order or laws

of nature ; legitimate; normal; regular;—con

formed to truth or reality : — illegitimate ;

bastard ;—pertaining to, derived from, or formed

by nature ; — pertaining to a key which has

neither a flat nor a sharp for its signature.

Natural, (nat'ur-al) tl An idiot :—a character

fthus, ~ ] used to remove the effect of a sharp or

flat which has preceded it.

Natural-history, (nat'ur-al-his'to-re) n. The

science which treat* of the natural products of

the earth—animal, vegetable, and mineral

Naturalism, (nafur-al-izm) n. Natural condition

or quality ; conformity to nature .—knowledge

or system of religion derived from natural

reason ;—the system of those who deny super

natural agency, divine revelation, miracles, pro

phecies, ic.

Naturalist. (nat'ur-al-ist) w. Ono who fstudies

natural history and philosophy, or physios.

Naturalization, ( nat-ur-al-iz-a'shun ) n, Act of

investing an alien with the rights and privileges

of a native subject or citizen ;—state of being

thus invested with citizenship.

Naturalize, (nat'ur-al -iz) v. t. To adopt into a

community, as a foreigner ;—to make natural ;

—to accustom ; to habituate ;—to receive and

employ in vernacular speech, as foreign words.

Naturally, ( naf ur-al-le ) adv. According to

nature ;— by birth ; constitutionally;—according

to the usual course of tilings ; ordinarily ;—

simply ; unaffectedly ;—spontaneously.

Naturalness, (nat'ur-al-nes) n. Conformity to

nature, or to truth and reality.

Nature, (na'tur) n. [L. natura.] Creation ;—the

material and animal world . the universe;—the

author and first cause of all things ;—the opera

tion of divine power; the causes or agencies

working in the material and animal world ;

physica 1 laws, processes, functions, <&c. ; — the

established and regular course of things ;—in

herent quality ; essence ; necessary attribute ;

native character ;—hence, kind ; sort ; species ;

—natural disposition ; temper ;—natural affec

tion ;—birth ;—constitution.

Naught, (nawt) n. [A.-S, ndieiht, nduht.] No

thing :—written also nought.

Naught, (nawt) adv. In no degree.

Naught, (nawt) a. Of no value or account.

Naughtily, (nawt'e-Ie) adv. Wickedly: corruptly.

Naughtiness, (nawt'e-nes) u. The quality of being

naughty ;—slight wickedness, as of children ;

perversenesR.

Naughty, (nawt'e) «. Corrupt ; wicked ;—mis

chievous ; perverse ; froward.

Nausea, (naw'ze-a) n. [U] Sea-sickness; hence,

any similar sickness of the stomach , qualm ;

aqueaniiahness.

Nauseate, (naw'zS-at) i\ i. (L. nav.nart.} To be

come squeamish ; to feel disgust ;—v. (, To affect

with nausea ;—to reject with disgust ; to loathe.

Nauseous, (naw'zS-ns) a. Causing, or fitted to

cause, nausea ; loathsome ; disgusting.

Nauseousneas, (naw'ze-ns-nes) n. Quality of

being nauseous ; loathsomeness.

Nautical, (naw'tik-al) a. [G. nauliiot,] Pertain

ing to navigators, or to the art of navigation ;—

naval ; marine.

Nautilus, (naw'til-us) n. [L. nav.tilu*.] A genua

of small ceplialopodous mol

luscs, having the mouth sur

rounded by several circles of

small tentacles without cups.

Naval, (na'val)*.'. [L. navalis.]

Consisting of ships ; — per

taining to ships or a navy;—

nautical ; marine.

Nave, (nav) n. [A.-S. nafu,

Skr. ndbhi.] The piece of

timber in the centre of a

wheel, in which the Bpokes are inserted ;—the

middle or body of a church, extending from the

choir, transept, or chancel, to the western porch.

Navel, (navl) x. [A.-S. nafcla.] A depression

in the centre of the abdomen ;—tho central part

or point of any thing.
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Navigable, (nav'ig-a-bl) a. Admitting of being

navigated.

Navigate, (nav^-gat) v.i. [L. navigare.] To

to go iu a vessel or ship ; to sail ;—v. t. To pass

over in ships ;—to steer or manage in Bailing.

Navigation, (nav-e-ga'shun) n. Act of navigating;

act of steering and sailing a ship; — state of

being navigable ;—means of transport by water ;

vessels; shipping.

Navigator, (navVgat-fr) n. One who navigates;

one who is skilful in the art of navigation.

Navvy, (nave) n. [Abridged from navigator.}

Originally, a labourer on canals for internal

navigation, and hence, a labourer on other

public works.

Navy, (nave) n. [L. navis.] A fleet of ships ;—

the whole of the ships of war belonging to a

nation ;—the officers and men belonging to the

war-vessels of a nation.

Nay, (na) adv. [A.-S. nd.] Not this merely,

but also ; not only so.

Nay, <ni\) n. Denial ; refusal.

Nazarite, (uazax-it) n. A Jew who bound him

self by a vow to extraordinary purity of life

and devotion.

Naze, (naz) n. [F. 7i«.] A promontory ; ness.

Neap, (uep) a. [A.-S. nip.] Low. Neap tides,

tides which happen in the second and last

quarters of the moon, when the difference be

tween high and low water is less than at any-

other period in the month.

Near, (ner) a. [A.-S. nedk.) Nigh ; not far dis

tant in place ; neighbouring ;—not distant in

time ;—closely connected or related ;—intimate ;

dear ;—next to the rider or driver of a team ;—

present; ready; willing to help; — straight;

short ;—parsimonious ; illiberal.

Near, (ner) adv. At a little distance in place or

time ;—almost ; well-nigh ; nearly.

Near, (n6r) v. t. To approach ; to come nearer ;

—v. i. To draw near.

Nearly, (ner'le) adv. At no great distance;

closely ;—intimately ; pressingly ;—almost

Nearness, (ner'nes) n. Closeness ; small distance ;

—close alliance by blood ; propinquity ;—inti

macy of friendship ;—parsimony.

Near-sighted, (ner'sit-ed) a. Seeing at small

distance only ; short-sighted.

Neat, (net) n. [A-8. nedt.] Cattle ; bulls, oxen,

and cows ; especially black cattle.

Neat, (net) a. [F. net.] Clean ;—pure ;—cleanly;

tidy;—well made; fitting, as garments;—chaste;

elegant, as style ;—finished, as workmanship ;—

dexterous ; adroit ;—fine ; compact ;—refined ;

finical.

Neatly, (n6t1e) adv. With neatness; cleanly;

tidily ;—with good taste ; nicely ; elegantly.

Neatness, (nfit'nea) n. Cleanliness; — purity;

spruceness ;—finish ; elegance.

Neb, (neb) ji. [A.-S.] The nose; snout; mouth;

the beak of a bird ; the bill ; nib.

Nebula, (nebula) n. [L.] A light gauzy cloud ;

—a group or cluster of stars forming a glittering

cloud.

Nebular, (neb'ft-ler) a. Pertaining to nebulro.

Nebulous, (neb'u-lus) a. Cloudy; hazy;—pertain

ing to, or having the appearance of, a nebula.

Necessarily, (nes'es-sar-ede) adv. In a necessary

manner; unavoidably; indispensably.

Neoesaary, (nes'es-ear-e) a. [L. neceuarius.]

Such as must be ; inevitable ;—indispensable ;

requisite ; essential ;—acting from compulsion ;

involuntary.

Necessary, (nes'es-sax-e) w. A thing indispensable

to some purpose—chiefly in the plural ;—a pri vy.

Necessitarian, ( ne-ees-e-t&'re-an ) n. One who

maintains the doctrine of philosophical neces

sity.

Necessitate, (ne-sesee-tat) v. t [L. neeasitare.]

To make necessary ;—to force ; to compel.

Necessitous, (ne-seVsit-us) a. Very needy or in

digent ;—narrow ; destitute.

Necessity, (nC-ses'se-tc) n. [L. necemtas.] Quality

of being necessary; indispensableness :—pressing

need ; indigence ; want : — irresistible force ;

overruling power ; fate ;—denial of freedom to

voluntary action.

Neck, (nek) n. [A-S. hnecca.) The part of an

animal's body connecting the head and the

trunk ;—the long, slender part of a vessel, as a

retort, or of a plant, as a gourd ; a long, narrow

tract of land connecting two larger tracts.

Neckcloth, (nekldoth) n. A piece of cloth worn

on the neck.

Neckerchief, (nek'er-chif) n. [For ntclkeixhief.)

A kerchief to be worn around the neck.

Necklace, (nek'las) n. ' A string of beads or pre

cious stones worn upon the neck.

Neck-tie, (nek'ti) n. Band, usually of ribbon ,

tied with a knot round the neck.

Necrologist, (nek-rol'o-jist) n. One who gives an

account of deaths.

Necrology, (nek-rol'6-je) n. [G. nthron and logos.]

A register of deaths.

Necromancer, (nek'ro-man-ser) n. Enchanter;

conjurer; a sorcerer; a wizard.

Necromancy, (nek'r6-man-se) n. [G. nekrot and

manteia.] Art of revealing future events by-

pretended communication with the dead.

Necropolis, (nek - ro ' pol - is) v. [Q. nthros and

poli*.] A city of the dead; a cemetery; a

grave-yard.

Nectar, (nek'tar) n. [L., G..] The drink of the

gods ; hence, a delicious beverage ;—the honey

of a flower.

Nectarean, (nek-tar's-an) a. Resembling nectar ;

sweet as nectar; — luscious; delicious: — also

nectartal, nectartous, nectarine.

Nectarine, (nek'ta-rin) n. A variety of the peach.

Nectary, (nek'tar-e) n. [From n«*a>\] The honey-

gland of a flower.

Need, (ned) n. [A.-S.] Want; necessity; state

requiring supply or relief ;—poverty; indigence.

Need, (ned) v. t. To be in want of; to lack ; to

require ;—v. i. To be wanted ; to be necessary.

Needful, (ned'fool) a. Full of need ; needy ;—

requisite ; necessary.

Needfully, (ned'fool-le) adv. Necessarily.

Needfulness, (neoVfool-nes) «. State or quality

of being needful

Needily, (ned'e-le) adv. In a needy condition.

Neediness, (nSd'e-nes) ». State or quality of

being needy ; want ; poverty ; indigence.

Needle, (nedl) n. [A.-S. nadl.] A small instru

ment of steel pointed at one end, and pierced

in the other to receive the thread; — a mag

netized slender bar of steel, resting on a pivot,

in a mariner's or other compass;—a pointed

crystal, a Bharp pinnacle of rock, and the like.

Needle-book, (neal-book) n. Something to stick

needles in, usually in the form of a book.

Needleful, (nMl-fool) n. As much thread as Is

at once put into a needle.

Needle-gun, (nodi-gun) n. A fire-arm loaded at

the breech by a cartridge containing a small

addition ofdetonating powder, which is exploded
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by means of a slender pin, or needle, which

passes in at the breech.

Needless, (necl'lee) a. Having no need ; in want

of nothing j—unnecessary ; not requisite.

Heedlessly, (nedles-lc) adv. Without necessity.

Needle-work, (ned'1-wurk) n. Work done with

the needle : plain sewing : embroidery.

Heeds, (nedz) adc. [From Eng. need it.) Of

necessity; necessarily: indispensably.

Heedy, (ned'e) a. Distressed by want of the

means of living; indigent; necessitous.

Ne'er, (uir) adv. A contraction of never.

Nefarious, (ne-fa're-us) a. [L. nt/ariii.*.] Wicked '

in the extreme; villainous; infamous; impious.

Nefariously, (ne-fa're-us-le) adv. With extreme

wickedness. [villainy. '

Nefariousness, (ne-fa're-us-nes) tt. Wickedness:

Negation, (nfi-ga'shun) n. [L. negatio.) Act of

denying ; denial.

Negative, (neg'a-tiv) o. Implying denial or cou- ,

tradiction ; not affirmative ;—not positive ;— :

prohibitory ;—vetoing.

Negative, (neg'a-tiv) n. A proposition by which j

something is denied or forbidden ;—a word that

denies, as no ; not ;—the right, or the exercise i

of the right to prevent the adoption of a measure

or enactment of a law ; veto ;—state of opposi- ,

tion to or determination against.

Negative, (neg'a-tiv) v. (. To disprove ;—to re- j

fuse to enact or sanction. [manner. !

Negatively, (negVtiv-le) adv. In a negative '

Neglect, (neg-lekf) v. t. [L. negligere.) To omit

by carelessness : to overlook ;—to suffer to pass

unimproved, unheeded, or the like ;—to slight ;

to disregard.

Neglect, (neg-lekf) n. Omission ; inattention ;—

indifference ; slight ; state of being overlooked i

or disregarded.

Neglectful, (neg-lekt'fdol) «. Heedless; careless; '

inattentive ;—treating with neglect or slight.

Neglectfully, (neg-lekt foul-le) ado. in a neglect- j

ful manner.

Negligee, (negle-zha) n. [F. ntglige.] An easy,

unceremonious attire ;—a long necklace.

Negligence, (neg' le-jeus) n. Habit of being

negligent ; habitual neglect; heedlcsauess ; care- '

tannest.

Negligent, (negle-jent) re. [L. vegligens.] Apt |

to neglect by disposition or liabit ; careless; in

attentive; remiss. [manner.

Negligently, (neg'le-jent-le) reuV. In a negligent

Negotiable, (ne-gd'she-a-bl) re. Capable of being

negotiated ; transferable by assignment or in

dorsement to another person.

Negotiate, (ne-goshe-at) v. i. [L. negotiari, nego-

tiatut.) To transact business: to hold intercourse

in bargain or trade ;—to treat with ;—1\ /. To

arrange or settle by dealing and management ;

—to sell or transfer, as bills.

Negotiation, (ne-go-she-a'shun) n. Act of nego

tiating ;—mercantile dealings respecting sale or

purchase, or respecting credit, bills, or securities;

—act of treating or proposal to treat between

nations ;—the basis or terms of treaty ;—the

persons who conduct it.

Negress, (nCgres) n. A female negro.

Negro, (negro) n. [L. niger.) A black man ;

especially, one of a race of very dark persons i

who inhabit the greater part of Africa.

Negus, (ne gus) n. A liquor made of wine,

water, sugar, nutmeg, and lemon juice.

Heigh, (na) r. i. [A.-S. Knagan.) To cry, as a

hone ; to whinny.

Neigh, (na) n. The natural cry of a horse.

Neighbour, (natter) m. [A.-S. uedAotlr.J A person

who lives near one ;—one entitled to, or exhibit

ing, neighbourly kindness.

Neighbour, (nal^r) v. t. To adjoin; to border on;

to be near to :—v. t. To inhabit the vicinity.

Neighbourhood, (naT>er-h66d) n. State of being

near to each other;—vicinity ; adjoining district;

the whole inhabitants of a particular district or

locality. [near.

Neighbouring, (nalier-iiig) a. Living or being

Neighbourliness, ( nA'bcr-le-nes) *. State or

quality of being neighbourly.

Neighbourly, (na'bsr-ie) a. Becoming a neigh

bour ; social; friendly;—cultivating familiar

intercourse. [nets.

Neighbourly. (inVber-le) adv. With social kind-

Neighing,(naing)H. Whinnying; voice of a Muse.

Neither, (uG'THer, ni'Tiier) pron. [A.-S. nOrther.)

Not either ; not the one or the other.

Neither, (ne'THer, ni'Tiier) eonj. Not either; nor

yet ;—the first part of an alternative, followed

by nor.

Neologist, (ne-ol'6-jist) n. One who introduces

new words, or holds new doctrines.

Neologistic, (ne-ol-6-jist'ik) a. Pertaining to

neology ; neological.

Neology, (ne-ol'd-je) n. [G. neot and logos.] In

troduction of a new word or words into a lan

guage ; a new nomenclature ;—especially, a new

theological syt>t«m originating in Germany, also

called Rationalism;—interpretation of Scripture

according to natural reason, aud rejection of the

supernatural and miraculous.

Neonomian, (ne-6-no'me-an) n. [G. iieos and

noiao*.] One who advocates new laws, or who

seeks to construe the law as revealed in Scrip

ture into new forms.

Neophyte, (nfo-fit) n. [G. neophvtot,] A new

convert or proselyte ;—hence, a novice ; a tyro.

Neoteric, (ne-6-terik) re. [G. ntQteros.) Recent

in origin ; modern ; new.

Nephew, (nev'o) n. [A.-S. tiffa, L. ncpos.) The

son of a brother or sister.

Nepotism, (nep'6-tizm) n. [L.nepo*.] Favouritism

shown to nephews and other relations.

Nepotist, (nep'6-tist) it. One who practises

nepotism.

Neptune, (nep'tun) n. In mythology, the god of

the sea and rivers; — a large planet beyond

Uranus.

Neptunian, (nep-tu'ne-an) n. One who holds

that the substances of the globe were formed

from aqueous solution.

Htreid, (ue're-id) n. A sea-nymph, one of the

daughters of Nereus, who were attendants on

Neptune, and represented as riding on sea

horses.

Nerve, (n?rv) n. [L. ncrvus, G. neuron, nevra.\

An organ of sensation and motion in animals

and plants ;—one of the bundles of fibres which

establish a communication between the various

parts of the animal body and the brain, spinal

cord, or central ganglia ;—a sinew ; a tendou ;—

strength; firmness;—force; controlling influence.

Nerve, (nerv) v. t. To give strength or vigour to.

Nerveless^ (ncrVlee) a. Destitute of strength.

Nervous, (nerVus) o. Pertaining to the nerves ;

seated in the nerves, as disease ;—weak in the

nerves; shaky; hysterical, Ac. .—strong; vigor

ous, as an arm ;—strong in thought or expression ;

forcible, as style.

Nervously, (nerv'us-le) adc. In a nervous
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manner : with strength or vigour ;—with weak

ness or agitation of the nerves.

Nervousness, (nerv'us-nes) n. Nervous condi

tion ;—vigour ; strength ;—nervous weakness or

debility. [headland ; cape.

Ness, (nea) «. [A.-S. net, nessc] A promontory;

Nest, (neat) n. [A.-S. nest.) The retreat pre

pared by a bird for hatching her young ;—the

place in which the eggs of other animals, as

insects, turtlto, and the like, are laid and

hatched ;—a snug, comfortable residence ;—a

collection of boxes, cases, or the like, of gradu

ated size.

Nest, (nest) v. t. To build and occupy a nest

Nestle, (nesl) v. i. To lie close and snug, as a

bird in her nest ;—v. t. To house, as in a nest ;—

to cherish, as a bird her young.

Nestling, (nes'ling) re. A young bird in the nest,

or just taken from the nest.

Net, (net) n. [A.-S. nett.] A textile fabric of

thread or twine knotted into meshes;—any

thing fitted to entrap or deceive ; a snare.

Net, (net) v. t. To make into a net, or net-work ;

—to take in a net ;—to produce as clear profit ;

—v. i. To form net-work.

Net, (net) a. [L. nitldm.] Pure; unadulterated;

al>o, clear of all charges and deductions, &c.

Nether, (neTH'sr) a. [A.-S. nidliera.] Lying or

being beneath ; lower ; belonging to the lower

regions; infernal.

Nethermost, (neTH'gr-most) a. [A.-S. nidhemut.]

Lowest.

Netting, (net'ing) n. A piece of net-work.

Nettle, (net'l) n. [A.-S. netcle.] A plant covered

with minute sharp hairs containing a poison

that produces a very painful sensation.

Nettle, (net'l) v. t. To sting ; to irritate or vex.

Nettle-rash, (net'1-rash) re. An eruptive disease

resembling the effects of the sting of a nettle.

Net-work, (net'wurk) u. A fabric of threads,

cords, or wires crossing each other at certain

intervals, and knotted at the crossings.

Neural, (nu'ral) «. [G. veuron.] Pertaining to

the nerves or nervous system.

Neuralgia, (nu-ral'jc-a) n. [G. natron and algo*.]

An acute pain which follows the courso of a

nervous branch.

Neuralgic, (nu-rnl'jik) a. Pertaining to neuralgia.

Neurology, (nu-rol'o-je) n. [G. natron and logos.]

A description of tho nerves of animal bodies.

Neuter, (nfi'ter) a, [L] Neither the ono thing

nor the other; of neither side; neutral;—neither

male nor female, as a noun;—neither active

nor passive, as a verb ;—having neither stamens

nor pistils.

Neuter, (nu'ter) n. A person who takes no part

in a contest ; a neutral ;—an animal of neither

sex, or incapable of propagation, as the working

boo ;—a plant having neither stamen s nor pistils.

Neutral, (nu'tral) a. Not engaged on either side ;

indifferent ;—neither very good nor bad.

Neutral, (uu'tral) 51. A person or nation that

takes no part in a contest between others.

Neutrality, (nu-tral'o-te) n . State of being neutral

or taking no part on cither side of a controversy

or contest ;—indifference in quality ;—state of

being neither acid nor alkaline

Neutralization, (nu-tral-iz-a'shun) n. Act of

neutralizing ;—state of being neutralized.

Neutralize, (mTtraliz) v. t. To reduce to a state

of indifference or inactivity ;—to destroy the

Sower or spirit of opposition ;—in chanistry, to

eetroy the peculiar properties of a body by

combination with a substance having opposite

properties. [indifferently.

Neutrally, (nu'tral-le) adv. In a neutral manner :

Never, (never) adv. [A.-8. nosfir.] Not ever;

not at anytime;—in no degree; not in the least.

Nevertheless, (nev-er-THe-les') adv. Not the lees ;

notwithstanding; in spite of that.

New, (nu) a, [A.-S. neowt.] Fresh ; lately born

or produced ; recent ; — novel ; strange ;— not

ancient ; modern ;—unfamiliar ; unaccustomed ;

—restored to its first state ; hence, bright-look

ing;—starting anew; recommencing;— fresh

from or after any event.

Newfangled, (nu-fang'gld) «. New-made; formed

with the affectation of novelty.

New-fashioned, (nu-fash'uud) a. Made in a new

form, or lately come into fashion.

Newish, (nu'isn) a. Somewhat new; nearly new.

Newly, (utile) adv. Lately; freshly; recently.

Newness, (uu'nes) n. State or quality of being

new; recentness;—novelty;—innovation;—want

of practice or familiarity :—different state or

qualities introduced by regeneration.

News, (nuz) n. sing. Recent account ; fresh in

formation ; tidings ; intelligence.

Newsmonger, (nuYmung-ger) n. One who deals

in news.

Newspaper, (nuYpa-per) n. A public print that

circulates news, advertisements, and the like.

Newt, (nut) n. [A.-S. ejetc, with n prefixed.] A

small lizard ; an eft.

Next, (nek st) a. [A.-S.,«£rf«.] Nearest in place,

time, degree, quality, rank, right, or relation.

Next, (nekst) adv. At the time or turn nearest

or immediately succeeding.

Nib, (nib) v. Something small and pointed ; a

prong ;—the bill or beak of a bird ;—the point

of a pen. [—to cut off the point of.

Nib, (nib) u. £ To furnish with a nib ; to point ;

Nibble, (nibl) r. (. [From nib.] To eat slowly

or in small bits ; to try to catch, as bait ;—v. 1.

To bite at, as fish at bait ;—to carp at ; to find

fault in trifles.

Nibble, (nil/1) n. A little bite, or seizing to bite.

Nice, (nis) a. [A.-S. l-nasc] Soft; tender;—

delicate; dainty; — sweet or pleasant to the

taste ;—fine ; refined :—exact ; precise ;—hence,

over-scrupulous ; fastidious ;—minutely discern

ing ; discriminating ;—trivial ; unimportant ;—

weak ; foolish.

Nicely, (nis'lu) adv. In a nice or delicate manner ;

accurately; exactly ;—well , cleverly.

Niceness, (nis'nes) n. The quality of being nice ;

delicacy of perception ; accuracy ;—exactness.

Nicety, (nis'e-te) ;i. Quality of being nice;

minuteness; precision; accuracy; — excess of

delicacy; fastidiousness ;—delicate management;

exact shade or difference ;—pl. Dainties ; deli

cacies for the table.

Niche, (nich) n. [F., It] A cavity or recess in a

wall, for a statue, bust, or other erect ornament.

Niched, (nicht) a. Placed iu a niche ; having a

niche.

Niek, (nik) n. [F. nique.] A winning tlirow or

trick :—a hit ; the exact point of time ; the

critical moment [Ger. kniet:] A notch : a cut

in wood ;—a mark for scoring.

Nick, (nik) r. t. To cut in nicks : to notch ;—to

make an incision in a horse's tail ;—to strike at

the precise point or time ;—hence, to gain an

advantage orver.

Nickel, (nik'cD n. [Ger.] A grayish-white metal

of considerable lustre, very malleabk and ductile.
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Nickname, (nik'nam) n. [F. nique.] A name given

in contempt, derision, or sportive familiarity.

Nickname, (nik'nam) v, t. To give a name of

reproach or familiarity to.

Nicotine, (ni'ko-tin) u. An oily, colourless liquid,

of a very acrid taste, obtained from tobacco.

Nidification, (nid-e-fe-ka'shun) ft. [L. nidus and

facerc.) Act or operation of building a nest,

and the hatching and feeding of young.

Niece, (nes) n. [L. neptis, a grand-daughter.]

The daughter of a brother or sister.

Niggard, (nig/grd) h. [Ioat hndprp:] A person

nieanJy close and covetous ; a miser.

Niggard, (nig'grd) a. Meanly covetous ; sordidly

parsimonious ; miserly ;—wary ; cautions.

Niggardliness, (nig'srd-le-nes) n. State of being

niggardly ; mean oovetousneas ; sordid parsimony.

Niggardly, (nig'§rd-le) a. Meanly covetous or

avaricious ; sordidly parsimonious ■—cautiously

avoiding profusion; wary;—miserly; penurious.

Nigger, (nigV) n. A negro.

Niggle, (nigT) r. i. To play or trifle with ;—v. t.

To mock ; to flout.

Nigh, (ni) a. [A.-S. nedh, n£k.] Not distant in

place or time ; near ;—not remote in degree,

kindred, circumstances, <w. ; closely allied ;—

adjacent ; contiguous ; proximate ; present ;

intimate.

Nigh, (ni) adv. [A.-S. ntdh.] Near in place or

time j—almost ; nearly ;—at hand.

Nigh, (ni) prep. Near to : not distant from.

Nighly, (nile) adv. Nearly; closely.

Nighneis, (ni'nes) n. Nearness ; proximity.

Night, (nit) n. [A. -8. ntaht.] The time from

sunset to sunrise ;—time of rest ; time of dark

ness ; hence, gloom ; obscurity ; — a state of

ignorance ;—a state of affliction or distress ;—

death.

Night-cap, (nitfkap) n, A cap worn in bed or

in undress;—a glass of warm liquor before

going to bed.

Night-fall, (nit'fawl) v. Close of the day.

Night-glass, (nifglas) n. A kind of telescope

adapted for using in the night.

Night-gown, (nit'gown) v. A loose gown used

for undress ; sleeping garment ; niy)U-dre$».

Nightingale, (nit'in-gflJ) n. [A.-S. nikteyate.] A

small bird that sing*

at night ; philomel.

Night-light, (nlfllt) nl

Candle or taper made

to burn slowly, used

in the sick-room.

Nightly, (nit'le) a.

Done by night ;—done

every night.

Nightly, (nit'le) adv.

By night; in the night;

—every night

Nightmare, (nit'mar) ».

A sensation in sleep as

of the pressure of a weight on the chest or

stomach ; incubus.

Night-piece, (nit'pes) n. A piece of painting re

presenting some night-scene.

Nightshade, (nit'shad) n. A low, branching

annual plant, of the genus Sotanum, having

very small, white flowers, and small, round

berries, of various species.

Night-walker, (nlt'wawk-er) n. One who walks

in his sleep ; a somnambulist ;—one who roves

about in the night for evil purposes.

Night-watch, (nlt'wocb) n. A period in the
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night, as distinguished by the change of watch ;

—a watch or guard in the uight.

Nihilism, (nlml-izm) ft, (L. nihil'] Nothing

ness;—the doctrine that nothing can be known.

Nill, (nil) v. i. To be unwilling.

Nimble, (mm'bl) a. [A.-S. numol.] Light and

c^uick; active; brisk; lively; prompt; expert.

Nunbleness, (nim'bl-nes) n. The quality of being

nimble ; quickness ; celerity ; speed ; swiftness.

Nimbly, (nim'ble) adv. In a nimhle manner.

Nimbus, (nimbus) n. [L.] A circle of rays of

light around the heads of saints, &c. ; a halo s—

a rain-cloud.

Nincompoop, (iiinTtom-poop) v. [A corruption

of L. rum compos.] A silly fool ; a blockhead.

Nine, (nin) a. [A.-S. fagaik] One more than

eight, or one less than ten.

Nine, (nin) is. The sum of five and four;—a

symbol representing nine units, as 9 or ix.

Ninefold, (nin'fold) «. Nine times repeated.

Nine-holes, (nin'holz) n. A game in which nine

holes ure made in the ground, into which a ball

is to be bowled.

Nine-pins, (nin'pinz) n. A play with nine pieces

of wood set on end, at which a bowl in rolled.

Nineteen, (nin't£n) a. Nine and ten.

Nineteen, (nln'ten) n. The sum of ton and nine ;

—a symbol representing nineteen units, as 19

or xix.

Nineteenth, (oln'tenth) a. Constituting or being

one of nineteen equal parts into which any

thing is divided—the ordinal of nineteen.

Nineteenth, (nin ' tenth) ft. The quotient of a

unit divided by nineteen ; one of nineteen

equal parts.

Ninetieth, (nin'te-eth) a. Constituting or being

one of ninety eqnal parts.

Ninetieth, (nin'te-eth) n. The quotient of a unit

divided by ninety ; one of ninety equal parts.

Ninety, (nin'te) o. Nine times ten.

Ninety, (nin'te) n. The sum of nine times ten ;—

a symbol representing ninety units, as 90 or xc.

Ninny, (nin'e) n. [Sp. nino, child, O. nenot,

foolish.] A fool ; a simpleton ; a dolt.

Ninth, (ninth) a. [From nine] Constituting

one of nine equal parts into which any thing

is divided.

Ninth, (ninth) n. The quotient of a unit divided

by nine ; one of nine equal parts.

Ninthly, (ninth'le) adv. In the ninth place.

Nip, (nip) i'./. [A.-S. hnipan.] To pinch;—to

remove by pinching, biting, or cutting with two

meeting edges of any thing ;—hence, to blast, as

by frost ; to destroy ;—to bite ; to vex.

Nip, (nip) ii. A seizing or closing in upon;—a

pinch with the nails or tooth ;—a blast ; destruc

tion by frost ;—a taunt ;—a small taste or sip.

Nipper, (nip'er) n. A fore tooth of a horse.

Nippers, (nip'e.rz) n. pi. Small pincers.

Nipple, (nipl) n. [A.-S. nyptU.] A teat ; a pap ;

a dug ;—the protuberance by which milk is

drawn from the breasts of females ;—the part of

a percussion lock on which the cap is placed.

Nit, (nit) n. [A.-S. hntu.} The egg of a louse

or other small insect.

Nitrate, (ni'trat) n. A salt formed by the union

of nitric acid with a base.

Nitre, (ni'ter) n. [L.nitTum.] A white, crystalline

salt, nitrate of potassa:—called also saltpttrt.

Nitric, (nt'tnk) «. Pertaining to, or containing,

nitrogen.

Nitrify, (nftre-fi) v. t. [L. ni(nm and facere, to

make.] To convert into nitre.
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Nitrogen, (ni'tro-jen) n. [G. nitron and aipnes-

thai?] A gaseous element, forming nearly four-

fifths ef common air, and incapable of support

ing life: azote. [nitre.

Nitrous, (ni'trus) a. Pertaining to or containing

Nitry, (nitre) a. Nitrous ; pertaining to nitre ;

producing nitre.

No, (no) adv. [A.-S. nd, Skr. na.) Nny—a wonl

of denial or refusal. [not one; none.

No, (no) a. [Abbreviated from ntme.] Not any;

No, (no) n. A refusal by use of the word no .■ a

denial ;—a negative vote : one who votes in the

negative :—usually written no?, pl.t noes.

No, (no). [Abbreviated form of L. numcro.] Not

ing a particular figure in numeration, as No. 1.

Noachian, (uo-alte-an) a. Pertaining to Noah,

the patriarch, or to his time.

Nobility, (no-bil'e-te) n. [L. nobilita*.] The

quality of being noble, as dignity ; greatness ;

superiority of mind or of quality; eminence ;—

noble birth;—the aristocratic class; the peerage.

Noble, (no'bl) a. [L. nobilis.] Elevated ; illus

trious ;—high born ; titled;—generous; liberal;

—stately ; splendid ;—lofty ; sublime, as Btyle ;

—choice ; excellent.

Noble, (no'bl) n. A nobleman ; a peer ; formerly,

a gold coin, of the value of 6s. Sd. sterling.

Nobleman, (n5'bl-man) n. One of the nobility ;

a noble ; a peer.

Nobleness, (n5'bl-nea)n. Quality of being noble;

greatness; magnanimity; dignity.

Noblesse, (no-bios') n. The nobility.

Noblewoman, (no'bl-w66m-an) n, A woman of

noble rank.

Nobly, (no'ble) adv. Of noble extraction ;—with

greatness of soul; with magnanimity; heroically.

Nobody, (uo'bod-e) n. No person ; no one ;—a

person of no influence or importance.

Nocturn, (nok'turn) n. [L. noetv.rnus.'] An act

of religious service by night.

Nocturnal, (nok -tur'nal) a. [L. noclvmalis.]

Pertaining to, done or happening by night ;—

nightly.

Nod, (nod) i\ i. [L. nutare.) To bond or incline

with a quick motion ;-— to make a bow in token

of assent or salutation ;—to be drowsy ;—v. t.

To incline or bend, as the head ;—to signify by

a nod.

Nod, (nod) n. A bending forward of the upper

part or top of any thing ;—-a quick, downward

motion of the head in assent, in drowsiness, or

as a signal. [to, a node.

Nodal, (nodal) a. Of the nature of, or relating

Nodding, (nod'ing) a. Curved so that the apex

hangB down ; bavin? the top bent downward.

Noddle, (nodi) n. [Probably from nod.] The

head—used jocosely or contemptuously.

Noddy, (nod'e) n. A simpleton ;—a sea-fowl easily

taken ; the booby ;—a kind of hack carriage.

Node, (nod) n, [h. nodus.] A knot ; a knob;—

one of the two points where the orbit of a

planet, or comet, intersects the ecliptic ;—the

joint of a stem ;—the oval figure, or knot,

formed by the folding of a curve upon itself.

Nodose, (nod'os) a. [L. nodosum] Having knots

or swelling joints ; knotted:—also nodulous.

Nodule, (nod'til) n. [L. nodulus.] A rounded

mineral mass of irregular shape.

Noggin, (uog'in) v. [Ir. noigin, Gael, noigcan.]

A small mug or wooden cup.

Noise, (noiz) n. [F. noise.] Sound of any kind ;

—especially, over-loud or senseless sound .—fre

quent talk ; outcry ; clamour; din.

Noise, (noiz) v. i. To sound loud ;—r. t. To spread

by rumour or report ;—to disturb with noise.

Noiseless, (noizles) a. Making no noise or bustle ;

silent.

Noiselessly, (noizles-le) adv. Without noise.

Noiselessness, (noizOos-nes) n. A state of silence.

Noisily, (noizVle) ado. With noise; with making

a noise. [clamorousness.

Noisiness, (noiz'e-nes) tt. State of being noisy ;

Noisome, (noi'sum) a. [F. nuisant.] Injurious

to health ; unwholesome ;—offensive to the smell

or other senses ; disgusting; fetid.

Noisomely, (noi'sum-le) adv. With a fetid stench.

Noisy, (noiz'e) a. Making a noise or loud sound ;

clamorous ; turbulent ; boisterous.

Nomad, (nomad) w. [G. nomas. J One of a race

or tribe that wanders from place to place in

search of pasture for its herds.

Nomadic, (no-mad'ik) a. Pastoral ;—subsisting

by the tending of cattle, and wandering for

pasturage. [a deer.

Nombles, (nom'blz) n. pi. [F.] The entrailB of

Nomenclator, (nfi'men-kla-ter) n. [L.] Oue who

gives names to things.

Nomenclature, (no'men-kia-tur) n. A system of

technical names in any particular branch of

science ; terminology.

Nominal, (noni'in-al) a. [L. nominalis.] Per

taining to a name or names ,—existing in name

only ; titular. [name only.

Nominally, (uom'in-al-le) adv. By name, or in

Nominate, (nom'in-ilt) v. t. [L. nominate.] To

mention by name ; to name ;—to appoint ; also,

to propose by name, as a candidate for office.

Nomination, (nom-in-a'shun) «. Act of naming

for some particular office ; state of being

nominated ;—power of nominating.

Nominative, (noni'in-at-iv) a. Naming ; desig

nating—said of that case of a noun which stands

as the subject of a verb.

Nominative, (nom'in-at-iv) n. The case in which

the subject of a verb stands.

Nominator, (nom'in-at-er) «. One who nominates.

Nominee, (nom-ii)-e') u. One who has been nom

inated or proposed for office, or for election to

office.

Nonage, (non'aj) n. [Prefix -non and age.] The

time of life before a person becomes of age ;

minority.

Nonagenarian, (non-a-jen-a're-an) n. [L. nona-

gmarius.) One who is ninety years old.

Non-appearance, (non-ap-per'am) n. Default of

appearance in court to prosecute or defend a

suit. [to attend.

Non-attendance, (non-at-tend'ans) n. A failure

Nonce, (nous) v. The present call or occasion ;

purpose—chiefly used in the phrase for the nonce.

Non-commissioned, (non-kom-mish'und) a. Not

having a commission, as the petty officers in a

man-of-war, or sergeants and corporals in a

regiment.

Non-compliance, (non-kom-plTans) n. Neglect or

failure of compliance.

Non-conductor, (non-kon-dukt'er) n. A substance

which does not transmit another substance or

fluid.

Non-conformist, (non-kon-form'ist) w. One who

does not conform to an established church ;

especially, one who refused to sign the Act of

Uniformity, passed in 1662.

Non-conformity, (non-kon-form'e-te) n. Neglect

or failure of conformity to the Established

Church,
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Nondescript, (non'de-skript) a. [L. non and de-

KriptvJt.) Not hitherto described; novel; hence,

odd ; abnormal ; irregular.

Nondescript, (non'de-skript) n. A thing not de

scribed ; something abnormal or hardly classi

fiable.

None, (nun) a. & pron, [A. -S. ndn.] No one ; not

any thing—frequently used as a plural, not any.

Non-elasUo, (non-S-las'tik) a. Wanting elasticity.

Nonentity, (non-en'te-te) n. Non-existence ; ne

gation of being :—a thing not existing.

Nonesuch, (nun 'such) n. Something extra

ordinary ; a thing that has not its equal.

Non-existence, (non-egz-ist'ens) n. Absence of

existence ; nonentity. [existence.

Non-existent, (non-egz-ist'ent) a. Not having

Non-juror, (non-joor'er) n. One who refused to

take the oath of allegiance to the government

and crown of England after the revolution of

1688.

Nonpareil, (non-pa-rel') n. [P. non and pareil.]

Something of unequalled excellence ;—a sort of

apple ; a small sugar-plum ;—a kind of narrow

ribbon ;—a small printing type.

Nonpareil, (non-pa-rel) a. Having no equal;

peerless. [ment.

Non-payment, (non-pa'ment) n. Neglect of pay-

Non-performance, (non-per-form'ans) n. A failure

to perform.

Nonplus, (non'plns) n. [L. non and plus] In

superable difficulty ; puzzle.

Nonplus, (non'plus) t*. (. To puzzle; to confound.

Non-proficient, (non-prd-flsh'e-ent) n. One who

has failed to improve or make progress in any

study or pursuit.

Non-residence, (non-rez'e-dena) n. Failure or

neglect of residing at the place of official duties.

Non-resident, (nou-rez'e-dent) a. Not residing

on one's own estate, or in one's proper place.

Non-resident, (non-rezVdent) n. One who does

not reside in a particular place—particularly

applied to clergymen who live away from their

cures.

Non-resistance, (non-rg-zist'ans)n. The principles

or practice of a non-resistant; passive obedience.

Non-resistant, (non - re" - zist ' ant) n. One who

maintains that no resistance should be made to

constituted authority, even when unjustly or

oppressi vely exercised.

Nonsense, (non'sens) n. That which is not sense,

or has no sense ;—trifles ; things of no im

portance, [absurd ; foolish.

Nonsensical, (non-sens'ik-al) a. Unmeaning ;

Nonsensically, (non-senslk-al-le) adv. Absurdly.

Nonsuit, (non'sut) n. A neglect or failure by the

plaintiff to follow up his suit.

Nonsuit, (non'sut) v. t. To judge or record a

plaintiff as having dropped his suit, upon his

withdrawal or failure to follow it up.

Noodle, (noodT) n. A simpleton ; a blockhead.

Nook, (nook) n. (Gael, mtic.] A corner ; a re

cess ; a secluded retreat.

Noon, (noun) n, [Sax. non.] The middle ot tua

day ; midday ; twelve o'clock ; — the time of

ereatest brilliancy. [nal.

Boon, (noon) a. Belonging to midday ; meridio-

Noonday, (noon'da) n. Midday; twelve o'clock in

the day.

Noonday, (noon'da) a. Pertaining to midday.

Noontide, (noon'tid) n. The time of noon.

Noontide, (noon'tid) a. Pertaining to noon.

Noose, (noos) n. fir. no*.] A running knot

which binds the closer the more it is drawn.

Noose, (noos) r. t. To tie in a noose ; to catch in

a noose ; to insnare ; to entrap.

Nor, (nor) conj. [A.-S, nddhor.] A particle, in

troducing the second member of a negative pro

position, following neitlur or not in the first.

Occasionally, nor is used in the first member an

well as the second.

Normal, (nor'mal) a. [L. Norma.] According to

an established rule or principle ; conformed to

a type or regular form ;—regular ; ordinary.

Normal tchool, an institution for the education

of teachers.

Normal, (nor'mal) n. A perpendicular.

Norman, (nor'man) n. A native or inhabitant of

Normandy. [or to the Normans.

Norman, (nor'man) a. Pertaining to Normandy,

None, (nors) a. Of or pertaining to ancient

Scandinavia.

Norse, (nors) n. [Icel. Norvepr.) The language

of ancient Scandinavia.

North, (north) n, [A.-S. nordA, Icel. nordhr.]

The direction opposite to the south.

North, ( north ) a. Lying toward the north ;

situated at the north.

North-east, (north'est) ft. The point between the

north and east, at an equal distance from each.

North-east, (north 'est) a. Pertaining to the

north-east, or proceeding from that point.

North-easterly, (north-est'er-le) a. Toward or

coming from the north-east.

North-eastern, (north-est'era) a. Pertaining to

' or being in a direction to the north-east.

Northerly, (norrH'er-le) a. Being towaid the

' north ; northern ;—from the north.

Northerly, (norTH'er-le) adv. Toward the north ;

proceeding from a northern point.

Northern, (norTH'grn) «. Being in or near to the

north ;—in a direction toward the north.

Northernmost, (norrH'ern-mdst) u. Situated at

the point furthest north.

North-pole, (north'pol) n. The northern extremity

of the axis of the earth.

North-sea, (north'se) n. The German Ocean.

North-star, (uorth'star) n. The pole-star.

Northward, (north'wgrd) a. Being toward the

north.

Northward, (north'werd) adr. Toward the north.

Northwardly, (north'werd-le) a. Having a north

ern direction.

North-west,( north'west) n. The point between the

north and west, and equally distant from each.

North-west, (north'west) a. Pertaining to, in the

direction of, or from the north-west.

North-westerly, (north-west'er-le) a. Toward or

from the north-west.

North-western, (north-west'ern) a. Pertaining

to or being in the north-west.

Norwegian, (nor-we'je-an) a. [From Norway, O.

Eng. Nortceye. ] Of or pertaining to Norway.

Norwegian, (nor-we'je-an) ?i. A native of Norway.

Nose, (noz) ». [L. natit*. J The prominent part

of the face, which is the organ of smell ;—power

of smelling ; hence, scent ;—a snout ; a nozzle.

Nose, (noz) v. t. To smell : to scent; hence, to

track ;— to oppose to the face ; to affront.

Nosegay, (noz'ga) n. A bunch of odorous flowers ;

a bouquet ; a posy. [nosology.

Nosological, (nos-6-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

Nosologist, (noA-olo-jist) n. One who is versed

in nosology.

Nosology, (nos-ol'o-je) n. [G. no$oe and logo?.)

A branch of medical science which treats of tlie

classification of diseases.
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Nostril, (nos'tril) n. [A. -8. notethvrl.) An aper

ture or passage through the nose through which

air is inspired and expired, and secretions from

the nose are discharged.

Nostrum, (nos'tmiu) n. [L. neuter of nosier.} A

quack or patent medicine.

Not, (not) adv. [A.-S. nat.) A word that ex

presses negation, denial, or refusal.

Notability, (uot-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

notable ;—a remarkable person or thing.

Notable, (not'a-bl) a. [L. notabilis.] Xoticeable ;

remarkable ; distinguished ; distinguished for

good management. [tinction.

Notable, (uot'a-bl) «. A person of note or dis-

Notasly, (not'a-ble) adv. In a notable manner ;

remarkably; eminently;—with bustling activity.

Notarial, (uot-U're-al) a. Pertaining to a notary;

—done, or taken, by a notary.

Notary, (not'a-re) n. [h. notariu*,] A public

officer who attests deeds and other writingB ;—

one who protests notes or bills of exchange.

Notation, (not-A/shun) n. [L. notatio.] Act,

practice, or method of recording any thing by

marks, figures, or characters ; the expressing of

numbers and quantities by figures or signs.

Notch, (noch) «. [O. Kng. nock.] A nick: an

indentation ;—a gioove cut in one timber to

receive the end of another.

Notch, (noch) v. t. To cut in small hollows ;—to

place in a notch.

Note, (not) n. [L. nota.] A mark or token ; a

visible sign ;—a figure or mark in a book calling

attention ;—a comment ; annotation ;—a memo

randum ; a minute ;—a short letter ;—a paper

acknowledging a debt, and promising payment:

—a character to indicate the length of a musical

tone ;— observation ; notice ;—reputation ; dis

tinction .—pi. Brief outlines, heads, or abstract

of an argument or discourse.

Note, (not) v. t. To observe : to remark ;—to

record in writing ;—to denote ; to designate ; to

set down in musical characters.

Note-book, (not' book) «. A book in which

memorandums are written.

Noted, (not'ed) a. Well known ; distinguished;

remarkable ; illustrious ; famous.

Noteless, (not'les) a. Not attracting notice.

Noter, (not'vr) n. One who takes notice ; an

annotator.

Noteworthy, (not'wur-THe) a. Worthy of observa

tion or notice.

Nothing, (nuth'ing)}!. [From -no and thing.] Not

anything;—non-existence ; nonentity;—not any

thing of account, value, or the like ; a trifle.

Nothing, (nuth'ing) adv. In no degree; not at all.

Nothingness, (nuth'ing-nes) n. Nihility ; non

existence ;—nothing ; a tiling of no value.

Notice, (not'lB) n. (L. notitia.] Act of noting

or observing ; cognizance ;—knowledge given or

received ; intimation ; — a writing containing

formal, customary, or presented information ;—

respectful treatment ;—remark ; observation.

Notice, (ndt'is) v. t. To observe ; to see ;—to heed ;

to regard ;—to take public note of; to remark

upon ;—to treat with attention and civilities.

Noticeable, (ndt'ls-a-bl) a. Capable of being ob- i

served ; worthy of observation.

Noticeably, (not'is-a-ble) adv. Observably.

Notification, (ndt-e-fe-ka'ahun) n. Act of giving

notice ; the act of making known ;—the writing

which communicates information ; an advertise

ment, citation, and the like.

Notify, (not'e-fi) v. t. [h. notut and facert.] To

make known ; to publish ;—to give certain or

official information of.

Notion, (no'shun) n. [L. notio.] Mental appre

hension of whatever may be known or imagined;

idea : conception ;—opinion ; sentiment ;—in

clination.

Notional, (no'shun-al) a. Ideal; imaginary;

visionary ;—unreal ; fanciful ; whimsical ; fan

tastical.

Notoriety, (nd-to-ri'e-te) n. [F. notorittc] The

state of being generally known; public know

ledge ; public exposure.

Notorious, (no-tore-us) a. [F. notaire.] Publicly

known; manifest; conspicuous;—usually, known

to disadvantage—more than disreputable, but

less than infamous.

Notoriously, (no-to're-us-le) adv. In a notorious

manner; publicly; openly.

Notoriousness, (no-to're-us-nes) n. The state of

being open or known beyond denial; notoriety.

Notwithstanding, (not-with-stand'ing) coni., but

really the participle of tciUuttand, with not

Erefixed. This not preventing ; nevertheless ;

owever ; although ;—in Bpite of.

Nought, (nawt) «. [A.-S. nohu-it, nohf.] Nota

whit; nothing—used also adverbially.

Noun, (uoun) n. (L. nomen.] A word used as

the designation of a creature or thing existing

in fact or in thought.

Nourish, (nur'iah) v. t. [F. nourrir.] To feed

and cause to grow ; to furnish with the means

of support and increase ; to encourage ; — to

comfort ;—to instruct. [nourishes.

Nourisher, (nur'i&h-c.r) n. One who or that which

Nourishment, (nur'ish-ment) n. Act of nourish

ing;—nutrition ;—nutriment; sustenance;—in

struction ; means of mental or spiritual growth.

Novel, (nov'el) a. [L. novellus.) Now; of recent

origin or introduction ; unusual ; strange.

Novel, (nov'el) n. A fictitious narrative intended

to exhibit the operation of the passions, and

particularly of love.

Novelist, (nov'el-ist) n. A writer of a novel.

Novelty, (nov'et-te) n. Quality of being novel ;

newness ; receutness ;—a new or strange thing.

November, (no-vein'ber) n. [L. Novcmbris.] The

eleventh month of the year, containing thirty

days. [every ninth year.

Novennial, (no-ven'e-al) a. [L. nocevnis.] Done

Novice, (nov'is) n. [L. noviiius.] One who is

new in any business ; a beginner ;—one newly

received into the church ;—one who has entered

a convent or nunnery, but has not taken the

vow.

Novitiate, ( uo-vish'e-at ) n. State of being a

novice ; time of probation in a religious house

before taking the vows.

Now, (now) adv. [A.-S., L. nunc.] At the pre

sent time ; at this moment :—a little while ago ;

lately :—at one and another time;—after this;

in present circumstances or state.

Now, (now) n. The present time or moment

Nowadays, (now'a-daz) adv. In this age ; at the

present period. [not at all ; uovay*.

Noway, (no'wa) adv. In no manner or degree ;

Nowhere, (noTiwur) adv. Not any where ; not

in any place or state. [degree.

Nowise, (no'wiz) adv. Not in any maimer or

Noxious, (nolr/she-us) a. [L. noxius.] Hurtful ;

pernicious;—destructive ; fatal;—unwholesome;

insalubrious ;—corrupting to morals ; Imneful.

Noxiously, (nok'she-us-le) adv. Hurtfully ; per

niciously.
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Noxiousness, (nok'she-us-nes) n. Quality that

injures, impairs, or destroys ; hurtfulness ; per-

nicioasness.

Nozzle, (nozT) n. [From note.] The nose; the

snout ; hence, the projecting vent of any thing.

Nucleus, (nu'kle-us) n. [L. nujr.) A kernel ; a

central mass or point about which matter is

gathered—both literally and figuratively ;—the

central part of the body of a comet.

Node, (nud) n. [L. niXdui.] Bore ; naked ; un

covered ;—of no force ; void.

Nudge, (nnj) v. t. fProv. Ger. kniit*chen.] To

touch gently, as with the elbow, in order to call

attention or convey intimation.

Nudge, (nnj) n. A gentle push, as with the elbow.

Nudity, (nud'e-te) n. Condition of being nude ;

nakedness;—naked part; undraped or unclothed

portion.

Nugatory, (nu ga-tor-e) a. \L. nugatoriv*.]

Trifling; vain; futile;—inoperative; ineffectual.

Nugget, (nug'et) n. A lump ; a mass, especially

of a precious metal

Nuisance, (nu'sans) n. [F. nuisance.] That

which annojs or gives trouble and vexation ;

—something that produces inconvenience or

damage.

Null, (mil) a. [L. nullus.] Of no legal or

binding force or validity; invalid ; void ; of no

significance.

Nullification, (nul-e-fe-kft'shun) n. Act of nulli

fying ; a rendering void or of no legal effect.

Nullify, (nul'e-f l) r. t. [L. nullus and fucere.]

To make void ; to render invalid ; to deprive of

legal force or efficacy.

Nullity, (nul'e-te) n. Quality of being null;

nothingness ;—any thing void, invalid, or of no

efficacy.

Numb, (num) a. [A. -8. niman.) Enfeebled in

or destitute of sensation and motion ; torpid ;

benumbed ; chill ; motionless.

Numb, (num) v. t. To deprive of the power of

sensation or motion ; to benumb; to deaden ;

to stupefy.

Number, (num'ber) n. [P. nombre, L. «vm*;i«]

A single unit ; one of a series :—a particular

aggregate of units ;—an indefinite aggregate of

units ; collection of particulars ; assemblage of

individuals ; multitude ;—in grammar, an in

flection in the form of a word to signify plurality

or unity ;—a ticket or badge bearing a distinc

tive figure ;—a part or division of a book issued

In separate portions ;—in poetry, the quantity

of syllables or feet in a line or verse ; metrical

' measure ;—hence, pi. Verse ; poetry.

Number, (num'ber) r. t. To reckon ; to ascertain

the units of ;—to give or assign the numher of ;

—to reckon as one of a collection or multitude ;

—r. i. To amount to ; to consist of.

Numberless, (num'ber-lea) a. Not admitting of

being counted : innumerable.

Numbers, (nunVVrz) n. The fourth book of

the Pentateuch—containing the census of the

Hebrews. [numb.

Numbness, (num'nes) n. Condition of being

Numerable, (nu'mer-a-bi) a. Capable of being

numbered or counted.

Numeral, (nu'iuer-al) a. Pertaining to or consist

ing of number ; — expressing or representing

number.

Numeral, (numer-al) n. A figure or character

used to express a number.

Numerally, (uu'mgr-al-le) adv. According to

number.

Numerary, (nu'mer-ar-e) a. Belonging to a cer

tain number.

Numeration, (nu-mer-&'shun) n. Act or art of

writing or reading numbers, especially by the

Arabic method.

Numerator, (nu'mer-at-cr) 11. One who numbers ;

—the term in a vulgar fraction which indicates

the number of fractional units that are taken.

Numerical, (nu-me.r'ik-al) a. Belonging to or

denoting number ; expressed by numbers.

Numerically, (nu-mer'ik-al-le) adv. In numbers ;

with respect to number or sameness in number.

Numerous, (nu'mcr-us) a. Being many ; consist

ing of a great number of individuals ;—consist

ing of poetic numbers; rhythmical ; musical.

Numerously, ( nu'mer-us-le ) adv. In or with

great numbers.

Numismatic, (nu-mis-mat'ik) o. [G. nomisma.]

Pertaining to coins or medals.

Numismatics, (nu-mis-mat'iks) n. sing. The

science of coins and medals.

Numismatology, (nu-mis-ma-tol'6-je) «. [Q.

nomisma and logos.] The science which treats

of coins and medals in their relation to history.

Nun, (nun) u. [V. nonnt, It. nonna.] A woman

devoted to a religious life, living in a cloister

secluded from the world, and vowed to celibacy,

Ac. ;—also a beguine ; sister of charity;—a kind

of white fancy pigeon.

Nuncio, (nun'she-6) n. [It.] A messenger;—an

ambassador from the pope to an emperor or

king; legate.

Nuncupate, (nun'ku-pat) v.t. [L. nomen and

capere.] To dedicate by declaration ; to inscribe.

Nuncupative, (nun-ku'pat-iv) a. Publicly or

solemnly declaratory;—oral; not written.

Nunnery, (nun'er-e) m. A cloister or house in

which nuns reside.

Nunnish, (nun'ish) a. Pertaining to the state of

nuns ; resembling a nun ; hence, prudish.

Nuptial, (nup'she-al) a. [L. nuptialis.) Per

taining to marriage ; done at a wedding ;—

constituting marriage.

Nuptial, (nup'she-al) v. Marriage ; wedding—

almost only in the plural.

Nurse, (nun) n. [A. -H. norice.] One who tends

a child or children in a family ;—one who suckles

the child of another ; wet nurse ;—one who at

tends in child-birth; monthly - nurse ; — one,

male or female, who waits on the sick ;—one

who or that which brings up, rears, trains, or

the like.

Nurse, (num) v.t. To tend, as children ;—to

nourish at the breast ; to suckle ; to wait on,

as the sick ;—to cherish ; to foster ;—to manage

with economy ; to husband with a view to

increase.

Nursery, (nurs'er-e) n. The apartment in a house

appropriated to the care of children ;—a plot of

ground for the propagation of young plants

and shrubs to be afterwards transplanted ;—a

market garden for the growth of fruits, flowers,

vegetables, 4c. ;—the place where any tiling is

fostered and growth promoted.

Nursling, (nursling) n. [From nurse and ter

mination ling.] One who or that which is

nursed ; an infant.

Nurture, (nurt'ur) n. \0. Eng. nouriture.] Act

of nourishing ; education ; instruction ;—food ;

diet.

Nurture, (nurt'ur) v. t. To feed ; to bring or

train up ;—cherish ; educate ; tend.

Nut, (nut) n. [A.-S. knut.] Fruit consisting of
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a hard shell inclosing a kernel ;—a small block

containing a concave screw, used for retaining

or tightening a bolt, and the like.

Nut, (nut) v, i. To gather nuts.

Nutation, (nu-t&Vshun) n. [L. nutatio,] A vib

ratory motion of the earth's axis.

Nut-brown, (nutfbrown) a. Brown as a nut long

kept and dried.

Nut-cracker, (nutfkrak-e.r) n. An instrument for

cracking nuts :—an inseasonal bird of the genus

Piar, resembling the wood-peckers.

Nutmeg, (nut'meg) n. [O. Eng. notemuge.] The

kernel of the fruit of an East Indian tree. It

is aromatic, and is much used in cookery.

Nutriment, (nu'tre-iuent) h. [L. nutrimenturn.]

That which nourishes ; food ; alimeut ;—that

which promotes improvement.

Nutrimental, (nu-tre-nient'al) a. Having the

qualities of food ; alimental.

Nutrition, (nu-trish'un) n. [L. nutritio.) Act

or process of promoting the growth or repairing

the waste of animal or vegetable life; — that

which nourishes ; nutriment.

Nutritious, (nu-trish'e-us) a. Nourishing ; pro

moting growth or repairing waste.

Nutritiously, (nu-trish'e-us-le)arft'. Nourishingly;

in a nutritious manner.

Nutritiousness, (nu-trish'e-us-nes)». The quality

of K-ing nutritious or nourisliing.

Nutritive, (nu'tre-tiv) a. Having the quality of

nourisliing ; nutrimental ; alimental

Nutshell, (nut'shel) n. The shell in which the

kernel of a nut is inclosed ;—hence, a thing of

little compass, or of little value.

Nuzzle, (nnz'l) v. I. (Probably a corruption of

nestle.] To neatlo ; to house, as iu a nest ; to

nurse ; to foster ;—v. i. [From nozzle.] To work

with the nose, like a swine in the mud.

Nymph, (nimf) n. [G. nv raphe-.] A goddess of

the mountains, forests, meadows, or waters ;—

hence, a lovely young girl : a maiden.

Nymph, (nimf) n. An insect in the pupa state :

a chrysalis.

Nyropnean, (nim-fS'an) a. [G. wmphaio*.] Per-

taining to, or appropriate to, nymphs; inhabited

by nymphs.

O.

O(o), the fifteenth letter and the fourth vowel

in the English alphabet, has several dif

ferent sounds ; a long sound, as in bone, t6ne ; a

short sound, as in lot, cot ; a subdued sound, as

in move (moov), prove (proov), and this last

sound contracted, as in foot (foot), loot (loot).

Oaf, (of) n. [A.-S. eel/.] A changeling ; a foolish

child left by fairies in the place of another ;—a

blockhead.

Oafish, (of'ish) a. Like an oaf; stupid ; dull.

Oak, (6k) a. [A.-S. Oc, Icel cUe, Ger. eioh.] A

hard-wooded and durable

tree of several species,

found in all temporate

climes; specifically, a Brit

ish tree, called from its

size, Btrength, and dura

bility, the monarch of the

woods :—tho wood of the

tree, largely used for ship

building, <fcc. ; — hence,

strength ; firmness ; con

stancy.

Oak-apple, (ok'ap-pl) n, A

kind of spongy excrescence Oak.

on oak leaves or tender branches, Ac.

Oaken, (ok'n) a. Made of oak, or consisting of

oak, as a plauk ;—made of oak leaves, as a

garland.

Oakling, (dkling) n. A young oak.

Oakum, (ok'uni) n, [A.-S. dcumba.] Old ropes

untwisted and pulled into loose hemp, used for

caulking the seams of ships, stopping leaks, &.c

Oar, (fir) n. [A.-S. & IceL dr.] An instrument

for rowing boats.

Oar, (or) v. i. To row ;—v. t. To impel by rowing.

Oarsman, (orz'rnau) n. One who rows at the oar.

Oary, (oVe) a. Having the form or use of an oar

—said of the feet of swans, &c. :— also oar-footed.

Oasis, (6-a'sis. 6'fi-sis) n. [L. , G. oaiis.] A fertile

place in a sandy or barren desert.

Oat, (dt) n. [AS. ata.] A native cereal plant

of the genuB Arena;—the nutritious grain or

seed of the plant ;—usually pi. Oats.

 

Oat-cake, (otfkak) n, A cake made of the meal

of oats.

Oaten, (ot'n) a. Consisting of an oat Btraw or

stem ;—made of oat-meal.

Oath, (oth) n. [A.-S. &dh, Go. aith*,] A solemn

affirmation, with an appeal to God for its truth ;

—a careless and blasphemous use of the name

of the divine Being. [oath ; perjury.

Oath-breaking;, (oth'brak-ing) n. Violation of an

Oat-meal, (otruel) w. Meal made of oats.

Obduracy, (ob'du-ras-e) n. State of being obdu

rate ; invincible hardness of heart ; obstinacy.

Obdurate, (ob'du-r&t) o. [L. obduratu*.] Ren

dered hard ; harsh ;—hardened in heart ; per

sistent in evil or impenitence ; stubborn ; in

flexible ;—callous ; indifferent.

Obdurately, (ol/du rat-le) adv. With obstinate

impenitence; stubbornly; inflexibly.

Obedience, (d-bfi'de-ens) n. Submission to autho

rity; compliance with a command or prohibition;

conformity in pint, character, and conduct to

the law or standard of duty.

Obedient, (o-bedo-ent) a. [L. obedient.] Subject

in will or act to authority ; willing to obey ;

dutiful ; compliant ; subservient ; submissive ;

obsequious. [manner.

Obediently, (o-be'de-ent-le) adv. In an obedient

Obeisance, (6-ba'sans) n. [F. obtinsance.} A mani

festation of obedience ; a bow ; a courtesy.

Obelisk, (ob'e-lisk) n. L. oucliscus.] A four-

sided pillar, tapering as it rises ;—a murk thus

ft], used as a reference to notes, or to indicate

that a word or expression is obsolete.

Obelus, (ob'el-us) n. [G. obelo*, a spit] A mark

thus [—], noting a break or suspension of the

sense, or a transition from one member of the

sentence to another. [pulent ; fat ; fleshy.

Obese, (6-beV) a. [L. obtsu*.] Excessively cor-

Obesity, (o-bes'it-e) n. Fleshiness; fulness of body;

excessive or morbid corpulence :—also obesenesn.

Obey, (o-ba') v. t. [h. obedire.] To yield sub

mission to; to comply with the orders of;—to

submit to the government of ;—to yield to the

impulse, power, or operation of.
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Obfuscate, (ob-fusTcat) r. t. [L. ob and fmcare.]

To darken ; to obscure ;—hence, to bewilder or

confuse.

Obfuscation, (ob-fus-kit'shun) n. Act or darkening

or confusing ; state of being darkened.

Obit, (6'bit) n. [L] Death ; decease ; — hence,

funeral solemnities;—an anniversary service for

the soul of the deceased. [to obits.

Obitual, (6-bit'u-al) a. [L. obitus.] Pertaining

Obituary, (6-bit'u-ar-e) a. Relating to the decease

of a person or persons.

Obituary, (6-bit'u-ir-e) n. A list or record of the

dead ;—a biographical notice of the death of a

person.

Object, (ob'jekt) n. fL. objeetux.] Material body

or substance perceived or cognizable by the

senses ;—subject of thought and contemplation ;

—that which the mind has in view to accom

plish ; aim ; design ; ultimate purpose ;—person

or thing brought before the senses to awaken

pity or charity ;—in grammar, the case after a

transitive verb.

Object, (ob-jekf) v. 1. [L. objicere.} To set before;

—to present or offer in opposition ;—v. i. To

make opposition in words or argument :—to

urge reasons against.

Objection, (ob-jekshun) n. Act of objecting:—

that which is presented in opposition : adverse

reason or argument ;—difficulty ; scruple ; fault

found. [to objections.

Objectionable, (ob-jek'shun-a-bl) a. Justly liable

Objective, (ob-jektiv) a. Pertaining to an ob

ject ;—contained in the object; relating to the

matter of thought as opposed to subjective ;—

external; extrinsic:—designating the case which

follows a transitive verb or a preposition.

Objectively, (ob-jekt'iv-le) adc. In an objective

manner. [of being objective.

Objectiveness, (ob-jekt'iv-nos) 71. State or relation

Objector, (ob-jekt.'er) n. One who objects.

Objurgate, (ob-jur'gat) v. t. [h. objurgare.] To

chide ; to reprove ; to reprehend.

Objurgation, (ob-jur-ga'shun) n. Act of chiding.

Oblate, (ob-luf) a. [L. oblatvx.] Flattened or

depressed at the poles, as a spheroid.

Oblation, (ob-U'shun) n. [L. ablatio.] Any

thing offered in worship or sacred service ; an

offering; a sacrifice.

Obligation, (ob-le-gashun) n. Act of binding ;—

the binding power of a vow, promise, oath, or

contract ;—any specific act or deed by which a

person becomes bouud to do or to forbear some

thing ;—state of being indebted for an act of

favour or kindness ;—a bond with a condition

annexed. [conscience; imposing duty.

Obligatory, (oble-giVtor-e) a. Binding in law or

Oblige, (o-blij) r. t. [F. oblige?.} To constrain

by physical, moral, or legal force ;— to bind by

some favour rendered ; hence, to do a favour to;

to gratify ; to accommodate.

Obliging, (6-bltj'ing) a. Having the disposition

to oblige or do favours ; complaisant; courteous;

kind [complaisan tly.

Obligingly, (5-blij'ing-le) adv. With civility;

Obliquation, (ob-le-kwa'ehun) n. Declination from

a straight line or course : act of turning aside.

Oulique, (ob-tfik') a. [L. obliquut.] Not perpen

dicular ; slanting ; inclined :—not straight for

ward; indirect; obscure;—not direct; collateral.

Obliquely, (ob-lekle) udr. In an oblique manner.

Obliquity, (ob-lik'we-te) n. Condition of being

oblique; deviation from a right lino;—deviation

from moral rectitude ;—•irregularity.

Obliterate, (ob-lit'er-at) v. t. [L. obliterare.] To

erase or blot out ; to efface ;—to destroy by time

or other means.

Obliteration, (ob-lit-er-5'shnn) n. Act of effacing.

Oblivion, (ob-Iiv'e-un) n. [L. obtivio.] Act of

forgetting, or state of being forgotten ; forgetful-

ness ;—an amnesty or general pardon.

Oblivious, (ob-liv o-us) a. Causing forgutfulness ;

—forgetful. [manner; forgetfully.

Obliviously, (ob-hVe-ua-le) adv. In an oblivious

Obliviousness, (ob-liv'e-us-nes) 71. State of being

oblivious or forgetful.

Oblong, (oh 'long) a. [L. oblongvt.] Having

greater length than breadth.

Oblong, (oblong) n. A rectangular or other figure

which is longer than it is broad.

Oblongly, (ob'long-le) adv. In an oblong form.

Obloquy, (oblo-kwe) n. [L. obtoqui.] Censorious

speech ; reproachful language; censure; calumny;

slander ; detraction.

Obnoxious, (ob-nok'she-us) a. [L. obnoxius.]

Liable to censure; reprehensible: blameworthy;

—honoe, offensive; odious ;—exposed ; subject

to ; answerable.

Obnoxiously, (ob-nok'she-us-le) adv. In an ob

noxious manner ; offensively.

Obnoxiousneaa, (ob-nok'she-us-nes) n. The condi

tion of being obnoxious ; liability ;—offensive-

ness.

Oboe, (o'boi) n. [F. havtbois.) A wind instrument

of muBic sounded by means of a reed; a hautboy.

Obole, (ob'61) ?i. [L. obolus,] In pharmacy, the

weight of ten grains or half a scruple.

Obreption, (ob-rep'shun) n. [L. obreperej] Act of

creeping in by secrecy and with surprise.

Obreptitious. (ob-rep-tish'e-us) a. Done or

obtained by surprise, secrecy, or concealment

of the trutli.

Obscene, (ob-senO a. [L. ob.*cenu».] Offensive to

chastity and delicacy; impure; immodest;—

filthy ; disgusting ; lewd.

Obscenely, (ob-sen'le) adv. In a manner offensive

to chastity or purity ; impurely ; uncbastely.

Obscenity, (ob-sen'e-te) n. That quality in words

or tilings which is offensive to chastity or purity

of mind; ribaldry: lewdness; indecency.

Obscuration, (ob-skur-a'shun) n. Act of obscur

ing ;—state of being obscured.

Obscure, (ob-skur') a. [L. obscuritx.] Covered

over, shaded, darkened ;—living in darkness ;

hidden;—not much known or observed; retired;

—unnoticed ; humble ;—not easily understood ;

abstruse ;—imperfect ; indistinct.

Obscure, (ob-skur') v. t. \L. obscurure.] To render

obscure : to darken ; to cloud ;—to make less

intelligible ; to mystify ;—to conceal ;—to dim :

to tarntsh. [ner ; imperfectly : darkly.

Obscurely, (ob-skuV!e) adv. In an obscure man-

Obscurity, (ob-skur'e-te) n. Darkness ; want of

light ;—state of retirement ; privacy ;—state of

being unknown ; humble condition

Obsecrate, (obse-krat) v. t. [L. ob and sacra?*.]

To beseech ; to entreat ; to supplicate.

Obsequious, ( ob-BfiTcwe-us ) a. [L. obsequium.]

Servilely or meanly condescending; compliant

to excess.

Obsequiously, (ob-seTcwe-us-le) adv. In an obse

quious manner ; with ready obedience.

Obsequiousness. (ob-ae'kwe-us-nes) n. The state

of being obsequious ; servile submission.

Obsequy, (ob'se-kwe) n. [L. obsequium.] A funeral

rite or solemnity ; the last duty performed to a

deceased person.

_
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Observable, (ob-zcrvVbl) a. Worthy or capable

of being observed or noticed ; remarkable.

Observably, (ob-z?rv'a-ble) adv. Noticeably.

Observance, (ob-zerv'ans) n. Act of observing ;

careful notice ;—reverence ;—performance of re

ligions rites ;—a religious ordinance or rite ;—

rule or mode of practice.

Observant, (ob-zerv'ant) a. Taking notice; at

tentively viewing; —adhering in practice;—

attentive to.

Observation, (ob-z?rv-a'shun) n. Act of noticing ;

perception;—notion or inference derived from

observing ; animadversion ; note ; remark ;—

performance of what is due or prescribed ;

ritual practice.

Observator, (ob-zcrv'at-er) n. One who observes

or takes notice ;—a remarker.

Observatory, (ob-ze.rv'a-tor-e) n. A place from

which a view or observation can be taken ;—

especially, a building constructed for astronomi

cal observations.

Observe, (ob-zerv') v. t. [L. ob and servare,] To

notice ; to mark ;—to regard attentively ; to

heed ;—to watch ;—to keep religiously ; to cele

brate;— to commemorate;— to adhere to in

practice ; to obey ;—». i. To take notice ; to at

tend;—to make a remark; to say in a casual way.

Observer, (ob-zerv'er) *. One who observes or

pays careful attention to any thing ; a looker

on ;—one who keeps any law, custom, or re

ligious service.

Observing, (ob-zerv'ing) a. Giving particular

attention ; attentive to what passes.

Observingly, (ob-zgrv'ing-le) adv. In an observ

ing manner ; attentively ; carefully.

Obsolescence, (ob-sO-les ens) n, State of becoming

obsolete.

Obsolescent, (ob-so-les'ent) a. [L. obsoic jens.]

Going out of use ; passing into desuetude.

Obsolete, (ob'sd-let) a. [L, obsoletu*.] No longer

common ; disused ; neglected ;—old-fashioned ;

antiquated. [manner.

Obsoletely, (ob'sd-lut-le) adv. In an obsolete

Obsoleteness, (ob'so-let-nes) n. The state of

being obsolete .

Obstacle, (ob'sta-kl) n. [L. obstacidum.] Any

thing that hinders progress ; obstruction either

iu a physical or moral sense ; hinderance ;

difficulty.

Obstetric, (ob-stet'rik) a. [L. obstelrix.] Pertain

ing to midwifery, or the delivery of women in

childbed.

Obstetrics, (ob-stefrlks) n. sing. Science of mid

wifery ; art of assisting women in parturition.

Obstinacy, (ob'ste-nas-e) n. Unyielding fixedness

in opinion or resolution ; — firmness; inflexi

bility ; persistency : stubbornness.

Obstinate, (ob'ste-nat) a. [L. obstinatwi.] Per

tinaciously adhering to an opinion or purpose ;

—stubborn ; — self- willed ; opinionated ; — not

easily subdued or removed.

Obstinately, (ob'ste-nat-le) adv. In an obstinate

rnanner; stubbornly; pertinaciously.

Obstipation, (ob-ste-pa'shun) n. [L. obxtipit*.]

Act of stopping up, as a passage ;—an extreme

form of costiveness.

Obstreperous, (ob-strep'er-us) a. [Tj. obttrtpere.}

Loud ; clamorous ; noisy ; vociferous.

Obstreperously, (ob-Btrep'er-us-le) adv. With

tumultuous noise. [new ; clamour.

Obstreperousness, (ob-strep'er-us-nes) it. Loud-

Obstruot, (ob-strukf) v.t. [L. ohitruen] To

block up ; to stop up or close, as a way or

passage ;—to hinder from passing ;—to inter

rupt ;—to retard ;—to render slow.

Obstruction, (ob-struk'shun) n. Act of obstruct

ing : stoppage in a canal or vessel of the body ;

—obstacle; impediment; hinderance; difficulty.

Obstructive, (ob-strukt'iv) a. Tending to ob

struct ; hindering ; causing impediment.

Obstructively, (ob-strukt'iv-le) adv. In an ob

structive manner ; by way of obstruction.

Obstruent, (obstroc-ent) a. Blocking up; hin

dering.

Obstruent, (ob'stroo-ent) n, [L. obstruent.] Any

thing that obstructs or closes a passage, espe

cially one of the natural passages in the body.

Obtain, (ob-tanO r. t. fL. obtiiiere.) To get by

effort ; to gain possession of ; to acquire ;—to

procure by entreaty;—to keep ; to retain ;—v. i.

To subsist in nature ; to continue in use ; to be

established; to be generally adopted ;—to prevail.

Obtainable, (ob-t&n'a-bl) a. Capable of being

obtained.

Obtest, (ob-testf) v.t. [F. obtester.] To call to

witness ;—to beseech ; to supplicate ;—r. i. To

witness against ; to protest.

Obtestation, (ob-test-a'shuu) n. Act of protest

ing ; earnest declaration ;—solemn injunction.

Obtrude, (ob-trood') v. t. fL. ob and trudertJ) To

thrust in or upon ;—to offer with unreasonable

importunity;—v. i. To enter without right; to

make an officious or importunate offer.

Obtrusion, (ob-troo'zhun) n. Act of obtruding ; a

thrusting upon others by force or unsolicited.

Obtrusive, (ob-troo'siv) a. Disposed to intrude

or thrust one's self among others.

Obtrusively, (ob-truo'siv-le) adv. In an obtrusive

manner.

Obtuse, (ob-tus") a. [L. obtuxu*.} Not pointed or

acute ; applied to angles greater than a right

angle;—not having acute sensibility; dull;—

not sharp or shrill.

Obtuse-angled, (ob-tus'ang-gld) a. Having angles

larger than right angles.

Obtusely, (ob-tus'le) adv. In an _

obtuse manner; dully.

Obtuseness, (ob-tus'nes)fi. State

of being obtuse ;—bluntness ;—

dulness ; want of sense or sen- Obtuse angle,

sibility.

Obverse, (ob-versO a. [L. obrtrnts.] Having the

base narrower than the top, as a leaf.

Obverse, (ob'vers) n. The face of a coin, having

the principal image or inscription upon it.

Obviate, (ob've-at) v. t. [F. obvier.] To meet in

the way ; to prevent by interception ;—to re

move, as obstacles or objections.

Obvious, (ob've-us) a. Open ; exposed ; subject ;

—easily seen or understood ; evident ; apparent.

Obviously, (ob've-us-le) adv. Evidently ; mani

festly ; apparently ;—plainly ; naturally.

Obviousness, (ob've-us-nes) n. State of being

evident or apparent.

Obvoluted, (obVo-lut-ed) a. [It. obvolutus.] Ar

ranged so as alternately to overlap, as the

margins of one leaf those of the opposite one.

Occasion, (ok-ka'zhun) n. [L. occa$io.] A hap

pening or coming to pass ; on occurrence,

casualty, incident ;—a favourable opportunity :

—convenient time or circumstance;—accidental

cause ; ground or reason for ;—casual exigency ;

requirement

Occasion, (ok-ka'zhun) v. t. To give occasion to :

to cause incidentally ; to produce ; to influence.

Occasional, (ok-ka'zhun-al) a. Occurring at time*;
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casual ; incidental ;—produced by .accident ;—

produced or made on some special event.

Occasionally, (ok-ka'zhun-al-le) adv. In an occa

sional manner ; on occasion ; at times ; not

regularly.

Occident, (ok'se-dent) n. [L. Occident.) The

western quarter of the hemisphere ; the west.

Occidental, (ok-ee-dent'al) a, Situated in or per

taining to the west ; western ;—setting after

the snn.

Occipital, (ok-siplt-al) a. Pertaining to the occi

put, or the back part of the head.

Occiput, (ok'se-put) n. [L.] The part of the

bkull which forms the hind part of the head.

Occult, (ok-kulf) a. [L. occult ut.) Hid*ten from

the eye or understanding ; secret ; unknown.

Occultation, (ok-kult-a'shun) n. Act of rendering

occult ;—the hiding of a heavenly body from

sight by the intervention of some other of the

heavenly bodies.

Occultly, (ok-kult'le) adv. In an occult manner ;

secretly ;—mysteriously. [secretness.

Occultness. (nk-kult'nes)n. State of being occult:

Occupancy, (ok ' u-pan-se) n. Act of taking or

holding possession : possession.

Occupant, (ok'u-pant) n. [h. occupant.) One

who occupies; one who has the actual use or

possession of a thing.

Occupation, (ok-u-pa'shun) n. The act of taking

possesion;—hold ; tenure;—that which engages

time or attention ; employment ; business ;

calling; trade; profession.

Occupier, fok'u-pi-er) n. One who occupies.

Occupy, (oVu-pi) v. t. fF. occwner.] To take or

hold in possession ; to possess ; — to fill the

dimensions of ;—to employ ; to use ;—to busy—

used reflexively ;—v. i. To hold possession ; to

be an occupant; to follow business; to negotiate.

Occur, (ok-kur') v. i. [L. occurrere.) To come be

fore or against ;—to meet the eye ;—to be found

here and there ; to happen now and then ;—to

come to the mind ; to be suddenly or casually

presented or suggested, as an idea, plan, Ac.

Occurrence, (ok-kur'ens) n. A happening ; any

incident or accidental event ; any single event.

Ocean, (6'shun) n. [L. oceanut.) The vast body

of water which covers about three-fifths of the

surface of the globe ; the great sea ;—the main ;

the deep ;—an immense expanse.

Ocean, (O'shun) a. Pertaining to the great sea.

Oceanic, (d-she-an'ik) a. Pertaining to the ocean.

Ocellated, (O-sel'lat-ed) a. [L. ocetlatvt.) Resem

bling an eye ;—formed with the figures of little

eyes.

Ochlocracy, (ok-lok'ra-sc) n. [G. ochlot and

Lratein.) A form of government in which the

multitude rule.

Ochlocratical, (ok-lo-krat'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

an ochlocracy.

Ochre, (filter) ». Uj. ochra.) A variety of fine

clay containing iron—the colours are yellow

and red.

Ochreoua, (oTtfr-us) d. Consisting of or contain

ing ochre ;—resembling ochre.

Ochrey, (oTter-e) a. Pertaining to, containing, or

resembling ochre.

Octagon, (oVta-gon) ». (G. ol-to and

g6n%a.) A plane figure of eight sides

and eight angles.

Octagonal, (ok-tag'on-al) a, Having

eight sides and eight angles.

Octahedral, (ok-ta-be'dral)a. Hav- Octagon.

ing eight equal faces or sides.

 

 
Octahedron, (ok-ta-heMron) n. [G. oktacdvon.) A

solid contained by eight equal

and equilateral triangles.

Octangular, (ok-tang'gii-lfr) a.

[L. octo and annulus.) Having

eight angles.

Octant, (ok 'tan t) n. [L. octant.)

The eighth part of a circle;— Octahedron,

the position or aspect of a heavenly body when

half-way between conjunction, or opposition^

and quadrature. [eight ; eight.

Octave, (ok'Uv) a. [L. octavus.) Consisting of

Octave, (uk'tfiv) n. The eighth day after a church

festival, the festival itself being included ;—the

eighth tone in the scale.

Octavo, (ok-ta'vo) a. Formed of sheets folded so

as to make eight leaves.

Octavo, (ok-ta'vo) n. [h. octavus.) A book com

posed of sheeU folded so as to make eight

leaves ;—the size of a book thus composed :—

written 8vo.

October, (ok-tc/bcr) n. [L.] The tenth month of

the Julian year, containing thirty-one days.

Octodecimo, (ok-to-des e-mo) a. Formed of sheets

folded so as to make eighteen leaves.

Octodecimo, (ok-to-des'e-mo) n. [L. octodfcim.] A

book composed of sheets folded so as to make

eighteen leaves;—the size of a book thus com

posed :—written 18mo.

Octogenarian, (ok-t6-jen-a're-an) n. A person

eighty years of age.

Octogenary, (ok-to'jea-ar-e) a. (L. octogcnariut.)

Of eighty years of age.

Octoroon, ( ok-to-rodu ') n. [L. octo.) The off

spring of a quadroon and a white pe*".*fi.

Octosyllabic, (ok-to-sil-lab'ik) «. [L. octo and

tylUtba.) Consisting of eight syllables.

Octosyllable, (ok-td-sUla-bl) it, A word of eight

syllables.

Ocular, (ok u-ler) a. [L. ocu tarit.) Pertaining to

the eye ;—depending on the eye ;—derived from

personal observation. [actual view.

Ocularly, (ok'u-ler-le) adv. By the eye, sight, or

Oculist, (ok'u-list) «. [L. ocu lus.) One skilled

in treating diseases of the eyes.

Odalisque, (oda-lisk) 7). [Turk, ddalil:] A female

slave or concubine in the Sultan's seraglio or in

a Turkish harem.

Odd, (od) a. [Sw. vdda, W. oil ] Not paired with

another; — remaining; — not divisible by two

without a remainder ; not even ;—singular :—

uncouth ; fantastic.

Odd-fellow, (od'fel-10) n. A member of a secret

society established for mutual aid and social

enjoyment.

Oddity, (od'e-te) n. State of being odd ; singular

ity ; queerness ;—a singular or uncouth person.

Oddly, (odle) adv. Unevenly ; strangely ;—un

usually; irregularly; uncouthly.

Oddness, (od'ncs) «. State of being odd or not

even ;—singularity ; strangeness.

Odds, (odz) ii. ting. & pi. Difference in favour of

one and against another; inequality; advantage.

Ode, (6d) h. [G. 6df.) A short poem or song

proper to be set to music or sung ; a lyric poem.

Odious, (6'de-us) a. [L. odiotut.) Deserving

hatred ; hateful ; — offensive ; disgusting ; —

invidious ;—exposed to hatred ; detestable ;—

repulsive ; forbidding.

Odiously, (o'de-us-le) adv. In an odious manner.

Odiousness, (6 'de -us -nes) n. Quality of beir-;

odious ; hatefulneat.

Odium, (6'de-um) n. [L.] Hatred ; dislike ,—
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the quality that provokes hatred; ofienaiveness;

abhorrence ; detestation.

Odometer, (5-dom'et-er) n. [G. hodot and metron,]

An instrument for measuring the distance tra

versed by a cab or other conveyance.

Odontalgia, (6-don-tal'je-a) n. [G. odmcs and

algos, pain.] Pain in the teeth ; toothache.

Odontalgic, (6-don-tal'jik) a. Pertaining to the

toothache.

Odonto, (o-don'to) n. A specific for the teeth.

Odontology, (d-don-tol'6-je) n. [G. odous and

logos.] That brunch of anatomy which treats

of the structure and development of the teeth.

Odoriferous, (o-dur-if'er-us) a. [L. odor and

Jerre.) Giving scent; fragrant; perfumed

Odoriferousnesa, (d-dur-if'er-us-nes) n. The

quality of diffusing odour ; fragrance ; sweetness

of scent.

Odorous, (dMur-us) a. [L. odonus.) Having or

emitting an odour ; fragrant.

Odorously, (o'dur-ua-le) adv. In an odorous man

ner; fragrantly:—also odoriferously.

Odorousness, (oMur-us-nes) w. The quality ofbeing

odorous, or of exciting the sensation of smell.

Odour, (o'dur) n. [L.] Any smell, whether fra

grant or offensive : scent.

Odourless, (o'dur-les) a. Free from odour.

O'er, (or) prep, and adv. A contraction for over.

Of, (ov) prep, [A.-S. of, Go. a/, L. ab.) From or

out from ; proceeding from, as the cause, source,

means, author, or agent, &c. ;—relating to ; con

cerning.

Off, (of) a. On the opposite or further side.

Off, (of) adv. [From of.) From ; away from ;—

denoting distance ; — separation ; — departure,

abatement ;—opposite direction ;—the opposite

side of a question.

Off, (of) prep. Not on ; away from.

Off, (of) interj. Away ; begone—a command to

depart

Offal, (ofal) n. [From offand /all.] Waste meat;

parts rejected as unfit for use ;—refuse.

Offence, (of-fens') n. Act of offending ;—trans

gression ; crime; sin; — injury; wrong;—dis

pleasure ; resentment ; anger ;—assault.

Offend, (of-fend1) v. t. [h. offendere.) To displease;

to affront ; to annoy ;—to pain ;—to shock ; to

wound ;—to violate ; to tnuisgress ;—v. i. To

commit a crime ; to sin ;—to cause anger ; to

give offence. [criminal ; a trespasser.

Offender, (of-fend'er) n. One who offends ; a

Offensive, (of-fens'iv) a. Causing displeasure ;—

giving pain ;—causing evil or injury;—disagree

able ; insolent ;—used in attack ;—making the

first attack.

Offensive, (of-fens'iv) n. State or posture of at

tack ;—the part of attacking.

Offensively, (of-fens'iv-le) adv. Mischievously ;

injuriously ; — rudely ; by way of invasion or

attack. [dition of being offensive.

Offenaiveneas, (of-fens'iv-nea) n. Quality or con-

Offer, (ofgr) v. t. [L. offerre.] To present for

acceptance or rejection :—to tender ; to proffer ;

—to propose ;—to exhibit ;—to present in prayer

or devotion ;—to bid ;—v. i. To present itself ;

to be at hand ; to declare willingness.

Offer, (ofer) n. [F. offrc] A proposal ; a pre

sentation for ohoiceor rejection ;—first advance;

—act of bidding a price ;—price bid ;—attempt ;

endeavour.

Offerer, (ofer-er) «. One who offer* or bids ; one

who sacrifices or dedicates in worship.

Offering, (ofer-ing) n. That which is offered.

especially in divine service ; a sacrifice ; an

oblation.

Offertory, (ofer-tor-e) n. An anthem or a volun

tary played on the organ during the first part of

the mass ;—the verses of Scripture read while

the alms are collecting ;—the alms or contri

butions collected. [ease.

Off-hand, (ofhand) adv. Without study; with

Off-hand, (ofhand) a. Unpremeditated ; free and

easy ; unceremonious.

Office, (of is) n. [L. offic'tum.] Work ; customary

duty; special duty;—magistracy; public charge;

—sacred duty, as priesthood or apostleship ;—

private duty; particular employment; business;

—act of good or kindness voluntarily done ;—

act of worship; — formulary of devotion; —

peculiar use or agency of a bodily organ ;

animal function ;—the place in which public

officers and others transact business ;—pi. The

apartments attached to the service of a house,

as kitchens, out-houses, &c.

Office-bearer, (ofis-bar-er) «. One who holds office.

Officer, (ofe-ser) n. One who holds a public office

or trust ;—especially, one holding rank in the

army or navy ;—also one employed to execute

the decrees, warrants, &c, of a court of law.

Officer, (ofe-ser) v. t. To furnish with officers.

Official, (of-fish'e-al) a. [h. offcialis.) Pertaining

to an office or public trust ;—derived from the

proper officer, or from the proper authority.

Official, [of-fish'e-al) n. One who holds an office ;

an officer.

Officially, (of-fish'e-al-le) adv. By the proper

officer ; by virtue of the proper authority.

Officiate, (of-fish'e-at) v. u [L. offeiore.) To act

as an officer in his office ;—to perform the appro

priate official duties of another.

Officinal, (of-fis'in-al) a. [L. offcina.] U&ed in a

shop, or belonging to it ;—having a character or

composition established or approved of by the

college of medicine.

Officious, (of fish'e-us) a. [L. ojfteiotus.] Kind ;

obliging ; doing kind offices ;—excessively for

ward ; intermeddling in affairs in which one

has no concern. [manner.

Officiously, (of-fish'e-us-le) adv. In an officious

Officiousness, (of-fish'e-us-nes) n. The quality of

being officious ; kindness ; undue forwardness.

Offing, (ofing) «, [From off.] That part of the

sea which is at a good distance from the shore.

Offscouring, (of'Bkour-ing) n. That which is

scoured off ; hence, refuse ; rejected matter.

Offscum, (ofskum) n. Refuse ; offscouring.

Offset, (ofset) n. [From off and set.) A sprout

or a shoot ;—a terrace on a hill-side ;—a ledge

on the face of a wall ;—a sum, account, or value

set off against another, as an equivalent.

Offset, (ofset) v. t. To set off; to place over

against ; to balance.

Offshoot, (ofshoot) a. That which shoots off or

separates from a main stem, channel, or the like.

Offspring, (ofapring) n. [From off and spring.)

A child or children ;—issue; generation ; progwr.

Oft, (oft) adv. [A.-S. oft.) Often ; frequently.

Often, (ofn) adr. Frequently; nianytimca; not

seldom—sometimes used as an adjective.

Oftenness, (ofn-nes) n. Frequency.

Oftentimes, (ofn-tiroz) adv. Frequently; often.

Ogle, (6'gl) v. t. [Ger. avgeln.] To view with aide

glances, as in fondness, or to attract notice.

Ogle, (6'gl) n, A side glance or look.

Ogling, (o'gl-ing) n. Act or practice of viewing

with side glances ; leering.
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Ogre, (6 ger) «. [P.] An imaginary monster who

fed on human beings.

Ogreish, (o'ger-ish) a. Resembling an ogre in

feature* or character.

Oh, (6) iuterj. An exclamation expressing sur

prise, pain, sorrow, anxiety, or a wish.

Oil, (oil) n. [A.-S. ete] An unctuous inflam

mable liquid expressed from various animal

and vegetable substances.

Oil, (oil) v. t. To smear or rub over with oil ; to

anoint with oiL

Oil-cake, (oilTcfik) n. A mass of compressed seeds,

as flax or rape, from which tho oil has been ex

pressed—used in fattening cattle.

Oil-cloth, (oil'kloth) n. Cloth oiled or painted

for covering floors and other uses.

Oil-oolour, (oil-kul'sr) n. A colour made by

grinding a pigment in oiL [unctuousness.

Oiliness, (ou'e-nes) n. Quality of being oily;

Oil-painting, (oU'pant-ing) n. The art of painting

in oil colours ; a picture painted in oil colours.

Oily, (oil'e) a. Consisting of or containing oil ;

unctuous ;—fatty ; greasy ;—smoothly com pliant.

Ointment, (oint'ment) n. That which serves to

anoint ; an unguent.

Old, (old) a. [A.-S. aid, eald.] Aged ; advanced

in years ;—not new or fresh ;—long-niade or

used ; decayed or worn, as ganncnU ;—existing

in past time ; ancient ;—having a certain age or

term of years ;—of last year's growth, as crop ;

— long cultivated, as land ; long practised ;

skilled ; hence, knowing ;—old-fashioned ; anti

quated :—accustomed ;—unmarried.

Olden, (old'n) a. Old ; ancient.

Old-fashioned, (old'fash-und) a. Formed accord

ing to obsolete fashion or custom.

0 dish, (dld'ish) a. Somewhat old.

Oldness, (old'nes) n. State of being old; antiquity;

—an advanced state of life ; old age.

Old Testament, (old-tee'ta-ment) n. The portion

of the Word or Ood delivered previous to the

coming of the Messiah ;—tho Hebrew bible.

Oleaginous, (6-le-aj'in-us) a. [L. olctufmv.s.]

Having the qualities of oil ; oily ; unctuous.

Oleaginousness. (6-le-aj'in-us-nes) «. Oiliness.

Olfactory, (ol-fak'tor-e) a. [h. ol/acf.rt.] Per

taining to smelling; having the sense of smelling.

Olfactory, (ol-fak'tor-e) n. An organ of swelling;

also, the sense of smelL

Olibanum, (6-lib'an-um) n. [L.] An inspissated

sap having a bitterish and aromatic taste.

Oligarch, (ol'e-gark) n. One of those who con

stitute an oligarchy.

Oligarchical, (ol-e-gurk'ik-al) «. Pertaining to

oligarchy, or government by a few.

Oligarchy, (ol'e-gark-e) n. [0. oliffo* and o.rchcia.]

Government in which the supreme power is

placed in the hands of a few persons.

Olio, (o'le-6) n. [8p. olla.] A dish of stewed

meat ;—a mixture ; a medley ;—a collection of

various pieces, fthe olive; olive-green.

Olivaceous, (ol-e-v&'she-us) a. Of the colour of

Olive, (ol'iv) ». [L. otira, G. elaia.] A plant or

tree much cultivated in the south of Europe for

its fruit, from which olive oil is expressed ;—

the colour of the olive ; a colour composed of

violet and green.

Olive-branch, (ofiv-bransh) n. A branch of the

olive-tree ;—an emblem of peace ;—also, an em

blem of fruitfulnese.

Olympiad, ( 6-lim'pe-ad ) n. A period of four

yean, reckoned from one celebration of the

Olympic games to another.

Olympian, (o-lim'pe-an) a. Pertaining to Olym

pus ; also to Olympia, a town in Greece, and to

the games there celebrated.

Olympic-games, (o-lim'pik-g&mz) n. pi. Games

celebrated every fourth year at Olympia.

Ombre, (oni'ber) «. (P. ombre] A game at cards,

usually played by three persons.

Omega, (tfiue-ga) m. [G.] The last letter of the

Greek alphabet, as alpha, A, is the first.

Omelet, (om'e-let) n. (F. omelette] A kind of

fritter mode chiefly of eggs.

Omen, (omen) n. [L.] Sign or indication of some

future event; a prognostic; a presage; an augury.

Omen, (6'roen) r. t. To indicate as likely to occur;

to augur :—to predict, as by omens ; to foretell. .

Omened, (o mend) a. Containing a prognostic or

prediction—with a qualifying adjective.

Omentum, (5-ment'um) n. |L.| The caul ; a

membranaceous covering of the bowels.

Omer, (omer) n. A Hebrew measure, the tenth

of an ephah.

Ominous, (om'in-us) a. [L. ominow,*.] Pertain

ing to an omen;—foreshowing good; auspicious;

—foreboding evil ; inauspicious.

Ominously, (om'in-us-le) adv. Forebodingly;

with omens, good or bad. [being ominous.

Omuiousness, (om'in-us-nes) n. The quality of

Omission, (o-ruish'un) n. [L. omisrio.) Act of

leaving out or passing by;—act of not mention

ing or inserting, as in a speech or writing ;—

neglect of doing that which is right, as opposed

to conimixtion, or doing that which is wrong ;—

act of carelessness or forgetfulness.

Omissive, (o-mis'iv) a. Leaving out ; failing to

notice.

Omit, (d-mitf) v. t. [L. omittere.] To leave out;

to fail to mention or insert ;— to pass by; to fail

in using or improving ; to forbear in doing ; to

neglect.

Omnibus, (om'ne-bus) n. [L.] A kind of large

four-wheeled carriage, conveniently arranged to

carry many people.

Omnifarious, (oin-ne-far'e-us) a. [L. ornni/ariut.]

Of all varieties, forms, or kinds.

Omnipotence, (0111 -uip'6-tens) n. Almighty power;

unlimited or infinite power;—the Divine Being.

Omnipotent, (om-nip'6-tent) a. [L. omnipotent.]

Possessing unlimited power; ail - powerful ;—

having unlimited power of a particular kind.

Omnipresence, (om-ne-prez'ens) n. Presence in

every place at the same time ; ubiquity.

Omnipresent, (om-ne-prez'ent) a. [L. omnia and

prcestn*.] Present in all places at the same

time ; ubiquitous.

Omniscience, (om-nish'e-ens) «. Quality of know-

ing all things ;—infinite knowledge or wisdom.

Omniscient, (om-nish'e-ent) o. [L. oimjii* and

scien*.] Having universal knowledge, or know

ledge of all things ; all-searching; all-seeing.

0mnivorous,(om-niv'6-rus)a. [L.oi«wiiwk».] All-

devouring; eating every thing indiscriminately.

Omphalic, (om-fal'ik) a. (G. omphalos.] Per

taining to the navel.

On, (on) prep. [A.-S. on, an, Ger. an.] In con

tact with the surface or upper part of a thing ;—

in the state of resting upon or being supported

by;—acting or performing with the hand or

fingers, as on an instrument, Ac, hence, noting

action or influence; noting addition or increase;

—noting advance or progress;—hence, by means

of; with ;—in addition to; besides ;—at or near;

—in dependence or reliance upon ;—at or in the

time of ;— toward ; for;—at the peril of, or for
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the safety of ;—by virtue of ; with the pledge of ;

—to the account of;—in consequence of, or

following ;—in reference or relation to.

On, (on) adv. Forward ; in progression ; onward ;

—forward, in succession;—in continuance;— in

contact with and adhering to.

On, (on) inUrJ. Word of incitement or encourage

ment to attack.

Once, (wuns) ade. [O. Eng. one*.] At one time:

on one occasion ;—at one former time; formerly

—used also substantively, as, for this once.

One, (wun) a. [A.-S. <<«.) Being but a single

unit or entire being or thing ; single ; indivi

dual ; — indefinitely, some ; any ; — different ;

, diverse, contrasted with another; — either of

two, contrasted with other .-—similar in kind ;—

common ; united ; undivided ;—also used sub

stantively, as a mass or aggregate ;—the same

thing ;—a single person ;—any person ;—state of

concord or agreement.

Oneness, (wun'nes) n. State of being one; single

ness in number ; individuality ; unity.

Onerous, (on'er-us) a. [L. onerosus.] Burden

some ; oppressive. [ner ; oppressively.

Onerously, (on'er-us-le) adv. In an onerous man-

One-sided, (wun'sid-ed) a. Having one side only ;

hence, limited to one side ; partial ; unj ust ;

unfair.

Onion, (un'yun) h. [F. oignon.] A biennial

herbaceous plant of the genus Allium, and its

bulbous root.

Only, (on'le) a. [A.-S. dnltc, cenlic.) One alone ;

single ;—alone in its class; by itself;—distin

guished above others.

Only, (On'le) adv. In one manner or for one

purpose alone ; solely ; singly ; merely ; barely.

Onomatopoeia, (6-no-ma-to-pe'a) n. [G. onoma

and poieitu] The theory that words are formed

to resemble the sound made by the thing signi

fied ; —the use of a word whose sound corresponds

to the sound of the thing signified.

Onset, (on'set) n. [From on and set.] A violent

attack; especially, the assault of an army or

body of troops upon an enemy or a fort.

Onslaught, (on'slawt) ». [A.-S. onxlagun.] At

tack ; onset ; aggression ; assault.

Onto, (on'too) prep. [From on and to.] On the

top of ; upon ; on.

Ontological, (on-to-Ioj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to the

science of being in general.

Ontology, (on-tol'6-je) v. [G. onta and loaox.]

That part of metaphysics which investigates

and explains the nature and essential properties

and relations of all beings.

Onus, (o'nus) n. [L.] The burden. Onus pro-

bandit the burden of proof, which always lies on

him who makes an affirmative statement or

positive charge. [increased ; improved.

Onward, (orrVerd) a. Advanced or advancing;—

Onward, (ou'werd) adv. Toward the point before

or in front; forward; progressively; in advance.

Onyx, (on'iks) a. [L. onyx, G. onux.] Chalce

dony consisting of parallel layers of different

shades of colour, and used for making cameos.

Oolite, (6'ol-it) a. [G. Son and lithos.] A variety

of limestone consisting of round grains as small

as the eggs of a fish.

Oolitic, (o-ol-it'ik) a. Pertaining to oolite ; com

posed of or resembling oolite.

Ooze, (£oz) v. i. To flow gently; to percolate ;—

v. t. To cause to flow forth gently ; to distil.

Ooze, («x>z) n. TA.-S. teas.] Soft "mud or alime;

■;—the liquor of a tan-vat.- -soft flow ;

Oozy, (ooz'e) a. Miry ; containing soft mud.

Opacity, (o-pas'e-te) n. [L. opacita*.) State of

being opaque ;—darkness ; obscurity.

Opal, (o'pal) n. \\j. opalus.] A mineral exhibit

ing brilliant and variable reflections of green.,

blue, yellow, and red.

Opalesce, (o-pal-esO v. t. To give forth a play or

colours, like the opal.

Opalescence, (d-pal-es'ens) n. A reflection of a

milky or pearly light from the interior of a

mineral.

Opaline, (o'pal-in) a. Pertaining to or like opaL

Opaque, (0-pak') a. [L. opacus.] Impervious to

the rays of light ; not transparent ; — dark ;

obscure.

Opaqueness, (o-pak nes) n. Quality of being

opaque; want of transparency ; opacity.

Ope, (op) t>. *. & i. To open.

Open, (5'pen) a. [A.-S. e6pan.) Unclosed: not

shut ; — uncovered ; — unsealed ; — expanded ;

spread out ;—clear ;—not fenced or obstructed ;

not contracted or frowning ;—public ; free to

all ;—undisguised ; sincere ;—plain ; apparent ;

willing to hear; attentive;—exposed; unpro

tected ;—unsettled ; running, as an account ;—

not determined ; free to be argued or debated,

as a question ;—easily enunciated ; spoken with

out closing the mouth.

Open, (o pen) v. t. To make open ; to render free

of access ; to unclose ; to unbar ; to unlock ;—

to bring to view ; to exhibit ;—to reveal ; to

disclose ;—to enter upon ; to begin ; to divide ;

to pierce ;—to spread ; to expand ;— v.i. To

unclose ; to be parted ;—to begin to appear ;—

to commence ; to begin ;—to bark, as hounds in

hunting. [liberal ; munificent

Open-handed, (o ' pen - hand - ed) a. Generous;

Open-hearted, (6'peu-hart-ed) a. Candid; frank;

generous.

Opening, (d'pen-ing) n. A place which is open ;

a breach ; an aperture ;—beginning ; commence

ment

Openly, (o'pen-le) adv. In an open manner;

publicly ; without secrecy, reserve, or disguise ;

plainly. [tion of being open.

Openness, (u'pen-nee) n. Quality, state, or condi-

Opera, (op'er-a) n. [L. opera.] A musical drama

consisting of airs, choruses, recitations, Ac. ;—

the Fcore of a musical drama ;—the house where

ojieras are exhibited.

Operate, (op'cr-iit) v. i. [h. operari.] To act in

or upon ; to exert power or strength so as to

produce a definite or desired result ;— to act

ti]K>n the bodily system or functions, as medi

cines; to perform some manual act, usually with

instruments on a part or organ of the body, as

a surgeon ;—to act on the mind ; to exert moral

or spiritual influence ;—v. t. To produce, aa an

effect ; to cause ; to occasion ;—to put in opera

tion ; to work.

Operatic, (op-er-at'ik) a. Pertaining to the opera;

appropriate to, or designed for, the opera.

Operation, (op-er-a'shun) n. Act or process of

operating; agency; the exertion of power;—

method of working ; manipulation ;—action of

machinery ;—etrategetical movement of an army

or fleet;—in surgery, any methodical action of

the hand, or with instruments, on the human

body.

Operative, (op'er-iitriv) a. Having the power of

exerting force, physical or moral ;—efficacious.

Operative, (opVr-rit-iv) n. A labouring man ; an

artisan or workman in manufactories.
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Operator, (op'er-at-er) n. One who, or that which,

operate* ;—one who performs some act upon

the human body by means of the hand, or with

instruments.

Operose, (op'er-os) a. [L. operosug.) Wrought

with labour ; laborious ; tedious.

Operoseness, ( op'er-os-nes ) «. State of being

laborious.

Ophicleide, (ofe-klid) «. [G. ophu and l-Uti.) A

large brass wind instrument of the trumpet kind.

Ophidian, (6-fid'e-an) n, [G. ophidian.] An ani

mal of the group of snakes. [eye.

Ophthalmic, (of-thal'inik) a. Pertaining to the

Ophthalmy, (of-thal'me) n. [G. ophthalmia.] An

inflammation of the membranes or coats of the

eye, or of the eyeball.

Opiate, (6'pe-at) a. Any preparation of opium

to allay pain and induce sleep; narcotic; ano

dyne, &.c ; hence, that which allays mental

uneasiness or fear.

Opiate, (6'pe-at) a. Inducing sleep ;—narcotic ;

soporific ;—hence, causing rest or inaction.

Opiated, (o'pe-at-ed) a. Mixed with opiates ;—

drugged with opiates.

Opinion, (o-pin'yun) n. fL. opinio,] A mental

conviction founded on probable evidence ;—per

suasion of the mind without certain knowledge ;

sentiment ; notion ;—the judgment which the

mind forms of persons or their qualities ; espe

cially favourable judgment; good esteem ;—also,

fixed or settled judgment or belief ;—the format

decision of a judge, Ac. [nate in opinion.

Opinionated, (6-pin'yun-it-ed) a. Stiff or obsti-

Opinionative, (6-pin'yun-at-iv) o. Unduly at

tached to one s own opinions ; fond of precon

ceived notions.

Opinionativdy, (6-pin'yun-at-iv-Ie) vdv. With

undue fondness for one's own opinions ; stub

bornly, [sated juice of the white poppy.

Opium, (o'pe-um) >i. [L., G. opion,] The inspis-

Opodeldoc, (op-o-del'duk) u, A saj>onaceous cam

phorated liniment.

Opossum, (6-pos'sum) n. An animal of several

species of marsupial quadrupeds found in

America, Australia, and Tasmania.

Oppidan, (op'e-dan) «. [L. oppidunt, town.] In

habitant of a town ;—at Eton, a scholar not on

the foundation, who lodges in the town.

Oppidan, (op'e-dan) a. Relating to a town ;

municipal.

Opponent, (op-po'nent) «. [h. opponent.) In

clined to oppose ; adverse ; opposing ;— opposite.

Opponent, (op-po'nent) n. One who op]H>ses ;—

tg/jteiali^, one who opposes in a disputation or

other verbal controversy.

Opportune, (op-por-tun') a. [L. opportunu*.]

Present at a proper time;—seasonable; con

venient ; fit ; proper.

Opportunely, (op-por-tun'le) adv. In an oppor

tune manner ; seasonably.

Opportunity, (op-por-tun'e-te) n. Fit or conve

nient time ; suitable circumstances or occasion.

Opposable, (op-poz'a-bl) a. Capable of being

resisted, impugned, or controverted.

Oppose, (op-pojc) v. t. [L. oppontrt.) To set op

posite ; to put in front ; to place over against ;

— to put in opposition with a view to counter

balance, and thus to hinder, defeat, destroy, or

prevent :—to resist by physical or other means ;

—to compete with ; — to resist effectually; to

check ;—v. i. To act adversely—with atjaimt ;—

to stand in the way ; to confront ;—to make

objection or opposition in controversy.

Opposer, (op-poz'er) n. One who opposes ; an

opponent ; an antagonist ; an adversary.

Opposite, (op'po-zit) a. [L. opporitit*.] Standing

in front; facing ;— contrasted with; hostile;

adverse ;—mutually antagonistic ; contrary.

Opposite, (op'po-zit) n. One who opposes ;—that

which is opposed or contrary ; — antagonist ;

adversary.

Oppositely, (op'po-zit-le) adv. In a situation to

face each other ;—adversely. .

Opposition, (op-po-zish'un) n. State of being

opposed ; situation so as to front something

else ; repugnance ; contrariety ; inconsistency ;

contradiction ; — resistance ; — that which op

poses ; an obstacle ;—the party that opposes the

existing administration ;—the situation of two

heavenly bodies 1«0° apart.

Oppresa, (op-pres') v. t. [L. opprimtre.] To

press down ; to treat severely, cruelly, or un

justly ; to overburden ; to overpower,—to sit

or he heavy upon.

Oppression, (op-presh'un) n. Act of oppressing ;

—state of being oppressed ;—a sense of heavi

ness, weight, or obstruction in the body or

mind ;—cruelty ; severity : misery ; calamity.

Oppressive, (op-pres'iv) a. Unreasonably burden

some ; unjustly severe ;—tyrannical ;—severe ;

unjust ; exacting.

Oppressively, (op-pres'iv-le) adr. In a manner

to oppress ; with unreasonable severity.

Oppressiveness, (o]Hpres'iv-nes) n. Quality of

being oppressive.

Oppressor, (op-pres'er) n. One who oppresses.

Opprobrious, (op-pri/bre-us) a. [L. opprobrium.]

Reproachful and contemptuoitH ; scurrilous ;—

blasted with infamy ; rendered hateful.

Opprobriously, (op-prd'bre-us-le) adv. In an op

probrious manner.

Opprobriousneae, (op-pro'bre-us-nes)7i. Reproach-

fulness mingled with contempt ; scurrility.

Opprobrium, (op-pro'bre-uni) 7*. [L.] Reproach

mingled with contempt or disdain ;—disgrace ;

infamy.

Oppugn, (op -pun') v.t. [L. oppvpnare. ] To

fight against, whether in attack or opposition ;—

to oppose ; to resist ; to controvert

Oppugner, (op-piin'er) n. One who opposes or

attacks ;—assailant : adversary ; opponent

Optative, (ov/ta-tiv) a. [h. optativut.) Express

ing desire or wish. [pressing desire.

Optative, (op't«-tiv) n. A mode of the verb ex-

Optic, (op'tik) n. An organ of sight; an eye.

Optical, (op'tik-al) a. [U. optitos.] Pertaining

to vision ;—pertaining to the organ of sight ;—

relating to the science of opiit*.

Optician, (op-tish'e-an) n. One who makes or

sells optical glasses and instruments; one skilled

in the science of optics.

Optica, (op'tiks) n. svog. That branch of physical

science which treats of the nature and properties

of light ;—also of the structure of the eye and

the laws of vision ;—also of the construction of

instruments for extending vision.

Optimism, (op'tim-izm) «. [L. optimum.] The

doctrine that every thing in nature is ordered

for the best.

Optimist, (op'tim-ist) n. One who holds that all

events are ordered for the best.

Option, (op'shun) n. [L. optio.] Power of choosing;

right of choice ;—election ; preference ;—power

of wishing ; wish.

Optional, (op'shun-al) o. Left to one's wish or

choice ;—depending on choice ;—alternative.

2C
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Opulence, (ovAi-lens) n. Wealth ; riches; affluence.

Opulent, (op'ivlent) ft. [Ij. opulent] Having a

large estate ; wealthy ; rich ; affluent.

Opulently, ( op'u-Ient-le ) adv. In an opulent

manner ; richly.

Or, (or) canj. [A.-S. ddhti; ddhor.] A disjunctive

particle noting distribution, distinction, and

sometimes opposition ;—usually an alternative

answering to either.

Or, (or) m. [F., L. aurum.] The yellow or gold

colour represented on an escutcheon by small

dots.

Oracle, (or'a-kl) n. [L. oracnlvvi.] The answer

of a pagan god to an inquiry ; hence, the deity

who was supposed to givo the answei*, and also

the place where it was given ;—any person re

puted uncommonly wise ;—a wise sentence or

decision of great authority ; —pi. The revelations

delivered by God to prophets and apostles'; the

Scriptures.

Oracular, (or-ak'u-ler) ft. Pertaining to an oracle;

uttering oracles ;—rescmhliitg an oracle ;—posi

tive; authoritative;—obscure; ambiguous.

Oracularly, (o-rak'u-ler-le) adr. In the manner

of an oracle ; authoritatively ; positively.

Oral, (o'ral) a . [L. ot, oris.] Pertaining to the

month; uttered by the mouth or in wordf*:

spoken. [mouth : without writing.

Orally, (d'ral-le) adv. In an oral manner ; by

Orange, (or'anj) n. [A. n&randl] A tree of

many varieties, and its round u

yellow fruit.

Orange, (or'anj) a. "Belonging

to the orange ; coloured like

the orange.

Orange-blossom, ( or'anj -\jkm-

sum) n. The flower of the

orange tree—Died as part of

the ornaments of a bride.

Orangeman, (or'anj-nian) n. An

Irish protestant.

Orangery, (or'anj-er-e) n. A Orange.

plantation or nursery of orange-trees.

Orang-outang, (6-rang-66-tang') it. [Malayan

or&ivi titan.] A large monkey,

in many respects approaching

man more closely than any

other known animal of its trib".

Oration, ( 6 - ra ' shun ) «. [I..

oratio. ] An elaborate di -

course, delivered in public,

treating an important subject

in a dignified manner;— hi

rangne : address ; speech.

Orator, (or'a-tcr) n. A publi-

speaker; e*prcially, one who

is distinguished for his elo

quence ; — a petitioner ; — an

officer in English universities.

Oratorical, (or a-tor'ik-al) a. <>nuig-outam.\

Pertaining to an orator or to oratory ;—rhetori

cal ; eloquent.

Oratorically, (or-a-torik-al-le) adr. In a rhetori

cal manner.

Oratorio, (or-a-to're-fl) n. [It.] A sacred com

position consisting of airs, recitatives, duets,

trios, choruses, Ac., the subject of which is

generally taken from the Scriptures.

Oratory, (or'a-tor-e) n. [L. oratorio, (sc. am),

oratorium (sc tem/duvi).] The art of an orator ;

the art of effective public speaking;—a chapel

or Binall room sot apart for private devotions.

Orb, (orb) n, [L. orbit] A body of a round

 

 

form ;—upectaUf, one of the celestial spheres ;

—the eye, as luminous and spherical ;—a circle ;

an orbit ;—a revolving circular body ; a wheel.

Orbed, (orbd) a. Having the form of an orb;

round ; circular ; orbicular.

Orbicular, (or-bikTi-ler) or. [L. orbicvlari*.] Re

sembling an orb ; spherical ; circular ; globular.

Orbicularly, (or-bikii-lt'r-le) adv. Spherically.

Orbiculate, (or-biku-lat) a. Jlade or being in" the

form of an orb.

Orbit, (orT)it)». [L. m-blta.] The path described

by a heavenly body in its periodical revolution ;

—the cavity .in which the eye is situated.

Orbital. (oH>it-al) a . Belonging to an orbit.

Orchard, .(<*'oh£*tf) «. [A.-S. orlgrard.] An iu-

closureor assemblage of fruit-trees.

Orchestra, (or-kestra) n. [h., G.] The space in

a theatre between the stage and the audience ;—

a bann of instrumental musicians.

Orchestral, (or-kes'tral) ft. Pertaining to nn

orchestra ; Kuitable for, or performed in, the

orchestra.

Orchidaceous, (or-ke-da'she-us) a. Pertaining to,

or resembling, the orchis.

Orchis, (orIds) n. [L. orcki*.] A genus of endo

genous perennial plants with tuberous fleshy

roots.

Ordain, (or-diin') v. t. [L. ordinore.] To set in

order; to regulate;' to institute;—to appoint;

to decree;—especially, to invest with ministerial

or sacerdotal functions."

Ordained, (or-d&iid') a. Settled ; established ;

instituted ;-* invested with ministerial or pas

toral functions.

Ordaincr, (or-d^n'cr) n. Oiks who ordains.

Ordeal, (or'de-al) n. [A.-S. orrfdi, onto*.] An

ancient form of trial to determine guilt or

innocence.

Order, (or'dor) n. [h. ordo.} Regular arrange

ment ; methodical or systematic disposition of

things -—customary mode of procedure ;— estab

lished process;—usual course or succession;—

regular governments general tranquillity ;—a

regulation *a' standing rule ;—a command ; a

mandate ;—necessary measures or care ;—a com

mission :trf make purchases or supply gtxxls ; a

direction', in wftt-ing, to poy money ;—a rank or

class of men ;n privileged or rlijmlfied grade ;—

a rellgious'fratermtyv—one of the methotls re

cognized by the ancients for constructing and

ornamenting the columns of an edifice ;—one of

the well-marked divisions of a class, including

in itself families and genera.

Order, (or/dcr) v. t. To put in order ; to system

atize ; to adjust ;—to manage ; to eondnct ; to

regulate;—to command ; to direct;—v. i. To

give command or direction.

Ordering, (ordering) n. Disposition ; distribu

tion ; management.

Ordcrless, (or'der-les) a. Without order or

regularity; disorderly: out of rule.

Orderliness, (or'der-le-nes) n. State of being

orderly ; regularity.

Orderly, (or'der-le) a. Conformed to order ;

methodical ; regular ; systematic ; — observant

of order or rule ; hence, quiet ; peaceable.

Orderly, (or'der-le) adr. According to due order ;

regularly.

Orderly, (or'der-le) n. A non-commissioned officer

who attends a superior officer for the purpose of

bearing his orders, or rendering other service,

Ordmal,*<orMiii-al) a. |L. ordinalit] Indicating

the established order or succession.
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Ordinal, (orMin-al) ji. A number noting order ;

— the service prescribed in the English Church

Tor the ordination of deacons, <tc.

Ordinance, (or'din-ans) n. , An ordaining by

authority; appointment;—a rule; a. statute,

law, decree ;—an established rite or ceremony.

Ordinarily, (orMin-ar-e-le) adv. According to

established rules ; commonly -, usually';' in most

cases.

Ordinary, (or'din-ar-e) a. . . According" to estab

lished order; methoilical ;—normal ;, regular ; —

usual; cnstoinary;—of little merit ;—plain; not

handsome.

Ordinary, (or'din-ar-e) n. An officer who lias

original jurisdiction in hi* own right, and not

by deputation ;—one who ban immediate juris- i

diction in matters ecclesiastical ;—a dining-room I

or eating house where there is a fixed price fqr !

the meal ; the meal furnished at such a dining- |

room;—a portion of the escutcheon comprised ,

between straight or other hues.

Ordination, (or-din-u/shun) n. [L. orrfinatio.] Act

of setting apart to an office of the Christian

ministry;—state of being ordained or appointed;

consecration ; —established order or tendeucy

consequent on a decree or Law.

Ordnance, (ord'nans) n. [From ordinance.] Heavy

weapons of warfare ; cannon, mortars, and how

itzers ; artillery.

Ordure, (orMiir) «. [F.J Dung; excrements; feces.

Ore, (or) n. [A. -8.] A mineral substance from

which metal is extracted;—the compound of a

metal and wme other substance, as oxygen, sul

phur, or arsenic.

Organ, (or'gan) y*. [G. organon.] An instrument

by which an important action is performed, or

an important object accomplished ; CHpecUilly, a

jiart of a living being capable of a. suecial func

tion, essential- to the life or well-being of the

whole, as the lung*, the heart, &c. .—a medium

of communication between one person or body

and another;—an instrument, containing pipes,

filled with wind from a bellows, arid played

upon by means of keys.

Organic, (or-gan'ik) <>.. Pertaining to an organ or

its functions; consisting of organs, or containing

them;—produced by $he organs;—instnmiental.

Organically, (or-gau'ik:al-le) odr. In an organic

manner ; with orgrtnical structure or disposition

of parts ; by means of^yrgans. , ,

Organism, (or'gan-izm) n, A structure composed

of or acting by means of org'ans ;—an organized

being. * ( " « [organ.

Organist, (or'gan-ist) n. 'One who plays on the

Organizable, (or-gan-IzVbl) a". Capable of being

organized. . « • * . ■ ,\ .

Organization, (or-gan-iz-ii'shup) n. Act. of. ar

ranging the lArp* -of a complex .bejdy/in .A

suitable manner for. use and, .Borvice ;—act of

distributing into proper divisions, imfl ai«pi.'int-

ing suitable officers, as, au army, government,

&c. ;—structure; form ;. organism.

Organize, (or"gan-iz) v. t. To furnish with organs ;

—to arrange or constitute in part**, each having

a special function, act, office, or relation.

Orgy, (or'je) n. [L., G. orpin.] Wild and frantic

rites in the ancient worship of ISacohus, held

usually at night ;— hence, plural, orgies, noc

turnal revelries; drunken carousals.

Oriel, (o're-el) «. [Norm. F. orid.] Originally a

recess at the upper end of the hall in Gothic

buildings ;—a large projecting hay-window of a

semi-octagonal shape, supported by corbels or

brackets, with rich mnllions, usually filled with

stained glass, as in a Gothic hall, chapel, &c.

Orient, (6'rc-enL) a. [L. orient.] Rising, as the

sun ;—eastern ; — bright ; shining ; hence, of

suiwrior quality ; perfect.

Orient, (o're-ent) n. Tlio eastern horizon; the

East ;—hence, the countries of Asia.

Oriental, (6-re-ent'al) a. Pertaining to the east ;

—proceeding from or situated in the east.

Oriental, (o-re-ent'al) /(. A native or inhabitant

of some eastern part of the world.

Orientalism, (o-re-ent'al-izm) n. Any system or

.doctrine peculiar to Asiatic nations ;—eastern

idiotn.

Orientalist, (o-re-ent'aldst) i>. An in habitant of

the eastern parts of the world ;—one versed in

the eastern languages and literature.

Orifice, (orVfisJ >* ! [L. o#,'or*w, and/acerr.] Tlie

mouth- or aperture of a tube, pipe, or other

cavity ; an opening.

Orifiamme, (oi,e-flani),«. [F.] The ancient royal

standard of France.

Origin, (or'e-jin) n. [L. f»H*tf>.] First existence

or 'beginning of any thing ;—that from which

any thing primarily proceeds ; source ; cause ;

derivation. . . f

Original, (o-rrj'in-al) n. "Origin '.'commencement ;

source '—the archetype.; , the model after which

others are /ormed j—the autiun's 'own work;

the first copy ;—$0 precise language or text of

a Vx>k br document; — a person of marked

]»ecul^aritjc. . . • - . * •

Original, (o-rij'in-al) «,. Pertaining to the origin;

—first in order;—not translated ; employed by

the author ;—having the power to suggest new

thoughts, or combinations of thought; inventive;

peculiar.

Originality, (o-rij-in-ale-te) v. Quality or state

of being-original ;—fact of being the handiwork

of the master, and not a copy;—power of pro

ducing new thoughts, or new combinations or

ex press idiis of thought.

Originally, (iVry'iit-al-lo). tfdy. Primarily, .from

the beginning;—At first ;—by, the first author.

Originate* (o-rij^in-at) v. t.. To* bring into, exist

ence ;, to produce, as something Jicw ;—y. <'. To

liave origin ; to take existence from or in.

Origination, (o-ry-in-tt'shun) n! Actx>f bringing

or coming into existence ;—mode of production.

Originator, (6-rij'in-ut-f.r) n. One who. originates.

Oriole, (o're-ol) «. [F. orio!.] A bird of several

species, allied to the thrushes, baling plumage

of a golden-yellow mixed with black.

Orion,, (o-ri'on) n. fG.] A constellation of. seven.

stars, crossed, in the middle by the .equinoctial

line. / . Ition.

Orison, (ore-zun)'n. [F.] A prayer or supplica-

Orlop, (or'Jori)ii_* [pi ortrtooji.] The lower deck

.of a ship of. the. line ; or, that in all vessels on

which the c&bTegure stowed.

Ormolu, (or/m*-lu).n. (F. or and .Hiovltr.] A

variety of bras* made to resemble gold by the

use of* more copper in its composition than

ordinary brass contains.

Ornament, (nr'na-ineut) n. fL. .ornamentuui.]

That which embellishes ; embellishment ; de

coration. ■ •«-*■*-

Ornament, (or'na-ment) r. /. To furnish with

embellishments; embellish; deck; decorate.

Ornamental, (or-na-meut'al) a. Serving to orna

ment ; embellishing.

Ornamentation, (or-na-ment-u'shun) n. Act or

art of ornamenting; decoration; embellishment.
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Ornate, (or'uat) «. [L. ornatu.*.] Adorned; de

corated; beautiful; highly figurative ; flowery,

as style. [embellishment.

Ornately, (or'nilt-le) adv. "With decoration or

Ornithological, (or-ne-thol-oj'ik-al) a. Pertaining

to ornithology. [skilled in ornithology.

Ornithologist, (or-ne-tholo-jist) w. One who is

Ornithology, (or-ne-thol'6-je) n, [G. ornis and

logos.] That branch of natural science which

treats of the form, structure, and habit* of birds.

Ornus, (oVntu) n. A genus of deciduous trees

found in the south of Europe ; flowering ash.

Orology, (or-ol'6-je) n. [G. oros and logos.] Tho

science or description of mountains.

Orotund, (o'ro-tund) iu \h. ot and rotundus.] A

mode of intonation diractly from the larynx,

having a fulness, clearness, and ringing or

musical quality.

Orphan, (or'fan) n. [G. orphanos.] A child who

is bereaved of both father and mother ; a child

who has but one parent living.

Orphan, (or'fan) a. Bereaved of parents.

Orphanage, (or'fan-aj) n. State of being an

orphan;—an institution or home for rearing and

training orphan children.

Orphean, (or-fC'an) a. Pertaining to Orpheus ;

musical ; meJodioiis.

Orpiment, (or'iw-meut) n. [L. auritm and pig-

tnentuvL.) The trisulphide of arsenic, occurring

in crystals of a lemon-yellow colour, and used

in dyeing.

Orrery, (or'e,r-e) «. [So named in compliment to

the Earl of Orrery.) An astronomical instru

ment or piece of mechanism so constructed as

by tho revolution of its different parts to repre

sent the revolutions of tho planets round the

sun, exhibiting also their relative sizes, dis

tances, orbits, &c.

Orris, (oris) n. [Probably corrupted from Iris.]

A plant ; flower-de-luce or fleur-de-lis. Its root

has an agreeable odour, resembling that of

violets.

Ort, (ort) v. [A.-S. ortttan.] A fragment ; re

fuse-generally used in the plural.

Orthodox, (or'tho-doks) a. [G. orthox and dnxa.]

Sound in the Christian faith—opposed to here

tical ;—according with the doctrines of Scrip

ture, as a creed.

Orthodoxly, (or'tho-duks-Ie) adv. In an orthodox

manner ; with soundness of faith.

Orthodoxy, (or'tho-doks-e) >i. Soundness of faith ;

—consonance to genuine Scriptural doctrines ;

soundness of doctrine or of religions opinion.

Orthoepic, (or-tho-ep'ik) *r. Pertaining to or

thoepy or the right pronunciation of words.

Orthoepiflt, (or'thd-ep-ist) u. Oue who is skilled

in orthoepy.

Orthoepy, (or'tho-ep-e) n. [G. orthox and epon.]

The art of uttering words with propriety ; a

correct pronunciation of words.

Orthographer, (or-thog'ra-fcr) n. One who spells

words correctly or properly, according to com

mon usage.

Orthographical, (or-tho-graf'ik-al) a. Pertaining

to orthography ;—pertaining to right lines or

angles.

Orthography, (or-thogVa-fe) n. [G. orthox and

trmpl.tln.] Art or practice of writing words

with the proper letters, according to common

usage; spelling ;— the part of grammar which

treats of this subject.

Orthopterous, (or-thop't^r-us) a. [G. orthog and

ptcron.] Having wing-covers of a uniform tex- ;

ture throughout, tliat generally overlap at the

top when shut, under which are the true wings,

which fold longitudinally like a fan.

Ortolan, (or"to-Ian) n. [L. hortulunus.] A sinking

bird, about the size of the lark, with black.

wingB, and esteemed delicious food.

Oscillate, (os'il-lat) v. i. [L. oxcillare.] To move

backward and forward ; to vibrate; *o swing;

to sway. [vibration.

Oscillation, (os-il-hVshun) n. Act of oscillating ;

Oscillatory, (os'il-la-tor-e) a. Moving backward

and forward like a pendulum : swinging.

Oscitation, (os-e-ta'shun) n. [L. oscitatio.] Act

of yawning or gaping from sleepiness.

Osculant, (osTiu-lautJ a. [L. osei'UtHs.] Adhering

closely ; embracing ;—intermediate or on the

border between two groups.

Osculate, (oaltu-lut) v. t. [L. oscutari.] To kiss ;

—to touch, as one curve another ;—v. i. To

kiss ;—to touch.

Osculation, (os-ku-la'shun) it. Act of kissing ;—

contact of one curve with another.

Osculatory, (oslcu-la-tor-e) a. Of or pertaining

to kissing ;—capable of osculation.

Osier, (o'zhe-er) n. [F..osier.] A species of willow,

or twig of the willow, used in making baskets.

Oanaburg, (oz'na-burg) «. A species of coarse

linen imported originally from Omabv.rg in

Germany. ■

Osprey, (os'pra) n. [Corrupted from osin/rage.)

A long-winged eagle of a yellow-brown or brow n

colour above, and of a white colour below. It

lives on fish.

Osseous, (cs'e-us) a. [L. own*,] Composed of

l*one ; resembling bone ; bony.

Ossiferous, (os-sifcr-us) o. [L. os, oasis, a bone,

and /*-rre, to bear. J Containing or yielding bone.

Ossification, (os-se-fe-ka'shun) Jt. Tlie act or pro

cess of converting flesh, fibre, blood, or othwr

animal substance into bone;—the natural for

mation of bones in animals.

Ossifrage, (os'se-fraj) v. [L. os and frangw.}

The sea-eagle or bald eagle.

Ossify, (os'se-fi) r. t. [h. os and facere.] To form

into bone ; to cliange from a soft animal sub

stance into bone; — v. i. To become bone or bony.

Ossivorous, (os-siv'o-rus) «. [L. os, bone, and

rorare, to devour.] Feeding on bones; eating

bones.

Ossuary, (os'su-ar-c) «. [L. onxvorium.} A place

where the bones of the dead are deposited ; a

charnel-house.

Ostensible, (os-ten'ae-bl) c. Shown, declared, or

avowed : manifest ; apparent ; — colourable ;

plausible.

Ostensibly, (os-ten'se-ble) adv. In an ostensible

manner ; in appeaiance.

Ostensive, (os-ten'siv) o. Showing ; exhibiting.

Ostensively, (os-ten'siv-le) adv. In an ostensive

manner.

Ostent, (os'tent) n. [L. ostaitu*.] Appearance ;

manner ;—show ; token ;—a portent.

Ostentation, (os-ten-ta'shun) 11. Outward show

or appearance ; an ambitious display ;—pomp ;

vaunting ; boasting.

Ostentatious, (os-ten-tii'sho-us) a. Fond of exces-

si ve display;—pretentious:—boastful; vaunting.

Ostentatiously, (os-tcn-ta'sho-uR-le) adv. In an

ostentatious manner ; boastfully ; with vain

display.

Osteologist, (oH-tt-ol'o-jist) «. One versed in

osteology ; — one who describes the bones of

animals :—al&o osteologer.
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Osteology, (os-tS-ol'6-je) n. [Q. osteon and logos.]

That part of anatomy which treats of the bones ;

—the system of bones in an animal.

Ostiarj, (os'te-ar-e) n. [L. ostium.] The mouth

or opening by which a river discharges its waters

into the sea or into a lake.

Ostracism, £os'tra-sizru) n. [G. ostraLon] Banish-

raent, by the people of Athens, of a iierson whose

merit and influence gave umbrage to them ;—

expulsion from a society or community ;—ex

clusion.

Ostracise, (os'tra-siz) r. t. To exile by ostracism ;

to exchnle from a society or company.

Ostrich, (os'tricb) ». IF. autruche.) A large bird,

having a long neck, Btout leg*, with only two

toes, and short wings, with soft plumes in the

place of feathers.

Other, (uTit'er) pron. & a. [A. -8. 6dher.] Not

the same; different ; — contrary ; opposite; —

noting some beside ; additional ;—used as a cor

relative to tar.h, and as a distinctive to fOwf ;—

used as a noun for different person or thing ;

esi*scijdly plural, different persons.

Otherwhere, (uTiiVr-hwiir) «</*-. In another place.

Otherwhile, (uTii'er-hwil) adr. At other times.

Otherwise, (uTH'er-wix) adv. In a different

manner ; in different respects ; by other causes

or means. [unemployed ; indolent.

Otiose, (oshe-os) a. [L. otiottut.] Being at ease ;

Ottar, (ot'tar) n. A highly fragrant oil obtained

from the petals of the rose :—also otto, attar.

Otter, (ot'er)rt. [A.-S. otcr.] A digitigrade car

nivorous mammal of the genus Intra, and of

several species. They are aquatic and feed on

fish,

Ottoman, (ot'6-man)«. [From (Hitman, a sultan

of Turkey. 1 Pertaining to or derived from the

empire of Turkey.

Ottoman, (ot'o-man) n. A Turk ;—a stuffed seat

without a back, originally used in Turkey.

Ouch, (ouch) h. [Corrupted from vouch, L. nvtca.]

A bezel or socket in which a precious stone or

seal is set ;—a carca.net or ornament of gold.

Ought, (awt) r. imperfect. [Originally the preterit

tente of the verb to Off, A. -8. Agan.] Is fit ;

behove tli ; is proper or necessary ; should.

Ounce, (ouns) n. [L. uncia.] A weight, the

twelfth jMirt of a pound troy, and the sixteenth

of a pound avoirdupois. [F. ouct.] A carnivoruus

animal resembling the leopard.

Our, (our) possessive pron. [A.-S. ft re.] Pertain

ing or belonging to us—when the substantive

goes before it, our is written our*.

Ourself, (our-self) pron. Added after we; us,

by way of emphasis, chiefly in the plural;—my

self—used in the regal or formal style.

Ousel, (do xl) n. [A.-S. 6*1*.] A bird of several

species of the thrush family.

Oust, (oust) v.t. [F. otter, 6ter.] To take away;

to remove :—to eject ; to tnrn out.

Ouster, (ouat'er) n. A pntting out of possession ;

ejection; disseizin.

Out, (oat) adv. [A.-S. k Ioel. fit.] Without ;

on the outride ; not within ;—abroad ; not at

home;—in a state of disclosure or discovery ;—

in a state of extinction, exhaustion, or destitu

tion ;—not in office or employment ;—to the

end; during the whole of; completely;—in an

open or free manner ; audibly or perceptibly ;—

in error or mistake ;—in a puzzle ; at a loss ;—

uncovered ; with clothes torn ;—away; off—used

as an exclamation.

Out, ^out) w. One who or that which is without ;

especially, one who is out of office :—a place op

space outside of or around ; an angle projecting

outward; an open space;—an omission iu setting

up copy.

Out, (out) i*. t. To eject ; to expel.

Outbalance, (out-bal'aiis) r. t. To outweigh ; to

exceed in weight or effect.

Outbid, (out-bid') r. t. To go beyond or surpass

in the offer of a price. [tion.

Outbreak, (out'briik) n. A bursting forth : erup-

Out-building, (out'bild-ing) n. A building sepa

rate from the main house or dwelling. [out.

Outburst, (outburst) n. A breaking or bursting

Outcast, (out'kast) n. One who is cast out or

expelled ; an exile ; hence, a degraded person :

a vagabond. [or from, as a port.

Outclearance, (out-kleVans) ti. Clearance out of

Outcome, (out'kum) h. That which comes out of,

or follows from ; issue ; result ; consequence.

Outcrier, (out'kri-(r) ». A public crier;—a herald.

Outcrop, (out'krop) w. The coming out of a

stratum to the Burface of the ground.

Outcrop, (out-krop) r. i. To come out to the

surface of the ground—said of strata.

Outcry, (out'kri) n. A vehement or loud cry ; a

cry of distress ;—noisy opjtosition ;—clamour ;

noise.

Outdo, (out-dcx/) r. t. To excel ; to sur]iass.

Outdoing, (out-doo'ing) it. Act of surpassing or

excelling in j>erformaiice.

Outdoor, (out'dor) a. Being without the house.

Outdoors, (out'dOrz) adv. Abroait ; out of the

house.

Outer, (out'er) a.. [Comparative of out.] Being

on the outside; further or more remote; external.

Outermost, (out ' er - most) a. [Superlative from

outer.] Being on the extreme external part ;

remotest from the midst.

Outfit, (out'fit) it. A fitting out, as of a ship,

passenger, or traveller, for a voyage or journey;

equipment for, or money advanced for the ex

penses of, any special service or duty.

Outfitter, (out'tit-er) n. One who furnishes outfits

for a voyage or journey.

Outflank,' (out-flan gk') r. t. To extend the flank

or wing of an army beyond that of ths enemy.

Outgeneral, (out-jen'{r-al) v.t. To exceed in

generalalup ; to gain advantage over by superior

skilL

Outgo, (out-go1) r. (. To go beyond ; to go faster

than ;—to surpass ; to excel ;—to overreach.

Outgoing, (out'g6-ing) n. Act or the state of going

out ;— outlay ; expenditure ;—extreme limit.

Outgrow, (out-gro-) r. (. To surpass in growth ;—

to become- too large or too old for any thing.

Outgrowth, (out groth) ». Growth to excess;—

that which has grown out or proceeded : result.

Outguard, (out'gard) h. A guard at a distance

from the main body of an army ; any defence

placed at a distance from the thing to be

defended.

Outhouse, (outlions) n. A small house or build

ing at a little distance from the main house.

Outlandish, (out-land'ish) a. Not native; foreign;

strange ; rudo ; barbarous.

Outlast, (out-last') v. t. To last longer than ; to

exceed in duration.

Outlaw, (out'law) n, A person excluded from the

benefit of the law, or deprived of its protection.

Outlaw, (outlaw) r. t. To deprive of the benefit

and protection of law ; to proscribe.

Outlawry, (outlaw-re) ». Act of outlawing ; the

putting a man out of the protection of Jaw.
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Outlay, (outfla) n. A laying out or expending;—

that which ia laid out ; expenditure.

Outlet, (outlet) n. Place or the means by which

any thing is let out ; passage outward ; an exit.

Outline, (out'lin) n. The line which marks the

outside of a figure : contour;—a sketch ; delinea

tion of a figure without shading;—a preliminary

or general indication of a plan, system, course of

thought, Ac.

Outline, (out'lin) v. I. To draw the- exterior lino

of;—to draw in outline, to sketch; to delineate.

Outlive, (out-liv') v. t. To live beyond; to survive.

Outlook, (out'look) n. Act of looking out ; watch ;

—place from which one looks out; a watch-tower;

—view obtained by one looking out; prospect;

Outlook, (out-look7) v. t. To face or stare down.

Outlying, (out'li-ing) «. Lying or being at a dis

tance from the main body or design ; remote;—

being on the exterior or frontier.

Outmost, (out'most) a. Furthest outward ; most

remote from the middle. [number.

Outnumber, (out-num'ber) v. t. To exceed in

Out of, (out'of). [Out, adv., and of, prep.] From;

noting source or origin ;—beyond ; noting dis

tance or separation ;—not in ; noting absence,

departure, dismission, exclusion;—not according

to; noting deviation, unfitness, impropriety, de

ficiency, Ac; in consequence of ; noting means,

cause, reason, Ac. Out and out, thoroughly;

completely.

Outpenaioner, (out'pen-ehun-?.r) it, A pensioner

of an hospital who lives out of the bounds.

Outport, (out'port) v. A harbour or port at some

distance from the chief town or seat of trade.

Outpost, (out'pust) n. A station without the

camp, or at a distance from the main body of an

army ;—the troops at such a station.

Outpour, (out-pSr1) v. t. To pour out ; to send

forth in a stream ; to effuse.

Outrage, (out'ruj) v.t. To treat with violence

and wrong ; to injure by rough, rude treatment

of any kind ; hence, to shock ; to scandalize.

Outrage, (out'ruj) u. Injurious violence offered

to persona or tlungs; gross injury; insult; abuso.

Outrageous, (out-rfij'G-us) u. Violent ; furious ;

exceeding the bounds of moderation, reason, or

decency ;—enormous ; atrocious ;—tumultuous ;

turbulent. [rageous manner.

Outrageously, (out-ruj'G-us-le) adv. In an out-

Outrageousness, (out-raj'e-us-nes) n. Quality of

being outrageous.

Outride, (out-rid7) v. f. To ride faster than ;—v. i.

To travel about ou horseback or in a vehicle.

Outrider, (out'rid-er) ?i. A servant on horseback

who attends a carriage.

Outrigger, (oufrig-cr) n. Any projecting spar or

piece of timber for extending ropes or sails, Ac.

Outright, (out'rit) adv. Immediately ; without

delay; atonoe; imtaiitly;—completely; utterly.

Outrival, (out-ri'val) v. t. To surpass in excellence.

Outran, (out-run') v. t. To exceed in running;— .

hence, to exceed in degree, quality, Ac. ; to

surpass. [ness ; beginning. I

Outset, (ont'set) n. First entrance on any busi- I

Outshine, (out-shin.1) v, t. To excel in lustre or j

excellence : — v. i. To send forth lustre or

brightness.

Outside, (out'sid) n. The external part of a thing ;

exterior ;—the part without or beyond an in-

closuro ;—tho furthest limit, as to number,

quantity, extent, Ac. ; the utmost ;—one who or

tliat which is without

Outside, (out'sid) a. On the outside ; exterior.

Outskirt, (out'skert) n. Border; outpost; suburb.

Outspread, (out-spred*) v. t. To extend; to spread.

Outspreading, (out'spred-ing) ?i. The act of dif

fusing or spreading over.

Outstand, (out-stand') v. ?'. To project outward

from the main body ;—to remain beyond the

proper time ; to be unpaid, as a debt.

Outstanding, (out'staud-ing) a. Unpaid ;—uncol

lected, as debts.

Outstretch, (out-strech') r. f. To stretch or spread

out; to expand.

Outstrip, (out-strip') v. t. To outrun ; to advance

.txjyond ; to leave behind.

Outvie, (out-vi') r. t. To exceed: to surpass.

Outvote, (out-vof) v. t. To exceed in the numljer

of votes given; to defeat by pluraJUy of suffrage*.

Outward, (out'werd) «. Forming the superficial

part; external; exterior; — extrinsic; adven

titious ; — in Scripture, fleshly ; carnal ; not

spiritual.

Outward, (ont'wgrd) n. External form.

Outward, (out'wgrd) adr. To the outer parts ;

toward the outside ;—sea-ward .-—also outtraixt*.

Outward-bound, (out'w?rd-bound) a. Proceeding

from a port or country ; chartered to foreign

parts.

Outwardly, (out'werd-le) adv. Externally; on the

outside;—hence, in appearance ; ostensibly.

Outweigh, (out-wiV) r. (. To exceed in weight ;

—to exceed in value, influence, or importance.

Outwit, (out-wit') i'. (. To surpass in design or

stratagem ; to overreach ; to defeat by superior

ingenuity.

Outwork, (oufwurk) n. A part of a fortress with

out the principal wall, within or beyond the

principal ditch ; any work thrown up to fortify.

Oval, (6'val) a. (L. ovum.) Having the figure

of an egg ;—oblong and curvilinear,

with both ends of about the same

breadth ; elliptical.

Oval, (6'val) n. A body or figure in the

shape of an egg or of an ellipse.

Ovalry, (o'val-le) adv. In an oval form.

Ovarian, (6-vii're-an) a. Pertaining to

the female ovary.

Ovary, (6'var-e) n. [L. ovarium.] That Oval.

part of the pistil which contains the seed ;—

the part hi oviparous animalB in which the eggs

are formed; —the part in viviparous animals

which produces the fetus.

Ovate, (o'vttt) a. Shaped like an egg, with the

lower extremities broadest, as a leaf.

Ovation, (6-va'shun) n. [L. oval to.] Among the

Romans, an inferior triumph given to a general

who had gained a victory without much blood

shed, or over an inconsiderable enemy ;—in

modern usage, any expression of popular ap

proval ; applause; vociferous cheering, Ac.

Oven, (uv'n) n. [A.-S. oj'm, Icel. ofn, 1). own.)

An arched place for baking, heating, or drying ;

any apparatus heated for baking or like uses-

Over, (over) prep. [A.-S. ofn:) Across; from

side to side— implying a passing or moving

either above or on the surface of;—above, in

place or position;—above, in excellence, dignity,

or authority:—through the whole extent ;—in a

state of watchfulness with respect to;—duriug

the whole time.

Over, (over) adr. From sido to side ;—on the

opposite side ;—from one to another by passing ;

—above the top ;—more than tho quantity as

signed ;—throughout ;—-completely.

Over, (6'ver) a. Upper ; covering ; past.
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Overact, (o-ver-akf) r.t. To act or perform to

excess ;—<*. i. To act more than is necessary.

Overalls, (f/ver-awbe) h. n/. Loose trowsers worn

over others to protect them from being soiled.

Overarch. (G-ver-arch') r. t To oover with an

arch ;—v. %. To hang over like an arch.

Overawe, (G-ver-aw ) v, t. To restrain by awe,

fear, or superior influence.

Overbalance, (G-ver-balans) 1. 1. To exceed in

weight, value, or importance. [or value.

Overbalance, {o-vej-baTans) «. Excess of weight

Overbear, (d-ver-bur') v. t. To bear down ; to re

press ; to subdue ;—overpower; conquer.

Overbearing, (o-ver-bar ing) a. Haughty and

dogmatical ; tending to repress by insolence.

Overbid, (6-ver-bid') v. i. To bid or offer more

than an equivalent.

Overboard, (G've,r-bord) adi: Over the side of a

•hip ; hence, out of a ship or from on board.

Overburden, (o-ver-burMn) t*. t. To load with

too great weight.

Overcast, (G-ver-kaatf) a. Clouded ; darkened ;

overspread with clouils or gloominess.

Overcast, (o- ver-kast ) v. t. To cover with gloom :

to cloud ; to darken ;— to rato too high ; —to sew

by running the thread over a rough edge.

Overcharge, (o-vjr-chirj') v. t. To load with too

heavy weight ; to burden ; to fill to excess ;—to

surfeit; to cloy;—to exact an excessive price for;

to enter in an account more than is just;—to

load with too much powder and ball, as a gun.

Overcharge, (o'ver-charj) )<. An excessive load

or burden ;—a charge in an account of more

than is j list ;—an excessive charge, as of a gun.

Overcloud, (6-ver-kloud') v. t. To cover or over

spread with clouds ; to becloud.

Overcoat, (d'ver-kot) n. A coat worn over the

other clothing ; a great-coat or tojwxiat.

Overcome, (G-ver-kum') v.t. To get tho better

of; to conquer ;—to surmount ; to get over, as

obstacles;—to subdue; to repress, as opposition;

—v. i. To gain the superiority; to be victorious.

Overdo, (G^ver-dck/) v. f. To do too much;— to

Itarass ; to fatigue;—to i*>il, hake, or roast ton

much ;—r. i. To labour too luird; to do too much.

Overdose, {6'ver-dos) n. Too great a dose.

Overdraw, (o-vgr-draw ) v. t. To draw upon for

a sum teyond one's credit.

Overdrive, (d-ver-driv') v.t. & t. To drive too

hard or beyond strength.

Overdue, (6'vgr-du) a. Due and more than duo ;

past the time of payment.

Overestimate, (o-ver-es'tim-fit) v.t. To set too

high a value on ;—to rato or calculate too highly.

Overflow, (6-ver-flo') v. t. To flow over; to spread

over, as water ; to inundate ;—to overwhelm ;

to cover, as with numbers ;—*-•. i. To swell and

run over ;—to be abundant.

Overflow, (r/ver-flo) n. An inundation ; also,

superabundance. [copiousness.

Overflowing, (G-vcr- Mo 'ing) n. Exuberance;

Overgrow, (d-vgr-gro ) r. t. To cover with growth

or herbage ;—to grow beyond ; to riBe above ;—

r. i. To grow beyond the fit or natural size.

Overhang. (o-ver-hang') v. t. To impend or hang

over ; to jut or project over ;—v. i. To jut over.

Overhaul, (o-ver-hawl') v. t. To draw or drag

over ;—to examine thoroughly with a view to

repaint ;—to gain upon in a chase ; to overtake.

Overhead, (o-ver-hed') adv. Aloft ; above ; in the

zenith ; in the story or upon the floor above.

Overhear, (d-ver-her') v. t. To hear more titan

was intended or proper ; to hear by accident.

Overheat, (o-vgr-hetf) v. t. To heat to excess.

Overjoy, (d-ver-joy') v. t. To make excessively

joyful. [port of pleasure or joy.

Overjoy, (o'vex-joy) n. Excessive gladness; trans-

Overlade, (o-ver-lid') r. f. To load with too great

a cargo or other burden. [smothered.

Overlaid, ( o - ver - bid ' ) a. Covered over ; —

Overland, (6'vgr-land) a. Made or performed

upon or acroNfl the land.

Overlap, (o-ver-lap') r, /. or ». To lap over.

Overlay, (G-ver-la') r. f. To spread over ; to cover

completely;—to smother ;—to stretch above and

across, so an to unite the two sides of.

Overleap, (O-ver-lep') v. t. To leap over.

Overleather, (o'ver-lerH-gr) «. The leather which

forms the upper part of a shoe.

Overleaven, (6-ver-lev'n) v.t. To leaven too

much ; to corrupt.

Overlie, (o-ver-li ) v. t. To lie over or upon.

Overload, (o-vgr-lod') v. t. To load with too heavy

a burden or cargo.

Overlook, (o-ver-lookO r. t. To look over or be

yond ; to view from a high place ;—to afford an

elevated prospect of ;—to inspect ; to review ;—

to look beyond, so that what is near by is not

perceived ; to pass by ; to neglect ; to alight ;—

hence, to excuse ; to j>ardon.

Overlooker, (6-ver-I66k'er) n. One who overlooks ;

a superintendent.

Overly, (G'vgr-le) o. Careless ; superficial ; slight.

Overmaster, (6-ver-mas'ter) v. t. To overpower ;

to subdue ; to vanquish.

Overmatch, (o-ver-niacn/) v. t. To be too powerful

for ; to overcome by superior force.

Overmatch, (&'v§r-mach) n. One superior in

jxiwlt ; one able to overcome. [groe.

Overmuch, (over-much) adt: In too groat a de-

j Overmuch, (o'ver-much) n. More than sufficient.

i Overnight, (O'ver-nit) adv. During the night

| previous ; yesterday iright ; last night.

! Overpass, (o-ver-paV) v.t. To pass over: to

j neglect ; to disregard ;—to go over ; to cross ;—

to omit,' • ■

J Overpay, (o-vcr-pa) v. t. To pay too much or

more than is due ;—to reward beyond merit.

Overplus, (o'ver-plus) n. [Over and L. plug,

more. ] That which remains after a supply ;

surplus.

Overpower, (o-vgi-pow'er) v. t. To affect with a

power or force that cannot be borne ;—to van

quish by force ; overcome ; conquer ; subdue.

Overprize, (6-ver-priz') v. t. To value or prize at

too high a rate.

Overrate, (6-ver-rutf) v. i. To rate at too much ;

to estimate at a value beyond the truth.

Overreach, (o-vgr-rech') v. t. To reach beyond in

any direction ;—to get the better of by cunning

or sagacity; to cheat ;—r. i. To strike the hind

foot against the fore foot, as a horse.

Override, (o-ver-rid') r. t. To ride beyond the

strength of the horse ;—to ride too far or be

yond ;—to trample down, and hence to set aside

or annul.

Overrule, (6-ver-rool') r. f. To rule over ; to have

or exercise supreme authority ;—to supersede,

alter, or annul, as a legal judgment or decision ;

—especially, to order and control human actions

and events' so as to effect the Divine purpose.

Overrun, (6-vgr-nin') r. t. To run or spread over;

to cover ;—to march or rove over ; to ravage ;—

to overspread with numbers ; hence, to injure

by treading down ; — v.i. To run over ; to

overflow.
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Overscrupulous, ( d-ver-skroopii-lus ) a. Exces

sively careful ; extremely conscientious.

Oversea, (6'ver-w?) «. Foreign ; brought from

beyond seas.

Oversee, (6-ver-se') v. (. To inspect so as to direct

and control ; to superintend ; tu overlook.

Overseer, (o-ver-serO n, A superintendent ; a

supervisor ;—an officer who has the care of the

poor, &c.

Overseership, (o-ver-seVship) n. The office of an

overseer or superintendent.

Overset, (6-ver-sef) r. (. To turn upon the side,

or to turn bottom upward ;—to overthrow ;—

v. i. To turn or be turned over : to capsize.

Overshadow, (o-ver-Bhad'6) r.t. To throw a

shadow or shade over;—to shelter ; to protect.

Overshoe, (o'vcr-shoo) n. A shoo of India rubber,

or water-proof material, worn over another shoo

to protect it from moisture.

Overshoot, (fl-vcr-shootf) v. t. To shoot beyond,

as a mark ;—to j>ass swiftly over.

Oversight, (6'ver-sit) n. Watcliful care ;—super

intendence ; supervision ; inspection ; omission ;

inadvertence; mistake.

Overslaugh, (d'ver-slaw) n, A bar in a rivor

rendering the jiassage of vessels difficult at low

water.

Overspread, (o-vcr-spred') r.f. To spread over;

to cover over ;—to scatter over.

Overstate, (o-ver-atut') v. t. To stato in too strong

terms ; to exaggerate. [yond ; to exceed.

Overstep, (o-ver-step1) f. *. To step over or be-

Overstock, (6-ver-stok') v. t. To furnish more

than is requisite ; to fill with too great numbers,

as of persons or animals, or too great quantities,

as of goods.

Overstrain, (o-vcr-stran') v. i. To strain to excess;

to make too violent efforts.

Overstrained, (ft-ver-strand') a. Stretched beyond

the proper limits ;—forced or exaggerated.

Overt, (6'vert) a. [F. ourerf.] Open to view ;

public ; apparent ;—manifest.

Overtake, (6-ver-tak') r. t. To come up with ; to

catch :—to come upon ; to take by surprise.

Overtask, (6-ver-tasV) v. t. To impose too heavy

a task or injunction on.

Overthrow, (5-ver-thrcV) r. t. To tlirow over : to

turn upside down;—to tlirow down; to demolish;

—to defeat; to conquer;—to subvert: to destroy.

Overthrow, (o ver-thro) n. The act of overturn

ing; ruin; destruction ; defeat; downfall.

Overtly, (o'vert-le) adv. In open view; opeidy.

Overtop, (over-toii') v. t. To rise above the top

of ;—to transcend ; to surpass ;—to obscure.

Overtrade, (o-ver-trad') v. i. To trade beyond

capital, or to purchase goods beyond the means

of payment, or beyond the wants of the com

munity.

Overture, (o'vert-iir) 7j. [F. ouverture.] Some

thing offered for consideration : a proposal ; an

offer ;—a musical composition for a full instru

mental band, introductory to an oratorio, opera,

or ballet.

Overturn, (o-ver-turn') r. 1. To turn or throw

from a basis or foundation ;—to subvert; to ruin.

Overturn, (o'ver-turn) n. The state of being over

turned or subverted ; overthrow.

Overvalue, (d-ver-val'u) v. t. To value at too high

a rate.

Overweening, (6-ve.r-wen'ing) a. Arrogant ; Belf-

conceitcd ; vain.

Overweigh, (5-ver-wiV) v. t. To exceed iu weight;

to outweigh ; overbalance.

Overweight, (6Ver-wat) n. Weight above; whavt

is required by law or custom ;—preponderance.

Overwhelm, (o-ver-hwelm') r. t. To crush be

neath something that covers the whole ;—to

immerse and bear down ; to overcome ; subdue.

Overwise, (6-ver-wLt) a. Affectedly wise; pre

tending or claiming superior knowledge <-x-

wisdom.

Overwork, (o'vgr-wurk) n. Work done beyond

the contract ; extra labour or tjme in finish in ■_■

a job ; excessive or exhausting labour.

Overwork, (6-ver-wnrkO v. i. & t. To work be

yond the strength ; to tire. [by Vnl.

Overworn, (5'ver-wom) a. Worn out; subdue*!

Overwrought, (6'vcr-rawt) a. Too much laboured ;

overdone ;—worked all round or over.

Oviduct, (o've-dukt) n. [L. orw»i, and rfuefw*,]

A passage for the ovum or egg from the ovary to>

the womb, or to an external outlet.

Oviform, (6've-form) a. (L. ovum, and forma.']

Having the form or figure of an egg.

Oviparous, (o-vip'ar-us) a. [L. or inn, and jwrtiv.]

Producing eggs from which young are hatched

after separation from the parent.

Oviposit, (6-ve-poz'it) r. i. [L. orvm, nnd

jiO)'fre.] To lay or deposit eggs—said of insects..

Ovoid, (o' void) a. [L. ovum, and G. eidot.)

Having a shape resembling that of au egg.

Ovule, (o'vul) v. [Diminutive of L. ovum, an

egg. J Rudimentary state of a seed.

Ovum, (o'vum) n. [L. an egg, G. 6on.] The body

formed by the female, in which, after impreg

nation, the development of the fetus takes place.

Owe, (6) i'. t. [A. -8. (Igan, I eel. eipa.) To hava

or possess : to own ;—to be indebted to :—to be

obliged for ;—r. i. To be due to ; to be the con

sequence or result of.

Owing, (6'ing). [ppr. of o-ice.] Due, as a debt ;

required by reason or obligation ;—ascribable to,

as the cause ;—imputable, as the agent.

Owl, (owl) n. [A.-S. Hie,] A nocturnal carni

vorous bird of the genus

Strix, of a short, stou*

form, with downy

feathers and a large,

round head.

Owl, (owl) v. i. To carry

on a contraband or un

lawful trade — so called

from being practised

chiefly in the night

Owlet, (owl'et) n. [Dimi

nutivo of oW.J A little

owl ; also, an owl.

Owlish, (owl'ish) a. Re

sembling an owl.

Own, (on) a. [A.-S. dffen.] Belonging to: peculiar;

JKWsessetl by ;—domestic ; not foreign;—usually

ollowing a possessive pronoun to express em

phatically property or ownership to the exclusion

of others.

Own, (on) r. (. To hold, as property ; to pos

sess ;—to claim by right ; to have a legal title

to ;—to acknowledge propriety or interest in ;

to admit relationship ; to recognize ;— to avow ;

to confess ;—to grant to concede.

Owner, (on'er) n. One who owns; a rightful pro

prietor.

Ownership, (on'er-ship) n. .State of being an

owner ; proprietorship.

Ox, (oks) n. (A.-S. oxa.] The male of the bovine

genus of quadrupeds, castrated and grown to

its full size :—jW., Oxen, black cattle in general.

 

>^
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Oxalate, (okjra-lat) n. Bait formed by oxalic acid

with a bane.

Oxalic, (oks-al'ik) a. [G. oralis.) Pertaining to

or obtained from sorrel, as the acid ao called.

Oxalia, (oks'a-lis) n. A genus of plants liaving

an acid taste ; wood-sorrel.

Oxidate, (oks'id-at) v. t. To convert into an

oxide, as metals and other substances by com

bination with oxygen.

Oxidation, (oks-id-ashun) n. Operation or pro

cess of converting into an oxide.

Oxide, (oks'id) n. A compound of oxygen and

a base destitute of acid and salifying properties.

Oxidizable, (oks'id-iz-a-bl) it. Capable of being

oxidized.

Oxidize, (okVid-Iz) v. t. To convert into an oxide.

Oxlip, (oka'lip) «. A plant ; the great cowslip.

Ox-stall, (oka'stawl) n. A stall or stand for oxen.

Oxter, (oks'ter) «. [A.-S. oxtan.] The arm-pit.

Oxygen, (oks'e-jen) n. [G. oxiis, and aignesthai.)

A gaseous element possessing strong chemical

affinities. Its combination with bodies, when

rapid, produces combustion, and in slower form,

oxidation. It serves to support life, and forms

about twenty-two per cent, of the atmosphere.

By composition with hydrogen it forms water.

Oxygenate, (oks'ij-en-at) v. t. To unite or cause

to combine with oxygen.

Oxygenation, (oks-ij-en-a'shun) n. Act, opera

tion, or process of combining with oxygen.

Oxygon, (oksVgon) n. [G. otus, and gonia.) A

triangle having three acute angles.

Oxymel, (oksVmei) u. [L. oxymcli, G. oxvs,

acid, and meli, honey.] A mixture of vinegar

and honey.

Oxymuriatic, (oka'e-mu-re-at'ik) a. Pertaining

to, or consisting of, oxygen and muriatic acid :

—now called chlorine.

Oxytone, (uks'e-ton) a. [G. oxui, and tonos.]

Having an acute sound.

Oxytone, (oks'e-ton) n. An acute sound; — a

word having the acute accent on the last syl

lable.

Oyer, (d'yer) n. (Norm. F.] The right of a de-

I fendant in a suit to hear the writ, bond, deed,

Ac, on which the action is founded;—hearing

' or trial of causes.

Oyez, (o'yes) intcrj. [F. oyez.) Hear; attend—a

term used by criers of courts to secure silence

and attention before making a proclamation. It

is thrice repeated.

Oyster, (oys'ter) n. [D. aster, F. huitre.] A

mollusc having a bivalve shell, extensively used

for food.

Ozone, (6'zon) v. [G. ozein, to smell.] Oxygen

in an active or highly electro-negative Htate.

Ozonometry, (6-zon-omV-t-re) n. Act or process

of determining the presence and proportion of

ozone in the atmosphere by an instrument called

ozonometer.

P.

P(p£), the twelfth articulation or consonant,

anil the sixteenth letter of the English

alphabet, is formed by closely compressing the

lips, and separating them suddenly with an ex

plosive emission of breath, as in part, pap. It

is sometimes silent, as in psalm, receipt ; and

before A it is usually sounded as /, as in philo

sophy, phantom.

Pabulum, (pab'u-lum) n. [L. from pascere.]

Means of nutriment ; food ;—fueL

Pace, (pas) n. [L. passu*.] A step; f4}»ciathf,

the space included between the two feet in walk

ing, usually estimated at two and a half linear

feet, but sometimes at three and three-tentlui

feet ; — manner of walking ; gait ; degree of

celerity in walking;—a mode of stepping among

horses, in which the legs on the same side are

lifted together ; amble.

Pace, (pas) v.i. Togo; to walk;—to walk slowly;

—to move by lifting the legs on the same side

together, as a horse ; to amble :—v. t. To walk

with measured steps ;—to measure by paces.

Pacer, (paVer) n. One who paces ; especially, a

horse that paces.

Pachyderm, (pak'o-derra) n. [G. pnehus, and

derma.] A non-ruminant hoofed animal, distin

guished for the thickness of its Bkin, as the ele

phant, rhinoceros, hog, and the like.

Pacific, (pa-sifik) a. [L. pax, and facere,.] Suited

to make or restore peace ;—conciliatory : tran

quil ; calm ; peaceful.

Pacific, (pa-sifik) n. The ocean situated between

the American continent and Asia.

Pacifically, (pa-sif 'ik-al-le) adv. In a pacific

manner; peacefully; peaceably.

Pacification, (pa-aif-e-ka'shun) n. [L. pacificatio.]

Act of pacifying; reconcilement.

Pacificator, (pa-sife-kat-*r) n. One who or that

which pacifies ; a peace-maker.

Pacifier, (pas'e-f i-er) n. One who pacifies.

Pacify, (pas'e-fij i\t. [L. pacificare.) To ap

pease, as violent passion or appetite;—to restore

peace to ; to tranquillize ;—quiet ; soothe.

Pack, (pak) fi. [tier, pack.] A bundle or bale,

especially, a bundle made up to be carried on

the back;—a burdensome load;—a set of playing

cards;—a number of hounds hunting or kept

together ;—a number of persons united in a bad

design or practice ;—a loose woman.

Pack, (pak) v. t. To make up into a bundle or

Irtile ;—to fill or load ; to stow away within ;—

to put togother, as cards, in such a manner as to

secure the game ;—to fill beforehand, as a meet

ing with a view to carry a particular motion or

resolution;—to send off; to despatch;—in hydro

pathy, to envelop in a wet sheet ;—to render im

pervious to air, water, or steam, by filling or

surrounding with suitable materials ;—v. i. To

form into packs or bundles ;—to admit of stow

age or compression ;—to unite in bad measures ;

—to depart in haste.

Package, (pakuj) n. Act of pocking ;—a bundle ;

a hale ;—a charge for packing goods. [things.

Packer, (pak'er) n. One whose business is to pack

Packet, (iMik'et) n. A small package ; a bundle ;

a parcel ;—mail of letters ; a vessel employed in

conveying despatches, passengers and goods, on

fixed days of sailing. [or bundle.

Packet, (pak'et) v. t. To make up into a packet

Packet-ship, (pak'et-ship) n. A ship that sails re

gularly for the conveyance of letters, passen

gers, (EC.

Pack-horse, (pakTiors) n. A horse to cany bur

dens.
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Packing-, (pak'ing) n. Any material used to

pack, 011 up, or make close.

Packing-sheet, (pak'ing- shet) h. A large cloth

for packing goals; a wet sheet used at vator-

cure establishments, [carry on its Kick.

Pack-load, (paklod) n. The load an animal can

Packman, (pak'man) n. One who bears a pack ;

a pedler.

Pack-saddle, (pak'sadd) n. A saddle on winch

packs or burdens are borne.

Pack-thread, (pak'thred) n. Strong thread 01

twine used in tying up parcels.

Pact, (pakt) n. [L. pactum.) An agreement; a

league ; a compact ; a covenant.

Paction, (pak'shun) n. [L. pactio.) An agree

ment or contract.

Pactional, (pak'slmn-al) a. Having the nature

of a bargain or covenant.

Pad, (pad) n. [A.-S. pad, piidh.] A footpath;

a road ;—an easy-paced horse;—a highwayman.

Pad, (pad) r. /. To stuff with jKidding :—to im

bue with a mordant ;—r.i. To travel slowly or

kwurery ;—to rob on foot.

P^»l>;n!) ». [Sp. pajado.) A saddle or bolster

gVned with straw ;—a cushion stuffed with hair,

wool, or other soft substance ;—a package of blot

ting paper.

Padding, (pad'tng) n. Act or process of stuffing,

as a saddle, garment, &c. ;—the material used

in stuffing.

Paddle, (pad*l) v.i. [F. potte.] To finger; to

handle ;—to play in the water with the hand, as

children ;—to beat the water with the feet and

move, as aquatic birds ;—to beat the water with

oars ; to row ;—v. t. To x>ropel by an oar or

paddle.

Paddle, (padl) u. A sort of short air with a

broad blade ;—the broad part of an oar or wea

pon ;—one of the broad board*! at the- circum

ference of a water-wheel. *■

Paddle-wheel, (pad'1-hwel) n, A water-wheel

used in propelling steamboats. {or frog.

Paddock, (pad'ok) n. [A.-S. pa-dde.) A toad

Paddock, (]>ad'ok) n. A Bmall inclosure under

pasture immediately adjoining a stable.

Paddock-stool, (pad'ok-stool) n. A plant of the

genus Agaricu*; a species of mushroom.

Padlock, (padlok) n. [A lock for a gate opening

to & path.) A lock having a semi-circular link

joined at one end so tliat it can be opened, the

other end being fastened by the bolt.

Padlock, (pad'lok) v. t. To fasten with a pad

lock ; to stop ; to shut : to confine.

Pagan, (pa'gan) n, [L. pananua.) One who

worships false gods ;—heathen ; idolater.

Pagan, (pa'gan) «. Pertaining to the worship or

worshippers of false gods; heathen; heathenish.

Paganism, (pa'gan-izni) il The worship of false

gods ; heathenism.

Paganize, (pa'gan-iz) v. t. To render pagan or

heathenish ;—v. i. To behave like pagans.

Page, (paj) n. [P. A: Sp.] A youth attached to

the service of a royal, noble, or knightly person;

—an attendant on nobles and dignitaries in pn b-

lic ceremonies;—an attendant on ladies ; train-

bearer.

Page, (paj) n. [L. paaina.] One side of a leaf

of a book or manuscript ;—pi. Books, especially

historical writings. (of.

Page, (paj) v. t. To mark or number the pages

Pageant, (paj'ent, pa'jent) n. [A.-S. pasceand.]

Something showy without stability or duration;

| —a spectacle or exhibition.

Pageantry, (paj'ent-re, pajent-re) n. Pomjxuxs

exhibition or sj>ectacle ; show. [a b«jok-

Paging, (paj ing) n. The marking of the pages of

Pagoda, (pa-g&da) n. [Per. but, and tadak.}

A temyile in the East Indies and China where

idols are worshipped ;—also an idol ; an image

of a false god.

Pail, (pal) 11. [Ger. batjt, W. paeoL) An open

vessel of wood, tin, &c, for water, milk, or other

liquids. [bold.

Pailful, (pal'fool) n . The quantity that a pail will

Paillasse, (pal-yas') n. [F.] Under mattress,

usually of straw.

Pain, (pan) h. [L. prena, G. point.] An uneasy

sensation in animal bodies of any degree; bodily

distress; suffering; aptci'icath/, the throes of

travail or childbirth; — uneasiness of mind;

mental distress : disquietude ; anxiety; grief;—

labour; toilsome effort; task — chiefly in the

plural ;—penalty ; punishment suffered or de

nounced.

Pain, (pan) v. 1. To afflict the body;—to render

uneasy in mind;—trouble; grieve; distress ; tor

ment.

Painful, (pan'fool) a. Full of pain ; occasioning

uneasiness or distress, either physical or mental;

—requiring labour ;—distressing ; grievous.

Painfully, (pan76ol-le) adv. In a painful man

ner: with suffering or distress;—with great toil.

Pain fulness, (pan'fool-nes) n. Uneasiness or dis

tress of body ;—disquietude or anxiety of mind ;

—laborious effort ; toilsomeness.

Painless, (pan'les) a. Free from pain or tronble,

Fainstaker, (panz'tuk-er) n. One who takes

pains. fous ; sparing no pains.

Painstaking, (pinz'tuk-ing) a. Carefully labori-

Painstaking, (panztak-ing) n. Careful and con

scientious exertion ; labour.

Paint, (pilot) n. A composition of colouring mat

ter and oil used in painting ; pigment ;—a cos

metic for improving the complexion.

Paint, (pant) v. t. [F. peivdrc.) To cover with.

pigments ; to colour all over ;—to represent in

colours ; to sketch or draw, as a figure or like

ness, and theu outline or shade with colours ;—

to lay artificial colour on the face;—to represent

to the mind ; to image ; to describe vividly ;— I

r. i. To practise painting ; — to lay artificial

colour on one's face. (paint.

Painter, (pAnt'er) «, One whose occupation is to

Painter, (pant'er) n. [Ir, jtainttir.] A rope

at the bow of a boat, used to fasten it to any

object.

Painting, (panting) u. Act or employment of

laving on colours ;—art of representing natural

objects on a plane surface by moans of colours; i

—act of forming figures or likenesses in colours; I

—also, vivid description in words;—that which I

is painted ; a picture.

Pair, (par) n. [L. par.] Two things of a kind, i

similar in form, applied to the same purpose,

aud suited to each other; a couple ; a brace.

Pair, (par) r. »'. To he joined in pairs ; to couple :

—to suit;—/*. 1. To unite in couples ; to form a

pair of ;—to bring into comparison or contrast*

Palace, (pal'as) n. [F. palcii*.] A magnificent

house in which an emperor, a king, or other

great personage resides.

Paladin, (jxd'a-din) n. [F.] A knight-errant ;—

a distinguished champion.

Pahuiquin, (pal-ang-ken') n. [Hind, palkee.) A

covered litter suspended from poles by which it

is borne on the shoulders of men.
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Palatable, (pal ' ilt - a - bl) a. Agreeable to the

palate or taste ; savoury.

Palatal, (pal'at-al) a. Pertaining to or tittered

by the aid of the palate.

Palatal, (pal'at-al) ■>'. A letter pronounced by

the aid of the palate.

Palate, (paTat) n. [L. palatum.] Thereof of the

mouth ;—the seat or power of gustation ; relish ;

taste ;—mental relish :' intellectual taste.

Palatial, (ua-l&'she-al) a. Pertaining to a palace.

Palatine, (parvtfn) n. One possessing absolute

jurisdiction in hisfown territory or domain; one

entitled to hold court* and adjudicate in mat

ters of life and death in his palace ; count

palatine.

Palaver, (pa-lav'er) h. [Sp. patabra.] Idle

talk ; flatter}' ;— a conference or deliberation.

Pale, (pal) a. [F. pair,] Not ruddy or fresh of

colour;—whitish; wan: pallid; faint.

Pals, (pal) v. i. To turn pale ;—v. t. To make

pale. ' [to encompass.

Pale, (pal) v. t. To inclose with pales or stake* ;

Pale, (pal) n. [A. -3., from h. pttttti.) A pointed

stake driven into the ground and fastened to a

rail at the top : a picket ;—a limit ; a fence ;—

an inclosnre ; a limited territory.

Paleness, (paTnes)a. The quality or condition of

being pale; defect of colour ; wanness.

Paleography, (pa-lC-og'ra-fe) «- [G- palates,

and gropheiu.] An ancient manner of writing;—

art or science of deciphering ancient documents.

Paleology, (pa-le-ol'o-je) n. [G. palaiot, and

logos.] A discourse or treatise on antiquities ;

archieology.

Paleontology, (jja-15-on-tol'o-je) ft. [G. palaios,

onto, and logon.] The science of the ancient life

of the earth, or of fossils which are the remains

of such life.

Paleozoic, (pal-e-o-zo'ik) a. [G. paUtiox, and zons.]

Noting the fossiliferous strata in which organic

remains are first found ; noting the epoch of the

formation of such strata.

Palestra, (pa-les'tra) n. [L, palcestra.] A

wrestling ;— the place of wrestling.

Falestrian or Palestrical, (pa-les'tre-an or pa-les'-

trik-al)<'. Pertaining to the exercise of wrestling.

Paletot, (pa'le-to) n. [P.] A loose kind of over-coat

Palette, (pal'et) n. [F.] A thin oval-shaTied

board or tablet, with a thumb-hole at one end

for holding it, on which a painter lays and

mixes his pigments.

Palfrey, (pawl'fre) u. [F. pale/roi.] A horse led

by th« bridle on state occasions ;—a saddle-horse

for the road or other ordinary purposes ;—a

itmall horse suitable for ladies.

Palimpsest, (pa'limp-sest) n. [G. paliiupsSstoi.]

A parchment which has been written upon

twice, the first writing having been erased.

Palindrome, (paTin-droru) it. [G. paliiidromo*.]

A word, verse, or sentence that is the same

when read backward or forward, as madam.

Paling1, (pal'iug) «. Pales in general ; a fence

formed with pales ; an inclosure.

Palinode, (pal'in-od) n. [G. palin and od?.] A

song retracting a former one ; hence, a recanta

tion.

Palisade, (pal'e-saVl) n. [F. pdlitxade.] A strong

stake one end of which is set firmly in the

ground, and the other is sharpened; also, a

fence formed of such stakes.

Palisade, (pal'e-sad) v. t. To surround, inclose,

or fortify with stakes or posts.

Palish, (parish) a. Somewhat pale or wan.

Pall, (pawl) 11. \h. pallium.] A cloak ; a mantle ;

—a consecrated scarf, composed of white wool,

and embroidered with purple crosses;—a large,

black cloth thrown over a coffin at a funeral.

Pall, (pawl) v. t. To cloak ; to cover or invest.

Pall, (pawl) r. i. [F. pole.) To become vapid ;

to lose strength, spirit, or taste ; to become in-

sipi'l ;—i.t. To make vapid or insipid;— to

satiate ; to cloy.

Palladium, (pal-la'de-um)??. [L., G. palladion.]

A statue of this goddess Pallas, on the preserva

tion of which depended the safety of ancient

Troy;—something that affords effectual defence,

protection, and safety;—a metal of a steel-gray

colour and fibrous structure.

Pallet, (pal'et) n. [F. palette.) A little oval

board ;—a wooden instrument used by potters,

crucible-makers, &c. ;—a lever connected with

the pendulum of a clock, or the balance of a

watch.

Pallet, (pal'et) n. [L. pnha.] A small, poor bed.

Palliate, (pal'e-it) *. t. [L. paUiare.] To clothe;

—to extenuate ; to soften by favourable repre

sentations :—to abate ; to mitigate.

Palliation, ( pal-e-u/sbun ) n. Extenuation;

alleviation; favourable representation, or con

cealment of the flagrant parts of an offence;—

mitigation, as of a disease.

Palliative, (parVat-iv) a. Extenuating ; repre

sent! rig favourably; serving to excuse;—relieving

for a time but, not curing, as disease or rain ;

mitigating.

Palliative, (pal'e-at-lv)??. That which extenuate-*;

—that which abates pain, disease, or other evil.

Pallid, (pal'id) a. {t. jMliidut.] Deficient in

colour ; pale ; wan.

Pallidly, (pal'id-le) adv. Palely ; wanly.

Pallidness, (yaTJd-nes) n. Paleness ; wanness.

Pall-mall, (pal'mal) n. [F. palemail.] An old

game in which a wooden hall was driven with a

mallet through an iron arch.

Pallor, (pal'or) «. [L. jxtllerc] Paleness.

Palm, (pam) n. [L. palma.] The inner part

of the hand ; — a lineal

measure, usually a hand-

breadth, reckoned three

inches ;—the broad trian

gular part of an anchor at

the end of the arms ;—a

sail maker's thimble ; —a

perennial endogenous tree

of several diffferent genera,

usually with an unbranch-

ing cylindrical trunk, hav

ing a terminal bud ; — a

branch or leaf of the palm,

as a symbol of victory ;—

hence, success or triumph.

Palm, (pam) v. t. To conceal in the palm of the

hand ;—to impose by fraud ; to handle.

Palmate, (pal'mat) a. [L. palmatux.} Having

the Bhape of the hand ; resembling a hand with

the fingers spread, as leaves or tubers;—entirely

webbed, as the feet of aquatic birds.

Palmer, (pam'tr) »• *Jno wno palwa or cheats ;

—one who visited the Holy Laud, and boro a

branch of palm in token thereof; a pilgrim.

Palmer-worm, (pam'er-wunn) n, A kind of hairy

wonn—a name applied to various caterpillars

which wander like a palmer, and devour leaves

and herbage.

Palm-house, (pamlious) u. A glass hot-house for

raising palins and other tropical plants.

 

Polm-lree-
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Palmiferoua, (pal-mifer-us) o. [Ii. palma, a

palm, and ferre, to l>ear.] Bearing palms.

Palmigrade, (pal'nie-grad) a. Putting the whole

foot on the ground in walking, as some animals.

Palmiped, (pal'me-ped) rr. [L. pa Imipes.] Having

the toes connected; web-footed, as a water-fowl.

Palmiped, (pal'me-ped) n. A swimming bird ; a

bird having webbed feet.

Palmister, (pal'mis-tsr) 11. [L. pa I ma.,] One

who pretends to tell fortuned by the palm of

the hand.

Palmistry, (pal'mis-tre) n. The art of telling

fortune* by lines and marks in the palm of

the hand.

Palm-sunilay, (pun 'sun-da) n. The Sunday next

before Easter — in commemoration of our

Saviour's entry into Jerusalem, when the mul

titude Btrewed palm branches in the way.

Palmy, (pam'e) a. Bearing palms ;—nourishing ;

prosperous; victorious.

Palpability, (pal-pa-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

perceptible by the touch.

Palpable, (pal'i>a-bl) a. [L. palpabilis.] Percep

tible by the touch ;—plain ; obvious; gross.

Palpableneu, (pal'pa-bl-nes) «. Quality of being

palpable ;—plainness ; obviousness.

Palpably, (palpable) adv. Perceptibly by the

touch ; plainly ; obviously ; grossly.

Palpitate, (palpe-t.lt) v.i. [L. p<itpita>v.) To

beat rapidly and excitedly, as the heart ; to

throb ; to flutter.

Palpitation, (pal-]>e-ta'shun) it. A beating of the

heart ; especially^ a violent and unnatural

beating. [lytic.

Paliied, (pawl'zid) a. Affected with palsy; para-

Palsy, (pawl'ze) ». [L. paralysis.] A weakening,

suspension, or destruction of functions, of sen

sation, and of voluntary motion ; paralysis.

Palsy, (pawl'ze) r. t. To destroy a function of; to

paralyze ; to destroy energy or activity.

Palter, (pawl'tei1) v. i. To talk or act in an

insincere maimer; to sliift : — to trifle; to

tamper with.

Palfcrily, (pawl'tre-le) adv. Despicably; meanly.

Paltriness, ( pawl'tre-nes ) n. State of being

paltry, vile, or worthless.

Paltry, (pawl'tre) a. [Dan. pialt, Sw. palta.]

Ragged ; mean ; sorry ; poor ; despicable ;

worthless. [to marshes ; marshy.

Paludal, (pal-u'dal) a. [L. palus.] Pertaining

Paly, (pill'e) a. [From pale.] Pale; wanting

colour. [clubs.

Para, (pam) n. [From palm.] The knave of

Pampas, (pam'iwa) n. pi. [Peruv. pauipa.) Vast

plains iu the southern part of South America.

Pamper, (pam'per) r. /. [It. pambere.] To feed

to the full ; to gratify inordinately ; to glut.

Pamphlet, (pani'flst) n. [Sp. papaUta, L. payina

Jitata.] A small book consisting of a sheet, or

a few sheets, of jvq^r, stitched together ; a

short treatiso or esajiy, usually of a temporary

or ephemeral interest.

Pamphleteer, (pam-flet-eV) n. A writer of pam-

plUets ; a scribbler.

Pamphleteering, (pani-flet-eVing) n. Writing and

publishing of pamphlets.

Pan, (pan) n. [A.-S. panne.] A shallow, open

dish or vessel, used for various domestic pur

poses ;—the part of a flint-lock which holds the

priming;—the skull; the cranium;—the hard

stratum of earth that lies below the soil.

Panacea, (pan-a-se'a) n. [L. from O. panales.]

A remedy for all diseases ; a cure-all.

Pancake, (pan'kak) n. A thin cake fried in &

pan or baked on an iron plate or griddle.

Pancreas, (pan'kr€-as) n. [G. pan and jhva*.] A.

! gland in the abdomen beneath the stomacU. 1 fc

1 ponra its secretion into the alimentary canal

during digestion.

Pandect, (pnn'dekt) it. [G. pamhktfs.] A treatise

which contains the whole of any science ;—j.l.

The digested code of Roman civil law made by-

order of Justinian.

| Pandemonium, (pau-dS-mo'ne-um) u. [fi.jwn ami

■ daimon.) The great hall or council-chamber of

demons or evil spirits.

Pander, (pander) n. [L. Pandarus.] A male

bawd ; a pimp ; a procurer ;—hence, oue who

ministers to the evil designs and passions of

I another.

Pander, (pan'der) r. t. To procure the gratifica

tion of the hut of;—r. i. To act as agent for

the evil designs or passions of others.

Pandora, dvui-do'ra) it. \G. pan and rfomn.] A.

woman fabled to have been made by Vulcan.

and to have received from Jupiter a box, from

which, when ojKmed, countless ills and diseases

issued forth to afflict mankind.

Pane, (pan) n. [A.-S. pan.] A distinct patch,

piece, or compartment;— especially, a square

plate of glass ;—a square piece of fcilk or other

cloth in a garment for ornament.

Panegyric, (pan-e-jirik) h. [L. paneayricut.] An

oration in praise of some distinguished person

or achievement ; encomium ; praise ; eulogiuin.

Panegyric, (pan-e-jir'ik) a. Containing praise or

eulogy ; encomiastic.

Panegyrize, (pan'e-jir-Iz) v. (. To praise highly ;

to pronounce a eulogium on;—v. t. To bestow

I praises.

Panel, (pan'el) n. [F. panneav.] A compartment

usually with raised margins, as in wainscotiiigs,

1 doors, Ac. ;—a schedule containing the names of

persons summoned as jurors ; hence, the whole

jury;— in Scots' law, the accused party in a

criminal trial.

Panel, (panel) v. t. To form with panels.

Panelling, (pan'el-ing) n. Act of forming or

ornamenting with panels ;—panelled work.

Pang, (i«uig) n. [A.-S. pyngan.] A momentary

and violent pain ; a throe ; anguish : distress.

Pangolin, (jwin'gn-lin) ». A genus of edentate

mammals, of the order Manit, allied to the

armadillo.

Panic, (pan'ik) «. A sudden fright; especially,

one without real cause, or inspired by a trifling

cause.

Panic, (pan'ik) a. [0. panilas.] Extreme or

sudden and causeless—said of fear or fright.

Pannade, (pan'nad) n. [F.J The curvet of a horse.

Pannier, (]«in'yer) n. [F. jMtnitr, Sp. vanera t

from L. panis, bread.] A wicker-basket for

carrying fruit, 4'c. , on a horse ;—in arehittctttrr,

a corbel.

Panoply, (pan'o-ple) n. [G. pan and oplon.]

Armament ; a full suit of defensive armour.

Panorama, (pan-o-rama) n. [G. ]xin and oranta.]

A complete view in every direction ;—a picture

exhibited a part at a time by being unrolled and

made to pass continuously before the spectator.

Panoramic, (pan-6-ram'ik) a. Pertaining to or

like a ]>anorama or complete view.

Pansy, (pan'ze) n. [F. patsit.] A plant and

flower ; the garden violet :—also heart's-ease.

Pant, (pant) v.i. [F. puntela:] To breathe

quickly or iu a laboured manner ; to gasp ;~~
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to be overpowered with eagerness, desire, or

longing;—v. t. To breathe forth quickly or in

a laboured manner ; to gasp out.

Pant, (pant) ft, A quick breathing ; a gasp ;—a

violent palpitation of the heart.

Pantalet, (pan'ta-let) n. [Diminutive of panta-

loon,] One of the pair of loose drawers worn by

children and women.

Pantaloon, (pan-ta-loon') n, [It. pantalonc] A

ridicnlons character in the Italian comedy, and

a buffoon in pantomimes ;—one of the long,

loose coverings for the logs worn by males,

reaching from the waist to the httfl—used in

the plural ; trousers.

Pantheism, (i»an'the-izni) ti. [G. pa*, pan, all,

and thton, god.] The philosophical or religious

system which denies the existence of a personal

God, and recoguises him only as identified with

the constitution, processes, and operations of

nature, and with every thing animate or inani

mate that exists.

Pantheistic, (pan-the-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to,

founded in, or leading to pantheism.

Pantheon, (pan-the'ou) n. [0. pan and them.)

A temple at Home dedicated to all the gods :—a

work in which all the divinities worshipped by

the people are treated of ;—the whole body of

divinities worshipped by a people.

Panther, (pan'ther) n. [G. panther.] A fieros,

dark - coloured variety of

the leopard, found in Asia

and Africa ;—the American

tiger, a ferocious feline

mammal of several species,

such as the catamoun t,

cougar, and jaguar.

Panting, (pant'ing)/!. Rapid

breathing; palpitation.

Pantler, (pant'ler) n. [L. pa nit.) The officer in

a great family who has charge of the i«mtry.

Pantograph, ({tan'to-graf ) u. An instrument for

copying, reducing, or enlarg

ing maps, charts, plans, &c.

Pantomime, (pan'to-mim) n.

[G. pantomimes.) One who

acts his part by gesticulation

only, without speaking ;—a

theatrical entertainment

given in dumb show.

Pantomimic, (pan-to-nrim'ik)

a. Pertaining to the panto

mime ; representing charac

ters and actions by dumb show.

Pantry, (pan'tre) n. [L. panis.) An apartment

or closet in which bread and other provisions

are kept.

Pap, dap) n. [L. papilla.) A nipple of the

breast ; a teat ;—a soft food for infants ; bread

softened with water ; hence, nourishment ;

support.

Pap. (pap) r. t. To feed with pap or soft fowl.

Papa, da-pa') n. [L.] Father— a word used by

children ;—also a spiritual father ;—the pope.

Papacy, (pa'pa-se) n. [L. pajmt.it/.) The office of

the pope ; popedom ;— the popes taken collec

tively;—paial authority or jurisdiction;—the

territorial dominions of the pope ;—the church

of which the pope is the head, with reference to

ita doctrines, principles, and practice ; Roman

Catholicism.

Papal, (p&'pal) a. Belonging to the ]»pe ; pro

ceeding from the pope; popish ;—belonging to

the temporal dominions of the pope.

 

Panther.

 

Pantograph.

Paper, (pa'per) n. [L. papyrvs.) The principal

material used for writing and printing ;—also a

coarser fabric used for wrapping or packing ;—a

sheet, leaf, or piece of such substance;—a printed

or written instrument ; a writing ;— a news

paper ; a journal ;—notes ; bills of exchange ;

bank-notes, and the like ;—hangings printed or

stamped for the walls of rooms.

Paper, (pa'per) a. Made or consisting of paper ;

—thin ; slight ;—fictitious.

Paper, (pa'per) r. t. To cover with paper ;—to

fold or inclose in paper.

Paper-cutter, (p.Yjier-kut-f r) ft. A thin blade of

l>one or ivory, used in folding and cutting paper.

Paper-hangings, (pa'per-hang'ingz) n. pi. Paper

with coloured figures for covering the walls of

rooms. [for the making of paper.

Paper-mill, (pa'per-roil) ft. Mill or manufactory

Paper-money, (pa'per-niun-e) n. Bills and notes

issued by government or banking corporations,

and circulated as the representative of gold and

silver coin.

Paper-muslin, (pa'per-rouz-lin) tu Glazed muslin

used for linings and the like.

Papier-mache, (pap-ya-ma'sha) n. {¥.] A pulp

from rags or paper mixed with size or glue, and

east in a mould ;—also lined to note articles

luade of the substance, as trays, salvers, ic.

Papilionaceous, (pa-pil-y6-:uVshe-ua) a. [h.

papilio.) Resembling the butterfly ;—having a

winged corolla resembling a butterfly, as the

bean and pea.

Papilla, (papilla) n. [L.] The nipple ;—one

ox the minute elevations of the surface of the

■tin. &c.

Papillary, (pap'il-lar-e) a. Pertaining to or re-

■emblixnj the nipple or the papilbe.

Papillote, (papU-lot) n, [F.J One of tho small

pieces of paper on which ladies roll up their

hair ; curl-jwiper.

Papist, (pa'pist) n. A Roman Catholic.

Papistic, (pa-pist'ik) a. Adherent to the church

of Rome ; pertaining to popery ; popish.

Pappose, (pap-p6V)a. [L. pappus.) Downy, as the

seeds of certain plants, thit-tles, dandelions, A'c.

Papyrus, (pa-pi'ms) n. [L., G. papvro*.] A

siicciea of reed from which the ancients made a

material for writing upon.

Par, (par) it, [I*, par, equal.] State of equality ;

the value expressed on the face or in the words

of a certificate of value, or other commercial

paper ;—equality of condition or circumstances.

Parable. (parVbf) ft. (G. parabole.) A fable or

allegorical relation of something real in life or

nature, from which a moral is drawn for in

struction.

Parabola, (par-ab'o-la) n, [G. paraboli.] A curve,

any point of which is equally

distant from a fixed point,

called the focv.*, aud a fixed

straight line, called, tho direc

trix.

Parabolic, (nar-a-bol'ik) a. Ex

pressed by parable or allegorical

representation ;—[From para

bola.) Having the form of a

parabola ; — generated by a

parabola. Parabola.

Parabolically, (par-a-ool'ik-al-le) adv. By way of

parable ;—in the form of a parabola.

Paracentric, (par-a-sen'trik) a. [G. para and

lentron.) Deviating from circularity; changing

the distance from a centre.
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Parachute, (para-shoot) n. [V. paver and chute]

A contrivance somewhat in the

form of an umbrella, by means

of which ai*y thing may be sent

down from a balloon without

too rapid motion.

Paraclete, (par'a-klCt) n. [G.

paraklStos.] One called to aid

or support ; an advocato ; spe

cifically, the Comforter or In

tercessor—the Holy Spirit. Parachute.

Parade, (par-ad') n. [F., L.] Show ; display ;

ostentation ; — procession ; pompons train ; —

military order; martial array;- the place where

troops assemble for exercise, ice. ;—a public walk.

Parade, (par-ad') c. t. To show off ; to make a

spectacle of ;—to assemble and marshal iji mili

tary order;— v. i. To go about for show ;—to

go in military procession; — to assemble, as

troops for inspection ov exercise. ,

Paradigm, (para-dim) ?t. [L. paradigms'.] An

example ; a model ; an illustration or parable ;

—in trammer, an example of a word in all its

different forms of inflection.

Paradigmatical, (par-a-dig-niat'ik-al) a. Exem

plary ; serving as a model or illustration.

Paradise, (para-dis) ». [G. paradeifoat] The

garden of Eden ;—a place of bliss ;—heaven.

Paradox, (parVdoks) «. [G. para, and doxa..] A

sentiment or proposition, seemingly absurd or

contradictory, yet true in fact;-v-au, apparent

contradiction of known principles ; also, a con

tradiction of received opinions. . ' .

Paradoxical, (par-a-doka'ik-al) a. Having the

nature of a paradox ;—inclined to tenets or

notions contrary to received opinions.

Paradoxically, ( par-a-doks'ik-al-le ) adv. In a

paradoxical manner.

Paraffine, (para-fin) n. fL. pa-nim and affiuit.]

A white, translucent substance, obtained from

the distillation of the tar-of beechwood.

Paraffine-oil, (para-fin -oil) n. The oily matter

which is given off in the distillation of Boghead

cannel-coal—used for illuminating purposes.

Paragoge, (par'a-go-je) ?u ,[G. para and .agein.]

The addition of a letter or a syllable, to the end

of a word, as withouten for tcithon£.

Paragon, (par'a-gon) n. |!Sp.J, A model or

pattern by way of distinction, implying superior

excellence or perfection.

Paragram, (para-gram) ».. [G. ■paragramma,]

A play upon words ; a pun.

Paragraph, (par'a-graf) n. [G. paragraph?.] A

distinct part of a writing or discouEse ; a section

or subdivision ;—the character, \%\, used as a

reference or to mark a division ;—a short passage;

a notice or brief remark, as in a newspaper.

Paragraph, (par'a-graf) v. t. To make or write

paragraphs.

Parallactic, (par-a-tak'tik) a. Pertaining to the

parallax of a heaveidy Ixxiy.

Parallax, (parVlaks) n. [G. paraltaxis.] The

difference between the position of a body as seen

to the equator, and used for marking thu

latitude ;—conformity in essential point* ; like

ness ; — a comparison made ;—counterpart ;—a

sign of reference (thus || J, used to direct attention

to notes in the margin or at the foot of a puge-

Parallel, (par'al-lel) , v. t. To place in the same

direction, and at equal distance from another

lino or body ;—to level ; to equalize ;—to re

semble; to correspond to;—to liken; to compare.

State of being

1

Parallelism, .(par'ad-lel-izm)

parallel ; comparison

blance. , , , ,

Parallelogram, (par-al-lel'6-

grani) v, [Q. jtfiraffrJ.os.and.

gramhte.} A rightjiaed. quad

rilateral figure,- whose opposite

sides are parallel, and conse

quently equal. Parallelogram.

Parallelopiped, (}>ar-al-lel-d-plp'ed) n. [G. parai

ielos and cpipedon.] A regular

solid, the faces of which are

six parallelogram^, the opposite

ones being parallel and equal

to each ojlier. .

Paralysis, (par-al'e-sis). n. [G.

para and turpi.] The loss of Parallelopiped.

voluntary motion, .with or without that of sen

sation, in any part; of the body: paisy.

Paralytic, (par-a-lit'ik) a. Affected with para

lysis or palsy ;— inclined to paralysis.

Paralytic, (par-a-lit'ik) n. A person affected

with palsy.

Paralyze, (par'a-liz) v. t. To affect with j>aralysis

or palsy; to palsy ; to unnerve:, to. destroy or

impair action and energy, lxtdily jor inentai

Paramount, (parViuount) a. [Novm. E. pera-

vumt.] Superior toadl others;. of highest rank,

dignity, consideration, or value ; principal ;

■pre-eminent ; -cliiof^,

Paramount, (par'a-mouitf) n. Tlie highest in

rank or order ; the chief. -

Paramour, (para-moor) vi., fF. par a^nour.] A

lover ; a wooer or a mtetre&s^fornierly in a

good sense, now only in, a bad one-; hence, a

kept mistress. .. .. u i - ** -

Parapet, (para-pet) it. , [1$, parapeUn.] . A wall,

rampart, or elevation of rear£hTfor covering

soldiers from an enemy's attack ^romths front;

a breast-work ;—a breast-wall. on the edge of a

bridge, quay, &c., to prevent people from falling

over.

Paraphernalia, (par-a-fer-iia'Ie-A) n.pf. . fG. para-

pltrrna.] The articles which a wifcbriiigs with

her at. her, marriage ; goods of a wife beyond

her dowry,;—hence, appendages,; .ornament* ;

trappings.

Paraphrase, • ( par'a-flit*) n. [&. paraphrazein.]

A re-statemeiit^oi a text, or passage, expressing

the meani ngj6f,.the original ip another form ; a

free translation into the same or another lan

guage ; a .loose *urf-free version ;-?» devotional

hymn or sacred song founded on some passage

of Scripture. ,

from some point on tho earth's surface, and it« Paraphrase, (para-fraz) v, f. To explain, inter

position as seen from some other conventional j prett or translate ;—to give a loose or fit*

point, as the earth's centre or the mm. version; — v.i. To interpret or explain; to

Parallel, (par'al-lel) «. [G. para and allildn.) j compose a paraphrase,

Extended in the same direction, and in all parts Paraphrast, (para-frast) n. One who paraphrases.

equally distant; — continuing a resemblance I Paraphrastic, (par-a-frast'ik) a. Explaining or

through many i>articulars ; like ; similar. translating in words more clear and ample than

Parallel, (par'al-lel) w. A line which, throughout tho*e of the author; not verbal or literal;

its whole- extent, is equidistant from another diffuse.

! ;—one of tho circles upon a globo parallel (.Paroquet, (para-ket) n. A small species of parrot.

'&
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Parasite, (|»r'a-Blt) ». [G. pararitog,] A hanger

on ; a dependent, companion and flatterer ; :i

toady;—a plant that grows and lives on another;

—an animal which lives on the body of sorno

other animal, as lice, Ac.

Parasitic, (par-a-sit'ik) a. Of the nature of a

parasite ; fawning ; wheedling ;—living on or

deriving nourishment from home other living

thing.

Parasitically, (par-a-sit'ik-al-le) adv. In a flat

tering or wheedling manner ; by dependence on

another.

Parasol, (parVsol) ». [F. purer and xoteil.] A

small umbrella used by ladies to defend their

faces from the sun's ravs.

Parboil, (paVboil) v. t. [F. parbouilttr.] To boil

in part ; to cook partially.-

Parbuckle, (par'buk-I) )/. Among seamen, a

purchaso formed of a single rope around any

body, as a spar or cask, bv which' it is' lowered

or hoisted. [means of a parbrtc'kle.

Parbuckle, (pur'buk-1) v. f. To' hoist"or lower by

Parcel, (parsel) a. [F. parcellt, L.' pnrfieulu,

from parnt part] Any mass or quantity; a

collection ; a lot ; —a bundle ; a jackage ; a

packet ;—a part ; a'portiou. '

Parcel, (par'sel) *.■(. To divide by parts or pot-

tiuns :—to milk* up into a parcel, or package.

Parcel-book, (ptir'sel-bouk) n. A merchant's re

gister-book of the despatch of parcels ;—also, a

carrier's reccirlt^book for the delivery of parcebi.

Parch, (parch) r. t. [L. prrarexcerc] To burn

the surface of; to- scorch ;—v. i. To be super

ficially burnt ; to become very dry.

Paxchedness, (iwrch'ed-nes) n. State of being

scorched or dried to an extreme degree.

Parchment, (ptirch'ment) «. [¥. parchtniw.] Tlie

skin of a sheep or goat prepared for writing on.

Pard, (pard) •«. -[L. prerdn*; Q. pardos.] The

leopard ; ia poetry^ any spotted beast.

Pardon, (par'dn)V- 1. *[¥. pitrdannf,:) To forgive

wholly ; to arbsolve from ^piHt', condemnation,

or punishment ;—to,remit a judicial sentence;

—to overlook' or- forgive; as a fault!.

Pardon, (par'dn) n. Forgiveness of an offender

or of an offence ;—remission of a penalty ;—

absolution from a judicial sentence and its

jienal consequences ; — instrument conveying

legal forgiveness. -

Pardonable, (par'dn-a-bl) a. Admitting of pardon;

■ venial ; excusable.' [being pardonable.

Pardonableness, (paT'dn-a-bl-nes) n. Quality of

Pardonably, (pardn-a-ble) adv. In a maimer

admitting of pardon, .

Pare, (par) v. t. [F. partr.] To cut or shave off;

—to diminish by little and" little.

Paregoric, ( par-S-gor'\k) a. [G. iwrrgoychh]

Mitigating ; assuaging pain.

Paregoric, (par-e-gorMk)* ». A medicine that

mitigates jwiin ; au anodyne.

Parent, (parent) n. [L. pnrtn*.] A father pi

mother ;—hence, that which produces ;—cause ;

source : origin ; creator.

Parentage, (pir'ent-aj) >t. U&^ceiit from parents

< >r ancestors ; extraction ; birth.

Parental, (r>a-rent'al) a. Pertaining to jiarents ;

—becoming parents ; tender ; affectionate.

Parentally, (pa-rent'al-le) adv. In a parental

manner.

Parenthesis, (pa-renthc-sts) n. fG.] A word or

sentence inserted by way of explanation in the

midst of another sentence—it is usually inclosed

within ourved lines, thus ( ).

Parenthetic, (pa-ren-thet'ik) a. Pertaining to or

expressed in a parenthesis ;—using parentheses.

Parenthetically, (pa-ren-thet'ik-al-le) adv. In

the form of a parenthesis.

Parhelion, (par-hu'le-on) n. [G. parafielios.] A

mock sun or meteor appearing in the form of a

bright light near the bud.

Pariah, (pa're-a) n. (Hind, pahdriw.] One be

longing to the lowest class in India who liavo

no caste ; hence, an outcast.

Parian, (pa're-an) n. A native of Pares, in the

jEgeati Sea ;—a white marble ;—a fine porcelain

clay, used for making statuettes and the like

Parietal, (pa-rfet-al) a. [L. parietntig.} Per

taining to a wall;—pertaining to the bonus which

form the sides and upper part of the skull.

Paring, (paring) ?<. That which is pared off;—

a clipping, as of cloth ;—the rind, as of fruit ;—

act of cutting off the surface of grass-land fur

tillage.

Parish, (par'ish) n. [L. pai-ochia.] The terri

torial district and the inhabitants thereof, com

mitted to the charge of one vicar or other

Christian minister, who officiates in the" church

and has the cure of souls within its bounds.

Parish, (parish) a. Of or relating to a parish ;

—employed in the ecclesiastical concerns of a

parish ;—maintained by the parish.

Parish-clerk, (par'ish-klark) v. A layman who

leads the responses in the episcopal service.

Parishioner, (pa-rish'un-er) n. One who belongs

to, or is connected with, a parish. [of Paris.

Parisian, (par-i/e-an) )i. A nativu or inhabitant

Parisyllabic, (par-e-sil-lab'ik) a. [L. par and

syllaOa.] Having the same number of syllables

in all its inflections.

Parity, (pav'e-te) n. [h. parting.] Condition of

being equal or equivalent ; equality ; analogy.

Park, (park) n. [A.«f*. pearrve.] A large tract

of ground kept in it^ natural state for the pre

servation of game, for walking, riding, and the

like ;—a piece of ground,* within a city or town,

inclosed and kep^ for, ornament and recreation ;

—the space in the rear of an army occupied by

the artillery.

Park, (park) v. t. To inclose in a park ;—to bring

together in a ]«rk or compact body.

Parlance, (parlana) w. (F. parln:] Conversa

tion ; discourse ; talk ; phrase ; form of speech.

Parley, (par'le) c. i. [F.■ pflrler.] To confer on

some point of riintual concern; to discuss orally;

hence, to confer with an enemy.

Parley, (par'le) u. Mutual discourse; a confer-

once between antagonists or enemies with a

view to truce, peace, exchange of prisoners, «fcc.

Parliament, (par'le- merit) n. [¥. parturient.]

The grand legislative assembly of Great Britain

and Ireland, viz., the' lord* spiritual and tem

poral, and . the" commons ;—the legislature in

some of the dependencies of the British crown,

as in Canada.

Parliamentarian, (pAr-le-mcnt-il'rtKin) w. One

who adheicd to the parliament in the timo of

Charles I.

Parliamentary, (pur-le-ment'ar-e) a. Pertaining

to parliament;—enacted or done by parliament;

—according to the rules of legislative bodies.

Parlour, (par'ler) .). [F. parloir.} A room in a

house which the family usually occupy : a

reception-room for vhritors, &t\, in monasteries

or convents.

Parochial, ( par-o'ke-al ) a. [h. parochia.] Be

longing or relating to a pnrish.
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Parodist, (par'd-dist) n. One who writes a parody.

Parody, (par'6-de) It [G. para and ode.] A

poetical composition, in which what is written

on one subject is altered and applied to another

by way of burlesque.

Parody, (par'd-de) v. t. To alter and apply to a

purpose different from that of the original ; to

burlesque in verse.

Parole, (par-ar) k. [F. parole.] Oral declaration ;

—word of honour; plighted faith; especially, a

promise given by a prisoner of war not to escape

from or serve against his captors until he is

ransomed or exchanged ;—a countersign given

to officers of the guard, or soldiers on sentry duty.

Parole, (par-ol) a. Given by word of mouth ;

oral ; not written :—also parol,

Paronymous, (pa-ron'e-mus) »i. [G. para and

onoma.J Having the same derivation ;—having

a similar sound, but differently written, and of

different meaning, as hair and hart.

Paroquet, (paro-ket) n. [F. perroquet.] A small

bird, allied to the macaw, , ,

from which it differs in E*Q

having the checks wholly A^,-'V?V /

feathered. .« if ' \ ■

Parotid, (pa-rot'id) n. [O .

para, and out, 6tos, the

ear.] The salivary gland

situated nearest the ear.

Paroxysm, (par'oks-izm) p.

[G.paroxunein, to sharpen .

irritate.] The fit or attack

of a disease that has de- V1!

aided remissions or inter- M '

missions ; — sudden and \f

violent action; convulsion;

fit. Paroquet

Paroxysmal, (par-oks-iz'mal) a. Marked by

paroxysms ;—caused by a paroxysm or tits.

Parquetry, (purTiet-re) ». [F. parqurterie.] A

species of joinery consisting of inlaid work,

generally of different colours, used especially

for floors.

Parr, (par) n. [Gael. & Ir. bra-dan.] A small

river fish, supposed to be salmon fry or trout.

Parricidal, (par-re-sid'al) ft Pertaining to parri

cide ;—committing jwirricide.

Parricide, (par'ro-sld) n. [L. parrkida.] A

person who murders his father or mother ;—the

murder of any one to whom reverence is due.

Parrot, (par'ut) n. [F. perroqutU] A climbing

bird of brilliant colour, having a fleshy tongue,

and a short, hooked bill, remarkable for

loquacity and power of imitating vocal sounds,

e«l>ocially those of the human voice ;—a chat

terer ;—one who echoes or repeats the language

or sentiments of another.

Parry, (pur're) v, t. [F. paver.] To ward off;—

to prevent;—to shift off; to evade;—v.i. To

ward off; to put by or turn aside, as a thrust or

Htroke ; to fence.

Parte, (pars) r.t. [L. par*.] To analyse and ;

describe grammaticallv, as a sentence.

Parsee, (par-eC/) n. [Hind. A Per. jxlrti] One

of the Indian adherents of the ancient Persian j

religion ; a tiro-worshipper.

Parsimonious, (par-se-mo'ne-us) a. Sparing or

saving in the use or expenditure of money ; frugal

to excess ; niggardly ; miserly ; penurious.

Parsimoniously, ( par - se - mO ' ne - us - le ) adv.

Sparingly ; covetously.

Parsimony, (par'se-mun-e) ft [L. ponimonin.]

Closeness or sparingness in the expenditure of

money or means; excessive economy—it implies*

something more than frugality, and something

less than niggardliness.

Parsley, (porsle) ». [G. pttroselinon.] A plant,

the leaves of winch are used in cookery, and the

root as an aperient medicine.

Parsnip, (pors'nip) ft (I. pastinvm and napit*.]

A plant, which has a white, spindle-shaped root-,

of a pleasant aromatic flavour, much used for

food ; the root itself.

Parson, (par'sn) u. (L. pertona (sc. ecclesia\] The

priest of a parish or particular district church ;

■ —one who has a ministerial charge or cure of

souls ;—a clergyman.

| Parsonage, fjpaVsn-aj) n. The house and glebe

' belonging to a parish or organized church in &

1 particular district, and appropriated for the use

of the minister ;—a manse. [Scot J

. Part, (part) ft [L. port.] One of the portions

'■ into which any thing is divided ;—piece ; frag

ment ;—a distinct portion; particular;—a con

stituent particle ; component ; ingredient ;—an

essential element ; an organ ;—a proportional

quantity: share; lot;—concern; interest;—aide;

party ; faction ;—share of labour or duty ; action ;

conduct ;—one of the pieces of the score in vocal

or instrumental harmony;—a character assigned

to an individual actor in a dramatic per

formance ;—pi. Accomplishments ; talent* ;—

quarters ; districts.

Part (port) r. t. To divide ; to distribute ; to

share ;—to disunite ; to sunder ;—to stand be

tween, as combatants ;—r. i. To be broken or

divided into jwrts or pieces ; to go asunder;—to

separate ; to leave.

Partake, (par-t-ak') v. i. [From part and fair.}

To tike a part or share in common with others ;

to participate ;—to have something of the pro

perties, nature, or office ;—v. I. To have a part

in ; to share.

Partaker, (iiar-tuk'er) n. One who has or takes

a i '. 1 1 1 ; a sharer ; a participator—followed by

o/or in.

Parterre, (par-tarO ft [F.] An ornamental and

diversified arrangement of beds or plots in a

flower-garden ;—the pit of a theatre.

Partial, (par'she-al) a. [L. par*.] Affecting a

part only j not total or entire ;—biased to one

party ; not indifferent ; — inclined to favour

unreasonably.

Partiality, OWir-she-al'e-te) w. The quality of

being partial ;—undue bias toward one aide.

party, or view; inclination in favour of; special

fondness.

Partially, (par'sho-al-le) adv. In part; not

totally ;—with undue bias of mind to one party

or side.

Partible, (parte-bl) a. [L. parWiilu.} Admitting

of being parted or separated ; divisible ; separ

able, [pates ; a partaker.

Participant, (par-ti*'o-i>ant) ft One who part id -

Participate, ( par-tis'e-pat ) v.i. [L. pent and

capere.] To have a share in common with others;

to take a part.

Participation, (]>ar-tiB-e-pa'ahun) n. Act or state

of sharing in commou with others.

Participator, (pir-tis'e-pat-er) «. One who par

takes with another.

Participial, (pur-te-sip'e-al) ". [Ij. purticipiaiu.'}

Having the nature and use of a participle ;

formed from a participle.

Participially, (par-te-sip'e-al-hi) adv. In the

sense or manner of a partidple.
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Participle, (par'te-sip-1) n. [L. participiuru.] A

word having the nature of an adjective, derived

from a verb, and partaking of the properties of

a noun and of a verb, as having, making.

Particle, (jKir'te-kl) n. [L. jtarlicala,] A minute

part of matter ; an atom ; a molecule ; a grain ;

—any very small portion ; jot; tittle ;—in grant-

■mar, any part of speech that in not inflected.

Particular, (par-tik u-ler) o. Relating to a part

or portion, or to a Mingle persou or thing ;

single ; individual :—noting peculiar property ;

ftistinctive ; specific ; — noting extraordinary

riuality ; special ; odd ; singular ;— attentive to

details ; minute ; precise ;—nice in taste ; hard

to please ; fastidious ;—appropriate ; peculiar ;

especial.

Particular, (par-tik'u-ler) n. A single point or

circumstance ; a distinct or minute part ; a

detail ;—individual state ; specialty.

Particularity, (par-tik-u-lar'e-te) n. Quality of

being particular ; minuteness in detail ;—indi

vidual cliaracteristic ; peculiarity ;—special cir

cumstance ; particular ;—something of special

concern.

Particularize, (par-tik'u-lAr-iz) r. t. To mention in

particulars ; to enumerate in detail ; to specify;

—v. i. To be attentive to particulars or details.

Particularly, (par-tik'u-lar-le) adv. In a parti

cular manner; distinctly; singly; with a specific

reference, importance, or interest

Parting, (part'ing) a. Dividing ;—departing ;—

declining, as day ;—given at separation ; fare

well, as an embrace.

Parting, (part'ing) n. Act of dividing ; a division.

Partisan, (par'te-zau) n. [F.J An adherent to a

party or faction.

Partisan, (par'te-zan) n. [F. pertuisaae.] A kind

of lialberd ; a truncheon ; a staff.

Partisan, (par'te-zan) a. Adherent to a party

or faction ;—engaged in irregular warfare on

outposts.

Partisanship, (par'te-zan-Bbip) n. State of being

a partisan ; adhcreuce to a party.

Partition, (par-tish'un) n. [L. purtitio.] Act of

diTidiug; division; separation;—separate part;

apartment ;—that which divides or separates ;

specifically, an interior wall dividing one part,

or apartment of a house, &.c, from another;

also, the line where separation is made ;—divi

sion of an estate, &c., into severalty.

Partition, ( par - tish ' un ) v.t. To divide into

shares ;—to divide into distinct parts by walls.

Partitive, (par'te-tiv) n. A word expressing par

tition or denoting a part ; a distributive.

Partlet, (part'let) n. (From part.) A ruff or

collar for the neck ;—a hen.

Partly, (part'le) adv. In part ; in some degree.

Partner, (p&rt'uer) n, (From pv.rt.) A partaker;

—an associate in any business or occupation ;—

one who dances with another ;—a husl>and or

wife ; a consort ;—colleague ; confederate ; com

panion.

Partnership, (parfngr-ship) n. State of being a

partner ; jiarticipation ;—association of two or

more persons for prosecuting any business ; a

firm or house .—joint interest or property in ;—

a rule in arithmetic.

Partridge, (par'trij) n. [h. perdix.] A native

game bird, of a gray colour mottled with brown,

having naked feet, and usually found in coveys

or broods.

Partridge-wood, (par trij-wood) >*. A variegated

tropical wood much esteemed for cabinet work.

Parturient, (par-tu're-ent) a. [L. part-arum.]

Bringing forth or about to bring forth young.

Parturition, (par-tu-rish'un) «. Act of bringing

forth or being delivered of young : delivery.

Party, (par'te) >u [F. parti.] A number of per

sons united in opinion, and aiming to influence

or control the general action ; a faction ; side ;

cause ;—a company invited ; a social assembly ;

dinner ; fete, <tc. ;—a small number of troops

on special service ;—a partaker or participator ;

—one who takes part in a lawsuit as plaintiff or

defendant ;—a person ; an individual.

Party, (par'te) a. Of or belonging to a party or

faction ;—in Iteraldrt/, parted or divided.

Party-coloured, (par ' te - kul - erd) a. Coloured,

part by part, with different tints ; variegated.

Party-spirit, (par te-spir-it) n. The spirit that

abets and influences a party.

Parvenu, (par'ven-oo) n. [F.] An upstart ; one

newly risen into notice.

Paschal, (pasltal)^. [L. pasckalis.] Pertaining

to the passover or to Easter.

Pash, (push) r. (. To strike ; to beat ; to bash.

Pash, (push) n. A blow ; a stroke.

Pasha, (pasha) n. A Turkish viceioy, governor,

or commander ; a bashaw.

Fasquin, (pas'kw'in) n. A lampoon ; a satire ; a

Bquib :—Pasquil. [satirical writing.

Pasquinade, (pas'kwiu-ud) n. A lampoon or

Pass, (pas) v. i. [F. pauei:] To go ; to move ;

to be transferred from one point or condition to

another ;—to go by ; to move across ;—to go

through ; to percolate;—to fade away ; to vanish ;

to disappear ;—hence, to die ;—to be spent ; to

elapse ;—to be under trial ; to undergo ;—to

happen ; to occur ;—to bo enacted ;— to be cur

rent ; to circulate;— to bear inspection; to

answer ;—to go unheeded or neglected ;—to sur

pass ; to be in excess ;—to make a lunge or pass,

as in fencing ; to thrust ;—v. t. In transitive

senses, to go by, beyond, over, through, or the

like ;—to spend ; to live through ; to undergo ;

to suffer ;— to omit ; to disregard ;—to surpass ;

to exceed :—to be carried through, as by a legis

lative body ; to be accepted or ratified by :—in

causative senses, to send ; to transfer or trans

mit; to deliver;—to utter ;—to accomplish ;—to

give legal or official sanction to ; to ratify ; to

enact ;—to give currency to ; to circulate ;—to

practise artfully ; to impose on ;—to approve of

and mark as correct, as accounts ;—to stand, as

a trial or examination ; to undergo such suc

cessfully ; — to percolate; to strain;— to give

entrance or admission to.

Paas, (pas) ?t. [L. pauut, Btep.] A passage ; a

way ; etpteialltf, a narrow and difficult way ;—a

passport ; a ticket of transit or admission ;—

a thrust ; a push ;—a movement of the hand

over or along any thing ;—state of thingB ; con

dition ; extreme case.

Passable, (pas'a-bl) a. Capable of being travelled,

navigated, or the like ;—tolerable ; admissible ;

moderate ;—pretty good ; fair.

Passably, (paeVble) adv. Tolerably.

Passage, (pas'iij) ». [F. from L. jhimu*.] Act of

passing ; motion of any kind from point to

point ; journey ; travel ;—road ; route ;—a way

of entrance or exit ; vestibule ;—a voyage, as of

a passenger in a ship ;—the price or fare for such

voyage;— the time taken to sail from port to

p,)rt ;—passing away ; decay :—incident ; occur

rence ;_ part of a writing, document, book, Ac. ;

clause, sentence, or paragraph; extract;—a short

2D
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portion of a musical composition ;—act of carry

ing through a legislative body; formal enact

ment ;—an encounter ; a combat.

Pass-book, (pae'bóók) n. A book in which a

trader enter» article» nought on credit, and thon

sends it to the purchaser fur hie information.

Passenger, (paaen-jer) ». [O. Eng. passager.]

A traveller, especially by some established

conveyance.

Passer, (pas'er) tj. One who passes ; a passenger.

Passible, (pas'e-bl)o. [L. pauibilU.] Susceptible

of feeling or suffering, or of impressions from

external agenta.

Passing, (pas'ing) adv. Exceedingly; excessively.

Passing-bell, (i>as'ing-bel) ». The bell that is

rung at the hour of death to obtain prayers for

the passing or departing soul : also, the bell

that is rung while the body is being carried to

interment.

Passion, (pash'un) n. [L. jmmo.] A suffering

or enduring!— specifically, the suffering and

death of the Saviour ;—any condition of the

soul in which it is conceived to be passive under

influence ; the capacity for emotion ;—hence,

strong feeling prompting to action ; anger ;

wrath ;—love ; anient affection ;—eager desire ;

controlling inclination ;—hence, the object of

love, ardent inclination, or the like.

Passionate, (pash'un -At) «. Easily moved to

anger; irascible; irritable;—moved by strong

feelings; vehement; ardent;—expressing strong

emotion ; animated.

Passionately, (pash'un-ut-1e) «</i\ With strong

feelings or emotions ; ardently ;—intensely ;—

angrily ; violently.

Passionless, (pash'un-lee) a. Void of ]«i**ion ; of

a calm temper.

Passion-week, (pash'un-wfk) tí. The week im

mediately preceding the festival of Easter.

Passive, (pas'iv) a. [L. passivus.] Suffering;

receiving impressions from external agency;—

enduring; unresisting; submissive;—patient;

inert ; inactive.

Passively, (pas'iv-le) adv. In a passive manner;

unresistingly ;—after the form of the pajisive

verb [passive.

Passiveness, (pas'iv -nee) n. The quality of being

Passivity, (pas-iv'e-te) «. The tendency of a

body to persevere in a given state, either of

motion or rest, till disturbed by another body.

Pass-key, (разЪе) ». A master-key ;—a hitch key.

Passover, (pas'5-vçr) n. [From pa** end orer.]

A feast of the Jews instituted to commemorate

the time when God, smiting the first-born of

the Egyptians, p«.w*i ow the houses of the

Israelites;—the sacrifice offered at the passover ;

—the paschal lamb.

Passport, (pas'pört) и. [F. pawport] A docu

ment carried by neutral merchant vessels in

time of war to protect them from belligerents ;

also, a document which permite a person to pass

from place to place by land or water ; a safe-

conduct ;—that which enables ono to pass with

safety, certainty, or general acceptance.

Pass-word, (pas'wurd) n. A word to be given

before a )terson is allowed to pass: a watch-word.

Post, (past) (i. Gone by ; elapsed ; ended.

Past, (past) prep. Beyond in place; further;

than ;—beyond in time ; after ; behind ;—above !

in quantity; exceeding ;—beyond care or in

fluence,

P"**- (pAst) ». (L. pasties.] A composition of

flour with water or milk .—dough prepared for

pies and the like ;—a fine kind of glass, used in

making imitations of precious stones.

Paste, (past) v. t. To unite or cement with paste.

Pasteboard, (püefbörd) ». A stiff, thick kind of

paper board, used for a great variety of purposes.

Pastel, (pastel) if. [F.] A coloured crayon;—a

plant affording a blue dye ; the woad.

Pastern, (iMis'teni) n. [F. parturnn.] The i*art

of a horse's leg between the fetlock and the hoof.

Pastil, (pas'til) ». (L. pastillus,] A small cone

made of aromatic substances to be burned for

cleansing and scenting the air of a room :—on

aromatic or medicated lozenge :—also pnttillt.

I Pastime, (pos'tîm) п. [From pas* and ftuu.]

That which serves to make time pass agreeably;

amusement; recreation; diversion; sport: play.

Paster, (pastor) n. [L.J A »hepnerd ;—a minister

of the gos]>el having the charge of a church and

congregation.

Pastoral, (pas'tor-al) я. Pertaining to shepherds

or to tho life of shepherds ;—relating to the

care of souls, or to the pastor of a church.

Pastoral. d>as'tor-al) ». A poem describing the

life and manners of shepherds ; an idyl ; ж

bucolic. fdiction of a spiritual pastor.

Pastorate, (pas'tor-ut) ». Office, state, or juris-

Pastry, (postre) п. Articles of food made, wholly

or chiefly, of paste, as pies, tarts, cake, and

the like.

Pastry-cook, (рйяЧге-коок) п. One whose occu

ltation is to make and sell articles of food made

of i taste.

Pasturable, (раяЧйг-а-Ы) a. Fit for pasture.

Pasturage, (pas'tur-iij) ». The business of feed

ing cattle ;—grass on which cattle feed.

Pasture, (pas'tur) ». [L. ромгпг.] Grass for the

food of cattle ¡—ground covered with grass to be

eaten on the *|iot by cattle, horses, &c

Pasture, (pas'tur) r. r. To feed on growing grass,

or to supply grass for food ;—v. i. To take food

by eating grass from the ground ; to gnu».

Pasty, (pas'te) ». [From patte.] A ba*h of

venison or other animal flesh inclosed in thick

paste, and baked without a dish.

Pasty, (pas'te) я. Made of paste ; like or having

the consistence of paste.

Pat. (pat) a. [D.] Exactly suitable either as to

time, place, or purpose ; fit ; convenient.

Pat, (pat) mir. Precisely ; seasonably ; fitly.

Pat, (pat) ». A light, quick blow with, the

fingers or hand:—amass beat into shape by jet*.

Pat, (pat) r. /. [Ger. patsche» . ) To strike gvntly

with the fingers or hand ; to tap.

Patch, (pachj ». A piece of cloth sewed on a

garment to repair it; —a small piece of silk

used to cover a defect on the face ;—a piece of

ground ; a plot.

Patch, (pach) v. t. [Ger. patsche».] To mend by

sewing on a piece or pieces;—to repair clumsily;

—to adorn, as the face, with a patch ;—to put

together ill-assorted parte : to compose iu a

hasty, irregular, or botching way.

Patchouli, (na-choo'le) «. An herb, from the

essential oil of which a liighly valued perfumo

is made.

Patchwork, (pach'wurk) ». Work composed «f

pieces of various figures sewed together ; Ьешсе,

any thing put together of incongruous oar ill-

adapted parts.

Patchy, (расhe) a. Full of patches.

Pate, (pat) «. [Ir. bathos.] The head : the top

of the head. (the knee.

Patella, (pa-tel'la) *. [L.] Tho pan or cs&p of
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Paten, (pat'cn) n. (L patina.] The plate on

which the bread in the eucharist in placet!.

Patent, (pat'ent) a. [L. patens.] Open; evident;

manifest ; apparent ; — spreading ; — open to

public perusal—said of a document conferring

ноте right or privilege, as letters ¡talent ;—

hence, appropriated by letters patent; restrain«!

from general use.

Patent, (patent) ». A grant from the crown,

under the great seal, conferring a title or other

privilege ;—also, a similar deed securing to a

person,- for a term of years, the exclusive right

to an invention.

Patent, (pat'ent) r. t. To secure the exclusive

right of to a person, as an invention-

Patentee, (pat-ent-ë7) h. One to whom a grant is

made or a privilege secured by patent.

Paternal, (pa-ter'nal) it. [L. paUnnut.) Pertain

ing to a father: fatherly; showing the disposition

of a father ¡—derived from a father : hereditary.

Paternity, (pa-teyne-te) n. The relation of a

father to his offspring ; fatherhood ; hence,

authorship.

Paternotter, (pat'çr-nos-ter) я. fL.] The Lord's

Prayer ;—the rosary used by Roman Catholics

in their devotion ; aleo, every tenth bead in the

rosary.

Paul, (path) n. [A.-S. piidk.] A way, course, or

track, on which any thing moves or has moved ;

road ; route ;—course of action, conduct, or pro

cedure ;—pi. Rules prescribed ; precepts.

Pathetic, (pa-thet'ík) a. [G. pathetikos.] Affect

ing or moving the tender emotions, as pity or

grief.

Pathetic, (pa-thet'ik) w. Style or manner adapted

to awaken tender emotions, pity, sorrow, Ac.

Pathetically, (pa-thet'ik-al-le) adv. In a pathetic

manner. (trodden, i

Pathles«, (path'les) ". Destitute of paths; un-

Pathologio, (path-ö-loj'ik) о. Pertaining to patho

logy or to disease«. Tpathology. '

Pathologist, (pa-thol'ô-jist) n. One who treats of '.

Pathology, (pa-tholo-je) ». fG. >xfiAo*and Inno*.]

The doctrine of human diseases ; the science

which treats of diseases in their nature, causes, i

and symptoms.

Pathos, (pathos) n. fG. patho*, suffering, pas- ]

«on. ] Deep feeling ; strong emotion : passionate

warmth in a speaker or writer ;— the power or

quality of exciting tender emotions, lie com*

passion, sympathy, &o.

Pathway, (path'wâ)». A path; usually a narrow

way to be passed on foot ; course of action.

Patience, (pA'ehe-ens) ». State or quality of suf

fering; calm or silent endurance of pain, trial,

affliction, or other evil; — bearing injuries or

injustice ; long-suffering ;—quality of waiting

long for justice or expected good without mur

muring or fretfulness;—perseverance; exertion:

constancy;—allowance ; permission.

Patient, (pa she-ent) a. fL palien*.] Suffering

with meekness; calmly (submissive :—persever

ing;—expectant without discontent ; not hasty.

Patient, (p;Vshe-ent) n. A juíi-son or thing that

receives impressions from external agents ;—a

diseased person under medical treatment.

Patiently, (piVshe-ont-le) adv. In a patient man- ;

пег ; with calmness; without undue eagerness.

Patneas, (pafnee) я. Fitness : suitableness.

Patois, (pat-wàO и. fFrom O. F. paoi*.] An '

uncultivated idiom; a provincial form of speech.

Patriarch, (pii'tre-ark) я. [G. patèr and arrha*.]

The father and ruler of a family ;—a dignitary |

¡ superior to the order of archbishops in tli

Eastern church.

Patriarchal, (pâ-tro-ârk'al) a. Belonging t

patriarchs ;—subject to a patriarch.

Patriarchate, (pa'tre-àrk-at) ». Office or jurif

' diction of a patriarch ;— residence of a patriare! i

Patrician, (pa-trish'e-an) a. [L. pntricins.) Peí

i taining to a person of high birth ; senatorial

I noble. (birth ; a nobleman

Patrician, (pa-trish'e-an) îj. A person of hig]

Patricide, (j>at're-sid) n. [L. pat*- and cœdere.

The murder or murderer of a father.

Patrimonial, (pat-re-mô'no-al) a. Pertaining t

a patrimony ; inherited from ancestors.

j Patrimonially, (pat-re-mö'ne-al-le) adv. By in

heritance.

Patrimony, (pat re-mun-c) n. (L Patrimonium .

A right or estate inherited from one's ancestors

—д church estate or revenue.

Patriot, (pu'tre-ot) n. (G. patriotes.] One wlu

loves his country, and zealously supports am

defends it and its interests.

Patriotic, (pa-tre-ot'ik) v.. Full of patriotism

actuated by the love of one's country.

Patriotism, (pà'tre-ot-izm) п. Quality of beinf

patriotic ; love of country.

Patristic, (pä-tris'tik) a. [L. pater.] Pertaining

to the fathers of the Christian church.

Patrol, (pa-trôl') я. Л marching round of a puani

in the night';—the guard or persons who go tin

rounds for observation.

Patrol, (pa-tröT) r. i. (F. patrouiller.] To g(

the rounds in a camp or garrison ;—v. t. Tc

pass round, as a sentry.

Patron, (ptVtrun) n. [L. patronat.] A man of

distinction under whose protection another ha>

placed himself;—hence, an advocate; a defender

—a guardian saint or angel ;—one who has the

gift and disposition of a benefice.

Patronage, (pa'trun-Sj, pat'run-fij) n. Special

countenance or support ;—guardianship, as of n

saint;— right of presentation to a benefice,

advowson.

Patroness, (pà'tnin-es) ». A female patron.

Patronize, (pu'truu-iz, pat'ruii-ïz) r. t. To act m

patron to ; to protect ;— to favour ; to coun

tenance ; — to lend aid to; to befriend; — U

assume the air of a superior.

Patronizer, (pâ'trun-ïz-çr) п. One who favours,

countenances, or sup]>orts.

Patronizingly, (pâ'trun-iz-ing-le) adv. In s

patronizing manner.

Patronymic, (pat-rö-nim'ik) п. [G. patër ami

апаша.] A name derived from that of a parent

or ancestor.

Patronymic, (pat-ro-nim'ik) a. Derived from

ancestors : expressing the name of ancestors.

Patten, (pat'en) я. [F. patin.] A clog of wood

standing on a ring of iron, worn to elevate tht

feet from the wet ;—the base of a column.

Patter, (pat'çr) v. i. (A frequentative of pat.}

To strike, as drops of water or hail falling in

quick succession; — to enunciate rapidly and

glibly;— v. t. To cause to strike or beat in

drops, as water : to spatter ;—to repeat in a

muttering manner, as prayers.

Patter, (pat'çr) я. A quick succession of small

sounds :—a rapid, glib utterance.

Pattern, (pat'çni) tí. fF. jHitron.] A model pro

posed for imitation : an exemplar :—a specimen

a sample;—a shape cut out in paper to direct

the cutting of cloth, die. ¡—figure or style oJ

ornamental execution.
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Pattern, (pat'ern) v. t. To make in imitation

of some model ;—to serve as an example to be

followed. [draws and designs patterns.

Pattern - drawer, (pat'ern-draw-cr) n. One who

Patty, (pat'e) n. [F. pdU.) A little pie.

Paucity, (paw'sit-e) n. [L. paucitus.] Fewness ;

sniallness of number ;—sniallness of quantity.

Pauline, (pawl' in) a. Pertaining to, derived

from, or resembling St. Paul or his writings.

Paunch, (pansh)n. [L. pantex.] The belly and

its contents ; the abdomen.

Pauper, (paw'per) n. [L. pauper.] A poor person ;

especially, one so indigent as to depend on

charity for maintenance, or one supported by

public provision, as the poor-law.

Pauperism, (uaw'per-izm) n. State of being a

pauper ; indigence ; penury ; want. [ism.

Pauperize, (paw'per-iz) v. t. To reduce to pauper-

Pause, (pawz) n. [L. paum.] A temporary stop

or rest ; cessation ; —suspense : hesitation ; — a

mark of cessation or intermission of the voice ;

a point ;—a break in writing ; paragraph ;—a

character, thus ["T^], placed over a note or rest,

to indicate that the tone or the silence is to be

prolonged.

Pause, (pawz) v. i. To make a short stop ; to

cease for a time ;—to delay ; hesitate.

Pausingly, (pawz'ing-le) adv. With pauses; by

breaks.

Pave, (pav) v. t. [F. paver.] To lay or cover

with stone or brick ;—to prejwire the way for.

Pavement, (puVment) n. A floor of solid mate

rial, laid so as to make a hard aud convenient

passage ;—the footpath laid with flags of stone

or asphalt on each side of a street.

Paver, (paver) ju One who lays stones for a

floor ; one who makes or repairs roads aud

streets :—also parier, pavior.

Pavilion, (pa-vil'yun) ». [F. pavilion.] A tem

porary movable habitation ; a tent ;—a building

or turret, usually insulated and having a roof

which is square or in the form of a dome.

Pavilion, (pa-vil'yun) v. t. To furnish or cover

with tents or pavilions.

Paving, (pav Mug) n. Pavement; a floor of

stones or bricks ;—the construction of streets or

highways.

Pavo, (pa'vd) n. [h.] The peacock ;—a southern

constellation consisting uf fourteen stars;— a

species of marine fish.

Favonidae, (pa-von'id-ti) n. pf. A genus of rasorial

birds, having bright, showy plumage, of which

the peacock is the type.

Paw, (paw) n. [W. pateetu] The foot of beasts

of prey having claws ;—the hand—in contempt.

Paw, (paw) v. i. To scrape with the fore foot ;—

v. t. To handle with the paws ; hence, to handle

awkwardly or coarsely;—to scrape with the fore

foot. [artful ; sly ; arch.

Pawky, (pawk'e) a. [A.-S. paecan.] Cunning;

Pawl, (pawl) v. (W.j A short, movable bar to

check the backward revolution of a wheel, wind

lass, £e. ; a catch, click, detent, or rochet.

Pawn, (pawn) n. [F. pan.] Goods or chattels

deposited as security for payment of money bor

rowed;—a pledge for the fulfilment of a promise.

Pawn, (pawn^ n. (F. peon,] A piece of the

lowest rank in chess.

Pawn, (pawn) v. t. To deposit in security for

the payment of money borrowed ;—to pledge for

the I nlfllment of a promise : to stake ; to wager.

Pawnbroker, (pawn-brftk'er) n. One who lends

money on pledge or tho deposit of goods.

Pawnbroking. (pawn'brok-ing) it. The business

of a pawnbroker.

Pay, (pa) v. t. [F. pater.] To discharge one's

obligations to; to make due return to; to com

pensate ; to requite ;—hence, to retort or revenge

upon ; to punish ; to beat ;—to cover, as the

bottom of a vessel, a seam, a mast, and the like,

with a composition of tallow, resin, ire. ; to

bream ;—v. i. To recompense ; to make paymetit

or requital ; to be remunerative or profitable.

Pay, (pa) n. An equivalent given for money due,

goods purchased, or services performed ; com

pensation ; recompense ; hire; wages; salary;—

stipend paid to military or naval officers, called

full pay to such as are in active service, and half

pay to those who have retired or are unemployed.

Payable, (pa'a-bl) a. Capable of being paid ;

justly due.

Fay-day, (pa'da) n. The day on which wage* or

money is stipulated to be paid ; hence, a day of

reckoning.

Payee, (paV) n. The person named in a bill or

note to whom the amount iB directed to be jiaid.

Payer, (pft'er) n. One who pays ; the person on

whom a bill of exchange is drawn.

Paymaster, (pa'nias-ter) «. One appointed to

make jiaynients ;—one from whom wages or re

ward is received ; — an officer entrusted by

government with money to pay the officers and

men of a regiment.

Payment, (pa'ment) n. Act of paying ; discharge

of a debt;—that which is paid; recompense;

requital; reward;—chastisement; sound beating.

Pay-roll, (parol) n. A list of jtersons entitled to

payment, with the sums to bo paid to them :—

also Pay-bill.

Pea, (pe) n. [A.-S. pirn.] A leguminous plant

and its fruit, much cultivated for food.

Peace, (pes) n. [L. pax. ] A state of quiet ; calm ;

repose ;—freedom from war; cessation of hostili

ties ;—absence of civil disturbance;—quietness

of mind ; tranquillity ;—harmony ; concord ;—

in Scripture, reconciliation to God ; state of

grace ;—rest in God ; couteistiuent of the soul ;

heavenly rest.

Peaceable, (pes'a-bl) a. Free from war, tumult,

public commotion , or private quarrel ;—disposed

to peace ; pacific ;—quiet ; undisturbed ;—not

violent or unnatural.

Peaceablenesi, (pes'a-bl-nos) n. The state of

being peaceable; quietness; disposition to peace.

Peaceably, (pes'a-ble) adv. In a peaceable

manner ; quietly.

Peaceful, (peVfool) a. Possessing peace: not die-

turl>ed by war or commotion ; pacific ; mild ;

still.

Peacefully, (pes'fool-le) adv. In a peaceful man

ner ; quietly ; gently.

Peacefulness, (ijes'fool-nes) n. Tho quality or

condition of being peaceful ; quiet.

Peacemaker, (pes'mak-cr) u. One who makes

peace by reconciling parties that fire at variance.

Peace-offering, (peVof-er-iug) n. In the Mosaic

ritnal, an offering to express tlianks to God f<.w

blessings and benefits received.

Peach, (pech) n. [F. peche.] A tree and its fruit,

of many varieties.

Peach, (pech) v. r. To turn informer ; to betray

one's accomplice.

Peach-colour, ( peclr*kul-rr ) n. The beautiful

pale-rod colour of the peach blossom.

Feaebick, (pe'ehik) «. The chicken or young

of the peacock.
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Peacock, (i»e'kok) n. [A.-S,

The male of a gallinaceous

fowl, about the size of the

turkey. The rump feathers

are Ion;, capable of being

erected, and marked with

a black spot, around which

brilliant metallic colours

are arranged.

Peahen, (pe'hen) n. The

female of the peacock.

Peak, (pek) n. fA^A pmc]

A point ; the end of any

thing that terminates in a

point ; the sharp top of a

hill or mountain ; — the

upper, outer corner of a Kail which is extended

by a yard : also ttie extremity of the yard.

Peak, (pek) r. t. To raise a yard obliquely to

the mast ;—v. i. To look sickly or thin ; to

pine ;—to sneak.

Peal, (pel) n. [V. appet.] A succession of loud

sounds, as of bells, thunder, cannon, &c. ;—a set

of bells tuned to each other ; also, the changes

rung tiDon a set of l«*lls.

Peal, (pel) r.i. To utter loud and solemn

sounds ;—r. (. To ring or sound loudly ; to

celebrate.

Peas, (pe'an) n. [L. paan,Q. paian.] A song of

praise and triumph.

Pear, (pilr) ft. [A.-S. p#rv.] A tree of the genus

Pyrv*, of raany varieties, some of which produce

delicious irn.it .

Pearl, (perl) u. [F. ptrffc] A white, hard,

smooth, lustrous substance, usually roundish,

found inside the shells of several species of

molluscs, particularly the pearl oyster ;—hence,

something very precious ; a jewel ;—a printing

type, in size between ruby and diamond.

Pearl, (perl) r. (. To set in or adorn with pearls.

Pearlaah, (iwrl'ash) ft. A carbonate of potassa.

Pearl-fishery, (perl-fishVr-e) n. Ground where

pearl oysters are dived for ;—business of diving

for pearls.

Pearl-powder, (pcrl'Dow-der) ft, A powder made

from nitrate of bismuth, and used as a cosmetic.

Pearly, (perl'e) a. Containing pearls;—resem

bling pearls.

Peasant, (pez'ant) n. [F. pat/Mm.] One whose

business is rural labour ; rustic ; swain ; hind.

Peasantry, (pe/ant-re) ft. The lowest class of

tillers of the soil ; labourers ; peasants ; rustics.

Ftase, (per) n. pi. Peas collectively, or used to

denote food made from peas.

Feat, (pet) n. [A.-S. pitt.] A substance consist

ing of roots and fibres in various stages of de

composition—when dried, it is used for fuel.

Feat-moss, (pet'mos) v. The vegetables which,

when decomposed, become peat ;—a fen pro

ducing peat.

Feba, (pe'ba) n. A kind of armadillo found

in various parts of South

America.

Pebble, (peb'l) n. [A.-S.

pctifol.] A small, roundish

stone ; a stone worn and

rounded by the action of

water;— transparent and

colourless rock-crystal.

Pebbly, (pehte) «. Full of

pebblea ; abounding with jkefebles.

Peeeability, (pek-a-bil'e-te) n. State or quality

of being peccable ; liability to sin,

 

Peccable, (jwk'a-bl) a. [L. ptccare.] Liable to

sin or transgress the divine law.

Peccadillo, (pek-a-dillo) n. [Sp.] A slight tres

pass or offence ; a petty fault.

Peccant, (pek'ant) a. [L. ptecani.] Sinning ;

criminal ;—morbid ; corrupt ; not healthy.

Peck, (pok) 7t. The fourth part of a bushel ; a

dry measure of eight quarts ;—a great deal, as.

to bo in a peel- of troubles.

Peck, (pek) r. t. [It. leccurt, F. hecqv.tltr.\ To

strike with the beak ;—to strike with repeated

blows ;—to delve or dig with any thing pointed ;

—to pick up with the beak ;—v. i. To make

strokes with the beak or something like a beak.

Peckish, (pek'jsh) a. Inclined to pock, as a bird ;

—hungry ; having a desire to eat ;—disnosed to

find fault.

Pecten, (pek'ten) n, [h.) A genus of marine

bivalves of the genus Ottra&a, with longitudinal

lines or ribs on the exterior ; clam ; scallop, die.

Pectinal, (pek'tin-al) a. Pertaining to or resem

bling a comb.

Pectinal, ( pek ' tin - al ) n. [J*, pettm,] A fish

whose bones resemble the teeth of a comb.

Pectoral, (pek'tor-nl) o. [L. peetoralin.] Per

taining to the breast ;—relating to diseases of

the chest.

Pectoral, (pek'tor-al) n. A breastplate ; a laoar-

1 dotal vestment worn by the Jewish high priest ;

j —a pectoral fin ;—a medicine adapted to cure or

1 relieve complaints of the breast and lungs.

Peculate, (pek'u-lat) r. t. [L. pecuUiri.] To steal

I public moneys committed to one's care ; to

i embezzle.

Peculation, (pek-iMiVsbun) n. Act or practice of

peculating ; embezzlement of public money or

goods.

Peculator, (pek'u -I at-? r) ft. One who peculates

i or defrauds the public.

! Peculiar, (pe-kATe-ar) a. [L. peculiar!*.] Be

longing to an individual : not general ; appro

priate ;—particular ; special;—singular; odd.

Peculiar, (pG-ku'le-ar) ft. Exclusive property ;

1 private right or authority.

1 Peculiarity, (pe-ku-le-ar'e-te) n. Quality of being

l peculiar ; appropriateness ; specialty ; — that

which is peculiar ; individuality; particularity.

Peculiarize, (pe-kii'Ie-ar-iz) r. t. To appropriate;

to make peculiar.

Peculiarly, (pe-ku'le-ar-le) adv. In a peculiar

I manner ; particularly ; singularly ; unusually ;

especially.

Pecuniary, (pS-ku'ne-ar-e) a. [L. pmniiarivt.]

Relating to money or to wealth or property ;—

consisting of money.

Pedagogic, (ped-a-gojik) a. Suiting or belonging

to a teacher of children.

Pedagogue, (ped'a-gog) v. [G. pais, paidos, and

itffein,] A teacher of children ; a schoolmaster ;

—one who by teaching has become formal, posi

tive, or pedantic in his habits.

Pedal, (pedal) a. [L. ptdalu, from pes, pedis,

foot.) Pertaining to a foot.

Pedal, (pedal) n. A contrivance to modify the

tone or swell of a musical instrument, as the

piano-forte, hup, or organ ;—also, one of the

largest organ-stops played on by the foot.

Pedant, (ped'ant) n. [It. pedant*.] One who

makes a display of learning ; one addicted to

the use of learned words and format plirases.

Pedantic, (po-dant'ik) a. Suiting, belonging to,

or resembling a pedant; ostentatious of learning.

Pedantry, (ped'ant-re) ft. Vain, ostentation of
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learning;—a formal style of speech ; mode of

thought and phraseology unsuitable to the place

or audience.

Peddle, (pedTJ r, i. (A modification of pud.] To

go from place to place or from house to house

and retail goods;—to be busy about trifles;—

v. t. To retail by carrying around ; to hawk.

Pedestal, (ped'es-tal) n. fL. pen and Ger. ntal.]

The base of a column, statue, vase, lamp, or the

like.

Pedestrian, (pS-des'tre-an) a. [L. jttdestri*.]

Going on foot ; performed on foot.

Pedestrian, (pe-des'tre-an) n. One who walkB or

journeys on foot.

Pedestrianiam, (pS-des'tre-an-izm) n. The act or

]>ractico of a pedestrian ; walking : going on

foot ; walking or running a race, or for a wager.

Pedicel, (ped'e-sel) n. [L. pediculvs.] The stalk

that supi>orte a flower.

Pediculus, (ped-ik'u-lus) n. [L.] A genus of

apterous insects, mostly parasitic, of many

varieties.

Pedigree, (ned'e-gri-) n. [F. par deprf*.] Line

of ancestors; descent; lineage; genealogy; re

gister of a line of ancestors.

Pediment, (ped'e-ment) ji. [L. pes.'] The trian

gular or arched ornamental

facing of a. |K>rtico, or over

doors, windows, gates, <tc.

Pedler, (ped'ler) n. One

who travels about hawking

small commodities; a pack

man :—also Pedlar.

Pedlery, (pad lcr-o) n. The retliinent

trade or the goods of a pedler ; hawking ; small

wares sold by pedlers.

Pedo-baptism, (pe-do-bap'tizm) n. [G. pais and

baptumios.] The baptism of infants or of

children. [to infant baptism.

Pedo-baptiat, (pii-do-hap'tist) v. One who holds

Peduncle, (pe-dung'kl) n, [Tj, peduneutus.] The

stem or stalk that supports the flower and fruit

of a plant.

Peek, ( pen ) v. i. To peep ; to look slyly or

through a crevice, or with the eyes half closed.

Peel, (pel) v.t. [P. peltr, piller.) To strip off

tho skin, l«irk, or rind of, by the hand ; to bark;

to skin ;—to remove with a knife, as the skin,

rind, bark, <tc; to pare;—to plunder ; to pillage;

—v. i. To come off, as tho skin, l>ark, or rind.

Peel, (pel) n. Tho skin or rind of any thing.

Peeler, (peTer) ft. One who peels, stripe, or flays ;

a plunderer ; a pillager ;—a policeman.

Peep, (pep) v. i. [D. jticpen.] To cry, as a

chicken ; to chirp:—to begin to appear ; to look j

out slyly through a crevice, or with the eyes

half closed.

Peep, (pflp) n. The cry of a young chicken ; i

chirp ;—first out-look or appearauce ; a sly look. I

Peeper, (pep'eri n. A chicken just breaking the

shell ;—one who peeps or looks out slyly.

Peer, (per) n. [F. pair.} One of tho same rnnk. '

quality, endowments, Ac. ; an equal :—a comrade;

a companion ; an associate ;—a nobleman.

Peer, (j>er) r. i. [F. paraitre, L. parerv.1 To look |

narrowly, curiously, or sharply ; to peep.

Peerage, (p&r'al) n. Tho rank or dignity of a

peer ;—the body of peers.

Peeress, (pcr'es) ?'- The consort of a peer ; a

female holding a patent of nobility in her own

right.

Peerlesi, (pCrTes) a. Having no jwer or equal ;

unequalled; matchless; superlative.

Peerleasness, (perles-nes) n. The state of having

no equal ; paramount or superlative excellence.

Peevish, (peVish) a. (San. api and va«h.\ Fret

ful ; querulous ; easily vexed or fretted ; petu-

I lant ;- childish.

Peevishly, (pev'ish-le) adv. In a peevish manner.

Peevishness, (peVish-nes) n. The quality of

being peevish ; fretfulness ; petulance.

Peg. (I«g) «■ [A.-S. pic.] A wooden nail or pin

used in fastening boards and other woodwork :

a pin in a musical instrument serving to tighten

the strings;—a pin on which to hang any thing,

as clothes, Ac.

Peg) (peg) v. t. To fasten with pegs;—hence, to

confine;— i: i. To work at; to persevere in

labour.

Pekoe, (peTto) n. (Chin, pih-haou.] A kind of

black tea, used for flavouring common teas.

Pelagian, (pe-la'je-an) n. A follower of Pelagivt,

a monk of the 4th century who denied the re

ceived doctrines in respect to original sin, free

will, grace, and the merit of good works,

Pelagianism, (pO-hVje-an-izm) n. The doctrinrs

of Pelagius.

Pelerine, (peTer-in) «. [F. pilerine.] A lady's

long cape with ends coming down in front.

Pelf. ( i>elf ) n. [O. Eng. pel/iy.] Money ;

riches ; wealth—generally something ill-gotten

or worthless.

Pelican, (pel'e-kan) n. [Tj. pelicanux,] A larj:e

web-footed water-fowl remarkable for its enor

mous bill, to the lower edge of which is attached

a pouch capable of holding many quarts of water.

Pelisse, (pedes') ti. [F. from L. petlti.] A silk

robe or habit worn by ladies.

Pell, (j>el) n. [L. ptUit.] A skin or hide;—•

roll of parchment.

Pellet, (pel'et) n. [P. pttote.] A little balL

Pellicle, (pels-Id) iu [h. pellicula.] A thin

skin, film, or crust.

Pell-mell, (pel'mcl) adv. [F. jycle-mtle.] In utter

confusion ; with disorderly mixture.

Pellucid, (pel-lu'sid) a. [Tj. prtt-ucidtts.] Admit

ting the passage of light ; translucent ; clear ;

not ojwque.

Pelluoidness, (iiel-lii'sid-nes) n. Quality of being

pejjaotd ; ])artial or imperfect transparency.

Pelt, (pelt) n. [Ger. pelt,] Tho skin of a bean

with the hair on ; an undressed hide.

Pelt, (jwlt) v. t. [F. priotevj To strike with

pellets or missiles. [thrown.

Pelt, (pelt) h. A blow or stroke from something

Peltry, (pelt're) n. [F. pelUUrit.] Skins with

the fur on them ; funs in general.

Pelvis, (pel'vis) n. \b. pelvis.] Tlie conforma-

tiun of the bones at the base of the human trunk

in tho form of a basin or cavity which incloses

the lower intestines, urinary organs, Ac

Pemmiean, (pem'e-kan) ml Meat cut in thin slices,

dried, pounded, mixed with melted fat and dried

fruit, and compressed into bags.

Pen, (pen) n. [L. pcntia.] An instrument used

for writing ;—the quill of a goose, swan, crow.

Ac. ; also, a metallic instrument made of steel,

brass, gold, Ac. ;—figuratively, one who uses a

pen ; a writer.

Pen, (pen) v. t. To write; to compose and com

mit to paper.

Pen, (pen) n. A small inclosure for beasts.

Pen, (pen) r. t. fA.-8. on-pinnian.] To confine

in a small inclosure or narrow place ; to coop ;

to encage.

Penal, (pc'nal) a. [L. partialis.] Pertaining to
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punishment ; — threatening punishment ; — in

curring punishment ;—inflicting punishment.

Penalty, (pen'al-te)n. Penal retribution; punish

ment for crime or offence ;—forfeiture ; line.

Penance, (jwn'ana) ». [F.J Suffering submitted

to as a punishment for faults or as an expression

of penitence. [gods of the Romans.

Penates, (pe-na'tez) v. pL [L.] The household

Pencase, (pen'k&s) n. A case or holder for a pen.

Pence, (pens) n. pi of penny.

Penchant, (pun'shuug) n. [F. peneher.j Inclina

tion : decided taste.

Pencil, (pen'sil) n. [L. penicillinn.] A small

brush used hy jointers ;—an instrument of

black lead, red chalk, &c, used for writing and

ilrawing ;—hence the art of painting, drawing,

or describing ;—collection of rays of light which

converge to or diverge from a point.

Pencil, (pen'sil) e. t. To paint or draw ; to mark

with a pencil.

Pendant, (pen'dant) «■ tF- pendre.) A hanging

api»endage : an appendix or addition ;—an ear

ring ;—a hanging ornament on roofs, ceilings,

&c. :—a picture or print which hangs as a com

panion of another ;—a pennant.

Pendeney, (pen'den-se) n. State of being unde

cided ; suspense.

Pendent, (pen'dent) a. [L. pendens. ] Suspended ;

depending ; —jutting over ; projecting ; over

hanging, [in suspense.

Pending, (pend'ing) a. Remaining undecided ;

Fending, (pending) prep. During the pendency

or continuance of ; during.

Pendulous, ((>end'udus) a. [L. pmdulvx.} Sup

ported from above ; pendent loosely ; hanging ;

swinging.

Pendulum, (pend'u-lnm) n, [L. ptndulv*.] A

body so suspended from a fixed point as to

■wing freely to and fro.

Penetrability, (pen-e-tra-bil'e-te) n. Quality of

being penetrable.

Penetrable, (pen'e-tra-bl) a. Capable of being

penetrated ;—susceptible of moral or intellectual

impression.

Penetrate, (pen'O-trat) r. /. [L. penttrare.} To

enter into; to make way into the interior of;

to pierce ;—to touch with fueling ; to make sen

sible ; to affect ;—to arrive at the meaning of ;

to comprehend ;— v. i. To pass ; to make way ;

to affect the intellect or the feelings.

Penetrating, (pen'e-trat-ing) a. Having the power

of entering or piercing another body ; sharp ;

subtle ; sagacious or quick to understand.

Penetration, (pen-e-tra'shun ) u. Act of pene

trating the interior of any thing : — mental

power of comprehending, as hidden motives,

difficult subjects, &c. ; insight ; acumen ; —

acutencfts ; sharp discernment ; sagacity.

Penetrative, (pen'e-trat-iv) o. Tending to pene

trate; piercing; Hharp; subtle;

—acute ; discerning,

Penetrativeness, (pen'6-trat-iv-

nes) n. Quality of being pene

trative.

Penfold, (pen'fold) n. A fold of

hurdles fur cattle.

Penguin, (pen'gwiu) ». [W. pen

and ffiemt. ] A web - footed

marine bird. It is unable to

fly, but swims and dives well.

It is found only in the south

temperate and frigid regions.

Peninsula, (peu-uYsu-la) n . [L. ]

 

i'enguin.

A portion of land nearly surrounded by water,

and joining the mainland or continent by a nar

row tract ;—specifically, Spain and Portugal.

Peninsular, (pen-in'su-lir) a. In the form or

state of a peninsula ; pertaining to a peninsula.

Penitence, (pen'e-tens) n. Sorrow of heart or

mental distress for sin:—repentance; contrition.

Penitent, ( pen'e-tent ) a. [L. panitens.] Re

pentant ; contrite ; severely affected by a sense

of guilt.

Penitent, (pen'e-tent) n. One who repents of

sin ;—one under church censure, but admitted

to penance ; — one under the direction of a

confessor.

Penitential, (pen-e-ten'she-al) a. Pertaining to,

proceeding from, or expressing penitence.

Penitential, (pen-e-ten'she-al) n. A book con

taining the rules which relate to penance and

the reconciliation of penitents.

Penitentially, ( pen-e-ten'she-al-le ) adv. In a

penitential or contrite manner.

Penitentiary, (pen-e-ton'she-ar-e) a. Relating to

penance, or to the rules and measures ofpenance.

Penitentiary, (jwn-e-teu'she-ar-e) n. One who

does penance ;—a house of correction in which

offenders are confined for punishment and re

formation.

Penitently, (pen'e-tent-le) adv. In a penitent

manner ; with sorrow for sin ; contritely.

Penknife, (pen'nif) ». A small knife used for

making and mending pens.

Penman, (pen'man) ». One who uses the pen ;—

one who writes a good liand ;—an author ; a

composer.

Penmanship, (pen'man-ship) n. Use of the pen ;

—the art of writing ;—manner of writing.

Pennant, (pen'ant) ». [F. pennon, /anion.] A

small flag ; a banner : a long narrow piece of

bunting worn at the mast-heads of vessels of war.

Pennated, (pen'at-ed) a. [L. pennatv*.) Winged ;

plume-Bhaped. [up ; inclosed.

Penned, (pend) a. Written ; composed ;—cooped

Penniless, (peu'e-les) «. [From penny.] Money

less ; destitute of money.

Pennon, (pen'on) n. A wing;—a flag.

Penny, (pen'e) «. [A.-S. penig.] Acoppercoin;

the twelfth part of a shilling, equal in value to

four fartliings ;—hence, a small sum ; a groat.

Penny-postage, (pen-e-post'aj) m. The duty of

one penny on letters under half an ounce in

weight, to or from any part of the kingdom.

Pennyweight, (pen'e-wat) n. A troy weight con

taining 24 grains, or the 20th part of an ounce.

Penny-wise, (pen'e-wlz) a. Saving small sums

at the hazard of larger.

Pennyworth, (pon'e-wurth) n. As much as is

bought for a penny ;—a small quantity ; a bit.

Pensile, (pen'sil) a. [L. pensilit.] Hanging ;

pendent.

Pension, (pen'shnn) n. [L. penrio.] A stated

allowance to a person in consideration of past

services ; especially, a yearly allowance paid by

government to retired public officers, soldiers,

authors, &c.

Pension, (pen'shnn) v. t. To grant a pension to.

Pensionary, (pen'shuu-ar-e) a. Maintained by,

or receiving, a pension;—consisting of a pension.

Pensioner, (pen shun-er) n. One who receives an

annual allowance for services ; a dependant.

Pensive, (pen'siv) a. [It. jxnxiro, V. ptnsif.]

Thoughtful, sober, or sad ;—expressing thought-

fulness with sadness : melancholy.

Pensively, (pen's!v-le) adv. In a pensive manner.
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Pensiveneu, (pen'siv-nes) u. The state of being

pensive; gloomy thoughtfulness ; melancholy.

Pentaglot, (pen'ta-glot) n. [G. petite and glotta.]

A book written in five different languages.

Pentagon, (pen'ta-gon) n. [G. pentc and gonia.]

A plane figure having flvo angles

and five sides ;—a fort consisting

of fi ve bastions.

Pentagonal, (pon-tag'on-al) «.

Having five corners or angles.

Pentahedron, (pen-ta-he'dron) n.

[G. pente and hedra.] A solid

figure having five equal sides.

Pentamera, (pen-taiu'er-a) n. pi. Pentagon.

A family of coleopterous insects, which have five

Joints on the tarsus of each leg.

Pentameter, (pen-tara'et-er) n. [G. pentc and

metron.] A verse of five feet.

Pentandria, (pen-tan'dre-a) 11. [G. pente and

anfr.] A class of hermaphrodite plants, having

five stamens.

Pentangular. (pen-tanggu-ler) <t. [G. pent* and

L. anffulu*.] Having five corners or angles.

Pentateuch, (pen'ta-tuk) n. fG. pente and tev-

chot.] The first fivo booksof the Old Testament.

Pentateuchal, (pen-tatuk'al) a. Pertaining to

the Pentateuch.

Pentecost, (pen'tc-kost) n. \G. pentcko*t?. (sc.

hemtra).] A festival of the Jews, on the fiftieth

day aftorthe Passover in commemoration of the

gift of the law;—Whitsuntide, a festival in com

memoration of the descent of the Holy Spirit.

Pentecostal, (pen-te-kost'al) a. Pertaining to

Pentecost, or to Whitsuntide.

Penthouse, (pent'hous) n, [F. pente and Eng.

kouse.] A shed standing aslope from the mnin

wall or building; a lean-to.

Pentroof, (pent'roof ) n. [F. pente, slope, and Eng.

roof. ) A roof with a slope on one side only.

Penult, (pen'ult) »i. [L. peene andtt/timu*.] The

last syllable but one of a word.

Penultimate, (pcn-ul'te-mat) a. Of the last syl

lable but one ; next before the hwt.

Penumbra, (pen-nm'bra) «, [L. 'jtceue&ndvmbra.]

An imperfect shadow ; — a partial shade or ob

scurity on the margin of total eclipse ;—the point

of a picture where the shade blends with thelight.

Penurious, (p6-i i irro-us) a. [It. penvrioao.] Sanity;

excessively sparing or saving in the use of money ;

parsimonious ;—niggardly ; sordid.

Penurioualy, (pe-nu'rc-us-le) adv. In apennrious

manner.

Pemiriousncss, (pe-nu'ro-us-ncs) n. The quality

of being penurious ; scantiness : parsimony.

Penury, (pen'u-ro) n. [L. penuria.] Abseuco of

means or resources ; want; indigence; povorty.

Peony, (pe'6-ne) n. [G. paiOn.] A plant having

beautiful showy flowers.

People, (pfpl)ji. [F. pen ph.] The body of persons

who compose a community, nation, or race;—

persons generally ; folks ;—the populace ; the

vulgar ;—pi. Nations ;—the Gentiles.

People, (pc'pl) v. t. To stock with inhabitants.

Pepper, (iwjpVr) «. [L. piper.] A climbing plant

and its fruit, of which there are numerous species

—pepper has a strong, aromatic smell, and a hot,

pungent taste.

Pepper, (pep'eri r. /. To sprinkle with pepper ;—

to pelt with snot.

Pepper-corn, (pepVr-korn) n. The berry or fruit

of the pepper-plant ;—something of insignificant

value.

Peppermint, (pepVr-mint);i. [Eng. pepper and

I mint.] An aromatic and pungent plant; also, a

I liquor distilled from the plant.

! Peppery, (]>ep'er-e) a. Relating to or having the

| qualities of pepper ; hot ; pungent ;—irritable.

! Peptic, (pep'tik) a. [G. pepsis.] Relating to or

promoting digestion. [tiun.

Peptics, (pep'tiks) «. Medicines which help diges-

' Peradventure, (pcr-ad-vent'ur) adr. [Prefix per

and adventure,] By chance; perhaps; it may be.

Perambulate, (per-ani'bu-lat) v. t. [L. per audi

ambular*.] To walk through or over; to go

round or about ; to survey.

' Perambulation, (per-am-bu-la'ahun) n. Act of

passing or walking through or over ;—an annual

survey of boundaries, as of a parish ;—district

of an inspector or surveyor.

Perambulator, ( pcr-am'bu-lat-er ) n. One who

perambulates ;—an instrument for measuring

roads attached to a carriage wheel, and register

ing upon a dial plate, the revolutions of the

wheel, and the distance traversed;—a small two-

wheeled chaise in which children take an airing.

i Perceivable, (por-sev'a-bl)o. Caiiableofbeingper-

ceived. [ceived.

Perceivably, (pcr-wiv'a-ble) adr. So as to be per-

Perceive. (per-seV) r. (. [L. jttrciperc.] To ob

tain knowledge of through the senses ; to receive

impressions from ; to observe;—to know; to un

derstand ; to Bee to be true.

Percentage, (per-seiit'yj ) m. [L. per centvm.]

The allowance, duty, rate of interest, or com

mission on a hundred.

Perceptibility, (per-sep-te-bil'e-te) n. State or

quality of being perceptible.

Perceptible, (per-eep'te-bl) a. Capable of being

perceived; discernible; perceivable.

Perceptibly, (per-sep'te-ble) adr. In a perceptible

manner ; so as to be perceived.

Perception, (per-sep'shun) n. [L. perceptio.] Act

of perceiving ; cognizance by the senses or in

tellect ; discernment.

Perceptive, (per-sep'tiv) a. Having the faculty

of perceiving ; used in perception.

Perch, (perch) n. [G. perlci.] A native fresh

water fish, of several B]>«-

cies, with large scales and

powerful, dorsal fins, wh ich

have strong, sliarp spines.

Perch, (perch) n. [L. prv-

tica.] A ]K>Ie; a long staff;

a rod;—ameasure of length Torch,

containing five yards and a half ;—a pole for

fowls to alight and rest u]K>n ; a roost.

Perch, (perch) v. i. To light or settle on a fixed

body, as a bird ;—to roost ;—v. t. To place on a

perch. [peradventure.

Perchance, (per-chansOatfr. By chance; perhaps;

Percipient, (per-sip'e-ent)tf. [L. prrcipicn*.] Hav

ing the faculty of" perception ; perceiving.

Percolate, (perTco-lut) r. t. [L. per, and eotart.)

To cause to pass through small interstices, as a

liquor ; to filter ;—v. i. To pass through small

interstices ; to filter.

Percolation, (per-ko-la'shun) n. Tlie act of per

colating or filtering ; filtrating : straining.

Percolator, (peYko-lat-er) n. A filtering machine.

Percussion, (per-kush'un) n. [L. pa-cuwo. ] Act

of Btriking one body against another ; forcible

collision, especially such as gives a sound or re

port ;—hence, the effect of violent collision ;

vibratory shock;—act of determining the con

dition of an internal organ by the sound given

when the external surface is gently knocked u]«on.
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Percussive, (per-kus'iv)a. Striking against;—pro

ducing a percussion.

Perdition, (per-dish'iin) n. fL. perditio.) Kntire

Joss ; destruction ; ruin ;—future misery or eter

nal death.

Perdu, (per-du") o. [F. pertlre.] Lost to view; in

concealment;—abandoned; employed on disqwr-

ate purposes.

Peregrinate, (peye-grin-at) v. i. [I,, pere<rrinv*.]

To travel from place to place; to live in a foreign

country.

Peregrination, (per-e-grin-a'shun) n. A travel

ing from one country to another ; wandering;

sojourning or abode in foreign countries.

Peregrinator, (peye-grin-at-er) n, A traveller

into foreign countries.

Peremptorily, (per'emp-tor-e-le) adv. In a per

emptory manner ; absolutely ; positively.

Peremptorineaa, (pererap-tor-e-nea) h. Quality

of being peremptory ; positiveness ; absolute

decision.

Peremptory, (per'emp-tor-o) a. [L. per, and emere. 1

Authoritative ; expressing a summary decision;

—absolute ; express ; forbidding further debute,

or expostulation ;—arbitrary ; dogmatical.

Perennial, (per-en'ne-al) a. \\u perenni*.} Last

ing through the year;—continuing without in

termission ;—in hotany, continuing more than

two yearn.

Perennial, (per-en'ne-al) ». A plant which lives

or continues more than two years.

Perennially, (per-en'ne-al-le) adv. Continually.

Perfect, (pgr'fekt) a. [L. jnrjleere.] Carried

through ;—complete ; finished ;—consummate :

—complete in moral excellence ; blameless ; im

maculate;—fully informed or instructed; skilled;

—manifesting perfection ; confident ; certain.

Perfect, (pgrTekt) h. A tense partly of past and

partly of present time—it notes an action done

in pant time, but connected with the present by

its effects or consequences.

Perfect, (peVfekt) >: t. To finish or complete ;

to consummate ;—to instruct fully; to discipline

in art or practice ; to make skilful.

Perfecter, (peVfekt-er) n. One who makes perfect.

Perfectibility, (jier-fekt-e-hil'e-te) n. The ca- I

IKicity of being made or of becoming perfect.

Perfectible, <pcr-fekfe-bl) a. Capable of beconi- |

ingor of being made perfect.

Perfection, (per-fek'shun) n. State of being per-

f«-ct or complete;—a quality, endowment, or ac- <

quirement completely excellent, or of great I

worth ; the possession of all excellence, as in the

Godhead ; the attainment of the highest moral j

excellence possible in man.

Perfectionist, (per-fek'shun- i st) j». One who be- ;

lieves that some persons attain to moral per- !

fection in the present life.

Perfective, (per-fekt'iv) a. Calculated or tend

ing to perfect.

Perfectly, (pe/fekt-le) adv. In a perfect man-

ner or degree; completely; exactly; accurately.

Perfectnesa, (peVfekt-nes) n. Htate or quality of

bving perfect ; perfection ;—consummate excel

lence ;—the highest degree of goodness or holi

ness of which man is capable in this life.

Perfidious, (per-fid'e-us) «. Guilty of, or in

volving, perfidy ; false to trust or confidence re-

]>osed ;—proceeding from treachery;—faithless;

disloyal : traitorous. [manner.

Perfidiously, (pfr-fld'e-ns-le) adv In a perfidious

P^rfldiouaneas, (per-fid'e-ua-ues) n. Quality of

being perfidious.

Perfidy, (perTe-de) n. [L. perftdia.] Act of vio

lating faith, a promise, vow, or allegiance; faith

lessness ; treachery'

Perfoliate, (pcr-fole-at) a. [L. per and folium.]

.Surrounding the stem at the base.

Perforate, (perTo-rat) r t. (L. per and forare.]

To bore through ; to pierce ; to penetrate.

Perforation, (per-fo-ra'sl^in) v. Act of perforat

ing ;—a hole or aperture through any thing.

Perforator, (jjerto-rat-er) n. An instrument that

bores or perforates.

Perforce, (per-foreO «dv. [L. per and Eng. force.]

By force ; violently ; of necessity ; absolutely.

Perform, (pgr-fonn*) v.t. [ L. perforuiart.] To

carry through ; to bring to completion;—to exe

cute ; to discharge ;—to fulfil ;—to represent on

the stage;—v. t. To acquit one's self in any

work; tapecially, to go through with a part, as

in a drama, or other exhibition ;—to play upon,

as a musical instrument.

Performable, (j>er-form'a-bl) a. Admitting of

Ijeing performed or done ; practicable.

Performance, (per-fonn'aris) n. Act of perform

ing;—completion : consummation ;—mode of in

forming; execution ;—that which is performed ;

production; work;—action: deed;—composition;

written work ;—stage representation ; musical,

equestrian, or other public exhibition.

Performer, (pcr-fonn'cr) o. One who accom

plishes or fulfils; cs]>ecially, one who performs

in public; an actor: musician, Arc.

Perfume, (perfiim) w. [F. par/am.] The scent

or odour emitted from sweet-smelling sub

stances; fragrance;—a substance that emits an

agreeable scent. fodour; to scent.

Perfume, (per-fum') v. t. To fill with a grateful

Perfumer, (per-fiim'er) w. One who perfumes or

whose trade it is to sell perfumes.

Perfumery, (per-fum'er-e) n. Perfumes in general.

Perfunctorily, (per-fungk tor-e-le) adv. In a per

functory manner ; carelessly ; negligently.

Perfunctory, (per-fungk'tor-e) a. [L. perfxtnoi.]

Done without interest or zeal and merely to got

rid of a duty ; hence, indifferent ; careless ;

negligent.

Perhaps, (per-haps*) ndv. \L, per anil Eng. l"p.]

By chance; it may lw; peradventure; possibly.

Peri, (pe'ro) n. [Per.) A female genius or fairy

in Eastern mythology.

Perianth, (per'e-antn) w. [G. peri and onthn*.]

That calyx which envelops only ,1 single flower,

and is immediately contiguous to it.

Pericarditis, (per-e-kar'de-tis) h. Inflammation

of the pericardium.

Pericardium, (per-o-karMe-um) Vt fQ. peri and

kardw,] The membranous sac which incloses

the heart.

Pericarp, (per'e-karp) ». [G. peri and larpos.]

Tlie ripened ovary or germen of a plant.

Perioarpial, (per-e-karp'e-al) a. Of or belonging

to a pericarp.

Pericranium, (per-e-kra'ne-nm) n. [0. jm-i and

1-ranion.] The fibrous menibrano that invests

the skull.

Perigee, (per'e-jr-) )i. [G. peri and a?. ] That point

in the orbit of the moon wlu'ch is nearest to the

earth—opposed to apop'e.

Perihelion, (per-e-heTe-on)w. [G. peri and ft ft ion]

That point in the orbit of a planet or comet in

which it is nearest to tho sun—opposed to

aphelion.

Peril, fpeyil) n. [F., I* perievlum.] Danger ;

hazard; jeopardy;—exposure to injury, loss, or
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destruction;—imminent danger; risk of life;

—also, danger threatened or denounced.

Peril, (peril) v.t. To expose to danger; to hazard;

to risk; to jeopard.

Perilous, (peril -us) a. Full of, attended with,

or involving peril; dangerous; hazardous.

Perilously, (perll-us-le) adv. lJangerously.

Perilousness, (peVil-us-iies) n. Quality of being

perilous ; dangenmsness ; danger ; hazard.

Perimeter, (per-im'et-er) n, [G. peri and metran.]

The outer boundary of a body or figure, or the

(turn of all tho sides.

Period, (po're-ud) n. [G. peri and hodas.] A

circuit , the time in which a heavenly body

makes a complete revolution in its orbit ;—

hence, the time in which a regular course is

completed;—a revolution or series of years; a

cycle ;—an interval of time; date;—a regular or

recurring interval ;—a particular portion of

time, as in one's life ; age ;—an important time,

as in history; epoch: era;—length of duration;

—time at which any thing ends ; termination ;

end;—a complete sentence, from one full stop to

another:—the point that marks the end of a com

plete sentence ; a full stop [thus . ).

Periodical, (pe-re-od'ik-al ) a. [G. periodikox.]

Performed in a circuit ;—happening by revolu

tion at a stated time ; returning regularly, after

a certain time;—pertaining to or constituting

a period.

Periodical, (pe-re-odlk-al) n. A magazine or other

publication which appears at regular intervals.

Periodically, (pe-re-ot.ll k-al-lo) adv. At stated

periods.

Periosteum, (per-e-os'te-nm) n. [L., G. peri and

osteon.] A fibrous membrane investing the bones.

Peripatetic, (por-e-pa-tetlk) o. [G. peripatchi.]

Pertaining to tho system of philosophy of Aris

totle, who gave his instructions while walking

in ttio Lyceum at Athens.

Peripatetic, (per-o-pa-tetlk) n. An adherent of

the philosophy of Aristotle ;—one who is obliged

to walk, or cannot afford to ride.

Periphery, (per-ifcr-e) 71, [G. peri and pherein.]

The circumference of a circle, ellipse, or other

curvilinear figure.

Periphrase, (perVfruz) n. [G. periphrasis.] The

use of more words than are necessary to express

the idea ; circumlocution.

Periphrastic, (per-o-fras'tik) a. Expressing or ex

pressed in more words than are necessary ; cir-

cuuilocutory.

Peripteral, (per-ip'ter-al) a. [G. peri and pteron.]

Having a rangy of columns all around.

Peripterous, (per-ip'ter-us) «. [G. peri and pteron J]

Feathered on all sides.

Periscian, (per-ish'e-an) n. [G. peri and sl-ia.]

An inhabitant of a frigid zone, whose shadow

moves idl round in the course of a day.

Perish, (perish) r, i. [F. perir.] To die ; to de

cease ; to lose life, as animals ;—to wither ; to

decay, as plants;—to waste away, as a limb ;—

to bo rendered useless ; to be destroyed ;—to be

extirpated ;—to be broken ;—to be ruined ; to be

lost eternally.

Perishable, (perlsh-a-bl) a. Liable to perish ;

subject to decay and destruction; liable to speedy

decay.

Perishablenesg, (perish-a-bl-nes) ?). Linblenees

to decay or destruction :—also pcnslfability.

PeriBpherioal. (per-e-sferlk-al) a. [G. peri and

sphaira.] Having the form of a ball ; globular.

Peristyle, (per'e-stil) n. [G. peri and stulox.] A

range of columns round a building or square, or

a building encompassed, with a row of caimans

on the outside.

Periwig, (perVwig) n* [F. perruque.] A small

wig ; a peruke ; a scratch.

Periwig, (per'e-wig) r. t. To dress with a periwig,

or with false hair.

Periwinkle, (per'e-wingk-1) n. [A.-S winkle.] A

gasterojxidous mollusc, having a turbinated

shell. {O. Eng. pervinke.] A flowering plant.

Perjure, (pcyjodr) v. t. [L. per and jurare.] To

swear before a court of justice to what one

knows to be untrue, or does not know to be

true ;—to forswear.

Perjured, (per/joord) a. Guilty of perjury^ hav

ing sworn falsely ; being sworn falsely.

Perjurer, (per'joor-er) jj. One who wilfully take*

t a false oath lawfully administered.

Perjury, (peVjoor-e) n. [L. perjurivm.] Fahe

I swearing; act or crime of wilfully making a false

oath when lawfully administered.

I Perk, (perk) o. Pert ; uppish ; smart ; trim.

' Perk, (p?rk) r.i. [W. ptrcu.] To hold up the

| head with affected smartness ;—v. t. To dresi

up ; to make trim ; to prank.

| Perky, (perk'e) a. Perk ; pert ; jaunty; trim.

1 Permanence, (per'ma-nens) *). Continuance in

I the same state or place ; duration ; fixedness.

I Permanent, (perlua-nejit)fl. [L. per and marte-rt.]

I Continuing in the same state, or without any

j change that destroys form or character ; last

ing ; perpetual ; unending.

Permanently, (perlua-nent-le) adv. Durably:

with long continuance ; in a fixed state or con

dition- [state of being permettble.

Permeability, (per-me-a-bU'e-te) 71. Quality or

Permeable, (perlne-a-bl) o. Admitting of being

permeated or passed through ; jwnetrable.

Permeate, (perlne-at) v. t. [L. prr and ware.]

To pass through the pores or interstices of—ap

plied especially to flnids passing through solida.

Permeation, (per-mC-a'shun) n. Act of paseiiig

through the pores or interstices of a body.

Permissible, (por-mis'e-bl) a. Il-oper to be per

mitted ; allowable. [manner; by allowance.

Permissibly, (per-niis'e-ble) adr. In a permissible

Permission, (per-mish'un)n. [L. pemiiasio.] Act

of permitting; formal consent; leave; liberty

license ; allowance.

Permissive, (per-mislv) a. Granting liberty:

allowing ;—suffered without hinderance.

Permissively, (per-mislv-le) adv. By allowance

without prohibition or hinderance.

Permit, (per-mitf) v. t. [L. per and mittere.] To

allow ; to give leave or liberty to by express

word or deed ;—to grant leave by silent cement

or non-interference ; to suffer ;—to put up with;

to tolerate ;—to concede.

Permit, (pejluit) «. Warrant ; leave ; specif-

cally, a written permission from the proper

authority to export or transport goods, or to

laud goods or persons.

Permutable, (per-mut'a-bl) a. Admitting ofbeing

permuted ; exchangeable.

Permutation, (j^r-imi-ta'shun) n. [L. permn-

tatio.] Act of permuting ;—exchange ; barter ;

—the exchange of one living or benefice for

another ;—in algebra, the change in the arrange

ment or progressive succession of any deter

minate number of letters, figures, quantities, Ac.

Pernicious, (per-nish'e-us) a. [L. j^nuVMww.]

Having tho quality of destroying or injuring;

deadly ; noxious ; injurious ; hurtful
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Perniciously, (per-nish'e-ua-le) adv. In a per

nicious manner.

Perniciousness, (per-nish'e-ua-nes) n. The quality

of being very injurious or destructive.

Peroration, (per-o-ru'shun) n. [L. peroratio.]

The concluding part of an oration or discourse.

Perpender, (per-]jend'er) n. [V. pitrre jtarpaiffM.]

A large stone reaching through a wall on both

Fides, and wrought at the ends ; ashlar stone.

Perpendicular, (per-pen-dik'u-ler) a. [L, pa-pen-

dicularis.] Kxaetly upright ; at right angles to

the plane of the horizon ;—at right angles to a

given line or surface.

Perpendicular, (pcr-pen-dik'u-ler) r*. A line at

riuht angles to the plane of tho

horizon ; a vertical line or direc

tion ; —a line or plane falling at

right angles on another line or

surface.

Perpendicularity, (per-pen-dik-u-

lare-te) iu State of being perpen- A

dicular. —

Perpendicularly, (per-pen-dik'u-lAr- 1> C, perpen-

Ie)ad>. So as to be perpendicular, dwular;

Perpetrate, ( ppr'pe.trut ) v.t. [L. AU'ui

per and p*itrare.\ To execute, in a i

bad sense ; to commit ; to bo guilty of

Perpetration, (per-pe-ira'shun) n. Ace of perpe

trating or of committing a crime.

Perpetrator, (peype-trat-er) n. [L.] One who

commits a crime.

Perpetual, (p?r-pet'u-al) a. fV.) Continuing in

definitely ; (mending; everlasting;—never-ceas

ing: uninterrupted;—fixed; permanent;—end

less ; incessant. [continually.

Perpetually, (per-pct'u-al-le) adv. Constantly ;

Perpetuate, (per-pet'fi-at) r. t. [L. perpttuetre.]

To make per)>etual ; to preserve from extinction ;

to continue without cessation or intermission.

Perpetuation, (pcr-i>et-u-a shun) n. Act of mak

ing perpetual ; preservation from extinction or

oblivion ; incessant continuance.

Perpetuity, (per-pe-tii'e-te) h. State or quality

of being perpetual; endless duration;— con

tinued existence ;—something granted or jkis-

sessed for all future time ;—the possession of a

perpetual estate or annuity.

Perplex, (ppr-pleks') v. t. fL. ptrplexus.] To

make intricate ; to involve ;—to tease with

doubt or ambiguity; to puzzle ;—to distract with

suspense or anxiety ; to embarrass;—to torment.

Perplexingly, (per-pleks'ing-le) ads. In a man

ner so as to embarrass or j>erplex.

Perplexity, (j>cr-pieks/e-te) n. State of being per

plexed ; intricacy ; entanglement ;—distraction

of mind; anxiety ; embarrassment.

Perquisite, (j^r'kwe-zit) 7*. [L. payuiritum.]

An allowance in money or things, beyond the

ordinary salary or fixed wages for services ren

dered.

Perry, (pfir'e) n. [F. poire*.] A liquor prepared

from j>ear» as cider from apples.

Persecute, (perse-kut) r. t. [L. perxrqvi.] To

pursue in a manner to injure, vex, or afflict; to

harass ;—to annoy with solicitations or impor

tunity;—especially, to afflict or punish for ad

herence to a particular creed or mode of worsliip.

Persecution, (pcr-se-ku'shun) n. Act or practice

of persecuting, or state of being persecuted.

Persecutor, (pcr'sG-kiit-er) n. One who persecutes.

Perseverance, (per-Be-vSr'aiis)n. Act of persisting

in any thing undertaken ;—stedfastnew ; con

stancy; steadiness;—in theology, the continuance

1 of the elect in a state of grace, until they reach

I the state of glory-

Persevere, (per-ee-vC-rO v. i. (L. jxrieterare.} To

I persist in any business or enterprise undertaken ;

j not to abandon a design or course of action ; to

I proceed steadily and patiently towards an end

or object. (vering manner.

Perseveringly, (per-se-veVing-le) «(/r. In a j»erse-

Persist, (per-sist) v.i. [L. pertiMtere.) To con

tinue fixed in a course of conduct ; persevere;

continue.

Persistence, (per-sist'ens) n. State of being per

sistent ;—steadiness ; constancy ;—perseverance

either in good or evil ;—obstinacy ; stubborn

ness ;—continuance of an effect after the cause is

removed :—also jterxUtcncy.

Persistent, (per-sist'ent) «. [L. persinteim.] In

clined to persist; tenacious; fixed; permanent.

Person, (peraun) «. [L. persona.] A character

represented on the stage, or in fiction. Arc;—

outward appearance ; bodily form ;—a human

being bavingsoul and body;—a man, woman, or

child; an individual ;— in araunuar, the agent

who performs or tho patient who suffers that

which is signified by the verb;—also, one of the

three inflections of the verb corresponding to its

nominative.

Personable, (pcrann-a-bl) a. Having a well-

formed body or person ; graceful.

Personage, (per'sun-iij) n. Character represented ;

—an individual distinguished by rank, social

position, or reputation ;—stature, an imposing

air, or the like.

Personal, (per'sun-al) a. Pertaining to a person

peculiar; properly belonging to one; affecting

to one's character, interest, or actions ; private;

—pertaining to tho bodily form ; corporeal;—

present in person ; not acting by a representa

tive; hence, direct ; immediate;—done or said

against an individual ;—in ijrmnniar, denoting

the person;—in laic, appertaining to a person ;

movable.

Personality, (per-sun-al'e-tc) n. That which con

stitutes the distinct existence or individuality

of a person ;—direct reflection upon an indi

vidual, or on his private actions or character.

Personally, (per'sun-al-le) adv. In person; by

personal presence or action ;—individually.

Personalty, (itfraun-al-te) w. Personal effects;

movables, as furniture, plate, pictures, money,

Ac.

Personate, (per'sun-fit) v. t. To assnme the char

acter of; to counterfeit ; to feign ;—to disguise ;

to mask ;— r. i. To play a fictitious character

or part. fsouates.

Personator, (per'sun-litter) n. One who per-

Personiflcation, (per-son-e-fe-ka'shun) «. Act of

personifying ;—a figure in which an inanimate

tiling is represented as animated, or endowed

with personality.

Personify, (por-sone-fl) v. t [L. persona and

faeere.] To ascribe to inanimate things the

sentiments, actions, or language of a living per

son ; to imitate the person or character of an

other ; to enact a dramatic character.

Personnel, (per-son-el')". (F-] The body of per

sons employed in some public service, as the

army, &c.

Perspective, (per-spokt'iv) a. fL. perspieere.]

Pertaining to the art or in accordance with tho

laws of perspective ; relating to vision ; optical.

Perspective, (per-spekt'iv) ». A view ; a vista ;

—the art of representing on a plane surface
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objects as they appear, relatively, to the eye in

nature. |to the rules of perspective.

Perspectively, (per-spekt'iv-Ie) adv. According

Perspicacious, (per-spe-ku'she-us) a. [L. perspi-

cax.J Quick -sighted ;—of acute discernment ;

keon.

Perspicacity, (per-spe-kas'e-to) n. State of being

perspicacious ; acutene-ss of sight or discern

ment.

Perspicuity, (per-spe-ku'e-te) n. State of being

perspicuous ; clearness of statement : froodom

from ambiguity or obscurity ; plainness ; dis

tinctness.

Perspicuous, (per-spik'u-us) a. [L. peripicuus.]

Clear; capable of being clearly understood; not

obscure or ambiguous. [spicuous manner.

Perspicuously, (]>er-»pikTi-us-le) adv. In a per-

Perspiration, (pcr-spe-ra'shun) w. Act of pers

piring ;—that which is perspired ; sweat.

Perspiratory, (per-spir'a-tor-e) «. Pertaining to

or causing perspiration.

Perspire, (per-spir*) v. i. [L. perspirarr.) To

evacute the fluids of tlio body through the pores

of the skin; to sweat;-- to be excreted insensibly

through the skin ;—v. i. To emit or evacuate

through the excretoriea of the skin.

Persuade, (per-swad') v. t. [L. prr and xuadrvt.]

To move or incline the will ur judgment;—to

convince the mind by evidence, reason, or argu

ment :—to affect by motives or considerations ;

to influence by entreaty or expostulation ; to

induce by example;—in general, to win over to

an opinion or cause ; to incline to a particular

act or duty. [which persuades.

Persuader, ( per-swad'er ) n. One who or that

Persuasion, (per-swu'znun) n. Act of persuad

ing: act of influencing the mind, passions, or

will; —the state of being persuaded or con

vinced;— a Bettled opinion or conviction; — a

creed or belief;—a sect or party adhering to a

particular creed or system of religions opinions.

Persuasive, (per-swa'siv) «. Tending to per

suade ;—influencing the mind or the passions ;

—seductive: alluring. [exhortation.

Persuasive, (pe,r-swa'siv) n. An incitement; an

Persuasively, ( i>er-8w&Biv-lo) adv. In a per

suasive manner. [being persuasive.

Persuasiveness, (wr-swa'siv-nes) n. Quality of

Pert, (pert) a. [\Y . perc.] Lively; smart; brisk;

forward : bold ; saucy.

Pert, (pert) n. An assuming or saucy person.

Pertain, (per-tan') v.i. [L. pertinere,] To be the

property, right, or duty of; to belong;—to have

relation to.

Pertinacious, (pcr-to-na'shc-UH) n. [L. ptrtinax.]

Holding an opinion, purpose, or design, with ob

stinacy;—resolute; firm; stubborn; unyielding.

Pertinaciously, (]"_r-te-nu'she-us-le) adv. In a

pertinacious manner.

Pertinacity, (p?r-te-nas'e-te) n. State or quality

of being pertinacious : obstinacy ;—resolution ;

constancy :—also pertinacioumwu.

Pertinence, (peVte-nens) n. State of being perti

nent ; fitness; appositeness : suitableness.

Pertinent, (peVte-iient) a. [L. ptrtine.n*.) Re

lated to the subject or matter in hand ; adapted

to the end proposed ; apposite ; relevant ; suit

able ; appropriate : fit ; proper.

Pertinently, (pe/te-nont-le) adv. In a pertinent

manner ; to the purpose.

Pertly, (pert'le) adv. Smartly ; saucily.

Pertness, (pert'nes) n. Saiiciness ; forwardness :

—briskness ; liveliness ; smartness,

Perturb, (perturb') v. t. [L. pert urban.] To

disturb ; to agitate ;—to disorder; to confuse.

Perturbation, (j-er-tur-biYshun) n. Disquiet or

agitation of the mind: mental uneasiness:—

public disturbance or commotion ; disorder:—

an irregularity in the motion of a heavenly

bodv thrsugh its orbit.

Peruke, (peVruJO n. [F. ptmtnue.'} An artificial

cap of hair ; a periwig.

Perusal, (per-uzal) n. Act of perusing.

Peruse, (per-uz') r. t. [K. perv-ixr.] To read, or

to read with attention:—to observe; to consider.

Peruvian, (per-ii'vo-an) a. Of or pertaining to

Pern in South America.

Pervade, (per-vad') r.t. [L. ptrmdtrt.) To

pass through, as an aperture, pore, or interstice,

to permeate;—to be completely diffused in; to

be in all parts, fvade.

Pervasive, (j^r-va'siv) a. Tending or able toper-

Perverse, (per-vers') a. [L. ptrrertti*.) Turned

from the right; — obstinate in the wrong; —

stubborn; intractable ;—petulant ; peevish; —

disposed to cross and vex.

Perversely, (psr-vers'le)ui/t\ Tn a perverse man

ner ; crossly; peevishly; obstinately.

Perverseness, (per-vgrs'nes) n. Crossness of tem-

per ;—an uncomplying spirit or disposition.

Perversion, (per-vershun) ft. [I* pervrrsio.] Act

of diverting from the truo end, object, or in

terest ;—a wresting of the truo sense or mean

ing : misinterpretation of a man's utterance ;—

alienation from right principles or moral duty ;

change for the worse in character or conduct

Perversity, (per-ve.rs'e-te) n. State of being per

verse ; perverseness.

Pervert, (per-vert') r. t. [L. pervfrtert.) To turn

from a course or out of the way; to divert;—to

alienate from its truo use, object, or end;—to

distort from its true sense or meaning ; to nii*-

interpretor misapply, as a man's words or senti

ments;—to turn from the right; to corrupt.

Pervert, (per'v^rt) n. One who has turned from

a right way to that which is wrong.

Perverter, (per-vert'er) n. One who turns from

right to wrong; corrupter of morals;—one who

distorts or misapplies, as words, doctrine, Jic

Pervious, (peVve-usJa. [L. prrriiut.] Ca]«thleof

being penetrated by another substance; )>«-

mcable :—capable of being ]>enetrated by the

mental sight.

Perviouaness, (peVve-us-nes) n. The quality of

being jwrvious.

Pessimist, (pes'sim-ist) «. One who complains of

every thing as being for the worst—opposed to

optimist.

Pest. d>est) n. \h. petti*.} A fatal epidemic dis

ease ; plague; pestilence ;—any thing noxious,

destructive, mischievous, or troublesome.

Pester, (pes'tcr) r. t. {V. pmtti:] To harass with

little vexations;—to plague ; to trouble ;—to en

cumber.

Pesterment, (pea'ter-ment) w. The act of jwster-

ing ; vexation; annoyance; worry.

Pest-house, (pest'hous) n. A house or hospital

for persons who are infected with any malig

nant disease ; a lazaretto.

Pestiferous, (pes-tifVr-us) a. [L. pestii and/i*rr*.]

Pestilential; noxious to health ;—mischievous;

destructive; vexations.

Pestilence, (pes'te-leus) n. The disease known

as the plague; nonce, any contagious disease tliat

is epidemic ;—that which breeds disturbance or

vice.
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Pestilent, (pes'te-lent) a. [L. pextilcns.] Pesti

lential ; noxious; mischievous ; corrupting.

Pestilential, (pes-te-len'she-al) a. Producing the

plague, or other infectious disease;—noxious;

seriously troublesome : destructive; fatal.

Pestilently, (pes'te-lent-le) adv. In a pestilent

manner.

Pestle, (pesl) v. t. To pound, break, or pulverize

with a pestle, or as with a pestle.

Pestle, (pes'l) it. [L. pittillam.} An instrument

for jtounding and breaking substances in a

mortar.

Pet, (pet) n. A alight fit of peevishness.

Pet, (pet) )i. [F. petit.) A fondling or darling;

a favourite ; a lamb brought up by hand ;—auy

little animal fondled and indulged.

Pet, (pet) r. t. To fondle; to indulge.

Petal, (petal) n. [G. petalon.) One of the

leaves of the corolla, 01

the coloured leaves of s

flower.

Petaled, (pet'ald) a. Hav

ing petal*.

Petahne, (pet'al-In)<-r. Per- /*

taining to a jietal ; re

sembling a petal ; attached

to a petal.

Petaloid, (pet'al-oid) a. [G. a PeUU.

petalon, a leaf, and eidot, shape.] Having the

form of a petal.

Petard, (petard') n. fF.] An engine of war, in

the shape of a bell or hat filled with guniwwder,

and used to fire or force gates, barricades, Ac.

Peter-pence, (pet'er-pens) n. An annual tax

formerly paid by the English to the pope, being

a penny for every house.

Petiolar, (pete-o-ler) a. Pertaining to a petiole,

or proceeding from it. [stalk of a leaf.

Petiole, (pet'e-61) n. [L. pctiohi*.] The foot-

Petition, (pe-tiwh'un) n. [L. petit ia.] A prayer ;

a request ; an entreaty, especially of a formal

kind ; supplication ; memorial.

Petition, (pC-tish'un) v. t. To make a request

to ; to solicit ; to supplicate for some favour.

Petitionary, (pe-tish'un-ar-e) a. Coming with

a petition ;—containing a petition.

Petitioner, (pe-tish'nn-^r) n. One who presents

a petition.

Petit-maitre, (pet'e-ma'tr) n. [¥.] A spruce fel

low that dangles about ladies ; a fop ; a cox

comb.

Petrean, (pS-tre'an) a. [G. intra.) Pertaining

to rock or stone.

Petrel, (pet'rel) n. fit pefrUlo.) Alongwinged,

web-footed sea-fowl—Mother Careif* chick-en—

supposed by seamen to indicate an approaching

storm.

Petreacent, (pS-tres'ent) a. [G-. petra.) Con

verting into stone, or into stony hardness.

Petrifaction, (pet-re-fak'shun) n. Conversion of

any organic matter (animal or vegetable) into

stone ;—an organized body rendered hard by de-

Ejmtions of stony matter in its cavities ; — a

*ty incrusted with stony matter.

Petnfactive, (pet-re-fak'tiv) a. Having power

to convert vegetable or animal substances into

stone.

Petrify, (pet're-fi) r. t. [L. petra and facere.)

To convert to stone or stony substance ; — to

make callous or obdurate;— v. i. To become

stone, or of a stony hardness.

Petroleum, (pe-tro*]c-iim) n. \lt. petra, and

oleum. | Rock oil, an inflammably, bituminous

liquid exuding from the earth in various parts

of the world.

Petronel. (pet ro-nel) n. [F. pttrinah] A large

kind of horseman's pistoL

Petrous, (pe'tnis) a- Like stone ; hard ; stony.

Petticoat, (pet'e-kot) n. [From jxtty and coat.]

A loose under garment worn by females.

Pettifog, (pet'e-fog) r. i. [From petty and fog.]

To do small business, as a lawyer.

Pettifogger, (pet'e-fog-er) n. A lawyer who deals

in petty cases.

Pettifoggery, ( pet'e-fog-er-e ) n. The practice

of a pettifogger; disreputable tricks ; quibbles.

Pettily, (pet'e-le) tidv. In a petty manner.

Pettiness, (]>ct'e-ne*) n. Sniallness ; littleness.

Pettish, (pet'ish) a. Evincing or pertaining to

a pet ; fretful : froward ; captious ; cross.

Pettishly, (pet'ish-le) adv. In a pet ; with a

freak of ill temper. [tish ; fretfuluess.

Pettishness. (pet'ish-new) n. State of being pct-

Pettitocs. (pet'e-toz) n. pi. [From pitta and

toe*.] The toes or feet of a pig, often used as

food.

Petty, (pet'e) a. [F. petit.] Small ; little; in

considerable;—trifling; trivial; unimportant.

Petulance, (pet'u-lans) n. State of being petulant;

i>ettishness; peevishness; fretfulnees; crossness.

Petulant, (pet'u-lant) a. [L. yttulun*.] In

clined to complain; peevish; querulous;—saucy;

forward ; pert with fretfulness;—wanton; licen

tious, [peevish manner.

Petulantly, (pet'ii-lant-le) adv. In a petulant or

Pew, (pii) n. [F. put.) An inclosed seat in a

church.

Pewter, (pu'ter) «. [F. pev.tre.) An alloy con

sisting chiefly of tin and lead;—utensils made

of jiewter. [pewter.

Pewterer, (p&'trr-er) «. One who works in

Phaeton, (faVtun) n. [G. Phaethon, the son of

Phrebus.] An open carriage like a chaise, on

four wheels, and drawn by two horses.

PhalangaL (fa-lan'gal) a. Belonging to the small

bones of the toes or fingers :—also phalattfjien.

Phalanges, (fa-lan'jes) n. pi. [G. phalanx.] The

small bones of the fingers, or toes.

Phalanx, (fa'langks, fal'angks) n. [L.] A bat

talion of soldiers formed in ranks and files close

and deep; — any body of men formed in close

array, or any firm combination of people.

Phanerogamous, (fan-er-oga-mus) a. (G. phaue-

ron and gamoa.] Noting plants in which the

stamens and ovarium are distinctly visible:—op

posed to ayptotjn MOVL&.

Phantasm, (fan'tazm) n. A mental image or re

presentation of a real object; — an imaginary

existence which seems to be real ; a dream.

Phantasmagoria, (fiin-tas-ma-go'ro-a)?*. [G. phan-

tamna and ayoro.) An exhibition of shadows

representing various figures thrown upon a flat

surface by a magic lantern.

Phantom, (fan 'torn) n. [L. phantaxmn.] An

apparition : a spectre ; a ghost ; an airy spirit.

Pharisaical, (far-e-sa'ik-al) a. Pertaining to or

resembling the Pharisees.

Pharisaism, (far'e-sa-izm) h. Tlie doctrines and

conduct of the Pharisees ;—rigid observance of

rites and ceremonies ; ritualism ; formality ;—

hypocrisy.

Pharisee, (farV-sti) n. [G. Pharitaio*.] One of

a sect among the Jews noted for a Btrict observ

ance of rites and ceremonies, scrupulous adher

ence to tradition, ostentation in prayer and alms

giving, and generally for their claim to superior
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sanctity; — a formalist;—a hypocrite;— a self-

righteous man ;—a bigot.

Pharmaceutic, (fur-nia-su'tik) a, [G. ■pharma-

keuein.] Pertaining to the knowledge or art

of pharmacy.

Pharmaceutic!, (far-nia-su'tiks) n. sinff. The

science of preparing medicines.

Pharmacopoeia, (far-ma-ko-pG'a) n. [G. pharnia-

kon and poiein.] A book describing the prepa

rations of the several kinds of medicines ; a dis

pensatory.

Pharmacy, (far'ma-se) n. [G. phannakdaJ] Art

or practice of preparing and compounding sub

stances, for the purposes of medicine;—the com

pounding of medicines or drugs according to a

medical prescription; the business of an apothe

cary.

Pharos, (fii'ros) n. [From Pharos, in the bay of

Alexandria.] Any lighthouse for the direction

of seamen; a watchtower ; a beacon.

Pharyngeal, (far-in'je-al) o. Belonging to, or con

nected with, the pharynx.

Pharynx, (far'ingks) n. [G. phantfjx.) The cavity

into which the nose and mouth open.

Phage, (fuz) n. [G. phaxis. ] That which is exhi-

in general, or of any particular language with

reference to its formation and growth—it in

cludes etymology, or the science of the derivation

and combination of words from their primary

roots ; pram-mar, or the science of the composi

tion and structure of sentences ; and compara-

tive criticism, or the art of interpreting a lan

guage by its affinities and analogies to other

languages.

Philomel, (hTo-mel) n. The nightingale.

Philoprogenitiveneta, ( f1-lo-pro-jen'it-iv-nes ) i*,

[G. phi ton and L. progenies.] The love of off

spring or of young children.

Philosopher, (fll-os'6-f§r) n. [G. phil-os and

sopltia.] One versed in or devoted to philo

sophy ; one who philosopliizcs.

I Philosophical, (fil-6-sofik-al) «. Pertaining to

or proceeding from philosophy ;—skilled in or

I evincing philosophy: rational; wise; temperate.

1 Philosophically, (fil-o-sofik-al-le) adv. In a phi

losophical manner ; calmly; wisely; rational)?-.

PhiloBOphiat, (fil-os'6-fist) «.. A lover of sophistry.

Philosophize, (fil-oeo-fiz) r.i. To reason like a

philosopher; to search into the reason and nature

of things.

bited to the eye; the appearance which any i Philosophy, (fll-os'o-fe)tt. [G. philia and soph in.]

thing manifests, (Specially, any one among dif

ferent and varying appearances of the same

object.

Pheasant, (fez'ant) n. [L. pftaxiatms.] A gal

linaceous bird noted for the brilliancy of its

plumage, the flesh of which is valued as food.

Pheasantry, (feVant-re) ». A place for keeping

and rearing pheasants.

Phenomenal, (fe-nom'en-al) a. Pertaining to a |

phenomenon or appearance.

Phenomenon, (fe - nom ' en - on) n. [G. phaino- I

menon.] An appearance : whatever, in matter

or spirit, is apparent to, or is apprehended by,

observation;—sometimes, a remarkable or unu

sual appearance.

Phial, (fi'ai) n. [L. phi-ala.] A glass bottle,

of small size, for liquids ; a vial.

Philander, (iil-an'der) r.i. [G. philandro*.') To

flirt or make love ; to coquet.

Philanthropic, (fil-an-throp'ik) a. Loving man

kind ; large-hearted ; benevolent ;—devised for

the public good ; founded on the principle of

universal charity, as a scheme or institution.

Philanthropist, (fil-an'throp-ist) it. [G. philot

and anthropos.] A lover of mankind ;—one who

practises and promotes benevolence or charity

on the ground of humanity.

Philanthropy, (fil-an'thrO-pe) v. T,ove of man

kind ; benevolence ; universal good will.

Philharmonic, (fil-hi'ir-mon'ik) n. [G. philoa and

hormonio .] Loving harmony or music.

Philibeg, (fil'e-beg) n. A plaid or garment

reiiching only to the knee3, won) by the Scotch

Highlanders.

Philippic, (fil-ip'ik) n. One of the orations of

Demosthenes against Plulip, King of Mncedon ;

—any discourse or declamation ,'ihounding in

vehement denunciation or indignant invective.

Philistine, (fil'is-tln)n. [L. PhilUtinus.] A native

or inhabitant of ancient Philistia or the southern

part of Palestine,

Philologer, (fil-ol'6-jcr)n. [G. philos and loons.)

One who studies or knows liistorically the origin

and construction of a language : — also pi, i lo-

logi&t, [philology.

Philological, (fll-6-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

Philology, (fll-olo-jo) «. The study of language j

The love of wisdom ;—the study of the forms

and properties of material bodies ; physical phi

losophy ;—the Btudy of the modes in which mat

ters acts on or is acted on by matter ; science

of the laws of motion, &c. ; natural philosophy ,■

—science of the mind in its constitution, facul

ties, processes, and laws of thought; mental phi

losophy;—study of the principles and motives

of moral action, and the distinctions between

right and wrong; moral or ethical philnsa^ty ;

—the science of being, study of the primary

causes and conditions of sentient and coiiKrious

existence; metaphysical philosophy ;— a hypo

thetical or theoretical system for explaining any

class or set of natural or mental phenomena ;—

the ground or principle on which a scientific,

historical, or other inquiry is conducted ; — a

system or course of study in a university cur

riculum.

Philter, (ftl'ter) «. [G. philtre*.] A potion or

charm intended or adapted to excite love.

Philter, (flTter) v. t. To impregnate with a love

potion ;—to charm to love.

Phlebotomist, (fle-bot'o-mist) ft. One who prac

tises phlebotomy.

Phlebotomy, (h*e-bot'6*me) n. \(1. phlejjs and

torn?.] Act or practice of opening a vein for

letting blood.

Phlegm, (flem) v. [G. pllegmo.] One of the

humours of which 'jhe ancients supposed the

blood to be composed ;—mucus of the respiratory

and digestive passages;—humour; temperament;

—sluggishness ; indifference.

Phlegmatic, (fleg-mat'ik) a. Abounding in

phlegm;—generating phlegm;—cold; dull; slug

gish, [phlegmatic manner.

Phlegmatically, (ileg-mat'ik-al-le) adv. In a

Phlogiston, (flo-jis'tmi) w. [G. pfitopisto*.) The

supposed principle of inflammability ; calorie.

Phlox, (floks) n. [G.] A genus of elegant garden

(lowering plants, having ml, white, or purple

flowers.

Phoca, (fiilai) n. [G. ph6H.] A genus of marine

mammals; the seal; sea-bear; sea-calf.

Phoebus, (nTbus) n. In mythology, Apollo the

god of the sun—often used to signify the eun

itself.
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Phonetic, (fo-net'ik) a. [G. phonttU'os.) Per

taining to the voice or its uso; — representing

sounds.

Phonetics, (fd-net'iks) n.sing. The doctrine or

science of sounds, especially those of the human

roice :—the art of combining musical Bounds;—

system of short-liond.

Phonograph, (fd'nd-graf) w. A symbol to repre

sent a sound, and always one and the same

sound, in writing. [phonography.

Phonographer, (fo-nog'ra-fcr) n. One skilled in

Phonographies!, (fo-no-grafik-al) a. Pertaining

to or based upon phonography.

Phonography, (fo-nogra-fe) n. [G. phOne and

graphein.] A description of the laws of the

human voice, or of sounds uttered by the organs

of speech ; — a representation of sound* by dis

tinctive characters ; a system of short-hand.

Phonology, (fo-nol'5-je) n. [G. phdnS and lotios.)

A treatise on or science of the elementary

sounds uttered by the human voice.

Phonotype. (fu'no-tip) n, [G. ph6<tc and tupos.]

A type or character used in plumotypy.

Phonotypy, (fo'no-tip-e) n. Art of representing

sounds by distinct characters or types ; style of

printing in accordance with this art.

Phosphate, (fos'fat) n. \ salt formed by a com

bination of phosphoric acid with a salifiable

base. [pregnato with phosphorus

Phosphorate, (fosTor-at) r. (. To combine or im-

Phosphoresce, (fos-for-esO v. i. To shine, as imos-

phorus, by exhibiting light without sensible

heat. [phosphorescent.

Phosphorescence, (fos-for-es'ens) n. State of being

Phosphorescent, (fos-for-es'ent) v. Shining with

a faint light.

Phosphoric, (fos-for'ik) a. Pertaining to or ob

tained from phosphorus.

Phosphorus, (fos'for-u*) n. [G. phosphoros.] The

morning star ;—an elementary substance, very

combustible, of a yellowish colour, resembling

fine wax.

Phosphuret, (fos'fu-ret) n. A combination of

phosphorus with another substance.

Photogeny, (fo-toj'eu-e) n. [G. phSs and genein.]

Art of taking pictures by the action of light on

a chemically prepared ground,

Photograph, (fo'to-graf) n. A picture produced

or printed on chemically prepared paper, by the

action ofsunlight. (photography.

Photographer, (fd-togra-fer) n. One who practises

Photographic, (fo-to-graf'ik) «. Pertaining to,

or obtained by, photography.

Photography, (fd-tog'ra-fe) n. [G. pho* and gra-

phtin.] Art of producing ])ictures by the action

of light on chemically prepared surfaces, as of

silver, glass, paper, Ate.

Photometer, (fii-tom'et-er) n. [G. phot, and

t/utrf/n.] An instrument for measuring the

relative intensities of light.

Phrase, (friz) n. [G. phraris.] A brief expres

sion or part of a sentence ;—a short, pithy ex

pression ; especially, one which is often employed ;

—the manner or style in which any one expresses

himself; diction.

Phrase, (fr,iz) v. t. To express in words, or in

peculiar words; to coll; to style; to term;—

v.i. To employ peculiar modes or forms of

speech, to word;—to speak slowly or drawlingly;

to flatter.

Phrase-book, (fraz'book) 7t. A word-manual : a

work in which common phrases or idiomatic

expressions are explained.

Phraseological, (fra-re-o-loj'ik-al) a. Capable of

being phrased ; pertaining to phraseology.

Phraseology, (fra-xe-ol'o-je) n. [O. phrasis and

logos.] Manner of expression : peculiar words

used in a sentence ;—a collection of phrase* in

a language.

Phrenitis, (fren'e-tis) n. [G. phrin.] An inflam

mation of the brain, attended with acute fever

and delirium ;—madness ; frenzy.

Phrenological, (fren-O-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

phrenology. (phrenology.

Phrenologist, (fren-ol'o-jist) n. One versed in

Phrenology, (fren-ol'o-je) n. [G. phrf.naiid logos]

The science of the si>ecial functions of the parts

of the brain ; — the theory that the mental

faculties are shown on the surface of the head or

skull.

Phthisical, (tiz'ik-al) a. Wasting the flesh ; con

sumptive ;—having or relating to phthisis.

Phthisis, (thi'sis) ». [G.] A tubercular disease

of the lungs;—pulmonary consumption.

Phylactery, (fi-Lak'tpr-o) ii. [G. phulal-ttr.} Any

charm or spell worn as a preservative from

danger or disease ;—among the Jews, a slip of

parchment on which were written certain julas-

ages of the Pentateuch, worn on the forehead,

neck, or arm, as a mark of devotion, and made

very broad or prominent by the Pharisees.

Physic, (fiz'ik) n. The theory or practice of

medicine ;—a specific internal application for

the cure or relief of sickness; — a purge; a

cathartic. [purge ;—to cure.

Physio, (fiz'ik) v. t. To treat with physic; to

Physical, (fiz'ik -al) a. [G. phusis] Pertaining

to nature ; relating to material things, as op

posed to things mental, moral, spiritual, or

imaginary ;—pertaining to physics or the science

of nature;—cognizable by the senses; external;

pertaining to the bodily structure.

Physically, (fiz'ik-al-le) adv. In a physical man

ner ; according to nature ; by natural power.

Physician, (fe-zish'an) 11. One who is skilled in

the art of healing ; a doctor of medicine ;—figur

atively, one who heals the disease or disorder

of the soul.

Physics, (ftViks) n. sing. The science of nature;

that department of science which treats of the

general properties of bodies and the causes that

modify those properties.

Physiognomic, (fiz-e-og-nom'ik) a . Pertaining to

physiognomy. [in physiognomy.

Physiognomist, (fiz-e-ogTio-niist) n. One skilled

Physiognomy, (fiz-e-og'no-me) n. [G. phv..nsn.iu\

gnomOn.] The art or science of discerning the

character of the mind from the features of the

face ;—the face with respect to the temper of the

mind ; particular cast or expression of counte

nance, [physiology.

Physiological, (flz-e-o-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

Physiologist, (fiz-c-ol'cVjtrt) n. One who is versed

in the science of living Wings, or in the consti

tution, proj>erties, and functions of animals and

plants;—one who studies or treats on physiology

Physiology, (flx-e-ord-Je) *. [G. phvsi* and

logon. ] The study or knowledge of animals and

plantain their outward forms, properties, organs,

and functions.

Physique, (fix*ek) n, [F.] Thenatural constitu

tion or physical structure of a person.

Phytography, (fi-togra-fe) n. [G. phuton and

graphein.] The science of describing plants ;—

a description of plants.

Phytology, (fi-tol'o-je)*. [G. phuton and logos.]
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A treatise ou plants or the science of plants ;

botany.

Piacular, (pi-akH-lar) a. (L. piaculum.] Expia

tory ; having jwwer to atone ;—needing expia

tion ; atrociously bad. [forte.

Pianist, (po'a-nist) n. A performer on the piano-

Pianoforte, (pe-a'no-for'ta) n. (It. piano and

forte.) A keyed musical instrument, bo called

from the facility with wlueh the performer can

give a soft or strong expression to its tones. It

consists of a scries of wires of graduated length,

thickness, and tension, struck by hammers

moved by the notes on a keyboard, and in

closed in an ornamental work of mahogany,

rose, walnut, or other polished wood.

Piassava, (jw-as'sa-va) n. The hard and tough

fibres of the palm-tree, used to make strong

brooms.

Piastre, (pe-as'ter) «. fit. jdastra.] A coin of

different values in different countries — the

Italiau is worth about 4a. (kl. sterling; the

Turkish, 2Jd.

Piazza, (pe-az'za) n, [It.] A portico supported

by arches or columns;—a square, surrounded by

buildings.

Pibroch, (peTsrok) n. [Gael, piobaireackd.] A

wild, irregular species of music peculiar to the

Highlands of Scotland.

Pica, (piTta) u. [L. pica.] The magpie ;—a de

praved or unnatural apj>etite, as in preguancy;

—a tabic or directory for devotional services ;—

a kind of type next in size above long primer.

Picador, (pika-dor) a. [Sp.J A horseman armed

with a lance, who commences a bull-fight.

Picaroon, (pik-a-rdoii^ u. [Up. picaro.] A plun

derer of wrecks ; a pirate ; a robber.

Piccalilli, (pik'a-lil-e) n. An East Imlian pickle

of various vegetables with pungent spices.

Pick, (pik) v. t. [A. -8. pijcan.) Topeckailiko

birds; to strike with any thing pointed;—to

open with a pointed instrument, as a lock ;—

hence to steal from ; to rob ;—to take up sud

denly or surreptitiously ;— [Ger. jiicim.] To

pull apart or away, especially with the fingers ;

to pluck ;—to cleanse by removing that wlueh is

objectionable; to pull into small pieces; to

tease;—to take bit by bit; to eat in small morsels;

—to Beok for or make, as a ground of quarrel ;

—to choose ; to select ;—v. i. To eat by morsels ;

—to do any thing nicely;—to steal ; to pilfer.

Pick, (pik) h. A sharp-pointed iron tool used

for loosening and breaking up liard ground,

stones, &c. :— a pointed instrument for cleans

ing the teeth ; instrument for dressing stone ;—

choice ; right of selection.

Pickaxe, (pik'aks) u. [From pick and axe.] A

pick with a jioint at one end, a transverse edge

or blade at the other, and a handle at the middle.

Picked, (pikt) a. Pointed ; sharp ; — spruce ;

foppish ;—selected ; choice.

Picker, (pik'er) v. One who picks or culls.

Pickerel, (pik'er-el) n. (Diminutive of pike.] A

fresh-water fish of several species of the pike

family.

Picket, (pik'et) n. (F. piqvxt.] A stake sharp

ened, used in fortification and ^encampments ;—

a narrow board pointed, used in making fences ;

—a guard posted in front of an army.

Pieket, (pik'et) r. t. To fortify, inclose, or fence

with pickets ;—to fasten to a picket.

Picking, (pik'ing) a. Act of plucking, select

ing, or gathering ;—act of stealing or pilfering.

Pickle, (jukl) n. [1). ptlcl.) A solution of wilt

and water in which fish may be preserved or

meat corned; brine;—vinegar, sometimes spiced,

in which vegetables, fish, Ax*., may be preserved,

—any article of food preserved in vinegar;—a

state of disorder or difficulty.

Pickle, (pi k 1) v. t. To preserve in brine or pickle;

—to prepare, as an imitation, and sell as genuine.

Picklock, (piklok) n. An instrument for open

ing locks without the key ;—a person who picks

locks. (the pocket of another.

Pickpocket, (pik'pok-et) n. One who steals from

Picnic, (pik ink) h. [¥. piqueniqu*.) Former!),

an entertainment at which each person coij-

I tributed some dish or article for the general

table ; an entertainment carried by an excur-

I sion party into the country ; the party itself.

Picnic, (pik'nik) v. i. To go on a picnic.

| Pictorial, (pik-tore-al) a. Pertaining to or illas-

\ trated by pictures ; forming pictures.

\ Pictorially, (pik-to're-al-Ie) adv. lu a pictorial

manner.

Picture, (pik'tftr) n. [L. pictura.] That wliieh

is painted : a likeness drawn in colours; any

graphic representation;—painting;—that which"

by its likeness, brings vividly to niiud some

other thing.

Picture, (pik'tur) r. t. To draw or paint a resem

blance of; to represent to the mind ; to recall

distinctly or vividly.

Picturesque, (pik-tur-esk') a. Fitted to form i

good or pleasing picture ; striking or effective

in representing objects, scenes, or person*;—

vivid in description, brilliant in colouring, skil

ful in grouping ;—animated ; lively.

Picturesque, (pik-tiir-eak') ». The combination

of natural objects which forms a beautiful seen*

or landscape ;—the selection and grouping of

forms and features in animate or inanimate life

to constitute a pleasing and effective pointing .

—the description of events, representation of

characters, or expression of thoughts so as u-

affect the mind with a sense of reality, truth, or

power.

Picturesquely, (pik-tur-eskle) adv. In a pictur

esque manner.

Piddle, (pid'l) v. ?. [peddU.] To deal in trifle* ;

to spend time in trifling objects ;—to eat cr ,

drink squeamishly ;—to make water.

Pie, (pi) n. [Eng. putty.) Paste baked »itt

something in it or under it, as apple, minced

meat, Arc. ;—[L. pica.] A niagpie ; — the old

Koman Catholic service-book ;—A mass of type

mixed or unsorted. (fied in colour.

Piebald, (pi'bald) a. Of various colours ; divern- [

Piece, (pes) u. |F.] A fragment or part of any

thingseparated from the whole ; a shred ; a bit ;

—a part of any thing not separated from the

whole, or conceived as distinct; portion ; division ;

—a part added ; patch ;—a separate portion of

work or labour ;—a short literary article or

essay ;—a picture or ]>ainting ;—a coin ;—a gun;

an ordinary or cliarge.

Piece, (pes) v. t. To enlarge or mend by the ad

dition of a piece ; to patch ;—to unite ; to join ;

—r. i. To unite ; to be compacted, as parts into

a whole.

Piecemeal, (peYrael) adv. In pieces: in frag

ments ;—by pieces ; by little and little.

Piecemeal, (pOs'mel) u . Made of parts or pieces ;

single; separate.

Piecer, (pes'er) it. One who pieces ; a patchcr.

Fieoe-work, (pCs'wurk) it. Woik done by th«

piece or job.
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Pied, (pid) a. [Eng. pie.] Variegated with spot*

of different colours; spotted.

Pier, (per) h. [F. pierre.) A mass of solid stone-

work for supporting an arch or the timbers of a

bridge, &c ; — a part of the wall of a house

between the windows or doors ;—a mass of stone

work projecting into the sea, for breaking the

force of the waves ;—a wharf or landing-place.

Pierce, (pers) r. t. [F. pater.] To thrust into

or transfix with a pointed instrument;—to force

a way into ;—to touch, as the affections ;—to

dive into, as a secret;—r. t. To enter, as a pointed

instrument ;—to force a way into or through ;—

to penetrate, as into a secret ;—to affect deeply.

Piercer, (pCrs'er) n. One who or that which

pierces;—an instrument which bores or pene

trates, [ner.

Piercingly, (pers'ing-le) adv. In a piercing man-

Pier-glasa, (peYglas) n, A mirror or glass hang

ing between windows. [windows.

Pier-table, (per'ta-bl) n. A table standing between

Pietism, (pi et-izm) n. The religion of the Pietists.

Pietist, (pi'et-ist) n. One of a class of reformers

in Gennau> who sought to restore piety to the

Lutheran church in the end of the 17th century;

one professing great sanctity of life, and con

temning ecclesiastical polity, and culture or

learning in the clergy.

Piety, (pi'et-e) n. [I,, pitta*.] Affectionate

reverence of parents, or friends, or country ;—

obedient love of the will of God anil zealous

devotion to his service ; religion ; sanctity; holi

ness; devotion.

Pig", (pig) "■ fA.-H. jrtga.] The young of swine,

mala or female ;—an oblong mass of metal, as

first extracted from the ore.

Pig;, (pig) v. t. or *'. To bring forth pigs ;—to lie

together like pigs.

Pig-eon, (pij'un) n. (L. pipin.] A gallinaceous

bird, of several species*, M

the stock-dove, the ring

dove, the turtle-dove, tod

the wild pigeon ofAmerica ,

a silly fellow who may be

tricked out of his Dooxte*

by professed gamblers.

Pigeon- hearted, (pij'un •

hart-ed) a. Timid; easily

frightened. Pig'on.

Pigeon-hole, (pij'un-h61) «. A tittle opening or

division in a case for papers.

Pigeon-livered, (pij'un-liv-^rd) p. Mild in tem

per : soft ; gentle. [kept.

Piggery, (pig'?r-e) h. A place where swine are

Pigment, (pig'ment) n. [L. pigment inn.] A pre

paration used by painters, &c. , to impait colours

to bodies ; paint.

Pigmy, (pig'me) n. (h. pyffmOM*.] A person of

very small stature ; a dwarf.

Pigmy, (pig'me) a. Very small in size ; feeble; in

considerable.

Pig-sty, (pigsti) n. A sty or pen for pigs.

Pigtail, (pig'till) n. The tail of a pig ;—the hair

of the head tied in the form of a pig's tail ; a

cue ;—a roll of t wisted tobacco.

Pike, (pik) n. [F. pique.] A long wooden shaft

or staff with a flat- _

pointed steel head ; a iW^stMMMVP'QBfew.

spear;—a fork used in

husbandry ;—a large cock .

of hay ;—a voracious fish —

— so named from its Hkc

length and shape or from the form of its snout—

 

 

it is a fresh-water fish living in deep water;—

a turnpike. [in a point

Piked, (pikt) a. Furnished with a pike ; ending

Fikeman, (pik'man) n. A soldier armed with a

pike.

Pikestaff, (pik'staf) v. The shaft of a pike ;—a

staff having a sharp metal spike at the bottom.

Pilaster, (pe-la^ter) n. fll pita.) A square

column usually set within a wall, and projecting

only a fourth or fifth of its diameter.

Pilchard, (pil 'shard) n. A fish of the genus

Chipea, resembling the herring, but thicker

and rounder.

Pile, (pfl) )i. (F., L. pila] A roundish or ele

vated mats of things : a heap of combustibles

for burning a dead body ;—a heap of balls or

shot raised in the form of a pyramid ;—a large

building or mass of buildings ;—a vertical scries

of alternate disks of two dissimilar metals, with

disks of cloth or paper between them moistened

with acid water for producing a current of.

electricity.

Pile, (pil) v. fA.-B. pit.] A piece of timber

pointed and driven into the earth for the support

of a building, a bridge, or the like. (L. pil vs.]

The fibre of wool, cotton, and the like ; the nap.

Pile, (pil) r. (. To lay or throw into a pile or

heap ;— to fill above the brim or top ;—to drive

piles. (for driving down piles.

Pile-driver, (pii'driv-er) n. An engine or machine

Piles, (pllz) J*, pi. [T* pila, a ball.] The hemor

rhoids, tumours of blood about the verge of the

anus.

Pilfer, (pUffer) r. i. [F. pelfrer.] To steal : to

practise petty theft ;—v. t. To steal ; to filch.

Pilferer, (pil'fer-er) «. One who pilfers.

Pilgrim, (pil'grim) n. [Ger., D.J A wanderer;

—one who travels from his own country to visit

a holy place.

Pilgrimage, (pil'grim -iij) n. The journey of a pil

grim : aJourney to a shrine or other sacred place.

Pill, (pH) ». (L. piii> to.} A medicine in the

in of a little ball ;— any thing nauseous.

Pill, (pil) v. t. [F. piller.) To rob ; to plunder ;

— v. i. To be stripped or peeled ; to come off in

flake* ;—to commit robbery.

Pillage, (pil'aj) n. fF. , from pitter, to plunder.]

Act of plundering;—depredation;—act of de

vastating, as a hostile territory, or sacking, as a

conquered town. ; rapine; ravage;—that which

is taken by force, exaction, or robbery; plunder ;

spoil ; booty ; loot.

Pillage, (pif&j) v. t. To strip of money or goods

bv open violence ; to plunder ; to spoil.

Pillar, (pU'ar) n. [F. pitier.] A pier or colnmn

to rapport an arch, a roof, a statue, or the like ;

a prop; a supi>ort ;— that on which any thing

rests ; foundation ;—hence, one who upholds or

maintains ;—a monument to commemorate some

event, penon, &c.

Pillared, (pi lard) a. Supported by pillars ; having

the form of, or embodied in, a pillar.

Pillion, (pil'yun) n. [Eng. pile.] The pad or

cushion attached to the hinder part of a saddle

on which a woman can ride behind a man on

horseback.

Pillory, (pil'or-e) n. [L. pita.] A frame of wood

erected on posts with movable boards and holes,

through which the head and hands of a criminal

were formerly put to punish him by public

exposure.

Pillory, (pil'or-e) r. t. To punish with the pillory.

Pillow, (pil'o) n. [A.-S. pyle.] A cushion to sup-
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port the head of a person when reposing;—a

piece of metal or wood used to support some

part of a machine.

Pillow, (pil'6) v. t. To rest or lay for support.

Pillow-case, (pil'6-kas) n. A covering for a pillow.

Pilose, (pU'oa) a. [L. ^pitosua.] Hairy;—covered

with long, distinct hairs.

Pilot, (piTut) «. [F. pilotc] One whose office is

to steer ships, particularly where navigation is

dangerous ;—a guide.

Pilot, (pi'lut) v. t. To direct the course of, as a

ship in any place where navigation is dangerous;

—to guide through dangers or difficulties.

Pilotage, (pi'Iut-oj) n. Compensation to one who

ilirects the course of a ship ;—the guidance of a

pilot.

Pilot-cloth, (pi'lut-kloth) n. A coarse, stout kind

of cloth, for overcoats.

Pilot-engine, (pi'lut-en-jiu) n. A locomotive sent

before to clear the way of a train on a railroad.

Pilot-fish, (pilut-flsh) n. A fish of the mackerel

family—so named because it often accompanies

ships. [ship.

Piloting, (pilut-ing) tu The act of steering a

Pimento, (pe-nien'to) n. [L. pigmentum.] The

fruit of a tree having an aromatic flavour; all

spice.

Pimp, (pimp) n. [F. pimpant.\ One who pro

vides for the lust of others ; a pander.

Pimp, (pimp) v. i. To procure lewd women for

the gratification of others ; to pander.

Pimple, (pim'pl) n. [A-S. pinpet.) A small

elevation of the entitle, with an inflamed base,

containing pus or lymph ; a pustule.

Pimpled, (pim'pld) a. Having pimples.

Pin, (pin) n. [D., W.J A pointed instrument of

wood, metal, or the like ;—a small, pointed piece

of wire with a head, used for fastening clothes,

&c, ;—a bolt which fastens the wheel to the axle;

—a peg by which the strings in musical instru

ments are strained ;—a cylindrical roller made

of wood ;—the central part of a target ;—a thing

of no value ; a trifle. [inclose.

Pin, (pin) v. t. To fasten as with a pin ;—to

Pinafore, (pin'a-for) n. An apron for a child to

cover the front part of the body ; a tier.

Pincase, (pin'kas) v. A case for holding pina

Pincers, (pin'serz) iu pi. [F. pincc] Pinchers.

Pinch, (pinsh) v. t. [F. pincer.] To squeeze, as

between the ends of the fingers ;—to hold hard

with the teeth or with an iustrumeut ;—to press

between two hard bodies ;—to squeeze tbo flesh

till it is pained or livid ;—to distress ;—to drive

to straits or pecuniary difficulties ;—v. i. To act

with pressing force; to bear hard;—to spare;

to be covetous.

Pinch, (pinsh) n. A close compression with the

ends of the fingers ; also, that which is t;ikeu

between the ends of the fingers ;—a gripe ;—

straits; difficulty; time of distress.

Pinchbeck, (pinsh* bek) n. An alloy of copper and

zinc resembling gold.

Pinchers, (pinsh'crz) n. pi, [From pinch.) An

instrument for various uses, as drawing nails

and the like, griping things to be held fast, tfce.

Pincushion, (piu'koosh-un) n. A cushion stuffed

with bran or wool in which fomales stick pins.

Pindaric, (pin-d&r'ik) a. After the style and

manner of Pindar, a lyric poet of Greece.

Pine, (pin) n. [h. plnim.) A genus of coniferous

trees of many species;—the wood of tho pine-

_fa,oe ;—a pine-apple,

"*'ne, (pin) v. i. [A.-S. pinan.) To languish ; to

 

Pine-apple.

grow lean ;—to languish with desire ;—v. L To

w-ear out ;—to grieve for.

Fine-apple, (pin'ap-pl) n. A tropical plant and

its fruit—so called from the re

semblance of the latter to the

cone of the pine-tree.

Pinery, (pin'er-e) n. A place

where pineapples are raised.

Pinfooted. (phrfuut-od) a. Having

the toes bordered by a skin.

Pinhole, (pinliol) ». A hole made

by the puncture of a pin ; hence,

a very small aperture.

Pinion, (pin'yun) n. [L. penna.]

A feather;—a wing;—the joint

of a bird's wing most remote from the body :—a

fetter for the arm ;—a smaller wheel with teeth

working into the teeth of a larger wheel

Pinion, (pin'yun) v. t. To confine the wings of:—

to restrain by binding the arms to the body ;—

to shackle.

Pink, (pingk) n. [I\J An eye or a small eye.

[F. pince.} A native garden plant of the genu.*

DUiiLthi'.s and its flower;—a colour resulting

from the combination of a pure vivid red with

more or less white—the common colour of the

flower ;—that which is supremely excellent ;—a

small fresh-water fish ; minnow.

Pink, (pingk) v. t. To work in eyelet holes ; to

pierce with small holes ;—to stab ;—to dye of s

pink colour. [coloured.

Pink, (pingk) a. Resembling the pink ;—fle*b-

Pinky,(pingk'e)rt. Having a light, crimson colour.

Fin-money, (pin'nmn-e) n. A sum of money

allowed or settled on a wife for her pritate

expenses.

Pinna, (pin'na) n. [L.] A feather ;—the fin of a

fish ;—a leaflet or part of a compound leaf.

Pinnace, (pin'as) n. [F. pinasse.) A small vessel

navigated with ours and sails ;—a boat rowed

witli eight oars.

Pinnacle, (pin'n-kl) n. [F. pinach.] A slender

turret or part of a building elevated above the

main building; — a liigh, spiring point; tho

highest elevation ; top or summit.

Pinnate, (pin'at) o. [L. pinuatus.] Shaped like

a feather ;—furnished with fins.

Pinner, (pin'er) n. One who pins or fastens ;—s

pin-maker ;—the lappet of a head-dres..* which

flies loose.

Pin-point, (pin'point) n. The point of a pin :—*

mere trifle.

Pint, (pint) «, [A.-S. pt/nt.] Half a quart or

four gills ;—in medicine, twelve ounces—applied

both to liquid and dry measure.

Pintle, (pin'tl) n, [A diminutive of pin.] A long

iron bolt ;—a hook on which a rudder is hung.

Piny, (pin'e) o. Abounding with pines.

Pioneer, (pi-d-ner) v. t. To go before and preporn

a way for.

Pioneer, (pl-d-n6r*) n. [F. pionnier.] One who

marches before an army to repair tho road, Ac;

—tine who goes before to prepare the waj' for

another.

Pious, (pi'ns) a. [L. pins.] Having affectionate

or filial reverence for a parent or superior ;—

having reverence and love toward the Supreme

Being;—dictated by religious feeling ;—devout;

holy ;—practised under the pretence of religion.

Piously, (pi'us-le) adv. In a pious manner .

religiously.

Pip, (pip) n. [D., F. ptpie.] A disease of fowls.

in which a liorny pellicle glows on the tip of the
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tongue. [F. jv.pin.] The seed of an apple,

orange, or similar fruit ;—a spot on cards.

Pip, (nip) r. i. To cry or chir]> as a chicken.

Pipe, (pip) n. [A. -8. J A wind instrument of

music, consisting of a long tube of wood or

metal ;—any long tube or hollow body ;—a tube

of clay with a bowl at one end, used in smoking

tobacco ;—a cask, usually containing 126 gallons,

used for wine; or the quantity which it contains.

Pipe, (pip) v. i. To play on a pipe, flute, or other

tubular wind instrument of music ;—to have a

shrill sound; to whistle;—r. (. To perform on a

wind instrument ;—among seamen, to summon

the hands and direct in duty by the boatswain's

call or whistle.

Pipe-clay, (pTpTtll) ». A species of white clay,

used in making tobacco-pipes and earthen ware :

—also, a white clay powder used in cleaning the

leather belts and* other accoutrements of a

soldier.

Pipe-clay, (plp'kln) i\ t. To whiten or cleanse

with white clay ]«owder, as soldiers' belts, Ac.

Piped, (pipd) a. Formed with a pipe , fluted.

Piper, (pip\r) n. One who plays on u pipe or Ante.

Piping, (pip'ing) a. Giving forth a weak, Hhrill

sonnd like the sick; feeble;—simmering; boiling.

Piping, (piping) n. [From pi)*.} A kind of

cord trimming or fluting for ladies' dresses.

Pipkin, (pip'kin) n. A small earthen boiler.

Pippin, (pip'in) n. A kind of tart apple.

Piquancy, tjiik'an-se) n. State or quality of being

piquant; sharpness; pungency; severity.

Piquant, (pik'ant) a. [F, piquer.] Stimulating

to the tongue ;—sharp; tart; pungent; severe.

Piquantly,(pikant-le)m/p. In a piquant manner.

Pique, (p£k) n. [F.J A feeling of annoyance or

resentment awakened by a social slight or in-

ury; wounded pride ; irritation; grudge,

ique, (pek) v. t. To excite to anger ;—to excite

to action by causing resentment or jealousy ;—

\» pride or value—used reflexively.

Piquet, (tiik-ef) n. [F.] A game at cards.

Piracy, (pi'ra-se) n. [F. piraterie,] The act,

practice, or crime of robbing on the high seas ;—

infringement of the law of copyright by publish

ing the writings ofother ro<m w i thou t perm ission.

Pirate, (pi'ritt) ». A robber on the high seas ;—

a Teasel which bails without a commission, for

the purpose of plundering on the high seas;—

one who publishes the writings of other men

without permission.

Pirate, (pTrat) r. t. To take without right or

permission, as books or writings.

Piratical, (pi-rat'ik-al) ft. Pertaining to a pirate ;

plundering on the hi^-h ne.-is ;—roving in search

of booty ;—practising literary theft.

Piratically, (pi-rat'ik-al-le) adv. In a piratical

manner. [on the toes in dancing.

Pirouette, (pe-r6d-eV) n. [F.] A whirling about

Pirouette, (pe-rod-ef) v. i. To whirl or turn about

on the toes, as in dancing.

Piscatorial, (pu-ka-to re-al) a. [L. piscator.] Re

lating t» fishes or to fishing.

Pisces, (pia'sfiz) n. pt.

[L.pitcis.] The Fishtis, [■

the twelfth sign of the

zodiac.

Pisciculture, ( pis ' sc -

kul-tdr) n. [L. piacis

and cultura.] The

artificial propagation

offish.

Piscina, (pis'se-na) n. A ' Plscee

t\

 

 

niche in Roman Catholic Churches, containing

a small basin, in which the priest washes his

hands, or the chalice.

Piscine, (pis'sin)u. [L. pise is.] Belonging to fish;

flshy;—belonging to a fish-pond :—also piscina l.

Piscivorous. ( pis-siv'6-rua) a. [L. piscis and

vorare. J Feeding or subsisting on fish.

Pish, (pish) inUTj. Pshaw—an exclamation of

contempt. [ant or emmet.

Pismire, (pis'mir) it. [Kng. piss and mire.) The

Piss, (pis) v. i. [F. pisser.] To make water.

Pisa, (pis) ](. Urine.

Pistachio, (pis-ta'shs-d) «. [Sp.] The nut of a

tree, containing a kernel of a pleasant taste, re

sembling the almond.

Pistil, (pistil) n. [h. pistill t> m, piitillns,a. pcxil*.]

An organ terminating the axis of growth in a

Sower, and inclosing the seed ; a carpel.

Pistol, (pistol) «. fF. pistole.) A small fire-arm

to be fired from one hand.

Pistol, (pis'tol) r. t. To shoot with a pistol

Pistole, (pis-tol') ». A gold coin of Spain worth

about 16s. sterling.

Pistol-shot, (pis'tol-shot) n. The range of a pistol ;

—the discharge of a pistol.

Piston, (pis'tun)n. fL. pinsert.] A short cylinder

of metal, which fits exactly the

cavity of a pump, and works alter

nately up and down or backward

and forward in it.

Piston-rod, (pis/tun-rod) n. The rod

by which the piston is moved, as in

a pump or steam engine.

Pit, (pit) n. fA.-S. pitt.) A large,

deep hole in the ground ; a well ;—

an excavation for catching wild

beasts ;—an abyss ; especially, the

bottomless pit; hell;—the grave;—the hollow

place under the arm ;—t he hollow of the stomach;

—indentation or mark left by the small-pox ;—

the lowest place in a theatre; — an area into

which cocks or dogs are brought to fight.

Pit, (pit) r. t. To indent ;—to mark with little

hollows ;—to provoke to combat ;—to lay in a

pit or hollow ; to bed.

Pitapat, (pita-pat) adv. [A reduplication of -pat.]

In a flutter ; with palpitation.

Pitch, (pich) n. [L. pix, G. pissa.] A thick,

black, sticky substance obtained by boiling down

tar ;—a resinous substance obtained by incision

from the bark of the silver fir and other pine

trees. [pitch.

Pitch, (pich) v. t. To cover over or smear with

Pitch, (pich) v.t. [A.-S. pyecau.) To hurl; to

toss;—to throw in a wager;—to fix firmly; to

plant ;— to set in order ; to marshal in array ;—

to set the key-note of an air or musical piece;—

r. i. To light ; to settle ;—to tall headlong ;—to

encamp ;—to rise and fall, as the head and stern

of a ship.

Pitch, (pich) v. [F. pic, high place.] A point or

peak ;—the highest point ; greatest altitude ;—

degree of ascent; rate of advance ;—place or

position attained ;—elevation of the voice, or of

an instrument, Ac. ;—the point where a declivity

begins; hence, descent; slope.

Pitcher, (pich'er) n, [F. picker.] An earthen

vessel, with a spout for pouring out liquor* ;—

a cup-like api>endage of the leaves of certain

plants ;—a kind of apple.

Pitcher-plant, (pichVr-plant) n. A plant of the

genus Nepenthes, in which the leaves form a kind

of basin, usually secreting a subacid liquid.
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Pitchfork, (pich'fork) n. A farming utensil uaed

in throwing hay or sheaves of grain, as into

carta ;—a metallic instrument for striking a

kej-note; tuning-fork.

Pitching, (pich'ing) n. The rising and falling of

the stem and stern of a vessel in a head sea.

Pitch-pine, (pich'pip) n. A wind instrument for

regulating the pitch of the key of a tune.

Pitchy, (pich'e) a. Partaking of the qualities of

pitch; — smeared*with pitch;— black; dark;

dismal

Piteous, (pit'e-us) a. Fitted to excite pity;—Bor-

rowful ; sad ;—compassionate ; tender ;—paltry ;

mean ; pitiful.

Piteously, (pit'6-us-le) adv. In a piteous manner.

Pitfall, (pit'fawl) «, A pit slightly covered, in

tended to entrap wild beasts ox men.

Pith, (pith) n. [A.-S. pidha.) The soft, spongy

substance in the centre of plants and trees ;—in

animals, the spinal cord; the marrow ;—con

densed substance ; quintessence ; — strength ;

force ;—cogency; concentrated vigour ; close and

nervous energy of thought or diction.

Pithily, (pith'e-le) adv. In a pithy manner;

with vigour.

Pithless, (pithles) a. Destitute of strength;—

wanting cogency or concentrated force.

Pithy, (pith'e) a. Consisting of, or abounding

with, pith ;—forcible ; energetic.

Pitiable, (pit'e-a-bl) a. Deservingpity; sorrowful;

affecting; lamentable; mournful; miserable.

Fitiablenesi, (pit'e-a-bl-nes)n. The state of being

pitiable.

Pitiful, (pit'e-fool)a. Full of pity; tondcr; com

passionate ;—moving compassion ; sad ; lament

able ;—contemptible ; despicable; paltry.

Pitifully, (pit'e-fool-le) adv. In a pitiful manner.

Pitifulnesi, (pit'e-fool-nes) n. The state of being

pitiful.

Pitiless, (pit'e-les) a. Destitute of pity ;—hard

hearted; merciless; compassionless.

Pitilessly, (pit'e-les-le) adv. Without mercy or

compassion.

Pitilessness, (pit'e-les-nes) n. Want of mercy;

callous indifference to others; relentless cruelty.

Pitman, (pit'man) n. One who works in a pit,

as in sawing timber, &c. ; -one who works in a

mine.

Pitsaw, (pit'saw) n. A large saw worked verti

cally/ by two men, one of whom stands in a pit.

Pittance, (pitans) n. [V. pitanct.] An allowance

of food bestowed in charity ; hence, a charity

gift :—any small allowance ; a trifle.

Pitted, (pit'ed) a. Marked with small hollows ;—

set in competition ; matched against.

Pity, (pit'e) n, [F. pittt.] The feeling or suffer

ing of oue person excited by tho distresses of

another ;—cause of grief ; thing to be regretted :

—commiseration ; condolence ; sympathy.

Pity, (pit'e) v. t. To feel pain or grief for ; to

have sympathy for; commiserate; compassionate;

—v. i. To be compassionate ; to exercise pity.

Fityingly,(pit'e-ing-le)<f<//\ In a pitying manner;

pympathizingly ; compassionately.

Pivot, (piv'ut) n. [F. pivot] A pin or short

axis on winch a wheel or other body turns;—a

turning point : that on which important results

depend.

Pix, (piks) n. [L. pixis.] A small covered vessel

in which the consecrated host is kept in Roman

Catholic churches;—a box or chest into which

gold and silver coins are put for trial and assay

previous to an issue of new coinage.

Placability or Placableness, (pU-ka-bil'e-te) n.

Quality of being placable or appeasable.

Placable, (plfiTca-bl) a. [L. plaxabilt*.] Capable

of being appeased or pacified ; appeasable.

Placard, (pla-kard') n. [F., from plaquerA A

written or printed paper posted in a public pla «.

Placard, (pla-kard') v. t. To post, as a writing or

libel, in a public place ;—to notify publicly.

Place, (plas) n. [F. ] A broad way in a city : an

open space ;—any portion of space appropriate!

to some definite object or use; locality; ground,

room;—separate room; apartment;—a reside ik*

—a dwelling; a country house;—a collection of

dwellings; a village or city;—a fortified town.

—point or degree in priority or im]x)rtan« ;

rank ; station ;—position ; condition ; — office :

birth ;—possibility of existence or action ; op

portunity ;—definite portion of a written ir

printed document ;—vacated space ; stead.

Place, (plas) v. t. To set in a spot or particular

part of space ; to locate ;—to put ju a particular

state or circumstances ; to settle ;—to app^c/-

or establish in a situation or official position ;—

to set ; to fix—followed by on ;—to put out at

interest ; to invest.

Placeman, (plas'inau) n. One who has an office

undei government.

Placenta, (phvsen'ta) n. [h.] The soft, (pong?

disk which connects tho mother with the fetu-

in the womb ;—the after-birth ;—the part of »

Cut or fruit to winch tho seeds are attached,

id, (plas 'id) a. [h. placidu*.] Pleated.

serene; tranquil: quiet; gentle; mild.

Placidity, (pla-sid'e-te) a. Calmness; quietness.

—mildness; gentleness; sweetness of (bipositica..

—also placidneM.

Placidly, (plas'id-le) tulr. In a placid manner

Placket, (plak'et) n. [F. plaquer.] The opening

or slit left in a petticoat or skirt for con venieixv

in putting it on ;—a woman's pocket.

Plagiarism, (phVje-a-rizm) n. Literary theft; the

unacknowledged adoption of the thoughts or I

language of another.

Plagiarist, (pla'je-a-rist) n. One who plagiarises. ]

Plagiarize, (pla'je-a-rix) v. t. To steal trum xl* I

writings of another.

Plagiary, (pla'je-a-rc) n. [L. plagiariu*.'] Athkf

in literature ; one who purloins another's writ

ings, and offers them as Ins own.

Plague, (ping) u. [L. plaga.] Any afflictive eri

or calamity ; — an acute, malignant, febnfc

disease, that often prevails in the East :—

pestdence ;—any thing troublesome or vexation*

Plague, (plag) v. t. To infest with disease, cala

mity, or natural evil of any kind; to vex; tr-

torment ;—to harass ; to molest

Plague-spot, (plag'spot) n . The mark of pestilen

tial disease ;—a deadly mark or sign.

Plaguily, (plOgVle) adv. Vexatiously.

Plaguy, (plag'e) a. Vexatious ; troublesome.

Plaice, (plas) »i. [G. platv.t.] A fish allied t-

the flounder.

Plaid, (plad) «. [Gael, plaule.] A striped ckil

worn as an over-garment by Uie Highlanders io

Scotland

Plaid, (pliid) a. Having a-pattern which resefcr-

bles a Scotch plaid ; marked with bars or stripe*

at right angles to one another.

Plain, (plan) a. [L. plant's.] Smooth: even,

level; flat;—distinct; obvious;—simple :— art

less; sincere;—mere; bare;—not luxurious ; r**-t

highly seasoned ; — not ornamented ; — hard-

featured ; common ; coarse.
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Plain, (plan) adv. In a plain manner; not ob

scurely ; — distinctly ; articulately ; — simply ;

sincerely.

Plain, (plan) n. Level land ; an open field with

an even surface ;—a field of battle.

Plain, (plan) v. t. To level ; to make pljiin or

even ;—r. t. or i. [P. ptaindre.] To lament.

Plain-dealing", (plan'del-ing) a. Dealing or com

municating with frankness aud sincerity; honest.

Plain-dealing, (plin'dei-ing) it. A speaking or

communicating with openness and sincerity.

Plain-hearted, (plun'hart-ed) a. Having a Bincere

heart ; commnnicating without art or hypocrisy.

Plainly, (plfm'le) ado. Without gloss or disguise;

sincerely; in earnest; fairly;—evidently; clearly.

Plainness, (pliin'ues) a. The quality or state of

being plain in any of its senses.

Plain-spoken, (plan'spok-n) a. Speaking with

plain, unreserved sincerity.

Plaint, (plant) n. [h. phtnetv-*.] Audible ex

pression of sorrow; lamentation; — a sad or

serious song;—in taw, the propounding of the

cause or ground of an action in writing.

Plaintiff, (plint'if) n. [F. plaintif.] The person

who commences a personal action or suit—op

posed to dtj>ad<mt.

Plaintive, (plant'iv) a. Containing a plaint or ex

pression of sorrow ; complaining;—serious; Bad.

Plaintively, (plaiit'iv-le) adv. In a plaintive

manner. [of being plaintive.

Plaintivenesa, (plant'iv-nes) n. Quality or state

Plait, (plat) n. fG. phkti.] A fold ; a doubling,

a» of cloth ;—a braid, as of hair or straw.

Plait, (pUt) r. f. To fold ; to double in narrow

folds ;—to form by interlaying ; to braid.

Plan, (plan) n. [L. planus.] A draught or form;

the representation of any thing drawn on a

plane ; the representation of a horizontal section

of any thing ;—scheme ; project ; design ;—con

trivance ; device.

Plan, (plan) v. t. To form a draught or repre

sentation of any intended work ;—to scheme ;

to devise. [the form of a plane.

Planary, (plan'ar-e) a. Pertaining to or having

Planch, (plamli) r, t. [F. planchc] To cover

with planks or boards ; to plank.

Planching, (plansh'ing) n. The laying of floors

in a building ; also, a floor of boards or planks.

Plane, (plan) a. [L. planus.] Withont elevations

or depressions; even ; level; pertaining to, lying

in, or constituting a plane.

Plane, (plan) n. An even or level surface; a

figure in which lines or curves drawn between

any two points lie in the same surface ;—a car

penter's or joiner's tool, and used to smooth

hoards or other surfaces of wood.

Plane, (plan) v. t. To make smooth ; to free from

inequalities of surface.

Planet, (plan'et) n. (L. planrta,] A celestial

body which revolves about the sun in an orbit

of a moderate degree of eccentricity.

Planetary, (plan'et-ar-e) «. Pertaining to the

planets ;—consisting of planets ;—under the do

minion or influence of a planet.

Planetoid, (plan'et-oid) n, [Q. planitiit and eidos.]

A body resembling a planet ; especially one of

the numerous group between Mars and Jupiter.

Plane-tree, (plan'trG) n, {Xi. platanu*.] A tree

of the genua Ptatanus, largely cultivated in this

country—the wood is fine grained, hard, but

brittle.

Planet-struck, (plan'et-struk) a. Affected by the

influence of planets ; blasted.

Planimetric, (plan-e-met'rik) a. Pertaining to the

mensuration of plane surfaces.

Planimetry, (plan-imet-re) n. [L. planus and G.

metrou.] The mensuration of plane surfaces.

Planish, (plan'ish) r. (. [P. planer.] To render

smooth and level, as a metallic surface, by light

blows with a smooth-faced hammer.

Planisphere, (plan'e-sftr) n. [L. planus and

sphaira.] The representation of the circles of

the sphere upon a plane.

Plank, (plangk) n. [P. planche, W. plane, Ger.

& Dan. jdankf.] A broad piece of sawed timber,

differing from a board only in .being tliicker ;—a

support, as for floating in a stream.

Plank, (plangk) v. t. To cover or lay with planks.

Planner, (plai/gr) n. One who plans or forms a

plan.

Plant, (plant) n. [L. ptanta.] A vegetable ; an

organic body having a root, stem, and leaves,

and propagating itself by seed ; herb ; shrub ;

tree, &c. ;—a sapling ;—a child :—a fraudulent

trick ;—the fixtures and tools necessary to carry

on any trade.

Plant, (plant) v. t. To put in the ground and

cover, as seed for growth ;—to set in the ground

for growth, as a young tree;—to furnish with

plants ;—to engender ;—to settle ; to establish ;

—to set and point;—v. t. To perform the act of

planting.

Plantain, (plan'tan) n. [F.] A genus of her

baceous plants of many species*—a tropical tree;

—also, the fruit of the tree, which is about six

or eight inches long, an inch in diameter, with a

soft rind encircling a sweet and nutritious pulp.

Plantation, (plan-ta shun) n. Act of planting;—

the place planted, es/xcially ground planted

with trees ; shrubbery ;—in America, a large

estate cultivated by negroes under the authority

of the owner ;—a new settlement ; a colony ;—

the first introduction or establishment of.

Planter, (plant'er) n. One who plants or estab

lishes ;—one who owns a plantation.

Plantigrade, (pJaut'e-grtid) a. [L. planta and

gradi.] Walking on the sole of the foot, as

some animals.

Planting, (planting) n. The act of setting in the

ground for propagation, as seeds, trees, shrubs,

and the like ; the art of forming plantations of

trees.

Plash, (plash) it. A puddle ;—a dash of water ;

a splash;— tho branch of a tree partly cut or

lopped, and bound to other branches.

Plash, (plash) r. i. [D. plntstn.] To dabble in

water; to splash:—*', t. [F. plat-wicr.] To lup

off;—to cut and intertwine the branches of.

Plashy, (plash'e) <*• Watery ; abounding with

puddles.

Plaster, (planter) n. [L. emplaatrum.) A com

position of lime, water, and sand, for coating

walls and partitions of houses ; also gypsum, for

making ornaments, mouldings, Ac. ;—an exter

nal application of a harder consistence than an

ointment spread on leather.

Plaster, (plaster) v. t. To cover with plaster, as

the partitions of a house ;—to cover with a

plaster, as a wound ;—to smooth aver; to conceal

the defects or irregularities of.

Plasterer, (plas'ter-er) n. One who plasters.

Plastering, (plas'ter-ing) n. The plaster-work of

a building ; a covering of plaster.

Plastic, (plas'tik) a. [G. ptastiko/.] Having the

power to give form or fashion to matter ;—

capable of being moulded, formed, or modelled.
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Plasticity, (plas-tis'e-te) n. State or quality of

being plastic.

Plat, (plat) v. t. [From plait.] To form by intor-

laying or interweaving ; to weave.

Plat, (plat) n. Work done by platting or inter

weaving.

Plat, (plat) n. A small piece of ground (usually

flat) laid or marked out with some design.

Plate, (plat) n. [D. plaat, G. plahu, flat] A

piece of metal beat or rolled out into a flat

extended sheet;—a thick sheet of wrought iron

for covering war vessels, forte, &c, against gun

shot ;—articles for use at table made of gold or

silver ;—also similar articles of inferior metal

wrought over or inlaid with gold or silver ;—a

flat shallow dish on" which food is eaten at table;

—a prize run for by horse-racers ;—a piece of

metal on which any thing is engraved ; an im

pression from an engraved piece of metal;—a

page of stereotype for printing from.

Plate, (plut) i*. t. To overlay with gold, silver,

or other metals;—to arm with metal for defence;

—to beat into thin, flat pieces.

Plateful, (plat'fOol) >t. Enough to fill a plate.

Plate-glass, (plat'glas) v. A fine kind of glass

cast in thick plates, and used for mirrors and

the best windows.

Platform, (plat'form) n. [Plat and form.] A

frame-work of timber or boards horizontally

joined, so as to form a conspicuous or elevated

standing-place ;— an elevated ground on which

artillery is planted ; — a terrace in front of a

castle, fort, &c. ;—position or standing ;—the

groundwork of a plan or design ; basis ;—the

programme of opinions or principles which a

political candidate or party adopt as a ground

of public action ; —part of a hall on which the

chairman and speakers stand ;—the landing-

place at a railway station.

Platinum, (plat'iu-um) n. [Sp. platina.] Avery

ductile metal of the colour of silver, but less

bright—it is the heaviest and least expansible

of the metals.

Platitude, (plat'e-tud) n. [F.] Flatness; dulness;

insipidity ;—a weak or empty remark.

Platonic, (pli-ton'ik) a. Pertaining to Plato.

Platonism, ( plii'to-nizm ) n. The doctrines of

Plato ;— especially, the theory that the true

philosophy of nature is attained, not by investi

gating ths actual forms, properties, conditions,

Ac , of existing things, but by trying to discover

the archetypes or original divino ideas according

to which they are fashioned.

Platonist, (pli'td-nist) n. A follower of Plato.

Platter, (plat'er) n. [F. plateau.] A large, nhallow

dish, for holding the provisions of a table.

Platting, (plat'ing) n. Operation or process of

weaving;—work made by weaving.

Plaudit, (plawd'it) n. \L. plaudere.] A mark

or expression of applause ; acclamation ; appro

bation.

Plausibility, (plawz-e-bil'e-te) n. State of being

plausible ; spaciousness ; superficial show of

right.

Plausible, (plawzVbl) a. [L. plauxibili*.] Fitted

to gain favour or approbation ; apparently right;

—using specious arguments or discourse.

Plausibleness, (plawzVbl-nes) n. Speciousnesa ;

a show of right or propriety. [manner.

Plausibly, (plawz'e-ble) adv. In a plausible

Play, (pla) v.i. [A.-S. pltgian.] To engage in

sport ; to frolic ;—to act with levity; to trifle;—

to contend in a game ; hence, to gamble ;—to

perform on an instrument of music ;—to mov-

with alternate dilatation and contraction ;—to

move irregularly;—to act a part upon the stage ;

—v. t. To put in action or motion ;—to perform

music upon;—to act by representing a character

—to contest for amusement or for a prize,

Pl*y, (pla) n. Any exercise or series of -actions

intended for pleasure or diversion; sport; frolic

—act of contending for amusement or fox a

prize, as at dice, cards, or other games ; gaming

—practice in any contest;—manner of action;—

a comedy or tragedy; — representation of b

comedy or tragedy;—performance on an instru

ment of music;—movement, rej^ular or irregular,

room for motion ; free and easy action ; swing

—scope.

Player, (pla'er) it. One who plays ;—a dramatk

actor;—a mimic ;—one who perforins on an in

strument of music ;—a gamester.

Playfellow, (pi a'fel-16) 7i. A companion in amuse

ments or sports ; a playmate.

Playful, (plii'fuol) a. Sportive ; — indulging a.

sportive fancy.

Playfully, (phYfouMe) adv. In ft sportive mani^r.

Playfulness, (phVfuol-nes) n. The state or qoaJir-

of being playful ; si>ortivcness.

Play-house, (phYhous) n. A house for the exhi

bition of dramatic compositions ; a theatre.

Playing-card, (plaing-kard) n. One of & set of

fifty-two cards used in playing games.

Plaything, (pla'thing) n. Any thing that serves

to amuse; a toy.

Plea, (pie) n. [Norm. F. plait.] An allegatic£

of fact in a cause: the defendant's answer to ths

plaintiffs declaration and demand ;—a cause in

court ; a lawsuit ;—a controversy ; a debate ;—

that which is advanced in defence or proof U

ground ; justification ;—an excuse ; an apology,

—urgent prayer or entreaty.

Plead, (pled) v. i. [F. plaider.] To argue in snr-

port of a claim, or in defence against the claim I

of another ;—to present an answer to the de

claration of a plaintiff ; to carry on a plea ;—ta

supplicate with earnestness; to urge motives cr

considerations on :—v. t. To allege or adduce is

proof, support, or vindication ; to offer in excuse

Fleadable, (pled'a-bl) a. Capable of being alleged

in proof, defence, or vindication.

Pleader, (pletTer) n. One- who pleads; especially,

a lawyer who makes a plea in a court of justice

Pleadings, (pled'uigz) n. pi. The mutual alter

cations between the plaintiff aud defendant, «*

written statements of the parties in support of ,

their claims.

Pleasant, (plezant) a. Fitted to please ; gratefai !

to the mind or senses ;—cheerful ; gay ; live!;.

sportive ; giving pleasure; gratifying.

Pleasantly, (plez'ant-le) adv. In a plcaaar^ j

manner. [being pleasant or agreeable.

Pleasantness, (ploz'ant-iies) n. State or quality of

Pleasantry, (plez'ant-re) n. Gayety: merriment

—liveliness ; a sprightly saying; lively talk.

Please, (plez) v. I. [L. placere.] To excite agree

able emotions in; to gratify; to delight;—t.*

satisfy ; to content ;—v. i. To like; to choose;

to prefer ;—to comply with ;—to be pleased ; to

condescend.

Pleaser, (plez'er) n. One who pleases or gratine*

Pleasing, (plez'ing) o. Giving pleasure or satis

faction ; agreeable; gratifying; delightful.

Pleasurable, (plezh'iir-a-bl) a. Pleasing; giv-ini

pleasure ; affording gratification ; delightful

Pleasure, (pleah'ur) n. Gratification of the senses
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or of tha mind ;—delight ; enjoyment ;—sensual

or sexual gratification ;—approbation ; fond ap

proval ;—tho dictate of the will ; choice ;—pur

pose ; intention ;—arbitrary choice ;—a favour.

Pleasure, (plezh'Sr) r. t. To give or afford plea

sure to : to please ; to gratify.

Pleasure-ground, (plezh'ur-ground) «. Ground

laid out in an ornamental manner, and appro

priated to amusement.

Plebeian, (pie-bean, ple-Wyan) a. [L. piebeiut.]

Pertaining to or consisting of the common

people: "vulgar; popular;—common; low; mean.

Plebeian, (ple-be'an) n. One of the common

people or lower ranks of men.

Pledge, (plej) a. [F. pleiae.) Something deposited

as a security for a debt or engagement ; a gage ;

a surety ; hostage ;—a promise ; a profession of

principles :—a written promise or agreement ;—

act of drinking to the health of.

Pledge, (plej) e. I. To deposit in pawn ; to leave

as security ;—to engage for by promise or de

claration ;—to drink the health of.

Pledger, (plej'cr) «. One who pledges or pawns ;

—one who warrants or stands security for.

Pleiad, (pli'yad) n. One of the Pleiades.

Pleiades, (phyya-dez) n. })(. [G.) A group of

seven small stars situated in the neck of the

constellation Taurus.

Pleistocene, ( plis ' to - sen ) «. [G. pleistos and

kainos.] Pertaining to the deposits of the newest

tertiary formation.

Plenarily, (pleua-re-Ie) adr. Fully; completely.

Plenary, (plena-re) a. [L.J Full ; entire ; com

plete. Plenary indulgence, an act of the poiw,

granting to certain persons, on certain condi

tions, the remission of church censures, and

absolution from sin. Plenary inspiration, theory

that divine inspiration extended not only to the

minus of the writers of the sacred Scriptures,

but also to every word, and even letter of their

text

Plenipotentiary, (pleu-e-po-ten'she-ar-e) n. One

having full power to transact any business ;

especially, an ambassador furnished with full

power. [taining full jiower.

Plenipotentiary, (plen-e-po-ten'she-ar-e) a. Con-

Plenitude, (plen'e-tud) n. [L. pltnitudo.) State

of being full; fulness: completeness; abundance;

—redundancy of blood and humours in the

animal body ; repletion.

Plenteous, (plen'te-us) a. Containing plenty;

rich ; ample ; copious ; abundant ; full.

Plenteoualy, (plen'ti-us-le) adv. In a plenteous

manner.

Flenteousnesa, (plen'te-us-nes) n. The state of

being plenteous ; abundance.

Plentiful, (plen'te-fobl) a. Containing plenty;

adequate to every purpose ;—yielding abundant

crops ; copious ; exuberant : fruitful.

Plentifully, (plen'te-f60l-le) adv. In a plentiful

manner : abundantly ; copiously.

Flentifulneu, (plen'te-fool-nes) n. The state

of being plentiful ; abundance ; copiousness :

fertility.

Plenty, (plen'te) n. [L. plenilas.] Full or ade

quate supply ; copiousness ; abundance ; afflu

ence ; plenteousnesff.

Plenty, (plen'te) a. Plentiful ; abundant

Pleonasm, (ple'on-azm) n. [O. ptroiuunnos.) Re

dundancy in language ;—the use of more words

to express ideas than are necessary.

Pleonastic, (ple-on-as'tik) a. Pertaining to or

partaking of pleonasm ; redundant.

Plethora, (pleth'o-ra) n, [0. plithorf.) Over-

fulness ; especially, excess of blood ; repletion ;

—superfluity.

Plethoric, (pleth-orik) a. Having a full habit

of body ;—replete with blood or serous humour.

Pleura, (ploo'ra) n. [G.] The serous membrane

which covers the inside of the thorax, and the

lungs.

Pleurisy, (ploore-se) n. 1G. uleurilis, sc. no«a».]

An inflammation of the pleura, accompanied

with fever, pain, difficult respiration, and cough.

Pliability, (pli-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

pliable ; flexibility.

Pliable, (pli'a-bl) a. (F. from plitr.] Capable of

being- turned or bent ; easy to be bent ;—readily

yielding to moral influence, arguments, persua

sion, or discipline—sometimes iu ft bad sense.

Pliableness. (pli a-bl-nes) n. Pliability; flexibility.

Pliancy, (pli'an-se) n. The state of being pliant,

in a physical or moral respect.

Pliant, (pliant) a. Capable of bending ; easily

bent ;—readily influenced to good or evil ; easy

to be persuaded ; flexible ; tractable ; docile.

Pliers, (pli'erz) 11. pi. [From ply.) A kind of

pinchers by which any small object may bo

seized and bent.

Plight, (plit) <•. (. [A.-S. plilttan.l To expose to

danger or risk ; to pledge ; to give as security

for the performance of some act.

Plight (plit) n. [A.-S. plilit.] That which serves

to pledge ; security; gage ;—[L. plica.] A fold ;

a plait ;—condition ; state ; especially, exposed

condition ; dangerous state.

Plighter, (plit'er) n. One who, or that which,

plights or pledges.

Plinth, (plinth) m. [G. pUnthoi.) A square,

i projecting, ertically faced member forming the

lowest division of the base of a oolumu.

Plod, (plod) v. i. [Gael, plod.] To travel with

laborious diligence:—to toil : to drudge; to study

heavily ;—v. (. To tread with a heavy, labouring

Plodder, (plod'er) ». One who plods.

Plodding, (plod'ing) a. Diligent and persevering

| in n study or pursuit, but dull in comprehension,

and slow in performance or attainment.

Plodding, (plod'ing) a. Laborious and patient

prosecution of study or other work.

Plot (plot) n. [A different orthography of plat.]

A small extent of ground ;—a plantation laid

out:—a draught of a field, piece of land, Ac,

drawn to a scale ;—any scheme or plan of a

I complicated nature ;—the plan or intrigue of a

play, novel, or the like; conspiracy; contrivance.

Plot, (plot) v. ». To form a Bchenio of mischief

against another ;—to contrive a plan ;—v. t. To

J devise ; to contrive.

Plotter, (plot'er) n. One who plots or contrives.

Plotting, (plot'ing) n. The act of contriving

I schemes, generally for evil purposes ;—the di-

| lineating on paper the lines, angles, and measure

ments of a Burvey.

Plough, (plow) )i. [A.-S. plage, Ger. pfhtaj A

well-known implement for turning up the Boil ;

I —hence, agriculture ; tillage ;—a joiner's instru-

i roent for grooving ;—a knife for cutting paper.

Plough, (plow) r. I. To trench and turn up with

a plough; to furrow;—to run through in sailing;

to devastate ;—v. i. To labour with a plough.

Ploughable, (plow'n-bl) a. Capable of being

ploughed : arable.

Ploughboy, (plow'boy) n. A boy that drives or

guides a team in ploughing ; a rustic boy.
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One who ploughs land ;

"V/£
 

Plough er, (plow'er) n.

a cultivator.

Ploughman, (plow'man) n. One who ploughs ; a

husbandman ;—a rustic ; a countryman.

Ploughshare, (plow'shar) «. The part of a plough

which cuts the ground at the bottom of the

furrow.

Plover, (plover) n. [F. pluvicr.] A native bird

frequenting in numbers

marsh lands, river banks,

lake and sea shores — the

green plover, lapwing, or

peewit is prized for its

eggs, the golden plover for \y

its flesh.

Pluck, (pluk) v.t [A.-S. ' \!

pluccian.] To pull with

sudden force, or to pull off, ™

out, or from, with a twitch;

—to strip by plucking. Plover.

Pluck, (phik) n. [Gael. & It. plvc.\ The heart,

liver, and lungs of an animal ;—spirit ; courage.

Plucky, (pluk'e) a. Having resolute and enduring

courage ; spirited.

Plug, (plug) n. [D., Ger. pluffff*.] Any thing

used to stop a hole ; a stopple ;—a cake of tobacco.

Plug, (plug) r. t. To stop with a plug; to make

tight by stopping a hole.

Plum, (plum) n, [A.-S. pt&ma.] The fruit of a

tree belonging to the genus Pranus; the tree

itself ;—a raisin ;—a handsome fortune.

Plumage, (plunraj) 11. [F.] The feathers which

cover a bird.

Plumb, (plum) n. [L. plumbvm.] .A weight of

lead or other material attached to a line, and

tised to indicate a vertical direction, as in erect

ing buildings, foe. ; a plummet.

Plumb, (plum) a. Perpendicular, that is, standing

according to a plumb-line. [peudicularly.

Plumb, (plum) adr. In a plumb direction ; per-

Plumb, (plum) v. t. To adjust by a plumb-lino ;

—to sound with a plummet, as water ; to gauge.

Plumbago, (plum-b.Vgo) u. [L. from plurnbum.)

A soft mineral substance, used for making pen

cils, polish i i ig-paste, foe. : black load ; graphite.

Plumbeous, (plum'be-us) a, [L. plvmbeus.] Con

sisting of or resembling lead ; load-coloured ;—

dull ; heavy ; stupid.

Plumber, (plum'er) n. One who works in lea/1.

Plumbery, (plum'er-e) n. The business of a plum

ber ;—the place where plumbing is carried ou.

Plumbing, (plnm'ing) u. The art of casting and

working in lead :—the business of arranging

pipes for conducting water.

Plumb-line, (plumTin) 11. A plummet;—a lino

perpendicular to tho plane of the horizon.

Plum-cake, (plum'kak) n. Cake containing

raisins, currants, cVc.

Plume, (plum) n. [L. pluma.] The feather of a

bird, especially, tho finer or heavier part of a

feather ;—a large or handsome feather worn as

an ornament ;—a token of honour, prowess, or

the like.

Plume, (plum) v.t To pick and adjust the

plumes or feathers of:—to strip of feathers;—

to dress or decorate with feathers;—to prido ;

to value; to boast—used reflexively.

Plummet, (plum'et) 7(. [Tj. plumbvm.] A piece

of lead attached to a line, used in sounding the

depth of water, and to determine a perpen

dicular line.

my, (plum'e) a. Containing plums ;—hence,

V ; highly seasoned ; palatable.

Plumous. (plum'ns) a. [L. pf«mow*.] Having

plumes ; resembling a plume or plumes.

Plump, (plunip) a. [Ger.] Swelled with fat or

flesh to the full size ; fat ; round ; full ;—com

plete ; unreserved; unqualified ; blunt.

Plump, (plump) r. t. To extend to fulness ; to

swell ;—to cause to drop heavily:—r. i. To grow

large to fulness; to be swelled:—to fall suddenly

or at once. [heavy fall ; suddenly.

Plump, (plump) udr. At once, or with a sudden,

Plumper, (plump'er) ». Something intended to

swell out ;—a vote given to one candidate onlj,

when two or more are to be elected :—a. full,

unqualified lie.

Plum-pie, (plum'pl) v. A pie containing plum*.

Plumply, (plumple) tub*. In a plump manner;

fully ; roundly ; without reserve. [plump.

Plumpness, (plump'nee) a. The state of being

Plum-pudding, (plum-pood'ing) ». Pudding con

taining raising or currants. [plumes.

Plumy, (plum'e) a. Covered or adorned with

Plunder, (plun'der) ». t. [Ger. pliindcrn.} To

take the goods of by force ;—to take by pillage

or robbery ;—spoil ; sack ; rifle ; rob.

Plunder, (plun'd(r) n. That which is taken frost

an enemy ; pillage ) prey ; spoil ;—booty; loot.

Plunderer, (plunder-er) ». One who plunders.

Plunge, (plunj) v. t. [F. plor<aer.] To immerss

in a fluid ; to drive into flesh, mire, or the like;

—to force into difficulties, trouble, grief ;—to

baptize by immersion ;—r. i. To thrust or drive

one's self into water ; to dive in ;—to fall ox

rush, as into distress, or any state or circum

stances in which a person or thing is regarded

as surrounded or overwhelmed ;—to pitch or

heave \—to throw the body forw-ard mid the

hind legs up. as a horse.

Plunge, (plunj) v. Act of thrusting into wattr

or any penetrable substance ;—act of sinking in

or being overwhelmed by difficulties ;—act of

throwing down the head and i.using the hind

quarters, as a horse.

Plunger, (plunj >r) n. One who plunges; a diver

—along, solid cylinder, used as a forcer in pumps.

Pluperfect, (plu'per-fekt) a. [h. plus and ptr-

fectiitt.] More than perfect—said of that tens*

of a verb which denotes that an action or event

took place previous to another past actios,

event, or tima

Plural, (plu'ral) a. [L. plvralit.] Containing

more than one;—designating two or more;—

noting a number or inflection of a word which

signifies more than one.

Pluralism, (plu'ral-izm) n. The holding of more

than one ecclesiastical living at a time.

Pluralist, (plu'ral-ist) n. A clerk or clergyman

who holds more ecclesiastical benefice* than one.

Plurality, (plu-rale-te) n. State of being plural,

or consisting of more than one ; — a greater

number; a state of being or having a greater

number. [more than one.

Plurally, (plu'ral-le) aim. In a sense implying

Plush, (plush) n. [Ger. pliineh.] A textile fabric

with a velvet nap on one side—used fur foot

men's livery.

Pluviometer, (plu-ve-om'et-or) n, [h. pluria and

G. metrtm.) An instrument for ascertaining the

quantity of water that falls in rain at any place

in a given time.

Pluvious, (plu've-us) a. [L. pluviu*.] Abounding

in rain ; rainy ; pluvial.

Ply. (pli) ''■ '• [F- plUr.] To fold or cover over;

to put to or on with force and repetition ;—W
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urge ; to solicit importunately ; — to employ

with diligence; to keep busy;— to practise or

perform with diligence;—v. i. To bend; to yield;

—to work steadily;—to go with diligence ;— to

busy one's self ; to be steadily employed ;—to

make way against the wind ;—to make regular

trips between two ports or stations.

Ply, (pli) n. A fold ; a plait ;—bent ; direction.

Pneumatic, (nfi-mat'ik) a. [G. piieumtttik-oA.]

Consisting of or resembling air;—moved or

played by means of air ;—relating to spirits or

spiritual existence.

Pneumatics, (nn-tnat'iks) n. ting. That science

which treats of the mechanical properties of air

and other elastic fluids; — the science which

treats of the intelligent and spiritual beings.

Pneumatology, (nu-ma-told-je) »- [G. pneuma

and logo*.] The doctrine of or a treatise on

spiritual existences.

Pneumonic, (nu-mon'ik) a. [G. pneitindn.] Per

taining to the lungs ; pulmonic.

Pneumonic, (nu-inon ik) n. A medicine for

affections of the lungs.

Pneumonitis, (nu-mon-I'tis) n. Inflammation of

the lungs :—pne.i'moniiL

Poach, (poch) v. t. [F. pocher.) To cook, as eggs,

by breaking them into a vessel of boiling water ;

—to plunder by Btealth ; to shoot, snare, or

trap, as game, illegally;—v. i. To steal or pocket

game, or to carry it away privately, as in a bag ;

—to trespass on private grounds or preserves for

the purpose of killing ox snaring game.

Poach, (poch) r. (. [Ger. pocheti.) To pierce ; to

atab ; to spear, as fish ;—v. i. To be marked with

tracks or nits, as marshy ground. [game.

Poacher, (p6ch'§r) n. One who poaches or Bteals

Poaching, (poch'ing) n. Act or practice of killing

or snaring game unlawfully.

Pock, (pok) n. [A.-8. pocc] A pustule raised

on the surface of the body in the variolous and

vaccine diseases.

Pocket, (puk'et) n. [Diminutive of /»!■«.] Any

Kiuali bag, especially one inserted in a garment ;

—a small bag of net-work into which the balls

are driven in billiards;—a certain quantity or

measure. [pocket ;—to take clandestinely.

Pocket, (pok'et) r. f. To put or conceal in the

Pocket-book, (pok'et-book) n. A small book or

case used, for carrying papers in the pocket.

Pock-mark, ( pok ' mark ) n. Mark mado by

small -pox.

Pocky, (pok'e)n. Full of pocks; infected with

the small-pox ;—vile ; rascally ; contemptible.

Pod, (pod) a. A capsule of a plant ; a legume.

Pod, (pod) r. i. To swell; to fill;—to produce pods.

Podagric, (po-dag'rik) a. [G. podagra.} Pertain

ing to the gout ; gouty;—afflicted with the gout.

Poem, (poem) it. [Q. prri&mn.) A metrical

composition ; a composition in verse—opposed

to )»ro*t.

Poesy, (po'.T-se) n. Art or skill of composing

poems;—poetry; metrical composition.

Poet, (poet) n. [L. poeta.) The author of a

poem ;—one who writes or is skilled in making

|>oetry ; an imaginative thinker or writer.

Poetaster, (po-et-tas'ter) n. A would-be poet;

an indifferent writer of Terse.

Poetess, (i>6'et-es) n. A female poet.

Poetic, (po-et'ik) a. Pertaining or suitable to

poetry;—expressed in poetry or measure:—

imbued with a taste or love for poetry:—also

itortieat.

Poetically, (po-eVik-al-le) adv. In a poetic man

ner ; by fiction ; inventively ;—with a taste for

poetry.

Poetics, (po-et'iks) n. The doctrine of poetry ;—

that branch of criticism which treats of the

nature, qualities, and laws of poetry.

Poetize, (pti'et-Iz) v. i. To write as a poet ; to

compose verse.

Poetry, (po'et-re) «. Modes of expressing thought

and feeling which are suitable to the imagina

tion when excited or elevated ;—metrical com

position ; verse;—imaginative composition.

Poh, (po) i titerj. Pish ! pshaw !—an exclamation

expressing contempt or disgust. [nant.

Poignancy, (poin'an-se) n. State of being poig-

Poignant, (poin'ant)a. [F.] Sharp; stimulating

to the organs of taste ;—acutely painful ; piercing ;

severe ;—keen ; satirical ; bitter.

Poignantly, (poin'ant-le) adv. In a poignant

manner ; with point, keenness, or severity.

Point, (point) n. [L. punctum.] The sharp end

of a piercing instrument ;—a needle used by

engravers, etchers, lace-workers, iic.;—an inde

finitely small space ; a spot ;—a promontory or

cape ;—exact place in which a ]>ersoji or affair

is;—condition; critical state;—state of transi

tion; turning-point ; verge ; eve;—place to

which any thing is directed ; object ; aim ;—end ;

result ;—a distinct proposition ; the pith or gist

of an argument or discussion ;—an instance ; an

example ;—a lively turn of thought ;—a charac

teristic feature or peculiarity ;—a place marked

in the heavens ;—one of the divisions of the

mariner's compass ;—in geometty, that which

lias neither length, breadth, nor thickness;—a

character used to mark the divisions of a sen

tence;—a dot to designate certain tones or time;

—a tagged lace ;—switch of a railway track.

Point, (point) r. (. Togive a point to; to sharpen;

—to direct towards ; to aim :—to indicate by

the finger, Ac. ;—to mark, as a sentence ; to

punctuate; —to indicate the purpose of;— to

discover by a fixed look, as game ;—to fill the

joints of with mortar ;—r. i. To direct the

finger for designating an object ;—to indicate

the presence of game, as dogs ;—to show dis

tinctly by any means ;—to fill the joints or

crevices of a wall with mortar.

Point-blank, (point-blangk') a. Aimed directly

toward the mark;—hence, direct; plain ; express.

Point-blank, (point-blangk') adv. In a point-

blank manner ; directly.

Pointed, (poiufed) a. Sharp ; having a sharp

point ;—keen ; severe ; satirical ; direct.

Pointedly, (point'ed-Ie) ad?. With lively turns of

thought or expression ;—with direct explieituess.

Pointedness, (point'ed-nes) n. Sharpness; keen

ness ; epigrammatical smartness.

Pointer, (pointer) n. Any tiling that points ;

the hand of a time-piece ;—a variety of dog

trained to stop and point out the game to

sportsmen.

Pointing, (poinding) «. The art of making the

divisions of a writing ; punctuation ;—act of

placing a cannon to give the shot a special direc

tion ;—the act of filling the crevices of walls

with mortar.

Pointless, (pointTea) a. Having no point; want*

ing keenness ; blunt ; obtuse ; dull ; stupid.

Pointsman, (points'man) n. The man who has

charge of railway switches.

Poise, (poiz) n. [F. pouh.) Weight; gravitj ;—

the mass of metal used in weighing with steel

yards ;—equipoise ; balance.
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Poise, (poiz) v. t. To make of equal weight ; to

balance ;—to load with weight for balancing ;—

to weigh.

Poison, (poi'zn) n. {L. potio,] Any substance

which i« noxious to life or health ;—that which

taints or destroys moral purity ; any thing in

fectious or malignant.

Poison, (poi'zn) v. t. To infect with poison ;—to

attack, injure, or kill by poison ;—to taint or

corrupt the character, principles, or happiness

of. (rupts.

Poisoner, (poi'zn-er) 11, One who poisons or oor-

Poisonous, (poi'zu-us) a. Having the qualities

of poison ; impairing soundness or purity.

Poisonously, (poi'zn-us-le) adv. With fatal or in

jurious effects.

Poke, (pok) n. [A.-S. jtoca.] A pocket; a small

bag ;— a long, wide sleeve, formerly much worn.

Poke, (pok) v. t. fGer. poken.] To thrust against;

to feel for with a long instrument ;—to stir, as

the fire ;—r. t. To grope, as in the dark ;—to

make a thrust.

Poke, (pok) «. Act of poking; a thrust.

Poker, (pok'er) ■». One who pokes;—an iron

bar used in stirring or opening a fire of coals.

[Ban. pokker.] Any frightful object ; a bugbear.

Poking, (pok'ing) a. Drudging; servile;—prying;

inquisitive.

Polacca, (po-lak'a) n, fit. and Sp.] A vessel with

three masts, used in the Mediterranean.

Polar, (po'lar) a. [F. polaire.) Pertaining to,

surrounding, or proceeding from the poles ;—

pertaining to the magnetic pole.

Polarity, (po-larVte) n. The condition in some

bodies of having poles or opposite points with

peculiar properties or powers inherent in these ;

—the power of attracting or repelling other

bodies, and of taking or turning in a certain

direction ; — the property in the magnet of

pointing to the poles of the earth.

Polarisation, (po-lar-e-zi'shun) ft. The act of

polarizing ; the state of having polarity.

Polarize, ( po ' lar - Iz ) v. t. To communicate

polarity to.

Pole, (pol) n, [A.-S. poL) A long, slender piece

of wood ;—a measure of length of 5 \ yards, or a

square measure of 'iii\ square yards ; a rod ; a

perch.

Pole, (pol) n. [L. polus, from G. poUin, to turn.]

One of the extremities of an axis on which a

sphere revolves ;—especially, one of the extrem

ities of the earth's axis ;—a point of maximum

intensity of a force which has two such points,

or which has polarity.

Pole, (pol) ft, A native or inhabitant of Poland.

Pole-axe, (poTaks) ft. A sort of axe or hatchet

fixed to a i>ole or handle.

Poleoat, (polecat) n. [P. pov.lc and chat*] A car

nivorous mammal, allied

to the weasel.

Polemic, (po-lem'ik) a. [G.

poltmikm.] Controversial ;

disputative ; contending

for an opinion or system by

discussion ;—disputations ;

—written in a controver

sial manner or spirit.

Polemic, (po-lem'ik) n. A controversial disputant;

a disputatious divine.

Polemically, (po-lem'ik-al-le) adv. In a contro

versial spirit ; by disputation or antagonistic

diftcuafiion.

Polemics, (po-lom'iks) n. sing. The system or art

 

of conducting controversial discussion ;—con

troversial writings on religious topics.

Pole-star, (poTstar) n. A star nearly vertical to

the pole of the earth ;—that which serves as a

guide.

Police, (po-les7) n. [F. from G. poiit,} The ad

ministration of the laws and regulations of a

city or borough ;—the internal regulation and

government of a kingdom or state ;—the body of

civil officers organized for the preservation of

good order and the enforcement of the laws.

Policeman, (ih>-Ks man) n. One ef the police.

Police-office, (pG-leVof-is) n. A court for the trial

of petty offences within a city or borough ; office

where police business is transacted ; a temporary

prison for petty offenders :—akx> police-eta tion.

Police-officer, (pd-les'of-e-ser) n. An officer to

whom is committed the execution of the la* a

of a city.

Policy, (jtole-se) ft. [F. police, L. poHtia.} The

general scheme or system of measures by which

the government and affairs of a nation axe ad

ministered—usually classified nsfortiyn, dattu-e-

tic, and commercial policy ,—a hue of procedure

or measures put forth by a party or its leaders

as a common ground of action ;—dexterity in

managing public affairs or in leading a party ;

—prudence or wisdom ;■—stratagem ; cunning-.

[Sp. poltzia.) A writing or instrument in which

a contract of insurance is embodied.

Polish, (pol'ish) v. t. [L. polire.) To make smooth

and glossy, usually by friction;—hence, to refine;

—r. i. To become smooth ; to receive a gloss.

Polish. { j >ol i.-IO 7i. A smooth, glassy surface pro

duced by friction;—hence, refinement; eleganca.

Poh&her, (polish-cr) ft. One who or that which

polishes.

Polishing, (pol'ish-ing) n. The act of making

smooth or glossy ;— act of refining the manners.

Polite, (pd-Iif) a. [L. politu*,] Elegant in

manners ; refined ; well-bred : courteous.

Politely, (po-lit/Ie) adv. Genteelly; courteously.

Politeness, (po-lit'ues) ft. State or quality uf

being polite ; courtesy; good breeding ; civility.

Politic, (pol'e-tik) a. [G. politikoA.] Pertaining

to policy ;—sagacious in contriving or planning ;

dexterous in the use of means ;—wary ; artful ;

—well devised ; adapted to the end ; wjbe ; pru

dent; sagacious.

Political, (po-lit'ik-al) a. Pertaining to politics ;

pertaining to a state ;—derived from office or

connection with government ; public ;—treating

of civil government or the administration of

public affairs. [manner.

Politically, (p6-lit'ik-al-le) adv. In a political

Politician, (pol-e-tish e-an) ft. One who is versed

in the science of government ; one devoted to

politics;—one who is devoted to a political party;

—a man of deep contrivance or artifice.

Politics, ( pol' e- tilts) «. sing. The science of

government; — the management of a political

party ; in a bad sense, jiolitical trickery.

Polity, (pol'e-te) ft. [F. politic] The form or

constitution of civil government in a nation

or state.

Polka, (pol/ka) «. [Bohemian pulka.] A dance of

Polish origin;—also, the air played to the dance.

Poll, (pol) ft. i ! ' bol.] The head, or the back.

part of the head ;—a register of heads, tliat La,

of persons ;—hence, the entry of the names of

electors who vote in parliamentary or municipal

elections;—the place where un election is held ;

—the count of votes given in an election.
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Poll, (}-'!) ». t. To clip ; to lop ; to shear ; to cut

closely ;—to enter, as persons, in a register ; to

«nrol ;—to bring to the poll ; to call forth, as a

number of votes ;—r. i. To vote at a poll, as an

elector.

Pollard, (pol'ard) ». (Prom poll,] A tree having

it* top cut off at some height above the ground,

that it may thruw out branches.

Polled, (pold) a. Wanting horns, an a certain

breed of black cattle.

Pollen, (pol'un) n. [L.] The fecundating dust or

powder of the anthers of flowers.

Poller, (poTer) n. One who polls or lops trees ;—

one who registers voters, or enters his name as

a voter.

Poll-tax, (pol'taka) n. A tax levie<l by the head

or poll ; a capitation tax.

Pollute, (pol-luf) v. t. (L. pollutre.] To make

foul or unclean;—to defile morally;—to profane;

—to render ceremonially unclean ;—to violate

by illegal sexual commerce ; to taint with evil ;

to corrupt.

Polluter, (pol-lQt'er) n. One who pollutes.

Pollution* (pol-lu'shun) n. Act of ]>olluting, or

state of being polluted ; — legal or ceremonial

uncleannew ; defilement ; vitiation ; taint ; cor

ruption.

Pollux, (polluks) n. A fixed star of the second

magnitude, in the constellation Gemini.

Polonaise, (po-16-niz^ n. IF. J The Polish lan

guage ;—a Polish dress worn by ladies.

Polt, (pelt) n. [Eug. r- ''■'■] A blow, stroke, or

striking.

Poltroon, (pol-troon/) n. [It. poltrone.) An arrant

coward ; a wretch without spirit or courage.

Poltroonery, (pol-trooner-o) u. Cowardice ; want

of spirit

Polyandrous. (pol-e-an'drus) a. [Q. polus and

anir.] Belonging to the class Polyandria,

having many stamens, inserted in the receptacle,

or arising^immediately from below the ovary.

Polyanthus, (pol-e-en thus) n. [O. "ntko*.]

A certain ornamental plant whose flower-stalks

produce flowers in clusters.

Polygamist. (pol-ig'a-mist) n. A person who

practises polygamy or maintains its lawfulness.

Polygamy, (pol-igViue) n. [G. poliu and ganiox.]

A plurality of wives or husbands at the Homo

time ; usually the condition of a man having

more than one wife.

Polyglot, (pol'e-glot) a. [G. poluglOttos.] Con

taining, or pertaining to, several languages.

Polyglot, (pol'e-glot) n. A book containing the

same subject-matter in several languages ;—

uperiatly, the Scriptures in several languages.

Polygon, (pol'e-gon) n. (G. polus and gOnia,] A

plane figure of many angles,

and consequently of many

sides; a plane figure of more

than four sides.

Polygonal, ( pol-igou-al ) a.

Having many angles.

Polygram, (pore-gram) a.

fG. polwt, many, and <>, ■■> ■

mi, line.] A figure consist

ing of many lines.

Polygraph, (pol'e graf) n. An instrument for

multipfving copies of a writing with expedition.

Polygrap'hy, (pol-ig'ra-fe) * [G. polugraphia.]

The art of writing in various ciphers, and of

deciphering the same.

Polyhedron, (pol-e-he'dron) n. [0. poluedros.] A

body or solid contained by many sides or planes.

Polygons.

 

Polyhedrous, (pol-e-he'drus) «. Polyhedral;

having many sides, as a solid body.

Polyhymnia, (pol-e-him'ne-a) n. [G. polus, and

huiuno*.} The muse who presided over lyric

l»oetry ;—an asteroid between the orbits of Mars

and Jupiter.

Polymeriam, (po-le'mcr-izm) n. [G. polus and

vuros.] In chemistry, the state of having in a

compound a greater number of atomic particles

of one element than of the other, while the re

lative proportions of each are the same.

Polynesia. (pol-e-nc'se-a)u. [G. polus and nisos.]

The group of islands in the Pacific Ocean near

the tropics.

Polynomial, (pol-e-nom'e-al) n. [G. polus and

ononuu] In algtbra, an expression composed

of two or more terms connected by the sign

plus or minus. [many names or terms.

Polynomial, (pol-e-nom'e-al ) a. Containing

Polyp, (pol'ip) n. [L. polypus.] An aquatic

animal of the radiate type, having, in general, a

cylindrical body, at one extremity of which

there is a mouth, surrounded by one or more

series of arms or tentacles.

Folypetalous, (pol-e-pet'a-lus) a. [G. polus and

petatoil.] Having many petals.

Polypus, (pol'e-pus) n. [L. jiolpj>us.] Something

that has many feet or roots;—a polyp;—a

tumour with a narrow base, somewhat resem

bling a pear.

Poiysepalous, (pol-e-sep'a-lus) a. Having many

or separate sejmls, as a calyx.

Polyspermous, (pol-e-sperm'uB) a. [G. polus and

sperma.] Containing many seeds.

Polysyllabic (pol-e-sil-lal/ik) «• Pertaining to

or consisting of many syllables or of more than

three.

Polysyllable, (pole-sil-la-hl) n. [G. polvs and

sultobe.] A word of many syllables, that is,

consisting of more syllables than three.

Polytechnic, (pol - e - tek ' ink) a. [G. polus and

Uchni.] Comprehending many arts— applied

particularly to a school in which many branches

of art or science are taught.

Polytheism, (pol'e-the-izm) n. [G. polus and theot.]

The doctrine or belief of a plurality of gods.

Polytheist, (pol'e-the -ist) h. One who believes in

or maintains the doctrine of a plurality of gods.

Polytheistic, (pol-e-the-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to

polytheism;—holding a belief in a plurality of

gods.

Pomace, (po-moV) n. [I* pomum.] The substance

of apples, >'■■■, crushed by grinding.

Pomaceous, (po-ma'she-us) a, [L. oomum.] Con

sisting of appk.s ;—like pomace.

Pomade or Pomatum, (po-mad) a. [F. pommadt.]

A perfumed unguent or composition used hi

dressing the hair.

Pomegranate, (pdm'gran-3t) n. [L. pomum and

granatus.] A tree of the genus

Punica and Its fruit, of the siz<*

and shape of an orange, having

a hard rind filled with a soft

pulp and numerous seeds.

Pomeroy,(pom'roy)«. [F. pomme

androi.] A sort of apple, known

also as the royal apple.

Pomiferous, (poni-il'er-us) a. 'J

[L. pomum. and ferre. J Apple- r

bearing — applied to plants

which bear the larger fruits, Pomegranate.

as melons, pumpkins, cucumbers, A*c.

Pommel, (pum'el) «. [F. pommea,u] A knob of
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ball ;—tho knob on the hilt of a sword ;—tbo

protuberant part of a saddle-bow.

Pommel, (pum'el) v. t. To beat, as with a pommel,

that is, with something thick or bulky.

Pommelion, d>oni-meTe-on) n. The largo knob

behind the breech of a cannon.

Pomology, (pd-mol'o-je) n. [L. pomum and G.

logos.] The art or science of raising fruits.

Pomona, (po-rao'na) n. In mythology, the goddess

offruits;—an asteroid between Mai's and Jupiter.

Pomp, (pomp) u. [G. poinpi.] A procession of

grandeur and Bplendour;—show of magnificence;

parade ; pageantry. •

Pomposity, (pom -pos'e- te) n. State of being

pompous; pompousness ; ostentation; boasting.

Pompous, (ponip'us) a. Displaying pomp;—

ostentatious ; magnificent ; stately ; dignified ;

lofty. [or display.

Pompously, (pomp'us-le) adv. With great parade

Pompousness, (pomp 'us -tics) n. The state of

being pompous; magnificence; splendour.

Pond, (pond) n. [A.-S. pyndan.] A natural or

artificial body of fresh water, less than a lake.

Ponder, (pon der) v. t, [L. from pondus.] To

weigh in the mind ; to consider ; to examine ;—

v. i. To think on ; to muse ; to deliberate-

followed by on.

Ponderability, (pon-der-a-bilet-e) n. Tho pro

perty of having sensible weight. [weighed.

Ponderable, (pon'der-a-bl) a. Capable of being

Ponderosity, (pon-der-os'e-te) n. State of being

ponderous; weight; gravity; heaviness:—pon-

titroii-mets.

Ponderous, (pon'der-us) a. [L. pondwoiti'.fi.] Veiy

heavy; weighty;—forcible; strongly impulsive.

Ponderously, (pon'der-ua-lo) adv. With great

weight

Poniard, (pon'yard) «. [P. poignant.] A small

dagger ; a sharp pointed instrument for stab

bing ; a stiletto. [to stab.

Poniard, (pon'yard) v. t. To pierce with a poniard;

Pontage, (pon'taj) n. [h. pontagiv/m.] A duty-

paid for repairing bridges ; the toll of a bridge.

Pontiff, (pon'tif) 7i. [L. pontifex.) A high priest;

especially, one of the sacred college in ancient

Rome;— among tho Jows, a chief priest;—

the pope.

Pontifical, (pon-tifik-al) a. Belonging to a high

priest ;—belonging to the pope; popish.

Pontifical, (pon-tifik-al) n. A book containing

tho offices or formulas used in various ecclesias

tical rites ;—pi. The dress and ornaments of a

priest, bishop, or pope.

Pontificate. (pon-tifik-at) v. State or dignity of

a high priest ;—specifically, the office or dignity

of the pope ;—the reign of a pope.

Pontoon, (pon-toon') n. [F. ponton.] A light

frame-work or float, used in forming a bridge

for the passage of troops ;—a low, flat vessel,

used in careening ships ; a lighter.

Pony, (po'ne) n. [Gael, ponaidh, ~F. jtoni.] A

small horse.

Poodle, (poo'dl) n. [Ger. pudd.] A small dog

covered with long silky hair.

Pool, (pool) n. [A.-S. p6l.] A small and rather

deep collection of fresh water ;—a puddle. [F.

poult.] The tray into which the stakes are put

in games of cards ;—the amount of the stakes.

Poop, (poop) «. {L. pnppiA,] A deck above the

spar deck, reaching forward to the mizzen mast;

the Btern of a ship.

Poor, (poor) a. [F. pouvre.] Destitute of pro-

IKsrty; needy; indigent;—small; insignificant;—

mean; paltry;—despicable; contemptible;—lean;

emaciated, as body;—barren; exhausted, as land;

—small and inferior, as crop;—slender; meagre,

as provision or allowance ■—destitute of strength,

beauty, or dignity; jejune, as style ;—miserable ;

wretched, in contempt;—dear, as a term of fond

ness ;—uncomfortable ; restless, as the patient

had a poor night;—depressed : dejected.

Poorly, (poor'le) adv. In a poor manner or con

dition ;—meanly ; without spirit, excellence, or

dignity.

Poorly, (poor'le) a. Somewhat ill ; indisposed.

Poorness, (poor'ues) n. The Btate or condition of

being poor in its various senses.

Poor-rate, (poorriit) n. An assessment for the

relief or support of the poor. [cowardly.

Poor-spirited, (pdor-spir'it-ed)fl. Of a mean spirit;

Pop, (pop) n. [G. poppvzein.] A small, smart,

quick sound or report.

Pop, (pop) v- *■ To make a sharp, quick sound ;

—to enter or issue forth with a quick, sudden

motion ;—to move from place to place suddenly ;

—i*. t. To push or tlirust suddenly;—to pawn

or pledge.

Pop, (pop) adv. With sudden entrance; suddenly.

Pope, (pop) n. [L. papa.] The bibhop of Rome,

the head of the Roman Catholic Church ;—a

native fish allied to the perch.

Popedom, (pop'dom) n. The place, office, or dig

nity of the pope ;—the jurisdiction of the ix>pe.

Popery, (poprr-e) n. Tho religion of the Kornau

Catholic church, comprehending doctrines and

practices. [rammer for shooting pellets.

Popgun, (pop/gun) u. A child's gun or tube and

Popinjay, (pop'in-ja) ». [Sp. pupagaya.] A

parrot or other bird with a tufted or gay head :

—a mark in the form of a parrot put on a pole

to be shot at ;—a gay fop or coxcomb.

Popish, (pop'ish) a. Relating to the pope or

poperv; taught by the pope or Church of Rome.

Popishly, (pop'ish-le) adv. In a popish manner.

Poplar, (poplar) n. [L. popvfv*.] A genus of

trees of several species, as the black, white, grey

poplar, the aspen-tree, &c.

Poplin, (pop'lin) w. A textile fabric made of silk

and worsted, of many varieties.

Poppy, (pop'e) n, [A.-S. popift, L. payxivtr.] A

genus of plants of several species, from one of

which (the white poppy) opium is collected.

Populace, (pop'u-l;lB) h. [L. popv.lus.] The corn-

mou peo])le ; the vulgar ; the multitude ; mob.

Popular, (pop'u-lar) a. [L. popvlarti.] Pertain

ing to the common people ;—easy to be compre

hended ; familiar ;—enjoying tho favour of the

people ;—prevailing among the people.

Popularity, ( pop-u-larVte ) n. The quality or

Btate of being popular.

Popularize, (popu-Iar-iz) v. t. To make suitable

to the common mind ; to spread among the

people [tants : to people.

Populate, (pop'u-litt) r. t. To furnish with iuhabi-

Population, (pop-u-la'shun) n. [L. populatio.]

Act or operation of peopling:—the whole number

of people in a country or portion of a country.

Populous, (pop'u-lus) a. Containing many inhabi

tants in proportion to the extent of the country.

Populously, (pop'u-lus-le) adv. With many inha

bitants in proportion to the extent of country.

Populousness, (pop'u-lns-nes) n. Tho state of

having many inhabitants in proportion to the

extent of country.

Porcelain, (por'se-lfln) n. [F. porctlavM.] The

finest kind of earthen ware; a species of china
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between earthen and glass ware, with a white,

glazed, semi-transparent surface.

Porcelain, (por'se-lan) a- Belonging to or con

sisting of i>orcelain.

Porch, (porch) n. [L. porticus.) A kind of vesti

bule at the entrance of temples, halls, churches,

or other buildings ;—a portico ; a covered walk.

The Porch, a public portico in Athena, where

Zeno the Stoic philosopher taught . hence, the

school of the Stoics. [swine.

Porcine, (por'sin) a. [I., porctu.] Pertaining to

Porcupine, (porltu-pin) n. [L. porcvA and spina.]

A rodent quadruped furnished with -pint;, or

sharp prickles, capable of being erected at

pleasure.

Pore, (por) n. [G. poros.] A minute orifice in

an animal membrane, through which perspirable

matter is excreted ;—an interstice between the

particles or molecules of a body.

Pore, (p6r) r. i. [Probably a modification of bore.]

To look with steady attention or application.

Porifera, (por-ifgr-a) n. pi. [L. ponu ttud/erre.]

The lowest classes of organized structures in the

animal kingdom, as the sponges.

Porineu, (poVe-nes) u. The state of being pory,

or of having numerous pores.

Pork, (pork) u. [L. porcus.] Tlie flesh of swine,

fresh "j- salted, used for food.

Porker, (pork'er) n. A hog.

Porosity, (po-ros'e-te) n. Quality or state of

having pores or interstices :—also poroumet*.

Porous, (por'ua) «. Full of pores ; having inter

stices in the skin or substance of the body.

Porphyritic, (por-fe-rit'ik) a. Pertaining to, re

sembling, or consisting of porphyry :~ also por-

phyraceous.

Porphyry, (porTe-re) n. [G. porphurite*.] A rock

consisting of a compact base, usually feldspathic,

through which crystals of feldspar are dissemi

nated. There are red, purple, and green varieties.

Porpoise, (por'pus) n. [L. poreu* piscU.] A

cetaceous mammal about

six feet in length, of a

bluish-black colour on the -^

back and white beneath

Porridge, (por'ij) n. (I,.

porrujt.] A kind of foud

made by boiling vegetables I'urpoisu.

in water, with meat—commonly made by boiling

meal in water, or milk and water, to the con

sistency of thin paste.

Porringer, (por'in-je.r) n. A small metallic vessel

in which |K>rridge or other liquids are warmed.

Port, (port) n. [L. portus.] A harbour; a haven

where ships may ride. [L. porta.] A passage-

way ; a gate ;—an opening in the side of a ship

through which cannon may 1» discharged ; also,

the lid which closes such an opening. [ I .. par-

tart.] Carriage; air; mien. [From Oporto,] A

dark-purple astringent wine ;—the larboard or

left side of a ship.

Port, (port) v. t. [L. porlare.] To pnt to the

left or larboard side of a ship—said of the helm.

Portable, (port'a-bl) a. [L. portabili*.] Capable

of being borne or carried without difficulty.

Fortableneas, (port'a-bl-nea) n. The quality of

being portable.

Portage, (port'aj) n. The act of carrying ;—the

price of carriage.

Portal, (portal) n. [L. -porta.] A small door or

gate ;—the arch over a door or gate.

Port-charges, (port-cluuj'ez) n. pi. Harbour dues

to which a ship ■ r its cargo is liable in a port.

 

Port-crayon, (port-kra'on) n. A metallic handle

with a ring or clasp to hold crayons, pencils, &c.

Portcullis, (i>"i t -kul i- n. [F. porte and couliue.]

A framework of timbers, each pointed with iron,

hung over the gateway of a fortified town, to > ■■■

let down to prevent the entrance of an enemy.

Port-dues, (port'doz) u. pi, Tulls or rates leviablu

on vessels or goods entering or leaving a port.

Porte, (port)n. [F.J The Turkish empire, officially

called the Sublime Porte, from the gate of the

Sultan's palace, where justice was administered.

Portend, (por-tend') v. t. [L. portendert.] To in

dicate the future ; foretoken ; forebode.

Portent, (por'tent, por-tenf) n. That which por

tends or foretokens ; especially, evil ; an omen

of ill.

Portentous, (por-tent'us) «. Serving to portend ;

ominous ; hence, wonderful ; prodigious.

Portentously, (por-tent'us-le) adv. Ominously.

Porter, (por'tgr) n. [F. portiere.] A man that

has the charge of a door or gate ; a doorkeeper.

Porter, (por,t?r)». (F. porteur.] A person who

carries burdens for hire ;—a malt liquor of a

dark brown colour—so called as having been

first used by the London porters.

Porterage, (por'ter-uj) n. Money paid for the

carriage of burdens by a porter;—the business

of a carrier or of a doorkeeper.

Portfolio, (port-fQ'le-o) n. [L. portare ;m< ! / • ■ ■ :

A portable case for loose papers ;—also a writing

case ;—a similar case containing prints, designs,

plans, &c. ;—in France, the emblem of the office

of a minister of state. [of war.

Port-hole, (port'hol) n. The embrasure of a ship

Portico, (poVte-ko) n. [It A Sp.] A covered

space inclosed by columns, at the entrance of a

building.

Portion, (porshun) n. [L. portio.] A part of

any thing separated from it; — a ]>urt not

actually divided, but considered by itself ;—a

part assigned ; an allotment ;—the pait of an

estate given to a child or heir, or descending to

him by law ;—a wife's fortune.

Portion, (porshun^ v. t. To separate into portions

or shares; to divide;—to furnish with a portion.

Portioner, (porahun-er) »• *-*ne who divides ur

apportions.

Portionist, (por'shun-ist) n. One who has an

academical allowance ; the incumbent of a bene

fice which has more rectors or vicars than one.

Portionleis, (]>or'shuu-les) a. Having no portion.

Portliness, (port'le-nes) ,i. [From portly.] Dig

nity of personal appearance, depending on size

and symmetry of body, with dignified manners ;

also, bulkinesfl ; corpulence.

Portly, (port le) a. [From port.] Having a dig

nified port or mien ;—bulky ; corpulent.

Portmanteau, (iwrt-man'to) n. [F. porter and

manteau.] A bag, usually of leather, for carrying

apparel, &c.f on journeys.

Portrait, (poYtrut) u, [F.J A picture of a per

son, and especially of the face, taken or drawn

from the life ; a likeness in oil or water colours,

&c. ;—a photographic likeness ;—the likeness of

an animal ;—description or delineation in words.

Portrait-painter, (poYtrat-pant-er) «. One whose

occupation is to paint portraits.

Portraiture, (poYtrat-ur) n. The drawing of por

traits: — act of representing to the mind or

imagination.

Portray, (por-trl') v. L [F. portraire, from L. pro-

tra/tere, protraction, to draw forth,] To paint

or draw the likeness of ;— to describe in words.
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Portrayer, (por-tra'gr) «. One who portrays,

paints, or describes.

Fortress, (pdr'tres) n. A female jwrter.

Pory, (pore) a. Full of poren or small interstices.

Pose, ()H)z) n. An attitude formally assumed for

the sake of effect

Pose, (poz) v. t. [F. poser.] To bring to a stand ;

to puzzle :—to question with a view to puzzling.

Poser, (pdz'er) n. One who puzzles by asking

difficult questions;—a question, statement, or

the like which puzzles or silences.

Position, (po-zish'nn) «. [L. jtositio.] The man

ner in which any thing is placed ;— situation ;

condition ;—the spot where a person or thing is

placed ; station ;—the ground which any one

takes in an argument, &c.;—a proposition to bo

defended or reasoned out; — relative place or

standing in society ; social rank.

Positive, (poz'it-iv) a. [L. posit ivus.) Having a

real position, existence, or energy; actual ;—not

dependent ou circumstances or relations ; at>-

Kolute ;—definitely laid down ; explicit ;—not

admitting of doubt, qualification, or discretion ;

—fully assured ; confident ; dogmatic.

Positive, (poz'it-iv) », Reality;—that which

settles by absolute appointment ;—a word that

affirms or assorts existence.

Positively, (poz'it-iv-le) adv. In a positive form

or manner ; absolutely ;—expressly.

Positiveness, (poz'it-iv-nes) n. Reality of exist

ence ;—undoubting assurance ; peremptoriness.

Positivism, (poz'it-iv -izm) n. The system of

philosophy founded by Comte, which teaches

that we have no knowledge of any thing but the

phenomena of nature, and of their mutual re

lations as co-existent or successive, similar or

dissimilar, iu time, place, and properties.

Possess, (poz-zes') v. t. [h. possidey:.} To occupy

iu person ; to hold in one's own keeping ;—to

have the legal title to;—to assume the control

of ;—to obtain possession of ; to seize ;—to enter

into and influence—said of evil spirits, passions,

<fcc. ;—to acquaint ; to inform.

Possession, (poz-zesh'un) ». Act of possessing :—

occupancy; ownership;—state of being possessed,

as by an evil spirit ;—a country held by mere

conquest ;—lands, estate, or goods ;—any thing

valuable possessed or enjoyed ; mental gift ;

acquirement.

Possessive, (poz-zes'iv) «. [L. possessivtis.] Per

taining to i>ossossion; expressing possession.

Possessive, (poz-zes'iv) n. The genitive ease or

that case of a noun which notes the state of

being owned by, or of being related to another.

Possessor, (poz-zes'er) '<- One who ]K>sses3es ;—

owner ; proprietor ; master ; holder ; occupant.

Possessory, (poz-zes'or-e) a. Relating to a ]ios-

sessor or. to that which is possessed ; hav ing

possession.

Posset, (pos'et) n. [W. posel.] Milk curdled by

some strong infusion, as by wine, etc.

Possibility, (pos-e-bil'e-te) n. Power of being or

existing ; stato of being possible ;—that which

is possible.

Possible, (pos'e-bl) a. [L. possibilis.) Liable to

happen ; capable of existing or of being done ;—

barely able to be or to come to pass, but lughly

improbable.

Possibly, (pos'e-ble) adv. By any power, moral

or physical, really existing ;—without involving

absurdity;— perhaps ; perchance.

Post, (post) n. [L. paittis.] A piece of timber or

other solid substance set upright, especially as a

support ; a pillar ;—a station ; especially, a

military Btation;—an office or position of service,

trust, or emolument ;—a messenger who goes

from station to station ; a letter-carrier; a post

man ;—the mail ;—a sort of writing paper.

Post, (post) v. t. To attach to a j>ost or ether

place; to advertise; — especially, to advertise

opprobriously ;—to assign to a station ;—to put

in the mail ;—to carry, as an account, from the

journal to the ledger ;—to acquaint : to inform :

—v. i. To travel with post-horses ;—hence, to

travel with speed.

Post, (post) adv. With post-horses ;—with great

rapidity.

Postage, (post'ttj) v. [From post.] The estab

lished price for the conveyance of a letter or

other mailable matter by jjost.

Postal, (postal) a. Belonging to the poetoffke

or mail service.

Post-bap, (posfbag) n. A bag for letters.

Postboy, (post'boy) n. A boy that rides as j>ost ;

a courier.

Post-coach, (pdafkoeh) n, A carriage with four

wheels for the conveyance of travellers by post ;

—also post-chaise.

Post-date, (post'dut) r. t. [L. post, after, and Eng.

date.] To date after the rail time.

Post-day, (post'da) v. The day of the arrival or

despatch of the mail ; especially the day of the

despatch of a foreign mail.

Postdiluvian, (post-de-lii've-an) a. [L. /W and

dilwivm.] Being or happening posterior to the

flood in Noah's days.

Poster, (post'er) n. One who posts ; a courier :—

a large bill posted for advertising.

Posterior, (pus-tere-or) a. [L.J Later or subse

quent in time;—later in tho order of proceeding

or moving ;—behind in position.

Posteriority, (pos-te-ro-ore-te) n. Tho state of

being Later or subsequent.

Posteriorly, (pos-te're-or-le) adv. Subsequently ;

afterward ;—toward the hinder or back part

Posteriors, (j>os-tC*'re-orz) n.jyl. The hinder parts

of an animal's body.

Posterity, (pos-ter'e-tu) n. [L. posteritas.] The

race that proceeds from a progenitor ; offspring :

descendants ; succeeding generations.

Postern, (post'era) n. [F. post-erne.] Originally,

a back door or gate ; a private entrance ; hence,

any small door or gate.

Postern, (postern) «. Buck ; private.

Postfix, (pdst'fika) n. [L. pott and .*>#**.] A

letter, syllable, or word, added to tho end of

another word.

Postfix, (post'fiks) v. t. To add, as a letter, syl

lable, or word, to the end of another word.

Post-haste, (]K>st'hast) n. Haste or speed in tra

velling, like that of a post or courier.

Post-haste, dwst'hast) adv. With expedition.

Post-horse, (posfhors) n. A horse stationed or

intended for the jnist.

Posthumous, (posfhtini-ns) a. [L. postLv™ *!,-.}

Bom after the death of the father, or taken from

the dead body of the mother, as a child :— pul>-

lished after the death of the author, as writings;

—continuing after one's decease., as fame.

Postillion, (pos-tilyun) n. [F. <fc 8p. jtostilton ]

One who rides and guides one of Uie horses in a

coach or post-chaise, or who guides the first pair

of horses.

Posting, (post'ing) n. Travelling by post or with

post-horses; — act of transferring, as account*

from the subsidiary books to the ledger ;—act
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of stationing, as on duty, watch, kc ;—act of

publicly exposing by bill or advertisement.

Postman, (post'man) n. A letter-carrier.

Postmark, (post'mark) n. The mark or stamp of

a post-office on a letter. [office stamp.

Postmark, (post'niark) v. t. To mark with a post-

Postmaster, (posfmas-t^r) n. One who supplies

post-horses;—one who has charge of a post-office.

Postmeridian, (post-niC-rid'e-an) a. [L. pott and

liieridianuM.] Being or belonging to the after

noon.

Post-mortem, (post'mor-tem) «. [L.] After death.

PoKt-raortem examination of a body, aii examina

tion made after the death of the patient.

Post-nuptial, (post-itup'she-al) a. [L. jx>«t and

miptice.} Granted, executed, or contracted after

marriage, as bonds, deeds, debts, &c.

Post-obit, (post-6'bit) n. [L. poH and obitvt.]

A bond in which the obligor, in consideration

of having received money, binds himself to pay

a larger sum on the death of some individual

from whom he has expectations.

Post-office, (post'of-iw) n. A governmental office

where letters are received and distributed.

Post-paid, (post'pad) a. Having the postage paid.

Postpone, (i>6st-p6n') v. t. [L. post and ponere.]

To defer to a future or later time ; adjourn ;

delay ;—to set below something else in value.

Postponement, (post-pon'ment) i>. Act of post

poning or deferring to a future time.

Postscript, (post'skript) n. [L. pott and xrip-

tum.] A paragraph added to a letter after it is

concluded and signed by the writer ; or any

addition made to a book after it had been sup

posed to be finished. [office.

Post-town, (post'town) ». A town having a post-

Postulant, (pos'tu-lant) ?*. [L. pottulant.] One

who makes a request ; hence, a candidate.

Postulate, (pos'tu-llt) v.. A position or supposi

tion assumed without proof; — a self-evident

problem.

Postulate, (pos'tu-lat) v.t. [L. portulatv.] To

beg or assume without proof ;—to solicit by

earnest entreaty.

Postulation, (pos-tu-la'shun) n. The act of taking

for granted without proof ; assumption.

Postulatory, ( pos'tii-hVtor-o ) «. Assuming or

assumed without proof.

Posture, (pos'tur) n. [L. positura.] Tlie situa

tion of a figure with regard to the eye, and of

the several principal members with regard to

each other by which action is expressed ;—atti

tude ; position ;—situation ;—state ; condition ;

—mental disposition ; frame.

Posture, (pos'tur) r. t. To put in any particular

place, disposition, or attitude.

Posy, (po'ze) «. [Contracted from poetjt.] A

poetical sentence ; a motto ;— especially, a motto

or verse sent with flowers ; hence, a nosegay ;

a bouquet.

Pot, (pot) n. [F. pot, W. pot] A largo metallic

or earthen vessel used for domestic purposes ;—

a pewter mng for malt liquors ; a quart ;—a

steel head-piece ;—a sort of paper in small-sized

sheets.

Pot, (pot) v.t. To place in pots ;—to preserve

seasoned, as meats;—to set out and cover in

pots, as plants ;—to put in casks for draining,

as sugar.

Potable, (po/ta-bl) a. [L. potabilit.] Fit to be

drunk; drinkable.

Potable, (pd'ta-bl) n. Something that may be

drunk ; beverage-

Potash, (pot'aah) n. [Eng. pot and ash.] A

powerful alkali, the protoxido of potassium.

Potation, (po-ta'shun) n. [L. potatio.] A drink

ing or drinking-bout ;—a draught.

Potato, (po-tiVto) n. [Sp. /mtata.] A well-known

plant and its tuber, Jargoly used for food and

farinaceous preparations. [belly.

Pot-bellied, (pot'bel-lid) a. Having a prominent

Potboy, (potboy) 71. A boy who carries out malt

liquors from a tavern or beer-house.

Poteen, (po-tenO ». [Ir. poitim.] Irish whisky.

Potency, (po'ten-se) n. The state of being potent;

power; influence; might; efficacy; energy.

Potent, (po'tent) a. [L. potent, ppr. of posse.]

Physically strong;—having great anthority or

influence; mighty; forcible; influential.

Potentate, (pd'tent-at) n. [L. potentatut.] One

who is potent ; a prince ; a sovereign.

Potential, (p6-ten'she-al) a. Existing in possi

bility, not in net;—powerful : efficacious.

Potentiality, (po-ten-she-are-te) n. The state of

being potential ; possibility ; not actuality.

Potentially, (po-ten'she-al-le) adv. In a potential

or possible maimer; not in act ; not positively.

Potently, (jxVteinVle) adv. With great force or

energy ; powerfully ; effectively.

Pot-hanger, (pot'hang-fr) n. A pot-hook.

Pother, (poTH>r) «• [F- poudre.] Bustle; con

fusion ; tumult ; flutter ',—hothtr.

Pother. (noTii'er) r. *. To perplex ; to puzzle ;—

t*. i. To"make a noisy effort ; to make a fuss or

stir. [for food.

Pot-herb, (pot'erb) n. Any herb used in cooking

Pot-hook, Qxvt'h06k) n. A hook on which pots

and kettles are hung over the tire ;—a letter or

character like a pot-hook.

Pot-hotfse, (pot'hous) n. An ak-liouse.

Potion, (uo'shuu)n. \h.potio.] A draught; a dose,

Potlid, (pot'lid) n. The cover of a pot.

Potsherd, (potsherd) n. [Eng. pot and A. -8.

trrmti.] A piece or fragment of a broken pot.

Pottage, (pot'aj) ». [F. potagt.) Food made of

meat boiled in water with vegetables ;—also,

oatmeal or barley meal boiled with water or

milk. [make earthen vessels.

Potter, (pot'pr) n. One whose occupation is to

Potter, (l>ot'er) v.i. To occupy ones self in a

trifling or inefficient manner ;—to trifle.

Pottery, (]x>t'er-e) n. The vessels or waro made

by potters; earthen ware;— the place where

earthen vessels are manufactured.

Pottle, (pot'l) v. (Diminutive of pnt.] A liquid

measure of four pints; — a small basket for

holding fruit.

Pot-valiant, (uot'vaJ-yant) a. Courageous over

the cup ; heated to valour by strong drink.

Pouch, (pouch) n. [F. poehe.] A small bag;

usually a leathern bag ;—the bag or sac of a

bud, as the pelican ; also, the crop of a bird ;—

a membranous sac in which the young of mar

supials are carried.

Pouch, (pouch) v.t. To pocket; to save; — to

swallow -said of fowls.

Pouchong, (pdo-shongO ». A kind of black tea.

Poult, (polt) 71. [F. pouUt.] A young chicken,

partridge, &c.

Poulterer, (poTter-er) n. One who deals or trades

in poultry.

Poultice, (pol'tis) n. [L. pv.lt.] A soft composi

tion of various materials to be applied to sores,

boils, and the like ; a cataplasm.

Poultice, (pol'tis) v. t. To cover with a poultice ;

to dress with a poultice.
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Poultry, (pol'tre) ft, [From pouU.] Domestio

fowls propagated and fed for the table, aud for

their eggs, feathers, &c.

Poultry-yard, (poi'tre-yard) n. A yard or place

whore fowls are confined, bred, or fattened.

Pounce, (potins) n. rNorni. F. ponce] The claw

or talou of a bird of prey ;—also, cloth worked

with eyelet holes ;—a fine powder to prevent

ink from spreading on paper;— a coloured

powdered substance used by enibroideren* in

making designs on paper :—a powder used as a

cosmetic.

Pounce, (pouns) r. t. To sprinkle or nib with

pounce ;—to pierce with u sharp instrument ; to

punch;—to work in eyelet bahf!- -v. i. To fall

on suddenly and seize with the claws.

Pouncet-box, (pouns'et-boks) n, (F. ponMtt&l A

small box with perforations on the top, to hold

l»erfumo for smelling.

Pound, (pound) n. fA.-.S. pmnd.] A certain

weight; specifically, 16 ounces avoirdnjmis, or

IS ounces troy;—twenty shillings sterling;—

[A.-S. pinidan.] An inclosuro in which cattle

or other beasts axe confined when taken in

trespassing.

Pound, (pound) v. t. To beat or strike :—to pul

verize by beating; to grind with a pestle and

mortar;—to confine in a i»ound ; to impound.

Poundage, (poiuid'aj) m. A Bum deducted from

the pound, or an allowance on each ]»"iikI. as

for commission, discount, etc ;—a fine levied on

the owner of cattle that had been impounded.

Poundcake, (pouiid'kok) n. A rich kind of cake

for the table.

Pounder, (pound'er) n. One who pounds;—an

instrument for pounding ; a pestle ;—a person

or thing denominated from a certain number of

pounds.

Pour, (por) v. t. [W. btcric] To cause to flow,

as a liquid, either out of a vessel or into it ;—to

Rend forth in a flowing or profuse manner ; to

emit;—to give vent to, as strong feeling; to

utter ;—r, i. To issue forth in a stream or con

tinued succession of parts: to move impetuously

like a swift-running stream ; to flow ;—hence,

to rain heavily.

Pout, (pout) ». A sea-fish of the cod kind ;—a

species of bird ; a pullet :—a fit of sullenness.

Pout, (pout) v. i. [F. bouder. | To thrust out the

lit>s, as in iullennesa or displeasure ; to look

sullen;—to project; to be prominent.

Pouter, (pout'er) n. One who poutsj—a variety

of the domestic pigeon,

with an inflated breast ox

crop.

Poverty, (pov'er-te) ft, [U

jxtupeiias.]Yfaiitotmeeki\ti

of subsistence ; indigence ;

need;—any deficiency of n -

sources needed or desired :

especially, a lack of ide;.^

or words ;—defect in con

ception or design ; want d

grace or ornament; meagre-

ness in style or execution.

Powder, (pow'der) n. [O. Eng. poiufw, L. pulvu.)

A dry substance in minute particles; dust ;—

aptetallf, a composition of salt]>etre, sulphur,

and charcoal mixed and granulated; gunpowder;

—a perfumed dust, formerly used for dressing

the hair.

Powder, (pow'der) v. t. To reduce to fine par

ticles ; to pulverize ;—to sprinkle with powder ;

 

Pouter rie'eon.

—to sprinkle with salt, as meat ;—v. i. To

separate into minute particles ; to fall to dust.

Powrtrr-flask. (pow'der-flask) h. A flask or horn

in which gunpowder is carried by sportsmen.

Powder-magazine, (i>ow'der-uiag-a-zen) *_ A

place where gunpowder is stored ; especially a

place made shot -proof in fortified places or in

ships.

Powder-mine, (pow'der-min) n. A cave or hollow

in which gunpowder is placed to be fired at a

proper time.

Powdery, (pow'der-e) o. Easily crambliug to

pieces ; friable ; — having a resemblance to

powder.

Power, (pow'cr) «. [F. poui'oir,] Ability to

act, regarded as latent or inherent :—physical

strength; force; might;—mental ability; talent;

faculty; — moral ability; energy; — influence;

control ;—authority; command ;—the governing

prince or magistrate ; government ; ruler j—-the

divinity;—an angel, either good or bad;—a host ;

a military or naval force ;—impulse ; impetus ;

momentum ;—one of the six mechanical con

trivances on which all machines are constructed ;

—the driving force of an eugine or machine ;—

mechanical advantage gained;—the degree to

which a lens or other optical instrument mag

nifies;—authority; legal warrant ;—the product

arising from the multiplication of a number into

itself;—colloquially, a great number or quan

tity ; a multitude ; a mass.

Powerful, (power-fool) a. Full of power; mighty ;

strong ; potent ; efficacious ; intense.

Powerfully, (pow'cr-fool-le) ad*. With great force

or energy; with great effect; mightily; forcibly.

Power-fulness, (pow'cr-fool-nes) ». The quality of

having or exerting great power ; force ; might.

Powerless, (pow'er-les) a. Destitute of power,

force, or energy ; weak ; impotent.

Powerlessness, (pow'er-les-nes) *• Destitution of

power ; helplessness.

Pox, (poks) 7i. [For pock*, A.-S. poec] A pus

tule ; an eruption ; especially in any one of the

four diseases called small-pox, chicken-pox, the

vaccine disease, and the venereal disease.

Pox, (poks) r. t. To infect with the pox.

Practicability, (prak-to-ka-bil'e-te) n. Quality or

state of being practicable ; feasibility.

Practicable, (pruk'te-ka-bl) «. [L. practieu*.]

Capable of being practised or accomplished :

feasible ; performable ;—admitting of use or of

being travelled, as a road. [manner.

Practicably, (prak'te-ka-ble) adv. In a practicable

Practical, (prak'tik-al) a. [L. pructicitn.] Per

taining to practice ;—capable of being turned to

use or account;—evincing prnctico or skill ; —

derived from practice or experience ; not speca-

lative ; not theoretical.

Practically, (prak'tik-al-lc) axlr. In relation to

practice ;—by experiment ;—in practice or use.

Practice, (prak'tis) fa. (F. pratique.] Frequently

repeated or customary actions ;—constant use ;

—actual performance, in distinction fiom thtory;

—exercise of a profession, or the limits within

which a profession is exercised or practised ;—

skilful management ; stratagem ; artifice ;—a

rule in arithmetic by which the general rules

are abridged in use ;—established or prescribed

form ; custom ; usage.

Practise, (prak'tis) v. t. To do or perform fre

quently, customarily, or habitually;—to apply,

as a theory, to real life ; to exercise, as a pro

fession, trade, art, &c;—to commit; to pcrpe-
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trate ;—v. i. To perform certain acts frequently

or customarily ;—to learn by practice ;—to try

artifices or stratagems ;—to exercise an employ

ment or profession, especially that of medicine

or of law.

Practised, (prak'tist) a. Done or used frequently;

—skilled ; dexterous by practice ; accustomed.

Practiaer, (prak'tis-er) n. One who practises.

Practitioner, (prak-tish'un-er) a. One who is

engaged in the actual use or exercise of any art

or profession, particularly law or medicine.

Praemunire, (pri-mu-ni're) a. (Corrupted from

jtramonere, to forewani.J The offence of intro

ducing foreign authority, or of disobeying the

mandate of the sovereign in matter* ecclesiasti

cal ;— the writ grounded on that offence.

Pragmatic, (prag-inat'ik) o. [G. prapmalikot.]

Pertaining to business ; hence, material ; over-

forward in acting ; officious; meddling.

Pragmatic, (prag-mat'ik) n. One who is active

or skilled iu business;—a solemn ordinance or

decree issued by the head of a state.

Pragmatically, (prag-mat'ik-al-le) tulr. In a

meddling manner ; officiously ; imjwrtinently.

Prairie, (pra're) n. [F., from L. pratum.] An

extensive tract of land mostly level, destitute

of trees, and covered with till coarse grass.

Prairie-doc, (prl're-dog) it. A small rodent ani

mal, allied to the marmot, found on the prairies

west of the Mississippi.

Prairie-hen, (pnVre-lien) v. A species of grouse

found in the Western States of America.

Praise, (praz) n. [F. prix, h. prttium.) Com

mendation for worth ; approval of merit; honour;

renown; — the joyful tribute of gratitude or

homage rendered to the Divine Being;—the ob

ject or reason of praise.

Praise, (praz) v. t. To express approbation of;—

to extol in words or song ; to do honour to ;

commend; applaud; celebrate; glorify; extol.

Praiseleu, (prizOes) a. Without commendation;

wanting praise.

Prsiser, (primer) n. One who praises or extols.

Praiseworthiness, (praVwm-rno -nes) a. Quality

of deserving approval or commendation.

Praiseworthy, (praVwur-THe) a. Worthy of praiso

or applause ; commendable ; laudable.

Prance, (prans) v. i. [Allied to pranl:] To spring

or bound, as a horso;—to walk or strut about.

Prancer, (pranVer) «. One who or that which

prances ;—a lively horse.

Prancing-, (prans'ing) a. Act of bounding or

springing, as a mettlesome horse.

Prank, (prangk) r. /. [Ger. prange n.] To adorn

in a showy manner; to drees ostentatiously.

Prank, (prangk) n. [W. prune] A gay or sj'iortive

action ; a playfully mischievous act ; frolic.

Prankish, (prangk'ish) u. Full of pranks.

Prase, (praz) n. [0. prat'to*..] A variety of quartz

of a leek-green colour.

Prate, (prit) v. i. [Ger., & D. praten.] To talk

much and to little purpose : to chatter.

Prate, (prit) a. Trifling talk ; tattle.

Prater, (prat>r) u. One who prates ; one who

talks idly.

Prating;, (prut'iug) ii. Chatter; idle talk ;—

loquacity ; talkativeness.

Prattle, (prat'l) r. i. To talk much and idly ; to

talk artlessly, like a child.

Prattle, (prat'l) k. Trifling or childish tattle.

Prattler, (prat'ler) *. An idle talker.

Pravity, (praVe-te) «. [L. pvacita*.] Deteriora

tion ; corruption ; depravity.

 

Prawn.

To ask with

to supplicate ;

Prawn, (prawn) a. A small crustacean allied to

the shrimp. It is highly

prized for food.

Praxis, (praks'is) n. [G.

praxis. ] Use ; practice ;

tApvcially, exercise or dis

cipline for a specific pur

pose or object; — an ex

ample or form to teach

practice.

Pray, (pra) r. i. [L. precari.]

earnestness or zeal ;—to entreat

—to ask submissively; to beseech; to" beg;—

especially, to address the Supreme Being iu the

act of public or private worship ; to pay one's

devotions to God ;—v. t. To address earnest re

quest to; to supplicate; to entreat;—to request;

to petition.

Prayer, (pril'cr) n. One who prays; a supplicant.

Prayer, (pri'cr) it. Act of praying or of asking

a favour; an earnest petition ; supplication;—

the part of a memorial or petition containing

the specific request or favour asked, as distin

guished from the grounds, reasons, or claims on

which it is fouuded or urged ; — especially, a

solemn address to God, consisting of adoration,

or reverent expression of the soul's sense of the

glorious perfections of God", confession of sin and

guilt, supplication of pardoning mercy and all

needful grace and help, in tares*ion for blessings

on others, and t/ianksgivinjj for past and present

mercies and benefits ; —act of lifting up the soul

to God in secret without articulate utterance ;—

a form of devotion used in private, domestic, or

public worship ;—habit or practice of praying.

Prayer-book, (prA'er-book) v. A book containing

piayers or forms of devotion, public or private.

Prayerful, (piu'tr-fool) a. Given to prayer; de

votional, [manner.

Prayerfully, (pra'cr-fool-le) adv. In a prayerful

Prayerlesa, (pra'cr-Ies) «. Not using prayer;

habitually neglecting the duty of prayer to God.

Prayerlessness, (pnVer-les-iies) u. A habitual

neglect of prayer.

Prayer-meeting, (pra'er-met-ing) ». A stated

meeting or assembly for public prayer.

Preach, (prech) c. i. [F. prrcAer.] to pronounce

a public discourse on a religious subject ; to de

liver a sermon; — to give earnest advice on

moral or religious grounds ;— i*. t. To proclaim

or publish in a sermon or religious discourse ;—

to deliver or pronounce, as a sermon.

Preacher, (prtch'er) n. One who preaches ;—one

who inculcates any thing with earnestness.

Preaching, (prech'ing) n. The act of one who

preaches : a public religious discourse ; homily ;

I sermon.

| Preacquaint, (prC-ak-kwunO r- '■ To acquaint

previously or beforehand.

Preamble, (prS-am'bl) ?i. [F. pvcambule.] An

introductory portion to a discourse or writing ;

I preface; specxjlcalbt, the part of a statute which

I states the reasons for and intents of the act.

Preaudience, (pre-aw'de-ens) a. Might of being

I heard beforo another ; right of precedence at the

bar enjoyed by certain official counsel.

Prebend, (prut/end) n. [F. prtbende.] The main

tenance granted to a prebendary out of the

estate of a cathedral or collegiate church.

Prebendal, ( pre - bend ' al ) «. Pertaining to a

prebend.

Prebendary, (preb'en-dar-e) n. A clergyman

i attached to a cvlle/iate or cathedral church who

«P
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enjoys a prebend, in consideration of bis officiat

ing at stated times in the church.

Precarious, (pre-ka're-us) a. [h. precarivs.) De

pending on the will or pleasure of another ;—

held by a doubtful tenure ; exposed to constant

risk ;—doubtful ; uncertain.

Precariously, (pre-ka're-us-le) adv. At the will

or pleasure of others ; dependently.

Precariousness, (prG-ka're-us-nes) u. The quality

or state of being precarious ; uncertainty.

Precaution, (pr-5-kaw'shun) «. [L. prttcautin.]

Previous caution or care ;—a measure taken be

forehand to ward off evil or secure success.

Precaution, (pre-kaw'shun) v. t. To warn or ad

vise beforehand.

Precautionary, (pre-kaw'shun-ar-e) a. Proceeding

from previous caution; forewarning: preventive.

Precede, (pre-s&T) v. t. [L. praeedert.] To go

before in place or order of time ;—to go before

In rank or importance.

Precedence, (pre-sed'ons) n. Act or state of being

precedent ; priority in position, rank, or time ;

—pre-eminence; preference; superiority.

Precedent, (pre-sedeut) a. [L. prceccdais, ppr.

of prceeedtrc] Going before ; anterior ; pre

ceding ; antecedent.

Precedent, (pres'e-dent) it. Something done or

said that may serve as an example to authorize

a subsequent act of the like kind;—a judicial

decision which serves as a rule for future deter

minations in similar cases.

Precedented, (pres'e-dent-ed) a. Having a pre

cedent ;—authorized by example or by previous

usage. [antecedently.

Precedently, (pre-sedent-le) adv. Beforehand ;

Precentor, (pre-sen'tor) u. [L. prcrcinere.] The

leader of the choir in a cathedral ;—in presby-

terian churches, the leader of the congregation

in the psalmody.

Precentorship, (prc-seu'tor-ship) n. The employ

ment or office of a precentor.

Precept, (pre 'sept) n, [L. prceccpttrm.] Any

commandment or authoritative rule of action ;

especially, a command respecting moral con

duct; injunction; direction; doctrine; principle;

maxim ;—a species of writ or warrant.

Preceptive, (pre-sep'tiv) a. Giving precepts or

commands for the regulation of moral conduct ;

—directing in moral conduct; didactic.

Preceptor, (pre-sop'tor) n. A teacher; an in

structor; the head of a school;—the president

of a college.

Preceptorial, (pre-sep-to re-al) a. Pertaining to a

preceptor.

Preceptory, (pre-sep'tor-e) a. Giving precepts.

Preceptress, (pre-sep'tres) n. A female teacher.

Precession, (pre-sesh'un) n. [L. pracedere.) The

act of going before or forward.

Precinct, (prO'singkt) n, [I,, praxinpere.] The

limit or exterior hue encompassing a place;

boundary ; confine ; — a minor territorial or

Jurisdictional division.

Precious, (prosh'e-us) a. [L. pretiosus.] Of great

jirice ; costly;—of great value or worth; very

valuable; worthless; contemptible.

Preciously, (presh'e-us-le) adv. Valuably; to a

great price ;—contemptibly.

Preciousness, (presh'e-us-nes) a. Valuableness.

Precipice, (presVpis) n. [L. pnrcrp*.] A very

steep, perpendicular, or overhanging place ; an

abrupt declivity ; any steep descent.

Prcoipitable, (pre-sip'it-a-bl) a. Capable of being

preoipitated, as a substance in solution.

Precipitance, (pre-sip'it-ans) n. Quality of bein^

precipitate; headlong hurry; rasli hast* ;—espe

cially hastiness in coming to a determination, or

executing a purpose without due consideration.

Precipitant, (pre-sip'it-ant) a. Falling head

long;—urged with violent haste ; hasty;—unex-

poctedly brought on.

Precipitant, (pre-sip'it-ant) n. In chemistry, a sub

stance which, when added to a liquid solution,

decomposes it, and throws down a sediment.

Precipitantly, (pre-sip'it-ant-le) adv. With great

haste.

Precipitate, (pre-aip'it-at) v. t. [L. prceripitare.]

To throw headlong ; to cast down from a steep

height ;—to urge with eagerness or violence ; to

hasten ;—to throw to the bottom of a vessel, a;

a substance in solution ;—v. i. To fall headlong;

—to hasten without preparation ;—to fall to t£*

bottom of a vessel, as sediment or substance il

solution.

Precipitate, (pre-eip'it-at) a. [L. prctcipitatau.]

Falling, flowing, or rushing with steep descent ;

—rashly hasty; lacking due deliberation ; har

ried ;—terminating speedily in death.

Precipitate, (pre-sip'it-at) n. That which is pre

cipitated or thrown down in a liquid compound ,

sediment.

Precipitately, (pre-sip'it-at-le) adr. With Btee]i

descent; steeply down ;— headlong ; hastily.

Precipitation, (pre-sip-it-a'shun) «. Act of throw

ing headlong ;—a falling, flowing, or rushing

down with violence and rapidity;—great hurry; ,

rash, tumultuous haste ;—act of throwing %c '

the 1=1 'Mom of a vessel any substance held in

solution.

Precipitous, (pre-sip'it-us) a. [L. prcr-ff/w.] Very

steep;—headlong;- hasty; rash; quick; heady.

Precipitously, (pre-sip'it-us-le) (fJr. With ttor'

descent ; in violent haste.

Prccipitousness. (pre-sip'it-ujs-ues) n. Stecpnex

of descent ;—rash haste.

Precise, (pro-sis') a. [L. prcecims.] Exact ; de

finite ; having determinate bounds or limita

tions ;—not loose, vague, or equivocal :—formal ;

finical; scrupulous;—excessivclynice in manner,

speech, era ; punctilious.

Precisely, (prg-sisle) adv. Correctly; accurately;

—exactly ; truthfully ; scrupulously.

Preciseness, (prC-sls'nes) ». Exactness; strict

accuracy; nicety;—formality;—excessive regard

to forms or rules.

Precision, (pre-zish'un) «. fL. prcteisio.] Tb--

quality of being precise; exnetness; accuracy;

correctness ; definiteness.

Preclude, (pre-klud'J v. t. fL. 7>ro*c?Krferr.] To

shut out ; to hinder ; to prevent from happening

or taking place ;—to debar from entrance, pos

session, or enjoyment.

Preclusion, (prC-klu'zhun) n. Act of precludin?

or state of being precluded ; a shutting out.

Preclusive, (prC-kiu'siv) a. Shutting out ;—prr-

cluding or tending to preclude.

Precocious, (pre-ko'she-us) o, [L. p,-a'cr>x,'\ Rip*

before the time;—havingthe faculties developc-i

more than is natural at a given age ; too for

ward ; premature. [cocious manner

Precociously, (pre-ko'she-us-le) adr. In a pre-

Precocity, (pre-jtos'e-te) n. Rapid growth or ripe

ness before the natural time ; prematarenora ;—

early development of the mental powers.

Precognition, (pre-kog-uish'uu) n. [L. riro-eo^

nitio.] Provions knowledge or examination.

Preoognosce, (pre-kog-nos') v. t, fL; prttcosrKot-
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cere.} To examine witnesses beforehand in

order to determine whether there is ground for

prosecution.

Preconceive, (prC-kon-scv') c. t. To imagine pre

viously ; to form a previous notion or idea of.

Preconceived, (pre-kon-aevd') a. Formed in

the mind beforehand ; previously imagined or

thought of.

Preconception, (pie-kon-sep'shun) n. The act of

preconceiving ; conception previously formed.

Preconcert, (pre-kon-sert) "• (- To concert before

hand : to settle by previous agreement.

Preconcertion, (pre-kon-ser'shun) n. The act of

concerting beforehand.

Precontract, (pr^-kon -trakf) v.t. To make a

previous contract or agreement.

Precursor, (pre-kurs'or) n. [L. prweurtor.) One

who or that which precedes an event, and indi

cates its approach ; — harbinger ; messenger ;

omen : sign.

Precursory, (pre-kurs'or-e) a. Forerunning ; in

dicating something to follow ; introductory ;

preliminary. [by prey ; pretiatory.

PWda«eousT(prP-dH.'ahe-us)«. [L. prceda.] Living

Predal, (pre'dal) a. [L. {/rceda.] Pertaining to

prey ;—robbing ; practising plunder or rapine.

Predatory, (pred'a-tor-e) a. [L. prarda.] Charac

terized by plundering ; practising rapine ;—

hungry ; ravenous.

Predecesue. (pre-de-seV) v. i. To die before.

Predeceased, (pre-dC-sesd') ti. Dead before an

other, or previous to a given date or event.

Predecessor, (prE-de-ses'or) «. [F., L. pre and

d^cedert.] One who has preceded another in any

place, state, or office.

Predesign, (pre'-de-sin') v. t. To design or propose

beforehand ; to predetermine.

Predentinarian, (prtj-dws-tin-a're-an) n. One who

believes in the doctrine of predestination.

Predestinarian, (pre-des-tin-a're-au) a. Pertain

ing to predestination.

Predestinate, (pre-des'tin-at) a. Predestinated ;

foreordained ; fated.

Predestinate, (pre-des'tin-at) v. t. [L, prcedes-

tinare.] To appoint or ordain beforehand by an

unchangeable purpose or irreversible decree ;—

foreordain ; decree ; foredoom.

Predestination, (pre-des-tin-u'shun) n. Act of

decreeing or of foreordaining events;—the un

changeable purpose and decree of God by which

from eternity he ordains whatsoever comes to

pass ; especially the eternal counsel and will of

God ordaining the elect to everlasting life, and

the reprobate to everlasting death.

Predestine, (pre-des'tin) v. t. To decree before

hand ; to foreordain. [mined beforehand.

Predeterniinate, (pp";-de-t*:r'miu-at) a. Deter-

Predetertnination, (pril-de-t^r-inin-i'shuri) w.

Previous determination ; purpose formed be

forehand.

Predetermine, (pre-de'-ter'min) v. I. To determine

beforeliand :—to doom by previous decree

Predial, (prr'de-al) a. [L. prcedinm.] Consisting

of or attached to laud or farms ;—growing or

issuing from land. [being predicable.

Predicability, (prwl-e-ka-bil'e-te) r. Quality of

Predicable, (pred'e-ka-bl) a. Capable of being

affirmed of something, or attributed to it.

Predicable, (pred'e-ka-bl) n. A general attribute

or notion afnrtnablo of many individuals ;—ono

of the five general attributes in logical classi

fication^, namely, genus, species, difference, pro

perty, and accident.

Predicament, (pre-dik'a-ment) n. A category ; a

general heading or definition under which indi

viduals can be grouped or classed ;—class, kind,

or genus, distinguished or defined by certain

marks or properties ;—hence, condition ; par

ticular state ;—an unfortunate or trying posi

tion ;—awkward plight.

Predicate, (pred'e-kat) v. t. [L. pradiwr*.] To

affirm something of another i<erson or thing; to

assert or deny ;—r. i. To make an assertion or

affirmation ;—to involve an attribute or quality.

Predicate, (pred'e-kiit) n. The thing or quality

affirmed of the subject ;—in grammar, the word

or words expressing that which ia alfirnad of

the subject.

Predication, (pred-e-ka'shun) n. Act of affirming

ono thing of another ; assertion or denial of a

proposition.

Predict, (pre-dikf) v. t. [L. pradicert.] To tell

beforehand ;—prophesy ; presage ; foreshow.

Prediction, (prO-dik'ahun) n. Act of foretelling;

prophecy; — that which is foretold; previous

warning or prognostication.

Predictive, (pre-dikt'iv) a. Foretelling; prophetic.

Predilection, (prC-de-lek'shun) n. [I., prte and

diiigtre.] P»evious liking or inclination to ;—a

prepossession of mind in favour of something ;

partiality.

Predispose, (prC-dis-pozO v. t. To incline before

hand ; to fit or adapt previously.

Predisposition, (prO-dis-pu-zi*h'un) w. Act of pre-

disiwsing ; previous inclination or propensity;—

previous fitness or adaptation to any change,

impression, or purpose.

Predominance, (prc-dom'in-ans) n. Condition of

being predominant ;—prevalence ; ascendency.

Predominant, (prG-dom'in-ant) a. Prevalent

over others ; BUijerior in strength, influence, or

authority; ascendant; ruling; controlling.

Predominantly, (pre-dom'in-ant-le) adc. With

superior strength or influence.

Predominate, (pre-dom'in-at) r. i. fL. pnr and

dominari.) To surpass in strength, influence,

or authority ; to have controlling influence ; to

prevail. [Scot.]

Pree, (pre) v.t. To taste; to try by tasting.

Pre-eminence, (pre-cm'e-nensO n. [F.] Sujieriority

in eicellence ; high distinction in intellectual,

monil, or spiritual character or attainments;—

priority of place ; precedence ; higher elevation

in rank or dignity;—superiority in authority or

Influence ;— in a bad sense, excess or notoriety

in crime or guilt.

Pre-eminent, (pre-eme-nent) a. Distinguished

above others ; superior in excellence ;—surpass

ing others in evil or bad qualities.

Pre-eminently, (pre-em'e-nent-le) adc. In a pre

eminent degree ;—with superiority; excessively.

Preemption, (pre-ern'thun) w. The act or right

of purchasing before others.

Preen, (priii) n. [A.-S. predn.] A forked in

strument used in dressing cloth.

Preen, (pren) v. t. To dress with or as with a

preen ; to keep in order, as the feathers—said

of birds. [vious contract or influence.

Pre-engage, (prC-en-giij') r. (. To engage by pre-

Pre-engagement, (pre - en - gaj ' ment) n. Prior

engagement, as by stipulation or promise ;—a

previous attachment, as of the affections.

Pre-establish, (prO-ea-tablish) v. t. To establish

or settle beforehand.

Pre-establishment, (pr6 - e* - tab ' lish - meat) n.

Settlement beforehand.
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Pre-exist, (pre-egz-isV) r. /. To exist beforehand

or before something else.

Pre-exUtence, (pre-egz-ist'ens) n. Existence pre

vious to something else.

Pre-existent, (pre-egz-ist'ent) a. Existing before

hand ; preceding in existence.

Preface, (prefas) n. [L. pr<rjari, to speak before

hand.] Something spoken as introductory to a

discourse, or written as introductory to a book

or essay ; introduction.

Preface, (prefas) v.t. To introduce by pre

liminary remarks;—r. i. To say something intro

ductory; to make preliminary observations.

Prefatory, (prefa-ter-c) o. Pertaining to a pre

face ; introductory to a book, essay, or discourse.

Prefect, (preYekt) n. [L. prafectu*.] A Roman

officer who superintended a particular command

or department ;—chief magistrate ; a governor ;

superintendent.

Prefectahip, (pnj'fekt-ship) n. The office of a

chief magistrate, commander, or viceroy.

Prefer, (prc-fer*) r. t. [L. prt^erre.] To set forth :

to offer ; to advance, as to an office or dignity ;

to exalt ;—to set above something else in esti

mation, choice, or liking; to choose.

Preferable, (prefer-a-bl) a. Worthy to be pre

ferred ; more desirable ;—hence, more excellent.

Preferableness, (pref'er-a-bl-ncs) u. The quality

or state of being preferable. [by choice.

Preferably, (prefer-a-ble) adc. In preference;

Preference, (prefer-ens) h. Act of preferring one

thing before another;—state of being preferred;

expressed choice ; selection.

Preferential, (pref-cr-en'shc-al) a. Giving, indi

cating, or having a preference ; — possessing a

prior or superior right or claim to the exclusion

of others.

Preferment, (pre-frr'ment) n. Act of preferring

or advancing in (Ugnity or office; promotion;—

a higher station or uthee.

Prefiguration, (pre-flg-ur-iTslmn) ». Act of pre

figuring, or state of being prefigured.

Prefigure, (prC-figYir) r, t. To exhibit or suggest

by types and similitudes ; to foreshadow.

Prefigurement, (pre-fig'ur-iuuiit) n. Act of pre

figuring ; prefiguration.

Prefix, (pre-filor) v. t. [L. jwfifitrt.] To put or

fix before ;—to appoint beforehand.

Prefix, (prefix*) w. A letter, syllable, or word,

set before a word to \ary its signification.

Prefloration. (pre-flo-r.Vshtm) j*. The disposition

of the parts in a ilnutT-bud : estivation.

Prefoliation, (piv-fol-c-fi'sliun) ;/. The arrange

ment of the leaf- buds before expanding; ver

nation. [SniM-rior brightness.

Prefulgency, (pre-furjon-se) 71. \h. ,«ro fi'lyr f\s.)

Pregnancy, (preg'nan-sc) <i. Condition of being

pregnant; fertility ;—quickness of thought or

invention ;—fulncw of sense or meaning.

Pregnant, (preg'nant) a. [L. pnxgno.it.*.] Being

witli young, as a female ; breeding; teeming ;—

fruitful; fertile; full of meaning; suggestive;

—full of consequences; productive of effect-*;

ready; apt. [manner ; fruitfully.

Pregnantly, (preg'nant-le) miv. In a pregnant

Prehensible, (pre-hen'se-bl) «. [L. prehmdar,]

Admitting of being seized.

Prehensile, (pro-hen'ail) a. Adapted to seize or

grasp ; seizing ; grasping, as by the hand, feet,

or tail. (the hand or other limb.

Prehension, (pre-hen'shun) «. A seizing, as with

Prejudge, (pre-juj ) v. t. To judge before hearing;

to condemn beforehand.

Prejudgment, (pre-juj'ment) n. The act of pre

judging; judgment without trial or examination.

Prejudicate, (pre-ju'de-kat) r. (. [L. prctjudtcart.)

To determine beforehand, especially to disadvan

tage ; to prejudge :— r. i. To form a judgment

beforehand or without examination.

Prejudication, (pr«-ju-de-ka'shuxt) n. Act of

judging without due examination of facts and

evidence.

Prejudicative, (pre-ju'de-kat-iv) a. Forming an

opinion or decision withont examination.

Prejudice, (prej'u-dis) ». [I* prttjudiciuuu) Pre

judgment ; an unreasonable prepossession fcrur

against any thing; an opinion or leaning advert

to any thing formed without proper grounds, at

before suitable knowledge ;—mischief; damage;

injury.

Prejudice, (prej'u-dis) v.t To prepossess wit'.

unexamined opinions;—to obstruct or injure by

prejudices ; hence, to hurt; to damage.

Prejudicial, (j>rej-u-dish'e-al) a. (L. pnrjpdf

ciuli*.] Tending to obstruct or impair; in

jurious; hurtful.

Prelacy, (prcl'a-se) ». Office of a prelate:—

government by prelates; Episcopacy;—biahup>

collectively.

Prelate, (prel'at) n. [L. praUiti'*.] A clergyman

of a superior order, as an archbishop, bishop.

&c. ; a dignitary of the church.

Prelatic, (pre-lat'ik) a. Pertaining to prelates or

prelacy. [to preUu--

Prelatically, (pre-lat'ik-al-le) ode. With reference

Prelatist, (prel'at-ist) 11. An advocate for pre

lacy, or for the episcopal doctrine or form of

church government. [public discoun*

Prelect, (pre-lekt) r. t. To read a lecture or

Prelection, (pre-lek'sbun) a, [L. pratcctto.) A

lecture or discourse read in public or to a «Irrt

company.

Prelector, (pre-lek'tor) n. A lecturer.

Preliminary, (pr«-lim'in-ar-e) n. fL. pra and

litittn.) Preceding the main discourse or bad

ness ; introductory; preparatory.

Preliminary, (pre-lim'in-ar-e) n. Something pre

vious or preparatory ; introduction ; preface.

Prelude, (prel'ud) n. [L. pra and Indus.] An

introductory performance preceding and pre

paring for the principal matter ; espertai/v, s

musical strain Introducing the theme or chief

subject; introduction; preliminary.

Prelude, (prc-ltul) v.t. To introduce with a

previous jierfnrroance;—to precede, as introduc

tory; — r. i. To serve as an introduction ; W

play an introduction.

Prelusive, (pre-Iusiv) a. Previous; introductory.

Premature, (prem'a-tur, pro'ma-tur) «. [L. pr*-

mo tiirt>*.] Itipo before the natural time; —

happening, performed, or adopted before ths

proper time ; too early ; — received without

authentication.

Prematurely, (i>rem-artur/Ie)aoTr. Inaprematcrt

maimer; too early; V'fore the proper time.

Prematureness, (pi-em n-tur'nea) n. The quality

of being premature : rijienuss liefore tlie naturaJ

time ;- too great ha>te ;—hasty or rash adoption

or declaration of an opinion, design, Ac. ; pre

cocious development of the mental powers.

Premeditate, (pre-med'e-tai) v. i. [F. prrwliUrJ

To think, consider, or revolve in tlie mind l*r

forehajid : to delilxrrate.

Premeditation (pre-med-e-ta'shun) ;>. Act of

meditating beforehand ; previous deliber*tioit .

—previous contrivance or design formed
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Premier, (pre'me-er) a. [P.] First; chief: prin

cipal, [state.

Premier, (pri'me-cr) n. The first minister of

Premiership, (pr<7nie-er-ship) n. The office or

dignity of the first minister of state.

Premise, (pre-miz ) r. t. [L. pnrmittere.] To set

forth beforehand, or as introductory to the sub

ject ; to lay down general propositions, facta, or

principles on which rest the subsequent reason

ings;—v. u To make or state antecedent pro

positions.

Premise, (prem'is) n. A proposition antecedently

supposed or proved ;—each of the first two pro

positions of a syllogism from which the inference

or conclusion is drawn ;—in law, the subject

matter of a deed ; hinds or houses conveyed by

deed ; hence, a building and its adjuncts.

' Premium, (pre'me-uni) n. [L. promtum. J A

recompense ; a prize to be won by competition ;

—a bounty or reward offered for Borne specific

discovery or work ;—a bonus ; something given

for the loan of money;—a sum of money paid to

underwriters for insurance ;—the rise in value

of shares in railway or other stock above the

original price. [admonish beforehand.

Premoniah, (pre-mon'ish) r. t. To forewarn ; to

Premonition, (pre-md-nish'un) n. Previous

warning, notice, or information.

Premonitory, (pre-mon'it-or-e) a. Giving pre

vious warning or notice.

Prentice, (pren tis) ». [Contracted from appren

tice.} An apprentice.

Prentioeahip, (pren'tis-ship) n. The condition or

service of an apprentice ;—period in which a

prentice is bound to serve.

Preoccupancy, (prfi-ok'u-pan-se) 11. Act or right

*>f taking possession before another.

Preoccupation, (pre-ok-u-pa'shun) n. Act of pre

occupying or state of being preoccupied.

Preoccupy, (pri-ok'u-pi) v. t. To take possession

of before another :—to prepossess by prejudices.

Preordain, (prS-or-dAn') v. t. To ordain or appoint

beforehand ; to predetermine.

Preordination, (prC-or-din-a'shun) n. Act of fore

ordaining; previous determination.

Preparation, (prep-ar-a'shun) ». (L. pro?pa ratio.]

Act of fitting for a particular purpose, use, ser

vice, or condition ;—state of being prepared or

got ready ;—that which prepares ; preparatory

act or measure ;—a medicinal substance made

up or dispensed for patients; — a part of an

animal body preserved as a specimen.

Preparative, (pre-purat-iv) u. Tending to pre

pare or make ready ; preparatory.

Preparative, (prff-parat-iv) n. That which pre

pares ;—preparation. [preparation.

Preparatively. (prfl-pai'ilt-iv-le) adv. By way of

Preparatory, (pre-paVa-tor-e) a. Preparing the

way for any thing by previous measures of

adaptation ; preliminary ; antecedent ; intro

ductory.

Prepare, (prS-paV) v. t. [L. pratpararc] To fit,

adapt, or qualify for a particular purpose ; to

make ready;—to proenre as suitable; to provide;

—to appoint; to establish;—to direct; to guide;

—v.i. To make all things ready;— to make

one's self ready. (prepared or in readiness.

Preparedness, (pre-pftr'ed-nes) h, .State of being

Preparer, (pre-par'er) n. One who or that which

makes ready or provides.

Prepay, ( pre- pa) v.t. To pay in advance or

beforehand. [vaucw.

Prepayment, (prS-pft'ment) n. Payment ia ad*

Prepense, (pre-penO a. [L. prot and pendert.]

Devised or planned beforehand ; premeditated.

Proponent, (pre-pol'ent) a. [L. prapollen*.)

Having superior influence or power; prevailing.

Preponderance, (pre-pon'der-ans) n. State or

quality of being preponderau tor preponderating:

superiority of weight, influence, or ]»wer.

Preponderant, (pre-pon'der-ant) a. Outweighing.

Preponderate, (pre-pon'der-at) v. t. [h. prw and

ponderare.] To outweigh ; — to overpower by

stronger influence or power ;—v. i. To exceed in

weight ; to descend, as the scale of a balance ;—

to exceed in influence or power ; to incline to

one side.

Preposition, (prep-6-zish'un) i'. [L. prapoxitio.]

A particle governing, and generally placed before

a substantive or pronoun, of which it expresses

the relation to some other word.

Prepositional, (prep-o-zish'uu-al) a. Pertaining to

or having the nature or office of a preitosition.

Prepositive, (pre-puz'it-iv) a. Put before ; pre

fixed, fput before another word.

Prepositive, (prC-poz'it-iv) n. A word or particle

Prepossess, (pro-poz-zes1) r. t. To take possesaiou

of beforehand ;—to preoccupy, as the mind or

heart ; hence, to bias or prejudice.

Prepossessing, (pre-poz-zes ing) a. Raising or

inviting a favourable opinion ; winning in look

or manners.

Prepossessingly, (prG-poz-zes'ing-le) adv. In a

prepossessing manner ; in a way to prepossess.

Prepossession, (pre-jioz-zssh'un) v. Preoccupa

tion ; — preconceived opinion; inclination or

disposition previously formed for or against a

person, opinion, system.

Preposterous, (pre-pos'ter-us)rt. [L. prapottery t.]

Having that first which ought to be last; -

inverted ;—contrary to nature, reason, or com

mon sense ; absurd ; monstrous.

Preposterously, (pre-pos'ter-us-le) adv. In a pre

posterous manner ; absurdly; foolishly.

Preposterousness, (pro - pos' ter - us - lies) h. The

quality or state of being preposterous; absurdity.

Prepuce, (pre' pus) n. [L. prirpntiwut.] The

foreskin.

Prerequisite, (prfi-rek'we-zit) a. Previously re

quired or necessary to any proposed effect or end.

Prerequisite, (pre-rekVe-z.it) n. Something neces

sary or requisite as a means to a given end.

Prerogative, (pre-rog'a-tiv) n. [L. pra-rogarc]

An exclusive or peculiar privilege.

Presage, (pres'aj) «. Something which foreshows

a future event ; prognostic ; omen ; token.

Presage, (pro-saj') v. t. \h. pmmgire.] To fore

bode;—to foretell ; to predict ; to indicate.

Presager, (pre-eaj'er) n. One who presages.

Presbyter, (pres'be-ter) n. [G. prefbiitero*.] An

elder ; one of ripe years ordained to bear rule in

the church, and to feed the tlock ;—a jkistor ;

one who has the cure of souls in a parish or

district;—in Episcopal churches, one ordained

to the second order in the ministry.

Presbyterial, (pres-be-to ro-al) «- Pertaining to a

presbyter or to ecclesiastical government by

presbyters ;—consisting of pn.jbyters.

Presbyterian, (pres-be-te're-an) n. One who

maintains the validity of ordination and govern

ment by presbyters;— one who belongs to a

church governed by presbyters.

Presbyterianism, (pres-be-te're-an-izm) n. The

doctrines, principles, and discipline of presby-

terian churches —the theory and practice «>f

vesting the government of the church in
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ministers or elders, possessed of equal power

and having no superiority one over the other in

office, dignity, or title.

Presbytery, (pres'be-tcr-e) «. A body of elders

in the Christian Church;—a judicatory consist

ing of all the pastors of churches within a cer

tain district, and one ruling elder, a layman,

from each parish or church.

Prescience, (pre'Bhe-ens) n. Knowledge of events

before they tike place ; foreknowledge.

Prescient, (prc'she-ent)a. [L. prasciens.) Hav

ing knowledge of events before they tike place.

Prescribe, (pre-skrlb') v. t. [L. prtEXribere.} To

lav down authoritatively ("or direction; — to

order ; to dictate ;—to direct as a remedy to be

used by or for a patient;—v. i. To give law ; to

dictate ;—to write or give medical directions ;—

to claim on the ground of immemorial use.

Prescriber, (pre-skrib'er) n. One who prescribe*.

Prescript, (pre'skript) n. Direction; precept;

injunction ;—a medical direction ; prescription.

Prescriptibility, (pre-skrip-te-bil'e-te) n. The

quality of being prescriptible.

Prescriptible, (prc-skript'e-bl) a. Depending or

derived from prescription.

Prescription, (pre-skrip'shun) k. Act of prescrib

ing or directing ; the direction of remedies for a

disease, and the manner of using them ;—the

claim of title to a thing by virtue of immemorial

iiso and enjoyment.

Prescriptive, (prG-skrip'tiv) a. Consisting in, or

acquired by, immemorial use ; pleading the

authority and continuance of custom.

Presence, (prez'ens) n. State or condition of

being present, as opposed to absence ;—state of

being in view; sight;—approach face to face;

nearness ; — neighbourhood to one of exalted

rank ;—the person of a superior ;—a number

assembled before a great person;—port; air;

personal appearance.

Presence-chamber, (prez'ens-cham-bcr) n. The

room in which a grout personage receives com

pany.

Present, (present) a. fL. prtFMJit.] Being in a

certain place, opposed to absent ; — being at

hand, within reach or call ;—now existing or in

process ;—being now in view or under considera

tion ;—immediate ; instant ;—ready ; quick in

emergencies.

Present, (prez'ent) n. That which is presented or

given;—present time;—pi. Instrument; deed

of conveyance, a lease, letter of attorney, &c

Present, (pre-zenf) v. t. To put or place in the

presence of some one, especially, of a superior;

to give :i formal introduction to ;—to exhihit to

view or notice ;—to make a gift of; to bestow ;

to confer; — to nominate to an ecclesiastical

benence ;—to lay Iwfore a public body for con

sideration, as a memorial, petition, ice. ;—to lay

before a court; to indict;—to point or direct,

as a weapon.

Presentable, (prS-zent'a-bl) a. Capable or being

presented ; properly prepared to !>e introduced

to another, or to go into society.

Presentation, (prez-ent-a'shu n)n. Act of present

ing or state of being presented ;—exhibition ; re

presentation ;—act of offering a clergyman to the

bishop or ordinary for institution in a benefice ;

—act of appointing a clergyman to a benefice.

Presentee, (prez-ont-e) n. One presented to a

benefice.

Presenter, (prS-zent'er) n. One who presents.

Presentiment, (prfi-sen'te-inent) ». Previous con

ception or opinion;—especially, an antecedent

impression of something about to happen, ; an

ticipation of evil ; foreboding.

Presently, (prez'ent-le) ndr. At this time ; now:

—at once ; instantly ; soon ; by and by.

Presentment, (pre-zeut'roent) n. Act of present

ing or state of being presented ;—setting forth

to view ; delineation-;—notice taken by a grain]

jury of any offence from their own observation.

Preservable, (pre-zcrv'a-bl) a. Capable uf ben--

preserved.

1 Preservation, (prez-er-va'shiui) n. Act of keepixg

sate ; state of being preserved ; security.

Preservative, (pre-zcrva-tiv) a. Having the powtr

or quality of preserving ; tending to preserve.

■ Preservative, (pre-zeiv'a-tiv) n. That which pre-

} serves or has the ]K>wer of preserving.

Preservatory, (pre-zerv a-tor-e) a. Having the

| pow-er or a tendency to preserve ; preservative.

Preserve, (pre-zerv') r.t. [L. pr&Mrvarr.) To

keep or save from injury or destruction ; w

! protect ;—to guard from vice or corruption ;—to

i keep in a sound state ;—to save from decay by

j the use of some preservative, as sugar, salt, and l

| the like :—to maintain, as appearance*.

: Preserve, (pre-zerv')n. Fruit, or the like, seasonal

I and kept by suitable preparation ;—a place fcr I

| the preservation of game, fish, or the like,

I Preserver, (pre-zervVr) it. One who or that wbkh

i keeps from decay, loss, or other evil ;—one who

l makes preserves of fruits, tec ;—one who strictly

I keeps hi.s game, fishings, &c. .

[ Preses, (pre'ses) n. [L. jirieges.] A president:

chairman of a meeting.

Preside, (pre-zid') v. i. {L. prasidere.] To occupy

the places of ruler, moderator, principal director,

or the like;—to exercise superintendence.

Presidency, (prez'e-den-se) n. Act or condition

of one who presides;—office of president;-—the

term during which a president holds office —

jurisdiction of a president.

President, (prez'e-dont) n. [L. prcesidens.} Ow

who is elected or appointed to preside ;—the

chief officer of a corporation, company, *odety,

&c. ;—the chief executive of the republic in

certain countries.

Presidential, (prez-e-den'she-al) a. Presiding;—

pertaining or belonging to a president.

Presidentship, (prezVdeut-ship) n. The office and

place of president ;—the term of his office.

Freaignification, (pre-sig-nif-e-kaaliuo) n. The

act of signifying or showing beforehand.

Presigniryt(pre-sig'ne-fi)r. t, [h. j»7-£PJtjmi,jtctfrr.l

To intimate or signify beforehand.

Press, (pres) v. t [F. presto:] To compress ; t-i

crush ;—to squeeze in order to extract the jmet

or content* of;—to squeeze in order to max-*

smooth ;—to embrace closely ; to hug :—to urge

with earnestness; to force: to compel;—to sober

with importunity; to constrain;—to straiten .

to distress;—to force into service, particularly

naval service ;—i\ )'. To exert pressure ; to beur

heavily;—to push or drive against :—to stri^?

towards ;—to crowd ; to throng ;—to encroaclu

Press, (pres) ».. An instrument or machine of

wood or iron for bruising, crushing, squeezing,

compressing, smoothing, ice ; — */.*e(i*£attjft s

machine for taking impressions from types **

plates, printing press ;*—the art or business of

printing and publishing ;—puhlicatioiis in gene

ral ; printed literature: — a wooden frame or

case, or a closet in which clothes or other

articles are kept or stored ;—a crowd ; a throng ;
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a multitude of people ;—act of pressing ; stress ;

—pressure of affairs ; urgent demands as on

time or attention ;~a commission to force men

into the naval service.

Press-bed. (pres'bed) n. A bed that may be raised

and inclosed in a press or closet.

Preiser, (pres'er) n. One who presses.

Press-gang, (preVgang) n. A detachment of sea

men under the command of an officer, em

powered to impress men into the naval service.

Presaingly, (pres'ing-le) adv. In a pressing man

ner ; with force or urgency ; closely.

Pressiroster, (pres-e-ros'ter) n. [L. prentere and

rostrum.) One of a tribe of wading birds having

a compressed or flattened beak, as the plover,

lapwing, <fce.

Pressman, (pres'man) u. Journeyman printer

who manages the press ;—one of a press-gang

who aids in forcing men into the naval service.

Pressure, (pntsh'iir) n. Act of pressing, or the

condition of being pressed ; — the action of a

force .against some obstacle or opposing force ;

—a constraining impulse : — severe affliction,

straits, difficulties, or the distress they occasion ;

—impression ; stamp or character impressed.

Prestidigitation, (pres-te-dij-e-tu'shun) n. Skill

in legerdemain.

Prestidigitator, (pre»-te-dij'e-tat-^r)«. [L. pixeeto

and dipitus.) One skilled in legerdemain.

Prestige, (preVtij) ». [L. pr&stigium.) Illusion ;

fascination;—weight or influence coming from

past success, character, or deeds.

Presumable, (pre-zuni'a-bl) ". Such as may be

presumed or supposed to be true.

Presumably, (pre-zuui'a-ble) adr. By or accord

ing to presumption.

Presume, (prt-rum1) v.t. [L. pro"tumert,] To

suppose to be true, or entitled to belief, without

examination or proof; to take for granted ;—

r. i. To assume ;—to act in a forward or ven

turesome manner ; to take liberties.

Presumer, (pre-zum'er) n. One who presumes ;

also, an arrogant person.

Presuming, (pre-zOm'ing) a. Venturing on with

out permission; forward; — arrogant; — over

confident.

Presumption, (prS-zum'ahnu) n. [L. prtrxumptio.]

Act of believing upon probable evidence, or

taking for granted; — ground for presuming;

strong probability ;—forward, venturesome, or

arrogant opiiuou or conduct.

Presumptive, (pre-zump'tiv) a. Taken by pre

sumption ; grounded on probable evidence;—

over-eonndent ; venturesome ;—arrogant.

Presumptively, (pre-zump'tivde) adr. By pre

sumption or supposition grounded on proba

bility.

Presumptuous, (pre-zump'tu-UB) a. Pull of pre

sumption ; going beyond bounds of due self-

1 appreciation or modesty ;—done with rash con

fidence, or in violation of known duty; forward ;

arrogant ; insolent.

Presumptuously, (pre-zump'tu-usde) adr. In a

presumptuous manner:— in bold defiance of

conscience, or violation of known duty.

Presumptuouaness, (pre-zump'tu-us-nes) n.

Quality of being rashly confident ; irreverent

boldness.

Presuppose, (pre-sup-pozO v. t. To suppose as

previous ; to take for granted ; to presume ; to

assume.

Presupposition, ( prS-sup-pd-ziBb/un ) u. Act of

presupposing ; presumption;—previous surmise.

Pretence, (pre-teruV) n. [L.] Act of holding out

or offering to others something false or feigned ;

simulation ; false, deceptive, or hypocritical

show ; act of laying claim to.

Pretend, (prC-tendO v.t. [L. prataidcre.] To

simulate in words or actions ; to counterfeit ;—

to hold out falsely ; to show hypocritically ; to

feign ; to allege a title to ;—i*. i. To put in a

claim truly or falsely ; to lay claim to the pos

session uf a special gift or power ; to profess to

be falsely or presumptuously ;—to strive after ;

to aspire.

Pretendedly, (pre-tend'ed le) adv. By false ap

pearance or representation.

Pretender, (pie-tend'er) n. One who simulates

or feigns : one who lays claim to any thing, and

especially to an estate, title, or kingdom, on a

false plea.

i Pretendership, (prB-ten'der-snip) «. Claim, posi

tion, or cliaracter of a pretender.

Pretendingly, (pre-tend'ingde) adr. Presump

tuously ; arrogantly.

Pretension, (pro-ten'shun) n. Act of pretending

or laying claim ;—chum laid ; right alleged or

assumed.

Pretentious, (pre-ten she-us) a. Full of preten

tion ; disposed to claim more tlian is one's dtie.

Pret-erimperfeet, (pitf-ter-ira-per'fekt) a. Noting

a tense of a verb which expresses action or being

not perfectly past.

Preterit, (preter-it) «. fli. pr&teritu*,] Past—

applied to the tense in grammar which expresses

an action or being perfectly past or finished :—

also perfect.

Pretention, (pret-er-ish'un) n. [L. preeteritio.]

Act of going past;—in tJttolof/y, the divine act

of passing by or not electing to salvation those

who finally perish.

Pretermission, (pre-ter-mish'un) n. Act of passing

by ; omission : neglect.

Pretermit, (pre-tcr-tnif) i\ /. [L. prattrmittere.]

To pass by ; to omit ; to disregard.

Preternatural, (pre-ter-uat'ur-al) <f. Beyond or

different from what is natural ;—irregular ;—

extraordinary ; monstrous.

Preternaturaliy, (pie-tcr-nat'ur-aMe) adv. In a

preternatural manner or to a preternatural

degree.

Preterperfeet, (pre-ter-peyfekt) a. Expressing

action or being absolutely past ; preterit.

Preterpluperfect, (pre^ter-plu'pcr-fekt) a. Ex

pressing action or being past at or before

another past event or time ; prior preterit.

Pretext, (pre-tekstf) n. [L. pratextum.] Osten-

, aible reason or motive assigned to cover the real

reason or motive ; false show or appearance ;

pretence.

Pretor, (pri 'tor) n. [L. praetor.] Among the

ancient Romans, a civil magistrate or judge.

Pretorian, (pre-to're-an) a. Belonging to a pretor

or judge ; judicial.

Pretorsnip, (pro'tor-ship) n. The office of pretor.

Prettily, (pret'e-le) adv. In a pretty manner;

pleasingly; with neatness and taste; becomingly.

Prettinets, (pret'e-nes) n. Quality of being

pretty: diminutive beauty ; neatness and taste

in details ;—affectation of niceness.

Pretty, (pret'e) a. [A.-S. prattig.] Pleasing by

delicacy or grace ; having diminutive beauty ;—

neat and tasteful ;— elegant ;— skilfully orna

mented or set off ;—not very small ; moderate ;

—affectedly nice.

Pretty, (pret'e) adv. In some degree; moderately.
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Pretty-spoken, ( pret,' e-spGk-n ) <t. Speaking or

spoken neatly, gracefully, or pleasingly.

Pretypify, (prB-tip'e-f I) v.t. To prefigure; to

exhibit previously in a type.

Prevail, (pre-v&T) r. i. [L. }rt'<?va1ere] To over

come ; to gain the victory ; to succeed ;—to be in

force; to have effect or influence ;—to persuade

or induce—with on or upon.

Prevailing', (pri-val'ing) a. Having power, influ

ence, or efficacy ;—predominant; most general in

existence or reception ; efficacious ; successful.

Prevalence, (preva-Iens) a. Condition or quality

of being prevalent; superior influence or effi-

cacy ;—predominance ;—most general existence

or reception ;—efficacy.

Prevalent, (prevVlent) a. [h. pnvvalorx.] Gain

ing advantage or superiority;—powerful ; effica

cious; — most generally received;— extensively

existing ; prevailing.

Prevalently, (prevVlent-le) adv. With predomin

ance or superiority ; powerfully ; successfully.

Prevaricate, (pre-vire-kat) v.t. [L. piiFvari-

cari.] To shift from side to side ; to turn from

a straight course; to evade the truth; to shuffle;

to quibble ;—to equivocate ; to lie.

Prevarication, ( pre-var-e-ka' shun ) n. Act of

shuffling or quibbling to evade the truth or the

disclosure of truth ;—w ilful concealment or mis

representation; evasive or misleading evidence;

—equivocation ; saying one thing and meaning

another.

Prevaricator, (pr5-var-e-kat'cr) n. One who pre

varicates ; a quibbler.

Prevenient, (pre-veu'e-ent) a. [L. prcevenienx.]

Going before ; preceding;—preventive.

Prevent, (prG-venV) r, t. [L. prcevenirc] To be

beforehand with ; — to intercept and Btop ; to

thwart ; to obviate ; to hinder ;—to anticipate;

—to preoccupy ;—to take hold on ; to succour.

Preventable, (pre-vent'a-bl) a. Capable of being

prevented or hindered.

Preventer, (pre-vent'er) n. One who or that

which prevents or hinders.

Prevention, (pre-ven'shun) n. Act of prevent

ing; hinderance; obstruction ;— prepossession.

Preventive, fpre-vent'iv) a. Tending to prevent;

hindering the access of. Preventive-service, the

duty or the body of armed police engaged in tho

duty of preventing smuggling by watching and

guarding the coast.

Preventive, (pre-vent'iv) n. That which prevents;

—an antidote taken to provent an attack of

disease.

Previous, (pre've-us) n. [L. preprint.] Going

Iwfore in time ; being or happening before ; pre

ceding; prior; foregoing; former.

Previously, (prO've-us-le) adv. In time preced

ing ; antecedently; beforehand.

Prevision, (pre-vish'un)«. [L. prceviderc,] Fore

sight; foreknowledge; prescience.

Prewarn, (pre-wawrn') v.t. To warn before

hand ; to give previous notice to.

P«y. (pril)«. [Norm. F. prcyc, L. prada,] Any

thing taken by force in war ; spoil ; plunder ;

booty ;—that wliich is seized or may be seized by

violence to bo devoured ; ravin.

Prey, (prii) v. i. To take booty ; to plunder : to

pillage ;■—to take food by violence ; to seize and

devour ;—to waste away ; to cause to pine.

Preyer, (pra'er) it. One who or that which preys.

Price, (pris) n. [F. prix.] The amount of money

at which a thing is valued : that for which some

thing is bought, sold, or offered for sale ;—value;

estimation ;—reward ; recompense; excellence;

worth.

Price, (pris) r. t. To set a price on ; to value.

Frieed, (prist) a. Placed at a value—used in

composition, as high and low priced.

Priceless, (pris'les) a. Invaluable; inestimable;

above price ;—also, unsaleable ; worthless.

Prick, (prik) v. t. To pierce with a sharp-pointed

instrument ;—to fix by the point ;—to trace; to

form or make by pricking ;—to spur ; to incite;

—to affect with sharp pain:—to sting with n-

morso ;—to make acid or pungent, as wine;—to

set down or mark on a musical scale, as a son;; ;

—to erect into a point ; to raise, as somethirir

pointed ;—hence, to prick vp the tars, to listeii

sharply;—v. i. To spur onward;—to ride for

ward ;—to aim at a point or place ; — to become

acid, as cider, &c.

Prick, (prik) u. [A.-S. pricca,] A sharp, Han,

piercing instrument ; a goad ; a spur ;—a siiaxy

stinging pain ; remorse ;—a point ; a mark ;—a

puncture; a hole made by piercing ; the print of

a hare on the ground.

Pricker, (prik'Vr) «. One who or that which

pricks ; a pointed instrument.

Pricking, (prik'ing) n. Act of piercing with a

sharp point;—a sensation of sharp pain, or of

being pricked ; — the mark or trace left by a

hare's foot.

Prickle, (prikl) n. [Diminutive of prick.] A

small pointed projection growing from th«> bark

of a plant ;—a sharp projection or spine, as ui

the hedgehog, Ac.

Prickle, (prik'l) v. t. To pierce with a prickle it

with fine, sharp points ; to prick slightly.

Pricklincss, (prik'le-nes) -«. State of beicg

prickly, or of having many prickles.

Prickly, (prik'le) a. Full of sharp points or

prickles ; armed with prickles.

Prickly-pear, (prik'le-par) ». A species of Cnct**,

destitute of leaves, covered (wj

with spines, and consisting of (\VH

flattened joints inserted upon ^fc

each other. It produces a

purplish edible fruit.

Pride, (prid) n. [A.-S. pryt.]

State or quality of being

proud ; inordinate self-

esteem ;—noble self-eBtceni ;

elevation of character ;—in- Prickly-pear.

science or arrogance of demeanour ; — enow :

ostentation ;—dignity ; high estate.

Pride, (prid) v. t. To indulge in pride : to gratify

self-esteem; to value; to pique—used reflexively.

Pridefnl, (prid'fool) a. Full of pride : insolent

Priest, (prat)*?. [A.-S. pre'oH.] Onewhooffi

ciates at the altar, or performs the rites of farri-

fice; — a presbyter; a minister;—in Episcopal

churches, one intermediate between bishop and

deacon.

Priestcraft, (prcafkraft) n. The stratngvms and

frauds of priests to acquire power, wealth, Arc.

PrieBtesfl, (prcst'es) n. A female priest.

Priesthood, (prestfliood) n. Office or character of

a priest;—priests collectively; order of priests.

Priestlineis, (preatfle-uea) n. Appearance and

manner of a priest.

Priestly, (preat'le) <'• Pertaining to a priest or

priests; sacerdotal; —becoming or befitting a

priest.

Priest-ridden, ( prfst ' rid-n ) a. Managed or

governed by priests.

Priy* (prig) n- A- P01*, conceited, fellow ;—a thief.
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Frig, (prig) v. i. To haggle about the price of a

commodity ;—v. I. To filch or steal.

Prim, (prim) a. [Eng. primitive.'] Formal ; pre

cise ; affectedly nice.

Prim, (prim) v. (. To deck with great nicety.

Primacy, (pri'nia-se) it. [F. primatie.] The high

est ecclesiastical dignity ; the office of an arch

bishop;—{supremacy; excellency.

Prima-donna, (prC'ma-don'na) ». [It prima and

<toiuia.] The first female singer in an opera.

Primal, (pri'mal) a. [L. prima*.] First.

Primarily, (pri'ma-re-le) cuiv. In the first place ;

originally.

Primary, (pri'ma-re) a. [L. primar'ai*.] First

in order of time or development ;—first in dig

nity or importance ;—elementary ; rudimental,

as schools ; — radical ; original, as meaning of

a word.

Primary, (pri'ma-re) n. Tliat which stands

highest in rank or importance.

Primate, (pri'mat) a. [F. prima*.] The chief

ecclesiastic in a church; an archbishop.

Prime, (prim) a. [L. primu*.] Primitive; pri

mary ;—first in rank, dignity, or importance ;—

first' in excellence ; of highest quality ;—early ;

—original ; first, as cost.

Prime, (prim) n. The first part ; beginning as of

the day, the year, &c. ; the dawn, the spring ;

—the spring of life; hence, full health, strength,

or beauty ;—that which is first in quality ; best

portion.

Prime, (prim) v. L To cliargo with the powder,

percussion cap, or other device for firing the

charge ;—to lay the first colour in painting upon.

Primely, (prinile) adv. At first ; originally : in

the first place ;—excellently ; supremely welL

Primeness, (prim'nes) n. State of being first ;—

supremo excellence.

Primer, (primer) ii. [L. prima liber.] A small

prayer-book for church service ; — the office of

the Virgin Mary ;—a small elementary book for

teaching children to read; — a kind of type

larger than pica.

Primero, (prim-e'ro) n, [Sp.] A game at car<ls.

Primeval, (prim-e'val) a. [L. priuivstLJid arum.]

Belonging to the first ages ; original ; primitive.

Priming, (orim'ing) u. The powder, percussion

cap, or other device used to tire the charge in a

fire-arm ;—the first colour laid on canvas or on

a building, &c.

Primitive, (prim'it-iv) c. [L. primitiru*.] Per

taining to the beginning or origin, or to early

times ; — formal ; affectedly solemn ; prim ;—

original; primary; radical—opposed to deriva-

tire,, as a word.

Primitive, (prim'it-iv) u. An original word; a

word not derived from another ; a r*»ot-word.

Primitively, (prim'it-iv-le) adv. Originally ; at

first ; primarily ;—according to ancient practice.

Primitiveness, (prim'it-iv-nes) ». The state of

being primitive.

Primly, (prirale) adv. In a prim manner : neatly.

Primness, (prim'nes) ?i. Affected formality or

niceneas ; stiffness ; preciseoess.

Frimogenial, (pri-mo-je'ne-al) a. First born,

marie, or generated; original; primary; con

stituent.

Primogenitor, (pri-nio-jen'it-or) n. [h. primus

and ffcnztor.] The first father or forefather.

Primogeniture, (pri-mG-jen'it-ur) n. Seniority by

birth among children;—the exclusive right of

inheritance which belongs to the eldest son or

daughter.

Primordial, (prim-orMe-al) a. [F. from L. yrri-

iiius and ordiri.] First in order; original; exist

ing from the beginning. [clement ; origin.

Primordial, (prim-or'de-al) v. First principle or

Primp, (primp) v. t. To deck one's Belf in a stiff,

or affected manner; — r. i. To be formal or

affected.

Primrose, (prim'roz) n. flL prima roxa.] An

early flowering plant closely allied to the cow

slip, of several varieties.

Primrose, (prim'roz) a. Cay; flowery:—yellow.

Primus, (prim'us) «. [L.J First; chief; used

substantively to designate the chief man of the

body ; — in the Scottish Episcopal church, the

head bishop.

Prince, (priuB) n. ["L. princrps.] A person pos

sessing highest place and authority ; a sove

reign ; a monarch;—the son of a king or emperor,

or the issue of a royal family; — the leading

spirit of any body.

Prince, (prins) r. i. To act or play the prince; to

lord; to assume state or digmty.

Princedom, (prins'dum) n. The jurisdiction,

sovereignty, rank, or estate of a prince.

Princeliness, (prinsle-nes) n. Quality of being

princely ; state, maimer, or dignity of a prince.

Princely, (prinsle) a , Of or relating to a prince ;

of highest rank or authority ; — becoming a

prince; of great wealth or magnificence.

Princely, (prins'le) adv. In a prince-like manner.

Princess, (prin'ses) n. A female prince ;—the

daughter of a king ;—the consort of a prince.

Principal, ( prin ' se - pal ) a. [li. principal**.]

Highest in rank, authority, character, or im

portance ; most considerable ; chief.

Principal, (prin 'se- pal) n. A chief; one who

takes the lead or exercises chief authority ;—

the head of a university; — the chief actor in

a crime, distinguished from an acce**my; one

who employs another to act for him, distin

guished from agent;—a capital sum of money,

placed out at interest;—in mutic, an organ stop.

Principality, (prin-se-pal'e-te) n. Sovereignty;

supreme power ;—a prince ; one invested with

sovereignty ;—the territory of a prince.

Principally, (priu'se-pal-le)frdt\ In the most im

portant respect ;—chiefly; mainly; essentially.

Principle, (priu'se-pl) n. [L. principivm.] A

source or origin ;—an original faculty or endow

ment of the soul ; — a fundamental truth or

tenet ; an elementary proposition ; — a settled

rule of action ;—usually, a right rule of conduct ;

—an original element in a substance, from w hich

it may be obtained by analysis.

Principle, (prin'sc-pl) r. (. To establish or fix in

tenets; to impress with any tenet, good or ill.

Print, (print) r. (. [F. imprimcr, from L. pre-

mere.) To press or impress ;—to stamp: to form

figures, characters, &c., by pressure : to imprint;

—to indent ;—to reproduce from types, or plates,

copies or fac-siniiles on paper, cardboard, Ac.;—

v. i. To use or practise the art of typography ;

—to publish a book.

Print, (print) n. A mark made by pressure of

one body or thing on another;—impressions of

types in general, as to form, size, Ac. ; — an

engraving ;—a newspaper :—a fabric figured by

btamping ; calico; — that which impresses its

form on any thing^ ; a stamp; a mould; — in

architxctvrt, a cast in plaster from an ornamental

mould ;—state of Iwing printed and published.

Printed-goods, ( priiit'ed-guodz ) n. pt. Printed

cotton cloth ; calicoes.
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Printer, (print'er) n. One who prints ; especially,

one who prints books, newspapers, &c.

Printing, (print'ing) n. Act, art, or practice of

impressing letters, characters, or figures on

paper, cloth, or other material ; typography.

Printing-ink, (print 'ing-ingk) u. Ink used in

printing books, newspapers, and the like.

Printing-office, (print ing-of-is) n. A place where

books, newsj&pers, and the like, are printed.

Printing-press, (print'ing-pres) «. A press for

printing books, newspapers, hand-bills, and the

like. [of prints and engravings.

Print-teller, (printsel-ler) n. A dealer or retailer

Print-shop, {print shop) «. A shop where prints

are kept for sale.

Print-works, (print'wurks) n.pl. Manufactory

for printing cottons, calicoes, Ac.

Prior, (pri'or) a. [L.] Preceding in the order of

time; anterior; former; previous.

Prior, (pri'or) n. [L.] The sujierior of a priory ;

one next in dignity to an abbot.

Priorate, (pri'or-at) n. Government bv a prior.

Prioress, (pri'or-es) n. A female superior of a

convent of nuns.

Priority, (pri-or'e-te) n. Stat© of being ante

cedent in time ;—state of being first in place

or dignity; superiority; precedence; pre-emi

nence, [prior.

Priorship, (pri'or-ship) w. The state or office of

Priory, (pri'o-re) ju A religions house, the head

of which was a prior or prioress, and which was

in dignity below an abbey.

Priam, (prizm) n. [L. prisma, G. prisma.') A

solid whose bases or ends are any similar, equal,

nnd parallel plane figures, and whose sides are

parallelograms ;—a transparent body with, usu

ally, tbree rectangular plane faces or sides, and

two equal nnd parallel triangular ends or Ixises.

Prismatic, (priz-mat'ik) a. Resembling a prism ;

—separated or distributed by a prism ; formed

by a prism.

Prison, (pri/n) n. [F. from L. prehensio.) A

building for the confinement or safe custody of

debtors and criminals ; a jail ; any place of con

finement or restraint ;—in Scripture, spiritual

bondage ;—a state of affliction.

Prison, (priz'n) v. t. To shut up in a prison ; to

confine ; to restrain from liberty.

Prisoner, (priz'n-cr) n. One who is confined in

a prison or jail ;—one taken in war ; n captive ;

—one whose liberty is restraineiL

Prison-house, (prison -lions) n. A house in wliich j

prisoners are confined ; a jail.

Pristine, (pris'tin)fl. [L. pristinvs.) Belonging

to the earliest time ; primitive ; old ; former ;

ancient.

Prithee, (prim'**). A corruption of/ pray tltee.

Privacy, (pri'vi-se, priv'a-se)-M. [From private.)

A state of being in retirement; solitude;—re

treat ; retirement ;—concealment; secrecy.

Private, (pri'vit) a. [L. privatus.] Separate;

belonging to an individual ; personal ;—seques

tered from company: solitary;—removed from

observation ; secluded ;—secret

Private, (pri'vafc) «. A common soldier.

Privateer, (pri-vat-er') n. An armed vessel fitted

out by private individuals, and carrying a letter

of marque from a belligerent government to

cruise against the commerce of its enemy in

time of war. [vateer.

Privateer, (pri-vat-erO v. i. To cruise in a pri-

Privately, (pri'vaMe) adv. In a secret manner;

not openly or publicly.

Privateneas, (prrvat-nes) n. Secrecy; privacy;

—seclusion from society; retirement: obscurity.

Privation, (pri-va'shun) n. Act of depriving of

rank or office; degradation ;—state of being de

prived of something required or desired; desti

tution ; need; — condition of being wanting;

absence.

Privative, (priv'itt-iv) o. Causing privation;—

consisting in the absence of something; not

positive.

Privative, (priv ' at - iv) ». That of which the

essence is the absence of something ;—a prefix or

suffix to a wc.rd which changes its signifieatii n

and gives it a contrary sense, as in, vn, Us*.

Privatively, (priv'iit-iv-le) n.<h; By the absence

of something ;—negatively.

Privet, (privet) h. An ornamental shrnb of the

genus Limistrum, much used in hedges.

Privilege, (priv'e -lej) n. [L. %>riv\ltgivm.'] A

peculiar benefit or favour ; a right or immunity

not enjoyed by others or by all.

Privilege, (priv'e-Iej) v. t. To grant some parti- '

cular right to ; — to exempt from censure or

danger ;—to exempt from arrestment for debt ■

Privileged, ( priv'e- lejd ) a. Invested with*

privilege; enjoying a peculiar right or imnin- |

nity. [vately ; secretly.

Privily, (priv'e- le) adv. [From privy.] Pri- i

Privity, (priv'e-te) n. [From privy.) Secrecy;

privacy ;— joint knowledge with another of »

private concern; — a secret;—pt., The private

parts.

Privy, (priv'e) «, [F. privi.) Pertaining to some

person exclusively ; private ;—secret ; clandes

tine; — appropriated to retirement : — secretly

cognizant ;—admitted to secrets of state.

Privy, (priv'e) n. A partaker ; a person baring

an interest in an action or thing ;—a necessary

house.

Privy-chamber, (priv'e-chani-ber)ii. The priva?*

apartment in a royal residence or mansion.

Privy-council, (priv'e-konn-sil) n. A number of :

distinguished persons selected by a sovereign to :

advise in the administration of the government.

Privy-purse, (priv'e-purs) h. The income set apart

for the sovereign's personal benefit and use.

Privy-seal, (privVsel) n. The seal which tl«

sovereign uses in matters of subordinate, conse

quence which do not require the great seal;—

the minister who holds the privy-seal.

Prize, (priz) n. [F. pris.) Something taken from !

another;—any thing captured by a belligerent j

using the right of war; especially, a captured

vesaul ;—any thing carried off as the result or

award of a contest; any thing offered to be com

peted for; — that which is won in a lottery;— '

any thing worth striving for.

Prize, (priz) v. t. To estimate the value of ;—to

value highly ; to esteem ;—to raise with a lever.

Prize, (priz) v. A lever; also, the hold of a lever. I

Prize-fighter, (priz'fit-er) n. One who fights I

publicly for a reward ; a professed boxer.

Prizeman, (priz'raan) n. Winner of a prize:—in

universities, one who gains honours m exami*

nations. |

Prize-money, (priz'raun-e) n. In the army and |

navy, the share accruing to each officer, soldier,

or seaman from the division of the proceedn ff

captured vessels, stores, tvc.

Prizer, (priz'cr) n. One who estimates the valns i

of a tiling ; an appraiser.

Prize-ring, (priz'ring) w. fling or open space

fenced off usually with ropes, for pugilisuV
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combat ; hence, the art or practice of boxing;

colloquially, the ring.

Prizing, (prizing) n. Among teamen, act of rais

ing by a lever any weighty body.

Proa, (prO'a) «. [L. prora,] A loi . narrow, |

sail canoe, used in the region* of thei le winds.

Probability, (prob-a-bil'e-te) n, Qualu v of being ,

probalile- ; likelihood ; — something prohahle ;

any thing that has the appearance of reality or

truth. |

Prooable, (prob'a-bl) a. [L. probabili*.] Hav

ing rnuro evidence for than against; likely;

credible ;—rendering probable; giving ground

for belief. [truth ; in likuLihixsl ; likely.

Probably, (prob'a-ble) adt\ With appearance of

Probate, (prtVbat) n. fL. probata*.] Official

proof that an instrument purporting to be the

will of a person deceased, in hi-* lawful act;— I

right or juriadiction of proving wills.

Probate, (prd'bat) a. Of or belonging to a pro-

bat* or court of probate.

Probation, (prd-b&shun) «. rL. probata, from

probare, to try, examine, prove.] Act of prov

ing; proof;— act of testing; trial; examina- I

tion ; — auy proceeding designed to ascertain i

truth, to determine character, quallficaton, or ,

the like ;—the period of novitiate ;—moral trial;

the discipline which man undergoes in this life.

Probationary, (pro-ba'shun-ar-e) «. Serving for

trial : probationaL

Probationer, (prO-ba'shun-er) ». One who is

undergoing probation ; a novice ;— in Scotland,

one who is licensed to preach the gospel.

Probationership, (pro-b.Vshun-er-ship) *(. State :

of a probationer ; novitiate.

Probatory or Probative, (prSTjfit-or-e) a. Per

taining to or serving for trial or pn>of.

Probe, (prob) n. An instrument for examining a i

wound, ulcer, or cavity, Ax.

Probe, (prob) v. t. fL. jn-oborr.] To examine, .is

a wound, ulcer, Ac , by the use of an instru- j

ment thrust into the part ;—to scrutinize ; to j

examine thoroughly ; to search to the bottom.

Probity, (prob'e-te) ».. [L. probita*.] Tried virtue

or integrity ; rectitude; honesty; uprightness, j

Problem, (prob'lem) m. [G. probUma.] A ques

tion proposed for solution ; a matter difficult of

solution or settlement ;—in mathemsttic*, a pro

position or theorem to be wrought out and de

monstrated either by actual construction or by

calculation ;—any mechanical or practical diffi-

culty to he overcome.

Problematical, (prob-lem-afik-al) a. Having the

nature of a problem ; questionable ; doubtful.

Problematically, ( prob - lem -at'ik-al-le) qdv. '

Doubtfully ; dubiously.

Proboscis, (pro-bos'is^ n, [L.] An extensible

hollow tube projecting from the head of the

elephant and other animals, and capable of ab

sorbing fluids; a snout; a trunk.

Procedure, (prri-sed'ur) >i. Act or manner of pro- j

ceedinjj; management; — transaction; course ; [

conduct.

Proceed, (pro-sod') v.t. [L. t,roccdere~\ To go 1

forward :—to pass from a stated point or topic \

to another:—to come forth, as from a source,

place, or person ; to issue ; to lie produced;—to ■

make progress ; to advance ;—to have a course ;

to conduct ;—to commence and carry on a legal

process.

Proceed*, (pro'sedz) n. pi. That which comes

forth or results ; produce ; rents ; yield ; sum I

realised by * sale.

Proceeding, (pro-seding) n. Act of going for

ward : advance; — a measure or step taken in

business matters ; transaction;—pi. A course of

measures or conduct ;—in lav, the several steps

or methods of prosecuting or answering a charge,

claim, &c. ; record of what lias been done in a

legal action or trial.

Process, (proses) «. \V. prod*] Act of moving

forward ; progress ;—scries of actions or experi

ments ; operations, as chemical t>roce.** .■—series

of change*, of growth or decay in physical bodies;

act of developing, maturing, decomposing. &c. •

—course; continual flow, as proem* 0/ time.*—

in anatomy, auy projecting part or growth;

protuberance.

Procession, (pro-sesh'un) n. fL. proceutio.] Act

of proceeding ; regular progress;— a train of

individuals advancing in order ; a ceremonious

train.

Proclaim, (pru-klam') ». f. [L. pro and ctomare.]

To make conspicuously known by public an

nouncement ; to publish ; promulgate; declare.

Proclaimer, (pro-klam'er) n. One who proclaims

or publishes.

Proclamation, (prok-la-ma'shun) ». Act of pub

lishing abroad; general notice or publication;

—an official announcement or declaration ; a

published ordinance.

Proclivity, (pro-kliv'e-te) n. [L. proclivita*.]

Inclination; propensity; tendency;—readiness;

facility.

Proconsul, (pro-kon'sul) n. [L, pro and consul.]

A Roman officer who discharged the duties of a

consul a governor of a province.

Proconsular, (pro-kon'su-lar) ». Pertaining to a

proconsul; — under the government of a pro

consul.

Proconsulship, (pro-kon'sul-ship) v. The office of

a proconsul, or the terra of hi* office.

Procrastinate, (pro-kras'te nfit) v. f. fL. pro and

crastinux.] To put off till to-morrow, or fronj

day to day ; to defer to a future time ;—v. i. Ta

delay ; to be dilatory.

Procrastination, (pro-kras-te-nfi'shun) ». A put

ting off to a future time ; delay ; dilatoriness.

Procrastinatory, (pro-kras'te-nat-or-e) a. Per

taining to procrastination; off-putting; dilatory.

Procreant, (prokre-ant) a. Generating ; produc

ing ;—fertile; fruitful.

Procreate, (priVkre-at) r. t. fL. procreate.] To

beget ; to generate ; to engender.

Procreation, (pio-krC-a'shun) n. Act of beget

ting; generation of young; production.

Procreative, (pr&Tue-at-iv) a. Generative; hav

ing the power to beget.

Procreativeness, (pr6- kre-at'iv -nes) «. The

power of begetting or producing: — fecundity;

frnitfulness. [a generator ; a i-ire.

Procreator, (pro'krS-at-or) n. One who begets ;

Proctor, (prok'tor) n. [L. procin-ator.) One who

is employe*! to manage the affairs of another ;

an officer employed in admiralty and ecclesias

tical causes ;— an officer who attends to tfio

morals of the students, and enforces obedience

to the college regulations.

Proctorial, (prok-to re al) a. Of or pertaining to

a proctor. [of a proctor.

Proctorship, (prok'tor-ship) 71. Office or dignity

Procumbent, (pro-kum'bent) a. [L. proevmben*.]

Lying down or on the face ; prone ;—trailing.

Procurable, (prO-kur'a-bl) a. Capable of being

procured.

Procuration, (prok-ur-u'ahun) n. [L. procuratio.}
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Act of procuring;— management of another's

affairs ;—the instrument by which a person in

empowered to transact the affairs of another.

Procurator, (prok'ur-ut-or) n. One who manages

another's affairs ; — a governor of a province

under the omperors of Rome. Procurator Jiscat,

in Scotland, a public prosecutor.

Procuratorship, (prok-ur'ut-or-ship) w. Office of

a procurator ; proctorship.

Procure, (pro-kiir') v. t. |L pro and curare.] To

acquire or provide for one's self or for another;

—to contrive and effect ; to bring about ;—v. i.

To pimp.

Procurement, (pro-kur'rnent) n. Act of procur

ing ; obtaininent ; management ; agency.

Procurer, (pro-kur'er) n. One who procures or

obtains ;—a pimp : a pander.

Procuress, (pro-kur'es) n. A female procurer.

Prodigal, (prod'e-gal) a. [L. prodigu*.] Given

to extravagant expenditure ; recklessly profuse;

wasteful ;—lavish ; immoderate.

Prodigal, (prod'e-gal) n. Ono who expends

money extravagantly or without necessity; a

spendthrift.

Prodigality, (prod-e-gal'e-te) n, Extravagance in

expenditure, particularly of money; profusion.

Prodigally, ( prod'e-gul-le ) adv. in a prodigal

manner; extravagantly; lavisldy ; profusely.

Prodigious, (pro-dij'e-us) a. [It. prfxUftivsim.] Of

the nature of a prodigy ; marvellous ; — enor

mous in size, quantity, extent, or the like ;

monstrous ; extraordinary.

Prodigiously, (pro-dij'e-us-le) adv. Enormously;

wonderfully ;—very much ; extremely.

Prodigiousness, (pro-dij ' e-us-nes) n. The state

or quality of being prodigious ; enormousuess

of size.

Prodigy, (prod'e-je) n. [L. prodia'uim.] Some

thing extraordinary from which omens are

drawn ; portent;—any thing out of the ordinary

course of nature ; wonder; miracle; monster.

Produce, (pro-diis') v.t. [L. productre.] To

bring into view ; to offer for inspection ; to

exhibit ;—to yield crops, as the soil ;—to bring

forth young ;—to yield fruits and flowers, as a

plant;—to cause ; to occasion, as an effect; —to

form or fashion, as goods or fabrics; — to fur

nish, as interest, profits, or income;—to lengthen

out ; to prolong ;—to extend.

Produoe, (prod'us) ». That which is produced

by natural growth, or by husbandry ; crops ;

fruits; agricultural products ; — that which is

raised by brooding, as calves, lambs, &c ; young

Btock ; — that which is wrought by machinery ;

manufactured goods; fabrics, Are. ;—sum realised

from a sale, commission, or other mercantile

transaction; return; profit;—the amount col

lected from a tax or rate ; — issue ; result ;—

effect ; consequence.

Producer, (nrd-dus'er) u. One who produces or

brings forth. [produced.

Producible, (pro-dus'e-bl) a. Capable of being

Product, (prod'ukt) n. [L. prottuctu*.] That

which is produced, brought forth, or effected ;

fruit, whether of growth or labour, either phy

sical or intellectual; — the number resulting

from the multiplication of two or more num-

l»rs or quantities.

Production, (pr6-duk'shun) n. Act of bringing

forth to view; exhibition; — thing exhibited;

performance; composition ;—act of generating

or making ;—produce ; fruit : issue, Are.

Productive, (pro-duk'tiv) a. Having the quality

or power of producing; yielding results; effi

cient; — bringing iuto being;—producing good

crops ; fertile.

Productively, (pro-duk'tiv-le) adv. By process

of production ;—fruitfully ; abundantly.

Productiveness, (prG-duk'tiv-nes) n. (Quality of

being productive.

Proem, (pro 'em) 11. [L. pronmiv.m.] Frefac*;

introduction ; prelude. [torj.

Proemial, (pro-Cni'e-al) a. Introductory; prcfa-

Profanation, (prof-a-nii'shun) n. Act of violating

sacred things ;—act of treating with abuse or

disrespect.

Profane, (pro-fan1) a. [h. profanus.] Irreverent,

impious ;- ungodly ; unholy ;—blasphemous ;—

not sacred ; secular : worldly ; —common : un

clean;—impure; polluted ;—taking the name of

God in vain ; given to swearing.

Profane, (pro - fan') v. t. To treat with abuse,

irreverence, or contempt ;—to put to a wrong

or unworthy use ; to desecrate ; debase.

Profanely, (pro-faiile) adv. With irreverenc*

to sacred, tilings or names ; with want of due

respect.

Profaneness, (pro-fun'nes) «■ Quality or char

acter of being profane ; profanity.

Profaner, (pro-fan'er) '"• Ouo w»° treat? sacred

things with irreverence ;—a polluter ; a defiler. |

Profanity, (pro-fan e-te) n. Quality or character

of being profane; irreverence; impiety;—avowed

disregard of the word, law, or gospel of God ;

—any act or word of an irreverent or impioos

character.

Profess, (pro-fea") v.t. [L. pro and fateri.] To

make ojien declaration of; to confess jmWicly;

- to put on or present an appearance of;—to

pretend to knowledge of; to proclaim one's self

versed in ;—v. i. To take a profession upon one*«

self ; to confess ; to avow ;—to declare solemnly

Professedly, (pro-fes'ed-le) adv. By profession.

Profession, (pro-fesh'un) n. Act of professi.-ig:

open declaration ; public avowal : — the occu

pation to which one devotes himself: calling;

employment ; — the collective body of persons

engaged in a calling ; — act of taking a mon

astic vow. [profession or to a calling

Professional, (pro-fesh'un -al) fl. Pertaining to»

Professionally, (prO-fesh'im-al-le) adv. By pro

fession or calling.

Professor, (pro-fes'er) n. One who make* profes

sion : especial hi, one w ho makes a formal profes

sion of religion ;— a public teacher of any sea n:*

or branch of leariiing ;—also, one who preta>d*

or exhibits skill and dexterity, as in legwoV

main, acrobatism, &c. ;— an empirical practi

tioner in medicine, &c [profe**>r

Professorial, (prn-fes-so're-al) a. Pertaining to .t

Professorship, (pio-fesVr-sbip) u. Office of a pro

fessor or public teacher of literature or science-

Proffer, (proi'er) r. t. [h. pi-ofenr.] To offer for

acceptance; to propose; to tender;—to propow

for service ; to engage—used reflexively. '

Proffer, (profer) n. An offer made ; sometime

proposed for acceptance by another; — cweai ;

attempt.

Proficiency, (pro-fish'e-cn-se) n. Stat© or qualitr

of being proficient; improvement in knowledge,

science, or art. ;—skill ; dexterity.

Proficient, (pro-fish'e-ent) «. Well advanced ii

any branch of knowledge or art ; well versed.

Proficient, (prd-fish'e-ent) «• t^- proAcien*.')

One who has made advances in any buRiiiew.

art, science, or branch of learning ; an adrj«t.
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Proficiently, (pro-fish 'e-ent-le) adv. In a pro

ficient maimer; by proficiency.

Profile, (pro'fll) n. [h. profit. ] An outline or con

tour ;—a head or portrait represented sidewise.

Profile, (profll) v.t. To draw the outline of;—

to exhibit the features or contour in a side view.

Profit, (profit) it. fF.] Benefit; advantage;—

gain bejond expenditiire ; pecuniary gain in any

transaction or occupation; — valuable results;

improvement; emolument.

Profit, (profit) r. t. To be of service to ; to do

good to ; to benefit ;—v. i. To gain advantage ;

to make improvement ;—to bo of use or advan

tage ; to bring good.

Profitable, ( profit-a-bl ) a. Yielding profit or

gain; lucrative; productive; serviceable.

Profitableness, (profit-a-hl-nee) n. Quality of

being [profitable.

Profitably, (profit-a-ble) adv. In a profitable

manner; gaiufully ; usefully; advantageously.

Profitless, (profit-les) a. Void of profit, gain, or

advantage.

Profligacy, (prufle-gn»-c) >•. Condition or quality

of being profligate : a very vicious course of life.

Profligate, ( prof le- git) a. [L. profligate:)

Abandoned to vice ; openly immoral; dissolute;

depraved ; wicked. [a vicious person.

Profligate, (profle-gat) h. An abandoned man;

Profound, (pro-found') a. [L. profundus.) De

scending far below the surface ;—characterized

by intensity ; deeply felt;—intellectually deep :

reaching to the bottom of a matter ;—expressing

deep humility ; lowly; humble.

Profound, (pro-found') a. The deep; the abyss ;

—the sea ; the ocean.

Profoundly, (pro-found'Ie) ode. In a profound

manner; deeply; — with deep penetration or

knowledge.

Profoundness, (pro-fonnd'nes) n. The quality of

being profound; profundity ; depth.

Profundity, ( pro-fund'e-te ) n. Condition or

quality of being profound : depth of place, of

knowledge, of science, of fouling, and the like

Profuse, (pro-fas') n. [L. profits**.] Very liberal,

extravagant ; exulieraut ; prodigal

Profusely, (pro-fiis'le) adv. In a profuse man

ner ; lavishly ; prodigally ; — with great abund

ance.

Profuseness, (pro-fus'nes) ». Kxtravagant expen

diture; prodigality ; — great abundance ; pro

fusion.

Profusion, (pro-fu'zhun) «. Act of one who is

profuse ; prodigality ; exuberant plenty.

Progenitor, (pro-jen it-or) n. [L.J An ancestor

in the direct line ; a forefather.

Progeny, (proj'en-c) »i. Descendants of the

human kind, or offspring of other animals.

Prognosis, (prog-nr.M*) it. [0.] Act or art of

foretelling the course and event of a disease by

jarticular symptoms.

Prognostic, (prog-uos'tik) a. Indicating some

thing futuro by signs or symptoms; foseshowiug.

Prognostic, (prog-nos'tikj u. A sign by which a

future event may bo known or foretold ; a pre

diction ;—a symptom indicating the course and

event of a disease ;—medical opinion with respect

to the probable issuo of a disease.

Prognosticate, (prog-nos'tik-at) v.t. To fore

show ; to indicate by present signs or symptoms;

— to foretell ; to predict

Prognostication, (prog-nos-tik-ashun) «. Act of

foreshowing or foretelling ;—a foretoken ; pre

vious sign.

Prognosticator, (prog-nos'tilc-ut-or) n. One who

I prognosticates.

Programme, (pro'gram) «. [G. programme.) A

proclamation or edict ;—in universities, a list of

[ the subjects of examination, or of the orations

on public occasions; — an outline or printed

! statement of the intended proceedings and i>er-

| forniances, as in public ceremonies or entertain

ments.

Progress, (prog'ree) ». [I-. progrttsus.) A going

' forward; advancement; — course; passage on

wards;— growth; increase; intellectual or moral

improvement; proficiency; — advance towards

completeness or perfection.; — a circuit; — a

journey of state.

Progress, (pro-gres') v.i. To move forward ; to

advance;—to make improvement;—to go on in

the same course ; to proceed.

Progression, (pro-gresh'nn) n. Act of moving

j forward ; motion onward ;—course ; passage ;—

iuttillectualadvanceor improvement;—in music,

I a regular succession of chords or movement of

the parts in harmony. Arithmetical prof/rt*-

sion, a progression in which the terms increase

or decrease by equal difference. Geometrical

1 prop> essioii, a progression in which the terms

increase or decrease by equal ratios.

Progressional, (pro-gresh un-al) a. Tending to

I progress; having capacity of advancing.

Progressive, (pro-gres'iv) a. Moving forward ;

! advancing ; evincing progress ;— impioviiig.

' Progressively, (pro-gres'iv-le) adv. In a pro-

j greasive manner ; by gradual steps ; by regular

! advances.

| Prohibit, (pr6-hib'it) r.t. [L. pro and habere.)

[ To forbid : to interdict by authority ;—to hin-

] der ; to debar ; to prevent ; to preclude

Prohibition, (proho-bish'un) H- Act of forbid-

i ding or interdicting ; interdict.

Prohibitive, (pro-hib'it-iv.) a. Tending to pro

hibit^ forbid, or exclude ; forbidding ; — i>ro~

hibitorp.

Project,'(pro-jekf) v. t. [L. projicere.} To throw

out; to cast forward ;—to scheme ; to devise ;—

to draw or exhibit, as the form of any thing;

—v.i. To shoot forward; to extend beyond;

tojut

Project, (proj'ekt) ». That which is projected

or designed ; something intended or devised ;

—an i«lie scheme ; a design not practicable.

Projectile, (pro-jek'til)«. Impelling forward;—

given by impulse ; impelled forward.

Projectile, (pro-jek'til) a. A body projected or

impelled by force through the air, as a stone

from a sling, arrow from a bow, and especially

ball, shot, A:c., from cannon, mortar, rockets, Ac.

Projection, (pro-jek'«hun) h. Act of shooting for

ward ;—a iKirt jutting out, as of a building ;—

act of scheming ; plan ; scheme ;—representa

tion of something; delineation; the represen

tation of any object on a plane.

Projector, (pro -jek'tor) m. One who forms a

scheme or design.

Prolate, (pro'lat) a. [L. prolatus.) Stretched

out ; extended ; etjHciati//, elongated in the

direction of a line joining the poles.

Proleg, (prolog) b. [L. pro, for, and Eng. teg.)

The fleshy prominence which represents a leg in

the hinder segments of caterpillars.

Prolegomena, ( pro-le-gom'e-na) it. pK [G. pro-

legein, to say beforehand.] Preliminary obser

vations ; introductory remarks or discourses pre

fixed to a book or treatise.
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Prolepsis, (pr6-lep'sis) it. [G.J A figure by which

objections are anticipated or prevented, — aii

error in chronology, when au event is dated

before the actual time.

Proleptical, (pro-lop'tik-al) a. Pertaining to pro

lepsis or anticipation :—previous : antecedent.

Proletarian, (pro-16-tar'e-an) a. fL. prolctarius.]

Belonging to the commonalty : mean ; vulgar.

Proliferous, (pro -lifer -us) a. [L. proltn and

ferre.] Bearing offspring — applied to a flower

from within which another is produced, or a

branch from which another rises.

Prolific, (pro-lifik) a. [L. proles and facre.)

Producing young or fruit ; generative : produc

tive-;—serving to produce; fruitful of results;

active. manner; fruitfully.

Prolifieally, (pio-Iifik-al-le) adv. In a prolific

Prolix, (pro-liks', pro liks) «. [L. prolimis.] Ex

tending to a great length ;—indulging in pro

tracted discourse ; diffuse ; tedious.

Prolixity, (pro-liks'e-te) n. State or quality of

being prolix ; great length ; minute detail.

Prolocutor, (pro-lok'u-ter ) ft. [L.] One who

speaks for another ;—the speaker or chairman of

a convocation.

Prolocutorship, (pro-Iok'u-tcr-ship) ft. The office

or station of a prolocutor.

Prologue, (pro'Iog) n. [G. prologo.*.] The intro

duction to a discourse, (specially, the poem

spoken before a dramatic performance begins.

Prologue, (pro'Iog) v.t. To introduce with a

formal preface.

Prolong, (pro-long7) v.t fF. prolanger.] To

lengthen in time ; to extend the duration of;—

to put off to a distant time ;—to extend in space

or length.

Prolongation, ( pro - long -gi' shun) n. Act of

lengthening in time or space; — extension of

time by delay or iwstponenient.

Promenade, ( proiu'e-nad ) ft. [F.] A walk for

amusement or exercise ;—a place for walking.

Promenade, (prom'e-nad) v. i. To walk for amuse

ment, exercise, or show.

Promeropa, (prd'uifi-rops) n

rops.] A genus of teuui

rostral passerine birds, in

cluding the hoopoe — re

markable for their beauti

ful plumage.

Prominence, (prom'o-nens)

ft. State of standing our

Itrojection;—state of excel-

ing others ; conspicuous

uess ; distinction : — jn-v-

viinenc*/.

Prominent, (prom'e-nent) a.

fL. promiiuns, ppr. of pramiticre, to jut out,

to project, from minari, to lift up in threat.]

Standing out beyond the line or surface of some

thing; jutting; protuberant ; in full relief;

full ; large, as an eye ;—eminent ; distinguished

above others ; principal ; chief; moat visible or

striking.

Prominently, (prom'e-nent-le) tide. In a pro

minent manner ; eminently ; conspicuously.

Promiscuous, (pro-mis'ku-us) a. fL promitcuuB.']

Mixed ; mingled, as a mass of things or crowd of

persons ;—indiscriminate ; given or applied to

all and sundry ; not restricted to an individual

or class ; general.

Promiscuously, ( pro-mis 'kft-ua-lc) adv. In a

promiscuous manner ; without order ; indiscri

minately.

 

Promeropa.

Promiscuousness, (pr6-mis Ku-us-nes) d. State of

being mixed without order or distinction.

Promise, (prom 'is) ft, A voluntary undertak

ing or engagement to do or give something for

the benefit of another ;—in law, a declaration,

verbal or written, by which one person for some

consideration or on some condition, binds him

self or his representatives to do or forbear a

specified act — enforceable by legal process;—

that which affords expectation ; ground of hope;

prospective likelihood of future good, distinc

tion, ire. ; — grant or gift promised ; fulfilment

of what was promised.

Promise, (prom 'is) v.t. [L. promittcrt.] To

engage to do, give, make, or to refrain trab

doing, giving, or making, or the like ;—to afford

reason to expect; to assure;—to engage to be

stow ;—r. t. To give assurance by a promise ;— ,

to afford hopes or expectations.

Promise-breaker, (prom'is-bruk'gr) «■ -A. violator

of promises.

Promissory, (prom'is-or-e) a. Containing a bind

ing declaration of something to be done or for- >

borne.

Promontory, (prom'on-tor-e) «. fL. pro an«l

viois.] A high point of land or rock projecting

into the sea ; a headland ; a high cape.

Promote, (pro-moV) v. t. [L. pro and Kiortrt]

To contribute to the growth or excellence of.

to forward; to advance;— -to further or increase,

as evil ;—to exalt in station, rank, or honour.

Promoter, ( pro-mot ' er ) n. One who or that

which promotes.

Promotion, (pro-nio'slmn) n. Act of forwarding

either in good or evil ; advancement ;—act of

raising in mnk, title, or official position.

Prompt, (promt) a fL proiiipta*.] Ready and

quick ; acting with alacrity ;—quickly, or cheer- i

fully performed ; not dilatory;—hasty; petulant |

Prompt, (promt) v. t. To move or excite to action |

or exertion j — to suggest to the mind ;— etpt- i

cut U;/, to assist, as a speaker or a learner when

at a loss.

Prompter, (proint'er) n. One who prompts ; one

who assists speakers or actors in a play when

at a loss.

Prompting, (promting) ft. Act of one who ox

that which prompts ; suggestion ; instigation.

Promptitude, (promt'e-tud) n. fF.] Readiness ;

quickness of decision and action ; — cheerful

alacrity ; activity ; briskness.

Promptly, (promt'le) adv. Readily: quickly.'

Promptness, (proint'nes) n. Promptitude ; readi

ness;—cheerful willingness; alacrity.

Promulgate, (pro mul'gat) v. t. [L. promulpott.)

To make known by open declaration;—announce;

publish; proclaim.

Promulgation, (pro-mul-ga'shun) v. Act of pro

mulgating ; publication ; open declaration.

Promulgator, (pro-mul'gat-or) n. One who pro

mulgates, proclaims, or publishes.

Prone, (pron)a. [L. prtmus.] Bending forward;

inclined; — lying with the face downward;—

precipitous; — sloping ; declivous ; — inclined ;

disposed.

Pronely, (pron'Ie) adv. In a prone position.

Proneness, (pron'ne-s) re. State of bending down

wards;—state of lying with the face downwards.

—descent; declivity; — inclination of mind,

heart, or temper ; propension ; disposition.

Prong, (prong) ft, [D. jirasflW*.] A sharp-

pointed instrument ;—the tine of a fork or ore

similar instrument ;—a pointed projection.
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Pronominal, ( pro-nom'in-al ) a. [L. pronomina-

lit.] Belonging toorof the nature of a pronoun.

Pronoun, (prd'noun) n. [L. -j/rauomen.] A word

used instead of a noun or name to prevent the

repetition of it.

Pronounce, (pro-nouns') v. t. [V. prononeer.] To

utter articulately ; to Bpeak distinctly ; — to

utter formally, officially, or solemnly;—to apeak

rhetorically ; to deliver ;—to declare or affirm.

Pronounceable, (pro-nouus'a-bl) a. Capable of

being pronounced or uttered.

Pronounced, ( pro-nounst' ) a. J[F. prononci.)

Strongly marked ; decided.

Pronouncing, ( pro-nouns 'ing) a. Teaching or

indicating pronunciation, an a dictionary.

Pronunciation, (pro-nun-se-a'shun) n. [L. pro-

nmiciatio.] Act of uttering with articulation ;

utterance;—mode of uttering words or sentences ;

manner of uttering a discourse publicly with

propriety and gracefulness; delivery;—also, an

authoritative decision.

Proof, (proof) n. [F. preure.] A teat; trial;

experiment; any process to determine the nature

of physical bodies, or to test their strength or

fitness for use ;—in mathematics, trial to ascer

tain the correctness of products or results ;—

also, demonstration of a problem, theorem, Ac. ;

—the amount or kind of evidence which con

vinces the mind and produces belief, ;—firmness

of mind ; constancy ; stability ;—state of being

wrought aud hardened so as to resist outward

force ;—act of testing the strength of alcoholic

spirit* ; also, the degree of strength ;—a trial

impression from type, an engraved plate, Ax.,

taken for correction ; evidence ; reason ; argu

ment, [ing.

Proof, (proof) a. Firm or successful in resist-

Proof-text, (proof tekst) n. A passage of Scrip

ture a/Idneed or cited for proving a doctrine.

Prop, (prop) r. (. [D. propixn.] To prevent from

falling by placing something under or against;

—hence, to sustain ; to support,

Prop, (prop) »■ That which sustains an incum

bent weight ; support ; stay ; staff.

PropagaMe, (prop'a-ga-bl) a. Capable of being

propagated.

Propaganda, (prop-a-gan'da) n, \h. tocUtas dt

prtrfyj, 'jtnvla Jidt.\ A society in Rome charged

with the management of the Roman Catholic

missions.

Propagate, (prop'a-git) v. t. [L. propagare.) To

continue or multiply by generation or successive

production ;—to spread or extend, as a report ;

—to spread from person to person; to extend tho

knowledge of, as Christianity ;—to produce; to

generate ;—r. i. To have young or issue ; to be

produced or multiplied.

Propagation, (prop-a-gi shun) ». Act of propa

gating;—production ;— extension ; spread; dif

fusion, fgatcs.

Propagator, (prop'a-gat-or) n. One who prnpa-

Propef, (pro-pel1) v. t. [L. propellere.] To drive

forward ; to urge or press ownward by force

Propeller, (pro-pelVr) n. One who, or thr»t which,

propels :—a contrivance for propelling a steam

boat, by the action of a revolving screw placed

in the stern ;—a steamboat thus propelled.

Propense, (pro -pens') a. (L. jyroprntu*.] In

cline/1 ; disposed either to good or evil ; prone.

Propensity, (pro-pensVtc) n. State of being

inclined ; bent of mind, natural or acquired ;

inclination for ; disposition.

Proper, (prop'er) a.. [L. proprius.] Peculiar;

individual ;—belonging to the natural or essen

tial constitution of;—especially, befitting one's

nature, property, &c. ;—correct; ju«t ;—formal ;

according to usage;—well-formed; handsome;—

pertaining to one of a species, but not to the

whole.

Properly, (prop'er-le) adv. In a proper manner ;

suitably ; fitly;—in a strict sense ; strictly ,

Property, (pior/er-te) n. [L proprictaa.) That

winch is inherent in a subject, or which is essen

tial to its being and action ;—au artificial quality;

I—also, natural or acquired habit ; disposition ;

—that to which a person has a legal title ; thing

owned; ownership;— an estate, whether in land*,

goods, or money ;—nearness or right;—a piece

of land with the appurtenant buildings;—pi.

Theatrical scenery, dresses, &c.

Prophecy, (profe-se) n. IG. pvophtteia J] A de

claration of something to come; especially, an

inspiied foretelling; — a book of prophecies ;—

public interpretation of Scripture ; preaching.

Prophesy, (profe-si) r. t. To furetell ; to predict ;

—-r. i. To utter predictions ; — to instruct in

religious doctrines ; to preach.

Prophesying, (profe-s:-ing) n. The act of pre

dicting or of preaching.

Prophet, (pruf'et) n. [G. prophctie.] One who

prophesies or foretells events;— one of the in

spired writers of Scripture commissioned to

foretell future events ;—also, an interpreter or

teacher.

Prophetess, (prof'et-«s) n. A female prophet.

Prophetic, (pro-fet'ik) a. Containing prophecy;

—foretelling future events.

Prophetically, ( pro-fet'ik-al-le ) adv. In a pro

phetical manner.

Propination, (pro-pin-a'shun) n. [G. pro and

pinein.) Act of pledging health to, by handing

the cup, after having tasted it, to another.

Propinquity, (pro-ping'kwe-te) n. [L. propin-

quitait.] Nearness in place, time, or relation

ship ; neighbourhood ; proximity.

Propitiable, (pr6-piah'e-a-bl) «. Capable of being

propitiated.

Propitiate, (pro-pish'e-at) v. t. [L. propitiare.]

To appease and render favourable; to conciliate;

—v. i. To make atonement.

Propitiation, (prO-pish-e-a'thun) ft. Act of pro

pitiating or making propitious—the atonement

or atoning sacrifice for man's salvation.

Propitiator, (pro-pish'e-a-tor) n. One who pro

pitiates or reconciles.

Propitiatory, (pro-pishVa-tor-e) a. Having the

power to make propitious; expiatory.

Propitiatory, (pr6-pihh'e-ti-tor-e) u. Iu the

Momic ritual, the mercy-seat.

Propitious, ( pro-pish 'e-us ) a. [L. propitiusA

Favourable ; kind ;—ready to forgive tins and

bestow blessings;—genial.

Propitiously, (pro-pish'e-us-le) adv. In a pro

pitious manner.

Propitiousness, (pro-pish'e-us-nes) n. Disposi-

tion to treat another kindly ; disposition to for

give ;—favourableness ; geniality.

Proportion, (pro-por'shun) n. [L. proj'Ortio.)

Armngementof parts; relation of one portion to

another, with rcsiiect to magnitude or quantity ;

—equal or just share; — symmetrical arrange

ment; relative form of a body; size; dimension;

—equality or similarity of geometrical ratios ;—

the rule of three in arithmetic.

Proportion, (pro-por'shun) v. t. To assign or dis

tribute in due measure ;— to divide or allocate,
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as among diverse objects, &c, to each its proper

share;—to adjust the relation of one tiling to

another, or of parts to a whole ;—to form, build,

or adapt with symmetry.

Proportionable, (pro-por'shun-a-bl) a. Capable

of boing proportioned or made proportional.

Proportionably, (pro-por'ahun-a-ble) adv. Accord

ing to proportion or comparative relation.

Proportional, (pro-por'shun-al) a. Having a due

proportion or comparative relation;— relating

to proportion ;—having the same ratio.

Proportional, (pro-por'shun-al) n. One of the

terms in arithmetical proportion ; extreme or

mean quantity or number ; —in chemistry, the

corresponding weight or substance in a com

pound ; equivalent

Proportionally, (prd-pOVshun-al-le) adv. In pro

portion ; in due degree.

Proportionate. (pro-pdYshun-iit) «. Adjusted to

some thing else accordiug to a proportion ;—

proportional; symmetrical; corresponding.

Proportionate, (pro-por'shun-at) v. t. To make

proi>ortional ; to proportion.

Proportionately, (pro-poVshuu-iit-le) adv. With

due proportion ; according to tho proper rate.

Proposal, (pro-poz'al) n. That which is offered

for consideration or acceptance ;—proposition ;

tender ;—pL Terms or conditions proposed ;—

offer of marriage.

Propose, (pro-poz') i.\ t. [L. propones.] To offer

for consideration, acceptance, or adoption;—v. i.

To lay schemes; — to purpose; to intend;— to

offer one's self in marriage. ' [position.

Proposer, (pr&-p6Vcr) n. One who makes a pro-

Proposition, (prop-6-zish'un) n. That which is

offered for consideration, acceptance, or adop

tion ;— a complete sentence ; a subject and pre

dicate united by a copula ;—in mathematics, a

statement in terms either of a truth to be de

monstrated—theorem, or of an operation to be

performed—problem.

Propositional, (prop d-zish'un-al) a. Pertaining

to, or in the nature of, a proposition.

Propound, (pro-pound') v. /. [L. /n-oponar.] To

offer for consideration; to exhibit; to set forth

in .words.

Propounder, (pro-pound'?r) n. One who proposes.

Proprietary, (pro-pri'e-tur-e) n. A proprietor or

owner;—a body of proprietors collectively.

Proprietary, (prd-pri'e-tar-c) a. Pertaining to a

proprietor.

Proprietor, (pro-pri'e-tor) n. One who has the

legal right or exclusive title to any thing,

whether in possession or not ; an owner.

Proprietorship, (pro-pri'e-tor-ship) ;i. tStatc of

being proprietor. [prietor.

Proprietress, (pro-priVtres) n. A female pro-

Propriety, (pro-pri'o-te) u. [h. ]»-oprietas.]

Ownership ; legal title to or interest in ;—suita

bleness to an acknowledged or correct rule, prin

ciple, or custom ;—fitness ; decorum ; justness.

Propugn, (pro-pun') i*. t [L. pro, and pvjnarc]

To contend for ; to defend ; to vindicate.

Propulsion, (prd-piti'shun) n. The act of driving

forward.

Propulsive, (pro-pnl'siv) a. Tending or having

power to propel:—also propitlsory.

Prorogation, (pro-ro-gaahun) n. Act of extend

ing the time in judicial proceedings; prolonga

tion ;—the continuance of parliament from one

session to another.

Prorogue, (pro-r6g0 fcfc [L. prorogare.] To

protract; to prolong ;— to continue from one

session to another ; to adjourn for an indefinite

time—applied to the English parliament.

Prosaic, (pro-ziVik) n. [L. prosaictts.] Pertain*

ing to or resembling prose;—hence, dull ; unin

teresting ; prosy. [prosaic manner.

Prosaically, (prd-za'ik-al-le) adv. In a dull or

Proscenium, (prd-su'ue-um) n. [G. pro and sJceai.]

' The part of the stage in front of the drop-ecene.

Proscribe, (pro-skrib') v. t. [L. -proscribe!-*.] To

put out of the protection of the law ;—to doom

to destruction ;—to denounce and condemn as

dangerous;—to prohibit; to interdict.

Proscribes (pro-skrib'er) n. One who proscribes.

Proscription, (pro-skrip'shuu) n. Act of pro-

scribing or dooming to death, exile, or outlawry;

—utter rejection; condemnation ;—prohibition.

Prescriptive, (pro-skrip'tiv) a. Pertaining to or

consisting in proscription ; proscribing.

i Prose, (proz) n. [F. prose.] The natural language

of man; language not in verso.

! Prose, (proz) v. i. To write prose ;—to talk in %

dull, prosy, tedious manner. [prose-

Prose, (proz) «. Pertaining to or compoaed of

Prosecute, (pros'e-kut) v. t. [L. pro and *«ifi]

To follow or pursue with a view to reach or

accomplish ; — to seek to obtain by legal pro-

I ecss ;—to pursuo for redress or punishment be-

I fore a legal tribunal ;—v. i. To carry on a. legal

prosecution.

Prosecution, (pios-C-ku'shnn ) n. Act or pro

cess of endeavouring to gain or accomplish some

thing ;—the institution and carrying on of a suit

in a court of law civil or criminal.

Prosecutor, (pros'6-kut-or) n. One who pursues

I or carries on any purpose or business;—one who

exhibits a criminal charge against an offender,

I and carries on the suit. [sevutor.

Prosecutrix, (pros'e-ktit-riks) n. A female pro-

Proselyte, (prose-lit) n. [G. prosclutos.) A con

vert to some religion or religious sect, or to sume

particular opinion, system, or party.

Proselyte, (prose-lit) v. t. To convert to some

j religion^, opinion, or system.

| Proselytism, (pros'e-lit-izru) )i. Act of proselyting;

the making of converts. [or proselytes.

Proselytize, (pros'e-lit-iz) r. ?'. To make convert*

i Proser. (proz'gr) n. A writer of prose ;—a tedious

1 writer or speaker. [tediously.

: Prosily, (proz'e-le) adv. In a prosy manner;

| Pro&iness, (proYe-nes) ». The quality or atate of

I being prosy.

Prosing, (proving) n. Dull and tedious niinute-

! ness in speech or writing ; wearisome talk.

] Prosodian, (pro-sode-an) n. One skilled in pro

sody ; a pn tsodist.

Prosodies!, (pro-sixl'ik-al) o. Pertaining to pro

sody ; according to tho rules of prosody ;—also

prosodial.

Prosody, (pros'o-de) n. [G. prosOdia.] That part

of grftnimar which treata of the quantity of cyl-

lables, of accent, and of the laws of versification.

Prosopopoeia, (pros-d-i»6-pe'ya) n. [Q. prruwpom

iun\poiei>i.] A figure of speech by which inani

mate things are represented as |>emms, or a

deceased or absent ]>erson is introduced ur ad

dressed ; rhetorical personification.

Prospect, (pros'pekt) n. [L. prospettM.] That

which is embraced by the eye in vision : view ;—

a picturesque view; a landscape; — a position

which ahords a flue view ; a lookout ;—position

of the front of a building;—& view into futurity:

anticipation of things to come ; — expectation.

show or promise of future good.
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Prospection, (pro-spek'shun) ft. The act of look

ing forward, or of providing for future want*.

Prospective. ( pro-spekt'iv) it. Looking forward

in time; acting with foresight;—respecting the

future ; viewing at a distance ;—extensive.

Prospectively, (pro-spekt'iv-le) adv. With refer

ence to the future.

Prospectus. ( prd-spekt'us ) n. [L..] Plan of a

literary work, containing the general subject or

design, terms of publication, A<:. ;—the outline

of any public undertaking submitted for general

consideration ;—syllabus of lectures, classes, Ac,

in a literary or scientific institute ;—programme.

Prosper, (prosper) v. t. To favour; to render suc

cessful ,—v. i. To he successful ; to make gain ;

thrive.

Prosperity, (pros-perVte) ft. Advance or gain in

any thing good or desirable ; successful progress

in any business or enterprise ; good fortune.

Prosperous, (pros'per-us) «. [L. pro and tpcrare,}

Thriving ; successful ; making increase or gain ;

well to do in the world; — favourable; pro

pitious : auspicious.

Prosperously. (proa'per-us-le) ad*. With gain or

increase ; successfully ; fortunately.

Prostate, (pros'tat) n. [G. prmtnni.\ A gland so

called opening into the urethra in males.

Proaternation, (pros-ter-na'shun) n. [L. proster-

nare.) state of being cast down; dejection .

depression.

Prostitute, (pros'te-tut) p. t. [L. pro and utatwere.)

To offer, as a woman, to a lewd use ;—to devote

to base or unworthy purposes.

Prostitute, (pros'te-tut) v. Openly devoted to

lewdness; devoted to base or infamous purposes.

Proatitute, (pros'te-tut) a. A woman given to

indiscriminate lewdness; a strumpet;—a base

hireling.

Prostitution. ( pros-te-tQ'shun ) r. Act or prac

tice of prostituting ; common lewdness of a

female ;—the act of devoting to infamous pur

poses, as talent* the prsss, &c.

Prostrate, (pros'trat) a Lying at length, or with

the body stretched out;—occupying a humble,

lowly, or suppliant position.

Prostrate, (pros'trat) v.t, (L. pro and sterner*.]

To lay flat ; to throw down ;—to overthrow j to

ruin ;—to sink totally ; to reduce, as physical

strength ; — to bow in humility or adoration—

used reflexively.

Prostration, (pros-tra'ahnu) n. Act of throwing

or laying flat ; act of bending the body or bow

ing in reverence or worship ;—great depression :

dejection, as of spirit ;—exhausted state of vital

01 bodily energies. [in discourse or writing.

Prosy, (proz'e) u. Like prose ;—dull and tedious

Protasis, (prota-sis) n. [O.J A proposition ; a

maxim ; the preliminary part of a regular sen

tence ;—the antecedent term of a proposition.

Protean, (prO'te-an) a. Pertaining to Proteus,

a sea-god who had the faculty of assuming dif

ferent shapes; hence, readily changing the form

or appearance ; versatile.

Protect, (prd-tekf) r. (. (I.,, pro and tefftrf.] To

cover or shield from danger or injury ; defend ;

guard ; preserve.

Protection, (pro-tek'shun) >i. Act of protecting;

preservation from loss, injury, or annoyance ;—

state of being protected; — guard; shelter;—

that which protects; safe-conduct ; passport-

exemption from arrest for debt, &c. , conceded

to foreign ambassadors, members of parliament,

&o. ; — exemption from arrest or legal process

 

granted to witnesses in cases where their evi

dence might criminate themselves ;—in political

economy, an artificial advantage conceded to

home produce and manufacture by prohibition

of, or duties on, foreign produce or manufacture-

Protectionist, ( pro -tek 'shun -ist) n. One who

seeks to encourage home industrv by legal enact

ments in its favour, or by prohibitory duties on

foreign industry ;—an advocate of the corn-laws.

Protective, (pro-tekt'iv) a. Affording protec

tion ; sheltering ; defensive.

Protector, (pro-tekt'or) ft. One who defends or

shields from injury, evil, or oppression ; —

guardian.

Protectorate, (pm-tekfor-St) n. Government by

a protector ;—the authority assumed by a supe

rior power over a dependent one.

Protectorship, (prd-tekfor-ship) n. The office of

a protector or regent. [tects.

Protectress, (prd-tekfres) n. A woman who pro-

Protege, (pr6-ta-zha') n. [F. pp. of proliger.]

One under the care and protection of another.

Protegee, (pro-ta-zha') n. [P.] A woman or girl

under the protection of another.

Proteles, (pro'te-lez) il A genus of carnivorous

mammals interme

diate between the

hyenas and the civets.

Protest, (prd-tesf) r. i.

fL. pro and teetari.)

To affirm in a public

or formal manner;—

to make a solemn de

claration ( usually a

written one) expres

sive of opposition; —

t\ (. To prove ; to show ; Proteles.

—to call, as a witness;— to note a bill as not

paid when due.

Protest, (prd'test) n. A solemn declaration of

opinion, a dissent of the minority from the pro

ceedings of the majority ;—a declaration against

for non-acceptance or non-payment.

Protestant, (prot'est-ant) a. Pertaining to the

faith and practice of those who protest against

the church of Koine.

Protestant, (prot'est-ant) n. One who protests

against the doctrines and practices of the Roman

Catholic Church. (testant religion.

Protestantism, (prot'est-ant-izm) n. The Pro-

Protestation, vprot-est-a'shun) n. Act of making

a protest or public avowal ; a declaration, espe

cially of dissent. [makes a protest.

Protester, (pro-test'?r) ft, One who protests or

Protocol, (pro'to-kol) ft, [G. pr&tol-otlon.) In

diplomacy, the original copy as of a despatch

or treaty ;—rough draught of an instrument.

Proto-martyr, (prd'td-mar-tcr) ». [O. pruto* and

viartur.] The first martyr, Stephen;—the first

who suffers or is sacrificed in any cause.

Prototype, (prd'td-tip) n. [G. prdtot and tupot.)

An original or model after which any thing is

copied ; pattern ; exemplar ; archetype.

Protozoan, (prO-td-zd'an) ft. [G. proto* and soon.]

An animal of the lowest class, many of the so-

called animalcules.

Protozoio, (prd-td-zd'ik) a. Of or pertaining to

the strata or system of rocks in which organic

remains, or in which the earlier and lowest forms

of life are found.

Protract, (pro-trakf) r.f. [L. protrahere.] To

draw out or lengthen in time ;—to put off to a

distant time ;—delay ; defer.

2G
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Protraction, (prd-trak'shun) n. Act of drawing

out or continuing in time; extension; prolonga

tion ;—act of plotting or laying down on paper

the dimensions of any thing.

Protractive, (pro-traitt'iv) a. Drawing out or

lengthening in time ; prolonging ; continuing ;

delaying.

Protractor, ( pro - trakt ' or ) n. One who pro

tracts ; — a mathematical

instrument for laying

down andmeasuring angles

 

on paper.

Protrude, (pro-trood') r. t , ft-fc

[L. protrudere.] To thrust

out; — v. i. To shoot for- Protractor,

ward ; to be thrust forward.

Protrusion, (pro-tr66'zhun) n. Act of thrusting

forward or ueyond the usual limit; — state of

being protruded. [polling forward.

Protrusive, (pm-troo'siv) a. Thrusting or ini-

Protuberanoe, ( pro-tub er-ans ) n. Any thing

Bwelled beyond the surrounding surface ; a pro

minence ; a bunch or knob ; a tumour.

Protuberant, (pro-tiib'er-ant) a. Prominent

swelling ; sticking or bulging ont.

Protuberate, (pro-tub'cr-at)v. i. [L. protubevar?.]

To swell or be prominent beyond the adjacent

surface ; to bulge out.

Proud, (proud) a. [A.-S. prtit.) Feeling or allow

ing inordinate self-esteem ;—arrogant; haughty;

—daring ; presumptuous ;—splendid ;—ostenta

tious ; — excited by the animal appetite; sala

cious ; fungous, as proud flesh.

Proudly, (proudle) adv. With an inordinate

self-esteem ; haughtily ; ostentatiously.

Provable, (proov'a-bl) a. Capable of being

proved.

Provably, (procVa-ble) adv. In a manner capable

of proof ; demonstrably.

Prove, (proov) v. t. [A. -8. profian.] To try by

experiment or by a test or standard ; to test the

genuineness or validity of ;—to evince, as truth,

reality, or fact, by argument, testimony, or other

evidence ;—to deduce from propositions known

or admitted ;—to make trial of; to experience;

—in arithmetic, to Bhow the correctness of a

result by another process ;—v. i. To make trial ;

—to be found by experience;—to be ascertained

by the event subsequent.

Provender, (prov'eu-der) n. [F. provendc.) Dry

food for beasts, as com, hay, and oate; also, a

mixture of meal and cut straw or hay ;—pro

visions ; meat ; food.

Proverb, (proverb) n. [L. prorerbitm.) An

old and common saying ; especially, a sentence

briefly and forcibly expressing some practical

truth ;—a by-word; an expression of contempt.

Proverbs, (prov'erbe) n. A canonical book of the

Old Testament.

Proverbial, (pro-verb'c-al) a. Mentioned or com

prised in a proverb ;—cuiront ; general ; com

mon ;—suitable to a proverb.

Proverbialism, ( pro - verb' e-al-izm) /?. A pro

verbial phrase.

Proverbially, (pro-verb'e-al-le) adv. In a proverb;

hence, commonly ; universally.

Provide, (pro-vid') v. t. [L. providere.) To look

out for in advance ; to get or make ready for

future use;—to furnish ; to supply;—r.i. To

procure supplies or moans of defence ;—to stipu

late previously.

Provided, (pro-vid'ed) conj. On condition; with

the understanding; if—followed by that.

Providence, ( provVdens ) n. Act of providing

for future use ;—foresight ;— prudence in expen

diture; frugality;— especially, tlie care which

God exercises over all his works ;—hence, God

himself as the giver of all good and disposer of

all events ;—any event in the lives of indivi

duals or communities regarded as a special Inter

position of God.

Provident, (prov'e-dent) a. fL. provident.] Fore

seeing wants and making provision to supply

them ; careful ; prudent ; frugal ; economical

Providential, (prov-e-den'she-al) a. Effected by tb*

providence of God ; referable to divine agency:

—watchful over, and supplying the wants of, as

goodness.

Providentially, (prov-e-den'she-al-le) ad--. In s

I providential manner.

Providently, (prov'e-dent-le) adv. In a provident

manner ; with prudent foresight.

Provider, (pro-vid'er)-n. One who provides.

Province, (proving) n. fL. prorincio.) A por

tion of an empire or state remote from lb*

capital ;—hence, a region of country ; a tract; s

large extent ;—a region under the direction of

any special person ;—a department of knowledge

or speculation ;—one's proper duty, or calling.

Provincial, (pro-viu'she-al) a. Pertaining to a

province ; — exhibiting the manners of a pro

vince ; countrified ; unpolished ;—pertaining to

the jurisdiction of an archbishop.

Provincial, (prO-vin'ahe-al) n. A person belong

ing to a province.
Provincialism, (pro-vinrslie-al-izm)n. A peculiar

word or manner of speaking in a province or

district remote from the metropolis.

Provinoially, (pro-vtn'she-al-le) adv. In a pro

vincial manner ; according to the customs of a

province.

Provision, (pro-vizh'un) n. [L. r<rot*i«o.l Art |

of providing;— that which is provided or pre

pared ; measures taken beforehand for attack or

defence ; — supply provided ; stores ; stock ;—

victuals ; food ;—a condition ; a previous agree

ment; a proviso ; a temporary arrangement.

Provision, (pro-vizh'unj v. t. To supply wilt

victuals or food.

Provisional, ( prti-vizh ' un-al ) a. Provided frr

present need or for the occasion ; temporary.

Provisionally, (pro-vizh'un-al-le) adv. By way

of provision ; tenii*uttirily.

Proviso, (pro-vi'20) *t. [L.J A conditional stipu

lation that affects an agreement, contract, or the

like ; a special enactment in a statute.

Provisory, (pro-vhe'or-e) a. Containing a provisj

conditional ;—making temporary provision-

Provocation, (prov-o-ka'shun) «. fL. prororafae/ j

Act of provoking , — that which provokes or .

excites anger; annoyance; grievance; insult:

injury.

Provocative, (pro-vSk'a-tiv) a. Serving or tend

ing to provoke, excite, or stimulate.

Provocative, (pro-vok'tVtiv) u. Any thins that

tends to provoke, excite, or stimulate ; a stimu

lant.

Provoke, (pro-vokO v. t. [F. provotruer.] To call

forth ; to excite or stimulate to action ;—to in

cense ; to offend ;—to exasperate.

Provoker, (pro-vok'er) n. One who, ox that

which, stimulates, or excites.

Provokingly, ( pro-vdk'ing-le ) adv. In such •

manner as to excite anger.

Provost, (prov'ost) n. [F. prtvot, L. prcepotitnj }

A person appointed to superintend or pwaaV
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over ; the chief magistrate of a city or town ;

the head of a college. [provost.

Provostship, (prov'ost-ship) n. Tlie office of a

Prow, (prow) n. [F. proue.] The fore part of

a ship.

Prowess, (prow'es) a. [F. proutMe.] Distin

guished bravery ; valour ; gallantry.

Prowl, (prowl) v. t. [F. proieUr.} To rove over

or about;— v. t. To rove or wander, especially

for prey ;—hence, to prey ; to plunder.

Prowler, (prowl'cr) it. One that roves about for

prey. [manner ; with search for prey.

Prowiingly, (prowl'ing-le) adv. In a prowling

Proximate, ( proks'e-m&t ) a. [L. proxhiiatutt.]

Next ; immediately preceding or following ;

nearest ; closest.

Proximately, (proka'e-mat-le) adV. In a proximate

positioa ; immediately ; without intervention.

Proximity, (proks-im'e-te) n. State of being

next in time, place, causation, or influence, &c.

Proxy, (profcre) n. The agency of;—one who is

deputed to act for another;—a writing by which

one person authorizes another to vote in his place.

Prude, (prood) n. [F. //rude.] A woman of

affected or over-sensitive modesty or reserve.

Prudence, (pro</dens) n. State of beiug prudent;

wisdom applied to practice ; judiciousness ; dis

cretion ; circumspection ; judgment.

Prudent, (proo'dent) a. fl* prv.denit.] Sagacious

in adapting means to ends ; practically wise ;

careful ; — frugal ; cautious ; circumspect ; con

siderate ; discreet ; judicious.

Prudential, (proo-den'she-al) a. Proceeding from

or prescribed byprudence;—exercising prudence.

Prudentially, (proo-den'she-al-le) adc. In con

formity with prudence ; prudently.

Prudently, ( proo'dent-lc ) adv. In a prudent

manner ; with prudence ; discreetly ; wisely ;

frugally.

Prudery, (prood'er-e) n. Quality or state of being

prudish ; affected scrupulousness ; coyness.

Prudish, (prood'ish) a. Like a prude ; very for

mal, precise, or reserved.

Prune, (proon) r.t. [F. provifjner.] To lop or

cut off, as the superfluous branches of trees ;—

to dress or trim, as a bird its feathers ;—v. i.

To dress ; to prink.

Prune, (proon) n. [L. prunuvi.] A dried plum;

also, a fresh plum.

Prunella, (proo-nella) it. [Probably so called

from its colour resembling that of prunes.] A

smooth, woollen stuff, generally black, used for

making shoes or garments ; a kind of lasting.

Fruiter, (prodn'er) n. One who prunes or re

moves what is superfluous.

Pruning, (proon'ing) n. Act of trimming plants

and shrubs by lopping superfluous parts; —

hence, excision of inferior or improper matter,

aaiua literary production ; — redaction of esti

mates ; retrenchment.

Prurience, (proo're-ens) n. An itching desire or

appetite for any thing :—also pruriency.

Prurient, (proo're-ent) a. [L. prurient.) Uneasy

with desire ; itching; hence, lustful ; libidinous.

Prussian, (prush'e-an) n. A native or inhabitant

of Prussia.

Prosaic, (prus'sik) a. Pertaining to Prussia.

Prussie ao'd.hydxocyanic acid, formerly obtained

from Prussian blue—it is a virulent poison.

Fry, (prT) r. i. [Perhaps from per-eye.] To in

spect closely; to attempt to discover that which

is hidden or inaccessible ; — r. (. To raise or

attempt to raise with a lever ; to prize.

Pryingly, (pri'ing-le) adv. With minute inspec

tion ; with eager and impertinent curiosity.

Faalm, (sam) n. [G. psalnio*, pmllein.} A sacred

song;—cupecially, one of the hymns by David

and others contained in one of the books of the

Bible, or a modern versification of such a hymn.

Psalmist, (sam'ist, sal'niist) n. A writer of sucred

songs—a title particularly applied to David.

Paalmodicai, ( sal - mod ' ik - al ) a. Relating to

psalmody. [sings sacred songs.

Psalmodist, (sam'od-ist, sal'mod-ist) v. One who

Psalmody, (sani'od-e, sal'mod-c) n. [G. pmlmos

and 6di. J Act, practice, or art of singing psalms

or sacred songs ;—psalms collectively.

Psalter, (sawl't?r) it. Tlie Book of Psalms ; etpe-

cialhf, as printed in the Book of Common

Frayer.

Psaltery, (sawl'ter-e) n. [L. ptalteriuin.] A

stringed instrument of music used by the

Hebrews.

Pseudo-apostle, (su'do-a-pos-1) n. A false apostle;

one who falsely pretends to be an apostle.

Pseudonym, (sudo-nim) «. [G. ptevdis and

onoma. ] A fictitious name assumed for the time,

as by au author.

Pseudonymous, (sii-don'e-mus) a. Bearing a

false or fictitious name.

Pseudo-philosopher, (su'do-fil-os'o-fer) n. A pre

tender tn philosophy.

Pshaw, (shaw) inter). Pish I pooh!—an excla

mation expressive of contempt, disdain, or dis

like, [dally, the itch.

Psora, (so'ra) n. fL.J A cutaneous disease; espe-

Psyche-glass, (sfke-glas) n. A full-length miiTor.

Psychical, (si'kik-al) a. [L. psyckicug.) Of or

pertaining to the human soul.

Psychological, (si-ko-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

psychology.

Psychologist, (si-kolo-jist) n. One who is versed

in the nature and properties of the soul, or who

writes on the subject.

Psychology, (si-kol'6-je) n. [G. pttvehe and toao*,]

A treatise on the human soul ; the systematic

knowledge of the powers and functions of the

human soul; mental philosophy.

Ptarmigan, (tai-'me-gau)}!. [Gael tormocban.] A

bird of the grouse family having feathered toes.

Ptolemaic, (tol-e-ma'ik) a. Pertaining to Ptolemy,

an ancient astronomer who supposed the earth

to be the centre of the universe, with the sun

and stars revolving around it.

Puberty, (puT^r-te) n. [L. pvberta*.] The age

at which the state of boyhood or girlhood ends

and ]wujses into manhood or womanhood ; ado

lescence.

Pubescence, (pu-bes'ens) n. State of a youth who

has arrived at puberty; or the state of puberty;

—the soft, short hairs on plants.

Pubescent, (pu-bes'ent) a. [1j. pvbenctTU.} Arriv

ing at puberty;—covered with down or soft hairs,

as leaves.

Public, (pub'lik) a. [L. pubHcv.s.] Pertaining

to the people ;—relating to a nation, state, or

community ;—hence, open to the knowledge of

all;—current ;—notorious ;—regarding the good

of many ;—open for general use ; accessible.

Public, (pub'lik) n. The general body of mankind,

or of a community ; the people indefinitely.

Publican, (pub'lik-an) n. [L. publicanus.) In

ancient Rome, a farmer of the taxes;—the keeper

of an inn ; a licensed dealer in wine, spirits,

and beer.

Publication, (pub-lik-a'shun) n. [L. pvMicatio.]
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Act of publishing or making known ; — pro

mulgation ;—act of offering a book or writing to

the public by sale or distribution ;—any pamphlet

or book offered to public notice.

Public-house, (publik-hous) n. An inn or house

of entertainment ;—a dram shop.

Publicity, (pub-lise-te) n. State of being open to

the knowledge of a community ; notoriety.

Publicly, (pub'lik-le) adv. Without conceal

ment ; openly : avowedly.

Public-spirited, (pub-lik-spir'it-ed) a. Having a

disposition to advance the interests of the com

munity;—done or suffered for the public good.

Publish, (publish) r. t, [L. pttbli.ca.re.] To make

public ; to divulge ; to proclaim ;—to put forth,

as a book or other literary work ;—to utter or

put into circulation.

Publisher, (publish-er) n. One who publishes

or makes known ;—one who puts forth, or prints

and offers a book, pamphlet, or the like, for sale.

Fuoe, (pus) «. [P.] Of a dark brown or brownish-

purple colour.

Puck, (puk) n. [Scot.] A little fairy.

Pucker, (puk'er) v.t. [Eng. poke.] To gather

into smalt folds or wrinkles ; to corrugato.

Fucker, (puk'er) n. A fold or wrinkle, or a collec

tion of folds ;—a state of perplexity; confusion.

Pudding, (pood'ing) n. [F. bouditt.} A kind

of food varioxisly made, but often a compound

of flour with milk and eggs;—an intestine or

gut; — also, an intestine stuffed with meal,

suet, and other ingredients;—colloquially, food;

victuals.

Pudding-stone, (puCd'ing-stdu) n, A coarse rock

composed of pebbles united by a cement.

Puddle, (pudT) n. [Ger. pv.deL] A small quan

tity of dirty standing water ;—a mixture of clay

and sand impervious to water.

Puddle, (pud'l) i\ (. To make foul or muddy;—

to make thick or close with clay, sand, and

water, so as to render impervious to water :—to

subject to the process of puddling, as iron.

Puddler, (pud'lcr) «. A workman who stirs the

iron in the furnace in the process of puddling.

Puddling, (pud'liug) n. Act of working together

moist clay, earth, and sand, so as to form a com

pound impervious to water ; also, act of render

ing water-tight by such compound ;—process by

which cast iron is decarbonized and converted

into malleable or wrought iron.

Puddly, (pud'lo) a. Consisting of puddles;

muddy ; foul ; dirty. fshamefacedness.

Pudency, (pu'den-se) n. [L. inidem.} Modesty;

Puerile, (pu'er-il) a. [L. puerillu.] Boyish;

childish; youthful; juvenile: silly.

Puerility, (pu-er-il'e-te) -/;. Cluldiehness : man-

new or actions of a boy;—that which is trifling

or silly; an expression which is flat, or childish.

Puerperal, (pu-c.i-'pe.r-al) o. [L. pucrpera,] Per

taining to childbirth.

Puff, (puf) n. [Ger. puff, D. pof.\ A sudden

emission of breath; a sudden or short blast of

wind;—a dry, fungous ball containing dust;—a

kind of light pastry; — an exaggerated expres

sion of praise.

Puff, (puf) v. i. To blow with short and sudden

whiffs ;—to blow, as an expression of contempt ;

—to breathe with vehemence; — to swell with

air ; — to breathe in a pompous manner ; to

assume importance;—r. (. To thrive with a puff ;

—to dilate with air; to blow up; — to innate

with pride, flattery, or the like ;—to praise with

exaggeration.

 

Puffin.

Puffer, (puf'er) n. One who puffs; one who

praises with noisy commendation.

Puffery, (pufVr-o) n. System of puffing.

Puffin, (puf'in) it. [F.] A marine diving bird

allied to the auk, and having

a short, thick beak like the

parrot.

Pufliness, (puf'e-nes) n. The

state or quality of being puffy.

Puffing, (pufing) n. Vehement

breathing ; exaggerated praise.

Puflingly, (pufing-le) adv. In

a puffing manner; with vehe

ment breathing.

Puffy, (pufe)a. Swelled with

air or any soft matter ; — in

flated ; bombastic.

Pug, (pug) n. [Ir. beag.] A monkey ;—a kind

of small dog. [in contempt or disdain.

Pugh, (poo) inter}. Pshaw I pish !—a word used

Pugilism, (pu'jildzm) jl fL. pugil.) The jc&r-

tice of boxing or lighting with the fist.

Pugilist, (pu'jil-ist) n. One who fights with bis

fists ; a boxer.

Pugilistic, (pu-jil-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to boxing

Pugnacious, (pug-nu'ahe-us) «. [L. pugnajc.} De

posed to fight ; quarrelsome.

Pugnacity, (pug-nas'e-te) n. Inclination to fight;

combativeness. [szrab

Pug-nose, (pug'uoz) n. A short, thick nose ; »

Puisne, (pu'nc) a. [F.] Younger or inferior ia

rank—said of the three inferior judges in th*

Queen's Bench, Exchequer, and Common Pleas.

Puissance, (pii'is-ans) n. Power; strengsi.

might. Tmighty; forcibk

Puissant, (pu'is-ant) a. [F.] Powerful ; street;

Puissantly, (pu'is-ant-le) adv. Powerfully.

Puke, (puk) v. i. [Ger. tpvclctn.] To eject the

contents of the stomach ; to vomit. (n$.

Puke, (puk) «. A medicine which excites vomit-

Pule, (pul) v. i. [F. piauler.] To cry likes

chicken ; — to cry, as a oomplainiug child ; w

whimper.

Puling, (pii'ling) n. Winning; complaining

Pull, (pool) v.t. [A.S. putlian.] To draw, or

attempt to draw ;—to draw forcibly ; to di»£

to haul;—to tear; to rend; — to pluck; — fc

move, as a boat by oars ;—1\ i. To give a poll

to tug.

Pull, (pool) n. Act of drawing with, force;—*

contest ; a struggle;—effort : strain.

Pullback, (pocl'bak)!n. That wliich keeps back,

or restrains from proceeding ; a drawback.

Pullet, (pool'et) n. [F. ponltt.] A young h«t.

Pulley, (pool'e) n. [A.-S. pulliatt] A wbed

for transmitting power, changing the direction

of motion, by means of a belt, cord, or rope.

Pullulate, (pul'd-hU) v. i. [t. pttllut.) To ger

minate ; to bud.

Pulmonary, (pul'mon-ar-e) a. [L. ptilmonarin*.]

Pertaining to the lungs ; affecting the lung*.

Pulmonic, (pul-mon'ik) a. Pertaining to, cr

affecting, the lungs.

Pulmonic, (pul-mon'ik) n, A medicine for dis

eases of tho lungs ; — one who has a lung eostr

plaint.

Pulp, (pulp) n. [F. pulpe.] A soft, moist ma*

of animal or vegetable matter ; marrow ;— taw

soft, succulent part of fruit ;—the material ot

which paper is made, &c.

Pulpit, (p661'pit) 71. [L. pulpitum.] An elevate

place in a church in which the preacher stands .

a sort of desk.
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Pulpous, (pulp'us) a. Consisting of pulp;—soft.

Palpoiuneu, (pnlp'us-nes) n. Quality of being

pulpous ; softness.

Pulpy, (pulp'e) a. Like pulp; soft ; fleshy.

Pulsate, (pul'sat) r. i. (L. jwtsare.] To beat or

throb ; to beat, an the heart.

Pulsatile, (pul'sH-til) a. Capable of being struck

or beaten.

Pulsation, ( pul-sA'shun ) ». Act of beating or

throbbing, as of the heart ;—a beat or throb.

Pulsative, (pul'sAt-iv) a. Beating ; throbbing.

Pulsatory, (pul'sa-tor-e) a. Capable of pulsating ;

throbbing.

Pulse, (puis) n. [L. pulw* (sc. vtnarur.i).] The

beating or throbbing of the heart or arteries ;—

any regular beat; oscillation; vibration.

Pulse, (puis) h. fL. pul*.] Leguminous plants

or their seeds, as beano, peas, &c.

Pulseless, (puis'lea) a. Having no pulsation:

ceasing to beat ;—hence, dead.

Pulverizable, ( pul-ver-iz'a-bl ) a. Admitting of

being pulverized, or reduced to powder : pul-

verable. ring to dust or powder.

Pulverization, (pul-ver-iz-ashun) ». Act of reduc-

PulTerise, (pul'ver-iz) v. t. [F. p»lreri*tr.] To

reduce to fine powder, as by beating, grinding,

or the like ;—r. i. To turn to powder ; to fall

to dust. [pulverulent ; dustiness.

Pulverulenoe, (pnl-veru-lens) m. State of beinvc

Pulverulent, (pul-ver'u-lent) a. [L. pulreru-

tentttJt.] Consisting of fine powder; ]x>wdery :

—pulverou*.

Puma, (pirnia) n. A carnivorous mammal of the

genus Fell*, of a brownish-yellow colour.

Pumice, (pu'mis) n. [L. pumex.] A light por

ous substance of various colours, frequently

ejected from volcanoes, used in polishing.

Pump, (pump) n. fit pompa.] A machine which

acts by the power of suction, consisting of a

piston which works air-tight in a hollow cylin

der, alternately exhausting and filling the oppo

site ends by means of external valves—used to

extract or exhaust the air, or to raise water

from a well or reservoir, or a fire engine, or

to send down air, as into a diving bell, £c. [F.

pomp*.] A low shoe with a thin sole, used for

dancing, Ac.

Pomp, (pump) v. t. To raise with a pump, as

water;—to draw out; to examine by artful ques

tions;—r. i. To work a pump; to raise water with

a pump.

Pumpkin, (pumpltin) n. [F. pompon.] A well-

known plant and its fruit

Pump-room, (pump' room) «• A building or

public room at a mineral spring for the con

venience of those who drink the waters.

Pun, (pan) n. (A. -8. puninn.) An expression

in which a word is capable of different mean

ings ; a kind of quibble ; a play upon words

which resemble in sound but differ in sense.

Pun, (pun) v. i. To use the same word at once

in different senses ; to quibble.

Punch, (pnnsh)u. [Hind, pantuch.] A drink com

posed of water, sugar, lemon juice, and spirits.

Punch, (punsh) n. [Abbreviated from Punch

inello.] The buffoon or harlequin of a puppet-

show.

Punch, (punsh) n. A tool, naed for stamping, or

for perforating holes in metallic plates and other

substances ;—a blow or thrust.

Punch, (punsh) r. t. {h. pnnpere.] To perforate

with an instrument;—to thrust against; to poke.

Puncheon, (punsh'un) n. [L. punctio,] A tool

or instrument for piercing, stamping, or the like;

—a cask, containing sometimes 84, sometimes

120 gallons.

Punchinello, (pun'shin-el-o) n. [It. poticintlta.]

A character or figure in a pnppet-Bhow, usually

a figure short, thick, and hump-backed.

Punctated, ( pnngk ' tat - ed ) a. [h. punehtm.}

Pointed;—having dots scattered over the surface.

Punctilio, (pungk-til'e-O) n. [It. puntiglio.] A

nice point in conduct, ceremony, or proceeding.

Punctilious, ( pungk-til'e-us ) a. Attentive to

punctilio; exact in the forms of behaviour or

ceremony. [exactness or great nicety.

Punctiliously, (pungk-til'e-us-le) adv. With

Punctiliousness, (pungk-til'e-u*-ne*) n. Exact

ness in the observance of forms or rules.

Punctual, (pungk'tu-al) a. [h. punctum.] Ob

servant of nice points ; adhering to the exact

time;—occurring, or returning at the appointed

time.

Punctuality, (pungk-tu-al'e-te ) ■». Quality of

being punctual ; adherence to the exact time of

an appointment.

Punctually, (pungk'tfl-al-le) ndr. In a punctual

manner; scrupulously; exactly.

Punctuate, (pungk'tO-at) r. t. To point ; to sepa

rate into sentences, clauses, &c, by points,

which mark the proper pauses.

Punctuation, (pungk-tu-a'shun) n. The act or

art of punctuating or pointing a writing or

discourse.

Puncture, (pungk'tfir) n. [L. punctura.] Act of

perforating with a pointed instrument;—a small

hole made by a point.

Puncture, (pnngk'tur) v.t. To pierce with a

small, pointed instrument ; to prick.

Pundit, (pun'dit) n. [Hind, pandit.] A learned

teacher, or expounder of language, literature,

and Laws.

Pungency, (pun'jen-se) n. Power of pricking or

piercing ; — sharpness : acridness ; - power of

affecting the mind, as with remorse, Ac. ;—keen

ness ; severity, as of satirical discourse.

Pungent, (pun'jent) a. [I.. pttnrmiK.] Pricking:

piercing; acrid; biting; acute; painful to the

feelings; severe;—keen; acrimonious; slinging.

Pungently, ( pun'jent-le) adv. In a pungent

manner ; sharply.

Punic, (pu'nik) a. [L. Ptinicvx.] Pertaining to

to the Carthaginians ; faithless; deceitful.

Punineia. (pu ne-nes) n. Condition of being

puny ; littleness ; smallness with feebleness.

Punish, (pun'ish) v.t. [L. punire] To afflict

with pain, loss, or calamity for a crime or fault ;

to chastise ; to scourge ; — to inflict pain or low

with a view to amendment ; to correct ;—1*»

pound or pommel.

Punishable, (pun'iah-a-bl) a. Liable to punish

ment ;—worthy of punishment.

Punishment, (pun'ish-ment) n. Act of punish

ing ; chastisement; correction ; — pain, suffer

ings inflicted with a view to reform the offender,

or deter others from offence or crime.

Punitive, (pu'ne-tiv) a. Pertaining to, involv

ing, awarding, or inflicting punishment.

Punjaub, (pun'jab)«. [Pers.] A district in the

north-west of India—so called because traversed

by five rivers.

Punkah, (pnngTta) «. Tn India, a feather fan of

various cizes ; uptcijtealljt, a large fan for cooling

the atmosphere of a room.

Punning, (pun'ing) n. Act or practice of making

puns ; playing on words ; verbal wit.
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Funster, (pim'ster) n. One who puns or is skilled

in punning.

Punt, (punt) n. [A.-S. punt.] A flat-bottomed

boat used in calking ships; also used for fishing.

Puny, (pu'ne) a. Small and feeble ; inferior.

Pup, (pup) v. i. To bring forth whelps or pup-

pios. Isenl.

Pup, (pnp)n. [L. pupus.] A puppy ;—a young

Pupa, (pu'pa) ti. [L. pupa.) The third state in

the metamorphosis of an insect ; chrysalis.

Pupil, (pu'pil) ii. [L. pupilia.] The small open

ing in the centre of the iris through which the

rays of light pass to the retina.

Pupil, (pu'pil) n. [L. pupillus.} A youth or

scholar of either sex under the care of an instruc

tor ; one under the care of a guardian ; ward ;—

one under puberty ; minor.

Pupilage, (pu'pil-aj) ». State of being a pupil ;

wardship;—minority; nonage :— aiso jmpilariti/.

Pupilary, (pu'pil-ar-e) tr. Pertaining to a pupil or

ward ;—of or pertaining to the pupil of the eye.

Puppet, (puptjt)«. [F. poup4e.\ A doll; — a

figure moved by a wire in a mock drama ;—one

managed by the will of another.

Puppet-show, (pup'et-sho) «. A mock drama per

formed by puppets moved by wires.

PuPPy< (PwP'e) n- [From pup.] A young dog;

a whelp ;—a person contemptible from insignifi

cance and coneei t :—a dandy. [or conceit

Puppyism, (pup'e-izm) «. Extreme affectation

Purblind, (purblind) a, [Eng. part and blind.]

Near-sighted or dim-sighted ; seeing obscurely.

Purblindness, (pur'blind-nes) n. State of being

purblind; near-sightedness ; dimness of vision.

Purchasable, (pur'ehas-a-bl) c. Capable of being

purchased.

Purchase, (pur'chas) v.t. [F. pourckassev.] To

obtain by paying money or its equivalent ; to

buy ;—to obtain by labour, time, sacrifice, &o. ;

—to recompense or expiate by fine, forfeit, ic. ;

—to sue out or procure, as a writ at law ;—to

gain a mechanical advantage or leverage.

Purchase, (pur'chas) «. Acquisition of title to,

or property in, any thing for a price or equi

valent; — a tiling bought; acquisition; — any

mechanical hold, advantage, or force applied to

the raising or removing of heavy bodies.

Purchaser, (pur'chas-er) n, A buyer.

Pure, (pur) a. [L. pvru*.] Separate from all

extraneous matter ; free from mixture ; clear;—

single ; Bimple; of one kind ;—whole ; entire ;—

genuine; real; free from guilt; innocent: holy;

—unsullied ; untarnished ;—modest ; chaste, as

a virgin ;—thorough ; out and out, as a villain ;

—mere ; sheer ; disinterested ;—free from errors

or improprieties ; correct ; neat.

Purely, (pur'le) adi: In a pure manner; inno

cently; chastely ;—merely ; absolutely ;—quite;

entirely.

Pureness, (puVnes) n. The state of being pure ;

clearness ; simplicity ; genuineness ; guileless-

ness ; chasteness.

Purgation, (pur-ga'shun) n. [L. 'purgatxo.] Act

of cleansing from the imputation of guilt ;—act

of purging the bowels. [purging; cathartic.

Purgative, (pur'ga-tiv) a. Having the power of

Purgative, (pur'ga-tiv) n. A medicine that

evacuates the intestines ; a cathartic.

Purgatorial, (pur-ga-to're-al) a. Pertaining to

purgatory.

Purgatory, (pur'g^-tor-e^ n. [L. purgatoHus.]

Among Roman Catholics, a place or a state

in which the souls of persons are purified, or in

which they expiate such offences committed in

I this life as do not merit eternal damnation ;—

i hence, state or period of trial, suffering, and

} misery.

Purge, (purj) v. t. [L. purgare.] To cleanse or

purify ;—to operate on as, or by means of, h

cath.'irtie medicine ; — to clear from guilt or

moral defilement ; — to clarify ; to defecate, x-

liquors;—v. i. To become pure, as by clarifies

tion ;—to have frequent evacuations from tb,--

intestines. [intestines ; a cathartic.

Purge, (purj) u. A medicine that evacuates the

Purger, (purj'cr) n. One who or that which

purees or cleanses.

Purging, (purj'ing)». Excessive evacuation of

the bowels ; looseness ; diarrhoea ; dysentery.

Purification, (pur-e-fe-ka/shun) n. Act or opera

tion of cleansing ceremonially ;—a cleaiuung from

guilt or the pollution of sin.

Purifier, (piir'e-f I-er) w. One who, or that which,

purifies ; a refiner.

Purify, (pur'e-fi) v. t. [L. pv.ru* and faeen.\ I

To make pure or clear from admixture, oriot-

perfection ;—to free from guilt ;—to free frea [

ceremonial defilement;—v. >. To become pan I

or clear.

Purism, (puVizm) n. Quality of being pore cr

nice, especially in the choice of language.

Purist, (pur'ist) n. [F. purute.] An advocate

of extreme purityand nicety in literary language

and style.

Puritan, (pure-tan) n. [From pure,] A dis- I

senterr from the Church of England in the tuna

of Elizabeth and the Stuarts ; —a roundhead; I

a whig ;—one strict and severe in moral duty,

religious faith and practice ; a godly and devout

man ; — in a bad sense, a canting hypocrite

formal professor of piety, <fcc.

Puritan or Puritanical, (puVe-tan) a. Pertain

ing to the Puritans, or their doctrines! and prac

tice ;—precise in observance of religious require

ments ; over-scrupulous ; rigid.

Puritanism, (puVe-tan-izm) «. The doctrines cr

practice of Puritans.

Purity, (pur'e-te) n. [L. purita*.] Condition c-f

being pure ;—freedom from foreign admixtun-

or matter;—freedom from foulness or dirt;—

freedom from guilt or the defilement of sin ;

freedom from any sinister or improper views ;—

freedom from foreign idioms or improper words

or phrases ; chastity ; innocence ; sincerity.

Purl, (purl) n. [Contracted from purde.} Afi ,

embroidered and puckered border;—& gentle

murmur, as of a brook ;—malt liquor medicated

or spiced.

Purl, (purl) v. i. [Sw. porta, D. borrtU*.] To

run swiftly round, as a small stream flowing

among stones ; to make a murmuring sound, »

running water ;—v. t. To decorate with fringe <

or embroidery.

Purlieu, (purlu) n. [F. pur and lieu.} TV |

outer portion of any place ; border ; district .

—pi. Environs. [stream

Purling, (purring) a. Murmuring gently, as a

Purling, (purling) n. The murmuring of a email

stream flowing among obstructions.

Purloin, (pur-loin^ v. t. [Norm. F. purloiffuUr.}

To steal ; to filch ; to pilfer ;—v. i. To act ae a

thief ; to practise stealing. [si thief.

Purloiner, (pur-loin'er) ru One who purloins.

Purple, (purpl) a. Of or exhibiting a onloei

composed of red and blue ;—imperial ; regal.

Purple, (pur 'pi) n. [0. porphura.) A oosocr
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compounded from a mixture of red and blue ;—

a purple robe or drew ; hence, the imperial dig

nity in ancient Rome, and the dignity of car

dinal in modern Rome ;—pi. Spot* of a livid

colour on the skin. [a deep red.

Purple, (purpl) v. t. To make purple ; to dye of

Purplish, ( pur'plish) a, bomewhat purple.

Purport, (par' port) n. [F. pour and porter.)

Deaign or tendency ; meaning : import.

Purport, (pur'port) v.t. To intend; to mean;

to aignify.

Purpose, (pur'pds) n. [F. propos, L. propositum.)

Object to be reached or accomplished ; end or

aim to which the view is directed ; — design ;

intention ;—effect ; consequence.

Purpose, (purport) v. t. To determine upon some

end or object to be accomplished ; to intend ;

—v. i. To design ; to mean.

Purposeless, (pur'poe-lei) a. Having no effect ;

—aimless ; unmeaning.

Purposely, (pur'pus-le) adv. By purpose or

design; intentionally; with predetermination.

Purr, (pur) n. The low, murmuring sound of a

cat, expressive of contentment or pleasure.

Purr, (pur) v. i. To utter a low, murmuring

sound, as a cat;—v. t. To express by purring.

Purse, (purs) h. [F. bourse.) A Bmail bag used

to carry money in;—a treasury;—a sum of money

offered as a prize, or collected as a present.

Purse, (pun) v t. To put in a purse ;—to con

tract into folds or wrinkles, like the mouth of a

purse.

Purse-pride, (purs'prid) n. A feeling of elation,

or an arrogant assumption of superiority on the

ground of having wealth or riches.

Purser, (purser) n. Formerly the paymaster,

but now a commissioned officer who has charge

of the provisions, stores, clothing, Ac, and

serves them out to the different messes in a ship

of war.

Pursership, (purs'gr-ship) n. Office of a purser.

Pursiness, (purs'e-nes) n. State of being pursy ;

inflation ; shortness of breath.

Purslane, (purs 'Ian) n. [L. portulaea.) An

annual plant, used as a pot-herb and for salads.

Pursuance, (par-nu'ans)n. Act of pursning;—pur

suit ; prosecution ;—accordance ; consequence.

Pursuant, (pur-su'ant) a. [ From pursue. ) Done

in consequence or prosecution of any thing;

agreeable.

Pursue, (pur-su') v. t. [F. poursnivre.) To fol

low with a view to overtake ; to chase;—to seek;

to obtain ;—to prosecute ; to be engaged in ; to

continue ;—to follow as an example ; to imitate;

—v. i. To go on ; to proceed ;—to persist in a

suit or action.

Pursuer, (pur-su'er) n. One who follows in haste,

with a view to overtake ;—in Scot'* law, one who

institutes or prosecutes a unit ; a plaintiff.

Pursuit, (pur-suf) v. Act of following with

haste :—chase as of game or of an enemy ;—act

of looking for : search ; effort to attain : endea

vour;—prosecution ;—a man's buBinesH or occu

pation.

Pursuivant, (purswe-vant) w. [F. poursuieant.)

A state messenger ; an attendant on the heralds.

Pursy, (purse) a. (F. 7>ott***T.] Inflated ; swelled;

—fat, short, and thick ;—short-breathed.

Purtenao.ee, ( pur'te-nans ) n. [F. appertenance.)

That which pertains to ; the heart, liver, and

lungs of an animal.

Purulence, (pur'u-lens) n. Generation ot pus or

matter ; suppuration ;—matter formed : pus.

Purulent, (pur'u-lent) a. [L. puruUntus.] Con

sisting of, or pertaining to, pus or matter.

Purvey, (pnr-va') v. t. [F. pourvoir.) To furnish

or provide, as with provisions, or the like ;—to

procure ; — r. >. To purchase provisions ; to

cater. [procuring ; provisions ; food.

Purveyanoe, (pur-va'ans) n. Act of providing or

Purveyor, (pur-va'or) n. One who makes pro

vision for the table; a caterer;—a procurer; a

pimp.

Pus, (pus) n. [L..] The yellowish-white liquid

produced by the process of suppuration.

Puseyism, ( pu ' ze - irm ) n. The system of doc

trines advanced by Dr. Pusey and other Oxford

divines in the Tract* Jar the Time* issued in

1833-41, and generally considered as Romanizing

in their tendency. [ciples of Puseyism.

Puieyite, (pu'ze-it) n. One who holds the prin-

Push, (poosh) v. t. [F. pousser.) To press against

with force ; to drive by pressure ;—to strike with

the horns ;—to urge forward ;—to enforce, as an

objection ;—to drive to a conclusion ;—to tease ;

to importune ; — v. i. To make a thrust ; — to

make an effort or attack ;—to burst out, as a

bud or shoot.

Push, (poosh) a. A thrust with the end of a

thing ; — any pressure or force applied : — an

assault or attack ; — emergency ; exigency ; ex

tremity.

Pushing, (poosh'ing)'n. Pressing forward in busi

ness; enterprising; energetic; forward; officious.

Pushuigly, ( poosh ' ing - le ) adv. In a vigorous,

enterprising manner.

Pusillanimity, ( pu-sil-an-im'e-te) n. Quality of

being pusillanimous ; cowardice ; fear; timidity.

Pusillanimous, (pu-sil-an'e-mus) a. [I., pusittu*

and animus.) Destitute of manly courage or

firmness of mind ; — dictated by or evincing

weakness of mind; cowardly; dastardly; timid.

Pusillanimously, (pu-sil-an im-us-le) adv. In a

pusillanimous manner.

Puss, (poos) n. [D. poet, Ir. pu*.) Acat—a fond

ling appellation ;—a hare—so called by sports

men.

Pussy, (pocVe) n. A diminutive of pus*.

Pustulate, (pns'ta-lat) v.t. [L. pu»tulare.) To

form into pustules or blisters.

Pustule, (puVttil) n. [L. pustula.) An elevation

of the cuticle, with au inflamed base, contain

ing pus. [with pustules.

Pustulous, (pus'tu-lus) c. Full of or covered

Put, (pout) r. (. [Fries, putjc, F. bonter.) To

move in any direction ; to thrust ; to push ;—

to place ; to set ; to set in action ;—to oblige ;

to incite ;—to propose ; to ask, as a question ;—

to make or exhibit, as a difference;— to con

sign to words or writing; to express;—to put

about, to turn; to change the course of;—to

put bii, to lay aside ; to divert ;—to put dourn,

to suppress ;—to degrade ;—to put forth, to ex

tend :—to publish;—to exert; — to put in, to

introduce ;—to present, as a claim ;—to put off,

to delay;—to take off; — to put on, to invest

with:—to assume;— to put out, to extinguish ;—

to extend ;—to shoot forth ;—to expel ;—to put

to, to add ;— to expose ; to subject ;—to put up,

to pack ;—to board :— to put up vith, to over

look ;—v. x. To go or move :—to steer ; to direct ;

—to shoot or germinate.

Putative, (pu'tA-tiv) a. [L. putativut.) Com

monly thought ; supposed ; reputed.

Putrefaction, (pu-tre-fak'shun) n. Act or pro

cess of putrefying ;—process by which vegetable
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or animal matter ia disorganized and decom

posed;—state of beiug decomposed and rotting;

—that which ii putrefied.

Putrefactive, (pu-tre-fak'tiv) a. Pertaining to

putrefaction ;—causing putrefaction.

Putrefy. (pii'tre-fi) v. t. [L. putrerc and/a«/e.]

To render putrid ; to cause to rot ;—to corrupt;

—v. i. To become putrid ; to rot.

Putrescence, (pu-tres'enB) n. The state of rotting

and decomposing ;—a putrid state ; rottenness.

Putrescent, ( pu-tres'ent) a. [h. putrescent.]

Becoming putrid ;—pertaining to putrefaction.

Putrid, (putrid) a. [L. putridus,) Tending to

dissolution or decay ; decomposed ; rotten.

Putridness, (pu'trid-nes) n. State of being putrid;

corruption ; putrefaction.

Puttock, (put'tok) n. [L. buteo,] A species of

kite; also, the common buzzard.

Putty, (put'e) ». [F. potie.] A kind of paste or

cement of whiting and linseed oil. [putty.

Putty, (put'e) v. t. To cement or till up with

Puzzle , (puzl) v. f. To involve in perplexity ; to

put to a stand ; — to entangl* ; — v. *'. To be

bewildered ; to be awkward.

Puzzle, (puz'l) h. Something which perplexes;

a mechanical toy or geometric figure to try a

child's ingenuity ;—a riddle; an enigma.

Puzzler, (puz'ler) n. One who perplexes.

Pygwg. (pi'garg) >l [G. puge, rump, and orgo*,

white.] An animal with a white rump or tail ;

—the nilghau;—white-tailed eagle.

Pylorus, (pi-16'ruB) n. [G. putt.] The orifice of

the stomach through which the food passes.

Pyramid, (pir'.Vmid) n. [G. pummi*.} A solid

body standing on a triangular, square, or poly

gonal base, and terminating in a point at the

top;—an edifice in the shape above described.

Pyramidal, (pir-ara'id-al) a. Pyramidical; taper

ing to a point ;—relating to the pyramids.

Pyramidally, (pir-am'id-al-e) adv. In the form

of a pyramid.

Pyre, (pir)«. [G. pur.] A funeral pile.

Pyrenean, (pir-C-nean) a, [G. Pia-ene.] Of or

pertaining to the Pyrenees, a range of mountains

between France and Spain.

Pyretdoa, (pi-ret'iks) 7i.pl. Medicines for the

treatment and cure of fever.

Pyretology, (pir-6-tolo-je) n. [G. puretos, fever,

and login, discourse.} A discourse or treatise on

fevers, or the doctrine of fevers.

Pyrites, (pir-i't«2)w. [G.puriUs.] A combinatkm

of sulphur with iron, copper, cobalt, or nickeL

Pyritic, (pir-it'ik) a. Pertaining to pyrites; con

sisting of or resembling pyrites.

Pyrogenous. (pi-roj'eii-us) a. [G. pur and gigttc-

tlwA.) Produced in the fire, or by heat ; igneot*-

PyroUgneous, (pir-o-lig'ne-us) a. fG. pvr, and 1-

lignum.] lieiierated by the distillation of wood,

as a kind of acetic acid.

Pyrology, (pir-ol'o-je) a. [G. pur and lopm,] A

natural history of heat.

Pyrometer, (pir-om'et-er)n, [G. pur and uift.-r-* J

An instrument for measuring the expansion «'

bodies by heat.

Pyrotechnic, (pir-o-tck'nik) a. Pertaining to fire

works, or the art of forming theui.

Pyrotechnics, (pir-6-tek'niks) jl sing. [G. pa,

and techne.} The art of making fireworks ; pyro-

techny. [pyrotechnr.

Pyrotechnist. ( pir-6-tek'nist ) n. One skilled iri

Pyroxyline, (pir-oks'e-lin) n. [G. pur, xuiom.)

An explosive substance obtained by immernr?

vegetable fibre in nitric and sulphuric aod.

gun-cotton.

PyrThic, (pir'ik) n. A foot consisting of two sbcrt

syllables ;—an ancient military dance.

Pyrrhonism, (pir'6-nizm) n. [From Pyrrk*]

Scepticism ; universal doubt.

Pyrrhonist, (pir'o-nist) h. A sceptic; one wb*

doubts of every thing.

Pythagorean, (pith-n-go-re'an) n. A follower of

Pythagoras, the founder ofa school of philosopfcv

Pythagorean, (pith-a-gfl-rean) a. Of or pcrtaiB-

ing to Pythagoras or his philosophy. iVir

gorean st/mtem, the Copernican or solar system.

Pythagorism. (pith-agor-izm) u. The doctrine

of Pythagoras ; especially, the doctrine of w-

Umptychosin or transmigration of the soul*.

Pythian, (pith'e-an) a. [G. Pnlhio*.} PerUi*

ing to the priestess of Apollo, who deliver*-

oracles in his temple at Delphi. Pythian gnu**,

one of the national festivals of ancient Greece

Python, (pi'thon) n. [G. puthon.] A genus tf

large snakes nearly allied to the boa.

Pythoness, (pi'thon-es) ». The priestess wh

gave oracular answers at Delphi, in Greece.

—a witch. [ing events by divinatteu.

Pythoniam, (pith'on-izm) n. The art of piedir*.-

Pyx, (piks) n. [G. pnxti.] The box in wax*

the host is kept.

Q.

Qthe seventeenth letter and thirteenth con

sonant of the English alphabet, is always

followed by u, the two letters together being

pronounced like kw, as quack (kwak).

Quack, (kwak) v. i. [Gur. quaktn.] To cry like the

domestic duck ;—to boast ;—to act as a quack.

Quack, (kwak) n. The cry of the domestic

duck;—a boastful pretender to medical skill; an

empiric ;—mountebank ; charlatan.

Quack, (kwak) a. Pertaining to quackery; used

by quacks.

Quackery, (kwak'er-e) n. Practice of a quack ;

system or art of an empiric or charlatan.

Quack-salver, (kwak'sal-ver) n. A quack doctor;

an empirical practitioner in physic.

Quadra, (kwod'ra) n. A equace border or frame

round a bass-relief, panel, &c.

Quadragene, (kwod'ra-jen) n. In the Jtofeu"

Catholic Church, an indulgence of forty days.

Quadragesima, (kwod-ra-jese-ma) u. (L. qua*-

ragtsi„ias.) The forty days of

fast preceding Easter ; Lent.

Quadragesimal. ( kwod-ra-jes'e-

mal) a. Belonging to, or used

in, Lent.

Quadrangle, ( kwod-rang'gl ) n.

[L. quatuor and angulus.] A

plane figure having four angles

and four Bides; — a square or Quadrangle.

court surrounded by buildings.

Quadrangular, (kwod-rang gu-lar) a. Havir.f

four angles, and consequently four side*.

Quadrant, (kwod'rant) n. [L. quadrant.) Tht

, fourth part of the circumference of a circle ; rz.
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arc of 90* ; — also, the fourth of the area of a

circle ;—an instrument for taking the altitude

of the heavenly bodies, constructed in the form

of a quadrant with two straight limbs, and one

arched limb to which ia appended a graduated

scale of y0\ or in Hadley's reflecting quadrant,

45*. fquadrant.

Quadrantal, ( kwod-rant'al ) a. Pertaining to a

Quadrat, (kwod'rat) n. A piece of type metal cast

lower than the letters, and used to fill up the

spaces between words or sentences.

Quadrate, (kwod'rat) a. [L. quadra tv.*.} Hav

ing four equal and jwrallel sides, and four right

angles ; — divisible by four; — hence, square;

equal ; exact ; suited.

Quadrate, (kwod'rat) n. A square.

Quadrate, (kwod'rat) v. i. To agree ; to suit ; to

correspond ; to square.

Quadratic, (kwod-rat'ik) a. Of or pertaining to a

square; square. Quadratic equation, an equa

tion in which the highest power of the unknown

quantity in a square.

Quadrature, (kwod'ra-tur) n. The act of reduc

ing to a square ;—the finding of a square having

the same area as a given curvilinear figure ;—

the position of one heavenly body in respect to

another when distant from it ninety degrees.

Quadrennial, (kwod-ren'e-al) a. [L. quadriennti.]

Comprising four years ;—once in four years.

Quadrennially, (kwod-ren'e-al-le) adv. Once in

foui years.

Quadrifoliate, (kwod-re-fole-at) a. [L. quatuor

&nd folium.] Having four leaves attached later

ally to a common stalk.

Quadrilateral, (kwod-re-lat'er-al) a. [L. quatuor

and latit*.] Having four sides and four angles.

Quadrilateral, (kwod - re - lat ' er - al) ft. A plane

figure having four sides _____^^__

and consequently four t \

angles. \ \

QuadriUteral, (kwod-re-lit'- \

er-al) a, [L. quatuor ami \ I

titera. ) Consisting of four \ \

letters.

Quadrille, (ka-dril', kwa- Quadrilateral,

dril') n. (F.] A game played by four persons

with forty carda :—a kind of dance made up of

seta of dancers, four couples being in each set ;

also, the music played to such a dance.

Quadrillion, (kwod-rille-on) n. [L. quater and

miltio.] A number produced by involving a

million to the fourth power, represented by a

unit with 24 ciphers annexed.

Quadrisyllable, (kwod-re-sil'la-bl) n. [I,, quatuor

and tyllaba.] A word consisting of four syl

lables.

Quadroon, (kwod-roonO n. [Sp. cuarteron.] The

offspring of a mulatto and a white person.

Quadrumane, (kwod'roo-mnn) «. [L. quatuor

and inanuK.) An animal having four feet that

correspond to the hands of a man, as a monkey.

Quadruped, ( kwod'roo-ped ) a. [L. quatuor and

/.■"■■ J Having four feet.

Quadruped, (kwod'roo-ped) n. An animal having

four feet- often restricted to the mammals.

Quadruple, ( kwod roc-pl ) a. [L. quadruple,]

Fourfold ; four times told. •

Quadruple, (kwod roo-pl) n. Four times the sum

or number; a fourfold amount.

Quadruple, (kwotFroo-pl) r. f. To multiply by

four ;—r, i. To be multiplied by four.

Quadruplicate, (kwod-roo'ple-kiit) <>. Fourfold;

four times repeated.

Quadruplicate, (kwod-roo'ple-kilt)v. t. [L. quatuor

and phcare.] To make fourfold ; to quadruple.

Quadruplication, (kwod-roo-ple-ka'shun) n. Act

of quadrupling or making fourfold.

Quaif, (kwaf ) r. t. [Scot, quaich.) To swallow

in large draughts; to drink down;—v.i. To

drink largely or luxuriously.

Quarter, (kwafer) n. One who drinks largely.

Quaggy, (kwag'e)". Of the nature of a quagmire;

trembling under the foot, as soft, wet earth.

Quagmire, (kwag'mir) n. Soft, wet land, which

shakes or yields under the feet.

Quaich, (kwOch, kwa) n. [Gael, cuaeh.] A small,

shallow cup or drinking vessel :—also qvaiah.

Quail, (kwOl) v. i. [A.-H. cn-elan.] To sink into/

dejection ; to lose spirit ; to cower ;—r. (. To

depress ; to crush.

Quail, (kwal) «. (F. cattle.] A native gallina

ceous bird of the genus

Cot vmix, allied to the part

ridge.

Quaint, (kwr.m) a. [F.

eointe, L. comptux.] Char

acterized by ingenuity or a

art : artificially elegant ;—

odd and antique ; curious;

whimsical.

Quaintly, (kwantle) adv. In

a quaint manner ; ingeni

ously; artfully; affectedly;

oddly ; fancifully.

Quaintneas, (kwant'nes) ft.

 

Quail

Quality of being

quaint ; ingenuity ; affected art ; oddnew ;

i strangeness.

Quake, (kwak) r. t. [A.-S. cicacian.] To tremble;

to shake with fear, cold, or emotion ;—to shake

or tremble, as land, from violent convulsion.

Quake, (kwak) ft. A shake : a shudder.

Quaker, (kw&k'er) n. One who quakes ;—one of

the religions sect the members of which aro

i called also Friends. [to, a Quaker.

Quakerish, (kwfik'er-ish) a. Like, or pertaining

Quakerism, (kwak'er-ixm)w. The character, man

ners, dress, tenets, or worship of the Quakers.

Quaking, (kw&k'ing) a. Shaking ; trembling.

Quaking-bog, (kwilk'ing-bog) n. Peat bog in a

growing state.

Quakingly, (kwak'ing-Ie) adv. Tremblingly;

I with snaking of the limbs or tremor of the

I nerves.

Qualifiable, (kwol'e-fi-a-bl)Vi. Capable of being

qualified; abatable; modifiable.

Qualification, (kwol -e-fe-ka'shun) «. Act of

qualifying, or of being qualified ;—any endow

ment or acquirement which fits a person for an

I office or employment, or to sustain a character

with success ;—modification ; restriction.

Qualified, (kwol'e-fid) o. Fitted by accomplish

ment* or endowments ; competent; modified.

Qualify, (kwol'e-f i) r. t. [L. quali* and faeere.)

To adapt to a given standard ; to furnish need

ful qualities to ; to fit for active service or office;

—to make capable of exercising a privilege, as

the franchise, &c. ; to furnish with the legal

i title to ;—to limit ; to modify by exceptions ;—

to diminish ; to regulate, as sounds;—to reduce

the strength of, as liquors; — v.i. To be or

become qualified ; — to render one capable of

holding office, exercising the franchise, shooting

game, &c. [quality.

Qualitative, (kwol'it-ut-iv) a. Relating to

Quality, (kwol'e-te) ft, [L. qualitas,] Particular

| property inherent in a body or substance ; the
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essential attribute which may be predicated of

it ;—nature or character of in relation to right

or wrong, as of an action ;—power of producing

effiscte ; special virtue ; — acquirement ; accom

plishment ;—comparative rank ; superior rank ; !

—persona of higli birth or rank : nobility.

Qualm, (kwain) *. [A.-S. cuxatra.) A sudden

attack of illness, faintness, or sickness at the

stomach ;—& scruple of conscience.

Qualmish, (kwani'ish) a. Sick at the stomach ;

inclined to vomit ; affected with nausea.

Quandary, (kwon'dar-e) n. [F. qtt'en dirai-je?

what shall I say of it? J A state of difficulty or

perplexity.

Quantitative, (kwon ' te - tat - iv) a. Relating to

quantity ; determining the quantities of each

element or ingredient in a compound.

Quantity, (kwon'te-te) n. [L. quantitat.] The

property of being measurable, or capable of

increase and decrease, multiplication and divi

sion ;—in grammar, the relative time occupied

in pronouncing a syllable : — in music, the rela

tive duration of a tone ;—in mathematics, that

which can be multiplied, divided, or measured :

—a certain part ; a considerable amount ; a

large bulk, sum, or portion.

Quantum, (kwan'tum) n. [L. from quanta?, how

great, how much.] Quantity; amount.

Quarantine, (kwor'an-ten) n. (It quarantine.']

A space of forty days, during which a ship arriv

ing in port, and suspected of being infected

with a malignant, contagious disease, is obliged

to forbear aU intercourse with the shore.

Quarrel, (kwor'rel) n. [h. querela.] An angry

contest; a petty fight or brawl: — a breach of

friendship or concord; a dispute; — ground or

cause of dispute; reason to complain; alterca

tion ; contention.

Quarrel, (kwor'rel) r. i. To dispute violently ;

to wrangle ;—to find fault ; to cavil ;—to dis

agree in form or essence ; to be incongruous.

Quarrelling, (kwor'el-ing) n. Differing and dis

puting in angry language ; contention ; noisy

strife.

Quarrelsome, (kwor'rel-siim) a. Apt to quarrel ;

given to brawls and contention ; irascible.

Quarry, (kwor/re) n. [L. quadrum.] An arrow

with a square head ; a square or lozenge-shaped

pane of glass. [P. cor£c.\ Game ; especially,

the game hunted for by hawking ;—a heap of

game killed :—also, the entrails of game given

to the hounds or hawks. [Norm. F. quarrier.]

A place where stones are cut from the earth for

building or other purposes.

Quarry, ( kwor'ro ) v. t. To dig or take from a

quarry ;—to prey upon, as a vulture or harpy.

Quarrying1, ( kwor're-ing ) ru The business of

hewing stones from a quarry.

Quarryraan, (kwor're-man) n. A person who is

occupied in quarrying stones.

Quart, (kwort) n. \L. quartut.] The fourth

part of a gallon ; two pints :—a vessel contain

ing the fourth of a gallon.

Quartan, (kwort'an) a. [L. quartanu*,] Of or

]»rtaiiiing to the fourth ; occurring every fourth

day.

Quartan, (kwor'tan) n. An intermitting ague

that occurs every fourth day; — a sequence in

the game of piquet.

Quarter, (kwort er) n, [F. quartia:] One of four

equal parts into which any thing is divided ;—

in avoirdupois weight, the fourth of a hun

dredweight, or 28 lbs. ;—as a measure of capa

city, either of liquids or solids, 17745J inches :

—in dry measure, eight bushels, as of grain ;—

nine bushels, as of coal ;—one of the four divi

sions of the globe ;—one of the four cardinal

points of the compass ;—hence, any point of the

compass ; any place in the visible horizon from

which the wind blows ;—the fourth part of the

moon's puriod ;—one limb of a quadruped with

the adjacent parts;—part of a ship's side between

the main-chains and the sides of the stern ;—

a region ; a territory ;—a division of a town ; a

district ; a station at which officers and men are

posted in battle;—place of lodging or temporary

residence ; shelter ;—merciful treatment shown

to an enemy.

Quarter, ( kwort 'er) r. t. To divide into four

equal parts ;—to furnish with shelter or enter

tainment ; — to bear as an appendage to the

hereditary arms ;—to divide or apportion y^Mtfrf

for lodging ;—v. i. To lodge.

Quarter-day, (kwor'ter-dii) n. A day regarded at

terminating a quarter of the year; hence, on*

on which rent becomes due.

Quarter-deck, (kworHer-dek) n. The deck of a

ship from the stern to the mainmast.

Quartering, (kwor't^r-ing) n. Act of dividing or

separating in parts ;—a station ; an assignment

of lodgings for soldiers ; billet; — in heraldry,

the partition of a shield into compartments.

Quarterly, (kworter-le) a. Containing a fourth

part ;—recurring at each quarter of the year.

Quarterly, (kwor'ter-le) n. A periodical work

published once in a quarter of a year.

Quarterly, (kwor'ter-le) adv. By quarters ; oo»

in a quarter of a year.

Quartermaster, (kwor'ter-mas-ter) n. An army

officer who provides quarters, Ac, for the army.

and superintends the supplies;—a petty officer

who attends to the helm, binnacle, signals, &c

Quartern, (kwor'tern) n. [L. qxtartariv *.\ Tne

fourth part of a pint ; a gill ;—the fourth part

of a peck ;—a loaf weighing about four pounds.

Quarter-sessions, (kwor'ter-eesh-unz) n. pL A

general court of criminal jurisdiction held quar

terly by the justices of peace of each county w

England.

Quarter-staff, ( kwor'ter-staf ) n, A stout staff

formerly used as a weapon of defence.

Quartette, (kwor-tef) «. [It quartette] A com

position in four parts, each performed by a single

voice or instrument ;— the set of four person*

who perform a piece of music in four parte ;—in

poetry, a stanza of four lines.

Quarto, (kwor'to) n. [L. quartut.] A book of

the size of the fourth of a sheet ; the size of s

sheet or book in which the paper is folded tu

make four leaves :—written 4to.

Quarto, (kwor'to) a. Denoting the sue of a i

or book in which the paper is folded to i

four leaves.

Quartz, (kwortz) u. [Ger. quart, F. ouarCr-.] Par*

si lex, crystallized in masses of various colours.

Quartzy, (kwortz/e) rt. Containing quartz; resem

bling quartz :—also quarUous.

Quash, (kwosh) r. t. [A. -8. cir«an.] To crush ;

to subdue ; to put down summarily ;—in new,

to annul or make void.

Quash, ( kwosh ) n. A genus of plants of the

order Cucurbita; pnmpkin :—also #jua*h,

Quassation, (kwosh-a'shun) n. [L. ouaMatio.] Act

of shaking; concussion; state of being shaken

Quassia, (kwash'e-a) «. [From a negro, Quax*» '

A bitter wood obtained from various trees, of
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tropical 'America—the wood and bark are em

ployed in medicine. [The number four.

Quaternary, (kwa-ter'nur-e) n. [L. quatertiariu*.}

Quaternary, (kwa-ter/nar-e)ff. Consisting of four.

Quaternion, ( kwa-teVno-on ) ;u [L. quaUrui,

four each, from quatuor, four.) The number

four; — a set of four parte, objects, or indivi

duals ; a file of four soldiers ;—the quotient of

two vectors.

Quatrain, (kwa'tran) n. [F. ] A stanza of four

l/nee rhyming alternately.

Quaver, (kwa'ver) v.i. [0. Eng. quart;.] To

tremble; to shake; — to ting with tremulous

modulations of voice.

Quaver, (kwa'ver) n. A shake or rapid vibration

of the voice, or on an instrument ;—a note equal

to the eighth of a semibreve.

Quay, (ke) n. [F. quai.] A mole or bank formed

toward the sea or on the side of a river for the

purpose of loading and unloading vessels.

Quayage, (kejj) u. Wharfage.

Quean, (kwen) n. [A-S. e*ce"n.] A woman ;—

especially, a low woman ; a wench ; a slut.

Queasiness, (kwfiz'e-nes) tu State of being

queasy ; nausea.

Queasy, (kweze) <r. [IceL qveua.) Sick at the

atomach ; — fastidious ; squeamish ; — causing

nausea.

Queen, (kwen) n. [X.-H. cw&iu] The consort of

a king; — a woman who is the soverei&ui of a

kingdom :—the sovereign of a swarm of bees ;

—a playing-card on which the figure of a queen

is painted ;—one of the chief pieces in chess.

Queen, (kwen) v. *. To play the queen.

Queencake, (k wSn'kak) it. A kind of confection.

Queenly, (kwenle) adv. Like a queen; becom

ing a queen ; suitable to a queen.

Queen-post, (kwen 'post) n. One of two sus

pending posts in a trussed roof, framed below

into the tie-beam, and above into the principal

rafters.

Queens-bench, ( kw3nzrbensh ) n. The supreme

court of common law in England.

Queer, (kwer) a. [Ger.] Going athwart what

is usual or normal ; odd ; singular ; quaint ;

whimsical.

Queerly, (kwoVle) adv. In an odd or singular

manner ; oddly ; singularly ; whimsically.

Qucerneas, (kweVnes) a. Oddity ; singularity.

Quell, (kwel) v. t. [A.-S. evcUau. j To subdue ;

to put down;—to cause to cease; to quiet; to

still. [crushes.

Queller, (kwel'er) «. One who quells; one who

Quench, (kwensh) v.t. [A-S. cwencian.) To

extinguish ; to put out ; to allay ; — to still ;—

to repress ; to stifle ;—v. i. To cool ; to become

cool. [quenched.

Quenchable, (kwensh'a-bl) a. Admitting of being

Quenchless, (kwensh 'lea) a. Incapable of being

quenched; irrepressible.

Quercitron, ( kwer'sit-ron ) n. [L. quercu* and

citru*.] The bark of the black oak or dyer's oak.

Quercus, (kwgr'kua) n. [L.] A genus of trees,

and producing the valuable timber oak.

Querimonious, (kwcr-e-mo'ne-us) a. [L. queri-

numia.} Complaining; querulous; apt to com

plain, [complaint; querulously.

Querimoniously, (kwer-e-mo'ne-us-le) adv. With

Querimoniousness, ( kwer - e - m& ' ne - us - ncs) n.

Habit or disposition to complain ; querulous

temper.

Querist, (kwe'rist) «• \X*- quo:tvrt>.) One who

inquires or asks questions ; inquirer.

Quern, (kwgrn) n. [A.-S. cieeorn.] A hand-mill

for grinding grain.

Querulous, (kweVu-lus) a. [L. querulux.] Apt

to repine, or habitually complaining ; discon

tented ;—peevish ; fretful ;—whining.

Querulously, (kwer'u-lus-le) adv. In a querulous

manner.

Querulousness, (kweVu-lus-nes) n. State of being

querulous ; the habit or practice of murmuring.

Query, (kwe're) «. [L. quarrere.] A question ;

an inquiry to be answered or resolved.

Query, (kwC're) v. i. To ask questions ; to make

inquiry ; — r. t. To seek by questioning ; to

inquire into;—to doubt of;—to mark with a

query.

Quest, (kwest) n. [L. quartrc] Act of seeking or

looking after any thing ; search.

Question, (kwestyun) n. [L. quartio.] Act of

asking; interrogation;—inquiry; examination;

—judicial investigation or trial ; subject pro

pounded for inquiry ;—disquisition ; discussion;

subject of dispute;—a problem.

Question, (kwestyun) v. i. To ask a question or

questions; to inquire;—v.t. To inquire- of by

asking questions; to examine ;—to doubt ; to be

uncertain of ;—to call in question.

Questionable, (kwest'yun-a-bl) a. Inviting in

quiry ;—doubtful ; uncertain ; suspicious.

Questionableness, ( kwest'yun-a-bl-nes) n. The

quality or state of being doubtful or Bimpicious.

Questionably, (kwest'yun-a-ble) adv. In a ques

tionable manner ; doubtfully.

Questionary, (kweBtyun-ar-e)a. Inquiring; ask

ing questions. [tioua ; an inquirer.

Questioner, (kwest'yun-er) n. One who asks ques-

Questor, (kwes'tor) n. [L. ffo&stor,] In ancient

Rome, a public treasurer ; the receiver of taxes,

tribute, he.

Questorship, (kwes'tor-ship) n. The office of a

questor or Roman treasurer ; the term of a

questor's office.

Queue, (kQ) n. [F. J The tie of a wig ; pig-toil ;—

in heraldry, the tail of a beast.

Quib, (kwib) n, [W. cwij/.] A sarcasm ; a bitter

taunt ; a quip ; a gibe.

Quibble, (kwibT) n. [h. quidlibet.] An evasion ;

a cavil ; a pretence ; a pun ; a low conceit.

Quibble, (kwibT) v. i. To evade the question by

artifice, cavilling, or any conceit ;—to play upon

words ; to practise verbal wit. [punster.

Quibbler, (kwib'ler) n. One who quibbles; a

Quick, (kwik) a. [A.-S. cine] Alive; living;

—smart; animated; — speedy; active; brisk;

nimble; hasty; impetuous;—pregnant.

Quick, (kwik) adv. Nimbly; with celerity;

rapidly; with haste; speedily;—soon; promptly.

Quick, (kwik) «. (Ger. quick-, Sw. qnao, »

heifer, Dan. quag, cattle, that is, living, j A

living animal or plant; the hawthorn; — the

part of the body which is sensitive to pain ; the

living flesh.

Quicken, (kwik'n)u. *. [A.-S. cuncian.] Toinake

alive ; to vivify ; to make active or sprightly ;—

to sharpen; — to stimulate; to incite; — to

hasten ; to accelerate ;—v. i. To become alive ;

—to move with activity ; to beat faster, as the

pulse ; to acquire vitality, as the fetus in the

womb. [which quickens.

Quickener, ( kwik'n-er ) n. One who or that.

Quick-hedge, (kwikliej) n. A hedge formed of

growing plants, as hawthorn, privet, &c.

Quicklime, (kwik'llni) n. Any carbonate of lime

deprived of its carbonic acid.
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Quickly, (kwik'le) adv. Speedily : without delay.

Quickness, (kwik'nes) n. Rapidity of motion ;

speed ;—activity ; briskness ;—acuteness of per

ception ; sharpness ; shrewdness.

Quicksand, (kwik'sand) ». Sand easily moved or

readily yielding to pressure ; exprcinlijf, loose

sand mixed with water, and unable to support

the weight of a person.

Quickset, (kwik'set) v. t. To plant with living

shrubs or trees for a hedge or fence.

Quickset, (kwik'set) a. Made of quickset or

young living shrubs, as a hedge.

Quick-sighted, ( kwik'sit-ed ) a. Having quick

sight or acute discernment.

Quick-sightedness, (kwik'sit-ed-nes) v. Quick

ness of sight or discernment ; readiness to see

or discern.

Quicksilver, (kwik'sil-ver) n. [Eng. quick and

trilver.] Mercury : a fluid of a metallic nature.

Quickstep, (kwik'step) n. A lively, spirited

march. [wit.

Quick-witted, (kwik'wjt-ed) a. Having ready

Quid, (kwid) n. A portion suitable to be chewed ;

a cud ;—a chow of tobacco.

Quiddity, (kwid'e-te) n. [h. qvUUlita*.] The

essence of a thing ; — a trifling nicety ; a cap

tious question.

Quidnunc, (kwid'nungk) v. [L. what now?]

One who is curious to know every thing that

passes.

Quiesce, (kwi-eV) v. V. [L. qvicseere.] Tobesilent,

as a letter ; to hare no sound.

Quiescence, (kwi-es'ens) n. State of being quies

cent ; rest ; repose ;—rest of the mind ;—silence.

Quiescent, (kwi-es'ent) «. [L. qvif*een*, jqtr. of

quiescere.] Being in a state of repose; still;

not moving ;—not ruffled with passion ; quiet ;

—not sounded ; silent ; mute.

Quiescently, (kwi-es'ent- le) adv. In a quiescent

manner; calmly; quietly.

Quiet, (kwi'et) a. [L. qvietu*.] Being in a state

of rest: still; peaceful; unmolested;—peaceable;

—not giving offence ; meek ; mild ;—contented ;

—calm ; smooth ; unruffled ; undisturbed ;—

silent ; taciturn ;—reserved ; reticent.

Quiet, (kwi'et) n. [L. guiex,] State of a thing

not in motion; rest ; repose ;—tranquillity ;—

peace ; security.

Quiet, (kwi'et) v, t. To stop motion ; to reduce

to a state of rest ; — to calm ; to appease ; to

pacify ;—to allay ; to suppress.

Quietism, (kwi'et-izm) n. Peace or tranquillity

of mind ; — the system of the Quictists, who

maintained that religion consists in rest or re

pose of the mind, employed in contemplating

God, and submitting to his will.

Quietly, (kwi'et-le) «</v. In a quiet manner; with

out motion ; — peaceably ; — calmly ; patiently ;

—silently ; secretly.

Quietness, (kwi et-ites) n. State of being quiet ;

calmness; peace: tranquillity;—silence; secrecy;

—mildness ; peaceableness.

Quietude, (kwi'et-ud) «. [L. qv.ietudo.] Rest;

repose ; quiet: tranquillity. [death

Quietus, (kwi-e'tus) n. [L. quift us.] Rest; repose;

Quill, (kwil) n, [Ger. HI.] A feather of the goose,

swan, crow, &c.—used for writing-pens, &c. ;—

hence, a pen ;—a spina or prickle, as of a porcu

pine ;—a piece of reed on which weavers wind

thread ;—the tube of a musical instrument,

Quill, (kwil) v. t. To plait with small ridges like

quills;—to wind on a quill, as thread or yarn.

Quilt, (kwilt) 7?. [h. culcitu.] A cover or gar

ment made by putting wool, cotton, or other

substance between two cloths, and sewing them

together.

Quilt, (kwilt) r. t. To stitch together with some

Boft and warm substauce between or in the

interior of ;—to sew with a stitch used in a quilt.

Quilting, (kwilt'ing) n. Act of forming a quilt;

—a figured material for bed-quilts, toilet-covers

&c.

Quince, (kwins) n. The fruit of a small tree, so

named from Cydonia, a town of Crete—it has an

acid taste and pleasant flavour, and is used in

making pies, tarts, and marmalade.

Quindecagon, (kwin-dek'a-gon) ». fL. qninqut,

five, G. dtha, ten, and odnia, an angle. J A plane

figure with fifteen angles and fifteen sidc^.

Quinine, (kwin-in') n. [Sp. qiiinina.) A baik

alkaloid obtained from various species of cin

chona or Jesuit's bark ; — one of the salts of

quinine, especially the sulphate used as a took

and febrifuge.

Quinquageaima, (kwin-kwa-jes'e-nm) a. [L. cptis-

qHagexi m us.) Fiftieth ; — noting the Sunday

fifty days before Easter ; Shrove Sunday.

Quinquangular, (kwjn-kwang'gu-lar) o. [L. qvin'

que aadanputns.] Having five angles or corners.

Quinquennial, (kwin-kwen'e-al) a. [L. qninqut

and annus.) Occurring once in five years or

lasting five years.

Quinsy, (kwin'ze) n. [F. squinaiicif.] An in

flammation of the tonsils of the tliroat ; any

inflammation of the throat or parts adjacent,

accompanied by fever.

Quintain, (kwint'fln) n. [F. quintaine.] An

ancient tilting-block ;—an upright post on the

top of which a cross post turned on a pivot, at

one end of which was a broad board, and at the

other a Band bag, and the play was to tilt on

horseback with a lance against the broad end,

and avoid being struck by the sand-bag, which

was driven round to the titter's back.

Quintal, (kwint'al) u. [F.] An old foreign weight

equal to &0 French kilogrammes, or about 112

lbs. avoirdupois.

Quintessence, (kwint-es'ens) it. [L. quinta ttsen-

tia.] In alchemy, the fifth or highest essene?

or power in a natural body ;—pure or concen

trated essence; — an extract from any thins

containing all its virtues in a small or con

densed form ; tho essential part or substance i4

a thing. [ing of quintessence.

Quintessential, (kwint-es-sen'ehe-al) o. Consist-

Quintette, (kwin-tetf) n. [It. quintette.) A com

position for five voices or instruments.

Quintillion, (kwin-til'yun) ». A number pro

duced by involving a million to the fifth power,

or a unit with 30 ciphers annexed.

Quintuple, (kwin'tfl-pl) n. fL. qiiinque and pfi-

cart.] Multiplied by five; fivefold.

Quintuple, (kwin'tu-pl) r. t. To moke fivefold ;

to multiply by five

Quip, (kwip) 7i. [VV. etcin.] A smart, sarcastic

turn ; a taunt ; a severe retort ; a gibe ; a jeer.

Quip, (kwip) v. t. To taunt ; to treat with a sar

castic retort ;—r. t. To scoff.

Quire, (kwir) w. [F. chotur, G. eJiot-M.) A body

of singers : a choir ;—the part of a church whose

the service is sung.

Quire, (kwir) n. [F. cahier.] A bundle of paper

consisting of twenty-four sheets.

Quire, (kwir) v. i. To sing in concert or chorus.

Quirister, (kwtr'is-ter) n. One that sings in con

cert ; a chorister ;—the leader of a quire.
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Quirk, ;' kwgrk) n. [W. cvired.) A sudden turn ;

an artful evasion or subterfuge; a shift; a

quibble ;—a smart taunt ;—a conceit.

Quirkish, (kwrrk'ish) a. Consisting of quib

bles or artful evasions ;—tricky ; artful.

Quit, (kwit) v. t. [L. qitittn*.] To release from

obligation, accusation, or the like ; to acquit ;—

to meet claims upon or expectations enter-

tamed of ; to conduct; — tu depart from; to

forsake ; to give up.

Quit, (kwit) a. Released from obligation, charge,

penalty, or the like ; free ; clear ; absolved.

Quitch-grass, (kwich'gras) n. Dog-grass or conch-

grass :—also qu\ck-yrax4 aud tvcitch-gruss.

Quitclaim, (kwit'klam) v.t. [Eng. quit and

claim.] To release or relinquish a claim to by

deed.

Quitclaim, (kwit kl&m) n. A release or relin

quishment of a claim ; a deed of release.

Quits, (kwit) adv. [F. quitte.] Completely;

wholly ; entirely ; totally ; — to a great extent

or degree ; very.

Quitrent, (kwit rent) n. [Eng. quit and rent.]

A rent reserved in grants of land, by the pay

ment of which the tenant is quit from all other

service.

Quits, (kwits) adr. At evens : square.

Quittance, (kwit'ans) ». Discharge from a debt

or obligation; acquittance; — recompense; re

payment.

Quiver, (kwiv'jr) n. [Norm. F. cuirre. A.-S.

cocor. j A case or sheath for arrows.

Quiver, (kwiv'gr) r. i. [D. quicker.]

To shake with slight and tremulous

motion; shiver; tremble.

Quivered, (kwiv'erd) »«. (From

quiver,] Furnished with a quiver;

—sheathed, as in a quiver.

Quivering, (kwiv'gi-ing) n. 8hak<

ing; trembling;—fluttering motion.

Quixotic, (kwiks-ot'ik)a. Like Don

Quixote; romantic to extravagance.

Qnixotically, (kwiks-ot'ik-al-le) adv.

In a mad or romantic manner.

Quixotism, (kwiks'ot-izm ) n. Romantic and

absurd ideas; schemes like those of Don Quixote.

Quiz, (kwiz) it. A riddle or obscure question; an

enigma; — one who quizzes others; — an odd

fellow.

Quiz, (kwiz) v. t. To puzzle ; to ridicule or make

sport of by deceiving ;—to peer at.

 

Quiver.

Quizzer, (kwiz'er) n. One who quizzes others, Or

makes them the objects of sport by deceiving

them.

Quizzical, (kwiz'ik-al) a. Comical. [glass.

Quizzing-glass, (kwiz'ing-glas) n. A small eys-

Quod, (kwod) n. A quadrangle or court of a

prison in which prisoners are allowed to take

exercise ;—hence, colloquially, prison : jail.

Quoif, (koif) n. [F. coijfe.] A cap or hood; a

coif.

Quoif, (koif) v. t. [F. co'ijfcr.] To cover with a

head-dress; to cap.

Quoin, (koin) n, [F. coin. ] A corner :—a metallic

wedge for raising cannon and other military

engines; — in printing, a small wooden wedge

used to lock the types in the chase or fonn ;

— the external angle of a building.

Quoit, (koit) h. [W. ccntan.] A circular ring or

piece of iron, stone, or other material, to be

pitched at a fixed object iu play ;—pi. The play

or £arae itself.

Quoit, (koit) v. i. To play at quoits.

Quondam, (kwou'dara) a. [L.J Having been

formerly ; former, as a friend.

Quorum, ( kwd'runi ) n, fL. genitive plural of

qui.] Such a number of the officers or members

of any body as is comlatent by law or constitu

tion to transact business.

Quota, (kwo'ta) jl [L. quotut.] A pro]>ortional

part or share; or the proportion assigned to

each.

Quotable, (kwot'a-bl) «. Capable or worthy of

being quoted or cited.

Quotation, (kwot-a'shun) n. [From quote.] Act

of quoting or citing ;—that which is quoted ;—

a passage from an author as evidence ; — the

naming of the price of commodities ; or the price

specified to a correspondent.

Quote, (kwot) v. t. |F. quottr.) To cite, as a pass

age from some author ;—to name the price of.

Quoth, (kwuth ) v i. [A.-S. ciredhan-] Said;

s|x>ke—used in the first and third persons in

the past tense.

Quotidian, (kwo-tid'e-an) a. [L. quotidianus.]

Occurring or returning daily.

Quotidian, ( kwo-tid'e-an ) n. Any thing return

ing daily ; especially, a fever whose paroxysms

return every day.

j Quotient, (kwo 'she- ent ) ». [L. quotits.] The

J number resulting from the division of one num

ber by another.

R

R(ar) the eighteenth letter of the English

alphabet, is a liquid or semi-vowel. By

most writers, r is considered to have one un

varying sound in all cases, being formed like I,

but with a guttural utterance of the breath,

and a sort of quivering motion of the tongue.

Rabate, (ra'bat) r.t. [F. rabattre.] Iu fal

conry, to lure back or recover, as a hawk.

Rabbi, (rab'e, ral/i) n. [H. rab.] Master; lord;

air;—a Jewish teacher or doctor of the law:—

also rabbin.

Rabbinic, (rab-in'ik) n. The dialect of the

Rabbins ; the later form of the Hebrew tongue.

Rabbinical, (rab-in'ik-al) o. Pertaining to the

rabbins, or to their opinions, learning, and lan

guage.

j Rabbinist, (rab'iu-ist) n. One who adhered to

| the Talmud and the traditions of the rabbins.

i Rabbit, (rab'it) n. (D. robbe.] A small rodent four-

) footed mammal which burrows in the earth.

1 Rabbit, (rab'it) n. [F. rabot.) A wooden im

plement used in mixing mortar. [ground.

Rabbit-warren, (rab'it-wor-en ) ». A piece of

Rabble, (rat/l) n. [D. rabbcleu.] A crowd of

vulgar, noisy people; a mob;—the dregs of the

I>eople.

Rabble, (rabl) r. t. To insult or drive away by

a mob ; to mob ; to hustle.

Rabdology, (rab-dol'6-je) n, [G. robdoAbtnl loaot.]

The method of performing arithmetical opera

tions by means of little square rods, called

Hapiefs-bvM* :—also rhabdology.
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Rabdomancy, (rab'dci-raan-se) n. [G. rabdos and

inanteia.] Divination by means of rods or

wands :—also rhabdomancy.

Rabid, (rabid) a. [L. rubidus.} Furious; raging:

mad ; — pertaining to hydrophobia.

Rabidneu, (rab'id-nes^ n. Condition of being

rabid; madness ;—funousness ;—virulence; in

tense bitterness.

Rabies, (ra/be-ez) n. [L.] A fury or frenzy of

the mind ;—canine madness ;—hydrophobia.

Raca, (ra'ka) a. [H. rak, thin, lean.] Empty;

foolish ; worthless.

Raccoon, (rak-kodn') n. [F. ralon.] A carni

vorous mammal inhabiting North America,

allied to the bear.

Race, (ras) w. [P. race, L. radix, root.] The

descendants of a common ancestor; a family,

tribe, people, or nation believed, to belong to

the same stock ;—one of the distinct varieties

of the human Bpecies, usually classified as

five, viz., the Caucasian, the Mongolian, the

Ethiopian, the American Indian, and the Ma

layan;—the descendants of a particular ances

tor, or in a particular line;—lineage; family;

birth ; — a peculiar breed, as of horses, &c. ;—

a root, as of ginger; — a particular strength,

taste, or flavour, as of wine ;—a characteristic

disposition.

Race, (ras) n. [A.-S. ras.] A course of action

or effort ; process; —career; — swift progress ;

rapid course or motion; — act of running in

competition or for a prize, <fcc. ; especially, the

running of horses for stakes, cups, &c. ;—a rapid

current of water:—a watercourse leading from

a dam to a water-wheel which it drives;—pi.

Meetings for the running horses in competition

or trial of speed.

Race, (ras) v. i. To run swiftly ; to run or con

tend in running.

Race-course, (raVkors) n. The path, generally

circular or elliptical, over which horse-races are

run.

Race-horse, (raVhors) n. A horse bred or kept

for running in contests ;—steamer-duck.

Raceme, (ra-sCm') n. [L. racemus.] A flower-

cluster with short lateral pedicels, as in the

currant. [a race ;—a race-horse.

Racer, (ras'cr) n. One who races or contends in

Raciness, (rOs'e-ncs) n. Quality of being racy ;

peculiar and piquant flavour.

Rack, (rak) v. t. To stretch or strain ; to extend;

—specifically, to stretch on the nick or wheel ;

—to torment; to torture; — to exhaust; — to

diaw off from the lees ; to decant.

Rack, (rak) ?;. [D. rek, A.-S. mean.] An instru

ment for racking, stretching, or extending any

thing, as an engine of torture ; — torture ; ex

treme pain ; — a wooden frame in which hay is

laid for horses and cattle ; — a framework on

which earthenware, bottles, or other articles are

arranged ; — in mechanics, a straight bar with

teeth to work with those of a wheel; — [A.-S.

kraeca.} The neck of mutton or collar of veal.

Raok, (rak) n. [A.-S. racu.] Thin, flying, broken

clouds, or floating vapour in the Bky.

Racket, (rak'et) n. [It. racchetta.] A sort of hoop,

from side to side of which a net-work of cord is

stretched, and furnished with a handle—used

In tennis:—a confused, clattering noise.

Racket, (rak'et) p. t. [F. craqucr.] To make a

confused noise or clamour; — v. t. To strike

with a racket. (mirth.

Racketing, (rak'et-ing) n. Confused and noisy

 

Racking', (rak'ing) a. Tormenting ; excruciating.

Racking, (rak'ing) n. Act of stretching on tbe

rack; torture ;—mental anguish; torment; un

easiness ;—act of drawing from the sediment, as

liquors. [to the utmost.

Rack-rent, (rak'rent)n. An annual rent raised

Racy, (ras'e) a. [From race.] Having a strong

flavour indicating origin ; tasting of the coil;

fresh; rich; — exciting to the mental taste;

spicy; spirited; piquant.

Raddle, (rad'l) v.t. [A.-S. vrad.] To inter

weave ; to twist together.

Radial, (ra'de-al) a. [L. radius.] Proceeding or

extended from a centre or nucleus ;—pertaining

to the radius, one of the bones of the forearm.

Radiance, (ra'de-ans) n. The quality of being

radiant; vivid brightness; brilliancy; splendour.

Radiant, (rii'de-ant) a. [L. radian*.] Emitting

or proceeding from a centre : darting rays c£

light or heat ; emitting a vivid light or splen

dour.

Radiant, (ra'de-ant) n. Tn optics, the object or

point from which light emanates ;—in geometry.

a straight line from a fixed point or pole, round

which it is supposed to revolve.

Radiantly, ( ra'de-ant-le ) adv. With glittering

splendour.

Radiate, (ril'de-ilt) n. [L. radiata.] An animal

in which all the parts are

arranged uniformlyaround

the longitudinal axis of the

body, as the star-fish,

polyp, Ac,

Radiate, (ra'de-iit) v. i. [J*

radiare.] To proceed in

direct lines from a point or

surface, as heat or light ;—

to issue iu rays, as light;— Radiate,

to emit rays ; to be radiant ;—r. t. To send cart

in direct lines from a point or surface, as heat;

—to illuminate.

Radiated, (rii'de-at-ed) a. Adorned with ray»;

—in mineralogy, having crystals or fibres diverg

ing from a centre ;—iu zoology, funned lik# a

radiate.

Radiately, (ra'de-at-le) adv. In a radiate man

ner; with radiation or divergence from a cvntre.

Radiation, (rfi-de-a'shun) n. Act of radiating;

emission and diffusion of rays of light or heat

from a luminous or heated body.

Radiator, (ra'de-at-?r) n. That wliich radiate? or

emits rays: especially, that part of a heating

apparatus, the use of which is to radiate heat

Radical, (rad'e-kal) a. [L. radix.] Pertaining

to or proceeding directly from the loot or origin ;

—primitive ; original ;—implanted by nature ;

native; proper ; constitutional; — reaching to

the cause, source, or first principles :—proceed

ing from the stem or belonging to the root of a

plant ;—in grammar, relating to a root or ulti

mate source of derivation.

Radical, (rad'e-knl) n. A primitive word; a

root or simple, underived word ,— a letter that

belongs to the root;— an extreme liberal in

politics ; a member of a political party which

advocated radical or thorough reform in the

constitution and administrative government of

the country ;—in chemistry, the original element

or principle in a compound substance.

Radicalism, (rad'e-kal-izm) n. The doctrine or

principle of radicals.

Radically, (rad'e-kal-le) adv. At the root: funda

mentally; originally;—essentially;—thoroughly.
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Radicatura, (rad-e-ka shun) n. Process of taking

root deeply.

Radicle, (rad'e-kl) n, [L. radicula.] The rudi

mentary stem of a plant ; the stem of the

embryo.

Radian, (rad'ish) n. [L. radix.] A cultivated

plant, the root of which is eaten raw as a salad.

Radius, (ra'de-ua) n. [L.J A right line extend

ing from the centre of a

circle to the periphery; the

spoke of a wheel ;—the semi-

diameter of a circle ; -— the

exterior bone of the forearm.

Radix, (ri'diks) n. [L. root.]

A primitive word ; a radical ;

—the root of a plant;—hence,

origin ; source.

Raff, ( raf ) n. A promiscuous Radius,

heap: a jumble; the sweepings of society ; the

rabble ; the mob. [raffle.

Raffle, (raf'l) v, i. [F. rafter.] To engage in a

Raffle, (raf1) n. A game of chance or lottery in

which several persons deposit a part of the value

of some article, and it is determined by chance

which of them shall become sole possessor.

Raft, (raft) n. [Icel. roftr, A.-8. raft.] A collec

tion of boards, planks, &c., fastened together

horizontally, either to serve as a support upon

the water, or to move the materials from one

place to another.

Raft, (raft) v. t. To carry on or in a raft.

Rafter, (rafter) n, [A. -8.) A piece of timber

that extends from the plate of a building to the

ridge, and serves to support the covering of the

roof.

Rafter, (raft'er) r. f. To make into or like a

rafter, as timber ; to plough so as to turn the

grass side of each furrow upon an unploughed

ridge.

Rag. (rag) n. [Gael & Ir. ra^.J A piece of cloth

torn off; a tattered fragment ; a shred; a patch;

—pi. , mean or tattered attire.

Ragamuffin, (rag'a-muf-in) u. [Eng. rag and

tier, miytoi.] A paltry fellow; a mean wretch.

Rage, (raj) n. [L. rabit*.\ Violent excitement;

eager passion ;—anger accompanied with furious

words, gestures, or agitation; — extreme vio

lence ;—the subject of eager desire.

Rage, (raj) v.i. To be furious with anger;—

to be violent and tumultuous ; to act or move

furiously;—to prevail without restraint ur with

fatal effect.

Ragged, (ragged) a . fFrom ma.] Kent or worn

into tatters, as clothes ;—marked or indented

with sharp or irregular iwinU ; jagged ; — wear

ing tattered clothes ; dressed in rags ; — also,

nigged ; not smooth to the ear ; unequal, as

rhymes. [tion.

Raggedly, (ragged-le) adv. In a ragged condi-

Raggednesa, (rag'ged-nes) it. The statu of being

dressed in rags or tatters ;—state of being jagged

or broken irregularly ; jaggedness ; unevenness.

Rigiug, (raj'ing)n. Fury; violence; impetuosity.

Ragingly, (raj'ing-le) adv. With fury; withTio-

lent impetuosity.

Ragout, ( ra - goo' ) n, [F.] Fragments of meat

stewed and highly seasoned ; a stew ; a hash.

Raid, (rSd) n. [A.-S. raid.] A hostile incursion ;

especially, an inroad or incursion of mounted

men.

Rail, (ral) n. [Ger. riegel.] A piece of timber,

iron, or other substance, extending from one

poet or support to another ;—a bar of iron on

which the wheels of vehicles roll ; —a narrow

plank on a ship's upper works ;—a curved piece

of timber extending from the bows of a ship to

supjjort the knee of the head, &c.;—{F. rale.)

A bird of the genus Ralltis, of several species;

—the land-rait or corn-crake; the water-rail

or water hen; the gigantic-rail, found in

Southern Africa; the clipper - rail, native of

North America.

Rail, (ral) r. f. To inclose with rails ;—to range

in a line;—v.i. [F. railler.] To use insolent

and reproachful language; to scoff.

Railer, (ral'er) n. One who rails; one who

scoffs, insults, or censures.

Railing, (ral'ing) n. A series of rails; a fence;

—the materials for rails ;—reproachful or abu

sive speech, [suiting; abusive.

Railing, (ral'ing) a. Expressing reproach ; in-

Raillery, (ral'«r-e) n. [F. railkrie.] Good-

humoured pleasantry or slight satire ; banter.

Railway, (ral'wa) n. A road or way on which

iron rails are laid for wheels to run on, for the

conveyance of heavy loads in vehicles :— also

railroad.

Raiment, (ra'ment) «. [Arrayment.] Clothing in

general ; vestments ; garments ; vesture ; dress.

Rain, (ran) v. i. To fall in drops from the clouds,

as water ;—to fall or drop like rain ;—v. I. To

pour or shower down from above like lain.

Rain, (ran) n. [A. -8. ren.] Water falling in

drops from the atmosphere;—a fall or descent

like rain ; a shower.

Rainbow, (rantni) n. A bow or arch exhibiting

the several coloms of the spectrum, and formed

by the refraction and reflection of the sun's rays

in drops of falling rain.

Rain-gauge, (ran'gaj) n. An instrument for

measuring the quantity of rain that falls.

Raininess, (rftn'e~nes) ?t. The state of being rainy.

Rainy, (ran'e) a. Abounding with rain : showery.

Raise, (raz) v. I. [A.-S. rd*i<'.n.] To cause to

rise ;—to elevate in rank, dignity, and the like;

—to increase the strength, or vehemence of;—

to recall from death; — to cause to assume an

erect position;—to awaken ;—to rouse to action;

to stir up;—to build up ; to erect ;—to produce

by cultivation ; to grow, as vegetables, &c. ;—to

breed ; to rear, as live stock ;—to institute, as

an action at law ;—to levy, as forces ;—to ani

mate ; to enliven ;— to give up, as a siege ;—to

Bwell or heighten, as the pitch of the voice ;—to

make light and s]>ongy, as bread by leaven.

Raisin, (razn) n. [F., from L. raccmue.] A grape

dried in the sun or by artificial heat.

Raising, (raVing) n. Act of lifting, setting up,

elevating, exalting, producing, or restoring to

life.

Raisonne, (ra-zo-na") a, [F.] Reasoned out;

accurate ; — arranged systematically with brief

notes of the subjects under the different head

ings, as a catalogue.

Rajah, (ra'ja, raja) n. THintL rdjd, Skr. rddjan.]

In India, a native prince or king.

Rajahship, (raja-ship) n. The dignity or princi

pality of a rajah.

Rake, (rak) n. [A.-S. race.] An instrument for

collecting hay or other light things, or for break

ing and smoothing the earth ;—[F. rateau.] An

instrument used at the gaming-table to draw

the stakes from the pool.

Rake, (rak) n. [Ger. rocker.) A loose vicious

man ; a man of pleasure ; a wild young fellow.

Rake, (rak) n. [A.-S. rcecan.) The projection of
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the upper parte of the stem and stern, beyond

the extremities of the keel ;—the inclination of

a mast from a perpendicular direction.

Rake, ( rilk ) r. t. To scrape with something

rough :—to clear the surface-soil, and make it

smooth with a ntke;—to gather from the ground;

to draw together ;—to collect with industry ;—

to scour; to ransack ;—to enfilade ; to fire in a

direction with the length of; — v.i. To use a

rake for searching or collecting ;—to incline from

a perpendicular direction, aa the mast of a ship ;

—to lead a dissolute life.

Rakehcll, (rakliel) n. A lewd dissolute fellow.

Rakehelly, (rakliel-e) a. Dissolute ; licentious.

Raker, (rak'er) n. One who or that which rakes.

Raking, (rak'iug) n. Act of using a rake;—

lewd or dissolute conduct.

Rakish, (rak'ish) «. Given to a dissolute life;

debauched ;—having a backward inclination of

the masts. [dissolutely.

Rakishly, (rak'iah-le) «</r. In a rakish manner;

Rakishneas, (rak'isk-nee) ". Dissolute practices.

Rally, (ral'e) v. t. [F. ralliei:] To collect and

reduce to order, as troops thrown into confusion ;

to reunite; — to recover; to re-animate; — to

attack with raillery ; to banter ;—v. i. To come

into orderly arrangement;— to recover health,

strength, &c.

Rally, (ral'e) n. Act of bringing disordered

troops to their ranks ;—exercise of good humour

or satirical merriment.

Ram, (ram) n. [A.-S.] The male of the sheen ;

a tup; — in astronomy, Aries, the sign of the

zodiac which the sun enters about the 21st of

March ;—an ancient engine of war used for but

ting or battering ;—the hammer of a pile-driving

machine ;—an iron or iron-plated vessel with a

sti-oug pointed beak for cutting or running down

other vessels.

Ram, (ram) v. I. To thrust or drive with violence;

—to compact by pounding or driving ;—to stufl'

in ; to cram.

Ramble, (rani'bl) v. i. [Ger. ramvuln,] To wan

der carelessly ; to rove about from place to

place without object ;—to expand without direc

tion ;—to be discursive or incoherent in spoken

or written discourse.

Ramble, (ram'bl) «.. A going from place to place

without determinate object;—a short stroll or

walk. [rover ; a wanderer.

Rambler, (ram 'bier) n. One who rambles; a

Rambling, (ram'bling) n. Act of wandering or

roving; irregular excursion.

Ramification, (raui-e-fe-ka'shun) v. Process of

branching or shooting branches from a stem, or

the mode of their arrangement ;—a small divi

sion proceeding from a main stock or channel ;

a subordinate branch ;—a division into classes

or heads.

Ramify, (ram'e-fT) v. t. [F. ramijla:} To divide

into branches or parts; — v.i. To shoot into

brauches ;—to be divided.

Rammer, (ram'er) n. One who rams or drives ;

—an instrument for driving any tiling with

force ; a ramrod. [rank. ; strong-scented.

Rammish, (ratn'ish) a. [From ram.] Ram-like;

Ramous, (r&'mus) o. [L. ramotu*.} Branched,

as a stem ur root; consisting of branches;

branchy.

Ramp, (ramp) v. i. [F. ramper.] To climb, as

a plant; to creep up;—to spring; to leap; to

romp.

Ramp, (ramp) n. A leap ; a spring ; a bound.

Rampage, (ramp'oj) n. Violent or riotous

behaviour.

Rampancy, (ramp'an-se) n. Quality or state of

being rampant ; exuberance ; extravagance.

Rampant, (rampant) a. [F. rampant*] Spring

ing or climbing unchecked ; exuberant ;—over

leaping restraint [manner.

Rampantly, (ramp'ant-lo) adr. In a rampant

Rampart, (ram 'part) », [F. rtnapart.] That

which fortifies and defends from assault ;—an

elevation or mound of earth round a place upon

which the parajwt is raised. (parts.

Rampart, (ram'pArt) v. t. To fortify with rani-

Ramrod, (raiu'rod) it. The rod used in ramming

down the charge i n a gun or other fire-arm.

Ram-stam, (ram'stani) a. Headlong; impetuous:

pressing on heedless of obstacles, &c [Scot.]

Ran, (ran) n. In rope-making, a reel of twenty

yarns or cords.

Ranchero, (ran-eha'ro) n. [Sp. j A herdsman ;

a peasant employed on a rancho.

Ranoho, (ran'chO) n. [Sp.) A rude hut when

herdsmen live ; also, a large establishment fcr

rearing cattle and horses.

Rancid, (ran'sid) a. [L. ranculus.] Having -

rank smell; strong-scented; sour; musty.

Rancidity, (ran-sid'e-te) n. Quality of betar

rancid; a strong, sour scent, as of old oil.

Rancidness, ( ran'sid-nes ) n. Quality of bear.

rancid ; rancidity.

Rancorous, ( rang'kur-us ) a. Evincing interne

and bitter hatred ;—implacably spiteful or mali

cious; malevolent; virulent.

Rancoroualy, ( rangTtur-its-le ) adv. With deep

malignity.

Rancour, (ranglcur) w. [L. rancor..] The deepest

malignity or spite ; inveterate liatred ; iuipli

able wrath and malice ; hence, corruption;

virulence.

Rand, (rand) n. [A.-S. rand.] A bonier ; edge.

Random, (ran'dum) v. [A.-S. randvn.] A row

ing motion ; course without definite directioa.

hazard; chance.

Random, (ran'dum) a. Doue at hazard, or

without aim or purpose; left to chance;—uttered

without thought or premeditation ; made b»

guess.

Randy, (ran'de) a. Riotous ; disorderly.

Randy, (ran'de) n. A sturdy beggar ; a vagrast

or vagabond ;—a female scold : a loud-tongued

abusive woman;—a romping wild young woman

Range, (ranj) r. f. [F. ranger.] To set in a row

or in rows; to rank ;—to dispose in a classified

or in systematic order ;— to rove over ; to pas*

over; — v. i. To wander without restraint or

direction ;—to have a particular direction; to

b<; in a line with ;—to sail or pass near or in th*

direction of ;—to pass from one point to another.

to fluctuate between, as prices, &c.

Range, (ranj) n. A rank : a row ; % aeries of

things set in a lino ; — the horizontal length of

a block or group of buildings :—an order ; divi

sion ; class; — a wide kitchen apparatus for

roasting, boiling, &c. ;—a wandering or rovicj :

—space or room for exercise or play :—extent or

variety of kuowledge or acquirement ,—mental

scope , intellectual grasp ;—the step of a ladder

a rung; — a bolting sieve to sift meal ; — to*

length of a cable needing to be paid oat that

the anchor may find bottom; — tlie horizontal

distance to which a projectile can be eairiwd.

Ranger, (ranj'jr) n. One who ranges or waa

dor,;— :.t mounted trooper; — a dog that beats
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the ground for game ;—a keeper of a park or

forest. [keeper of a forest or park.

Rangership, (rAnj'er-ship) n. The office of the

Banging) (r'mj'ing) n. Act of placing in ranks

or lines ; orderly arrangement;—act of roving;

rambling.

Kwnk, (rangk) u. A row or line of things; a

range; — a line of soldiers standing abreast or

aide by aide, — a commission in the army or

navy; a particular position in the service; grade;

also, promotion ;—a division ; a class ; an order;

—social position; title ; eminence, Lc. ; — pi.

Ranks, the common soldiers.

Bank, (rangk) r. t. To place abreast or in a line ;

—to range in a particular class, order, or divi

sion ;— to take precedence of ; — v.i. To be

ranged or set in a particular class, order, or

division;—to have a certain grade in civil or

military life ;—to put iu a claim against a bank

rupt estate.

Bank, (rangk) a, [A.-S. ranc.) Luxuriant in

growth ; exuberant ;—tall and strong;—causing

vigorous growth; very fertile; — strong to the

smell ; rancid ; — high-tasted ; — inflamed with

sexual desire ; salacious ,—gross ; coarse ;—ram

pant; excessive.

Banking, (rangk'ing) n. Arrangement; disposi

tion ;— act of claiming or being legally entitled

to claim for debt on a bankrupt estate.

Rankle, (rangkl) v. i. [From rani:] To grow

more rauk or strong ; to be inflamed , to fester ;

—hence, to become more violent ; to rage.

Rankling, (rangkling) n. Act or process of fes

tering or of becoming more virulent;—active

irritation.

Rankly, (rangklc) adc. With vigorous growth;

luxuriantly; hence, coarsely ; grossly.

Rankness, (rangk'nes) m. Vigorous growth ;—

grownt^s ; coarseness ; — excess ; — strong or

rancid taste ;—strong or musty smell.

Ransack, (rati'sak) v.t, [Icel. ran*aka.] To

search thoroughly: to search every place or part

of;—to plunder ; to pillage completely.

Kanjom. (ran'sum) n. IF. ronton.) Release from

captivity, bondage ;—the price paid for the re

demption of a prisoner, or goods captured by an

enemy;—in Srripture, the price paid for a for

feited life, or for delivery from capital punish

ment;—henoe, the life of Christ given as a pur

chase or redemption of the lives of many.

Ransom, (ran'sum) r. f. [F. ranroHnn:] To

redeem from captivity, punishment, or forfeit

—said of persons ;—to redeem from the inten

sion of an enemy by barter or exchange;— in

Scripture, to rescue ; to deliver.

Ransomer, (ran' sum -er) u. One who ransoms

or redeems.

Bant, (rant) r. J. [Ger. rant.] To rave in vio

lent, high-sounding, or extravagant language.

Rant, (rant) n. Boisterous, empty declamation.

Banter, (rant'er) n. A noisy talker ; a boister

ous preacher.

Rantipole, (rant'e-pol) n. [Eng. rant and pole.]

A wild, romping child.

Ranunculus, (ra-nun'ku-ltin) n. [I..] A genus of

flowering plants diversified with many rich

colours; crow-foot; butter-cup.

Kanz-des-Tachea, (rao-da-vush^ [F ] A simple

melody of the Swiss mountaineers, commonly

played on a long trumpet called the Alpine hnrn.

Rap, (rap) v. i. [Sw. rappa.] To strike with a

quick, sharp blow ; to knock ;—v. t. To strike

with a quick blow ; to knock on.

Bap, (rap) v.t. [Dan. rappe, L rapert. ] To

seize and hurry off ;—to transport out of one's

J self; to affect with ecstasy.

Bap, (rap) n. A quick, smart blow.

Rapacious, (ra-p£she-us) a. [L. rapax.) Given

to plunder; seizing by force; — subsisting on

| prey; ravenous; voracious.

Rapaciously, ( ra-pa'she-us-le ) adv. In a rapa-

! cious manner ; by rapine.

Rapaciousness, (ra-pa'she-us-nes) n. Quality of

j being rapacious ; disposition to plunder or to

I exact by oppression.

Rapacity, (ra-pas'e-te) n. Act or practice of tak-

j ing or plundering by force ;—exorbitant greedi

ness of gain or possessions, fcc. ; disposition or

habit of making gain by extortion or exaction.

Bape, (rap) n. (Ger. raptn, L. raptre.] Sexual

intercourse with a woman against her will.

Bape, (rap) n. [L. ra/>a.] A plant of several

i species, belonging to the cabbage tribe, culti-

[ vated for the roots and seeds, from which oil is

i extracted ;—the French tumipe.

Rapid, (rar/id) a. [L. rapidus.] Very swift or

j quick; moving with celerity ;—flowing swiftly ;

—advancing quickly; following quickly;—fast

! in utterance ; fluent.

Rapid, (rapid) n. A sudden descent of the sur

face of a stream without actual waterfall or

; cascade.

Rapidity, (ra-pid'e-te) n. Swiftness; velocity;

—quickness of utterance ;—growth, progress, or

advance.

Rapidly, (rap'id-le) adr. With great speed,

celerity, or velocity ; --with quick utterance;

l glibly.

Rapidness, (rap'id-nes) n. Swiftness; speed.

Rapier, (r3p'e-er) n. [F. rapiire.] A licht sword

l with a very narrow blade, fit only for thrusting,

and used in duelling.

Rapine, (rnp'in) ?i. [L. rapert.'] Act of plunder

ing; spoliation; pillage;—violence; force.

Rappee, (nip-pe ) ». (F. rdper.] A kind of

snuff, of either a brown or black colour.

Rappel, (rap'pel) n. The beat of the drum to

call soldiers to duty.

Rapper, (rap'er) n. One who or that which raps

or knocks ; specifically, the knocker of a door.

Rapport, (rap'ort)». [F.] Relation ; proportion;

—correspondent relation ; sympathy.

Rapscallion, (rap-skal'yuii) n. A low villain; a

rascal ; a wretch.

Raptorial, (rap-to'ru-al) a. [L. raptor.] Rapa

cious; living opon prey.

Rapture, ( rap'tur ) n. [L. raperc, raptam.]

Enthusiasm ; excited imagination ; — extreme

oy or pleasure ; ecstacy ; transport.

pturoua, (rap'tur-ns) u. Ecstatic ; transport

ing ; ravishing.

Rapturously, (rap'tur-ns-le) adv. With rapture,

enthusiastically ; ecstatically.

Bare, (rar) o. [L. rants.] Thin; not dense;

i subtile ; loose in texture; porous;—infrequent;

uncommon; scarce ;— extremely valuable; sin-

I gular. [perfectly cooked : underdone.

Bare, (rar) a. [A.-S. lucre.} Nearly raw; im-

Barefaction, (rar-e-fak'shun) n. Act or process

of expanding bodies, and making them more

rare and ]>orous.

Rarefy, (rar'e-fi) v.t. [L. rams and /acereA

To make thin, porous, or less dense; — r. i. To

become thin and porous.

Rarely, (riYle) frfv. In a rare manner or degree;

1 seldom ; not often ; finely . nicely.

J°-v

Rap'

2H
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Rareness, (rfir'nes) n. State of being rare ; thin

ness ; tenuity ;—unoommonness ; infrequency.

Rarity, (rar'e-te) n. [h. rarita*.] Quality or

state of being rare ; tenuity ;—unoommonness ;

infrequency ; — a rare or uncommon tiling; a

thing valued for its scarcity.

Rascal, (ras'kal) a. Mean; low;—lean; spare.

Rascal, (ras'kal) n. [A. -S.J A mean follow;

a scoundrel ; a rogue.

Rascallion, (ras-kal'yun) n. A low, mean wretch.

Rascality, ( ras-kare-te ) n . The acts and con-

i duct of a rascal ; low trickery ; mean fraud ;

villainy.

Rascally, (rasTtal-le) a. Like a rascal ; meanly

trickiah or dishonest; low; vile; base; villainous.

Rase, (raz) v.t. [F. rater.] To strike on the

surface ; to graze ;—to blot out ; to cancel ; to

erase ;—to level with the ground ; to raze.

Rash, frash) a. [D. & Ger. rusch,] Hasty in

counsel or action ; precipitate; inconsiderate; —

uttered without reflection; careless; unguarded.

Rash, (rash) n. [It. rascia.) An eruption or

efflorescence on the body; — a textile fabric

chiefly of silk ; a coarse satin.

Rash, (rash) v.t. [It. rasckiare.] To cut in

pieces ; to split ;—to cut in slices ; to slice.

Rasher, (rasb'er) n, A thin slice of bacon.

Rashly, ( rash ' le ) adv. In a rash manner ;

hastily.

Rashness, (rash'nes) n. The quality of being

rash ; temerity ; foolhardiness ; precipitancy*.

Rasores, ( ra-so'res ) n. pL [L. rusor.) A genus

of gallinaceous birds, having strong feet and

claws for scratching the ground in search of

their food. [Rasores or scraping birds.

Rasoriol, (ra-sd're-al) a. Pertaining to the

Rasp, ( rasp ) n. A species of coarse file ; — a

garden plant and its fruit ;—the rough bark of

a tree.

Rasp, (rasp) v.t. [Ger. raspen.] To rub or file

with a rasp or rough file ; — hence, to grate

harshly upon ;—v. i. To make a sharp grating

noise.

Raspberry, (rasp'bgr-e) n. [Eng. roup.] A native

garden plant or shrub of the genus Hub us, akin

to the bramble ;—also, the fruit of the shrub.

Rasper, (rasp'er) n. One who or that which

rasps ; a scraper.

Rosure, (raz'ur) ». [L. rasnra.] Act of scraping,

shaving, or erasing ; obliteration ;—an erasure.

Rat, (rat) n. [A.-S. nr/.J One of several species

of small rodent mammals, larger than mice,

that infest houses, stores, and ships ;—one who

deserts his party or associates.

Rat, (rat) v. i. To desert one's former party or

associates from interested motives.

Ratable, (rat'a-bl) a. Capable of being rated or

set at a certain value;—liable by law to taxa

tion, [jilly.

Ratably, (riit'a-ble) adv. By rate ; proportion-

Rotability, (rat-a-bil'e-t*) n. The condition of

being ratable ;-~also, the proportion in which a

rate or assessment is imposed or levied.

Ratafia, (ra-ta-fS'a) n, [Malay, arak and tdfta.]

A fine spirituous liquor, flavoured with cherries,

apricots, peaches, or other fruit, and sweetened

with sugar.

Rateh, (rach) n. A ratchet.

Ratchet, (rochet) n. [F. rochtt.] A bar turning

at one end upon a pivot, while the other end

falls Into the teeth of a wheel, allowing the

latter to move in one direction only.

Ratchet-wheel, (rach'et-hwel) n. A circular

wheel having angular teeth, into which a pawl

may drop to prevent the wheel from running

back.

Rate, (rat) n. [L. ratu*.] Established portion

or measure ; — degree ; standard ; proportion ;

ratio ; price ; movement, as fast or slow ;—

assessment.

Rate, (rat) v. t. To set a certain estimate on : to

value at a certain price or degree ;—to settle the

relative scale, rank, or position of ;—v. i. To be

set or considered in a class, as a ship ;—to have

or take rank ; — to make an estimate. [8V.

rata.) To chide with vehemence; toreprov*:

to scold.

Rated, (riit'ed) a. Estimated ; valued ;—put in

a certain class ; ranked ;—assessed ;—reproved.

Ratepayer, (rat'pa-cr) u. One who is assessed for

poois' rates, or other municipal or county raws-

Rather, (raTH'er) adv. [A.-S. radf,6r.] Moft

readily or willingly ; preferably ;—on the otter

hand ; on the contrary ;—somewhat ; moderate

ly ;—more properly ; more correctly speaking.

Ratification, (rat-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of ratify*

ing : the state of being ratified ; confirmation.

Ratify, (rat e-fi) v. t. [L. ratum and faeert.] To

approve and sanction ; to make valid.

Rating, (rating) n. Act of valuing or estimat

ing ;—assessment;—chiding; scolding.

Ratio, (rashe-6) n. [L. ratus.] Proportion ; rat*?

degree ; — the relation which one quantity or

magnitude has to another of the same kind, as

expressed by the quotient of the second divided

by the first.

Ratiocination, (ra-she-os-in-a'shun) k. [L rvtit-

cinari.] Act or process of reasoning, or of deduc

ing consequences from premises.

Ratiocinative, ( ra-she-os'in-at-iv ) a. Argumen

tative ; logical.

Ration, (ra'shun) n. [F. from L. rafto.] A fixed

allowance of provisions, drink, and forage t

each person in the military or naval service ;-— I

hence, portion or allowance in general.

Rational, (rash'un-al) a. [L. rationalist Relat

ing to the reason ; — endowed with reason ;—

agreeable to reason ; sensible ; wise ; judicious.

Rationale, (rash-e-d-na'le) n. [L. rationati*.\ A

detailed account of a matter or question with

causes or reasons in explanation.

Rationalism, (rash'un-al-izm) n. An exclusive

reliance on reason or the logical faculty ; —

theological system which rejects the prophecies,

miracles, and inspiration of the Bible as as-

trary to reason.

Rationalist, ( rash'un-al-iBt ) n. One -who pro

ceeds in philosophic inquiry solely on reason .—

one who rejects the miraculous, supernatural,

or inspired in any revelation from God.

Rationalistic, (rash-un-al-ist'ik)a. Belonging to«

in accordance with the principles of ratioualisr

Rationality, (rash-un-al'e-te) n. Quality of heir-

rational; due exercise of reason; reasonableness-

Rationalize, (rash'un-al-iz) r. f. To convert tfi

rationalism; to interpret like a rationalist.

Rationally, (rash'nn-al-Ie) adv. In a rations'

manner; in consistency with reason ; i-casoii&brt

Ratline, (ratlin) «. A small line traversing ti*

shrouds of a ship :—also written rattlin.

Rattan, (rat-tan') n. [Malayan ro'tr#i.J A pUtt

of the genus Calamus; a cane tree growing HX*

the palm;—awalking stick made from the rattxr.

Ratten, (rat'n) v. t. To injure the tools, property,

or person of a workman who has left or

to join the Trades Union.
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Ratting, (rating) n. The act of deserting one's

party and going over to the opposite side.

Rattle, (rat'l) v.i. [D. rattleiu] To make a

qnick, sharp noise, rapidly repeated, by the col

lision of bodies not very sonorous ; — to speak

eagerly and noisily ; — v. t. To cause to make

a succession of sharp sounds; to stun with noise ;

to scoliL

Battle, (rati) n. A rapid succession of sharp,

clattering sounds;—loud, rapid talk—an instru

ment with which a clattering sound is made.

Rattle-snake, (rafl-snak) n. A poisonous snake

having a series of horny juints

at the end of the tail which

make a rattling sound.

Rattling, (rat'ling) n. Noise

produced by wheels in rapid

motion;—any swift succession

of sharp sounds.

Rat-trap, (rat'trap) n. A trap

or snare for catching rats.

Raucous, (raVkua) a. [L. rav

en.*.] Hoarse ; harsh.

Ravage, (rav'aj) a. [P. ravage.] Rattle-snake

Desolation by violence ; devastation ; pillage ;

waste.

Ravage, (rav'aj) v. t. To lay waste by force ;

pillage ; plunder; devastate; destroy ; waste.

Ravager. (ravaj-er) n. A plunderer ; one who

lays waste

Rave, (rav) v. i. [P. river.] To wander in mind;

to be delirious ;—to talk irrationally ; to utter

furious cries; to dote upon.

Ravel, (rav'el) v. t. [D. ravelen.] To undo the

texture of;—to disentangle ;—to pull apart, as

a texture to a tangled mass ; hence, to entangle;

to involve ;—v. i. To be untwisted or unwoven ;

to be disentangled ;—to become twisted and in

volved ; to faU into confusion.

Ravelin, (raviin) n. [F.] A detached work

with two embankments which make a salient

angle.

Raven, (rav'n) n. [A.-S. hriifen.] A bird of a

black ■;: lour, allied to the

crow.

Raven, (rav'n) v. t. To ob

tain by violence ;—to de

vour ;—v. i. To prey with

rapacity.

Ravener, (rav'en-er) n.

One who plunders; — pi.

Birds of prey.

Ravening, (rav'en-ing) n.

Eagerness for plunder.

Ravenous, (rav'en-us) a. [From raven.] Furi

ously voracious ;—eager for prey ; rajMicious ;

greedy. [manner ; voraciously.

Ravenously, (rav'en-us-le) adv. In a ravenous

Ravenousness, (rav'en-us-nee) n. Extreme vora

city ; rage for prey.

Raver, (raVer) n. One who raves or is furious.

Ravin, (rav'in) n. Food obtained by violence ;

plunder ; prey.

Ravine, (ra-ven1) ». [F. ravin.] A deep and nar

row hollow worn by a stream; a gully:—a gorge;

a deep hollow pass between mountains.

Raving, (rav'ing)n. Delirium ; frenzy ;—furious

crying ;—incoherent or absurd talk.

Ravingly, (rSv'ing-le) adv. In a raving manner.

Ravish, (raVish) v. t. fF. ravir.] To seize and

carry away by violence ; — to force a woman

against her will ;—to transport with pleasure

or joy;—to fill with ecstasy; to entrance.

 

mm

IUven.

Raviaher, (rav'ish-er) u. One who ravishes or

takes by violence ;—one who transports with

delight ;—one who forces a woman to his carnal

i embrace.

Ravishing, (rav'ish-ing) u. Seizing and carrying

off by force ;—rajw ; violatiou ;—transport of

the senses ; ecstasy ; excessive pleasure or de

light, [manner ; with transport.

Ravishingly, (rav'ish-ing- le) adv. In a ravishing

Ravishment, (rav urn-ment) n. Act of carrying

away by force;—rapture; transport;—violation ;

rai*.*.

Raw, (raw) «, [Ger. roh, L. erudus.] Not

cooked; undressed;—naked; bare;—sore, tender;

— bleak; cold;— unripe; — untried; unprac

tised :—unspun or untwisted, as material ;—not

mixed, as spiriU ;—not tanned, as hide.

Raw, (raw) jl A raw, sore, or galled place.

Rawboned, (raw'bdnd) a. Having little flesh on

the bones.

Rawly, (raw'le) ndv. In a raw manner.

Rawness, (raw'nes) n. State of being uncooked ;

—unskilfulness ; inexperience ;—chilliness.

Rax, (rake) v. t. To stretch , to extend. [Scot}

Ray, (ril) h. [L. radius.] One of a number of

lines diverging from a common point or centre;

—a radiating part of a flower or plant ;—one of

the radiating bony spines of fishes ;—a line of

light or heat proceeding from a radiant or re

flecting point ; hence, a beam of intellectual

light

Ray, (ra) r. t. To send forth or shoot out; to

cause to shine out ;— to streak.

Ray, (ra) n. [L. raia.] A genus of fishes includ

ing the skate, the thornback, and the torpedo.

Rayless, ( ri'les) a. Destitute of light ; dark ;

not illuminated.

Raze, (raz) v. t. [F. rater.] To erase ; to efface;

to lay level with the ground; demolish; destroy.

Razee, (ra-zc) w. [F. ra*er.] An armed ship

having her upper deck ait down, and thus re

duced to the next inferior rate.

Razee, (ra-ze1) v. t. To cut down to an inferior

rate or class, as a ship; hence, to prune or

abridge.

Razor, (ra'zer) n. [F. rasoir.] An instrument

for removing the beard or hair.

Razor-strop, (ru'ze,r-strop) n. A strop for sharpen

ing razors.

Raz u re, (raz'ur) n. Act of erasing or effacing;

obliteration ;—that which is razed; erasure.

Razzia, (radzVa) n. [Arabic] A military in

cursion into an enemy's country ; a raid ; a foray.

Reabsorb, (re-ab-sorb') v. t. To swallow up again;

to merge in the main or original body.

Reabsorption, (re-ab-sorr/shun) n. Act or pro

cess of imbibing again what lias been thrown

off, effused, or extravasated.

Reach, (rich) v. (. [A. -S. rnro ».J To extend ; to

stretch ;—to touch by extending the arm ;—to

strike or bit, as by a throw ;—to deliver by ex

tending the hand ; to hand over ;—to attain to

or arrive at ;—to come to ; to enter upon ;—to

enter into ; to penetrate ;—to extend to, so as

to include and comprehend ;—v. i. To stretch

out the hand;—to strain after something ;—to

be extended in dimension, time, action, influ

ence;—to make effort to vomit ; to retell.

Reach, (rech) n. Act of stretching; extension;—

power of extending action, influence, or the like;

extent of force or capacity ;—an extended por

tion of water ; a stretch ;—an artifice to obtain

an advantage ; a fetch.
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React, (rfi-akt') v. t. To act or perform a second

time ; to do over again ;—v. i. To resist the ac

tion of another body by an opposite force ;—to

exercise a reciprocal effect.

Reaction, (rC-ak'aliun) n. Any action in resist

ing other action or power; counter tendency or

movement ;—the reciprocal action of chemical

agents upon each other;—depression of vital

force consequent on over-exertion ;—backward

tendency from revolution, reform, or progress.

Reactionary, (re-ak'shun-ar-e) a. Tending to or

implying reaction.

Read, (red) v.t. [A.-S. rttdan.] To go over, as

characters or words, and utter aloud; to peruse;

to comprehend ;—to learn by observation ;—to

detect, or understand by marks or features;—

v. i. To perform the act of reading ;—to bo

studious ;—to learn by reading ;—to appear in

reading.

Read, (red) a. Instructed in books ; learned.

Readable, (r£d'a-bl) «. Capable of being read ;

legible ; worth reading. [read.

Readably, (red'a-ble) adv. Legibly ; so as to be

Reader, (reVt'er) n. One who reads ; a studious

person ; lover of books ;—one whose office is to

read prayers in a church ;—a corrector of the

press ;—a book containing exercises in reading.

Readership, (red'er-ship) n. The office of read

ing prayers in a church ;—the office of a lecturer

on scientific subjects.

Readily, (rod'e-le) adv. In a ready maimer;

quickly ; promptly ;—without objection; cheer

fully.

Readiness, (red'e-nes) n. State or quality of

being ready; preparedness;—quickness; prompt

ness; dexterity; ease; cheerfulness.

Reading, (red'ing) n. Act of one who reads;

perusal ;—study of books ;—a public lecture ;

—a commentary or particular rendering of a

text or jwissage ;—in legislative assemblies, the

formal recital of a bill or enactment, &c.

Readjust, (rO-ad-jusf) v.t. To adjust o:- put in

order again.

Roadmission, ( re-ad-mish'un) n. Act of ad

mitting again or state of being readmitted.

Readopt, (re-a-dopf) v.t. To adopt anew;—to

take up again, as a discarded opinion orpractice.

Rcadoption, (re-a-dop'shun) n. (L. re and adi-

pitci.] Regaining what lias been lost; recovery.

Readorn, (iv-a-dorn') r. t , To deck anew ; to

decorate with fresh ornaments or attractions.

Ready, (red'e) a. [A.-S. r&d, rorde.] Quick;

prompt;—active; lively; dexterous;—speedy;

immediate ;—instant ;—prepared ; fitted for use

or service;— williug; disposed;—cheerful, as

obedience, &c. ;—near at hand ; convenient ;—

fluent, asa speaker ;—on the point of ; about to.

Ready, (red'e) adv. In a state of preparation.

Ready, (red'e) n. Money ; cash in hand—collo

quial.

Ready-made, (rede-mad) a. Already provided;

kept on hand to answer demands ; not niade to

order. [time.

Reaffirm, (re-af-fgrm') r. t. To affirm a second

Reagent, (re-aj'ent) n. In chtmittry, a sub

stance employed to detect the presence of other

bodies; a test.

Real, (re'al) a. [h. res.\ Actually being or ex

isting;—true ; genuine; not counterfeit, artificial,

or fictitious; unaffected; unossumed; exhibiting

the true character, sentiments, or feelings;—

in tatc, heritable; noting estate or property

which is not personal or movable.

Real, (re'al) n. [Sp. & Pg.) A small Spanish

coin of silver varying in value from 2|d. to €d.:

—also rial.

Realgar, (re-al'gar) n. [F.J A combination of

sulphur and arsenic ; red orpiment.

Realism, (re'al-izni) n. In tcfiolojttie philotophv,

the theory that universal propositions or general

properties, qualities, &c, in a genus, or special,

do really exist apart from the actual embodi

ment of them in the tribe, or individual- op-

]»oeed to nominalism;—in modern ^kilGfopkt.

the system which conceives of all things exter

nal to human consciousness, whether material

or mental, as existing iudc[>cndenUy of our

perceptions or thoughts—opposed to idealism-

Realist, (re'al-ist) n. An advocate or supporter c<

realism. [acteristie of the realist*.

Realistic, (r5-al-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to or char

Reality, (re-al'e-te) it . Stateof being real: actual

being or existence in distinction from mere ap

pearance; fact; truth; verity;—something in

trinsically important ;— in la re, the fixed or per

manent character of property ; realty.

Realizable, (re-al-iz'a-bl) a. Capable of being re

alized.

Realization, (re-al-iz-ashun) n. Act of realiz

ing or making real or state of being realized.

Realize, (re'al-Iz) v.t. (F. rtofUfr.) To make

real ; to convert from imaginary or fictitious

into actual ;—to impress upon the miiid as ac

tual;—to convert into real property ;—to oo

tidn as the result of plans and efforts ; to gain ;

to get ;—v. i. To receive value or property,

especially in money.-

Realizing;, (rG'al-iz-ing) a. Serving to make real

or to bring home as a realitj .

Really, (roal-le) adv. In a real manner ; with

reality: actually; in truth, in fact; certainly.

Realm, (rolui) n. [F. rtabne, rayanmc] A royal

jurisdiction or government ; kingdom ;—hence,

province ; domain ; department.

Realty, (rtral-te) n. [Contracted from rtalxJs)

Immobility or the fixed, nature of real property.

Ream, (rem) u. [A. -8. ream, a band.] A pack-

ago of pajier consisting of twenty quires.

Ream, (rem) v. t. [Ger. raumat.] To enlarge or

bevel out, as a hole in metal.

Reanimate, (re-an'o-iuat) v. t. To revive ; to re

store to life ; to resuscitate ;—to infuse new spirit

or courage into.

Reanimation, (rC-an-e-mn'shun) n. Act of re

viving trom apparent death ; resuscitation.

Reannex, (rC-an-neks') v. t. To annex again ; to

reunite.

Reap, (rep) v.t. [A.-S. repan.} To cut aid

gather the produce of a field; to harvest ,—to

obtain ; to receive as a reward, or as the frail

of labour ;—v. i. To perform the act of reap*

ing ;—to receive the fruit of labour or works.

Reaper, (rep'er) n. One who reaps or cuts graia

with a sickle :—a machine for cutting groin.

Reaping, (rCp'ing) n. Act of cutting and gather

ing grain or other croiw ;—act of receiving a«

the fruit or reward of labour or return for acU

and deeds.

Reaping-hook, (icp'ing-huok) il A curved hook

usi-il in cutting grain pr grass crops ; a sickle.

Reappear, (rS-ap-per1) v. i. To appear a secoad

time.

Reappearance, (re-ap-pCr'ans) it. A second ap

pearance.

Reapplication, (rC-ap-ple-ku'shun) n. Second ap

plication ; fresh solicitation ; renewed effort
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Reapply, (re-ap-pll') r. t, or /'. To applj again ; to

renew, as effort, energy, solicitation, fee.

Reappoint, (rt-ap-poiut') v. t. To appoint again.

Reappointment, (re-ap-point'ment) n. A second

appointment.

Rear, (rtr) n. [F. arrirre, L. rttro,] The back or

hindmost part : — upecificalty, the part of an

army or fleet which is behind the rent.

Rear, (rfer)t'. t. [A. -8. ra-ran.] To raise;—to lift

after a fall ;—to bring to maturity, as young ;

to instruct ;—to breed, a* cattle ;—to erect ; to

set np :—i'. i. To riae up on the hind legs, as a

horse.

Rear, (rer) a. Being behind or in the hindmost

port; hindmost; latest in order or time.

Bear, (rer) a. [A.S. krert.) Raw; half roasted

or cooked ;—[A.-S. arearan.] Early ; forward.

Rear-admiral, (rer-ad'me-ral) n. An officer next

in rank after the vice-admiral

Rear-guard, (reVgard) it. The body of an army

that marches in the rear of the main body.

Rear-mouse, (reVraons) n. [A.-H. hriremm.] The

leather-winged hat.

Rear-ward, (reVwawrd) n. |From rear.] The last

troop ; the rear-guard ;—the end ; the tail.

Reascend, (re-as-send') v. i. To rise, mount, or

climb again. [ascending ; a remounting.

Reaacension, (reVas-sen'shun) n. The act of re-

Reason, (rt'zun, re'zn) n. [P. rauon.) The gift

«r exercise of thought;—the faculty which draws

inferences from facta and premises, apprehends

the lelation between causes and effects, and de

vise? means towards ends;—in Entilith phil

osophy, the cognitive faculties ; the logical

understanding;— in German philotophy, the in-

tuftive or critical faculty, called pure reason,

which judges of the conclusions of the logical

understanding ; — the cause or ground of an

action ;—the fundamental idea or principle of a

system;—consideration; motive;—purpose; ob

ject;— ultimate end or design; — that which

common sense or general opinion dictates ; jus

tice; right;—a proper or reasonable claim; mod

eration.

Reason, (rS'znu) r. i. To exercise the rational

faculty; — to deduce inferences from facts or

premises: to discuss; to debate;— to argue with;

—r. t. To examine or discuss by arguments ;

to debate or argue ;—to peisuade by reasoning

or argument.

Reasonable, (re'zun-a-bl) a. Having the faculty

of reason ;—governed by reason ; agreeable to

reason: rational; — proper; moderate; —con

siderable.

Reasonableness, (r6'zun-a-bl-nes) n. The qnatity

of being reasonable; agreeableness to reason.

Reasonably, (re'zun-a-ble) adv. In a reasonable

manner ; in consistency with reason ; moder

ately, [argues.

Beasoner, (re'zun-er) n. One who reasons or

Seasoning, (re'zun-ing) n. Act or process of de

riving conclusions from premises ;—argumenta

tion.

Reassemble. (rC-as-sem'bl) v. t. To assemble or

collect again ;—v. i. To assemble or convene

again.

Reassert, (re-as-sert') r. t. To assert again ; to

advance as an old doctrine, or to renew a claim

after a suspension.

Reassertion, (rC-aB-sor'shun) n, A second asser

tion of the same thing.

Reassign, (re-aa-sin/) v. t. To assign or transfer

back or again.

Reassurance, (re-a-shoor'ans)n. Assurance or con

firmation repeated ; a second insurance against

loss.

Reassure, (re-a-shoor*) r. (. To assure anew ;—

to restore courage or spirit to;—to insure a

second time against loss.

Reassurer, (rC-a-shoOr'er) n. A person who re

assures;—a second underwriter who insures the

first or takes part of his risk.

Reattachment, (rt-at-tach'ment) «. A second

or renewed attacliment of the same ]>erHon or

thing.

Reattempt, (re-at-ternf) v. t. or t. To try again ;

—to make a fresh eflbit or trial [time.

Rebaptize, (ro-bap-tiz') v. t. To baptize a second

Rebate, (re-bat) v.t, [F. ,y and battre.] To

beat to obtuseuess; to blunt;—to make a dis

count from for prompt payment;—to cut a re

bate in ; to rabbet.

Rebate, (re-baf) n. A groove or channel sunk

on the edge of a board or piece of timber; a

rabbet.

Rebatement, (rC-bat'ment) n. Diminution;—

deduction on account of prompt payment .

abatement.

Rebec, (re'bek) n. fit. ribecca.) A musical in

strument akin to the violin, with three strings.

Rebel, (reb'el) n. [L. rtbetli*.] One who re

bels ; one who revolts from the government to

which he owes allegiance.

Rebel, (reb'el) a. Acting in revolt ; reliellinu*.

Rebel, (rebel') r. i. [L. re and beHare.] To re

volt ; to take up anus traitorously against the

state or government ; to resist lawful authority.

Rebellion, (re-bel'yun) v. [I*, rtbellio.) Act of

rebelling; open and avowed renunciation of

the authority of the government to which one

owes allegiance ;—insurrection ; revolt.

Rebellious, (rC-bel'yus)n. Engaged in rebellion;

violently resisting lawful authority.

Rebellioutly, (re-bel'yua-lc) aile. In a rebelli

ous manner.

Rebelliousness, (re-bel'yus-nes) «. The spirit of

resistance to lawful authority : contumacy.

Reboil, (rC-boiO v. i. [L. rfln'tillye.] To take fire

again ; to rekindle ; to be inflamed with fresh

zeal.

Rebound, (re-bound') v.i. To spring l«ack ; to

start back; hence, to be reverIterated, ns an

echoing sound ;—v. (. To drive back ; to rever

berate.

Rebound, (re-bound') n. Act of flying back niton

collision with another body ; resilience.

Rebuff, (re-buf) n. A beating back; sudden re

sistance ;—sudden check ; repulse ; defeat ;—re

fusal

Rebuff, (re-bnf) r. t, (It. «»6v|TV>.] To beat back;

to check ; to repel violently or harshly.

Rebuild, (re-binT) r. t. To build or construct, as

something which has been demolished.

Rebukable. (re-buk'a-bl) «. Worthy of reprehen

sion.

Rebuke, (re-biik') v. t. [V, rtbmteher.] To silence

or put down with reproof ; to reprehend sharply

and summarily ;—in Scripture, to check;—to

restrain ; to calm ;—to chasten ; to afflict.

Rebuke, (re-buk*) n. A direct and poinUd re

proof; reprimand;—chastisement; punishment.

Rebuker, (re-huJt'er) n. One who rebukes; a

chider.

Rebus, (realms) n. fTj. J Enigmatical represen

tation of words by figures ;—hence, a peculiar

form of riddle made up of such representations.
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Rebut, (rS-buf) v. t. (F. rebuter.] To drive

back; to repel by force;— to oppose by argu

ment, pica, or countervailing proof;—v. i. To

make an answer, as to a plaintiff's sur-rejoinder.

Rebuttal, (re-but'al) n. Act of repelling ;—re

futation; countervailing assertion or proof.

Recalcitrate, frt-kal se-tritt) v. i [L. re arnica lr.]

To kick ; to kick against any tiling ;—hence, to

express repugnance.

Recall, (re-kawl) v.t. To call back; to sum

mon to return ;—to revoke ; to annul ;—to call

to mind ; to recollect.

Recall, (rG-kawl') n. A calling bock; revocation.

Recant, (re-kant) v. t. [L. ncantare.) To take

Kick, as one's words or opinions, especially in

religion;—to retract; to abjure;—!', i. To re

voke a declaration ;—to unsay or abjure what

has been said, [ing: retraction.

Recantation, (rO-kant-a'shun) n. Act of recaut-

Recapitulate, (re-ka-pit'u-Lit) v.t. [P. recti'

jritnler.] To give a summary of the principal

facts, points, or arguments of; to relate the

substance of a discourse in brief;—v. i. To sum

up what has been previously said or defended.

Recapitulation, (re-ka-pit-u-lashun) n. Act of

recapitulating; a summary.

Recapitulatory, (re-ka-pit'u-la-tor-e) a. Relating

again ; containing recapitulation.

Recaption, (rfi-kap'shun) n. Act of retaking.

Recapture, (re-kap'tur) «. Act of retakiug ; espe

cially, the retakiug of a prize or goods from a

captor ;—a prize retaken.

Recapture, (re-kap'tur) v. t. To retake from

an enemy a vessel, town, goods, Ac., which hail

been previously taken.

Recast, (rfi-kast') v. t. To throw again ;—to mould

anew; to throw into a now form or shape.

Recede, (re-Bed) v. i. (L. recedereS\ To move

back ; to retreat ;—to withdraw a claim or pre

tension ; retire;—v. t. To cede back ; to yield

to a former possessor. [Amer.]

Reseipt, (re-set') n, [L. rtc>{)<rr.'\ Act of receiv

ing;—place of receiving ;—a plan or formulary

according to the direction of which things are

to be combined ; a recipe ;—a written acknow

ledgment of payment.

Receipt, (reset') v.t. To give a receipt for; to

discharge, as an account.

Receipted (re-sut ed) «. Acknowledged as paid ;

discharged by receipt, [ceived.

Receivable, (re-sev'a-bl) a. Capable of being re-

Receive, (re-si* v') v. I. [F. recevoir, L. recipere.)

To take or obtain ;—to have or get, as an offer ;

—to take, as a gift ; to accept;—to take ftiiat is

due ;— to get payment of; to obtain, as thanks

or compensation ;—to take by contact, as dis

ease ;—to get from the hand of, as a hurt or

wound ;— to obtain intellectually; to acquit e,

as an idea, knowledge, A:c. ;—to give belief or

acceptation to;—to hold ;—to contain ;—to lodge

and entertain, as a guest ; — in Scripture, to

bear with ; to suffer;—to accept as sent of God ;

to believe in.

Receiver, (re-seVer) n. One who or that which

takes or receives; a vessel into which spirits

ore emitted in the process of distillation ;—a

vessel of the air-pump from which the air can

be exliausted.

Receiving. (re-seVing) n. The act of receiving ;

that which is received ;—reset of thefl [Scot.]

Recency, (rfl'sen-se) n. State or quality of being

recent; newness ; freshness.

Recension, (re-sen'ahun) n. [L. recensio.] Act of

reviewing or revising; examination; the retut

of a text or a text established by critical re

vision.

Recent, (re'sent) a. [L. recent..] Of late origin,

existence, or occurrence; new ; fresh ; modern;

—iu geology, subsequent to the creation of nan.

Recently, (re'sent-le) adv. Newly: lately.

Recentness, (re'sent-nes) v. Quality of being

recent ; newness ; freshness ; lateness of origin

or occurrence.

Receptacle, (re-sep'ta-kl) n. [L. recentaculrvm.]

That into which any thing is received and held;

a receiver ; a reservoir.

Receptibility, (re-sep-te-bil'e-te) «. The qualm

of being receptible; capacity of receiving.

Receptible, (r3-sep'te-bl) ti. Admitting recep

tion ; receivable.

Reception, (re-eep'shun) n. [L. reeeptlo,] Art of

receiving ; state of being received ;—a receivu^

or manner of receiving for entertainment;—

an occasion or ceremony of receiving £ii&>U ;—

admission, as of an opinion or doctrine.

Receptive, (re-Bep'tiv) a. Having tlio quality of

receiving; able or inclined to take in or contain.

Receptivity, (re-sep-tiv'e-te) n. The stale c*

capacity of receiving impressions, as of the

senses.

Recess, (re-ses') n. [ L. recessux.] A retir

ing ; retreat ; — a withdrawing from public

business or notice; — seclusion; privacy;— re

mission or suspension of business ; — i*art «f a

room formed by the receding of the wall, a* i;i

alcove, niche, &c. ; — place of retirement or

secrecy :—secret or abstruse part.

Recession, (re-seshun) ». [L. rtcejuio.] Act i£

withdrawing, as from a place, a claim, or de

mand ;—restoration.

Recheat, (rfi'chet) «- A strain which the bnuU-

man winds when the hounds have lost the sceat

Recherche, (ra-shar/sha)c. [F.J Sought ont with

care ; hence, of rare attraction ; of studied ele

gance.

Recipe, (res'e-pG) n. [L. recipere.] A prescrip

tion for making some combination ; cfnecieMy,

a prescription for medicine.

Recipient, (re-sip'e-eut) n . [L. recipient. ] A per

son or thing that receives; the receiver of a still

Reciprocal, (re-sip'ro-kal) a. [L. reciproeus.)

Acting or recurring in vicissitude ;—done by

each to the other; given and received;—mutually

interchangeable.

Reciprocal, (re-sip'ro-kal) n. An idea or texts

corresponding to another by contrast or opposi

tion, as life is the reciprocal of death : — tb-

quotient arising from dividing unity bv any

quantity.

Reciprocally, (ro-sip'rd-kaMe) adr. I n a recipro

cal manner ; interchangeably ; mutually.

Reciprocalness, (re-sip'ro-kal-nes) a. The quality

of being reciprocal ; mutual return ; alternate

ness. ,

Reciprocate, (rt-sip'ro-kat) r. i. [L. recipivcarr.*

To act interchangeably : to alternate! ;—p, (. Xe

give and return mutually ; to make return fur ;

to interchange.

Reciprocation, (re-wp-ro-ka'sbun) 11. Act of re

ciprocating; mutual giving and receiving;—

alternation ;—regular return of two symptoms

of disease, as fever and ague.

Reciprocity, (res-e-proe'e-te) h. Mutual action

and reaction, as in mechauisui :—the diechaxxr

of mutual duties or obligations; in international

trade, equal facilities or advantages by abolition
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of prohibitory or protective duties, or by equal

izing the rates in each country.

Reeision, (renrizh'un) n. [L. recirio,] The act

of cutting off

Recital, ( re-sit al) n. Act of reciting: reheanal :

—narration;— that which is recited;—the formal

statement or aettiug forth of some matter of

fact in any deed or writing.

Recitation, (res-e-ta'shun) n. Act of reciting;

—a public reading; an elocutionary exhibition;

—the rehearsal of a lesson by pupils.

Recitative, (resVULt-iv) n> A species of musical

recitation or declamation ; music intended for

recitation.

Recitative, (res'e-tit-iv) a. Reciting:—pertain

ing to musical pronunciation ;—noting such parts

in an oratorio or opera as are to be declaimed.

Recite, (r6-sif) v, t. [L. re and eitare.] To re

peat, as something written down, committed to

memory, or the like ;—to tell over ; to go over

in particulars ;—to rehearse, as a lesson to an

instructor; narrate;—r. i. To repeat, pronounce,

or rehearse. [hearses.

Reciter, (re-elt'er) v. One who recites or re-

Heck, (rek) v. i. [\.~H. rican.] To make account:

—v. t. To heed ; to regard ; to care for.

Reckless, (reklea) a. Rashly negligent; heedless;

careless ; indifferent ; regardless ; unconcerned.

Recklessly, (rek'les-le) adv. In a reckless man

ner ; heedlessly ; carelessly.

Recklessness, (rekTes-Dee) n. State or quality of

being reckless ; heedlessness ; carelessness.

Reckon, (rek'n) r. t [A.-S. recnanj] To count;

to number;—to set in the rank or class of; to

twtevm :-c. i. To make account; to go through

with a calculation ;—to examine and strike the

balance of debt and credit ; — to think ; to

imagine; — to be answerable for; to pay the

penalty. [putea.

Reckoner, (rek'n-er) n. One who reckons or corn-

Reckoning, (rek'n-ing) n. Act of one who counts

or computes; calculation;—adjustment of claims

and accounts ; hence, exaction of penalty incur

red ;—charges made by a host ; hotel bill ;—a cal

culation of the ship's position from the last point

of departure.

Reclaim, (re-klam') v.t. [L. re and cfavwre.]

To call back ; to demand ;—to claim, as a right ;

—to reduce from a wild to a domestic state ; to

tame ;—to bring into a state of cultivation or

productiveness, as waste land, Ac ; — to bring

back from error or vicious conduct ; to reform ; |

—to recover : to regain ;—r. i. To cry out ; to

exclaim ;—to object to.

Reclsimable, (re-klam a-bl) a. Capable of being

reclaimed or reformed.

Reclamation, (rek-la-ma'shnn)». [h. vrclamatio.]

Recovery ;—demand of something to be restored ;

—exception taken.

Reclination, ( rek-le-nft'shun ) n. Act of leaning

or reclining ;—in dialling, the angle which the

plane of the dial makes with a vertical plane. I

Recline, (rO-klhV) r. (. [L. reclhurrt.} To lean i

back ; to lean to one side or sidewise ;—v. »'. To \

rest or repose ; to take a recumbent position ; i

to lean.

Recluse. (re-kluV) a.. ^L. rrch'tiu*.] 8hut up; i

sequestered ; retired from the world ; solitary. )

Recluse, (re-kins') iu A person who lives in retire

ment or seclusion ; a religious devotee ; hermit.

Recluaion, (re-kluzhunlu. A state of retirement.

Reclusive, (re-klu'siv) a. Affording retirement '

from society. 1

Recoction, (re-kok'shun) n, [L. recoqvere.] A

second coction or preparation.

Recognition, (rek-og-msh'un) n. [L. rteopnitio.]

Act of recognizing or state of being recognized ;

acknowledgment ; formal avowaL

Recognizable, (rek-og-niz'a-bl ) a. Capable of

being recognized or acknowledged.

Recognizance, (re-kog/niz-ans) n. [F. recennoit-

mnce.] Acknowledgment of a person or thing ;

avowal ;—an obligation entered into before some

court or magistrate to do some particular act ;

—pledge ;—badge ; armorial distinction.

Recognise, ( rek'og-niz) v. t. [h. recognoteere.]

To know again : to recover or recall knowledge

of;—to avow knowledge of; to admit with a

formal acknowledgment ; — v.i. To enter an

obligation of record before a proper tribunal.

Recoil, (re-koiT) r. i. [P. rteuUr.) To roll, bound,

or rail back ;—to draw back, as from any thing

distressing, alarming, and the like ; to shrink.

Recoil, (re-kouV) n. A starting or falling back ;

—specifically, the reaction of fire-arms when

discharged.

Recoin, (re-kohY) v. t. To coin anew.

Recoinage, (re-koin'Aj) n. The act of coining

anew ; that which is coined anew.

Recollect, (rek'ol-lekt, rtltol-lekt) r. t. fL. recol-

ligere.} To recover or recall the knowledge of;

to bring back to the mind ; to remember ;—to

collect again ; to gather what has been scattered .

Recollection, (rek-ol-lekafaun) u. Act of recol

lecting ; power of recalling ideas to the mind or

the period within which things can be recol

lected ; remembrance ; memory ; — that which

is recollected ; reminiscence.

Recombine, ( re - kom - bin' ) v.t. To combine

again. [again; to t>egin anew.

Recommence, (rt-kom-menV) v. t. To commence

Recommencement, ( re-kom-mens'msnt ) n. A

beginning or commencement anew.

Recommend, (rek-om-mend') v. t. To commend

to the favourable notice of another ; to bestow

commendation on ; — to make acceptable ;—to

commit; to give in charge; — to advise, sa a

measure, remedy, Ac.

Recommendation, (rek-om-mend-l'shun) n. Act

of commending to favour; — favourable repre

sentation; — that which procnres a kind and

favourable reception.

Recommendatory, ( rek - om - mend ' a tor - e ) a.

Serving to recommend ; recommending ; com

mendatory.

Recommission, (re-kom-mish'un) v. t. To com

mission, fit, and send out a second time for active

service.

Recommit, (re-kom-mif ) v. t. To commit again;

to refer again to a committee ;—to send back to

prison, as an accused person, after examination.

Recommitment, (re-kom-niit'ment) n. A second

commitment; a renewed reference to a com

mittee.

Recommittal, (re-kom-mit'al) n. Return of an

accused party to prison ]>ending inquiry, in

order to the final decision ot the magistrate ;—

the writ or warrant for recommittal.

Recompense, (rek'om-pens) v. t . [F. reeoinxeusfr.]

To compensate ; to render an equivalent for

service, ioss, &c. ;—to reward; to remunerate;—

to requite ; to repay.

Recompense, ( rek'om-pens ) n. An equivalent

returned for any thing given, done, or suffered ;

compensation; remuneration; reward; requital.

Rccompose, (i f-kom-poY) ». t. To compose again ;
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to form anew; — to tranquillize; to quiet or

settle again.

Reconcilable, ( rek-on-sfl'a-bl ) a. Capable of

being reconciled ; — capable of being made to

agree or be consistent.

Reconcilableness, (rek-on-sil'a-bl-nes) n. The

quality of being reconcilable; consistency;—pos-

aibility of being restored to friendship and har

mony.

Reconcile, (rek'on-sil) r. t. [F. rteoncilitr.) To

conciliate anew ; to restore to friendship or

favour after estrangement ;—to bring to acqui

escence or quiet submission ;—to make consistent

or congruous :—to adjust ; to settle.

Reconcilement, (rek-on-sil'ment) n. The act of

reeonciling; reconciliation.

Reconciler, (rek'on-sfl-er) n. One who reconciles :

one who brings parties at variance into renewed

friendship ;- one who discovers the consistence

of propositions seemingly contradictory.

Reconciliation, (rek-on-sil-e-a'shun) n. Act of

reconciling ; — restoration to harmony ;—reduc

tion to congruence or consistency ;—atonement ;

propitiation.

Reoonoiliatory, (rek-on-sil'e-a-tor-e) «. Serving

or tending to reconcile.

Recondite, (rek'on-dit) a. [L. reconditu*.] Secret;

hidden from the view or intellect ;—dealing in

things abstruse ; profound.

Reconnoitre, (rek-on-noi'ter ) v. t [F. recon

noitre.) To examine by the eye ; to survey with

a view to military or engineering operations ;—

to spy and watch, as the position, movements,

force, &c. , of an enemy.

Reconquer, (r6-kong'ker) i\ t. To conquer again;

to recover by conquest ;—to recover ; to regain.

Reoonsider, (rfi-kon-sid'cr) p. t. To consider again;

to review; — to take up for renewed consider

ation, as a motion, vote, or the like.

Reconsideration, (re-kon-aid-er-u shun) n. Act of

reconsidering ; renewed consideration or review.

Reconstruct, ( re-kon-strukf ) v. (. To construct

again ; to rebuild.

Reconstruction, ( re-kon-struk'shun ) n. Act of

rebuilding, as of an edifice; — act of forming

upon new principles ; reconstitutiou, as of the

government.

Reconvene, (rS-kon-ven') v. t. To convene or call

together again; — v. i. To assemble or come

together again.

Reconversion, (re-kon-ver'shun) n. A second

conversion ; renewal of grace.

Reconvert, (rC-kon-verf) v. t. To convert again.

Reconvcy, (re-kon-vaO v. t. To convey back or

to the former place; — to transfer to a former

owner.

Reconveyance, (re-kon*vu'ans) n. Act of recon-

v eying or transferrins; a title to a former pro

prietor.

Record, (re-kord') v. t, [L. recorda ri. } To pre

serve the memory of by writing, printing, in

scription, or the like; to make note of; — to

enrol: to register;— to imprint deeply on the

mind or memory ;—to celebrate.

Record, (rek'ord) n. A register ; an authentic

copy of any writing, or an account or memorial

of any facts and proceedings entered in a book

for preservation.

Reoorder, (rE-kord'gr) n . One who records ; xpeci-

Jlcally, a person whose official duty it is to regis

ter writings or transactions ;—the chief judicial

officer of some cities and boroughs ;—a kind of

wind instrument resembling the flageolet.

Recordership, (rS-kord'er-ehip) n. The oflica

of a recorder. [on record.

Recording, (re - kord ' ing) n. The act of placing

Recount, (re-kounf) t\ (. [F. reconttr.) To relate

in detail ; to narrate the particulars of : rehearse;

enumerate.

Recoupe, (re-koop') v. t. or t. [L. re and caper*.}

To recover; to indemnify by a set-off, discount,

&c. ;—to make an abatement or deduction.

Recourse, (re-kors') «, [L. reeurtui.] Return .

recurrence ; — application made to another in

difficulty, need, or the like ; a going for help ;

resort;— in lair, right of action or appeal ;

proper mode of prosecuting an action.

Recover, (r6-kuv er) r. I. [F. rrrottrrer. ] To grt

or obtain again ; to win back ; to regain ;—to

bring back to life or health ;—to restore from

sickness; to revive from apparent death ; — to

gain as a compensation ; to obtain in return

for injury or debt ;—v. i. To regain health after

sickness ; to grow well ; — to regain a former

state or condition after misfortune ;—to obtain

a judgment in a lawsuit.

Recoverable, (re-kuv'er-a-bl) tu Capable of

being recovered, restored, or regained.

Recovery, ( rfi-kuv ' er-e ) v. Act of regaining.

retaking, or obtaining possession ;—restoration

from sickness, weakness, misfortune, or the likr.

Recreancy, (rek ' r£ - an - se) n. Quality of being

recreant.

Recreant, (rek're-ant) «. (Norm. F. rfcrtont]

Crying for mercy, as a combatant in the trial

by battle ; cowardly ; craven ;—apostate ; false .

unfaithful.

Recreant, ( rekrS-ant ) n. One who yields in

combat, and begs for mercy ; a mean-spirited,

cowardly wretch.

Recreate, (rek'rfi-at) v. (. [L. rrcreart.] To £Jt»

fresh life to; to reanimate; to revive the

exhausted strength or languid spirits of; to re

fresh fioni weariness ;—to delight ; to gratify;—

r. i. To take recreation.

Recreation, (rek-re-a'shun) n. Act of recreatinir,

refreshment of the strength and spirits after

toil ; diversion ; entertainment.

Recreative, (rek're-at-iv) a. Producing new

vigour or spirit; refreshing; affording relief

after labour or pain ;—amusing ; diverting.

Recrement, (rek re-inent) n. [L. rtcithieutira.)

Superfluous matter ; dross ; spume.

Recriminate, (rC-krim'in-at) r.i. [L. re and

criminan.] To return one accusation with

another ; to retort a charge ;—r. I. To aecuw

in return.

Recrimination, (rP-krim-in-uslmn) n. A return

of accusation ; counter charge brought by tlw

accused against the accuser in the same case.

Recriminator, (r6-krini'iii-at-or) n. One who

retorts a charge or accusation upon the accuser

Recriminatory, (re-krim'in-a-tor-e) «. Retorting

accusation ; answering an accuser by a counter

* charge:—also recriminative.

Recruit, (re-kroof) r. t, [F. rwnifrr.] To repair

by fresh supplies, as any thing wasted ;—to renew

in strength or health ; to reinvigorat* ; — to

supply with new men, as an army ;—r. i. To

gain new supplies of any thing wasted ; to gain

flesh, health, spirits, and the like ;—to gain new

men for military or other service.

Recruit, (re-kroof) n. Supply of any thins

wasted ;—specifically, a newly enlisted soldier.

Recruiter, (nVkroot'cY) w. One who recruits.

Recruiting, (re-kroofing) u. Act of regaining
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health and strength ;—act of making up for defi

ciency or loss :—business of raining or enlisting

new men for the military or naval service.

Rectangle, ( rek ' tang - gl ) n. [L. rectus and

unffulim] A right-angled

parallelogram of which the

two opposite sides are

equal, and all the angles

are right angles.

Rectangular, ( rek-tang'gu-

lir) a. Right-angled ; hav

ing one or more angles of Rectangle,

ninety degrees.

Rectiflable, (rek'te-fi-a-bl) a. Capable of being

corrocted or set right

Rectification, (rek-te-fe-ka'shun) n. Act or oper

ation of correcting or setting right;— process

of refining or purifying by repeated distillation.

Rectifier, (rek'te-fl-er) ». One who or that

which rectifies.

Rectify, (rok'te-fi) v. t. [L. rectus and facerc]

To make straight ; to correct from a wrong or

false state :—to refine by distillation or subli

mation ;—reform : redress.

Rectilineal, ( rek-te-lin'e-al ) a. [L. rectus and

tinea.] Right-lined ; bounded by right lines:—

also rectilinear.

Rectitude, (rek'te-tud) 7j. [L. rectitudo.] Right-

neas of principle or practice according to divine

or human law ; uprightness; integrity: equity.

Rector, (rek'tor) it. [L.] A ruler ; governor ;—

a clergyman who has the cure of a parish;—

parson of a parish in which the tithes are not

impropriate ; — the head master of a public

school ;—the chief officer of some universities ;—

the superior of a religious house.

Rectorial, (rek-tore-al) a. Of or pertaining to

government ; relating to a rector.

Rectorship, (rek'tor-ship) n. Office or rank of a

rector ; rectorate.

Rectory, (rek'tor-e) n. A parish church, parson

age, or spiritual living with all its rights, tithes,

and glebes ;—a parsonage-house.

Recumbency, (re-kuai'ben-se) ». Posture of lean

ing or lying;—repose; rest; idle or indolent state.

Recumbent, (rC-kuni'beut) a. [L. recumbent.]

Leaning; reclining;—reposing: inactive; idle.

Recumbently, (re-kum/bent-le) adv. In a recum

bent posture.

Recur, (rfi-kurO r. i. [L. rfewrrer*.] To come

back ;—to occur at a stated interval or accord

ing to some rule ; to return to the mind or

thought** ;—to resort ; to have recourse.

Recurrence, (re-kur^ens) n. Act of recurring ;

return; resort. {to time; recurring.

Recurrent, (rC-knr'ent) a. Returning from time

Recurvation, (re-kurv-ttshun) n. A bending or

flexure backward.

Recurve, (re-kurv') v. t. To bend back.

Recurvous. (r€-kurv'us) a. [L. recti rv its,] Bent

or curved backward.

Recusancy, ( re-kur/ans-e ) n. Non-conformity ;

the teneto of a recusant.

Recusant, (re-kuzant) o. [L. reevsana.] Obsti

nate in refusal ; sfxcificalttj, refusing to acknow

ledge the supremacy of the king in matters of

religion, or to conform to the rites of the esta

blished church.

Recusant, (re-kuz'ant) n. One who refused to

acknowledge the supremacy of the crown in

matter* of religion, as a papist ; — one who

refused communion with the Church of Eng

land . a non-conformist.

Bed, (red) a. [A.-S. redd, redd.] Of the colour

of blood; noting a simple or primitive colour,

including different shades, as scarlet, crimson,

vermilion, orange-red, and the like.

Bed, (red) n. The colour of blood or a tint resem

bling this.

Redaction, (rC-dak'shun) «. [L. redigere.] The

act of digesting or reducing to order, as literary

or scientific materials ;—a digest.

Redan, (re-dan1) ». 11'*. J A work having two faces

uniting so as to form a salient angle toward the

enemy.

Redargue, (red-ar'gu) v. t. To refute ; to convict..

Redbreast, (red'brest) n. A bird so called from

the colour of its breast ; the robin.

Red-coat, (red'kot) n. A soldier.

Red-deer, (red'der) n. The common stag.

Redden, (red'n) v. t. To make red ; — v. i. To

grow red; to blush from modesty; — to flush

from anger.

Reddish, (red'ish) a. Somewhat red ; moderately

red. [moderate degree.

Red d i shneas, ( red ' ish - ncs ) n. Redness in a

Rcddition, ( red-dish'un ) n. [L. redditio.] A

returning of any thing ; restitution; surrender;

—explanation ; representation.

Redeem, (rfi-dem') r. t. [L. redmere.] To pur

chase back ; to repurchase ;—hence, to regain,

as mortgaged property, by paying the costs of

the mortgage ;—to ransom from captivity, bond

age, or the like :—to deliver from the bondage

of sin and its penalties;—to discharge, as obliga

tion ; to make good, as a promise ; — to make

amends for ; to compensate ; — to recover by

subsequent conduct, as character; — to spend

wisely, m time. [redeemed.

Redeemable, (re-dem'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Redeemer, (re-dein'er) v. One who redeems;—

specifically, the Saviour of the world, Jesus

Christ.

Redeliver, ( rf-de-liv'er ) v. t. To deliver back ;—

to liberate a second time.

Redelivery, (re-dfi-liv'cr-e) it. Act of delivering

back ;—a second delivery or liberation.

Redemise, (re-de-miz') v. t. To convey or transfer

back, as an estate.

Redemise, (re-de-mir/) n. The transfer of an

estate back ; reconveyance.

Redemption, (rG-dem'shun) n. [L. rcdemptio.]

Act of buying back ; repurchase ; — ransom ;

release : — the liberation of an estate from a

mortgage ;—the deliverance of sinners from tho

bondage of sin and the penalties of God's violated

law : the atonement. [serving to redeem.

Redemptory, (re-dem'tor-e) a. Paid for ransom ;

Red-gum, (red 'gum) n. An eruptiun of red

pimples in early infancy ; tooth-rash.

Redhaired. (rediiard) a. Raving hair of a red or

bright sandy colour.

Red-hand, (red'hand) n. Bloody-hand.

Red-hot, (red 'hot) a. Red with heat; heated

to redness.

Redintegrate, ( re-din'te-grat ) r. t. [L. re and

integrate.] To renew ; to restore to a perfect

state.

Redintegration, (rf-din-te-gra'shun) n. Restora

tion to a whole or sound state ; renovation.

Redistribute, (re-dia-trib'ut) v. t. To deal out or

apportion again.

Red-lead, (red'led) n. A preparation of lead of a

fine red colour, used in painting and in the arts.

Redletter-day, (redlet-tcr-da) n. A fortunato or

auspicious day— so called because the saints'
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days were marked in the old calendars,with red

letters.

Redly, (redle) adv. With redness. [colour.

Redness, (red'nes) n. Quality of being red ; red

Redolence, (red d-lens) n. Quality of being redo

lent ; sweetness of scent.

Redolent, (red'6-lent) a. [L. redolent.] Diffusing

odour or fragrance : scented ; odorous.

Redouble, ( re-dub'l ) t: t. To double again or

repeatedly ; to augment greatly; to multiply;—

r. i. To become greatly increased ; to be mul

tiplied.

Redoubt, (re-doutf) n. [F.] An inclosed work of

any polygonal form without re-entering angles ;

—an outwork placed within another outwork.

Redoubtable, (re-dout'a-bl) «. [F.] Formidable;

terrible to foes ; hence, valiant.

Redound, (re-dound') v. i, fL. re and undare.]

To roll back, as a ware or flood ;—to come back,

as a result ;—to conduce ; to contribute.

Redraw, ( re-draw' ) v. t. To draw again, as a

second bill of change;—to make a second draft

or copy.

Redrew, ( r5-dres' ) v. t. To put in order again ;

to repair ;—to set right, as a wrong ; to make

amends for ; to remedy.

Redress, (re-dres') n. Reformation;—deliver

ance from wrong ; reparation : remedy.

Redressal, (ro-dres'al) n. Act of restoring to a

right state ; correction of wrong; reparation.

Redresser, (re-dres'er) il One who gives redress.

Redressible, (re-dres'e-bl) «. Capable of being

remedied, indemnified, or restored to a right

state.

Redressive, (re-dres'iv) a. Giving redress.

Rcdscar, ( red'ser ) v. i. To break or crack when

red-hot, as iron under the hammer.

Redshank, (redshangk) n. A native bird, akin

to the snipe—so called from the colour of its legs.

Redstart, (red 'start) n. A small, handsome

singing-bird, allied to the nightingale.

Redstreak, (red'strek) ?l A sort of apple. '

Red-tape, (red'tap) n. Tape for tying up letters,

documents, &c. — usually red in public and

government offices ;—hence, official forms ; sys

tem of routine ; adherence to established prac

tice and precedent :—also written reU-tapism.

Red-tapist, (red-tap'ist) n. A public or govern

ment official who adheres rigidly to the cus

tomary forms and routine of the office.

Reduce, (re-dus1) v. t. [h. reducere.] To bring

back ; — to change into any state ; — to bring

into subjection ; to subdue ;—to bring low ; to

humble ; — to degrade ; — to diminish in size,

rank, quantity, or the like ;—to bring into a cer

tain order, class, rank, Ac. ;—in arithmetic, to

change, as numbers, from one denomination

into another.

Reducer, (re-dus'er) n. Ono who reduces.

Reducible, (rfi-dus'e-bl) a. Capable of being

reduced; convertible.

Reduction, (re-duk'sliun) «. (T. reductio.) Act of

reducing ; subjugation ; — diminution ; curtail

ment;—in arithmetic, art or operation of chang

ing numbers from one denomination to another;

—process of making a copy of something on a

smaller scale, preserving the proportions ;—

operation of separating a metal from other sub

stances; — in surgery, operation of restoring a

dislocated part to its former place : also, diminu

tion of inflammation, swellings, die.

Reductive, (re-duk'tiv) o. Having the power of

reducing.

Reductive, (re-duk'tiv) n. [FSredttcti/,] A sub

stance or agent which has the power of reducinc.

Redundance, (rC-dun'dans) n. Quality of being

redundant; superfluity; superabundance;—e*pt-

cially, superfluity of words :—also redundancy.

Redundant, (re-dun'dant) a. [It. redundant.}

Superfluous; superabundant; exuberant;—usiirc

more words or images than are necessary or use

ful, [oualy; superabundant]r.

Redundantly, ( re-dun 'dant-le) adr. Superfh!-

Reduplicate, ( re-du'ple-kat ) v.t. To redouble,

to multiply ; to repeat.

Reduplication, (re - du - pie - ka ' shun) ;*. Act of

doubling or state of being doubled.

Re-echo, (re-ek'6) n. The echo of an echo.

Re-echo, (re-ek'6) v. t. To echo back ;—r. i. To

be reverberated, as an echo ; to resound.

Reechy, (rech'e) a. [From rfel'.J Smoky; soon

Reed, (red) n. [A.-S. hredd, hredd.] One of'*

large family of plants, with hollow, jointed

stems, as the bamboo, &c ;—a musical instru

ment made of the hollow joint of some plant ; s

pastoral pipe;—the mouthpiece of instrument*

ofthe clarionet species ;—a frame of parallel flii

strips of wood through which the warp threads

pass.

Reeden, (red'n) a. Consisting of a reed or reeds.

Reedy, (red'e) a. Abounding with reeds ;—bat

ing the quality of a reed in tone, as a -voice.

Reef, (ref) n. [D., A.-S. red/.] A certain por

tion of a sail which can be taken in and ma&

fast to the yard or boom in a gale or storm.

Reef, (ref) n. [Ger. riff.) A chain or range of

rocks lying at or near the surface of the water.

Reef, (ref) v. t. To contract or reduce the extent

of Bail—taking in a reef or portion of it, ssd

fastening it with the reef-points to the yard or

boom. " (maa

Reefer, (n'fer) «. One who reefs ;—a midship-

Reefing, (ref in^) n. Act of reducing sail by taking

in one or more reefs.

Reck, (rek) n. [A. -8. reV.] Vapour; steam:

smoke.

Reek, ( rek ) v. t. To emit vapour, usually thst

which is warm and moist ; to steam ; to sxnek*

Reeky, (rek'e) a. Soiled with smoke or steam.

Reel, (rel) n. [A.-S. hrt6L] A frame on whirl

yarn, thread, &c., are wound ; also, a cylindci

turning ou an axis on which seamen wind the

log-lines, and anglers their fishing line;— s

lively danoo characterized by a whirling mo^

roent ; the music played to the dance.

Reel, (rel) v. t. To wind upon a reel, as yarn or

thread from the Bpindle ;—v. i. To walk first u

one side and then to the other ; to vacillate ; to

stagger.

Reeling, (reTing) n. Process of winding yarn

thread, &c. , into a skein ; — a staggering ; an-

steady walking.

Re-elect, (re-e-lekf) v. t. To elect again.

Re-election, (re-e-lek'shun) n. Election a second

time or repeated election.

Re-eligible, ( r5-el e-je-bl ) a. Capable of best;

elected again to the same office.

Re-eligibility, (re-el-e-je-bil'it-e) n. Capacity u

being elected again to the same office.

Re-embark, ( re-em-bark' ) v. t. To embark a

put on board again ;—v. i. To go on board agxi

Re-enact, ( iv-cn-akt' ) v. t. To enact again

Re-enactment, (r5-en-akt'ment) n. The enact

ing of a law a second time ; the renewal of a law.

Re-engage, (rS-en-gfij') v. t. To engage a sc-cx-r

time ;—v. i. To engage again.
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Re-engagement, (rft-en-gaj'ment) n. A renewed

or repeated engagement.

Re-enlist, (re-en-lLtt') r. t. or i. To enlist again.

Re-enter, (r&-en'te,r) v. t. To enter again or anew;

—in engraving, to cut deeper, as those incisions

of the plate which the acid lias not bitten iu suf

ficiently ;—f. i. To enter anew or again.

Re-entering', (re-en'ter-iug) u. Entering anow ;

entering in return or by

backward movement. Re

entering angle, in fortifi

cation, the angle of a work

whose point turns inward

towards the defended pU>oe

or special point of defence.

Re-entry, (re-en'tre) «. The A Ke-eutering An^le.

resuming or retaking a possession that one has

lately foregone.

Re-eatabhan, ( re-es-tab'lish ) v. t. To establish

anew ; to fix or confirm again.

Re-establiahment, (re-es-tab'lish-ment) n. Act

of establishing again ; state of being re-esta

blished ; renewed confirmation ; restoration.

Reeve, (rtiv) r. r. To pass, as the end of a rope

through a block, thimble, cleat, or the like.

Reeve, (rev) n, fA.-S. gcre/a.] A steward ;—a

peace officer; a magistrate ; head bailiff.

Re-examine, ( re-egz-am'in ) v. t. To examine

anew.

Refection, (re-fek'Bhun) 7L [L. re/eclio.] Refresh

ment after hunger ; a simple repast ; a lunch.

Refectory, (re-fek'tor-e) n. [L. rsfectarium.) A

room of refreshment; originally, a hall in con

vents and monasteries whero a moderate re

past is taken.

Refer, (re-fer') v. t. [L. referrt.] To carry back;

—to transfer, as a cause or suit, to another

court for judgment ; — to direct to, as an au

thority ;—to assign to ; to ascribe, as a reason ;

—to reduce to a particular class ;—v. i. To

have recourse ; to apply ;—to have relation to ;

to respect ;—to allude ; to intimate indirectly ;

—to offer, as testimony in evidence of character,

qualification, Ac.

Referable, (ref'er-a-bl) a. Capable of being re

ferred ; assignable ; ascribable ; imputable.

Referee, (ref-<;r-«^) n. One to whom has been re

ferred a matter in dispute in order that he may

settle it

Reference, (ref$r-ens^ n. Act of referring ; a

sending, as for decision, information, and the

like ; — appeal to the judgment of another;—

relation ; respect ;—allusion ; intimation.

Refercnent, (re-fer-menf) r. t. To ferment again.

Referhble, (rC-fere-bl) a. Admitting of being

referred ; referable.

Refine, (re-fin') v. t. To reduce to a fine or pure

state ; to free from impurities;—to reduce, as

metals from the ore ;—to purify from what is

gross, coarse, vulgar, inelegant, low, and the

like ; — r. i. To become pure ;—to improve in

delicacy, or excellence of any kind ;—to affect

nicety or subtlety in thought or language.

Refinement, (re-fin'ment ) n. Act of purifying

from dross or other feculent matter ;—high cul

ture ; elegance ;—polish of language ; nicety of

speech ; purity in taste ; delicate sense of beauty

and propriety; — purity of mind and morals;

—artificial practice ; subtlety ; — affectation of

elegance ; over-nioety. [refines.

Refiner, (re-fin'rr) w. One who or that which

Refinery, (rft-f in'er-e) n. The place and apparatus

for refining metals, sugar, and the like.

Refining, (rC-fiu'ing) ». The act of purifying a

metal from an alloy or other substance ; the

practice of great refinement or subtlety.

Refit, (re-fit) v. t. To fit or prepare again ;—to

fit out or provide a second time ;—e, i. To repair

damages.

Reflect, (re-flekf) v. t. [T*. refltcttre.] To bend

back ; especially, to cause to return after strik

ing upon any suiface ;—to give back an image

of ; to mirror ;—v. i. To throw back light, heat,

or the like;—to turn back the thoughts upon

any thing; — to revolve in the mind; to con

sider attentively; to contemplate; — to bring

reproach ;—to cast reproach.

Reflected, ( r£ - flek ' ted ) a. In botany, bent or

curved backward or away from the axis.

Reflecting, (re-nek'ting) u. Throwing back light,

heat, <tc., as a mirror or other surface;—given to

serious consideration ; thoughtful ; meditative.

Reflection, (re-fiek'sbuu) n. (L. reflexio.) Act of

reflecting or throwing back;—the return of the

rays of heat or light, ir the waves of sound

and the like, from a surface ;—shadow or image

of an object given back from a mirror;—act

of the mind by which it turns its views upon

itself and considers its own processes ; conscious

thought; — meditation ; contemplation of the

past or of the absent ; •— the expression of

thought ;—usually plural, wise maxims; preg

nant sayings ;—also, censure ; reproach cast.

Reflective, ( rfi-flekt'iv ) a. Throwing back

images ;—capable of exercising thought or judg

ment.

Reflector, (rS-flekt'er) n. One who reflects or con

siders ; — a polished surface of metal or other

suitable material for reflecting light or heat.

Reflex, (re neks) «. [L. reflex u*.] Directed

back ; introspective, as a mental act or thought ;

—in mechanic*, produced by resistance or reac

tion ;—in painting, noting the parts of a picture

illuminated by light reflected from another part.

Reflexibility, ( re-fleks-e-bii'e-te ) n. Quality of

being reflexible or capable of being reflected.

Rcflexible, ( re-fleksVbl ) a. Capable of being

reflected or thrown back.

Reflexive, ( re-fleksiv ) a. Bending or turned

backward ; reflective.

Refluent, (reflu-ent) o. [L. refluent.] Flowing

back; returning; ebbing.

Reflux, (re'fluks) a. Returning or flowing back.

Reflux, (re'fluks) n. A flowing back, as the

return of a fluid ; ebb.

Refold, (re-fflW) v. t. To fold anew or again.

Reform, (re-form') v.t. [L. re and /oi wa.] To

form again ; to create or shape anew ;—txpeci'

ally, to restore to a former good state ; amend ;

improve ; — v. «'. To return to a good state ; to

be amended or corrected.

Reform, (re-form) a. Amendment of wliat is

defective, corrupt, or depraved; rectification;

correction.

Reformation, (ref-or-ma'shun) n. Act of reform

ing; change from worse to better;—the religious

movement of the sixteenth century, which

resulted in the separation of the Protestant

church from the Romish see ; amendment ; cor

rection ; rectification.

Reformative, (re-form'at-iv) a. Forming again ;

having the quality of renewing form ; reforma

tory, [produce reformation.

Reformatory, ( rc-form'a-tor-e ) a. Tending to

Reformatory, (re-form'a- to r-e) n. An institution

for the reformation of juvenile offender*,
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Reformer, (re -form '?r) it. One who effects a

reformation ;—one of those who commenced the

reformation of religion from Popery in the six

teenth century ;—an advocate of political reform.

Refract, (re-frakf) v. t. [L. re &nd frnntjcr*.] To

Iwnd sharply back ;—to cause to deviate from a

direct course, as rays of light.

Refraction, (rfi-frak'shiui) n. Act of refracting

or state of being refracted ;—the change in the

direction of a ray of light, heat, or the like, when

it enters obliquely a medium of a different

density.

Refractive, (rS-frakt'iv) a. Serving or having

power to refract ; pertaining to refraction.

Refractoriness, (re-frakt'or-e-nes) n. Quality or

condition of being refractory; perverse obstinacy.

Refractory, (re-frakf or-e) a. [L. refractariu*,]

Sullen or perverse in opposition or disobedi

ence ;—obstinate ; unmanageable ; — difficult of

fusion, reduction, or th» like.

Refrain, (re-fran1) v. t. [V. refrtner.] To restrain;

to keep within bounds ; to curb;— r. i. To keep

one's self from action or interference ; to for

bear ; to abstain.

Refrain, (rC-fran') n. The burden of a song ; a

kind of musical repetition ; repeat.

Refrangibility, (re-fran-je-bil'e-te) n. Quality of

being refrangible; disposition of rays of light

to be turned out of a direct course in pawing

out of one transparent body or medium into

another.

Refrangible, (rg-fran'je-bl) a. Capable of being

refracted or turned out of a direct course in

passing from one medium to a denser, as rays

of light.

Refresh, ( re-fresh') v.t. [F. rtfraichir.] To

cool ;—to give new strength to ; to invigorate ;

to revive after fatigue or pain ;—to cheer; to

enliven ;—to improve by new touches, <fcc.

Refresher, ( r6-fresh'cr ) n. One who or that

which refreshes ;—an extra fee to an advocate

in addition to the retaining fee.

Refreshing, (r3-fresh'ing) a. Cooling; invigor

ating; reviving; reanimating.

Refreshing, (re-fresh'ing) ». Refreshment; relief

after pain, fatigue, or want.

Refreshment, (rd-fresh'inent) n. Act of refresh -

ing; restoration of strength, spirit, or liveli

ness ;—that which adds fresh strength or vigour,

as rest or food; —a light refection, as distin

guished from a regular meal.

Refrigerant, ( re-frij'er-ant) a. Cooling; allay

ing heat

Refrigerant, (re-frij'c.r-atit) n. That which cools;

a cooling medicine or external application.

Refrigerate, (re-frij'cr-at) v. t, [L. re and frige-

rare.] To allay the heat of; to cool ; to refresh.

Refrigeration, (re-frij-er-iVshun) n. Act of cool

ing ; abatement of heat ; state of being cooled.

Refrigerator, ( re-frij'cr-iit-or ) n. That which

refrigerates ; — an apparatus for rapid cooling

connected with a still, &c. ;—a cooling medicine

or draught :--also refrigeratory.

Refrigeratory, ( re-frij'gr-S-tor-e ) a. Cooling;

allaying or diminishing heat.

Refuge, (refuj) ». [L. refitgium.] Shelter or

protection from danger or distress ; — a place

inaccessible to an enemy; stronghold;—an expe

dient to secure protection or defence ;—device.

Refugee, (refu-je) n. One who flies to a shelter

to a foreign power or country for safety.

Refulgence, (rp-fuljenB) a. Quality of being reful

gent; brilliancy; splendour; radiance.

Refulgent, (re-ful'jent) a. [h. refulgent] Cast

ing a bright light; radiant; brilluuit : splendid.

Refulgently, (re-ful'jeut-le) adv. With great

brightness.

Refund, (re-fund') v.t. [L. refundert.] To

return in payment or compensation; to repay;

to restore.

Refusal, (rfi-fuVal) n. Act of refusing : denial of

any thing demanded or offered for acceptance :

—the right of taking in preference to others ;

option.

Refuse, (re-fuV) v.t. [F. refuter.] To deny,

as a request, demand, invitation, or command:

—to decline to accept ; to reject ; — r. i, Ta

decline ;— not to comply.

Refuse, (ref'ua) a. Refused ; rejected ;—henee,

of no value ; worthless.

Refuse, (ref 'us) n. That which is rejected is

useless; waste matter; dregs; sediment; scmr;

dross. [refuted or disproved

Refutable, (re-fGt'a-bl) a. Admitting of heia$

Refutation, (rof-u-ta'shun) n. Act or process of

refuting or disproving ;—act of proving false «

erroneous ;—confutation ; disproof.

Refutatory, (re-fut'ft-tor-e) «. Tending to refuf*

Refute, (re-fut) v. t. [L. refvtare.] To over

throw by argument ; to prove to be false i*

erroneous ; to confute.

Regain, ( re-gan') v. t. [F. regagjicr.] To gaia

anew ; to recover, as what has escaped or been

lost. [king; kingly; royal.

Regal, (rC'gal) a. [L. regalti.] Pertaining to s

Regale, (re-gal') r. (. [F. regain:] To eufcr-

tain in a royal or sumptuous manner : — hence,

to gratify ; to refresh ;—v. i. To feast ; to fare

sumptuously.

Regalement, (re -gal ment) n. Refreahmeet;

entertainment ; gratification.

Regalia, (re-gale-a) n. pi. [L., n. pi of ncpali*-]

Ensigns of royalty ;

regal paraphernalia ;

—hence, insignia of an

office or order.

Regality, (rS-gal'e-te)

n. fL. regalita*.]

Royalty sovereignty ;

kingly jurisdiction.

Regally, (regnl-le) <u!v.

In a royal manner. Regalia.

Regard, (re-gird') r. t, [F. rrganlei-.] To observe

to remark particularly ;—to pay respect to;—u>

value ; to esteem ; — to keep ; to observe ren-

giously ;—to consider seriously ; to lay to heart

—to respect; to have relation or reference to.

Regard, (re-gird') «. Ixwk; aspect; view;—atten

tion of the mind with a feeling of interest ;—

esteem ; reverence ; — account ; reason ; —hala

tion ; reference ; —eminence ; distinction ;—ft

ComplimentB ; respects, »fcc.

Regardful, (re-gard'fool) a. Taking notice; ob-

servingwithcare; heedful; attentive: observant

Regardfully, (re-gard'fool-le) adv. Attentively ;

heedfully.

Regardless, (rS-gardles) a. Not attending: heed

less ; negligent ; careless ; uuconcerned.

Regardlessly, (re-gard lea-le) «o*i*. Heedleaal*

carelessly; negligently.

Regardlesaneaa, ( re-gard 'let-nea) «. Heedte*

ness ; inattention ; negligence : carelessness.

Regatta, (re-gat'ta) n. [It. J Originally a rowiB<

match of gondolas in Venice ; a public compe

tition in which yachts, ship boats, fishing-boats,

and all kinds of row boats contend.
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Regency, (rffjen-se) n. [L. regentia.] The office j

of a ruler; government;—tsptciuilij, the office or

dominion of a vicarious ruler ;—the body of men I

intrusted with vicarious government.

Regenerate, (re-jen gr-at) v. (. [L. re and gent- \

rart. ] To produce anew ;—to recreate the moral

nature ; to convert by the indwelling of the I

Holy Spirit to the love and service of God.

Regenerate, (re-jeii'cr-at) «. Reproduced;—born ,

anew ; changed from a natural to a spiritual

state.

Regeneration, (re-jen-cr-tt'ahun) n. Act of regen- j

crating ; reproduction ;—act of recreating from j

a natural to a spiritual state ; the new birth.

Regenerative, (re-jeu'e.r-;it-iv) a. Of or belong- \

ing to regeneration ; tending to reproduce or \

renovate.

Regent, (re'jent) o. [L. regttu.) Ruling ; govern- j

ing ;—exercising vicarious authority.

Regent, (rO'jent) n. One who reigns ;—one who

governs a kingdom in the minority, absence, '

or disability of the sovereign ;—a master of arts ',

or doctor of a certain standing, who form collec- 1

tively the governing body at Oxford anil Cam

bridge;—a vicarious authority ;—a trustee or

overseer.

Regentahip, (re'jent-ship) n. The power of

governing, or the office of a regent ; regency.

Regicidal, (rsj-e-sid'al) a. Belonging to a regicide.

Regicide, (rej'e-sid) n. [L. rtx and cadtrx.) One

who murders a kiug ; tfxcijlcally, one of the

judges who condemned Charles I. to death;—the

kilung of a king.

Regime, (re-zhem') n, [F.J Mode or style of

rule or management ; administration.

Regimen, (rej'e-men) n. [L.J Orderly govern

ment ; — any regulation to produce beneficial

effects by gradual operation ; — the systematic

use of food and drink ;—a relation of syntax

between two words.

Regiment, (rej'e-ment)n. [L. rtgimentum.) A

body of men commanded by a colonel, and con

sisting of a number of companies or squadrons

—usually ten.

Regimental, (rej-e-ment'al) a. Belonging to or

concerning a regiment.

Regimentals, (rej-e-ment'alz) n. pi. The uniform

worn by the troops of a regiment.

Region, (rejuii) «. [L. rtg'to.} A portion of

space or territory of indefinite extent; country;

Criuce ; district ; tract ;—also, a part of the

y ;—place ; rank.

Register, (rej'is-ter) it. [F. regittre.) A written

account orentry; a memorial record ;—a list ;—

the book in which a list, record, or register is

kept ; — the officer or person whose business it

is to keep such an account ;—that which regis

ters or records; fpfrin'calti/, a contrivance for

noting down the performance of a machine or

the rapidity of a process ;—a sliding plate in a

furnace, stove, kc, for regulating the heat;—

compass of a voice or instrument ;—a stop in

an organ. (to record ;—to enrol.

Register, (rej'is-ter) v. t. To enter in a register;

Registrar, (rej'is-trar) n, [L. regi*tro,riv.s.} One

who registers ; a recorder ; a keeper of records.

Registrate, (rej'U-trat) v. t. Toeuter in a register.

Registration., (rej-is-trashnn) n. Act of insert

ing in a register; enrolment of a birth, death,

or marriage in the official register;—entering,

as a deed, title, kc, in the public record office ;

—enrolment of the names of those qualified to

vote at elections.

Registry, (rej'is-tre) n. Act of recording in a

register ;—place where a register is kept ;—facts

recorded.

Regnant, (reg'nant) a. [L. regnant.) Exercis

ing regal authority ; reigning ;—prevalent.

Regraft, (re-graft") r. t. To graft again.

Regrant, (re-gran t') v. t. To grant back.

Regrate, (re-graf) c. t. [F. regratter.] To remove

the outer surface of, so as to give a fresh appear

ance ;—to engross; to forestall, as the market.

Regreet, (re-gref) c. t. To greet or salute again.

Regress, (re'gres) h. [F. regris,] Passage back;

return ;—the power ur liberty of returning or

passing back.

Regression, (re-gresh'un) n. Act of returning.

Regret, (regret) **. /. [F. rtgictter.] To grieve

over ; to be sorry for ;—to look back at with sor

rowful longing ; lament; repent; bewail.

Regret, (re-gref) n. Grief; sorrow ;— sorrowful

longing ;—pain of conscience; repentance ; peni

tence.

Regretful, (re-gret'fool) a. Full of regret.

Reguerdon, (re-ger'don) n. [F.J A reward.

Regular, (reg'u-lar) a. [L. rtgvUt.] Conformed

to a rule; normal;—governed by rule or prin

ciples of action ; orderly ;— methodical ; steady

or uniform in a course or practice;—periodical;

— stated ; accustomed ; — constituted by the

proper authority; — noting the monastic order

in the Romish church, as distinguished from

the *feutar.

Regular, (reg'u-lar) n. A member of any reli

gious order who has taken the vows of povorty,

chastity, and obedience ;—a soldier belonging to

a permanent standing array.

Regularity, (reg-u-lar'e-te) a. Condition or qua

lity of being regular; method; steadiness ; uni

formity.

Regularly, (reg'ii-Ur-le) orfi*. In a regular

manner; in due order.

Regulate, (reg'u-lat) r.t. [L. vtgulart.) Toad-

just by rule or established mode ; to subject to

governing principles or laws; — to methodize;

arrange ; direct ; order ; rale.

Regulation, (reg-Q-li'shun) n. Act of regulating

or reducing to order;—a prescribed rule or order.

Regulative, (reg'u-lat-iv) a. Regulating; tend

ing to regulate.

Regulator, (reg'u-lat-or) iu One who regulates ;

—a contrivance to produce uniformity of motion

or regulate it, as a watch-spring, fly-wheel,

governor, <fec.

Regurgitate, (re-gur'je-tat) r. t. [L. regurgitare.)

To throw or pour back in great quantity ;—v. i.

To be thrown or i>oured back.

Regurgitation, (re-gur-je-ta'shun) n. Act of flow

ing or pouring back; — the act of swallowing

again.

Rehabilitate, (re-lia-raTe-tat) i*. t. To reinstate ;

to restore, as a delinquent, to a former right,

rank, or privilege lost or forfeited.

Rehabilitation, (re-ba-bil-o-ta'shun) n. Act of

reinstating in a former rank, capacity, or rights.

Rehear, (re-herO v. t. To hear again ; to try a

second time.

Rehearsal, ( rC-hers'al ) n. Act of rehearsing ;

recital; repetition;— narration; — especially, a

private trial or performance of a play, opera,

Ac., preparatory to the public exhibition of it.

Rehearse, (re-here') v.t. [Norm. F. reherier.]

To repeat, as what has been already said ; — to

narrate ; to relate ;— to recite in private before

a public representation.
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Reif, (ref) n. [A. -8. reaf.] Robbery; forcible

theft ;—plunder ;—-stouthriff. [Scot.]

Reign, (ran) n, [L. regnum.) Royal authority;

—the time during which ft king possesses the

supremo authority; — kingdom; dominion; —

prevalence.

Reign, (ran) v. i. To possess or exercise sovereign

power;—to be predominant ; to prevail.

Reimbody, (re-im-bode) v. (. To embody again.

Reimburse, (re-im-burs') v. f, [F. rembourter.]

To replace in a treasury or purse ; to pay back ;

to refund ;—to make up for loss or expense ; to

indemnify.

Reimbursement, (ro-im-burs'ment) n. Act of

repaying or refunding ; repayment.

Reimport, (re-im-p6rt') v. t. To import again.

Reimportation, (re-im-por-ta'shun) v. The act

of importing what has been exported.

Reunpress, (ro-im-pres') v.t. To impress or

enforce anew.

Reimpression, (rG-im-presh'un ) n. A repeated

impression or mental conviction ;—a reprint.

Reimprison, (re-im-priz'n) v. t. To imprison a

second time, or for the same cause.

Reimprisonmcnt, (re-im-priz'n-ment) n. The act

of confining in prison a second time.

Rein, (n\n) n. (L. refiner*.] The strap of a

bridle, fastened to the curb or snaffle on each

side, by which to restrain and govern the horse,

&c. ;—a leading string ;—hence, an instrument

of restraining or governing.

Rein, (ran) v. t. To govern by a bridle ; — to

restrain ; to control.

Reinour, (re-in-kurO v. t. To incur ft second time.

Reindeer, (rftn'dJr)n. fA.-S. hiUndedr.) A

ruminant mammal of

the deer kind, of several ft

species, found in the ^

colder part of both hemi

spheres.

Reinforce, (r6-in-fftrs/) v. f.

To strengthen with new

force or support; to

strengthen, as Ml army

or a fort with additional

troops, or a navy with

additional Bhips.

Reinforcement, (re-in- Reindeer.

fdrs'meut) n. Act of reinforcing ;—that which

reinforces; additional forco.

Reingratiatc, ( re-in-gra'she-&t) v. t. To bring

into or recommend to favour again.

Reinless, (riln'Ies) «. Unchecked ; uncontrolled.

Reins, (ranz) n. pi. [h. rents.] The kidneys ;—

the lower part of the back ;—the affections and

passions.

Reinsert, (re-in-sertO v. t. To insert a second

time ; to plant or graft again ; to reintroduce.

Reinsertion, (re-in-agr'shun) n. A second inser

tion; repetition of an advertisement

Reinspire, (re-in-spir') v. t. To inspiro anew.

Reinstate, (re-in-stat') v. t. To place again in

possession or in a former state.

Reinvest, (re-in-vest/) v. t. To invest anew.

Reinvestment, (re-in-vest'ment) it, The act of

investing anew ; a second or renewed investment.

Reinvigorate, (re-in-vig'or-at) v.t. To revive

vigour in.

Reissue, (re-isb'6o) v. t. To issue a second time.

Reissue, (re-ish'oO) n. A second issue ; republi

cation.

Reiterate, (re-it'er-at) v. t. To repeat again and

again ; to say or do repeatedly.

 

Reiteration, (re-it-^r-ashun) n. Repetition.

Reject, (re-jektf) v.t. [L. rejicert.} To cart

from one ; to throw away ; — to slight ; to de

spise;—to refuse to accept; to decline;—to refuse

to grant ; to deny;—to repudiate.

Rejectable, ( re-jekt'a-bl ) a. Capable of beint

rejected ; worthy or suitable to be rejected.

Rejecter, (r8-jekt'er) n. One who rejects or

refuses.

Rejection, (rS-jek shun) n . Act of throw ing away,

casting off, or forsaking ; refusal to accept or

grant.

Rejoice, (rC-jois') v. i. [F. rjjouir.] To feel joy:

to experience gladness in a high degree : to

exult; to triumph ;—r. t. To makejoyful ; glad

den ; cheer ; delight

Rejoicing, (re-jois'ing) ft. Act of expressing jsy

or gladness ;—sense or experience of joy ;—cause

or occasion of joy ;—pt. Public expressions d

joy, triumph, &c; festivities: fetes, &c.

Rejoicingly, (re joia'ing-lo) adv. With joy er

exultation.

Rejoin, (re-join*) v. t. To join again ; to unit*

after separation ; to meet again ; to enter agiiE,

as a company, society, &c.;—v. i. To answer ta

a reply.

Rejoinder, (re-join'der) n. An answer to a reply:

—in la if, the defendant s answer to the plain

tiff's replication.

Rejoint, (re-joint1) r. t. To reunite the joints of;

—to fill up the joints of, as stones in buildings

Rejointing, (re-joint'ing) ». The filling up of tbs

i'oints of stones in buildings when the mortal

las been dislodged.

Rekindle, (rC-kin'dl) 1. 1 To kindle again ; to

set on fire anew ;—to excite or rouse anew.

Reland, (rC-land') r. t & i. To land again ; to

'in on shore what had been shipped ;—r. i. To

go on Bhore after having embarked.

elapse, (re-laps') v. t. [h. relabi.] To slip of

«lide back ;—to return to a former state or prac

tice—generally of error or vice ; — to fall Wx

from a convalescent state, as in fever, etc.

Relapse, (re-laps') n, A sliding or failing hark,

particularly into a bad state, either of body or

morals.

Relate, (rS-latf) v.t [L. rr/rrre.] To recount,

to narrate; to recite: to tell over;—to ally by

connection or kindred ;—r. i. To stand in eon*

relation ; to jjertain ; to refer.

Related, (re-lat'ed) a. Allied by kindred: con

nected by blood or alliance.

Relation, (re-la'shun) n. Act of relating or tell

ing; account: narration of facte; narrative;—

connection between things; respect; reference:

regard;—kindred; alliance ;—a person connect^

by consanguinity or affinity; kinsman ; kins

woman.

Relational, ( rc-la'shnn-al ) a. Having relation

or kindred ;—indicating or specifying relation

Relationship, ( re - la ' shun - snip ) rt. The stale

of being related by kindred, affinity, or otb*r

alliance.

Relative, (relat-iv) a. TTaving relation ; respeet-

ing ; — hearing on the subject in hand ; perti

nent; — dependent on relation or connoctJoa

with something else ; not self-existing ; not ab

solute ; — mutual ; reciprocal : — in frrrr*n«*f,

noting a reference to an antecedent word, sen

tence, or series.

Relative, (relat-iv) v. A jwrson connected by

blood or affinity ; a kinsman or kinswoman,

Relatively, (rel'at- iv-le) adv. In a relative
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manner ; in respect to something else ; not

absolutely.

Relax, (re-laics') v. t. [L. relaxare.] To make

less close, firm, rigid, tense, or the like ;—to

abate; — to remit or slacken in attention or

effort ;—to unbend ; to ease ;—to open ; to loose ;

—to make languid or feeble, as the nerves ;—

to relieve from constipation ;—v. i. To become

loosened or feeble ;—to abate in severity ;—to

remit in close attention or effort.

Relaxation, (re-laks-a'shun) n. Act of relaxing;

remission of closeness, tension, rigour, or consti

pation ;—remission from attention and effort.

Relaxative, (re-la ks'a-tiv) a. Having the qua

lity of relaxing ; laxative.

Relaxative, (re-laks'a-tiv) n. A medicine that

relaxes ; a laxative.

Relay, (re-la') n. [F. relaig,] A supplv of fresh

horses to take the place of those which have gone

the previous stage ;—any thing laid up in store.

Release, (re-lee') v. t. To set free from restraint

or confinement;—to free from, as pain, care,

trouble, grief, &c ;—to free from obligation or

penalty : to absolve ; to acquit ;—to let go, as

a legal claim ; to quit.

Release, (re-lea') n. Act of letting loose or free

ing—relief from care, pain, or any burden ;—

discharge from obligation or responsibility ;—

a giving up ofsome rightor claim,—acquittance;

discharge.

Relegate, (rel'e-gat) v. t. fl*. re and legare.] To

despatch; to ssnd into exilo ; to banish.

Relegation, (rel-e-ga'shun) n. Act of relegating;

consignment; banishment; exile.

Relent, (re-lent") v. i. [F. ralentir.) To become

leas harsh, cruel, or the like ; to become more

mild and tender ; to feel compassion.

Relenting, (re-lent'ing) n. Act of becoming more

mild, forgiving, &c

Relentless, (ru-lentles) a. Unmoved by appeals

to sympathy or forgiveness; insensible to the

distress of others ; implacable; pitiless; cruel.

Relentlessly, (re-lent'les-le) adv. In a relentless

manner : pitilessly ; inexorably.

Relentlessness, (re-lentles-nes) n. The quality of

being unmoved by pity.

Relevance, (rel'e-vans) n. State of being rele

vant or bearing on the subject; — pertinence;

applicablenera ; appositeness :—also Relevancy.

Relevant, (rel'e-vant) a. [F. relevant.) Bearing

upon or properly applying to the case in hand ;

pertinent; applicable.

Reliable, (re-li'a-bl) a. Suitable or fit to be

relied on ; worthy of dependence or reliance ;

trustworthy.

Reliably, (re-H'a-ble) adv. In a reliable manner.

Reliance, (re-Hans) n. Act of confiding in ;

dependence : trust ; — rest or repose of mind

resulting from conviction or assurance;—ground

or basis of trust.

Relic, (rel'ik)n. [F. relique.] That which remains

after loss or decay ;—a corpse ; specifically, the

body or some part of the body of deceased saints

or martyrs ;—hence, a memorial.

Relict, (rel'ikt)». [L. relicta.] A woman whose

husband is dead ; a widow.

Relief, (re-lef) «. [Eog. relieve.] Removal of

pain, distress, or other evil ; a temporary abate

ment ; partial alleviation ; also, a complete and

final delivery; —remedy; —succour; support;

—dismissal of a sentry, picket, or guard from

their post ,—also, the sentry or soldiers which

take their place;—in sculpture, prominence of

a figure above the ground on which it is formed ;

—in law, remedy; redress; indemnification.

Relievable, ( re-lev'a-bl ) a. Capable of being

relieved.

Relieve, (re-lev7) v. t. [L. relevare.] To cause

to rise : to cause to seem to rise ; to set off by

contrast ; — to alleviate ; to assuage ; — to free

from any burden, trial, evil, distress, or the like ;

—to succour ; to assist ; to aid by alms ; to

support ;—to release from a post or station by

substitution of others ;—remedy; redress.

Religion, (re-lij'un) n. [L. religio.) The recog

nition of God as an object of worship, love, and

obedience ; — the whole relation and duty of

man toward God ;—a body of truths or doctrines

regarding the being and perfections of God, the

requirements of His law, the nature, duties,

and responsibilities of man, and a future state

of rewards and punishments ; revelation ;—

theology ; divinity ;—godliness ; practical piety ;

—devotion ; worship;—any system or mode of

faith and worship.

Religionist. (r€-lij'un-ist) n. One earnestly or

bigotedly devoted to a religion.

Religious, {ro-lij'u •) a. Pertaining to religion :

pious ; godly ;—devoted to religion ; bound by

monastic vows ;—teaching or treating of reli

gion ;—set apart for acts or exercises of wor

ship;—faithful; exact; strict;—conscientious;

scrupulous.

Religiously, ( re-lij ' us-le ) adv. In a religious

manner ; — piously ; devoutly ;—reverently ;—

conscientiously ; rigidly.

Relinquish, (rB-hnglcwish) v. t. [L. relinqucre.]

To withdraw from ; to leave behind;—to give

up ; to renounce a claim to ; forsake ; abandon ;

forego.

Relinquishment, (re-lingTtwish-ment) n. The

act of leaving or quitting ; a forsaking ; the

renouncing a chum to ; abandonment.

Reliquary, (rel'e-kwar-e) n. [F. rehquaire.] A

small chest, box, or casket in which relics are

kept.

Reliquidate, (re-lik'wid-at) v. I. To liquidate

anew ; te adjust a second time.

Relish, (rel'ish) v.t. [F. releclier.] To taste or

eat with pleasure ; to like the flavour of ; to

enjoy ;—to give a pleasing flavour to ;—v. i. To

have a pleasing taste; to give pleasure;—to have

a flavour ; to savour.

Relish, (rel'ish) n. A pleasing sensation in eat

ing or drinking ;—taste ; savour ; gout :—that

which is used to make food more palatable, as

sauce, seasoning, &c;—zest; piquancy;—a small

quantity; bit; drop: — hence, inclination or

taste for ; appreciation of ; critical taste.

Relishable, (rel'ish-a-bl) a. Having an agreeable

taste : enjoyable.

Reluctance, (re-luk'tans) n. State of being reluc

tant; aversion of mind ; unwillingness; dislike

Reluctant, (re-luk'tant) «. fL. reluctant.] Striv

ing against ; much opposed in heart ;—granted

with reluctance: unwilling; backward.

Reluctantly, (re-luk'tant-lo) adv. In a reluctant

manner ; unwillingly.

Relume, (r€-lum') v. t. [L. re and lumen.] To

rekindle ; to light again.

Relumine, (re-lu'min) v.t. To light anew; to

rekindle ; to illuminate again.

Rely, (re-lH v. i. [Prefix re and lie.] To rest

with confidence, as the mind when satisfied of

the veracity, integrity, or ability of persons, or

of the certainty of facta; trust; depend ; confide.
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Remain, (re-manO v. i. [h. remanere.] To stay

behind while others withdraw or are removed;

to be left as not included or comprised ;—to con

tinue in a fixed place, an unchanged form or

condition, an undiminished quantity; abide;

last ; endure.

Remain, (re-man1) n. That which is loft ; relic ;

—chiefly in the plural—a dead body ; a corpse ;

—the literary works of one who is dead.

Remainder, (re-niftn'd§r) n. Any thing that

remains ;—the part which is left after the greater

portion is spent : — the sum that is left after

subtraction, or the quantity after deduction ;

—rest; residue; remnant.

Remake, (rg-mftk') v. t. To make anew.

Remand, ( rC-mand' ) r. t. [L. re and iiuindare,]

To call back ; to send back ; to recommit to

prison. [iug.

Remanent, (rem'aii-ent) a. Remaining; continu-

Remark, (re-mark') n. Act of remarking or notic

ing;— the expression, in speech or writing, of

something remarked or noticed ; a casual obser

vation.

Remark, (re-mark') v. t. [F. remarqv-ei\] Totako

notice of; to observe; to noto in the mind;—

to express in words or writing, as observed or

noticed; to call attention to; — v.i. To say or

observe ; speak ; comment ; animadvert on.

Remarkable, (re -mark 'a- bl) a. Worthy of or

capable of being remarked or noticed ;—unusual;

extraordinary ;—distinguished ; eminent

Remarkably, (rfi-mark'a-blo) adv. In a remark-

able manner or degree.

Remarry, (rti-niar're) v. i. To marry again.

Remast, (re-masf) v. t. To lit with new masts.

Remaaticate, (re-inas'te-kat) v. t. To chew over

and over again, as the cud.

Remediable, (re-mc'de-a-bl ) a. Capable of

being remedied or cured.

Rcmediably, (re-me'de-a-blo) adv. In a manner

susceptible of remedy or cure.

Remedial, (re-me'de-al) a. Affording a remedy;

intended for a remedy.

Remedially, (re-me'de-al-le) adv. In a remedial

manner ; in a way suited to afford relief.

Remediless, (rem'C-de-les) a. Incapable of

being restored or prevented ;—incurable, as dis

ease ; — irreparable, as loss ; — irreversible, as

doom.

Remedy, (rem'S-de) n. [L. renudium."] That

which cures a disease ;—that which counteracts

an evil of any kind ;—the legal means to recover

a right or to obtain redress for a wrong; repara

tion ; relief.

Remedy, (rem'e-de) v. t. To apply a remedy ; to

heal ; to cure, as disease ;—to remove, as mis

chief or evil; to repair; redress: relieve.

Remember, (re-meru'ber) v. t. [Norm. F. remem-

6re.J To bring to mind again; to recall;—to

keep in mind ; to preserve fresh in the memory:

to bear in mind with esteem ; to reward;—to

celebrate; to keep as sacred; to observe; — to

reverence ; to obey.

Remembrance, (re-mem'brans) n. Act of remem

bering ; — memory ; recollection : — that which

serves to keep in or bring to mind ; a memorial;

a souvenir; — memorandum: note to aid the

memory ;—power of remembering; time within

which a fact can be remembered.

Remembrancer, (re-mem'brans-er) n. One who

or that which serves to bring to or keep in mind;

a memento ; a memorial ;—a recorder.

Remind, (re-mind') v.t. To put in mind; to

bring to the remembrance, notice, or consider

ation of.

Reminder, ( re" - mind ' e,r ) n. One who or that

which reminds.

Reminiscence, (rera-e-nis'ens)». State of being re

miniscent ;—the faculty of reviving old feelings

and impressions, and recalling past events cr

incidents ;—memory ; recollection ;—a thought,

impression, event, or incident revived or re

called ; a suggestion of the past :—also, a rela

tion of what one recollects concerning the past

—pL Autobiographical notes or sketches.

Reminiscent, (rem-e-nis'ent) a. [L. reminixefu]

Capable of or inclined to call to mind.

Remiss, (re-mis') a. [L. rfiuitsm.) Not cnergetK-

or exact in duty or busiuess ; not careful a

prompt in fulfilling engagements ;—slack ; dila

tory ; negligent; cureless; inattentive.

Remissible, (re-mis'e-bl) a. Capable of btie^

remitted or forgiven.

Remission, (re-mish'un) n. [L. mniwio.J Act y

remitting;—relaxation; moderation of intensity,

as of heat, cold, labour, harsh treatment, &c

-—diminution in part, or release in full, froms

penal sentence :—hence, pardon ; forgiveness rf

sin ;—relinquishment of a claim, right, or ohfc-

gat ion ;—a temporary subsidence of the force of

a disease.

Remissive, (re-mis'iv) a. That remits; forgiving.

Remissly, ( re-mis'le ) adv. Carelessly; negli

gently; — slowly; without earnestness or zeal

indolently.

Remissness, (re-mis'nes)n. Slowness; negligence;

want of ardour or vigour ; want of punctuality

Remit, (re-mit) v.t. [L. remitters} To send

back; to refer;—to transfer, as a cause to another

court ; to send back to prison ; to recommit ;—

to forgive ; to pardon, as sin ;—to relax, as a sen

tence;—to give up; to resign :—to transmit to

a distance, as money, bills, or the like) ;—r. i

To abate in force ; to grow loss intense ; te

moderate.

Remittance, (re-mit'ans) «. Act of transmittine

money, bills, or the like ;—the sum or thins

remitted.

Remittent, ( re-mit'ent ) a. Having remission*

from time to time; temporarily ceasing or abat

ing, as a fever; — used substantively, as "a

remittent."

Remitter, (re-mit'er) j*. One who remits or

makes remittance; — oue who pardons or for

gives.

Remnant, ( rem'nant) it. [F. remaindre.] Rest-

due ; remainder ; what remains after a part u

removed, performed, A'c.;— a small portion; *

slight trace ; a fragment. [anew.

Remodel, (re-mod'el) v. t. To model or fashion

Remonstrance, (re-mon'strans) n. Act of expostu

lation;—strong representation of reasons again*?

a measure, &c. ;—forcible suggestions, warnuxev

as of conscience, Ac. ;—earnest ail vice or rvproof

Remonstrant, (re-mun'6trant) a. Inclined or

tending to remonstrate : expostulatory.

Remonstrant, ( re-mon'strant) n. One who

remonstrates ; — ctptcialht, an Arrainian who

reclaimed against the decisions of the Synod of

Dort, in 1618.

Remonstrate, ( re-mon'strat ) v.i, fL. remss-

ttrare.] To exhibit or present strong roaaun?

against an act, measure, or proceedings.

Remorse, (re-mors1) n. [L. remor*K*. ] The keen

or knawing pain or anguish excited by a sens*

of guilt; compunction; regret.
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Remorseful, ( re - mors ' fool ) a. Full of com-

punction ;—compassionate ; feeling tenderly ;—

pitiable.

Remorseless, (re-morales) a. Without remorse;

insensible to distress; pitiless; relentless; mer

ciless, [remorse.

Remorselessly, (rS-mors'les-le) adv. Without

Remorselessness, (re-mors'les-nes) n. Insensibil

ity to distress ; savage cruelty ; unrelenting

severity.

Remote, (re-mot*) n. (L. remotus.] Removed to

a distance ; far away—in time or place ;—hence,

not agreeing, according, or being related ; alien;

abstracted ; slight ; inconsiderable.

Remotely, (re-raotle) adv. In a remote manner;

at a distance in space, time, consanguinity, and

the like ;—in a small degree ; slightly ; incon

siderably.

Remoteness, ( re - mot ' nes ) n. State of being

remote ; distance in time, space, or consanguin

ity;—slightness; faiutness, as of resemblance.

Remould, (re-mold') v.t. To mould or shape

anew.

Remount, (re-mount*) r. (. To mount again ;—

i'. i. To mount again ; to reasceud.

Removable, (re-moov'a-bl ) a. Admitting of

being removed, as from au office or station, or

from one place to another.

Removal, (re-moov'al) n. Act of removing from

a place, as a family ; — act uf dismissing from

station, office, &c. ;—act of remedying;—act of

putting an end to ;—departure : death.

Remove, (re-nioov') v. t. [L. remorere.] To take

or put away ; - to move from its place ; to cany

to or place at a distance; — to dismiss from a

l>ost; to displace from office; —to banish;—to

carry from one court to another, as a case by

appeal ;—to take from this world, as by death;

—v.i. To change place in any manner; to

change residence ;—to go from place to phtce ; to

emigrate.

Remove, (re-m66v') n. Act of removing; re

moval ; departure ;—change of place or station ;

—translation or substitution of one man in

place of another ;—a dish to be changed while

the rest of the course remains on the table ;—

movement of a piece in chess or draughts ;—

distance or space through which any thing is

removed ; interval ;—a step in any scale of gra

dation.

Remunerable, (re-mun'er-a-bl ) a. Capable of

being remunerated ; flt or proper to bo recom

pensed.

Remunerate, (re-raun'er-J\t) r. t. [L. remv.nerare,]

To pay an equivalent to for service, loss, expense,

or sacrifice : recompense ; requite.

Remuneration, (re-mun-er-a'shun) n. Act of

remunerating; reward; recompense;—the equi

valent given for services, loss, Bufferings, <fec.

Remunerative, (re-muner-at-iv) a. Intended to

remunerate, as payment ; — exercised in recom

pensing, as justice ;—yielding a sufficient remu

neration.

Renaissance, (re-na'sanz) n. [F.] The revival

of letters and arts after the middle ages ;—a

style of architecture, partly classic and partly

liyzantine, but with florid decorations peculiar

to itself;—a style of ornamentation in sculp

tured, carved, or chased work, in which the

subjects are classical, but the treatment less

simple, chaste, and quiet.

Renal, (rt'ual) a. [L. rent*.] Pertaining to the

kidneys or reins.

Renard, (ren'ard) n, [Ger. ReinJtard.) A fox

—so called in fables and in poetry :—also Hey-

nard.

Renascenoy, (re-nas'ens-e) *. The state of being

renascent or of being produced again: — also

renascence.

Renascent, (re-nas'ent) a. [h. rtnascen*.] Spring

ing or rising into being again: reproduced.

Rencounter, (ren-kounter)n. [F. rencontre.] A

meeting of two persons or bodies ;—a meeting

in opposition or contest : action or engagement ;

- a sudden conflict ; collision ; clash.

Rencounter, ( ren - kount >r ) r. i. To meet an

enemy unexpectedly ; to come into collision ; to

Bkirmish ;—v. t. To attack hand to hand.

Rend, (rend) v. t. [A.-S. rendan.] To separate

into jMirts with force or sudden violence; to

tear asunder ; to split ;—to take from or deprive

of by force ;—to wound or lacerate.

Render, (ren'd^r) v. t. [F. rendre.] To return ;

to pay back ; to restore ;—to inflict, as a retri

bution ;—to give on demand ; to surrender ;—

to furnish ; to contribute ; to afford;—to state;

to deliver, as accounts ;—to cause to be or to

become ;—to translate from one language into

another ; to express fully, exactly, and forcibly

the meaning and spirit of a passage or book ;—

to represent; to exhibit; — v.i. In nautical

phrase, to give, yield, or slip under a strain ;—

to give account; to state; to explain.

Render, (ren'dgr) n. A surrender ; a giving up ;

—a return.

Rendering, (ren'der-ing) n. The act of render

ing; translation; version;—the act of laying the

first coat of plaster on brick or stone wurk.

Rendezvous, (rang'da-voo) n. IF. rendez rou».\

A place appointed for troops, or for the ships of

a fleet, to assemble; — a meeting by appoint

ment; — a sign or signal winch draws men

together.

Rendezvous, (rang'dil-voo) r. i. To assemble at

a particular place, as troops, ships, and the like ;

—r. t. To bring together at a certain place.

Renegade, (ren'e-gad) n. fSp. renegado.} On©

faithless to principle or party; an apostate from

a religious laith ;—a deserter ;—a common vaga

bond.

Renew, (re-nu') r. *. To make new ; to revive ;

to repair; — to re-establish; to confirm, as a

treaty;—to giant or to accept a new bill or note

for the amount of a former one; — to begin

again ; — to repeat, either exactly or almost

exactly ;—to make new spiritually ; to regener

ate ;—v. i. To be made new; to grow or com

mence again. [renewed.

Renewable, (re-nu'a-bl) a. Capablo of being

Renewal, (re-nu'al) n. Act of forming anew ;

revival; restoration;—regeneration;—a reloan

on a new note given in place of a former note.

Renewing, (re-nu'ing) a. Regenerating ;—quick

ening; reviving, as grace.

Renewing, (re-nu'ing) «. Act of quickening or

imparting new impulse to the regenerated souL

Renifonn, (ren'e-form) a. [L. rcnet and forma.]

Having the form or sliape of the section of a

kidney.

Renitent, (ren'e-tent) a. [L. rcnitens.] Resist

ing pressure or the effect of it, as an elastic body.

Rennet, (ren'et) n, [A. -8. fjerinnan.] The inner

membrane of the stomach of the calf, or a pre

paration of it, used for coagulating milk.

Rennet, (ren'et) n. [F. reinette.) A species of

French apple ; queen-apple.

2T
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Renounce, (re-nouns') v. t. [L. re and nunciart.]

To declare against; to disavow ;—to give up; to

resign;—to deny; to disclaim ;—to cast off; to

reject;—to quit by sacramental vow ; to abjure;

—v. i. To declare a renunciation; — in card-

playing, to fail in following suit, when a card of

the Buit is in the player's hand.

Renounce, (re-nouns') n. A revoke in cards.

Kenouncement, (re-nouns'ment) n. Act of dis

claiming; renunciation.

Renovate, (ren'o-vat) v. t. [L. re and novus.] To

make over again ; to render as good as new.

Renovation, (ren-d-va'shun) n. Act of renovat

ing ; renewal ; — state of being renovated or

renewed.

Renovator, (ren'o-va-ter) n. One who or that

which renovates or renews.

Renown, ( re-nown') n. [L. re and nmntn.] The

state of being much known; farao ; celebrity;

great reputation.

Renowned, (re-nowndO a. Celebrated for achieve

ments, qualities, or grandeur ; famous ; distin

guished ; eminent.

Rent, (rent) n. [From rend.] A fissure ; an open

ing made by rending; — a tear; a spUt ;—a

schism ; a separation.

Rent, (rent) n. [h. redder?] A periodical profit

in money, provisions, or labour, issuing out of

lands and tenements ; rental ; revenue ; — the

stipulated sum paid by a tenant for the temjxj-

!rary use and possession of lands, moors, houses,

rooms, Arc.

Rent, (rent) v. t. To grant the possession of; to

lease ;—to take and hold by lease the possession

of ;—i'. i To be leased or let for rent.

Rental, (rent'al) n. A schedule or account of

rents, with the names of the tenants, ic. ; a

rent-roll ; also, the annual amount of rent.

Rent-day, (reut'dii) n. The day on which rents

are due.

Renter, (rent'er) n. One who leases an estate ;

the tenant who takes an estate or tenement

on rent.

Renter, (renter) v.t. [F. rentraric] To sew

together so that the seam is scarcely visible ; to

fine-draw ;—to darn neatly, as a rent.

Rent-roll, (ront'rol) n. A list of rents ; a rental.

Renunciation, (rfl-nun-se-a'shuu) n. [L. rennn-

ciatio.] Act of renouncing ; a disowning ; dis

avowal ; disclaimer ; abandonment.

Reopen, (re-6'pen) v. t. To open again.

Reordain, (rC-or-dan') v. t. To ordain again.

Reorder, (re-or'der) v. t. To order a second time.

Reordination, ( rG-or-din-a'shun ) n. A second

ordination.

Reorganize, (re-or'gan-iz) v. t. To organize anew ;

to reduce again to a regular system.

Rep, (rep) a. [Probably a corruption of rib,]

Formed with a surface of a cord-like appearance.

Rep, (rep) n. A kind of stuff having a surface

appearing as if made of small cords.

Repair, (rC-paV) v.t. [F. reparer.] To restore

to a sound or good state after decay, injury, or

partial destruction ;—to fill up by substitution

what has been lost ;—to mend by patching ;—

to rebuild;—v. i. To go; to betake one's self;

to resort.

Repair, (re-par*) n. Restoration to a sound or

good state after decay; reparation; patching;

mending. [F. repurer.] Aresort; abode; haunt.

Repairer, (rS-par'rr) ?i. One who repairs or

restores.

Reparable, (rep'ar-a-bl) a. [L. reparabilis.]

Capable of being repaired; retrievable; recover

able.

Reparation, (rep-ar-a'shun) n. Act of repairing ;

restoration ;—indemnification for loss or damage;

restitution ; compensation ; amends.

Reparative, ( reVpAr'a-tiv ) a. Restoring to a

sound state ; tending to amend defect or make

good.

Reparative, (rg-parVtiv) n. That which restore*

to a good state ; that which makes amends.

Repartee, (rep-ar-tc7) n. [F. repartie.] A sniait,

ready, and witty reply; retort.
Repartee, (rcp-ar-ter) v. i. To make smart and

witty replies.

Repast, ( re-past') n. [F. repa.%.] Act of tak

ing food ;—that which is taken as food ; a meal ;

victuals.

Repay, (re-pa') v.t. To pay back; — to make

return or requital for ;—to refund ; recompense;

reward ; requite.

Repayable, (re-pa'a-bl) a. That is to be repaid.

Repayment, (re-pu'ment) u. Act of paying hack ;

reimbursement; — the money or other thing

repaid.

Repeal, (re-pel') v. t. [L. re and appellor**} To

recall, as a deed, will, law, or statute ; to abro

gate by authority ; revoke ; rescind.

Repeal, (rS-peT) n. Revocation ; abrogation.

Repealable, (rc-peTa-bl) a. Capable of being re

pealed ; revocable ; reversible.

Repealer, (re-pel'er) n. One who repeals or seek*

a repeal.

Repeat, (re-pef) v. t. [L. repetert.) To do, make.

attempt again; to renew; to reiterate; — to

relate ; to report ;—to recite ; to reheai-se.

Repeat, (re-pet/) n, Act of repeating ; repeti

tion ;—in music, a mark or notation plactcf be

fore and after a passage to indicate that it is to

be repeated.

Repeatedly, (rC-pet'ed-le) adv. Again and again ;

often ; frequently.

Repeater, (re-pet'er) n. One who recites cr

rehearses ;—a watch that strikes the hours at

will, at the touch of a spring;—in aritk*tetit.

a decimal in which the same figure constantly

recurs.

Repeating, (re-pet'ing) a. Doing or uttering

again ;—striking the hours, as a watch.

Repel, (re -pel') v. t. [L. reptllere.] To drive

back ; to force to return; — to encounter with

effectual resistance ; to repulse ; to oppose ;—

r. i. To act with force against ; to have & nega

tive electrical power. [tending to repel

Repellent, (rC-pel'ent) a. Driving back ; able or

Repeller, (rd-pel'cr) u. One who or that which

repels.

Repent, (re'pont) n. [L. repent, j»pr. of itptn,

to creep.] Creeping, as a plant.

Repent, (re-pent) v. I [L. re and ptrnct,] To

feel pain, soitow, or regret, for what one has

done or omitted to do ;—to change the mind or

course of conduct ;— v. t. To feel pain on account

of ; to remember with sorrow.

Repentance, (re-pent ans) n. Act of repenting;

sorrow or regret for something said or done in

the past; jwnitence; — in theology, distress a

agony of mind for \«u*t sin and guilt, proceed

ing from fear of hell, <fcc. ; lf\icl reptntanc* ;—

contrition of heart for sin, as an offence against

God, and a base return for his love and good

ness ; sorrow for sin produced from faith in

Christ; evangelical repentance; — a thorough

change of heart and mind ; newness of life.
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Repentant, (rt-pent'ant) a. Inclined to repent;

sorry for sin ;—expressing or showing sorrow for

sin. [ft penitent.

Repentant, (re -pent 'ant) ». One who repents;

Repercussion, (re-per-kiish un) n. [L. re and per-

cuter*:.] Act of driving back ; reverberation.

Repercussive, ( re-per-kus'iv ) it. Having the

power of sending back; causing to reverberate.

Repertory, (rep'er-tor-e)^. [L. repertorium.) A

place in which things are disposed in an orderly

manner, so that they can be easily found ;—a

treasury: a magazine.

Reperuaal, (rC-per-fiz'al) v. A second perusal.

Repetition, (rep-e-tish'un) n. [L. repctitio.] Act

of repeating ; — iteration of the same acts or

deeds ;—act of rehearsing, as a lesson ; act of

reciting from memory, or the passage recited ;

—in music, act of playing or singing the same

part a second time or d" capo.

Repine, (re-pin') v.t. To continue pining; to

fret or vex one's self ; to be discontented ; to

murmur; to envy or grieve at tho good of

another. [murs.

Repiner, (rt*-pln'$r) n. One who repines or mur-

Repining, (re-pin'ing) n. Act or state of griev

ing, complaining, or fretting.

Bepiningly, (re-pin'ing-le) adv. In a fretting,

grieving, or complaining manner.

Replace, (r£-pla<0 ?• t. To restore to a former

place, condition, and the like;—to refund; to

repay ; — to supply or substitute an equivalent

for ;—to supply tho want of ; to fulfil the end or

office of.

Replacement, (r."-plas'ment) n. Tho act of replac

ing ; restoration ;— substitution.

Replenish, (n'-plen'ish) v.t. [F. repicnic] To

fill up ; to fill completely; to stock with num

bers, quantities, or in abundance ;—to finish ;

to complete.

Replenishment, (rS-plen'ish-mont ) n. Act of

replenishing ;—that which replenishes : supply.

Replete, (re-plef)a. [L. reptttus.] Filled again;

completely filled ; full.

Repletion, (re-plG'shun ) n. State of being

replete ; superabundant fulness ; plethora,

Replevin, (re-ple/in) n. [L. replevina.] A per

sonal action which lies to recover possession of

goods and chattels wrongfully taken or detained ;

—the writ by which goods and chattels are

replevied.

Replevy, (riJ-plev'e) v.t fL. rtplcvirc.] To

take or get back goods and chattels wrongfully

token or detained, upon giving security to try

the right to them in a suit at law.

Replicate, (rep'le-kat) a. Folded or plaited, so

as to form a groove or channel.

Replication, (rep-le-kashun) n. fL. replication]

An answer ; a reply ;—tho reply of the plaintiff

in matter-) of fact to the defendant's plea.

Replier, (re-pli'er) n. One who replies nr answers.

Reply, (re-plf) v. i. {L. replicarc] To make a

return to in words or writing; — to answer a

defendant's plea ;—v. t. To return for answer ;

to respond to.

Reply, (re-pli') n. Tliat which is said or written

in answer ; rejoinder ; response.

Repoliah, (re-pol ish) r. t. To polish again.

Repone, (rC-pon') r. (. [L. reponerc] To re-tore;

to replace in an office or rank ;—v. i. To reply.

Report, (re-porf) v. t. [L. reporta re.) To bring

back, as an answer; to give an account of; to

describe ; — to otter and repeat ; to circulate

publicly;—to give a formal or official account

of ; — to mention as having failed in duty,

obedience, &c. ; to denounce;—to make minutes

of, as a speech or the doings of a public body;

—r. i. To make an official return or statement;

—to act as a reporter for the press.

Report, (re-porf) n. That which is reported : a

detailed description of an object or of a subject

of inquiry ; narrative of facts ; relation ; — an

official statement ;—a story widely circulated ;

rumour;—common fame; repute;—reputation;

—sound ; noise, as of a gun, Ac. ; — account

of cases, pleadings, and decisions in law courts ;

—account of the proceedings, debates, 6ic., of

legislative or other public bodies; — a return

from an auditor, master of chancery, &c, on

matters referred by the court :—statement of

what has occurred in bis department or hours of

service from an inferior to his superior officer.

Reporter, (re-porter) u. One who relates or

repeats stories, rumours, &c ;—one who gives in

a verbal or written account of matters referred

to bim for inquiry : one who draws up and

publishes law pleadings and decisions, proceed

ings of legislative and other public bodies, and

local incidents, casualties, or other matters likely

to interest the public.

Reporterehip, (re-port'er-ahip) n. The office of

a reporter.

Reporting, ( re-porting ) n. Act or business of

drawing up and writing out for the public

press detailed accounts of any matter of public

interest.

Reposal, (re-pdYal) n. Act of reposing or resting.

Repose, ( re-poz' ) v.t. [F. repoter.] To lay at

rest ;—to lay up ; to deposit ;—to place in con

fidence ;—v. i. To lie ; to rest upon ;—to lie for

rest or refreshment ; to sleep ;—to rest in con

fidence.

Repose, (re-pozO ti. A lying at rest; sleep;—

mental tranquillity ; freedom from uneasiness.

Reposit, (re-poz/it) v.t, [L. reporurc] To lay

up or lodge, as for safety or preservation.

Repository, (re-poz e-tor-e) n. [L. repoaitorium.)

A place where things are or may be deposited

for safety or preservation ; a depository ; — a

kind of emporium ; bazaar ; also, a horse-bazaar.

Repossess, (rC-poz-zes') r. t. To possess again.

Repossession, ( re-poz-zesh'un ) n. Act of pos

sessing again ; state of possessing again.

Reprehend, (rep-re-hend') r. t. [L. reprWienrfere.J

To accuse ; to charge ; to chide ; to reprove.

Reprehensible, (rep-re-hens o-bl) a. Worthy of

reprehension or blame : culpable ; censurable.

Reprehenaibly, (rep-re-hens'e-ble) adv. In a

reprehensible manner.

Reprehension, (rep-re-hen 'shun ) n. Reproof;

censure ; open blame.

Represent (rep-re-zenf) v. t. [L. r#»rw*e»(ntr.]

To exhibit the counterpart or imago of; — to

delineate; to depict;—to act the part or char

acter of ; to personate ;—to supply the place or

perform the duties of ;—to exhibit in language ;

to bring before the mind ;—to serve as a sign or

symbol of.

Representation, ( rep-rS-wnt-a'shiin ) n. Act of

describing or showing ;—that which represents,

as a picture, model, or other fac-simile ; — a

dramatic performance ;—a description ;—a state

ment of facts, re -<>ning, or argument;—a body

of representatives.

Representative, (rep-re-zentVtiv) a. Fitted or

qualified to represent ; exhibiting a likeness;—

bearing the character or power of another.



Representative, (rep-re-zent'a-tiv) n. One who

or that which represents or exhibits the like-

new of another ;—an agent, deputy, or substi

tute ; — a member of the House of Commons

elected to represent a constituency.

Representatively, (rep-re-zent'a-tiv-le) adv. In

a representative manner ; by substitution.

Repress, (re-pres') v. (. [L. rtpHmere.} To press

back or down effectually; to crush down or out;

to quell ; to subdue ; — to check ; to restrain ;

suppress.

Repression, (r3-presh'un) *. Act of repressing;

that which represses; check; restraint.

Repressive, ( re-pres'iv ) a. Having power or

tending to repress.

Reprieve, (re-preV) v. t. [L. re, back, and F.

prim, a prayer.) To grant on request a suspen

sion of the execution of a sentence ; to respite

after sentence of death : — to grant temporary

relief from any suffering, trouble, Arc.

Reprieve, (re-prevO n. Temporary suspension of

the execution of sentence, eifxcially, the sen

tence of death ; — interval of ease or relief ;

respite.

Reprimand, ( rep ' re - mand ) v.t. To reprove

severely : to chide for a fault ;—to reprovo pub

licly and officially in execution of a sentence.

Reprimand, (rep 're -mand) n. [L. reprimereJ]

Severe reproof; reprehension, private or public.

Reprint, (re-print') r. t. To print again ; to print

a second or any new edition of ;—hence, to renew

the impression of, as on the mind or heart.

Reprint, (ro'print) n. A new impression of any

printed work ; also, the publication in one coun

try of a work previously published in another.

Reprisal, (re-priz'al) n. [F. reprUailLa.] Act

of taking from an enemy by way of retaliation ;

—act of inflicting suffering or death on a pri

soner in retaliation.

Reprise, (re-priz') n. [F. reprice.] Act of taking

by way of retaliation ;--in tar, any deduction,

rent charge, &c, to be paid out of manor or

lands.

Reproach, (re-proch') v.t. [F. reprocher.] To

ceriMire with severity, and sometimes with

contempt ; to charge with a fault in severe lan

guage.

Reproach, (re-proch') n. An expression of blame ;

censure mingled with contempt ;—shame ; dis

grace ;—a cause of censure or of shame and dis

grace ;—an object of blame, scorn, or derision.

Reproachable, (re-prdch'a-bl) «. Deserving re

proach ;—opprobrious ; scurrilous.

Reproachful, (re-pr&ch'fool) a. Expressing cen

sure ; opprobrious ; — scurrilous ; abusive, as

words;—bringing reproach ; infamous.

Reproachfully, (ro-prdch'f661-le) adv. In a re

proachful manner; opprobriously ; disgracefully.

Reprobate, (rep'ro-oat) v. t. [L. reprobarf.] To

disapprove with detestation or marks of dislike;

to disallow ; to reject ;— to condemn without

hope ; to abandon to eternal death.

Reprobate, (rep'ro-bat) a. Not enduring test or

trial; disallowed; rejected ;—abandoned in sin;

lost to virtuo or grace ;—unpenitent ; eternally

lost

Reprobate, (rep'ro-bat) n. A person morally lost.

Reprobation, (rep-ro-ba'shun) n. Act of repro

bating ;—act of abandoning to eternal death ;—

a sentence of condemnation; rejection.

Reprobatory, (rep'ro-ba-tor-e) a. Of, pertaining

to, or expressing reprobation ; condemning.

Reproduce, (rt-pro-duV) v. t. To produce again ;

to bring to the memory or the imagination ;—

to renew the production of ; to generate.

Reproduction, (re-pro-duk'nhun) n. Act or pro

cess of reproducing.

Reproductive, (re-prd-duk'tiv) a. Pertaining to

or employed in reproduction.

Reproof, (re-proof) n. (From reprove.] Expres

sion of blame; public rebuke; blame to the

face ; express censure ; — reproach ; chiding ;

reprimand.

Reprovable, (rfi-proov'a-bl) a. Worthy of reproof ;

deserving censure; blameworthy : culpable.

Reprovably, (ro-prooVa-bJe) adv. In a improvable

manner.

Reprove, (re-pruov') v. t. [F. riprourtr.] To chid*

to the face ; to charge with a fault ; to oonvinee

or convict of ;—to manifest disapprobation, u ■

by a look ;—to confute ; to disprove.

Reprover, (re-proov'gr) n. One who reproves.

Reprovingly, (re-probv'ing-le) adv. In a reprov- [

ing manner ; so as to rebuke or censure.

Reptile, (rvp'til) a. [h. rtpcre.] Creeping, mov

ing on the belly, or by means of small, short leg*;

—grovelling ; low ; vulgar.

Reptile, (rep'til) n. An animal that crawls or

moves on its belly, or by means of small, abort

legs ;—a grovelling or very mean person.

Reptilian, (rep- til 'e -an) a. Belonging to the

reptiles.

Republic, ( re-pub ' lik ) n. [L. rvxpublica.} A

state in which the sovereign jwwer is exercised

by representatives elected by the people ; a com

monwealth. Rrpublic of Utter*, the collective

body of literary or learned men.

Republican, (r5-pub'lik-an) a. Placing the govern

ment in the people; democratic ;—approving of

democracy or of government vested in the people ,

Republican, (re-publik-an) n. One who favours

or prefers a republican form of government.

Republicanism, (re-pub'lik-an-izm) n. A repub- j

lican form of government; —attachment to a '

republic.

Republication, (re-pub-le-ka'ahun) ». A second

issue or reprint of something before published.

Republish, (re-publish) v. t. To publish anew; .

to issue a new edition of an old work; to reprint >

Repudiate, (re-pu'de-at) v. t. [L. icpudiare.] To ,

cast off; to reject; to disavow;—to put away; :

j to divorce: — to refuse to pay interest or pnn- !

I cipal of debts contracted by the state. [Atthsr.)

Repudiation, (re-pu-de-Jl'shun) «. Act of repu-

| diating; rejection ; disavowal ; divorce.

Repudiator, (rC-pu'de-at-or) «. One who repu-

> diates.

Repugnance, (re-pug'nans) «. Act of oppo*intr,

; resistance ;—reluctance; unwillingness ;—incon-

! sistence ; incongruity ; aversion ; dinlike,

i Repugnant, (re-pug'nant) a. [L. repv^rnaiu.]

: Opposite; contrary; inconsistent; distasteful in

I a high degree ; offensive.

Repugnantly, (re-pug'nant-le) adv. With oppo-

I sition ; in contradiction.

Repulse, (re-pills') n. [L.] Condifion of hein;

driven back;—act of repelling ;—refusal; denial.

Repulse, (re-pubs') v. t [L. rejnUere.) To repel,

to beat or drive back.

Repulsion, (re-pul'shun) «. Act of repelling of

driving back ;—in nfcyatc*, an inherent prc>]^rti

of matter by which the particle? or atoms re-crd*

from each other, and are kept from actual con

tact or fusion ;— feeling of aversion or dialik*:

repugnance.

Repulsive, (re-puls'iv) a. Inclined, serving, rr
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able to repel ; repelling ;—cold ; reserved ; for

bidding, [in a repulsive manner.

Repulsively, (re-puls'iv-le) ode. By repulsing:

Repulsiveness, (re-puls'iv-nes) 71. The quality of

being repulsive or forbidding.

Repurchase, (re-pur chis) c. t. To buy again ; to

buy back.

Repurchase, (re-purchas) n. The act of buying

again ; the purchase again of what has been sold.

Reputable, ( rep'ut-a-bl ) a. Worthy of repute ;

held in esteem ; honourable ;—consistent with a

good reputation ; fitting ; becoming ; creditable.

Reputableness, (rep'ut-a-bl-nes) n. Quality of

being reputable. [manner.

Reputably, ( rep'ut-a-ble ) ado. In a reputable

Reputation, (rep-ut-A'shun) n. Conditiou in

which one is reputed to he ; estimation in which

one is held; fame;—esteem; credit; good mune.

Repute, (re-piit')u. t. [L. reputare.] To account;

to hold ; to reckon ;—to attribute.

Repute, (re-put) n. Character attributed ; estab

lished opinion ; estimate ; — good character ;

reputation.

Reputedly, (re-put'ed-le) adv. In common

opinion or estimation ; by repute.

Request, (ru-kwesf) u. [F. reytiele.] Act of ask

ing; entreaty; petition;—earnest desire; urgent

demand ;—expression of the soul's desire toward

God ; supplication ; — specific object of entreaty

or prayer ;—a state of being desired ; demand ;

inquiry for.

Request, (ro-kwest') v.t. To ask; to express

desire for or to; beg: solicit; entreat; beseech.

Requiem, (rC'kwe-em) a. A hymn or mass sung

for the dead for the rest of his soul ;—a grand

musical composition in honour of some deceased

person. [required.

Requirable, (re-kwlr'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Require, (rO-kwir') v.t. [L. requinre.] To claim

as by right and authority;—to make necessary;

to claim .-is indispensable ;—to call to account ;

to demand satisfaction for ;—to take satisfaction

for ; to avenge ;—to stand in want of; to need.

Requirement, (re-kwir*ment) n. Act of requiring;

demand; requisition ;—an essential condition.

Requisite, (rek'we-zit) a. [L. reQuisitu*.] Re

quired; needful; indispensable; essential.

Requisite, (rek'we-zit) n. That which is neces

sary ; something indispensable.

Requisiteness, (rek'we-zit-nes) tl The Btate of

being requisite or necessary ; necessity.

Requisition, (rek-we-zish'un) ». Act of requir-

ing ;—application made as of right; demand;

—a written call or invitation,

Reqmsitionist. (rek-we-zish'un-ist) n. One who

addresses or signs an invitation, call, Aw,

Requital, (re-kwit'al) n. That which requites:

return for any service, good or haul; compensa

tion ; recompense; retribution.

Requite, (re-kwit') v. t. [Prefix re and quit.] To

repay; to return an equivalent in good, or evil

for evil ; compensate; recompense; punish.

Requiter. (r?-kwit>r) n. One who requites.

Reredos, (rOrMoa) n. [T. arriere dog.] A screen

or 1 a rtit ion-wall behind an altar: an altar-piece.

Rereward, (reYwawrd) n. The rear-guard.

Rescind, (re-aind') v. t. [L. raeindtre.] To cut

off: to annul or abrogate, as a law; repeal;

reverse.

Rescission, (re-sizh'nn) n. [L. retcitMo.] Act

of rescinding, abrogating, Annulling, or vacating.

Rescribe, <ir-skrTb') v. t. [L. racriUre.] To write

bock. ; to answer ;— to write over again.

Rescript, (re'skript) n. [L. rexcriptum.] Among

the Roman*, the answer of an emperor on some

difficult question ; an edict or decree ;—a de

cretal epistle of the Pope on a question of eccle

siastical discipline.

Rescriptive, ( re-skrip'tiv ) a. Pertaining to a

rescript ; settling questions of appeal.

Resoue, (resltu) t*. (. [Norm. F. reteous.] To take

or get back ;—to liberate by forcible or illegal

means ;—to free or deliver from any confine

ment, danger, or evil.

Rescue, (resTtu) n. Act of rescuing ; deliverance

from restraint, violence, or danger;—the forcible

liberation of a prisoner from the custody of the

bailiff, police, or other officer.

Research. (re-B$rch') ». [F. rtchereJie.] Laborious

and patient search, as for truth ; — diligent in

quiry or examination in seeking facts or prin

ciples.

Research, (re-serch') r. t. To search with care ;

to seek diligently ;—to examine anew.

Reseat, (re-set7) r. t. To seat or set again.

Reseize, (re-sCz) v. t. To seize again ;—to take

possession of, as lands which have been disseized.

Reseizure, (rg-sez'ur) n. A second seizure ; act

of seizing again.

Resemblance, ( re - zem ' blans ) w. [F. reman-

blance.] State of resembling ; likeness ; simi

larity ;—similitude ; representation ; image.

Resemble, (re-zem'bl) v. t. [F. reuembler.] To

be like to—said of one thing as compared with

another ; to be alike or similar to—said of two

or more objects with respect to one another ,—

to liken ; to compare.

Resent, (re-zenf) v. t. [L. re and sentire,} To

take ill ; to consider as an injury or affront ; to

be in some degree provoked at.

Resentful, (re-zeut'fool) a. Inclined to resent;

easily provoked; irritable; captious.

Resentingly, (re-zent'ing-le) adv. With a sense

of injury or affront ; — with deep or continued

anger.

Resentment, (rC-zent'ment) n. A deep sense of

injury or affront; anger; — displeasure; indig

nation.

Reservation, (rez-er-va'shun) n. [L. re$erratio.]

Act of keeping back ; reserve ; concealment in

the mind ;—something withheld or not disclosed ;

custody ;— Btate of being kept in store, or kept

ready for use;—a proviso.

Reserve, (re-zerV) c. t. [L. reserrare.] To keep

in store ; to withhold from present use ; — to

retain ;—to lay up and keep for a future time.

Reserve, (re-zc.rv') n. Act of reserving or keeping

back;—a store, stock, force, troops, «fcc, kept at

hand in case of need ;—something in the mind

withheld from disclosure ; secret purpose or

idea ; exception ; — restraint in personal beha

viour ; backwardness ; caution in words and

actions ; modesty ; sullenness ; coldness.

Reserved, (re-zervdO a. Restrained from freedom

in words or actions ; not frank ; cautious ; cold.

Reservedly, (rfl-zerv'ed-le) adv. With reserve;

cautiously ; coldly :—scrupulously.

Reservedness, (re-zerv'ed-neB) n. The state of

being reserved ; want of frankness or freedom.

Reservoir, (rez-ex-vwor') n. A place where any

thing is kept in store; esi>ecially, a place where

water is collected and kept for use.

Reset, (re-set*) r. t. To set over again, as printed

matter; — to furnish with a new setting or

adornment ;—to receive, as stolen goods, know

ing them to be stolen, [Soot. J
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Resetter, (re-set'er) n. In Scots' laic, one who

receives or conceals, as stolen goods or a criminal.

Resettle, (rfi-set'l) v. t. To settle again ;—to imtal

again as a minister of the goajtel.

Reshape, (ru-shap') v. t. To Bhapc or form anew.

Reship, (re-sliip') v. t. To ship again for trans

mission to another port, as goods imported.

Reshipment, (rS-ship'ment) n. The act of reship-

ping for exportation what has been imported.

Reside, (re-zidO v.i. [L. residc're.] To dwell per

manently or for a length of time ; to have one's

dwelling or home ;—to lie or be, as an attribute

or element ;—to sink ; to fall to the bottom.

Residence, (rez'e-dens) n. Act of dwelling in a

place for some continuance of time ;—the place

where one resides ; dwelling; abodo ; habitation.

Resident, (rez'e-dent) a. Dwelling or having an

abode in a place for a time; fixed ; residing.

Resident, ( rez'e-dent ) n. One who dwells in a

place for some time ;—a public minister at a

foreign court.

Residentiary, (rez-e-den'she-ar-e) n. One who is

resident ;—an occlesiastio who keeps a certain

residence.

Residuary, (re-zid'n-ar-e) a. Pertaining to the

residue or part remaining. Residuary legatee,

the person to whom the residue of personal estate

is bequeathed after deducting debts and legacies.

Residue, (rez'e-du)n. [L. residitu*,] That which

remains after a part is taken ;—balance or re

mainder of a debt or account : rest.

Residuum, (re-zid'u-um) n, [L.] That which is

left after any process of separation or purifica

tion ;—in laic, the part of the estate of a tes

tator which remains after payment of debts and

legacies;—the remainder of a bankrupt or trust

estate after payment of preferable debts and

claims.

Resign, (r5-zln') v. 1. [L. resignare.] To give

up ; to give back ; to surrender in a formal

manner, as an official position, charge, or trust;

—to withdraw, as a claim ;—to give up in con

fidence ; to yield to, as to the judgment or guid

ance of others ;—to submit, as to Providence.

Resignation, (rez-ig-na'shun) ?i. Act of giving

up; surrender; abdication;—submission; quiet

acquiescence ; Christian patience and endurance;

meekness.

Resigned, (re-zindO a. Submissive to the will of

God ; subdued ; acquiescent ; patient.

Resile, (re-zu") v.i. [L. resilire,] To start back;

—to draw back from a purpose, engagement, &c.

Resilience, (ro-zil'e-ens) «. Act of springing back

or of rebounding :—also written resiliency.

Resilient, (rC-zU'e-ent) a. [L. resiliens.] Leap

ing or springing back ; rebounding.

Resins (rez'in) n. [L. resina.] A solid, inflam

mable substance, brittle, translucen t, and yellow

in colour—it exudes from certain trees in com

bination with essential oil and gum ; and is

used in preparations of varnish, soap, &c, and

also in medical compounds.

Resiniferous, (rez-in-ifer-uBl a. [L. resina, resin,

and /crre, to bear.] Yielding resin.

Resinous, (rez'in-us) a. Partaking of the quali

ties of resin or resembling it ; pertaining to or

obtained from resin :—also resiny ; retinoid.

Resinouaness, (rez'in-us-nes) n. Quality of being

resinous.

Resist, (rG-zisf) v.t. [L. resistere.] To stand

against ;—to withstand ;—to strive against; to

oppose;—to bailie: to disappoint;—tocounteract

as a force by int-rlia or reaction.

Resistance, ( re-zist'ans ) n. Act of resisting;—

quality of not yielding to force or external im

pression; opposition; rebuff; hinderance; check.

Resist! bility, ( re-zist-e-biTe-te ) n. Quality of

resisting: power of resistance ;—quality of beir^

resistible :—also resistibUness.

Resistible, (ro-zist'e-bl) a. Capable of being

resisted or of resisting.

Resistless, (re-zist'les) a. Incapable of being

resisted ; irresistible.

Resistlessness, (re-zictles-nes) n. The state or

condition of being resistless ; irresistibleness.

Resolute, (rez'6-lut) a. [P. rt&olu.] Havings

decided purpose ; constant in pursuing a pur

pose ; determined ; firm.

Resolutely, (rez'6-lut-le) adv. In a resolute

manner ; with fixed purpose ; firmly ; steadilr ;

boldly.

Resoluteness, (rez'6-lut-nes) n. The state or

quality of being resolute ; unshaken firmness.

Resolution, (rez-o-hVshun) n. (L. rrtotittw,]

Act of separating a compound into ita element*

or parts;—analysis; elucidation of sv doubtful

or obscure question ;—process of decay ; dissolu

tion ;—fixed determination ; settled thought or

purpose; — firmness; steadiness; constancy;—

that which is resolved or determined ; the deci

sion of a court or the vote of an assembly.

Resolvable, (re-zolv'a-bl) a. Capable of being

resolved.

Resolve, (re-zolv") r. t. [L. resolrere.] To separate

the component part* of ;—to reduce to sample or

intelligible notions ; to make clear or certain ;

to free from doubt ;—to form or constitute by

resolution, vote, or determination ;—in matkt-

vta ties, to solve, as a problem ; to find the answw

to or the result of;—in medicine, to disperse or

scatter ;—to relax ;—v. i. To be separated into

its component parts or distinct principles;—to

melt ; to dissolve ;—to form a resolution or pur

pose ;—to determine unanimously or by vote.

Resolve, (re-zolv') n. Act of resolving or matin;

clear; — fixed purpose; determination; resolu

tion ;—also, legal or official act or declaration.

Resolvedness, ( re-zolv'ed-nes ) n. Fixedness of

purpose; firmness.

Resolvent, (re-zolv'ent) n. That which has th»

power of causing solution ;—in medicine, that

which has power to disperse inflammation and

prevent suppuration ; a discutient.

Resonance, (rez'6-nans) n. State of being reson

ant; a resounding; reverberated sound.

Resonant, (rez'd-nant) a. [L. resonajis.] Able to

return sound ; resounding ; echoing back.

Resorbcnt, (re-sorb'ent) a. [L. resorbens. ] Swal

lowing up.

Resorption, (re-sorp'shun) n. The act of drinking

in or swallowing up again.

Resort, (re-zortf) v.i, [F. ressortir.} Togo: to

repair; to betake one's self;—to have recourse

Resort, (tS-zotV) n. Act of going to or n .ng

application;—assembly; — concourse; frequent

meeting;—place frequented; haunt.

Resound, (re-zound') v.t. [L. re and semarr]

To sound again ; to echo ;—to celebrate with tiw

voice or the sound of instruments ; to spread

the fame of ;—r. i. To sound loudly;—to clatter:

to ring ;—to be loudly spoken of;—to echo.

Resource, (re-sors') n. [F. reuouree ] That to

which one resorts or on which one depends fer

simply or support;—pi. Pecuniary means: avail

able means or capabilities of any kind ; contriv

ance. ; device.
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Resourceleu, (re - sore ' les) a. Destitute of re

sources.

Resow, (r«-BoO v. t. To sow again.

Respect, (re-spekt) v. t. [L. rcApieere.] To look

back upon ; to esteem ; to reckon worthy ;—to

hare reference to; to relate to; to affect; to

concern.

Respect, (rfl-spekt') n. Act of respecting or

noticing ; consideration ; attention ; — act of

holding in estimation; regard; honour ;—pro

per deferenca ; — good will ; favour;—relation ;

reference.

Respectability, (ro-spekt-a-bU'e-te) n. The state

of being respectable; quality which coiuiuands

respect.

Respectable, (re-spekt'a-bl ) a. Worthy of

respect; deserving regard ;—moderate in degree,

excellence, Ac; fair; ordinary; decent, Ac.

Respectably, (re-spekt'a-ble) adv. In a respect

able manner ; decently ; fairly.

Respecter, (re-spekt'er) n. One who respects.

Respectful, (re-spekt'fool) a. Marked by rcs[>ect;

deferential ; civil ; dutiful ; reverential.

Respectfully, (ri^spekt'fool-le) adv. In a respect

ful manner ; with due estimation.

Respecting, ( re-spekt'ing ) ppr., but used as a

preposition. Having relation to; regarding;

concerning.

Respective, (re - spekt ' iv ) a. [ F. rrxpectif.]

Noticing with attention ;—looking toward ; hav

ing reference to ; relative ;—relating to parti

cular persons or things ; particular.

Respectively, (re-spekt'iv-le) adv. As relating to

eacn ; particularly ;—relatively ;—partially.

Recpell, (re-Mpct ) i\ t. To spell again.

Resperse, (re-spars') v.t. [L. re and sporperf.]

To sprinkle ; to disperse in small quantities.

Respersion, (re'-spgr'slnm) «. Act of sprinkling.

Respirability, (rfi-spir-a-bil'et-e) «. The quality

of being respirable ; fitness for reKpiiatioiL

Respirable, (re - spir ' a - bl) a. (Jajwible of being

breathed ; fit for respiration.

Respiration, (rea-pir-a'sbun) n. [I* respiratio.]

The act of breathing ;—the act of inhaling air

into the lungs, and exhaling it in return;—in

physic*, the absorption of oxygen into the lungs,

and the emission of carbonic acid in animals :

—in plants, the inhalation of carbonic acid and

the emission of oxygen.

Respirator, (res ' j>e - rat - er) n. An instrument

covering the mouth through which persons of

weak lungs can breathe without injury.

Respiratory, (re-spir'a-tor-e) a. Serving for respi

ration ; pertaining to respiration.

Respire, (re-spir') p. (. [il rapirart.] To take

breath again ; hence, to take rest ;—to breathe ;

—v.t. To breathe in and out; to inspire and

expire.

Respite, (res'pit) n. [F. rtpit.) A postpone

ment or delay;—temporary intermission; inter

val ; — suspension of the execution of a capital

sentence ; reprieve :—prolongation of time for

the payment of a debt, Ac. ;—suspension of toil ;

moment of repose.

Respite, (res'pit) v. t. To give a respite to ; to re

prieve;—to relieve by a pause or interval of rest.

Resplendence, (re-splen'uens) n, State of being

resplendent; vivid brightness; splendour;

brilliancy.

Resplendent, (re-splen'dent) a. [L. resplendent.]

Shining with brilliant lustre ; very bright.

Reeplendently, ( re-splen ' dent-le ) adv. With

great brightness.

j Respond, (rG-spondO v. i. [L. rtspondrrt.] To

I answer ; to reply ;—to correspond ; to suit.

• Respondent, ( re-sj>ond'ent) a. Disposed or

j expected to respond ; answering.

Respondent, (re-spoud'ent) n. One who answers

i in certain suits ur proceedings ; the defendant ;

—one who answers objections or arguments.

! Response, (re-sponV) n. Act of responding ;—nn

! answer or reply ;—the answer of the jwople to

; the priest in the Episcojiulian service ;—a reply

to au objection in formal disputation.

Responsibility, (rG-spons-e-bile-te) n. State of

' being accountable oi answerable ; — that for

vdiich one is responsible.

Responsible, (re-sponse-bl) a. Liable to respond ;

—able to respond ; accountable ; answerable.

Responsibly, (rO-spons'e-ble) adv. In a respon-

i sible manner.

Responsive, (re-spons'iv) a. Able or inclined to

I respond ; — suited to something else; corie-

i spondent.

Rest, (rest)*. fA.-S. rest.] A state of quirt or

repose : a cessation from motion or labour ;—

freedom from every thing which wearies or dis

turbs ; that on which any thing leans for sup-

jiort ;—a place where one may rest ;—a pause ;

an interval during which voice or sound Is

intermitted ;—the mark of such intermission ;

slumber; tranquillity ; peacefulness ; peace.

Rest, (rest) t*. i. To cease from action or motion ;

—to lie ; to repose ;—to stand on ; to be sup

ported by; — to sleep; to slumber; — to sleep

the final sleep ; to die :—to be satisfied with ; to

acquiesce; to depend on for decision, Ac.;—to

be left over ;—to lean ; to trust ; to rely ;—v. t.

To lay at rest ; to quiet ; — to place, as on a

support.

Rest, (rest) 71. [L. re and flare.] That which is

left or which remains after the separation of a

jtart :—those not included in a description ;—In

hanking, the balance of profits after paying

dividends, kept as a reserved fund; overplus;

residue.

Restaurant, (res-to-rangO n. [F.] A house or

room for the sale of refreshments of all ki nds.

Restaurateur, (res-tor a-toor) n. [F.] The keeper

of a restaurant or refreshment-room, Ac.

Restful, (rest'fool) a. Quiet ; being at rot.

Restifonn, (res'te-form) a. [L. restU &nd forma.]

I Formed like a rope ; made up of strands.

Resting-place, (rest'ing-plas) n. A place for rest;

I station for halting or stopping, as on a journey.

' Restitution, (res-te-tuahun) n. [L. restitutio.]

The act of restoring any thing to its rightful

owner, or of giving an equivalent for loss,

damage, or injury ;—indemnification ; compen-

| sation.

Restive, (res'tiv) a. [F. retif.] Inclined tostand

[ still; unwilling to go, or only running back ;

j stubborn ;—uneasy.

Restively, (res'tiv-le) adv. In a restive manner ;

stubbornly; obstinately. (being restive.

Restiveneu, (res'tiv-nos)n. Quality or state of

Restless, (rost'les) a. Never resting ; continually

moving ;—passed in unquietuess ;—discontented

with one's lot, or the like ; unsettled ; sleepless;

anxious; wandering. [ner; unquietly.

Restlessly, (restles-le) adv. In a restless man-

Restlessness, (rest'lea-nes) n. The state of being

restless; uneasiness; agitation of body or mind.

Restoration, (res-to-ra'shun) n, [L. restauratic]

Act of bringing back to a former place, station,

or condition ; — revival ; recovery, as of health
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or spirit* ; — re-establishmerit, as of ]>eace, con

cord, &c. ;—renewal from a fallen or vicious state.

Restorative, (re-stor'at-iv) a. Having jtower to

renew strength, vigour, and the like.

Restorative, (re-stor'at-iv) ?i. A medicine effica

cious in restoring strength and vigour.

Restore, (re-sUV) r. t. [L. rcataurare.] To give

back ; to return ;—to replace ; to put into its

fonnor or right place;—to rebuild ; to repair ;—

to recover from evil; to renew; — to recover

from disease ; to heal ; to cure ;—to bring back

to life ; to resuscitate ;—tore-establish, as friend

ship :—to make restitution of or satisfaction for ;

—to recover from error, as tho text of a book ;

to insert, as the true words;—in the fine arts, to

retouch, revarnish, as au old statue, painting,

dfce. [restores.

Restorer, (re-stoVcr) n. One who or that which

Restrain, (rC-stran') v.t. [F. rc'strtindre.} To

hold from acting or advancing ; to check ; to

hinder ;—to repress ; to su>xlue ; — to limit ; to

confine ; — to hinder from enjoyment ; — to for

bear.

Restraint, (re-stranf) n. Act of restrainuip ;—

abridgment of liberty; restriction; prohibition;

—that which restrains.

Restrict, (re-strikf) r. t. [L. rtntringere.] To

restrain within bounds ; to limit ; to confine.

Restriction, ( re-strik'shun ) m. Act of restrict

ing ; confinement within bounds;—that which

restricts ; a restraint.

Restrictive, (re-strikt'iv) a. Having tho power

to restrict ; expressing limitation ; — imposing

restraint.

Restrictively, (re-strikt'iv-le) adv. In a restric

tive manner.

Result, (rC-zulf) v. i. [L. rmiltare.] To come

out or have an issue ;—to proceed or spring, as a

consequence ;—to issue or terminate in.

Result, (re-zulf) n. The conclusion or end to

winch any course or condition of things lends ;

effect ; consequence ; inference ; issue : event.

Resultant, (re-zult'ant) n. A force which is the

joint effect of two or more forces.

Resultant, (re-zult'ant) a. Resulting or issuing

from a combination. [resumed.

Resumable, (r6-zum'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Resume, (rii-zu'mii) n. [F. from reViimer.] A

summing up ; au abridgment or brief recalcu

lation.

Resume, (r6-zum') r. f. [L. rejtuinere.} To take

Kick; — to outer upon or take up again;—to

begin again what lias been interrupted.

Resumption, (ro-zum'shun) «. Act of resuming,

taking back, or taking again. [asain.

Resurgent, (re-sur'jent)fl. [L. resurtren.) Rising

Resurrection, (rez-ur-rek'shun) n. [F.] A rising

again; — especially, tho rising again from the

dead ;—the future state.

Resurrectionist, (rez-ur-rek'shun-ist) n. One

who disinters and steals bodies from tho grave

for dissection.

Resuscitate, ( re -sus'e-tat ) v, t. \h. remstitare.]

To revive ; to recover from apparent death ;—

to stir up ; to rekindle, as anger;—v.i. To come

to life again.

Resuscitation, ( rS-sus-e-ta'shun ) n. Act of re

viving from apparent death ; state of being

revivified.

Resuscitative, ( re-sus ' e-tat-iv ) a. Reviving ;

raising from apparent death ; reproducing.

Retail, (rental or re-tal') v. t. [F. retailler.] To

out up and dispose of in small parcels ; to sell

at second hand ;—to deal out or tell in small

portions.

Retail, (re-tal') a. Noting sale by small quan

tities or parcels, as opposed to wholesale.

Retail, (re-till') n. The sale of commodities in

small quantities or parcels, or at second hand.

Retailer, (re-tal'er) n. One who sells goods at

retail, or by small quantities or parcels.

Retain, (rft-tSn*) t\ t. [L. re and ttnen.] To con

tinue to hold ; to keep in possession ; to keep ia

pay ; to hire or engage;—to keep back : to with

hold ;—to keep from departure ; to detain ;—

r. t. To continue; to remain. [retained.

Retainable, ( re-tana-bl) a. Capable of being

Retainer, (r6-tan'rr) n. One who retains;—ons

who is kept in service : an attendant ; a depen

dent ;—a fee paid to engage a counsellor.

Retaliate, (re-tal'e-at) v.t [L. retaliorej] To

repay or requite by an act of the same kind m

has l>een received ; especially, to return evil for

evil ;—r. t. To return like for like.

Retaliation, (re-tal-e-ft'shun) «. Act of returning

like for like ; requital, repayment; retribution.

Retaliatory, (re-tal'e-a-tor-e) a. Tending to re

taliation ; returning like for like; requiting;—

also retaliativt.

Retard, (retard') r. (. [F. rttarder.} To hin

der ; to prevent progress ;—todelay; to put off,

obstruct ; defer.

Retardation, ( re-tard-ii'shun ) n. Act of delay

ing ; hinderance;—act of diminishing the velo

city of a moving body or of checking motion.

Retch, (rech) r. i. [A.-S. hrttcan.] To make an

effort to vomit

Retention, (re-ten'shun) n. [L. rctentio.} Act cf

retaiuing or keeping; custody;—]x>wer of retain

ing ; the faculty of the mind by which it retains

ideas.

Retentive, (nVten'tiv) a. Having the disposition

to retain ; griping: — close; reticent ;—baring

the faculty of retaining ; tenacious, as memory.

Retentively, (re-ten'tiv-le) adv. In attentive

manner ; with a firm hold or grasp of memory.

Retentiveness, ( re-ten-tiv'nes ) n. Quality* of

being retentive ; power of retaining.

Reticence, (ret'e-sens) n. State of being reticent

or observing continued silence.

Reticent, ( ret'e-sent ) a. [L. reticent.] Incline>l

to keep silent ; reserved ; taciturn.

Reticular, (ru-tik'u-lar) a. Having the form of &

net or of net-work ; formed with interstices

Reticulated, (re-tik'u-lat-ed ) a. [L. rttic*-

latus,] Resembling net-work ; netted;—bavin:

distinct veins, fibres, or lines crossing like net

work.

Reticulation, (re-tik-u-la'shun) n. State of bein;

reticulated or net-like ; net-work.

Reticule, (ret'e-kul) «. [L. reticulum,} A littlt

baj; of net-work ; a lady's work-bag.

Retiform, ( ret'e-forra ) a. [L. rete and .form*.]

Having tho form of a net in texture.

Retina, (ret'e-na) n. [L. rete.] The aemi-trans-

parent, internal nervous tissue of the eye which

receives the impressions resulting in the aetnw

of vision.

Retinue, (ret'e-nfi) n. \F., from rrtentr.] A

body of retainers ; a train of attendants on a

king or illustrious personage ; a suite.

Retire, (re-tir^ v. t. [F. retirtr.} To draw back

or away ; to keep aloof ;—to retreat from aetioa

or danger ;—to withdraw from a public station .

—to fall back ;—v. t. To pay up and witbdra*

from circulation ;—to cause to retire.
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Retired, (re-tinT) a. Seclnded ; private ; secret

Retiredness, (re-tird'nes) n. A state of retire

ment ; solitude.

Retirement, (rf-tir'ment) n. Act of withdrawing

from company or from public notice or station;

—state of being retired ; — the place to which

any one retiree ; retreat ; seclusion ; privacy.

Retiring, (re-tlr'ing) a. Reserved ; not forward

or obtrusive ;—assigned to one who retires from

office or station, as a pension or allowance.

Retort, (re-tort') v. L [L. relorqaere,] To bend

or curve back ;—to reverberate ; — to return, as

an accusation or incivility ;—r. i. To return ;

to make a smart or severe reply.

Retort, (re -tort') n. The return of a charge

or incivility ; a quick and

witty response ;—a vessel in

which substances are sub

jected to distillation or de

composition by heat—of dif

ferent forms and material*

for different uses. Retort.

Retouch, ( re-tuch' ) v. t. To improve by new

touches.

Retouch, (re-tuch') n. Additional effort to im

prove or elaborate, as an artistic or literary pro

duction ; in painting, handling of the brush to

renew or intensify colour, 4c.

Retrace, (re-trils') v. t. [F. retractr.) To trace

back, as a line;—to renew the outline of;—to

conduct back in the same path.

Retract, (reVtrakt') v. t. [L. retrakere.] To draw

bock :—to take back ; to resume, as a gift ;—to

withdraw, as a statement; to recant ; to abjure;

—v. i. To take back what has been said ; revoke;

unsay.

Retractation, (rS-trak-ta'shun) n. Recalling of a

statement, opinion, or concession ; disavowal.

Retractile, (rtJ-trakt'il) a. Capable of being drawn

hack.

Retraction, (re-trak'shnn ) «i. Act of drawing

back;—recantation; disavowal; — act of with

drawing, as a claim ;—in surgery, a drawing up

or shortening of a part.

Retractive, (re-trakt'iv) a. Able or ready to

retract

Retractor, (rt-trak'tor) n. [L.] A muscle which

draws back or retracts the part on which it acts.

Retread, (re-trod') v. t. To tread again ; to walk

over, as the same spots or scenes.

Retreat, (rfi-tref) ». [F. rttraite.) Act of retir

ing;—place of seclusion or privacy:— place of

safety or security ;—the retiring of an army or

of a ship or fleet from an enemy; retirement;

solitude ; shelter ; refuge.

Retreat, (rS-treY) v.i. To move back; to with

draw; — to take shelter; — to retire from an

enemy or from any advanced position.

Retree, (re-tre*) n. Among stationers, paper

manufactured slightly imperfect.

Retrench, (re-trensh') r. t. [F. retraneher.] To

cut off; to pare away;— to lessen; to abridge; to

curtail;— v. i. To live at less expense.

Retrenchment, (re-trensh'nient) n. Act of lop

ping off, lessening, or abridging ; — diminution

of expenditure; saving; — in ftrrtijtcation, a

work constructed within another to prolong the

defence.

Retribution, ( ret-re-bu'shun ) n. A repayment;

—compensation; reward; —return suitable to

the merit* or deserts of ;—reward and punish

ment as distributed at the general judgment

Retributive, (re-trib'u-tiv) a. Rewarding for good

deeds and punishing for evil ; requiting accord

ing to desert :—also retributovy.

Retrievable, (re-treVa-bl) a. Capable of being

retrieved.

Retrieve, (rS-treV) v. L [F. retrourer.] To gain

back ; to reclaim ; to restore from loss or injury ;

—to remedy the evil consequences of.

Retriever, (rS-trev'er) n. One who retrieves :—

a dog trained to find and bring in birds that

are shot.

Retrocede, (r^tro-sed) v. i. [L. retro and ctdere.]

To go back ; to retreat ; to give place. [ing.

Retrocession, (rG-tro-sesh'un) n. Act of retroced-

Retroflex, (re'tro-fleks) a. [L. retrofit zus.) Sud

denly bent backward.

Retrogradation, (rC-trd-gra-da'shun) n. Act of

moving backward ;—the apparent motion of the

planets contrary to the order of the signs;—a

going backward ; decline in excellence.

Retrograde, (re'tro-grad) a. Tending backward;

—declining from a better to a worse state ;—

apparently moving backward, as a planet.

Retrograde, ( re'tro-grad ) r. i. [L. retro and

gra(h.\ To go or move backward.

Retrogression, ( re-trd-greah'un ) «. [L. retro-

gressus.] The act of going backward ; retrogra

dation. [ward.

Retrogressive, ( re-tro-gres'iv ) o. Going back-

Retrorae, (rfi-trorsO a. [L. retrorsu*.] Turned

backwards ; bent in a backward direction.

Retrospect, (re'tro-spekt) v. i. [L. retro and spec-

tere, spectum.] To look back ; to affect what

is past.

Retrospect, (re'tro-spekt) n. View or contempla

tion of something past; review; survey.

Retrospection, ( re-tro-spek'shun ) n. Act or

faculty of looking back on things past.

Retrospective, (re-tro-spek'tiv) a. Tending to

look back ; looking back ;—having reference to

what is past. (of retrospect.

Retrospectively, (re-tro-spek'tiv-le) adv. By way

Retroversion, (re-trd-vershun) n. A turning or

falling backward.

Retting, (ret'ing) n. The act of preparing flux

for use by soaking, maceration, and kindred

processes ; a rettery.

Return, (rfl-turnO r. i, [F. retourwr.] To go or

come again to the same place or condition ;—

—to appear or begin again after a period ; to

retort; — to answer; — v.t. To bring or send

back ;—to repay ;—to requite ;—to give back iu

reply ; — to report officially ; — to transmit ; to

convey.

Return, (re-turn') «. Act of coming back to the

same place or condition ;—act of returning or

sending back;—a payment; a remittance; an

answer;—a formal account or report;—the profit

on labour, on an investment, and the like ;—

restitution; restoration;—retribution; requital;

relapse :—revolution ; periodical renewal.

Returnable, (re-turn'a-bl) a. Capable of being

returned or restored.

Reunion, (r£-un'yun) n. A second union ; union

; after separation ; — an assembly of familiar

i friends.

Reunite, (rt-u-nif) v. t. To unite again ; to join

after separation or variance ;—v. i. To be united

again ; to join and cohere again.

Reveal, ( re-veT ) v. t. [L. re and velai-e.] To

make known something unknown, undiscovered,

or concealed—used especially of what could not

be discovered without divine instruction; dis

close; divulge; unveil.
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Revealable, (rG-veTa-bl) a. Capable of being re

vealed.

Revealer, (rE-veTcr) n. One who discloses or

makes known : — one or that which brings to

view or discovers.

Eeveille, (rO-vel'ya) n. [F. rH-eil,] The beat of

drum about break of day to rouse soldiers.

Revel, (rev'el) v.i. [D. revelen.] To feast in a

riotous and lawless manner ; to carouse.

Revel, (rov'el) u. A riotous feast ; a carousal.

Revelation, (rev-e-la'shun) n. Act of disclosing

what was unknown; — the communication by

God of divine truth, directly, to prophets,

apostles, and mediately through them to man

kind ;— inspired prophecy, doctrine, type, &c. ;

—the truth of God ; Christ in his person, charac

ter, teaching, works, and death ;—the Old and

New Testaments;—the Apocalypse.

Reveller, (rev'el-er) n. One who revels.

Revelling, (rev'el-ing) n. Feasting with noisy

merriment ; carousal, [noisy festivity.

Revelry, (rev'el-rc) n. Act of engaging iti a revel ;

Revenge, (rO-venj') v. t. [F. revaneher.) To in

flict pain, loss, or other evil in return for wrong,

injury, or injustice; to avenge one's self; to

wreak one's wrong* on the offender in a spite

ful or malignant spirit.

Revenge, (re-venj') n. A spiteful or malicious

infliction of pain, injury, &c. , in return for an

offence, injustice, &c. ; liassion for vengeance.

Revengeful, ( rc-venj'fool ) a. Full of revenge ;

wreaking revenge ; resentful ; spiteful ; mali

cious, [revenge; vindictively.

Revengefully, (re-venj'fool-le) adv. By way of

Revenger, (re-venj'ei) n. One who revenges.

Revenue, (rev'S-nu) n. [F.] That which returns

or comes back from an investment ; income ;

annual profit* from lands, &c. ;—upeciallff, the

annual income of a state derived from taxes,

custom, and excise duties, &c, and appropriated

to the payment of national expenses.

Reverberate, (re-ver'ber-at) v. t. [L. re and

va'berarc.] To return or send back, as Bound;

to echo; — to reflect, as light or heat ; — v. i.

To resound ;—to be repelled, as rays of light ; to

echo.

Reverberation, (re-ver-ber-a'shun) n. Act of

reflecting light and heat, or re-echoing Bound.

Reverberatory, (rC-vertjer-a-tor-e) n. A furnace

or oven in which a crucible or any substance iB

exposed to intense heat without contact with

the fire.

Reverberatory, (rC-verTwr-a-tor-e) c. Producing

reverberation ; returning or driving back.

Revere, (r6-ver/) v.t. [L. revereri.] To regard

with respect and affection ; venerate.

Reverence, (rev'er-ens) n. Veneration; fear

mingled with respect and esteem ; — an act or

token of respect ;—obeisance ; courtesy ;—a per

son entitled to be revered ;—a title applied to

priests or ministers. [enoe.

Reverence, (rev'er-ens) v. /. To regard with rever-

Reverend, (rev'er-end) a. [L. revtreiuhi*.] Worthy

of reverence ; entitled to respect mingled with

fear and affection ;—a title of respect given to

the clergy or ecclesiastics.

Reverent, (rev'er-eut) a. [L. rtverm*.] Express

ing reverence, veneration, or submission ;—dis

posed to revere : submissive ; humble.

Reverential, ( rev-er-en'she-al ) «. Proceeding

from or expressing reverence.

Reverentially, (rov-er-en'she-al-Ie) adv. In a

reverential manner; -solemnly; with awe.

Reverently, (rev'er-ent-le) adc. In a reverent

manner.

Reverie, ( rev'^r-e) iu [F.] A waking dream;

loose musing; unconscious meditation ; state iu

which the mind abandon* itself without actirt

control over the subjects or processes of thought,

to the suggestions of fancy and associations of

memory, &c ;—a romantic vision ; vain dream :

chimera.

Reversal, (re-versa!) n. [From reverse.] A chac;:*

or overthrowing.

Reverse, (re- vers1) v. f. [L. re and vertere.] T-

turnback ;—to turn end for end or upside down;

—to overthrow ; to subvert ;—to turn to tit

other or opposite side ;—to put each in the \>&*n:

of the other ;—in late , to make void : to annul

Reverse, (re-vers-) n. That which appears wbsi.

any thing is reverted or turned back ; — tfest

which is directly opposite or contrary ;—complete

change ; a change from better to worse ; mit&s-

tune ;—the hack side, as of a medal or coin-

Reverse, (re-vers") a. Turned backward ; having

a contrary or opposite direction.

Reversed, (rc-verst') a. Turned side for side or

end for end ;—in law, annulled ; repealed.

Reversible, (rC-verse-bl) a. Capable of beug

reversed.

Reversion, (re-vcr'shun) n, fL. rwrrio.] Tht

returning of an estate to the grantor or his

heirs ; the residue of an estate left to take efi?.;

after the determination of tho particular grant :

—hence, a right to future possession or enjoy

ment; succession ;—in annuities, a payment or

benefit which does not begin till after a term

of years, or after a contingent eveut, as thr

lapse of a life insured.

Reversionary, (re-ver'shun-ar-e) a. Pertainis?

to or involving a reversion.

Revert, (re-vert') v. t. [L. re and verterr.] T>?

turn back or to the coutrary ; to reversa ;—e. l

To return ; to fall back ;—to return to Uie pre-

prietor after the determination of a particular

estate.

Review, (re-vu') r. (. To look back on ;—to re

examine ; to reconsider ;—to consider criticaih .

to revise;—to survey; to inspect;—to make *

formal or official examination of, aa troops, it

Review, (re-vu') n. [F. revue,] A second view-—

revision; re-examination with a view to aoiecd-

ment or improvement ;—a critical examinetk-c

of a new publication with remarks ; criticisa

critique ;—an ins]>ection of troops under arms

—a periodical pamphlet containing analyses <4

new publications, and critical essayB on literary,

scientific, political, or other topics.

Reviewal, (re-vu^al) ». Actof reviewing: critique

Reviewer, (re-vu'er) n. One who reviews; oc^

who critically examines a new publication, aiU

publishes his oj)inion upon its merit*.

Revile, (re-vu") r. (. To assail with opprobnocs

language ; to vilify ; upbraid ; calumniate.

Reviler, (re-vfl'er) n. One who reviles another.

Reviling, ( re-vil'ing ) n. The act of treating

anotber with abusive or reproachful language.

Revilingly, (re-vfl'ing-le) adv. With reproach

ful or contemptuous language.

Revisal, (rC-viz'al) n. Act of re-examining f«.r

correction and improvement ; revision.

Revise, (re-viz') v. t. [L. re and ridert.] To look

at again ; to re-examine ; to look over * ith care

for correction ;—to review, alter, and Hiueud.

Revise, (re-viz') n. A second proof-^heet; a

proof-sheet token after the first correction.
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Revision, (rC-vizh'un) n. Act of reviling : re

examination for correction ;—roviaal ; review.

Revisit, (reVviz'it) v. t. To visit again.

Revival, (re-viv'al) n. Act of roviving ;—re

covery from apparent death ;—return from a

state of Languor or depression ;—renewed in

terest in religion after indifference and decline ;

—renewed cultivation of, as of arts, letters,

Ac. ; — renewed prevalence of, as a jiractice or

law. [ligious revivals.

Revivalist, (re-viv'al-ist) n. An advocate of re-

Revive, (re-viV) r. i. [P. revivre.] To return

to life : to become reanimated ;—to recover from

a state of neglect, oblivion, obscurity, or de

pression ;—v. t. To bring again to life ; to re

animate ;—to recover from a state of neglect or

depression ;—to renew in the mind or memory ;

to awaken, as recollection ;—to rouse ; to quick

en ; — to bring again into action ; — to bring

again into notice.

Revivification, (rfi-viv-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Renewal

of life: restoration of life;-— in chemistry,

reduction of a metallic substance from a state

of combination to its metallic state.

Revivify, (re^vivVfi) v. t. To reanimate : to

recall to life ;—to reinvigorate.

Revocable, (rero-ka-bl) a. Capable of being

recalled or revoked.

Revocably, ( rev 6-ka-ble ) adv. So that it may

be recalled or repealed : not absolutely.

Revocation, (rov-6-ki'shun) »t. [L. rt and roeare.]

Act of calling back ;—repeal ; reversal.

Revocatory, (re-vok'a-tor-e) a. [P. rivoeatoirt.]

Tending to revoke ; revoking ; recalling.

Revoke, (re-vflkO v. t. To annul by recalling; to

reverse ;—repeal ; rescind ; abrogate ;—v. i. In

card-playing, to fail to follow suit; to re

nounce.

Revoke, (re-vok') n. Act of renouncing or ne

glecting to follow soil

Revolt, (re-volf) u. i. [P. Ttvolter.] To turn

away :—to renounce allegiance or subjection ;

to rise in rebellion against the government ;—

to be grossly offended or shocked ;—v. t. To

put to flight ; to overturn ;—to do violence to ;

to shock.

Revolt, (rC-volf) n. Act of revolting ; derelic

tion ; departure from duty; especially, a re

nunciation of allegiance and subjection to one's

prince or government ; sedition ; rebellion ;

mutiny.

Revolution, (rev-ol-u'uhun) n. [L. revolutio.]

Act of turning round on an axis ; rotation ;—

circular motion of a body round a fixed point

or centre, bringing every part of tho surface or

periphery back to its first place or position ;—

space measured by tho motion of a revolving

body in its orbit ; also, time or period in which

it returns to the same point or place ;—course

or time marked by tho regular return of Reasons,

years, Ac. ;—any great or vital change of ideas,

sentiments, Ac. ;—in politic*, a total or radical

change in the government and constitution of

a country.

Revolutionary, (rev-ol-u'shun-ar-e) n. Tending

or pertaining to a revolution in government.

Revolutionize, (rev-ol-u'shun-iz) v.t. To change

completely, as by a revolution.

Revolve, (re-voW) v. i fL. « »nd volvcrt.] To

turn or roll round on an axis ;—to move round

a centre ;—to fall back ;—v. t. To cause to turn,

as upon an axis ; to rotate ;—to turn over and

over ; to reflect repeatedly upon.

Revolver, ( re- volv'er) n. One who or that

which revolves ; tpecifically, a fire-arm with

several loading chambers or barrels so ar

ranged' as to revolve on an axis and be dis

charged in succession by the same lock.

Revulsion, (re-vulshun) n. [L. rtvulmo.] Act

of holding or drawing back ;—act of drawing

humours from a remote part of the body;—state

of feeling aversion to ; marked repugnance or

hostility.

Revulsive, (re-vulsMv)*!. Tending to revuLsion.

i Reward, (re-wawnT) v. t. [F. regverdoncr.] To

I requite ; to give in return, whether good or

I evil;—to repay; to recompense.

( Reward, (rt-wawrd') it. That which is given in

return for good or evil received; especially,

return for good ;—recompense ;—a bribe ;—a

sum offered for taking a criminal, or for re

covery of property lost ;—requital ; punish

ment.

Rewarder, (rC-wawrd'cr) n. One who re

wards or recompenses.

Rhadamantine, (rad-a-man'tin) a. [L. Rhada-

ma ,<th ,'.-'.] Judicially strict ; severe.

Rhapsodical, (rap-sod'ik-al) a. Pertaining to or

consisting of rhapsody ; unconnected.

Rhapsodist, (rap'sod-ist) it. One whose profes

sion was to recite the verses of Homer and

other poets ;—one who writes or speaks in a

disconnected manner with great excitement or

affectation of feeling.

Rhapsody, (rapso-de) n. \G. raptein and 6dt~.]

A collection of verses ; especially, one of the

books of Homer sung or recited by the rhajiso-

dists ;—a wild, rambling composition or dis

course.

Rhenish, (ren'ish) a. Of or pertaining to tho

river Rhine.

Rhetoric, (ret'6-rik) n. [G. nVdr.] Science of

oratory; art of speaking with propriety, ele

gance, and force ;—the power of persuasion or

attraction; persuasive reasoning; seductive elo

quence ;—in a bad sense, artificial eloquence ;

sophistry ; declamation.

Rhetorical, (re-tor'ik-al) n. Of, pertaining to, or

involving rhetoric ; oratorical.

Rhetorically, (re-tor'ik-al -le) adv. In a rhetorical

manner ; according to the rules of rhetoric.

Rhetorician, ( ret - 6 - rish'e - an ) n. One well

versed in rhetoric; a practised speaker; an ora

tor ;—one who teaches the art of rhetoric ;—a

sophist.

Rheum, (room) n. [G. rein.] An increased ac

tion of the excretory vessels of any organ ;—a

thin serous fluid secreted by the mucous glands,

&c, as in catarrh.

Rheumatic, (roo-mat'ik) a. [G. reumatilos.]

Pertaining to rheumatism or partaking of iti

nature.

Rheumatism, (roc/mat-izm) n. [G. ratmatismog.]

A painful inflammation affecting muscles and

joints of the human body, attended by stiffness

and swellings.

Rheumy, ( room'o ) a.

Full of watery hum

our ; — affected with

rheum or discharging

it

Rhinoceros, (ri-nos'er-

os) n. [G. rin and

kerai.) A pachyder- fa[*

matous mammal allied

to the elephant, Ac., Rhinoceros.
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and having a very strong horn (sometimes two)

upon the node.

Rhinoplastic, (ri-no-plas'tik) a. [G. rin and

plastikos.] Forming a nose.

Rhodium, (ro'de-um) «. [G. roilon.] A metal

of a white colour, hard and brittle.

Rhododendron, (ro-do-den'dron) ?*, [G. rodon

and dendron.] A genus of shrubs , .

having handsome evergreen \ /A

leaves and beautiful rose-coloured \ / j\

or purple flowers. \ / I \

Rhomb, (rom, romb) ». [L. vhom- \ / ! \

bus. ] A parallelogram having '

its four sides equal, but with two Rhomb.

opposite angles acute and two obtuse.

Rhombic, (rombik) u. Having the figure of a

rhomb.

Rhomboid, (rom'boid) n. fG. rovtbos and tidot.]

A parallelogram like a rhomb,

but having only the opjKwite

Bides equal, the length and width

being different.

Rhomboid, (rom'boid) a. Having Rhomboid.

the shape of a rhomboid ;—diamond-shaped :—

rhomboidal.

Rhonchus. (ronTius) n. [G. roacho*.] A rat

tling or wheezing sound, as of disordered respir-

ation.

Rhubarb, (rootwrb) n. [L. rkabarbarum.] A

plant of the genua Rheum, of several slides.

The fleshy and acid stalks of the common

species are used in cookery. The roots of several

species furnish a valuable cathartic.

Rhumb, (rum) n. Any given point of the com

pass ; a line making a given angle with the

meridian.

Rhumb-Une, (nim'lin) n. The course of a vessel

which cuts all the meridians at the same angle.

Rhyme, (rim) n. [A.-S. rim.] Correspondence

of sound in the terminating words or syllables

of verses ;— verses in rhyme with each other ; a

couplet ; a triplet ;—poetry;—a word answering

in sound to another word.

Rhyme, (rim) v. i. To make verses ;—to accord

in Bound ;—v. t. To put into rhyme.

Rhymelesa, (riniles) a. Wanting rhyme ; not

having a proper consonance in the terminal

sounds.

Rhymer, (riiu'er) u. One who makes rhymes ;

a versifier.

Rhythm, (rithro) n. [G. ruthmos,.] A dividing

of time into short portions by a regular succes

sion of motions, sounds, &c, producing an

agreeable effect ;—periodical recurrence of ac

cent ;—the harmonious flow of vocal sounds.

Rhythmical, ( rith'iuik-al) a. Pertaining to

_rhythni.

A bridge over the grandRialto, (rC-al'to) n.

canal at Venice.

Riant, (ri'ant) a.

laughter.

Rib. (rib)n. fA.-S.}

[F.] Laughing; exciting

One of the long bones in

closing the thoracic cavity iu animal bodies ;—

a piece of timber which forms or strengthens

the Bide of a ship;—an arch-formed timber for

supporting the lath and plaster work of a vault;

—nervo or vein of a leaf;—a prominent line or

rising in cloth ; a strip, as of land.

Rib, (rib) v. t. To furnish with ribs ; to inclose

with ribs : to shut in.

Ribald, (rib'ald) «. [It. ribaldo.) A low,

vulgar, brutal, foul-mouthed wretch ; a lewd

fellow.

Ribald, (rib'ald) a. Low; base; filthv: obKene.

Ribaldry, (ribald-re) u. The talk of a ribald ;

low, vulgar language ; obscenity.

Riband, (rib'and) v. t. To adoni with ribbon.

Ribbed, (ribd) a. Furnished or encircled vnti

ribs ;—made with rising lines and ciiannel*.

Ribbon, (rib'on) «. [F. ruban.] A fillet of fin*

cloth ;—a narrow strip or shred ;—a piece ci

silk worn as an ornament by women, or m

badge by members of masonic or other societies,

or as part of the insignia of an order of kn%h"-

hood ; — pi. The reins by which a horbe s

guided.

Ribbon, (rib'on) v. t. To adorn with ribbons;—to

mark with etrijies resembling ribbons.

Riblionism, (rib'on-izm) n. The principles «.■■!

practices of a secret association of the Irish

for the purpose of violence and aaaassiiiatian.

Ribstone-pippin, (rib-ston-pip'in) n. A native

variety of apple of a delicious flavour.

Rice, (ris) n. [A. arot.] A plant culti rated

in all warm climates, and its seed, which tors*

an important article of food.

Rice-paper, (ris'pa-per) «. A thin paper broufi.1

from China, and used for painting upon, and

for the manufacture of fancy articles.

Rich, (rich) a. [A.-S. ric, Go. rtils, IoeL nrr.]

Wealthy ; opulent ; —abounding in material

possessions ;—well supplied ; plentiful ;— afford

ing abundant supplies ; productive or fertUs.

—composed of valuable or costly materials or

ingredients ; splendid ; sumptuous ; — highly

seasoned or flavoured ;—vivid ; bright .—sweet

and harmonious ;—-abounding in humour; ex

citing amusement.

Riches, (rich'es) n. pi. [F. ric/ww.] That which

makes one rich ;—wealth ; affluence ; plenty ,

abundance.

Riohly, (richle) adv. In a rich manner; plente-

ously ; abundantly ; — gayly ;—fully ; amplr

really.

Richness, (rich'nes) n. The state of be:a?

rich ;—opulence ; wealth ; — finery ; eplendoar;

—fecundity ; fruit-fulness ; — fulness ; abund

ance;—extent or perfection of ai y good quality,

gift, ingredient, &c.

Rick, (rik) n. [A.-S. Artrfc.] A heap or pik of

grain or hay in the field or open air, sheltered

with a covering of some kind.

Rickets, (rik'ets) a. pi. [G. rachitis.] A disc**?

which affects children, and characterized by a

bulky head, a crooked spine, depressed nbeT

short stature, together with clear and oiUa

premature mental faculties.

Rickety, (rik'et-e) a. Affected with ricket*;—

feeble in the joints ; imperfect ; weak.

Ricochet, (rik'o-sha) n. [F.] Rebound or skip

ping of a body ijrojected obliquely on a fiai

surface ;—the rebound of a r«all striking tk*

ground in front of the target on to the target

Rid, (rid) v.t. [O. Eng. red, A.-8. hrtddam.]

To free ; to deli ver ; to clear ; to disencumber ;

—to drive away by violence ; to destroy/.

Riddance, (rid'ans) n. The act of ridding ; de

liverance; a clearing up or out ;—freedom .

escape.

Riddle, (ridl) n. [A.-S. hriddel] A sier« with

coarse meshes for sej>arating coarser material*

from finer, as chaff from grain, gravel from

sand, Ac.

Riddle, (ridl) r. t. To separate, as grain from

chaff with a riddle ;—to perforate with, l*LU

like a riddle.
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Riddle, (rid)) n. [A.-S. rtedeU.] Something

that is to be solved by conjecture ; a puzzling

question ; an enigma ;—any thing ambiguous

or puzzling.

Eiddle, (rid'l) r. (. To solve ; to unriddle ;—r. i.

To speak obscurely or enigmatically.

Ride, (rid) v. i. [A. -8. i-W«n.J To be carried on

the back of, as a horse ;—to be borne in a car

riage ;—to ba borne on or in the water ;—to

rest on something; — to practise riding; — to

manage a horse well ;—v. t. To sit on so as to

be carried ;—to manage insolently at will.

Side, ( rid ) n. An excursion on horseback or

in a vehicle ;—a road cut in a wood, pleasure

grounds, or public parka for the diversion of

riding.

Rider, (rid'er) n. One who rides; — one who

breaks a horse;—a mounted robber;—a trooper;

—an addition to a manuscript or other docu

ment, inserted after its completion ; an addi

tional clause.

Riderless, (rid'er-les) a. Having no rider.

Ridge, (rij) n. [A. -8. hrycg.] The back or top

of the back ;—-a protuberance ; a hump ;—any

steep elevation or eminence ;—a range of hills

or mountains ; also, the highest part thereof ;—

the roof of a house rising in an acute angle ;

also, the longitudinal summit of the roof ;—the

strip of ground thrown up by the plough be

tween the furrows.

Ridge, (rij) v. t . To form a ridge of; to make

into a ridge or ridges ;—to wrinkle.

Ridgy, (rij e) a. Having a ridge or ridges; rising

in a ridge.

Ridicule, (rid'e-kul) n. [L. ridiculus.] The ex

pression of laughter mingled with contempt ;—

contemptuous laughter; derision;—wit which

provokes laughter ; raillery ; banter ; mockery.

Ridicule, (rid'e-kul) r. t. To laugh at with ex

pressions of contempt ; deride; banter; mock.

Ridiculous, (re-dik'u-lus) c. Fitted to excite

ridicule; contemptuous and laughable ; ludi

crous ; droll ; absurd ; preposterous.

Ridiculously, (re-dik'u-lus-le)adi'. In a ridiculous

manner ; absurdly ; preposterously.

Ridiculousness, (re-dik'u-lus-nes) n. Quality of

being ridiculous; absurd incongruity.

Riding, (riding) n. The act of one who rides.

[Corrupted fruna trithmg.] One of the three

jurisdictions into which the county of York

is divided.

Riding-habit, (rid'ing-hab-it) n. Dress worn by

ladies on horse-back.

Riding-master, (rid'ing-mas-tor) n. A person

who instructs in the art of riding.

Riding-school, (ridiug-skuol) v. A school or

circus where the art of riding is taught.

Rife, (rif) a, [A.-S. ryf.\ Prevailing; preval

ent ; abounding.

Rifely, (rifle) adv. Prevalently ; frequently.

Rifeness, (rif ues) n. Quality of being rife ; fre

quency ; prevalence.

Riffraff, (rifraf) n. [It. rifferafa.] Sweepings;

refuse ; the lowest order of society.

Rifle, (ri'fl) r. (. [F. rijfrr.) To seize and bear

away by force ;—to strip ; to pillage ; to plun

der ;—to groove ; to channel.

Rifle, (ri'fl) n. [Gcr. ritftkn.] A gun the inside

of whose barrel is formed with spiral grooves

or channels.

Rifle-ball, (ri'fl- bawl) n. The bullet of a rifle.

Rifle-corps. (ri'fl-kOr) n. A regiment of soldiers

specially trained to the use of the musket; body

of sharpshooters ;—hence, any body of soldiers

armed with the rifle;—also, a regiment of volun

teers armed with the rifle.

Rifleman, (ri'fl-nian) n. A man armed with a

rifle.

Rifle-pit, (ri'fl-pit) n. A pit dug for the shelter

and protection of sharpshooters.

Rifler, (ri'fl-er) n. One who rifles ; a robber.

Rift, (rift) n. [From rive.] An opening made

by riving or splitting ; a cleft ; a fissure.

Rift, (rift) r. (. To cleave; to rive ; to split ;—

v. i. To burst open ; to split ; — to belch.

[Scot.]

*»%".( rig) r. t. [A.-S. •origan.'] To dress; to

clothe ;—to furnish with apparatus or gear ; to

fit with tackling.

Rig. (rig) n. Dress ; clothing ; — the peculiar

manner of fitting the masts and rigging to the

hull of a vessel ;—a sportive trick ; a frolic.

Rigger, (rigger) n. One whoso occupation is to

fit the rigging of a ship ;—a cylindrical pulley or

drum in machinery.

Rigging, (rig'ing) n. Dress ; tackle ; especially,

the ropes which support the masts, extend and

contract the sails, ic., of a ship.

Biggish, (riglsh) a. Wanton ; Jewd.

Right, (rit) a. [A.-S. riht.] Straight; most

direct ;—upright ; erect ;—according with truth

and duty ; just ; equitable ; lawful ;—becoming ;

proper; true ; actual ; correct; not mistaken ;—

not left, but its opposite ;—being on the same

side as the right hand;—well placed or adjusted ;

orderly.

Right, (rit) ml.-. In a right manner ; in a

straight line ; directly ;—according to truth and

justice ;—according to fact ;—in a great degree ;

very ; extremely.

Right, (rit) n. That which is right or correct ;

— the perfect standard of truth, justice, purity,

and duty ; uprightness ; integrity ; — purity ;

holiness ; truth ;—adherence to fact ; freedom

from error;—justice ; equity;—propriety; de

corum ;—a just claim ; legal title ;—property ;

interest;—social title or privilege ;—sovereign

claim ; prerogative ;—legal power ;—that which

is on the right side, or opposite to the left ;—

the outward surface.

Right, (rit) v.i. To set upright; to make

straight;—to do justice to; to relieve from

wrong ;—v. i. To recover the proper or natural

condition or position ; to become upright.

Right-angle, (rit ang-gl) n. An angle of ninety

degrees, or an angle measured

by a quadrant.

Right - angled, (rit'ang-gld) a.

Containing a right angle or right

angles.

Righteous, (rit'yus) o. fA.-S.

riUtirU.] Just; upright; honest; Kinht-angle.

incorrupt ;- justified ; accepted of God ;—also,

merited; equitable; just, as punishment.

Righteously, (rit'yus-le) adv. In a righteous

manner ; equitably ; justly.

Righteousness, (rit'yus-nes) n. The quality of

being righteous ; exact rectitude ; purity ; godli

ness ; virtue;—as applied to God, the holiness

and perfection of his nature ; — the way or

means by which a sinner is made right with

God ; justification ;—the cause of it ; Christ ;—

justice between man and man ; equity ; hon

esty ; fair dealing.

Righter, (rit'er) n. One who sets right.

Rightful, (rit'fool) a. Consonant to justice ;—
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having the right or just claim ;—being by right

or lawful authority judge, &c.

Rightfully, (rit'fool-le) adv. According to the

right; according to law or justice.

Rightfulness, (rit'fool-nes) n. State of being

rightful.

Rightly, (ritMe) adv. According to justice;

honestly ; uprightly ;—properly ; fitly ;—accord

ing to truth or fact ; exactly.

Rightness, (rit'ues) n. Straightness ; correct

ness ; exactness; rectitude; righteousness.

Right-round, (rit'ronnd) adv. Completely round.

Rightward, (rit'wawrd) adv. Toward the right

hand or right side ; to the light.

Rigid, (rij'id) a. [L. rigidus.] Stiff; not easily

bent ;—strict in opinion, practice, or discipline ;

—severe; inflexible; rigorous.

Rigidity, (re-jid'o-te) a. Want of pliability;

—stiffness of appearance or maimer ;—strict

ness ; severity.

Rigidly, (rij'id-le) adv. In a rigid manner.

Rigorous, (rig'or-us) a. Manifesting rigour;

severe; stiff; stern; harsh; strict; exact.

Rigorously, (rigor-us-le) adv. In a rigorous

manner; severely; austerely; strictly; exactly.

Rigour, (rig'or) a. [L. rigere.] The state of being

rigid;—a convulsive tremor, as in the cold fit

of a fever ;—severity of climate or season ;—

stiffness of opinion or temper ; — austerity ; —

voluntary submission to abstinence or mortifi

cation ;—exactness without allowance or indulg

ence ; strictness.

Rill, (rii) n. [Ger. rillc] A small brook; a

rivulet; a streamlet

Rill, (til) v. i. To flow in a small stream.

Rim, (rim) n. [A.-S. rima.] The border, edge,

Ot margin of something circular or curving.

Rim, (rim) v. t. To furnish with a rim.

Rime, (rim) n. [A.-S. & Icel. hrim.] White or

hoar frost ; congealed dew or vapour.

Rime, (rim) v. i. To congeal into hoar frost.

Rimy, (rim'e) a. Abounding with rime ; frosty.

Rind, (rind) n. [A.-S. rind, hrind.] The exter

nal covering of flesh ; the skin;—the external

cover of fruit ; peel ; — bark ;—the external

coat of a nut.

Ring, (ring) «. [A.-S. hrirtg.] A circle or circu

lar line ;—a circle of gold worn as an orna

ment ;—a circle of iron or other metal to which

things are attached ;—a circle of persons formed

for a dance or other sports ; also, the area for

wrestling, boxing, etc.; hence, the ring, pugil

ism ; priza-fighting.

Ring, (ring) v. t. To surround with a ring or

aa with a ring; to encircle. [A.-S. hrinyan.]

To cause to sound, as a metallic body ;—to pro

duce by ringing, as a sound or peal ;—to repeat

often; — v. i. To sound, as a bell or other

sonorous body ;—to chime ; to resound ; to tin

kle ; — to be filled

with report or talk.

Ring, (ring) n. A

loud sound or sound

continued, repeated,

or reverberated ;—a *JS!

chime or set of bells

harmonically tuned.

Ring-bolt, (ring'balt)

7i. An iron bolt with

an eye at its head

and a ring through

the oye.

Ringdove, (ring'duv)

 

RingdoTe.

n. A species of pigeon, so called from, white

upon the neck which forms a portion of a ring

about it ; the cushat.

Ringer, (riug'er) n. One who rings chimes on

bells.

Ring-fence, ( ringTens ) n. A fence encircling

a field or estate within one entrance-

Ringing, (ringing) n. Act or art of making

music with bells ; chiming of a set of bells.

Ringleader, (ring'led-cr) n. The leader of a rin?r :

especially, the leader of an association of ma

engaged in violation of law or an illegal enter

prise.

Ringlet, (ringlet) n. [Diminutive of ring.) A

small ring ; a circle ;—a curl ; especially, a carl

of hair.

Ringworm, (ringVurm) n. A vesicular erup

tion of the skin, forming rings, slightly de

coloured.

Rink, (ringk) n. [A.-S. hrineg.] A course ; a ,

race;—in curling, the ring or circle on the ios

to which the stones are played.

Rinse, (rins) v.t. [Icel. hrrinsa.] To cleanse

with a second application of water after wash- :

ing;—to cleanse by the introduction of water.

Riot, (ri'ot) n. [F. riotc] Wanton or nnre- !

strained behaviour :—noisy festivity : excessive

feasting ;—tumult ; uproar ;—any public dis

turbance of the peace.

Riot, (ri'ot) r. i. To revel ; to indulge in excess

of luxury, feasting, or other sensual indulg

ence ; — to be highly excited ; — to raise an

uproar or sedition.

Rioter, (ri'ot-er) 7t. One who engages in a riot

Riotous, (ri'ot-us) a. Involving or engaging in

riot ; — luxurious ; — tumultuous; unruly ; —

seditious.

Riotously, (ri ot-us-le) adv. In a riotous man

ner ; luxuriously ;— turbulently : seditiously.

Riotousness, (ri'ot-us-nes) n. State or qualify of

being riotous.

Rip, (rip) v. t. [A.-S. rypan.] To divide or

separate the parts of by cutting or tearing;—

to take out or away by cutting or tearing;—

hence, to disclose—with up.

Rip, (rip) n. A rent made by ripping ; a tear-

Ripe, (rip) a. [A.-S.] Ready for reaping ; having

attained perfection, as graiu, fruit, it ;—fit

for use ; — characterized by completeness or

finish ; perfected ;—ready for action ; prepared ;

—resembling ripened fruit in ruddiness and

plumpness.

Ripely, (rip'le) ad*. Maturely ; at the fit time-

Ripen, (ripu) v. i. To grow ripe;—to approach

or come to perfection ;—to be prepared ;— e. r.

To mako ripe ;—to mature ;—to bring to per

fection.

Ripeness, (rip'nes) n. The state of being ripe or

brought to perfection : maturity ; completeness.

Ripple, (rip'l) v. i. [Diminutive of rip.] To bs-

come fretted on the surface, as water ; to be

covered with small waves or undulations ;—r.L

To fret or dimple, as the surface of running

water. [Ger. rijfeln.] To separate the seed

from flax.

Ripple, (ripT) n. The fretting or dimpling of

the surface of water ;—a little wave or undu

lation ;—a kind of comb through which flax

plants are passed to remove the seed vessel*.

Rise, (riz) v.i. [A.-S. risan, Go. reitan, Icel.

rUa.] To move from a lower position to a high

er ; to ascend ;—to get up from a chair or after

a fall ;—to get out of bed ;—to spring ; to grow
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up:—to break forth above the horizon ; to be

come apparent ;—to originate ; to proceed from;

—to ewell or mount up ;—to increase in size,

force, value, price, or the like ;—to become ex

cited or hostile ;—to attain to a better social

])Osition ;—to increase in interest or power;—to

come to mind ;—to be suggested ;—to come to

hand ;—to come to life ;— tt> close a session.

Rise, (riz) n. Act of rising ; ascent ;—distance

through which anything rises ;—an acclivity;

a steep ; an elevation : — spring ; origin ;—in

crease, as of price, value, rank, property, fame,

Ac ;—increase of sound;—elevation of the voice.

Riser, (riz'er) n. One who rises.

Risibility, (riz-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

risible.

Risible, (riz'e-bl) a. [L. riribilis.] Having the

faculty of laughing;—capable of exciting laugh

ter ; ludicrous', laughable ; ridiculous.

Rising, (riz'ing) 71. The act of rising from a

sitting or recumbent position; — appearance

above the horizon ;—rebelling against lawful

Authority ;—a tumour on tho body ;—resurrec

tion from the dead ;—closing of a session.

Risk, (risk) n. [F. risque] Danger; peril ;—

tho hazard of loss ;—tho degree of liability to

loss ;—a venture ; a doubtful undertaking.

Riak. (risk) r. t. To expose to danger or possi

ble injury or loss ; to endanger ; to hazard ;—to

venture ;—to try an issue ; to undertake.

Riaorial, (re-zo're-al) a. [L. ri&tts.] Laughing;

producing laughter.

Rite, (rit) n. [L. ritus.) Formal net of re-

lijrion or solemn duty ; a religious ceremony

or usage.

Ritual, (rit'u-al) a. [L. ritvali*.] Pertaining

to rites ; ceremonial ;—prescribing rites.

Ritual, (rit'u-al) n. The manner of jwrforming

divine service in a particular church or com

munion ;—a book containing the rites to be

observed.

Ritualism, (rit'u-al- izm) n. Prescribed forms

of religious worship ;—observance of forms in

religion. [voted to a ritual.

Ritualist, (rit'u-al-ist) n. One skilled in or de-

Rituaiistic, (rit-u-al-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to or

in accordance with tho ritual ; adhering to

rituals.

Rival, (ri'val) n. [L. rivales.] Ono in pursuit

of the same object as another ; competitor.

Rival, (ri'val) a. Having tho same pretensions

or claims ; standing in competition for superi-

< >rity.

Rival, (rfval) v.t. To stand in competition with;

to strive to gain some object in op]x>sition to;

—to strive to equal or excel ; to emulate.

Rivalry, (ri'val-re) n. Act of rivalling;—strife;

endeavour to equal or excel another.

Rive, (riv) v. t. [A. -8. redjan.] To rend asunder

by force ; to split ; to cleave ; — 1; i. To be

unlit asunder.

River, (riv'gr) w. fF. rivin-t.] A stream of

Ttater larger than a brook flowing in a channel

toward the ocean ;—a copious flow ; abundance.

River-rod, (riv'er-god) n. In mythology, the

tutelary divinity of a river ; a naiad.

River-horse, (rivVr-hors) v. The hippopota

mus, an animal inliabiting rivers.

Rivet, (riv'et) n. [F.] A pin of metal clinched

»t one or both ends.

Rivet, (riv'et) v.t. To fasten with rivets;—

to clinch;—to fasten firmly; to make firm or

strong.

Rivulet, (riv'fi-let) u. [L. rivulut.] A small

river or brook ; a streamlet.

Roach, (r&ch) n. [A.-H. rtohha.] A gregarious

fresh-water fish of the

carp family. It is of a

silverwhite colour, with '

a greenish back.

Road, (rod) n. [A.-8. '

rdd.] An open way; a

public track for travel- Hotel).

ling ;—a place where vessels may ride at anchor;

—act or state of travelling;—route; passage;

course.

Roadstead, (rod'sted) n. A place- where ships

may xide at anchor at some distance from the

shore.

Roadster, (rod'st?r) n. A vessel riding at anchor

L11 a road ;—a horse for riding or driving.

Road-way, (rod'wa) n. Course of a public

road ; highway.

Roam, (rom) r. i. fA.-S. riwtian.] To walk nr

move about from place to place;— v.t. To

range or wander over; stroll ; ramble.

Roamer, (rom'er) ji. One who roams; a wan

derer ; a rover.

Roaming, (rom'ing) n. The act of rambling or

wandering from place to place.

Roan, (ron) a. [F. rovan.] Having a lay,

sorrel, or dark colour, with spots of pray or

white—said of a horse;—also, having a shade or

tingo of red.

Roan, (ron) n. Tlie colour of a roan horse ;—

a roan horee;—a kind of leather for bookbind

ing, made from sheep-skin, in imitation of

morocco.

Roan-tree, (ron'trc) n. Native tree of the genius

Pyrvs ; the mountain ash ; wild service tree.

Roar, (ror) v. i. [A.-S. rarian.] To cry with a

full, loud, continued found ; to bellow, as a

beast;—to cry aloud, as in distress ; to bawl ;

to squall, as a child ;—to make a loud, con

fused sound, as winds, waves, vehicles, and

the like.

Roar, (ror) n. Tlie sound of roaring ; cry of tho

lion or other beast ;— cry of distress; — any

lmid noise, as of the wind, sea, cannon, Ac;

outcry ; clamour.

Roarer, (ror'e,r) n. One who or that which

roars ; a riotous fellow ; — a broken-winded

horse.

Roaring, (ror'ing) n. Cry of a lion or other

beast;—Bound of billows, teni]>est, &c ;—011 tcry

of distress ;—a disease of tho bronchial tubus

in horses.

Roast, (rest) v.t. [A.-S. hroxtiaii.] To cook,

dress, or prepare, as meat before the fire;—

to dry and parch by heat ;- to heat to excess ;

—to jeer ; to banter ;—v. i. To be cooked before

a fire ; to bo roasted.

Roast, (rout) n. That which is roasted, as a

piece of beef, mutton, &c.

Roast, (rest) «. Roasted.

Roasting, (rost'ing) n. The act of roasting, os

meat;—the protracted appliance of heat to

dissipate the volatile ports of ores ;—teasing,

bantering, or raillery-

Rob, (rob) v. t. [A.-8. rtdjtaw.] To take away

from by force ; to plunder; to steal from ;—to

defraud ; to withhold what is due.

Robber, (rob'er) 71. One who commits robbery ;

one who take* property feloniously and by

violence.

Robbery, (rob'cr-c) n. The crime of stealing
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by foroe ; act of taking away or defrauding

by violence, injustice, or oppression; plunder;

pillage.

Robe, (rob) n. [F.J An out«r garment for

man or woman, especially, one of a rich, flowing,

or elegant style or make ; a dress of state, office,

and the like.

Kobe, (rob) v. t. To invest with a robe ; to array.

Robin, (rob'in) n. [L. 1-ubenx.] A singing bird

having a reddish breast ; the ruddock ; robin

red-breast.

Robust, (rd-busV) ft. [L. robvMu*.] Evincing

strength ; strong ; muscular :—sound ; vigorous;

—requiring strength and vigour;—rough; rude.

Robustious, (ro-bust'yus) a. Strong ; vigorous ;

—violent ; boisterous in contempt or ridicule.

Robustly, (ro-buat'le) adv. With great strength ;

in a robust manner.

Robustness, (ro-bust'nes) n. The quality of

being robust ; strength ; soundness.

Roc, (rok) n. The monstrous bird well-known

in the mythology of the Arabians.

Rochet, (roch'et) n. [F.] A surplice, but with

tight sleeves, worn by bishops.

Rock, (rok) n. [F. roche.] A large mass of

stony material;—any natural deposit of stony

material, whether consolidated or not ; — a

solid or firm foundation ;—defence ; fortress ;

strength. [Ger. rocl-en.] A distaff used in

spinning.

Rock, (rok) v. t, [Ger. riicken.] To move back

ward and forward, as a body resting on a sup

port beneath ;—to put to sleep by rocking ; to

quiet;—v. i. To be moved backward and for

ward ; to reel ; to totter.

Rocker, (rok'er) n. One who rocks ;—the curv

ing piece of wood on which a cradle or choir

rocks.

Rocket, (rok'et) n, [It. rocclietta.] An artificial

fire-work which, being tied to a stick and fired,

is projected through the air by a force arising

from the combustion.

Rockincss, (rok'e-nes) n. The state of being

rocky.

Rocking1, (rok'ing) n. Act of moving backwards

aud forwards ;—mass of metal forming the bed

of a road.

Rock-oil, (rok'oil) n. Petroleum.

Rock-salt, (rok'sawlt) n. Chloride of sodium or

common salt occurring in rock-like masses.

Rock-work, (rok'wurk) n. Stones fixed in mor

tar in imitation of natural masses of rock.

Rocky, (rok'e) a. Full of rocks;— formed of

rocks ;—resembling a rock ; — unfeeling ; ob

durate.

Rod, (rod) n, [A.-S. r6d.] The shoot or long

twig of any woody plant ; a branch or the stein

of a shrub;—any long slender stick ; a wand ;

an instrument of punishment or correction ;—

discipline; chastisement; — a sceptre; hence,

power; authority ;—a measure of length con

taining sixteen and a half feet ; a perch ;

a pole.

Rodent, (ro'deut) a. [L. rodens.] Gnawing.

Rodent, (ro'dent) ». An animal that gnaws, as a

rat.

Rodomontade, (rodo-mont-iid) n. fit rodomon-

teA Vain boasting ; vaunting; bluster; rant.

Rodomontade, (rod 6-mont-ad) v. i. To boost ; to

brag ; to bluster.

Roe, (ro) n. A species of deer ; roebuck.

Roe, (ro) n. [Ger. rogen.] The eggs of a fish.

Roebuck, (ro'buk) «, [A.-S. rah.} A email

species of deer having erect cylindrical branch

ed horns forked at the summit.

Rogation, (rC-ga'shun) n. [L. rogatio.] Litany-,

supplication. Rogation dat/B, the three day*

before the festival of Ascension, being daja of

special supplication.

Rogue, (rog) n. [F. rogue, Ger. rrt«eA.l A

vagrant; a sturdy beggar; a vagabond ; — a

dishonest person ; a knave ; a cheat ;—a sly fel

low ; a wag ; also, a term of fondness or endear

ment

Roguery, (rdg'er-e) u. Knavish tricks; cheating.

fraud ;—waggery ; arch tricks ; mischievou£n***-

Roguish, (roguish) u. Vagrant ; vagabond ;—

fraudulent; dishonest; knavish;—waggish.

Roguishly, (rog'ish-Ie) adv. Like & rogu*;

knavishly; wantonly;—archly.

Roguishness, (log'ish-nes) n. Quality or state

of being roguish; knavery; niischievousiwas ;

archness.

Roister, (roiB'ter) v.i. [W. rht/siatr.) To

bluster ; to Bwagger :—also roUL

Roisterer, (rois'ter-er) n. A bold, blustering.

turbulent fellow :—also roister.

Roll, (rol) v. f. [F. router and Ger. roJlm.] To

cause to revolve; to move by turning on aa

axis ;—to form into a spherical or cylindrical

body;—to bind or involve by winding;—to

drive or impel forward with a swift and eafj

motion ;—to press or level with a roller :—to

move on or by small wheels ;— to beat with

rapid strokes, as a drum ;—v, i. To more by

turning on a surface ; to revolve upon an axis :

—to keep falling over and over ;—to perform a

periodical revolution ;—to turn; to move circu

larly;—also, to rock or move from side to side;

—to run on wheels;—to be formed into a

cylinder or ball ;—to spread under a rolling-

pin ;—to wallow ; to tumble.

Roll, (rdl) «. Act of rolling or state of brier

rolled ;—that which rolls; a roller ; —a cyba-

drical twist of tobacco ; — cloth wound into

a cylindrical form ;—bread made from doufh

rolled up;—the beating of a drum with rapid

strokes. [F. role, h. rotulus.] An official or

public list; register; catalogue;—in etniupitc,

a book consisting of sheets of parchment, skik,

&c, rolled up ;—a chronicle ; a history.

Roller, (refer) n. That which roll* ; a cylin

der of wood, stone, metal, &c., used in hus

bandry and the arts ;—a long and broad band

age used in surgery.

Rollic, (rol'ik) r. t. [Modification of frolic } T»

move in a careless, swaggering maimer.

Rolling-pin, (rel'ing-pin) n. A cylindrical piece

of wood to roll out paste or dough with.

Rolling-press, (roTing-pres) n. An engine by

which cloth is calendered, waved, and tabled.

Rolly-polly, (roTe-pol'e) n, [Said to be fmra

roll and pool.] A game in which a ball, rol be*

into a certain place, wins ;—a roll of paste or

dough inclosing fruit or preserves.

Romaic, (ro-ma'ik) n. [G. Romailroz.] Tb*

modern Greek language.

Romaic, (ro-ma'ik) a. Of or relating to modern

Greece or its language.

Roman, (ro'man) a. Pertaining to Rome or to

the Roman people:—pertaining to or profesir.;

the Roman Catholic religion ;—upright : enert

—said of the letters ordinarily used, as dis

tinguished from Italic ;—expressed in letters;

as L, IV., i, ir., etc., as distinguished from tfc*

Arabic numerals, 1, 4, Ac
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Roman, (ro'man) ft, A native, citizen, or per

manent i ■ ■- iden I of Rome.

Roman Catholic (ro-man-kath'o-lik) r>. A mem

ber or adherent of the Church of Rome, of

which the Pope is the visible head.

Roman Catholic, (ro-rnan-kath'6-lik) a. Pertain

ing to the Church of Rome; popish.

Romance, (rd-mans') ft. [F. rarnnn.] A nar

rative or fable of knight-errantry iu. the mid

dle ages ; a ballad or chivalrous adventures in

love and war, sung by the Troubadours ;—

hence, work of fiction treating of the olden

times and of great personages and events;

a historical novel ;—a vain dream ; foolish

conceit ;—an invention ; a lie.

Romance, (ro-raans') r. i. To write or tell ro

mances ; to deal in extravagant stories.

Romancer, (ro-mans'cr) n. One who writes ro

mances ;—one who invents fictitious stories.

Romanesque, (ro-man-esk') n. In historical

jxiintina, the portrayal of fabulous or fanci

ful subjects ;—a style of drawing and colouring

natural objects or scenery in imaginary or fan

tastic forma and not from the life ;—any of the

forms of architecture derived from the Roman,

as Byzantine, Lombard, Saxon, Ac.

Romanism, (ro'man-izm) ft. The tenets of the

Church of Rome :—-also written Roman Catholi-

c'usin.

Romanist, (nVman-ist) n. An adherent to the

Roman Catholic religion ; a Roman Catholic.

Romanize, (ro'man-iz) v. t. To convert to the

Roman Catholic religion or opinions ;—v. i. To

conform to Roman Catholic opinions, customs,

or modes of speech.

Romantic, (rG-man'tik) a. Pertaining to ro

mance ; fictitious ; fanciful ;—characterized by

novelty, strangeness, or variety ; extravagant;

wild.

Romantically, (ro-man'tik-al-Ie) adv. In a ro

mantic manner.

Romanticness, (ro-man'tik-nes) n. The state of

being romantic ; wildness ; extravagance ; fanci-

fulness.

Romish, (rum'ish) a. [From Rome.] Belonging

or relating to Rome or to the Roman Church.

Romp, (romp) n. A rude girl who indulges in

boisterous play ;—rude play or frolic.

Romp, (romp) v.i. To play rudely and boister

ously ; to leap and frisk about in play.

Rompish, (romp'Uh) a. Given to rude play ;

inclined to romp.

Rompishneu, (romp'ish-nes) ft. The quality of

being rompish ; rudeness ; boisterousnesH.

Rondeau, (ron'do) n. [F.] A species of lyric

poetry composed to contain a refrain or repe

tition ;—a musical composition, vocal or instru

mental, usually in three parts, in which the first

strain is repeated at the end of the other

strains :—written also rondo.

Ronion, (run'yuu) n. (F. roane.] A mangy or

scabby animal ;—a fat bulky woman.

Rood, (rood) ft. The fourth part of an acre, or

forty square rods ; a measure of length con

taining forty perches or poles.

Rood, (rood) n. [A.-S. r<W, rod, cross.] A repre

sentation of the cross with Christ hanging on

it—in a Roman Catholic church generally of a

life size, and erected at the junction of the nave

with the choir or chanceL

Roof, (roof) ??. [A.-S. hrdf.) The cover or

upper part of any building, house, barn, &c :—

classified according to the material of which it

A (rregarious
 

is formed, as wood, slate, tile, brick, stone, &c,

—in carpentry, the frame-work of timber which

forms the interior of a roof;—that which re

sembles the interior of a roof;—a vault; an

arch j an overhanging canopy ;—the upper part

of the mouth ; the palate.

Roof, (roof) v. (. To cover with a roof ;—to in

close in a 1,. ii. «• ; to shelter.

Roofing, (roofing) ». Act of covering with a

roof; —materials of or for a roof ;—hence, the

roof itself.

Roofless, (roofles) a. Having no roof ;—having

no house or home ; nnabeHerod.

Rooflet, (rooflet) n. A small roof or shelter.

Roof-tree, (roof'trO) ft. The beam in the angle

of a roof;— the roof itself; — hence, house;

home.

Rook, (rook)tt. [Go. hrvljan.]

bird resembling the crow ,

— a cheat ; a trickish ■&>

bier.

Rook, (rook)V. i. To squat

or sit close ;—r.t. To cheat;

to defraud by cheating.

Rookery, (rook'er-e) n. A

place where rooks congre

gate and build their nests; '

—an overcrowded, dilapi

dated cluster of building. Rook.

Rooky, (rook'e) a. Inhabited by rooks; —

dark ; gloomy.

Room, (room) n. [A.-S. Him.] Space set apart

or appropriated to any purpose;— an apartment

in a house ;—possibility of admission ; freedom

to act;—place unobstructed ; — place or stead

left by another ; — pi. Suite of apartments ;

—lodgings.

Roominess, (room'e-nes) ft. State of being roomy;

spaciousness ; space.

Roomy, (room'e) a. Having ample room ;

spacious ; wide.

Roost, (roost) «. [A.-S. ?ir6*t.) The pole on

which birds rest at night ; a perch ;— a collec

tion of fowls roosting together.

Roost, (roost) r. i. To sit, rest, or sleep, as birds

on a pole or tree ; to perch.

Root, (root) n. [Dan. rod, L. radix.] That

part of a plant which is under ground, and

which supports and sends nourishment upwards

to the stem, branches, &c.;-a plant of which

the root is edible, as beetroot, &c;—any thing

which grows like a root ;—the bottom ; founda

tion ;—the original or first cause of any thing ;—

durable impression ; permanent effect ;—that

factor of a quantity which when multiplied

into itself will prodnee that quantity.

Root, (root) v. L To enter the earth, as roots ;

—to be firmly fixed or established;—to sink

deep;—p. t. To plant and fix in the earth ; to

impress deeply in the mind ; to ground and

settle.

Root, (root) v. i. [A.-S. vratan.] To turn up

the earth with the snout, as swine ;—w. f. To

turn up with the snout; to tear up by the

root ; to eradicate.

Rooted, (roofed) a. Fixed; permanent; deep.

Rootedly, (root'ed-le) adv. Deeply; iu or from

the heart.

Rootlet, (rootlet) n. A radicle ; a little root.

Rope, (rup) ft, [A.-S. rdp ] A large, stout line

or cord of several Btrands twisted together ;—

a row or string consisting of a number of things

united.

2K
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Hope, (rop) v. t. To be formed into rope ; to

draw out or extend into a filament or thread.

Hope-dancer, (rop'dans-er) n. One who walks or

dances on a rope extended through the air.

Rope-maker, (rop'niak-er) «. One whose occu

pation is to make ropes or cordage.

Ropery, (rop'er-e) n. A place where ropes are

made ;—also, the tricks or practices of a rogue.

Rope-walk, (rop'wawk) n. A long covered walk

or building where ropes are manufactured.

Hope-yarn, (rop yarn) n. Threads or small lines

of yarn twisted into strands.

Ropiness, (rop'e-nes) n. Quality of being ropy.

Ropy* (r*>p'e) a- (From rope.] Stringy ; ad

hesive ; viscous ; tenacious ; glutinous.

Rorqual, (rorTtwal) n. [Norw. rorqualus.) A

cetaceous mammal resembling the common

whale.

Rosaceous, (roz-a'she-us) a. [L. rosaeeu*.] Com

posed of petals arranged like those of the rose

—pertaining to the rose.

Rosary, (roz'ar-e) n. [L. rosarhna,] A bed of

roses or place where roses grow ;—a series of

prayers and a string of beads by which they are

counted.

Roscid, (ros'aid) a. [L. rotcidv*.] Formed of

dew ; abounding in dew ; dewy.

Rose, (roz) n. [L, ro*a,] A well-known plant

and flower of many species ;—a rosette.

Roseate, (roz'C-at) a. [h. roteu*.] Full of roses ;

rosy ;—of a rose colour ; blooming.

Rose-bug, (rozTrng) n. A species of beetle which

feeds on the blossoms of the rose :—also rose-

cka.ffcr.

Rose-coloured, (nVkul-erd) a. Having the colour

of a rose ;—uncommonly beautiful ; — hence,

exaggerated ; extravagantly praised :—also rose-

hued ; rosed.

Rosemary, (rdrraa-re) n. [L. rott and viarinvji.]

A plant growing in south-eastern Europe, also

in Asia Minor and China, It has a fragrant

smell, and a warm, pungent, bitterish taste.

Rosery, (rdz'er-e) n. A nursery for rose bushes.

Reset, (roz'ot) «, [F. rosette.] A red pigment

used by painters.

Rosette, (ro-zetO n. [F] An imitation of a

rose made of ribbon ;—in archilcctvix, an orna

ment in the form of a rose.

Rose-water, (roVwaw-ter) n. Water tinctured

with rosos by distillation.

Rose-water, (roz'waw-ter) n. Having the odour

of rose-water;—affectedly nico; sentimental.

Rose-window, (rozVin-do) v. A circular win

dow with mullions diverging from the centre.

Rose-wood, (ruYwood) v. The wood of several

different kinds of trees growing in warm cli

mates. It is much used in cabinet-work.

Rosicrucian, (roz-e-kru6Vhc-an) iu [L. ros and

crux. ] One of a sect of herraetical philosophers

about the close of the 17th century. They made

pretensions to a knowledge of the secrets of

nature.

Rosin, (roz'in) n. [F. rerine.] Resin left after

distilling off the volatile oil from turpentine.

Rosin, (roz'in) v. t. To rub with rosin.

Rosiness, (roz'e-nes) ». The quality of being

rosy or resembling the rose in colour ;—red

bloom. [its qualities.

Rosiny, (roz'in-e) a. Like rosin or partaking of

Rostral, (ros'tral) a. [L rontralis.] Resem

bling or pertaining to the beak.

Rostrate, (ros'trat) a. [h. rottrat)'*.} In

botany and conchologv, having a process resem

bling the beak of a bird; beaked;—furnished or

adorned with beaks, as a ship.

Rostrum,'(ros'trum) n, [L.] The beak or bill

of a bird;—the beak of a ship; — in ancient

Rome, an elevated place in the forum for public

speakers;—hence, platform; pulpit; tribune

Rosy, (roz'e) a. Resembling a rose in colour,

form, or qualities ; blooming ; red ; blushing .

charming.

Rot, (rot) v. i. [A.-S. rotian.] To I* decomposed ;

to go to decay ; — 1\ (. To make putrid ; to

bring to corruption.

Rot, (rot) n. The process of rotting ; decay :

putrefaction ; a fatal distemper incident to

sheep ;—a form of decay which attacks timber-

usually called dr>i-Tot;—a disease very injurjoos |

to the potato.

Rotary, (ro'tar-e) a. [I*, rota.] Turning, as a

wheel on its axis ; rotatory.

Rotate, (ro'tat) v. i. [h. rotare.] To revolve or

move round a centre ;—r. t. To cause to re

volve.

Rotation, (ro-tu'shun) n. (L. rotatio.] Act of

rotating or turning, as a wheel or solid t*>dy on

its axis;—return or succession in a aeries:—

vicissitude ;—course or time by which offkLU*

or others relieve each other in turn.

Rotatory, (ro'tfi-tor-e) a. Turning on an axis,

as a wheel ;—goiug in a circle ; following in

succession.

Rote, (rot) n. [F. route.] A frequent repetition

of words, or forms of speech, so as to fix them in

the memory ;—a part, song, or lesson Icaro:

by memory ;—the recitation or delivery of a ,

lesson, jiart, Ac., from memory without atten

tion to the sense, connection, ic. ;—a mechani

cal mode of thinking or speaking.

Rotten, (rot'n) a. ilaving rotted ; putrid ; d*- !

cayed ;—not sound in principle: treacherous ; ,

faithless:—offensive to the smell; Blinking.

Rottenness, (rot'n-nes) n. The state of being

rotten.

Rotten-stone, (rot'n-ston) v. A soft stone used

for polisliing and for cleaning metallic sub

stances.

Rotund, (ro*tund') a. [L. rotunditx. ] Round:

circular ; Bphencal ;—complete ; entire.

Rotunda, (ro-tuu'da) n. [L. rotundus.] Any

building that is round outside and inside.

Rotundity, (ro-tund'e-te) n. State of being

rotund ; roundness ; sphericity ; circularity.

Roue, (roo'a) n. [F.] A debauchee ; a rake".

Rouge, (roozh) 71. [F] A cosmetic used for

giving a red colour to the cheeks or lip*.

Rouge, (roozh) v. i. To paint the face or cheek*

with rouge ;—v. *. To paint or tinge with

rouge.

Rough, (nifjff. TA.-S. hrt6h.] Rugged; stony:—

not wrought or finished; coarse; unpolished, as. a

diamond ;—harsh to the ear ; discordant .—grat

ing; jarring; — violently agitated; boisterous

as the sea ;—stormy ; tempestuous, as wind,

Ac. ;— hairy ; shaggy ; — coarse in manners:

rude ; uncivil ;—harsh in temper ; severe ;—

harsh in treatment ; violent ;—luud-fe&tured ;

not delicate ;—dreadful ; terrible.

Rough, (ruf)u. A rude, coarse fellow ;—state cf

Ijeing coarse, unfinished, and the like.

Rough, (ruf) v. (. To render rough ; to roughen.

Rough-oast, (rufkast) v. t. To form or mould

rudely ;—to plaster with a mixture of lime aztd

gravel.

Rough-cast, (rufkast) n. A rude model;—a mix-
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ture of lime with gravel, used for covering

buildings,

Rough-draft, (rufdraft) n. First drawing ; un

finished sketch;—outline of proceedings;—first

copy of a speech, deed, Ac.

Roughen, (rr.fn) v.t. To make rough;—v.i.

To grow or become rongh .

Rough-hew, (rufhu) v.t. To hew coarsely;—

to give the first form or Rhajw to a thing.

Roughing:, (rufing) n. Act of plastering with a

thin or first coat of plaster.

Roughly, (rufTe) adv. In a rough manner : un

evenly ; harshly ; rudely.

Roughness, (rufne«) n. The quality or state of

being rough; unevenness; harshness; rudeness.

Rough-rider, (rufrid-pr) n. One who breaks

horses. farmed with points.

Kough-shod, (rufshod) a. Shod with shoes

Rough-work, (rnfwurk) v. t. To work coarsely

or without regard to nicety and finish.

Rouleau, (rod-Id') n. [F.J A little roll ; a roll

of coins in paper.

Round, (rouud)*t. fL. rotundas.] Cylindrical ;

globular ; spherical ; circular ;—whole ; total ;

not fractional or divisional, as a sum ;—smooth ;

Mowing;—plain; fair; candid ,—quick : brisk;

—bold; positive; decided;—plump; well de

veloped.

Round, (round) n. A circular body ; a globe; a

sphere;—revolution ;—a series of events end

ing where it began; a cycle; — a course of

action or conduct performed by a number of

persons in turn ;—walk by a guard or officer

to visit the posts, sentries, Ac. ;— the beat of a

policeman, watchman, &c. ;—a circular dance ;

—rotation ; succession ;—the step of a ladder ;—

a short, vocal piece, in which three or four

voices follow each other in a species of fugue in

unison ;—a general discharge of fire-arms by a

body of troops.

Round, (round) adv. On all sides; around;—

by or in a circuit ; back to the starting point.

Round, (round) prep. On every side of ; about.

Round, (round) v. t. To make circular, spherical,

or cylindrical;—to surround; to encircle; to

encompass ;—to make protuberant; to raise into

relief;—to remove the edge or angles of; to

smooth ; to polish ;—to make full, smooth, and

flowing;—v.i. To become round or full iu

form ;—to go round, as a guard.

Roundabout, (rounda-bout) a. Indirect; going

round; loose;—ample; extensive ;—encircling.

Roundel, (round'el) n. fR rondcllt.] A round

form or figure ;—a roundelay.

Roundelay, (round'e-la) n. A poem in which

certain parts are repeated in an equivocal au.ii.se;

—au air in three parts, in which the first strain

is repeated in the others ;—round or country j

dance.

Round-hand, (roundtand) n. A styles of pen

manship in which the letters are made full and '

round.

Roundhead, (roundTied) n. A Puritan—so called

in the time of Charles I. from the practice

among them of cropping the hair close round.

Roundhouse, ( round 'hous) n. A constable's

prison ; guard-room ;—a cabin or apartment in

the after-part of the vessel.

Roundish, (round'ish) a. Somewhat round.

Roundlet, (roundlet) n. A little circle.

Roundly, (roundle) adv. In a round form or

manner;—openly ; boldly; plainly ;—briskly ;

earnestly.

Roundness, (round'nes) n. Circularity ; rotun

dity ; — fulness : plumpness ; — smoothness of

flow ;—plainness ; boldness.

Round-table, (round'ta-bl) «. A huge circular

marble table round which King Arthur and

his knights sat iu social fellowship.

Round-tower, (round tow-er) ?!. A cylindrical

tower with a conical top of great antiquity,

frequctit in Ireland.

Roup, (roup) v. t. fA.-S. hrepan.] To cry or

shout ; hence, expose for sale by auction.

Roup, (roup) n. An outcry ; a sale of goods by

auction. [Scot.]

Rouse, (rouz) v.t [A.-S. rdsmn.] To wake

from sleep or repose ;—to excite to lively thought

or action;—to put into motion; to agitate;—

to startle or surprise;— v. i. To awake from

sleep or repose ;—to be excited to thought or

action. Tfestival ; a drinking frolic.

Rouse, (rouz) ». [IceL r&*8,] A carousal; a

Rout, (rout) n. [F., L. ruptu*.] A fashionable

assembly or large evening party;—a tumultuous

crowd ; a rabble ;—an uproar ; a noise.

Rout, (rout) n. [It. rottu.] Defeat of an army

or band of troops, or the disorder and con

fusion of troops defeated.

Rout, (rout) v.t. To defeat and throw into con

fusion ; to overthrow and scattei in flight;—

v.i. To assemble in tumultuous crowds;—lo

bellow, as cattle. [A.-S. hru*tan.\ To snore.

Route, (root) n. [F.] The course or way which

is travelled or to be passed ; a course ; a march.

Routine, (root-en1) n. [F.J A round of business,

amusements, or pleasure daily or frequently

pursued; — any regular course of action ad

hered to by force of habit, system of performing

official duties without regard to altered circum

stances or conditions.

Rove, (rdv) n. A roll of wool drawn out and

slightly twisted ; a shib.

Rove, (rdv) v.i, [Dan. rover.) To wander; to

(ramble ; to range or pass without certain direc

tion ; — v.t. To wander over. [Perhaps from

reeve. ] To draw through an eye or aperture ; to

card, as wooL

Rover, (rov'er) n. A wanderer;— a fickle or

inconstant parson;—a robber or pirate; a free

booter.

Roving, (rdv'ing) n. Rambling ; wandering ,—

act of passing a cord through an eye.

Row, (r&) n. [A.-S rdic.] A scries of pe»^ons

or tilings iu a continued line . a rank ; a file ;—

an excursion taken in a boat with oars.

Row, (rO) v.t. [A.-S. rCteau.] To impel along

tho surface of water by oars ;—to transport by

rowing ;—v. i To labour with the oar ;—to bw

moved by oars.

Row, (row) 11. A riotous, noisy disturbance.

Rowdy, (row'de) n. One who engages iu rows

or riots; a riotous, turbulent fellow.

Rowel, (row'el) n. [F. rouelle.} The wheel of ;i

spur formed with sharp points; — a little flat

ring or wheel of plate or iron on horses' bits.

Rower, (rd'er) n. One who rows or manages an

oar.

Rowlock, (rd'lok) it. The part of a boat's gun

wale, usually indented and plated, on which

tho oars rest in rowing; — pi. Wooden or

metallic pins between which tho oars work.

Royal, (roy'al) a. [F.l Kingly; regal; pertaining

to the crown;—becoming a kiug or queen; mag

nificent;—noble ; illustrious; august; majestic;

magnanimous.
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Royal, (roy'al) n. A large kind of paiier, usually

20 by 25 inches ;—a small sail above the top

gallant-sail ;—the third shoot of a stag's head.

Royalism, (roy'al-izui) n. Attachment to the

cause of royally or to the system of monarchical

government.

Royalist, (roy'al-ist) n. An adherent to a king,

or one attached to kingly government.

Royally, (roy'al-le) adv. In a kingly manner.

Royalty, (roy'al-te) n. [V. royantd.) State of

being royal; kingship, kingly office ;—the per

son of a sovereign ;—rights of a king ;—royal

prerogative;—pi. Royalties, emblems of kingly

authority ; regalia ; — the bounds of a royal

burgh. [Scot]

Bub, (rub) v, t. [Gcr. reiben.] To move with

pressure or friction ; to clean ; to scour ;—to

spread a substance thinly over the surface of;

to smear;—to rub doinx, to comb or curry, as

a horse ;—to rub off, to remove by friction, as

rust, &c. ;—to nib out, to erase ;—to rub upon,

to touch hard ; to tease by sarcastic remarks,

Ac. ;—to rub ova; to gloss ; to poliflh ;— to rub

up, to burnish ;—o. i. To move along the sur

face with pressure ;—to fret ;—to chafe ;—to

move or pass with difficulty.

Bub, (rub) n. Act of rubbing ; friction;—a diffi

culty or obstruction hard to overcome; a pinch ;

—something grating to the feeling; sarcasm;

joke.

Rubber, (rub'cr) n. One who or that which

rubs ,—a coarse rile ; —a whetstone ;—a contest

in some games of chance, as whist, &c. ;—pi.

Overshoes made of India-rubber ;—a disease in

sheep. [frictiou ; polishing.

Rubbing, (rub'ing) ». The act of scouring by

Rubbish, (rubUh)>i. [From rub.] Waste mat

ter ; any thing worthless; debris; mixed mass;

hence, incongruity; absurdity.

Rubble, (rub'l) n. Water-worn or rough stones,

broken bricks, <tc, used in coarse masonry.

Bubescent, (lbo-bcs'ent)d. [L. rubescaut.] Grow

ing or becoming red ; tending to a red colour.

Rubicund, (roo'be-kund) a. [L. rubleandus.]

Inclining to redness.

Bubicundlty, (roo-be-kund'it-e) a. Stato of be

ing red ; redness . floridness.

Rubify, (rou'be-fi)i>. t. To make red ; to redden.

Bubigo, (roo-bi'gd) n. [L.j A kind of rust on

plants; mildew

Ruble, (roo'bl) n. [Russ. rub}.] The standard

silver coin of Russia, worth Us. 4d. sterling.

Rubric, (ruo'brik) n. [L. rubrica.) That part

of any work which in early manuscripts and

typography was coloured rod ; hence, the title

of a statute—anciently written in red letters;

—the directions and rules for the conduct of the

church service ; an episcopal injunction;—that

which is established or settled, as by authority.

Rubric, (ruo'brik) v. t. To print or adorn with

red.

Rubrical, (roo'brik-al) «. Coloured in red ;

placed in red lines ;—pertaining to the rubric :

—also rubric.

Bub-stone, (rub'ston) n. Ktono for scouring,

polishing, or sharpening ; whetstone.

Ruby, (rootm) n. [L. rubcv.s, red, reddish, from

ruber, rod.] A precious stone or mineral of

various whades of red, of which the most prized

is carmine red ;—redness ; red colour ;—a blain ;

a carbuncle;- a printing type smaller than non

pareil.

(Ruby type.)

BUFF

Having the colour of the

 

Ruby, (roo'be) u.

ruby ; red.

Buck, (ruk) v.t. [A.-S. icriyan.] To draw into

wrinkles or folds; to crease; to cover;—r. i.

To be drawn into wrinkles or folds; — to lie

covered or close.

Buck, (ruk) n. A wrinkle, fold, or plait.

Budd, (rud) iu [A.-S. rvxl, red.) A fresh

water European fish of

the carp family—it has .

red irises.

Budder, (rud'er) n. [A.-S.

rddher.] The instru

ment by which a ship is

steered ; — that which

resembles a rudder in Rudd.

directing or governing the course.

Ruddiness, (rud'e-nes) n, State of being ruddy ;

redness, or rather a lively flesh colour.

Ruddle, (rudl) n. [A.-S. rud.] A species of red

earth ;—red ochre ; a sieve ; a riddle.

Ruddock, (rud'ok) n. [A.-S. ruddoc.} A native

bird ; redbreast or robin.

Buddy, (rude) «. [A.-S. rud.) Of a red colour;

red;—of a lively flesh colour;—bright yellow,

as gold.

Bude, (rood) a. [L. riufia.] Rough; uneven;

nigged ; coarse; uncivil ;—impetuous; violent;

— boisterous ; — ignorant ; untaught; savage,

barbarous;—shapeless; clumsy

Rudely, (rood'le) adv. In a rude manner;

coarsely ; unskilfully ; uncivilly ; violently.

Rudeness, (rood'nes) n. The condition of being;

rude: unevenness, coarseness; unskil fulness; in

civility ; violence , impetuosity ; boisterou&neaa.

Rudiment, (rood'e-ment) it. [L. rndts. } An

element or first principle of any art or science ;

—elementary book , — tho original or beginning

of any thing ; first fonu or shape ;— in boUnw„

the germen, ovary, or seed bud ;—on imperfect

organ.

Rudiment, (rood'e-ment) v. t. To instruct in

first principles or elementary rules . to ground,

Rudimental, (rood-e-mental) u. Pertaining to

rudiments or consisting in flint principles ;

initial ; — imperfectly developed : — also rud*-

mentory.

Rue, (roo) v. t. fA.-S. hretiu-an.] To lament ; to

regret ; to grieve for;—v. t. To feel compassion;

—to repent

Rue, (roo) n, [W. rlunr.] A plant having sv

strong odour and a bitter taste ;—sorrow.

Rueful, (roo'fool) «. Causing one to me or 1*-

iueiit ; woful ; Borrowful ;—lugubrious.

Ruefully, (r66'fool-le) adv. In a rueful man

ner ; mournfully.

Ruefulness, (rOO'iool-nes) n. Sorrow; mouxufai-

ness ;—expression of dejection and unavailing

regret.

Ruff, (mf) n. A muslin or

linen collar plaited, crimp

ed, or fluted;—a native!

fialt allied to the perch ;—■ '

a bird allied to the wood

cock and sandpiper ;—a

species of pigeon ;

cu roU, act of trumping

cards of another suit

Buff, (ruf) r. /. To ruffle ,

— to trump cards of an

other suit, — to applaud

by beating the floor with Raft

the feet
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Ruffian, (rufe-an) n. [F. rv.fflrn.] A boisterous,

bnital fellow ; a fellow ready for any desperate

crime, [oils.

Ruffian, (rufe-an) a.. Brutal; savagely boister-

Ruffianism, (rufe-an-iznj) it. Act or conduct

of a ruffian.

Ruffianly, (rufe-an-Ie) a . Like a ruffian ; bold

in crimes ; violent; licentious.

Ruffle, (rafl) v. t. [Ri'ff.] To make into a ruff;

to draw into plait* or folds ;—to furnish with

ruffles ;—to disturb the surface of ;—to discom

pose ; to agitate ;—v.i. To play loosely ; to

Sutter ;—to grow rough or boisterous.

Ruffle, (rufl) v. A strip of plaited cambric or

other fine cloth attached to a garment ; a frill;

—a state of being ruffled or disturbed.

Baffle, (rufl) n. A low, vibrating beat of a drum

not so loud as a roll.

Ruffling, (ruf'ling) n. Disturbance: commo

tion ;—a particular beat of a regimental drum.

Rufous, (roofus) a. [L. rvfus.] Reddish ;

brownish-red.

Bog, (rug) n. [A. -8. rtltj.] A coarse, nappy,

woollen fabric, used for protecting a carpet ; a

coverlet for a bed, and a travelling wrap, &c. ; i

—a rough, shaggy dog.

Bos;, (rug) v. (. To pull roughly and hastily.

Rugged, (rug'ed) a. (From rvp.] Full of as- 1

perities on the surface ; — rough ; uneven ; I

shaggy ; harsh ; crabbed ;—stormy ;—rough to !

the ear:—surly: violent; rude.

Ruggedly, (rug'ed-le) adv. In a rough or !

rugged manner.

Buggednew, (rug'ed-nes) v. Quality or state of :

being rugged : roughness ;—harshness ;—coarse- J

nesa : rudeness ;—violence ; boisterousncss.

Rugose, (roo'gos) o. [L. ruga.} Wrinkled; full

of wrinkles.

Rugosity, (roo-gos'e-te) n. State of being rugose I

or wrinkled.

Ruin, (roo'in) n. [L. ruina.] That change of

any thing which destroys it, or unfits it for j

use ; — fall ; overthrow ; defeat ; — mischief ; j

bane;—destruction; decay;—perdition: eternal I

misery;—the remains of a demolished or do- ]

cayed city, castle, work of art, &c.

Bain, (rtx/in) r. t. To bring to ruin ; to de- j

mulish ;—to subvert; to destroy;—to injure ; to

impoverish ;—to hurt ; to impair, as health ;—

to defeat; to spoil;—to bring to everlasting

misery.

Ruinous, (ro(j'in-iis) «. Fallen to ruin; dilapidat

ed ; demolished ;—destructive ; baneful ; ]>er-

nicious ;—composed of ruins; injurious; mis

chievous.

Ruinously, (roo'in-us-le) adv. In a ruinous

manner ; destructively.

Rulable, (r661'a-bl) a. Accordant or conform

able to rule ; capable of being ruled.

Bale, (rodl)-n. [F. r<gh.] Government; sway;

—supreme command; control;—a prescribed

law or ordinance; precept; injunction;—a canon;

a directory; — regulation; maxim; habitual

practice ;—standard ; exemplar ;—an instru

ment by which straight lines are drawn ; ruler ;

—also, an instrument for measuring short

lengths in carpentry ; or for performing various

operations in mensnration.

Bole, (rool) v. t. To exercise authority over ; to

govern; to control; to manage;—to keep in

check; to subdue;—to mark with lint* by a

ruler;—v.i. To have power or command; to

exercise supreme authority ;—to decide; to order

by rule ; to enter a rule;—to stand or maintain

a level, as prices.

Buler, (rool;fr) «. An instrument with straight

edges or sides, either flat or cylindrical, for

drawing lines; a rule;—one who rules; a

governor.

Ruling, (rool'ing) a. Deciding ; determining;—

predominant; reigning; prevailing; prevalent.

Bum, (rum) n. [Said to be a West Indian word. J

A spirit distilled from cane-juice or molasses.

Rumble, (rum'bl) n. A seat for servants behind

a carriage ;—a low, heavy sound ; a rumbling.

Rumble, (rum'bl) v. i. [Ger. rummeln.] To

make a low, heavy, continued sound.

Rumbling, (rum'bling) n. A dull, heavy, con

tinued sound, as distant thunder.

Ruminant, (roo'me-nant) «. [L. ruminant.]

Chewing the cud.

Ruminant, (roo'iue-nant) v. An animal that

chews the cud, as the camel, deer, goat, and

bovine kind.

Ruminate, (roo'min-at) r.i. To chew the cud ;—

to muse; to meditate; to ponder;—v.t. To

chew over again ;—to muse on ; to meditate.

Rumination, (roo-min-a'shun) n. Act of rumin

ating or chewing the cud;—meditation or reflec

tion.

Rummage, (rum'aj) n. [F. remuaye.] A search

ing carefully by looking into every corner and

by turning things over.

Rummage, (rum'aj) r.r. To search or examine

thoroughly ;—to remove, as goods or luggage,

from one place to another;—v. i. To search a

place narrowly.

Rummer, (rumVr) n. [D. roemer.] A drinking

cup; a large glass ; a punchbowl.

Rumour, (roo'mur) n. [L. rumor.'] Current

report ; flying or popular story ; bruit ;—fame ;

reputation. [late a story.

Rumour,(r66'nmr)r.f. To report; to tell or circu-

Rump. (rump) n. [Ger. rump/.] The end of the

back-bone of an animal with the parts adjacent ;

—the buttocks ;—the fag end or remnant of

any thing.

Rumple, (rum'pl) r. i. [D. rompeTm.] To make

uneven ; to wrinkle ; to crease ;—to crumple.

Rumple, (rum'pl) n. An irregular fold or jdait.

Rumpus, frum pus) n. A disturbance.

Bun, (run) v. i. [A.-S. rrnnnn.] To go with a

lighter or more rapid gait than by walking;—

to hasten ; to hurry ;—to retreat ;—to steal off;

—to contend in a race :—to go from one state

to another; - to proceed ;—to press for pay

ment, as upon a bank;—to flow; to descend,

as a stream ;—to proceed along a surface ; to

spread ;—to move on wheels or runners;—to go

back and forth from place to place, as a train, a

packet, and the like;—to continue in operation;

—to have a course or direction ;—to tend ; to

incline ;—to spread and blend together ;—to

continue without falling due, as a promissory

note or bill ;—v. t. To cause to run, in the

various senses of the word; — to thrust; — to

drive or force ;—to melt ; to fuse ;—to mould ;

to cast ;—to cause to be drawn ; to mark out ;

—to keep going or sailing between places ; to

ply; to pour forth;—to smuggle;—to be exposed

to the risk of; to hazard;—to sew by passing the

needle back and forth in a continuous line.

Bun, (run) n. Act of running ;—motion ; flow ;

—course; process;—will; unconstrained liberty;

—currency ; prevalence ;—a small stream , a

brook;—a pressure on a bank or treasury for
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payment of ita notes ;—a range of ground for

feeding stock ;—the distance sailed by a shtj> ;

voyage ;—the aftmost part of a ship's bottom ;

—the greatest degree of swiftness in marching.

Runaway, (run'a-wi) n. One who flees from

danger or restraint ; a fugitive ;—a deserter.

Runaway, (run'a-wa) <?. Fleeing from danger

or restraint ; — accomplished by or during

flight.

Rundle, (run'dl) u. [Eng. round.] A round ; a

step of a ladder ;—a cylinder with spokes in it,

by which it may be turned.

Rune, (ruon) n. [Icel. & Go. r&im.] One of the

letters or characters of the old Teutonic and

Scandinavian alphabets ; — pi. Teutonic or

Scandinavian verses or rhymes.

Rung, (rung) n. [Ger. runye.] A floor timber

in a ship ;—one of the rounds of a ladder ;—a

round, heavy staff ; a cudgel. [Scot]

Runic, (rdo'nik) a. Of or i>ertaimng to the

Runes, or tho language and letters of the

Teutonic and Scandinavian races.

Runlet, (nin'let)n. [Diminutive of nm.] A little

stream; a brook;—a small barrel:—also randUt.

Runner, (ran'er) n. One who runs ; a racer ; a

messenger ;—a letter-carrier ;—a slender branch

running along the ground, and forming at ita

extremity root* and a young plant.

Running, (run'ing) n. The act of going, moving,

or passing with speed ;—that which runs or

flows ;—the discharge of an ulcer or other sore.

Running, (run'ing) a. Moving with rapidity;

—flowing ;—kept in training or entered for a

Tace;—Btill going on ; current;—discharging pus.

Rant, (runt) n. [Scot.] Any animal small be

low the natural size ;—stalk, or stem of the

colewort.

Rupee, (rod-pis') ». [Hind. rftpiyak.] A coin

and money of account in the East indies

worth about 2x. sterling.

Rupture, (rup'tur) n. [L. rvpturaj] Act of

breaking or bursting ;—state of being broken or

violently parted ;—breach of j>eaco or concord ;

—hernia. '

Rupture, (rup'tur) v. t. To part by violence ; to

break ; to burst.

Rural, (rodr'aJ) a. [L. ruralis.) Pertaining to

the country ;—pertaining to farming or agri

culture, [in the country ; to rusticate.

Ruralize, (r66r/al-iz) v. i. To go into or dwell

Rurally, (roor'al-le) adv. In a country man

ner or stylo ; as if in the country.

Ruse, (rooz) n. [F. rciim:] Artifice; trick;

stratagem ; wile; fraud; deceit.

Rush, (rush) n. [Go. ran*.) A plant of the genus

Juncus, of many species, growing in wet

ground.

Rush, (rush) v.i. [A.-S. hrucian.] To move or

drive forward with violence and rapidity ;—

to enter with eagerness, or without due deliber

ation or preparation.

Rush, (rush) ». A driving forward with eager

ness and haste ;—an impetuous or violent on

set ;—heavy flow or current of water, wind, &c.

Rushing, (rushing) n. Act of moving forward

with impetuous force ; — rapid and violent

course;—tumultuous movement.

Rusk, (i-usk) v. [Ger. ru&kcA.] A kind of light

cake or biscuit; a hard, brittle kind of broad

for stores. [tho Russians.

fiuss, (rus) n. A Russian ;—tho language of

Russet, (rus'et) a. [L. rumw.) Of a reddish-

brown colour ;—homespun ; rustic ; coarse.

Russet, (rus'et) n . A kind of apple of a russet

colour;—a country dress homespun and dyed

red.

Russety, (nuret-e) a. Of a russet colour ; ms?ei

Russia-leather, (rush'e-a-leTB-er) n. A soft

I leather made in Russia, impregnated with an

| oil obtained from birch bark—used in book

binding.

Russian, (rush'e-an) «. Of or pertaining to

Russia.

Russian, (rush'e-an) n. A native or inhabitant

of Russia.

Rust, (rust) n. [A.-S. rust) An oxide of iron

which forms a rough reddish coat on the sur

face of metal ; any metallic oxide ;—-iny fool

matter concreted externally ; mildew ;—loss of

power ; inactivity ;—a dust-like fungus which

forms on grain.

Rust, (rust) v. i. To be oxidized on the surface:

■—to become dull by inaction ;—to contract

mildew;—v. t. To cause to contract nut; to

corrode ;—to impair by inactivity.

Rustic, (rus'tik) «. [L. rutttcas.] Pertaining

to tho country; rural;—rude; unixilistted ;—

simple; artless.

Rustic, (rus'tik) n. An inhabitant of the coun

try ;—peasant ; husbandman ; swain ; hind.

Rustically, (rus'tik-al-le) adv. In a rustic wan

ner ; rudely.

Rusticate, (rus'te-kat) v.i. To dwell in the

country;—v. t. To compel to reside in the

country; to banish from the town or ooUege

for a time.

Rustication, (rus-te-ka'shun) n. Residence in

the country ;—in universties, punishment of an

undergraduate by banishing him for a tenu

from his hall or college.

Rusticity, (rus-tis'e-te) n. State of being rustic;

rudeness ; coarseness ; simplicity.

Rustily, (rust'e-le) adv. In a rusty state.

Rustiness, (rust'e-nes) n. The state of being

rusty.

Rustle, (rusT) v. i. [A.-S. hristlan.) To make m

quick succession of small sounds like the rub

bing of silk cloth or dry leaves.

Rustle, (rus'l) n. A quick succession of eiuiU

sounds made by rubbing ; a rustling.

Rusty, (rust'e) «. Covered or affected with

rust ; — impaired by inaction or neglect ;—

covered with foul matter ;—hoarse ; grating.

Rut, (rut) n. [F. rut.] The copulation of ani

mals, especially of deer.

Rut, (rut) v. i. To Boek copulation :—v. t. To

cut, as hues or furrows with a spade ;—to cut,

as tracks in roads by wheels.

Rut, (rut)n. [L. rupta (sc. rid)] A track 1

i by a wheel ;—a furrow digged with a spade.

Ruth, (rooth) n. [From rue.] Sorrow for tb«

misery of another ; pity ; tenderness.

Ruthful, (ruoth'fool) a. Full of ruth; pitiful;

full of sorrow ; merciful ; tender.

Ruthfully, (rdoth'fuol-le) adv. In a ruthiul

manner.

Ruthless, (roothles) a. Having no ruth or pity.

Ruthlessly, (rooth'les-le) adv. In a ruthless

manner ; cruelly.

Ruthlesauess, (rwHhles-nes) n. Tho state of

being ruthless ; want of compassion.

Ruttish, (rut'ish) a. Lustful ; libidinous.

Rutty, (rut'e) o. [From rut.) Full of ruts.

Rye, (ti) n. [A.-S. rygt.) A hardy esculent

plant closely allied to wheat ; also, the grain or

fruit of this plant.
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S(es), the nineteenth letter of the English

alphabet, and thirteenth consonant, is

sometimes called a semi-vowel. It has two dia-

tinct articnlatioa* or Founds—a hard, hissing

sound, us in sand, sin, thus ; and a softer

hamming or buzzing sibilant sound, as in muse,

v. i ■-, pronounced like z, muz, hi/. In some

words it is silent, as isle (il).

Sabaoth, (aa-ba'oth) n.pl. [H. trbddth.] Armies;

hosts—used only in the phrase, Lord of Sabaoth.

Sabbatarian, (sab-a-ta're-an) a. [From Sabbath.)

One who regards the seventh day of the week

as holy ;—one who holds extreme views as to

the binding obligation of the Sabbath, or

Judaical or Pharisaic views as to the mode of

its observance;—a strict observer of the Bab-

bath.

Sabbatarian, (sab-a-ta're-an) a. Pertaining to

the Sabbath, or to the tenets of Sabbatarians.

Sabbath, (sab'ath) v. [H. ftfwbbdt/,.} The

seventh day of the week, the observance of

which as a day of rest or worship, was enjoined

upon the Jews in the decalogue ; among Chris

tians, the flrat day of the week, the day on

which Christ arose from the dead:—the Beventh

year, observed among the Israelites as one of

rest and festival ;—intermission of pain, effort,

sorrow, or the like.

Sabbatic, (sah-at'ik) a. Pertaining to the Sab

bath; resembling the Sabbath.

Sabbatism, (sab'at-izm) n. Intermission of la

bour, as upon the Sabbath ; rent ; heavenly

rest.

Sabellian, (wi-bere-an) n. A follower of Sabelli-

us, who maintained that the Son and the Holy

Spirit are only different powers, operations, or

offices of one God, the Father.

Sabian, (sa'be-an) a. Relating to the religion of

Saba in Arabia, or to tho worship of the

heavenly bodies.

Sable, (saTd) n. [D. Babel, Ger. zobcl.] A car

nivorous animal of th<*

weasel family, found

in the northern lati-

tades of Europe gad

Asia ;—the fur of th?

sable; — in heraldry,

the colour black re

presented by lints

crossing each other.

Bable, (sa'bl) a. Of the colour of the sable's fur;

Sabot, (salio) n. [F,, Sp. zapato.) A kind of

wooden shoe.

Sabre, (sa'be.r) n. [F. *abre.] A sword with

a broad and heavy blade curved toward the

point ; a cavalry sword.

Sabre, (sa'ber) v. t. To strike, cut, or kill

with a sabre.

Sabretache, (sa-ber-tash') n. A leathern case sus

pended from the sword-belt, worn by cavalry.

Sac, (sak) ft, A bag or receptacle for a liquid ;

cyst

Saccharine, (sakTia-rin) a. [L. Bacchantm.] Per

taining to sugar ; having the qualities of sugar.

Saccharometer, (sak-ka-rom'et-er) n. [G. talchar

and mctron.] An instrument for ascertaining

the quantity of saccharine matter in any solu

tion.

 

[hteflk.

Sacerdotal, (sas-er-dSt'al) a. [L. sacerdot.] Per

taining to priests or to the order of priests ;

priestly.

Sacerdotalism, (wis-er-dot'al-izm) ft. The sys

tem, spirit, or character of the priesthood.

Sachem, (sA'kem) ft, A chief of a tribe of the

American Indians; a sagamore.

Sachet, (sa-sluY) n, A scent-bag or perfume-

cushion.

Sack, (sak) n. [A.-S. mcc.] A bag ; a largo

pouch ; a large strong and coarse bag for carry

ing wool, cotton, flour, coals, &c; — a meas

ure of three bushels.

Sack, (sak) n. [L. »novm.] A loose garment

for men or women, worn like a cloak about the

shoulders.

Sack, (sak) n. [Sp. *tco, F. w.) Any dry wine;

sherry; canary;—a drink or beverage warmed

and spiced made of sherry, canary, &c.

Sack, (sak) ft, (Arm. facoa, Sp. Bacar, F. sac-

caoer, to pillage.) The pillage or plunder, as of

a town or city : devastation ; ravage.

Sack, (sak) r. L To put in a sack ; to bag ;—to

plunder or pillage, as a town or city ; to ravage.

Sackbut, (sak/but) ft, [F. saqxtcbutc.] A brass

wind instrument of music: a trombone;—in

Scripture, a kind of harp or lyre.

Sackcloth, (sak'kloth) ft. Cloth such as sacks are

made of ; coarse cloth ; — in Scripture, a gar

ment worn in mourning, distress, or mortifica

tion. |hold.

Sackful, (sak'fuol) n. As mucli as a w*ck will

Sacking, (sak'ing) ». [A.-S. mccinp.] Cloth of

which sacks or bags are mado ;—coarse canvas

fastened to a bedstead for supporting the bed ;

—the act of taking by storm and pillaging.

Sacrament, (sak'ra-ment) n. [L. Bacravirntum.]

A solemn oath ; — a sacred doctrine ; a mys

tery;— one of the solemn religious ordinances

enjoined by Christ to be observed by his fol

lowers ; baptism ; the Lord's supper :—an out

ward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual

sr;t' i*.

Sacramental, (sak-ra-ment'al) a. Belonging to

or constituting a sacrament; solemnly binding.

Sacramentally, (sak-ra-raent'al-le) adv. After

the manm-r of a sacrament.

Sacramentarian, (sak-ra-men-tar'e-an) a. Belong

ing to sacraments ; especially, noting a theory

of the efficacy of the administration of sacra

ments, to confer grace and salvation ; holding

the doctrine of baptismal regeneration.

Sacred, (sa'kred) a. [h. Bacer.) Holy; pertain

ing to the worship or service of God ; set apart

from secular uses and consecrated to God ;—pro

ceeding from God; divine;—treating of religion;

religions ; pious;—entitled to reverence; vener

able;—erected in memory of; dedicated to;— hal

lowed;—religiously bindinir; inviolable;—dedi

cated, as a temple to a heathen deity, idol, &c.

Sacredly, (saTcred-le) adv. In a sacred maimer;

religiously :—inviolably ; strictly.

Sacredness, (sa'kred-nes) n. State or quality of

being sacred ;—holiness ; sanctity ; iuviolable-

ness.

Sacrifice, (sak're-fiz) v. f. To make an offering

of; to present by way of expiation or propitia

tion, or as a token of acknowledgment or
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thanksgiving to some divinity ;—to destroy, sur

render, or suffer to be lost for tbe sake of obtain

ing something ; — v. i. To make offerings to

God or to a deity of things consumed on the altar.

Sacrifice, (sak're-fis) n. [L. mcrijiciv.m.] The

offering of any thing to God or to a god ;—any

thing consecrated to a divinity;—destruction or

surrender of any thing made for the sake ofsome

thing else ; the thing devoted or given up,

Sacrifioer, (sak're-flz-er) n. One who sacrifices or

immolates.

Sacrificial, (sak-re-fish'e-al) a. Relating to or

consisting in sacrifice ;—performing sacrifice.

Sacrilege, (sak're-lej) «. [F.] The crime of pro

faning sacred things;—church robbery; aliena

tion of church lands or property to secular or

common purposes.

Sacrilegious, (sak-re-le'je-us) a. Violating sacred

things; involving sacrilege ; profane; impious.

Sacrilegiously, (sak-re-leje-us-le) adv. In a sa

crilegious manner ; with sacrilege.

Sacrilegiousnesa, (sak-re-leje-ua-nes) n. The

quality of being sacrilegious ; disposition to sa

crilege, [janitor of a college.

Sacrist, (sak'rist) n. A sexton; a sacristan;—a

Sacristan, (sak'rist-an) ». [L. ] An officer of the

church who has the care of its utensils or mov

ables ; a sexton.

Sacristy, (sak'ris-te) n. An apartment in a

church where the sacred utensils, vestments, &c,

are kept ; vestry.

Sad, (sad) a. [A.-S. tad.] Sorrowful; affected

with grief ; — melancholy ; — serious ; grave ;—

dejected; downcast; calamitous; distressing;—

sombre ;—naughty ; troublesome.

Sadden, (sad'n) v. (. To make sad ; to make

melancholy or sorrowful;— 1». i. To become sad

or sorrowful ;—to be downcast or dejected.

Saddle, (sad'l) n. [A.-S. sadiil.] A seat to be

placed on a horse's back for the rider to ait on;

something resembling a saddle in form, use;—a

part of the backbone of an animal with the ribs

on each side.

Saddle, (sad'l) v. t. To put a saddle upon ;— to

fix as a charge or burden upon; to encumber.

Saddle-horse, (sad'1-hors) a. Horse for riding,

as distinguished from one for driving.

Saddler, (sad'ler) it. One whose occcupatioii is to

make saddles and other harness for horses.

Saddlery, (sadler-e) n. Materials for making

saddles and harness; the articles for sale in a

saddler's shop ;—the trade of a saddler.

Sadducean, (sad-u-si/an) a. Pertaining to the

Sadducces ; — denying the resurrection and a

future state ; sceptical; infidel; irreligious.

Sadducee, (sad'u-se) n, [From Sdddic, the founder

of the sect.) One of a sect among the Jews who

denied the resurrection, a future state, and the

existence of angels.

Sad-iron, (sadl-urn) n. An instrument for iron

ing clothes; a flat iron.

Sadly, (sad le) adv. Sorrowfully ; mournfully ;

—gravely ; seriously ;—grievously; severely.

Sadness, (sad'nes) a. Sorrowfulness ; mournfill

ness ;- -seriousness ;—melancholy ; gloomy look,

as of the face ; heaviness; dejection.

Safe, (sitf) «• [Norm. F. *avf.] Free from harm,

injury, or risk ; — conferring safety; securing

from harm;—sure; certain;—kept in good care;

preserved.

Safe, (saf) n. A place for safety; a fire-proof

chest or closet for containing money, valuable

papers, or the like ;—a case of wood or metal,

 

with wire-gauze panels, to keep meat, butter,

ic., fresh and cool.

Safe-conduct, ( safkon-dukt) n. That which

gives a safe passage ; a convoy or guard through

an enemy's country ;—a written warrant to jxass

free in a foreign land ; a passport.

Safeguard, (sOfgard) tu That which defends or

protects ;—a convoy or guard ;—a passport.

Safely, (safle)ndi-. In a safe manner;—without

injury;—in close custody;—without risk.

Saieness, (saf'nes) n. Condition of being safe ;

freedom from harm or danger; security; safety.

Safety, (s&f'te) n. Condition or state of being

safe; exemption from hurt, injury, or loss ;—free

dom from danger or hazard ; — security ; close

custody. [son to float in water.

Safety-belt, (safte-helt) n, A belt to enable a per-

Sofety-lamp, ( saf'te-lamp ) n.

rounded withacylinderofwire-

gauze to give light in mines,

without setting fire to inflam

mable gases.

Salety-valve, (saf'te-valv) n. A

valve fitted to the boiler, which

opens and lets out the steam

when the pressure within be

comes too great for safety.

Saffron, (saf' run) n. [A. & Safctr-lamp.

Per. za'/ardn.] A bulbous plant of the genus

CYocu*, having flowers of a deep yellow colour.

Saffron, (saf'run) a. Having the colour of saffron

flowers ; deep yellow.

Sag, (sag) r. i. [A.-S. & Ger. tigan.] To lean,

incline, bend from an upright or horizontal po

sition ;—to shake ; to stagger ;—to give way: to

yield ;—to lurch or tend to leeward, as a ship ;

—v. t. To cause to bend or give way; to load or

burden.

Sagacious, (sa-ga'ahe-us) a. [L. Kipas.] Quick

of scent, as a hound ;—quick of thought ; acute

in penetration and judgment ; discerning and

Judicious.

Sagaciously, (sa-ga'she-us-le) adv. Iu a sagucioui

manner.

Sagacity, (sa-gas'e-te) n. Quickness of scent :

—acuteness; readiness of apprehension ; faculty

of discerning and distinguishing between ideai,

and of detecting motives ;—soundness of judg

ment ; worldly wisdom ; shrewdness.

Sage, (saj) n. [F. sattge.] A plant of several

species employed in cookery as a condiment.

Sage, (saj) a. [F., from L. -iayire.] Having nice

discernment and powers of judging;—wise ; pro-

dent;—grave; sober;—well-devised ; judieiou*.

Sage, (saj) )i. Awiseman; amanofsouiid judg

ment and prudence ; a grave philosopher.

Sagely, (euj'le) adv. Wisely ; prudently.

Sagger, (saVfr) n. A

cylindrical clay pot

iu which earthen

ware is baked in the

kiln :—stggur.

Sagging, (sag'ing) n.

A bending or sink

ing under pressure;

— drifting to lee

ward, as of a ship.

Sagittarius, (saj -it-

are-us) ii. [Ij.] One

of the twelve signs

of the zodiac which Sagittarius,

the sun enters about November 22d—usually

represented on celestial globes by a figure, hall
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man, half bone, in the act of shooting an arrow

from a bow.

Sagitate, (saj'it-at)a. Shaped like an arrow-head.

Sago, (sago) n. {Malay, and Jav. t&gu.) A dry

granulated itaroh, imported from the East

Indies—the prepared pith of several different

palms.

Baffin, (aa-goin/) n. A monkey of 8. America

having a long hairy tail, which is not prehensile.

Said, (sod) a. Before mentioned : already spoken

of or specified ; aforesaid— used chiefly in legal

style.

Sail, (*il)n. [A.-S. »<rgel,\ A sheet of canvas or

other substance spread to the wind to assist the

progress of a vessel in the water ;—a vessel ; a

ship of any kind ;—a journey or excursion upon

the water.

Bail, (sal) t:i. To be impelled or driven for

ward by the action of wind upon sails, as a ship

on water ;—to be conveyed in a vessel ;—to set

sail ; to begin a voyage : — to move smoothly

through the air, as a bird ; — to float in the

air, as a balloon ;—to swim \—v. t. To pass or

move in a ship, by sails ;—to cross, or navigate

the sea :—to fly through ;—to direct the motion

of a vesael.

Sail-cloth, (saTkloth) u. Duck or canvas used in

making sails.

Sailer, (saTer) n. A ship or vessel—with qualify

ing words descriptive of speed or manner of

Sailing, (sal'ing) ». Act of a person or thing

that sails ;—art or method of directing a ship's

way on the ocean ; navigation :—act of setting

sail ;—movement through the air.

Sailing-master, (s&l'ing-mas-ter) n. An officer in

a ship of war who superintends the navigation

of the vesaeL

Sail-loft, (salloft) n. A loft or apartment where

sails are cut out and made.

Sail-maker, (sal'mak-$r) n. One who makes sails

by profession for sale ;—an officer in ships who

rejMirs or niters sails, and has charge of the Bail-

room.

Sailor, (saTer) n. One who follows the business

of navigating ships ; mariner ; seaman ; tar.

Sail-room, (sal'rdoro) n. Cabin on board ship, in

which spare sails and materials are kept.

Saint, (s&nt) ». (F.J A holy or godly person :

—one of the blessed in heaven ;—one canonized

by the Romish church.

Stunt, (s&nt) v. t. To make a saint of; to beatify ;

to canonize ;—v. i. To act with a show of piety.

Sainted, (aant'ed) a. Consecrated; sacred;

holy : pious ;—gone to heaven.

Saintlike, (sant'lik) a. Resembling a saint—

said of persona ;—becoming a saint in acta or

conduct.

Saintly, (sanfle) a. Like a saint ; becoming a

holy person.

Sake, (sak) n. [A.-S. tiic] Final cause; end ;

purpose; reason; account; regard.

Baker, (sak'er) w. A bird of the genus Falco.

Salacious, (sal-a'*he-us)a. [L. taUix.) Lustful ;

lecherous ; hence, exciting ; stimulating.

Salaciously, (sal-ft'she-us-le) adv. Lustfully.

Salad, (salad) n. (F. talade.] Uncooked herbs

dressed with salt, vinegar, oil, or spices, and eaten

aa a relish.

Salad-oil, (salad-oil) n. Olive oil used in dressing

salads or other culinary purposes.

Salam. (sa-lanV) n. [A. taldm.) A salutation or

compliment of ceremony or respect in the East.

oder, (sal-a-man'dgr) n. [L., G. $alaman-

dra.] A genus of ba-

trachian reptiles

having some affini

ties with lizards but

more with frogs—

formerly supposed

able to live in fire ;

—a large iron poker Salamander

 

which, being made red hot, is used for lighting

fires, and for glazing cooked meats.

Salamandrine, (sal-a-man'drin) a. Pertaining to

or resembling a salamander ; enduring fire.

Salary, (sal'a-re)ji. [L. salarium.} Recompense

or consideration stipulated to be paid to a person

for services; pay; hire. [one.

Salary, (*al'a-re)*r. t. To fix or pay a salary to

Sale, (sal)n. [A.-S. sellan.] Act of selling ; the

transfer of property foi money;—opportunity of

selling ; demand ; market ; — public exposition

of goods ; auction.

Saleable, (sara-bl) a. [From *aU.] Capable of

being sold ; finding a ready market ; in good

demand.

Saleably, (salable) adv. In a saleable manner.

Salesman, (salz'man) n. One whose occupation

is to sell goods or merchandise.

Salework, (sal'wurk) ». Work or things made

for sale ; hence, work carelessly done.

Salic, (sal'ik)o. [From the Saiian Franks.] De

signating a law by which, as in France, males

only can inherit the throne : — also written

Salique.

Salient, (saVle-ent) a. [L. talient.] Moving by

leaps;—shooting out or up ; projecting; spring

ing;—prominent; conspicuous.

Salify, (sal'e-fi) r. (. [L. ml and facert.] To

form into a salt, aa a base, by combining it with

an acid.

Saline, (sal-In') a. [L. ittlinv*.] Consisting of

or containing salt ;—partaking of the qualities

of salt.

Saline, (sal-uV) n. A salt spring or a place where

salt water is collected in the earth.

Saliva, (sa-li'va) n. [L.] The alkaline liquid

secreted by certain glands in the mouth; spittle.

Salivant, (sal'e-vant^ n. Medicine which pro

duces or excites salivation

Salivary, (saTe-var-e) a. Pertaining to saliva;

I secreting or conveying saliva.

Salivate, (sal'e-vftt) v. t. [L. talirare.) To pro-

, duce an abnormal secretion of saliva, as by mer-

1 cury ;—to purge by the salival glands.

Salivation, (sal-e-va'shun) n. Act or process of

producing an excessive excretion of saliva;—a

continued unnatural flow of spittle ; ptyalisni.

Ballet, (salTet) n. [F. »alade.] A light 1 '

helmet ; a head-piece.

Sallow, ( sal'6 ) n. [A. -9. nalia.) A tree or

shrub of the genus Salix, allied to the willow.

Sallow, (sal'6) a. Yellowish ;—of a pale, sickly

colour, tinged with a dark yellow.

Sallowness, (sal'6-nes) n. Paleness tinged with

a dark yellow.

Sally, (sale) n. A leaping forth ;—an issuing of

troops to attack besiegers ;—excursion ; digres

sion ;—a flight of fancy, wit, or the like;—act of

levity.

Sally, (sal'e) v. i. [L. xalire.] To leap or rush

out ; to issue suddenly, as troops to attack be

siegers.

Sally-port, (sal'e-port) n. A postern gate or a

passage under ground for troops in a sortie.
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Salmagundi, (sal-ma-gun'de) n. [F. galmifjondis.]

A dish of salted, preserved, or highly spiced in

gredients;—au olio or medley.

Salmon, (sam'uii)M. fL. mlmo.) A fish of ayel-

lowirsh red colour, found in the northern sea*,

und which aseends rivers to spawn.

Salmon-trout, (sara'un-trout) n. A small fish re

sembling the cotnniou salmon :—also called tea-

trout.

Saloon, (sa-Mon) n. [F. <t Sp. salon.] A lofty,

spacious hall:—a state-room; a public reception

room ;—a gallery fur works of urt ; — a public

dining room; — principal cabin in a passenger

vessel;—refreshment room in a theatre.

Saloon-deck, (sa-loon'dek) n. Light, airy deck

nlwve the quarter or poop deck.

Salt, (sawlt) n. [A.-S. tea It.} The chloride of

sodium, used for seasoning food and for the pre

servation of meat, Ac. ;—that winch preserves

from corruption ;—that which gives flavour or

zest ;—taste ; aivour ;—piquancy; wit ;—a salt

cellar;—an old sailor ;—a combination of an acid

with a base.

Salt, (sawlt) a. Furnished, impregnated with, or i

containing salt; prepared with or tasting of salt ; '

-pungent; bitter;—colloquially, dear ; costly.

Salt, (sawlt) v. t. To sprinkle or season with

salt. (jumping ; dancing. I

Saltant, (sal'tant) a. [L. saltans.) Leaping ;

Saltation, (sal-ta'shnn) n. fL. mitotic.) A leap- ;

ing or jumping;—beating or palpitation.

Saltatory, (sal'ta-tor-e) a. Leaping or dancing ;

used in leaping or dancing.

Salt-oellar, (sawlt'sel-ar) n. A small dish for

salt at table. [salt;—drysalter.

Salter, (aawlt'er) n. One who salts; one who sells

Saltigrade,(sal't«-gTud)«. [L. sa Itits and eradi.)

Having feet or legs formed for leaping.

Salting, (sawlt'ing) ■». The act of sprinkling or

impregnating with salt ;—a salt-marsh.

Saltish, (sawlt'ish) a. Tinctured with salt;

somewhat salt:—also salty.

Saltishly, (sawlt'ish-le) adv. Will a moderate

degree of saltnoss.

Saltless, (sawltles) a. Destitute of salt; insipid;

wanting savour or relish.

Salt-mine, (sawlt'min) n. A mine where rock-

salt is obtained.

Saltness, (sawlt'nes) n. Quality of being salt or

impregnated with salt ;—taste of salt.

Salt-pan, (sawlt'nau) n. A pan, basin, or pit

where salt is obtained or made.

Saltpetre, (sawlt-pe'ter) n. [L. ml petro?,) A

salt consisting uf nitric acid and potassa ;—also

nitre.

Salt-radical, (sawlt'rad-e-kal) n. A substance

capable of forming a salt with a metal or body

which may take the place of a metal.

Salts, (sawlts) v.pt. In chemistry, combina

tions of acids with alkaline or salifiable bases ;

— in medicine, saline cathartics, as Epsom,

Rochelle, &c.

Salt-springs, (snwlt'springz) n. pi. Water springs

containing medicinal salts.

Salt-water, (sawlt'wawt-er) 11. Water impreg

nated with salt ; sea-water.

Salt-work. (sawlt'wurk) n. A house or place

where salt is made; a saltern.

Salubrious, (sa-lu'bre-ns) a. [L. salvbris.) Fa

vourable to health ; promoting health ; whole

some ; salntary. [brious manner.

Salubriously, (sal-u'bre-us-Ie) adv. In a salu-

Salubrity, (sal-u'bre-te) n. Quality of being salu

brious ; wholesomeness ; healthfolness ;—mild- ;

ness, as of the air, season, Ac.

Salutarily, (sal'u-tar-il-e) adv. Favourably to I

health ; healthfully; wholesomely.

Salutary, (sal'u-tar-e) a. [L. salntarU.) Vbole-

some : healthful ; promoting health ;—proac

tive of public safety; beneficial: advantageoai

Salutation, (sal-u-ta'shun) n. Act of paying r»

speet by the customary words or actions ; seiu'

greeting; address; welcome; congratulation

Salute, (sal-uf) v.t. [L. salutare.) To sd<irs*

with expressions of kind wishes ; to greet ; 1*

hail ;—to kiss;—to honour, fcby a discharge d

cannon or Bmall arms, by striking coloun, t*

shouts, or the like.

Salute, (sal-fit') iu Act of saluting or erpraat;

kind wishes or respect ; salutation; greeting ;-

a kiss ;—a discharge of cannon or small aim.

lowering the colours or boating the drum*

Solvable, (sal'va-bl) a. [L. salvart.) Capable t

being saved ; admitting of salvation.

Salvage, (sal'vfij) /'. [F.J The compensate

allowed to persona who assist in savm? *

ship or her cargo from peril; — that properr-

saved.

Salvation, (sal-va'shun) ti. Act of saving; pre

servation from destruction, danger, or p*'

calamity; — redemption of man from sin a^J

death;—gift of eternal life; saving grace;—&*

gospel ;—ascription of praise and glory.

Salve, (salv, sav) n. [A.-S. statf.) Anadhes*

composition applied to wounds or sores; platan

—a remedy ; aid.

Salve, (salv, sav) r. t. To heal by applicant

or medicaments ; to apply salve to ;—to run***'

Salver, (sal'ver) n. [8p. salva.) A piece of pfa'-*

standing on a foot or tripod ; a plate or waito

on which any thing is presented.

Salvo, (salvo) n. [L. salvo jure.) An ew?

tion ; i-eservation ;—a general discharge of ir-

arms intended for a salute.

Salvor, (salvor) n. One who saves a ship ■'

cargo at sea.
Samaritan, (sa-mat'e-tan) a. Of orpertaininf •*'■

Samaria;—denoting the alphabet in use am**

the Jews before the Babylonish captivity.

Samaritan, (sa-marVtan) n. Native or inh*l

tant of Samaria ;—the language of Samara.

Sambo, (sam'bo) n. The offspring of a hb^

person and a mulatto: a negro.

Same, (Bam) a. [A.-S] Not different or odw

identical ;—of like kind, sort, or dimensiw*

Bimilar; equal;—just mentioned before; afor^

said.

Same, (sam) ridr. [A.-S. sam.) Together.

Sameness, (sam'ues) n. Htate of being the eaa*-

identity; coiTespoudence; similarity: moaoU*?-

Samiel. (sa'me-el) «. [Turk, sam-vdt.) AM

wind that blows in Arabia ; the simoom.

Samlet, (samlet) v. Young of the salmon **

fore it takes to the sea ; parr :—also salnaw-

Sampan, (sam'pan) n. A Chinese boat from '-

to 15 feet long, usually impelled by a bow »"

and a stern scull.

Samphire, (sam'fir) a. [F. llierbe de S*W

Pierre.) A fleshy herb which grows on n.*k»

near the sea-shore, used in the form of a pica!/

as an article of diet

Sample, (sam'pl) n, [L. cxemphim.) A part pre

sented for in»spectiou or shown as evidence of tl*

quality of the whole; specimen; example.

Sampler, (sam'pler) «. One who distribute* thine

into samples for inspection ;—a pattern wort.
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—a piece of needle-work executed as a specimen

of skill.

Sampling, (sam'pling) n . Act of making up sam

ples of goods for Bale;—act i. tasting or com-

paring samples.

Samahu, (sam'shoo) n. A spirituous liquor dis

tilled from rice by the Chinese.

Sanability, (san-a-bil'e-te) n. The state of being

sanable or curable.

Satiable, (san'a-bl) a. [L. sanabilis.] Capable

of being healed or cured ; remediable; curable.

Sanative, (.-ian'a-tiv) a. [L. sanare.) Having the

power to cure or heal; curative; healing; ama

tory.

Sanatory, (san'a-tor-e) a, [L. sanare.] Con-

tlncive to health ; healing;—sanitary.

San ratification, (sangk-te-fe-ka'sliun) n . Act of

making holy; state of being sanctified;—act uf

setting apart fur a sacred purpose; consecration.

Sanetiner, (sangk'te-fi-er) n. One who sancti

fies or makes holy ; specifically, the Holy Spirit.

Sanctify, (aangk'te-fi) v. t. [h. sunctus and

fa£*rt.\ To make sacred or holy ; to set apart to

a religions use ; to consecrate ;—to purify ; to

raalce free from sin;—to render productive of

holiness or piety.

Sanctimonious, (sangk-te-mo'ne-us) a. Possessing

sanctimony ; — making a show of sanctity ;.hy-

j>ocritically devout or pious.

Sanctimoniously, (sangk-te-ino'ne-us-le) adv. In

a sanctimonious manner.

Sanctimoniousness, ( sangk-te-m&'ne-us-nes ) n.

State of being sanctimonious.

Sanctimony, (sangk'te-mon-e) n. [L. sancti-

monia.) Holiness ; devoutness ; especially, arti

ficial saintliness; hypocritical devoutness.

Sanction, (sangk'shun) n. [L. so. actio.) Solemn

or ceremonious ratification ; approbation and

acceptance ;—confirmation ; countenance; sup-

port.

Sanction, (sangk'shun) i\ (. or i. To give validity

or authority to; confirm; authorize; counte

nance.

Sanctity, (sangk'te-te) n. [L. sanctitr*] State or

quality of being sacred;—state of I>eing pure,

godly, and devout;—state of being solemnly

binding.

Sanctuary, (Ringk'tu-ar-e) n. [L. sanctaarivm.)

A sacred place ; holy ground ;—the most sacred

part of the Jewish tabernacle and temple; holy

of holies;—in Roman Catholic churches, the site

of ttie high altar;—a house consecrated to the

worahip of God ; — a sacred asylum ; place of

protection for fugitives from justice.

flan**, (sand) rt. [A.-S., Ger. sand.) Fine par

ticle* of stone, especially of silicious stone, but

not reduced to powder or dust ;—pi. Tracts of

land consisting of sand.

Sand, («and) c.t. To sprinkle or cover with

aan*L

Sandal, (san'dal) n. [G. sandalon.] A kind of

t hoe consisting of a

colefiuteiied to the foot

witli parallel openings

across tlie instep.

Sandal-wood, (sandal

wood) »■ [A. sandal.)

The wood of a low tree,

having a genera) ro-

nenj blance to the privet HandsJ.

—it ban a yellow colour anu great fragrance.

Sand-ball, (sand'bawl) «. A ball of soap mixed

with sand for use at the toilet.

 

A native longirostral
 

Sand-bank, (sand'bank) n. A bank of sand

thrown up by the sea.

Sand-blind, (sand'blind) a. Having a defective

vision so that motes or specks float before the

eyes like particles of sand.

Sand-coloured, (sand kul-erd) a. Of the colour of

sand; yellowish.

Sand-drift, (sand'drift) n. Sand driven by tho

wind ;—deposit of drifted saniL

Sanded, ( sanded ) a. Covered with sand ;—

marked with small spots; having a sandy colour.

Sand-eel, (sand'el) n. A small eel-like fish. It

buries itself in the moist sand after the retiring

of the tide.

Sanderling, (san'der-ling) n. A small wading

bird allied to the dotterel and sand-piper.

Sandiness, (sand'e-nes)ji. State of being sandy,

or of having a sandy colour.

Sand-paper, (sand'pa-per) n. Paper covered on

one side with a fine gritty substance for smooth

ing and polishing.

Sand-piper, (sand'pip-er) n.

and wading bird of the

snipe family.

Sand-stone, (sand'ston) . *

n. A rock formed of \?Q

sand more or lees firm

ly united.

Sandwich, ( sandwich )

n. Two thin pieces of

bread and butter, with Band-riper,

a thin slice of meat between them—a favourite

dish of the Earl of Sandwich.

Sandy, (saud'e) «. Abounding with sand ; full

of sand; covered with sand;—not firm or stable;

—resembling sand in colour ;—also, sandish.

Sane, (sin) a. [L. sanvs.] Sound; healthy;—

not disordered in intellect ; of sound reason.

Saneness, (sau'nes) n. State of being sane or of

sound mind.

Sanguinary, (wang'gwin-ar-e) a. [L. sanguis.]

Bloody; attended with much bloodshed;—eager

to shed blood ; bloodthirsty.

Sanguine, (sang'gwin)a. [L. sanguineus.] Hav

ing the colour of blood ; red ;—clmracterizcd by

abundance of blood ;—cheerful ; ardent ;—fuU

of hope; lively; confident.

Sangumely, (sang/gwin-le) adv. In a sanguine

manner ; ardently ; confidently ; hopefully.

Sanguineness, (atiiig'gwin-ims) h. ftednesa; florid-

ness, as of the skin;—fulness of blood; plethora;

—confidence;—ardour; eagerness of expectation.

Sanguineous, (sang-gwin'e-us) a. Abounding

with blood; plethoric;—bloody; pertaining to

blood;—constituting blood;—blood-red; crim

son.

Sanhedrim, (sanlie-drirn) n. [II. sanhedrln.]

The great council of the Jews, which consisted

of seventy members, with tho high priest as pre

sident—it had jurisdiction of cases civil and

religious, with power of life and death.

Saniole, (aau'e-kl) n. [L. tanicuui.] A plant of

several species ; black snake-root.

Sanious, (s.V iie-us) a. [L. saniotus.] Thin and

serous with a slight bloody tinge.

Sanitary, (san'e-tar-e) a. [L. Manilas.] Pertain

ing to or designed to secure health ; hygienic.

Sanity, (sau'e-te) tu [L. sanitas.) Condition of

being sane ; soundness or healthiness of body or

mind.

Sans-culotte, (aang-ku-lof)H. [F.] A ragged fel

low—a name of reproach given in the French

revolution to the extreme republican party.
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Sanskrit, (sanskrit) n. [Skr. sanskritc] Tho

ancient language of Hindostan, in which is em

bodied the religion, laws, and philosophy of the

Brahmins.

Bap, (sap) h, [A.-S. sap.] The juice of plants

of any kind ;—the alburnum of a tree ; sapwood.

Sap, (sap) v. t. [F. saptr.] To subvert by digging

or wearing away ; to mine; to undermine;—to

pierce with saps;—i\i. To proceed by under

mining.

Sap, (sap) n. An approach made to a fortified

place by digging under cover of gabions, Ac.

Sapid, (sap'id) a. [L. sn.pidws.] Possessing sav

our; exciting the organs of taste ; palatable.

Sapidnesi, (sap'id-nes) n. Taste; savour; power

of stimulating the palate ; aavourineas : — also

sapidity.

Sapience, (s&'pe-ens) n. Quality of being sapi

ent ; wisdom; sageness; knowledge.

Sapient, (sil'pe-ent) a. [L. sapiens. ] Having

wisdom ; discerning ; sage ; — in an ironical

sense, knowing ; would-be wise.

Sapiently. ( sl'pe-ent-le ) adv. Wisely; sagaci-

tously;— in an ironical sense, knowingly;—stu

pidly.

Sapless, ( saples ) a. Destitute of sap ; not

juicy ;—dry ; old ; withered.

Sapling, (sapling) «. [From*a;>.] A young tree.

Saponaceous, (sap-fl-na'she-ns ) a. [L. sapo.)

Resembling soap ; having the qualities of soap;

soapy.

Saponification, (sa-pon-e-fe-k&'Bhun) n. Act of

converting into soap or state of being converted

into soap.

Saponify, (sa-pon'e-fi) v. t. [L. sapo and faccre.]

To convert into soap.

Sapor, (sa'por) n. [L.] Taste ; relish ; flavour ;

savour.

Saporiflc, (sap'or-if-ik) a. [L. sapor and facere.]

Having the power to excite or please the palate.

8apper, (aap'cr)ii. [F. sapeur.] One who sa]«

or mines ; — officer or private of the Royal

Engineers, called sapper* and miners.

Sapphic, (safik) a. Pertaining to Sappho, a

Grecian poetess;—noting a metre invented by '

Sappho, in which three lines of rive feet each

are followed by an Adonic line of two feet.

Sapphire, (safir) n. [G. mppheirott.] Pure, crys

tallized alumina, a precious stone next in hard

ness to the diamond.

Sapphirine, (safer-in) a. Resembling sapphire;

made of sapphire.

Sappiness, (sap'o-nes) n. State or quality of ■

being sappy or full of sap: succulence; juiciness.

Sappy, (sap'e) a. Abounding with sap; juicy ;

succulent ;—hence, young; weak.

Saraband, (sarVband) 11. |Sp. zarahanda.] A

Spanish dance to an air in triple time ;—the air I

itself.

Saracen, (sar'a-sen) n. [A. sharli.] An adherent |

or propagator of Mohammedanism in countries .

further west than Arabia.

Saracenic, (sar-a-sen'ik) <t. Of or pertaining to

the Saracens ;—noting a kind of arclutecture ; (

Moorish arabesque.

Sarcasm, (sar'kazm) n. [G. sarkazdn.) A satiri

cal remark uttered with some degree of scorn or

contempt; — a keen reproach; taunt; scoffing

gibe. [scornfully severe ; taunting.

Sarcastic, (sar-kas'tik ) a. Bitterly satirical;

Sarcastically, (sar-kaa'tik-al-le) adr. In a sar

castic manner.

Sarcenet, (sars'net) n. [L. taracenicuir,.} A

species of fine, thin, woven silk, used for nt»

bons, linings, &c :—also written tarsfntt.

Sarcocarp, (sarttd-karp) n. fG. scrx ami tar?* }

The fleshy parts between the epirarp and ta

endocarp, as in the plum, peach, Ac.

Sarcology, (sar-kol'o-je) n. (G. sarx and top*.} ,

That part of anatomy which treats of the ti |

parts of the body.

Sarcophagus, (sar-kofa-gus) it. [G. «*rih>o4*?*.

Asj>ecies of limestone used among the Gmb

for making coffins — so called becaust it as

sumed the flesh of bodies depositedin it;—tew

a coffin or tomb of this stone : a stone a£.t

—a monumental chest or vase of stow "

bronxe erected over graves ; —an article of o

mestic furniture in the shape of a sarcophif-

Saroosis, (sar-ko'sis) b. [G.j General*.* s

growth of flesh ;—a fleshy tumour.

Sardine, (sAr'din) n. A Mediterranean fish r-1 '-

herring family—prepared with obvo cd * >

del icacy.

Sardine, (sAr'din) n. A precious stone, pnAaN:

a carnclian:—also sarditts.

Sardinian, (sar-din'e-an) a. Pertaining to &

island, kingdom, or people of Sardinia or IV-

montin Italy.

Sardonic, (sar-don'ik) a. [Q. sardnnion.] Fore*

heartless, or bitter—said of a laugh or «">

concealing bitterness of heart ; muckinr.

Sardonyx, (sar'do-niks) «. [G. jxinlen**.] A

silicious stone or gem ;—a variety of ehalceA:':

Sark, (sark) n, [A. -8. svric] A shirt. (Scot!

Sarking, (sark'ing) v. [Scot] Tliin board* f<

lining, to be used under slates, and for wa.--

puryuaaa.

Sarment, (sar'meiit)n. [~L. sarmtutum.) Ap»

trato filiform stem or runner, as of the *tn*

berry.

Sarsaparilla, (sur-sa-par-il'a) a. fSp. wres ;£■

parrttta.] A plautof the genus Si i.iiftu, wl»?

in medicine for its mucilaginous and detuul t

qualities,

Sartorius, (sar-to're-us) n. [U~] The muscle *fc*

throws one leg across the other, rvachin? frc

abovethehipto below the knee; tailor's hiuk

Sash, (sash) n. [It sessa.] A silken howl:-1

ornamental belt or band, woni by oflicers rt**

the waist or over the shoulders, by clerps*

over their cassocks, and by females round i--

waist.

Sash, (sash) v. {¥. chains.] The framsrf:

window in which the panes of glass are set

Sash, (sash) v. t. To furnish with saaba sr i

frames for glass ;—to drees with a sash.

Saain, (sas'iu) «. A kind of antelope fontJ

India, remarkable for its swiftness and bew''

Saaine, (sa'scn) n. [F. mi-sine.) In la*, art-

conveying or giving possession of feudal (*"

perty ; infeftment ; — also, the instrument

deed of conveyance.

Sassafras, (sas'a-fras) n. [L. sajrifropa.) A ^

of tho laurel family whose bark has an area, i-

smell and taste.

Satan, (sa'Un) n. [H. «i/dn.] Tlie graoJ >^

versarv of man ; the devil. (

Satanic, (su-tan'ik) a. Having the qualiUt?

Hatan: resembling Satan ; devilish: iufom*]

Satanically, (sa-tan'ik-al-le) adv. In a 8»ucj

manner ; dialx>lically.

Satchel, (sach'el)w. [h. sacellus.] Aiitttestf**

bag;—a school-boy's bag.

Sate, (sat) v. t. (L; sattar*.] To satisfy tfwdea*

or appetite of ; glut ; surfeit.
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Satellite, (sat'el-lit) n. [L. natelln.] A small

planet revolving round another : a moon ;—an

obsequious dependent or follower.

Satiable, (s.Vshe-a-bl) a. That may bo satiated.

Satiate, (sVahe-at) r. t. [h. natmfc.} To satisfy

the appetite or desire of; to feed to the full ;

—to gorge; surfeit; glut.

Satiate, (si-ahe'at) a. [L.] Filled to satiety; glut-

ted.

Satiety, (sa-ti'e-te) n. [L. eatieta*.] The state

of being satiated or glutted ; fulness of gratifi

cation even beyond desire ; repletion ; surfeit.

Satin, (satin) n. [It. & L. tela.] A glossy silk

clotli of a thick, close texture and overshot woof.

Satinet, (sat-in-et') 11. [From satin.] A thin

satin;—a certain kind of cloth made of cotton

warp and woollen filling.

Satiny, (sat'iu-e) a. Like or composed of satin.

Satire, (sat'ir) n. [F., L. tatira.) A composition,

generally poetical, holding up vice or folly to

reprobation; an invective poem, essay, or dis

count ; — keenness and severity of remark ;

trenchant wit ; sarcasm ; irony ; ridicule.

Satirical, (sa-tir'ik-al) a. Belonging to, or con-

Teying, satire;—censorious; poignant; sarcastic;

bitter; abusive. [manner.

Satirically, (aa-uYik-al-le) adv. In a satirical

Satirist, (sat'ir-ist) n. One who writes satire.

Satirize. (sat'ir-Iz) v. t. To make the object of

satire ; to censure with keenness or severity.

Satisfaction, (sit-is-fak'shun) n. [L. natin/nctio.]

The act of pleasing to the full ; gratification of

desire ; complete enjoyment ; — state of mind

arising from full gratification of wishes or pos

session of the object of desire; contentment;

—release from a state of sus[>ense, doubt, or

uncertainty; conviction; state of assurance ;—

recompense; indemnification; — hence, atone

ment;—payment; discharge, as of a debt, Ac;

—challenge from a person who thinks himself

insulted or aggrieved by another, that they

whoaid meet in fair fight or duel.

Satisfactorily, ( sat-is-fak ' tor-e-le ) adv. In a

manner to give satisfaction ;— in a manner to

impress belief or conviction ; — agreeably ;—

comfortably.

Satisfactory, (sat-is-fak 'tor-e) a. Giving satis

faction; yielding content ;—making amends or

recompense ;—atoning ;—agreeable ; pleasing to

both, parties.

Satisfy, (sat'is-fi) r. t. [L. mti* and facere.]

To gratify fully the desire of; to make content ;

—to answer or discharge, as a claim, debt, or

the like;— to free from doubt, suspense, or un

certainty ; to give assurance to;—r. i. To give

satisfaction or content;—to feed or supply to

the full ;—to make payment ; to atone.

Satire, (sfi'tiv) n. [L. were.] Sown in gar-

dens. [of a province.

Satrap, (satrap) n. ffl. mtrapes.] The governor

Saturable, (ut'ur-a-bl) a. Admitting of being

saturated.

Saturate, (satur-at) v.t. [L. satitrare.] To

penetrate, impregnate, or soak.

Saturation, ( sat-ur-a'shun ) n. [L. gaturatio.]

Act of saturating ; complete penetration or

impregnation ; — the solution of a body iu a

solvent, until the solvent can absorb or

neutralize no more of it.

Saturday, (sat'ur-da) n. [A.-S. Sdtrrndag.]

The seventh or last day of the week.

Saturn, (sat'urn) n. [h. Satamug.] One of the

oldest and principal deities, the father of j

Jupiter; — one of the planets of the solar

system.

Saturnalia, (sat-ur-nale-a) n. pi. [L.] Among

the Romans, the festival of Saturn , cele

brated as a period of unrestrained license; —

hence, a period or occasion of general excess.

Saturnalian, (sat-ur-na'Ie-an) a. Pertaining to

the Saturnalia;—intemperate; riotously merry.

Saturnian, (sat-ur'ne-an) a. [L. Saturning.]

Pertaining to Saturn and his mild reign;—

primitive ; distinguished for simplicity, purity,

and peaoefulness.

Saturnine, (sat'ur-nln) a. [F. mttmrien.]

Born under the influence of the planet Saturn;

—pldegmatic ; dull ; heavy ; grave.

Satyr, (sat'er, sa'ter) n. (O. »aturo*.] One of a

class of sylvan deities, part man and part goat,

characterized by riot and lascivionsness.

Satyric, (sa-tir'ik) a. Pertaining to satyrs.

Sauce, (saus) n. [F. tauce.) A mixture or com

position to be eaten with food for improving

its relish.

Sauce, (saus) v. t. To accompany with some

thing to give a higher relish; — to give zest,

flavour, or interest to ; — to be impudent or

saucy to.

Sauce-boat, (saus'bdt) n. China or earthenware

dish in which sauce is served at table.

Sauce-pan, (saus'pan) v. A small metallic pot,

more broad than deep, with a long handle,

used for frying and stewing.

Saucer, (saus'er) n. [F. saitciire.] Formerly a

round basin in which sauce was served ;—small,

round, flat, china dish in which a tea or coffee-

cup is set.

Saucily, (saus'e-le) adv. In a saucy manner;

imnudently.

Sauciness, (saus'e-nes) n. Quality of being saucy;

impudence ; impertinence ; petulance ; inso

lence.

Saucy, (saus'e) a. [Eng. sauce.] Bold to ex

cess ;—pert; petulant; insolent to superiors,

especially in language;— expressive of impu

dence, as a look.

Saunter, (san'tcr) 11. A loitering walk; a

stroll ;—a road or place for sauntering.

Saunter, (san'ter) r. i. IF. taiute tare.] To

wander about idly; to lounge; to stroll; ramble.

Saunterer, (san'tcr-er) n. One who saunters

or wanders about idly.

Sauntering, (san'tcr-ing) n. Act or habit of

wandering about ; walking lazily or loitering.

Saurian, (saw're-an) a. [G. gav.ro>.] Pertain

ing to or of the nature of a saurian.

Saurian, (saw're-an) n. An animal of the order

of reptiles which includes all that are covered

with scales and have four legs, as the lizard,

alligator, dzc.

Sausage, (saus'aj) n, [F. *avci*#f.] An article

of food made of meat minced and seasoned, and

inclosed in a cylindrical skin — usually the

intestine of an animal

Sauterne, (so-tern') n. A kind of French wine.

Savage, (sav'aj) a. [F. sauvaye.] Pertaining to

the forest ; — wild ; untamed ; — uncivilized ;

unpolished;—cruel; inhuman; barbaious.

Savage, (sav'aj) 11. A human being in his native

state ;—a man of unfeeling, brutal cruelty ; a

barbarian.

Savagely, (sav'»j-le) adv. In a savage manner;

cruelly ; inhumanly.

Savageness, (sav'ftj-nes) n. State or quality of

being savage.
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Savagery, (sav'aj-re) n. State of being savage ;

barbarism ;—an act of cruelty ; barbarity.

Savanna, (sav-an'na) n. [Sp. savana.] An

extensive open plain or meadow.

Savant, (sa-vang') n. [F.J A man versed in

literature or science.

Save, (sav) v.t. [L. salvare.] To make safe:

to preserve from injury, destruction, or evil of

any kind ;—to keep from being spent or lost;

to lay up ;—to spare ;—to hinder from occur

ring;—to catch; to be in time for;—to preserve

from eternal death ;—to keep in temptation;

to deliver from the power and pollution of

sin ;—to keep up ; to maintain, as appearances ;

—to keep out of account ; to except ;—v. i. To

hinder expense ; to be economical.

Save, (sav) prep. Except ; not including.

Save-all, ( aav'awl ) n. [From save and all.]

Any contrivance intended to prevent waste or

lose.

Saver, (saVer) n. One who Baves, preserves, or

rescues:—one frugal in expenses; an economist

Saving1, (saVing) a. Avoiding unnecessary ex

penses; frugal; economical;— incurring no loss,

though not gainful ; — securing everlasting ;

salvation.

Saving, (saving) prep. With the exception of;

in favour of; excepting.

Saving, (saving) n. Exception ; reservation ;—

escape from expense ;—economy ; frugality ;—

pl., money laid by ; sums saved by industry

and carefulness.

Savingly, (saVing-le) adv. With frugality or

economy; bo as to be saved from eternal death.

Savings-bank, (sav'ingz-bangk) n. A bank in

which small savings or earnings are debited.

Saviour, (sav'yer) n. [L. satvator.] One who saves

or delivers from destruction or danger;—sixti-

fically, Jesus Christ, the Redeemer.

Savour, (si'vur) n. [L. sapor.] Quality affect

ing the organs of taste or smell;—taste; odour;

—relish; rich or high flavour;—in Scripture,

character ; reputation ;—cause ; occasion.

Savour, (sa'vur) v. i. To have a particular

smell or taste ;—to partake of the quality or

nature of;—to have the intellectual taste of;

to indicate the presence or influence of;—v, t.

To like ; to taste with pleasure ; to relish ;—to

delight in ; to favour.

Savourily. (su'vur-e-le) adv. In a savoury man

ner ;—with an agreeable relish, pleasing taste,

or smelL

Savouriness, (sii'vur-e-nes) n. Quality or con

dition of being savoury.

Savourless, (sa'vur-les) a. Having no savour;

insipid.

Savoury, (sa'vur-e) a. Having savour or relish ;

pleasing to the organs of taste or smell.

Savoy, (sa-voy') n. A variety of the common

cabbage having curled leaves, for winter use.

Baw, (saw) n. [A.-S. sage.] An instrument for

cutting, consisting of a thin blade with a

series of sharp teeth on one edge.

Saw, (saw) v. t> [Ger. naff*.] To cut or separate

with a saw;—to form by cutting with a saw;

—v. i. To use a saw ; to practise sawing ;—to

be cut with a saw.

Saw, (saw) ,.. [A.-S. sac] A saying; proverb.

Sawdust, (aaw'dust) n. Dust or small frag

ments of wood made by the attrition of a saw.

Saw-file, (saw'fil) n. A three-cornered file,

used for sharpening saw-teeth.

Saw-fish, (uaw'fiah) n. A cartilaginous fish allied

to the sharks and the rays. It has a kaj

beak or snout, with teeth arranged along butt |

edges.

Saw-mill, (saw 'mil) ft. A mill for sawia|

timber or marble, &c.

Saw-pit, (Baw'pit) n. A pit over which traits i

is sawed by two men, one standing below and

the other above.

Sawyer, (saw'yer) n. [From saw.] One *fe

saws timber into planks or boards or wood fJ

fuel.

Saxatile, (saks'a-til) a. [U saxum.] Pertain^

to rocks ; growing on or dwelling in rocks.

Saxifrage, (saks'e-fraj) n. [L. saxifra^u] A

plant which embraces many Bpecies, grtwi*:

naturally on or among rocks—used as a specfr

for dissolving stone in the bladder.

Saxon, (sakVun)ft. [A.-S. Seaxa, Senxax.) <>

of a people who formerly dwelt in the rK-rtbei

part of Germany, and who conquered Eagte ;

in the 6th and 0th centuries; an Anglo~S*i-

—the language of the Saxons ; Anglo-Saxon

Saxon, (saks'un) a. Pertaining to the Sas «■

to their country, or to their language ; ABfeJ-

Haxon .

Saxon ism. (aaks'un-izm) ft. An idiom of m

Saxon language.

Say, (si) v.t. [A.-S. nacpftn.] To utters

words; to speak;—to rehearse ; to recite;-*'

announce, as a decision or opinion ;—to o.c-

fess ; to testify;—to allege ; to assert ;—to uws

in reply ; to answer.

Say, (sa)'«. A speech; something said.
Say, (si) n. IF. soie.] A thin silk ;—a kind ■■■■

serge used for linings, aprons, &c.

Saying, (sa'ing) ft. A verbal utterM*1-

spoken or written expression of thought:^

proverbial expression ; adage ; maxim.

Scab, (skab)it. [A.-S. seabb.] An inerostiCs

over a sore or wound ;—a contagions dissatf J

sheep;—a mean, low fellow.

Scabbard, (akab/ard) n. [O. Eng- ncaubfrL;i*-

skalpr.] The case in which the blade « *

sword, fcc, is kept; a sheath.

Scabbed, (skab'ed) a. Abounding with m^

diseased with scabs ; — hence, mean: paltn

vile.

Scabbiness, (*«kab'e-nes)n. 'State of being s*^'.

Scabby, (skab/e) a. Affected with scabs : fa*1*

scabs ; — diseased with the scab or raw.-.-

mangy.
Scabrous, (gkil1>rns) a. [L. amber.] rUra-

hard, Bhort, rigid points ; rough ; rucged. ,

Scaffold, (skaf'old) ft. [F. etchafaud, €*-

schnfol.] A temporary gallery erected foret-

bitiona or shows, and for spectators;-* ttf

porary structure of timber, boards, a*,**

supporting workmen and materials in baw*"

ing, <fcc.; — a stage or elevated platform >'■

the execution of a criminal. .

Scaffold, (skaf'old) v. t. To furnish with i &

fold ;—to prop up : to support.

Scaffolding, (skaf'old-ing) n. A structtm ".

temporary support; a scaffold;—material* »*

scaffolds. * A *
Scaglia, (skal'ye-a) n, [It.] A variety of JaJ

of a reddish colour.
Scagliola, (skal-ye-ola) w. [It. *eagKu<*a.] -■-

imitation of marble, formed by studding *-.

surface of gypsum mixed with glue, *>'

splinters of Rtone of different colours.

Scalable, (skal'a-bl) a . Capable of being sol*-.

; Scalade, (ska-lad') it. [F] A storm or a»su
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on a besieged place with ladders to mount the

wails.

Scald, (skawld) v. t. [Norm. F. cscltalder.] To

burn with hot liquid;—to expose to a boiling

f«r violent heat over a fire, or in water or other

lioner

Scald, (skawld) n. A burn or injury to the skin

and flesh by some hot liquid or by steam.

ScaU, (skawld) n. [Originally sniff.] Scurf on

the head ; scab.

Scald, (skawld) n. [Icel.] A singer of horoic

poems, Ac., among the Norsemen.

Scalded, ( skawld 'ed) a. Burned by boiling

liquor, steam, <tc. ;—exposed to boiling heat.

Scaldic, (skawld'ik) a. Pertaining to the scalds

or poets of the ancient Scandinavian nationa

Scale, (skal) n. fA.-S. scdlu.] The di I. of a

balance: hence, the balance itself; an instru

ment or machine for weighing—chiefly in the

plural-

Scale, (skill) n. [A.-S. tcealu.] One of the small,

thin, membranous or bony pieces which cover

fishes and reptiles ;—a thin layer or leaf of

metal or other material.

Scale, (skal) n. [L. scala.] A ladder ; series of

steps ; — act of mounting or storming a place

by ladders ; — a mathematical instrument of

brass or wood marked by lines or degrees at

tegular intervals;—rule; measure ;—in muse,

gamut, or graduating series of all the tones,

from the key-tone to its octave ;—hence, gra

dation : scheme of comparative rank.

Scale, (skal) v. t. [ I .. scala.] To climb a ■■ 1 \ ;\

ladder ; to clamber up. [From scalt, a balance.]

To measure ; weigh. [From scale, the covering

of a fish.] To strip or clear of scales; —to

take off in thin layers ;—v. L To separate and

come off in thin layers or laminse.

Scaled, (skald) a. Having scales ; squamous.

Scalene, (ska-len') a. [G. skalino*.] Having the

sides and angles unequal—said of a triangle.

Scalene, (aka-len') n A triangle having its sides

and angles unequal.

Scalinsaa, (skal'e-nes) n. [From scaly.] The state

of being scaly ; rough nes*.

Scaling-ladder, (skill ' ipg - lad - der) «. Ladder

for enabling troops to scale or mount a wall,

Ac., in storming a besieged place.

Scall, (skal) n. Scab ; scabbiueM ; leprosy.

Scallop, (skol'np) n. (Norm. F. escallop.] A

marine shell-fish or bi

valve molluac, often user

for food ;—a curving of

the edge of any tinner,

like the segment of :i

circle ;—a kind of din

for baking oysters in :

—also scollop.

Scallop, (skol'up) v. t. To

mark or cut the edge or

border of into segment*

of circles;—to cook in the shell, as oysters.

Scalloped, (skol'upt) a. Made, cut, or marked,

with segments of circles.

Boalp, (skalp) n. (D. shelp, schulp.] Skull;

bones that inclose the brain. (L. scalpere.]

Tliat part of the integument of the head

■ •■.■illy covered with hair; hence, the akiu of

the head with the hair torn off by North

American Indian warriors as a token of victory.

Scalp, (skalp) v. t. To deprive of the scalp

or integuments of the head.

Scalpel, (skal'pel) n, [L. tcalpellwi. tcalprum.]

 

■ '.: iiimj- n- ii.

A knife used in anatomical dissections and

surgical oj)erations.

Scaly, (skal'e) a. Covered or abounding with

scales; rough ;—resembling scales or layers.

Scamble, (skamrd) v. i. [D. nchampelen.] To be

busy ; to scramble ; to be awkward.

Scommony, (skam'un-e) n. [L. scammonin .] A

plant of the genus Ctmrolvulag, used as an in

gredient in purgative medicines, as Colocynth

pills, &c.

Scamp, (skamp) n. A scoundrel; a mean villain.

Scamper, (skani'per) v. i. [F. escampcr.] To

run with speed ; to hasten escape.

Scamper, (skam'per) n. A run ; a hasty flight.

Scan, (skan) v.t. [L. scandere.] To mount by

Bteps ; specifically, to go through with, as a

verse, marking and distinguishing the feet of

which it is composed ;—to examine point by

point ; to scrutinize.

Scandal, (skan'dal) n. fL. scandaluni.] Re

proach or reprobation called forth by what is

regarded as wrong, heinous, or flagrant ; im

puted disgrace ;—defamatory speech or report;

detraction; calumny: shame; disgrace.

Scandalize, (skan'dal-iz) v.t. To give offence

to ; to excite the reprobation of;—to reproach ;

to defame; disgrace; vilify; traduce.

Scandalous, ( skan'dal-us ) a. Giving offence;

disgraceful to reputation ; bringing shame or

infamy ;—defamatory : libellous.

Scandalously, (skan'dal-us-le) adv. In a maimer

to give offence; shamefully; ceusoriously.

Scandalousness, (skan'dal-us-nes) n. Quality of

being scandalous, disgraceful, or of giving

offence.

Scanning, (skan'ing) n. Act of examining or

measuring with a critical eye ;—act of measur

ing verse with regard to the number of feet,

and the length or quantity of the syllables

in each foot.

Scansion, (skan'shun) n. The act of scanning.

Scansores, (skan-so'rez) n. pi. [L. scandere.] A

genus of birds having the toes arranged to

facilitate climbing and perching, as parrots, &c.

Scansorial, (skan -so'ro-al) a. Climbing or

adapted for climbing.

Scant, (skant) r. /. [Dan. sl-aave/.] To stint; to

limit ;—to make small, narrow, or scanty ;—

v. i. To fail or become less.

Scant, (skant) a. Scarcely sufficient; baro;

narrow ;—parsimonious ; saving or sparing.

Scant, (skant) adv. Scarcely; hardly; not

quite.

Scantily, (skant'e-le) adv. In a scanty manner ;

not fully or plentifully ;—sparingly ; niggardly.

Scantiness, (skant'e-ues) n. Narrowness ; want

of sufficiency ; bareness ; scarcity.

Scantling, (skant'ling) n. [F. ichantillon.] A

pattern ;—a certain proportion ;—a small quan

tity ;—in carpentry, the dimensions of a piece

of timber in breadth and thickness;—a piece of

timber sawed or cut of a small size.

Scantnets, (skant'nes) n. Condition or quality

of being scant

Scanty, (skant'e) a. [From scant.] Wanting

extent ;—narrow ; small ;—poor ; bare ; hardly

sufficient ;—niggardly.

Scape, (tskap) v. t. or i. To escape—used only in

poetry.

Scape, (skan) n. Escape from hurt or danger ;—

evasion ;—loose act ; freak ; escapade.

Scape-goat, (skap'gdt) n. In the Mosaic ritual,

a goat upon whose head were symbolically
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placed the sins of the people, after which he

was suffered to escape into the wilderness.

Scapegrace, (sk&p'gras) a. A graceless fellow.

Scapement, (skap'mont) ■». A mechanism for

transmitting the motive power in a clock or

watch to the pendulum or balance-wheel ;

escapement.

Scaphoid, (skafoid) a. [Q. *kuphet a boat, and

eidos. likeness. J Resembling a boat in form.

Stapuiar, (skap'u-lar) a. [L. scapula.] Pertain

ing to the shoulder or to the scapula.

Scapular, (skap'u-lar) n. A part of the habit of

certain religious orders in the Roman Catholic

Church, consisting of two bands of woollen

stuff worn over the gown, of which one crosses

the shoulders, and the other the breast.

Soar, (skur) n. [Norm. F. escarre, Ban. skar.]

A mark remaining after a wound or ulcer is

healed ; a cicatrix ; a blemish ; — a bare and

broken place ;—a cliff or precipice.

Scar, (skur) v. t . To mark with a scar or scars.

Scarabeus, ( skar-a-bfi'us ) u. [L.] A genus of

coleopterous insects, of which the beetle is the

type.

Scaramouch, (akar'a-mouch) n. [It. scaramuc-

cio.] A buffoon or clown in the old Italian

comedy characterized by boastfulness and pol

troonery.

Scarce, (skiirs) a. [Norm. F. etchars, D. scka-

arsch.] Not plentiful or abundant; — few in

number or scattered; infrequent; deficient;

uncommon.

Scaroely, (skftnrte) adv. With difficulty; hardly;

scantly ; barely ; but just: — also written

nearer.

Scarcity, (skars'e-te) it. Condition of being

scarce; deficiency; want; penury; dearth;—

rareness ; rarity ; infrequoncy : —also wri tten

scarceness.

Scare, (skar) v.t. [Icel. skirra.) To terrify

suddenly ; to make afraid ; affright ; alarm.

Scarecrow, (akOrTtrd) n. Any thing set up to

frighten crows or other fowls from cornfields ;—

hence, any thing terrifying without danger.

Soarf, (akarf) u. [A.-S. scearf.] A light article

of dress worn loosely over the shoulders or

about the neck ;—a thin shawl.

Scarf, (skarf) v. t. [Ger. scharben.] To cut a

joint in timber ; to unite two pieces of timber

by letting the end of one into the end of the

other.

Scarfing, (skarf'ing) n. Mode of joining two

pieces of timber longitudinally or end to end,

by cutting equal portions off the tliickness of

each, but from opposite sides, so that the

joint is of equal thickness and depth with the

main pieces.

Scarf-skin, (skarfskin) w, The outer thin in

tegument of the body ; the cuticle; the epider

mis.

Scarification, (ekar-e-fe-ka'sbun) h. Incision of

the skin for the purpose of blood-letting ;—in

dentistry, separating the gum from the tooth

with a lancet.

Boarifler, (skarVfi-er) n. One who scarifies ;—

the instrument used for soarifyiug ; — an im

plement for stirring and loosening the soil.

. Scarify, (skar'e-fi) v. t. [L. scarijicare.] To cut

the skin of; to make small incisions in by a

lancet or cupping instrument ; — to stir the

surface soil of.

Scarlatina, (skar-la-tCna) n. Scarlet fever.

Scarlet, (skaxlet) n. [h. scarlatum.] A bright

red colour of many shades;—cloth of a searto

colour.

Scarlet, (skartet) a. Of the colour called ecukt,

of a bright red colour. Scarlet /ever, a ewite-

gious febrile disease with inflammation of te

fauces and a scarlet rash.

Scarlet-lake, (skaflet-lak) n. A red paint pie- <

pared from cochineal.

Scarp, (skarp) n. [F. escarpe.} A perpewaa-

lar slope ;—the slope of the ditch nearofi t*>

parapet.

Scarp, (skarp) v. t. To cu t down perpendienhri;

Scarry, (skar'e) a. Marked with scars: disngonJ.

Soath, (skath) n. [A.-S. scedfi.) Duuajf;

Scathe, (skath) v. t. To do harm to ; to injart;

to damage ; to waste : to destroy.

Scathless, (skath' lee) a. Without waste ff

damage.

Scatter, (skat'er) v.t [A.-§. seoieivR.) Ts

strew about ; to sprinkle around ;—to can* *

separate in different directions ; to dispone r

to frustrate, disappoint, and overthrow :—■

spread thinly, aa seed ;—to dissipate ; to mtc

—v. i. To bo dispersed or dissipated.

Scattering, (skat'er-ing) ». Act of dispenis

or distributing around ;—a sprinkling.

Scatteringly, ( skat'cr-ing-le ) adv. In a ot

tered or dispersed manner ; thinly ; loesdj .

sparsely.

Scaur, (skaur) n. A precipitous bank or root

Scavenger, (skav'en-jer) n. [A. -8. sw/Vr.] i

person whose employment is to clean the strss

of a city.

Scene, (sen) n. [G. akin*.] The structure «

which a spectacle or play is exhibited ; sta!*:

—one of the slides, hangings, or other dert*

used to give an appearance of reality to t*

action of a play;—a division of a play *°^

ordinate to an act ;—place, time, circuinrtawo

&c., in which the action of a story, play. tf

the like, is laid ;—spectacle ; exhibition; <w*:

—a dramatic or striking exhibition of pass*

ate feeling; a pathetic interview or the In

action done for effect.

Scenery, (sen'er-e) n. The paintings and bak

ings representing the scenes of a play; — ***

disposition of the characters, actions, aw* *

cidents in a work of fiction;—the appeass*

of a locality ; the prominent points or faaraw

of a landscape; also, the pictorial represeiitat**

of a landscape.
Scenic, (sen'ik) a. Pertaining to the scenery ■*

a theatre ; theatrical ; dramatic.

Scenographic, (sen - 0 - graf ' ik) «. PertainiBj v

scenography ; drawn iu perspective.

Scenography, (sen-og'ra-fe) n. [Q. tl?;*e ar'

graphein.) The representation of a body vl

a perspective plauc ; or a description of «. '

all its dimensions, as it appears to the eye.

Scent, (sent) v. t. [F. tentir.] To percei« w

the olfactory organs ; to smell ;—to imbue »<u

odour ; to perfume.

Scent, (sent) n. Odour; smell; — powtr *

smelling ; sense of smell ; — chase followed «J i

the scent ; track.

Scentful, (sontfool) a. Odorous; yielding nrcr*

scent or perfume; — quick in smell; of **■

scent.

Scentless, (sentles) a. Having no scent; w

odorous.

Sceptic, (skep'tik) n. [O. tkeptikos.] One***-

doubts or disbelieves ; one who calls in quart* j
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or denies any fact, truth, or doctrine ;—a Pyr-

rbonist ; one who doubt* the certainty of truth

or knowledge in the universe ;—one who doubts

the existence of God ; atheist ;—one who doubts

the truth of revelation ; unbeliever; rationalist.

Sceptical, (akep ' ti k- al) a. Doubting; ques

tioning; disbelieving; denying the existence of

God or the truth of revelation ;—suspicious;

captious.

Sceptically, (skep'te-kal-e) adv. In a doubting

manner ; with a deposition to doubt or disbe

lieve.

Scepticism, (skep'te-sizm) n. Doubt; unbelief;

infidelity ;—act or habit of calling in question,

or denying, as a fact, truth, or system of doc

trines :—in theology, doubt of the being of God ;

atheism ; denial of the facta and doctrines of

Christianity.

Sceptre, (sep'ter) ft. [G. skeptron.) A staff

borne by kings on state occasions as a badge

of authority ; a royal mace ;—royal power or

authority.

Sceptre, (sep'ter) v. t. To invest with royal

authority, or with the ensign of authority.

Schedule, (sed'ul) n. [I,, schcdnla.] A written

or printed scroll of paper ; a document ; especi-

ally, a smaller document attached to the

principal deed, bill, &c. ; a supplementary clause;

—an official list or inventory.

Schedule, (sod'ui) v. t. To nolo and enter in a

list: to inventory.

Schematism, (skem'a-tizm) n. [G. schcmatismot.]

Particular form or disposition of a thing ; out

line; figure; especially, the aspect of the heavenly

bodies.

Scheme, (skem) n, [G. \chirua.] A combina

tion of things connected and adjusted by

design ;—a system ; a plan ;—a project ; a de

sign ; a contrivance ; — representation of the

aspects of the heavenly bodies ; — lineal or

mathematical diagram.

Scheme, (skera) v. t. To plan ; to contrive ; to

project ;—r. i. To form a plan or project ; to

contrive.

Schemer, (skGin'er) n. One who schemes or

contrives.

Scheming, (skem'ing) n. Act of planning or con

triving ;—intriguing ; plotting.

Schexningly, (skem'ing-le) adv. By scheming or

contriving;—by intrigue or cunning; artfully.

Schism, (sizm) u. {G. schisma.) Division or

separation ; specifically, permanent division or

nepar&tion in a church or denomination of

Christians.

Schismatic, (siz-mat'ik) a . Pertaining to schism ;

tending to schism :—also written schismatical.

Schismatic, (siz-mat'ik) ». One who separate*

from an established church or other religious

body on account of a diversity of opinions.

Schismatically, («iz-mat'c-kal-e) adc. In a

tchxsniatical manner.

Schist, '■■,■■') n. [G. schistos.] A rock having a

slaty structure.

Schistous, (shist'iis) a. Admitting of division

by natural cleavage into flags, slabs, or slates :—

also tckisiosc;—schistose mica, mica slate.

Scholar, (akol'ar) -n. [F. icolier, from L. schola.)

One who attends a school ; one who learns ;

a pupil :—a man of letters ;—one of high at

tainment* in literature or philosophy ;—a man

of books; one who has theoretical, as distin

guished from practical knonledge ; — one who

receives a learned or college education ;—in

universities, one entered on the foundation of

a college; a bursar ;—one who learns eatsily ;

an adept.

Scholarly, (skolar-le) a. Like a scholar; becom

ing a scholar :—also scholar- tike.

Scholarship. (skol'ar-ship) n. Character and

qualities of a scholar ; attainments in science

or literature ;—a foundation for the support of

a student.

Scholastic, (sko-las'tik) n. One who adheres to

the method or subtiltks of the schools.

Scholastic, (fekd-lastik) a. [Q. scholastikos.]

Pertaining to a scholar or schools; — pertain

ing to the schoolmen or philosophers and

divines of the middle ages ; pedantic ; formal

Scholasticism, (sko-las'te-sizm) ft. The method

or subtiltics of the schools of philosophy.

Scholiast, (skole-est) n. [G. scholiasits.) A

commentator or annotator.

Echoliastic. (sko-le-ast'ik) a. Pertaining to a

scholiast or his pursuits.

Scholium. ( -k.il.Mini ) n. [Q. scholion.] A

marginal annotation ; comment ; — usually a

grammatical or philological note.

School, (skool) ft. [G. scholg.) A house or build

ing for discipline, instruction, teaching, and

learning ;—state of being instructed ; tuition ;

—time, hours, or exercises of instruction ;—

pupils; scholars;—place of elementary instruc

tion;—place of gratuitous instruction or founded

by royal, public, or other grants; — place for

instruction in classical literature, science, and

other branch'js of u higher education ;—one of

the mediaeval seminaries for teaching logic,

metaphysics, and theology: — the disciples or

followers of a teacher; a sect in philosophy,

theology, scivuee, ic. ;—also, a system or prac

tice.

School, (skool) n. [O. Eng. tcidl, from A.-S.

scc6l, a multitude.] A shoal or compact body,

as of fish.

School, (skool) v. t. To train in an institution of

learning;—to tutor; to chide and admonish.

School-fellow, (akool'fel-d) iu One bred at the

same school and at the same time as another.

School-house, (skoollious) n. A house appro

priated for the use of schools or for instruction.

Schooling, (skool'ing) n. Instruction in school ;

tuition ;—reproof ;—compensation for instruc

tion.

Schoolman, (akoc-l'man) n. A university profes

sor or writer in the Bchool of philosophy and

divinity prevalent in the middle ages ; — a

subtle logician ;—a dialectician.

Schoolmaster, (shool'master) n. A man who

presides over and teaches a school ;—that which

disciplines or guides.

Schoolmistress, ( skool 'mis-tres) v. A nomnn

I who governs and teaches a school.

Schooner, (ekoon'cr) «. [D. schojim- ] A small,

sharp -built Teasel, usually

having two masta, with fore-

and-aft sails.

Schorl, (shorl)ii. [Sw. slort,

Dan. si-tor, brittle.] Black

tourmaline.

Schottish, fahot-tes') ft, A

dance, being a variation of "

the polka in common time; f

the music appropriate to

the dance :—also Ochottitche.

Sciagraphy, (Bi-ag'ra-fo) n. (G. **ia snd

graphtin.\ Ths art or sciencs of projecting
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or delineating Shadows as they fall in nature;

the art of dialling.

Sciatic, (si-at'ik) n. [L. sciatica.] Neuralgia of

the sciatic nerve ; — a rheumatic affection of

the hip joint.

Soiatio, (si-at'ik) a. Pertaining to or affecting

the hip.

Science, (si'ens) n. [U Kientia.] Knowledge ;

comprehension or understanding ; — certain

knowledge ; the whole body of truths or facts

known and believed respecting mind and

matter ;—systematic arrangement of the truths

or facts known under classes or heads ;—

statement of the laws of mind or matter in

definite terms or formulas;—theoretical know

ledge, as distinguished from practical ;—know

ledge of the principles and rules of invention,

construction, mechanism, &c., as distinguished

from art ; — any art or species of knowledge,

as opposed to literature.

Scientific, (si-en-tifik) a. [L. aeientia tmd/acere.]

Agreeing with the principles of science ;—pro

ducing certain knowledge, as a demonstration ;

—well versed in science.

Scientifically, (si-en-tif'ik-al-e) adv. In a scien

tific manner; according to the principles of

science.

Scimitar, (siin'e-tar) iu [Turk.] A short- sword

with a convex edge or recurved point :—also

Cimeter.

Sointillant, (sin 'til -ant) a. [L- wintillana.]

Emitting sparks or fine igneous particles;

sparkling.

Scintillate, (sin'til-at) i\». [L. tcintillare.] To

emit sparks or fine igneous particles ; — to

sparkle, as the fixed stars.

Scintillation, (sin-til-u'shun) n. Act of emitting

sparks or of twinkling;—a spark;—the tremu

lous beam of light from the larger fixed stArs.

Sciolism, (si'6-lizin) n. The knowledge of a

sciolist ; superficial science.

Sciolist, (si'd-list) n. [L. aeiolus.} One who

knows superficially ; a smatterer.

Scion, (si'on) »t. [Norm. F.] A shoot or twig

of a plant, especially when cut for ingrafting

in a stock ;—a descendant ; an heir.

Scirrhosity, (skir-os'e-te) n. A morbid indura

tion, as of a gland.

Scirrhous, (skir'us) a. Proceeding from scir-

rhus; indurated; knotty.

Scirrhus, (skir'us) n. [L. seirrAu*.] An indo

lent induration, particularly of tho glands.

Scissile, (sisll) a. [L. sctisilw.] Capable of

being cut or divided.

Scission, (sizh'unj v. [L. scissio.] Act of cut

ting or dividing by an edged instrument.

Scissors, (siz'urz) n.pl. [L. acUsor.) A cutting

instrument consisting of two blades movable

on a pin in the centre ; small shears.

Scissure, (sizh'ur) n. [L. $cwui-a.) A longi

tudinal opening made by cutting ; a cleft ; a

fissure.

Sclerotic, (skle-rot'ik) a. [G. sWros.) Hard;

firm.

Sclerotic, (skle-rot'ik) n. The firm, white

outer coat of the eye.

Scoff, (akof) i'. i. [Icel. thuppa.] To show inso

lent ridicule, mockery, or contumelious lan

guage ;—v. t. To treat with derision or scorn ;

to mock at.

Scoff, (akof) n. Expression of acorn or con

tempt ; a mock ; jeer.

Scoffer, (skofsr) n. One who mocks;—espe

cially, who mocks at religion or morality ; I

■corner.

Scoffmg, (skofing) n. Act of mocking or (te

nding ; scorning or ridiculing.

Scoffingly, (skofing-le) adv. In a scoffing manwr:

with mockery or contempt ; in derision.

Scold, (skold) v. i. [D. teheldtn.] To find full

to chide sharply or coarsely :—r. t. To rat*,

to rebuke or reprove with severity.

Scold, (skold) n. One who scolds ; a rod*

clamorous, foul-mouthed, woman ; a shrew ;-»

scolding.

Scolding, (skold'ing) n. Act of chiding: lcnoly

and rudely ; railing ; rating ; abusive language.

Scollop, (skol'ttp) n. A kind of shell-nib ;-i

pectinated shell ;—an indenting like a *&ity

shell. [socfrfrf.

Scollop, (skol'up) v. (. To form or cut »i»

Scomm, (skom) n. [G. slUmma.] A rooa

jeer ; flout ;—a buffoon.

Sconce, (skons) «. [D. schanx, Icel. skanj, Ga.

achanze.] A fortification; a fort;—a helmC;-

the head ; the skull ;—a protection for a hjb'-

a fixed hanging or projecting candlestick ;—tts

circular tube, with a brim, in a candlestick,

into which the candle is inserted.

Scone, (akon) n, A thin, fiat cake of bail*?

meal or flour. [Scot.]

Scoop, (skoop) n. [D. schop.'] A small hoDov

piece of wood for baling boats ;—small xnetal&

vessel without a handle used for lifting wo.

sugar, &o.t in small quantities to the weigaisj

scale;—a sort of pan for holding coals in a rccs,

—a basin-like cavity;—a sweep; a atrok*; >

swoop.

Scoop, (skoop) v, t. To take out with a scoop c

with a sweeping motion ;—to empty by ladmr:

—to make hollow, as a scoop or dish ; to ex

cavate.

Scope, (BkSp) n. [G. tkopo*.) That at which aw

aims ; the thing or end to which the miiri

directs its view ;—room or opportunity , few

course or vent; — extent; sweep; tendest*;

drift.

Scorbutic, (skor-bu'tik) a. \h. tcorbutkux.) re

taining to, resembling, or affected with kottt

—also scorbutieal.

Scorch, (Bkorch) v. t. [D. Khroeijtn, skrooif*-}

To burn superficially ; to parch or shrivel by

heat:—to affect painfully with heat;—r. i T»

be burnt on tho surface ; to be parched ; to be

dried up.

Scorohingly, (skorch'ing-le) adv. In a scorefeiif

manner ; so as to parch or burn the surface.

Score, (skor) n. [A.-S. tcor.) A notch or iae*

sion ; especially, a mark made for kecp&f

account • a tally-mark;—an account or redan-

ing;—relative motive; account: sake;—the num
ber of twenty, as being marked by a score «■

tally ;—the original draught, or its transcrif*

of a muBical composition, with the parts h!

the instruments or voices.

Score. (skor) v.t. To mark with line* <*

notches; — especially, to mark with notch*--

for keeping account of something; — to *»

down ; to charge ;—to write down, as mas^

—v. i. To make or get marks by stroke* or bit*

as in cricket, shooting, &c ;—to mark a £&k«

won.

Scorer, (skoVer) n. One who scores ;—on* wt-

keeps account or reckoning ;—one who ns»x,»

or runs up marks, as in cricket, Ac. ;—a *oo»i-

man's bill for marking and numbering '
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Pccrpton.

Scoria, (skd're-ft) n. (L.] The recrement of

metals in fusion; slag; dross;—the slaggy lavas

of a volcano.

Scoriform, (ako're-fonn) a. [L. scoria and/orum.]

Like scoria ; in the form of dross.

Scorify, (sko're-fI) v. t. [L. scoWa and facere. J

To reduce to scoria or drossy matter.

Scorn, (skorn) n. [F. ^corner.] Extreme and

passionate contempt ; — an object of extreme

disdain ; derision ; contumely.

Scorn, (skorn) v. t. To hold in extreme con

tempt ;—contemn ; despise ; alight ; disdain.

Scorner, (skorn'er) v. One who scorns ; a con

temner;—* sooner: a derider.

Scornful, (akorn'fool) a. Full of scorn or con

tempt ; — contemptuous ; disdainful ; contu

melious.

Scornfully, (skorn'f66l-le) adv. In a scornful

manner ; with contempt or contumely.

Scorpion, (skor'pe-on) n. [L. seorpio.} A sort of

si»der having an elon

gated body, a long, slen

der tail formed of six

joints, the last of which

terminates in a very

acute sting;—a painful

scourge :— the eighth sign

of the zodiac.

5cot,(skot)ff. [A.&.Keat,

F. fcot.) A portion of

money assessed or paid ; a tax or contribution ;

a mulct ; a fine.

Scot, (skot)n. A nati ve or inhabitantof Scotland.

Scotch, (skoch) a. Of or pertaining to Scotland

or its inhabitants; Scottish.

Scotch, (skoch) v. f. [Armor. *loaz.] To support,

as a wheel, to prevent its rolling. [Gael. Kyocft.)

To chop the bark, skin, or surface of; to wound

superficially.

Scotch, (skoch) n. A slight cut; a shallow in

cision.

kotchxaan, (skoch'man) n. A native or inhabi

tant of Scotland ; a Scot ; a Scotsman.

Lcot-free, (skot'fre) a. Free from payment or

scot ; untaxed ;—hence, unhurt ; clear ; safe.

otodinia, (ako-to-din'e-a) 71. [G. tkoto* arid

dinot.] Giddinesswithdim or imperfect vision.

cots, fakots) «. Of or pertaining to the Scotch.

cotticism, (skot'e-sizm) n. An idiom or ex*

prcaeioii -••xuliar to the natives of Scotland,

cottish, (.ssot'iah) «. Pertaining to the inhabi

tants of Scotland, or to their country or lan

guage.

coundrel, (skoundrel)T!. fit. econdaruole.] A

mean, worthless fellow; a rascal; a base villain.

counareL (akoun'drel) a. Low; base; mean.

coundrelism, (akoun'drel-izm) n. Baseness; tur-

pitu<ie; rascality.

sour, (skour)r.r. [A.-S. sctlr.] To rub liard;

o cleanse from grease, dirt, &c.;—to bleach; to

>lAoch ; — to polish ; to furbish ; — to purge

.iolently ;—to pass swiftly over; to range;—

'. i. To clean by nibbing ;—to bo purged to

xcesns ;—to scamper ; to rove over ; to range.

roar, (skour) n. A kind of dysentery or

iaxTbosa in cattle.

ourer, (skour'e-*) n. One who or that which

rxjrxT* ;—one who runs with speed;—a strong

-sttaxtic

oorye, (aknri) n. (F. excoitrgte.] A lash ; a

cr3.p or cord ; a whip ;— a punishment, or a

of inflicting punishment ; — one who

r3iota or destroys ; — a pestilence ; plague ;

instrument of divine punishment; — a whip

for a top.

Scourge, (skurj) v. t. To whip severely; to lash ;

—to affliet for sins or faults, and with the pur

pose of corection ; to chastise; to punish.

Scourgcr, (skurj'er) n. One who scourges.

Bcourmg, (skour*ing) n. Act of nibbing hanl

for cleaning, polishing, &c ;—a cleansing from

dirt, grease, &c.; purgation ;—looseness ; flux.

Scout, (skout) n. [F. eeoitt.] A person sent out

to gain and bring in tidings of the movements

and condition of an enemy; a spy.

Scout, (skout) v. t. To spy out; to watch for ;—

to reconnoitre ;—to sneer at ; to treat with con

tempt ;—v. i. To act as a scout

Scow, (skow) b. [V>. echovw,] A large, flat -

bottomed boat.

Scowl, (akowl) r. i. [Ger. schitlcn.] To wrinkle

the brows, as in frowning or displeasure;—to

look gloomy, dark, or tempestuous;—e. t. To

repel with sullen, gloomy looks.

Scowl, (skowl) n. The wrinkling of the brows in

frowning ;—hence, gloom ; dark or n;de aspect

Soowlingly, ( skowl'ing-Ie) adv. In a scowling

manner ; with a wrinkled, frowning aspect.

Scrabble, (skrabl) r. i. [Diminutive of scrap*.]

To scrape or scratch with the hands ; to scram

ble ; to write over with irregular lines or letters;

to scribble.

Scrag, (skrag) n. fir. and Gael, xcrabach.]

Something thin or lean with roughness; — a

neck piece of meat.

Scragged, (skrag'ed) a. Rough with irregular

points; scraggy ;—lean with roughness.

Scraggedness, (skrag'ed-nes) n. State or quality

of being scragged;—leanness;—roughness; rag-

gedness :—also tcrogginetz.

Scraggy, (skrag'e) a. Rough with irregular

points ; scragged ;—lean and rough.

Scramble, (skramlJ) v. i. [Prov. Enr. tcrauib.]

To go on all-fours ; to clamber with hands and

knees ;—-to strugglo with others for something

thrown upon the ground.

Scramble, (skram'bl) n. Act of scrambling;

climbing 011 all-fours; — act of jostling and

pushing/.

Scrambling, (skram'bling) a. Clambering with

hands ana knees; catching or seizing eagerly.

Scrap, ( skrap ) n. [Enj;. jwra^w,] Something

scraped off";—a small piece ; a bit ; a fragment.

Scrap-book:, (akrap'book) n. A blank book in

which extracts cut from books and papern or

Iirints and engravings may bo pasted and

;ept.

Scrape, (skrap) v. t. [A.-S. scrtpan.] To rub the

surface of with a sharp or rough instrument ;

to abrade ; to remove by nibbing or grating;

to clean ; — to erase ; — to act on the surface

with a grating noise ;—v.i. To rub over the

surface something rough; to make a harsh,

grating noise; — hence, to play iuliannoni-

ously on a violin, drc;—to make anawkwanl

bow.

Scrape, (skrap) n. A nibbing; the effect pro

duced by nibbing, as of the foot, A-c. ;—an obse

quious bow;—a difficulty ; awkward predica

ment.

Scraper, (skrar/cr) ». One who scrapes;— a

miser;—a poor or vile fiddler;—instrument with

which any thing is scraped.

Scraping, (skrar/ing) ». Something scraped off;

that which is separated, collected b> ecrapina,

raking, or rubbing.
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Scratch, (skrach) v. 1. [Oar. kratunA to rub

and tear the surface of with something sharp

or ragged; to dig with the claws;—to wound

slightly ; to abrade the skin ; to tear withthe nails;

—v. i. To use the claws in tearing or digging.

Scratch, (skrach) it. A break in the surface of a

thing made by scratching ; a slight incision ; a

laceration of the skin ;—a line across the prize

ring, up to which boxers are brought; hence,

trial or proof of oourago ; — a kind of wig ;—

the devil.

Scratcher, (skrachVr) w. One who or that wluch

scratches ; a bird that scratches for food.

Scrawl, (skrawl) c, t. [D, jchraveUu.] To draw

or write awkwardly and irregularly; to scribble;

—v. i. To write unskilfully and inelegantly.

Scrawl, (skrawl) n. Unskilful or inelegant

writing ; or a piece of hasty, bad writing.

Scrawler, (skrawl'er) w. One who scrawls.

Screak, (skrek) r. i. {Tcel. akrakia,] To utter

suddenly a sharp, shrill sound or outcry ; to

scream ; to creak, as a door or wheel.

Screak, (skrek) n, A creaking ; a screech.

Scream, (skrem) v. t. [A.-S. kriaum.) To utter

a sudden, sharp outcry, as iu fright or pain ;

to shriek.

Scream, (skrOm) n. A shriek or sharp, shrill cry

uttered suddenly, as iu terror or iu pain ; a

screech.

Screaming, (skreni'iug) n. Crying out in tenor

or severe pain.

Screech, (skrtch) v. i. [Icel. al-ralla.] To utter

a harsh, shrill cry, as in terror or acute pain;

to scream ; to shriek.

Screech, (skrtch) >i. A harsh, shrill cry.

Screech-owl, (ekrechowl) n. An owl that ut

ters a harsh, disagree

able cry.

Screed, (skred)n. [A.-3.

scretuU: ] A wooden

rule for in n n i ng

mouldings ; — also, a

piece that is rent off;

a long piece, as of a

speech, sermon, ic.

[Scot]

Screen, (skrCn) n. fP.

reran, fwttin.] Any

thing that shelters or

protects from danger,

shuts off view, Arc. ;—a partition which separatee

one part of a church from the other;— a divi

sion in a hall or public room;—a curtain;—a

long, coarse riddle or sieve.

Screen, (skren) r. t. To provide with a shelter or

means of concealment; to conceal;— to pass

through a screen ; to Sift ; to riddle.

Screw, (skrdo) n. [O. Eng. eerue, Icel. slrA/a,

D. schroef, Ger. xhraube.] A cylinder, or a

cylindrical perforation, liaving a continuous rib

or thread winding round it spirally ;—one of the

six mechanical powers;—any thing shaped or

acting like a screw ; a form of wheel for pro-

lulling steam vessels ;—a miser: a skinflint;—

an old worn-out horse;—a small quantity of

tobacco twisted up in paper ;—a steam-vessel

propelled by a screw.

Screw, (akrod) v. (. To press, fasten, or make

firm by a screw ;—to fnreo ; to squeeze ; to dis

tort ; —-to oppress by exactions ; to extort.

Screw-bolt, (ekroo'oOlt) «. Iron bolt with a

knob or flat head at one hand, ami a screw at

the other, used for fastening timbers together.
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Screw-driver, (skroo driv-er ) >t. An hnpir

incut for turning screw-nails, resembling s Wo ■ ".

chisel.

Screw-jack, (skroo'jak) n. A contrivance fct

raising great weights through short lift* b;

means of a screw.

Screw-key, (skroo'ke) n. A wrench for lodinr

screw-bolts, fastening or unfastening mil*.

Screw-nail, (skrco'liui ) n. Small nailviUii

flat head and fine thread, used in i..;i;-'- ■

and joiners' work.

Screw-pine, (skroo'pln) ». A tree or bnsh h»>i2;

long, lanceolate leaves, like those of the pis«-

apple, arranged spirally aljout the tnuu,

whence the name.

Screw-press, (skroo'pres) u. A press in which W

force is applied by means of a screw.

Ecrew-propeller, (skro(/pi o-pel-tr) n . The sen*

or spiral-bladed wheel

used in the propulsion

of steam-vessels. I Iu

Screw-steamer, ( skroo'- f $

stCm-er) it, A steam

er propelled by a

screw.

Scribble, (skribl) t\ t.

[L. ncribert.) To write

with haste, or without

regard to correctness Sorew-prope-Iler.

or elegance ; — to fill with worthless wricrr

—v. i. To write without care, elegauer, '

value ; to scrawl.

Scribble, (sknb'l) «■ Hasty or careless wxtinf

Scribbler, (skribler) ». One who ecribUla', l

writer of no reputation.

Scribe, (skrib) v. [L. saHba.] Ono wboir.ii?

an official or public writer; a notary ;- -in fcrv

ture, a doctor of the law; one who read *-:

explained the law to the people.

Scribe, (skrib) r. t. To fit as one edge <rf '

board, A:c.. to another edge, or to a surface.

Scrimp, (skrimp) v. t. (Ger. srhnii»j^<Bk, '-

crumple.] To make small or short; to limit, >

stint.

Scrimp, (skrimp) a. Short; scanty;—meagre.

Bcrine, (skrin) n, [Norm. F. earn*.) A dw

or case for relics or curiosities ; a shrine.

Scrip, (skrip) n. [Icel. #LTtp2'a.) A awfi

bag ; a wallet ; a satcheL

Scrip, (skrip) ft. [Abbreviated from scrtjti.] J

small writing, certificate, or schedule;—an to

terirn certificate of stock subscribed to a hwi

or other company, or of a share of other j^

property.

Script, (skript) n. [L. aerintvnL] A kind -'

type marie in imitation of handwriting.

Scriptural, (s>kriptur-al) a. Contained in ■*

Scriptures ; according to the Scriptures.

Scripture, (skript'ur) ;i. [1* acriptara.] i

writiug;—the books of the Old and New Tae»

ment: the Bible.

Scripturist, ( skript'ur-ist ) n. One suvaf'.*

attached to or versed iu the Bcriptures.

Scrivener, (skriv'en-er) v. [F. ecrirom.]

whose occupation is to draw contract* or

writings;—one whose business is to plsce

at interest.

Scrofula, (pkrofu-hi) a. (L. srro/Wff.] A ce*

stitutional disease, generally hereditary, whstf.

affect* the lymphatic glands, offecuest thorn *

the neck ; king's-cviL

Scrofulous, (akrof'u-lus) a. PerUintag ts *cr?

fula ;—diseased with scrofula.

t-
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A stunted

thick and

Scnw, (skrog) n. [A.-S. tci'obb.]

bush,

Scroggy, (akrog'e) a. Stunted ; -

brushy.

Scroll, (skrol) n. [Norm. F. cfertntelle.] A roll

of paper or parchment ; — a schedule, list, or

inventory;—a first copy of a writing : a rough

draft ;—an architectural ornament formed of

convolutions, linen, bands, leaven, &c.

Scroll, (skrol) v. t. To write the first rough

draft or copy of ; to scribble.

Scrotiform, (skrote-forru) «. [I.. *croti!m, for

ma. ) Purse-shaped ; pouch-shaped.

Scrub, (skrub) v. t. [Ger. schnthbtn.] To rub

hard; to rub with a brush or Homething rough;

—r. i. To be diligent and penurious.

Scrub, (skrub) n. One who labours hard and

live* meanly ;—a worn-out brush.

Scrubbed, (skrubd) a. Dwarfed or stunted ;

scrubby.

Scrubber, (skrub'er) n. One who scrubs; — a

cloth used in scrubbing :—a broom or brush.

Scrubby, (ekrub'o) a, Small and mean ; stunted

in growth.

Scruple, (skroo'pl) n. [V. *cn<pte.] Doubt :

perplexity ; hesitation from the difficulty of

deciding what is right or expedient; reluc

tance or backwardness in speech or action ;—

a weight of 20 grains;—a small quantity.

Scruple, (skrdo pi) r. t. To be reluctant as re

gards decision or action ; to doubt or hesitate.

Scrupulosity, (skrud-pu-los'e-te) «. Quality or

state of being scrupulous; doubt; doubtfulness;

—excessive caution ;—nicety ; delicate sense of

propriety ; precisenesa.

Scrupulous, (skroo'pu-lus) a. Full of scruples ;

cautious In decision ;—careful ; nice ;—precise ;

captious.

Scrupulously, (skroo'pu-lus-le) adv. In a scru

pulous manner; with a nice regard to propriety.

Scrupulousness, (skroo'pu-lus-nes) n. The

state or quality of being scrupulous ; niceness

or caution iu determining or in acting.

Scrutineer, (skroo-te-ner') n. One who examines

the votes given at an election.

Scrutinize, (skroo'te-niz) v.t, [From scrutiny.]

To search closely ; to inquire into critically.

Scrutiny, (skroo'te-ne) n. [L. gcrutari,] Close

search; minute inquiry ; critical examination.

Scud, (skud) v.i. (A.-S. seeoUin, Sw. UmWa.]

To be driven or to flee with Iiaste ; to be driven

before a tempest, with little or no sail spread ;—

--■- 1. To pass over quickly.

Scud, (skud) n. Act of scudding ; a driving

along; ;—loose vapoury clouds driven swiftly by

the wind.

Scuffle, fskufl) n. [A. -8. sril/an.) A contention

or trial of strength between two persons ; a

confused contest; a fight.

Scuffle, (skull) v. i. To strive or struggle with

close grapple :—to contend turaultuously.

Scuffler, (skuflgr) n. One who scuffles; an agri

cultural implement for turning the surface of

land.

Scull, (skul) n. A boat ;—an oar so short that

one man can work a jiatr ; a single oar used in

propelling a boat, it being placed over the stern.

Scull, (skul) r. t. To impel a boat by moving

and turning an oar over the stern.

Sculler, (akurer) n. A boat rowed by one man

with two sculls ;—one who rows with sculls.

Scullery, (skuler-e) n. [F. txcveUe.] A place

where dishes, kettles, <fcc, are kept ;—an apart-

 

Sculpin.

ment attached to the kitchen where the dirty

work is done.

Scullion, (sknl'vun) n. [Norm. F. rcv.lier.] The

lowest domestic servant who cleans pots, kettles,

washes dishes, &c;— a low, mean ieNow.

Sculp, (skulp) r. t. [L. zcuipere.] To hew in

wood ; to chisel in stone ; to carve ; to engrave.

Sculpin, (skul'pin) n. A small fish with bony

and prickly dorsal and

abdominal fins.

Sculptile, (skulp'til) a,

[L. tculptilie.) Made-?

by carving.

Sculptor, (skulr/t^r) n.'

One who carves wood,

stone, or other mate

rials into images or

figures ; a carver; an engraver.

Sculptress, (skulp'tres) i>. A female sculptor.

Sculptural, (skulp'tur-al) <t. Pertaining to sculp

ture or engraving.

Sculpture, (skulp'tur) n, [L. $c\dptvr<>.'\ The

art of carving or cutting wood, stone, or other

material into images;—carved work of any kind,

—especially, statuary.

Sculpture, (skulp'tur) v. t. To form with tlio

chisel on wood, stone, or metal ; to engrave.

Bourn, (skum) n. [Icel. sfcti»>.) The impurities

which rise to the surface of liquids in boiling or

fermentation; dross; refuse ; that which is vile

or worthless. [skim.

Scum, (skum) r. *. To take the scum from ; to

Scumble, (Bkum'bl) v.t. [Diminutive of scum.)

To cover lightly, as a painting, drawing, Ac,

with semi-opaque colours, to modify the effect;

to glaze.

Scummer, (skum'er) n. An instrument used for

taking off the scum of liquors ; a skimmer.

Scummingg, (skum'ingz) n. pi. That which is

skimmed from boiling liquors ; skimmings ;

scum.

Scummy, (skuTn'e) a. Full of scum; throwing

off scum:—impure; foul.

Scunner, (skun'ner) v.i. [A.-S. onseunian.] To

feel dislike or disgust at: to loathe; to nauseate.

Scunner, (skun'ner) n. Loathing ; disgust.

Scupper, (skup'er) u. [8p. encupir.] The channel

cut through the water-ways and Bide of a ship

for carrying off the water from the deck.

Scurf, (skurf) n. [A.-S. aceorfait,] A dry scab

or mealy crust formed on the skin of an animal ;

—any thing adhering to the surface.

Scurry, (skurfe) a. Having scurf; covered with

scurf; resembling scurf.

Scurrile, (skurll) a. [L. xevrrili*.] Such as be

fits a buffoon or vulgar jester; abusive; in

decent ; low ; mean.

Scurrility, (skur-ril'e-te) n. Quality of being

scurrile or scurrilous; vile or obscene jocu

larity ;—indecency; foul or abusive langunge ;

—vulgarity.

Scurrilous, (Bkur'ril-us) a. Using low and in

decent language ;—containing low abuse; vile;

vulgar; foul-mouthed: mean.

Scurrilously, (skur'ril-U8-le)a(ii\ In a scurrilous

manner. [basely; meanly.

Bcurvily, (akurVe-le) adv. In a scurvy manner;

Scurriness, ( skur've-nes ) n. State of being

scurvy ; vilene**; meanness.

Scurvy, (skur've) n. A disease characterized by

livid spot*, general exhanstion, pains in the

limbs, and bleeding from almost all the mucous

membranes.
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Scurry, (skur*ve) o. Covered by scurf or scabs;

diseased with the scurvy; — Tile; mean; low;

contemptible.

Bout, (skut) n. [IooL ikott.) The tail of a hare

or other animal whose tail is short.

Scutch, (skuch) v. t. [From Scotch.] To beat or

whip slightly ;—to dress by beating and separ

ating woody tibre from, as flax ;—to beat and

loosen the fibre of, as the filaments of cotton.

Scutcheon, (skuch'un) «. [B#cutche<m.] A shield

for armorial bearings ; an emblazoned shield.

Scutcher, (skuch'er)n. A wooden implement for

separating flax or hemp from the stalk.

Scutifonn. (sku'te-form) a. [L. scutum and for

ma,] Having the form of a buckler or shield.

Scuttle, (skut'l) u. I L. icutella.] A broad, shal

low basket ;—a wide-mouthed vessel for holding

coal;—i'K. i&nUitte.] A small opening in an out

side wall or roof;—the lid or door which closes an

opening in a wall, roof, or the like ;—in siiips, a

small hatchway in the floor of the deck, or in

the closed hatchways : also, a similar opening in

the bowsor sides;—[From -..-.,,/. | A quick pace;

a short run.

Scuttle, (skut'l) v. t. To cut holes through the

bottom, deck, or sides of a ship ;—to sink, as a

ship, by making holes through the bottom.

Scythe, (sith) n. [A.-S. sidhe.] An instrument

for mowing grass, grain, composed of a long,

curving blade, with a sharp edge, made fast to

a handle ; a sharp curved blade attached to war

chariots in ancient times.

Scythian, (sith'e-an) n. A native or inhabitant

of Scythia ;—the language of the Scythians.

Sea, (so) n. [A.-S. to, s£o.\ One of the larger

bodies of salt waiter, less than an ocean, found

on the earth's surface :—an inland body of water;

a lake;—the ocean;—the swell of the ocean;—

a high billow; a surge ; — colloquially, a large

quantity ; a body or volume ;—also, a state of

disturbance.

Sea-bank, (se'bangk) n. The sea-shore ;—a bank

or mole to defend against the sea.

Sea-bathing1, (ae'baTH-ing) ». Bathing in the

sea or salt water, as distinguished from bathing

in rivers or in artificial ponds, baths, Ac.

Sea-board, (so bord) a, [From sea and boanl, F.

bord.] The sea-shore.

Sea-boat, (se/bot) n, A vessel considered with

reference to her power of resisting a storm.

Sea-breach, (sebrech) n. Irruption of the sea by

breaking the banks.

Sea-breeze, (se'brfiz) «. A wind or current of air

blowing from the sea upon land.

Sea-coast, (se'kost) «. The shore or border of the

land adjacent to the sea or ocean.

Sea-devil, (se'dev-il) n. A fish of the genus

Lophius;—the fishing frog ; frog-fish.

Sea-dog, (sd'dog) n. Tho dog-fish;—also, the seal

or sea-calf.

Sea-elephant, (se'el-o-faut) n. A species of seal

of great Bize, and

remarkable fin-

the prolongs

tionof the DOS*,

in the male, in

to a soft, clastic -^

Sea-faring, (af - Sea-elephant.

far-iug) a. Following the business of a seaman ;

customarily employed in navigation.

Sea-fight, (se'f it) n. An engagement between

.-hip. at Ma; n tiAVftl action.

 

' Sea-gage, (se'gaj) «. The depth that a ymd

sinks in the water.

Sea-girt, (sc'g?rt) «. Surrounded by the set,

j insular.

Sea-going, (segd-ing) a. Going upon the *a

especuilty, sailing upon the deep sea.

Sea-green, (se'gren) a. Having the colon**

sua-water; faint green, with a bluish tinge.

Sea-hog, (seliog) a. The porpoiee.

Sea-horse, (seliors) n. The walrus ;—the hip

popotamus or river-horse.

Sea-kale, (sC'kol) n. A plant found gxo*x

along sandy shores, the young shoot* and hai-

stalks of which are used as food.

Sea-king, (selling) u. One of the leaden d

piratical squadrons among the Danes; a Sect

pirate.

Seal, (sel) n. [A.-S. seol, Icel. *tlrt Ger. mtok]

A carnivorous and amphibious ronm!"*! »

habiting the sea coasts in all high Latitudes.

Seal, (sel) n. ( A.-S. sigel.] A round ore--

piece of metal or stone on which ia ■ r

Home image, device, cypher, or motto, used v

make an impression on wax; —a brass sul.

used to impress wafers ;—the impression n»

on wax, wafers, ic. ; — attestation - f a dea

confirmation of a grant or act ;— aswursnet -

that which makes fast or secures.

Seal, (sel) v.t. To set or affix a sea] U ■ . v

firm ; to ratify ;—to mark with a ataxop. m *£

evidence of standard exactness;—to fasten *ri

a seal;—to shut or keep close .—to imprint ■

the mind, as instruction ;—to fix : to setlk, *

doom ;— to fulfil; to complete.

Seal-engraving, (scTen-grav-ing) h. Art of est

ting gems for seals.

Sealer, (seTer)n. One who seals; an officer wt-*

duty it is to seal writs and the like.

Sea-level, (selev-el) n. Level of the aau&ee 4

the sea.

Sealing-wax, (sel'ing-wakn) it. A compounds

the resin lac with some less brittle resin, «ri

for sealing letters.

Sealskin, (seTskin) n. Skin of the seal.

Sealskin, (seTskin) a. Made of the skin of £*

seal, as a cloak, purse, a ■ ■

Seam,(s€m) n. [A. -8. seowian.] The fold er lbs '

on the surface of cloth formed by/ the sewc;

together of two different pieces ;—a suttue:—

the ju ncture of planks in a ship's deck or siA* .

or the line between the planks ;—in peate/v. ;

vein or stratum of ore, coal, and the like : sit

a thin layer or vein between thicker ones :—i

scar.

Seam, (gem) v. t. To form a seam npoo or ef

to join by sewing together ;—to scar.

Seaman, (se'man) n. A mariner ; a tailor.

I Seamanship, (se'man-ship) n. The skill of a pa*

I seaman ; art or skill of working a ship.

Sea-mark, (se'mark) n. Any elevated object ■

I land which serves for a direction to manner

as a light-house, a mountain, or the like:*

beacon.

Seamless, (sgmles) n. Without a seaxu.

Sea-monster, (se'mon-ster) n. A huge maris*

animal.

Seamster, (sem'cter) n. One who un try prs-

fession or sews well.

Seamstress, (sCra'stres) n. A woman whose ore*-

pation is sewing ; a needle-woman.

Seamy, (sem'e) a. Containing seams or ■ —

them. [of the sea

Sea-nymph, (se'ninif) w. A nymph or godeV*
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Sea-otter, (seot-*;r)«. An aquatic, mammiferous

animal found in

the northern Pa

cific Ocean, the

far of which in

highly valued.

Sea-pie, (se'pi) m.

A dish of paste

and meat boiled

together— com

mon at sea.

Sea-piece, (se'pes) tea-utter.

m. A picture representing a scene at sea.

Sea-port, (se'pGrt) «. A port on the sea-shore ;

—a town or city situated on or near the sea.

Sear, (ser) v. t. (A.-S. gtdriun.] To wither : to

dry up; to scorch; to make callous or insensible

Sear, (»Cr) a. Dry ; withered :—written also Mere.

Search, (serch) v. t. [L. cireare.J To look over

or through;—to inquire after ; to look for;—to

try or put to the test;—explore ; scrutinize ; in

vestigate ;—v. i. To seek; to look; to make

inquiry or exploration ; to hunt.

Search, (serch) n. Act of seeking or looking for

something ; inquiry ; examination ; — quest ;

pursuit;—scrutiny; exploration; investigation.

Searcher, (serch'er) n. One who or that which

searches;—a seeker; an inquirer:—an examiner;

a trier; — a custom-house officer who searches

snipe, goods, personal luggage, it, for articles

that are liable to duty.

Searching, (serch'ing) a. Penetrating ; trying ;

touching the heart and conscience.

Searchingly, (serch'ing-le) adv. In a searching

man ner.

Search-warrant, (serch'wor-ant) ft, A warrant

legally to search houses or other places for goods

stolen.

Sear-cloth, (seVkloth ) n. [A.-S. tdrclddh.) A

cloth to cover a sore ; a plaster.

Sea-risk, (se'risk) a. Hazard or risk at sea ; dan

ger of injury or loss by sea.

Sea-room, (se'room) n. Ample space or distance

from land for a ship to drive or scud without

danger of shipwreck.

Sea-serpent, (se'ser-pent) n. A serpent-like ani

mal of great size, supposed to dwell in the sea—

now reckoned as fabulous.

Sea-service, (se'ser-vis) n. Occupation or duty of

serving in the navy, especially in time of war.

Sea-shore, (se'shor) «. The coast of the sea ;—

ground between higli - water and low - water

marks.

Sea-sick, (se'sik) a. Affected with sickness or

nausea by the pitching or rolling of a vessel.

Sea-sickness, (se'sik-nes) n. The sickness or

nausea occasioned by the pitching and rolling of

a ship. [sea.

Sea-side, (se'aid) ft, The land bordering on the

Season, (se'zn) m. [F. aaison.] One of tho four

divisions of the year, spring, summer, autumn,

winter;—a suitable or convenient time; con

juncture;—a certain period of time ; a while;—

that which gives a relish ; flavouring.

Season, (se'zn) v. t. To render suitable or appro

priate; to prepare;—to habituate; to accustom;

—to render palatable ; to give zest or relish to;

to spice ;—to qualify by admixture: to temper;

—v. i. To become mature ; to grow fit for use ;

to become adapted to a climate ;—to become dry

and hard, as timber.

Seasonable, (se'zn-a-bl) a. Occurring in good

time ;—opportune ; timely ; fit ; convenient.

Seasonableness. (se'zn -a-bl-nes) n. Opportune

ness or suitableness of time.

Seasonably, (se'zn-a-ble) adv. In due time ; in

time convenient ; sufficiently early.

Seasoner. (se'zn-cr) n. One who or that which

seasons; that which gives a relish.

Seasoning, (se'zn-iug) n. That which is added to

give a relish ; a condiment ;—hence, something

to enhance enjoyment.

8eat. (set) n. [A.-S. not, set.] The place or

thing upon which one sits;—station; site; abode;

—a right to sit ; regular place of sitting;—pos

ture or way of sitting on horseback ;—a part on

which another part rests

Seat, (set) v.t. To place on a seat; to cause to

sit down;—to station ; to establish;—to assign

a seat to or the seats of ;—to fix ; to set firm;—

to repair by making the seat new.

Sea-urchin, (se'ur-chin) n. A radiate animal of

the class of Echinoderm* having a firm shell, and

covered with spines.

Seaward, (se'ward) a. Directed toward the sea.

Seaward, (se'ward) adv. Toward theses ; in the

direction of the sea.

Sea-weed, (se'wed) n. A marine plant of the

class of A low.

Sea-worthiness, (se'wur-TBe-nes)n. State of

being fit for going to sea or on a voyage.

Bea-woxthy, (se"wur-Tne) a. Fit for a voyage ;

worthy of being trusted to transport a cargo

with safety.

Sea •wrack, (se'rak) n. Any marine plant

thrown up by the sea, or gathered for kelp and

the like.

Secant, (sekant)a. [L. aecans.} Cutting; divid

ing into two parts.

Secant, (se'kaut) n. A line that cuts another:

—a right line drawn from the centre of a circle

through one end of an arc, and terminated by a

tangent drawn through the other end.

Secede, (te-sed') v. i. [L. H and cedert.] To with

draw from fellowship, communion, or associ

ation ; — to withdraw from the Established

Church ;—in the United States, to withdraw, as

a State, from the National Union.

Seceder, (se-sod'er) n. One who secedes;—one of

a body of Presbyterians w ho separated from the

Established Church in Scotland.

Secern, (se-sern') v.t. [L. $e and cernere.] To

separate ; to distinguish ;—to secrete.

Secession, (se-seah un) w. [L. seceuio.) Act of

seceding from fellowship or association ; — the

whole body of secedcrs from the Established

Church in Scotland.

Seclude, (se-kludO v. t. [L. - and claudert.) To

shut up apart from others ; to withdraw;—to

shut ont.

Seclusion, (se-kiu'zhun) n. Act of secluding ;

semration ;—solitude ; retirement ; privacy.

Seclusive, (se-klu'siv) a. Tending to seclude.

Second, (sek'und) a. II. tecundus.) Immedi

ately following the first; next in order of place

or time;—next in value, power, excellence, or

rank.

Second, (sek'und) ft. One who follows or comes

after; one next in place, time, rank, or the Like;

—one who acts as another's aid in a duel, prize

fight, Ac; — the sixtieth part of a minute of

time or of a degree ;— the interval between any

tono and the tone represented on the staff next

above it ;—the second part in a concerted piece;

—pi. A coarse kind of flour.

Second, (sek'und) v.t. To follow or attend ; to
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aupport; to back; to support, as a motion or pro

posal.

Secondarily, (aek'und-ar-e-le) adv. In a second

ary manner or degree ; not primarily.

Secondary, (eek'und-ar-e) a. Succeeding next in

order to the first; of second place, origin, and

the like ; acting by delegated authority ;—sub

ordinate; inferior.

Secondary, (aek'und-ar-e) n. One who occupies a

subordinate, inferior, or auxiliary place.

Seconder, (sek'und-er) n. One who seconds what

another attempts, moves, or proposes.

Second-hand, (aek'und-hand) n. Possession ob

tained by transfer from a previous owner.

Second-hand, (sek'und-hand) a. Not original ;—

not new ; previously possessed or used.

Second-hand, (sek'und-hand) adr. By trans

mission ; not originally; in imitation.

Secondly, (sek'und-le) adv. In the second place.

Second-rate, (sek'und-rat) a. Of the second size,

rank, quality, or value.

Second- sight, ( sek'und - sit ) 11 . The power of

seeing things future or distant ; prophetic vi

sion.

Secrecy, (stflire-se) n. State of being secret:

separation; retirement; privacy; cloee silence;

—fidelity In keeping a secret.

Secret, (ae'kret) a. [L. secretus.] Separate; con-

coaled from general notice or knowledge;—un

seen ; — private ; secluded ; — keeping counsel;

close;— not revealed; kuown only to God;—

privy ; not proper to be seen ; — clandestine ;

underhand ;—mysterious.

Seoret, (afi'kret) n. Something Btudiously con

cealed ; a thing kept from general knowledge;

—a mystery ;—privacy ; aecrecy.

Secretary, (sek'rG-tir-e) 11. iF. secretaire.] A

person employed to write orders, letters, de

spatches, and the like ;—an officer whose busi

ness is to superintend a particular department

of government ;—a piece of furniture with con

veniences fur writing ; an escritoire.

Secretaryship, (aek're-tar-e-ship) n. The office of

a secretary.

Secrete, (a-'-kret') v. t. [L. secernere.] To hide;

to conceal ;—to separate by the processes of the

vital economy from the circulatiug fluids, as the

blood, sap, (S;c.

Secretion, (se-kre'ahun) v. Act of secreting; espe

cially, production of particular substances in

the vital economy;—the matter secreted.

Secretive, (aG-kret'iv) a. Tending to secrete, or

to keep Becret or private.

Secrctiveneaa, (a5-kret'iv-nes) n. The quality of

being secretive;—in phrenology, a bump or organ

situated at the inferior margin of the ]>arietal

bones, said to impel the individual to secrecy.

Secretly, (se'kret-le) adv. In a secret or clan

destine manner ;—privately ; privily ; covertly.

Secretness, (sekret-nes) n. State or quality of

being secret ; privacy ; concealment.

Secretory, (se-kret'or-e) a. Performing the office

of secretion.

Sect, (sekt) w. [L. seccre.] A body of persons w ho

have separated from others in virtue of somo

special doctrine, or net of doctrines, which they

hold in common ;—the disciples or followers of

a philosophical teacher or leader of thought; a

religious denomination which has separated

from the Established Church.

Sectarian, (sek-ta're-an) a. Pertaining to a sect;

—devoted to a sect;— o»e-sided; bigoted.

Sectarian, (sek-ta're-au) n. Ouo of a sect ; — in
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philosophy, or art, a member or adherent of 1

special school;—one of a religious body white

separates from the Established Church ;—saw

devoted to his party; a bigot ; partisan.

Sectarianism, (sek-ta're-au-izm) n. System of

division into sects ; — disposition to form sect*

—the character of a sectarian ; devotion to a

party.

SecUle, (sek'til) a. [L. sectilis.] Capable of

being cut smoothly without fracture.

Section, (aek'shun) h. [L. sectio.} Act of cutiinf.

- a part separated from the rest; a divinon: 1

portion:—a distinct part of a book or writing

the subdivision of a chapter, law, or other writ

ing:— a distinct part of a city, country, peojie

class, or the like ;—representation of any that:

as it would appear if cut through by- any irax-

aecting plane.

Sectional, (sek'shun-al) a. Pertaining to a eee-

tion ; partial.

Sector, (sekt'er) n. [L., a cutter, from sxan,

sectum.) A part of a circle

comprehended between two

radii and the included arc;—

a mathematical instrument

marked with linea of chords.

Bines, secants, tangents, &c,

and used in making plans,

diagrams, sections, Ac.

Secular, ( sek'u-lar ) a. [L.

seeularis.) Coming once in

a century ; — pertaining to

this present world; not spiritual or holy . work

ly ;—not bound by monastic vows.

Secular, (sek'u-lar) n. A layman;—in the Bom:^

Church, an ecclesiastic not bound by mo&asi^

rulea.

Secularity, (sek-u-lare-te) n. Supreme attenricu

to the things of the present life ; worldlincss

Secularization, (sek-u-lar-e-zu/shun) ». Act el

rendering secular; conversion from religious u

lay 1 possession and uses.

Secularize, (sek'u-lar-iz) r. t. To convert freai

spiritual to secular or common use ;—to mate

worldly or unspiritual.

Secularly, (sek'u-lar- le) adr. In a secular <*

worldly manner. [ecrei

Securable, (ae-kur'a-bl) a. Capable of beinj m>

Secure, (se-kur') u. [L. seeunts.} Free from can

or anxiety ; easy in mind ;—free from ioar 01

apprehension; confident; assured; — free frosa

danger or harm ; safe ; being in good keeping

—wanting caution ; confident.

Secure, (se-kur') r. t. To make safe ; to gnani

—to make certain ; to assure ; to insure .—'*•

make fast ; to close or confine; — to get poster

sion of.

Securely, (Be-kur'le) adv. In a secure manner

without fear; without danger : safely.

Securemcnt, (aO-kuVmcnt) ». Cause of eater

defence ; protection.

Securiform, (ae-kurVform) a. In botany, bar

ing the form of an axe or hatchet.

Security, (aA-kur/e-te) n. That which secure*,

protection ; defence ; state of safety ;—freedes

from fear, care, or anxiety ; confidence ; hence.

carelessness : — certainty : assurance ; — act *J

giving caution or of being bound ; a bond.

caution, or pledge; — one who becomes sortii

for another.

Sedan, (se-dan1) n. [From Sedan, in France \

A portable chair or covered vehicle for carryioj

a single person, borne on poles by two porter*.
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Sedate, (sfl-dat') a. [h. xdatut.) Unruffled by

passion;—composed; calm; quiet; serene; sober;

serious.

Sedately, (se-d&tle) adv. In a sedate manner ;

sgberly.

Sedateneu, (se-dat'nes) n. Condition of being

sedate; composure ; serenity ; tranquillity.

Sedative, (sed'a-tiv) a. [h. ttdare.) Tending to

allay irritation ; composing; soothing.

Sedative, (sed'a-tiv) n. A remedy which allays

irritability, and irritative activity or poin.

Sedentarineas, (sed'en-tar-e-nes) n. State of be

ing sedentary ;—-studious habit or disposition.

Sedentary, (sed'en-tar-e) v. [L. utile ntarau.]

Accustomed to sit mnch or long;—requiring a

sitting posture or long sitting;—passed for the

roost part in sitting ;—inactive.

Sedge, (sej) ». fA.-8. *ecg.] A plant growing in

dense tufts, generally in wet grounds, allied to

the grasses, but having no joints in the stems.

Sedgy, (sej'e) n. Overgrown with sedge.

Sediment, (sed'e-ment) n. [L. Mdintentuui.] The

matter which subsides from water or other li

quid ; lees; dregs.

Sedimentary, (sed-e-ment'ar-e)a. Pertaining to,

or consisting of, matter that has subsided.

Sedition, (se-dish'uu) n. [L. sxditio.) The rais

ing of commotion in a state ; resistance to law

ful authority ; tumult ; riot; revolt.

Seditious, (se-dish'e-us) a. Pertaining to or tend

ing to excite sedition ; — turbulent ; factious ;

riotous. (manner.

Seditiously, (seVdiah'e-us-le) adv. In a seditious

Seduce, (se-dusr) v. t. [h. seduce}*,) To draw

aside from rectitude and duty;—to lead astray;

—to tempt; to allure;—to corrupt;—to deceive,

as innocence ;—to induce to surrender chastity.

Seducement, (se-dus'ment) ». Act of seducing;

seduction ;—the means employed to seduce.

Seducer, (se-dusfer) n. One who seduces or draws

away; a corrupter ;—a betrayer ;—a tempter.

Seduction, (se-duk'shun) n. Act of enticing from

doty ; the act or crime of persuading a female to

J^irreniler her chastity;—means of leading astray.

Seductive, (se-duk'tiv) a. Tending to lead

astray ;— alluring ; enticing; — hence, showy;

■pecioua.

Sedulity, (se-dikle-te) n. [L. tedulitai.] Quality

of being sedulous : unremitting industry.

Sedulous, (sed'u-lus) a. [L. tedulut.] Diligent

in application or pursuit; steadily industrious ;

J-J0*8 • unremitted ; assiduous; laborious.

Sedulously, (sed'u-lus-le) adv. In a sedulous

manner ; assiduously ; industriously.

Sedulousness, ( sodudus-nes ) n. Assiduity: as

siduousness; steady diligence.

See, (se) m. [p. gieyt.) A diocese ; the jurisdic

tion of a bishop;—the seat of an archbishop;

jurisdiction of an archbishop;—the seat, place,

*>r office of the pope or Roman pontiff; — the

authority of the pojje or court of Home.

See, (*e)*.(. [A.-S. icon.) To perceive by the

■ye; to behold;—to discover: to perceive:—to

note; to mark;— to form an idea or conception;

to discern;—to look to; to take care of:—to

liave an interview with ; to visit;—to meet or

associate with ; — to experience; to suffer; — to

know by revelation ;—to apprehend by faith ;

—to enjoy or be blessed iu the full knowledge

of, as God;—r. i. To have the power of sight ;

—to have intellectual apprehension : to pene

trate' to discern;—to examine into; to inquire;

—to be attentive; to give heed.

Seed, (seel) n. [A.-8. *&</.] The emhryo with

its envelope or the matured ovule, which gives

origin to a new plant;—the generative fluid of

the male ; semen :—that from which any thing

springs; first principle;— progeny; offspring;

— race; birth.

Seed, (set!) v. i. To produce seed;—to shed the

seed;—v. t. To sprinkle with seed; to sow.

Seed-basket, (sed'bas-ket) n. A vessel for hold

ing the seed to be sown ; $eed-bag ; seed-cob ;

seed' lob. i

Seed-bud, (sed'bud) «. The genu, germen, or ru

diment of the fruit in embryo ; the ovule.

Seed-cake, (sed'kuk) n. A sweet cake contain

ing aromatic seeds.

Seed-down, (sod'down) a. A fine feathery or

hairy substance on some seeds, by which they

are wafted by the wind; the pappus or hairy

crown.

Seedinesa, (sed'e-nes) n. State of being seedy ;—

abundance of seeds; — thread-bare or shabby

condition, as of clothes, &c. [seed.

Seedling, (scd'ling) n. A plant reared from the

Seedsman, (Scdzman) n. A person who deals in

seeds : also, a sower. [sowing.

Seed-time, (sedtim) ». The season proper for

Seed-veasel, (sed'ves-el) ?i. The case which con

tains the seeds; a pod.

Seedy, (sed'e) a. Abounding with seeds; bearing

seeds ;—run to seed ;—hence, exhausted ; worn

out: poor and miserable looking.

Seeing, (seVing) ppr, , but used as a eonj. In view

of the fact that ; considering ; inasmuch as ;

since.

Seeing, (se'ing)n. Act of perceiving objects by

the eve: sight; vision; perception.

Seek, (sek) v. t. [A.-B. *6cun.\ To go in search

or quest of;—to endeavour to find or gain by

any means;—to solicit ; to ask for;—to pursue ;

to hunt ;—v. i. To make search or inquiry ;—

to attempt ; to strive; to pursue; to aim at in

juring or destroying.

Seeker, (sek'cr) ». One who seeks ; an inquirer;

—one of a sect who profess no determinate

religion.

Seel, (sel) r. t. [F. tiller. ] To sew the eyelids to

gether, as a hawk ;— hence, to shut the eyes of.

Seem, (Bern) r. i. [A.-S. f^wan.) To bavea show

or semblance: to present an appearance;—r. I.

To befit; to become.

Seemer, (sem'er) n. One who seems ; one who

carries an appearance or semblance.

Seeming, (sem'ing) a. Appearing like; having

the semblance of ; specious.

Seeming, (sem'ing) n. Appearance; show; sem

blance ; fair appearance.

Seemingly, (sem ing-le) adv. In appearance; ap

parently; ostensibly.

Seemlineu, (aem'le-nes) n. State of being

seemly; comeliness; grace; fitness; propriety.

Seemly, (sSm'le) a. [Ger. siemtieh.] Suited to

the object, occasion, purpose, or character; be

coming; fit; proper; meet; decent; decorous.

Seer, (ser) n. [From nee.] One who sees;— a

person who foresees events ; a prophet.

Seesaw, (se'saw) n. A play among children, in

which two seated upon the opposite ends of a

board which is supported in the middle, move

alternately up and down;—a board adjusted for

this purpose ; — a vibratory or reciprocating

motion.

Seesaw, (se'saw) v. i. To move backward and

forward, or upward, and downward. .
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Segment.

a /-. ch'jid; aeb,

ficyuicat.

Seesaw, (se'saw) a. Moving up and down or to

and fro ; having a reciprocating motion.

Seethe, (seTH) v.t. [A.-S. eeddhan.] To decoct

or prepare for food, in hot liquid ; to boil ; —

v. i. To be in a state of ebullition ; to be hot.

Segment, (seg'nient) n. [L. tegmentum.] A sec

tion ; a portion ;—a part cut

off from a figure by a line or

plane; especially, that part

of a circle contained between

a chord and an arc of that

circle.

Segmental, ( seg-ment'al ) a.

Relating to, forming, or re

sembling a segment.

Segregate, (seg're-gat) v. t. \L,

segregare. ] To separate from

others ; to set apart.

Segregate, (seg're-gat) a. Select; choice; special.

Segregation, (seg-re-ga'shun) v. Act of segre

gating ; separation front others ; a parting.

Seidlitz-powders, (sed'litz-pow-derz) n. pi. Ape

rient powders, containing bicarbonate and po-

tasso-tartrate of soda, and tartaric acid.

Seignior, (sen'yer) n. [F. seigneur.] A lord; the

lord of a manor—the English equivalent of the

Spanish Sniorand Italian Signer, titles of ad

dress corresponding to Sir or Mr.

Seigniory, (sfinyer-e) n. Power or authority of

a lord ; dominion ;—a lordship ; a manor.

Seine, (sen) n. [F.] A large net for catching

fish.

Seismic, (sis'mik) a. Belonging to earthquakes.

Seismology, ( sis-mol'o-je ) n. [G. seismos and

logos.] Doctrine of earthquakes, or a treatise

on the causes and phenomena of earthquakes.

Seizable, (sezVbl) a. Capable of being taken.

Seize, (sex) v. t. [F. saisir.] To catch ; to grasp ;

to rush suddenly and lay hold on ;—to take posses

sion of by force ;—to take by warrant or legal

authority ;—to bind or fasten together.

Seizer, (sez'cr) n. One who seizes.

Seizin, (sez'in) n. [F. saisine.] Possession of an

estate of freehold ;—the thing possessed ; pos

session.

Seizure, (sez'ur) n. Act of seizing ; violent grasp

or gripo;—thing laid hold of or possessed :—act

of taking by warrant, as goods ;—act of coming

suddenly upon ; attack, as of disease;—a catch

ing or catch. •

Selah, (se'la) n. [11.1 A silence or a pause in

the musical performance of the Psalms whei*e

it is introduced.

Seldom, (sel'dum) adv. fA.-S. seldum, Ger. sd-

ten.] Rarely; not often ; not frequently.

Seldomness, (sel'dum-nes) n. Rarity; uncom-

monness ; infrequency.

Seleet, (sg-lekf) v. t. [L. seligere.] To choose

and take from a number ; to pick out ; to culL

Select, (se-lekt') a. Taken from a number by

preference ; of special value or excellence ; pick

ed ; choice. [lection.

Seiectedly, (se-lok'ted-le) adv. With care in se-

Selection, (se-]ek'shun)n. Act of selecting; choire

by preference from many others ; — that which

is selected ; also, collection of things culled.

Selective, (sfi-lek'tiv) a. Exercising care and

discrimination in choosing.

Selectness, (sS-lekt'nes) n. State of being select

or well chosen.

Selenic, (se-len'ik) a. Pertaining to selenium.

Selenium, (se-le'ne-um) n. [L.] An elementary

substance, allied to sulphur.

Selenograph, (sel-c no-graf) n. A delineation or

picture of the surface of the moon.

Selenography, (sel-e-nogra-fe) n. [G. stleni sjA

grapheiit.] A description of the surface of Ua

moon.

Self, (self) a. Same; very same ;—also used u

a pronoun, and in combination with persona]

pronouns, to express emphasis or distinction, a

reciprocal action ;—also used as a prefix.

Self, (self) n. [A.-S., Go. silba.) The indjvidsa!

as an object to his own reflective consaoQanec

a person as a distinct individual ;—hence, per

sonal interest, or love of private interest ; selM-

ness.

Self-abasement, (selfa-b3s-ment) n, Bomiii-

ation proceeding from consciousness of inferi

ority, guilt, or shame.

Self-abuse, (selfa-bus) n. Abuse of one's own

person or powers.

Self-command, (selfkom-mand) «. C&bnseu ;

control of temper; cool and collected exrnased

the mental powers and resources.

Self-conceit, (selfkon-set) n. A high opinion d

one's powers or endowments ; vanity.

Self-conceited, (selfkon-set-od) a. Having a hizu

opinion of one's own person or merit*.

Self-conscious, (self kon-she-us) a. Conscious ^

one's acts or states ;—conscious of one* stii *

an object of the observation of others.

Self-contradiction, (selfkon-tra-dik'shun) *. ■&

repugnancy in terms ; a proposition of wfcsi

one part or term contradicts the others.

Self-control, (selfkoii-trol) n. Control exercoei

over one's self.

Self-defence, (nelfde-feus) n. The act ofdefendhs

one's own person, property, or reputation.

Self-denial, (selfdc-ui al) n. The forbearing^

gratify one's own appetites or desires.

Self-determining, (selfde-ter niin-ing) a. Deesi

ing by itself or for itself ; free ; not necessarj.

Self-esteem, (self-es-tem') n. The esteem or gooc

opinion of one's self ; complacency.

Self-evident, (self-ev'e-deut) a. Evident witbt=;

proof or reasoning; producing certainty or cJsar

conviction upon a bare presentation to the mind.

Self-examination, (self'egz-ani-in-a'shun) «. At:

or duty of searching and trying one's chaxaeui.

motives, and actions.

Self-existence, (self-egz-ist'ens) «. Inherent or

independent existence—an attribute of GedL

Self-existent, (self-cgz-ist'ent) a, ETjuting U a

by himself, independent of any other being.

Self-interest, (selfin-ter-est) n. Private intereu:

the interest or advantage of one's self.

Selfish, (selfish) a. Regarding one'sown good it

disregard, or at the expense, of that of others

Selfishly, (selfish-le) adv. In a selfish manner :

with regard to private interest only or chiefly.

Selfishness, (selfish-nes) jl The quality of ben*

selfish ; exclusive regard to one's own interest

Self-love, (self'luv) n. The love of one* self

tendency to seek one's own benefit or advutsx*

Self-possession, (selfpoz-zesh-un) a. The posse

sion of one's powers; calmness; preseiioe of mix*!

Self-preservation, (selfpre-zer-va'shun* x. Act

or duty of protecting one's self from hurt, lost

death, &c.

Self-registering, (selfrej-is-ter-ing) «. That re

gisters or records observations automatically.

Self-reliance, (selfre-H-ans)n. Reliance on en**

own powers ; self-confidence ; self-rafttcieney.

Self-righteous, ( selfrit-e-us ) «, Righteoso J»

one's own esteem ;—pharisaic.
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Self-righteousnesa. (selfrit-e-us-nes) n. Personal

righteousness ; reliance for salvation on one's

own character and works.

Self-same, (selfsiun) «. Precisely the same.

Self-seeking, (selfsek-ing) a. Selfish ; seeking

one's own interest or pleasure.

Self-sufficient, ( selfsuf-fish-e-ent ) a. Having

full confidence in one's own strength, abilities,

or endowments ; hence, haughty ; overbearing.

Self-taught, (selftawt) a. Taught by one's self.

Self-will, faelfwil) n. One'sown will; obstinacy.

Self-willed, (selfwild) a. Governed by one's own

will ; obstinate.

Sell, (sel) v. L [A.-8. selton.) To transfer to

another for an equivalent ; to dispose of in re

turn for something, especially for money ; —

hence, to accept a pnoe or rewardfor; to betray;

—r. i. To practise selling ;—to be sold.

Sell, (sel) n. An imposition or trick, as where

confidence has been reposed or expectation ex

cited.

Seller, (sel'er) n. One who sells ; a vender.

Seltzer-water, (selU'er-waw-tcr) n. A mineral

water, containing much free carbonic acid.

Selvage, (sel'vaj) n. [Said to be from self and

edge.} The edge of cloth woven in such a man

ner as to prevent ravelling; list:—also selvedge.

Semaphore, (sem'a-fdr) n. (G. sema and pherein.)

An apparatus for exhibiting signals to convey

information from a dictance ; a telegraph.

Semaphonc, (.-em-a-for'ik) a. Pertaining to a

semaphore or to semaphores ; telegraphic.

Semblance, (senVblans) n. IF. seinbler.] Seem

ing; appearance ; show ; form ;—likeness; re

semblance.

Semeiotics, ( se-mi-ot'iks) «. pi. [G. semeion.)

Doctrine or knowledge of symptoms in disease;

symptomatology:—also semitology.

Semen, (se'meu) n. [L.J Seed, especially the

male generative product of animals ; sperm.

Semi-annual, (sein-e-an'nu-al) a. Half yearly.

Semibreve, (sem'e-brev) n. A note of half the

time of the breve ;—called also a whole note. It

is the longest note now in general use.

Semicircle, (seni'e-serk-1) «, The half of a circle;

—a body in the form of half of a circle.

Semicircular, (sem-e-eerk'u-lar) a. Having the

form of half of a circle.

Semicolon, (sem'e-ko-lon) n. A point or senten

tial mark [;] used to indicate a separation be

tween Darts or members of a sentence more dis

tinct than that marked by a comma, but less

than a colon.

Semi-diameter, (sein-e-di-am'et-er) n. Half of

a diameter; a right line drawn from the centre

of a circle to its circumference ; a radius.

Semi-fluid, (sem'e-flu-id) a. Imperfectly fluid.

Seminal, (sem'in-al) a. [L. seminalis.] Pertain

ing to seed, source, or first principle ; radical ;

rudimentai ; original.

Seminary, ( sem'in-ar-e) n. fL. seminarium.)

An institution of education; a school, academy,

or university in which young persons are in

structed in various branches of learning.

Semination, (sem-in-u'shun) it. Act of sowing ;—

natural dispersion of seeds.

Seminific, (sem-in-ifik)a. [L. semen aud/acere.]

Forming or producing seed, or the originative

principle.

Semiquaver, (senVe-kwi-ver) n. A note of half

the duration of the quaver; a sixteenth note.

Semitic, (sem-it'ik) a. Pertaining to the

descendants of Shem, son of Noah, and the

countries peopled by them ; — noting their

language.

Semitone, (sem'e-ton) n. Half a tone ;—sue of

the degrees or intervals of the diatonic scale.

Semi-transparent, (uem'e-trans-pa-rent) a. Half

or imperfectly transparent ; partly opaque.

Semi-vitrified, (sem-e-vit're-fid) a. Half 01 im

perfectly vitrified; partly converted into glass.

Semi-vocal, (sem'e-vd-kal) a. Pertaining to a

semi-vowel; — half vocal ; imperfectly sound

ing.

Semi-vowel, (sem'e-vow-el) «. A sound inter

mediate between a vowel and a consonant.

Semolina, (sem-d-li'na) n. [It. semola.] The hard

grains of wheat retained in the bolting machine

after the fine parts have passed through.

Bempervirent, (sem-per-vi'rent) a. [L. semptr

and Firms.] Evergreen; fresh.

Sempiternal, (sern-pe-tcr'iial ) «. [L. sempi-

ternus.) Of never ending duration ; everlasting;

Sempster, (sem'ster) n. One who works with a

needle ; a sewer ;—a dealer in sewn goods.

Sempstress, (sem'stres) n. A woman who lives

by needle-work; a good sewer.

Senate, (sen'at) n. [L. senex, amis.) An as

sembly or council invested with the govern

ment, as in ancient Rome;—the upper branch

of a legislature, as in France and in the United

States ;—hence, in general, a legislative body;

a council.

Senator, (aen'a-ter) ». A member of a senate.

Senatorial, (sen-a-te/re-al) a. Pertaining to or

becoming a senator or a senate.

Senatorially, (seu-a-to're-al-le) adv. In the man

ner of a senate; with dignity or solemnity.

Senatorship, ( sen'a-ter-ship ) it. The office or

dignity of a senator.

Send, (send) v. 1. [A.-S. sendan.) To cause to

go in any manner; to despatch ;—to emit; to

cast; to throw to hurl; — to commission or

direct to go and act ;—to happen ; to inflict;

—to propagate ; to diffuse;—r.t. To despatch

an agent or messenger ; — to transmit a mess

age ;—among seamen, to pitch forward, as a

ship.

Sender, (sen'der) n. One who1 sends, despatches,

or transmits.

Senescence, (se-nes'ens) n. [L. seneseens.) The

state of growing old; decay by time.

Seneschal, (sen'es-shal) n. [F. *cnechaL) A

steward; an officer in the houses of princes who

has the superintendence of feasts and domestic

ceremonies.

Senile, (se'nil) a. [L. senilis.) Pertaining to old

age: proceeding from age.

Senility, (se-nil'e-te) n. State of being senile;

old age.

Senior, (se'ne-or) a. [L. senior.) More advanced

in age or rank; elder.

Senior, (se'ne-or) n. One who is older than

another;—one older in office; one prior in rank.

Seniority, (sC-ne-ore-te) n. Quality or condition

of being senior ; priority of birth;—eldership;

—priority or superiority in office or rank.

Senna, (sen'na) n. [A. sand or send.} A legu

minous plant, and its leaves, used as a cathartic.

Sennight, (sen'nlt) n. [Contracted from seven-

night.) The space of seven nights and days; a

week.

Sennit, (sen'nit) n. In ships, a kind of fiat

cordage formed by plaiting five or seven rope

yarns together, and used for covering fenders, &.c.

Sensation, (een-sa'shun) n. [F. j The perception
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of external objects by means of the senses ; the

effect produced on tile sensorium, or centre and

seat of feeling, by something acting on the

bodily organs or nerves;—in philosophy, mental

faculty by which we acquire the knowledge of

abjects and of their qualities ; perception ;—

emotional or artistic sense;—any impression

made upon the mind; strong feeling of in

terest ; excitement ; commotion.

Sensational, (sen-sa'shun-al) a. Constituted by,

; consisting in, or having the nature of sensa-

tion ; — melodramatic ; fitted te produce un

natural interest and excitement.

Sensationalism, (sen-aä'shun-al-izm) н. The

doctrino tiiat our ideas originate solely in sensa-

tlon;—art or practice of writing, depicting, die.,

■o as to produce unreal and unnatural scenes of

interest and excitement

Sense, (sens) n. [L. sen*un, to perceive, to feel.]

Faculty or power by which external objects are

perceived; sight; touch; taste; hearing; smell;

—perception by the bodily organ«; feeling;—

perception by the intellect ; discernment ; —

quickness of perception ; sensibility ;—under

standing; natural reason:—opinion; judgment;

—consciousness; conviction ¡—moral perception;

feeling of right or wrong ;—true meaning ; im

port ; signification. Common sense, the inherent

intelligence proper to mankind ; — natural

sagacity; shrewdness: mother wit;—moral sens?,

natural and inherent faculty in man which do-

termines between right and wrong ; conscience.

Senseless, (sens'les) a. Destitute of sense ; in

capable of feeling ; insensible ; — destitute of

understanding: foolish ; stupid;—contrary to

sound judgment ; unwise ; ill-judged.

Senselessly, ( sens ' les-le ) adv. In a senseless

manner;—stupidly ; unreasonably.

Senselessness, (sens'les-nes) n. The stato or

quality of being senseless ; unreasonableness.

Sensibility, (sens-e-bü'e-te) n. [V. sensibilité.]

Quality or condition of being sensible ; capacity

to feel or perceive ;—the capacity of the soul

to exercise or to be the subject of emotion or

feeling ;—acuteness of sensation or of percep

tion; quick emotion or sympathy;—that quality

of an instrument which makes it indicate very

slight changes of condition; delicacy.

Sensible, (seiure-bl) a. [L. sensibids.] Capable

of being perceived by the senses; perceptible to

the miml ;—easily affected ; having acute feel

ing ; also, readily affected by natural agents ;—

cognizant ; satisfied ; persuaded ; — possessing

good sense ; intelligent ; wise.

Sensibleness, (sens'e-bl-nes) n. Condition or

quality of being sensible ; sensibility ; suscepti

bility.

Sensibly, (sene'e-ble) adv. In a sensible man

ner; perceptibly; —judiciously ¡ — feelingly ; —

acutely: visibly: audibly.

Sensitive, (sens'it-iv) a. Having sense or feel

ing;— especial-lity having quick and acute sensi

bility ; easily affected ; — shrinking from the

touch ;—tender : delicate.

Sensitively, (sens'it-iv -le) adv. In a sensitive

manner.

Sensitiveness, (sens'it-iv -nee) v. The state or

quality of being sensitive; — quick and keen

sensibility ;—in physics, susceptibility of chemi

cal action or change:—also sensitivity.

Sensitive-plant, (sens'it-iv-plant) и. A legu

minous plant of the genus Mimoso, the leaves

of which shrink and close at the slightest touch.

Sensorial, (een-sö're-al) a. Pertaining to thi

sensory or sensorium.

Sensorium, (sen-sore-um) n. [L] The seat Ы

sense or sensation ; that part where the вааа

transmit their perceptions to the mind ; Ü»

brain :—also sensory.

Sensual, (sens'fi-al) a, [T. sensuel.) Fertauùo«

to, consisting in, or affecting the senses:—carnal,

fleshly; consisting in or [devoted to the pleas

ures of sense or appetite ; luxurious ; volapte-

оus.

Sensualism, (sens'û-al-izm) ». State of snbj*-

tion te animal or carnal feelings and appetites,

fleshly indulgence ; luxurious living ; lewdwís

Sensualist, (sens'u-al-iat) w. One given to tie

indulgence of the appetite or senses:—асапж

or worldly-minded man; epicure; a lewd «

loose liver.

Sensuality, (sens-u-al'e-te) я. Quality of betas

sensual ;—addiction to the objects of bodily w

animal desire; — free indulgence in carnil «

sensual pleasures.

Sensualize, (seus'u-al-iz) v.t. To make sens»];

to debase by carnal gratifications.

Sensuous, (sens'u-us) a. Pertaining to or ad

dressing the senses ; connected with вешЫг

objects.

Sentence, (sent'ens) n. [L. gem.tentia. ] As

opinion ; a decision ; especia IIy, a philosopousJ

or theological opinion; — in the civil and fci-

miralty law, thejudgment of a court ргошчшоЫ

in a cause : in tue common law, a jurtgme;:

passed on a criminal;—a short saying contain

ing moral instruction ; a maxim ; an axiom ;—*

short paragraph ; a combination of words »Ш

is complete as expressing a thought ; a period

Sentence, (sent'ens) r. t. To pass or рголоаьа'

judgment upon; to doom;—to condemn fei

punishment.

Sentential, (sen-ten'she-al) a. Comprising кэ-

tences ;—pertaining to a sentence or full period

Bententially, (sen-ten'she-al-le) adv. In s ев-

tential manner ; by means of sentences.

Sententious, (sen-teii'she-us) a. Abounding with

sentences, axioms, and maxims ; short v&

energetic.

Sententiously, (sen-tcn'she-us-le) adv. In a sen

tentious manner ; in short, expressive periods

Sententiousness, (sen-ten'she-ue-nea) n. Quail'!

of being sententious ;—brevity with streng

of thought; condensed force of styl« ; pitbinw*

Sentient, (senahe-ent) a. [L. вспНепш.) Н*т-

iiig a faculty of sensation or perception ;—per-

ceiving; feeling;—thinking; reflecting.

Sentiment, (sen'te-meut) r. [F.J A tbwjstó

prompted by passion or feeling ; feeling ;—&

decision of the mind formed by reason ;—

opinion ; notion ; judgment ;—a thought or wbí>

expressed in words; a toast:—the веюж t¡r

meaning considered apart from the languages"

expression ;—seneibility.

Sentimental, (sen-te-nient'al)n. Abounding wita

sentiments or reflections ;—having an exco» ¿

sentiment or sensibility;—affectedly tender, re

mantic.

Sentimentalism, (sen-te-ment'al-ixm) n. Char

acter or behaviour of a sentimentalist; senti

mentality. •

Sentimentalist, (sen-te-ment'al-ist) n. On*»«13

affects sentiment, fine feeling, or exquisite sens-

bility.

Sentimentality, (sen-te-ment-al'o-te)«. Affeeti-

tion of fine feeling or exquisite sensibility .
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Sentimentally, (sen-te-ment'al-le) «<'i.\ In a senti

mental manner ¡—with refined feeling;— with

affectation of sensibility.

Sentinel, ( sen'te-nel ) w. [F. «entineUe.} A

soldier set to watch or guard an army, camp,

or other place, from surprise.

Sentinel, (sen'te-nel) v. t. To watch over like a

sentinel ;—to furnish with a sentinel ; to guard.

Sentry, (sen'tre) n. [Sentinel] A soldier ou

guard ; a sentinel ;—guard ; watch; the duty of

a sentinel.

Sentry-box, (sen'tre-boks) «. A box to cover a

sentinel at his post and shelter him from the

weather. [»ion of the calyx.

Sepal, (eê/pal) n. [L. eepatum.] A leaf ordivi-

Separability, ( sep-ar-a-bil'e-te) »i. Quality of

being separable.

Separable, (sep'ar-a-bl) a. Capable of being

separated, disjoined, disunited, or rent

Separate, (sep'ar-at) v.t. [L. separare,] To

part in any manner; to divide; to break into

parts or portions;—to disconnect; to disjoin;

hence, to divorce ;—to withdraw;—to set apart ;

to select;—v.i. Topart; to be disconnected; to

withdraw from each other ;—to cleave ; to split ;

to open.

Separate, (sep'ar-ut) a. Divided from others;

disjoined ; disconnected ;—not united ; distinct ;

—disunited from the body; incorporeal.

Separately, (sen'ar-ät-le) adv. lu a separate

state; apart; distinctly; singly.

Separation, (sep-ar-ä'ahun) ». Act of separating ;

disjunction ;—disunion : disconnection;— act of

decomposing substances ; chemical analysis ;—

divorce.

Separatism, (eep'ar-at-izm) n. Disposition to

withdraw from a church ; the practice of so

withdrawing.

Separatist, (sep'ar-at-ist) it. One who with

draws from a church to which he has belonged;

a> seceder; a dissenter; a schismatic ; a sectary.

Sepaxatory, (sep'ar-a-tor-e) n, A chemical ves

sel for separating liquors ; — a surgical instru

ment for separating the pericranium from the

cranium.

Separatory, (sep'ar-a-tor-e) a. Serving to

separate, carry off, and discharge, as the lacteal

tlucte or glands.

Sepia, (sê'pe-a) ïi. [G. sipia.] The cuttle-fish;

—adark brown pigment prepared from the secre

tions of the cuttle-fieh ; hence, used adjeethely

to note a kind, of drawing or sketching with a

dark ground, and prevailing tone or hue of

brown.

Sepoy, (sê'poy) v. [Hind, eepahai.] A native

of India employed as a soldier in the British

service.

Sept, (sept) n. [Л.-S. sift, Ger. ript.] A clan,

race, or family, proceeding from a commun pro

genitor—used of the race» or families in Ireland.

Septangle, (sept'aug-gl) n. A figure with seven

sides and seven angles ; a heptagon.

Septangular, ( sept-ang'gû-làr ) «. (L. stpttm

and anyulv*.] Having seven angles.

September, (sep-tem'bçr) n. [L. мрШк] The

month following August; the ninth month of

the year.

Septemvir, (sep-tem'vir) n. [L. Âtptnn and WW.]

In ancient Home, ouo of ветеп men associated

in office.

Septenary, (sep'ten-ar-e) a. [L. septcnarius.]

Consisting of or relating to seven.

Septennial, (sep-ten'ne-al) a. [L. iepttnnit.}

Continuing seven years;— happening once in

every seven years.

I Septennially, (sep-ten'ue-al-le) «dr. Once in

I seven years.

Septentrion, (sep-ten'tre-on) n. [L. etptentrio.]

! The north or northern regions.

i Septentrional, (sep-ten'tre-on-al) a. Of or per

taining to the north ; northern.

Septic, (scp'tik) a. [G. septikos.) Having power

I to produce or promote putrefaction :—also scptt-

eat

Septic, (sep'tik) if. A substance which gener

ates or induces putrefaction : — also wiitten

apton.

Septuagenarian, (sep-tû-a-jen-ar'e-an) n. A per

son who is seventy years of age ; a scptuagenary.

Septuagenary, (sep-tñ-ajiu-ar-e) «. [L. stptaa-

f/tnariue.] Consisting of seventy .

Septuagenary, (sep-tù-aj'in-ar-e) n. A person

seventy years of age ; a septuagenarian.

Septuagésima, (sep-tu-a-jes'e-ma) п. [L. septua-

fffsimvf.) The third Sunday before Lent—so

called because it is seventy days before Easter.

Septuagésima!, (sep-tû-a-jes'e-mal) a. Con

sisting of seventy, or of severity years.

Septuagint, (sep'tu-a-jint) n. [L. teptvaainta.l

A Greek version of the Old Testament—so called

because the work of seventy, or of seventy-two

translators, about 270 years b.c. :—often writ

ten LXX. [times as much ; sevenfold.

Septuple, (sep/tu-pl) a. [h. MptupUx.] Seven

Sepulchral, (se-pul'kral) a. Pertaining to burial,

to the grave, or to monuments erected to the

memory of the dead ; monumental ; — deep;

grave; hollow, as voice or tone;—gloomy; dismal,

as look.

Sepulchre, (sop'ul-kçr) п. [L. tepittchrv.m.]

A place in which the dead body of a human

being is interred; a grave ; a tomb.

Sepulchre, (sep'ul-ker) v. t. To bury ; to inter.

Sepulture, (sep'ul-tur) «. (L. stputturo.l Act

of depositing the dead body of a human being

in the grave ; burial ; interment.

Sequacious, (sê-kwa'she-us) «. [h. sfquax.] In

clined to follow: attendant ;—observing logical

sequence ;—ductile ; pliant.

Sequel, (sCkwel) >\. [F. séquelle.) That which

follows; continuation;—consequence; event.

Sequence, (seTcweus) u. [F.] A consequent ; re

sult ; — line or order of succession ; natural

couise;—in music, a regular alternate succession

of similar chords;—in gaimuff, a set of cards

following each other immediately in the same

suit.

Sequent, (sêTiwent)ff. [L. sequnu*.\ Following;

succeeding ¡—resulting; consequent.

Sequester, (во-kwes'tçr) r. t. [F. sequeitrtr.]

To separate from the owner for a time;—to take

from, as parties in controversy, and put into the

possession of an indifferent person; — to set

apart ; to separate from other things ;—to with

draw or retire into obscurity;—to seclude one's

self from society; — r. i. To renounce, as a

widow, any concern with the estate of her

husband ; to withdraw ; to retire.

Sequestrable, (së-kwes'tru-bl) ст. Capable of

separation; subject to privation; liable to se

questration.

Sequestrate, (её- к wee' trat) r. t. To sequester.

Sequestration, (не-kwce-trushun) ti. State of

being set aside; separation ¡—disunion; disjunc

tion ;—in ckancery laic, alienation of the disput

ed property from both parties in the suit till the
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right be legally determined, called voluntary

when made by consent of parties, -and necessary

when made by order of the court ; — in Scot's

law, legal process by which an insolvent to

avoid bankruptcy, transfers all his property to

trustees acting on behoof of the creditors ;—

seizing the estate of a criminal, traitor, <fcc,

for the use of the state.

Sequestrator, (su-kwes'trat-er) n. [L.] One who

sequesters for a time projwrty or business, to

satisfy demands or claims out of rents or profits;

one to whom the keeping of sequestered pro

perty is committed.

Seraglio, (se-ral'yo) n. [It serra.frlio, Per. ser&t.]

The palace of the Turkish sultan, in winch are

confined the females of the harem.

Serai, (se-ra') n, A place for the accommoda

tion of travellers in India and Tartary.

Seraph, (ser'af) n. [H. sdraph,] An angel of the

highest order.

Seraphic, (se-rafik) a. Pertaining to, or suitable

to a seraph ; angelic ; sublime;—burning ; in

flamed with love or zeal; refined from sensuality;

spiritual.

Seraphim, (seiJaf-im) n.pl. Angels of the

highest order in the celestial hierarchy.

Sere, (sei-) a. Dry ; withered ; sear. [talon.

Sere, (ser) n. [Norm. F. serve.] A claw ; a

Serenade, (aer-S-nad') «. [F.J Music perform

ed in the open air at night in compliment to

some person, especially to a lady;—a sung or

air composed for such a purpose.

Serenade, (ser-o-nan") v. t. To entertain with

nocturnal music ;—r. i. To perform nocturnal

music.

Serene, (s5-ren') a. [L. seven us.] Clear and

calm; fair; bright; — unruffled; undisturbed.

Serene is given as a title to several princes in

Europe, as serene highness.

Serenely, (s3-ren'le) udv. In a serene manner;

calmly ;—with unruffled temper ; coolly.

Serenity, (se-ren'e-te) n. Condition or quality

of being serene ; clearness and calmness ; quiet

ness; stillness; peace;—calmness of mind.

Serf, (serf) n. [F. serf, L. servus.] A servant

or slave employed in husbandry; bondman;

vassal. [of serfs.

Serfdom, (serfdum) «. The state or condition

Serge, (serj) n. [F. serga.] A woollen twilled

stuff, the warp of which is worsted and the

weft woollen.

Sergeant, (sar'jent) n. [L. servient.] Formerly,

an officer in England nearly answering to the

modern bailiff of the hundred;—a non-commis

sioned officer next in rank abovo the corporal,

whose duty is to instruct recruits in discipline,

to form the ranks, &c. ;—a lawyer of the highest

rank :—written also Serjeant. t

Sergeant-major, (sar-jent-ma'jor) n. A non

commissioned officer who acts as assistant to

the adjutant.

Sergeantahip, (sir'jent-ship) n. The office of a

serjeaut

Serial, (se/re-al) a. Pertaining to or consisting

of a series; appearing in successive parts.

Serial, (se're-al) n, A periodical publication: a

book issued in a succession of parts ; a tale

published in successive numbers of a periodical.

Serially, (sC're-al-le) adv. In a series or regular

order; successively; periodically.

Sericeous, (se-rishVus) n. [L. sericus.) Pertain

ing to silk ; Bilky;—in botany, covered with fine

f oft hairs, as a leaf.

Series, (se re-ex) n. [L.J A number of thing*

or events succeeding in order, and connected

by a like relation; a line or row of things* ■—

sequence; order; course; succession of things;

—an order or subdivision of some class of

natural bodies ;—in arithmetic &nd alpebra, an

indefinite number of terms succeeding era

another, and increasing or diminishing by a de

terminate rate.

Serio-comic, (se-re-o-koni'ik) a. Having a mix

ture of seriousness and comicality.

Serious, (se're-us) a, [L. serins.] Grave in man

ner or disposition; earnest; solemn;—really in

tending what is said ;—important; weighty; not

trifling ;—giving rise to apprehension; attended

with danger:—earnest in religion ; devout.

Seriously, (sC're-us-le) adv. in a serious man

ner ; gravely ; solemnly ; in earnest ; without

levity.

Seriousness, (se're-us-ues) n. Condition or qual

ity of being serious ; gravity; solemnity; earnest

attention; solemn frame of mind, especial!} in

religion.

Serjeant, (sar'jent) «. A sergeant.

Sermon, (ser'inun) n, [L. strvio.] A discourse

delivered in public for the purpose of religi

ous instruction, and grounded on some p&ssag*

of Scripture ;—a priuted religious discourse ;—

a serious address ; a set exhortation or reproof-

Sermonize, (sertuun-iz) v. i. To compose or

write a sermon or seimons ; to preach ; — to

inculcate rigid rules ; to exhort or reprove ;—

also, to sermon.

Sermonizer, (scr-niun-iz'er) n. One who ser

monizes.

Seron, (su-rcon/) u. [F. serron.] A bale or pack

age of skin or leather for drugs or the like :

—also seroon.

Serous, (st-'rus) a. Thin ; watery; noting that

part of the blood which separates in coagulaUija

from the red )>art ;—pertaining to serum.

Serpent, (serpent) n. [L. serpens.] A snake ;

an ophidian reptile without feet, moving by

the folds it forms in contact with the ground;—

a subtle or malicionB person;—a species of fire

work having a serpentine motion ;—a constella

tion in the Northern hemisphere ;—a wind in

strument—so called from its form.

Serpentine, (ser'peut-in) a. Resembling a stir-

pent ; meandering: crooked; spiral.

Serpentine, (ser'pent-in) n. A magneaUn

mineral or rock, usually green, with a spotted or

mottled appearance resembling a serpent's t-kin.

Serrated, (serrut-ed) a. [L. terrain.*.] JCotchcd

on the edge like a saw.

Serrature, (se/rat-ur) n. [L. terra turnJ} A

notching like that between the teeth of a saw.

Serried, (ser/id) a. Thick ; compact ; crowded.

Berry, (ser're) v. t. [F. serrer.] To crowd.

Serum, (se'ium) n. [L.] The liquid portion of

the blood after the separation of the coagnlum

or clot.

Servant, (serVant) n. [L. serriens.) One wb-.'

serves;—a domestic, male or female;—one em

ployed as an instrument;—a person of baso con

dition or ignoble spirit ;—a term of civility or

respect, with your, 4tc

Serve, (serv) r. (. [L. servire.] To work for ; to

act as servant to ;—to obey servilely; to be sub

servient to ;—to wait on ;—to bring in or op,

as food from the kitchen; to present foxl as

on plate, china, Ax. ;—to deal out; to distribute,

as stores, &c. ; — to help by good offices ; to
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benefit ;—to bo .sufficient, for ; to satisfy ;—to act

as a substitute for;—to deal with : to requite ;

—to render spiritual obedience ; to worship ;—

to ioadand fire, as guns;—to contribute: to con-

dnoe to;—in skips, to cover or pay over with

rope-yarn;—v. i. To be a servant or slave; to

be ! a subjection ;—to wait ; to attend :—to act

as a soldier, seaman, &c;—to be of use; to be

sufficient ; to answer.

Server, (server) n. One who serves ;—a plate or

salver.

Service, (scrv'is) u. Act of serving ; occupation

of a servant ; performance of labour ;—assist

ance or kindness rendered ; office ; — employ

ment; place : —religious duty; worship;—obe

dience; submission ;—public office of devotion ;

hour or form of divine worship:—military or

naval duty;—useful office; benefit;—profession

of respect uttered or sent ;—a set of vessels used

at table;—order of dishes at table; course.

Serviceable, (s^rVis-a-bl) a. Doing service : pro

moting happiness or any good; beneficial; ad

vantageous;—active: diligent; officious.

Serviceableness, (serv'is-a-ol-nes) n. State or

quality of being serviceable : usefulness.

Serviceably, (se,rv'is-a-ble) adv. In a serviceable

manner.

Servile, (serVil) a. [L. servili*.} Pertaining to

a servant ; slavish ; mean ;—held in subjection;

dependent ; — meanly submissive; cringing;

fawning;—in grammar, not belonging to the

original root.

Servile, (serv^l) n. A letter not forming part of

the root of a word ;—a letter not sounded.

Servilely, (serv'il-le) adv. In a servile manner;

slavishly; meanly.

Servility, (serv-il'e-te) n. State or quality of

being servilti ; slavish deference ; mean submis

sion.

Servitor, (serv'e-t^r) *« [**•] A servant; an

attendant; a follower:—in Oxford, an under

graduate partly supported by the college funds.

Servitude, (serv'e-tuci) n. (L. nerritudo.] State

of voluntary or involuntary subjection to a mas

ter ; slavery ; bondage ; — state of a conquered

country.

Sesame, (sesa-me) n. [L. sesamvm.) An annual

herbaceous plant, from the seeds of which au oil

U expressed.

Sessile, (ses'sil)n. [1.. sensilis.] Attached with

out any sensible projecting support; — issuing

directly from the main stem or branch without

a footstalk.

Session, (sesh'nn) n. \l,. n*xio.] Act of sitting,

or state of being seated ;—actual sitting of a

court, council, legislature, &c, for the transac

tion of business; — the time or term during

which a court, council, legislature, and the like,

meet daily for business.

Sessional, (sesh'nn-al) a. Pertaining to a session

or to sessions.

Ses spool, (sea'pool) n. [A.-S. MM.] A cavity

smile in the earth to receive the sediment of

water conveyed in drains ; a cesspool.

Sesterce, (ses'ters) n. [L. sestertius.) A Roman

coin—equal to about two pence sterling.

Set, (set) r. f. [A.-S. settan.] To cause to sit ; to

aeat ; to place; to put; to fix ;—to attach to; to

put or place on ;—to put in a condition or state;

to cause to be;—to stop: to obstruct ; to pre

determine ; to dispose ;—to appoint ; to assign ;

—to name ; to designate ; — to render stiff or

rigid ; —to plant ;—to fix, as a precious stone in

metal ; hence, to place in or amid something

which embelh'shes ;—to convert into curd ;—to

put into a desired position or condition; to

adjust; to regulate, as an instrument; to give

a fine edge, as a razor ;—to extend, as the sail of

a ship;—to give a pitch to, asa tune;—to reduce

from a dislocated or fractured state, as a limb;

to stake at play; to wager;—to adapt, as words

to notes ;—to exhibit ; to display ;—to offer for

choice; to propose;—to put a price on ; to value;

—to let ; to grant to a tenant ;—r. i. To pass

below the horizon ; to go down ; — to strike

root ;—to become fixed or rigid ;—to congeal or

concrete ;— to have a certain direction in mo

tion; to tend ;—to indicate the position of game

—said of a dog ;—to apply one's Belf ;—to begin.

Set, (set) a. Fixed ; firm ; obstinate ;—regular;

uniform ; formal ;—established ; prescribed.

Set, (set) n. Act of setting ; descent below the

horizon ;—a young plant for growth ;—perman

ent change of figure in consequence of pressure;

[ — a number of things of the same kind ; an

assortment; a suit;—a number of persons asao-

] ciated by custom, office, quality, or the like ; a

; clique ;-—direction or course.

Setaceous, ( sO-ta'she-us ) a. 1 1 ... . la. | bet with,

i or consisting of, bristles : bristly.

! Set-off, (set'of) n. That which is set off against

another thing; an offset;— a decoration; an

> ornament: — in laic, a counter-claim filed or

I set up by the defendant against the plaintiff's

I demand.

Seton, (seton) n, [L. seta.] A few horse hairs,

or a twist of silk drawn through the skin by

which a small opening is made and continued

for the discharge of humours.

Setose, (se'tos) a. [L. tetosus.] Having the sur

face set with bristles ; bristly '—also setous.

Settee, (set-teO *■ [from set.] A long seat with

a back for several persons to sit in at once.

Setter, (set'sr) n. A s]x>rting hound that indi

cates, by sitting or

crouching, the place jf^-1 '

where game lies bid;— /jsbbbbbbT^

one who adapts words

to music ;—a compo

sitor ;—an ornament ;

set-off.

Setting, (set'ing) n.

Act of placing, fixing,

or establishing; — act

of sinking below the horizon ;—something set

in or inserted:—that in which something, asa

gem, is set ;—the direction of a current, sea, or

wind ;—in building, the hardening of plaster,

mortar, or cement;—act of taking birds with a

setter ; also, faculty of pointing at game, as a

setter.

Settle, (setl) n. [A.-S. set!, from xittan, to sit.]

A bench with a high back ; a seat ; a stool.

Settle, (setl) v. t. [From set.] To place in a

fixed or permanent condition : to make firm,

steady, or stable; hence, to establish in business

and the like:— to establish in the pastoral office;

—to marry or give in marriage, as a daughter ;

—to convey or secure by legal act or deed, as

a pension, annuity, &c. ; to confer:—to render

quiet ; to still ; to compose ;—to clear of dregs

and impurities ;—to restore to a dry or passable

condition, as roads;—to cause to sink; to lower;

—to free from uncertainty or wavering ; to de

termine, as discussion or controversy ; to ad

just, as accounts ; to balance ;—to plant with
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inhabitants; to colonize;—v. i. To become fixed

or permanent ;—to fix one's place or residence ;

to marry ; to be established in an employment

or profession ;—to become dry and hard, as

ground; to clarify and deposit dregs, as a liquid;

—to sink gradually; to subside;—to become

calm ;—to adjust differences or accounts;—to

rest ; to repose.

Settled, (set'Id J a. Fixed; established;—stable.

Settlement, (set'I-inent) n. Act of settling;—es

tablishment in business or the like; — estab

lishment of inhabitants; colonization;—actor

process of adjusting or determining; compos

ure of differences ; liquidation of accounts; —

giving possession under legal sanction ;—a dis

position of property, usually through the me

dium of trustees ;~-matter that subsides; lees;

dregs;—a colony newly established ;—the sum

secured to a person ; (specially, a jointure

made to a woman at her marriage;—a settled

place of abode; legal residence.

Settler, (setfler) n. In taw, one who confers or

conveys a gift, grant, 4c;—one who makes his

home in a new country ; colonist.

Settling, (sefling) n. Act of making a settle

ment;—subsiding, as lees;—adjustment of dif

ferences;—liquidating, as accounts and debts ;

—hardening, as of building materials; — pi.

Lees; dregs; sediment.

Seven, (sev'n) «. [A. -8. scoj'tn.] Ouo more than

six. •

Seven, (sev'n) n. The number greater by one

thau six ;—a symbol representing seven units,

us 7 or vii.

Sevenfold, (sev'n-fold) o. Repeated seven times.

Sevenfold, (sev'n-fold) adr. Seven times as much

or as often ; in the proportion of seven to one.

Seventeen, (sev'n-ten) a. [A.-S. seo/online.] One

more than sixteen or Iras than eighteen.

Seventeenth, (sev'n-tenth) it. One of seventeen

equal parts ;—the next in order after the six

teenth.

Seventh, (sev'enth) a. One next in order after

the sixth ; — constituting one of seven equal

parts.

Seventh, (sev'enth) n. One of seven equal parts;

—one next in order after the sixth.

Seventhly, (sev'enth-le) adv. In the seventh

place.

Seventieth, ( seven-te-eth ) a. Constituting or

being one of seventy equal parts into which any

thing is divided.

Seventieth, (sev'en-te-eth) n. One of seventy

equal parts ;—one next in order after the sixty-

ninth.

Seventy, (sev'en-te)**. [A.-S. ieofontig.] Seven

times ten ; one more thau sixty-nine.

Seventy, (sev'en-te) n. The sura of seven times

ten;—70 or LXX.

Sever, (sev'gr) i*. (. [F. stiver.] To part or divide

by violence ; to separate by cutting or rending ;

—to remove by distance ; — to disconnect ; to

disunite ;—to keep distinct or apart;—to part

possession of;—v.i. To make a separation or

distinction ; to disti ngu ish ; — to be parted or

rent asunder ; to suffer disjunction.

Several, (sev'er-al) a. Separate; distinct;—

diverse ; different ; various ; —more than two,

Act of sevens; or

but not very many ; appropriate; peculiar,

teveral, (sev'fr-al) /i. En

singly taken.

Severally, ( sev'er-aMe ) adv

tinctly ; apart from others.

iuch particular or number

Separately ; *lia-

Severance, (sev'er-ans) n.

dividing ; separation.

Severe, (se-ver') a. [L. wwrnt] Serious id

feeling or manner : grave ; sober : — harsh

sharp;—strict; rigidly methodical ; — psianil:

afflictive ;—bitiug; keen, as cold;—concise; set >

diffuse or flowery, as style;—exact; critical ;-

nice, as a test ;—minute ; searching.

Severely, (se-verle) adv. In a severe maimer

gravely; strictly: painfully; extremely; newel*

Severity, (se-verVte) n> Quality of 'being «-

vera ; — gravity or austerity ; extreme juici

ness ; — extreme coldness or inclemency ; -

harshness; cruel treatment ;—exactness; rign

ousness.

Sew, (so) v. t. [A.-S. tutsan, L. guere.) To matt

or fasten together with a needle and thread ;—

v. i. To practise sewing.

Sewage, (su'aj)ft. The refuse matter and £si

of a city sent down in a liquid form throsT*

subterranean pipes or drains, and discharged

into a river, firth, or on a tidal shore, Ac.;-

the arrangement of pipes, and canals for tL>

purpose.

Sewer, (su'er) n. [Norm. F. teuteifr*.] A dm"

or passage to convey water and filth under

ground.

Sewer, (Bd'er) n. One who sews or uses a nes&i

Sewerage, (au'gr-aj) n. Construction of a se*er:

—the system of sewers in a city, town, Ac;

—the materials collected in and discharged rj

sewers ; sewage.

Sewing, (sd'ing)n. The act or occupation ofaw ,

ing or using the needle ; that which is sewed

Sex, (seks) n. [L. »txv.s.\ The distinguish*;

peculiarity of male or female;—one of ta* tw

groups of organic beings formed on the diwiar-

tiou of male and female ;—the distingtusiusj

peculiarity of plants, as Btaniinate or pistiliaie.

—womankind; females, by way of emphasii

Sexagenarian, (seks-a-jon-a're-an) «. A perse

of the age of sixty years.

Sexagenary, (seks-ajen-ar-e) a. [L. masks- (

arhif.] Pertaining to sixty; procoediof fc?

sixties.

Sexagesima, (seks-a-jcs'e-ma) n. [L. *r»;i**-

ihus.] The second Sunday before Lent, leaf

about the sixtieth day before Easter.

Sexagesimal, (seks-a-jea'e-inal) a. Pertaieu?

to or founded on the number sixty.

Sexennial, (seks-en'ne-al) a. [L, stx and nnnw-J

Lasting six years or happeuiug once in six y*sr*

Sextant, (seka'tant)n. [L. ttxtans.] The six*

part of a circle;—a nau

tical instrument for mea

suring by reflection the

altitude of the heavenly

bodies to determine the

latitude, or their angular

distances to determine the

longitude of a vessel at sea.

Sextile, (scks'til) n. [L. sex-

( us. ] Aspect or position ol

two planets when distant

from each other sixty degrees.

Sextodecimo, (seks-to-des'e-mo) «. [L. *t^i*-"»-

decimu*.] Formed of sheets folded » ss i*j

make sixteen leaves ; a book composed of ti«^

folded so as to make sixteen leaves or thirty -t^*

pages;— tho size of a book thus conjpus**—

lomo., 16°.

Sexton, (eeks'tun) n. [Contracted from *^£

tan.] An under officer of the church, who ■"

 

Sextant
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care of the vessels, vestments, &c. ;—one who

digs graves, buries the dead, has charge of the

vaults, Ac.; a grave-digger.

Sextonship, (sekYtun-ship) it. The office of a

sexton.

Sextuple, (seks'tB-pI) a. [L. sextupl us.] Six

times as much ; sixfold ;—having six parts.

Sexual, (seks'u-al) a. [L. sexualis.] Pertaining

to sex or the sexes ; distinguishing sex ; relat- '

ing to the distinct organs of the sexes.

Sexually, (seks'u-al-le) adv. In a sexual manner

or relation.

Shabbily, (shab'e-le) adr. [From shabby.] In a

shabby manner; meanly ; raggedly .

Shabbineis, (shabVnes) «. The quality of being

shabhy; raggedness :—meanness ; paltriness.

Shabby, (shab'e) a. [D. schabbig.] Torn or worn

to rags ; poor ;—clothed with ragged or soiled

garments ;—mean ; paltry ; despicable.

Shackle, (sliak'l) v. t. To tie or confine the limbs

of; to fetter.;—to join by a link or chain ;—to

embarrass action ; to impede.

Shackle, (shak'l) n. [A.-S. Kami.] A fetter:

gyve; chain ;—hence, that which obstructs or

embarrasses free action ;—a link for connecting

railroad carriages ; — in ships, a ring to which

tackle, &c.t is hooked.

Shad, (shad) 11. 81*117. & V?- [Got. schade.] A fish

of the herring tribe, highly prized for food.

Shade, (shad) n. (A.-8. seadu, scead.] Compara

tive obscurity owing to the interception of the

rays of light;—darkness; obscurity;—an obscure

place ; a secluded retreat ;—a screen; something

to intercept light or heat ;—protection: shelter;

cover;— figure formed by interception of the

rays of light ; a shadow ;—a spirit ; a ghost ;—

degree or variation ofcolour, as darker or lighter;

—a very minute difference; degree; — pi., in

mythology, the invisible world or region of the

dead ;—deep obscurity ; total darkness.

Shade, (shad) v. t. To shelter or screen by inter

cepting the rays of light;—to overspread with

darkness; to obscure; — to mark with grada

tions of light or colour ; to cover from the heat

of the sun.

ShadUy, (shild'e-Ie) adv. Under shade; umbra-

geoualy ;—faintly ; indefinitely ;—obscurely.

Shadineae, (shad'e-nes) n. State of being shady.

Shading:, (shad 'ing) n. The act of making a

shade ; the effect of light and shade in a picture

or drawing ; the filling up of an outline.

Shadow, (shad'6) n. [A.-S. scadu.] Shade within

defined limits;—a plane projection in darkened

outline of the form and relative proportions ofa

body placed in front of the light ;—darkness;

obscurity ;—obscure place ; secluded retreat ;—

protection ; cover ;—the darker or leas illumin

ated part of a picture ;—that which follows like

a shadow ; a spirit; a ghost; — an imperfect

and faint representation ; indistinct image ;

hence, type ;—something unsubstantial ; phan

tom ; mockery.

Shadow, (shad'o) v. t. To cut off light from : to

cloud ; to darken ; — to make cool ; to refresh

by intercepting light or heat;—to protect; to

screen ;—to paint in obscure colours ;—to mark

with alight gradations of colour or light ;—to

represent faintly or imperfectly; to adumbrate ;

hence, to represent typically.

Shadowing1, (shsd'd-ing) k. Shade or gradation

of light and colour:—act of typifying.

Shadowless), (shad'6-les) a. Having or casting no

shadow ; hence, unsubstantial ; ghostly.

Shadowy, (shad o-e) a. Full of shade ; serving

to shade ; — dark : gloomy ; — faintly light ;—

unsubstantial ; unreal.

Shady, (ahad'e) a. Abounding with shade or

shades ;—sheltered from the glare of light or

sultry heat:—hence, keeping on the best or most

pleasant side ; safe (colloquial).

Shaft, (shaft) n. [A.-S. sceaft.) A body of a

long cylindrical shape ; the cylindrical column-

shaped part of any thing;—the stem of an arrow ;

—hence, an arrow ;—in architecture, the body of

a column between the base and the capital;—

the part of a chimney above the roof; — the

spire of a steeple ;—the stock of a feather or

quill;—the pole of a carriage ;—a bar having

one or more journals on which it rests and re

volves ;—the inner cavity of a mine.

Shafted, (shafted) a. Having a handle.

Shag, (shag) n. [A.-S. sceacga.) Coarse hair or

nap, or rough, woolly hair; — a kind of cloth

having a long, coarse nap ; — a mixture of

tobacco leaves Bhredded for smoking.

Shag, (shag) v. (. To make rough or hairy;—to

make shaggy ; to deform.

Shaggineas, (shag'e-nes) n. State of being

shaggy ; roughness, with long, loose hair or

wool.

Shaggy, (shag'e) a. TFrom shag.] Rough with

long hair or wool ;—rough ; rugged.

Shagreen, (aha-gren') h. [Turk. & Fer. tagrt]

A kind of leather prepared from the skins of

horses, asses, and camels, and grained so as to

be covered with small round pimples.

Shake, (shak) r. t. [A.-S. uacan.) To cause to

move with quick vibrations; to make to tremble

or shiver; to agitate;—to weaken the stability

of; to endanger ;—to impair the resolution of:

—to give a tremulous note to; to trill ; — to

throw down ; to throw off;—v. i. To be agitated

with a vibratory motion ; to tremble ; to shiver;

to quake ; to totter.

Shake, (shak) n. A vacillating motion ; a rapid

motion one way and the other ; agitation ;—a

concussion ; a shock;—a severe trial or strain of

the system by acute disease ;—a motion- given

and received of clasped hands.

Shakedown, (shak'down) n. Any temporary sub

stitute for a bed.

Shaker, (shaker) n. A person or thing that

shakes; — one of a sect of Christians so called

from the dancing which accompanies their devo

tional exercises.

Shakiness, (shake-Ties) 11. State or quality of

t. being shaky; instability: insecurity.

Shaking, (shaking) n. The act of brandishing ;

—shock;—trembling: shivering.

Shako, (sha'ko) n. [V. schako.) A military cap.

Shaky, (shak'e) a. Full of slits or cracks, as

timber; unsound; loosely put together.

Shale, (shal) n. [Ger. schale.) A shell or husk ;

—a fine-grained rock having a slaty structure.

Shall, (shal) v. i. k auxiliary. [A.-S. seal, sceal,

I am obliged. Go., Icel. skat.) As an auxiliary,

sluill indicates a duty or necessity derived from

the person speaking, as you shall go ; he shall

go. In shall with the first person, the necessity

of the action is sometimes implied as residing

elsewhere than in the speaker, as I shall suffer;

we shall see. In a question, shall asks for

permission or direction, or simply for informa

tion. After a conditional conjunction, as if,

•whether, shall is used to express futurity simply.

Bbaili, (shal'le) n. A kind of twilled cloth made

2M
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from the hair of the Angora goat :—also written

Challia.

Shalloon, (shal-loon') n. [From Chdlons, in

France.] A certain kind of worsted stuff.

Shallop, (ahal'op) n. [F. chaloupe.] A large

boat with two masts, and usually rigged like a

schooner ; a small boat with lugsails.

Shallow, (shale) a. Having little depth ; shoal ;

—slight; — not intellectually deep; not pro

found ; not penetrating ;—simple; superficial ;

empty.

Shallow, (shal'o) n. [From aftel/.] A place where

the water is of little depth; a shoal; a sand-bank.

Shallowness, (shal'o-nes) n. State of being shal

low; want of depth ;—emptiness; silliness

Shaly, (shal'e) a. Partaking of the qualities of

shale.

Sham, (sham) n. Any trick, fraud, or device that

deludes and disappoints ; imposture.

Sham, (sham) a. [tier, tkemman.} False; coun

terfeit ; pretended.

Sham, (sham) r. t. To deceive expectation ; to

cheat ;—to obtrude by fraud or imposition ;—to

imitate; to ape;—v. t. To make false pretences.

Shamble, (sham'bl) r.i. [D. schampefen.] To

walk awkwardly and unsteadily, as if the knees

were weak ; to shuffle along.

Shambles, (sham'blz) «. pi. [A.-S. scamol.] The

place where butcher's meat is killed and sold ;

flesh market.

Shambling, (sham'bling) n. An awkward,

clumsy, irregular pace or gait.

Shame, (sham) »• [A.-S. tceamu.] A painful

sensation excited by a consciousness of guilt;

sense of decency ; decorum ;—reproach incurred;

dishonour :—the cause or reason of shame ;—the

Eirts which modesty requires to be covered.

ame, (sham) v.t. To make ashamed;— to

cover with reproach or ignominy ; to dishon

our; to disgrace ;—to put to the blush;—v.i.

To be ashamed ; to think shame.

Shamefaced, ( sham fast ) a. [A.-S. *ceam/ast.]

Easily put out of countenance ; bashful.

ShamefacednesB, (shilm'fast-nes) ». Excess of

modesty; baBhfulness; also, a becoming modesty.

Shameful, (sn&m'fool) a. Bringing shame or

disgrace; injurious to reputation; —unbecom

ing; disgraceful ;— indecent ; shocking modesty.

Shamefully, (sbam'fool-le) adv. In a manner to

bring reproach; disgracefully;— in a way to

offend modesty ; indecently ; scandalously.

Shameless, (shamles) a. Destitute of shame ;

wanting modesty ; unblushing ; indecent ; in

delicate.

Shamelessly, (shamles-le) adv. In a shameless

manner; impudently: unblushingly.

ShamelessneBS, (shamles-nes) n. Destitution of

shame ; wont of sensibility to disgrace or dis

honour, [engagement ; a mock combat.

Sham-fight, (sham'fit) n. A pretended fight or

Shammy, (sham'e) n. A kind of leather prepared

from the skin of the chamois ; also from the

skin of the common goat or sheep.

Shampoo, (sham -poo') v.t. [Hind. UMmpnd.]

To rub and percuss the whole surface of the

body of, in connection with the hot bath ;—to

wash thoroughly and rub the head

of with soap or a soapy prepara

tion.

Shamrock, (sham'rok) n. [Ir. seam-

rog.] A plant used by the Irish as

their national emblem ; white tre

foil ; white clover. Shamrock.

 

Shank, (ahangk) n. [A.-S. scanc.] The k>*?r

joint of the leg from the knee to the foot; beL«,

the bone of the leg ; the whole leg ;— that partsf

a tool which connects tbe acting port with i

handle;—the shaft of an anchor;—the shaft of

a column.

Shanty, (shan't*) n. [Ir. sean and tig.] Ac-.-

dwelling; a hut.

Shapable, (shap'a-bl) a. That may be shape!

Shape, (shap) v.t. [A.-S. sea nan J ToforaK

create ; — to mould or make into a parutnh.

form ;—to adapt to a purpose ;—to iiuag-s ; -

conceive.

Shape, (shap) n. Character or construction ^ J

thing ;—figure made by lines, angles, cnrre.i-

—the trunk of the human body ; bodily ea^

—also, a living being as endowed with fea

a figure ; — mould ; pattern ; — idea ; — F* ■

manner.

Shapeless, (sh&ples) a. Destitute of shape.

Shapelessness, (shap'les-nes) «. The ttsfe -

being shapeless ;—deformity.

Shapeliness, (shaple-nes) n. Beauty of fcns

proportion ; symmetry.

Shapely, (shaple) a. Having a regular &4*

symmetrical : well-formed.

Shard, (shard) n. [A.-S. seeard.} A p»ct a

fragment of an earthen vessel ; — the fc*

wing-case of a beetle ;—the shell of an «C ff

snail.

Share, (shar) ». [A.-S. tear.] The broad n»

or blade of a plough which cuts the grousd

Share, (shar) n. [A.-S. sceanu] A certainf**

tion ; a division ;—the part allotted or bekt:

ing to one ;—one of a certain number of «^

portions into wliich any property or in***

capital is divided.

Share, (shar) v. t [A.-S. scrriun.) To prf

among two or more ; to divide ;—to partake-'

enjoy with others ;—v. i. To have pari.

Share-broker, (shar'brok-er) n. A dealt*

stocks, shares, and securities.

Share-holder, (sharliold-er) «. One who holi •

owns a share in a joint "fund or property.

Sharer, (shfir'er) n. One who shares; ene*^0

participates with another ; a partaker.

Shark, (shark) it. [G. l-cuxhantu.) A cartiii^-

ous fish having a long,

round body tapering

from the head, and the

mouth Bet with suc

cessive rows of sharp

teeth ; — a rapacious,

artful fellow ; a

sharper.

Shark, (shark) v. t. To pick up hastily or s^1*

— v. i. To swindle ;—to live by shift*.

Sharp, (sharp) a. [A.-S. *ctarp.] Hating a ^<"

thin edge or fine point; — keen; cuttier -

terminating in a point or edge; pesk^J

ridged ;—quick, as of sight or hearing ;—»»»

in mind; penetrating; — shrewd ; — atteatm

vigilant; —eager in pursuit; earnest;—s**<

cruel ;—alive to one's interest; good at a ear

gain ;—afleoting the taste ; acrid;—affecticr -"

air ; shrill ;—high in pitch ;—raised a saan»'

in pitch;—eager for food; keen, asappetv:-

subtle; fine, as distinctions ;—witty; sciir. ■

sayings;— pungent; sarcastic, as critici*i=

biting ; piercing, as wind, weather, *jf,*i^

emaciated, as visage; — painful

shoit and fierce, as a contest

Sharp, (sharp) n. An acute sounH
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raised a semitone above its proper pitch ;—the

character [QJ which direct* that a note be thus

railed.

Sharp, (sharp) r. (. To make keen, acute, and the

like; to sharpen; — to raise above the proper

pitch; — v.i. To trick or cheat in bargain

ing, &c

Sharpen, (sharp'n) r. t. [A.-S. ncyrpan.] To

make sharp ;—to give a keen edge or fine point

to;—to render more quick or acute in percep

tion;—to make more eager; — to make biting,

sarcastic, or severe ;—to render more shrill and

piercing ;—to make more tart or acid ;—to raise,

an a sound by a sharp;—v. i. To grow or become

sharp.

Sharper, (sharp'er) n. A shrewd man in making

bargains; a cheat in gaming; swindler.

Sharply, ( sharp 1e ) adv. With keen edge or

point;—exactly;—keenly ; acutely; severely.

Sharpnes*, ( sharp 'nes) n. The condition or

quality of being sharp; keenness of edge, as a

knife .-—quickness of perception, as of sight;—

acuteness of intellect; — eagerness of desire;

painfulness, as of grief;—severity of language;

pungency; — shrillness, as of sound • — acidity;

ftoumess to the taste.

Sharpshooting, ( sharp sh66t-ing) it. A shooting

with great precision and effect.

Sharp-sighted, (sharp'sit-ed) a. Having quick

sight;—of quick or acute understanding.

Sharp-witted, (sharp'wit-ed) a. Having an acute

or nicely discerning mind.

Shatter, (shat'er) v. t, [A.-S. tcattran.] To break

at once into many pieces ; to rend ; to crack ; to

"plit;—to disorder; to render unsound;—v.i.

To be broken into fragments.

Shatter, (shat'er) «. A fragment of any thing

forcibly rent or broken—used generally in the

plural

Shatter/, (shat'er-e) a. Easily breaking and fall

ing into many pieces ; brittle ; loose of texture.

ihave, (shav) v. t. [A. -8. tea/an.] To cut or pare

the surface of;—to make bare or smooth by cut

ting closely ;—to cut in thin slices ;—to skim

along or near the surface of; — to strip; to

fleece ;—r. i. To use a razor for removing the

beard ; to cut closely.

ihave, (shav) >u A thin slice ; a shaving ; — a

rutting of the heard ; the operation of shaving.

haveling, (shavling) n. A man Bhaved ; hence,

a monk or Romish priest, in contempt,

haver, (shaVer) n. One who shaves,

having, (sharing) n. Act of paring ;—a thin <

'lice pared off with a cutting instrument.

hawl, (shawl) n. [Per. shdl,] A cloth of wool, i

cotton, silk, or hair, used as a loose covering for :

'.he neck and shoulders.

he, (she) pron. [Go. si.] This or that female ; .

:he woman understood or referred to; — a |

voman ; a female—used humorously as a noun, i

leaf, (shef) n. [A.-S. ««!/.] A quantity or

rmful of stalks of wheat, ryo, oats, or other r

rain bound together;—any similar bundle or ,

rejection. [sheave*, j

leaf, (shef) v. i. To collect and bind ; to make '

lealing, (slieTing) n. A hut or small cottage.

tear, ( slur ) v. t. To cut or clip with shears, I

issors, or a like instrument;—to cut or clip

■om a surface;—to cut and reap grain [Scot ] ; |

-v. i. To divide or part ;—to steer wild ; to i

r.i', as a ship.

ear, (ehflr) n. [From the verb.] pi. A cut- i

ng instrument consisting of two blades with j

a bevel edge movable on a pin, used for cutting

cloth and other substances;—anything in the

form of shears ;—aa apparatus for raising heavy

weights.

Shearer, (sheYex) n. One who shears.

Shearing, (sher'ing) iu The act or operation of

clipping by shears: hence, fleecing; extortion.

Shearling, "(sheYling) n. A sheep that has been

but once sheared.

Sheath, (sheth) v. [A.-S. trccdJi.] A case for

a sword or other long and slender instrument ;

a scabbard;—any thin covering for defence or

protection ;—a membrane enveloping the stem,

as in some grasses ;—the wing-case of an insect.

Sheathe, (sheTH) v.t. To put into a sheath;

—to furnish with a sheath ; — to case or cover

with boards or with sheets of oopper.

Sheathing, (shC-THing) «. That which sheathes;

the covering of a ship's bottom and sides; or the

materials for such covering.

Sheave, (shev) n. [D. ttchijre, Ger. whtibe.] A

wheel in a block, rail, mast, yard, Ac., on which

a rope works: the wheel of a pulley.

Shechinah, (she-kln'a) n. (H.J The visible

emblem of the glory of Clod ; a bright light

resting on the mercy-seat in the tabernacle.

Shed, (shed) v.t. [A.-S. nceddan.] To cause to

emanate, proceed, or flow out;—to give forth

from one's self; to emit; — to throw off, as

a natural covering ;—r. i. To let fall the parts;

to throw off a covering.

Shed, (shed) n. [Sw. tkydd.] A slight or tem

porary erection; an out-building; a hut;—in

competition, effusion, as blootWitd,

Shedder, (shed'er) n. One who sheds or causes

to flow out. [ing.

Sheen, (shen) v.. [A.-S. fcttie,] Bright; glitter-

Sheen, (shen) n. Brightness; splendour.

Sheep, (shep) n. sinp. & pi. (A.-S. *cedp.] A

small ruminant quadruped, valued for its flesh

and wool ;—the people of God, as being under

Christ, the great Shepherd.

Sheep-cot, (shepaot) n. A small inclosure for

sheep; a pen.

Sheepfold, (shep'fold) h. A place where sheep

are collected or confined ;—hence, the church.

Sheepish, (shep'iah) a. Like a sheep; bashful;

timorous ; diffident ; shy.

Sheepishly, (shep'ish-le) adv. In a sheepish

manner ; bashfully.

Sheepishness, (shep/ish-nes) n. The quality of

being sheepish: excessive modesty; bashfulness.

Sheep-run, (shep'ruu) n. A tract for feeding

sheep.

Sheep-shank, (shep'shangk) n. Among seamen,

a knot or hitch to shorten a rope, halyard, A'c.

Sheep-shearer, (shep/sher-cr) n. One who shears

the wool from sheep.

Sheep-shearing, (shep'sher-ing) n. Act of shear

ing sheep ;—time of shearing sheep; also, a feast

made on that occasion.

Sheep-skin, (shep skin) n. The skin of a sheep or

leather prepared from it.

Sheep-walk, (shep'wawk) v. Pasture for sheep.

Sheer, (sher) o. [A.-S. scfr.] Separate: pure;

—being what it seems to be ; Birnple ;—perpen

dicular; straight up and down.

Sheer, (slier) r. i. To decline or deviate from the

lino of the proper course ; to turn aside.

Sheer, (sher) n. The longitudinal curve or bend

of a ship's deck or sides.

Sheer, (sher) adv. Clean: right off;—at once.

Sheet, (shet) n. [A.-S. tcite.] In general, any
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broad, uninterrupted expanse ; a broad piece of

cloth used as a part of bed furniture;—a broad

piece of paper from the mill; a piece pressed,

cut, and folded; apiece printed; a newspaper,

pamphlet, or book ;—a broad expanse of water;

—a thin expanded portion of metal or other

substance. [Ger. achote.] A rope fastened to

the lower corner of a sail to extend it.

Sheet, (shot) v. t. To fold in a sheet ;—to cover,

as with a Bheet ;—to draw or expand, as a sheet.

Sheet-anchor, (shet'ang-ker) n. [O. Eng. shoot-

uiichor.] The largest anchor of a ship ;—hence,

the chief support ; the last refuge for safety.

Sheeting;, (shet'ing) n. Cloth for sheets.

Sheet-lightning, (shCt'Ht-ning) n. Lightning

diffused over the sky in wide expanded flashes,

but not accompanied by thunder.

Sheik, (shek) n. [A. *heikhj\ A chief; a lord.

Shekel, (shek'l) n. [H.] An ancient weight and

coin among the Jews, about half an ounce avoir

dupois, and about 2$. tit/, sterling.

Shelf, (shelf) n. [A.-S. scelfe.) A board elevated

above the floor and fixed or set horizontally on

a frame or contiguous to a wall for holding ves

sels, books, Ax.;—a sand-bank in the sea, or a

rock or ledge of rocks.

Shelly, (shelfe ) a. Abounding in or composed

of shelves ; full of dangerous shallows.

Shell, (shel) n. [A.-S. scell.) A hard, outside

covering of certain fruits ; the outside layer of

an egg ;— the hard organized substance forming

the skeleton of many invertebrate animals ;—

the hard covering of some vertebrates, as the

armadillo, tortoise, inc.; — a hollow sphere of

iron, which, being filled with gunpowder, and

fired from a niortar or cannon, bursts into

pieces ; a bomb ; — a coarse kind of wooden

cofliu ;—the outer frame or case of a block ;—the

outer part of a house unfinished ;—an instru

ment of music.

Shell, (shel) p. (. To strip or break off the shell;

to take out of the nhell ;— to separate from the

ear ;—to throw shells upon ; to bombard ;—v. i.

To fall off, as a shell ; — to cast the shell or

exterior covering.

Shellac, (shel'lak) v. The resin lac Bpread into

thin plates after being melted and strained.

Shell-board, (sliel'b^rd) n. A frame placed over

a cart and projecting laterally to carry a larger

loid of hay, straw, <fca

Shell-fish, (shel'fish) ». An aquatic animal whose

external covering consists of a shell, as oysters,

clams, tbo. [listing of shells.

Shelly, (shel'e) e. Abounding with shells;—con-

Shelter, (shelter) 7i. [Nora, tkyla.) That which

covers or defends from injury or annoyance;

refuge ; retreat ;—security ; protection ;—hence,

a defender ; a protector.

Shelter, (shel'ter) r. (. To cover from harm or

injury;—to defend; to protect; to harbour ;—to

betake to cover or a safe place—used rcfloxively; '

—to cover from notice; to disguise;—v.i. To 4

take shelter.

Shelterless, (shel'ter-les) a. Destitute of shelter

or protection ; homeless.

Shelve, (shelv) v. t. To furnish with shelves ;— :

to place on a Bhelf ;—to lay by, as uufit for use;

—to remove from the list of those capable of

active duty ;—to postpone or give the go-by to a

motion or question; —v.i. To incline; to be j

sloping.

Shelving, (shelving) «. Operation of fitting up

or fixing shelves ;—materials for shelves.

Shelvy, (shelve) a. Full of rocks or sand-b*r.»v

shallow. [dad

Sheol. (she'ol) * [U.] The place or state of tie

Shepherd, (ahep'erd) it. [From sheep and keri

A man employed in tending and guardis?

sheep;—a swain ; a rural lover ;—one who tecs

the flock of Christ ; pastor—called u*dcr-&?

herd. Chief shepheixi, Christ.

Shepherdess, (shep'crd-es) «. A woman &

tends sheep ; hence, a rustic lass.

Shepherd's-crook, (shep'erds-krouk) n. A

staff having the end curved so as to form a had

Sherbet, (sherbet) n. [A.] A drink componl J

water, lemon-juice, and sugar.

Sherd, (sh?rd) n. A fragment— usually in fe

compound potshenU piece of a broken pot

Sheriff, (sber'if) n. [A.-S. scir and gertja.) V*

chief officer of a shire or county to wbee ■

intrusted the execution of the laws ;—in Ses-

land, the chief local judge of a count* cro

trict.

Sheriffalty, (sheYif-al-te) n. The oflice or jsz*

diction of sheriff.

Sherry, (sher'e) n. A strong wine of a C*

amber colour and aromatic odour.

Shibboleth, (shib'bo-leth) n. [H.] A word **£

was made the criterion by which to di«E>

gnish the Ephraimites from the GUeadites ?«

Judges, xi. and xii. ;—hence, that which dl«t>

guishes one party from another.

Shield, (sheld) n. [A.-S. sciMJ Abnadpo

of defensive armour carried on the azn.i

buckler ;—defence ; protection ; —a perssi *»

protects or defends ;—the escutcheon or 6*W «

which are placed the bearings in coats of its*

Shield, (shcld) i\ t. To cover as with a shifci

to secure from danger ; to protect; to ward &

Shieldless, (sheldles) a. Destitute of pvter&cr.

Shift, (shift) v.t. [A.-S. scifltn,.] Tacto

to alter ;—to transfer from one place or pwy-

to another ;—to put off or out of the wsj "

some expedient; — to change, as clothes;—v

dress in fresh clothes;—v.i. Tomove; toefct*

place or position ;—to change in opinions, p"•'-

ciples, or language; to vary ;—to OBsupperf <■'

shifty ;—to change one's clothes;—to use iwL«^

methods ;—to move from one scheme or esp?

inent to another;— to break looae and xoU,«

cargo in a ship ;—to take or seek matted* r-

safety.

Shift, (shift) n. A turning from one thi~ 5

another ; a change ;—a mean refuge or rt» r-

also, last resource ;—subterfuge ; fraud; arua'

—a woman's under garment; a chemise.

Shifter, (shift'er) n. One who changes, as sao*

i n a theatre ;—one who practises artifioe-

Shifting, (shiffing) n. Act of changing :-*"■ '

evading or putting off by some expedient.

Shiftless, (shift'lea) a. Destitute of cms-*

resources, contrivances, or devices-

Shifty, (shift'e) t(. Full of shifts ; fertile in

dionts or contrivances;—tricky; artful; «v

Shillalah, (shil-ft'lah) n. An oaken sarOiat :

cudgel, from a wood in Ireland of thai naw* ""

also spelled Shillela.

Shilling, (shil'ing) «. [A.-S. Milling.] A*1*

lish silver coin, equal to twelve pence, cr **

twentieth part of a pound.

Shilly-shally, ( shil'e-»hare ) w. [Unas. &* P

Foolish trilling; irresolution; hesitation.

Shiloh, (shild) n. [H.] The Messiah- » »f

by Jacob on his death-bed. See Gen. xliv ' ;

Shimmer, (shiru'er) v.i. [A-S. *e»)*rrw*J '
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gleam; to glisten; to glimmer with a faint white

light.

Shin, (shin) n. [A -S. -,.,,. .r ; The fore part of

the leg between the ankle and the knee.

Shindy, (shin'de) n. An uproar ; a row ; a riot.

Shine, (shin) v. i. [A.-S. $cturtn.] To emit rays of

light; to give light;—to be lively and animated;

to be brilliant ;—to be glossy or bright, as silk :

—to be gay, splendid, conspicuous, or distin

guished ; — in Scripture, to be favourable ; to

countenance.

Shine, (shin) n. Fair weather;—brightness; splen

dour; lustre; gloss; polish.

Shingle, (shing'gl) ft. [Ger. addntUL] A piece

uf wood sawed or rived thin and small, used in

covering buildings ;—loose gravel and pebbles

on shores and coasts.

Bhingle, (shing'gl) r. t. To cover with shingle* or

tiles, as a roof;—to purify puddled iron from

scoria in converting it into malleable iron.

Shingles, (shing'glz) ft. [L. cingulvra.) A kind

uf herpes, which spreads arouud the body like

a girdle.

Shingling, (shing'gling) n. The act of covering

with shingles ; the process of expelling the im

purities from blooms of puddled iron by ham

mering or squeezing, and converting it into

malleable iron.

Shining, (shin'ing) a. Bright; splendid; radiant;

—illustrious ; distinguished; conspicuous.

Shining, (ahin'ing) n. £ffusion or clearness of

light; brightness.

Shinty, (shint'e) ft, A Scotch game similar to

Hockey, played with curved stick* and a ball.

Shiny, (shin e) a. Bright; luminoiLs; clear.

Ship, (ship)*. [A. -8. acip, Icel. ds Go. skip, G.

atnpmff L. tcttphv, a

boat.) A large hol

low vessel of wood,

iron, or a composi

tion of both, made

to pass over the sea

with sails or by

steam power;—espe

cially a sailing vessel B

furnished with a

bowsprit aud iliree I

masts, and square-

rigged.

Ship, (ship)r. t. To

put on board a Bhip for transportation ; hence,

to dispose of ; to get rid of ;—to engage for ser

vice on board a ship ;—to fix any thing in its

place ;—v. i. To engage for service on board a

ship ; to embark.

Ship-biscuit, (ship'bis-kit) n. A kind of biscuit

baked hard, so as to keep on a voyage.

Bhip-broker, (ship'brok-er) n. An agent for the

sale or purchase of ships;—one who negotiate*

or effects insurances on ships;—one who sup

plies outfit, stores, &c., to ships.

Snip-builder, ( ship'bild-er) n. A man whose

occupation is to construct vessels ; a naval

architect.

Ship-chandler, (ihip'chaud-ler) n. One who

deals in cordage, canvas, and other furniture of

ships.

Shipmsui, (ship'man) n. A sailor; a seaman.

Ship-master, (ship'nias-ter) ft. The captain, mas

ter, or commander of a ship.

Shipmate, (shir/mat) n. One who serves on

board at the same Bhip : a fellow sailor.

Shipment, (shipment) n. Act of putting any
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thing on board of a ship ; embarkation ;—that

which is shipped.

Shipper, (shiper) n. One who ships or places

goods on board a Bhip for transportation.

Shipping, (Bhip'iug) «. The collective body of

ships in one place; vessels generally; tonnage.

Shipping, (ship'ing) it. Relating to ships.

8hipwreck, (slup'rek) n. The breaking in pieces

of a ship by being driven against rocks, shoals,

and the like;—hence, destruction; ruin.

Shipwreck, (ship'rek) r.t. To destroy, as a ship,

by running ashore or on rocks or sand-banks;

—to expose to destruction by the loss of a

ship.

Shipwright, (ship'rit) n. One whose occupation

is to construct ships: a builder of vessels.

Shire, (shir) n. [A.-S. srirf.] A portion of the

kingdom originally under an earl ; a territorial

division, usually identical with a county.

Shire-hall, (shirTiawl) n. The court-house or

assembly-room of a shire or county.

Shire-town, (shtr'town) n. The capital town of

a county ; a county town.

Shirk, (sherk) v. (. To avoid or get off from ; to

slink away.

Shirk, (sherk) n. [From start1.] One who seeks

to avoid duty ; one who lives by shift* and

tricks.

Shirt, (abort) ". [Icel. slirttt.) An under gar

ment of linen, cotton, or other material, worn

by men and boys.

Shirt, (shert) r. f. To cover, as with a shirt.

Shirting, (shorting) ft. Cloth of the right width

for Blurts.

Shittah, (shit'ta) n. The tree which produced

the shittim wood of scripture.

Shittim, (shit'tim) n. [II. tftittim.] A precious

wood of which the tables, altars, and boards of

the tabernacle were made among the Jews.

Shive, (shiv) ». [D. tehyf, Ger. scheibt.} A

slice ;—a little piece or fragment.

Shiver, (shiver) n. [Ger. tckuftr.] A small

piece or fragment into which a thing breaks by

sudden violence;—a thin slice; — a species of

blue slate.

Shiver, (shiv'er) r. (. [Ger. whit/em.] To break

into many small pieces or splinters ; to shatter ;

to ilash to pieces by a blow ;—to cause to sliako

In the wind—applied to sails;—r. i. To break

into small pieces; — to tremble; to vibrate;—

to quiver from cold; — to shake from fear; to

shudder.

Shiver, (shiv'er) n. Act of shivering ; a shudder

ing caused by cold, pain, fear, or the like.

Shivering, ( shiv'er -big) ft. The act of breaking

or dashing to fragments j severance ; a trem

bling or shaking from cold or dread of danger.

Shiveringly, (shiv'er-ing-le) ode. With shiver

ing or slight trembling.

Shivery, (slnVfr-e) «. Full of or inclined to

shiver ; trembling ; — easily falling into many

pieces.

Shoal, (shol) n. [A -8. *r67«.] A crowd; a

throng-said especially of fish. [Ger. tcholU.]

A sand-bank or bar ; a shallow.

Shoal, (shol) c.i. To assemble in a multitude ;

to throng ;—to become more shallow ;—v. t. To

come to a mora shallow part of.

Shoal, (shol) a. Of little depth ; shallow.'

Shoaliness, ( rtiore-nea ) ft. The state of being

shoaly j shallowness ; little depth of water.

Shoaly. fshoTa) a. Full of shoals ; shallow.

Shook, (sliok) 7i. [D. seta*, F. choc.) A collision;
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a sharp concussion ;—a violent onset: conflict

of contending armies;—in electricity, the effect

on the animal system of a discharge of the bat

tery; also, the application of the force of the bat

tery;—in nudicine, any derangement of organic

functions, and especially of the nervous sys

tem ;—an impression of disgust ; offence. [Ger.

schoc.] A pile of sheaves of wheat, rye, and the

like. [From shag.] A dog with long hair ;—a

thick mass of short hair.

Shock, (shok) v. t. To strike against suddenly ;

to encounter ;—to strike with surprise or dis

gust ; to offend ; to horrify ;—to make or collect

into shocks, as grain.

Shocking, (shok'ing) «. Striking, as with hor

ror; causing to recoil with disgust; extremely

offensive; appalling; frightful ; terrible.

Shockingly, (shok'ing-Ie) adi: In a manner to

shock or to strike with horror or disgust.

Shoddy, (shod e) n. A fibrous material obtained

by devilling or tearing refuse woollen goods,

rags, &c. ;—hence colloquially, any article manu

factured of inferior or adulterated materials,

but offered as genuine.

Shoe, (shoo) n. [A.-S. sedk. Go. sWis, Ger.

schuh.] A covering for the foot, usually of

leather; also, any thing resembling a shoe in

form or use ;—a plate of iron nailed to the hoof

of an animal to defend it from injury.

Shoe, (shoo) v. t. To furnish with shoes ; to put

shoes on ;—to cover at the bottom.

Shoeblack, (shoo'blak) ». One who cleans and

blacks shoes or boots.

Shoeing-horn, (shooing-horn) it. A curved piece

of horn used to facilitate the entrance of the

foot into a shoe.

Shoemaker, { shooni&k-er ) n. One who makes

shoes and boots.

Shoe-tie, (shoo'ti) n. A string for fastening a

shoe to the foot :—also shot-string, shoe-strap.

Shog, (shog) n. [For shock.] A shake ; jog.

Shog, (shog) v. t. To shake ; to agitato by sudden

shakes;—v. i. To move off; to jog.

Shoo, (shoo) inUrj. [Ger. scheuchen,] Begone;

away— used in scaring away fowls and other

animals.

Shoot, (shuot) v. t. [A.-S. sceolan.] To let fly or

drive with force, as an arrow ;—to discharge ; to

dart;—to let off; to fire;—to strike with any

thing shot; to hit with a missile;—to send out

or forth, especially with a rapid or sudden

motion ; to emit ;—to push or thrust- forward ;

—to pass rapidly through or under;—to varie

gate, as by sprinkling or intermingling ;—to kill

by a ball, &c. ;— v. i. To perform the act of dis

charging or driving by means of an engine or

instrument;—to bo shot or propelled forcibly;

to be emitted, sent forth, or driven along ;—

to be felt, as if darting through one ;—to bud ;

to sprout;—to make progress; to grow; to ad

vance ;— to spread over ;—to be pushed out ; to

jut; to project.

Shoot, (shoot) n. Act of propelling or driving

with violence ;—act of striking, or endeavouring

to strike, with a missive weapon; — a young

branch ;—the spring or thrust of an arch. [F.

chute.] An inclined plane, either artificial or

natural, down which timber, cool, &c, ore

caused to slide.

Shooter, (shooter) n. One who Rhoots; an

archer ; a gunner ; — that which shoots, as a

fire-arm.

Shooting, (shoot'ing) n. The act of discharging

fire-arms ; sensation of a quick, glancing pain

the act or practice of killing game.

Shop, (shop) n. [A.-S. sceoppa.] A building b

which goods, wares, drugs, &c, are soU t<*

! retail ;—a building in which mechanics work.

Shop, (shop) r. i. To visit shops for purchaa::^

I goods. [goods in a shop or by retail

Shopkeeper, (shop'kep-e.r) n, A trader who fcL>

' Shoplifter, (shop 'lifter) n. Ouo who st«ah<;

I takes goods privately from a shop.

Shoplifting, ( shop 'lift -ing) n. Larceny m

mitted in a shop.

Shopman, (shop'man) it. A petty trader-

one who serves in a shop : a salesman.

Shopping, (shop'ing) n. The practice of viiitl^i

shops for purchasing or cheapening goods.

Shop-walker, (shop'wawk-er) a. An attends

in n shop who directs customers to the pxwrf

department, and sees they are attended to.

Shore, (shor) «. [A.-S. tcore.) The coast &

land adjacent to a large body of water, as ass

or lake.

Shore, (shor) n. [D. nchoor.] A prop or tisdsr

placed as a brace or support on the side «f i.

building or other thing. [tress : to pro?

Shore, (sh&r) v. t. To support by a port or bs>

Shoring, (shoring) n. The act of supporuu

with a prop or shore ; props collectively.

Shorl, (shorl) n. Black tourmaline.

Short, (short) a. [A.-S. kotL] Not long ; brui

—limited in quantity; scanty ; insrUEaet.;

defective ; not coming up, as to a measure a?

standard : — near at hand; not for tiUtact -

not fetching a compass ;—not going or reaciui:

to the point intended;—brittle; friable ;—ensf

—laconic ; concise ; — pointed ; severe ; — »'

tenacious; forgetting easily, as memory ;—pr-

nounced with a less prolonged utterance, ss<

with a somewhat thinner and more sks*i■-<

sound.

Short, (short) n. A summary account i—pL Tfc'

part of ground grain sifted out, which e Ba

nner than the bran.

Short, (short) adv. In a short manner, *

briefly, abruptly, suddenly, and the like.

Short-cake, (suorfkuk) n. A Bweet, friable eai?

Short-coming, (short'kum-ing) n. Act of fcbz*

or coming snort, as a crop;—neglect of or ftUon

in performance of duty.

Short-dated, (short'dat-ed)o-. Having little tie-

to run, as a bill ; drawn at an early dat*;.

Shorten, (short'ii) v.t. To make short in lengv-

or time ; — to reduce in amount, quantity, **

extent; — to contract; to abbreviate;—toa*

fine; to restrain;—to lop; to deprive;—v i. I"

become short or shorter;—to contract.

Shortening, (short'n-iug) n. A making or beorw

ing short or shorter.

Short-hand, (short 'hand) n. A compend..--

1 method of writing by substituting charac*-

I abbreviations, or symbols for words ; &*z ~

I Short-horned, ( short ' hornd ) «. Having «fc-"^

honis ;—noting a distinct and valuable trw*

Short-lived, (shortlivd) o. Not living or Inftir*

| long ; being of short continuance.

Shortly, (short'le) adv. In a brief time or mwo^

—in few words; briefly ;—quickly ; snappi^H1

Shortness, (short'nes) n. Quality of beiug «*"**•

brevity; conciseness; limited extent; deno^-1

Short-no, (short'rib) n. One of the lower rike *

ribs below the sternum ; a false rib.
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Short-sighted, (short'sit-ed) a. Not able to see

far ; near-sighted ; — not able to look far into

futurity ; of limited intellect ;—heedless.

Short-sightedness, (short's!t-ud-nes) n. Inability

to see things at a distance ; near-sightedness ;—

defective or limited intellectual sight.

Short-winded, (ahort'wind-ed) a. Affected with

shortness of breath ; having quick respiration.

Shot, (shot) n. [A.-S. scyte.] Act of shooting;

discharge of a missile weapon ; — a missile

weapon, particularly a ball or bullet ;-— small

globular masses of lead for killing birds and

other small animals;—flight of a missile weapon,

or the distance which it passes from the engine ;

—a marksman; one who practises shooting.

Shot, (shot) v. t. To load with shot over a cart

ridge.

Shot, (shot) n. [A.-S. teat.] Sum charged ;

reckoning ;—also, share of the reckoning.

Shot-belt, (shofbelt) n. A belt having a pouch

for carrying shot and other ammunition.

Shot-free, (shot'fre)<f . Free from charge ; exempted

from share of expense ;—unpunished.

Shorten, (shot'n)«. (From shoot. J Having ejected

the spawn ;—dislocated ; shot out of its socket.

Should, (shood) im/>. of shall.

Shoulder, (shol'der) n. [A.-S. scutdor.) Tho

joint by which the arm of ahuman being, or the

fore leg of a quadruped, is connected with the

body ;—the flesh and muscles counected with the

shoulder-joint ; the upper pnrt of the back ;—

that which supports or sustains ; snpport ;—

any protuberance from the body of a thing ;—

the fore leg of an animal dressed for market.

Shoulder, (shdl'der) r. t. To push or thrust with

the shoulder; to push with violence;—to take

upon the shoulder.

Shoulder-belt, (sliol'der-belt) 71. A belt that

Dames across the shoulder.

Shoulder-blade, (shul'der-hl'id ) n. The flat bone

of the shoulder or blade-bone.

Shoulder-knot, (shol'dfT-not) n. An ornamental

knot of ribbon or lace worn on the shoulder.

Shout, (shout) r. i. [Perha]>s from *hoot out.]

To utter a sudden and loud outcry, usually in

joy, triumph, or exultation; — v.t. To utter

with a shout ; to cry.

Shout, (shout) n. A loud burst of voice or voices ;

a vehement and sudden outcry.

Shove, (shuv) r. (. [A.-S. xnt/an,] To propel

with the hand ; to push by direct strength

without a sudden impulse ; to impel by slid

ing along the surface; — to push up; to press

against ;—to jostle ;—r. i. To drive forward ;—

to push off.

Shove, (shuv) n. The act of shoring, pushing,

or pressing; a sudden impetus; a short, quick

posh.

Shovel, (shuvl) n. [A.-S. wrort] A kind of

spade with a broad blade slightly hollowed—

used for lifting grain, sand, or other loose suh-

■lances.

Shovel, (shuvl) v. t. To take up and throw with

a shovel ;—to gather in great quantities.

Shovel-hat, (Bhuv'l hat) v. A hat with a broad

brim, turned up at the sides and straight in front.

Show, (sho) v. t. [A.-S. sraviau.] To display or

present to view; to exhibit ;—to enable to per

ceive ;—to inform ; to point out to ;—hence, to

usher or guide;—to make apparent or clear by

evidence, testimony, or reasoning; to prove; to

evince ; — to publish ; to proclaim : — r. i. To

appear ; to look ; to seem.

Show, (shO) n. Act of showing ; appearance ;

exhibition;—that which is shown or brought to

view; a spectacle;—proud or ostentatious dis

play ; parade ;—likeness ; appearance ;—pretext :

specious plausibility; representation; theatrical

exhibition.

Show-bill, (sho'bil) n. A broad sheet contain

ing an advertisement in large letters.

Show-bread, (sho'bred) n. In the Mosaic ritual,

loaves of bread placed before the Lord on the

golden table in the sanctuary:—also Skew-brfad.

Shower, (show'er) n. [A.-S. sc&r.] A fall of

rain or hail of short duration ;—a rapid succes

sion or thick fall, as of arrows, &c;—an abun

dant supply; liberal distribution, as of gifts,

blessings, &c.

Shower, (show'er) v. t. To water with a Bhower ;

to wet copiously with rain ;—to bestow liberally;

—to distribute ;—r. i. To rain in showers.

Showery, (show'er-*) a. Raining in showers;—

rainy ; abounding in rain-falls.

Showily, (sho'e-le) adv. In a showy manner;

pompously.

Showmesa, (Bh5'e-nes) n . Quali ty or state of being

showy; poniponsness ;—parade;—gaudiness.

Showing, (sho'ing) n. Act of presenting to view;

exhibition:—verbal representation : statement.

Showman, (sho'man) n. One who exhibits shows.

Showy, (shoe) a. Making a show; attracting

attention; gaudy; gorgeous; pompous; osten

tations.

Shred, (shred) v. t. [A.-S. scrrdoVaii.] To cut or

tear into small pieces, particularly narrow and

long pieces.

Shred, (shred) n. A long, narrow piece cut or

torn off; a strip ;—a fragment; a piece.

Shredding, (shred'ing) n. That which is cut off;

piece; strip; fragment.

Shrew, (shroo) n. [Ger. nlurien.] A peevish,

Rpiteful woman ; a brawling woman ; a scold.

Shrewd, (shrood) a. Having the qualities of a

shrew; peevish;—artful; cunning;— knowing;

astute ; sharp ;—sagacious ; penetrating.

Shrewdly, (shrood'le) adv. Archly; sagaciously;

with good guess ;—mischievously;—vexatiously.

Shrewdness, (shriod'nes) n. Quality or state of

being shrewd ; astuteness ; sagacity.

Shrewish, (shroo'ish) a. Having the qualities of

ashrew; froward; peevish; petulantly clamorous.

Shrewishly, (shroo'ish-le) adv. In a shrewish

manner; peevishly; clamorously; tnrbulently.

Shrewishness, (shroo'ieh-nes) n. The state of

being shrewish ; petulance ; clamorousness.

Shrew-mouse, (shroo'inous) n. An insectivorous

animal which burrows in the ground.

Shriek, (shrek) r. i. [Nor*, nhrika.] To utter a

loud, sharp, shrill cry; to scream, as in a sudden

fright, in horror or anguish ; — r. f. To utter

sharply and shrilly.

Shriek, ( shrtk ) n. A sharp, shrill outcry or

scream, such as is produced by sudden terror or

anguish.

Shrievalty, (shrSv'al-to ) t). [Contracted from

nJieriffa !(>/.] Office or jurisdiction of a sheriff.

Shrift, (shrift) 71. [A.-S. tcrift.] Confession

made to a priest.

Shrike, (shrik) n. [From sJiritl:] A rapacious

bird of the genus Lauiu», characterized by a

strong compressed conical beak, more or less

1 looked, with which they prey on birds, frogs,

and insect* :—bvteher bird.

Shrill, (shril) a. [L. Ger. sehrW.) Uttering an

acute sound: sharp; piercing.
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Shrill, (shril) v.i. To sound in a sharp, shrill

tone;—v. t. To utter in a shrill tone ;—to pierce.

Shrillness, ( shril' nea) ». The state of being

shrill or acute in sound ; sharpness or fineness

of roice. [voice : acutely ; piercingly.

Shrilly, (shril'e) adv. With a sharp sound or

Shrimp, (shrimp) n. [A.-S. tcrimman.] A long-

tailed, decapod crustacean—there are numerous

species, some of which are used for food ;—a

little, wrinkled man ; a dwarf.

Shrine, (shrtn) n. [A.-S. sa-in.] A case, box, or

receptacle in which sacred relics are deposited;

—also, a tomb of a saint ; a mausoleum ;—

hence, any sacred place ; an altar.

Shrink, (shringk) v.i. [A.-S. scrincan.] To

become wrinkled by contraction; to shrivel;

to dry up ;—to retire, as from danger;—to recoil,

as in fear, horror, or distress;—v, t. To cause to

contract.

Shrink, (shringk) n. Act of shrinking ; corruga

tion ; — contraction of the body from fear or

horror ;—recoil.

Shrinkage, (abringk'aj) n. Contraction into a

less compass;—reduction in bulk or dimensions.

Shrinking, (shriugk'ing) n. Act of falling back,

as from danger, or drawing back, as from fear ;

—contraction from exposure, aa of woollen

goods, timber, &c.

Shrinkingly, ( shringk'ing-lo) adv. In a shrink

ing manner; by shrinking.

Shrive, (shriv) v.t. [A.-S. gcrifaii.) To hear the

confession of;—to confess—used reflexively ;—

v. i. To receive confessions.

Shrivel, (shriv'el) v. i. [Icel. slnft.] To draw or

be drawn into wrinkles; — v.i. To cause to

shrink or contract.

Shroud, (shroud) v. [A.-S. scrHd.) That which

clothes, conceals, or protects ; a garment ;—rtpe-

ciall?/, a winding-sheet; — pi. A sot of ropes

reaching from the mast-heads to the aides of a

vessel to support the masts.

Shroud, (shroud) v. (. To cover with a shroud ;

ttpecuilty, to inclose in a winding-sheet ; — to

hide ; to veil ;—to defend ; to protect ;—to cover

entirely; to overwhelm.

Shrove-tide, (sluov'tid) n. [From shrorr, im

perfect of shrive] The Tuesday following Quln-

quagesiina Sunday, and preceding the first day

of Lent, or Ash Wednesday.

Shrub, (shrub) n. [A.-S. wrob.] A low, dwarf

tree ; a woody plant of a size less than a tree.

Shrub, ( shrub ) n. A liquor composed of jicid

and sugar, with spirit to preserve it.

Shrubbery, (shrub'er-e)n. A collection of shrubs;

—a place where shrubs are planted.

Shrubbineas, (shrub'e-ncs) n. State or quality of

being shrubby.

Shrubby, (shrub'e) rr. Full of shrubs ; — resem

bling a shrub;—bushy; consisting of shrubs or

brush.

Shrug, (shrug) v.i. [D. schrickein, Ger. Hicken,

A.-S. rhyg, kric, the back.] To draw up; to

contract ;—v. i. To raise or draw up the shoul

ders, as in expressing dissatisfaction, aversion,

doubt, or the like.

Shrug, (shrug) n. A drawing up of the shoul

ders; — a motion expressing dislike, dread, or

doubt.

Shudder, (shud'gr) v.i. [D. schudderen.] To

tremble or shako with fear, horror, or aversion;

to shiver with cold ; to quake.

Shudder, (shud'er) n. A shaking with fear or

horror ; a tremor.

Shuffle, (shufl) r. (. [D. scaojTWa.] To shove <s*

way and the other ; — to mix by poshing or

shoving; to confuse; to throw into disorder.

to change the relative positions of, as card* m

the pack ;—r. i. To change the relative pu-dti^a

of cards in a pack ;—to shift ground ;—to time

fair questions ; to prevaricate ;—to evade duty;

to skulk ;—to move in a slovenly manner.

Shuffle, (sh uf1) n. Act of shuffling ; act of throw

ing into confusion by change of places; — ti

evasion ; a trick ; an artifice.

Shuffler, (shufler) «. One who shuffles.

Shuffling, (Bhufling) n. The act of throwiat

into confusion ;—evasion ; trick ;—an irregsL;

walk or gait

Shuffling, (shufling) a. Moving with irrefslii

gait;—prevaricating; evasive.

Shun, (shun) v. t. (A.-S. se&nian.) To avoid: to

keep clear of; to get out of the way of, t*

escape from; to neglect;—v.i. Todociii.tf; «.

avoid doing a thing ; to eschew.

Shunt, (shunt) r. t. To turn to one side ; ttft-

cia lb/, to turn off, aa a railway carriage upu. i

side track ;— ;*. i. To go aside ; to turn off.

Shunt, (shunt) n. [D. nchxiinte.} A tarn offto

a side or short rail that the principal rail ea;

be left free.

Shunting, (shunt'ing) n. Act of diverting a. tab

froin the main line to a aide track ; — also, ib-

track or line into which a train is diverted , 1

siding.

Shut, (shut) r. /. [A.-S. *ricto».] To close, nth*

fingers ; to contract ;—to close so as to hinder

ingress or egress ;—to prohibit; to exclude: t-»

confine ; to imprison ;—to hedge in ; to cospei

to a certain course, opinion, Arc.:—to tenniujtf

to conclude;—!', t". To close itself; to beco&r

closed.

Shut, (shut) a . Having the sound suddenly intff-

rupted or stopiwd by a succeeding consvi^an: ,-

closed.

Shutter, (shut'er) n. One who shvtta or ckeer;-

a close cover for a window or other aperture.

Shuttle, (Bhut'l) v. [A.-S. tecdtel.} An instru

ment used by weavers fur passing the threads

the woof from one side of the cloth to the othci,

between the threads of the warp.

Shuttle-cock, (slmt'1-kok) u. A cork «twt

with feathers, used to be struck by a battled.**

in play; also, the play itself.

Shy, (shi) a. [Ger. iheu.) Sensitively timrt

reserved;—easily frightened; shrinking; modes:

bashful ;—cautious ; wary ; suspicious.

Shy, (shi) n. Start or swerving suddenly aside

of a horse. (little frighten-^

Shy, (shi) v. i. To start suddenly aside, as n* i

Shyly, (shtTe) adv. In a shy or timid mauE*^

not familiarly; with reserve.

Shyness, (shines) n. The quality or fttate of b«=.

shy; bashfulne&s; reserve; coyness ; timidity

Sibilant, (sib'e-lant) a. [L. tibilnu*.] Making -

hissing sound ; uttered with a hissing sound.

Sibilant, (sib'e-lant) «. A letter that is utters

with a hissing of the voice, as * and :.

Sibilation, (sib-e-la'shuu) n. Utterance with *

hissing sound; also, the sound itself.

Sibyl, (aib'il) m. [L. aibjftta,] A woman endows

with a spirit of prophecy ;—a fortuae-teili* <*

gypsy.

Sibylline, (sib'il-Tn) c. Pertaining to the sibyls

uttered by sibyls ; prophetic ; oracular; ■*»

terious.

Siccative, (sik'at-iv) a. Drying ; canting to drr
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Siccity, (sik'se-te) n. {L. siccus.] Dryness;

aridity ; destitution of moisture.

Sick, (sik) a. [A. -8. stoe.] Affected with nausea;

inclined to Tomit ;—having a strong dislike ;

disgusted ;—affected with disease of any kind ;

disordered; indisposed; ailing.

Sick-bed, (sik'bed) «. The bod upon which a

person is confined by sickness.

Sick-berth, ( nik'berth ) n. In a man-of-war, a

room or hospital for the sick.

Sicken, (sik'n) r. (. To make qualmish; to dis

gust ; — to make sick ; to disease ; — r. i. To

become sick; to fall into disease, — to grow

weak ; to decay;—to droop : to languish ;—to be

filled with abhorrence ;—to become disgusting

or tedious.

Sicker, (sik'er) a. [Scot.] Sure ; firm ; font.

Sickish, (sik'ish) «. Somewhat sick or dis

eased; — exciting sicklies-1* or disgust; nauseat

ing; nauseous.

Sickishly, (sik'ish-le) adv. In a sickish manner.

Siokle, (sik'l)n. [A.-S. sicol.] A reaping-hook;

a curved blade of steel set in a wooden handle,

and having the sharp edge in the interior of the

curve, used for cutting grain.

Sicklineal, (sik'le-nea) n. State of being diseased;

—state of producing sickness extensively.

Sickly, (sik'le) a. Somewhat sick ;—appearing

as if sick;—not healthy; not sound ;—faint ;

weak ; languid ;—producing disease extensively;

unhealthy :—unwholesome ; pestilential ;—nau

seating; offensive, as smell.

Sickness, (sik'nes) n. [A.-3. ttdcness.] State of

tteiiig sick or diseased ;—a disease or malady,

especially nausea ; ailment; indisposition.

Side, <sid) n. [A.-S., Ice). *ida) The margin,

edge, verge, or border of a surface ;—one of the

surfaces which define or limit a solid; — any

outer portion of a thing viewed as opposite to

or contrasted with another ; — ono half of the

body ; the part of the body about the ribs ;—

a slope or declivity, as of a hill :—position of a

I'rerson or party opposed to another person or

party ; a body of advocates or partisans ;—the

interest or cause which one maintains against

another;—a line of descent traced through one

parent ;—part ; region; quarter.

Side, (sid) a. Being on the side or toward the

side; lateral;—indirect; oblique; collateral.

Side, (sid) v.i. To lean on one side; to incline

to; — to suit; to pair with;—to embrace the

opinions of one party or engage in its interest.

Sideboard, (sid'bord) «. A piece of cabinet

work placed on one side in a dining-room to

hold dishes and the like.

Side-box, (sid'boks) it. A box on the side of a

theatre, distinct from the centre boxes or dress

circle. [tion.

Sided, (sided) n. Having a side — in eomposi-

Side-diah, (aid dish) w. Dish placed at thn side,

as opposed to dishes at the top or bottom of

tue table.

Sideling1, (sidling) a. Inclining to one side;

directed toward one side ; sloping.

Sidelong1, (sid'ioug) a. Lateral; oblique; not

directly in front.

Sidelong, (sidlong) adv. Laterally; obliquely;

in the direction of the side ;—on the side.

Sidereal, (si-de're-al) «. [L. sidus, sideris.] Re

lating to the stars ; starry ; astral;—measured

by the apparent motion of the stars.

Siderography, (sT-der-og'raf-e) n. [G. sidiros and

frrapfitin.] Art or practice of steel-engraving.

Side-saddle, (sid'sad-1) n. A saddle for a woman

to sit upon when on horseback.

Side-table, (Bid ' t a - bl) n. A table placed against

the wall, or aside from the principal table.

Side-view, (sid'vu) n. A view on or from one

side ; an oblique view.

Sidewalk, (sid'wawk) n. A raised way for foot-

passengers at the side of a street or road.

Side-wind, (sid'wind) n. A wind from one side;

hence, an indirect attack, or indirect means.

Sidewise, (sid'wiz) adv. Toward one side; inclin

ing;—laterally; on one side :—also sideways.

Siding', (sid'ing) n. Act of taking a side or join

ing with a party;—a short line of rails on which

trains are shunted from the main line ; a shunt

ing, [most.

Sidle, (sl'dl) r. i To go or move side fore-

Siege, (sej) n, [F. sUfje, a seat, a siege, from L.

sedes, a seat, stdtrt, to sit.] The setting of an

army around or before a fortified place for the

purpose of compelling the garrison to surren

der ;—hence, a continued attempt to gain pos

session.

Siege, (sej) r. (. To besiege ; to invest.

Sienna, (si-en'na) n. [From Sinmu, in Italy.]

An earthy pigment of a brownish-yellow colour.

Siesta, (se-es'ta) n. [Sp.J A short sleep taken

about the middle of the day or after dinner.

Sieve, (siv) n. [A.-S. sift.) A utensil for sepa

rating the fine part of any pulverized substance

from the coarse.

Sift, (sift) r. (. [A.-S. si/ton.] To separate by a

sieve, as the fine part of a substance from the

coarse ;—to separate the good or bad of ; hence,

to scrutinize.

Sifter, (sift'er) n. One who sifts ; a sieve.

Sigh, (si) v.i. [A.-S. steam] To moke a deep

single respiration, as the expression of fatigue,

grief, or the like ;—hence, to lament ; to grieve ;

— to make a sound liko sighing ;—r. C. To utter

sighB over ;—to express by sighs.

Sigh, (si) n. A singlo deep respiration; along

breath ;— a manifestation of grief or sorrow.

Sight, (sit) n. [A.-S. siht.] Act of seeing; per

ception of objects by the eye ; view ;—power of

seeing ; the faculty of vision ;—state of admit

ting unobstructed vision ; region which the eye

at one time surveys; — a spectacle; a bIiow ;—

notice ; knowledge ;—a small aperture through

wliich objects are to be seeu ;—a piece of metal

near the muzzle or the breech of a fire-arm, to

guide the eye in taking aim; — colloquially, a

great number, quantity, or sum.

Sight, (sit) v. t. To get sight of;—to give the

proper elevation and direction to by means of a

sight.

Sighted, (sifed) a. Gifted with sight ; seeing in

a peculiar manner, with qualifying adjective, as

near, short, &c. ;—adjusted for taking aim.

Sightless, (sit'les) a. Wanting sight; blind ;—

unpieasing to the eye ; unsightly.

Sightliness, (sit'le-nes) n. State of being sightly;

comeliness.

Sightly, (sit'le)a. Opentosight; conspicuous;—

pleasing to the sight ; comely.

Sign, (sin) it. [L. signum.] A token ;—that by

which any tiling is made known or represented;

—a wonder; miracle; prodigy; phenomenon;

—an appearance, transaction, or event offered

or intended as evidence of something else: evi

dence by sight; — a monument; something to

preserve the memory of a tiling ;—visible mark

of inward and spiritual grace ; symbol ;—a mark
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of distinction ; cognizance ; — subscription of

one's name; signature; — a motion, action, or

gesture, by which a thought is expressed, or a

command or with made known ;—a conspicuous

notice placed before a house to advertise the

business prosecuted or wares sold there :—the

twelfth part of the zodiac ;—in algebra, a char

acter indicating the relation of quantities, or

an operation performed upon them.

Sign, (sin) v. t. To represent by a sign ; to sig

nify ; to denote ;—to affix a signature to ; to

notify by hand or seal; to ratify; — v. i. To

make a sign or signal.

Signal, (sig'nal) n. [L. signalc] A sign to give

notice of some occurrence, command, or danger,

as the occasion of concerted action ; — hence, a

token ; an indication.

Signal, (sig'nal) a. [From the noun.] Distin

guished from what is ordinary ; — remarkable ;

conspicuous.

Signal, (sig'nal) v. (. To communicate by signals.

Signalise, ( sig'nal-iz ) v. I. [From signal.] To

make signal or eminent;—to distinguish.

Signally, (sig'nal -le) adv. In a signal manner;

eminently; remarkably.

Signature, (sig'na-tur) n. [L. signatura.] A

sign, stamp, or mark impressed ;—the name of

any person written with his own hand ; a sign*

manual ;—the Hats or sharps at the beginning

of a composition, which indicate the key or

scale ;—in physiognomy, a feature or expression

indicative or personal character ;—proof from

marks or signs ; evidence of handywork.

Sign-board, (sln'bord) n. A board on which a

man sets his name, occupation, and articles

for sale.

Signet, (sig'net) n. [F.] A seal ; especially, the

seal used by the sovereign in sealing private

letters and grants.

Significance, (sig-nif'e-kann) *. State of being

significant;—meaning; import;—peculiar force;

power of impressing the mind ;—weight ; con

sequence.

Significant, (sig-nife-kant) a. [L. signifcans.]

Fitted or designed to signify ; standing as a sign

or token ;—important; momentous.

Significantly, (sig-nif'e-kant-le) adv. In a signi

ficant manner.

Signification, (sig-ne-fe-ka'shnn) n. Act of sig

nifying or making known;—meaning; import;

sense.

Significative, (sig-nif'e-kat-iv) a. Botokening an

external sign; — having meaning;— peculiarly

expressive ; suggesting the intended idea.

Signify, (sig'ne-fi) v. t. [L. signum and facere.)

lo make known by a sign ; to communicate;

—to intimate: denote; imply; mean.

Sign-manual, (sln-maii'u-al) n. One's own name

written by himself—applied particularly to the

signature of a sovereign or prince.

Silence, (si'lens) n. State of being silent; entire

absence of sound or noise ;— forbearance from

speech ;—secrecy ; — calmness ; quiet ;—absence

of mention; oblivion.

Silence, (aliens) inter). Be silent.

Silence, (si'lens) v. I. To compel to silence: to

restrain from speaking ;—to put down by argu

ment ; to confute ; — to quiet ;—to appeaso; to

pacify ;—to put an end to ;—to cause to cease

firing, as a gun, battery, tic

Silent, (silent) a. [L. silent.] Free from sound

or noise ; still ;—indisposed to talk ; speechless ;

mute;—calm; quiet; not personally transacting

represcntatki

t

business ; — not having a distinct sound, u •

vowel or consonant. (quirt! v.

Silently, (silent- le) adv. In a silent manner

Silesian, ( si - le'flie -an ) a. Pertaining ifi

Silesia; made in Silesia.

Silex, (slicks) n. [L., a Hint] Silicic sod

generally impure, as it is found in nature, o:r.-

stituting flint, quartz, and most sands and ssi^-

stone.

Silhouette, (siloo-et) ». [T.\ A representotki

of the outlines of an object filled

in with a black colour; a profile.

Silica, (Bil'e-ka) n. [L. silex,

slices,] Silicic acid in a state of

purity.

Silicate, (sil'ik-at) n. A salt

formed by the union of Bilica and

a base, as alumina, lime, soda,

magnesia, potassa, &c.—silicates

form the great part of the hard, Minv-ftr*.

minerals which encrust the earth.

Silicioui, ( sil-ish'e-us ) a. [L. silictv*.] Per

taining to or containing silica, or partaking d

its qualities.

Silicic, (sil-is'ik) a. [L. silex, tilicts.] Of, j*:

taining to, or obtained from flint or quaru.

Silicon, (sil'e-kon) n, A dark, nut-hrcn.

elementary substance. It is the base of sila e

silica.

Silk, (Bilkjn. [A. -S. stole] The fine, soft tire*

produced by various species of caterptllan -

the form of a cocoon, especially by the tflt-

worm :—thread spun, or cloth, woven, from tl/

above-named material.

Silken, (silk n) a. Made of, resembling, or par

taining to silk ;—soft, delicate, tender, sxw>.^

Silkiness, (silk'e-nes) n. State of being silky <?

silken ; softness and smoothness.

Silk-mercer, (eilk'mcr-ser) «. A dealer in tilt'

Silk-weaver, (silk'we-ver) n. One w hose occtl*

tion is to weave silk stuffs.

Silkworm, (silk'wnrm) n. The caterpillar wfcfei

produces silk; the lane of a white or cressa-

coloured moth.

Silky, (silk'e) a. Made of or pertaining to silk;-

hence, soft and smooth.

Sill, (si!) n. [A.-S. syl.] The basis or fours**

tion of a thing ; a piece of timber on which «J

thing rests ; the lowest part of a structure; is*

timber or stone at the foot of a door ;—the f^*'

on which a window-frame stands.

Sillabub, (sil'a-bub) n. Milk or cream beaten rT

into froth ;—a dish composed of Rpoiige-c**^.

fruity wine, and whipped cream; trifle.

Sillily, (silc-le) flrfr. In a willy manner. foohsb>

Silliness, (sil'e-nes) n. State of being silly: wc<

of sound sense or judgment ;— imbecility.

Silly, (sil'e) a. [A.-S. tcelig,] Harmless, Funis'

innocent;—weak in intellect; childish ;—4we-

tote of ordinary strength of mind ;—proceeds

from want of understanding ; weak.

Silt, (silt) n. FSw. sita.\ Mud or fine earti

deposited from running or standing water.

Silt, (silt) r. t. To choke or obstruct with mwl

—r. i. To flow into or percolate a* mnoa;

water ; to ooze.

Silurian, (si-lu're-an) a. Of or pertaining tetfc*

Silures, who inhabited a part of England »' :

"Wales ;—noting the strata immediately bete*

the old red sandstone.

Silvan, (sil'van) a. [L. silva.] Fertaining t»r'

composed of woods or groves : woody.

Silver, (ail'ver) n. [A.-S. syl/er.) A soft, whit*.
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metallic element, very malleable and ductile,

and capable of a high polish ; — coin made of

silver ;—any thing having the lustre of silver.

Silver, (sil'ver) a. Made of silver ;—resembling

silver ;—white, as hair ;—having a pale lustre,

as the moon ;—soft ; sweet, as voice or sound.

Silver, (sil'ver) v. t. To cover with silver ;—to

make smooth and bright ;—to make white and

shining, like silver.

Silvering, (sil'ver- ing) n. Art, operation, or

practice of covering the surface of any thing

with silver ;—the silver thus laid on.

Silver-leaf, (sil'ver-lef) n. Silver beaten out

into a thin leaf.

SUverling, (sil'ver-ling) n. A small silver coin.

Silver-paper, (sil'ver-pa-per) n. Paper with

silver-leaf on one side ;—tissue-paper.

Silversmith, ( sil'ver-smith ) n. One who works

in silver.

Silvery, (sil'ver-e) a. Resembling silver ; — be

sprinkled or covered with silver.

Simazre, (se-mar') n. [F.] A woman's long dress

or robe ; also, a light covering ; a scarf.

Similar, (sim'e-lar) a. [1*. similix.} Exactly

corresponding ; precisely alike;—somewhat like;

nearly corresponding ; resembling.

Similarity, (sim-e-hir'e-te) n. State of being

similar; likeness; perfect or partial resemblance.

Similarly, (sim'e-lar-le) adv. In like manner.

Simile, (sim'e-le) «. [L. similti.] A word or

phrase by which any thing is likened in one of

its aspects to another ; a similitude.

Similitude, (ne-niil'e-tud) n. [L. similitude.] State

of being similar or like; resemblance; likeness;

—fanciful or imaginative comparison; simile.

Simmer, (sim'er) v. i. To boil gently or with a

gentle hissing.

Bixnoniac, (sim-6'ne-ak) n. One who practises

simony or who buys or sells preferment in the

church.

Simoniacal, (sim-o-ni'ak-al) a. Guilty of, consist

ing of, or pertaining to simony.

Simony, (sim'on-e) «. [From Simon Magus.

Acts viii.j The crime of buying or selling eccle

siastical preferment.

Simoom, (se-moom') n, [A. samfim.] A hot, dry

wind that blows in Arabia from the interior

deserts.

Simper, (sim'per) v. i. [Ger. zimjw».] To smile

in a silly, affected, or conceited manner.

Simper, (sim'per) «. A smile with an air of

silliness, affectation, or conceit.

Simple, (siro/pl) a, [L. simplex.] Single; not

complex ; consisting of one ingredient or sub

stance ;—whole ; entire ;—mere : bare ;—plain ;

unadorned ;—weak in intellect; silly; — unde-

signing; artless ;—harmless ; innocent;—undis

guised ; straightforward ; hence, plain ; honest ;

—clear ; intelligible ; unmistakable :—-elemen

tary ; not decomposable or resolvable.

Simple, (sim'pl)n. Something not mixed or

compounded ;—a medicinal plant.

Simplene&s, (wim'pl-nes) n. State or quality of

being simple. [son of weak intellect ; a fool.

Simpleton, (sim'pl-ton) n, A silly person ; a per-

Simplicity, ( sim-phVe-te ) n. Quality of being

simple, unmixed, or nncompounded ;—artless-

nests of mind; sincerity;—freedom from arti

ficial ornament ; plainness ; — freedom from

subtlety or abstruseness ; clearness ;—weakness

of intellect ; silliness.

Simplification, ( sim-ple-fe-ka'shun ) n. Act of

simplifying or making simple.

Simplify, (sim'ple-f i) v. t. [L. simplex zxidfacere.]

To make simple; to reduce from the complex

state by analysis ;—to make plain or easy.

Simply, (Bim'ple) adv. In a simple manner;

artlessly ; plainly ; — merely ; solely ; weakly ;

foolisldy.

Simulate, (sim'u-lat) v. t. [L. simulare.] To

assume the appearance of without the reality ;

to counterfeit ; to teigu.

Simulate, (sim'u-lat) a. Feigned : pretended.

Simulation, ( sim-u-lii'shun ) n. Act of putting

on what is not true; assumption of a false or

unreal character.

Simultaneous, (sim-ul-ta'ne-us) a. [L. timvA-

tuneus.] Existing or happening at the same

time;—entered on or performed in concert, or

with mutual aim or endeavour.

Simultaneously, (sim-ul-t&'ne-us-le) adv. At the

same time; together; in concert; in conjunction.

Sin, (sin) n. [A.-S. syn.] Transgression of the

law of God ; disobedience of the divine com

mand ; iniquity ; depravity ; sinfulness ; cor

ruption of the moral and spiritual nature ;

ungodliness;—a sin-offering; an offering made

to atone for sin.

Sin, (sin) v. i. To depart voluntarily from the

path of duty prescribed by God to man;—to vio

late human rights, law, or propriety ; to tres

pass ; to err.

Sinaitic, (si-na-it'ik) a. Of or pertaining to Mount

Sinai ; given or made at Sinai.

Since, (sins) adv. [A.-S. sid/tthan.] In the time

past ; before this or now ; ago.

Since, (sins) prep. From the timo of; subse

quently to ; after.

Since, (sins) conj. Since the time when ;—seeing

that ; because; considering.

Sincere, (sin-scr') a. [L. xincerii*.] Pure ; un

mixed ; unadulterated ;—being in reality what

it appeal's to be; honest; unfeigned; true;

genuine. [honestly; unfeignedly.

Sincerely, (sin-serle) adv. In a sincere manner ;

Sincerity, ( sin-s£r'e-te) n. State or quality of

being sincere ; honesty of mind or intention ;—

freedom from disguise, pretence, or hypocrisy.

Sinciput, (sin'se-put) n. [L.] The fore part of the

head from the forehead to the coronal suture.

Sine, (sin) n. [L. sitais.] A right lino drawn

perpendicular from one ex

tremity of an arc to the dia

meter drawn th rough the

other extremity—thus a b

is the Bine of the arc d c;(

—versed sine, that part of

the diameter intercepted be

tween the sine and the ex

tremity of the arc— thus b

c is the versed sine of the

arc d c.

Sinecure, (sin'e-kur) n. [L. sine and cvra.] An

ecclesiastical benefice without the cure of souIr;

—an office which has revenue without employ

ment, [sinecure.

Sinecurist, ( sin'6-kur-ist ) n. One who lias a

Sinew, (sin'u) n. [A.-S. sinu.] That which unites

a muscle to a bone; a tendon ;—muscle ; nerve;

—pi. Strength ; means or supplies of strength.

Sinew, (sin'u) v. t. To knit as by sinews; to

strengthen ; to harden.

Sinewed, (sin'ud^ a. Furnished with sinews;—

strong; firm; vigorous.

Sinewiness, (sin'u-e-nes) n. The state or quality

of being Binewy.
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Sinewy, (sin'u-e) a. Pertaining to sinews ;—well

braced with sinews; nervous; vigorous ; firm.

Sinful, (siu'fouJ) a. Full of sin; wicked; iniqui

tous ; criminal ; unholy.

Sinfully, (sin'fool-le) adv. In a sinful manner.

Sinfulness, (sin'fuol-nes) n. Quality or state of

being sinful or contrary to the divine will ;

wickedness ; iniquity ; — criminality ;—corrup

tion ; depravity.

Sing, (sing) v. i. [A.-S. tingan.] To utter sounds

with musical inflections or melodious modula

tions of voice ;-—to utter sweet sounds, as birds ;

—to make a small shrill sound;—to celebrate in

poetry ;—v. t. To utter with musical modula

tions of voice ;—to celebrate in song ; to praise

in verse.

8inge, ( sinj ) v.t. [A. -3. ta-npan.] To burn

slightly or superficially; to burn the surface of.

Singe, (sinj) n. A burning of the surface; a slight

burn.

Singer, (singer) n. One who sings ;—one whose

profession is to sing;—a bird that sings; songster.

Singing, (sing'ing) n. Act pf one who sings;

modulation of the voice in melody ; musical

articulation ;—a humming or buzzing sound in

the ears. [teaches vocal music.

Singing-master, (sing'ing-mns-ter) n. One who

Single, (sing'gl) a. [L. >inpulv*,] One only ;

individual ; separate ;—alone ; having no com

panion ;—hence, unmarried ;—performed by one

person, or one on each side ;—pure ; uumixed;—

unbiased ; sincere.

Single, (sing'gl) v. t. To select from among a

number ;—to consider alone or by itself.

Singleness, (sing'gl-nes) n. State of being single

or separate ; — freedom from duplicity ; purity

of mind and purpose ; simplicity; sincerity.

Single-stick, (sing'gl -stilt) 71. A cudgel used in

fencing or fighting ; a game at cudgels.

Singly, (sing'gle) adv. Individually; particu

larly;—only; by one's self ;—honestly; sincerely.

Sing-song, (sing'song) n. A drawling tone, as

of a monotonous or badly executed song.

Singular, (sing'gu-lar) a. [L. tinpuUiri*.] Exist

ing by itself; single; — in grammar, denoting

one person or thing ; not plural ; also, proper ;

individual; —hence, raro ; unusual; — remark

able ; distinguished ;—strange ; peculiar ;—not

ing that of which there is but one ; unique.

Singular, (sing'gu-lar) ?u A single instance ; a

particular;—in grammar, tho singular number.

Singularity, (sing-gu-lur'e-te) n. State of being

distinguished from others; peculiarity; — any

tiling remarkable; curiosity; — particular pri

vilege ; distinctive title ;—oddity.

Singularly, (siug/gu-1ar-lc) adv. In a singular

manner; peculiarly; strangely; oddly;—so as to

express one or the ringular number.

Sinister, (sin'is-ter) a. [L. sinister.] On the

left hand or side ; — unlucky ; inauspicious ;—

dishonest; unfair.

Sinistrous, (siu'is-trus) a. Being on the left

side ; inclined to the left ;—wrong ; perverse.

Sinistrously, (sin'is-trus-le) adv. in a sinistrous

maimer ; perversely ; wrongly.

Sink, (siugk) p. i. [A.-S. tincan.] To fall by the

force of gravity ; to descend ;—to fall beneath

or below the surface;—to enter so as to make an

abiding impression ;—to be overwhelmed or de

pressed;— to fail in strength: to decline;—to

decrease in volume, as a river ;—v. t. To cause

to sink ; to immerse in a fluid ;—to depress ; to

degrade ; — to make by digging or delving ;—

to keep out of sight ; to suppress ;—to lower in

value or amount;—to diminish by payment;—

to dissipate.

Sink, (singk) n. A drain to carry off filthy witer ;

jakes ;— a shallow box used for receiving filthy

water, &c.t as in a kitchen;—any place whtre

corruption is gathered.

Sinker, (singk'fr) n. A weight on something, si

on a fish-line, to sink it.

Sinless, (sin'les) a. Free from sin : pure; per

fect ;—innocent of transgression or trespass.

Sinlessly, (sinles-le) adv. In a siideas manner.

Sinlessness, (sin'les-nes) n. State of being sin

less ; perfect innocence ; freedom from sin sci

guilt.

Sinner, (sin'er) w. One who has violated the

law of God ; one who has voluntarily disobeyed

a divine precept or neglected known duty; is

offender ; a criminal ;—an unbelieving or usn>

generate mau.

Sin-offering, (sin of-tr-ing) n. A sacrifice for tin .

something offered as an expiation for sin.

Sinuate, (sin'u-at) r. t. [L. tinuart.} To besmt

in and out ; to wind; to turn.

Sinuate, (sin'u-ut) o. Curved and indented ra

the margin, as a leaf.

Sinuosity, (sin-u-os'e-te) n. Quality of bex;

sinuous or bending in and out; — a series ui

bends and turns in arches or other irregulu

figures.

Sinuous, (sin'u-us) a. [I., tinuosus,] Bending in

and out; undulating; winding; crooked.

Sinuously, (sin'u-us-le) adr. In a sinuous msa-

ner ; windingly; crookedly.

Sinus, (si'mis) n. [L.] An opening ; a hollow -—

a recess in the shore ; a bay ; — in surgery, s

cavity in a bone or other part :—an elongatel

abscess with a small orifice ;—in concholagg, s

groove or hollow inequality.

Sip, (sip) v. (. [A-S. tipan.) To drink in smsL

quantites ; — to draw into the mouth ; to ei

tract ; to drink out of ;—r. ?'. To drink a imsli

quantity.

Sip, (sip) n. The taking of a liquor with the

lips ;—a small draught ; a mouthful ; a ta^t^

Siphon, (si'fun ) n. fG.J A bent tube or jiije

with arms of unequal length, by which a li^si-l

can be transferred from one vessel to another.

Sir, (ser) n. [F. *ieur, *irr.) A master; a genti?-

man—applied as a title of deference or respio

to any man of position ;—a knight or baronet.

Sirdar, (scr-dar') h. [Hind. & Per. eardar.] X

native chief ; headmau; captain.

Sire, (sir) n. [Norm. F.] A father: * pro*

genitor ;—one who stands in the relation of 1

father, as a king or emperor ;—the male portM

of a beast—applied especially to horses.

Sire, (sir) r. t . To beget ; to procreate— used

especially of stallions.

Siren, (sl'ren) 11. [L. *iren.] In mvthoiogy, cm*

of throe damsels, said to dwell near the Islas.i

of Caprea, and to sing with such sweetness ths*.

they who sailed by forgot their country ssri

died in an ecstasy of delight ;—hence, an end

ing or alluring woman.

Siren, (sfren)ii. Pertaining to a siren, or to daa-

garous enticements ; bewitching ; fascinating

Birius, (sire-us) n. [L.] The large and brift*

star in the constellation Cards Major.

Sirloin, (ser'loin) n. [F. xurlangt. ] A loin of beef

Siroooo, (se-rok'o) n, [A. thtrntk.] An oppressive,

relaxing wind from the Libyan deserts, chirfy

experienced in Italy, Malta, and Sicily.
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Sirrah, (s^r'a) n. Sir—a word of contempt, or of

familiarity.

Sirup, (sgr'tin) n. [A. sharbat.] The sweet jiiioe

of vegetables or fruits, or sugar boiled with

vegetable infusions; sweetened liquid of any

kind.

Sitter, (sis'ter) it. [A.-S. suiter.] A female

whose parents are the same as those of another

person ;—a woman of the same faith ; a female

fellow-Christian ; —a female of the same society,

convent, abbey, &c ;—a female of the same kind

or nature.

Sister, (sis'ter) t. t To resemble closely;—v. i

To be akin ; to be near to.

Sisterhood, (sis't^r-bood) ». A society of women

united in one faith or order ;—state of being a

sister.

Sister-in-law, (sis'ter-in-law) n. A husband's or

wife's sister ; also, a brother's wife.

Sisterly, (sis't?r-lo) a. Like a sister ; becoming a

sister : affectionate.

Sit, (sit) r. i. [A-S. sittan.] To rest upon the

haunches : — to perch, as birds ;—to remain in

a state of repose ; to rest ; to abide ; — to be

adjusted; to fit:—to incubate; to cover aud

warm eggs for hatching :—to be officially engaged

in public business, as judges, legislators, or

officers of any kind;—to be in any assembly or

council, as a member ; to have a seat ;—to have

n local position ; to be in a particular quarter,

os the wind:— r. (. To keep the seat upon, as a

hone ;—to cause to be seated—used reflexively.

Site, (sit) si. [L. situs.] Place where any thing

in fixed ; situation : local position ;—a place fit

ted or chosen for an edifice.

Sith, (sith) ronj. Since ; seeing that.

Sitter, (sit'er) n. One who sits; one who is

placed for his portrait ; — a bird that sits or

incubates.

Sitting, (sit'ing) n. Posture of being on a seat ;—

act of placing one's self on a seat ;—a seat or the

space occupied by a person in a church; — act

or time of resting in a ]*>sture for a painter to

take the likeness ;—a course or period of unre

mitted application ; — meeting of any body of

men with authority to transact business ; a

session.

Situated, (sit'u-at-ed) a, [L. situare.] Having a

situation ; standing with respect to any object,

person, interests, affairs, <fcc; conditioned; —

permanently fixed; stationed; residing.

Situation, ( sit-u-a'shun) n. Location in respect

to something else ; site ;—position with respect

to society or circumstances ; condition ;—place ;

office ; berth ; post ; plight ; predicament.

Six, (silts) a. [A.-S. six, L. sex.] Twice three;

one more than five.

Six, (siks) n. The sum of three aud three ;~a

symbol representing six units, as 6 or vi.

Sixfold, (siks'fold) a. Hrx times as much or many.

Sixpence, (siks'pens) n. An English silver coin

of the value of six pennies.

Sixpenny, ( siks ' pen -ne) a. Worth sixpence;

bought or sold for sixpence.

Sixteen, (siks 'ten) a. [A -9. sixtfne.] Six and

ten ; consisting of six and ten.

Sixteen, (siks'ten) n. The mm of ten and six;

—a symbol representing sixteen units, as 16

or xvi

Sixteenth, (aiks'tenth) a. Sixth after the tenth.

Sixteenth, (siks'tenth) h. One of sixteen equal

parts.

Sixth, (sikstb) a. Next in order after the fifth.

Sixth, (siksth) n. One of six equal parts.

Sixthly, (siksthle) adv. In the sixth place.

Sixtieth, (sika'te-eth) a. Next in order after the

fifty-ninth. [parts.

Sixtieth, ( sika'te-eth ) n. One of sixty equal

Sixty, (sikVte) a. Six times ten ; three-score.

Sixty, (siks'te) n. The sum of six times ten ;—a

symbol representing sixty unite, as 60, or lx.,

or LX.

Sizable, (siz'a-bl) a. Of considerable size or bulk ;

—being of reasonable or suitable Bize.

8izar, (siz'ar) n. One of a body of students who

formerly ate at the public table, after the fel

lows, free of expense.

Sizarship, (siz'ar-ship) n. The station or rank of

a sizar at Cambridge University.

Size, (siz) n, [Abbreviated from assize.] Bulk;

bigness; extent of superficies or volume; — a

settled quantity or allowance;—a conventional

measure of dimension, applied to Bhoes, gloves,

and the like.

Size, (siz) n. fW-. syth.] A kind of weak glue used

in paper-making, bookbinding, paper-hanging,

&.ct and by pointers as the vehicle of certain

colours ;—the buffy coat which appears on the

surface of coagulated blood.

Size, (siz) r. (. To arrange according to size or

bulk ;—to cover with size ; to prepare with size.

Sized, (aizd) a. Adjusted according to size; hav

ing a particular size or magnitude.

Sizineis, (siz'e-nes) n. State of being sizy ; glu-

tinousness ; visoousness.

Sizing, (siz'ing) n. A kind of weak glue used in

manufactures, arts, A'c. ; size.

Sizy, (size) a. Size-like; glutinous; thick and

viscous ; ropy; having the adhesiveness of size.

Skaith, (sk&th) ». [A.-S. tartkan.] Hurt; in

jury; damage; harm; loss.

Skate, (skat) n. [D. sckaatn,] A frame for the

foot like the sole of a shoe, furnished with a

metallic runner for moving rapidly on ice.

Skate, ( k.'i i) v. t. To slide or move on skates.

Skate, (skat) n. [A.-S. sceadda ] A cartilaginous

fish having the body flattened, set with spines

or thorns, and pectoral fins which form broad

lateral expansions, and give the whole body a

rhomboid form. •

Skater, (skat'er) n. One who skates.

Skating, (skat ing) n. Act or exercise of sliding

on the ice upon skates.

Skean, (sken) n, [GaeL syian, A.-S. ttzgtn, a

knife.] A short sword or knife.

Skein, (skGn) n. [F. e$caigne.] A knot or a

number of knots of thread, silk, or yarn.

Skeleton, (skel'e-tun) n. [G. skeleton (sc. $6>na).]

The bony framework of the body ; the bones of

an animal body separated from the flesh and

retained in their natural position ;—the outer

case or shell;— a very thin or loan person;—

the general structure or frame of any thing ;—

the heads and outline of a literary performance,

especially of a sermon. [lines or heads.

Skeleton, (skel'e-tun) «. Containing mere out-

Skelp, (skelp) r. (. [Icel. sket/a.] To beat with

the palm of the hand ; to spank;—v.*. To move

or go rapidly ; to dash along or through.

Skelp, (skelp) n. A blow ; a smart stroke.

Sketch, (skech) n. (Ger. skixse.] A first rough

or incomplete draught or plan ; outline.

Sketch, ( skech ) v t. To draw the outline or

general figure of; to make a rough draught

of ; — to give the principal points or ideas of;

depict.
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Sketcher, (skech'er) n. One who sketches.

Sketohily, ( skech'e-le) adv. In a sketchy or

incomplete manner ; by outlines or rough

draughts.

Sketchy, (skech'e) a. Containing an outline

or rough form ; in the manner of a sketch ; in

complete.

Skew, (sku) v. t. To shape in an oblique form ;

to slant;—v. i. To walk obliquely;—to squint

Skew, (skA) adv. [Ger. tckief.] Awry; obliquely.

Skew, (sku) «. Distorted ; oblique.

Skewer, (skiTer) m. A pointed rod for fastening

meat to a spit or for keeping it in form while

roasting.

Skewer, (sku'er) v. t. To fasten with skewers.

Skid, (skid) n. [A.-H. aeidan.) A piece of timber

used to protect the side of a vessel from injury

by heavy bodies hoisted or lowered against it;—

a chain for fastening the wheel of a waggon to

Jwevent its revolving when descending a steep

till ; a drag.

Skiff, (skif)n. [Ger. Khiff.) A small, light

boat; a yawl ;—also, any light thing that passes

by, as a breeze of wind, a shower of rain, a fit of

teinper or of contention, &c.

Skiff, (skif) v. t. To sail upon in a skiff.

Skilful, (skil'fuol) a. Possessed of or displaying

skill ; expert; dexterous ; adroit; practised.

Skilfully, (skil'fool-le) adv. in a skilful man

ner ; with skill, art, or practised ability;—dex

terously.

Skilfulneu, (skil'fool-nes) n. Quality of possess

ing skill; dexterousness ; knowledge and ability

derived from experience.

Skill, (skil) n. [ A. -8. septan.] Knowledge ;—

familiar knowledge of any art or science, united

with readiness and dexterity in execution or per

formance ; adroitness ; expertness ; aptitude.

Skilled, ( skild ) a. Having familiar knowledge

united with readiness and dexterity ; expert.

Skillet, (skil'et) n; [F. escutllttte.) A small vessel

with a handle, used for heating liquors, boiling

water, &c.

Skim, (skim) v. t. [A different orthography of

saint.) To clear from scum ; — to take off by

skimming ;—to fly in an even or smooth course

without flapping, as a bird ;—to run over with

out attention or superficially; to glance at here

and there ;—v. i. To pass lightly; to glide along

near the surface.

Skim, (skim) n. The thick matter that forms on

the surface of a liquor ;—scum ; refuse.

Skimmer, (skiin'gr) ». A shallow vessel or scoop

for skimming liquors.

Skim-milk, (skim'milk) n. Milk from which the

cream has been taken ; skimmed milk.

Skimming, (skim'ing)«. Act of taking off that

which floats upon a liquid, as scum, cream, or

the like;—pi. That which is removed by Bkim-

ming.

Skin, (skin) n. [A.-S. Minn.] The external

membranous envelope of animal bodies ;—skin

of an animal separated from the body ; a hide ;

a pelt ;—the exterior coat of fruits and plants;

the husk or bark.

Skin, (skin) v. t. To strip off the skin or hide

of ; to flay ; to peel . — to cover with skin ;—to

cover superficially ;—v. i. To be covered with

skin.

Skin-deep, (skin'dep) a. Superficial ; slight.

Skinflint, (skin'flint) n. [From *tiii and jlint.)

A very penurious person : a miser; a niggard.

Skinned, ( skind ) a. Stripped of the skin ;

flayed :—covered with skin—with adjective, cs

thin, &c.

Skinner, (skin'er) n. One who skins ;—one who

deals in skins, pelts, or hides.

Skinny, (skin'e) a. Consisting of skin, or of akin

only; wanting flesh.

Skip, (skip) v.i. [IceL tloppa.] To leap; to

bound; to spring;— v. t. To pass over or by;

to omit ; to miss.

Skip, (skip) a. A leap; a bound ; a spring;—

act of passing over ; an omission of apart.

Skipper, (skip's r) n. [D. Kkipper.) The matter

of a trading or merchant vessel.

Skippingly, (skip'ing-Ie) adv. By skips or leapt

Skipping-rope, (skip'ing-rdp) n. A small rope

used by young persons in leaping up and dowt

Skirmish, (skirmish) n. [¥. exarntouchy] A

slight combat or preliminary eucounter, as be

tween detachments and small parties ;—a con

test; a contention.

Skirmish, (sker'mish) v.i. To fight alight!;

or in small parties ; to engage in a t-kinnitL

Skirmisher, (sker'mish-e.r) it- One who tku-

mishes ;—pi Detachments from the main bod;;

light troops sent in advance or thrown oc.

on all sides to scour the country and clear the

road.

Skirmishing, (skgr'miah-ing) n. Act of fightiof,

in a slight or loose encounter.

Skirr, (sker) v. t. To ramble over; toacour;—

v. i. To run hastily.

Skirt, (skert) n. [A.-S. set/rlan.] The lower

and loose part of a coat or other garment:—th<

edge of any part of dross;—border ; margin ;—t

woman's garment like a petticoat ;—diaphraga

or midriff in animals.

Skirt, (skert) v. t. To border ; to form the bor

der or edge of; or to run along the edgv of —

v. i. To be on the border ; to live near the

extremity

Skirting, (skcrt'ing) n. The narrow vertka)

board placed round the margin of a floor.

Skit, (skit) n. A wanton girl;—a jeer ; a jibe.

Skittish, (skit'ish) a. [A.-S. satan.] Eaal.<

frightened ; shunning familiarity ; shy ;—waa-

ton : volatile ;—hasty ; fickle.

Skittishly, (skit'ish-le) adv. In a skittish ou-

ner ; shyly ;—wantonly ;—chaugeably.

Skittishneu, ( skit'ish-nes ) n. State of txiii<

skittish ; timidity ; shyness ;—fickleness ; wit-

tonnesa.

Skittles, (skitlz) n. pi. Ninepins.

Skulk, (skulk) v. i. (Dan. tkuUx.] To get out ef

the way in a sneaking manner; to lurk.

Skulker, (skulker) n. A person who skulks; otm

who avoids duty ; a lurker ; a shirk.

Skull, (skul) n. [Ger. *ckale, Dan. slut.] Ttw

bony case which incloses the brain ;—an empty,

brainless head.

Skull-cap, (skul'kap) n. A close-fitting cap;—

also, a headpiece of iron or steel covered with

cloth or leather.

Skunk, (akungk) n [Contracted from the Abe

naki gegan-ku.] A fetid, carnivorous animal 10

North America, allied to the weasel and Uit

otter.

Skurry, (skur'e) n. ITaete ; impetuosity.

Sky, (ski) n. [IceL siy.] The apparent arch or

vault of heaven :—the weather; the climate.

Sky-blue, (ski'blu) a. Blue like the sky.

Sky-colour, (skfkul-er) n. The colour of the sky.

a particular species of blue colour ; azure.

Skyey, (slu'e) a. Like the sky ; ethereal
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Sky-lark, ( skflark ) it. A special of lark that

mounts and sing* as it

flies, and is celebrated for

its melodious song.

Sky-light, (ski lit) u. A

window in the roof of a

building, or ceiling of a

room, for the admission

ot light from above.

Sky-rocket, (ski'rok-ei) n.

A rocket that ascends

high atid barns as it flies;

a species of firework. Sky-lark.

Sky-sail, (ski'sal) n. The sail set above the royal.

Skyward, (ski'wawrd) a. Toward the sky.

Slab, (slab) n. [W. ytlab, llab.] A thin piece

of any tiling, especially of marble or other stone

having plane surfaces ;—an outside piece taken

from a log in sawing.

Slab, (slab) a. Thick ; viscous ; glutinous.

Slabber, (slab'er) v. i. [Ger. seklabbern.) To let

the saliva or other liquid fall from the mouth

carelessly ; to drivel ; to slaver ;—v. t. To wet

and foul by liquid spilled;—to BUp up hastily,

as soup, &c.

Slack, (slak) a. [A.-S. tttac] Not tense or

tight; not closely drawn together ;—loose; easy

—said of ropes or rigging ;—weak ; not holding

fast—said of the hands ;—remiss ; backward ;

not fervent in business or service ; not using

dne diligence ;—not rapid : slow.

Slack, (slak) adv. In a slack manner; partially;

insufficiently.

Black, (slak) n. The part of a rope that hangs

loose, having no strain upon it.

Slacken, (slak'n) v.i. [A.-S. slacian.] To be

come slack ; to be made less tense, firm, or

rigid ;—to be remiss or backward;—to lose cohe

sion or the quality of adhesion ;—to abate ; to

become less violent ;—to become more slow;—to

languish ; to flag ;—v. (. To make less tense or

tight; to loosen ;—to relax : to remit ;—to with

hold ; to use less liberally ;—to deprive of cohe

sion ; to slake ;—to repress ; to check :—also

written slack. (loosely.

Slxckly, (slakle) adv. In a slack manner;

Blackness, (slak'nes) n. State of being slack :

want of tightness or rigiduess ; negligence ; in

attention ; slowness ; tardiness ; weakness.

Slag, (slag) n. [QeT.schlack.) The dross or recre

ment of a metal ;—the scoria of a volcano.

SU#;gy, (slag'e) a. Pertaining to slag ; drossy.

Slake, (slak) v. t. [Allied to xlack.) To quench :

to extinguish;—to mix with water so that a true

chemical combination shall take place; — v.i.

To go out ; to become extinct.

Shun, (slam) v. t. [Icel. lemia.] To strike with

force or violence ; to shut with loud noise, as

a door ;—to beat; to cuff;—to defeat at cards

)yf winning all the tricks ;—v. i. To strike

violently and noisily.

Slam, (slam) n. A violent driving and dashing

against ; a violent shutting of a door.

Slander, (slan'der) n. [F. cxlandre.) A false

tale or report maliciously uttered ; defamation;

detraction ;—disgrace ; reproach .

Slander, (slan'der) v. t. To injure by maliciously

uttering a false report ; defame ; calumniate ;

vilify.

Slanderer, (slan'der-er) n. A defamer ; one who

Lays false imputations or brings false charges

agai nst another.

Slanderous, (slau'der-us) a. Given or disposed

to slander ;—embodying slander ; calumnious ;

—scandalous ; infamous.

Slanderously, (slan'der-ua-le) adv. With false or

malicious report ; calumniously.

Slang, (slang) n. [Said to be of gipsy origin. }

Low, vulgar, unauthorized language ; cant.

Slant, (slant) a. [Sw. *linta.] Inclined from a

direct line ; sloping ; oblique.

Slant, (slant) v.t. To turn from a direct line ; to

give an oblique or sloping direction to;—v.i.

To be inclined from aright line; to lie obliquely;

to slope.

Slant, (slant) n. A slanting plane ; a slope.

Slantingly, (slant'i«g-le) adv. With a slope or

inclination ; also, with oblique hint or remark.

Slantwise, (slant'wiz) adv. In an inclined direc

tion ; obliquely :—also slantly.

Slap, (slap) n. [Ger. schlappe.] A blow given

with the open hand or with something broad ;

a gap in a wall.

Slap, (slap) r. t. To strike with the open hand,

or with something broad.

Slap, (slap) adv. With a sudden and violent

blow ; hence, quickly ; instantly ; plumply.

Slash, (slash) v.t. [Icel. slow.] To cut by

striking violently and at random; to cut in long

strips or slits;—to lash;—v. i. To strike violent

ly and at random;—to lay about with a sword

or cutlass ;—to dash or cut through rapidly, a*

a ship.

Slash, (slash) n. A long cut; a cut made at ran

dom;—a large .-lit in oldcoetumes, made to show

a brilliant colour through the openings.

Slashing, (slashing) a. Cutting at random*.—

good at the swrd ; skilled in fighting or fenc

ing ;—cutting up; sarcastic; pungent.

Slate, (slat) n. [O. Eng. sclatc] An argillaceous

stone which readily splits into plates;—any rock

or stone having a slaty structure ;—a prepared

piece of such stone for roofing or covering

houses, &c. ;—a tablet for writing upon.

Slate, (slat) v. t. To cover with slate.

Slate-pencil, (slat'pen-sil) n. A pencil of slate-

clay, used for writing or ciphering on slates.

Slater, (slater) n. One who slates buildings.

Slating, (Blat'ing) n . Act of covering with slates;

the material for slating.

Slattern, (Blat'cra) n. [Ger. schlottern.] A

woman who is negligent of her dress or house ;

a slut

Slatternly, (slat'ern-le) a. Resembling a slattern;

sluttish ; negligent ; dirty.

Slaty, (slat'e) a. Resembling slate ; having the

nature or properties of slate.

Slaughter, (slaw'ter) u. [Icel. sldtr, Go. etauhtt.)

Extensive destruction of human life ; carnage ;

massacre ;—act of killing cattle, as a matter of

business.

Slaughter, (slaw'ter) v.t To kill ; to slay in

battle ;—to butcher ; to kill for the market, as

cattle.

Slaughterer, ( elaw'ter-er ) n. A person employed

in slaughtering; a bntcher.

Slaughterous, ( slaw ' ter - us ) a. Destructive;

murderous.

Slave, (slav) n. [F. exclave.] A person who is

held in bondage to another ; one who is wholly

subject to the will of another ;—one who has

lost the power of resistance ;—a drudge ; bond

man ; serf.

Slave, (slav) v, i. To drudge; to labour as a slave.

Slave-market, (slav'mar-ket) n. A bazaar for the

sale or purchase of slaves.
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Slaver, (sliver) n. A vessel in the slave-trade ;—

a person engaged in the purchase and sale of

slaves. [mouth.

Slaver, (sla'ver) n. Saliva drivelling from the

Slaver, (sla'ver) v. i. To suffer the spittle to

issue from the mouth ; — v. t. To smear with

saliva.

Slaverer, (sla'v?r-?r) n. A driveller ; an idiot

Slavery, (slav'er-e) n. Condition of a slave; state

of entire subjection to the will of another; bond

age ; servitude ; captivity.

Slave-trade, (slav'trod) n. The traffic in human

beings as personal property ; the business of kid

napping, or purchasing men, women, and chil

dren, and transporting them from the western

coasts of Africa to the continent of America.

Slave-trader, (slttv'trad-cr) n. One who traffics

in slaves ;—a vessel employed in the slave-trade.

Slavish, (sliiv'i»h)ft. Pertaining to slaves; bucIi

as becomes a slave; — servile; laborious; —

mean; base;—aL*o, fettered by rules; dependent

on the example of others.

Slavishly, (slav'ish-Ie) adv. In a slavish manner;

servilely; meanly; basely.

Slavishness, (slavish-nes) n. The state or quality

of being slavish ; servility; meanness.

Slavonian, (sla-vo'ne-an) n. A native or inhabi

tant of Slavonia :—written also Sciavonian.

Slavonian, (sU-vo'ne-an) a. Pertaining to Sla

vonia or to its language.

Slay, (sla) v. t. [A.-S. ttlahan.] To put to death

by a weapon or by violence; to kill; to destroy.

Slayer, ( sl&'er) n. One who slays; a killer; a

murderer.

Sleazy, (sleVe) a. [Ger. sckltfcip.] Wanting

firmness of texture or substance ; thin ; flimsy.

Sled, (sled) n. [A.-S. slUian,) A vehicle moved

on runners, used for conveying heavy loads or

sliding on snow and ice. [Amer.]

Sled, (sled) v. t. To convey ou a sled [Amer.]

Sledge, (slej) n. [A.-S. slecgt.] A large, heavy

hammer.

Sledge, (slej) n. A vehicle moved on runners,

or on low wheels, for the conveyance of heavy

weights, &c. ;—a hurdle on which traitors were

drawn to the place of execution ;—a sleigh for

riding upon snow.

Sleek, (slek) a. [Icel sWtia.] Having an even,

surface; smooth ; glossy.

Sleek, (siek) v. t. To make even and smooth ;—

to render smooth, soft, and glossy. [smoothly.

Sleekly, (slck'le) adv. In a sleek manner ;

Sleekness, (slek'nes) n. The state or quality of

being sleek ; smoothness and glossiness of sur

face, [appearance.

Sleeky, (slek'e)a. Of a sleek or smooth and glossy

Sleep, (slep) v. i. [A.-S. slatpan.] To take rest

by a suspension of the voluntary exercise of tho

powers of tho body and mind;— hence, to be

dead ;—to rest; to he unemployed ; to be in

active ;—to be unnoticed ; to remain without

discussion or agitation.

Sleep, (slep) ». [A.-S. slap, Go. slfps,] A

natural periodical suspension of the functions

of the organs of sense, as well as of the voluntary

and rational soul;— slumber; repose ; rest;—

death ; rest in the grave.

Sleeper, (slep'er) n. One who sleeps ; a drone or

lazy person;—a piece of timber or stone on or

near the ground, for the support of some super

structure, as joists, rails, or framework.

Sleepily, (slep'e-hs) adv. In a sleepy manner;

drowsily; heavily; lazily; stupidly.

Sleepiness, (slOp'e-nes) «. Stat* t,f beinf

sleepy ; drowsinesa

Sleeping", (slep'ing) a. Besting or reposing is

sleep;—occupied for sleeping.

Sleeping, (slep'ing) n. Act or state of resting is

sleep ;—state of not being raised, discussed, or

agitated.

Sleepless, (sleples) a. Having no sleep; wake

ful ;—having no rest ;perj«tually agitated.

Sleeplessness, (sleples-nea) n. Want or deatin-

tion of sleep ; inability to Bleep.

Sleep-walker, (slep'wawk-er) ». A somnambulist.

Sleep-walking, ( slep ' wawk-ing ) n, Soouujb-

buh'sro ; walking in one's sleep.

Sleepy, (alep'e) a. Drowsy ; inclined to sleep :—

tending to induce sleep ; heavy; dull ; elnggka.

Sleet, (slut) n. [A.-S. sliid.) A fall of haU ».t

siiow mingled with rain, usually in fine par

ticles.

Sleet, (slet) v. i. To snow or hail with rain.

Sleety, (slet'e) a. Consisting of sleet or bringicr

sleet.

Sleeve, (slev) u. [A.-S. *Uf.) The part ofa gar

ment that is fitted to cover the arm.

Sleeve, (slev) r. (. To furnish with sleeves.

Sleigh, (sla) «. (Ger. tUde, site.] A vehicle fe

transporting persons or goods on snow ox* job ; s

sledge.

Sleight, (slit) n. [Ger. sehheft.] An artful tries

a feat so dexterously performed that the manner

of performance escapes observation ;—dexterity

—sleight of hand, legerdemain ; conjuring.

Slender, (slen'der) a. [D. Blinder.] This tv

narrow in proportion to circumference or widtk

—weak ; feeble ; not strong ; moderate ; inoaa>

siderable ;—small; inadequate.

Slenderly, (slen'der-le) adv. In a slender man

ner : slightly ; feebly ; inadequately ; sparelx.

Slenderness, (slen'dei-ncf') n. State of being *ie»-

der; thinness; slightness; smallneas; sparesae.

Sleuth, (sluth) ». The track of man or beas; a*

followed by the scent [Scot J

Sley, (sla) n. f A.-S. sltr.} A weaver's reed.

Sley, (sla) v. f. To part the threads ofand arrax>$f

them in a reed.

Slice, (slis) t'. t. [Ger. schleitstn, A.-S. *:*£**.:

To cut into thin pieces or to cut off a thin broae

piece from ;—to cut into parts.

Slice, (slis) n. A thin, broad piece cat off.—»

platter or tray ;—a broad knife for serving fisa

—a spatula.

Slide, (slid) v. i. [A.-S. slidan.] To move aksr

the surface of any body ; to slip; to glide:—

especially, to move over snow or ice ;—tn ps*

inadvertently;—to shp; to fall;—r. L To thrcrt

along by slipping ;—to pass imperceptibly; *»

slip in.

Slide, (slid) n. A smooth and easy passage .—

that which slides ; a slider ;—an inclined pJir-

for sending down heavy bodies ;—descent of s

detached mass of earth or rock down a declivity.

—a frozen footpath or piece of ice for eliding *yx

Slider, (slld'er) n. One who slides ;—the ion c-i

au instrument or machine that slides.

Sliding, (sliding) «. Act of moving a bed?

along a plane, keeping the same surface of the

body iu contact with the plane;—act of fclWaag

on ice ;—falling down or away ; lapse.

Slight, (slit) a. [Ger. schUcfit) Not decido4.y

marked; small; weak ; frail;—slim; aleodex .—

not deep; faint; transient; — not violent cr

severe ;—trifling; silly ;— soft ; gcntlo ;—cur

sory ; superficial.
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Slight, (slit) n. A moderate degree of cou-

tempt, manifested by neglect ; disregard ; dis

dain.

Slight, (slit) v. t. To disregard as of little

value and unworthy of notice ;—neglect ; dis

dain.

Slightingly, (silting-le) adv. With neglect or

contempt : without regard or respect.

Slightly, (alit'le) adv. In a slight manner ;

weakly; superficially; negligently.

Slightneta, (slit'nes) n. Quality or state of

being slight ; weakness ; want of force or

strength.

Slily, (sli'le) adv. With secret cnnning; artfully.

Slim, (slim) «. [D., Goj. schliutui.} Of small

diameter or thickness in proportion to the

height ; slender ; — weak ; blight ; unsubstan

tial.

Slime, (slim) n. [A.-S. <fc I eel. dim.) Soft, moist

earth or clay having an adhesive quality; vis

cous mud.

Bliminess, (slim'e-nca) it. The quality of being

slimy.

Slimnesa, (slim'nes) a. State of being slim ;

slenderness.

Slimy, (slim'e) a. Abounding with slime ;—re

sembling slime ; viscous; glutinous.

Sling, (sling) n. [I). Mlinger.\ An instrument for

throwing stones consisting of a strap and two

strings ;—a throw ; a stroke ;—a kind of hang

ing bandage put round the neck in which a

wounded arm is sustained ;—a rope with hooks

by which a cask or bale is swung in or out of a

ship; iron band for securing the centre of a yard

to the mast.

Sling, (sling) v. t. To throw with a sling; to cast;

—to hang so as to swing ; to suspend, as a cask,

gun, or the like ;—to hoist or lower, as boat-*,

-lit.-, or heavy goods by slings.

Slinger, (shng'er) ft. One who slings ;—a soldier

armed with a sling.

Slink, (slingk) v, i. [A.-S. slincan.) To creep

away meanly ; to steal away ; to sneak ;—v. t.

To cast prematurely ; to miscairy of, as the

female of a beast.

Slip, (slip) r. i. [A.-S. W£jf*m.] To move along

the Burface ; to slide ; to glide :— to move or fly

out of place ;—to depart or withdraw secretly ;

—to err; to fall into fault ;—to pass unex

pectedly or imperceptibly ;—to escape;— v.t.

To convey secretly ;—to part from the branches

or stem; to take off; — to let loose ; to throw

ofif ;—to suffer abortion of ;—to omit ; to lose by

negligence; — to pass over; to overlook; — to

escape from.

Slip, ("lip) n. Act of slipping;—an error or fault;

—a twig separated from the main stock ;—a

leaah or string by which a dog is held ;—a long,

narrow piece ;—a ]>ortion of the columns of a

newspaper or other work struck off by itself:—

a loose garment worn by a female ;—a child's

pinafore;—a sloping plane on the bank of a

river used for shipbuilding:—a contrivance for

hauling vessels out of the water for repairs, Ac.

Slip-knot, (slip'not) n. A knot which slips along

the rope or line around which it is made.

Slipper, (shp'er) ft. Alight shoe which may bo

rtlipp«*l on with ease;—a kind of iron slide for

the wheel of a waggon;—a kind of apron slipped

over ft child's dress to keep it clean.

SlipPermc,B' (slip's r-e-nes) n. State or quality

of being slippery; lubricity; smoothness; glib-

ness ;—uncertainty ; want of firm footing.

Slippery, (slip'ex-e) a. Allowing or causing any

thing to slip smoothly upon the surface of ;—

not affording firm looting .—liable or apt to

slip away; —unstable; changeable; uncertain;

—wanton ; unchaste.

Slipshod, (slipshod) a. Wearing shoes like slip

pers without pulling up the heels;—hence, care

less in manners, style, &c. ; shuffling.

Slit, (slit) v.t [A.-S. slUan.} To cut length

wise ; to cut in long strips ;—to make a long

fissure in or upon ;—to rend ; to split.

Slit, (slit) n. A long cut ; a narrow opening.

Slitter, (slit'er) u. One who slits.

Sliver, (sli'ver) v.t. [A.-S. tti/an.] To cut or

divide into long, thin or small pieces.

Sliver, (sli ver) «.. A long piece cut or rent off,

or a piece cut or rent lengthwise.

Sloat, (slot) n, [Ger., D. slot.] A narrow piece

of timber which holds together large pieces ; a

slat.

Slobber, (slob'er) v. i. To let the saliva fall from

the mouth ;—to slaver ;—to drivel ; — r. t. To

sup up hastily ;—to spill ; to wet by spilling.

Slobbery, (slob'er-e) a. Wet ; sloppy.

Sloe, (slo) n. [A.-S. ild.] A small, bitter, wild

plum, the fruit of the black-thorn ;—the plant

itself.

Slogan, (*16'gan) n. [Gael.] The war-cry or

gathering word of a Highland clan in Scot

land.

Sloop, (sloop) 11. [D. sloep.] A vessel with one

mast, the mainsail of which

is attached to a gaff above,

to a boom below, and to

the mast on its foremost

edge.

Slop, (slop) ft. [It. & Gael.

slaib, mud, dirt.] Wat<-r

carelessly spilled or Ural D

about ; a puddle ; —

Biity water ; water

which any thing has ONUS

washed or rinsed: —reii'ly-

inade clothes, bedding, and

the like. Sloop.

Slop, (slop)v. t. To cause tooverflow, as a liquid;

to spill ;—to spill a liquid upon.

Slope, (slop) a. [A.-S. $topeii.\ Inclined, or in

clining, from a horizontal direction.

Slope, (slop) 7i. A line or inclining from a

horizontal line ; proptrhf, a direction down

ward ; — any ground whose surface forms an

angle with the plane of the horizon ; a declivity

or acclivity.

Slope, (slop) v. t. To form with a Blope; to direct

obliquely; to incline:—v. i. To take an oblique

direction ; to be inclined.

Slopewise, (slop'wiz) adv. Obliquely.

Sloping, (slSp'mg) o. Inclining from a horizon

tal line; oblique; declivous; gradually bending

up or down.

Slopingly, (slop'ing-le) adv. Obliquely.

Sloppiness, (slop'e-ncs) ft. The Btate of being

Kloppy ; muddmess.

Sloppy, (slop'e) a. [From x/o/>.] Wet, so as to

spatter easily ; muddy ; plashy.

Slot, (slot) ». [Ger., D. slot.) A broad, flat,

wooden bar ;—a depression or mortise in a

plate of metal or a slit or aperture through it

for the reception of some part of a machine,

either fixed as a key-bolt or movable as a slid

ing adjustment;—the track of a deer;—a hollow;

a depression between two ridges.

2N
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Mot) i.

81oth, (slSth) n. [A.-S. sleicdft.] Slowness ;—dis

inclination to fiction or

labour ; sluggishness ; lazi

ness ; — a South American

mammal of about the size of

a common cat, so called from

the slowness of its motions.

Slothful, (sldth'fodl) a. Ad

dicted to sloth ; inactive ;

sluggish ; lazy ; indolent

Slothfully, (sloth'fool-le) adv.

In a slothful manner; lazily,-

sluggishly.

Slothfillness, (sloth'foul-nea) n .

State or quality of being

slothful ; inactivity ; laziness.

Slouch, (slouch) n. A depression of the head or

of some other part of the body ; an ungainly

lounging gait ;—an awkward, "heavy, clownish

fellow.

Slouch, (slouch) r. i. (D. slm.] To hang down;

to have a downcast, clownish look, gait, or

maimer ;—v. (. To depress ; to cause to hang

down.

Slouching, (alonch'ing) a. Hanging down; stoop

ing ; awkward ; ungainly.

Slough, (slou)rt. [A.-S. udff.] A place of deep

mud or mire ; a hole full of mire.

Slough, (sluf) n. [Gar. slAck.] The cast skin of

a serpent ;—the part that ae]>arates from a foul

sore.

Slough, (sluf) v. i. To sejiarate from the sound

flesh ; to come off, as the matter formed over a

sore.

Sloughy, (slufe) a. Resembling a slough;—miry ;

boggy; muddy.

Sloven, (sluv'n) n, [D. siof.] A person careless

of his dress or negligent of cleanliness.

Slovenliness, (sluv'n-le-nes) ft. State or quality

of being slovenly ; habitual want of cleanliness,

order, and neatness ; untidiness ; — perfunc-

toriness in work or duty;— hence, want of

finish ; inelegance.

Slovenly, (sluv'u-le) a. Negligent of dress ;—

loose ; disorderly ; not neat.

Slovenly, (sluv'n-le) adv. In a slovenly man

ner;—coarsely; imperfeotly; inelegantly.

Slow, (slo) a. [A.-S. slaw,] Not swift ; not

quick in motion ;—late ; lingering; tardy;—not

ready or prompt ; dilatory ; procrastinating ;—

acting with deliberation ; deliberate ; cautious;

—not quick in temper ; calm ; easy ;—listless ;

dull ; — indicating a time later than the true

time;-—tedious; wearisome;—sluggish; inactive.

Slow, (slo) v. t. To render slow; to retard ;—r. i.

To relax or lessen in rate or speed.

Slowly, (sl&'le) adv. In a slow manner ; moder

ately ; not rapidly ; not early ; not rashly ; not

readily.

Slowness, (stones) ?■> The state or quality of

being slow ; want of readiness or promptness ;

dulness ; deliberation ; dilatoriness ; tardiness.

Slub, (alub) k. A rell of wool slightly twisted.

Slub, (slub) v. f. To draw out and slightly twist

—applied to wool.

Slubber, (slnb'er)i-.f. [D. ehbbcren.) To do lazily,

imperfectly, or coarsely;—to stain ; to daub.

Sludge, (sluj) n. Mud ; mire ; soft mud; slush.

Slue, (rift) v, t. To turn a mast, boom, or spar in

its cap or boom-iron ;—r.i. To turn about.

Slug, (slug) n, [\V. Hag.] A drone; a alow,

heavy, lazy fellow;— an obstruction ;—a kind of

snail very destructive to plants.

Slug, (slug) tu [A.-S. KlecfX.] A cylindrical st

oval piece of metal used for the charge of a gE3-

Sluggard, (sluggard) ft, [Prom slug and en£] A

person habitually lazy, idle, and inactive; j

drone.

Sluggard, (sluggard) a. Lazy ; sluggish.

Sluggish, (slug'ish) a. Habitually idle and hr;

slothful ;—inert ; inactive ; having no powers

move itself;—slow; having little flow, si i

stream.

Sluggishly, (slug'ish-le) adv. In a sluggish &fc

ner ; lazily.

Sluggishness, (slug'ish-nes) n. State of h-nsc

sluggish; sloth ; dulness ;—inertness ; *lo*r:r*

Sluice, (slus) ft. [F. tchtM. D. tlttis,] A wawr

gate; flood-gate;—an artificial passage for w*i<i

with a sliding valve or gate for regulating it-

flow ;—the stream which flows through a lk**i-

gate ;—hence, any stream or source of cappj? .

channel.

Sluice, (slue) v, t. To wet copiously, as by cpefr

ing a sluice; to overwhelm ; to pour forth.

Sluicy, (slus'e) a. Falling in streams, as fnsL i

sluice.

Slumber, (sluui'ber) v. i. (A.-S, sluKuerian,] T#

sleep lightly ; to doze;—to be in a state of oe^

gence or inactivity.

Slumber, (sluni'ber) n. Light sleep ; aleep tbtf

is not deep or sound ; repose.

Slumberer, (slum'ber-er) v. One who slnmte*

Slumberous, (sluni'ber-us) a. Inviting slumber

soporiferous.

Slump, (slump) r.i. |lcaL ulatapaz.] To fait ..:

Rink suddenly through or in, as ice, a bog, £>-

—v. t. To lump ; to throw into a mass.

Slump, (slump) a. Lumped together ; taken "

mass ;— gross ; round—said of the value of, 01 *

sum offered or paid for, several articles takes

together.

Slur, (slur) v. t. [Ger. xhlitrrt*.] To doa^fr-

gently or slovenly ;—to run or i«ias over; to ««■

ceal ;—in mimic, to run one into the ether, »

notes;—to soil; to sully; to contaminate; t* dis

grace;—in i>rinting, to blur ; to mackle

Slur, (slur) n, A mark or stain ; hence, *k£&

reproach or disgrace ; — a mark, thus [s—^ *

**—-0, connecting notes tliat are to be tog ti

the same syllable, or in one breath.

Slurred, (slurd)«. In Mime, marked with sshr

performed in a smooth, gliding style.

Slush, (slush) ft. Solt mud ; sludge; — a wf-

mixture of grease and other materials fi*r Jsbr.-

cation.

Slut, (slut) iu [Ger. scJtlutt*.} An mrt»>

woman ; n slattern ;—a female dog ; a bitch.

Sluttery, (slut'gr-e) n. Habits or practice **f *

slut ; untidiness ; slovenliness ; fUUunesv

Sluttish, (slut'ish) c Like a slut: untidy; cart-

less ; disorderly; dirty ;—meretricious.

Sluttishly, (slut'ish-le) ((tie4. In a sluttish cu.Lt

negligently.

Sluttishness, (slut'ish-nes) r. Quality or *t*t<: - -

bving sluttish ; untidiness ; slovenliness.

Sly, (sli) ff. [Ger. tschlau.] Dexterous in p*-

forming an action so as to escape notice; shr**J

knowing ;—artfully cunning ; insidious.

Slyly, (sli'Ie) adv. In a sly manner ; craftily

Slyness, (sli'nes) n. State or quality of being 4T

cunning.

Smack, (smak) v. i. [A.-S. smeeean.] To make*

noise by the separation of the lips after tasO-™

any tiling ;—to bo tinctured with any parttraW

taste ;—to taste of ; to savour ;—v. C To k"»
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with a sharp noise ;—to make a noise with, as

the lips in the act of kissing or after tasting ;—

to crack, as a whip;—to Btriae with the palm of

the hand.

Smack, (emak) n. A loud kiss ;—a quick, sharp

noise, as of the lips, or of a whip; — taste;

flavour; savour;—a smart blow; a slap;—a small

quantity.

Smark, (smak) n. [D. *malc, Oer. Kkmaekc.) A

small coasting vessel, commonly rigged as a

sloop.

Smacking, (smak'ing) n. Act of making a sharp

noise with the lips ;—act of cracking, as a whip;

—act of striking with the palm of the hand

Small, (smawl) a. [A -8. mini.) Not large or

extended in dimensions ; slender ; thin ; not

tall; little; diminutive; — little in quantity ;

inconsiderable ; — little in degree or progress;

faint; imperceptible; — little in importance;

trifling;—evincing Jittle ability; petty;—little

in amount ; cheap ;—short ;—gentle ; soft ;—

weak ;—mean ; base.

Small, (smawl) n. The small or slender part of a

thing.

Small, (smawl) adv. Comminutedly; in minute

pieces ;—timidly.

Small-arms, (smawl'armz) n. pi. Muskets, rifles,

pistols, &c., in distinction from cannon.

Small-craft, (smawl kraft) n. A vessel or vessels

of a small size, as coasting vessels, fishing boats,

<fcc

Small-debts, (smawrdets) n. pi. Debts which are

in England under £20 ; in Scotland £12.

Smallnesa, (smawl'nes) n. The state of being

small in any of its senses ; littleness; meanness.

Small-pox, (smawl ' poks) n. A disease consisting

of a febrile affection and a cutaneous eruption.

Smalt, (sniawlt) n. [Ger. Khmalte.) Common

glass tinged of a fine deep blue by cobalt, ground

flue, and used as a pigment in various arts.

Sznaragd, (sma'ragd) n. [G. smaragdos.) The

emerald.

Smaragdine, (sma-rag'din) a. [G. tmaragdot,

emerald.] Pertaining to emerald ; consisting of

emerald, or resembling it.

Smart, (smart) n. (D., Ger. tehmerz.) Quick,

lively pain;—severe, pungent pain of mind.

Smart, (smart) v. i. To feel a lively, local pain

from some piercing or irritating application ;—

to feel a pungent pain of mind ;—to be punished.

Smart, (smart) a. Causing a keen, local pain;—

severe; poignant;—vigorous; sharp; active:—

quick in suggestion or reply ; vivacious ; witty;

—nhowy ; spruce ;—brisk : fresh.

Smartly, (smartle) adv. In a smart manner;

keenly ; sharply ; actively ; wittily ; showily.

Smart-money, (smart'muii-e) n. Money paid by

a person to buy himself off from some un

pleasant engagement or situation;—in the army,

a sum paid by a recruit to procure his release

from service.

Smartness, (amart'nes) n. Quality of being smart

or pungent : tartness ; sharpness ; acuteness ;

quickness; liveliness; vivacity.

Smash, (smash) v.t. [Ger. ' tchmeUsen.) To

break in pieces by violence; to dash to pieces;

to crush.

Smash, (smash) n. A breaking to pieces; utter

destruction.

Smasher, (smasher) n. He or that which smashes

or breaks;—a stamper of false money; a coiner;

also, one who passes bad money.

Sinjjihing,(Bmaah'ing)n. Act of coining or pass

ing bad money ;—state of being broken ;—de

struction ; overthrow ; failure.

Smaller, (smat'er) v. i. [Ger. Khmettern.) To

talk superficially ;—to have a slight taste or

superficial knowledge.

Smatterer, (siuat'er-er) n. One who has only a

slight, superficial knowledge ; a sciolist.

Smattering, (smat'er-ing) n. A superficial know

ledge.

Smear, (smer) v. t. [A.-S. imerian.] To over

spread with any thing unctuous, viscous, or

adhesive ; to besmear ; to daub

Smear, (smer) «. A spot made by an unctuous

or adhesive substance ; blotch ; daub ; stain.

Smeary, (smere) a. Adhesive ; glutinous ;

dauby ; staining ; soiling.

Smegmatie, (smeg-mat'ik)a. [G. gniigma] Being

of the nature of soap ; soapy ; cleansing.

Smell, (smel) v. t. [D. tmeulen.) To perceive by

the nose ;—to perceive, as if by the smell ; to

find out; also, to suspect;—v.t. To affect the

olfactory nerves; to have a particular scent, tinc

ture, or smack of any quality ;—to exercise the

sense of smell.

Smell, (smel) re. Sense by which certain quali

ties of bodies are perceived through the olfac

tory nerves ; — scent ; odour ; perfume ; frag

rance.

Smelling, (smel'ing) n. The sense by which

odours are perceived ; the sense of smell.

Smelling-salts, (smel'ing-sawlts) n. Volatile

salts used for stimulating the nerves of the nose.

Smelt, (smelt) n. A small fish allied to the

salmon, of a silvery white colour, and esteemed

as delicate food.

Smelt, (smelt) v. t. [D. tnntlten.) To melt as ore

for the purpose of separating the metal.

Smelter, (smelt'er) n. One who smelts ore.

Smeltery, (smelt'er-e) n. A house or place for

smelting ores.

Smelting, (smelt'ing) n. Act of melting or fusing

ores to extract the metal.

Smile, (smil)v.i. [Sw. smile, Dan. smiler, Skr.

s/iii.) To contract the features of the face in

such a manner as to express pleasure, joy, or

love and kindness ;—to express slight contempt,

sarcasm, or pity ;—to look gay and joyous ;—to

be propitious; to favour; to countenance;—v. t.

To express by a smile.

Smile, (smil) n. A peculiar contraction of the

features of the face, which expresses pleasure,

joy, approbation, or kindness ;—favour ; coun

tenance; propitiousness;—gay or joyous appear

ance.

Smilingly, (smil'ing-Ie) adv. In a smiling man

ner ; with a look of pleasure.

Smirch, (smerch) v. t. To cloud ; to dusk ; to

soil.

Smirk, (smerk) r. t. [A.-S. tmercian.] To look

affectedly soft or kind; to smile in an affected or

conceited manner.

Smirk, (smerk) n. An affected, conceited, or silly

smile ; a simper.

Smite, (sm it) v. i. fA.-S. nnttan.) To strike ; to

hit with the hand, or with a cast of a stone or

other missile ; to pierce with a sword or other

weapon:—hence, to slay; to kill;—to defeat

with loss or slaughter; to rout in battle;—to

blast, as vegetation ;—to afflict ; to punish ;—to

affect with passion, as love or fear;—v.i. To

strike ; to collide.

Smitcr, (smit'er) n. One who smites or strikes.

Smith, (smith) n. [A.-S. tmidh.] One who forges
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with the hammer ; one who works in metals ;

artificer.

Smithery, (amith'er-e) n. The workshop of a

smith ; a smithy ;—work done by a smith.

Smithy, (smith'e)n. [A.-S. sniidhdke.] The shop

of a smith : a smithery.

Smitten, (smit'n) pp. of smite. Struck ; killed ;—

affected with some jwission, especially, the passion

of love; enamoured; — excited by admiration,

sense of beauty, inc.

Smock, (smok) h. fA.-S. rmocc] A woman's

under garment ; a shift ; a chemise ;—a smock-

frock.

Smock-frock, (smok'frok) n. A coarse linen frock

or shirt worn over the coat by farm-labourers.

Smoke, (smok) n. [A. -8. smocca.] The visible

vapour, or substance that escapes or is expelled

from a burning body; vapour or watery exhala

tions.

Smoke, (smok) v. i. To emit smoke ;—hence, to

burn ; to be kindled ; to rage ;—to raise a duBt

or smoke by a rapid motion ;—to use tobacco in

a pipe or cigar ;—v. t. To apply smoke to : to

scent, medicate, or dry by smoke;—to burn and

draw into the mouth the smoke of, as tobacco.

Smoke-dry, (amok'dri) v. t. To dry or cure by

smoke.

Smoke-jack, (smok'jak) «. A contrivance for

turning a spit by the current ofair in a chimney.

Smoker, (smok'cr) n. One who dries by smoke ;

—one who uses tobacco from a pipe or cigar.

Smokily, (amok'e-le) adv. In a smoky manner.

Smokiness, (smok'e-nea) n. The state of being

smoky.

Smoking-, (smok'ing) v.. Act of emitting smoke ;

—act of curing by smoke;—act or practice of

inhaling tobacco-smoke from a pipe, &c.

Smoky, (emok'e) a. Emitting smoke ;—having

the appearance or nature of smoke ;—subject to

be filled with smoke from fire-places;—tarnished

with smoke.

Smooth, (smooth) a. [A.-S. smadhe.] Having

an even Burface ; not rough ;—level ; plain ;—

glossy ;—equal in pace : without starts or ob

structions;—uttered without stops; gently flow

ing;—not harsh ; soft;—bland; mild; fawning.

Smooth, (smooth) v. I. To make smooth ; to

level; — to free from obstructions; to make

easy ;—to make flowing, pleasing, and graceful ;

—to calm ; to allay;—to natter; to deceive with

blandishments.

Smoothly, ( smooth ' le ) adv. In a smooth

manner ; evenly ; unobstructedly ; blandly ;

flatteringly.

Smoothness, (sradoth'nes) n. The quality or

condition of being smooth ; evenness of surface ;

softness or mildness ; gentleness; blandness.

Smother, (smuTH'er) v. t. [A.-S. smorian.'] To

destroy the life of by suffocation ;—to stifle ;—

heuce, to repress the action of; to suppress ;—

v. i. To be suffocated or stifled ;—to be sup

pressed ;—to smoulder.

Smoulder, (BindTdcr) v. i. [D. smeulcn.] To

waste away by a slow and suppressed combus

tion ; to burn and smoke without flame.

Smudge, (smuj) v. t, [From *»!i(f.] To smear

with dirt ; to stain ; to blacken with ink or

smoke.

Smudge, (amuj) n, A stain; a blot; a dirty mark.

Smug-, (smug) a. [Ger. smuck.) Studiously neat

or nice ; spruce ; affectedly nice.

Smuggle, (sinng'l) it. (. [Ger. achmvgaelti.] To

import or export secretly contrary to'the law, or

without paving the duties imposed by the li* : |

—to convey or introduce clandestinely.

Smuggler, (smugier) u. One who imports <r

exports goods contraband, or without payiia

the excise or custom dues ;—a vessel employe

in smuggling.

Smuggling, (smugTing) n. Act, practice, arm*

of importing or exporting contraband articfeHv

other goods without paying dues.

Smugness, (smug'nes) n. Neatness ; trisu&»

spruceneas without refinement or elegance.

Smut, (smut) n. (Ger. tctnnut:.) Foul matte.

like soot or coal-dust, or the spot which tin

makes ;—a fungus which forms on grain, blasts.'

it ;—obscene or filthy language.

Smut, (smut) r. (. To stain or mark with sim

—to taint with mildew, as grain ;—to blacks

to tarnish ;—v. i. To gather smut ;—to p?t af

smut

Smutch. ( smuch ) r. t. [From ginut.) To blacks

with smoke, soot, or coaJL

Smuttily, (smute-le) adr. In a smutty manac:

smokily ; foully ;—with obscene language

Smuttineaa, (snmt'e-nes) «. Quality or coi

tion of being smutty ;—obsceneness of Uc^c-

Smutty, (smut'e) a. Soiled with smut, boo*,*

the like ;—tainted with mildew;—obscene.

Snack, (snak) n. A share ; an equal part or pa

tion ; a slight, hasty repast.

Snaffle, (snarl) n. (Ger. schnabtl,) A bade

consisting of a slender bit-mouth without a cart

and with a single rein.

Snaffle, (snafl) v. t. To bridle; to hold or macv

with a bridle.

Snag, (snag) n. [Gael. & Ir. snnipk.] A ib«"

branch ;—a knot or stump ; a sharp prots^?-

ance; a jag;—a tooth projecting beyond tfa* rw-

Snagged, (anag'ed) a. Full of snags ; snirgv

Snaggy, (snage) «. Full of snags ; full tJ sb-r-

rough, sharp points ; abounding with kiKfU.

8naiU (snOl) n. [A.-S. sncgel.) A slimy. ik*v-

creeping, testaceous mollusc without the el*-

a si ug ; — hence, a drone ; a slow - moro^

person.

Snake, (snak) it. [A.-S. sno.ea.] An oviparras

vertebrate, creeping animal without fius or fist

a serpent ; a reptile, &c.

Snake, (snak ) v. (. To drag or draw, as a snak*

from a hole [Araer.] ;—in seumena lonp&•'-$€, '»

wind round spirally ; to worm.

Snakish, (snak'ish) a. Having a form, hahA.

or qualities of a snake;—smooth ; slippery;—

deceitful ; tortuous.

Snaky, (snak'e) n. Pertaining to a make or-"

snakes ; resembling a snake ; serpentina ;—si;

cunning ;—covered with serpents.

Snap, ( snap ) v, t. [Ger. sehnapptn.] To br*si

short, as substances that are brittle;—to bat* ■*

seize suddenly with the teeth ;—to crack, ** :-

whip ;—v, i. To break short ; to part aaasdsi

suddenly;—to make an effort to bite;—to or*

sharp words.

Snap, (snap) n. A sudden breaking of am r= '■

stance ;—a sudden effort to seize with the tertE

—a crack of a whip;—a small catcher fasWrox.

—a crisp nut or cake.

Snapper, (snap'gr) n. One who snaps or picks s?

Snappish, (anap'ish) a. Eager to bile : apt &■

snap;—sharp in reply; apt to speak angrily*

tartly.

Snappishly, (snap'ish-le) adv. In a sn&ifu£

manner ; peevishly ; angrily ; tartly.

Snare, (sn&r) n. [I eel. *naro.J A noose of cord*.
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by which a bird or other creature may be en

tangled; a trap;—a net ; a gin ; a catch; a wile;

any thing hy which one is entangled and brought

into trouble.

Snare, (snar) v. t. To catch with a snare; to

entangle; to bring into unexpected evil, per

plexity, or danger ;—to entrap ; to inveigle ; to

seduce.

Snarer, (snar'cr) n. One who lays snares or

entangles.

Snarl, ( snarl ) v.i. [Ger. teknarren.] To growl,

as an angTy or surly dog ;—to speak roughly.

Bnarler, (suarl'cr) n. One who snarls . a surly,

growling animal; — a grumbling, quarrelsome

fellow.

Snarling1, ( snar'hng) n. Act or process of form

ing raised work or convex lines, figures, &c, in

vessels or vases of sheet metal.

Snarling, ( snarl ' ing ) a. Growling angrily ;

grumbling ;—snappish ; peevish.

Snary. (sniir'e) a. Entangling ; insidious.

Snatch, (snach) v.t. [Eng. mack.] To seize

hastily, abruptly, or without permission or cere-

iii'-iii.v ;—to seize and transport away.

Snatch, (snach) n. A hasty catch or seizing ;—a

short period of vigorous action;—a small piece,

fragment, or quantity.

Snatcher, (snach'er) ft. One who snatches.

Snathe, (snath) r. t. To cut ; to lop; to prune.

Snattock, (snat'ok) n. A slice ; cutting ; chip.

Sneak, ( snek ) r. i. [A.-S. sniean.) To creep or

steal away privately:—to behave with meanness

and servility ;—to crouch; to truckle ;—v. t. To

hide ; to conceal.

Sneak, (snek) n, A mean, paltry fellow.

Sneaking, (snek'ing) a. Marked by cowardly con

cealment ; mean ; crouching ; — covetous ; nig

gardly.

Sneakingly, (snck'ing-le) adv. In a sneaking

manner ; meanly.

Sneck. (snek) a. [Scot.] The latch of a door.

Sneer, (sner) v.i. [Snort.] To show contempt by

turning up the nose, or by a covert expression ;

—to utter with grimace or grin.

Sneer, (sner) n. A look of contempt, disdain,

derision, or ridicule ;—scoff; jeer; gibe.

Sneerer, (sneVer) n. One who sneers.

Sneeringly, (sneVing-le) adv. With a look of

codtempt or scorn.

Sneeze, (snez) v.i. fA.-S. niesan.] To emit

air through the nose audibly and violently, by

a kind of involuntary convulsive force, occa

sioned by irritation of the inner membrane of

the nose.

Sneeze, (snZ-z) v. A sudden and violent ejection

of air, chiefly through the nose, with an audible

pound.

6neezing, (snez'ing) n. Act of ejecting air vio

lently through the nostrils; sternutation

Snell, (snel) </. [A.-S. null] Keen ; piercing.

Snib, (snib) v. t. To check ; ■—to fasten : to bolt.

Snib. (snib) n. A catch or fastening of a door.

Snick, (snik) «. A small cut or mark : notch ;

nick ;—latch of a door :—also anteI: [Scot.]

Snicker, (snik'er) v.i. [Ger. ncknicl-en.) To laugh

slyly ;—to laugh with small, audible catches of

Toioe.

Snicker, (snik'er) n. A half-suppressed laugh.

Sniff, (snif) v. i. To draw air audibly up the

nose ;—v. t. To perceive as by snuffing ; to

urent; to snuff.

Sniff, (snif) «■ Perception by the note ; smell ;

...wit ; a faint puff of uir ;—a whiff.

 

Snift, (snift) v.i. [From tniff.) To sniff; to

snuff ; to smell j to snort :—also written snifter.

Snig, (snig) ft, A fresh-water eeL

Sniggle, (snigl) v. i. To fish for eels by thrust

ing the bait into their holes ;—v. t. To snare ;

to catch.

Snip, (snip) v. t. [Ger. schnipptn.] To nip or to

cut off at once with shears or scissors.

Snip, (snip) n. A single cut, as with shears or

scissors ; a clip ;—a small shred ; a bit cut off ;

—a tailor.

Snipe, (snip) n. [Ger. srhnepne.] A bird that

frequents the banks of

rivers and fens, distin

guished by its long,

straight, slender bill.

Snivel, (sniv'l) n. [A.-S ]

Mucus running from the/'

nose; snot

Snivel, (sniv'l) v. i. Tn ll I

run at the nose ;—to en U'w-^

or whine, as children. ^W^^
Sniveller, (sniv'1-er) «.x

One who cries with Snipe.

snivelling ;—one who weeps for slight causes.

Snivelling;, (snivl-ing) «. Crying or making a

noise like children ; a whining and snuffling.

Snivelly, (sniv'l-e) a. Running at the nose ;—

whining ; pitiful.

Snob, (snob) ft, (Provincial Eng. snot.] A vulgar

person who apes gentility, or affects the intimacy

of noble or distinguished persons ; — also, a

shoemaker.

Snod, (snod) n. [A.-S] A fillet ; a headband :

—in Scotland written snood.

Snod, (snod) a. Trimmed; neat; smooth. [Scot.]

Snooze, ( suooz ) a, A short sleep ; a nap.

Snooze, (snooz) v. i. To sleep ; to doze ; to

drowse.

Snore, (snor) v. i. [A.-S. tnora.] To breathe with

a rough, hoarse noise in sleep ; to breathe hard

through the nose.

Snore, ( snor) n. A breathing with a harsh noise

in sleep.

Snorer, (snor'er) n. One who snores.

Snort. ( snort ) •. i. [From snore.] To force the

air with violence through the nose, as horses ;—

to laugh out loudly.

Snorting, (snort'ing) n. Act of blowing through

the nose, as a horse.

Snot, (snot) n. [A.-S., D., & Dan. snot.) Mucus

secreted in or discharged from the nose.

Snotty, (anot'e) a. Foul with snot; mean ; dirty.

Snout, (snout) n. [D. snuit,Ger. schnaure.) The

long, projecting nose of a beast, as of swine ;—

the nozzle or end of a pipe.

Snow, («no) n. [A. -3. sndw.) Watery particles

congealed into white or transparent crystals or

flakes in the air, and falling to the earth.

Snow, (sn6) r. i. To fall in snow—chiefly used

impersonally ;—r. t. To scatter like snow.

Snow-ball, (sniVbawl) n. A round mass of snow

pressed or rolled together.

Snow-ball, (sno'bawl) v. t. To pelt with snow-

bald.

Snow-blindness, (ano'blind-nes) n. Blindness or

dimness of sight caused by the light reflected

from snow.

Snow-drift, (sn&'drift) n. A bank of snow

driven together by the wind.

Snowdrop, ( snd'drop ) n. A bulbous plant bear

ing white flowers, which often appear while the

snow is on the ground.
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Inow-line, (snoTIn) n. The line or mark in alti

tude of perpetual snow on mountain peaks.

Snow-plough, ( sno' plow ) n. A contrivance like

a plough for making a track in snow.

Snow-shoe, (sno'shuo) n. A light shoe or racket,

worn to prevent the feet from sinking into the

snow.

Snow-slip, (sno 'slip) n. A large mass of snow

falling down the side of a mountain.

Snow-storm, (snostorm) n. A storm with falling

snow ;—a heavy fall of snow.

Snow-wreath, ( sno'reth ) n, A bank of snow

drifted together by the wind.

Snowy, (sno'e) a. White like snow;—abounding

with snow ;—pure ; unblemished.

8nub, (snub) n. [D. sneb.) A knot or pro

tuberance in wood; snag; jag;—a check or

rebuke.

Snub, (snub) v.t. [Icel. mubba.] To clip or break

off the end of;—to check, stop, or rebuke with a

tart, sarcastic remark.

Snub-nose, (snut/noz) n. A short or flat nose.

Snuff, (snuf) n. [Ger. tcknuppe. ] The part of a

candle-wick charred by the flame. (D. xnuif.}

Pulverized tobacco snuffed up into the nose.

Snuff, ( snuf ) v. t. To draw in with the breath ;

to inhale;—to perceive by the nose: to scent;

to smell :—to crop the burning wick of a candle :

—v. i To inhale air with noise ;—to tarn up

the nose and inhale air.

Snuff-box, (snuf'boks) n. A box for carrying

snuff about the person.

Snuffer, (snuf'er) n. One who snuffs ;—pi. An

instrument for cropping the snuff of a candle.

Snuffle, (snuf'l) v.i. [Ger. gchnuffeln.) To speak

through the nose : to breathe hard through the

nose, especially when obstructed ; to sniflle.

Souffle, (suuf'l) n. An affected nasal twang;

hence, cant.

Snuffler, (snufler) n. One who snuffles or speaks

through the nose when obstructed.

Snuffling, (snuf 'ling) n. Speaking through the

nose.

Snuffy, (snuf7 e) a. Soiled with snuff ; musty.

Snug, (snug) v.i. To lie close ; to snuggle.

Snug, (snug) a. [Icel. snog.) Closely pressed ;—

close ; concealed ;—comfortable ; neat.

Snuggery, (snug'er-e) n. A snug, comfortable

place or apartment.

Snugly, ( snug'lo ) adv. Closely ; safely.

Snugness, (snug'nes) n. The state of being snug,

neat, or convenient.

So, (so) adv. [A.-S. urn.] In that manner ;—in

like manner or degree ; thus ; with equal reason

—following as/—in such manner; to such de

gree—with at or that coming after ;—under

these circumstances ; in this way ;—therefore ;

for this reason ;—provided that ;—at this point ;

at this time.

Soak, (sok) v. t. [A.-S. sOcian.] To cause to lie

in a fluid till the substance has imbibed what it

can contain ; — to macerate ; to steep ; — to

drench; to wet thoroughly;—v. i. To lie steeped

in water or other fluid ;—to enter into pores or

interstices ; — to drink excessively or intem

perately.

Soaker, (sok'er) n. One who soaks in a liquid ;—

a hard drinker.

Soaking, (soking) ft. Drenching; state of being

wet through and through.

Soap, (isop) n. [A.-S. *&pt, L. sapo. J A substance

used in washing, &c., compounded of the acids

obtauwd from fatty bodies with alkalies—when

the alkali is soda, the soap is hard, and when

potassa, soft.

Soap, ( sop ) v. t. To rub or wash over with soap.

Soapy, (sop'e) a. Resembling soap : having tl ■

qualities of soap ;—smeared with snap.

Soar, (sdr) v. i. [F. esuorer.] To fly aloft, aa a

bird; to mount upward as on wings ;—to rise or

tower in thought or imagination.

Soar, (sdr) n. A towering flight.

Soaring, (soiling) n. Act of mounting on tb*

wings, as a bird; lofty flight:—also, act of risutg

high in thought, language, &c ; intellectual

flight.

Sob, (sob) v. i [A.-S. «tt$/nn.] To sigh with a

sudden heaving of the breast or eonvulave

motion ; to weep bitterly with panting of ihf

breath.

Sob, (sob) n. A convulsive sigh or ca.teniae c'

the breath in sorrow.

Sobbing, (sob'ing) >t. Grief; lamentation; con

vulsive sigh or catching of the breath in sorrow.

Sober, (sober) a. [L. sobriu*.] Habitually tee-

perate in the use of spirituous liquors :—act

intoxicated by spirituous liquors ;—exerciauc

cool, dispassionate reason ; — not visionary or

extravagant ; — calm ; collected ; -— steady ; re

gular ;—sedate ; serious in habit or appearance.

Sober, (sd'ber) v. t. To make sober ; to cure rf

intoxication ;—r. t. To become sober.

Soberly, (sd'ber-le) adv. In a sober manner.

Sober-minded, (ad'ber-mind-ed) a. Hutiot *

disposition or temper sober, calm, and tec

perate.

Soberness, (so'ber-ncs) v. State of being sober

freedom from intoxication ; gravity ; calmnew.

Sobriety, (so-bri'e-te) n. Habitual temperszxt

as to the use of spirituous liquors ;—graTicr

moderation ; coolness ; seriousness.

Sociability, (sd-she-a-bil'o-te) n. Qualirrcf

being sociable ; sociableness.

Sociable, (so'she-a-bl) a. [L. tociabilis.] Incbiw':

to or adapted for society ; disposed to units ir.

fellowship ;—affable ; ready to converse ; oot-

panionable ; friendly ; familiar.

Sociable, (so'she-a-bl) n. A kind of wagjronetr*

with two seats facing each other and a driver '

box.

Sociably, (so'she-a-ble) adv. In a sodir>

manner ; with free intercourse ; oonversibij

familiarly.

Social, (so'she-al) a, [L. facialis.] Pertainiag t

society ; relating to men living in society —

affecting the general interest;—fond of sonen

gay ;—convivial ; festive ; — friendly : affsfcV

talkative.

Socialism, ( so'she-al-ixm ) n. A system in pnL

tic.il economy to secure equal distribution <£

property in the community, and abobah ir

dividual or separate rights and interests.

Socialist, (so'she-al-iat) n. One who advocsv-

community of property among all the dtuc

of the state.

Sociality, ( so-she-al'e-te ) n. Quality of bsii^

social ; sociableness.

Socially, ( so ' she - al - le ) adv. In a social wcr

ner or way.

Society, (sd-si'e-te) n. [L, sociefas.] The bbv

of persons in one general interest, or psis-o*

united by one common bond or interest: csss-

munity ; tlie whole family of man ;—a iiuil't*

of persons united by agreement or incorpor»v-o

by law ; company ; partnership; club; assart

tiou, <fcc. ;—the persons collectively oonsidav^
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who live in any region or at any period ; tpecifl-

calht, the more cultivated portion of any com

munity ; — persons living in the same neigh

bourhood and meeting in the same circle ;

acquaintance ;—intercourse ; fellowship.

Socinian, (ad-sin e-an) a. Pertaining to Socinns

or hi* religious creed.

Socinian, ( so-sin'e-an ) n. One of the followers

of Socinus, who denied the doctrines of the deity

of Christ, total depiavity, vicarious atonement,

and the eternity of future punishment.

Sock, (sok) n. [L. soccun, A.-S. tocc.) A shoe

worn by an ancient actor of comedy ; hence,

comedy in distinction from tragedy ;—a knit or

woven covering for the foot, shorter than a

stocking.

Socket, (sok'et) u. [From sock.] An opening

into which any thing is fitted ; the little hollow

tube in which a candle is fixed in the candle

stick ;—the cavity of the eye, tooth, &c.

Socr&tic, (su-krat'ik) a. Pertaining to Socrates, or

to his manner of teaching and philosophizing—

it was by a series of questions leading the hearer

or disciple step by step to the full principle,

doctrine, or truth.

Bod, (sod) n. [D. node, sood*.] Earth filled with

the roots of grass ; turf ; sward.

Sod, (sod) v. t. To cover with sod ; to turf

Soda, (*o da) n. [D. souda.] The protoxide of

the metal sodium. [soda.

Soda-ash, (soda-ash) n. Impure carbonate of

Soda-water, (so'da-waw-ter) n. A weak solution

of soda in water, charged with carbonic acid.

Soddy, (sod'e) a. Covered with sod; turfy.

Sodomite, (sod om-it) ». An inhabitant of Sodom;

one guilty of sodomy.

Sodomy, (sod'om-e) n. Unnatural crime.

Soever, (s6-ev'er). A word compounded of no

and ever, used in composition with who, what,

Ac., and indicating a selection from all possible

persons, things, places, or times.

Sofa, (sofa) n. [A. Kojfah.] A long ornamental

seat, with a stuffed bottom and raised back and

ends.

Soffit, (soffit) «. [It $ojJUta.) The under part

of a lintel or ceiling.

Soft, ( soft ) a. [A.-S. *6/te.] Easily yielding to

pressure; easily impressed or cut; ductile;

malleable, as metals ;—smooth to the touch ;

fine ; sleek ;—smooth to the ear ; melodious ;—

mild to the eye ; not strong or glaring ;—not

rough or harsh ; gentle;—easy ; quiet ;—weak ;

foolish ; — effeminate : gentle in action or

motion ;—not tinged with salts or acids -—not

pronounced with an abrupt utterance.

Soft, (soft) adv. Softly ; gently ; quietly.

Soft, (soft) inter). Hold ; stop ; not so fast

Soften, (sof'n) v. t. To make soft or more soft ;

to make leas harsh or severe ; to abate ; — to

make less fierce or angry; to assuage;—to make

easy ; to compose ;—to lighten ; to alleviate ;—

to make less bright or glaring ; to tone down;—

to make leas loud ; to subdue ;—to represent as

least evil ; to palliate ;—v. i. To become soft or

more soft, in any of the senses of the transitive

verb.

Softener, (sof'n<er) n. One who or that which

softens or palliates :—also written Softner.

Softening, (sof'n-ing) n. Act or process of

making material substances soft or softer;—act

of making less cruel, loud, glaring, offensive,

&c. ;—in painting, the blending, as of colours

into each other ; toning.

Soft-hearted, (soffhart-ed) a. Having softness

or tenderness of heart ; gentle ; meek.

Softish, (soft'ish) a. Somewhat soft.

Softly, (softie) adv. In a soft manner; not

hard : gently ; quietly ; mildly.

Softness, (aoft'nes) n. Quality of being soft, n.i

impressibility, smoothness, fineness, delicacy,

and the like — material objects; — mildness;

gentleness—said of manners, language, temper,

and the like;—effeminacy; weakness; simplicity;

— susceptibility ; tenderness ; — timorousness ;

pusillanimity.

Soft-water, ( soft'waw-tfr ) n. Rain - water ;

water not impregnated with an acid.

Soho, (soTio) interj. Ho!—a word used in calling

from a distant place ; a sportsman's halloo.

Soil, (soil) v. t, fA.-S. avfian.] To make dirty

on the surface ; to foul ; to defile ;—to tarnish*;

to sully; to stain ;—with any thing extraneous;

—to cover with soil or dung ; to manure. |F.

saouler.) To feed, as cattle or horses with fresh

grass or green food ; hence, to purge by feeding

upon green food.

Soil, (soil) n. Any foul matter upon another

substance ; dirt ; foulness ; spot ;— stain ; tar

nish.

Soil, (soil) n. [L. solum,] The upper stratum of

the earth ; mould ; — land ; country ;— dung ;

compost ; manure.

Soiree, (swa'ra) n. [F] An evening party;—

public meeting of a society, congregation, Ax.,

where tea and refreshments are served, with

speeches and business reports.

Sojourn, (so'jurn) v. i. [P. f>e,ourner.] To dwell

for a time; to live in a place as a temporary resi

dent or as a stranger.

Sojourn, (so'jurn) n. A temporary residence, as

that of a traveller in a foreign land.

Sojourner, ( wVjurn-er ) n. A temporary resident

or traveller who dwells in a place for a time.

Sojourning, (so'jurn -ing) n. Act of dwelling in

a land or place for a time;—the time of such

abode.

Sol, (sol) n. A syllable applied in solmization

to the fifth tone of the diatonic scale;—the tone

itself.

Solace, (solas) v. t. To cheer in grief or calamity ;

to comfort ; to console, as persons ;—to allay ;

to assuage, as grief.

Solace, (solus) n. [L. solatium, from solari.]

Comfort in grief; alleviation of anxiety ;—that

which affords comfort or pleasure ; recreation ;

amusement.

Solan-goose, ( solan-goos ) n. fNorw. *ule, Icel.

eula.] The gannet, a web-footed sea -fowl

found on the coasts of Great Britain and Ireland,

Labrador, &c.

Solar, (sd'lAr) a. [L. xotarix.] Pertaining to the

sun ; proceeding from the sun ;—measured by

the progress of the sun, or by its revolution ;—

produced by means of the sun.

Solder, (sol'dcr) v. t. (L. golidarc] To unite the

surfaces of by a fusible metal or metallic cement ;

—to mend; to unite any thing broken or

divided.

Solder, (sol'dcr) n, A metal or metallic com

position for uniting the surfaces of metals ; a

metalb"c cement.

Soldier, (soTjer) n. [Norm. F. toudier.] Ono

engaged in military service, as an officer or

private;—(tjxcially, a private ;—a brave warrior.

Soldierly, (s6Tjer-le) a. Like or becoming a sol

dier ; brave ; martial ; heroic.
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Sole.

Soldiership, (soTjer-ship) «• Military qualities ;

martial skill ; behaviour becoming a soldier.

Soldiery, (sSlj^r-e) n. A body of soldiers collec

tively considered ; the military.

Sole, (sol) n. [A.-S. *«/*, h. sotea.} The bottom

of the foot ; hence, the

foot itself ; — the hot- f__

torn of a shoe or boot, r-JSt"""- '""^"™""~" ■^•■-.

or the ruece of leather " : — -' "

which constitutes the

bottom ;—the lower part

on which any thing rests;

— a marine flat fish,

allied to the flounder.

Bole, (sol) v. t. To furnish with a sole.

Bole, (sdl) a. [L. solus.] Being or acting without

another ; — unmarried ; individual ; alone ;

solitary.

Solecism, (sol'e-sizm) n. [G. soloikizein.] Im

propriety in language, or a gross deviation from

the rules of syntax :—hence, any unfitness or

impropriety :—a word or phrase not in accord

ance with established usage.

Solely, (sol'le) adv. Singly ; alone ; only.

Solemn, (sol'em)«. [L. xolemni*.} Marked with

religious rites and pomps ; enjoined by religion;

—fitted to awaken or express serious reflections:

— affectedly grave or Berious ;—made in legal

form ; formal : ceremonial ; reverential ; devo

tional ; devout.

Solemnity, (so-lem'ne-te) m. A rite performed

with religious reverence;—a ceremony adapted

to impress awe;—gravity; seriousness;—affected

gravity or seriousness ;—a proceeding according

to due form.

Solemnization, (sol-em-niz-a'shun) a. Act of

solemnizing ; celebration.

Solemnize, (sol'em-niz) v. t. To perform with

ritual ceremonies or legal forms ;—to dignify or

honour by ceremonies; to celebrate; to perform

religiously once a year;—to make grave, serious,

and reverential ; to compose, as the mind, for

worship or devotion.

Solemnly, fsol'em-le) adv. In a solemn manner;

with gravity; seriously; devoutly; impressively.

Solen, (afllen) «, [G.J The vertebral canal con

taining the spinal cord ;—in svnjert/, a machine

in which a fractured limb is placed.

Solenest, (soTnes) n. .Singleness ; solitary state

or condition.

Sol-fa, (sol-fa*) i*. i. [It. & Sp. sol] To pronounce

the notes of the gamut, ascending or descending.

Sol-faing, (sol-fa'ing) u, Singing by the terms or

notes of the gamut ; solmization.

Solfeggio, (sol-fej'e-o) n. [It.] The system of

arranging the scale by the names do, re, mi, fa,

ml, In, «.

Solicit, (so-lis'it) r. t. [L gollicitare.] To ask

from with earnestness ; to make petition to ;—

to endeavour to obtain ; to seek ;—to suppli

cate ; implore ; importune.

Solicitant, (so-lis'it-ant) «. One who asks or

solicits.

Solicitation, (so-lis-it-a'shun) n. Act of solicit

ing; earnest request ; im]X)rtunity; invitation.

Sohcitor, (so-lis'it-or) «. One who asks with

earnestness;—one admitted to practise in a court

of equity, corresponding to an attorney in com

mon law courts ;■—a law-agent or legal adviser.

Solicitous, (so-hVit-us) o. [h. solticitu*.] Eager

to obtain, as something desirable; anxious to

avoid, as any thing evil ; concerned ; careful ;

earnest.

Solicitously, (so-lis'it-us-le) adv. In a solicitor

manner; anxiously; carefully;—eagerly; ear

nestly.

Solicitude, (so-lis'it-ud) n. [L. tot licit u da.) Stst*

of being solicitous ; uneasiness of mind; care

fulness ; concern ; anxiety ; trouble.

Solid, (sol'iu) a. [h. */Wuika,J Not liquid e-

fluid; compact; Ann; hard;—not hollow; fn^.

of matter;—not spongy ; dense ;—hav ing lmf.'

breadth, and thickness ;—stable ; wcU-buih —

sound ; healthy ;—real ; true ; valid ; ju«t ; as*

fallacious ;—grave ; profound ; not trifling «

superficial

Solid, (sol'id) n. A firm, compact body ; a sab-

stance held in a fixed form by cohesion ant.*:

its particles ;—a magnitude which has leasts,

breadth, and thickness.

Solidarity, (sol-id-arVte) n. [F. tolidariti.) A*

entire union or consolidation of interest* as*

responsibilities .

SoUdiflcation, (sol-id-e-fe-kaahun) n. The act of

making solid.

Solidify, (so-Ud'e-fi) r. t. [L. tolidu* &ndfeart-\

To make solid or compact ;—v. i. To becoc *

solid: to harden.

Solidity, (so-lid'e-te) n. The state of being sclsi

fulness of matter; compactness; density;—m^rv

firmness ; certainty ; validity;—in phvric^ xhtr

property of matter by which it excludes all other

bodies from the space which it occupies; bb-

penetrabUity ;—the solid contents of a bod* .

volume.

Solidly, (sol'id-le) ode. In a solid manner

densely ; conijactly ; firmly ; truly.

Sohfidian, (so-le-nd'e-au) n. [L. golus and iW* '

One who maintains that faith alone, wvdk>c:

works, is sufficient for justification.

Soliloquize, (sd-lil'6-kwiz) r. L To utter ■

soliloquy.

Soliloquy, (ao-lil'6-kwe) n, [L. tolus and .'ojulJ

A talking to one's self;—a monologue;—a wrirtrs

composition reciting what it is supposed a per

son speaks to himself.

Solitaire, (sole-tar) n. [F.J A person who live

in solitude ; a recluse ;—an ornament for tsv

neck ;—a certain game winch one person caa

play alone.

Solitarily, (sol'e-tar-e-le) udf. In a euhan

manner ; in solitude.

SolitarineM, (sol'e-tar-e-nes) «. State of bese;

solitary ; retirement ;—solitude ; loneliness.

Solitary, (sol'e-tar-e) a. [L. solitaritu.] InciinsO

to be alone; destitute of associates: living aiaat.

—not much vUited or frequented ; retired

gloomy ;—single ; individual ;—being one oar*

in a place; separate.

Solitary, (sol'e-tar-e) n. One who lives atacen?

in solitude ; a hermit; a recluse.

Solitude, (sole-tad) n. (F.J A state of beke

alone ; a lonely life ; loneUuess ; — remoteae*

from society ; a lonely place ; a desert.

Solmization, (sol-miz-a'shun) n. [F. so?«;i*n- "

The act of sol-faing or applying to the sere*

notes of the musical scale syllabic names • r

letters, as do, re, mi, fa, $ol, la, si, oorre&poudm;

to C, V, E, F, 0, A, B.

Solo, (solo) n. [It.] A tune, air, or strait:

played by a single instrument, or sung by *.

single voice.

Solstice, ( solatia ) *u [ L. toUtitium.) The point

in the ecliptic at which the sun is furthest livm

the equator, north or south ;—the time of tae

sun's entering the solstice or solstitial point.

'
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Solstitial, (sol-stish'e-al) a. Of or pertaining to

a solstice ;—happening at a solstice.

Solubility, (sol-u-bil'e-te) n. Quality of a body

which renders it susceptible of solution in .1

fluid-

Soluble, (sol'u-bl)a. [L. sohtbilia.) Susceptible

of being dissolved in a fluid ; — capable of

solution.

Solute, (aolut) a. [L. sotutus.] Relaxed ; free ;

discursive ;—in botany, loose ; not adhering, as

a stipuie.

Solution, (sol-u'shun) n, [L. solutio.] Act of

separating the parts of any body ; breach ;—the

disentanglement of any intricate problem or

question ;—removal of a doubt ; clearing of an

intellectual difficulty ; explanation; resolution;

—the reduction of a body to a liquid or fluid

state by chemical agents ; the matter reduced

or dissolved ;—the prestation made by dis

solving a solid in a liquid.

Solvability, (solv-a-bil'e-te) a. Ability to pay all

just debts.

Solvable, (aolv'a-bl) a. [Tj. solverey.] Capable of

being resolved, or explained ;—capable of being

paid.

Solve, (solv) v. t. [h. solvere.) To loosen or

separate the parts of ; to dissipate ;—to clear up,

as what is obscure or difficult ; explain; unfold;

remove-

Solvency, (solv'en-se) n. State of being solvent ;

ability to pay all debts or just claims.

Solvent, (solvent) a. [L. solvetis.] Having the

power of dissolving :—possessing means to meet

all claims and obligations—said of individuals.

companies, <fcc;—sufficient to liquidate all debts

or claims, as an estate.

Solvent, (solv'ent) n. Any fluid compound which

dissolves or reduces to the liquid form other

substances or bodies ; a menstruum.

Solver, (solv'er) n. One who solves or explains.

Somatic, (sd-mat'ik) a. Relating to or consti

tuted by the body ; corporeal ; bodily.

Somatology, (sd-ma-tol'6-je) ». [G. soma and

logos.] The doctrine of the general properties

of bodies or material substances ;—that branch

of physical science which treats ofanimal bodies,

especially of the human body.

Sombre, (soni'ber) a. [P.] Dull; dusky; cloudy;

gloomy; melancholy; sad; grave. [ness.

Sombreness, (som'ber-iies) n. Darkness ; gloom i-

Some, (sam) a, [A.-S. sum.] Consisting of a

greater or less portion or sum ; more or less ;—-

indeterminate ; more or fewer ;—a certain—in

dicating a person, thing, event, dfce., as not

known individually or more specifically; — a

Uttle; moderate ;—certain ; this, not that; these,

not those—in distinction from other* ;—a part ;

a portion—used pronomiually.

Somebody, (sum'bod-e) n. A person unknown

or uncertain ;—a person of consideration.

Somehow, (sumliow) adv. In one way or another;

in. aonie way not yet known.

Somerset, (sum'er-set) n. [F. soubremut.) A

leap in which a person turns with his heels

over his head, and lights upon his feet :—also

written somersault.

Somesuch, (snm'such) a. Noting a person of the

kind specified or of a similar kind.

Something, (sum'thing) n. A thing existing,

though it appears not what ; a tiling, matter,

or event not specified, unknown, or undeter

mined ;—a part ; a portion, more or less ; an

indefinite quantity or degree.

Something, (sum'thing) ado. In some degree.

Sometime, (suni'tiiu) adv. At a past time inde

finitely referred to; once;—at one time or other

hereafter.

Sometimes, (stun'timz) ode. At times ; at inter

vals ; not always ; now and then ;—at one time.

Somewhat, (suniliwot) n. More or less ; a cer

tain quantity or degree indeterminate; some

thing.

Somewhat, (sumlrwot) adv. In some degree.

Somewhere, (sum'hwar) adv. In some place

unknown or not specified ; in one place or

another.

Somewhither, (sumTiwiTH-er) adv. To some

place or other indeterminate or unknown.

Somnambulation, (som-nam-bu-la'shun) n. [L.

*omn us and ambuUitio. ] Act of walking in sleep.

Somnambulism, (sora-iianVbul-izm) h. Act or

habit of walking in sleep ;—mesmeric sleep.

Somnambulist, (som-nam'bfil-ist) n. A person

who walks in his sleep ; a sleep-walker.

Somniferous, (som-nif gr-us) a. [L. tomnu* and

ferre.] Causing or inducing sleep ; soporific.

Somnolence, (som'no-lenB) 71. Sleepiness; drowsi

ness; inclination to sleep.

Somnolent, (sonrnd-lent) a. [L. somnolent v.*.]

Sleepy ; drowsy ; inclined to sleep.

Son, (sun) n. [A.-S. sunu.] A male child ; the

male issue of a parent ;—a male descendant,

however distant;—a native or inhabitant of

some specified place ;—a term of address by an

old man to a young, by a priest or confessor to

his penitent ;—also, a term of endearment ;—a

pupil or disciple;—convert in the faith.

Sonant, (so'nant) a. [L. sonant.] Pertaining to

sound ; sounding ;—intonated ; vocal, not surd.

Sonata, (so-nata) n. [It] A musical composi

tion for one or two instruments, consisting

usually of three or four movements.

Song, (song) n. [A.-S. sang.] That which is

sung :— a Bacred poem or hymn sung in joy or

thanksgiving ;—a short poem to be sung ; a

ballad ;—a lay ; a strain ;—poetical composi

tion ; poetry ;—an object of derision ;—a mere

trifle.

Songster, (song'ster) n. One who sings; one

skilled in singing; especially, a bird tliat sings.

Songstress, (song'stres) n. A female singer.

Soniferous, (sd-nifer-UB) a. [L. tonus andyVnv.J

Sounding; producing sound.

Son-in-law, (sun'in-law) n. A man married to

ones daughter.

Sonnet, (son'et) n. [It. sonetto.] A poem of

fourteen lines, containing one theme, thought,

or idea, which is worked out antithetically in

the different strophes of the poetu.

Sonneteer, (son-et-eV) n. A composer of sonnets

or small poems ;—a small poet.

Sonorous, (so-nO'rus) a. [L. sonorus.] Giving

sound when struck; — giving a clear or loud

sound ;—high-sounding ; magnificent in respect

of sound.

Sonorously, (sS-nG'rus-le) adv. In a sonorous

manner.

Sonorousness, (so-norus-nes)?!. Quality of giving

a loud or ringing tone ;—magnificence of sound.

Sonship, (sun'ship) it. State of being a son or of

having the relation of a sou ;—character of a son.

Sonsie, (son'se) a. Plump ; well-conditioned ;—

good-humoured ; hearty.

Soon, (soon) adv. [A.-S. sona.] In n short time;

—without the usual delay ; early ; befoie iong ;

—readily ; willingly.
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Boot, (soot) 71. * [A.-S. & I eel. s6t.] A black sub-

stanca disengaged from fuel in the process of

combustion.

Soot, (soot) v. t. To cover or foul with soot.

Sooth, (south) n, [A.-S. s6dh.) Truth; reality;

—sweetness; kindness;—soothsaying.

Sooth, (sooth) a. True; faithful;—pleasing.

Soothe, (sooth) v. t. [A.-S. <je-$odJtian.] To

please with blandishments or soft words ; to

flatter ;—to soften; to assuage; to calm.

Sooth-fast, (soothfast) a. Firmly tiled in or

founded upon the truth ; true ; real.

Soothsay, (sooth'sa) r. i. To foretell: to prediot.

Soothsayer, (aooth'sa-er) «. One who under

takes to foretell events; a foreteller; a proguos-

ticator, (events.

Soothsaying, (aooth'sa-ing) n. Tlie foretelling of

Sootineaa, (soot'e-nes) »;. State of being sooty

or foul with soot

Sooty, f>66t'e) «. Producing, consisting of, or

soiled by soot: duBky; dark; dingy.

Sop, (sop) n. [A.-S. type.] Any thing steeped

or dipped and softened in broth or liquid food,

and iutended to be eaten;—any thing given to

pacify.

Sophism, (wfizm) w. [G. sophnn.] The mode of

reasoning practised by a sophist ; a specious

proposition; fallacious argument or statement ;

subtilty in reasoning.

Sophist, (sofist) h. [G. sopktit£$.) A philoso

pher ; a toacher of logic, rhetoric, and philo-

*°I ,ny ;—afterwards a false teacher of philosophy ;

a dealer in verbid niceties, subtle enigmas, and

fallacies ; a captious or fallacious reasoner.

Sophistical, (ao-flst'ik-al) a. Pertaining to a

sophist ; fallaciously subtle ; unsound in argu

ment.

Sophistically, (so-fist'ik-al-le) adv. In a sophist

ical manner.

Sophisticate, (so-fist'ik-at) r. f. To render worth

less by admixture; to pervert; debase: corrupt;

Sophisticated, (sO-nsfik-iit-ed) a. Adulterated;

not pure; not genuine.

Sophistication, (sn-fist-ik-a'shun) n. Act of adul

terating or debasing by admixture.

Sophistry, (sofist-re) it. The practice of a

sophist ; fallacious reasoning;—ratiocination.

Sopor, (so'por) n. [L.] Sleep; deep or heavy

sleep.

Soporiferous, (sop-o-rifgr-us) a. [L. topov and

ferre.) Causing sleep or tending to produce it

Soporiferously, (sop-6-rifcr-us-le) adv. With

power or tendency to produce sleep.

Soporific, (sop-o-rifik) a. [L. ttopor and facrre.]

Causing sleep ; tending to cause sleep ; som

niferous.

Soporific, (sop-O-rifik)n. A medicine, drug, plant

that has the quality of inducing Bleep.

Soprano, (so-prii'no) n. [It, L. supra.] The

treble : the highest female voice.

Sopranist, (so - pri ' nist) n. A treble singer ;—

a man who sings the treble part

Sorbefacient, (sor-bo-fa'she-ent) n. fL. sorter*

and facerc.) In medicine, any thing which pro

duces absorption.

Sorcerer, (sor'ser-er) n. [F. sorrier.] A conjuror;

an enchanter ; a magician.

Sorceress, (sor series) n. A female sorcerer.

Sorcery, (sor'ser-e) n. Divination by the assist

ance of evil spirits ; magic ; enchantment ;

witchcraft.

Sordid, (sor'did) a. [L. nordidv*.] Vile; base;

moan ;—meanly avaricious ; niggardly ; dirty.

Sordidly, (sordid-le) adv. In a sordid manner;

meanly : basely ; covetously.

Sordidneis, (sordid-nes) ?*. The state of bei&r

sordid; filthinesj ; baseness; meauues* ; nig

gardliness.

Sore, (stir) n. [A.-S. & Icel. jdr.) A plao-

where the skin and flesh are ruptured or l*n*isei.

—an ulcer ; a boil ;—grief ; affliction ; Vroufek;

difficulty.

8ore, (sor) a. [A.-S. & Icel. *d-r.) Tender ; psii-

ful; inflamed;—easily pained or vexed;—severe.

afflictive- ; distressing.

Sore, (s6r) adv. In a sore manner ; with pain.

intensely ;—greatly ; violently ; deeply.

Sorely, (sorle) adv. In a sore manner; grift

ously ; greatly ; severely.

Soreness, (soVnes) n. State of being sore,

tenderness ; painfulness.

Sorites, (sd-rTtfiz) n. (G. sdreitea.] An abrvixr-

form of stating a series of syllogisms.

Sorn, (sorn) b. [Scot. & It.] Act of obtaiaiK

free bed and board in another's house :■ -ah"

sorni ng.

Sorn, (sorn) v. i. To live or have free bed an:

board in the house of another.

Sororioide, (so-ror'e-sTd) n. [L. xororand eotrfmj

Tho murder or murderer of a sister.

Sorrel, (sor'el) a. [F. mure.) Of a yellowish er

reddish-brown colour.

Sorrel, (sor'el) n. A yellowish or reddiidi-brtv^

colour.

Sorrel, (sor'el) n. [F. latere.] Ons of varies

plants of the genus Rumex, so named frot

their acid taste.

Sorrily, (sor'e-le) adv. In a sorry or pitiful

manner; meanly; poorly; despicably.

Sorrow, (sor'o) «. [A.-S. sorti, tora.\ TJnesx-

ness or pain of mind produced by the loss at

any good, real or supposed, or by disappear:

ment; regret; unhappiness; grief; sadness.

Sorrow, (sor'o) v.i. To feel pain of mind; *•

griove ; to be sad.

Sorrowful, (soro-fdol) a. Full of sorrow ;—pro

ducing sorrow;—expressingsorrow; sad; moon-

ful ; lamentable.

Sorrowfully, (sor'o-fodl-le) adv. In a aorrowf-J

manner.

Sorrowfulness, (soro-fool-nes) «. State of bear

sorrowful ; grief.

Sorrowing, (soro-ing) n. Act of feelinjr pain er

distress of mind ; grieving ; mourning.

Sorry, (sor'o) a. [A.-S. tariff.] Grieved for tl^

loss of some good; pained for some evil ;—melafr

clioly ; dismal ;—poor ; vile : worthlas*.

Sort, (sort) n. [L. tors,] A kind or spede*

any number of individual persons or thine*

characterired by the same or like qualities:-

manner ; form of being or acting ;—degree erf a&i

quality.

Sort, (sort) r. t. To separate, as thing* bavin;

like qualities, and place in distinct claim

—to reduce to order from a state of confuse

—to select ; to cull ;—v. i. To be Joined witt

others of the same species ;—to consort ; to a**

ciate;—to suit; to fit.

Sortable, (sort'a-bl) a. Capable of being sorted

—befitting ; suitable.

Sorter, (sort'er) n. One who sorts ; one wto

arranges by sorts.

Sortie, (sor'te) n. [F. ] The issuing of a body «"f

troops from a place to attack the besiegeii ; a

sally.

Sortilege, (sort'e-lej) «. [L. sor* and leperr. J Act
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or practice of drawing iota; divination by draw

ing lots.

So-so, (so'so) a. Neither very good nor very bad ;

passable ; tolerable: indifferent.

Sot, (sot) n. [A.-S. sot. ) A person stupified by

excessive drinking ; an habitual drunkard.

Sottish, (sot'ish) a. Doltish ; vory foolish ;—

dull or stupid with intemperance ; senseless ;

infatuate. [stupidly.

Sottishly, (*ot'ish-le) adv. In a sottish manner ;

Bottishness, (sot'ish-nes) n. Stupidity ; especi

ally, stupidity from intoxication.

Sough, (suf) v. i. [A, -8. seojian.] To whintle or

nigh, as the wind.

Sough, (suf) n. A hollow murmur or roaring ;

a buzzing: —hence, a rumour or flying report.

Soul, (sol) n. (A. -8. sdul] The spiritual, rational,

and immortal part in man ;—sometimes, the

moral and emotional part;— sometimes, the

intellect : the understanding ;—the seat of real

life or vitality ;—spirit ; essence:—courage; fire;

—generosity; nobleness of mind;—heart: affec

tion ;—a living or intelligent being ;—a person ;

a man ;—a pure or disembodied spirit ;—also,

a familiar name for a person, with a qualifying

adjective.

Soul-bell, (soTbel) n. The passing bell, signify

ing the departure by death of a soul or person.

Soulless, (sol'les) a. Without a soul or without

greatness or nobleness of mind; mean; spiritless.

Sound, (sound) a. [A.-S. Jtvnd.] Entire: un

broken ; free from defect or decay ;—in good

condition ; perfect ; healthy ;—firm ; strong ;—

founded in truth; correct: just; weighty; solid;

—heavy ; laid on with force ; unbroken ; un

disturbed;—free from error; orthodox;—founded

in right and law; legal; valid.

Sound, (sonnd) adv. Soundly; heartily.

Sound, (sound) n. [A.-H. & lcel. sund.] The air-

bladder of a fish ; a narrow passage of water;

a strait between the main land and an isle,

or connecting two seas, or connecting a sea or

lake with the ocean.

Bound, (sound) n. [F. »omi< . | A probe of any

kind ; especially, a probo to be introduced into

the bladder.

Sound, (sound) v. t. [F. sonder.] To measure

the depth of by a line and plummet;—to seek

to interpret or discern the intentions or secret

wishes of; to examine;—to introduce a sound

int<> the bladder of ;—v. i. To use the line and

lead in ascertaining the depth of water.

Bound, (sound) n. [A.-S. *6n, L. *oti«j*.] Any

thing perceived by the car; audible impression

or sensation; noise; report;—a perception re

ceived by the ear, and produced by the impulse

or vibration of the air or other medium with

which the ear is in contact ;—noise and nothing

else*

Sound, (sound) r, i. To make a noise ; to utter

a voice ;—to be spread or published;—r. (. To

cause to make a noise: to play on ;—to utter

audibly ;—to celebrate by sounds:—to spread by

report.

Sounding', (sound'ing) a. Sonorous; making a

noise;—having a magnificent sound.

Bounding, (sound'ing) n. Act of one who or

that which sounds;—/??. Any part of the ocean

or other water where a sounding-line will reach

the bottom.

Soundly, (soundle) adv. In a sound manner;

healthily; heartily; severely: Bniartly; truly;

without error; firmly; fast; closely.

Soundness, (sound'nes) n. State of being sound;

strength; solidity;—wholeness; entirenesa ; un-

decayedorunimpairedstate;—validity; cogency;

—orthodoxy.

Soup, (soop) n. [F. soupe.] A decoction of flesh,

fish, vegetables, &c. , more or less seasoned.

Sour, (sour) a. (A.-S. xur,] Acid; astringent;

pungent ; sharp to the taste ;—turned, as milk ;

—harsh of temper ;—peevish ; crabbed.

Sour, (sour) n. A sour or acid substance; an acid.

Sour, (sour) v. t. To make acid ; — to make

harsh:—to make cross, peevish, or discontented;

—to make less agreeable ;—v. i. To becomo

acid or tart ;—to become peevish or crabbed.

Source, (sors) n. [F. source.] That person or

place from which any thing proceeds;—espe

cially, the spring or fountain from which water

proceeds; first cause; original;—first producer.

Sourish, (sourish) a. Somewhat sour.

Sourly, (sour'le) adv. In a sour manner ; acidly ;

—peevishly; acrimoniously; discontentedly.

Sourness, (sour'nes) n. State of being sour; tart

ness; acidity;—harshness: peevishness; discon

tent.

Souse, (sous) adv. With sudden descent or vio

lence ; plumply; directly.

Souse, (sous) n. [A modification of sauce.]

Pickle made with salt;—something kept or

steeped in pickle; the ears, feet, &c, of swino

pickled;—act of plunging suddenly into water.

Souse, (sour) v. t. To plunge into water ;—to

steep in pickle ;—to strike with sudden vio

lence ;—v. i. [Ger. musen. ] To plunge, as a

bird upon its prey ; to fall suddenly.

South, (south) n. [A.-S. trudh.] One of the four

points of tho compass ; the quarter in which

the sun is at noon ;—the point of compass

directly opposite to the north ;—any particular

land considered as opposed to the north.

South, (south) a. Lying toward the south ; situ

ated at the south or in a southern direction.

South, (south) adv. Toward the south ; south

ward ;—from the south.

South, (south) v. t. To turn or move toward

the south ;—to come to the meridian.

South-east, (south'est) n. The point of the com

pass equally distant from the south and east.

South-east, (south'est) a. Pertaining to or pro

ceeding from the south-east:—also south-eastern,

smith-easterly.

Southerly, (suTH'er-le) a. Pertaining to, situ

ated in, or proceeding from or toward the south.

Southern, (suTH'ern) a. [A.-S. sudh and ern.\

Lying on the south ;—coming from the south.

Southernwood, (suTH'ern-wdod) n. A composite

fragrant plant of the genus Artemisia.

Southing, (sonTH'ing) n. Tendency or motion

to the south ;—course or distance south.

Southward, (south'werd) adv. Toward the south.

South-west, (south/west) n. The point of the

compass equally distant from the south and west.

South-west, (south'west) a. Pertaining to or

proceeding from the south-west.

South-western, (south-west'ern) a. In the direc

tion of south-west ; coming from the south-west

or from a point near it :—also south-westerly.

Souvenir, (soov'ner) n. [F.j A remembrancer;

a keepsake.

Sovereign, (suv'er-in) a. [F. souverain.] Supreme

in power; chief; possessing original authority

or jurisdiction ; effectual ; controlling ; predo

minant.

Sovereign, (suv'er-in) n. One who exercises
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supreme control ;—a chief magistrate : king or

queen regnant ;—a gold coin of England valued

at one pound sterling.

Sovereignty, (suv'er-in-to) n. Exerciseof or right

to exercise supreme power; dominion.

Bow, (sow) n. [A.-S. supu.] The female of the

hog kind or of swine ; — a military engine

used in ancient sieges to cover a battering-

ram.

Sow, (so) v.t. fA.-S. sdwan.) To scatter, as

seed, upon the earth ; hence, to plant in any

way ;—to supply or stock with seed ;—to spread

abroad; to propagate;—to besprinkle;—v. i. To

scatter seed for growth and the production of a

crop.

Sower, (so'er) n. One who bowb or scatters;—a

breeder; a promoter.

Sowing, (so'ing) n. The act of scattering or setting

seed in the ground for propagation.

Soy, (soy) ». A kind of sauce for fish.

Spa, (spa) n. A spring of mineral water.

Space, (spas) n. [L. spatium.] Extension in

length, breadth, and thickness ;—any amount of

extent; sufficient room ; amplitude —the inter

val between any two or more objects ;—quan

tity of time ; also, the interval between two

points of time;—distance between lines or words,

as in books ;—a small piece of metal cast lower

than a type.

Space, (spas) v. t. To arrange the spaces and

intervals between words or lines in printed

matter.

Spacious, (spa'she-us) a. [L. spatiosvs.] Inclos

ing an extended space ; vast in extent ;—having

large or ample room ; roomy ; cai>acious ; wide ;

vast.

Spaciously, (spa'she-us-le) adv. In a spacious

manner ; widely ; extensively.

Spaciousness, (spa'she-us-nes) «. The quality of

being spacious ; roominess; wideness; breadth;

Eutude.

t, (spad) n. [A.-S. spad.] An instrument

ligging or cutting the ground ;—;)/. A suit

of cards, each of which bears one or more figures

resembling a spade.

Spade, (spad) v. t. To dig with a spade.

Spadeful, (spad'fool) u. As much as a spade

will lift or hold.

Span, (span) n. TA.-S. spann.] The space from

the end of the thumb to the end of the little

finger when extended ; nine inches ;—a brief

extent or portion of time ;—extent of an arch

between its abutments.

Span, (span) v. t. To measure by the hand with

the fingers extended ;—to reach from one side of

to the other; to compass; to arch over.

Spandrel, (span'drel) n. [Eng. span.] The ir

regular triangular space between the curve of

an arch and the rectangle inclosing it.

Spang, (spang) n. [D. .spaa fit.] A thin piece of

gold, silver, or other shining material.

Spangle, (spang'gl) n. [Eng. spang,] A small

plate or boss of shining metal, used as an orna

ment ;—any thing small and brilliant.

Spangle, (spang'gl) v.t. To set or sprinkle with

spangles or small glittering ornaments.

Spaniard, (span'yard) n. A native or inhabi

tant of Spain.

Spaniel, (span'yel) n. [F. epagneul.) A dog

used in sports of the field, remarkable for his

sagacity and obedience ;—a cringing, fawning

Iterson.

Spaniel, (span'yel) a. Fawning; obsequious.

Spanish, (span'ish) a. Of or pertaining to Spain.

Spanish, (span'ish) «. The language of Spain.

Spanish-fly, (spau'ish-fli) n. A brilliant green

beetle, used iu ointments or plasters for raising

blisters.

Spank, (spangk) r. t. [D. spanpt.] To strike sriti

the open hand; to slap;—{From spas.} T»

move with a quick pace ; to dash along.

Spanker, (sj>angk'er) «. [From t^mul-.) A fcn-

and-aft sail set on the mizzen gaff, and havrs/.

the foot extended by a boom.

Spanking, (spangk ing) a. Moving with a qakl

lively pace ;—large ; big ; dashing.

Spanner, (span'gr) n. One who spans :—an in

strument used to tighten the nuta upon screw*

Spar, (spur) u. [Ger. spath and A.-S. #/»aT-*fi;

Any earthy mineral that breaks with reanJir

surfaces, aud has some degree of lustre.

Spar, (spar) u. [Ger. sparren.] A long bes*L

—a general term for mast, yard, boom, acd

gaff ;—the bar of a gate.

Spar, (spar) v.i. [A.-S. spyrian.] To cootesd

with the fists for exercise or amusement; to

box ;—to dispute ; to quarrel in words : u

wrangle.

Spar, (spar) n. A contest at sparring or bexxnc

Spare, (spar) v.t. (A.-S. tparitin.] To held si

scarce or valuable; to use frugally; to save;—v

part with reluctantly ;—to give up ; to do wrst-

out ; to dispense with;—to omit; to forbear .

—to save from danger or punishment ; heon-

to treat tenderly ;—to withhold from ; — »\ i. 1 .

bo frugal ;—to live frugally ; to be pandiDOte-

ous;— to be (crapulous;—to use ruervy <.r for

bearance ;—to be tender.

Spare, (spar) a. Scanty: scarce:— par&imocio-v

scaring ;—over and above ; superfluous ; heic

in reservo ;—wanting flesh ; lean ; thin.

Spareness, (spiir'nes) n. State of being spar? .

leanness; thinness; meagreness.

Spargefaction, (Hpar-je-fakshuii) it. [L. jprrfn

and/actrr.] Act of sprinkling.

Sparing, (sparing) n. Saving ;—liar-simony.

Sparing, (sparing) a. Scarce; little;—scant?.

not plentiful :—saving; parsimonions ; chary.

Sparingly, (spar'ing-le) ad<\ In a ^taring nu>

ner: frugally; moderately ; cautiously.

Sparingness, (spurtng-nes) n. The quality r£

being sparing ; parsimony; want of li beralitr

Spark, (spark) u. [A.-S. sptarcn.] A B&2

particle of fire or ignited substan'.^ emitted i»

combustion ;—a small, shining body or tras-

sient light ;—a small jiart of any thing rixsi

or active :—any small portion ; —a feeble gens :

— a brisk, showy, gay uiau ; — a lover : k

beau.

Sparkle, (snark'l) n. [Diminutive of sport.] A

little spark; a scintillation: aluminous particle

—a gleam, as of the eye;—lustre.

Sparkle, (spark'l) r. i. Toemitsparks;—toglrrter

to twinkle ;—to emit little bubbles, a* cartar

kinds of liquors;—v.t. To emit, as right *x

fire.

Sparkling, (spnrk'ling) a. Emitting sparks:

bright as a spark; lively; glittering; brilimn;

shining.

Sparklingly, ( spark' ling -le) adv. With si**:

and twinkling lUBtre.

Sparling, (sjKtrling) n. A smelt.
Sparring, (Bpar'ing) n. Boxing for exertssr •■*<■

amusement ; — prelusive contention prepara

tory to close hitting;—a slight contest in argu

ment.
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Sparrow, (spar'6) n. [A.-S. tpeara.}

several species of small

passerine birds having

cod teal bills, and feed

ing on insects and

seeds.

Sparry, (spare) a. Re

sembling spar or con

sisting of spar: having

a confused crystalline

structure. Sparrow.

 

..•«,>'

Sparse, (spars) a. [L. sparsus.) Thinly scat

tered ; set here and there.

Spaxsenesa, (spanrnes) n. State of being sparse;

thinness.

Spartan, (spartan) a. [L. Sparlanu*.] Of or

pertaining to Sparta; hardy; undaunted.

Spasm, (gpazni) n, [0. xjxtsma.] An involun

tary and morbid contraction of one or more

niuscles or muscular fibres;—a sudden, violent,

and convulsive effort.

Spasmodic, (spaz-mod'ik) a. Relating to spasm;

consisting in spasm ;—convulsive.

Spasmodic, (apaz-niod'ik) n. A medicine good

for removing spasm.

Spat, (spat) n. (From the root of spit.} The

young of shell-fish.

Spate, (spat) a, A flood; an inundation of a river

after a thaw;—a heavy fall of rain. [Scot.]

Spatter, (spat'er) v.t. [From the root of spit.)

To sprinkle with water, mud, or the like;—to

injure by aspersion; to defame.

Spatterdashes, (spat>r-dash-ez) n. pi. [From

sputter and dash.) Coverings for the legs, to

keep them clean from water and mud.

Spatts, (spate) », pi. A kind of small spatter

dashes reaching only a little above the ankle.

Spatula, (spatula) n. (L.J A thin, broad-

bhuled knife, used for spreading plasters, &c.

Spavin, (spav'in) ». [It. tpatanoA A swelling

or liard excrescence growing on the inside of a

horse's hough near the joint, by which lameness

is produced.

Spavined, (spav'iud) a. Affected with spavin.

Spawn, (spawn) n. [A.-S. spiiraH.] The eggs of

fish or frogs when ejected;—any product or off

spring—in contempt.

Spawn, (spawn) v.t. To produce or deposit, as

fishes do their eggs;— to bring forth ; to gene

rate—used contemptuously;—v. i. To deposit

eggs, as fish or frogs;—to issue, as offspring.

Spawner, (spawn'gr) v. The female fish.

Speak, (spek) p. i. [A.-S. ftprecan, Ger. sprechen.]

To utter words or articulate sounds; to express

thoughts by words ;—to utter a discourse or

harangue ; — to make mention ; — to sound ;—

r. t. To utter with the mouth ; to pronounce;

—to declare;—to talk or converse in ;—to ex

hibit; to make known;—to express silently or

by signs;—to communicate.

Speakablc, (speka-bl) a. Capable of being

ttpoken : utterable ;—capable of being spoken

to ; affable.

Speaker, (spek'cr) n. One who speaks ; one who

proclaims or praises ;—one who utters or pro

nounces a discourse;—one who presides over

or speaks for a deliberative assembly, preserv

ing order and regulating the debates; a chair

man • [speaker.

Speakership, (spek'cr -ship) ft. Tho office of

Speaking, (apuriag) n. Act of uttering words;

discourse;—public declamation.

Spear, (riper) iu [A.-S. spere.] A long, pointed

weapon, used in war and hunting, by thrust

ing or throwing; a lance;—a sharp-pointed in

strument with barbs, used for stabbing fish,

&c. ;— a shoot, as of grass ; a spire.

Spear, (sper) v. t. To pierce or kill with a spear ;

—v. t. To shoot into a long stem, as some

plants.

Spear-head, (sperned) a. The iron point, barb,

or prong of a spear.

Special, (speah'e-al) a. [L. specialis.] Pertain

ing to a species or sort;—particular; peculiar;

—extraordinary ; uncommon : — designed for a

particular purpose ; — appropriate ; individual ;

—chief in value ; excellent ;—limited in range ;

confiued to a definite field of action or discussion.

Speciality, (Bpesh-e-al'e-te) ». A particular case :

—the peculiar mark or characteristic of a person

or thing; a special occupation or object of at

tention.

Specially, (spesh'e-al-le) adv. In a special man

ner ; particularly ;—for a particular purpose.

Specialty, (spesh'e-al-te) ft, Particularity; — a

peculiar case ;—a contract or obligation under

seal ;—that for which a ]>erson is distinguished,

or which he makes an object of special atten

tion.

Specie, (spu she) n. [Obsolete specks.] Copper,

silver, or gold coin; hard money.

Species, (spe'shtz) «. sing. & pi. [L.] Appear

ance ; image ;—visible or sensible representa-

tion;—a class: sort; kind; variety; genus;—in

logic, a conception subordinated to a generic

conception or genus, from which it differs in

comprehending more attributes, and extending

to fewer individuals; —in mineralogy, a class

of minerals composed of the same ingredients,

and in the same proportions ;—in zoology and

botany, a class of individuals possessing the same

forms, attributes, and properties, and transmit

ting the same by natural propagation.

Specific, (spC-sifik) «. [L. species and fact-re.]

Pertaining to, characterizing, or constituting a

species;—particular ; definite; limited; precise;

—in medicine, exerting a peculiar influence over

any part of the body, or in the cure of a par

ticular disease.

Specific, (spS-sifik) n. A remedy which exerts

a special action in the prevention or cure of a

disease; a remedy supposed to be infallible;—in

philosplioy, that which is peculiar to any thing

and distinguishes it from others.

Specifically, (spe-sifik-al-le) adv. In a specific

manner; definitely; particularly.

Specification, (spes-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of speci

fying :—designation of particulars ; particular

mention ;—a written statement containing a

minute description or enumeration of particu

lars.

Specify, (spes'e-fi) v. t. [L. sptctfearc] To men

tion or name, as a particular thing;—to desig

nate by some particular marks of distinction.

Specimen, (spes'e-men) n. [L.] A part or small

portion of any thing intended to exhibit the

kind of the whole or of what is not exhibited;

—sample; pattern.

Bpecious, (speshe-us) n. [L. speciosu*.] Obvious;

—apparently fair, just, or correct ;—plausible ;

colourable.

Speciously, (spe'she-us-le) adv. In a specious

manner; with a fair appearance; with show of

right

Speck, (spek) n. [A.-S. speeco.) Aspot; a stain;

—a very small thing; mote;—flaw; blot.
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Speck, (spek) v. t. To stain with spots or drops.

Speckle, (spek'l) n. [Diminutive of speck.] A

little spot in any thing of a different substance

or colour from that of the thing itself; a speck.

Speckle, (spek'l) v. t. To mark with small spots

of a different colour; to variegate with spots.

Speckled, (sjiek'ld) «. Variegated with specks and

spots of different colours.

Spectacle, (spek'ta-kl) n. [L. spectneulunu] A

show ; a public exhibition ; a gazing-stock :—

something exhibited to view—usually, as extra

ordinary;—pi. An optical instrument used to

assist or correct some defect of vision.

Spectacled, (spek'ta-kld) a. Furnished with spec

tacles; wearing spectacles.

Spectator, (spek-ta'ter) u. [L.] One who sees;

one personally present;—witness.

Spectral, (spek'tral) «. Pertaining to a spectre ;

ghostly;— pertaining to a spectrum.

Spectre, (spek'ter) n. [L. spectrum.] An ap

parition; a ghost;—something preternaturally

visible.

Spectrum, (spek'trum) n. [h.] A visible form;

—an image presented to the eyes after removing

them from a bright or coloured object ;—the

display of colours resulting from the decom

position of light refracted by a triangular glass

prism—the beam or ray is decomposed into seven

colours, called jyritmatie.

Specular, (spek'u-lar) a. [L, spccidaris.] Having

the qualities of a speculum or mirror; having

a smooth, reflecting surface;—affording a view.

Speculate, (spek'u-lat) r. i. [L. specvln.fi.] To

meditate; to contemplate ; to consider by turn

ing an object in the mind and viewing it in

its different aspects ;—to purchase with the ex

pectation of a contingent advance in value, and

a sale at a profit.

Speculation, (spek-u-lii'shun) n. [L. sptculatio.]

The act of speculating;—contemplation;—intel

lectual examination ;—train of thought formed

by meditation;—views of a subject not verified

or reduced to practice;—conjecture; guess;—a

certain game of cards ;—act or practice of buying

land or goods, &c., in expectation of a rise of

price and of selling them at an advance.

Speculative, (spek'u-lut-iv) a. Given to specu

lation; contemplative;—founded on speculation;

theoretical; ideal; not practical;— prying ; in

quisitive ;—pertaining to speculation in land,

goods, and the like.

Speculatively, (spek'u-lat-iv-le) adv. In a specu

lative manner ,— ideally; theoretically;— in the

way of speculation in lands, goods, and the like.

Speculativenets, (spek u-lat-iv-nes) n. The state

of being speculative or of consisting in ejacula

tion only.

Speculator, (spek'u-lat-er) n. One who specu

lates or forms theories ; an observer ;—one who

buys goods with the expectation of a rise of price.

Speculatory, (spek'u-la-tor-e) a. Exercising specu

lation ; speculative ;—intended or adapted for

viewing or espying.

Speculum, (spek'G-luni) n. [L.] A mirror or

looking-glass ;—a reflector of polished metal.

Speech, (spech) n. [A.-S. spate] The faculty of

uttering articulate sounds or words; power of

speaking;—that which is spoken ; words, as

expressing ideas ; a particular language ; a

tongue ; a dialect ;—talk ; common saying ;—a

formal discourse;—address; oration.

Speechify, (spech'e-fi) v. i. [Eng. speech and h.

facere.] To make a speech; to harangue.

I Speechless, (spechlee) a. Destitute of the facuft*

[ of speech; dumb;—mute; silent.

Speechlessness, (spechles-nes) ft. The state of

' being speechless: muteness.

Speed, (sped) r.i. [A.-S. tpedan.] To mat-

haste ;—to prosper ; to succeed ;—to have «rr

couditiou, good or ill ; to fare;—r. I. To essst

I to make haste; to despatch;—to help fonr»

—to hasten to a conclusion;—to bring to o>

I struction.

Speed, (sped) n. The moving or camdng to rr*^

with celerity ;—swiftness; quickness :—h&fi*

despatch ;—prosperity in an undertaking ; nr

vourable issue; success;—start; advance.

Speedful, (sped'fool) a. Swift ; full of speed,

—successful ; having good speed.

Speedily, (Bped'e-le) adv. In a speedy roan per

quickly.

Speediness, (sped'e-nes) n. The quality of bs££

speedy ; quickness ; celerity ; despatch.

Speedy, (sped'e) a. Not dilatory or slow; qejck

Bwift; nimble; hasty; rapid in motion.

Spelding. (speld'ing)*." [Scot.] A dried haddock

Spell, (spel) n. [A.-S. spel.] A story or tale: 1

ballad ;—a verse repeated for its magical power

a charm ;—the relief of one person by another

in any work : a short period of work; a tttns:-

a brief period.

Spell, (spel) v.t. [A.-S. s)tetlian.] To teO «

name the letters of ;—to write i»r print wiih tir

proper letters;—to relate or recite, as tilrt er

ballads ;—hence, to take turns or relieve €»ca

other in relating or reciting ;—»\ t. To fata

words with the proper letters, either in reaiir;

or writing.

Speller, (spel'er) n. One who spells ; one skill-si

in spelling;—a sj:>elling-book.

Spelling-, (spel'ing) n. Act of naming the letvn

of a word;—manner of forming* words with li

ters ; orthography.

Spelling-book, (spel'ing-book) n. A book for team

ing children to spell and read; a speller.

Spelt, (spelt) n. [A.-S. spelt.] A species of crsra

cultivated for fond in Germany and Switseriaai

Spelter, (spelt'er)«. [Ger. spiouter.) Zinc

Spenoe, (si>ens) v. [F. detpewe, buffet, fm& A-

spendre, to spend.] A place where provisises

are kept ; a buttery ; a larder ; a pantry.

Spencer, (spens'er) ». [From Lord Spencer.} Jl

short over-jacket worn by men or women :—*

fore-and-aft sail abaft the fore and main uas^u

Spend, (spend) v. t. [A.-S. spendan.] To wofk

or lay out ; to part with ;—to consume ; *

waste ; to squander;—to pass, as time :—to ex

haust of force or strength ;—v. i. To make -a-

pense ;—to be lost or wasted ; to be dissipated

Spender, (spendVr) n. One who spends.

Spendthrift, (spend'thrift) n. One who ^pea-a

money profusely or improvidently : a pn«u**I-

Sperm, (sperm) ■». [G. sptrma.] Animal *?ed

that by which the species is propagated ;—*pe?-

niaceti ;—spawn of fishes or frogs.

Spermaceti, (spcr-iua-se'te) n. [L. spemn. C

Htm.] A fatty matter obtained chiefly free

the head of the caclialot or sperrnaceti *fc*>.

used for making candles, ointment, 4c

Spermatic, (sper-mat'ik) a. Pertaining to cr re

sisting of the semen or conveying it; seminal

Spew, (spu) v. t. [A.-S. spitcan.] To eject &e»

the stomach: to vomit;—to cast forth with j*-

horrence :—v. i. To discharge the content- d

the stomach: to vomit.

Spewing, (spfl'ing) n. Act of vomiting.
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Sphacelate, (afaa'e-lit) v. t. [G. spliaktlos.} To

mortify ; to become gangrenous ;—to decay or i

become carious, as a bone.

Sphacelation, (sfas-e-lushun) n. The process of [

becoming or making gangrenous; mortification.

Sphenoid, (sfe'noid) a. ((J. spiven and euiox.} Re

sembling a wedge . —noting a bone forming the [

cavity of the skull, the two orbits of the eye, :

and the nose.

Sphere, (afSr) n. [G. sphaira.) A body contained !

under a Mingle surface, which, in every part, if I

equally distant from the centre ; a globe ; an \

orb;—circuit of motion; revolution; orbit;—the |

concave expanse of the heavens;—an orbicular ,

body representing the earth or the heavens;— i

individual place or position in life or in society;

centre or province of agency or influence ;—com

pass or range, as of knowledge, &c. ;—station;

poet : employment.

Spherical* (sfer'ik-aJ) a. Having the form of a

sphere ;— round ; globular ;—pertaining to a i

sphere. (sphere, j

Spherically, (aferlk-aMe) adv. In the form of a I

Sphericity, (sfer-is'e-te) >u State or quality of i

being spherical; roundness.

Spheroid, (afeVoid) n. (G. sphairotides.] A body

nearly spherical ; ttpsetafrjr,

a solid generated by tbe re

volution of an ellipse about

one of its axes.

Spheroidal, (sfer-oid'al) o.

Having the form of a Kpln,-

roid.

Spbery, (afere) a. Belonging

to the spheres;—round; oibi-

cnlar;—symmetrical.

Sphinx, (anngka) r. '].. ] A

usually represented as having the winged body

of & lion, and the face and breast of a young

woman—it proposed riddles and put to death all

who were unable to solve them.

Spice, (apis) «. (F. epiee.] A vegetable produc

tion, aromatic to tbe smell and pungent to tbe

taste.—that which enriches or alters the quality

of a thing in a small degree; also, a small quan

tity;—a taste; a sample.

Spice, (spis) r. t. To season with spice;—to im

pregnate with the odour or flavour of spices;

—to render nice.

Spicery, (apis'cr-e) )t Spices in general ; a re

pository of spices.

Spicily, (spis'e-le) adt\ With high flavour; pun-

gently.

Spicineu, (spisVnes) n. Quality of being spicy;

pungency; strong and racy flavour.

Spicular, (spik'u-lar) a. [L. spieulum.] Resem

bling a dart; having sharp points.

Spicy, (spis'e)«. Producing or abounding with

spices ; — fragrant ; aromatic ; — pungent ; —

pointed; racy, as style;—showy; gaudy.

Spider, (spider) u. fA.-S. tpinnan.] An animal

of the class AraehnUla, remarkable fur spinning

webs* for taking their prey.

Spider-like, (api d?r-lik) a. Resembling a spider

ju atajM or qualities.

Spi&<»t» (spig'wt) n. (From spikt.] A pin or peg

u*exl to stop a small hole in a cask of liquor.

Spike, (spik) n. (Dan. spiger, L. spica.] A long

iiiil of iron or wood:—a ])iece of p -in ted iron

Bet on gates, walls, «tc, to prevent climbing

over them ;—a nail used to stop the vents of

cannon ;—an ear of corn or grain ;—a shoot.

Spike, (splk) v. t. To fasten with spikes or long

fcpheroiil

fabulous monster

nails;—to set with spikes;— to stop the vent of

with a spike, as a cannon.

Spiked, (spikt) a. Furnished with spikes, as com ;

—fastened with spikes; stopisxl with spikes.

Spikelet, (spik'let) ft. A small spike.

Spikenard, (spik'nard) n. [L. tpica nrtrdi.] A

lughly aromatic plant much esteemed by the

ancients as a perfume, unguent, and medicine ;

—a fragrant essential oil.

Spiky, (spik'e) a. Having a sharp point or points;

—furnished or armed with spikes.

Spile, (epil) n. [Ger. spille, D. spijl.] A small

peg or wooden pin ;—a stake ; a pile ;—a thin

bar of iron ;—a match ; a thin shaving of wood ;

a thin slip of paper:—also written spill.

Spill, (spil) v. t. (A.-S. spiltan.} To suffer to fall

or run out of a vessel ; to lose or suffer to be

scattered;—to shed or suffer to be shed;—v.i.

To be shed; to run over; to fall out, be lost,

or wasted.

Spin, (spin) v. t. [A.-S. spianan.) To draw out

and twist into threads, either by the hand or

machinery ;—to draw out tediously; to extend

to a great length ; to spend by delays ;—to turn

or whirl ; to twirl ; — v.i. To practise spin

ning ;— to draw and twist threads;—to whirl,

as a top or a spindle.

Spinage, (spinaj) n. [L. spinachia.] A plant

whose leaves are used for greens and other culi

nary purposes :—also spinach.

Spinal, (spinal) a. Pertaining to the spine or

back-bone of an animal.

Spindle, (spin'dl) n. [A.-S. spindel.) The long,

slender rod in spinning-wheels by which the

thread is twisted and wound;—a slender, pointed

pin on which any thing turns; an axis or arbour;

—the fusee of a watch;— a long, slender stalk.

Spindle, (spin'dl) v.i To shoot or grow in a

long, slender stalk or body.

Spine, (spin) n. [L. spina.] A sharp proce&j

from the woody part of a plant ; a thorn ;—a

rigid, jointed spike upon any part of an animal;

—the l>ack-bone or spinal column of an animal.

Spinet, (spin'et) a, (It. spinetta.] An instru

ment of music resembling a harpsichord, but

smaller.

Bpiniferous, (spin-ifcr-us) a. [h. spina and/crre.]

Producing spines; bearing thorns; thorny.

Spinner, (spin'er) n. One who spins;—a spider.

Spinning, (spin'ing) n. The act or process of

drawing out and twisting into threads, as wool,

cotton, flax, &c.

Spinning-jenny, (apin'ing-jen-e) 11. An engine

or machine for spinning wool or cotton, in which

many spindles are turned by a horizontal wheel.

Spinning-wheel, (spin'iug-hwel) n. A machine

for spinning wool, cotton, or flax into threads.

Spinose, (spmos)tf. [L, tpiaotiu.) Full of spines;

armed with thorns; thorny.

Spinous, (spin'us) ». Spinose.

Spinster, (Bpinster) n. A woman who spins;—an

unmarried woman; a single woman.

Spinitry, (spins'tre)n. Art or business of spin

ning.

Spiny, (spin'e)n. Full of spines; thorny;—like a

spine; slender;—perplexed ; difficult; trouble

some.

Spiracle, (spirVkl) n. [L. spiraculum.] A small

aperture in animal and vegetable bodies by

which air is exhaled or inhaled ;—any small

hole or vent.

Spiral, (apir'al) a. [L. spira.] Winding round

a cylinder or other round body, and at the same
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time rising or advancing forward; winding like ! Spirituality, (spir-it-u-aTe-te)n. Essence disuse

A wheel having
 

a screw.

Spiral, (spu/al) n. A helix or curve which winds

round a cylinder like a screw.

Spirally, (spir'al-le) adv. In a spiral form or

direction.

Spiral-wheel, (spir'al-hwel) tt.

its teeth cut at an angle

of 45* with its axis, so that

they resemble small por

tions of screws or spirals

winding round it.

Spiration, (spir-a'shun) rt.

(L. tpiratio.] A breath

ing:.

Spire, (spir) n. [L. tpira.)

A winding line like the spiral-wheel.

threads of a screw ;—any thing wreathed or

contorted : a curl ; a twist; a wreath ;—a body

that shooU up or out to a point in a conical or

pyramidal form ; a steeple ;—a stalk or blade of

grass or other plant

Spirit, (spirit) n. |L. gpiritut,] Airinmotion;

wind; hence, breath;—life or living substance

considered independently of corporeal existence;

—the immaterial and immortal part of man ;

the soul ;—a disembodied soul ;—hence, a spectre ;

a ghost ;— temper; habitual disposition of mind;

—ardour; courage;—energy ; vivacity :—anima

tion; cheerfulness—usually iu the plural ;—vig

our of mind ; genius ;—a man of life, tire, and

enterprise ; the leader of a cause, Ac.:— in the

arts and literature, strength of resemblance:

life ; force of expression or character;—also, real

meaning; import; intent;—the renewed nature

in man;—the influences of the Holy Spirit ;—a

liquid produced by distillation; especially, alco

hol ;—hence, pi rum, whisky, brandy, and other

distilled liquors having much alcohol ; —Holy

Spirit, or Th* Spirit, the third person of the

Trinity; the Holy Ghost.

Spirit, (spirit) r.t. To animate with vigour;

to encourage;—to convey rapidly and secretly;

to kidnap.

Spirited, (spir'it-ed) a. Animated ; full of life

or fire ;—ardent ; bold ; courageous.

Spiritedly, (spir'it-ed-le) adv. In a lively manner;

with animation, vigour, and briskness.

Spiritedneu, (spirit-ed-nes) n. The state of

beiug spirited ; life ; animation.

Spiritless, (spirit-les) a. Destitute of spirit ; de

jected ;—wanting life, courage, or fire.

Spiritlessly, (spirit-lea- le) adv. In a spiritless

manner; lifelessly; without exertion; listlessly.

Spirit-level, (spirit-!ev-cl) n. An instrument for | Splashy, (splash'e) a.

from matter ; immateriality ;—intellectual )

ture:—spiritual nature; moral character :—fcsrj

affections ; purity of heart ; godliness ; fa-teat

piety ;—that which belongs to the church or *.■

an ecclesiastic, as distinct from temporality.

Spiritualise, (spir it-u-al-ix) v. t. To refine inse?

lectually or morally ; to give a spiritual sense .-*

meaning to.

Spiritually, (spir'it-u-al-Ie) adv. In a sjuritB.

manner ; with purity of spirit or heart.

Spirituous, (spir it-u-us) a. Having the quxiir

of spirit ;—consisting of or containing resawi:

spirit ; ardent;—airy ; gay.

Spirt, (spert) v. t. & i. To sport.

Spiry, (spir'e) a. Of a spiral form ; wreathed

curled ;—having the form of a pyramid.

Spissated, (spis at-ed) a. Rendered dense or coa-

pact, as by evaporation ; inspissated ; thickened.

Spissitude, (spise-tud)it. [L. tpistitvdo.} Thkk

ness, deuseness, or compactness belonging tosoi-

stances not perfectly liquid nor perfectly po&L

Spit, (spit) n. [A.-S. spitn.] A pointed am

prong or bar on which meat is roasted;—a small

point of land running into the sea.

Spit, (spit) ft. The secretion formed by U*

glands of the mouth ; saliva.

Spit, (spit) r.t. [From the noun.] To thro*:

a spit through ; to put npon a spit ;—to ptem

Spit, (spit) r.t. [A.-S. sptttnn.) To eject frtss

the mouth, as saliva;—to throw out with vu-

lence ;—r.t. To throw out saliva from tie

mouth.

Spite, (spit) u. [Abbreviated from d*r>U'.)

Hatred; malice; malignity: rancour; grudgv.

Spite, (spit) v. t. To vex ; to hate ;—to trwt

maliciously ; to injure ; to thwart.

Spiteful, (spit'fool) a. Filled with spite ; haviEc.

a desire to vex, annoy, or injure; malicious.

Spitefully, (spit'fool-le) adv. Iu a spiteful man

ner ; malignantly.

Spitefulness, (spit'fool-nee) ». State uf te^f

spiteful; petty malice

Spittle, (spiti) n. [Eng. tpit.} The thick, E«r.

matter which Is secreted by the salivary giafci;

saliva.

Spittoon, (spit-toon*) 11. A vessel to recej^

spittle:— also fpit-box.

Splash, (splash) r.t. [Allied to plexsA.) T»

spatter with water or with water and mod.-

v. t. To strike ami dash about water.

Splash, (splash) n. Water or water and d-rt

j thrown upon any thing, or thrown from a

puddla

Full of dirty water; wet

determining an exact horizontal surface or line, j and muddy, ho as to be easily splashed abocnV

Spiritous, (spir'it-us) a. Like spirit; refined ; 1 Splay, (spU) a. [Abbreviated from </urp*uy ',

pure;—fine; ardent. Displayed: spread; turned outward.

Spiritual, (spirMt-ii-al) a. Consisting of spirit ; I Splay, (split) u. A slanted or sloped surface,

incorporeal ;—not gross or sensual ; retiued ; ! Splay, (spla) r.t. To display;—to slope or staxL

mental ; intellectual ;—pertaining to the soul I —to dislocate, as the shoulder bone of a burse

or its affections ; proceeding from the Holy Splay-footed, (spla'ioot-ed) a. Having the fix-f

Spirit; pure; holy; divine;—relating to sacred ' turned outward,

things ; ecclesiastical. j Spleen, (splen) n. [G. splin.] A glandular orgaa

Spiritualism, (spir it-it -al-izm) n. State of being ; situated in the abdominal cavity to the left <V

spiritual;—the doctrine in opposition to the

materialists, that nil which exists is spirit or

sonl ;—a belief in the communication of intel

ligence from the world of spirits through a

medium.

Spiritualist, (spir'it-u-al-ist) n. One who pro

fesses a regard for spiritual things only ;—one

who maintains the doctrino of spiritualism.

the stomach, supposed to be the seat of

and melancholy ;—latent spite : ill hi

melancholy.

Spleenish, (spleii'ish) a. Spleeny; affected with

spleen:—also spleenful.

Spleenishly, (splen'ish-le) ocfr. Peevishly.

Spleeny, (splen'e) a. Angry; peevish; tretral.—

affected with nervous complaints; melancholy.
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Splendent, (splen'dent) a. [L. tpltndent.) Shin- I

ing; beaming with light;—very conspicuous; il

lustrious.

Splendid, (splen'did)ff. [h. uptewtidv*.] Possess

ing or displaying splendour ; shining ;—showy ;

magnificent;—illustrious: heroic; celebrated.

Splendidly, (splon'did-le) adv. In a splendid man

ner; brightly; magnincently;sumptuoiisly.

Splendour, (splen'dor) n. Ill splendere.} Great

brightness; brilliant lustre;—great show of rich

ness and elegance;—eminence;—magnificence;

ahowiness; pomp; parade.

Splenetic, (splen'et-ik) a. Affected with spleen ;

—gloomy; sullen; peevish; fretful.

Splenetic, (splen'et-ik) n. A person affected

with spleen.

Splice, (splis) r. t. \D. spIiUen.] To unite as

two ropes or parts of a rojie, by interweaving

the strands.

Splice, (splis) v. The union of ropes by inter

weaving the strands.

Splint, (splint) n. [Ger. ttphnt,"] A piece split

off; a splinter;—a thin piece of wood or other

substance used to hold a broken bone when set.

Splint, (splint) r. I. To fasten or confine with

splinta, as a broken limb.

Splinter, (splint'er) n. A thin piece of wood or

other substance rent from the main body.

Splinter, (splint'er) v. t. [Ger. tplinten.] To split

or rend into long thin pieces; to shiver;—v.i.

To be split or rent into long pieces.

Splintery, (splint'er-e) «. Consisting of or re

sembling splinters.

Split, (split) v. t. flcel. tplita.] To divide

lengthwise; to rive; tocleave;—to tear asunder;

to burst; to rend :—to separate into jtarts or

parties;—v.i. To part asunder ; to burst ;—to

bedashed to pieces;—to be broken against rocks;

—to fail, as in a joint enterprise; also, to in

form against, as one's accomplices.

Split, (split) «, A crark, rent, or longitudinal

fiasure;—a breach or separation, as in a political

jiarty.

Splitter, (split'cr) n. One who splits or divides.

Splitting, (split'ing) n. Act of rendering or cleav

ing:—act of bursting.

Splutter, (splut'er) n. A bustle: a stir.

Splutter, (splut'er) v. i. To speak hastily and

confusedly.

Spoil, (spoil) v. t. [L. tpolktre.] To plunder;

to strip by violence; to rob ;—to vitiate; to

mar :—to render useless ; to nun ;—r. i. To

practise plunder or robbery :—to lose the valu

able qualities ; to be corrupted ; to decay.

Spoil, (spoil) «. That which is taken by vio

lence from an enemy; pillage; booty;—robbery;

—corruption.

Spoiled, (spoild) cr. Over indulged, as a child.

Spoiler, (spoiler) n. One who spoils ; a plun

derer ; a robber ;—one who corrupts or renders

useless.

Spoke, (spok)n. fA.-S. ttpdea.] One of the small

bars in the hub or nave of a wheel, serving

to support the rim or felly ;—the round of a

ladder ;—a handspike.

Spoke, (spdk) v. t. To furnish with spokes.

Spokesman, (spokesman) n. (From npoke and

man \ One who speaks for another.

Spoliate, (spc/le-at) v. t. [L. gpttliart,] To plun

der ; to pillage ;—r. i. To practise robbery.

Spoliation, (spd-le-a'shnn) n. Act of plunder

ing ; robbery ;—especially, the act or practice of

plundering neutrals at sea under authority.

Spoliator, (spole-at-or) n. One who spoliates.

Spoliatory, (sp&'le-a-tor-e) a. Tending to spoil ;

destructive ; s]K>liative.

Spondaic, (spon-da'ik) a. Pertaining to a spon

dee ; consisting of spondees.

Spondee, (spon'dO) n. [G. spondeiot.} A poetic

foot of two long syllables.

Sponge, (apunj) «. [L. sponpia.) A fibrous sub

stance found adhering to rocks, shells, &c, under

water—so porous as to imbibe a great quantity

of water, and used for various purposes in the

arts and in surgery ;—one who lives upon others;

a sponger;—an instrument for cleaning cannon

after a discharge.

Sponge, (spunj)i'. f. To cleanse with a sponge;

—to wipe out ; to efface ;—v. i. To suck in or

imbibe, as a sponge ;—to gain by mean arts, by

intrusion, or hanging on ;—to be converted, as

dough, into a light, spongy mass by yeast.

Sponge-cake, (spunj'kak) n. A kind of sweet

cake which is very light and spongy.

Sponger, (spunj'er) n. One who uses a sponge ;

—a parasitical dependant; a lianger-on.

Sponginess, (spunj e-nes) n. The quality or state

of being spongy or porous like sponge.

Sponging, (spunj'ing) «. Act of cleansing with a

sponge;—act of living upou others.

Spongy, (spnnj'e) a. Soft and full of cavities:

—soaked and soft;—having the quality of im

bibing fluids.

Sponsal, (spon'sa!) a. [L. gponMli*.] Relating

to marriage or to a spouse; nuptial.

Sponsor, (spop'sor) n. [L. from spondere.] A

surety ;—one who, at the baptism of an infant,

professes the Christian faith in its name, and

guarantees its religious education ; a godfather

or godmother.

Sponsorial, (spon-so're-nl) a. Pertaining to a

sponsor or to the position and duties of a

sponsor.

Sponsorship, (spon'sor-ilup) n. Office or duties

of a sponsor.

Spontaneity, (spon-ta-nB'e-te) ft. Voluntariness;

free and unconstrained impulse or propensity

of the will; quality of acting without physical,

legal, or moral compulsion.

Spontaneous, (spon-ta'ne-us) a. [L. tpontaneut.]

Proceeding from natural feeling, temperament,

or disposition ; free ; voluntary ;—acting from

its own impulse or energy, or by the law of ita

being or constitution—said of physical effects,

as growth, motion, combustion, <%c.

Spontaneously, (sjwn-ta'ne-us-le) adv. Volun

tarily; of one's own accord:—by its own force

or energy ; without external force.

Spool, (s])ool) n. (D. spoet.] A cane reed, or

hollow cylinder of wood with a ridge at each

end, used to wind thread or yarn upon.

Spool, (spool) v. t. To wind, on spools.

Spoon, (spoon) n. fA.-S. sp6n.] An instrument

consisting of a small concave basin with a handle,

used in preparing or partaking of food ;—a soft,

simple fellow.

Spoonful, (spoon'fool) n. The quantity which a

spoon is able to contain;—in medicine, half an

ounce.

Spoon-meat, (spoon'met) «. Food that is or must

be taken with a spoon ; liquid food.

Spoony, (spdon'e) «. Soft; simple; silly;—amor

ous; being in love (colIoquiM).

Sporadic, (spo-rad'ik) a. [O. sporadUvs.) Oc

curring singly or apart from other things of

the same kind; separate; single.

20
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Sporran, (spor'an) n. [Gael, tporan.] A leather

pouch worn in front of the kilt by

Highlanders when in full dress.

Sport, (sport) n. [D. borrt.\ Play;

diversion; game;—that which di

verts and makes mirth ;—a toy ;—

diversion of the field, as fowling,

hunting, fishing, and the like;—

play on words ; jingle.

Sport, (sport) v.U To divert; to

make merry;—to exhibit or bring Sporran,

out in public :—v, i. To play ; to frolic ; to wan

ton ;—to practise the diversions of the field ;—

to trifle.

Sportful, (sport'fool) a. Full of sport : merry;

frolicsome;—done in jest or for mere play.

Sportfully, (spfirt'fool-le) adv. In jest; play

fully ; merrily.

Sporting, (spdrt'ing*, n. Act of engaging in sports

or diversions of the field ; pursuits ofa sportsman .

Sportive, (sport'iv) «. Gay; frolicsome; merry:

wanton ; playful ;—said or done in jest ; ludic

rous.

Sportively, (aport'iv-le) ado. In a sportive man

ner; gayly; merrily; playfully.

Sportsman, (sports'man) n. One who pursues

or is skilled in the sports of the field.

Sportsmanship, (sports'man-ship) n. The prac

tice of sportsmen ; skill in field sports.

Spot, (spot) n. (Dan. spette.) A speck: a blot; a

mark on a substance made by foreign matter ;

—a stain on character or reputation ; blemish ;

taint ;—a small extent of space ; a particular

place;—a dark spot on the face of the sun.

Spot, (spot) r. t. To make visible marks upon ;

to discolour ; to stain;—to patch, as the cheek

by way of ornament;—to blemish; to tarnish,

as reputation ;—in sporting language, to name

the winner in a race or match.

Spotless, (spot'les) a. Without a spot ; free from

reproach or impurity ;—irreproachable.

Spotlessly, (spot'let-le) adv. In a spotless manner.

Spotlessness, (spot'les-nes) n. Freedom from spot

or stain ; freedom from reproach.

Spotted, (spot'ed) a. Marked with spots. Spotted

jtt-er, fever accompanied by a rush of red spots.

Spottiness, (spot'e-ues) «. Statu or quality of

being spotty or spotted :—also *pottedne*».

Spotty, (apot'e) a. Full of Bpots; marked with

discoloured places.

Spousal, (spouz'al) a. [F. epotuatffec.] Pertain

ing to marriage:—nuptial ; connubial: bridal.

Spousal, (spouz'al) n. Marriage; nuptials—gene

rally used in the plural.

Spouse, (spotu) ii. [F. epouse.] A man or woman

engaged or joined in wedlock: a husband or wife.

Spout, (spout) n. [D. gpuit.] A pipe or tube

for conducting a fluid,:—a projecting mouth of a

vessel used in directing liqurrl poured out ;—a

violent discharge of aqueous matter from a

cloud : a water-spout;—the shoot in a pawn

broker's shop.

Spout, (spout) t. t. To throw out, as liquids

through a narrow orifice or pipe;—to throw out,

as words, with affected gravity ; to mouth ;—

v. i. To issue as a liquid through a narrow

orifice;—to utter a speech in a pompous manner.

Sprain, (spr&n) v. t. (Dan. tprtiiffer.] To

weaken, as a joint or muscle, by sudden and

excessive exertion ; to overstrain.

Sprain, (spran) n. An excessive strain of the

muscles or ligaments of a joint without disloca

tion.

Sprat, (sprat) *. [D. sprot.) A small fiah cIck;;

allied to the herring and pilchard.

Sprawl, (sprawl) v.i. [Dan. sprdllt] Tube

with the limbs stretched out or struggling :-*

spread irregularly, as plants or trees;—to b»"

when lying down with awkward extenaoo ui

motion of the limbs.

Spray, (sura) «. [A.-S. tprtc.) A small ate

or branch; a twig;—a collective body of snaii

branches. [A.-S. tprigan,] Water flying b

small drops or particles, as by the force of *~-

the dashing of waves, &c.

Spread, (spred) v. L [A.-S. spr&dttnj) TotrtoJ

in length and breadth or in breadth obIt;-

to stretch ; to expand ; to form into a br*

surface or plate :—to cover by extension;-^

divulge; to publish, as news or fame;—to pr>

pagate, as disease;— to emit: to diffuse, «dfc

via;—to disperse; to scatter over a surutce. *

manure, plaster, &c;—to set and funnenv*-

provisions, as the table ;—to unfold ; to auror

as a sail, banner, &c, ;—r. i To extend in l

directions or in breadth only ;—to be ertesa*

by drawing or beating ;—to be propagated &s

one to another.

Spread, (spred) n. Extent ; expansion of pw

—a table, as spread with a meal ; a feast

Spreading, (spreading) n. Act of extendi*?, c

panding, publishing, or propagating ; differ

Sprig, (sprig) n. [A.-S. #»r«r.] A small ife»-

or twig of a tree ; — the figure of a broai a

spray in embroidery;—an offspring ; a scka -

a youth ; a lad ;—a brad ; a small nail iritis*1

a head.

Sprig, (sprig) r.t. To adorn with the rppre*t

tation of small branches;—to embroider*^

spray.

Spriggy, (sprig'e) a. Full of sprigs or sat*

branches. IB*

Spright, (sprit) n. A spirit ; a shade: an apj*^

Sprightnil, (sprit'fool) a. Lively: brisk; g».r

Sprightfulness, (sprit'fool-nes) k. BrafcF*

vivacity; liveliness.

Sprightiiness, (sprit'le-nes) n. Quality of tea?

sprightly; liveliness;—briskness; vigour; n(>

city.

Sprightly, (spritTe) o. Spirit-like or sen,--

like; lively; brisk; animated; airy: gay

Spring, (spring) v. t. [A. -8. tprinffan.] ToJa

to bound ; to jump ;—to issue with speed *»

violence; — to start or rise suddenly fros J

covert:—to fly back ;—to shoot up, out, or ft*"-

to arise ;—to issue, as from a parent or iw*

tor : to result, as from a cause, motive, or p^"

ciple ;—to appear above ground ; to veevu*

—to grow ; to thrive ;—v. t. To cause to sprJ-'

up ; to start, as game ;—to produce qukklj :-

to cause to explode, as a mine;—to burs -

to cause to open, as a leak ;—to bend or *u*

so as to weaken, as a mast;—to close soddtf1,

as a trap ;—to throw off or set an arch n?-

an abutment or pier.

Spring, (spring) *>. A leap; a bound: a ju»p-

a flying back; resilience;—elastic poww or fc*1

—an elastic body, as a steel-rod, or coil, strip *-

India rubber, &c. ; — any source of *npph: '

fountain:—cause; origin :—shoot : youjisp**1*

—a leak in a ship ; start of a plank :—« %***

and lively tune [Soot.] ;—the season of the m»

when plants begin to vegetate and rise ; ^;

months of March, April, aud May.

Springe, (sprinj) n. [From #prinjr.J A noa*

which, being fastened to an elastic bodj, J
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[rawn clnee with a sudden spring, by which

uoana it catches a bird or other animal,

nrinfer, (spring'er) n. One who springs, rouses ;

l dog of the setter kind .—the impost or point

t which an arch unites with its support, and

i om which it seems to spring,

iring-gun, (spring'gun) n. A gun discharged

>y a spring attached to the lock—formerly set

n fields, gardens, &c., as a protectiuu against

>oachers, robbers, &c.

>ring-head,(«pring'hed)rt. A fountain or source,

jringinesa, (spring'e-nw) n. State of being

pringy : elasticity;—state of wetness or spongi-

ic«a, as of land.

►ringing, (springing) n. Act of arising, issuing,

r proceeding ; growth ; increase,

(ring-tide, (spring'tid) n. The tide which hap-

^ris at or soon after the new and full moon,

rhich rises higher than common tides;—the

ime of spring ; spring time.

n-ing-time, (spring'tim) n. Spring or the season

f spring.

>ringy, (spring'e) a. Elastic; recovering itself

,fter being bent or twisted ;—having power to

cap far ;—light in tread or gait ;—abounding

kith springs or fountains ; wet; spongy,

irinkls), (spring kl) v. (. [A.-S. *praij/an.] To

catter or disperse in small drops or particles,

a water, seed, &c. ;—to scatter on ;—to baptize

>y water hence, to cleanse; to purify;— v. i.

*o perform the act of scattering a liquid, or

ny fine substance ;—to rain moderately,

trinkle, (spring'ki) n. A small quantity scat-

ercd ; a sprinkling ;—a utensil for sprinkling,

irinkliny, (spriug'kJing) n. Act of scattering

n small drops or separate parts ;—a small quan-

ity falling in a moderate number.

>nt, (sprit) n. [A.-S. tpredt.} A smalt boom

r spar, crossing the sail of a boat diagonally

roni the mast to the upper aftmoat corner.

>rite, (sprit) n. [Ger. ipriet.) A spirit; an ap

parition; an elf ; an attendant fairy;—a demon:

-also Mpright.

irout, (sprout) v. i. [A.-S. *piv6tnn.\ To shoot,

4 the seed of a plant; to germinate; to grow like

hoots of plants ;—to shoot into ramifications.

rront, (sprout) «. The shoot of a plant; a shoot

ruin the seed, or from the stump, or from the

oot of a plant or tree ;—pi. Young coleworts;

-especially a kind for late autumn or winter

j>e—Orvttct tprout*.

truca, (npruos) a. Neat, without elegance ;

meal ; trim; nice; foppish,

truce, ( sproOs ) v. t. To dress with affected

•jatness : to trim ;—v. i. To dress one's self

:th affected neatness.

race, (spr66s) n. [O. Eng. Prusf, Prussian.]

i coniferous tree of the genus Abie*, of several

[wcies, especially the Norway Spruce, which

idds the valuable timber known as white deal,

nicely, (sproos'le) adv. In a spruce manner;

ith affected neatness.

ruceaess, (sproos'nes) n. Trimness; neatness,

runt, (spniut) n. Any thing short and stiff;

-a leap or spring.

try, (spri) a. Having great power of leaping

r running ; nimble; active ; vigorous,

ud, (spud) n. [Dan. tpyd.) An implement

nnewhat like a chisel, with a long handle, used

x destroying weeds.

ume, (spurn) n. [L. spuma.] Frothy matter

klsed on liquors or fluid substances ;—foam ;

Spume, (spurn) v. i. To froth ; to foam.

Spaminess, (spum'e-nes) *l The quality of being

spumy or frothy.

Spumous, (spu'mus)a. [L. tpumoiut.] Consist

ing of froth or scum; foamy.

Spunk, (spungk) n. [A. -8. spon.] Wood that

readily takes fire; touchwood; tinder made from

fungus; punk;—on inflammable temper; spirit;

pluck. [spirited.

Spunky, (spungk'e) a. Full of spunk ; quick ;

Spun-yarn, (spun yarn) n. A line or cord formed

of two or three rope-yarns twisted.

Spur, (spur) n. [A.-S. spura.] A little wheel

with sharp points, worn on a horseman's heels

to prick a horse;—incitement; instigation;—

something that projects; a snag;—the largist

root of a tree;— the hard, pointed projection

on a cock's leg ;—a mountain that shoots from

any other mountain or range of mountains ;

—a brace ; a strut.

Spur, (spur) v.L [From the noun.] To prick

with spurs; to incite;—to urge to action or to

a more vigorous pursuit of an object ;—to fasten

spurs on, as a boot ;—v. i. To travel with great

expedition ; to hasten ;—to press forward.

Spur-gall, (spur'gawl) n, A place galled or ex

coriated by the spur.

Spurge, (spun) n. [F. epurge.] A plant of

several species having an acrid, milky juice.

Spurge, (^purj) v. t. To emit foam or froth, as

beer in course of fermentation;—to discharge,

as rheum from the eyes.

Spurious, (spu're-us) a. [L. spuriux.] Not pro

ceeding from the true source or from the source

pretended ; counterfeit;—illegitimate ; bastard;

adulterine.

Spuriously, (spu're-us-le) adv. In a spurious man

ner ; falsely.

Spur iousnesa, (spu're-us-nes) n. State or quality

of being spurious, counterfeit, or illegitimate.

Spurn, (spurn) v.t. [A.-S. spit man,] To drive

back or away, as with the foot ; to kick ;—to

reject with disdain ; to treat with contempt ;

to scorn ; to despise ;—r. u To kick or too* up

the heels ;—to manifest disdain.

Spurn, (Bpurn) «. A disdainful rejection ; con

temptuous treatment.

Spurred, (spurd) a. Wearing spurs or having

shoots like spurs ;—incited; instigated.

Spurrier, (spur'e-cr) n. One who makes spurs.

Spurt, (spurt) v.t. [Eng tprit.] To drive, or

force out violently, as a liquid stream from u

pipe or small orifice ;—v. i. To gush or issuu

out in a stream:—also spirt.

Spurt, (spurt) n. A sudden or violent gush of

a liquid from a tube, orifice, or other confirud

place ; a jet ;—a short and viuleut effort; an im

pulsive fit ; energetic push or pulL

Spur-wheel* (spurliwel) n, A wheel in which

the teeth are perpendicular to

the axis, aud in the direction -J'^^S'V

of the radii. ffj V_N*t,

Sputter, (sput'er) v.i. [D. F

tpuiten.) To spit or emit

saliva from the month, as in

rapid speaking ;—to fly off in

small particles with some crack- Spur-wheel,

ling or noise;—to utter words hastily and indis

tinctly ;—r. (. To throw out with haste and

noise ; to utter with indistinctness.

Sputter, (sput'er) n. Hoist matter thrown out iu

small particles.

Sputterer, (sput'er-er) n. One who sputter*.
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Bp7< (*I>0 *■ [It. *P*o-l One who keeps a con

stant watch on the conduct of others ;—a person

sent into an enemy's camp to ascertain their

strength or their movements;—emissary; scout.

8py. (<*pi) r. (. To gain sight of; to discover at

•.distance; to espy;—to discover; to detect;—to

inspect and examine secretly;—r. i. To search

narrowly: to Keratinize.

Spy-glass, (spi'glas) n. A small perspective glass

or telescope for viewing distant object*.

Squab, (skwob) a. [Sw. torafr.] Fat ; thick ;

plump;—unfledged; unfeathered.

Squab, (skwob) n. A young pigeon or dove ;—a

person of a short, fat figure;—a thickly stuffed

cushion for the seat of a sofa, couch, or chair.

Squabble, (skwob'l) r. i. (Ger. quabbeln.] To

contend in debate ; to wrangle ; to dispute ; to

quarrel.

Squabble, (skwob'l) n. A scuffle ; a wrangle; a

brawl; a petty quarrel. [bish.

Squabby, (skwob e) a. 8hort and thick ; squab-

Squad, (skwod) n. [F. c*couadt.) A division

of a company in a regiment;—a small party of

men detailed for special duty, drill, &c. ;—

any small party.

Squadron, (skwod'nin) v. [P. etcadron.] A body

of troops formed in a square ;—a body of cavalry

comprising two companies or troo]*, averaging

from 150 to 200 men ;—a division of a fleet ;—

a detachment of ships of war.

Squalid, (skwol'id) a. [L. gquatulur.] Dirty

through neglect; foul; filthy.

Squalidly, (akwol'id-le) adv. In a squalid, filthy

manner.

Squall, (skwawTI r. i. [Sw. sqvdla.) To scream

or cry violently, as a, woman frightened, or a

child in nnger or distress.

Squall, (nkwawl) v. A loud scream; a harsh cry;

—a sudden and violent gust of wind.

Squally, (skwawl'e) a. Abounding with squalls ;

disturbed with sudden mid violent gusts of wind.

Squalor, (skwalor)n. [L.J Foulness; filthiness.

Squamous, (skwA'mus) a. [L. squamosum] Cover

ed with or consisting of scales; scaly.

Squander, (skwonMer) v. t. [Ger. schmnden.} To

spend lavishly or profusely;—waste; scatter;

dissi]>ate.

Squanderer, (skwon'd*r-fr) n. One who squnn-

ders; a prodigal ; a spendthrift.

Square, (skwar) a. Having four equal sides and

four right angles;—forming a right angle;—

having a shape bioad for the height, with rec

tilineal and angular outlines;—exactly suitable;

true ; just :—rendering equal justice ;—even ;

leaving no balance.

Square, (skwar) n. [L. quadra, a square] A

rectilineal figure having four equal sides and

four right angles ;—that which is Bquare or

reckoned by squares or square measure ;—an

area of four sides with houses on each side ; an

open place formed by the intersection of two or

more streets;—in arithmetic and nlgrbra, the

product of a number or quantity multiplied by

itself;—a carpenter's instrument, consisting of

two fiat rules joined perpendicularly at their ex

tremities, so as to form a right angle ;—hence,

conformity ; regularity ; —justness in conduct

or dealing ;—level.

Square, (skwftr) v. t. To form with four equal

Rid*»: and four right angles ;—to reduce to a

wruare ;— to compare with any given measure or

^undard;—to adjust; to regulate ;—to make

even, so as to leave no difference or balance;—

| in wtathematict, to multiply by itself;—r.i. T»

' accord or agree exactly ; to conform or acre

to suit; to fit ;—to take a boxing attitude.

Squareness, (skwar'nes) h. The state of bdnj

square.

Squaring, (skw.lr'ing) h. Act of formisf '

reducing to a square;—act of balancing, « ^

i counts;—act of regulating.

Squash, (skwosh) r. t. [Eng. quark, L. omsmw

■ To beat or press into pulp or a flat ma* ; *

crush.

Squash, (skwosh) a. Something soft and *.

crushed;—a sudden fall of a heavy, soft bed*

Squash, (skwosh) n. [Massachusetts Indian *■*■

pi. atquagJt. ] A plant and its fruit of the gw-

kind.

Squat, (skwot) v.i. fit. quatto.) To sit 4wi

I upon the hams or heels, as a human bsnf-

i to sit close to the ground ; to cower, sssass-

I mal ;—to settle on another's land without irJ-

1 [Amer.]

Squat, (skwot) a. bitting on the hams or ts^>

sitting close to the ground ; cowering —ate1

\ and thick like the figure of an animal squatty

Squatter. (skwot'er) n. One who squats era*

I close ;—one who settles on new land withee: '

title.

Squaw, (skwaw) n. [Narragansett tautnet] A

woman;—especially, a wife.

Squeak, (skwek) v. t. [Sw. gqviil-a] To ettan

sharp, shrill cry ; to make a sharp noue,sH

pipe or quill, a wheel, a door, Ac

Squeak, (skwek) n. A sharp, shrill sound »*■

denly uttered, either of the human vest* or ■*

any animal or instrument

Squeaking, (skwek'ing) a. Crying withadar

shrill cry ; making a thin, sharp soand

Squeal, (skwel) r. i. (Sw. nqrata.) To cry »*■

a sharp, shrill, prolonged sound.

Squeal, (skwel) ». A shrill, tliarp prolong &"

Squeamish, (skwem'ish) «. [From q^i^^

Having a stomach that is easily turned; »^'

to excess in taste;—dainty; scrupulous.

Squeamishly, (skwem'ish-le) odr. In a squesr.'-

nianner.

Squeamishness. (akwem'ish-nes) ;i. The ss»" -

being squeamish; fastidiousness; excessive ov?-

ness; affected or morbid delicacy or ■mipale*"

Squeezable, (skwez'a-bl) a. Capable of b***

squeezed;—:fif/vrativdt/, open to iufluesee -r

coercion : easily constrained to grant or coseet

Squeeze, (skwi-z) v. t. [A.S. ckimimu) I»»»

between two bodies; to press closely: toVw

to gripe;—to wring from ; to oppress with b»-

ships and taxes;— to force between ck>se bo«ia-

to compel or cause to jmss ;—r. i. To urj* <**

way ; to pass by pressing ; to crowd.

Squeeze, (akwcz) n. A pressure between n

bodies ;—a close hug or embrace ; a gripe .—*

crowd or throng of persons huddled together

Squeezing, (skwez'ing) n. The net of jueswu

compression;—oppression.

Squib, (skvrib) n. [W. empifif, to move brbi ■

A little pipe or hollow cylinder of paper. &!**>

with powder or combustible matter, sod »e*

into the air burning;—a sarcastic spesdt . *

petty lampoon.

Squib, ( skwih ) r. i. To throw squibs ;—to ansr

sarcastic or severe reflections.

Squill, (hkwil) n. [L. squill*, J A lily-like plant'

having a bulbous root of acrid and eniftac ^+

perties—sea-onion.

Squint, (Bkwint) a. [D. tckuinte.) Lookial
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obliquely;—not baring tbe optic axes coinci

dent.

Squint, (skwint) v. i. To see obliquely ;—to liave

the axes of tbe eyes not coincident;—to run

obliquely ; to slope;—v.t. To turn to an ob

lique position.

Squint, (skwint) n. Act or habit of squinting ;

—a want of coincidence of the axes of the eyes ;

—an oblique opening in a wall.

Squint-eyed, (skwint'id) a. Having eyes tint

squint;—oblique; indirect; inaliguaut;—looking

obliquely, or by side glances.

Squire, (skwir) ft, A gentleman next in rank

to a knight; an esquire;—an escort of ladies; a

champion ;—a country gentleman ; a lauded pro

prietor ;—colloquially, a gallant ; a beau.

Squire, (skwir) r. (. To attend, as a squire or

gallant for aid and protection.

Squireen, (skwir-enO n. One who is half squire

and half farmer in Ireland.

Squirely, (skwir'le) a. Becoming a squire.

Squireship, (skwir'ahip) n. Rank and state of an

esquire or squire :—also squirehood.

Squirm, (skwerm) v.i.ort. [Skr. Irimi.] To

move like a worm or eel ;—to climb with the

hands and feet.

Squirrel, (skwir'el) n. [F. tcv.rtu.il, G. skia and

oura.] A small rodent

mammal having a bushy

tail—it is very nimble

in climbing and leaping

from branch to branch.

Squirt, (Bkwert) v. t. [Sw.

squat ta.] To eject or

throw out liquid from a

narrow orifice in a rapid

btream.

Squirt, (skwert) ft. An in

strument with which a

liquid is ejected in a Squirrel,

stream with force ; a syringe;—a ■mall, quick

stream.

Stab, (stab) r. t. [Ger. stab.] To pierce with a

pointed weapon ; - -to kill by the thrust of a

pointed instrument;—to injure secretly or by

falsehood or slander, as reputation ;—also, to

thrust; to attempt to pierce or wound; to feint;

—v.i. To give a wound with a pointed weapon;

—to give a mortal wound.

Stab, (stab) iu The thrust of a pointed weapon ;

—a wound; a secret stroke or blow.

Stabber, (stab'er) i>. One who stabs ; a mur

derer;—asailmaker'a instrument, like a pricker,

but triangular in shape, for piercing eyelet

holes, i'c,

Stabbing, (stab'ing)n. The act of piercing, wound

ing, or killing with a sharp pointed weapon.

Stability, (sta-bil'e-te) ft. 1 1, stabilitas.) Htate

of being stable or firm; strength to staud;—

steadiness or firmness of character, resolution,

or purpose ; constancy.

Stable, (staT)!) a. [L. stabilU.] Fixed: firmly

established; not easily overthrown ;—steady in

Iii j "> ■.; ; firm in resolution ; not fickle or vacil-

ating;—-durable; lasting.

Stable, (-U'M) ft, [L. ttabulum.] A house, shed,

or building for beasts to lodge and feed in ;—

a covered shed with separate stalls for horses.

Stable, (stft'bl) v. t. To put or keep in a stable;

—r. i. To dwell or lodge in a stable.

Stablenesa, (stabl-nes) v. Quality or state of

being stable; firmness; steadiness; constancy.

Stabling, (stabling) n. Act or practice of keep

 

ing cattle in a stable;—a shed for keeping horses

and cattle:—also, fodder and bedding for horses.

Stablish. (stab'lish) v. t. To establish.

Stably, (sta'ble)adi'. In a stable manner; firmly;

fixedly ; steadily.

Stack, (stak) n. [Icel. stackr.] A large pile

of hay, grain, straw, and the like;—a numt>er

of chimneys standing together;—a pile of wood

containing 108 cubic feet.

Stack, (stak) v. t. To lay, as hay or grain, in a

pile : to pile, as wood, peat, etc.

Stacking, (stak'ing) ft. Act or operation of piling

up unthrashed corn, bay, or other crops, ami

tliatching the upper surface.

Stacking-band, (stak'ing-baud) ft, A rope usually

of straw to bind the thatching on the roof of

stacks.

Stack-yard, (stak'yard) ft. A yard or inclosure

for stacks of hay or grain.

Staddle, (stad'l) ft. [A.-S. tiadhtl.] Any thing

which serves for support; especially, the frame

of a stack of hay or grain.

Staff, (BtaO n. (A.-S. staf.] A stick carried in

the hand for support or defence ; hence, a

support; prop: comfort: — in music, the five

hues and the spaces on which music is written ;

—a stick borne as an ensign of authority ; —a

pole erected in a ship, to hoist and display a

flag ;—the round of a ladder. [F. ata/etU.)

An establishment of officers in various depart

ments attached to an army or to the commander

of an army ;—a corps of executive officers.

Stag, (stag) n. [Icel. sttygr.) The male red deer;

the male of the hind ; a hart.

Stage, (staj)ii. [F. ttagt.] A platform slightly

elevated on which an orator may speak, etc.;

—a scaffold;—the floor for scenic performances ;

hence, the theatre; the dramatic profession;—a

place where any thing is publicly exhibited ; the

scene of any noted action or career :—a place

appointed for the relay of horses;—the distance

between two places of rest on a road;—a degree

of advancement.

Stage-coach, (staj'kdch) n. A coach that runs

from one place to another at stated times.

Stage-driver, (atflj'driv-er) n. One who drives a

stage or stage-coach: -also stage-coachman.

Stage-effect, (stuj'ef-fekt) «. Effect or impres

sion produced by dramatic performance ;—im

pression sought to be produced by affected pas

sion, sentiment, distress, &c.

Stage-player, (stij'plii-er) ft, An actor; one who

represents chaiacters on the stage.

Stagger, (stag'er) v. i. fD. ttaggtren,] To move

to one side and the other in standing or walk

ing ; to reel;—to cease to stand firm;—to begin

to doubt and waver in purpose;—v. t. To cause

to reel;—to make less steady or confident;—to

shake;—to shock.

Stagger, (stag'er) n. A staggering motion; a reel,

as of a tipsy person.

Staggering, (stag'er-ing) n. Act of reeling; vacil

lation ;—doubt or hesitancy.

Staggers, (stag>rz) ft, pi. A disease of horses

and other animals, by which they fall down

suddenly without sense or motion; apoplexy.

Stag-hound, (stag'hoitnd) n. A hound employed

in hunting the stag or deer.

Staging, (staj'ing) n. A structure of posta and

boards for supporting workmen, «fcc. , in building.

Stagnant, (stagnant) a. j L stagiuim.) Not flow

ing in a current or stream; impure from want

of motion;—not active; dull; not brisk.
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Stagnantly, (stagnant-ls) "d,-. In a stagnant,

motionless, or inactive state.

Stagnate, (stag'nat) r. i. [L. &tagnart.\ To ceaae

to flow; to be motionless ;—to cease to be brisk

or active.

Stagnation, (stag-na'shun) n. Condition of being

stagnant; cessation of flowing or circulation;—

cessation of action; state of being dull.

8taid, (stad) a. [From stay, to stop.] Sober; not

flighty or fanciful:—steady; regular; sedate.

Btaidneu, (stad'nes)n. Sobriety; gravity; steadi

ness; regularity: constancy.

Stain, (stun) v.t. [F. teindre.] To discolour by

the application of foreign matter; to make foul;

—to dye ; to colour, as wood, glass, &c ;—to

impress with figures in colours different from

the ground;—to bring reproach on; to tarnish.

Stain, (stan) n. A discoloration ; a blot; a foul

mark;—a natural spot of a colour different from

the ground ;—disgrace ; taint of guilt;—cause of

reproach; shame.

Stainer. (stan'er) ft. One who stains.

Stainless, (stances) a. Free from any stain ;—

free from the reproach of guilt; free from sin.

Stair, (star) n, [A.-S. Mager.] One Btep of a

series for ascending or descending to a different

level ;—a series of steps from one story of a house

to another—commonly in the plural.

Staircase, (star'kas)n. A flightof stairs with their

supporting framework, casing, balusters, &c

Stake, (st&k) n, [A.-S. tlaca.) A stick pointed

at one end ;—the piece of timber to which a

martyr was affixed while he was burning j—that

which is laid down as a wager or prize.

Stake, (stlk) v. t. To support or defend with

stakes;—to mark the limits by stakes;—to pledge;

—to deposit, as the amount of a wager, &c.

Stake-net, (stak'uet) n. A fish-net secured and

expanded by stakes.

Stalactite, (sta-lak'ttt) n. [G. stalal-to/t] A pen-

dentconeor cylinder of car

bonate of lime, resembling

an icicle in form, and at

tached to the roof or side of

a cavern.

Stalactitic, (sta-lak-tit'ik)fl.

Having the form or charac

ters of a stalactite.

Stalagmite, (sta-lag'mlt) ft,

[G. fttatayma.] A deposit

of calcareous matter on the floors of caverns.

Stale, (stal) «. [Ger. sttl, stal.] Vapid or taste

less from age;—not new ; not freshly made;—

decayed; trite; common; having lost its novelty

and power of pleasing.

Stale, (stal) n. [Ger. stall] Along handle; shaft;

—something set to attract or allure; a decoy.

[F. ettalU,] Urine of horses or other beasts.

Stale, (stal) v. i. [Ger. ttaUen.] To make water

—said of horses and cattle.

Staleness, (st'd'nes) ft, State of being stale ;

vapidness;—oldness; triteness; commonness.

Stalk, (stawk) ft. [IceL stilLv.] The stem or

main axis of a plant;—the petiole, pedicel, or

peduncle of a plant;—the stem of a quill, spoon,

tobacco pipe, &c. ;—a straight or fluted orna

ment in the Corinthian capital.

Stalk, (stawk) ft, A high, proud, or stately walk;

a wide step or pace.

Stalk, (stawk) v. i. [A.-S. rtatean.] To walk

with high and proud steps ;—to walk behind

a screen, for the purpose of taking game ;—r, t.

To approach under cover or by stealth.

 

Stalactites.

Stalker, (stawk'er) ft. One who stalks.

Stalking, (stawk'ing) ft, The act of going genth

step by step, or from one point of cover to sm

other, so as to get within gun-shot of the at-r

Stalking-horse, (stawk'ing-hors) n. A figure V-

hind which a fowler conceals himself from i'.-

game which be is aiming to kill;—a, pretence, I

mere pretext.

Stall, (stawl) n, [D. & Ger. *tal.\ A stand: i

station: the place where a horse or an ox is\f/

and fed ;—a stable ; a place for cattle ;—a a&Aii

house or slight shed in which merchandise i

exposed for sale ;—a bench or form on *': .

wares are exhibited;—the seat ofan ccclesseiic:

dignitary in the choir of a cathedral or ce&-

giate church ;—pi. Seats in s> theatre, uauL^

between the orchestra and the pit.

Stall, (stawl) v. t. To put into a stable :—to b>

duct into office with the customary formabxts>

to install :—v. i. To dwell; to inhabit.

Stallage, (stawl'Sj) n. Right of erecting stal* it

fairs; rent paid for a stalL

Stall-feed, (stawl'fed) v. t. To feed and farc

in a stable or on dry fodder.

Stallion, (stal'ynn) n. (F. etiltm.] A horse ta

castrated, used for raising stock.

Stalwart, (stal'wert) a. [A.-S. stalnerii

Brave; bold; strong; redoubted; daring.

Stamen, (sta'men) n. [L.] A warp thread;—ta*

male organ of flowers for secreting and fun. -!-

ing the pollen or fecundating dust,—pL Tat

fixed, firm part of a body which support* r. -

gives it its strength and solidity;—whatever e

stitutes the principal strength or support of a; |

thing.

Stamineous, (stam-in'e-us) a. fL. stamievn)

Consisting of stamens or threads ;—pertain

to the stamens.

Staminiferous, (stam-in-ifer-us) a. fL. gSa»f-

and ftrre.] Bearing or having stameus.

Stammer, (stam'er) r.i. [Ger. ifaKiw/r..] T^

hesitate or falter in speaking ; to apeak sin

stops and difficulty; to stutter ;—r. t. To atJe

or pronounce with hesitation or imperfectly.

Stammer, (stam'er) «. Defective utterance or ir-

voluntary interruption of utterance; a stutter

Stammerer, (stamVr-ex) n. One who stutter* a

hesitates in speaking.

Stammering, (stam'er-ing)n. Hesitation in spai

ing ; impediment in speech ; stutter.

Stamp, (stamp) v. t. [Ger. stampft*.] To J**

or press forcibly with the bottom of the foe*-

—to impress with some mark ;—to imprint ; V

fix deeply;—to coin : to mint;—to crash by ssi

downward action of a hammer ;—to set a *£*rt

on, as cloth ;—to put post-marks on, as letter*

—p. t. To strike the foot forcibly downward.

Stamp, (stamp) ft. Any instrument for mabci

impressions ;—a figure, device, motto cnt a

wood or metal ; a plate ; a die ; a seal £c ;~

the mark made by stamping; an impression :-

that which is marked ; a thing stamped ;—o

official mark set upon tilings chargeable « ^

duty to government ;—a stamped or printed*!*-

vice affixed to certain papers, as evidence ti»i

the government dues are paid ;—a character tf

reputation, good or bad, fixed on any tbinf—

current value; authority;—make; cast: farsa-

character.

Stamp-collector, (starapTcol-lek-tor) ». An ofcotf

who receives or collects stamp-duties.

Stamp-duty, (stamp'du-te) ft. A tax imposed &

revenue purposes, on bonds, deeds of coftvej
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ance, legacies, bilk, receipts, kc., which to

be legally binding and valid must be written

on parchment or paper bearing the government

stamp;—also, a duty on cards; a duty on news

papers, advertisements, &c, now abolished.

Stampede, (stam-ped') n. (From jttamt).] A sud

den fright or flight in consequence of a panic.

Stampede, (stain-pedO v.'- To disperse by caus

ing sudden fright, as a herd, troop, or teams of

animals.

Stamper, (stamp'er) n. An instrument for pound

ing or stamping ;—a clerk in the post-office who

affixes the stamp to letters received for trans

mission.

Stamp-office, (stamp'of-is) n. An office for the

issue and sale of stamps, and the reception of

stamp-duties and other taxes.

Stanch, (stinsh) v. t. [F. etancher.] To stop the

flowing of, as blood: to dry up ;—r. i. To stop,

as blood ; to cease to flow.

8tanch, (stinsh) a. Strong and tight ; sound ;

firm ; — firm in principle ; constant ; hearty ;

steady.

Stanchel, (stansh'el) n. A stanchion.

Stanching, (sUnsh'ing) n. Act of stopping or

checking the flow of blood.

Stanchion, (stuu'shun) a. A proper support; a

small post.

Stanchness, (stAnsb'nes) n. Tho state of being

stanch ; firmness in principle ; closeness of ad

herence.

Stand, (stand) r. i. [A.-S. $tandan.\ To remain

at rest in an erect position ; to rest on the feet ;

—to continue upright;— to remain firm on a

foundation;—to occupy, as its place; to bo situ

ated or located ;—to cease from progress; to stop;

to pause ; to halt ;—to endure ; to be firm ;—

to adhere to principles ;—to be in some particular

state ; to consist ; to have its being or essence

in ;— to interpose or intervene ;—to offer one's

self as a candidate;—to adhere to ; to abide by;

—to persist ; to persevere;—to succeed in trial;

to be proved and found worthy ;— to insist; to

dwell upon;—in navigation, to hold a course or

direction;—in law, to continue in force;—to ap

pear in court ;—v. t. To endure ; to sustain ;—

to resist without yielding ; to withstand ;—to

abide by; to admit ;—to keep ; to maiutain, a*

ground or position.

Stand, (stand) n. A place or post where one

stands ;— a station in a city for cabs and the

like ;—a stop ; a halt ;—an erection for specta

tors ;—any frame on which vessels and utensils

may be laid; act of opposing; resistance;—highest

point;—rank ; station ;—a young tree left when

others are cut down ; standard.

Standard, (standard) n. [V. etmdard.] An en

sign of war ; a staff with a flag or colours ; a

banner ;—that which is established by autho

rity as a rule or measure of quantity ;—a rule

or model ; criterion ;—proportion of weight of

fine metal and alloy;—a standing tree or stem ;

—an upright support ; any upright in framing.

Standard, (standard) a. Having a fixed value ;

—settled by imperial authority, as weights or

measures, &c.;—hence, superior in excellence;

recognized.

Standard-bearer, (stand'ard-bar-er) n. An officer

who bears a standard.

Stander, (stand'er) n. One who stands—only in

composition, by-ttander;—a standard tree.

Standing, (stand'ing) a. Established by law or

by custom; permanent;—not flowing; stagnant;

—not movable ; fixed ;—remaining erect ; not

cut down.

Standing, (stand'ing) h. Act of stopping or

coming to a stand; state of being erect upon

the feet ;—duration ; continuance ;—possession

of an office, character, or place;—condition in

society; rank.

Standish, (stand'ish) n. [From stand and dish.]

A stand or case for pen and ink.

Stand-point, (stand']>oint) n. A fixed point or

station; a basis or fundamental principle; joint

of view.

Stang, (stang) n. [A.-S. sting.'] A pole, rod, or

perch ; a long bar ; a shaft ; — to ride the *tang,

to be placed straddling on a pole and so carried

on men's shoulders in derision.

Stannary, (stan'ar-e) a. [L. ttannum, tin.] Of

or pertaining to tin mines or to tin works.

Stannary, (stan'ar-e) n. A tin mine or tin works;

—certain royal rights in respect to tin mines.

Stanza, (stan'za) n. [It H<naa.\ A combination

or arrangement of lines of verse.

Staple, (sta'pl) n. [A.-S. scape/.] A settled mart

or market;—a principal production of a country

or district;— the principal element; the chief in

gredient ;—the thread or pile of wool, cotton,

or flax;—a loop of metal formed with two point*,

to be driven into wood, to hold a hook.

Staple, (sta'pl) a. Pertaining to, or being a market

staple for, commodities ; — settled ; — regularly

produced or made for market ; princijtai ; mar

ketable.

Star, (star) n. [A.-S. steorra.] One of the in

numerable luminous bodies seen in the heavens;

—in astrology, a configuration of the planets sup

posed to influence or determine one's fortune;—

an ornament worn on the breast to indicate rank

or honour ;—the figure of a star [thus * J used in

writing or printing as a reference ; an asterisk ;

—a person of brilliant and attractive qualities ;

a distinguished theatrical performer, and the

like.

Star, (star) v. t. To set or adorn with stars ; to

bespangle ;—r. f. To be bright, or attract atten

tion, as a star ; to figure as a theatrical per

former.

Star-blind, (star'blind) <r. Purblind ; blinking.

Starboard, (star'bord) n. [A.-S. sffoYan and bord.]

The right hand side of a ship or boat to a person

looking forward.

Starboard, (star'bord) a. Pertaining to the right

hand side of a ship; being or lying on the right

side. (rigid.

Starch, (starch) a. [A.-S. stearc] Stiff; precise;

Starch, (starch) n. [Ger. sUirlce.] A granular

substance used for stiffening cloth, chiefly ex

tracted from wheat flour ;—a stiff and formal

manner ;—starchneas.

Starch, (starch) v. t. To stiffen with starch.

Starched, (starcht) a. Stiffened with starch;—

stiff ; precise ; formal.

Starcher, (starch'er) n. One who starches.

Starchly, (starch'le) adv. In a starch manner ;

formal I v.

Starchnesa, (starch'nes) «. State or quality of

being starch; stiffness of manner; preciseness.

Starchy, (starch e) a . Consisting of or resembling

starch; stiff.

Stare, (star) h. [A.-S. ntaer.] The starling.

Stare, (stir) r. t. [A.-S. ttarian.] To look with

fixed eyes wide open ; to gaze; to look earnestly;

—to be prominent; to glare;—v. t. To look ear

nestly at; to gaze at.
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Star-fish.

 

Stare, (star) n. A fixed look with open eyes.

Starer, (star'er) n. One who stares or gazes.

Star-fish. (star Abu) n. A marine pedicellate

echinoderni resembling a

star in shape.

Star-gazer, (star'g&z-er) n.

One who gazes at the stars ,

an astronomer.

8tar-gazing,(star'gaz-ing)7i,

Act or practice ofobserving

the stars with attention ;

astrology.

Stark, (stark) a. \A.-S.

ttearc] Stiff; strong;—

mere; sheer ; pure ; downright.

Stark, (stark) adv. Wholly; entirely; absolutely.

Starkness. (stark'nes) n. The state or quality of

being stark ; stiffness; stoutness.

Starless, (starles) ci. Having no stars visible,

or no starlight.

Starlight, (stur'lit) n. The light proceeding from

the stars.

Starling, (starting) n. [A.-S. steer.] A couiros-

tral passerine bird of

a bluish-black colour,

marked with white

specks or stare, and

easily tamed and

taught to whistle.

Starost, (sta'rost) ft. In

Poland, one who holds

a fief; a feudatory hold

ing from the crown.

Star - spangled, ( star ' -

spang-gld ) a. Spotted

with stare, as the

United States' nation

al flag.

Starry, (star'e) a. Abounding with Btars; adorn

ed with stars ;— proceeding from the stars;—

shining like stars.

Start, (start) v. i, [Ger. stars**.] To move as

with a spring or leap from sudden pain, feel-

ing, or emotion ;—to shrink; to wince ;—to set

out; to begin ;—to turn from; to deviate ;—v. t.

To cause to move suddenly; to alarm ; to rouse:

—to move suddenly from its place; to dislocate;

■—to send off from the post ; to give the signal

for running in a race;—among seamen, to broach;

to pour liquor from, as a cask;—also, to slacken,

as a sheet, brace, &c;—to quicken or give a

start to by punishing with a rope's end.

Start, (start) n. A sudden spring, leap, or mo

tion occasioned by surprise, fear, pain, or the

like ;—a twitch or spasm ;—unexpected move

ment; a sally;—act of setting out;—a push ; a

shove ;—alarm ; fright.

Start, (start) «. [A.-S. ateort,] A projection; a

push; a horn; a tail.

Starter, (starter) ft. One who shrinks from his

purpose ; one who suddenly moves or suggests

a question or an objection ;—a dog that rouses

game;—one who gives the signal for running in

a race.

Starting, (start'ing) n. Act of moving suddenly

or shrinking;—act of rousing to duty.

Starting-place, (starfing-plas) ?i. Station orpoint

from which one sets out—literally and figur

atively :—also starting-point.

Startle, (startfl) v. i. [Diminutive of start.] To

shrink ; to move suddenly on feeling alarm:—

v. t. To excite by alarm, surprise, or apprehen

sion;—shock; astonish.

Starling.

Startle, (start!) ft. A sudden motion or shock

occasioned by alarm, surprise, or apprehension, .

Starvation, (star-va'shun) n. The act of starviiif, '

or state of being starved.

Starve, (starv) v. i. [A.-S. tteorfan,) To perisi

or die with cold ;—to perish with hunger ; W

suffer extreme want; to be very indigent—r.k

To kill with cold;—to kill with hunger :— to sub

due by famine, as a garrison;—to destroy by

want of nutriment, as a plant;—to liepriTS U

force or vigour.

Starveling, (su'irvlmg) a. Hungry; lean; pining

with want.

Starveling, (starvling) n. An animal or plun

thin, lean, and weak, through want of dbxc-

ment.

State, (stat) n. [L. status.) Circumstances or

condition of a being or thing at any given tun; ;

modified form: temporary aspect ;—crisis ; diffi

cult position;—rank; quality;—wealthy or pn*^

parous circumstances ;—any body of men cog-

stituting a community ;—the legislature at a

country;—a body politic ; the whole body id

people united under one government ;—appesr-

ance of greatness; pomp; dignity; grandeur,—

a chair or seat of honour;—also, used adjective..'

in the Bense of public or governmental.

State, (stat) v.t. To express the particulars of.

to represent fully in words ; to narrate ; to re

cite.

State-craft, (stafkraft) n. Sagacity and altS?

in political affairs ;—in a bad sense, pohtial

cunning or artifice.

State-criminal, (stafkrim-in-al) n. A politico:

offender ; one charged with treason against Ha

state.

Stated, (stat'ed) a. Settled ; regular ; occurring

at regular times ;— expressed; told in so mat*

words.

Statedly, (stat'ed-le) adr. At stated times.

Stateliness, (stat'le-iies) ft. Condition of bacj

stately; dignity; grandeur: loftiness of cuenir

manner;—also, affected dignity; assumed prid*.

hauteur.

Stately, (stat'le) a. Evincing state or dignity,

—dignified; majestic; magnificent; august

Statement, (stat'ment) ft. Act of stating —a

series of facts, reasons, &c, expressed on i ----.:*-"

account ; manifesto; narrative ; declaration.

State-paper, (stat'pa-per) n. Any document

written or printed, issued by or relating to U*

state or the government.

State-prisoner, (stlt'priz-n-er) n. One in ooc-

finement for political offences.

State-room, (stat room) n. A magnificent rots:

in a ]«vlace or great house;—apartment for Idl

ing in a ship's cabin.

Statesman, (stats'man) n. A man versed in tb»

arts of government ; a politician ; one eminent

for political abilities ;—one employed in pubhc

affairs.

Statesmanly, (stats'man-le) «. Becoming a staler-

man ; having the wisdom ami ability requisite

for a political ruler or administrator."

Statesmanship, (stats'man-ship) n. The qualifi

cations of a statesman ; skill in legislation aod

administration;—dexterity in leading a political

party.

State-trial, (stat'tri-al) n. Trial of a person fcr

political offences.

Static, (stat'ik) o. [G. gtatihu.] Pertaining t»

bodies at rest or in equilibrium ;—resting ; act

ing by mere weight.
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Statics, (stat'iks) a. xiiwi. That branch of me

chanics which treats of the equilibrium of

forces, or relates to bodies as held at rest by

the forces acting on them.

Station. (sta'shun) n. (L. static] The spot or

place where anything stands;—situation; posi

tion ;—office ;—employment ; occupation ; busi

ness;—state; condition of life;—a stopping-place

where railroad trains take in passengers, &c. :—

the place where the police force is assembled

when not on duty.

Station, (sta'shun) v. t. To place ; to set ; to ap

point to the occupation of a post, place, or office.

Stationary, (ata'shun-ar-e) a. Not moving or

not appearing to move ; stable ; fixed ;—not im

proving ; not growing wiser, greater, or better.

Stationer, (sta'shun-er) n. A bookseller;—espe

cially, one who sells paper, quills, pencils, and

other furniture for writing.

Stationery, (stashun-er-e) n. The articles usually

sold by stationers, as paper, ink, quills, and the

like. [tioner.

Stationery, (sta shun-er-e) «. Belonging to a sta-

Statist, (statist) n. [From staff.] A statesman.

Statistical, (sta-tist'ik-al) a. Pertaining to the

condition of a people, their economy and re

sources; pertaining to statistics.

Statistics, (sta-tist'iks) n. ting. & pi. [Eng.

statist.] A collection of facta arranged and classi

fied respecting the condition of the people in

a state, or respecting any particular class or

interest ;—the science which has to do with the

collection and classification of such facts.

Statuary, (stat'u-ar-e) n. [L. statuaria.] Art of

carving statues or images;—one who practises the

art of making statues ;—a collection of statues.

Statue, (statu) n. [L. statua.] A solid substance

formed by carving into the likeness of a living

being : an image.

Statuesque, (eWt'G-esk) a. Partaking of or exem

plifying the characteristics of a statue.

Statuette, (stat'u-et) u. [F.] A small statue.

Stature, (stet'flr) n. {L, datura.] The natural

height of a body—generally of the human body.

Statua, (sta'tus) n. [L.] A standing ; position ;

—present condition or state, as of affairs ; the

precise facts or circumstances of a case ;—rela

tive position or state; social condition ; an indi

vidual's rank or influence in the community.

Statutable, (stat'ut-a-bl)a. [From statute.) Made

by statute ;—being in conformity to Btatnte.

Statute, (stat'ut) /». [L. stututum.} An act of the

legislature declaring, commanding, or prohibit

ing something ; a positive law ;—the act of a

corporation, or of its founder, intended as a

permanent rule ;—regulation ; edict : decree.

Statutory, (stat'ut-or-e) a. Enacted by statute ;

depending on statute for its authority.

Stave, (stav) n. [Eng. staff.] A thin, narrow

fiieoe of wood of which casks are made ;—five

ines and spaces on which musical notes are

written ;—a part of a psalm appointed to be

sung in churches.

Stave, (stav) v. t. To thrust through with a

staff; to break a hole in ; to burst;—to delay ;

to drive away, with off.

Stay, (sta) v.i. [Dan. staae, L. start.] To

remain ; to continue in a place ; to stop ; to

stand still ;—to wait ; to attend ;—to dwell ; to

tarry ;—to rely ; to trust ;—v. t. To hold from

proceeding; to restrain ;—to delay; to obstrnct.

[F. estayer. ] To prop ; to hold up ;—to satisfy

in part ;—to tack, as a vessel.

Stay, (sta) n. Continuance in a place; abode

for a time ;—cessation of motion or progress ;

stand ; stop. [F. ettai.) That which serves as

a prop or support ;—pL A bodice ; a corset ;—

a large, strong rope employed to support a

mast.

Stay-lace, (stalls) n. A lace for fastening the

bodice in female dress.

Staymaker, (sta'mak-er) n. One whose occupa

tion is to make stays.

Stead, (sted) n. (A.-8. stedt.] Place or room

which another had or might have.

Steadfast, (sted'fast) a. [From stead aud/ujf.J

Firmly fixed;—constant; firm; resolute.

Steadfastly, (sted'fast-le) adv. In a steadfast

manner ; firmly.

Steadfastness, (sted'faat-nes) n. The state of being

steadfast; firmness; fixedness; constancy.

Steadily, (sted'e-le) adv. In a Bteady manner.

Steadiness, (sted'e-nes) n. Btate of being steady ;

firmness;—constancy; steadfastness; resolution.

Steady, (sted'e) a. Firm in position; fixed;—con

stant in feeling, purpose, or pursuit; not change

able or wavering;—constant; uniform.

Steady, (sted'e) v. t To hold or keep from shak

ing, reeling, or falling ; to suptwrt.

Steak, (stak)n. [A.-S. ft.veer.) A slice of beef,

pork, or the like, broiled or cut for broiling.

Steal, (stei) r. f. [A.-S. stelan.] To take without

right or leave;—to take feloniously;—to take in

small quantities: to pilfer ;—to convey secretly;

to withdraw and remove without observation,

—to gain or win by secret arts, or by address

or cunning;—v. i. To slip in, along, or away

uni>erceived :— to withdraw secretly ;—to pilfer,

to practise theft.

Stealer, (stel'er) n. One who steals ; a thief.

Stealing, (stei'ing) n. Act of taking feloniously

the goods or property of another; pilfering.

Stealth, (stelth) u. The act of stealing;—secret

art; means used to bring to pass any thing in

a concealed manner.

Stealthily, (Btelth'e-le)odi'. In a stealthy manner.

Stealthiness, (stelth'e-nes) n. The state or char

acter of being stealthy; secret procedure.

Stealthy, (stelth'e) a. Done by stealth; accom

plished clandestinely; unperceived; secret; sly.

Steam, (stem) n. [A.-S. stedm.] The elastic,

aeriform fluid into which water is converted

when heated to the boiling point ;—mist formed

by condensed vapour ; visible exhalation of

heated bodies.

Steam, (stem) v. i. To rise or pass off in vapour ;

—to move or travel by the agency of steam ;

—v. t. To exhale ; to evaporate ;—to apply

steam to for softening, dressing, or preparing.

Steam-boat, (etem'bot) 71. A boat, especially one

of large size, propelled through the water by

steam.

Steam-boiler, (stem'boU-er) n. A boiler for gene

rating steam, or for subjecting objects to the

oiwration of steam.

Steam-engine, (stem'en-jin) n. An engine moved

by steam ; a mechanical apparatus for utilizing

the elasticity or expansive power of steam and

its property of rapid condensation, and convert

ing it into a motive power for driving machinery,

locomotion, ic.

Steamer, (stem'er) n. A vessel propelled by Bteam ;

—a vessel in which articles are subjected to the

action of steam, as in washing or cookery.

Steam-gauge, (rtfim'gfij) v. An instrument for

indicating tlio pressure of the steam in a boiler
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Steam-gun, (stêm'gun) п. A machine by which

balls or projectiles may be driven by steam.

Steam-hammer, (stem'ham-er) n. A large forge

hammer wrought by steam.

Bteaminess, (stëm'e-nee) л. The quality or con

dition of being steamy ; тарогошшеав ; misti

ness.

Steam-pipe, (stêm'pïp) п. The pipe by which

steam is conveyed to the steam chest or to the

cylinder.

Steam-power,(stëm'pow-çr) n. The force or energy

of steam applied to machinery, Ac.

Steam-press, (stëm'prea) ». Printing press driven

by steam.

Steam-ship, (stem'ship) я. A ship propelled by

the power of eteara.

St»;am-vessel, (steni'ves-el) и. A vessel propelled

by steam.

Steam-whistle, (stëmliwis-l) ti. A small pipe or

call through which steam is blown forcibly to

sound a signal of warning, ike.

Steamy, (stem'e) a. Consisting of or resembling

steam ; full of steam ; vaporous ; misty.

Stearine, (etê'a-rïn) п. [G. »tear.] One of the

proximate principles of animal fat ;—яп acid

produced by the action of alkalies on stéarine.

Steed, (stèd) n. [A.-S. xtéda.) A horse, espe

cially, a spirited horse for state or war.

Steel, (hIÄ'I) п. [I eel. etat, Ger. stahl.) Iron com

bined with a small portion of carbon—used in

making instrumente ;—hence, an instrument

made of steel, as a sword, knife, or the like ;—

an instrument of steel for sharpening knives

upon ¡—hardness.

Steel, (etël) v. t. To overlay, point, or edge with

steel ;—to make hard : to make obdurate.

Steely, (stel'e) a. Made or consisting of steel ;—

hence, resembling steel ; hard ; firm.

Steel-yard, (stêTyard) «. A form of balance in

which the body to be weighed is suspended from

the shorter arm of a lever.

Steep, (step) t%. [A.-S. stedp.) Ascending or de

scending with great inclination : precipitous.

Steep, (step) n. A precipitous place, hill, moun

tain, rock, or ascent; precipice; height.

Steep, (step) v. t. [Ger. stippen.] To soak in

a lioiaid ; to macerate ; to drench.

Steeple, (stCp'l) n. [A-3. stypeLj A tower or

turret of a church ending in a point ; a spire.

Steeple - chase, ( step ' 1-chus ) n. A race for

thorough-bred and hunting horses across the

country.

Steepled, (stepld)a. Furnished with a steeple;

adorned with steeples and towers.

Steeply, (steple) ado. In a steep manner; with

steepness ; with precipitous declivity.

Steepness, (stêp'nes) u. State of being steep ;

precipitous declivity.

Steer, (stcr) n. [A.-S. steór.) A young male of

the bovine genus; a castrated bullock from two

to four years old ; an ox.

Steer, (ster) v.t. [A.-S. ttaSran.] To direct; to

guide ; to govern, especially a vessel in the

water ;—». ¿. To direct and govern a ship or

other vessel in its course ;—to be directed and

governed ;—to conduct one's self; to pursue a

course of action.

Steerage, (steVaj) и. Act or practice of direct-

iug in a course ;—the manner in which an in

dividual ship is affected by the helm ; — an

apartment in the space between decks forward

for an inferior claws of passengers;—manage

ment; regulation.

Steering, (steVing) n. Act or art of directing &

vessel by movements of the helm.

Steering-wheel, (ster'ing-hwä) п. The wheel b

which the rudder of a ship is turned.

Steerling, (sterling) n. A young steer or ЪоШкк

Steersman, (sterz'man) n. One who steers. Vu

helmsman of a ship.

Stellar, (stel'ár) a. [L. stellari*.} Pertaining in

stars ; — full of stars ; set with stars : — ai*

ftr.llary.

Stellate, (stel'ât)«. [h. stellatvt.] Reeetnblirr

a star; radiated;—arranged in the form of asts-.

Stellular, (stel'u-lár) a, [L. stellula.} liara

the shape of little stars ; radiated.

Stem, (stem) n. [A.-S. ttemru] The prineipti

body of a tree, shrub, or plant of smy thud:—a

little branch which connecta a fruit or flower

with a main branch ; any thing resembling *

stem ; tube ; stalk ;—the stock of a family ;—e

descendant ; progeny. [A.-S. */*/w.] A curvei

piece of timber to which the two aides oí a

ship are united at the fore end.

i Stem, (stem) ». t. To oppose or cut, as with tb*

| stem of a vessel : to make progresa against, as 2

I current;—to resist; to check.

j Stcmless, (etem'les) a. Having no stem.

Stench, (stensh) n. [A.-S. 4lenc.\ An Ш smell

I offensive odour; stink.

Stencil, (sten'sil) я. [A.-S. stenge.] A thin pitv

of metal, leather, or other material, used ш

painting, marking, ¿tc. —the pattern is cat «i

of the plate, which is then laid fiat on the ear

face to be marked, and the colour bnu&ei

over it.

Stencil, ( sten'sil ) r. t. To paint or colour is

figures with stencils.

Stenographic, (sten-o-grafik) 0. Of or pertxis-

ing to stenography.

Stenography, (sten-og'ra-fe) n. [G. tteno* ani

gi-ap/iein.] The art of writing in shorthand.

Stentor, (stentor) ». [G.J Any person having a

powerful voice.

Stentorian, (sten-tôre-an) a. [G. tttmtèr.] Ex

tremely loud ; — able to utter а тегу kfbi

sound.

Step, (step) v. i, [A.-S. steppatu] To advance cr

recede by a movement of the foot or feet .—ь?

go ; to walk a little distance;—to walk gravely,

slowly, or resolutely;—r. i. To set as the frei;

—to fix the foot of, as a mast.

Step, (step) n. An advance or movement mad?

by one removal of the foot ; a pace ;—ooe re

move in ascending or descending a stair;—«

small space or distance ¡—gradation ; degree ?—

footprint; track ;—gait; manner of walking;—

proceeding; measure ;—the round of a ladder

—pi. A portable frame-work of stairs;—a hkei

of wood supporting the heel of the mast.

Step -brother, ( step'bruTH-er ) n. A brother V

marriage only.

Step-child, (step'child) n. A son or daughter fc?

marriage only.

Step-daughter, (step'daw-tçr) n. A daughter bj

marriage only.

Step-father, (step'fá-тнег) n. A father by n^x-

riage only.

Step - mother, ( step ' muTH-çr ) n. A mother by

marriage only

Steppe, (ntev>) n. [Hues, atepj.) One of the тявг

plains in South-eastern Europe and Asia, gen

erally uncultivated.

Stepping-stone, (step'ing-ston) а. А шхоа* ro

raiee the feet above the water or mnd iu wall-
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íng ;—я means of progrese or further advance

ment, [only.

Step-sister, (step eie-ter) n. A eistur by marriage

Step-eon, (step'sun) n. A eon by nmrriage only.

Btere, (eter) п. [P.] The French unit for solid

measure being equivalent to Itó.oloú English

cubic feet.

Stereographic, (stçr-è-ô-grafik) a. Made accord

ing to the rules of etereography ; delineated on

a plane.

Stereographically, (stçr-ë-o-graf ik-al-e) adv. By

delineation on a plane; perspectively.

Stereography, (eter-e-ogra-fe) n. [Q. stereos

and graphein.] The art of delineating the forms

of solid bodies on a plane.

Stereometry, (ster-e-omet-re) n. [G. stereos and

mttroii.] The art of measuring bodies and Und

ing their solid contente.

Stereoscope, (stçr'e'-ô-ekop) п. (G. stertost firm,

solid, &nd êLoprin, to view.] An optical instru

ment illustrating the phenomena of binocular

vision—two photographic pictures are viewed

through two separate lenses, one for each eye,

and adjusted to the angle of vision, so that only

one image of the two pictures is impressed on

the seusorium, and stands out in relief, round

and seemingly solid.

Stereoscopic, (ster-ö-u-ekop'ik) a. Pertaining to

the stereoscope ; adapted to the stereoscope.

Stereotype, (etçr'e-ô-tïp) n. [G. stereo« and tupos.]

A fixed metal type or block ; especially, a plate

of typo metal cast or moulded from a page or

sheet uf imposed type, and representing exactly

the letters, lines, spaces, &c., of the movable

types;—the art of making fixed metallic plates

from types, and of printing from such plates.

Stereotype, (stef'e'-o-tip) v. t. To make stereotype

plates for, as for a book.

Stereotype, (etçr'e-ô-tïp) a. Cast or moulded

from types ;—printed from platea or casts of

type.

Stereotyped, (stçr'S-ô-tïpt) a. Cast in a mould ;—

hence, fashioned and fixed after a model or

ideal.

Sterile, (steril) a. [L. sterilis.] Producing little

or no crop ; barren ; unfruitful ; producing no

young ¡—destitute of ideas or sentiment.

Sterility, (eter-il'e-to) n. Quality of being sterile;

barrenness; unproductiveness; unfruitfulness.

Sterling, (sterling) a. [Evsterling, a small silver

coin stamped by traders from the east of Ger

many, j Belonging to the British money or coin

age;—genuine: pure; of excellent quality.

Sterling, (sterling) n. English money; standard

coin;—standard rate or value.

Stirn, (stern) a. [A.-S. sterne.} Fixed, with

an aspect of severity and authority; austere:—

harsh; unrelenting;—afHictive; cruel;—gloomy;

threatening.

Stern, (etçrn)n. ГА. -S. stewn.] The hind part

of a ship or boat ;—hence, the place of manage

ment ; direction.

Stern-chase, (etçrn'chue) n. A chase in which

two vessels sail on one and the same course, one

following in the wake of the other.

Stern-chaser, (stçrn'chas-er) п. A cannon placed

in a ship's stem, pointing backward.

Sternly, (sternle) adv. In a stern manner.

Sternmost, (stçrn'môst)a. Furthest in the rear;

farthest astern.

Sternness, (stern'nes) n. The quality of being

stern; severity of look; austerity ¡—harsh

ness.

Stem-pott, fstern'pöet) ». A straight piece of

timber on the extremity of the keel to support

the rudder and terminate the ship behind.

Stern-sheets, (stçrn'shëts) п. pi. That part of a

boat which is between the stern and the rowers.

Sternutation, (ster-iiu-ta'shun) n. [L. sternu-

tatio. J The act of sneezing.

Sternutatory, (stçr-nût'à-tor-e) a. Having the

quality of exciting to sneeze.

Sternutatory, (ster-nut'ä-tor-e) п. A substance

that provokes sneezing.

Stertorous, (stcr'tö-rus) a. [L. stertere.] Char

acterized by a deep snoring; hoarsely breath

ing.

Stethoscope, (stetb/ö-вкбр) n. fG. strthos and

skopein.] An instrument used to distinguish

sounds in the chest, so that the operator may

judge of the action or condition of the heart,

the lungs, «fcc.

Stethosoopic, (steth'ô-skop-ik) a. Pertaining to

a stethoscope ; made or ascertained by a stetho

scope.

Stew, (stu) v. r. [F. etuver.] To boil slowly or

with a simmering heat ; to seethe;—v. i. To be

seethed in a elow, gentle manner, or in heat

and moisture.

Stew, (etù) и. A house for bathing, sweating,

cupping, &c. ;—a dish cooked by stewing.

Steward, (stu'àrd) п. [A. -S. stfveard.] A man

employed to manage domestic concerns, servants,

accounts, ¿c ;—a waiter on board a ship ;—a

fiscal agent of certain bodies; a high officer of

state.

Stewardess, (stu'ârd-es) «, A female waiter on

ship-board.

Stewardship, (stu'àrd-ehip) n. The office of a

steward.

Sthenic (sthen'ik) a. [G. sthenos.) Attended

with excessive action of the heart and arteries.

Stibium, (stib'e-um) n. [L.J Antimony.

Such, (stik) «. [G. stichos.) A verse, of what

ever measure or number of feet; a line in the

Scriptures;—a row or rank of trees.

Stick, (stik) «. [A. -S. iticca.] The small shoot

or branch of a tree or shrub cut off; a rod ; a

staff ;—any branch of a tree cut for fuel or

timber;—an instrument of adjustable width in

which types are arranged in words and lines ;—

a thrust ; a stab.

Stick, (stik) v. t. To cause to enter, as a pointed

instrument; to pierce; to stab;—to fasten by

piercing; to set; to fix in;—to fix on a pointed

instrument ;—v. i. To hold to by cleaving to

the surface; to adhere;—to cling to;—to be hin

dered from proceeding ;—to be embarrassed or

puzzled ; to hesitate ;—to adhere closely in

friendship and affection ; to remain in the

memory ;—to be constant or devoted to.

Stickiness, (stik'e-nes)n. Quality of being sticky;

adhesiveness; viscoueness; glutinousness.

Sticking-plaster, (stik'ing-plas-ter) n. An ad

hesive plaster for closing wounds, <fec.

Stickle, (stik'l) v. i. To take part with one Bide

or the other ;— to contend or altercate:—to go

from one side to the other ; to play fast and

loose ; to trim.

Stickle-back, (stikl-bak) n. [O. Eng. stickle and

back.) A small fresh

water fish — so called

from the spines which

arm its back, ventral

fins, and other parts.

Stickler, (etik'ler) n. Stickle-back.
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One who stickles ;—one who pertinaciously con

tends for some trifling thing.

Sticky, (stUc'e) a. Inclined to stick ;—Adhesive ;

viscous ; glutinous ; tenacious.

Stiff, (stif) a. [A.-S. tt{r\\ Not easily bent; not

flexible or pliant;—thick and tenacious; inspis

sated ;—impetuous in motion ;—strong, as a

breeze ;—hardy ; stubborn;—not natural and

easy ;—formal in manner.

Stiffen, (stifn) v. t. To make stiff; to make less

pliant or flexible;—to make mora thick or vis

cous ;—r. i. To become stiff; to become more

rigid ;—to be inspissated;—to become less sus

ceptible of impression ; to grow more obstinate.

Stiffener, (&tifn-$r) n. That which stiffens; some

stiff material inserted into a neckcloth, cravat,

&c, to keep it straight and smooth.

Stiffening, (stifn-iug) n. Some material used to

make a dress less soft or flexible, as hair, whale

bone, crinoline, <£c. ;—some substance used to

thicken liquid and gelatinous articles of food.

Stiffly, (stifle) adv. In a stiff manner firmly;

strongly; rigidly; obstinately.

Stiff-necked, (stifnekt)a. Stubborn: obstinate.

Stiffness, (stifnes) n. State of being stiff; want

of pliancy ; rigidity ;—consistency ; thickness ;

—torpidity, as of the joints;—tension ; inelasti

city ;—obstinacy : stubbornness of disposition ;

—formality; constraint, as of manner ;—want of

ease and simplicity.

Stifle, (sti'fl)r. (. [F. etouffer.] To stop the breath;

to choke ;—to suffocate; to oppress;—to smother;

to quench; to suppress the manifestation or

report of: to deaden; to extinguish; to destroy.

Stifling, (stifling) a. Suffocating ; close and op

pressive.

Stigma, (stig'nia) n. [G. »tigauL\ A mark with

a burning iron; a brand;—any mark of infamy;

—a stain or blot on reputation;—in botany, that

vascular part of the pistil which receives the

pollen.

Stigmatic, (stig-mat'ik) a. Marked with a stigma

or with infamy or reproaoh :—also stignxatical.

Stigmatize, (stig'ma-tiz) v. t. To mark with a

stigma or brand ;—to set a mark of disgrace on;

—to declare or denounce as infamous.

Stilar, (stil'ar) a. Pertaining to a stile of a dial.

Stile, (stil) n. A pin set on the face of a dial to

form a shadow ; a style.

Stile, (stil) n. [A.-S. Migel.] A step or set of

steps for ascending and descending a fence or

waU.

Stiletto, (ste-Iet'o) n. fit.] A small dagger with

a round, pointed blade ;—a pointed instrument

for making eyelet holes in working muslin.

Still, (stil) v. t. fA.-S. stillan.) To stop, as noise;

to silence ; to subdue ;—to calm ; to allay ; to

appease.

Stall, (stil) a. Uttering no Bound ; silent;—not

disturbed by noise ; quiet ; calm ;—motionless;

placid; peaceful; gentle.

Still, (stif) adv. To this time; until now;—habit

ually; uniformly;—notwithstanding; neverthe

less ;—after that; in continuation.

Still, (stil) 71. [L. stillare. J A vessel used in the

distillation of liquors; alembic ;—a distillery.

Still, (stil) v. t. To expel spirit from liquors by

heat, and condense it by refrigeration ; — to

distil.

Still-birth, (stil'berth) n. That which is bora

without life; state of being born without life.

Still-born, (stil'boru) «. Dead at the birth ;—

abortive.

Stillneu, (stil nes) n. State or quality of beinr,

still ; freedom from noise, motion, agitaties,

excitement, and the like ; ralmimi^ ; quiet ,

silence.

Stilly, (stile) a. Still; quiet; calm.

Stilly, (stile) tulr. Silently ; without noise-

Stilt, (stilt) n. [D. stelt] A piece of wood obi

structed to raise the foot above the ground b

walking.

Stilt, (stilt) r. t. To raise on stilts ; to elevate;

—to raise by unnatural means.

Stilty, (stilt'e) a. Inflated; pompous :— si*

tilted.

Stimulant, (stim'u-lant)a. [L. stitnulafu.} Seiz

ing to stimulate: inciting: provocative;—pro

ducing increased vital action in the bediiv

organism or any of its parts.

Stimulant, (stim'u-lant) n. An agent which (de

duces a ti increase of vital activity in theorgans

or any of its parts.

Stimulate, (stim'u-lat) v. L [L. $ti>nulare] Te

excite, rouse, or animate ;—to produce an in

crease of vital activity in.

Stimulative, (stini'u-lat-iv) a. Having the qoslr?

of stimulating.

Stimulative, (stim'u-lirt-iv)n. That xhichstim*

lates ; that which rouses into more vigtsros ,

action.

Stimulus, (stim'u-lus) n. [L.] A goad ; h«i«,

something that rouses the mind or spirit* .-

that which produces au increase of vital aetioc,

—in botany, a sting ; a prickle.

Sting, (sting) n. [A.-S. *tmg.) A sharp-poin^

weapon with which certain animals are ansa!

by nature for their defence ;—the thrust <rf i

sting Into the flesh;—any thing that gives acute

jHiiii ;—the point of an epigram or other pointed

sarcastic saying.

Sting, (sting) v. t. To ])ierce or poison wita »

sting, as bees, scorpions, &c. ;—to pain acot^j.

to prick, as with remorse ;—v. i. To use a «ani.

Stingily, (stin'je-le) adv. In a niggardly spint.

grudgingly ; with mean covetousuees.

Stinginess, (stin'je-nea) n. Extreme avarice

mean closeness or nearness in pecuniary matters

Stmgless, (sting/les) a. Having no sting.

Stingy, (stiu'je) a. (Norm. F. ekmche.] Ex

tremely close and covetous; meauly av&rioc-u-

niggardly.

Stink, (stingk) v.i. [A.-S. stinean.] To enut a

strong, offensive smell ;—to be in bail odour «

repute ; to be offensive and loathsome.

Stink, (stingk) a. A strong, offensive smelL

Stinkard, (stingk ard) n. A mean, paltry felW*.

—a carnivorous animal allied to the skunk.

Stinkingly, (*tingk'ing-le)«dtr. With au oacn&t<-

smell

Stint, (stint) v. t. [A.-S. ttintan.] To restrab

within certain limits ; to bound; to confine; t.

limit;—to assign a certain task in labour to.

Stint, (stint) n. Limit: bound; restraint; «

tent ;—quantity assigned ; proportion allott*!

Stipend, (sti'pend) n. [L. *tipthUium.] Settle

pay or compensation for services, whether daii-

or monthly wages or an annual salsry ;—in Soo4-

land, the money-salary of a minister or eler£

man.

Stipendiary, (sti-pend'e-ar-e) a. Receiving wayi*

or salary ;—performing services for a stated

price or compensation;—hired; subsidixvd, *»

troops.

Stipendiary, (sti-pend'e-ar-e) n. One who per

forms services for a settled price or salary.
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Stipple, (stip'l) v. t. [D. ttippelen.] To engrave

by means of dots.

Stippling1, (atip'ling) n. A mode of engraving on

copper or wood by a succession of dots or small

points instead of lines.

Stipulate, (stip'u-lat) r.i. [L. itipulari.] To

make an agreement with any person or company

to do or forbear any thing ; to bargain ; to con

tract.

Stipulation, (stip-u-la'shun) n. Act of contract

ing or bargaining;—covenant: contract; a con

ditional engagement; an agreement with reser

vation.

Stipulator, (stip'ii-Ut-er) n. One who stipulate*,

contracts, or covenants.

8tir, (ster) v. t. [A. -8. ttyrian.] To change the

place of in any manner ; to move ; —to bring

into debate ; to agitate;—to incite to action ;

to instigate ; to prompt ;—v. i. To move one's

self ;—to be in motion ; to be active ;—to be

come the object of notice;—to rise in the morn

ing.

Stir, (ster) n. Agitation ; tumult ; bustle ;—

public disturbance or commotion ; seditious

uproar ;—agitation of thoughts; conflicting pas

sion.

Stark, C t.jrk ) n. [Scot. J A young ox or

heifer.

Stirrer, (ateVer) n. One who stirs;—an exciter ;

an instigator

Stirring, (staying) a. Active ; bustling ; ener

getic ; pushing ; thriving ; busy.

Stirring, (storing) n. Act of putting in mo

tion; act of awakening, exciting, stimulating,

*c.

Stirrup, (ster up) n. [A.-S. itifferttp.] A kind

of ring for receiving the foot of a

rider, attached to a strap which is

fastened to the toddle.

Stirrup-cup, (strr'up-kup) ft, A part

ing cup taken on horseback.

Stitch, (stich) r. f. [A. -8. ttician.)

To sew or work with a needle ; to Stirrup,

sew slightly or loosely; to join or unite by

sewing ;—in agrieulturt, to throw up land into

ridges;— v. i. To practise sewing; to work

with the needle.

Stitch, (stich) n. A single pass of a needle in

sewing ; the loop or turn of the thread;—a

single turn of the thread in knitting; — a

space between two furrows in ploughed ground ;

—an acute lancinating pain ; a sharp twinge,

as in the side.

Stithy, (atiTH'e) ft. flcel. tttdhu] An anvil;—

a smith's shop ; a smithy.

Stoat, (stot) ft. The ermine—so called when of

a reddish colour, as in summer.

8toccado, (stok-a'do) a, [It Mtoccato, F. esto-

to.<U.) A thrust with a rapier ; a stab.

Stock, (stok) a. [A.-S. stoce.) The stem or main

body of a tree or plant ; the strong, firm

part ;— the stem or branch in which a graft is

inserted ;—a post;— one who is as dull as a

post;—the wood to which the barrel, lock, Arc.,

of a fire-arm are secured;—the wooden handle

by which bits are held in boring; the timber in

which the shank of an anchor is inserted;—

the block in which an anvil is fixed ;—a fund;

capital; the money or goods invested in trade,

manufacture, banking, agriculture, shipping,

&c. ;—also, the amount or value of goods on

hand of a trader, manufacturer, &C. ;—Govern

ment Becuritiw ;— a share or shares in a

 

national, municipal, or other public dobt ; or in

joint-stock companies, Ac \

— quantity ; store — tun

ally, ample store;—the pn-

genitor of a tribe or race ;

— family ; lineage ; — a

band or cravat worn roun< 1

the nock;—domestic ani

mals or beasts used or

raised on a farm ;—pi. A k

frame with holes in which

the feet and hands of

criminals were confined by way of punishment;

—pi. The frame on wliich a ship rests while

building ;—a flowering, cruciferous plant, cul

tivated for ornament.

Stock, (stok) v. t. To lay np for future use, as

merchandise, &c;—to store; to supply;—to

put into a pack ;—to put in the stocks .

Stock, (stok) a. Used or available for constant

service or supply; standard; permanent; stand

ing.

Stockade, (stok-ad') «. [F. tatocadt.] A

sharpened post or stake set in the earth ;—a

line of posts or stakes set in the earth, as a

fence or barrier.

Stockade, (stok-ad') r. t. To surround or fortify

with sharpened poets fixed in the ground.

Stock-broker, (stok'brok-er) «. A broker who

deals in the purchase and sale of shares in the

public funds.

Stock-exchange, (stok'eks-chanj) 11. The build

ing or place where stocks are bought and sold ;

—an association of stock-brokers.

Stock-holder, (stok'hold-er) it. One who is a-

proprietor of stock in the public funds or in

the funds of a bank or other company.

Stockinet, (stok'in-et) n. An elastic, knit textile

fabric of which under-garments, &c., are made.

Stocking, (stok'ing) ft, [From stock.] A close-

fitting covering for the foot and leg, usually

knit or woven;—the act of laying in goods;

storing or supplying.

Stockinger, ( stok'in-jrr ) n. A stocking weaver:

a dealer in hosiery goods.

Stocking-frame, ( stok'ing-fram) n. A roachino

for weaving stockings or other hosiery goods :—

also stocking-loam.

Stock-jobber, (atok'job-er) ft. One who specu

lates in stocks for gain.

Stock-jobbing:, (stok'job-ing) ft, Act or art of

dealing in stocks.

Stoic, (xto ik) n. [G. *t6ilos.] A disciple of the

philosopher Zcno, who taught that men should

be unmoved by joy or grief, and submit without

complaint to the unavoidable necessity by which

all things are governed ;—hence, a person not

easily excited ; an apathetic person.

Stoic, (sto'ik) a. Pertaining to the Stoics or

their doctrines ; manifesting indifference to

pleasure or pain.

Stoicism, (sto'e-sirm) ft. The opinions of the

Stoics ;—a real or pretended indifference to plea

sure or pain; insensibility; apathy.

Stoke, (stok) r. t. To stir np, as the fire ; to

supply with fuel;—r.i. To attend and feed a

furnace.

Stoker, (stok'cr) N. One who is employed to tend

a furnace and supply it with fuel.

Stole, (stdl) n. [G. stoli.] A long, loose garment

reaching to the feet ;—a narrow band of silk

or stuff worn on the left shonlder by deaconr,

and across both shoulders by oishops and
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priests, pendent on each aide nearly to the

ground.

Staled, (stdld) a. Wearing a stole or long robe;

draped—used in composition with an adjective

prefixed, as sable, white, &c.

Stolid, (stol'id) a. [. !,. gtolidus.} Hopelessly in

sensible or stupid; dull; foolish.

Stolidity, (std-hd'e-te) ft. State or quality of

being stolid; dulness of intellect; stupidity.

Stomach, (stnm'ak) n. 1 1 ,. stomacfiug.) A mus-

culo-mambranous reservoir, situated beneath

the diaphragm—it is one of the principal organs

of digestion ;—appetite ;—inclination : liking;

desire ; figuratively, anger ; heat of temper.

Stomach, (stum'ak) v.t. [L. atoinaekari.\ To

resent ;—to bear without repugnance; to brook.

Stomacher, (stum'ak-er) a. An ornament or sup

port to the breast worn by women.

Stomachic, (ato-makik) a. Of or pertaining to

the stomach ;—strengthening to toe stomach ;

exciting the action of the stomach ; cordial.

Stomachic, ( sto-mak'ik ) ft. A medicine that

strengthens the stomach and excites its action.

Stone, (ston) a. [A.-8. stdn.] A mass of con

creted earthy or mineral matter ;—a precious

stone ; a gem ;—a piece of rock hewn or cut for

building ;—a monument erected to preserve the

memory of the dead ; — a calculous concretion

in the kidneys or bladder ;—a testicle ;—the nut

of a drupe or stone fruit ;—a weight which

legally is 14 lbs., but in practice varies with

the articles weighed.

Stone, (ston) v. t. To pelt, beat, or kill with

stones;—to freo from stones;—to face with stones.

Stone, (atdn)ct. Made of stone; resembling stone;

—hard ; fixed ; uuimpressible.

Stone-blind, (ston'blind) a. Blind as a stone ;

perfectly blind.

Stone-chatter, (stdu'ehat-cr) n. A lively little

bird common in Eng

land — allied to the

robin red-breast.

Stone-cutter, (ston'kut-

er) n. One whose oc

cupation is to out or

hew stoues.

Stone-dead,(ston'ded) a .

Quite dead; lifeless, as

a stone.

Stone - fruit, ( ston ' -

froot) n. Fruit whose
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seeds are covered with a hard shell enveloped

in the pulp, as cherries, plums, and the like ;

a drupe. fin stone.

Stone-mason, (stdn'ma-sn) n. A worker or builder

Stone's-caat. (stonz'kast) k. The distance which

a stone may be thrown by the band.

Stone-wall, (ston'wawl) n. A wall built of stone-

Stone-ware, (ston'war) ». A species of potter'B

ware of a coarse kind glazed and baked.

Stone-work, (ston'wurk) >l Mason's workofstone.

Stony, (stdn'e) a. Relating to, abounding in,

or resombling stone ;—converting into stone ;

petrifying;—inflexible; cruel; pitiless; obdurate.

Stook, (stock) n. [Ger. tt&lcc.) A small collec

tion of sheaves set up in the field—in England,

twelve sheaves.

Stook, (stook) v. t. To set up, as sheaves of grain.

Stool, (stool) n. TA.-S. st6l.) A seat without a

back, intended for one person ;—the seat used

in evacuating the contents of the bowels; hence.

a discharge from the bowels.

Stoop, (stoop) v. i. [A.-S. Btvpian.] To bend the

body; to incline forward in standing or walkin?

—to bend by compulsion ; to yield ; to submit

—to condescend ;—to come down on prey fim

a height ;—to alight from the wing ;—t. L Is

bend forward, as a cask or vessel;—to bring devs.

to submit.

Stoop, (stoop) n. Act of stooping;—descent fee

dignity or superiority ; condescension ;—th* f*I

of a bird on its prey ; a swoop.

Stoop, (stoop) ». ID. sttxp.] The steps of a door

—a stake or poet ;—support ; pi liar.

Stoop, (stoop) n. [A.-S. stoppo.) A vessel £

liquor ; a flagon ; a stonp. [Scot]

Stop, (stop) v. (. [Ger. stop/en..] To dose, as a

aperture, by filling;—to render inipassabte ; U

block ;—to restrain ; to suspend;—to check; *

interrupt;—to hinder from any change of ^*t

—to regulate the sounds of, as musical strin?

—to punctuate ;—v. L To cease to go forwsrJ

—to cease from any motion or course of acum

—to stay ; to tarry.

Stop, (stop) n. Act of stopping ; cassation of ca

tion ; interruption of progress, growth, of *£

vance: delay;—that which impedes crobstrsce

—a hole or vent in a wind instrument »fc«

is stopped by the fingers ;—mechanism is t-'-'

organ by which a certain range of pipe> *

opened or closed ; also, gradation of the sol'

made by the fingers on the strings of a ric&L

&c ;—a mark of puuetuation, serving to dan*

guish the parts of a sentence or clauses.

Stop-gap, (stop'gap) a. That which closes or t--

up an opening ,—a temporary expedient.

Stoppage, (stop'aj) n. Act of stopping ; tbs>

which stops; obstruction ;—a temporary bait

—journey ;—a deduction from wagssor pay-

Stopper, (stopfer) «. One who or that wbx:

stops ; that which closes or fills a vent or hv

in a vessel ;—a abort piece of rope haviaf j

knot at one or both ends, used to secure u<

anchor, cables, &c. [*U?y;<-

Stopper, (stop'er) v. t. To close or secure witt *

Stopple, (stop'l) n. [Diminutive of stop.) tbv

which stops or closes the mouth of a vessel. ^

stopper.

Storage, (stor'iij) n. [From *tort.) Act of *■

positing in a store ; the safe keeping of ge*»

in a warehouse ;—the price for keeping go&ds ■

a store.

Store, (stor) n. TA.-S. & IcaL ttfir.) A patf

quantity or number ;—a stock laid up or p«>

vided ; ample supply ; plenty ; abundant* -—*

storehouse; a magazine;—pi. Provisions, eW^

ing, arms, ammunition, and general coo

ments, as for a journey, voyage, or military IP

naval service.

Store, (stor) v. t. To collect ; to accumulate r—•

stock or furnish against a future time ;—to or

posit in a warehouse or other building for jrr

Bervation.

Store-house, (stoYhous) n. A building for key

ing grain or goods of any kind; a warehouse

Store-keeper, (storkep-er) n. A person wha fc--

the care of a store.

Storied, (sto'rid) a. fFrom sfory.] Told ffi »

story ;—-adorned with historical picture* ;—

having a history ;—furnished with or asi

stories.

Stork, (stork) n. (A.-S. afore] A largv wsdu<

bird with a long, straight, conical bill, slued *

the heron.

Storm, (storm) n. [A.-S. storm.] A vintstit e>

turbance of the atmosphere producing « -
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rain, enow, hail, or thunder and lightning; a

fall of rain or enow ;—a violent gale ; a tem

pest;—affliction; calamity;—disturbance of the

peace;—a civil, political, or domestic commo

tion ;—a violent assault on a fortified place.

Storm, (storm) v. L To assault ; to attempt to

take by scaling the walla, forcing gates or

breaches, and the tike :-■ v. i. To raise a tem

pest ;—to blow with violence ; to rain, hail,

snow, or the like—used impersonally ;—to rage ;

to fume.

Storminess, (storm'e-nes) n. The state of being

stormy: tempestuouaness ; impetuousneaa.

Storming, (etorra'ing) n. Act of assaulting and

taking by storm, as a fortification or city.

Stormy, (storni'e) a. Tempestuous;—agitated

with, furious winds ; boisterous ;—proceeding

from violent agitation or fury;—violent ; pas

sionate.

Story, (störe) n. [L. historia..] A verbal narra

tive or account of fects or inoidents ; a narra

tion or recital of an incident or minor event ;

a short narrative; a tale ;—a fable; a fictitious

narrative :—a falsehood.

Story, (stö're) n. [Either from store or stair.]

A set of rooms on the same floor or level; a loft ;

a floor.

Story, (stö're) v. t. To make the subject of a

story or tale ; to narrate or describe.

Story-teller, (etöre-tel-er) n. One who tells

stories ; a narrator of incidents or fictitious

taiee ; one who tells falsehoods.

Story-telling, (etö're-tel-ing) n. Act or practice

of relating short narratives, real or fictitious ;

—habit of speaking untruths ; falsehood.

Stound, (stownd) n. [A.-S. stuman.] A sharp,

shooting pain ; a dull, heavy pain ;—noise ; din.

Stoat, (stout) a. [D.] Strong ; lusty: vigorous ;

robust;—bold; intrepid ; valiant; brave;—big

in stature ; large ; resolute ; obstinate.

Stout, (stout) n. A strong kind of beer.

Stout-hearted, (stouttiart-ed) a. Brave; intrepid.

Stoutly, (stout'le) adv. In a stout manner ; lus

tily : boldly ; obstinately.

Stoutness, (stout'nes) n. The condition of being

«tout ; bulk ; corpulence ¡—strength ; valour ;—

boldness ; fortitude ; obstinacy ; stubbornness.

Stove, (stôv) m. [A. -S. ttofe.) A hut-house ;—a

email iron pan filled with live coal to warm the

feet ;—a square or cylindrical box or case of iron,

in which fire is kindled, as in a ship, shed, &c. ;

—a similar fire-place with apparatus to send

heated air through pipes to warm a warehouse,

church, &c.;—a portable fire-place with appa

ratus for culinary purposes.

Stove, (stôv) v. í. To heat in a stove :—to seethe

or ete« ;—[From stave.] To knock a hole in.

Stow, (sto) v. t. [A.-S. stov.] To place in a com

pact mass ;—to fill by packing closely.

Stowage, (stö'aj) п. Act or operation of placing

in a smitable position;—room for the reception

of thingB to be reposited ¡—state of being laid up.

S'raddle, (etrad'l) v.i. [From the root of stride.]

To etand or walk with the legs far apart;—v. t.

To etand or sit astride of.

S tragóle. (stragT) v. i. [From stray.] To wander

from the direct course or way ; to rove ;—to

■wander at large without any certain direction

_ object ;—to stretch beyond proper limits.

StrsCrJler- <etraeyiSr) *■ 0ne who haggles : »

vagabond.

Sfcraisrht, (strut) a. [A.-S. streht.] Passing from

uxte point to another by the nearest course;

direct ; not deviating or crooked ;—not much

curved ;—according with justice and rectitude;

upright.

Straight, (.st rat) adv. Immediately: directly.

Straighten, (strät'n) v. t. To make straignt : to

reduce to a straight form ;—to reduce to diffi

culties or distress.

Straightforward, (strut'for-wçrd) о. Proceeding

in a straight course ; not deviating.

Straightforwardness, (strut'for-wçrd-nes) я. Di*

rection in a straight course ; undeviating recti*

tude.

Straightly, (strätle) adv. In a right line.

Straightway, (strat'wa) erfv. Immediately; with

out Toss of time ; without delay.

Strain, (stràn) v. t. [F. etreindre.] To draw with

force ; to stretch ;—to exert to the utmost ;—to

harm by over-exertion ; to sprain ;—to force ;

to constrain :—to filter ;—v. i. To make violent

efforts ;—to be filtered.

Strain, (stràn) n. A violent effort ;—an injurious

tension of the muscles or hurtful over-exertion ;

—a continued course of action ;—a particular

turn ; tendency.

Strainer, (strun'er) п. One who strains ¡—that

through which any liquid passes for purification.

Strait, (strat) a. [F. étroit.] Drawn together,

close, tight ;—narrow ; not broad or wide ; in

timate ; strict ;—stingy.

8trait, (sti-at) n. A narrow pass or passage in

a mountain or in the sea between continents or

islands ¡—distress ; difficulty.

Straiten, (strat'n) v. t. To make strait; tonarrow;

to confine ; -to make tense or tight ; to distress;

to press with poverty or other necessity.

Straitening, (strät'n-ing) ». Act of narrowing,

limiting, or confining.

Strait-jacket, (strät'jak-et) п. A strait-waistcoat.

Strait-laced, (strâtlast) a. Bound tightly with

stays ¡—strict in manners or morals.

Straitly, (strât'le ) adv. Narrowly ; closely ;

strictly ; rigorously.

Straitneas, (strut'nes) n. State of being strait ;

narrowness ;—strictness ;—distress ;—want.

S trait-waistcoat, (strut'wâst-kôt) п. A dress used

for restraining maniacs.

Strake, (sträk) n. An iron band by which the

felloes of a wheel are secured to each other.

Stramash, (stra-mash') n. Disturbance ; confu

sion ¡—a breaking and dashing together of a

variety of things at once. [Scot.]

Strand, (strand) n. [A.-S. strand.] The shore

or beach of the sea or ocean, or of a large lake.

[Ger. strähn.] One of the twists of which a rope

is composed.

Strand, (strand) v. t. To drive or run aground

on a shore or strand, as a ship;—v. ». To drift

or be driven on shore ; to run aground.

Stranding, (strand'ing) n. Running of a ship

on the shore, beach, or strand ;—hence, wreck

ing ¡—breaking one of the strands of a rope.

Strang«, (stranj) a. [F. étrange.] Belonging to

another country ; foreign ;—unfamiliar ;—un

usual ; extraordinary ¡—uncommon ¡—wonder

ful ¡—unacquainted with;—unknown to ¡—also

used interjectionally or elliptically for it is

stranf/e. [gree to excite surprise or wonder.

Strangely, (stranjle) adv. In a manner or de-

Strangeness, (stränj'nes) n. Condition of being

strange ¡—distance in behaviour ; reserve ;—

alienation of mind ; estrangement ;—the power

of exciting surprise and wonder.

Stranger, (stränj'$r) п. [F. étrangère] One who
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is strange, as a foreigner ;—one who is unknown

or unacquainted ;—one who is not intimate or

familiar ; a formal guest or visitor.

Strangle, (strang'gl} v. t. [L. gtrangulare.] To

destroy life by stopping respiration; to suffocate;

—to suppress ; to hinder from birth or appear

ance.

Strangling, (strang'gling) n. The act of destroy

ing life by stopping respiration ; suffocation.

Strangulated, (strang'gu-ldt-ed) a. Having the

circulation stopped in any part by compression.

Strangulation, (strang-gu-la'shun) it. Act of

strangling; suffocation ;—compression or con

striction.

Strangury, (strang'gu-re) n. [G. straggoa and

oitron.] A painful discharge of urine drop by

drop.

Strap, (strap) n. [A. -3. stropp.] A long, nar

row slip of cloth, leather, or other material :

—a strop ;—an iron plate for connecting two

or more timbers, to which it is screwed by bolts ;

—a band or strip of metal, usually curved, to

clasp and bold other parts.

Strap, (strap) v. t. To chastise with a strap;—

to fasten or bind with a strap ;—to sharpen by

rubbing on a strap or strop, as a razor.

Strappado, (strap-pa'do) n. [It. strappata.] A

military punishment which consisted in drawing

an offender to the top of a beam and letting him

fall.

Strapping, (strap'ing) a. Tall ; lusty ; power

ful ;—buxom ; handsome.

Strata, (strata) n. pi. of stratum. Beds; layers,

as of coal, sand, clay, &c.

Stratagem, (strat'a-jem ) n. [G. stratfpema.]

Originally, art or skill in directing military

movements ;—a plan or scheme for deceiving

an enemy;—any artifice, trick, or device.

Strategist, (strat'e-jist) h. One skilled in strategy

or the science of directing great movements.

Strategy, (strat'e-je) n. Science of directing mili

tary movements; generalship; military tactics.

Strath, (strath) n. [Scot.] A valley of consider

able extent through which a river flows.

Stratification, (strat-o-fe-ku'ehun) n. State of

being formed into layers in the earth ;—pro

cess of being arranged in strata or layers.

Stratified, (strafe-fid) a. Arranged or deposited

in strata or layers.

Stratify, (strat'e-fi) v. t . [h. stratum, factre, to

make.] To form or deposit in layers, as sub

stances in the earth ;—to lay in Btrata.

Stratum, (stratum) n. (L.] A bed of earth or

rock of any kind formed by natural causes, and

consisting usually of a series of layers.

Stratus, (stra'tus) n. \\..\ A cloud spreading

or extending in horizontal layers or bands.

Straw, (straw) n. [A.-S. straw, streaw.] The

stalk or stem of certain species of grain, pulse,

ATc;—a mass of the stalks of certain species of

grain cut and thrashed ;—any thing proverbially

worthless.

Straw, (straw) v. t. To spread or scatter; tostrew.

Strawberry, (straw'ber-e) n. [From strata and

berry.} A perennial plant throwing out slender

runners, with trifoliate and irregularly indented

leaves, and round, pulpy berries, reddish or pink

when ripe;—also, the berry.

Straw-colour, (straw'kul-er) «, The colour of dry

straw ; a delicate, yellowish colour.

Straw-hat, ( strawTiat ) n. A woman's hat or

bonnet made of plaited straw ; also, a round hat

made with plaited straw, used in warm climates.

Straw-plait, (straw'pi at..) n. Ribbons of «trs*

plaited in lengths of half an inch to an iaci

broad, and sewed together to form hats.

Stray, (str&) v. i. [F. esfraycr.) To wander, u

from a direct course;—to wander from compsoy

—to wander from the path of duty or rectitsjf.

Stray, (stra) a. Having gone astray ; strsj-el

wandering.

Stray, (stra) n. Any domestic animal that -i

ders at large or is lost ; an oatray.

Streak, (strek) n. [A. -S. ttriea. ) A line or ks;

mark of a different colour from the grc«rci,

a stripe.

Streak, (strek) r. t. To form streaks: to stnp

Streaked, (strekt) a. Marked or variegated rffl

stripes of a different colour.

Streaky, (strek e) a. Having streaks : strips

variegated with lines of a different colnar.

Stream, (strem) n, [A.-S. stream*) A eorrest i

water or other fluid ; running water ;—a bmi

a rivulet ; a rill ;—a current of melted meui ':

flow of air or gas ;—an issuing in beams or n?

as of light ;—a continued course ; steady of

progressive motion.

Stream, (strem) r. t. To issue in a stream: •

flow in a current;—to issue in streaks or nj»

to radiate, as light ;—to extend ; to rtrefci £ >

long line, as a flag floating in the wind ;—* ■'•

To send forth in a current or stream ;—to &**

with colours or embroidery in long lines.

Streamer, (strem'er) n. An ensign or flag ; s p1-

non ;—an auroral stream or column of lig&

Streamlet, (stremlet) n. A small stream ; a rZ

Streamy, (strem'c) a. Abounding with stress*-

extending in a line or streak;—floating in tht*=

Streek, (strek) v. t. To lay out, as a dead W;

—to make straight ; to stretch. [Scot,]

Streeking, (strek'ing) n. Act of laving «rt. *

a dead body;—act of stretching. [Soot]

Street, (atret) n. [A.-S. street,] A raved «'

or road ; a city road ; a main way iu distinct

from a lane or alley.

Street-door, (stret'ddr) h. Door of a house ^

j ing to the street ; outer door.

Streight, (strat) n. [L. strictus, Pg. «(m: ]

stiait; a difficulty ;—distress—usually w *'■'

plural.

Strength, (strength) w. [\.S. strength.] Qsi^'

or state of being strong ; capacity for exert**

or endurance, whether physical, intellects*!. ■

moral;—power of resisting attacks ;—etfr-v ■

power ; legal or moral force ;—one who or &-;

which is regarded as embodying force or trs-

iiess :—numbers of any body, as of an array, a*

the like ;—vigour ;—intensity or degree ea* ''■■'

distinguishing and essential element. ; — veL-

mence ; force.

Strengthen, (strengthen) v. t. To make str.\-

or stronger ;—to fix in resolution :—to fora"?

animate ; encourage ;—». i. To grow strong *

stronger.

Strengthener, (strength'en-{r)M. One who or ta*

which increases strength, physical or ruonl

Strenuous, (stren'u-us)a. [L. ttretiHM.*,) EafO>

pressing: ardent: earnest; vehement: vigorr->

Strenuously, (stren'u-us-le) adv. In a sirens- ^

manner; ardently; boldly; vigorously; active>

Strenuousness, (stren'u-us-nea) r. Condition d

being strenuous; eagerness: earnestness; aciin

zeal.

Stress, (stres) n, [Abbreviated from disfmj ] Tb*'

which bears with force or weight, or the force «

weight itself; pressure: urgency; imporUac£
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Stress, (strea) v. t. To preas; to urge; to distress.

Stretch, (atrech) v. t. [A.-S. ttreccan.] To draw

oat; to extend in length;—to extend in breadth;

to spread ; to expand ;—to reach out ; to put

forth ;—to strain ;—to exaggerate ;—v. i. To be

drawn out in length or in breadth ;—to be ex

tended ; to spread ; — to be extended without

breaking, as elastic substances ,—to strain be

yond the truth ; to exaggerate.

Stretch, (strech) n. Act of stretching ; exten

sion in length or breadth ;—degree to which

any thing is stretched ; linear extent, as of a

tract of land, or of a body of water ;—strain :

—hence, effort; struggle; undue exercise, as of

power;—utmost extent, as of raeaniug.

Stretcher, (strech er) n. One who or that which

stretches:—a stone laid with its longer dimen

sion in the line of the wall;—a plank for rowers

to set their feet against;—a litter for carrying

sick, wounded, or dead persons.

Strew, (stro, stroo) r. t. [A.-S. strewian.] To

scatter ; to spread by scattering ; — to scatter

loosely.—to cover by scattering something over.

Strewing, (stroking) n. The act of scattering or

spreading over.

Strewment, (stroo'ment) n. Wreath or garland

of flowers strewed or laid on a coffin, tomb, &c.

Stria, (stri'a) n. [L.] A small channel or thread

like line in the surface of a shell, a crystal, or

other object;—a fillet between the flutes of

columns or pilasters.

Striated, (stri'ut-ed) «. [L. striatv*.] Formed

with small channels ; finely channelled.

Stricken, (strik'n)a. Struck; smitten;—brought

under influence or control ;—worn out ; ad

vanced.

Strict, (strikt) a. [L. itrictv*.] Strained; drawn

close; tight;—governed or governing by exact

rnles; rigorous: severe: harsh;—precise; defi

nite;—rigidly interpreted ; restricted.

Strictly, (strrkfle) adv. In a strict manner;

tightly; closely; exactly; precisely; rigorously.

Strictness, (strikt'nes) n. Quality or condition of

being strict ;—exactness in the observance of

rules, laws, rites, and the like;—rigour ; harsh

ness ; sternness.

Stricture, (strikt'ur) n. [F. ] A stroke; a glance;

—a touch of adverse criticism; critical remark;

censure;—a morbid contraction of any passage

of the body.

itride, (strid) 7? . [A.-S. ttreed.] A step, especially

one that is long, measured, or pompous.

Stride, (strid) r. i. [A.-S. tlHdan.] To walk

with long steps;—to straddle ;—r. /. To pass

over at a step.

(trident, (stri'dent) a. [L. strident.] Character

ized by harshness ; grating ;—sharp ; piercing,

trife, (strif) n. [Norm. F. estrij\\ Contention;

iliscord ; struggle of opposing parties;—contest

of emulation; effort for superiority by physical

or intellectual means ;—litigation ; law-suit ;—

opposition ; contrariety : discord: enmity,

trike, (strik) v. t. [A. -a strtenn.] To touch

w hit with some force ; to give a blow to ;—

So throw or dash quickly against ;—to stamp

A-ith a stroke ; to coin ;—to cause to enter or

rtjnetrate ; to thrust in :—to punish ; to smite :

—to canoe to sound by one or more beats ;—to

totify by sound, as a bell, clock, dnim, &c. ; —

o lower ; to take down, as a flag or sail;—to

.fleet strongly; to produce, as surprise, alarm,

Ire., in the mind ;—to create or evoke a vivid

iea, conception, or conviction ;—to make, as

a bargain ;—to ratify or confirm, as a treaty ;—

to run on ; to ground—said of a ship ;—to

raise ; to begin to play or sing, as a note or

tune;—to level, as a measure of grain, salt, &c,

by scraping off with a straight instrument what

is above the level of the top.

Strike, (strik) n. An instrument with a straight

edge for levelling a measure of grain, salt, and

the like;—act or state of a body of workmen

refusing to work unless higher wages or other

specified conditions are conceded to them ;—in

geology, the horizontal direction of the out

cropping edges of tilted rocks.

Striking, (strik'ing) a. Affecting with strong

emotions; surprising; forcible; impressive;—

exact ; true, as a resemblance.

Strikingly, (strik'ing-le) adv. In such a manner

as to affect or surprise ; forcibly ; strongly ; im

pressively.

String, (string) w. [A.-S. string.} A slender

rope, line, or cord ;—a thread on which any

thing is filed ;—the cord of a musical instru

ment;—a nerve or tendon of an animal body;—

the cord of a bow ;—a series of things connected

or following in succession.

String, (string) v. t. To furnish with strings ;—

to put on a string or thread : to file.

Stringed, (stringd) a. Having strings.

Stringency, (strin'jen-se) n. State or quality of

being stringent; severe pressure.

Stringent, (strin'jent) a. [L. stringent. ] Bind

ing strongly; urgent; strict; rigid ;—binding;

astringent.

Stringently, (strin'jent-le) adv. In a stringent

manner ; rigorously.

Stringer, (string'er) n. One who makes or pro

vides strings, especially for bows.

Stringiness, (string'e-nes) n. The state of being

stringy.

Stringy, (string'e) a. Consisting of strings or

small threads ; fibrous ; ropy ; viscid.

Strip, (strip) v. t. [A.-S. strypan.] To pull or

tear off, as a covering ;—to deprive ; to bereave ;

—to rob ; to plunder ;—to divest ;—to uncover

or unsheathe; — to press out the last milk at

a milking;—v. i. To take off clothes or cover

ing ; to undress. [long.

Strip, (strip) n. A narrow* piece comparatively

Stripe, (strip) n. [Ger. Atripe.) A line or long

narrow division of any thing of a different colour

from the ground ;—a stroke or blow with a rod,

strap, or scourge ;—a long, narrow discoloration

of the skin made by the blow of a lash or rod ;

hence, punishment; affliction; sufferings—often

in the plural.

Stripe, (strip) v. t. To make stripes ; to form

with lines of different colours ; to variegate.

Striped, (stript) «. Having stripes of different

I colours.

, Stripling, (stripling) m. A youth just passing

from boyhood to manhood ; a lad.

! Stripping!, (strip'ings) n. pi. The last milk drawn

! from a cow at a milking.

Strive, (striv) v. i. [P. atrirer.] To make

| efforts ; to use exertions ; to labour hard :—to

i struggle in opposition;—to contend reciprocally.

Striving, (striving) n. The act of making efforts;

, exertion; contention; contest.

Stream, (strom) r. i. [Ger. strimen.] To pass by

I or rush along, as a crowd ;—to wander about.

i Stroke, (strok) n. [From strike.] A blow : the

j striking of one body against another ;—a hos

tile blow or attack ;—a sudden attack of disease

2 P
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•r affliction :—fatal attack ;—the sound of the

clock;—a dash in writing or printing; the touch

of a pen or pencil ;—a masterly effort ;—a de

cided hit or success;—the sweep of an oar in

rowing ;—the entire movement of the piston

from one end to the other of the cylinder.

Stroke, (strok) v. t. (A.-S. strdcian.] To rub

gently with the hand ; to soothe ;—to make

smooth.

Stroking, (stroking) n. The act of rubbing gently

with the hand or of smoothing.

Stroll, (strol) v.i. [Ger. strotUn.} To wander

on foot ; to ramble idly or leisurely.

Stroll, (strOl) n. A wandering on foot ; a walk

ing idly and leisurely ; a ramble.

Stroller, (strol'er) n. One who strolls; a vaga-

bond ; a vagrant ; an itinerant player.

Strolling, (stroking) a. Itinerant ; going from

place to place and performing, as a player, &c.

Strong, (strong) a. [A.-S. Strang.] Having phy

sical active power ; vigorous ;—having ability

to bear or endure ;—able to sustain attacks ;

fortified ;—having great wealth, means, or re

sources ;—moving with rapidity ; violent ; im

petuous ; —sound; robust;—forcible; cogent:

adapted to make a deep or effectual impression;

—full of spirit; intoxicating;—affecting the sight

forcibly ; bright ; vivid ;— affecting the taste

forcibly; pungent ;—affecting the smell power

fully;—not of easy digestion; solid ;—well estab

lished ; firm ; compact ;—violent ; vehement ;

energetic. [power.

Strong-hand, (Btrongnand) n. Violence ; force ;

Stronghold, (stronghold) «. A fastness; a fort

or fortress; a fortified place; a place of security.

Strongish, (strong/ish) a. Somewhat strong.

Strongly, (strangle) adv. In a strong manner ;

with strength; firmly; forcibly: eagerly; loudly.

Strong-minded, (strong'niiml-ed) «. Having a

strong mind or will ; — resolute ; determined ;

—bold ; masculine—said of women.

Strong-waters, (strong'waw-te.rz) n. pi. Ardent

spirits.

Strop, (strop) n. A strip of leather or of wood

oovered with leather, used for sharj»ening razors;

—a piece of rope spliced into a circular ring or

wreath, and fastened round the body of a block

for attaching it to a yard or other part of a ship.

Strop, (strop) v. t. To draw over a strop with a

view to sharpen.

8trophe, (stro'fe) n. [G. strophe.] That part of

a song or dance which was performed by turn

ing from the right to the left of the orchestra ;

—a metrical division of a lyrical poem or chorus ;

a loug stanza.

Structural, (struk'tur-al) a. Of or pertaining to

structure.

Structure, (struk'tur) n. [L. xtructura.] Act of

building ;—manner of building ; form ; con

struction ;—the arrangement of parts or of con

stituent particles ;—organization or organized

form of animals or vegetables ;—a building of

any kind : an edifice.

Struggle, (stiWl) v. i. [W. pstreiptaw .] To

strive or to make efforts with contortions of the

body ;—to labour hard ;—to be in agony ; to

^labour in any kind of difficulty or distress.

Struggle. (strugO) h. Great labour ;—contention ;

strife ;—contortions of extremo distress; agony.

Struggling, (rtrugQing) n. The act of striving or

contending ; vehement efforts.

Strum, (strum) v. i. To strike or bring out the

notes of a stringed instrument monotouousl v.

Strumous, (stroo'mus) a. Scrofulous ; \oj]k

swellings in the glands.

Strumpet, (strum pet) n. [Ir. stribrid.} Apw-

tititte ; a harlot.

Strumpet, (strum'pet) a. Like a strumpet; men-

tricious; venal;—false: inconstant.

Strut, (Btrut) t. i. [Dan. strutU.) To walk tfec:

edly with a lofty, proud gait and erect bead.

Strut, (strut) n. Affectation of dignity in wilt

ing;—in roofing, a piece of timber to strenptfc*

a rafter ; a brace ;—any part of a macbiw d

which the principal function is to hold this?

apart.

Strutter, (strut'er) n. One who strut*.

Struttingly, ( strut ing-le ) adv. With a pr*i

lofty step; boastingly.

Strychnine, (strik'uin) n. [L. stryeknos. J A ver-

table alkaloid, the sole active principle of Sfr\

nos ticuttf, the most active of the Java poison

Stub, (stub) n. [A.-S. steb.) The stump d »

tree, especially of a small tree or shrub:—*!*,

a log or block; a dull or sluggish youth.

Stub, (stub) v.t To grub up by the rooti

extirpate. [Ger. stubben.) To strike, as theW

against a stump, stone, or other fixed ebjrei.

Stubbed, (stub'ed) a. Short and thick; uns

eated ;—hardy: not delicate; not nice.

Stubble, (stub'l) n. [Ger. ttoppel] The stox?

of wheat, rye, barley, oats, or buck-wheat, kfc

in the ground after reaping.

Stubborn, (stubborn) a. [ling. stub.] Cmw:

ably obstinate: not to be moved or persuaded \

reasons ;—persevering ; steady;—stiff; notftsr

ble ;—hardy; firm ;—nut easily melted orwii*

ed ;—intractable;—refractory; conUunsdotu-

Stubbornly, (stub'orn-le) adv. In a stubfeor:

manner ; obstinately.

Stubbornness, (stub'orn-nes) n. State or qui? ~

of being stubborn; obstinacy; contumacy.

Stubby, (stub'e) a. Abounding with stubs.

Stucco, (stuk'6)«. [It., F. *tvc.) Plaster of *r

kind :—especially, a fine plaster used for in"'

nal decorations and nice work :—work made •'

stucco. [or fine j4xv

Stucco, (stuk'o) v. t. To overlay with *.fao>!

Stud, (stud) n, [A.-S. studv.] A small pises •'

timber or joist inserted between the port* w

support the beams or other main timbers:—'

kind of ornamental nail with a large head -

ornamental button for a shirt.

Stud, (stud) «. [A.-S. * IceL s(od.) AcolkAr"

of breeding horses and mares.

Stud, (stud) r. t. To adorn with shining finds • '

knobs;—to set thickly, as with studs.

Studding, (stud'ing) n. Materials for sted* *•

joists ; studs or joists considered collective^ ■'

studs.

Studding-sail, (stud'ing-siil) n. A sail »4 <■"■-

side of a principal or square sail of a vessel

Student, (stu'dent) k. [L. studens.] A ye***

engaged in Btudy ; a scholar;—a man dt**£<-*!

to books ; a bookish man ; one who in*»--

gates or explores a subject in a formal or scmx-

tific manner.

Studentship, (stfi'dent-ship) ». State, poatkt.

or time, of being a student.

Studied, (stud'id) a. [From stvdy.) CkasIycT-

amined; well considered ;—well versed in *-"*

branch of learning ; learned ;—prepared before

hand : premeditated ;—hence, set; formal

Studio, (stu'de-o) n. [It] The workshop <* •

sculptor or painter.

Studious, (stu'de-us) a. Given to study ;—Vfm
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to thought or contemplation ;—eager to discover

something or to effect some object ; diligent ;

—attentive to ; careful ;—studied ; deliberate;

—favourable to study ;—suitable for medita

tion.

Studiously, (atfi'de-us-le) adv. In a studious

manner; with study; diligently; carefully; at

tentively.

Studiousness, (atu'de-us-nes) n. The quality of

being studious ; thoughtfulnew ; diligence.

Study, (stud'e) n. [L. studtum.] Applica

tion of mind to books, to arts, science, or learn

ing ;—absorbed or thoughtful attention ; medi

tation ; — any particular 'branch of learning

that is studied ; an apartment devoted to study

or to literary employment;—a work undertaken

for improvement in the art, and often left

incomplete ; a sketch from nature.

Study, (stud'e) r. i. To fix the mind closely upon

a subject ; to muse ;—to apply the mind to

books or learning ;—v. t. To apply the mind

to ;—to consider attentively ;—to con over ; to

commit to memory.

Stuff, (stuf) n. [L. ttuppa.] Material to be

worked up in any process of manufacture;—

woven material; cloth not made into garments;

—a textile fabric made entirely of worsted ;—

refuse or worthless matter ; nonsense ; — do

mestic articles in general.

Stuff, (stuf) v. t. To fill by crowding ; to load

to excess ;—to fill with seasoning ;—to obstruct,

aa any of the organs ;—to fill the skin of for

the purpose of preserving ;—to form or fashion

by stuffing ;—v. i. To feed gluttonously.

Stuffing, (stuf ing) n. That which is used for

filling any thing ;—seasoning for meat.

Stultify, (stul'te-fJ) v. t. [L. stutttis and facer*. \

To make fwolish ; to make a fool of ;—to allege

or prove to be insane.

Stum, (stum) n. [D. Horn.] Unfermeutcd grape-

juice or wine ; must.

Stum, (stnm) v. t. To renew, aa wine, by mixing

miwt with it, and raising a new fermentation.

Stumble, (stum'bl) r.i. [Eng. ttvmp.] To

trip in walking;—to walk in a bungling or

unsteady manner ;—to slide into a crime or an

error ; to err ;—to fall or light on by chance,

[tumble, (stum'bl) n. A trip iu walking or run

ning:;—a blunder ; a failure.

i tumbling-block, (stum'bling-blok) n. A stone

that causes stumbling; any obstacle or diffi

culty in the way of comprehension or reception

of the truth ; cause of error ; ground of otfence

or objection ;—also stumbling-Hone.

tumblingly, (stum'bliiig-le) adv. In a blun

dering manner; erroneously; with frequent

failure.

tump, (stump) n. [Ger.] The part of a tree or

plant remaining in the earth after the stem or

M-nnk i» cut off; stub ;—the part of a limb or

•»ody remaining after a part is amputated or

l-^rtroyed ;—in cricket, one of three straight rods

vhich support the bail and constitute the

vi elect.

ump, (stump) r. t. To strike with the toe ;—

o cut off a part of : to reduce to a stump;—to

ravel over, delivering speeches for electioiieer-

ng purposes;—to knock down, as the wicket

n cricket-playing ; — r. i. To move like a

tnmp; to walk heavily, noisily, or clumsily;

-to pay up or out; to expend.

umpr, (Bturop'e) a. Full of stumps ;—short

juX thick; stubby.

Stun, (stun) r. (. [A.-S. etunian.] To make

senseless or dizzy with a blow on the head ;—to

overpower the sense of hearing of; — to sur

prise completely.

Stunner, (stun'er) n. One who or that which

stuns ; colloquially, an astonishing person or

performance.

Stunning, (stun'ing) a. Overpowering the or

gans of hearing ; confounding with noise ;—

striking with astonishment ; surprising.

Stunt, (stunt) v.t. [A.-S. tttintan.] To hinder

from growth; to prevent the growth of;—r. i.

To stop growing ; to become stunted.

Stunted, (stunt'ed) a. Stubbed; dwarfish; thick,

short, and clumsy.

Stupefacient, (stu-pc-fa'she-ent) n. Any tiling

producing insensibility ; narcotic; opiate.

Stupefaction, (stu-pe-fak'shun) n. Act of ituni

fying;—a stupid or senseless state ; insensibili

ty; stupidity.

Stupefactive, (stu-pS-fak'tiv) a. Causing insensi

bility ; deadening the sense of feeling or under

standing.

Stupendous, (stu-pen'dus) a. [L. stuptndu*.]

Astonishing; wonderful; astonishing in magni

tude or elevation. fpendous manner.

Stupendously, (stu-pen'dns-le) adv. In a stu-

Stupendousness, (stu-pen'dus-nes) n. The quality

or state of being stupendous or astonishing.

Stupid, (stirpid) a. [L. ntupidus.] Very dull

in understanding;—insensible; sluggish; heavy;

—formed without skill or genius ; senseless.

Stupidity, ( stu-pid'e-te ) n. State or quality of

being stupid; dulness of perception or under

standing ; sluggishness ; senselessness.

Stupidly, (stii'pid-le) adv. In a stnpid manner:

foolishly; absurdly; without sense or meaning.

Stupify, (stupe-fl) v. t. [L. $tupere and j'ncere.)

To make stupid; to blunt the faculty of percep

tion or understanding.

Stupor, (stupor) it. [L.] Great diminution or

suspension of sensibility; numbness ; — intel

lectual insensibility ; moral stupidity.

Sturdily, (sturMe-le) adv. In a sturdy manner ;

hardily; stoutly ; obstinately; resolutely.

Sturdineu, (stur'de-nes) n. Condition or quality

of being sturdy; stoutness; hardines.

8turdy,(stnr'de)fr. £F. itourdi.) Hardy ; stou\

as persons;—obstinate; implying coarseness or

rudeness, as disposition ; — laid on with

strength ; violent, aa blows ;—strong ; well set,

as a tree.

Sturgeon, (stur'jun) n. [F. etturgeon.] A large

cartilaginous fish, in

form like a shark, *

covered with bony

plates in longitudinal

rows, and having one Sturgeon.

dorsal fin and a forked tail.

Sturt, (sturt) v. t. [Go. tUerta.) To trouble ; to

vex ;—r. i. To be afraid ; to startle.

Sturt, (sturt) n. Disturbance ; trouble ;—heat of

temper ; fit of passion.

Stutter, (stut'er) v. i. [Got. stottrrn.] To hesi

tate in uttering words ; to stammer.

Stutter, (stut'er) n. The act of stuttering ; stam

mer.

Stutterer, (stut'er-er) n. One who stutters.

8tuttering, (stut'er-ing) n. Hesitation of speech:

stammering.

Sty, (sti) 7i. (A.-S. ttlgcnd.] An inflamed tu

mour on the edge of the eyelid : — also ttyt ;

ttythe.
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Sty, (sti) n. [A.-S. stint.] A pen or inclcenre

for swine ;—a place of bestial debauchery.

Stygian, (stij'e-an) n. [O. Htux.] Of or pertain

ing to Styx, a river of hell over which the shades

of the dead passed ; hence, hellish ; infernal.

Stylar, (stil'ar) a. Of or pertaining to the style

of a dial ; stilar.

Style, (stil) «. [O. atulos.) An instrument used

by the ancients in writing on

tablets covered with wax; hence,

a sharp- pointed tool used in

engraving ;—the pin or gnomon

of a dial ;—the cylindrical and

tapering portion of the pistil

between the ovary and the

stigma ; — mode of expressing

thought in language;—diction;

phraseology ;—mode of presen

tation, especially in music or any

of the fine arts ; — fashion ; b Strip,

manner ; form ; —course ; line of procedure ;—

mode or phrase by which any thing is formally

designated ;—a mode of reckoning time, desig

nated as old or tteir.

Style, (-til) i'. (. To give a title to in addressing ;

denominate ; designate ; characterize.

Stylish, (stil'ish) a. Given to or fond of the dis

play of style ; highly fashionable ; modish ;

genteel. [able manner ; modishly.

Stylishly, (stri'iali-le) adv. In a stylish or fashion-

Styptic, (atip'tik) u. Something which serves to

arrest hemorrhage;—osfWnj/enf".

Styptic, (stip'tik) a. [L. stypticm.] Producing

contraction ; having the quality of restraining

hemorrhage ; astringent.

Suable, (Bu'a-bl) a. [From sue.] Capable of be

ing sued or called to answer in court-.

Suasion, (■wft'ihuu) n. [L. suasio.] Act of

persuading ; — persuading influence ; entice

ment ; inducement,

Suasive, (swa'siv) a. ■ Having power to per

suade ; influencing the mind or passions ; per

suasive.

Suasive, (swa'siv) u. Inducement; persuading

influence ; enticing motive.

Suasory, (swa'sor-e) a. Tending to convince and

induce by reasons, motives, or considerations.

Suavity, (swav'e-te) ». [L,. suaeita*.] That

which is sweet or pleasing to the mind; softness;

gentleness.

Subacid, (sub-as'id) a. Moderately acid or sour.

Subacrid, (sub-ak'rid) o. Moderately sharp,

pungent, or acrid.

Subagent, (sub-il'jent) n. A person employed

by an agent to aid him or act in his absence ;

—a deputy-agent.

Subaltern, (sub'al-t^rn) a. [L. subaltcrmt*.]

Hanked or ranged below ; subordinate ; in

ferior.

Subaltern, (sub'al-tern) n. A person holding a

subordinate ]>osition ; specijicolty, a commis

sioned military oSicer below the rank of cap

tain.

Subalternate, (sub-al-te,rn'ut) a. Succeeding by

turns ; successive ;—subordinate ; inferior.

Subaqueous, (sub-alewe-us) a. Being under

water or formed in or under water.

Subcontract, (sub-kon'trakt) n. A contract un

der a previous contract,

Subcontrary, (sub-kon'tra-re) a. Contrary in an

inferior degree;—having or being in a contrary

order. [under the skin.

Subcutaneous, ( sub-ku-U'ne-us ) o. Situated

Subdeacon, (suVde-kn) n, A deacon's anrtut.

or an under deacon in the Roman Ctuttb-

Chnrch.

Sebdean, (sub'den) n. An under dean ; a dew*

substitute or vicegerent.

Subdivide, (sub-de-vid') v. t. To divide the part

of into more parts ; to divide again, as whit hs

already been divided ;—v. i. To be rabdrricat

Subdivision, (sub-de-vizh'un) n. Act of s*p»

ating a part into smaller parte ; — part of *

thing made by subdividing.

Subdue, (snb'dii) v. t. [L. sub and daeert.) '"

bring under ; to conquer by force or mprrsf

power ; to bring into permanent subject**:-

to reduce : to destroy the force of ;—to coono*

a refractory temper or evil passions;—to o«r-

come by persuasion or other mild meaw.-^
charm; to captivate ;—to make mellow. •-

break, as land.

Subduer, (sub-du'er) m. One who or tiist *bo

conquers and brings into subjection ; a toavr

Subeditor, (sub-ed'it-or) n. An assistant v »

principal editor.

Subgenerie, (sub-jen-e/ik) a. Belonging to "

subgenus or subdivision of a family orclafr

Subgenus, (subje-nus) n. A subdivision rf '

genus comprehending one or more specret

Subindication, (sub-in-de-ka'ahuii) n. Seen* in

dication ; act of making known by secret «P

or hints.

Subjacent, (sub-ja'sent) o. [L. mbjaeau.] LflN

under or below ;—being in a lower sitos^

though not directly beneath.

Subject, (sub'jekt) a. [L. svbjtctus.] Plsori *

situate under ;— placed under the power x*

dominion of another ;—exposed ; obnoxWBs -

liable from inherent causes ; prone ; disp***^

Subject, (sub'jekt) n. [L. subjectus.} Om *

or that which is placed under influence, <*)*

ation or dominion in general ; one who » pi**

under civil authority ; one who owes alhp*5"

to a sovereign or government ;—that «k>* :i

brought under any physical process ; ch*B»-

subetance ; matter ;—that on which any ^

ation is performed in anatomy; esprdsl^ , '

dead body or part of a dead body fur diweea*

—that in which any attribute, relatiot. "

quality inheres ; substance ;—that oowhtfk*

mental operation is performed ; object of -

quiry or examination ; point of dispute ; *r*

treated of;— the iucideute, facts, or wsV^"

written about ; tlie hero of a poem, tal*t *'-

—in tlie arts, tliat which is sought to b* **

bodied or represented ;—in music, the pntf^*

theme or melody of a movement ;—in f**

mar, the nominative case to a verb passi«:p-

topic, that of which any thing is predkawo *

denied ;—in philosophy, the active and lmffl^

ate sentient and thinking faculty which tern

conceptions or ideas of tlie object.

Subject, (sub-jekt) r.t. To bring under;*

subdue ; to enslave ;—to expose ; to msk' L*

ble ;—to make accountable ;—to make sobst^'

ent ;—to cause to undergo.

Subjection, ( sub-jek'shun) n. Act of brio*"*

tinder tlie dominion of another;—state d

being under the control and government vi*

other.
Subjective, (sub-Jekt'iv) a. Relating to ^L

subjoct; — designating the state, corjeep****

and ideas of an active, sentient, and think*-^

being respecting objects or ideas extern*1 -

himself.
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Subjectively, (sub-jekt'iv-le) adv. In a subjec

tive manner ; in relation to the subject.

Subjectivity, (sub-jek-tiv'e-te) n. State of being

subjective ; individuality ;—that which relates

to personal consciousness, or to the impressions

or ideas of on individual mind.

Subject-matter, (sub'jekt-niat-ter) n. The mat

ter or thought presented for consideration in

some statement or discussion.

Subjoin, (sub-join') v. t. To add after something

else has been said or written ; annex ; attach.

Subjugate, (sub'joo-gat) v. t, [L. subjugure.) To

subdue and bring under the yoke of power or

dominion ; to compel to submit to the absolute

control of another.

Subjugation, (sub-joo-ga'shun) n. Act of bring

ing under the power or absolute control of an

other.

Subjunctive, (aub-jungk'tiv)fz. [L. ttubjunetivus.)

.Subjoined or added to something before said or j

written. Subjunctive mode, that form of a verb

which expresses condition, hypothesis, contin- \

gency, and is subjoined to some other verb.

Sublet, (sub-let') v. t To underlet; to lease, as a |

leasee, to another person.

Sublimate, (sub'le-mat) v.t. [L. Mubtimare.) To

bring by heat into the state of vapour, as a sub- j

stance, which, on cooling, returns again to the I

solid state ;—to refine and exalt ; to heighten ; ,

to elevate.

Sublimate, (sub'le-mat) n. The product of a sub

stance sublimed; mercury raised in the retort. J

Sublimate, (sub'le-mat) a. Brought into a state i

of vapour by heat and again condensed.

Sublimation, (sub-le-ma'shun) h. Act of sublim

ating or state of being sublimated.

Sublimatory, (sub-Urn 'a-tor-e) a. Used for sub

limation.

Sublimatory, (sub-Um'a-tor-e) «. A vessel used

for sublimation.

Sublime, (sub-Urn') a. [L. mbtimix,'] Exalted ;

elevated ; high in place;—distinguished by lofty

or noble traits ; eminent ; — awakening or ex

pressing the emotion of awe, adoration, ven

eration, heroic resolve, and the Uke ;—lofty;

grand ;—elevated by joy; elate.

Sublime, (sub-Uni') n. A grand or lofty style ;

the grand in nature or in art, distinguished

from the beautiful

SubUme. (sub-llm') v. t. To bring to a state of

vapour by heat ; to sublimate ;—to exalt ; to

heighten ;—to dignify: to ennoble;—v. i. To be

brought into a state of vapour by heat, and then

condensed by cold.

Sublimely, (sub-limle) adv. In a snbUme man

ner ; with elevated conceptions ; loftily.

Sublimity, (sub-Um'e-te) n. State of being sub

lime : grandeur; vastness ; — magnificence; —

nobleness of nature or oharacter ; eminence ;—

an elevated feeling of astonishment aud awe ;

—loftiness of sentiment or style.

Sublunary, ( sub'lu-nar-e ) a. .Situated beneath

the moon ; terrestrial ; earthly.

Submarine, ( sub-ma-ren' ) a. Being, acting, or

growing under water in the sea.

Submerge, (sub-merj')r. t. [L. Mubmerfjere.] To

pat under water; to plunge ;—to overflow with

water ; to drown ;—v. u To plunge, as into

water or other fluid; hence, to be completely

included or incorporated.

Submersion, (sub-merahun) n. Act of putting

under water or of causing to be overflowed,—

state of being put under water or other fluid.

Submission, ( sub-mish'un ) n. [L. xuLnuMjrio.]

Act of yielding to power or authority; obedi

ence ; — acknowledgment of inferiority or de

pendence; meekness; resignation;—acknowledg

ment of a fault ; confession of error.

Submissive, (sub-mis'iv) a. Inclined or ready to

submit; obedient; compliant; humble; passive.

Submissively, (sub-mis iv-le) adv. In a sub

missive manner ; with submission ; humbly.

Submissiveness, (sub-nuViv-nes) n. Quality or

condition of being submissive.

Submit, (sub-raitOi'.f. [h. submit tcre.] To yield,

resign, or surrender to power, will, or authority;

—to leave or commit to the discretion or judg

ment of another ; to refer ;—r. i. To yield one a

person to the power of another;—to yield one's

opinion to the opinion or authority of another;

to be subject ;—to acquiesce ;—to be submissive.

Subnascent, (sub-nas'eut) «. [L. mbnaM(n*.\

Growing under; springing or rising from be

neath.

Subordinacy, ( sub-or'din-as-e ) n. [L. sit 6 and

ordinare.) State of being subordinate or sub

ject to control.

Subordinary, (sub-or'din-ar-e) a. Inferior in

rank, place, &c. ; less important ; secondary.

Subordinate, (sub-ordin-rtt)f. Placed in a lower

class or rank ;—holding a lower position.

Subordinate, (sub-or'din-itt) n. One who stands in

order or rank below another.

Subordinate, ( sub-or'din-at ) v.t. [L. tub and

ordinare.) To place in a lower order ;—to make

or consider as of less value or importance ;—to

subject or subdue.

Subordinately. (sub-or'din-Jit-le) adv. In a sub

ordinate manner.

Subordination, (sub-or-din-a'shun) n. Act of sub

ordinating;—state of being subordinate; infe

riority of rank or dignity; subjection.

Suborn, (sub-orn') r. (. (L. tuboniare,] To pro

cure or cause to take a false oath amounting

to perjury;—to procure privately or by collu

sion.

Subornation, (sub-or-na'shun) n. Act of snb-

orning ; crime of procuring a person to take

such a false oath as constitutes perjury;—crime

of inducing another to do a criminal or hail

action.

Suborner, (sub-orn'er) n. One who induces an

other to take a false oath or to do a bad action.

Subpoena, (sub-pe'iia) «. [L. *vb and po'na,

punishment.] A writ commanding the atten

dance in court of the person on whom it is

served as a witness, Ac, under a penalty.

Subscribe, (sub-skrib') v. t. [L. sub$criberr.} To

write underneath : to sign with one's own

hand ; to bind one's self by writing one's name

beneath ;—to attest by writing one's name be

neath; — to promise to give by writing one's

name; — v.t. To give consent to something

written by signing one's name ; to assent ;—to

promise to give a certain sum by setting one's

name to a paper, a book, and the Uke.

Subscriber, (sub-skrib/er) n. One who subscribes;

one who contributes;—one who enters his name

for a paper, book, map, and the Uke.

Subscription, (sub-skrip'shun) n. Act of writing

one's name under, or at the end of a letter,

deed, or instrument ; signature ; formal attes

tation ;—a formal declaration of consent to the

creed or articles of a church ;—act of contribut

ing or engaging to give money to any cause or

object ;—the sum given or engaged to be given
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by an individual ; also, the suni or amount con

tributed by all ; also, the paper on which the

names of the subscribers and the sums sub

scribed are entered.

Subsection, (auh-sek'shun) n. Division or part

of a section ; subdivision.

Subsequent, (sub'se-kwent) cr. [L. subsequent.]

Following in time ; coming or being after some

thing else at any time ;—following in order of

place ; succeeding.

Subsequently, (sub'sG-kwent-Ie) adv. In a sub

sequent time, manner, i>osition, or the like.

Subserve, (sub-serv^ v. t. [L. subtervire.] To

serve instrunientally; to help forward ; to pro

mote ;—v.i. To be useful as an instrument or

agent to accomplish a design or work; to auswer

the purpose.

Subservience, ( Rub-serv'e-ens ) n. Condition of

being subservient; mean submission;—state of

being instrumentally useful : — also subservi

ency.

Subservient, (sub-servVent) a. Serving to pro

mote an object or end ; answering a purpose;

useful as an instrument ;—acting as a tool.

Subserviently, (sub-serv'e-enUe) adv. In a sub

servient manner.

Subside, (sub-sid') v. i. [L. subsidere.] To sink

or fall to the bottom ;—to fall into a state of

quiet ; to become tranquil ; to abate ; — to de

scend ; to sink.

Subsidence, (sub'se-dens) «. Act or process of

subsidiug or falling, as the lees of liquors ;—

act of sinking or gradually descending, as

ground.

Subsidiary, (sub-sid'o-ar-e) a. [L. subsidiarius.]

Furnishing a Bubsidy; serviugtohelp; assistant;

auxiliary.

Subsidiary, (sub-sid'e-ar-e) n. One who or that

which contributes aid ; an assistant; an aux

iliary.

Subsidize, (sub'se-diz) v. t. To purchase the as

sistance of by the payment of a subsidy.

Subsidy, (sub'se-de) n. (L subtidiuni.] Support;

aid; especially, extraordinary aid in money ren

dered to a sovereign by his subject* ; also, a

sum of money paid by one prince or nation to

another, to purchase the service of auxiliary

troops.

Subsist, (aub-sisf) v.i. [L. stibsistere.] To bo;

to have existence ; to inhere ;—to continue ;—

to be supported ; to live.

Subsistence, (sub-sist'ens) u. Real being ;—in

herency;—means of support; provisions, or that

which procures provisions.

Subsistent, (sub-sist'ent) a. Having real being ;

inherent.

Subsoil, (sutrsoil) n. The bed or stratum of earth

which lies immediately beneath the surface soil.

Subsoil-plough, ( sub ' soil-plow ) n. A strong

swing plough used to loosen the subsoil.

Substance, (sub'stans) «. \L. substantia,] Being:

something which exists ; something real, not

imaginary ; something solid, not empty;—that

which constitutes any thing wtiat it is; nature;

real or existing essence :—the most important

element in any existence ; — material form ;

body; matter ;—estate ; property.

Substantial, (sub-stan'she-al) a. Belonging to sub

stance; actually existing ;—real ; true ;—corpo-

neal ; material ;—having good substance ; solid :

—possessed of goods or estate ; moderately

wealthy.

Substantiality, (sub-stan-she-al'e-te) n. The

state of having real existence; corporeity; ma

teriality.

Substantially, (sub-«tan'she-al-le) odr. Really;

truly; essentially; in substance; in the main.

Substantiate, (sub-stan'she-at) v.t. To nuke to

exist;—to establish by proof ; to verify.

Substantiation, (sub-stau-ahe-a'shun) n. The set

of making good or establishing by jtroper evi

dence.

Substantive, (sub'stan-tiv)a. Betokening cr ex

pressing existence ; solid ; real ;—not adjectm

Substantive, (sub'stan-tiv) n. A noun : the port

ofspeech which designates something that exsfe,

or some object of thought ; name of an oh)*:

founded on its properties or qualities.

Substantively, (substan-tiv-le) adv. In a pi

stontire manner; in substance; essentially:-^

a name or noun.

Substitute, (suVste-tfit) v. t. [L. subMit*ert:<

To put in the place of another; to exchange ; '■■

interchange.

Substitute, (sub'ste-tut) n. One who or tL.

which is substituted or put in the place of air

other ;—one delegated to act or engaging to sen

in room of another.

Substitution, (sub-ste-tu'ahun) it. Act of puttog

one person or thing in the place of another ;-

state of being substituted;—in grammar, syne^

sis, or the use of one word for another:- a

algebra, the putting of a simpler quantity ^

place of a more complex, as in solving aera

tions;—in theology, the doctrine that Christ ssf-

fered vicariously, or in the room and stead *

sinners. [ing to aulxtituca-

Substitutional, (sub-ste-tu'shun-al) a. Fertai-

Substratum, (sub-stratum) n. [L. substr&tsi-

That which is spread under : a layer of care

lying under another;—the ultimate matter l

substance forming the subject of perceptjet

cognition, and cause of phenomena.

Substructure, (sub-struk'tur) ;*. An under strsr-

ture; a foundation.

Subsultory, ( sub-suit or-e ) a. [L*. sx'M&n

Bounding; leaping; moving by sudden le»fs<*'

starts.

Subtangent, (sub-tan'jent) n. The segment d *

produced axis intercepted between an orduu^

uud a tangent, both drawn from the same p*r

in the curve.

Subtend, (sub-tend') v. t. [L. sub and tend**!

To extend under or be opposite to.

Subterfuge, (sub'ter-fuj) «. [F.J That to wlu^

a person resorts for escape or ouiiceolmest

hence, a shift ; an evasion; artifice.

Subterranean, (sub-ter-ra'ne-an) a, [L. s&r

raneus.] Being or lying under the surfs** d

the earth; situated within the earth or uafc

ground.

Subtile, (suVtil)o. [L. tubtilis.] Thin; notdtt"

or gross ; rare ; — delicately constructed ; nkf

fine ;—acute ; piercing ;—refined ;—<arafty.

Subtilely, (sub'til-le) adv. In a subtile manne> .

thinly; not densely ;—not grossly: finely: art

fully.

Subtleness, (sub'til-nes) n. State or quality ^

being Bubtile; thinness; fineness; acuteirts*

Subtihzation, (sub-til-iz-a'ahun) n. Act of nak

ing subtile, fine, or thin ;—refinement; extnax

acuteness.

Subtilize, (sub'til-iz) v. t. To make thin or &M

—to refiDe ; to spin out in minute <U*t-ineti«.v ■

or shades of meaning ;—v. ». To refine in arp

ment ; to make very nice distinctions.
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Subtilty, (sub'til-te) n. State or quality of being

subtile ; thinness ; fineness ; — refinement ; ex

treme acuteness.

Subtle, (sut'l)a. [Contracted from subtiU.] Sly

in design; artful; cunning; insinuating ;—cun

ningly devised.

Subtlety, (sut'l-te) n. Quality of being subtle ;

cunning; craftiness; artfulness;—shrewdness.

Subtly, (sut'le) tide. In a subtle manner ; slyly;

artfully;—nicely; delicately.

Subtract, (sub-trakt) v. t. [L. tub ami iraiure.]

To withdraw or take from the rest; to deduct.

Subtraction, ( sub-trak'sbun ) n. Act or opera

tion of subtracting or deducting:—the taking of

a lesser number or quantity from a greater of

tbe same kind or denomination.

Subtract!ve, (sub-trakt'iv) a. Tending or having

power to subtract;—preceded by the sign minus.

Subtrahend, (»ub-tra-hend/) u. [L. tubtrahen-

dvA.) The sum or number to be taken from

another.

Suburb, (inb'urb) n. [L. tub and urbn.] The re

gion on the confines of any city or large town

including buildings, streets, or territory; —

hence, the confines ; the out part.

Suburban, ( sub-urb'an ) a. Pertaining to, in

habiting, or being in the suburbs of a city.

Subvene, (sub-ven') v. i. [L. *vb and venire.]

To come under or happen; — to come to the

assistance of ; to co-o|>erato.

Subvention, (sub-ven'shun) n. [h. tmbventio.]

Act of coming in aid; interposition for relief;

—a. government bounty.

Subversion, (sub-ver'shun) v. Act of subverting ;

entire overthrow ; utter ruin.

Subversive, (sub-vpr'siv) u. Tending to subvert

or overthrow and ruin.

Subvert, (sub-verf) v. t. [L. *itb and rertere.]

To overthrow from the foundation ; to ruin

utterly;—to pervert ; to corrupt.

Subverter, (sub-vert'er) n. One who subverts ;

an overthrower.

Succedansous, ( suk-se-da'ne-tia ) a. Pertaining

to a fmccedaneum ; supplying the place of.

Succedaneum, (suk-se-da'ne-um) n. fL.] That

which is used for something else ; a substitute.

Succeed, (suk-sod) v.t. [F. i*ncceder.) To follow

in order; to take the place of another who has

quitted it or died ;—to come after ; to be sub

sequent or consequent;—!', i. To come next in

order;—to come in the place of another;—to ob

tain the object desired ; to have a prosjMjrous

termination ;—to be received with favour ; to

have a good effect.

Succeeding, (*uk-sed'ing)n. The state of prosper

ing or obtaining success.

Success, (suk-ses') n. [L. tucccMu*.] Act of suc

ceeding : favourable termination of any thing

attempted : prosperous issue ; also, issue, result,

or effect, with a qualifying adjective, as good, ill,

great, little, &c.

Successful, (suk-ses'foul) a. Reuniting in ; ac

complishing what was proposed ; happy ; pros-

pel »us ; fortunate.

Successfully, (suk-ses'fool-le) adv. In, a success

ful manner; prosperously: favourably.

Successfulness, (Buk-ses'fool-nes) n. Condition of

being successful ; prosperous conclusion.

Succession, (suk-sesh'un) n. [L. tuccauio.] Act

of succeeding ; a following of things in order of

time or place, or a series of things so following;

sequence ;—an order of descendants ; race ;—

power or right of acceding to the station or title

of a father or other predecessor ;—the right to

enter upon the jmsbossion of the property of an

ancestor.

Successions!, (suk-sesh'un-al) a. Pertaining Ut

or existing in a regular order or succession.

Successive, (suk-ses'iv) a. Following in order ;

coming after without interruption or interval.

Successively, (suk-ses'iv-le) adv. In a successive

manner; in a series or order.

Successor, (suk-ses'or) n. One who succeeds; one

who takes the place and part which another

has left.

Succinct, (suk-singkt') o. [L. suceinctui.]

Girded or tucked up; bound ;—compressed into

a narrow compass ; concise.

Succinctly, (suk-eingkt'le) adv. In a succinct

manner ; briefly; concisely.

Succour, (suk'ur)p. t, JF. accourir.] To help or

relieve when in difficulty, want, or distress ;

support ; assist.

Succour, (suk'ur) n. Aid ; help ; assistance that

relieves and delivers from difficulty, want, or

distress;—the person or thing that brings relief.

Succourer, (suk'ur-er) n. One who affords suc

cour : a helper.

Succulence, (suk'Q-lens) v. The condition of

being succulent ; juiciness ;—also succuUncy.

Succulent, (suk'u-lent) «. [L. ntccutentus.]

Full of juice ; juicy.

Succumb, (suk-kum') v. i. [L. sub and cumbere.]

To yield ; to submit : to sink unresistingly.

Such, (such) a. [A.-S. svnlc] Of that kind ; of

the like kind ;—the same that ; noting a par

ticular or thing previously mentioned ; having

the character, quality, or relation specified ;—

noting extent or degree of any kind ;—noting

an indefinite number of persons or things of a

certain class or kind.

8uck, (suk) v.t. [A.-S. sticav.} To draw np,

in, or out, as a liquid, by the action of the

mouth and tongue ;—to draw milk from with

the mouth ;—to imbibe by any process which

resembles sucking ; to inhale ; to absorb ;—to

draw in, as a whirlpool ; to engulf;—v. ». To

draw by exhausting the air, as with the mouth

or with a tube ;—to draw the breast.

Suck, (suk) n. Act of drawing with the mouth ;

—milk drawn from the breast;—a small draught.

Sucker, (suk'er) n. One who or that which sucks

or draws with the mouth ;

—the piston of a pump ;

—a pipe through which^

any thing is drawn ;—the

shoot of a plant from the :: ;sker or

roots or lower part of the Buokine-flsb.

stem.

Suckle, (sulci) v.t. [Diminutive of sueL] To

give suck to ; to nurse at the breast.

Suckling, (sukTing) n. A young child or ani

mal nursed at the breast.

Suction, (suk'shun) n. (L. mgere.] Actof suck

ing or drawing, as fluids, by exhausting the air.

Sudatory, (su'da-tor-e) «.. A sweating-bath ; a

vapour bath. [ing ; perspiring.

Sudatory, (su'da-tor-e) a. [L. mutatoriw. J Sweat-

Sudden, (sud'en) a. \Y. towtfain.] Happening

without previous notice ; coming unexpectedly;

—rash; hasty; unusual; abrupt; unlooked-for.

Sudden, (sud'en) n. An unexpected occurrence ;

surprise.

Suddenly, (sud'en-le) adv. In a sudden, unex

pected manner; unexpectedly; hastily; off-hand.

Suddenness, (sud'en-nes) n. State of being
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sudden ; a coming or happening without pre

vious notice.

Sudorific, (sfl-dor-ifik) a [L. sudor and facere.]

Causing sweat.

Sudorific, (au-dor-ifik) n. A modicine that pro

duces sweat.

Suds, (sudz) n. ting. [Ger. tvd,] Water impreg

nated with soap and worked up into froth and

bubbles.

One, (sfi) v.t. [F. tuivre.] To follow up; to pro

secute ; to endeavour to win ;—to seek justice

or right from by legal process ;—v. i. To seek

by request ; to make application ; to petition .

—to prosecute; to make legal claim.

Suer, (su'$r) n. One who sues; a suitor.

Suet, (su'et) n. (F. tuif.] The harder and less

fusible fat of an animal about the kidneys.

Suffer, (sufer) r. t. [F. soujfrir.] To feel or

endure with pain, annoyance, and the like ; to

undergo ;—to endure without sinking : to boar ;

—to sustain ;—to allow ; not to forbid or hin

der ;—v. i. To feel or undergo pain of body or

mind;—to undergo punishment;—to be injured;

to sustain loss or inconvenience.

Sufferable, (sufer-a-bl) a. Capable of being per

mitted; allowable; tolerable.

Sufferance, (sufer-ans) n. State of suffering;

pain endured ;—submission ; patience ;—tolera

tion ; permission ;—uogativo consent by not for

bidding or hindering.

Sufferer, (sufer-cr) «> One who suffers; one who

endures suffering ;—one who permits or allows.

Suffering, (aufer-iug) n. The bearing of pain,

inconvenience, or loss ; distress or injury in

curred.

Suffice, (suf-fiV) r. /. [L. siifficert.] To be enough

or sufficient;—v. t. To satisfy ; to content ; to

be equal to the wants or demands of.

Sufficiency, (suf-fish'e-en-se) n. State of being

sufficient or adequate to the end proposed ;—

ability; capacity;— adequate means; compe

tence ;—ample stock or fund.

Sufficient, (suf-fiah'e-ent) a. [L. sujficiens.] Ade

quate to wants; enough for demand or supply;

—possessing adequate tolonta or accomplish

ments ; of competent power or ability.

Sufficiently, < suf-flsh'e-ent-le ) adi\ To a suffi

cient degree; enough.

Suffix, (suffiks) 71. A letter or syllable added

to the end of a word; an affix; a postfix.

Suffix, (suf-fiks') v. t. [L. wfflgert.} To add or

annex to tho end, as a letter or syllable to

a word.

Suffocate, (sufo-kat) v. t [L. svjfocare.} To

choke or kill by stopping respiration; to stifle ;

to smother;—to destroy; to extinguish;—v.t.

To become choked, stifled, or Bmothered.

Suffocation, (suf-o-kAshun) n. Act of choking

or stifling;—condition of being suffocated.

8uffrag4n, (sufra-gan) a. [L. suffragans.] As

sisting.

Suffragan, (sufra-gan) n. A bishop considered

as an assistant to liis metropolitan; an assist

ant bishop.

Suffrage, (sufraj) n. [L. tuffrapium.) A voice

given in deciding a controverted question, or in

the choice of a man for an office or trust; vote;

—testimonial; attestation;—united response or

prayer.

Suffuse, (suf-fuzO v. t. [L. Mffimderc.] To over

spread, as with a fluid or tincture.

Suffusion, (suf-fu'zhuu) n. Act or operation of

suffusing, as with a fluid or with a colour ;—

state of being suffused ;—that which is spread

over.

Sugar, (shoog'ar) n. [F. *\icreJ\ A sweet, eryv

tatlino substance obtained from certain vegeta

ble products, as the sugar-cane, maple, beet, 4c-

Sugar, (shoog'ar) v. t. To sprinkle or mix with

sugar ; to sweeten ; figuratively, to disguise It

flattery or soft words.

Sugar, (shoog'ar) a. Hade of sugar.

Sugar-basin, ( Bhoog'ar-bas-n ) n. A vessel for

holding sugar for the table :—also sugnr-box-i.

Sugar-candy, (shoog'ar-kan-de) n. Sugar clan-

fled and concreted or crystallized.

Sugar-cane, (shoog'ar-kan) n. The cane or puur.

from whose juice sugar is obtained.

Sugar-loaf, (Bhoog'ar-ldf) n. A mass of refined

sugar usually in the form of a truncated coo*.

Sugar-tongs, (ahoog'ar-tongx) n. Small tongs tot

taking up lumps of sugar at table.

Sugary, (shoug'ar-e) a . Resembling or contaia-

ing sugar ; sweet;—hence, flattering.

Suggest, (sug-jest', suj-esf) v.t. [L. sugaerrre]

To hint; to mentiou in the first instance.—

to insinuate ; to introduce indirectly to tb*

thoughts ;—to projKwe with diffidence.

Suggestion, (sug-jestyun) n. Act uf suggen-

ing ;—a hint ; a first or faint mention or pro

posal ;—presentation of an idea to one's own

mind ; prompting, as of conscience, iniagine-

tion, &c. ; — insinuation ; secret incitement to

action. [gestion, hint, or intimation

Suggestive, (sug-jest'iv) a. Containing a sng-

Suicidal, (su'e-sld-al) a. Partaking or in the

nature of the crime of suicide.

Suicide, (su'e-sid) n. [L. siticidiutH.) Act of

designedly destroying one's own life ; self-

murder ;—one guilty of self-murder.

Suit, (sut) n. [P. suite.] Act of suing ; the pro

cess by which one endeavours to gain an end

or object ; a petition or application ;—the at

tempt to win a woman inmarriage ; courtship .

— an action or process for the recovery of a

right or claim ;—pursuit; chase ;—a rotiuue ; a

company.

Suit, (sut) v. t. To fit ; to adapt ;—to be fitted

to; to become;—to please; to content;— to dress

to clothe ;—v. i. To agree ; to accord.

Suitable, (suta-bl) a. Capable of suiting ; likely

to suit; proper; fitting; becoming; competent.

Suitableness, (sut'a-bl-nes) n. The quality or con

dition of being suitable ; fitness ; propriety.

Suitably, (sut'a-ble) adv. In » suitable manner

Suite, (swet) n. [K.J The retinue or attend

ants of a distinguished personage ;—a conuectd

series or succession, as of objects; a set.

Suitor, (sut'er) n. One who sues ; » petitioner :

one who solicits a woman in marriage ; a w ooex

—one who Bues or prosecutes a demand in court.

Sulk, (sulk) v. i. [A.-S. soictn.} To be sullen w

dull ; to show sulkinesa

Sulkily, (sulk'e-le) adv. In a sulky manner.

Sulkiness, (sulk'e-nes) n. State or quality of

being sulky ; sullennesa

Bulky, (sulk'e) a. Sullen ; sour ; morose.

Sullen, (BiU'en) a. [Norm. F. soleih.] Gloomy,

dismal;—gloomily angry and silent: cross; lUfaci-

ed with ill humour ;—obstinate ;—heavy; dulL

Sullenly, (sul'en-le) adv. In a sullen uumor;

gloomily; obstinately; intractably; with inoroae-

ness.

Sullennets, (sul'en-nes) n. Tho state or quality

of being sullen ; gloominess; sulkiness.

Solly, (sul'e) v. t. [F. wwi'Hcr.J To aoil
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tarnish ; to darken;—to ■tain ; — r. i. To be

soiled or tarnished.

Sully, (sule) n. Soil ; tarnish ; spot

Sulphate. (sul'fat) n. [L. sulphur.] A salt form

ed by sulphuric acid in combination with any

base-

Sulphite, (sul'fit) n. A salt formed by a com

bination of sulphurous acid with a base.

Sulphur, (aul'fur) u. [L.] An elementary non-

metallic substance of a yellow colour, burning

with a blue flame and a peculiar suffocating

odour. [bling sulphur.

Sulphurate, (suJ'fu-rHt)a. Belonging to or resem-

Sulphureoua, (sul-fu'rt-us) «. Consisting of sul

phur ; having the qualities of sulphur.

Sulphuric, (sul-fu'rik) a. Pertaining to or ob

tained from sulphur.

Sulphurous, (sul'iur-us) a. Pertaining to or

noting an acid formed by one equivalent of sul

phur combiued with two equivalents of oxygen, i

Sulphury, (sul'fur-e) a. Partaking of sulphur ;

having the qualities of sulphur.

Sultan, (sul'tan) n. [A.J The emperor of the

Turks; the grand seignior.

.Sultana, (sul-ta'na) ft. The wife of a sultan.

Sultaaess. (sul'tan-es) n. A sultana.

Siutanship. (sul'tan-ship) n. State or office of a

sultan. [heat with a moist or close air.

Sultriness, (sul'tre-nes) n. State of being sultry;

Sultry, (sul'tre) a. [Corrupted from stctlhy.]

Very hot, burning, and oppressive.

Sum, (sum) n. [F. somme.] The aggregate of two

or more numbers, magnitudes, quantities, or

, iart icu lars;—a quantity of money ; any amount

indefinitely :—the roMinoi: compendium ;—

height; completion ;—a problem to be wrought

in arithmetic.

Sum. (sum) v. t. To bring together into one

whole ; to cast up, as figures j—to bring into a

email compass;—to comprise in few words.

Summarily, (sum'ar-e-le) adv. In a summary

maimer ; concisely;—in a short way or method.

Summarize, (suni'a-rtz) v, t. To comprise in or

reduce to a summary ; to present briefly.

Summary, (sum'ar-e) a. if-'. sonmaireV] Brief;

concise ; compendious ; reduced into a narrow

compass or into few words;—quickly executed,

summary, (sum'ar-e) n. An abridged account ;

an abstract or compendium.

Summation, (suni-a'shun) n. Act of summing or

forming a sum or total amount;—an aggregate.

>uxxuner, (sum'er) u. [A.-S. sumer.] One of the

four seasons of the year ;—period from the end

of Hay to the beginning of August inclusive j

— the warmest half of the year, opposed to win

ter, [duced in summer.

; imraer, (snm'gr) a. Relating to summer; pro-

-u miner, (sum'er) v. i. To pass the summer.

,/nmer-house, (sum'ej-hous) n, A house in a

gr*rd*;n. to be used in Bummer . arbour or bower ;

—a. house for summer residence.

.uxxunit, ( sum'it ) u. [L. Munmum.] The top :

trie highest point ;—the highest degree; utmost

elevation.

u_mzrion. (sum'un) r. t. [L. gubsmd manere.] To

Hi, cite, or notify to appear;—to excite into

• . - ..si or exertion ;—to call upon to surrender.

;;r.0ion», (sum'unz) n. [With plural termin-

i.tioi*-] Tlie command of a superior to appear

it »• place named, or to attend to some public

iixty ;—a warning or citation to appear in court

,11 m. day specified. [block-head.

jxnpt,0iunif)»- [Soot. J A dull heavy fellow; a

Sumpter, (sump'ter) n. [P. sommier,] An ani

mal, especially a horse that carries packs or

burdens.

Sumptuary, (sumr/tu-ar-e) «. [L. situiptuariu*.]

Relating to expense ; regulating expense or ex

penditure.

Sumptuous, (sump'tu-us) a. [L. gumptuoBU*.]

Involving large outlay or expense; splendid;

magnificent. [tumts manner.

Sumptuously, (sump'tu-us-le) adv. In a sunip-

Sumptuousness, (sump ' tti - us - nes) n. State of

being sumptuous ; costliness; splendour.

Sun, (sun) a, [A.-S. name.] The luminous orb

the light of which constitutes day ; the central

body round which the earth and planets re

volve ;—any heavenly body which forms the

centre of a system of orbs ;—the sunshine.

Sun, (sun) r.t. To warm or dry in the light

of the sun : to expose to the sun ; to insolate.

Sun-beam, (sun'bem) ». A beam or ray of the

sun. [scorch by the sun.

Sun-burn, (min'burn) r. t. To burn, discolour, or

Sunday, (sun'dii) n. [From ran and day.) The

first day of the week ; the Sabbath ; the Lord's

day.

Sunday, (sun'dii) a. Belonging to the first day

of the week or Sabbath.

Sunder, (sun'der) v. t. [A.-S. sundrum.} To

disunite by rending, cutting, or breaking ; to

separate ; to divide ; to sever.

Sunder, (sun'd?r) Commonly entered as a noun,

but only used with in ; in two ; into pieces.

Sun-dial, (sun'di-al) n. An instrument to show

the time of day by means of the shadow of

the sun projected on a graduated plate by a

gnomon or style.

Sundown, (sun'down) u. Sunset ; sun-setting.

Sundries, (sun'driz) n. pi. Many different or

small tilings; miscellaneous things ;—in book

keeping or statements of account, small items

classed under this general heading.

Sundry, (sun'dre) «. [A.-S. winding.] Several ;

divers ; more than one or two.

Sunflsh, (sun'fish) n. A large, soft-finned sea-

fish, so named from its

nearly circular form and

shining surface.

Sunflower, (sun'flow-er) n.

A plant—so called from

the form and the colour ,

of its flower, or from its

habit of turning to the

sun.

Sunken, (sungk'en) a. Ly

ing on the bottom of a

river or other water; sunk. Simfish.

Sunlight, (sun'lit) n. The light of the sun ; day

light.

Sunlit, (sun'lit) «. Lighted by the sun.

Sunniness, (sun'e-nes) n. The state of being

sunny.

Sunny, (sun'e) a. Pertaining to or resembling

the sun;—exposed to the rays of the sun;—col

oured by the sun.

Sunrise, (aun'riz) n. First appearance of the sun

above the horizon ; the time of such appearance.

Sunset, (sun'set) n. The descent of the sun be

low the horizon ; tho time when the sun sets ;

evening.

Sunshine, (sun'shin) n. Tho light of the sun ;

—state of being warmed and illuminated by the

rays of tho sun ;—warmth ; illumination ;—

prosperity; happiness.
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Sunshiny, (suu'shin-e) a. Bright with the rays

of the sun; clear, worm, or pleasant.

Sun-stroke, (sun'strok) n. Any affection pro

duced by the action of the sun on the body;

a Hudden prostration of the physical powers

occasioned by exposure to excessive heat.

Sup, (Bup) v.t. IA.-S. g&pun.] To take into the

mouth, as a liquid ; to sip;—v. t. [R xouper.]

To eat the evening meal ; to take supper.

Sup, (sup) n. A small mouthful, as of liquor or

broth; a little taken with the lips; a sip.

Superable, (au'per-a-bl) a. [L. tuperaOili*.] Capa

ble of being overcome or conquered.

Superabound, (su-pcr-a-bound') v. i. To bo very

abundant or exuberant.

Superabundance, (su-per-a-bun'dans) K. State of

being superabundant.

Superabundant, (su-per-a-bun'dant) a. Abound

ing to excess ; beiu^ more than is sufficient :—

superaboundiny.

Superadd, (su-per-ad') v. t. To add over and

above ;—to add or annex, as something ex

trinsic.

Superaddition, ( su-per-ad-dish'iin ) v. Act of

adding to something ;—that which in added.

Superannuate, (su-per-an'u-at) v. t. [L, gaper

and annus.] To impair or disqualify by old age

and infirmity ;—to relieve from office or allow

to retire from service on half-pay, pension, ic.

Superannuation, (su-per-ati-u-a'shun) n. State of

being disqualified by old age ; decrepitude ;—

state of being pensioned off, or retiring on half-

pay.

Superb, (su-perb') n. [L. superbus.] Grand ;

august; stately;—rich ; elegant ;—showy ; pomp

ous.

Superbly, ( su-perb 'le) adv. In a superb or

splendid manner ; magnificently ; elegantly ;

showily.

Supercargo, (su-per-kar'goi n. An officer in the

East India Company's vessels, having power to

sell the cargo at the port to which the ship was

bound, or to carry it to other ports, and to

procure fresh cargo for the homeward voyage

—the office is now abolished.

Supercilious, (su-per-sil'e-us) a. [L.J Lofty with

pride ;—manifesting haughtiness or proceeding

from it ;—contemptuous ; Bneering.

Superciliously, (su-per-aile-us-le) adv. In a su

percilious manner ; haughtily ;—with contempt.

Superciliousness, (su-per-siTe-us-nes) n. State

of being supercilious ; an overbearing temper

or manner ; haughtiness.

Supereminence, ( su-per-em'e-nens ) n. Distin

guished eminence ; uncommon degree of excel

lence.

Supereminent, (su-per-em'e-nent) a. Eminent

in a superior degree ; surpassing others in excel

lence, [superior degree of excellence.

Supereminently, (su-per-cm'e-nent-le) adv. In a

Supertrogate, (su-per-e.r'o-gat) v.i. [L. super-

erotjure.\ To do more than duty requires.

Supererogation, (su-per-er-o-ga'shun) n. Per

formance of more than duty or necessity re

quires ;—work* of tupcrerogation, among Pap

ists, good works done by an individual beyond

what is needful for his own salvation, and

therefore meritorious in procuring the salvation

of another. [excellence.

Superexoellence, (su-pcr-ek'sel-lons) n. Superior

Superexcellent, (su-per-ek'sel-lent) a. Excellent

in an uncommon degree.

Superficial, (su-pcr-fish'e-al) a. [L. super

ficial**.} Lying on or pertaining to Uw sur

face;— shallow;—not profound or deep: un»>

tering ;—comprehending only what is ubviou

or apparent.

Superficially, (&u-per-fiah'e-al-le) adv. In s «■

perfieial manner ; on the surface only.

Superflcialness, (su-per-nsh'e-al-nes) u. Stated

being superficial; shallowness ;—slight kit*

ledge ; sciolism :—also superficiality.

Superficies, (su-per-fiah'ez) n. [L.J The in

face ; the exterior part or face of a thing-

Superfine, (su'per-fiu) a. Very fine or most in*

siU'iMissing otners in fineness.

Superfluity, (su-per-flu'e-te) n. [L. sHperSmU.

A greater quantity than is wanted ;—supenbat-

dance ; excess : redundancy.

Superfluous, (su-per'flu-us) a. [h. supertax.

More than is wanted or sufficient ; exubexu'

redundant [fluous taunt

Superfluously, (su-pgr'flu-us-le) adr. Iu a sal*"

Superfluousness, (su-p^r'flu-ua-nes) ». The tai<

of being superfluous or beyond what is »wit^-

Superhuman, (su-per-hu'man) a. Above or bf?*

what is human ; divine.

Superimpose, (su-ptr-ini-poz') r. t. To l-> 01

pose on something else.

Superincumbent, (su-per-in-kum/beut) a. Lj-'

or resting on something else.

Superinduce, (su-per-in-dus") v.t. To brinf U«

upon, as an addition to something; to intraU."

as a new element, quality, consideration. *r-

Superintend, (su-pe/r-in-tendr) v. t To ban '

exercise the charge and oversight of ; to ^

care of with authority.

Superintendence, (Bii-per-in-tend'ens) «- An »*

superintending ; personal supervikion and dim

Uoii;—authoritative care and oversight;—*»/'

inttiuieneif.

Superintendent, (su-per-in-tend'ent) n. On* *'">

has the oversight and charge of soniethi&s *"'u

the power of direction ; inspector: manager

Superintendent, ( su-per-in-tendent) a. 0**

looking others with authority ; presiding; Fl

eming.

Superintending, (su-per-in-tending) o. 0«

looking ; directing ; controlling : carinf *&

providing for all, as God in his providenot.

Superior, (su-pere-or) a. [L.J More el«T*t<*i '

place; upper :—higher in rank or office .—hu^

in excellence ; — being above or beyond ik

power or influence of ; unaffected by.

Superior, (su-pe're-or) n. One who is mow ad

vanced in age ;—one who is more elevstoi e

rank or office ;—one who surpasses otben o

dignity, excellence, or qualities of any kinc -

the chief of a monastery, convent, or abbey.

Superiority, (sti-pe-re-orVte) n. State or quai'

of being higher, greater, or more exceusa*. -

any respect ; prevalence ; ascendency ; sdw

tage.

Superlative, (su-perTit-iv) a. [L. sHprrleUr^

Most eminent; surpassing all others ;—expr^

ing, as a form of the adjective or ad\erK '•

highest degree of the quality.

Superlative, (sQ-perTat-iv) n. That whka

highest or most eminent ;—a word in the r;K

lative degree.

Superlatively, (su-perTat-iv-le) adr. U s nnw-

ner of speech expressing the highest degts*

Supernal, (su-pcr'nal) a. [L. super***.} B**4

in a higher place or region ,—relating to tluV

above ; celestial ; heavenly.

Supernatural, (su-ne,r-u«t'ur-al) a. B«"l
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beyond or exceeding the powers or laws of na

ture; miraculous.

Supernaturalism, (su-per-nat'ur-al-izm) n. State

of being supernatural.

Supernaturally, (su-per-natur-al-le) ade, In a

supernatural manner.

Supernaturalneai, (sii-per-nat ur-al-nes) n. The

state or quality of being supernatural, or be

yond the power or ordinary laws of nature.

Supernumerary, (au-per-num'er-ar-e) a. Exceed

ing the number stated or prescribed.

Supernumerary, (su-per-num'er-ar-e) n. A per

son or thing heyoud what is necessary or usual;

a person employed to till the place of another,

as of an officer killed in battle, an actor or the

like.

Superposition, (su-per-po-ziah'un) n. A being

placed or situated above or upon something ;—

in peology, the order in which mineral strata

are placed upon or above other strata.

Superscribe, ( su -per- skrib ' ) v. t. [L. tiuper-

ttribere.) To write or engrave on the top, out

ride, or surface ; to write the name or address

of a person on the outside or cover of.

Superscription, (su-per-skrip'shun) it. Act of

superscribing; — that which is written or en

graved on the surface, outside, &c. ;—an im

pression upon coins;—direction : address.

Supersede, (su-per-aed) v. /. (L. tupenetlere.]

To set above or over ;—to suspend from office ;

to replace by another appointment ;—to make

void or inefficacious;—to set aside ; to render

unnecessary: — iaip. & pp. superseded; ppr.

superseding,

Supersedure, (sii-per-sG'dfiv) n. The act of super

seding.

Supersensible, (su-per-sen'se-bl) a. Beyond the

senses or powers of perception: —also nvpcr-

tenntal.

Supersentitiveness, ( su-pgr-Bens ' it-i v-nes ) n.

Excessive or over sensitiveness ; morbid sensi

bility.

Superstition, ( gfl-per-stish'un ) it. [L. taper-

*tHw.] An excessive reverence or fear of that

which is unknown or mysterious ;—especially,

an ignorant or irrational worship of the Supreme

Deity ; excessive exactness or rigour in re

ligions opinions or practice ;—the worship of

false gods ; false religion ;—belief in the direct

agency of superior powers in certain extraordin

ary or singular events, or in omens and prog

nostics.

Superstitious, (su-per-stish'e-us) a. Pertaining

to or proceeding from superstition ;—full of idle

fancies and scruples in regard to religion :—over

exact and formal in religious observances, rites,

and ceremonies ;—excessively credulous; be

lieving ignorantly in supernatural, spiritual, or

diabolic agency. [superstitious manner.

Superstitioualy. (su-per-stish e-us-le) adv. In a

Superstructure, (su-pgr-struk ' tur) ». [L. *M»er

and ttrutre.] Any material structure or edifice ;

the building raised on a foundation ;—any thing

erected on a foundation or basis.

Supervene, (»u-per-ven) r. i. (L. mpervenire.]

To come upon as something extraneous; to take

place ; to happen. [supervening.

Supervention, (sO-per-ven'shun) n. The act of

Saperviaal, (su-psr-viz'al) m. Act of supervising;

supervision ; overseeing.

Supervise, (su-per-viz') v. t. fL. super and vis-

ere.) To oversee for direction ; to superintend ;

to inspect.

Supervision, (sa-per-vixh'un) n. Act of over

seeing ; inspection ; superintendence.

Supervisor, (stt- per-viz or) ». One who super

vises; an overseer; an inspector; a superin

tendent.

Supine, (sQ'pin) n. [L. supinus.) A verbal noun

or a substantival modification of the infinitive

mood in Latin.

Supine, (sQ-pinO a. Lying on the back or with

the face upward ;—inclining with exposure to

the sun ;—needless ; inattentive ; listless.

Supinely, (sQ-pin'le) adv. In a supine manner:

carelessly ; indolently ; drowsily ; in a thought

less state.

Supineness, (su-pin'nes) n. The state of being

supine; indolence ; drowsiness ; heedlessness.

Supper, (sup'er) n. [F. touperJ] That which is

supped ; the evening meal ; the last meal of the

day. [without supper.

Supperless, (sup'er-les)^ Wanting supper: being

Supper-time, (sup'er-tim) ■». Hour or time wi

the evening meal ; evening.

Supping, (sup'ing) n. The act of one who sups ;

the act of taking supper.

Supplant, (sup-plantf) v.t. [L s«ftand planta.]

To remove or displace by stratagem ; to take

the place of;—to overthrow ; to undermine.

Supplanter, (sup-planter) ;t. One who sup

plants.

Supple, (supT)«. [F. toupk.) Pliant; flexible;

—easily bent; — compliant; not obstinate:—

bending to the humour of others ; obsequious.

Supple, (snp'l) v. t. To make soft and pliant ;

to render flexible :—to make compliant or sub

missive ;—v.t. To become soft and pliant.

Supplement, (sup'le-ment) n. [L. Mupplemehtum.]

That which fills up, completes, or perfects ,

something added to a book or paper to make

good its deficiencies or correct ite errors ; — in

mathematics, the quantity which must be added

to an angle or an arc to make two right angles

or a semicircle.

Supplement, (sup'le-ment) r. (. To fill up or sup

ply by additions ; to add to.

Supplemental, ( sup-lc-ment'al ) ft. Added to

supply what is wanted ; additional.

Supplementally, (sup-le-ment'al-le) adv. Addi

tionally : by way of supplement.

Suppleness, (supl-nes) h. Quality of being

supple ;—pliancy ; flexibility; facility.

Suppletive. ( sujrle-tiv ) a. Supplying what is

lacking ; filling up deficiencies ; supplemental :

—helping :—also tuppletory.

Suppliant, (sup'le-ant) a. [F.] Asking earnest

ly and submissively;—entreating; beseeching;

—expressive of humble supplication.

Suppliant, (sup'le-ant) it. A humble petitioner;

one who entreats submissively.

Suppliantly, (sup'le-ant-le) adv. In a suppli

ant or submissive manner.

Supplioant, (supae-kant) n. One who suppti-

cates ; a petitioner who asks earnestly and sub

missively.

Supplicate, (suple-kat) v. t. [L. tvpplicarc] To

entreat for; to seek by earnest prayer;—to ad

dress in prayer:—v.t. To petition with ear

nestness and submission ; to implore.

Supplication, (aup-le-ka'ahun) n. Act of sup

plicating ; humble and earnest prayer in wor

ship:—humble petition : earnest request.

Supplicatory, (sup'le-kut-or-e) a. Containing

supplication ; submissive.

Supply, (aup-pli') v.t. [L. svpplere.] To fill
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up as any deficiency happens ; to furnish with

what is wanted;—to serve instead of;—to bring

or furnish.

Supply, (sup-pi!') n. Sufficiency of tilings for

use or want; especially, the food, &c., which

meets the daily necessities of an army or other

large body of men ; store—chiefly in the plural;

—also, the sums of money granted by Parlia

ment to meet the public charges and expendi

ture for the current year.

Support, (sup-port') v. t. [L. sub and portare.)

To keep from falling ; to sustain ;—to endure ;

—to keep from fainting or sinking ;—to assume

and represent successfully, as the part of au

actor;—to furnish with the means of sustenance

or livelihood ;—to carry on; to enable to con

tinue ;—to verify ; to substantiate ;—to defend

successfully; to vindicate ;—to keep up; to main

tain ;—to favour ; to countenance ;— to attend

as an aid or assistant;—to stand by ;—to speak

in favour of ; to second.

Support, (sup-porf) n. Act or operation of up

holding or sustaining ; prop ; pillar ; founda

tion ;—that which maintains life ; mainten

ance; means; livelihood; — that which keeps

from sinking or languishing; stimulus; encour

agement;—that which upholds or relieves; help;

succour ; assistance ; — countenance ; patron

age.

Supportable, (sup-pdrt'a-bl) a. Capable of being

borne or sustained ; endurable ; tolerable ;—

capable of being maintained.

Supporter, (sup-pdrt'er) "■■ One who or that

which supports ; a

prop; a pillar, &c. ;—

a sustainer: acomfort-

er ;—au adherent of a

party ; one who walks

or sits by another, as

an attendant or as

sistant ; — one who

■speaks in favour of a

motion; a seconder;— Supporters.

pL In architecture, images which serve to bear

up any part of a building in the place of

columns ;—in heraldry, figures of birds, beasts,

fishes, and sometimes of human beings, placed

on each side of the escutcheon, and appearing

to support it.

Supposable, (sup-poz'a-bl) a. Capable of being

supposed or imagined to exist; conceivable.

Suppose, (sup-pox*) v. t. [F. suppose):) To lay

down without proof ; to advance by way of

argument or illustration ;—to imagine or as

sume as true or real;—to receive as true; to

require to exist or be true ; to imply by the

laws of thought or of nature;—v.i. To make

supposition ; to think ; to believe or imagine.

Suppose, (sup-poz) «. A supposition.

Supposition, (sup-pdz-isb'un) n. Act of suppos

ing ;—hypothesis ; position laid down without

proof ;—imagination : belief without evidence;

unfounded notion or fancy ; surmise ; guess.

Suppositional, (sup-poz-zish'uu-al) a. Hypo

thetical.

Supposititious, (sup-p6z-e-tish'e-ua) a. [L. sup-

posit it hut. ) Put by trick in the place or charac

ter belonging to another; spurious; counter

feit.

Suppress, (sup-pros') v, t, [L. supprimerc.] To

overpower and crush ; to put down ; to subdue ;

—to sflBLto restrain;—to retain without dis

closure^^* conceal;— to withhold from being

 

made public ; to hinder from circulation ; to !

stifle ;—to obstruct from discharges.

Suppression, (sup-presh'un) ». Act of suppr»

ing ; overthrow 'destruction ;—act of reatnuii-

ing from utterance, publication, or circulate"'

—obstruction of excretions or discharges;— u

grammar, omission.

Suppressive, (sup-pres'iv) a. Tending to ktj

press ; subduing ; concealing.

Suppressor, (sup-pres'ei) ft. [L.J One vfc

suppresses.

Suppurate, (sup'u-rat) v.i. [L. suppvrart.] Te <

generate pus.

Suppuration, (sup-u-ra'shun) n. Process of «p- i

purating or forming pus, as in a wound or sb- I

scess ;—the matter produced by suppurativa

Suppurative, (sup'u-rat-tv) a. Tending to sj-

purate ; promoting suppuration.

Suppurative, (sup'u-rat-iv) n. A medicine tla;

promotes suppuration .

Suprainundane, (su-pra-mun'dan) a. Being *

situated above the world or above our system.

Supremacy, (su-prem'a-se) n. State of heiogn-

preme or in the highest station of jiower: hJ&z

authority or power.

Supreme, (su-prem1) a. [L. supreiuu*.} Hckiir.

the highest place in government or poorer -

most excellent ;—utmost; greatest posdUe.

Supremely, (su-prem'le) adv. In a supreme mi

ner ; in the highest degree ; to the utmost ci-

tent.

Sural, (su'ral) a. [L. sura.) Being in, orpe

taining to, the calf of the leg.

Surbase, (sur'bas) n. A cornice or series ofnwat-

iugs on the top of the base ofa pedestal, podi**-

&c. ;—skirt or border above the base of a rosen

Surcease, (sur-sos*) v. i. [F. avr and ess*

To cease; to stop;—to leave off; to practise u

longer;—v. t. To put an end to ; to csok *</>

cease.

Surcease, (sur-ses*) n. Cessation ; stop.

Surcharge, (sur-charj') v. *. [F. tBTckatyr

To overload ; to overburden;—to overstock ,*-*

overcharge ; to make an additional charge-

Surcharge, (sur'charj) n. An excessive load &

burden;—in late, an overcharge,—an ov&rsldtt

ing with cattle.

Surcingle, (suraing-gl) w. [Prefix surandrwsi'fl

A belt, band, or girth which passes over a st-

die, or over any thing laid on a horde's bw

to bind it fast;—tho girdle of a cassock.

Surooat, (sur'kdt) «. [Vi\ tix snr and coat] ■*

sliort coat worn over the other garn»"t'

especially, the long and flowing drapery ■

knights anterior to the introduction of pi**

armour.

Surd, (surd) a. [L. surdu*.) Not capaUf

being expressed in rational numbers; radkaJ-

deaf; wanting the sense of hearing.

Surd, (surd) n. A quantity which can tw* »

expressed by rational numbers.

Sure, (shodr) a. [F. stir.] Certain ; unfa.;!- -

inevitable ;—oertainly knowing and bene"*-'

coufldent :—firm; stable;—strong; secure-

Sure, (shodr) adv. Certainly ; without di>ae$-

Surely, (shodr'le) adv. Certainly ; undoubted^

—without danger of falling ; steadily; firm!*

Sureness, (shoor'nes) n. State of being *tr?

certainty.

Surety, (tthoor'te) n. State of being sue ; a*

tainty; security; — that which makes snr*

ground of confidence :—evidence ; ounSrruat* »

—security against loss or damage ;—one « I
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engages to answer for another's appearance in

court, or for his payment of a debt, or for the '

performance of some act.

Suretyship, (shoor'te-ship) n. .State of being ■

surety ; obligation of a person to answer for the '

debt, defanJt, or miscarriage of another.

8urf, (surf) ». [F. surjlot.] Tlie swell of the

«ea which breaks upon the shore, or upon sand

banks or rocks.

Surface, (sur'faa) n. [F. sin-fact.] The exterior

part of any thing that has length and breadth ;

superficies ; outside ;—outward or external ap

pearance.

Surfeit, (sur'fit) v. (. To overfeed and produce

hickness or uneasiness ;—to till to satiety and

disgust; to cloy;—v. i. To be fed or to feast till

the system is oppressed.

Surfeit, (sur'fit)n. [F. turfail.] Excess in eating

and drinking ;—fulness and oppression of the

fcystcm. occasioned by excessive eating anddriuk-

»ng ;—disgust caused by excess ; satiety.

Surge, (suij) ». [L. surgere,] A large wave or

billow ; a great rolling swell of water.

Surge, (surj) v. t. To let go, as a jwrtion of a

rope, suddenly ; or to render, as a rope round a

pin;— r. i. To swell; to rise high and roll, as

waves.

Surgeless, (surj'les) a. Free from waves or bil

lows ; smooth ; calm.

Surgeon (aurjun) n. [?., G. cheir and ergon.]

One whose profession or occupation is to cure

diseases or injuries of the body by manual

operation, or by local applications or remedies.

Surgeoncy, (sur'juu-se) n. Office or employ

ment of a surgeon.

Surgery, (sur'jer-e) n. Art of healing by manual

operation; that branch of medical science which

treats of the healing of diseases or injuries of

the body ;—a place where surgical operations

are performed or medicines prepared.

Surgical, (sur'jik-al) o. Pertaining to surgeons

or surgery ;—<lone by means of surgery.

Surgy, (sur'je) a. Rising in surges or billows;

resembling surges ; heaving ; swelling ; roll

ing, [manner.

8uriilyt (surHe-le) «'if. [From svrhj.] In a surly

Surliness, (sur'le-nes) h. State of being surly;

gloomy moroseness ; crabbed ill nature.

Surly, (surfe) a. [Said to Imj from tour.] Gloom

ily morose ; abrupt, and rnde : sour ; crabbed ;

rroes ;—rough ; dark ; temiwstuous.

Surmise, (sur-miz') v.t. [Norm. F. turnips, pp.

of surmitter.] To conjecture; to suspect;—to

imagine without certain knowledge : to infer

or suppose.

Surmise, (sur-miz') n. The thought or imagin

ation tliat something may be, on feeble or scanty

evidence; conjecture: supposition; suspicion.

Surrniser, (sur-mir'er) n. One who surmises.

Surmising, (sur-iuiz'ing) ». Act of conjectur

ing, imagining, or suspecting ; — unfounded

apprehension; suspicion ; evil or unjust thought

or doubt.

Surmount, (sur-mounf) v. t, [F. turmmter.] To

rise* above or higher than :—to overcome ; to

conquer ;—to surpass ; to exceed.

Surmountable, (sur-mount'a-bl) «. Capable of

being surmounted.

Surmounter, (sur-mount'er) n. One who sur-

niounts or overcomes.

Surname, (sur'nam) n. TF. turnout.] A name

added to the baptismal or Christian name, and

which becomes a family name.

Surname, (sur-naru ) v.t. To name or call by an

appellation added to the original name.

Surpass, (*ur-pas') v. t. [F. sitr and passer.] To

go beyond in any thing good or bad; exceed;

excel; outstrip. [surpassed.

Surpassable, (sur-pas'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Surpassing, (sur-pasing) a. Kxcellent in au

eminent degree ; exceeding others.

Surpassingly, (sur-pas'ing-le) adv. In a very

excellent manner; in a degree surpassing others.

Surplice, (sur'plia) n. [F. turplit.] A white

garment worn by the clergy of the episcopalian

and other churches in some of their ministra

tions.

Surplus, (sur'plus) n. [F. stir, L. plus.] Tliat

which remains when use is satisfied ;— execs*

of income over exj>eiiditure ;— amount of divisi

ble profits ;—residue of an estate after debts and

legacies are paid.

Surplusage, (sur'plus-aj) n. Surplus excess ;— in

lawt matter in pleading not necesaary or rele

vant to the case, and which may be rejected.

SurprissJ, (sur-priz'al) n. Act of coming upon

suddenly and unexpectedly ; or state of being

surprised.

Surprise, (sur-prizO r. t. [F. mrprendrt.] To

come or fall niK'ii suddenly and unexpectedly; to

take unawares ;—to strike with wonder or as

tonishment by something sudden, unexpected,

or remarkable ;—to confuse.

Surprise, (sur-priz') n, [F. surprise, from stir-

prendre.] Act of coming upon or of taking

suddenly and without preparation ;—state of

being surprised or taken unexpectedly ;—an un

foreseen or unexpected act or event ; a lively

sense of wonder; astonishment; amazement.

Surprising, (snr-priz'ing) o. Exciting surprise;

wonderful; extraordinary; astonishing.

Surprisingly, (sur-priz'ing-le) adv. In a manner

or degree that excites surprise ; wonderfully.

Surrender, (eur-ren'der) v.t. [F. « rewire.] To

yield to t lie power of another ; to give up after

defeat in combat or battle : — to deliver up

]>ossession of upon compulsion or demand;—to

relinquish; to resign ;—to'yield to any influence,

juission, or power—used reflexively .— v. i. To

give up one a self into the power of another ; to

yield :—to capitulate, as a besieged fortress.

Surrender, (siir-ren'der) h. Act of yielding or

resigning one's person or the possession of some

thing into the power of another.

Surreptitious, (sur-rcp-tish'e-us) a. [J,, surrejy-

tit ins.) Done by stealth or without proper

authority;—made or introduced fraudulently.

Surreptitiously, (snr-rep-tishe-us-le) u<h: In a

surreptitious manner; by stealth; fraudulently.

Surrogate, (sur'ro-gat) n. [L. surrogatus.] A

delegate; a substitute ;— the deputy of an

ecclesiastical judge;—the lawyer apj>ointed to

act for the bishop or chancellor of the diocese.

Surround, (sur-roundO v.t. [Prefix svr and

round.] To encompass ; to environ ;—to inclose

on all sides ;—to lie or be on all sides of.

Surrounding, (sur-round'ing) n. An encompass

ing ;—j,i. Things which surround ; external or

attending circumstances.

Surtout, (sur-too', sur-toof) n. [F. svr and tov.t]

A man's coat worn over his other garment*; an

overcoat, especially when long and fitting closely.

Surveillance, (sur-vul'yangz) n. [F.J Watch;

inspection ; oversight.

Survey, (sur-va) r.i. [Norm. F. sv.rreoir.] To

inspect or take a view of, as from a high place ;
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—to view with a scrutinizing eye ;—to examine

with reference to condition, situation, and value;

—to determine the form, extent, position, kc,

of, as a tract of land, a coast, harbour, or the

like, by linear and angular measurements.

8urvey, (sur'vu) n. (Formerly accented on the

last syllable.] An attentive view ;—a wide or

general view, as from an elevated place ; — a

particular view; especially, an official examina

tion with a design to ascertain the condition,

quantity, or quality ;—operation of finding the

dimensions, position, or other particulars of, as

any part of the earth's surface; also, a measured

plan of any line or portion of country.

Surveying, (sur-va'ing) n. The act or business

of measuring and delineating portions of the

earth's surface, with their relative bearings,

features, and extents.

Surveyor, (nur-vft'er) n. An overseer; a superin

tendent;—one who measures land or practises

the art of surveying;—an officer who ascertains

thecontents of casks and the quantity of liquors

subject to duty; a ganger. [surveyor.

Surveyorship, (sur-va'er-ahip) n. The office of a

Survival, (sur-viv'al) n. A living longer than or

beyond another person, thing, or event.

Survive, (sur-vlv') v.t. [F. survivre.) To live

beyond the life of; to outlive; to livo longer

than;—r. i. To remain alire; to continue to Ijve.

Survivor, (sur-viv'gr) n. Oue that outlives

another. [living.

Surviving, (sur-viv'ing) a . Remaining alive; yet

Survivor, (sur-viv'er) n. One who survives or

outlives another person or any thing;—in low,

the longer liver of twojoiut heirs, annuitants,

tenants, Ac. fa survivor.

Survivorship, (sur-vlv'er-ship) n. Stat* of being

Susceptibility, (sus-sep-te-bil'e-te) ju State or

quality of being susceptible; capability of re

ceiving impressions or of being affected;—capa

city for feeling or emotional excitement.

Susceptible, (sus-sep'te-bl ) a.. [L. titscipere.]

Capable of admitting any thing additional ;—

capable of impression;—having nice sensibility;

sensitive. [ble manner.

Susceptibly, (sus-sep'te-ble) adv. In a suscepti-

Susceptivity, (sus-sep-tiv'e-te) n. Capacity of

admitting; receptivity.

Suspect, (sus-pekf) v. t. [L. svspicere.) To im

agine to exist upon weak evidence or no evi

dence at all ;— to imagine to be guilty without

proof;—to doubt ; to mistrust ;—to conjecture;

—v. i. To imagine guilt; to have a suspicion

Suspect, (sus-pekt') a. Doubtful ; suspicious.

Suspend, (sus-pend') v.t. [L. ftu spender?.] To

hang ;—to attach to something above;—to cause

to cease for a time ; to hinder from proceeding:

—to hold in a state undetermined ;—to debar

from any privilege, from the execution of an

office, or from the enjoyment of income ;—v. i.

To cease from operation or activity ; especially,

to stop payment or be unable to meet obliga

tions or engagements.

Suspender, (sus-pen'der) n. One who suspends ;

—pi. Straps for holding up pantaloons ;

braces.

Suspense, (sns-pens7) n. A state of uncertainty;

indetermination ; indecision ;—cessation for a

time.

Suspension, (sus-pen'shun) v. Act of hanging or

attaching to something above :—act of delay

ing ; temporary cessation ;—act of withholding

the judgment; — postponing of a sentence or

execution ;—a prevention, or interruption d

action or operation ;—a temporary depriTitj-5

of office or official powers and privileges.

Suspensory, (sus-pens'or-e) a. Suspended ; hail

ing; depending;—fitted or serving to suspend-

Suspensory, (sus-pens'or-e ) n. That which ap

pends or holds up, as a truss.

Suspicion, (sus-xtisb'nn) ». [L. twpieia.] Afl

of suspecting ; imagination of the existence d

something without proof, or upon very filiri:

evidence, or upon no evidence at all.

Supiciout, (sus-pish'e-us) n. Inclined to «►

poet ;—indicating suspicion ; — liable to ,T-*

picion ; adapted to raise suspicion ; —given in

suspicion. {ous m&w*

Suspiciously, (sus-pish'e-us-le) adv. In a tfEps-

Suspiciousness, (sus-pish'e-us-nes) n. Qualiti *

state of being open to suspicion : doubtfe <*

questionable appearance ;—quality of beinf yf-

to suspect ; jealous or distrusting dispoaitwc

Suspiration, (sus-pir-a'sliun) ». Act of si^hc-s

or fetching a long, deep breath.

Sustain, (sus-tan') v. t. [L. austinm.] To keep

from falling ; to uphold ; to support ;—to m»:>

tain ; to keep alive ;—to endure without fafltfj

or yielding ;—to suffwr ; to undergo ;—to ai*0

the prosecution of; to sanction;— to prove; *-

establish by evidence ;—in umtic, to concur

as the sound of notes through their trbofe

length.

Sustainable, (sus-tiin'a-bl) a. Capable of bens

sustained or maintained, as a plea, sctieo-

proof, &c

Sustained, (sus-taiid-) a. Kept np ; maintoi**

at a certain pitch, height, or degree.

Sustenance, (sus'ten-ans) «. (F. nstexefa]

Act of sustaining; support; maintenance :-

that which supports life ; fowl ; provisions

Sustentation. (aus-ten-tashun) w. [Ii. Wr -

tatio.) Preservation from falling ; sujffr*'

—use of food or provisions ;—maintenant? d

life.

Sutler, (sutler) n. A person who folio** *-

army, and sells to the troops provfcxw

liqtiors, &c.

Suttee, (sut-U*) ii. [Skr. mil.] A widows

immolates herself on the funeral pile of 1***

husband ;— the burning a widow on the fomnl

pile of her husband. [«*

Sutural, <ai;t fir-al) a. Relating to a suture *

Suture, (sui'ur) n. [h. autvrc.) Act of teviu

the line along which two porta are svwed >"

gether to fonn a seam ;—in anatomy, act d

sewing together, as the exterior part* of *

wound, and reuniting them by inosculation :-

the seam or joint which unites the bou« of tb*

skull.
Suzerain, (su'zS-run) n. A superior lord £'■

whom fealty is due; a feudal lord.

Swab, (swob) n. A mop; a bundle of tbrnr-

bit of sponge, cloth, Ac., fastened to a Usm^

and used for scrubbing or cleaning flour* ^

drying the decks of a ship.

Swab, (swob) v.t. [A.-H. ivrbban.] To da»

with a mop or swab.

Swabber, (swob'gr) n. One who uses a «w»o t»

clean a floor or deck ;—an inferior officer who*

business it is to see that the ship is kept clesa

Swaddle, (swod'l) v.t. [From the nouii.J J*

bind, as with a bandage ; to swathe, as aa in

fant.

Swaddle, (swodT) n. [A.-S. ivadkil] Gotfce

bound tight round the body.
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Swaddling-band, (swod'ling-band) n. A band or

doth wrapped ruund a new-born infant.

Swag, (swag) r. i. [A.-S. trigan.] To sink down

by iU weight; to awing, as something heavy

and sinking downwards.

Swage, (swij) n, A tool used by workers in

metals for shaping their work.

Swagger, (swag'e.r) v.i. [A.-S. sicegan.} To

I boast or brag noisily; to bluster ; to bully.

Swagger, (swag'er) n. Boastfulness or insolence

of manner. [a boaster.

Swaggerer, (swag'er-er) n, A blusterer; a bully;

Swain, (swan)n. [A.-S. siwln.] A young man;

—a servant employed in husbandry ; a shep

herd ; herdsman ;—a pastoral youth; a rustic ;

—a lover. [ignorant.

Swamish. (swinish) a. Rustic ; clownish ; i

Swallow, (swol'ft) n. [A.-S. mraleae.] A small

bird of passage, of tho

genus Hirundo, remark

able for its swiftness and

the length of time it re

mains on the wing.

Swallow, (swol'6) v. t. [A.-S.

nteelgan.} To take into the

stomach;—to imbibe;—to

■ absorb ;—to draw into an

abyss or gulf ;—to receive

or embrace, as opinions or Swallow.

i belief, without examination or scruple;—Inap

propriate ;—to engross ; to engage completely ;

—to seize and waste ; to exhaust ; —to retract ;

to recant (colloquial).

Swallow, (swol'6) n. The gullet or esophagus ;

—a* much as is or can be swallowed at crate.

Swallow-tail, (swol'd-tal) ft, A joint farmed by

a mortise and tenon ; dove-tail ;— a coat with

narrow forked skirts. [a bog ; a fen.

Swamp, (swomp) n. [A.-S. roam. J A marsh :

Swamp, (swomp) v.t. To plunge, wheliu, or -ink

in a swamp ,— to overset or cause to become

filled, as a boat in water ;—to plunge into diffi

culties.

Swampy, (awomp'e) a. Consisting of swamp ;

low, wet, and spongy ; boggy ; fenny.

Swan, (swon) n. [A.-S.) A large web-footed

bird, like a goose, but hand

somer and more graceful,

having also a longer neck

and beak.

Swank, (swangle) a. [Ger.

sekteanl:] Slender ; pliant;

—agile ; active.

Swap (swop) v.t, [A.-S.

itcapan.] To exchange; to

barter;—to strike with a sweeping or long

stroke.

Swap (swop) n. An exchange ; barter.

Sward, (swawrd) ft. [A.-S. sireartl.] The grassy

surface of land ; turf.

Bward, (swawrd) v. t. To cover with sward.

Swarm, (swawrm) n. [A.-S. ■wewiR.J A large

number of small animals or insects, especially

when in motion ;—specifically, a great num-

Ijer of honey beet which emigrate from a hive

at once :—any great number or multitude.

Swarm, (swawrm) r. i. To depart from a hive in

a body, as bees ;—to appear or collect in a crowd:

to throng together ;—to be crowded ; to be

thronged ;—to breed in great numbers.

Swarth, (awawrth) w. An apparition of a perwon

about to die; — tho sward; turf; — a swath;

bands or ridges of grass, &c. , laid by the scythe.

 

Swarthily, (swawrth'e-le) adv. With a tawny

hue ; duskily.

Bwarthiness, (swawrth'e-nes) n. Darkness of

complexion ; tawniness :—also xtcnrtiTteen.

Swarthy, (swawrth'e) a. Being of a dark hue

or dusky complexion; black or tawny:—also

svnrty.

Swash, (swAsh) n. A swaggering fellow;—im

pulse of water flowing with violence ; a dash

ing of water.

Swash, (swash) v. t. [Sw. grami.] To bluster; to

make a great noise ;—to dash or flow noisily; to

splash.

Swatch, (swach) ft. A pattern or piece of cloth

cut as a sample;—a specimen of any kind. [Scot]

Swath, (swawth) n, [A.-S. xicadhu.) A band or

fillet;—a line of grass or grain cut and thrown

together by the scythe ;—the whole sweep of a

scythe.

Swathe, (swaTH) v.t. [A.-S. avxdhian.) To

bind with a swath, band, bandage, or rollers.

Swathe, (swam) n. A bandage.

Sway, (swa) v.t, [D. zwnaijen,] To move or

wield with the hand;— to influence or direct by

power and authority or by moral force ; to rule;

to govern ;—to bias;—to cause to incline to one

side ;—r. i. To bear rule ; to govern ;—to have

weight or influence ;—to l>e drawn to one side

by weight : to swing.

Sway, (swa) n. Swing or sweep of a weapon ;—

tnrn or cast of the balance ;—bias ; influence or

weight on one side ;—direction; rule; dominion:

control.

Sweat, (swel) v. i. [A.-S. rweTait.] To melt and

run down, as the tallow of a candle;— v.t. To

singe or scald the hair off, as from hogs.

Swear, (swat) v. i. [A-S. gtterian.] To declare

or promise upon oath : — to affirm or utter a

solemn declaration, with an appeal to God for

the truth of what is affirmed ;—to give evidence

on oath: — to use the name of God or sacred

things profanely; to curse;—v.t. To utter or

affirm with a solemn appeal to God for the truth

of the declaration ;—to cause to take an oath ; to

administer an oath to ;—to declare or cbargw

upon oath.

Swearer, (awar'^r) n. One who swears; cspc-

dally, one who uses profane language.

Swearing, (swaring) ft. Act of affirming upon

oath ;—act or habit of using profane oaths ;

cursing.

Sweat, (swot) ft. [A.-S. svdt.] The fluid or

sensible moisture which is excreted from tho

skin of an animal ; perspiration ;—labour; toil;

drudgery ;—moisture issuing from any substance.

Sweat, (swet) v.i. To excrete sensible moisture

from the skin ;—to toil ; to labour ; to drudge;

—to emit moisture, as green plants in a heap ;

—v.t. To cause to excrete moisture from the

skin;—to emit from the pores ; to exude.

Sweater, (swet'er) n. One who sweats.

Sweatiness, (swet'e-nes) ft. State of being sweaty

or moist with sweat.

Sweaty, (swet'e) n. Moist with sweat ;—consist

ing of sweat;—laborious ; toilsome ; difficult.

Swede, (swed) n. A native of Sweden ;—a

Swedish turnip.

Swedish, (swed'ish) a. Of or pertaining to

Sweden. Swedish turnip, a hard kind of turnip

of two varieties, white and yellow.

Swedish, (swed'ish) ft. The language of the

Swedes.

Sweep, (swCp) v. t. [A.-S. suApan.] To brush
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or nib over with a broom, or besom for remov

ing loose dirt ;—to drive or carry along or off, as

by a tempest, current, &c. ;—to destroy many at

a stroke, as a pestilence, &c. ;—to nib over the

ground, street, Ac.—said of a long garment ;—

to put aside or out of the way ;—to Btrike with

long, rapid strokes, as a lyre; — in seaman's

lamjuage, to draw or drag over, as the bottom

of a river with a net ;—to pass rapidly over, as

witli the eye ;—r. i. To pass with swiftness and

violence;—to brush along with celerity and force;

—to pass with pomp ;—to move with a long

reach.

Sweep, (swep) n. Act of sweeping ;—compass of

a stroke; — compass of any turning body or

motion;—compass of any thing flowing or brush

ing;—violent and general destmction ;—direc

tion and extant 01' any motion not rectilineal* ;

—one who sweeps ; a sweeper ;—sweepstake.

Sweeper, (Bwr-p'<;v) n. Ono who sweeps; a sweep.

Sweepings, (swup'ingz) n.pl. ThingB collected

by sweeping; rubbish.

Sweepstakes, (swep'staks) n. sing, or pi. The

whole money or things staked or won at a horse

race ;—one who wins all.

Swecpy, (swep'e) «. Passing with speed aud

violence over a great coiu]>asH at once ;—wavy.

Sweet, (swet) a. [A.-S. s/rtte.] Agreeable to the

palate; luscious;—having a taste or flavour of

honey or sugar;—pleasing to the smell; fragrant;

—pleasing to the ear; soft; molodious; harmoni

ous;—pleasing to the eye; beautiful;—fresh; not

salt ;—preserved ; not sour or acid ;—not stale

or putnd ;—mild ; soft ; gentle;—kind; obliging;

—affectionate ; tender.

Sweet, (swet) n. That which is sweet to the

taste—used chiefly in the plural;—that which is

pleasant in odour ; a perfume;—that which is

pleasing or grateful to the mind ;—a darling.

Sweet-brier, (■wf-t'bii-er) v. A shrubby plant of

the rose kind cultivated for its fragrant smell.

Sweeten, (swCt'n) v. (. To make sweet to the

taste ;—to make pleasing to the mind ;—to make

mild or kind;—to make pure and salubrious by

destroy ing noxious matter ;—r. i. To become

sweet. [sweetens.

Sweetener, (swet'n-er) «, One who or that which

Sweetening, (swet'n-ing) n. That which sweet

ens; saccharine matter.

Sweetheart, (swefhart) n. A lover or mistress.

Sweetish, (swet'ish) a. Somewhat sweet or

grateful to the taste. [gratefully.

Sweetly, (swet'le) adv. In a sweet manner ;

Sweetmeat, (swet'niet) »t. Fniit preserved, with

sugar, as j>cachcs, pears, nuts, orange peel, and

the like.

Sweetness, (swet'nes) n. Quality of being sweet

in any of its senses, as gratefulness to the taste

or to the smell ; fragrance ; agreeablenesa to the

ear ; melody ; softness ; mildness ; amiableness.

Sweet-potato, (swet-po-ta'td) n. A trailing plant

and its starchy tubers, w hich are much used for

food.

Sweet-william, (swet-wil'yam)n. A garden plant

a species of pink of many varieties.

Swell, (swel) v. i. [A.-S. swellan.] To grow largo

by expansion;—to increase in size or extent by

any addition ;—to rise or be driven into waves

or billows, as the sea ;—to be inflated ; to bulge

out in the middle ;—to be puffed up, as with

pride;—to dilate with anger; to fume ;—to in

crease in amount ; to become larger, as debts ;—

to increase in volume ; to sound louder ;—to bo

turgid or bombastic;—to rise in altitude; w

expand to the view;—v. t. To increase the «*■,

bulk, or dimensions of ; to dilate ;—to eolarp

to augment;—to heighten; to aggravate;—**.

utter with increasing force.

Swell, (swel) n. Act of swelling;—extenann (*"

bulk ;— a growing force or intensity ;—a gmhai

ascent or elevation of land ;—a wave or bilk*.

especially, a succession of large waves setting a

a particular direction ;—in music, a gradual »

crease and decrease of the volume of sound;—*

Bhowily dressed but vulgar person.

Swelling, (swel'ing) n. Protuberance ; proc

nence ;—a tumour.

Swelter, (swelt'er) r. i. fA.-S. sKtllau.) To S

overcome and faint with heat: to be ready t»

periBh with heat;—v. t. To oppress with be*

—also written stctlt.

Swerve, (swrrv) r. i. [D. ««rr«».] To rove-

to wander from any line prescribed, or from >

rule of duty; to deviate;—to bend; to indict

Swerving, (swerv'ing) «. The act of going as*

departure from any rule or standard of duty

Swift, (swift) «. [A.-S.] Fleet; rapid;—sams:

with celerity or velocity:—ready;—coming witk-

out delay.

Swift, (swift) n. A reel for winding Tare.

thread, &c—chiefly in the

plural ;—a small bird, like

the Bwallow, but having a

shorter bill and very long

wings;—the common newt

or eft; a species of lizard.

Swiftly, ( swift' le) adv.

Fleetly ; rapidly; quickly;

nimbly.

Swiftness, ( swift 'nes) n.

State or quality of being

swift ; sj>eed ; celerity ;

velocity ; fleetnesa.

Swig, (swig) v.t. iii. [Icel. tiriga.] To dnri

by large draughts.

Swig, (swig) n. A large draught.

Swill, (swil) r. (. [A.-S. sitilaan.) To driti .

grossly or greedily ;—v. i. To drink greedU;

to drink to excess.

Swill, (swil) ji. Large draughts of liquor,—ti<

wash or mixture of liquid substances gives -

swine.

Swim, (swim) r. i. [A.-S. jirtmr^aR.) To ■»

supported in water or other fluid ; to float.—

to move progressively in water by means of uV

hands and feet or of flns ;—to glide along witf- '

smooth motion;—to be dizzy or vertiginoas"

to be overflowed or drenched ;—to abound.—'■ ■

To pass or move over or on by swimming —

immerse in water that the lighter paru t».

swim;— to make to float.

Swim, (swim) n. Act of swimming; a gbfitf .

motion;—the time or distance one can swint.-* i

the air-bladder of a fish; the sound.

Swimmer, (swim'er) n. One who swims;—*'.

An order of aquatic wob-footed birds font*

for swimming.

Swimming, (awim'ing) «. The art of floating "

moving ou the water by the limbs;—dizsix*

vertigo.

Swimmingly, (swim'ing-le) adv. In an casv.gL-

ing manner; smoothly; hence, successfully.

Swindle, (swin'dl) v.t. [Ger. *cA trtWrfa- ) "<

cheat and defraud grossly, or with delibens'

artifice ; to obtain illegally, as money, soods, ■-*

property by false statements or miftn?presefit>*
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tiona, by undue influence of legal standing,

agency, authority, or by practising on the ignor

ance or credulity of the owner.

Swindle, (swin'dl) n. Act or process of defraud

ing by systematic impositon.

Swindler, (swuYuJer) u. One who defrauds others

by imposition or deliberate artifice ; a cheat.

Swindling, (swin'dling) n. The act of cheat

ing or defrauding ; fraud ; roguery.

Swine, (swin) n.siny. &, pi. [A.-S. stria.] A

well-known pachydermatous animal; a hog; a

PJS-

Swineherd, (swin"herd) «. A keeper of swine.

Swing, (swing) v. i. [A.-S. iwingaA.) To move

to and fro, as a body suspended in the air; to

vibrate ;—to practise swinging ;—to turn round

an anchor ;—to be hanged ;—v. t. To cause to

wave or vibrate—to move to and fro; to flourish;

to brandish.

Swing, (swing) n. Act of swinging ; vibratory

motion;—a lino, cord, or other thing suspended

and hanging loose, upon which any thing may

swing;—influence or power of a body put in

motion ;—free course ;—unrestrained liberty or

license.

8winge, (swinj) v. t. [A.-S. twingan.) To beat

soundly; to whip ; to chastise.

Bwunjet, (swing'gei) n. [A.-S. stingtl.) That

jart of a flail which falls on the grain in thrash

ing.

Swinger, (swing'er) n. One who swings.

Swingle, (swing'gl) v.t. [A.-S. swivglung.] To

clean, as flax, by beating it with a swingle.

Swingle, (swing'gl) n. A wooden instrument

Jibe a large knife, used for cleaning flax.

Swing-tree, (swingVtre) n. The bar of a carriage

to which the traces are fastened.

Swinish, (swin ' ish) a. Befitting swine; like

swine; gross ; brutal ; sottish.

Swinishly, (swin ' ish - le) ado. In a swinish

manner ; grossly ; sottishly. [sottishness.

Swinishness, ( swin ' ish - neB ) n. Grosaiieaa ;

Swipes, (swips) n. [From sweepings.] Small

beer ; taplash ; in Scotland, home-brewed beer.

Swirl, (swerl) «. [Icel. sicirra.] An eddy, as of

^water, wind, or enow ; a whirl ; a gyration.

Swiss, (swis) n. sing. & pi. A native or inhabi

tant of Switzerland ; the i>eople of Switzerland.

Swiss (swig) a. Of or pertaining to Switzerland.

Switch, (swich) 7i. [Tvomswing.] A small flexi

ble twig or rod;—a movable part of two opjxraite

rails for transferring an engine or carriage from

'•tie line of rails to another.

Switch, (swich) v. t. To strike with a small twig

"r rod ; to beat ; to lash.

Swivel, (swirl) n. ,[A.-S. sirlfan.] A ring, link,

or staple that turns round on a pin or neck;—a

small cannon fixed in a swivel or turning on a

pivot [pivot.

iwivel, (swivT) v. i. To turn on a Biaple, pin, or

>woon, (swoon) v. i. [A. -8. iicunan.] To sink

into a fainting fit ; to faint.

woon, (swoon) n. A fainting fit ; syncope.

>woop, (swoop) v. t. [Allied to sweep.] To fall

on at once and seize;—to catch while on the

wing;—to catch up with a sweep;—v.i. To

Itwcend with closed wings from a height upon

prey, as a hawk.

wood, (swoop) n. A falling on and seizing,

ts of a rapacious fowl on his prey,

wop, (swop) v. t. [A.-S. «ea»an.] To barter;

to exchange :—also .neap.

xop, (xwrop) n. An exchange ; barter.

Sword, (sord) n. [A.-S. xweord.] An offensive

weapon having a long, strong, and usually

sharp-pointed blade, for cutting or thrusting ;—

the emblem of vengeance or punishment, or of

authority;—destruction in battle;—the military

power of a country ;—dissension ; strife.

Sword-bayonet, (sord'ba-on-et) n. A bayonet

longer and flatter than the common bayonet—

generally used with a rifle.

Sword-bearer, (sdrdlxir-er) n. Page or squire

who carried the war-sword of a knight, &c. ;—

also, the person who carries a sword as an

emblem of authority before certain dignitaries.

Sword-belt, (sord'belt) n. A belt to suspend a

sword by. [part of a sword.

Sword-blade, (sdrd'blad) n. The blade or cutting

Sword-fish, (sord'fish) n. A large fish of the genus

Xiphias, allied to the .

mackerel, and having I

the upper jaw elongated^

into a sword-shaped pro

cess nearly a third of its

length. Sword-fiab.

Swordsman, (sordVman) n. A soldier; a fighting

man ;—one skilled in the use of the sword.

Swordsmanship, (sordz'man-ship) n. Skill in

the use of the sword.

Sword-stick, (sord'stik) n. A walking stick in

which a sword or foil is inserted or concealed.

Swound, (swound) n. A swoon.

Sybarite, (sib'ar-it) n. [L. Sybaris.] A person

devoted to luxury and pleasure.

Sycamine, (sik'a-min)n. [G. sukaminos.] A tree

mentioned in Scripture, and commonly sup

posed to be a species of mulberry.

Sycamore, (sik'a-mor) n. A native tree of the

genus Acer, allied to the maple and plane tree.

Bycomore, (sik'o-mor) n. [G. sukon and msn-on.}

A tree of the genus Ficus, leaved like the fig tree,

and yielding a fruit like the mulberry.

Sycophancy, (sik ' 6 - fan - se) n. Character of a

Bvcophant ; obsequious flattery ; servility.

Sycophant, (sik'6-fant) n. [G. sukophv.ntfs.]

Originally, an informer against those who ex

ported figs contrary to the law in Athens ;—a

tale-bearer or informer ; — parasite ; a mean

flatterer; especially, a flatterer of princes and

great men.

Sycophantic, (sik-o-fan'tik) a. Pertaining to or

resembling a sycophant; obsequiously flatter

ing, [ing of a syllable or syllables.

Syllabic (sil-lab'ik) a. Pertaining to or consist-

Syllabically, (sil-lab'ik-al-e) adv. In a syllabic

manner. [into syllables.

Syllabify, (sil-lal/e-fi) r. t. To form or divide

Syllable, (sil'a-bl) n. [h. xyllaba.) An ele

mentary sound, or a combination of elementary

sounds uttered together, or at a single effort or

impulse of tho voice, and constituting a word

or a part of a word ;—a concise part ;—a jot ; a

tittle. [of wine and milk.

Syllabub, (sil'a-bub) n. A compound drink made

Syllabus, (sil'a-bus) n. [L.J A compendium con

taining the heads of a discourse ; an abstract.

Syllogism, (siro-jizm) n. [Q. sullogisvios.] An

argument or formal expression of reasoning con

sisting of three propositions, of which the first

two are called the premises, and the last the con

clusion.

Syllogistic, (sil-o-jist'ik) a. Pertaining to a

syllogism ; or the form ofreasoning by syllogisms.

Syllogistically, (sil-o-jist'ik-al-lc) adv. In the

form of a syllogism ; by means of syllogisms.

3Q
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Syllogize, (sil'o-jiz) v. i. To reason by syllogisms.

Sylph, (silf) n. [G. sitphi.) An imaginary being

inhabiting the air ; a fairy. *

Bylphid, (silfid) n. A little young sylph.

Sylva, (ail'va) n. [L. sylva, siiva.) The forest

trees of any region or country ;—a work con

taining a botanical description of any region;—a

collection of poetical pieces.

Symbol, (sim'bol) n. [Q. sumbolon.] The sign

or representation of something moral or in

tellectual by the images or properties of natural

things, as "the lion is the symbol of courage;"—

an emblem or representation of spiritual truth ;

type ; ■ figure ;—a figure or character standing

for a letter or word ;—a sign; memorial.

Symbolical, (sim-borik-al) a. Pertaining to or

in the nature of a symbol ; representative ; ex

pressing by signs, figures, or types:—also sjm-

oolic. [bolical manner ; typically.

Symbolically, (sim-bol'ik-al-le) adv. In a sym-

Symbolics, (sini-bol'iks) n. pU That branch of

historic theology which treats of creeds and con

fessions.

Symbolism, (aim'bol-izm) n. A system of sym

bols or representations ;—the science of creeds.

Symbolise, (sim'bol-iz) v. i. To have a resem

blance of qualities or properties ;—v. t. To make

representative of something ;—to represent by

a symbol.

Symbology, (sim-bol'6-je) n. fG. sumbolon and

logos.] The art of expressing by symbols.

Symmetrical, (slm-met'rik-al) a. Involving or

exhibiting symmetry ; proportional in its parts.

Symmetrically, (sim-met'nk-oHe) adv. lu a

symmetrical manner; with due proportion of

Symmetrise, (sim'nie-triz) t». t. To reduce to sym

metry; to make proportional in its parts.

Symmetry, (sim mS-tre) v. [G. svn and mttron.)

A due proportion of the several parts of a body

to each other, or the conformity of the members

of a work to the whole;—harmony ; beauty of

form.

Sympathetic, (sim-pa-thct'ik) a. Inclined to or

exhibiting sympathy ;— pertaining to sympathy;

—having mutual affection : feeling what another

feels ; affected by what happens to another.

Sympathetically, ( sim - pa - thet ' ik - al - le ) adv.

With or by sympathy.

Sympathize, (sini'pa-thiz) v.i. To have a com

mon feeling;—to feel in consequence of what

another feels; to feel with another;—to agree

with; to harmonize.

Sympathy, (sim'pa-the) «. [G. sun and pathos.}

Feeling corresponding to that which another

feels; fellow feeling;—an agreement of affections

or inclinations; — pity; commiseration ; — in

medicine, reciprocal influence exercised by the

various parts of the body on one another in affec

tions or disorders of the system.

Symphonious, (sini-fd'ne-us) a. Agreeing in

sound ; accordant; harmonious. [phonies.

Symphonist, (sim'fo-nist) n. A composer of sym-

Symphony, (sim'fo-ne) n. [G. tun and phanr .] A

consonance or harmony of sounds agreeable to

the ear;—an elaborate instrumental composition

for a full orchestra;—an instrumental passage at

the beginning or end of a vocal composition.

Sympiesometer, (sini-pi-e-zom'et-er) n. [G. sun,

pietern, and metrcm.) An instrument for de

termining the pressure of the atmosphere.

Symposium, (siin-poz'e-um) n. [Q. svmposion,]

A drinking together; a merry feast

Symptom, (simp'tum) n. fF. aymptmue.) Apo-

ceptible change in the body or its functtjes

which indicates disease;—sign; token; india-

tion.

Symptomatic, (simp-tum-at'ik) a. Pertainicr, -

symptoms ; indicating the existence of see

thing else;—according to symptoms.

Symptomatically, (simp-tum-at'ik-al-le) otrr. ?

means of symptoms.

Synagogue, (sin'a-gog) n. [G. snnapdpt.) Acce-

gregation of Jews met for worship;—a Je*^

place of worship; the court of the seventy eioVr-

Syncnronal, (suVkro-nal) a. Happening at tfe

sumo time; simultaneous.

Synchronism, (siuTtro-nizm) n. \G. supeki^n-

tein.) Concurrence of two or more event* i

time ;— the tabular arrangement of contest p

raneous historical events and personage* acor

ing to dates. [to be simultanrvtu

Synchronize, (sinTtro-niz) v. i. To agree in tinu

Synchronology, (sin-kro-nol'o-je) «. KjhjwJ*cp

of contemporaneous events or characters. c«

temporaneous chronology.

Synchronous. (*in'krd-nus) a. Happening at d»

same time ; simultaneous.

Syncopate, (sin 'ko- pat) v.t. [L. eyacop*-

To contract, as a word by taking one or e*.

letters or syllables from the middle.

Syncopation, (sin-ko-paVhun) n. Contrarti« 4

a word by taking a letter, or a syllable, trc-.

the middle.

Syncope, (BinTto-pe) n. [G. sitglope.) An ehs--?

of one or more letters from the middle * .' •

word ;—a fainting or swooning.

Syncretism, (sin'kre-tizm) n, [G. suglrj-tiaei*.'

Attempted union of principles or parties si

variance with each other.

Syndic, (sin'dik) n, [G. svn and diW.J A eksrf

magistrate ;—an officer of government invent

with different powers in different coustna

also, one chosen to transact business for etberi

Syndicatc, (sin'dik-at) n. Office or jurisdietiofi. J

a syndic ;—a council or governing body.
Synecdoche, (sin-ek'do-kE) n. [G.] A fijurt «•

trope by which the whole of a thing is pst f-J »

part, or a part for the whole.

Synergist, (sin-er'jist) n. [G. jrwnfrj/«'ff.) Oe**f

a party of Lutheran divines in the 16th crato?,

who taught that divine grace requires a ot*-

current or co-operating act of man's frtv *~ul -

the work of regeneration.

Synod, (sin'od) n. [G. sunodoK] A courted J

ecclesiastics to consult on matt<*n* of rehp^r.

—a meeting, convention, or council.

Synodical, (sin-od'ik-al) a. Of or pertAining to s

synod; transacted in a synod ;—ptrt&iniflf *■

conjunction, especially to the period be**?*

two successiveconjunctions of the sun and an*

or of the sun and a planet. - -^

Synodically, (sin-od'ik-al-le) adv. In a srndsnaf ,

manner; by the authority of a synod.

Synonym, (sin'0-niiu) it. [G. sun and ousm

One of two or more words in the can* l*.^

guage which are tlie eqnivalenta of each otfe*1

or which have very nearly the same sigmi-"5

tion :—also synonymc.

Synonymize, (sin-on'e-raiz) v.t. To expre» *

different words the same meaning.

Synonymous, (sin-on'e-mus) a, [G. ««»e«>cH*

Expressing the same thing ; conveying thesu&~

idea; pertaining to synonyms :—aiao synwmpt***

Synonymously, (sin-on'e-mus-le) adv. In a *T*

ouymous manner.
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Synopsis, (sin-op'sis) n. [G. sun and opsis.) A

general view, or a collection of head* or parts so

arranged as to exhibit a general view of the

whole ; conspectus ; abstract.

Synoptic, (Bin-op'tik) a. Affording a general

view of the whole or of the principal parts of a

thing:—also synoptical.

Synoptically, (sin-op'tik-al-le) adv. In such a

manner as to present a general view in a short

compass.

Syntactical, (sin-Uk'tik-al) a. Conjoined;

titled to each other ;—pertaining to syntax or

the construction, of sentences;— methodical;

orderly.

Syntax, (sin'taks) n. [G. suntaxi*.] A system ;

a number of things joined together ;—the con

struction of sentences ; the due arrangement of

words in sentences according to established

usage.

Synthesis, (sin'the-sia) n. [G.J Composition, or

the putting of two or more things together ;—

in chemistry, the uniting of elements to form a

compound ; — a combination of fact*, ideas,

elements of thoughts, first principles, whether

known or assumed, and propositions either

proved or supposed demonstrable, and adding

or combining so as to construct a complete

theory or logical system.

Synthetical, (sin-thetik-al) a. Pertaining to

synthesis; consisting in synthesis or composi

tion, [sis ; by composition.

Synthetically, (sin-thet'ik-aUe) adv. By synthe-

Syriac, (sirc-ak) n. The language of Syria;

especially, the ancient language of that coun

try.

Syriac, (sirVak) a. Pertaining to Syria or its

language :—also Syrian.

Syrian, (sir'e-an) n. A native or inhabitant of

Syria.

SyTinga, (shMng'gal «. [L.] A genua of flower

ing plants ; the lilac.

Syringe, (sir'inj) n. [G. surigx.] A tube ter

minating in a small orifice, and filled, by the

action of a piston, with a liquid, which is first

drawn in and then expelled in a stream, as for

injecting animal bodies, Ac. ;—a squirt.

Syringe, (sir-inj') v.t. To inject by means of a

syringe ;—to wash and cleanse by a syringe.

System, (sis'tem) n. [G. suetfvia.] An awsem-

blage of objects arranged after some distinct

method ;—the whole scheme of created things

regarded as forming one complete plan or

whole ;—regular method or order;—also, the

body as a functional unity or whole.

Systematic, (sis-tem-at'ik)a. Pertaining to sys

tem ; consisting in system; methodical ;—pro

ceeding according to system or regular method.

Systematically, (sis-tem-at'ik-al-le} adv. In a

systematical manner.

Systematize, (shVtem-a-tiz) v.t. To reduce to

system ; to arrange methodically.

Systole, (sis'to-le)??. (G.J The shortening of a

long syllable ;—the contraction of the heart and

arteries for expelling the blood and carrying

on the circulation.

Syitolic, (sis-tol'ik) a. Pertaining to systole."

T.

T(te) the twentieth letter of the English

alphabet, is a simple consonant, being a

mute or close articulation fonned by the pres

sure of the tongue against the root of the upjwr

teeth, and differing from d only in that the

pressure is closer and more protracted. When

t is followed by h, tho combination has two

sounds, surd or aspirated, as in think (THink),

and vocal or sonant, as in that. Ti before- a

vowel and unaccented is pronounced as ah, as

in partial (paVflhal), nation (na'shun) ; and in

wirae words as ch, as in Christian (kris'chan),

qvrMion. (kwes'chun).

Tab, (to"(tab) it, A border of lace worn on the inner

front edges of ladies' bonnets;—the end of a

lace ; a tag;—a shoe-tie ;—a cup.

Tabard, (tab ard) n. A sort of tunic or mantle

«oru over the armour, covering the body before

.-ifid behind with wide sleeves or Haps ;— a her

ald's coat.

Tabby, (tab'e) «. Having a wavy or watered

appearance ;—brinded ; brindled ; diversified in

colour.

Tabby, (tab'e) n. [F. tabis,} A kind of waved

silk, usually watered ;—a cat of a tabby colour.

Tabby, (tab'e) v.t. To water, or cause to look

wavy by tho process of calendering.

labefaction, (ta-be-fak'shun) n. A wasting away

by disease.

rabefy, (taVbS-fi) r. i. [L. tabes and facere.] To

waste gradually ; to lose flesh.

rabernacle, (tab'?r-ua-kl) n. [L. tabernaoulum.]

A slightly built or tenijKirary habitation ; a

lent ;—a portable structure used by the Jews

during tho exodus as a place of worship;—

hence, a sacred place; place of worship; — a

Methodist meeting-house ;—in Scripture, dwell

ing place ; also, the dwelling place of the soul ;

the body ;—in papist churches, an ornamental

chest to hold the ciborium and pyxis.

Tabernacle, (tar/tr-na-kl) v. i. To dwell or re

side for a time ;—to be housed in.

Tabinet, (tab'in-et) n. A delicate kind of

tabby.

Tablature, (tab'la-tiir) n. [I,, tabula.] A paint

ing on a wall or ceiling; a picture in general.

Table, (ta'bl) n. [L. tabula.] A smooth, flat

surface;—a slab, leaf, or flat superficies of wood,

stone, metal, or other material, on which any

thing is cut or written ; a tablet ;—a system

or series of numbers formed on mathematical

principles;—a list or catalogue;—in literature,

an index; a condensed statement ; a synopsis;

—one of the divisions of the decalogue ;—an

article of household furniture used for a great

variety of purposes, as to eat, work, or write

upon ;—hence, food placed on a table to be par

taken of; fare ;—the company assembled round

a table.

Table, (ta'bl) v. t. To form into a table or cata

logue ; to tabulate;—to lay on the table ; to

enter upon the record ; to present, as a charge ;

—to supply with food; to board;— in carpentry,

to let or insert as one piece of timber into an

other ;—v. i. To live at the table of another ,

to diet ; to board.

Table, (ta'bl) a. Provided for or suited to the

dinner table:—flat; level; plane.

Tableau, (tat/16) n. [P.] A striking and vivid

representation ; especially, the representation
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of some scene by persons grouped in appropri

ate postures.

Table-beer, (ta'bl-ber) «. Beer for the table

or for common use ;—email beer.

Table-cloth, (ta'bl-kluth) n. A linen cover spread

on a table at meals.

Table-cover, (ta'bl-kuv-er) ». A cloth of wool-

lun or other stuff, to be spread on a table be

tween meal times.

Table-d'hote, (tab'l-d6t) «. (F.] A common table

for guests at a hotel ; an ordinary.

Table-land, (ta'bl-land) n. A tract of country

at once elevated and level ; plateau.

Table-linen, (ttVbl-iin-eu) n. Table-cloths ;

napkins, A'c.

Table-spoon, (tu'hl-spoon) n. One of the larger

Hpoons used at the table.

Tablet, (tablet) ic [Diminutive of table.] A

small table ;—a flat piece of any tiling on which

to write, paint, draw, or engrave;—pi. A pocket

memorandum-book ;—a solid confection formed

in little flat squares.

Table-talk, (ta'bl-tawk) n. Conversation at

table or at meals.

Tabling, (U'bling) h, A forming into tables ;—

Betting down in order ; entering on a record;

—living at the table of another; boarding.

Taboo, (ta-boo') n. A political prohibition and

religious interdict among the inhabitants of the

islands of the Pacific ; houce, a total prohibition

of intercourse with or approach to any thing.

Taboo, (ta-boo) v. t. To forbid or to interdict

approach or use.

Tabour, (Wbor) «. [A. & Per. tumb&r.] A small

drum used as an accompaniment to a pipe or

rife.

Tabour, (taTx>r) v. i. To play on the tabour or

little drum ;—to strike or beat frequently.

Tabret, (tab'ret) it. A small tabour.

Tabular, (tab'u-lar) a. [L. tabutaris.] Hav

ing the form of a table: flat ; plane ;—formed

in laminae or scales ;—set down in the form of a

table ; arranged and classified ;—set in squares.

Tabulate, (tab'u-lat) v. t. [L. tabutart.] To re

duce to tables or synopses;—to shape with a

flat surface.

Tabulation, (tab-u-li'shun) n. The act of form

ing tables or of throwing data into a tabular

form.

Tacit, (tas'it) a, [L. tacit u*.] Implied but not

expressed : silent.

Tacitly, (tas'it-le) adv. Silently ; by implication.

Taciturn, (tas'e-turn) o. [h. taciturnus.] Ha

bitually silent ; of few words ; not apt to talk

or converse ;—reserved ;—moody : dull.

Taciturnly, (taa c-turn-le) adv. Silently ; with

out conversation.

Taciturnity, (tas-u-turn'o-te) n. Habitual si-

lenco or reserve in speaking.

Tack, (tak) v. t. [R attacker.] To fasten or at

tach ;—to unite by stitching;— to fasten or

secure by tacks or nails ;—to annex, as a clause

to a bill or a rider to a motion ;—to turn a ship

which is close-hauled from having the wind on

one bow to having it on the other :—r. i. To

l>erforni the operation of tacking or turning a

vessel in the op]josite course.

Tack, (tak) n. [D. tak.] A small, short nail,

usually having a broad head;—a ro|ro to con

fine the foremost lower corners of the courses and

stay-sails ;—the course of a ship in regard to

the position of hor sails.

Taoket, (tak'et) r. [Scot] A small nail; a

tack ;—a broad-headed small nail on the *&*

of shoes.

Tackle, (tak'l) it. [D. tuitt.] A machius ftr

raising or lowering heavy weights; — iastrt-

ments of action ; weapons;—the rigging au

apparatus of a ship.

Tackle, (takl) r. f. To sense ; to lay hold of

Tackling, (tak'ling) n. Furniture of the cue

| and yards of a ship ;—the straps and fixtar?

i by which a horse draws a carriage ; hannas

Tact, (takt) n. [L. taetus.] Peculiar ttitl *

faculty ; nice perception ; skill or adroitwst :-

adapting one's speech and behaviour to aresst

stances ; delicate manipulation ; dexterous ea

agement.

Tactic, (talr/tik) a. Pertaining to the an i

military and naval dispositions for battle t*..

utious. &c.

Tactician, (tak-tish'e-au) n. One versed in t» »

tics ; a manotmvrer ; an adroit manager.

Tactics, (tak'tiks) n.pt. [G. tattito».\ To*

euce and art of disposing military and saw; |

forces in order for battle, and performing &*-

tary and naval evolutions.

Tactile, (tak'til) a. [L. tactilu.] Capabb *

being touched: pertaining to the sense of uz-

Tactless, (takflea) a. Destitute of tact.

Tadpole, (tad'pol) n. fA.-8. wdeandpofc] TV |

young of a frog in its first state from the sjsss

Taffeta, (tafe-ta) «. [Per. ta\ftah.\ A fine, enw**

stuff of silk, having usually a wavy lustre-

toffity.

Tatfrail, (tafral) n. [D. to/eretl.] Tha upf* .

part of a ship's stern, which is fiat like a tabs j

on the top ; the rail round a ship's stem

Tag, (tag) n. (Allied to tad:] A metallic j*. «*

at the end of a string ;—hence, any sligbi if

pendage ;—something mean and paltry ; t>

rabble.

Tag, (tag) v. t. To fit with a point or pons*:

—to join or fasten ;—to append to ; to annex.

Tag-rag, (tag'rag) ». The rabble.

Tail, (tal) n. [A.-M. tagl.\ Any long, flexOk

terminal appendage , tiio part of an ic^?*

which terminates its body behind ;—hence. &

back, lower, or inferior part of any thir- -

any thing hanging down ; a catkin ;—a rruoa

the followers of a chieftain.

Tail, (tal) n. [F. tailter.] Limitation; xlr.-*

meiit. Estate in tail, au estate limibd «-

certain heirs.

Tailor, (taler) n. [P. tailltvr.] Onewto**

cupation is to cut out nnd make men'* £*■"

ments.

Tailor, (ta'lgr) v, i. To practise making di**«*

Tail-piece, (t&Tpes) «. An appendage ;—an tfs**

merit placed at the bottom of a *hort \+& v

fill up the space, or at the end of a book

Taint, (tant) v. t. (F. teiudre.] To imbue or*

pregnate;—generally, to impregnate with »E"

thing odious, noxious, or poisonous ;—to ■*»*^

to sully ; to tarnish ;—v. i. To he infect**

corrupted.

Taint, (taut) n. Tincture : stain ; — infeco*

corruption ;—a blemish on reputation.

Taintless, (tantles) a. Free from taint or *

faction ; pure ; unspotted.

Tain ture, (taiifur) n. Taint ; defilement

Take, (tak) v. t. [A.-S. tweaa, tacan.\ TJ *

hold of; to snatch ;— to seize ; to grasp .—*

capturo ; to make prisoner ;—to eusnar* '

enttap;—to seize; to attack, as disease;—*•»*•*■"

low, as medicine ;—to put in tbo muotk •*

_-
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food: — hence, to use or be in the habit of

naing ;— to captivate ; to charm ;—to choose :—

to employ ; to occupy;—to demand ; to require :

—to assume ; to adopt into the number of ;—to

draw ; to copy ;—to assume ; to acquire ; to en

joy or experience, as rest ; to form and adopt,

as a resolution;—to admit ; to allow;—also, to

conduct ; to convey :—to inhale;—to admit in

copulation;—to discover; to detect:—to require;

to be necessary for;—in a more passive sense,

to accept, as something offered ; to receive ;—

to partake of ; to swallow ; — to undertake

readily ;—to submit to; to endure ;—to admit,

as something presented to the mind;—to un

derstand ; to interpret ; to suppose ;—v. i. To

catch; to fix or be fixed ;—to have the iutended

or natural effect .—to please; to gain reception ;

—to move or direct the course, to betake one's

self; to go.

Take, (tik) n. The quantity of fish captured

at one haul or catch ;—the quantity of copy

taken in hand by a compositor at one time.

Take-in, (Uk in) h. An imposition or fraud;—a •

cheat ; an impostor.

raking, (tak'ing) a. Alluring: attracting

Taking, (tak'ing) n. Act of gaining possession ;

Station; excitement: distress of mind.

rakingly, (tak'ing-le) adv. In a taking or at

tractive manner; alluringly.

"albotype, (tal'bo-tip) «. (From the name of

the in ventor. J A process of taking pictures by

the camera obscura on chemically prepared

paper.

Cue, (talk) n. [F.J Hydrated silica of magnesia;

—a soft magneaian mineral of a Boapy feel,

"ale, (tal) «. [A.-S. tain.) A narrative; a story;

—an oral relation ;—that which is told or re

ported; information;—reckoning; enumeration;

* number reckoned.

^ale-bearer, (tal'bar-er) n. One who officiously

tells tales.

rale-bearing, (tal-bur'ing) «. The act of in

forming; communication of secrets maliciously.

■ dent, (tal'ent) ... [i,. tatanton.) A weight and

denomination of money—the Attic talent, as a

•eight, was nearly equal to 57 lbs. troy weight;

u a denomination of silver money, £243 16s.

•terling;— the Hebrew weight was equal to

aboat 93} lbs. avoirdupois ; as a denomination

of silver estimated at from £340 to £390

sterling ;—faculty; natural gift or endowment ;

—intellectual ability;—also, eminent ability ;

"iperior capacity;—particular skill in some pro

fession, (or skill.

'alented (tal'ent-ed) a. Furnished with talents

'alion, (tal'yun) n, [L. talio.) Law of retalia

tion—an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, 4c.

^nsman, (tal ' is -man) n. [G. Ultima.) A

magical figure cut or engraved under certain

niperstitious observances of the configuration of

the heavena ;—hence, something that produces

extraordinary effects, especially in averting evil;

i charm .

aJuRnanic, (tal-is-man'ik) a. Pertaining to or

saving the properties of a talisman ; magical.

■Ik, (tawk) v.i. [Ger. talten.) To converse

amiliarly ; to apeak, as in familiar discourse ;

-to confer; to reason;—to speak impertinently;

—t.t. To speak freely;—to utter ;—to consume

>r spend in talking.

ilk (tawk) n. Familiar converse: mutual

iiseourse;—report; rumour; —subject of dis

burse.

Talkative, (tawk'a-tiv) a. Given to much talk

ing ; loquacious ; prating.

Talkativeness, (tawk'a-tiv-nes) n. The quality

or condition of being talkative; loquacity :

garrulity.

Talker, (tawkVr) n. One who talks;—a loquacious

person : also, a boaster ; a braggart. [ing.

Talking, (tawk'ing) «. Given to talking; prat-

Talking, (tawking) v. The act of conversing

in a familiar manner.

Tall, (tawl) a. [\V. tdl.] High in stature; long

ami comparatively slender: lofty; eminent.

Tallneas, (tawl'nes) n. The quality or state of

being tall; height of stature.

Tallow, (tal'6) v. t. To grease with tallow; —

to fatten.

Tallow, (tal'6) «. fA.-S. telg.) The suet or fat

of animals of the sheep and ox kinds ;—specifi

cally, mutton fat as prepard for making caudles.

Tallow-candle, (talo-kau-dl) n. A candle made

of tallow.

Tallow-chandler, (uro-chand-ljr) n. iFVom

tallow, and F. chamUlitr, maker of tallow

candles.] One who makes or sells tallow candles.

Tallow-chandlery, (tal'd-chand-lpr-e))!. Thetrade

or premises of a tallow-chandler.

Tallowy, (tal'd-e) a. Having the qualities of

tallow; greasy.

Tally, (tale) n. fF. UHU*,] A piece of wood on

which notches or scores are cut as the marks of

number;—one thing made to suit another; a

match ; a mate.

Tally, (tale) v. t. To score with correspondent

notches; to make to correspond ;— r. i. lube

fitted ; to suit ; to correspond.

Tally-ho, (tal'e-ho) interj, & «. The huntsman's

cry to incite or urge on his hounds.

Talmud, (tal'mud) it. [Chald.] The body of the

Hebrew laws, traditions, and explanations, or

the book that contains them. (the Talmud.

Talmudiat, ( tal ' mud - ist ) n. One versed in

Talmudiitic, Ctal-imid-ist'ik) o. Pertaining to

the Talmud: resembling the Talmud; Talmudic.

Talon, (talon) n. [F.l The claw of a fowl;—a

kind of moulding: an ogee.

Tamable, (tam'a-bl) a.

Capable of being tarn- [|

ed or subdued.

Tamability, (t ."iin-a-bir-

e-te) n. The quality I

of being tamable ;1

tamableness

Tamandua, (ta - man -

dfl-a) n. A species of 1

ant-eater, about the

size of an ordinary cat,

fou nd in tropical

America.

Tamarin, (tam'a-rin) n.

can monkey { the Midas

romlia), having glossy

golden hair, very large

ears, and a long bushy

tail.

Tamarind, (tam'a-rind) j

a. [A. Utmnrhindi.]

A leguminous tree

cultivated in tropical ^

countries for its shade e*

and its fruit — the

seed-pods abound with

an acid pulp of refrigerant and laxative pro

perties.

 

Tamandua.

A small Jiuu th Anuri-

 

fcilky Tamarin.
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Tambour, (tam'bdor) n. [F.] A small flat drum;

a tambourine ; — a small circular frame fur

working embroidery upon ; also, a species of

embroider}' in which threads of gold and silver

are worked in leaves, flowers, Ac,

Tambourine, (tam-lxJo-ren')». [F. tambourIn, It.

tamburino.] A skin stretched over the top of

a broadish hoop, in the circumference of which

small bells are hung, and sounded by sliding the

fingers along or by tapping it with the knuckles.

Tame, (tarn) a. [A.-8. tam.) Not wild ; domes

tic; accustomed to man, as a bird or beast;—

subdued : spiritless ;—dull ; flat.

Tame, (turn) v. t. [A.-S. tainian.] To reduce

from a wild to a domestic state ; to reclaim ; to

domesticate ;—to subdue. [tamable.

Tameless, (tiim'les) «. Wild ; untamed ; un-

Tamely, (tam le) adv. In a tame manner ;

meanly ; servilely ; without spirit ; meekly.

Tameneat, (tum'nes) n. The quality of being

tame ; a state of domestication ; want of spirit.

Tamp, (tamp) v. t. To fill up, as a hole bored

in a rock for blasting ;—to drive in or down.

Tamper, (tam'pe.r) v. i. [A modification of

temper.) To try experiments;—to meddle; to

play with ; to work or plot privately.

Tampion, (tain'pe-on) u. [F. tampon.] The

stopper of a cannon or other piece of ordnance.

Tan, (tan) v.t. [F. tanner.] To convert into

leather, as skin;—to moke brown by exposure to

the sun; to imbrown ;—v. i. To become tanned.

Tan, (tani n. [F. ran.] The bark of theoakand

some other trees bruised and broken by a mill

for tanning hides;—a yellowish-brown colour;

—a browning of the skin by exposure to the sun.

Tanbed, (tan'bed) n. In horticulture, a hot

house bed composed of tan or bark from a tan

nery.

Tang, (tang) n. [G. taggos.) A strong or offen

sive taste;—something that leaves a sting or

pain behind;—the tongue of a bell ;—the loose

end of a cord or strap.

Tangency, (tan'jen-se) n. State or quality of

being tangent ; a contact or touching.

Tangent, (tan'jent) n. [L. tangent.) A right

line which touches a curve, but which, when

produced, does not cut it;—in trigonometry,

the tangent of an arc is a straight line drawn

from one extremity of tho arc, and meeting the

diameter passing through the other extremity.

Tangential, (tan-jen'she-al) a. Of or pertaining

to a tangent; in the direction of a tangent.

Tangibility, (tau-je-bil e-te) n. Quality of being

tangible or perceptible to the touch.

Tangible, (tan'je-bl) a. [L. tangibilU] Per

ceptible by tho touch; palpable;—capable of be

ing possessed or realized. [ner ; perceptibly.

Tangibly, (tan'je-ble) adv. In a tangible maii-

Tangle, (tang'gl) v. t. [Go, tap!.] To knit together

confusedly ; to interweave or interlock ; to in-

snare; to entrap;—v.i. To be entangled or

united confusedly.

Tangle, (tang'gl) n. A knot ofthreads or other

things so interwoven as not

to be easily disengaged.

Tangram, (tan'gram) n. A

Chinese toy made by cnt-

ting a square of thin wood

or other suitable material

into seven pieces, as shown

in the cut, these pieces are

capable of being formed into

auumberof different figures, Tangram.
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and are used in] primary schools as a weans of

instruction. [tanners' barkufeterwl

Tan-house, (tanltoua) n. A buildiug in wtoes

Tank, (tangk) n. [F. itang.] A large lo&x

cistern, or reservoir;— in India, an arttftoL

dam, pond, or basin, for gathering and storu^

the rain-fall ;—in *A*p*, a case of sheet-irca fc*

the stowage of tho ship s water.

Tankard, (taugk'urd) n. [Norm. F. tanqiuwi.

A large drinking vessel with a cover.

Tanner, (tau'er) n. One whose occupation a v

tan hides. [for tanain^

Tannery, (tan'er-e) n. The house and appaiv..

Tannin, (tan'in) n. [F.j The astringent prii-

ciple of oak-bark, nut-galls, and other trw*:

tannic acid.

Tanning, (t&n'ing) n. The process of oonveras;

the raw hides of animals into leather.

Tansy, (tan'ze) n. [F. tanaint.) An eiirm i

bitter plant used for medicinal and culinw:

purposes.

Tantalize, (tan'ta-liz) v. t. [L. TantaJia.) T

-tease or torment with a prospect of good tav

can not be realized ; disappoint ; tease ; v*:

irritate.

Tantamount, (tan' ta-mount) a. fL. taxfvt, *-'-

Kng. amount.] Equivalent in valae or scnis

cation ; equal.

Tantivy, (tan-tiv'e) adv. [Said to be from tbr

note of a hunting-horn.] Swiftly ; spesdii*

rapidly.

Tantrum, (tan'trum) n. A whim or burst of J-

humour; an affected air—usually in pi te*

trums.

Tap, (Up) v. t. [F. taper.] To strike with ana*-

thing small, or to strike with a very gtn^-

blow ;—v. t. To strike a gentle blow.

Tap. (tap) n. A alight blow with a small tfcir?

Tap, (tap) v. t. [A. -8. tapjMin.] To pierce •

as to let out a fluid ;—to draw from.

Tap, (tap) n. [A.-S. tdppa.) A hole or jap*

through which liquor is drawn ; — a plag **

spile tor stopping a hole pierced in a cask .--

a place where liquor is drawn for drinking :—**

instrument of hardened steel, and groee-

longitudinally, for cutting the threads of :*

ternal screws or nuts.

Tape, (tap) n. [A.-S. tappe.) A narrow jsw»

of woven fabric used for strings and the nat ,

—a narrow fillet or band of linen.

Taper, (ta'per) «. [A.-S.] A small wax^o&i?-

or a small light.

Taper, (ta'per) a. Regularly narrowed towsr-

tlie point ;—becoming small towards the «a-;

—long and slender.

Taper, (ta'per) v.i. To diminish or

gradually smaller toward one end;—I

make or cause to taper.

Tapenngly, (tapfr-iiig-le) adv. In a

manner.

Tapestry, (tar/ee-tre) «. [F. tapts$eri*.] A fc;-

of woven hangings of wool and silk, oft** fl

riched with gold and silver, representing nga.

of men, animals, battles, landscapes, *wc, *=

used for covering the walls of cborob«-

banqueting halls, Ac. i**"

Tapestry, (tapes-tre) v. t. To adorn with taps*

Tape-worm, (t&p'wurni) n. A broad, flat, ia»v.

Jointed worm, found in the intestines.

Tapioca, (tap-e-6'ka) iu A coarsely grsatU"

farinaceous substance obtained from lb* root ^

the Maufhot, Cassada, or Manioc plant* nasi**

of South America.
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Tapir.

Tapir, (ta'pir) n. [Braz. tapyra.] A pachyder

matoua hoofed quadru

ped resembling the hog,

but having a short pro

boscis like the rhino

ceros.

Tapis, (ta'pis, tape) n.

[K.J Carpeting; tapes

try; formerly the cover

of a council-table.

Tapping, (taping) n. In surgery, the operation

of removing water from the body, as in

dropsy.

Tapster, (tap'ater) n. [Eng. tap, a cask.] One

whose business is to draw ale or other liquor.

Tar, (tar) n. [A.-S. teru.] A thick, impure,

resinous substance of a dark colour, obtained

from pine and fir-trees ; —a similar substance

obtained from pit coal ;—a sailor—so called

from his tarred clothes.

Tar, (tar) v. t. To smear with tar, as rope*, &c.

Tardily, (tarMe-le) adv. In a tardy manner ;

slow ly.

Tardiness, (tir'de-nes) n. Quality of being

tardy ; slowness ; lateness ;—reluctance ; un

willingness.

Tardy, (tarde) a. [L. tardu*.] Moving with a

slow pace or motion ;—dilatory ; tedious;—late

in arrival; behind the time or season;—back

ward : reluctant.

Tare (tar) n. In Scripture, a weed growing

among wheat and other grain ;—a plant of the

vetch kind, cultivated for fodder.

Tare, (tar) n. [A tarah,} Allowance or abate

ment from the weight or quantity of a com

modity sold in a cask, chest, bag, &c., which

the seller makes to the buyer.

Tare, (tar) v. t. To ascertain, value, or allow

for, as the amount of tare in a chest, bag, «fcc

Target, (target) n. [A. -8. targ.) A kind of

small shield or buckler ;—a mark for marks

men to fire at in their practice.

Targeted, (tar'get-ed) a. Armed or furnished

with a target.

Targeteer, (Ur-get-urO n. One armed with a

target or shield.

Tariff, (tar-if) n. [A. ta'rtf.) Properly a list

or table of goods with the duties or customs

to be paid for the same ;—a list or table of

duties or customs to be paid on goods imported

or exported. (goods.

Tariff, (tarlf) v. t. To make a list of duties on

Tarlatan, (tarla-tan) ». A kind of thin tran

sparent muslin used for ladies' dresses and the

like.

Tarn, (tarn) n. (Icel. rww-n.] A small lake

among the mountains ;—a bog ; a marsh ; a

fen.

Tarnish, (tar'nish) v. t. (F. ternir.] To de

stroy the lustre of ;—to diminish the purity of ;

—r. i. To lose lustre ; to become dull.

Tarnish, (taVnish) n. State of being soiled or

tarnished; spot: blot; blemish.

Tarpaulin, (tar-paw'Iin) n. (From tar and pall.]

A piece of canvas covered with tar to render it

water-proof; — a hat covered with painted or

tarred cloth, worn by sailors ;—a sailor.

Tarry, (tare) v. i. [F. tardtr.) To stay; to

abide;—to lodge:—to stay in expectation; to

wait:—to loiter;—to delay; to put off going or

coming.

Tarry, ftare) n. Stay ; stop ; delay.

Tarry, (tar'e) a. Consisting of or like tar.

Tart, (tart) a. [A-a ttart] Sharp to the taste ;

acidulous;—keen: severe.

Tart, (tart) n. (F. tarte.) A small open pie or

flat piece of pastry, containing fruit or pre

serves.

Tartan, (tax'tan) «. [F. tiretaine.] Woollen

cloth checkered with threads of various colours.

Tartar, (tar'tar) «. [L. tartarwn.] An acid

concrete salt deposited from wines completely

fermented; — a concretion which incrusts the

teeth;—a native or inhabitant of Tartary;—a

nerson of a quick, irritable temper.

Tartarean, (tar-tu're-an) a. Pertaining to Tar

tarus; hellish; Tartareons.

Tartareous, (tar-tare-us) a. Consisting of or

resembling tartar or partaking of its properties.

Tartaric, (tar-tar'ik) a. Pertaining to or obtained

from tartar :—also tartarout.

Tartarus, (tar'ta-rus) n. [G. Tartarot.} In

Grttk mythology, the infernal regions.

Tartish, (tart'ish) a.. Somewhat tart

Tartlet, (tartlet) n. A small tart.

Tartly, (tart'le) adv. In a tart manner; Bharply.

Tartness, (tartfnes) n. Sharpness; acidity; —

sourness of temper ;—poignancy; keenness.

Tar-water, (tarVaw-ter) n. A cold infusion of

tar in water, used as a medicine.

Task, (task) a, [Norm. F. taxhc] Business or

duty imposed by another;—burdensome employ

ment.—a lesson ; a fixed portion of study; labour;

toil; drudgery.

Task, (task) v. t. To impose a task upon:—

to prescribe a definite amount of work;—to

require ; to exact;—to oppress with severe

burdens.

Task-master, (task'maa-tcr) n. One who imposes

a task or burdens with labour; an overseer.

Task-work, (taek'wurk) n. Work set as a task;

a definite amount of labour or service.

Tassel, (tas'el) «. [F. taut.} A sort of pendent

ornament of silk or gold fringe attached to

cushions, curtains, Ac, ending in loose threads.

Tassel, (tas'el) v.i. To put forth a tassel; to

flower, as maize ;—v, t. To adorn with tassels :

—imp. iV pp. tasselled ; ppr. tasselling.

Tastable, (tast'a-bl) o. Capable of being tasted ;

savoury ; relishing.

Taste, (tOst) v, t. [Norm. F. tatter.} To perceive

by the tongue ;—to test the relish or flavour of;

—to eat a small quantity of ;—to relish intel

lectually ; to enjoy ;—to partake of ; to partici

pate in — usually with an implied sense of

relish or pleasure ;—v. i. To try food with the

mouth ; to eat or drink a little only ;—to have

a particular quality or character ; — to have

perception, experience, or enjoyment; to partake.

Taste, (tilst) a. Act of tasting ; gustation ;—

savour ; flavour ;—the sense by which the sav

our of bodies is ascertained; palate;—intellectual

relish : — judgment; discernment; — critical

faculty;—style; manner of design, performance,

or execution ; grace in arrangement or com

position ; elegance in form or structure;—indi

vidual choice, as in pleasures, dress, society, A c. ,

as evidencing character and disposition;— ex

periment;—a small portion given as a specimen ;

a bit.

Tasteful, (tasffool) a. Having a high rebeh;

savoury;—having or exhibiting good taste.

Tastefully, (tast'fool-le) adv. In a tasteful man

ner : with good taste.

Tastefulness, (tast'fool-nes) n. State or quality of

being tasteful.
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Tasteless, (tast'les) a. Having no taste; insipid;

—having no power of giving pleasure.

Tastelessness. (tasUes-nes) a. The state of being

tasteless or in bad taste ;—want of relish ; in

sipidity.

Taster, (tast'er) n. One who tastes ;—one who

tastes food or liquor first.

Tastily, (tast'e-le) adv. In a tasty manner.

Tasting, (tasting) n. The act of perceiving

by the tongue ; the sense by which we per-

ceive or distinguish savours ;—a mouthful ; a

morsel.

Tasty, (tftut'e) a. Having a good taste or nice

perception of excellence;—being in conformity

to the principles of good taste ; elegant ; palat

able ; nfce.

Tatouay, (tat'66-a) n. A kind of armadillo found

in S o u th America,

having a round, point

ed, and naked tail.

Tatter, (tat'er)n. A rag,

or a part torn and

hanging to the thing.

Tatting, (tat'ing) ft. A

kind of lace-edging sjj

woven or knit from

thread with a peculiar Tatouay.

stitch.

Tattle, (tatl) v.i. [Gar. tiitfln.] To prate; to

use many words with little meaning;—to tell

tales; to gossip.

Tattle, (tatl) n. Idle talk or chat ; gossip.

Tattoo, (tat-too') «. [l>- tn,,toc.] A beat of

drum at night, giving notice to soldiers to re

pair to their quarters.

Tattoo, (tat-too') v. t. To prick the skin, and

stain the punctured spots with colouring matter,

forming lines, figures, &.c.

Tattoo, (tat-too') n. An indelible mark or figure

made by puncturing the body and introducing

some pigment into the punctures.

Tattooing, (tat-too'ing) n. The practice of prick

ing the skin and staining the punctures w ith an

indelible dye or colouring natter.

Taunt, (tant, tawnt) it. [F. tant.] Very high

or tall, as the masts of a ship.

Taunt, (tawnt) v.t. [Sw. tauta.) To reproach

with insulting words ; to revile ; to upbraid.

Taunt, (tawnt) n. Upbraiding words ; bitter

or sarcastic reproach ; insulting invective ,

'scoff.

Taunting, (tawnt'ing) n. The act of insulting

with bitter and sarcastic reproaches ; upbraid

ing.

Tauntingly, (tawnt'ing-le) adv. In a taunting

manner; insultingly; scofnngly.

Taurine, (taw'rin) a. [L. tanrinu.3.)

to a bull.

Taurus, (taw'rus) n. [L., G. tanros.)

one of the twelve signs of ,*

the zodiac.

Taut,(tawt)a. [From tight.)

In teamen's language,

tight ; not slack, as a rope;

—fully stretched or extend

ed, as a sail ; — tightly

drawn.

Tautological, (taw-to-lojik-

al) a. Repeating the same tiling

Bame signification

Tautologically, (taw-to-loj'ik-al-lo) ad*. With

repetition of the same meaning in different

words.

Relating

The bull,

 

Taurus.

•having the

Tautologist, (taw-tol'6-jist) n. One who usn

different words or phrases to express the tux

sense.

Tautology, (taw-tolo-je) n. [G. tautc* ana

logos.) A repetition of the same meaning is.

different words;—redundancy of speech ; exce*-

sive verbiage.

Tavern, (tav'ern) n. [F. tavern*.} A public

house where wines and other liquors are xM

to be consumed on the premises: —a boo*

where drinking parties are accommodated ate!

entertained.

Taw, (taw) v. t. [A.-S. tarevtn.} To dress sr

prepare in white, as the skins of aheep, psx

&c.

Taw, (taw) v. A large marble to be played w^

—a pame at marbles.

Tawdrily, (taw'dre-le)adr. In a tawdry manser

Tawdrinesa, (tawMre-nes) n. State or quality at

being tawdry; excessive finery.

Tawdry, (taw'dre) a. [Corrupted from &«•'

Audrey.) Very fine and showy in colours wit*.

out taste or elegance; tinsel ; gaudy wit host

real beauty.

Tawer, (taw'er) "■ One who taws; a dresser rf

white leather.

Tawnineas, (taw'ne-nes) m. The quality or ?tu<

of being tawny.

Tawny, (taw'ne)a. [F. tanni.) Of adnll.yeft*

ish-brown colour, like things tanned, or perwe>

who are sunburnt.

Tax, (taks) n. (F. tare.) A charge or peennar*

burden imposed by authority for the pnppori a*

a government;—a rate or duty levied by govtnr-

ment on the incomes or properties of inaivjez-

als, or on certain articles used or 000*09*)

by its subjects; also, a rate levied for bo!

or municipal purposes, Arc; — charge; era

sure ;—a disagreeable or burdensome daty &

charge.

Tax, (taks) r. t. To subject to pay a tax <«

taxes ; to lay a burden upon ;—to assess, fix. •-*

determine judicially ;—to charge ; to eeasan.-

to accuse.

Taxable, (taks'a-bl) o. Capable of being taxw

liable by law to the assessment of taxes.

Taxation, (taks-a'shun) n. Act of laying a tax &

of imposing taxes ;— act of assessing a bill **

cost :—also, sum imposed ; aggregate of par

ticular taxes.

Taxer, (takVer) n. One who taxes.

Tax-gatherer, (tak;i'guTH-er-cr) ». CoUeetur t!

taxes.

Taxing, (taks'ing) n. The act of laying os

taxes ; taxation.

Tea, (te) ft. (Chin. tshd, tha.} The learn rf »

'■'ln.no or small tree, a native of China *c-=

Japan ;—an infusion of the dried leaves of t*

in boiling water ;—any decoction of the drt^

leaves of plants ;—the evening nieaL

Teach, (tech) v. t. (A.-S. tacon] To Instrtirt

to inform ; to deliver, as doctrine ; to educate

to discipline ;—to impart the knowledge vt. »»

inculcate as true or important:—to admonish

to counsel ;—to suggest to the mind ;—to cm&

sel;—v. i. To perform the office uf an izwtrsr

tor ; to practise giving lessons.

Teachable, (tech'a-bl) a. Capable of be

ing taught ; readily receiving instnitti>*i

docile.

Teachableness, (tech'a-bl-nes) v. Quality «**

being teachable

Teacher, (tech'cr) u. One who teaches «
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Teal.

instructs ; an instructor ; a tutor ;—one who in

structs others in re

ligion ; a minister of

the gospel.

Teaching, (tecb'ing) n.

Act or business of in

structing.

Teak, (tek) n. [Malabar

thekOy tekba.) A tree

of the genus Teetona,

growing in the East

Indies, which fur

nishes very excellent

ship timber; also, the

timber of the tree.

Teal, (tel) «. [D. titling

fowl, allied to the com -

mon duck, bnt r<

smaller.

Team, (tern) n. [A.-S.

tedm.] A number of

animals; two or more

horses or other beast I

harnessed together to

the same vehicle for

drawing ;—any num

■-■■[■ passing in a line ;

—company or troop of workers.

Teamster, (tem'ster) n. One who drives a team.

Tear, (ter) «. f A.-S.] A drop of the limpid fluid

secreted by the lachrymal gland, and appearing

in the eyes or flowing from them :—something

i n the form of a transparent drop of fluid matter.

Tear, (tar) v.t. [A.-S. teran.) To separate by

force ; to rend ; to lacerate ; — to divide by

violent measures ; to shatter; — to pull with

violence ;—v. i . To move and act with turbulent

violence; to rage; to rave.

Tear, (tar) n. A rent ; a fissure.

Tearer, (taVer) n. One who tears or rends.

Tearful, (terTool) a. Abounding with tears;

weeping ; shedding tears.

Tearless, (terlea) a. Shedding no tears ; without

tears.

Tearing, (taring) a. Raving; ranting;—violent.

Tease, (tez) v.t. [A.-S. tttmn.] To comb or

card, as wool or flax ;—to scratch, as cloth in

dressing, for the purpose of raising a nap ;—to

annuy, disturb, or irritate by petty requests, or

by jests and raillery.

Teasel, (terel) n. [A.-S. taseL] A plant which

bears a large burr used for raising a nap on

woollen cloth ;—the burr of tho plant.

Teasel, (tez 'el) v.t. To subject, as woollen

cloth, to the action of teasels; — to cut and

gather teasels !—also written teazel, teazle.

Tea-spoon, (tS'spoon) n. A small spoon used in

drinking tea and other beverages.

Teat, (tet) n. [A.-S. tit.] That organ in female

mammals through which their young draw milk

from the breast ;—the dug of a beast ; pap :

nipple.

Techily, (tech'il-c) aWr. Peevishly; fretfully.

Techiness, (tech'e-nes) n, Touchiness; peevish

ness ; fretfalness.

Technical, (tek'nik-al) a. [G. techniL-os,] Per

taining to art; — especially to the useful or

mechanical arts ;—pertaining to practice, in any

art, science, or profession; noting terms, or

phrases used in a limited or precise signification.

Technicality, (tek-ne-kal'e-te) n. State or qual

ity of being technical or peculiar to any trade,

profession, art, science, Ac. ;—an idea, quality,

attribute, or condition peculiar to any art,

science.

Technically, (tek'ne-kal-le) adv. In accordance

with the terms of an art, profession, <fcc.

Technics, (tek'niks) n. The doctrine of arts in

general ; Buch branches of learning as respect

the arts.

Technological, (tek-no-loj ik-al) a. Pertaining

to the arts or to the terms of an art.

Technologist, (tek-nol'6-jiBt) n. One who dis

courses or treats of arts, 01 of the terms of art.

Technology, (tek-nol'6-je) «. [G. techtte and

logos.] A treatise on the useful arts ; a collec

tion and explanation of terms peculiar to an

art or science. [Peevish ; fretful.

Techy, (tech'e) a. [Corrupted from touchy. J

Ted, (ted) r. f. [W. tedu.] To spread or turn,

as grass from the swath, and scatter it for drying.

Tedious, (te'de-us) a. [L. tcediosus.] Slow; pro

tracted ;—dull ; sluggish;—dreary; wearisome ;

tiresome from continuance, or prolixity.

Tediously, (tG'de-us-le) adv. In a tedious

manner.

Tediousness, (teMe-ua-nes) n. Quality of being

tedious; weansomeness; tiresomeness; prolixity.

Teem, (tCm) v. i. [A.-S. ryinnn.] To bring

forth, as an animal : to produce fruit, as a

plant; to bear;—to be pregnant ;—to be full;

to be prolific ;— r. (. To produce; to bring forth.

Teeming, (tem'ing) a. Prolific ;—fruitful.

Teens, (tenz) w.pl. [From teen.] The years of

one's age having the termination teen.

Teeth, (tern) v. i. To breed teeth.

Teething, (teTii'ing) n. The process by which

teeth make their way through the gums: den

tition.

TeetotaUsm, (t*'to-tal-izm) 71. Principle or prac

tice of strictest temperance or abstinence from

intoxicating liquors.

Teetotum, (te'to-tuni) v. A child's toy, resem

bling a top, but polygonal and marked with

letters or figures, and set in motion by twirling

with the fingers.

Tegument, (teg'u-ment) n. [L. tetp:mentinii.]

A cover or covering ;—the covering of a living

body, or of some jiart or organ.

Tegumentary, (teg-u-ment ar-e) «. Pertaining to

or consisting of teguments.

Tehee, (le-heO »i. [From the sound.] A laugh.

Teil, (tel) n. [L. fi/t«, Ir. & Gael, teite.] Tho

lime-tree or linden.

Teinds, (tendz) n.pl. In Scotland, tithes.

Telegram, (tere-gram) n. [G. tile and gramma.]

A message sent by telegraph; a telegraphic dis-

l»atch.

Telegraph, (tel'S-graf) n. [G. tele and (jraphein.]

An apparatus for communicating intelligence

between distant points by preconcerted visible

signals;—especially, an apparatus for transmit

ting intelligence by means of voltaic electricity.

Telegraph, (tel'S-graf) r. (. To convey or an

nounce by telegraph.

Telegraph-cable, (tel'e-graf-ka'bl) n. A tele

graphic line, consisting of one or more conduct

ing wires, inclosed by an insulating and pro

tecting material, to connect stations which are

separated by a river, strait, or sea ; ocean-cable.

Telegraphic, (tel-C-grarik) «. Pertaining to the

telegraph ; made or communicated by telegraph.

Telegraphically, (tel - e-graf ' ik-al - le) adv. Uy

means of the telegraph. «*•

Telegraphist, (tel'6-graf-ist) n. One who operates

on a telegraph ; a telegraphic operator.
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Telegraphy, (tel-eg'ra-fe) n. Science or art of

constructing, or of communicating by telegraphs.

Teleology, (tel-e-ol'6-je) n. [G. Ulos and logoi.]

The science or doctrine of tha final causes of

things.

Telescope, (tele-skop) n. [G. teleslcopos.} An

optical instrument employed in viewing distant

objects.

Telescopic, (tel-e-skop'ik ) a. Pertaining to or

performed by a telescope;—seen or discoverable

only by a telescope.

Telescopically, (tul-e-skor/ik-al-le) ode. By the

telescope.

Tell, (tel) v. (. (A.-S. telutn.] To number; to

count ; - to utter or recite in detail ; to give an

account of ;—to make known; to publish;—to

give instruction to ; to teach;—1\ i. To give an

account; to make report ;—to produce a marked

effect

Teller, (tel'er) n. One who relates or communi

cates ;—an enumerator ;—an officer of a bank

who counts over monoy received, and pays it

out on cheques ;—one who is appointed to count

tho votes given in a public meeting, and the

like.

Tellership, (tel'er-ship) n. Office of a teller.

Tell-tale, (tel't&l) n. An officious informer ; one

who tells that which prudence should suppress;

—a movable piece of lead in an organ, which

indicates how far the wind is exhausted ;—in

ships, a dial plate in front of tho wheel showing

the position of the tiller.

Telluric, (tel-10'rik) a. [L. tellus.] Pertaining

to or proceeding from the earth.

Tellurium, (tel-lu're-nra) n. A metal of a silver-

white colour, resembling sulphur and selenium.

Temerity, (te-mer'e-te) n. [L. temeritas.] Rash

ness ; extreme boldness: daring ;—unreasonable

contempt of danger ; fool ttardiness.

Temper, ( tern ' per ) v- '■ (L- tetaperare. ] To

mingle in due proportion ; to modify, as by

adding some new element ; to accommodate ; to

adjust; — to beat together to a proper con

sistence;—to soften by moisture;— hence, to

mollify ; to assuage ;—to form, as metals, to a

proper degree of hardness.

Temper, (tem'per) n. Due mixture of different

qualities ; just combination ;—constitution of

the mind;— calmness or soundness of mind;

moderation :—heat of mind or passion : prone-

ness to anger; irritation; irritability;— a niean

state of a metal or other substance, especially as

to its hardness.

Temperament, (tem'rjer-a-nient) n. Constitution ;

—the peculiar physical and mental constitution

of an individual ; natural disposition ;—also,

the bodily or mental constitution common to

many individuals.

Temperance, (tem'per-ans) n. [L. Umpera.ntia.]

Habitual moderation in indulgence of the

natural appetites and passions : moderate in

dulgence, as in eating or drinking ; — specially

restraint in the use of spirituous liquors;

sobriety ; abstinence.

Temperate, (tem'per -At) «. [L. temperatus.]

Moderate in the indulgence of the appetites and

passions ;—sober; calm; sedate.

Temperately, (tem'per-at-le) adv. In a temperate

manner ; moderately ; without excess ; calmly.

Temperateness, (tem'per-At-nes) h. State or

quality of being temperate ; moderation ; calm

ness.

Temperature, (tem'per-a-tur) it. Constitution ;

degree of any quality ;—condition with respet".

to heat or cold ; degree of heat or cold.

Tempering, (tern'per-ing) ». The process of p'-

ing the requisite degree of hardness or sofuuv

to a subst&uco, as iron or steel.

Tempest, (tem'pest) w. [L. temptsta*.} A store

of extreme violence ;—any violent ttunnlt or

commotion.

Tempestuous, (tem-pesfu-oe) a. Involving e

pertaining to a tempest; turbulent; riokffi:

stormy.

Tempestuously, (tem-pesfu-us-le) adr. In i

tempestuous manner; turbulently ; violently.

Tempestuousness, (tem-pest'u-us-nes) n. The sttu

of being tempestuous; turbulence; stonnineai

Templar, (tem'plar) h» One of a religious no

tary order, established at Jerusalem to pros*?

pilgrims travelling to the Holy Land ;—a stndrr

of law having apartments in the Temple £

London.

Temple, (tem'pl) n. [L. templum.] An edifir-

in honour of some deity or for hl» worship:—

the edifice erected at Jerusalem for the wortLp

of Jehovah ;—a place of public Christian war

ship ; a church ;—any place in which the da nx*

presence specially resides.

Temple, (tempi) jl (L. tempvs.] The flat per

tion of the head between the forehead and eai.

Templet, (tem'plet)n. [L. templatux.} A raouW

used by bricklayers and masons in catting a

setting out their work :—a thin mould <*r patten

used by machinists, millwrights, &c. :—a abcr

piece of timber under a beam to distribute itm

weight or pressure.

Temporal, (tem'po-ral) a. [L. temporalis.] Per

taining to time, to tho present life or this wcrVi

secular ;—having limited existence ; Unite ;—-{T

temporal.] Pertaining to the temples of tiV

head.

Temporal, (tem'po-ral) n. Any thing temporal a.*

secular ;—a secular possession ; a temporahrr

Temporality, (tem-po-ralVte) n. State or qualit'

of being temporary;—pi. Revenues of an ecci<-

siastic proceeding from lands, tenements, or lay-

fees, tithes, and the like.

Temporally, (tem'po-ral-le) adv. With respect t~

time or to this life only.

Temporarily, (tem'po-rar-e-le) adv. For a tea*

only; not perpetually.

Temporary, (tem'po-n'ir-e) a. [L. tn^porerxit)

Lasting for.a time only ; existing for a h&iW

time.

Temporize, (tem'pd-riz) v.l To comply with r£*

time or occasion; to humour or yield to the car-

rent of opinion ; to procrastinate.

Temporizer, (tem'po-rix-er) n. One who yields v

the time or complies with theprovailingopuika*.

fashions, or occasions: a trimmer.

Tempt, (temt) v. t. [L. Untart.] To endeavosz

to accomplish or reach; to try:—to endeavour ft

persuade; toincite: to instigate ;—toputtotrai

to test; to prove :—to lead or endeavour to to

rn to evil.

Temptation, (tem-t&'shun) h. The act of tenaj-:-

ing; enticement to evil;—state of being put t»

tlie proof; trial;—that which tempts; aliart-

ment.

Tempter, (temt'er) n. One who tempts ;—Sato

or the Devil as the great enticer to evil.

Tempting, (temt'ing) a. Alluring : sedoctira.

Temptingly, (temt'ing-le) adv. In an attracfi**

or seductive manner.

Temptress, (tern'tree) n. A woman who antics*
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Ten, (ten) a. [A.-S.] Twice five; nine and one. I

Ten. (ten) 7*. The number consisting of nine and

one ;—a symbol representing ten unit*, utXur

10.

Tenable, (ten'a-bl) a. [F. tenable.) Capable of

being held, maintained, or defended.

Tenableness, (ten'a-bl-nes) a. The state of being 1

tenable.

Tenacious, (te-ni'she-us) a. [L. tenax.) Holding |

fast or inclined to hold fast; retentive ;—apt to ;

adhere to another substance ; adhesive ; tough ;

holding stoutly to one's opinion or purpose.

Tenaciously, (te-nft'she-usde) adv. in a teiia- '

cious manner ; retentiTely ; firmly ; adhesively.

Tenacity, (te-nasVte) n. Quality of being tena- i

cious; retentiveness ; oohesiveness ; toughness. 1

Tenancy, (ten'an-se) 11. [L. ttnentia.] A holding '

or a mode of holding an estate ; tenure.

Tenant, (teu'ant) n. [F.] One who has the occu- j

petion or temporary possession of lands or tene- 1

utents whose title is m another ;—a dweller ; an I

occupant. [tenant. !

Tenant, (ten'ant) r. t. To hold or possess as a

Tenantable, (ten'ant-a-bl) a. Fit to be rented ;

in a state of repair suitable for a tenant.

Tenantless, (ten ant-les) a. Having no tenants ;

unoccupied.

Tenantry, (ten'ant-re) n. The body of tenants

on a particular estate or in a district, &c.

Tench, (tensh) u [F. ttnche.] A fresh-water

fish of the carp family, very tenacious of life.

Tend, (tend) r. t. [Abbreviated from attend.) To

accompany as an assistant or protector ; to care

for the wants of ; to watch ; to guard ;—to be

attentive to ;—v. i. [L. tendere.) To move in a

certain direction; to lean towards; to be inclined

to; —to be directed, as to any end or purpose; to

aim ;—to contribute.

Tendency, (tend'en-se) n. Direction or course

toward any place, object, effect, or result ; in

clination ;.proneness; drift; scope ; aim.

Tender, (ten der) n. [From tend.] One who tends

or takes care of another ;—a small vessel em-

ployed to attend a larger one, for supplying her

with provisions, Ac. ;—a car attached to loco

motives, to supply them with fuel and water;—

an offer of mouey or of service;—a written oiler

to execute certain work, or supply specific arti

cle* at a certain rate;—the thiug offered.

Tender, (ten'dgr) v. t, [F. tendre.] To offer in

payment of a demand, for saving a penalty;—to

offer in words; to present for acceptance ;— to

regard ; to esteem.

Tender, (teu'der) ft. [F. tendre, L. tener.] Soft;

easily impressed, broken, ur injured ;—sensible;

easily pained;—not able to endure hardship;

delicate ;—weak and feeble ;—susceptible of the

softer passions ; easily excited to pity: precious;

—gentle ; considerate ; — pathetic ;—expressing

emotion or feeling ; humane; merciful.

Tenderhearted, (ten'der-hart-ed) a. Having great

sensibility; compassionate; pitiful; kindly in

nature.

Tenderly, (ten'dcr-Ie) adv. With tenderness ;

mildly ; gently ; softly ; kindly.

Tenderness, (ten'drr-nes) n. State or quality of

being tender; delicacy; softness; soreness; sen

sibility ; kindness; scrupulousness; caution.

Tendinous, (ten'din-us) a. [F. tendineux.] Per

taining to or partaking of the nature of a ten*

don ;—sinewy.

Tendon, (teuton) n. [L. Undo.) A hard, in

sensible cord or bundle of fibres by which motion

is communicated from a muscle to a bone ; a

sinew.

Tendril, (tcn'dril) a. Clasping ; climbing.

Tendril, (tcn'dril) n. [F. tendril ton.) A fili

form spiral Bhoot of a plant that winds round

another body for support.

Tenebrous, (ten'6-brus) a. [L. tenebrotu*, from

tcnebnx.) Park; gloomy; dusky; obscure.

Tenement, (ten'e-ment) 11. [L. tenementum.)

A house or lands depending on a manor;—a

dwelling house ; a building or an apartment in

a building used by one family;—also, a building

subdivided and let for dwelling houses to several

families.

Tenemental, (ten-t-meut'al) a. Pertaining to a

tenement ;—capable of being held by tenants.

Tenet, (ten'et) it. [L. he holds.] Any opinion,

{mnciple, dogma, or doctrine, which a person

ioMb as true. [times as many.

Tenfold, (tenfold) a. Ten times more or ten

Tenfold, (teu'fdld) adv. To a tenfold amount or

degree; ten times as much.

Tennis, (teu'is) n. (F. tenet.) A play in which a

ball is driven continually, or kept in motion by

rackots.

Tennis-court, (ten'is-kort) n. Racket-court : an

oblong building or room in which tennis is

played.

Tenon, (ten'un) n. [F.] The end of a piece of

wood cut into form, for insertion into a cavity

in another piece called a martue, in order to

unite the two pieces.

Tenor, (ten'or) n. [L tenere.) Continuity of state;

constant mode; general currency ;—the general

driftor direction; purport; character. [F. trnor.)

The higher of the two kimls of voices usually be

longing to adult males ;—hence, the part adapt

ed to this voice ;—a person who sings the tenor ;

—also, an instrument which plays the part;—

an exact copy of a writing.

Tense, (tens) o. [L. Umux.] Stretched; strained

to stiffness ; rigid ; not lax.

Tense, (tens) n. [F. temps.) One of the forms

which a verb takes to indicate the time of action;

particular inflection of a verb by whicli the

time of the action is expressed.

Tenseness, (tens'nes) n. The Btate of being tense

or stretched to stiffness ; stiffness.

Tension, (ten'shun) n. [L. Untio.) Actof stretch

ing or straining ;—state of being stretched or

strained—hence, high intellectual effort;—strong

excitement of feeling ;—the degree of stretching

to which a wire, cord, beam, Ac., is strained by

drawing it in the direction of its length ;—ex

pansive or elastic force.

Tent, (tent) n. [F. tente.) A pavilion or portable

lodge of canvas or other

coarse cloth, stretched and

sustained by poles ; — [L.

Unlare.) In surgery, a roll

of lint or linen, used to

dilate an opening in the flesh,

or to prevent the closing of j

a sore from which matter has J

to be discharged.

Tent, (tent) v.t. To cover

with tents : to pitch tents upon ;

search, as with a tent;—v.t. To dwell in a tent;

to tabernacle

Tentacle, (ten'ta-kl) n. [L. tentaculum.) A fili

form process or organ round the mouth of an

invertebrate animal, being either an organ of

feeling, prehension, or motion;—a feeler.
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Tentacular, (ten-tak'ti-lar) a. retraining to

tentacles, [essaying; experimental.

Tentative, (tcn'tat-W) a. [L. tenter*.] Trying;

Tent-bed, (tent'bed) ft. A high post bedstead

having curtains in an arched lorm above.

Tented, (tented) a. Covered or furnished with

tents, as soldiers ;—covered with tents, as a

field.

Tenter, (ten'ter) M. [L. fender*.J A machine for

stretcliing cloth by hooks, so that it may dry

even and square. (tenters.

Tenter, (ten'tcr) v. t. To hang or stretch on

Tenth, (tenth) a. [From ten.] Next in order

after the ninth ;—being one of ten equal iwirts

into which any thing is divided.

Tenth, (tenth) n. One of ten equal ports ;—the

tentli part of any thing ; tithe.

Tenthly, (tenth'le) ndr. In the tenth place.

Tentmaker, (tent'miik-rr) a. One who makes

tents.

Tenuity, (ten'ii-e-te) ft, [L. tenuitatt.] Smallness

in diameter; thinness, applied to a broad sub

stance, and slendernes?, applied to one that is

long ;—rarity; rareness.

Tenure, (ten'ur) ft, [F. 1 A holding or the terms

on which any thing is held;—the maimer of

holding lands of a su]>orior ;—the consideration,

or service which the occupier of land gives to

his lord for the use of his land ;—manner of

holding in general.

Tepefaction, (tep-e-fak'shun) n. Act or opera

tion of making tepid or moderately warm.

Tepefy, (tepe-fi) v. t. [L. te.pefacere.] To make

moderately warm ;—v.i. To become moderately

warm.

Tepid, (tepid) a. [L. tepidm, from tepere.] Mod

erately warm ; lukewarm.

Tepidness, (tcp'id-nes) «. State- of being tepid ;

moderate warmth ; lukowarmness.

Teraphim, (ter'a-um) n. pi. [II. terdpklm.]

Household images; tutelary domestic divinities.

Terce-major, (ters'inH-jor) n. A sequence of the

three best cards.

Terebinth. (terebinth) n. [L. taxbinthua.] A

tree or shrub of the genus Pi

tacia, yielding a limpid i>:

samic resin, called Scio turpen

tine.

Terete, (ter-ef) a. [L. fere*..

Cylindrical and slightly taper

ing; columnar.

Tergiversation, (ter-je-ver-sTi -

shun) «. [L. terpivtnatio.] A

shifting; shift ; subterfug<

evasion ;—fickleness of conduct ; change.

Term, (term) ft. [F. terme] A bound or boun

dary; the extremity of any thing; a limit;—the

time for which any thing lasts;—in universities

and colleges, the time during which instruction

is regularly given to students ;—in lav, the

whole time or period for which an estate is

granted or conveyed;—one of the periods of the

year in which the superior law and equity courts

•it;—also, one of four days in the year appointed

for payment of rents, interest, &c. ;—in con

tracts, condition ; stipulation; offer proposed; —

in grammar, a word or expression ;—in logic,

the subject or the predicate of a proposition.

Term, (terni) v. t. To apply a term to; to name;

to call ; to denominate.

Tenn&gancy, (t^r'ma-gan-se) ft. The state or

quality of being termagant ; turbulence.

Termagant, (tefma-gant) a. Tumultuous; tur-
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bulent ; boisterous or furious ; quarrelsome ;

scolding.

Termagant, (ter*ma-gant) n. [A.-S. tyr sad

vwgan.] A boisterous, brawling, turbulent

woman.

Terminable, (term'in-a-bl) a. Capable of ben .:

bounded ; limitable.

Terminableneas, (terui'in-a-bl-nes) ;i. The rtato

of being terminable.

Terminal, (term'in-al) a. [L. tcn.rinatU.) Per

taining to or forming the end or extremity; be

longing to a terminus.

Terminate, (tcrm'in-at) r. t . [L. Urmtmmn.] T

set a term or limit to; to limit ;—to bound;—*

conclude ; to close ; — to pat an end to :—r. i

To be limited in space by a point, line, it set

face: to stop short;—to come to a limit in tiae:

to end.

Termination, (term-in-a'shuu) ft. Act of Lixniti

or bounding ;—act of ending or concluding j—

limit iu space or extent ; bound ;—end in tise

or existence;—conclusion; result;—in o-ra»s*r,

the end or ending of a word ;—a term ; a word.

Terminational, (term-in-a'shun-al) a. PertainiEC

to or forming the concluding syllable of a vera

Terminer, (term'in-er) ft. [F. ttrmmtr. ) A deter

mining. as in oyer and terminer.

Terminology, (terni-in-ol'o-je) n. [L. ter&fiaj",

and G. logos.] The doctrine of term*: a treatu*

on terms ;—that branch of any science or art

which defines the technical words said phrase*

peculiar to it ;—nomenclature.

Terminus, (term'in-ns) «. [L.] Literally, \

boundary;—any post or stone marking a bound

ary;—the extreme point at either end of a peee?

of railway; also, the station-house at either end

Termite, (ter'mit) n. [L. termes.) Tlie white ast

Termly, (termle) adr. Every term ; term bi

term.

Termly, (term'le) a. Occurring every term.

Tern, (tern) n. [Dan. terne.) A long-winged

aquatic fowl, closely

allied to the gulla

Ternary, (tern'a-re) a.

[L. term.] Proceeding

by threes; consisting

of three.

Ternary, (tem'a-ro) n.

The number three ;

tliree things taken to

gether :—also teniion.

Terrace, (ter'as)?i. [F.

Urraste.] A raised Tern-

level space or platform of earth, supported ce

one or more sides by a wall or bank of turf, or

the like ;—a balcouy or open gallery ;—on ar»

before a building serving as a promenade ;—•

street having a row of buildings on one side. a»d

sloping ground usually planted with trees cm tbe

other.

Terraced, (terTwt) a. Formed into a terrace

having a terrace.

Terraqueous, (tpr-iVkwe-usJ a, [L. terra and

aqua.] Consisting of land and water.

Terrene, (ter-en) a. [L. terrtnus.) Pertaiiux

to the earth ; earthy ;—earthly ; terrestrial.

Terrestrial, (tcr-es'tre-al) a. \L. terrestris.} Per

taining to the earth ; existing on the carta .

earthly ;—pertaining to the present state; sub

lunary.

Terrible, '(ter'e-bl) «. [L. terribilis.) Adapt.*

to excite terror ;—frightful; dreadful ; awfal:—

excessive ; extreme ; severe.
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Terribleness, (te. r'e-bl-nes) n. Quality or state of

being terrible.

Terribly, (t*Ve-ble) adv. In a manner to excite

terror; dreadfully;—violently; very greatly.

Terrier, (ter'e-cr) n. [K.J A dog or little

hound remarkable for going into the ground

after animals that burrow, of several specie**.

[L. tero.) An anger; borer.

Terrific, ( ter-if 'ik ) a. [L. ttrri/leus.) Causing

terror; dreadful ; frightful.

Terrify, (terVfi) r. t. To alarm or shock with

fear ; to frighten.

Terrigenous, (ter-ij'en-us) a, [L. terra and gig-

nere.] Earth-born : produced by the earth.

Territorial, (ter-e-to're-al) a. Pertaining to

territory or land ;—limited to a certain district.

Territory, (ter'e-tor-e) n. [L. territorium]

Land ; country;—dominion ;—possession ;—the

extent of land within the bounds of any state,

city, or other body;—a tract of laud belonging

to a prince or state, lying at a distance from the

parent country.

Terror, (teVur) n. [L.] Extreme fear ; fear that

agitates the body and mind; violent dread,—

the cause of extreme fear ; in Scripture, threat-

enings ;—judgments of God ;—king of terrors,

death.

Terrorism, (tpr'ur-izm) n. A state of being

terrified, or a state impressing terror; govern

ment or system of ruling by terror.

Terse, (ten*) a. [L. term*.) Smooth; polished

by rubbing;—cleanly written ; neat; elegant;

—concise ; compact with grace or elegance.

Tersely, (terele) adv. In a terse manner; neatly.

Terseness, (ters'nes) u. Neatness, as of style ;

smoothness and elegance in diction; conciseness.

Tertian, (ter'nhe-an) a. [L. tertkinus, from

Urtius, the third.] Occurring every third day.

Tertian, (tershc-an) n. [L. tertiana.) A fever

whoso paroxysms return every third day.

Tertiary, (ter'she-ar-e) n. (L. Urtiarius.) Of

the third formation, order, or rank; third.

Tertiary formation, in geology, the uppermost

group of strata, chiefly sand and clay, and

abounding in organic remains of existing as well

as of extinct animals.

TesseUate, (tes'e-lat) r. t. tL. Ussella.] To form

into square* or checkers ; to lay with checkered

work-

Tessellated, (tes'e-lut-ed) a. Formed in little

squares or mosaic work; checkered ;— spotted

like a chess board:—also teiuelar.

Test, (test) n. [L. testa and testis.) A cupel in

which metals are melted for trial and refine

ment ;—examination by the cupel ; hence, criti

cal trial ;—means of trial ; —that with which

any thing is compared for proof of its genuine

ness ; a standard ;—ground of admission or ex

clusion ; —judgment; distinction; discrimina

tion.

Test, (test) r. (. To bring to or try by a test : to

examine and compare ; to put to the proof by

experiment, or by some principle or standard ;—

in metallurgy, to refine gold or silver by means

of lead in a test ;—in chemistry, to discover the

nature and properties of a substance or com

pound body by means of a re-agent.

Testable, (teetVbl) a. [L. testaoilis.) Capable

of being devised or given by will.

Testaceous, (tes-ta'she-us) a. [It. testacau.]

Pertaining to shells;—consisting of a bard shell,

or having a strong, thick, entire shell, as oysters

and clams.

Testament, (tes'ta-ment) n. [L. testamentum.]

A solemn, authentic instrument in writing, by

which a person declares his will as to the dis

posal of his estate and effects after his death ;

a will ;—one of the two general divisions of the

canonical books of Bcripturcs, as the Old Testa

ment, the New Testament.

Testamentary, (tes-ta-mentar-e) a. Pertaining

to a will or testament;—bequeathed by will ;

appointed by, or founded on a testament or

will.

Testate, (tes'tat) a. [U testatum.] llaving made

and left a wilL

Testator, (tes-tu'tor) ». A man who makes and

leaves a will or testament at death.

Testatrix, (tes-t&'triks) ». A woman who makes

and leaves a will at death ; a female testator.

Tester, (tes'ter) n. [L. testa, an earthen ]>ot.]

A flat canopy, as over a pulpit, tomb, and the

like ;—the cop covering of a bed.

Tester, (tesVr) n. (F. trston.] An old silver

coin of the value of about sixpence sterling :—

also tetton.

Testicle, (tes'te-kl) n. [L. testiculus.] One of

the glands which secrete the seminal fluid in

males.

Testifier, (tes'te-fi-er) n. One who gives testi

mony or bears witness :—also testificator.

Testify, (tes'te-fi) v. t. [L. testis and facere.) To

make a solemn declaration, verbal or written

(and mi law under oath or affirmation) ; to give

testimony; to bear witness ;—to declare a charge

against one ;—v. t. To bear witness to ; to sup

port the truth of by testimony ; to affirm or

declare solemnly or under oath.

Testily, (tes'te-le) adv. In a testy manner ; fret

fully ; peevishly.

Testimonial, (tee-te-mo'ne-al) n. A writing or

certificate in favour of one's character or good

conduct ;—a sum of money, or gift of plate,

portrait, bust, &c, raised by subscription, and

presented to an individual as a token of

respect.

Testimony, (tes'te-mo-ne) n. [L. testimonium.] A

solemn declaration or affirmation ;—formal wit

ness in a case ; evidence given upon oath ; con

firmation;—hence, apubhcdeclaration in favour:

manifestation ;—witness or voice of conscience ;

—in Scripture, the book of the law ; the ark

containing it ;—also, the whole divine revela

tion.

Testiness, (tes'te-nes) n. Fretfulness ; peevish

ness ; petulance.

Testing, (testing) n. The act of trying for proof;

—in metallurgy, tho operation of refining gold

and silver by means of lead in the vessel called

a test.

Testudo, (tes-tu'do) ». [L.J The tortoise ;—

among the ancient Romans, a cover or screen

which a body of troo|»s formed with their shields

over their heads.

Testy, (tes'te) a. fF. titu.] Fretful ; peevish ;

petulant ; easily irritated.

Tetanus, (tet'a-nus) n. [G. telano*.) A painful

and usually fatal disease, resulting generally

from a wound, of which the principal symp

tom is persistent spasm of the voluntary

muscles.

Tete-a-tete, (tat-a-tatf) n. [F.f head to head.] A

private conference or conversation.

Tether, (teru'er) n, A rope or chain by which a

beast is confined for feeding within certain

limits.
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Tether, (teTH'er) v. t. To confine, as a beast,

with a rope or chain, for feeding within certain

limits.

Tetragon, (tet'ra-gon) n.

A plane figure having

four angles ; a quad

rangle;—an aspect oftwo

planets with regard to

the earth, when they are

distant from each other

90°, or the fourth of a

circle.

Tetragonal, (tet-rajron-al) Tetragons.

«. Of or pertaining to a tetragon ; having four

angles or sides.

Tetrohedral, (tet-ra-h£'dral) a. Having or com

posed of four sides.

Tetrahedron, (tet-ra-he'dron) n. [G. tetra and

hedra,] A solid figure in closed by four tri

angles.

Tetrameter, (tet-ram'et-er) n. [G. tetra and

melroii.] A verse consisting of four measures.

Tetraroh, (tet'nirk) n. [G. tetra and archos.] A

Roman governor of the fourth part of a pro

vince.

Tetrarchate, (tet-rurk'at) n. OflBce or jurisdiction

of a tetrarch.

Tetrarchy, {tet'nYrk-e) «. A tetrarchate.

Tetrasyllabio, (tet-ra-sil-Iab'ik) a. Consisting of

or having four syllables.

Tetrasyllable, (tet-ra-Billa-bl) «. [G. tclraml-

labox.) A word consisting of four Billables.

Tetter, (tet'er) n. \A.-H. tetcr.) A vesicular dis

ease of the skin ; herpes ; scab : ring-worm.

Tetter, (tet'er) v. t. To affect with tetter.

Teutonic (tu-ton'ik) a. Of or pertaining to the

Teutons, a jwoplo of Germany ; or to their de

scendants, usually classified as High German,

including the inhabitants of Upper and Middle

Germany; Low (iei-man, or Saxon, including the

Dutch, Flemings, Anglo-Saxon, Ac. : and Scan

dinavian, including the Icelanders, Norwegians,

Danes, and Swedes;—also, pertaining to the lan

guage of the Teuton*.

Tew, (to) v. t. [A.-S. tairian.] To work at ; to

prepare by working ;—to fatigue ;—to beat or

dress, as leather, hemp, and the like.

Tewel, (tu'el) n. [F. tuyau.) A pipe or funnel,

as for smoke ; an iron pipe in a forgo to receive

the pipe of a bellows.

Text, (tekst) n. [L. texttis.] A discourse or com

position on which a note or commentary is

written ; the original words of an author, in

distinction from a paraphrase;—a verse or pass

age of Scripture quoted as the subject of a dis

course, or in proof of a doctrine ;—a particular

kind of handwriting.

Text-book, (tekst'book) n. A volume, as of some

classical author, on which a teacher lectures or

comments ;—any manual of instruction.

Text-hand, (tekstfhaud) n. A large liand in

writing.

Textile, (teks'til) a. [L. textilis.] Woven, or

capable of being w-oven ; formed by weaving.

Textual, (tekst'ii-al) a. Pertaining to or con

tained in the text.

Textuarist, (tekst'u-ar-ist) n. One who is well

versod in the Scriptures, and can readily quote

texts ;—one who adheres closely to the text :—

also textuaiy ; texuitt; texuafist.

Texture, (tekst'ur) n. [h. ttxtvra.] Act of

weaving ; — that which is woven ; a fabric I

formed by weaving ;—the connection of threads

interwoven;—thedisposition of the several para

of any body in connection with each other.

Than, (man) eonj. [A.S. thaunf.) A partieV

expressing comparison, used after certain adjer-

tives and adverbs which express compariAca a

diversity.

Thane, (than) n. (A.-S, tkegn.] A dignitan

under the Anglo-Saxons and Danes in Englatri

After the Conqut-st, this title was disused, *Ei

baron took its place.

Thanedom, (than'dum) n. The land, propert?

or jurisdiction of a thane.

Thank, (thangk)r.*. rA -S. thane-ian.) Toexpre*

gratitude to for a favour or for kindness be

stowed—-also used in a contrary or ironical seas-

Thank, (tbangk) n. [A.-S. f/tanc] Exprwaitm

of gratitude ; acknowledgment expressive cf a

sense of favour or kindness received:—gvoeralij

in the plural.

Thankful, (thangk'fool) a. Inipresstod with >

sense of kindness received and ready to acknea

ledge it; grateful.

Thankfully, (thangk'fool-le) adr. In a thankfs

manner : gratefully.

Thankfulness, (thangk'fool-nes) n. Gratitude: »

lively sense of a favour or benefit received:—ex

pression of thanks ; grateful acknowledgnjent

Thankless, (thangk'Ies) a. Not acknowlrdgm:

favours or expressing thankfulness for th^xa :

ungrateful ;—not likely to receive thanks

Thanklessly, (thangk'Ies-le) nrfr. In a thanks

manner: with ingratitnJe ; untbankfully,

Thanklessness, (thangkles-nes) n. The state <£

being thankless ; ingratitude.

Thanksgiving, (thangks'giv-ing) n. Act ofreftlrt-

ing thanks for favours or mercies ;—a pnNk

celebration of divine goodness ;—also, a n*v set

apart for such celebration.

Thank-offering, (thangk'of-f?r-ing) n. A sao-uV*

or gift made in acknowledgment of mercy a

benefit received.

That, (Tiiat) prtm. orconj. [A.-S. the, ta.ttr**,/,

that, k.J A pronoun referring to something 'be

fore mentioned, understood, or more mtrjfe

and pointing out a person or thing eraphaticail?'

—as a relative pronoun, equivalent to *-A* Ce

which;—referring to an entire sentence or pan-

graph, and not merely to a word ;—introdcosf

a clause, as the object of the preceding verb ;—

introducing a reason or purpose, and souietli&s

a result ;—in that, because ; for the renaoc thar.

Thatch, (thach) n. ["A.-S. thac] Straw ct .>tt--T

substance used to cover the roofs of buildingi wr

stacks of hay or grain.

Thatch, (thach) v. t. To cover with straw, reed*,

or some similar substance.

Thatching, (thach'ing) n. The act or art of cover

ing buildings, stack b, Ac, with thatch; t^

materials used for this purpose.

Thaumaturgy, (thaw'ma-tur-je) n. [G. f^rs^a.

and ergon!] Act of working wonders; act of per

forming miracles ;—creative power.

Thaw, (thaw) r. V. [A.-S. thawm.} To mti\

dissolve, or become fluid, as ice or snow —t

become so warm as to melt ;—v. t. To cause t*

melt ; to dissolve, as ice, snow, hail, or fnaea

earth.

Thaw, (thaw) n. The melting of ice or sikv» .

liquefaction of any thing congealed hr tract

Thawy, (thaw'o) a. Liquefying by neat afsw

having been frozen ; thawing ; melting.

The, (me) definite article. [A.-S. the or then ) A

word placed before nouns to designate a genera:
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conception, or to limit a meaning more or leas

definitely. [A.-S. that, L. eo.] Before adjectives

in the comparative and superlative degree, to

heighten or make more complete the con

trast.

Theatre, (the'a-t$r) «. [L. theatrv.m.] Among

the ancient*, an edifice iti which spectacles or

shows were exhibited;—in modem times, ahouse

for the exhibition of dramatic performances ; a

play-house ;—in universities, a public hall for the

exhibition of scholastic exercises, conferring of

degrees, and meetings of the senate ;—also, a

room for anatomical demonstrations or perform

ing anatomical operations by the professors in

presence of the students;—arena or stage for the

display of great actions, virtues, qualities, &c. ;—

a natural situation rising by gradations like the

seats of a theatre.

Theatrical, (the-at'rik-al) a. Pertaining to a

theatre or to scenic representations; resembling

tho manner of dramatic performers ;—adapted

for display.

Theatrically, (the-at'rik-al-le) ad*. In a theatri

cal manner; in a manner suiting the stage.

Theatricals, (the-at'rik-alz) n. pi. Dramatic per

formances ;—also, scenes, dresses, and other ap

paratus required for dramatic performances.

Theban, (the'ban) n. A native or inhabitant of

Thebes ;—also, a wise man.

Thee, (thS) jtron. ; objective ease of thou.

Theft, (theft) n. [JL-S. thedfdh.] The act of steal

ing ;—the felonious taking of another person's

goods or movables with an intent to steal

them.

Their, (THar) a. pron. [A -S. Vidro. ] Of them ;—

belonging to certain persons specified ;—noting

the possession of by two or more.

Theirs, (TBarz) a. pron, [ Intensive form of their.]

Belonging to them — used as a pronoun, or

separate from the word to which it refers, or

standing as a substitute for it.

Theism, (tluVizm) n. [G. theos, God. J The belief

or acknowledgment of the existence of a God, as

opposed to atheism.

Theiat, (the'ist) n. One who believes in the

existence of a God ; especially, a personal God.

Theistic, (tbe-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to theism or

to a theist ; according to the doctrine of theists.

Them. (THem) pron. ; objective case of they. Those

persons or things ; those.

Theme, (them) i\. (G. thema.] A subject or

topic on which a person writes or speaks;—a

short dissertation, usually on some assigned

topic.

Themselves, (THem-selvz') pron. pi. of himself,

herself, or itself; — used after they by way of

emphasis.

Then, (THen) adv. [A.-S. thomu,] At that

time, referring to a time specified;—soon after

ward or immediately;—at another time: here

after;—upon this; thereupon;—in consequence

of ; in that case ;—therefore ; for this reason ;

—used adject!vely for then existing.

Thence, (mens) adv. [A.-S. thanan.] From that

place;—from that time;—for that reason.

T henceforth. ( THena' forth adv. From that

time.

Thenceforward, (THenB'for- werd) adv. From

that time onward.

Theocracy, (the-ok'ra-se) n. [O. theos and

Jcratein.j Government of a state hy the

immediate direction or administration of God;

—the state thus governed.

fG. theomai. and
 

Theodolite.

[G. theos ami

Theocratic, (the-o-kratfik) a. Pertaining to a

theocracy ; administered by the immediate

direction of God.

Theodolite, (the-od'6-lit) n.

dolichos.] An instrument

used iu trigonometrical

surveying, for the accurate

measurement of horizontal

angles, or the angular dis

tances between objects pro

jected on the plane of the

horizon.

Theogony. (the-og'o-ne) n.

[G. theos and yona*.] The

generation of the gods;

that branch of heathen

theology which taught the

genealogy of their deities.

Theologian, (the-o-16'je-an) n,

legein.] A person well versed in theology; a

professor of divinity; a divine.

Theological, (the-o-lqj'ik-ul) a. Pertaining t»>

divinity or the science of God and of divine

things.

Theologically, (the-o-loj'ik-al-le) adv. Accord

ing to the principles of theology.

Theology, (the-ol'6-je) n. Tho science which

treats of the existence, character, and attributes

of God, his laws and government, the doctrine*

we are to believe, and the duties we are to

practise.

Theopathy, (the-op'a-the) n. [G. theos and

pathos.] Capacity for religious affections or

worship ;—religious enthusiasm ; mysticism;—

sympathy with the divine nature.

Theophilanthropism, (the-6-fil-an'thro-pizm) n.

[G. theos, philos, unthropos.] Love to God and

man.

Theopneustio, (the-op-nuVtik) a. [G. tkeopnens-

tos.] Given by inspiration of God.

Theorem, (the'6-rem) n. [G. thedrima.] A

principle or position ; a speculative truth;—a

position requiring demonstration; a proposition

that has to be proved, as distinguished from a

problem that has to be solved ; — a symbolic

rule or formula.

Theorematic, (the-o-re-mat'ik) a. Pertaining to

a theorem ; comprised in a theorem ; consist

ing of theorems:—also theoreniic, theorematical.

Theoretical, (the-6-ret'ik-al) a. Pertaining to,

depending on theory; speculative;—terminat

ing in theory ; unpractical ;—also theoretic.

Theoretically, (the-o-ret'ik-al-le) adv. In or by

theory; in speculation; speculatively; not prac

tically.

Theorist, (the'5-rist) ft. One who forms theories;

one given to theory; a theorizer: speculatist

Theorize, (the'6-riz) r. i. To form a theory or

theories; to speculate.

Theory, (thC'6-re) n. [G. thedria.] A doctrine

or scheme of things which terminates in specu

lation without a view to practice;—an exposi

tion of the general principles of any science;

—the science distinguished from the art ;—the

philosophical explanation of phenomena, either

physical or moral.

Theosophy, (the-os'6-fe) n. [O. theos and sopho.i.]

Divine wisdom ; — knowledge of God derived

from divine illumination;—also, a direct, as

distinguished from a revealed knowledge of

God, supposed to be attained by a certain

system of thought and culture ; mysticism ;

bwedeuborgianjsm.
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Therapeutic, (ther-a-put'ik) a. [G. therapeuti-

kos.) Pertaining to the healing art; curative.

Therapeutics, (ther-a-put'iks) n. ring. That part

of medicine which respects the discovery and

application of remedies for diseases.

There, (mar) adv. [A.-& Uuer.) Iu that place;

further off, as opposed to hei-e ;—to that place

—used as an exclamation or direction. There

is used to begin sentences, or before a verb,

without adding essentially to the meaning.

Thereabouts, (THfir-a-boutsO adv. Near that

place;—near that number, degree, or quantity;

nearly;—concerning that :—also thereabout.

Thereafter, (THur-aft'er) adv. After that; after

ward;—according to that; accordingly.

Thereat, (THar-af) adv. At that place;— at

that occurrence or event; on that account.

Thereby, (THar-bi') adv. By that ; by that

means; in consequence of that.

Therefor, (TBarTor) adv. For that, or this, or it.

Therefore, (TuaVfor) conj. &, adv. [From there

and for.) For that or this reason, referring to

something previously stated ; for that ;—con

sequently ;—in return or recompense for this or

that ; accordingly.

Therefrom, (THar-fromO adv. From this or that.

Therein, (THttr-in') adv. In that or this place,

time, or thing; in that particular.

Thereinto, (THir-in-too1) adv. Into that or that

place.

Thereof, (THar-of) adv. Of that or this.

Thereon, (THar-on) adv. On that or this.

Thereout, (mar-out') adv. Out of that or this.

Thereto, (THlr-tod') adv. To that or this.

Thereunder, (THir-un'der) adv. Under that.

Thereunto, [THar-un-tooQ adv. Unto that or

this ; thereto.

Thereupon, (THur-up-onO adv. U]K>n that or

this;—in consequence of that;—immediately.

Therewith, (Tiiar-with') adv. With that or this;

—immediately.

Therewithal, (THar-with-aF) adv. Over and

above;—at the same time;—along with that.

Thermal, (thyr'mal) a. [G. thenne.) Pertain

ing to heat ; warm.

Thermo-electric, (ther'mo-C-lek'trik) «. Pertain

ing to thermo-electricity.

Thermo-electricity, (ther ' mo - e - lek - tri s ' e - te) n.

[G. thermos, and Eng. electricity.) Electricity

developed by heat.

Thermometer, (ther-moni'et-er) n. [G. thermos

and metrcm.) An iustrumeut for measuring

temperature, consisting of a Blender tube, with a

email bulb, and a very small bore in the stem,

containing mercury or spirits of wine.

Thermometrical, (thcr-mo-met'rik-al) a. Per

taining to a thermometer;—made by a thermo

meter.

Thesaurus, (thc-saw'rus) n. [L.] A treasury

or storehouse;—a dictionary or cyclopedia.

These, (tiiOz) pron. [A.-S. this, thds.] Plural

of this, opposed to theae.

Thesis, (the'sis) n. [G. thesis.) A position or

proposition which a person advances and offers

to maintain by argument; a theme;—especially,

a subject for a school or univorsity exercise, or

the exercise itself;—hence, an essay upon a

specific theme.

Thespian, (thes'pe-an) a. [G. ThespU] Theat

rical ; dramatic ; belonging to the stage.

Theurgical, (thS-ur'jik-al) a. Pertaining to

theurgy ur the power of doing supernatural

things.

Theurgy, (the'ur-je) n. [G. tiuourpia..] Pmw

work or operation ;—the power of doing super

natural things by invocation of divine help;—

the power of doing supernatural tilings by uv

Tocation of devils; necromahey ; or by mystr

incantations, spells, 4c: the black art;—5>r

knowledge of the properties of bodies and tii

processes of nature ; natural magic.

Thew, (thu) n. [A.-S. thtdte.) Quality; hahit -

a muscle ;—chiefly pi. sinews ; brawn ;—bodih

proportions betokening great strength.

They, (THa) pron.pl. [A.-S. (Art, Go. (*« ,

The men ; the women ; the things ;—iadct-

nitely ; persons or people iu general; ttV

public.

Thick, (thik) a. [A.-S. Uiiece.) Dense: fogr

—not clear ; muddy ;—coagulated ;—compart

solid ; — close ; crowded ;—frequent ; fcUo*iis

in quick succession:—not slender;—noti&z lb?

third dimension of a body as distinguish-

from long and broad ; ileep ; — not haTuur. 1

good articulation ;—somewhat deaf ; dull.

Thick, (thik) ». The thickest part, or the tic*

when any thing is thickest ;—a thicket.

Thick, (thik) adv. Frequently: fast; quick—

to a great depth, or to a thicker depth the

usual.

Thicken, (thik'n) v. t. To make thick, in aar

of the senses of the word ;—to render dease;

to inspissate;—to make close;—r.i. To be

come more dense ; — to become consolidated ;

to concrete;—to become dark; to become em*

close; to crowd;—to become quick.

Thickening, (thik'n -ing) n. Something' pf

into a liquid or mass to make it thicker.

Thicket, (tluk'et) n. A wood or collection. -5

trees or shrubs closely set.

Thickish, (tliik'ish) a. Somewhat thick.

Thickly, (thik'le) adv. In a thick conditio* or

manner ; deeply ; compactly : closely ; qnkib;

Thickness, (thik'nes) «. The state of beo;.

thick ; density ;—consistence ;—grosaiieds ; d-1-

ness ;—closeness ; crowded state ;—extent cf s

body from side to side, or from surface to «ar-

face ; depth.

Thickset, (thik'eet) a. Close planted;—basis;

a short, thick body ; stout.

Thief, (thef) n. [A.-S. thrff.) One who seen£<

and feloniously takes the goods or propern cf

another ;—an excrescence or waster iu the entf

of a candle.

Thieve, (thev) r.i. To practise theft ; to steal

Thievery, (thCv'er-e) n. The practice of stcdisr

theft;— that which is stolen.

Thievish, (theVish) a. Given to stealing; w

dieted to theft ;—like a thief; acting by aUahh

secret.

Thievishly, (thev'ish-Ie) adv. In a thieiU.

manner; by theft.

Thievishneae, (theVish-nes) h. Practice or hit'

of stealing ;—disposition to steal.

Thigh, (tin) n. [A.-S. theoh.) The lower U»'

between the trunk and the leg:— the thick 6W 5

portion between the knee and the trunk.

Thigh-bone, (thTbdn) n. The bone of the tl«i

Thill, (thil) 7i. [A.-S.] A shaft of a cart, £*.

or other carriage.

Thiller, fthil'er) n. The horse that goee betwets

the thills or shafts and supports them.

Thimble, (thim'bl) n. [Probably from rU*?

hilt.] A kind of metallic cap or cover, ur *■&*-

times a ring for the finger, used in kvu^ *p

protect the finger from the needle ;—ait ire*
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ring with a groove round its circumference

to receive the rope which is spliced about it.

'himbleful, (thim'bl-foul) n. As much as a

woman's thimble will hold; -a very small quan

tity; a drop.

Tumble-rig-, (thim'bl-rig) n. A sleight-of-hand

brick played with three small cups shaped like

thimbles, and a small ball or pea.

nhi, (thin) a, [A.-S. thimu.] Having little

thickness from one surface to the opposite;—

rare; not dense;—not close; not crowded;—not

abundant;—not full ;—slim ; slender ; lean ;—

mull; fine;—slight; not sufficient for a covering,

bin, (thin) "■■'■■. Not thickly or closely . in a

Mattered state.

bin. (thiu) v. t. To make rare or less thick ;

:o attenuate ;—to make less close, crowded, or

mmerous;—to rarefy; to make less dense;—v. i.

To grow or become thin.

bine, (THin) pronominal a. [A.-S. thin.) Be-

ouging to thee; relating to thee; thy.

king, (thing) n. [A.-S.] A material object ;

ui inanimate substance ; whatever is that is

iot a person ;—that which is created ;—that

vhich is produced ; article ; commodity;—that

"fhich ig proposed, done, or told;—a portion or

tart; something;—a piece of work; a coniposi-

ion, in depreciation;—a person, in contempt;

-pi personal proi>ertv; clothes,

bink,_( thingk ) v. i. [A.-S. thencan.] To

uve ideas ; to compare things or terms in the

uind; to deliberate;—to consider; to judge;—

''conclude; to determine; — to imagine; to

a"cy ;—to meditate ;—to intend ; to design ;—

'•t. To conceive ;—to believe ; to esteem,

tinker, (thingk'e,r) n. One who thinks, espe-

ially one who thinks in a particular manner,

inking, (thingk'ing) a. Having the faculty

« thought; capable of a regular train of ideas.

Stinking, (thingk'ing) n. Imagination; cogi-

■tton ; judgment. [ner.

Jiinly, (thinle) adv. In a loose, scattered man-

binness, (thin nes) n. State of being thin in any

|f the senses of the word ; smalltiess of extent

rora one side or surface totheopposite; tenuity,

binning, (thin'ing) n. The act of reducing the

lumber of field or garden plants or trees, in

>rder that the remainder may attain a fuller

:rowth.

tin -skinned, (thin'skind) a. Having a thin

kin ;—hence, unduly sensitive ; irritable.

bird, (th?rd) a. [A.-S. thridda.) The next

tfter the second ; — constituting one of three

goal parts into which any thing is divided.

wrt, (the.rd) n. The quotient of a unit

tivided by three;—the sixtieth part of a second

if time ;—the third part of any tiling ;—in

Witt the interval of a tone and a semitone,

:m bracing three diatonic degrees of the scale,

bird-floor, (the.rd'flSr) n. The fourth story of a

louse.

birdly, (thenlTe) adv. In the third place,

bint, (thirst) n. The desire, uneasiness, or

offering, occasioned by want of drink;—a want

ad eager desire after any thing ;—dryness ;

Lnmght.

lirst, (therut) r. i. [A.-S. thyrsUmJ] To expe-

it-rtce a painful sensation of the throat or

knee* for want of drink;—to have a vehement

[estre—with /or or after.

lirstily, (the.rst'e-le) adv. In a thirsty- manner.

birstineai, (thirst e-ues) n. State of being

hirsty; thirst.

Thirsty, (the,rst'e) a. Feeling a painful or dis

tressing sensation from want of drink ;—dry;

parched ; — having a vehement desire of any

thing.

Thirteen, (the/ten) a. [A.-S. thredtyne.] One

more than twelve ; ten and three.

Thirteen, (thgr'teri) a. The sum of ten and

three ;—a Bymbol representing thirteen units,

as 13 or xiii. [the twelfth.

Thirteenth, (the/tenth) a. Next in order after

Thirteenth, (tbeVtetitb) ». The quotient of a

unit divided by thirteen ; one of thirteen equal

parts. [the twenty-ninth.

Thirtieth, (theyte-eth) o. Next in order after

Thirtieth, (theyte-eth) n. The quotient of a unit

divided by thirty ; one of thirty equal parts.

Thirty, (ther'te) a. [A.-S. thrUig.] Three

times ten ; ODe more than twenty-nine.

Thirty, (ther'te) n. The sum of three times

ten ;—a symbol representing thirty units, as 30

or xxx.

This, (this) pron. [A.-S. the*, m., thtd$,/., thi*f

a.] Denoting something that is present or

near in place or time, or something just men

tioned or about to be mentioned.

Thistle, (this'l) v. [A.-S. thisUL] One of

numerous prickly

plants of the class

Syngenesia—it is the

national badge of Scot

land.

Thistly, (this'le) ct.

Overgrown with

thistles.

Thither, (THiTH'er) adv.

[A.-S. Aider.) To that

place — opposed to

hither;—to that point,

end, or result.

Tnitherward,(THiTif£r-

wcnl) adv. Toward that place.

Thole, (thol) n. [A.-S. thol] A pin inserted

into the gunwale of a boat, to keep the oar

in the rowlock in rowing.

Thong, (thong) n. [A.-S. thicong.] A strap of

leather used for fastening any thing.

Thor, (thor) ft. A Scandinavian divinity, the

son of Odin, and the god of the elements and of

thunder. [thorax or breast.

Thoracic, (tho-ras'ik) a. Pertaining to the

Thorax, (tho'raks) n. [L., G.] The port-ion of

the trunk between the neck and abdomen ; the

chest;—the second general segment of insects.

Thorn, (thorn) n. [A. -S. ] A sharp, woody

shoot from the stem of a tree or fhi nb ; a

spine;—a tree or shrub armed with spines,

or sharp, ligneous shoots ; — hence, any thing

troublesome;—pL In Scripture, worldly cares

or anxieties.

Thornback, (thornTjak) n.

kind marked by strong,

short recurved spines on 1

the back and tail.

Thorny, (thorn'e) a. Full J

ofthornsorspines;—sharp; I

pricking ; — troublesome ;i

vexatious; harassing.

Thorough, (thur'd) a. [A.-

thuru.fu] Passing through

or to the end; hence, com- -

plete; perfect.

Thorough, (thur'o) prep.

From side to side or from end to end; through.

 

Thistle.

A fish of the ray

 

Thornback.

2R
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Thorough-bred, (thur'6-bred) <s. Completely

bred or accomplished ;—got by parents of full

blood on both sides, as a horse;—high-mettled;

spirited.

Thoroughfare, (thur'd-far) n. A passage through;

a passage from one street to another; an un

obstructed way ;—a frequented street ;—right

of passage.

Thorough-going, (thur '6 -go -ins) «■ Going

through or to the end or bottom ;—going all

lengths;—out and out; consistent in all points.

Thoroughly, (thui/o-le) adv. In a thorough

manner ; fiilly ; entirely ; completely.

Thoroughness, (thur/6-nes) n. State or quality

of being thorough ; completeness ; perfectness.

Those, (thoz) jn-on. Plural of that; noting the

former as distinguished from the latter.

Thou, (thou) pron. [A.-S.] The second per

sonal pronoun, in the singular number, de

noting the person addressed — used in the

solemn or poetical stvle and by Quakers.

Thou, (thou) v. t. To use thou aud thee in

ordinary discoarse.

Though, (tho) adv. & con}. [A. -8. thedh.]

Granting; admitting; notwithstanding;—how

ever.

Thought, (tbawt) «, [A.-S. thoht.) Act of

thinking; reflection;—meditation; serious con

sideration ;—an opinion ; a judgment ;—a con

ceit; a fancy;—design; purpose;—a small degree

or quantity.

Thoughtful, (thawt'fdol) a. Pull of thought;

—contemplative;—attentive; careful;—promot

ing serious thought; favourable to meditation;

—anxious ; solicitous.

Thoughtfully, (thawt'fuol-le) odr. With thought;

considerately; carefully; anxiously; seriously.

Thoughtfulnets, (thawt'fool-nes) n. Deep medi

tation ;—solicitude; anxiety;—consideration for

others ; — seriousness ; attention to spiritual

concerns.

Thoughtless, (thawtles) a. Careless; negligent;

heedless ;—inconsiderate ;—stupid ; foolish.

Thoughtlessly, (thawt'les-le) adv. Without

thought ; carelessly ; stupidly.

Thoughtlessness, (thawt'les-nes) n. Wont of

thought; inattention; — inconsiderateuess ;—

heedlessness.

Thousand, (thou'zand) a. [A.-S. thusend.]

Consisting of ten hundred ; — consisting of a

great number indefinitely.

Thousand, (thou'zand) n. The number of ten

hundred; — indefinitely, a great number; — a

symbol representing one thousand units, as

1000, M.

Thousandfold, (thou'zand-fold) a. Multiplied

by a thousand.

Thousandth, (thou'zandth) a. The ordinal of

thousand;—one of a thousand equal parts.

Thousandth, (thou'zandth) n. The quotient of

a unit divided by a thousand.

Thrall, (thrawl) n. [A.-S. thral] A slave ; a

bondman;—slavery; bondage; servitude.

Thraldom, (thrawl'dum) n. Slavery; bondage.

Thrash, (thrash) v. t. [A.-S. thriscan.] To

beat out grain from ; to separate from the

husk of with a flail ;—to beat soundly ; to

drub ;—v. i. To practise thrashing;—to labour;

to drudge.

Thrasher, (thrasher) n. [A.-S. thrisce.re.] One

who thrashes grain ;—a large species of shark.

Thrashing-floor, ( thrash 'ing- flor) n. A floor

or area on which grain is beaten out

Thrashing-machine, (thrash ' ing - ma - sheo) >-

A machine or apparatus for separating ths

grain from the straw.

Thread, (thred) n. [A.-S. thrad.) A vrn

small twist of flax, wool, cotton, silk, or i_-

like, drawn out to considerable length: — *

filament, as of a flower, or of any fibroas tz -

stance;—a line of gold or silver ; — eometi-t;

continued in a long course; — the promisee-*

spiral part of a screw or nut.

Thread, (thred) v. t. To pass a thread thrcc^

the eye of ;—to pass or pierce through. e» »

narrow way or channel.

Threadbare, (thred'bar) «. Worn to the tarsi

thread ;—worn out ; used till it has lot; •

interest.

Thready, (thred'e) «. Like thread or filarses---

slender;—consisting of thread :—also far****

Threap, (threp) r. i. [A.-S. tkreapia**) To*

sist upon ; to assert or deny with obstis*

to try to palm upon ; to cajole: — also V.r-

[Scot.]

Threat, (thret) n. Declaration of an intent "

or determination to inflict punishment, j*

or pain on another ; menace ; deuuiiciatka-

Threaten, (thret'n) v. t. [A.-a fAretffisuO T*

menace ; to denounce evil against ;—to Urr5

or attempt to terrify by the exhibition of pt-«"

or by the assertion of an intention to i&t*-'

evil;—to charge or enjoin with menace*: —

betoken coming evil ; to present the appe'-

ance of Bontetliing evil or unpleasant «? v

proaching ;—r. i. To use threats or menacei

Threatening, ( thret ' n - ing ) a. Indies&Kg »

threat or menace; — indicating something is

pending.

Threateningly, ( thret' n- ing -le) adr. Is'

threatening"manner; with a threat or roto**

Three, (thre) a. [A.-S. thri.] Two arid one

Three, (thrt) n. The sum of two and ens.—"

symbol representing three unit*, as 3 or ih-

Threefold, (thre'fold) a. Consisting of thns

thrice repeated.

Threepence, (thre'pen*) n. A small silfer «*

of three times the value of a penny.

Threepenny, (thre'pen-e) a. Worth threepc^

—hence, worth but little: poor; mean.

Three-ply, (thre'pli) a. [Prom three and fif* *

folcLj Consisting of three distinct web* -

wrought together in weaving, as cloth or aur*

ing.

Threescore, (thrCskor) a. Sixty; thrice twetp

Threescore, (thre'skor) n. The number rf six*?

Threnody, (thren'6-de) n. [G- (Anftscw, Wi-j ■»

song of lamentatiou ; a short funereal pc«zu

Thresh, (thresh) v. t. To thrash. [thread

Thresher, (thresh'er) n. One who thresh**- *

Threshold, (threshold) «. TA.-a tMrantmi^

Tho door-sill; tho stone or timber which l» -

the bottom or under a door ;—hence, cudekb*

door ;—the place or point of entering or bepr

uing.

Thrice, (thris) adv. [O. Eng. tArwt.], The*

times ;—repeatedly ; earnestly ; emphatioaiI.v

Thrid, (thrid) r. t. [From thread.) Tb *i*i»

through by a narrow passage ; to thread.

Thrift, (thrift) n. [From tkrirc] A rhrrrxt

condition; economical management ; fru^Ski^

good husbandry ;—iirosperity ;—success ia si*

acquisition of property ;—vigorous growth, at ■*!

a plant.

Thriftily, (thrift'e-le) adv. In a thrifty

frugally ; prosperously.
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Iriftinesa, (thrift'e-nes) ft. State or quality of

«ing thrifty ; frugality ; good husbandry.

iriftless. (thrift'lea) a. Not thrifty; deficient

n thrift; profuae; extravagant; not thriving,

lriftlessly, (thriftles-le) adv. In a thriftless

nanntr ; profusely ; extravagantly,

lriftleuneas, (thrift'les-nes) n. Want of thrift;

irofuaenen ; extravagance.

irifty. (thrift'*) a, frugal; sparing: not lavish

r profuse ; using economy ;—thriving by in-

ufttry and frugality. [sensation.

lrxll, (thril) n. A warbling; a trill;—a thrilling

irill, (thril) r. (. [A.-S. thyrlian.] To perforate

<y turning a pointed instrument ; to drill ;—to

lierce ; to penetrate ;—to affect, as if by some-

hing that pierces or pricks, or that causes a

ingling sensation;—iw. To feel a sharp, shiver-

ng sensation running through the body.

iriUing, (thril'ing) a. Piercing ; feeling a

hireling sensation running through the nerves

r body. [sensations,

irillingly, (thril'ing-le) adv. With thrilling

iri»e, (thriv) v.i. (Icel. thrifaz.] To prosper by

□dustry, economy, and good management ;—to

irosper in any business ;—to grow vigorously as

plant. [prosperous ; successful

iriving, (thriv'ing) a, Growing ; increasing ;—

irivingly, (thriv'ing-le) adv. In a prosperous

janner ; increasingly.

iroat. (thrdt) ». [A.-S. throU.] The portion of

he neck anterior to the spinal column, with its

avi tics or passages:—the i>assage through which

ny thing is ejected upward from the lungs or

tomach.

irob, (throb) v. i [Sw. drabba.] To beat, as

he heart or pulse, with more than usual force

r rapidity ; to palpitate.

irob, (throb) n. A beat or strong pulsation; a

iolent beating of the heart and arteries; a palpi-

• ii.

irobbing, (thror/ing) n. Act of beating with

■ i.l force, as the heart or pulse ; violent

(alpitation.

iroe, (thro) n. [A.-S. tkrtd.] Extreme pain ;

gony; especially, the anguish oftravail in child-

>irth or parturition ;—also, death-pang.

iroe, (thro) v. i. To struggle with pain ; to

gotiize.

irone, (thron) n. [h. thronus, G. thrones, F.

rone.} A chair of state; a royal seat;—sovereign

ower and dignity ;—in Scripture, the place

rhere God manifests his power and glory ;—pi.

.A : spiritual powers.

• fie. (tbrdu) v. t. To place on a royal seat ;—

o place in an elevated position; to exalt,

irony, (throng) n. [A. -8. tkrana.] A multitude

f liting beings pressing or pressed into a close

ody.

irony, (throng) r. i. To crowd together; to press

rato a close body, as a multitude of persons ;—

. l. To crowd or press, as persons.

irostle, (throVl) n. [A.-S.] A bird of the genus

'■urdus; song-thrush.

rottle, (throt'l) 7i. [Diminutive of throat.]

"he wind-pipe or trachea ; the weasand.

irottle, (throtfl) t*.t. To choke; to suffocate;—

. t. To choke ; to strangle,

trough, (throo) a. Being or extending from

nd to end.

irtragh, (throo) prep. [A. -8. thurh.] From end

o end of, or from side to side of;—by trans-

oiaaion or conveyance ;—by passage between,

luong, or in the midst of ;—by means of ;—over

the whole surface or extent of;—from beginning

to end.

Through, (throo) adv. From one end or side te

the other;—from beginning to end;—to the end.

Throughout, (throo-out") prep. Quite through; in

every part of; from one extremity to the other of.

Throughout, (thrdo-ouf) adv. In every part.

Throw, (thro) r. (. ^A.-S. thrdwan.] To fling or

cast in a winding direction ; to hurl ; to propel;

—to wind or twist two or more filaments of, as

silk, so as to form one thread ;—to form or shape

roughly on a potter's wheel ;—to venture at

dice;—to divest or strip one's self of; to put off;

—to put on ; to spread carelessly ;—to overturn ;

to prostrate in wrestling ;—to throw away, to

reject;—to waste or lose:—to throw back', to

retort :—to throw b-i, to lay aside ;—tn throw

down, to overthrow;—to throw in, to inject;—to

give or concede, as something additional, Lc. ;—

to throw off, to expel;—to discard;—to throw on,

to impose ; to burden with ;—to devolve ;—to

throw out, to utter, as a hint or suggestion ;—to

refuse sanction to ; to reject ;—to throw up, to

surrender ; to resign ;—to discharge from the

stomach ;—v. i. To perform the act of casting ;

specifically, to cast dice.

Throw, (thro) n. Act of burling or flinging ; a

propelling from the hand or from an engine;—a

cast of dice ;—the distance which a missile is

thrown.

Thrower, (thro'er) n. One who throws; specifi

cally, one who throws or twists silk; a throwster.

Thrum, (thrum) n. [Ger. trumm.) One of the

ends of weavers' threads; a tuft; any coarse yarn.

Thrum, (thrum) v.i. [IceL thruv'ta.) To" play

coarsely or monotonously on an instrument

with the fingers;—r.t. To weave; to twist;—

to dress or work with thrums;— in woman's

language, to insert or work in, as short pieces

of spun yarn into a sail or mat.

Thrummy, (thrum'e) a. Hade of thrums; con

taining or resembling thrums.

Thrush, (thrush) n. [A.-S. cce.] A small

singing bird of the

genus Turdus, of

several species; song-

thrush or mavis;—

[From thrust.] An

inflammatory and

suppurating affec

tion in the feet of

the horse ;—minute

ulcers in the mouth,

fauces, and esopha

gus. Thrush,

Thrust, (thrust) v.t. poel. thrtsta.] To push

or drive with force ; to shove ; to impel ;—to

pierce; to stab, with through ;—to obtrude;

to intrude, with tn .-—to drive away; to expel,

with out;— v. t. To make a push; to attack

with a pointed weapon ;—to enter by pushing ;

to squeeze in;—to push forward.

Thrust, (thrust) n. A violent push or driving,

as with a pointed weapon, or with the hand

or foot;—a horizontal outward pressure, as of

an arch.

Thumb, (thum) «. [A.-S. (Am ma.] The short

thick finger of the human hand, or the cor

responding member of other animals.

Thumb, (thum) *. t. To handle awkwardly :

—to soil or wear with the thumb or the

fingers ; — v. i. To play with the thumbs or

with the thumbs and fingers ; to thrum.
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Thumb-icrew, (thum'skroo) n. An instrument

of torture for compressing the thumb or hand

by a screw, formerly used in Scotland ; a

thumb-kin; thumhikins.

Thummim, (thum'im) n. pi. rejections — a

Hebrew word. The urim and Otummim were

worn as ornaments in the breastplate of the

high priest.

Thump, (thump) n. [An onomatopoetic word.]

The sound made by the sudden fall of a heavy

body.

Thump, (thump) *. (. To strike or beat with

something thick or heavy, or so as to cause a

dull sound ; — v, L To strike or fall with a

heavy blow.

Thumper, (thump 'er) n. One who or that

which thumps ;—any thing huge, great, or ex

traordinary.

Thumping, (thump'ing) a. Heavy; stout; large.

Thunder, (thunder) u. [A.-S. thuner.) The

sound which follows a flash of lightning;—a

thunder-bolt ; — any loud noise; —a threat or

denunciation.

Thunder, (thun'der) v. t. To sound, rattle, or

roar, as an explosion of electricity;—to make a

loud noise, especially, a heavy sound of some

continuance ;—v. t. To emit with noise and

terror; to publish, as a threat or denunciation.

Thunder-bolt, ( thun'der - bolt) ». A shaft of

lightning;—an iron bolt supposed to be shot by

lightning — the emblem of Jupiter;—hence, a

daring or irresistible hero; — ecclesiastical de

nunciation ; fulijnii.it i.iu.

Thunder-clap, (thnn'der-klap) n. A burst of

thunder; sudden report of an explosion of elec

tricity.

Thunder-cloud, (thun'der-kloud) n. A cloud that

discharges lightning and causes thunder.

Thunderer, (thun'der-er) a. One who thunders.

Thundering, ( thun ' dfr - ing ) «, The report

of an electrical explosion; thunder ;—fulmina-

tion ; act of publishing threats or denuncia

tions.

Thunderous, (thun'der-us) a. Producing thun

der ;—making a noise like thunder; sonorous.

Thunder-rod, (thnn'dgr-rod) n. A metallic rod

erected and acting as a conductor to protect

buildings or vessels from lightning.

Thunder-shower, (thun'der-show-er) n. A

shower accompanied with thunder.

Thunder-storm, (thun'der-storni) n. A storm

accompanied with lightning and thunder.

Thunder-struck, (thun ' der-struk) o. Aston

ished; struck dumb by something surprising or

terrible suddenly presented to the mind or view.

Thurible, (thu'ro-bl) n. fL. thuribuliun.] A

censor of metal for burning incense.

Thursday, (thurz'da) n. [A.-S. thunor and dag,

Icel. Thorr.) The fifth day of the week.

Thus, (thus) adv. [A.-S.] In this or that man

ner; ou this wise;—to this degree or extent; so.

Thwack, (thwak) v.t. [A.-S. Umecian.} To

strike with something flat or heavy ; thump ;

belabour. -

Thwack, (thwak) n. A heavy blow with some

thing flat or heavy ; a thump.

Thwart, (thwawrt) a. [A.-S. tfuccorh.] Across

something else; transverse.

Thwart, ( thwawrt ) v. t. To move across or

counter to ;— to cross, as a purpose; to oppose ;

to frustrate or defeat;—v. *'. To move or go

in a crosswise manner.

Thwart, (thwawrt) n. The seat or bench of a

I boat on which the rowers sit, placed atlnrcrt

the boat

1 Thwarting, (thwawrt'ing) n. Act of eroanns ■*

j opposing; frustration.

1 Thy, (thI) pron. Of thee or belonging to tbn

! —used in the solemn or grave style.

I Thyme, (tun) «. [L. tAyrnvm, G. **»«■-] *

l plant of several species. The garden ihrax »

1 a warm, pungent aromatic, used to give a relsi

to seasoning and soups.

| Thymy, (tim'e) a. Abounding in thyme, fa

grant.

Thyself, (Tiri-self) pron. An emphasized tr

ot the personal pronoun of the second perss-

Tiara, (ti-a'ra) iu [F. tiarc.) An ornuncfl'*

turban worn by the ancient Persian kin,.? ^

dignitaries;—the head-dress worn by the IV:-

ou ceremonial occasions, in the form c< tire

crowns piled one above the other.
Tibia, (tib'e-a)«. [L.J Theshin-bone;-iar ■

mologi/, the fourth joint of the leg.

Tibial, (tib'e-al) a. [L. tibtotu.) FertauBsr*--

the bone of the leg ;—pertaining to a pipe *

flute.

Tic-douloureux, (tik-<16ol-66-r66') n. IF. tit *w

douloureux.] Neuralgia in the face.

Tiok, (tik) n. Credit; trust.

Tick, (tik) n. [F. tique.} A little insect tfcft

infests sbeep, cows, and other animals

Tiok, (tik) n. [D. tik, tyk.] The cover of i«

containing feathers, wool, or other maUrai

Tiok, (tik) v. i. To make a small none, * '

watch or clock : to beat ; to click ;—c, t I

mark or dot—with off.

Tick, (tik) n. The distinct, quick beat, a* ^:i

watch or clock;—any small mark to diitrt *■

tention to something else, or to serve as a efc«*

Tickbean, (tik'ben) n. A small field bcaa a*<

for feeding horses and other animals.

Ticket, (tik'et) n. [F. Etiquette.] A small 1*-

of paper serving as a notice, certificate, or « '

tingui&hing token of something ;—a eertis*'

of right of admission to a place of assembh ,~-*

label to show the character or price of go>-i* - '

parcel;—a token of a share iu a lottery, fc.™

notice attached to a wall, window, &t, *> *

houses to let, Ac.

Ticket, (tik'et) r. t. To distinguish by a tieh* -

to put a ticket on, as goods, &c

Ticket-porter, (tik'et-porter) n, A liccnsfi ;■■'

ter wearing a badge by which be &».'

identified.

Ticking, (tik'ing) n. [From tick.] A cK*t.!

woven cloth used for making bed-ticks ; ncV*

Tickle, (tiki) v. t. [L. t Hilton.) Totomfat-*

so as to cause a peculiar thrilling «caL

which commonly causes laughter;—to pis** :

slight gratification;—v. i. To feel the x&s£-

of titillation.

Tickler, (tik'lcr) h. One who or that w1-*'

tickles or pleases.

Tickling, (tilling) ». Act of affecting by il»>

touches; titillation;—excitement of the p*J*!-

Ticklish, (tik'lish) a. Sensible to slight u«**

easily tickled ;—liable to totter and fall at w

slightest touch;— unsteady; uncertain;—»*<*

Ticklishly, (tik'liah-le) adv. In a ticklish tsair

ner. .

TickliahncM, (tiklish-nes) x. State or quality f

being ticklish ; — criticalnese of conditaffi -f

state.

Tidal, (tid'al) a. Pertaining to tides; periodic*- J

rising and falling, or flowing and ebbing.
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Tidbit, (tid'bit) «. A delicate or tender piece

of any thing eatable;—written also titbit.

Tide, (tid) n. [A.-S. ttd.] Time ; season ;—the

alternate rising and falling of the waters of the

ocean, and of bays, rivers, &c., connected there

with;—stream, current;— tendency or direction:

course;—also, turning point;—flow or current,

as of blood.

Tide, (tid) r. i. To pour atide or flood;—to work

in or out of a river or harbour by favour of the

tide.

Tide-gate, (tid'giU) n. A gate through which

water passes into a basin when the tide flows,

and which is shut to keep the water back at the

ebb.

Tide-gauge, (tid'gaj) n. A mechanical con

trivance for registering the state of the tide.

Tidelesa, (tid'les) a. Having no ebb or flow.

Tide-mill, (tid'mil) n. A water-mill in which the

wheel is driven one way with the flood-tide, and

the reverse way with the ebb.

Tide-table, (tid'ta-bl) n. A table giving the time

of high water at the principal ports or landing-

places throughout the year.

Tide-waiter, (tid'wat-gr) n. An officer who

watches the landing of goods to secure the pay

ment of duties.

Tide-way, (tid'wa) n. The channel in which

the tide sets.

Tidily, (tld'e-le) adv. In a tidy manner.

Tidiness, (tide-nee) n. State or quality of being

tidy ; neatness.

Tidings, (tid'ingz) n. pi. [A. -8. ttdan.} Account

of what has taken place, and was not before

known ;—news; intelligence.

Tidy, (tid'e) a. [Sw. tiilifj.] Seasonable;—neat;

—kept in proper and becoming neatness, or

habitually keeping things so.

Tidy, (tide) n. A cover of ornamental work, for

the back of a chair, sofa, and the like.

Tidy, (tid'e) v. t To put iu order ; to arrange

becomingly ; to make neat.

Tie), <ti) v.t. [A.-S. t/fjean.] To fasten with a

cor*i and knot; to bind;—to fold and make fast ;

to knit; to complicate;—to hold or constrain by

anthority or moral influence; to restrain; to

confine.

Tie, (ti) n. A knot ; fastening ;—bond ; obli

gation, moral or legal;—a knot of hair;—an

equality in numbers, votes, Ac, which prevent

either i«irty from being victorious;—a beam, a

rod, or the like, for holding two bodies or parts

together.

Tier, (ter) n, [A. -8.] A row or rank, especially

v* hen two or more rows are placed one above

another.

Tierce. (ters)ii. [F. t\ern.\ A cask whose content

i% on*>third of a pipe, that is, 42 wine gallons;—

,-«. csusk for packing salt provisions for shipping ;

__^tsquence of three cards of the same suit ;—a

j ^articular thrust in fencing.

rie-rod. (ti'rod) n. A wrought iron bar or rod

nged to hold parts of structures together.

£iffr (tif) n. A draught of liquor ;—a fit of anger

or peevishness; tift. [Scot.]

Pifx% (tif) v. i. To be in a pet ; to quarrel.

"ifrin. (tifin) n. A lunch or alight repast between

Y>reakfast and dinner.

-i«-, (tig) n. A child's play ; tag ; tig-tag.

;iJC«*"'» (t''K?r)w- H* r*f/"sJ A fierce and rapa-

( -i 4 »us animal of the genus Felti, about the size of

a. J ion , but longer and without a mane, of a fawn

t:^\<*w above, white below, and irregularly

marked with black stripes;—a young servant in

livery who rides behind his master or mistress.

Tiger-cat, (ti'ger-kat) «. A carnivorous animal

resembling the tiger but smaller, as the ocelot.

Tight, (tit) a. [Ger. dicht.] Close; compact;—

close so as not to admit the passage of a fluid ;

not leaky;—close so as not to admit air;—fitting

close to the body;—whole; neat;—parsimonious;

saving ;—not slack or loose; taut ;—somewhat

intoxicated;—scarce or dear, as money;—noting

high prices, little demand, and therefore few

transactions.

Tighten, (tit'n) v.t. To draw tighter; to straight

en ; to make more close in any manner

Tightly, (title) adv. Closely ; compactly ; —

neatly ;—cleverly ; adroitly.

Tightness, (tifnes) ». Closeness; compactness;—

straitness ; — neatness ; — parBimouiousness ; —

scarcity.

Tights, (tits) n. pi. Close-fitting trousers;—part

of the stage dress of an actress, dancer, &c

Tigress, (ti'gres) n. [From tiger.] The female of

the tiger.

Tigrish, (ti'grish) a. Resembling a tiger;—fierce;

—blood-thirsty :—also tigrine.

Tile, (til) n. [A.-S. tigul.\ A plate or thin piece

of slate-stone or of baked clay, used for covuring

the roofs of buildings, for floors, for drains, &c

Tile, (til) v. t. To cover with tiles ;—to cover, as

tiles.

Tiler, (til'er) n. A man who covers buildings

with tiles ;—a doorkeeper at a lodge of free

masons :—also tyler.

Tiling, (tfl'ing) n. Act of covering with tiles ;—

the roof of a house covered with tiles;—tiles

collectively.

Till, (til) n. A money-box in a shop; a drawer.

Till, (til) prep. [A. -8. til] To the time of; until;

—up to the time specified in the sentence or

clause following.

Till, (til) r. (. [A.-& tilian.] To plough and pre-

pare for seed, and to dress crops of; to cultivate.

Tillage, (til'aj) n. The operation, practice, or art

of tilling ;—a place tilled or cultivated ;—cul

ture ; husbandry: fanning; agriculture.

Tiller, (til'er) n. One who tills; a husbandman ;

—the bar or lever used to turn the rudder of a

ship or boat ;—the shoot of a plant springing

from the root of the original stalk.

Tiller, (til'er) v. i. To put forth new shoots from

the root or round the bottom of the original

stalk.

Tiller-rope, (tU'er-rop) n. Among stamen , the

rope which forms a communication between the

fore end of the tiller and the steering wheel.

Tilt, (tilt) n. [A.-S. teldan.] A covering over

head; a tent ;—the cloth covering of a cart or

waggon ;—a small awning extended over the

stern-sheets of a boat.

Tilt, (tilt) v. t. To cover with a tilt or awning.

Tilt, (tilt) v. I, TA.-S. tealtian.] To raise one end

of, as a cask;—to point or thrust, as a lance;—to

hammer or forge with a tilt-hammer ;—t. i. To

run or ride, and thrust with a lance ;—to rush,

as in combat ;—to lean ; to fall, as on one side.

Tilt, (tilt) n. A thrust, as with a lance;—a mili

tary exercise on horseback, in which tbe com

batants attacked each other with lances; a tour

nament;—a tilt-hammer ;—inclination forward.

Tilter, (tilt'er) n. One who practises the exercise

of pushing a lance on horseback ;—one who

hammers with a tilt or tilt-hammer.

Tilth, (tilth) «. [A.-S. tilth.] State of being
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: Uied or prepared for a crop ; culture ; hus

bandry.

Tilting, (tilt'iug) n. Act or exercise of thrusting

with a lance on horseback :—act of hammering

' or forging by means of a tilt-hammer.

Tilt-yard, (tilt'yard) n. An inclosed place for

tilts and tournaments on horseback; tilting-list.

Timber, (tini'ber) k. [A.-S.J That sort of wood

which is proper for buildings or for tools, furni

ture, fences, ships, and the like ;—the body or

trunk of a tree :—a single piece or squared stick

of wood for building:—in ships, a rib of a curving

piece of wood branching outward from, the keel

in a vertical direction.

Timber, (tim'ber) v. t. To furnish with timber.

Timbered, (tim'o?rd) a. Furnished with timber;

—covered with growing timber.

Timber-head, (tim'ber-hed) n. In ships, the top

end of a timber rising above the gunwale, and

serving for belaying ropes and the like.

Timbering, (tim'bfr-ing) n. The act of furnishing

with timber ;—timbers taken collectively.

Timber-trade, (tim'ber-trad) n. Traffic or com

merce in timber.

Timber-yard, (tira'ber-yard) n. A yard or place

where timber is deposited.

Timbre, (tim'ber) ». [F. timbre.) In heraldry,

a rank or row, as of ermine: also, the crest on a

coat of arms;—the quality of tone distinguishing

voices or instruments.

Timbrel, (tirn'brcl) n. [It. tamburello.] An

instrument of music ; a kind of drum, tabour,

or tabret.

Time, (tim) n. [A.-S. titna.) A period or part of

duration, whether past, present, or future ;—a

proper season ; an opportunity ;—absolute or

unmeasured duration ;— the duration of one's

life ; hours and days one has at his disposal ;—

the period at which any definite event occurred

or person lived; age ; period ;—the present state

of things ; earthly existence ;—period of com-

Sleted pregnancy; hour of travail ;—repetition;

oubliug ; addition of a number to itself ;—re

peated act or performance ;—in music, relative

duration of sound or the measure of that dura

tion ;—also, quickness or slowness of a move

ment.

Time, (tim) v. t. To adapt to the time or occasion :

—to regulate as to time:—to ascertain the dura

tion or rate of;—to measure, as in music or liar-

mony ;—1\ i. To keep or beat time; to proceed

in time.

Time-ball, (tim'bawl) n. A ball arranged to drop

from the summit of a pole to indicate true mid

day time, as at Greenwich Observatory.

Time-book, (tim'book) n. A book in which is

kept a record of the time persons have worked.

Ttmcist, (tim'iat) n. One who keeps good time in

musical performance ;—a time-server.

Time-keeper, (tim'kep-e.r) n. A clock, watch, or

other chronometer ; — a person who keeps or

marks the time of workers in a public work, <fcc.

Timeless, (timles) a. Unseasonable: done at the

wrong time ;—untimely ; premature.

Timeliness, (tim'le-nes) n. State or quality of

being timely : seasonableness; being in good time.

Timely, (tim'le) a. Being in good time ; suffi

ciently early ; seasonable.

Timely, (tim'le) adv. Early ; soon ; in good

sea&on.

Time-piece, (tim'pSs) n. A clock, watch, or other

instrument to measure time ; a chronometer.

Time-server, (tim'scrv-er) n. Oue who adapts his

opinions and manners to the times :—

pleaser.

Time-serving, (tim'srrr-ing) n. An obsequies

compliance with the spirit of the times, or Xim

humours of men in power ;—trimming.

Time-table, (tiui'ti-bl) n. A tabular sUwcem

of the arrival and departure of railway-tra^i

the rise and ebb of the tides. &c

Time-worn, (tim'worn) a. Wasted or impure

by time.

Timid, (tim'id)a. [L. timidus.] Wanting occur*

to meet danger ;—timorous ; cowardly ; afcrisk-

ing ; retiring.

Timidity, (tim-id'e-te) 11. Quality or state «f ,

being timid ; want of courage ; tiruorousnea.

feai-fulness:—also timidness.

Timidly, (tim'id-le) adv. In a timid maniw:

weakly; without courage.

Timorous, (tim'or-us) a. [L. timorosv*.] F«vU

of danger ; destitute of courage ;—indxaiai

fear ; full of scruples.

Timorously, (tim'or-us-le) adv. In a timers-

manner ; fearfully.

Timorousness, (tim'or-us-nes) n. Fearfulnsu

timidity ; want of courage.

Tin, (tin) n. [A.-S.] A white, soft, nonelan-

metal, very malleable; — thin plates °f s*3

covered with tin ;—a dish or bowl made of «

covered with tin;—colloquially, money.

Tin, (tin) r. t. To cover with tin or tinned irea,

or to overlay with tin-foil.

Tinctorial, (tingkt-to're-al) a. [L. tintt*ru*.

Relating to colour : serving to colour.

Tincture, (tingkt'ur) n. [L. tinetvra.] Atiap

or shade of colour :—the finer and more vote?

parts of a substance, separated by a solvent .—«

spirit containing medicinal substances in sta

tion;—slight taste superadded to any sabstau

Tincture, (tingkt'ur) v. t. To tinge ; to tmpm

nate with some extraneous matter;—to isaU-

the mind.

Tinder, (tin'der) n, (A. -8. Under.) BcnwOu -

very infiammable, used for kindling fixe free ■

spark. [tinder u kej*

Tinder-box, (tm'der-boks) n. A box in »*«*

Tine, (tin) n. [A.-S. tivd.) The tooth or set*

of a fork ; a prong;—the tooth of a harrcv ^-

drag.

Tin-foil, (tin'foil) n. Tin reduced to a thin 1st'

Ting, (ting) n. [W. tinciav.} A sharp sound. ■

of a bell ; a tinkling.

Tinge, (tinj) r. f. [L. tingere.] To imbue w

impregnate with something foreign ; to eoksr

slightly ;—stain ; taint.

Tinge, (tinj) n. A slight degree of torn? cc-V*-

taste, or something foreign, infused into acotV

substance or mixture, or added to it;—tinerc*

Tingle, (ting'gl) v. i. [Diminutive of tm$J\ T*

feel a thrilling sensation in the ears :—to frd •-

sharp, thrilling pain ;—to have a sharp, siif-"

pricking sensation.

Tingling, (ting'gliug) n. A tremulous, thrutir:

sensation in the nerves ;—a ringing in th* ea>

Tiak, (tingk) r. i. [W. tinciav.} To msi* *

sharp, shrill noise ; to tinkle.

Tinker, (tingk'er) n. [From tint.) A mender -

kettles, paus, and other metal ware-

Tinker, (tingk'er) r, (. To mend or solder, *>

metal wares ; hence, to cobble ; to patch-

Tinkering, (tingk'tr-ing) v. The act or «cpk^

ment of a tinker ;—mending ; cobbling

Tinkle, (tingk'l) v.i. [Diminutive of rial.] T>>

make small, quick, sharp sounds, as by stnku**
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>u metal ; to clink ;—to ring in the ears ;—v. t.

Tu cause to clinic or make sharp, quick sounds.

inkle, (tingk'l) ». A small, sharp, quick sound,

is that made by fitrikiug metal. [sound,

inkling, (tingk'Iing) n, A small, sharp, quick

inmaa, (tiu'man) ft, A manufacturer of tin
■■.!■■■; a dealer in tin ware.

inning-, (tiu'ing) ft. The act or process of cover-

ng with melted tin or with tin-foil, as kitchen

i : .. nsils, locks, and the like,

inny, (tin'e) a. Pertaining to, consisting of,

i bounding with, or resembling tin.

in-plate, ( tin'plit) u. Thin sheet-iron coated

nth tin.

naeL (tin'sel) n. [F. itinctlle.] A shining

uaterial used for ornamental purposes;— some-

liing very shining and gaudy ;—a kind of orna-

ueiical lace,

nael, (tin'sel) v. t. To adorn with tinsel ; to

.eck out with cheap but Bhowy ornaments.

i: • mith. (tinsmith) ft. One who works in tin.

.nt, (tint) n. [F. Uint.] Aalight colouring dis-

inct from the principal colour ; a faint dye.

nt, (tint) v.t. To give a slight colouring to.

ny, (ti'ue) o. (Dan. tyntL] Very small; little;

luny.

p, (tip) n. [D. & Dan.] The point or ex-

remity of any thing small ; the end;—a slight

truke; a tap;—small present in money.

P. (t'p) v. (. To fonn a point upon; to cover

he tip or end of. [Ger. tippen.] To strike

lightly ; to tap ;—to bestow a douceur upon;—

. 2. To fall on or toward one side.

ppet, (tip'et) ft, [A.-S. UiptHt.] A narrow

uvering for the neck made of fur or cloth.

ppie, (tip'l) it. Drink ; strong liquor. ,

pple, (tip']) v.i. [Diminutive of tip.] To

rink spirituous or strong liquors habitually ;

-w.t. To drink, as strong liquors in luxury or

vcess.

ppler, (tipper) «. One who habitually indulges

ti 'In; excessive use of spirituous liquors,

ppling-house, ( tip' ling -nous) n. A dram

bop ; public house.

■ sily, (tip'se-le) adv. In a tipsy manner.

psinets, (tip'se-nes) n. State of being affected

>y strong drink; intoxication,

pataff, (tip'staf) ft. An officer who bears a staff

ipped with metal;—a staff tipped with metal.

pay, (tip'se) a. [Ger. tip*.] Affected with

trong drink; fuddled: intoxicated.

ptoe, (tip'to) n. The end of the toe — also

,se«l adverbially with on or a.

p-top, (tip'top) n. The highest or utmost de-

Tee-

ra.de, (te-rad') n. [F.J A strain of censure or

nvective; a rambling volley of abuse.

re,(tir)n. [Norm. P. tint*] Aroworrank;—

head-dress;—attire; apparel;—a band or hoop

i iron, used to bind the fellies of wheels.

re, (tir) v. t. [G. teirein.) To weary; to fatigue;

—to exhaust the strength of by toil or labour;

-t't dress, as the head ; to adorn ;—v. i. To

*scome weary : to have the strength fail ; to

i/ive the patience exhausted,

xeaome, (tir 'sum) a. Fitted to tire; ex-

lauoting the strength or patience; wearisome ;

ediouB.

reftomeness, (tir'sum-nes) n. Quality of ex-

busting strength or patience; wearisomeness.

ltI, (tirl) r. t. To drill; to bore;—v. i. To try

o raise the latch of the door ;—to rattle at the

Loor. [Boot.]

Tis,.(tizX Poetical form of it is.

Tissue, (tish'u) ft. [F. ttisu.] Cloth interwoven

with gold or silver, or with figured colours ;

the texture of anatomical elements of any part

of the body;—in botany, the minute element

ary parts of which the organs of plants are

composed;—a connected series.

Tissue, (tish'u) v. t. To form tissue of.

Tit, (tit) n. [G. tittht..} A teat.

Tit, (tit) n. (IceL tita.] A small horse;—also,

in contempt, a woman;—a titmouse or tomtit.

Titan, (ti'tan) ft. [G.] In znytkoloyy, one of

the giants, sons of Heaven and Earth, who

waned against Jupiter;—a man of gigantic

courage, intellect, Ac. ; a man of rebellious

temper.

Titanic, (ti-tan'ik) a. Belonging to the

Titans; gigantic; superhuman.

Titanium, (ti-tau'e-um) n. A metal of a deep-

blue colour, very light and brittle.

Titbit, (tit'bit) ft. A tender piece; a nice mor

sel :—also tidbit. [of tithes.

Tithable, (tiTH'a-bl) a. Subject to the payment

Tithe, (tiTH) n. [A.-S. U6dha.] A tenth; spe

cifically, the tenth part of the increase arising

from the profits of land and stock, allotted to

the clergy for their Bupport ;—hence, a small

part or proportion.

Tithe, (tiTH) v. t. To tax to the amount of a

tenth ; to levy a tenth part on ;—v. i. To pay

tithes.

Tithe-gatherer, (tiTH'gaTii-er-£r) «- One who

collects tithes.

Tithing, (tiTH'ing) n. Act of levying or taking

tithe; tliat whicli is taken as tithe; a tithe.

Titillate, (tit'il-lat) r.i. [L. titillare.} To

tickle.

Titillation, (tit-il-lii'shun) v. Act of tickling,

or state of being tickled;—any pleasurable sen

sation, [lark.

Titlark, (tit'lark) w. A small bird ; a species of

Title, (ti'tl) n. [L. titulu*.] An inscription

put over any tiling as a name by which it is

known;—the inscription in the beginning of a

book ;—an appellation of dignity or pre-emi

nence;—a name; designation;—that which con

stitutes a just cause of exclusive possession ;

right ;—the instrument which is evidence of a

right ; charter ; title-deed.

Tide, (ti'tl) v. t. [h. titulare.) To call by a title;

to name ; to entitle.

Title-deeds, (ti'tl -deds) n. pi. Writings evi

dencing a person b title or right to property.

Title-page, (ti'tl-paj) n. The page of a book

which contains its title.

Titling, (titling) n. Abirdofthe genus Saxieoto,

belonging to the warblers ; stonechatter.

Titmouse, (tit'mous) n. [From tit, and Ger.

wwwe.J A native pas

serine, conirostral, and

iusessorial bird, buildi ug

in the holes of old trees,

and storing up seeds for

winter use — it is very

small, active, and rest

less.

Titter, (tit'er) v. i. [Ger.

l-ichcrn.) To laugh with

the tongue strikiu-

against the root of the

upper teeth ;—to laugh Titmou

With restraint ; to giggle.

Titter, (tit'er) «. A restrained laugh.
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Tittle, (titi) n. [Diminutive of tit.] A small

particle ; a minute part ; a jot; an iota.

Tittle-tattle, (tit'l-tafl) n. [A reduplication of

tattle.} Idle, trilling talk ; empty prattle.

Tittle-tattle, (titl-tat'l) r. i. To talk idly ; to

prate j—to gossip.

Titular, (tit'u-lar) a. [L. titulut.] Existing in

name only: nominal ; having the title to an

office without dischargi ug its appropriate

duties.

Titularly, (tit'u-lar- le) adv. In a titular man

ner; nominally.

Titulary, (tit'u-lar-e) n. A person invested with

a title, in virtue of which he holds an office.

Titulary, (tit'u-lar-e) a. Consisting in a title ;

titular ;—pertaining to a title.

To, (too) prep. [A.-S. t6t Go. du, for fu, Ir. &

GaeL do.) It primarily indicates approach and

arrival, motion made in the direction of a place

or thing and attaining it ; and, also, motion or

tendency without arrival—opposed to from;—

hence, course, or tendency toward a time, a state

or condition, an aim, or any limit to movement

or action ; — it connects transitive verbs with

their remoter or indirect object, and adjectives,

nouns, and neuter or passive verbs with a follow

ing noun which limits their action. It denotes

or implies extent;—end; consequence ;—apposi

tion ; connection ; opposition ;—accord ;—com

parison ;—addition ;—accompaniment.

Toad,(tod)n. [A.-S. tddie, tadujt.) Asmallbatra-

chiau reptile, having a warty and thick body.

Toad-eater, (tod'et-er) n. A fawning, obsequious

parasite ; a mean sycophant ; a toady.

Toad-spawn, (tdd'spawn) n. The seed of toads.

Toad-spit, (tod spit) n. An excretion of a frothy

kind found on plants :—also called cucloo-xpit.

Toad-stone, (todston) n. A variety of trap-rock

of a brownish-gray colour.

Toad-stool, (tod 'stool) n, A poisonous mush

room or fungus which grows in moist and rich

grouud.

Toady, (tod'e) n. A toad-eater ; a Bycophant.

Toady, (tod'e) v. t. To fawn upon ; to flatter

meanly;—i\ i. To play the sycophant.

Toast, (tost) v. t. [L. torrere, tontumJ] To dry

and scorch by the heat of the fire ;—to warm

thoroughly;—to name when a health is drunk ;

—v. i. To propose a toast or health ; to drink

to the health of.

Toast, (tost) n. Bread dried and scorched by the

fire ;—a laxly in honour of whom persons are in

vited to drink ;—honce, the name of any person

in honour ofwhom health is drunk;—any thing

commemorated in a similar way : a sentiment.

Toaster, (tSst'cr) n. One who toasts ;—an instru

ment for toasting any thing.

Toasting, (tdst'ing) n. System or practice of pro

posing and drinking healths ;—act of scorching

or browning before the fire.

Toast-master, (tost'nias-ter) v. Onewho at public

dinners announces the toasts, and times the

cheering.

Tobacco, (t5-bak'o) n. [From Indian tobaco.] A

plant of the genus Nicotiana, native of America,

much used for smoking and chewing, and in

snuff;—the leaves of the plant prepared for

smoking, &c.

Tobacconist,(to-bak'o-nist)«. A dealerin tobacco;

also, a manufacturer of tobacco.

Tobacco-pipe, (to-bak'6-pTp) n. A pipe used in

smoking tobacco, made of clay, wood, meera*

chaum, Ac

Tocher, (toch'ert *l [Scot.] Dowry brought b»

a bride to her husband.

Tocsin, (tok'sin) it. [F. toquer.} An ahum beS,

or the ringing of a bell for the pnrrx*e of &knu.

Tod, (tod) n. [IceL toddi.] A bush: a thkk

shrub ;—a quantity of wool being 2S pound* ■::

2 stones.

To-day, (too-da') n. The present day.

To-day, (too-da*) adc . On this day ; on the pr&

ent day.

Toddle, (todT) v. i. [Allied to totter and Uppie

To walk with short stew, as a child.

Toddy, (tod'e) n. [Hind, tdri.} A juice driT

from various kinds of the palm in the Tax

Indies ; or a spirituous liquor prepared from ft

—a mixture of spirits and hot water eweetenai.

Toe, (to) n. [A.-S. MA.* One of the small men

bers which form the extremity of the foot;—tt<

member of a beast's foot corresponding to fcf

toe in man. [to come fufly np to

Toe, (to) r. (. To touch or reach with the x*x* ,

Toed, (tod) a. Having toes—used as the stem'

element of a compound word, as long-toed, tx

Toffy, (tofe) ». A sweetmeat made of tread*

thickened by boiling, with shred almonds or

other ingredient to flavour it.

Toga, (to'ga) n. [L.] The loose outer gar-Ben*

worn by the ancient Romans.

Togated, (togat-od) a. [L. togatuf,} Dreacs

in a gown; wearing a gown:—also tog*d.

Together, (too - gem ' er) adr. [A.-S. fo^orfrtrj

In the same place ; — in the same time ; ex

temporaneously ; — in company ; — in or :lw<

union

Toggle, (tog*!) «. [Eng. tvg, and Get. sfdcbC] ,

A small wooden pin tapering toward both <s>i*

with a groove around its centre.

Toggle-joint, (tog'l-joint) n. An elbow or kme* i

joint, consisting of two bars so connected tfcii

they mav be brought into a straight line-

Toil, (toil) v.i. [A.-S. trotinn.) To exert

strength with pain and fatigue of body «r

mind; to labour; to work hard.

Toil, (toil) n. labour with pain and fat:g»f

drudgery; exertion; task; travail.

Toil, (toil) n. [F. toiUx.) A net or ktuut ; •

mesh, web, or string spread for taking prey.

Toiler, (toil'er) 7?. One who toils or labours wai

pain.

Toilet, (toil'et) n. [F. toiUtte.] A coverinc

spread over a table in n dressing-mom ; — »

dressing-table;—mode of dressing*, attire.

Toilet-table, (toil'et-ta-bl) n. A dressing talk

Toilful, (toilTool) a. Toilsome ; wearisonw -

laborious; requiring exertion.

Toilsome, (toil sum) a. Attended with tofl <*

fatigue and pain ; laborious ; wearisome.

Toilsomely, (toil'sum-le) adr. In a toUsoct

manner; laboriously.

Toilsomeneaa, (toil'sum-nea) n. The quality «

state of being toilsome ; laboriousne»s ; wan-

someness.

Tokay, (to-ka') n. A kind of wine prodaoed s*

Tokay, in Hungary, made of white gropes

Token, (tok'n) n. [A.-S. tdcon.] A sign;i

mark;—something intended or supposed to i*

present something else ; — an external nark

symptom;—a memorial of friendship ; a spa**

nir ; — a piece of metal issued by a pri"^

party, redeemable by the issuer in b*nd

money;—in Scotland, a ticket of admi*n* *

the sacrament of the Lord's table;—colloquial*.",

evidence; proof.*
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Toledo, (td-le'do) n. A sword-blade of the

finest temper—so called from Toledo in Spain.

Tolerable, (tol'er-a-bl) a. [h. tolerabilis.]

Capable of being borne or endured; supportable,

either physically or mentally ;—sufferable ;—

moderately good; agreeable; passable.

Tolerableneu, (tol'er-a-bl-nes) u. The Btate of

being tolerable; tolcrability.

Tolerably, (tol'er-a-ble) adv. In a tolerable man

ner; supportably;—moderately well; passably.

Tolerance, (tol'er-ans) n. Power of endurance;

act of enduring; toleration ;—feeling or prac

tice of bearing with those whose opinions,

actions, &c, differ from our own; indulgence.

Tolerant, (tol'er-ant) a. Forbearing; patient

of opposition ; indulgent;—favouring toleration;

liberal.

Tolerate, (tol'cr-at) v. t. [L. tolerare.] To suffer

to be, or to l>e done without prohibition or

hinderance ; not to restrain.

Toleration, (tol-er-i'shun) n. [L. totevatio.] Act

of tolerating ; — the allowance of religious

opinions and modes of worship in a state,

when contrary to or different from those of

the established church or belief;—freedom from

bigotry ;—permission of difference of opinion in

matters of faith ; latitude.

Toll, (161) «, [A.-S.] A tax paid for some

liberty or privilege, particularly for the pri

vilege of passing over a bridge or on a highway;

—a portion of grain taken by a miller as a

compensation for grinding.

Toll, (tol) v, t. [L. tottere.] To take from,

a* an excise, custom, &t\; to exact, tribute;—

v. i. To pay toll or tollage;—to take toll, as a

miller.

Toll, (tol) v. i. [W. tot.] To sound or ring as a

bell, with strokes uniformly repeated at inter

vals;—^ t. To cause to sound, as a bell.

Toll, (tol) n. The sounding of a belt with

strokes slowly and uniformly repeated.

Tollbar. (tol'bar) n. A bar or gate placed

across the road at the toll-house to prevent

jjaaaage until the toll is paid.

Toll -bridge, (tol'brij) ». A bridge where toll is

paid for passing it.

Toller, (tol'er) n. A toll-gatheror ; — one who

tolls a bell. [takes or gathers toll.

Toll-eatherer, (t6rgaTH-e,r-cr) v. The man who

Xoli-houae, (tortious) n. A house erected or

occupied by a receiver of tolls.

Tolling;, (Wring) n. Ringing of a bell, usually

with slow, measured stroke of the clapper.

romahawk, (tom'a-hawk) n. flndian.] A kind

of war-hatchet used by the American Indians.

Tomahawk, (tom'a-hawk) v.t. To cut or kill

with a hatchet called a tomahawk.

Tomato, (to-m&'to) n. [Of American origin.]

_A plant and its fruit, called also love-apple, and

<^ateu either raw or cooked.

omb. (toom) n. [G. tumbos.] A pit in which

the dead body of a human being is deposited; a

j^rav-e;—a house or vault for the reception of

-t he dead ;—a monument in memory of the dead,

"omblesa, (toom'les) a. Destitute of a tomb or

^^pulchral monument.

ombstone, (todm'ston) n. A stone erected over

fc grave to preserve the memory of the deceased.

omcat, (tom'kat) n. A male cat, especially

„v hen full grown or of large size.

,, me. (torn) n. (F.J A ponderous volume; a

. f w_>k. [trifler.

^ mfool, (tom'fool) n. A great fool; a silly

Tomfoolery, (tom-fool'er-e) n. Foolish trifling;

ridiculous behaviour; — knickknacks, trinkets,

Ac. [puffin ;—a fool ; a dunce.

Tomnoddy, (tom'nod-e) n. A sea-bird : the

To-morrow, (too-mor'6) n. [From to and mor

row.] The day after the present; the next

day.

To-morrow, (too-mor'6) adv. On the morrow.

Tompion, (tom'pe-on) n. The stopper of a

cannon.

Tomtit, (tom'tit) n. A little bird; the titmouse.

Ton, (tong) n. [V.] The prevailing fashion or

mode; vogue.

Ton, (tun) v. [A.-S. fwintt.l Tito weight of

twenty cwts. or 2240 pounds avoirdupois ;—a

wine measure of capacity equal to two pipes or

252 gallons; a tun/—in navigation, a certain

weight or space, by which the burden of a ship

is estimated.

Tone, (ton) n. [G. tonon.) Sound: a particular

modification of a sound ; note, either grave or

acute ;—any impulse or vibration of the air

perceptible by the ear;—an accented sound;

an inflection or modulation of the voice:—in

mtule, the larger kind of interval in the dia

tonic scale;—the peculiar quality of sound in

any voice or instrument;—healthy and vigorous

state of the body or of its organs ; — state of

mind ; temper ; mood;—general or prevailing

character or style ; — in painting, harmonious

relation of colours in light and shade.

Tone, (ton) v. t To utter with an affected tone;

—to time. To tone doicn, to subdue or soften.

Toned, (tend) a. Having a tone, with a qualify

ing adjective prefixed, as high, loud, sweet, A'c.

Tong, (tong) n. The catch of a buckle ; tongue.

Tonga, (tongz) n. pi. [A.-S. taupe.] An in

strument consisting of two long shafts joined at

one end — used for handling fire or heated

metals.

Tongue, (tung) n. [A.-S. tvuge.] A muscular

organ attached by one end to the floor of the

mouth, serving as the instrument of taste, and

in man of articulation also ;—hence, speech ;

discourse: sometimes, fluency of speech: — a

language;—words or declarations only ;—a na

tion, as distinguished by language ;—a point ;

a projection ; catch of a buckle ; point of a

balance;—a narrow strip, as of land stretching

into the sea or a lake;—any tapering part or

point.

Tongue, (tung) v. t. To join by means of a

tongue and groove ;—to chide ; to rebuke ;—v. i.

To talk ; to prate ;—to use the tongue in form

ing the notes, as in playing the flute and other

wind instruments.

Tongued, (tungd) a. Having a tongue.

Tonguelesa, (tung^les) «. Having no tongue ;—

hence, speechless; mute; — uDimmed ; not

spoken of.

Tongue-tied, (tung'tid) a. Destitute of the

power of distinct articulation ; — unable to

speak freely.

Tonguing, (tung'ing) n. Act of fitting a pointed

or tapering end of one piece of timber into the

notched or forked end of another.

Tonio, (ton'ik) a. [G. toniko*.] Relating to

tones or sounds ;—increasing Btrength or the

tone of the animal system.

Tonio, (ton'ik) n. A medicine that increases the

strength and gives vigour of action to the sys

tem;—the key-tone or first tone of the scale.

To-night, (too-nif) n. [From to and night.] The
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£resent night, or the night after the present

sy.

To-night, (too-nltf) adv. On this night.

Tonnage, (tun'Aj) n. [From ton.] The cubical

content or burden of a ship in tons; or the

amount of weight which a snip niay carry;—a

duty or impost on ships estimated per ton;—

the whole amount of shipping estimated by tons.

Tonsil, (ton'sil) n. [h. toiuiUce, pi.] One of two

glandular bodies in the throat or fauces.

Tonaile, (tonsil) a. [L. loutUi*.] Capable of

being clipped.

Tonsure, (ton'shoor) n. [L. tonsura.] Act of

clipping the hair or of shaving the crown of the

head; — in the Roman Catholic Church, the

corona or crown which priests wear as a mark

of their rank in the church.

Tonsured, (ton'shoord) a. Having the tonsure;

shaven; clipped ;—hence, bald.

Tontine, (ton-ten') «. An annuity or survivor

ship ; or a loan raised on life-annuities with

the benefit of survivorship.

Too, (too) adv. [A.-S. «J.J Over; more than

enough;—noting excess or augment ;—besides;

likewise ; also.

Tool, (tool) v. [A.-S. t6L] An instrument used

in the manual arts, to facilitate mechanical

operations ; an implement ;—a person used as

an instrument by another person.

Tool, (tool) v, t. To shape or finish with a tool.

Tool-chest, (tool'che*t) n. A chest in which a

workman keeps his tools.

Tooling, (tool'iug) n. Workmanship performed

with a tool ;—in bool-bindiny, indenting the

boards or back of a book with lines, curves,

figures, izc [workmen's tools.

Tool-maker, (tool'mak-er) n. One who makes

Toot, (toot) r. t. [A.-S. totian.) To make a

peculiar noise by contact of the tongue with

the upper tooth at the beginning and end of the

sound ;—also, to sound a horn in a similar

manner ;—v. t. To cause to sound, as a hum ;—

to blow ; to sound.

Toot, (toot) n. A note on a horn ; a blast.

Tooth, (tooth) n. [A.-S. tMh ] One of the series

of small bones attached to the jaws of vertebrate

animals which serve the purpose of taking and

chewing food ;—heuce, taste; palate ;—any pro

jection corresponding to the tooth ;—a tine ; a

prong;—a projecting part, on the axis of a wheel.

Tooth, (tooth) i\ (. To furnish with teeth ;—to

indent ; to cut into teeth.

Toothache, (tooth'ilk) n. Pain in the teeth.

Tooth-brush, (tooth/brush) n. A brush for clean

ing the teeth.

Toothed, (tooth t) a. Having teeth or jags.

Toothful, (tooth'fool) n, A small glass of liquor;

a sip ; a mouthful.

Toothless, (tooth'les) a. Having no teeth.

Tooth-pick, (tooth'pik) v. An instrument for

cleaning the teeth of substances lodged between

them.

Tooth-powder, (tooth'pow-der) ?t. A powder for

cleaning the teeth ; a dentifrice.

Toothsome, (tooth'sum) a. Grateful to tho tasto;

palatable.

Top, (top) n. [A.-S. top.] The highest part of

any thing ; the upper side or surface ;—the

utmost degree ;—the highest rank ;—the chief

person;—the crown of the head, or the hair upon

it ; the head ;—in drips, a sort of platform sur

rounding the head of the lower mast, and pro

jecting ou all sides.

Top, (top) ?i. [Ger. top/.] A child's tor, com

monly pear-shaped, made to spin on iu pomt

Top, (top) v. i. To rise aloft ; to be eminent .—

to excel ; to rise above others ;—v. t. To outer «

the top ; to cap ;—to rise above ;—to surpss*;-

to take off the upjwr }>art of ; to crop.

Top-armour, (top'arm-er) m In sAi^#, anilirt

on the top, supported by stanchions, and eqtuf-

ped with netting.

Topaz, (topaz) ;». [G. topazi.os.] A mineral: tb

silicate of alumina with a portion of flnorist

occurring as loose or embedded crystals, rbc-fcu

iu form, and yellow, blue, green, and whits a

colour.

Top-boots, (top*o66ts) n. pL Boots with a ba&id

bright-coloured leathtr around the upper u»r-

Top-coat, (topTcot) v. An outer or over-cost

Top-dressing, (top'dres-ing) k. A dressi^ '<

manure laid on the surface of the land tcx &-

tilizing it.

Tope, (top) v. i. fF. toper.] To drink hani to

drink spirituous liquors to excess.

Toper, (toVer) n. One who drinks to eices . *

drunkard ; a sot

Topful, (tor/fool) a. Full to the brim.

Top-gallant, (topgal-lant) a. High; elevated-

noting tho mast or the sail attached to it, said

is above the topmast and topsail.

Top-heavy, (topTiev-e) a. Having the fc?

upper part too heavy for the lower.

Tophet, (to'fet) ». [H.] A place lying soatb^*

of Jerusalem, where fires wens continually i=i'

to burn dead carcases and the filth of the fit; .

hence, hell.

Topio, (top'ik) n. In rhetoric and lotnt. oot ■•-

the general forms of argument to be empl*!**

in probable as distinguished from demoMtm."'

reasoning ;—any subject of discourse or sip

niont ;—a branch or division of a general k'

ject;—a subject of conversation; a conimoiiiisc

—the particular matter treated of ; a thaw -

in vitUicinr, an external local remedy.

Topic, (top'ik) a. [G. topikot.) Pertaining v-

place; local ;—pertaining to a point or inty*5

of discourse or to a general head :—also top*-*-

Topically, (top'ik-al-le) adr. Iu a topical mtf

ner; with application to a particular part of &•

body ;—with respect to a subject of argum*:' •'

discourse; with limitation to tho point is bssd

Top-knot, (top'not) n. An ornamental bow*** |

ou the head by women.

Topman, (top'nmn) n. Sailor stationed in the >'?

when all hands are called;—man who standasfi

works uppermost in a saw pit.

Topmast, (top'mast) n. The second mast or it*'

which is next above the lower mast.

Topmost, (top'most) a. Highest ; uppencoa

Topographer, (to-pog'ra-fe.r) m. One akiUeJ -

the science of topography.

Topographical, (to-j>6-grank-al) a. Pertaift^

to topography; descriptive of a place.

Topography, (to-pog'ra-fe) «. [G. tope* ■»*

praphein.] The description of a parUculsr^

city, town, manor, parish, or tract of law ; *-'

scientific description in minute detail of ■».'

place or region.

Topping, (toping) a. Rising above; surpass!*"

—hence, assuming superiority ; proud.

Topping, (toping) «, Act of raising or t£lu«5

one end of a yard, gaff, &c , above the other

Topple, (top'l) v. i. [Diminutive of top.} To W

forward ; to pitch or tumble down ?—r. t, *•

throw down ; to throw otbt.
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Top-sail, (top sal) a, A sail extended across the

topmost.

Topsy-turvy, (top'se-turVe) adv. [Top* or heads

in the tar/.] In an inverted posture ; with the

top or head downward : upside down.

Torch, (torch) n. [F. torch?.] A light formed of

some combustible substance ; a large candle or

flambeau. [a torch.

Torch-bearer, (torch'bar-cr) n. One who carries

Torch-light, (torchlit) w. The light of a torch;—

a light kindled to supply the want of the sun.

Torment, (tor'roent) n. [L. torment um.] Ex

treme pain ; anguish : the utmost degree of

misery either of body or mind;—that which

gives pain, vexation, or misery.

Torment, (tor-ment) V. t. To put to extreme

pain or anguish either of body or mind ;—to

distress ; to afflict;—to tease; to vex ; to haras*.

Tormenter, (tor-ment'er) n. One who inflicts

penal torture;—in agriculture, a harrow run on

wheels, for tearing or breaking up stiff or weedy

soil :—tormentor.

Tormentingly, (tor-menfing-le) adv. So as to

torture ;—in a manner to produce distress or

anguish.

Tornado, (tor-n&'do) it. [Sp.] A violent wind,

distinguished by a whirling, progressive mo

tion; a hurricane.

Torpedo, (tor-pe'do) n. fL.] A species of ray

having electric power ;

cramp-JUth ;— an engine

or machine used for de

stroying ships by blow

ing them up.

Torpescent, (tor-pes'ent)

a. \h. torpetceiu.) Be

coming torpid or numb.

rorpid, (torpid) a. [L.

torpidus.] Having lost motion or the power

of exertion and feeling; numb ; — sluggish ;

inactive. [ness; dulness; sluggishness.

rorpidity, (tor-pid'e-te) n. Torpidness ; numb-

rorpidly. (tor'pid-le) adv. In a torpid manner;

sluggishly; lazily.

rorpidness. (tor'pid-nes) «. The state of being

torpid; numbness ;—inactivity ; sluggishness.

'orpor, (tor'por) n. [L.] The state of being

torpid; numbness; inactivity;—sluggishness.

'orquea, (torTcwes) n. An ornament worn by

the ancient Britons round the neck, formed of

wraail rings of metal interlaced in each other.

rre faction, (tor-e-fak'shun) ft, [F.J Act or

process of heating or drying by fire.

orrefy, (tor'e-fi) v. t. [L. torrere and factrt.]

IY> dry by flxe; to parch;—to roast or scorch, as

metallic ores.

orrent, (tor'ent) n. [L. torrens.] A violent

- .- ■ ■' m . as of water, lava, or the like ; — a

■api*i flow ; a strong current.

arrid, (tor'id) a. [L. toi-ridux.] Parched;—

•iolently hot; burning. Torrid zone, that broad

>elt of the earth included between the tropica,

rhere the heat is always great.

Dnsion, (tor'shun) n. [L. torsio.] Act of turn

ing or twisting; that force with which a thread,

riro, or rod of any material, returns or tends

l> retarn to a state of rest after it has been

nrlated.

i-—■ '* . (torsk) n, A fish allied to the cod ; tusk.

rrso, (tor'so) n. [It. torso.] The trunk of a

tue mutilated of head and limbs.

: '..U-, < tor til) a. [L. tortilis.] Twisted;

- .tiio! coUed.
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Tortoise, (tor*tis) n. [F. tortue.] A reptile in

closed in a case formed

by t wo leathery or

scaly shields, and hav

ing horny jaws in the

place of teeth.

Tortoise-shell, (tor'tis-

shel) n. The shell or

horny plates of the Tort oJse.

tortoise, used in inlaying and in various manu

factures—also used objectively.

Tortuous, (tortu-us) «. [L. tortuogus.] Bent ;

twisted ; winding ;—deviating from rectitude ;

crooked.

Tortuosity, (tor-tu-on'it-e) a, Wreathed or twisted

form;—mental crookedness; disposition to fol

low indirect and devious courses.

Tortuously, {tortu-us-le) adv. In a crooked

manner; insinuatingly; deceitfully.

Tortuousness, ( tor'ttl - us - nea) n. State of

being twisted; sinuosity;—crookedness of dispo

sition or conduct ; want of straightforwardness.

Torture, (tor'tur) n. [F. from L. torquere.]

Extreme pain; anguish of body or mind; agony;

—especially, severe pain inflicted judicially, as

a punishment for a crime, or for extorting a

confession.

Torture, (tor'tur) v. t. To put to torture ; to

pain extremely;—to keep on the stretch or in

suspense ; to vex ; to harass.

Torturer, (tor'tur-e.r) ft. One who tortures.

Tory, (to're) n. [Said to be an Irish word de

noting a robber or a savage.] An advocate of

the theory of the divine right of kings to reign,

and of hereditary succession to the throne;—a

supporter of the union between church and

state;—one who seeks to preserve the present

constitution and royal, ecclesiastical, and aris-

tocratical institutions, and who is averse to the

extension of deniocratical power ;—an advocate

of class distinctions and privileges, as opposed

to the republican theory of equality;—a con

servative.

Tory, (to're) a. Pertaining to the tories.

Toryism, (to're-izm) n. The principles of the

tories.

Toss, (tos) v. t. [W. toHaie.) To throw with

the hand;—to lift or throw up with a sudden

or violent motion ;—to cause to rise and fall ;—

to agitate;—v. i. To roll and tumble; to be

in violent commotion.

Toss, (tos) n. A throwing upward or with a

jerk ;—a throwing up of the head with a jerk.

Tossing, (tos'ing) a. The act of throwing up

ward; a rising and falling suddenly; a rolling

and tumbling.

Tosspot, (tos'pot) n. A toper; habitual drunkard.

Total, (to'tal) a. [L totalU.] Full; complete;

—not divided;—whole; entire.

Total, (to'tal) n. The whole; the whole Bum

or amount. [quantity or amount

Totality, (td-tal'e-te) n. The whole sum; whole

Totally, (to'tal-le) adv.

In a total manner;

wholly; entirely; fully;

completely.

Totter, (tot'er)f.i. [Ger.

dotUrn.] To shake so

as to threaten a fall ;

—to shake ; to reel.

Toucan. ( too ' kan ) ft.

[Pg. & Braz. tucano.]

A bird of tropical

 

Toucan.
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America, of several species, remarkable for the

Luge size of its bilL

Touch, (tuch) v.t. [F. toucher.] To extend the

hand, foot, &a, so as to reach or rest on;—

to come to ; to attain to;—to relate to; to con

cern ;—to mark or delineate slightly ;—to handle;

to meddle with;—to treat or speak of superfi

cially ; to allude to ;—to move, as the feelings;

to affect;—to soften : to melt ;—to influence ;—

to infect, as with disease; to seize Blightly;—

to strike, as an instrument of music ; to play-

on;—to touch «/>, to improve by slight strokes

or corrections ;— v. t. To be in contact;—to be

in close union without intervening space:—to

fasten on ; to tike effect on;—to treat of slightly

iu discourse;—to touch (it, to go to or to call at

a port or place without staying.

Touch, (tuch) n. Act of touching ; superficial

junction ; contact ; — the sense of feeling or

common sensation, one of the five Benses ;—ex

amination by a stone or other standard; test;—

n single stroke on a drawing or picture ; — a

small quantity intermixed; a little:—a slight

effort or essay;—personal reference or applica

tion; hit;—animadversion; censure;—in music,

the manner of striking the keys of a pianoforte;

individual style of execution.

Touchable, (tuch'a-bl) a. Capable of being

touched : tangible.

Touch-hole, tuch'hol) n. The vent of a cannon

or other species of firearms.

Touchily, (tuch'e-le) arf*. Irritably; peevishly.

Touchiness, (tuch'e-nes) n. The quality "of

being touchy ; peevishness ; irritability; iras

cibility.

Touching, (tuch'ing) a. Affecting; pathetic.

Touching, (tuch'ing) pnp. Concerning ; relat

ing to : with respect to.

Touching, (tuch'ing) n. The sense of feeling;

touch.

Touchingly, ( tuch'ing-le ) adv. In a man

ner to move the feelings ; pathetically.

Touch-me-not, (tuch'me-not) n. A plant of the

genus Fmpatieitg.

Touch-stone, (tucli'ston) n. A variety of ex

tremely compact ailicioufl schist, used for ascer

taining the purity of gold and silver by the

Btreak impressed on the stone;—hence, any test

or criterion .

Touohy, (tuch'e) a. Peevish; irritable; irascible.

Tough, (Jul) «. [A.-S. t6h.] Having the quality

f of flexibility without brittleness : — not easily

broken: firm; strong; — not easily separated;

tenacious; ropy; — stiff; rigid; — difficult; ar

duous.

Toughen, ( tuf ' n ) v. i. To grow tough or

tougher;—p, (, To make tough or tougher.

Toughish. (tufish) a. Somewhat tough;—rather

stiff, hard, or difficult.

Toughly, (tufle) adv. In a tough manner.

Toughness, (tonus) n. The quality of being

tough ; a firm adhesion of parts;—strength of

constitution or texture ;—viscosity : tenacity.

Tour, (toor) n. (F.] A going round:— any tiling

done successively, or by regular order ;—excur

sion ; trip; expedition; jaunt.

Tour, (tuor) r. i. To make a tour.

Tourist, (tourist) ft. One who makes a tour, or

performs n journey in a circuit.

Tournament, (tour'na-ment) n. A mock-fight

or military sport, in which a number of com

batants were engaged.

Tourney, (tooVne) n. A tournament.

Tourney, (toor'ne) r. i. [Norm. F. tovraewr.}

To perform tournaments; to tilt.

Tourniquet, (toor ne-ket) n. [F.J A surgical in

strument or bandage which is tightened cr re

laxed with a screw, and used to check the fee

of blood, as from wounds, amputation, orcein

surgical operation.

Touae, (toux) v.t. [Ger. rautrn] To pull; t

haul ; to tear ;—v. i. To tear about ; to rave.

Tousle, (tooz'l) r.(. [From tome.] To pall rf

haul about;—to dishevel ; to disorder. [Soot]

Touslesmois. (toola-mwa) n. [F.] A graosV.

starchy substance, like arrowroot, obtained fasi

the root-stocks of various species of Caxma.

Tout, (toot) r. i. ID. tuyten.] To look oxrt for;

—to wait and ply for customers to a hotel, *c

Touter, (toot'er) ft. A hanger-on ; — one »fc

hangs on at stations, wharfs, Ac, to solicit '->

custom of travellers to a hotel, &c. :—one wfe-

hangs about the training-ground of na !■:

to pick up information for betting purposes.

Tow, (to) v.t, [A. -S- tfotwn.] To drag. * i

boat or ship through the water by means ctf i

rope.

Tow, (to) 11. [A.-S.J The coarse and kfrika

part of flax or hemp;—act of towing or state 4

being towed.

Towage, (to'aj) ». Act of towing ; — prio

paid for towing.

Toward, (to'ard) prep. [A.-S. tdvearrL] IauV

direction of ;—with respect to ; regarding :-

nearly; about.

Toward, (to'ard) adv. Near; at hand ; in a stia

of preparation :—also Coward*.

Toward, (to'ard) a. [A.-S. WweartL} Ready t:

do or learn ; not forward ; apt.

Towardliness, (to'ard-le-nes) n. Qualityof beiK

toward ; readiness to do or learn ; aptnea

docility.

Towardly, (to'ard-le) a. Ready to do or leas

apt ; docile ; tractable ; compliant with duly.

Towardnees, (to'ard-nes) ft. Towardline*?; tairt-

ableuesa.

Tow-boat, (to bot) ft, A boat which in to«d ;-

a steamer used for towing other vessels.

Towel, (tow'el) n. [F. touaitte.] A cloth e*i

for wiping the hands and for other puxpaeet, •

napkin.

Towelling, (tow'el-ing) ft. Cloth for towels.

Tower, (towW) n. [A.-S. tor,-.] A lofty btriUiag

variously shaped, standing alone or forming par*

of another edifice, as of a church, castle, Ac ;—

a citadel ; a fortress.

Tower, (tow'er) v.t. To be lofty or Terr hi|t

hence, to soar. (tow*

Towered, (toward) a. Adorned or defended *:

Towering, (tow'cr-ing) a. Very high ; elevated

—extreme ; violent;—surpassing.

Towery, (tow'er-e) a. Adorned or defended rf

towers, [a ship, **■

Tow-line, (to'Hn) ft, A small hawser used to u-»

Tow-path, (to'path) n. A path used by n»es ■•*

horses that tow boats ;—also totriup jpatX.

Town, (town) ft. [A-S. tun.] A collect-it rf

houses inclosed by fences or walla, larger tbi^

village, and not incorporated as a city ,•—*h?

body of inliabitants resident in a town :—a fe*x-

ship;—the court end of London;—the ructrop^

or its inhabitants.

Town-clerk, (tuwnTriark) n. An officer who keep

the records of a town.

Town-crier, (tovnr*kri-er) n. A public crier.

Town-council, (town'kouu-sil) n. Body or •
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meeting of the body of deputies elected by the

male ratepayers of a town to manage its muni

cipal affairs.

Town-councillor, (town'koun-sil-or) n. One who

is a member of a town-council.

Town-hall, (townhawl) n. A public room or

building for transacting the business of a town.

Town-house, (town'hous) ?t. The house where the

public business of the town is transacted ;—a

house in town, in opposition to a bouse in the

country.

Towns-folk, (town/fok) n. The people of a town;

The inhabitants of a city.

Township, (town'ship) u. The district or territory

of a town ; the corporation of a town.

Townsman, (townsman) n. An inhabitant of a

town ; one of the same town with another.

Town-talk, (town'tawk) n. The common talk of

a place or the subject of common conversation.

Tow-rope, (to'rflp) n. Any rope used in towing

ships or boats. [to toxicology.

Toiicological, (toks-e-ko-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining

Toxicology, (toks-e-kol'u-je) n. [G. toxikon, and

twos.] The science which treats of poisons, their

effects, antidotes, and tests.

Toy, (toy) n. [D. tool,] A plaything for chil

dren; a bauble ; a thing of no value ; a trifle;—

amorous dalliance.

Toy, (toy) v. i. To dally amorously; to trifle ; to

play ; to wanton.

Toyer, (toy'er) n. One who toys; one who is full

of trifling tricks.

Toyful, (toyTool) a. Full of tricks ; playful.

Toyiah, (toy'ish) a. Trifling ; wanton.

Toyman, (toy'man) n, Onowho deals in toys.

Trace, (tras) n. A mark left by any thing pass

ing ; footprint ; a track ;—a mark, impression,

or visible appearance of any thing left when the

tiling itself no longer exists;—a delineation or

*ketch ; outline ;—a small quantity; something

Ktrely perceptible.

Trace, (tras) n. One of the two straps, chains, or

ropes by which a carriage is drawn by horses.

Trace, (tr&s) v. t. [F. (racer.) To draw or delineate

with marks ; especially, to copy, as a drawing,

by following the lines and marking them on a

sheet superimposed;—to follow by tracks or some

Mark left by a person or thing which has pre

ceded ;—to follow with exactness.

Traceable, (tras'a-bl) (/. Capable of being traced.

Tracery, (tris'^r-e) n. An ornamental divergency

f,f the mullions of a window into arches, curves,

«c. ;— the subdivisions of groined vaults and

the like.

Trachea, (tra-ku'a) jl \G. tracheia.] The wind-

J"P* or canal conveying air to the lungs.

Tracheal, (tra-ke'al) a. Pertaining to the wind-

Tracing, (tras'ing) «. Act of drawing in lines;—

*>i outline ;—regular track or path; course.

YJjest, (trak) tj. [F. tract, D. treck.] A mark

left by something that has passed along ;—im

pression left by the foot of man or beast; trace;

m**vjS°>—* road; a beaten path ;—course ; way.

mck, (trak) r. t. To follow by a trace or by

_™°t*teps;—to draw or tow, as a vessel.

ackage, (tra*'aJ) «■ A drawing or towing, as

or a boat. [print; untrodden.

iracklets, (trakles) a. Having no track or foot-

™t, (trakt) n. [L. tractu*.] Something drawn

out or extended ;—a region or quantity of land

« water of indefinite extent ;—a written dis

course or dissertation ; tsptcially, a short

treatise on religion ; — continued duration ;

length ; extent

Tractability, (trakt-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality or state

of being tractable or docile ; docility.

Tractable, (trakt'a-bl) a. [L. traetabili*.] Capa

ble of being easily led or managed ; docile.

Tractablenesa, (trakt'a-bl-nes) n . State or quality

of being tractable; docility. [manner.

Tractably, (trakt'a-ble) adv. In a tractable

Tractate, (trakt'ut) n. [h. tractatus.] A treatise;

—a dissertation ;—a pamphlet or small book-

Traction, (trak'shun) n. [L. trcihcrr.] Act of

drawing or state of being drawn ;—act of draw

ing a solid body along a plane.

Tractive, (trak'tiv) a. Serving to draw; pulling.

Tractor, (trak'ter) n. That which draws or is

used for drawing.

Trade, (trad) n. [F. traitcr.} Act or business of

exchanging commodities by barter; buying and

selling for money : commerce ; — occupation,

manuafcor mercantile, distinguished from tho

liberal arts and learned professions ;—the busi

ness which a person has learned and which he

carries on;—custom; habit;—a company of men

engaged in the same occupation;—pi. The

trade-winds.

Trade, (trad) v. i. To barter or to buy and sell ;

to traffic;—to buy and sell or exchange property

in a single instance ;—to act merely for gain; to

be venal ;—v. t. To sell or exchange in com

merce ;—to barter ; to exchange.

Trade-mark, (trOd'miirk) n. A distinguishing

mark or device used by a manufacturer on his

goods or labels, the legal right in which is recog

nized by law.

Trade-price, (trad'pris) n. Price charged for

goods to members of the same trade, or by whole

sale dealers to retailers.

Trader, (trad'er) n. One engaged in trade or

commerce; a merchant;—vessel plying regularly

between two ports or countries.

Tradesfolk, (trililz'fok) ». People employed in

trades.

Tradesman, (trldz'man) n. One who trades ; a

shopkeeper ; —any mechanic or artificer.

Trades-union, (tradz'un-yun) n. A combination

among workmen for the purpose of maintaining

their rights with respect to wages, hours of

labour, and the like.

Trade-wind, (trad'wind) n. A wind in or near

the Torrid Zone, winch blows from the same

quarter throughout the year—the general direc

tion is from N. E. to S. W. on the north, and from

S.E. to N.W. on the south of the equator.

Trading, (trud'ing) a. Carrying on commerce ;

engaged in trade ;—venal.

Tradition, (tra-dish'nn) n. [L.treditio.] Act of

delivering into the hands of another ; delivery ;

—act or process of transmitting from age to ago,

or from one member or functionary of the church

to another, religious doctrines, opinions, rites,

ceremonies, &c. ;—sum of religious faith and/

observance derived from antiquity by oral com

munication ;—that which is handed down ; an

ancient doctrine or belief ; an old custom or

practice ; family story ; legend, Ac.

Traditional, (tra-dish un-al) a. Pertaining to or

derived from tradition ; communicated from

ancestors to descendants by word only.

Traditionally, (tra-dish'nn-al-le) adv. In a tradi

tional manner ; by tradition ; from age to nge.

Traditionary, (tra-dish'nn-ar-e) a. Pertaining to

or derived from tradition ; traditional.
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Traduce, (tra-dOsO v. (. [L. traducere.] To repre

sent as blamable ; wilfully to misrepresent ; to

calumniate ; to defame ; to slander.

Traduoer, (tra-dus'er) n. One who traduces; a

calumniator; a slanderer.

Traduction, (tra-duk'shun) n. Derivation;—

transmission from one to another; tradition;

also, a translation into another language.

Traffic, (traf 'ik) n. Commerce, either by bailer

or by buying and selling ; trade;—merchandise.

Traffic, (trafik) v.i. [F. trafiqHcr.) To pass goods

and commodities from one person to another for

an equivalent in goods or money; to buy and

sell wares; to practise commerce ;—to trade

meanly ; to deal on mercenary principles ;—c. /.

To exchange in traffic.

Trafficker, (trafik-er) n. One who trafficks ; a

trador ; a merchant.

Trafficking, (traf ik-ing) >i. Bargaining; trading;

—mean or mercenary dealing ; jobbing.

Tragedian, (tra-jS'de-an) n. A writer ofxragedy;

—a tragic actor or actress.

Tragedy,(traj'e-de) n. [L. tragcedia.] A dramatic

rm representing some signal action performed

_ illustrious porsons, and generally having a

fatal issue ;—a fatal and mournful event; any

event in which human lives are lost by human

violence.

Tragio, (traj'ik)a. Pertaining to, or of the nature

of, tragedy:—fatal to life ; calamitous ;—mourn

ful ; expressive of tragedy, loss of life, or of

sorrow. [manner ; mournfully.

Tragically, (traj'ik-al-le) tidv'. In a tragical

Tragi-oomedy, (traj-e-kom'e-de)n. Acorni>osition

partaking of the nature both of tragedy and

comedy.

Tragi-comic. (traj-o-kom'ik) a. Pertaining to

tragi-comedy ; partaking of a mixture of grave

and comic scenes.

Trail, (tral) v. t. [Norm. F. trailler.) To hunt

by the track ;—to draw along the ground ; to

drag ;—to draw a long floating or waving body ;

—to lower, as a fire-arm ;—to tread down, as

grass, by walking through ;—v.i. To be drawn

out in length.

Trail, (tral) n. Track followed by the hunter ;—

scent left on the ground by an animal pursued ;

—any thing drawn behind in long undulations ;

a train ;—the entrails of a fowl.

Trailer, (tral'er) n. One who or that which

trails ;— a creeper ; a plant which requires sup

port.

Trail-net, (tral'net) n. A net trailed or drawn

behind a boat ; a drag-net.

Train, (trtln) r. t. [F. trainer.) To draw along ;

to draw by persuasion, artifice, &c: to entice;

—to form by practice; to exercise; to discipline;

—to teach; to educate ;—to break, and accus

tom to draw, as oxen ;—to lead or direct, and

form to a wall or espalier ; to form by growth,

lopping, or pruning.

Train, (trun) n. That which is drawn along in

tho rear of or after something ;—pirt of a gown

which trails behind the wearer ;—the after part

of a gun-carriage ;—the tail of a bird;—a num

ber of followers; a retinue;—a succession of con

nected things ; a series ;—regular method ; pro

cess ; course ;—a line of gunpowder laid to lead

fire to a charge ;—a connected line of cars or

carriages on a railroad.

Train-band, (tran'baud) n. A band or com

pany of militia. [a train, as of a robe.

Train-bearer, (tran'bar-er) n. One who holds up

Trained, (triind) a. " Having a train :—bTocgk'.

up ; instructed ;—exercised ; disciplined

Trainer, (tran'er) n. One who trains ; o&? w:t«

prepares men for athletic exercises, or hana<

for the race.

Training, (tran'ing) n. The process of edaaQi^

education ;— the art of forming young trasv

shrubs, or branches to grow in a parried'

direction;—the art of disciplining troops ;— --V

art of preparing men for athletic exercises, <s

horses for the race.

Train-oil, (tran'oil) h. [D. fraan, Ger- tfjiv

Oil from the blubber or fat of whales.

Trait, (tra, trftt) n. [F.] A stroke; atouch;-

a marked feature or peculiarity.

Txaitor. (tr&'tor) n. [F. traitrc] One who **

trays his country; one guilty of treason,—cs*

who betrays his trust ; a betrayer.

Traitorly, (tra'tor-le) a. Like a traitor; tnacV-

erous ; perfidious.

Traitorous, (tra'tor-us) a. Guilty of trow*

treacherous; perfidious; faithless.

Traitorously, (tra'tor-us-le) adc. FaitUsss?-

perfidiously ; treacherously.

Traitress, (tr&'tree) n. A female traitor.

Tram, (tram) n. A coal waggon used in a**

parts of England ;—one of the rails or trscfe ^

a tram-road ;—the shaft of a cart or barn«

[Scot]

Trammel, (tram'el) n. [F. tra mat I.] A kis-i^

long net for catching birds or fishes :—a kuasf

shackles for regulating the motions of akom.

—whatever impedes activity, progress, or in*-

dom ;—an iron hook used for hanging vesw*

over the fire.

Trammel, (tram'el) r. /. To confine ; to oiu-

\>er ; to shackle ;—to catch ; to intercept.

Trammeller, (tram'el-rr) n. One who or Utf

which trammels or restrains ;—one wboosen

trammel-net.

Tramontane,(tra-mon'tan) a. [L.iram&nAmm]

Lying or being beyond the mountain ; iotar~

barbarous.

Tramp, (tramp) v.t. [IceL tratnpa.} TotroJ

forcibly and repeatedly ; to trample ;—r. u *•

travel ; to wander or stroll.

Tramp, (tramp) n. Afoot-journey. — a h*

traveller ; a tram per.

Tramper, (tramp'er) n. One who tramp* : :

vagrant

Trample, (trampT) v. t. [Ger. tranpiU.] TJ

tread under foot; etptcially, to tread upon *Y-

pride, triumph, or scorn ; — to prostrat* V>

treading;—v.i. To tread in contempt;—*"

tread with force and rapidity.

Trampler, (trampler) n. One who trample* ^

treads down.

Trance, (trans) n. [F. Iratue.) A etat* u

which the soul seems to have passed out of**

body ; an ecstasy ;—total suspension of rot^U'

iKJwer and voluntary motion, pulsation «*

breathing continuing, and the muscles fieiilv

catalepsy, ftranr*^

Tranced, (tranat) a. Lying in a trance:—*'

Tranquil, (tran'kwil) a. [L. tranguitlu*.] Q***-

calm; undisturbed; peaceful ; not agitated.

Tranquillity, (tran-kwil'e-te) n. [L. (nw"1:

iita*.} Quietness; calm or peaceful it*"

peace of mind ;—freedom from disturbance **

agitation.

Tranquillixe, (trauTrwil-Iz) t'. 1. To compose; *"

render calm ; to allay when agitated.

Tranquillixer, (tran/kwil-Ix-er) a. Oft* *b*> *
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that which makes calm and peaceful ;— a kind

of chair in which patients are placed in a fit

of delirium or frenzy.

Tranquilly, (tran'kwil-e) adv. Quietly; peaceably.

Transact, (trans-akt') v. t. [L. trans and fycre.)

To do ; to perform ; to manage;—v. i. To con

duct matters; to manage; to treat.

Transaction, (trans-ak'Bhun) n. The doing or

performing of any business ; management; ne

gotiation;—that which is done or performed;

act; affair;—a single sale or purchase ;~pl.

Proceedings ; minutes or reports of the subjects

investigated and discussed in certain scientific

or philosophical associations.

Transactor, (trans-akt'er) n. [L.] One who

manages or conducts any business or negotia

tion.

Transalpine, (trans-al'pln) o. [L. trans and

AipinuM.] Lying or being beyond the Alps in

regard to Rome.

Transatlantic, (trans-at-lan'tik) a. Lying or be

ing beyond the Atlantic.

Transcend, (tran -send') v. t. [L. trans and

scaitdert.] To rise above; to surmount; — to

pass over ; to go beyond ;—to excel ; to exceed ;

—». i. To surpass.

Transcendence, (tran-send'ens) n, State of being

transcendent; superior excellence; superemi-

nence.

Transcendent, (tran-send'ent) a. Very excel

lent; supreme in excellence; surpassing others ;

—going beyond the bounds of human know

ledge.

Transcendental, (tran - send - ent ' al) a. Super-

eminent ;—ascending above the highest genera

or categorical expressions ; supcrsoiumal ;—per

taining to the method of investigation a priori;

not empirical ; — noting knowledge in relation

to thought, but not in relation to experience;—

in popular language, mystical.

Transcendentalism, (trau-seud-ent'al-izm) n. Tho

transcending or going beyond empiricism, and

ascertaining a priori the fundamental truths of

t*ing, humau or divine, apart from the facts

and forms of existence as ascertained by obser

vation and experience, and the logical processes

and formula of scientific enquiry ; —in popv,-

lar language, that which is vague, mystical, or

extravagant in philosophical theories or state

ments.

Traascendentalist, (tran-send-ent'al-iat) n. One

who believes in transcendentalism.

Transcendentally, (tran -send - ent'al -le) adv.

In a transcendental maimer.

Transcendently, (transend'ent-le) adv. In a

transcendent manner; very excellently; super

eminently.

Transcribe, (tran-skrib') v.l. [L. trans and

xriberc] To write over again or in the same

words ; to copy.

Transcriber, (tran*skrib'cr) n. One who tran

scribes; a copyist.

Transcript, (tran'skript) n. [L. transcript vs.]

Jnat which has been transcribed; a written

copy ;_.a cypy 0f auv kind from an original,

transcription, (tran-skrip'shun) n. Act of tran

scribing or copying ;—a kind of free transla

tion of a vocal into a pianoforte or an orchestral

work.

Transept, (tran'sept) n. [L. trans and uplu m.]

A cross aisle; tho transverse portion of a church

'milt in the form of a cross ; one of the parts

Of & church that project* at right angles to the

body (that is, the high central portion of either

nave or choir).

Transfer, (trans-fer') •)*./. [L. trans and feme.]

To convey from one place or j>erson to another;

to transport;—to give or grant to another;—

to make over the possession' or control of;—

to remove from one substance to another.

Transfer, (trans'fer) n. Removal of a thing from

one place or person to another ;—conveyance

of right, title, or property, from one to another;

—estate, property, or right conveyed ;—writ or

deed of conveyance.

Transferable, (trans-fcr'a-bl) a. Capable of

being conveyed from one person to another;—

negotiable, as a note, bill of exchange, Ac.

Transferee, ( trans - fer - 6' ) u, Tho person to

whom a transfer is made.

Transference, (transfer-ens) u. Act of trans

ferring; transfer.

Transferrer, (trans-ferVr) -u. One who makes a

transfer or conveyance.

Transferring, (trans-feeing) n . Act of removing

from a place, or conveying from one person to

another.

Transfiguration, (trans-fig-ur-a'shun) ». A change

of form ; esfxcially, the supernatural change in

the appearance of our Saviour on the mount;—

a feast in commemoration of this.

Transfigure, (trans-fig'ur) r. (. [L. tranA and

figv.ra.] To chauge the outward form or ap

pearance of; to transform.

Transfix, (trans-fiks') v.l. [L. trans and Jiga-e.]

To pierce through, as with a pointed weapon.

Transform, (trans-form') v. t. [L. trans anil

formare.] To change the form of; to meta

morphose;—to change into another substance;

to transmute; — to change from a state of

enmity to God and his law into a disposition and

temper conformed to the will of God.

Transformable, (trans-form'a -bl) o. Capable of

being transformed or changed.

Transformation, (trans-form-a'shun) n. Act or

process of changing form or external appearance

of; metamorphosis;—a changing of one metal

into another; transmutation;—trausubatautia-

tion:—change of condition.

Transforming, (trans-forra'ing) a. Effecting or

able to effect a change of form or state.

Transfuse, (trans-fuz*) r. (. [L. trans and fan-

dert.] To pour, as liquor, out of one vessel in

to another;—to transfer, as blood, from the

veins or arteries of one animal to those o!

another ;—to cause to pass from one to another.

Transfusible, (tranB-fuzVbl) a. Capable of being

transfused.

Transfusion, (trans-fu'zhun) n. Act of trans

ferring the blood of one animal into the vas

cular system of another.

Transgress, (trans-grew/) v. t. fL. trans and

ftnuli.] To overpass, as any rule prescribed ;is

tho limit of duty; to break or violate, ha a law,

civil or moral ;—v. i. To offend by violating a

law; to sin.

Transgression, (trans-gresh'un) w. Act of trans

gressing; violation of a law or known principle

of rectitude ;—fault ; offence ;—crime ; sin.

Transgressions!, (trans-gresh'un-al) a. Violat

ing law or commandment ; involving transgres

sion.

Transgressor, (trans-gres'or) n. One who breaks

a law or violates a command ; a sinner.

Tranship, (tran-ship) r. t. To transfer or convey

from one ship to another.
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Transhipment, (traii-ship ruent) n. Act of trans

ferring, as goods from one ship to another.

Transient, (tran'she-ent) a. [L. transient.] Pass

ing over and then disappearing ; of short dura

tion ; not permanent or stationary ; — hasty ;

momentary ; imperfect.

Transiently, (transhe-entde) adv. In a transient

manner ; in passage ; for a short time.

Transientness, (tran she-ent-nes) n. State of

being transient ; speedy passage ; shortness of

continuance.

Transit. (Transit) n. [L. transitus,] Actof pass

ing through or over ;—act or process of causing

to pass ; conveyance ;—a line of passage or con

veyance through a country;—the passage of a

heavenly body over the meridian of a place, or

through the field of a telescope;—the passage of

a smaller body across the disk of a larger.

Transit-duty, (tran'sit-du-te) n. Custom due on

goods that pass through a country.

Transition, ( tran -aizli ' un ) n. [L. transit io.]

Passage from one place or state to another;

change ;—a passing directly from one key to

another;—a passing from one Biibject to another.

Transitional, (tran-sizh'un-all a. Containing,

involving, or denoting transition.

Transitive, (trans'it-iv) a. [L. transititnt*.] Hav

ing the power of passing ; — active ; noting a

verb which is or may bo followed by an object

on which it acts. [manner.

Transitively, (trans'it-iv-le) adv. In a transitive

Transitorily, (transVtor-e-le) adv. In a transi

tory manner ; of short continuance.

Transitoriness, (trans'e-tor-e-nes) u. The state of

being transitory; sjwedy departure or evanes

cence.

Transitory, (trans'e-tor-e) a. [L, trantilorius.]

Continuing only for a short time ; — fleeting ;

evanescent; hasty; momentary; imperfect.

Translatable, (traus-liU'a-bl) «. Capable of being

translated or rendered into another language.

Translate, (transdat') v. t. [L. trmuftrre, tmtis-

latum] To remove from one place to another ;

—to change to another position, office; to re

move, as by death ;—to render into another

language; hence, to explain in other words.

Translation, (trans-UYshun) n. Act of translat

ing or transferring ; removal ;—state of being

translated or removed ; especially, the removal

of a bishop from one see to another;—act of

rendering into another language;—that which

is translated ; a version.

Translator, (trnnsdat'or) n. One who translates.

Translucence, (trans-lu'sens) n. State of being

translucent; clearness ; partial transparency.

Translucent, (transdu'sent) a. [L. tramlucenx.]

Transmitting light; transparent; clear;—trans

mitting light, but not the outlines or colours of

objects behind it

Transmarine, (trans-ma-ren') a. [L. trans

and marinus.] Lying ur being beyond the sea.

Transmigrant, (trans'me-grunt) «. [I*. transmi

grant.) Migrating or passing from one place or

state to another.

Transmigrate, (trans'iue-gnit) r. i. [L. trans

and migrarc] To pass from one country to

another for the purpose of residence ;—to jiasa

from one body or state into another.

Transmigration, (trans - me - gra ' shun) n. The

passing of men from one country to another for

residence;—the passing of one body or substance

into another;—metempsychosis, or the passing

of the soul into another body.

Transmigratory, (trans-mi'gru-tor-e) «. Pasta;

from one place, state, or body to another.

Transmissibility, (trans-niis-e-bil'e-te) n. TV

quality of being transmissible.

Transmissible, (trans-mis'e-bl) a. fy^M* rf

being passed from one to another : capable d

being passed through a transparent sut^taLft

Transmission, (trans-mish'un) it. Act of aeisdiir

from one place or jKiton to another;—ad cf

passing or sending through, as light thrc^*

transparent body;—act of conveying or prv%

to another.

Transmissive, (trans-mislv) a. Capable of bos;

transmitted;—transmitted or derived, from *-■

to the other;—having power to transmit-

Transmit, (trans-mif) v. t. [L. trans and *

j tere.] To ]*iss over or through ; to send fn«

one person or place to another;—to suffer >

pass through.

Transmittal, (trans-mit'al) ». Act of tn»

mitting ; transmission. [utifc

Transmitter, (trans-mif?r) n. One who trar*

Transmutability, (trans-mut-a-bil e-t*;) «. 6v-

ceptibility of change into another substance.

Transmutable, (trans-niut'a-bl) a. Capable''

being changed into a different substance or

form.

Transmutation, (trans - rafi - ta ' shun) a. Alter*

tion ; change of any thing into a different ssS

stance or into a different form.

Transmute, (trans-routf) v. t. [L. trea* s&i

mutare.) To change from one nature, fern. • ■'

substance into another; to transform.

Transmuter, (trans-mut'gr) n. One who tm*

mutes.

Transom, (trau'sura) n. [L. transtntta.] Abon-

zontal mullion or cross-bar in a windu* —»

lintel over a door ;—a beam or timber *ct=*

the stern-post of a ship ;—the piece of wood

or iron connecting tlio cheeks of guii-carria^*'

Transparency, (tnuis-pilr en-se) h. Quahrr or

condition of being transparent;—propertyof*

body by which raja of light pass freely threap

it, and objects behind it are distinctly*vivibk-

a picture on thiu cloth, glass, porcelain, or tfc

like, to be viewed by natural or artificial U^it

which shines through it.

Transparent, (trans-jwir'ent) a. [L. tratirtvr^-^'

Having the projierty of transmitting rayi *a*

light, so that bodies can be distinctly »e^

through;—translucent; clear; bright; *<■«[**»

OILS.

Transparently, (trana-pTirentde) <idr. In a trsss-

parent manner ; clearly.

Transparentness, (Uaus-par ' ent - nes) n . T»

quality of being transparent ; transparent.

Transpiration, (trans-pir-a'shun) m fciutasx-B r.

vapour;—in physiology, cutaneous exhalatk*

excretion through the pores of the akia *£

obstructed fluids;—in botany, excretion cf tls

superfluous water of the sap, usually ue-posv*

at tho extremities of the leaves.

Transpirable,(trans-pir/a-hl) a. Capable of hew?

transpired or of being emitted through pore*.

Transpiratorys (trans-pirVtor-e) a. Relating t'

transpiration ; serving to exhale ; excretory.

Transpire, (trans-pir) r. f. [L. tr«nj and tpirart )

To emit through the excretories of the skin ; *■'

send off in vajiour ;—r. i. To pass off in in

sensible perspiration ;— to escape from sectvev;

to become public ;—to happen or come to |«v»

Transplant, (trans-plant') v.t, [F. trasupiautrr I

To remove and plant in another rdace ,—**
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remove arid settle for residence in another

place.

Transplantation, (trans-plant-ii'shun) n. Act of

removing to another «oil, as plants ;—convey

ance from one to another ;—removal of men

from one country to another.

Transplanting, (trans-plant'ing) я. Act of re

moving plants or trees from ono situation to

another.

Transport, (trans-port') v. t. [L. tram and por

tan.} To convey from one place to another ; to

remove ;—to carry into banishment, as a crimi

nal ;—to carry away with vehement emotion,

pleasure, иг ecstacy.

Transport, (trans'port) n. Transportation ; car

riage; conveyance;—a vessel employed for carry

ing soldiers, warlike stores, &c., from one place

to another, or to convey convicts to their desti

nation;—vehement emotion; passion; ecstasy;

rapture.

Transportable, (trans-pôrt'a-bl) a. Capable of

being transported.

Transportation, (trans-port-fi'shun) п. Act of

transporting from one place to another ; re

moval ; conveyance;—banishment for felony.

Transporter, (trans-pôrt'çr) п. One who trans

ports or removes.

Transporting, (trans-port'ing) a. Carrying away

with vehement emotion ; passionate ; ecstatic.

Transportingly, (trans-pört'ing-le) adv. In a

transporting manner ; ravishingly.

Transposai, (trans-pöz'al) я. Act of changing

things and putting one in place of the other;

substitution.

Transpose, (trana-pöz') v.t. [L. tran» and poneré.]

To change the place or order of ; to substitute

one thing for another;—in algebra, to bring, as

any term of an equation, from one side over to

the other, without destroying the equation;—in

mn*ie, to change the key of.

Transposition, (trans-pö-zish'un) я. Act of chang

ing the places of things and putting one in

place of the other; substitution ¡—removal from

one place to another ; reciprocal change,

rransubstantiation, (tran-sub-staii-ehe-¡Vshun) п.

l Ъ. ir« н* and substantia.] A change into another

nubstance;—in the Roman Catholic Church, tho

« loctritie that the bread and wine in the eticharist

are converted into the body and blood of Christ.

Transudation, (tran-sû41ashun) п. The net or

process of transuding.

Гх-stnsude, (tran-süd') v. i. [Г.. (ron* and sudare.]

То рана through the porc« or interstices of tex-

txire, as perspirable matter or other fluid.

'ronsverse. (trans-vcrs*) a, [L. transtersus.]

Joying or being across, or in a crosswise direc-

t-ion. [or lies in a cross direction.

*r-ÄTisverse, (trans'vçrs) п. That which crosses

г-лп aversely, (trans-versle) adv. In a trans-

vorse direction ; across; athwart.

i-э-р. (trap) n, [A.-8. trappe.] A contrivance

* i iíií> shuts suddenly or with a spring, used for

r-ifeing game; — an ambush; a stratagem;—a

I r-xsin-pipe for sinks, siphons, and the like:—

cf£~ Small portable articles for dress or use;

^»p, (trap) u. [Sw. trapp.] A heavy, igneous

КрсЪ- of a greenish-black or grayish colour, con-

lJS t-ing of feldspar and hornblende or pyroxene.

гд.^>. (trap) v. t. To catch in a trap ;—to in-

r, r»_re ;—to take by stratagem ;—to adorn,

^jxj^door, (trapoor) w. A door, as in a floor

tM- yoof, which shuts close like a valve.

 

Tra]>czium.

Trapes, (triipz) n. A slattern; an idle sluttish

woman.

Trapeze, (tra-peY) n. A trapezium; — an ap-

paratus for performing acrobatic feat*, being a

eh ort bar of wood suspended from the roof of

the circus or theatre, at a

great height from the ground ;

—performance on the tra

peze.

Trapezium, (tra-pCze-um) n,

[G. trapezion, a little table.]

A plane figure contained un

der four right hues, of which

no two aro parallel.

Trapezoid, (tra'pê-zoid)ïî. [G. i

trapezion and еШоя, ehnpe.] \

A plane, four-sided figure, I \

having two of the opposite I \

sides parallel to each other. I *

Trappean, ( trap ' e - an ) a. Trapezoid.

Pertaining to or denoting trap or trap rock :—

also trappov*.

Trapper, (trap'çr) n. One who sets traps to

catch animals, usually for furs.

Trappings, (trap'ingz) v. pi. [From trap.] That

which serves to adorn ; ornaments put on horses.

Trap-stair, (trap'star) n. A narrow staircase or

ladder leading down from a trap-door.

Trash, (trash) n, [Norm. P. troime.] That

which is worthless ; stuff which is good for no

thing;—a worthless person ;—irrelevant talk;

nonsense.

Trash, (trash) r. t. To lop off; to crop ;—to

crush ; to humble ;—to encumber ; to clog.

Trashy, (trash 'e) a. Like trash; waste; re

jected ; worthless ; useless.

Travail, (trav'al) r. i. [V. travailler.] To labour;

to toil ;—to suffer the pangs of childbirth.

Travail, (trav'al) ». Labour with pain ; severe

toil ;—parturition.

Trave, (trav) n. [Sp. traba.] A beam; a lay of

joists ;—a wooden frame to confine a horse

whilo the smith is setting his shoes:—travU.

Travel, (travel) r. i. [A different orthography

and application of travail.] To go or inarch

on foot ; to walk ;—to pass by riding, or in any

manner, to a distant place; to journey;—v.t.

To journey over; to pass.

Travel, (trav'el) n. Act of travelling; a jour

ney;—pi. An account of occurrences ami obser

vations made daring a journey.

Traveller, (travel-er) v. One who visits foreign

countries;—a commercial agent who travels for

the purpose of receiving orders, making col

lections, &c. ;—an iron ring made to travel on a

rope or boom.

Traversable, (trav ' çrs - a - bl) a. Capable of

being traversed or denied.

Traverse, (travers) a. [L. tranxverm*.] Lying

across; being in a direction across something

else.

Traverse, (trav'çrs) adv. Crosswise; athwart.

Traverse, (trav'çrs) n. Any thing that traverses

or crosses ; — something that thwarts or ob

structs ;—in architecture., a barrier, movable

screen, or curtain;—in Inw, a formal denial of

some matter of fact alleged by the opposite

party in the pleadings;—in geometry^ aline or

plane cutting or intersecting other lines or

planes;—In navigation, the variation of a ship*«

course from tacking, wearing, leeway, cross

currents, àc.

Traverse, (trav'çrs) v. t. To by in a cross

______ 2S
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direction; to cross;—to thwart; to obstruct;—to

wander over ; to cross in travelling ;—to pass

over and view ; — in laic, to lodge objections

to a pleading;—to deny formally;—v. i. To use

the posture or motions of opposition or counter

action, as in fencing ;—to turn, as on a pivot.

Traverser, (trav'ers-er) n. One who or that

which traverses or moves, as an index on a

scale;—in laic, one who opposes or denies a

plea.

Traversing, (trav'crs-ing) n. Act of crossing

or obstructing;—act of opposing or denying a

plea ;—act of ranging or pointing, as a gun.

Travesty, (trav'es-te) n. [F. travestir.) A bur

lesque translation or imitation of a work ; a

parody.

Travesty, (trav'es-te) v. t. To translate or parody

so as to render ridiculous or ludicrous.

Trawl, (trawl) n. A trawl-net;—a long line hav

ing short lines with baited hooks attached to it,

used for catching certain fish.

Trawl, (trawl) r. i. To take fish with a trawL

Trawler, (trawl'er) n. One who fishes with a

trawl-net;—a vessel which drags a trawl-net, or

trails a drag-net behind it ; traicl-Ooat.

Trawl-net, (trawl'uet) n. A kind of drag-net for

catching fish that live near the bottom of the

water.

Tray, (tri) n. [A.-S. trog.) A small trough or

wooden vessel for domestic uses;—a waiter or

salver.

Treacherous, (trech'er-ua) a. Like a traitor; in

volving treachery to the state or sovereign: be

traying a trust;—perfidious; insidious; plotting.

Treacherously, (trech'er-us-le) <ulr. In a trea

cherous manner ; faithlessly ; perfidiously.

Treacherousness, (trech'er-us-nes) n . Quality or

state of being treacherous; faithlessness; perfi*

diousness.

Treachery, (trech'er-e) n. [F. tricherie.] Viola

tion of allegiance or of faith and confidence ;

treasonable or perfidious conduct.

Treacle, (trulcl) ?t. [F. triads.) A medicinal

compound used as a preventive of or cure for

the effects of poison, or the bites of venomous

animals;—a viscid, uncrystallizable sirup which

drains from the sugar-refiner's moulds — the

word is often used for molasset.

Tread, (tred) v. i. [A.-S. tredan.] To set the

foot;—to walk or go; —to walk with solemn,

stately, or measured step ;—r. f. To step or

walk on ;—to beat or press with the feet ;—to

crush under the foot ; to traruple ;—to copulate

with—said of the male bird ;—to put in action

by the feet ; to drive as a wheel

Tread, (tred) n. A step or stepping with the

foot; —a track ; a beaten path; —manner of

stepping; pace;—act of the male bird in copula

tion.

Treader, (tred'er) ?u One who treads.

Treading, (tred'ing) n. Act of pressing with

the foot ;^act of the inalo bird in copulation.

Treadle, (tred'l) n. The part of a loom, or

other machine, which is moved by the foot ;

trtddle.

Treadmill, (tred'mil) «. A mill worked by

persons treading on steps upon the periphery of

a wide horizontal wheel — used chiefly as a

means of prison discipline.

Treason, (tre'zn) n. [F. trahiton.) The offence

of attempting to overthrow or betray the govern

ment of the state to which the offender owes

allegiance; disloyalty; treachery ;—overt act of

TREE

compassing the death of the sovereign, or n

bers of the royal family, or levying war sen*

the realm, or aiding and abetting tlweucsj* '

of the realm.

Treasonable, (tre'zn-a-bl) c Pertaining to. -*

consisting of, treason; involving the crime '

treason. [quality of being treason^ -

Treasonableness. (tre'xn-a-bl-nes) a. Suv '

Treasure, (trexh'ur) w. [G. tkuauro*.] *«.-

accumulated ; a stock or store of money ;—u*

which is very much valued; ample supplv; p*

abundance.

Treasure, (trezh'ur) r. (. To collect and lay p

as money or other things, for future a*. *

hoard.

Treasure-house, (treih'ur-hous) n. A doc* J

building where treasures and stores are kept

Treasurer, (trezh'ur-er) n. One who hie i*

care of a treasury ; one who has charge «f n

lected funds. [tns*err

Treasurership, (txezh'ur-er-sbip) n. 04c* ^ J

Treasure -trove, (trezh'ur-trdv) w. [Krun (■-•■-

ture, and F. trouvL) Any money, bolhua. *;_

found in the earth, the owner of which » ■*

known.

Treasury, (trerh'ur-e) n. A place or baiki*i

where public revenues are deposited; be**.

the place of deposit and disbursement of *$

collected, funds ; also, a storehouse or repose

of great abundance;—a department of p>Yc*

incut which controls the management, a*.**"

tion, and expenditure of the pubUc i««&*

—the officers of the treasury department.

Treat, (tret) v.t. [F. trailer.) To rosntn- .v

use ;—to discourse on; to handle in a parous"

manner, in writing or speaking ;—to est«*j3

with food or drink, as a compliment or tip"*

sion of regard ;—to manage in the aitphc***

of remedies, as a disease or patient ;—i» <*^

wfny, to subject to the action of ;—». i. Too*

course ; to handle a subject in writing or <^

iug ;—to come to terms of accommodate '•

give an entertainment of food or drink-

Treat. (trot) n. An entertainment given * J

expression of regard t — something »*>** £

fords mucli pleasure ;—a rich entertauuiK&t '

feast.

Treating, (tret'ing) iu Act of handlings

coursing on ;—act of entertaining, espta*-.'

entertaining electors in order to secure t=

votes.
Treatise, (trSt'iz) n. A written coraposiua t[

a particular subject ;—dissertation ; esay v

Treatment, (tret ment) n. Manner in ***' :

subject is treated ; — manner of using : ■'

haviour toward a person; manner at sH«f"-"'

remedies to cure.

Treaty, (trofe) n. [F. traiU.] Act of trait*-

for the adj ustment of differences ; negotiarh* -

a formal agreement, league, or contract b*^

two or more independent nations or sovern***

Treble, (treb'l) a. IF. triple.) Threefold: tn.«*

—acute; sharp;—playing or singing the hi***

part or most acute sounds.

Treble, (treb'l) n. Highest of the four pnno"*

parts in music; the part usually sung by«=*

soprano;—also, the air or melody of a pv* ***

or instrumental symphony.

Treble, (trebl) v. *. To make thrice ■*»**■

make threefold ;—v. i. To become thimeWA

Trebly, (treble) adv. With a threefold nam**

or quantity. . .
Tree, (trt) n. [A.-8. trtow.) A perennial pssp
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having a trunk, bole, or woody (item, and send

ing forth branches with woody stems and struc

ture similar to itself—distinguished from an

herb as having a perennial stem, and from a

shrub as having only one stem or trunk pro

perly so called, and sometimes only by the

superior hardness and height to which it attains;

—something constructed in the form of, or con

sidered as resembling a tree ;—a piece of tim

ber or something made of timber—used in

composition ;—a cross.

Tree, (tre) v. t. To place upon a tree ; to fit

with a tree ; to stretch upon a tree ;—to drive

to a tree ; to cause to ascend a tree. [Amer.]

Tree-fern, (tre'fern) n. An arborescent fern

growing twenty or twenty-five feet high ; the

existing species are confined to the tropica.
Treeless, (trebles) a. Destitute of trees.

Treenail, (tTe'nal) n, [From tree and nail."] A

long, wooden pin, used in fastening the planks

of a ship to the timbers.

Trefoil, (trefoil) n. fL, tres and folium.] A

plant of the genus Trifolium, which includes

the white clover, red clover, &c. ;—an orna

ment of three cusps in a circle, resembling three-

leaved clover.

Trellis, (trel'is) n. [F.] A frame of cross-

haired or lattice-work, used for screens, doors,

windows, &c , and also for supporting wall-trees,

&c- ;—trelfice.

Trellised, (trel'ist)a. Having a trellis or trellises.

Tremble, (trern'bl) v. i. [F. trembler.] To shake

involuntarily, as with fear, cold, or weakness;

to quake: to quiver; to shiver; to shudder;—

to totter; to snake. [or quivering.

Tremble, (trern'bl) n. An involuntary shaking

Trembler, (trem'bJer) n. One who trembles.

Trembling, (trem'bling) n. Act or statu ot shak

ing from cold, weakness, or fear.

Tremblingly, (trem'bling-le) adv. In a trem

bling manner ; with shivering or shaking.

Tremendous, (tre-men'dtut) a. [L. treoiendus.]

Fitted to excite fear or terror ; dreadful ; fear

ful ; formidable.

Tremendously, (trc-men'dus-le) adv. In a man

ner to astonish or terrify; with violence; ex

cessively,

Tremendousnesa, (tre-men'dus-nes) n. The state

or quality of being tremendous, terrible, or

violent.

Tremor, (frS'mor, trem'or) n. [L.] An in

voluntary trembling: a shivering or shaking;

a quivering or vibratory motion.

Tremulous, (trem'u-lus) a. [L. tremulus.] Shak

ing ; shivering ; quivering ; trembling.

Tremulously, (trem'u-luB-le) adv. With trem

bling or quivering.

Tremulousneas, (trem'u-lus- nea) n. State of

quivering or trembling.

Trench, (trensh) v. t. [F. trancker.] To cut or

dig as a ditch ;—to dig and turn over the soil wi th

a spade ;—to fortify by digging a ditch and form

ing a rampart with the earth thrown up ;—

r. i. To encroach.

Trench, (trensh) n. A long, narrow cut in the

earth: a ditch :—a deep ditch, or breastwork

- formed of the earth thrown out of the ditch to

cover troops in their approaches to a besieged

town.

Trenchant, (trensh 'ant) a. [F. trenchant.]

Catting ; sharp ;—unsparing ; Beverc.

Trencher, (trensh'er) n. One who digs ditches ;

—[F. tranchoir.] A wooden plate on which

! meat was served at table ;—hence, food ; plea-

j sures of the table.

Trencher-friend, (trensh'er-frend) n. One who

| frequents the tables of others ; a sponger.

Trencher-man, (trensh'er-man) n. A feeder ; a

great eater ; a gormandizer.

Trench-plough, (^renshplow) n. A plough for

i opening land to a greater depth than that of

common furrows. [with deep furrows.

Trench-plough, (trensh'plow) v. t. To plough

Trend, (trend) v.i. [Dan. & Sw. trind.} To

run in a certain direction ; to incline.

Trend, (trend) n. Inclination in a particular

direction ; tendency; direction.

Trental, (tren'tal) n. [It trenta.] An oftlce

for the dead in the Roman Catholic service,

consisting of thirty masses rehearsed for thirty

days successively.

Trepan, (trfi-pan') n. [F. trepan.] A cylin

drical saw for perforating the skull and cutting

out a circular piece.

Trepan, (tre-pan") r. (. To perforate the skull

with a trepan, and take out a piece;—[A.-S.

treppan.] To insnare ; to trap.

Trepanning, (tre-pan'ing) n. Operation of per

forating the skull to relieve the brain from com

pression, &c.;—act of insnaring or catching by

deceit.

Trephine, (tre-fen') n. An instrument for tre

panning, smaller than the trepan.

Trephine, (tre-fen') v. I. To perforate with a

trephine ; to trepan.

Trepidation, (trep-id-a'shun) n. [L. trepidatio.]

An involuntary trembling, sometimes an effect

of paralysis, but usually caused by terror or

fear;—hence, a state of terror; trembling alarm ;

—confused haste; agitation.

Trespass, (tres'pas) v.i. [F. trespasser.] To

pass unlawfully over the boundary line of an

other's land;—to commit any offence that in

jures or annoys another ;—to violate any known

rule of duty; to transgress.

Trespass, (tres'pas) n. Any injury or offence

done to another ;—any voluntary transgression

of the moral law ;—an unlawful act on the per

son, property, or relative rights of another.

Trespasser, (tres'pas-$r) n. One who commits a

trespass.

Trespass-offering, (tres'pas-ofer-ing) n. Among

the Jews, an offering for a trespass.

Tress, (tres) n. [F. tre&sc.) A braid, knot, or

curl of hair ; a ringlet.

Trestle, (tresl) n. [D. driestal] The frame of

a table ;—a movable support for any thing,

consisting of three or four legs secured to u

top-piece.

Tret, (tret) n. [L. triius.] An allowance by

wholesale dealers to retail purchasers for waste

or refuse matter, of 4 pounds on every 104

pounds of weight.

Trey, (tra) n. [F. trois, L. tres.] A three at

cards; a card of three spots.

Triable, (tri'a-bl) a. Fit to be subjected to trial

or test ;—liable to undergo a judicial examin

ation.

Triad, (triad) n. [G. trios.) The union of three;

three objects or persons united.

Trial, (trial) n. Act of trying or testing ;—

any exertion of strength for the purpose of

ascertaining what it is capable of effecting ;—

experiment; —examination by a test ;— that

which tries the character or principle ; that

which tempts to evil;—state of being tried or
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tempted;—the formal examination of the matter

in issue in a cause before a competent tribunal.

Triangle, (tri'ang-gl) n. [L. triangulum,] A

figure bounded by three lines

and containing three angles;

—plane triangle, triangle in

which the three lines or sides

are right or straight;—equi

lateral triangle, triangle in

which all the three sides are

equal (flg. 1) ;—isoxcele* tri- Triangle.

angle, triangle in which two sides are equal ;

scalene triangle, triangle in which all the three

sides are unequal ;—right-angled triangle, tri

angle having one angle a right angle;—obtuse-

angled triangle, triangle having one obtuse

angle ;—acute-angled triangle, triangle in which

all the angles are acute :—curvilinear triangle,

triangle with curved lines or sides;—spherical

triangle, triangle in which the sides are arcs of

great circles of the Bphere :—in the army, three

halberts stuck in the ground and united at the

top to which a soldier is tied when he is to be

flogged;—in music, a bar of steel bent into the

form of a triangle, and struck with a small rod.

Triangular, ( tri-ang'gii-lar ) «. Having three

angles and three sides.

Triangularity, (tri-ang-gu-lar'e-to) n. The qua

lity of being triangular.

Triangularly, (tri-ang'gu-lor-lo) adv. In or after

the form of a triangle.

Triangulate, (tri-ang'gu-lat) v. t. To survey by

means of a series of triangles properly laid down

and measured ;—to make triangular.

Trias, (tri'aa) h. [G. trias.) The upper new red

sandstone formation— so called because composed

of three strata.

Tribe, (trib) n. [L. tribn*.] A family, race, or

series of generations descending from the same

progenitor, and kept distinct ;—a number of

things having certai n characters or resemblances

in common ;—a nation of savages or uncivilized

people united under one leader;—any division,

class, or distinct portion of people.

Triolet, (tri b'let)»-. [F. tribouUt.) A goldsmith's

tool for making rings ;—a stool cylinder round

which metal is bent in forming tubes.

Tribrach, (tri'brak) n. [G. treU, brachus.] A

poetic foot of three short syllables.

Tribulation, (trib-u-la'shnn) n. [?.] Severe

affliction;—distress; sorrow and suffering; the

troubles and vexations of life.

Tribunal, (tri-bu'nal) n. [L.] The bench on

which a judge and his associates sit for adminis

tering justice ;—hence, a court of justice.

Tribune, (trib'un) n. [L. tribuntu.] In ancient

Rom?, an officer chosen by the people, to pro

tect them from the oppression of the patricians;

—a commander of a cohort;—an elevated seat

or bench in a school, hall, tec. ;—in Prance, a

desk or pulpit in the chamber of deputies, froni

which the members speak in turn.

Tribuneship, (triVun-ship) n. Theofliceof a tri

bune :—also tribunate.

Tributary, (trib'u-tar-e) a. [L. tribntarius.] Pay

ing tribute to another ;—hence, subordinate ;—

paid in tribute;—yielding supplies of any thing.

Tributary, (trib'u-tar-e) n. One who pays tribute;

—an affluent ; a stream which flows into a larger

stream.

Tribute, (trib'ut) n. fL. tribuere.] An annual or

stated sum of money or other valuable thing,

paid by one prince or nation to another, either

as an acknowledgment of snbrcission, or ks it*-

price of peace and protection ;—a personal at

tribution, [as taxes or tntsfi;

Tribute-money, (trib'ut-mun-e) n. Mow? jai

Trice, (tris) v.t. [Ger. tritsen,] To haul u &

up by means of a rope.

Trice, (tris) n. [Perhaps from thrice.] A tat

short time ; an instant ; a moment.

Tricennial, (tri-sen'ne-al) a. [L. frwoiRtta.1

Pertaining to thirty years ; occurring ut*s

every thirty rears.

Trick, (trik) n. [F. trieher.) Artifice or sto>

gem ; a sly procedure, usually with a disks*--

intent implied ;—a dexterous or ingenious pro

cedure fitted to puzzle or amose ;—niiseaif**?

or annoying behaviour ;—a particular tola*..'

manner ; a peculiarity ;—the cards falling t-H

winner at one round:—among seamen, the tea

which each steersman worka in turn i: v-

helm.

Trick, (trik) v.t. To deceive; to impose on. *

cheat;—[W. trtciaw.] To decorate; to aei £.

to adorn fantastically.

Trickiah, (trik'ish) a. Given to tricks; ruUcf*

oeption and cheating ; knavish.

Trickishly, (trik'isb-le) adv. In a trickish ci^

ner ; artfully ; knavishly.

Trickishneu, (trik'ish-nes) n. State of be:-'

trickish or deceitful.

Trickle, (trikT) v. i, [Gcr. tripper*.) To fc* a

a small, gentle stream ; to run down.

Trickster, (trik'ster) n. One who tricks; aebaA

Tricky, (trik'e) a. Given to tricks; jtractio:

deception ; knavish.

Tricolour. (trTkul-er) n. [li. tri, color.) Th* a

tional French banner, of three coloars, b&*

white, and red.

Trident, (tri*dent) n. [L. trident] A kid f

sceptre with three prongs, the common tttnta-

of Neptune :—a three-pronged fish -spear

Trident, (tndent) a. Having three tertb iT

prongs.

Tridentine, (tri-denttn) a. [L. Trident**.] ^

taining to Trent, or the council held iu that c.-.

Triennial, (tri-eu'ne-al) a. [L. CrtemuHU.] Cv<-

tinuing three years; — happening every thrw

years. [re4*1

Triennially, (tri-en'ne-al-le) adv. Once in Ur*

Trier, (tri'er) n. One who tries ; one who nai^

experiments ;—one who tries judicially

Trifid, (tri'fid) n. (L. trijldu*.) Divided ^

way into three parts ; three-cleft.

Trifle, (tri'fl) n. A thing of very little vslra '

importance ;—a dish of fweetnieatfl, ealA *■' '

syllabub.

Trifle, (tri'fl) v. i. [D. trtpft len. ] To act ox t&

with levity ; to indulge in light aruustuienfr-.--

v. t. To spend in vanity ; to waste to no cv!

purpose. P*".^

Trifler, (tri'flerj n. One who trifles or arts v,u

Trifling, (tri'fling) n. Being of small rale* '

importance ; trivial ; inconsiderable ;— P*1*!

slight ; unimportant ; insignificant.

Triftingly, (tri'fling-Ie) (id?. In a trifling n-

ner ; with levity,

Triflingueaa, (tri'fling-nes) h. The state if**"*

trifling; levity of manners ; triviality.

Triflorai, (trl-flo'ral) n. [L. In*, and tot, .&™ 1

Bearing three flowers.

Trifoliate, (tri-fole-at) a. [L. trtt and /•!»•*!

Having three leaves.

Triform, (tri'form) a. [h. tris and forma ] &"

ing a triple form or shape.
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Trig, (trig) v. t. [W. trigaie.) To stop, as a wheel,

by pLaciug something under it : to scotch.

Trig; (trig) a. [Allied to tnck,] Full ; trim ;

neat.

Trigamy, (triga-me) n, [G. treis and gamos.]

State of being married three times, or state of

leaving three husbands or three wires at the

fiame time.

Trigger, (trig'e.r) n. [Gcr. drileker.] A catch

W hold the wheel of a carriage on a declivity ;

—the catch of a musket or pistol, which, being

pulled, looses the lock for striking fire.

Triglot, (tri'glot) n. [G. treis and glotta.] A.

book in three languages.

1*riglyph, (tri'glif) n. [G. treis and ytuphtin.]

An ornament in the frieze of the Doric column,

repeated at equal intervals.

Tnglyphic, (tri-glifik) a. Consisting of or per

taining to triglyphs.

Trigonometrical, (trig-on-o-met'rik-al) a. Per

taining to trigonometry; performed by or ac

cording to the rules of trigonometry.

Trigonometrically, (trig-on-d-mot'rik-al-le) adv.

According to the rules or principles of trigo

nometry.

Trigonometry, (trig-on-om'et-rc) n. [G. trigonon

and vutron.] That branch of mathematics I

which treats of the relations of the sides and

angles of triangles, with the methods of deduc

ing from certain parts given other parts re

quired.

Trigraph, (tri'graf) n. [G. trei* and graphi.]

Three letters united eo as to have but one sound,

or to form but one syllable, as ieu in adieu.

Trihedral, (tri-hedral) o. Having three equal

sides or laces.

Trihedron, (tri-he'dron) n. [G. treis and hedra.]

A figure having three equal

sides.

rrih\tend,(tri-lat'er-al)a. [F.p

from L. trt* and latu*, la-

teris.) Having three sides.

Trilingual, (tri-ling'gwal) it.

[L. tres, lingua.) Consistingof

three languages or tongues.

Trilateral, ( tri-lifer-al ) a. Trihedron.

[L. trtt and Ultra,] Consisting of three letters.

Triliteral, (tridit'er-al) n. A word consisting of

throe letters.

Trilith, (tri'lith) n. [G. treis and litho*.] In

archaeology, a sepulchre or monumental edifice,

consisting of three stones or columns, one placed

transversely above the other two.

Trill, (tril) k. A shake or quaver of the voice in

ringing, or of the sound of an instrument.

TriH, (tril) *. t. [It trillare.) To utter with a

quavering or tremulousness of voice ; to shake ;

—r. i. To flow in a small stream ; to trickle ;—

to shake or quaver.

Trillion, (tril'yun) n. [L. tres and million.] The

prodact of a million involved to the third

jKiwer, or a unit with 18 ciphers annexed.

Trim, (trim) a. [A.-S. trum.] Firm; compact:

tight ; snug ;—fitly adjusted ; being in good

order, or made ready for service or use ;—neat ;

cleanly ; tidy.

Trim* (trim) v.t. [A.-S. trymian.] To put in

order for any purpose ; to adjust ;—to dress ; to

decorate ;—to make ready by cutting or shorten

ing: ; to clip or lop;—to dress, as timber; to

make smooth ;—to adjust, as a shin in due

order for sailing;—to supply with oil and ad

just the wick, as a lamp ;—to rebuke ;—to chas

 

tise;—v. i. To balance; to fluctuate lietweeu

parties, so as to appear to favour each.

Trim, (trim) n. Dress; gear; ornaments;—state

or condition ;—state of a Bhip or her cargo,

masts, &c, by which she is well prepared lor

sailing.

Trimeter, (tri-me'ter)n. [G. trimttros.) A poet

ical division of verse consisting of three mea

sures.

Trimetricalj (tri-met'rik-al) o. Consisting of

three poetical measures.

Trimly, (trim'le) odv. In a trim manner ; nicely.

Trimmer, (trim'er) it. Onu who fluctuates be

tween parties ; a time-server.

Trimming, (trini'ing) n. Act of one who trims ;

—political iuconstaney;—that which serves to

trim, adjust, ornament, and the like;—pi The

appendages of a garment ; the concomitants of

a dish.

Trimneu, (trim'nes) n. State of being trim ;

compactness ; snugness ; neatness.

Trinal, (tri'nal) «. [L. trinus.] Threefold.

Trine, (trin) n. The aspect of planets distant

from each other 120 degrees, or one third of the

zodiac.

Trine, (trin) v. t. To put in the aspect of a trine.

Trinitarian, (trin-e-ta're-an) a. Pertaining to

the Trinity or to the doctrine of the Trinity.

Trinitarian, (trin-e-ta're-an) n. One who be

lieves the doctrine of the Trinity;—one of a

religious order instituted in 1108, in honour of

the Trinity.

Trinitarian]sm, (trin-e-ta're-an-izm) n. The doc

trine of Trinitarians.

Trinity, (trin'e-te) n. HL. trinitas.] The union

of three ]>ersons (the Father, the Son, and the

Holy Spirit) in one Godhead, so that all the

three are one God as to substance, but three

persons as to individuality.

Trinket, (triugk'et)». IPerimpsorigiuallytrtorri.]

A small ornament, as a jewel, ring, or the like ;

—a thing of little value ; tackle.

Trinketry, (tringk'et-re) n. Ornaments of dress ;

trinkets ; jewels.

Trinomial, (tri-no'me-al) n. [G. treis and nomi.]

A quantity consisting of three terms, connected

by the sign + or —.

Trio, (tri'o) n. lit , Sp., & F.] Three persons in

company or acting together;—a composition for

three voices or instruments.

Trip, (trip) v.i. [D., Ger. trippen.] To move

with light, quick stejis ; to skip ;—to take a

brief journey;—to make a false step ; to loose

footing ; to make a false movement ;—to com

mit an offence against morality or propriety ;

to err ;—v. t. To cause to loose the footing,

stumble, or fall ;—to overthrow by depriving

of support ; to supplant ;—to detect in a mis

step ; to catch ; to convict ;—to loose, as the an

chor, from the bottom.

Trip, (trip) n. A quick, light step : a skip ;—

a briefjourney or voyage; an excursion or jaunt;

—a false step ; a loss of footing or balance ;—a

slight error ; a mistake ;—a catch by which a

wrestler Bupplants his antagonist

Tripartite, (trip'ar-tit) a. [L. trts and partiri.]

Divided into three parts ;—having three cor

responding parts or copies ; — made between

three parties.

Tripartition, (trip-ar-tish'un) n. A division by

threes or into three parts.

Tripe, (trip) n, [K] The entrails ; the stomach

of ruminating animals prepared for food.
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Tripedal, (trip'B-dal) a. [L. tret and pes.] Hav-

iog three feet.

Tripetalous, (tri-pet'al-us) a. fG. trtit, three, and

petaton, a leaf.] Having three petals or flower-

1eaves.

Trip-hammer, (tripTiam-er) n, A heavy hammer

at the end of a beam, which is raised, tilted, or

tripped, by projecting teeth on a revolving shaft.

Triphthong, (trifthong, trip'thong) ft. [G. treit

and phtogge.] A combination of three vowels

in a single syllable, as ieu in aditu.

Triphthongal, (trif-thong'gal) a. Of or pertain

ing to a triphthong ; consisting of three letters

pronounced together in a single syllable.

Triple, (trip'l) a. [L. triplex.] Consisting of three

united ;— three times repeated : treble.

Triple, (trip!) v. t. To make thrice as much

or as many ; to treble.

Triplet, (trip/let) ». [From triple.] Three of a

kind, or three united;—three verses rhyming

together;—three notes played in the time of two.

Triplicate, (trip'le-kftt) a. [L. tripticatus.] Made

thrice as much ; threefold ; tripled.

Triplicate, (triple-kit) n. A third paper or thing

corresponding to two others of the same kind.

Triplication, (trip-le-k&Bbun) n. The act of

tripling or making threefold ; the state of being '

tripled.

Triplicity, (tri-plis'o-te) n. State or quality of

being triple or threefold ; trobleness.

Tripod, (Lri'pod) n. fG. treis and pout, podos.]

A seat or stool supported by three feet on which

the priestess of Apollo sat when delivering the

oracles;—any utensil or vessel supported on

three feet ;—a three-legged frame or stand.

Tripoli, (trip'6-le) n. An earthy substance (ori

ginally from Tripoli), used in polishing stones

and metals.

Tripper, (trip'er) n. One who trips or supplants;

one who walks nimbly.

Tripping, (trip'ing) a. Quick ; nimble.

Tripping, (trip'ing) a. Act of one who trips ;—

the loosing of an anchor from the ground.

Trippingly, (trip'ing-le) adv. In a tripping man

ner ; nimbly.

Triptote, (tnp'tot) n. [G. treis and pUStos.] A

noun having three cases only.

Trireme, (tri rem) n. [L. tres and remus.] A

galley or vessel with three benches or ranks of

oars on a side.

Trisect, (tri-aekf) v. t. [L. Ires and seeare.] To

cut or divide into three equal parts.

Trisection, (tri-sek'shun) n. The division of a

thing into three equal parts.

Trisepalous, (tri-sep'al-us) a. Having three sepals

or small bracts of a calyx.

Tnsulcatfi, (tri-sul'kat) a. [L. tret and sulcus.]

Having three furrows, forks, or prongs.

Trisyllabic, (tris-sil-lab'ik) a. [L. trisyllabus.]

Pertaining to a trisyllable ; consisting of three

syllables. [three syllables.

Trisyllable, (tria-siHa-bl) n. A word consisting of

Trite, (trit) n. [L, tritus.] Worn out ; used until

bo common as to have lost its novelty and in

terest ; hackneyed ; stale. [ner.

Tritely, (trifle) adv. In a trite or common man-

Triteness, (trit'nes) it, Quality of being trite;

commonness ; stateness.

Tritheism, (tri'the-izm) n. [Prefix tri and theism.]

The opinion that the Father, Son, and Holy

Spirit are three distinct Godn.

Tntheist, (tri'the-ist) n. One who believes that

the three persons in the Trinity are three Gods,

Triturable, (trit'u-ra-bl) a. Capable of bang re

duced to a flue powder by rnbbing or grinding.

Triturate, (trit'u-rat) v.t. [h. tntunat.] R

rub or grind to a very fine powder.

Trituration, (trit-u-ra'shun) u. Act of rednrxj

to a fine powder by grinding.

Triumph, (tri'unif) n. [L. triumph**.] Aew?

the ancient Romans, a magnificent ceremis*

performed in honour of a general who hid

gained a decisive victory ;—state of being '-'

torious ;—victory ; conquest ;—joy orexnha&a

for success.

Triumph, (trTumQv.i. To celebrate victory vn»

pomp; to exult;—to obtain victory; to pima;

—to be prosperous ;—to insult upon sn fcdro-

tage gained.

Triumphal, (tri-umfal) a. Pertaining to trinr&r-i

indicating, or in honour of, a triumph.

Triumphant, (tri-umfant) a. Rejoicing ft* w-

tory; triumphing;—celebrating victory;—p*^

with conquest ; victorious.

Triumphantly, (tri-umfanUe) adv. In a trfc-

pliant manner ; victoriously ; with suece*.

Triumpher, (tri'unif-er) n. One who trinrcpt' I

rejoices for victory ; one who vanquish*

Triumvir, (tri-um'vir) n. [L. ] One of thr« ££

united in office.

Triumvirate, (tri-uin'vir-St) n. Governroei i(

three in coalition ;—a coalition of three in eSa

Triune, (tri'iin) a. [L. tri and unit*. I B«a? *

once three and one ; expressing the unity <A '-*

Godhead in a trinity of persons.

Trivet, (triv'et)n. A three-legged stool, ttlb.^

other support.

Trivial, (triv'e-al) a. [F.] Vulgar :-of Ii»'

worth or importance ; inconsiderable; tt^E*,

Triviality, (triv-e-al'e-te) n. State or quality d

being trivial; trivialnesa.

Trivially, (triv'e-aMe) adv. Commonly: J®

garly ;—lightly ; inconsiderably ; in a ui^

degree.

Trivialnesa, (trivVal-nes) «, Commonne* ;-

lightness ; unimportance. [*'*■

Trochaic, (trd-ka'ik ) n. A trochaic verse or »*

Trochaic, (tro-ka'ik) a . Pertaining to or cats?

ing of trochees.

Troohee, (troke) ft. [L. troektrus.] Afooirf'^

syllables, the first long and the second *bort. *

the first accented and the second unaowtitrd

Troohometer, (tro-kom'et-er) n. [G. trse*< *■

metron.] An instrument for computing u\t r

volutions of a carriage or other wheel.

Troglodyte, (troglo-dit) n. [G. tr6glod*tU] *»

dwelling in a subterraneous cave.

Troll, (trol) v. L [Ger. trollen.] Tomowo*8'

larly ; to roll ;—to circulate, as a vessel in » &-*

pany drinking ;—to sing the part* of iu *UBy

Bion, as of a round or catch ; also, to sing K*-

or freely ;—to angle for with a hoot dri*-

along the surface of the water : hence, to afcf

to entice ;—v. i. To roll ; to run about '—**"-

with a rod whose line runs on a wheel or pair'.

Troll, (trol) n. flceL trold.] A suptrwt^-

being of diminutive size. [W. fro*".] A r'-

over which the line used in fishing for pike r» '

Trollop, (trol'up) n. [From tix.ll.] A w**1

loosely dressed; a slattern; a slut ,
Trollopish, ( trol'up-ish ) a. Slovenly; W ■

tawdry.

Trombone, (trom'bon) n. [It (row 6c] A««y

toned brass instrument of the trumpet kind.*'

sisting of three tubes, the middle one of •fc3

is doubled, and slides into the other two.
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Tramp, (tramp) n. [F. trombe.) A blowing ap

paratus used in furnaces.

Trone, (tron) n. [F. tronet.) A steel-yard; a

weighing machine consisting of two horizontal

bars crossing each other, beaked at the extremi

ties, and supported by a wooden pillar—used for

heavy weights.

Troop, (troop) n. [F. troupe.) A collection of

people; a nnmber; a multitude ;—pl. Soldiers

taken collectively : an army ;—*p«c*fcalhj, a

nnall body or company of light-horse or dra-

Roons commanded by a captain.

Troop, (troop) r. i. To move in numbers ; to

gather in crowds :—to march forward in haste.

Trooper, (trooper) n. A soldier in a body of

cavalry ; a horse-soldier.

Trope, (trop) n. [G. tropo*.] Use of a word or

expression in a different sense from that which

properly belongs to it, as when we call a brave

man a lion, or a shrewd man a fox ;—the ex

pression so used.

Trophied, (trd'fld) a. Adorned with trophies.

Trophy, (trVfe) n. [G. tropaion.] A pile of arms

taken from a vanquished enemy ;—any thing

taken from an enemy, and preserved as a ine-

iii"riiU of victory;—evidence of victory.

Tropic, (trop'ik) n. [L. tropicus.] One of the

two small circles of the celestial sphere, situated

on each side of the equator, at a distance of

23* 2f¥f and parallel to it, which the sun just

reaches at its greatest declination north or

wnth;—one of the two corresponding parallel:*

of terrestrial latitude ;—/-/. The space lying be

tween the tropics, called the torrid lone.

ir&pical. (trop'ik-al) a. Pertaining to the tropics;

wing within the tropics ;—(From trope.] Rhe

torically changed from its proper sense ; flgura-

-£•][*• [manner.

Tropically, (tror/ik-al-le) adv. In a figurative

Tropi»c, {tra'pUt) n. One who deals in tropes.

Topological, (trop-6-loj'ik-al) a. Cliaracterized or

varied by tropes ; changed from the original im

port

Tropology, (tro-pol'fl-je) n. [G. tropoa and logon.)

-^rhetorical mode of speech including tropes.

*wt, (trot) v. i. [G. iroHen.] To move faster

than in walking, as a horse or other quadruped,

oj lifting one fore foot and the hind foot of the

opposite side at the same time ; to run ;—v. t.

10 ^"uw to move, as a horse or other animal,

Jn the pace called a trot ;—to trot out, to make

to show his paces, aa a horse ;—to exhibit.

r°t, (trot) n. The pace of a horse or uther quad-

piped, more rapid than a walk ;—a quick, hob-

_ ''"'J? kind of step;—-an old woman, in contempt.

sSt-' <troth) «- IA.-S. treothe.) Belief; faith ;
ntielity ;—truth ; verity; veracity.

i/othless, (trothles) o. Faithless ; treacherous.

uothpiigh^ (troth'plit) n. Act of plighting or

J'l^ging faith; betrothing.

"otter, (trot'Cr) n. A beast that trots;—the

i^tofasheep.

Rouble, (trubT) v. t. [P. troubler.) To put into

diit t niotion ; to agitate :—to disorder ; to
ttirb ;—to distress ; to make uneasy ;—to give

-&on for labour to.

tion f (trnbl) »■ Agitation of mind ; oommo-

nnw- sP*rtt* :—inconvenience : annoyance ;—

wh If di*>rder; — calamity; affliction ; — that
n»cn afflict*;—that which gives disturbance,

Tnl«kiyance' or vexation. [turns.

H*! (trul/ler) n. One who troubles or dis-

"aotaaome^tnibl-TOm^a. Giving trouble, dis

turbance, or inconvenience ;—vexatious ; annoy

ing; irksome; burdensome.

Troublesomely, (trublnram-le) adv. In a way to

give trouble ; vexatiously.

Troublesomeneu, (tnib'1-sum-nes) v. State or

quality of being troublesome.

Troubling, (trub'ling) n. Putting into a state of

commotion ; the act of afflicting.

Troublous, (trub/luB) a. Full of commotion ;

tumultuous ;—full of disorder ; full of affliction.

Trough, (tvof) n. [A.-S. (rofj.J A long hollow

vessel for holding water or other liquid ; a

wooden channel for conveying water ;—a chan

nel, receptacle, or depression, of a long and

narrow shape.

Trounce, (trouns) v. t. [F. troncer.] To punish

or beat severely ; to castigate.

Trouncing, (tronns'ing) n. A severe castigation.

Troupe, (troop) n. [F.] A company or troop—

especially of performers in a play or opera.

Trousering, (trouz'er-ing) n. Cloth or material

for making trousers.

Trousers, (trouz'erz) n. pi. [F. froitsse*.] A gar

ment worn by males, extending from the waist

to the knee or to the ankle.

Trout, (trout) n. [A.-S. truht.) A fresh-water

fi«h of the genus Salmo, variegated with spot*,

and esteemed delicate food.

Troutlet, (trout'let) n. A small trout : troutling.

Trover, (tro'ver) n. [F. trouver.] The gaining

possession of any goods by finding or other

means ;—an action to recover damages against

one who found goods, and would not deliver

them to the owner on demand.

Trow, (tro) r. i. rA.-S. trtdwian.) To believe; to

trust ; to think or suppose.

Trowel, (trow/el)n. [F. trurtle.] A mason's tool

used in spreading and dressing mortar, and

breaking bricks;—a gardener's tool, somewhat

like a mason's trowel. [trowel.

Trowel, (trow'el) r. t. To form or dress with a

Troy-weight, (troy'wat) n. [Said to be from.

Ttoyen, in France.] The weight by which gold

and silver, jewels, and the like, are weighed.

Truant, (tr06'ant)a. Wandering, loitering; idle.

Truant, (troo'ant) n. [F. trv.and.) One who

stays away from business or duty; an idler; a

pupil who stays away from school without leave.

Truce, (trods) n. flcel. trigd.) A temporary

cessation of hostilities ; an armistice ;—inter

mission of action, pain, or contest ; short quiet.

Truce-breaker, (troos'brak-er) n. One who vio

lates a truce.

Truck, (truk) v. i. [F. troqver.) To exchange

commodities; to barter;—v.t. To exchange;

to give in exchange. [barter.

Truck, (truk) v. Exchange of commodities;

Truck, (truk) n. [G. rrocno*.] A Bmall wooden

wheel ;—a low carriage for carryingheavy articles;

a kind of hand-barrow on two wheels ;—a swivel

ling frame with wheels, springs, Ac, to carry a

locomotive or car ;—a small wooden cap at the

summit of a flag-staff or mast-head ;—a solid

wheel for a gun-carriage.

Truckage, (trnk'aj) /i. Practice of bartering goods;

—money paid for conveyance on a truck.

Trucker, (truk'er) n. One who trafficks by ex

change of goods.

Truckle, (truk'l) n. [Diminutive of truck.] A

small wheel or caster.

Truckle, (truk'l) v.i. [Ger. truageln.) To yield

or bend obsequiously to the will of another ; to

submit.
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Tmokle-bed, (trukl-bed) n. A bed that runs on I

wheels, and may be pushed under another ; a

trundle-bed.

Truckling, (trukling) a. Yielding obsequiously

to the opiuious of others ; meanly submissive.

Truculenoe, (trooTtu-lens) n. Ferociousness ;—

terribleneas of countenance :—also truculency.

Truculent, (trod'ku-leut) a, [L. trucuUntas.)

Fierce; savage; barbarous;—of ferocious aspect;

—cruel ; ruthless.

Truculently, (troo'ku-lent-le) adv. In a truculent

manner ; fiercely ; destructively.

Trudge, (truj) v. i. [Allied to tread.] To go on

foot ;—to travel or march with labour.

True, (trod) a. [A.-S. tre6we.] Conformable to

fact ; in accordance with the actual state of

things ; exact ;—steady in adhering to friends,

to promises, to a prince, or the like ; loyal ;—

not counterfeit ; genuine ; pure ; real ;—uot

false ; veracious ; trustworthy ;—honest ; not

fraudulent ;—rightful ; lawful.

True-bill, (troV/bil) n. Indorsement of a bill of

iudictment by the grand jury, when they find

sufficient cause for sending the accused to trial.

True-blue, (troo'blQ) a. Of inflexible honesty

and fidelity—from the (rue or Coventry blue, for

merly celebrated for its tinchanging colour.

True-blue, (troo'blQ) n. A person of inflexible iu-

tegrity and fidelity.

True-born, (troo'born) a. Of genuine birth ; hav

ing a right by birth to any title or inheritance.

True-bred, (troo'bred) a. Of a genuine or right

breed ;—being of real breeding or education.

True-hearted, ( trooTiart-ed ) a. Of a faithful

heart ; honest ; sincere.

True-love, (troo'luv) n. One really beloved ; a

plant possessing narcotic properties, and re

garded as a powerful love-philter.

Trueneu, (troo'nes) n. Quality of being true ;

truth ; reality ; genuineness ; faithfulness ; sin

cerity.

Truffle, (trufl) n. [F. trujte.] A kind of mush

room, esteemed in cookery.

Truism, (troo'Um) n. An undoubted or self-

evident truth.

Trull, (trul) n. [Ger. troll.] A strumpet.

Truly, (trod'Ie) adv. In truth;—exactly; pre

cisely ; —sincerely ; honestly ; faithfully ; —in

fact ; in reality.

Trump, (trump) n. [F. trompe.] A wind instru

ment of music; a trumpet;—a Jew's harp.

[Scot.]

Trump, (trump) n. [It. trion/o.] One of the

suit of cards which takes any of the other suits.

Trump, (trump) v. i. To play a trump card when

another suit has been led ;—[F. tromper.) To

deceive; to impose;—v. I. To take with a trump

card.

Trumpery, (trump'er-o)«. [F. tromperie.] Some

thing serving to deceive by false bIiow or pre

tences ;—things worn out and of no value ; rub

bish ; trifles ; empty talk.

Trumpery, (trump'gr-e) a. Worthless; paltry.

Trumpet, (trump'et) n. A wind instrument of

music, used in war and military exercises ;—sol

dier who Wows the trumpet ; a kind of herald ;

—one who praises or celebrates ; the instrument

of propagating praise.

Trumpet, (trump'et) v. t. To publish by sound of

trumpet ; to proclaim ;—to sound the praises of.

Trumpeter, (trump'et-^r) n. One who sounds a

trumpet;—one who proclaims, publishes, or de

nounces ;—a variety of the domestic pigeon;— |

 

Tri:,-

a bird of S. America, somewhat reeembUas bed

the pheasants and the cranes.

Trumpet-fish, (trump'et-nsh) a. A sea-fca, k

called from its tubular muzzle.

Trumpet-shaped, (truuip'et-shapt) a. F*jte*

like a trumpet :—also tramp-like.

Trumpet-tongued, (trump'et -tungd) c Br

ing a tongue vociferous as a trumpet

Truncate, Urungk at) v.L (L. truaax.t.1 «

cut off ; to lop ; to maim.

Truncated, (trungk it-ed) a. Cut off; cat iter.

maimed. Truncated cone or pyra-

mid, acone or pyramidwhose vertex

is cut off by a plane parallel to in

base.

Truncation, (trungk'a-shun) n. Act

of lopping or cutting off ;—state

of being truncated ;—in mineralogy, ^

replacement of an edge by a plane

equally inclined to the adjoining

faces. asm.

Truncheon, (trun'shun) n. [F. frotcoa.] A

short staff; a club ;—a baton or staff of <?^

mand. [truncheon : to cade*-

Truncheon, (trun'shun) r. t. To beat with )

Trundle, (trun'dl) n. [A. -8. trrndl, tr*m&\

Any round rolling thing;—a kind of low &1

with small wooden wheels;—a wheel bavinf *?

teeth formed of cylinders or spindles, as in &&

work.

Trundle, (trun'dl) v. t. To roll, as a tbix£ -

little wheels ;—to cause to roll ;—r. L To ruB.

Trundle-bed, (trun'dl-bed) ». A low bedtbtf b

moved on little wheels, so that it can be ps^

under a higher bed ; a truckle-bed.

Trunk, (trungk) n. [L. (rtr »«*«.] Tb* **«

or body of a tree : stock ;—the body of *

animal, apart from the limbs;—the main b>i*

of any thing;—in architecture, the shaft ^ 1

column ;—the proboscis of an elephant ;—* **:

or chest covered with leather or hide, fui »-

taining clothes, <fcc.

Trunk-hose, (trungk 'hoi) n. Large breeds

formerly worn, reaching to the knees.

Trunnion, (trun'yun) «. [F. tropnon.) A ks*

projecting on each side of a piece of ordnaKs

and serving to support it on the cheek* rf *k

gun-carriage.

Truss, (trus) n. [F. fro its*.] A bundle, »"'

hay or straw;—a bandage or apparatus ustfi -;

cases of hernia;—the rope or iron used t*> fc*?

the centre of a yard to the mast ;—* frsfi*1

assemblage of timbers for binding a beam. *

for supporting a roof, &c.

Truss, (trus) t\ t. To bind or pack clow;-*1

draw close or tight;—to skewer, as a fo»l:-

to hang.

Trussing, (trua'iug) n. The timbers, &c., *bjS

form a truss taken collectively.

Trust, (trust) n. [IceL trauit.] Confidence -

reliance on the integrity, veracity, friendsl-T.

or other sound }>rinciple of another;—f^

given ; delivery of property or merchandise ''

reliance upon future payment ;—depende*''

upon something future or contingent .-^

sponsible charge or office;—that upon *&■*■

confidence is reposed ; ground of reliance.—**

estate held for the use of another.

Trust, (trust) v. t. To place confidence ia : v

rely on;—to believe; to credit:—to show ^

fidence by intrusting; to intrust;—** Pn

credit to ; to sell to upon credit ;—r. i. To <**"

fide in ; to rely on ; to depend on ;—to b* w
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to confidence ;—to be credulous ;—to be con- [

fidenl

Trust-deed, (trust'ded) n. A deed conveying

property to a trustee for some specific use.

Trustee, (trua-te') «. A person to whom pro- f

perty is legally committed in trust, either for

the benefit of specified individuals or for public '

uses.

Trusteeship, (trus-tS'ship) n. The office or duty

of a trustee ; the state of being placed in thu '

hands of a trustee.

Truster, (truster) n. One who trusts or gives j

credit ;—one who executes a trust-deed. (Scot.] j

Trustful, (trust'fool) «. Full of trust ; trusting. I

Trustfully, (truat'fuol-ejadi'. Confidingly; trust

ingly, [faithfully; honestly.

Trustily, (trust'e-le) adv. Iu a trusty manner;

Trustiness, ( trust'e-nes) n. Fidelity; faith

fulness ; honesty; integrity.

Trustingly, (tnist'ing-le) ado. In a trustful

manner ; with implicit confidence.

Trustworthiness, (trust'wur-THe-nes) «. Quality

of being trustworthy.

Trustworthy, (trust' wur-THe) a. Worthy of

trust or confidence ; trusty.

Trusty, (trust e) a. Honest ; fit to be confided

in ; trustworthy ; reliable ;—not liable to fail.

Truth, (trooth) u. [A-S. trtmeth.] The quality

of being true ;—conformity to fact or reality ;—

exactness;—fidelity; constancy; — the practice

of speaking truth ; veracity ;—honesty ;—real

state of things ; verity ;—a verified fact ; an

established principle, fixed law, or the like.

Truthful, (trooth'fool) a. Full of truth ; vera

cious; reliable.

Truthfully, (truoth'fvul-le) adv. In a truthful

manner. [being truthful.

Truthfulness, (trooth'fool-nea) n, The state of

Try, (tri) v.i. To exert strength ; to endeavour ;

to att«mpt ;—v. t. [F. trier,] To make experi-

I ment of; to test ;—to purify or refine, as metals;

to melt out and procure in a pure state, as oil,

tallow, &c. ;—to subject to severe trial ; to put

to the test;—to examine judicially;—to have

knowledge of by experience;—to essay.

Trying, (tri'ing) a. Adapted to try or put to

«jere trial ; severe; afflictive.

Trysail, (tri'sol) n. A fore aud aft sail set with

a boom and gaff.

Tryst, (trist) n. An appointment to meet ; an

appointed place of meeting;—a fair ; a market.

[Scot], [agree with to meet.

Tryit, (trist) v. t. or ». To agree to meet, or

T«b, (tub) n. [D. tobbe.] An open wooden ves-

•** formed with staves, heading, and hoops ;—

the amount which a tub contains ;—a small

cask.

Tub, (tub) v. t. To plant or set in a tub.

Tubbing, (tur/ing) u. The forming of a tub ;

materials for tubs.

Tube, (tub) n. [L. tubus.] A hollow cylinder

of any material, used for the conveyance of

water, gas, sound, and the like ; a pipe ;—a

Te"*ej of animal bodies or plants which conveys

a fluid ;—the part of a telescope into which

*»e lenses are fitted, and by wliich they are

Erected and used.

Jube, (tub) v. t. To furnish with a tube,

fiber, (tu'ber) n. [L.J A fleshy, rounded stem

? ro°** 1UQally containing starchy matter, as

the potato ;—iu suraf)'», a knot or swelling in

any part.

Tubercle, (tu'brr-kl) n. [L. tuberculum.} A

small swelling or excrescence ;—a small mass

or aggregation of diseased matter which accom

panies scrofula or phthisis.

Tubercular, (tu-ber'ku-lar) a. Having little

knobs or tubercles ;—affected with tubercles ;

tubtrculoiut.

Tuberous, (ui'lri-i^) a. \\. tuberosum.] Covered

with knobby or wart-like prominences or tubers.

Tubtform, (tu'be-form) a. In the form of a tube.

Tubing, (tubing) u. Act of making tubes ;—a

series of tubes ; material for tubes.

Tubular, (tub'u-lar) a. [L. ' > lus.] Having

the form of a tube or pipe ; consisting of a pipe.

Tubulated, (tub'u-lat-ed) a. [L. tubulatus.]

Made iu the form of a tube ;—-furnished with a

tube.

Tubule, (tub'ul) ». [L. tubulin.] A small pipe.

Tubulous, (tub'u-lus) a. Resembling or in the

form of a tube ;—containing small tubes.

Tuck, (ink) n. [W. tusca.] A long, narrow

sword ;—a horizontal fold made in thu skirt of

a garment ;—a kind of net.

Tuck, (tuk) v.t. [Ger. zuclen.] To thrust or

press in or together; to fold under;—to in

close by pushing the clothes closely around ;—

v. i. To contract ; to shrink in.

Tucker, (tuk'er) ft. One who or that which

tucks ;—a small, thin piece of dress for cover

ing the breast of women or children.

Tuesday, (tuz'da) n, [A.-S- Titccsdti</.] The

third day of the week.

Tuft, (tuft) ft. [P. touffe, tOuptL] A collection

of small, flexible, or soft things in a knot or

bunch ;—a cluster ; a clump.

Tuft, (tuft) v. t. To separate into tufts;—to adorn

with tufts or with a tuft.

Tufted, (tufted) a. Adorned with a tuft;—

growing in a tuft or clusters.

Tufty, (tuft'e) a. Abounding with tufts;—

giowing in tufts or clusters.

Tug, (tug) v. t. [A.-S. tedgun.] To pull or draw ;

to drag along with continued exertion; to haul

along ;—v. i. To pull with great effort ;—to

strive ; to struggle.

Tug, (tug) ft. [Oer. zug.] A pull with the

utmost effort;—a steam-vessel ased to tow ships.

Tugging, (tug'ing) ft, Act of pulling or hauling

with great effort.

Tuition, (tu'ish-un) n. [I, Initio,] Superin

tending care over a young person ; guardian

ship ;—the act or business of teaching ; instruc

tion ;—the money paid for instruction.

Tuition ary, (tu-iah un-ar-e) a. Pertaining to

tuition.

Tulip, (tQ'lip) n. [F. tulip*.] A bulbous plat

producing flowers of great «vi

beauty and of a variety of fjm

colours. vXi

Tulle, (tul) n. [F.] A

kind of open net-work or

lace.

Tumble, (tuniTd) v.i. [A.-S.

lumbian.] To fall down ;

to come down suddenly

and violently ;—to fall in

great quantities or in con

fusion ;—to roll about by Tulip,

turning one way and the other ; — to play

mountebank tricks by various contortions of

the body ;—v. t. To turn ove: or throw about

for examination ; to roll or move in a rough

manner ;—to disturb ; to rumple ;—to throw by

chance or violence ; to throw down.
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Tumble, (tura'bi) n. Act of tumbling or rolling

over ; a fall.

Tumbler, (tum'bler) n. One who tumbles ; one

who plays the tricks of a mountebank ;—that

part of a lock which detains the shot-bolt in

its place;— a drinking glass originally made

without a foot or a stem ;—a variety of the do

mestic pigeon.
Tumblerful, (turambler-fool) n. Quantity of liquid

sufficient to fill a tumbler.

Tumbling, (tumbling) n. Act of falling down or

rolling about ;—the performances of a clown,

Ac,

Tumbril, (tumTml) n. (F. tombrtl. ] A ducking-

stool for the punishment of scolds;—a rough

cart ;—a cart with two wheels for conveying

the tools of pioneers, cartridges, &c.

Tumefaction, (tii-me-fak'shun) n. Act or pro

cess of tumefying ; a tumour ; a swelling.

Tumefy, (tu'me-fi) v.t, [L. titmere and faenr.]

To swell ; to cause to swell ;—v. i. To rise in a

tumour ; to swelL

Tumid, (tu'mid) a. [L. tvmidux.] tSwelled, en

larged, or distended ;—protuberant ;—swelling

in Bound or Beuse; pompous; bombastic; turgid.

Tumidity, (tu-mid'e-te) n. State of being tumid;

turgidity.

Tumidly, (tiVmid-le) adv. In a swelling form.

Tumour, (tii'inor) n. [L. tumor.] A morbid

swelling or growth on any part of the body.

Tumoured, (tu'monl) a. Distended ; swollen.

Tumorous, (tu'mor-us)a. Swelling; protuberant.

Tump, (tump) n. [W. turnip.] A hillock; a

knoll.

Tumular, (tum'u-lar) a. [L. tumulus.] Consist

ing in a neap ; formed or being it) a heap.

Tumuloie, (turn u - Ids) a. Full of heaps or

hillocks :—also tumulonji.

Tumult, (tu'mult) n. [L. tumultua.] Commo

tion, disturbance, or agitation of a multitude;—

violent commotion or agitation, with confusion

of sounds;—irregular motion ; stir; bustle;—

riot ; uproar.

Tumultuariness, (tu-mult'u-ar-e-nes) «. Dis

orderly conduct ; turbulence.

Tumultuary, (tu-mult'O-ar-e) a. Attended by

or producing a tumult ;—disorderly ; riotous.

Tumultuate, (tii-niult'u&t) v. i. To make a tu

mult ; to storm ; to rage or rave.

Tumultuous, (tu-mult'u-us) «. Full of tumult ;

disorderly ; noisy ; confused ;—turbulent ; vio

lent ; — agitated by conflicting feelings or

passions.

Tumultuoualy, (tu-mult'u-ns-le) adv. In a tu

multuous or disorderly manner; by a disorderly

multitude.

Tumultuousness, (tu-mult'u-us-nes) n. The

state of being tumultuous ; disorder ; commo

tion ; confusion.

Tumulus, (tum'Q-lus) n. [L.] An artificial

hillock, especially one raised over the grave of

a person buried in ancient times ; a barrow.

Tun, (tun) n. f A.-S. tunne.] A large cask ;—

a measure for wine, consisting of two pipos or

252 gallons ;—a large quantity—used proverbi

ally.

Tun, (tuu) v. t. To put into tuns or casks.

Tunable, (tfin'a-bl) a. Capable of being tuned or

made harmonious; harmonious; musical: tune

ful

Tunableness, (tun'a-bl-nes) n. State or quality

of being tunable or tuneful ; harmony; melodi

ousness.

Tunably, (tun'a-ble) adv. Harmoniously,

Tune, (tun) n. [A different spelling of test] A

rhythmical, melodious series of musical toss;

a melody; an air;—harmony: concert of part!

harmonious arrangement ;—state of giving fcni

the due or proper sounds ; correct intonsCcfi ;

—hence, right disposition ; fit temper.

Tune, (tun) v. t. To put into a state aterv:

to produce the proper sounds ; to harmoruje .—

to give tone to;—to sing with melody or tez-

mony ; — v. i. To form accordant motet

sounds.

Tuneful, (tun'fool) a. Harmonious; melodicu

Tunefulness, (tun'fool-nes) «, Quality of be^

tuneful ; harmoniousness.

Tunefully, (tun'fool-le) adv. Harmonasalr;

musically ; in a tuneful manner.

Tuneless, (tun'les) a. Without tune; uabr-

monious; unmusical;—not employed in msiia$

music.

Tuner, (tun'er) n. One who tunes ; one *fe*

occupation is to tune musical instrument*.

Tungsten, (tnng'sten) n. [Sw.) A metal of ^

grayish-white colour and considerable lustre-

Tunic, (tQ'nik) n. [L. tunica.] An under fo

ment worn by both sexes in ancient Rmse.-

in anatomy, a membrane that covers cr «s-

poses some part or organ ;—in botany, a nssu*

covering; an integument.

Tunicle, (tu'ne-kl) n. [h. tuniettla.) A nsto*

covering ;—a kind of long robe worn by prw»

Tnning>fork, (tiin'ing-fork) n. A steel infi^'

ment consisting of two prongs and a aind*'

which, being struck, gives a certain fixe! t»#*

—used for tuning instruments, or foraseatatt-

ing the pitch of tunes.

Tunnel, (tun 'el) n. [F. tonnrlU] Ataa*!:

—a flue for the passage of smoke ;—an sp&<

drain or sewer;—an arched subterranean par

age or excavation through a hill or nnder j

town or river, to carry a canal, road, or rail"?

in a direct course.

Tunnel, (tun'el) v. t. To form into s tna^

or like a tunnel ;—to catch in a tunnel wi;-

to make a passage through, as a hill or w*>

tain, or under, as a river.
Tunnelling, (tun'el-ing) ». The work of «*■

ting an arched passage through any eminff-*

or beneath a town or river, for the purpa* u

forming a canal, railway, road, Ac

Tunnel-net, (tun'el-net) n. A net with * '^

mouth at one end and narrow at the other.

Tunny, (tun'e) u. [L. thynmut.) A fish <*f tV

genus Scomberoides, similar in form tu t>

mackerel.

Tup, (tup> n. A ram.

Tup, (tup) v. t To cover, as a ram.

Turban, (turT>an) n, [Per- dulband.) A hew;

dress worn by Orientals, consisting of a cap. ***

a Bash wound about the cap.—a head-**

worn by ladies.

Turbaned, (tur'band) a. Wearing a turbo

dressed in a turban.

Turbid, (turTnd) a. [L. turbidu*} Having t»

lees disturbed ; foul with extraneous matter-

soiled ; muddy.

Turbidneas, (tnrT>id-nes) n. The state of bfi*

turbid ; muddiness; foulness :—also tttrbidit?

Turbine, (turT>in) n. fL. turbo.] A borisonW

water-wheel, usually constructed with a sen**

of curved floats upon the periphery.

Turbit, (tortut) n. [L.J A variety of the fc-

mestic pigeon remarkable for its short beak.
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Turbot.

urbot, (tur'bot) n. [F.J A native flat-fish

it the genusJJAontOu*,

lext in size to the bali-

jut, but smaller, and

nuch more circular in

orm.

urbulence, ( tur ' bu -

ens) n. A disturbed

itate; confusion;—agi

nation or tumult of the

xissions -.—disposition

m resist authority; in-

lubordination.

urbulent. (tur'bu-lent) a. [L. turbvttnlus.]

disturbed ; agitated ;—disposed to insubordin-

ition and disorder ;—producing commotion ;—

•estlees ; refractory.

urbulently. (tur'bu-lent-le) adv. In a tur

bulent manner; tumultously ; with violent

citation.

ureen, (tu-ren]) n. [V. ttrrine.] A large, deep

. ■:! for holding soup at the table,

orf, (turf) n. IA-S.J That upper stratum of

. - -I which is filled with roots ; sward ; sod ;

>«at ;—race-ground ; or horse-racing,

uxf, (turf) v. t. To cover with turf or sod.

lrf-clad, (tnrf'Idad) «. Covered with turf,

urfen, (turf'n) a. Turfy; consisting of turf,

urfiness, (turfe-nes) ft. State or quality of

>eing turfy.

arfy, (turf'e) a. Abounding with turf; made

»f turf;—having the qualities of turf,

argent, (tur'jent) a. [L. turgena.) Rising into

i tumour or puffy state; swelling ;—inflated ;

KTirnhajitlo

urgeeoence, (tur-jes'ens) n. Act of swelling or

itate of being swelled ;—superabundance of

itimours in any part ;—empty pompousuess;

ibast. [ling; growing big.

urgesoent, (tnr-jes'ent) a. \h. turgtueert.] Swel-

uxgid, (nii-'jiil) a. | L. turgidug.) Distended be-

Tond the natural state ; swelled ; bloated ;—

welling in style or language ;—pompous : bom

bastic, (tumidness,

urgidity. (tur-jid'e-te) u. State of beiug turgid ;

ark, (turk) n, A native of Turkey.

turkey, (tur'ke) n. [So called because it was be-

ieved to have come originally from Turkey.] A

arge gallinaceous fowl, a native of America—

Jie flesh is highly valued for food.

iirkey-buzzard, (tur'ke-buz-ard) n. A common

\ i u -ncan species of vulture.

urkey-red, (turTte-red) n. A fine durable red

TFoduced by madder upon calico or woollen cloth.

urkey-stone, (turTce-ston) n. A kind of oil-stone

roni Turkey ; novaculite. [or Turkey,

urkdah. (turk'iBh) a. Pertaining to the Turks

arkiih, (turk'ish) w. The language of Turkey.

tirmeric, (tur'mer-ik) n. [L. turtnerica.) An

Bast Indian plant—used for dyeing and also as

■ medicine.

ormoil, (tur-moil/) v. t. To harass with corarao-

;ion; to disquiet; to weary;—v.i. To be dis-

jiiitited.

urmoil, (tur'moil) ji. Harassing labour; trouble;

uolestation by tumult ; disturbance,

urn, (turn) v. t. [A.-S. tynutn.] To put into a

. i rcular motion ; to move round ; to revolve ;—

to put the upper side downward or one side in

place of the other ;—to alter, as a position ;—to

-hange the state of the balance ;—to alt«r, as the

poeture of the body or the direction of the look ;

—to form on a lathe ; to give circular or other

curved figures to ;—to give another direction,

tendency, or inclination to ;—to change from a

given use or office ; to divert to another purpose

or end ;—to change the quality or effect of; to

transform ;—to change from one opinion or

party to another ; to convert ; also, to pervert ;

—to render into prose or verse ; to translate ;—

to make to nauseate ;—to make giddy ;—to blunt

or dull, as the edge of a tool ;—to throw back ;

to retort ;—v. i. To niovo round ; to have a

circular motion ; to revolve entirely, repeatedly,

or partially ; to change position, so as to face

differently ;—to revolve as upon a point of sup

port ; to hinge ; to depend ;—to result ; to issue ;

— to be deflected; to take a different direction

or tendency ; to be changed, altered, or trans

formed;—to become acid; to sour;—to become

giddy :—to be nauseated ;—to become inclined

in the other direction—said of scales ;—to change

from ebb to flow, or from flow to ebb—-said of

the tide.

Turn, (turn) n. Act of turning ; movement or

motion about a centre ; revolution ;—change

of direction ; different order, position, aspect of

affairs, &c. ;—alteration ; vicissitude ;—a wind

ing ; a bend ; a brief walk ;—successive course ;

alternate or incidental occasion ; appropriate

time ;—convenience ; purpose ; — form ; cast ;

shape ;—hence, form of expression :—one round

of a rope or cord ;—an embellishment, marked

thus f*m/. formed of appoggiaturas.

Turn-bench, (turn'bensh) n. A small kind of iron

lathe for working in metal.

Turncoat, (turn'kot) n. One who forsakes his

I»arty or principles ; a renegade ; an apostate.

Turner, (turn'er) n. One who turns ;—one whoso

occupation is to form articles with a lathe.

Turnery, (turn'er-e) n. Art of fashioning solid

bodies into various forms by means of a lathe.

Turning', (turn'ing) n. A winding; a bending;

a corner, as of a street or road ;—deviation from

the proper course ;—a manoeuvre by which an

enemy, or position, is turned;—act of forming

solid substances into various forms by means of

a lathe ;—pL Pieces detached in the process of

turnery.

Turning-lathe, (tum'ing-laTii) n. A lathe used

by turners to shape their work.

Turning-point, (turning-point) n. The point

upon which a question turns, and which decides

a case.

Turnip, (tur'nip) n. [W. turn and maip.) A

plant much cultivated on account of its solid,

bulbous root, which is valued as an article of

food, especially for cattle.

Turnkey, (turn'ke) n. A person who has charge

of the keys of a prison ; gaoler.

Turn-out, (turn'out) n. Act of coming forth ;—a

short side track on a railroad ; a shunt ;—an

equipage ,—a strike, as of workmen.

Turnpike, (turn'pik) n. A frame consisting of

two bars turning on a post or pin, to hinder

the passage of beasts, but admitting a person to

pass between the arms ;—a toll-gate or gate set

across a road;—a turnpike-road.

Turnpike-road, (turn'pik-rod) n. A road on which

turnpikes or toll-gates are established by law.

Turn-serving, (turn'serr-ing) a. Available:

useful ; profitable.

Turnspit, (turn'Bpit) n. One who turns a spit ;

—one engaged in some menial office ;—a variety

of dog—so called from being employed to turn

a spit.
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Turnstile, (turn'stil) n. A revolving frame in

a footpath ; a turnpike in a foot-rand.

Turn-table, (turn'ta-bl) u. A large revolving

platform for turning railroad cars, locomotives,

■vi; , in a different direction.

Turpentine, (tur'pen-tin) «. [F. ttrtbtAtkint.]

An oleo-resinous substance exuding naturally

or on incision from trees, chiefly of the con

iferous kind.

Turpitude, (tur'pe-tiid) ?i. [h. turpitude.] In

herent baseness or vileness of principle, words,

or actions ; extreme depravity

Turquois, (tur'koiz) n. [F. turquoise.] A min

eral of a peculiar bluish-green colour—it is

susceptible of a high polish, and used in jewel

lery.

Turret, (tur'et) n. [F. tourttte.] A Bmall eminence

or spire attached to a building, and rising above

it :—a small tower.

Turret, (tur'et) r. /. To construct with turrets.

Turreted, (tur'et-ed) a. Formed like a tower ;

—furnished with turrets.

Turtle, (tur'tl) n. [L. turtur.] A gallinaceous

bird—called a so

turtle-dove and

t lit' I le-piyeon—its

note is plaintive and

tender, and it is cele

brated for the con

stancy of it', affec

tion.

Turtle, (tur'tl) n.

Probably the same

word as the preced

ing, transferred to Turiie-dove.

n tortoise—often restricted to the large sea-

tortoise.

Tuscan, (tus'kan) a. Pertaining to Tuscany in

Italy ;—noting one of the five orders of archi

tecture, which is distinguished by the absence

of ornamentation in the capital, and of fluting

in the column—synonymous with Doric.

Tuscan, (tus'kan) R, An inhabitant of Tuscany ;

—the order of architecture so called.

Tush, (tush) interj. Pshaw !—an exclamation

indicating check, rebuke, or contempt.

Tusk, (tusk) h. [A..-S. tasc.] The long, pointed,

and often protruding tooth of certain rapacious

animals; a fang ;—a fish of the cod family; torsi:

Tusked, (tuskt) a. Furnished with tusks.

Tussle, (tus'l) u. [From tousle] A struggle ; a

conflict ; a scuffle.

Tut, (tut) inter). Be still !—an exclamation

used for checking or rebuking.

Tutelage, (tu'tel-aj) ». [L. tutela.) Guardian

ship ; protection ;— stato of being under a

guardian.

Tutelar, (tu'tel-ar) a. Having the charge of a

person or a thing ; guardian ; protecting.

Tutor, (tutor) n. [L. tutri.] One who has the

care of another;—one who has the charge of a

minor; a guardian ;—a private or public teacher;

—an instructor of a lower rank than a professor.

Tutor, (tfi'tor) v.t. To have the guardianship or

care of; to teach ; to instruct ;—to treat with

authority or severity ;—to discipline ; to cor

rect.

Tutgrage, (tu'tor-iij) 8 . Office or occupation of a

tutor ; tutorship ; guardianship.

Tutoress, (tu'tor-es) n. A female tutor; a gov

erness, [cised by a tutor.

Tutorial, (tn-to're-al) a. Belonging to or exer-

Tutorship, (tu'tor-enip) n. The office of a tutor.

Twaddle, (twodl) v. i. To talk in s w»is*i

silly manner ; to prate. [vhdb^.

Twaddle, (twod'I) «. SUly talk; teatkm

Twaddler, (twod'ler) n. One who prate* b i

weak and silly manner.

Twain, (twou) a. or n. (A--S. (*«p«l] T*a

Twang, (twang) v.i. [Ger. ztcang.} To nat

the sound of a string which U *tretch*l w&

suddenly pulled ;—r. t. To make to sound, t-

by pulling a tense string and letting it go pi

deniy.

Twang, (twang) n. A harsh, quick sound, Lt'

t hiit made by a stretched string when l«&

and suddenly let go ;—a kind of nasal soa^'

the voice ; an affected intonation ;—* perils'

taste or flavour.

Tweak, (twek)v.f. [A.-S. tviccian.] ftpW

and pull with a sudden jerk and twi£ '

twitch.

Tweak, (twek) n. A sharp pinch or jerk

Tweed, (twed) ft. A light, twilled eotwn *

woollen .stuff, used for summer clothing.

Tweeze, (twez) n. [F. ciki'.] A surgeon's^

of instruments :—also written twtese, (ewar

Tweezers, (twez'frz) n. pL [Eng. tirt&c.] Ap^

of delicate nippers ;—small pincers.

Twelfth, (twelfth) «. The ordinal of tarfw^

constituting one of twelve equal parts.

Twelfth, (twelfth) n. One of twelve equal sol

Twelfth-cake, (twelfthluk) n. A cake or U

baked for a twelfth-night party.

Twelfth-night, (twelfth'nit) n. IVcvasifiga

the twelfth day after Christmas or Epipt^)

Twelve, (twelv) a. [A.-S. t trelf.] On* a^

than eleven ; two and ten ; n dozen.

Twelve, (twelv) «. The sum of ten and t« ~*

symbol representing twelve units, as If at i=_

Twelvemonth, (twelVmunth) n. A year, *!**

consists of twelve calendar months.

Twelve-pence, (twelv'pens) n. Ashillingsferb -

Twelvepenny, (twelv'pen-e) a. Sold for * **■*'

ling ; worth twelve-pence.

Twentieth, (twen'te-eth) a. Next in onfet ste

the nineteenth ;—the ordinal of twenty.

Twentieth, (twen'te-eth) n. One of twenty&

parts.

Twenty, (twen'te) a, [A.-S. ticcen and Go. f

Twice ten ;—an indefinite nmnber—uaed p"~

verbially.

Twenty, (twen'te) n. The number next foIkr*~-r

nineteeu ; twice ten ;—a symbol repre**^'-

twenty units, as 20 or xx. (■**?

Twenty-fold, (twen'te-fold) a. Twenty tut* *

Twice, (twis) adv. Two times ; once and aj«-

—doubly ; in twofold quantity.

Twiddle, (twidl) t\ (. To touch lightly or p^

with ; to twirl with the fingers,
Twifallow, (twi'fal-16) v. i. [A.-S. ttri and tr:

fallow. ] To plough a second time before W&i

Twig, (twig) n. [A.-S. twig.] A •mall ate**

branch of a tree or plant of no definite less

or size. .

Twig, (twig) v. t. To beat with twigs ; to Uv

—to understand (colloquial) ;—to obseneri.1 '

Twiggen, (twig'en) «. Made of twigs or o»e*

Twiggy, (twige) a. Full of twigs ; abottfl^

witli shoots.

Twilight, (twilit) n. fA.-S. tx*6ni*&>t~) »

faint light perceived before the rising and **«

the setting of the sun :—a dubious or unw**^

view. [shaded ; obsrt**

Twilight, (twllit) ft. Imperfectly illonun**^

Twill, (twU) r. (. [From quill, Ger. iKiWrt-I h'
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weave, a» cloth, so as to produce diagonal lines

or ribs on the surface.

Twill, (twil) n. An appearance of diagonal lines

or ribs produced in textile fabrica ;—a fabric

woven with a twill.

Twilled, (twild) a. Worked in twills or quills ;

woven with ribs, bars, or ridges.

Twin, (twin) п. [A. -8. geticinnc] One of two

produced at a birth by an animal that ordi

narily brings forth but one ;—one very much re

sembling another.

Twin, (twin) a. Being one of two born at a

birth ;—being one of a pair much resembling

one another.

Twin-born, (twin'born)a. Born at the same birth.

Twin-brother, ^етЫЪгитн-сг) и. One of two

brothers who are twins.

Twine, (twin) r. t. [A.-S. t>rinan.] To twist to

gether ; to form by twisting or winding of

threads ;—to wind about ; to entwine ;—v. i. To

unit« closely or by complication of parte;—to

wind ; to make turns.

Twine, (twin) я. Act of twining or winding

round;—a strong thread composed of two »or

three smaller threads or strands twisted to

gether ; a small cord or string.

Twinge, (twinj) v. t. [Ger. zwingen, allied to

tictat, twitch, and hwi,y.} To pull with a

twitch ; to pinch ; to tweak ;—to torment with

pinching or sharp pains ;—v. i. To have a sud

den, sharp, local pain.

Twinge, (twinj) iu A pinch ; a twitch ;—a dart

ing local paiu of momentary continuance;—a

sharp rebuke ; a prick, as of conscience.

Twinging, (twinj'ing) ». A sudden, sharp local

pain ;—act of pinching or tormenting

Twinkle, (twingTtl) v.*. [A.-S. twincîian.] To

open and shut the eye rapidly ; to blink ; to

wink ;—to sparkle ; to flash at intervals ; to

scintillate.

Twinkle, (twingTil) ». A closing or opening, or a

quick motion of the eye ; a wink ;—the time of

a wink ;—a sparkling; a shining with inter

mitted tremulous light.

Twinkling*, (twingk'ling) n. Act of that which

twinkles; a wink ;—a scintillation ; a sparkling;

—the time of a wink ; a moment.

Twinling, (twin'ling) tu [From ttcin.) Л twin

Iamb,

Twin-like, (twininOft. Closely resembling; being

a countor[>art to another.

Twinned, (twind) a. Born at the same birth;—

like, as twins ; paired; matched.

Twire, (twir) v.i. To twitter; to chirp ;—to

quiver ; to flutter ;—to simper.

Twirl, (twçrl) i\ Í. [Ger. qucrlen, allied to whirl.}

To whirl round ; to move and turn rapidly with

the fingers ;—v. i. To revolve with velocity ; to

be whirled round rapidly.

Twirl» (twçrl) п. A rapid circular motion ; a

whirling; quick rotation;— я twist: convolution.

Twist, (twist) v. f. [A.-S. tiritt.] To contort ; to

turn from the true form or meaning; to in

vert ;—to wreathe ; to wind : to unite by in-

tertexture of parts ;—to wind in ; to insinuate

—used reflexively ;—to unite by winding one

thread, strand, or other flexible substance round

another ;—to form into a thread from many fine

filaments;—v. i. Tobe united by winding round

each other.

Twist, (twist) n. Any tiling formed by winding

etrands round each other ;—a cord ; a string :—

a single strand or ply of a rope ;—a small roll of

tobacco ;—manner of twisting ; form given in

twisting ;—a convolution ; a bending.

Twister, (twist'çr) п. One who twists ;—the in

strument used in twisting or making twists.

Twit, (twit) if. t. [A.-S. ätwltan.] To vox by

reminding of a fault, misfortune, or the like ;—

upbraid ; taunt.

Twitch, (twich) v. t. [A.-S. twiccian.] To pull

with a sudden jerk ; to pluck with a short,

quick motion ; to snatch.

Twitch, (twich) и. A pull with a jerk ; a short,

sudden, quick pull ;—a sudden spastic contrac

tion of the fibres or muscles.

Twitter, (twit'er) v. t. [D. faretteren.] To make

a succession of small, tremulous, intermitted

noises;—to have a slight trembling of the nerves.

Twitter, (twit'er) ft. One who twits or reproaches.

Twitter, (twit'çr) h. Л small, tremulous, inter

mitted noise ;—a slight trembling of the nerves ;

—a half-suppressed laugh.

Twittering, (tw it'er-ing) н. The act of one who

or that which twitters ; a state of slight excite

ment, [upbraiding.

Twittingly, (twit'ing-le) adv. With taunting or

Twixt, (twikst). A contraction of betwixt.

Two, (toó) a. [A.-S. twepe».} One and one.

Two, (toó) n. The sum of one and one ;—a sym

bol representing two units, as 2 or ii.

Two-edged, (tóó'ejd) a. Having two edges, or

edges on both sides.

Two-faced, (tóó'fast) a. Having two faces ;

insincere; given to double dealing; equivo

cating, [plied by two.

Twofold, (tóofold) a. Double; duplicate; multi-

Twofold, (tóó'foid) adv. lu a double degree;

doubly.

Two-handed, (toó ' hand - ed) a. Having two

hands ; hence, stout ; Rtrong ; powerful ;—used

with both hands; requiring two hands to use it.

Two-handled, (tôô'hand-ld) a. Having two

handles or projections to hold by or lift.

Two-legged, (töö'legd) о. Having two legs ;

biped.

Two-penny, (tóo'pen-e, tup'en-e) a. Of the

value of two-pence ; hence, of little worth.

Two-ply, (tôô'plî) a. [From tiro and ply.) Con

sisting of two thicknesses ;—woven double, as

cloth or carpeting, by incorporating two sets

of threads of the warpand two sets of the weft.

Tycoon, (tí-kóím') п. [.Таранено.] The political

sovereign of Japan.

Туе, (ti) ft. A knot ; a tit ;—a bond; obligation.

Туе, (ti) i*, t. To hind or fasten ; to tie.

Tying, (tï'ing) a . Binding; fastening.

TymbaL (tiiu'bal) ft. [F. timbnlc] A kind of

kettlenlrum.

Tympan, (tim'pan) n. [L. tympanum.] A

panel; a tympanum ;—in printing, a frame

covered with parchment or cloth, on which the

blank sheets are put in order to be laid on the

form to be impressed.

Tympanic, (tim-pan'ik) a. Connected with the

tympanum ; drum-lfke.

Tympanites, (tim-pan-ites) n. An elastic dis

tention of the abdomen ; wind-dropsy.

Tympanixe, (tiro -pan -ir*) v. t. To stretch, as

skin over a drum ;—r. i. To beat the drum.

Tympanum, (tim'pan-um) ». [L.] The muidle

hollow portion of the ear, separated by a mem

brane from the oxtornal passage ;—the drum of

the ear ;—the naked face of a pediment ;—the

panel of a door.

Type, (tip) я. [Root fwp.] The mark or im-
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pression of something, stamp;—impressed form;

kind ; Bort ;— the aggregate of characteristic quali

ties ; the representative : the ideal repre

sentation of a species or group ;—the order

in which the symptoms of a disease exhibit

themselves;—a figure or representation of some

thing to come ; a token ; a sign ; a symbol ;—

a raised letter, figure, accent, or other character,

cast in metal, or cut in wood.

Type-founder, (tip'found-cr) n. One who casts

or manufactures type.

Type-founding, (tipfound-ing) «. The art of

forming metallic types used by printers.

Type-foundry, (tip'found-re) n. A place for the

manufacture of types.

Type-metal, (tip'met-al) n. A compound of lead

and antimony, used for making type.

Typhoid, (ti'foid) a, (G. tupho* and cidos] Of,

pertaining to, or resembling typhus.

Typhoon, (ti-fdonO n. [G. tuphorL] A violent

tornado or hurricane occurring in the Chineso

seas ;—sometimes, the simoom.

Typhus, (tffus) it. [G. tuphos.] A continuous

lever attended with great prostration and

cerebral disorder.

Typical, (tip'ik-al) a. [G. tupikot.] Of the

nature of a type ; representing something by a

form, model, or resemblance ; emblematic ;

figurative :—also written typic.

Typically, (tip'ik-al-le) adv. In a typical man

ner ; figuratively.

Typify, (tip'e-fi) v. t. [G. tvpos and L. faccre.)

To represent by an image, form, model, or

resemblance ; to prefigure ; to show in emblem.

Typographer, (tl-pogTa-fer) n. A printer.

Typographical, (ti-po-grafik-al) a. Pertaining

to typography ; emblematic :—also typographic.

Typographically, (ti-no-grafik-al-le) ado. By

means of type ;—emblematically ; figuratively.

Typography, (ti-pog'm-fe) n. [G. tupos and

graphein,] The art of printing, or the opera

tion of impressing type on paper;—emble

matic, figurative, or hieroglyphic rejaaai

tion.

Typology, (tl-pol'6-je) n, [Q. tupot and bp«'

A discourse or treatise on types ; the dai.~>

of types as taught in Scripture.

Tyrannical, (ti-ran'ik-al) a. [L tyr**.?**.

Of or pertaining to a tyrant ; unjustly srrn

in govenunent ;—imperious ; despotic ; u'

trary.

Tyrannically, (tl-rau'ik-al-le) adv. In i tjrr

meal manner.

Tyrannicide, (ti-ran'e-sld) n, fL. fyrnRuf^'

Act of killing a tyrant ;— one who tiC*

tyrant.

Tryannize, (tir'an-Ir.) r. i. To act the cjn*

to exercise arbitrary power;—r. (. To n't''

to arbitrary, oppressive, or tyrannkal tre->

ment. [trary : dov*-'

Tyrannous, (tiran-us) a. Tyrannical ; it**

Tyrannously, (tir'an-us-le) adv. Vfith de*}'£>

rule or authority: arbitrarily; cruelly; sever*

Tyranny, (tir'an-e) n. [G. tumx*ia.] 6*

ernment of a tyrant ; arbitrary or dep*-

exercise of power ;—cruel government or £>-

cipline ;—severity ; rigour.

Tyrant, (ti'rant) n. [G. tvraruio*.] -An t>

solute ruler, or one unrestrained by bv '

constitution ;—a monarch, or other rufe' •"';

uses power to oppress his subjects ; s d«r^';

ruler ; a cruel master ; an oppressor.

Tyrian, (tir'e-an) a. Pertaining to Tyre w -

people ;—being of a purple colour.

Tyro, (tiro) n. [L. tiro.) A beginner ifl k«*

ing: one in the rudiments uf any fcrst-'i ::

study ;—a person imperfectly acquainted v"J

a subject.

Tyrolese, (tfrd-lPz) a. Belonging to the Tyrri

Tyrolese, (tiro-lex) n. A native or iuhafco^

of the TyroL

Tzar, (tsar) n. The emperor of Ruses :—e»

commonly written Ciar.

Txarina, (tsa-rCna) n. The empress of I

U.

U(u) is the the twenty-first letter and the fifth

vowel in the English alphabet. Its true

primary sound in Anglo-Saxon, wan the Bound

which it still retains iu most of the languages of

Europe—that of oo in cool, tool. This sound

was changed to that of en or ■/>>., as in Duke,

unite. Besides these two sounds, u has also two

other sounds, a long sound as in bull, full, and

a short sound as in run, sun, &c.

TJberous, (G'be.r-us) a. [L. ubcr.] Fruitful ; copi

ous; abundant; plentiful.
TJberty, (fibber- te) n. [L. ubwtas.) Abundance ;

fruitfulness ; plentifulness.

TJoiety, (u-bi'e-te) n. [L. ubicta*.] State of

being in a place; local relation or apposition.

TJbiquitary.tu-bik'we-tar-eJa. [h,vbiquc] Exist

ing every where, or in all places ; ubiquitous.

Ubiquitous, (u-bik'we-tus) a. Existing or being

every^ where ; omnipresent

Ubiquity, (iX-bik'we-te) n. Existence in all places

at the same time ; omnipresence.

Udal, (Q'dal) n. [Icel. odnL] A freehold in the

Shetland Isles ; property held by udal or allodial

right :—also udalUr.

Udder, (ud'Cr) n. [A.-S. fain-.} The gland of a

female mammnl in which the milk is secreted

for the nourishment of the young ;—tftf^:

teat of a cow.

Uddered, (ud'erd) o~ Furnished with ud«to

Uglily, (ug'le-lo) adv. In an ugly manner, *>*

deformity ;—basely ; wicked!v.

Ugliness, (ugte-ues) n. Quality of beio? *P

want of beauty ;—turpitude of mind ; b*h* *"

pravity ;—also, ill-nature ; crossness-

Ogly, (ugfle) a. [A.-S. tfflt.\ Offe-usi" tr- t-

sight ; of disagreeable or loathsome saps* '

ill-natured ; cross-grained.

Uloer, (ul's$r) n. [L. ulcu*.) A sore di*k-":

ing pus.

UloeTate, (ul'ser-at) v. i. To become uken*-1 -

v. t. To affect with an ulcer or with ul«n

Uloeration, (ul-ser-1'shun) n. Processor fo^

intoan ulcer; state of being ulcerated;—*011*1 '

a morbid sore discharging pus, Ac.

Ulcerous, (ul'ser-us) a. Having the natnrr f ■ -

ulcer ;—affected with an ulcer or with ufc*°

Uloerousnesa, (ul'ser-us-nes) «. The state of«*

ulcerous. „„
Ullage, (ul'ai) n. [F. cullapt.) Thst <P*l{

which a cask wants of being fulL ^ ^

Ubnine, (ul'min) «. A vegetable acid eiwW

the elm, oak, and other trees :—also k/sj*^

■*"VJ
IST^'J
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Ulmua, (ul'mus) w. A genus of exogenous trees

cultivated fur their timber ; the elm.

Ulna, (ul'im) u. jl.. | The larger of the two

bones of the fore-arm.

Ulnar, (ul'nar) a. Pertaining to the ulna.

Ulterior, (ul-te're-or) a. [L. ulterior,} Situated

beyond or on the further Hide ,—remoter ; more

distant.

Ultimate, (ul'te-mat) a. [I., ultimiw.) Furthest ;

most remote ;—last in a train of progression or

consequences;—incapable of further analysis;

constituent ;—extreme; conclusive.

Ultimately, <ul'te-mat-le) adv. Finally ; at last ;

in the end.

Ultimatum, (ul-te-ma'tuni) n. \ I. . | A final pro

position or condition ;—especially, the final

terms offered as the basis of a treaty.

Ultimo, (ulto-mo) n. [L. (sc. „■■><•).] The last

month preceding the present—often contracted

to ult.

Ultra, (ul'tra) a. [L. utter.) Disposed to go be

yond others or beyond due limit ; radical ; ex

treme.

Ultraism, (ul'tra-izm) n. Principles of men who

advocate extreme measures.

Ultramarine, (ul-tra-ma-ren') a. [L. ultra and

■'•arm us. I Situated or being beyond the sea.

Ultramarine, (ul-tra-ma-ren') n. A blue pigment

obtained originally by powdering the lapis-

lazuli, but now made artificially.

Ultramontane, (ul-tra-mon'tan)a. [I,, ultra and

>hons.) Being beyond the Alps in respect to the

one who speaks ;—belonging to the Italian or

extremely popish party of the Koman Catholic i

Church,

Ultramontaniam, (ul-tra-mon'tan-izm) n. The

principles of those who maintain extreme views

as to the pope's supremacy ;—the endeavour to

render the Galilean and other national Catholic

churches more subservient to the Romish see.

Ultramontanist, (ul-tra-mon'tau-ist) n. One who

holds to ultramontanism.

Ultramundane, (ul-tra-mun'dan)a. 1 1- ultra and

■"'■'■■. I Being beyond the world, or beyond

the limits of our system.

Ultra-tropical, (til'tra-trop'ik-al) a. Situated be

yond or outside of the tropics.

Ultroneou«,(ul-trdne-us)a. (L. ultroneu*.} Spon

taneous ; voluntary ; done of one's own will.

Ululate, (ul'Q-lat) v. i. [L. ululate.) To howl, as

a dog or wolf. [wolf or dog.

Ulutation, (ul-u-lashun) n. A howl, as of the

Ujnbel, (um'bel) «. [L. umbella.) A kind of

flower-cluster in which the flower-stalks spread

from a common point, as in the carrot.

Umbelliferous, (ura-bel-if er-us) «. [L. umbella

and ferrt.) Producing the inflorescence called

,an umbel

Dmber, (um'ber) n. Tlie Scopus wnbrttta, a

grallatorial bird of

the heron family,

inhabiting Africa,

"mber, (um'ber)n.

[L. umbra, shade,

or Ombria, a district

la Italy.] An

ochreous ore of iron,

°f a brown or black

ish brown colour,

often used as a pig

ment.

tTmber, (um'ber) v. t. Umber.

To colour with amber ; to shade or darken.

 

Umbilical, (um-bil'ik-al)a. [L. umbilicus.) Of or

pertaining to the navel.

TJmbles, (um'blz) n. pi. The entrails of a deer;—

hence, entrails in general.

Umbo, (uin'bo) n. [L.J Pointed boas, or pro

tuberant part of a buckler or shield ;—in con-

chotogy, the point situated above the hinge of a

bivalve shell.

Umbrage, (uiu'braj) n. [L. umbra.) Shade ;

shadow;—that which affords a shade, as a screen

of trees;—the feeling of being overshadowed;

jealousy of another, as standing in one's light

or way ;—hence, suspicion of injury ; resent

ment.

Umbrageous, (um-bra'je-ns) a. Forming or af

fording a shade ; — shady ; shaded ; — hence,

obscure.

Umbrageousneii, (uin-bra'je-us-nee) n. The

state of being umbrageous ; shadiness.

Umbrate, (um'brat) v.t. [L. umbrare.) To

shade ; to shadow ;—to foreshadow ; to typify.

Umbrella, (um-brel'a) n. [L. umbra.) A shade

or screen carried in the hand for sheltering the

person from the rays of the sun, or from rain

or snow.

Umpirage, (um'pir-aj) n. Power of an umpire

to decide ;—decision of an umpire; arbitrament

Umpire, (um'pir) n. [F. im./»a»r, nompair.] A

person to whose sole decision a controversy or

question between parties is referred ;—a third

person who is to decide a question submitted

to arbitrators, in case of their disagreement. '

Umpireship, (um'pir-ship) n. Office or authority

of an umpire.

Unabated, (un-a-bat'ed) a. Not lessened in

strength or violence ; undiminished.

Unable, (un-a'bl) a. Not having sufficient

strength, means, skill, or the like; impotent.

Unabolished, fun-a- bol'isht) a. Not repealed.

Unabridged, (un-a- brijt ' ) a. Not shortened

or curtailed; entire; complete.

Unabsolved, ( un-ab-solvd') a. Not acquitted

or forgiven.

Unaccented, (un-ak-sen'ted) a. Having no accent.

Unacceptable, (un-ak-sept/a-bl) a. Not accept

able; not pleasing: not welcome.

Unaccepted, (un-ak-sopt'ed) a. Not received ;

rejected.

Unaccommodating, (un-ak-kom'6-dut-ing) a.

Not ready to oblige ; uncompliant.

Unaccompanied, (uu-ak-kum'pan-id) a. Having

no attendants or followers ;—played or sung

without an accompaniment.

Unaccomplished, (un-ak-kora'pliaht) a. Not

performed ; not refined or polisned by cultuie.

Unaccountable, (un-ak-kount'a-bl) a. Not ac-

responsible;—not to be accounted for; inexplic

able.

Unaccountably, (un-ak-kount'a-ble) adv. In an

unaccountable manner; strangely.

Unaccustomed, (un-ak-kus'tumd) a. Not ac

customed to; not familiar with; not yet habitu

ated to.

Unacknowledged, (un-nk-nol'ejd) a. Not owned

or recognized ; not avowed.

Unacquainted, (un-ak-kw&nt'ed) a. Not ac

quainted ; unfamiliar.

Unacquitted, ( un-ak-kwit'ed) a. Not set

free ; not declared to be innocent.

Unadjusted, (un-ad-just'ed) u. Not settled or

regulated ; not liquidated.

Unadorned, (un-a-dornd') a. Not decorated or

embellished ; plain ; simple.
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Unadvisable, (tin-ad-viz'a-bl) a. Not advis

able ; not to be recommended ; inexpedient.

Unadvised, (un-ad-vizd') n. Not advised ;—done

without duo consideration : imprudent : rash.

Unadvisedly, (un-ad-viz'ed-Ie) adv. Without

due consideration ; imprudently ; indiscreetly.

Unaffected, (un-af-fekt'ed) a. Not affected or

moved:—not artificial or formal; simple;

natural.

Unaffectedly, (un-af-fekt'ed-le) adv. In an un

affected manner ; really ; without disguise.

Unaffeoting, (un-af-fekt'ing) a. Not pathetic;

not touching or moving the feelings.

Unaided, (un-ad'ed) a. Not assisted; not helped.

Unalloyed, (un-al-loidO a. Not alloyed; not

reduced by foreign admixture.

Unalterable, (nn-al'ter-a-bl) a. Incapable of

change ; unchangeable ; immutable.

Unalterably, (un-al'ter-a-ble) adv. Unchange

ably ; invariably.

Unambiguous, (un-am-big'u-us) «. Not- am

biguous ; not of doubtful meaning ; plain ;

clear ; certain.

Unambitieus, (un-am-bish'e-us) a. Not aspiring;

void of ambition ; not affecting pomp or show.

Unamiable, (un-a'me-a-bl) a. Not amiable ; not

adapted to gain affection ; unlovely.

Unanimity, (u-na-nim'e-te) n. State of being

unanimous ; agreement in opinion or deter

mination.

Unanimous, (u-nan'e-mus) a. [L. uniui and ani

mus.] Of one mind ; agreeing in opinion or de

termination ; formed with the agreement of all.

Unanimously, (u-nan e-mus-le) adv. In a unani

mous manner. [or proclaimed.

Unannounced, (un-an-nounsf) a. Not declared

Unanointed, (un-a-noiut'ed) a. Not anointed ;—

not having received extreme unction.

Unanswerable, (un-an'ser-a-bl) a. Not answer

able ; not capable of refutation.

Unanswerably, (un-an'ser-a-ble) adv. In a man

ner not be to answered ; beyond refutation.

Unappalled, (un-ap-pawld') a. Undaunted ; not

impressed with fear.

Unappealable, (nn-ap-peTa-bl) a. Not admitting

of appeal ; incapable of being carried to a higher

court.

Unappeasable, (un-ap-pezVbl) a. Implacable ;

that cannot bo pacified.

Unappeased, fun-ap-pezd') a. Not pacified.

Unappreciated, (un-ap-prC'she-a-ted) a. Not duly

valued or estoemed.

Unapprised, (un-ap-prizd) o. Not previously in

formed, [sible.

Unapproachable, (un-ap-proch'a-bl) a. Inacces-

Unappropriated, (un-ap-pro'pre-at-ed) a. Not as

signed or applied to a specific use, as funds, &c.

Unapproved, (un-ap-proovd') a. Not approved.

Unapt, (un-aptf) a. Not apt ; not ready to learn ;

not qualified or fit ; unsuitable.

Unaptly, (nn-apt'le) adv. Unfitly ; improperly.

Unarmed, (un-armd^n. Not furnished with arms,

armour, or defence.

Unarrayed, (un-ar-rad')rt. Notdressodoradorned.

Unasoertainable, (un-as-er-tiln'a-bl) a. That can

not be known or reduced to a certainty.

Unascertained, (un-aa'er-tand) a. Not certainly

known ;—not reduced to a certainty.

Unasked, (un-asktf) a. Unsolicited.

Unassailable, (un-aB-sal'a-bl) «, That cannot bo

attacked ; impregnable.

Unassailed, (un-as-sold') a. Not attacked or as

saulted.

Unassignable, (un-as-sin'a-bl) a. That cannot bt

transferred by endorsement ; not negotiable.

Un assimilated, (un-as-sim'il-it-ed)n. Not asset -

lated;—not united with or absorbed in the pr^«

fluids or solids of the body, as food.

Unassisted, (un-as-sist'ed) a. Not aided or htlpsi

Unassociated, (un-as-eo'she-at-ed) a. Not univ-a

in company or society with ; unconnected.

Unassuming, (un-as-sum'ing) a. Not asanffii&T:

not bold or forward.

Unattached* (un-at-tachtf) a. Not adhere: ; r-~

united;—not arrested ;—not joined in affect

Unattainable, (un-at-tOn'a-bl) a. Incapabte c'.

being attained or gained ; out of reach

Unattempted, (un-at-tempt'ed) ol Not triad

Unattended, (un -at-tend'ed) a. Unaccompaniai

forsaken.

Unattested, (un-at-tes/ted) a. Not sagnedorvrr

nessed; without attestation.

Unattractive, (nn-at-trak'tiv) a. Not inviti£| *

alluring ;—uninteresting.

Unauthorized, (un-aw'thor-Izd) a. Not proper^

commissioned ;—not support*1 by authority

Unavailing, (un-a-val'ing) a. Of no avail : er:

having the effect desired; ineffectual; u?e)at

Unavenged, (un-a-venjd') a. Not avenged er r-

venged.

Unavoidable, (nn-a-void'a-bl) a. Not avoids,**

—not to be shunned ;—necessary ; ineviublr.

Unavoidably, (un-a-void'a-ble) adv. Neoesaarvj

inevitably.

Unaware. (un-a-waV) adv. Withont previous 6t-

sign or preparation ; suddenly ; unexpecudlj

Unbalanced, (un-bal'anst) a. Not balanced ; *&

in oquipoise ;—not adjusted ; not brought fc» «s

equality of debt and credit;—unsteady; ee-

sonnd.

Unbar, (un-bax') v. t. To remove a bar or bin

from ; to unfasten ; to open.

Unbearable, (un-bfir'a-bl) a. Intolerable; net fl»

be endured .

Unbecoming, (un-be-kum'ing) a. Not becrnmu?

improper for the person or character: indecort av

Unbefitting, (un-bd-fit'ing) a. Not becoming: a^

seemly.

Unbegotten, (un-bP-got'n) a. Not beipvt; a**

generated ; having never been generated ; *Lf

existent.

Unbelief, (un-bC-lef) n. The withholding K>

lief ; incredulity ;—exptcialty, ditWlitf ofdmw

revelation, or in a divine providence or schrta* ^

redemption; want of faith; distrust; doubtip£

Unbeliever, (un-be-lcVer) n. One who does a*

believe ; one who discredits revelation.

Unbelieving, (un-be-leVing) a. Not believing —

discrediting divine revelation, or the tui^ks.

character, and doctrines of Christ.

Unbend, (un-bend') v. t. To free from flexure : *•

make straight ;—to remit from a strain or fi**

exertion ; to set at ease for a time ; to rdai:—

to unfasten from the yards and stay*, u s*it

—to cast loose or untie, as a rope.

Unbending, (un-bend'big) a. Not suffering to*

lire ;—unyielding; resolute: rigid: infleribk

Unbiaa, (un-bi'ae) v. U To free from bias ot pr>

jndice.

Unbidden, (un-bid'n)o. Not commanded ;—fp*

taneons ; voluntary;—not invited.

Unbind, (nn-bind') v. t. To remove a band trca .

to untie ; to unfasten ; to loose.

Unblemished, (un-blem'isht) a. Not blwniisw^

free from turpitude, reproach, or deformity

spotless.
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CTnblenchiiuj, (un-blensh'ing) a. Not shrinking

or flinching ; firm.

fribleit, (un-blesf) a. Not bleat ; excluded from

benediction ;—wretched ; unhappy.

dnbluibing, fun-blush'ing) o. Not blushing ;

destitute of shame ; bold-faced ; impudent,

unbolt, (un-bolf) r. t. To remove a bolt from ;

to unfasten ; to open.

Unbolted, (un-bolt'ed) a. Not having the bran or

coarse part separated by a bolter; unsifted.

Unborn, (un-born') a. Not born ; not brought

into life; rtilt to appear ; future,

unborrowed, (un-bor'rod) a. Genuine; being

one's own. [to reveal in confidence.

Unbosom, (un-boozum) v.t. To disclose freely ;

Ubought, (un-bawt') a. Obtained without

money ; not finding a purchaser,

unbound, (un-bound') «. Not bound: in sheets;

loow ;_not tie*! by obligation.

Unbounded, (un-bound'ed) it. Having no bound;

'nil united ;—having no check ; unrestrained.

Unbowed,, (un-bowd') a. Not bent.

Unbrace, (mi-bras') v. t. To free from tension; to

it lax ; to loose.

unbranched, (un-branshf) a. Not shooting

uito branches :—also xtnbranching.

unbreathed, (un-breTHd') a. Not exercised.

Unbred, (un-breT) a. Not well bred ; rude; an-

e-Incated ; unpolished.

Unbnbed, (nn-bribd') a. Not bribed ; not hired

ii'T "jjwnced by money or gifts.

Unbridled, (un-bridld) a. Loosed from the

'mdle ; hence, unrestrained ; violent.

unbroken, (un-bnVkn) a. Not broken or vio

lated ;_untamwi ;— unsubdued; — whole ; en-

tiro.

Unbrotherly, (nn-bruTn'er-le) a. Unbecoming a

JfnMuiT ; unkind

unbruised, (un-brOsd*) «• Not bruised; unhurt,

unbuckle, (un-bukl) r. (. To loose from buckles:

<" unfasten.

Unburden, (un-bur'dn) r.f. To relieve from a

"mien ;—to throw of ;—to ease, as the mind or

Beart, by disclosing the cause of trouble, grief,

«c^-palso written unhnrthen.

unouned, (un-ber'ed) a. Uninterred ; not

Honoured with funeral rites.

u°bnxnt, (un-bumf) a. Not consumed by fire ;

-not scorched ;—not baked, as brick.

Unca-* '— ■ —

from

**e. (un-kilj') v.t. To loose from, or as

,» cage ; to set free.n ~ ~~s° . m» »ci iroe.

, ,led' (nn-kawldO "• Not summoned or in-

'«d ;_not required or demanded, with for.

uacindid, (tm-kan'did) a. Void of candour;

'"'* 'rank or sincere ;—not fair or impartial.

u*c»nonical, (un-ka-non'ik-al) a. Not agrcc-

j'o to the canons ; not recognized as authentic,

wncared, (uii-k'ird') a. Not regarded; not

"tended to—with /or.

encase, (un-k*0 v. t . To disengage from a

£*"'•* covering.

unceasing, (un ses'ing) a. Continual ; uninter-

^Pted.

uaceaauigly, (un-swrtng-le) adv. Without inter

im'^ or cessation ; continuously,

n eremonious, (un-ser-e-mo'ne -us) a. Not

KrE-tnonious or formal ;—plain : easy.

■Bowtain, (un-eer'tan) a. Not certain ; not

pfmivaly known ;—not to be depended upon ;

7""ot having certain knowledge ;—doubtful ;

peoure. 6

jeertainty, (nn-ser'tun-te) n. State of being

■"certain; doubtfulness ;—contingency:—want

of certainty ;—something unknown or undeter1

mined.

Unchallenged, (un-cbal'enjd) a. Not objected

to;—not called to account ;—not summoned to

fight.

Unchangeable, (un-chanj'a-bl) a. Not sub

ject to change or variableness ; immutable,

unchangeablenesa, (un-chnnj'a-bl-nes) n. Im

mutability ;—state or quality of being not sub

ject to change.

Uncharitable, (un-chaiVta-bl) a. Not charit

able ; contrary to charity ; severe in judging.

Unchaste, (un-chasV) a. Not chaste ; not con

tinent ; not pure : libidinous ; lewd.

Unchecked, (un-chekf) a. Unrestrained ; not

hindered ;—not contradicted.

Unchequered. (un -chek'crd) a. Not chequer

ed or diversified.

Unchristian, (un - krist'yan) a. Not converted

to the Christian faith;—unbecoming a Chris

tian.

Unchurch, (un-church1) v. t. To expel from a

church ; to deprive of the character and rites of

a church.

Uncircumcision, (un-ser-kum-sizh'un) v. Ab

sence or want of circumcision;—those not cir

cumcised.

Uncivil, (un-siv'il) a. Not civil or civilized ;—

not complaisant ; not courteous ; nide.

Uncivilized, (nn-siv'il-tzd) a. Nut civilized ; not

reclaimed from savage life.

Unclad, (un-klad') a. Not clad ; not clothed.

Unclaimed, (un-klamd') «. Not claimed or de

manded.

| Unclasp, (un-klasp') *. t. To open or loose, as

I wliat is fastened with a clasp.

■ Unclassical, (un - klas ' ik - al) a. Not classical ;

not according to the idiom of the best writers.

I Uncle, (ung'kl) n. \L. avunculus.) Thebrother

of one's father or mother.

I Unclean, (iin-klf-n') a. Not clean; foul; dirty;

| —ceremonially impure ;—morally impure ; sin-

1 ful.

| Uncleannesi, (un-klCn'nes) n. Want of clean

ness ; foulness; lewdness; incontinence.

| Unclerical, (un-kler ik-al) a. Unbecoming the

clergy or clerical character.

I Unclog, (iin-klogO r. t. To disencumber ; to free

\ from encumbrances, or any thing that retards

j motion .

Unclose, (un-klozO v. t. To open ; to break

i the seal of ;—to disclose ; to lay open.

Unclothe, (un-kloTii') v. t. To strip of clothing.

, Unclouded, (un-kloud'ed) a. Free from clouds;

I unveiled ; not darkened or obscured by clouds,

i Uncoil, (un-koir) v. t. To unwind or open.

I Uncoined, (un-koind') a. Not coined.

Uncoloured, (uu-kul'erd) a. Not stained, or

| dyed ;—not heightened or embellished in de

scription.

; Uncomely, (un-kum'le) a. Not comely or

j graceful ; unseemly ; unbecoming.

I Uncomfortable, (un-kum'fort-a-bl) o. Not

comfortable : affording no comfort.

Uncomfortably, (un-kum'fort-a-ble) adv. In an

uncomfortable manner; without comfort.

Uncommon, (un-kom'un) a. Not common ; not

usual ; hence, remarkable ; strange.

Uncomplaining', (un-kom-phln'ing) a. Not mur

muring ; disposed to be contented.

Unoomplaisant, (un-kom'pla-zant) a. Not civil

or courteous.

Uncompromising, (un-kom'pro-mlz-ing) a. NV.t
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admitting of compromise; not agreeing to terms;

making no concession ; unyielding.

Unconcern, (un-kon-seru') a. Want of concern ;

absence of anxiety ; freedom from solicitude.

Unconcerned, (un - kon - eg rnd ') a. Not con

cerned ; not anxious : feeling no solicitude.

Unconcerted, (un-koii-scr'ted) a, Notconcertcd;

acting independently.

Unconciliatory, (un - kon-sil 'e-a-tor-e) a. Not

tending or disposed to gain favour or conciliate.

Uncondemned, (un-kon-deuid') a. Not found

guilty ; not disowned or denounced.

Unconditional, (un-kon- dish 'un-al) o. Not

conditional ; absolute ; unreserved.

Unconditionally, ( un - kon - dish ' un-al-le ) adv.

Without conditions ; without reservation.

Unconnned. (un-kon-find) a. Not confined; free

from restraint ;—having no limits ; unbounded.

Unconfirmed, (un-kon-fgrrod') a. Not fortified

by resolution ;—not supported by testimony;—

not settled in the church by the rite of con

firmation, [conformable ; inconsistent.

Unconformable, (un - kon - form 'a-bl) a. Not

Unconfounded, ( un - kon - foil nd ' ed ) a. Not

confounded or confused ; distinct.

Uncongealed, (un-kou-jfild') a. Not frozen;

not concreted by cold.

Uncongenial, (un-kon-jen ' e-al) a. Not con

genial ; repulsive ; distant.

Unconnected, (un-kon-uekt'ed) a. Not joined

together ; incoherent ; loose ; vague.

Unconquerable, ( nn-kong'kgr-a-bl ) a. That

cannot be vanquished or defeated ; invincible.

Unconquered, (un-kong'kerd) o. Not van

quished or overcome ; invincible; insuperable.

Unconscionable, ( un-kon'shun-a-bl ) a. Not con-

ecionable ; unreasonable; inordinate; — enor

mous ; vast.

Unconscious, (uu-kon'she-ua) a. Not knowing;

not perceiving ;—not made the object of con

sciousness, [unconscious manner.

Unconsciously, (un-kon'she-us-le) adv. In an

Unconsidered, (un-kon - sid ' grd) a. Not con

sidered or thought of ;—not attended to.

Unconstitutional, (un-knn-ste-tu shuu-al) a. Not

agreeable to the constitution or contrary to it.

Unconstrained, (un-kon-strand') a. Frco from

constraint or compulsion ;—spontaneons.

Unconsumed, ( mi-kon-sumd' ) a. Not wasted,

expended, or destroyed

Uaoontaminated, (un-kon-tam'in-at-ed) a. Not

tainted or corrupted ; stainless.

Uncontested, (un-kon-tes'ted) a. Not contested

or disputed.

Uncontrollable, (un-kon-trol'a-bl) a: Not con

trollable; ungovernable;—that cannot bo re

sisted, [disputed ; not called in question.

Uncontroverted, (un-kon ' tro-vgrt-ed) a. Not

Unconverted, (un-kon-vert'ed) a. Not converted ;

not clianged ; unregonerate ; impenitent.

Unconvicted, (un-kon-vik'ted) a. Not convicted.

Unconvinced, (un-kon-vinsf) a. Not convinced

or persuaded.

Uncooked, (un-kookf) a. Not cooked.

Uncorrected, (nn-kor-rek'tcd) a. Not corrected

or revised ;—not amended. [not depraved.

Uncorrupted, (un-kor-nip'ted) a. Not vitiated;

Uncouple, (un-knp'l) v.t. To loose, as dogs from

their couples; to set loose; to disjoin.

Uncourteoos, (un-kurt'e-us) a. Not courteons ;

uncivil ; unpolite ; not kind and complaisant.

Uncouth, (un-kdoth') a. fA.-S. nnc&dh.)

Having awkward manners ; unseemly; clumsy.

Uncouthness, (nn-kooth'nes) «. State or quality

of being uncouth : oddness ; strangeness.

Uncover, (un-kur'gr) r. t. To take the covrr

from ; to divest of covering ; to lay open ;—t,i.

To take off the hat in token of respect.

Uncreated, (un-kre-at'ed) a. Not yet formn

or created ;— not existing by creation; mH-

existing.

Uncrossed, (nn-krostO a. Not crossed cr ear-

celled ;—not thwarted or opposed.

Uncrowded, (un-krowd'ed) a. Not pressed c

straitened for want of room.

Unction, (ung'shun) n. [L. ttnetio] Act d

nibbing with oil for medical purposes, «■ y

a symbol of consecration ;—an ointment ;—tfc*:

quality in language, address, or the like, wluri

excites emotion, strong devotion ; religion? fa

vour and tenderness ;—divine and sanetiiyu^

grace.

Unctionless, (ung'shun-lea) o. Wanting unctLi

or devotional tenderness and fervour.

Unctuous, (uug'tu-us) a. [L. khc(u<whj;I Fit:

oily ; greasy.

Unctuousness, (ung'tu-us-nes) n. The quality e?

being unctuous ; fatness; ciliness.

Uncultivated, (un-kul'te-vat-ed) n. Untifl-i

unused in tillage ;—rude and rough in maiHver-

Uncured, (un-kurd*) a. Not healed or rcmeiij-^

Uncurl, (un-kurl') r. t. To loose from ourh «r

ringlets ;—r.i. To fall from a curled stafc* , fa

become straight.

Uncut, (un-kuf) a. Not cut.

Undamaged, (nn-dam'ajd) a. Not damaged, is-

ivured, or spoiled.

Undated, (uu'dat-ed) a, [L. unbare.] Baasg

and falling in waves towards the margin, » *

leaf;—not dated ; having no date.

Undaunted, (un-diuit'ed) o. Not subdued «

depressed by fear ; fearless ; intrepid

Undecagon, (un-dek'a-gon) n. [L. tended** G

ponia.) A figure of eleven angles, and sides.

Undecayed, (un-de-kad') a. Not decayed; must-

laired by age, loss, Ac. ; being in full stress*-

undecaying, (un-de-ka'ing) «. Not luffri:.

diminution or decline ;—undying ; immortal

Undeceive, (uu-de-sevO r. t. To free from ^~

ceptiou, cheat, fallacy, or mistake.

Undecided, (un-de-sided) a. Not determinec" -

not settled.

Undefended, (un-dC-fend-ed1) a. Without **

fence : exposed to assault.

Undented, (un-de-fild') o. Unpolluted.
Undeniable, (un-de-ni'a-bl) a. Not deniable; -■

camble of denial ; palpably true ; obrioua.

Undeniably, (iiu-dC-iH'a-ble) adv. In a »an"*-

so plain as to admit no contradiction or deo-i-

Undeprived, (uu-de-privd') a. Not dive*fc*i fc

power ; not deprived of any possession.

Under, (nn'der) prtp [A.-S.J In a lower p*^

tion; beneath; below;—in relation to soine*-!^

or person that is superior, oppresses, S^*^*1

directs ;—In relation to something that e*^1

in rank, number, size, and the like:— in rel*^1

to something that comprehends or include* u*

fnrnishes a cover, pretext, or the like :—'* *-' '

relation of being subject, of undetsoinjf. rrf*-'-

treatment, and the like.

Under, (nn'der) adv. In a lower, sultf*4-

subordinate condition.

Under, (un'der) a. Lower in rank or de£"

subject ; subordinate.

Under-agent, (un-dtr-n'jent) %. Sabef6*»*

agent.
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Underbid, (un-der-bid') v. t. To bid or offer lees

than another, as in auctions.

Underbred, (un-dçr-bred') a. Of inferior breed

ing or manners ; vulgar.

Underbrush, (un'der-brush) n. Shrubs and small

trees in a wood or forest.

Undercharge, (un-dçr-chArj') v. t To charge

below or under ; to charge less than is usual .

Underclothes, (un ' der - ÙOtuz) n. pi. Clothes

worn under others.

Undercurrent, (un'dçr-knr-ent) n. A current

below the surface of water, sometimes flowing

in a contrary direction to that on the surface.

Underdo, (un-der-doo ) r.í. To do less than is re

quisite : to cook insufficiently.

Underdrain, (un'dçr-dr&n) п. Л covered drain or

trench below the surface of the ground.

Underdrain, (un-der-dran') v. t. Todrain by form

ing a covered channel below the surface.

Underestimate, (un-dçr-es'te-mat) ». t. To form

too low an estimate of ; to rate beneath the real

value.

Underfed, (un'der-fed) л. Insufficiently fed.

Underfoot, (un'dçr-fôot) adv. Beneath.

Undergird, (un-der-gçrd') v. t. To bind below; to

gird round the bottom, as a ship.

Undergo, (un-der-go*) r.í. To be subjected to;

to bear ; to suffer ; to sustain.

Undergraduate, (un-der-grad'ü-ut) я. A student

of a college who has not taken his first degree.

Underground, (un'dçr-ground) a. Being below

the surface of the ground.

Undergrowth, (un ' dçr-grûth) и. That which

grows under trees ; ehrubs or small trees grow

ing- among large ones.

Underhand, (un'der-hand) adv. By secret means;

iu a clandestine manner;—by fraud.

Underhand, (un'dçr-hand) a. Secret; clan

destine—usually implying meanness or fraud,

or both.

Underived, (un-dê-rivd') a. Not drawn or deri red

from any foreign source ; not borrowed.

Underlay, (un-dçr-hV) v. f. To lay beneath ; to

support by something laid under.

Underlet, (un-dçr-letO v. i. To let below the

value ;—to lease at second hand ; to let under a

lease.

Underlie, (un-der-lr*) ». t. To lie under; to be

situated under ;—to form the foundation of.

Underline, (un-dçr-lînO ». t. To mark with a line

below, as words ; to underscore.

Underling-, (un'dçr-ling) и . An inferior person or

agent ; a mean sorry fellow.

tTndermine, (un-der-min') v. t To excavate the

earth beneath ;—to sap ;—to remove the support

of by clandestine means.

Jndennost, (un'der-môet) о. Lowest in place,

rank, state, or condition.

Inderneath, (un-der-nêth') adv. [\.-H. nndtr-

■HfodJian.] Beneath ; below ; in a lower place.

Tnderneath, (un-der-nêth') prtp. Under ; be

neath.

Гп<1 er- petticoat, (on-dçr-pet'e-kôt)»!. A petticoat

worn under a skirt or another petticoat,

rnderpin, (un-dçr-pin') r.í. To place something

underneath for support ;—to prop,

'nderplot, (un'dçr-plot) n. A series of events

ha a play proceeding collaterally with the main

rtory, and subservient to it ;—a clandestine

ichetne. [beneath ; to support.

nderprtrp, (un-dçr-prop') r. t. To prop from

ndcrrate, (un-dçr-raf) ». t. To rate too low ;

О rate below the value ; to undervalue.

Undersell, (un-dçr-sel') ». t. To sell the name

articles at a lower price than ; to sell cheaper

than.

Underset, (un-der-setf) ». t. To prop; to snpjiort.

Underset, (un'dçr-set) ». A current of water

below the surface flowing in a direction contrary

to the wind, and to the surface-water moved by

it.

Under-ahrub, (un'dçr-shrub) n. A low shrub,

woody and permanent at the base, but decidu

ous above.

Undersign, (un-dcr-em/) ». t. To write one's

name at the foot or end of, os a letter or legal

instrument

Undersigned, (un-dçr-sïnd') п. The person who

signs or has signed ; the subscriber.

Undersized, (un'dçr-sïzd) a. Of a size less than

is common.

Under-soil, (nu'dçr-soil) п. Soil beneath the

surface ; subsoil.

Understand, (un-der-stand') v. t. To have just

and adequate ideas of; to apprehend the mean

ing or intention of; to know ;— to be apprised ;

to have information of;—to hold or suppose to

mean ; to interpret ;—to mean without express

ing ; to imply ;—». i; To have the use of the

intellectual faculties;—to be informed; to learn.

Understanding, (un-der-staiid'ing) п. Act of a

person who understands any thing (in the

several senses of the word); knowledge: exact

comprehension ;—intelligence between two or

more persons; union of sentiments;—any thing

mutually agreed upon ;— in philosophy, the

faculty which comprehends facts, ideas, and

their relations ;—the intellectual faculty ; power

of knowledge and judgment ; power to distin

guish between truth or error, good or evil, cause

and effect, and means and ends ;—in the Kan

tian philosophy, the logical faculty as distin

guished from the intuitive faculty.

Understate, (un-dçr-stât) r.í. To state or re

present less strongly than the truth warrants.

Understratum, (un'dçr-stra-tum)w. Subsoil; the

bed or layer on which the mould or soil rests.

Undertake, (un-der-tiuV) ». t. To take upon one's

self; to engage in; to enter upon ;—to lay one's

self under obligations, or enter into covenant

or contract, to perform or to execute ;—». ».

To take upon or assume any business or province;

—to promise; to be bound;—to venture; to

risk.

Undertaker, (un-dçr-tak'çr) п. One who under

takes ;—-one who takes the management of

funerals.

Undertaking;, (un-der-tAk'ing) v. That which is

undertaken ; any business, work, or project

which a person engages in or attempts ¡—enter

prise, [tone or utterance.

Tinder-tone, (un'dçr-tôn) n. A low or subdued

Undervalue, (un-dçr-val'û) ». Í. To rate, value,

or estimate below the real worth ;—to esteem

lightly ; to despise.

Underwood, (nn'dçr-wôod) п. Small trees that

grow among large trees ; coppice.

Underwork, (un-dcr-wurk') ». t. To undermine ;

to destroy by clandestine measures ;—r. i. To

work or labour upon less, or for a less price

than is sufficient or proper.

Underwrite, (un-dçr-rif) r. t. To write under

something else; to subscribe;—to set one'*

name to, as a policy of insurance ;—v. ». To

practise underwriting ; to act as underwriter.

Underwriter, (mwlçr-rît'rr) я. An insurer—so
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called because he underwrites his name to the

conditions of the policy.

Underwriting, (un-der-rit'ing) n. Act or pro

fession of insuring ships, goods, Arc.

Undeserved, (un-dC-zgnd') a. Unmerited ;

not deserved.

Undeaigning, (un-de-sin'ing) er. Sincere ; up

right ; artless ; having no artful or fraudulent

purpose.

Undesirable, (nn-de-zlr'a-bl) a. Not to be wished

or desired; uupleasing.

Undetermined, (un-do-teymind) a. Not decided;

not nettled ; not limited ; not defined.

Undeterred, (uu-de-tejrd') a. Not deterred or re

strained by fear or obstacles.

Undeviating, (un-de've-iit-ing) a. Not departing

from a rule, principle, or purpose; regular;

steady. [crude.

Undigested, (un-de-jes/ted) a. Not digested :

Undignified, (un-dig'ne-fid) a. Wautingdignitv;

mean ; vulgar, (unimpaired.

Undiminished, (un-de-min-ishf) a. Not lessened ;

Undisciplined, (un-dis'e-plind) a. Not duly ex

orcised and taught ; raw ;—not instructed ; un

taught, [not revealed.

Undisclosed, (un-disTtlozd) a. Not disclosed;

Undiscouraged, (uii-dis-kur'fyd) a. Not dis

heartened.

Undiscoverable, (un-dis-kuv'cr-a-bl) a. Not to

he discovered or e;u*ily found out.

Undiscovered, (un-dis-knv'grd) a. Not found

out; unseen ; secret.

Undisguised, (un-dis-giwr) a. Not covered with

a mask or false apiKSiranoo ;—open ; plain ; Bin-

cere, [or depressed with fear.

Undismayed, (un-dis-mld') a. Not discouraged

Undisposed, (un-das-pozd') a. Not parted with ;

being still on hand—with o/.

Undisputed, (un-dis-put'ed) a. Not disputed or

called in question ;—incontrovertible.

Undissembled, (un-dia-sem'bld) a. Undisguised;

unfeigned ; open ; honest.

Undistinguishable, (un-dis-ting'gwish-a-bl) a.

Incajtable of being distinctly seen, or of being

known by any peculiar mark or property.

Undistinguished, (un-dis-tins'gwisht) «. Not

plainly discerned : not marked with any par

ticular property; not treated with special favour.

Undistracted. (un-dis-trakt'ed) a. Not perplexed

by variety or contrariety of thoughts or concerns.

Undisturbed, (un-dis-turlxl') a. Not disturbed

or agitated :—calm ; tranquil ; placid.

Undivided, (un-de-vid'ed) a. Not separated or

disunited ; unbroken ; whole.

Undivulged, (un-de-vuljd') a. Not revealed or

disclosed ; secret.

Undo, (un-doo') v. t. To reverse, as what has been

done; to annul;—to open ; to unfasten ;—to

bring to poverty ; to ruin, as in reputation,

morals, or the liko.

Undoing, (un-duO'ing) n. Ruin ; destruction;

fatal mischief '—act of reversing.

Undomesticated, (im-do-mes'tik-iU-ed) a. Not

domesticated; unused to live in a family; un

tamed.

Undone, (un-dun*) a. Not performed or exe

cuted ;—ruined; brought to dostniction.

Undoubted, (un-dout'ed) a. Not doubted ; not

called in question ; indubitable ; indisputable, i

Undoubtedly, (un-dout'ed-le) adv. Without ■

doubt; without question ; indubitably.

Undoubting. (un-dmit'ing) «. Not doubting; I

not hesitating in belief. ]

Undowered, (un-dow'erd) a. Not having *

dower or portion.

Undress, (un-dres') r.t. To divest of doth**:

—to deprive of ornaments: to disrobe ;—to ui:

the dressing or covering from, as a wound.

Undress, (un'dres) a. A loose, negligent diest;—

authorized habitual dress of officers and soldier*,

but not full uniform.

Undressed, (un-dresf) a. Not dressed or at

tired ;—not cooked ;—not pruned or trimmed.

Undried, (un-drid') a. Not dried; moist;—frasfc

Undue, (uu-du') a. Not due ; not yet owi&f.

—excessive ; immoderate.

Undulate, (un'dii-lat) v.t. [t,. vndulnre."] T--

move backward and forward, or n\> and down

—r. i. To vibrate ; to move back and forth . t

wave.

Undulation, (un-duda'shan) n. A waving ra

tion or vibration ;—the movement of a fivd

collected in any natural or artificial cavity wh:--t

is felt by pressure or by percussion ;—a rattle

or jarring of sounds, as when discordant «»■*

are sounded together :—a motion to and fro, s>

and down, or from side to side in any flsj-i

medium, propagated continuously among ii#

]>articles ; a vibration.

Uuduiatory, (un'du-la-ter-e) er. Moving in tas

manner of waves ; resembling the molios cf

waves, which successively rise or swell and &l

Unduly, (uu-du'le) adv. In an undue manner,

not according to propriety ; excessively.

Unduteous, (un-du'te-us) n. Not prrforrairr

duty; disobedient : irreverent :—also **trfti(»>'.

Undutifulness. (un-dii'te-fool-nee) n, Nefk*t nr

violation of duty; disobedience; want of rw«p«rt

Undying,(nn-di/ing)a. Notperisliing;imnK«a

Unearth, (un-erth') v. t. To drive or draw (has

the earth ; to bring out from concealment.

Unearthly, (un-erth'le) n. Not terrestrial; sapsr-

natural ; preternatural.

Uneasily, (un-cz'e-le) adv. In an uneasy muc*

Uneasiness, (un-eze-ues) a. The conditwe rf

being uneasy; want of ease; disquiet; p?

turbation.

Uneasy, (un-eVe) a. Not easy; restless; diftarbrJ

by pain, anxiety, or the like;—not easy in ta*-

ner ; constrained ; Btifl" ; — disagreeable . ii*~

pleasing. [proving, or instroeuK

Unedifying, (un-ed'e-fi-ing) a. Not edifying i»

Uneducated, (un-ed-ii-kat'ed) u. Not eduos*-^

or instructed ; unlearned. (»t*i

Unefifaced, (un-ef-fast') a. Not effaced orc-btefc'-

Unembarrassed, (un-em-harast) a. Not ptf-

plexed in mind ; free from pecuniary difBculn*

Unembodied, (un-em-bod'id) «. Incurpuresi .

immaterial ;—not formed into a body.

Unemployed, (un-em-ploid') a. Not empk1."'

or in use ;—at leisure : idle.

Unencumbered, (u n-iu-kuni'bertf) a. Not aw**

bcred or burdened ;—free from charge, a* '

gaffe, &c.

Unendowed, (nn-on-dowd') a. Not invertru <t

furnished, as witli gifts, graces, funds, Ac

Unendurable, (un-en-dftra-bi) n. Nut to •» <■*

dured ; intolerable ; insufferable.

Unengaged, (un-en-gljd')<i. Not engaged cr ft*

ployed ; not bound by covenant or [a\>maw-

Unengaging, (un-en-gfy'ing) «. Not inner-; <

attractive.

Unengliah, (nn-eng'lish) a. Not Kngliah.

Unenviable, (nn-en'vo-a-bl)n. Not to ueaavi**

Unequal, (un-P'kwal) a. Not of th« sanwK'*!

length, breadth, quantity, strength, taJen»
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-not uniform ; notage, station, or the like

regular.

Unequalled, (un-e'kwald) a. Not equalled or to

be equalled ; unparalleled; unrivalled.

Unequally, (un-e'kwal-le) <tdi\ In an unequal

maoiier ; in different degrees.

Unequivocal, (nn-e-kwiv 6-kal ) a. Not doubt- !

ful ; clear ; not of doubtful signification.

Unerring, (un-e King) <*. Committing no mistake;

incapable of error;—iuuapableof failure; certain. '

Unessential, (un-es-sen'she-al) a. Not essential ; '

not necessary or of first importance.

Uneven, (un-0 vn) a. Not even ; not level ;

rough ;—not equal ; not of equal length.

Unevenneas, (iih-6'vn-nea) n. Quality of being I

uneven; want of uniformity.

Unexamined, (un-egz-nm'ind) a. Not examined ; i

not investigated or discussed.

Unexampled, (un-egz-ani'pJd) a. Having no J

example or similar case ; unprecedented ; un- ,

paralleled.

Unexceptionable, (un-ek-sep'shun-a-bl) «. Not J

liable to any exception or objection ; unobjec- j

tionable.

Unexecuted, (nn-ekVu-kfit-ed) a. Nut done or

performed ;—not signed and sealed ; invalid.

Unexemplifled, (un-ogz-em'ple-f id) a. Not illus- |

trated by example or instance.

Unexercised, (un-eks'er-*izd) a. Not exercised ; !

undisciplined ; unexperienced.

Unexpected, (uu-eks-pekt'ed) o. Not expected;

fining without warning; not provided against ;

*"uden. [laid out, or spent \

Unexpended, (un-eks-pend'ed) a. Not ex)>eudedt j

Unexplained, (un-eks-pland') tt. Not made clear I

t*> the understanding ; not interpreted or illus- I

trated. [viewed, or examined ; unknown. '

Unexplored, (un-eks-plord') a. Not searched.

Unexposed, (uu-eks-pozd') a. Not exposed or laid

open to view. [pounded or explained.

Unexpounded, (un-eks-]x>und'ed) a. Not ex-

Unfading, (un-fiid'ing) «. Not liable to wither;

—retaining freshness or colour ; blooming

Unfailing, (un-fal'ing) a. Not failing; not liable

to fail ; not capable of being exhausted.

Unfair, (un-fur/) a. Not honest ; not impartial ;

'liBinyenuous; using or involving trick or artifice.

Unfairness, (un-faTnes) n. State of being un-

■« ; dishonest or disingenuous conduct or

, ractice.

afaithful, (nn-fath'fool) «. Not faithful; not

observant of promises or duty ; violating trust

or confidence ;—treacherous ; negligent.

Unfaithfully, (un-fath'fool-le) adv. lu an un

faithful manner ; treacherously.

Unfaithfulness, (un-flth'fool-nes) n. Quality of

being unfaithful ;—treachery.

Unfallen, (un-fawl'n) a. Not fallen ; upright.

Unfaltering, (un-fawl'ter-ing) n. Not faltering.

Unfashionable, (un-fash'un-a-bl) a. Not fashion

able; not according to the prevailing mode.

Unfasten, (uii-fas' 11 ) t\ f. To unloose-; to untie.

Unfathomable, (un-faTH'unwi-bl) a. Not fath

omable ; not to bo sounded with a line of

ordinary length.

Unfathomed, ( un -faTH'umd) a. Not fathomed

or sounded: hottoinless.

Unfavourable, (im-f<Vver-a-bl) a. Not favour

able ; not propitious ; not disposed or adapted

to countenance or support ; — adverse ; dis

couraging.

Unfavourably, (un-fu'ver-a-ble) ailr. In an un

favourable manner ; unpropitiously ; unkindly.

Un

Unfeeling, (un-feTing) a. Destitute of feeling;

void of sensibility ; insensible ;—cruel.

Unfeigned, (un-fand'; «■ Not counterfeit ; real.

Unfelt, (un-feltO a. Not felt ; not perceived.

Unfeminine, (un -fern 'in -in) a. Not feminine

or womanly;—bold; forward.

Unfetter, (un-fet'er) r. /. To loose from fetters ;

—to free from restraint ; to set at liberty.

Unfllial, (un-fil'e-al) a. Unsuitable to a son or

child ; undutiful ; not becoming a child.

Unfinished, (un-fin-ishf) a. Not finished ; not

brought to an end ; imperfect ; incomplete.

Unfit, (un-fif)a. Not fit; unqualified: improper.

Unfit, (un-fitf) cj. To make unsuitable ; to de

prive of the strength, skill, or qualities for any

thing.

Unfitness, (un-flt'nes)*. Quality of being unfit;

—want of suitable powers or qualifications.

Unfix, (un-fiks') v. t. To loosen from a fasten

ing ; to detach to unhinge ; to unsettle.

Unflagging, (un-nag/ing)a. Not drooping; main

taining spirit.

Unfledged, (un-fiejdO a. Not furnished with

feathers; young; immature. [shrinking.

Unflinching, (un-flinsh'ing) a. Not flinching or

Unfold, (un-fold') v. t. To open the folds of ;

to spread out;—to lay open to view;— disclose;

reveal.

Unforced, (un-fGrst') a. Not compelled or con

strained;—not violent; gradual;—easy; natural.

Unforeseen, (un-for-sen') a. Not foreseen ; nut

foreknown ; unexpected.

Unforgiving, (nn-for-giv'ing) a. Not forgiving ;

not disposed to overlook or pardon; implacable.

Unforgotten, (un-for-got'n) «. Not forgotten ;

remembered ;—not overlooked or neglected.

Unformed, (un-formd') a. Having the form de

stroyed ; not formed into regular sliape.

Unfortified, (un-for'te-fid) a. Not fortified by

walls or bulwarks;—unguarded; defenceless.

Unfortunate, (un-for'tu-nut) a. Not fortunate;

not prosperous ; unlucky ; attended with mis

fortune, [fortunate manner.

Unfortunately, (un-for'tu-nat-le) adi: lu an un-

Unfounded, (un-found'ed) a. Not built or estab

lished;—having no foundation; baseless; vain;

idle.

Unfrequented, (un-frS-kwent'ed) a. Rarely

visited ; seldom resorted to by human beings.

Unfriendliness, (uu-freud'le-nes) n. The quality

of being unfriendly ; disfavour; un kindness.

Unfriendly, (un-freud'le) a. Not friendly ; not

kind or benevolent ; not favourable.

Unfruitful, (uu-fr66t'f661) a. Not producing

fruit; barren;— not producing offspring; not pro

lific;—not producing good effects; unproductive.

Unfruitfulnese, (un-fr66t'fool-nes) n. Quality of

being unfruitful; barrenness; unproductiveness.

Unfulfilled, (un-fool-lild') a. Not fulfilled ; not

accomplished.

Unfunded, (un-fund'ed) a. Not funded; having

no permanent funds for the payment of its

interest. [state; uutold ; expand.

Unfurl, fun-furl') v. f. To loose from a furled

Unfurnished, (uu-fur-nishf) a. Not supplied

with furniture, domestic utensils, arc

Ungainliness, (uu-gunle-nes) n. Clumsiness;

awkwardness.

Ungainly, (un-guu'le) a, [A.-S. vi>g<v<inf.) Not

expert or dexterous; clumsy; awkward; un

couth.

Ungallant, (uu-gal'aut) a. Not gallant; not

polite.
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UngaUantly, (un-gaTant-le) adv. Not gallant

ly; not politely; uncourteoualy.

Ungarrisoned, (un-gar'e-sund) a. Unfurnished

with soldiers for defence. [picked.

Ungathered, (un-gaTH'erd) a. Not cropped or

Ungenerous, (un-jeu'er-ua) «, Not generous;

illiberal ; ignoble ; uukind ; dishonourable.

Ungenial, (un-je'ne-al) a. Not kind or favoura

ble for growth ;—cold; unsympathetic.

Ungenteel, (uu-jen-teT) a. Not genteel ; not con

sistent with good manners or polite breeding.

Ungentlemanly, (un-jen'tl-ruan-le) adv. Unbe

coming the character of a gentleman.

Ungilded, (un-gild'ed) a. Not gilt; not overlaid

with gold. [band; to unbind.

Ungird, (un-genO v. t. To loose from a girdle or

Unglazed, (un-glazd') a. Not glazed or covered

with vitreous matter ; not polished or shining.

Ungodliness, (un-god'le-nes) u. Quality of being

ungodly; impiety; wickedness.

Ungodly, (un-gud'le) a. Not godly; neglecting

the fear and worship of God ; wicked ; impious.

Ungovernable, (un-guv'ern-a-bl) a. Not capable

of being ruled or restrained; licentious; wild.

Ungoverned, (un-guv'erud) a. Unrestrained ;

unbridled; licentious.

Ungraceful, (un-gras'fool) a. Not graceful; not

marked with ease and dignity; wanting ele

gance.

Ungracefully, (un-gras'f66l-le) adv. In an un

graceful manner; awkwardly; inelegantly.

Ungracious, (uu-gril'she-us) a. Not gracious:

showing no good will; impleading; unacceptable.

Ungrammatical, (un-gram-mat'ik-al) a. Not ac

cording to the established forms and rules of

grammar.

Ungrammatically, (un-gram-mat'ik-al-le) adv.

In a manner contrary to the rules of grammar.

Ungrateful, (un-grat'fodl) a. Not grateful; not

thankful for favours ;—unpleasing ; unacceptable.

TJngratified, (un-grat'e-fid) a. Not gratified;—

not pleased or indulged.

Unguarded, (un-gard'ed) a. Not defended ; care

less ; incautious ;—said or dono thoughtlessly.

Unguardedly, (un-gord'ed-le) adv. Incautiously;

carelessly.

Unguent, (un'gwent) n. [L. unguentum.] A soft

composition used as a topical remedy for sores,

burns, and the like; ointment.

Ungulate, (im'gudtlt) a. [L. ungula.] Shaped

like a hoof;—having hoofs. [crate.

Unhallow, (un-hal'lo) v. t. To profane: to dese-

Unhand, (un-hand') v. t. To loose from the

hands; to let go; to take the hands from off.

Unhandsome, (un-hand'sum) a. Not handsome;

ongraoeful; unbecoming ;—illiberal; disingenu

ous;—uncivil; in 1 pt>li to.

Unhandsomely, (un-hand'sum-le) adv. In an

unhandsome manner; ungracefully; illiberally.

Unhandy, ( un - hand ' c ) a. Not handy ; not

dexterous ;—awkward;—not convenient.

Unhang, (un-haug') v. t. To strip of curtains or

hangings;—to remove the fastenings and let

down.

Unhanged, (un-hangd7) a. Not hanged or exe

cuted on the gallows.

Unhappily, (un-hapVle) adv. In an unhappy

manner: unfortunately; miserably.

Unhappiness, (un-hapVnes) n. State or quality

of being unhappy; misfortune; misery.

Unhappy, (un-hap'e) a. Not happy; unfortunate;

unlucky;—in a degree miserable or wretched.

Unharmed, (un-harind') «. Unhurt; uninjured.

Unharnesa, (un-bar/nes) v.L To strip of har

ness ;—to disarm ; to divest of armour.

Unhealthiness, (un-helthe-net) n. Quality cr

condition of being unhealthy:—unseundwa:

want of vigour;—unfavourableness to health.

Unhealthy, (uu-helthe) a. Wanting healtt:

habitually weak or indisposed; wanting vigoo:

—insalubrious; unwholesome;—not irktkatixj

health.

Unheard, (un-herdO a. Not heard ; not pet

ceived by the ear ;—not known by fame.

Unheeded*, (uu-hed'ed) a. Disregarded: negkrtsu.

Unheeding, (uu-hed'ing) a. Negligent; carehar

heedless; unniindful; inattentive.

Unheroic, (iin-he-rO'ik) a. Not heroic or bran.

Unhesitating, (uit-hez'e-tat-ing) a. NothecrUv

ing ; not remaining in doubt ; prompt ; ready

Unhesitatingly, (un-hezVtat-ing-Ie) aoV. Wut-

out hesitation or doubt; promptly: readily.

Unhinge, ( un - hinj ' ) v.t. To take from mr

hinges ;—to unfix by violence;—to render aa-

stable or wavering. [unholy; impietf

Unholiness, (un-hole-nes) ». Quality ofW

t Unholy, (un-ho'le) a. Not holy ; not hallo««c

i not consecrated ; profane ; wicked ; impious

Unhonoured, (un-on'erd) o. Not honoured :—

I not regarded with veneration ;—not celebrate!

Unhook, (un-liOOk') v. t. To loose from a kock.

Unhoped, (un-hopf) a. Not hoped for; oaei

pected. [to cause todismoar^

Unhorse, (un-hors") r. (. To throw from a her*-

Unhouse, ( un - houz ' ) v. t. To drive from li=

house ; to dislodge; to deprive of shelter.

Unhurt, (uu-hurt) a. Not hurt ; free frss

wound or injury ; safe and sound.

Unicom, (ft'ne-korn) n. [L. VHicomit.'J J

fabulous animal with one

horn — represented in

heraldry as a supporter :—an

animal so called in the Scrip

tures — probably the rhino

ceros.

Unideal, (un-i-dS'al) a. Not

ideal; real.

Uniform, (u'no-form) a. [L.

units and forma.) Having

always the same form, man

ner, or degree;—conforming Unicorn. <fl«4

to one rule or mode;—consistent with itself s*

all times; regular; constant; undeviatiur

Uniform, (u'lie-fonn) «. A dress of the sac-

kind, by which persons are asairuilated wi*

belong to the same body, whether niilit&n,

naval, or any other.

Uniformity, (u-no-form'e-te) a. Quality of teisi

uniform ;—conformity to a pattern or rak

consonance or agreement ;—similitude better

the jierts of a whole;—continued or uiiTinwJ

sameness or likeness.

Uniformly, (u'ne-form-le) adv. In a unifcrw

manner ; without variation.

Unimaginable, (un-im-aj'in-a-bl) a. Not te •*

imagined or oonceived ; beyond the now **

thought.

Unimaginative, (un-im-aj'in-a-tiv) a.

imaginative ; prosaic ; literal.

Unimpassioned, (un-im-pash'und) a. FVe« frc

passion ; calm ;—wanting fire or spirit ; cos*

dull.

Unimpeachable, (un-im-pech'a-bl) a. Not *>

be impeached; free from stain, guilt, or fcafc

Unimpeaohed, (nn-im-pecht') a. Not I

not culled in question; fair.
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Unimportant, (un-im-port'ant) a. Of no great

moment; insignificant ; immaterial.

Unimpressive, (un-im-prea'iv) a. Not impres

sive or forcible; not fitted to excite the feel

ings, Ac.

Unimprovable, (un-im-pr66vVbl) a. Incapably

of amendment ; incapable of being culti

vated.

Unimproved, (un-im-pr66vd*) a. Not improved;

not made better or wiser ;—not cultivated.

Uninfluenced, (un-in'flu-enst) a. Not induced

or moved by others; acting independently ; free

from bias.

Uninformed, (un-in-formd') a. Not instructed ;

untaught ;—not animated or enlivened.

Uninhabited, (un-in-hab'it-ed) a. Not inhabited

by men ;—unoccupied, as a dwelling.

Uninjured, (un-iujurd) «. Unhurt ; suffering

no harm.

Uninspired, (un-in-splrd') a. Not inspired;—

not prompted by another.

Uninatructed, (un-in-struk'ted) a. Uneducated ;

untaught ;—having received no directions.

Uninsured, (uu-in-shoord') a. Not assured

against loss.

Unintelligible, (un-in-tel'ij-e-bl) a. Not intelli

gible; that cannot be understood.

Uninterested, (un-in'ter-est-ed) a. Not having

any interest or property in ; having nothing at

stake;—uot having the mind or the passions

engaged.

Uninured, (un-in-urd') a. Not inured ; not

hardened or accustomed by use and practice.

Uninvited, (un-in-vit'ed) a. Not invited;—not

solicited.

Uninviting, (un-in-vit'iug) «. Not inviting ;

forbidding ; repulsive.

Union, (un'ynn) n. [L. «nu*.] Act of joining

two or mure things into one ;—agreement of

mind, will, affections, or the like ; harmony ;—

combination of parts or members ; a confedera

tion ; a consolidated body ;—a combination

among the workmen of a particular trade to

obtain higher wages, diminish the hours of

labour, aud other purposes ; —a workhouse

erected by several parishes in combination ;—

sometimes, the United States.

Unionist, (un'yun-iat) n. One who advocates

or promotes union.

Union-jack, (liu'yun-jak) n. A small flag con

taining only the union without the fly.

Unique, (u-nekO a. [P.] Without a like; un

matched ; single in kind or excellence.

Unison, (Q'ne-son) n, [L. vnut and *onu*,]

Harmony ; agreement ; concord ; union ;—an

accordance of sounds proceeding from an

equality in the number of vibrations made in a

given time.

Uaisonance, (u-nhvo-nans) n. Accordance of

sounds.

Unisonant, (Q-nis'G-nant) a. [L. v.nv.t and

$onatu.\ Being in unison; haviog the same

gravity or acuteness.

Unisonous, (u-nis'o-nus) a. Being in unison.

Unit, (u'nit) n. [L. unitum.] A Bingle thing or

person ; the least whole number ; one.

Unitable, (u-nit'a-bl) a. Capable of being

united.

Unitarian, (li-ne-ta're-an) n. [L. vnitai.) One

who denies the doctrine of the Trinity, believ

ing that God exists only in one person ;—one

who denies the divinity of Jesus Christ aud

the Holy Spirit.

Unitarian, (Q-ne-ta're-an) a. Pertaining to Uni

tarians or to their doctrines.

Unitarianiam, (u-ue-tare-an-izm) n. Doctrines

of Unitarians.

Unite, (u-nit'J v. t. [L. itnire.] To put together

or join, as two or more constituents, to form

a whole ; to cause to adhere ;— to join by a

legal or moral bond ; to associate ;—v. t. To

become one ; to be cemented or consolidated ;

to grow together ;—to join in an act ; to act

in concert.

United, (u-nit'ed) a. Joined or combined ; made

one ; attached together by growth.

Unitedly, (u-nit'ed-le) adv. With union or

joint efforts.

unity, (u'ne-te)n. [L.umtas.] State of being one;

oneness ;—agreement ; uniformity ;—any defin

ite quantity, or aggregate of quantities or mag

nitudes, taken as one, or for which 1 is made to

stand in calculation ;—the correspondence of all

the various parts of a work so as to form a

harmonious whole ;—a kind of symmetry of

style and character.

Univalve, (u'ne-valv) n. A mollusc whose shell

is composed of a single piece, as the snail.

Univalve, (u'ne-valv) a. [L. units and vulva.]

Having one valve only.

Universal, (u-ne-vers'al) a. Extending to or

affecting the whole number, quantity, or space ;

unlimited;—considered as a whole; total;—

comprising all the particulars.

Universal, (u-ne-verB'al) n. A general abstract

conception, predicable of each individual or

species contained under it ;— a proposition, in

which the subject is taken in its widest extent,

and the predicate applies to every thing which

the subject can denote.

Universalism, (u-ne-vers'al-izrn) n. The doctrine

or belief that all men will be saved.

Universalist, (u-ne-venal-ist) n. One who holds

the doctrine that all men will be saved, in oppo

sition to the doctrine of eternal punishment ,—

also, one who believes in the universality of

divine grace, in opposition to particular elec

tion.

Universality, (u-ne-vere-al'e-tc) n. State of being

universal ; state of extending to the whole.

Universally, (u-ne-vere'aJ-le) adv. With exten

sion to the whole ; without exception.

Universe, (u'ne-v$rs) n. [L. unut and vertere,

vernum.) All created things viewed as consti

tuting one system or whole ; the world.

University, (u-iic-vgrse-te) n. [L. universus.]

A universal school, in which are taught the

four faculties of theology, medicine, law, and

the sciences and arts ; an assemblage of colleges

established in any place, with professors for

instructing students in the sciences and other

branches of learning, and where degrees are

conferred.

Univocal, (u-tiivo-kal) a. [L. «"«* and rax,

vocit.] Having one meaning only; — having

unison of sound ; uniform.

Univocal, fii-niv'o-kal) n. A generic term appli

cable to all the species;—a word having but one

meaning.

Unjointed, (un-joint'ed) a. Having no joint or

articulation.

Unjudged, (un-jujd*) a. f Not judicially deter

mined ;—unconsidered.

Unjust, (uu-jnsf) a. Acting contrary to the

standard of right established by the divine law;

—contrary to justice and right ; wrongful.
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Unjustifiable, (uu-jus'te-fi-a-bl) a. Not justifia

ble ; that cannot be vindicated or defended.

Unjustifiably, (un-jus'te-fi-a-blo)«i/r. lit a man

ner that cannot be vindicated or defended.

Unjustly, (un-just'le) adv. In an unjust manner.

Unkennel, (un-ken'el) v. t. To drive from a

kennel or hole; to rouse from secrecy ur retreat.

Unkind, (un-kind') a. Wanting in kindness or

benevolence; cruel; harsh;—unnatural.

Unkindliness, (un-kind'le-nea) n. The quality

of being unkindly ; uukiudness ; unfavourable-

ness.

Unkindly, (un-kindle) a. Not kind ; unkind :—

unnatural; contrary to nature :—unfavourable.

Unkindly, (un-kind'lo) adv. In an unkindly man

ner ; without affection : cruelly;—unnaturally.

Unkindness, (un-kind'nes) n. Quality of being

unkind ; want of kindness ; want of natural

affection.

Unkingly, (un-king'le) a. Unbecoming a king;

ignoble:—also written unbinfflibc.

Unknightly, (un-nit'le) a. Unbecoming a knight.

Unknit, (un-nit') v.t To separate, as threads

that are knit ; to loose, as work that is knotted.

Unknowing, (un-no'ing) a. Not knowing,

ignorant.

Unknown, (un-nonO a. Not known ;—greater

than is imagined ;—not having had cohabita

tion ;— not having communication.

Unlaboured, (un-la'berd) a. Not produced by

toil ;—uncultivated ;—natural ; easy ; free.

Unlace, (un-las') v.t. To loose from lacing or

fastening ;—to loose the dress of.

Unlade, (undad') v. t. To unload ; to take out

the cargo of ;—to remove, as a load or burden.

Unladylike, (un-lade-lik) a. Unbecoming a lady.

Unlaid, (un-lod') a. Not placed or fixed;—not

suppressed or pacified ; — not laid out, as a

corpse. [or deplored.

Unlatnented, (un-la-ment'ed) a. Not lamented

Unlawful, (un-law'fudl) a. Not lawful j contrary

to law ; illegal ; not permitted by law.

Unlawfully, (un-law'fool-le) adv. In an unlawful

manner; illegally;—illegitimately.

Unlawfulness, (un-law'fwl-ues) n. Contrariety

to law ; illegality.

Unlearn, (un-lcrn') v. t. To forget, as what has

been learned ; to lose from memory.

Unlearned, (un-l^rud') a. Not learned; ignorant;

Illiterate.

Unleavened, (nn-lev'nd) a. Not leavened ; not

raised and made light by barm or yeast ; un-

fermented.

Unless, (un-les') conj. [A.-S. ontesan.] Except,

that is, remove or dismiss the fact or thing

stated in the sentence or clause which follows ;

if not ; supposing that not. [illiterate.

Unlettered, (un-let'erd) a. Unlearned ; ignorant;

Unlicensed, (nn-ti'senst) «.. Not licensed ; not

having legal permission.

Unlike, (un-lik) a. Not like; dissimilar; diverse.

Unlikoly, (un-likle) a. Not likely; improbablo;

not to be reasonably expected ;—likely to fail ;

unpromising. [ner ; improbably.

Unlikely, (un-llk'le) adv. In an unlikely man-

Unlikeness, (un-lik'nes) 71. Want of resem

blance ; dissimilitnde.

Unlimited, (un-lim'it-ed) a. Not limited; bound

less ;—undefined ; indefinite.

Unliquidated, (un-HkVe-diit-ed) ft. Not liqui

dated ; not adjusted or settled ; unpaid.

Unload, (un-lod') v. t. To discharge of a load or

cargo; to disburden ;—to relieve From anything

ouerouH or troublesome;—to take out the powder

and ball, as a gun.

Unlock, (un-lokO v.t. To unfasten, as what u

locked;—to open, in general ; to lay open.

Unlooked, (un-loukt) u. Unforeseen; unex

pected—with for.

Unloose, (un-loos') r. t To loose ; to untie.

Unloved, (un-luvd/) a. Not loved.

Unloveliness, (un-luvle-nes) «. State of brier

unlovely ; want of loveliness ; unaraiablenejs-

Unlovely, (un-luv'le) o. Not lovely ; detutat*

of the qualities which attract love.

Unloving, (un-Iuv'ing)a. Not loving or fond.

Unluckily, (un-luk'e-le) adv. In an unlurkr

nuuiner ; unfortunately.

Unluckiness, (un-luk'e-nes) n. State or quality

of being unlucky.

Unlucky, (un-luk'e) a. Not lucky; unfortunate:

not successful ; unhappy ;—ill-otnened ; inau

spicious.

Unmade, (un-mad') a. Not made or formed.

Unmaidenly, tun -mfid'n-le) a. Unbecomiitf >

maiden ; immodest.

Unmake, (un-iuaV) v. t. To destroy the faro

and qualities of; to deprive of being.

Unman, (un-mau') v. t. To emasculate ;— to de

prive of the courage of a man; to dishearten; &

deject.

Unmanageable, (un-man'aj-a-bl) a . Not w«nf<-

able; not easily restrained or directed ;—nncsa-

trollable.

Unmanly, (un-manle) a. Unsuitable to am*r»,

effeminate; — not worthy of a noble miftd.

ignoble; ungenerous; cowardly.

Unmannerlinesa, (un-man'er-le-nes) h. Want it

good manners; bleach of civility ; rudrnesa

Unmannerly, (un-nian'er-le)a. Not having^-

manncrs ; ill-bred ; rude in behaviour.

Unmarked, (un-niarkt') a. Having no mart

unobserved ; undistinguished.

Unmarketable, (un-uiark'et-a-bl) a. Not Mr-

ketable ; unsaleable.

Unmarried, (un-niar/rid)o. Not mamed.

Unmask, (tin-mask') v. t. To strip of a mask, «

of any disguise ; to lay open ; to expose.

Unmatched, (un-machf) a. Matchless ; bating

no match or equal.

Unmeaning, (un-nifin'ing) a. Having no mean

ing ;—Inexpressive; not indicating intelligence

Unmeasured, (un-inez'urd) a. Not measured -

plentiful :—immense ; infinite. [wortfej

Unmeet, (un-met') a. Not fit or proper; sa-

Unmelodious, (un-me-16'de-us)tt. Not melodies.

discordant ; harsh; grating.

Unmentioned, (un-men'shund) a. Not men

tioned or named.

Unmerciful, (un-mer'se-fool) a. Not merciful.

indisposed to mercy or grace ; cruel ; inbunus

Unmercifully, (un-nier'se-fool-le) adv. Witbosl

mercy or tenderness : cruelly.

Unmeroifulness, (mi - mer'se - fool • nes) ». Tk»

quality of being unmerciful; want of men? :

cruelty.

Unmerited, (nn-mer'it-ed) a. Undeserved.

Unmilitary, (uu-mil'it-ar-e) a. Not military.

Unmindful, (un-mlnd'fool) it. Not mindful , for

getnil; careless. [*d

Unmingled, (un-minggld) a. Unmixed; unaUoy-

Unmistakeable, (un-mis-tak'a-bl) n. I ucapabfe vl

being mistaken or misunderstood ; clear; #n-

dent. •

Unmistaken, (un-mis-tak'u) a. Not mistaken;

sure; certain.
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Unmitigated, (un -rait 'е- git- ed) a. Not miti

gated, softened, or pacified.

Unmixed, (un-mikst') a. Not mixed; pure.

Unmolested. (un-mö-Iest'ed) a. Not molested ;

free from disturbance or annoyance. [age.

Unmoor, (un-môùr') v. t. To loose from anchor-

Unmoved, (un-móóvd') a. Not put out of place ;

—not changed in resolution ; not touched or

affected by feeling or emotion ; unimpressed.

Unmuffle, (un-mufl) v. t. To take a covering

from, aa the face ;—to remove the muffling of,

as a drum.

Unmutüated, (un-miit'e-lat-ed) a. Not mutilat

ed or deprived of a limb or part.

Unmuzzle, (mi-muz'l) v. t. To loose from a

muzzle ; to remove a muzzle from. [tioned.

Unnamed, (un-nunid") a. Not named; not men-

Unnatural, (un-nat'ur-a!) a. Not natural ; con

trary to the laws of nature ; contrary to the

natural feelings ;—acting without natural affec

tiona.

Unnaturally, (un-nat'iir-al-Ie) adv. In an un

natural manner ; in opposition to natural feel

ing».

Unnecessarily, (un-nes'es-sàr-e-le) adv. In an

unnecessary manner ; without necessity ; need-

leaaly.

Unnecessary, (un-nea'es-вЛг-е) a. Not required

by the circumstances of the case ; useless ; need

less.

Unneighbourly, (ип-паЪиг-le) a. Not suitable

to the duties of a neighbour; unfriendly; un-

kind.

Unnerve, (un-nçiV) v. t. To deprive of nerve,

force, or strength: to weaken ; to enfeeble

Unnoticed, (uu-uôt'Ut) a. Not noticed; unob

served, [innumerable.

Unnumbered, (un-nunr*benl) о. Not counted;

Unobjectionable, (uu-ob-jek'shuu-a-bl) a. Not

liable to objection ;—that need not be found

fault with.

Unobeervable, (un-ob-zerv'a-bl) a. Incapable of

being observed ; not appareut or evident.

Unobstructed, (un-ob-strukt'ed) a. Not ob

structed or hindered.

Unobtrusive, (un-ob-troo'siv) a. Not obtrusive;

not forward ; modest.

Unoffending1, (un-of-fend'ing) a. Not offending;

harmless ; innocent ;—not giving offence.

Unofficial, (un -of - fish 'o -al) a. Not official;

not sanctioned by proper authority, i

Unopened, (uu-o'peud) a. Not opened.

Unopposed, (un-o-pözu") «. Not opposed or re-

fidateä.

Unostentatious, (un-os-ten-tä'she-us) a. Not

boastful; modest; unassuming;—not glaring;

not showy, [packed.

Unpack, (un-рак') r. t. To open, as things

Unpaid, (un-pud'J o. Not paid, as a debt ;—not

having received his wages, as a servant, Ac.

Unpalatable, (un-pal'at-a-bl) o. Not palatable;

offensive to the taste ; nauseous.

Unparalleled, (un - par ' al - eld) a. Having no

iiarall«*! or equal ; unequalled; unmatched.

Unpardonable, (ип-рагЧпш-а-Ы) a. Not to be

paxiloned or forgiven; irrémissible.

Unpa rliamentary, (nn-par-le-ment'ar-e) c. Con

trary to the usages or rules of proceeding in

iiarlianient.

Unpatriotic, (un-pât-re-ot'ik) «. Not patriotic.

Uxjp«.ved, (un-pávd')a. Not covered with stone.

Unpawned, (un-pawnd') a. Not pawned or

pledged.

Unpeeled. (un-pëld')a. Not stripped of the peel.

Unperceived, (un-per-eôvd') a. Not perceived;

unobserved. [into stone.

Unpetrified. (un-pet're-fid) a. Not converted

Unphilosophical, (un-fil-ô-sofik-al) a. Notacconl-

ing to the principles of philosophy or right

reason. [fasten.

Unpin, (un-pinO v.t. To loose from pins; to nn-

TJnpitied, (un-pit'id) a. Not pitied or regarded

with compassion. [showing no compassion.

Unpitying, (un-pit'e-ing) a. Having no pity ;

Unpleasant, (un-plez'ant) a. Not pleasant ;

displeasing.

Unpleasantness, (un-ple/ant-nes) «. The state

or quality of being unpleasant ; disagreeable-

ness.
Unpledged, (nn-plejdr) a. Not pledged orengaged.

Unpliant, (un-pli'ant) a. Not easily bent; stiff.

Unpoctical, (un-pô-et'ik-al) a. Not having the

beauties of poetry;—having no taste for poetry;

unimaginative.

Unpointed, (un-point'ed) a. Having no point;

—not punctuated;—wanting the vowel points,

as a Hebrew book. [undefiled.

Unpolluted, (un-pôl-lu'ted) a. Not corrupted ;

Unpopular, (un-pop-ülär) a. Not having the

public favour; disliked by the community.

Unpractised, (un-prak-tist') a. Not skilled by

use or experience ; raw.

Unprecedented, (un-pres-e-dent'ed) a. Having

no precedent ; not having the authority of

example.

Unprejudiced, (un-prej'û-dist) о. Not prejudiced;

free from undue bias or prepossession : impartial.

Unpremeditated, (un-prë-nied'e-tu-ted) a. Not

previously prepared in the mind;—uot done by

design.

Unprepared, (un-pre-purd') a. Not made ready ;

unfitted or unfurnished ;—not made fit for

death.

Unpressed, (un-prest') n. Not pressed or sub

jected to pressure ;—not urged or enforced.

Unpretending, (un-pre-teiid'ing) a. Not ¡ire-

tending ; not claiming distinction ; modest.

Unpriestly, (un-prëst'le) и. Unbecoming a priest.

Unprinccly, (uu-prins'le) a. Unbecoming а

prince.

Unprincipled, (un-prin'se-pld) a. Not having

good moral principles ; destitute of virtue ;

profligate.

Unprinted, (un-printed) o. Not printed;—un-

stamped.

Unproductive. (nn-prÖ-duk'tiv) a. Not produc

tive ; barron ;—not producing large crops ; not

making profitable rvturns for labour ; — not

efficient.

Unproductiveness, (un-prö-duk'tiv-nes) n. The

state of being unproductive, as land, stock,

labour, and the like.

Unprofessional, (un-pro-feah'un-al) a. Not pro

fessional ;—not suitable to a profession.

Unprofitable, (un-profit-a-bl) a. Not profitable;

producing no gain or advantage ; useless.

Unprofltably, (un-profit-a-ble) adv. Without

gain; without any good effect or advantage.

Unproliflo, (un-prö-lifik) a. Not producing

young; barren ;—not producing in abundance.

Unpromising, (un-prom'iz-ing) a. Not affording

a prospect of success, profit, or tho like.

Unpronounceable, (un-prö-nounsVbl) a. That

cannot be pronounced.

Unprophetic. (un-prö-fet'ik) a. Not foreseeing

or predicting future events.
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Unpropitious, (un-pro-pish'e-us) a. Not pro

pitious ; not favourable ; inauspicious.

Unprosperous, (un-prosper-us) a. Not prosper

ous ; not attended with success; unfortunate.

Unprotected, (uu-pro-tek'ted) a. Not protected

or defended ; helpless.

Unprovided, (un-pro-vld'ed) a. Not provided ;

uiisupjilt.il ; unfurnished.

Unprovoked, (un-pro-voktf) a. Not provoked.

Unpublished, (un-pub'lisht) a. Not published or

made public ;—secret.

Unpunished, (un-pun'isht) a. Not punished ;

escaping with impunity.

Unpurchased, (un-pur-chaat') a. Not bought.

Unpurged, (un-purjd') a. Not purged or purified.

Un pursued, (un-pur-Bud/) a, Not pursued.

Unqualified, (un-kwol'e-fid) a. Not having the

requisite talents or accomplishment.-* ; — uot

having taken the requisite oaths ;—uot modi

fied by conditions.

Unquenchable, (un-kwensh'a-bl) a. Not to bo

extinguished or quenched.

Unquenched, (un-kwenshf) a. Not extinguished.

Unquestionable, (un-kwest'yun-a-bl) a. Not

questionable; not to bo doubted ; indubitable ;

certain.

Unquestionably, (un-kwest'ynn-a-blo) adv. In

an unquestionable manner ; without doubt.

Unquestioned, (un-kwest'yund) a. Not examin

ed; undisputed.

Unquiet, (un-kwfet) o. Not calm or tranquil ;

restless ; uneasy ; agitated ; disturbed.

Unquietneu, (uu-kwi'et-nes) n. State of being

unquiet; want of quiet; restlessness; uneasiness.

Unravel, (un-ravT) v. t. To disentangle ; to

separate, as threads that aro knit;—to clear

from complication; to unfold.

Unready, (un-red'e) a. Not ready or prepared ;

not prompt or quick ; slow ; awkward.

Unreal, (uu-ro'al) a. Not real ; unsubstantial ;

having appearance only.

Unreasonable, (un-re'zii-a-bl) «. Exceeding the

bounds of reason ; irrational ; inordinate ;—

immoderate ; exorbitant ; excessive.

Unreconciled, (un-rek'on-sUd) a. Not reconciled.

Unrecorded, (un-re-kord'ed) a. Not registered

or officially entered ;—not narrated or recited

in historical or other accounts.

Unredeemed, (un-re-demd') a. Not redeemed ;

not ransomed ;—not taken up or recalled by

payment of the principal, as lxmds, mortgages,

&e.

Unredressed, (un-iG-dresf) a. Not relieved

from injustice ; not reformed or removed.

Unrefined, (un-re-findOa. Not refined or purified.

Unrefonned, (un-rC-formd*) a. Not corrected

or amended.

Unregarded, (un-r6-gard'ed) a. Not respected or

heeded; neglected; Blighted.

Unregenerate, (un-re-jen'er-at) a. Not born again

to a now spiritual state ; not renewed in heart.

Unregistered, (un-rej'is-tgrd) a. Not put on the

roll or registered ; not recorded.

Unrelenting:, (un-rC-lent'ing) a. Not relenting ;

having no pity ; hard ; cruel ; implacable.

Unremitted, (un-re-rait'ed) a. Not remitted or

forgiven ;—not abated or relaxed ; continued.

Unremitting, (un-re-mit'ing) a. Not abating ;

not relaxing for a time ; incessant ; continued.

Unrenewed, (un-re-muT) a. Not made new ;

not born of the Spirit of God ; unregenerate.

Unrepaid, (un-re-pid*) a. Not recompensed or

rewarded.

Unrepealed, (un-re-peld') a. Not soropu*

or revoked.

Unrepealed, (un-re-penfed) a. Not rejected d

not regretted or expiated by penitential fc*m»

Unxepining, (un-re-pin'iug) a. Not cumjiis-

ing or murmuring peevishly.

Unreported, (un-re-port'ed) a. Not narrated .-.

described by the press ;—not officially sUtod

Unrepresented, (un-rep-re-zeut'ed) a. NoS n'f

seated; having no agent, delegate, 4c, tu ifl

for one. {or rrtmi---:

Unreproved, (un-rf-pruuvd') a. Not «a*aw

Unreserved, (un-re-rervd') a. Not merod

not withheld in part ; full ; entire ,—conceals

nothing ; open ; frank.

Unreservedly, (un-re-E£rv'edde) adv. Whicr

limitation or reservation ; frankly ; opealj

Unresisted, (un-n>zist'ed) a. Not resisted ■-

opposed. Imaking no rcsiiua--

Unresisting, (un-re-zist'ing) a„ Not oppiii^

Unresolved, (un-re-xolvd') a. Not detent

having made no resolution ;—not sul*«i -'

cleared up. [given back ;— notr-'i

Unrettorea, (un-re-storoV) «. Not restwrii

Unrestrained, (un-re-strandO a. Not baid

or checked ;—unlimited ;—loose ; lieentiow.

Unrestricted, (un-re-strik'ted) a, Hstu* ■»

limitation, restriction, or qualification; *■'■

solute.

Unrepealed, (un-rC-veldO a. Not reTcaK '

disclosed;—not made known bv dirint k*s»

tion. [p**1

Unrewarded, (un-re-wawrd'ed) a. Not r*o»

Unriddle, (un-ridl) v. t. To read the not*

of ; to solve or explain.

Unrig, (un-rigO v. t. To strip of rigOfc

to dismantle.

Unrighteous, (un-rit'yus) a. Not right**'

evil ; wicked ;—contrary to law and touv

unjust [sinfully : sice*!

Unrighteously, (un-rit'yu*-le) adr. Unjust? -f

Unrighteousness, (un-rit'yus-nes) a. Qasbt; •

being unrighteous; injustice; wickedna*

Unripe, (un-rip') a. Not ripe; not msturt M

brought to a state of perfection ;—uot *»**■

able. [unripe ; immaturity ; crW<v

Unripeness, (nn-rip'nes) n. State of l«*

Unrivalled, (un-ri'vald) a. Having no nTfc

without a competitor ; peerless.

Unrobe, (un-rdfc?) r. (. To undress ; to dim**

Unroll, (un-rdT) v. t. To open, as <■**> L'

rolled ;—to display ; to lay open.

Unromantio, (un-ro-man'tik) «. Not iwutf-1-

prosaic ; not fanciful or visionary ;—«aa»w

{jlace. (coTsn*

Unroof, (un-ruof*) v. t. To strip off the r-*

Unroot, (un-rait) v. t. To tear up frou *

roots ; to extirpate ; to eradicate.

Unruffled, (un-rofId) a. Not ruffled ; ombs.

Unruliness, (un-rool'e-ues) k. The qushtj «

condition of being unruly ; turbulence.

Unruly, (un-rool'e) a. Not submissive to n^

licentious ; turbulent; refractory.

Unsaddle, (un-sadT) v. t. To atrip of a i*^'

—to throw from the saddle ; to ujihorsa.

Unsafe, (un-saf ') a. Not safe ; not free n*

danger; exposed to peril; dangerous; b*ar-

oua, [ner ; insecurely • danjw^"-

Unsafely, (an-aaf' le) ado. In an un*d* tat;

Unsaleable, (un-ail'a-bl) a. Not meeting * <■*<

sale ; not in demand ; unmarketabJs-

Unaanotified, (uu-sank'te-f id) a, N°* "Drtl*

fied or consecrated ; unholy.
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Unsated, (un-sat'ed) a. Not satisfied or satiated.

Unsatisfactory, ( un-sat-is-fak ' tor-e ) a . Nut

giving satisfaction ;—failing to explain or con

vince.

Unsatisfied, (un-sat'is- fid ) a. Not pleased

or contented ;—not gratified to the full ;—not

fully convinced ;—not fully liquidated.

Unsavoury, (un-si'vur-e) a. Not savoury ;

tasteless ; insipid ;—offensive ; disgusting.

Unsay, (un-saV) r. t. To recant ; to retract.

Unscholarly, (un-skoler-le) a. Not scholarly ;

unbecoming the training or habit* of a scholar.

Unseorehed, (un-skorchtf) a. Not scorched or

touched by fire.

Unscrew, (uu-skroo') v. t. To draw the screws

from ; to loosen or withdraw, as a screw.

Unscriptural, (un-ekrip'tu-ral) a. Not agree

able to scripture ; not warranted by the word

of God.

Unscrupulous, (dn-skroo'pa-Iua) a. Not scrupu

lous ; having no scruples ; unprincipled.

Unseal, (un-eeT) v. t. To break or remove the

*e*l of; to open, as what is sealed.

Unsearchable, (un-serch'a-bl) a. Not searchable;

inscrutable; hidden; mysterious.

Unsearched, (un-aerchf) a. Not examined ; not

explored.

Unseasonable, (un-se'zn-a-bl) a. Not seasonable;

not in the proper season or time ; untimely.

Unseasonably, (un-se'zn-a-ble) aUc. In an un

reasonable manner ; not in due time, or not in

the usual time.

Unseasoned, (un-sez'nd) a. Not dried and

hardened, as timber:—not salted, spiced, flav

oured, 4c., as provisions ;—not inured by use,

or oxercise.

unseat, (un-sef) v.t. To throw from a seat.

Uaseaworthy, (un-se'wur-THe) a. Not in a fit

Jtate to encounter the perils of a sea-voyage.

Unseoonded, (uu-sek'un-ded) «. Not seconded

or supported

Unieemly, (un-eemle) a. Not seemly; not fitor

oeconiing; uncomely; unbecoming; indecent.

yoseen, (uu-sen') a. Not seen; not discovered;

Invisible; not discoverable.

unMlnin, (un-sel'nsh) a. Not selfish; not unduly

attached to one's own interest.

^nserrieeable, (un - serv ' is - a - bl) a. Useless ;

"inging no advantage, profit, or convenience.

oasettle, (uu-set'l) v.t.' To move from a fixed

"tote ; to make uncertain or fluctuating ; to

-"'Jx.:—». i To become unfixed.

unshackle, (un-ehafl) v.t. To loose from

twnds; to set free from restraint: to unfetter.

"awaken, (un-ahak'n) a. Not agitated or mov-

ly :r~,l°t weakened in resolution; firm; steady.

"nwapen, (un-ahap'n) o. Not well sliapen; de

formed; ugly.

unsheathe, (un-sheTH') r. (. To draw from the

"heath or scabbard, as a sword.

«ashad, (un-shedO «■ Not shod or spilt.

^weltered, (un-shel'terd) a. Not screened or

JrotectenV

Unship, (nn-shipO »• '• To take out of a ship or |

>m i Wat*r-craft;—to remove, as any part or ,

^'"Wement, from the place where it is fitted,

pwrinking, (un-shrink'ing) a. Not shunning

n 1J5*r- ^l, pain, Ac ; firmly enduring.

nr?f* (no-shut) n. Not shut or closed; open.

>if 7' <un-«itne) n. Not sightly; disagreea- ,

W* i e eye : u*lv : deformed. (sister.

UnSSTv ' < un _ 8is ' ter - le ) « . Unbecoming a
oaiKUfuf, (un-«kil'f661) a. Not skilful; wanting |

the dexterity acquired by observation, use, and

experience ; awkward ; clumsy.

Untkilfulness, (un-skil'fool-nes) n. Quality of

being unskilful ; awkwardness; clumsiness.

Unslaked, ( un,- sblkt ' ) a. Not slaked or

quenched.

TTnsmoked, (un-smokf) a. Not dried in smoke.

Unsociability, (un-sd-she-a-biTe-te) a. The

state or quality of being unsociable; un-

sociablenees.

Unsociable, (nu-so'she-a-bl) a. Not sociable ;

not inclined to society; averse to companion

ship or conversation; solitary; reserved.

Unsocial, (un-so'she-al) a. Not adapted to society;

not beneficial to society.

Unsoiled, (un-soild') a. Not stained or tainted.

Unsold, (unsold') a. Not sold or exchanged for

money or other consideration;—remaining on

hand.

Unsoldierly, (un-s&l'jer-Ie) a. Unbecoming a

soldier. [or asked for;—hence, voluntary.

Unsolicited, (un-so-lis'it-ed) a. Not requested

Unsolved; (un-solvd') a. Not solved or explained.

Unsophisticated, (un-so-fis'te-kat-ed) a. Not

adulterate! by mixture; pure; genuine; natural.

Unsorted, (un-sort'ed) a. Not separated and

distributed according to kind, classes, die.

Unsound, (un -sound') a. Not sound; wanting any

thing essential ; deficient ;—infirm ; sickly;—not

sound in character; not honest; not to ha

trusted;—not close; not compact;—erroneous;

wrong ; — not well established; defective ;

questionable.

Unsoundness, (un-sound'nes) n. The quality or

state of being unsound; defectiveness.

Unsoured, (un-BounT) a. Not soured;—not made

morose or crabbed.

Unsown, (uu-sou') a. Not scattered, as seed ;—

not propagated by scattering seed ;—not sown,

as land. [parsimonious ; liberal : profuse.

Unsparing;, (un-sparing) «. Not sparing: not

Unspeakable, (un-spek'a-bl) a. Incapable of

being uttered or adequately described; ineffable.

Unspent, (un-spentf) a. Not spent or wasted;

—not exhausted or weakened.

Unspoiled, (un-spoildO a. Not pillaged or

plundered ;—not marred, corrupted, or rendered

useless.

Unspoken, (un-spoVn) a. Not spoken or uttered.

Unspotted, (un-spot'ed) a. Not spotted;—freo

from moral stain ; untainted with guilt ; un

blemished.

Unstable, (un-staT>l) «. Not fixed or fast ;—tin-

steady; irresolute ; inconstant.

Unstaid, (un-etad') a. Unsteady ; fickle.

Unstained, (un-stand1) a. Not stained or dyed;

—not dishonoured ; unpolluted.

Unstamped, (un - stain pt') a. Not stamped

or impressed. [coming a statesman.

Unstatesmanlike, (un-stutriiian-lik) a. Unbe-

Unsteadfast (un-sted'fast) a. Not standing or

being firm ;—not fixed in purpose ; irresolute.

Unsteadiness, (un-sted'e-nes) a. The state of being

unsteady ;—unstablenees ; inconstancy ; irreso

lution ; mutableneas.

Unsteady, (un-sted'e) a. Not steady; not con

stant; mutable ; variable ; changeable.

Unstop, (un-stopO v. t. To free from a stopple,

as a bottle or cask ;—to open.

Unstrained, (un-strand') u. Not forced; easy.

Unstratified, (un-strat'e-fld) a. Not deposited in

strata or beds.

Unstring, ( un - string ' ) v. t. To deprive of
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strings ;—to relax the tension of;—to take from

a string. [not laboured ; easy ; natural.

Unstudied, (un-stud'id) a. Unpremeditated ;—

Unstuffed, (un-stuff) a. Not stuffed ; not rilled.

Unsuccessful, (un-suk-ses'fuul) a. Not success

ful ; not producing the desired event ; not for

tunate.

Unsuitable, (nn-sut'abl) a. Nut suitable ; not

adapted; unfit ;—unbecoming ; improper.

Unsuited, (un-aut'ed) a. Not fitted or adapted ;

unfit. [iiiahed ;—spotless ; pure.

Unsullied, (un-suriid) a. Not stained or tar-

Unsung, (un-sung') a. Not sung ;—not cele

brated in verse.

Unsupported, (un-sup-port'ed) a. Not assisted

or countenanced;— not seconded;—not sustained

by other testimony or evidence.

Unsurpassed, (un-aur-past) a. Not surpassed

or exceeded.

Unaurveyed, (un-sur-vrid') a. Not surveyed.

Unsuspected, (un-sus-pekt'ed) a. Not suspected.

Unsuspecting, (un-sus-pekt'ing) a. Not imagin-

ingevil in act or design ; free from suspicion.

Unsuspicious, (un-sus-pish'e us) «. Not sus

picious ; having no suspicion.

Unsustained, (un-sus-tand') «. Not supported.

Unswept, (un-swepf) «. Not swept; nut brushed

or cleaned with a broom.

Unswerving^ (uu-swgrv'ing) a. Undeviating.

Unsymmetrical, (un-sini-met'rik-al) «. Wanting

symmotry or due projxjrtiou of parts.

Untainted, (un-tilut'ed) a. Unsullied ; unpol

luted ;—not corrupted or putrid.

Untameable, (un-tamVbl) a. That cannot l-o

tamed. [cated ; unsubdued.

Untamed, (un-tatnd') a. Not tamed or domesti-

Untasted, (uu-tasted) a. Not tasted or tried ;

—not enjoyed. [structed.

Untaught, (un-tawf) a. Not educated or in-

Untaxed, (uu-takst) a. Not chained with taxes.

Untempered, (uu-tem'perd) a. Not tempered ;

not duly prepared and hardened for use.

Untenable, (un-ten'a-bl) a. Not to be held in

possession ; that cannot be defended or main

tained, [ant; unoccupied.

Untenanted, (un-ten'aut-ed) o. Having uo ten-

Untendered, (uu-ten uVrd) a. Not offered.

Unthankful, (un-thaugk'fool) a. Ungrateful ;

not returning acknowledgment for good re

ceived.

Unthinking, (un-thingk'ing) a. Not thinking;

thoughtless ; inconsiderate ; — not indicating

thought.

Unthought. (un-thawt) a. Not supposed to be ;

—not heeded or regarded—with of.

Unthrift, (un-thrift') h. A prodigal ;—extrava

gance ; waste.

Unthrifty, (un-thrift'e) a. Profuse ; prodigal ;

lavish ;—not improving ; not gaining ; — un-

thriving.

Untidiness, (un-tid'e-nes) n. Want of tuli-

neBS or neatness; slovenliness.

Untidy, (un-tid'e) a. Not tidy or neat; slovenly ;

—not kept in good order.

Untie, (uii-ti') v. t. To loosen ; to disengage the

parts of, as a knot ;—to unbind;—to resolve; to

unfold.

Until, (un-tir1) prep. [Go. vnd, Ioel. «/ut, Ger.

vnz.] To; till; as far ns—in respect to time.

Until, (un-til) conj. As far as ; to the point,

place, or degree that ; till.

Untimely, (un-timTe) a. Not timely: happen

ing before the tinis ; premature , unseasonable.

Untimely, (un-timTe) adv. Before tbe natural .<:

usual time ; prematurely ; unseasonably.

Untinctured. (uu-tingk'tnrd) a. Not tingaC

stained, mixed, or affected :—also vniiagnl.

Untired, (un-tird') a. Not exhausted by xtsi

unwearied.

Untiring, (un-tiVing) a. Nut becoming tan

or exhausted ; enduring: patient.

Untitled, (un-tit'ld) a. Having notiUe.

Unto, (un'too) prep. [Go. unte", O. bax. rr".

To—now used in formal or scriptural st\le

Untold, (un-tdld) a. Not toid . not rvlsw.

not revealed ;—not numbered or counted.

Untouched, (un-tuchf) a. Not touched;—&

meddled with ;—unattained ;—not movcti -

affected.

Untoward, (un-to'ward, un-toard) a. Fro*i-:

perverse;—ungraceful:—inconvenient, tivu1-*-

some.

Untoward!?, (un-t&'ward-le) arfr. In u ^

toward manner: perversely ; ungainly.

Untowardness, (un-t6'ward-nes) u. fctal* *

quality of being untoward; frowaixlness , pa

verseness.

Untracked, (un-trakf) o. Not marked by &«-

steps ;—not followed by the tracks :—also .-

traced.

Untrained, (mi -trand') a. Not trained; ua-i.-

ciplined ; uot instructed ; — uu^uverned .

regular, (not bo translate

Untranrlatable, (un-trans lat'a-bl) a. That ou

Untranslated, (uu-translated) a. Not tnu*

lated.

Untravelled, (un-trav'eld) a. Not trodtkn t

passengers ;—having never seen fuxvigu a-

tries.

Untried, (un-trid') a. Not attempted ;— r> '

experieuoed;—not judicially heard and deft

mined. [marked by the fee*

Untrodden, (un-trod'u) a. Not passed or* n

Untroubled, (un-tmb'ld) a. Not agitaisd

disturbed ; unruffled ;— free from powion. sx

Untrue, (un-troo') a. Not true; false: e^t

trary to the fact ;—not faithful ; ineon*ta&i;

disloyal.

Untruly, (un-troole) adv. In an untrue na*

ner; not tiuly : falsely; uot according to rex'"'

Untruth, (un-trooth') «. The quality of t*-r?

untnie; falsehood; want of veracity ; a I--'

assertion. [*er»cit;>

Untruthful, (un-truoTH'fool) a. Wanting

Untunable, (un-tun'a-hl) a. That cannet U

brought to the pitch ; — inharrnoiiioitf ; w*

musical.
Untune, (un-tun) v.t. To make iucapsl>*? •■'

liannony ; to put out of tune ; to disorder.

Untutored, (un-tutord) a. Untaught; ua*

structed.

Untwine, (un-twhV) r. t. To untwist ; todi*"-

tangle; to separate, as that which «io<tt '

clasps.

Untwist, (un-twisf) v. (. ori To separst* *■

open, as threads twisted ; to disentangle.

Unused, (un-uid') «. Not used or accusu*-

—never put to use ;—unemployed.

Unusual, (uu-uzM-iU) a. Not usual : uueomB-

Unutterable, (un-ut'er-a-bl) a. lucapsa!' '

being uttered or expressed ; ineffable : im

pressible.

Unvalued, (un-valud) a. Not valued or prbcJ ;

neglected ;—inestimable ;—uot appraised

Unvaried, (un-Ytt'rid) a. Not altered or diirr-J-

fled.
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Unvarnished, (un-var'nisht) a. Not overlaid j

with varnish ; — nut artificially coloured or

adorned ; not artfully embellished ; plain.

Un varying-, (un-vi're-iug) a. Not liable to change;

constant.

Unveil, (un-va!*) v. t. To remove a veil from;

to uncover ; to disclose to view.

Unviolated, (un- vi'6-lit-ed) a. Not broken

or transgressed ;—not injured.

Unviiited, (un-viz'it-ed) a. Not visited; not

called on : not resorted to.

Unvouched, (un-voucht^ a. Not warranted or

supported by testimony ;—not fully tested.

Unwarily, (nn-wa're-le) adv. In an unwary or

careless manner ; heedlessly.

Unwarned, (un-warad') a. Not apprized or

cautioned against danger.

Unwarped, (un-warpf) a. Not biased ; impartial.

"-.warrantable, (un-wor'ant-a-bl) a. Not war

rantable; indefensible; not justifiable; .im

proper.

Unwarranted, (un-wor'an-ted)a. Not authorized;

—not sure or certain ;—not covenanted to bo

sound, good, Ac,

Unwary, (uu-wu're) a. Not vigilant against

'laager ; not cautious ; unguarded; precipitate.

Uawaihed^un-woahOrt. Not washed or cleansed.

Unwuted, (un-wasted) a. Not lavished or dissi

pated; not used or consumed. [guarded.

Hnwatched, (un-wocht) a. Not watched or

Unaltered, (un-wawVc.ru) a. Not watered ; dry.

Unwavering, (un-wav'er-ing) a. Not fluctuating

"r vacillating ; firm ; constant.

Unwtaried, (un-we'rid) a. Not fatigued or tired;

Jwreistent ; indefatigable.

Unweighed, (un-wadO o. Not weighed;—not

deliberately considered.

Unwelcome, (un-wel'kum) o. Not well received ;

not pleasing or agreeable.

Unwell. (un-weT) «. Not well ; ailing.

Unwholesome, ( un - hoi ' sum ) a. Not un

favourable to health; insalubrious;—pernicious;

- injudicious.

Unwholesomeness, (nn-hol'imni-nes) ». The Htate

'jr quality of being unwholesome ; insalubrity.

Unwieldineaa, (un-wCld'e-iies) h. The quality of

l«eing unwieldy ; heaviness.

'Unwieldy, (un-weld'e) a. Not wieldy ; movable

with difficulty; unmanageable; bulky; ponder-

•'Os. > [disinclined ; reluctant.

Unwilling, (un-wil'ing) a. Not willing; loath;

Unwillingly, (uu-wil'ing-Ie) adv. Iu an un

willing manner: reluctantly.

UnwilUngnesa, (un-wil'itig-nes) n. Tho state or

fpiatity of being unwilling ; disinclination ;

reluctance.

Unwind, (un-wind') v. (. To wind off; to loose

•jr separate;—to disentangle ;—v.i. To become

by rubbing.

Unwiped, (un-wipf) a. Not wiped or cleansed

»nwound.

Unwise, (un-wiz/) a. Not wise; defective in

wisdom; injudicious; indiscreet; foolish.

£nwithered, (un-wiTirerd) a. Not withered.

u nwitnessed, (un-wit'nest) a. Not witnessed or

***" by otliers ;—not attested iu presence of

witnesses.

Unwittingly, (un-wit'ing-le) adv. Without

knowledge or consciousness ; ignorantly.

Unwonted, (un-wont'ed) a. Not wonted; nunc*

t'lstomed;—uncommon; unusual; rare.

unworkmanlike, (un-wurk man-lik) a. Unbe

coming a workman ; unskilful; slovenly.

Unworldliness, (un-wurldle-nes) n. Want of a

worldly, carnal, or covetous spirit; spirituality.

Unworldly, (un-wurld'Ie) a. Not carnal, covet

ous, or self-seeking ; spiritual.

Unworthily, (un-wur'Tne-le) adv. In an un

worthy manner ; not according to desert.

Unworthinesa, (un-wur'-riie-nes) n. The quality

of being unworthy ; want of worth or merit.

Unworthy, (un-wur'THe) a. Not worthy; un

deserving; base; unbecoming; discreditable;

inadequate. [injured.

Unwounded, (nn-wuond'ed) a. Not wounded or

Unwrap, (un-rap') v.t. To ojien or undo, as what

is wrapped or folded.

Unwrinkled, (un-ring/kld) a. Not slirunk or

marked with ridges or furrows.

Unwritten, (un-rit'n) a. Not written ; not re

duced to writing ; verbal ;—blank.

Unwrought, (uu-iawf) a. Not laboured; not

manufactured.

Unyielding, (un - yfild ' ing) a. Not yielding ;

unbending; unpliant ; stiff; firm; obstinate.

Unyoke, (un-yok ) v. t. To loose or free from a

voke ; —to part ; to disjoin.

Up, (up)«dV. [A.-M. up, upp.] Aloft; on high;

above ; — from a lower to a higher position,

literally or figuratively — used with verbs of

motion;—in a higher place or position—used

with verbs of rest, situation, and the like;—to

or in a position of equal advance or equality;

not short of, less than, away from, or the like

—usually followed by to or vith;—completely ;

wholly ; quite.

Up, (up) prep. From a lower to a higher place.

Upas, (iVp,Li) n, [Malay.] A tree common in

Java and the neighbouring

isles, tho secretions of which

are poisonous.

Upbear, (up-barO v. t. To raise

aloft; to elevate; to sustain.

Upbind, (up-bind') r. t. To bind

up ;—to close.

Upbraid, (up-briid') r. i. [A.-S.

vpgebredan.] To charge with _

something wrong or disgrace

ful;—to reprove severely; to

bring reproach on ; to chide.

Upbraiding, (up-brad'ing) n. Accusing another

with something disgraceful; act of reproaching.

Upcast, (uplcast) a. Thrown upward, as a bowl ;

— turned upwards, as the eyes.

Upcast, (upicast) n. A cast ; a throw.

Upheave, (up-heV) v. t. To heave or lift up

from beneath.

Uphill, (up'liil) a. Ascending; going up ;—

attended w ith lal>oiir ; difficult.

Uphold, (up-hold) i*. (. To lift on high ; to

elevate;—to sustain : to keep from falling; to

maintain ;—to give moral support to; to counte

nance.

Upholder, (up-hold'er) "■ One who or that

which upholds; a supporter; a defender; a sus

tain er.

Upholsterer, (up-hol'stcr-cr) h. One who fur

nishes houses with furniture, beds, curtain*,

and the like. [plied by upholsterer*.

Upholstery, (up-hol'strr-e) n. Furniture su]>-

Upland, (up/land) «. High land; ground elevated

above the meadows and intervals which lie on

the banks of rivers, near tho sea, or between

bills. [on upland ;—pertaining to upland*.

Upland, (upland) <>. High in situation ; being

Uplift, (up iift') '■ '■ Tu lift or niise :Joft-
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Upmost, (up'mOst) a. Highest ; uppermost.

Upon, (up-on') prep. [A.-8. v.ppan, uppon.)

On :—in contact with or lying above the surface

or upper part of ;—in the state of resting in, on,

or upheld by;—in the state of acting or per

forming with the hand or fingers ;—in the

sense of conveying action, influence, increase,

&c. ;—in addition to; besides ;—in dependence

or reliance;—at or near to ;—at or in the time

of ;—in consequence of;—in consideration of;

by virtue of ;—with the pledge of ;—noting

approach or attack.

Upper, (up'er) a., comp. of up. Further up,

literally or figuratively ;—higher in position,

rank, or the like ; superior. [superiority.

Upperhand, (up'gr-hand) n. - Ascendancy;

Uppermost, (up'er-niost) a. [Superlative of up or

upper.] Further up; highest in situation, posi

tion, rank, power, or the like ; supreme.

Uppish, (up'ish) a. [From up.] Proud; arrogant;

assuming; putting on airs of superiority.

Uppiihnesa, (ur/ish-nes) n. The quality of being

uppish ; pride or arrogance of manner.

Upright, (up'rit) a. In an erect position; point

ing directly upward; perpendicular ;—honest ;

Just ;—conformable to moral rectitude.

Uprightly, (up'rit-le) adv. In a perpendicular

direction ;—with Btrict rectitude ; honestly.

Uprightness, (nr/rit-nes) n. Quality or condition

of being upright ; — integrity in principle or

practice; honesty; rectitude.

Uprise, (up-riz') r. i. To get up ; to rise from a

bed or seat ;—to ascend above the horizon.

Uprising, (up-riz'ing) n. The act of rising ; also,

a steep ascent

Uproar, (up'ror) «. fGer. auf and ruhren.]

Great tumult; disturbance and noise: bustle

and clamour.

Uproarious, (up-ror'e-ns) a. Making or accom-

IMUiied by great noise and tumult ; boisterous;

disorderly.

Uproot, (up-rootf) v. t. To tear up by the roots.

Uprouse, (up-rouzO v. t. To rouse up ; to rouse

from sleep ; to awake.

Upset, (up-aef) v. t. To set up ; to put up

right ;—to overturn, overthrow, or overset.

Upset, (up'set) n. An overturn ; an overthrow.

Upset, (up'set) a. Offered or exposed for sale;—

noting the price at which an article is put up

for sale. fend.

Upshot, (up'shot) n. Final issue : conclusion ;

Upside, (up'sld) n. The upper side ; the part

that is uppermost. Upside down, with the

upper part undermost, hence, in confusion.

Upstart, (up'start)*. Something that starts or

springs up suddenly; — one suddenly arisen

from low life to wealth, power, or honour ; a

parvenu.

Upstay, (up-st.Y) u. f. To sustain ; to support.

Upturn, (up-torn') v. (. To turn up; to throw

up. [place.

Upward, (up'ward) a. Directed to a higher

Upward, (up'ward) adv. In a direction from

lower to higher ; toward a higher place ;—in

the upper parts ; above ; — yet more : — also

upward*.

Uranium, (u-ru'ne-nm) n. [L.] A metal of a

reddish-brown colour, commonly in a crystal

line form.

Uranus, (u-rfl'nus) n. [h.] One of the prim

ary planets, 1,800,000,000 miles from the sun.

Urban, (ur'ban) «. [L. ui-banus.] Belonging

to a city; municipal.

Urbane, (nr-ban') a. Courteous in manner*;

polite ; civil ; refined.

Urbanity, (ur-ban'e-te) n. Civility or cemrte?

of manners: suavity; refinement.

Urchin, (urchin) ?i. [F. kirisxon.] A bsdr>

hog ;—a mischievous elf supposed f>oroetuae* i*

take the form of a hedgehog ;—a child ; « perl

little fellow.

Ureter, (u-re'ter) n. [L.] One of the nmwj

ducts of the kidney, conveying the uricc '

the bladder.

Urethra, (u-re'thra) n. [L.] The canal W

which the urine is conducted from the ol*fca

and discharged.

Urge, (urj) v.t. [L. urpere.] To press: ti

drive; to impel ; to force onward;—to ply vitt

motives, arguments, persuasion, or import

ity;—to press hard upon: to follow doaelj,-+

press upon attention.

Urgency, (ur'jen-se) n. Quality of being orgrt';

earnest solicitation ;—pressure of necesaty

Urgent, (ur'jent) a. [L. vrpens.] Pressing «i~'

necessity ; instant ; of the last importaflx -

besetting ; plying with importunity.

Urgently, (ur/jent-le) adv. In an urgent t tur

ner ; pressingly ; with earnest importacitj ;-

forcibly.

Urim, (ii'rim) ». [H. pi otftr.) AnornKw*

worn along with the tkummim on the hre^

plate of the high priest among the Jem, «

certain occasions, on which he received «4

delivered to the people special revelations ^--

the Divine will.

Urinal, (u'rin-al) i>. [L. urina,] A bcthV >"

which the urine of diseased persona to ™*

merly conveyed for medical inspection :—* ft'-'

venience, either public or private, for ma &>

discharge their urine in :—also urinary

Urinary, (u'rin-ar-e) a. Pertaining to urine -

resembling or of the natnre of urine.

Urinate, (u'rin-at) p. i. To discharge urine : '*

make water.

Urination, (u-rin-il'shun) n. Micturition.

Urine, (u'rin) n. [L. urina.] An animal flaw

secreted by the kidneys.

Urn, (urn) n. [L. u'rna.] A vessel

forms, usually largest in the mid

dle, and furnished with a foot or

pedestal, employed for holding

liquids, for ornamental uses, for

holding lots to be drawn, and for

preserving the ashes of the dead.

Urn, (urn) t». f. To inclose in an urn,

or as if in an urn.

Urnal, (nr'nal) a. Pertaining to or

resembling an urn.

Ursa, (ur'sa) n. [L.] A bear.

the Great Bear, one of ^

the constellations, situated

near tho pole—it contains

the stars which form the

Dipper or Charles* Wain.

Urea Minor, the Little

Bear, the constellation

nearest the north pole—

it contains the pole-star.

Ursine, (ur'sin) a. (L. ur-

ginus, from ursu*t a bear.]

resembling a bear.

Urtication, (ur-te-ka'shnn) n. [L. «rf irsJ ^J,/.

ing with a nettle ; whipping with nc^'wTTr

times applied medicinally to a paralj*" u

Ao.
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Ue, (ua)prow. pi. [A.-S. Hi.] The objective case

of *r*.

Usable, (uz'a-bl) a. Capable of being used.

Huge, (uVaj) n. [F. from L. k«im.) Act of

using; inodeof using or treating; treatment;—

long-cootinued practice ; habitual use ;—legal

custom ; prescription.

Usance, (uz'ans) n. The time which, by cus

tom, is allowed in certain countries for the

payment of a bill of exchange ;—usury; interest

paid for money.

Use, ((is) n. [L. usus.\ Act of employing any

thing or of applying it in any manner or for

any purpose ; practical exercise ; application ;

employment ;—occasion or need to employ ;—

usefulness ; utility ;—continued practice ; cus

tomary employment ; usage.

Use, (uz) v. t. [L. uti, tuc*.] To make use of;

to put to a purpose ;—to handle, occupy, or

apply ;—to waste or consume by employment ;

—to behave toward : to treat ; — to practise

customarily ;—to habituate ;—to frequent ; to

inhabit;—v. i. To be wont or accustomed ; to

practise customarily.

Useful, (uVfool) a. Full of use, advantage,

or profit ; producing good ; beneficial ; profit

able.

Usefully, (uVfool-le) adv. In a useful manner ;

profitably.

Usefulness, '(us'fool-nen) n. State or quality

of being useful ; serviceableuess ; advantage ;

profit.

useless, (usTes) a. Having no use ; answering

no valuable purpose ; fruitless ; ineffectual ; un

profitable.

Uselessly, (uYles-le) adv. In a useless manner :

without profit or advantage.

Uselessness, (us'les-nes) n. Unservieeablcness ;

unfitness for any good purpose.

Usher, (ush'er) n. [Norm. F. uma:] An officer

or servant who has the care of the door of a

court, ball, or the like; an officer whose business

it is to introduce strangers, or to walk l>efore a

person of rank ;—an under-teacher or assistant

to the preceptor of a school.

Usher, (ush'er) v. t. To introduce, as forerunner,

or harbinger ; to forerun.

Ushership, (ush'e,r-ship) u. Office or rank of an

usher:—also xudtfrdom.

Usquebaugh, (uaTcwe-ba) n. [Ir. visge, bcatha.)

A kind of whiskey made in Ireland.

Ustxon, (ust'yun) n. [L. tario.] Act of burn

ing ; state of being burned.

Usual, (u'zhu-al) a. [F. vntel.] Common ; cus

tomary; ordinary: frequent.

Usually, (u'zhu-al-le) adv. In the usual man

ner; commonly ; customarily ; ordinarily.

Usufruct, (tizhu-frukt) u. [C. ittus and /ructux.]

The right of using and enjoying the produce,

benefit, or profits of a thing belonging to an

other.

Usurer, (u'zhiir-er) n. Formerly, a person ac

customed to lend money and take interest for

it ; now, one who lends money at a rate of in

terest beyond that established or permitted

by law.

Usurious, (u-zhu re-us) a. Practising usury ;

taking exorbitant interest for the use of

money.

Uiurp, (u-zurpO v.t. [L. u$u and rapere..] To

seize and hold in possession by force or without

right ; assume ; appropriate.

Usurpation, (u-zurp-a'snun) n. Act of seizing,

or occupying and enjoying, the power or pro

perty of another without right

Usurper, (u-zurp'er) n. One who seizes or occu

pies the power or property of another without

right.

Usury, (u'zhu-re) b. fL. usurer, from v.ti, uxux,

to use.) Interest ; premium paid or stipulated

to be paid for the loan or use of money ; ex

orbitant interest ; rate charged beyond the

legal amount ;—the practice of lending money

on interest ; the profession of a money lender.

Utensil, (u-tensil) n. [F. utenttle.] An instru

ment or vessel used in a kitchen, or in domes

tic and farming business.

Uterine, (u'ter-in) a. [L. nterimu.] Pertain

ing to the womb;—born of the same mother,

but by a different father.

Utero-gestation, (u-tcr-d-ges-ta'shun) n. rL.

itttru* and geatare.] Pregnancy ; act or period

of carrying in the womb from conception to

birth.

Utilitarian, (u-til-e-ta're-an) a. [L. ittilitas,]

Consisting in or pertaining to utility.

Utilitarian, (u-til-e-ta're-an) u. One who holds

the doctrine of utilitarianism.

Utilitarianism, (u-til-e-ta're-an-izm) n. The

doctrine that the greatest happiness of the

greatest number should be the end and aim of

all social and political institutions ;—the doc

trine that virtue is founded in utility, or that

utility is the sole standard of virtue.

Utility, (u-til'e-te) n. (L. utilita*.] State or

quality of being useful ; production of good ;

profitableness ; advantage ; service.

Utilization, (u-til-e-za'shun) n. Act of utiliz

ing or state of being utilized.

Utilize, (u'til-lz) v. t. To make useful ; to turn

to profitable account or use.

Utmost, (ut'mcet) a. (A.-S. tttemdst.] Situ

ated at the furthest point or extremity ;

furthest out ; most distant ; extreme ; last ;

—being in the greatest or highest degree.

Utmost, (nt'most) n. The most that can be ; the

greatest power, degree, or effort.

Utopia, (u-tope-a) n. [O. oh and topot ] An

imaginary island enjoying the greatest per

fection in politics, laws, and the like; — a

place or state of ideal perfection.

Utopian, (u-tc/pe-an) a. Pertaining to Utopia :

ideal ; chimerical ; fanciful.

Utricle, (u'tre-kl) n. [h. utriculun.) A little

bag or bladder ;—a microscopic cell in the

structure of an egg, or animal, or plant.

Utter, (ut'er) «. (A.-S.] Situated on the out

side; outer ;—being beyond compass ;—utmost ;

extreme ;—total ; — peremptory ; absolute ;—

perfect; entire.

Utter, (ut'er) v. t. To speak ; to pronounce ;

—to publish ; to issue ;—to sell ;—to put in

circulation.

Utterable, (nt'er-a-bl) a. Capable of being

uttered, pronounced, or expressed.

Utterance, (ut'er-ans) a. Act of uttering: pronun

ciation; circulation; publication;—issuing, as of

false coin.

Utterly, (ut'er-le) adv. To the full extent;

fully : perfectly ; totally.

Uttermost, (ut'gr-mmt) a. Extreme ; utmost;

being in the furthest, grearest, or highest

degree.

Uttermost, (nt'er-most) n. Utmost ; highest

degree of measure ; extremes! thing or degree

possible.
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Uvula, (u'vu-la) n. [L.] The fleshy conical I TJxorioui, (uks-6're-ns) a. [L. luesr.] Sob-

body suspended from the middle of the soft

palate.

Uvular, ( u ' vu - Lir ) a. Pertaining to the

uvula.

TJxorial, (nks-d're-al) a. Doting]y fond of, or

servilely submissive to a wife ; uxorious.

missively or excessively fond of a wife.

Uxoriously, (uks-6're-us-le) adv. With food fr

servile submission to a wife.

Uxoriousnesa, (nks-d're-us-nea) n. State <?

quality of being uxoriouB ; excessive foodae*

for a wife.

V.

V(ve), the twenty-second letter of the Eng

lish alphabet, is a labial articulation

formed by the junction of the upper teeth with

the loner lip, and is nearly allied to /, from

which it differs in being simply vocal, and not

aspirate. It Is n distinct consonant, having

nne uniform sound, as in vain, vote, lavish.

Vacancy, (va'kan-se) n. [F. txieanee.) Empty

space ; vacuity ;—a space Iwtweeu bodies or

things;—state of a post unfilled; absence of the

incumbent or ofiiciatinij functionary;—a place

or post open to candidature; an unoccupied

office ;—time of leisure; unemployed time ; in

termission of business ;—want of thought; in

anity.

Vacant, (vilcant) a. [L. mean*.] Empty; un

filled ; void ;—free ; not engaged with business

or care; unemployed; having leisure; — not

occupied with an incumbent, possessor, or

officer ;—thoughtless ; empty of thought ; not

studious or reflective ;—having no possessor,

claimant, or occupier.

Vacantly, (va'kant-le) adv. In a vacant man

ner.

Vacate, (va-kaf) r. t. [h. vaeare.] To make

vacant; to leave empty;—to quit possession

of;—to annul; to make of no authority or

validity.

Vacation, (va-ka'shun) n. [Tj. vacatio.) The act

of vacating, making void, or of no force;—in

termission of a stated employment: si>fc{tically%

intermission of judicial proceedings; the space

between the end of ono term and the beginning

of the next; non-term;—the intermission of

the regular studies and exercises of a college

or other seminary.

Vaccinate, (vak'sin-at) v. t. [L. vaccinas.] To

inoculate with the cow-pox or a virus taken

from cows, culled vaccine matter.

Vaccination, (vak-siiwTshun) n. Act, art, or

practice of inoculating persons with the eow-

JK>X.

Vaccine, (vak'sin) a. [L. raccinv.*, from racca,

a cow.] Pertaining to cows or to vaccination.

Vacillate, (vas'il-lat) r. i. [h. vacilla}-?.] To

move one way and the other ; to reel;—to fluc

tuate in mind or opinion ; to be unsteady.

Vacillating, (vas'il-lat-ing) «. Inclined to fluc

tuate ; wavering; unsteady.

Vacillation, (vas-il-la'shun) n. Act of wavering ;

—fluctuation of mind ; unsteadiness.

Vacuity, (va-kue-te) n, [L. vacuita*.] A state

of being unfilled ; emptiness ;—space occupied

with an invisible fluid only ; vacuum.

Vacuum, (vak'u-um)n. [L vacuus.] Space empty

or devoid of all matter or body.

Vagabond, (vagVbond) n. fL. vagari.] Float

ing about without any certain direction ;—mov-

ingfrom place to place without any settled

habitation ; wandering.

Vagabond, (vag ' a - bond) n. One who wanders

from place to place, having no certain dwelLx.

and usually without the means of bene"

livelihood.

Vagabondage, (vagVbond-aj) »- Condition tf

a vagabond :—also vagabondism.

Vagarious, (va-ga're-us) a. Whimsical ; capnc

ous : ranging from one theme to another.

Vagary, (va-gar'e) n. fL. vagari.] A wiad*:-

ing of the thoughts ; a wild freak ; a whim.

Vagina, (va-ji'na) n. (L.) In ana tan?, '■>

canal which leads from the external orifiw *■

the uterus ;—in botany, the sheath formed l~

the convolution of the petiole round the s*«o

Vaginal, (vaj'in-al) a. Pertaining to a sbesu

or resembling a sheath ;—in anatomy, perUi.

ing to the vagina.

Vagrancy, (va'gran-se) n. State of a vagrant; »

wandering without a settled home.

Vagrant, (va'grant) «. [Norm. F. warn**-)

Moving without certain direction : nnsettlrti.-

wandering without any settled habitation.

Vagrant, (va'grant) u. One who strolls frea

place to place; a sturdy begsrar; a vagabond

Vague, (vag) a. [L. vagus.] Unsettled; unfii*.

undetermined : indefinite ;—loose ; uncertain

Vaguely, (vfigMe.) adr. In an uncertain of in

definite manner ; loosely.

Vagueness, (vag'nes) ». The state of being iotm.

general, or undefined ; — indennitene& ; -

certainty.

Vail, (val) u. [F. voile, L. rehem.] A conoeiliJS

screen or envelope: a cover:—also written Vol |

Vail, (val) v.t. |F. avaler.) To let fkB: J|

l lower ;—to lower in token of inferiority, or w»

! like.

i Vails, (valz) n. pi. Gratuities or money fi'*

1 to the servants of a household bv a guest

\ Vain, (van) a. [F., from L. vnniit] Emp*^
I worthless; fruitless; ineffectual ; done or *.■-■!

to no purpose ;—proud of petty thing* & c;

small attainments: conceited; elated by a hip

opinion of one's personal appearance, talents, *

accomplishments ;—empty ; unreal ;—false; •}*■

ceitful;—showy; ostentatious.

Vainglorious, (van-glo're-us) a. Vain to ««*

of one's own achievements; boastful; vsunub-'

Vainglory, (vin-glo re) h. Excessive vanity «'

cited by one's own performances ; empty pn*

Vainly, (vanTe)adV. without effect : ineffecto-L.'.

lwastingly ;—proudly ;—idly : foolishly.

Valance, (val'ans) n. (Norm. F. ititauttl.] nuf

ing drapery for a couch, a window, tc ; «J*

daily, that which hangs around a bedstead fr*

the bed to the* floor.

Valance, (val'ans) v.t. To furnish wits »

valance ; to decorate with hanging fringes.

Vale, (val) n. fL. vallis, F. vaU A tnwtof **

ground, or of land between hills;—valley ■»

dale. ,

Valedietion, (val-e-dik'shnn) ». (L. raltditff*)

A farewell ; a bidding farewell.
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Valedictory, (val-S-dik'tor-e) a. Bidding fare

well ; taking leave ; suitable for leave-taking.

Valedictory, (val-e-dilr/tor-e) n. A farewell

oration or address.

Valentine, (val'en-tin) n, A sweetheart chosen

on St. Valentine's day ; — a letter containing

professions of love sent on St Valentine's day.

Valentine's day, (valeii-tinz-da) n. A day sacred

to St. Valentine, being the 14th of February.

Valet, (val'et) n. [F. vuttt.] A servant who at

tends on a gentleman's person ; — a personal

attendant.

Valetudinarian, (val-e-tud-i n-ar'e-an) a. [F.

raletudinaire.] Of infirm health; seeking to

recover health ; sickly ; weakly ; infirm.

Valetudinarian, (val-e-tud-in-arVan) «. A per

son of a weak, infirm, or sickly constitution.

Valhalla, (val-hal'la) n. [Icel. valhbll.] In Scan

dinavian mythology, the palace inhabited by the

coals of heroes slain in battle.

Valiant, (val'yant) «. (F. vaiHant.) Stout ;

puissant :—intrepid in danger ; heroic ; brave ;

—performed with valour ; gallant

Valiantly, (val'yant-lc) adv. Stoutly; vigorously;

courageously ; bravely ; heroically.

Valid, (val'id) a. [L. validxLs.]* Having suffi

cient strength or force; founded in truth:

having legal strength or force; executed with

the proper formalities ;—just; weighty ; suffi

cient.

Validity, (va-lid'e-te) n. State or quality of being

valid; strength; force; especially, power to con

vince ; justness; soundness;—legal strength or

force.

Validly, (val'id-le) udr. In such a manner or do-

Lrree as to make firm or to convince ; justly.

Vah.se, (va-les') n. (F.J A small sack or case

fur containing the clothes, <tc, of a traveller.

Valley, (vale) n. [F. vallec.] A hollow or low

tract of ground lietween hills or mountains ;—

a low alluvial plain permeated by a river.

Valorous, (val'ur-us) «. Possessing or exhibit

ing valour; brave; courageous; gallant; fearless.

Valoroualy, (val'u r-us-le) adr. In a valorous

manner; heroically.

Valour, (val'ur) n. [L. valor.] Strength of mind

in regard to danger ; personal bravery; warlike

courage ; prowess; gallantry.

Valuable, (val'u-a-bl) «. Having value or worth;

being of great price; costly; precious;—pos

sessing qualities which are useful and esteemed.

Valuable, (val'u-a-bl) n. A thing of value : a

choice article ; precious merchandise in small

hulk.

Valuation, (val-u-ashun) n. The act of estimat

ing the value or worth ; estimation ; appraise

ment : — value set upon a thing ; estimated

worth. [on any thing ; an appraiser.

Valuator, (val'ii-at-or) n. One who Bets a value

Value, (val'u) it. [F. valair, pp. vain.] Worth;

the property or properties of a thing which

render it useful ; utility: — rate or estimated

worth ; amount obtainable in exchange for a

thing ;— importance ; estimation ;—high rate or

estimation.

Value, (val'u) v. t. To estimate the worth of ; to

rate at a certain price; to appraise ;—to rate at

a high price ; to have in high esteem ; to hold

in respect ami admiration. [no worth.

Valueless, (val'u-les) o. Of no value ; having

Valvate, (valv'at) a. Resembling or serving

a> a valve ; consisting of or opening by a vaive.

Valve, (valv) n. [L. valva.] A folding door, or

one of the leaves of such a door ;—in median ics,

a litl or covering to an aperture, or tube, so

formed as to open a communication in one

direction, aud close it in the other by lifting,

turning, or sliding;—in anatomy, a membran*

which opens in certain vessels to admit the

blood, and closes to prevent its regress.

Valved, (valvd) a. Having valves; composed of

valves.

Valvular, (valv'u-lar) a. Pertaining to valves;

—containing valves; opening by meansof valves.

Vambrace, (vanroras) n. [F. avant brut.) Piece

of plate armour worn for the defence of the

fore-arm. [leather of a shoe or boot.

Vamp, (vamp) n. [F. avant-pied.] The upiwr

Vamp, (vamp) v. t. To provide, as a shoe, with

new upper leather ; hence, to piece, as an old

thing with a new part ; to repair.

Vampire, (vam'pir) n. [Oer. & D. rampir] A

dead person superstitiously believed to return

from the other world, and to suck the blood of

persons asleep;—hence, one who lives by prey

ing on others ; an extortioner ;—a large specie*

of bat found in tropical America.

Van, (van) n. [F. avant,] The front of an army ;

—the front line or division of a fleet.

Van, (van) n. [L. vaunut.) A fan for cleansing

grain or the like ; a winnowing machine ;—a

wing with which the air is beaten ;—a large,

light, covered waggon, for goods and the like.

Van-courier, (van ' koo - re - er) ». (F. avant-

courrier.} One sent in advance ; especially, one

of a body of light-armed soldiers sent before

to beat the road .

Vandal, (vandal) n. One of the most barbarous

of the northern nations that invaded Rome in

the 5th century, notorious for destroying the

monuments of art and literature :—hence, one

hostile to the arts and literature ; one who in

ignorant and barbarous.

Vandalism, (van'dal-izm) n. Spirit or conduct

of Vandals;—hostility to the arts and literature.

Vane, (van) n. [A.-S. /ana.] A fixture attached

to some elevated object for the purpose of Allow

ing which way the wind blows—usually a plate

or thin slip of metal or wood movable on a

pivot ;—in ships, a piece of bunting ;—the thin,

membranous part or web of a feather on the

side of the shaft ;—a brood flag carried on the

spear-head by knights in a tournament.

Vanguard, (van'gard) h. [F. avant garde.] The

troops who march in front of au army ; the first

line.

Vanilla, (va-niHa) n. [Sp. vainilla.] A genus

of plants of the orchis group ;—the capsule of

one species is employed in seasoning liqueurs,

ices, <toe.

Vaniah, (van'ish) i?. i. [F. 6ca>ioair.] To pass

from a visible to an invisible state ; to be lost

to view ; to disappear gradually ; to pass away.

Vanishment, (van'ish-iuent) n. Disappearance;

passing beyond the limits of vision ; a vanishing.

Vanity, (van'e-te) n. [L. van'ttan.) Emptiness;

inanity ; uncertainty ;—fruitless desire or en

deavour; useless labour;—empty pleasure: idle

show ;—unreality ; shadow ;—an inflation of

mind upon slight grounds ; empty pride ;—con

ceit of one's personal appearance, dress, talents,

accomplinhnieuts, &c.—love of indiscriminate

admiration ; — ostentation ;—any thing empty,

visionary, or unsubstantial.

Vanquish, (vaiigk'wiah) v. t. [F. vaincre.] To

subdue in battle, as an enemy ; to conquer ;—to

2U
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overcome ; to surmount, as obstacles ; to get the

better of; to refute in argument

Vsnquishable, (vaugk'wish-a-bJ) a. Capable of

being vanquished or conquered.

Vanquisher, ( vangk ' wish - er) ». One who

vanquishes ; a conqueror.

Vanquishment, (vanglr/wish-ment) n. The act of

vanquishing, or state of being vanquished.

Vantage, (van'taj)u, Superior or more favoura

ble situation or opportunity ; advantage.

Vapid, (vap'id) «. [L. vapidti*.] Having lost

its life and spirit; spiritless; insipid; flat; dull.

Vapidly, (vap'id-le) adv. In a vapid manner.

Vapidness, (vap'id-nes) n. State of being vapid;

flatness ; deadness ; dulueaa ; want of life or

spirit

Vaporable, (vA'por-a^bl) a. Capable of being

converted into vapour by the agency of heat.

Vaporiflo, (va-por-ifik) a, [L. vapor and facere.)

Forming into vapour; converting into steam.

Vaporisation, (va-por-iz-ashun) n. Act of va

porizing, or state of being converted into va

pour.

vaporize, (va'por-iz) v. t. To convert into va

pour by heat;—v. i. To pass off in vapour.

Vaporous, (vi'jwr-us) a. Full of vapours or

exhalations ; — windy ; flatulent ; — proceeding

from the vapours ; unreal ; vain.

Vapory, (va'por-e) a. Full of vapours ; vapor

ous ;—hypochondriacal ; splenetic ; peevish.

Vapour, (vapur) n. [L. wipor.] Any substance

in the gaseous or aeriform state, the condition

of which is ordinarily that of a liquid or solid ;

—any visible diffused substance floating in the

atmosphere, as smoke, fog, or the like ;—some

thing unsubstantial, fleeting, or transitory;— pi.

A disease of nervous debility, in which a

variety of strange images float in the brain;

hypochondria; dejection.

Vapour, (va'pnr) t\ i. [L. mporare.] To pass

off in fumes ; to be exhaled; to evaporate ;—to

boast or vaunt with a vain, ostentatious display

of worth ; to brag.

Vapourer, (va'pur-er) n. A braggart ; a boaster.

Vapourish, (va'pur-ish) a. Full of vapours ;

affected by hysterics; splenetic; peevish; hypo

chondriacal.

Variability, (va-re-a-bil'frte) n. Susceptibility

of change ; liability to change;—fickleness.

Variable, (va're-a-bl) a. [F., L. variabilis.]

Changeable;—fickle; inconstant; mutable; liable

to change.

Variable, (va're-a-bl) n. A quantity which

may increase or decrease ;—a shifting trade-

wind.

Variableness, (va're-a-bl-nes) tu State or qual

ity of being variable; susceptibility of change;

—inconstancy ; fickleness ; levity.

Variably, (va're-a-ble) adv. In a variable man

ner; changeably.

Variance, (va're-ans) n. Difference that pro

duces controversy ; dissension ; discord ;—-dis

crepancy ; want of agreement

Variate, (va're-at) v.t. [L. variare, var'tatum,]

To alter ; to make different ; to vary.

Variation, (va-re-a'shun) n. Act of varying ; a

partial change in the form, position, state, or

qualities of the same thing; — difference;—

inconsistency;—deviation;—in grammar, inflec

tion; change of termination in nouns and ad

jectives, constituting gender, number, and

case;—amount or rate of change;—repetition of

a tune or melody with various embellishments.

Varicose, (v&'ro-kos) a. [L. rwrir.) Prrter-

naturally enlarged or permanently dilated—

applied only to veins.

Variedly, (vared-le) adc. Diversely; in difitf-

cut manners or forms.

Variegate, (va're-e-gat) r. t. [L. tvrisi mi

agtrt.} To diversity in external appearand;

to mark with different colours.

Variegation, (va-re-e-ga'shun) a. Act of direr

sifying by different colours; diversity of colour*.

Variety, (va-ri'e-te) n. Quality of being vinos*,

intermixture or succession of different thine*;

—unlikeness ;—variation ; deviation ;—« bus-

Ik r or collection of different things ;—a sss-

division of a species.

Variform, (va're-fonu) a. [L. varius and /or.**.1

Having different shapes or forms.

Variola, (va-ri'6-la) n. [L.) The small pox-*

called from the spotted effect it produces <*

the skin.

Varioloid, (va're-6-loid) w. (U variolc andG

exdot.] The small-pox as modified by isoo

latiou or vaccination.

Variorum, (va-re-o'rum) a. [L. cw« r.ati* ran-

orum.] Designating editions of the Greek at

Roman classics with notes of numerous o£i-

mentators.

Various, (vi're-us) a. [L. raniu] Dif

ferent; diverse; several; manifold;—ch*E£e-

able; uncertain; unfixed ;—variegated ; on tr

ained.

Varlet, (varlet) «. [Norm. F.] A pa?« <*

knight's follower ;—a servant or attendant ;—*

footman ;—hence, a low fellow ; a scoundrel , *

rascal.

Varnish, (var'nisli) n. [F. ventu.] A thick,

viscid liquid laid on work to give it a glow ;—

glossy appearance ;—an artificial covering t.

give a fair appearance.

Varnish, (var'nisli) v. t. fF. vtrnir.] To b'

varnish on ; to cover with something that rve*

a fair external appearance;—to give a fair fl

ouring to.

Varnisher, (var/niah-er) n. One who vanii*a=*.

Varnishing, (var'nish-ing) ». The act of ia.T

ing on varnish ;—also, materials for varoiah.

Vary, (va're)i'.t [L. variare.) To changr : *

alter in form, appearance, substance, or pac

tion;—to exchange; to alternate; — to di^-'

sify ; to variegate ;—v. i. To alter or be alscr^

in any manner ; to suffer a partial change ;—*•

differ or be different ;—to alternate ,—» &~

agree ; to be at variance.

Vascular, (vasTiu-lar) a. [L. rasrwfum.) &£'

sisting of vessels or containing them, as an esw

tial part of animal and vegetable bodies;—op*

at ing by arrangemont of vessels ;—pert-unit* t

the vessels of animal or vegetable bodiflL

Vascularity, (vaB-ku-larVte) n. State at besi

vascular.

Vase, (vfis, vaz) n. [L. roa) A vessel of vara*

forms and materials for domestic

purposes, and anciently for sacri

ficial uses ; an ornament of sculp

ture representing one of the ves

sels of the ancients ;—the body of

the Corinthian capital

Vassal, (vas'al) a. Subservient ;

servile ; meanly submissive.

Vassal, (vas'al) n. (F.J One who

holds land of a superior, and who

vows fidelity and homage to him ;

ant ; a servant ; a bondman.
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Vaaaalage, (vas'al-aj) n. State of being a vas

sal ;—political servitude ; dependence ; slavery.

Vast, (vast) o. [F. vaste.) Waste; desert ;—

being of great extent ; very spacious or large;—

very great in numbers or amount ;—very great

in force ;—very great in importance ; immense.

Vast, (vast) n. A waste region ; boundless space.

Vastly, (vast'le) adv. To a vast extent or de

gree.

Vastneas, (vast'nes) n. State or quality of being

vast ; enormous amount or importance ; im

mense bulk or extent; immensity.

Vasty, (vaat'e) a. Very spacious; immense; vast.

Vat, (vat) n. [A.-&. Icel. fat, Ger. /oat.) A

large vessel or cistern ; a large cask-like recep

tacle.

Vatican, (vat'e-kan) n. A magnificent assem

blage of buildings in Rome, including the pope's

palace, a museum, the library, &c. ; the seat of

the papal authority.

Vatican iat, ( vat'e-kan-ist) n. One who strongly

adheres to the papal authority ; a devoted

papist.

Vaticinate, (va-tis'in-at) v. t. & i. [L. vaticinari.]

To prophesy ; to foretelL

Vaticination, (vatis-in-A'shun) n. [L. vati-

cinatio.) Prediction ; prophecy.

Vaudeville, (vod'vel) n. [F.J A theatrical piece

the dialogue of which is intermingled with

light or satirical songs.

Vaudois, (vo'dwa) n. An inhabitant or the

inhabitants of the Swiss canton of Vaud.

Vault, (vawlt) n. [F. route, It. volla.} A con

tinued arch, or an arched roof or ceiling ;—an

arched apartment, especially, a subterranean

room a cell ; — a cavern ; a cellar ;—a leap or

bound ; especially, the bound of a horse.

Vault, (vawlt) v. t. To form with a vault, or to

cover with a vault; to arch;—v.i. [F. voltiger.]

To leap; to bound; to jump; to spring;—to

exhibit feats of tumbling or leaping.

Vaulted, (vawltfed) a. Arched; concave;—cover

ed with an arch or vault. [leaper.

Vaulter, (vawlt'e.r) n. One who vaults; a

Vaulting, (vawlt'ing) n. The art or operation of

constructing arched roofs or vaults ;—vaults in

general ;—the art or profession of a vaulter.

Vaunt, (vawnt, vint) v. i. [F. vanter.] To boast ;

to talk with vaip ostentation ; to brag ;—v. t.

To boast of or to make a vain display of.

Vaunt, i' v ■ v. nt) n. A vain display of what one is

or has been, or has done.

Vaunter, (vawnt'jr) n. One who vaunts ; a

boaster ; a braggart.

Vaunting, (vawut'ing) n. Act of one who

vaunts; boasting; bragging.

Tauntingly, (vawnt'ing-le) adv. Boastfully ;

with vain ostentation.

Veal, (vel) h. [F. v4el.) The flesh of a calf killed

for the table.

Vedette, (vS-detf) ». (F.] A sentinel, usually

on horseback ; a vidette.

Veer, (ver) v. i. [F. virer.) To change direction ;

to tun;—v. t To direct to a different course ;

to turn.

Veering, (ver'ing) ?i. In ships, act of wearing ;

act of turning the stem to leeward, and so going

about on the other course or board.

Veeringly, (ver'ing-le) adv. In a veering man

ner ; changingly ; shiftingly.

Vegetable, (veje-ta-bl) n. An organized body

destitute of sense and voluntary motion, deriv

ing its nourishment through pores on its outer
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surface, or vessels adhering to some other Ixnly,

as the earth, and in general propagating itself

by seeds;—in a more limited sense, a plant culti

vated in gardens, and used for culinary pur

poses.

Vegetable, (vej'6-ta-bl) a. [L. vegetabilis.] Be

longing to plants ;—consisting of plants ;—hav

ing the nature of plants.

Vegetarian, (vej-e-tiir'e-an) n. One who ab

stains from animal flesh, and lives on vege

tables, milk, Ace. [vegetarianism.

Vegetarian, (vej-€-tur/e-an) a. Pertaining to

Vegetarianism, (vej-e-tarVan-izm) n. The the

ory and practice of living solely on vegetables.

Vegetate, (vej'5-tat) v.i. (L. vegctare.) To

grow, as plants ; to sprout ; to germinate ;—

hence, to do nothing but eat and grow.

Vegetation, (vej-e-ta'shun) n. Act or process of

vegetating ; vegetable growth ; — plants in

general.

Vegetative, (vej'e-tat-iv) a. Growing or having

the power of growing, as plants;—having the

nower to produce growth in plants.

Vehemence, (veh5-mens) 11. [F.J Violence ;

force derived from velocity ; impulsive power ;

impetuous force;—violent ardour; animated

fervour ; great heat.

Vehement, (vehe-raent) a. [L. vehement.] Act

ing with great force; forcible; mighty;—very

ardent, urgent, or fervent; impetuous ; passion

ate.

Vehemently, (vETiS-ment-le) adv. With great

force or violence;—urgently ; forcibly ;—with

great real.

Vehicle, (ve'he-kl) n. [L. vthieulum.) That

in which any thing is or may be carried, as

a waggon, cart, carriage, or the like ;—that

which is used as the instrument of conveyance:

•—a substance in which medicine is taken ;—a

liquid in which pigments are dissolved and

prepared for use. [serving as a vehicle.

Vehicular, (ve-bik'u-lar) a. Pertaining to or

Vehme, (vem) n. [Ger.] A secret society in

Westphalia during the middle ages, originally

for protection against feudal tyranny, and exe

cuting justice in the community—but after

wards used for political purposes.

Vehmio, (vem'ik) a. Pertaining to the Vehme;

done by order of the Vehme:—also Vekmique.

Veil, (v.'il) n. [L. velum.} A cover; a curtain;

—something to intercept the view and hide an

object ; especially to hide or protect the face ;—

a disguise.

Veil, (vOl) v. t. To throw a veil over; to cover

with a veil ;—to hide ; to conceal.

Veilless, ( vil ' les ) a. Not having or being

covered with a veil ; uncovered ; open.

Vein, (van) n. [L. vena.] A vessel in animal

bodies which receives the blood from the

capillaries and returns it to the heart ; a blood

vessel ;—in botany, a tube or congeries of tubes

through which the sap circulates;—in geology,

a seam or layer more or leas wide, intersect

ing a rock or stratum ;—a fissure, cleft, or

cavity;—a streak or wave of different colour

appearing in wood, in marble, and other stones;

—a train of associations, thoughts, and the like;

—peculiar temper; tendency or turn of mind;

humour;—strain; quality.

Vein, (van) v. t. To form or mark with veins.

Veined, (vand) a. Full of veins ; streaked ;

variegated ;—having vessels branching over the

surface, as a leaf.
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Veinleas, (viln'Ies) a. Having no vein, as a leaf.

Veinlet, (vun'let) n. A small vein ; a vein

branching off from a larger vein.

Veiny, (vfln'e) a. Full of veins; veined; marked

with veins ; streaked :—also rcinouc,

Vellicate, (vel'e-kat) v. (. At. [L. vellicare.] To

move spasmodically : to twitch.

Vellication, (vel-e-ku'shun) «. Act of twitch

ing;—a local twitching or convulsive motion of

a muscular fibre.

Vellum, (vel'um) n. [F, vtlin.] A fine kind of

parehmont or skin prepared for writing ;—a

roarser kind used in book-binding.

Velocipede, (ve-los'e-ped) n. [L, iWo^and pea.]

A light rojid-carriage

for a single person,

usually propelled by

means of a Kir or

]>edal which puts in

motion the cranks I

axle of the wheels.

Velocity, (ve-Ioa'e-te) n.

[L. velocitos.) Quick

ness of motion ;—rate

of motion ; relation of 3

motion to time, meiv

by

unit of time ; swiftness ; celerity ; fleetness ;

speed.

Velvet, (vel'vet) n. [It. velluto, F. velours.)

A soft material of silk, or of silk and cotton

mixed, having a looso pile or short shag of

thread on the surface.

Velvet, (vol' vet) «. Made of velvet.

Velveteen, (velvet-en') n. A kind of cloth

made of cotton in imitation of velvet ; cotton

velvet.

Velveting, (vel'vct-ing) n. The fine shag of

velvet ; a piece of velvet ; velvet goods.

Velvety, (vel'vet-e) «. Made of velvet or like

velvet; soft; smooth; delicate.

Venal, (ve'nal) a. [L. twm).] Pertaining to a

vein or to veins ; contained in the veins ;

venous.

Venal, (ve'nal) a. [L. venalU.] To be bought

or obtained for money or other valuable con

sideration ; held for sale ; mercenary ; prosti

tute.

Venality, (ve-ual'e-te) ft. State or quality of

being venal; mercenariness ;—prostitution of

talents, office, or services for money, promotion,

or other reward.

Vend, (vend) v. t. [L. venderc] To dispose of

by sale ; to sell.

Vendean, (veu-dean) n. A native or inhabit

ant of Vendee or La Vendee.

Vendee, (ven-de') n. The person to whom a

thing is vended or sold.

Vender, (vend'er) ft. Quo who vends ; a seller.

Vendibility, (vend-e-bil'e-te) n. State of being

vendible or saleable.

Vendible, (vcnd'e-bl) a. [L. vendibility Capa

ble of being disposed of, as an object of trade ;

saleable.

Vendor, (vend'er) ft, A vender : a seller.

Vendue, (ven'du) n. [P. vendre.] A public

■ale ; an auction.

Veneer, (vf-ne*) v. t. [Ger. furnieren.] To

overlay or plate with a thin layer of wood or

other material for outer finish or decoration.

Veneer (ve-ner) n. A thin leaf or layer of a

valuable or beautiful material over an in

ferior one.

Veneering, (ve-neVing) n. The act or art d

overlaying a coarse or inferior wood with tfcia

leaves of a superior material;—the covo

thus laid on.

Venerable, (ven'er-a-bl) a. [L. ventrakHu.

Capable of being venerated ; worthy of Mi

ation or reverence ; — rendered sacred by re

ligious or other associations.

Venerableness, (ven'er-a-bl-nes) n. Si iU tt

quality of being venerable.

Venerate, (ven'er-at) r. (. (L. venerarL] Tor*

card with respect and reverence ; revere.

Veneration, (ven-er-fi'shun) h. Act of tmw

ating or the state of being venerated: !<:■■'_

mingled with awe;—among phrenologuts, ■

organ in the coronal region of the brain, Rj-

posed to be the faculty which products mp*~

or reverence.

Venereal, (ve-nu're-al) a. [L. vetixmu.] Ftr-

taining to veuery or sexnal love;— arisst

from sexual intercourse ;—adapted to the car?

of venereal diseases ;—adapted to excite sens!

desire ; aphrodisiac.

Venery, (ven'er-e) ft, [L. Vcnut.) Sexual 1*«:

sexual intercourse.

Venery, (ven'er-e) n. [V. vfnrrie.] Actoreier-

cise of hunting; sports of the chase.

Venesection, (ven-e-sek'shun) n. (L. rwz&

HCtio.] Act or operation of opening a vein &

letting blood ; blood-letting.

Venetian, (vC*-nesh'e-an) a. Pertaining to Veuk*

Venetian blind, a blind for windows, doors, *£.

made of tliin l>ars, or pieces of wood or w&ti-

set transversely in a frame, with movable «&

pins, so as to overlap each other when ckssi

and to open for the admission of air and hfbt

Vengeance, (venj'ans) n. [F. from reagtr.) !*•

infliction of pain or loss on another in r*ton

for an injury or offence ; retribution ;—in Sen*

tare, penal retribution ; divine pnnifchm—<

wrong-doing—often, in a bait sen*©, j»*sf*»*

or unrestrained revenge.

Vengeful, (venj'foul) a. Vindictive; rrtnbut*i*

Venial, (vG'ne-al) a. [F. renieL] Capable of kit:

forgiven; not heinous ; excusable; pardoai'-V

—allowed; permitted.

Veniality, (ve-ne-al'e-te) n. State or quality d

being venial or pardonable. [pardon* b».,;

Venially, (vg'ne-al-le) adi: In a venial mianc

Venialness, (ve'ne-al-nes) n. State or qoabtj c

being venial.

Venison, (ven'e-zn, ven'zn) ». [F. waairf"-

Tlie flesh of edible beasts of chase; game;—***

cially, the flesh of deer.

Vennel, (ven'nel) ft, fF. vtnellc] A small '

narrow street ; an alley ;—a gutter ; a sink.

Venom, (ven'um) n. [F. renin.] Mattel**^

injurious to life; poison;—spite; malice.

Venom, (ven'um) v. (. To infect with venon ; l

"poison;—v. i. To be infected or poisoned.

Venomous, (ven'um-us) a. Full of v****

noxious to animal life; poisonous ;—dm: p

spiteful.

Venomously, (ven'um -us-le) adr. In a vence£■

manner; poisonously; malignantly ; rpisefnliT

Venous, (ve'nus)a. [L. venotus.] Pcrtaini*?*

a vein or to veins; contained in PftW"

veined.

Vent, (vent) ft. [F. rent.] A small aptTtun "

hole or passago for air or any fluid to en***

—the flue or funnel of a fire place :—tke "*"1

ing at which the excrements are disckai"

the opening at the breech of a fire-arm
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age; emission ;—[F. vente.] Sale ;—opportunity

to sell; demand.

Vent, (vent) v. t To let out at a vent or email

aperture ;—to utter ; to pour forth ;—to pub

lish ;—to sell :—v. i. To snuff ; to snort.

Vantage, (vent'aj) u. A small hole, as in a flute.

Ventiduct, (vent'e-dukt)n. [L. ventus uidducttis.]

A passage or pipe for ventilating apartments.

Ventilate, (veut'e-l&t) v. t. [L. ventilare.] To

open and expose to the free passage of air or

wind; to air ;—to winnow; to siftand examine;

to expose to examination and discussion ; to

agitate.

Ventilation, (vent-e-la'ahun) n. Act of ventilat

ing;—act of fanning or winnowing for the pur

pose of separating chaff and dust from the

grain ;—act of sifting and bringing out to view

or examination ; public discussion.

Ventilator, (vent'e-l&t-er) n. A contrivance for

drawing off or expelling foul or stagnant air

from any close place or arjartment, and intro

ducing that which is fresh and pure.

Ventcse, (ven'tos) a. Windy; flatulent

Ventral, (vcn'tral) a. [L. venter.] Belonging to

the belly;—in botany, pertaining to that side

of an organ, &c, which faces toward the centre

of a flower ;—in JUhes, noting the fin between

the anus and the throat.

Ventricle, (ven'tre-kl) n. [L. ventriculut.) A

cavity of the animal body ; especially, either of

the two cavities of the heart which communicate

"ith the auricles, and propel the blood to the

arteries.

Ventricular, (ven-trik'u-lar) a. Pertaining to a

ventricle ;—having a cavity ; distended in the

middle.

Ventriloquiam, (ven-tril'o-kwizm) n. [L. ven-

trilaq-uug.) Act, art, or practice of speaking in

»ncb a manner that the voice appears to come

not from the person, but from some distant

place. [tises ventriloquism.

Ventriloquist, (ven-tril'd-kwist) ml Onewhoprac-

Ventnre, (vent'ur) n. [F. aventure.) An under

taking of chance or danger ; a hazard ;—an

event that is not or can not bo foreseeu ; con

tingency;—the thing put, to hazard ; a risk ;

"penalty, something sent to sea in trade.

Venture, (vent'ur) v. i. To have the courage to

do, undertake, or say ; to dare ; — to run a

hazard or risk ;—r. /. To expose to hazard ; to

nsk ;—to put or send on a venture or chance.

Venturer, (vent'ur-?r) n. One who ventures or

pats to hazard ; an adventurer.

Venturesome, (vent'ur-snm) a. Inclined to ven

ture ; not loath to run risk or danger; bold ;

daring. [to hazard ; risking.

Venturing;, (vent'ur-ing) ft. The act of putting

Venturous, (vent'ur-ns) a. Daring; bold ; hardy;

fearless; adventurous.

Venturously, (vent'ur-us-le) adv. Daringly; fear-

k»ly ; boldly ; intrepidly.

Venturousness, (veut'ur-us-nes) ft. Boldness;

hardiness; intrepidity; daring.

Venue, (veu'u) n. [Norm. F. vtalf.] A niegh-

bourhood or near place ; the place or county in

which an act or fact is alleged to have happened ;

the place where an action is laid.

Venus, (vfi'nus) n. [L.] In mythology, the goddess

of female beauty and of love ;—one of the

planets, the second in order from the sun—the

most brilliant of the planets.

Veracious, (ve-ra'she-us) a. [L. verax.] Ob-

--(v;uit of truth; habitually disposed to speak

[Hind &, Per. b&rd-

 

Veranda.

truth; truthful; —characterized by truth;

true.

Veraciously, (ve-ra'she-us-le) adv. In a ver

acious manner ; truthfully.

Veracity, (ve-ras'e-te) ft, 8tat« or quality of

being veracious ; habitual observance ef truth ;

truthfulness ;—consistency of a statement with

fact ;—consistency of a statement with the

author's belief.

Veranda, (ve-randa) n.

madah.) A kind of

light, open portico or

outer gallery with a

sloping roof.

Verb, (verb) ft, [L. re r-

bum.] A word which I

affirms or predicate* .

something of some |

person or thing; a part

of speech expressing

being, action, or the

suffering of action.

Verbal, (verb'al) a. [L.

verbalii.] Expressed

in words; spoken ; or

al : not written '.—con

sisting in words, dealing with words rather

thau things ;—having word answering to word;

literal ;— derived directly from a verb.

Verbal, (verb'al) n. A word derived from a verb.

Verbalist, (verl/al-ist)?!. A literal adherent to,

or a minute critic of words; one skilled in

words. [verb; to make verbal.

Verbalize, (verb'al-Iz) v. t. To convert into a

Verbally, (vgrbal-le) adv. In words; by words

spoken; orally ;—word for word

Verbatim, (ver-ba'tim) adv. [L.l lWotd for

word ; in the same words.

Verbena, (ver-be'na) *■ [L-] A genus of plants

of several species, cultivated, some for their

lemon-scented, fragrant foliage, and others for

the great beauty of their flowers.

Verberation, (ver-ber-a'shun) n. [L. verberatio.]

Act of beating or striking blows ;—impulse of a

body which causes sound.

Verbiage, (ve.r'be-iij)n. The use of many words ;

superabundance of words; verbosity; wordiness.

Verbose, (vcr-bos') o. [L. verbosv.s.] Abound

ing in words; using more words than are neces

sary; prolix; wordy.

Verbosely, (ver-bos'le) adv. Wordily; prolixly.

Verbosity, (vcr-bos'e-te) n. [L. verbonUu.] Qual

ity of being verbose ; prolixity:—also verbose-

M4M,

Verdancy, (verMan-se)?*. Quality or condition of

being verdant; greenness; — rawness; inex

perience.

Verdant, (vejr'dant) a. [F. verdoyant.] Flourish

ing ;—covered with growing plants or grass ;

green: fresh;—ignorant of the ways of the

world [manner ; freshly.

Verdantly, ( vcr'dant-le) adv. In a verdant

Verderer, (ver'der-er) it, [F. verdier.] An officer

who has the charge of the king's forests :—also

verderor.

Verdict, (veVdikt) n. [L. rerum dictum.] The

answer of a jury given to the court concerning

any matter of fact in any cause, civil or

criminal ;—decision ; judgment ; opinion pro

nounced.

Verdigris, (vfr'de-gris) n. [F. vert, de, and

aria.] The bibasic acetate of copper, used as a

green pigment.
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Verdure, (vgrd'ur) n, [P., L. viridis.] Green

ness ; freshness of vegetation.

Verdureless, (vgrd'ur-les) a. Destitute of ver

dure ; free of vegetation.

Verge, (vgrj) n. [F., L. virga.] A kind of

rod carried as an emblem of authority; the

mace of a dean;—the shaft of a column ; or a

■mall ornamental shaft.

Verge, (verj) n. [L, verger*.] The extreme

side or end of any thing which has length:—

edge; margin: brink ;—in law, the extent of

the king's court;—in horticulture, the outside

of a border.

Verge, (verj) v. i. [L. vergere.] To tend down

ward; to elope:—to bonier upon; to approach.

Verger, (verj'gr) n. [P. verge.] One who car

ries a verge or emblem of office ; an attendant

upon a bishop, dean, jiiBtice, and the like;—the

beadle of a cathedral church.

Verifiable, (vgrWi-a-bl) a. Capable of being

verified, proved, or confirmed by evidence.

Verification, (vgr-e-fe-ku'shun) n. Act of prov

ing to be true or correct; confirmation; authen

tication, [proves.

Verifier, (vgr'e-fl-gr) iu One who verifies or

Verify, (vgr'e-f?) v. I. [F. verifier.] To prove to

be true or correct; to confirm ;—to establish the

authenticity of ;—to fulfil, as a prediction ;—

to make good or valid.

Verily, (ver'e-le) «i(i'. In truth; in fact;—really;

truly.

Verisimilar, (ver-e-sim'e-lar) a. [L. verus and

simiih. ] Having the appearance of truth ; pro

bable ; likely.

Verisimilitude, (ver-e-sim-il'e-tud) n. Appear

ance of truth; probability; likelihood.

Veritable, (ver'it-a-bl) a. (L. va-itax.) Agree

able to truth or to fact: actual; real; true.

Verity, (ver'e-te) n. [L. Veritas.] Quality of

being very truo or real ; consonance of a state

ment or proposition to fact ; truth ;—conson

ance of the words with the thoughts or

belief of the speaker ; truthfulness ;—a truo

assertion or tenet.

Verjuice, (vgi'jus) n. [F. vert and jit,*.} The

sour juice of green or unripe grapes, apples,

Ac.;—also, a kind of vinegar made from such

juice.

Vermeology, (vgr-me-ol'o-je) n. fL. vermes and

G. logos!] A discourse or treatise on worms, or

that part of natural history which treats of

them : helminthology.

Vermicelli, (ver-ine-cheUe) n. [It. vtrmictllo.]

A kind of wheat paste made into slender,

worm-like tubes or threads, and used in this

country to thicken soups, Arc.

Vermicular, (ver-mik'u-lar) c. [L. vermiculus.]

Pertaining to a worm ; shaped like a worm ;

especially, resembling the motion of a worm;

TJeristaltic.

Vermiculate, (vgr-mik'fl-lftt) v. t. To form, as

work, by inlaying which resembles the tracks

of worms.

Vermiculation, (vcr-mik-fl-la'shun) n. Act of

moving in the form of a worm ;—act of form

ing so as to resemble the motion of a worm.

Vermiform, (vgr'me-form)a. [h. vermis and for

ma.] Having the form or shape of a worm.

Vermifugal, (vcr-mifa-{:al) a. Possessing the

qualities of a vermifuge ; serving to expel

worms.

Vermifuge, (ver'me-fuj) n. [L. venni* and fit-

ffare.j A medicine or substance that expels

worms from animal bodies ; an anthelmintic;

also written vermicide.

Vermillion, (ver-mil'yun) n. [F. vermeil, «r- |

mitlon.] Originally the cochineal, cousdered

i to be a worm ;—a native red sulphoret of teer-

cury ; also, a prepared sulphide of mercoij in

the form of a fine powder of a bright ral j

colour ;—any beautiful red colour.

Vermin, (vgr'min) n. sing. & pi. [P. rtrmtt]

A noxious or mischievous animal; collectiTelT,

noxious little animals or imects, as squirrel',

rats, mice, worms, grubs, flies, Ac. ;— amee,

noxious human beings, in contempt

Vermination, (ver-min-a'ahun) n. Generaticc >'.

bi-ceding of vermin ;—a griping of the bowefc.

Vermivorous, (ver-miv'6-rua) a. [L. oermuftcJ

vorare.] Feeding on worms. I

Vernacular, (vgr-nalr/u-lar) a. [L. vema,) Be

longing to the country of one's birth ; natm;

—belonging to one by birth.

Vernacular, (ver-nak'u-lar) n. The venacali-'

language ; one's mother tongue.

Vernal, (ver'nal) a. [L. vemalis.} Belongis;

to or appearing in spring ;—hence, belonrjr.'

to youth, the spring of life.

Vernation, (ver-na'shun)H. [L. vernaiio.) Disp*

sition of the leaves within the bud; prefab*

tion.

Vernier, (vgr'ne-er) v. [From the inventor.

Vernier.) A short graduated scale vauk _ to-

slide along the divisions of a graduated to-

strument for measuring parts of its space*.

Veronese, (vgr*d-nez) a. Pertaining to Verona in

Italy;—as a noun, an inhabitant of Verona.

Versatile, (vgr'sa-til) a. [L. rersatili*.) Capabif

of turning ; easily turned ; changeable ; *m-

able ;—liable to be turned in opinion,*—tunufc:

with ease from one thing to another.

Versatility, (vgr-sa-til e-te) u, Readinesi to W

turned ;—aptness to change ;—ready adaptstw

of one s views or sentiments to other posrnst-

or circumstances;—talent of ranging or tbs ti

tent of range from one topic, theme, art, tc.v

another.

Verse, (vers) n. [F. vers.) A line coaewtins "■

a certain number of long and ebon syllabi*

disposed according to metrical rules ;—metnai

arrangement and language: poetry :—a staao

stave ;—a short division of any composte*

especially of the chapters in the Old and >*«*

Testaments ;—a piece of poetry.

Verse, (vers) v. t. To tell in verse ; to rea>»

poetically.

Versed, (vgrst) a. [L. versatus.} Acquaints

on/amiliar with, as the result of study, practice

and the like ; skilled.

Verse-monger, (vgrs'niung-ggr) 7U A writer c-'

verses ; a poetaster, in contempt

Versification, (vgrs-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act, arte

practice of versifying ; metrical oompoutioo

versifier, (vgrs'e-fi-er) n. One who makes rer**

—one who expresses in verse ideas written d

prose.

Versify, (vgrs'e-fi) v. i. [L. versus and faerv i

To make verses;—v.t. To describe in rer*.

—to turn into verse.

Version, (vgr'shun) «, [L. vertio.} Actof trar>

lating ;—a translation ; that which is render*

from another language ;—change* ; transform*-

tion.

Vert, (vert) n. {F.J Every thing that gw^

and bears a green leaf within th« forest;—1»

heraldry, a green colour.
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Vertebra, (vert'e-bra)*. [L,] A joint or segment

of the back-bone or spinal column;—/W. Vert

ebras, the assemblage of small bones or joints

which compose the spine;—hence, the spine.

Vertebral, (vcrt'g-bral) a. Pertaining to the

joints of the Bpine or back-bone ;—having a

back -bone.

Vertebrate, (vert'e-br&t) n. An animal baring

an internal jointed back-bone or spinal columu.

Vertebrate, (vert'e-britt) a. Having a back

bone or vertebral column containing the spinal

marrow.

Vertex, (vert'eks) 7u [L.J Principal or highest

point;—the summit of a hill;—the crown or top

of the head:—in optic*, the pole of a glass ;—in

*tttronomtf, the2enith; — in mathettutlic*, the

apex of a cone, pyramid, triangle, or other figure.

Vertical, (vert'ik-al) a. Situated at the vertex,

directly overhead or in the zenith ;—perpendi

cular to the plane of the horizon.

Vertically, (vgrt'ik-al-le) adv. In a vertical

manner ; from above downward.

Verticil, (ver'te-sil) n. [R vertieilU.] A littJo

whorl ; a mode of inflorescence in which the

flowers surround the stem in a kind of ring.

Vertiginous, (vcr-tij'in-us) a, [L. vertiffinoni*.]

Turning round ;—affected with vertigo; dizzy.

Vertigo, (ver-ti'go) n. [L. from vertere, to turn.]

Dizziness or swimming of the head ; giddiness.

Vervain, (ver'vfln) n. [F. xcrveint.] A plant of

the genus Verbena..

Verve, (verv) n. [F.J Nervous energy in the

composition, expression, utterance, or perform

ance of artistic works.

Very, (ver'e) a. [O. Eng. vera*/, verray, F. rrai,

from L. verm.) True; real ; actual

Very, (vpr'e) adv. In a high degree; to no

small extent ; exceedingly ; excessively.

Vesicate, (ves'e-kat) v. t. [L. vesicare.] To raise

little bladders or blisters upon.

Vesication, (vea-e-ki'shun) n. Process of vesicat

ing or of raising blisters on the skin.

Vesicatory, (ves'e-ka-tor-e) n. A blistering appli

cation or plaster.

Vesicle, (ves'e-kl) n. [L. vericula.] A bladder-like

vessel ; a membranous cavity ; a cyst ; a cell ;—

n small orbicular elevation of the cuticle con

taining lymph.

Vesicular, (ve-sik'u-lar) a. Pertaining to or con

sisting of vesicles :—full of interstices; hollow;

—liaving little bladders or glands on the surface,

as the leaf of a plant.

Vesper, (ves'per) n. [L.] The evening star ;

Hesper ; Venus ; hence, the evening.

Vesper, (ves'per) a. Pertaining to the evening,

or to the service of vespers.

Vespers, (ves'perz) n. pi. The evening song or

evening service in the Roman Catholic Church.

Vessel, (ves'el) n. [F, vaitoel, It. rasello.] A

utensil proper for holding any thing: a hollow

di«h of any kind ;—any structure made to float

upon the water ; a ship;—in anatomy, any

tube in which the blood and other fluids are

secreted, or circulated ;—in botany, a canal of

very small bore in which the sap is conveyed ;

—something receiving or containing; one into

whom any thing is conceived as poured.

Vesselful, (ves'el-fool) n. As much as a vessel

will hold ; the whole contents of a vessel.

Vest, (vest) n. [F. rente.) An article of clothing :

an outer garment;—a waistcoat or body garment

for men, without sleeves, and worn under the

coat.

Vest, (vest) v. *. To clothe with a garment ; to

cover closely ;—to put in possession; to furnish;

to endow ;—v.i. To come or descend; to be

fixed; to take effect, as a title or right.

Vestal, (ves'tal) a. Pertaining to Vesta, the

goddess of tire, and a virgin ;—hence, pnre;

chaste.

Vestal, (ves'tal) n. A virgin consecrated to Ves

ta, and to the service of watching the sacred

fire, which was to be perpetually kept burning

upon her altar.

Vested, (vest'ed) a. Covered ;—fixed ; inalien

able ;—not in a state of contingency.

Vestiary, (ves'te-ar-e) n. [L. vestiarium.] Room

in a monastery where the clothes were kept.

Vestibule, (ves'te-bul) n. |L. rcstibulum.] The

porch or entrance into a house ; an antecham

ber between the hall and the outer doors ; a

lobby ;—a cavity in the labyrinth of the ear.

Vestige, (ves'tij) n. [L. vestigium.] The mark

of the foot left on the earth : a track or foot

step ; trace of something which has been ; small

or feeble remains—often in the plural.

Vesting, (vest'ing) n. Cloth for vests ; a vest

pattern.

Vestment, (vest'ment) n. [L. xeMimentum.] A

covering or garment ; some part of clothing or

dress ; a dress ; a robe.

Vestry, (ves'tre) n. fL. vextiarium.] A room

appendant to a church, in which the sacerdotal

vestments and sacred utensils are kept and

where parochial meetings are held ;—an assem

bly of persons who manage parochial affairs.

Vesture, (veat'ur) n. [F. vc'ture.] A garment ;

a robe; dress; apparel;—clothing;—hence, exter

nal form ;—guise ; semblance.

Vestured, (vea'turd) «. Covered with a vesture

or garments ; clothed ; dressed.

Vesuvian, (ve-su've-an) a. Pertaining to Vesu

vius, a volcano in Italy. ■

Vetch, (vech) n. [F. rence.] A leguminous plant

allied to the peas, tares, <fce., of several species.

Vetchy, (vech'e) a. Consisting of vetches or of

pea straw ;—abounding with vetches.

veteran, (vet'er-an) a. [L. vetut, reteris.] Long

exercised in any thing, especially in military

life ; having great experience ;—grown old in

service.

Veteran, (vet'er-an) n. One who has been long

exercised in any service or art, particularly in

war.

Veterinarian, (vet-er-in-a're-an) n. (Tj. xeterin-

ariug.) One skilled in the diseases of cattle or

domestic animals ; veterinary surgeon.

Veterinary, (vet'er-in-ar-c) a. Pertaining to the

art of healing or treating the diseases of do

mestic animals, as oxen, horses, sheep, and the

like.

Veto, (vc'to) n. [L.J Any authoritative prohi

bition ; especially, the power possessed by the

executive, as a king, president, governor, fcc,

to negative a bill which has passed the

legislature ; also, the act of exercising this

power.

veto, (veto) r. t. To withhold assent to a bill

for a law, and thus prevent its enactment

Vex, (veks) v. t. [L. vezare.] To make angry by

little provocations ;—to disturb ; to disquiet ;—

to trouble ; to distress ; to afflict ;—v. i. To be

uneasy ; to fret ;—to be irritated or teased.

Vexation, (veks-a'shun) n. (L. vexatio.) Act

of troubling, harassing, or irritating ;—state of

being disturbed or irritated in mind;—disquiet;
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anil ditctut.) A

 

Viaduct-

ial.

iiiU*] An article of

uneasiness:—annoyance ; bother ;—the cause of

disquiet or trouble ;—affliction ; severe judg

ment ;—a alight grievance.

Vexatious, (veks-a'she-us) a. CauBing vexa

tion ; disturbing the mind ;—distressing; har

assing;—annoying; teasing; slightly trouble

some.

Vexatiously, (veks-a'she-us-le) adv. In a man

ner to give trouble or annoyance.

Vexatiouaneaa, (veka-a'she-us-nee) n. The qual

ity of being vexatious or of giving trouble and

disquiet. . .

Vexed, (vekst) a. Disturbed; agitated ;—irri

tated; provoked; annoyed.

Vexingly, (veks'ing-le) adr. In a manner to

vex, tease, or irritate.

Viaduct (vi'a-dukt) n. fL. ri

structure usually of

masonry, being ■ ^

bridge or series ol J7

arches for conducting "*i

a carriage or railway

road above the lev< '

of the ground across ft

valley or river.

Vial, "(vi'ul) n. [0.

•phiali.] A small but

tle, usually of glass ; a pi

Viand, (vi'and) ft. IF. rf_

food; victuals—chiefly in the plural;—cooked

or dressed provisions.

Viaticum, (vi-at'e-kum) n. [L.] Provisions for

a journey; — an allowance to the officers and

soldiers of the army ;—in the Roman CaUiolit

Church, the communion given to persons in

their last moments.

Vibrate, (vi'brat) v. i. fL. vibmrr.] To oscillate;

to move from side to side, as a pendulum, ire. :

—to move to and fro, with alternate compres

sion and dilation of parts, as the air or any

elastic body ;—to quiver ; to sound with a

tremulous noise ;—to pass from one state to an

other;—!!. (. To brandish; to move to and fro;

to swing; to cause to quiver.

Vibration, (vl-bra'shuu) «. Act of vibrating ;

quick motion to and fro; oscillation.

Vibratory, (vi'bra-tor-e) a. Consisting in vibra

tion or oscillation; vibrating;—causing to vi

brate.

Vicar, (vik'ar) n. fjr. vicairc] One deputed to

perform the functions of another ; a substitute

in office;—the incumbent of a parish in which

the tithes belong to a chapter, college, layman,

etc., who receive them, and allow out of them

a salary to the clergyman.

Vicarage, (vik'ar-uj) it. The benefice of a vicar ;

—the residence of a vicar.

Vicarial, ( vi-ka're-al ) a. Pertaining to a

vicar.

Vicarious, (vi-k.Vre-ns) n. fL. rfeariu*.] Per

taining to a substitute deputed; delegated;—

acting or suffering for another;— performed

or suffered in the place of another ; substi

tuted.

Vicariously, (vi-ka're-us-le) adv. In the place of

another ; by substitution.

Vicarahip, (vik'ar-ship) «. Office or functions of

a vicar.

Vice, (vis) n. fL n'fiwm.] A defect : a blemish ;

—a moral fault or failing ; immoral conduct or

habit; unworthy custom :—depravity or corrup

tion of manners : iniquity ;—a bad trick in a

horse.

 

The off**

An offift*

Vice, (vis) «- [F. uulJ A srnitl

consisting of two jaws.

closing by a screw, for

holding work, as in filing,

ic. ;—a grasp : a gripe.

Vice, (vis) v. (. To press

closely or squeeze with a

vice, or as if with a vice.

Vice - admiral, (vis-ad ' mi

ni) 7i. A naval officer of

the Becond rank — for-

oierlv the second officer in command.

Vioe-c"onBul, (vis-kon'sul) ft. One who acta in

the place of a consul. . . , ■

Vice-chancellor, (vis-chan'sel-lor) n. A ]ud|» in

Chancery, subordinate to the Lord Chancellor.

hut sitting in a separate court ;—an officer in i

university elected to manage affairs in li«

absence of the Chancellor.

Vicegerency, (vis-je'ren-se) x. The office of a

vicegerent ; deputed power ; lieutenancy.

Vicegerent, (vis-jerent) n. An olficer deputed H

a superior, or by proper authority, to exerc*

the powers of another ; a lieutenant.

Vicennial, (vi-sen'ne-al) a. [L. nemi and a*^'.

Lasting or continuing twenty years.

Vice-preaidency. (vis-pres'e-den-sc) 11.

of vice-president.

Vice-president, (vis-pres'e-dent)

next in rank below a president.

Vice-regal, (vis-rt'gal) a. Pertaining fo a viceroy.

Viceroy, (vis'rov) n. [F. riceand mi] The sovar-

uor of a kingdom who rules as the king's mo-

stitute.
Viceroyalty, (vis-roy'al-te) it. Dignity, office, or

jurisdiction of a viceroy.

Vicinage, (vis'in-aj) n. [L. rtrinu.] The pun

or places adjoining or near ; neighboorhaxi

vicinity. ..
Vicinity, (ve-sin'e-te) n. (L. riom'tail Qaalit;

of being neai ; propinquity ; proximity :—that

which is near or not remote ; neighbourhood.—

adjoining country. _ .

Vicious, (vish us) a. [L. ritiatvi, from otiw.

vice.] Defective; imperfect;—depraved; wicked

—addicted to vice ; corrupt in principl« or

conduct ;—faulty ; not pure or authorized. »

idioms or style;—not well broken; nam:),

an a horse.
Vicioualy, (vish'ns-le) adr. In a vicious nut-

ner; faultily ; corruptly ; incorrectly.

Viciouineas, (vish'us-ncs) 11. Addictcdnes t

vice; corruptness of moral principles; di-pram;

profligacy ;—unruliness. ,

Vieiaaitude, (vesise-tud) n. fL. r-Jne'M1

Regular change or succession from oue thin; '.»

another ;—change, as in human affair*.

Victim, (vik'tim) n. (L. rieiima-j A bvm:

being sacrificed to some deity, or in the 1«

formance of a religious rite :—a person or it.';

destroved or sacrificed in the pursuit of an ob

ject ;-^a person suffering grievous injury ;—e*

who is caught or cheated. :

Victimize, (vik'tim-iz) r.(. To make a rew

of ; to sacrifice ; — to subject to pecunur;

Victor, (vik'tor) n. fL] One who gets the brt

ter of another in any struggle ; mj*cvi«». •»»

who conquers in war.

Victor, (viktor) a. Gaining the victory: view*

Victorine, (vik-tur-."nO «. A lady's flu tirpet:-

a fruit allied to the ranch.

Victorious, (vik-t.Vre-ns) a. Ilelonginff U> »
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victor; having conquered in battle;—producing

conquest ;—emblematic of conquest; triumph

ant ; successful.

Victoriously, (vik-to're-us-Ie) adv. In a vic

torious manner ; triumphantly.

Victory, (vik'td-re) n. [L. victoria.] The defeat

of an enemy in battle or of an antagonist in

contest ; conquest ; triumph : — in scripture,

superiority gained over spiritual enemies, tfcc.

Victual, (vitl) v. t. To supply with provi

sions for subsistence ; to provide with food.

Victualler, (vit'l-er)tt. One who furnishes victu

als or provisions;—one who keeps a house of

entertainment ;—a provision ship.

Victuals, (vit'lz) n.pl. [F. rictuaille*.] Food

for human beings prepared for eating; that

which supports human life; provisions; meat;

sustenance.

Vide, (vi'de). [L.J See.

Videlicet, (vi-del'e-set) adv. [L. rider* licet.]

To wit : namely—often abbreviated to viz.

Vidimus, (vi'de-mus) n. [L.J An examination

or inspection :—a statement, report, or ab

stract of papers, documents, accounts, cVc.

Viennese, (vi-en-ne/) ». A native or inhabit

ant of Vienna;—in the plural, the people of

Vienna.

Vie, (vi) r. i. [A.-S. nigian.] To strive for

superiority ; to contend ; to use emulous effort,

as in a race, contest, competition, rivalship.

View, (vu) v. t. To look at with attention or

for the purpose of examining; to behold; to

inspect;—to survey with the mental eye; to

consider.

View, (vu) n. [F. rvc] Act of beholding;

right ; survey ;—hence, mental survey ; intel

lectual examination ; — re;vch of the sight;

|»wer of seeing!;—" that which is seen; scene;

prospect ;—a sketch, either drawn or painted;

—mode of looking at; manner of apprehen

sion ;—that which is kept in sight, as object,

aim, intention, purpose, design ;- appearance ;

show.

Viewer, (vu'er) n. One who surveys or examines.

Viewing, (vu'ing) >i. Act of beholding or sur

ging.

Viewless, (vale*) a. Not to be viewed, beheld,

Jjjwtn; not perceivable by the eye ; invisible.

Vigil, (vij'il) w. [L. vigil.] Abstinence fi-om

rieep, either usual sleep or at the customary

time; sleeplessness ;— watching or waking for

religious exercises ;—the evening before any

feast; a religious service performed in the

J^ening preceding a holiday.

Vigilance, (vij'il-ans) ». [L. rigilanlia.] State or

quality of being vigilant ; forbearance of sleep ;

watchful n ess ; caution; circumspection.

Vigilant, (vij'il-ant) a. [L. vigilart.] Attentive

to discover and avoid danger ; wakeful ; watch

ful : circumspect. [manner; watchfully.

Vigilantly, (vij'i!-ant-le) udr. In a vigilant

Vignette, (vin-ef) n. [F. vignette.] A miming

ornament of leaves and tendrils, used in Gothic

architecture:—a capital letter in ancient manu-

*'ripts ;—atiy kind of printers' ornaments, as

titadi, flowers, and tail-pieces; more recently,

?toy kind of wood-cut, engraving, &c., not

inclosed within a definite border;— in pfiato-

'-'■ "M.V, a head or quarter-length likeness with-

'"H surroundings on a plain card.

VtgorouB, (vig'or-us) a. Full of physical strength

or active force ;—powerful ; strong;—forcible ;

—Having full possession and use of all its facul

ties, as intellect; full of life and spirit ; ener

getic, active [manner; forcibly.

Vigorously, (vig'or-usde) adv. In a vigorous

Vigorousneis, (vig'or-us-nes) n. The quality of

being vigorous, or possessed of active strength.

Vigour, (vigor) n. [L. vigor.] Active strength

of body ; physical force ;—strength of mind ;

intellectual energy;—healthy and lively growth;

sound and perfect organic form ; vital activity ;

—strength ; energy.

Vile, (vil) a. [L. vilti.] Base: low; despic

able;—morally base or impure; depraved by

sin; abominable; mean; worthless; impure.

Vilely, (vil'le) adv. Basely ; meanly ; shame

fully ; in a cowaidly manner.

Vileneaa, (vil'nes) n. The quality of being vile;

baseness; meaniiess;—mornl depravity; extreme

wickedness ; worthlessness.

Vilification, (vil-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of vilify

ing or defaming.

j Vihfler, (vil'e-fi-cr) n. One who vilifies or de

fames,

j Vilify, (vil'e-fi) v.t. fL. vili* and facere.] To

attempt to degrade by slander ; to defame ;

1 calumniate;—to make vile or despicable.

Villa, (viTla) n. [L. and It.] A country-seat ; a

' country residence, usuallv of a wealthy i*ersoii.

, Village, (vil'aj) a. [L. villa.} A small inhabited

Jilace ; an assemblage of houses in the country,

ess than a town or city.

Villager, (vilaj-er) n. An inhabitant of a village.

Villain, (vil'an) n. [F. vilain.] A feudal tenant

! of the lowest class; a bondman;—a vile, wicked

j person ; a deliberate scoundrel ; a designing

rascal :—ulso villein.

Villainous, (vil'an-us) a. Base ; becoming a

1 villain ; — wicked ; depraved ; — rascally ; in

famous.

j Villainously, (vil'fin-us-le) adr. In a villainous

j manner; with extreme wickedness or depravity.

I Villainy, (vjl'an-e) n. Extreme depravity; atro

cious wickedness ;— a crime :—villany.

j Villanage, (vil'an-aj) n. [F. rillenage.) State

I of a villain ; serfdom;—also villenaffc.

: Villatic, (vil-at'ik) a. [h. vtltaticvg.] Pertain-

[ ing to a village or to villages.

Villiform, (vil'e-forni) a. \h. vilIn $ and for-

I ma.] Having the form of close-set fibres, either

i hani or soft. [weak hairs ; shagginess.

Villosity, (vil-Ios'e-te) n. A covering of long,

I Villous, (villus) a. [L. vilhmit.] Abounding or

; covered with fine hairs or woolly substance ;

! nappy :—also village.

Viminal, (vira'in-al) a. fL. vimen,] Pertaining

[ to, consisting of, or producing twigs.

1 VimineouB,(vi-inin'e-us) a. [L. vimiacut.] Made

, of or producing twigs or shoots.

Vinaigrette, (vin'a-gret) n. [F.] A sauce of

] which vinegar, oil, Ac, are ingredients ; — a

! small box, usually silver or plated, perforated

■ on the top, for containing a sponge saturated

1 with aromatic vinegar, and used as a smelling

i bottle.

Vincibility, (vin-se-bil'e-te) it. State or quality

of being vincible.

Vincible, (vin'se-bl) a. [L. vincibitU.] Capable

of being overcome or subdued ; conquerable.

Vinculum, (ving'ku-lum) n. [L.) A bond of

union ;—in alg(brat a straight, mark placed over

several members of a compound quantity which

are to be subjected to the same ojieration.

Vindieable, (vin'de-ka-bl) o. Capable of being

vindicated, defended, or justified.
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Vindicate, (vin'de-kat) v.t. [L. vindicate.) To

defend ; to justify ; to allege and maintain

as true, lawful, or right against denial, censure,

or objections ; — to prove to be just, valid, or

right : — to clear from censure ; — to claim or

establish a claim effectually ;—to maintain and

defend, as a cause, by force or otherwise.

Vindication, (vinnle-ka'shun) n. Act of vindi

cating ;—justification against censure or objec

tions ; defence or support of a statement, &c. ;

assertion of a right or title ; establishment of a

claim, &c.

Vindicator, (vin'de-ktlt-or) n. Ono who justifies,

maintains, or defend-*.

Vindicatory, (vin'de-kilt-or-e) a. Tending to

vindicate ; justificatory ; — inflicting punish

ment.

Vindictive, (vin-dik'tiv) a. [L. vindieta.] Given

to revenge ; revengeful.

Vindictively, (vin-dik'tiv-le) adv. In ft vin

dictive manner ; revengefully.

Vindiotiveness, (vin-dik tiv-nea) n. Revengeful

temper ; revengefulness.

Vine, (vin) n. |F. vign*.] The woody, climbing

plant that produces grapes;—hence, a climbing

or trailing plant ; a creeper.

Vine-dresser, (vin'dres-er) n. One who culti

vates vines.

Vine-fretter, (vm'fret-er) n. A small insect

that injures vines ; the aphis.

Vinegar, (vin'6-giir) n. [F. rinaigre.] An acid

liquor obtained from wine, cider, beer, and the

like, by acetous fermentation.

Vinegar-oruet, (vin'e-gir-krod-et) «. Small

glass bottle for holding vinegar at table.

Vinegarette, (vin-e-gar-ef) n. (F. vinaigrette.]

A small box, usually of silver, to contain aro

matic acid, smelling salts, &c.

Vinery, (vinVr-e) n. A structure usually inclosed

with glass, and having a stove and flues at

tached, for rearing vines and forcing grai*» by

artificial heat.

Vineyard, (vin'yard) n. [From vine and yon'.]

An inclosure or yard for grape vines ; a planta

tion of vines producing grapes.

Vinous, (vi'ims) a. [L. tritium.] Having the

qualities of wine; pertaining to wine.

Vintage, (vint'oj) n. [From vinei] The pro

duce in grapes or in wine of the vine for the

season ; — the time of gathering the crop of

grapes.

Vintaging, (vintaj-ing) n. The act of gathering

a crop of grapes.

Vintner, (vintner) ». [L. vinetariita.) One who

deals in wine; a seller of wine ;—*n inn-keeper;

a publican.

Viny, (vin'e) fl. Belonging to vines: producing

grapes ;—abounding in vines.

Viol, (vi'ol) it. [P. viole.} A stringed musical

instrument formerly in use, of the same form

as the violin, but larger, and having six

strings.

Viola, (vi'o-la) n. [Tt] The tenor violin; a larger

kind of violin, intermediate in compass between

the second violin and the violoncello.

Violable, (vi'o-la-bl) a. [L. viotabitis.) Capa

bly of being violated.

Violaceous, (vi-o-lYshe-us) a. [L. violaceu*.] Re

sembling violets in colour.

Violate, (vi'o-lat.) v. t. [L. violare.] To treat in

a violent manner ; to break in upon ;—to in

fringe; to transgress;—to treat with irreverence;

to profane;—to injure ; to hurt ;—to ravish.

Violation, (vi-o-U'shun) n. Act of violating

interruption ; — infringement ; transgression

non-observance;—profanation of sacred thinp

—ravishment; rape.

Violator, (vi'6-lit-or) n. One who injures, da-

turbs, transgresses, or treats with irrevereaee;-

a ravisher.

Violence, (vi'd-lens) «. [L. riolentia.) Physki.

force or impetuous force, as of the elements-

excessive exertion of moral power;—inopulmv

eagerness, as of desire ; fury, as of passion*:-

unjust force ; outrage ;—forcible assault .—lb?

effects of unlawful force; injury; murder

rape.

Violent* (vi'6-lent) a. [L viotentua.) Forcibl*.

excited by strong feeling or passion ; veke-

ment; outrageous;—not spontaneous ornstur*;

—acting by force ; fierce ; severe;—comnutui.,.

outrage; furious; passionate.

Violently, (vi'6-lent-le) adv. In a violent manner

forcibly ; vehemently.

Violet, (vi'6-let) n. [F. violette.) An herbaceai<

plant of the genus Viola, of many specie*

especially the blue, purple, and scented tpecie*

—the colour seen in a violet, being one of thr*

primary colours.

Violet, (vi'6-let) a. Dark blue, inclining to red .

red and blue combined.

Violin, (vi'o-Iin) h. [It. riolinn.) A musical ia

strmnent with four strings played with a bow

a fiddle.

Violinist, (vi'd-lin-ist) n. A player on a violin.

Violoncellist, (vi-6-lou-seTist) n. Oite who plan

on the violoncello.

Violoncello, (vi o-lon-sel'o) n. [It) A hts*

violin giving sounds an octave lower than th-

tenor violin or viola.

Violone, (vi-6-ld'ne) «. [It.] The largest in

strument of the violin kind, timed au ottavr

below the violoncello ; double-bass ; coutn-bsst

1 Viper, (vi'per) n. [ii rtvit*

and pnrtre. ] One of a family

of poisonous reptiles belong

ing to the order of the

1 snakes ;—hence, a malignant

per son.

Viperous, (vi'per-us) o* Hav

ing the qualities of a viper; Viper.

malignant; venomous.

Virago, (ve-ra'go)M. [L.] A woman of extras

dinary stature, strength, and courage ;—a bv,i.

impudent, turbulent woman ; a termagant :

Virescent, (vi-res'ent) a. [U Hrtsrems.] Slijfc'i:

green ; beginning to be green : gruenish.

Virgate, (ver'gat)a. [L. rir^atu*.] Hiving is*

shape of a i-od or wand.

Virgilian, (vir-jil'e-an) a. Pertaining to VirpI

the Roman poet ; resembling the style c*

Virgil.

Virgin, (ver'jin) u. [h. virgo, Virginia.) i

female of unspotted purity: she who us* p~

served her chastity ; a maiden ;—a pexswa *■<

either sex who has not. Iwen married.

Virgin, (ver'jin) a. Chaste ; pure ; und«*V<-

fresh: new;—becoming a virgin; insjdsni,'

modest

Virginal, (ver'jin*!) it. [Probably from bfc"

used by virgins.] An instrument formerly j*

use, resembling the spinet

Virginia, (ver-jin'e-a) n, A kind of tobact*, *'

called from Virginia, the place of iu growth. f

Virginity, (ver-jin'o-te) n. Maidenhood . staJ* <•-

being a virgin ;—purity ;—freshness.
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Virgo, (ver'go) n. [L., a virgin.] A sign of the

zodiac which themnenten /if* «

about the 21st of August ; J^>4.

— a constellation of the

zodiac coDtainingllOstors.

Virid, (T$rld) «. [L- vin-

dit.) Green : Terdant TJjJJ

Viridity, (ve-rid'e-te) n, [L.

rjri'rfifdj.] Greenness; ver-

dare ; the colour of fresh Virgo,

vegetables :—also riridnw.

Virile, (virTl) a. [L. vxrilit.] Pertaining to a

man; belonging to the male sex:—masculine ;

not puerile : not feminine ;—procreative.

Virility, (ve-riTe-te) n. Quality of being virile ;

manhood ; manly character ;—power of pro

creation.

Virole, (vjr'dl) n. The hoop, ring, or mouth

piece of a bugle or hunting-horn.

Virtu, (vertO) n. fit.] A love of the fine arts ;

a taste for curiosities ;—objects of art or an

tiquity taken collectively.

Virtual, ( ve.r'tu-al ) a. (L. virtut.] Being in

enence or effect, not in fact : potential ; having

the power of acting, or efficacy.

Virtuality, (ver-tu-aTit-e) n. Virtual character

or power ; efficacy ; potentiality. [only.

Virtually, (ver'tu-al-le) adv. In efficacy or effect

Virtue, (ver'tu) n. [L. rirtu*.] Active quality

or power ; strength ; force ; efficacy ;—natural

excellence ; worth ;—moral excellence ; upright

ness ;—a particular moral excellence ;—expeei-

ally, chastity ; purity;—one of the orders of the

celestial hierarchy;—medicinal quality or effi

cacy ;—legal power or efficacy ; authority.

Virtueless, (veVtu-les) a. Destitute of virtue ;

wanting efficacy or active powers or qualities.

Virtuosity, ( vgr-tu-os'e-to ) n. The character,

views, or spirit of a virtuoso ; dilettanteism.

Virtuoso, (ver-tu-d'so) >i. [It.] One skilled in

the fine arts, in antiquities, curiosities, and the

like;— :i connoisseur in art, especially in music.

Virtuous, (ve/tu-us) a. Possessing or exhibiting

moral virtue or excellence ; good ; blameless ;

righteous;—chaste; pure—applied to women;—

being in conformity with the divine law or the

standard of moral goodness ; done from high

principle or generous motives; — powerful;

efficacious.

Virtuously, (ver'tu-ua-le) adi: In a virtuous

manner.

Virulence, (vir'Q-lens) n. Quality of being viru

lent : injurious activity ;—acrimony of temjwr :

extreme bitterness or malignity; — rancour;

venom.

Virulent, (vir'u-lent) a. [L. virultntita.] Ex

tremely poisonous or venomous;—very bitter in

enmity ;—malignant ; rancorous ; spiteful.

Virulently, (vir'u-lent-le) adv. In a virulent

manner.

Virus, (vi'nis) n. fL.] Contagions or poisonous

matter, as of ulcers, &c.;—the special contagion

of a disease or of any thing injurious of a moral

nature. [or look of a person.

Viaage, (viz'aj) n. [P.] The face, countenance,

Visaged, (viz'ajd) a. Having a visage.

Viscera, (vis'rr-a) n. [L.J The contents of the

groat cavities of the body, but especially those

of the abdomen ; bowels.

Visceral, (vio'er-al) a. Pertaining to the viscera ;

—having bowels of compassion.

Viscerate, (via'er-at) t». *. To deprive of the en

trails or viscera ; to eviscerate ; to embowel.

 

Viscid, (vis'id) a. [L. viscidus.) Sticking or

adhering, and having a ropy or glutinous con

sistency ;—adhesive ; tenacious.

Viscidity, (vis-id'e-te) n. Quality of being

viscid ; glutinousness ; tenacity; stickiness.

i Viscosity, (vis-kos'e-te) n. [L. vueonta*.) Qua

lity of being viscous ; viscidity.

Viscount, (vi'kount) n. [F. rtcosifv.] An ofll-

I cer who formerly supplied _^

1 the place of the count or 3*Jl

j earl ; the sheriff of the

I county;— a nobleman next

■ in rank below an earl ;

I also, his degree or title of

nobility, yiscount's Coro

net, a cap of crimson-col

oured velvet, surmounted

with a golden tassel, and Viscount's Coronet,

encircled with a broad bead of cluvsed gold,

surmounted with twelve halls.

Viscountess, (vi'kouut-es) w. The lady of a vis

count.

Viscous, (visTcus) a. [L. vUcoxiu.) Adhesive

or sticky, ropy or glutinous; —tenacious.

Vise. (v«"*-ZiV) n. [F. vise.) An indorsement

mAde on a passport, denoting that it has been

examined, and that the person who bears it

is permitted to proceed on nis journey.

Vise, (ve-za*) v. t. To examine and indorse,

as a passport ; to visa.

Visibility, (viz-e-bil 'e-te) n. fL. viMibilitan.)

State of being perceivable; perceptibility; con-

spicnoiisness.

Visible, (viz'e-bl) a. [L. rig'tbilix,] Perceivable

by the eye; perceptible;—noticeable; apparent;

open.

Visibly, (vizVble) adv. In a manner \x:t-

ceptible by the eye ; noticeably ; apparently ;

clearly.

Visigoth, (vix'e-goth) n. One of the Western

Goths, or that branch which settled in Dacia.

Vision, (rizh'un) n. [h. vtiio.] Act of seeing

external objects ; actual sight ;—faculty of see

ing ; sight ;—that which is seen; an object of

Bight; — something imagined to be seen ; a

phantom; spectre;—a dream: something shown

in a dream ; — hence, something imaginary: a

creation of fancy ;—in neripture, a revelation

of God ; something exhibited or presented to

the minds of the prophets or other inspired

writers while in a trance, and fitted to convey

spiritual truths or to prefigure future events.

Viaion, (vizh'un) v. t. To see iu vision ; to

dream.

Visional, (vizh'un-al) a. Pertaining to a vision.

Visionary, (vizh'un-ar-e) a. Affected by phan

toms ; disposed to receive impressions on the

imagination : — existing in imagination only ;

fanciful ; fantastic ; unreal.

Visionary, (vizh'un-ar-e) n. fF. ririrmnatrr.]

One whose imagination is disturbed ; — one

who forum impracticable schemes.

Visit, (viz'it) v. t. [F. ritifcr.J To go or come

to see; to attend;—hence, to go or come to see

for inspection, examination, correction of

abuses;—in scripture, to come to for the pur

pose of chastising, rewarding, comforting ; to

appear and judge;—v. i. To keep up the in

terchange of civilities and salutations.

Visit, (viz'it) u. Act of going to see a person

or thing ; a brief stay of business, friendship,

ceremony, curiosity, and the like;—act of goinv'

to view or inspect; official or formal inspection.
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Visitant, (viz'it-ant) n. One who goes or comas

to see another; — one who is a guest in the

house : visitor.

Visitation, (vizit-a'shun) «. Act of visiting;—

a judicial inspection and examination, as by

a bishop in his diocese, or by commissioners

appointed to report on the state of colleges,

schools, hospitals, or other public institutions ;

—in scripture, the divine act of sending afflic

tions, calamities, &c., on men, to punish them

or to prove them ; — also, communication of

divine favour and goodness.

Visite, (ve-zSf) n. [F.] A light cape or short

cloak of silk or lace worn by ladies in summer.

Visiting, (viz'it-ing) n. The act of attending on

professionally ;—the act of calling on another,

or staying as a guest, in a friendly way.

Visitor, (viz'it-or) n. One who visits, or who

conies or goes to see another ;—a person author

ized to visit an institution, for the purpose of

seeing that the laws, &c., are observed.

Visitorial, (viz-it-o re-al) a. Belouging to a judi

cial visitor or superintendent

Visor, (viz'ur) u. [L. tidei't.] A part of a helmet

perforated for the purpose of seeing through ; —

a mask to disguise ;—the forepiece of a cap, pro

jecting over and protecting the eyes—also w ritten

vizor.

Visored, (viz/urd) a. Wearing a visor ; masked.

Vista, (vis'ta) n. [It.] A view, especially through

or between intervening objects, as trees ; hence,

the trees or other things thut form ait avenue.

Visual, (vizh'u-al) a, [F. visuel.] Belonging to

sight ; used in sight ; instrumental to vision.

Vital, (vi'tal) o. [L. vitalti.) Belonging to life,

animal or vegetable;—containing life ; living;—

being the seat of life ; being that on which life

depends ;—very necessary; highly important ;—

essential.

Vitality, (vi-tal'e-te) n. [L. vitalita*.) State or

quality of being vital ; the principle of life ;

animation.

Vitalize, (vi'tal-iz) v. t. To make vital or alive ;

to give life to.

Vitalization, (vT-tal-iz-ashun) n. Act or process

of infusing the vital principle.

Vitally, (vi'tal-Ie) adv. In a vital manner ; so as

to give life ;—essentially.

Vitals, (vi'talz) n. pi. Parts of animal bodies

essential to life or to a sound state.

Vitiate, (vish'e-ut) v. t. [h. virions.] To make

faulty or imperfect ; to render defective ;—to

destroy;—corrupt; deprave; taint; contaminate.

Vitiation, (vish-e-a'shun) n. Act of vitiating, or

state of being vitiated ; depravation ; corrup

tion ;—act of destroying the legal force of, as a

deed ; invalidation.

Vitreous. (vit'rC-us) «. [L. vitreut.} Of, pertain

ing to, or derived from, glass ;—consisting of

glass ;—resembling glass.

Vitreousneas, (vit'rC-us-nes) n. State or quality

of being vitreous.

Vitresoence, (ve-tres'enB) n. State of being cap

able of conversion into glass.

Vitrescent, (ve-trea'ent) a. [L. vitrum.] Capable

of being formed into glass ; tending to become

glass.

Vitrifaction, (vit-re-fak'shun) n. Act, process, or

operation of converting into glass by heat.

Vitrifaetuxe, (vit-re-fak'tur) n. [L. ntrum and

f'^cere.) The manufacture of glass and pottery.

Verifiable, (vit're-f i-a-bl) a. Capable of being

vitrified or converted into glass.

Vitriform.(vit're-fonn) a. [L. riorum and /otsg_]

Having the form or appearance of glass; n*=w-

bling glass.

Vitrify, (vit're-fi) v. t. [L. rifrim and /««?».]

To convert into glass by fusion or the sctton of

heat ;—v. i. To become glass ; to be convertoi

into glass.

Vitriol, (vit're-ol) n. [F.J A soluble sulphate. of

any of the metals. Oil of vitriol, sulphuric seal

Vitriolate, (vit're-o-lit) v. t. To convert intoi

vitrioL

Vitriolation, (vit-re-6-la'ahun) n. The act or pro-

cess of converting into a sulphate or a vitrivl.

Vitriolio, (vit-re-ol'ijt) a. Pertaining to vitriol

having the qualities of vitriol, or obtaicsl

from it.

Vituperable. (vi-tu'per-a-bl) a. Liable toor«W-

serving censure ; blameworthy or censurable.

Vituperate, (vi-tft'per-at) v. t, [L vitupnvrr,

To find fault with ; to overwhelm with aim*

to censure.

Vituperation, (vMu-per-aVshun) «. Act of vitu

perating; abuse; severe censure; blame.

Vituperative, (vi-tu per-at-iv) a. Uttering «

writing censure ; abusive.

Vivacious, (vi-va'she-us) a. [L. rirar.) Liveh.

active;—having great vitality or vigorous poser*

of life ; — sprightly in temper or conduct —

animated.

Vivaciously, (vi-va'she-us-le) adv. With vivsritj,

life, or spirit.

Vivacity, (vi-vas'e-te) n. Life ;—sprighthn&K of

temper or behaviour;—liveliness; animation:—

also vtvaeioumem. [*utkr

Vivandiere, (ve-vong/de-$r) n. [F.J A fema>

Vivei,(vivz) n. pi. [F. avivts.] A disease amors

horses consisting in a swelling or tumour of V- ■

jarotid glands.

Vivid, (vivid) a. fL. n'tt'dia.) True to th# hi?;

animated ;—forming brilliant images, or pshtt-

ing in lively colours;— strong ; striking.

Vividly, (viv'id-le) adv. In a vivid manner;

with life ;—with brightness ; in bright cckxirs

Vividness, (viv'id-nes) n. Quality of being vir^

sprightliness;—strength ofcolouring: brigtitoat

Vivify, (viv'e-fi) v. t. [h. rivics and faem.] To

endue with life ; to quicken ; to animate.

Viviparous, ( vi-vip'ar-us ) a. [L. rtrsi ani

parere.] Producing young in a living state

Vivisection, (viv-e-sek'shun) «. tlL. rirta arvl

sectio.] The dissection of an animal while aiir=

for physiological investigations.

Vixen, (vika'en) n. [A.-&. ,Hxm.) A foxVcmW

either Bex ;—a cross, ill-tempered woman.

Vixenly, (viks'eu-le) a. Having the qu*liti«-

a vixen.

Viz, (viz) adv. [Videlicet.] To wit; nanwh-

Vizard, (viz'ard) n. [F.nn'm.] Ama*k;ab«*-

piece used to conceal or disguise the tuct.

vizier, (Tiz'yer) n. [A. wtzir.) A high offietr^

Turkey and "other Oriental countries-

Vocable, (vo'ka-bl) «. [L. ;roca6«/»i«.l -*

word ; a term ; a word considered as compi**

of certain letters, without regard to its &«**-

ing- ,
Vocabulary, (vo-kab'u-lar-e) w. (F. wL

ulaire.] A list or collection of words arranf*1

in alphabetical order and explained ;—a «»'

book ; — the whole sura of words and U*&

employed in a particular science, Ac; — ti*

Btock of words wliich an individual, author. *

speaker employs. •

Vocal, (vo'kal) a [Urocali*.] Havinga vok*.-
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uttered or modulated by the voice ;—pertain

ing to a vowel or voice-sound.

Vocalism, (vu'kal-izm) ju The exercise of the

vocal organs ;—art or profession of singing.

Vocalist, (vd'kal-iat) n. A vocal musician, as

opposed to an instrumental performer ; — a

singer.

Vocality, (vd-kal ' e~te) n. Quality of being

utterable by the voice ; power of utterance ,

resonance.

Vocalization, (vo-kal-iz-a'shun) n. Act of vo

calizing;— formation and utterance of vocal

sounds.

Vocalize, (voTcal-tz) v.t. To form into voice ; to

make vocal or sonant;—to practise singing.

Vocally, (volcal-e) adv. In a vocal manner;

with voice; orally ;— in words ; verbally.

Vocation, (v6-ki'shuu) n. [L. vocatio.) Call ;

sommons; citation; etpecially, designation to

a particular state or profession ;—hence, des

tined or appropriate employment ; occupation ;

business ;—a calling by the will of God ;—a

peculiar mission or call to religious or phil

anthropic efforts.

Vocative, (vok'a-tiv) a. [L. vocatiw*.] Re

lating to, or used in, calling or address.

Vocative, (vok'a-tiv) n. The case in which a

word is put when the person or thing is ad

dressed ; the fifth case or state of nouns in the

Latin tongue.

Vociferate, (vd-eif'er-at) v. i. [L. vox and /are.]

To cry out with vehemence ; to exclaim;—v. (.

To utter with a loud voice.

Vociferation, (vo-sif-er-aVshun) n, A vehement

utterance of the voice ; a violent outcry.

Vociferous, (vo-sif'er-us) a. Making a loud

ontcry ; clamorous ; noisy.

Vociferously, (vo-sif'er-us-le) adv. With great

noise in calling, shouting, or the like.

Vociferousneaa, (vd-sif'gr-us-nes) n. The qua

lity of being vociferous; clamorousness.

Vogue, (vog) n. [F.] Temporary mode, cus

tom, or practice ; popular reception—as the

phrase in vogue.

Voice, (vois) n. [L. vox.] Sound or audible

noise uttered by the mouth ; utterance ;

hence, tone or sound ; — mode of speaking,

singing, or otherwise producing sound ; dis

tinctive quality of tone ; — language ; words ;

expression of feeling or opinion :—choice ex

pressed; a vote;—a particular mode of conju

gating or inflecting verbs ;—in music, the part

assigned to a human voice in a composition or

part-song, and the kind of voice suitable for

performing it—classed as alto, treble, and con

tralto in females, and tenor, baritone, and

txw in males.

Voice, (vois) v.t. To fit for producing the

proper sounds; to regulate the tone of;—to

rumour ; to report ; to give expression to.

Voiced, (voist) a. Furnished with a voice.

Voiceful, (voisTool) a. Having a voice; vocal.

Voiceless, (voisles) a. Having no voice, utter

ance, or vote.

Void, (void) a. [F. ride ] Empty ; vacant ;—

being without; destitute ;—having no incum

bent ; unoccupied ;—having no legal or binding

force : null ;—unsubstantial.

Void, (void) «. An empty space ; a vacuum.

Void, (void) v. (. To make or leave vacant or

empty ; to quit ; to leave : —to emit or send

out ; to evacuate ;—to render of no validity; to

nullify.

Voidable, (void'a-bl) a. Capable of being evacu

ated ;—cajjablo of being adjudged void, invalid,

and of no force.

Voidance, (void'ans) n. Act of voiding or

emptying; ejection; especially, ejection from a

benefice ;—state of being void ; vacancy.

Voiding, (void'iug) n. The act of one who or

that which voids ; that which is evacuated.

Voidnesa, (void'nes) n. State or quality of being

void ; emptiness ; destitution ; nullity ; in-

efficacy.

Volant, (volant) a. lL.ro/au*.] Passing through

the air upon wings; flying; — nimble; light

and quick ;—in Juraldry, represented as flying ;

having the wings spread.

Volatile, (vol'a-til) a. ft- rolatilit.] Flying;

passing through the air ;—having the power of

rntaneous evaporation ;—easily passing into

aeriform state; — lively; full of spirit;

hence, fickle ; apt to change.

Volatilenets, (vol'a-til-nes) »i. Quality of being

volatile ; disposition to exhale or evaporate;—

great sprightliness ; levity ; fickleness : — also

volatility.

Volatilixable, (vol'a-til-iz-a-bl) a. Capable of

being volatilized.

Volatilization, (vol-a-til-iz-a'shnn) n. Act or

process of volatilizing or rendering volatile.

Volatilize, (vol a- til- iz) r. t. To render volatile ;

to cause to exhale or evaporate.

Volcanic, (vol-kan'ik) a. Pertaining to a volcano

or to volcanoes ;—produced by a volcano.

Volcanist, (volTcan-ist) n. One versed in the

phenomena of volcanoes ;—one who believes in

the effects of eruptions of fire in the formation

of mountains.

Volcano, (vol-ka ' no) n. [L. Vu lean u*. ] A

mountain from which lava, steam, sulphureous

gases, and the like, are ejected.

Vole, (vol) n. |F. tote. 3 A deal at cards that

draws all the tricks ;—an animal of the rat

kind.

Vole, (vol) v. i. To win all the tricks in cards.

Volitation, (vol'it-u-ahun) n. [h. volitare.} Act

of flying; rapid flight.

Volition, (vo-lish'un) n. [L. volitio.) Act of will

ing or choosing ; exercise of the will ; power of

willing or determining.

Volitive, (vol'it-iv) a. Having the power to will ;

—relating to the will ;—expressing a wish.

Volley, (vol'e) n. [F. votde.) A flight of shot ;

the discharge of many small arms at once ;—a

burst or emission of many things at once.

Volley, (vole) v. t. To discharge with a volley,

or as if in a volley.

Volt (volt) n. [F. volte.] A round or circular

tread ; a gait of two treads made by a horse

going sideways round a centre ;—in fenciitff, a

sudden movement or torn to avoid a thrust.

Volta, (vol'ti). [It] In music, a direction to

repeat a passage one or more times.

Voltaic, (vol-taVik) a. Pertaining to, or named

in honour of, Volta, who devised apparatus for

developing electric currents by chemical action ;

—pertainiug to voltaism or voltaic electricity.

Voltaic battery, an apparatus consisting of a

series of plates or pieces of dissimilar metals, a*

copper and zinc, arranged in pain, and subjected

to the action of a saline or acid solution, by

which a current of electricity is generated when

ever the two poles or ends of the series are con

nected by a conductor ; a galvanic battery.

Voltaiam, (vol'ta-izm) n. That form of electricity
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which is developed by the chemical action be

tween metals and different liquids ; also, the

branch of science which treats of this form of

electricity.

Voltameter, (vol-tam'et-er) n. [From Volta, and

G. metron, measure.) An instrument for mea

suring the strength of a voltaic battery or of a

voltaic current.

Voltigeur, (vol'te-zhur) n. (F.) A leaner or

vaulter ;—a light infantry soldier.

Volubility, (vol-u-bil'e-te) ». [L. volubilitas.]

State or quality of being voluble ;— aptness to

roll ;—act of rolling;—fluency of speech.

Voluble, (vol'u-bl) o. [L. volubilis.] Easily roll

ing or turning : apt to roll ;—moving with ease

and smoothness in uttering words; of rapid

speech ; fluent.

Volubly, (vol u-ble) adv. In a voluble or fluent

manner.

Volume, (vol'Oni) ». [L. volumen.) A roll ; a

scroll ;—hence, a book ; a tome ; that part of an

extended work which is bound up in one cover;

—any thing of a rounded or swelling form ;—

dimensions; compass; space occupied, as mea

sured by cubic inches, feet, yards, and the like ;

—power, fulness, quantity of voice or tone.

Volumed, (vol'umd) a. Having the form of a

volume or roll ;—bulky : massive.

Voluminous, (vd-lu'min-us) a. Consisting of

many volumes or books;— having written much

or made many volumes ; copious; diffuse.

Voluminously, (vo-lu'min-us-le) adv. In a

voluminous manner; in many volumes; very

copiously.

Voluntarily, (vol'un-tar-e-le) adv. In a voluntary

manner . of one's own accord ; spontaneously.

Voluntariness, ( vorun-tar-e-nes) ». State or

quality of being voluntary ; spontaneousness.

Voluntary, (vol'un-tar-e) a. [L. voluntas.] Pro

ceeding from the will ; free : unconstrained ;—

done of his or its own accord; spontaneous;—

done by design or intention; purposed;—subject

to the will; regnlated by the will;—free; gratui

tous ;—pertaining to the voluntaries.

Voluntary, (vol'un-tar-e) n. A piece played by a

musician, often extern porarily, according to his

fancy ; the organ-playing at the opening of

church service ;—one who engages in any affair

of his own accord ;—in ecclesiastical history, a

dissenter ; one who is opposed to state endow

ments or compulsory rates or taxes for the sup-

]»rt of the clergy ;—one who objects to all state

grants on behalf of religion, and to the union of

church and state.

Voluntaryism, (vorun-tar-e-izm) n. The prin

ciples or practice of a voluntary in church affairs.

Volunteer, (vol-un-ter') v. One who enters into

any service of his own free will ;—one who enters

into military service vohintarily, but when in

service is subject to discipline like other soldiers.

Volunteer, (vol-un-ter') a. Entering into service

of free will ;—composed of volunteers.

Volunteer, (vol-un-ter/) v. t. To offer or bestow

voluntarily ;—v. i. To enter into any service^of

one's free will.

Voluptuary, (v6-lupt'u-ar-e) n. [L. roiuptuarius.)

A person who makes his own bodily enjoyments

liis chief object or care ;—one addicted to luxu

rious living, &c. ;—sensualist.

Voluptuous, (vo-lupt u-us) o. [L. voluptuonw.]

Full of pleasure ; ministering to sensual gratifi

cation ; exciting sensual desire ;—given to the

enjoyments of luxury and pleasure.

 

Voluptuously, (vo-lupt'u-us-le) adv. In a volap-

tuous manner ; luxuriously.

Voluptuousness, (vo-lupt'u-us-nes) n. Lnxnrtom-

ness ; addictedness to sensual gratification ;—

bodily form, attitude, or expression attrsetiai

or suggesting sensuality.

Volute, (vo-luf) n, [F., It valuta.] A kind *

spiral scroll used in the

Ionic and Composite capi

tals.

Voluted, (vS-lutfed) a.t

Having a volute ; formed |j

with a spiral scroll.

Vomit, (vom'it) r.t. (L.

romere. ) To eject die con

tents of the stomach by

the mouth ; to puke ; to

spew ;—v. t. To throw up; Yolute,

to disgorge ;—to eject from any hollow place; fe

belch forth.

Vomit, (vom'it) n, (L. romitK*.) Thenuttr

ejected from the stomach ;—on emetic

Vomiting, (vom'it-ing) n. Act of ejecting tk»

content? of the stomach from the mouth;-*"

of belching forth from a hollow place, at a w»

cano, &c.

Vomitory, (vom'e-tor-e) a. Procuring vomittn?

causing to eject from the stomach : emetic.

Vomitory, (vom'e-tor-e) a. An emetic ; a vomit

—a principal door or entrance ofa large baildit:.

Voracious, (vd-ra'she-us) a. [L. vorax.] Greed?

for eating ; eager to devour ,

rapacious.

Voraciously, (vo-r.Vshe-us-le) adv. In av

manner ; with greedy appetite : ravenon*!?.

Voracity, ( vd-ras'e - te ) n. Quality of be»;

voracious; greediness of appetite; ToracioosBes*.

Vortex, (vor'teks) n, [L. vortex.) A whirhK

motion of any fluid, forming a kind of csvrtt is

the centre of the circle ; a whirlpool ;—s whirl

ing of the air ; a whirlwind.

Vortical, ( vor'tik-al) a. Pertaining to or re*G>-

bling a vortex ; whirling.

Votaress, (vd'tar-es) «, A female devettd *

any service, or state of life ; a female votary.

Votary, (v6'tar-e) a. [L. votus.] Consecrate

by a vow or promise; consequent on s vc*

devoted.

Votary, (vo'tar-e) n. One consecrated, or en

gaged by a vow or promise ;—one devoted »

any particular worship, service, study, or mat

ner of life.

Vote, (vot) n. [L. rotuw.] Wish, cboax *

opinion of a person or body of persons, «

pressed in some received and authorised w»j

suffrage ;—that by which will or preferenoi :*

expressed in elections, or in deciding prop*

tions.

Vote, (vot) v. i. [F. roter.) To express ot sigs*

the mind, will, or preference;—v.t. To cows* ,

by suffrage; to elect ;—to enact, grant, or t**

like, by a vote ; to determine.

Voter, (vot'er) n. One who votes ; one whob**

a legal right to a vote or suffrage.

Votive, (vdt'iv) a. (L. rottvus, from r»ts»J i

Given by vow ; devoted.

Vouch, (vouch) v. L [Norm. F. voucher.] Toe*

upon to witness; —to attest; to declare i—*-1

maintain by affirmations ; — to support . *»

establish ;—v. i. To bear witness ; to give ••<»■ '

mony or full attestation.

Vouoher, (voucher) «. One who Toucfcss, m

gives witness or full attestation to any thiol .
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—a paper, or document which serves to Touch

the truth of accounts, or to establish facts of

any kind ; — in Scotland, a receipt or written

evidence of payment.

Vouchsafe, (vouch-saf) v. t. [Prom rouca and

safe.} To permit to be done without danger ;—

to condescend to grant ;—v. i. To condescend ;

to deign ; to descend or stoop.

Vow, (tow) n. [L.votum, F. voeu.] A solemn

promise made to God or to some deity ; a devo

tion of one's self ; a dedication of some part of

life or of property, talents, time, or other pos

sessions, to a particular service or duty ;—a

promise of fidelity ; a pledge of love.

Vow, (vow) v, t. To consecrate to God by a

solemn promise ;—to devote ;—v. i. To make

a, vow or solemn promise ;—to declare solemnly.

Vowel, (vowel) n. [F. voyelle.] A simple

sound ; an articulation which can be uttered

by itself; a sound uttered by opening the

mouth ; a letter or character which represents

such a sound.

Vowel, (vow'el)a. Pertaining to a vowel; vocaL

Vow-fellow, (vow'fel-o) n. One bound by the

same vow.

Voyage, (voy'aj) n. (F.] Originally a passage

on the way ; a Journey ; a passing by sea or

water from one place to another : especially,

a passing or journey by water to a distant place

or country.

Voyage, (voy'aj) v. i. To take a voyage or

journey ; to sail or pass by water ;—v. t. To

travel ; to pass over. [sailed over ; navigable.

Voyageable, (vo/flj-a-bl) a. Capable of being

Voyager, (voy'aj-er) n. One who sails or passes

by sea or other water.

Vulcan, (vuTkau)n. [L. vulcaniu.] In mythology

the god of fire and of working in metals ;—

hence, a smith ; especially, a blacksmith.

Vulcanian, ( vul-ka'ne-an ) a. Pertaining to

Vulcan or to works in iron or other metals.

Vulcanization, (vul-kan-e-za'shun) n. The art

or process of imparting new properties to caout

chouc by causing it to combine with sulphur.

Vulcanize, (vul'kan-iz) v. t. To change the pro

perties of, as caoutchouc or India rubber, by

the process of vulcanization.

Vulgar, (vulgar) a. [L. vulgaris.] Pertaining

to the people; public ; hence, in general use ;

veruacuhu ;—belonging to the common people ;

pertaining to common life; plebeian ; rustic ;

boorish ; offensive to good taste, refined feel

ings, or delicacy.

Vulgar, (vulgar) n. The common people.

Vulgarism, (vulgar-izm) n. Grossness of man

ners ; vulgarity ;—a vulgar phrase or expres

sion.

Vulgarity, (vul-gar'e-te) n. Quality of being

vulgar ;—grossness or clownishness of manners

or language ;—coarseness ; rudeness ; want of

delicacy or refinement.

Vulgarize, (vul'gar-Iz) v. I To make vulgar.

Vulgarly, (vulgar-le) adv. In a vulgar man

ner ; in the ordinary manner ; commonly ;—

rudely ; clownishly.

Vulgate, (vul'gat) n. [L. vulgahts.) A very

ancient Latin version of the Scriptures.

Vulgate, (vul'gat) a. Pertaining to the Latin

version of the Scriptures.

Vulnerability, (vui-ner-a-bil'e-te) n. State of

being vulnerable ;—susceptibility of injury or

harm.

Vulnerable, (vulner-a-bl) a. [L. vulnerabilis.]

Capable of being wounded; susceptiblo of ex

ternal injuries ;—subject to be affected injuri

ously ; assailable.

Vulnerary, (vul'ner-ar-e) a. [F. vulneraire.]

Useful in healing wounds ; adapted to cure ex

ternal injuries.

Vulnerary, (vnJ'ner-ar-e) n. Any plant, drug,

or composition useful in the cure of wounds.

Vulneration, (vul-ner-a'shnn) n. The act of

wounding ; infliction of injury or hurt.

Vulnifie, (vul-nif'ik) a. [L. vulavs andfacerc]

Causing wounds; inflicting wounds.

Vulpine, (vul'pin) o. (L. vulpinus.) Pertaining

to or resembling the fox; cunning; crafty; art

ful.

Vulture, (vult'ur) n. [L. vultur.) A rapacious

bird belonging to the hawks and the owls, and

characterized by an elongated beak curved at

the end, and by the want of feathers on the

head and the neck. It feeds chiefly on offal

and dead carcases, and acts as a kind of

scavenger in the warm countries in which it

is distributed.

Vulturine, (vnlt'ur-In) v. Pertaining to the vul

ture ;—resembling the vulture ; rapacious.

Vulturish, (vnlt'ur-ish) a. Like a vulture;

having the habits of a vulture.

W.

W(dubl-u), the twenty-third letter of the

English alphabet, takes its form and

name from the repetition of a V, the Roman

IT. It is properly a vowel formed by expira

tion and opening of the lips, when previously

fully rounded and closed. It is, however,

regarded as a consonant, because it acts as

such at the beginning of words and syllables,

as in war, onward ; because it is invariably

followed by a vowel, and because it never

terminates a word unless preceded by a vowel.

The terminal w is sometimes mute, as in low

(i6), know ln6) ; and also the initial before r,

as in icrite {rlt).

Wabble, (wol/1) v.t. [Ger. -wabbetn.] To move

staggeringly from one side to the other ; to

vacillate. [as of a wheel unevenly hung.

Wabble, (wool) n, A hobbling, unequal motion,

Wabbling1, (wobling) a. Having an eccentric

motion forward and backward.

Wacke, (watfe) n, [Ger.] A rock allied to

basalt, of which it may be regarded as a more

soft and earthy variety.

Wad, (wod) 7i. [Ger. loatte.) A little mass,

tuft, or bundle, as of hay or tow \—especially, a

little mass of soft material for stopping the

charge of powder in a gun; a soft, loose, fibrous

substance used for stopping an aperture.

Wad, (wod) v. t. To form into a mass or wad,

or into wadding;—to insert or crowd a wad

into.

Wad, (wod) 7i. [A.-S. loeddian, L. vas, vadis.]

A pledge; a promise;—a wager; a bet.

Wad, (wod) v. t. To pledge ; to wager ; to

bet.

Wadding, (wod'ing) n. A wad or the materials
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for wads;—a kind of soft stuff of loose texture

used for stuffing garments.

Waddle, (wod'l) v. i. (A.-S. vadlian.] To walk

with short steps, throwing the body from one

side aud the other, like a duck or a very fat

person.

Waddlingly, (wodling-le) adv. Iu a waddling

manner; with a vacillating gait.

Wade, (wad) v. i. [A.-S. uadan.] To walk

through any substance that yields to the feet,

na water, mud, &c. ;—to move or ]>as8 with diffi

culty or labour ;—r. r. To pass by walking in

or through mud, snow, or other yielding sub

stance ;—to cross a stream by walking on the

Ixjttotn of it.

Wader, (wad'er) «. One who wades;—one of

an onler of long-legged birds that wade in the

water in search of food.

Wadset, (wod'set) n. In Scot*? law, a convey

ance of laud in pledge of or for satisfaction of a

debt ; a kind of mortgage.

Wafer, (wa'fer) h. [Ger. wajTW.] A thin cake of

flour used by the Roman Catholics in the

Eucharist ; — a tliin leaf of paste, used in

scaling letters, izc.

Wafer, (wa'fgr) v.t. To seal or close with a

wafer.

Waft, (waft) v. t. [Allied to waw.] To bear

through a fluid or buoyant medium ; to convey

through water or air ; to buoy up ; to float ;

—to cast lightly or gently, as the eyes ; to

direct, as a momentary glance towards; — to

convey, as a sigu or hint by a motion of the

band ;—v. i. To be moved or to pass in a

buoyant medium ; to float.

Waft, (waft) n. A signal mado by moving

something, as a flag iu the air ; a motion or

wave, as of the hand.

Waftage, (woft'aj) ti. Conveyance through a

buoyant medium, as air or water; transporta

tion ; carriage.

Wafter, (waft'er) n. One who or that which

wafts. [like motion.

Wafture, (waft'ur) n. The act of waving ; wave-

Wag, (wag) v.t. [A.-S. icngian.] To move one

way and the other with quick turns, to vibrate;

to shake slightly, or from side to side ;—v. i.

To move one way and the other ; to be shaken

to and fro; to vibrate; — to bo in action or

motion ; to stir.

Wag. (wag) n. [From the verb.] A man full of

sport and humour ; a ludicrous fellow ; a

humorist.

Wage, (w&J) v.t. [Ger. icageit, F. gager ] To

pledge ; to hazard on the event of a contest ; to

stake ;—to expose one's self to, as a risk ; to

venture ;—to carry on, as a war.

Wage, (wOj) n. [A.-S. twW, L. rat.] That for

which one labours ; stipulated payment.

Wager, (wa'jcr) n. Something deposited or

hazarded on the event of a contest or some un

settled question; a bet ; a stake; a pledge ;—

that on which bets are laid.

Wager, (wa'jer) v. L To hazard on the issue

of a contest, or on some question that is to be

decided, or on some casualty ; to lay ; to bet ;—

v. i. To make a bet : to lay a wager.

Wages, (w.Vjes) ji, [Plural in termination but

singular in signification.] A compensation given

toa hired person for his or her services;—salary;

pay ; recompense ; remuneration.

Waggery, (wag'c.r-e) ». Manner or action of a

wag ; sarcasm in good humour ; pleasantry.

Waggish, (wag'ish) a. Like a wag ; roguiik ia

merriment;—merry ; droll; frolicsome.

Waggishly, (wag ' ish - le) adr. In a wagrab

manner ; in sport.

Waggle, (wag!) r. i. [Diminutive of «aa.] T

reel or move from side to side; to waddle ;-

v. t. To move one way and tlie other.

Waggon, (wag'un) «. [A.-S. ttaen.] A fcai-

wheeled carriage used for carrying hes"

burthens ;—a railway goods truck or van.

Waggoner, (wag'un-er) n. One who condacti i

w&ggon; a waggon-driver;—a constellation; Do

Major ; Charles's wain.

Waggonette, (wag-on-et') » . A kiud of csnisn

without a top, with two seats vis a tit to b*M

six or eight persons, and a driver's box.

Wagtail, (wag'tal) n. A small bird of wmai

species, so named from the incessant motion -i

its long tail.

Waif, (wiif) n. [Norm. F. wtf, viff.] Con

found of which the owner U not known;-

hence, that which comes by chance.

Wail, (wal) v.t. peel, rata.) To lament;*

bewail : to grieve over ;—v. i. To express sor

row audibly ; to lament : to weep.

Wail, (wal) h. Loud weeping ; violent l*m«-

tation ; great mourning.

Wailing, (wal'ing) n. Loud cries of graf.

audible sorrow ; lamentation.

Wailingly, (wal'ing-le) adv. In a wailingm^-

iter ; with deep grief and sorrow.

Wain, (wan) n. [A.-S. worn.] A waggon.-*

constellation ; Ursa Major.

Wainscot, (wan'skot) n. [D. ircprntckct] A

wooden lining or boarding of the ftilla <**

apartments made in panels.

Wainscot, (wiin'akot) r. (. To line with boaflfref

panel-work, or as if with panel-work.

Wainscoting, (wun'skot-ing) n. Act of core-

ing or lining with boards in panel?—Uw nt-

terial used to wainscot a house, or the waiaw:

as a whole.

Waist (wast) «. [W. pirasp.] Tliat part of th* I

human body which is immediately below ti*

ribs or thorax ;—the middle port of budirt.

Waist-band, (wristband) n. The band or oppf i

part of breeches, which encompasses the **J*t.

Waist-cloth, (wosfkloth) n. A cloth or wisjotf

worn about the waist ;—a covering of canvw *

tarpauling for the hammocks stowed on *e*

gangways, between the quarter-deck and ti;

forecastle.

Waistcoat, (wasfkot) n. A short gsrroeat.

without sleeves, worn under the coat, and«ir*f"

ing the waist ; a vest.

Wait, (wat) v. i. [F. gv.ettcr.) To stay or rat ic

expectation; to remain stationary till the ar

rival of some ]tcr*ou or event; — to re*t fl

patience ;— to lie in ambush, as an eatxpj ;-

to wait on, to attend, as a menial ;—to fo w

see ; to visit ;—to follow, as a conseqoena,-

v. t. To stay for ; to await : to expect ;-*•

attend ; to accompany with submission.
Wait, (wit) »j. Ambush ;—pL Itinerant »<*•

cians who perfonu in the streets about C\fi*

mas time at night or in the early niami**-

serenaders.
Waiter, (wafer) u. One who waits ; an attf J

ant ; an attendant in a hotel or plaee of pn<*.

entertainment;—a salver; a tray or ulat* <*

which something is carried, as tea thin;:*. *c

Waiting, (wat'iug) /t. The act of staying in wp*

or expectation ; attendance on others.
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Waiting-maid, (wat'ing-niad) n. A female

■ ; . -ir, 7 who attends a lady.

Waitress, (wat'res) «. A female waiter or at

tendant in a public room or at an inn.

Waive, (wiv) v.L To relinquish ; to give up

claim to ; to forego ;—to defer : to put off for a

season ;—to put out of the protection of law, as

a woman.

Wake, (w»k) r. i. [A.-S. tcacan.] To be or to

continue awake ; to watch;—to "hold a night

revel;—to be awakened;—to be stirred up from

a dormant, torpid, or inactive state ;—r. /. To

rouse from sleep ;—to put in motion or action;

to arouse ;—to bring to life again ; to revive ;

—to watch with at night, as a dead body.

Wake, (wak) n. Act of waking;— an annual

parish festival in commemoration of the

dedication of the church ; — the sitting up of

persons with a dead body ;—the track left by a

vessel in the water.

Wakeful, (wak'fool) a. Indisposed to sleep ;

watchful ; vigilant

WakefuUy, (wak'fooMe) adv. In a wakeful

manner ; with watcliiug or sleeplessness.

Wakefulness, (wak'f/661-nes) n. Quality or con

dition of being wakeful ; indisposition to

sleep.

Waken, (wak'n) v.L To wake; to cease to

ileep ;—r. t. To arouse from sleep ;—to rouse

into action ; to stir up.

Wakening, (wik'n-ing) n. The act of one who

wakens ; the act of ceasing to sleep.

Waldenses, (walden-sez) n. pi. A sect of Chris

tians who never submitted to, and were fre

quently persecuted, by, the Roman Catholic

Church — they reside in the valleys of Pied

mont.

Wale, (wal) n. [A.-S. walu.] The mark of a

rod or whip on animal flesh ;—a ridge or streak

rising above the surface of cloth, &c.

Wale, (wfll) v. t. To mark with wales or stripes.

Walk, (wawk) v. i. [A. -8. vealean.) To move

along on foot; to advance by steps; to go on

without running ;—to go on the feet for exer

cise or amusement ; — to be stirring ; to be

abroad ; to go restlessly about ;—to behave ; to

conduct one's self ; — v. t. To pass through or

upon ;—to cause to step slowly ; to lead, drive,

or ride with a slow pace.

Walk, (wawk) iu Act of walking; advance

without running or leaping ;—act of walking

for air or exercise ;—gait ; step ;—the slowest

pace of a horse or beast of burden ; — an

avenue; place or distance walked over ; a place

or region in which animals may graze ;—con

duct ; course of action.

Walker, (wawk'er) *■ One who walks; — an

officer appointed to inspect a forest; a ranger;

—[A.-S. weatceare.] A fuller of cloth;—street

witter, a common prostitute.

Walking-, (wawk'ing) n. Act of going on foot;

act of moving with a slow step. r

Walking-staff, (wawk'ing-staOn. A staff carried

in the hand for support or amusement in walk

ing-

Wall, (wawl) n, [A.-S.] A solid ami permanent

inclosing fence, as around a field, a town, or

the like ; also, one of the upright inclosing

parts of a building or room whence, a defence;

means of security.

Wall, (wawl) v. t. To inclose with a wall ;—to

defend by walls ;— to close or fill with a wall.

Waliachian, (wal-la'ke-an) it. A native or in

habitant of Wallachia, in Northern Turkey ; a

Wallach.

Wallet, (wol'et) n. [F. malkte.] A bag for

curving the necessaries for a journey ; a knap

sack ; — a pedlar's pack ; — a bag carried by

beggars or vagrants ;—a kind of ]>ocket-book ;—a

leather pouch or purse;—any thing protuberant

and swagging.

Wall-eye, (wawlT) n. (A.-S. hicelan.] An eye

in which the iris is of a very light gray or

whitish colour — said of horses: — an eye in

which the white is very large and distorted.

Wall-flower, (wawl'fiow-er) n. A cruciferous,

evergreen plant, which grows in old walls,

&c. ; a stock gillyflower;—a lady who keeps her

«eat at a ball-room, failing to find a partner for

the dance.

Wall-fruit, (wawl'froot) n. Fruit which, to be

ripened, must be planted agaiiiBt a wall.

Walling, (wawl'ing) ». Walls in general ;—

material for walls.

Wallop, (wol'up) v.i. fA.-S. teeallan.} To

boil with a continued bubbling:—to be heaved

or tossed up and down or to and fro ;—to move

or walk with a rolling gait; to waddle;—v.t.

To beat soundly ; to flog.

j Wallop, (wol'up) n. A rolling movement ; a

1 heave or swing to a side ;—a stroke or blow.

Walloping, (wol'up-ing) n. A beating.

Wallow, (wol'6) v.i. [A.-S. witomm.] To

roll one's self about, as in mire ; to flounder ;—

I to live in gross vice.

1 Wallower, (wol'o-cr) n. One who wallows.

Walnut, (wawl nut) it. [A.-S. icealk and knut.}

i A tree of the genus Juglans and its fruit, com-

[ prehendiug several species — the nut is nsed

I both raw and pickled, and the timber is

I employed for cabinet-maker's work.

Walrus, (wol'rus) n. [Ger. teal and ros.] An

aquatic carnivorous

mammal of tbe sea 1

family, found in the

Arctic seas—it is hunted —-

for the sake of its oil

and tusks. j

Waltz. (Wfcwltl) n. [Ger.

walzen .] A dance perfor- 1

nied by two persons in

circular figures with a

whirling motion; apiece Walrus.

of music composed for this dance.

Waltz, (wawlts) v. i. To dance a waltz.

Waltzer, (wawlts'er) n. A person who waltzes.

Wamble, (womll) f.i [Dan. vamnitl.] To be

disturbed with nausea;—to move to and fro; to

roll.

Wampum, (wom'pum) n. Small beads made of

shells, used by the North American Indians

as money, and* wrought into belts, &c, as an

ornament.

Wan, (won) a. [A.-S. Kann, wan.] Having a

pale or sickly hue ; pale.

Wand, (wond) n. [Icel. vontlr.] A small stick;

a rod ;—a staff of authority ;—a rod used by

conjurers.

Wander, (won'der) v.i. [A.-S. wandrian.] To

ramble here and there; to range about;~to stray

off; to go astray;—to be delirious;—err; deviate,

depart.

Wanderer, (won'dcr-cr) n. One who wanders;

a rambler ; one who roves.

Wandering, (won'der-ing) ». Act or habit of

going from place to place; roving;—a divergence
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from the direct road ; aberration from the path I that approaches;—v. i. To he on the watcn;

of duty; deviation from rectitude;—hence, want

of fixedness ; distraction of the thoughts from

the business in hand ; want of concentration ;—

discursiveness in style or speech; want of logical

coherence ;—rambling of the mind, as in de

lirium, fever, &c.

Wane, (wan) v.i. [A.-S. vxtnian.] To be dimin

ished; to decrease—applied to the moon ;—to

decline ; to fail : to sink.

"Wane, (wOn) n. Decrease of the illuminated part

of the moon ;—decline ; failure ; decrease.

Waning, (wun'ing) n. Act or process of declining;

decreasing ;—diminution or decrease.

Wanly, (won'le* adv. In a pale or wan manner.

Wanness, (won nee) n. The state or quality of

being wan: a sallow, dead, pale colour; paleness.

Want, (wont) n. [A.-S. wan, wannt.) State of

not having ; absence or scarcity ofwhat is needed

or desired ;—in a general sense, destitution ;

poverty ;—that which is desired ; a thing of

which the loss is felt.

Want, (wont) v. t. To be without; to be destitute

of ;—to have occasion for ; to require ;—to feel

need of ; to long for : to desire ;—to be lacking

in respect of or to the amount of;—v.i. To fail;

to fall short ;—to be missed ; not to be present.

Wanting, (won'ting) a. Absent ; deficient ;—

slack; failing; insufficient.

Wanton, (won'tun) a. (W. jjieantan.) Moving or

flying loosely; playing in the wind;—running to

excess ; unrestrained ;—not turned or formed

with regularity;—licentious; dissolute;—deviat

ing from the rules of chastity;—skittish; frisky;

lascivious.

Wanton, (won'tun) «, A lascivious man or

woman ;—an insignificant or vain trifler.

Wanton, (won'tun) v. i. To rove without rule

or limit ; to frolic;—to sport in lewdness or las

civiously;—to move irregularly; to play loosely,

as in the wind.

Wantonly, (won'tun-le) adv. In a wanton man

ner; loosely; sportively; gayly; lasciviously.

Wantonness, (won'tun-nes) n. Quality of being

wanton ;—lasciviousness ;—negligence of rule or

restraint;—sportiveness ; frolic.

Wapenachaw, (wapin-shaw) n. [A.-S. weptn,

and sceawu.) An exhibition of arms, and an

exercise and trial of skill in their use. [Scot. J

War,(wawr)n. [A.-S. tserrt.] A state of opposi

tion ; enmity ; hostility ;—a contest between

nations or states carried on by force; armed con

flict ;—the profession of arms.

War, (wawr) v.i. To contend; to strive violently;

to fight;—to carry on hostilities; to be in a state

of contest by violence.

Warble, (wawr'bl) v. (. [Ger. icirbeln.] To sing

in a quavering or vibratory manner ; to trill ;

to utter musically; to carol;—to cause to quaver

or vibrate ;—v. i. To be modulated ; to be

uttered melodiously;—to sing in a trilling man

ner or with turns and variations.

Warble, (wawr'bl) n. A quavering modulation

of the voice ; a song.

Warbler, (wawr'bler) n. One who warbles ; a

singer ; a songster —applied chiefly to birds.

War-cry, (wawr/kri) n. A cry or signal used In

war.

Wax-dance, (wawr'dans) n. A dance among

savages preliminary to going to war.

Ward.(wawrd) v.t. [A.-». ictardian.] Towatch;

to guard ;—to defend ; to protect :—to fend off;

to repel ; to turn aside, as any thing mischieroos

■; i'-

keep guard.

Ward, (wawrd) n. fA.-S. veard.] Actofgnsri

ing; watch; guard;—state of beiug under guard.

custody; — guardianship: the condition of a

child under a guardian ;—a fortress ; a strorK

hold ;—a defensive motion or position in fcneirt;

—a minor or person under the careofsp»t

dian ;—a certain division or quarter of a to**

or city:—a division of an hospital ;—a project it;:

ridge of metal in the interior of a lock.

Ward, (wawvd) a. PertAining to a townw&rd n

district division of a city.

Warden, (wawrd'en) h. A keeper; a guardian ;-

the master of a college; —a jailor or officer of a

prison ;—one of the managers of a church

Wardenship, (wawrd'en-ship) n. The officer

Jurisdiction of a warden.

Warder, (wawrd'er) k . One who wards; a kfqvr

a guard ;—a truncheon or staff of command.

Wardmote, (wawrd'root) a. A meeting of a cmni-

cipal ward ; also, a court of the ward.

Wardrobe, (wawrd'riib) it. A room or da**

where clothes are kept ; — wearing apparel in

general.

Wardroom, (wawrd'room) n. A room occopW j

as a mess-room by the commissioned officers of |

a war vessel.

Wardship, (wawrd'ship) n. Office of a w*p! «

keeper; guardianship; right of guardianship ;-

state of being under a guardian ; pupilage.

Ware, (war) o. [A.-8. war, Dan. rtrr.J IWir^

in expectation of; provided against;—caut«s»;

wary.

Ware, (war) n. fA.-S. vdrv,) Article of n*-

chandise ; ttpeciatly, in the plural, goods ; eoar

modities ; merchandise.

Warehouse, (wfirTions) ». A storehouse for goods

Warehouse, (waVhous) v t. To deposit in »

warehouse ; to place in the government or

custom-house stores,until duties are paid.

Warehousing, (war'houn-ingj) n. The act of

placing goods in a warehouse or in a costi*-

house store. ^holding pw**«-

Wareroom, (w&r'room) n. An apartment f*

Warfare, (wawr'far) «. fFrom Ktir and ficrt.]

Military service: hostilities:—contest; stntofe

Warfare, (wawr'far) v.i. To lead a niilitaiTltff .

to carry on continual wars.

War-horse, (wawrliors) n. A strong, powerful

spirited horse for military service ; a cnairrT.

Warily, (war'e-le) adv. In a wary mawh*

cautiously.

Wariness, (waVe-nes) n. Prudent care to fcsw

and guard against evil ; caption ; care.

Warlike, (wawrlik) a. Fit /or war ; disposed fr.

war;—pertaining to war ; military; martial ;-

threatening war ; hostile.

Warlikenesi, (wawr'lik-nes) n. A warlike <*>

position or character.

Warlock, (wartok) n. rA.-S. tcflrfnjra.] A niik

witch ; a wizard ; a sprite ; an imp.

Warm, (wawrm) a. [A. -8. two-rot] Ha*'**

heat in a moderate degree ;—subject to beat —

zealous ; ardent : — vehement ; excited ; ff-

sionate ;—vigorous ; sprightly :—easy in W&*

matters; rich ;—in paintinp, having yellow &

vellow-red for a l>asis of colour.

Warm, (wawrm) v. t. To conimnnicate a aw*'

orate heat to ;—to make engaged or earnest : **

excite ardour or zeal in ;—». i. To beer**

moderately heated ;—to become ardent or aw-

mated.
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Warm-blooded, (wawrm'hlud-ed) a. Having

warm blood—applied especially to birds and

mammals.

Warmer, (wawrm'er) «. One who warms ; that

which warms, as plate-warmer, foot-warmtr.

Warm-hearted, (wawrm hart-ed) a. Possessing

lively interest or affection; cordial; sincere;

hearty.

Warming, (wawrm'ing) n. Act of heating moder

ately ;—state of becoming warm ;—house-warm

ing, a feast made when, a person or family have

entered on a new house, Ac.

Warmly, (wawnn'le) adv. In a warm manner :

with some temper ; — eagerly ; earnestly ; ar

dently.

Warmth, (wawrmth) n. Gentle heat;—fervour

of mind; real;—earnestness; eagerness;—enthu

siasm ;—the glowing effect which arises from the

use of warm colours.

Warn, (wawrn) v. t. [A.-S. varnian.] To make

aware ; to give previous information or notice

to:—to caution against evil practices or any thing

that may prove injurious;—to admonish of duty.

Warning, (wawrn'ing) n. Caution against danger

or against faults ; — admonition ; — previous

notice ;—notice to quit, as a house, service, Ac.

Warp, (wawrp) v. i. [A.-S. weorpan.] To twist

or be twisted out. of a straight direction ;—to

turn or incline from a straight course ; to de

viate;—to fly with a bending or waving motion;

—v. t. To turn or twist out of shape, or out of

a straight direction ;—to pervert ;—to tow or

move, as a vessel, with a line or warp attached

to buoys, anchors, or the like ;—to run off the

reel into hauls to be tarred, as yarns.

Warp, (wawrp) n. The threads which are ex

tended lengthwise in the loom and crossed by

the woof ;—a towing-line ; a warping-hawser.

Warper, (wawrp'er) n. One who forms yarn or

thread into warps or webs for the loom.

Warping, (wawrp'ing) n. Act of changing or per

verting ;—art or occupation of preparing the

warp of webs for the weaver.

Warrant, (wor'ant) v. t. (Norm. F. aarantir,

guarantor.) Toantborize; to give power or right

to do or forbear with assurance of safety or in

demnity;—to support by authority or proof ; to

justify :—to secure to, as a grantee, an estate

granted ; to assure ;—to secure to, as a purchaser,

the quality or quantity of the goods sold as

represented.

Warrant, (wor'ant) n. That which warrants ; a

commission giving authority or justifying the

doing of any thing ;—a precept authorizing an

officer to seize an offender and bring him to jus

tice ;—security ; that which attests or proves ;

a voucher;—a writing which authorizes a person

to receive money or other thing.

Warrantable, (wor'ant-a-bl) a. Authorized by

commission, precept, or right : justifiable ; de

fensible, [of being warrantable.

Warrantableness, (wor'ant-a-bl-nes) n. Quality

Warrantably, (wor'ant-a-ble) tide. In a warrant

able manner ; justifiably.

Warranter, (wnr'ant-er) *. One who warrants or

legally empowers; one who assures; one who

contracts to necure another in a right, or to

make good any defect of title or quality.

Warranty, (wor'ant-*) n. | A security; warrant ;

guarantee.

Warren, (wor'en) n, [Norm. F. parenne.] A

place privileged, by the king, for keeping cer

tain beasts and fowls;—a piece of ground for

the brooding and preservation of rabbits ;—a

place for keeping fish in a river. [warren.

Warrener, (wor'en-er) n, The keeper of a

Warrior, (wawr'e-or) n. [F. guerrier.] A man

engaged in war or military life ; a soldier ;

especially, a good soldier ; a brave man.

Wart, (wawrt) n. (A.-S. weart.) A small bard

excrescence on the skin ;—a glandular excres

cence or hardened protuberante on plants.

Warty, (wawrt'e) a. Having warta; overgrown

with, warts ;—of the nature of warts.

Wary, (ware) a. [A.-S. tcesr, IceL var.]

Cautious; watchful; carefully guarding against

deceptions, artifices, and dangers; circumspect.

Was, (woz) l A.-S. was,] The past tense of the

substantive verb to be.

Wash, (wosh) v.t. [A.-S. wasean,] To cleanse

by ablution, or by dipping or rubbing in water;

to scrub with water, Ac. ; — to cover with

water ; to overflow or dash against ; — to re

move by washing ; to take away by the

action of water ;—to tint lightly and thinly ;

—to overlay with a thin coat of metal ;—in

Scripture, to purify ; to free from the pollution

and taint of sin; — v.i. To perform the act

of ablution;—to perform the business of cleans

ing clothes in water;—to bear the operation

of being washed.

Wash, (wosh) n. Act of washing ; ablution ; a

cleansing with water; the quantity of clothes

washed at once;—a bog ; a marsh ;—substances

collected and deposited by the action of water ;

—waste liquor, the refuse of a kitchen ;—the

fermented wort from which the spirit is ex

tracted ; — a cosmetic for the complexion ; a

liquid dentifrice ; a preparation for the hair ;

—a lotion ;—a thin coat of colour spread over

spaces of a picture ;—a thin coat of metal laid

on any thing for beauty or preservation.

Wash-ball, (wosh'bawl) n. A ball of soap to

be used in washing the hands or face.

Washer, (wosh'fr) n. One who or that which

washes ; — a ring of metal, leather, or other

material, used to relieve friction, to secure

tightness of joints, or for other purposes.

Washer-woman, ( wosh'er-woom-an ) n. A

woman who washes clothes for others or for

hire. [ing linens, Ac.

Wash-house, (woshlious) n. A house for wash-

Washing-, (wosh 'ing) n. Act of one who

washes ; ablution ;—clothes washed : wash.

Wash-pot, (wosb'pot) n. A pot or vessel in

which any thing is washed.

Wash-stand, (wosh'stand) n. A piece of furni

ture holding the ewer, basin, and other re

quisites for washing the hands and face.

Wash-tub, (wosh 'tub) n. A tub In which

clothes are waabed.

Washy, (woshe) a. Watery; damp; soft; —

lacking substance or Rolidity ; weak ; thin.

Wasp, (weep) n. [A.-S. wasp.) A hymenop-

terous insect, allied to the

hornet, and capable of sting

ing severely — it constructs

combs and rears its young in \|_

the cells.

Waspish, (wosp'ish) a. Hav

ing a slender waist, like a

wasp ;—quick to resent a trifl

ing affront;—irritable; peevish.

Waspiahly, (woep'ish-le) adv.

In a waspish or snappish man

ner; irritably.
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Waspishness, (wosp'ish-nes) il State or qua

lity of being waspish ; irritability ; snappish-

ness. <

Wassail, (was 'sal) n. [A.-S. wca-hdl.] An

.indent expression of good wishes in drinking

to one; — a festive season;— a liquor com

posed of wine or ale, sugar, nutmeg, and

roasted apples ;—a song or glee sung at a festive

gathering.

Wassail, (was'slU) v.i. To hold a festive occa

sion ; to carouse.

Wassail, (was sal) a. Pertaining to or used for

wassail ; convivial ; festive.

Wast, (wost) imp. of the substantive verb to

be, in the second person singular, indicative.

Waste, (wist) v. t. [A.-S. wtsttw.] To bring

to ruin; to devastate; to destroy;—to wear

away by degrees; to impair gradually; — to

employ prodigally ; to lavish ;—to spend : to

consume ;—in law, to damage, impair, or in

jure, as an estate, voluntarily, or by suffering

the buildings, fences, Ac, to go to decay ;—

r. t. To be diminished ; to be consumed by

any cause ; to dwindle.

Waste, (wast) o. Desolate; devastated;—

lying unused; of no worth; valueless; — lost

for want of occupiers ; — unproductive ; un

cultivated.

Waste, (wast) n. Act of desolating, expending,

and the like;—that which is wasted or desolate;

uncultivated or wild country: desert;— vhat

which is of no value; worthless remnant;

refuse ;—prodigality ; dissipation.

Waste-basket, (Wiist'bas-ket) n. A small, light

basket used in offices, libraries, and the like,

for holding waste papers and other refuse.

Waste-book, (wilstbook) n, A book in which

rough entries of transactions are made, pre

vious to their being carried into the journal.

Wasteful, (wast'fool) a. Pull of waste ;—ex

pending property without necessity or use;—

profuse; prodigal.

Wastefully, (wiist'fool-le) adv. In a wasteful

manner ; lavishly.

Wastefulness, (wast'fool-nes) n. The quality

of being wasteful ; lavishness ; prodigality.

Waste-pipe, (wast'pip) n. A pipe for convey

ing off waste water and the like.

Waster, (waster) »l One who consumes extra

vagantly or without use ;— a kind of cudgel ;—a

thief in a candle or excrescence on the wick

which causes the candle to gutter.

Watch, (woch) n. [A.-S. tracer] Act of

watching ; forbearance of sleep ; close observa

tion ; guard ; preservative or preventive vigil

ance ;—one who watches or those who watch ;

a sentry ; a guard ;—poet or office of a watch

man ;—the period of the night in which one

person, or one Bet of persons, stands as senti

nels; hence, a division of the night;—a small

timepiece to be carried in the pockot; — in

ships, an allotted portion of tinio for watch

ing or being on duty ;—the officers and crew

of a vessel who together work her for an

allotted time.

Watch, (woch) v. i. To be awake ; to con

tinue without sleep;—to bo vigilant ; to be on

the look-out ; to keep guard;—to wait : to seek

opportunity ;—to attend during the night, as

a nurse, Ac. ;—v. t. To give heed to ; to keep

in view ; — to tend ; to guard ; — to lie in

wait for; — to observe in order to detect or

prevent.

Watch-dog, (woch 'dog) n. A dog kept to

guard premises and give notice of intruder*

Watcher, (woch'er) n. One who watches ; «e

who attends upou the sick ; — a diligent

observer.

Watchful, (woch'fool) a. Vigilant: att«entm;

cautious ; careful to observe or guard.

Watehfully, (woch'fool-le) adv. In a watchful

manner; vigilantly: attentively; cautiously

Watchfulness, (woch'fool-nes) «. State or qm-

lity of being watchful ;—vigilance ; wakefuirx^

circumspection ; cautiousness.

Watch-glass, (woch'glas) n. In ships, a half

hour sand-glass to measure the time of a watch

—a concavo-convex glass for covering tie a#

of a pocket watch. j

Watch-house, (wochTious) n. A house in which

a watch or guard is placed ;—a lock-up.

Watch-light, (woch 'lit) n. A light used fs

watching in the night; a candle having a nufc

wick.

Watchmaker, (woch'mak-tr) n. One who*

occupation is to make and repair watches.

Watchman, (woch'man) n. One set to watch:

a sentinel ;—one who guards the streets wf i

city or building by night.

Watch-tower, (woch'tow-er) n. A tower en

which a sentinel is placed to watch for enemiw.

Watchword, (woch'wnrd) n. The word given to

sentinels and to such as have occasion to vis:

the guards, used as a signal by which a frkni

is known from an enemy ; a countersign ; past

word. (ternal parts of a watch.

Watch-work, (wocli'work) n. The different ib-

Water, (waw'tijr) n. [A.-S. vater.) The flail

which descends from the clouds in rain, an»J

which forms rivers, lakes, seas, etc, ;—a body of

water, standing or flowing;—especially, the *f»

ocean ; — one of various liquid secret ion*.

humours, &c ;—urine ;—the lustre of a dia

mond.

Water, ( waw'ter) v. t. To wet with water ."—to

irrigate;—to supply with water for drink;—»«

wet and calender, as cloth, so as to impart to r.

a lustrous appearance in wavy lines :—r. i. Ta

shod water or liquid matter ;—to get or take

in water.

Water-butt, (waw'te.r-but) n. A large cask w.

up on end to contain water.

Water-carriage, (waw'ter-kar-aj) n. Conveysaet

by water ;—the means of conveying by water

Water-cart, (waw'ter-kart) *. A cart bearreg

water by which water is sprinkled, as in ii^

streets, &c.

Water-cask, (waw'ter-kask) n. In thipt, ahrift

strongly hooped barrel or cask for hokhsg

water.

Water-clock, (waw'ter-klok) n. An boareUB

for measuring time by the dropping of water.

Water-closet, (waw'ter-kloz-et) »- A privy tar

nished with a contrivance for introduin&r »

stream of water to cleanse it.

Water-colour, (waw ' t?r-kul-er) n. A eoksu

gTonnd with water and gum or size-

Water-colour painting, (waw'tc.r-knl'^r-pict-ifix)

n. Act or process of painting in water coloor*

instead of oil.

Water-course, (waw'terdtors) n. A stream af

water ;—a channel or canal for the couvtrys*«

of water.

Water-cure, (waw'ter-kur) n. The mode or sj>

tern of treating diseases with water; hydro

pathy.
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Water-dog*, (waw'ter-dog) n. A variety of dog

remarkable for its aquatic habit*.

Water-drain, (waw ' te,r-dran) n. A drain or

channel fur water to run off.

Watered, (waw'terd) a. Sprinkled with water ;

— supplied with water ; — made lustrous and

wavy in appearance by being wet and calen

dered.

Waterer, (waw'ter-cr) n. One who waters.

Water-fall, (waw'tgr-fawl) n. A fall or perpen

dicular descent of the water of a river or

stieam ; a cascade ; a cataract.

Water-fowl, (waw-'te.r-fowl) n. A bird that lives

about rivers, lakes, or on or near the sea.

Water-gall, (waw'ter-gawl) n. [Ger. icauergatle.)

A watery appearance in the sky accompanying

the rainbow.

Water-gauge, (waw'ter-giij) n. An instrument

for measuring the depth or quantity of

water.

Water-gilding, (waw'ter-gild-ing) 7?. The gild

ing of metallic surfaces by covering them with

a tlun coating of amalgam of gold and mercury,

and then volatilizing the mercury by heat.

Water-gruel, (waw'ter-groo-el) «. A liquid food,

composed of water and meal, boiled.

Waterineas, (waw'ter -e - nes) n. Humidity;

moisture ; state of abounding in water.

Watering, (waw'ter-ing) «. Act of supplying

with water for drink ;—the place of such supply ;

—act of sprinkling with water artificially, as

plant* ; — irrigation, as of land : — process of

sprinkling and calendering, as silks and other

textile fabrics, to give them a lustrous wavy

appearance.

Watering-place, (waw'ter-]* ng-plils) n. A place

where water may be obtained, as for a ship, for

cattle, Ac.;—a place to which people resort for

mineral water, or for bathing, .'.:■■.

Wateriih, (waw'ter-ish) «. Resembling water ;

thin ; watery;—somewhat watery ; moist

Water-level, (waw'ter - lev- el) n. The level

formed by the surface of still water ;—a level

ling instrument in which water is employed

for determining the horizontal line.

Water-line, (waw'ter-lin) n. A horizontal line

supposed to be drawn about a ship's bottom

at the surface of the water.

Water-logged, (waw'ter-logd) a. Rendered

log-like, neavy, or clumsy in movement, in

consequence of being filled with water, as a

ship.

Waterman, (waw ' tfr - man) a. A man who

manages watei-craft ; a boatman : a ferry

man.

Water-mark, (waw'ter-mark) n. A mark indicat

ing the height to which water has risen ; — a

letter, device, &c, wrought into paper dur

ing the process of manufacture.

Water-null, (waw'ter-mil) n. A mill whose

machinery is moved by water.

Water-pot, (waw'ter-pot) ft. A vessel for hold

ing, conveying, or sprinkling water, &c.

Water-power, (waw'ter-pow-er) n. The power of

water employed to move machinery, too.; — a

fall of water which may bo used to drive

machinery.

Water-proof, (w.Wt^r-pruof) a. So firm and

compact as not to admit water.

Water-proof, (waw'tcr-pruof) n. A preparation

for rendering, as cloth, leather. Ac, impervious

to water [Anier.];— a coat or other garment

made water-tight.
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Water-Bpout.

So tight

water ; not

Water-rail, (waw'ter-ral) n. A wading bird of

the genus Rallvn.

Water-rate, (waw'ter-rat) n.

A municipal rate or tax

for the supply of water.

Water-shea, (waw'ter-ehed)

n. A range of high land

between two river-basins,

and discharging its waters

from opposite directions.

Water - spout, ( waw ' ter -

spout) n. A meteorological

phenomenon, usnally ob

served over the sea, and

sometimes over the land—

it consists of a dense cloud,

generally of a conical shape,

hanging downward toward

the earth, and uniting with

a similar portion from be

low, to form i^n unbroken

column from the earth to the

cloud — it often discharges

water in vast quantities.

Water-tight, ( waw ' ter - tit ) e

as to retain or not to admit

leaky.

Water-wheel, (waw'ter-hwel) n. Any wheel for

propelling machinery or other purposes, that is

made to rotate by the direct action of water

—called an ovcrshot-iclicel when the water is

applied at the top, an undenhot-wficel when at

the bottom, a breast-wheel when at an inter

mediate point, and a turbine-wheel when its

axis is vertical, and the water acts upon

different sides of the wheel at the same

time.

Water-work, (waw'tcr-wurk) n. Any hydraulic

machine for raising, retaining, conducting, or

distributing water, or for obtaining and utiliz

ing motive power from water; — an artificial

spout or play of water.

Water-worn, (waw'ter-worn) a. Rounded or

smoothed on tho surface by the action of

water.

Watery, (waw ' t?r*e) a. Resembling water :

thin or transparent, as a liquid ;—abounding

in tasteless or insipid fluid; — pertaining to

water ; aqueous.

Wattle, (wot'l) ft. fA.-S. tcatel] A twig or

flexible rod; hence, a hurdle made of such rods;

—the fleshy excrescence under the throat of a

cock or turkey.

Wattle, (wot'l) v.t. To bind with twigs ;—to

twist or interweave, as twigs ; to plat.

Wattling, (wot'ling) n. Tho act or process of

binding or platting with twigs ;—the platting

itself. 0

Waul, (wawl) v.u [IVait.] To cry as a cat;

to squall.

Wave, (wav) n. [A.-S. wag.} A moving swell

or volume of water ; a billow ;—hence, tho sea ;

—an undulation: a vibration propagated from

particle to particle, as in the transmission of

sound :—inequality of surface ;—the undulating

line or streak of lustre on watered cloth ;—a

waving or undulating motion.

Wave, (wav) v. i. To move one way and tho

other ; to undulate :—to be moved, as a signal;

—to fluctuate ; — v.t. To raise into inequa

lities of surface ; — to waft ; to remove any

thing floating ; — to brandish ;—to signal by a

waving motion ; to beckon.
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Wavelets, (waVles) a. Free from waves ; un

disturbed; unagitated.

Wavelet, (wavTet) n. A little wave ; a ripple.

Wave-offering, (wav'of-c,r-iug) *. An ottering

in the Jewish services by waving the object

toward the four cardinal points.

Waver, (wa'ver) V. i. [A.-S. tetifian.] To play

or move to and fro ;—fluctuate; to be unsettled

in opinion ; to be undetermined ; — to be in

danger of falling.

Waverer, (wi'ver-er) ». One who wavers.

Waveringly, (wa'vgr-ing-le) adv. In a wavering,

fluctuating, doubtful manner.

Wavy, (wii've) a. Rising or swelling in waves;

—playing to and fro ; undulating.

Wax, (waks) n. [A.-S. icdx.] A fatty, viscid,

tenacious substance produced by bees ; — a

thick, tenacious substance secreted in the ear :

—a wax-like composition used for uniting sur

faces, or for excluding air, and like purposes ;

—a composition used by shoemakers for rubbing

their thread.

Wax, (waks) v. t. To smear or rub with wax ;—

v.i. [A. >. ictaxan.) To increase in size; to

grow ;—to pass from one state to another ; to

become.

Wax-cloth, (waksldoth) n. Cloth covered with

a coating of wax in ornamental figures, and

used to cover tables, floors, & >.-.

Waxen, (waks'n) a. Made of wax;—resembling

wax; hence, soft; yielding;—covered with wax.

Waxiness, (waks'o-nes) n. The state or qua

lity of being waxy.

Waxlight, (waks lit) n. A taper made of wax;—

a wax candle ;—a match made of wax ; a vesta.

Wax-modelling, (waks-mod'el-ing) n. Art or

profession of forming busts, figures, <fcc, in wax-

Wax-paper, (waks ' pa - per) n. Paper prepared

with a coating of white wax, turpentine, and

spermaceti.

Wax-wing, (waks'wing) n. A dentirostral bird

of the genus Bombiicdla,

about six or eight inches

long.

Wax-work, (waks wurk) n ,

Work made of wax, in imi

tation of flowers, fruits, &c ;

—Anatomical figures imi tatetl

in wax ; — a public exhibi

tion or show of wax modeb

or figures.

Waxy, (waks'e) a. Resembl

ing wax in appearance or consistency . viscid ;

adhesive ; soft.

Way, (wa) n. [A.-S. %eeg.] A passing ; a

passage ; — place or means of pasaiug ; road ;

thoroughfare ; highway, &c, ; — advance ; pro

gress ;—room for passage ; scope ;—length of

space ; distance ;—course or direction of motion

or progress ; — means by which any thing is

reached or any thing is accomplished;—manner;

method ; mode ; fashion ; — regular course ;

habitual method of life or action;—in law, the

right of passing through or over the land of

another ; — in navigation, motion of a ship

through the water;—pi. The timbers on which

a ship is launched.

Way-bill, (wa'bil) n, A list of passengers in a

public vehicle, or of the goods transported

by it.

Wayfarer, (wa'far.er) n, A traveller; a pas

senger, [being on a journey.

Wayfaring, (wafar-ing) a. Travelling; passing;

 

■Wax-wins-

Waylay, (wala) v.t. [From way and lay,} T«

lie in wait for ; to watch insidiously in iia

way of. [road or path.

Way-side, (wa'sid) m. The edge or border of i

Wayward, (wa'ward) a. [A.-S. itcneiirdltct j I

Liking one's own way ; froward ; perverse ;

wilful.

Waywardly, (wa'ward-le) adv. In a wayward

manner ; perversely.

Waywardness, (wa ward-nes) n. The quality sj '

being wayward.

We, (we) prow., jtl. of /. [A.-S, w.] I and !

others ; a number in whom 1 am included.

Weak, (wek) a. [A.-S. wde.} Wanting | I ■

strength ; feeble ; infirm ; sickly ;—not able t«

sustain a great weight ;—easily broken ;—frail ;

soft;—easily subdued or overcome ; — lacking

force of utterance or sound ; low ;—of less that

the usual strength or spirit j—lacking abiliTr

for function or office ;—feeble- of mind ; spirit

less ;—unwise ; foolish ;—not having full con

fidence or conviction ;—not able to withstand

temptation, persuasion, or the like;—not hat

ing power to convince; not supported by reasfcu

or truth :—wanting in point or vigour of ex

pression ; — not prevalent or effective ; —w '

wielding or having authority ; deficient fs ,

the resources tliat are essential to a ruler st i

nation.

Weaken, (w5k'n) *. t. To make weak ; to lessen I

■the strength of; to debilitate; to enfee'oU; to j

enervate;—to reduce in strength or spirit.

Weakling, (wek'ling) n. A weak or feeble erea- j

ture.

Weakly, (wekle) adv. In a weak manner, |

feebly ; faintly ; timorously ; indiscreetly.

Weakly, (wek'le) a. Not strong of constitotiac.

infirm.

Weakness, (wek'nea) n. State of being weak ;

want of physical strength ;—want ot steadiness

or resolution;— want of moral force or effect;—

want ofjudgment ;—defect ; failing : fault

Weak-side, (wek'sid) ». That part of oae'»

natural disposition by which he is most easily

influenced, deceived, or cajoled ; particular

vanity or conceit;—that part which most readily |

yields to temptation : moral infirmity.

Weak-sighted, (wek'sit-ed) a. Having defiaem

or weak sight.

Weal, (we)) it. [A.-S. sNrl] The mark of a

stripe ; a wale.

Weal, (wel) n. [A.-S. irela.] A sound, health;,

or prosperous state of a person or thing ; pro

sperity ; happiness.

Weald, (weld) n. [A.-S.] A wood ; a fores* :—»

woody place or waste—also tea Id ; sm.it ,- «mM:

—a valley lying between the North and Souta

Downs of Kent and Sussex.

Wealden, (wfild'en) a. Pertaining to a fonaa-

tion of rocks lying beneath tlie greenaand aa*l

above the oolite in the weald* of Kent n>-

Sussex.

Wealth, (welth) ». [A.-S. vtlega.) Largs Ms-

sessions of money, gcoda, or land;—riches; aSs-

ence ; opulence ; abundance.

Wealthily, (welth'e-le) adr. In a wealthy man

ner; richly.

Wealthiness. (welth'e-nea) a. State of bein*

wealthy or rich .

Wealthy, (welth'e) a. Having great wealth o*

large possessions in lands, goods, money, oraeev-

rities ; opulent j affluent ; rich.

Weaa, (wen) v.t. [A.-S. wenianj To accustom
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to a w&nt of the breast ;—hence, to detach, as

the affections, from any object of desire.

Weaning, (wen'ing) n. Act of depriving a child

of its mother's milk, and accustoming it toother

food ;—alienation and transference, as of the

affections or desires from any thing or person to

another. [weaned.

Weanling, (wenTing) n, A child or animal newly

Weapon, (wep'un) n. [A.-S. urrpen.] An in

strument of offensive or defensive combat ;

something to fight with.

Weaponed, (wep'und) a. Furnished with wea

pons or arms : armed ; equipped.

Weaponless, (wep'un-les) a. Having no weapon ;

unarmed.

Wear, (war) v.t. [A.-S. icerian.] To carry or

bear upon the person, as an article of clothing,

decoration, warfare, or the like ;—to have or

exhibit an appearance of ;—to consume by use ;

—to impair, waste, or diminish by continual at

trition, scraping, percussion, and the like :—to

put on another tack, as a ship :— to wear out,

to waste by degrees ; to consume ;—to tire : to

exhaust ;—to wear until it is threadbare, as a

garment ;—v. i. To endure or suffer use ;— to

suffer injury by use or time ;—to be consumed

by slow degrees.

Wear, (war) n. Act of wearing ; consumption

by use ;—the thing worn ; style of dress.

Wear, (wer, war) n. [A.-S. uter.] A dam in a

river to stop and raise the water, for conduct

ing it to a mill, for taking fish, «£c.;—a fence of

■takes or twigs set iu a stream for catching fish :

—also written totir.

Wearable, (waYa-bl) a. Capable of being worn ;

suitable to be worn.

Wearer, (w&r'er) n. One who wears or carries

as an appendant to the body.

Weariless, (we're-les) a. Incapable of being wea

ried ;—incessant.

Wearily, (we're-le) adv. In a weary manner.

Weariness, (we're-nes) n. State of being weary

or tired ; lassitude ; exhaustion of strength ;

fatigue.

Wearing, (waring) n. Act of turning, as a

ship, round to the other tack ; veering.

Wearing, (war'ing) a. Noting what is worn ;—

good, useful, or lasting ;—deaigDed for wearing.

Wearisome, (wt/re-ram) a. Causing weariness ;

—tedious ;—exhausting ; fatiguing ;—tiresome.

Wearisomely, (wc're-sum-le) adv. Tediously;

so as to weary or tire.

Wearisomenets, (we're-sum-nes) n. The qua

lity of exhausting patience ; tiresomeness; tedi-

MBMBL

Weary, (we're) a. [A.-S. iririg.) Having the

strength exhausted by toil or exertion :—tired ;

fatigued ; — impatient of what is irksome or

monotonous ; sick of;—causing weariness ; tire

some.

Weary, (we're) v. (. To tire ; to fatigue;—to re

duce the strength or endurauoe of ;—to make

impatient by continuance ;—to harass by any

thing irksome ;—v. i. To become tired ; to be

come impatient. ^rv-

Wcasand, (wezand) n. X—

[A.-S. iea*ena\\ Tho

windpipe ; the canal

through which air f£

passes to and from the

lungs.

Weasel, (we'zl)n. [A.-S.

vale.} AsmaHcarni- Weasel*

 

vorous quadruped of the genus Mustela, ro-

markable for iu slender form and agile move

ments.

Weather, (weTu'er) n. [A.-S. wafer.] The air

or atmosphere with respect to heat or cold,

wetness or dryness, calm or Btorm, clearness

or cloudiness, &c. ; meteorological condition of

the atmosphere.

I Weather, (weTH'er) r. (. To expose to the air :

to season by exposure ;—to sail to the windward

of ;—to sustain the trying effect of ; to endure.

Weather-beaten, (weTH'er-bet-n) a. Beaten or

harassed by the weather ; worn by exposure.

Weather-board, (weTH'er-bdrd) n. That side of

a ship which is toward the wind ;—the wind

ward side. [bad weather.

Weather-bound, (weTH'c.r-bound) a. Delayed by

Weather-cock, (wem'er-kok) n. A thin pieco

or plato of wood or metal placed on the top of

a spire, «fcc, to show by its turning the direc

tion in which the wind blows ;—hence, any

thing or person that turns easily and frequently :

a fickle, inconstant person.

Weathered, (weTH'erd) a. Made sloping, so as

to throw off water ; — in jttotopy, altered in

colour, texture, or composition, or rounded off

by exposure to the elements.

Weather-gage, (weTH'er-guj) n. Position of a

ship to the windward of another ; hence, a posi

tion of advantage or superiority.

Weather-glass, (weTH'er-glas) ft. An instrument

to indicate the state of the atmosphere, atmos

pheric pressure, and changes of weather.

Weather-shore, (weTu'er-shdr) », The shore to

the windward of a ship.

Weather-wise, (weTii'e,r-wIz) a. Skilful in fore

seeing the changes or state of the weather.

Weave, (w6v) v. t. [A.-S. Ktfan.} To unite, as

threads, as to form a texture;—to form, as cloth,

by interlacing threads ; to intertwine, as twigs ;

to form into a fabric ; to compose ;—to form by

insertion ; to work into ;—r. i. To practise

weaving ; to work with a loom ;—to become

woven or interwoven.

Weaver, (wev'er) n. One who weaves.

Weaving, (wev'ing) n. The act or art of forming

cloth in a loom by the union or intertexture of

threads ; the making textile fabrics.

Weazen, (we'zn) a. [A.-S. witnian.] Thin; lean;

—withered; wizened.

Web, (web) n. [A.-S. webb.) That which Is

woven ; textile fabric ;—a piece of cloth ;—in

ornithology, the membrane which unites tho

toes of Borne aquatic birds;—the texture spun by

a spider ; a cobweb.

Web, (web) v.t. To unite or surround with a

web, or as if with a web ; to envelope ; to en

tangle.

Webbed, (webd) a. [From weft.] Having the

toes united by a membrane or web.

Webbing, (web'ing) n. A strong and narrow

fabric of hemp, used for suspenders, straps, Ac,

Mid for supporting the seats of stuffed chairs,

sofas, &c.

Web-footed, (webYodt-ed) a. Having webbed

feet ; palmiped.

Wed, (wed) v.t. [A.-S. wtddian.] To take for

husband or for wife; to marry;—to join in mar

riage ; to give in wedlock ;—to unite closely in

affection; to connect strongly;—V. i. Tocontract

matrimony ; to marry.

Wedded, (wed'od) a. Pertaining to wedlock or

marriage ; matrimonial.
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Wedding, (wed'iug) ft, Nuptial ceremony; nup

tial festivities ; marriage ; nuptials.

Wedge, (wej) n. [A.-S. wccg.] A piece of wood,

metal, or other hard material, thick at one end

and sloping to a thin edge ut the other, used in

splitting wood, rocks, 4c.—one of the mtchaHi-

tal powers ;—any thing in the form of a wedge ;

— a mass or lump of metal.

Wedge, (wej) r. t. To force or drive, as a wedge

is driven;—to force, as a wedge foives its way; —

to fix in the manner of a wedge;—to fasten with

a wedge or with wedges.

Wedge-shaped, (wej-shiipt') a. Cuneiform ;

shaped like a wedge.

Wedlock, (wed'lok) 7i. [A.-S. vxdldc.] Marriage;

matrimony.

Wednesday,(wenz'da)n. [A.-S. W6dnaday.\ The

fourth day of the week.

Wee, (we) a. [Got. ireiwi.] Small; little. [Scot]

Weed, (wed) iu [A.-S. iee6d.) Any plant that is

useless or troublesome :—any thing useless.

Weed, (wed) ft. [A.-S. tcted.] An upper or outer

garment;—plural, mourning garb, as of a widow.

Weed, (wed) r.(. To free from noxious plants;—

to free from any thing hurtful or offensive ; to

root out.

Weeder, (wed'?r) ft. One who or that which

weeds ;—a weeding tool ; spud.

Weeding, (wed'ing) n. Act or process of freeing

from noxious weeds—also used adjectively before

the different tools used in weeding.

Weedy, (wfid'e) a. Relating to or consisting of

weeds ;—abounding with weeds.

Week, (wek) n. [A.-S. ictoce.] A period of seven

days, usually reckoned from one Sunday to the

next.

Week-day, (wek'da) n. Any day of the week ex

cept the Sabbath or Sunday.

Weekly, (wek'le) «. Pertaining to a week or to

week-days ;—happening or done once a week.

Weekly, (wek'le) ft. A publication issued once in

seven days, or appearing ouoe in a week.

Weekly, (wek'le) adv. Once a week ; by heb

domadal periods.

Ween, (wCn) t.i [A.-S. ufuau.] To think ; to

imagine ; to fancy.

Weep, (w6p) v. i. [A.-S. wipan.] To show grief

by shedding team ; to cry ;—to flow or run in

drops;—to drip: to droop ;—r. (. To lament; to

bewail;—to shed or pour forth; to Bhed drop by

drop.

Weeper, (wep'cr) »». One who weeps or sheds

tears ;—a white linen cuff worn on the sleeve of

a coat or gown as a badge of mourning.

Weeping, (wep'ing) a. Lamentation ; shedding

of tears.

Weeping, (wep'iug) a. Lamenting ; shedding

tears ;—drooping ; pendulous, as ash, birch, and

other trees. [lamentation.

Weepingly, (wep'ing-le) adv. With tears or

Weeping-willow, (wep'ing-wil-6) n. A species of

willow whose branches

grow very long and slender,

and hang down nearly in a

perpendicular direction.

Weevil, (wev'il) n. [A.-S.

wi/W-1 A small insect of

the beetle tribe, with a

long, beaked head.

Weft, (weft) 7i. [A.-S. w/l.] The woof of doth ;

the threads that crOM the warp.

Weigh, (wu) r.t. [A.-S. iregun.) To bear up; to

raise ; to lift so that it hangs in the air ;—to
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examine by the balance; to ascertain the1

of ;— to be equivalent to in weight ;—to pay or

take by weight;—to ponder in the mind; te

estimate;—v.i. To have weight; to be ueary;—

to be considered as important;—to bear hoavilr;

to press hard.

Weigh, (wa) ft, A certain quantity estimated

by weight; mi English measure of weight

Weigher, (wa'er) it. One who weighs;—an officer

whose duty it is to weigh commodities.

Weighing-machine, (wu'ing-tua-sh€n) u. Any

machine or apparatus for weighing.

Weight, (wat) ft. [Ger. orwicftt.) The quality

of ooing heavy ; that property of bodies by

which they tend toward the centre of the

earth ;—heaviness; quantity of matter a» esti

mated by the balauce ;—hence, pressure ; im

portance: influence; consequence; — a scale of

graduated standard of heaviness ;—a ponderou*

mass; something heavy; — a definite mass or

iron, lead, brass, or other metal, to be used for

ascertainiug the weight of other bodies.

Weight, (wat) t\ t. To load with a weight oc

weights ; to load down : to attach weights to.

Weightily, (nat'e-le) adv. In a weighty manner:

ixmderously ;—with force or impresairentm.

Weightinets, (wat'e-ues) n. State or quality

of being weighty; ponderousueas ; heavims*:

—solidity ; impressiveness; importance.

Weighty, (wife) a. Having weight ; heavy ;

ponderous;—burdensome;—serious ; important.

momentous ;—adapted to convince.

Weir, (wer) n. [A.-S. war.] A dam in a river

to stop and laise the water, for conducting it

to a mill, for taking fish, and the like ;—a fcoes

of stakes or twigs set in a stream for taking

fish ; a wear.

Weird, (wen!) ft, A spell or charm ; — fat* ;

destiny. [Scot.)

Weird, (wgrd) «. [A.-& wyrd.] Skilled in witch

craft ;—caused by or suggesting magical n.tiu-

ence ; supernatural ; unearthly.

Welcome, (wel'kum) a. [A.-S. witcweuK) Re-

ceived with gladness ; — grateful; pleasinj :—

free to have or enjoy gratuitously.

Welcome, (wel'kum) n. Salutation of a new

coiner ; — kind reception of a guest or nc-w

comer.

Welcome, (wel'kum) r. (. To salute with kind

ness ; to receive and entertain hospitably.

Weld, (weld) ft. [A.-S. tcad.) A plant; woad-

used, by dyers to give a yellow colour.

Weld, (weld) v.L [Ger. & D. veUtK.) To pre*

or beat into intimate and permanent union, s>

two pieces of iron when heated almost to

fusion.

Weld, (weld) n. State of being welded : joiat

made bv welding. [weidsu.

Weldable, (weld'a-bl) a. Capable of bust

Welfare, (wel'fav) n. [From icdl and /sw-1

Well-doing or well-being in any respect ; enjoy

ment of health and the common bleuing* <rf

life; exemption from evil; prosperity; hapf*-

nssa—applied to individuals;—exetni>tiou frun

war, pestilence, famine, or other calamity.

enjoyment of the blessings of peace, good ertfes,

plentv, &c.—applied to states.

Welkin, (welkin) n. [A.-S. volcen, G«r. mwfial

The vault of heaven ; the skr.

Well, (wel) ft, [A.-S.J An issue of water fresa

the earth ; a spring: a fountain ; — hence, *

source;—a cylindrical hole sunk into the aarta

to such a depth as to reach a supply of water.
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Well, (wel) v.i. To issue forth, as water from the

earth ; to flow ; to spring.

Well, (wel) a. [A.-S. wet.] Good in condition

or circumstances ; desirable :—being in health ;

sound in body ; not ailing, diseased, or sick ;—

being in favour ; favoured.

Well, (wel) adv. In a good or proper manner ;

justly: rightly;—sufficiently; fully; adequately:

thoroughly;—in such maimer as is desirable;

favourably :—considerably ; skilfully.

Well-appointed, (wel'ap-poiut-ed) u. Fully for-

imbed and equipped.

Well-being, (wel'be-iiig) ft. Welfare: happiness;

prosperity, [spectablo family.

Well-born, (wel'born) a. Born of a noble or re-

Well-bred, (werbred) o. Educated to j>olished

manners ; jxdite ; cultivatetl ; refined.

Well-done, (wel'duu) inter). In a right manner;

nobly : bravely—a word of praise.

Well-favoured, (wel ' fu-vurd) g. Handsome ;

well-formed : beautiful ; pleasing to the eye.

Well-grounded, (wel'ground-ed) a. Based on

good and valid reasons; solid ; sure:—also welt-

founded.

Well-informed, (wcl'm-formd) a. Correctly in

formed ; possessing stores of knowledge.

Well-known, (wel'iiun) a . Fully known ; generally

known or acknowledged.

Well-meaning, (wel'mOn-nig) a. Having a good

intention, [kind ; friendly.

Well-meant, (wel'ment) a. Rightly intended ;

Well-nigh, (wel'ni) adr. Almost ; nearly.

Well-spoken, (wel'spAk-u) a. 8peakiug with

grace, or speaking kindly ;—spoken with pro

priety.

Well-spring, (wel'spring) 11. A fountain ; a

taring ; a source of continual supply.

Well-water, (wel'waw-tgr) n. The water that

flows into a well from subterraneous springs ;

water drawn from a well.

Well-wiaher, (wel'wish-51) n. One who wishes

another well ; a person benevolently inclined.

Welsh, (welsh) o. Belonging or relating to

Wales or iU inhabitants •—iceUh rabbit, cheese

toasted and served usually ou slices of toasted

bread.

Welsh, (welsh) n. The language of Wales or

of the Welsh ;—pi. The natives or inhabitants

of Wales.

Welt, (welt) n. fW. ffwaldu.) A small conl

curs-red with cloth and sewed on a seam or

border to strengthen it : an edge of cloth folded

on itself and sewed down ;—a narrow strip of

leather around a shoe, between the upper

leather and sole. [a welt on.

Welt, (welt) v.t. To furnish with a welt; to sew

Welter, (wel'tfir) v.t. [A.-S. weltan.) To roll;

to wallow ; to tumble about, especially in any

thing foul or defiling. [mess.

Welter, (welter) ". A state of confusion ; a

Welting, (wel'ting) «. Act of strengthening with

a welt ;— the welt put on ;— the materials for a

welt

Wen, (wen) n. [A.-S. imin.J An encysted indo

lent tumour, without inflammation.

Wench, (wensh) n. [A.-S. wenete.) A vicious

voung woman : a drab ; a strumpet.

Wench, (wensh) v.i, To frequent the com

pany of wenches or women of ill fame.

Wend, (wend) v. 1. [A.-S. weiidan.] To go; to

pass ; to betake one's self;—v. t. To direct.

Wenniah, (wen'ish) a. [From Men. 1 Having the

nature of a wen ; resembling a w*n.

Went, (went) imp. of vend—now used as the pre

terite of go.

Were, (wer) imp. ind. pi. & imp. cv.bj. ring. & pi.

[A.-S. v-fere.] The imperfect plural used in the

declension of the verb to be.

Wersh, (wersh) «. Destitute of salt : tasteless ;

insipid. [Scot.J (length ; a verst.

Werst, (werst) n. A certain Russian measure of

Wert, (w?rt). The second person singular of the

subjunctive imperfect tense of be.

Wesleyan. (wes'lu-an) u. A follower of the sect

of Methodists founded by John and Charles

Wesley about 1740. [leyanism.

Wesleyan, (wesle-an) a. Pertaining to Wes-

Wesleyaniam, (wesHe-an-izni) a. The doctrines

or church polity instituted by John Wesley ;—

the principles and practice of the Wesleyan

Methodists.

West, (west) n. [A.-S. west.] The quarter of the

heavens where the sun sets : the point, direction,

or region opposed to east;—* country situated

in a region toward the sunsetting.

West, (west) a. ^Situated toward or relating to

the west ;—coming or moving from the west.

West, (west) adv. To the western region ; at the

westward ; more westward.

Westerly, (west'er-le) a. Being to the west ; situ

ated in the west ;—moving from the westward.

Westerly, (west'er-le) adv. Tending, going, or

moving, toward the west.

Western, (western) a. Situated in that quarter

where the sun sets ;—moving toward the west.

Westward, (westward) ode. Toward the west.

Wet, (wet) a. [A.-S. teat.] Containing water ;—

very damp ; rainy:—humid : moist ; watery.

Wet, (wet) n. Water or wetness ; moisture or

humidity; — rainy weather; foggy or misty

weather.

Wet, (wet) v. t. [A.-S. vcetan.] To moisten with

water or other liquid ;— to dip or soak in liquor.

Wet-dock, (net'dok)n. A dock in which a uni

form level of water is maintained sufficient to

keep vessels afloat at ebb-tide.

Wether, (weTH'cr)». [A.-S] A castrated ram.

Wetness, (wet'nes) i*. State of being wet ; hu

midity ;— a watery or moist state of the atmos

phere.

Wet-nurse, (wet'nurs) n. A nurse who suckles a

fluid, especially thf child of another woman.

Wettish, (wet'ish) a. Somewhat wet : moist

Wey, (wfl) n. A certain measure of weight.

Whack, (hwak) r. t. [From ttacaci:} To strike ;

to give a heavy or resounding blow to.

Whack, (hwak) n. A smart, resounding blow.

Whale, (hwal) n. [A.-S. hvrdl.) A large aquatic

mammalian of the

genus Cetacea, of

which there are se

veral species. Toe

Greenland whale,

fully grown, is from ■

fifty to seventy feet

in length, and from

thirty to forty feet in its greatest circumference.

The whale furnishes oil, whalebone, &c.

Whale-boat, (hwil'bot) n. A long, narrow boat,

sharp at both ends, used by whalemen.

Whalebone, (hwal'bon) ft. A firm, elastic sub,

stance taken from the upper jaw of the whale,

used as a stiffening in stays, fans, screens, and

for other purposes.

Whale-fishery, (hwil'fish-er-e) n. The fishery or

occupation of taking whales.

 

Greenland Whale.
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Whaler, (hwttl'er) n A ship employed in the

whale-fishery.

Whaling, (hwaring) n. Business of fishing for

or taking whales ; whale-fishery.

Whaling, (hwiTing) a. Relating to the fishing for

or taking of whales.

Whap, (hwop) n. [A.-S. hteeop.) A blow or

quick, smart stroke.

Wharf, (hwawrf) h. [A.-S. Jncarf.} A perpen

dicular mound of timber or stone and earth,

raised on the shore of a harbour, river, canal,

or extending into the water, for the convenience

of lading and unlading vessels ; a mole ; a pier ,

a quay.

Wharf, (bwawrf) v. t. To lay alongside of a

wharf ;—to land or lodge in a wharf.

Wharfage, (hwawrfiij) It. The fee paid for the

privilege of using a wharf.

Wharfinger, (hwawrf'in-jc.r)n. [From wharjinp.}

A man who has the care of a wharf , or the

nroprietor of a wharf.

What, (hwot) pron. [A.-S. hicat.] An interro

gative pronoun, used in asking questions as to

things or inanimate objects ;—used as an ex

clamatory word, meaning how remarkable or

hotr great;—prefixed to adjectives in an adver

bial sense, as equivalent to Aow;—a compound

relative equivalent to that which: the. . . which;

the sort or kind of the . . . which;—whatever j

whatsoever ;—in part ; partly—with repetition,

and followed by with.

Whatever, (hwot-ev'er) proii. Any thing soever

which ; being this or that; all that; the whole

particulars included in that.

What-not, (hwot' not) v. A kind of stand or

C» of household furniture, having shelves for

ks, ornaments, &c

Whatsoever, (hwot-so-ev'er) a. "Whatever.

Wheat, (hwet) «.■ [A.43. hteteW] A plant of the

genus Triticum, and the seed which furnishes

white flour for bread.

Wheat-ear, (hwCfer) h

small bird common in

Europe, and found in

Greenland—called also

fallow-chat or fallow-

finch.

Wheaten, (hwEt'n) ft,

[A.-S. hwasten.] 3Iado

of wheat.

Wheat-fly, (hwut'fii) r.

One of several insects

injurious to wheat.

Wheat-moth, <hw<-t'-

moth) n. An insect whose grubs devour wheat;

grain-motli.

Wheedle, (hwe'dl) r.t. [A.-S. wadlion.) To

entice by soft words ;—to gain or get away by

flattery;—v. i. To flatter ; to coax.

Wheel, (hwel) n. [A.-S. A writ.J A circular frame

turning on an axis ; a rotating disk—sometimes

formed of one piece, but usually consisting of a

nave or hub of wood or iron, from which radiate

bars or spokes of wood to support a circular rim

or felly;—loheel and axle, one of the mechanical

powers;—a circular frame having handles on the

rim, used in steering a ship :—a round, wooden

disk revolving horizontally at the top of a verti

cal shaftor spindle, ou which the clay is shaped;

—a turn or revolution.

Wheel, (hwel) v. t. To convey on wheels ;—to

put into a rotatory motion ; to cause to turn

or revolve ;—r. i. To turn on an axis ; to
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revolve ;—to roll forward ;—to move or tan

round.

Wheel-haromettr,(hwt-n)ir-oro-et-?r)a. absro-

meter having its scale on a circular dial.

Wheel-barrow, (hwel'bar-o) ». Alightfr*nii*i£

a box fur conveying articles, supported fcs m

wheel, having twohandles, and rolled by .1 nceJ ■

person. [on wh*ii

Wbeel-carriage.(hwel'kar-y)n. AcarriageuK**:

Wheeled, (hweld) a. Having wheels—witi 1

qualifying adjective, as four, two, 4c

Wheeler, (hweTer) u. One who wheels or tan*.

—one of the hindmost hones in a carnagt, M

one next the wheels, as opjwsed to iejtifi

shaft-horse.

Wheel-house, (hwel'hous) 11. A small bouec.

deck which contains the steering-wheel.

Wheeling, (hweTing) it. The act of conTeyin* ■

wheels;— the act of turning or moving truojs i£

companies or ranks round, half-round, At-

Wheel-plough, (hwel'plow) h. A swing-plm?-

with a wheel or wheels under the beam to toff

tbu share at a uniform level in making Ur

furrow.

Wheel-race, (hweiras) n. The place in wbi.i -

water-wheel is fixed.

Wheel-window, (hwelVin-dft) ». A circaltf

window with mull ions radiating from theceatrr

Wheel-work, (hwel'wurk) m. A combination^

wheels and their connection in a machine.

Wheel-wright, (hwel'rit) a. A man whomai**

wheels and wheel-carriages.

Wheeze, (hwez)f.i. [A.-S. htrtomn.) Tobreathr

hard and with an audible sonnd.

Whelk, (hwelk) jl [A.-S. hwylea.) A wrinkle

an inequality on the surface ;—u stripe or » • "

a streak;—a mollusc having a one-valved, s\ -

and gibbous shell.

Whelm, (hwclni) v. t. [A.-S. hvelf**.} To corn

with water or other fluid;—to cover complete:;!

to immerse deeply; to overburden.

Whelp, (whelp) n. [A.-S. hictlp.) The yonc? ■*

the canine species, and also of beasts of pre; : 1

puppy ; a cub.

Whelp, (hwelp) v. i. To bring forth younr. ■"

the female of the canine species and bea>fc ■.'

When, (hwen) •*»• [A..-S. amvhsw.) At»bs<

time—used interrogatively;—at what time. »

the timo that—used relatively;—while: rkers-

—used in the manner of a conjunction.

Whence, (liwens) adv. [A.-S. hteanon.) Pi*

what place ; from what or which source, ori^r-

premise, Ac. ; how—used interrogativelv .-— tl-

place, source, etc., from which—used reUu'eh

Whencesoever, (hweus-so-ev'er) rtlatitt r*!#. *
conj. From what place, cause, or source ■»*<•'

Whenever, (hwen-ev'er) relative adv. or t*m. -■

whatever time.

Whensoever, (hwen-so-ev'er) relative a-lc arf*.

At what time soever ; at whatever tune ; *!**

ever.

Where,(hwar) adv. [A.-S. hwar.] At what paw

in what situation, position, or areuxneuoi.'e*-

used interrogatively ;—at which place ; ** \k

place in which—used relatively ; — to was* *

which place ; whither.

Whereabout, (hwir'a-oout) adv. About wlwr

near what or which place—used int*rrog*u,t-r

and relatively;—concerning which: about wsj--'

—also whereabouts.

Whereas, (hwar-ax') conj. Conridering ta»-

since ;—when in fact j the case being in v ~
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that—implying opposition to something that

precedes, or implying a recognition of factA

Whereat, (hw&r-aO <"'''• At which.

Whereby, (hwar-bf) adv. By which—used rela

tively;—by what—used interrogatively.

Wherefore,(hwar'fdr) adv. [From where and /or.]

For which reason—iiaed relatively;—for what

reason; why—used interrogatively.

Wherein, (hw&r-iu') adv. In which ; in which

thing, time, respect, book, or tlie like.

Whereof, (hwur-of) adv. Of which—used rela

tively ;—of what—used indefinitely and inter

rogatively.

Whereon, (hwiir-on') adv. On which—used rela

tively; on what—used interrogatively.

Wheresoever, (hwur-sd-ev'er) adv. In whatever

place, or in any place indefinitely; wherever.

Wherethrough, ( hwar - throo' ) adv. Through

which.

Whereto, (hwiir-tooO adv. To which—used rela

tively ;—to what ; to wliat end—used interroga

tively ;—alao ichereutUo.

Whereupon, (hw&r-up-on') adv. Uixm which ; in

consequence of which.

Wherever, (hw&r-ev'er) adv. (From inhere and

tctr.] At whatever place.

Wherewith, (hwar-witb/) adv. With which—used

relatively ;—with what—uaed interrogatively.

Wherewithal, (hwar-with-awr') adv. With which

—uaed relatively ;—with what—uaed interroga

tively.

Wherry, (hweVe) n. [Allied toferry.] A shallow,

■ -lit boat, built long and narrow, and sharp at

both ends, for fast rowing or Balling ; also, a

half-decked vessel used in fishing.

Whet, (hwet) v.t. [A.-S. hwettan.] To rub for

the purpose of sharpening, as an edge-tool ;—to

stimulate ;—to stir up ; to excite.

Whet, (hwet) n. The act of sharpening by fric

tion '—something that stimulates the appetite.

Whether, (hwerH'er) pron. [A. -8. hwudhtr.]

Which of two ; which one of two.

Whether, (hweTH'er) conj. Used to introduce

the first of two or more alternative clauses, the

other or others being connected by or ; it alao

frequently introduces each one, except the last,

of xeveral alternatives.

Whetstone, (hwet'ston) m. A stone used for

sharpening edged instruments ; a hone.

Whew, (hwoo) ft. or inter). A sound expressing

astonishment, scorn, or dislike.

Whey, (hwa) n. [A.-S. hwwg.] The Berum or

*4tery part of milk, separated from the more

thick or coagulahie part, particularly in the pro

cess of making cheese.

Wheyiah, (hwa'ish) a. Having the qualities of

Jjhey ; resembling whey ; wbeyey.

Which, (hwich) pron. [A.-S. hwyle.] An inter

rogative signifying mho or what one of a number,

■on, kind, or the like ;—a relative, used gener

ally substantively, but sometimes adjectiveiy,

in all numbers and genders, and for all objects

excepting persons ;—a compound relative, stand

ing for tliat -which, t/wse which, the . . . which,

and the like.

Whichever, (hwich-ev'er) pron. Whether one

or the other ; which of the two :—also whichso

ever.

Whiff, (hwif ) n. [W. chwiff.} A sudden expul

sion of air from the mouth ; a quick puff of air.

Whiff, (hwif)r.«. To throwout in whiffs; to con

sume iu whiffs ; to puff ; to smoke ;—to blow ;

-* *. To emit whiffs, as of smoky ; to puff.

Whiffle, (hwifl) v. i. [A. -8. wewfian.] To waver

or shake, as if moved by gusts of wind ; to

change from one opinion or course to another; to

be fickle and unsteady ;—v. /. To disperse, as

by a puff; to blow away.

Whiffle, (hwifl) n. A small flute or fife.

Whilfier, (liwirler) n. One who changes his

opinion or course ;—one who shifts his ground

in argument or discussion ; — a light-headed

person ; a trifler;—a piper ; a fifer.

Whiffle-tree, (hwifl-tre) «. The bar to which the

traces of a carriage are fastened ; a wbipple-

tree.

Whig, (hwig) n. [A.-S. hwaep.] Sour milk;

—sour butter-milk ;— whey ; the serum of milk.

Whig, (hwig) h. (A political nickname of Scot

tish origin, said to be from whig, sour milk.]

Originally an opponent of the royalist or tory

party, and of lineal succession to the throne,

and of the divine light of kings ;—afterwards,

an advocate of constitutional as opposed to

monarchical powers, of a mixed as opposed to

an autocratic or to a republican government ;

an advocate of const!tutkmal reform and mode

rate extension of deinocratical powers ;—in Anit-

rican hi«toryt a supporter of the principles of

the revolution and of tlte war, as opposed to a

loyal int.

Whig, (hwig) a. Pertaining to or composed of

whigs ; adhering to the principles of the whiga.

Whiggism, (hwigizm) n. The principles of a

whig.

While, (hwil) n. [A.-S. hwil.] Space of time

or continued duration ; time. Worth whilf,

worth the time, pains, and expense.

While, (hwil) adv. During the time that; as

long as; at the same time that;—under which

circumstances ; in which case :—also whiUt.

While, (hwil) v. t. Tocause to passaway without

irksomeness or disgust ; to spend ;—v. s. To

loiter ; to spend to little use.

Whim, (hwiiu) ft. [Icel. hvini.) A sudden turn

or start of the mind ; a fancy ; a capricious

notion ; a humour.

Whimbrel, (hwini'brel) «. A bird closely allied

to the curlew in ap

pearance and habits.

Whimper, (hwim ' per)

v.t. [Ger. wiiumern.)

To cry with a low,

whining, broken

voice i—v. t. To utter

in a low, whining

tone.

Whimperer, (hwim'per-

er)n. One who whim

pers or whines. » himbrel.

Whimsey, (hwim'ze) «. [From whim.] A whim ;

a freak ; a capricious notion.

Whimsical, (hwim'se-kal)a. Full ofwhims; hav-

■ ing odd fancies ;—curious ;rcapricioua , fanciful.

Whimsicality, (hwim-ze-kal'e-te) n. Slate or

quality of being whimsical ; whimsical ness.

Whimwhain, (hwim'hwam) n. [From whim by

reduplication.] A whim or whimsey ; a freak ;

an odd device ; a toy.

Whin, (whin) n. [W. chwyn.] Gorse; furze:

a leguminous plant having yellow flowers ;—a

species of rock.

Whine, (hwin) v. i. [Icel. hvina.] To utter a

plaintive cry; to complain in a shrill, long-

drawn tone ; to complain in a mean, unmanly

way.
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Whine, (hwln) «. A plaintive tone ; the nasal

puerile tone of mean or affected complaint.

Whiner, (l'w"l'€r) "• One who whines.

Whiningly, (hwin'ing-le) adv. In a whining

manner.

Whinny, (hwin'e) v.i. [L. Mnnire.] To utter

the sound of a horse ; to neigh.

Whinny, (hwin'e) n. The cry of ahorse : a neigh.

Whinny, (hwin'e) a. Abounding in whins or

gorse.

Whin-'Stone, (hwin'ston) il- [From irhin aud

$tone.] Trap or green-stone :—any kind of dark-

coloured and hard, unstratified rock.

Whip, (hwip) v. I. fA.-S, inreopian.] To strike

with a lash, a rod, or any thing lithe :— to beat ;

to drive with lashes ;— to punish with the whip ;

to flog ;—to lash, as with sarcasm, abuse, or the

like ;— to sew lightly ;—to overlay, as a cord,

rope, A'c, with other cords ;— to take or move

by a sudden motion : to snatch :—r. i. To move

nimbly ; to start suddenly and run.

Whip, (hwip) n. An instrument for driving

horses or other animals, or for correction ;—a

coachman or driver of a carriage;—one of the

fore-arms of a windmill on which the sails are

spread ;—a small tackle with a single rope, used

to hoist light bodies.

Whip-cord, (hwip'kord) n. A kind of hard-

twisted or braided cord, sometimes used for

making lashes.

Whiphand, (hwipliand) n. The hand that holds

the whip in driving;—advautage over; upper-

hand.

Whip-lash, (hwiplash) n. The lash of a whip.

Whipper, (hwip'^r) n. One who whips ; an

officer who inflicts the penalty of legal whip

ping.

Whipper-in, (hwip'?r-in) n. A huntsman who

keeps the hounds from wandering, and whips

them in to the lino of chase :—one who en

forces the discipline of a party, and urges the

attendance of the members on ail necessary

occasions. *

Whipping, (hwip'ing) ft. Correction with a whip

or rod ; flagellation; beating.

Whipping-post, (hwip'ing-pdst)ft. Post or pillar

to which criminals were tied when whipped.

Whipple-tree, (hwjp'1-tre) v. The bar to which

the traces of a harness are fastened.

Whip-poor-will, (hwip'pwr-wii) n. An American

bird, allied to the

night-hawk aud night

jar, so called from its

note : — also whippo-

trill.

Whipster, (hwip'ster) PL

(From mklp.] A nimble

little fellow.

Whip-stock,(hwip'stok)

ft. The rod or staff to

which the lash of a whip is fastened.

Whir, (hwer) r.i, [A.-S. fc*wWim.J To whirl

round with noise ; to fly with a buzzing or

whizzing sound ;—v. t. To hurry away.

Whir, (hwer) ft, A buzzing or whizzing sound

produced by rapid or whirling motion.

Whirl, (hwerl) v. t. [A.-S. hiryrfan.) To turn

ronnd rapidly ;—to remove quickly, with airay •

—v. t. To be txirned round rapidly ;—to move

hastily.

Whirl, (hwerl) n, A turning with rapidity or

velocity ; rapid rotation ;—any thing that moves

or is turned with velocity, especially on an axis

 

Whip-poor-will.

or pivot:—a revolving hook used in thriftier.

—a whorl.

Whirl-blast, (hwerl'blast) ft. A whirling blsrt rf

wind : a whirlwind.

Whirl-bone, (l|W?rl'bdn) «. TA.-S hvtarim]

The patella; the cap of the knee; the knee-psr.

Whirligig, (hwerl e-gig) n. (From whirl and jiv; |

A child s toy spun or whirled around.-*

wooden cage turning on a pivot in which pri'

offenders in the army were whirled round fcj

wav of punishment.

Whirlpool, (hwerl'pool) n. An edily of wsVt .

a gulf in which the water moves round in 1

circle.

Whirlwind, (hwerl'wind) n. A violent »W

moving in a circle as if round an axis, airi

having a progressive motion.

Whirring, (hw£r*iiip) ft. The sound of thewirp

of a partridge or pheasant in rapid flight

Whisk, (hwisk) n. [Ger. vise*.] Rapid, s*?T

ing motion, as of something light ;—» *nati

hunch of gross, straw, hair, or the like, naedk:

a brush : a small besom ;—a small culinary ir-

strument for beating egg», cream, 4c ;—parto*

a woman's dress.

Whisk, (hwisk) v.t. [Ger. wbtfft.] To rrtfj:

brush, or agitate with a light, rapid motion -

r. i. To move nimbly and with velocity.

Whisker, (hwisk>r) »'. That part of CM b«rf

which grows upon the cheeks <—the long, pro

jecting hairs at the sides of the month of aat.

Whiskered. (hwiskVrd) a. Formed into *Jj»-

kers ; furnished with whiskers; having »b>

kers.

Whiskey, (liwisk'e)n. A kind of one-hone chai*1

—formerly called tim-tchixlty.

Whisky, (hwisk'e) «. fir. uivjf, fiat**-] . *

spirit distilled from bailey, wheat, rye, nuu?.

Arc. _

Whisper, (hwis'per) r.i. fA.-S kirifprion.) T»

speak softly or under the breath ;—to fpw

with suspicion or caution :—r. t. To utter n

a low tone ;—to address in a low vow*;-1*

prompt or suggest secretly.

Whisper, (kwia'ptr) n. A low, soft, sibilant wo

words nttered with such a voice;—a caotiou* *

timorous speech. -
Whisperer, (hwis'i^r-er) ft. One who uL>

secrets; tattler; backbiter: slanderer.

Whispering, (hwis'i^r-ing) ft. Sneaking in s JH

tone of voice; cautious speech; — eUnd'T^

backbitiug. [or ***«■»

Whisperingly. (hwis'per-ing-le)orfr. ln»whwp>

Whist, (hwist) a. [St.' p*t!b*t>\ XotspwW*

silent; mute: still. _1_ ^

Whist, (hwist) n. A certain game at c***"*

called because it requires silence or close sta

tion. ..

Whist, (hwist) intrrj. Be silent : be still : a*1-

Whistle, (hwisl) ft 1. fA.-S. hwiMlm.) To«^

a musical sound by pressing the breath ujrw*

a small orifice formed by contracting the up*j

to make a shrill sound with a wind inswaw ■■

—to sound shrill or like a pipe :—r. ' T°i

utter, or modulate by whistling ;—to *■* ■

call bv a whistle. ,_,_

WhisUe, (hwis'l) 11. TA.-S. kmUtk.]***

shrill sound, made by pressing «• "JJ

through a small orifice of the lips, w *?

note of a bird : the sound made by wind PJTJ

among trees or through ereview j the »"*l

steam escaping through a small orifice; """"^

strument producing a like sound ;-» »F*
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man's call to his dogs ;—in ships, a boatswain's

pi I* summoning the crew to duty.

whistler, (hwis'ler) n. One who whistle.

Whistling, (hwisTing) n. Act of one or of that

which whistles ; shrill sound.

Whit, (hwit) n. [A.-S. wikt.] The smallest part

or particle imaginable ; a bit ; a jot.

White, (hwit) a. [A.-S. hicit.) Being without

colour; appearing like pure snow; snowy ; re

flecting to the eye all the rays of the spectrum

combined;—having the colour of fear ; pale ;—

having the colour of innocence; pure ; clean ;—

spotless ; unblemished; — gray, as from age;

hoary;—in tcripture, purified from sin ; sancti

fied.

White, (hwit) n. The colour of puresnow ; one

of the natural colours of bodies, yet not strictly

a colour, bat a composition of nil the colours

reflecting to the eye the rays of light unseparat-

ct ;—the centre of a mark at which an arrow

or other missile is Bhot — formerly painted

white ;—one of the white race of men.

White, (hwit) v. (. To whiten ; to whitewash.

White-bait, (hwit bat) n. A very small, deli-

cite fish of the herring kind, common in the

Tliames.

White-bear, (hwit'bar) n. A species of bear

which inhabits the polar regions, so called

from its colour.

White-clover, (hwit-klr»'ver) «. A small species

of perennial grass or clover, bearing white

fluwers—much relished by cattle and by the

honey bee.

white-feather, (hwit'feTH-er) n. To thoxo the

£l>Ui feather, to shrink from fighting in a just

cause ; to show symptoms of fear or cowardice.

White-fish, (hwit'nsh) it. A haddock or wliiting.

White-friars, (hwit'fri-arz) it.pl. Monks or

mendicant friars—so called from wearing a

white habit. [look ; feeble; cowardly.

White-livered, (hwltliv-erd) a. Having a pale

White-meat, (hwit'mCt) n. [A.-S. hirttmete.]

Meats made of milk, butter, cheese, eggs, and

the like ;—young flesh, as veal, poultry, and

the like.

Whiten, (hwit'n)r. t. To make white; to bleach;

to blanch ;—v. i. To turn or become white,

whiter. {makes white.

Whitener, (hwit'n-er) n. One who bleaches or

Whiteness, (hwit'ues) n. State of being white ;

—paleness;—freedom from stain; purity; clean

UtSH.

Whitening, (hwit'ning) n. Chalk purified,

l"ilveriaed, and made into cakes, used for polish -

'"B, fcc. (tinned iron or white iron.

White-smith, (hwit smith) n. One who works in

White-squall, (hwitakwal) n. A sudden and

violent gale of wind in tropical latitudes, pre-

*ag«l by a small white cloud in a clear sky.

Whitewash, (hwit'wosh) n. A liquid composition

f»r whitening something ;—a wash for making

the skin fair;—a composition of wliiting, size,

and water, used for whitening the plaster of

JJjdls, and the like.

Whitewash, (hwit'wosh) r. t To cover with a

white liquid coni]K>sition ;—to make white ; to

Jjive a fair external aiipearance, [washes.

Whitewaaher, (hwit'wosh-er) n. One who white-

whither, (hwiTH'er) adv. [A.-S.Awider.] To

what place—used interrogatively ;—to what or

which place—used relatively;—to what jwiiit or

J^Sree. [whatever place.

Whithersoever, (hwiTU'jr-so-cv-^r) adv. To

Whitherward, (h wiTH'er-ward) adv. In what di

rection ; toward what place.

Whiting, (hwit'ing) «. [From white.] A sea-fish

allied to the cod, valued on account of its deli

cacy and lightness as an article of food;—ground

chalk cleaned from stony matter.

Whitish, (hwit'ish) a. Somewhat white ; white

in a moderate degree. [somewhat white.

Whitishness, (hwit'ish-nea) a. Quality of being

Whitlow, (hwitTo) n. [A.-S. hwit and low.]

An inflammation of the fingers or toes, usually

under the nails, and terminating in suppura

tion. [Whitsunday.

Whitmonday,(hwit'mun-da)u. The Monday after

Whitsun, (hwit sun) «. i'ertaining to or ob

served at Whitsuntide.

Whitsunday, (hw it sun-da) w. The seventh Sun

day after Easier ; a festival commemorative of

the descent of the Holy Spirit on the day of

Pentecost—so called, because, in the primitive

church, those who had been newly baptized

appeared in whitegarments:—aUo Whittun tide.

Whittle, (hwitl) n. [A.-S. hicitle.] A knife ; a

ixjcket, sheath, or clasp-knife.

Whittle, (hwitl) v.t. To pare or cut off the sur

face of with a small knife ;—v. i. To cut with

a small knife.

Whiz, (liwiz) v. i. [An onomatopoetic word

allied to hiss.] To make a humming or hissing

sound like an arrow or ball flying through the

air.

Whiz, (hwiz) n. A hissing and humming sound.

Whizzingly, (hwiz'ing-le) adv. "With a liiasiug,

whirring, or whizzing sound.

Who, (hoii) pron. [A.-S. hica, quia, qui.] As a

relative, the person or personspieviously spoken

of;—as an interrogative, which or what one of

persons present, or of many persons, or of per

sons indefinitely.

Whoever, (hoo-ev'er) pron. Whatever person ;

any one without exception.

Whole, (hoi) a. [A.-S. hdl.] Containing the

total amount, number, and the like .—complete;

entire ;—not defective or imperfect;—unimpair

ed;—unbroken; healthy; sound; well.

Whole, (hoi) n. The entire thing; the entire-

assemblage of jiarts; totality;—a regular com

bination of parts ;—amount ; aggregate ; gross ;

sum.

Whole-length, (hoilength) a. Extending from

end to end;—representing the full figure, as a

portrait.

Wholeness, (hdl'nes) n. State of being whole;

cntireness ; totality; completeness.

Wholesale, (hol'sal) n. hale of goods by the

piece or large quantity, as distinguished from

retail

Wholesale, (hol'sal) a. Buying and selling by the

piece or in largo quantities or in the lump, tic ;

—pertaining to the trade by the piece or in large

quantities.

Wholesome, (hol'sum) a. [Ger. keiUam.] Salu

brious ; favouring health ;—contributing to the

health of the mind ; sound ; orthodox ;—con

ducive to public peace and prosperity; salutary;

—useful ; kindly ; pleasing.

Wholesomely, (hoTsum-le) adv. In a wholesome

or salutary manner ; salubriously.

Wholesomeness, (hoTsum-nes) n. The quality of

being wholesome ; salubrity ;— salutariness.

Wholly, (hul'le) adv. In alt the 1 tarts or kinds;

—entirely; completely: perfectly;—totally.

Whom, (houiuj pron. The objective of who.
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Whomsoever, fliuom-so-ev'cT) pro*., the objec

tive of whosoever. Any person, without excep

tion.

Whoop, (hwuop) n. A shout of pursuit or of

war ; a halloo : a hoot, as of an owl.

Whoop, (hwoop) v. i. [A.-S. hwdj/art.) To utter

a loud cry ; to uhotit ; to hoot, us an owl ;—r. t.

To insult with shouts or yells ; to hoot.

Whop, (hwop) v. £. To beat severely ;—to turn

over suddenly.

Whop, (hwop) H. A sudden fall ;—a heavy

blow.

Whore, (hor) n. [A.-S., Ger. hurt.] A woman

who practises unlawful sexual commerce for

hire ;—harlot ; courtesan ; prostitute ; strum

pet.

Whore, (hor) v. i. To have unlawful sexual com

merce.

Whoredom, (hoVdum) n. Practice of unlawful

commerce with the other sex: fornication: lewd

ness ;—in Scripture, idolatry.

Whoremonger, ( h6r'mung-ger ) n. A whore-

master : a lecher : a pimp.

Whoreson, (hor aun) a. Illegitimate ;—hence,

base ; mean ;—dirty ; scurvy.

Whorish, (h6r/ish)a. Addicted to unlawful sexual

commerce ; incontinent . lewd ; unchaste.

Whorishness, (h&r'ish-nes) n. The practice of

lewdness ;—the character of a lewd woman.

Whorl, (hworl) n. \Allied to whirl.] An arrange

ment of a number of r»'^^fc

leaves, flowers, or other -^%

organs, around a stem;

—a wreath or turn of the

spire of a univalve shell.

Whorled,(hworld)(i. Fur

nished with whorls ; ar

ranged in the form of a

whorl.

Whortleberry, (hwor'tl-

bere) iu (A.-S. heart- Whorls.

btrff.) A native plant of the genus Kflccirtium,

akin to the bilberries, cranberries, &c, and its

small, round, edible berry, the huckleberry.

Whose, (hooz) pron. The possessive or genitive

case of who or which.

Whosoever, (huo-sd-ev'er) pron. 'Whatsoever per

son ; any person whatever that.

Whur, (hwur) v. t. To make a rough humming

sound, like one who pronounces the letter r

with too much force ;—to snarl or growl, as a

dog.

Whur, (hwur) u. A humming sound like that of

a body moving through the air with velocity ;

whir.

Why. (hwi) adv. [A.-S. kwy.] For what cause,

reason, or purpose; on what account—used in

terrogatively;—lor which reason or cause; on

which account—used relatively ;—why is some

times used as an expletive.

Wick, (wik) n. [A. -8. weoca.] A cotton eord

which by capillary attraction draws up the oil,

melted tallow, or wax, in succeasive portions,

to be burned.

Wioked, (wik'ed) a. [A.-S. wienn, to decline,

Ger. wdch, weak.] Kvil in principle or prac

tice ; contrary to the moral law ; addicted to

vice ; immoral ; sinful ;—spiteful ; malicious—

also, troublesome : mischievous ;—irreligious ;

unpodlv; profane.

Wickedly, (wik'ed-Je) adv. In a wicked manner;

viciously; corruptly; immorally;—also, bitterly;

spitefully ; maliciously.

 

 

Wickedness, (wik'ed-nes) a. The state or qua

lity of being wicked ; sinfulness; immorality-

transgression of the divine law; guilt:—evilifr*

corrupt dispositions: depravity:—iiisliiimssa—

spitefulness ;—a sinful word or deed ; crime

Wicker, (wik'er) a. rice), widir.) Hade af er

covered with twigs or osiers.

Wicker, (wik'er) n. A small twig or ooar j i

rod for making basket-work and the like.

Wicker-work, (wik'fr-wurk) n. Basket work ; i

texture of osiers or twigs

Wicket, (wik'et) n. [F. awJut] A small par

or door, especially one

forming part of a "larger

door or gate ;—a small gat i

like framework of rotK

usually three, to suppon

the bails in playing cricket

Widdy, (wid'e) n. [A.-S.

tcithig.) A rope or halter

made of withs or willows ;—the gallows. [Scat

Wide, (wid) «. [A-a wfu\] Broad ;—haviaj

considerable distance or extent between ti

sides; not narrow ;—of a certain meaam* be

tween the sides ;—remote; dinant; ample; ear*-

prehensivc ; diffusive.

Wide, (wid) adv. To a distance ; f.ir.

Widely, (widle) adv. In a wide manner; fcr ;

extensively ;—to a great degree.

Widen, (wid'n) r. r. To make wide or wider :—

i*. i. To grow wide or wider ; to enLarf*.

Wideness, (wid'nes) *. Quality of being widt :

breadth ; width ;—large extent in all direc

tions.

Widgeon, (wij'un) n, [F. rinpeon.] A water-

lowl of the duck group, smaller than the cc

mon duck.

Widow, (wido) n. [A.-S. w-iduwe.] A

who has lost her husband by dc&Lh

not taken another.

Widow, (wido) v. t. To bereave of a husl

—to deprive of one who is loved ; to make desr-

late.

Widower, (wid'6-rr) n. A man who has lost L-*

wife by death, and has not married again.

Widowhood, (wid o-hood) n. The stste of bats*

a widow ; also, the state of being a widower.

Width, (width) u. Extent from side to side

breadth , wideness.

Wield, (weld) v. t. [A.-S. rcaldan.} TonsewrL.

full command, as a thing not too heavy fa

the holder;— to use or employ; to control; sway

manage ; handle.

Wieldable, (weld'a-bl) a. That may be iiiuMaH:

manageable.

Wife, (wtt) n. [A.-S. art/.] A woman : an adct^

female;—the lawful consort of a man: a wcsn*x

united to a man in wedlock.

Wifehood, (wifhuod) w. State and character d

a wife.

Wifeless, (wifles) a. Without a wtf»: ax-

married.

Wifely, (wiflc) a. Becoming a wife-

Wig, (wig) n. [Ger. week.) An artificial covsmv

of hair for the head ;—a sort of cake ; a bga. ;

Wigged, (wigd) a. Having the head covet*1

with a wig; peruked.

Wigging, (wig'ing)?!. [A.-S. triy ] A

a rating.

Wight, (wit) ». fA-R tn'Af.] A being : a

—used in poetry or burlesque.

Wigmaker, (wig'mak-er) a. A parson who
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[Algonquiu or Maasa-

 

WlgVUDL

Wigwam, (wig*warn) n.

chuaetts, icekou-oi>i-ut.]

An Indian cabin or hut

(if a conical shape, made

of hark or mats.

Wild, (wild) o. [A.-S.

w*M.J Living in a at* t>.'

of nature; not tamed or

domesticated ;—growing

without culture; native;

—debtrt; not inhabited,

rude; savage ; uncivil)/. -

«1;—uuguverned; licen

tious ;—loose ; disorderly ;—uncoutli j Btrange ;

—not well planned or digested; imaginary; im

practicable ;—indicating strong emotion, excite

ment, or bewilderment ; crazy.

Wild, (wild) «. An uninhabited and unculti

vated regiou ; a forest or sandy desert ; a wilder

ness.

Wilder, (wil'der) r. (. [Eng. wild.) To cause to

km the way or track ; to bewilder.

Wilderment, (wit'dcr-ment) n. State of being be

wildered; confusion; bewilderment.

Wilderness, (wil'der-nes) n. A tract of land un

cultivated and uninhabited by human beings,

whether a forest or a wide, barren plain ; a

waste ; a desert.

Wild-fire, (wild fir) n. A composition of inflam

mable materials, which when inflamed is very

tard to quench.

Wild-goose, (wild'goos) n. An aquatic fowl of the

genua Anas, a bird of passage, and the congener

at the domestic goose; grey goose; greylag.

Wilding, (wilding) n. A wild crab-apple;—a

young tree growing without cultivation.

Wildish, (wild'ish) n. Somewhat wild.

Wildly, (wild'le) adv. In a wild condition or

manner ;—without cultivation ;—irrationally ;

extravagantly; fiercely; irregularly.

Wildness, (wild nes) n. State or quality of being

■Ud; rude or uncultivated state ;—irregularity

of manners or speech ; savageness;—wandering ;

—aberration of miud ; craziness ;—state of being

'iiitaniwL

Wild-oat, (wild'ot) n. A kind of grain that grows

•Ha, having twisted awns.

Wilds, (wildz) n. The part of a plough by which

H is drawn ;—waste tracts or regions of land.

Wile, (wil) n. [A.-S.] A trick or stratagem

practised for insnaring ; lure ; artifice ; snare.

Wile, (wil) r. /. To impose upon ; to beguile.

Wilful, (wil'fool) «. [From will and full.)

Governed by the will without yielding to reason ;

—obstinate; perverse ;—done or suffered by

Wilfolly, (wil'fuol-le) adv. Obstinately; stub

bornly ;—by design ; of set puri>ose.

Wilfulness, (wil'fuol-nes) n. Quality of being

wilful; obstinacy; stubbornness; iterrerseness.

Wilily, (wil'e-le) adv. By stratagem; with

insidious art ;—fraudulently.

Wiliness, (wit'e-nes) *n. Guile; cunning;—

^yness; artfulness.

Will, (wil) n. [A.-S. wille.) Fewer of choosing;

menial ])ower by which we determine to do or

to refrain from doing something which we con

ceive to be in our power ;—that which is willed;

determination ; choice ;—state of lieing in one's

power to will : discretion ; good pleasure ;—de

termination of one who lias authority; direc

tion ; arbitrary disposal ;—especially, divine de

termination ; counsel, purpose, commandment,

or law of God ;—strong wish or desire :—in lair,

the legal declaration of a person's mind as to

the manner in which he would have Ids pro-

]>erty or estate disposed of after his death ; testa

ment ; devise.

Will, (wil) r. t. [A.-S. willan.) [I will, thou

wilt, he will; imp. would, pp. wanting.] Used

as an auxiliary, to denote futurity dependent on

the subject of the verb, [i will, thou wiliest;

he wilts; imp, & pp. willed; ppr. willing] To

determine by an act of choice; to ordain ; to

decree ;—to give or direct the disposal of by

testament ; to bequeath ;—to command ; to di

rect ;—v. i. To exercise an act of volition ;—to

be inclined or disposed ; to choose;—to order or

direct by testament.

"Willing, (wil'ing) a. Free to do or grant ; dis

posed ; spon taneous ; free ;—ready ; prom pt ;—

desirous; pleased;—received of choice or with

out reluctance.

Willingly, (wil'jng-le)nrfr. In a willing manner;

with tree will ; without reluctance : cheerfully.

Willingness, (wil'ing-nes) n. Quality of being

willing; free choice or consent of *the will ;

readiness ef the mind to do or forbear.

Willow, (wil'6) «. [A.-S. wilia.) A tree or

shrub found in moist soil and beside water

courses—its slender branches, from the pliancy

of the shoot and the toughness of the fibre, are

used for making hoops, baskets, Arc

Willowy, (wil'6-e) a. Abounding with willows;

—resemblinga willow; pliant; flexible; drooping.

Willy, (wil'e) n. A machine fur opening and

cleansing wool.

Wilt, (wilt) v. i. [Ger. wellen.) To lose fresh

ness and become flaccid, as a plant ; to droop;—

r. f. To make, flaccid, as a green plant ;—hence,

to destroy the vigour and energy of.

Wily, (wile) a. [From wife.) Full of wiles,

tricks, or stratagems; artful: sly; crafty; subtle.

Wimble, (wim'bl) n. [D. trimpel.) An instru

ment for boring holes turned by a handle; a

gimlet ; auger.

Wimble, (wim'bl) v. t. To bore or pierce, as with

a wimble.

Wimple, (wim'pl) «. [Ger. wimpel.) A covering

of silk, linen, or other material, laid in folds,

for the neck, chin, and sides of the face; a hood;

—a veil.

Wimple, (wim'pl) v.t. To draw down or to lay

in folds or plaits, as a vail ; to cover, as with

a vail ; hence, to hoodwink;—v. i. To ripple;

to undulate.

Win, (win) v. t. [A.-S. win-nan.) Togainbysuc-

cess or contest ;—to allure to kindness; to bring

to compliance ;—to gain over to one's side or

party ; to gain by courtship;—to gain bypenma-

sion;—to gain by play;—to earn, as bread or

livelihood ;— v. i. To gain the victory ; to be

successful ;—to be a gainer at cards or other

games ;—to gain favour or influence.

Wince, (wins) v. i. [W. ffwtngav, F. ffuineher.)

To shrink, as from a blow or from pain ; to

flinch ; to start back ;—to kick or flounce, as a

horse when unsteady or impatient of a rider.

, Winch, (winsh) n. [A.-S. wince] A lever having

| a projecting handle at one end and the other

i end fixed to an axle of a wheel or cylinder which

it Berves to turn ;—a crank-handle ;—an axle

turned by a crank-handle for raising weights;

a windlass.

Winch, (winsh) v.t. [F. puincJter.) To wince ;

to shrink ;—to kick, as a horse.
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Wind, (wind) n. [A-S. wind, Icel. vindr, L.

vtntits.] Air naturally in motion ; a current of

air ; a breezo ;—air artificially put in motion ;—

breath modulated by the respiratory and vocal

organs or by an instrument ;—power of respira

tion ;—gas generated in the stomach and bowels;

flatulence ;—a point of the compass; especially,

one of the cardinal points ;—any thing insignifi

cant or light ; mere talk.

Wind, (wind) v.t. To expose to the wind; to

winnow ;—to jwrceive or follow by the scent ;—

to ride or drive hard, as a horse, so as to render

it scant of breath ; to blow;—also, to rest, as a

horse, that it may recover its wind; to breathe.

Wind, (wind) v. t. To blow ; to sound by blow

ing ; to sound so that the notes shall be pro

longed.

Wind, (wind) r. 1. [A.-S. windan.] To turn

about something fixed ; to coil ; to twine ; to

twist ;—to enfold ; to encircle ;—to turn and

bend at one's pleasure ; to introduce by insinua

tion ; to vary ;—to Kind up, to bring to an end;

to settle ;—to raise by degrees ;— to straiten, as

n string, by turning that on which it is rolled ;

—to put in order for continued action, as a clock

or watch ;—r. i. To turn completely or repeat

edly ; to become coiled about any thing;— to

have a circular course or direction ;—to bend ;

to crook ;—to move round ; to double ;—to go

to the ono side or the other ; to meander.

Windage, (wind'oj) n. [From wind.] The dif

ference between the diameter of the bore of a

gun and that of a ball or shell

Windbound, (wind'bound) a. Prevented from

sailing by a contrary wind.

Wind-broken, (wind'brok-n) a. Diseased iu the

power of breathing by the rupture of the air-

cells.

Winder, (wind'or) «. One who or that which

winds ; hence, a creeping or winding plant ;—a

reel or swift for winding silk, cotton, <tc, on.

Windfall, (wind'fawl) «. Any thing blown down

or off by the wind, as fruit from a tree ;—an

unexpected legacy or other gain.

Wind-gauge, (wind'gflj) n. An instrument for

ascertaining tho velocity and force of wind.

Wind-gun, (wind'gun) ». A gun discharged by

the force of compressed air ; air-gun.

Windiness, (wind'e-nes) n, Stato of being windy

or tempestuous ;—flatulence.

Winding, (wind'ing) a. Twisting or bending

from a direct lino or an even surface.

Winding, (wind'ing) n. A turn or turning ; a

bend ; meander ; — a call by the boatswain's

whistle.

Winding-sheet, (wind'ing-shet) «. A sheet in

which a corpse is wound or wrapped.

Wind-instrument, (wiud'in-stroo-raent) n. An

instrument of music sonnded by wind, espe

cially by the breath, as a flute, clarionet, and

tho like.

Windlaai, (windTas) n. [D. windas.] A cylinder

or roller for raising weights, turned by a crank

or lever, with a rope or chain attached to the

weight.

Windlesa, (windles) a. Having no wind ; calm;

—exhausted of air : out of breath. (wind.

Windmill, (wind'mil) n. A mill turned by the

Window, (win'do) n. [Icel. vimlaupa.] An open

ing in the wall of a building for the admission

of light and air ;—the door or sash that closes

or covors the aperture or opening ;—a lattice or

casement ; an aperture resembling a window.

Window, (win'do) v. t. To furnish with win

dows ; to place at a window.

Window-blind, (win'do-blind) n. A blind to in

tercept or obscure the light of a window.

Window-curtain, (win'do-kur-tAn) n. Acnruis

hung inside, and over the recess of, a window.

Window-shutter, (win'do-shut-er) ». A wowks

or iron frame to close up a window.

Windpipe, (wind'pip) n. The passage for fh»

breath to and from the lungs ; the trachea.

Windsail, (wind'sal) n. A wide funnel of can™.*.

to convey fresh air into the lower parts of a ship

Wind-tight, (wind'tit) a. Impervious to wind

Windward, (wind'ward) n. The point Iran

which the wind blows.

Windward, (wind'ward) adv. Toward the wu*i

in the direction from which the wind blow*.

Windy, (wind'e) a. Consisting of wind;—t«r-

pestuous: boisterous ;—flatulent;—empty : ain

Wine, (win) n. [A. -8. win.) The fermented jaiw

of grapes ;—a liquor resembling that from gnpa

yielded by other kinds of fruit ;—any spintnrc<

liquor produced by fermentation ;—drinkiv

intoxication. (much wine ; a great drinker.

Wine-bibber, (winTrib-er) n. One who drink*

Wine-biscuit, (win'bis-ket) a. A kind of bisect

served with wine.

Wine-cooler, (wmTcodl-er) n. Any contriTaEC*

for cooling wine in bottle for the table.

Wine-glass, (win'glas) it. A small glass in which

wine is drank.

Wine-merchant, (win'iuerch-ant) n. Importer d,

wholesale dealer in, or retailer of wines.

Wine-press, (win'pres) n. A place in whkfc

grapes are pressed.

Wing, (wing) n. [Got. wingf.] One of two

anterior limbs of a fowl, corresponding w tin

arms of a man, and by most birds used for fil

ing ;—tho limb of an insect ;—passage by flyit ;

flight;—acceleration of speed;—a fan »r raw

for winnowing grain ;—one of two correspond n;

appendages attached to the sides of any thiif ,

—a side-building less than the main edifice :-

a membranous expansion of a plant :—the rigfc*

or left division of an army, regiment, and i^

like ;—in a fleet, one of the extremities wl*;

the ships are drawn up in a line, or when for*

ing the two sides of a triangle ;—one of i>*

sides of the stage.

Wing, (wing) v. t. To furnish with wings: ts

enable to fly;—to supply with wings or k^

pieces;—to cut ofl the wings of; to wound it" *-

wing.

Wingred, (wingd) a. Furnished, with wings —

swift ; rapid ;—wounded or hurt in the wins;

Winged-bull, (wingd'ooul) n. A colueaal figer*

of a bull sculptured iu

high relief on the gate

way?, porches, tc, of

An Syrian, Persian,

&c, temples and

palaces, having wide-

spreading wings rising

over the back, a

human head and

beard, and the breast Winged-l/al)-

aud parts of the bodies covered with cnrlj m*_

Wingless, (wingles) a. Having no win*-*. *■•*

able to fly.

Winglet, (winglet) n, A little wing.

Wing-shell, (wiug'shel) w. The cam or

which covers the wing of a coleoptei

as a beetle :—also written triuy-cuM.
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Wink, (wingk) v.i. [A.-S. wineian.] To close

the- eyelids with a quick motion ;—to close and

open the eyelids quickly ;—to give a hint by a

motion of the eyelids ;—to shut the eyes pur

posely for the sake of not seeing;—to connive at

any tiling ; to avoid taking notice.

Wink, (wingk) я. Act of closing the eyelids

quickly ;—a motion of the eye ;—a hint given

by shutting the eye with a significant cist ;—

a short period, as of sleep. [horse's blinder.

Winker, (wingk'ei) ». One who winks ; a

Winner, (win'er) и. One who wins or gains by

success in competition or contest.

Winning1, (win'ing) «. Attracting; adapted to

gain favour ; charming.

winning, (win'ing) ii. The sum won or gained

in competition or contest—usually in the plural.

Winningly, (wiu'ing-le) adv. In a winning or

enticing manner.

Winnow, (win'Ö) г*, t. [Л. -S. vindttian.] То

separate and drive off the chaff from by means

of wind;—to sift for the purpose of separating

falsehood fruru truth ;—to fan ; to beat, as with

wings ;—r, i. To separate chaff from grain.

Winnower, (win'6-çr) п. One who winnows.

Winnowing, (win'ô-ing) и. The act of one who

or that which winnows.

Winsome, (win'sum) n. [A.-S wyn&um.] Cheer

ful ; merry ; comely; attractive.

Winter, (win'ter) ». [A.-S. winter.) The cold

wasou of the year; in common usage, the

period from the first day of December to tlie

first day of March ; a year.

Winter, (win'ter) i\ i. To ]>aas the winter;—

v. t. To keep, feed, or manage during the

winter.

Winter, (win'ter) a. Pertaining to winter.

Wintering, (win'ter-ing) n. Act of passing the

winter ;—act of feeding, keeping, or preserving

in winter.

Winterly, (win'ter-le) n. Of a wintry kind ; such

as is suitable in winter.

Winter-quarters, (win'tçr-kwi'ir-tçrz) п. pi. The

quarters of an army during the winter ; a winter

residence or station.

Winter-solstice, (wiu'tçr-sol'stis) ». The timo

when the sun enters Capricorn, Decernbcr 21st.

Wintry, (win'tre) a. Suitable to winter ; resem

bling winter ; -cold ; stormy ; snowy ; frosty :

icy. Twine.

Winy, (wiu'e) a. Having the taste or qualities of

Wipe, (wip) v. t. [A.-S. iripian.] To rub with

something soft for cleaning; to clean by rub

bing ;—to strike off gently ;—to remove by rub

bing; to nib off: to clear ;—to efface.

Wipe, (wqi) n. Act of rubbing for the purpose of

cleaning;—a blow; a stroke;—a gibe ; a jeer.

Wiper, (wip'er) ». One who wipes ;— something

used for wiping, as a towel or rag.

Wire, (wir) п. [A.-S. tcir.] Au even thread of

metal.

Wire, (wir) r. t. To bind with wire ; to apply

wire to ;—to put upon a wire;—to snaio by

iniiane of a wire ;—to transmit by wiro ; to tele

graph. [Amer.]

Wire-cloth, (wïrldoth) ». A coarse cloth made

of woven metallic wire.

Wire-drnw, (wír'draw) v. t. To form, as a piece

of metal into wire ;—to draw or »pin out to

great length and tenuity.

Wire-drawer, (wïr'draw-çr) n. One who draw*

metal into wire ;—one who draws the wires and

regoilateaî the motion of puppet*, marionettes,

Arc. ;—hence, a scheming politician ; one who

guides and influences the actions of others ;

wire-puller.

Wire-gauze, (wïr'gawz) v. A texture of finely

interwoven wire resembling gauze.

Wire-rope, (wïrïop) н. A ropo formed of strande

of twisted wire.

Wire-worker, (wïrwurk-er) n. One who manu

factures articles from wire.

Wiriness, (wirVnes) u. The state of being wiry.

Wiry, (wir'e) к. Made of wire; like wire; drawn

out like wire ;—tough ; sinewy.

Wis, (wis) v. t. [A.-S. iris*«»,] To know ; to be

aware ;—to think : to suppose ; to imagine.

Wisdom, (wiz'dum) ». [A.-S. tcts and dam.]

Quality of being wise ; knowledge and the capa

city to make due use of it; discernment aud

judgment; discretion; sagacity;—in *cri/>tuir,

profitable words or doctrine ;—the revelation of

God ; the Word ; the Son of God ;—spiritual un

derstanding ; — godliness ; — prudence ; reason

ableness.

Wise, (wiz) л. [A.-S. uU.] Having knowledge to

discern and judge correctly ; able to discrimi

nate between what is true or false, right or

wrong, proper or improper ; eagacious ;—prac

tically knowing ; discreet ; abie to choose right,

proper, or expedient objects or ends, and to de

vise and carry out the best means to effect them";

—skilled in arts, science, or philosophy; learned;

—skilled in hidden arts, magic, or divination—

used ironically;—dictated or guided by wisdom;

judicious ;—grave.

Wise, (wiz) ?i. [A.-S.] M'ay of being or acting ;

manner ; mode.

Wiseacre, (wizTi-kei) ». [Ger. ireusager.} One

who makes undue pretensions to wisdom; hence,

a simpleton ; a dunce.

Wise-hearted, (wizluirt-cd) <т. Wise ; knowing ;

skilful.

Wisely, (wizle) adv. Prudently ; judiciously ;

discreetly; with wisdom;—craftily; cunningly.

Wise-woman, (wíz'wóóni-aii) ». A witch.

Wish, (wish) v. i. [A.-S. icvscan.] To have a

desire ; to long ;—to be disposed or inclined ;—to

entertain hope or fear in respect to any thing ;

—v. t. To desire ; to long for ; to hanker after;

—to frame or erpress desires concerning ; to in

voke in favour of or against any one; to im

precate.

Wish, (wish) », Desire ; eager desire ; longing ;

—expression of desire ;—a thing desired ; object

of desi re.

Wish-bone, (wish'bôn) ». Tlio forked bone in

front of the breast-bono ill birds ; — merry

thought, [a wish.

Wisher, (wish'çr) » . One who wishes or expresses

Wishful, (wish'fóol) a. Having desire or ardent

desire ;—showing desire.

Wishfully, (wish'foul-le) adv. In a wishful man

ner ; with desire or ardent desire.

Wishfulness, (wish'fúól-ues) п. The state of hav

ing or showing desire.

Wishy-washy, (wishe-woshe) a. Thin and pale;

without force or solidity ; very weak.

Wisp, (wisp) n. [led. <fc Dan. risk.] A small

bundle of straw or other like substance;—a

whisk.

Wistful, (wist'fóól) a. [From ttüt, prêt of iris.]

Eagerly attentive ; earnest ;—looking with hope

or expectation ¡—expressing a longing desire.

Wistfully, (wist'fóól -le) adv. Earnestly; eagorly;

with longing desire.
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Wit, (wit) r. t. [A.-8. teitan.] To know—used

only in the infinitive ; namely, that is to say.

Wit, (wit) n. [A.S.] Mind: intellect; under

standing ; sense ;—a mental faculty or power of

the mind ; imagination ; fancy ;—the faculty of

associating ideas seemingly incongruous by selec

tion of some point of real or fancied resemblance

in a quick, pointed, and amusing manner;—

quickness of fancy, or felicitous association of

ideas, or aptness and liveliness of expression ;

—humour ; ingenuity ; cleverness in repartee ;

—a man of genius, faucy, or humour ; one dis

tinguished for bright or amusing sayings, for

repartee, and the like :—pi, Sonndnessof mind;

unimpaired intellect ;—also, presence of mind ;

readiness of resource : fertility of device, &c.

Witch, (wich) n. [A.-S. tricct.] A person given

to the black art ; a sorcerer or sorceress ;—a

charming person—said of a woman.

Witeh, (wich) v. t. To bewitch ; to fascinate ; to

enchant. t

Witchcraft, (wichlcraft) n. Practices of witches:

sorcery ; enchantments.

Witchery, (wich'er-e) ft. Sorcery ; enchantment ;

witchcraft ;—fascination ; entrancing influent*.

Witching, (wich'ing) a. Suited to enchantment

or witchcraft;— fascinating: enchanting.

With, (with) prep. (A.-S. vridh, Gvr. mil.) With

denotes or expresses nearness; connection: part

nership ; intercourse ;—situation or estimation

among ; treatment or regard by ;—assistance ;

countenance ;—accompanying cause or occasion ;

instrument; means;—correspondence; compari

son ;—close succession ; immediate subsequence.

With, (with) n. [A.-S. widltig.] A flexible, slen

der twig or branch used as a band ; a willow

twig ; a withy ;—a band consisting of a twig or

twigs twisted :—also Withe.

Withal, (wiTH-awl') adv. [From with and all.]

With the rest ; likewise ; at the same time.

Withdraw, (wiTH-draw") v. t. To take away ; to

draw back ; to recall ;—to cause to go away or

retire;—to take back; to retract;—v. t. To quit

a company or place : to retire ; recede.

Withdrawal, (wiTH-draw'al) n. Act of withdraw

ing or taking back; recalling.

Withdrawment, (wiTH-draw'ment) n. Act of

withdrawing or state of being withdrawn; with

drawal, [or twigs.

Withe, (wiTH) v. f. To bind or fasten with withs

Wither, (wi-rn'tr) v. i. [A. -8. geicytherod..] To

fade ; to lose freshness ;—to lose or want animal

moisture; to pineaway;—to languish: to perish;

—v. t. To cause to fade and become dry :—to

cause to shrink, wrinkle, and decay.

Withered, (wiTH'erd)u. Dried; shrunk ;—faded.

Withering, (wiTU'er-ing) a. Shrinking ; fading ;

—drying up ; scorching ;—hence, extremely sar

castic.

Witheringly, (wiTu'gr-ing-le) adv. In a manner

tending to wither or cause to shrink.

Withers, (wiTH'erz) n.pl, (Gcr. iciderrtit.] The

ridge between the shoulder-bones of a horse at

the bottom of the neck.

Withhold, (wi-rn-hold') v.t. To hold back; to

restrain; to keep from action ;—to retain ; not

to grant. [holds.

Withholder, (wiTH-hold'er) n. One who with-

Within, (wiTH-inO prep. [A.-S. icidh and innan.]

In the inner or interior part of ; inside of ;—

in the limits or compass of; not further in

length than;—inside the reach or influence of;

not beyond, overstepping, exceeding, or the like.

Within, (wim-inO adv. In the inner pan; in

wardly ; internally ;—in the house ; in door*.

Without, (wiTH-oaf) prep. [A.-S. mdA&&*.}

On or at the outside of ; out of; not within ;—

beyond ; out of the limits of; out of reach of;

—in a state of absence from ; apart from ;—it &

state of being destitute or deprived of ;—inde

pendently of; not by the use or exercise of;—

exclusively of.

Without, (wiTH-out1) adv. Not within ; on tW

ontside ; out of doors ; externally.

Withstand, (wiTH-stand/) r.t. To oppose; b>

resist, either with physical or moral force

Withy, (witli'e) a. Made of withs ; like a with.

Witless, (witles) a. Destitute of wit or under

standing ; thoughtless; inconsiderate;—indis

creet.

Witlessly, (witles-le) adr. Without understand

ing or judgment ;—thoughtlessly.

Witlessness, (witles-nes) n. Want of under

standing or judgment ; thoughtlessness.

Witling, (witling) n. A person who has little

wit ; a simpleton ;—a pretender to wit.

Witness, (wit'nes) n. fA.-S.] Attestation of a

; fact or event; testimony;—that which furnisbei

j evidence or proof ;—one who beholds or other

wise has personal knowledge of any thing —

one who gives evidence before a judicial tri

bunal ;—one who sees the execution of an in

strument, and subscribes it for the purpose of

confirming its authenticity.

Witness, (wit'nes) v. t. To see or know by per

sonal presence ; to observe ;—to give tettimta;

to ; to testify to something ;—to see the execu

tion of, as an instrument, and subscribe it for

the purpose of establishing its authenticity;—

v. i. To bear testimony ; to give evidence . to

testify.

Witness-box, (wit'nes-boks) n. The box where *

witness stands when examined before a court.

Witted, (wit'ed) a. Having wit or understand

ing—used in composition.

Witticism, (wit e-sizm) n. A sentence or pfcrur

which is affectedly witty ; an attempt at wit ,—

a witty remark ; repartee, pun, &c

Wittily, (wit'e-le) adv. In a witty manner; in

geniously; artfully; with wit. l*i*ty

Wittineas, (wit e-nes) n. The quality of bacx

Wittingly, (witing-le) adr. Knowingly; wit*

knowledge.

Witty, (wit'e) a. Possessing wit or humour

good at repartee ; — imaginative ; — aarewt^ .

pungent.

Wive, (wiv) r.i [Prom tri/f.J To marry, as*

man ; to take a wife ;—r. t. To match to »

wife ; to wed.

Wiving, (wiving) n. Act of taking a wiie.

Wizard, (wizard) n. [From true.] One derostu

to the black art ; a magician ; a sorcerer.

Wizard, (wizard) a. Enchanting : cbarmLt; -

haunted by wizards. [up ; weaae*

Wizen, (wiz'n) a. (A.-S, irismaa.] Thin; dried

Wizen, (wiz'n) v. i. To wither ; to becoxec dn

hard, and shrivelled.

Woad, (wod) «. (A.-S. tnW.] An herbaosc*.*

plant of the genus /satis, formerly cultivs^

for the blue colouring matter derived from <■

leaves.

Woe, (wo) u. [A. -a i«l, Ger. tah.] Grief; sorro*

misery; heavy calamity;—a curse; rnalsidjcttcc.

Woe-begone, (wd'be-gon) a. [Eng. shm nasi •*-

none.] Overwhelmed with grief and bottcw.

Woful, (wd'tool) a. tioriowful ; distressed, wtta
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Wolf.

grief and calamity; unhappy; sad ;—full of

distress; lamentable;—bringing distress, afflic

tion, or evil; calamitous ;—miserably small;

sorry; paltry.

Wofiilly, (wd'fool-le) adv. In a woful manner;

sorrowfully ;—wretchedly ; miserably.

Wofulness, (w6'fool-nes) n. The quality of being

woful : Diisery ; calamity.

Wolf, (woolf) ». [A..-H. tculf.] A digitigrad©

carnivorou-'i animal of

the genus Pant*.

crafty, ravenous, and

noted for its depreda

tions on the sheep-

cote, farm-yard, ic;—

any thing very raven

ous or destructive.

Wolf-dog, (woolfdog)

n. A dog of a large

breed kept to guard sheep.

Wolfish, (woolfish) a. Like a wolf ; having the

qualities or form of a wolf. (ner.

WolfUhly, (woolf'ish-le) adv. In a wolfish man-

Wolverine, (wool'vgr-in) n. [From wolf.] A car-

futorous mammal of the genus Guto, inhabit

ing the coasts of the Arctic Seas ; the glutton.

Woman, (wooiu'an) <t [A.-S. ictmann.) The fe

male of the human race, especially when grown

to adult years ;—a female attendant or servant.

Womanhood, (woom'an-hood) jt. State, charac

ter, or qualities of a woman ;—women collec

tively.

Womanish, (w66m'an-ish) a. Suitable to a

woman ; feminine ; — unmanly ; effeminate ;

»uft ; weak.

Womanishly, (w6om ' an - ish - le) adv. In a

womanish manner; effeminately.

Womankind, (wooman-kind) ». The female sex;

the race of females of the human kind.

Womanly, (w66m'an-le) a. Becoming a woman ;

feminine ; not masculine ;—not childish or

jiriish. [of a woman.

Womanly, (woom'an-le) adv. In the manner

Womb, (woorn) n. [A.-S.] The uterus of a

female ;—the place where any tiling is generated

or produced ;—any cavity containing and en

veloping any thing;—the belly ; wame. [Scot.j

Won, (wun) r. t. [A.-S. tcwdan, tcunian.] To

d**U ; to reside ;—to livo.

Wonder, (■■vun'de.r) n. [A.-S. wundcr, icundor.]

The emotion excited by novelty, or the pre

sentation to the sight or mind of something

strange, extraordinary, and not well understood;

surprise ; astonishment ; — cause of wonder;

that which excites surprise ; a miracle

Wonder, (wuu'dcr) v. i. To be affected by sur

prise or admiration ; to be struck with astonish

ment ; to marvel ;—to feel doubt and curiosity.

Wonderer, (wun'der-tr) it. One who wonders.

Wonderful, (wun'der- fool) n. Adapted to excite

wonder or surprise-—amazing; astonishing.

Wonderfully, (wun'de.r-fool-le) adv. In a wondcr-

fal manner. [or quality of being wonderful.

Wonderfulness, (wun'd§r-fool-nes) n. The state

Wonder-worker, (wun dgr - wurk - er) n. One

who performs wonders or miracles.

Wondrous, (wun'drus) a. Such as may excite

^tonishment;—strange ; prodigious ; marvellous.

Wondroualy, (wun'drua-le) adv. In a strange

W wonderful manner or degree.

Wont, (wun t) a. [A.-S. snuuan.1 Using or doing

customarily ; accustomed ; habituated.

Wont, (wunt) n. Custom ; habit ; use.

 

Woodchuck.

Wonted, (wunt'ed) a. Accustomed ; customary.

Wontedness, (wunt'ed-nes) n. The state of being

accustomed.

Woo, (woo) v.t. [A.-&. u6gian.) To solicit in

love ; to court ;—to invite with importuuity ;—

v. i. To court ; to make love.

Wood, (wood) n. [A.-S. vuda.] A large and

thick collection of trees ; a forest ;—thu hard

substance of trees : timber ;—trees cut or sawed

for the fire or other uses ;—an idol made of wood.

Wood, (wood) v.t. To supply with wood, or get

supplies of wood for ;—v. i. To take in wood.

Wood-ashes, (wood-aah'ez) n. pi. The remains of

burnt wood or plants.

Woodbine, (wood'bin) n. [A.-S. wudubcnd.] A

climbing plant having flowers of great fra

grance ; the honeysuckle.

Woodchuck, (wood'chuk) n. In New England,

a rodent mammal, aspe- * ., >

cies of marmot.

Wood-coal, (woodTt&l) n.

Charcoal ; also, lignite

or brown coal.

Woodcock, (woodTiok) n. L

A wild bird of the snipe

family, noted by its long

robust bill, short legs, and rapid flight.

Wood-craft, (wood'kraft) n. Skill and practice

in shooting and other Bports of the chase ;

especially, skill in hunting the deer.

Wood-cut, (woodTsut) n. An engraving on wood,

or an impression from an engraving.

Wood-cutter, (w6od'kut-e,r) n. A person who cuts

wood ; one who makes wood-cuts ; an engraver

on wood.

Wood-cutting, (woodTcut-ing) n. The art or

profession of cutting wood ;—wood-engraving.

Wooded, (wood'ed) a. Supplied or covered with

wood. [clumsy ; awkward.

Wooden, (wood'n) a. Made or consisting of wood;

Wood-engraver, (wOod'en-grav-cr) n. Ono who

engraves on wood.

Wood-engraving', (woud'en-grav-iiig) rt. The act

or art of cutting figures of natural objects ou

wood ; xylography ;—an engraving on wood.

Wood-grouse, (wood'grous) n. The largest spe

cies of grouse ; cock of the mountain ; caper

cailzie. [Scot.] [which wood is deposited.

Wood-house, (wOodliouB) ju A houne or shed in

Woodland, (woodland) a. Relating to woods ;

sylvan.

Woodland, (woodland) n. Land covered with

wood, or land on which trees grow for fuel or

timber.

Woodman, (wood'man) n. A forest officer ap

pointed to take care of the wood ;—a sportsman ;

a hunter ;—a wood-cutter.

Woodnote, (wood'not) n. Music or song of the

wood ; natural tone of a bird ;—hence, natural

and genuine musical or poetical expression.

Woodnymph, (wood'nimf) n. A nymph inhabit

ing the woods ; a goddess of

the woods.

Wood-offering;, (wood 'of- §r-

ing) n. An offering or

sacrifice of wood ; — wood

burned on the altar.

Woodpecker, (wood ' pek - gr)

n. A scansorial bird of

many species — it has a

strong bill, and pecks holes

in the wood or bark of trees

in pursuit of insects.

 

■\Voodpccker.
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Wood-pigeon, (wo6d'pij-un) n. The ring dove.

Woodruff, (wuod'ruf) 7). A native plant of the

genus AsfHrula, the leaves of which emit a

strung fragrant odour.

Wood-screw, (wdod'scruo) «.. A screw made of

iron, and furnished with a sharp thread for

insertion in wood.

Wood-work, (wood'wurk) n. That part of any

structure which is wrought of wood.

Woody, (wood'a) a. Abounding with wood ;—

ligneous.

Wooer, (wOo'gr) n. One who courts or solicits

in love.

Woof, (woof) n. [A.-S. vmfan.] The threads

that cross the warp in weaving ; the weft ;—

cloth.

Wooing1, (wooing) n. The act or art of inviting

or soliciting ; courtship.

Wooingly, (woo'ing-le) adv. Enticingly ; with

persuasiveness.

Wool, (wool) «. [A.-S. vull] That soft, curled,

or crisped species of hair which grows on sheep

and some other animals ;—short, thick hair,

especially when crisped or curled ;—the fibre of

the cotton plant ;— the fleece of a sheep.

Wool-bearing, (woolbar-ing) «. Producing wool.

Wool-burring, (wool'bur-ing) ». Act or process

of teasing or of cleansing wool with burs.

Wool-combing, (wOol'kdni-iug) n. Act or process

of combing wool.

Woold, (would) v. t. [D. icaelen.] To wind a

rope round, as a mast or yard, when made of

two or more pieces, for confining and support

ing them.

Wool-dyed, (wuol'dld) a. Dyed in the form of

yarn before being made up as cloth.

Wooled, (woold) a. Having or made of wool—

with a qualifying adjective prefixed, as jint,

Ac

Wool-gathering, (w66rgaTH-er-ing)n. Indulgence

in idle exercise of the imagination ; a foolish or

useless pursuit or design. ; vagary.

Wool-grower, (wdol'gro-er) ». A person who

raiwes sheep for the production of wool.

Wool-growing, (wool'grd-ing) a. Producing sheep

and wool.

Woollen, (wuul'cn) a. [A.-S. wullen.] Made of

wool ; consisting of wool ;—pertaining to wool.

Woolliness, (wool'e-nes) it. State of being woolly.

Woolly, (wuul'e) a. Consisting of wool ;—resem

bling wool; of tho nature of wool ;—clothed

with a pubescence resembling wool.

Wool-pack, (wool'pak) n. A pack or bag of wool

weighing 240 pounds.

Woolsack, (wool'sak) n. A Back or hag of wool :

specifically, the su.it of the lord chancellor in the

House of Lords.

Wool-sorter, (woul'sort-er) n. One who sorts

different kinds of wool according to their tex

ture or vahie.

Wool-stapler, (wOol'sta-pIer) n. Ono who deals

in wool.

Wool-winder, (wdul'wind-er) n. A person em

ployed to wind or make up wool iuto bundles

for sale.

Word, (wurd) n. [A.-S.] The spoken sign of a

conception or idea ; a single component part of

human speech ; a term : a vocable ;—the written

or printed characters expressing such a term ;—

talk ; discourse ; oral expression ; — account ;

tidings; message;—order ; command :—state

ment ; affirmation ; declaration ; promise ; —

verbal contention ; dispute ;—a proverb ; a

motto ;—the Word, Scripture ; the revelation of

the book containing the revelation of the will

of God to man ;—Christ before his incarna

tion.

Word, (wurd) r. t. To express in words; to

phrase.

Word-book, (mirdTxwk) n. A collection of words,

a vocabulary ; a dictionary.

Wordiness, (wurd'e-nes) n. The state or quality

of being wordy ; verbosity ;—prolixity.

Wording, (wurd'ing) n. The act of expressing

in words ; phrasing ;—the manner of expreswx

in words ; style of expression : phraseology.

Wordy, (wurd'e) a. Using many words ; tct-

bose ;—containing many words.

Work, (wurk) v.i. [A.-S. teyrcan.] To ex-?rt

one's self ; to labour ; to be engaged in the per

formance of a task, a duty, or the like ;—to

operate; to act;—hence, to be effective;—t,i

carry on business ;—to be customarily engaged

or employed ; to toil ;—to be in a stale of

severe exertion ; to strain ;— to make one's w»y

slowly and with difficulty ; to proceed with

effort ;—to ferment, as a liquid ;— to act on th*

stomach and l>owela, as a cathartic ;—r.(. To

labour or operate upon ; to prepare for use ;»-

to produce by labour ; to accomplish ; to effect

—to produce by slow degrees ;—to wear or bore,

as a passage through ;—to put into ute or tiei-

cise ; to exert ;—to influence by acting upoo, as

the feelings;—to form with a needle and thread .

to embroider ;—to set in action, as machinery

or motive power ; to manage ; to govern ;—to

direct the course of, as a ship, Ate ;—to cause

to ferment, as liquor.

Work, (wurk) n. Toil ; labour ; employment ;

effort directed to an end; particularly, manual

labour ;—material for working upon ; subject of

exertion ;—the result of labour ; product ; per

formance ; fabric ; manufacture ; or in a mora

general use, act, deed, effect, feat ;—indifferent

or awkward performance ;—bungling attempt ;

—manner of working ; management ; treat

ment ;—that wluch is produced by mental

labour ; a composition ; a book ;—embroidery .

—pi. Structures in civil, military, or naval

engineering; also, the structures and ground

of a manufacturing establishment .—the me

chanism of a watch ;—in t/teoloff?, moral dnti<s

or external performances, as a ground of joiti-

fication, in op]*osition to ijru ce.

Workable, (wurk'a-bl) n. Capable of beinr,

worked, as a metal :—worth working, as a mine.

Work-box, (wurk'boks) n. A box for hahlis£

instruments or material* for work.

Worker, (wurkVr) n. One who works ; a la

bourer.

Work-house, (wnrkTicms.) n. A house in whkh

tho poor are maintained a't the public expense.

and provided with labour : a poor-house.

Working, (wurk'ing) a. Employed in r",T"I»]

work ; labouring ;—operating ; producing ; -is-

menting.

Working, (wurk'ing) n. Act of labouring ;—mo

tion ; operation ;—fermentation.

Working-class, (wurk'ing-klas) n. The el*s* of

people who are engaged in manual labocr ■

labourers ; operatives ; mechanics, A'c.

Working-day, (wurk'ing-da) n. A dav on which

work is performed, as, distinguished from th*

Sabbath, festivals, and the like.

Working-day, (wurk'ing-da) a. Plodding; hard

working; common ; coarse; grvsa.
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Workman, (wurk'nian) n. A man employed in

labour ; a worker ; a labourer ;—especially, a

skilful artificer or meclianic.

Workmanlike, (wurk'man-lik) a. Becoming a

workman : skilful ; well performed.

Workmanly, (wnrk'man-le) adv. In a skilful

manner; in a manner becoming a workman.

Workmanship, (wurk man-ship) n. Skill of a

workman ; execution or nmituer of making any

thing ;—that which is effected, made, or pro

duced: manufacture; especially, something made

bv manual labour.

Workshop, (wurk'shop) n. A shop where any

manufacture is carried on.

Work-table, (wurk'ta-bl) «. A table for holding

needlework, and materials and implements

for it.

Work-woman, (work'wooni-an) n. A woman

who ]>erforros any work ; especially, needle

work.

World, (wurld) n. [A.-S.] The earth and its in

habitants with their concerns;—the earth and

the surrounding heavens ; the creation ; uni

verse ;—any planet or heavenly body considered

as inhabited ;—present existence ; this life ;—

customs, practices, and interests of men ; public

society ; sphere of notoriety, fashion, Ac.:—in

dividual experience of life ; course of life ;—the

inhabitants of the earth ; mankind ;—the earth

and its affairs, as distinguished from heaven ;

a secular, as opposed to a religious life ;—the

ungodly or wicked part of mankind ;—a great

multitude or quantity.

Worldliness, (wurld'le-nes) «. Quality of being

worldly ; a predominant attachment to wealth

or to temporal honours or enjoyments ;—covet-

ODJtneas.

Worldling, (wurldling) n. One who is devoted

to this world and its enjoyments.

Worldly, (wurld'le) a. Relating to the world;

human; common; -secular; temporal; devoted

to this life and its enjoyments; covetous;—

carnal ; not spiritual.

Worldly-minded, (wurldle-mind-ed) «. Devoted

to worldly interests; covetous of gain or of

temporal prosperity, honour, or pleasures ;—

carnal.

Worldly-mindedness, (wurUne-mlnd-ed-nes) n.

EngTossing attention to temporal interests, pur

suits, and pleasures; covetousness; want ofspiri

tuality of mind.

Worm, (wurm)ij. [A.-S. wyrm, Ger. wurm.] Ori

ginally, any creeping or crawling animal ; a ser

pent, caterpillar, snail, or the like;—a being

ilebased or despised ;—pi. Animals which live

and breed in the intestines of other animals ;—

Aginatively, something that afflicts one's con

science ;—any thing spiral ;—the thread of a

■crew;—a spiral instrument for drawing cart

ridges from fire-arms ;—a small worm-like liga

ment under a dog's tongue ;—a spiral metallic

pipe through which vapour passes in distilla

tion :—a short revolving screw.

Worn, (wurm) v. i. To work slowly, gradually,

and secretly ;—v. t. To drive by secret and slow

means, with into;—to exi>el or undermine by

slow and secret means, with out ;—to extort or

draw out, as a secret ;—to draw a cartridge from ,

as a fire-arm.

Worm-eaten, (wurm'etn)a. Gnawed by worms ;

—having cavities made by worms ; — worth

ies*.

Wormwood, (wurm'wood) n. [A.-S. wcrmod.] A

plant having a bitter nauseous taste—so called

because formerly supposed to be fatal to worms.

Wormy, (wurm e)a. Containing a worm; abound

ing with worms ;—earthy ; grovelling.

Worn-out, (worn out) «. Consumed or rendered

useless by wearing ; trite , old ; exploded.

Worry, (wur'e) v. t. (Ger. win-pen. \ To harass

with care and anxiety ; to trouble ;— to harass

with labour ; to fatigue ;—to harass by pursuit

and barking; also, to tear or mangle with the

teeth.

Worry, (wur'e) v. A state of disturbance from

care and anxiety ; vexation : anxiety ; trouble.

Worse, (wnrs) a. [A.-S. wyrm.] Bad, ill, evil,

or corrupt in a higher degree ; in |K>orer health ;

mere sick—used both in a physical and moral

sense.

Worse, (wurs) ad,-. In a manner more evil or

bad.

Worship, (wur'sliip) n. [From worth and ship.]

Dignity; eminence; excellence ;— honour ; re

spect ;—a title of honour used in addresses to

certain magistrates, &c. ; — religions reverence

and homage ; adoration paid to God;—idolatry

r ■ overe.

■y* ship, (wur'sliip) v. t. To adore ; to pay divine

honours to ;—to pay civil reverence to : to treat

with the highest respect;— r. i. To perform acts

of adoration ;—to perform religious service;—

to wait on the ministry of word and sacra

ment.

Worshipful, (wur ship-fool) a. Entitled to wor

ship, reverence, or high respect.

Worshipper, (wur'ship-er) n. One who worships.

Worshipping, (wur'ship-ing) n. Act of paying

divine honours to ; adoration.

Worst, (wurst) a. Bad, evil, or pernicious in the

highest degree, whether in a physical or moral

sense.

Worst, (wurst) n. That which is most bad or

evil ; the most severe, calamitous, or wicked

state or degree.

Worst, (wurst) r. (. To gain advantage over ; to

get the better of; to defeat ; to overthrow.

Worsted, (woost'ed) v. [From Worated, a town

in Norfolk.] Well-twisted yarn spun of long-

staple wool.

Worsted, (woost'ed) a. Made of woollen yam ;

spun from wool ; consisting of worsted.

Wort, (wurt) n. [A.-S. wyrt.] A plant ; an herb

—used chiefly in compounds ;—a plant of the

cabbage kind.

Wort, (wurt) ii. [A.-S. wirt, must] New beer

mifermented or in the act of fermentation.

Worth, (wurth) n. [A.-S. veortlh.] That quality

of a thing which renders it valuable or useful ;

value ; value as expressed in a standard, as

money ;—value of moral or personal qualities ;

virtue ; eminence ; usefulness ;—importance ;

consequence.

Worth, (wurth) a. Equal in value to ;—deserv

ing of—chiefly in a good sense ;—having wealth

or estate to the value of.

Worthily, (wur'THe-le) adv. In a worthy man

ner : deservedly ; justly ; suitably.

Worthiness, (wur'THe-nes) n. State or quality of

being worthy ; — merit; excellence : dignity ;

virtue.

Worthless, (wurth'Ies) «. Destitute of worth ;

having no value, virtue, excellence, or the like ;

—undeserving; base.

Worthlessly, (wurth'les-le) adv. In a worthless
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Worthlessness, ( wurth'lea-nes) n. Want of

value ;—wont of excellence ;—meanness ; base

ness.

Worthy, (wux'THe) a. Having worth or excel

lence ; deserving ; meritorious ;—noble ; illus

trious ;—estimable ; virtuous ;—equal in value

to ; entitled to ;—suitable to any thing bad ;—

deserving of ill.

Worthy, (wur'THe) n, A man of worth ;—one

distinguished for useful and estimable quali

ties ;—a man of valour—often in the plural

Wot, (wot) v. t. [A.-S. udt.) To know ; to be

aware.

Would, (wood) imp. of will, used as an auxiliary

verb with an infinitive, to which it gives the

force of the subjunctive mood ; also, to express

condition or supposition ; to express a simple

desire, to wish to do, or to wish to have.

Wound, (wound) u. [A.-S. irund.) A cut, stab,

bruise, rent, or the like ; — injury ; hurt ;

damage.

Wound, (woond) v. t. To hurt by violence, as by

a cut, stab, bruise, and the like ; to injure ; to

hurt the feelings of ; to pain : to affront.

Woundily,, (wound 'e-le) adv. Excessively;

greatly.

Wounding, (woond'ing) n. Act of injuring by

violence; hurt; injury.

Woundy, (woun'de) a. Excessive ; vastly great.

Wrack, (rak) n. [F. varec.) A marine plant

out of which kelp is made ;—sea-weed.

Wrack, (rak) n. [A.-S. rec] A thin, flying

cloud.

Wraith, (rath) «. [Probably corrupted from

sicairth.] An apparition of a person, seen before

death, or a little after ; a spectre.

Wrangle, (raug'gl) v.i. [A.-S. wringan.} To

dispute angrily ; to quarrel peevishly and

noisily; to brawl;—in universities, to dispute

publicly ; to maintain or oppose a thesis.

Wrangle, (rang'gl) n. An angry dispute ; a

noisy quarrel ; — bickering ; contest ; contro

versy.

Wrangler, (rang'gler) n. One who wrangles ; an

angry disputant ;—at Cambridge University, one

in the highest class of those who take the degree

of Bachelor of Arts ;—senior iwangler, the first

on this list.

Wranglership, (rang'gler-Bhip) n. The distinc

tion or position of taking first-class honours in

arts.

Wrangling, (rang'gling) n. Act of disputing

angrily ; altercation.

Wrap, (nip) v. t. [Probably allied to icarp.) To

wind or fold together ;—to envelop completely;

to enfold ;—to conceal by enveloping; to in

volve, as an effect or consequence ;—to com

prise ; to contain.

Wrapper, (rap'pr) n. One who wraps ;—that in

which any thing is inclosed; envelope; covering;

—a loose outer garment ; an overcoat worn by

men ;—a woman s morning gown.

Wrapping, (raping) n. A wrapper ; that which

covers any thing ; an envelope.

Wrasse, (ras) n. [W. tvrach.] A prickly-spined,

hard-boned fish of several species.

Wrath, (rath) a. [A.-S. teradJi.] Violentanger;

indignation ; rage ; fury ; ire ;—the effects of

auger;—the just punishment of an offence or

crime.

Wrathful, (rath'fuol) a. Full of wrath ; greatly

incensed; — springing from wrath: — furious;

raging. _

Wrathfully, (rith'fool-le) adv. Angrily; furiously.

Wrathfulneas, (r&th'fool-nes) n. The staW cf ;

being wrathful ; vehement anger.

Wreak, (rek) r.t. [A. -Si. trrecan.] To execoi*

in vengeance or passion ; to inflict.

Wreath, (reth) n. Something twisted or cnrW;

—a garland ; a chaplet ; an ornamental twjsttd

band for the head; especially, one given to i

victor.

Wreathe, (reTH) v. t. [A.-S. icrfdiaiu] To twist;

to wind one about another; to entwine;—to sui-

round with any thing twisted or convolved, t*

encircle; toenfold;—v.i. To be interwove&er

entwined.

Wreathing, (renting) «. The act of encircl

ing ; a wreath.

Wreathlesa, (renrles) a. Destitute of a wreath,

Wreathy, (reTH'e) a. Twisted ; curled ; spiral.

Wreck, (rek) n. [D. tcrak.) Destruction; ruia;

—the destruction of a vessel by being cast ou.

shore or on rocks, or by being disabled or sunk

by the winds or waves :—the ruins of a ship

stranded or otherwise rendered useless—the re

mains of any thing ruined ;—goods, &c% which,

after a shipwreck, are east upon the land sr

the sea ;—any thing in a state of ruin «

decay;—a person worn out by disease, dissipa

tion, &c

Wreck, (rek) v. t. To destroy, or seriooly dam

age, as a vessel, by driving against the shore or

on rocks, by causing to founder or the like ;—

hence, to bring ruin upon ; to destroy.

Wreckage, (rek'ilj) n. Act of wrecking;— the

remains of a vessel or cargo which has hero

wrecked.

Wrecker, (rek'er) n. One who plunders the

wrecks of ships;—one who by false lights or

otherwise draws vessels from their proper eour*?

that they may be cast ashore, wrecked, and

plundered.

Wren, (ren) n. TA.-S. icrtnna.] A smalt ins**-

sorial bird of the genus ^£fc~

Trochitvs, lively and active ^^^^^/^flt*^j

in its habits. - »*^" —

Wrench, (rensh) v. f. [A-S.

wrencan.] To wrest, twist, j

or force by violence; — tol

strain; to sprain ; to dis- '

tort

Wrench, (rensh) n. A Wren.

violent twist, or a pull with twisting >->

sprain ;—au instrument for everting a twbtirg

strain, as in turning bolts, nuts, £c ;—hence,

means of compulsive action.

Wrest, (rest) v.t. [A.-S. tmrston.] To turn : fc?

twist ; to extort by violence ; to pull or fore

away by violent wringing ;—to turn from truth

or twist from its natural meaning ; to <Jbsftort.

pervert.

wrest, (rest) n. Violent pulling and twisting:

distortion ; perversion ;— a key or hammer sssd

in tuning a stringed instrument.

Wrester, (rest'er) n. One who wrests or pet

verts.

Wrestle, (res'l) v. i. [A.-S. tmrsUiaiu] To cob

tend, as two persons by grappling togtthei ar-i

each striving to throw the other down ;—bei**,

to struggle ; to strive.

Wrestle, (res'l) ». A struggle between twv to acv

which will throw the utlier down ; a strufjJe

Wrestler, (res'ier) «. One who wrestles : on* wto>

is skilful in wrestling.

Wrestling, (res'Ung) ». Act ofgrappling oc* with

r«jwt,] A smalt ins**-
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another and trying to throw the other down ;

—contention ; strife;—struggle ; hand to hand

contest.

Wretch, (rech) w. [A.-S. wrecea.] A miser

able person ; one profoundly unhappy ;—one

sunk in vice ; a hose, despicable person ;—a

poor sorry creature, in pity;—a fondly loved

Ijeraon.

Wretched, (recb'ed)n. Very miserable ; sunk in

deep affliction or distress ; calamitous ;—worth

less ; very poor or mean ;—despicable ; vile and

contemptible.
■Wretchedly, (reched-le) adv. In a wretched

manner ; miserably ; unhappily ; meanly ; des

picably.

Wretchedness, (rech'ed-nes) n. Quality or state

of being wretched ; extreme misery or unhap-

pinesa—meanness ; despicableneea.

Wriggle, (rig!) v. i. [A.-S. icrigian.) To move

the body to and fro or from side to side with

short motions ;—v. t. To put into a quick, re

ciprocating motion ; to move by twisting ; to in

troduce by a shifting motion ; to insinuate by

going from aide to side.

Wriggler, (rigger) re. One who wriggles.

Wriggling, (rig'ling) re. Act of moving one way

and the other with quick turns ; twisting from

side to side.

Wnght, (rit) re. [A. -8. uryrhta.] One whose oc

cupation is some kind of mechanical business ;

an artificer; a workman—chiefly used 114. com

pounds suggesting workmanship in wood.

Wring, (ring) v.t. [A.-S. irringan.] To turn

and strain with violence ;—to extract or obtain

by twixtingand compressing ; to squeeze or press

out : hence, to extort ;—to gripe closely ; to

ptnch ;—hence, to pain; to distress ;—to bend

or strain out of its position ,—hence, to distort;

to pervert—p. i. To turn or twist, as with pain;

to writhe in anguish.

Wringing, (ringing) n. Act of pressing and

twisting, as the hands, in anguish, despair,

Ac.

Wringer, (ring'er) n. One who or that which

wrings; an instrument for forcing water from

clothes after they have been washed. »■

Wrinkle, (ring'kl) ». [A.-S. icrincte.] A small

ridge or furrow formed by the shrinking or con

traction of any smooth substance ;—a corruga

tion of the skin of the face ; a sign of age or of

care, Arc. ;—a fold or rumple in cloth ; a crease ;

—roughness or unevennesa.

Wrinkle, (ring'kl) v. t. To contract into furrows

and prominences ; to corrugate ;—to make rough

or uneveu ;—v. i. To shrink into furrows and

ridges.

Wrinkly, (ringlcle) a. Full of wrinkles ; liable

to be wrinkled ; corrugated.

Wrist, (rist) re. [A.-S. J The joint by which the

hand is united to the arm ; the tarpus ;—also

used adjectively.

Wristband, (rist'band) s. That band or part of a

shirt-sleeve which covers the wriat.

Writ, (riL) n. [From urite.] That which is

written; writing ;—the Scriptures ;—a judicial

snnimons by which one is cited to appear before

a legal tribunal ;—an order to elect in a certain

town or district one or more members of parlia

ment ;—a legal Instrument ; a deed.

Write, (rit) r. t. [A.-S. wrltan.) To inscribe on

any material by a suitable instrument ;—to ex-

pre*H in legible or intelligible characters ; to set

down in au epistle; to communicate by letter;

—hence, to compose or produce, as an author ;

—to impress durably ;—to make known by

writing ; to record ;—r. i. To form characters,

letters, or figures as representatives of sounds

or ideas ; to be regularly employed or occupied

in writing, copying, or accounting;—to frame

or combine ideas and express them in words ;

to recite or relate in books ,—to call one's self;

to use the style of.

Writer, (rit'er)n. One who writes or has written ;

a scribe ; a clerk ;—an author.

Writhe, (rim) v.t. [A.-S. wrUihan.] To twist

with violence ; to distort ; to wring ;—to per

vert ;—v. i. To twist ; to be distorted.

Writing, (rit'ing) w. Act or art of forming letters

and characters on paper, wood, stone, or other

material ;—any thing written ; a legal instru

ment; a book ; a manuscript ; an inscription :

—pi. Official papers ; deeds ; instruments of

conveyance, Ac.

Writing-desk, (rit'ing-desk) n. A table with a

sloping top for writing upon ;—also, a portable

desk for writing on and containing writing

materials.

Writing-master, (rit'ing-mas-ter) n. One who

teaches the art of penmanship.

Writing-paper, (rit'ing-pa-uer) re. Paper finished

with a smooth surface and sized for writing

upon.

Wrong, (rong) a. [A.-S. wrong.) Not physically

right ;—not fit or suitable to an end or object ;

not appropriate for use ;—not morally right ;—

not accoiding to truth ; unjust ; faulty ; incor

rect ; erroneous ; improper ; mistaken.

Wrong, (rong) n. That which deviates from

moral rectitude ; any injury done to another ;

a trespass; injustice.

Wrong, (rong) ottv. Not rightly; amiss; morally

ill : erroneously.

Wrong, (rong) v. t. To treat with injustice; to

deprive of some right, or to withhold some act

of justice from ; to injure ;—to impute evil to

unj ustly.

Wrong-doer, (rongMoo-er) n. One who injures

another or does wrong.

Wrongful, (vong'fool) a. Full of wrong; injuri

ous ; unjust ; unfair.

Wrongfully, (rong'fool-le) adv. In a wrongful

manner; injuriously; unjustly.

Wrongheadea, (rong ' hed - ed) a. Wrong in

opinion ; perverse ; crotchety or impracti

cable.

WrongheadedneM, (rong' hed -ed-nes) n. The

quality of being wrongbended ; perverseness.

Wrongly, (rong'le) adv. In a wrong maimer ;

unjustly ; amiss.

Wrongness, (rong'nes) n. Quality of being

wrong; wrong disposition; erroneousucss;—atato

of being wrong ; error.

Wrongous, (rong'us) a. Constituting a wrong ;

unjust ; illegal.

Wrong-timed, (rong'timd) a. Done at an im

proper time ; ill-timed.

Wroth, (rawth) a. [A.-S. terddh.) Full of wrath;

angry ; incensed ; indignant ; enraged.

Wrought, (rawt) a. Worked into a tough state

by welding and hammering, in distinction to

ca*t, as iron, &c. ;—wrought -up, excited ; in

flamed ; — wrought vpon, influenced ; per

suaded.

Wry, (ri) a. [A.-S. -wridan.] Turned to one

side ; twisted ; distorted ;—deviating from the

right direction ; perverted.
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Wry, (ri) v.t. To turu aside; to wrest;—V. L

To be turned aside or distorted ; to deviate from

the right line, Ac.

"Wryneck, (ri'nek) n, A twisted or distorted

neck;—a small native bird of the genus ¥un;r,

allied to the woodpecker—so called from the

manner in which, when surprised, it turns its

head over its shoulder.

Wrynecked, (ifnekt) a. Having a distorted

neck.

Wryness, (rl'nes) «. Stat* of being wry or dis

torted.

Wye, (wi) n. One of the two forked pieces er

bearings resembling the letter Y in shape, in

the notch of which rest the ends of the axil

supporting the telescope in a theodolite, the

pivots in a transit instrument, and the like:—

written also Y, pi. Ti.

Wynd, (wind) «. [A.-S. mndan.] A narrow

lane or alley, [Scot.]

X.

X(eks), the twenty-fourth letter of tht Eng

lish alphabet, is borrowed, as to its form,

from the Greek X, and is not found as an

initial letter, with one exception, unless in

words of Greek origin. At the end of words it

has the sound of k$, as in icax,- in the middle,

the sound of irs, or gz, as in axis, example; at

the beginning of a word, r.

Xanthiun, (zan'the-an) a. Pertaining to Xanthus,

an ancient town of Asia Minor;—noting certain

marbles found near that place.

Xanthic, (zan'thik) a. [G. xanthos.] Tending

toward yellow or to those colours in which

yellow is a constituent, as scarlet, orange, and

the like.

Xanthine, (zan'thin) n, [G. xantho*.] The

yellow, insoluble, colouring matter contained

in certain plants and the petals of certain

flowers.

Xanthous, (zan'thua) a. Yellow ; yellowish-

fair;—noting the fair races or tribes of man

kind-.

Xantippe, (zan-tip'pe) it. [G.] A female scold ;

a shrew.

Xebec, (zu'bek) n. [Sp. xabeque) A small,

three-masted vessel, used in the Mediterranean

sea.

Xerophthalmy, (ze-rofthal-me) n. [G. xcro* and

ophthalmo*.] A dry, red soreness or itching

of the eyes.

Xerotes, (ze'ro-tez) v, [G] A dry habit or dis

position of body.

Xiphiai, (zifo-as) n. [G. xiphoi.) The sword-

fish ;—a comet sha]>ed like a sword.

Xiphoid, (ziToid) a. [Q, xiphotides.] Reaem-

bling a sword ;—xiphoid cartiltigt, a euiaTJ

cartilage placed at the bottom of the breast

bone.

Xylograph, (zi'Id-graf) n. An engraving oa

wood or the impression from such an engrmvmg-

Xylophagoua, (zi-lofa-gus) a. [G. xvdopkape*, J

Eatiug or feeding on wood.

Xylographer. (zi-log'raf-er) il One who practises

xylography.

Xylography, (zi-log'ra-fe) ». [G. xulan and at*-

pheiu.) Actor art of cutting figures in wood i»

representation of natural objects ; wood-engrav

ing.

Xyster, (zis'ter) n. (G. xuttir.) A surgeon's in

strument for scraping bones.

Y(wi), the twenty-fifth letter of the English

alphabet, derives its form from the Greek

T- At the beginning of words or syllables, it

is called a consonant, produced by bringing the

root of the tongue hi close contact with the

lower part of the palate, in the position in

which the soft g is produced. In the middle

and at the end of words it is a vowel, having

precisely tho same sounds as i, viz., a long

sound, as in defy (de-fT), and a short Bound, as

in synonymous (sin-on'e-mus), glory (glo're).

Yacht, (yot) n. [D. jogt,} A light and elegantly

furnished sea-going ..

vessel used for plea- ^""^V

sure trips racing, |

and the like ; also, a

vessel of state, for

conveying kings and

other dignitaries

across sea,

Yachter, (yot'er) n.

One who keeps, com

mands, or Bails in a

yacht.

Yachting, (yot'ing) n.

Sailing on pleasure

excursions in a yacht.

 

Yachting, (yot'ing) a. Relating to a yacht or

yachts.

Yachtsman, (yots'man) n. One who owns <*r

Bails a yacht ; one employed on board of a

yacht.

"Mr, 0'«w'ff?r) "■ [Ger. jager.} A hunter;—

a huntsman ; a forester ;—one of certain regi

ments in the Germanic states.

Yam, (yam) n. JIndian Ikam*.] *A large, esci-

lent tuber or root of a genus of climbing plants,

growing in tropical climates.

Yammer, (yam er) r. i. [Ger. jammtrcn.] T^

speak or cry out loudly ;—to talk loosely and

incoherently.
Yankee, (yaugTc5) n . An American ; a ratiYe «■

subject of the United States—so called u*

Europe ;—a New Englander ; a native of the

Northern States—so called in America :—etfia-

qviath/, a man shrewd and sharp at a bar

gain.

Yankee, (yangTse) n. Belonging to the Yani«»

or to the United States of Anierica.

Yankee-doodle, (yangTte-doo-dl) a. A native of

the United States ; — a tune or song — so

called.

Yankeeism, (yang'ke-izm) «. A practice tff

idjom of the Yankees,
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Yap, (yip) v. L [F. japptr.] To bark; to yelp;—

U) BTUtp.

Yapping, (yip'ing) n. Barking;—snapping.

Yard, (yard) n. [A.-S. gcrd.} A measure of

length, three feet or thirty-six inches;—a rod

or stick of that length ; yard-stick ;—the penis ,

-hi long, slender piece of timber, suspended

upon the mast, by which a sail is extended.

Yard, (yard) n. [A.-S. yeard.] A small, inclosed

place around a house or barn ; an inclosure

within which any work or business is carried

on, or in which material is Btoral.

Yard-arm, (yard'arni) n. Either half of a ship's

jard from the centre or mast to the end.

YardfoL (yird'fool) n. As much as a yard will

contain ; enough to fill a yard.

Yard-stick, (yardstik) u. A stick three feet in

length, a measure of cloth and the like.

Yarn, (yarn) n. [A.-S. ;itarn.] Woollen thread;

alfco, thread of cotton, (lax, hemp, or silk ;—one

of the threads of which a rope is composed ;—

a story spun out by a bailor for the amusement

of liii companions.

Yarrow, (yar'd) n. [A.-S, gearice.] A composite

plant having a strong odour and pungent

tarte.

Yataghan, (yat-a-gau') n. A long Turkish dagger:

—also utagliu.il.

Yaw, (yaw) v. i. [Ger. wiegen.] To steer wild,

or out of the line of ber course, as a ship.

Yaw, (yaw) n. A movemeut of a vessel by which

*he temporarily alters her course ; a sheer.

Yawl, (yawl) x. [Dan. jotle.) A small ahip's-

boat, usually rowed by four or six oars ; a small

fishing- boat

Yawn, (yawn) r. i. [A.-S. gdnian.] To open

the mouth involuntarily through drowsiness,

dnlness, or fatigue;- to gape;—to open wide,

as if to allow the entrance of any tiling;— to \*i

s&ger ; to desire to swallow any tiling.

Yawn, (yawn) n. A deep involuntary inspiration,

with a wide opening of the mouth, followed by

a prolonged and sonorous expiration ;—an open

ing wide ; a gajw.

Yawningly, (yawu'ing-le) adv. In a yawning

maimer.

Ye,(ye)prott. [A.-S. gc] The nominative plural

of the second person—sometimes the objective.

Yea, (ya) adv. (A.-S. gea.] Yes—used affirma

tively, meaning it is so—interrogatively, mean

ing is it so?—enforcing the previous affirmation ;

not only so but more ;—in Scripture, used sub

stantively to denote certainty or confirmation;

—pi Yeu, those who vote in the affirmative ;

ayes. *

Yean, (yen) r. f. & i. [A.-S. eanian.] To bring

forth young, as a goat or sheep.

Yeanling, (yen'ling) n. [From yean. ] The young

of sheep ; a lamb.

Year, (y«r) **• [A.-S. gfd>:] Time of the revolu

tion of the sun through the ecliptic ; period

occupied by the earth in making its revolution

around the sun ; also, a period more or less

nearly agreeing with this adopted by various

nations aa a measure of time ;—pi. Age, or old

age.

Year-book, (yer'book) n. A reference book of

facts anil statistics published yearly.

Yearling, (yer'ling) n. An animal one year old.

Yearling, (yur/]ing)«. Being a year old.

Yearly, (yeYle) a. Happening or accruing every

year ; annual ;—lasting a year ;—accomplished

in a year.

Yearly, (yer'le) adv. [A.-S. ytdrlice..] Annually ;

once a year ; from year to year.

Yearn, (yern) v. j . [A.-S. geomian. ] To be filled

with longing desire or with emotions of aiTec-

tiou or tenderness ; to long ; to be eager.

Yearning, (yeru'ing) fl. Longing ; feeling emo

tions of pity and tenderness ;—liaving a longing

desire.

Yearning;, (yeru'ing) n. Act or state of being

moved with pity or tenderness ; longing desire;

—mental emotions of comjiassion, sympathy,

&c.

Yearningly, (yern'ing-le) adv. With longing de

sire ; with feelings of compassionate sympathy ,

tenderuesa, &.c.

Yearnings, (ygrn'ingz) n. pi. The maws or

stomachs of young calves, used as a rennet for

curdling milk.

Yeast, (yest) n. [A.-S. gist.) The froth of beer

or other liquor in fermentation ; harm.

Yeastineas, (\est'e-ues) ». The state of being

yeasty or frothy.

Yeasty, (yest'e) «. Frothy; foamy ; spumy, like

yeast.

Yell, (yel) r. i. [A.-S. getlan.) To cry out or

scream, as with agony or horror.

Yell, (yd) >t. A sharp, loud, hideous outcry.

Yelling, (yel'ing) n. Act of screaming or crying.

Yellow, (yel'6) «■ [A.-S. geoln.] Being of a

bright saffron-like colour ; of the colour of gold

or brass ; — hence, jealous. Yellow fever, a

malignant febrile disease of warm climates,

often attended with yellowness of the skin.

Yellow, (yel'o) n. A bright golden colour ; oue

of the simple or primitive colours.

Yellow, (yv\'o) v. t. To make yellow ;—r. i. To

gruw yellow.

Yellowish, (yel'o-ish) a. Somewhat yellow.

Yellowness, (yel'6-nes) n. The state or quality of

being yellow :—also ytllOKUihness.

Yellows, (yel'uz) u. A disease of the bile in

horses, cattle, and sheep; jaundice.

Yelp, (yelp) r. i. [A.-S. >jdpan.] To utter a sharp,

quick cry, as a hound ; to l»ark shrilly.

Yelping, (yelp'ing) ». Act of barking shrilly.

Yeoman, (yu'mau) n. [A.-S. gemon.) A man

who lives on and farms his own land ; a free

holder ; a man of small estate in land ; a gentle

man farmer ;—formerly, a kind of steward on

an estate ;—an officer in the king's household ;

—in a uian-of'trur, an inferior officer charged

with the stowage, account, and distribution of

the stores.

Yeomanry, (y&'roan-re) n. The collective body

of yeomen or freeholders ;—a body of volunteer

cavalry composed of yeomen, freeholders, <tc.

Yerk, (y?r*0 *■'• To kick or strike suddenly ;

— i*. i. To throw out the heels ; to kick.

Yerk, (yerk) a. A sudden or quick thrust or

motion.

Yta, (y&) adv. [A.-S. gese.] Ay; yea—a word

expressing affirmation or consent :—even so.

Yeater, (yes'ter) a. [A.-S. gUtran.] Being before

the present day; last jiast; next before tho

present.

Yesterday, (ycs'tcr-dfi) n. The day last past ; the

day next before the present.

Yesterday, (yes'ter-da) adv. On the day last

past.

Yeater-eve, (yes'ter-ev) n. Tlie evening of yester

day ; the evening last past:—also )/< tier-evening.

Yester-morn, (yes't^r-morn) n. The morning of

yesterday :—also yetler-morning.

-
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Yester-night, (yes'ter-nit) n. Last night.

Tester-night, (yes'ter-nit) adv. On last night.

Yester-noon, (yes'ter-noon) n. The noon of

yesterday.

Yet, (yet) adv. [A. -8. get, git.} In addition:

further; besides ; over and above;—at the same

time ; still ;—up to the present time ; thus far ;

hitherto ;—at least ;—even ; after all.

Yet, (yet) conj. Nevertheless; notwithstanding;

however.

Yew, (u) n. [A.-S. e6w, iir.] A native conifer

ous tree of the genus Taxus ramifying in numer

ous, widely spreading branches. Its wood was

formerly employed in making bows, and is

prized for its hard, compact grain by turners, <fcc.

Yewen, (u'en) a. Made of yew.

Yield, (yeld) v.t. [A.-S. geldan.) To give in

return for labour or cultivation ; to render

back, as interest or pro6t from capital, stock,

funds, &c;—to produce in general ;—to afford ;

to exhibit ;—to emit ; to expire ;—to resign ; to

surrender;—to admit to be true; to concede;

—to permit; to grant ;—v. i. To give up the

contest ; to submit ;—to comply ;—to give place,

as inferior.

Yield, (yeld) ». Amount yielded ; product ;—

especially products resulting from growth or

cultivation.

Yieldable, (y«?ld'a-bl) a. Disposed to yield: com

plying;—capable of being yielded or conceded.

Yielding, (yeldlng)a. luclined to give way;—

obsequious ; compliant ; accommodating.

Yieldingly, (yeld'ing-le) ado. In a yielding man

ner ; with compliance.

Yieldingness, (yeld'ing-nes) it. The quality of

being yielding ; disposition to comply.

Yoke, (yok) n. [A.-S. ptoc.] That which connects

or binds ;—the frame of wood by which two oxen

are fastened together for drawing ;—a frame of

wood fitted to a person's shoulders for carrying

a pail, Ac, suspended on each side;—a frame

at right angles to the head of a boat's rudder,

from the- end of which are lines by which the

boat is steered ;—a mark of servitude; slavery;

bondage ; — two animals yoked together ; a

pair.

Yoke, (yok) v, t. To put a yoke on ; to join in a

yoke ;—to couple ; to join with another ;—to

enslave; to bring into bondage ;—to restrain;

to confine ;—to harness and put to work, as

horses ;—t*. i. To be joined or associated ; to

be intimately connected ; to consort closely. .

Yoke-fellow, (yokTel-u) n. An associate or eon.-

panion;—a mate ; a fellow.

Yokel, (yokel) «. A country bumpkin-

Yoking, (yoking) n . Act of putting a yoke cat.

—act of joining or coupling ;—act of harne«it-:

and putting to work, as horses or other drau^lt

animals.

Yolk, (yok) n. The yelk of an egg ;— an nstt>

ous secretion from the skin of sheep.

Yon, (yon) a. At a distance within view ; yonder.

Yon. (yon) adv. Yonder.

Yonder, (yon'der) a. Being at a distance witLi

view ; that or those there.

Yonder, (yon'der) adv. [A.-S. gtond, there,

beyond.] At a distance within view.

Yore, (yor) odr. [A.-S. gram.} Jn long tim.

past ; in old time ; long since.

You, (u) pron. [A. -S. edit. ] The pronoun «f tt*

second person in the nominative or objectiT-

case, indicating the person or person* nddrtsse '

Young, (yung) a. [A.-S. grting.} Not long bora;

not arrived at maturity or age : not old ,

juvenile ;—being in the first part of growth ;—

having little experience.

Young, (yung) it. The offspring of animal,

either a single animal or offspring collectively.

Youngish, (yimg'ish) a. Somewhat young.

Youngling, (yung'ling) n. A young i«rson ; &

youth; also, any animal in the first part of Hfe.

Youngster, (yung'ster) «. A young person, j

lad:—a midshipman.

Younker, (yung'ker) ». A young person ; a strip

ling.

Your, (Or) possessive pron. [A.-S. e6trtr.\ Be

longing or relating to you ; of you.

Yourself, (Qr-self') pron. Your own person o

self.

Youth, (ydoth) n. [A.-S. peogvth.] Stat* or

quality of being young ; juvenility ;—the wboir

early part of life from childhood or infancy u>

manhood;—a young person; especially, a yoaar

man ;—young persons collectively.

Youthful, (y&oWtoul) a. Not yet mature tr

aged ; young ;—pertaining to the early part U

life ;—suitable to the first part of life :—fre&h ,

vigorous.

Youthfully, (yodth'foul-Ie) adv. In a youthfV

manner.

Youthfulness, (y66th'f661-nes) n. The quality of

being youthful.

Yule, (ul) n. [A.-S. ge6l] Christmas, or tfcs

feast of the nativity of our Saviour.'

Z(z«d). The twenty-Bixth and last letter of

the English alphabet is a sibilaut conson

ant, and is merely a sonant or vocal i.

Zaffer, (safer) n. [It sajfera,] impure oxide of

cobalt :—also zajfar, zujfre ; saphara,

Zantiot, (zau te-6t) n. A native of Zante, one

of the Ionian Islands.

Zany, (za'ne) n. [It. zannL] A merry-andrew ;

a buffoon.

Zanyism, (za'ne-izm) n. The state or character

of a zany.

Zax, (zaks) n. [A.-S. seax, sex, knife, Ioel. sax.]

An instrument for cutting slate.

Zea, (zu'a) «. [L., G.] A cereal plant cultivated

in most warm climates for producing bread-

stuffs—especially Indian corn ; maize.

Zeal, (zSl> n. [G. silos.] Passionate ardear

in the pursuit of any thing ; eagernew ~

favour of a person or cause ; earnestaj.es* , «

thnaJaam.

Zealot, (zel'ot) n. [G. xlo'tr'*.] One who i* »j

ous; especially, one who is carried awav b* &-■

zeal ; an enthusiast ; a fanatical partisan

Zealotism, (zel'ot-izm) h. The character or cos-

duct of a zealot ; zealotry.

Zealous, (zel'us) a. Filled with teal : warWr

engaged or ardent in behalf of an object; (fi

nest ; passionate ; enthusiastic.

Zealously, (sel'us-le) adv. In a zealous ma&Dtf.

with passionate ardour ; with eagerness.

Zealousness, (zel us-ncs) a. State or quality a/

being zealous ; zeal.
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Zebra, (zg'bra) n . [Of African oriirin.] A quad

ruped of Southern Afri

ca, nearly as large as a

hone, white, with nu

merous brownish-black

bunds of greater or less

intensity, and lighter

down the middle of

each band.

Ztbra-wood, (zeT>ra-w6od)

ft, A kind of wood from

South America, used in

cabinet-making ; having Zebra-

the stripes of brown and black on a white

ground.

Zecbin, (zSTtin) n. [It. zecckino.] An Italian

gold coin; a sequin, worth about 9*. 3d. ster-

bog ;—also, a Turkish coin, worth about 5*. 6d.

Zemindar, (zem-in-dArO n. [Per.] In huiia, a

feudatory or landholder under the government.

Zenana, (ze-na'na) n. [Per. zenanah.\ The part

of a dwelling appropriated to women in the

East.

Zend, (zend) n. [Abbreviation of Zcndavesta,)

Property the Avesta or Zoroastrian scriptures ;

the ancient Persian dialect, in which the Avesta

is written.

Zenith, (zenith) n. [F , It. Knit] The vertical

point or highest point

in the heavens—oppo-

I <ti* to the nadir or

lower pole; that point

ill the sky which is A

directly over-head of

the spectator;—hence,

figuratively, the point

(■T culmination ; the

height of success or

Prosperity.

Zenith -distance, (ze'-

mth-dis-Uii*) n. The Z, Zenith; N, Nadir.

distance of a heavenly body from the zenith.

Z*payr, (zef'er) «. [G. zephuros.) The west

mod ; and poetically, any soft, mild, gentle

breeze.

Zero, (ze'ro) a, [It J Cipher; nothing; naught;

—the point from which the graduation, as of a

thermometer, commences.

Zest, (zest) u. [Per. zistan.] A piece of orange

or lemon peel, used to give flavour to liquor ;—

hence, something that gives or enhances a

pleasant taste ; hence, keen enjoyment; relish.

Zest, (zest) r. t. To cut into thin slips, as the

P**l of an orange, lemon, Ac. ;—to give a relish

or flavour to ; to heighten the taste of.

Zetetic, (ze-tet ik) a. [0. zlteiv.] Proceeding by

1 inquiry.

Zeugma, (zug'ma) n. [G. zeugmmai.] A figure

"J which an adjective or verb, which agrees

with a nearer word, is referred also to another

more remote.

Zibtt, (ri'bet) n. [It. zibetto., A digitigrado

carnivorous mammal

resembling the weasel,

siid secreting an oder- .

"eroas substance like

that of the civet.

■rjC, (zigzag)

saving short, sharp

turns.

 

df-y-:

n»*»f, (zig'zag) n.

Ger. zick-zaek.] Sot

turns or angles.

 

Zibet

Something that has short

Zimb, (zim) n. [A. zimb.] An insect of the

genus Tabanus ; the dog-fly ;—the hornet of

Scripture.

Zinc, (zingk) n. [Ger. zinh.] A metal of a

brilliant white colour, with a shade of blue;

spelter.

Zinciferous, (zin-sifer-us) a. [Eng. zinc, and L.

ftm.) Containing or affording zinc.

Zmcographer, (zing-kog'ra-fer) n. An engraver

on zinc.

Zincographic, (zing-ko-grafik) a. Pertaining to

zincography.

Zincography, (zing-kog'raf-e) n. [Eng. zinc, G.

graphem.] Engraving on zinc in the stylo of

woodcuts.

Zincous, (zingTcus) a. Pertaining to zinc; per

taining to the positive pole of a galvanic

battery.

Zingiber, (zin'je-ber) n. [L.] A genus of tropi

cal plant* found in both hemispheres ; tjs]>e-

cially the Zingiber officinalis, the root of which

furnishes the Jamaica ginger of the shops.

Zinky, (zingk'e) a. Pertaining to zinc or hav

ing its appearance ;—written also zineky.

Zion, (zi'on) n. [H. ziyydn.] A hill in Jerusalem,

the royal residence of David and his succes

sors ;—the theocracy or church of God.

Zizel, (ziz'el) n. A small rodent quadruped

found in North Germany and Russia; the

earless marmot.

Zodiac, (zode-ak) n. [G. z6diako3 (sc. kukiox).]

An imaginary belt in *,

the heavens in the

middle of which is the

ecliptic or sun's path.

It comprises the twelve

constellations which

once constituted, and

from which are named,

the twelve signs of the

Zodiac:—a girdle.

Zodiacal, (zo-di'ak-al)

a. Pertaining to the

zodiac ; within the

zodiac.

Zollverein. (zol'ver-in) n. [Ger.] A union

among the German States for the collection of

custom-house duties.

Zone, (z&n) n. [G. zone.] A girdle;—one of the

five great divisions of

the earth with respect

to latitude and tempera

ture, viz., the torrid

zone between the two

tropical circles; two tem-

ptrate zones between the

two tropical and two

polar circles ; and two

/rigid zones between the

polar ci rcles and the

poles;—a band or stripe

running round any object ;—circuit ; circum

ference.

Zoned, (zond) a. Wearing a zone or zones ;—

having zones or concentric bands.

Zoneir sa, (zonles) a. Not having a zone.

Zoogony, (zo-og'6-ue) n, [G. zoon and genesis.)

The doctrine of the formation of living

beings.

Zoographer, (zo-og'ra-fer) n. One who describes

animals, their forms and habits.

Zoographical, (zo-og-raf'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

the description of animals.

 

 

Zont-i.
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Zoography, (zo - og ' ra - fe) a. [G. zoon and

pruphein.] A description of animals, their

forms ami habits ; zoology.

Zoolite, (zo'o-lit) n. [G. won and lithot.} An

animal substance petrified or fossil.

Zoological, (zS-o-loj'ik-al) o.. Pertaining to zo

ology or the science of animals.

Zoological-garden, (zo-6-loj'ik-al-gar-den) «. A

public garden where a collection of animals,

wild ami tame, is kept

Zoologically, (zo-d-loj'ik-al-le) ttth: According

to principles of zoology.

Zoologist, (zo-olo-jist) n. One versed in the

natural history of animals ; one who describes

animaia.

Zoology, (zo-ol'6-je) ». [G. won and fwww] That

part of natural history which treats of the

classification, structure, habits, and habitations

of animals.

Zoonic, (zd-on'ik) a. [G. zdon.] Pertaining to

animals; obtained from animal substances.

Zoonomy, (zo-ou'6-me) n. [G. toon and wnnn.*.]

The laws of animal life, or the science which

treats of the phenomena of animal life.

Zoophagous, (zo-ofa-gus) a. [G. zOon and pha-

gein.] Feeding on animals.

Zoophoric, (zo-6-foiik) a. fG. z6on and phoros.]

Bearing or supporting the figure of an animal.

Zoophorus, (zo-oPor-us) n. The,

part between the arehitrave ami

cornice of a building—so called

from the figures of animals carv

ed upon it.

Zoophyte, (zo'o-fit) n. [G. toon

and phutou.] An organic body

sharing, or supposed to partake

of the nature, both of an animal

and of a plant, as madrepores,

melleporeB, corallines, &c.

 

Zoophyte.

Zoophytic, (zo-6-fit'ik) a. Pertaining to

zoophytes.

Zoophytology, (zo-of-e-tol d-je) «. fG. zasplito*

and lottos.] The natural history of zoophyte*.

Zootomy, (zd*ot'6-me) «. [G. zoon and ItMMit;

The anatomy of animals; comparative anatc-E^

Zoster, (zoe'ter) n, [G. roster, j A kind of erj-

sipelas which spreads round the body like *

girdle.

Zostera, (zos'ter-a) «. A genus of aquatic plants

grass-wracke ; sea-wracke.

Zouave, (swav) n. [Arabic Zovooua..} One of

an active and hardy body of soldiers in ih?

French service, originally Arabs, but new

composed of Frenchmen who wear the Arab

dress.

Zounds, (zonndz) inter). [God's vouxds.] Ar.

exclamation formerly use*! as an oath, and as

j expression of anger or wonder.

Zygomatic, (zig-6-niat'ik) (j. (G. ztutrmn .} P«

tainingto the hony arch pbiced in man upon tee

side of the head, back of the cheeks, and extend

ing from the prominence of the cheek* to th=

ear.

Zymology, (zi-mol'o-je) ». [G. :««rf and lew**

A treatise on the fermentation of liquors, or tfcr

doctrine of fermentation.

Zymometer, (zi-mom'et-er) n. [G. xnnte aad

metron.} An instrument for ascertaining the

degree of fermentation occasioned by the mix

ture of different liquids, and the degree of bcni

which they acquire in fermentation.

Zymosis, (zi-nio'zis) n. [G. znmosi*.] A morK*3

action in the blood analogous to fermentaiioL

in vegetable fluids.

Zymotic, (zi-mot'ik) a. fG. zmnovn.] Of, per

taining to, or caused by fermentation. Z*t&u+c

disease, any epidemic, endemic, contagion*, or

sjwradic affection.



WORDS AND PHRASES
FROM THE

GREEK, LATIN, AND MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES,

ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED, WITH ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS, AND TnE

FRENCH niKASES SrELT PHONETICALLY.

Abbreviations—G. Greek; L. Latin.- F. French: It Italian; Sp. SpanUh.

A bu, (a-ba) [F.] Down ; upon the ground.

Ab extra, [L.J From without.

Ab hoc ct ab hftc, [L.J From this and that;

confusedly.

Ab initio, [ L. ] From the beginning.

Ab intra, [L.] From within.

A bon chat, bon rat, (a-bong-sha bong-ra) [F. ] To

» good cat a good rat ; set a thief to catth a

Ab origine, [L.J From the beginning.

A bras ouverta, (a-braz-06-ver) (F.J With open

*nus.

Absent* no, [L.1 The defendant being alwent,

Ab uno disce omnes, (L.) From one learn all ;

from a (tingle instance infer the whole.

Abusui non tollit uaum, [L.J Abuse is not an

argument against proper use.

A«PiU ad caloem, (L. J From head to foot.

Atcedi, ad curiam, [L.] You may come into

court—a writ at common law in English

Kactice. [second in merit.

Aecessit, [L.] ne came near—applied to one

AMrta errando, [Su.J He blunders into the

ngbt.

A chevaL (a-shu-val) [F.J On horseback.

Acempte,(a.kongt)[F.) On account.

A wrap tor, (a-k66-»ur) [F.J With certainty ;

surely.

A convert, (a-koo-ver) [F. ] Under cover.

A'' artitrium, [L.J At pleasure.

*" Mtra, [L.J To tlie stars or to an exalted

tate.

Al Calendar Gntcu, [L.J To or at the Greek

Jjueiida, i.e., never, as the Oreoks had no

'^ilernls.

A4 captandnm vulgui, [L.J To catch the ordinary

"' Tuljar mind, taste, opinion, 4c

M eundem (ec gradum), [L.

'1-gree.

l5 ^"reoium, [L] To the last or highest iKiint.

MJnem, [L.J To the end.

»» hominem, [L] To the man, that is,to his in-

. jr?*ts, opinions, declarations, &c.

J* infinitum, [L.J To infinity.

JJ inquirendum, [L.J For inquiry.

""interim, [h] In the meanwhile.

* discretion, (a-diskre-se-ong) [F.J At ilutrc-

"on.

^libitum, fL] At pleasure.

JJ modum, [L.J After theinauncr of; to pattern.

^ nauwam, [L.J To disgust.

a<* patres, [L. ] To hia fathers; that It, dead.

<.J To tho same

Ad rem, (10 To the point.

Ad unguem, [L.J To the nail : exactly.

Ad utrumque paratua, [L.J Prepared for cither

event.

Ad valorem, fL.) According to the value.

JEUtia suae, [L.] Of his age ; of her age.

Affaire d'amour, (af-far-da-niuur) [F.J A Jove

affair. [honour ; a duel.

Affaired*honneur,(af-far-don-xir)[F.] An affair of

Affaire du coeur, (af-far-du-kuur) [F.J Aii affair of

the heart.

Affinnatim, fL.] In the affirmative.

A fin de, (a-feug-do) [F.J To the end that.

A gauche, (a-gosh) [F.] To the loft.

Agenda, [L. ) Tldngs to be done.

A granda fraia, (a-grong-fru) [F.J At great ex

pense.

A l'abandon, (a-la-bang-dong) [P.] At random.

A la bonne heure, (a-la-bon-ur) [F.J In good

time: very well; excellent.

A la Francaiae, (a-la-frang-saz) [F.J After the

French mode. [fashion.

A La Grecque, (a-la-gvek) [F] After the Greek

A l'Americaine. (a-U-mcr-e-kin) [F.J After the

American fashion.

A la mode, (a-la-niod) [R] In fashion.

ArAnglaiae, (a-laug-glaz) [F.J After the English

fashion. (Parisian fashion.

A la Farisienne, (a-la-pa-ris-e-en) [F.J After the

A 1'extremiW, (a-leks-tnVme-ta) [F.J At the

)>omt of death.

A rimproviste, (a-leng-pro-vt*t)[F.J Unawares;

t on a midden.

A l'ltelienne, (a-Ie-tal-c-en) [F.] In Uie Italian

mode.

Allons, (al-long) fF. ] Let us go ; come.

Alma mater. [L. ] A fostering mother; the uni

versity or college in which one is or ha* been

instructed.

A 1'outrance, (a-160-trongs) [F.J To the utmost.

Al piu [It.] At most.

Alter ego, [L.] Another self.

Alter idem, [L.J Another precisely similar.

A maximia ad minima, [L.J From the greatest

to tho least.

Amende honorable, (a-mongd-on-or-ab-1) [F. J

Satisfactory apology ; reparation.

A menta et thoro, [L.J From bed and board.

A merveille, (a-mer-ve-ya) [F.J To a wonder.

Amicus curiae, [L.J A friend of the court.

A moiti6, (a-mwa-te-a) [F.J By halves.

Amor patriae, [L. ] Love of country.
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Amour propre, (a-moor-pro-pr) [F-] Self-love;

vanity.

Anoien regime, (ong-se-ang-rC-zhem) [F.] An

cient order of things.

Anglicd, [L.J According to the English manner.

Anno statu suae, [L. j In the year of his or her

age.

Anno Christi, [L.] In the year of Christ.

Anno Domini, [L.J In the year of our Lord.

Anno mundi, [L.] In the year of the world.

Annua mirabilia, [L.] Year of wonders.

Ante bellum. [L.] Before the war.

Ante meridiem, [L. } Before noon.

A perte de vue, (a-pgr-de-vu) [F.] Beyond

one's view ; out of sight.

A peu pres, (a-pn-pra) [P.] Nearly.

A pezzi, [It.] By the piece ; piece by piece.

A piacere, [It] At pleasure.

A pied, (a-pe-a) [F. J On foot

A plomb, (a-plong) [F.l Perpendicularly; firmly.

A point, (a-pwang) [F."

right ; just enough.

A point, (a-pwang) [F.] To a point; exactly

A posteriori, [L.J From the effect to the cause.

Apparatus belli, [L.J Materials for war.

Appui, (ap-pwe) [F.j Point of. support ; prop.

A prima vista, [It.] At first sight.

A priori, [ L. ] From the cause to the effect.

Apropos de rien, (a-prd-po-de-re-ang) [F.] Apro

pos to nothing ; not pertinently.

Aqua vitas, [L.] Brandy; spirit; alcohol.

Arbiter elegantiarum, [L.J Master of ceremonies;

an umpire in matters of taste.

Aro-en-ciel, (ark-ang-se-el) [F.] The rainhow.

Argumentum ad crumenam, [ 1 , ] An argument

to the purse ; an appeal to interest.

Argumentum ad hominem, [L.] An argument

to the man ; deriving iU force from the situ

ation of the person to whom it is addressed.

Arricre penaee, (ar-re-ar-peug-se) [F.] A mental

reservation. [art-

Ars est celare artem, [L.] True art is to conceal

Ars longa, vita brevis, [L.J Art is long, but

life is short.

Artium magister, [L.] Master of arts—usually

abbreviated to A.M. or M.A.

A teneris annis, |L. | From tender years.

A tort et a travers, (a-t6r-a-a-tra-vrr) [F.] At

cross purposes.

A toute foroe, (a-toot-fors) [F.] With all one*s

force.

A tout prix, (a-too-prC) [F.] At any price.

Au bout de son Latin, (o-boo-de-song-la-tiu) [F]

At the end of his Latin; to the extent of hU

knowledge.

Au oontraire, (o-kong-trar) FF.] On tho contrary.

Audi alteram partem, [L.J Hear both sides.

Au fait, (6-fa) [F.] Well instructed ; expert.

Au pis aller, (o-pez-al-la) [F. j At the worst.

Au reste, (6-rest) [F.J As for the rest.

Au-revoir, (6-rev-wur) [F.] Adieu till we meet

again. [gold.

Auri sacra fames, [L.J BThe accursed thirst for

Aux armes. (02-arm) [F.] To arms.

Avant-coureur, (a-vdng-koo-rur) [F.] A fore

runner.

Avant propos, (a-vong-prd-po) [F.] Preface ;

preliminary remark.

Avec permission, (a-vek-per-miB-se-ong) [F.J

Byor with consent. triage.

A vinculo matrimonii, [L.] From the tie of mar-

A volonte, (a-vo-long-tft) [F.J At pleasure.

A votre sante, (a-v6-tr-edng-ta) [F.J To your

health.

B.

Banco regis, [L.] On the king's bench.

Baa bleu, (ba-blu)[F.] A blue-etccking; a literary

woman.

Beatas memories, [L.] Of blessed memory.

Beau ideal, (bo-e-da-al) [F] A perfect model ef

beauty, or a model of ideal perfection.

Beau monde, (bd-mongd) [F] The faahionaUi

world. [men of wrt-

Beaux esprits, (b6z-es-pre) [F] Gay *p:rm

Belle esprit, (bel-es-pre) [F.] A brilliant mind

a person of wit or genius. [oVo£*

Benigno numine, [L. 1 By the favour of Pro**-

Ben trovato, [It] Well found ; a happy du-

covery or invention.

Ben vienes, si vienes solo, [Sp.] Welcoiae.

if thou comest alone—spoken of misfortune-

Bete noir, (bet-uwar) [P.] A black beast; ai

object of dislike or aversion . a bugbear.

Bienseance, (be-ang-se-angs) [F.J Civility;

decorum.

Billet doux, (bil-la-d66) [F.J A love letter.

Bis dat, qui cito dat, [L.] He who fjve»

promptly gives twice as much.

Blase, (bia-za) (F.] Palled ; surfeited ; rendered

incapable of continued enjoynieut.

Blondine, (bl6ng-den) [F.J A lady with fa^r

complexion and hair ; a blonde.

Bona fide, [L ] In good faith : in reality

Bon gre, mal gre, (bong-gra mal-gra) [F.J WCi

ing or unwilling. [morning

Bon jour, (bdng-zhoor) [F] Good day; gt*«l

Bonne, (bon) [F. J A nurse or governess.

Bon eoir, (bong-swar) [F.] Good evening.

Bouleversement ( bool - vers - niang ) [F.J Bo^-

version ; overturning, [pocdi

Boutique, (boo-tek) [F] A stall for the tml» d

Brevi manu, [L.J With a short hand ; ex

temporaneously.

Brutum fulmen, [L.J A harmlees thmkier-

bolt ; an empty threat

Buona mano, [It.} A small present.

Cabaretier, (kab-ar-et-e-a) [F.] An innkeeper.

Cachot. (kash-6) [F.J A dungeon.

Cacoethes loquendi. [L.] A rage for speaking.

Cacoethes scribendi, [L.J An itch for *enbblin*

Caetera desunt, [L.] The remainder \* wanting

Cseteris paribus, [L.J Other things being equal.

Cambionon e furto, [It] Exchange is no rob

bery.

Cantate Domino, fL.] Sing to the Lord,

Capitulum, [L] Head ; section.

Caput, [L.] Head ; chapter.

Carpe diem, [L ] Enjoy the present day ; »«*

the opportunity.

Carte de visite, (kart-de-vc-zet)[F ] A visaed

cii.nl ;—a small photographic bkenues on a cari

Casus belli, [L.J That which involve* **

justifies war ; occasion or ground of quarrel

Catalogue raisonne, (kat-a-log-ri-xon-n*) (F :

A catalogue of books arranged aoconfcaj to

their subjects.

Ced&nt anna togas, [L.] Let arms yield t--> thr

gown ;—let military authority yield to tbs ovu

power. (It is all over withkmv

(Ten est fait de lui, (sen^-Ords-hM-e) IF;
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Cwt a dire, (sa-ta-dCr) IK] That is to say.

Cha^un a ton gout, (slia-kun-a-song-guo) [F.]

Every one to his taste.

Champs Elysees, (shang-za-Iu-za) [F.] Elyeian

fields ; a beautiful public park in Paris.

Chanson, (Bhang-song) [F.J A song.

Chaxpeau has, (hha-p6-ba) [K.J Hats off.

Charrnante, (shir-niongt) [F. j A charming lady;

a lady-love.

Chateaux en Espagne, (sba-td-zang-ee-pan) [F.]

Castles in Spain ; castles in the air.

Chef-d'oeuvre, (aha-doo-vr) [F.) A master-piece.

Caere ami (shir-a-me) [F.J A dear friend ; a

mistress.

Chevalier d'industrie, (sha-val-ya-deng-dus-tr«~)

JF.] A knight of industry; one who lives by his

wits, [shade in painting.

Chiaroscuro, [It.] Distribution of light and

Chi da presto raddoppia il dono, [It.] He that

rive* quickly doubles the gift.

Chi tace confessa, [It] Silence is confession.

Ci-devant, (se-de-vong) [F.] Formerly.

Ccena Domini, [LJ The Lord's supiter.

Cognoscente, [It.] A connoisseur.

Comme il faut, (kom-el-fo) [F.] As it should be.

Compagnon de voyage, (kong-paii-yong-de-voy-

azh) [F.J A travelling companion.

Compos mentis, [L] Of e*>un>l mind.

Comptoir, (kong-twar) [F.] A counting-room.

Con amore, [It J With love ; earnestly.

Con diligenza, [It] With diligence.

Conditio sins qua non, [L.J A necessary con

dition.

Con dolore, [It.] With grief.

Confrere, (kong-frar) [F.J An associate

Conge d'elire, (kong-zha-dadt~r) [F.] A leave to

elect.

Contra bonos mores, [I..] Against good manners.

Copia verborum, [L.] Copiousness of words ; flu

ency of speech.

Coram nobis, [L.J Before us.

Corps de garde, (kor-de-gard) [F.J A body of

men who watch in a guard-room; the guard

room ifeelf. [diplomatic body.

Corps diplomatique, (kor-dip-16-ma-tek) [F.J A

Corpus delicti, [L.J The body or foundation

of the offence.

Corrigenda, [L.] Corrections to be made.

Couleur de rose, (koddur-de-roz) [F.] Uose col

our ; hence, an aspect of beauty ; favourable

or agreeable representation.

Coup-d'essai, (k6o-des-sa) [F.] A first essay;

attempt.

Coup d'etat, (koo-da-ta) [F.] A stroke of policy ;

a violent measure in public aff.tirs.

Coup de grace, (koo-de-gras) [F.J A finishing

stroke.

Coop de main, (kod-do-nieng) [F.] A sudden en

terprise or effort. [the sun.

Coup de soleil, (kod-de-so-Iel) [F.] A stroke of

Courage sans peur, (koo-razhsang-pur) [F.J

Courage without fear.

Coute qu'il coute, (koot-kel-koot) [F.] Cost

what it may.

Crimen falsi, [L.J Falsehood ; perjury.

Crimen lsesae majestatis, [L. J High treason.

Cui bono, (I.. ] For whose benefit is it?—what

good end does it serve?

Cum privilegio, [I..] With privilege.

Cum gra.no ssiis, (L.) With a grain of salt; with

some allowance or qualification.

Currente calamo, [L.] With a running or rapid

pen.

Custos morum, [L.] The guardian of morality.

Custos rotulorum, [L.J Keener of the rolls.

D.

D'accord, (dak-kor) [F.] Agreed ; in tune.

Dame d'honneur, (dam-don-ur) [F.] Maid of

honour.

De bonne grace (de-bongras) [F.] With good

grace ; willingly.

De die in diem, [L.] From Hay to day.

De facto, [L.J From the fact ; really.

Dtgage, (du-ga-zhii) [F.J Easy and uncon*

strained.

Degout, (de-goo) [F.] Disrelish ; disgust.

De gustibus non est disputandum, [L.J There

is no disputing about tastes.

Dehors, (de-hor) [F.J Without : out of ; foreign.

Dei gratia, [L. ] By the grace of God.

Dejeuner a la fourchette, (de-zhun-a-a-la-fuor-

shetj [F.J A meat breakfast.

Dejure, [L.J From the law; by right.

De mal en pis, (de-mal-ang-pe) [F.J From bad

to worse.

Demi-monde, (dem-e-mongd) [F.J Disroputable

female society ; class of gay courtezans.

De mortuis nil nisi bonum, [L. ] Say nothing but

good of the dead.

Deo volente, [L.] God willing—usually con

tracted D. V.

De profundis, [L.J Out of the depths.

Dernier ressoxit, (dem-ya-res-sor) IF. J A last re

source.

Desideratum, [L.] A thing desired.

Desunt cetera. [L.J The remainder is wanting.

De trop, (de-tro) [F.] Too much or too many.

Detur dignion, fL. ] Let it bo given to the more

worthy.

Dictum, [L.] A saying; a decision.

Dies faustus, [L.J A lucky day.

Dies infaustus, [L.J An unlucky day.

Dies irsB, [L.J Day of wrath—the title of a

celebrated Latin hymn.

Dies non, [L.J A day in which the court dues

not sit, or in which no business ia done.

Dieu defend le droit, (de-oo-de-fang-le-drwa) [F. J

God defends the right

Dieu et mon droit, (de-oo-a-mong-drwa) [F.]

God and my right.

Dieu vous garde, (de-66-v66-gard) [F.J God

protect yon.

Dilettante, [It] A lover of the fine arts.

Distingue, (dis-ting-gwa) [F.J Distinguished ;

eminent.

Distrait, (dis-tra) [F] Absent in thought.

Dolce, [It.] In music, soft and agreeable.

Dolce far niente, [It.] Sweet doing nothing;

sweet idleness.

Doloroso, [It.) In music, soft and pathetic.

Dominus vobiscum. [L.J The Lord be with you.

Double entendre, (doo-bl-ang-tang-dr)[F.] Double

meaning: a play on words.

Douceur, (d'KMnir) [F.] Sweetness ; a bribe.

Doux yeux, (dooz-e-u) [F.J Soft and tender

glances. [in a drama.

Dramatis persons), [L.] Characters represented

Duloe domum, [L.J Sweet home.

Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori, [L.]

It is sweet and glorious to die for one's country.

Dum spiro spero, [L.J While 1 breathe I hope.

Durante vita, [L.J During life
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E.

Eau de Cologne, (o-de-ko-16n) [F.J Cologne

water.

Eau de vie, (o-de-vS) [F.J Water of life; brandy.

Ecce homo, [L] Behold the man—applied to

any picture representing the Saviour given up

by Pilate to the people, and wearing a crown of

thorns.

Ecce signum, [L.] Behold the sign.

E contrario, [L.J On the contrary.

Editio princeps, [L.J The first edition.

EgalitC, (fi-gal-e-ta) [F.J Equality.

Eloge, (a-lozh) [F] A funeral oration ; a pane

gyric on the dead.

Emigre, (a-me-gra) [F.J An emigrant

Employe, (ang-plwa-ya) [F.J A person employed

by another.

En avant, (ang-a-vang) [F.] Forward.

Enciente, (aug-se-angt) [F.J Pregnant ; with

child.

En deshabille, (ang-des-a-be-yii) [F.J In undress.

Enfamille, (ang-fa-ine-yii) [F.J In a domestic

state ; in the home circle.

En fin, (ang-fang) [F.J At last ; in the end.

En masse, (ang-inas) [F.J In a body.

En passant, (augpas-sang) [F.J In passing; by

the way. [rule.

En regie, (ang-ril-gl) [F.J In order; according to

En route, (ang-nxtt) [k\] On tlie way.

Entente cordiale, (ang-tangt-kor-tle-a.1) [F.J Evi

dences of good will and justice toward each

other, exchanged by the chief persons of two

states.

En tout, (aug-too) (F.) In all ; wholly.

Entre nous, (ang-tr-uou) [F.J Between our

selves.

En verite, (ang-ver-o-ta) [F.J In truth.

Envoye, (ang-vwa-ya) [F.J An envoy or mes

senger.

Eo ammo, [L.J With that design.

Eo nomine, (I..] By that name.

E pluribus unum, [L.J One composed of many.

E re nata, [L.J According to the exigency.

Erratum, pi. errata, [L.] An error.

Esprit de corps, (es-pre-do-kor) [F.] The ani

mating spirit of a collective body, as of the

army, the bar, &c. [the laws.

Esprit dee lois, (es-pro-da-lwa) [F.J The spirit of

Est modus in rebus, [L.J There is a medium in

all things. [States General.

Etats Generaux, (il-ta-zhen-e.r-d) [F,J The

Et coetera, [L.J And the rest : Ac.

Et eum spiritu tuo, [L J And with thy spirit.

Et hoc genus omne, [L.J And every thing of the

sort.

Eureka, [G.J I have found it.

Ex abundantia, [L.] Out of the abundance.

Ex adverso, [L.J From the opposite side.

Exanimo, [L.J Heartily.

Ex cathedra, [L.J From the chair; with au

thority.

Excelsior, [L.J Higher ; more elevated.

Exceptio probat regulam, [L.J Tlie exception

proves tho rule.

Excerpta, [L.J Extracts.

Ex concesso, [L ] Fiom what has been conceded.

Exempli gratia. [L.J By way of example.

Exeunt, [L.J They go out.

Exeunt omnes, [L.J All go out or retire.

Exit, [L.J He goes out ; death.

Ex officio, [L.J By virtue of his office.

Ex parte, [L.J On one side only.

Ex pede Herculem, [L.J We recognize a Hercnk*

from the size of the foot, that is, we judge c<

the whole from the specimen.

Experimentum crucis, [L.] The experiment r-t

the cross ; a decisive experiment ; a zest of

the most searching nature.

Expert© credo, [L.J Trust one who has tried or

had experience.

Explicitc, [L.J Explicitly.

Ex post facto, [L.] After the deed la done.

Expressis verbis, [L.J In express terms.

Extempore, [L.J Without premeditation.

Ex uno disce omnes, [L.J From one learn all

F.

Facetia, [L.] Humorous writing* or saying* :

jokes. [the admitted cbhrf

Facile princeps, [L.J Evidently preeminent ;

Fajon, (fa-song) [F.J Manuer ; stylo.

Fac simile, [L.J Make it like: adobe ixuitatioe

Fac totum, [L. ] Do all ; hence, a man of all

work. [ready doss

Fait acoompli, (fS-ta-kong-ple)tF] A thing al

Falsi crimen, [L.J The crime of forgery.

Faux pas, (fd-i«) [F.J A mistake ; a fait* -tell

Fecit, [I..] He made or executed it—put after

an artist's name.

Felo de se, [L.J A suicide.

Femme de ohambre, (fcui-de-shong-br) [F.J A

chambermaid. [keeper.

Femme de charge, (feni-deshajj) [F ] A txxue-

Fete champttre, (filt-shang pl-tr) [F.J A rural

festival. [i» token ofjoy.

Feu de joie, (ftwte-zhwa) [F.] A tiring of guru

Fidei defensor, [L.] Defender of the faith.

Filius terrse, [LJ One of low birth.

Finem respice, [L.J I.ook at the end.

Finis, [L.J Tho end.

Finis coronat opus, [L.J The end crowns tha

work.

Flagrante bello, [L.] During hostilities

Fonctionnaire, (fong-se-on-ar) [F.J A jrnbfic

officer.

Fons et origo, [L.J Tlie source and origin.

Formatter, [L.J In form.

Fortiter in re, [L.J With firmness in acting.

Frangas, non flectes, [L.J You may break, you

shall not bond me.

Front a front, (frong-A-frong) [F. ] Face to fare.

Fronti nulla fldes, [L.J There is no ttosti&s

to appearances.

Functus officio, TL.J Having performed ha

duty ;—out of office.

I

Gallic*, [L.J In French.

Garcon, (gar-song) (F.J A boy or a waiter.

Garde a coeval, (gard-a-eha-val) (F 1 A mounted

guard.

Garde du corps, (gard-du-k5r) [F ] A bodv-guarA

Garde mobile, (gard-mo-bel) [F.J A guard Uasw

to general service.

Gardes, (gird-S) [F.J Tike care ; be o» yoxr

guard.

Genius loci, [L.J The genius of tho plaos.

Gens d'annea, (rhong-dirra) [F.J Arrow! polioa
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Gens de condition, (zhang-de-kong-dia-e-ong) [F.]

People of rank.

Gens d'eglise, (zhong-da-glez) [F.] Churchmen.

Gens de guerre, (zhoug-de-gar) (F.j Military men.

Gens de lettres, (zhong-de-let-tr) [F.J literary

people.

Germanice, [L.J In Gernian.

Gitano, (Sp.j A gipsy.

Gli astenti hanno torto, [It] The absent are in

the wrong. [highest.

Gloria in exeelsis, [LJ Glory to God in the

Gloria path, [L.J Glory to the Father.

Goutte a goutte, (goot-a-goOt) [F.J Drop by drop.

Gouvernante, (g66-ve.r-noiurt) [F.J A governess.

Grace a Dieu, (graa-a-de-o6) [F.J Thanks to God.

Gradatim, [L J Gradually ; step by step.

Grand merci, (grong-uie.r-se) [F.J Many thanks.

Habile, (L.) Skilful ; able.

Hac leg*, [L.] With this law or condition.

Hardiesse, (har-de-es) [F.J Boldness.

Haut gout, (no-god) [F.J High flavour ; fine or

elegant taste.

Hie et unique, [L. ] Here and e verywhere.

Hie jacet, [L.J Here he lies—used in epitaphs.

Hie sepultus, [L.J Here buried.

HincillaelacrimflB, [L. ] Hence proceed these tears.

Hoc anno, [L.J In tliis year.

Hoe loco, [L.J In this place.

Hoc tempore, [L. ] At this time.

Hon! soit qui mal y pense, (hd-ne-swa-ke-nial-

e-pangz) [F.J Evil to him who evil thinks.

Hone canonicss, [L] Canonical hours; prescribed

hoars for prayer.

Horsde combat, (hdr-de-kong-ba) [F.J Out of

condition to fight. [season.

Hors de saison, (hdr-de-eft-zong) [F.J Out of

Hortus siccus, [L.J A collection of dried

plants.

Hotel de Tills, (6-tel-de-viI) [F.J A town hall.

Hurtar para dar por Dios, [Sp.J To steal in order

to give to God.

Ich dien, fGer.J I serve.

Id est, [L. J That is—abbreviated to i.e.

II fast de 1 argent, (el-fo-de-lar-zhong) [F.J

Money is wanting.

Imperium in imperio, [L J A government

within a government. [coarseness.

Impolitesse, (ang-po-le- tes) [F.J Rudeness;

In ambiguo, [L.J In doubt

In armis, [L.J Under arms.

In articulo mortis, [L.J At the point of

death ; in the last struggle.

In capite, [L.J In the head ; in chief. [tion.

In oommendain, [L.J In trust or recommeuda-

In curia, [L.J In court. [books.

Index expurgatorius, [L.J A list of prohibited

In dubus. [L.] In matters of doubt

In equilibrio, [L.J Properly balanced.

In esse, [L.J In being.

In extenso, [L.J At full length.

In extremis, [L.J At the point of death.

In flagrante delicto. [L.J Taken in the fact.

In forma pauperis, [L.J As a poor man.

In foro conscience:, [L.J Before the tribunal

of conscience.

Infra dignitatem, [L.J Below one's dignity.

In futuro, [L.J In future; henceforth.

In limine, [L.J On the threshold.

In loco parentis, [L.J In the place of a parent.

In medias res, [L.J Into the midst of things or

affairs.

In memoriam, [L.J To the memory of; in memory.

In nomine, [L.J In the name of.

In nubibus, [L.J In the clouds.

In nuce, [L.J In a nut shell.

In omnia paratus, [L.) Ready for all things.

In perpetnum, [L.J For ever.

In petto, [It.] Within the breast; in reserve.

In pleno. [L.J In full. [bility.

In posse, [L.J In possible existence: in posai-

In prsssenti, (L.J At the present time.

In propria person.!, [L.J In person.

In puns naturalibus, [L.J Quite naked.

In re, [L.J In the matter of.

In rerum natura, [L.J In the nature of things.

In sacula sseculorum, [L.J For ages on ages.

Insouciance, (in-seo-se-angs) [F.J Indifference ;

carelessness.

In statu quo, [L.J In the former state.

In suspenso, [L.J In suspense or uncertainty.

Inter alia, [L.J Among otber things.

Inter nos, [L.J Between ourselves.

Inter pocuia, [L.J At one's cups.

In terrorem, [L.J As a warning.

Inter se, [L.J Among themselves.

In transitu, [L.J On the passage.

In usu, [L.J In use. [event.

In utrumque paratus, [L.J Prepared for either

In vacuo, [L.J In empty space, or in a vacuum.

In vino Veritas, [L.J There is truth in wine;

truth is told under the influence of wine.

Ipse dixit, [L.J He himself said it; dogmatism.

Ipsissima verba, [L.J The very words.

Ipso facto, [L.J In the fact itself.

Italice, [L.J In Italian.

Je ne sais quoi, (zha>ne-sa-kwa) [F.J I know net

what.

Je suis pret, (zha-swe-nra) [F.J I am ready.

Jetd'eau, (zhet-do) |F. ] A jet of water.

Jeu de mots, (zhu-de-mo) [F.J A play upon

words ; a pun.

Jeu d'esprit, (zhu-des-prC) [F.J A witticism.

Jure divino, [L.J By divine law.

Jure humano, [L.J By human Jaw.

Jus canonioum, [L.J Canon law.

Jus civile, [L.J Civil law.

Jus divinum, [L.J Divine law.

Jus gentium, [L.J The law of nations.

Jus gladii, (L.J The right of the sword.

Jus possessions, (L.J The right of possession.

Juste milieu, (zhust-niel-yu) [F.J The golden

mean.

I abito t> una seconds natura, [It] Habit is a

second nature.

Labor omnia vincit, [L ] Labour conquers every

thing. 2 z
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La gente pone, y Dios dispone, [Sp.] Hen

propose, but Ood doth dispose.

Laissez faire, (las-sii-far) [F.J Let alone; suffer

to have its own way.

Langage dee hallos," (lang-gaxh-da-al) [F.J Talk

of the market place ; Billingsgate.

Lapsus lingua, (L.j A slip of the tongue.

Lares et pcnates, [L.J Household gods.

Latet anguis in herbs, [L ] A snake lies hid in

the grass.

Latine dictum, [L.] Spoken in Latin.

Laus Deo, [U] Praise to Ood.

L'avenir, (lav-ner) [F.J The future.

Le beau monde, (le-bo-mdngd) [F.] The fashion

able world.

Legatus a latere, [LI A papal ambassador.

Legerte, (le-zhar-ta) [F.J Lightness; activity;—

levity.

Le pas, Qe-pa) [F.J Precedence in place or

rank.

La roi le vent, (le-rwa-le-vu) [F.J The king

wills it.

Les extremes se touchent, (lriz-cks-tram-sa-toosh)

[F.J Extremes meet.

Lettre do cachet, (let-tr-kash-a) [F.J A sealed

letter; a royal warrant for secret arrest and

imprisonment.

Lex non scripta, [L.J The common law.

Lex scripta, [L.J Statute law.

Lex tahonis, [L. J The law of retaliation.

Lex terras, [L.J The law of the land.

L'homme propose et Dieu dispose (lom-prO-poz-

a-de-66-dis-poz) [F.J Man proposes and God

disposes.

Libermn arbitrium, [L.J Free will.

Lingua Franca, [It.] The mixed language

spoken by Europeans in the East.

Lite pendente, [L.J During the trial.

Litera scripta manet, [L.] The written letter

remains.

Locale, (16-kal) [F.] A place or station.

Locum tenens, |L.j One occupying the place;

a deputy or substitute.

Locus in quo, [L.J The place in which.

Locus penitentise, [L.J Place for repentance.

Locus aigilli, [L.J The place of the seal—usually

abbreviated to L.S.

Longo intervallo, (L.J By or with long interval.

Lucri causa, [L.J For the sake of gain.

Lusus naturae, [L.J A sport or freak of nature.

M.

Ha chere, (ma-shur) [F.J My dear.

Ma foil, (ma fwa) [F.J Upon my faith.

Maggiore fretta minore atto, (ItJ The more

haste the worse speed.

Magister oeremoniarum, [L.] Master of the

ceremonies.

Magna est Veritas et prevalebit, [L.J Truth

is mighty and it will prevail.

Magni nominis umbra, [L,] The shadow of a

groat name.

Magnum bonum, [L.] A great good.

Magnum opus, [ L. ] A great work.

WaigTS, (ma-gr) [F.J Fasting ; food other

than animal flesh.

Maison de campagne, (ma-zdng-de-kong-pin)

[F.J A country seat.

«*i«m de sante, (nia-xong-de-song-ta) [F.J

Private hospital.

Maison de ville. (ma-zong-de-vei) [F-l The town-

I house. [steward.

I Maitre d'hotel, (ma-tr-do-tel) [F.] A houne-

Maitresse, (ma-tres) [F.J Mistress.

Maladie du pays, (mal-a-de-du-pa) [F.] Home-

! sickness.

Mala fide, ; I. | With bad faith : treacherously

Mala propos, (mal-a-pro-po) [F.) Ill-timed.

Mai de tele, (mal-de-tet) [F.J Headache.

Manibus pedibusque, [L] With hands and feet.

Manu propria, [L.J With one's own hand.

Mas vale saber que haber, [Sp.J Better be wise

than rich. [than r*vex.

Mas vale tarde que nunca, [Sp.J Better tare

Materfamilias, [L. J The mother of a family.

Mauvais gout, (mo-ra-god) [F. ] Bad taste.

Mauvaise honte, (m5-vaz-ongt) [F.J Fal^*

modesty.

Mauvais sujet, (mo-va-su-zhu) [F.J A bad sub

ject ; a worthless fellow.

Medio tuUsainrus ibis, [L] In a medium oowne

tou will go most safely.

Mega biblion, mega kakon, [G.J A great book is

a great evil.

Me judice, [L] I being judge: in my opinion.

Memento mori, [L.J Remember death.

Memorabilia, 1 1, ] Things to be remembered.

Mens divinior, [L.] The inspired mind of the'por'

Mens legis, [L.] The .spirit of the law.

Mens sana in corpora sano, [L.J A sonnd nrind

in a sound body.

Mens sibi conscia recti, [L.J A mind conaoeus

of rectitude.

Meo perieulo, [L.J At my own risk. [w4»h~

Meo voto, [L. 1 By my desire, or according to re'

Mesalliance, (me-za-le-angs) [F.J Marriaee wfii.

an inferior; degrading ordigpAragingconDtvtien.

Meum et tuum, [L.] Mine and thine

Mirabile dictu, [L.J Wonderful to be told.

Mirabile visu, [LJ Wonderful to be seen.

Mirabilia, [L] Wonders.

Mittimus, (L.J We send—a writ to commit aa

offender to prison.

Modus operandi, [L.J Manner of operation.

Mon ami, (mon-a-me) [FJ My friend.

Mon cher, (mong-sh&r) [F.J My dear.

More majorum, [L.J After the manner of cor

ancestors.

More buo, [L.J In his own way.

Motu proprio, [L.] Of his own accord.

Muet comme un poisson, (mwe-kom-ung-pwis-

eong) [F.J Mute as a fish.

Multum in parvo, [L.J Much in tittle.

Mutatis mutandis, [L.J The necessary <

being made.

Mutato nomine, [L.J The name being i

N.

Naiatance, (nils-sangs) [F] Birth.

Natale eolum, [L.] Natal nil.

Natura lo fece, a poi ruppe la atampa, [It]

Nature made him, and then broke the moaki.

Neceaaitaa non habet legem, [L.) NuemitT bat

no law. fnor br brib..

Nee prece, neo pretio, [L.) Neither by eotmT

Ne exeat. [L.} Let him not depart.

Ne fronti crede, [1.1 Trurt not to apfMaranxa

Neglige, (neg-le-iha) [F.l A morning dram

Nemine contradioente, [L.] Witbxmt oppeaitioB.

no one speaking in oppoattion.
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Nemine dissentiente, [L.J No one dissenting ;

without a dissenting voice.

Nemo me impune lacessit. [L.J No one injures

me with impunity—the motto of Scotland.

He plus ultra, [L.J Nothing further; the utmost

point. [maker go beyond his last.

He sutor ultra crepidam, [L.J Let not the shoe-

Nihil ad rem, |L.J Nothing to the point

Nihil debet, [L.J He owes nothing; a plea for

denying a debt.

Hil admirari, [L.J To wonder at nothing.

Mil desperandum, [L.J Never dcsjHiir.

Nil dicit. [L.] He makes no answer.

N'importe.(n.in"-p6rt) [F.J It matters not

Nunium ne crede colori, [L.j Trust not too much

to looks. (tion.

Nitor in adversum. [L.] I strive -iijainst opposi-

Koblease oblige, (no-bles-ob-lezh) [F.] Rank im

poses obligation.

Ho es todo oro lo que reluze, [3p.J All is not gold

tbut glitters.

Nolens volens, [L] Whether he will or not.

Noli me tangere, [L.) Don't touch me.

Nolle prosequi, [L.J To be unwilling to proceed.

Nom de plume, (nong-de-plooni) [F.J An assumed

or literary title.

Horn de guerre, (nong-de-gir) [F.J A war name ;

a travelling title.

Hon aasumpsit, [L. ] The plea of a defendant in

an action that "he did not undertake and pro-

raifle," &c

Hon compos mentis, fL.J Not in sound mind.

Hon constat. [L.J It does not apjwar.

Son est inventus, [L.J He has not been found.

Non libet, [L.J It does not 'ilease me.

Non liquet [L.J It is not clear.

Non mi ricordo, [It.J I don't remember.

Non obstante, (L.J Notwithstanding.

Hon omnia possumus omnes, [L.J We cannot

all of us do all things.

Hon omnia moriar, [L] I shall not wholly die.

Hon sequitur, [L.J It does not follow; an unwar

ranted conclusion.

Hon aum qualis eram, [L. ] I am not what 1 was.

Non tali auxilio, [L.J Not with such aid, or such

a helper. [panions.

Noscitur a sociis, [L.J He is known by ids coni-

Nota bene, N.B., [L.J Mark well.

Notatu dignum. [L.J Worthy of note.

Nous verrons, (niio-ver-rong) [ F.J We shall see

Nouvelles. (noo-vel)[F.J News.

Nou-reliatte, (noo-vel-let) [F.J A short tale or

novel.

Novua homo, [L.J A new man or one who has

raised himself from obscurity.

Nuance (noo-angs) [F.J Shade; tint; gradation.

Nudis verbis, [L.J In plain words.

Nudum pactum, [L.J A mere agreement

Nuptiae, (L.J Nuptials; wedding.

Obiit, [L.J He or she died.

Obiter dictum, [L.J A thing said by the way or

in passing.

Observanda, [L.J Things to be observed.

Obsta. principiis, [L. ) Hesist the first beginnings.

Onme iguotum pro mag-ninco, [L.J Whatever is

unknown is thought to be magnificent.

Omnia vincit labor, [L.J Labour overcomes all

things.

7or

On connait 1'ami an besom, (ong-kon-nl-la-me-B-

be-swaug) [F.J A friend is known in time of

need. [rumour.

On dit, (ong-de) [F.J They say ; report: a flying

Onus proband!, [L] The burden of proving.

Operas pretium est. [L.) It is worth while.

Optimatea, [L.J Of the first rank ; the chief men.

Ora e sempre, [It.J Now and always.

Ora pro nobis, [L.J Pray for us.

Ore rotundo, [L.J With round, full voice.

Ongo mail, [L.J Origin of the evil.

Os rotundum, |L.J Eloquent delivery.

Otium cum digoitate, 'L.J Ease with dignity ;

dignified leisure.

Ouvrage, (66v-razh) (F.J Work.

Ouvnera, (oov-re-4) [F.J Operatives ; workmen.

Pace tui, IX.] With your consent.

Padrone, [ItJ Master; employer; landlord.

Pallida mors, [L.J Pals death.

Par accident, (par-ak-se-dong) [F] By chance.

Par exemple, (par-egz-ong-pl) [F.J For example.

Par excellence, (par-ek-sel-langs) [F.J By way of

eminence.

Par faveur, (pir-fa-vur) [F.J By favour.

Par force, (par-fore) [F.J By force.

Pari passu, [L.J With equal pace ; together.

Par nobile fratrum, [L] A noble pair of brothers;

two just alike.

Parole dlaonneur, (pa-rol-don-nur) [F.J Word of

honour.

Pars pro toto, [L.J Part for the whole.

Particeps criminia, [L.J An accomplice.

Partcut (par-ton) [F.J Every where.

Parva componere magnis, [L.J To compare small

things with great.

Paa a paa on va bien loin, (poz-a-paz-ong-va-be-

ang-lwang) [F.J Step by step one goes a long way.

Passe-partout (pas-par-too) [F.J A master-key.

Paterfamilias, [L.J The father of a family.

Pater noster. [L.J Our Father; hence, the Lord's

prayer.

Patres conscripti, [L.J Conscript fathers ; the

Roman senators.

Peccavi, [L.J 1 have sinned.

Pendente lite, [L.J Pending the suit

Penetralia, [L. J Secret recesses.

Pensee, (pang-si) [F.J A thought.

Per annum, [L.J By the year.

Per centum, (LJ By the hundred.

Per contra. [L.J On the contrary*.

Per diem, (L.J By the day.

Per fas et nefas, [L.J Through right and wrong.

Per se, [L.J By itself considered.

Petit, (p-i-tc) [F.J Small.

Petitio principii, [L. ] A begging of the question.

Petit-maitre, (pa-te-ma-tr) [F.J A fop.

Peu de chose, (pu-de-shoz) [F.J A trifle.

Pietra mosaa non fa muschio, [It.J A rolling

stone gets no moss.

Pis slier, (pez-al-U) [F.J The last or worst shift.

Pleno jure, [L J With full authority.

Pons asinorum, [L. ] Bridge of asses ;—a difficult

lesson to beginners : the fifth proposition of the

first book of Euclid.

Post mortem, f 1. J After death.

Potage an gras, (pS-tazh-o-gra) [F.l Meat-soup.

Pour faire Tisite, (poor-far-ve-zet) [F.J Topava

visit
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Four passer le temps, (poor-paa-sa-le-tong) [F.J

To pass away the time.

Pour prendre conge, (poor-prong-dr-kong-zha) [F.]

To take leave—usually abbreviated P. P.O.

Prescriptum, [LJ A thing prescribed.

Preux chevalier, (pru-sha-val-ya) [F.] A brave

knight.

Prima facie, [L] On the first view.

Primo. [L.J In the first place.

Primus inter pares, [LJ Chief among equals.

Pro oris et foois, [L.J For our altars and

hearths.

Probatum est, [L.\ It is proved.

Pro bono publico, [L.J For the public good.

Proces verbal, (pro-sa-ver-bal) [F.J A written

statement

Pro oonfesso, [L.] As if corceded.

Pro et con, [L.J For and Against.

Pro forma, [L.J For the sake of form.

Pro hao vice, [LJ For this turn or occasion.

Pro patria. [L.J For our country.

Propaganda fide, [l..'| By, in, or through ex

tending the faith.

Proprietaire. (prd-pre-a-tflr) [F] A proprietor.

Prorata, [L] In proportion.

Pro re nata, [LJ For a special emergency.

Pro tanto, [L.J For so much.

Protege, (pro-te-zhA) [F.J One protected or

patronized by another.

Pro tempore, [L] For the time being.

Pugnis et calcibus, [L.J With all his might;

with fists and heels.

Quere, [t.J Query ; inquiry.

Quaaritur, [L.J Tliu question arises.

Qualis ab incepto, [L.J The sanio as from the

beginning.

Quamdiu so bene gesserit, [L] During good

behaviour. [knowledge I

Quanti est sapere ! [L.J How desirable is

Quantum, [L.J The quantity or amount.

Quantum meruit, [L.J As much as he deserved.

Quantum sufficit, [L.J A sufficient quantity.

Quantum vis, (L.J As much .is you will.

Quasi, ; I. J As if; in a manner.

Quelque chose, (kelk-shoz; [F.J A trifle.

Quid nunc ? (L.J What now ?

Quid pro quo, [L.J An equivalent ; tit for tat.

Qui m'aime aime mon chien, (ke-mam-am-nioug-

Bhe-ong)[F.J Love me, love my dog.

Qui vive? (ke-vuv) [F.J Who goes there?

hence, on the qui rive, on the alert.

Quo animo, [L] With what mind or intention.

Quocunque modo, [L.J In whatever manner.

Quocunquc nomine, [LJ Under whatever name.

Quod erat demonstrandum, [L.J Which was

to be proved or demonstrated.

Quod vide, [L.J Which see.

Quojure? [L.J By whatxight?

Quo modo? [L] In what manner? how?

Quorum pars magna fui, fL] Of which, or

whom, I was a great or important part.

R.

Rai*°n d'etat, (rft-zong-da-ta) [F.J A reason of

Rara avis, [L.J A rare bird ; a prodigy.

Rechauffe, (re-sh'Vfa) (F.J Wanned again, u

food ;—hence, insipid ; stale.

Reductio ad absurdom, [L.J A reducing »

position to an absurdity.

Regium donum, [LJ A royal gift—applied t»

an annual grant of public money for the

support of the Presbyterian Church in Irt-

laud.

Religio loci, [LJ The religions spirit o( uV

place.

Reprise, (ra-prez) [F.J Reprisal.

Requiescat in pace, [ L. ] May he rest in peace

Res angusta domi, [L.J Narrow circumstance-

at home ; poverty.

Res gestae, [L.j Exploits performed ; she,

business transacted.

Respice flnem, [L} Look to the end.

Rpspublica, [L ] The commonwealth.

Resurgam, [L.J 1 shall rise again.

Resume, (ra-zuni-a) [F.J An abstract c-

summary.

Rifacimento. [It.] Renewal ; re-establifihrostt

Robe de chambre, (rdb-de-shoitg-br) [F.J A

dressing gown or morning gown.

Ruit mole sua, [L.J It fulls to ruin by its o^a

weight

Ruse de guerre, (ruz-de-gur) [F.J A stratagcu

of war.

Rus in urbe, [L.J The country in town.

S.

Salvo jure, [L.J The right being safe.

Salvo pudore, [L.J Without offence to modesty.

Sanctum sanctorum, [I..] Holy of holies.

Sans ceremonie, (sang-i>er-a-nid-uC) [F.J With

out ceremony.

Sans doute, (sang-doot) [F.J Without doubt.

Sans peur et sans reproche, (sang-par-*<*aD;-

ra-prosh) [F.J Without fear and without re

proach.

Sans tache, (sang-tash) [F.] Without spot,

stainless.

Sartor resartus, [L.J The tailor mended.

Satis verborum, [L.J Enough of words.

Sauve qui pcut, (eov-kd-pu) (F.J Save hnv

self who can.

Bavoir faire, (sa-vwar-far) [F.J Ability ; cos*

trivance or skill.

Seandalum magnatum, [LJ Defamatory speech

or writing to the injury of persons of dignity

Scire facias, [L j Cause it to be known.

Secundum artem, [L.j According to rule ; »cka-

tifically.

Secundum naturam, [L.J According to uV

course of nature.

Se defendendo, {L.J In self defence.

Selon les regies, (sa-long-la-ra-gl) [F.J Accord

ing to rule.

Semper avarus eget, [L.J The avaricious du

is always newly.

Semper idem, [L.J Always the same.

Semper paratus, [L.J Always ready.

SenatQs consultum, [L.J A decree of uV

Senate.

Sensu bono, [L.J In a good sense.

Sensu malo, [L ] In a bad dense.

Serus in cesium rcdeas, [L.J Lite may yen re

turn to heaven ; may you live long.

Servare modum, [L ] To keep within bounds.
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Sic itur ad astro, [L.J Such is the way to im

mortality.

Sic passim, [L.J So every where.

Sic semper tyramus, [L.1 Ever so to tyrant*.

Sic transit gloria mundi, IL.J So passes the

glory OI" tne w°rld.

Si je puis, (sfi-zha-pwe) [F.J If I can. .

R jrn ' 1 * ° sizniUbus curantur, [L.] Lilco things are

cored by tike.

Sttti«1'« sunili gaudet, [L.J Like is pleased

with like.

Simplex munditiis, [L.] Of simple elegance.

Sine coxa, (X.J Without care or charge.

Sine die, [L] Without a day appointed.

Sine dubio, \L) Without doubt.

Sine mora, [L ] Without delay.

Sine qua non, fL.J An indispensable con

dition.

Sit tibi terra levis, [L.J May the earth lie

lightly upon thee.

Soccorso non viene mai tardi, [It.] Help never

comes too late.

Solvuntor tabulae, [L ] The bills are dismissed

—used in legal language.

Soubrette, (soo-bret) [F.J An Intriguing wo

man.

Souffler le chaud et le froid, (souf-fla-le-ehd-ii-le-

frwa) [F.J To blow hot and cold.

Sons) tons les rapports, (soo-too-lil-rap-pdr) [F.J

In all respects.

Spero meliora. [L.J I hope for better things.

Spolia opima. [L.J The richest booty.

Sponte sua, [L.J Of one's own accord.

Spretas injuria forms;, [L.J Tho insult of de

spised beauty.

Statu quo ante bellum, [L.J In the Btato which

was before the war.

Status quo, [L.J The state in which.

Stet, [L.J Let it stand.

Sumviter in modo, fortiter in re, [L.J Gently

in manners, but resolutely in action.

Sub conditione, [L.J Under the condition.

Subjudice, [L.J Under consideration-

Sub pcen.'i. [L.J Under a penalty.

Sob rosi, [L.J Under the rose; privately.

Sub ailentio, [L.J In Bilence.

Sub specie, [L.J Under the appearance of.

Sob voce, [L.J Under the voice.

Succedaaeum, [L.J A substitute.

Sui generis, [L.] Of its own kind.

Suxnptibus publicis, [L.] At the public expense.

Suppressio veri, suggestio falsi, [L.J A suppres

sion of the truth, is the suggestion of a false

hood.

Sorgit amari aliquid, [L.J Something bitter

rises.

Sown cuique tribute, [L.J Give every man

his due.

Tableau vivant, (ta-blo-ve-vdng) [F.] The repre-

sentatinn of some scene by persons grouped

in appropriate postures, and remaining silent

and motionless.

Table d'hote, (ta-bl-dot) [F.J A common table

for guests.

Tabula rasa, [L.J A smooth or blink tablet.

Ttedium vitae, [L.J Weariness of life.

Tent mieux, (tang-me-66) [F.J So much the

better.

Taut pis, (tang-pc) [F.J So much the worse.

Tant soit peu, (tang-ewa-pu) [F.J Never so

little.

Te judice, [L.J You being the judge.

Tel maitre, tel valet, (tcl-nia-tr-tel-va-la) [F.J

Like master, like man.

Tempore mutantur, et nos mutamur in illis, [L.J

The times are changed, and we are changed

with them.

Tempua edax rerum, [L.J Time the devourer of

all things.

Tempus fugit, [L] Time flies.

Tempus luaendi, fL.] The time for play.

Tempus omnia revelat, [LJ Time reveals all

things.

Tenez, fta-na) [F.J Take it,

Tentanda via est, [L.J A. way must be tried.

Terminus ad quern, [L.J The boundary-line,

point, or term to which.

Terminus a quo, [L.J The point or term from

which.

Terra cotta, [It J Baked earth.

Terra firms, [L.J Solid earth ; a safe footing.

Terra incognita, [L. ] An unknown country.

Tertium quid, (L.J A third something ; a

nondescript.

Toga virilia, [L.] The gown of manhood.

To kalon, [G.J The beautiful ; the chief good.

To prepon, [G.J The proper or becoming.

Toti em verbis, [L.J In so many words.

Toties quoties. [L.J As often as.

Totis viribus, [I, ] With all his might.

Toto coalo, [L.J By the whole heavens ;

diametrically opposite.

Totum, [L.J The whole.

Toujours pret, (too-zhour-pra) [F.] Always

ready.

Tour de force, (toor-de-fors) [F.J A feat of

strength or skill.

Tout-a-fait, (tou-ta-fa) [F.J Entirely ; wholly

Tout A lneure, (tob-ta-lur) [F.J Instantly.

Tout a vous, (too-ta-vo'j) [F.J Wholly yours.

Tout de mume, (tw-de-inam) [F.J Precisely the

same.

Tout de suite, (too-de-swet) [F] Immediately.

Tout ensemble, (too-tang-sang-bl) [F.J The

whole taken together.

Tria juncta in uno, [L. } Three joined in one.

Tristesse, (tri*-te*) [F.J Sadness ; sorrow.

Troppo disputare la verita fa errare, [It.] Too

much disputing putt truth to flight

Truditur dies die, [L] One day is pressed

onward by another.

Tu no cede malis, [I* ] Do not yield to evils.

Tutor et ultor, [L.J Protector and avenger.

U.

TJbi supra, [L.J Where above mentioned.

Ultima ratio regum, [L.J The last argument of

kings ; war.

Ultima Thule, [L.J The utmost boundary or

limit.

Ultimatum, [L.J The last or only condition.

Ultra lieitum, [L.J Beyond what is allowable.

Una soopa nuova spazza bene, [It. J A now

broom sweeps clean.

Unii voce, [L.J With one voice : unanimously.

Un bien fait n'est jamais perdu, (nng-be-ang-

fa-na-zha-ma-per-du) [F.J A kindtie*a is neve;

lost
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TJn cabello hue tombra, [Sp.) The least hair

make* a shadow.

TJne foia n'eat pas coutnme, (un-fwa-na-pa-koo-

tum) [F. j One ace doea not make a habit.

Unguibus et rostro, [L.] With claws and beak;

tooth and nail.

TJno animo. [L.J With one mind ; unanimously.

Usque ad nauseam, [L ] To disgust

tTaus loquendi, [L.J Usage in speaking.

Uteunque placuerit Deo, [L.] As it shall please

God.

UtUe duloi [X] The useful with the pleasant.

Ut infra, [L.1 As below.

Uti possidetis, [L.J As you possess ; state of

present possession.

Vt supra, [L.J As above stated.

v.

Vade in pace, [L.] Go in peace.

Vade mecum, [L.] Go with me; a constant

companion.

Vie victis, [L J Woe to the vanquished.

Vale, [I. ] Farewell.

Valeat quantum valers potest, [L.] Let it pass

for what it is worth.

Valet de ehambre, (val-a*de-shong-br) [F.J An

attendant.

Varies leotionee, fL . ] Various readings.

Varium et mutabile semper fcemina, [L.] An

ever changeful and capricious thing is woman.

Vel preoe, vel pretio, [L-] For either love or

money.

Voluti in speculum. [L.] As in a mirror.

VenL vidi, vici, [L.] I came, I saw, I con

quered.

Ventis seoundis, [L] With prosperous winds.

Vera pro gratus, [L.] Truth befoie favour.

Vera prosperity e non aver neceasita, [It. J 'Tib

tnie prosperity to have no wmit

Verbatim et literatim, [L.] Word for word and

letter for letter.

Verbum sat sapienti, [X ] A word is enough

for a wise man.

Veritas prevalebit, [L.] Truth will prevail.

Veritas vincit, [L.] Trath conquers.

Ver non semper viret, [L.J Spring does not

always flourish.

Versus, [L.J Against ; toward.

Vestigia, [L.] Tracks; vestiges.

Vexata qunstio, [L.] A disputed question.

Vi&, [L.J By the way of.

Via media, [L.J A middle course.

Vice, [L.] In the place of.

Vice versa, [L.j The terms being exchanged.

Videlicet, [L] To wit; namely—usually ab

breviated to viz.

Video meliora proboque, deteriora leaner. [L.]

I see and approve of the better things. I

follow the worse.

Videtur, [L.J It appears.

Vide nt supra. [L.] See what is stated above.

Vi et armis, [L.J By force and arms.

Vigilate et orate, [L] Watch and pray.

Vin, (veng) [F.] Wine.

Vincit amor patrias, [L.] Love of cour.rn

prevails.

Vincit qui se vincit, [L] He conquers wfc*

overcomes himself.

Vinculum matrimonii, [L.J The bond ofmarriage.

Vindex injuria, [L.J Au avenger of injury.

Vir aapit qui pauca loquitur, [L.] He is via

who talks out little.

Virtus in arduia, [L.] Courage or virtue in

difficulties or trials.

Virtute et fide, [L.] By or with virtue and faith

Virtute et labors, [L. ] By virtue and labour

Virtute officii, [L.] By virtue of his office.

Virtutis amore, [L.] From love of virtue.

Via a tergo, [L.j A propelling force frea

behind.

Via a via. (ve-za-vSHF.J Opposite : facing.

Via inertia, [L.J The power of inertia; resist

ance.

Vis medicatrix naturae, [L.J The healing tec

dency of nature.

Vivat (ve-va) fF. ] A shout of " long live."

Vivat regina. [L.] Long live the queen.

Vivat rex, [L.J Long hve the king.

Vivfi voce, [il] By the living voise ; by oral

testimony.

Vivat rcspublica. [L.J Live the republic.

Vive le roi, (vi-v-le-rwn) [F.J Long live the kisz.

Voila, (vwal-a) [F.] Beliold! there is, or theft

are.

Voila tout (vwal-a-tw) [F.] That's all.

Votum castitatis, [L.l A vow of chastity.

Vox, et pneterea nihil, [L] A voice a>J

nothing more ; sound without sense.

Vox faucibus haeait, [L.J The voice (or wends;

stuck in the throat.

Vox populi, vox Dei, [L.] The voice of the psopk

is the voice of God.

Vulgo, [L.J Commonly.

Vulnus immedicabile, [L.] An irreparable ia-

Vultus est index animi, [L.)

index of the mind.

The face is tht

Zonam perdidit, [L] He has lost his purse.

Zonam solvere. [L.J To loose the virgin fori*

— band.
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A*, all.

Ablcezc, blazing ; on fire.

Aboil. To come aboil, to begin

to boil.

Abooa, abune, above.

Abreed, in breadth.

Acre-braid, the breadth of an

acre.

Action-sermon, the sermon that

precedes the celebration of the

Lord** Sapper.

Adow, doing ; matter ; conse

quence.

Ae, one.

Aeftnid, onefold ; simple.

Aff. off. [tated.

AflMoof, off-hand; unpremedi-

AfT ane'i fit, weakly ; declining

in health.

Aff-fa'ins, scrape; crumbs.

Afftak, waggishcess; trying to

expose to ridicule.

Afore, before.

Aft, oft.

Aften, often.

Aiterhend or afterhin, after-

wards.

Ac-ley, off the right lino; wrong.

Aaint, behind.

Aiblins, perhaps.

Aik, oak.

Ain. own.

Ainsells. own selves.

Air, early.

Airl-penny, a penny given as

an earnest or hiring money.

Airles, earnest or hiring money.

Aim, iron ; a tool of that metal ;

a mason's chisel.

Airts, points of the compass.

Aith, an oath.

Aits, oats.

Aitmeal, oatmeaL

Aizle, a hot cinder.

Alane, alone.

Allanerlie, solely : only.

Alow, alowe, a fire ; in a flame.

Amaist, almost.

Amang, among.

An', and.

Anoe, anes, once.

Ane. one.

Anent, over against; oppo

site : concerning ; about.

Aneg-errand, of set purpose ;

sole errand.

Aneuch, enough.

Angersum, irritating; provok

ing.

Anither, another.

Ass, asae, ashes.

Assoilzie, acquit.

Asteer, abroad ; stirring ; in a

ferment

At e'en, in the evening.

Atweel, I wot welL

Aucht, eight.

Aucht, (the ch as h harsh and

guttural) to possess or belong

to.

Aught, (ah as ch) possession;

property.

Auld. old.

Auldfarran or auldfarrant, sa

gacious ; cunning; prudent.

Auld langsyne, olden time ;

days of other years.

Auld-warld, old-fashioned ; an

tique.

Aumous-diah, a beggar's dish

for receiving alms ; a vessel for

collecting money for the poor

at church.

Auxnrie, close cupboard for

keeping victuals, dwhes, Ax.

Ava*. at all.

Awa* away.

Aweel, well.

Awfu', awful.

Awn, owing.

Ayont, beyond.

B.

Ba\ ball ; hand-ball ; foot-ball.

Bab, bunch : tassel ; nosegay.

Bachles, old shoes down in the

heels.

Backlins, coming; coming back.

Baff, blow; bang; heavy thump.

Baggie, the belly.

Bak, backet, or baikey. a

wooden scuttle for coals, ashes,

4c.

Backit, backed.

Baide, endured ; did stay.

Baik, beck ; courtesy ; rever

ence.

Bailie, municipal magistrate.

Bairn, a child.

Bairnleu, without issue ; child

less.

Baith, both.

Ballant, ballad.

Band, bond.

Bane, bone.

Bannet, bonnet.

Bannocks, a thick, flat cake,

round in shape.

Baps, rolls of bread.

Barefit, barefooted.

Barken, to incrust.

Barkit, tanned.

Barley-bree, malt-liquor ; ale

or beer.

Bash, a stroke ; a blow or

the mark left from a blow.

Baudrons, a cat

Bauk, a cross beam on the roof

of a house.

Bauld, bald ; alto, bold.

Bawbee, a half-penny.

Bawbees, money.

Bawk, hank ; a strip of un-

ploughed land.

Baws'nt, having a white, oblong

spot on the face.

Baxter, baixter, baker.

Bayganet, baignet, bayonet.

Beal, biel, mouth ; opening ;

also, to suppurate.

Bean, bien, bein. well to do ;

comfortable and well provided.

Beastie, diminutive of beast.

Bedral, a beadle ; also, one who

is bedridden.

Begoud, began.

Begrutten, having the face dis

figured with weeping.

Be'ild. bield, shelter.

Belike, perhaps.

Ben, the inner apartment.

Bent, a kind of grass ; the

hill ; the moor.

Beuk, a book.

Bicker, a kind of wooden

vessel for holding liquor, brose,

Ac ; a short race ; contention ;

strife. ("dure.

Bide, to stay ; to reside ; to en-

Big, to build.

Biggin, a building; a house.

Bike, byke, a nest of bees.

Bill, a bull.

Bink, bench ; bank ; acclivity ;

a hive.
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Binn, bing, heap of un-

thnished corn, potatoes, <fcc.

Binna, be not.

Birkie, a child's game at cards ;

a lively young fellow-.

Birling, drinking ; also, mak

ing a grumbling noise like a

spi n ning- wheel or haiid-m ill

in motion.

Birn, burden.

Birr, noise; vehemence.

Birring, the noise of par

tridges, &c, when they spring.

Birse, bristles. To s»,t vp one's

birse, to rouse him ; to put

him in a passion.

Birslc, a quick toasting or

scorching of a substance.

Bit, used as a diminutive, as a

bit lassie, a little girl; — a

small space ; a small piece.

Bittock, a little bit ; a short

distance.

Bizz, a bustle ; to buzz.

Blackit, blackened.

Blait. modest : bashful.

Blatter, a rattling sound.

Blaud, a tlat piece of any thing;

to slap.

Blae, pale blue, the colour of

the akin when bruised.

B law. to blow ; to boast.

Bleerit, bleared ; sore with

rheum ; bedimmed with weep

ing.

Bleeze, a blaze ; to blaze.

Blether, to talk idly ; non

sense ; a bladder.

Blethers, babbling; foolish talk.

Blin. blind.

Blink, a little while; a glimpse;

a smiling look ;—to look kind

ly ; to shine by fits.

Bluid, blood.

Book, to vomit ; to gush inter

mittently.

Bode, what is bidden ; offer.

Bodle, a copper coin, value

the sixth part of an English

penny.

Bogie, a small morass.

Bogles, goblins ; bugbears ;

scarecrows.

Bole, boal. a locker in the

wall ; a crypt or small press.

Bonnie or bonny, handsome ;

beautiful ; worthy ; approved.

Boord, a board.

Boost, behoved ; must needs.

Boot, buit, a balance of value

in barter.

Bothy, a hut ; a place where

Labouring servants are lodged.

Boucht, buoht, a pen in a fold

where ewes were placed when

milked.

Bountith, the bounty given in

addition to stipulated wages.

Bow, a dry measure, contain

ing the sixteenth part of a

chalder, or four firlots.

Bowie, a cask with tho head

taken out ; a tub.

Bowk, bulk ; body.

Bowt, bended, crooked.

Brae, a declivity; a precipice;

the slope of a hill ; rising

ground.

Braid, broad.

Braik, a kind of harrow.

Brak, broke ; made insolvent.

Brauder, a gridiron.

Brandered, grilled ; broiled.

Branks, a kind of wooden curb

for horses.

Braw, fine ; handsome ; well-

dressed.

Brawlya, brawly, or brawlic,

very well ; bravely ; finely.

Braxie, a morbid sheep, or

the mutton of a sheep which

has been smothered in snow.

Brecham, a work-horse's collar.

Breeks, breeches.

Breering, coining through the

ground, as young corn, &c.

Brent, smooth ; clear.

Brie, juice ; liquid.

Brig, a bridge.

Brither, a brother.

Broach, broche, a spit. ,

Broohan, gruel.

Brock, a badger (from its

white or spotted face).

Brogues, shoes of half-dressed

leather.

Broo, bree, broth ; juice.

Brose, a kind of pottage made

by pouring boiling water,

broth, milk, Ac, on meal.

Brownie, a domestic goblin.

Browst, brewing ; as much as

is brewed at one time.

Bruckle, brittle; ticklish.

Brush, a burgh.

Bruick, brook, to use; to wear;

to enjoy

Bruibue, broil; scuffle ; disturb

ance.

Brunstane, brimstone.

Brunt, did burn ; burnt.

Buckie, shell of a sea-snail, or

any spiral shell of whatever

size.

Bught, a pen for holding sheep.

Buirdly, stout-made ; strong.

1 Bunker, a bench or low chest

J that serves for a seat ; 0U0,

a seat which serves for a

chest, opening with a hinged

lid ; a place for holding coals.

Burdies, diminutive of birds.

! Bumie, diminutive of bwn.

I Buskit, dressed.

I Buss, shelter; a bush.

j But, the outer apartment of a

huiise consisting of only two

, apartments.

[ By, past ; besides ; over and

1 above.

J By ordinar, more than ordin-

Byganes, what is gone by and

j past.

i Byke, a bee-hive.

I Byre, a cow-house.

Bytime, odd time ; interval

of leisure ; now and then.

I

Ca\ to call; to name; to drive.

Cadger, a carrier ; a huckster.

Cadie or caddie, a porter or

messenger.

Caff, chaff.

Caickling, cackling.

Calmed, kaimed, combed.

Caird. tinker.

Cairts, cards.

Gallan, callant, young lad ; a fin*

fellow.

Caller, cool : fresh ; refreshing

Cam, came.

Camsterie, camstairie, froward;

perverse ; unmanageable.

Canny, canie, cannie, gentle:

mild : skilful ; prudent ; safe :

trustworthy.

Canna, cannot.

Cannilie or cannily, dexter

ously; gently.

Cantie or canty, cheerful ; merry;

lively.

Cantie, the back part of tae

head ; also, a fragment broken

off any thing.

Cantrip, a charm ; a spell.

Cap, wooden vessel for holding

food or liquor.

Cappie, diminutive of cap.

Cappernoity, crabbed -. peevish.

Cap - stane, cope-stone ; key

stone.

Carl or carle, a churl ; a graff

old man.

Carritch, carritchea, acatechism i

Carse, low and productive lard.

Carvy, carraway. [baje |

Castoc, custoc. the pith of cab-

Cast out, to fall out ; to quarrel

Cast up, to appear ; alse, to

throw in one's teeth ; to re

proach with.

Caudron. a caldron.

Cauff, chaff.

Cauld, cold.

Cauld • kail - het - agaia. broth

served a' second day ; a sermoa <

preached to the same audie&c* (

a second time.

Cauldrife, chilly ; susceptible of

cold.

Caup, cap, a cup ; a wood**

bowl ; the shell of a snail.

Causey, causeway, a raised and

paved street.

Cavie, cavey, a hen-coop

Chack, a snack ; a luncheon.

Chalts, jaws. (hoik

Chalder, (dry measure) sixteen

Chancy, lucky.

Chap, a blow ; a fellow.

Chappit struck ; pounded;

mashed.

Chaw, chew.

Cheep, a chirp ; to chirp.
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Chield. duel, a young fellow.

Chimla. chimlie, a fire-grate ; a

fireplace.

Chirme, to be habitually repin

ing and complaining.

Chop, (shop.

Choukj, the jaws.

Chow, to chew.

Chuckie, a barn-door fowl.

Chuckie-stanei, pebble-stones.

Chuxne, fat-faced.

Clachan, a small village about

a church ; a hamlet

Clagged, claggit, clogged.

Clalae or claes, clothes.

Cuuth. cloth.

Claithing, clothing.

Clamjamfrie, a mob; tag-rag

and bobtail.

Clarkit, wrote.

Clarty, unclean ; very dirty.

Clash, an idle tale; tittle-tattle;

•caudal.

Clat. claut, to rake together; an

instrument for raking together

mire, weeds, &c

Clatter, to tell idle stories ; an

idle story.

Claught, clutched; snatched at.

Claut. to clean ; to scrape,

Clavering, talking idly and fool

ishly.

Clavers, idle stories.

Claw, to scratch ; to scrape.

Clack, to collect ; to bring to

gether ; to hatch.

Cleckin, a brood ot chickens.

Cieed, to clothe.

Cleedin, apparel ; clothing.

Cleek, cleick, to hook ; to link ;

to seize ; to snatch up hastily ;

a hook.

Cleg, the gad-fly.

Cleugh, cliff; alto, a ravine.

Clink, a smart stroke; a jingling

sound; money.

Clinket, clanked; struck.

Cliah-claah, idle talk.

Clockin', clocking, clucking ;

hatching.

Cloich, a sheltering place; the

hollow of a rock.

Cloit, a stunning and heavy fall.

Cloot, cloove, cloven hoof,

Clootie, the devil.

Clour, a bump upon the head

from a blow ; alwt indentation

in a brass or pewter vessel pro

duced by a blow.

Clods, clouds.

Cookernonie, cockernonny, the

gathering of a young woman's

hair under the snood or fillet.

Cock-laird, a land proprietor

who cultivates his own estate.

Cocky - leekie, leek soup, in

which a cock has been boiled.

Cod, pillow ; also, pod.

Coft, bought.

Cos;, ooggie. cogie, a round

wooden vessel for holding milk,

brose, liquor, Ac.

Collie, a shepherd's dog.

Collie-shangie, a quarrel ; a con

fused uproar like that produced

when collies fall a-worrying one

another

Commaun, command.

Contramashous, stubborn.

Coed, the cud.

Coof, a blockhead ; a ninny.

Cookie, a kind of small sweet

bread for eating at tea.

Coost, did cast.

Coot, the ankle or foot.

Corbie, raven.

Corn-cxaik, the land-rail.

Corrie, a hollow recess in a

mountain, open only on one

side.

Cosh, quiet; comfortable; cozie.

Cosy, cozie, warm and com

fortable ; snug ; social.

Couldna, could not.

Coup, to turn over ; to barter ;

to buy horses or cattle.

Coutbie, kind ; loving.

Oowe, to terrify; to keep under;

to lop;—a fright ;—a branch of

furse.

Gowp, to barter; to tumble over.

Cow'rin, cowering.

Cow-sham, the dung of cows.

Crabbit, crabbed ; fretful.

Crack, conversation.

Craft or croft, a field near a

house.

Craig, rock ; neck ; throat

Craiks, cries or calls.

Crankous, fretful ; captious.

Cranreuch, the boar-frost

Crap, a crop ; to crop ; the top

of any thing ; the craw of a

fowL

Craw, a crow of a cock ; a rook.

Craw-taes, crowfoot; wrinkles

in the skin near the eyes.

Creach, ereaga, [Gael.] a high

land foray; a plundering incur

sion.

Creel, a basket or pannier.

Creelfu', .1 basketful.

Creeshie, greasy.

Creish, creesh, grease ; tallow.

Crombie, crummy, a crooked-

honied cow.

Crouchie, crook-backed.

Croulin', crawling.

Crouse, brisk; full of heart.

Crowdie, crowdy, a composi

tion of oat meal and boiled

water, sometimes from the

broth of beef, mutton, Ac.

Cruds, cards.

Crummock, a cow with crooked

horns.

Crump, hard and brittle.

Grant, a blow on the head.

Oruppin, crept

Cuddie, ass.

Cuddle, to fondle, to caress

lovingly.

Cuif, a blockhead ; a ninny.

Cuitikins, gaiters.

Cuitle, to wheedle.

Cuittle, to tickle.

Cummer, midwife ; gossip.

Curoh, a kerchief; k woman's

covering for the head.

Curchie, a courtesy.

Curlie, curled; falling naturally

in ringlets.

Curney, round ; granulated.

Curpin, the rump of a fowl ;

buttocks ; crupper.

Cushat, the dove or wood-pigeon.

Cusser, ouisser, a stallion.

Cutty, a slut ; a worthless girl ;

—a spoon ; tobacco-pipe cut or

broken short.

Catty, short

Cutty-stool, a short-legged stool ;

a seat in church where offen

ders were seated, and publicly

rebuked by the minister.

Dabs, small bits or specks stuck

upon any thing.

Backer, to search, as for stolen

or smuggled goods.

Daddie, a father.

Saddle, daidlie, a child's pina

fore. [fulness,

Baffin, merriment; foolish play

Baft, merry ; giddy ; foolish

mad.

Baidlin', daidling, loitering

trifling.

Bait, foster-child.

Bambrod, the draught-board.

Bammer, a miner ; a stun ; con

fusion by striking on the head.

Bandering, sauntering ; roam

ing idly from place to place.

Banders, cinders ; refuse of a

smith's fire. .

Bang, dung, struck; subdued;

knocked over.

Barg, dargue, a day's work.

Barklins, darkling.

Baud, to thrash ; to beat ;—a

large piece.

Bauntit, intimidated ; subdued.

Baur, to dare.

Baured. daurt, dared.

Bawner, dauner, daunder, a

stroll without any particular

aim ; a ramble.

Bawtit or dawtet, fondled ; car-

eased,

Bead-thraw, the death-throes ;

last agonies ; — lukewarm ;

neither hot nor cold.

Bearie, diminutive of dear.

Deave, deeve, to deafen ; to

stupefy with noise.

Becreit decreet, the final sen

tence given by a judge.

Bee, to die : also, to do.

Seeing, dying ; atxo, doing.

Beg, a stroke with a sharp

pointed instrument.

Beil, devil.

Soil's dozen, thirteen.

Beleerit, delieret, delirious;daft.
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Dementit, foolish; mad; insane.

Denner, dinner.

Denty, dainty ; nice.

Descrive, to describe.

Diohtin, cleaning slightly.

Didna, did not.

Dight, to wipe ; to clean corn

from chaff.

Dike, dyke, stone-wall fence.

Ding, to push ; to strike; to

beat ; to subdue.

Dink, neat; trim ; tidy ; also,

contemptuous ; scornful.

Dinna, do not.

Dinnle, atbrill ; a vibration; a

tremulous motion.

Dirdum, uproar: tumult.

Dirl, a slight, tremulous stroke

or pain ;—to thrill ; to tingle.

Diahins, a drubbing ; a thrash

ing.

Disjaskit, jaded ; worn out.

Dite, to dictate ; to indite.

Div, do.

Divot, thin sod for thatching.

Dizzen or diz'n, a dozen.

Doch-an-dorraoh, [Gael.] stir

rup-cup ; parting-cup.

Dochter, daughter.

Doddie, cow without horns.

Dodrum, a fancy ; a whim.

Doded, dyled, dazed : stupid.

Doited, turned to dotage ; stu

pid ; confused.

Donnert, donnard, grossly stu

pid ; in dotage.

Doo. a dove.

Dook, douk, to duck'; to im

merse under water; to bathe.

Dooket, doucat, dove-cot; pigeon

house.

Dool, sorrow.

Doon, down.

Dorty, saucy ; nice.

Douce or douse, quiet ; sober ;

sedate ; wise ; prudent.

Doucely, soberly ; prudently.

Douiie, dull ; spiritless.

Doukit, ducked. [end.

Doup, backside ; bottom ; but-

Dour, doure, hard and impene

trable ; sullen ; stubborn.

Dover, to doze ; to drowse.

Dovering, half asleep; besotted.

Dow (pronounced aa ©w in

now), am or are able ; can.

Dow (pronounced as o in do),

dove, a term of endearment.

Dowf, dowff, pithless ; want

ing force ; hollow ; dull.

Dowie, worn with fatigue, Ac. ;

dull ; melancholy ; in bad

health.

Downa, dare not.

Down bye, down the way.

Draig, draick. dreg ; dregs.

Draigle, to soil or tear by trail

ing, Ac., in walking.

Drammoek, a thick, raw mix

ture of meal and water.

Drap, a drop ; to drop.

Drappie, a fittlo drop.

Drave, drove.

• Dree, to suffer; to endure.

Dreeling, drilling.

Dreep, to ooze ; to drop.

Dreigh, tedious ; long about it ;

slow.

Dribble, drizzling ; slaver.

Drift, a drove.

Droddum, the breech.

Droghling, wheezing and blow

ing, [lazy fellow.

Drone, part of a bagpipe ; a

Droukit, wet ; drenched.

Drouth, thirst ; drought.

Drouthy, droughty, thirsty.

Drow, drizzle ; mizzling rain.

Drucken, drunken.

Drumly, muddy.

Drunt, pet ; sour humour.

Dub, a small pond.

Duds, rags ; tatters ; clothes.

Duddie, duddy, ragged.

Dule, dole, sorrow ; mourning.

Dulse, dulce, sea-celery.

i Dung, worsted; pushed; driven.

Dunniewaasal, [Gael. J, a High

land gentleman ; the cadet of a

family of rank.

Dim shin, dunchin. jogging

smartly with the elbow.

Dunt, a knock, stroke, or blow ;

—a good sizable portion of any

thing. [swoon.

Dwam, dwaum, a qualm ; a

Dwining, decaying ; declining

in health.

Dyeater, dyer.

Dyke, a stone-wall fence.

Dyvour, a bankrupt ; a debtor

who cannot pay; an idle fellow.

E.

Ee, the eye. Sen, the eyes.

Ee, ae ee, a dearly beloved child;

a darling.

E'enin', evening.

Eerie, frightened ; dreading

spirits.

Eeriaome, producing fear.

Eident, ay-doing; diligent; care

ful ; attentive.

Eik. eke, addition.

E Ud. old age.

Eilding, fuel.

Elbuck. the elbow.

Eldritch, ghastly ; frightful.

Elshin, an awl.

En', end.

Eneugh, enough.

Estreen, yestreen, yesterday.

Ettle, to aim ; to try ; to at

tempt ; to intend.

Ewest, nearest ; contiguous.

Excambie, to exchange.

Fa', faw, fall ; lot :—waterfall ;

—to befall ; te fail.

Fa'ard, favoured.

Fab, a pocket.

Fae, a foe.

Fae, rrae, from.

Faem, foam.

Faixin, a fairing ; a present.

Faither, father.

Fald, fauld, a sheepfoki

Fame, faim, froth ; foam.

Fan, whan. when.

Fand, did find.

Fane, fond ;—ae a noun, an eh*;

a fairy.

Taxi* farle, the fourth part of i

large cake, originally used for

corn or bread.

Farrant, wise ; sagacious.

Fash, fasherie, trouble.

Fashing, taking or giusg

trouble.

Faahoua. troublesome.

Faster e'en, fastern e'en, Shier*

Tuesday.

Fat, what.

Fauld, a fold : to fokL

Fauna, found.

Faur'd. favoured. Wetl-Jkw'<i

good-looking.

Fauae, false.

Fauae-face, a mask.

Faut, mult ; default ; want

Feal faithful ; loyal ; true.

Feart, frightened.

Feat, neat ; spruce.

Fecht, to fight.

Feck, many; plenty; substac*

Beat feck, better part Met*

/eel; greatest part.

Feckless, powerless ; pathk*

feeble. («k

Feckleaaneae, weakness ; fetWe-

Feft, put in poaseeaion of is »

legal manner.

Fee, a fig.

Fell, the flesh immediate!?

under the akin ; a field prrrri

level, on the aide of a hill

Fell, strong and fiery; k«a:

biting.

Fen, mud : filth.

Fend, to live oomfortablr: *»

provide against want ; to auk

shift in general.

Fending, providing ; pro* a* -

Ferlie or ferley, a wonder i

rarity—a term of contempt

Femiticklea, freckles on tieft*

Feah, to bring ; to fetch.

Fettle, to plaice in proper onto.

to tie up.

Fickle, to puzzle: to noBprr-'

difficult.

Fie, fey, acting Qnaceemnu^'

Fient. fiend ; a petty oaib

Fieut a haet, deuce a bit.

Pier, sound ; bealtfcr ; - ■

brother ; a friend.

Pike, fyke, restless awl ba

ling about trifling mattea

Fiking, fyking, ndgetinf

Firlot, fourth part of a *$ d

corn. _.

Firat-flt, the person wb« *"
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enter* ft bouse on New Year's

Day, supposed to bring luck or

misfortune.

Title, fissel, to make a rustling

noise ; to fidget ; a bustle.

Fissenless, flzzenlets, fusion-

Ices, pithless; weak.

Fit, a fuot ; a step.

Fitsted, the mark left bv tbo

foot.

FUff, to flap ; to fan.

Flannen, flannel.

Flauchterins;, shining fitfully;

flickering.

Flaw, a gust ; a blast.

Fieech, to flatter ; to wheedle ;

to supplicate in a flattering

manner.

Fleechin', fleeching, supplicat

ing ; flattering.

Fiees, flies.

Fief, a kick ; a random blow ;

fright.

Flemit, frightened.

Flet, a saucer ; a floor or story

of a house.

Fley, to scare ; to frighten.

Flichter, to flutter.

Flinders, shreds; broken pieces.

Flisk, to fret at the yoke.

Flit, to remove ; to depart.

Flittering, fluttering; vibrating.

Find, inundation.

Fluff, flash.

Fiyte, flite, to scold.

Foord, a ford.

Forbears, forefathers; ancestors.

For-bye, past; beyond; besides;

over and above.

Fore, To the foir, still in exist

ence ; not lost, worn out, spent,

&c ; alto, in front

Forfaulted, forfeited.

Forfoughten, exhausted with

fighting ; fatigued and breath

less.

Forgather, to meet ; to en

counter with.

Forgie, to forgive.

Foment, directly opposite.

Forpet, fourth part of a peck.

Forrit, forret, forward.

Fother, fodder.

Fou', fow, full ; drunk.

Foumart, polecat

Fourhours, the time formerly of

taking tea, viz., four afternoon.

Fouth, plenty; enough, or more

than enough.

Frae, from.

Fraucht, to freight, as a ship.

Freath, froth.

Freite, treats, superstitious ob

servances.

Fran, fremmit, fraim, frem'd,

strange ; not related ; acting

like a stranger ; keeping at a

distance.

Frien', friend.

Fruah, easily broken ; brittle.

Pn' full

Fud, the scut or tail of the hare,

coney, 6c

Fuff, to blow intermittently ;

to putf; to whiff; a puff; a

whin:

Fugie-warrant, a warrant to ap

prehend a debtor who purposes

to escape by flight

Fule, fool.

Funnie, full of merriment.

Furm, a form : bench.

Fyke, trifling care; to piddle;

to be in a fuss about trifles.

Fyle, to soil ; to dirty.

G.

Gab, the mouth; to speak boldly

or pertly.

Gaberlunzie, a beggar; a mendi

cant ; one who carries a wallet

Gabstick, a spoon.

Gadsmaa, the boy that guides

the horses in the plough.

flae, to go. Gaed, went. Gaen,

gone. [road.

Gaet or gate, way ; manner ;

Gaisling, a gosling.

Gaitt, get, what is begotten ; a

child ; a brat.

Gang, to go ; to walk.

Gar, garr, to make ; to compel.

Gar't, forced to.

Garten, a garter.

Gash, wise; sagacious; shrewd;

also, to converse ; also, chatter;

gossip.

Gauoy, jolly ; large.

Gauger, an exciseman.

Gaunt, to yawn.

Gawky, half-witted ; foolisn.

Gawsie, plump ; jolly ; portly.

Gay, pretty. Gay gudet pretty

good. Gay weel, pretty well ;

Gear, goods ; dress ; riches.

Geek, to toss the head in wan

tonness or acorn ; to jeer ; to

mock.

Ged, gedd, the pike.

Geizened, geissend, shrunken;

warped ; leaky.

Gentles, gentlefolks.

Ghaist, a ghost.

Gie, to give. QUd, gave. Gien,

given.

Giff-gaff, tit for tat ; giving and

taking ; mutual obligation.

Giftie, diminutive of gift.

Gillie, a man-servant in the

Highlands.

Ginuner, a ewe from one to two

years old.

Gin, gifan, if; suppose.

Girdle, an iron plate for frying

cakes on.

Gira, to grin like an ill-natured

dog ; to twist the features in

rage.

Gimel. girnal. a meal-chest

Glaiks, deception ; delusion.

Glaikit, glaik. light-headed;

idle ; inattentive ; foolish.

Glaive, a sword.

Glaizie, glittering; smooth, like

siasja. [sight.

Glamour, magical deception of

Glar. glaur, mud.

Gleck, sharp ; ready.

Gled, a kite.

Gleed, flame ; a burning coal.

Gleed, gleid, gleyed, squinting ;

also, oblique ; awry.

Gleeing, squinting.

Gleg, sharp; keen; on the alert.

Gley, a squint; to squint; on

one aide; asquint

Gliff, a glimpse ; a short time.

Glint, to glance ; to gleam.

Glisk, a glimpse.

Gloftmin, gloaming, the twilight.

Glour, glowr, to stare ; to look ;

a stare ; a look.

Gomeril, a fool ; a blockhead.

Gouatie, gousty, waste ; deso-

late ; ghostly ; dreary.

Gowan, the flower of the daisy,

hawk-weed, &c.

Gowany glens, daisied dales.

Gowd, gold.

Gowff, golf ; to strike the ball

at golf.

Gowk, the cuckoo ; a fool.

Gowkit, foolish ; stupid ; giddy.

Gowpen, gowpin, as much as

both hands held together, in a

circular form, ean contain.

Gowpenfu', the fill of the gov-

pen.

Graining, graning, groaning.

Graip, a pronged instrumcut for

cleaning stables.

Graith, accoutrements ; furni

ture; dress; gear.

Gran', grand ; flue.

Grane or grain, a groan ; to

groan.

Grannie, grandmother.

Grape, to grope.

Grat, wept ; shed tears ; cried.

Great, intimate ; familiar.

Gree, to agree ; to live in amity.

To bear the gree, to be victor.

Gree, a step ; a degree ; supe

riority; fame ; reputation.

Greeance, agreement.

Greeahooh, griesoch, hot em

bers—properly peat fire piled

on the hearth.

Greet, to shed tears ; to weep.

Greetin, greeting, crying; weep

ing. • [shiver.

Grew, grue, to shudder ; to

Grewsome, gruesome, horrible.

Grippie, grippy, avaricious.

Grippet, grippit, catched; seized.

Grozet, a gooseberry.

Grue, shudder.

Grumph, a grunt ; to grunt.

Grumphie, a sow.

Grun', grund, ground ; bottom.

Grunstane, a grindstone.

Gruntle, a snout ; the phiz , a

grunting noise.

Gude, guid, the Supreme being:

goed.
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Guffaw, gaffaw, a loud buret of I

laughter.

Guid-man and guid-wife, the

master and mistress of the

house.

Guizards, gysarta, disguised

personB ; mummers who volun

teered music for money about

Christmas and New Year's day.

Guse, goose.

Guaing - iron, a laundress's

smoothing iron.

Gusty, tasteful. rgant.

Gyte, crazy ; ecstatic ; extrava-

H.

Ha', hall ; manor-house.

Habble, difficulty ; squabble.

Ha'd, to hold.

Hadden, holden.

Haddows, haddies, haddocks.

Hae, possession ; property.

Hae, ha'e, to have ; to offer any

thing.

Haet, thing. Fient haet, a petty

oath of negation.

HaffeU, hafflts, half-heads : the

sides of the head ; the temple?.

Hatflin, hafflins, half; half-

long ; partly; not fully grown ;

a half-witted person.

Hagg. brushwood.

Haggies, haggis, the pluck, Ac,

of a cow or sheep, minced with

suet, onions, «fea, boiled in its

paunch. [purpose.

Haik, to wander about to little

Haill, hale, whole ; healthy ;

tight.

Hoimert, homeward.

Hainch, the haunch.

Hairst, harvest.

Hallan, a partition between the

door and the fire-place ; also, a

seat of turf at the outside of a

cottage.

Hallanshaker, a Bturdy, beg

garly scamp. flows.

Hallions, rogues ; worthless fel-

Halloween, the evening before

AU-hallows.

Halse, hause, throat ; neck.

Halse, hailsie, hail ; salute; em

brace.

Haly, holy. Haly be his cast,

liappy be his fate.

Hame, home. 1 1 i ; a t- .

Homely, homely; affable; faun-

Hamshackle, to tie the head of

a horse or cow to one of its fore

legs.

Han' or haun, hand. Ahint the

Kan', behind; in debt.

Hand-fast, to betroth by join

ing hands ; to bind solemnly.

Hane, hain, to spare ; not' to

gi ve away.

Hantle, a great many ; a great

deal.

Hap, an outer garment , mantle,

plaid, Ac. ; to wrap ; to cover;

to hop.

Happit, happed, covered for

warmth or security.

Harkit, hearkened.

Ham, very coarse linen.

Haras, brains.

Hashrie, ruin from carelessness.

Haud, to hold.

Hauding, support; dependence.

Haughs, low-lying rich lands ;

valleys.

Haurl, to drag ; to peel.

Haver, haiver, to talk foolishly

or without method.

Havers, haivers, idle talk.

Havrel, haivrcl, a lialf-witted

person.

Hawkie, a cow ; properly, one

with a white face.

Headstone, a tombstone.

Healsome, healthful ; wholely.

Heopit, heaped.

Heartsome, cheei-ful.

Heeh ! oh t strange.

Hecht, promised ; foretold ;

offered. [hoist

Heeze, to elevate ; to raise ; to

Heich, a slight elevation.

Heid-geir, dress for the head.

Hempie, a rogue ; one for whom

hemp grows.

Hereawa', in this quarter or

district ; thereatca', in that

quarter. [report.

Heretell, to learn by common

Herrin', herring.

Herry, to plunder ; properly to

plunder birds' nests.

Herse, hearse, hoarse.

Heap, a hank of yarn; a hook or

hup,

Htt, hot

Het-skin, a thorough beating.

Heuck, heuk, a reaping hook.

Heugh, a precipitous acclivity ;

a hollow dell ; a ravine.

Hicht, height.

Hidlins. secret ; concealed.

Hilch, a hobble ; to halt.

Hilchin, halting.

Himsel, himself.

Hinderlans, back parts.

Hiney, hinny, honey. Myhinny,

my darling.

Hing, to bang.

Hippen. cloth for wrapping the

hips of an infant.

Hirdie-girdie, topsy-turvy ; in

confusion.

Hirdum-dirdum, noisy mirth or

revelry.

Hirple, to walk lamely: to creep;

to halt

Hirsel. to move with a rustling

noise along a rough surface; to

move sidewise in a sitting or

lying posture by means of the

hands.

Hizzy. a huzzy ; a young girl.

Hoddin-gray, coarse cloth made

from wool in its natural state

without being dyed.

Hoddle, to waddle.

Hoggie, a two-year-old &he*p.

Hogmanay, the last day of tbr

year.

Hogscore, a distance line in curl

ing, drawn across the count

Hool, huiL a husk ; a hull; *

covering; a slough.

Hoolie, take leisure ; rtop

Hoolie, hooly, slowly ; Wordy

Hoord, a hoard ; to hoard.

Homie, the deviL

Hoshens, stockings withoutfeeL

Host or hoast, to cough.

Houdie, a midwife.

Houlet, an owl.

Housie, diminutive of how.

Houts, touts, tut !

Houtfie, hout awo', p&baw! no-

sense !

Hove, to heave ; to swell.

Howff, a place of resort

Howk, to dig.

Hey, to urge ; to incite.

Huddy-craw, the carrion ero*

Humle, humble, without he-n-.-

Humlock-know, hemlock luwll

Humplock, a small knoll.

Hurcneon, a hedgehog.

Hurdies, the loins ; the fcai-

locks.

Hure, a whore.

Hurlbaxrow, a wheclbarro*.

Hushion, cushion.

r, in.

Icker, an ear of corn.

Ieroe, a great-grandchild

Dk or ilka, each : every. 0f$*"

ilk; of the same. [d*J*

Uka-dayt, every day ; *<*•"

IU-aff, in poverty* _,

ni-faard. ill-far'd, ul-tssri

ugly; unbecoming: nwaa.

HI- willie, ill -nature.!; oak-

cious ; niggardly.

Ingaan. entrance.

Ingans, onions.

Ingine, genius ; ingenuity

Ingle, fire ; fire-place.

I'ae, I shall or will

Ither, other ; another

J.

Jagg, a prick, u of t pi» «

tliorn.

Jaud, jadd, a jade : a loan*

Jau»s, peddler's wallet*

Jauk, to dally ; to trifle.

Jaw, a wave :—petulant Ioo»;

city : coarse miller; :—t» !"•*•'

out ; tx> jerk ; to .!**.«»»'«'

Jaw-hole, a link : a pl«« ""

which dirty water u thnw™_

Jee, to more: to stir;

Jeest, joist of a hoa»

jbodr-
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Jimp, to jump ;—slender in the I

waist ; handsome ; barely ; I

scarcely ; hardly.

Jink, a quick turn : a sudden ,

turning a corner:— to cheat; to;

make a quick turn ; to avoid. ■

Jirbling, pouring out ; spilling \

any liquid by making it move j

fiom one side to the other iu

the vessel.

Jirg. to jar; to creak.

Joes, sweethearts.

Jougi, an iron collar formerly '

used to surround the neck of a

criminal, and fastened to a wall

or tree by an iron chain.

Jouk, jowk, to stoop, to bow the !

head.

Jununle, to make dirty; to foul.

Juadie, toju.stlc; to jog.

K.

Km, a daw.

Kail, colewort : colewort soup.

Kail throwjk the reek, a good

scolding.

Kail-runt, the stem of colewort

Kail-yard, cabbage-garden.

Kaim, a fortified station ; a low

ridge.

Kame, a comb ;—honey-comb.

Keb, to cast lamb, as a ewe.

Kebbaek, kebbuck, a cheese.

Kebbie, a cudgel; a club.

Keek, a peep ; to peep.

Keeking-glass, a looking-glass.

Keel, ruddle ; red chalk for

marking sheep.

Kelpies, mischievous spirita,

said to haunt fords and ferries

at night, especially in storms.

Keltic, kelty, fine of a bumper.

Ken, to know. Kend or ken't,

knew.

Kennin', kenning', knowing ;

>tUo, a small portion ; a little.

Keaspeckle, having so singular

an appearance as to be easily

recognized.

Kent, a cudgel ; a walking-

stick.

Ket, matted ; hairy ; a fleece of

wool.

Kilt, the pliilabeg or rtliort petti

coat of a Highlander. To kill,

to tuck up or truss up.

Kiltie, one who is arrayed in a

kilt.

Kinuner, cummer, a gossip ; an

idle, gossiping girl.

Kin, kindred.

Kin. kind.

Kinkhoit. the hooping-cough.

Kintra, Kintray, country.

Kipper, salmon salted and

smoke-dried.

Kipple, to join ; to fasten.

Kirk, church. Ye may mak a

kirk an mill o't, you may build

a church or mill out of it, that

is, do what you like with the !

property.

Kirk-ladle, an instrument car

ried round the pews of the ;

church for collecting poor's

money.

Kirkin, the first appearance of a

newly-wedded pair at church.

Kirn, the harvest supper ; a

churn.

Kirsen, kirsten, to baptize.

Kirtle, gown, mantle, or petti

coat-

Kist, a chest ; a trunk; a coffin.

Kitchen, any thing eaten with

bread, such as butter, cheese,

&c, to give it a relish.

Kith, kindred ; acquaintance.

Kittle, to tickle ; ticklish.

Kittled, having brought forth

young—applied only to cats.

Kittlie, itchy.

Knowe, knoll, rising ground ;

hillock.

Knurl, a dwarf.

Kye, cows.

Kyloes, Highland cattle.

Kyte, the belly.

Kythe, to discover ; to show

one's self ; to appear.

Lad-bairn, lad-wean, a male

child.

Laddie, diminutive of Itul.

Laft, the gallery of a church.

Laid, load.

Laif, a loaf.

Laigh, low.

Lair, a grave or burying place.

Lair, lear, learning; education.

Laird, lord of a manor ; squire.

Lairdie, diminutive of laird.

Laith, loath ; reluctant.

Laive, lave, the rest ; what is

left.

Lambie, diminutive of lamb.

Lamiter, a lame person ; a

I cripple.

Lampit, a kind of shell-fish.

Lan', land ; estate.

Lane, lone. My lane, myself

| aloue, By their lane, tbcni-

i selves alone.

I Lanely, lonely.

I Lang. long. To think lang, to

long; to weary.

Langsum, tedious ; long in

j coming.

Langsyne, long since ; Jong ago.

Lap, did leap ; leaped.

Lapper, to coagulate ; to curdle.

Lash, a heavy rain.

Lassie, laisock, little girl.

Lauch, custom ; usage ; — to

laugh. [other*.

Lave, the remainder ; the

Laverock, the lark.

Lawing, lawin, reckoning; bill.

Lawlan, lowland.

Le, lee, a lie ; a fib.

Lea, to leava

Leddy, a lady.

Led-farm, a farm on which the

tenant does not reside.

Leelane, leefu'lane, all aloue;

quite solitary.

Lce-lang, live-long.

Leesome, pleasant.

Leevin', leeving, living.

Leeze-me, a phrase of congratu

latory endearment; I am happy

in thee, or proud of thee.

Leplina, milk-pails.

Leif, leave.

Leifsum, pleasant ; desirable.

Let on, to seem to observe or ac

knowledge any thing.

Let that flea stick to the wa', let

that alone.

Lethering, tanning the hide ; a

thrashing.

Leach, laughed.

Leuk, a look ; to look.

Leven, levin, lightning ; the

light of the sun.

Libbet, gelded.

Lift, the sky.

Lightly, to sneer at ; to slight :

—also lichtlie.

Lilt, a ballad ; a tune ; to sing.

Limmer, a kept mistress ; a

strumpet.

Lin, linn, a waterfall.

Link, to trip along; to do any

thing smartly and quickly.

Links, flat, sandy ground on the

sea-shore. [to.

Lippen, to rely upon ; to trust

Lippy, the fourth partof apeck.

lath, a joint.

Loan, a lane ; an inclosed mad.

Loanin, loaning*, the green.

sward on which cows are

milked.

Lo'e, loo, love ; to love.

Loof, luif, the palm of the hand.

Loofle, a school punishment by

striking the open palm with

the lash.

Loosome, lovely.

Loot, did let.

Loan, a fellow ; a ragamuffin ; a

woman of easy virtue.

Loun, lound, calm: low and shel

tered ; still ; tranquil.

Lounder, a severe, stunning

blow ; to beat with severe

strokes.

Loup, a leap ; a jump ;— to

leap ; to spring; to run or move

quickly.

Louping -on - atone, a horse-

I block ; the step-stone by which

| one gets to the saddle.

Low, lowe, a flame.

, Lowrie, a fox.

Lowse, to loose.

Luckie, an old grandam.

Luck-penny, a small sum given

back to the payer by one who

j receives money under a bar-

I gain.
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Lug, the ear ; a handle.

Luggie, a small wooden dish

with a handle.

Lum, the chimney.

Lunt, smoke :—to smoke.

Lyart, of a mixed colour ; gray-

M.

Mae, moe, more.

Maichless, destitute of bodily

vigour.

Maiden, an instrument for de

capitation similar to the guillo

tine.

Maii, equal : Iff hama his mail-

in the haft parish.

Kail, payable rent. Block-mail,

an impost paid by landholders

to free-booters for protection of

their property.

Mailen, mailing, a form.

Maillie, a pet sheep.

Maining, bemoaning.

Mair, more.

Maist, most; almost.'

Maiater, a master ; a landlord.

Maisterfu', imperious; violent.

Maistery, power.

Maistlins, for the most part.

Maistly, mostly.

Max, to make.

Makin, making.

Mane, a moan ; to moon.

Mang, among.

Manna, must not.

Hannie, a little man.

Kant, to stutter in speech.

Manty, mantuasilk ; a mantle.

Mare, a mason's trough; support

for a scaffold.

Marrow, to match;—a mate;

one of a pair.

Mart, the fatted animal slaugh

tered at Martinmas for winter

provision.

Mask, to mash, as malt, be. : to

infuse ; to be in a state of infu

sion.

Mauchy, foul : dirty.

Maukin, mawkin, a hare.

Maun, must Mamma, must

not.

Maut, malt.

Maw, to mow.

Mawsie, strapping ; eonsie.

Wear, meer, mare.

Meikle, much : great ; large.

Meiths, raeaths, eggsoft he blow

fly upon meat ; ruagirots.

Mell, to meddle ;—also, a mallet

for pounding.

Melt, the spleen.

Men', to mend.

Mends, amends ; atonement.

Menst, good manners; decorum.

Mensefu', mannerly ; modest.

Menseless, ill-bred ; rude.

Mark, anold Scottish coin value

18s. 4d.

Merle, the blackbird

Michtie, strong ; of high rank.

Midden, a dunghill

Mim, prim ; prudish ; precise.

Min', mind ; resemblance.

Mind't, resolved ; intending.

Minnie, mother ; dam.

Mint, to aim ; to attempt.

Mirk, mirkest, diirk ; darkest.

Mirkneas, darkness.

Hisea', to abuse ; to call names.

Miahanter, misfortune; ill-luck.

Mialippen, to neglect; tosuspect.

Misteuk, mistook.

Mither, mother.

Mittana, worsted gloves

Moniplies, the tripe of an animal

which consists of many folds.

Mony or monie, many.

Moo, the mouth. [moors.

Moorlan', of or belonging to

Mornin', morning dram.

Mou', the mouth.

Moudiwarp, moudiwart, moudi-

wort, mouldwarp, a mole.

Moulsormools, earth; the grave.

Mountain -dew, Highland

whisky.

Muck, dung.

Muila, moola, moulds ; cloth or

list shoes.

Mutch, a woman's linen or

muslin cap.

Mutchkin, an English pint.

Mysell, ma'sell, myself.

N.

Na\ no ; not ; nor.

Nab, a smart stroke.

Nabbit, caught suddenly and

unexpectedly.

Nae, no ; not any.

Naething or naithing, nothing.

Naig, a nag ; a horse.

Nain, own. Nainsell, ownself.

Nakit, naked ; unclothed.

Nane, none.

Napery, table-linen.

Nar, near.

Nebbit, having a beak or nose.

Neebor, a neighbour.

Needna, need not.

Keeps, turnips.

Neeve, the closed hand ; the

nst ;—also nieve.

Neist, nearest ; next.

Neuk, a nook ; a coiner.

Nevoy, nephew.

Nicher (c/i guttural), to neigh ;

to laugh in a .^ud and ridicul

ous manner.

Nicht-cowl, a nicht-cap.

Nievefu', a handful.

Niffer, an exchange ;—to ex

change : to barter.

Nippit, miserly ; niggardly.

j Nit, a nut.

Nocht, nothing. [a luprfie.

j Nogg-ie, a small wooden dish ;

1 Norland, northland ; belonging

I to the north country.

Nourice, a nurse.

Nout, newt, nowte, black catik

0*. of.

Odds an' ens, scraps; remnant*

0e, oy, oye, grandchild.

O'erby, over ; at no great dis

tance.

Oercome. the overplus ; tl*

burden of a &ong.

Onding, Onfa*. a fall of nia or

snow; a falling on : an attack

{ Onslaught, an inroad ; a ho*u^

incursion ; an attack.

Onstead, a farm-stead; thebaQd-

inps on a farm.

j Ony, onie, any.

| Oo, wool.

: Or, ere ; before. (uitiL

Ordinar*, ordinary : comnwo :

I Orra, odd ; not matched ; whs*

I may be spared ; unemployed.

; petty

Oughtlins, in any or the lea**-

degree.

Ourie, shivering; drooping.

Oursel or oursels, uursflv*

Out-by, without; a little *»J

out ; at some distance.

Outreik, outfit for a joanifv-

Outwail. refuse. Ipirv-

Oversman, an overseer ; an om

Ower, over; above; Wo; tw

much.

Ower-bye, over the way.

Owertaen, overtaken.

Owsen, oxen.

P.

Paidle, pettle, a paddle: a ifaf

Faidle, to tramp, u clotba ir >

tub ; to walk with short fj»f*

• to play in the water, u cli»'

j ren.

Paik, to l«at

, Paika, blows ; a aeatinf.

Paincb. a paunch,

i Faip. the pope.

Pang, to cram : stuff.

Paraffle. ostontatiottt di*J«J

I Panutch, parritch, porriajt

oat -meal pudding. .

Partan. the common «n-cn>t>

' Pat, did put ; a lot

Patrick, paetrick, pairtntt >

partridge. (taafh'!

Pauchty, paughty, H

Pauk, wile.

Pauky, pavkie. or pa««T.«X

ning : alt ; wilr ; artful «"■

gemlenew and P>"d-1""^S1

cautiously intinuatins •>"'

pleamntrv.

Paumie, a" .itroka on tlw "T

with the ferula or ta«" »

achooL
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Paut, a stroke with the foot.

Peat-reek, the smoke from

peat* :—Highland whisky, from

its flaToar ae distilled bjr means

of peat*.

Peon, pegh, to fetch the breath

short, as in asthma.

Fechan, the crop ; the stomach.

Peel, a pool ; a place of strength

or fortification ; in the border

counties, a small square tower.

Feenge, to complain; to whine.

Pear, poor ;— a pear.

Peerie, a boy's spinning top ;—

curious; suspicions.

Peery, to look sharply int«>.

Peghing, peeking, puffing and

panting ; breathing hard.

Pellack, pellock, a porpoise ; a

bullet.

Perflte, exact ; perfect.

Pettle, to cherish ; to indulge ;

to treat as a pet ; a plough-staff.

Philabeg, the Highland kilt

Phraiae, fair speeches ; flattery;

—to flatter ; to cajole.

Pibroch, peebroch, a Highland

war-song adapted to the bag

pipe.

Pick, a pick-axe : alto, pitch.

Piekle, a grain of corn ; a small

Quantity of any thing.

Pifer, peifex, to cry whiningly ;

to whimper.

Pig, an earthen pot, vessel, or

pitcher; a can for a chimney-

top.

Pike, to pick ; to cull ; to select.

Pinchers, pincers; a tool for

drawing nails.

Pinging, uttering feeble, fre

quent, and peevish complaints.

Plot, pyot, piebald.

Pirn, a bobbin ; the bobbin of

a spinning wheel ; the reed in

a weaver's shuttle ; the wheel

of a fishing-rod.

Pirnie, a woollen nightcap.

Pit, to put

Plaek, an old copper coin, equal

to the third of an English

penny.

Plainstanes, the pavement.

Plot, platted ; folded.

Plew or pleugn, a plough.

Plickie, a mischievous trick.

Plot, to scald ; to make scalding

hot.

Plottie, mulled wine.

Ploy, employment; a harmless

frolic; a merry meeting.

Plnff, a puff: to puff.

Pluffy, chubby; flabby.

Pock, poke, a pouch ; a bag.

Poind, to distrain : to seize on

cattle, or take the goods, for

rent.

Poo, to pull.

Foorfu', powerful.

Poortith, poverty.

Pootry, powtry, poultry.

Pow, a deposit ; a hoard of

money.

Pouk, to pluck ; to pull ; a

slight, quick pull, or sportive

snatch.

Pouatio, pootie, a hare or cat

Pout a puult ; a chick ; a child:

a young partridge, turkey, &c.

Pou't, did pull.

Pouthered, powdered ; slightly

salted.

Pow, the poll ; the head.

Pownie, powny, a little horse.

Powtering, pockering, groping;

poking ; rummaging in the

dark.

Powther or pouther, powder.

Prop, tu support

Pratty, pretty.

Precisely, precisely.

Preek, to be spruce or gay.

Preen, a pin.

Preen-cod, a pin-cuahion.

Prent, printing.

Pridefu , proud.

Prie, to taste ; to prove by

tasting.

Prief, proof.

Prig, to cheapen ; to haggle ;

entreat earnestly ; plead hard.

Propale, to publish; to disclose.

Fropine, a present ; a gift ;

drink-money.

Propone, to lay down ; to pro

pose,

Puddock, a frog.

Pun, pund, pound, pounds.

Puir, poor.

Pupit, a pulpit.

Put, throw or cast of a stone.

Put-on, clothed ; dressed.

Fyat, pyot a magpie.

Pyket, piket, picked ; made

bare.

Quaen, quean, a young woman.

Quaich, quaigh, a drinking-cup

with two ears for handles.

Quaif, a head-dress; coiff.

Quak, to quake.

Quat, to quit.

Queezie, squeamish ; disordered

after being drunk.

Quern, a handmill.

Quern, eurn, a grain.

Quey, a heifer ; a young cow.

Quirkie, tricky.

K.

Rabble, raible, to talk or rattle

nonsense.

Rachlin, hairbrained ; noisy.

Bade, rode.

Rae, roe.

Raff, a person of worthless

character.

Raid, a hostile or plundering in

cursion.

Balk, an idle or indolent per

son ; a tool.

Raip, rape ; a rope ; a rood or

six ells in length.

Rair, to roar; a roar; an outcry.

Raise, rose ; aroee.

Raise, to madden ; to inflame.

Rampagioua, furious.

Rampauge, to rage and storm ;

to prance about with fury.

Ram-atam, forward ; rash.

Randy, riotous; disorderly.

Ranty, merry.

Rath, ready ; quick ; early.

Ratten, ratton, a rat.

Raucle, rash ; stout ; fearless.

Raught, reached.

Raun, raws, the roe of fish.

Rave, tore.

Ravelled, entangled; confused.

Raw, a row.

Rax, to stretch.

Ream, cream ;—to cream.

Reamin, brimful ; frothing.

Reave, rove.

Reaving, reeving, rieving, open

violent thieving.

Reek, to heed.

Red. to separate, as two people

fighting; to disentangle. Redd

up, to put in order.

Redding-kame, a large-toothed

comb. [advise.

Rede, counsel ; to counsel ; to

Reek, smoke.

Reekie, reekin, smoky. Avid

Hrehie, Edinburgh.

Reiae, ryae, brushwood; shrubs.

Reiat, to arrest ; to stop ; to

stick fast in the middle.

Reiated, stopped ; stuck fait ;

al*o, roosted ; smoke-dried.

Remead, remeid, remedy.

Reatit, stood ratunted; withered.

Rew, repentance.

Richt, in health ; right

1 Richt, to correct ; to mend.

\ Rickle, a shook of corn, a stook ;

j a heap of stones or peats, &e.

Rief, reef, plenty ; robbery.

Rievera, robbers,

l Rig, a ridge of land ; the l>ack

I of an animal ; course ; path.

Rigging, back ; ridge ; roof.

Rin, to run ; to mult. Rinnin,

running.

Rink, the course of the stones in

curling on ice.

Ripe, to grope ; to search.

Ritt, to make an incision as a

line of direction in digging ; to

rip ;—a slight incision in the

ground ; a scratch mado on a

board, &c.

Rive, to rift ; to split ; to rend ;

to tear.

Riven, rent : torn.

Rixxer'd, half-salted and half-

dried, as fish.

Rone, a spont fur carrying off

rain-water from a house.

Roof-tree, a house or dwelling

including tbe family.
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Roun', round ; in the circle of

neighbourhood.

Round, roun', a whisper.

Soup, auction.

Roupet, roopit, hoarse, as with

a cold.

Rouping. auctioning.

Roupit, rouped, sold by auction.

Rousted, roosted, rusted.

Eoiith, plenty.

Routing*, rowting, roaring ; bel

lowing ; snoring.

Row, to roll; to wrap;—a roll ;

a list ; a roll of bread.

Rowt, rowte, to low; to bellow.

Rozet, rozin.

Rozet, to prepare with rozin.

Ruction, the act of belching ; a

quarrel ; noisy or disorderly

strife.

Rue or rew, to repent.

Ruffing, applauding by stamp

ing with the feet or clapping of

the hands.

Rug, to pull ; a dog-cheap bar

gain, [hauling.

Ruggin an' rivin, tearing and

Rumguinption, or rumrnilgum-

tion, good, bound common

seuse.

Rung-, a cudgel ; a rough staff.

Runkled, wrinkled.

Runt, the stem of colewort or

cabbage ; an old cow.

Ruse, to commend ; to extol.

Rushie, a broil ; a tumult.

Ruskie, stout; strong; vigorous.

S.

Sa, sae, so.

Sack and fork, pit and gallows ;

the power of drowning and

hanging.

Sackless, saikleis, sakeless, in

nocent. [#lay.

Baft, wet. A soft day, a rainy

Saftly, softly.

Sain, to bless against evil influ

ence ; to sign with the cross.

Sair, sore ; painful ;—a sore ;—

sorely ; very much.

Sair, to serve; to give alms.

Sang, a song.

Sap, a Bop ; a ninny; a heavy-

headed fellow.

Sappy, juicy; savoury;—plump;

sonsie;—also, smart ; keen.

Bark, a shirt.

Sarkfu'-o'-sair-banes, a sound

drubbing. [ing.

Sarkin, cloth for shirts ; shirt-

Saugh, the broad-leaved willow.

Saul, soul ; mettle.

Saumont, a salmon.

Saunt, a saint.

Saut, salt ; to salt ; to put In

pickle.

Saw, to sow seed.

Sawin', sawing, sowing.

Sax, six. Saxpenoe, sixpence.

Scaith, to damage; to injure;—

injury ; harm.

Scaithless, unharmed ; unin

jured.

Scald, scauld, skaud, to scold ;

to rate ; to burn ;— ;i scold ; a

shrew.

Scantling, a rude sketch ; a scroll

of a deed. Scantlings, rafters.

Scart, to scratch ; to scrape ; a

scratch ; a niggard.

Scaum, a slight burn.

Scaup, the scalp ; the skulL

Scaur, to scare ; to frighten ;—

a precipitous bank of earth

overhanging a river : a cliff.

Scaury, apt to be scared ;

timorous.

Sclate, a slate ; to cover with

slates, as a roof.

Scomflce, to suffocate by had

air ; to disgust ; to nauseate :

sconxfish.

Scone, a kind of bread : a small

cake ; a slap ; — to beat ; to

spank.

Scotch collops , scotched collops;

beef-steaks broiled with onions.

Scoup, skelp, to move hastily

from one place to another ; to

scamper. [to beat.

Scour, to urge forward; to whip;

Scouther, to scorch.

Scraich, scraigh, to scream as a

hen, partridge, &c.

Scranky. thin ; lean ; lank.

Scraugning, scraighing, scream

ing hoarsely.

Screed, to tear ; a rent ; a long

strip of cloth hastily torn off ;

a lengthy part of a aeraiou or

address ; a long extract or

quotation ; a list.

Screeded, torn ; rent.

Scrimp, to scant ; scant ; short.

Scrimpie, niggardly ; illiberal.

Scroggie, covered with under

wood.

Scrunt, a niggardly person.

Scud, a smart blow ; a smart

shower ; to beat ; to skelp.

Sculduddery, grossness ; obscen

ity in act or word; fornication.

Scunner, disgust ; to disgust

Seannachie, a Highland bard

who preserved and repeated the

traditions of the clans.

Seer, sure.

Seiled, strained through a sieve.

Seipecf, oozed.

Sel, sell, self. A body's ael, one'*

self alone.

Scll't, did sell ; Bold.

Semple, of low birth—opposed

to gentle.

Sen', to send.

Se'ring, sairing, serving : as

much as serves the turn ;

enough.

Set, to fit : to become ; to suit.

Settlin, settling. To pet a set-

tlin, to be frightened into

quietness.

Settlins, the dregs of liquor.

Sey, the opening iu a gownw

shift through which the ana

passe-;.

Shaird, a shred ; a shard.

Shank aff, to set off quickly sod

without ceremony.

Shanks, legs. Riding o* tkauh

naigie, travelling on foot

Sham, thin cow-dung.

Shauchling. shaughling, ilm?

ling, shambling. S/uit«eAJi*?

sltoon, shoes trodden down ta

one side. [&&

Shave, a slice of bread, dieefc,

Shaver, a humorous »m; *

barber. Itrkt

Sbavie, to do an ill turn;—*

Shaw, to show ; a small stm!

in a hollow place.

Shaws, steins and leaia of

potatoes, turnips, &c

Shealing, a temporary sumn*T

house ; a but ; a shelter.

Sheltie, a pony.

Sheugh, a ditch ; a trench.

Shiel, a shed ; to shell ; to takt

out of the husk.

Shilpit, weak ; washy acJ in

sipid.

Shinty, an inferior spaa* of

golf; aho, the clubor stick u»i

in playing the game.

Shog, a push off at one title.

Shool, a shovel ; to shovel

Shoon, shoes.

Shooster, a seamster.

Shore, to offer ; to threaten

Shouldna, sudna, should d©l

Shouther, shoulder.

Shute, to push ; to shoot.

Sibb, sib, related to by blood.

Sic, siccan, such.

Siccar, sicker, sure ; stead' ■

secure ; safe ; cautious.

Sicht, sight.

Side, long ; hanging lo»-aw

of garments.

Sidelins, sidelong : slantiaf.

Siller, silver ; money.

Simmer, summer.

Sin', since.

Sindry, sundry ; in a sttt* «

disjunction.

Sinsyne, since such a time

Skailin, dispersion ; disnii^sl

Skaith, injury; barm; scaitk

Skart, a scratch ; to scratch.

Skeeg, to whip.

Skeely, skeehV, skilful: «s-

ning : intelligent

Bkeen, a knife : a dirk. St**

dim, a black knife, the Httfr-

lauder's "dernier rossort" .

Skelloch, a shrill cry : s ««^ \

wild mustard ; wild radish.

Skelp, to strike; to slapM1

walk with a smart trier"*

step ; a smart stroke ; s ket»J

fall of rain.

Skep, a bee-hive.

Sketchcrs. akitcaers. ataW-

Skift, a passing shower.

J
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Skilly, wise; intelligent.

Skizdc, to pour out ; also, soup

made of the shin or hough of

beef.

Skirl, to shriek ; a shrill cry.

Skivie, out of the proper direc

tion ; deranged.

Sklent, slant; to run aslant; to

deviate from the truth.

Skreigh, screigh, to scream ; to

screech ; a loud, shrill ciy.

Skyte, to slide rapidly off; a

worthless fellow.

Slade, did slide ; slipped along.

Slae, sloe.

Slaiatering, doing any thing in

an awkward and untidy way.

Slaisters, dirty slops.

Slake, to smear ; a small quan

tity of that with which any

tiling is bedaubed.

Slap, a breach in a fence.

Slaw, slow.

Slee, sly. Steett, slyest.

Sleekit, sleeky ; sly. ,

Sliddery, slippery.

SUnk, little worth ; not to be

depended upon ; a sneaking

fellow ; a cheat.

Blockened, slaked ; quenched.

Slogan, a war-cry or gathering

word.

Slot - hounds, sleuth • hounds,

blood-hounds who follow the

■cent.

Slype, to fall over, as a wet fur

row from the plough.

Sma', small.

Smeddum, mettle ; sense.

Smeek, to send forth smoke ; to

Smiddy, a smithy. [smoke.

Smoor, to smother.

Smoutie, smutty ; ugly.

Snaps, gingerbread nuts.

Snaw, snow ; to snow.

Sneck, the latch of a door.

Snecket, secured by a latch ;

notched.

Sued, to lop ; to cut off

Sneeshing, snuff.

Sneeahing-miU, a snuff-box.

Snell, bitter ; biting ; severe.

Sniggering, tittering sneer-

ingly.

8nod, neat ; well-trimmed.

Snood, a fillet for tying round the

hair, worn only by maidens.

Snoove, to go smoothly ; to

sneak.

Snuffy, sulky ; angry ; vexed

Somegate, somehow ; s >me-

where.

Sonsie, having sweet, engaging

looks ; plump ; jolly ; fat.

Room, to swim.

Soor-dook, butter-milk.

Sootie, black with soot.

Sorners, sojourners; sturdy beg

gars claiming bed and board.

Sorning, claiming, as a beggar,

bed and board fur a night ; ob

truding on the hospitality of

another; epunging.

Sough, the noise of wind ; a

sigh; a sound dying on the ear:

a rumour.

Souk, sook, to suck.

Souple, the striking part of a

flail ; the swiple ; a cudgel.

Souple, supple; flexible ; swift.

Souter, soutor, fa shoemaker.

Southron, a south-countryman ;

an Englishman.

Sowk, to drench, as with rain.

Sowp, a spoonful ; a small quan

tity of any thing liquid.

Sowther, solder ; to solder ; to

cement.

Spae, to prophesy ; to foretell.

Spae-wife, a female fortune

teller, [spring.

Spang, a bound or spring ; to

Spat, spot ; place.

Spate, a swell in a river ; a tor

rent after rain or thaw.

Spaul, a limb.

Sped, to climb.

Speerings, askings; answers to

questions asked ; information.

Spence, interior apartment of a

country house. [speer.

Spier, to ask ; to inquire ; also,

Spit, to rain slightly.

Spleuohan, spleughau, a tobacco-

pouch.

Splore, a frolic ; noise ; riot.

Sporran, [Gael ] a purse.

Spreagh, prey ; booty.

Spreckled, spotted ; speckled.

Sprug, a sparrow.

Spulzie, spoil.

Spune, a spoon.

Spurtle, a stick used in making

oat-meal porridge.

Stacher, to stagger.

Staig, a young horse not yet

broken iu ; a stallion.

Staik, steak.

Stamach, stomach.

Stance, standing-place; station;

position ; site.

Stanc, staine, stone.

Stang, a sting ; to sting ; also, a

long pole ; a branch of a tree.

Stank, pool of standing water.

Stap, stop ; to stop ; a step.

Staun, to stand.

Staw, did steal ; stole ; to sur

feit ; to put to a stand.

Steek, to shut ; a stitch.

Steer, to molest ; to stir.

Steery, bustle; stir; quandary.

Steeve, stiff; strong; firm.

Stell, a covert ; a shelter; an In-

closure for cattle ; a still.

Stents, tribute ; dues of any

kind.

Sterns, starns, stars.

Stey, Bleep.

Stibble, stubble.

Btickit, stuck; stabbed; bungled

and Bpoiled in the making.

Stirk, a young steer or heifer

between one and two yi-ars old.

Stock, a plaut or root of cole-

wort, cabbage, Arc.

Stocking stocking.

Stooked, made up in shocks, as

corn.

Stoop and roop, stoup and roup,

stump and rump ; altogether.

Stot, a bullock between two and

three years old.

Stoup or stowp, a kind of jug or

dish with a handle.

Stour, stoor, stern; gruff; large

and strong ; tall.

Stour, stoure, dust ; particu

larly, dust in motion ; skir

mish.

Stouth and routh, plenty.

Stoutnrief, robbery,

Stowlins, by stealth.

Stown, stolen. -

Stoyte, stumble ; stoit.

Strack, did strike ; struck.

Strae, straw.

Straik, did strike ; struck ; a

stroke.

Stranuuh, a crash ; a tumult.

Strappan, tall and handsome.

Straucht, straught, straight ; to

make straight ; to stretch.

Stravagin, wandering.

Streak, streek, to stretch ; to

lay out a corpse.

Stroan, strone, to spout; to send

forth, as a water-pipe; to stale.

Strunt, spirituous liquor of any

kind ; to walk sturdily.

Stuffie, stout and strong,

Stumpie, diminutive of stump.

Sud, suld, should.

Sugh, the noise of wind.

Sune, soon.

Bute, soot.

Swank, stately ; jolly.

Swanking, supple ; active.

Swarf, swoon.

Swat, did sweat.

Swatch, a sample.

Swats, drink ; good ale ; wort.

Swecr, lazy; averse; also, ticcai;

stceir. [meats.

Sweeties, sugar-plums ; sweet-

Swirl, a curve ; an eddying blast

or pool ; a knot in wood.

Swither, to hesitate in choice ;

doubt ; hesitation.

Swoor, swuir, swore.

Syke, sike, a small rill, com

monly running out of a quag

mire.

Syn, syne, since ; then ; after

ward ; in that case.

Synd, to rinse.

Syndings, rinsings ; slops.

Tack, a lease, as of a farm :—an

addition ; a slight hold or fas

tening.

Taokets, a kind of nails for

driving into the heels and soles

of shoes.

Ta8'to- 3 A
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Tae, a toe. Three tat'd, having

three prongs.

Tae. The tae, the one.

Taed, taid, a toad.

Taillie, a deed of entail.

Tairge, a target ; — to rate

severely.

Tak, to take ; taJcin, taking.

Tale-piet, a tale-teller or tale

bearer.

Tangs, tongs.

Tap, the top.

Tauld or tald, told.

Taupie, a foolish, thoughtless

young woman ; a slut.

Tauted or Untie, matted to

gether ;—said of hair or wool.

Tawm, a fit of suUennesa and

ill temper.

Tawse, a leather strap cut at

the end into thongs, used for

chastisement.

Tent, a Geld pulpit ; attention ;

heed ; to take heed.

Tentie, heedful ; cautious.

Teugh, teuch, tough.

Thack, thatch.

Thae, these.

Thairm, small gut ; catgut ; a

fiddle-string.

Thankit, thanked.

Theck.theik, thatch; to thatch.

Thegither, together.

Themsel, themselves.

Thick, intimate ; familiar.

Thir, these.

Thirled, thrilled ; vibrated.

Thole, to suffer ; to endure.

Thoom, thumb.

Thowe, a thaw ; to thaw.

Thowless, thewleas, slack; lazy;

sluggish.

Thrang, a throng ; a crowd ;

busy.

Thrapple, the throat; the wind-

Thraw, to sprain ; to twist ; to

writhe ; to contradict.

Thrawin, thrawing, twisting ;

thwarting.

Thrawn, sprained ; twisted ;

perverse ; crabbed.

Threave, 24 sheaves, or two

stooks of grain.

Threep, accusation ; threat.

Threahin, thrashing.

Thristle, a thistle.

Thretty, thirty.

Throughgaun, clever ; active.

Through ither, pell-mell ; con

fusedly.

Thumpit, thumped.

Tig, a twitch ; a tap ; a pet ; a

fit of sullen humour; to twitch.

Till, to.

Timmer, timber.

Tinkler, a tinker.

Tip, toop, a ram ; tup.

Tippence, twopence.

Tither, the other.

Tittle, to whisper.

2u2wl a marr'ag* portion.

Xocnerless, portionlesa.

Tod, a fox.

Toddlin, toddling, tottering.

Toom, empty.

Touehie, ready to take offence.

Toun, a hamlet ; a farm-house.

Tousle, to treat roughly.

Tout, a pet ; a fit of ill-humour;

a copious draught; also, the

blast of a horn ; to blow a

horn, tVc.

Touzled, in disorder; rumpled.

Tow, substance of which ropes

are made ; also, a rope.

Towmond, » twelvemonth.

Towzie, touaie, rough ; shaggy.

Toyte, to totter like old age.

Trachle, to throw ap dirt with

the feet ; to draggle.

Traiking, lounging ; dangling.

Transe, a passage.

Trews, trowsers.

Trickle, full of tricks.

Trocker, a mean and low trader.

Trocking, troggin, trucking ;

bartering.

Trone, tron, a weighing machine

used for heavy wares.

Trowan, a trowel.

Tryste, tryst, appointment ;

rendezvous ; to make an ap

pointment

Trysted, appointed ; met.

Tug, raw hide, of which in old

times plough-traces were made.

Tuhue, a quarrel; to fight.

Twa, twae, two.

'Twad, it would.

Twa-faced, false ; deceitful.

Twal, twall, twelve.

Twa-three, a few.

Tweel, verily; truly.

Tyke, a dog of the larger kind.

Tyne, to lose; to forefeit ; to be

lost ; to perish. Tint, lost

U.

TJg, to feel disgust at.

TJgsome. disgusting.

Ulzie, oil.

Umquhile, whilom ; sometime ;

lately: at times; former; late.

Uncanny, dangerous : impru

dent ; supernatural ; severe.

TJncc, an ounce.

Unchancy, unlucky; dangerous.

Unco, uncouth ; strange ; un

known. It is also used inten

sively, as unco li ttley very little.

Uncos, news.

Unkenn'd, unknown.

Unsicker, unsure ; unsafe ; un

steady.

Unskaith'd, undamaged ; un

hurt.

Unweel, unwell ; a state of ill

health.

Up-bye, a little way farther on ;

up the way.

Uphaud, to uphold; to main

tain.

Uphauden, supported ; hid

under obligation.

Upo', upon.

Upsetting, assuming; conedtei

Upsides with, even with ; t^'.

with.

Up-tak, apprehension ; concep

tion or notion ;—power of tiw

understanding ia aoquiriaf or

learning.

V.

Vaik, to be or become vacant.

Vane, a vein.

Vap'rin, vapouring.

Vauntie, haughty ; boattfai.

Vera, very.

Virl, a ring round a colons

ice

Vision, emaciated bodily fona

skeleton appearance.

Visnomy, visage.

Vivers, food ; eatables.

Vogie, joyous ; merry.

w.

Wa\ wall. Wa"g, walls.

Waal, welL

Waal-head, well-head ; eprins ;

fountain.

Wab, a web. Wabstar, *

weaver.

Wad, would ; to bet ; a bet ; i

wager ; a pledge ; a hostage.

Wadna, would not

Wae, woe ; sorrowful.

Waesome, wofal ; melancheK .

Waff, shabby ; a blast . a hstfj

motion; act of waTing.

Waise, weise, to lead ; K

direct.

Wakerife, waukrife. vigilant

Wale, choice ; to choose.

Walie, ample ; large ; jo-li.r .

aUo, an interjection of dis

tress.

Walise, saddle-bags; a pan-

manteau ; a valise.

Walth, plenty ; wealth.

Wamble, to more backward iai

forward.

Warns, womb ; belly.

Wample, wriggle.

Wan, got ; won. Waa c'r.

got over.

Wan-thriven, stunted; decsywl

in a state of decline.

Wanworth, undeserving ; is-

worthy ; of little value.

Wap, a throw ; a quick, saisrt

stroke ; to throw quicklj ; w

flap.

Ware, wair, to expend ; to b?

out.

Warl' or warld. world

Warlock, a wizard.

Warrs-gear. money ; waalth.
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Warly, worldly; eager to amass

wealth.

Warran, a warrant ; to war

rant.

Warn, worse.

Waran, wersh, not aalted; taste

lese ; insipid.

Warsler, a wrestler.

Warstle, wrastle, a wrestle ; a

struggle ¡ to wrestle ; to

strive.

Wasna, was not.

Wastrie, wastry, waste ; im

prudent expense.

Wastrife, prodigal ; wasteful.

Wat, weet, to know.

Water-broo, water-brose. brose

made of meal and water with

out milk, butter, &c.

Wather, weather.

Wattle, a twig ; a wand.

Wauble, to swing ; to reel.

Wauch, waugh, waff; nauseous;

bad ; shabby.

Wauff, to wave ; to flap.

Waught, a hearty draught of

liquor.

Wauken, to rouse from Bleep.

Waur, worse ; alto, to put to

the worse • to get the better of.

Waws, veils, and swelchiee,

waves, whirlpools, and gulfs.

Wean, little one ; child.

Wearifu", painful ; distressing.

Weasand, weason, the wind-

wipe.

Weather-gaws, signs of an ap

proaching storm.

Wee, little.

Weel, well. Weet/are, welfare.

Weel, weil, weal ; prosperity ;

advantage.

Weel a weel, well, well !

Weet, rain : wetness.

Weety, rainy.

Weigh-bauks, the beam of a

balance for weighing.

Weight, wecht, a sieve without

holes for winnowing corn.

Weird, fate ; destiny.

Welked, waulkit, fulled, as

cloth.

Wern, a scar.

Werena, were not.

We 'se, we shall.

Westland, westlin, western.

Westlias, westwards.

Wha, who.

Wbaap, whap, the curlew.

Whalpit, whelped.

Whamle, the state of being

overturned, or turned upside

down.

Whample, a stroke ; a blow ; a

slash ; to stroke ; to slash.

Whang, leather ; a leathern

string; a piece of cheese, bread,

&c.

Whar, whaur, where.

Whase, whose.

Wheen, a parcel : a number of

persons or things.

Wheep, to flv nimbly ; to jerk.

Wheesht, be silent.

Wheezie, a blaze with л whu-

zing noise.

Wbid, the motion of a hare run

ning, but not frighted.

Whidding, scudding ; moving

nimbly.

Whiles, whyles, sometimes.

Whflly, to wheedle ; to guU.

Whilk, which.

Whinge, to whine ; to fawn like

a dog ; complain ; fret.

Whinger, a sort of hanger used

as a knife, and as a sword.

Whins, furze ; gorse.

Whissle, a whistle ; to whistle.

Whisht, silence.

Whittret, a weasel—so called

from its white throat.

Whomling, whelming ; over

turning.

Whummle, whummel, to whelm;

to turn over or upside down.

Whun-stane, whin-etone.

Whurr, to make a whirring

sound.

Wiel, a small whirlpool.

Wine, a diminutive or endear

ing term for ici/e.

Willyard, wild ; strange ; shy.

Wimple, a winding turn ; to

meander.

Wimplin, waving; meandering.

Win, to winnow ; to get ; to

arrive at.

Windlea, a turning frame upon

which yarn is put to be wound

off.

Winna, wunna, will not.

Winnock, a window.

Winsome, gain l y ; lovely ;

pretty ; of engaging appear

ance

Wintle, a staggering motion ;

to stagger ; to reel ; to rolL

Winze, an oath.

Wise, to wish.

Withoutten, without.

Witters, barbs of a fishing-

spear, or of a fish-hook, &c.

Wizen'd, hide-bound ; dried ;

shrunk.

Wonner, a wonder.

Wons, dwells.

Woo', wooL

Woodie, agallows; also, a withio

or rope of twisted wands.

Wordy, worthy.

Worreting, contention ; wrang

ling.

Worriecow, wirriecow, a hob

goblin ; a bugbear ; a scare

crow ; the devil.

Wow, an exclamation of idea-

sure or wonder.

Wowf, wayward ; wild.

Wrack, to tease ; to vex.

Wrang, wrong ; to wrong.

Wricht, a joiner.

Wud, mad ; furious.

Wull, will.

Wun, to win ; to get, in all its

senses.

Wunna, winna, will not.

Wurr, to snarl like a dog.

Wusa, to wish.

Wyle, to beguile ; to select ; to

cua

Wyte, blame ; to blame.

Y.

Tabble, to gabble.

Yagger, a hunter ; a ranger

about the country ; a peddler.

Yaid, yauld, supple ; active.

Yammer, to complain peevishly.

Yorp, to carp ; to find fault.

Yaud, a jade ; a mare.

Yauld, alert ; athletic.

Yaup, hungry.

Yaup, the cry of a bird or of л

child.

Yearn, to coagulate, as milk.

Yelloch, a shrill cry ; a yell.

Yenoo, at this moment.

Year, your.

Yerd, yird, earth.

Yerk, to lash ; to jerk.

Yerl, an earl.

Yestreen, yester even ; last

night.

Yett, a gate at the entrance

into a farm-yard or field.

Yill, ale.

Yin, one. Yince, once.

Yokin, yoking, the ploughing

that is done at one putting-to

of the horses.

Yont, beyond.

Yook, yeuk, itch.

Youf, to bark.

Yowe, a ewe.

Yule, Christmas.



A CONCISE ACCOUNT

oy THE

CHIEF DEITIES, HEROES, ETC., IN THE GREEK

AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY.

Abaris. A Scythian priest of Apollo, said to

have ridden through the air on an arrow.

Acestea. A king of Sicily who entertained

/Eneas and Anchises.

AchaBUB. Son of Xuthus, from whom the Achscana

were descended.

Achates. A trusty friend and companion of

JEneas.

Acheron. Son of Sol and Terra, transformed into

a river in the infernal regions.

Achilles. A Grecian hero distinguished for his

warlike prowess, and invulnerable, except in

his right heel; bnt at length slain by Paris in

the Trojan war. He was the son of Peleus and

Thetis.

Acis. The son of Faunus, a Sicilian shepherd,

who was killed by Polyphemus, because he had

obtained the affections of Galatea.

Actfeon. A celebrated hunter who, having seen

Diana bathing, was changed into a stag, and

hunted down by his own dogs.

Admetus. A king of Pherae, in Thessaly, and

husband of Alcestis.

Adonis. A Cyprian youth famed for his beauty

and beloved by Venus ; he was gored to death

by a wild boar. Venus bewailed his death, and

changed the blood which flowed from the wound

into the flower anemone.

JEacus. Son of Jupiter and j£gina, famed for

his justice and piety. • After his death he was

made one of the judges in the infernal regions.

-?Egceus. A king of Athens, who gave the name

to the JEg&m sea, from his having been drowned

in it.

JEneas. A Trojan warrior, sou of Venus and

Anchises. He is distinguished for his pious care

of his father at the capture of Troy ; his ad

ventures form the subject of Virgil's jEneid.

-2Eolus, The god or ruler of the winds, who re

sided in the islands between Italy and Sicily.

JEsculapius. Son of Apollo, and god of the heal-

ing art.

Agamemnon. Brother of Menelaus, and com

mander of the Grecian forces against Troy. He

was murdered by his wife Clytemneatra, with

the aid of ^Egisthus, her paramour.

Aganippe. A fountain at the foot of Mount

Helicon, sacred to the Muses ;—hence, they were

called Aganippides.

Ajax. A son of Telamon, and one of the bravest

of the Greeks in the Trojan war.

Alcestis. Wife of Admetus, to preserve whose

life she resigned her own. She was afterward,

however, brought back from the lower world by

Hercules.

Alcides. A name of Hercules. ■

Alcmena. Wife of Amphitryon, and mother d

Hercules by Jupiter.

Alcyone. A daughter of iEolus, who drowwi

herself in grief for the loss of her husband, mJ

was turned into a king-fisher.

Alecto. One of the Furies,

Amnion. A title of Jupiter.

Amphion. A Theban prince who culUratdd tte

art of music with such success that, at thesocw

of his lyre, stones came together, aDd furaW

the walls of Thebes.

Amphitrite. Daughter of Ncreus and Doris, ud

wife of Neptune.

AncsBus. A king of the Samians, who, leaviw >

cup of wine untasted to pursue a boar by whW1

he was killed, gave rise to the proverb, " Then *

many a slip between the cup and the lip."

Anchises. The father of ./Eneas by Venus.

Andromache. The wife of Hector the Tnju

warrior, distinguished for her domestic virtue?

Andromeda. Daughter of the Ethiopian king

Cepheus. Her mother, Caaaiope, having boatW

herself fairer than Juno, Andromeda wis ex

posed to a sea-monster, but was rescued by IV-

sens, who married her.

Antaeus. A monarch of Libya, of gigantic a*

and strength, being sixty-four cubits in height-

he was slain by Hercules.

Anteros. The god who avenges slighted lore.

Antigone. A daughter of CEdipus and Jocas^

famous for her filial piety.

Aphrodite. The Greek name of Venus.

Apollo. A deity of the Greeks and ReaMa*.

worshipped as the sun god. He was al»pjd«

medicine, divination, archery, and poetry, sti

presided over the Muses.

Arachne. A Lydian maiden who challen^'

Minerva to a trial of skill in embroidery, a*d

was changed into a spider as a punishment '*

her presumption.

Arethusa. Daughter of Nerens, a nymph t>

great beauty, in the train of Diana, in El*-

changed into a fountain when pursued by w*

river-god Alpheus. It was believed that tl*

fountain flowed under the sea with the Alph*--

and appeared again in Sicily.
Argonauts. Companions of Jason, who went tv

Colchis, in the ship Argo, in search of the goMffl

fleece.

Argus. The son of Arestor ; said to ha« hw »

hundred eyes, two of which in their turns ifcp^

Being sent hy Juno to watch Io, he was rfaia /?

Mercury, whereupon Juno, to make naenfo i**

his death, turned him into a peacock, i»i «*:"

tered the eyes on the tail of the bird.

Ariadne. Daughter of Minos, king of Crtt*» *■•» [
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for the love she bore to Theseus, gave him a clew

of thread, which guided hiiu safely out of the

labyrinth of Crete.

Arion. A famous musician and lyric poet of

Methymna, in Lesbos, rescued from drowning

by a dolphin, who was charmed with the sweet

ness of his music.

Aristaus. A rural god, son of Apollo and C) rene,

who discovered the use of honey, oil, 4rc, and

who first taught men the man.igjnieitt of bees.

Artemis. The Greek name of Diana.

Aaeal&phus. A son of Acheron, who, having as

serted that Proserpine had eaten a pomegra-

nate-seed in the kingdom of Pluto, was turned

into an owl for mischief-making.

Astnea. The goddess of justice. During the

Golden Age she lived on earth, but when that

passed away she abandoned it and returned to

heaven.

Astyanax. Son of Hector and Andromache,

killed by Ulysses at the destruction of Troy.

Ataianta. A princess of Scyros, who consented

to marry any one of her suitors who should out

run her. Hippomenes by casting three golden

apples at different distances on tho course,

which Ataianta stopped to lift, was the success

ful competitor.

Ate. The goddess of revenge.

Atlas. A Titan, and king of Mauritania, who is

said to havesupported the world on his shoulders

Atropos. One of the three Parcffl or Fates. Her

duty is to cut the thread of life.

Augeas, One of the Argonauts, and afterward

kins; of Eli*. His stables were the scene of the

fifth labour of Hercules, who cleansed them from

the accumulated filth of thirty years by turning

a, river through them.

The goddess of morning.
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Bronte*. One of the Cyclops who forged Jupiter's

thunderbolt*.

Buairii. A king of Egypt, who, in consequence

of an oracle, sacrificed strangers on the altar of

Jupiter. Hercules sacrificed both him and his

son on the same altar.

Byblis. The daughter of Miletus, who loved her

brother, and being avoided by him, wept herself

into a fountaia

B.

Bacchanalia. Feasts in honour of Bacchus.

Bacchantes. Priestesses of Bacchus.

Bacchua. Son of Jupiter and Semele, and the

god of wine.

Bellerophon. Son of Glaucus, and grandson of

Sisyphus, distinguished for his chastity. Having

caught Pegasus by the help of Neptune, he

attacked the Chimeera and slew him, for which

Johates gave him his daughter in marriage.

This success so transported Bellerophon that he

endeavoured to fly upon Pegasus to heaven, for

which Jupiter struck him with madness.

Bellona, The goddess of war and sister of Mars.

Belus. A king of Assyria, the first to whom an

idol was set up and worshipped ; also, a name

of Jupiter.

Berenice. Sister and wife of Ptolemy Euergetes.

Her beautiful hair was placed in the heavens as

a constellation.

Bona Dea. Among the Romans, the goddess of

chastity. It was unlawful for any man to enter

her temple.

Briareus. A famous giant, feigned to have a

hundred hands and fifty heads. He made war

against the gods, but Jupiter dashed him down,

bound him with chains, and thrust him under

Mount JStna ; where, as often as he moves, the

mountain sends forth great flames of fire.

Eriseis. A beautiful slave of Achilles, from whom

she was taken by Agamemnon.

Cacua, A noted giant and robber, fabled to have

had three heads. He stole the oxen of Ueryon

from Hercules, who on that account slew him.

Cadmus. Sou of the Phoenician king Agenor,

and the inventor of alphabetic writing.

Caduceus. Mercury's winged rod, which had two

serpents twined round it.

Calcha*. A famous soothsayer of the Greeks in

the Trojan war.

Calliope. Mother of Orpheus, and chief of the

nine Muses. She presided over epic i>oetry.

Callisto. Daughter of Lycaon, an Arcadian kincr.

She was changed by Juno, on account ofjealousy,

into a bear, and was placed by Jupiter among

the stars.

Calypso. A nymph who reigned in the island of

Ogygia, where she entertained Ulysses for eight

year*- [in the war with jfineas.

Camilla. A warlike queen of the Volscums, slain

Capaneus. One of the seven heroes who led an

expedition from Argos against Thebes. He was

struck with lightning by Jupiter.

Cassandra. A daughter'of Priam and Hecuba,

whose prophecies of evil and woe the Trojans

refused to believe.

Castalia. A celebrated fountain on Mount Par

nassus, sacred to Apollo and the Muses.

Cecropt. The founder and first king of Athens.

who instituted marriage and the interment of

the dead.

Centaurs. A Thessalian race, fabled to have been

half men and half horses. They were the first

who tamed horses and usud them in war.

Oepheus. A king of Ethiopia, husband of Cas-

siope, and father of Andromeda.

Cerberus. The throe-headed dog of Pluto, which

guarded the gate of Hades. It was subdued by

Hercules, and brought up to the earth.

Ceres. The goddess of grain, fruits, and agricul

ture. She was the daughter of Saturn and Ops,

sister of Jupiter, Pluto, and Neptune, and

mother of Proserpine.

Charon. The son of Erebus and Nox, who ferried

the souls of the dead over the rivers Acheron

and Styx to Hades.

Charybdis. A ravenous woman, turned by Jupi

ter into a whirlpool on the coast of Sicily, op

posite to the rocks called Scytla.

Chimaara. A fabulous monster in Lycia which

vomited fire, and was slain by Bellerophon.

Chryseis. A daughter of Chryses, a priest of

Apollo. Having been captured by the Greeks,

and given to Agamemnon, Ajwllo sent a pesti

lence upon the Grecian hosts, whereupon she

was restored to her father.

Circe. A sea-nymph and sorceress, who, by

means of an enchanted cup, turned men into

beasts ; she entertained Ulysses, but he was

proof against all her assaults."
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Clio. The Muse who presided over history ; re

presented with a half-opened roll.

Cloacina. A Roman goddess who presided over

the sewers.

Clothe The youngest of the three Fates; her

office was to spin the thread of life.

Clytemnestra. The faithless wife of Agamemnon,

whom she, with her paramour, iEgisthus, mur

dered on his return from Troy, for which crime

she was killed by her son Orestes.

Cocytus. A river in the lower world.

Coslus. One of the earlier deities, the spouse of

Terra, and father of Saturn.

Gonvus. The god of festivals and merriment.

Corybantes. Priests of Cybele.

Creon. A king of Thebes who promised his sister

Jocasta in marriage to any one who would ex

pound the riddle of the Sphinx. [riches.

Croesus. A king of Lydia celebrated for his great

Cupid. The god of love, son of Mars and Venus :

ho is represented naked, with wings, and bear

ing a bow and quiver. [the gods.

Cybele. The wife of Saturn, called the mother of

Cyolops. A class of savage giants of enormous

strength who worked for Vulcan ; they had but

one eye—in the middle of the forehead.

Cynthia. Diana, so called from Mount Cynthus,

in Delos, where she was born.

Cynthius. Apollo.

Cyparissus. A youth beloved by Apollo. Hav

ing by accident slain a favourite stag belonging

to the god, he besought that he might be

changed into a cypress.

D.

Daedalus, A Yimous Athenian artificer, father

of Icarus, and builder of the Cretan labyrinth ;

he is said to have constructed wings with which

lie fled across the jEgean sea to avoid the resent

ment of Minos.

Damon. A Pythagorean of Syracuse, celebrated

for his friendship for Pythias.

Danae. Daughter of AcriBius, and mother of

Perseus by Jupiter, who visited her in. the form

of a shower of gold, her father having shut her

up in a tower.

Danaides. The fifty daughters of Danaus, all of

whom, with the exception of Hypermnestra,

slew their husbands on their wedding night ; for

which crime they were doomed eternally to fill

with water a tub pierced with holes.

Daphne. A nymph beloved by Apollo, who chose

rather to be changed into a laurel than yield to

his wishes.

Dardanus. Son of Jupiter and Electra, the

Pleiad. Having slain his brother Iasius he fled

into Asia, where he founded the city of Troy.

Deidamiju Daughter of Lycomedes, king of

Sevros, and mother of Pyrrhus by Achilles.

Dej'anira. The wife of Hercules, who killed hor-

self because she had sent to her husband a shirt

dipped in the blood of the centaur Nessus, to

escape the agony occasioned by which, be burned

himself on Mount (Eta,

Delia and Deliua. Diana and Apollo, so called

from Delos where they were born.

Delphi. A city of Phocis, on the hill of Parnas

sus, where was a celebrated oracle of Apollo.

Deucalion. Son of Prometheus, king of Phthia

in Thessaly, who, with his wife Pyrrfaa. was pre

served in a small boat from a flood which

drowned the rest of Greece, and, landing on

Mount Parnassus, repeopled the country-

Diana. The daughter of Jupiter and Latom,

and the twin sister of Apollo. She was xtfinteJ

as the virgin moon goddess, the protector of vir

ginity, of women in labour, and the patrona*

of the chase.

Dido. The foundress and queen of Carthage, u>

site of which she obtained by purchasing a;

much laud as could be encompassed with a

bullock's hide, which she cut into small BhmU

She fell in love with iEneas, and killed heist"

because he slighted her.

Diomed. A king of Thrace who fed his how t*

human flesh: he was overcome by H«srcules,4t'i

thrown to be eaten by his own horses;—aho, i

famous Grecian hero who assisted Ulysses to

carry off the Palladium from Troy.

Dione. A sea-nymph and mother of Venus.

Dis. Pluto.

Discordia. The goddess of discord, banished fiw.

heaven for exciting divisions among the g«di

Doris, A nymph of the sea.

Dryads, Dryades. Nymphs who presided art:

the woods.

E.

Echo. A nymph who fell in love with Nsrcim'.

but being slighted by him, pined away, mw

nothing was left but her voice.

Egeria. A nymph of Aricia, in Italy, the ipm*

and instructress of Numa, .

Hectra. One of the seven Pleiades', danrlwr < :

Atlas and Pleione, and mother of Dardanm M

Jupiter ;—a daughter of Agamemnon and tt>-

temnestra, and sister of Orestes.

Elysium. The place assigned for the resdffc* »

good men after death.

Enceladus. The strongest of the giants TO«

spired against Jupiter, and attempted to «**

heaven. Jupiter hurled Mount JBtna upon l»

Endymion. A beautiful young shepherd ■.

Mount Latinos, oondemned by Jupiter to IUt-

ual sleep. Diana, or the moon, from timf ' ■

time, camo down from heaven to awake hjjs

Epeua. Son of Panopeus, and fabricator of »

wooden horse, by means ofwhich Troy was tat*

Ephialtes. A giant who, with his brother 0t»

waged warwith heaven , and was killed by ApouV

Erato. The Muse of lyric and amatory poetry

Erebus. An infernal deity, son of Cbaor-, s»t

brother of Nox ; also, a dark and gloom; own.

through which the Bhades pass on their «!

from earth to Hades.

Eriothoniua. A son of Vulcan, and the inreoK.

of chariots.

Erinnya. A Fury.

Eumeuides. The benevolent or gracwes os*

euphemistically applied to the Furies.

Euphorbua, A brave Trojan, sou of PanUiew c

Panthua.

Euphrosyne. One of the three Graces.

Europa. Daughter of the Phconiciin E£

Agenor, and mother of Minos and Sarpeaco t\

Jupiter, who, under the form of a whit* t*^

carried her off into Crete. ,
Euryale. Daughter of Minos, king of Crete. «iw

mother of Orion ;—also, one ofthe threeOf"

Eurydioe. Wife of Orpheus, to regain «««<' "
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descended into the lower world. Pluto yielded

to his prayer on condition that he should nut

look back at her until they reached the light,

which condition he failed to fulfil, and was

obliged to return without her.

Eurynome. Daughter of Oceanus, and mother of

the Graces.

Eurystheus. A king of Mycenae, who, at the

command of Juno, imposed upon Hercules, his

cousin and junior, twelve difficult labours.

Euterpe. The Muse who presided over music.

F.

Fates. Goddesses who presided over human life;

—they were called by Greeks, Clotho, Ltichtsia,

and AtropOA; the first spun the thread ; the

second held or extended it; the third cut it off.

Fauna. A prophetic goddess of the Latins, called

also Bona Deo.

Fauna. Sylvan deities with horns aud goats*

feet ; the offspring of Fatwins.

Faunas. A mythical king of Latium, wor

shipped after death as the god of agriculture

and shepherds.

Feronia. An Italian deity, the goddess of plants,

and the patroness of freedmen.

Flora. The goddess of flowers and gardens.

Fortuna. The goddess of fortune, from whose

hand were derived riches and poverty, happi

ness and misery—represented as blind.

Fulminate?. The thuuderer ; Jupiter.

Furies. The goddesses who avenge in the next

world the sins committed in this ; they are re

presented armed with snakes aud lighted

torches.

G.

Galatea. A sea-nymph passionately loved by

Polyphemus.

Gallus. A youth beloved by 3Iars, and by him

changed into a cock.

Ganymede. The sou of Tros, a youth of Hurpa*-

ing beauty, carried off by Jupiter's eagle from

Mount Ida to heaven, where he became cup

bearer to the gods in place of ITebe.

Genii. Tutelar deities or guardian spirits of

persona or places.

Geryon. A king of Spain whose oxen Hercules

carried off into Greece after he bad killed their

master.

Gordius. A Phrygian king who tied in the har

ness of his chariot, an inextricable knot, of

which it was foretold tliat whoever untied it

should become king of all Asia. Alexander the

Great, being unable to disentangle it, cut the

rope with his Bword.

Gorgons. Three daughters of PhorcyB and Ceto,

of hideous appearance, who had power to change

men into stone by simply looking at them.

Their names were Euryale, Stheuio, and

Medusa.

Graces. Three beautiful virgin goddesses,

daughters of Jupiter aud Eurynome, constantly

in attendance on Venus.

Gyges. A king of Lydia, famous for having a

ring, by means of which he could make himself

invisible ;—also, a giant with a luwidred arms.

H.

Hades. The place of departed spirits, com

prehending both Elysium and Tartarus.

Hamadryads. Nymphs who lived in the woods,

and presided over trees.

Harpies. Rapacious monsters, having the faces

of women, and the bodies, wings, and claws

of birds of prey.

Harpocrates. The Egyptian god of silence,

represented with his finger on his mouth.

Hebe. The goddess of youth and cupbearer to

the gods, until superseded by Ganymede.

Hecate. A goddess who presided over enchant

ments, conjurations, &c.

Hector. Son of Priam and Hecuba, and the

bravest of the Trojans, but slain at last by

Achilles, who dragged his body three times

round the walls of Trov.

Hecuba. The wife of Priam. She tore out her

eyes for the loss of her children.

Helena. Danghter of Tyndarus and Leda, and

wife of Menelaus, the most beautiful woman

of her age. By eloping with Paris she occa

sioned the Trojan war.

Helenes. The son of Priam and Hecuba, spared

by the Greeks on account of his skill in divina

tion, [and the Muse;.

Helicon. A mountain of Bceotia, sacred to Apollo

Hells. Daughter of Athamus and Nephele. Sin

ned from her step-mother Ino, and was

drowned in the Pontic Sea, thence called the

Hellespont.

HeraclidsB. The descendants of Hercules.

Hercules. The son of Jupiter and Alcmenn,

celebrated for great strength, and his tvetre

labour*.

Hermes. Mercury.

Hermione. Daughter of Mars and Venus, and

wife of Cadmus, changed into a serpent ;—also,

a daughter of Menelaus and Helena, and wife

of Orestes.

Hero. A beautiful priestess of Venus at Sestos,

in Thrace, beloved by Leandor of Abydos, who

used to swim over the Hellespont every night

to see her. Leander being at length unfor

tunately drowned, she threw herself in despair

into the sea.

Hesione. Daughter of Laomedon, king of Troy,

rescued from a sea-monster by Hercules,

who gave her in marriage to Telamon.

Hesperides. The daughters of Hesperus, who

had orchards on an island beyond Mount

Atlas producing golden apples, which were

carried away by Hercules.

Hesperus or Vesper. Son of Japetus and Asia,

and brother to Atlas, changed into the even

ing star. [to Theseus.

Hippolyte. Queen of the Amazons, married

Hippolytus. Son of Theseus and Hippolyte,

i who was torn to pieces by his own horses,

I but was restored to life by jEsculapius at the

j request of Diana.

Hippomedon. Son of Nesimachus, and one of

the seven Grecian chiefs in the war against

Thebes.

Hippomenes. A Grecian prince who beat At-

alanta in a race by throwing golden apples

before her, and thus obtained her as his wife.

They were both changed by Cybele into lions.

Hyacinthus. A beautiful Spartan youth, be

loved l>y Apollo. Having accidentally killed
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him while playing with the discus or quoit,

Apollo changed the blood that was spilt into

a flower called the hyacinth.

Hyades. Nymphs whose names, parentage, and

number are differently stated ; but the num

ber commonly given is seven. They were

placed among the stars, and were thought to

threaten rain when they rose with the sun.

Hydra, A celebrated water-serpent with seven

heads, which infested lake Lerna. As fast as

one head was cut off, two sprung up in its

stead. Hercules however succeeded in killing it.

Hygeia. Daughter of jEsculapiuB, and the

fifoddess of health.

Hylas. A beautiful son of Theodamus, passion

ately loved by Hercules—ho was lost on the

coast of Mysfa, and was long sought for by

Hercules, but in vain.

Hymeneeus and Hymen, Son of Bacchus and

Venus, or, as some say, of Apollo and one

of the Muses. He was the god of marriage.

I.

Icarus. A son of Daedalus, who, flying with

his father out of Crete into Sicily, fell

into the sea, since called the Icarian Sea.

Idomeneus. A king of Crete, and leader of the

Cretans against Troy.

Bus. A Bon of Xros and Callirrhoe, and

tha founder of Troy, which was called after

him Ilium.

Io. Daughter of Inachus and Ismene, beloved

by Jupiter, who, through fear of Juno, turned

• her into a cow. She wandered into EjjyP1.

was restored to her former shape, married

King Osiris, and after her death was wor

shipped by the Egyptians under the name of

I sis.

Iphigenia. Daughter of Agamemnon and Cly-

temnestra. Her father sought to offer her as a

sacrifice to Diana, whose resentment he had

incurred ; but tho goddess put a hart in her

place, and she became a priestess in the tttruple

of her preserver.

Iris. Daughter of Thaumas and Electra, and

messenger of Juno, who changed her into a

rainbow.

Ixion. A king of the Lapithie, in Thesaaly,

and the father of the Centaurs, by an image

of cloud which he supposed to be Juno.

Having boasted of his intimacy with the

goddess, he was punished by being fastened in

hell to a fiery wheel perpetually turning round.

J.

Janus. An ancient Italian deity. He enter

tained Saturn on his arrival in Italy, and in

troduced the use of wines, altars, and temples.

He is represented with two faces, looking

backward and forward, to denote the past and

the future. His temple at Rome was always

open in time of war, and closed in time of

peace.

Jason. A prince of Thessaly, who, with the aid

of Medea, brought away fr»m Colchis the

golden fleece which was guarded by a

sleepless dragon.

Juno. Daughter of Saturn and Ops, aad

sister and wife of Jupiter. She was the qotes

of heaven, the guardian deity of women as-i

of marriage.

Jupiter. The supreme god of the Roman*,

identical with the Grecian Zens. He vu the

son of Saturn, brother of Neptune and Plato,

and brother and husband of Juno.

Lachesis. One of the three Fates. Her oflac:

was to hold or extend the thread of human life

Laius. King of Thebes, and father of (Edipoi,

who unwittingly killed him.

Lamias. Female spectres who assumed the most

seductive forms to insnaxe young persw-i.

whom they devoured.

Laocoon. Son of Priam and Hecuba, a Tio'm

priest, who, having offended Pallas, was desBwv

ed by serpents, together with his two sorw.

Laomedon. A king of Troy, and father of

Priam and Ganymede ; killed by Hercules te

refusing to give him Heaione in marriage, after

he had delivered her from a sea monster.

Lares. Tutelar deities who presided over hots::

and families.

Latinus. A king of the Laurentians, in I tab-,

who gave ^Eneas his daughter Lavinia iu

marriage.

Latona. The mother of Apollo and Diana, vhoti

she brought forth on the floating island of D*k*^

Laveraa. The goddess of thieves. Her image *i*

a head without a bodv.

Leda. Daughter of Thestius and wife of Tm-

daruB, beloved by Jupiter—aaid to have laid t*-.

eggs, from one of which came Pollux as-i

Helena, and from the other, Castor and ClrVai-

nostra. [cules slew the Ilv-lra.

Lerna. A famous marsh near Argos, where Her-

Lethc. A river of the lower world, whose waten

caused a total forgetfuluess of the past.

Ligeia. One of the three Sirens.

Limnides. Nymphs of the lakes and ponds.

Luoina. The goddess of childbirth.

Lucifer. The planet Venus when *een ia the

morning ; called Vesper, Veaperugo, Hespercs

when seen after sunset. [Ten*

Luna. The moon, daughter of Hyperion alI

Luperealia. Festivals in honour of Pan.

Luperci. The priests of Pan.

Lycaon. A king of Arcadia, who, having offeoo>i

Jupiter by his monstrous impiety, was itratt

by lightning, and turned into a wolf.

Lyoomedes. A king of the island of 8cyro\

among whose daughters Achilles for a time coo- t

cealed himself, disguised in female attire, to

avoid going to the Trojan war.

M.

Machaon, Son of sculapiua, a famous sttnjroi

of the Greeks before Troy.

Mpsnades. Female companions of Bacchus.

Maia. Daughter of Atlas and PleJone, soJ

mother of Mercury by Jupiter.

Mars, The son of Jupiter and Juno, the god rf

* war ; in Greek, Ares. j

Marayas. A satyr who, having chtJJ*nv«d -*PuJa> :
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to a trial of skill in music, was defeated and

flayed alive by him.

Kausolus. A kiug of Caria, and husband of

Artemisia, who erected to his memory a magni

ficent monument, the Mausoleum, which was

reckoned one of the seven wonders of the world.

Medea. A celebrated sorceress, daughter of

j£et*», king of Colchis. Through her assistance

Jason secured the golden fleece.

Medusa. One of the Gorgous, slain by Perseus.

Megaera. One of the Furies.

Meleag-er. Son of Otaeus, king of Calydon, and

Althaea. His life depended on the preservation

of an extinguished brand, and this his mother

burned out of revenge for the death of her

brothers whom he had slain.

Melpomene. The 3luse who presided over tragic

and lyric poetry.

Hemnon. A king of Ethiopia, son of Tithonns

and Aurora. He went to the aid of the Trojans,

and was slain by Achilles. His statue near

Thebes gave forth a sound like that of a harp-

string whenever the first beams of the rising sun

fell on it.

Menelaus. King of Sparta, and husband of

Helen, whose elopement from him with Paris

caused the Trojan war.

Mentor. A faithful friend of Ulysses, and left in

charge by him of his domestic affaire, and par

ticularly of his son Telemachu*. He was re

garded as the wisest man of his time.

Mercury. Son of Jupiter and Main, messenger of

the gods, the inventor of letters, and the god of

eloquence, merchants, and thieves.

Merope. A daughter of Atlas, one of the

Pleiades, and married to Sisyphus.

Midas. A foolish king of Plirygia who entreated

Bacchus that every thing he touched might be

turned into gold. Apollo changed his ears into

those ofan ass, because he decided a musical coi.-

test in favour of Pan.

Kilo. A celebrated athlete of Crotona.

Minerva. The goddess of wisdom, of the liberal

arts, and of spinning and weaving. She was not

born like others, but sprang full armed from

the head of Jupiter.

Minos. A king and lawgiver of Crete, son of

Jupiter and Europa, and brother of Rhadaman-

thus. After death he was made a judge in the

lower regions on account of the prudence and

wisdom he had manifested on earth.

Minotaur. A famous monster with the head of

a bull and the body of a man : he was kept in

the Cretan labyrinth, and fed on human flesh.

He was slain by Theseus.

Mnemosyne. The mother of the Muses, and the

goddess of memory. [Nor.

Momus. The god of ridicule and satire, a son of

Morpheus. The win of Soronus, and god of dreams.

Mors. A deified personification of death.

Muses. Nine goddesses who presided over poetry,

music, and the liberal arts and sciences ; they

were daughters of Jupiter and Mnemosyne.

Their names were Calliope, Clio, Erato, Euterpe,

Melpomene, Polyhymnia, Terpsichore, Thalia,

and Urania. [to the war against Troy.

Myrmidons. Troops who accompanied Achilles

N.

Naiads. Nymphs of fountains and streams

Napes. Nymphs of the groves and valleys.

Narcissus, A beautiful youth, son of Cephisus

and the nymph Liriope. beholding his own

image in a fountain, ho fell so violently in love

with it, that he wasted away with desire, and

was changed into the flower of the same name.

Nemesis, The goddess of retributive justice.

Neptune. The god of the sea and of other waters ;

sou of Saturn and Ops, brother to J upiter, and

husband of Amphitrite ; he is represented as

bearing a trident for a sceptre.

Nereids. Nymphs of the sea, daughters of Nereus.

Nereus, A sea-god, son of Oceanus and Tethys,

husband of Doris, and father of the Nereids.

Nessus. A centaur slain with a poisoned arrow

by Hercules, for offering violence to Dejanira.

Nestor. Son of Neleus and Chloris, eminent

among the Grecian heroes before Troy for his

eloquence and wisdom. He is said to have out

lived three generations of men.

Ninus. The first king of Assyria, husband of

Semiramis, and founder of Nineveh.

Niobe. The daughter of Tantalus, and wife of

Amphion, king of Thebes. Her pride in her

children provoked Apollo and Diana, who slew

them all ; on which Niobe, was struck dumb

with grief, or was turned into stone.

Nox. One of the most ancicut deities, and god

dess of night.

0.

Oceanides. Sea-nymphs, three hundred in num

ber, daughters of Oceanus.

Oceanus. Son of Ccelus and Terra, the nic*t

ancient god of tho Bea, and father of the uyjnphs

presiding over springs and rivers.

(Edipus. A king of Thebes who solved the riddle

of the Sphinx, unwittingly killed las father

Laius, and married his mother Jocasta, on dis

covering which he went mad, and tore out his

own eyes.

Olympius. Jupiter ; so called from Mount

Olympus the seat of his throne.

Omphale. A queen of Lydia, fur love of whom

Hercules became a slave, exchanged his club

for a spindle and distaff, and suffered him

self to be beaten with her slipper.

Ops. Cybele. [panied Diana in hunting.

Oreads. Nymphs of the mountains, who accom-

Orestes. Sou of Agamemnon and Clytemnefitra,

and the firm friend of Pylades. He avenged

the death of his father by slaying bis mother

and her paramour jEgisthus, and was in con

sequence pursued and tormented by the Furies.

Orion. A mighty giant who was made a con

stellation.

Orpheus, A poet and musician, whose skill

in music was such, that the very rocks and

trees followed him.

Ossa. A lofty mountain of Thessaly, which

the giants in their war against the gods, piled

upon Mount Pelion, in their attempt to .«eaie

heaven. [heaven.

Otus. On* of the giants who warred against

P.

Pactolm, A celebrated river in Lydia in which
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Midas washed himself, when his touch turned

every thing to gold, from which cause it ever

after rolled golden sands,

Palamedea. A king of Eubcea, and one of the

Greeks before Troy, where he lost his life

through the machinations of Ulysses, whose

feigned madness (feigned that he might avoid

going to the wax) he had discovered.

Paler The goddess of husbandry and cattle.

Falinurus. The pilot of .(Eneas, who fell asleep

at the helm, and tumbled into the sea-

Palladium. A wooden image of Pallas, on the

possession of which the security of Troy was

supi>osed to depend. It was stolen from Troy

by Ulyases and Diomedes.

Pallas. Minerva.

Pan. The god of shepherds, guardian of bees,

and patron of fishing and fowling ; he is re

presented as combining the form of a man with

horns upon his head, and the legs, tail, and

feet of a goat.

Pandora. The first woman, made by Vulcan

at the command of Jupiter, and endowed by

Venus with great beauty. Jupiter gave her

a box containing all kinds of misfortunes ;

curiosity tempted her to open it, and they all

flew out ; but Hope remained at the bottom.

Parcas, The goddesses of fate ; tho Fates.

Paris. Son of Priam, king of Troy, and of

Hecuba, He decided a contest of beauty be

tween Juno, Pallas, and Venus, in favour of

the last, who in return promised him Helen,

the wife of Menelaus, and the most beautiful

of women. By carrying her off to Troy, he

brought on the Trojan war.

Partheuope. One of the three Sirens. She

fell in love with Ulysses, and not winning

him, cast herself into the Bea, and was thrown

by the waves on the shore where Naples after

wards stood.

Patroclus. One of the Greeks before Troy,

the friend of Achilles, slain in single combat by

Hector.

Pax. The goddess of peace, represented in the

form of a matron, holding forth ears of corn,

and crowned with olives or laurel.

Pegasus. A winged steed belonging to Apollo

and the Muses. He sprang from the blood of

Medusa, one of the Gorgons, when she was

slain by Perseus.

Pelops. A king of Phrygia and son of Tantalus.

When a child he was served up to the gods

by his father, but was restored to life by Jupi

ter, who gave him a shoulder of ivory in place

of the one eaten by Ceres.

Penates. Old Latin guardian gods of the house

hold and of the state, as being formed of a

union of households.

Penelope. The wife of Ulysses, who, being

pressed by suitors during his absence, made

them promise to delay until she had finished a

web which she was then weaving, and of which

she unravelled at night what she wove by day.

Perdix. The nephew of Dtedalus, thrown from

a tower by his uncle, and changed by Minerva

into a partridge.

Perseus. Son of Jupiter and Danae, who

was made a constellation. He vanquished the

Gorgons, and performed many wondrous

deeds by means of Medusa's head.

Phaeton. The son of Phoebus and Clymene,

who obtained permission from bis father to

drive his chariot for a single day ; but being

unable to manage the fiery eu»l>, b- ^ii

hurled by Jupiter into the river Ertdanai w

prevent a general conflagration.

Philoctete*. Son of Posat, of Thesxaly, and a

celebrated archer. Hercules, at his dr-aih,

gave him some poisoned arrows, wither:

which Troy could not be taken.

Philomela. Daughter of Pandion, kins <&

Athens, She was changed into a nightingal? .

Phineu*. A soothsaying king of Thrace, who,

having blinded and imprisoned his children

on a false accusation, was himself rtrcck

blind and tormented by the Harpies.

Fhlegethon. A river in Hades which ran

with fire instead of water.

Phlegyas, A king of the Lapithae, who, having

burned the temple of Apollo, was placed in

hell under a great stone, apparently aboQt to

fall at every moment.

Phoebe. Diana, as goddess of the moon.

Phoebus. Apollo, as god of the sun.

Phosnix, A fabulous bird, which, according to

Herodotus, visited Ileliopolis, in Egypt, one*

in every five hundred years. It had no mate,

but when about to die, made a nest and burned

itself to ashes, from which a young }.-kosnix

arose.

Pierides. The Muses ; so called from Mount

Pierius;—also, the daughters of Plena*, whaci

the Muses changed into magpies for challeng

ing them to aing.

Pirithooa. Son of Ixion. king of the L&pat&r,

husljand of Hippodamia, and intimate friend

of Theseus.

Pleiades, The seven daughters of Atlas and

Pleione, transformed into the constellation of

the same name.

Pluto. The god of Hades, or the lower world.

son of Saturn and Ops, brother of Jupiter

and Neptune, and husband of Proserpine.

Plutus. The god of wealth, represented as lam?

in his approach, but winged in bis d«i*arture.

Pollux. Castor and Pollux, twin sons of Leda.

Jupiter was the father of Pollux, and Tyndaras.

her husband, father of Castor. They wen

transformed into the constellation Gemini or

the Twins.

Polydamas. A famous athlete.

Polydorua. A son of Priam and Hecuba, kilkd

for his riches by the Thracian king Folya-

nestor. [ing and rhetoric.

Polyhymnia. The Muse who presided over sins-

Polyphemus. A cruel giant who bad bat oat

eye in the middle of his forebuad, whici

Ulysses burned out with a firebrand, hating

first made him drunk. He was one of the

Cyclops, and a son of Neptune.

Pomona. The goddess of orchards and fruits.

Priam. Son of Laoniedon, husband of Hecuba,

and father of Hector, Pans. &c. He was

the last king of Troy, the city being taken

during his reign.

Priapua. The god of gardens and vineyard*,

and of procreation.

Procrustes. A savage highwayman of Attica,

who placed his captives on a couch, and. if

too short, stretched them out to fit it* bat it

they were too long ho cut off their legs—wheat*

the metaphorical phrase, the bed of ProcnuSei.

Progne. Daughter of Pandion, king of Athens,

wife of Tereus, and sister of Phiksnela.

Endeavonring to escape from her cms* how-

band, she was changed into a swallow.
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Prometheus. The ton of Japetus, one of the

Titans, and Cljmene, fabled by the poets to

have surpassed all mankind in knowledge, and

to have formed men of clay, to whom he gave

life by means of fire stolen from heaven; at

which Jupiter being offended, sent Mercury to

bind him on Mount Caucasus, and placed a

vulture to torment him by continually preying

on his liver.

Proserpine. Daughter of Jupiter and Ceres, wife

of Pluto, and queen of tlte lower regions.

Proteus. A sea-god who foretold future events,

and possessed the power of transforming himself

into any shape he pleased.

Psyche. A nymph beloved by Cupid, and made

immortal by Jupiter.

Pygmies. A nation of dwarfs in Africa, only a

span high. Every spring they were attacked by

tiie cranes and defeated ; others say they inhabit

ed Thrace, and were destroyed by the cranes.

Pygmalion. Son of Belus, king of Tyre, and

brother of Dido, whose husband, Sichseus, he

slew for his money :—a great-grandson of De-

Ins, who made a statue of which he became so

enamoured that Venus at his entreaty gave it

life, and which he afterwards married.

Pyladei. A true and faithful friend of Orestes.

Pyramus. A Babylonian, the lover of Thisbe.

On account of her supposed death, he stabbed

himself under a mulberry tree, and she, finding

his corpse, put an end to her life on the same

spot and with the same weapon.

Pyrrhus, Son of Achilles and Deidamia. He

distinguished himself at the siege of Troy by his

cruelty and vindiotiveness as well as bravery. At

the request of his wife he was slain by Orestes.

Python. A huge serpent killed near Delphi by

Apollo, who instituted the Pythian games in

cummemoration of the event

Q.

Quirinus. A name given to Romulus after his

death and deification ;—also, a title of Jupiter

and Mars. [people.

Quirites. A name given to the ancient Roman

R.

a. The twin brother of Romulus, slain by

him for leaping in scorn over the walls of

Rome when they were being built.

Rhadamanthus. A lawgiver of Crete, son of

J upiter, and brother of Minos. He was famous

for his justice and equity, and was on that

account, after death, made one of the judges

in the lower world.

Rhea. A name of Cybele.

Romulus. A son of Mars and Rhea Silvia. His

uncle threw him as soon as he was born into

the river Tiber, but he was saved and brought

up by a shepherd, and finally became the founder

and first king of Rome.

s.

Salii. Priests of Mara

Salmoneus. A king of Eli*, struck by lightning

for imitating the thunderbolts of Jove.

Sarpedon. A son of Jupiter and Europa, and

king of I«ycia, who distinguished himself at tho

siege of Troy, and was killed by Patroclus.

Saturn, Son of Ccelus and Terra, and father of

Jupiter. Having been banished from the

throne of heaven by his son, he fled for safety

into Italy, and taught the people agriculture

and the useful arts. The time in which he did

this is called The Golden Age.

Satyrs. Lascivious sylvan deities with horns and

goats* feet.

Saturnalia. Festivals in honour of Saturn.

Scylla. a daughter of Phorcys, changed by

Circe, out of jealousy, idto a sea monster, and

placed on a rock on the Italian coast, opposite

Charybdis on the coast of Sicily ;—also, a

daughter of Nisus of Megara, beloved by MinoH,

for whom she cut off from her father's head a

purple look on which his life depended ; for

which crime she was changed into a lark.

Semele. Daughter of Cadmus, and mother of

Bacchus by Jupiter.

Silenus. The foster-father of Bacchus ; lascivious

and addicted to drunken liens, but regarded as

the god of abstruse mysteries and knowledge.

He is represented as bald-headed, with short

horns and a flat nose, and as riding on an ass.

Sirens. Three birds, with the faces of virgins, on

the southern coast of Italy, where with their

sweet voices they enticed ashore those who were

sailing by, and then killed them. Their names

were Lcucatia, Ligeia, and Parthenope.

Sisyphus. Son of Mo\\\s, king of Corinth, and

a noted robber, killed by Theseus. For his

crimes he was condemned in hell to roll to the

top of a hill a huge etone, which constantly fell

back again to the bottom.

Sol. Apollo. [of sleep.

Somnus. A son of Erebus and Nox, and the god

Sphinx. A fabulous monster near Thebes, with

the head of a woman, the body of a lion, and

the wings of a bird, which put forth riddles to

passers by, and devoured all who were unable to

solve them. (Edipus solved one proposed to

him, whereupon she destroyed herself.

Stentor. A herald mentioned by Homer; his

voice is said to have been as loud as the voices

of fifty men together.

Styx. A river in the infernal regions by which

the gods swore their most solemn oaths.

Sylvanus. A Roman deity who presided over

woods and all places planted with trees.

T.

Taoita. The goddess of silence.

Tantalus. A king of Phrygia, son of Jupiter,

and father of Niobe and Pelops. For his mis

deeds he was placed in a lake of water which

receded whenever he attempted to drink, and

under a tree laden with all manner of delicious

fruits, which always eluded his grasp.

Tartarus. The place of punishment in Hades, or

the lower world.

Telamon. One of the Argonauts, son of j£acus

brotherof Peleus, and father of Ajax and Teucer.

He was king of SalamiB, and first scaled the

walls when Hercules took the city of Troy in

the reign of Laomedon.
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Telemaehus. The only son of Ulysses and Penel

ope. He went in search of his father after the

siege of Troy.

Tellui. The earth personified, the most ancient

of all the deities after Chaos. She is represented

as a woman with many breasts distended with

milk.

Tempe. A vale of Thessaly through which ran

the river Peneus, between Ossa and Pelion—

described by the poets as the most delightful

spot on earth.

Terminus. A divinity at Rome who was supposed

to preside over bounds and limits, and to punish

usurpations of land.

Terpsichore. The Muse who presided over

dancing.

Tethys. Wife of Oceanus, and mother of the sea-

nymphs and river-gods.

Thalia. One of the Muses ; the Muse of comedy.

One of the three Graces.

Themis. Daughter of Ccelus and Terra, and

goddess of justice, who rewarded virtue and

punished vice.

Theseus. King of Athens, and one of the most

famous heroes of antiquity. He was the son of

Algeus and jEthra, husband of Ariadne and

afterward of Phflidra, and father of Hippolytus

by the Amazonian Hippolyte. He was espe

cially noted for slaying the Minotaur and con

quering the Centaurs, and for his friendship for

Pirithous.

Tisiphone. One of the three Furies.

Titan. Son of Coelus and Terra, elder brother of

Saturn, and father of a race of giants, called

Titans, who contended with Saturn for the

sovereignty of heaven, until Jupiter cast them

by his thunderbolts into Tartarus. A grandson

of the above, aud son of Hyperion ; the sun-god.

A name given to Prometheus, as grandson of

Titan.

Tithonus. Son of Laomedon, and father of

Memnon by Aurora, who endowed hira with im

mortality, and when he had become very old

and decrepit turned him into a grasshopper.

Tityus. A son of Jupiter, slain by Apollo for an

attempt on the chastity of Latona, and con

demned in the infernal regions to have a vul

ture for ever feeding on his liver, which was

twrpetually renewed. He was a giant of size bo

huge, that his body, when stretched out, covered

nine acres of land.

Triptolemua. A king of Eleusis, who was the in

ventor of agriculture, and became a judge in the

lower world.

Triton. Son of Neptune and the nymph Salacia ;

a sea-god and Neptune's trumpeter.

Troilus, Son of Priam and Hecuba, slain by

Achilles.

Trophoniui. A deity who imparted oracles in

a cave near Lebadia, in Bceotia. He was the

builder of Apollo's temple at Delphi.

Turnus. A king of the Kutuli, in Italy kilkd I;

Apneas.

Tydeus. A king of Calydon, son of GBneat, ids'

father of Diomedes ; celebrated for his victory

over Eteocles, king of Thebes.

Typhon. A famous giant, struck with lightning

by Jupiter, and buried under Mount jEuu.

TJlysses. Son of Laertes, husband of Pension

father of Telemachns, and king of Ithaca ; the

most eloquent, wise, and politic of the Gretui

heroes in the Trojan war.

Urania. The Muse who presided over astronomy.

Uranus. The most ancient of the gods, hatband

of Tellus or Terra, and father of Saturn. Hi

was called Ccelus by the Romans.

V.

Venus. The goddess of love, gracefulness, beanu,

and pleasure, wife of Vulcan, mother of Capsi, '

JSneas, Ac.

Vertumnus. A Roman deity who presided otst

the seasons (particularly spring), and their pro*

ductions. He was the lover of Pomona.

Vesta. The goddess of flocks and herds, sod --f

the household in general ; daughter of Sataro

and sister of Jupiter, Neptune, Pinto, Juno, uA

Ceres. Her temple contained a sacred fire, tend

ed by virgins, and never permitted to go oat

Vulcan. Son of Jupiter and Juno, and husbar-J

of Venua He was the god of fire, and preodei

over workers in metal. Hia workshop vu tup-

{rased to be under Mount £tna, where, asnsted

*y the Cyclops, he forged thunderbolts for Jove.

Z.
i

Zephyrus. The west wind, eon of JSolo* and

Aurora, and the passionate lover of the goddsst

Flora.

Zetet, One of the Argonauts, son of Bores* i*l

Orithnia, and brother to Calais, together «iu*

whom ho pursued the Harpies, and drove thus

from Thrace ; he is generally described s» s

winged being.

Zethus. Son of Jupiter and Antiope, and tsrin

brother of Amphion : very expert in music.

Zeus. The Greek name of Jupiter.



ALPHABETICAL LIST

OF THE

PROPER NAMES in the OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS,

WITH THE

MEANING OF THE WORDS IN THE ORIGINAL LANGUAGES,

Aa'ron, a teacher, or lofty.

A-bad'don, the destroyer.

A-bag/tha, father of the wine-press.

A-ba'na, made of stone, a building.

Aba-rim, passages, or passengers.

AVda, a servant, or servitude.

Ab'di, my servant.

Ab-di'el, the servant of God.

Ab'don, a servant, or cloud of judgment.

A-bed'ne-go, servant of light.

A'bel, vanity, breath, vapour.

AT>el, (a city) mourning.

A-bel-beth-ma'a-chah, mourning to the house of

Haachah.

A-bel-maim, mourning of waters.

A-bel-me-ho'lah, sorrow or mourning of weak

ness or sickness.

A-bel-miz-ra'im, the mourning of the Egyptians.

A-bel-sbiftim, mourning of thorns.

A'bez, an egg, or muddy.

AT)i, my father.

A-bi'ah, A-bi'jah, the Lord my father.

A-bi-aTbon, most intelligent father.

A-bi a-thar. excellent father.

A'bib, green fruits, or ears of corn.

A-bi'dah, the father of knowledge.

A-bi'dan, father of judgment.

A-bi'el, God my father.

A-bi-e'zer, father of help.

Ab'i-gail, the father's joy.

Ab'i-nail, the father of strength.

A-bi'hu, he is my father.

A-bi'jam. father of the sea,

Ab-i-le'ne. the father of mourning.

A-bi-ma'el, a father sent from God.

A-bim'e-leoh, father of the king.

A-bin'a-dab, father of willingness.

A-bi-no'am, father of beauty.

A-bi'ram, a high father.

Ag'i-shab, ignorance of the father.

A-bi-sha'i, the present of my father.

A-bish'al-om, Ab'sa-lom, the father of peace.

A-bi-shu'a, father of salvation.

A-bi'shur, the father of the wall, or father of

uprightness,

A-bi'tal, the father of the dew.

A-bi tub, father of goodness.

A-bi'ud, father of praise.

Ab'ner, father of light.

Abram, high father.

ATira-ham, the father of a multitude.

Ac'cad, a vessel, pitcher, or sparkle,

Ac'eho, close, pressed together.

A-celda-raa, the field of blood.

A-chai'a, grief, or trouble.

A-cha i-cuB, a native of Achaia.

A'chan, or A'char, he that troubleth.

Ach'bor, a rat, or inclosing the well

A'chim, preparing, or revenging.

A'chish, thus it is, or how is this ?

A'chor, trouble.

Ach'sah, adorned: bursting the veiL

Ach'shaph, poison, tricks.

Ach'zib, liar, lying, or that runs.

A'da-dah, the witness of the assembly.

A'dah, an assembly.

Ad-a-i'ah, the witness of the Lord.

Ad-a-li'ah, one that draws water.

Ad am, earthy man, red.

Ada-man, red earth, or of blood.

Ad'a-mi, my red, earthy, man, human.

A'dar, high, or eminent.

Ad-be'el, a vapour, a cloud of God,

Ad'di, my witness, adorned, prey.

Addon, basis, foundation, the Lord.

A'di-el, the witness of the Lord.

A'din, adorned, voluptuous, dainty.

Ad-i-tha'im, assemblies, testimonies.

Adlai, my witness, my ornament.

Ad mah, earthy, red, or bloody.

Ad-ma'tha, a cloud of death, a mortal vapour.

Ad'nah, rest, or testimony eternal.

A-don-i-be'zek, the lightning of the Lord, or the

Lord of lightning.

A-do-ni iah, the Lord my master.

A-do-ni'kam, the Lord raised.

A-do-ni'ram, my Lord most high, or Lord of

might and elevation.

A-don-i-M/dek, justice of the Lord.

A-do'ram, their beauty, their power.

A-do-raim, strength of the sea.

A-dram'me-lech, the cloak, glory, grandeur, or

power of a king.

Ad-ra-myt'ti-um, the court of death.

A-dullam, their testimony, their prey, or their

ornament.

Ag'a-bus, a locust, feast of the father.

A'gag, roof, floor.

A'gur, stranger, gathered together.

A'hab, uncle, or father's brother.

A-has-u-e'rus, prince, head, or chief.

A-ha'va, essence, or generation.

Ainu, one that takes and possesses.

A-ha-zi'ah, seizure; vision of the Lord

A hi ah, A-hi jah. brother of the Lord.

A-hi-e'zer, brother of assistance.
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A-hi kam. a brother who raises np.

A-hi'lud, a brother born.

A-him'a-az, brother of the council.

A-h i man , brother of the right hand.

A- him-elech, brother a king.

A-hi'moth, brother of death.

A-hi-no'am, the beauty of the brother, or brother

of motion.

A-hi'o, his brother, Mb brethren.

A-hi ra, brother of iniquity, or brother of the

shepherd.

A-his a-mach, brother of strength.

A-hi shar, brother of a prince, or brother of a

song.

A-hith'o-phel, brother of ruin or folly.

A-hi'tub, brother of goodness.

A-hi nud, brother of praise.

Ahlab, which is of milk, or of fat.

A-ho lah. his tabernacle, his tent.

A-ho-liab, the tent or tabernacle of the father.

A-hol i-bah. tent or tabernacle in her.

A-hol-i-ba'mah, tabernacle is exalted.

A i, or Hai. A-i'ath, mass, or heap.

A-jalon, a chain, strength, a stag.

A-lam'me-lech, God is king.

Al-ex-an'der, one who assists men.

Al-le-lui'a, praise the Lord.

Al'lon, an oak, or strong.

ATIon-bach'uth, oak of weeping.

Al-mo'dad, measure of God.

Al'pheus, a thousand, Learned, chief.

Am'a-lek, a people that licks up.

A-ma'na, integrity and truth.

Am-a-ri'ah, the Lord says, or the excellency of

the Lord.

A-ma'aa, sparing the people.

Am-a-zi'ah, strength of the Lord.

Am'mah, my people.

Am mi, the same with Ammah.

Am-min'a-dib, my people is liberal.

Am-mi nud, people of praise.

Am-mi-shad da-i. the people of the Almighty,

the Almighty is with me.

Am man, a people, sou of my people.

Anv'non, faithful and true, or tutor.

A'mon, faithful, true.

Am'o-rite, bitter, a rebel, a babbler.

A'mos, loading, weighty.

A'moz, strong, robust

Am'pli-as, large, extensive.

Am'ram, an exalted people ; their sheaves, or

handfulsof corn.

Am ra-phel. speaker of secrets.

A'nab, answerer, or afflicted.

A'nak, a collar, or ornament.

A-nam'me-lech, answer, song of the king.

An-a-ni'as, the cloud of the Lord.

An a-thoth, answer, song, poverty.

An drew, a stout and strong man.

An-ilron'i-cus, one who excels.

A'ner, answer, song, affliction.

Anna, gracious, or one who gives.

An 'na.s, one who answers.

An'ti-christ, adversary to Christ.

An'ti-och, speedy as a chariot.

An'ti-pas, for or against all.

An-ti-pa'tris, for or against the father.

A-pelles, exclnsion, separation.

A'phek, a Btream, a rapid torrent.

A-pol-lo'ni-a. perdition, destruction.

A-pol'los, who destroys or wastes.

A-pol'ly-on, one who exterminates.

Ap-phi'a, productive, fruitful.

SCBIPTUEE PEOPEE HAKES.

A-quil'a. an eagle.

A-ra bi-a, evening ; wild, desert.

A'ram, highness, magnificence, one that deourc-.

or their curse.

Ar'a-rat, the curse of trembling.

A-rau'nah. ark, song, joyful cry.

Ar'ba, city of the four.

Ar-che-la us, prince of the people.

Ar-chip'pus, chief of the horses.

Arc-tu rua, a gathering together.

A-reli, the light or vision of God.

A-re-op'a-gus, the hill of Man.

A-re'tus, agreeable or virtuous.

Ar'gob, a turf, or fat land.

A'n-el, altar, light, or lion of God.

A-ri-ma-the'a, lion dead to the Lord.

A'ri-och, long, great, talL

Ai-iS-tar'chttS, a good prince, or the best pnwt

Ar-is-tob u-lus, a good counsellor.

Ar-ma-ged'don, mountain of the Gospel, or «

Megiddo.

Ar non, rejoicing, leaping for joy.

Ar'o-er, heath, tamarisk.

Ar/pad, the light of redemption.

Ar-phax'ad, one that heals.

Ar-tax-erx es, the silence of light.

Arts-mas, whole, sound.

A'sa, physician, or cure.

As'a-hel, work or creature of God.

As-a-i'ah, the Lord hath wrought

A'saph, one who assembles.

As'e-nath, peril, or misfortune.

Ash'dod. effusion, inclination, theft

Ash'er, happiness.

A-ahi'ma, crime, position.

Ash ke-naz, a fire that spreads.

Ash'ta-roth, flocks, sheep, or riches.

A shur, who is happy, walks, looks.

A'si-a, muddy, boggy.

As"he-Ion, weight, balance, or fire of infant.

As-nap'per, unhappiness, increase of danger.

As'sir, prisoner, fettered.

As sos. approachiug, coming near.

A-syn'cri-tus, incomparable.

A tad, a thorn.

Ath-a-li'ah, the time of the Lord.

At-ta'li-a, that increases or sends.

A'ven, iniquity, force, riches.

Au-gus'tus, increased, exalted.

Az-a-ri'ah, he that hears the Lord.

A-ze'kah, strength of walls.

As'gad, a strong army, strength of forrane, cr >

gang of robbers.
Az'noth-tabor, ears of Tabor, or ears of punty, a

contrition.

A-zo'tus, the same as Ashdod.

A'zor, he that assists or is assisted.

B.

Ba'al, who rules and subdues. ._,
Ba'al-ah, her idol, or she that is gorerwo '■'

subdued, a spouse.

Ba'al-be rith, idol of the covenant

Ba'al-gad, idol of fortune or felicity.

Ba'al-na'mon, who rules a crowd. .

Ba'al-her'mon, possessor of destruction ct *

thing cursed.

Ba'a-li, my idol, or lord over me

Ba'a-lim, idols, masters, false gods.

Ba'al-ii, a rejoicing, or proud lord,
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Ba'al-me'on, idol, or master of the house.

Ba'al-pe'or, master of the opening.

Ba al-per'a-zim, god of divisions.

Ba'al-shali-sha, the god that presides over

three, the third idol

Ba-al-ta'mar, master of the palm-tree.

Ba'al-ze'phon. the idol or possession of the

north ; hidden, secret.

Baa-nah, in the answer, in affliction .

Baa-shah, he that seeks, or lays waste.

Ba'bel, confusion, or mixture.

Bab'y-lon, see Babel.

Baca, a mulberry-tree.

Ba-hu'rim, choice, warlike, valiant.

Ba'jith. a house.

Balaam, the ancient of the people.

Balak, who lays waste, or destroys

Ba'mah, an eminence, or high place.

Ba-raVbas, son of shame, confusion.

Bar'a-chel, Bar-a-ehi'as, who bows before

God.

Barak, thunder, or in vain.

Bar-je'sus, son of Jesus or Joehna.

Bar-jo'na, son of Jona, or of a dove.

Bar'na-bas, son of the prophet, or of consola

tion.

Bar'sa-bas, son of return, son ofrest.

Bar-thol'o-mew, a son that suspends the waters.

Bar-ti-me'us, son of the honourable.

Ba'ruch, who is blessed.

Bar-zilla-i, Bon of contempt.

Ba'shan, in the tooth or in ivory.

Baah'o-math, perfumed ; confusion of death, or

in desolation.

Bath'the-ba, the seventh daughter, or the

daughter of satiety.

Be dad, alone, solitary.

BeMan, according to judgment.

Be-el'ze-bub, god of the fly.

Beer, a well.

Be-er-la-hai'roi, the well of him that liveth and

seeth me.

Be-er ahe-ba, the well of an oath.

Bekah, half a shekel.

Bel, ancient or nothing.

Beli-al, wicked, of no account.

Bel-shaz'zar. master of the treasure.

Bel-te-ahaz'zar, who lays up treasures in secret

Be-na'iah, son of the Lord.

Ben-am'rai, son of my people.

Ben-ha'dad, son of Hadad, or noise.

Ben ja-min, son of the right hand.

Ben - o'ni, son of my sorrow, or pain.

Be'or, burning, foolish, mad.

Ber'a-chau, blessing, bending the knee.

Be-re'a, heavy, weighty.

Be'rith, covenant.

Ber-ni ce, one that bring* victory.

Be'sor, glad news or incarnation.

Be'tah, confidence.

Beth-ab'a-ra, the house of passage.

Beth a-ny, the house of song or of affliction.

Beth-a'ven, the house of vanity, of iniquity, of

trouble.

Beth-bersi, the house ofmy Creator; tho house of

my health.

Bethcar, the house of the lamb.

Beth-da'gon, the house of corn.

Beth-dib-Ia-tha'im, house of dry figs.

Beth'el, the house of God.

Be'ther, division, or in the trial.

Be-thes'da, house of pity or mercy.

Beth-e'zel, a neighbour's house.

Beth-ga'mul, the house of recompense.

Beth-hac'ce-rem, the house of the vineyard.

Beth-ho'ron, the house of wrath.

Bethle-hem, the house of bread.

Beth-pe'or, house of gaping or opening.

Beth'pha-ge, the house of the mouth.

Beth-sai'da, house of fruits, or of food, or of

Beth'shao, house of the tooth.

Beth-she'mesh, house of the sun.

Be-thu'el, filiation of God.

Be-ulah, married.

Bez-a'le-cl, in the shadow of God.

Be'zefc, lightning, or in the chains.

Bich'ri, first-born, first-fruits.

Bidkar, in compunction, or sharp pain.

Big'than, in the press.

Bil'dad, old friendship, old motion.

Bil'hah, who is old or confused.

Bir aha, in evil.

Bi-thiah, daughter of the Lord.

Bith'ron, division, or of anger.

Bi-thyn'i-a, violent precipitation.

, Blastus, that buds and brings forth.

Bo-a-ner'ges, sous of thunder.

■ Bo'az or Booz, in strength.

Bo'chim, the place of weeping.

Bo'zeg, mud, bog.

Boz'rah, in tribulation or distress.

Bui, old age, perishing.

Buz, despised or plundered,

Bu'zi, my contempt.

C.

Oabul, displeasing or dirty.

Cain, possession, or possessed.

Caleb, a dog, a crow, a basket.

Cal'va-ry, the place of a skull

Ca'na, zeal, jealousy, or possession.

Canaan, trader ; that humbles.

Can'da-ce, who possesses contrition.

Ca-per'na-um, the field of repentance, or city

of comfort.

Caph'tor, a sphere ; buckle ; a hand.

Car'mel, circumcised lamb ; harvest ; full of

ears of corn.

Car'mi, my vineyard.

Carpus, fruit or fruitful.

Cenchre-a, millet; small pulse.

Cephas, a rock or stone.

Cesar, cut out of the womb.

Chal'col, who nourishes, or consumes the

whole.

Chal'de-a, as demons; or as robbers.

Charran, a singing or calling out.

Cheoar, force; strength.

Che-dor-la'o-mer, roundness of a sheaf.

Che'mosh, handling ; taking away.

Ghe'rith, cutting ; piercing ; slaying.

duTi-on, finished ; complete.

Chi'oa, open or opening.

Chit'tim, those that bruise.

Chlo'e, green herb.

Cho-ra'zin, the secret ; or here is a mystery

Chu'za, the seer or prophet.

Ci-lic'i-a, which rolls or overturns.

Cle'ment, mild ; good ; merciful.

Cle'o-phas, the whole glory.

Co-los'se, punishment ; correction.

Co-ni'ah, the strength of the Lord.
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Cor'inth, which is satisfied, or ornament, or E-ne'as. laudable.

beauty.

Cor-nc li-us, of an horn.

En-ge'di, eye of the goat ; or of happiness.

Enoch, dedicated or disciplined.

Crete, carnal ; fleshly. E'non, cloud or mass of darkness.

Cu'shan, Gu'shi, blackness ; heat E'nos, mortal ; sick; forgetful.

Cyprus, fair or fairness. E-paph-ro-di'tua, agreeable ; handsome,

E-pe-ne'tus, laudable ; of praise.

E'phah, weary ; tired.

D.
Eph'e-sus. desire.

Eph'pha-tha, be opened.

Ephra-tah, Ephrath, abundance; or beanr:

Dablja-sheth, flowing with honey. fruit.

Ba'gon, corn ; or a fish. Ep i-cu-re'ans, who gives assistance.

Da-mas out, a sack full of blood. Er, watch ; or enemy.

San, judgment ; or he that judges. E'rech, length ; heafth ; or physic.

Ban'i-el, judgment of God. E'sau, he that acts or finishes.

D.Vtu. generation. E'sek, contention.

Da'than, laws or rites. Esh'col, bunch of grapes.

Ba'vid, well-beloved ; dear. Esther, secret, hidden.

Deb o-rah, word ; thiug ; or a bee. F-'tham, their strength, their sign.

Be 'dan, their breasts; or friendship. Eu-bu'lus, prudent, good counsellor.

Be-lilah, poor ; small. Ere, living, enlivening.

Di-a'na, luminous or perfect. Eu'ni-ce, good victory.

Bid'y-mus, a twin or double. Eu-phra'tes, that makes fruitful

Dinah, judgment; or who judges. Eu'ty-chus, happy, fortunate.

Bor, Bu'ra, generation or habitation. E-zesu-el, the strength of God.

Bo than, the law or custom. E'xel, going abroad, or walk.

Du'mah, silence or resemblance. Ezra, help, or court.

E. F.

ET>al, heap; a mass that disperses. Felix, happy or prosperous.

E"bed, a servant or labourer. Fes'tus, festival, or joyful.

Eb-en-e'zer. the stone of help. For-tu-na'tus, lucky, or fortunate.

E"ber, one that passes ; or anger.

Ed, witness.

Eden, pleasure or delights.

G.
E'dom, red ; earthy ; or of blood.

Eglah, Eglon, heifer; chariot; round.

Egypt, that troubles or oppresses. Ga'al, contempt or abomination.

Ek'ron, barrenness; tore away. Ga'aah, tempest, commotion.

E'lah, an oak ; a curse; perjury. Gs/bri-el, God my strength.

Elam, a young man ; a virgin. Gad, a band, happy.

E lath, a hind ; strength ; an oak. Gai'us, lord, an earthy man.

El-e'a-leh, burnt offering of God. Ga-la'ti-a, » lute, the colour of milk.

E-le-a'zar, help of God. Galilee, wheel, revolution, heap.

El-ha'nan, gift ; mercy of God. Ga-mali-el, recompense of God.

Eli, the offering or lifting up. Gath rim'mon, the exalted press.

E'li, my God. Ga'za strong, or a goat.

E-ii'ab, God my father. Ge'bal, bound, or limit.

E-li'a-kim, resurrection of God. 3e da-li'ah, God my greatness.

E-lia-shib, the God of conversion. Ge-ha'zi, valley of sight.

E-li-e'zer, help, or court of my God. Gen-nes'a-ret, garden of the prince.

E-liTvu, rny God himself. Ge'rm, Ge'rer, pilgrimage, dispute.

E-lijah, God ttie strong Lord. Ge rah, twentieth part of a shekel.

E'lim, the rams ; the strong. Ger'i-zim, cutters.

El-ipha-let, the God of deliverance. Ger'shon, his banishment.

El'i-phaz, the endeavour of God. Geth-sem'a-ne, a very fat vale.

E-hs a-beth . the oath of God. Gibe ah, a hill.

E-lish'ah, it is God ; God gives help. Gid'e-on, he that bruises and break*.

E-lish'ii-a, God my salvation. Gil'e-ad, heap or mass of testimony.

E-li'hud, God my praise. Gil'gal, wheel, revolution, heap.

E-li'zur, God my rock ; rock of God. Giloh, that rejoices, overturns.

El-ha'nan, God the zealous ; or the reed of Gob, cistern or grasshopper.

God. Gog, roof, or covering.

Golan, passage, or revolution.

Gol'^o-tha, heap of skull*.

El-na'than, the gift of God.

E ion, oak ; grove ; or strong.

E'lul, cry or outcry. Goliath, passage, revolution, heap-

Em'ma-us, people despised or obscure. Go'mer, to finish, complete.

Em'mor, an ass. Gomorrah, rebellious people.

En dor, fountain ; or habitation. Go'ahen, approaching, drawing near.

. -
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Our, the young of a beast.

Ha-bakTcuk, he that embraces.

Ha. dad, joy, noise, clamour.

Ha drach, point, joy of tenderness.

Ha/gur, a stranger, or that fears.

Haggai. our feast, solemnity.

Hal-le-lujah, praise the Lord.

Ham, hot, heat, brown.

Ha'man, noise, tumult,

Ha.n-a-ni'ah, grace, gift of the Lord.

Ila-n'nah, gracious ; he that gives.

Saras, mountainous country.

H&r-bo'nah, his destruction.

Ha. rod, astonishment, fear.

Ha tach, he that strikes.

Ha-vilah, that suffers pain, that brings forth

Ha-za'el, that sees God.

Ha'xor, court, or hay.

HcTier, one that passes, or anger.

He'bron, society, friendship.

Hcgr'a-i or Hege, meditation, word, separation,

or groaning.

He lam, their army, their trouble.

Hel~bon, milk, or fatness.

Heli. ascending, or climbing up.

He'man, their trouble or tumult.

Hen, grace, quiet, or rest.

Hepb/zi-bah, my delight in her.

Hermes, Mercury, gain, or refuge.

Her"od, the glory of the skin.

Heah'bon, invention, industry.

Heth, trembling or fear.

Hez-e-ki'ah, strength of the Lord.

Hid de-kel, sharp voice or sound.

Hi'el, God lives, the life of God.

Hi£ ga'im, meditation.

Hil-ki'ah, God my portion.

Hilld, he that praises.

Ho bah, love, friendship, or secrecy

Hoph'ni, he that coverB, or my fist.

Hot, who conceives or shows.

Ho'reb, desert, solitude, destruction.

Ho-se'a and Hoshea, saviour or safety.

Hal, pain, infirmity.

Hoi dah, the world.

Hur, liberty, whiteness.

Ha'ahai, their haste, their silence.

Ib'haT, election, or he that ischovn.

I cha-bod, where U the glory?

Id'do, his hand, power, or praise.

I-du-me's, red, earthy, bloody.

I'jon, look, eye, fountain.

Imlah, plentitnde, or circumcision.

Im-rnan'u-«l, God with us.

In dia, praise, law.

I'ra, city, watch, or spoil.

Isaac, laughter.

I-aai ah, the salvation of the Lord.

Is'cah, he that anoints.

Ish-bosh'eth, a man of shame.

Ish'ma-el, God that hears.

Ia'ra-el, who prevails with God.

Ia'sa-char, reward or recompense.

Itha-mar, island of the palm-tree.

Ith'e-il. sign, or coming of God.

Ith're-am, excellence of the people.

Ivan, iniquity.

J.

Jaa-lam, who is hidden.

JaTial, which glides away.

JablKik, evacuation or dissipation.

Jahesh, dryness, confusion, shame.

Jahez, sorrow, or trouble.

Jacob, that supplants.

Ja'el, he that ascends, or a kid.

Jah, living, everlasting.

Jahaz, quarrel, dispute.

Ja'ir, Jair us. light, who diffuses light.

Jan'na, Jan'nes, who speaks or answers.

Japh'eth, he that persuades.

Jared, he that descends or rules.

Ja'aher, righteous.

Ja'van, he that deceives, or makes sorrowful.

J&'zar, assistance, or he that helps.

Je bus, which treads under foot.

Je-co-ni'ah, preparation of the Lord.

Je di-di'ah, beloved of the Lord.

Je-ho'ash, the fire of the Lord.

Je-hoi'a-chim, strength of the Lord.

Je hoi a-da, knowledge of the Lord.

Je-hoi'a-kim, resurrection, or confirmation of

the Lord.

J-- ho ram, exaltation of the Lord.

Je-hosh a-phat, God judges.

Je-ho'vah, liviug, everlasting.

Je-ho'vah-ji'reh, the Lord will see, or provide.

Je-ho'vah-nis'si, the Lord my banner.

Je ho'vah- shalom, the Lord send peace.

Je-ho'vah-sham'mah, the Lord is there.

Je-ho'vah-tsidTte nu, the Lord our righteousness

Je'hu, himself, or who exists.

Je-mi ma, handsome as the day.

Jeph'thah, he that opens.

Je-phun'neh, he that beholds.

Je rah, the moon or month.

Je-re-mi'ah, exaltation of the Lord.

Jer'i-cho, his moon or month.

Jcr-obo'am, he that opposes the people.

Je-rub-ba'al, he that defends Baal.

Je-ru sa-lem, vision of peace

Je-ru sha, exiled or banished.

Je-shu'run. upright or righteous.

Jes'se, to be, or who is.

Je'sua, Saviour.

Jeth'ro, his excellence or posterity.

Jez'e-bel, island of the habitation.

Jez're-el, seed of God, the brightness of the Lord.

Jo'ah, fraternity, brother of the Lord.

Jo-an'na, grace or gift of the Lonl.

Jo ash, who despairs or burns.

Job, he that weeps or cries.

Joch'e-bed, glorious, honourable.

Jo'el, he that wills or commands.

John, the graceor mercy ofthe Lord.

Jok'tan, small, dispute, contention.

Jo'nah. or Jonas, a dove, or he that oppress.

Jon a-than, given of God.

Jop'pa, beauty, or comeliness.

Jo'ram, to cast, elevated.

Jordan, the river of judgment.

Jo'se, Jo'se s, raised, or who pardons.

Jo'seph, increase, or addition.

3B
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Josh'u-a, the Lord, the Saviour.

Jo si'ah, the Lord burns, the fire of the Lord.

Jo'tham, the perfection of the Lord.

Ju bal, he that runs.

Ju'dah, Ju'das, the praise of the Lord.

K.

Ka'desh. holy, or holiness.

Ke'dar. blackness, sorrow.

Ke'de-moth, antiquity, old age.

Ke'naz, this nest, this lamentation,

Ke'ri-oth, the cities, the callings.

Ke tu'rah, incense.

Ke zi'a, cassia.

Ke ziz, end, extremity.

Kir. a city, wall, or meeting.

Kir*jath, city, vocation, lesson.

Kish, hard, difficult ; straw.

Kit tim, they that bruise : or gold.

Ko'hath, congregation, wrinkle.

Koran, bald, frozen, icy.

L,

La'ban, white, or a brick.

La'chish, she walks, she goes.

Lah'mi, my bread, or my war.

La'mech, poor, made low.

Le ah, weary, or tired.

Leb'a-non, white, or incense.

Lem'u-cl, God with them or him.

Le'vi, who is tied and associated.

Lib'nah, Lib'ni, white, whiteness.

Lo-am'rai, not my people.

Lo-ru-ha'mah, not having obtained mercy, not

pitied.

Lot, wrapped up, hidden, covered.

Luz, separation, departure.

M.

Ma'a-chah, to squeeze.

Ma ce -do'ni-a, adoration, prostration.

Mach-pelah, double.

Mag'da la, tower, or greatness.

Mag'da-len, elevated, magnificent*

Ma/gog. roof, or that coverH.

Ma'ha-lath, melodious song.

Ma-ha-na'ira, two fields or armies.

Mahlah, Hahlon, song or infirmity.

Mai eh us, king or kingdom.

Mam'mon, riches.

Mam're, rebellious, or bitter.

Ma na an, a comforter.

Ma-nas'seh, forgetfulness, forgotten.

Ma no'ah, rest ; or a present.

Ma on, house, habitation.

Mara, Ma'rah, bitter, bitterness.

Mar cus, Mark, polite, shining.

Ma'tri, rain or prison.

Hat/tan, Mat/that, Mat'thew, gift

Ke'dan, judgment, process.

Hedi-a, measure, habit, covering.

Mo-gid do, his precious fruit.

Mel-chiz'e-dek, king of justice,-

Mel'it-a, affording honey.

He'ne, who reckons or is counted.

Ueph-ib'o-aheth, out of my mouth proceeds

reproach.

Mtr-cu'ri-us, an orator, an interpreter.

Mer'i-bah, dispute, quarrel.

Me rom, eminences, elevations.

Me ros, secret, or leanness.

Me'ahach, that draws with force.

Me'shech, who is drawn by force.

Mes-si ah, anointed.

Me-thu'sel-ah, he has sent death.

Mi'cah, poor, humble.

Mi cai ah, Mi-chaiah, Michael, who is like to

God?

Mid'i-an, judgment, habit, covering.

Mig'ron, fear, farm, throat.

Mi'lo. fulness, repletion.

Mir'i-am, exalted.

Mish'a-el, who is asked for, or lent.

Mit-y-le'ne, purity, cleansing, or press.

Mi'zar, little.

Miz'pah. Miz peh, a sentinel, looking round.

Miz-ra lm, tribulations.

Mna'son, a diligent seeker, an exhorter.

Mo'ab, of his father.

Mo lech or Moloch, king.

Mor'de-cai. contrition, bitter bruising.

Mo ri'ah, bitterness of the Lord.

Mo sea, taken out of the water.

Mu'shi, he that touches or that takes away

 

N.

Na'a-man, beautiful, agreeable.

Na'bal, fool, or senseless.

Na'both, words, prophecies.

Na'hor, hoarse, dry, hot.

Nalium, comforter, penitent.

Najoth, beauties, or habitations.

Naomi, beautiful, agreeable.

Naph'ish, the soul, he that rests.

Naph ta-li, that struggles or fights.

Nar-cis aus. astonishment, stupidity.

Na'than, who gives, or is given.

Na-than-a'el, the gift of God.

Nas'ar-eth, guarded, flourishing.

Ne-ap'o lis, the new city.

NeTio, that speaks or prophesies.

Necho, lame, beaten.

Ne-he-mi'ah, consolation, repentance of th& Lord.

Ne-hush'ta, snake, soothsayer.

Nor, lamp or new tilled land.

Ne-ri'ah, light ; land of the Lord.

Ni-ca'nor, a conqueror, victorious,

Nic-o-de'mus, conqueror of the peopl*.

Ni-cop'o-lis, the city of victory.

Nimrun, leopard, bitterness.

Nim rod, rebellion, bam that rules.

Nim'shi, rescue from danger.

Nin'e-veh, handsome, agreeable.

Nisan, fight or standard; proof.

Noah, repose, rest, consolation.

Nob, discourse, prophecy.

Nod, wandering.

Noph, honeycomb or sieve, or that drops.

Nun, son, durable and eternal.

 

0.

0-ba-diah, servant of the Lord.,
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OT>ed, a servant;

Oliil, that weeps.

0 ded, to sustain, hold, or lift up.

Or, a cake, bread baked in ashen.

0 hel, tent, tabernacle, brightness.

Omar, he that speaks, or bitter.

Om'ri, aheaf or bundle of com.

On, O'nan, pain, power.

0 nes'i-mus, profitable, useful.

O'phel, a tower or elevated place.

0 phir, Oph rah, ashes, duct.

Oreb, a raven, sweet, or evening.

Or'pah, the neck or skull.

Oth ni, my time, my hour.

Oth'ni-el, the hour of God.

0 rem, that fasts, their eagerness.

0 zi'as, strength from the Lord.

Pa^a-rai, opening.

Pa'dan-a'ram, land of two, becauae between two

nvers.

P»'gi-«1. prevention, prayer of God.

Fal-es-ti'na, which i» covered, watered, or brings

and causes ruin.

Pal'ti, deliverance, flight.

Pam-phyli-a, made up of every tribe.

Pa'phos, which boils, or which is hot.

Pa'ran, beauty, glory, ornament.

Par'me-naa, that abides or is permanent.

Fa'roah, a flea, the fruit of a moth.

Par u-ah, flourishing or that flies away.

Pat'a-ra, which is trod under foot

Pa'thros, monthful of dew, persuasion.

Patinas, mortal.

Pau, that cries aloud, that appears.

Paul, Paul'us, small, little.

Pe-dai'ah, redemption of the Lord.

Fekah, he that opens, or liberty.

Pe-la-ti'ah, deliverance of the Lord

Peler, division.

Pe-nfel, fa... _ face of God, that sees Cod.

Pe-ni'nah, pearl, precious atone.

Pe'or, hole, or opening.

Per'ga, very earthy.

Per'ga-inos, height, elevation.

Per'si-a, Per'sis, that cuts, or divides, or nail

or horseman.

Peter, a rock or stone.

Pethu'eL mouth of God, persuasion.

Phal'ti, deliverance, flight

Fha'raoh, that disperses, that spoils.

Pharez, division, rupture.

Pnar'par, that produces fruit.

Phelw, shining, pure.

Fhe-ni'ce. red, purple.

Phil-a-del'phi-a, love of a brother.

Plu-letus, amiable, who is beloved.

Phil'rp, warlike, a lover of horses.

Phi ue'tines, those that dwell in villages.

Pnin'e-has, aspect, face of trust.

Phle'gon, zealous, burning.

Fhrygl-a, dry, barren.

Phurah, that bears fruit, or grew*.

Phy-gellus, fugitive.

Pilate, who is armed with a dart.

Fi'non, pearl, gem ; that beholds.

Pi ra'thon. his deprivation, ruptuse.

Pis f»h, hill, eminence, fortress.

Pi-eidi-t, pitch, pitchy.

Pi'thon, his mouth, his persuasion.

Pon'ti-us, marine, belonging to the sea.

Fontus, the sea.

Fofi-phar, bull of Africa, a fat bull.

Pris'oa, Pris-cilla, ancient.

Pul, bean, or destruction.

Fu'non, precious atone, or that beholds.

Pur, lot.

5".a;nl*h> greatness, thunder, evil.

KabTjah, great, powerful, contentious.

Rab'mag, who destroys a multitude.

Rab-sha'keh. cup-bearer of the prince.

Ra'chal, injurious; or perfumer.

Ra'chel, ewe.

2*!f*u» a 'riend. a neighbour.

RaTiab. proud, quarrelsome.

Rakliath, empty, temple of the head.

Raklton, vain, void, mountain of tears.

Ram, Ra'mah, Ra'math, raised, lofty.

Ra'me-ses, thunder.

Ra'moth, eminences, high places,

Raph'a, relaxation, or phyaic.

Raph u, cured, comforted.

ReTxt, the fourth, a square.

Re-bek'ah, fat, a quarrel appeased.

Re chab, square, chariot ; a team.

Re nob, breadth, space, extent.

Re-ho-bo'am, who sets the people at liberty.

ReTium, merciful, compassionate.

Re-ma-li'ah, the exaltation of the Lord.

Rem man, greatness, elevation or a pomegranate

Re-pha'im, giant, physician, relaxed.

Re-phi'dim, beds, or places of rest.

Re'sen, a bridle or bit

Reu, his friend, his shepherd.

Eeu ben, who sees the sun.

Ecu el, the shepherd or friend of God.

Re'xin, voluntary, good-will.

Re'zon, lean, small, secret, prince.

Khe'gi-um, rupture, fracture.

Rho'da, Rhodes, a rose.

Riblah, quarrel ; greatness to him.

Rim'mon, exalted, pomegranate.

Ri'phath, remedy, release, pardon.

Ri sah, watering, distillation.

Riz'pah, bed, extension, coal, flrestone.

Rome, strength, power.

Rosh, the head, top or beginning.

Ru'fus, red.

Ru-hamah, having obtained mercy.

Ru'mah, exalted, subhme, rejected.

Ruth, drunk, satisfied, fulness, beauty

s.

Sa-be'ans, captivity, conversion, old age.

Ba'doe, just, justified.

Salah, mission, sending.

Sal'a-mis, shaken, tossed, beaten.

Salem, complete, perfect, peace.

8al'mon, peaceable, perfect

Ba-ma'ri-a, his lees, his prison, his throne, his

diamond. '

Samlah, raiment : his left hand.

Samoa, full of gravel.
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Sam'son, his sun ; his service.

Sam'u-el, heard of God, asked of God.

San-ballat, bush, enemy in secret.

Saph, rushes, sea-moss.

Sap-phi'ra, that relates or tells.

Sarah, lady, princess.

Sa'rai, my lady, my princess.

Sar'dia, prince of joy.

Sa-rep'ta, a goldsmith's shop.

Sar'gon, who takes away protection.

Sa ruch, branch, layer, twining.

Satan, adversary, enemy, accuser.

Saul, demanded, lent, ditch, hell.

Sce'va, disposed, prepared.

Se1>at, twig, sceptre, tribe.

Se'gub, fortified, raised.

Se'ir, hairy, goat, demon, tempest.

Se-leu ci-a, shaken or beaten by the waves.

8em'e-i, hearing, obeying.

Sen'eh, bush.

Seph-ar-va'im, the two books, the two scribes.

Se'rah, lady of scent ; the song, the morning,

the morning-star.

Se'rug, branch, layer, twining.

Seth, put, or who puts.

Sha-al bim, that beholds the heart.

Sha-ar-a'im, gates, valuations, hairs.

Sha-ash'gaz, he that shears the sheep.

Sha'lim, fox, fist, path.

Shallum, ShaTman, peaceable, perfect

Sham'gar. here a st ranger.

Sham-muah, he that is heard.

Sham'huth, desolation, destruction.

Shamir, priison, bush, lees, thorn.

Sham mah,desolation, astonishment.

Sha'phan, rabbit, wild rat ; their lip, their

brink.

Sha'phat, that judges.

Sharon, his plain ; his song.

Sha'shak, a bag of linen, or the sixth bag.

Sha'veh, the plain ; that makes equal.

She-al ti-el, I have asked of God.

She'ar-ja'ahub, the remnant shall return.

She-a-ri'ah, gate of the Lord.

She'ba, captivity ; conversion ; old age.

Sheb'na, who reste himself: captive.

She'chem, part ; jxjrtion ; back.

Shed'e-ur, Held ; pip.

She lah, that breaks ; that unties.

Sheleph, who draws out.

She-lu-mi'el, peace of God; God is my happiness.

Shem, name ; renown.

She nm-i'ah, that hears the Lord.

She mar, guardian; thorn.

She-ma-hah, God is ray guard. '"'

She-mi'da, name of knowledge: that puts know

ledge.

Shem'i-nith, the eighth.

Shen, tooth ; ivory ; change.

She'nir, lantern: light that alee-p*.

She'shach, bag of flax or linen.

She'va, vanity : fame ; tumult.

Shib'bo leth, burden ; ear of corn.

Shig-gai on, a song of trouble or comfort

ShiTon, sent ; peace, abundance.

Shim-e'ah, that hears; that obeys.

Shim'e-i, my reputation ; my fame.

Shi'nar, watch of him that Bleeps.

Shiph'rah, handsome ; trumpet

Shit tim, that turn away or divert-.

Sho bach, your bonds ; your chain."'.

Shu'ah, pit; that s-wi ins ; humiliation.

Shu'al, fox ; hand ; fiat

Shula-mite, peaceable ; perfect.

Shu'nem, their change ; their sleep.

Shur, wall : ox : or that beholds.

Shu'shan, lily ; rose ; joy.

Sib'mah, conversion ; captivity.

Si'don, hunting ; fishing ; venison.

Si-gi'o-noth, variable songs or tune*

Si'hon. rooting out; conclusion.

SiTior, black ; trouble.

Silas, three, or the third.

Si-lo'ah or Si-lo'am, sent ; a dart or branch :

whatever is sent

Sil-va'nus, who loves the forests.

Sim'e-on, that hears ; that is beard.

Simon, that hears ; that obeys.

Sinai, a bush ; enmity.

Si on, noise; tumult.

Sis'e-ra, that sees a horse or a swallow.

Sir'i-on, a breastplate ; or deliverance.

Si'van, a bush or thorn.

Smyr'na, myrrh.

So'coh, tents; tabernacles.

Sodom, their secret ; their cement.

Solo-mon, peaceable ; perfect

So-sip'a-ter, who defends the father.

So'rek, vine : hissing.

Sos'the-nes, saviour; strong; powerful

Steph'a-nas, crown ; crowned.

Succoth, tents; tabernacles.

Susanna, lily; rose; joy.

Su'si, horse ; swallow ; moth.

Sur. that withdraws or departs.

8yrVcuse, that draws violently.

Syrl-a, Aram ; sublime ; that deceives.

T.

Ta'a-nach, who humbles thee or who

thee.

Tab'bath, good ; goodness.

Tab'e-rah, burning.

Tab'i-tha, clear-sighted.

Tahor, choice; purity.

, Tab-rim'on, good pomegranate ; or the naval ;

I the middle.

Tad'mor, the palm-tree ; bitterness.

Ta-ha-pa'nes, Tah-pe'aes, standard: flight:

temptation.

Tal ith-a-cu'mi, youngwoman, arise!

Tal'mai, my furrow ; heaps of waters.

Ta mar, palm ; palm-tree.

Tarn 'muz, abstrnse ; concealed.

Tat'nai, that gives; the overseer of gifts.

Tar'shish, contemplation.

Tarsus, winged ; feathered.

Tar'tak, chained ; bound ; shut up.

To bah, murder ; butchery ; guarding of the

the body ; a cook.

Te'beth. the tenth month.

Te'kel, weight

Te-ko'a, trumpet; that is confirmed.

Tel-melah, heap of salt; or of man uti .-.

Te'ma, admiration ; perfection.

Te man, the south ; Africa : perfect.

Te'rah, to breathe, scent, or blow.

Ter a-phim, an image ; in idol.

Ter ti-us, the third.

Te'traroh, governor of a fourth part

Ter-tul'lus, a Mar; an impostor.

Thad'deui, that praises and conf

Tha'hash, that makes haste.
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Tha'mah, that blou out.

The'bez, muddy ; eggs ; fine linen.

The-oph'i-lus, friend of God.

Thea-sa-lo-ni'ca, victory against the Thessa-

Bhml

Tho'maa, a twin.

Thy-a-ty'ra, perfume ; sacrifice.

Ti-be'ri-as. good viaion; the navel.

Tib'ni, straw ; hay.

Tigr'lath-pi-le'ier, that binds or takes away

captivity.

Tim'nath, image ; figure.

Tiph'aah, passage ; leap ; stop.

Tiriah, benevolent; well-pleasing.

Tiah oite, that makes captives.

Tob, good; goodness.

ToTju, that lives ; that declares.

To% who wanders.

Tola, worm ; grub ; or scarlet.

To'phel, ruin ; folly ; foolish.

To'phet, a drum ; betraying.

Tro'as, penetrated.

Troph'i-mui, well brought up.

Tu'bal, the earth ; the world.

Tyre, Ty'nu, strength, rock, sharp.

u.

TJ'cal, power, prevalency.

TTlai, strength, fool, senseless.

Un'ni, poor, afflicted, that answers.

Ur, fire, light ; a valley.

TJ-ri'ah, Uiijah, U-ri'el, God my light or fire.

V rim and Thnmmim, light and perfection.

TJz, counsel, wood.

TJz'zah, strength, goat.

TJz-ii'ah, Uz-zi'el, strength of God.

V.

Vaih'ni, the second.

Vuh'ti, that drinks : or thread

Voph'ti, fragment, diminution.

z.

Zab'di, portion, dowry.

Zac-che'us, pui-e, clean, just.

Zach-a-ri'ah, memory of the Lord.

Za'dok, just, justified.

Zaluun, crime, impurity.

Zal-mo'nah, Zal-mun'na. shadow, image,

Za-no'ah, forgutfulness, desertion.

Za'rah, Zerah, east, brightness.

Zeb-a-diah, portion of the Lord.

ZeTwih, victim, sacrifice.

Zeb'e-dee, abundant portion.

Ze-bo'im, deer, goats.

Zelral, Zebu-Inn, habitation.

Zed-e-ki'ah, the Lord my justice.

Ze'eb, wolf.

Ze-lo'tes, jealous, full of zeal.

Zeph-a-niah. the Lonl is my secret,

Ze'phath, which beholds, or covers.

Ze'ror. root, that straitens or binds.

Ze-ru'ah, leprous, wasp, hornet.

Ze-rub'ba-bel, a stranger at Babylon, dispersion

or confusion.

Zer-u-i'ah, pain, tribulation.

Ze'thar, he tbatexaminesorbehold-*.

Zi'ba, army, fight, strength.

Zich'ri, that remembers, a male.

Zi'don, hunting, fishing, venison.

Ziklag, measure pressed dcivn.

Zil'pah, distillation.

Zim'ran, song, singer, or vine.

Zin, buckler, coldness.

Zi'on, monument raised up, dryness.

Ziph, mouth, or mouthful.

Zip-po'rah, beauty, trumpet.

Zith'ri, hidden, demolished.

Ziz, flower, branch, or a lock of hair.

Zo'ar, Zu'ar, little, small.

Zo'bah, an array, or warring.

Zo'phar, white, shining, dryness.

Zo'rah, leprosy, scab.

Zuph, that beholds, roof, covering.

Zur, stone, rock, or that besieges.
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PKEFIXES.

A, [A.-&J on or in ; as abed, ashore, afield.

A, an, [G.J without, denoting privation: as

apathy, without feeling; anarchy, without

government. [abstain, abstract.

A. ab. aba, [L.J from or away ; as avert, abhor,

Ad, [L.J with its different forms a. ao, af, ag,

al, an, ap, ar, as, at ; as adhere, ascend, accept,

affect, aggravate, allot, announce, appear,

arrest, assent, attend. [amputate.

Am, [L.] round, about : as ambient, ambition,

Ambi, [L.J both ; as ambidexter.

Amphi, [G.J both, round, about ; as amphibi

ous, amphitheatre.

Ana, [G.J through or up ; as anatomy.

Ante, [L.J before; as antecedent

Anti. [G.J opposite to, against ; as antipathy,

antipodes, antagonist.

Apo, [G.J from : as auoatasy. apostate.

B.

Be, [A.-S.J by, before, beside; as bystander,

bespatter, bespeak, besprinkle.

Cata, [G.J down, downwards, according to ; as

cataract, catechism.

Circum, [L.J round about ; as circumscribe,

circuit, circumfluent, circumspect.

Oil, [L.J on this side ; as cisalpine.

Con, [L.J with its forms oo, cog, eol, oom, cor,

together, with ; as cohere, collect, correct,

convene, compose.

Contra, (L.J against ; as contradict, controvert.

Counter, [F. contre.] against : as counteract.

Se, [L.J down, from, or off ; as deject, deter.

Dia, [G.J through ; as diameter, diaphanous.

Ota, [L.J with its forms dif and di, off, asunder,

away, out ; as dispel, disarm, dishonest, diffuse.

Dy», [G.J ill, difficult ; as dysentery.

E.
En, em, or im, [F. and G.] in or on, also to

make ; as encircle, embark, encaustic, enfeeble.

Epi, [G.J upon ; as epitaph, ephemeral

Ex, [L.J with its forms e, ec, ef, out from; as

exclaim, evnde, effuse, effulgence.

Ex, [G.J from, out of; as exodus, extasy.

Exo, [G.] without ; as exotic.

Extra, [L.) on the outside, beyond; as ex

tramural, extraordinary, extradition.

For, [A.-S.] from, away, against; as forswear,

forbid.

Pore, [A.-S.] before; as forerun, foretell.

6.

Gain, [A.-S.J against; as gainsay.

H.

above ; hypercritical,Hyper, [G.J over,

hyperborean.

Hypo, [G.J under ; as hypothenuse, hypocrite.

In, [L.J with its forms ig, il. im, ir, in, into,

upon : as inter, illumine, impend, irrigate ;

before an adjective it means not, as inactive,

ignorant.
In, [A.-S.J in, on; as inwrap, inward; to

make, as imbitter.

Inter, [L.J between; as intercept, interpose.

Intro, [L.J into, within : as introduce.

Intra, [L.l in the inside of, within; as intramural.

J.

Juxta, [L.J close to, near; as juxtaposition.

M.
Heta. [G.J change ; as metamorphose ; method.

Mis, [A.-S.] error; misdeed, misconduct: »«,

mistrust, misbelieve ; HI, misohanm, mishap.

N.

Ne, [L.] not ; as nefarious, neuter.

Ne, I (J.] not ; as nepenthe.

Wee, [L.] not ; as neglect, negative.

Non, [L.J not ; as nonsense, nonage ;

of ntf, or from ne unam, not one.

adochkas

0.

Ob, [L.J with its forms oc, of, op, against, in

front ; in or on ; as obloquy, occur, oppose,

offer.

Out, [A.-S.J beyond ; as outdo, outrun.

Over, [A. -S.J eminence or excess; as overtop,

overthrow.

Para, [G.J alongride.beyond, against; as parallel,

Pene, [L. J almost : as peninsula.

Per, [L.J through, thoroughly ; as perfect, per

ambulate, permit, pellucid. [period.

Peri, [G.J round ; as perimeter, penphnm,

Pol, por, pour, pur, [F.J other forms of L, fn :

as pollute, portend, pourtray, purvey.

Port, [L.J after, behind ; as postpone.
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Pre, [ L] before ; aa predict, precede, prevail.

Preter, [L.) beyond : as preternatural.

Pro, [L.J forth, forward, for; aa proceed, pro

consul, provoke, pronoun.

R.
Be, [L.J back; as retract, resound, redeem.

reflux, revive, repeat, reanimatiou.

Betro, [L] going backward* ; as retrograde,

retrospect.

S.
Be, [L.] literally by itself, without, aside; as

separate, secure, seduce, seclude.

Bine, [L.] without; as sinecure, simple, sincere;

from m and ne, not.

Sab, [L. j with its forms su. sue. suf, sug, sup,

sue, under or after ; as subject, succeed, suffuse,

suggest, suppose, sustain.

Subter, [L.] under ; as subterfuge, subterraneous.

Super, I L.J over, above, beyond; as superstruc

ture, superfine, superadd.

Supra, (L.J over, above; as superabundance,

supernumerary, supramundaue.

Sur. [F., L. super.] as surmount, surprise.

Syn, [G.] with its forms ay, syl, aym, together,

with ; as syntax, system, syllogiBm, sympathy,

synonym.

T.

Trans, \ I..] beyond, overt through; as transit,

translucent, transport.

U.

Ultra, [L.] beyond ; as ultramarine.

Un, [A.-S., L. in.] not ; as unable, unseen ;

before a verb, to do the opposite ; as unloose,

untie, unfetter.

Under, [A.-S.] under, below; as underprop,

undersell.

TJp, [A.-a.] high, over ; as uplift, upland, upset.

V.

Ve, [L.] no, not; as vehement.

w.
With, [A.-S.] against, back ; aa withstand, with

draw.

AFFIXES.

Able, [L. abilis.] fit to be ; as portable.

Ae, [G. akas.] pertaining to ; aa elegiac.

Aoeous, [L. acti'A.] having the qualities of ; as

herbaceous.

Aeious, [L. ax, acis.] full of; as audacious.

Acity, [L. aeita*.] power, abundance ; as

capacity, loquacity. (celibacy.

Acy, [L.] act of doing, as conspiracy; Btate, as

Ade, f K J one who, act of ; as comrade, escalade.

Age, [F.J act of doing or thing done, state, sum ;

as passage, parentage, postage.

Al, [L. aim.] belonging to; as bridal, criminal,

nuptial.

An, [L. anut.] belonging or pertaining to, one

who ; as guardian, human, librarian.

Ana, [L.] things belonging to, sayings ; as

Johnsoniana.

Ance, aney, [L. antia.] Btate or being ; as ignor

ance, abundance, constancy, occupancy.

Ant. [L. an*.] agent or doer of a thing; as

assistant, aidant.

Ar, [L. arts.] of or belonging to; as globular,

angular; one who, as beggar.

Ard, [A.-S. ] one who ; as drunkard.

Ary, (L. ariu-t,] agent or doer, one who; as

secretary, missionary, lapidary.

Ate, [L. atum.] to make: as regulate, deliber

ate ; one who; as delegate, potentate ; office,

thing; as consulate, duplicate; having, lull;

as animate, adequate.

Ative, [L. aftpus.] having power ; as vegetative,

creative.

Atory, [L. atorivx.] relating to, being; as

predatory, transitory.

Ature, [L. atura.] state, form ; as creature.

Cy, [L. tia.] being or state of being; as clemency,

delicacy, intimacy, infancy.

Bom, r A.-S. J state, power ; as kingdom, earldom,

dukedom, popedom, freedom.

E.

Ed, [Eng.] having, action done; as landed.

Ee, IF.] one who; as, lessee, trustee, referee.

Eer, [F.] one who, agent or doer; aa muleteer,

charioteer, mutineer, engineer.

El, [A.-S. J instrument; as shovel.

En, [A.-S.] made of or belonging to; as wooden,

golden; to make, as lengthen, strengthen.

Ence, ency, [L, entia.) action, state or being ;

as leniency, consistence, tendency, indolence,

complacency.

Ent, [L. ens.] being ; as president, opponent.

Eous, [F. eux.) as righteous, courteous.

Er, [A.-S. irer, L. vir,] one who; as maker,

robber, gambler, ruler.

Erel, [A.-S.] little; as mackerel, from erand el

diminutives.

Ern, [A.-S.] direction to or from ; as eastern,

western ; or belonging to ; as modern.

Ery, [F. erie.) place, act, state ; as brewery,

bribery, waggery.

Erly, [A. -S.J direction to or from ; as southerly,

easterly.

Escent, [L. aeon.] growing, becoming; as

convalescent.

Ess, [F.J as tigress, lioness.

Et, [G. ttci.] one who; as poet, prophet ;—[A.-S.]

little ; as casket, tablet, floweret, rivulet

Etie, [G. ttikoi.] relating to ; as pathetic.

Ette, [F.J little ; as coquette.

Ety, [F- tie.] state of; as sobriety, anxiety.

Ever, [A.-S.] every, any ; as whichever, whoever.

£7, [Eng.] consisting of ; aa clayey.
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Ful, [A.-8.] full of; as joyful, useful, painfuL

Fy, [F. fier, h- fattrc] to make ; as, purify.

H.

Hood, [A--S.] state or being ; as manhood,

priesthood, neighbourhood.

Ible, [F., L. ibilis.] able to be; as flexible.

Io, [L. and G] belong to; as gigantic.

Ioe, [L itittm.] thing done; as service, notice.

Icity. [L. icitas.) state; as rusticity, elasticity.

Iole, [L. iculu*.] diminutive; as particle, icicle.

Ios, [G] what belongs to a science; as pneu

matics, mathematics.

Id, [L.] belonging to ; as rabid, fervid,

lie, [L.J belonging to ; as juvenile, mercantile.

Ine, [L. inns.] belonging to ; as divine, genuine.

Ion, [L. io.] being or state of being; as creation.

lor, [L.] more : as superior, inferior.

Iah, [A.-S.] like; as childish, girlish, foolish :

little, as brownish ;—[F. ir, L. ire.] to make ;

as establish, finish.

Ism, [G. t'siuos.] act, being or state of being ; as

patriotism, baptism, heroism, paganism.

1st, [G. isles.] one who; as druggist, duellist,

Calvinist, chemist, annalist, cabalist.

Ite, (L. itus, ito.] belonging to, one who ; as

satellite, parasite, hypocrite, favourite.

Ition, [L. itio.] act of, state of; as opposition.

Itive, [L. ttiviu.] having power ; as nutritive.

Itory. [F. Moire.] state ; as dormitory.

Ityi [L] being or state ; as ability, capability.

Ive, fL.) belonging to, having the power to;

as native, active, expansive, persuasive.

Ix, [L.] as executrix, testatrix.

lie, [G. idso.] to make ; as fertilize, realize,

equalize, canonize, epitomize.

Kin, [A.-S.] little ; as lambkin, manikin.

Kind, [A.-S] race, sort ; as womankind, human

kind, mankind.

Le, [A.-S.] little ; as needle, settle ; often, as

sparkle.

Lent, [L. lenftu.] full of ; as benevolent, redo

lent, violent, virulent, corpulent.

Leas, [A.-S.] without; as useless, worthless.

Let, [A. -8.] diminution, little; as, eaglet.

Like, [A.-S. lie.] like; as warlike, saintlike.

Ling, [A.-S.] little, young ; as duckling, codling.

Ly, [A.-S. lie.] like ; as lordly, friend!}', kingly.

M.
Kent, [F., L. r,ientum.] act or state of; as

treatment, excitement, advancement.

Mony, [F. monie, L monia,] act- or state of; as

parsimony, testimony, matrimony.

most, [A.-S.] greatest ; aa uppermost, endmost

N.
Nest, [A.-S.] being or state of being; as mad

ness, blindness, kindness, tenderness.

0.

Oek, [A.-S.] little : as hillock.

Om, { A.-S.] that which ; as bottom.

On, [It.] large ; as million, billion.

Or, [L.] one who; as imitator, persecutor,

author, factor.

Ory, [L. orius.] belonging to or place where ; a*

olfactory, purgatory, prefatory, piscatory.

Om, [L. osus.) full of ; as verbose, jocose.

Osity, [L. osita.t.} abundance, state ; as verbosity,

curiosity. [as patriot, sealol

Ot, [A. -S. J little ; as ballot ;—[G. ott*. ] one wlv, ,

Our, (A. -S.J state of being; as honour, tli^hw*-

our, fatout.

Ous, [h. «£.] full of; as prosperou*, lixstroo*,

nervous, dubious, fibrous, igneous.

Be, [A.-S.] place ; as here, there.

Bed, [A.-S.] state, those who ; as kindred.

Bio, [A.-S.] dominion, region ; as banhoiirit-.

By, [F. vie.] art, place ; as masonry, foundry.

Se, [A.-S.] to make ; as cleanse.

Ship, TA.-S.] Btate or quality: aa hardship.

friendship, stewardship, penmanship.

Some, [A.-S.J full of ; as tiresome, qiiarrxlsotrje.

gladsome. [spinster, punster, gamester.

Ster, [A.-S.] agent or doer, one who; as maltster.

Stress. [A. -S. ] as songstress. [pleuri*?.

By, [F. sit, G. sis.] state ; as ecstasy, courtly,

T.

Teen, [A.-S.J ten to be added; as fifteen, sixteen. ,

Ter, [G.] that which : as chaxacter.

Th or T, [A.-S.] state or thing; as birth,

mirth, gift, loft.

Ther, [A.-S.] towards;aswluther,thiUier,hhh*.

Tude, [L. tudo.] being or state of Uuog; «

solitude, altitude, gratitude.

Ty, [F. tet L. ton.] being or state of being; as

captivity, poverty, rapidity, dignity, honesty.

U.
TJlt. [I.. «((«».] state or act ; as tumulcliatult,

difficult, occult. [virulent

TJlet, [L. olentus.] full, containing; as corpulent.

Time, [L. umai.] act or slate of : as volume.

TJre, [L.] act or state ; as verdure, mixture,

capture, exposure. [acute, dispute

TJte, [L.] belonging to ; as prosecute, persecute,

w.
Ward, [A.-S.] in the direction of ; as hitberwaiu,

homeward, eastward. [ways, wroug-wav*.

Ways, [A.-S.] way, manner; as side-ways, bye-

Wi», [A.-S.] way, manner; as likewise.

Y.

T, [A. -9.] full of, having : as windy, clayey ; (L

ta.] state, act, or place; as rectory, victor,

archery.

Yer, [A.-S.] one who, as lawyer.

Tte, [G. utet.] one who; as neophyte troglodyte.



ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN

WRITING AND PRINTING.

A. Adjective ; in commerce,

accepted; in wutic, alto ; after

noon.

0. or 0a, [Anil, G. 'and.] In

itUdieiHt, of each the same

quantity.

A.A.G. Assistant Adjutant-

General.

A.A.S. [Academic Americana

Sociu*.] Fellow of the Ameri

can Academy.

A.B. [Artivm Baccatavreus.]

Bachelor of Arts.

Abbr, Abbreviated.

AbL Ablative.

Abp. Archbishop.

Abr. Abridged.

Ace. or Acct Account.

Ace. Accusative.

A.D. [Anno Domini.] In the

year of our Lord.

Ad. or adv. Adverb.

Ad lib. [Ad libitum.] At pleasure.

Adm. Admiralty; Admiral.

Admr. Administrator.

Admx. Administratrix.

Adv. Advent; Advocate.

JE., XL [JEtatis.] Of age; aged.

Agr. or Agrio. Agriculture.

Agt. Agent.

Alg. Algebra.

Alt Altitude.

A.K. [Artium Magittcr] Master

of Arts ; [Ante Meridian] be

fore noon; [Anno Mv.ndi] in

the year of the world.

Amer. American.

Amt. Amount.

An. [Anno.] In the year.

Anal. Analysis.

Anat Anatomy.

Anon. Anonymous.

Ana. AnBwer.

Ant or Antiq. Antiquities.

Ap. Apostle.

Apo. Apogee.

Apoe. Apocalvpae.

Aa.[Aoua.] Water.

A.K. [Anno Regni.] Year of

the reign ; Arabic.

Arch. Architect.

Arith. Arithmetic.

Art Article.

Aist Assistant.

Att. Attorney.

Att.-Oen. Attorney-General.

A.U.C. [Ah Vrht Contlita.] In

the year from the building of

Rome.

Avoir. Avoirdupois.

B.

j b. born.

I B.A. British America ; Bachelor

I of Arts.

i Bal. Balance.

; Bart, or Bt Baronet.

I Bar. Barrel.

I B.C. Before Christ.

B.C.L. Bachelor of Civil Law.

'. B.D. Bachelor of Divinity.

Bd. Bond ; bound.

i Bds. Bound in boards.

I Bib. Bible ; biblical.

Biog, Biography; biographical.

Bk. Bank ; book.

B.L. Bachelor of Laws.

j Bot Botany ; botanical.

Bp. Bishop.

I Brig. Brigade ; Brigadier.

■ Bro. Brother.

B.V. [Beatn Virgo.] Blessed

Virgin ;—[Bene Kate.jFarewell.

c.

0. Carbon; Consul; Caesar;—

[Centum.] A hundred; cent;

centime.

C. or Cap. [Caput.] Chapter.

C.A. Chartered Accountant ;

controller of accounts.

Cal. Calendar ; [Calendce.] Ca

lends.

Cam. Cambridge.

Cant. Canticles.

Cap. Capital.

Caps. Capitals.

Capt Captain.

Cat Catalogue.

Cath. Catholic.

C.B. Companion of the Bath.

CO. County Commissioners;

County Court.

C.C.P. Court of Common Pleas.

O.E. Canada East ; — Civil

Engineer.

Cent. [Centum.] A hundred.

C.H. Court House ; Custom

House.

Ch. Church ; chapter.

Chal. Chaldron.

Chap. Cliapter.

Ohsavi Chemistry.

Chr. Christian.

Ohron. Chronicles ; Chronology.

Cit. Citation ; citizen.

Civ. Civil.

C.J. Chief Justice.

01. Clergyman ; clerk.

O.K. Common Metre.

Co. Company ; county.

C. 0. D. Cash or collect on

delivery.

Col. Colonel ; Colossians,

Coll. College ; collector ; col

league.

Com. Commissioner ; Commo

dore; committee; commentary ;

commerce.

Comp. Compare ; compound.

Conch. Conchology,

Con. or Or. Contra ; against

in opposition ; credit

Cons;. Congress.

Conj. Conjunction.

Const Constable ; Constitution.

Cor. Corinthians, [ber.

Cor, Hem. Corresponding Mem-

Cor. Seo. Corresponding Secre

tary.

Cos. Cosine. [mon Pleas.

C. P. Court of Probate ; Com-

O.P.S. [Cuittos Privati Sigilli.]

Keeper of the Privy beal.

Cr. Credit ; Creditor.

Cnm. Con. Criminal conversa

tion or adultery.

O.S. Court of Session : Clerk to

the Signet ; [Cvrto* tiujilli]

Keeper of the Seal.

Cur. Current; this month.

C.W. Canada West.

Owt [L. centum, a hundred,

and English weight.] A hun

dredweight.

Cyc . Cyclopaedia.

D. Deputy ; Degree ; [Jkimiui
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or Denarii] a penny or pence;

Duke ; Dowager ; Dutch.

D. Dutch.

d. died ; daughter.

Dan. Danish; Daniel.

Dat Dative.

B.C. [Da Capo.) Again; or

from the beginning.

D.C.L. DoctorofCivil (or Canon)

Law.

D.D. [Divinitatis Doctor,] Doc

tor of Divinity.

Dee. December; declension;

declination.

Def. Definition.

Bwi Degree.

Del. Delegate.

Del. [Delineavit.] He or she

drew it — prefixed to the

draughtsman's name.

Dem. Democrat.

Den. Denmark.

Dep. Deputy ; Department

Dept. Deponent.

Deut. Deuteornomy.

D.F. [Fidei defensor.) Defender

of the faith.

Dft, Defendant.

D.O. [Dei Gratia.} By the

grace of God.

Diam. Diameter.

Diet Dictionary.

Diaet. Discount

Diss. Dissertation.

Dist. Atty. District Attorney.

Div. Division; Dividend.

D.M. Doctor of Music.

Do. [Ditto.) The same.

Dolt. Dollars.

Dm. Dozen.

D.P, Doctor of Philosophy.

Dr. Debtor ; doctor ; dram.

D.8. {Dal Segno.) From the

sign.

D.T. [Doctor Theologian.) Doc

torof Divinity.

Dub. Dublin.

D.V. [Deo volente.) God willing.

Dwt, [L. Denarius, and Eug.

weight .] Pennyweight.

E.

ea. each.

Ebor. York.

E.G. Eastern Central (Postal Dis

trict, London).

Eool or Socles. Ecclesiastes ;

ecclesiastical.

Ed. Editor ; edition.

E.E, Errors excepted.

e.g. [exempli gratid.] For

example.

E.I. Last Indies or East India.

E.I.C. East India Company.

E.I.C.S. East India Company's

Service.

Elec. Electricity.

E.Lon. East Longitude.

Ency. Encyclopaedia.

E.N.E. East-North-East.

E. and 0. E. Errors and

omissions excepted.

Eng. England ; English.

Engin. Engineering.

Ent. Entomology.

Eph. Ephesians.

Eq. Equal or equivalent.

E.S.E. East-South-East.

Esq. or Esqr. Esquire.

Esp. or esp. Especially.

E. T, English translation.

et al [et alibi.) And else-

whore;—[et allii or alia.) And

others.

Etc. or fto. [et cateri, catera, or

catera.) And others; and so

forth.

etaeq. [el seqnentes or et

sequeniia.) And the following.

Etym. Etymology.

Ex. Example.

Exc. Excellency.

Exch. Exchequer ; Exhange.

Exec. Executor.

Execx. Executrix.

Exod. Exodus.

Ezek. Ezekiel.

El. or Est. Ezra.

F.

F. Fellow; franc; florin; French.

Fahr. Fahrenheit.

Far. Farriery ; farthing.

F.A.S. Fellow of the Society

of Arts ; Fellow of the Anti

quarian Society.

F.B.S.E. Fellow of the Botani

cal Society of Edinburgh.

Fcp. Foolscap.

F.C.P.8. Fellow of the Cam

bridge Philosophical Society.

Feb. February.

Fern. Feminine.

F.E.S. Follow of the Entomo

logical Society ; Fellow of the

Ethnological Society.

Fig. Figure; figuratively.

Fir. Firkin.

F.G.S. Fellow of the Geologi

cal Society. [Society.

F. L. S. Fellow of the Linuasan

F.P. Fire Plug.

F.M. Field Marshal.

Fo. or Fol. Folio.

Fr. France ; French.

F.S.G.S. Fellow of the Royal

College of Surgeons.

F.R.G.P.E. FeUow of the Royal

College of Physicians, Edin

burgh.

F.R.G.S. Fellow of the Royal

Geographical Society.

Fri. Friday.

Fris. Frisian. [Society.

F.R.8. Fellow of the Royal

F.R.S.E. FeUow of the Royal

Society, Edinburgh.

F.R.S.L. Fellow of the Royal

Society of Literature ; Follow

of the Royal Society, London.

F.S.A. Fellow of the Societvoi

Arts.

Ft. Foot ; feet ; fort.

F.T. C. D. Fellow of Trinity

College, Dublin.

Fta. Fathom.

Fur. Furlong.

Fut Future.

F.Z.S. FeUow of the Zoologi

cal Society.

G.

G. Genitive.

G. Guinea; Gulf.

Gael. Gaelic.

GaL Galatians.

Gal. Gallon or gallons,

G.B. Great Britain.

G.C, Grand Chapter. [Batfc-

G.C.B. Grand Cross of tfc*

G.C.L.H. Grand Crosm of the

Legion of Honour.

G.D. Grand Duke; Grand

Duchess.

Gen. Genesis ; General.

Gent Gentleman.

Geog, Geography.

Geol. Geology.

Geom. Geometry.

Ger. German.

Go. Gothic.

Gov. Governor.

O.K. Grand Master.

OEK.P. Grand Master of the

KuighU of St. Patrick.

G.O. General Order.

G.P.O. General Post Office.

Gr. Greek ; Grusa.

Gram. Grammar.

G.T. Good Templar.

Gun. Gunner^'.

h. hours.

H. Hydrogen: High.

Hab. Habakkuk.

Hag. Haggai.

H.B.C. Hudson s Bay Compaxj

H. B. M. His (or Her) Bnua-

nic Majesty.

H. 0. House of Commoes .

Herald's College.

H.O.M. His (or Her) Cathcuc

Majesty.

Heb. Hebrews.

Her. Heraldry.

H.G. Horse Guards.

Hhd. Hogshead.

H.I.H. His (or Her) Imps"*)

Highness.

Hind. Hindustan ; His**

tanee.

Hist History.

H.K. His (or Her) Majsstj.

H.M.S. His (or Her) VUj«rt7'

Steamer, Ship, or Servs*-

Hon. Honourable.

. I
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Bart. Horticulture.

IT "R. Home of Representatives.

H. R.E . Holy Roman Empire or

Emperor. [Highness.

H.R.H. His (or Her) Royal

H S 3. [Hittoria Socutatti

Sociut.) Fellow of the Histori

cal Society.

Hnnd. Hundred.

Hyd. Hydrostatics.

Hydraul. Hydraulics.

Hypoth, Hypothesis.

L

I. Island; Iodine.

lb. Ibid. {Ibidem.} In the

name place.

IceL Iceland ; Icelandic.

Ich- Ichthyology.

Id. {Idem.] The same.

LcorLe. [Idest.] That is.

I R. O. Inland Revenue Officer.

I. XL S. [lata or Jesus Hominum

Salvator.] Jesus the Saviour

of men,

Imp. Imperial; Imperative.

Incog;. [Incognito.] Unknown.

Ind. India; Indian.

Inf. Infinitive.

In Urn. [In limine.] At the

outset.

I.N.XLJ. [lesus or Jesus Nazare-

nu*t Rex Judaorunu] Jesus

of Nazareth, King of the Jews.

Ins. Inspector.

Inst. Instant. [passage.

In trans. [In transitu.} On the

Int. Interest.

Interj. Interjection.

I. 0. 0. P. Independent Order

of Odd Fellows.

I.O.TJ. I owe you—an acknow

ledgment for money.

i. q. [idem quod.] The same as.

Ism, Isaiah.

It. Itah Italian; Italic.

I.T. _ Inner Temple.

J.

J. A. Judge Advocate.

Jan. January.

Jaa, James.

Jav. Javanese.

J.O. Justice Clerk.

J. CD. [Juris CivilU Doctor.)

Doctor of Civil Law. [Laws.

J.D. [JurumDoctor.] Doctor of

Jer. Jeremiah.

J. G.W. Junior Grand Warden.

Jno. John.

Josh. Joshua.

J.P. Justice of she Peace.

J. Prob. Judge of the Probate.

Jr. or Jnr. Junior.

J.TJ.D. [Jv.ru Utriiuque Doc

tor.] Doctor of Both Laws;

that is, the Canon and Civil

Law.

Judg. Judges.

Jul July : julep.

Jus. Justice.

J.W. Junior Warden.

X. King. [King's Bench.

K.B. Knight of the Bath:

K. C. B. Knight Commander

of the Bath.

K. a. Knight of the Garter.

K.G.O. Knight of the Grand

Cross ; Knight of the Golden

Circle.

Ki. Kings.

Kil. Kilderkin. [of Honour.

K.L.H. Knight of the Legion

K.Jt. Knight of Malta.

K.P. Knight of St. Patrick.

Knt. or Kt Knight.

X. T. Knight of the Thistle.

L.

Ij. or £. A pound sterling ;

Lord ; Lady ; Lake.

Lam. Lamentations, [weight.

L. lb. [Libra.] A pound in

Lat. Latin ; Latitude.

L.C. Lower Canada.

lo. Lower case; [toco citato.]

In the place before cited.

L.O.B. Lord Chief Baron.

L. 0. J. Lord Chief Justice.

Id. Lord.

Ldp. Lordship.

Lea. League.

Legis. Legislature.

Lev. Levitt* ; Leviticus.

L.H. A. Lord High Admiral.

L.H.C. Lord High Chancellor.

L. H . T . Lord High Treasurer.

L.I. Light Infantry.

Lib. [Liber.] Book.

Lieut or Lt, Lieutenant.

Lit. Literature ; literary.

Lath. Lithuanian.

LL.B. [Lcgum Baccalaureus.]

Bachelor of Laws. Note.—The

initial letter of a word is some

times doubled, as in the present

instance, to signify the plural.

LL.D. [Lcffum Doctor.] Doctor

of Laws. [land.

L.L.I. Lord Lieutenant of Ire-

Lon., Long. Longitude.

L.P. Large paper.

L.B. Leftside;—[Locus Sigilli.]

Place of the SeaL

L.8.D. [Libra, Solidi, Denarii.}

Pounds, Shillings, Pence.

M.

K. [MilU.] Thousand ;—[Aferi-

dies.) Meridian or noon.

M, or m. Masculine; month;

mile ; morning ; Monday ;

Marquis ; minute.

M.A. Master of Arte; Military

Academy.

Mac. Maccabees.

Hadm. Madam.

stag1. Magazine.

Mai. Major.

Hal. Malachi.

Kan. Manual.

Has. Masculine.

Math. Mathematics.

H.B. [Medicina Baccalaureus.]

Bachelor of Medicine.

H.G. Member of Congress ; Mas

terof Ceremonies; Master Com

mandant.

M. C. S. Madias Ci vil Service.

M.D. [Medicines Doctor.] Doc

tor of Sfedicine.

Hddle. Mademoiselle.

M.E. Methodist Episcopal ; Mili

tary or Mechanical Engineer ;

Mo»t Excellent.

Hech. Mechanics.

Hem. Memorandum.

Messrs. [Messieurs.] Gentlemen;

Sirs.

Met Metaphysics.

Meteor. Meteorology.

Meth. Methodist.

M.G. Major General.

M.H.S. Member of the Histori

cal Society.

Hio. Micah.

Mid. Midshipman.

Mil. Military.

Mm. Minute.

Hiss. Mississippi.

MM. Their Majesties.

Mme. Madame.

Mod. Modern.

Mens. Monsieur or Sir.

Mos. Months.

M.F. Member of Parliament;

Member of Police.

M.P.P. Member of the Pro

vincial Parliament.

Mr. Master or Mister. [Missis.

Mrs. Mistress — pronounced

HE. 0. S. Member of the Koyal

Geographical Society.

MS. Manuscript

SSS. Manuscripts,

t. Mount; Mountain.

Hus. D., Mus. Boo. Doctor of

Music.

H.W. Most Worthy.

H.W.G.M. Most Worshipful

Grand Master.

MW.S. Member of the Wer-

nerian Society.

Myth. Mythology.

N.

If. or n. Noun: Neuter; North;

Note; New; Nitrogen.

If.A. North America.

Hah. Nahum.
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Nat. Natural ; National.

Naut. Nautical.

N.B. New Brunswick ;—[Nota

Bene] Note well, or take notice.

N.O. North Carolina.

N.E. North East; North Eastern

(Postal District, London).

Neh. Nehemiah.

Nem. Oon. [A'emine Contra-

dicente.] No one contradicting;

unanimously.

Nem. Diss. [Nemine Dissen-

tiente.) No one dissenting;.

Neth. Netherlands.

Neut Neuter.

H.F. Newfoundland.

N.L. \ Son liquet.) It appears

not : the case is not clear.

N. Lat. North Latitude.

N.N.E. North-North-East

N.N.'W. North-North-West.

No. [Nu%nero.] Number.

Non obst [Non obstante,] Not

withstanding.

Non. pro*. [Non prosequitur.)

He does not prosecute—a judg

ment entered against the plain

tiff when he does not appear

to prosecute, [does not follow.

Non. acq. [Non sequitur.) It

Nom. Nominative.

Hor. Norman.

Norm. F. Norman French.

Norw. Norway.

Noa. Numbers.

N.P. Notary Public.

N.S. Nova Scotia; New Style

(sinoe 1752).

H.T. New Testament.

Num. Numbers.

Numis. Numismatics.

N.W. North West: North

Western (Postal District, Lon

don).

N.Y. New York.

N.Z. New Zealand.

0. Old; Oxygen.

Ob. [Obiit.) Died.

Obj, Objective: Objection.

Oba. Observatory ; Obsolete.

Obt. Obedient.

Oct October.

O.F. Odd Fellows.

Olym. Olympiad. [nance.

Oro. Ordnance ; Ordinary; Ordi-

Orig. Original.

Ornith. Ornithology.

0.8. Old Style.

O.T. Old Testament.

Ozon. [Oxonia.) Oxford.

Oi. Ounce or ounces.

P.

P. or p. Page ; part,

p.a. Participial adjective.

Pari, Parliament.

Fart or part Participle.

Pass. Passive.

F.B. [Philosopkia Baccalan-

reus.) Bachelor of Philosophy.

P.O. Privy Councillor.

Pi Paid.

Pent Pentecost

Per an. [Per annum.] By the

year.

Per cent [Per centum.) By

the hundred.

Perf. Perfect.

Pen. Person ; persons.

Persp. Perspective.

Peruv. Peruvian.

P.O. Past Grand.

Pg. Portugese.

Ph.D. [PkiloAopJiia Doctor.]

Doctor of Philosophy.

Phil. Philippians; Philemon;

Philosophy.

Fhilom. [Philomatkes.) Lover

of learning.

Philos. Philosophy.

Phot. Photography.

Phren. Phrenology.

Phys. Physics ; Physical,

FhysioL Physiology.

Pinx..Pzt [Pinxit.] He or she

painted it.

Pit. Peck.

PL. Poet Lauceate.

PI. Plural

P.L.O. Poor Law Commis

sioner.

Plff. Plaintiff.

Plup. Pluperfect

P.M. Post Master ;~[Pott

Meridian, ] Afternoon.

P. M. G . Post Master General

P.O. Poet Office.

Poet. Poetry; Poetical.

P .0. 0. Post Office Order.

Port Portuguese.

Pose. Possessive.

fp. Pages.

'.P. Parish Priest.

p.p. Past participle.

P. P. 0. [Pour Prendre Congi.]

To take leave.

Pph. Pamphlet

P.pr. Present participle.

Pr. or Per. By the.

P.E. Prize Ring.

P. R. A. President of the Royal

Academy.

Prep. Preposition.

Pres. President.

Pret Preterit.

Priv. Privative.

Prob. Problem.

Prof. Professor.

Pron. Pronoun.

Prop. Proposition.

Pro tern. [Pro tempore.] For

the time being.

Ptot. Proverbs ; Provost ; Pro

vince.

Prox. [Proximo.} Next

P.R.S. President of the Royal

Society.

Prus. Prussian.

P.8. [Pott scriptuHL] Postscript

a paragraph added to a let

ter.

Pa. Psalm or Psalm*.

Pt Pint ; Part ; Payment,

Pub. Public; Publiaher.

Pub.Doc. Public Documents.

Q

ft. or Qn. Query ; Question

ft.B. Queen's Bench.

ft.0. Queen's Counsel.

ft.d. [Quasi diemL) As if he

should say.

ft.E.D. [Quod erat devtonMrmm-

dum,) Which was to be de

monstrated.

Q.1. [Quantum libct.) As mark

asyou please.

Q.M.. Quartermaster.

Q.K.G. Quartermaster General

ftr. or or. Quarter (2S pouuk).

Farthing; Quire.

Quant Suf. or ft. 8. [QumUmm

sujficit.) A sufficient quantity

ftt Quart ; Quantity.

ftuer Question. fas*.

ft.v. orq.T. [Quod ride.] Whicl,

R.

B. Railway; — [Jter.) King.

[Rtgina.) Queen; rood, roods,

river.

R. A. Royal Academy or AeasV

mician; Rear Admiral: Riekt

Ascension : Royal Artillery.

R.D. Royal Dragoons.

R.E. Royal Engineers.

Bee. or R. Recipe.

Rec. See. Recording Seeretarr

Ref. Reformer ; rafunnation

referee ; reference.

Bee;. Prof Regius Professor.

Beg. Register. [reporWr

Bep. Representative ; repuU*.-

Ber. Reverend ; rovafauon .

revolution ; review ; rerennr :

revise. [Marie*.

B.X. Royal Hail ; Reni

B.H.O. Roval Horse Guards

R.N. Royal Navy.

Bom. Roman ; Romans.

Bom. Oath. Roman Catholic

B.B. Railroad.

B.&E. Royal Society of Edic-

burgh. [doc

B.S.L. Royal Society of Loe-

Bt Hon. Right Honourable

Bt Rev. Right Reverend.

Russ. Russiau.

B.W. Right Worshipful

s.

8. Sign: South: Saint: Sud>;.

Saturday : Stoond ; Shilling-
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8. A. South America.

Sam. .Samuel.

Suit. Sanscrit.

Sax. Saxon. fengraved it.

Sc, [Seulpsit.) He or she

Be. [Scilicet.) To wit ; namely.

Bch, [Scholium.] A note or

comment.

Script. Scripture.

S.E. South East ; South East

ern (Postal District, London).

Bee. Secretary ; section.

Berg;, or Serj. Sergeant or

Serjeant.

Sep. September.

Sept. Septuagint.

Ber. Series.

Servt, Servant

S.G. Solicitor General.

8. H. 8. [Societati* Historic

Socitu.) Fellow of the His

torical Society.

Sins;. Singular.

S.J. Society of Jesus.

S. J.C. Supreme JudicialCourt.

S. Lat South latitude.

S.M. Short Metre ; Sergeant

Major.

S.K.I. [5a Majesti Imperial*.]

His or Her Imperial Majesty.

S.P.Q.R. [St antit* Populutquc

Romani.) Senate and People

of Rome.

8.8. Sunday School; Saint

Simplicius (the mark on the

collar of the Chief Justice of

England).

S.B.C. Solicitor before the Su

premo Courts.

S.8.E. South-Sonth-East

S.S.W. 8outh-South-West.

St. Saint ; street.

Stat Statute ; statuary.

B.T.D. [Sacra Theologice Doc

tor.] Doctor of Divinity.

Ster. or Stg. Sterling.

Stet. Let it stand.

S.T.P. [Sacra Theologke Pro-

jetsor. ) Professor of Theology.

Subj. Subjunctive.

Subst Substantive.

Buff. Suffix.

Sun, or Sund. Sunday.

Sup. Superintendent ; supple

ment ; superfine ; superior.

j Surg. Surgeon ; surgery.

Surv, Surveyor.

Burr. Gen. Surveyor General.

8.V. [Snb Verbo.] Under the

word or heading.

1 Sw. Swedish.

8.W. South West ; South West

ern (Postal District, London);

Senior Warden.

Syn. Synonym.

Syr. Syriac.

T.

T. Township; Ton; Tenor; Tues

day ;—[(«<«.] All.

Tut. Tangent.

Tent Tentonic.

Theol. Theology.

Theor. Theorem; Theoretical.

Thess. Thes&alonians.

Tim. Timothy.

T.O. Turn oyer.

Top. Topography.

Tr. Translation; Transpose;

Trustee ; Treasurer. [tions.

Traits. Transactions ; transla-

Typ. Typography.

u.

T/.O. Upper Canada.

T/lt [Ultimo.] Last, or of the

last month.

Univ. University.

V. P. United Presbyterian.

U.S. UnitedStates; [Vtimpra.]

As above.

U.S.A. United States of

America; United States Army.

U. S.M. United States Mail

United States Marine.

U.S.M.A. United States Mili

tary Academy.

U. 8. H. United States Navy.

U.T. Utah Teritory.

V.

V. Victoria ; Verb.

V.a, Verb active.

V.O. Vice Chancellor.

V. G. Vicar General ; Vice

Grand.

V.i. Verb intransitive.

Vid. [Vide.) See.

Via. [Videlicet.] Namely: to

wit

V.n. Verb neuter.

Vol Volume.

V.P. Vice President.

V.E. [Victoria Regina.) Queen

Victoria.

Vs. [Versus.] Against or in

opposition.

V.t Verb transitive.

W.

W. West; Welsh: Warden.

W.O. Western Central (Postal

District, London).

W. 1 West Indies; West

India

W. Lon. West Longitude.

W.M. Worshipful Master.

W. W. W. West - North

west.

Wp. Worship.

W.S. Writer to the Signet.

W.S.W. West-South-West.

Xm. or Xmas. Christmas.

Xt. Christ.

Y.

Tr. Year.

Td. Yard.

z.

Zech. Zoohariah.

Zeph. Zepharuah-

ZooL Zoology.



ARBITRARY SIGNS

USED IN

WRITING AND PRINTING.

Ph or ©

o i. or Z.

•

IO, or 3

U or ®

o. or <£

B

9

$ e. or J

o

¥

1? A

or (5

L ASTRONOMICAL.

1. SUN, GREATER PLANETS, Etc.

The Sun.

The Moon.

New Moon.

First Quarter.

Full Moon.

Last Quarter.

Mercury.

Venus.

The Earth.

Mars.

Jupiter.

Satum.

Uranus.

Neptune.

(J Comet.

*,«•-* Fixed Star.

*$- Too asteroids are now designated by nnm-

bers indicating the order of their discovery, and

tbeir symbol Is a small circle inclosing this number ;

as, ©, Ceres; ©, Pallas; ©, Juno; ©, Vesta;

and tho like.

2. SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC.

Spring

Signs.

Summer

Signs.

Autumn

Signs.

Winter

Signs.

( 1. T

1 2. 0

(3. a

s. n

6. 1W

7. £t

s. m

9. t
10. \$

11. XS

12. *

Aries, the Ram. '

Taurus, the Butt.

Gemini, the Turini.

Cancer, the Crab.

Leo, the Lion.

Virgo, the Virgin.

Libra, the Balance.

Scorpio, the Scorpion.

Sagittarius, the Archer.

Capricomus, the Goat.

Aquarius, the Waterman.

Pisces, thefUhet.

3. ASPECTS AND NODES.

rj Conjunction ;—indicating that the bodies have

the same longitude, or right ascension.

* Sextilc ; — indicating a difference of 60° In

longitude, or right ascension.

□ Quadrature;—todieating a difference of S*°ia

longitude, or right ascension.

A Trine ;—indicating a difference of 120" m «n-

gitnde, or right ascension.

g Opposition ;—indicating a difference of 180° m

longitude, or right ascension.

O Ascending Node;—called also Dragon t Bead.

jj " Descending Node ;—called also Dragon t TsA.

II. CHEMICAL.

. One equivalent of oxygen ;—written above a

symbol representing an element, and repealed to

indicate two, three, or more equivalents; thus,

Fe denotes a compound of one equivalent of

oxygen with one of iron ; § a compound of tbrw

equivalents of oxygen with one of sulphur.

, One equivalent of sulphur ;—used in the same

manner Jas the preceding ; thus, Fe denotes s

compound of two equivalents of sulphur and

one of iron.

8*~ A dash drawn across a symbol having

cither of the foregoing signs above It, denotes that

two equivalents of the substance represenlcd by

the symbol are Joined with the number ofequtvs-

lents of oxygen or sulphur indicated by the dos

or commas ; thus, *e represents a compound of

two equivalents of iron and three of oxygen, fann

ing sesqui-oxlde of iron.

+ Indicates, in organic chemistry, a base or alka

loid, when placed above the initial letter of tb>

name of the substance; as, M, morphine: CJ.

quinine.

— indicates, in organic chemistry, an acid, wbm

placed above the •initial letter of the name of u*

acid ; as, C, citric acid ; T, tartaric acid.

ajy Every elementary substance is representei

In chemical notation, by a symbol consisting of die

initial or abbreviation of its Latin name;i*Hw

hydrogen, 0 for oxygen, Ag (from Argentua) to

silver, and the like, each symbol, when used sosir,

always indicating a single atom or equivalent rf tk '

substanoc represented by It ; thus, O stands to o»

atom or equivalent of oxygen, C for a single eaal.
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valent of carbon, and the others ia like manner. A

compound body made upof single equivalents of its

constituents is represented by the two symbols of

the respective constituents written side by side;

as, HO, a compound of one equivalent of hydrogen

with one of oxygen, forming water. To express

more than one atom or equivalent of a substance, a

number Is used, either prefixed to the symbol, or,

more commonly, written after It, below the line ;

aa, 20, or 02, two equivalents of oxygen.

A secondary compound, as a salt, is indicated

by writing the symbols of the constituent com

pounds one after another, with the sign + between

them, the symbol of the base being always placed

first; thus, CaO + C02 represents carbonate of lime.

A comma is frequently used instead of the sign + ,

commonly to express a more intimate union than

would be expressed by that sign. The period is

also sometimes used to indicate a union more

Intimate than that denoted by the sign +, but less

so than that implied by a comma. A number

written before the symbol of a compound designates

a corresponding number of equivalents of that com

pound ; as, 3 S03, three equivalents of sulphuric

acid. When the formula of the quantity contains

several terms, those to which the figure applies

are included in parentheses or brackets, to which

the figure is prefixed; as, 3 (CaO+S03), three

cquivalenU of sulphate of lime.

ILL MATHEMATICAL.

THE RELATIONS OK QUANTITIES.

+ Pins; and; more vindicating addition; as

a+b—c;—used also to indicate that figures have

been omitted from the end of a number, or that

the latter is approximately exact ; as, the square

rout of 2 is 1. 4142136 + .

— Minus ; lets ; — indicating subtraction ; as,

a—b=ic.

± . or ^: Plus or minus ; ambiguous ;—indicating

that the number or quantity to which it is pre

fixed may have either of the signs + or — ; as,

o ± 6.

X Multiplied by; times; into; as, axb=ab:

6X4 = 21.

W Multiplication is also often indicated by

placing a dot between the factors, or by writing the

latter, when not numerals, one after another with

out any sign.

+. or : Divided by ; as, o -J- 6 ; that is, a divided

by 6; t -1-8 = 3.

W Division is also very often Indicated by

writing the divisor under the dividend, with a line

between them ; as, - ; that is, a divided by

a o

o;i = 2.

= Is equal to; equals; as, (a + 6) Xc = ae + be ;

6 + 2 = 8.

> Is greater than ; as.a>6; that Is, a is greater

than b ; 6 > 6.

< Is leas than; as, a< 6; that is, o is less than

b; 3<4.

^s\— Is equivalent to;—applied to magnitudes

~^ or quantities which are equal in area or

volume, but are not of tho same form, or capable

of superposition.

~ The difference between ;—used to indicate the

difference between two quantities without desig

nating which ia the greater; as, a -*./».

OC Varies as ; is proportional to ; as, a a b,

I Is to ; the } —used to indicate geometrical

ratio of; J. proportion; as, a : b : : c: d;

t: As; equals;) that Is, a is to 6 as c ia to d.

. ' . Hence ; therefore ; on this account.

• . • Because.

oo Indefinitely great; Infinite; Infinity.

0 Indefinitely small ; infinitesimal ;—used to de

note a quantity less than any assignable quan

tity ; also, as a numeral, naught ; nothing ;

zero.

Z. Angle ; the angle ; as, ,£ A B C.

L. Right angle ; the right angle ; as, LI A B C ;

that is, the right angle ABC.

J_ The perpendicular j perpendicular to ; as, draw

|| Parallel; parallel to; Is parallel to; as,

A li || 0 D. ^ '

O Circle ; circumference ; 360°.

A Triangle ; the triangle ; as A A B C ; that is,

the triangle ABC.

D Square ; the square ; as, QABCI); that is,

the square ABC1).

□ Rectangle ; the rectangle ; as, m A B C P ;

that ia. the rectangle A B C D.

V.ori/ Root;—Indicating, when used without

a figure placed above it, the square root ; as,

VI = 2; V4«J = 2». This symbol is called iho

radical liyn. To denote any other than the

square root, a figure (called the index) express

ing the degree of the required root, is placed

— _i —

above the sign ; as Vo, Vo, Vo, tc

■JwS- The root of a quantity is also denoted by a

fractional index at the right hand side of the quan

tity and above it, the denominator of the index ex

pressing the degree of the root ; as ov, a», at ; that

is, the square, cube, and fifth roots of a, respec

tively.

Vinculum, r indicate that the quantities

) Parenthesis, to w'i^h they are applied,

or which are inclosed by

them, are to be taken to

gether ; as,x~+"yi ; 2 (a+ 6) ;

OX(6 + c[e + d]);

f. or F Function; function of; as y=/(i);

that is, y is, or equals, a function of x.

«W Various other letters or signs are frequently

used by mathematicians to indicate functions ; as

f. +. ♦'. +. *• »"d the like.

d Differential; as, dx; that is, the differential

of*.

8 Variation ; as & x ; that Is, the variation of x.

A Finite difference.

D Differential co-efficient; derivative.

»W The lettered, 8, A, D, and sometimes others,

are variously employed by different mathemati

cians, prefixed to quantities to denote that the

differentials, variation,, finite differences, or diffe

rential co-efficients of these quantities are to bo

taken; but the ordinary significations are those

given above.

Integral ; integral of;—Indicating that the ex

pression before which it is placed is to be lnte-

(

or „ Brackets, •

{}'
| Bar,

/
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grated ; as, JtmSx — x* ; that Is, the Integral of

•jxdx Is x:.

B^" It is repeated to indicate that the operation

of integration is to be performed twice, or three or

more times, as //,///, &c For a number of times

greater than three, an index is commonly written

at the right hand above ; as, /*" xdx™ ; that Is, the

mth integral, or the result of in integrations of

xdx"*.

denotes that the integral Is to be taken be

tween the value b of the variable and its value

a. /* denotes that the integral ends at the

value a of the variable, and fh that It begins

at the value b. These forms must not be con

founded with the similar one indicating repeated

integration, or with that Indicating the integral

with respect to a particular variable.

2 Sum; algebraic sum ;—commonly used to Indi

cate the sum or summation of finite differences,

and in nearly the same manner as the symbol/.

« Residual.

it The number 3.H159265+ ; the ratio of the

circumference of a circle to its diameter, of a

semicircle to its radius, and of the area of a circle

to the square of Its radius. In a circle whose

radius Is unity, it is equal to the semi-circum

ference, and hence is used to designate an arc

Of 180°.

c Degrees; as, 60°; that is, stxty degrees.

' Minutes of arc; as, 30'; that is, thirty minutes.

" Seconds of arc ; as, 20" ; that Is, twenty seconds.

', ", "', &c. Accents used to mark quantities of the

same kind which are to be distinguished; as,

a', a", a'", &c„ which are usually read a prime.

a second, a third, kc. ; a b' c"+ a' o" c + a" 6 c'.

i, *, st &c Indices placed above and at the right

hand of quantities to denote that they are raised

to powers whose degree Is indicated by the

figure ; as. a1 ; that is, the first power of a ; a-,

the square or eecoud power of a, a\ the cube

or third power of a ; and the like.

IV. MEDICAL.

aa (G.oca), of each.

B. (L. Recipe.) Take.

APOTHECARIES' WEIGHTS

ft Pound.

J Ounce : as, Ji. one ounce ; Jess, nalf fln ounce ;

31ss, one ounce and a half ; JlJ, two ounces, &c.

3 Drachm ; as, 3'. oue drachm ; 3S8» half a

drachm; 3iss, one drachm and a half; 3iJ, two

drachms, &e.

3 Scruple; as, 91, one scruple; B&s, half a

scruple ; yiss, one scruple and a half; ^lj, two

scruples, &c.

APOTHECARIES' MEASURES.

O, or 0 (L. Oetarius.') Pint.

J Ounce, or/ J fluid ounce.

3 Drachm, orJ 3 fluid drachm,

rq Minim, or drop.

V. MISCELLANEOUS.

k, eft, &. And.—&c. (AY ortera.) And the rest;

and so forth ; and so on ; and the like.

jpL Response;—used in Roman Catholic service-

books.

T&" Yerslcle ;—used in service-books in the Romas

Catholic church to denote the part recited or sang

by the priest.

# A character used In Roman Catholic service-

books to divide each verse of a psalm Into two

parts, and show where the response begins.

»J* or + A sign of the cross used by the popr.

and by Roman Catholic bishops and archbishop?.

Immediately before the subscription of their

names. In Roman Catholic service-books it i-

used in those places of the prayers and benedictido

where the priest is to make the agn of the cro&».

-^ Broad Arrow ; a British government mark,

stamped, cut, or otherwise fixed on all govern

ment property used In the royal ships or dock*

yards, in order to prevent embezzlement of navai

stores.

X, or + A character customarily made by personi

unable to write, when they are required to

execute instruments of any kind, as deeds,

affidavits, &c.

The name of the party is his

added by some one who John X Smith

can write ; as, mark.

4to, or 4°. Quarto ; four leaves, or eight pages, to

a sheet

8vo,or8°. Octavo; eight leaves, or sixteen pagaa,

to a BDeet,

12mo, or 12°. Duodecimo ; twelve leaves, or twenty

four pages, to a sheet.

16mo, or 16°. Sexto-declmo ; sixteen leaves, or

thirty-two pages, to a sheet.

18mo, or 18°. Octo-decimo ; eighteen leaves, or

thirty-six pages, to a sheet.

&BT Other sizes are 24mo, or 21° (Vigcsunc-

quarto), 32mo, or 32° (Trlgvslmo secundo), 36a*\

or 36° (Trigesimo-sexto), 48ioo, or 4*- (Qaadri-

gesimo-oclavo), 64mo or 64° (Sexagesmo-quartoX

72mo, or 72° (Septuagesimo-secundo), 96mo. or 96°

(Nooagesimo-sexto), 128mo, or 123° (Cente*imo et

vlgesimo-octavo). These sizes are of rare occur

rence, and are not commonly known by their

Latin names, but are colloquially called tweotv-

four-mo, thirty-two-mo, &c„or twenty-fours, tbirty-

twos, &c.

7ber, September; Sber, October; 9ber, Xovrat*

ber ; lOber, December.

VI. MONETARY AND

COMMERCIAL.

£ round, or Pounds (sterling) ; as, £1 ; j£45.

S Dollar, or Dollars ; M, $1 ; S JOC.

$ Cent, or cents; as, lS^i 33f.

tu 1'ound, or Pounds (In weight) ; as lit) ; 2«lfc.

@ At, or to ; as, silk @ $2 per yd.

»• Ter ; as, shet-p 3* *s* head.

% Per cent; as, discount 6 /o=SlO. 21.

"/. Acoonnt ; as, J. Smith in "/„ with J. Jones.

/ Shilling, or Shillings ; at, '/, = 1»- 6i ; '/, =

it. 3d.

A 1 The designation of a flret-class Tessel, fa

Lloyd's Register of British and Foreign Ship-

Sing; the letter denoting that the hull is w«l

ullt and seaworthy, and the figure the eflWmt

state of her rigging, anchors, cables, fcc.

__
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14 Map of the World—shewing the

Distribution of Birds and Fishes.

15 Map of the World—shewing Distri

bution of Quadrupeds, Sec.

1 6 Map of the World—shewing Distri

bution of Plants, &c.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY—IMPERIAL SERIES.

THE PORTABLE ATLAS of PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY,

20 Maps, 11 by 1 3 inches, mounted on Guards, Imp. 8vo, cloth,

3 s. 6d.

THE STUDENT'S ATLAS of PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY,

20 Maps, mounted on Guards. With Letterpress Description and

Wood Engravings. By James Bryce, LL.D., F.R.G.S. Imp.

8vo, cloth, 5 s.

1 Hemispheres—shewing proportions of

Land and Water, with Length of

Rivers and Heights of Mountains.

2 Physical Map of Europe, shewing

Mountains and Rivers, High and Low

Lands.

3 Physical Map of Asia—shewing as

above.

4. Physical Map of Africa—shewing as

above.

5 Physical Map of North America—

shewing as above.

6 Physical Map of South America—

shewing as above.

7 Physical Map of the British Isles—

shewing as above.

8 Various Sections across the Continents.

9 Various Sections in the Oceans j

Diagram of Suez Canal, &c.

10 Maps of the World—shewing the

Mean Temperature of the Air—

March to August.

11 Maps of the World—shewing the

Mean Temperature of the Air—

September to February.

12 Map of the World—shewing the Dis

tribution of Constant, Periodical, and

Variable Winds; Limits of Trade

Winds, &c.

13 Map of the World—shewing the

proportionate distribution of Rain,

&c.

14 Map ofthe World—illustratingEarth-

quakes and the Distribution of Vol

canoes.

15 Map of the World—shewing the

Ocean Currents and Basins, and

principal River Systems.

16 Map of the World—shewing the

Geographical Distribution of Birds

and Fishes.

17 Map of the World—shewing Geo

graphical Distribution of Quadrupeds

and Reptiles.

18 Map of the World—shewing the

Geographical Distribution of Plants.

19 Map of the World—shewing the

Distribution of Mankind according

to Races.

20 Geological Map of the British Isles.



"William Collins, Sons, & Co.'s Educational "Works.

COLLINS' SCHOOL ATLASES—<ommud.

HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHY.

THE POCKET ATLAS of HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY,

1 6 Maps, 6^ by ii inches, mounted on Guards, Imperial i6mo,

cloth, is. 6d.

THE CROWN ATLAS of HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY,

1 6 Maps, with Letterpress Description by Wm. F. Collier, LL.D.,

and a Copious Index, Imperial i6mo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

THE STUDENT'S ATLAS OF HISTORICAL GEO

GRAPHY, 16 Maps, Letterpress Description by Wm. F.

Collier, LL.D., and a Copious Index, 8vo, cloth, 3s.

1 Britain under the Romans.

2 Britain under the Saxons.

3 Historical Map of the British Islands

from A. D. 1066.

4 France and Belgium, illustrating British

History.

5 Roman Empire, Eastern and Western,

4th Century.

6 Europe, 6th Century, shewing Settle

ments of the Barbarian Tribes.

7 Europe, 9th Century, shewing Empire

of Charlemagne.

8 Europe, loth Century, at the Rise of

the German Empire.

9 Europe, nth Century, at the Time of

the Crusaders.

10 Europe, 16th Century, at the Eve or

the Reformation.

11 Germany, 1 6th Century, Reformation

and Thirty Years' War.

12 Europe, 17th and iSth Centuries.

13 Europe at the Peace of 1 815.

14 Europe in 1871.

1 5 India, illustrating the Rise of the British

Empire.

16 World, on Mercator's Projection, shew

ing Voyages of Discovery.

CLASSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

THE POCKET ATLAS OF CLASSICAL GEOGRAPHY,

15 Maps, Imp. i6mo, 6£ by II inches, cloth lettered, is. 6d.

THE CROWN ATLAS OF CLASSICAL GEOGRAPHY,

15 Maps, Crown 8vo, with Descriptive Letterpress by Leonhard

Schmitz, LL.D., and Index, Imperial i6mo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

THE STUDENT'S ATLAS OF CLASSICAL GEO

GRAPHY, 1 5 Maps, Imperial 8vo, with Descriptive Letterpress

by Leonhard Schmitz, LL.D., and Index, cloth, 3s.

1 Onus VlTIIllUS NoTUt,

2 Egypt.

3 Empire of Alexander the Great

4 Macedonia, Thracia, Sec.

5 Roman Empire, with Plan of Rome.

6 Gr.ecia, with Plan of Athens.

7 Italia, (pars Septentrionalis. )

8 Italia, (pars Meridionalis. )

9 Armenia, Mesopotamia, Sec.

10 Asia Minor.

11 Palestine, (temp. Christi.)

12 Gallia.

13 Hispania.

14 Germania, Sec.

15 Roman Britain, (Britannia.)

HISTORICAL AND CLASSICAL ATLAS.

THE STUDENT'S ATLAS OF HISTORICAL AND

CLASSICAL GEOGRAPHY, consisting of 30 Maps as above,

with Introductions on Historical Geography by W. F. Collier,

LL.D., and on Classical Geography by Leonhard Schmitz, L L.D.,

with a Copious Index, Imperial 8vo, cloth, 5s.



William Collins, Sons, & Co.'s Kducational 'Works*

COLLINS' SCHOOL ATLASES—comkuei.

SCRIPTURE GEOGRAPHY.

THE ATLAS OF SCRIPTURE GEOGRAPHY, 16 Maps,

Crown 4to, with Questions on each Map, stiff Cover, i s.

THE POCKET ATLAS OF SCRIPTURE GEOGRAPHY,

1 6 Maps, 7^ by 9 inches, mounted on Guards, Imperial i6mo,

cloth, is.

1 Ancient World, skewing probable Set

tlements of Descendants of Noah.

2 Countries mentioned in the Scriptures.

3 Canaan in the time of the Patriarchs.

4 Journeyings of the Israelites from Egypt

to Canaan. [Tribes.

5 Canaan as Divided among the Twelve

6 The Dominions of David and Solomon.

7 Babylonia, Assyria, Media, and Susiana

—Countries of the Jewish Captivities.

8 Palestine in the Time of Christ.

9 Modern Palestine.

10 Physical Map of Palestine.

11 Journeys of the Apostle PauL

12 Map shewing the prevailing Religions

of the World.

13 The Tabernacle in the Wilderness,

Plan of.

14 Solomon's Temple and Herod'i

Temple.

1 5 Ancient Jerusalem, Plan of.

16 Modern Jerusalem, Plan of.

ATLASES OF BLANK PROJECTIONS & OUTLINES.

THE CROWN ATLAS OF BLANK PROJECTIONS,

consisting of 16 Maps, Demy 4to, printed on Stout Drawing Paper,

stiff Wrapper, 6d.

THE CROWN OUTLINE ATLAS, 16 Maps, Demy 4to,

Stout Drawing Paper, stiff Wrapper, 6d.

1 The Hemispheres.

2 Europe.

3 Asia.

4 Africa.

5 North America.

6 South America.

7 England and Wales.

8 Scotland.

9 Ireland.

10 Southern and Central Europe.

11 India.

12 Canada.

13 United States.

14 Australia.

1 5 New Zealand.

16 Palestine.

THE IMPERIAL ATLAS OF BLANK PROJECTIONS,

consisting of 16 Maps, Imperial 4to, on Stout Drawing Paper, stiff

Wrapper, is. 6d.

THE IMPERIAL OUTLINE ATLAS, 16 Maps, Imperial

4to, Stout Drawing Paper, stiff Cover, is. 6d.

1 The Hemispheres.

2 Europe.

3 Asia.

4 Africa.

5 North America.

6 South America.

7 England and Wales.

8 Scotland.

9 Ireland.

10 Southern and Central Europe.

11 India.

12 Canada.

13 United States.

14 Australia.

15 New Zealand.

16 Palestine.

A Specimen Map of any of the above Atlases will be sentfree on receipt

of t<wo Penny Stamps,
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